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01.07.2015,
On this very first day
Of July 2015,
I was on fast- unto-death,
For my own language
In my own native state
Named Odisha.
On this day,
From 9AM IST, I was
At Lower PMG,
In front of secretariate
Bhubaneswar, my state capital.
On this day,
I started my fast
With thousand supporters.
Against whom I was
On strike- matter to think.

The Govt is for us,
The Govt is by us,
The Govt is ours,
Still, we are on fast.
We have got separate state
Only for our language
In the year 1936
Under British rule.

We got independence in 1947,
Our constitution as adopted
In 1949, The Constitution has forbidden
Use of a language other than official
One, and English is not there,
In the 8th Schedule of the Constitution.
English is not there
And hence use of English always
Within the state is unconstitutional.

Our state Official Language Act
1954 is also there;
That says for all or any purposes
Of Orissa, Oriya language
Shall be used.

We are sovereign,
We are democratic,
Still, we use foreign language
English, for whose benefit?
That I wonder.
Who is guilty, my dear?
The men elected by us
Are making laws,
The men in service are taking salaries
From us, from our public exchequer,
And are here for executing laws
And Judges are also
Taking money out of tax amount
Of the people, they are
Adjudicating laws and
Deciding cases for our people.

Still, we were on fast
On this day, though
We are the real owner and
Sovereign authority
Of free, Independent India,
And resident of Odisha,
The state called Odisha is
Formed only on the basis
Of state Oriya language.

No Odia language means
No Odisha.

And still we were on fast
And our demand was/is
To use our state official language
Always everywhere within the state
In all and any purposes.

Really, it is shame, shame,
In this state, where
An elected Govt is not caring
The language- voice of the soul,
Voice of the voters-native men.
This Govt is not caring
The Act and the laws
And the constitutional provisions.

I am drawing the attention of all
Through this poem,
This fact worldwide and request all
To extend all support for the cause
And to do all necessary actions
As they think proper.

Gajanan Mishra
15th August

15 August.
What for it is famous?

They told us
On this day
We got independence.

Are we independent really?

They warned us,
Ask not such
Question further.

They said,
Worry not,
We are here for you.
We will take you,
To the path of progress.

What do you mean by progress?

They explained
Foreign English language
Will be used everywhere.
Foreign companies will come,
You will earn more and more dollars.
Your son will read in English medium
And he will go to foreign to serve there.
Your daughter will love to a man
Who is not from your land, and
Your family will be a global one.

The true meaning of freedom and salvation,
I know not.

I understood nothing,
And I wonder how they lead us
To totally a false notion.
But our Constitution says-
We, the people are sovereign.
But I realize, the very word
Sovereign is not applicable
Anywhere in our day to day life,
Here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
15th August- National Day

1.

15th August- National Day,
We are proud to this day.
We got independence on this day,
Independence from English rule.
We took reign of our country
On our own hands.
We made laws for us,
We declared ourselves sovereign.
We work for our own welfare,
We are all one and no one is
Bigger or smaller than another one.
We have no discriminations about caste,
Colour, sex, rich or poor, and
We all enjoy equal power.

2.

15th August- National Day,
On this very day,
We measure our own sky
That is blue,
That is the truth.
We see our own spark
That is within us.
On this very day,
We realise how important we are
On this earth.
We are for peace and co-operation,
We are for human development
In all directions without any
Contamination or say evil intention.

Gajanan Mishra
1960

I am going with it,
Nineteen hundred sixty.

Going and going
With you, O my dear, and
The entire world is watching us.

What for I do not know,
And you are telling me
Time and again to stop.

And I am going and going,
Not to reach anywhere
But to go and go
Without any ending.

Nineteen hundred sixty
And I am going with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Thank God, You are here,  
And you are watching the election.

Thank God, You have made us  
Conscious, my dear,  
And You have made us think -  
Is it that India we fought for.

Thank God, no answer from any quarter.  
It is said You appeared  
And You disappeared and again  
Preparing to appear.

Thank God, we hope Your return.

Remember, my dear, please do come,  
If You desire to come in a different form  
Totally in a different web to perform what You want.

Gajanan Mishra
2017

1.

It is for me, and
I am here
To win.
To win the hearts
Of others,
I am here.

I am here
For truth.
I am here
To take the truth
To all and
Make all realize
What they are,
What for they are.

2.

It is here for you, and
You are to accept me
For your welfare.

We are here
To cooperate each other
For the world.
We are here
To make this world
A peaceful area.

Life is here
With us and
We are to take care.

Let life flourish,
With all our good wish.
Man of the year
In literature,
You are my dear,
Kazuo Ishiguro.

Really you are
The great
Emotional force.
Really you are
In memory
In all time.

You are remembered really
History to the present,
Fantasy to reality.

Really you have
Uncovered the abyss
Beneath our illusory sense
Of connection with the world-
Rightly pointed out by
The Swedish Academy.

Let me congratulate you,
You are the writer
Of life and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
31st December

Last day of 2015 year,
Today, 31st December, dear,
I hope you all on this very day,
Stay here, without fear.
Live a life of human being
With compassion, forgive
And forget all for any action.
Live a life with nectar, my dear,
And see, everyone as your
Near and dear and keep all
Together, treat them as
One family members, all love,
All peace be with you
During the whole next new year.
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A Bad Man

A bad man is
Never interested
In praising others.
The bad man has
No information
Of truth,
That is there,
In each one here.
But I salute
The bad man always
As he works as
Soap and surf
And clean the dirt
That are there.
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A Bag Of Time

A bag of time
A bag of time only
You have given me
And I am using it.
The way of using the time
Though not known to me
I am using it so far
Properly here.
You know, my dear,
How valuable it is
With me, and I am
Using it in broad day light.
O my dear, rest is up to You
And You are the only person in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Bait

Conquer the unconquerable
And realize the truth, dear.
Who you are, please know
By engaging yourself in
Pious activities.

Back to truth, please know
The very status that is yours.
Nothing is mystic but see
Everything in elevated scale.

Never come back from the truth,
And stay there with the answer
That are with you. Please explain
The circumstances wherein you are
A bait for the purpose of others.
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A banana tree is
Troubled by a mad elephant.
This is the poem -
Please understand
And control yourself.

Give all protection
To the banana tree.
Control the elephant
If you can, and read my poem.

Take it into consideration,
The time and the situation.
Control yourself and
Expand not anything
Without knowing.
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A Beggar

A beggar,
You can call me a beggar.
I am begging a poem,
A poem of truth and love.
A poem where I can
Find a life.
I am here
Sitting for you, poet
And I hope you can only
Fill my mind
With the right thought,
Wherein I want to stay
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
A Beggar - For Poem

A beggar,
You can call me a beggar.
I am begging a poem,
A poem of truth and love.
A poem where I can
Find a life.

I am here
Sitting for you, poet,
And I hope you can only
Fill my mind
With the right thought,
Wherein, I want to stay
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
A Black Man

1.

A black man
Is divine,
Divine like
Our Lord Jagannath.

A black man
Is the symbol of
Bliss and
Prosperity
And peace.

2.

The black man
Fosters love
And brings
All together.

3.

Kill not
The black man.
The black man
Will never die.

Hear the black man,
Who is within you.
The black man
Is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A blessing to mankind - the poet,
And when I desire to be a poet
And started writing poems, I faced
The anger of all my family members
Including my wife, sons, and daughters.
The reason - all clear.
They all treat me as a nuisance,
As I have no source of income,
But I have all source of expenditure.
I am good for nothing for them,
I know not how to earn and live, how to take care,
How to adjust with others and so on
And so on - They all complained.
I know how to expose an idea,
How to value the truth.
But they all are intolerable.
It is true, I am a wretched victim
Of oppression and all
Torture my, even my fellow poets,
Who runs after prizes, medals but
See I am composing poems with so many words
That has blood and life and emotions and dreams
And the strength to move forward.
I am not telling myself, as yet a poet,
But I must say I am composing poems
With powerful words for humankind
And for all good, for all welfare.
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A Blind Maternal Uncle

A blind maternal uncle
Is better than no uncle -
Proverb goes.

But a disobedient son
Is the worst.
He is like
The dark sun,
That has no value.

Gajanan Mishra
A Bread

Only for a bread,
I am here.
I find humanity
In the bread
And in some water.

Just for a bread
I care each one.
I discover something
In each one and
That is love.

Smile and sweetness,
Are all in cooling air.
I find dazzling
Burning Star.

Have patience, dear friends,
If you8 want to know me.
Know the dust and the flies,
Know the things running.
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A Bridge Has Fallen Down

A bridge has fallen down,
Fallen down, fallen down,
In the valley with
The fairy lights.

In fair and square
Let me say the bridge
Was the fair copy of love
Within and for us.

The bridge is the symbol,
Symbol of oneness
And the bridge was there
For peaceful coexistence.

In place of that bridge
So many bridges will be there again.
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A Car Driver

To drive the car
For another person
Is not so easy,
The person who
Knows not
Where to go,
Road is everywhere
Opened though.

Listening one
Who has no word
And no means
To express himself
Is not so easy
To complete his work.

Where hidden
Delusions are there,
It is difficult
To participate
In the war
With any one.

Still it is necessary
To move forward
With the drive.
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A Challenging Task

To live a peaceful
Fearful life - really
A challenging task
On this day.

On this day
No one is allowed to
Say what he likes
And what he feels true.

The feeling of the truth
Is not anyone's property.
The properties one belongs
Is not his or her.
No compensation for any
Damage or harm at any time.
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A Chaste Wife

A chaste wife without
Any question is
Faithful to her husband.
So also a truthful man
Is busy in virtuous deeds
For the welfare of all,
Knowing fully well the world
Is perishing at every moment.
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A Child A God

A child a god,
Let us love all.
Forget, who
Say what.
Forget, incidents
That happened.
Proceed forward,
Life is there
For all good.
Use life and
If you fail
Then be sure
Everything is
There to loss.
But to loss
Is not the destiny.
Give light
With eternity.
Come straight
And live
A life
Carefree.
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A Child's Play

Of course, a child's play -
Marriage.
And life -
A ceremony and
Also a tedious journey.

Journey with
Responsibility.
Responsibility without
Match-fixing.

Each one should
Understand life,
And bear all
Happening therein
To win.
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A Citizen Of Paradise

A citizen of paradise - Emily.
O Emily, I care not where you are.
But let me request you to
Hear me, I am telling you
from this world of my paradise,
I belong to the same area
And I am sure it is yours, where
There is everything not in half but in full.
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A Continual Process

Birth and death,
A continual process.
But, remember,
Life is a calamity.

In detachment and
Also in attachment
You are to maintain
The status quo
If you want to
Enjoy life.

Life is there
In repetition of
Birth and death
On this very earth.
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A creator, a poet -
In original form here
And he is with nature,
And the poet is
On the platform of truth.

Realize the truth, men,
By understanding the poet.
Know the creation, the poems,
Unaffected by anything
Material existence.

Poems have no form,
No principles,
But truth and nature -
Means of all chapters.
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A Criminal

I am a criminal
I know it, my dear
In this material world
In the world of spirit
That is Yours
I am not a criminal
You are the Absolute Truth here
O my dear, and You know me
Better and better than
Any other messenger
You are the only person
Who is my future and
Who can make me free
From the death-messenger
It is true I am a
Space traveler
It is You, O my dear
Who is only the truth discoverer
I am the Truth here
You are being the Supreme Truth
No one can make me fear.
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A Crow And A Goat

A crow and a goat,
See both, they are friends.

See the crow,
It is sitting
On the goat.

The goat is there
On the hill top,
And it is visible.
But what the crow is
Thinking - Invisible.

The goat is partly
White and partly black.
The crow is black-
One can say blindly.

And they are friends,
Matchless.

See, I am going to
Catch both.

I caught the goat,
But where is the crow?
That I can't say you
Just now.

Ask not how?
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A Cycle

A cycle,
Here is the cycle,
I am on this cycle.

I am no way connected
With the cycle, see,
The cycle appears
The cycle disappears,
The cycle has a
Beginning and has
An end.

I am on this cycle, but
I am not the cycle.
I am no way related
With the cycle.

Ask me not
About the cycle.
See, let me renounce
The cycle and
Transcend all.
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A Daughter

A daughter is a daughter,
With all past, present and future
A daughter has all virtues-
Pretty, amiable and intelligent.
Adorned with all good traits
A daughter lacks nothing,
As she has with her unfailing love
Devoid of merits, free from pride
Unconcerned and free from doubts.
A daughter is a daughter
With the qualities of a father and a mother,
Daughter is the best process-server.
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A Day Is A Day

A day is a day, simply a day.
It is neither good
Nor bad.
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A Dead Body

Only a dead body
Can neglect a living entity.
A living creature must
Take care another
Living one as brother, sister,
Daughter, mother, father
Or as near and dear, but
A dead man can behave
As unworthy hardhearted
Offender. But nothing to
Worry he or she is there
To get punishment in
Due course of time
As directed by nature.
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A Deer Loses Its Life

A deer loses its life
As it absorbed in
The musical sounds by hunter.

A fish loses its life
As it eats the bait
Offered by the fisherman.

An elephant loses its independence
While satisfying its genitals
With a female elephant.

O my dear, the more you try
To satisfy your senses
The more you become morose.
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A Dialogue

It is a dialogue
Between You and I
And it is just a faith.

Believe me
Or go and perish
And realized the truth.

You are the Truth, I know
And there is a natural and real and
Eternal affinity with You.

Be in good
This discourse is for good
Keep always your faith good.

It is a faith
Between we the two.
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A Different Way

See, I have a
Different way of
Writing poems.
But the ingredients,
As you know, the air,
The water, the earth,
The light and the sky
Are all the same.
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A Disease

A disease
Neglected initially,
Becomes acute and
Impossible to cure.

Senses, if not
Controlled at first,
Impossible to
Control later.

An enemy,
Neglected in
The beginning
Insurmountable.

Check all the three
From the very beginning.
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A Dog Wags Its Tail

A dog wags its tail
The tail does not wag the dog.

My thought is my creation
I make my thought real
With all felicitation.
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A Doll

Who is not a doll?
Here and there,
We are being thrown
Like a ball.

No goal post
Here or there
And still we
concede our defeat.

How can you
Fulfill our wish?
Recognize first
Who we are and
What we deserve
With a smile normal.
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A Dream

I, myself -
A dream.
White in color,
Running in motion.

A bird, a wave,
A stone, a tree,
Call me in any name,
And I care not fame.

Deep dark -
My life.
I am a water pot
With a reflection of sun shine.

No one is there to depart
From my memory.
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A Drop Of Nectar

A drop of nectar
Is sufficient-

Sachin, my brother,
Rightly, you have
Stated.

Let me stay perfect,
Let me stay free,
Let me go far from
Action and reactions.
Let me increase
My love for you,
The truth.
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A Drop Of Water

A drop of water-
Sufficient to
Change the history.
A drop of water
Can say from which ocean
It belongs.
Of course, we are
Not so wise here.
Of course, we understand
Better the transition.
And on the way
How we face destruction.
Though genius, we are
Well aware our limitation.
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A Fact And Not The Fact

I am here
A fact,
I have a language
A fact.
I have my own state
A fact.
Law is there
To use the language
A fact.
No one using the language
A fact.
No punishment
For violation of law
A fact.
I am losing my identity
A fact.
I am hungry,
I am thirsty
A fact.
I am leaving my land
To fill up my belly
A fact.
Still, I am telling
I am great, and
I am not ready to hear
Against me,
Not the fact, though.
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A Father And A Son

Who is a father and who is a son?
Who is greater than another?
Who is indebted to whom?

But they say-
No one can repay
Debt to his father.
They further say-
By the mercy of the father
One gets the human form of life.
And the father trains his child
The truth.

But what is the truth,
And where it is,
What is the purpose of life? ?
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A Feeling

I am searching
A feeling
A hope,
I know
You are there.

You are there
In my feeling
In my hope
I know
You care.

You care
My life
My love
My dream.
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A Few Minutes Walk

Just a few minutes walk,
Just to stay for a few minutes,
We are a few,
Anyway, we have to adjust,
And everything depends on us.
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A Fire

A fire does not burn
Its own flames or sparks
So also the cold
Does not harm its
Own snowflakes or hail.

I know You are being
The Supreme Truth - beyond
The experience of
Material happiness,
And I, being your fragments
I am staying here
As Truth and no one can
Tell me false, I am
The truth here forever.
I know no one dare to
Deny my in anything, I am
Affirmative always
Like you see.
I am the fire, I am
The snow, I am the truth..
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A Fish

A fish
A fish cannot glide
On dry land.
O my dear, likewise,
I cannot utter
A single word
Without Your grace.
It is only love
It is only attachment
That is the means
And that is the end.
It is the essence
It is the confidence
And also it is the creed.
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A Flaw

I know, it is all flaw,
I know the flaw of nature
Is life here.
I am unable to do
Anything in this life,
Since I am within
Fear's claw.
Fear is death,
Fear is in attachment,
Let me go out from fear.
I know, I am unable to go
Outside fear, outside death,
Outside this world.
I am within death
And thinking myself
I am enjoying pleasures.
And I am busy in doing
All sorts of savage deeds.
It is all flaw, this world,
And this nature and this world order.
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A Flock Of Birds

A flock of birds
stopped in the middle
of the sky.
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A Flower

A flower,
A flower is
Not just a flower.
Try to understand
O my dear, here
See, all love-showers.

I know, my dear
You are the supreme pilot
And we are all here
Waiting and watching
Your piloting and
Looking a new chapter.

Are you here? we dare not
To asked you as we find life is better.
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A Flowing River

I am a flowing river,
I am perfect and pious.
The places through which
I am flowing are
Most sacred spots.
You may come, make
Friendship with me,
Stay with me, and
Attain perfection.
I know, you are here
To achieve all good,
Come on my dear,
All goodness are here,
In my words, in my thoughts,
In my flowing time.
Come on and use me,
I am here for you,
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Fool

And I am a fool
I know not what is a second
I know not where are You
I know only here I am
And I am for everything.

I am calling You, my dear,
See, my throat is clear,
I am so close to You
That I failed to talk to You
And for this I am nothing.

Am I encroaching?
That I know not
But I know
It is for You.
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A Forum

The poet- a forum,
Get everything there
With them.
With them
Your graphic design
Can be changed.
Welcome your own life
That is very sensitive.
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A Fragrant Flower

You are in me, I know.
You are the fragrant flower,
You are the dazzling star.
You are in me, I know.
You have kept my history,
You have shaped my geography.
And for you I have remained
Famous for all time.
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A Friend

Who is a friend?
Very difficult to know here.

What do you mean by the word friend?
No definite answer so far.

But a friend is a friend,
In need indeed, said some.

And I do agree for the time being,
I, know though, not true it is always.
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A Ghost

A ghost is there  
In you dear men  
And doing all mischief  
To you all.  
Dismantle the shelter  
By acquiring true knowledge.  
Know the truth dear men,  
And perform all auspicious works  
In your own language  
On your own soil.  
You are free and sovereign,  
Dear men, take the blessings  
Of your own mother  
With all truthfulness.
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A Glass Of Water

Give me a glass of water
To drink in this summer.
Give me a glass of water,
I have nothing to drink,
The area is full of water, though.

Give me a bowl of rice
Or a bread to eat,
I want nothing more than this.

Give me a bowl of rice
To eat, on this day.
On this day, I am hungry.
I am being eaten by
My hunger, my thirst,
That are within me.
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A Glaze Of The Sun

A glaze of the sun,
Songs of that white birds,
On the staircase
And all around me,
I am astonished
On the type of life
That is there in the street
And for which I stood.
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A Goal

A goal
A goal makes
A great difference.

Let there be a goal
And let us play
The game life-long.

Let us play in the sky
Let us play in the ocean
Let us play on this earth
And let us continue our play
Without any break.

And let us remember,
In this play no one is the winner
But each one is the fighter.
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A Good King

A good king never let his people down.
For he is the king and his responsibility is to see the welfare of all subjects.

Gajanan Mishra
A Good Man

Beyond words.
A good man is
Beyond words.
A good cause
Would never suffer
At the hands of
A good man.
A good man is
Always busy in
Searching the Truth.
And where there is
Truth, there is love
And where there is both
Love and Truth
One can find everything
There, near and far.
A good man is
The main pillar
Of everything here.
A good man is
The holy sir, holy air
And he is the future.
A good man is
The loving friend of the poor.
And I am a poor creature, here
O my dear, and You
Have blessed me, I know
It is Your grace
And it is Your nature
It is Your nature
To grace the poor.
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A Good Man Can Never Be

A good man can never be
A bad one, as we know
Nature created all with
All goodness.

We are here to know
Everyone's utility
For our society.

At times the nature
Surprised us,
Only because
We are preconceived.

We are here to take
And taste the sweetness
Of all and all activities.
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A Good Poet

A good poet.
Who is a good poet?
Is good poet sinless?
Who is sinless?
And what is a sin?
Who is free from
Obtuseness, inactivity
Heedlessness and delusion?

And what is a poem?
What is it like?
Who is writing poems?
Is poem in love?
And what is love
In this world of passions
Attachment, aversion.

Is poet happy?
Ask the poet and
The answer you received
Is not his
Hearing the answer
Are you in tranquility.
A good poet
A good poet.
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A Great Fool

A great fool is he
Who dares to deny
Your presence, dear.
A great fool is he
Who denies your role
In every action and
In every reaction.

Pardon me, I am
Nothing here
Without you dear.
Pardon me, I dare
Not to utter
Any word, I know
All words are yours.
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A Great Silence

I have my own
Appliance for
Reducing sounds
But I am talkative.

I am free and so
You can't force me
To talk only in
Mother-tongue.

And what is a
Mother-tongue?
Is earth not
The mother?

Hereafter, reign
A great silence.
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A Great Thing

To feel happy
with the happiness
of others,
To feel sad
with the sadness
of others.
A great thing by
a great soul really.
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A Horse Runs

A horse runs,
A poet compose.
I search
The relationship
Between a horse
And a poet
At every time
Everywhere here.

No one can beat the horse,
No one can topple the poet.
But as always
I see both in one place,
Though bisect.
I cry not,
But smile for
All equally.

From the hill top,
I raise my voice
With all good faith.
But I care not
The like and dislike
Of others who are
Not good at heart,
I call all, though.

In a state, where I am
Day and night, my language,
My thoughts and all
Getting jolt.
In different ways
I try to convince,
Lo, the truth is here,
Only for love.

Gajanan Mishra
A Is The Beginning

A is the beginning of all letters.

Om is the beginning of all creations.
It is the creation, it is the preservation
And also it acts as the symbol of destruction.

I rise in the morning
With Your call.
And I perform my duties
As per Your orders.
I am here to see You and
Your wonderful nature.

It is Your wish and Your pleasure,
You have kept me here for a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
A Joker

Your activities made me laugh
Like the activities of a joker.
Let me say you a joker
You are a laughingstock
Just like a joker.

O men, You are always acting
Within the clutches of illusory energy
And doing everything opposite.
O men, You have the capability to
Know the Truth and you have power
Of spiritual realization but of no use.

Truth consciousness and
Knowledge of God is pure knowledge
And it is the perfect benediction for humanity.
Knowing well all these, O men you are acting
Just like a joker and you are an
Instrument of laughter, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
A Journey - Life

A journey,
A memory,
With life and
Sweetness,
I discovered
In the wind.

Space I want
To occupy
But in vain
With some one
Proceed forward.

That some one
Is in me,
And I see the time.

Gajanan Mishra
A Judge

A judge,
I wonder,
How he is
Going to judge
And form opinion
When he is
Far away from
The language
Of the persons
Who are in disputes!
And still
We are waiting
For the judgement day
From such judges.

Gajanan Mishra
A Language Has Its

A language has its
Age-long traditions
And time-honor usage.
Use your own language
And give not a chance
For its destruction.
Failing which, with language
Everything would perish.

Gajanan Mishra
A Language, A Race

Kill not your language,
Kill not your race.
Regard your ancestors
By using the language
Of your mother.
Offer obsequies
By giving service,
By sacrificing your life
For the mother-land.

Gajanan Mishra
A Leaf

I am nothing
But a leaf.
This leaf
Is going to
Catch yellow.
This yellow
Is nothing
But the time.
And at this time
I am standing
Before you, my dear.
If you so like
Catch me
Before the yellow.

Gajanan Mishra
A Leaf, A Flower

A leaf, a flower,
Fruit or water,
I am ready to
Accept my dear,
Worry not,
Whatever you like
Please offer.
With you,
If nothing is
Also there,
No matter.
Just give me
Your mind,
That's enough.

Gajanan Mishra
A Life A Garden

A life a house,
A house a garden,
A garden space
Space a time
And from this
To that, we proceed
Ahead eternity.
We are going
On and on from
West to east,
And the sun is there
To welcome us.
All meaningful-
The life,

Gajanan Mishra
A Life In Poems

A life in poems,
It is here,
It can be here
Only on this earth.

This earth itself
Is a colourful poem,
All creatures and
Everything here
In this world
Are/is poets.

I salute them all
For their uniqueness,
For their fineness,
For their carelessness.

Gajanan Mishra
A Life That Is Intellectual

A life, that is
Intellectual,
That is cultural,
That is spiritual,
We want to live.

We want to study
Philosophy and
Religion.
We want to study
In a scientific
Method and
We want to attract
World-view.

We discover
Own self in
Our literature,
In our behaviour.

We realize the truth,
In the reservoir
Of happiness.

We want to introduce
Ourselves in a new
Format,
That no one
Can challenge.

Gajanan Mishra
A Life Without Fear

Beyond my dream,
Each incident.
Beyond my reach
You and your earth.
Beyond everything
My love my life.
And I am living here
With all nectar.

Life with all knowledge,
Life with all the truth,
Life with all lights,
We live here,
A life without fear,
A life with all nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
A Link

A link
Between
This and
That.
Like the river,
Like the star,
I see you there.

Beauty
Not a matter
To be discussed.
But smile is
There with
Humanity.
Life's security.

Gajanan Mishra
A Lion

A lion roared
And I sensed it.
Clouds are there
In the sky
And I called them.

All the vowels and
Consonants are forming
A group for the betterment
Of all, here.

I invented me in a new style,
Palm tree is there as it was,
Nothing confused me as yet
And I am going on my own ways
Like a lion in the dense forest.

Gajanan Mishra
A Little

A little good work
Can take you to heaven,
A little bad work
Can take you to hell.

You are to think
What to do and when,
You are free to think
But remember you are in a well.

Gajanan Mishra
A Little Faith

A little faith,
I have with me,
Please come and
take it, I am
ready to deliver
you at this time.
A little faith
That is with me
is ready to
go to you for
the purpose of
survival.
Please come and
see in you, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Little, Drink Please

A little, drink, please.
A little, take something.
Please, a little.

I am a tiny little man,
I have nothing, see.

I have little importance,
Here I am, check me out.

I am nothing,
I am in the crowd.

Here I am, scattered,
Here I am empty.

See my face,
How fearless I am
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
A lone word
Is there
And it is
Giving me
Invitation to
Wed with the star.

A star is there
And it is telling me
How to go with the word.
Both the word and the star
Are there with me
And they are taking
Much care.
Really I am fair.

Gajanan Mishra
A Lot

Tried a lot,
But failed
To reach you.

I changed
My name.
But not able to
Changed my identity.

The same earth,
The same air,
Make me wonder
Here and there.

I saw
So many persons
But failed to recognize.

Gajanan Mishra
A Lot Of Good

A lot of good
For you,
Life is all balanced,
Think no trouble.

Go with
All flexibility
And get result
All wonderful.

A lot of good
For you.
Stay in truth.
And for others
Do all good, and
All beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
A Lot Of Suffering

A lot of suffering,
Suffering and suffering
And only suffering here.

I like to suffer
Only for the security
And safety of fellow creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
A Lot Of Trouble

A lot of trouble
See, I am facing here.
And here I am residing
As per your order,
With air, fire and water.
I am not able to
Maintain a balance,
Excuse me, at times,
And again facing
A lot of trouble.
Loss, pain, defeat etc
Are but common
And still I am here
As per your order.

Gajanan Mishra
A Love Poem

Come on and let us go,
The earth is for us only.
The air is ours,
The light is ours,
Come on, the sky is
Calling us, listen to the sky.
No time to calculate,
Nothing to worry,
Come on, the car is ready.
Try not to know
It is morning or evening,
It is day or night.
Come on we will proceed
Ahead together.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man

A man,
Where is that man?
Is he in me?
Am I the same man?

I want not to
See the man,
I want not to
Hear about the man.

But I want
To be a man,
I want as
I love humanity.

A man without humanity,
Say him what ever you like.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man And His Life

No needs to say
Anything to anybody
At any time for
You have nothing to do
With your two hands,
Two legs or with
Your material body.
You have to realize
Your spiritual identity.
Know that you cannot be
Killed even if the body is killed.
One is there to save you
From all calamities.
And remember you are
Always unaffected
By these material arrangements.
It is only you man,
To search for the truth
And realize the fact
Who you are here.
Smile and live and
Try not to entertain
Any bodily conception.
And try to be a friend
Of all living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Eats Lion

A man eats lion,
A news item.

The tongue and ears
Remained silent,
News item.

Confidence goes to fire,
News item.

The language and the land,
They have taken away
From the moon,
News item.

The water and the air,
Play all days
In the sun.

Let me not say
News item.

Hypocrisy - this world,
And we all parts.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Is Born

A man is born
With all riches,
All strength,
All fame,
All beauty,
All knowledge,
And also
All renunciation.
Think not the man
An ordinary one.
An ordinary man
Can do any extraordinary
Works that are there,
The man is the living star.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Is Controlled

A man is controlled,
Not by another man
But by law,
Law of nature,
Law, established by
The procedure,
Procedure is set
By great luminaries.
We are to follow
The law,
Not the whims
Of anyone.
Let us be a model
And an ideal.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Is Here

A man is here
He is better than trees
Reptiles animals birds snakes
A man is here
He can only perceives
The Absolute Truth
A man is here
He is suffering a lot
Due to his forgetfulness of Truth
A man is created
Only for the purpose of Truth
Man my dear, forget not
Your eternal blissful nature
Remember, you are the nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Is In Need Of

A man is in need of
Good food,
Decent shelter,
Loving and
Supportive family.
But my dear men,
All that matter nothing
in life, O my dear,
Life is more than
Food, clothing and shelter
And love family relations.
See life within,
See life beyond and above all
That are here at your reach.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Lives In Hopes

A man lives in hopes
That I know and I am telling the man
Not to go with the hopes
As he is in the potter's wheel
Turning round and round with
And without time-globes
Certainly sure sir, replied the man
And describd himself as the star person
Of the day and where is that man if you know
Tell me O new guys.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Must Be Intelligent

Knowlegeous, devotee and trained in
Administrative works and also
In agricultural and merchandile business
Most important is a man must be
Laborious and labor hard
For the welfare of others
Serve others without any interest
Then only one can say a man perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man Of Frustration

A man of frustration
And failures can do nothing
And can keep
No hope no faith on anybody.

Self-control is necessary
Conquering of senses and mind
Is a bare necessity
To achieve anything.

Dare not to conquer others
My dear, and remember you are
Nothing and you are nobody
On this earth that is with all there.

Say never it is mine
That is yours, O fool, and try not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man With No Life

A man with no life,
The earth with no sky,
All but meaningless.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man You Are

A man you are
I see you not far
Stronger you are
And you stand erect there.

Love is yours
See, all doors
Open for you
Show the path of truth.

From so many failures
You found success
And you smile -
The way of life.

Gajanan Mishra
A Man, Human Being

I am a man, human being, rational am I
Not beast not animal not criminal not cruel
I am light I am in light I am enlightened.

I can distinguish real from unreal
Virtue from sin, duty from forbidden actions
I am my own nation, I am Your son.

You have taught me what ought to be done
I know from You what ought not to be done
I am Your son, I do not know how to handle gun.

When I want to know I can know
O my dear, I am Yours for ever
You are here with me for a cause, better.

Let the world be in pleasure, O my dear
It is Your world, I am its part and parcel
I am ever ready to go if You call.

Gajanan Mishra
A Mark Of Respect

Coming to you
I answered
All questions
In my language,
Love-language.
Coming to you
I saw you
In my eyes
For the truth.
Coming to you
I lighted all
As a mark of respect
To dreams of
Mountains-stream.

Gajanan Mishra
A Mere Witness

A mere witness
And nothing more
That I am.
I care nothing,
No loss, no gain,
No home and nobody.
Just like a light,
That I am.

Gajanan Mishra
A Mission

A mission - life,
Life - a mistakable process.

And we must go out
From the windscreen misted up.

Misspell not anywhere,
No one can kill you.

It is all full of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Moment Of Full Consciousness

A moment of full consciousness
If it gives a start in searching Truth
Is sufficed the purpose of life
Than a prolonged life that is wasted.

Gajanan Mishra
A Monkey

Call me either a monkey
Or a child as I am
Restless in mind.
Call me either a dog
Or a donkey as I am
A wanderer and obstinate.
Call me a devil
As I act as a destroyer.
Call me either a goat
Or a prostitute as I am
Move from one shrub to another
And as I am fickle.
Let me uproot my own tree
That are full of diseases and ills.

Gajanan Mishra
A Moon-Lit Tree

Life,
A moon-lit tree,
Nothing but
Everywhere
Light and light.

Enjoy it,
All dear.
Dear all
And discover
You are there.

And in life
Act purposefully,
And here
Tackle all cooly.

Gajanan Mishra
A Mother's Milk

A mother's milk is
Only for the child,
Not for her own self.
Parents are for the good
Of their offspring,
Offspring are for the good
Of their parents.
Likewise the audiences are
Meant for the speakers
And Speakers are for audiences.
One should provide pleasures
To others.
Renounce selfishness, my dear,
And do good and live for others.

Gajanan Mishra
A Musical Instrument - Life

A musical instrument - life,
Use it properly
With abundant offerings.

Gajanan Mishra
A Name

A name has
So many things.
Have some names.

Names are
Not merely names,
They have everything
Therein.

I am chanting
Your names, my dear,
And I am getting
As per my wish.

I am calling You
By name, and Your
Appearance is instant.

Gajanan Mishra
Financial inclusion of common people is a necessity, as we know we are in democracy, and we known all crimes and all revolutions are due to poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
A New Chapter

A new chapter,
A new chapter begins
With our entry
To this sight.

In this sight
You can see all
That are Your
Produced.

This sight is
The breeding ground
Of creativity
In eternity.

Here, eternal vigilance
Is necessary and
For this
We should be ready.

Ready in the sense
With love and with
Renunciation, ready
For the sake of truth.

Truth is truth
And it is for the good
Of all, and we are here
My dear, to embrace all.

Gajanan Mishra
A New Man

I buried all my past
Under the Neem tree,
And I stood up
Like an ordinary
Ignorant man who
Knows not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
A Pair Of Round Eyes

Always here with me,
A pair of round eyes.
And I am writing poetry
As per dictation.

I trace the roots
There in that eyes.
The fragrance and flavor
All are for you, dear.

The air and the light
All giving me shape
From time to time and
Enable me to serve others.

Gajanan Mishra
A Passage

A passage - this body,
We are all passer-by,
And passengers, let us say.

We have to know the passageway.
Anyway, we must not be passive.
Period of journey is not known,
Yet, we have our own passkey
With us for all good, and
We should use it for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
A Peacock

A peacock is a peacock,
A peacock is not merely a peacock.
A peacock is not a crow,
And outright one cannot throw.

No one can describe peacock
In details.
No one can say the feature and the weather
In which peacock stays.

The eating habits of peacock
Is not definitely known to anyone.
Rice, fish, tea, apple, cherries
All are there for a peacock.

But peacock is there for none,
Eitgher in hot or in cold.

Gajanan Mishra
A Person Without Knowledge

A person without knowledge
Commits criminal act
And arrested and punished.

A wise man surrenders to Almighty
Is very rarely to be found
And he make his life perfect.

You are matured
Your life is successful
And you achieved desired objectives.

Gajanan Mishra
A Piece Of Land

I want a piece of land
To sleep, to sit and to stand.
So long as I am alive
I am in need of a piece of land
To sleep, to sit and to stand.
No one has power to take away
My land and also no one has
Power to take away my food
For my own sustenance.
No one has power to forbid me
To build a house and
Earn something for my livelihood.
I want a piece of land
To play to sing and to stand.

Gajanan Mishra
A Pitcher Of Poison

A pitcher of poison
With milk on top,
I like not your sweet talk.

Gajanan Mishra
A Plea

Take not any plea, my dear,
Plea means escaping life,
What I think.
Keep mum and see,
What is going on,
With your own presence here.
Control yourself and observe,
Why so many things, are
Going on within.
Locate, where is your enemy,
Within your mind.
Distribute wealth of love
That is there hidden treasure
Within you and see the world's beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poem

A poem,
A poem can breaks
Anything.
A poem can constructs
Anyone, anywhere.

Write a poem,
Expose it, set it free
And test it.

A poem is a complete whole,
A poem is there within you,
Love the poem, and
Move with it.

Recognize the poem,
With a pure heart.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poem Is Written

A poem is written
And it is read widely.
It is read for
All love and all truth
Are there together.

The words are all
Highly mechanized,
Truth is not broken up,
Love is not greased,
Nature is left.

The poem is mixed
With solid,
Mystery is removed
From de-starched life.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poem That Is Not There

A poem that is not there
Who cannot give you what you want.
But first, you have to confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
A poet can see,
What others do not.
Being the creator,
the poet knows,
food turns in to saps,
then blood, then flesh,
then nerve, then bone,
then marrow and then seed.
The poet, being the creator,
knows, when seed is shed,
new life comes in to being.
The poet can control himself
and create his own world
by the practice of his writing.
By the power of his writing
the poet can control nature,
and the poet can make nature
dance to his tune.
By the power of the poet,
The flower can bloom in barren lands,
The line of death can be crossed
with the help of poet's intelligence
and courage that is there in his creation.
It is the poem of love and
it is the revelation of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poet Is He

A poet is he
Who has studied well
The nature the behavior
Past present and future.

A poet is he
Who respect the life of all
Care for the time and
Perform duties as prescribed.

A poet is he
Who knows himself well
Who knows the lightening
And its duration of spark.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poet Knows Everything

A poet knows everything
A poet can only say everything
To everybody brothers and sisters
Stay here and there with pleasures
The poet is here on this earth
And the earth smiles with the poet
Smiles and scents of the earth
Is here with the poet
Let us congratulate the poet
He is the only son of the soil.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poet Sees

A poet sees
Everyone within him
And he places himself
Within everyone.

Still the poet
Lives with loneliness.
Loneliness is poet's
Everything.

I am the poet
And I lead such a life.
Life of penance and
Renunciation for common good.

Gajanan Mishra
A Political Satire- Farmer

Who is a farmer?
When I asked,
Suddenly you replied-
Rahul Gandhi.
How I asked,
You said-
He declared so
In Election papers.
Who is Rahul Gandhi?
No sooner than complete
My question you replied-
Grandson of Mahatma Gandhi.
Who is Mahatma Gandhi?
You said- One who do not know,
When he was clever.

Gajanan Mishra
A Poor Rustic

A poor rustic
Knows only state language.
Framing on falses
Cases he is booked.
The charges framed are
Not in state official language
But in a foreign one
That he does not understand.
The court is there
In his own land
That is sovereign.
The judge and all judicial
Staff belong to the land
Of the villager.
The law, provisions all
Say the court would function
In state official language.
All the expenses of courts
Are meted out from the amount
Collected from villagers.
The poor man so to say for
Bread and cloth
Was beaten and jailed
But the business and big one
Who steal crores is allowed to escape.
The language of the proceeding
Of the court is foreign one
Contrary to law and constitution.
And yet we say 'we the people, are
Sovereign and independent.
Equality of law is there.
Thanks to the system
Going on here.

* one may not treats it as a poem, but one must treats it a strong voice from the very core of the heart of a rustic tax-paid villager.

Gajanan Mishra
A Pot Of Liquor

A pot of liquor you are my dear
If you are not in love.
And if you are in love
You are a pot of nectar.
Love and love all love all
All are here only for love.
Love all love all and if you
Failed to love be ready for your own downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
A Prayer For My Favorite Poet

You are there I know,
My dear poets, in my words
And my words are
Not mine as you said.
The words are the cheaters.

And you have crossed
The words, my dear poets,
And you are there
In your words with love,
Not as friends but as enemies.

Because I am with you,
My dear poets, easily,
I am crossing all hurdles
While they termed me wise.

May God bless you,
Courtesy call from all corners
And I am not in sleep
As you know from dispensing sound.

No evil is there,
But all colors came to me
And told me about life
That you have created.

The sea is not innocent,
Not incoent the sky also.
And I am in between
The dragon and the devils
My dear poet as I see no one
As draggle-tail.

Let me pray again for
You, my dear poet,
As you are there with me
In my dreams and in real life,
For my benefits here.
Gajanan Mishra
A Prayer Of An Ordinary House Holder

O my Lord,
Please see me
I am poor
I am simply an
Ordinary householder
Attached to all
I pray, my Lord
Please purify me
Purify my body
Purify my house members
And by the act of Your
Purification we would
All become satisfied
All together.

Gajanan Mishra
A Prayer To Mother Earth

Mother Earth,
I am now in
Prayer.
Give me your
Blessing;
That always
I be with truth.
That nectar be
There in my words.
That Permit me
To earn but
For others.
That eternal light
Be here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
A Prison

A prison -
My body,
My house,
This earth.
I am free
With limited air,
Limited water,
Limited light.
I am not allowed
To go outside.
I am not permitted
To make friendship
With alien.
I play alone,
I sing alone,
I walk alone,
But death is
Waiting for me
And wants to
Take me away
At every moment.
I dance in ocean,
And in the vast sky.
I know the door
That is to be opened,
At regular interval.
I know the life
No way related with
Anything vital,
Any carnival.

Gajanan Mishra
A Process

Life is a process
From birth to death.

I born
I live
I die.

I am changing
Myself
In to the unseen
And the world
Is here for ever
As it is
As you see.

See the unseen,
Process is clean.

Gajanan Mishra
A Process - Life

A process - life,
Peace is also a conflict.
Great significance - our talks,
And we are our major rivals.

Proxies, no longer in use,
And we lost in everything avalanches.
Still, we continue fighting seriously
To establish our identity.

Gajanan Mishra
A Promise

General assumption is that
A promise should be kept
One should keep one's promise
It should be done keeping
In view certain philosophical
Exceptions if you like to hear
Let me say in detail here
You can refuse to fulfill
Your promise in subduing others
In joking in responding to danger
In acting for the welfare of others
But word is word my dear
Let your life suffer and comes
To an end but keep your promise, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
A Rare Moment

1.

We are here together
At this time and
Let me say it is
A rare moment.
And let me clear
On this occasion,
We should be ready enough
To exchange
That is with us.
Let us know first,
What is there in life,
And how to engage ourselves
In barter.
Dear, come near and near.

2.

Okay, I do admit,
We are motionless,
We are not pitiless,
We know the way
To placate others.
Over and over again
The black is going forward,
And we all follow the path,
All inclusive - the black.
Down here, we realized
The life and its necessity.
Echoes we hear on the river bank or
On seashore- all ours and we
Belong to the earth and not the pixie.

Gajanan Mishra
A Rat And A Lizard

A rat and a lizard
Are here in my house
And they are enjoying
As they wish.
They are enjoying
Full freedom and
Showing their power
Taking opportunity
Of my helplessness.
They have taken birth
In my house and
Thinking the house theirs.
Though the house is
Built by me, I am not free here.

Gajanan Mishra
A Rat Or A Lizard Or A Dog

A rat or a lizard or a dog
Is there at my house
And they are giving me trouble.
I am taking air and water
And food with those persons
Who are trying their level best
To take my breath.
My body is full of air
And at every moment I am
Waiting for you, my dear,
And ready to fly away with you
Where yu want to take me.
See, I am smiling while leaving
The place for the reasons best known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
A Razor

A razor
My dear can
Cut you.
By this razor
You can cut
Anything.

A word
My dear can
Give you
Sweetness.
It is also bitter
It all
Depends on you
How you feel and use.

A woman can
Call you a hero
The same woman
Can call eunuch
This depends on
The situation
And your position.

Gajanan Mishra
A Reflection

A reflection
But not mere.
A shadow
But not mere.
An echo
But not mere.
I know I am not
Going on with this
Fancy dress
Without any purpose.
I have to discover
My real name and address
Here at this very moment
Lest I miss the train.

Gajanan Mishra
A Relationship

Always there is a relationship
Between You and me, I know
And without this relationship
We both are nothing.

We both are here to
Sustain the universe
We both are here
With a great purpose.

No one can say anything false
And this is the secret of
Our relationship and let us keep it.

With this relationship we are
Independent as before and free
To do what we individually want to do.

Gajanan Mishra
A Request

Skip not any poem, my dear,
Study each one deeply, calmly
Slowly, thoughtfully, devotedly,
Wholeheartedly, read my poems
Regularly again and again every day
Read and read till the thoughts
Contained therein are assimilated
And settled in your mind and till
You are in love and you realized
The Supreme Truth through these poems,
My poems are though limited in words
These have unlimited powers.
Read and feel it and discover
The secrets of life in it for all benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
A Rising Sun

A rising sun
I want.
A green field
I want.
I can cross
The sea
With the sky.
I can fly
And can spend
The day
In your love.
I can replace
My own self
For you.
And I can go
Beyond you
If you love.
You love me
I know.
And for this
The sun is
Rising everyday.
And for this
I am taking breath.
I want to live
In your love.
I want to live
In my death.

Gajanan Mishra
A River And A Mountain

I want to live
Like a river,
And also I want to
Live like a mountain.

I want to feel
No pain,
So also I want to
Feel no pleasure.

I want to stay
Like a tree,
So also I want to
Move like an ant.

I see the elephant
And its size,
I see the sun
And its prize.

The air I inhale
Is yours I know,
The light you show
And in it I flow.

Gajanan Mishra
A River Of Rose-Apple Juice

I am here on my land,
See me, my land is
On the bank of a river,
River of rose-apple juice.
And life is here,
See all nectar.
Here, see all are
Dancing, all are singing,
All are making merry
In ecstasy.
Everything is truth here,
Here all are in love.
Each one is complete,
Each one is absolute and unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
A Rustic Villager

Being a rustic villager,
I am not able to know
What is going there.
I am here in my village
And busy all days in my
Own works. I am not able
To understand your language,
And also their meanings are
Far from me. This earth is
My mother, I know my mother
Is giving me everything
Including my drinking water
And also food to eat.
I know not what is Government
And what they are doing for me.
I do not want to read and write
As I know the son of my friend,
How he was going to learn
And not returned back again
To the village.
I see the land is barren after
The death of my friend.
I am a rustic village
I am unable to know your
Slogans, songs, etc,
I know only what I am
And how to rear my children.

Gajanan Mishra
This world, yes, this world
Is a sanctuary for the poets,
For all and poems alike.

Poets are allowed
To write what they like.

Who is not a poet
My dear friends?
The streams, the mountains,
The birds, the snakes,
The tortoise, the hare
Who is not a poet? ?

The water, the air, the sky
Who is not there to dance
On this colourful lighted earth!

Gajanan Mishra
A Se Aaeeshanee

A se Aaeeshanee
B se Bulbul
C se Chandan
Aaeeshanee started
Her tuition.

Are we ready to teach
Aaeeshanee Truth, love?
Are we ready to
Set Aaeeshanee free
From worldly prison?

Who is Aaeeshanee
Who knows
What for she is here
Who knows.

O my dear, try to
Understand them
Who are coming here
Try to give respect
Try to love them
Please do not extract
Their heart
From their soft
Heavenly body
To fulfill your self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
A Second Independence

A second independence
For your state-
And we are calling all
If you are interested
Please support us
Without any condition.
We are here for you,
For the development of
Your earth, your mother
And your language.
We are here with you,
We are here for you,
We are here to you,
For love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Serious Thing

Life is not a joke
Handle not recklessly.
Life is a serious thing
Very carefully you
Are to tackle it.
As you sow here
So you reap, be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
A Serpent Is A Serpent

A serpent is a serpent,
And it is envious by nature.
A serpent is a serpent,
And its habit is to
Bite the innocent creatures.

A serpent may have jewel
On its head and still,
It is fearful.

When the milk is touched
By the serpent,
It becomes poisonous.

A serpent is a serpent,
So also the wicked man
With his material assets.

Gajanan Mishra
A sharpened razor
You are going on the edge
Of a sharpened razor.
And here is your life, see
O my dear, always in fear
You are playing here
With this sharpened razor.
Be attentive, my dear
A little inattentiveness
May at once create
Bloodshed and havoc.
O my Lord, save me, I pray
From this world of matter
Save me from material contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
A Simple Girl There

A simple girl there
Smiling with great pleasure
Looking at me
On railway gate.
As usual, I overtake
The gate without reactions,
And I pondered over it
About the relationship.
Where is that girl?
What is the message she
Wanted to deliver me?
Where am I?
All distractions but all
Gracious and transcendental.

Gajanan Mishra
A Simple Glance

A simple glance,
A simple glance
Makes you powerful.
I know your form
Your powers, your actions,
Your achievements are
Gentle, charming
And wonderful in nature.

Glance at your lost horse
O my dear, glance at.
Your speeches makes you
Thrill, my dear, thrill.
And I visualize you
In every form here with Me.

Gajanan Mishra
A Simple Man

A simple man is
A great man.
A simple man
Is a happy man
With all perfumes
In him.
A simple man is here and he
gets happiness
By not doing anything
Great but by limiting
His desires.
Be simple, my dear, and
Devote everything
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
A Single Kiss

A single kiss,
A single kiss.
And for this
I am here.

I am here,
I am here,
For a single kiss,
A single kiss.

Who will kiss whom?
That is not a matter
To be decided here.

And what will be
The consequences - not
A matter to be discussed.

Gajanan Mishra
A Single Man

A single sun
Is sufficient
To light the earth.
A single man
Is sufficient
To change
The total consciousness
Of the world into
Truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
A Single Word

A single word-
Truth,
Can fight against
All falsehood.
Worry not and
Proceed ahead
With truth.
Hate can never
Enter the place
Where there is
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
A Smile- An Action Of Love

A smile - an action of love,
A smile - gift of God,
A smile - source of life.

The relation of smile
With love is deep, endless,
Love and smile whole days dear.

Gajanan Mishra
A Snake Can Kill A Man

A snake can kill a man
At a time but a bad(evil) man
Can kill a man with at least
Three generations of yours
Who(bad man) is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
A Snake In Cage

A snake is there,
In that cage,
The snake tries
To go out.
The snake is
My partner,
My friend.
But I am not
There in
The actions
Of the snake.
With the snake
I fear my safety.
But the snake
Is there
As it is.
Let the snake
Go, wherever
It likes.
But I like
The snake
Should stay in.
I believe
The snake
Not in full
And I commit
The blunder.
Snake, my dear,
Come on with
All comfort.

Gajanan Mishra
A Snake Seizes

A snake seizes a mouse
And very easily swallows it
Likewise Almighty is always alert
And in due course of time He strike
The greedy who is running after
Material enjoyment always.

Gajanan Mishra
A Sparrow

I failed to understand
A sparrow.
And doing nothing
Right.

The whole day
I am talking about
The sky.

And in great anger
The sparrow is
Looking at me.

I can't say
Where I am
At this time and
For what purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
A Steamboat

Let me say
The poet
A steamboat.
The poet crosses
The world himself,
Through his power
Of words-engine
And carries
All creatures
With him.
Nectar is there
In the words
of the poet and he
Shares it with all.

Gajanan Mishra
A Sterile Woman

Can a sterile woman
Perceive the pain of delivery?

Without language
Our land, our life
Would be unproductive,
And see my dear friends,
We are all going
Towards destructions.

We are experiencing misery
Every day, dear friends,
Feel it at every moment,
We are free, we are sovereign,
Yet, our condition is not good,
The curse of foreign language is
There with us and we are
Far from peace and progress.

Gajanan Mishra
A Stone

I myself is a stone.
And it is not deception.

Not foul not unjust
It is determinate intellect
That is in motion.

It is life
Mouth, legs, hands
You can't assume honest.

Trust, trust in heaven
It is desire unfulfilled
It is properties chilled.

Gajanan Mishra
A Sweet-Heart

A sweet heart is always sweet,
It can never be sour,
But to be soupy, is not sweet.

Gajanan Mishra
A Teacher

A teacher has
Taken away
The finger.
The teacher knows
The dream is there,
The history is there.

The true teacher
Is he,
Who gives
And he knows not
How to take.

The true teacher
Knows the strength,
The caliber of the student.

The teacher has
No meaning without
The student.
It is the true student
Who certify the teacher.

I dare not to describe
The quality of the teacher.
But certainly I can say
About the student.

The student after
Giving away his dream
And his future,
Sings the songs of life,
Dance on this earth
Like a victorious emperor.
The air, the water, the light,
The sky and the earth
All are there to enjoy
The company of such creature.
A Teamwork

A teamwork and
Collective efforts
Only can take
Towards public welfare.

With all promptness
And insistence
Let us develop power
To remove all deficiency.

Let us speak
Agreeable words
Honestly and truthfully.
Let not do any evil
To anyone, dear,
And live without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
A Thief

A thief
Certainly you are
A thief.

You are enjoying all
Though not yours.

You are giving not
Anything to anybody
Though it is theirs.

You have no simplicity
No cleanliness no truthfulness
No tolerance no self control
And no peacefulness.

Very easily you are
Receiving your necessities for life.

Gajanan Mishra
A Things That Separate Us

A thing that separates from me
Does not belong to me
And is not true
This body is separates from me
And is not true
And is not mine.

Nothing is mine I know
And I am here not to accept
Anything as mine
Not for myself
I also do not desire anything
As treating it as my own.

I know nothing remain
Ever with me
And so nothing is mine
I am moving away every moment
O my dear with you alone
You are only with me for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
A Thousand Times More

If you want to take
Something from somebody
You may take, but
Be prepare to return
A thousand times more.

Gajanan Mishra
A Tiger Is

A tiger is not a tiger
So long as you have not
Recognized it as a tiger.

And life itself is
Far above any recognition.

You may play with cobra,
No complain from any quarter,
But you cannot go with a butterfly.

Gajanan Mishra
A Tree Is A Tree

A tree is a tree
It is naked and
It has no consciousness.
When it cut
It feels no pain
Man of false prestige
Drunkards and they
Can not understand
That they are.
They are living a life of tree
They forget the circumstances
under which they had been punished
And leading the life of trees
And in such way they are suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
A True Man - Suryamani Padhi

Can never be slain,
Can never be forgotten,
Can never be worn out, as
Suryamani Padhi has touched
The eternity,
He is now stable,
Everlasting and beginningless,
Unmanifest, though.
He is inscrutable, now.
We are the ignorant lot here, sir,
We know not what is true and
What is false, yet we go
To follow your path and we learn
How to stay fit in any situation.

Gajanan Mishra
A Voice Is There

A voice is there, listen.
Just follow the voice,
If you are daring.

Gajanan Mishra
A Vow

Let me take a vow
Never to accept
Any award in literature
Or in any action
I have done / I do
At any time.

Help me by not offering
Henceforth, please.
As I know
It is my nature
Who is doing all
And not I
If I accept
It would be an act of hypocrisy.

Gajanan Mishra
A White Swan

A white ducking swan is playing
In the stems of red lotus flowers
O my dear, Your transcendental lips.

Gajanan Mishra
A Wife

A wife
Meant to help,
And she
Can't help,
Unless equal,
In character
And quality.

A wife
An assistant,
In every respect,
In all activities.

A suitable wife
Is a necessity
For fulfillment of life.

Gajanan Mishra
A Win Win

A win win,
Life, reality,
For everyone.
Love truth
For all always.
Say goodbye
To dirtiness,
Worthlessness,
Immorality,
Stupidity.
Apply intelligence,
Keep self-control,
And sensitivity
To go higher and higher.

Gajanan Mishra
A Witness

Call a witness,
Please.

A witness may be called,
At this time to the dock.
With the consent
Of the witness, let me
Put some questions,
As he is the permitter.

Let me call him
The man with experience
As he knows both sides
Of life very well, here.
He is the man
Of his own nature.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman Bereft

A woman
A woman bereft
Bereft of her beloved
And leads a life
In torments of hell.
No use of riches
house land city
Kingdom, relatives
Parents brothers sisters
Nothing and nobody
Is there that can
made her happy
That can delight her.
A woman without
Her husband is like
A body without soul
A river without water
A day without the sun
A night without the moon.
Luxury items ornaments etc
Are like diseases for a woman
Who is bereft of her beloved.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman In The Mirror

What she is
A woman in the mirror?
Or a mirror in the woman?

Woman and mirror
Are one and the same.
They both long for
Another one
To show their knife
Within them.

No butterfly
Can stay there
For long.
No color can
Spread light.

Each one is there
To invent.
Each one is there
To yearn for a burn.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman Is A

For dogs
A woman is a
Lump of meat
For a lust
A woman is an
Object of desire
For a saint
A woman is a
Mother with new light.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman Is Going

A woman is going,
See her, she is like a river.
A woman is singing
Hear her, that is like nectar.

A woman is fighting
And killing a mad king
For the welfare of all.
A woman is doing each
And every impossible thing
If you are facing any trouble
anywhere, she is there, give a call.

A woman, is a woman, feel her
She is your own maker, my dear men,
She is giving everything now and then.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman Is There In Me

A woman is there to me,
And no one can deny it.
In me, see so many women.
And I want a life plain.

A woman, a poem,
A poem and so many lives.
I want to live
Here in life-beehive.

So many names
But I am one.
So many women,
But I am only one.
So many poems, but
Love and truth - one.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman's Advice

A woman's advice
leads to unhappy result
Old conservative saying goes.
A woman is a mother
And a mother knows better
The welfare of her child
An eternal and evergreen saying goes.

Gajanan Mishra
A Woman Says

A woman says -
Give me love,
I will give you life,
I will give you
Everything here,
I will show you
The path and
On the path
You can enjoy
The waterfall,
The mountains,
The forests,
So many creatures,
So many flowers,
So many colors.
Give me love
And take a new world,
And take nectar
All here.

Gajanan Mishra
A Word

O there is a word
You are to come
And take me away.

O there is a bird
Who comes to me
To see me how I am
Preparing myself
To face the time.

No word no bird
See here only the desert.

You are calling me
When I am enjoying
The dust and the dirt.

O my dear,
Please come
You are welcome
Just for the sake of the sun
Just for the sake of mart
And let us have a chat.

Gajanan Mishra
A Word Is Not A Mere Word

A word itself is the world,
A word itself is the sky,
A word has its importance
On its own quality
In different places,
A word is the creator
Of its own sky,
The sky is the creator of the air,
To which we are to remember,
To which we are to touch.
A word is a feeling,
Feeling is our energy
And we get it on this earth
Wherein we are living.
A word is the earth
On which we walk,
A word is an appearance,
That appears as a sight
Before us every time,
We utter the word.
A word reflects our goodness,
A word is our guide,
Our philosopher.
We are here to rear a word.
And in a word we watch a sun,
We watch a moon, and all the directions,
In a word we get everything
External and internal.
But word is not final,
We have to cross the word
Only through our senses
To stay in a universe.
And all the universes are
In a word, and the word is
There in our body.
A word is not a mere word,
A word itself is our body.
It is our own love,
That can makes us en-live.
Gajanan Mishra
A Word Of Numbers

To express truth
A word of numbers-
Not necessary.
But the worm of
Conscience is a must.

To continue the process
of dialogue, but
Transparency and trust
is a must.
Outcry has no value.

Show not your
Humdrumness at any time.
To hunt out the truth
is the call of life.

Gajanan Mishra
A World - I See

A world - I see
In you, dear,
On this day.
On this day you
Come to me,
I know dear,
For all.
I know all clear,
And all strife,
I know all dear,
And all life.
I see you
In trembling fear.
I see you again
And yet again,
And I discover
All nectar
In you, dear.
For you,
I am here,
And you
Browse me
In time and
From time to
time, I am
At my prime.

Gajanan Mishra
A World Of Ideals

A world of ideals
Are there within us
And we should go
In the way-
Necessary and proper,
In the way of-
Beauty absolute.
Let us express
Ourselves in
Love, in grace
And in harmony.
Let our lives
Be linked with
The fortune of others.

Gajanan Mishra
A World-Whole

I am a world - whole
I enjoy my life - full.

My names would be
Inscribed in hospices.

I have no name
No fame.

Yet they published
All in their daily newspapers.

The called me equal
In rank and position.

They declared me missing
Yet I find all of them.

In offering
They entangled themselves.

I am in my imagination
They by ignorance called delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
A-1

First and foremost
A-1
Unique in style in tradition
I adopted this poem
In new pattern
To convey my feeling
Through this medium
The response is overwhelming
Throughout the world
That give me courage
To compose more and more
And my good luck
You supported me wholeheartedly
Openly everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Aadhar Card

O poor bird
Take your Aadhar card
Go to Vote-yard.

O poor citizen
Take your ATM
Go to collect money
As you are for them.

Keep yourself silent
No violent
And you know
We are not tolerant.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee - Angel Of Affection

My dear son
Never scold Aaeshanee
Aaeshanee the sea of satisfaction
Aaeshanee the angel of affection
Aaeshanee the future course of action
Never scold Aaeshanee
Aaeshanee is your daughter
Aaeshanee has got the power
To rescue our ancestors.

Gajanan Mishra
Firebrand Aaeshanee
Light touches within
Aaeshanee takecare all
All who are here on line
Ready to go with reflection.

What Aaeshanee invented
And discovered welcome
With candles and flowers
All are visible in sight
Who want to visualised.

Vital part of life with
Aaeshanee and resume talks
Commitment to life and
Showed signs of progress
With clear stand.

Aaeshanee the firebrand.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee - Galaxy

Aaeshanee is highly and hugely
Innovative aspirational.
Aaeshanee connotes beauty
elegance style and sophistication.
Hold Aaeshanee and hold for ever
Aaeshanee is the single galaxy
And you can find energy from Aaeshanee
And Aaeshanee is strange and remarkable
Independent of all desires and hopes
And is far more satisfying for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Ceasing act is a sign of failure
Aaeshanee is natureborn and always active.

You can not call Aaeshanee hypocrite
No deluded intellect.

Controlling organ of sense and action
Power of will remained unattached
Aaeshanee excels.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee - Present

Aaeshanee present
Hard task ahead
Needs brevity
With firm head.

With innovative idea
You are giving wake-up call
Sorrow nobody listen to it at all.
We in inflationary expectations
Resume recoveries with
Encouragement productivity
Which brings man divinity
And perpetuity.

No body is capable
To achieve target fixed
Your rudimentary fast
needs courage
Steps make the
Commodities last.

Here you are
With full loaded time
Enquires necessity
With world's humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee - Unique

You can not say Aaeshanee
Classical contemporary modern
And popular or you can not discard.
You must read and appreciate the poem
The colourful of this eternal world
That is the life formal and informal.
You must respect for each and every
Word of the poem of the time
Each and every poem you know
Distinct and separate and unique
Aaeshanee only Aaeshanee is the favorite
Symbol of live poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee Is Going

Aaeshanee is going
And going and started
Going school Om Valley
What she is doing there
At this age of three plus
Aaeshanee is wandering
And wonders about the campus
About the teachers about
The Madams and buses
Girls boys and about all
Staffs and sub-staffs and
Also about drivers of different
Vehicles here there
It is Aaeshanee who is enjoying
Only her going and doing nothing
With anyone there
Aaeshanee is going and see
Doing all shorts of tasks
Allotted so far alone with
The knowledge given to her.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaeshanee My Grand Daughter

Morning is with
Aaeshanee my soul my future
Dazzling with rainbow
with multiple color.

Earthly heaven
Flashed new light
Spring shower
Aaeshanee my grand daughter
is here ready to serve other.

Gajanan Mishra
So many thought
Create havoc Aaeshanee
Come with a clean slate
Open eyes see jollyfish
Plausible playground.

You Aaeshanee
My soul and surveillance
Swagger that you
Are here like swan
To select good only.

Pheasant prints
petrify me; and
So many phenomenon
Illumined entire
Arena, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaghat Dia Na (Odia)

Aaghat dia na
kimba
Aadesh dia na
Aaghat karibaku
Kahaku.

Bhagawan hebaku
Karana chesta.
janichha? ethi
Samaste chora.
Choranka bhagawan
Hua na.

Ekaki raha
Jetebele achha
Aau pabana
Nia nijara.

Gajanan Mishra
Aagla Din

Rahemi kenta chhadikari tamke
Bidbita laguche samiya
Ni thilabele tame ine.
Mor aink ni parbar dekhi
Aaru kichhu ketebele.

Raet ni sarbar ni sarbar din
Aaru muin hauchhen hapsi kechdei.
Morthanu kenke paleichha bhail tame
Mor e jhhuri hebarta sat aai kain?
Kaan thirar lagi muin ni parbar rahi
Morta kента heba tamar
Kede kede bepari helena phel ena
Aaru chhadikari palale na surat.

Aaru ken kaje mate deba kie kana
Phulmala aaru muin kahemi hela hela
Thik bujhagala.
Aagla din takichhe mate aaru
Tumke dekhabarkaje aaru ken kenta.

- - - - - - - - -

How can I stay without You
Time is not conducive
To me without You.
My eyes are unable to see
Anything at any time.

Night is still there
So also days
And I am toiling hard.
Would You away from me?
Is it true, I am searching You?
Why should not i AM ABLE TO STAY STILL?
How can I be Yours?
Great business men failed
In this mission and went away
Far off lands.

Why should anybody give me anything
And I would say okay
I understand everything okay
Coming days are ahead
Waiting to see us.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaisha asked
Where are we
And I failed
To reply thee.

My pant my shirt
Aaisha knows well
And Aaisha knows
Where is hell.

I guess Aaisha
Knows everything
About this sky
And said goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Aaji Ratire

Aaji ratire
Disile surya
Tume kahila kabi
Eha niyamita.

Aaji khola
Mo kotharira kabata
Tume hasila
Kahila swagata.

Kabi hoithibaru
Mu bujhili bahuta
Janili satya
Chakhili jibanara swada.

Gajanan Mishra
Aakarahina Mu (Odia)

Tume aasichha
Mo aadiki, jane,
Aakarahina mu.

Gajanan Mishra
Aakasha Dhara Chamatkar (Odia)

Aakasha dhara chamatkar
Tuma munare rakha
O raha satarka.
Je kounasi samayare
pani o pabana sahita
misi asubithare pakaipare,

Gajanan Mishra
Aakasha Nuaa Nuhen

Aakasha nuaa nuhen,
Mati nuaa nuhen,
Pabana, pani,
kimba aalu nuhen nuaa.
He mora bandhu, nuaa
Kabita srusti kariba
Mo dwara sambhava nuhen.
Aasha kara na kichhi
Nuaa, antatah motharu.
Kintu, manerakha, mu
Nuhen palayanabadi, mo
Dwara jaha kuha heuchhi
Aetahin nuaa.

Gajanan Mishra
Aakashaku Dekha (Odia)

Aakashaku dekha
Megha nahin.
Sehi tara pari
Mu kana mali
Dhuli sunya
Nuhen ki?
Tuma aakhi khola,
Dekha mate,
Anubhava kara,
Chuan mate,
Aalingana kara,
Ebam kaha
Mu tumara
Kebala tumar niaan.

Gajanan Mishra
Aalu Magile

Alu magile bhalu dhara
Uli magile kuli hua
Pua re, na luna achhi
Na aau kana
Ghara eka sunyasthana.

Ask not for potato
Keep the bear
Ask not for onion
Be a porter
O my dear son
No salt is here
And nothing
My house is empty
I am in poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
Aalua Jinila Andhara, Mora Priya, (Odia)

Aalua jinila andhara, mora priya,
Tume mote jinila
jemiti andharaku jinla andhara
Jemiti papaku jinila punya
Tume mate jinila, mora priya,
Ebam, mu tumara sebare
Chakara pari, putra pari.
Tume mate jinila mora priya,
ebam tumaku sampurna dekhiba
Sambhabv nuhen, tumaku bujhiba
Sambhav nuhen, tuma bina asirbadre
Tuma bina dayare.
Tume mate jinila mora priya
Ebam mu mora drusti pheri paili.

Gajanan Mishra
Aama Biswasku Tale Pakaibara Chesta Kara Nai (Odia)

Aama biswasku tale pakaibara
Chesta kara nai.
Aamaku bhramare pakaibara
Chesta kara nai.

Kahaku bi jibanta guru
Ba bhagaban bhabare
Grahana kara nahin.

Bhagaban sie jie adrusya,
Guru sie jie tuma bhitare.

Khola satya heuchhi,
Tume kebala tumara, priya manisha.

Tuma nija pakhaku jaa sabubele,
Tuma nijaku bhala paa
Aau tuma nija sabda suna.

Gajanan Mishra
Aama Raja (Odia)

Aama raja.
Aama raja
Nuhanti jane bapa.
Aama raja
Nahanti pakha loka, priya.

Aama raja
Jananti nahin
Stri O
Pilanka sneha.

Aama raja
Khatir karanti nahin
Maa O chhuanka
Mrutyu.

Aama raja
Nishasakta sada.
Kahiba aasa
Hip hip hurrah,
Dirghajibi huantu
Aama raja!

Aame prastuta
Aama rajanku
Nirbachita o
Manonita karibaku
Jehetu aama raja
Karantini kichhi kamaku.

Aana raja heuchhanti aama raja,
Jadio kahanti ni aama sabda
Jadio bujhantini aamaku
Aama maaku, aama matiku
Aama bhashaku.

Tuma upare nirvara
Tume rahiba ki jiba
Aama rajyaru dura.
Aama raja bhabanti ni
Aama raja karanti ni khatira.

Gajanan Mishra
Aamar Sabu (Odia)

Aamara sabu
Kintu nuhen
Kichhi ki
Kehi aamara.

Aau jaha jete
Sabu achhi pakhare
Kintu pakha pakha
Dura dura nahin manare.

Mu mora
Sabu kichhi
kintu nahin
Jebe jaen bachhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Aambure (Kosli Poem)

E naed kana kaheba
Kaheba baele kaheba
Naed khandir aambure.

Baraph kenta kari pighilsi
Aaru hesi baed aame ni janbar.
Ni janbar jue kentakari jalsi dan dan
Aaru kakar padsi kenta adhratia.

Gurdu gurdu kana kana
Kahebarkaje dhaundhisi naed
Aaru ni kahe kichhu
Rahijaesi kenthane ni pade jana.

Muin ken jainsi haji
Kahake kenta kari kahemi
Mor itihas bhugol
Kiw kaheba mate paenli
Sabkar samne.
Heta henta hesi
Ni jani kihe ni kahipara.

Suna suna Raghaba
Kan karba sunikari ni pachhara
Tautar dalal budhijibimanku
kahebarta kenta kada
Sunikari jirabarta bhi henta.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Banchuchhun (Odia)

Dian bina mandira
Atma bina deha-
Arthhina-
Meaningless.

Luna bina khadya
Daktara bina daktarakhana-
Arthahina-
Meaningless.

Brek bina gadi
Shanti bina mana-
Arthahina-
Meaningless.

Sabu bhala ashare
Tathapi aame
Banchuchhun
Banchichalichhu
Karibaku arthapurna-
Meaningful.
Sunya ku karibaku purna
Aame banchuchhun.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Bandi(Odia)

Aame bandi pruthibira bandisalare,
Tume aani kahinki rakhichha ethare,
Jane nahin, khayama kara mate.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Keonthare  ??? ????????? (Odia)

Aamne keonthare?
Aau kaha sahita?
Aame kie?
Aamar sakti kana?
Kaha pain aama pratinidhigana
Tiaari karuchhanti aaina?
Kahaku aamara chakaragana
Deuchhanti seva?

In Odia lipi;

??? ???????
?? ??? ?????
??? ???
??? ????? ???
???? ???? ?? ???????????
????? ???????? ??
?????? ??? ?????
???????? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Kie (Odia)

Aame kie
Kiaan bujhi paru
Nahanti kehi?
Aame kouthu aasichhe
Kuaade jauchhe
Aetaku bujhau bujhau
Sadhu santha sabu
Galeni mamu gharaku.
Se katha aadaku
Nebini thau.

Aame kana khaiba
Kemiti rahiba
Kouthi ghara kariba
Bhabu bhabu aesabu
Ghaleni aama bhitaru
Rajya baharaku
Duradeshaku kamaibaku.
Kahibini bi se sabu
Kahile kahibe thoke
Aasichhi dekha
Rajaniti karibaku.

Kichhi kahibi boli bhabile
Puni bhasha darakara.
Bhasha kana achhi aam rajyare?
Odia ekta bhasha naye
Boli kahithiba loka
Sata kahithila ki michha
kahithila ebe bhabuchhanti
Ethare sarakari loke.
jadi bhashatie hoithanta
Odiaa tebe lekhiheuthanta
Bhara badhiaa kahuchhanti
Mantri, mukhymantri aau netae.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Palana Karibaku Jauchhun

Aame palana karibaku jauchhun
pandara august, swadhinata divas.
Kintu satare aame swadhina ki?
Swadhinata divasa kahile tume kana bujha?
Aame aama bhasha e jai byabahara kari nu?
Aame aama khadya tiaari kari parinu?
Aame aama jojana kariparinu?
Aame jaha chahunchhu aama nirbachita
Sarakarnkatharu taha pai nahun?
Aame mukta bhabare kuaade jai parinu.
Aame aama matira gyana hasal kari parinu.
Aame kaha aagare mukta bhabare nijaku
Prakasha kari parinu.
Aame kouthi bi nijaku mukta bhabinu,
Tathapi aame jauchhun swadhinata divas
Palana karibaku, Dhanyabad.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Sabu Uduchhun (Odia)

Aame sabu uduchhun
Aama nija nija aakashare.
Hastakhep karibara prasna nahin.

Aame aakasha pari
sahasi O dakhya.
Aamara abasta dekhi
Samudra mukabhali
Karichhi avinaya.

Gajanan Mishra
Aame Samaste (Odia)

Aame samaste
Prasna bhitare o
Prasna bahare.
Aame samaste
Mati o
Mati upare.
Aame samaste
Hajuchhe
AAkash bhitare
Aakash sahita.
Aau aame
Mapuchhe durata
Suryasta ru
Suryadaya bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Aananda Mate Aalingana Karu (Odia)

Aananda karu mate aalingana,
Kintu kana se aananda,
Mu jani nahin aejae, sapa sakhi.

Nisandheha, pratyeka snehasila,
Kintu kahidien semane swartha kendrika,
Tanka chariaadara pruthibi jananti nahin.

Samastnaku mitha kathare mate santosta karibaku dia,
Kintu sabdamane dhokabaj, jane.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

Gajanan Mishra
Aap Ki Sarkar

Aap ki Sarkar,
Your Government, dear men,
You have given vote,
It is you who can
Decide how to frame laws,
Rules and regulations
For your welfare.
No arrogance and nothing
Would be tolerated.
You are free, You can alter
Anything at your sweet will.
You are to decide your future,
Three cheers, proceed forward
And keep world record.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa Aasa Nija Bhaasha Sahita

Bhaashaa aamara swabhimana,
Bhaata aamara jibana,
Bhabishyata aamara swapna,
Kehi pariba ni nei aamathu.

Aama bhaashaa pain aame,
Aama khadya aama pain,
Aama mati pain aame,
Aame aamara, swadhina, swatantra,
Kehi aamaku chanhile bi
karipariba ni nasta.
Bhabisyata aamara aamathi,
Aama bhashare, aama khadyare.

Aasa, aasa, bhashaku nei thoiba
Nuaa biswa pakhare, nuaa swpanare.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa Jagiba Aama Bhashaku

Aasa jagiba jagirahiba
sadasarbada aama bhashaku,
Aama bhasha aama pain sabu.
Bhasha na rahile aamara
boli kichhi aau rahiba nahin.
Aasa jagiba jagirahiba bhashaku.
Bhasharu paiba gyana
jaha balare jiniba sabhinku.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa Kabi Sabda Sahita  ?? ???, ???? ???? (Odia)

Aasa kabi, sabda sahita,
Aau kara sarira pabitra.
Ae sarira maatira
Aas kabi maati bishayare
Kabitaa lekhi aasa.
Ae maati aamara swarga,
Bhasha heuchhi alankara.
Agni pari aasa kabi,
Aau andharare thibaa
Lokakau dia aalua.
Sethare raha, priya kabi,
Dhruba tara pari,
Aau dekha sathiuk patha.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ???, ???? ????,
?? ?? ???? ??????,
?? ???? ????? ?
?? ???, ???? ?????
????? ????? ?? ?
?? ???? ?? ??????,
???? ????? ?????? ?
????? ??? ?? ???,
?? ????????? ????
????? ??? ????? ?
?????? ??, ????? ????
?????? ???, ???,
?? ?????? ????? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa Mo Sahita Misha

Aasa mo sahita misha
Gadhiba desha
Swachha Bharata barsha.
Aasa jiba bikasha pathare
Aasa mo bhaimane bhaunimane aasa
Pachhe padiba nahin narkare.
Helani bahuta deri, dekha surya purbare
Aalua padilani aganare
Samaste uthi lagileni je jaha kamare.
Aasa mo sahita aasa aau misha
Eka heba aame samate, bhangiba nahin kebe
Kehi pariba nahin kahi aame aame alaga ethare.
Jati dharma barna janma bhuali aasa
Lagipada ma matira sebare nirbhayare.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa, Dayakari Aasa  ??, ?????? ?? (Odia)

Aasa, dayakari aasa,
Bhangibaa ekatra aakasha.
kouthi aakasha?
Aasa, dayakari aasa
prathame jaanibaa
Karuchhi kana aakasha.
Jane ghoishana kala
Mari jaichhi aakasha.
Aasa, dayakari aasa
Aau kara parishkya.
Aau jane kahila
Sabu soundaya
Rakhideichhi aakasa.
Aasa, dayakari aasa,
Dayakari aasa, dein aasa,
Aau uda, udilabele hasa
Hasa aau kanda,
Byasta hua naa
Aakasa mruta,
Aau tume padiba ni
Kounashi asubidhare.
Jadio tume
Jibanara bhayabhayata
Kariba samna.
Jibna heuchhi sundar,
Aau aakasare
Jibana dukhamaya nuhen.
Au aame samaste jaanu
Aakasa bhangibaara nuhen.

In Odia lipi, or Brahmi script;

??, ?????? ??,
???????? ?????? ???? ?
????? ?????
??, ?????? ?
????? ?????
???? ?? ???? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Aasantakali Surya

Aasantakali surya
Uinba nischaya, manerakha,
Aaji bi achhi, kahuchhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasantu Aau Maarantu ???? ?? ??????? (Odia)

Aasantu aau maarantu semane mate
Jadi semane samartha.

Semane aasantu aau niantu jatna
Semanankar maa aau bhashara
Jadi semane samartha paribara aau gyani.

Kintu mu bhabe naa jaha tume bhaba,
Mo bhabana surya aau tarankthu upare,
Mo bhabanaa tuma pain nuhen, samayathu upare.

Kintu mu kie samaya upare bhabibaaku,
Samaya kahara nuhen, mu jane
Aau eha samastanku jana ethare sethare.

Jaga achhi ki jeunthi mu nahin?
Tume jeunthi nahan, aau nahin maa?
Semane aasantu aau dekhantu mo maaku, jie ethi.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????? ?? ???????
??? ????? ????? ??

?????? ??????? ??
??????? ????? ?? ?? ?????
??? ?????? ?????
?? ??????? ?? ??????? ??

?????? ??? ???? ?? ??? ??? ????,
?? ????? ??????? ?? ??????????? ???? ??
?? ????? ??????? ?????, ????? ???? ?

?????? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?????????
??? ????? ??????, ??? ?????
?? ??? ??????????? ??? ???? ??????? ??

???? ?? ?? ??????? ??? ??????,
?????? ??? ???
Gajanan Mishra
Aasiba

Mu asuchhi ebam keuntharu asunahin
ebam mu jauchhi keunthaku jaunahin
keunthaku nuhen ekamatra uttara
jehetu mu sabuthare.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasiba Pain Jauchhi

Aasiba pain jauchhi
Ebam ehi samayare
Tume jiba pain aasuchha.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasibaa Aau Jibaa

Aasibaa aau jibaaa
Duiti sabda,
Aau mu semananka bhitare,
Semananka majhire.

- 

In Odia lipi.

?????? ?? ????
?????? ????,
?? ???
???????? ?? ???
???????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Aau Kouthi

Aau kouthi
Kintu kouthi nuhen.
Kouthi nuhen
Kintu jekounashithi
Aame ekathi.
Aau aame
Kehi kahathu
Khasi paru nahun.
Aame durare
Aame pakhare
Aame sabubele ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Aau Mu (Odia)

Sabu ranga mo bhitare
Aau mu chhadithiba
Taramane jhatakuchhanti
Dekha, aakashare.

Mu aaji kie
Keonthare, kana pain
Aau kichhi kaha sahita
kahi pariba ki?

Jadi han, aasa
Mo sahita basa mita
Upare thiba tara ganibaku.

Jadi na, bhabibara nahin kichhi
Ki jabara nahin ethu, dekha khali
Aau suna, tumathi thiba sabda.

Gajanan Mishra
Aau Nahin Kabita (Odia)

Aau nahin kabita.
Priya kabi,
Banchi jaa,
Without word.

Jalibaku dia mate
Mo nianre.
Priya kabi,
Sabu aaliaru
Mate mikti dia
Kaduamati pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Aau Nuhen Aau Nuhen (Odia)

Aau nuhen, aau nuhen,
Mu aau kichhi chahen na.

Kebala kichhi nahin sethare
Mu kichhi chahen na.

Aau nuhen, aau nuhen,
Aakasha kanduchhi bartaman jae.

Aakasha keonthare?
Aakasha achhi tuma bhitare.

Aau nuhen, aau nuhen.
Aau kichhi mu chahen na.

Saradina mu thili/ achhi
Aakasha sahita sunibaku
Tahara kandara swara.

Gajanan Mishra
Aau Thare

Aau thare gaa, dayakari aauthare.
Mu tikie aananda nie.
Tuma geetare kana achhi
Mate bhabibaku dia, priya.
Jibanara rangina parare
Prakrutira aananda nebaku dia.
Mu mo anubhava prakash karibi
Suni sarilamatre tuma geeta.

Gajanan Mishra
Ab Initio

Misdeeds are done by me
And I am looking not in you
But in me
Something wrong
What I am hearing
What I am telling
Actually not there
I am looking for myself
You are here in me
You agree or disagree
That does not matter
As all are ab initio void here.

Gajanan Mishra
Abandon Everything Else

Abandon everything else,
But the truth.
The truth is beyond
Pleasure and grief.

Worthy of association-
Love.
Love the loving service
And understand life.

Gajanan Mishra
Abandon Gold

Never value gold,
Abandon gold.
All troubles are
In gold.
Old is gold
Means forget
The past and live
In present.
Gold is the barrier
In the way of real
Progress and prosperity.
Know the truth
And truth is conquer
The senses that are your enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Abasada (Odia)

Suryanka sansparshare aasi
Jujuliaa ta rahigala abasadare.
Kintu tathapi, aeta jujuliaa
Andhararatire.
Mu namaskar karuchhi
Tahara jibanta aadarshare.

Gajanan Mishra
Abduction

Abduction is not new
Abduction is a way to fulfil demand
Abduction is a new way to fight
Abduction is a new way of fighting in discussion
Abduction is abduction
If it is peaceful
Abduction success the negotiation
Abduction fulfil ambition npt wrong.

The soul abduct the body
The body abduct the soul
The life comes as conclusion
There is the peak od the motion
Abduction is a solution
If aim and abjective is
Not in collution.

Gajanan Mishra
Abhibadan Kara Mate (Odiaa)

Abhibadan kara mate
Mu ethare
Tuma sammukhare
He mora priya.
Abhibadan kara mate
Mu ethare
Tumar swapna sahita.
Abhibadan kara mate
Mu ethare tuma
Ichha sabu
Purana karibaku.
Abhibadan kara mate
Mu tumar
Kebala tumar.

Gajanan Mishra
Abhinetaa  ??????? (Odia)

Abhinetaaabatirna huanti bibhinna bhumikare.
Ekasangare abhineta aneka rupa bi
Paranti dharana kari.
Samaste janela aau wka janaka dwara.
Jane saburi bhitare, janaka bhitare samaste.

In Odia lipi or say Brahmi script;

? ??????

?????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ?
??? ??????? ???????
???? ??? ?? ??????? ???? ??? ?
?????? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??????,
??? ????? ??????, ??? ????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Abhisapta

Jadi mo kabitagudika
Sadharana o gyaniloka
ebam kabikula, sadhu samaja,
Alochaka o sampadakaganankara
Padhiba grahana pain jogya
Hela nahin tebe taha
Mote kahibaku dia
Mora abhisapta jibana.

Mo bagichara gachhara phala
Jadi khaibaku o jirna hebaku
Jogya hela nahin tebe eha sabu
Mo dosa kouthi kou janma kou samayara
Eha mora abhisapta jibanara phala
Gachhara nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Abide The Law

No one is ready
To abide the law.

But law is there
For the welfare of all.

Nothing is flawless,
But lawlessness
Is not to be tolerated.

And allow me
To stay speechless.

I do admit, I am
Not the befitting one
To speak on the occasion.

It is true, though,
I am as powerful as the truth.

I am the root of all Govt,
I am a man.

Law is my life,
But no one is ready
To abide the law.

The only flaw of
My time, my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Abode Of Fortune

Abode of fortune - love.
You are my love,
Love is life.

Love - pavilion of truth.
You are the truth of my life.
Without you, I can't do anything.

Jewel house is in you,
And I love you,
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Abode Of Infinite

O, abode of infinite
I see, no beginning no end
In You.

No life-breath
No death
No fire
No water
No herbs, vegetation.

And You are here
With limitless beginnings
And limitless ends.

Gajanan Mishra
About Action

Let us know first -
About action.
Where there is action,
The reaction is also there.
Action is the root,
But forbidden action is
No way related to the action.
Action comes first
But when the matter is
Going towards inaction
It is of no use.
Challenges are there
In action, accept them,
Study them, and prove -
You are the man
To defeat all.

Gajanan Mishra
About Beauty

You are telling about
Beauty
And what is that beauty
And what and how
Is it look like
I am not the one
Who can answer you
As and when you like.

That is my life
In full grace
I am an aspirant
Of beauty
It is true
But it is beyond
My capacity to
Describe with
Foresight.

You may co-relate
With everything
That are here and there
But you can’t say
With sure that
You are the only person
To do that
Your insight is guarantee
That I know beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
About Being High

I must not destroy anyone,  
I must not follow anyone,  
I must not give up the truth,  
I must go on the path of love.

About being high,  
Let me smash the society of  
Cheaters and the cheated.  
About being high,  
Let me wait no longer  
And march forward for all good.

Not imitation, the dress,  
The makeup, the posture,  
But all clear and original,  
I must show in words and in actions.

Gajanan Mishra
About Dana Majhi

Write something about Dana Majhi. The editors are telling me. But why should I write about him. The editors are telling me, you write as because Dana Majhi has taken away the dead body of his wife on his shoulder. You write as because you feel the Govt machinery's failures. But my dear, I have witnessed nothing that sort. Nothing new in the incidents, but it is you people who have given importance in unimportant things. Birth and death are but common in this natural system of the world. Taking dead body of kith and kins according to the present situations are also not new. Still then, Dana Majhi is the symbol of failures of administration only in the political point of view. Forget Dana Majhi. Dana Majhi has reaped as much benefit from his dead wife as possible.

Gajanan Mishra
About English

Let me say a few lines
About English;
Not an Indian language,
In the 8th Sch of the Constitution of India,
English has not been listed.
Only two percent Indians speak English,
People in Russia, China, Japan, Germany
Hardly understand English and yet
They are developed.
The belief that one can get job or
Achieve success only through English- not true.
Being a self-respecting people
I respect my mother tongue.
Early education must be in the mother tongue.
Some say English is a killer language,
It kills so many languages even in Great Britain or
Say the United Kingdom,
And America or say the United States of America
And Australia.
For English, Indian languages
And Indian culture gets neglected.
So to say English is unconstitutional,
So also in Odisha the use of English
In any office from secretariate to tehsil is unlawful.
All Indian languages are more powerful than
The English- true.
Yet we have a mental slavery to English.
Let me say another side of this coin;
Knowledge of English helps us to communicate,
So also the knowledge of other foreign languages
Are also necessary to communicate abroad.
It is important to know English,
It is also very important to know and take steps
To improve other Indian languages including ours, first.

Gajanan Mishra
About Evil Person

He is a man
Possesses greater danger
Than a snake.
He is nothing
But poison.
For him
Biting is a game,
A natural exercise
Like breathing or
Blinking.
Stay away
Always from
The evil person,
My dear son.

Gajanan Mishra
About Gross And

Subtle you are to say.

Happiness and
Miseries you are to feel.

Life and death
You are to understand.

See
Time is here still.

Gajanan Mishra
About Life

About life
let me say
something
with intellect
with firmness
with all happiness.
Life is knowledge,
Life is actions,
Life is science,
Life is art.
Go with life
as meditation
as adoration,
Live life with purification.

Gajanan Mishra
About Mother

About mother -
Nothing to say.
And who am I -
To utter.

But I regard not
Mother different
From me.
Nothing is mistaken
Manner if ever
I try to utter.

Let me behold mother,
Let me merge
Let me stay
unity in essence.

Mother - the reality,
The truth,
Consciousness,
And bliss solidified.

Mother - inseparable
From me.
Mother - before whom
My ego inflated
And ego is wiped out.

Gajanan Mishra
About My Mother

How you dare
To asked about
My mother?
Look, no word
Is here.

See me, I am a
Fragment of
My mother, with
Love and devotion
And renunciation.

Can you say
Where is not
My mother?
If you so like
You may go
On searching.

Listen, before
Going on any search,
See yourself first,
And find within you.
What do you see
That is not my question
And that is not the last.

Gajanan Mishra
About My World

I am telling about
My world
You are to tell
about your world.
It is true, your
world and my world
are the same.
It is also true
Our views differ,
What is there to exchange.
If you so like
light the lamp
in the sun and see
really no fun.

Gajanan Mishra
About Poem I Can Say

About poem I can say
I am not able to say anything
Believe me my poems are elastic
You can make your understanding clear
You can not conquer my poems
I am sure.

About poem I can say
My poems are golden ring
You can wear it according to
Different situations
You can not conquer my poems
I am sure.

About poem I can say
My poem is a shadow
You can take shelter
There in at the time of sorrow
You can not conquer my poems
I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
About Poetry

If you want to
Say something,
Say about poetry.
Knowledge and
perfection all
Are there in poetry.
Without poetry,
The rest is
Nonsense talk.
Poetry means life,
Life means love,
Love means truth.
Hear poetry,
Talk poetry,
And live poetry.
Poetry is full of colors,
Full of taste and
Full of blessings.
Poetry is far beyond
Cause and effect,
Far beyond material nature,

Gajanan Mishra
About Poetry, Let Me Not Speak

About poetry,
Let me not speak
Anything.
Let me clear,
So far poetry is concerned,
It is all beyond my reach,
Beyond the reach of
My mind, body, and words.
Leave me,
Permit me to leave.
I know this world of poetry
Is not mine, and
I am not convinced
What mystery there in poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
About Poverty

We are proud to say we are poor
We are telling about our poverty
We are getting nowhere.

We want to help the poor
By eliminating them from this geography
Basically we know not anything.

Giving the poor free rice free vegetables
Free fruits free clothing free house and food bill
What we want to do we know not, it is but to kill.

Know the poor know poverty all around the world
Come to their rescue care for the common poor people
No show nothing, no hypocrisy would help anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
About Reality

Lack of knowledge
About reality
Is delusion
And reality is
only love
And I can not
Be separated
From you
And reality is
I can not be
Identified with
Any other things
Except love
And I love you
Only for this love
I am purged of
All sins.

Gajanan Mishra
About The Calender

I think not
About the calendar.
In my room
Nowhere you can find
The calendar.
I use not calendar,
The calendar is of
No use to me.
I do nothing with
The calendar.
My words my world
All are far from
The calendar.
I believe not
The numbers, the dates,
The time, space.
I believe I am,
I believe love,
I believe dreams,
I believe the truth,
I believe eternity.
And calendar has
No relations with all.
Believe me and
Take me granted.
I am not chosen
To scatter.
And no one can
Dismember me
From nature.
And in nature,
Useless - calendar.

Gajanan Mishra
About The Earth

About the earth
About the earth
You know nothing
You know nothing.

And you are telling yourself
The great the great
Though you are nothing and you have nothing
And nothing to give nothing to take.

You are possessing advanced knowledge
In the constuction of material comforts
That has no meaning here at any stage
And you are telling yourself the great.

You have a temple-body and it is without any doubt
But you are not trying to know where the god is
And you are wandering Kasi Brundaban Puri Mecca Medina
O my dear, you are most valuable but you know not your own value.

No pope no priest no hermit no shariff
Can make your snake-like body clean and pure
O my dear, it is you only who can see what you are
You can free yourself from all diseases all ills and cure.

This earth is your house it is the Mother
This sky is your security-cover it is your father
This water this air is your life-speaker
This light is your path-finder, the sun and the moon are eyes-opener.

Know something about your mother
Know smoething about your father
Know something about your brothers and sisters here
Try to know about your own creator and the components of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
About The Moon

Let me write something
About the moon.
But the moon is
Far away from me.
And yet I am affected
By the moon.
Let me describe the moon
As my friend.
But the moon is
Not friendly with me.
The moon is there
In the sky.
I am here
On this earth.
Let me write something
About the moon,
As the moon is writing me
Here with you.
Differentiate my dear,
The writing of the moon
And my writing here.
And let me hear
What is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
About The Oil

I want to say
About the oil,
But you are
Not in a position
To listening to my words
As you are busy
In oiling.
I am not here
To misuse my oil
As you know.
I am on the water, though.
I want to read a poem
Before you, I know
You are the person
Who knows all truth.
I know, you are the one
Who can understand and
Do the needful
Here at present.
Presently I am here,
As you know
Only for you.
And my dear, you are here
Only for me,
That I value.

Gajanan Mishra
About The Truth

Something is there,
Someone is there,
The cause of all.
I want to know that,
And I want to show you,
I want to make you understand,
I want to tell every tit bit
About the truth before you.

Gajanan Mishra
About Water

About water -
The topic of this month.
Any one can speak
On this topic.
Hints are
Clouds, thunders
And lightning and fire.
Water is life
One may say,
Life is water
Reverse is the way.
And we are all
In the temple of water
Correct assessment, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
About You

About You
I know nothing
About me
You know everything.

It is nothing
That I know
It is everything
That You know.

We are here
Together turning
The chapter with
Good faith and character.

Everybody is
Waiting to hear
About You
About me.

We both are
Turning and turning
Nobody knows
What is going.

Gajanan Mishra
About You - I Want To Know

About you
I want to know,
But I failed to
Understand that
You explained.

I am the first person,
You are the second,
It is you, who is here,
To cooperate in
all respects.

No third point is there
to give a push
in between us, my dear,
And we are here together.

Gajanan Mishra
About You And Yourself

I want to hear
About you and yourself.
Tell not about worms and insects,
Tell not about foxes or wolfs.
If you so like tell something
About the milch cows,
About the lions.
I want to hear
About the pigeon.
Life is far greater
Than the creatures
that are here. I want to
Hear about the life
as a whole, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
About Your Doing

About your doing
I know nothing.
I know nothing
About the time
That is revolving
Around me.
I know nothing
About my birth
About my death
But they say
So many things.
They say it is love
They again say it is hate
But I know not what is that.

Gajanan Mishra
Above All

Above all,
All in one
And one in all.
And a life is
Being drawn
Therein.

Behind all
And within all,
And ahead of all,
Someone is there
That I care.

The shadow and
The light.
The smile and
The cry all.

The whirlwind,
The concentrated eyes,
The explosion,
The transformation,
And all rotation
And all
Birth-death
Crystallization.

Gajanan Mishra
Above Everything

Above everything-
One is there,
And who he is,
Where he is,
What he is,
How he is.
But I may say
He is love,
He is truth,
He is light,
He is the earth,
He is the sky.
And he is the one
Who binds all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Above Like And Dislike

When I know, you are not mine,
How can I called you, you
Are my own.
My dear, I want not to
Live in hypocrisy.
I honour you. I respect you.
I know you are unique
And a special entity.
You never belong to
Anyone, I know.
Still you are there
With me and with all.
You are above all
Like and dislike.

Gajanan Mishra
Above Water Above Air

Above water above air,
To live there, I desire.

In all voidness
I want the truth.

In all contradictions
I see the sun and
Like that in falsehood
I see the truth.

In angry alphabets
I see the blue sky.

In knife
I see life.

In poison, believe me,
Nectar is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Abraham Lincoln

O Abraham Lincoln,
Where are you now
I do not know,
But I know your statement
Democracy of the people
By the people and for the people
Is not relevant today,
Let me say present day
Democracy is for the money
Of the money and by the money,
People in general are
Just instruments in the hands
Of the rich and powerful
We the beholders, are the fools.

Gajanan Mishra
Abraham Lincoln In Dream

Abraham Lincoln came
In to my dream and
Told me whatever you are,
You are the best, and
Try to be remained as
The best there for long.
How Abraham Lincoln
Came to my dream
That is not the question,
But the question is
How I dream it at this noon.
Am I not truthful to
My life and to my earth?
Am I fearful what you
Imagine here at this hour?
Do I believe in luck?
And what is a luck,
Is it not created by me?
All the answers are there
But I am not willing to
Listen anyone in my dream.
I know anything can be
Happened in dreams,
You know I am the creator
Of my own dream that is
Here at this time.
I wish, dream appeared.
I wish, Abraham Lincoln came.
What I will wish
That will happen, no
Quarannty of though.

Gajanan Mishra
Absence Is Present

Absence is present
I am the man
Agree with it
Eye is nose
If you say
How can I agree.

I am trembling
With the earth you see
If you say I am the earth
I do agree
I am not the man
To disagree.

You are here to say
Good good good
And that fill up my wounds
With whom I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
Absence Of Justice

We feel absence of justice
Here in our judiciary.
Disposal of cases
Can never serve
The purpose of sovereignty.
We feel the absence of justice
In our judiciary.
We see organized robbery
Everywhere in our democracy.
Thanks Augustine,
You have given first cautioned
Notice saying O men,
Earn not profit
That is vonfusing, that is seen.

Gajanan Mishra
Absence Of Light

Absence of light is not dark.
And in dark one cannot see is not true.

Threat is there
Death threat is more there.

In death no body knows
where to go and where not to go
from the very begining to the end.

Not getting answer is not mystery.

Mystery is what we see what we
touch what we smell.

Mystery is we all are here
at this time in this light.
Mystery is not dark not death
But the very birth
Where you find only absence of light.

Gajanan Mishra
Absolute and The Truth

Absolute and
The truth.
This life,
This love.

Torture not
Anyone on
This earth.
Create not
Enemy in
This world.

Get what you
Desired.
Protect the weak
From air and fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Absolute Form

Each and everybody is
The absolute form of eternity
Knowledge and bliss
And neutrality servitor-ship
And fraternity
Respect all from my side.

Gajanan Mishra
Absolute Truth

Absolute Truth and
Complete bliss is here
Understand the manifestation
In your own transcendental form
O my dear, there is no tinge of
Unhappiness here at any time
I am able to know all the functioning
That are here for so many times
With wheel screw spindle and machine
It is all Your potency I know
And I conceived You in the wind
In the burned fire in my own life itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Absolutely Nothing

Absolutely nothing
I can say surely
About my lost hopes,
Lost dreams, lost time.
Absolutely nothing
Here I can say
On passion-fruits,
Passover, password.
But they called me
Passe and I am
Still there with them.
I am still there
To gainover or galvanize
Them with lost dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Absorbed In Me

Absorbed in me
I am in you.
Tell me who am I!

Gajanan Mishra
Absorbed In Thought

I am absorbed in Your thought
O my dear, I am absorbed.

I am here, O my dear, I am here
You are here with me and here.

No one is unhappy
No one is unhappy
As You are here
As I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Absorbing In Poems

Poem is mine
And I am the poem
I am absorbing
In the poem
At every moment.

O My dear, You are here
As the ocean and
I am within You.
You are my sky
You are the bird
And You are singing.
I am forgetting
Everything every moment
And You are here
In my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Abuse Not

Abuse not,
Abuse not the self.
The self is
As pure as the sky.
The sky is there
To enable you to fly.
Fly and fly,
Fly with the clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Acacia Flower

Acacia flower
Is now leaving
My house.
Where I am
At this time
That I am
Unable to say.

The sun is
Telling me good bye
And giving words
To return back
With new hopes.
And I am
Speechless, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept All

Accept all,
Each one is
Valuable here.

Impatient not,
And never.
Live like a tree, dear.

Success is all
But tender.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear children,
Accept always
Advice that is valuable.
What is valuable?
You are asking.
And I am pleased
With you hearing this.
Your teachers and
Your parents are
There to guide you
And they are there
To do well and truth..
Be free with them
And climb the life-tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept everyone and
Also, accept everything,
But make no demand,
And show the sign of
Pure love and affection.

Generate energy within,
Show the light to others
For you are there,
Have a feeling inside
And also, outside.

Nothing is needed for
Your own survival,
Kept it in mind and
Stay behind.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Me

Accept me
O my dear,
As I am.

And see
All differences
Come to an end.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Me And Let Me

Accept me
And let me accept you.
Fact is
We are one and not two.

Realize the truth
And truth is in you.
Faith and inquisition say
We are nothing but the whole truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Me And Read My Poems

See my humble attempt.
I am trying to
Say something about You
Though I know
It is not complete whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Me As I Am

Accept me as I am,
Understand me with time.
Identify me nature,
With all features.

Realize me,
I am here to sacrifice.
Scan your position
And go with pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Me That Is All

Accept me that is all
What I want to say.
Thereafter see no problem
Anywhere at anytime.
Thereafter see the fire
Distinct from its fuel.
See the pot as the portion of the sky
And see there is sky within the pot.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Not

Accept not yourself,
Accept not the separateness
And declare identity with light.
Light is there in knowledge,
Knowledge is no there in
Traditional arts, sciences and
In languages.
But true knowledge is conducive
To renouncement of connection
Between the body and the world.
Accept not the body,
Accept not the world.
But accept your own light
That is not earthly.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept not a rascal and a fool
As your Master, my dear
Search the Truth within
Go not to a blind man
Who is unable to see.
Have a direct contact
With the omniscient
And get yourself relived
From illusions
Acquire the knowledge
That is eternal
And feel Ultimate Truth
And be devotional that
Is all final.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept not anything,
But think for a while,
For which and for whom
It is being made,
Think for a while,
The necessity of such
Thing by you at any time,
And select the one
That is suitable for you.
Talk not on any matter,
You are not meant for that.
Realize the truth and
Go forward for the purpose of
Love and all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Not Poison

Accept not any
Material possessions,
They are all poison,
If you want
To be a real man.
I know you are
Not a fool,
I know you follow
Your own intuition.
Come on, dear,
Fear not anyone,
And nothing to fear.
I know all are ready
To give you the benedictions.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Or Reject, O Almighty

Accept or reject
I am here in this project.

See me,
I am here with You
And I am glittering.

You recognized me
That is my everything.

O my dear,
I am with you with everything
Everywhere every time.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept That

Accept that
Whatever comes
Of its own accord.

Everything is
Temporary and
Inconsequential.

Nothing is Yours
Worry not
For anything
For anybody.

Knowing or
Unknowing has no
Importance with
This life at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Accept Truth

Without deviation.
Accept all
Without separation.

It is great honor
O my dear, You are for all
And all are for You
That is Your world
And it is for good.

With all precautions
See life
With Your good self
I am Your associate.

One after another
You can achieve, my dear
What You desire but
Mind it, You can not
Achieve all.

Life is something
Life is more than something
But life is not whole things
But you can achieve the whole
If you are ready to renounce the whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Acceptance

Acceptance is life.

Without accepting
You can not stand
Without accepting
You can not stay
Without accepting
You may go astray.

Accept accept
Acceptance is life.

And everything
Is all right
Everything is okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Accepted

Accepted,
Accepted your
Good opinion
As counted upon.
Whether you are
Within form or
Out of form
That I care not.
But I care
What You deliver
And how I am here
To receive.
How far I am independent
That depends on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Accepted For The Occasion

You are accepted for the occasion
You are accepted eternally.

All for a purpose your appearances and
Your disappearances but it is not all.

But I am aware You are unborn
And You are not being exposed.

O my dear, You are never to b vanquished
You are thunderbolts to the wrestlers.

I know You are the only Truth and You have no material body
You are never to be killed or changed by Your transcendental body.

Gajanan Mishra
Accommodate me, my dear,
See me, I am sincere and
Never a flatterer.

Gajanan Mishra
According to my
Own light and intellect
I am writing here
Though I know
It is a poor match
For Your wisdom
I know I am a mere
Dry-cotton and
You are the strong-wind
I am though poor
But not impostor
Test me to the word
I am faithful to You
And I am most sincere.

Gajanan Mishra
According To Fate

I know I am
Subject to pleasure and pain.

I know I am subject to
Pleasure and pain
According to my deeds.

Pleasure and pain is
There with me and nobody
is there to share.

Gajanan Mishra
According to truth
I am yours,
But I am no way
Related to you.

I believe
In your existence,
It is true, but
Influence of time
Is there,
I understood.

You are inviolable,
You are worshipable,
You are wonderful,
I am yours in full.

Gajanan Mishra
According to Your word
I am acting and I am
Carrying out Your order.
I am sacrificing for You
I am giving all to You
And I am acting, see as per You.
You are controlling everything
And I am excelling all with You,
I am enjoying Your gift-this life.
And I am acting without attachment
As I know You and I know my
Helplessness here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Accountable

Let us be accountable
What we are exercising.
And we know we are nothing,
And we are doing so many things.
How can we say it is for nothing.
We are exercising our powers
We are doing all for others
And we are also answerable
What we are and how we are
Doing and the purpose and
The intention behind all these.

Gajanan Mishra
Accumulate Not Anything

Accumulate not anything,
Accumulation is dangerous
And it is harmful to the core.
Accumulate not anything,
Accumulation gives you pleasure
But this pleasure is the obstacle
To realize the truth.
Truth, and discovery of truth
Is necessary in life.
Get rid of your own hopes
And desires and stay free
For the sake of truth.
Go on searching truth and
Stay in seclusion for the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Accumulation

Accumulate objects and money
To render service to others
You are a celibate
A man of retired order
A man of renounced order
And you must not accumulate
Objects and things.

Gajanan Mishra
Accuracy And Efficiency

Accuracy and efficiency
Are there with you,
And in your works,
Keep up,
You are to succeed.
Take a break
When stress began
To pile.
But walk,
And see the scenes
Outside.
See, the inner beauty.
Nothing is outside,
Study nature, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Achieve Real Peace

Achieve real peace
By seeing everything
By seeing every living entity
In oneness and
In no difference
All are simultaneously
One and same
One and different.

Gajanan Mishra
Achieve Something

Achieve something.

It is rightly said,
A person is honored
For his or her
Achievement and
Not for
Advanced age.

It is rightly
Further said,
A person can be
Older by experience
And not by age.

Knowledge can be gained
By experience always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Achieve The Perfection

Achieve the perfection
Of your own existence, my dear
By seeing the truth with love.

O reservoir of all beauty
My dear, it is Your sweet will
You are here to relieve me
From all sins all burdens.

You are free from all
False identification, I know
And dispelling the darkness of
Separation and confusion.

I glance at Your creative energy
O my dear, I perceive You in all
Activities of life airs senses and intelligence.

Gajanan Mishra
Acknowledged Defeat

God of love acknowledged his defeat
God of love was fighting with truth
God of love appeared with many colored
Blossoms on the trees of different kinds
Singing of cuckoos and humming of bees
Delightful breezed, cool soft fragrant blew.

Gajanan Mishra
Acquire Knowledge

Acquire knowledge
And cross the ocean
Of sins.
Boat of knowledge
Alone can enable you
To cross sea of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Acquire Knowledge Not Education

Acquire knowledge
Not education.
Knowledge about
The Almighty God
Is a must.
Know the truth
Through love.
Education is
Not so necessary
Though it somehow
Help to earn
Some livelihood.
To fill up the belly
Is the lowest rank.

Gajanan Mishra
Acquire The Strength

Acquire the strength
And then over come it
For all benefit.
Over come the strength
And acquire it
For all benefit.
Life is there
To over come only.

Gajanan Mishra
Act act acting,
And go on living.
Act act and
Make others to act.
Since you are acting
Attachment must not
Be there in your living.
Think not you are alive.
Act as an ignorant,
Say always you know nothing,
But keep full faith
On knowledge and light.
Act act and act
Make others act and fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Act As One Is Expected To Act

Act as one is expected to act
And be free from the influence
Of the modes of material nature
And be satisfied in Truth
You are intelligent, I know
You are of purified consciousness
And you put yourself in the position of
Eternal servitor-ship of the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Like A Man

You are in the form
Of a man,
Act like a man, my dear.

I know, O my dear,
There is special
Loveliness and glory
In you and
You are to discover it.

It is true,
There is unworldliness
And peculiarity in
Your presence.

And Your presence should
Gives life to all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Not Selfishly

Act not selfishly
At any time
Anywhere.

Desire not anything
From anybody and
Be ever vigilant.

I know, my enemy is
My own sleep,
And I am keeping
Myself under the rules
Of the Truth
And I am busy always
For the welfare of others
You may treat me as the well-wisher.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Of A Fool

Count not anything  
Counting is an act  
Of a fool.

O my dear, if you are  
Really wise  
Go on inquiring  
Where is Truth.

And remember, my dear,  
Truth is within You.

Reap the reward  
Of your birth, my dear,  
With the image of  
All-merciful  
Enshrined in your heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Of Liberating

But I am there
With You
And I am here
With you
And it is my
Act of liberating.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Of Running

Horses are there to run,
And we horse around.
In horror-struck,
We take the appetizer.

We are in short excursion,
No need to write down
Distance traveled.

Anyway, it is true-
We are on the run and
Run up against all.

We are running for
Our money, true.
But we know how to love,
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Of War

Blocking of water
Is also an act of war, yes.
We are in the war, okay!
If you want peace,
Try to be a good human being.
Hurt no one, kill no one,
Harm no one, I am here
To give you everything.
Remember, you are mine,
Remember, you are from
The same earth, same air.
Our mother is one, our blood
Is also one and the same,
Our kitchen rooms, though
Different today.

Tussling and fighting,
I also, do not like.
But if you are pugnacious,
I am the last man
To tolerate, I am here
To give you punishment
That may relate to water
Or food or anything.
I have taken a bow at this time,
To show you the path of truth,
The path of peace at any cost.
Let me warn you to amend yourself
For humanity point of view
And stay in self-restraint
Or face the trial before nature itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Act Of War - Blocking Of Water

Blocking of water
Is also an act of war, yes.
We are in the war, okay!
If you want peace,
Try to be a good human being.
Hurt no one, kill no one,
Harm no one, I am here
To give you everything.
Remember, you are mine,
Remember, you are from
The same earth, same air.
Our mother is one, our blood
Is also one and the same,
Our kitchen rooms, though
Different today.

Tussling and fighting,
I also, do not like.
But if you are pugnacious,
I am the last man
To tolerate, I am here
To give you punishment
That may relate to water
Or food or anything.
I have taken a bow at this time,
To show you the path of truth,
The path of peace at any cost.
Let me warn you to amend yourself
For humanity point of view
And stay in self-restraint
Or face the trial before nature itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting

I know my dear
You are only here
And acting as my brother
My cousin my friend well-wisher
benefactor messenger
And You are performing all
Kinds of service
I know it is all Your
Causeless mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting And It Is

Acting and it is always here,
No matter inside or outside.
Take no offense, like a good mother
With the child.
Still, I pray for special
Forgiveness for my offenses if any.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting As

I do not like to
Hear anything
And I am
Acting as a deaf.

I do not like to
Utter any word
And I am
Acting as dumb.

I lack humanity
And I do not have
Any good quality
Though acting as a man.

I am eating sleeping mating
And I am very attached to
Family life and
Worldly activities.

I am blind, see me
Blind to True knowledge
I do not know
How can I advance in True life.

I am far from perfection
I am far from the goal
O my dear, I am examining
And observing each and everything.

And I know all are illusory phenomena
All are false all are in dark
O my dear everyone is encased
Within the body and far from the soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting Is But Natural

Acting is but natural,
Each one is acting
By natural tendency and
No one can remain unengaged
Even for a moment.
But my dear men, give up
All natural tendencies
For material service and
Go for the truth.
Men, you are the swimmers
Struggling in the ocean.
But be aware,
The waves of illusions
Are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting Of Existence

Two persons are going together,
And they keep company with each other,
And they are friendly with each other.
I am the third person and I am the witness
But I have no power of speech and
I am not able to do anything for anybody.
Two persons are using me on their ways
And I am trying to restrain them in silent mode,
Both of them are trying to use me as their agent
And they allege with so many points though
They know I am in no way connected here or there.
Their expressions pain me and hardly I digest.
Yet I am with them and I know I will be there
Till they finish their acting of existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Acting, I Do Not Like

Acting,
I do not like
Do not ask me to act
I hate.

I am here
To see
To watch.

I am here
To sing
To write.

And it is how
I react.

I am not terrified
I am not scared
I just stared
That I am what.

Gajanan Mishra
Action / Inaction

For inaction
Sorry.

For action
Congratulation.

Mistake and sins
Are there
In action.

Virtue and right
Not found
In inaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Action Inaction

What is action and what is inaction
Truth in action and action in truth
Seeing inaction in action and action
In inaction is the work of the wise.

And who is wise difficult to say
In this world of sage as all are
Burning by the fire of wisdom and I am
Doing nothing though fully engaged in action.

Gajanan Mishra
Action Is Superior

Action is superior
Act as per nature.

Nature is supreme
You are product of nature
Nurture yourself.

Action is supreme
Desisting from action
You will be no where.

Act and act by
Sacrificing yourself.

Action is superior
Act as per nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Action Is The Means

Action is the means
And not the words
To reach at the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Action Needed

Action needed
To bring the moon
To the earth.
Action needed
To make the earth
Move to the self.
Action needed
To recognize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Action Plans

Action plans
That I am in need
To correct my own life.
But you are
Too busy in puzzle
That has no meaning at all.
I want real growth,
Not yours empty speeches.

Gajanan Mishra
Actions And Knowledge

No action, no knowledge,
But actions and knowledge
Have no role to play here
In the practical field.

Practical field is our
Own living and its style.
And here we are to suffer
Like anything and we are
To bear the pain for nothing.

For nothing, we are here,
It is true. It is also true,
We are nothing here and we have
Nothing to do but to enjoy
Our own living as an eternal entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Actions That Are Injurious

I am against the actions
That are injurious to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Active Participation

Active participation
Is but necessary
To enjoy the productive life.
And life as you see
Is there in your mentality.
And let us pacify
The mind here
With sufficient
Air and water.
The air and the water
Here make the mountains
And the rivers
That have naturalness
And spontaneity.
It is life
In the process of
The beginning and the end.
If you do not want to
Forget the past- no matter.
If you do not want to
Go anywhere- no matter.
But you have to sit quiet.
Sitting quietly is
But necessary to
Catch the life
As a real entity
In writings,
In paintings,
In so many designs.
Life is nothing but
Arranging flowers
In right order
With selected colours.
Life is dancing, see
In the height of perfection,
But please talk not
About life at all.
Gajanan Mishra
Active Principle

Active principle
Actual reality
All depends on
Personal understanding.

It is You
It is me
All are nothing
But flowing within.

Gajanan Mishra
Activity

I am doing my activity
You see.
I have
No sense of doer-ship.

My eyes are opened
See here there.

And see I have no desire
And see everything is spontaneous.

Creation of the universe
Is here.
And see I am the creator
And here is the cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Activity - Life

No activity,
And we flourish.
Virtually
We are here.
And here
We generate ideas.
Ideas of
Collecting data.
And we discuss
On language,
On education,
On life.

Gajanan Mishra
Acts And Rules

Acts and rules
are greater than anybody,
respect the acts and rules of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Acts Of Love

Acts of love give pleasures
Come on and ride on my shoulders.

Love is excellent and wonderful
Here in this life and it is glorified with You.

Love is not swallowed by water or fire
It is there as before under and beyond this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Acts Of Sacrifice

Let me act
As per the truth.
Let me learn
The act of sacrifice,
Gift and penance,
Let me perform
The duties
That are my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Actual Picture

Actual picture
Not shown.

The picture shown
Disturb the body
Disturb the mind.

And not in a form
To implement.

Find herewith different
Program of actual life
In day to day picture.

What is actual
No one knows here,
And my dear, we are
All wanderer.

Gajanan Mishra
Actual Poet

Actual poet
Worships the words,
Actual man
Loves creatures,
Actual is there
To work,
Actual life
Is there for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Actual Success Of Life

Actual success of life
Is there in truth consciousness.
And only human life is fit for that.
My dear men, be not blind
To the knowledge of ultimate truth.
Search the truth here in life
With your own light,
Light of experience and self.
Dear men, understand the purpose of life,
And stay in pure love of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Actually Fact

Actually fact -
Not this life,
And nothing here
That we see,
We hear we touch,
We enjoy.

Everything is a
Reflection here.
Everything is
A shadow.

The time is
The vulturelike
Messenger here and
All are in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Actually It Is Difficult

Actually it is difficult to
Live here without fear
See me I am invariably afraid
See me I am full of anxieties
Because of thieves rogues enemies
Family members animals birds
Government laws and times
I have forgotten to ask
Who am I where am I how am I
Actually I have forgotten myself
I am in fear and I am living
See me see me see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Actually It Is Illusion

Actually it is illusion
I appear to be born
And to die.
In connection with birth
And death I am alive.
It is illusion
I am suffering and
I am enjoying.
In fact I remain not change
It is my eternal nature.
Read my poetry and say
Who am I and how I am here
O my dear, actually I am
Different what you thought.

Gajanan Mishra
Actually Within Me

Actually within me, my dear
You are actually within me
And never separated from me.

I am a creation
I am Your creation
Nothing to deny, my dear
A composition of all the elements.

The elements are Yours
Elements are You Yourself
That I know, my dear and
You are present that I know always.

Nothing is adequate for me, my dear
I wish only unalloyed love for You only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Actually, I Am Grateful To You All

Actually, I am grateful to you all,
I am the truth here, I am alive with you.

I am aware of my position,
I am the living entity here.

Let me say everything you want to know,
Let me relate to the things that are yours.

Hear my words, and feel me there,
Let me achieve everything - the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ad Infinitum

We are all
Ad infinitum.

No time frame,
No period.

All productivity,
All energy,
And everything
Is here in us.

Peace and prosperity,
Knowledge and light,
All appear with
No question of disappearance.

We are all here,
With no fearful omens.

Gajanan Mishra
Adamant Stances

Get ready to reap
The fruits of your
Adamant stances
And superiority complex.
No doubt you are useful
To cut some bad elements
To size and to take
Some steps for world peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Adapt To Changing Time

Adapt to changing time,
And stay free.
Think yourself
Nothing but
A dry straw
But you are much more
Powerful than any
Other one.

Gajanan Mishra
Add Salt

Add salt
To water.
Add water
To ocean.
Add ocean
To life,
Add life
To the sky.

The sky is
Within me,
I am under
The sky.
I am the sky
But I want to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Addicted And Blind

Addicted and blind
And you are dying
You are suffering
From a great disease.

If you are interested
To get yourself free
From disease, listen
And come to me.

What you are facing
I know but without
Any question I am with you
Your emancipation is my potency.

Gajanan Mishra
Adding Value

Take it,
It has some
Adding value.
This grass and
This tree and clouds
All are truth.
Sowing and harvesting
Have same repercussion
That have no repatriation.
Here, it is the exposure,
And like the snake-charmer
That has hungry laughter.
Let the snooker go on,
Thanks, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Addition And Alternations

Do, whatever you like,
Additions and alternations,
You are free, but in every
Transformation you have to
Take permission from the master,
To make everything valid.
Mix the colors you like,
Produce the things airtight,
Feel the touch, hear the sound,
Take energy as per quality,
But get the quality of the earth.
Take your own living consciousness
In to granted and recognize through
The words that are there with marks.

Gajanan Mishra
Addition And Substraction

I am telling you
My dear, the same
without any
addition or subtraction.
I am telling you
All good and enable you
to realize good and not
to go towards bondage
and to degradation.
You are to stay free
from egoistic notions.
Remember, you are
everpure and detached,
Truth is your connection.

Gajanan Mishra
Addition To Life

Addition to life-
Love.
Addition to death-
Hate.

I love you means
I try to
Make you alive.

I hate you means
I wish your death.

But for an ordinary
Man, it is both
The same.

Study life and
Furnish a report.

Gajanan Mishra
Adha Adha (Odia)

Sabukichhiku aame bhaga
Kale adha adha, tathapi
Mo muna khali, dekha.

Gajanan Mishra
Adhere To Truth

Truth is the substance
Adhere to truth
Give up all if you
Really know the truth
Only truth is here
Do everything for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Adhoc

Appointment adhoc
Work block.
Everywhere
Everytime
You feel mock.
Enemy attack you
And you
Become muck.
Rise and fight
Dear duck
Avoid fork.

Gajanan Mishra
Adjusting All Means

First have a goal
Then try to achieve
The goal through
Money materials and methods
Adjusting all means
And if your goal is good one
Then remember, my dear
Goodness spreads all directions
You have nothing to do
In this connection.

Gajanan Mishra
Administrative Mismanagement

Only for administrative mismanagement
We are here dying, dying of starvation,
Dying of malnutrition, due to
Disturbed food situation.
Here, we find the scarcity,
Scarcity of truth consciousness and
There is no scarcity of anything.
Creatures in general are the proprietor
Of everything, here in this world.
We must know, the living entities
Are the superior energies and
The matter is the inferior energies.
The combination of both make the world
A real one, the heart of love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Admit It Or Not

Truth is here
And it is established
You may act as
The promoter of Truth
O my dear, if you
Do not like to act
Then also no matter
Truth is here
As it is without
Any change at any time
And it is not
Yours not mine
Admit it or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Admit The Truth

Admit the truth,
But first, try to
Know the truth.
Know that
You are attributeless,
But you are endowed
With attributes.
You are formless
Or with form
That does not matter.
But you have to Keep
Under control
Your own nature.
Know, you are the truth
And nothing is there
Without you.
You are the light,
No dark can cover you.
You are the purest form
Of love and no
Impurity can touch you.

Gajanan Mishra
Adopt Non-Violence

Adopt non-violence
For your own survival
And live in
Unadulterated peace.

No war can give you
Safety and prosperity
Mind it
you are not
An ordinary and
You are
Not helpless.

O man, be bold
And honor another man
Keeping non-violence
At your hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Adore Me Not

Adore me not
For riches,
But adore me
To attain me.

Gajanan Mishra
Adorn Life

Adorn life in all goodness,
Array life in good order
And see righteousness is
In your favour, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Adultery

Being your fragment,
If I am inclined only to you
It is good but when my
inclination to anyone else
besides you is there
I do admit I am in adultery.

Gajanan Mishra
Adultery- Not Good

Not good in anyway,
Not good, as
It is the cause of
Unwanted population,
Flood the human race
At the risk of war
And pestilence.
Not good, as
It is against the basic
Principle for peace,
Prosperity and progress
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Advance nearer to Truth
Truth is life
Approach Truth directly
And it is good.

Truth is already here
To meet Truth
You should be eager and eager
Within your own atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Advancement

Advancement is possible
Only by mercy
Only with grace.

Never be a hypocrite
And be faithful
And stay in one mess.

Just remember the Truth
And cross the hurdles -mountains
And achieve success.

Gajanan Mishra
Adverse Time

Adverse time is here
Have patience, my dear.
Your knowledge, your wisdom
May desert you at any time here,
Be cautious and go on, three cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
Adversity

I know not
What is adversity.
I know not
What is desirable,
What is undesirable.
I know not pain,
I know not pleasure.
But I am writing poetry
And through this writing
I like to feel you,
Touch you within truth.
I know truth is there
In me and it can only
Come out in silence in words.

Gajanan Mishra
I like the advertisement
And your marketing
And the way you are going.
But see that you belong
To the world and you are
In the world and here
No cheat no deceit
Are in anyway helpful
To anyone.
Be careful, the world is
Like a razor, at any time
That can tear you.
Team-master is there
Watching all and testing the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ae Decemberare (Odiaa)

Ae decemberara aarambharu
Meghamane aatankita kari
Rakhuchhanti aama aakashaku.
Semane bhulijaichhanti
Bharatara ba Indiara bhougalika
Seema bhitare semane.
Bharata rahichhi purbare
Aau aethi pratyusha aalokamaya
Aau pakhimanankara kalaraba.

Gajanan Mishra
Ae Ratire (Odia)

Ae ratire mu suryanku karaiparuchhi udaya.
Mo bhitare surya.

Gajanan Mishra
Aeta June ???? ??? (Odia)

Aeta June
Barshare
Bhagyaban mu.
Dhira aau sitala,
Jibana trupta gahala,
Mo prema, biswas kara,
Satyare mu
Kebala tuma jogu.

In Odia lipi;

???? ???,
???????
???????? ??? ?
??? ?? ????,
???? ???? ???,
?? ?????, ??????? ??,
?????? ???
???? ??? ????? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Affect Of English

Affect of English
All over the world
Is deep and deep
English is keeping all
Under its draconian clutch
Even now, the sun is
Not able to go anywhere
Leaving English empire.

My son is telling me
Dad, dad, Mora(My) pen
Hajigala(missed) .
My friend is asking me
O Gaji(my nick name)
Journey kemiti lagila
(How was the journey)
Now, we are not able to
Go fully either with English
Or with Mother tongue.

Whose language we are using
My friend tell me
Where are we
Where are we? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Affinity

Only present
Has got affinity.

Keeping sense of
Ownership is wrong.

Remember, we are passing
Continually from
Present to future
And as you know my dear
Future has no certainty.

Gajanan Mishra
Affinity Renounced

Affinity renounced
And hence no needs
To do anything henceforth.
No question of either or
Stress should be given
To only neither nor.
It is the desire
That plays crucial role
In the entire life-cycle.

Gajanan Mishra
Affinity With Truth

I have an affinity
With truth,
But being identified
With this false world
I failed to know the good
That is in you and
It is all my faults,
But truth is there for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Affinity With Truth For All Times

I have an affinity
With truth,
But being identified
With this false world
I failed to know the good
That is in you and
It is all my faults,
But truth is there for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Affirmation
difficult
Light discovered
And the light
Affirm You are here
In multiples colours
To dispose of crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Affirmation - Established Truth

Affirmation
Affirmation is the established Truth
And only pious can do.

Water
Water is there under the ground
One can find it if he wish.

Fire
Fire is there in the wood
Proper person can extract it when in need.

Gajanan Mishra
Africa, Africa, Africa,
Boiling Africa, Anarchy Africa,
Bleeding Africa, dying Africa.
Let me say again and again
Africa will not die, never,
No death and no one can defeat
Africa at any time for any cause.
Africa was there, Africa is there,
Africa will remain the same there.
Barbarism, lawlessness, militancy
Will go aways on their way,
But Africa will remain the same.
You cannot termed Africa as killing field,
Africa can not be the gateway of
Third Wird war as you termed, my dear.
Africa is the land of peace and harmony.
Know Africa and know yourself, dear.
The women, children all are the fragments
Of nature and part and parcel of nectar.
Africa is the land of innocent creatures.
Africa, Africa, Africa, the land of mankind
The land of our own near and dear,
Let us go together to save the future.

Gajanan Mishra
After A Short Break

Stay there as usual
To taste our new presentation
Evergreen sight of a man's
Hardest emotion
Just after a break.

The sight is changing
At every moment, see,
It was there, the bird,
That went away
With its spouse,
And each one is busy
In searching their own method.

Listen, the false story
Of rustic Radhu
In false doubt of wife-husband,
Their charges to each other
And how they are
Demolishing their golden world
By throwing their love-baggage.

Ignorant man, what more
He should have done
Where he should have gone
And how he should have seen
The sunrise and the
Smile of white tulip,
Stay here for a while
If you want to know
Just after this small break.

Gajanan Mishra
After All

After all I am an animal
Though rational
I am not very much intelligent
My words are not final.

It is very difficult to understand
Anything at any time what is truth
As what I see around is falsehood
And I am not very crude.

By Your divine grace, O my dear
Make me understand what is clear
You are my Father You are my Mother
You are my friend guide and philosopher.

Be compassionate, my Master
I am here, see me at your feet
Make me realize the Truth beat by beat
Let me see You kit and neat.

Gajanan Mishra
After All I Am Gajanan

After all, I am Gajanan,
I am here, with unlimited words,
Unlimited feelings, with
Unlimited expansions, with
Unlimited glories and light.
I am Gajanan, I am fulfilled.

So light the sky, I know,
And I am the sky,
Catch me if you can.
I am purified, if you so like,
You may come and take the benefits.

Read me, hear me,
I am Gajanan, in front of you
With all love and with all truth.

After all, I am yours, absolutely yours.
When I am there with you, be sure,
No problem would come to you at any time,
At any stage of your life.

Take it granted, I am here to protect you
Through my words for you are so innocents.

Gajanan Mishra
After Awakening

After awakening from sleep
I engaged myself in my allotted works
I can not stop acting
While awake
I am acting according to
My diverse desires
And it is trained
In Your transcendental service
I see my life is perfect
I see I am in spiritual sky
And I am enjoying eternal
Awakened life.

Gajanan Mishra
After Death

After death,
Everything is finished,
Said some members.
Some other members said,
After death,
Everything is there to begin.

Both the groups
Know not what
They are telling and
They know not
What life is and
What death is going to
Do at what time
And for whom.

What is left,
After death.
The first and
The crucial question.
Since nothing is visible,
We all dwindled.

Gajanan Mishra
After Departure

After my departure
You may come
And see.
With my respiration
I am firing
Four and sixes.
And I am giving
Direction to play
Again and again.
End is nowhere
And you appeared
To say bye.

Gajanan Mishra
After Finding Me

In every house I dwell
In your sight I dwell
What you can not see
There also I dwell
What you can not perceive
There also I dwell.

I dwell I dwell
At hour heart at your body
At your field at your food
I dwell I dwell
And you can find me
If you desire.

After finding me, you are
Free to decide yourself
What to do what not to do
Where to go where not to go
Remember, O my dear,
I am in your thought
I am in your action.

Gajanan Mishra
After Follows Before

Worry not,
After follows before.

Cold is
Not cold
What you say.

Measure the things
In interplay.

Understood all
In continuous change.

Yourself, you find
The harmony.

Yourself, you adjust
With your own
Intuitive wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
After Forty

After forty,
A man enjoy
The bonus of
Longevity.

And as such
One should stay
Restraigned
From grudge and
Complains and
Other such
Things.

One should not
Hope anything more
Than what he gets.

Gajanan Mishra
After Hardwork

Anything can be accomplished only after hardworks. Go and see your duty chart.

Gajanan Mishra
After My Death

After my death
What is life
You can know.
After my birth and
After having worldly knowledge,
I know what is fear
And I fear death.

Life is a balance
Between birth and death,
But mind it, my dear,
Life is above birth
And beyond death.
Every moment life
Experience newness.

Gajanan Mishra
After Seeing You

What more do I want
After seeing You
My dear, before me?
I want nothing
And nothing and
Why should I want
After knowing that
You are the Absolute Truth.
I know Your opulence
And Your sweetness, my dear
I know You most auspicious
The Supreme personal feature,

Gajanan Mishra
After The Bell

After the bell
You are not allowed
To stay in.
Your umbrella
Stopped unfold,

Gajanan Mishra
After the truth
Everyone is searching
But everyone is forgetting
Truth is within.

Truth has no time
Truth has all the past
All the present and
All the future.

O my dear, See me
I am the truth here
I see You truth there
Here there only truth and truth.

Cause of every strength is truth
Cause of education and wisdom is also truth
Everything everywhere it is all truth and truth
Truth and success, success and truth interconnected.

If I am here means truth is here
If you are here means truth is here
We are nothing but truth and truth is with us
Truth is the origin of all, see the truth, feel the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
After This

After this
You would get
A big hole.
See, observe,
And enter.
See no one
Is there
Besides you.
Discover some
Light within.
In that light
Find yourself
Where you are
And with whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Again and again
Over and over again
I dream and dream
I know this life is a dream
In dream I compose poem
In poem I write
And write and cross
The boundaries of time
Place people and culture
And religion and ocean
And earth and sky
And become shy
To tell you goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Again And Ove Again

Again and over again
I am thrilled with you,
My dear poet.
You are the symbol of
All joy.
You are really wonderful
And thrilling with
So much words with you
That are really lovable
And the truth.
You are showing us the way
To lead a good life that are
Colourful and unique
For everyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
Again Here Is

Again here is love and love and love
Decorated with excellent and valuable clay
Dove-dear-beauty on the earth and under the sky.
Again and again, here and here, love and love.
Is love a medical preparation? or is it a liquor?
Is love meant to improve metabolism for the healthy condition
Of the body of the mind to reach Truth through spiritualism?
Love is a mirror, to see the dearest dear who is within.

Love is a precious gold-pearl necklace with a locket
Love is turmeric mixed with mustard seed oil
complete bathe with auspicious marks
I know love is completely free from all dirt
And the Well-Wisher's reflection in the heart.
Love love love love love love love love love
Love is lotus buds with all auspicious substances
From top to toe forgetting who what how
And I know nothing is impossible in this mystic power-love.

Gajanan Mishra
Again It Rains

Again it rains,
Again I dream,
And again you beat me.

Once, twice, thrice.

Again I discover myself,
Again I lost everything,
And again I got you.

Number is uncountable.

Again the lion came,
Again I smiled
And again I ride the clouds.

No number in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Again Sing

Again sing, please again,
Let me enjoy again.
What is there in your song
Let me ponder, my dear.
I enjoy the nature
And the life's feather
With so many colour.
I express my feeling,
Soon after hearing is over.

Gajanan Mishra
Again Summer

Again
summer came.

Again
The sun
scatters
Everywhere.

Everyone has to
Eat
And dream
The sun.

knowingly or
Unknowingly the sun
Stopped moving.

I see light everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Again We Started

Again we started
Our journey,
Again we moved
Forward,
Again we acquired
Knowledge,
Again we love,
Again we have attained
What is called truth
And we crossed
All barriers
And we try to
Join East West
North and South.

Gajanan Mishra
Against Foreign Rule

Let us come together, friends,
To fight against foreign rule.
We are the sovereign authority
Here on this land.
Freedom of speech and expression
All are with us.
No one can keep us in dark
By using the foreign language.
The land belongs to us
And we have every right
To get information in our language.
Come on friends, we shall fight
For justice for everyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Against My Wish

It is fact, I am
A defaulter and I am
A sinner.
It is also a fact
That what I am
It is against my wish.

It is fact, I am
With You and You appear
For me and I am
Proud of You.
I know this pride
Is not the root
Of demoniac nature, my dear
It is my nature, it is my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Against Nature

Can you go
against nature, my dear?
Are you able to see
beyond the scene?

Have you asked
anytime who you are
and what you are
doing here? ?

You are in between
the earth and the sky
The stars are calling you
Fly, fly, fly, fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Against Sky

Nothing to say.

Against the light
Nothing to say.

I am sky
I am light.

I am clean
I am not expressing ego.

I am clean
As clean as You.

You are sky
You are light.

Gajanan Mishra
Against The Law Of Nature

Against the law of nature,  
How can you go?  
Against the laws of the land  
How can you go?  
If you dare to go  
You would face punishment.  
It is but natural,  
Let it go viral.

Gajanan Mishra
Against The Poem

Against the poems,
A judgement is there.
It is there alongwith
So many words; it is only
For the poems
They are not able
To do what they like.
Poems are there
To give light to all.
Poems are there to
Make all rise and cry.
Poems are there
To make the stone fly
And that is intolerable.

Gajanan Mishra
Against The Self-Respect

Against the self-respect
And honour I cannot use
My words, remember, new year.
New year, come on and see,
I am here not for despair.

Gajanan Mishra
Against The Sky

Against the sky nothing to say,
Nothing to say about the life.

All faded the clouds,
Collapsed - all movements.

Lungs, thighs have no role.
The Mahanadi river sleeps tired.

No fancy dress competitions here,
Each is allowed to continue living in rocks.

Gajanan Mishra
Against Us

We are doing everything
That are all against us
We are all unfortunate
What we are doing we know not.

We are disturbed and
We are far away from Truth
That are here with us
It is our bad luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Age Does Not Matter

It is your achievements
For which you are to be honored.

Gajanan Mishra
Age Grows

Age grows,
Night grows.
Night grows,
Tide grows.
And I feel
The pulse rate
High with
Your words hey.

Pride has no place,
Dream occupied all.
Dream has no place,
Reality occupied all.
I live in reality
But with poems in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Age Is A Number

Age is a number
And I love it
I love this body
This is my dress
This dress is my house
I love my house afresh.

Age is a number
You can make addition
You can make deduction
No matter
I love division
I love multiplication.

Age is a number
Do not bother
You are free to
Make calculation
In this house
With your own figure.

Gajanan Mishra
Age No Bar

Age no bar
If you are committed
To social service, come on.
Politics not allowed,
Service is first and foremost,
If you are committed, no problem.
Come on, time is yours
In letter and spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
Age Of Truth

Rightly it is said
Age of truth with
Inherent contamination
The universal measurement.

It is with truthfulness
Mercy and charity and austerity
All bookish but not open
And intact as before.

Ask not about anything more
It is the mighty and it has
Alternative definition with
Aspect of pious life in context.

Gajanan Mishra
Agent

How dare you
To call me
An agent?
Give not any
Perverse statement.
Please cross not
Your limit, my dear,
And hold your tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Age-Old Fashion

Nothing new,
But see, what is there.
When fall down,
It is fresh.
Status failed,
But it is new.
Newness is but
Age-old fashion.

Gajanan Mishra
Aggregate

Take aggregate of your actions, my dear, and take a note nothing is there to be sad or happy.

It is the boiled paddy That is not there to be a crop-tree. Once you are under the net of love, hate is not there to touch you at any time. If you so like touch me.

Gajanan Mishra
Agitation

Don't get agitated, my dear,
Remember, agitation is here
Only for your ignorance and
Your own hellish nature.
Know the truth and be enlightened,
And stay calm with all.
Your life is yours,
Make it cheerful with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Agrahya Karibaa (Odia)

Emiti bhavare agrahya karibaa
Bhala lage nahin mate.
AAuthare prikhyaa kara
Puni aau thare
KIntu kara nahin alagaa
Janaka thu aaraku.
Samaste swachha, jane mu.

Gajanan Mishra
Agreeable Circumstances

I am happy
In an agreeable circumstances
And what is that
It is known to you.

Agony here as you see
When I am in disagreeable
Circumstances and it is you
Who is here to know me.

I am always
In the process of modification
In life-breath
And not affected by fear and worry.

You deviate
And not firm
As I
And I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Agreement

Agreement signed
No party agreed
Nothing executed
No result and
Nothing.

Dull moment ahead
Unfair pull and push
Undercurrent going on
Unique ability shown
Uncalled for opinion
Under the air.

Colour faded
Personnel retired.

For fresh agreement
Initiation started
No body present
Nothing happened and
Nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Ah Me!

Ah me!
You are telling me!
Ah me!
Always here!
But see
I am so unlucky
I am unable
To hear.

Let me dive
In this river,
River of your words.
Oh poet, you are
Telling me but
I am so careless!

Gajanan Mishra
Ah, at this moment,
I am remembering you,
I am remembering
My love, my truth.

The business of truth is
To create and recreate,
And my love is
Doing this at this moment.

One by one and also
One to one I am searching,
And searching where is
The truth here.

My love, my truth,
My life, my heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Ah, It Is So Short!

Ah, it is so short!
Yet we are all here
And telling ourselves
So big!
It is all for nothing,
Our going and coming
Our roaring and crying
It is all for nothing.
No use of any big word,
Nothing is there as
Backward or forward.
We are, where we are.
No meaning of close
Or open but not waste.

Gajanan Mishra
Ah, No More Taste

Ah, no more taste
For this world of
Fire and burning.
But I am able to
Know this world-
Your blessings.
I am dying, I am
Dying in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Ahalyaa

Who is this Ahalyaa
Is she the queen
If it is
Let us search the kingdom.

Is Ahalyaa really a stone
Told by nobody anything
We are not able to search
The sea is a fact.

See the cloud
And the sky where
Ahalyaa is changing size and shape
And we are far away.

Gajanan Mishra
Ahamra Durga (Odia)

Mu ethare achhi,
Ethare, ahamra durgare.

Mu hin ae durgaku
Bushudai paribi
Jadi ichha karibi.

Thare bhusudigale
Prema o bandhuta
kebala rajuti kariba
ebam aama chariaade
Amruta rahiba.

Mu jaha chahunchhi
Mate hasal karibaku dia
ebam eha tuma ichha
upare nirbhara kare.

Gajanan Mishra
Ailing

Ailing
Every one is here ailing.
You are ailing,
I am ailing, and
We are afflicted with
Grief and joy
Fear, love and desolation.

I see mosquito
As a creator, here,
Just discard all doubts
O my dear, and
Enjoy happiness,

Gajanan Mishra
Aim-

Life's aim-
Forget not.
Root-
Try to know.
For good-
Keep memory.
Strength be shown within
The short span of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Aimless Life,

Aimless life,
Aimless give and take,
Aimless to and fro,
Aimless time,
All are aimless
But the living and
The dying.

No more words,
No more life,
No more time,
No more friendship,
But we desire to
Say something about stone,
About the sky
And about the ocean.

We, ourselves,
Go to see the clouds
In open field,
And we see nothing
And nobody.
We give pieces of evidence
On our own presence
In the corridor of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Air

Passing air I wait
Fear lull over me
I remember spring-game.

I remember how
I kick them out
I remember in the area of
No sun and no moon
How I am enlightened
With my own light.

See passing air
And find the garden of life
Beautiful and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Air And Fire

Air and fire
Nobody and
Nothing is fair.
You can not say
Anything burning
You can say you like
While my little son is
Driving bike.

Gajanan Mishra
Air And Ice

The poem is there
With words,
I am there
With you.
The sky is there
With clouds,
I am there
With you.
The mountain is there
With snow.
Our watch is
But slow.
Who are we?
It is all air
And ice.

Gajanan Mishra
Air And Love

I am catching the air,
I know love is there.
See me, my eyes and
Ears are open.
And I here giving
Good value of life.
And dear, you are to
Groom yourself for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Bubble

Air bubble
Within,
Endless desires
In life.

No wall
Outside,
No land
Slide.

Left or
Right,
We fight.

No number
And
No light.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Exists

Air exists,
And I call you.
Air exists,
And You call me.

No air
No fire.
No fire
No one is there.

Air is power,
Air is there,
And there is life
With bee-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Failed

Air failed
To hold me
And my words are
Facing troubled in sea.
Who am I and what am I
The star is not able
To say, dear,
True love is here, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Is Life

Air is life,
Earth is body,
Fire is desire,
Directions are motion,
Sky is limit,
Stars are doors,
Sun and moon are eyes,
Trees are hairs,
Nectar is there in chest,
And I am here the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Is There

Air is there,
You cannot form
Anything.
No solution to
Any problem.
But we are here
To create, my dear,
Conducive atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Passes

Air passes
Without restrictions
Creatures travel
In all directions
It is the law of nature.

Let me surpass all
Let me give permission
To move from one place
To another, my dear
I am free by nature.

No danger here or there
No outsider is within
And I search myself out
From the mainstream
And it is full of wonders.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Said

Air said;
Let me go.
And I let it go
And the air
Returned back.

I am not here
To stay always
With you
You are here
With me always.

We both are here
WE talk to each other
And will be here
For ever
Nothing to disturb.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Tree

Air tree,
Not in summer,
But I see
In this winter.

I feel it,
I touch it,
I call it,
Come on dear.

Air tree,
Not exactly,
But light tree,
Under which
You are discovered.

Rumour, rumor,
The words I heard.
All are truth, though.
I come back to fire
But I see nothing there.

All my hope scattered,
And I arrived at the place,
Where I find that tree,
Not of air, not of light
But the tree with all trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Air Wall

Air wall,
We see,
And not
Stone wall.
All near and dear,
And no one is
Sold newspaper.
Empty garbage
Void and burnt,
We discovered.
Magnet, we need
With words
Full of love
We live.

Gajanan Mishra
Air With Water

Air with water
Make life better.
But our story is
Somewhat different
From that mixture.
All but luck
With undefined cloak.
Go and touch
The bed of the river.
Being controlled
By the neighbor.
What to say about
Freedom and sovereignty,
Is there but full empty.

Gajanan Mishra
Air, Do Your Duty

Air, do your duty,
Let not anyone
Go without you.
Water, wet everyone,
Let not anyone go dry.
Light, stay everywhere
Let every creature
See what are there
Around them.
Sky, stay there
Where you are
Covering all with love.
I am at this time, with truth,
On this earth, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Air, The Air Never Dies

Air, the air never dies.
Never cease to function,
Never fade away,
Never go out.
Never say die, dear men.
See the air within you,
Know the air,
Recognize the power,
And live straight as a die.
Live with love,
Live with the truth.
The air is there to take you
The place your dues.
Have patience in the queue.

Gajanan Mishra
Air-Agent

Air-agent is everywhere.
In all auspicious opportunities
Generating center is a must
for all performances.

No needs of anything else
Air-agent is present
in the surface and in the body.
Almost always here there everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Air-Flower

Air-flower,
I see there in
The star.
The star,
I call there
Fire, fire.

No fire,
No air,
No star,
But there
one can watch
Love-pair.

Is there any word more?
Are you not tired to the core?

Gajanan Mishra
Airlift

More broad strokes,
More light,
More sound
Than darkness,
Than life.
Touched by
Humanitarian hearts.

No army no forces,
Can invade,
No people
can be shot at.
No house,
No street
Can be looted.

Gajanan Mishra
Airplane

The body is a airplane
And it is really wonderful.
While ascending
While descending
Don't get afraid.

Have a knowledge
Of this airplane, my dear
Nothing to fear.
Mind it, you are
Flying in outer space
And also in inner space.

This body-plane is yours
And here everything is available
Every comforts of life
Here you find everything unlimited
That depend on how you use
And what you use how much.

Gajanan Mishra
Airways

Two ways
Upper and lower.

Voice box is there
At the top.

Words and poems
In its natural form
With the mob.

When air passes
With words
It is amazing.

Poet is a musician
Of life
with all pleasure
And muster.

Two ways
Upper and lower.

In this airways
Human instincts
Is to go upper
And upper to
Make life better
And better.

In either ways
Poet is the
Lighter and
The craftmaster.

Gajanan Mishra
Airy Way

Let me cut
Airy way.
And let me allow
To go with the peacock.
Let me go
To call the lion.
Let me hear
Full description.
Let me know
About the vacuum.
Let me spread
The perfume.
I am with you
The demand of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Ajanaaku(Odia)

Ajanaaku bhulichhi
Aau achhi dekha
Aanandare ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Akaaki Mu Daake  ????? ???? ??? (Odia)

Akaaki mu daake,
Tumaku daake akaaki.

Aau tumaku hin dakaajae,
Jaane mu.

In Odia version, Script is Brahmi

????? ???? ???
????? ???? ?????? ?
????? ??? ???????
????? ??? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Akhyaya Dekhichhi (Odia)

Akhyaya dekhichhi
Khyayashilatate.
Abhibhakta dekhichhi
Bibhaktare.
Tyaga dekhichhi
Aasaktire.
Jibana dekhichhi
Mutruyurte.

Gajanan Mishra
Aktiaar Kari Neichha (Odia)

Mu jane, tume
Aktiaar kari neichha
Mo jagaku mo aasiba purbaru.

Gajanan Mishra
Alas, All Condemnation Upon Me!

Alas, all condemnation upon me!
I acted so sinfully,
I degraded my mother,
My mother language,
My motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Alas, Here We See

Alas, here we see and hear
One living being
Is food for another.
In the struggle for existence
A systematic law of subsistence
No escape no escape, my dear.
No one is strong enough here
To protect himself from
The onslaught of a stronger.

Gajanan Mishra
Alas, I Care Not

Alas, I care not
Anybody and
I care not anything.
I am interested only
In my career,
In my work and
In my writing.

Alas, I have forgotten
I am not alone,
I have forgotten we are
All together.
I have forgotten
I have a responsibility
Towards all.

Gajanan Mishra
Alas, I find
No one good.
And I find
All are in the dark.

But I condemn no one,
I know no one is
Under his own control.

Nothing to enjoy,
I find here.
And I condemn myself
As I am dancing
Like a monkey
In the hands of
My wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Alas, We Are Counting

Alas, we are counting
Our good and bad
At this moment when
Life is not at our hands.
We taste life and we
Understand what is there.
Alas, we know not who
We are and where are we going.

Gajanan Mishra
You are right, Albert Einstein when you said 'the world is a dangerous place'.
I do agree with you not because people are evil but evil are there in saints and we are parts of that evil directly or indirectly.

Gajanan Mishra
Alertness Required

Alertness required
To save the self, dear.
We are to stay good
And continue our efforts
To do good for all
At every situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Alive

Reading this fresh poem
This new poem this alive poem
I wanted to show you
The clear road, young men!

Where to go is not
My question
I am just
Making a gap and
Telling you to
Go with the scriptures.

I'm talking to you
I'm writing for you
And I am to remind you
Afresh you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
All - A Mystery

All - a mystery
Here there
And everywhere,
We are all
The creations of
Such mystery.
Who knows
Who is his creator
Go on reading
Opening the chapter.
Ask not what is
Written therein
Forget to know or
Understand any thing.
But take a consolation
You are the truth
What is on the sight
Is also the truth
You are going from the sight
This is the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Clean And Pure

????? ?????
???????? ?????
???? ????? ???

?? ?? ??
???? ???? ??? ??????,
?? ??? ????,

?????? ?? ????? ????
????? ????
?????? ??????, ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
All I Want Is

All I want is
You just talk to me
In my languages
And understand my problem
All I want is
Please stay with me
In my position
And do the needful in time.

Gajanan Mishra
All A Lies

All a lies,
This eating,
That drinking,
This play, that movie,
This talk, that book,
All a lies, all.

Still, I want to live here,
Strange!
And in the mud,
The lilies blossom.

The mind and the body
All in sadness. Strange!
In spite of the songs,
The dance and all freeness.

Gajanan Mishra
All About Language

It is all
About language.
It is all.
They are there
To speak.
And we are here
To listen.

It is all
About language.
It is all.
They speak
About themselves
And we the fools
Are busy in listening.

Gajanan Mishra
All About Love

All about love,
All about change,
All about truth.
With you, my dear
Anything I can do.
I know I see you
Within me and
It is life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All About Real Things

I am going to say
All about real things.
But you are asking me
Their meanings.
I pray, - see, read and
Understand the things
As they are and
Do the needful if you can.
I am not like any other
Animals, or birds or insects,
But I am a man who is
Helpless in all respects.
I am searching peace,
In trouble, though since long.

Gajanan Mishra
All About Travel

All about travel,
Within and
Outside the self.

Let me welcome you bird,
Since you are there
From the very beginning.

I wander in the forest,
But I embrace you.

I know the truth.

Matter not,
Lower or
Upper.

But I am there
With the star.

Gajanan Mishra
All About You

Let me say
All about you;

You are
Jealous,
Mad,
Worried,
Curious,
Angry,
Hurt,
Sad.

It is all
Because,
You are
In love.

Gajanan Mishra
All Actions Performed

All actions performed
Not for one's own self
Is honesty. Even
If a desire is there
For only one's own self
It is dishonesty.
The desire is the cause
Of bondage, my dear.
And be ready to suffer.
Non-fulfillment of desire
Is also causes suffering.
Proper knowledge on
Honesty, dishonesty, desire
Should be there in you, men.

Gajanan Mishra
All Activities

All activities are
Performed by You only
And I regard Your
Discriminating Power.

No action is mine
No fruit is mine
I know and I
Realized You.

Attachment aversion
Joy and sorrow, good or bad
All are Yours
I know I know.

Gajanan Mishra
All Agog

All agog
And it is
Dangerous.

How can we
Go together?
And where
To go?

The chapter is
Opened,
One can see
If he wants to.

No sweat no dream
One should know
While entering.

And let me say
Nothing new
In the fire
Or in the air.

Nothing to
Inherit
That also
One should
Know.

One should
Know
I am above
Light and
Also above
The dark.

Gajanan Mishra
All Alike

No virtue no vice
All virtues all vices
All are alike
Only a poet can
Remains untouched
By virtues and sins
And live like sky.

Gajanan Mishra
All And All

One is going
Another is coming,
One is eating
Another is drinking,
One is seeing
Another is hearing,
One is telling
Another is hearing.

Those who are acting
Those who are writing
All and all are one.
It is only that
In oneness material evidences
Are available, and to know, I am incapable.

Gajanan Mishra
All And You

I know You are all
And all is You.

No beginning no end,
Preface not necessary
As they said.

No singular no plural,
Now and then is one.

It is only the loving matter,
O my dear, and You are near,
That described by the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
All Animals

We are all animals
And being animals
We are one and the same
We have same emotions
Same feeling same thinking
Same expression and behaviors.

We are all animals
You can not categorize
As rustic or pedantic
And we are elastic
And we are in our feet
And are in peace and in happy.

We are animals but rational
We know lotus and crocodile
And we know both are in water
We know sandal wood and jungle
We know the snake and the scent
And we are happy like saint.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Allowed

All are allowed to assemble here
This is that place where there is sun-lighter
This is that place where they enjoy life together.

All are allowed to assemble here
This is that place where there is beauty of nature
This is that place where there is sense of humor.

All are allowed to assemble here
And for this, morning evening day night all are here
O my dear, see here, each and everybody is a beautiful creature.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Allowed To Approach

All are allowed
To approach
The Supreme destination.

Lower or higher
No distinction
No differentiation.

All are here
In this platform
And are free from contamination.

All are allowed
As all are in devotion
All are equal daughters and sons.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Apparently Good

All are apparently good
All are sons of this soil
This earth and made from
Same light water air.

All are apparently good
All are enjoying this world
In their own ways and
Giving confirmation of existence.

All are apparently good
All have a sense of responsibility
For the welfare of others
And it is all their greatness.

I salute all from here
All are one and the same whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Awaiting Your Death, My Dear

All can avenge the injuries you have inflicted upon them, see

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Blind

All are blind,
All are lame.

But it is very difficult
To combine a blind
And a lame.

All are here,
Within the city of
Nine gates.
But no one knows
The use of the gates,
In a proper way.

All three are here
And they are wandering-
The blind, the lame and the mute.

Gajanan Mishra
All are created by the Supreme Almighty
The rivers the oceans the hills the mountains
The forests the drugs and even the ants and all creatures
Including men and their behaviors
All are here for the service of the Almighty
Almighty is everywhere in everything in every creature
Democracy means a government for all by all of all and
Not only for the people of the people and by the people
All have equal right to life to live anywhere they like
Love all respect all let them provide scope to grow
According to natural law and due process
This should be the duty and responsibility of modern
Government and intelligent and wise men
This is the right ideology and godly communism.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Dead

Give a call,
But find
No answer.
Do you think
All are dead?
Do anything,
See no reaction,
But think not
All are dead.
Think not yourself,
Great in some way,
And get ready,
To welcome the hell
Here at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Dead—Common With All

All are dead,
And I am searching
A new definition
Of death, and I hope
I can rediscover
Within all.

No joke, fairy, though,
And I am on the line of
Eternity.

In this sphere,
I command only
One measure.

Common with all,
Life's call.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Disturbed By

All are disturbed by
Mental agonies, diseases,
Excessive heat and cold.
All are disturbed here
At this time and live
With the enemies all around.
Competition is acute
Between individual and individual,
Between state and state.
The defects of modern civilization
Are so many, no happiness
For common people anywhere,
The entire world is in turmoil,
No peace, no brotherhood, no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Evolved From The Poet

You can't find a poet
Anywhere, at any time,
And all are evolved from the poet.

Poet is all in all- the cause and the effect,
Effect is the manifestation of the cause,
Poem is the poet and poem is his nature.

All are evolved from the poet.

Poet is all and all are in poet,
Know the poet in Truth and in love,
All are evolved from the poet.

All are evolved from the poet
All are in the poet
But poet is not in all.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Fleeting

All are fleeting,
All are fleeting.

The pleasure the pain,
The honor the dishonor.

All are fleeting,
All are fleeting.

I am getting nothing,
I needed nothing.

All are fleeting,
All are fleeting.

Nothing is mine,
Actions and fruit of actions,
Nothing is mine,
Nobody is here for reckoning.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Friends

All are friends,
All are relatives,
In some way or others
They are all kith and kin.
But everyone is passing away
From us and we are to bear
The separation that is
But a must.
In some way or other,
We are also passing away
From others and they are
There to tolerate us.
All are one and the same,
But the difference is
There in our mentality
And in the process of
Our thoughts.
We are to take everyone
Into confidence saying
We are here, worry not,
For all days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Good

All are good
All are virtuous,
No one in this world
Is bad or vicious.

We are here only
To see the goodness
That are there in all
And from there, hear my call.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Good And Well-Decorated

All are good and well-decorated,
I am with all and I am fortunate
To stay with them at all times.
No death can conquer me that I know
And I am here with all and I know
I have to continue my journey
Towards truth and that is to be
Counted by you and listen my dear, I have
To stay with all beauty charm and adventure.

Gajanan Mishra
All are good here,
All indicate supreme truth.
All are you, my dear and
Since you are here,
I fear not anyone, in any manner.
You are the only performer
We are all spectators
At each and every chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Here

All are here
Look, the bird, the sky
The water, the mountain
The air, the earth
The lion, the man
You can not say
Who is more powerful.

I called the snake
For a test and
The snake went away
I called a star
To inquire the reasons
And the star said something
That my ears failed to hear.

I rolled back
And in the middle stayed
For some times in good faith
My faith won and declared
self servant of all
That I wanted from the beginning
And that starts my carrier.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Here - New World Order

All are here,
The flowers, the trees,
The sun, the stars,
The river, the air
And many others.
They are all here
To sing, to dance, to walk,
To observe, to teach
And for so many purposes.

They are all here
And for them we are
Enjoying life,
And for them this world
Is so beautiful.
Each and everyone
Is in love and in truth.

No elimination, no fear,
Life is nor bored here.
Each one is for another,
They love each other
In the light of their own self,
In the air and in the water,
They are all making stories
With their magical powers
And they are helping the world
To become much more powerful
Beyond our thoughts.
Let me thanks God,
For He has sent me here
For a new world order.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Here, See

All emanate from You
And You with all
All means all
Earth water fire
Air and ether
All are here
O my dear, see me
I am a mere guest
Without any cover
At Your door
With full faith
And good behavior
See me here.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Leaving

All are leaving
One by one,
All are to leave,
At any time.

I am here to see,
I am here to learn,
But I failed to earn.

Nothing to earn,
I know well,
Yet, I am running
For nothing.

Mystery, history,
All I know and
I am not in my meadow.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Mine

All are mine,
Everything is
required by me,
and everything is
to be done for me.
I am for all,
I am required by all,
and I have to do
everything for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay fresh,
Stay fresh with
All newness.
New food,
New dress,
New friend,
New time.
New, new, new,
All new,
On this day of
Nabarnna with all.
New air, new water,
With new sun.
New love,
And love is
Always new.
Truth is always
New everywhere.
Live life with
All newness, dear.
Utter the words clear,
Attract all creatures.
All are here,
All wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are One

All are one.

Each and everyone is as my own self.

I have no malice
No hatred, no grudge
For anyone.

How can I
Think of injuring others?

I think I act
Always for the welfare
Of all.

All are one,
All are one
One and all.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Original

No duplicate,
Nothing please
But all are original.
Have faith,
Trust be there
In living.
Nectar is there
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Perfect And All Are Truth

All are perfect and all are truth,
I know each one's value.
Each one is trying hard
To make the life successful.

I wish all,
All good.
Let all stay
In love and in truth

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Present

All were present
All will be present
Nothing to complain
My dear, choose any one
And I assumed
In all and everything
You have given your consent.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Protected

All are protected here
By the truth,
All are here for good.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Sinless Here

All are sinless here
Nothing is sin it is clear.

Nothing is yours take it granted
That is not yours what you acquired.

Be wise and see
The condition of busy bees.

Secrets are disclosed
You are in the net no fault of yours.

It is your splendor power and influence
All are pure and equal says my common sense.

Know the reality of the world
Renounce the assumed affinity for the world.

Perceiving self is great poems
By reading poems emancipate them.

Love is at the Supreme spot
Tell all you know everything evil not.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Strangers

See all
At every moment
As strangers.

All are lamps
And giving their lights
At every moment.

At every moment
See all
As one.

Gajanan Mishra
All are there
To judge me.
I pray
Permit me
To forget all
And be myself.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Truth

All are truth,
Here find,
No falsehood.

A life
Full of freedom-
Nowhere
To be found.

A life
Full of love
And truthful-
Nowhere
To be found.

True, all are
Just illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
All are useful, my dear,
But keep them within
Proper limits.

Mind it, we are all
Within limit,
Unlimited is only Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Well

All is well, but
If disturbances are there,
Still then say not hell.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Yours

Letters, words
Lines, Sentences
Colours, materials
All are yours.
I am here only
To put all those
In order
As per your thought
As per your sweat will.

Gajanan Mishra
All Are Yours-God

All are yours
The lights and
The dark.
What is mine
And where shall
I live?
All are yours
Including myself.

Gajanan Mishra
All Around

1

You are with me
And there are goodness
Victory and glory
all around.

2

I rejoice again
and again and again
at your presence
and for sacred and
mystic conversation.
The most wanderful
Forms I have
ever seen.

3

I have seen in you
what is out of sight
I have heard of you
what is out of hearing
I have grasped
what is out of grasping
It is only due to
my poem my emotion
Without which there
is vacuum.

4

I have seen the battle
battle with myself
battle with my kith and kins
battle with past Present
and future and got nothing
and lost everything.
This battle is between mine and yours.
This battle is between ignorance and knowledge and a troublesome voyage.

5

Mighty most talented heros warrior chief all present.
Fight is unavoidable.
Tacitly or expressly
You have to play your role to declare result.
Who am I?

6

Vanishing everything so also I.
I a vassal
and not in a position to keep all me dream here in this field.
Though appear
I am not able to answer in the exam.
Night begin night end
Day present that I never want.

7

To commit mistake is but common
To realise and not to commit further is important.
Suffice to say
One has to face and lose many a thing
though not his.

Entire family entire clan
entire nation become
entangled with this battle.
What to say
Nothing is personal
Belief not hearsay.

Gajanan Mishra
All Around Butchers

In true and pleasing words
Let me start with
All love and life.
Let me honor you, dear,
You are taking my care,
I am just like a sheep
And all around me,
The butchers.

Gajanan Mishra
All Around I Find

All around I find,
The time favorable.
All are wonderful.
All directions,
I find auspicious
And peaceful.
Roads, rivers, mountains,
Town, cities, villages,
Neat and clean.
Birds are chanting
In sweet voices.
Trees and plants-
Pleasing to see.
Life is really touchy,
And full of fragrance.
I am here undisturbed,
Cal, quiet and steady.
I am free and fearless.
I know nothing of loss
But everything to gain
Through experiences.
Good time is coming
For all. And the sky
Is smiling at us.

Gajanan Mishra
All Around Me

All around me,
I see you.
You are there
All around me.
No one else,
But you.
You are there,
And no one else.

I give a call
And you appear.
You appear and
Reiterate,
You are here,
And I hear.

Gajanan Mishra
All Attractive

All attractive you are here.
Your appearance is in all.
Absolute you are, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
All- Attractive

All attractive -
My heart,
Your heart,
And they are
The resting place
Of all the worlds.
Love and truth are there,
In that place of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
All Auspicious

All auspicious,
You are my dear,
And You are
Within me.
You are protecting me
O my dear, from all odds.
You are taking me on
Only auspicious path.

Gajanan Mishra
All Auspicious - Death

All auspicious,
But for what,
Is it not for death.

Ornamental and
Decorated, all
For death.

Let me know
My family members
My immediate friends.

Let me proceed
In the parade
That death leads.

All for good fortune,
All for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All Based On One

All based on one
Visible or invisible
It is one and wonderful.
It is without any disturbance
We are matured and in perfect bliss.
it is all a modelling clay
It is cosmic manifestation
It is essential real.

Gajanan Mishra
All Beauties

Be happy my friends, as the truth.
I see you are in all beauties,
And all beauties are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
All Beautiful

All beautiful are not honest,
But beauty is there in honesty.
Be honest and see your beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
All Beings Are One

All beings are one, all are one
From each and every view-point
And so have the feeling for
The welfare of all, my dear
And be a lover of almighty, omnipresent.

Gajanan Mishra
All Blessings

My poem is here
That brings forth
All blessings
Read my poems
That wipe out
All the impurities.

Most powerful poems
Are here in this

O my dear, read and
Comment on others
Love others and get love.

Here there is
Secret of all success.

Gajanan Mishra
All Blissful

No reason to lament
For anything.
We are no way
Related to anything,
We are with
Everything, though.

Complete protection
Has been provided,
And it is true,
We are for all good.

It is also true,
We have nothing to do,
Everything is being done
In due time and all blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
Death -
All bright.
Stay right.

Victory -
My discovery.
Nothing to hurry.

Go not with hush-hush,
Life is not for idee fixe.

Gajanan Mishra
All But False Ego

All but false ego
False ego is the cause of
Material creation
It is false to say
You are enjoyer
Sky is at the root of all.

Sound is the subtle form of sky
The sky is transformed
Air is generated
The air is transformed
Fire is generated
The fire is transformed
Water with juice and taste manifested
Water is transformed
Earth appeared
And formed life and false ego.

The sky is Your will
My dear, I know
The controller of everything
All come in to existence
one by one in the process
And it is Your Supreme will.

Gajanan Mishra
All But Nothing

It is all
But nothing.
You call and
See I'm going.

What you see
But hookah.
Let me declare life
Hip hip hurrah.

Gajanan Mishra
All But One

All but one and single
The earth and the sky,
Space and the universe,
All words are here in us.
With the words, we try
To cross the oceans.
In oceans, we discover
Everything to build life
In a new form, we love.

Gajanan Mishra
All By Myself

All by myself,
I can never be happy
That I know my dear.

I am not alone
At any time anywhere,
You are all, I know,
And all are here with me.

You are the expert
Of love and fine arts
I know nothing
What is what.

I am in dark and You are the light, my dear,
Please stay and make me fit by
showing ability to cope with stress.

Gajanan Mishra
All Caused By Myself

All caused by myself
I know, my life my death
My destination in next life
All caused by myself
Through my own activity
I am only responsible
For my happiness and
For my distress
And I am experiencing
The reactions to my
Own past works
And I realized it is
Not good to do harm to others
I know it is not easy to perceive.

Gajanan Mishra
All Childhood

Who told you
You are grown up,
You are in your childhood
That I know.

You know not the colours,
You know not the earth
The air and the water,
You know not what to tell
And what to hear.

All you know -
To put others in trouble,
To express curiosity,
To go with horror stories,
And to show yourself as a celebrity.

Gajanan Mishra
All Civilized

We all are civilized
Nothing to say more.
We all know our lines
Nothing to say more.
We all know what to do
Nothing to say more.
And what we say
About ruthless stand
About boycott about asset
Nothing to say more.
We have detailed information
About ourselves and we
Do not bothers in any matter
Nothing to say more.

Gajanan Mishra
All Clouds

What about you,
That I want to know.

Not night but
All clouds are here.

Not smile but
Weeping sound
All around.

Question of joy
Is in question.

Stay happy
And enjoy the cold.

Laugh not
At noise, they are
To give you silence.

Gajanan Mishra
All Come And Go

All are coming
All are going
Good time
Bad time
Fate fashion
Palmistry history
And I am here
In this manner
All days here
On my own way
No difference
With anything
In sunrise
In sunset
I am offset
On life-parapet
Being alone
With all casket.

Gajanan Mishra
All Come Here

Debtor and creditor,
All come here
And say how
You are dependent
On each other.

What you give
And what you take,
Please appear,
And adduce evidence
In the way that is proper.

What is yours
That you give,
What is not yours
That you take.
Where and how
All should be explained
In proper manners.

Come on and submit
Who you are, my dear.
I am here to
Make you understand
The matters in details
For the works
That are to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
All Concerning You

All concerning you,
The life, the truth.
All, but erroneous
Discrimination.
Stay cautious, dear,
Life is very short,
And just for a moment-
Above bondage and liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
All Contaminated

All contaminated,  
All, here.  
Foolish we are,  
That not ready to  
Accept so far.  
Not that, we know not  
The merits and  
The demerits, still,  
We are ignorant  
How to use them.  
We are faulty and  
Busy in faulty actions.  
Opening and closing,  
They themselves are faulty.

Gajanan Mishra
All Contradictions

All contradictions are
Here in this life and
We are not sufficiently
Informed about the happenings
Of the things that are going on.

Still, we say we are happy
With everything wanting, and
Everything that is available
At hands.

Fortunately or unfortunately
So many ways and means are
Being available with us and
We are neither in happiness
Not in peace in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
All Cooked

All cooked -
Life.
And everywhere
See butterflies.

Smile -
Sunflowers.
On this day of
Fixed stars.

All live
With love and
With sacrifice.
All herald
For new bridge
To sluggish.

Gajanan Mishra
All Covet

You know
I know
all covet
all lost.

I am here
you are here
here
you are here
to acquire
and acquire
not knowing
what to acquire
how to acquire.

Gajanan Mishra
All Creatives - Motherhood

Be a mother,
Be a mother and know
What is love
What is benevolence
What is compassion,
Be a mother
And go with the living beings.

Motherhood is the ultimate
Attitude of wealth,
Motherhood is anti-poverty attitude,
Motherhood is all creatives
And contains all sorts of
Heroic, juicy, positive,
Visionary expansive qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
All credit go to you,
Dear, you are the truth.
The credit goes to you,
As you are there in all roles.

No one else can claims
It is for him
The sun is rising
And it is for him
The sky is there
And covering everything.

What I am,
I am here in front of you,
My love, my truth.
You are for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
All Dark In Fire

All dark in fire,
All fire on earth.
Time of the earth,
And flying birds,
No voice there.
All but confusion,
Life's way is clear,
Year after year.

Gajanan Mishra
All Day Long

If you find me
you find everything.

All daylong I am here
to put question
nobody is there to
verify the jungle
no body is there
to purchase.

Time indicate
whose fault
and slept.
I understand
it is terror
and you wander.

Gajanan Mishra
All Dead

All dead, I know, due to friction with one another
It is their violent passion that burn them
Their knowledge with Truth silently went westward
With all nectar and they are not with them, reason is fear.

Gajanan Mishra
All Decorations

All decorations, I like here
The shining time, colorful leaves
Scented flowers, tasty fruits
All and all I like.

I distinguish not bad and good
I see no difference day and night
Nothing like black and white
I stay straight and watching You.

You are, my dear, in everything
I know Your are everything
You are everybody, I am telling this
Again and again to all every time.

And for this everything has got beauty
With Your touch with Your presence
And I am here to say something
Your words only.

Gajanan Mishra
All Depends On Attitude

All depends on
Attitude to life,
Nothing is positive
And nothing is negative.

Meet the world
face to face
And learn so many things.

A bright new dawn is
Ahead, welcome it.

Go on with a new cycle of
Experience and
You have got a valuable chance -
This life.

Gajanan Mishra
All Desires Come And Go

Through the platform-mind.

O my dear, stick to the principle
Of carrying out the order of the Master.

Desire nothing my dear
But love but truth but service.

Gajanan Mishra
All Desires Come And Go Through Mind

All desires come and go
Through the platform-mind.

O my dear, stick to the principle
Of carrying out the order of the Master.

Desire nothing my dear
But love but truth but service.

Gajanan Mishra
All Divinity

All divinity,
Neglect not
Anything.

All moving,
All non-moving,
Neglect not
Anything.

Source is
Mind.
The mind is
Within.

All are
Expansions of
Pure intelligence.

And all are
Accompanying me.

The ultimate
Destination is
Time.

Gajanan Mishra
All Dress All Peace

All dress all peace
And I am there
With smile.

Smile and smile
To live
Like dove.

Love and love,
With your
Delight, dear.

Sweetheart,
Join with me
To enjoy the night.
Night is colorful,
No doubt, with you.

All love all peace
And all divine
With a pure heart.

I know dear,
You are here
With all virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
All Emotion

All emotion
In life in style.
All for faith
All for brotherhood.

But nothing
Larger than life.
And we are to
Overcome all with
Innate decency.

Keep walking,
Victory point is
There as usual.
Dear men, I am here
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
All Emptiness

All emptiness
That I want,
And I am sure
I am contented
On that.
Let me stay happy
With all emptiness
That are filled
Within me.
I want all flowers
Go with unavailing
Scented smile.
I want my own self
Rooted for emptiness.

Gajanan Mishra
All Eternal

All eternal,
The father, the mother,
The son, the daughter,
And their body materials.
All appear as
Living entity.
All are their own
Creator, maintainer and
Annihilator.
All belong to
Their own world.
No class, no caste,
But all are universal
From time immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
All Evils

I am the background
Of all evils.
I have created
My own energy.

Directly I am yours,
And I am there
Where you are.

I am the source of
All universes.

See me wonderful,
I am here with
All wonders.

I am here to do
So many good.

Gajanan Mishra
All Fair

Tricolor flag - all fair,
Star, far in the sky - all fair,
Earth, under the feet - all fair,
Love and smile, within - all fair,
Life and we alive - all fair.

Sugar, peanuts, cakes - all sweets,
Bananas, sugarcane, rice - all sweets,
Words, bodies, time - all sweets,
Poetry, century, trees - all sweets.

And with all fair and
With all sweets, we survived.
With Doves and calves,
With moon and lemons
We stayed for ever on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
All False

All false,
All temporary,
Think always
Like this
And stay
In peace.
You react to
Your material desires
And accumulate land,
Wealth, wife, children.
But try to see
The true colors of all.
All are not yours
And you belong to none.

Gajanan Mishra
All False, All Happiness

No happiness in life,
But I know, happiness
And distress are
All false.
It is all
Our state of mind,
It is all our ignorance.

It is also true,
Our life is
In the perfectional and
Liberated stage.
Nothing but happiness
Is there and we
Realize it here.

Gajanan Mishra
All Fire

All fire
The lamp
The eyes
That views
By the light
The visible form
That is viewed all fire
Non-different from the element of fire.

Intelligence the senses
Sense perceptions have no existence
From Truth and Absolute Truth
Just like clouds in the sky
Amalgamation and dissolution
All are one and elemental constituent parts.

Gajanan Mishra
All Fled

At the time of danger
As they have long legs
And long hands.
See me, I am unable to
Even crawl
I am burnt my dear
I am in fear.
I am in the forest fire
I am now feeling
Great difficulties with
My life air.
O my dear, please help me
I am chanting Your name, only chanting.

Gajanan Mishra
All For All

My skill,
My ability,
My knowledge,
My works,
All for all.

Let me express
Inner love
For you,
Dear truth,
In an artistic way
That gives you pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Clarity

All for clarity
About Blue whale,
About votes,
About death,
About time.

Blue whale love
Is there in house,
In school, in offices.

Blue whale is
In blood, in dream,
In reality.

All for clarity,
And it is sure
No one is the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Good

All for good,
I am searching light
In my poetry.

You know not anything,
And you are telling
So many things.

Anyway, wait and see,
There, for some time.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Humanity

All for humanity,
All for humankind.
All for the day,
All for light.
All for beauty,
All for nectar.
And we all are here,
For the purpose of
Good atmosphere.
Air and water,
No one can take us.
And we are for all,
And we are for love,
And we are for the truth.

For summer and winter
We wait,
Tell not anything
Against anyone
All are good and
All are part and parcel
Of one entity
That is also in you,
And that is the only truth.
All and all are
The fruits.
All and all are try to
Touch the sky on this earth
With all brotherhood.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Language

All for language,
But language for all,
Not necessary to say
Emphatically.

With language
One shows identity.
With language
One lives peacefully.

Mother is the university
Of her own language.
We all live and study.
Our land is free and independent,
We are all binding with
Tha language of this land.

No outside force
Can make us change.
We are here to drive him out,
Who dares to take away
Our own language from us.

We are all together here
For the language,
For the land of the mother,
That is so dear.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Me

Hot sun
Cold water
Blazing fire
All are for me.

Gajanan Mishra
All For The Mother

All for the mother,
The mother is for all.

The mother can only
Protects us
From all evils.

For the mother,
Roads are decorated,
Pandals are erected.

And it is all
Special time
For the mother.

The mother is here
With us every moment,
Every time with
Something new.

Gajanan Mishra
All For The Night

All for the night,
And the night is for me,
I am here for all.

-
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Gajanan Mishra
All For Today

All for today,
As you said.
And not for
Tomorrow or
For yesterday.

Today we are
All together
And we live
With nature.

What was yesterday
No need to say.
What will be tomorrow,
Who knows and
Who has the power to say?

Gajanan Mishra
All For Us

All for us,
We are for all.
Reality is life,
Life- reality.
Nature - love,
Love nature,
Full of culture.
Truth- light,
Light is useful
To proceed further.
Nectar all,
All nectar.
For life,
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Victory

All for victory
And all for glory
It is here
They all gather
With the lighter
That is the truth
And love
And knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
All For Victory And Glory

All for victory
And all for glory
It is here
They all gather
With the lighter
That is the truth
And love
And knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
All For You

It is
All for you,
Only for you.

You are all,
All are you,
I am for you.

Let me express
Myself through you.

You are here
Dazzling
You are here
Like fresh air
Like living star
You are to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
All Foretell

All foretell fruitless,
Nephology failed and no use.
Clouds - untraceable.

Gajanan Mishra
All Fresh Air

All fresh air,
Enjoy yeah.

All yellow,
See yeah.

All for creativity,
See and enjoy.

It is all yours,
All for you.

Gajanan Mishra
All Fury

You are all in fury
And I like it,
And like fury
I support you,
The truth.
In furtherance
I move forward.
I mark the furrow
And furnish all
Supportive evidence.
Funny I am you said
And I consumed your
Words easily.
I missed myself cool.

Gajanan Mishra
All Gain And No Loss

All gain and no loss,
And everything is possible
Only with you.

Gajanan Mishra
All Gates Are Opened

See,
All gates are opened,
You may go forward
With your heavy footsteps.

Hear,
The sweets sound inside
And also outside with
All angry birds.

Stay there,
The sky is welcoming you,
With great love
And with the truth.

Introduce yourself
Before all what you do.

Gajanan Mishra
All Gimmick

It is all gimmick
and we are a part of it
as because we remained silent.

Remaining silent is no excuse
and that is the whole trouble
That babble not tolerable.

It is all fraud
and you are involved in it
That is the cause of fear.

Fearing is not bad
and it is in fear only one can
tell the truth before all.

This truth is also gimmick
and here, see us, we are weak.

Gajanan Mishra
All Glow

Value of love,
Value of life,
Value of truth,
Value of time-
All look forward
For new language,
For new sun,
For new wings.
And a poet is
Therein to give
Colors, shadows.
The sound and
The air blow
And all glow.

Gajanan Mishra
All Good

All good at all times
Nothing wrong even in this material life
You are merciful even to opposite party
Life is as it is not increasing not diminishing
Fact is that everybody is going on on the path of salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
All Good Fortune

Let all good
Fortune come
To you.

Enjoy life,
Enjoy sleep,
Countless,
Limitless.

Let me call you
In no name.

Earth, air,
Birth, star,
With no bar.
Fire and fire,
Dear, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
All Good In Your Own Colours

All good
All men,
All women.
Fine and
Beautiful,
Each and
Everything.
Open eyes
To see,
Open ears
To hear.
Sweet and
Smooth each
And every sight.

Soft and tender
All and all
Life and non-life,
Feel the pulse
And take them
All to your heart.
Smile and love,
Live and let live,
Self and truth.
Recognize and
Give recognition.
Be satisfied
What you have
In your own colours.

Gajanan Mishra
All Good Qualities

All good qualities
Are there in you
And you are qualified
Like the Supreme Truth.

See I have unflinching
Faith and unalloyed
Devotion in You
You are the Cause of
All causes and you are
Very rarely to be found.

I see nothing but You
everywhere every time
See me if you like
With the pulp of love.

Gajanan Mishra
All Goodness

Is vested
With me.

And I am waiting
Here for you.

Everything is available
For worldly pleasure.

For good I am taking water
Be conscious
In right.

Gajanan Mishra
All Goodness All Pleasure

All goodness all pleasure
Complete success and also it is
Reservoir of all existence
Experience face to face
Eyes to eyes
Perfection of sight attained
All are Your eternal form, my dear
Let me see You clear and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
All Grass And No Snow

All grass and no snow,
All snow and no grass.
We are all in between
The snow and the grass.

How long we are here
That is the question
We have to answer, we
Know not though, what we are.

We are stars within the star,
And what for we are
We don't care.
And we know not the snow
And the grass that is there
For our own welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
All Happiness

All happiness,
All auspicious.
All energies,
All progress.

Know the truth in full,
Know the life in details.
Know the devotional attitude,
Know self-surrender and love.

But over and above
Life is secured in truth
And also in love.

When universal love is there
With you, you have perfect knowledge
And you have reached absolute truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All holy and
No sin,
This body,
This mind.
Be kind and
Use all
For all good
For the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All Horror

It is all horror and really shame,
killer, burning, and victims are all women.
What is happening that I cannot describe,
Come and witness yourself, search not the meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
All I Can Say

I am strong very strong
I am powerful most powerful
My words are clear and distinct
My words are transparent
I am to the pie honest.

I can not say anything
On rating cut
I know doctor differs.
All I can say
Nobody is there to beat
All know I have
No intention to cheat.

Gajanan Mishra
All I Know

This is all I know
Ask not how
Anything more
And I know
The sky and the light
And the air and the water
And the earth now
And you may call me
In any name you know
And here I am in flow
Ask not how.

Gajanan Mishra
All I Know - Ask Not How

This is all I know
Ask not how
Anything more
And I know
The sky and the light
And the air and the water
And the earth now
And you may call me
In any name you know
And here I am in flow
Ask not how.

Gajanan Mishra
All I Want

All I want
Is your presence
And you are
Not an absentee
That I know.

But I need you
See you
Hug you
Kiss you.

It's really good
That you are here.
It's really fair
When you show your braveness
By telling this in open.

Gajanan Mishra
All Illusion

All illusion
This darkness
That ignorance
This attainment
That statement.

All illusion
Here there
Peace war
All losing and
All winning.

Keeping weapons
Realizing seasons
All illusion
Let us give it sanctioned.

Gajanan Mishra
All Illusions

All are illusions
What I perceive
In this material universe
Through my mind
Through my eyes
My ears my speech
And I know
All are temporary
All are dreams
All are like dreams
All are mental creations
O my dear, if you can
See who is within all
How He is there
And what for all are
There within Him
Be clear my dear
This is your illusory
Platform of existence.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Air

In air,
All in the air.
The earth, the water,
The love, the life,
The body, the fire,
All in the air.
What to tell
About the sky?
It is all on the earth.

Here and there,
All fair, all stars.
The temple, the mosque,
The church, the gold,
The gods, the name,
The fame and all,
All in the fire
And we stare.

And for all,
We play in shadows,
And for all,
We walk, we dance,
We care, not
The nightfall.
We know our world
Is something beyond
Our knowledge,
We know we are there
With our pencil and pen.

In words
We are to keep them all
In safety.
All words are
The play-game of
The air.
Gajanan Mishra
All In All

My dear
Really you are
All in all
I do admit
Your role
In every matter
I do admit your
Infinite prowess
And might
I do admit
Your presence
In each and every atom
In and out of the universe
O my dear bestow your
Love upon me
I do obeisance to you
And I see you everywhere
And in everything
You are my king
And without you
I am nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
All In All - Spiritual

We accepted
The perverted form
As all in all
And we suffer.

We gave no
Importance to
The original fact,
And we face trouble.

We have forgotten
The truth and
We considered it
Impersonal.

Reality be experienced
Here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Camera

All in camera,
Be cautious.

The air, the fire
All in camera.

The wind and the dust,
Enjoy life and adjust.

Give no partition
All but emotion.

Life is a space,
Fill it up.

Towards south,
Towards the truth,
Life moves,
Wait and enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Duality

Here,
All ion duality.
Birth and death,
Happiness and distress,
curses and favors-
All belong to life,
And life is also
There in all here.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Each

All in each
And
Each in all.
Life is
The totality of
Rise and fall.
Bear all
And enjoy,
My dear son.
Here you are
To see and
Participate in
The play of life.
Go on, my dear,
Now, it is your turn
To achieve the top.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Mind

Insult and insulted
It is all in the mind.

The consequences of the actions
And its reactions and the intentions
Behind be taken in to account
And so many things it contain behind.

Make yourself pure and perfect
Honour follows spontaneously
Anything can be sacrificed then only.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Mind Bad And Good

All in mind bad and good,
All in the wind and nothing truth.
All but deviation in life's realization,
All but dissatisfaction in knowledge connection.

Try and enjoy life after life,
The truth of life is nothing but nectar hive.
Nothing ordinary but important everything,
Important is blowing wind and art of living.

Fear the agitated mind and pleasing materially,
Entangle not with the mix actually and artificially.
Understand the things in an eternal spirit,
Divide not yourself for a great write.

Gajanan Mishra
All In One

All in one
You are.
You are
Master of air.
I am waiting
Your call
You are
Director of rainfall.

You are my
Dearest dear
You are my
Treasurer.
Predominating deity
Of the earth You are
You are the water
You are the fire.

Reservoir of all
You are
To bestow benediction or to curse
Competent You are.
You are the death
You are the sky
I am not feared
Let me fly let me fly.

Gajanan Mishra
All In One And One In All

All in one
Take it, if you wish.
One in all
Feel it, if you can.

I am here for nothing
Who said I am not able to know
But I can say it is not true.

I see you are crying
That is why I am here
To mitigate your troubles.

Who are you that I know,
And I know the relation
That is there with me and for this
I am here to re-establish at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Order

All in order -
The wings,
The shadows,
The echoes.
All in order,
And the grass
Dance with
The ghosts.
Well and good,
The thought process,
The drawings
And also
The erasing.
And feel all
Transparent, let them
Know everything,
And they are all
Ready to catch
Being intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
All In Picture

All in picture,
All visible.

All are to live,
The earth is for all.

All love the sky,
The sky embraces all.

All earth
All fly in the air.

All are air,
All fair.

All in picture,
And they are there
For the star
And in the star.

Gajanan Mishra
All In The Mirror

All in the mirror,
It is all clear.
So many eyes,
So many identities,
So many ways,
So many know hows,
Still, see no change
In any face
At any time anywhere.
And we are to see
The light
At the very dark side.
We are to recognize
The truth therein,
Without dismantling
The mirror before us.

Gajanan Mishra
All In The Name

All in the name,
Please come under the name.
No name,
No fame
The living is all but shame.
-
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Gajanan Mishra
All In The Poem

All in the poem,
Poem is the thought
That is in this world,
All in the poem,
Just pick up words
And get what you desire.
All in the poem,
And I know You are
The gem in the poem
Who is in the center
And is in every corner
And telling all, dear readers,
Be attentive, and see with love,
Truth is there at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
All In, And All Out

All in, and all out,
All passers-by.

All single out,
With all letters.

Dark is a thought,
Light is a time.

And in all time,
We are think
Something.

Nothing false -
A fact.

And we watch
The design
Of houses.

Gajanan Mishra
All inside,
Nothing and
No one is outside.
All said by
Plum headed parakeet.

All flying
The sunflowers and
The butterflies.
All said beautifully
By the gentle breeze.

All passed
In rain and
In summer, but
Nothing to bother.

All are suffering
Here and there
On earth and in stars.
All are going,
All are watching
That are happenings.

Nothing to worry,
All are leaving.
But sorry to say
No one has any
Record of right,
All are outsiders.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is God

Realize the self
By action and knowledge
It is bliss
Realize Truth
By devotion
It is supreme bliss
Realization of self
And realization of truth
Is realization of God
All is God
Knowledge of God
In its entirety
Is God-realization
And here there is
No differences
And here no existence
Apart from God
Is intuited.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Good

All is good,
All is God.
God is great,
Great is life.

Gajanan Mishra
All is lost,
Blundering truth
Is swept away.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Not Well

All is not well,
But you said all is well.
The reason is
Best known to you.

I am confused,
And you proved all clear.
I heard about
The perfect stage,
But you declared
Not received any message.

Explanation submitted,
With advise to recall
The terms and condition
Not narrated.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is One

The life is one,
All is one, and
Life is for noble use.

Life is for love,
Life is for truth, and
You are here for its
Perfect use.

Life is free,
Give life full freedom,
The order of nature.

You have only one life,
Be clear and avoid danger,
Take the course you like best
And get what is due.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Only Love

All is only you,
All is only truth.

What remains besides you?
It is love and only love.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Ours

All is ours
But nothing and
No one is ours.

And others remains,
Everything is here
With us, but
We think not ours.

I am mine, everything,
But when I desire
Or select nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Well

All is well here,
Rains poured,
Blooming flowers
beckoned the bees.
All is well here,
You sought me
and I arrived, see.

And nothing is sin here,
It is knowing the nature
and using the secret of nature
for better future.
All is well here,
It is just turning
Life's next chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is You

All is you
But how
That is not explained.
Keep faith
They told
But what for
That is not explained.
So many things
Are not being explainbed,
But exploitation is going on.
No one is allowed to express
Thoughts freely frankly.
They only put questions and
cautioned to answer either yes or no.

Gajanan Mishra
All Is Yours

You are mine
I am Yours
All is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
All Joy

All joys and all good fortunes
Are with me, see. I am happy.

I am happy, see me, as before,
I know I am all and all fulfilled in me.

I am fulfilled, I know from the beginning,
And I am in joy and I am happy.

No darkness can overcome me,
I am the light of all lights, see.

All colors are here in my light,
Find me on your own way.

Find, all joys and all fortunes
Are there, as before that is strengthening you.

I am strengthened, I am developed,
I am in wisdom, and in expansive state of life, see.

Gajanan Mishra
All Kinds Of Blessings

You are giving me
All kinds of blessings
O my dear, But I do agree
I have no devotion
And without devotion means
I know it is dishes
Without salt, dear.

I know, my dear, You
Love a man of realization
And I realized You
It is true, I realized You,
Let me say again, no one is
So dear to me, as You.

Gajanan Mishra
All Light - Father

All light - father,
Al space - father,
All love - father.
And everything
That is in me - father.
No sunrise without father,
No color without father,
No growth without father,
No voice and nothing
Without father.
Each day, I submit,
Herewith to the father.
Earth full of joy
With the father.

Gajanan Mishra
All Light - My Wife

All light - my wife,
My love, my sweet.
All light - all life,
My air, my water,
My sky, my earth.

All and all,
I am there in her
As a star.
I am there in motion
Like fire.

Gajanan Mishra
All Lights

My life is facing
All troublesome situations
Surrounded by flies, mosquitoes,
And I am feeling weak
With sins, illnesses
And bereavements.
My life is filled
With arrogance and pride.
Help me to overtake
All obstacles of life.
Help me to go to you
And stay with you, my love
With all purity, help me
To see all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
All Live And Die

All live and die
But I know, my love,
can neither vanish
not is there any
possibility of vanishing.
My love should ever live,
And here I am ever be happy,
Here I am attaining supreme joy.

Gajanan Mishra
All Living Beings

All living beings are here with me,
And I am there to measure the time.
The time is there to say goodbye,
And I am there to kick out the time.

Address - not required,
What is required is your love
And trust.

I am very faithful to nature
And I am ready to renounce
Everything here at this time.

Towards the truth I am going I know,
And I am silently passing over you.
You are there to talk with me, but
See I am out of place and time.

Gajanan Mishra
All Lost

All lost
Only in delusion.

Try not to find
Fault with others.
No fault is there in
Outsider, but
It is all in you, dear.

Sway not yourself
In attraction
Or in repulsion.

Gajanan Mishra
All Love All Peace

All love all peace,
All touch all serve.
All dance all music,
Life celebrates here.

All truth-life
In brief,
Paintings
In an auspicious design.

Activities -
Topmost,
Unlimited fortune
Here for all.

Life discriminate not
Anything, anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
All Love You

All love you,
You love all.

You are at the center,
The center is within you.

Are you free?
I am in doubt.

But see, wee all are free,
We know you are there
To set everything right.

No scene, no listening
Can bring you near,
But you are there
Nothing to deny.

You seek only our presence.
And what you granted
All that are here.

Let me go to adore you,
I know since you are there
No one can devour me.

Only with your blessing
I can know who am I.

Gajanan Mishra
All Matters

All matters
With their softness and hardness
With their heaviness and lightness
With their warmness and coldness all
Are here that I like and
Also dislike and I am
Disinterested with them
As I know sense of perception
Is also not permanent.

All the airs blowing within
And also blowing outside
Are interdependent and
They are the source of knowledge
O my dear and each and every knowledge
Is subordinate to You
Knowledge about You can be expanded
To the knowledge of phenomena
I know You are nourishment of Your own.

Gajanan Mishra
All Meaningless

All meaningless,
All beginningless,
All endless.
The knowledge,
The ignorance.
All are there
In the sky full.
Not able to catch,
We are the fools.
All liberated
In the sky.
The sky is full
Externally and
Internally.
Who created the sky
No one else
But I.

Gajanan Mishra
All Means All

All means all,
Live here with love
Without discrimination.
Identify yourself
With all,
All means all.

Truth is there,
Realize the truth
With care
For other's welfare
And stay for a moment
Without any pride.

Life is yours
And you are living.

Gajanan Mishra
All Mud

All mud,
And I am
Not to receive.
Mucky, though I am,
I am clean and
With my own light.
Read my manuscript,
There in you.

Gajanan Mishra
All My Writings

Are meaningless
If You are not reading
I am writing for You
Nobody is like You
Nobody acts like You
I love You, my dear
I know it is not good
To compare anybody
With You I know
You are distinct
You are for me
I am for You
I am writing only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
All Mystery

All mystery
This bird this air
This earth this creature
All mystery
This good this evil
This birth this death.

In this mystery
You are only shining
Lamp of wisdom
Your bondage
You can only make
Me free from this bondage.

I am here before You
O my dear, see
You are in Your
Universal form
My mind my body my soul
All mystery all Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
All Names

All names,
I have forgotten,
No name,
I have remembered.
Excuse me,
But I think,
What is there in a name.
I want to live here nameless,
I want to wander homeless,
I want to see sightless,
I want to hear soundless, wordless.
But what I want,
That may not be there,
Declared, that little star.

Gajanan Mishra
All Need

All need
Food, water
Air and fair,
All need care.
All creatures
Are ours.

We are here
For all.
We, together
Belong to
This world.

This world is
Our home,
We are foams.

Gajanan Mishra
All News

All news
Living dying.
All clues
Are with us
Relating to
Snatching and
Flying.

All papers
Are opened,
Look into them
And say
What you like.
And, indeed,
We are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
All Non-Sense

All non-sense,
Renting a womb,
Leading to
Lower value of
Living, exploitation of
Poor women,
Commercialisation of
Surrogacy, as chances of
Life-threatening disorder
And fatal illness is there.

Gajanan Mishra
All Of A Sudden

All of a sudden
You appear and
Disappear abruptly.
Your appearance and
Disappearance is the cause
Of my suffocation.
I am contented myself
With saying only this.

Gajanan Mishra
All One

We are all one
and interdependent,
We the animals, birds
And plants, trees.
We are all the beauty
Of this world and
We are here to
Move always forward.

Gajanan Mishra
All One With Birth And Death

We are all one
We, the Muslims,
We, the Khalsa,
We, the chamar,
We, the pandits,
We, the catholics,
We, the brahmins,
We, the Buddhists,
Jains, Nagas, Gond,
And, and, and so many.
We are under the same one sky,
using same air and water
and light here along with
birds, animals, insects
and facing same troubles,
birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
All Or Any Purposes

All or any purposes,
Let me use my language,
I am permitted by law,
Law of this land.

On this land
Use not other languages,
That go against the law
And the people in general.

Being in public service,
Respect the public
In all respects.
Execute not any work
That are anti-people
Who so ever you may be.

Gajanan Mishra
All Or Nothing

Give me all,
All and full,
Make me sovereign
With all freeness.
Or give me
Nothing and
Take away all
That are so-called
With me.
I know
I am valued
By you.
I am focussed
I understood.

Gajanan Mishra
All Over The World

All over the world
I remained constant
No question no reason
I offered for this.

And You asked not any
That I replied in positive
Trees nodded heads
Air sit quite.

Gajanan Mishra
All Over The World- No Mercy

All over the world
You can find thieves
rogues and cheaters
And we say we are proud
For our democracy
No king no mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
All Peace

All peace and
Good fortune
Unto you, men.
Enjoy life,
And know
What it is.
Nothing is here
With you
But the truth.
And you are all
Eternal.
And you are not
Different from
One another, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
All Peaceful

All peaceful,
The face, the waves,
The dust, the clouds,
The war field, the world.

And here I want to discover
Where I am and I have to know
What I am and I have to reflect
My own qualities in all.

All reading the rain,
All rain and I am mad.
Madness is there in everybody,
Still, I make friends with all.

Gajanan Mishra
All Pervaded By Poems

All pervaded by poems,
All abide in poems.

Gajanan Mishra
All Pervading

All pervading
Never mixes with anything.
Though you are the source
You separate from all.

Gajanan Mishra
All Pervading-Love

Who is
And who is not
All pervading?

What is its meaning?

Let is untie ourselves
And see.

We are all here
To smile and to
Give fragrance.

Wonder is that
We are here at present.
But more wonder is
We are still here
In our absence.

Gajanan Mishra
All pious all sacred,
All auspicious,
But we are to
Stay cautious
With being
Truth conscious.
But remember truth
Is not under us.

Gajanan Mishra
All Play

All play,
And we are
Attached to it
Very much.
And when
Called back
From playing,
We lament.

Gajanan Mishra
All Pleasing

All pleasing,
The day and the nights,
The earth and the flowers,
The birds and the sky.

All pleasing,
The rain and the sun,
The water and the air,
The forest and the mountains.

They are all not for them,
They are all but for others.
We come and we enjoy,
Life is not but full of joy.

Gajanan Mishra
All Powerful

A misconception,
All powerful.
One can do nothing
Without the help of another.
No one is self-made.
No one is God,
But God is a relative term.
It differs from one
To another.
Worry not, go on
In your work
In a normal course
And see and experience
The magic of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
All Praise

All praise to the poet.
Only the poet is praiseworthy.

Only the poet recognize worldly opinion
And the Supreme Love and the Ultimate Truth.

The whole universe is ready to read and hear the poet
As the standpoint of the poet is quite justified.

Gajanan Mishra
All Present

All present
And demand for
Their language
Everywhere always
In all and each work,
At least within
The state.
All present
And demand for
Use of language,
Before their
Representatives
Elected by them.
All present
And demand to give
All letters/orders
To the officers/judges,
Getting salary from
The public money.
All present and
Anxious to know
What is happening,
The day to day activities
In administration and
In judicial system.
It is their right
To know every detail.
All present
And demand for
Transparency.

Gajanan Mishra
All Rain All Thunder

All rain all thunder,
All before all after,
All but for the peer.

I see I talk
I talk I discover
So many things, dear.

I captured, though not fairer,
I remained silent for
Better future.

I hang all in pegboard, but
Never square peg in a round hole.

Gajanan Mishra
All Rich

All rich
in butter and ghee,
it is life?
No storm
only gentle breeze,
it is life?
Is life a celebration?

All fishes are
there in the sea.
All seas are there
on this earth.
And this earth is
floating without
any reason. it is life.

Gajanan Mishra
All Ripples

In life all ripples,
All arches.
In life all weightless,
One must go with a pause.

Time for
Close door meeting over.
It is the time to grow
With the sun.

The Wind all light,
The light, all ready for a fight.
Let us begin the fight
With the night.

Gajanan Mishra
All Road

All road
End in peace.
Take a fancy
To peace.

Not
Anything else
But peace.
Peace is
Not fanasy.

If you want
To live,
You want peace
That is understood,
That is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
All Said

All said all beauty
All pleasure all life.
Life reciprocates,
Life procreate
For truth.

All love all feelings
All earth all sky
Life fly with smile
In air with the star.

All pure all pleased
All enchanted all lighted.
Life for eternity
With almighty
With bona fide authority.

Gajanan Mishra
All satisfied,
All are with beauty
And opulence.
All covered
With the blessings
Of Almighty.
All have their own
Original purity.
This world is
For all and
All are natural,
All are dazzling
With their own
Internal potency.

Gajanan Mishra
All Shattered

All shattered,
Nothing left.
No benefit
But all destructions.
Achievement - nil,
Law violated
For personal gain.
No meaning though,
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
All Sides

Everything you are
O unbounded power
Master of limitless might
Obeisances to you
From front from behind
And from all sides.

Gajanan Mishra
All Smile-Life

Yet the world is
Here as it was
Before me.
I appeared and
Declared the world,
Mine, all smile.
I am wordless now
And I hear sounds,
Sounds of the sky
And the sun
And the moon.
I called all stars,
But they listen not.
Each one is
Calling himself master,
And in the shadow
I kiss not any one
But myself.
They are all
Thirsty I know.
At my appearance
They sidelined themselves.

Gajanan Mishra
All Sorts Of Calamities

All sorts of calamities
Are here with us.
But we need no help,
Or protect us,
We want to fight ourselves.

We know, our death is ours,
So also our life.
We want nothing to remember,
We know the value here.

More or less we are here
And we are careful.
We know meaning has nothing
To do with us here
Or there or anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
All Spiritual

We are all spiritual
Without spiritual advancement
Our life is ruined.

Gajanan Mishra
All Success

Wherever is truth
And wherever is love
All success are there.

Gajanan Mishra
All Sweat All Blood - Taj

All sweat all blood -
Taj.
All pride -
Taj.

Taj -
Symbol of hard work,
Symbol of love,
And through Taj,
Come on dear and
Respect all artisans
And all labourers.

Taj -
World class,
Come on with the new flash.

Gajanan Mishra
All Sweet Fire

All sweet fire,
All sweet air,
And life
A sweet shop,
Take care.

All swell,
All well,
Here and there.
Let the life sweeten,
With all love given.

Stand on your toes,
Dear, and in
Tininess, see everything
Filled with something larger.

Gajanan Mishra
All Talk

All talk nonsense,
It is I,
It is mine.
Not clear,
The position of time.
Nothing false,
Nothing true,
Yet they play supreme.
We say
What we value,
And it is all truth.
But our intuition
Or nature is there
To give us cream.

Gajanan Mishra
All That I Do

All that I do,
Are they truth!
But I offer you
And I hear
Your utterances
I know I know.
And you said
All successful.

Gajanan Mishra
All That I Have

All that
All that I have
Is Yours, my dear.
My sons, my wife
And I myself
Are Your servants.
Be ever gracious
O my dear, and
Bless us by Your sight.

Gajanan Mishra
All That Stays

All that stays
With me
Is poem,
All that I
Realized is
The poem.

I started
Writing poems,
I started
Speaking the truth,
I started
Loving You.

You are here
In me that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
All That Stays With Me

All that stays
With me
Is poem,
All that I
Realized is
The poem.

I started
Writing poems,
I started
Speaking the truth,
I started
Loving You.

You are here
In me that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Beauty

We have
All the beauty
Around us.

Colourful flowers,
Trees, birds, animals
Stars, all are there.

We ourselves
Are the wonders.

Let us make
Friendship with
Nature.

Our life itself
Is the greatest
Fairy tale.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Best

All the best I told you
At this morning and
Wish you a happy journey.
Journey towards truth,
Journey on the path of love.
I know no night and no day
Can make you anywhere stopped.
I am speaking about only love.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Drama

All the drama I have seen
Here in the air.
All the words I have heard
Here on this earth.
I believe all here
Under this sky.
I ignite all to come forward
For your own mother.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Metre

Poetic rhythm, poetic metre
Life's metre, Gayatri mother
Most important of all the metres
You are my Gayatri mother.

I am a striver
I am chanting you,
O my Gayatri mother
To get my almighty father.

O my Gayatri mother
You are my creator
You are my destroyer
You are my maintainer.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Questions

All the questions
Where is my home
Where am I going
What the purpose
Have something
In them that I
Should know from
The very beginning
So long as You are
Watching me in
Broad day light
And I should
Understand the cause
And effect of
The meeting
Thinking I am here
You stayed to give
A touch - living.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Same

All the same
the earth, the stone,
the flowers, the birds,
the animals, and you my dear.

I am confusing here
without getting ant confirmation
on life and death at this hour
though I know you are here and ours.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Things Are One

All the things are one
And the same and
All are transient.

Gajanan Mishra
All The Time

The song of my life
Is my mother,
But I am
Not able to sing.

The poem of my life
Is the nature,
But I am
Not able to write.

The poem of my love
Is the water,
But I am
Not able to give others.

The poem of my love
Is the sky,
But I am
Not able to fly.

The poem of my truth
Is the earth,
But I am
Not able to live in.

The poem of my truth
Is the light
But I am
Not able to focus.

And I am living
All the time
With rubbish,
With bogus.

Gajanan Mishra
All Thine

All thine,
Nothing is mine.
I love all
For I get your love.
I know
Nothing is wrong.
I know
Each one is head-strong.
I know
My real home
Is in truth.
I know
I am the truth,
And I am always in good.

Gajanan Mishra
All Through The Day

All through the day,
Come and stay.

Come and stay
And whatever you
Think, please say.

Please say,
We all are here
To obey.

Life has
Nothing to pay.

Dear guy, with birds fly,
If you have strength,
Come and measure
The sky.

Gajanan Mishra
All Time And All Space

All time and all space,
And all are here together.
I am the weaver of all.

Gajanan Mishra
All Times

Excuse me
I am here to say something
The meaning of my say
Be different to different persons
The meaning of my say
Is equally important to all
The meaning of my say
You are searching and searching
That is not fixed not codified
The meaning of my say
Is true to all times to come
And you are not all timers
Who can know everything
Every meaning of my word my say
Excuse me
I am to say something.

Gajanan Mishra
All To Disappear

All to loss,
All to feel,
All to disappear.
But some are to react,
Some others are to miss,
Yet others are to study
The life and the situation.
But I am to read
And write life with
So many sketches.
I am in mystery, true.
But I am not clueless
To discover the truth.
I find all here, in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Many many returns of the day,
I failed to understand till date.

Of course, I glanced at,
What you described endlessly.

Flowers and leaves are all there,
Love plays life wonderful.

I find no motion picture is here,
But rise and fall, up and downs are
Common phenomena with pleasure.

All for the belly,
All to highlights,
All to reconciliation
And it is life,
It is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
All To See

All to see,
Who I am,
What I am,
How I am.

I am a man,
Simply a man,
I want to live
Like a man.

Gajanan Mishra
All True

I am not telling
I am wise
I have a mental resolved
I am here for You and with You
I desired to be with You and
I am with You
I have stated all true.

Gajanan Mishra
All Truth

Let me hear
And talk
All truth.
I see everything
Resting in
The love and
In the truth,
And it is in
Everyone.

Gajanan Mishra
All Truth About You

All truth about you,
Let me tell all for good.
Good you are, my dear,
And the truth I understood.

In good mood I know
You are so beautiful.
Beautiful your everything,
Perfect you are, I'm nothing.

Your smile your talks
All but charming
Your love your power
All but not alarming.

Gajanan Mishra
All Truth Here

All truth here,
I know I am nothing,
My dear. It is only
For you, I appear.

All truth here,
I know I have no
Selfish dependence
Of any kind on you.

And I love you,
I attain you
Or you attain me!

I am here, as before,
And it is all
Truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
All Unseen

All unseen
All unseen are true
And all blessings.

All blessings
We are craving
With ecstasy.

Ecstasy, that is
In our own life
That vibes.

Gajanan Mishra
All Victory All Victory

All victory, all victory,
See the flowers
Raining down from the sky.
Worry not dear, worry not,
Nothing to fear, nothing to fear.

Gajanan Mishra
All Visible - The Air And The Sky

All visible - the air and the sky,
And I wish to fly with all that.

My wish is to know the creation
And its cause and effect.

Let me indicate I am the offer,
And I am here to give respect.

Nothing more and I try no attempt,
My path is truth and it is clear,
And I know nothing to terminate.

I want to create myself
And I want to create within me.

I want to take shelter in beauty,
I know beauty is here for ever
And to love the beauty is all over.

Gajanan Mishra
All War And All Peace

All war and all peace,
Life is there, let us see.

No control but fire,
Still, to live, we dare.

Mercy, no need,
In us, struggle, we feed.

Ready to go with option,
But find no other way out.

And we exist to show
How faithful we are
To the earth.

The earth in return
Nurture us and
We flourish.

Gajanan Mishra
All Wasted

No truth,  
No worth hearing.  
Time -  
All wasted.

At any moment,  
You will be ordered  
To leave,  
Stay prepared.

Time is  
Too short to live.  
But truth  
Is not there  
To leave you  
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
All Water

All water,
It is all water;
The snow,
The fog,
The cloud,
The hail,
The rain,
The river,
The pond,
The sea.

This life,
This world,
It is all truth
In different forms,
Nothing else is here
Besides the truth.
Let us perceive all
With our intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
All Were Telling

My father
My grandfather
My forefathers
All were telling
Always to all
To realize spiritual
Identity and seek not benefit
Of material facilities
and attach yourself absolutely
To the devotional service.

Gajanan Mishra
All White

All white,
All opened.
All desire,
All returned.

My bone my strength,
I born to live at length.
All air,
I find all fair.
I see everything
Here and there.

All chained,
I am free, though.
All free and I
Chained me in all.

Gajanan Mishra
All White And All Black

Black or white,
No matter.
I know all white,
I know also
All black.

Black flag march
Is on here.
Black flag is never
A symbol of protest,
But a symbol of all-inclusiveness.

Let us go with black flag,
Let us use our own brain,
Let us use our own language,
Let us say we are free on our land.

Gajanan Mishra
All Wise, All Merciful

All wise, all merciful
And all powerful you are,
That I know.
You are formless,
You are invisible.
You are here to
Give us reward of
Our earthly deeds.
You are here to
Give charity and
To give justice
to all.
Round the cloak
You guard us here.

Gajanan Mishra
All Within

All within,
And they are all
Here today.
What would be
Written tomorrow
No one can say.
But all are
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
All Wonderful

All wonderful-
The very birth,
The childhood,
The play,
The school life,
The marriage,
The fight,
The very living.
All we hear,
All we see,
All we experience,
All we know,
All we realized,
All for highest perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
All Work Together

All work together, the sight,
The visible form and the reflected image
And I see You, O my dear,
Here You are in the sky self-manifested.

You are separated from all that I know,
And it is the Truth, it is my love,
You are the cause, my dear, of all my love
It is the illumination of Your own
Transcendental experience.

Gajanan Mishra
All Worthless

All worthless,
Mismanagement and
Quarrel, all over
The sky.

No one has
Any higher ambition
And nothing.

I wonder at this moment
And I wonder about
The movement.
And you said
It is me
It is my time,
No connecting line.

Gajanan Mishra
All Yellow Gold

Gold is still gold
And it is all yellow.
Half gold full gold
Nothing like that.

Nothing special
In saying anything more.
It all lighted
In the air.

Gajanan Mishra
All Yours

I am rendering service,
Service to you.

Whatever I am acquiring,
Take all, it is all yours.

Gajanan Mishra
All zero
And nothing more.
The face, the name,
The body, the earth,
All zero.

No cause,
No effect,
All perfect.
No summer,
No winter,
All correct.

All ancient,
All modern,
Stay happily
With all.

Gajanan Mishra
All-Attractive

All-attractive,
Each one here,
And I salute all
With constant love.

Gajanan Mishra
All-Auspicious

All-auspicious
I accept all
All-auspicious
I enter everywhere
All-auspicious
All pure all truth.

Feel the vibration
That is in you
Good thought good relation
That is in you
All grace all thanks
That is with you.

Dedication is necessary
I am in dedicated life
And life is here
O my dear, show good behavior
That is with you here
With this love letter.

Gajanan Mishra
All-Blissful With

All-blissful with
The vision of love.
All love with
The attitude of
Pure service.
Let us conclude
Life is all right
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Alley

Apply, apply
no reply.

I do not know
how to apply
what to apply
I do not know
whether I am
eligible to apply
I do not know
whether there is
age limit to apply
I do not know
what is the
last date to apply.

Apply, apply
no reply.

And you find a fly
in this alley.

Gajanan Mishra
All-Good

All-good,
All truth,
All-virtue.
Life, mercy,
World, sky,
Words, love.
All free,
All sovereign.
Earth, light,
Home, abroad.
Anger, desire,
All fire.
Go and touch
That star.
Everything near
And nothing far.

Gajanan Mishra
Alliance Of Good

Each one is unique,  
But it needs  
Alliance of all good.  

Each one is able,  
But no one is permitted  
To make life horrible.  
Each one should remember,  
Life is not at all miserable.  

Understand the truth, dear,  
And consider not wrongly  
The condition of life.  
Life itself is pure and perfect,  
And it is we who are  
Making it complex and material.  

Gajanan Mishra
All-Out Confrontation

Be ready for an
All-out confrontation,
The question of sovereignty
Is arises, but
By maintaining
A sense of rationality.
Raise voice for
Security implications.
Birth right is there
For a fearless nation.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow Caveat

Allow caveat
Research progress
New species
Come to the picture
Find your own.

Threats common
Research to action
Welcome to you all
For art gallery
Where troubles persist.

Space yours
Make sky inclusive
No caveat
You may take help
In aboard.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow Me To

Allow me to
Call You, my dear.
Allow me to
Know the time.

I know, no time
Is there with anybody,
I know, really nobody
Can know the time.

Time is time, my dear
Told by You
And I am here
To recognized You.

Thanks, I told You,
And I go to sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow Me To Say

Allow me to say more and more
About life and living,
About eating and sleeping,
About reading and writings,
About singing and dancing.
Allow me to say about myself,
About my dreams, my experiences.
I know my experiences are
Not yours and you are to know
All about me and my ability
And my works and my plan and
Procedure and you are to know
How I am throwing up my ever-
Changing forms and patterns.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow Me Write

Allow me to write,
My name only.
I am only here
As you know
From the beginning.

Allow me to utter
Your words,
All for me.

No earth and
No sky can embrace life
Without love.

Allow me to call
Before all
But not for a downfall.
I am with the key word
Called the truth.

Unfold the truth
And see
All peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow not,
Allow not evil thoughts,
Enter your mind.
To know the thoughts
Evil or good, obtaining
Knowledge is but a necessity.
To control the knowledge
Devotion is necessary.
And evotion required
Verification of self within.
Self is everything,
One must see himself
On the mirror everyday
For self analysis.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow Others

Allow others
To live the life
In the way they
Think fit,
If the way
Is not
Objectionable
Or immoral
Or not harm
The rest.
Let the world
Smile with all
Sincerity of
All the creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow The Snake

Allow the snake
To talk
And permit to express
The problems.
Wonder not
If any dead
Come back
At any time
Anywhere.
See the guy
Walks on
The water.
See, the virgin
Has a baby.

Gajanan Mishra
Allow You

I allow you to overcome
Me with my strength.
I welcome you
With your flowers.
I hear your voice
In my heart.
I understand you
In my sensitiveness.
I vacate my body
For your abode.
You are the ocean
I am the shore.
I am the sky,
you are the chord.

Gajanan Mishra
Allowed But

You are allowed to
Select for your own,
But select a suitable one
For you, as per social behavior.
Be cautious in selecting
The person and things
Fall not as prey or urge
Of your desire for the moment.
But select impartially
Suitable for your purpose
And suitable to your heart.
Take shelter of the truth
And take decision of your own
But obey the regular system, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Almanac Says

Good time
Is coming, says
Almanac on this
Very day,
That marks
The transition
Of the sun
In to the zodiac sign
Aries.
Good rainfall,
Good crops,
Good health,
Good growth,
Everything would be
Good in this year.
It is auspicious for us,
Tiny potfuls of pana
The sweetend drink
Water tied to basil plant,
This day is associated
With the birth of Hanuman also,
Take His blessings
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Almighty Rice

Rice rice rice
Almighty rice
From Kasmir to
Kanyakumari.
Diverse nomenclature
Like khichdi
Palau pakhal theer
Watered rice
Gajak Kheer
Rice gives life.
Rice rice rice
Allpervading rice
And without rice
man dies
Let us share rice
With love and kiss.

Gajanan Mishra
Almighty Sent The Poet

Almighty sent the poet
To us to tell His words
If the poet failed
Road to hell is open
For the poet not for
The readers
Readers are
Pious and great
It is the poet
Who is responsible
For any shortcoming
What do you want
The almighty will not ask
It is the poet who can
Ask any question and
It is the poet who can
Answer in any manner
But in caution.

Gajanan Mishra
Almost Blue

Almost blue,
Everything,
Everywhere.

In stone,
In snow,
In touch,
In time,
All life.

All space,
All love.

Gajanan Mishra
Alone

You are to live alone
And you are here to die alone.
But the world is crowded
And you are alone.
No one is with you,
And you are sweeping your own room
And you are sweating
And you are cleansing your own tears.

Gajanan Mishra
Alone And Lonely

I am lonely,
I am alone.

But I emerge
From the true conception of life.

And life cannot be removed
By any means.

I am the mirror of
My own pure consciousness.

I am the perfect knowledge
That cannot be eradicated.

I realize my purity
And I am here
With all goodness,
In original position.

Gajanan Mishra
Alone I Call

Alone I call,
I call you alone.

And you are to be called
I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Alone, Alone, All Alone

Alone, alone, all alone,
I am here with you all.
Yet I am delighted and
My mind is distressed
With fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Alone, I Am

Alone, I am,
But not
One, not
In one.

Long,
Long distance
From error.
No response
To questions.

Undivided mind,
Provide and
Preserve entry
Capacity in
Shooting truth.

Let me
Welcome you
In intermixture
Of time.

Confuse not,
But take decision
Soon to reach
The destination.

Merit,
Exclusive
But push all out.

Gajanan Mishra
Aloof

I am aloof,
But where am I,
Am I not on this earth,
Am I not in water,
Am I not in the air,
Am I not in your mind,
Am I not in your intelligence,
Am I not in your ego,
Answer them openly,
And find me there.
The relationship,
Still, not secured.
Matter, still, rules
And feel presence
Within and without.
I am aloof.

Gajanan Mishra
Alpha And Omega

Who am I to know
Alpha and omega
Also who am I to omen.
I am simply holding out
The olive branch and
Searching and searching
In season and out of season
To you only to you only
And lo you are with me alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Already Gone

Let me go
Slowly, slowly, since
I have already gone.

Gajanan Mishra
Already In The Jaws

See me
I am already
In the jaws
Of this serpent.

Nothing can do
Any benefit to me
At any time
Save and except You.

You alone can save me
From these material elements
O my dear, O my goodness
And hence I surrendered myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Already Left

The arrow left the bow
No more control and
Nothing to do now.

Gajanan Mishra
Already Perfect

Yes, we are
Already perfect.
We are ordinary human being
We know perfectly well.
We are eternally
Liberated with
So much beauty in us.
We are fortunate we are men.

Gajanan Mishra
Also Matters

Ultimate goal is Truth
Appearance activities
Are also matters.

And Truth is going nowhere
Reach nowhere giving or
Receiving nothing.

Truth is I am nothing
Truth is You are only here
O my dear, in sunshine it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Altus

O altus
You are high
You are altimeter
O my dear
I am here
I am not far
I am near
Just see me
I am only yours
Near and dear
My love
We are one
And same
Though there is
No exposure.

Gajanan Mishra
Always A Lie

Always a lie -
My wife is complaining.
Unfaithful -
My wife is telling me.
Yet I am with her,
Day and nights.
I know all are worthless,
I know all are in dark.

Yet we are inseparable,
Yet we are taking part
In the drama, that is going on,
Since time immemorial.

When my wife smiles
I fear.
I guess some struggle
Or revolution is ahead.
But I can't hang myself,
I can't utter words.

I am in the waiting room
To see the sun early morning,
But I forget to pray
As my wife is near me.

What do you say about this?
Have you any opinion
About the new lifestyle?
Only I want to live at present,
But see I cannot,
Even I am not allowed.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Happy

Conceal not anything,
Be open and transparent
And get joy and peace.

Know that nothing is yours
Vice or virtue, good or bad.

Feel always happy
By renouncing everything
And know that nothing is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Always I Am Telling

Always I am telling,
I am eternal,
I can never be missing,
I am supreme,
None can ever be
Superior to me.
With this thought in mind
Go on working, my dear,
See, new chapters are
Being opened for you.
And see the world is
Look at you and expecting
Something new,
That is absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Always In Hangout

Always in hangout,
I know you.
It is false to say
Not in hangout now.

Name, place and
Profession all are
Required for future
Correspondances.

Submit the biodata
With full particulars.
Always I am here.

No one can say
I know nothing,
Hide not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Always In Poems

Let me stay
Always in poems,
But not in prose.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Keep In Memory

Always keep in memory
Your own position, my dear
Always be careful and remember
Day and night here.

Be serious about progressing
In Truth and Truth consciousness
And try to peacefully cultivate
How to return home permanent abode.

There is our love, my dear
No one can separate us anywhere
You are in my heart and I am within You
I know we have nothing to lose.

My true desire is to stay with You
O my dear and for this I remain here alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Looking For New

And new breaking the time.  
And time is waiting for none  
Telling what is not abandoned.  
Intelligent one is not bewildered  
And they waited for sophisticated return.

Gajanan Mishra
Always My Grand-Daughter

Always my grand-daughter
Aaeeshanee is
Asking me- Dadu, dadu,
What is life?
I am giving answer-
It is the play of five.
And she cried with joy-
Oh, I see
It is here with us.
She begins her counting
From her father, mother,
Grand-mother, uncle and me.
She further declared
I am at the centre of all, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Always New

Always it is new
Version is old and
Different though.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Planning

Men, are you planning always
To do harm to others.
If yes, I am sure,
You are not eligible
To understand the truth.

I am sure men,
You are with an ulterior motive.
You are there working
To serve artificially only.

You are biased, men,
Who is there to trust you?
Be clear at heart and come on
Without any prejudice
For the sake of love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Protected

-1-
I am always protected by You
And it t is true.

-2-
Sex is love in material world
Love is nothing but sexual satisfaction
As you see here at this time.

-3-
You and I stay
Supporting one another
Through mutual understanding
Though standard differ.

-4-
I pray
Protect me again here.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Ready

I know You are
Always ready to
Save me from
All dangers
My dear I know
You are my father
You are my mother
You are my guide
Friend and philosopher
I know You are changeless
You are undivided
You exist in all circumstances
And in all times
I know You are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Remain Alert

Always remain alert
And go on striving.
Bend all energies
In love and
In devotional practices.
Remember, your existence
Is only to realize truth.
To attain truth-love.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Right

You are always right, my dear
You are always right.
I am always wrong is wrong.

Your voice is gentle
You bowed Your head
In humility and smiled.
To say I am not like You is wrong.

I am Your part and parcel
I have no existence without You.
When You are right how can I be wrong!

You are my Father my Mother
My friend, guide and philosopher
I consider You always right and appropriate
Let me collate here in this collet*.

*Collet means a band or socket for jewels.
Treat our body as a collet wherein The Supreme jewels
The soul reside.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Searching

I am searching
And always searching
A place to reside.

No cheating here
No cheating here in love
That I have with me.

Love-relation is
Permanent and eternal
I reached here final.

Accept or reject
That is up to You
And I am in You.

No conclusion
But it is the starting
Point of discussion.

Let us see
In different forms
Living and non-living.

Gajanan Mishra
Always See Me

Always see me the same,
And I take bath
On the same shore,
Water is not the same, though.

-

In Odia language, script- Brahmi;

Gajanan Mishra
Always Side By Side

You and I,
We, both are
Always here
Side by side.

When I am
Awakening, you
Are vanquished.

But we,
Both are here
Fixed.

Here and there,
Somehow or other,
We, both are
Staying together.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Singing

Always singing,
The cuckoos,
Always humming
The bees,
Always producing
The rhythmical sound
The peacocks,
Everywhere beautiful,
It is spring,
Everywhere honey,
It is the earth,
Life, everywhere
In the sky and
On the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Singular

Always singular
All we are here
In this world.

It is all
Existent and all
Constant in this world.

All noble and
All are busy in
All praiseworthy acts.

We are all here
In truth, in forgiveness,
All generosity and renunciation.

All absolute all goodness
Always singular though names forms innumerable.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Somebody

Let me play
Let me walk
Let me say
Let me fly.

It is in me
Always somebody
Is flying, somebody
Is talking, somebody
Is playing and I am
The bait only.

If I don't want
Anything, is it right?
How can I live
Without all these?

Gajanan Mishra
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Always The Same

Always the same-
The sun, the moon, the sky,
The earth, the air,
How can you say so, sir?

Always the same-
The relations here,
The color and time here,
And all blurred together,
You are no one to
Give guarantee sir.

The whole day,
I am searching the light
In presence of the sun, sir,
But it is nowhere.

The presence of the moon
Is of course, intolerable.
Yet I am inviting
For dinner.

All changes made,
Still, nothing is in intact.
Ask not how but see
Everywhere the snow.

Nothing empty,
I must say
And you are to agree with
Me, sir, that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Always There Is A Woman

Always
There is a woman,
In any incidents
Including
Hijacking of plane.
Unpredictable the actions
Of lovesick man.
Inseparable men
And women
With children.
If you try to
Separate such man
Or woman, they can
The become unstable
And down you drain.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Thinking

Always thinking
I know I know
You are always
Thinking of ways
To satisfy me
And recognized me
As Your lovely one
I am grateful
I am grateful, grateful.

You have seen
My intense love for You
That I know and obliged
You are merciful merciful
I desire to serve You always
Without the slightest expectation
Of personal rewards for my service
All my services and I are Yours
And You have given me this beautiful life
Really beautiful really beautiful.

From You I am inseparable that I know
From You I can not go anywhere that I know
I am with my eternal consciousness
And it is Your grace and Your gift that I know
I am with You I am You and such loving exchanges
Are there a perpetual reality that I know
O my dear, I know I am the truth like You
You have made me this Truth, I am grateful grateful.

Gajanan Mishra
Always Welcome

Welcome always,
Always welcome.
O guest, you are
welcome always.
I know you have
no fixed date
no fixed time
for visiting.
You are welcome,
Let me give a chance
to treat you with
respect and affection.
Let me see your comfort
O guest, You are just God.

Gajanan Mishra
Always You Are

Always you are here
It is I
Who is not here
Always you are there
It is I
Who is not there
It is you
Who record titbit
I unable to know
Asking time and again
It is you who
show sun
It is I not knowing
what to do
Is in dark
It is you
Given moon
And I
not knowing
wandering noon.

Gajanan Mishra
Always You Are Here I Know

Always You are here that I know
Always You are eternally very beautiful
Always You are eager to bestow
You blessing upon me that I know.

You are significant and
You are ever existing
You are original and one
Without a second, my dear.

You are silent for none
I know my dear, Your glory
Is everything that is worth
Writing and worth singing and worth thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Always, I Am Coming Up

Always, I am coming Up
With new ideas and new poems,
To make you a good man
And make things work in order.

Let us prepare ourselves
For a better future,
This earth is ours and for us,
And we are all brothers and sisters.

Gajanan Mishra
Am And Is

Am and is remains the same
I am and the tree is
It is eternal reality
I and tree not real
Am and is imperishable
And real
Let me say I am in eternity
The tree is in eternity
And my dear nothing to worry.

Gajanan Mishra
Am Has Its Affinity

Am has its affinity
With Is.
Am is Is.
If I is not there
Am is not there
But there is Is.
Because of the use of I
Am was there
No I, no am.
But is is there
As it is.
Know it with
Your inner and outer
Spaces with organs.
Where You are
There You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I A Fool

Are you wise?
What is true and
What is false? ?

Are you rich?
Am I poor?
Where is heaven and
Where is hell? ?

How am I to
Understand you?
What is the procedure
Of understanding?

And so many questions are there
And I failed to understand the answers also.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I A Hypocrite?

My wife is telling me
After so many years of
My marriage,
My son is telling me
After the completion of
His education and
After getting a service,
The people who are
Working with me also
Telling me a hypocrite
When I am taking steps
For public good that
Hampers their income.
Am I a hypocrite?

Gajanan Mishra
Am I A Thief ?

Am I thief?
No one can
Call me a thief
When You are
With me.
And You are
Here within me,
How can I be a thief?

You are my guest
And I am very careful.
I am performing
All the virtuous actions
Only for You, my dear,
And You are within all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I At My Last Gasp, Dear?

Am I at my last gasp, dear?
No, never.
I have drunk nectar.

Nectar of love
Is there in me
And I am in truth.

I am on my right path
Since my childhood.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Deluded?

Am I deluded,
Deluded in poetry?
No, never.
Poetry is here
With me.
I am poetry.
How can I be deluded.
No, never.
Poetry is showing me
Proper path of life,
Here I am
In colorful lights.
Without poetry,
I get nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Different?

Am I different from you?
O my dear, still I am
here with you.
But I know not
who you are
and who am I.
And yet I am going
with you all day long.
Where are we going
I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Eligible

Am I eligible
To read to write life
And to see and feel
and live life the way
my own and you are
Not able to answer
And I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Eternal

Am I eternal? I am
Asking this question
To myself again and again
When I am going towards
Riches beautiful wife
Female friends sons daughters
My residence domestic animals
Cows dogs cats horses
When I am verifying my
Treasury economic development
Sense gratifications
Though I know all the above
Are certainly temporary
And flickering.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Foolish

Is my knowledge
Stolen by illusion
Are the questions
Put by me when there
Is no answer with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Foolish Here With Others?

Am I foolish here with others?

No no never.

I see no darker side.

Let me clear I am a lighter.

I am with You, O my dear
And the entire world is in pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Free?

Am I free?
Where am I?

Being the part,
I am attached.

My hope is
My first enemy,
That I know
From the beginning.

Everyone is here
With me, but I am
Not with them,
How can it be!

I am in doubt,
About my living entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Free? The Straight Answer No

Am I free?
The straight answer
Is a great NO.
I have no freedom of
Speech and expression,
My Constitution has given
This right, though.
With so many identities card
Including Aadhar
I am telling I am so and so.
Still, I am not getting anything
For my life and livelihood.
Am I free?
If yes, why then you have
Forced me to read and write
And to listen to foreign languages
Without any basis.
Where is my mother?
For you, my dear, she is mad.
YOu are not taking care, I know.
My land is barren,
My people are going to
Neighbouring states to work
As bonded labourers,
And I am not able to do anything.
Even I am not able to
Utter words, your so called supporters
Are torturing and trying to kill.
How can I say I am free?
I am not going to support you,
YOu are not committed to
This earth, this land,
The mothers and children,
And the languages of motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Ignorant

You remained silent.
I do not know what is birth
And what is death
I know nothing about incarnation
And the calculation
And the math.
What I know that is not folly
You may call it divine potency.
The gate is open for me
You are also allowed to enter
At any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Important?

Am I important?
Yes, I am.
It is for me
The light, the air,
The water, the earth
And the sky
All are here.
The moon, the star,
The fire all are
Also here, see.
I am here and
I am calling you,
Please hear.
I am yours, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Independent?

Am I independent?
Are my words fearless?
I know I am
Truth-consciousness
I am
Bliss-solidified.
I am what I am
Unconcerned and free.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Indifferent

Am I indifferent?
Am I indifferent to competition?
If yes, why then I am talking
About hate, about evils?

How can I be free from evils
If I regard any one as evil,
If I do any harm to anyone,
If I think ill of anyone,
If I perceive evils in others,
If I hear evil of others,
If I speak ill of others,
How can I be free from evils! !

Let me be free from evils
Let me be virtuous, as it is my real nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Naked?

Am I naked?
Am I not naked? ?

All the sky are there
In me.
All the earth are there
Outside me.
Air is there
To cover me.
Water is there
To fill me.
Light is there
To make me available
Everywhere with all.

And the compassionate coal
Tells I am fair.
No witness to any words,
To any incident.

It is all gas,
All flames,
All reality.

With all yeah and
With all noes, I disappear,
And I react to the standard
Of the body found here
In the world of
Evaporation.

I thanked all,
They all took pain
To hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A

Am I not a man?
Am I not a Hindu?
Am I not an Indian?
All is truth and
Truth is all.

You are a Muslim?
You are a Christian?
You are a Sikh?
You belong to America?
You belong to Germany?

Is there any difference
Between you and me?
Is it not true that our components -
Air water, earth, light and sky are one and the same?

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A Fair Creature?

Am I not a fair creature?
Am I not the product of nature?
Am I not yours, my dear?

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A Fool

Am I not a fool,
When I am going after
More wealth, more wives
And more children.

But I know
All are false,
All are the cause of
Miseries.

I know
The aim of life is
To end the miseries
Of life
And not to
Increase them.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A Household Dog?

I am eating food
Given by you,
I am sleeping there
As directed by you,
I am doing works
What is needed for you,
I am acting as a guard
At your house.
I have no ownership
Of any kind of goods,
See me, I am yet to
Realize who I am
And what I am doing
For whom. Is it not the truth?

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A Poet

Am I not a poet
Tell me not
While I am going
Straight to the Truth
I know who are You
I know separation from You
Is only accepted by mistake
You are not belong to this world
I know and also I know
You have made this world
In fun and in joke
Tell me the Truth
Who are You
Without being a poet
I dare not put any question
To You.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not A Temple?

Am I not a temple?
Can't you see the God within me?
I am the sun, if you are not
able to see, get repair your eyes.
I am up above the sky
The sea can't do anything.
Perplexed with the sound of rain
I get myself seated with you beyond words.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not Eligible

Am I not eligible, my dear
Am I not able to relinquish
the subtle causes like
Aroma by smelling
Palate by tasting
Vision by seeing
Touch by contacting
Vibrations of the ear
By ethereal identification
Sense organs by material activities
Am I not eligible for entrance
Where You are, my dear
If I am not, I pray, make me
Eligible by Your grace
I want to see your face
And only Your face
Everywhere and in everything
That I know You are therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not Fit To Live?

Am I not fit to live?

I find no way
To express my view?

I am not able to do
Anything successfully.

Of course, I am confused
On the issues of
Success and failures.

Still, no one is there
To encourage me at home.

My intelligence is not
Working properly.

Especially at night,
I am being hijacked.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not Pious In Hearts

Am I not pious in hearts?
Have I at any time took
Shelter of falsehood?
Am I there to exploit others?
If the answers are yes, my dear,
Kill me at once here
As I am the biggest sinner,
But please, give not
Any trouble to any creatures.
Let them all live in peace,
Let them all move freely,
Let them all sing and dance
And let them all feel rich.
And give them knowledge- proper.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Not Similar To You?

Am I not similar to you?

I am the only one
Moving.
And you are
Within me.

I am the truth
So also you.

In words and in actions,
We are clustered together.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Polluted

Am I polluted?
Am I a serpent?
Am I in distress
Like the pigs here?

O my dear I care
For the bona fide
Knowledge in You.

I am not the monkey
In the forest.

See me, O my dear
I am always ready
For the test
And also
For the next.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Ready To

Am I ready to
Accept You,
In to to?
And if yes
Am I Yours?
And if yes
What is my identity?
If I have got
The answer
It is next
Your duty
To fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Real?

Am I real?
Are you real?
And who is real?
All are just words,
All are just ideas?
All speech, all acts,
All yes and nos,
All scene and dreams,
All journeys, all fights,
All tangible and intangible,
And all matter of poetry.
All waves all love,
All hands, all legs,
All languages, all nouns,
All claws all wings,
All are nothing
But the flames of time.
See the time
In cross-votings,
See in sorrows of
Day and nights,
See in your own mirror
And go for a drive
If you so like.
Forget you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Really

Am I really living
In the age of fear
Tension insecurity
Stress strain doubts
Tiredness crimes violence
Anxiety sorrow sufferings
Disease depression insomnia
And tranquilizers, my dear?

All they are there
It is I who is inviting them
To my room and taking all worries
Without any reasons.
It is I who is forgetting the truth
And going far away from love.

And I am suffering
Only for the default
That is in me.
Being the son of nectar
Being the son of light
I realized the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Really Free

You said-
Go, you are free.

A thought is
Coming to my mind
Always- am I
Free really!
Free from what?
Free from whom?

You remained
Silent as usual.
I leave the place
And the time there,
With no idea.

A contrary belief
Is there in me
I know and yet
I do nothing to
Erase here.

Life is a surprise,
I do admit.
But I am missing here
With no reason.
The purpose of life
Still remain unknown.

I accept
What is here,
I accept you
In full and
You in return
Making me a whole
Leaving me alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Really Satisfied

Am I really satisfied with this life here?
Am I really Yours? I doubt with the answer.
And where is the answer as You stated herein
It is true I am ignorant and unable to understand.
Because there is no other way for me here
I am with You is also not true.
And You come to my rescue for which I am grateful.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Self-Sufficient?

The answer is a straight no
And as the answer is no
Let me conclude
I am not independent.

I am the master of none
And I am on the way of
Go went gone.

No carrier can
Take me from here.

What type of beautiful am I?
Everybody is asking me
This question.

And I am telling all
Still nobody is here to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Senseless?

Am I senseless?
Am I not searching
deep meaning of my life?
I treat life a naming.

I am living in words,
Seen and unseen,
truth or lies,
no matter, as
they are all out of question.

I am catching the words,
Words are also catching me.

Faith, prayer, fasting
have no meaning, I know,
If there is no understanding,

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Sure

What I am doing
Is really that?

Nobody is here
Or there to tell me
What is really what.

Am I the proprietor here
Who is commanding
Without any force!

How to live is
My thinking you agree
And I expressed myself concern.

That is why I am here
Without being attached.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I The Sun?

Am I the sun?
Am I the Moon?
And you are asking me
to write about punctuality.

Am I the sky?
Am I the tree?
And I am here to uplift you
and to adore you with all sincerity.

Yes, I am scented
Because I am the son of truth
I am the daughter of nectar
See me, I am before you, here.

Love, love, love,
I am on this earth and not bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I This Body?

Am I this body?
Is everything belongs to me?
I am in ignorance
And here is night.
And I am hungry
I am thirsty.

They are coming to me
In dark with an intention
To eat me up
They are busy in
Making their love-feast
I am in anxiety.

This is that world
I am living in
And telling I am great
This is that world
And it is always in dark
In spite of sun moon and stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Working

Am I working in the wrong direction?
I am well aware I am not the body
I know bodily concept is useless
And misdirected.

See me, my dear, minus the body
Let me understand your position
Let me know your advancement towards liberation
In the eternity.

See me, I am happy with my self-realization
With Your grace and Your bliss
I never lament or desire to have anything
Besides You.

Gajanan Mishra
Am I Worldly

Am I worldly?
Yes, I am.
And I am
Proud of it.
I eat,
I sleep,
I love,
I read,
I realize
And all these are
Possible only
In this world.
I am here,
I am proud of it.
I know
What is suffering,
I know
What is burning
And its sensations.
I know both
Deeds and misdeeds.
I know both
Darkness and light.
But I am not sure
God is here or
Who is the real God.
I care not actions
Or reactions.
But I care myself.
I care as I am here
In this world.
I know I am living here
With pleasure and prosperity.
I know I am
Not a bird,
Not a beast
But a human being.
Gajanan Mishra
Am I Wrong?

I exist.
Is it not in Truth?
Am I not in form?
Can you say me by
This and that number?
See me.
It is all conducive.

Gajanan Mishra
Am Telling All Lies

Am I telling all lies?
And what is a lie!
Is this life
Detector of the lies?
Is this body not made of
The air, the water, the earth,
The light and the sky?
Are all the components
Of the body not truth.
Am I not toiling
With the lies of the world?
Here there everywhere
Am I not getting romantic
Flavours of my ancestral trees?
If my father, his father and his fathers
All are not the products of that tree
How can I be?
Charge not any one
False allegations my dear.
Give some hopes of life,
Provide the necessary items
Of livelihood that have
All sanctity and loveliness
In this couryard of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Amala Kariba Ebe (Odia)

Chala buniba o amala kariba ebe
Aama nija sasya, aama nija matire.
Chala nija rajya bhitare
Nija bhashare kathabarta heba.
Nija ghare chala nija maaku
puja kariba prathame.
Chala parasparaku prema kariba,
He mo, bhai o bhaunimane
Biswa shanti o sttirata pain.
Aama pruthibi gotie ebam
Oruthibi aama samastanka pain ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Ambassador

When I was a child
My dream was to sit
In the ambassador.
When I entered in to
The service in this world
My District Magistrate
Was coming in the ambassador.
I was watching the ambassador
With my hungry eyes.
Time passed,
I have forgotten my dream,
The form of life, the way of life
And the toast to life, related to ambassador.
Today with my swift I see it passed away.

Gajanan Mishra
Amend Your

Amend your law of primogeniture
Admit it or not
Place ladies first
As first born
And in inheritance
It is for ladies
You are in existence
This world is heavenly
Only for ladies
Ladies are enlightened
Representatives
Give them priorities
That they deserved
It is for ladies only
You rule the seas
And the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Among All

Among all
Living entities,
Let me stay
And let me suffer
All distresses,
On their behalf.
I feel all,
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Ample Opportunities

Go to the nearest nursery
Where there is greenery of life
where there is a quick makeover.

Go to the nearest nursery
And change the light
And its colors and focus.

Switch a photo click
Say something with some words
That are yours only.

One has to stay a while
To listen only from you.
Go outside and see the position
of the trees birds animals
that provide you
Ample opportunities
to compose life poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Ample Scope

Ample scope is there
In poetry to express the self.
Hit full with the thoughts
And words that are in you.
Begin the day with the mind cool,
And divide not the dreams
That is in love and in truth.
See the world really beautiful
And be sure all reachable.
Take breath, nothing remote,
 Hope for the best
Success is ahead.
Your own syllable is yours,
Use it for all with the open heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Amrut (Kosli Poem)

Kankaje muin kahunche Amrut nijke
Janichha?
Mor bagirta achhe ken aaru ken gute
Khuja ta!
Janichha muin ene kenta kana hauchhen
Tamke chhadideikari kenthane.

Ethane muin kukranu sikhlin kana
Sikhlin bag nu kua nu kana kana kahiparba ke nu!
Nein ta kan kaje mate huduchha e goankhuli.
Phal aaru phul jetki achhe ena muin ekla sabuthirar mul.
Muin amul aaru tamke chhadi delin baele sabu aprilphul.

Tume mor gaja muga tume mor sukha
Tume achha morne aaru muin mate amrut ni kahemi ta kahemi kana
Dia tene kahi sabku.
Mor sahisangata tame tha enta mor sange
Janme janme sabu janmeenta ene.

**
Amrut means nectar

I am telling myself nectar
As You are with me my dear
I am Your one of the best product

Gajanan Mishra
An 32

AN 32,
What happened to you?
Where are you?
Here, see
My tears
For 29 personnel on board.
Alas, I am not able to
Locate the survivor
Or debris despite
Massive search.
Really I am unfortunate,
And the event is painful.

Gajanan Mishra
An Acrobat

An acrobat
While dancing and
Speaking,
remain careful
of a rope.
I motor driver,
While driving,
Changing the gear,
Handling the steering,
Talking to the conductor,
But remains careful
About the road.
As a man, likewise,
I must be careful to you.

Gajanan Mishra
An Act If Love

My talking to you,
Itself is an act of love.
My presence here,
Itself is the symbol of truth.
Worry not dear,
Stay always without fear.
Nothing to lose,
But stay aware to catch
And ride the horse.
Trick has no work to play,
But stay aware
Life is here with light.

Gajanan Mishra
An Act Of Peace

An act of peace - poetry,
Here, nothing miserable
And nothing troublesome.
Nothing to be distinguished-
The bad, the good,
The happiness, the distress.
Mental concoctions all,
All illusion.
Concept of life- comes
From poetry alone.
No disturbance by
Any feeling in presence of
Poetry here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
An Actor

Actor changes dress
To play different parts.
Actor can also
Assumes various forms
Simultaneously.
All are one
And by the same one,
One in all and all in one.

Gajanan Mishra
An Adverse Fate

An adverse fate
Spare none.
And let me repeat
Fate is supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
An Agent

I am a servant
I am a doer
I am an agent
And I am with the current
Action-current
Without I-ness
Without mineness
That is in me
That is in time
That is in you
That is in queue
And the queue is
This system of life
Life-circle.

Gajanan Mishra
An Agreement Is

An agreement is there
Between you and me
The terms and conditions
Are there in it
We both abide these.

If one of us violate any
The other relocate
In ones hand there is best
And affordable list.

The mango tree with its flowers
Welcome and bid goodbye at a time
We do not know anything
And separate each other
Knowing fullywell we are one
And the same as called for.

Gajanan Mishra
An Apple

An apple,
An apple is
Not simply an apple.
Take an apple
And make
Everything possible.
Life is not horrible,
Stay not fearful.
Life is like an apple
With love and
Truth in full.
Life is corrigible
If you kept
With you an apple.

Gajanan Mishra
An Ascetic

Poet is an ascetic
Rarely found
Marvelous character
In all situations.

Poet is the captain
Of life-ship in stormy ocean of the world
Poet can only take us
In right direction as north star.

Gajanan Mishra
An Ass

It is difficult for
An ass to differentiate
The load of salt and
Cotton bales
Do not make me an ass
O my master.

I am here with the sun
With the moon with the star
With the insects with the moths
With the plant And with
Land air water
All are with me
O my master
Make me clean and transparent.

O my master
Make me fit to shine
Make me fit to dine
I am with you
All day long.

Gajanan Mishra
An Error

I find in you
As you desire fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
An Exclamation

Life -
An exclamation,
With the exclamation mark.
And the day
Begins with life.

Life unfolds
Oh! and ah!
With so many flowers.

Life touches
The Horizon with
All alphabets.

Life inaugurates
Each festival of death.

And death stays in life.

Gajanan Mishra
An Indolent

An indolent.
I know, he is
not performing
his duty.
I know, he wants
to lie down
or to sleep
or to remain idle.
An indolent is
in dark and in ignorance
and lacks the goodness.
And indolent grieves
day and night, no one
can saves him from his sadness.

Gajanan Mishra
An Innocent Boy I Need

An innocent boy I need,
Who would ask the naked king,
Why are you, naked dear king!

Let the men of this land
Be like that innocent boy
And tell the chief you are wrong,
Really you are going against
The mother, motherland and
Mother language, but why?
Tell the reasons, please.

And I hope, all the men
Would come together and
Put question to the chief, not
Kind to anyone around him.

Gajanan Mishra
An Insult To Us

The incident of
Violence is an
Insult to us,
As we belong
To the land of
Mahatma Gandhi-
Symbol of truth
And non-violence.
We want to live
Freely in our land
Without any fear
Or favour. We have
A welfare state, we
Live with all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
An Old History

The life of a man is
Like that of the sky.

It is bygone ages
That revealed truth
While we fly.

You are your
Celebrated personality
That I know here.
You are here at present
Forgetting past
And ignoring future.

What you see, what you hear
O my dear, it is just for
Your coming carrier.

Gajanan Mishra
An Old Tamarind Tree

An old tamarind tree is
There in front of my house,
Of course, that tree belongs to
My neighbor.
The cattle market is there
To the north-western corner
Of my house, the market
Complex is under the custody
Of a regulated committee.
Whenever some one ask me
About the location of my house,
Straightway I mention,
The cattle market and
The old tamarind tree and
I tell them on the wall
You can read my name
In my state language Odia
And also for convenient of
Outsiders I have also written
In English.
My house does not belong to me,
Let me clear.
Even I am not
The caretaker, staying though
At present.
Who knows, I may not be
Available tomorrow.
But today I am here,
You can come to meet me
Straight from the Rly junction
Of Titilagarh,
Balangir, Odisha, India
By an auto-rickshaw,
Walkable distance though
Towards south-west corner
Of the station.
Come to me, if you have time,
I am ready with a poem
To welcome you.
And with the poem
I must give you
A glass of pure water.
I must show you,
The mango tree, neem tree,
Banana tree and so many
Flower plants and all
Belong to my wife.
I am not here to
Allow you to touch
Or to pluck anything.
Come to me, if you so like.
Remember, Tapobana, the name of
So-called my house.

Gajanan Mishra
An ordinary man
Knows not how to eat,
Select not what to eat.
How to talk,
An ordinary man,
Knows not how to select words.
An ordinary man is a man of
Rough and tough here and there.
But the ordinary man
Is the root of my world.
The ordinary man has kept
Everything in him.
The ordinary man is the source
Of all, and he is at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
An Woman Named Rupabati

An aged woman
Named Rupabati
Died in hunger.
And is the main news
Of today in all local dailies.
I am not making jokes, sir?
You know, I am not
Inclined to jokes.
Excuse me, this is
The fact and picture
Of today in our area.
No food, no water
And people are dying
Like any other creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Anachronism

Stop competition
Between man and man
Between nation and nation.

Come forward to see the defects
of so called modern life and come to cleanse man
Come forward to wipe out anachronism.

Gajanan Mishra
Analytically Knowledge

Analytically knowledge
Should be practiced
Pious duties are
To be performed
Austerities are to
Be executed.

The present day
Should be understood
Processes are to
Be served
Men are to be
Touched.

Gajanan Mishra
Ananta Kalaru (Odia)

Ananta kalaru ananta kala jae
Dukhare sukhare, rakhichhi tumaku
Manare aau tume achha mo pakhare.

Gajanan Mishra
Ancient But Modern

Here see my strength,  
But I am changing  
And I am not to perish.  
Here see my growth,  
But within the limit  
of the sky and I fly.  
Here see my love,  
Costant and changeless  
Unborn though as yet.  
Here see my life,  
Dying with you,  
Not able to open  
A single chapter  
Here before or after.

Gajanan Mishra
Ancient Fire

Speak something
About ancient fire.
Speak something for
Counteracting the fire.

Speak something
About warriors.
Speak something
About those things
That is to appear.

Speak something
About life, about
The way of living,
About the salt
And the water.

Speak and speak,
what to eat,
What to drink,
How to sleep,
Where to go,
Which way to choose.

Speak about extinct
Stars and cards,
Speak about demons
And ghosts and mirrors.
Speak something
About your own motion
And emotions and
Reflections and affections
And declare yourself
As counterfeit coins
If you have stamina
And ways of
Proper verifications.

But no, you have
No intention to speak out,
No courage and nothing
Like that to look deep
And present the fact
That is before all.

Gajanan Mishra
And Ah!

And ah!
Where are we?

Are we alive?

Of course,
Toleration is
Good.

We smile and
We cry.
This much
Won't do.

For you
And for all
Let me show
The bare sky.

Gajanan Mishra
And All Are Unreal

And all are unreal,
And all are unreal.

Assumptions are worthless,
Assumptions are worthless.

And still giving and taking
are here as before.

And we are searching for our
Own identity without identification.

Gajanan Mishra
And All Because Of Love

Here I am
And it is
All because
Of love.

All because of love
I fear not death
And I feel
No inconvenience.

I live here
Peacefully only
Because of love
And I crossed the bridge
I touched the eternity
And it is all because of love.

Gajanan Mishra
And All See

I see myself
And all see me
Always everywhere.

My hands my legs
My belly my head
Are are there in all.

At every moment I see myself
What I do what I think
I know me clearly.

My tongue wants to utter words
My wish is to live like a human being.

I know I am a man,
I am handsome and divine and I am
Dazzling like me in my light on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
And Also

And also
I came
to understand
the matter.

And also
You went
saying nothing
about progress.

And the trouble is
flooded here till
everyone is
homeless.

I hold firm
that You exist.

Gajanan Mishra
And As I Say

And as I say
Dark is dark,
But not always.
Night is leaving
This place.

Each man is
Empowered to do
Any work, give
A chance and watch.

Unearth the truth,
It is here, I m sure.
The process of erasing
Is going on in you.
See the stone not there,
As it was.

Stone life,
And it is with you,
With shadow
Playing al days.

Sand and sound
All are yours.
And life discovered
This and then,
Here again and again.

Gajanan Mishra
And Believe Me

I am there to me
And believe me
I am nothing.
You have put a muzzle
On me and I am here.

Believe me
I erase my name,
And everything.
You have told me
To proceed on.

The way is full of mystery,
The mynah is still there on the tree.
Muzziness is in me and in you,
Life is never in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
And Blooming

Blooming blooming
You are blooming.

You are white tulip
You are tube rose
You are passiflora
You are mutabilis
You are marigold
And what not
What not you are.

Your world
Wonderful world
I am
With You
You are blooming
Blooming blooming
And blooming.

Gajanan Mishra
And Compose

Eat sleep
And compose
That is all
I can do.

I am a poet
It's a pretty
Cool title
With it
I can move.

Gajanan Mishra
And Dogs Are Here

And dogs are here,
But nothing to fear.
They are there
Only to bark.

The truth -
You are free,
You are fearless,
And you are there
To achieve
Real happiness in the truth.

To arrive at the conclusion,
You have to struggle a lot,
Remember, the truth is
The place of shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
And Dreaming

I am dreaming
And dreaming leaves me
Here in the sun to grow,
Leaves me in the forest
And meadow.

My dreaming is not
Keeping me ever-distant
And alone,
And dreaming helps me
To return to my home.

My home is my body
And my body is here
With me and taking me
Towards the fragrance
Of original earth.

I am on this earth
And I am dreaming
With my own time-garments.
I am dreaming and I have
Acquired all beauty here.

Gajanan Mishra
And Enjoy Life

Be a model for others
And enjoy life
As a blooming flowers.

Flowers are
Not for entertainments,
Remember.

Feelings are limitless,
And you are under restrictions.

Gajanan Mishra
And Enjoy, Truth Is Within You

No misery, and enjoy life
In full bliss and knowledge.
Enjoy birth, enjoy death,
Enjoy old age, enjoy diseases,
Eternal time is there before you,
You are the truth, stay happy,
Stay blessed, the world is for you,
The world is within you, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
And Everything

Everything is in Your name
And everything is
Let out by You.

There is no credit
I know in this life
Save to things sworn.

Gajanan Mishra
And Face The Fire

Go there
And face the fire.

Stay there stable
Whatever be the parable.

Have courage with you
And see there is truth.

Each one is our brother
Find no ice but water.

Gajanan Mishra
And For That

And for that
I reached here.
Here on this earth.
No one is there,
But I saw
The sunflower,
I saw the star.

I saw the festival,
Festival of hate
On the body
Of living beings.
So many characters
I observed and they are
Ready to sacrifice them.

They embraced each other
For death but I observed
Death is not the fool.
They differentiate
Head and tail in a circle,
And they declared
The sun as black.

They are all misguided
And I reached here
But they care not
What I have told
And they ran away,
And I followed them
For the sake of light.

Gajanan Mishra
And For What

And for what
I am here
If I am not
Your near and dear.
And for what
You are here
If you are not here
To see and to hear.

Questions are
Only questions, my dear,
Ponder and ponder not
No answer is to be
Read without any thought,
But living is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
And For What I Was There

And for what I was there,
Knowing all you are charging me.
This is called unfortunate.
You know not what was/is there
Why I am so anxious for light
You know nothing and giving comment.
This is called unfortunate.
You are giving everything
That belong to us and that is
The only knot and yet
You are telling everything is
Okay, think not, nothing to worry.
This is called unfortunate.
Still we are friend and well wishers.
This is called unfortunate.
My air, my food, my dress
My eyes, my ears, my walk
Everything was/is there.
And for that I was/is there.
You are asking to the reason.
This is called unfortunate.

Gajanan Mishra
And For You

And for You, my dear,
My mango trees
Bear fruits.

And for You,
I realized
The Truth.

I only
Depend on You,
O my dear, I am
A living being
And not a machine
And this is
Only for You,
I desire only You.

Gajanan Mishra
And Get Everything

Forget everything
and come to me.

Come to me
and get everything.

Gajanan Mishra
And Going

I know nothing and going nowhere
You are trying to change me unchangeable.

I know nothing and going nowhere
You are with me allday long
I am not with you as you know.

I know nothing and going nowhere
Your surrender my victory not true
It is you who is doing something worthwhile.

I know nothing and going nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
And Good

Suspect - not good
Trust - not bad.

Be a poet
And have contact
With all
In positive mood.

Be a poet and live
With joy
And it is good.

Gajanan Mishra
And Happy And Sad

And happy and sad
And moist and dry
They all came
And try what
They are not present.

In harmony they said
In disharmony they fled
And they wandered
Here there everywhere
They are imprisoned
In their own cell.

Gajanan Mishra
And Hence Grieve Not

I am the world, I mean to say,
My body is the world in miniature.
The change in the body signifies
The change in the world.
The non-existence of the body
Signifies the non-existence of the world.
This and this world neither existed
In the past, before birth nor will
exist in the future after death.
My body so also the world is burning
In the fire, in the time-fire
And nothing remains.
And let me say my body is unreal
And hence I have no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
And Here

And here
It is
What I realized.
With all virtues
With all faithful actions
With all fruits
What I realized
I have changed
My issues.
All issues are
Related to You
O my dear, and all
Are useful and all
Are for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
And Here I Feel

I have nothing to do,
And hence,
No reason to stay.

I want not to give
Pain and agony
To anyone
With my presence.

I know everyone
And everything is here
With modes of
Material nature.

And here I feel,
Passion and ignorance
Reign supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
And Here Is Gajanan Mishra

See, your friend your guide
Whom they called
The poet and the philosopher.

Worshiper of Truth
And justice, see the poet is here
Follow the poet
You will certainly be liberated.

Remember, poet incarnated
Specially to deliver you all
The fallen souls and
enable all to return to the Truth.

Here is Gajanan Mishra, for the welfare of all
Performing all activities that are auspicious.

Gajanan Mishra
And Here Is The Sun

And here is the sun
Smiling and dancing and
Talking with the rain and
With the desert.

Here is the love
And relation that is
Leaving the place
With the sun.

From moment to moment
I am playing here alone
The dancing is only by name
The sun is the witness.

It is temperature
That is increasing time to time
And the sun is not still
Your smile is only there.

Nowhere there is cloud, see
Nowhere there is scarcity
Know it, you are the only person
Who is playing dancing singing all alone.

Gajanan Mishra
And I

All colors are in me
And the stars that
I sent, are dazzling
In the sky, see.

Who am I?
Where am I?
What for I am,
And with whom I am
Will you please say!

If yes, come please
And make friendship with me
To count the stars above.

If no, nothing to think
No where to go from here
See only, and hear
The words that are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Awake

And I am awake
Throughout the night
While sleeping
On your lap.

And I am in pain
On the board of your heart
Turning back at dusk
In the air of the sky.

I am in light
And you are closing
All doors
That are not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Doing

You make me do,
And I am doing
Everything.
I am eating
I am sitting
I am sleeping
I am walking
I am watching
I am hearing
And I know
As you make me know,
You are at the center
And at the zero point.
I am going to you
At every moment
Staying always with you.
I am doing your work
At your residence
By your order,
But you cannot be blamed
For any disorder, my dear,
As you are so clear
In respect of truth
And scriptures
That are the life-giver,
And you are there
For my own future.
I know my sorrow
My pleasure are not mine,
I am here to
Obey only your order.
Rest depends on you.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Happy

See, I am living a fearless life
With my own learning and earning,
And I am happy with my good health.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Insecure

I am a child
And I see I am
Insecure in your state,
Dear Miniter.
I am as said
In a fixed
Between immobility
And movement.

I am as you know
Not against anyone,
I am on the beach
Of the time sea,
But I am a new world,
And you people
Are not taking care.
Still, as you see, I'm there.

I am a child,
You can't kill me.
As you know
You will fall down
From the chair
If you do some harm.
The loss is yours
And not mine.

I am a child,
I am the nectar,
I am the new light,
I am a new dream,
I am at peace,
I am the truth,
No one can make me
Disappear, I am the life.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Not Here To Set

I am the sun and
I am not here to set.
Let me wait,
Let me accept,
This and that.

I am not hesitate
To tell the truth,
The truth of life
That are in you.

I am the moving light,
And I am ready to fight.
It is your responsibility
To see me in your eyes,
And I know your eyes are round.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Am Searching

And I am searching You
Staying within You.

And I want to see You
When You are here in my eyes.

And I want to talk to You
Knowing that You are the root of all talks.

I want to act
And You are all praiseworthy acts.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Belief

And I belief
Something within
Me
And I started
My journey.

I am not going
Something that is
Going within
Me.

And I belief
It is not ceasing
And generating
Something else.

I am there
In writing
And You are
Putting your
Signature
By this time.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Do Agree

Let me know you,
Let me know the truth.
And I do agree
When I am free.
But freeness is
Nothing but a dream.
A daydream that
Can't be realized.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Enjoyed The Life

And I enjoyed the life
In my hunger strike,
In my clay but in dry skin.
I enjoyed the life
Upheld the bearded face
With the colours of
Blue and black and red,
And I said one who is in truth
Follow me, sit with me,
Dance with me and speak something
On the occasion in between
The hell and the heaven.
Each and everyone joined the core
And raised their voice together.
Hearing the cry the minister came
Admitted their unlawful acts
And cheers with us merry breath.
I felt the joy was so truth,
But alas it was all melted
In dew drops with the rising sun.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Flow

And I flow
Like fire
To understand
Love.

And I love
The water
Here.

Poor I am
want to go
Forward.

And I fly
Beyond the sky
To drive thirst
Away.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Love You

I am with you,
And I love you.

The situation is peaceful,
And I am in truth.

No disease and nothing,
Clear appearance of the sun is
Confirmed by colorful clouds.

Let me accept
The actual fact.

Let me re-establish
Lost relation
To achieve success,
With love and
Also with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
And I Speak

And I speak
Through these words
I know though
They are mine
But I cannot force
Them to obey my command
And yet they honour me
For being I am
Obliged to them.
The words are so fair,
They are the wonder of the air.
I know here and there,
For me all happiness they share
Let me thanks for unceasing care.

Gajanan Mishra
And I'M Writing

The purpose of writing poem
Is not known and I'm writing.
Excuse me, I'm writing
And writing
And writing is natural
As natural as wind
As natural as light
And I'm writing
Writing and pervading
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
And In The End

Come here
Stake your claim
And in the end
Give up all
Go away.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is All For You

And it is all for you,
It is all for the truth.
Root is there, fruit is there,
All in one with all reasons.

And it is all frozen,
All bodies, all places.
And I am opening the door
To test the sky in life's score.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is Food

And it is food
That binds me here,
And I am bound down.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is How

And it is how
Being my friend today
You are the enemy
Of another tomorrow.

You said it is
Reactions of different
Dealings under
Different conditions.

I said no no
It is not due to my
Wandering habits
But it is Your day to day activities.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is Joy Again

And it is joy again
Here, in this life,
Being, You are here,
With me, in every way.

O my dear, closing my
Eyes I saw You, here
By closing my ears, I
Heard Your words-nectar.

See me, my dear, I am
With You, and I am alive
No separation at any time
And I am with You in this ocean.

And it is joy again
Here, and life gladdened with Your love.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is Joy Again With Your Love

Here, in this life,
Being, You are here,
With me, in every way.

O my dear, closing my
Eyes I saw You, here
By closing my ears, I
Heard Your words-nectar.

See me, my dear, I am
With You, and I am alive
No separation at any time
And I am with You in this ocean.

And it is joy again
Here, and life gladdened with Your love.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is The People

And it is the people,
We can't drive them out.

We are here to serve the people,
And the people are
At the center of our works.

We should be humble
We should keep the people with us
In the rightful tracks
And see them wonderful.

Pushback system is not there
While going with the people.

People alone can
make your aim fulfill
and help you in reaching heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is You Who Is Separate

And it is you who is separate,
Separate from everything.
And it is you who is active,
The active principle in everything.

Everything exists with you,
And it is you who is the truth.
The truth is imperishable, and it is
You, the reservoir of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
And It Is Your Hands

And it is your hands
That I know,
That are with me
Till the end.
And where is the end
That I know,
For you are mine
And my best friend.
Pleasing fragrance
Is there in between us,
And no one is furious.
No legs are there
And yet each one is
Going away from us.

Gajanan Mishra
And It's Free

And it's free,
My poetry.
I am a born poet,
Remember that.

Like the sea
I'm roaring.
Like the sky
I'm clear.

Gaze at my face
And learn the letters
The first love.

Love the language
of the space
That is here.

Gajanan Mishra
And Land

Learn language
And land here.
Land here and
Learn language.

For learning
No fees but
Love is necessary,
Just give a start.

Nothing but
Celebrate love
With colors.

Colors have the truth
Just know and learn
The true living.

Gajanan Mishra
And Left And Right

And left and right
We go outside,
But discover nothing.
And right and left
We go inside
And we have everything.
Inside or outside
We ride light all bright.

Gajanan Mishra
And love is there,
Only love.

For love, we exist,
For love, everything is here.
Hate is also
A kind of love.

Love, love, love,
And it is life
In present form.

Without envy
Invite everyone,
Love is there.

Nothing and nobody is false,
Factual, though.

Gajanan Mishra
And My Dear

And my dear,
I am in need of
Both your promises
And your performances.
I am not in a
Position to wait,
I am not what I am
As you see me here
At this juncture.
I cannot change
My game also here
So soon as you say
It is you to cope up
With all situation.

Gajanan Mishra
And No Future

We have no past
We have no present
And also no future.

We are in love
And we are above
And beyond time.

We are here
As before
We are here for all times to come.

We are for others
No wave like hunger thirst
Lamentation bewilderment
Can touch us.

We are here since time immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
And Nothing Is Original

So far my knowledge goes,
Nothing is original.
The earth, the sky,
The air, the water
Even the light.
Nothing is original.

And I care not this life,
To embrace death,
Once I was on hunger strike,
In our capital city
Before the king, ministers
And before all.
But death fears me and
Dare not to come.

And I conclude
Death is also not original.

Nothing is original
The birds, the flowers,
The clouds, the waves,
The colors, the friends
And even the friends.
But I am with them.
Am I original?
No one can say
Definitely what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
And Only

I am Yours
And only
You are mine.

Forget crime
Forget blot
Forget pride
Forget grief.

You are mine
And only
I am Yours.

Have full faith
O my dear, have patience,
And be purified
In thoughts in feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
And Other

Life and
Other poems are
Here with me.
I am presenting
Myself before you
With all truth.
Truth is
We are together here
At this time.
Time is at our hands,
And we are murmuring
Our names and address
Not true though.
The perfect poem is my life.

Gajanan Mishra
And Poem Is

Life is what is here
And poem is what is life
And life is changing
From day on.

You cannot say
This is not the proper form
Being the part of a form
You cannot say about the whole system.

And poem is controlling
The entire system and if you are
So interested to know something
Try to go inside and dare not to
Comment from outside as a passerby
Is wandering far in the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
And Pussy Cat

Pussy pussy cat pussy cat
Where have you been
And pussy cat replied
He had been to London
To look at the queen
Again I asked Pussy cat
Where have you been
And pussy cat replied
He had been to Odisha
To look at English
Rule of Nabin.

Pussy cat pussy cat
Further I asked where
Have you been and
Pussy cat replied
He had been to see
Odia people who are fool
And how odia people
Still remain cool
Pussy pussy cat
I asked where have
You been and pussy cat
Replied he had been
To India to see
The democratic rule
And it is in a whirl-pool.

Gajanan Mishra
And Rescue

No intellect
No language
And I am speaking
To you.

O my dear
Please excuse
Please make it
Correct and insert
A sense and rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
And Say

And say
Who is there
Looking at me.
Fingers dropped,
Mind puzzled,
Space extended.

Just in an island
We all stayed,
Look there.
No rain,
No smoke,
No eyelids.

go with realities
With all beginnings.

Gajanan Mishra
And See Death

And see death,
And live.
Live and
Exchange the message
Of life through
The medium of death.
Death is only yours,
But not life.
The same truth is
There in life
And also in death.
Remember life
Through love,
Love is not there
To die.

Gajanan Mishra
And See Me

And see me here with no reason
Within the wind within the cloud
I am not telling I am beautiful
But you are to see me in this sea
The sea is in me you are to see
Do not envy with no reason
See my dream That I have not seen
That is as bright as the sun, and arrived here.

Gajanan Mishra
And Smile

I smile, you smile and all smile.
We all see life in smile.
Smile is our morning sky
So clear and so colorful.
Smile is our bud of the day
That is there with golden ornaments.
Smile is cow's udder
With babbling milk-stream of life.
Smile and smile, my dear all day
And make this world your paradise.
Smile is the rainbow of the hearts
Without any shadow of clouds.
Smile- the little lamp
That can go beyond the networks of stars.

Gajanan Mishra
And Speak

Forget language and speak
Forget sight and see.
Pull or push be a bush
Beauty or ugly have muse.
Small and fancy
Love is ocean of mercy.
Rain is good in field forest
Sunrise is beautiful at earliest.
It is time to begin
We must go within, come in.
Do not give up dream
With dream you become society’s cream.

Gajanan Mishra
And Still I Am

And still
And still I am Yours,
The wind washing me away,
Towards south, I am going,
East is not here,
And still my dear, I am Yours.

All days long I am under the sun
Searching my own shadows.
Is it a moment of sorrow?
That I know, and still
I am Yours, my dear, and I
Find You all around me.

Gajanan Mishra
And Still I Am Here

I know I am dying
And still I am here.
I know I have nothing
And still I am here.
I know I have no relation
With anybody
And still I am here.
I know each and everyone
Is going against me
And still I am here.
I am here and it is destined.
It is destined that you all are
There to do your duties
And the duties are the fruits of actions.

Gajanan Mishra
And The Demand For Poems

And the demand for poems is high,
Life demands great patience
And it is all in poems.

Poem is a wave, we should
Go with it to solve
All problems of life.

All answers are there in poems,
And without poems, life would be dry
And worthless like hot sands of desert.

Gajanan Mishra
And The Light

And the light
Told me to lean beside
The wall of time.
The time has permitted
To show the sun
In the morning every day.
The day called me by name
And I am ready to go
Without knowing the purpose also.
I know the whirlwind
Arrival and I stay cautioned.
The intensity of injury
Is not measurable and yet
I stay in the light all days.

Gajanan Mishra
And The Poet Came

And the poet came
With interwoven languages,
And I am the culprit
In all diverse rituals.

And I left the place
With all faithless dust,
And My body moved around
With the idea fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
And Then

And then
The world fell down,
And we reached
Nowhere.

Who we were?
Who we are?
All, we could not say.

And then
The sky put
So many questions.

With the air,
We stayed there,
Nothing to explain
Whether fair or unfair.

Gajanan Mishra
And Then I Appeared

And then I appeared
Before you,
And for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
And Therefore, I Am A Poet

I am a poet,
You know that.
I have a relation
With all creatures.
The relation is there
As because, I give them honour.
I say them stay here,
Without fear or favour.
Here, in this world,
We all have equal status,
Formulated by nature.
I know, nature gives
Tit for tat. I know
And therefore, I am a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
And Therefore, I Suffer

And therefore, I suffer,
Here, with everything, clear.
I am a mere server.

Gajanan Mishra
And This

Let me practice
My own precepts.
Let me translate
My own preaching.
No honor no accident,
Chant your own name
And see you are crowned
In the standard framed by you.
And on this position
You are allowed to
Go deep in to the sea
That is within you.
Let a man not die
With his ego.

Gajanan Mishra
And To Fly

It is time to fly
It is time to swim
It is time to look
And to sit together
In the sky.
It is the time to play
Together on the earth.
It is time to go
deep in to the sea.
It is time to go
in search of self.
Please come
I am here to guide
I am here to watch
Be ready to fly with me.

Gajanan Mishra
And True To The Words

And true to the words,
We raised hands,
And we know that has no end.
We exist and give the prove
Of our existence through
Eating, drinking and walking.
We exist to collect life
In the air and in the water.
We exist to go round and round
The whole world.
We face war,
No one debars us
To move forward.

Gajanan Mishra
And Trust Me

And trust me
On this way.

Trust me
I am in time.

Trust me
With proper verification.

Trust me
With patience.

Trust me
I am with you always
In fire
In water
On the land
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Are

And we are here
all days together.

It is the earth
And it is the sun.

And it is the air
That enables us to live.

It is our life
And we are here.

Everything is opened,
No disappointment.

The earth teaches us
how to stay with patience.

We are confident
with the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Are For All

Let us live
here on this earth
like a lion.
Let us use
our own language
and show identity.
Let us love
each other and
spread fraternity.
This world is
for us,
Thus language is
for us.
And we are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Flourish

No activity,
And we flourish.
Virtually
We are here.
And here
We generate ideas.
Ideas of
Collecting data.
And we discuss
On language,
On education,
On life.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Labour

And we labour for nothing,
Nothing is there here.
We come and we go for nothing,
And nothing is there here.

We are busy in focusing
On priorities of life.
And we are measuring the space
We have acquired so far.

We are so fooled that we are
Laughing at us for nothing.
And we are calling no one to
Keep us in tact for everything.

Our status is in between
Nothing and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Live

And we live,
Forgetting everything,
Here, there and everywhere.

I am sure, life is in
No way related to
Any kind of hate, struggle,
Love, affection,
Wealth, relation.

Life is there,
When we say
We live,
Life is also there,
When we say
We are not alive.

Gajanan Mishra
And We Three Can See

We are three and we three can see only
The manifested cosmos according to
Our individual ability that is in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Water

For which we are
In this summer.

Water is a lover
Water is a fighter
Water is a crusader.

For water
We are here
My dear
Water is not water
In this summer
Water is fire
In the hands of
Angry Brahman.

The Ganges and the Yamuna
And the Saraswati and
All the streams and rivers
Of the world give
Water to purify us
And we in return pollute them
Is water life we know and
Care not the answer.

Here is water
In your eyes my dear
Is it telling the story
Of victory
Our poets are writing much
About this water
But water care not anything.

We analyse water
We recollect our
Previous days
Related with water
But water is water
It is going on its own ways.
And what is water
You are asking me
And where is water
same questions by all creatures
See, I have not a drop
To drink now-s-days
How can I say
All waters are there
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
And What About You

And what about you,
That I would like to ask.
No reasons of course,
But you are there
In your universe,
In your poetry,
Within you.
I want to work,
Simply by concentrating
My mind you,
The truth.
No desire but
Curiosity is there
In me, in love.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is A Family

And what is a family
Poet replied
Family consists of mother
Father brother sister
Wife son and daughter
And who are they
Poet replied
Truth is mother
Knowledge is father
Religion is brother
Mercy is sister
Peace is wife
Tolerance is son
Honesty is daughter.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is A Photo

And what is photo
The photographer can tell you.
And what he told
Is to conform the pose.
And the pose if neglected
Spoiled you and the picture.
And your life is in danger
O Photographer please guide
You are my master.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is A Secret

And what is a secret
You know, I know,
I know, You know, my dear.

Secret is secret
When it is still opened.

Open it as per Your wish
And I feel nothing.

The matter of feeling is
Relative no doubt, and yet
I stood with You.

It is wise
To know
It is wise
To feel.

But what is that
Difficult to ask
And also difficult
To answer, my dear,
Love does not permit
Any question and
Truth does not
Admit it.

And secret
Remained as before
As secret.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is A Secret That Is The There

And what is a secret
You know, I know,
I know, You know, my dear.

Secret is secret
When it is still opened.

Open it as per Your wish
And I feel nothing.

The matter of feeling is
Relative no doubt, and yet
I stood with You.

It is wise
To know
It is wise
To feel.

But what is that
Difficult to ask
And also difficult
To answer, my dear,
Love does not permit
Any question and
Truth does not
Admit it.

And secret
Remained as before
As secret and that is
There, ask not anything more.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is A Whole

And what is a whole
That I know not
And I roll back.
The message I receive
Is incomplete one
And still, I proceeded.
The air is hungry,
Told me on the way.
I construct a story,
Then and there for
The pleasure of the water.
But the men, who are wounded
Showed their untold happiness,
And I feel the spring.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is It

And what is it
that I don't know.
But I know you,
And my knowing
is exclusive.
What is that exclusive,
That I don't know,
And I do not want to
loss my time
on the word exclusive
As I want to give
entire time to you.
I am not concerned with
any form or attribute,
I am also not bother
about what is going on
with or without you.
But I know you and
I know as you are here
with me I am here
as you see me in this way.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Love

And what is love
You are asking me
That I am not able
To answer at all.

I am telling you
I love you and
That much I know
And I surrendered
Myself in to to.

I surrendered before You
O my dear, Your questions
Are not a matter
To ponder here
I know it is love-matter.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Misery

And what is misery
And let me say
In the name of misery
Your frightening is unnecessary
You are telling about perfection
It is nothing but your imagination
Living in imagination is
Nothing but putting life
In to more and more miserable conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Nationalism

And what is nationalism
But I see the false conception
Of nationalism with you
And let me say clearly
It is throughout the world
As all are fighting like
Cats and dogs for their
Own interest and all are
Busy in designating temporary
Objects perceived by the eyes
Nose tongue touch and taste
Nationalism let me say
Is a type of Absolute Truth
Universal in nature and character.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Poverty

And what is poverty
In which we are busy
in discussing so much?
Is not poverty lacking of faith?
Has it some friend and
if yes who are they?

We are fully aware
poverty is nothing
But a mental status
So long as we are telling
we have brain,
Let the brain in its way.

And we are in our world
With every richness with us.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Sin

And what is sin
I know not till date.

I know so called
Sinful acts can be purified
By taking shelter of truth.

I know Truth is with me
And I am in Truth.

Nothing is sin here
I only see Your
Supreme power, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Suffering

And what is suffering
That a thing happened
When I did not desire
And what is suffering
That a thing did not happen
When I desired.

But my dear, You are
At the root of my desire
And desire is the root of my thought
It is my thought that is
Suffering not I
When You are on the way
Of renouncing me.

I love you I love you
Since You are mine
O my dear, even in dream
You are with me
Without you only I am suffering
And how I am suffering
Is a big question.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is That

And what is that,
That is not there in me!

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is There

And what is there
If no desire.
And there no means
To utter words.
And in words
There is thirst.
And thirst
Needs to
Close first.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Your Body

And what is your body
It is nothing but a dead
Lump of flesh and it is
Nothing but fleeting bubbles
Of foam on water and
You are actually a plaything
In the hands of death
Desiring to conquer nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
And What Is Your Name

And what is your name,
From when you are here,
And where do you intend to go to?
I am not asking these questions to you,
But dear friends, I am asking me
To know the truth within.

And what is the truth,
How far the truth is true,
And to whom it is related?
I want to know from you,
As you interfere me now and then
In every works everywhere.

Come on and touch me, If I am
Going outside. But no,
I am here always inside.
I am here with you, dear truth,
No one dares to say anything,
As I am not unholy, as you see I'm good.

Gajanan Mishra
And What More You Want

And what more you want
That I can't say or
I can't explain so many times,
Or I can't submit myself
Before you for no reason.

The landscape is mine
And I stood firm there
On the top of the hill,
That is within the ocean.

The ocean is within me
I declared before all creatures
And they all wander here
Within the sky to find out
The light meant for them.

The winter is ahead
And all are trembling with fear.
But for what they know not.
And yet I reminded them to
Wait for the new sun.

Without finishing anything,
They are all there with words
And I believe not the assembly
That has vested interest for
No good features, created though.

The beauty is there
In each one.
The love is there
In each one.
And the truth is that
They are all in one.

Gajanan Mishra
And What You Are Doing

And what you are doing
At present that I
Want to know on this bridge.
I am here on this bridge
In my mud-house, see.
But it is pleasure moment
As I find you here with me-
The best partner I am with.

Gajanan Mishra
And What You Wish

And what you wish
That I am unable to know
You are telling so much though.

And your faith your belief is my downfall
That I know from the beginning
And using what are there within me.

I have my own world I know
And in that world I have nothing
that are being called absolutely mine.

All teachings are baseless I am telling you
And you have nothing to disagree, I know
And still you are pressing hard to go reverse.

Let me convey you one thing
You are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
And When

You would be
On the fire
That I don't know.

You are water
I know You kept
The fire within
You for all times.

Fire and water
Are Yours and
You are beyond
All that.

Gajanan Mishra
And Where

And where are You
That I am searching
Day and nights
And what is day
And what is night
That I do not know.

I do not know
So many things
I do not know the products
And the firm and the fuel
And the fire and the vessel
And the air.

I know only You
Who is at the center
With everything
Developed and destroyed
With all constituents
In the ethereal sky.

See I am in this sky
That is ready to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
And Who Am I

And who am I?
What for I am here?
Alas, till date
It is not clear.

I am telling myself
I am alive.
And I am unable to know
The meaning of living.

What is this world
Where I am now?
I know I have far less
Value than a cow.

Who am I to object
For any word or
For any action
Of yours?
Have I so knowledge?

The knowledge
That is here
Is not clear.
Excuse me, I am
Telling this, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
And Who Is A Foe

And who is a foe
I asked myself
A counter question
Returned to me
And who is not a foe.

What shall I do
I asked myself
And I received the answer
Do whatever you want to do
I remembered no need to do.

Gajanan Mishra
And Words

And words without sound
Came to me in large numbers.
For what they came
I would tell you later on.
But presently, please come
And listen the words with me
What they are saying in silence.

The entire sky is falling in silence
Only the air is giving us the news
That are so fast that we are
Unable to tolerate at this hour.
Anyway, since the earth is with us
No problem arises at any point
And we are ready to throw the words there.

Gajanan Mishra
And Yet I Am

I am a man
And yet, I am
Not the man.

As a man
I am attached
To everything,
Yet I am
Detached from all.

I am self satisfied,
And yet, I am
Hankering after
All things.

I maintain the creation
And also, I am
The cause of destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Are

Ah, You are with me
In the air
In the sky
In the water
In the sea
And you are
The only person
To rescue me.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Are Excellent, My Dear

And You are excellent,
You are excellent, my dear,
You are noble and virtuous.

I am with You, and I am grateful,
See, I am a fool, I am with my grieve
Though I know, no need to grieve
When I am with the Full and the Whole.

No need to worry, You are telling in silent
And I am hearing You, my dear,
I am at Your door, door of devotion.

I am attached to You only, my dear,
And You are seeing me with all compassion
I am here with You, my dear, and Your excellency,
You are here with me from the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Are There

And You are there
On that tree
On that hill
On that cloud.
I know You
From Your sound
From Your colors
From Your shape.
And You are there
With a touch
With a smell
With a sight.
I know You
And You know me.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Care

And you care
My share
While trying to
Check the air
While I am
Trying to fire.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Know

And you know,
Life is for living,
Living in a question,
The question of self.

What is that
That I failed to know,
That I am unable to say
Anything further here.

And here I am meeting you
It is the only truth
Wherein we both are
Picturising us for all.

Gajanan Mishra
And You Said

I went no where
And you said
You saw me everywhere.
I played every game
And you said
You won with my name.
I turned to love
And you said
You declared well with clap.

Gajanan Mishra
And You, Smile

And you, smile,
Smile for me.
Smile also
On me,
And on all here,
Smile nature.

For me, my sweet,
Stay here.
Stay for a while,
Stay there
In my dream,
And let me know
The truth and
The falsehood.

For the truth,
Experience life.
Life is divine,
With peace.
Peace is not
In pity.
Never say
Life - calamity.

With care
Feel life -
Virtues of delight.

Gajanan Mishra
Andolana (Odia)

Kana kariparithanti aau mu
Mora gotie swara?

Kahili mo swara sahita swara milaa sabhinku
aau mo sahita jeteje thile
parileni tala dhari.

Kana kariparithanti aau mu
Ete duraru?

Durare thai dekhili
mukhakholuthibara drusya
Aau se drushyare semane mate
Laguthile ki daridra!

Mu asahaya, Chupchasp rahibaku stira kali
aau parilini kichhi kari
Bhabuchha, tume jaha kara..

Gajanan Mishra
Andolana Aau Nuhen (Odia)

Andolana aau nuhen,
Baram mu chahen bibartana.
Bibartana- nija bhitare prathame.

Gajanan Mishra
Anger

Anger,
I fear.
Anger,
Appears.

My strongest enemy
My own anger.
Anger appears
At my weak moments.

I have to make myself
Strong and more strong
And I have to acquire
True knowledge.

Anger burns me,
I know anger is
The gateway of hell,
From anger,
Arises delusion,
From delusion,
Arises confusion of memory,
From confusion of memory
Comes loss of reason,
From loss of reason,
One goes to complete ruin,
And I know this
From scriptures and the Geeta.

O my dear, how can I
Control my anger, my enemy
You have stated in details
And yet I fear anger,
Anger appears and I suffer
As fruits of my wrong actions,
And I commit sin,
And anger spoils my nature
And with anger I invite
My own painful forms of live.
Anger And Desire

Anger and desire  
Both are brothers  
And they are here  
With you.

And you are  
Telling me  
You are not  
With them.

How is it  
I do not know  
As you want  
This and that.

As you are getting angry  
Soon after you are  
Deprived to  
Get something as per will.

And what is your will  
Do you know  
The will is here  
With you with me to kill.

Gajanan Mishra
Anger - baseless,
Life - not useless.
Value life,
Life is there
To value
You.
Have patience
And see,
And observe life,
How it is
Going on
With you.
Love life,
Life is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Anger Hanker

Anger hanker lament-er all are here
And still I am going as per my sweet will.

No one can think me as a mechanical vehicle
And push me or pull me anywhere he likes.

I know my inner life and my nature and truthfulness
I know I am a divine kingdom and herein You reside.

I am intelligent enough and I have my own view
No one can influence me in any matter who so ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Anger Has No Work

Anger has no work here
Work is not here for anger
Do not welcome anger
My dear since I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Anger is the serpent
Knowledge about You acts as charmer
Your lovely words and illuminating speeches
Are the nectar
O my dear, I am hearing You
With wide-open ears and pondered it as well
How concise and meaningful really
Everything You utter
It is Your favor, O Supreme ruler
For the good of all, You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Angry Sea

I have no power
To control
The angry sea
That is here
With me.

I am also
Not able to
Watch dawn
That is gloomy.

All in a hurry,
But I am also
Not in favour of
Immortality.

I love angry sea!

Gajanan Mishra
Anguish

I care not anguish
If you are here with me.
I have the mouth
I do not know
How to speak.
To tell
I am waiting for you
To go with falsehood
And that is not good.

Gajanan Mishra
Animals Are There

Animals are there,
See, my dear,
And they are hankering
After pleasure.

But see, I am a man
And I am going
With the scriptures
To make life better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Animals Birds Insects

If you want to do something
Do for animals birds insects
They are really innocents
They are nature's true friends.

If you want to do something
Do for the trees herbs mountains
They are really doing great jobs
Silently to save environments.

If you want to do something
Do for the earth air water
They are the life giver, please try to
Keep them pure for sons and daughters.

Gajanan Mishra
Animals, Birds, Trees, Mountains,

Animals, birds, trees, mountains
All are waiting there for fear of
hide and seek play of life and death.

It is all for righteousness, they are
All here with eternal power in them.
It is all for the influence of the good
They are far away from all sinful acts.

Let me assure you, my dear, it is we
Who can go and touch the earth with a
Strong will to capture the skay that is
Waiting there for reason of well-disciplined.

We need not be afraid of anyone, dear,
As we all are sons and daughters of nature
That has no control over the life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Anla Gachha(Odia)

Kahara ae dharitri?
Na tumara na mora!
Tathapi achha tume
Aau achhi mu.

Tumara pratyeka patrara
Hisab padiba debaku.
Hisab tanakhi belaku
Na thiba tume na thibi mu.

Bakiaa khataku
Nebar nahin kichhi,
Jaha jemiti jouthi
Rahichhi munda pipiti
Seithi, jouthi achhi mularu.

Gajanan Mishra
Annihilation

Remember, all achievements are
Subject to annihilation
And so my dear, nothing
But His grace is the only matter
For enjoyments.
Only Your grace
I am in need of only Your grace
And nothing else
Let me enjoy this transcendental
Gifts and let me free from
Proud of aristocracy and material possessions
Only with Your grace there would be
Perfect combination
And fulfilling of ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
Annoyance

Annoyed after being told off
Boarded the time-train and slept
Resolved the problem and returned back.

Gajanan Mishra
Anonymous

Anonymous but
Not without character.

Assassination but
Not accidental murder.

The planet, not minor.
The assumption, not clear.

Classification is not mixture,
No one is an assigner.

Gajanan Mishra
Another Man

I am another one,
And not the same man
As you saw yesterday.
And as you know
My present is not fixed.
I am lost, not
In the forest
But in you.
Step by step I am
Entering through
Your eyes,
And your eyes are
Round and round
As all know.

Gajanan Mishra
Another One

Another one, yes, another one,
I see here, there and there,
And it is my love, my love,
In winning winning stage.

It is true, I am with passing glad,
I a the chosen one, the same one
And not the another one, not another one
That is separate and that is distinct.

I am the true light, my dear
I am the true light that is here,
Here, here, there, there and there
And for me the heaven is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Answer All

Be cautious,
You are going to appear
An examination
You are required to answer
All the papers
Relating to your cultures
And relating to your history
And your geography
You are to know some of
Current events and some
Languages of this world
You are to learn
The language of silence
And to answer all is compulsory.

Gajanan Mishra
Answer Another Heart

Answer another heart, my dear,
Answer another heart.
Here You are, my dear,
I see You, without fear.

Wither not, my dear,
Shrink not and hear
The echos of Your
Own thought here as
Advised by Pearl Buck.

You are not alone
At any point of time
So many persons are there
With You for support
And to make You delightful.

Gajanan Mishra
Answer Is Here

Answer is here,
Go into it.
Life is real,
Enjoy it.
Truth is there,
Taste it.
Love is in you,
Respect it.

Gajanan Mishra
Answer To All Questions

Alcohol is not the answer
To all questions
Stated by Mahatma Gandhi.

Alcohol is not the answer
To all the questions
But if you do not get the answer
It helps you to forget the question
Stated by Vijaya Mallya.

Gandhi and Mallya
Two poles of alcohol
Life style of both are
Like alcohol but with
Difference to those
Who know alcohol and those
Who do not know alcohol
Both the persons are
Irrelevant and meaningless.

Gajanan Mishra
Ant

Ant ant
Do not chant.

I know
All day long
You are there
Like or dislike
You do not care.

Ant ant
In and out
You do not
Like tout.

Toddle toddle
Like you
I am going to
Yet to complete
Allotted task.

And you
In sharp contrast
Day and night
Complete all works
Step by step
With rules
With procedures.

Gajanan Mishra
Ant Or Elephant

Ant or elephant
For You
Equal
And all are
In the ocean of suffering
Pick up them
O my dear
I am falling
At Your lotus feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Ant, Not To Wonder

Ant, I know
It is an ant.
It is not black,
Not white, not red.
It has wings also.
Ant, not to wonder
It climbs ups
And down.
It has a specific
Syllable.
It has some weight,
And that can be measured.
It has bones, flesh
And something to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Antaryami

You know what is
There in me
You are Antaryami.
You know what is
Good for me
You are my swamy.
You are the symbol
And the divine and
You have taken a vow
To protect all beings.
I am praying and
Ready to fulfill
Your terms and condition
Please save me from all sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Anti and pro twins, two words,
Go beyond these two please, my dear and see yourself what is there.
I know you are no way affected by any one and you are neutral.
You are neutral that I know and for this I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Anticipate danger, my dear friends
And howled from a distance like the clever fox.
The footprints are only in one direction
And that is towards death.
And death-lion is greeting you every moment.
Do some wonderful works for the service
of others watching the time with you
And destroy not yourself before reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Anticipating His Father

Anticipating the wants of his father
If a son has done something he is first class
Receiving the orders of the father
If a son has done something he is second class
Irreverently is a son executed the order
Of the father he is third class
And if a son refuses to execute his father's order
He is regarded as his father's urine and stool.

Gajanan Mishra
Dote and antidote
Both are for
Happiness and misery.

Dote is contraction
Antidote is expansion.

Let us go with expansion
And get back our joy
In return.

Gajanan Mishra
Anti-Graft Campaign Is Going On

Anti-graft campaign is going on
Come on and join if you are honest
And if you are really honest
Have a helping hand to make
The land best.

Gajanan Mishra
Anti-Lynching

Constitution is there,
Law is there,
Trial courts are there,
And no one can execute or
Punish anyone
Without lawful trial
Or by a self-constituted
Illegal court.
No one also allowed
To go to do on the road
What he like at any time.
No one also allowed to
gather people with falsehood
And disturb the peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Anupa

Anupa is there
gunn gunn singing song.
What is there in the song
we can not say definitely
as Anupa is not ours worldly
And Anupa roared swiftly.

Who is Anupa?
Anupa is BulbulChandans daughter
and our granddaughter
of five to six months
and Anupa is here.

You can ask any question to Anupa
And Anupa used to reply
in silentsmile.

The world of Anupa is not ours
And we cannot understand
the theme of her word
Anupa is strong enough
If you go to her she laughs.

Gajanan Mishra
Anurakta Nahin (Odiaa)

Manerakha, tumara
Anurakta nahin.
Manerakha, jaha
Anusarana kara, taha tume.
Manerakha, tume
Sakala pari swachha.
Manerakha, tumar rahichhi
Eka sakta jibani sakti.

Gajanan Mishra
Anxieties Be Expressed

Anxieties be expressed,
And getting love
Move forward, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Any Harm

Try not to do
Any harm in any way
To any one.
You cannot do
Any harm to any one.
When you are going to
Do any harm, remember,
You are doing harm to yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Any One But You

I know not
Any one but You
You know not
Anything but me.

Rests are there
With nothingness
Throughout the time
Anything but me.

Gajanan Mishra
Any Other Issue

Ask not about
Any other issue.
Be attentive
About this most
Burning one
On the offences
That has a link
With humanity.
Keep your eyes
Open always
And see
The safety of
Each child
Each human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Any Question?

Any question?
I see no one is
Coming forward
To ask anything.
Reason?
Each one is
Thinking himself
Great intellectual
Or a fool.
And I feel
Not satisfied with
The things going on
In my presence
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Anya Baata Nahin (Odia)

Anya baata nahin
Nija bhasha sahita jibaa chhadaa.
Nija maati pakhaku ja.
Nija maa chhada anya kehi
Gurutwapurna nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Anya Diga ?????? ???????? (Odia)

gotie strira anya diga-
Goteie beparithu kounashi gunare
Beshi nuhan jie chahen
kama badalare labha.
Kintu maankara gotie diga
Bina aashare lalana aau prema karibaa.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????? ???????
???? ???-
????? ???????
????? ????
?? ???? ??? ?????
??? ????? ??? ?
?????? ??????? ????
???? ??? ??? ?????
???? ?? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Anya Kehi Nuhen (Odia)

satyaku dekha
Aau jadi tume
Satya dekhi paru na,
Aau kehi nuhen
Tume hin achha michhare.

Gajanan Mishra
Anybody Can Do

Anybody can do
Anything
At any moment
Anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Anyone Anywhere

Can feel me
Can see me
Can touch me
Just by observing
Certain formalities
And make his
Life successful.

Anyone anywhere
Can enjoy a life
Without bodily and
Mental suffering
Disease old age
Bereavement lamentation
Distress fatigue and fear
Remember, my dear.

Remember, my dear
Here there is no death
So long as you
Do not want it
So long you are
With me and I am
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Anything Anytime

Anything can be happened
At anytime anywhere
To anybody for any reasons,
But life is not for anything.
We should remember, life
Is to take care inside and
Also outside from ice and
Also from fire to see the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Anything I Can Write

Anything
I can write,
Read my writings and
Understand the truth
That is within you.

Anywhere I can go
See me and stay
Unafraid.
Call me and feel
My presence
Where you are.

No danger,
When I appear,
For you dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Anything More

Anything more?
No, please.

I am busy
In my works,
Let me stay busy.

I prefer to chew
The already chewed.

Let me stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Anything You Can't Say

Anything you can't say,
Freedom of speech is
There, though.
Please remain silent,
If you are not able to
Utter words correctly
In a pleasing manner.
Words are cheaters,
Stay cautious.
Your opinion not needed,
You are to watch,
The happenings only.
Analyze and assess
Everything with a sharp skill.

Gajanan Mishra
Anything You Want To Give

Give to a worthy person
At proper place and time.

Give anything but expect
No return from receiving person
Remember, nothing is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Anytime

Any time can be
the time of
death.
I know and
I am in truth
and transparent.
See me,
as you like.
I know
from the beginning
I am the death,
I am within death,
death is no one else
but it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
Anytime Anywhere

The sky is not bigger than me
and I in good faith walking on the road.

Air is there to cool me
and to declare alive.

No cause of action for the truth
to move to court against me.

I am on the road
that is the fact.

Any one can see me
at any time anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Anyway

Anyway, you dare to
Ask me question,
Thanks for that.

Let me answer to your first one
Where am I, my dear,
See me, here, there, everywhere.

Second one related to
My stay, very important one,
Look within you, my dear.

Answer to next and next questions
Are not mandatory and it is astonished
That you are going for answer
Knowing well you are under the sky
And without wings you want to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Anyway You Have Killed Me

Anyway You have killed me.
You have also made me a
Symbol of passion and ignorance.
You have heard some other's prayer and
You did not like to hear me
Before killing me.
Is it not injustice?
Ex-parte decision is not right
Have You forgotten it!
I am still here crying
Even after my death and
Searching the answer.
Why You have made this world
And what for You have made the creatures
Eat each other to fill up belly?
What is the purpose behind it?
Why You have not distributed knowledge
Equally? Am I not in distress
When I am hungry?
You have cut my mouth pieces with Your wheel
Alright. What You have done that is right.
You are great. Let me perish.

Gajanan Mishra
Anyway, You Have

Anyway, You have
Made me distinguished
The bad and the good.
I know not what is
Night and what is day
It is You who made it clear.
Anyway, I am here
To see and face the waves
That are rising high
To touch the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Anywhere And Everywhere

Anywhere and everywhere
I fly and float with my poems
See my poems it is weightless
And here is a royal road
Only for me in my poems

Gajanan Mishra
Anywhere Any Time

Anywhere any time
You can call me.
I am here, there
You are to see me.
You are capable
That I know.
I am within you
You should know.
Life-game is going
Between you and me.
Where you are
See, there is my staying.
I am in you
You are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Apabyabahara Kara Nahin (Odia)

Apabyabahara kara nahin,
Nijara aatmaku apabyabahara kara nahin,
Nija aatma
Aakasha pari nirmala.
Aakasha seithi achhi
Tumaku karibaku samartha udanare.
Uda, uda,
Uda mati sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Aparadh Sweekar

Ratira sabu swapna
Bhuligali sakalaku aau
Daudi palaili duraku jibanaru.

Gajanan Mishra
Apart But Together

Apart but together,
We are all here
For the earth
And for the sky.

We are eager
To stay with life.
We know nectar is
There in day-hive.

Not fun but
Reality is here,
And we are to go
With laughter.

Gajanan Mishra
Apart From

Apart from all
I am yours, my dear.

I know, you know,
We cannot live
Apart from each other.
It's not possible
To know apart.
No one can able to
Set us apart.
And yet
We are independent
And free,
We are going apart
From each other,

Gajanan Mishra
Apart from the truth,
I see nothing.
Still, I am
In this wonderland
Where differences
Are lost really.
Apart from emotions,
I find nothing.
Still, I love
The practical life
Wherein I am the hero
And you are the heroine.

Gajanan Mishra
Apart From You

I recognize
Nobody and nothing
Apart from You.

I see You all
That is only
My understanding.

All attraction are
For You and You are
The reservoir of pleasure.

O my dear, O my dear
With You I see
No danger no danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Apj Abdul Kalam

I salute you,
Kalam Sir.
You are there
With us always..
YOU are real man
And not a politician
That I know
From your activities,
And for this
YOU are our head
For all times to come.
You are really
Valled the man of Missile,
Missile of humanity.
YOU are here for ever
In our minds and hearts.
We mark your eagerness
To guide and motivate us
In the path of truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Apparition

It is all apparition
What we see, here
And our obtained one
Is all invisible.

Gajanan Mishra
Appear to be partial,
But in fact, the things
That are happening
Meant to show
Special favor.
As because we are
In truth and in love
And we agree to
Surrender everything,
No wrong can be done
At any time by anyone.
We are to keep it
In mind, always
While living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Appearance

Vapor cloud
Smoke ice
And water
And all water.

Tree bird
Animal earth
Man insects
Stone air
And you are
My dear.

I am only here
To remember
To surrender
And before you
Just to appear
And I am on line
When you to appear
It is your appearance
That make me clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Appearance And

Appearance and
Disappearance
Of everybody
Is but common.
Understanding
Depends on
Admission.
Inexhaustible
Glories is
But material
Manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Appeared And Disappeared

Appeared and disappeared.
Sacred water and sacred fire
Is here and is there.
Just be virtuous and attain peace,
I know you are not to perish.

It is my life and my life is my own
You can never disowned.
It is joyful and what more, how much more,
I am just here with You, and it is in love,
I am entirely depending on You and You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Application Be

Application be
Filled up.
Rules regulations
Be followed of.

Orders be obeyed,
And what has been
Done for you,
All should be shared.

Division be made,
Result be published,
Testimonials be produced,
And all works stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Appreciate A Poet

Be a poet
And appreciate a poet.

No one is cow here
Rob not any one.

Here, see
The fools
Become wise
And the mute
Eloquent.

Here, see
Love inexhaustible.
And there is life
Blossoming always
In dry hard heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Approach Should Be

Approach should be
Proper, my dear.
Living should be
Proper, my dear.
Sitting, eating,
Sleeping, working
Should be proper.
No one nut I am
Here to evaluate you
Whether you are
In the truth or not.
You are there to gain
Everything that are
In me my dear, be clear.

Gajanan Mishra
April

Here is April
And here is cuckoo.

Here is the sun
Here is cuckoo's coo coo.

The April and the cuckoo
Both are life's truth.

I love the April and
The cuckoo both.

Gajanan Mishra
April Fool

Yes, on this day,
We have got our state.
On this day,
We declared ourselves
As fools.

Is it true
That we love each other
That we love our land
That we love our mother?

Let us come forward
To change our looking glass.
Let us come forward
To let the mass know
What is going on so far.

Gajanan Mishra
April Sun

Sun, april sun
Do not go son
Air april air
Nothing is fair
Do not go far
To make you safe
nothing is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Architect

Architect.

A man is
The architect
Of his own fortune
A man has
All the facilities
To understand his
Real position
A man should know
What is truth and
Get himself free
From all agitations
A man should know
sun and moon are in him
Under lamination.

Gajanan Mishra
O Architect of Modern India
Let me salute you.

O Architect of this earth
I am Yours for ever, let me see You.

You are my beginning You are my end
You are my everything and my Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Are Men Dogs?

Are men dogs?
No one has right
To say so.
But 'Be aware of dogs'
Are there
In front of the house.
Who are there
Inside the house?
Without any pause
Any one can say
Men are there.
And my dear, for
Your life's security
None is a guarantor.

Gajanan Mishra
Are My Legs On My Head?

Are my legs on my head?  
Are my hands in my tongue?  
If not, why are you telling  
So many things at a time.  
Why are you not observing  
The things as they are!  
You know, I use spectacles,  
And I have my own mirror.  
Just glance at me, my dear,  
How I am spending my time,  
Now-a-days with my own poems  
That are trying to fly  
Leaving me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Are Not Reading Me?

Are you not reading me?
I am here within you, see.

How you are enjoying life
Is the main question.

Here you see, no one is
Superior and no one is inferior.

Everyone is going on the same way
This is the truth of the matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Are They Yours

Are they yours-
Baramula, Uri, Pathankot? ?

Am I not yours?
Are you not mine? ?

Why are you fighting
For nothing?

Are you not inviting
Your own end?

Okay then, I am ready
To give a fight.
But be sure,
You are responsible
For the consequences.

In any way, I am here to cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We All Not Blind?

We are unable to see
And yet we accept
Another such man
As our leader.

We are not yet able to
Know our goal and yet
We accept another rascal
And a fool as our guide.

We are not interested
In self-realization,
We know not our direction,
And we forget the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Friends?

Are we friends?
Do we know
Who we are?
We are not able to
Hear the voice of
That star.
Do we agree, knowing
Is a dirty task.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Here

Are we here?
Nobody says no
But I believe not.

Is it a circle?
Everybody says yes
But I believe not.

Take a break.

I will tell you
the reason
and you will be
out of question
session.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Independent?

Are we independent?
The straight answer is-
No.
We are not independent.
We are dependent
At every moment.
We are the fragments and
How the fragments become independent?
Even the whole is also
Not independent.
As independently nothing
Would be a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Living?

Are we living?
Are we living in this world?

This world is ours
We are telling to each other.

We are telling to each other
Let not the world be a burden.

And we are living and
The world is smiling at us.

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Not Fools And Rascals?

Are we not fools and
Rascals when we enact
A law whimsically
That is not there
In the Constitution,
And that goes against
The interest of
People in general?
Are we not fools and
Rascals when we are
Going to enjoy life
And pleasures
At the cost of the people
To satisfy our own interest?

Gajanan Mishra
Are We Not Living At The Cost Of Another?

Yes, I know
You are living
At the cost of another.

Yes, I know
You are like tiger,
I'm a deer.

My death is imminent,
But are you
Not dying at my dancing?

Let us understand each other
For the fulfillment of our life.

Let us enjoy the life
With the aroma of nature
With us at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You A Dancing Dog?

Are you a dancing dog
In the hands of others?
What do you mean by love?

Love means, remember,
All truthfulness,
All cleanliness,
All mercy,
All gravity,
All intelligence
In true knowledge,
All simplicity,
All fame,
And all forgiveness
And control of the mind
And senses.

Love means life,
Love means living like a tree,
Love means the star that is fixed,
Love means all these qualities
Are there with the progress of
Truth consciousness.
And what is truth?
Truth is like a stream
Of the hill in the dense forest,
You can find only pure water,
There, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You A Nationalist?

Are you a nationalist?
I am asking you,
I know you are more than seventy.
I know from generations
You are here and you are
Giving everything.
I am searching your nationality
In singing national anthem,
I am putting a question mark
In the very nationalism.
I am barking for national products.
Nationwide I am spreading messages
For national service and
Wasting time on the nativity.

Gajanan Mishra
Are you a poet?
If yes, come on
And hide yourself
In the light
Of your thought.
Belive or not,
I am your reader.
And I want you
To love me
At this junction.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You A Thief?

Are you a thief?
Are you not a thief?
Both the questions
Invite same answer
And the answer
As you know
And is well known to all.

You are a saintly person
That I know with reference to
Standard scriptures and I have
Kept all scriptural references
For future guidance
I accumulate everything for You
Everything is sufficient after
Meeting You here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Able To Catch Me?

Are you able to catch me?

What you think
I am not like that.

But I rule my thinking.

May be, I failed
to catch my thinking.

I am not forbidden
To see the ash-flower
on that colorful hill.

Why should I say
about the insects
and cracks, as
My attention is not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Alive?

Where is your heart's palpitation?
Is there any heat
In your hands and feet?
And where is the blood's circulation?
Ask yourself, O my dear
For the answer I am here
Under the order of nature
And I am afraid, O my protector
Before You I surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Civilized?

Are you civilized?
Ask yourself whether
You are angry or not
Whether you are telling
A lie or not
Are you distributing
Your wealth equally
Are forgetting and
Forgiving all
Are you begetting children
Only by your legitimate wife
Are you pure in body and mind
Are you not inimical towards anyone
Are you simple
Are you ready to giving support
To your servants
Know the answer yourself
Putting the question whenever
You are alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Competent?

Are you competent
To become my friend?
Are you qualified
To do the works
For public welfare?
No need to tell me,
But search out
The answers within.

Are you there
In perpetual happiness?
If yes, why to worry?
And if not, try to
Achieve and let me
Know your motive.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Disturbed?

Are you disturbed?
No, not at all- you replied.
Okay then, go on- I said.
Where to go- you asked.
I advised, inside.
Okay then, you said
And you proceeded.

Respecting all I stayed,
And you reacted like anything,
But not worried I observed.
There you are with all,
But no one is free to recall.
What you said is true,
What I see and observed is true.

Still, we have to leave,
And have to return again
And again, though,
In a changing form and atmosphere.
But nothing to worry,
At no point there is something
That can disturb us.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Doing Well?

Are you doing well?
I see the rivers
Dried up.

What about me?
Here I am cheated.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Feeling Bored?

Are you feeling bored?
Let me suggest you,
Just start and go.

From where to where
That I cannot say,
That choice is yours.

If you trust me
Come alone and
Smile at you.

That you know not
Till today
Who you are.

Are you able? if yes, help them
Who are acutely miserable.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Free Now?

Are you free now?
If yes, call me.
If no, intimate me,
Later on, I am there
To call you.

I am the truth,
And I am not here
To reconcile
With something and
Something relating to
Birth and death.

I am not to touch you,
I am not to tell something else
To somebody else about you.

With all honesty,
Let me clear,
I am not the sailor
In the clouds.

In my own showroom,
I am ready for anything
But for good.

My poems are there
With all clarity,
My life is there
With its own identity,
My time is there
With eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Happy?

I don't think
As you are not
doing anything
for others.
You are in want
As you are unaware
Of intrinsic value.
You can not escape
Vigilance as you
Lack devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Here?

To the question
Are You here
You are answering
O yes, see.

And I see You
In this wonder land
You are the part
And parcel of healing process.

Here suffering is the truth
Here You are the truth
And here everything is external sign
Besides You.

You are the life and I am living
And I am enjoying in this form of answer and question.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You In Deep Sleep?

Are you in deep sleep?
You dream and see in yourself
Many other objects
Though you are not with them.

Deep sleep dreaming and
Wakefulness all are
But the energies of eternity
And though unaffected you are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Interested?

Are you interested?
And for what?
The answers determine
Your further course.

How you explain
That has also some value
Go home and at least
Try to go or return as you think.

How you are managing this life
And what is the next all are
Within you just search and see
You are there at the neutral.

You cannot say you are in distress
Or you obtained happiness
Out of this time and situation
Sure, you are not given any instruction.

If you want to say something
About your achievement, please stop
I am here not to listen you
But to promote you towards Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Less Than Words?

Are you less than words, men?
See, how they are joining each other
To make a meaningful sentence.
Men, Your work should be
Joining one to another and not
Deserting and desecrating
Any one from the main stream.
How earger you are to globalize all
That depends on your real performance.
Meaning of life is not to let go
The sinking ship deep and
encourage all passenger to keep
patience and think for the way out.
Time is not here for derision or fun,
Keep it in mind- the earth is
Going round and round and
Telling to all, Oh my dear sons.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Looking

Are you looking?
Are you looking at me?
And where am I?

Have I closed?
Have I closed the doors
and the windows?

See here within you, my dear,
In your own inner world, and
Find yourself intact.

Taking advantage of time
Spell your name at this hour
Alter anything if you disliked.

You are free to draw or redraw
Anything that are there since long.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Not Enjoying The World?

Are you not enjoying the world, my dear?
If no, what for, let me know, I am here.

Take life a leisurely one, my dear,
It is an instrument to refresh spirit of peace.

You lack common sense, my dear,
With your desire to have peace without struggle.

And you are going on accumulating
Good fortune without any labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Not Hearing Me?

Are You not hearing me?
And if You are hearing
Why are You not coming to rescue?

Am I really in danger?
All the elements of danger are within me
Hear me hear me I am fine I am fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Not Present?

Are you not present today?
And with your presence
How they dared to enter my room
And loot everything?

What is mine
That I am thinking about it
All day and nights
With your presence?

I know not the way
From which I came and
To where I am going
And you are smiling at me.

I am disturbed with your
Presence, the reasons not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Not Satisfied?

Are you not satisfied?
There is none to satisfy
You, dear, besides yourself.

Stay calm, and think
What you are.
Stay calm, and find
Everything is there
Within you.

Nothing to worry,
Nothing to shed tears,
Open your eyes and
See, I am here,
Here for you
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Original?

Are you original?
I know, you
Have no answer.

Where is your place?
Above or below!
You have no answer.

Have you any feather?
I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Ready To Believe

Are you ready to believe
Just be a cliff.
What is increasing
That is also decreasing.
A lot of time has no meaning
Leave the matter to nobody.
Ask not anything that is in
Question form and you are also controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Ready To Believe-Policy Matter

Are you ready to believe
Just be a cliff.
What is increasing
That is also decreasing.
A lot of time has no meaning
Leave the matter to nobody.
Ask not anything that is in
Question form and you are also controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Ready To Read

Are you ready to read and
If yes please come to the desk.

Are you ready to show your
Separate identity and if yes
Please come and be seated here.

I know you are performing
penance charity and sacrifice
That is what I wished.

You know who am I
And you know there is
No loss of energy
If I am with you
And you are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Ready?

Are you ready?
Are you ready to come with me?
See I am here with you and within you.
I am taking you to the place
Where you want to go with me.
But I am no there as you think me.
Be prepared and get ready immediately,
No time and tide is there to wait.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really

Are you really interested to discover the truth?
See, then inside yourself and get it realized.

Try to love truth,
And truth is in love.
Both love and truth are within you, my dear.

Go not outside
Everything you can find
Within your own area.
Please take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really An Atheist?

Are you really an atheist?
But where is your atheism
When you are living with breath?
Do you not know who is there
And giving a start in
Functioning your own lungs?
You are recovering normal
Breathing by resting and
What does it mean?
Just wait and catch
Your own breath!
Theist or atheist - no matter,
But you are living with me,
That matters, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really Beautiful?

Are you really beautiful?
I doubt.

Lotus flower
With bodily luster
And aroma.

And it is
Material estimation.

Are you beautiful?
Tell me in
Clear term.

How much you are
Related difficult
To map in arms.

Not proper apparent.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really Different From Me

Are you really different from me that
I know not, and if you know my dear
Please make me realized in right time.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really Half

I do not know
I know nothing as you know
It is your house
It is here everything
That is yours
I am just a guest of yours
For a few moment
It is you who are
Moving here and there
Not I
My dear I know nothing
You know everything
Nothing to disagree
Nothing to grief.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really Interested

Are you really interested to listen?  
If yes, listen, I am reading my poems  
That are on Truth on Peace and also on war.  
I know the more you are interested in hearing  
About my poems the more you enjoy  
The more you enjoy it is beneficial to you.  
I know by hearing you are merging yourself  
In the ocean of bliss in the sounds and vibrations  
Of these poems that are there within you.  
My dear, I know you glorified the process of hearing  
I know you are fully satisfied by hearing  
I know you are only one here who is truth-knowing.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Really Wise

Are you really wise
And if yes
Then come to hear
All my words
And let me know
Why we don't know
How to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Suffering?

Are you suffering?
If yes, please
Search out the reason
Of your suffering.

Are you feeling
Burning sensations?
Realize your misdeeds,
They are taking you
To the dark.

Think for a while
Where you are
And why you are.
Up above the sky
See the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Sure

Are you sure you are loving me?
Don't love if it is.
Love me not again I am telling
Love is not a trust not a company.
You can go for yourself as a self-government
In democracy and in parliamentary form.
Play not tricks with the emotions of the people
And invite not trouble.
If you have got qualification
They need you in due time in right time.
Be ready for that
Love a lovely one and not wicket rat or cat.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Sure You Are A Man?

Are you sure you are a man?

If yes, then tell
Why your nervous system is so weak?

Why are you not picking up the time?

Are you not sensible?

Gajanan Mishra
Are you sure,
We are going towards us?
Yes we are, you assured.
But where are we?
You said you have
No answer.

No answer and you
Remain silent looking
Towards the ocean.
And the ocean is laughing
With its waves
Touching the sky.

The sky has given me
The answer, easy to it.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Sure, You Are Right?

Are you sure, you are right?
Then rise and see the sky
That is at your door.
Do you know where is the door?
Go and search but not outside.
So many stars and planets are there
And so, get establish yourself within.
Think not anything within this time,
Just realize you are what you are
And you are going to you. Right?
But who are you? No one has power
To tell you the right answer.
Are you the beauty of rose?
I think it so. Get confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
Are You Unrighteous

Are you unrighteous and  
If yes you are not allowed  
To entered in to this house.

Being the sons of nectar  
You yourself can not do  
Any wrong and cheat  
And you can not do  
Any harm to your brothers.

Being the sons of nectar  
You can not go against  
One another and file suit  
Before an ignorant unbeliever to  
Adjudicate the matters.

You are a man of right  
I know and I know you  
Can not do any wrong  
That is against humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Area Of Poetry

This is the area,
This area is ours,
Area of poetry-
Our breath, our smell.

We breathe poetry,
What you said
Is right, my brother.

Bother not,
Poetry is here
With us always.

Making noise is
Not wise, my dear,
Love-life, sweet
To chatter.

Gajanan Mishra
Argument

Excuse me, I am
Not ready to hear
Your argument.
YOU cannot force
Me to listen.
Excuse me, I am
Not here to show
The beginning or
The ending but
I can say it is
The beginning and
it is the ending
Here with us, observe
It if you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Arise And Walk

Arise and walk
Goal ahead
Arise and see
And you have reached.

Gajanan Mishra
Arise, Awake And Sleep Not

This world is not
For those who are sleeping.
The rising sun is telling this
Every day at our doorsteps.
The birds are calling us,
Hear them brothers.
The light is there,
See yourself, where you are.
Charge yourself with love,
See yourself in truth
And know what goodness
Is coming to you.
Arise, awake and sleep not,
Know the poets who are for you.

Gajanan Mishra
New year is
Around the corner,
Let us cheer,
Three cheers for love
For truth and for beauty.
Let us multiply our life
In thousandfold and
Go out of thraldom.

Gajanan Mishra
Arrange The Family

Are we here?
Nobody says no.
But I believe not.

Is it a circle?
Everybody says yes.
But I believe not.

Take a break.

I will tell you
the reason
and you will be
out of question
session.

Arrange all the
questions in a family
as simple as air
as simple as star.

Everybody who wants to
fly can fly.
And the ungrateful
the scoundrel
find no place here.

Arrange the family
in the manner
that comes to you.

Here you get peace
be happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Arrest

Arrest has its own meaning
And we are all under arrest.
We cannot go anywhere
As per our sweet will
We are under arrest.

We are neither saints
Nor terrorist
We are what we are
In the custody of the person
Who arrested us.

Let us not go deep
Let us not go outside.
Be calm and watch
Everything is but systematic.

Gajanan Mishra
Arrest Not A Creator

Arrest not a creator
Be liberal and progressive
Always with life.
You can not dig a canal
And direct the sky
To stay there.
You can not say
This much life's syllabi
Go for study.
Be clear at heart
Open your doors and windows
Creator is not a
Caterpillar or cockroach.
Being a frog
You can not detain
A venomous snake
Or a sand viper.
My dear, you can not
Arrest a writer
Who is committed to
Social welfare and
World order.

Gajanan Mishra
Arrey, What Are You Saying?

Arrey, what are you saying?
Am I black? and if it is,
What has happened?
Arrey, our Lord is black,
Black is all inclusive.
Arrey, nothing joke,
Nothing fun, but all are
The soil's son.

Arrey skin no matter,
Earth matter and
It is one, see.
It is all under
The sky.
The sky is blue
And it matter little
To whom it belong to.

Arrey, eating and
Cheating all but the same.
Here or there- no matter,
But you are a human
That's important.
You are supported,
That's important.
You are right or wrong,
Think yourself.

Talk not much,
No one is here
To understand.
But go on doing,
They are there
To realize.
Backward or forward
The same thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Arrive At Truth

Arrive at truth is possible
Only when you have
No desire for pleasure.

Any type of happiness
Leads to bondage
That delayed the process.

Truth is eternal bliss
That felt through Self
Stay with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Art

Art of giving is
Much more valuable
Than art of living.
Art of giving is
The base on which
The structure of
Living creatures stands.
People of so-called
Knowledge and wisdom
Should realize the truth
Soon and take steps for
Giving everything they have
Like our fathers and mothers,
For future and a better world.

Gajanan Mishra
Art And Science

Art create science
Science safeguards arts.

Be a seller
And a purchaser
And entrepreneur
And have with
Passion energy
Action inquisitive
And ownership.

Avoid life risk
And gossip
And try to cross
The arena of poem
Cultivate eligibility
Achieve lifes aim.

Art create science
Try for life franchise.

Gajanan Mishra
Art Is

Art is
Mirror of life
Try to study.

Have touch
With reality
Face not
Problem.

Blame none
Just put question
To self
And get answer
Instant.

Look to the star
Follow the work
And get everything
In hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Art Of Breath

Conquering an
Art of breath
I got chains of
Air and I
Joined myself
In echoes of words.

Gajanan Mishra
Art Of Flying

Know the art of flying
It would help you
In time of crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Art Of Living

He who does not
Live for himself
Knows the art of living
And is actual living.

You are to know here
O my dear, you have to learn
How to love others
How to do good to others.

The only aim of human life
Is to serve others
And doing good to others
This is the meaning of life, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Art, Science And Culture

Life is a mixture,
Mixture of art, science
And culture.
And here,
No one is superior.
And see, in each one
The heavenly feature.
And all are here
In love with one another.
Take it all
Neither as jokes
Nor as the serious matter.
But men, see in all
The reflection of the creator.

g. Mishra
Artful Waves

The ocean is
Coming to me
With its
Artful waves.
The wind is
Giving me
All the news
It has.
And I am delighted
With your words.
I wonder
What the world is.
From years to years
I count my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Artha Pae Nahin Jebe (Odia)

Artha paae nahin jebe
Baadhyahue kahibaaku
Mithhya biswas.

???? ??? ?????? ????
????? ???? ????????
?????? ???????? ?

When I get no meaning
I am forced to say
False belief.

Gajanan Mishra
Artificial, And All Artificial

All over the world,
Greed and power,
And all artificial.
Artificial luxuries,
Cinema, cars, radio,
Flesh, hotels, drink,
Houses of prostitution,
Slaughterhouses, whims,
And hellish factory,
And tech-parks.
No equality, no fraternity,
No non-violence,
And nothing for
Development of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Artistic Choice

Artistic choice
Should be there
In your own living
And then in writing
And then in going.
Technique that is
Your own should be
Applied with certain
Discrimination.
Let the open air pass
Through your own courtyard.
Let your thought go
Where it likes
At its sweet-will.

Gajanan Mishra
As a poet
I am alert
And fearful of
Material existence.

As a poet
I fear the dark,
Everything is there
In the dark, though.

As a poet
I know life
And very value.
As a poet,
I love all
And I know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Father

As a father
I am really helpless,
But you are my
Worthy son,
You are not there
To make me cry.
Your heart is clear,
You are suman, means
All goodness are
There within you,
You are the fruits,
Fruits of the truth.
Water is not frozen
To the ice with you.

Gajanan Mishra
As A King

As a king
I am to see
Your welfare.
As a king
I am to take steps
To liberate you
From the cage.
As a king
I am to see
Your social
Political, economic
And spiritual upliftment.
I am to enable you to attain
The highest stage of perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Man

As a man, one should learn all sixtyfour educations;
Singing, playing on musical instruments,
Dancing, drama, painting,
Also painting the face and body
With color unguents and cosmetics,
Preparing auspicious designs on the floors
With rice and flowers, making a bed of flowers,
Coloring one's teeth, clothes and limbs,
Inlaying a floor with jewels, covering bed,
Ringing waterpots, splashing with water,
Mixing colors, preparing wreaths,
Setting a helmet on the head,
Putting on apparel in a dressing room,
Decorating the earlobe, applying aromatics,
Decorating with jewelry, jugglery, the art of disguise,
Sleight of hands, preparing varieties of salad,
Bread, cake and other delicious food,
preparing palatable drins and tinging draughts with red color,
Needle work and weaving, making puppet dance
By manipulating thin threads,
Playing on a lute and a small x-shaped drum,
Making and soving riddles,
Capping verses, reciting poems,
Uttering statements difficult for others to answer,
Reciting books, enacting short plays and
Writings anecdotes,
Solving enigmatic verses, making a bow
From a strip of cloth and stick, spinning with a spindle,
Carpentry, archjitecture, testiong si8lver and jewels,
Metalurgy, tinging jewels with various colors,
Mineralogy, herbal medicine, art of training
And engaging rams, cocks and quails in fighting,
Knowledge of how to train male and female parrots
To speak and answer the questions of men,
Healing a person with ointments,
Hairdressing, telling what is written in a book
Without seeing it, telling what is hidden
In another's fist, fabricating barbarous or foreign sophistry,
Knowledge of privincial dialects,
Knowledge of how to build toy carts with flowers,
Composing magic squares, arrangements of numbers adding up
To the same total in all directions, use of amulets, conversation,
Composing verses mentally, designing a literary work or a medical remedy,
Building shrines, Lexicography and knowledge of poetic meters,
Disguising one kind of cloth to look like another,
Knowledge of various forms of gambling, Playing dice,
Playing with children toys,
Enforcing discipline by mystic power, gaining victory,
Awakening one's master with music at dawn.
And by earning such knowledge a man can become a god
And solve so many problems of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
As a poet
My eyes are always
Fixed on love affection
Mercy beauty nature
Truth justice
O my dear
I am grateful
You are with me here
I am yours worshiper
I am composing poems
Only for You
O my Master
Read and comment
Whatsoever
My eating my drinking
My sleeping all are
For You
You are my dearest dear..

Gajanan Mishra
As A Poet I Wish

As a poet I wish
All good fortune
For You.

Be in calm and quite
And get shelter
Within.

I know as a poet
All are in the ocean
Of mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Poet, I Travel Everywhere

As a poet, I travel everywhere,
At any time, without any restrictions.
I can enter through your breathing
And create new things in you
Changing your shape in the air.
I can create light in the dark,
I can create words that are there
Far above the causeless world.

Gajanan Mishra
As a poet, I do agree,
I am a citizen of the world.
As a poet, I love the nature,
I love all creatures.
As a poet, I see roads
Everywhere fine and plain.
As a poet, I want the growth
And peace for all now and then.
As a poet, let me declare again
This earth is our home.
The sky is our father,
The earth is our mother,
The air, the water, and the light
All are for us, here.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Prisoner

I am staying here
Either by force
Or by choice
As a prisoner.

As a prisoner
I have kept you
With me
In your house.

In your house
I see all beauties
And get all joy
And I know yours.

See me here
How bayard I am.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Rule

As a rule
If you are mine,
You are dear to me.
Natural loving
being firm establishment
of righteousness.

Gajanan Mishra
As A Sacrifice

As a sacrifice
I offer myself
As a sacrifice
For the sake
Of the world.

Remember, my
Good will is
Always there
I know there is
No difference
Between I
And the world.

With my sacrifice
My birth borne fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
As Aggrieved

Hunger and thirst,
Both are my well wishers.
Both are here
With humors.

In this winter
I am going with the wind
And the wind is
Giving me everything
That are needed for
My maintenance.

I am the blasting fire
With indefatigable anger,
Winter is here with me and
Take pity on it as aggrieved.

Gajanan Mishra
As And When

You see
I am here
By your grace.

By your grace
I am here
You see
Then and now.

Then and now
By your grace
I am with truth
As it is my nature.

And you see
My nature
Does not contradict
With that of yours.

Gajanan Mishra
As Because

Yes I am dead
I do admit as because
I am poor.
I am happy
You must admit as because
I am singing my song.
I know no one is above me,
No one can do any harm, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
As Because I Am A Poet

As because I am a poet
I am flying faster than the time.
As because I am a poet
I am far above the sun.
As because I am a poet
I am present simultaneously
Everywhere to satisfy all
As per their wish.

Gajanan Mishra
As Big As The Sky

Here I,
As big as the sky.

I am calling,
I am dialing,
And I am receiving,
I am coming to me.

I alone,
But you are there.

You, no one else,
But, me.

I am, but the air,
I am, but the fire,
Here, there.

Here I am, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
As Black As Jagannath

I am a poet
And I am as black as
Our Jagaa
And as white as
Our Baliaa.
I am a poet
And I am the truth,
I am here
To expose the truth.
Blame me not
For anything.
I am free and
I can express
My feelings.

-

Jagaa - Lord Jagannath,
Baliaa- Lord Balabhadra of Puri, Odisha, India.
Both are the symbol of humanity and treated as
The Lord of the Universe.

Gajanan Mishra
As Bright As The Sun

My life, see, here,
As bright as the sun.
The sun, see, here
Within me in truth.
The sky, as you see,
Is mine and it is there
For you, dear truth.
I am here, all for you.

Gajanan Mishra
As Brilliant As The Sun

You are as brilliant as the sun
You are my poems and
My poems are like the sun
O my dear, come and read
Read and regain your vision
And here you will get the way
Of perfection as here you will
Find all philosophy all religion.

Gajanan Mishra
As Cooling As

As cooling as
A lotus flower -
Your feet,
Your eyes,
Your touch.
I want to
Stay there
With you.
The truth is
There in you.
Everything is
In order there,
You are not far,
You are my only star.

Gajanan Mishra
As Dark As Jagannath

Night is as dark as Jagannath*
Day is as bright as Balavadra*
In between it is Suvadra *
Sudarshan Chakra* is the time
Ratha Yatra* is live-telecast
Of life.

Gajanan Mishra
As Easy As Life

Take everything,
As easy as life.
But never take it
As easy as a cricket match,
At least with Pakistan.

Love life, love Pakistani,
After all, they are all yours.
The whole Pakistan is inseparable
From that of Hindustan, I know,
You know, and it is well known
To the entire world.

Be not serious with anything,
What is happening there,
It is all happenings here also.

Take everything easy,
And win the human trophy,
The Pakistanis are giving.
Care not the leaders and
The militarists, they are
Not for anyone at any time.

Go there and connect
People to people, they are
In truth, they are all
To be loved.

Gajanan Mishra
As Easy Is Not Easy

So also important is
Not so important.
You can conquer
What you desire
Within your periphery.
Get touch always
With Truth
That is in You.
Hear remember offer
That are around you
And that is Absolute Truth.
Numbers not to count
Dreams not to see
Feel life as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
As Far As We Live

We are here to suffer
And we must suffer.
Have patience, my dear
And observe your own life.
Solution is there
How to get free
From suffering.

Observe your own life
As a great festival
For all times
Past, present and future
And be clear,
By observing tit bits
You can go beyond suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
As Fire

As fire is never satisfied
In its consumption of fire-wood
So also I never hear
Enough about You
All are nectar with You
And in Your touch of words
Transforms mundane things
In to spiritual identity
And it is heaven with Your love
And in Truth that is in You.

Gajanan Mishra
As fire is by smoke
All undertakings are clouded by defects
As such all duties have flaws
Still one should not abandon his innate duty
To give service is the innate duty of all
But it should be one's own
All activities are taking place in nature
By assuming affinity with nature we hold that
They are taking place in us
And we became slaves
To be such a slave is a great mistake.

Gajanan Mishra
As For Others

As for others,
We are here
And we suffer.

By saying something,
By doing something,
We invent our enemies,
And we suffer.

We laughed,
We lamented,
And we suffer.

We overlooked the truth,
We forgot we are nothing,
And we have only sufferings,
And we suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
As Good As Dead

As good as dead,
The man who is
Against the truth,
And the man who is
Inauspicious.
And such man is
Deprived of all
Fortune and opulence.

Gajanan Mishra
As Good As The Truth

Stay here
As good as the truth,
And realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
As Good As Truth

As good as truth,
I know you.
I love you,
Who's who.

I create, I appear,
The quality I hear.
The goodness and passion
I cheer.

All auspicious
My life's scripture.
In quick succession
I hover, my dear.

Life is truth,
Love is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
As Hard As A Thunderbolt

Be a man as hard as a thunderbolt,
And as soft as a rose also,
And know your divine mission.

Nothing to envy,
Stay equal to all.

Gajanan Mishra
As I Am Composing Poems

As I am composing poems
You said me a fool.
And a fool knows nothing,
Okay, I know nothing.

What is there to know,
that also I do not know,
And in this sense, let me
declared myself a double fool.

I am trying to know myself
at this time, when the time
itself is changing its colors
So far my knowledge goes, I know
only one color there or no color,
Be wise, dear and admit the fool's word.

Gajanan Mishra
As I Am Here

As I am here,
You cannot be there.
And I am here
only for you.

Only for you
I am not dying.
Only for me
You are appearing.

Your appearance
is for good cause,
And I am here, my dear,
to re-establish you.

Gajanan Mishra
As I Am Now

Accept me
As I am now.

I am here to
Execute all processes.

I know not
Why and how.

I care not
The hoax and ho-ho.

Gajanan Mishra
As I Write

In poems,
Find nectar,
Find everlasting Bliss.
In my poems,
See me.
I am here
With you.
You are the truth,
I know here.
I drink
The nectar of poems
For all purity.
As I write for eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
As Important As

My poems are
As important as
My life.
My life is my poem.

You are here to read it
And there is no other way
Of your escape.
Your escape is my love.

See in my poems
What you need, and I know
You need time and is there.
Time is there to fight.

To fight with love,
It is love where you can find fight.

Gajanan Mishra
As Innocent As

I have no stamina
To go to You
And Touch you.

If you love me
If you so like me
You, come down
And hug me.

I am
As innocent as
The sky.

Gajanan Mishra
As Instructed

As instructed,  
I stood firm  
On the line of  
Succession.  
As instructed,  
I understood  
The process of  
Creation.  
But as usual  
I adopted the path  
That is suitable  
To the situation.  
Life is unalloyed  
Evolution.  

Gajanan Mishra
As Is The Food

As is the food
So is the mind,
Rightly said
By the poet, and so
My dear, take
Pure and holy food
And be a holy man
With pure mind.

Gajanan Mishra
As It Is

To change anything
you are to field yourself
to change anybody
you are to stay with him
you are to take responsibility
to manage smoothly the work with you.

you are here not to
give anything not to
take anything.
you are here to
watch only to
guard only to
make merry only.

When all are happy
when all are in peace
when all are anew
you are to congratulate
you are to give thanks
you are to show
your gratefulness.

Gajanan Mishra
As Long As I Am Here

As long as I am here
You are there.
As long as You are there
I am here.
I am here You are there
You are there I am here.
Here there
There here our journey
Really matter together.
Question is not real
Or unreal and the answer
Is clear it is for
Better and better
How far we are according to nature.

Gajanan Mishra
As Long As One Is With You

This world is full of nectar
As long as You are here
Nobody dares to disrespect anybody
Nobody dares to neglect anybody
In this world of Yours
As long as one is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
As Long As You Are

I am fine
As long as I am fine
The world looks beautiful
As long as the world looks beautiful
You are mine
As long as You are mine
I am fine.

Gajanan Mishra
As Many Times

As many times as you can,
But doctor said;
Once at night if you so like.
As many persons as you can,
But love said;
Only once in a life.
As many places as you can,
But truth said;
Earth is only here to take.

Gajanan Mishra
As My Own

As my own
Let me accept you,
You are not mine alone though,
You make me dependent
And I regard you
As the necessity.
I have a desire for you,
As you are the only life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
As Per Needs

My programme is
As per needs
Of the time
And time is with me.
I am here
To proptect all
Neutrality.
I love yellow
And pink but
Fear not, dear.
They are all
Here for us.
Think your health
My greatest asset.

Gajanan Mishra
As Per Our Wish

As per our wish
We are here
In this form
Not to blame others.

We are at the door of heaven
And doing hellish works here
We are half mad fulfilling our desire
Not to blame others.

Gajanan Mishra
As Red As Early Morning Sun

As white as black cow’s milk
This is what we may describe life
And we may say life a fun
That is not hidden and open
Nothing is there in this production
Scarcity of words are here, my love
You are beyond all colors, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
As Rival

No one is there
As rival,
And all are
In a union of
Social responsibility.

All are friends,
And all are going with
Friendship
For social peace
And harmony.

No waste of time,
No crime,
All know the value
All in love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
As Said

As said I have opened
All my doors and windows
Lions snakes birds
Air rain all allowed
To come and go.

I am impartial
I am transparent
I am judicious
I salute the truth
I salute the beauty
And pious.

As said I have opened
All my doors and windows.
I catch true words
That is there
Within the seven colors
Within the rainbow
Within the life
That is going and going
Like Times honest arrow.

Gajanan Mishra
As Said- Love

As said-
It is true,
The real,
Never suffers
Any deficiency.

I have to do
Nothing for myself.

I lack nothing,
You know.

But I am
With you,
As usual.
And I cannot
Realize my union.

Gajanan Mishra
As Simple As Air

As simple as air
O air you are in me
And I am keeping my life
Simple by conforming to
Simple taste desires habits
And I am happy
Happiness is in my mind
This happiness is given
By you O my dear
You are wise you are virtuous.

Gajanan Mishra
As Simple As Death

As simple as death,
But not as complex as life,
That I want here
All the time.

Know me as dead,
I never tell you
I am living.
I know living has
No meaning
Here or there.

Give no importance
To living
And win
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
As Simple As The Air

I want to move
As simple as the air,
And let me stay fair.

I want to stay
As simple as the sky,
Let me occupy
All seats
By telling goodbye.

I want to talk
Like the stream.
I want to see
Like the star
And for this
Let me stay fair.

Gajanan Mishra
As Tender As

As tender as Lotus
As dangererous as serpent
O my dear, You are
As swift as time.

I know You and I know
Your role that You play in this world
As cause and as effect with Your
Hands and feets and with Your eyes
And head and face that are
In operation everywhere
At the same time.

You are having
Profoundly like ocean and I know
No advantage no disadvantage from the happenings.

Gajanan Mishra
As The King

As the king
So is the subjects
As the leaders
So is the followers.
Be pure be pious
My dear I am
Your near.

Gajanan Mishra
As The Sea

As the sea so is the forest
See me I am under arrest.

You call me
I am here to reply.

No difference
No difference.

The spider is here
O my dear, am I the spider?

Am I within my own net
See me I am under arrest.

Gajanan Mishra
As Though

As though I know
I am there.
As though I realize
I am the truth.
As though I love
I give all.
As though I see
No sound is there.
And with each one
I can't go to
The place I wish.
And what is my wish
I can't express
Openly to all.

Gajanan Mishra
As Usual

Nothing happens
After so much change
Nothing happens
After this that budget
People as usual
died in hunger
Train as usual derailed
Accident occurred
Nothing occurred
Nothing happens
After so much drama
After so much concord.

Gajanan Mishra
As You

Approach me
So do I
Accept you.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Are

So I am.

Night and day
Call me hey.

Let us enjoy
We are in
Our heydays.

This world is
Our best place
Come on gay.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Are With Ne

As You are with me
I am not afraid anywhere
No matter whether
I am sent to jail
Or promoted to heaven.

Because of the darkness
I am unable to see
And I have fallen
In to a miserable condition
And everything is suspended.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Know

As you sow
So you reap
If you sow the wind
Be ready to reap
The whirlwind.

As you sow
So you reap
If you forgive
You get eternal peace
And salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Know The Truth

O, You are smiling
Smiling as You
Know the Truth.

I know You are pious
I know You have left
This place being conscious.

O happy, You are there
With vows of silence
See, it is my own deliverance.

Liberation is
Not my wish as You know
O my dear, austerity I endowed.

You are smiling and
Smiling continued with all good faith.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Sow

As you sow,
So shall you reap-
The saying goes.

And the facts
Of life, see
And experience
Everywhere, the sum
And the substance of reality.

And searching of
Newness goes on,
Fruitless not
The search, we know.
Chilled, though,
The search.

Gajanan Mishra
As You Think

Do,
As you think
The best.

If you
So like
Leave the nest.

I have taught
All secrets,
On you depends,
The rest.
How to pursue
The truth,
You to decide
On the issue.

Gajanan Mishra
As Your Faith

Let me know you
From your faith.

You are of the nature
Of your faith.

Faith faith and faith
And it is your inner sense.

I know, my dear
As your faith, so your nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Ascend Descend

Ascend descend
Meaning encouraging
Blames not
Valour welcome.

Take care my son
Skypath ahead
for you the
Straight pure soul
Love all.

Pulserate high
Air tight
No meaning
tomorrow today.

Past is past
Look fancyfree
Sportsman spirit.
You alone all
to enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Ascertaining Stability

Looking towards you
I question
Whether I am acceptable
And you answer in negation.

Ascertaining your stability
Deciding right direction
You clarified actual
Value of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Ascetics

Here is an ascetic,  
And he is calling himself so  
And eating anything and everything  
No matter whether it is  
Worth eating or not.

Here is an ascetic  
And he is worth adoring  
As he declared before all  
He alone is worthy of honor  
With all maleficent conduct.

Here is an ascetic  
He is a babbler  
In thought word and deed  
He called himself a great orator.

Gajanan Mishra
Asian Bird

I am an Asian bird,
I know love and
I know how to bind
The world with love.
I can make song,
I can sing my song,
I am haughty and sweet,
I am an Asian bird.
Read my poems,
I invite the world
And feel life
While riding time.
My noble kith and kin,
Come on to see how I am flying.

Gajanan Mishra
Asim Basu
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Gajanan Mishra
Ask

Ask not what
And how
Sky and the sun
Bird and the sky
Bird and not the sun
Sun and we
We and our action.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask About The Duty

Ask about the duty
That is unalloyed.

Ask about the person
Who is here never to die.

Duration of time is
Not material
Arrival or departure is
Not material.

Think about the answer
That You are going to get.

Think about yourself
You are not controversial.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Everyone

And hear
They are frustrated
And wasted their time
For nothing
And facing the results
That are unexpected
In this life with opposite
Of desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask For Water

Ask for water,
Water is life,
Tell him
To remember.

We are all
Covered with water.
Water and only water
Is our life.
Yet we need
Water to live.

We fight each other
For water.
Water is necessary
For life, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Me

Ask me
I am here
to tell you
everything that
you are in need.

You are in need of
water, that I know,
O my dear, and also
I know, you are a gambler
and you play with life.

Life is but admitting
the facts of grammar
and grammar is what you
admit as relative truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Me Not About Age

Ask me not about age,
I am helpless to tell you,
I am ageless though,
I am going with the age.

I dare not tell
about your location
and about your smile
in silence behind screen.

In different shape and size
You appear time and again
to show me your strength and
to remind me how I am strengthened.

The age is here in me
and use it in my creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Me Not Anything More

Ask me not anything more
I am here with You
It is just a juxtapose.

No, no
Come not on this hour
When ocean is calling me.

Let me go to the sky
Where clouds are playing
Cricket without interest.

Call me not
Ask me not anything more
I am thirsty in this rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Me Not The Date

Ask me not the date,
Ask me not the day or month,
I know all are there only
To satisfy your urge.

What is that?
Let me say it is nothing
But the ghost that is there
Absorbed with fog and smoke.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Myself

Ask myself
What are you
Doing here
Dear Gajanan?
And discover
Gajanan is
Busy with
Human sorrow.
Fail to
Differentiate
Winter and summer
And appear.
Air is not there,
But only fire,
No one can say.
Rise or fall
No matter, but
See, to hold you
There is the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not

What I know
I do not know.
And I know
What I never seen
And I have seen
What I never know.
Put not any question
At any time
You get nothing
Ask not how.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not About

Ask not about my
Character behavior
And speech and writing
There is no use of it
If you are not in truth
In body in mind.

In which class you belong
I do not want to know
As I think it is only
One class here all times
No difference is there at all
Like advanced middle or neophytes
If there is no love
If there is no love.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not Age

Ask not age
Age is mirage.

Wonder is jealous
Hear and swallow.

O stranger
I am proud with you.

Come and see
I am going beyond my age.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not Any Question

Ask not any question,
It is not the proper time.
But in questions only all
Solutions are there.

Inspire others to go
On both ways that are there.
To and fro, light and dark,
Up and down, this and that.

But the perfect and
Right way of life is
There within you.
Try to understand yourself,
Close not the matters
Before your own arrival.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not Anybody

Who are You
Where do You come from
What is Your purpose in coming here
And to who do You belong
Remember my dear each and everyone is He
You are also He
Recognize Yourself first
And give respect to all
It is You who is doing
Everything for Yourself
And getting the results
That is due, my dear
That is what I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not Anything

Ask not anything
Just wait
And see.
You can know
Everything in due course.

In due course
You can see
What is here.
Be confident
In you at present.

Everything is
Within you, my dear
Just search within.
Break not
In between.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not For Solution

It is not possible to give you any.

Be kind and affectionate
Though you are to touch many.

It is for our association we are thankful
And You are there always in turmoil and cool.

No difference of hell and heaven
We are ready to move one after another the oceans that is seven.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not To Be A Man

Ask not
To be a man
Other than what
I am.

I am a
Man of words
And let me stay here
For the ske of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask Not What To Do

Ask not what to do
But raise your voice
Together at a time,
Let the enemy know
How strong you are.
How strong you are,
Not being able to know
You are sleeping
At day time when everything
Is being looted by
Unsocial elements.
Rise and awake, my dear,
The world is only for you
This world is only for
Those who love and stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask The Morning

Ask the morning
Why its color is
So grey.

Ask not the morning sun
For flower buds
With dead moon.

Ask not the cloud
Why there is
Returnable journey
Without barter of kiss.

In the meantime
I have forgotten
Everything including my
Own name and my dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask The Sun

Ask the sun
The sun will
Tell You
How the sun is
Taking light
From me
The sun will
Tell you
How all radiance
Are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask The Tree

Ask the tree,
Are you free?
Listen the words
Uttered, going
Beyond limit.
Naming anything
Means losing the earth,
Losing the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Asked For Rocks

Asked for rocks
Got water.
What a fortune!
Water is full of life
And it is I.

For water only
Next war would knock door
For water only
Thought submitted
That was not before.

Rocks concealed
What I felt
Things that is true
And it is still
Alive in air.

Air has the power
At this festive hour
And the rocks flew away
With all it kept secret
And I remained in my own net.

Gajanan Mishra
Asking Me

When did you come from Cuttack
No answer from the frog.

Drop of tear still in the question
and watchman sleep.

What wonder
follow the version
Nothing new
after correction.

Currently you are with me
I am floating with you.
It is you that
asking me about.

Gajanan Mishra
Asking Question

Asking question is my work.
I am no more there, though, to get the answer.

I am there, to declare what I am and how I am in the dark.

Dark is favorable sir, and I aspire to reach as early as possible, light is to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Asking The Dream

Asking the dream
I returned to sleep
That was no the way
Said butterfly.

Secret is here
And you uttered words
That I withdrawn myself
From the war.

And things changed
Leaving nothing
Under the chair
No near and no far.

Gajanan Mishra
Asleep Sea

Asleep sea,
Is the sea
Satisfied.

I smile
Looking at the sea,
The sea is
Searching flavour.

Up and below
Everywhere- ice.

Truth is-
Inflame in ice.
How to weep
Alone- ask not.

Catching fire is still there.

Gajanan Mishra
Ass, Ant, Apple, Aeroplane

Ass, ant, apple, aeroplane,
At Aum Valley public school,
My grand-daughter is reading
Every day and telling me
You old gentleman, know nothing.
You know not what is bag,
What is ball, brush or bat,
But I know she is under
Misrule and is misdirected.
I let not the cow grazes
My rice or wheat field, but
I am helpless and unable to
Do anything from the beginning,
And I show the flag, not green.

Gajanan Mishra
Assert Life As True

Assert life as true,
And maintain life.
Keep agelong traditions
And time-honoured usage.
Maintain life with all good
And pious conduct.
Life is nectar of nature,
Teach each one virtuous behaviour.

Gajanan Mishra
Assumed

I am not real,
I am assumed.
I am a slave,
Your slave, my dear.
I know, neither
I am superior
not I am inferior,
I am my real own.

Gajanan Mishra
Assuming Any Form

Assuming any form
You can appeared
That I know, my dear,
Conquering passion
You can create
Anything here.

Granting all desires
You are finishing
Everything.
Nobody is Your friend,
Nobody is Your enemy.
Going on Your own way
You protect all, being
Addressed by infinite illustrious names.

Gajanan Mishra
Assumption Only

No happiness
No sadness,
All are based
on indiscriminate
assumption only
and it is to be
realized.

Gajanan Mishra
Asteroids

Asteroids are there
Rushing toward us.
And we are dancing
And playing and
Singing for good.

Nothing will happen
We know and we know
They are all coming
To us with bags
Full of love.

But we are not greedy,
We cannot take anything.
They know us very well
And we are here fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
Astitwara Prasna

Aama pakhare ebe
kebala astitwara prasna.

Aame achhun pakhinka sahita,
Pakhimane achhanti aakashare.

Aakasha aama bhitare
ebam aame bhsuchhun megha upare.

Meghamane jauchhanti ubhei
dhire dhire dhire.

Gajanan Mishra
At All Fortunate

If you are
At all fortunate,
Come on and
Take interest
To reach the truth.

Truth is there
In you,
And you are there
Wandering for
Not nothing,
But for good.

To understand
The truth abode
You have to stay
With love,
With all honesty,
With all sincerity,
And proceed forward
In a truthful way.

Gajanan Mishra
At Any Stage

At any stage
No wrong
You can find.

Anywhere
You can move
To say
You are present.

Not necessary to
Board any train
Or bus to move
Forward.

But to sit
And to think
Is the issue.

Gajanan Mishra
At Every Day At Every Moment

At every day at every moment
I am experiencing you, I am
Watching you and your wheel
That is going on over me.

For the sake of truth
I am uttering words for you,
I am here for you and purifying myself
Taking shelter your shadow.

I am enjoying eternal happiness- true,
I am eager to stay with you - true.

You are the blazing fire I am consuming,
You are the fortune flower garland I am wearing.

I am trying to satisfy myself
Okay, wait there, the sky would come to touch you.

Gajanan Mishra
At Every Moment

At every moment
I am changing
All around.
I am changing
Everything here
And now.
Everything is here
Only for me
And I am here
For everyone,
Living and
Non-living.
The fire and
The water are
Two supporters.
I am changing them
For me. I am here
To put my voice
In to the fire,
And fire is there
To put itself
In to water.
Water is in ice,
I am here
Within the ice, see.

Gajanan Mishra
At Every Second

I am controlled by You
O my dear, at every second.

It is the law of nature that is there
It is Your wish I know and I observed.

You are everywhere and You influenced all
By actions by reactions You are at the root.

I know You are subtle to my understanding
And I can not express my experienced grossly.

Law of nature is a great science, valuable
No one is here to understand it.

Only by pious acts can one be allowed
To get wealth beautiful features and Truth.

Peace and prosperity can only be there
Where there are good and sane people.

For the eternal engagement is a necessity
To see the world in good and truth -root

Gajanan Mishra
At Every Step

At every step
You can find me
How I am palatable
How I am relishing.

At every step
I am glorified
By adventures
By humors.

At every step
Story changed
History created
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
At First Stage

At first stage,
Let me welcome you,
At the last stage
Let me drive you out.
And thereafter
I am totally wiped out.
You are to observe
Just the development
And the feeling therefrom.
You are to express yourself
In words, in lines, in colors.
O colorful one, I am here
As before and I know
You are free with everlasting love.

Gajanan Mishra
At Ground Level

Everything appear
At ground level,
Everything including
The sky.
The dance of the sky
Is the product of
This ground.
And this ground is
The basis of all.
It is all abstract,
It is all plus plus plus,
It is all negation of
Hyper charge.
No fall and
No rise at all.
But structure is
Surprising here.
And here we discover
The things that are
In existence.
It is all colourful
And strange.

Gajanan Mishra
At Gun Point

Keep not anything
at gun point,
If you want them
to long last.

Wash out the gun power
and show not any one
gun-barrel, go not
on quarrel.

This playground
belongs to all.
Plus minus is not
to be done here.

You may learn gunnery
for your self defense
But remember self is
not to be defended, no need.

Gajanan Mishra
At Later Stage

Let me welcome you,
And also, let me not
Forget to bid good bye
At immediate later stage.

Let me see this
Newly born baby, my dear,
Let me see in this baby
All pervading death also.

Nothing to be happy
While seeing a rising sun
As in the rising we see
How the sun is setting.

Be happy in this life
Be happy and celebrate death also.

Gajanan Mishra
At Least

At least
Tell yourself
My dear, the truth.
Truth is that
You are nothing,
Made out of nothing.
You are not to live,
But your thoughts live.

Gajanan Mishra
At Least You Can Not

Who knows true love
At least you can not
If you know
Will you return my love
Will you return my hurt
Will you return my pain
No you can not
You do not know reality
You can not digest truth
You can not perceive truth
At least directly.

Gajanan Mishra
At Myanmar-Bangladesh Border

Burning homes,
Burning rivers,
And we all
Eat bullet here.

We have not committed
Any offense,
They termed us
Muslim minority,
And we have no right
To live.

We told them
We are human,
But they are
Not ready to
Accept us as men.

We are not beasts,
We are not terrorists,
We want nothing, but
We are in need of
Some land to
Build shelter
To save ourselves
From the sun and
The rain.

We want to live
In peace
With some food
And some water.
On humanity grounds
Give us something, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
At Night

At night
From the top of the hills
Of Tirumala Tirupati
I saw the stars
Studded the town below
I saw Sri Venkateswara
White Black Red Blue Yellow
Who is there swallow
Sri Venkateswara is with
My elbow
And my life is not hollow.

Gajanan Mishra
At Night I Loss My Balance

True, at night
I lost my balance.

True, at every morning
I became a new man.

True, in the undersky
I dream so many things.

True, in rain
I vanished.

In so many truth,
I am the falsehood
Before you.

But without any doubt
I asked you to present
In all blackout.

Gajanan Mishra
At No Charge

At no charge
Read my poems.
The poems have been
Written by me are not
My personal property,
It is yours, friends,
Read and comment.
For the benefit of all
I am writing poems, remember.
I have something to say,
That are all my experienced.
I want to realize the truth
Through these writings, for this,
If you say I am selfish, okay.

Gajanan Mishra
At Our Home

Everything is there
At our home,
It is not good
To go Rome.

Let us achieve
What can,
It is not good
To go Britain.

Almighty has
Created us self-sufficient,
Time is here to see within
And discover and show talent.

We are ours and we have sufficient
Earth light sky water and air.

Gajanan Mishra
At Present

Read me and
Know who I am.
Follow me and
Know where I am going.
Think about me and
Know where you are
At present with me.

Gajanan Mishra
At Present, See

Whole population is
Absorbed in
Sinful activities.

At present, see
Society is not guided
By any laws of nature
Or instructions, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
At Railway Station

At railway station,
Our meetings.
In the evening,
Works analysis.

With flames and
Dust, our life.
With dreams
And dead, we live.

With knife and
Rain, we proceed.
With boar and
Mistakes, knowledge
We gain, though
Suffer pain.

Gajanan Mishra
At Stake

What is going on
How can I describe!
Neither the incidents
Nor my own words
Are under my control.
But I see all the visionary
And dream schemes
Are at stake.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Bottom

Are you
At the bottom
Of the sea
Or up above
The sky with
All emptiness?

Where are you,
O my dear?
Are you alive
Or dead? I know
Hypothesis-es
Are not to be believed.
No light, no air-traffic
Is here to make me clear.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Center

You are at the center
And from here I see
Smell touch taste and hear.

You are at the center
And from here I pray you
And I surrender.

O my Master,
I am visible with no meaning
You are my invisible creator.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Center - Woman

Look at me,
I am a woman,
And I am at the center.
The husband, son, daughter,
All revolve around me.
Father, mother are there
Within me.
Most significant, I am here,
In the matter of creation,
Maintainance and annihilation.
Without me,
Nothing is there.
With me,
See everything.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Crossroads

At the crossroads,
But worry not,
The truth is our side.
And we love each other,
Nothing would happen,
And we must reach
The destination of
Peace and coexistence.

Gajanan Mishra
At the doorway -
The face.

Inside and outside -
Surprise.

Burning soil
All around.

Burning ocean
Within.

Street opened,
But no one is able to
Go anywhere.

Bare feet,
I started journey,
Taking old and new together.

Gajanan Mishra
At The End

At the end
Nothing remains
At the end
Nothing explained.

Sun is not-compared
Teaching is not original
End is not final
All detained there.

Nothing said
About totality
Nothing guides
Creative activities.

Gajanan Mishra
At The End Of Time

At the end of time,
Discover me within.
But time never ends,
And you are to feel me.

I am growing within
And at the very growth,
You are there with me,
Discover who you are then.

Gajanan Mishra
At The End, See Me

At the end, see me,
I am here holding
All beginnings.
I am here, in deep sea
And in the vast sky.
See me, I am here
With you keeping
All the materials of life.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Entrance

At the very entrance point,
Check and cross-checks are
being made and it is recommended
to enhance the life-span.

And it is necessary to check
further the name, caste, address
and place and time and it is all
for the good of all and goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Horizon

Nothing has happened
At my horizon and
Morning arrived.

No condition was there
Before the night,
No sea roars.

Morning arrived
But I hear the roars.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Root

See me
I am
at the root.
I can be known
By intellect.
Intellect can know
The senses.
And the senses know
The universe.
Read my verses
I am,
The root is there.
Feel the root
Everywhere- in dark and light.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Sale Counter

At the sale counter
You can not buy
Whatever you like
With the money you have.

Whatever is going on here
it is your deliberate actions
And reactions are there
Beyond your control.

You are hereby arrested
For the speech you have
Delivered for the larger
Interest of human society.

You are counterfeit coin
That is here at this time
You can not do whatever you like
You are nothing to think to say.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Surface

At the surface
It is sweety
It is like heaven,
But at last it taste
Bitter as if hell.
At first it is pleasurable
But in the long run
It is dangerous and fatal.

It is painful-our truthful labour
At the outset, but it
Gives happiness at last,
It provide peace and it
Enable us to get ourselves
Free from all shackles.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Time Of My Death

Oh, I see
You are coming to me
At the time of my death.
Okay, if you are so interested,
Give me some water.
See me, I am going
To the area that has no water.

If you are in love
Then sing a song,
That has real life.
See me and discover yourself
On the green grass
That has a link with the sky.
Tell me never good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
At The Top

Let us have a meeting
At the top of the mountain.
Let us discuss
About our own language
Our own culture
Our own civilization.
We are the top brand,
Let us go on and on,
On the simple way
To overcome all
Complex problems.
Let us do our best
Using all available resources
We are the human race.

Gajanan Mishra
At This Growing Stage

At this growing stage,
It is not good and fair
To declare anything in haste.
At this growing stage,
It is good to wait and watch
Where the bird is flying
And what the sky is doing
With the birds on this earth.

Hussle bustle are here
As usual and these are
But common phenomena.
Give no importance to
Anything that prevent
Free movement of growth.

Gajanan Mishra
At Times

I am performing
forbidden actions
With senses, body and mind
In ignorance, excuse me.

Let me five the light,
O my dear, in which
I can renounce selfishness
And pride and I can perform
Actions according to scriptures.

Let me able to control
My senses and let me stay
Independent and act in
A pure and perfect manner.

Gajanan Mishra
At Times I Go

At times I go,
I go to the field
Not to see the moon,
But to go with sunshine.,
I know it it there in me.
At times I see you
In the opoen field
With others for
All welfare.
At times I call,
I call you to observe
The festival of humanity
With love and to give
Everything that are not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
At Times Truth Scalds

At times truth
Scalds the mind,
Like the hot water
Scalds the hand.
But love always
Gives nectar,
Let us live, dear
With love together.

Gajanan Mishra
At Your Hand

At your hand
I am an instrument
And I am getting up
And preparing myself
To do my duty and
To win glory
I am conquering
And enjoying
Moment to moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Ate Pani (Odia)

Ate paani
ate samudra
ate loka
panire
Matire
Pabanare,
Rangamaya,
Ascharyamaya,
Khusi hua
Prati muhurta.
Jhagada bhulija
Juddha bhulija
Sabu bhuli ja
Ascharyare khali bhari hua.

Gajanan Mishra
Atheist

I am God, I am a man,
I believe my own self.
I am here, I am there,
You cannot deny
My existence.
I am here
And I am living.
Think me not supernatual,
But see me, I am natural,
As natural as air and water,
I am natural,
As natural as river, mountain,
Forest, and stars.
I am a man, God is nothing but what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Atita, Bartaman O (Odia)

Atita, bartaman o
Bhabishyata sabu ethare,
Mo thare ebe.

Gajanan Mishra
Attach Importance

Attach no importance to
the things that are not yours.
Attain oneness with truth
without any grief.
Stay free here, my dear,
And what is yours and what is not
Tell them who are present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Attach Not

Attachment is
Most dangerous.
Attach not
With anything.
From attachment
There is aversion,
From aversion
There is enmity,
From enmity
There is antagonism,
And there is hope,
And sense of ownership.
Fine attachment
At the root of all falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Attach Not Too Much

Attach not yourself
Too much to
These worldly things,
They are not yours
And you are to go
Leaving all here.

Be not proud of anything
Or for anyone as
They are not yours,
They are ready to
Offend and if time
So permits they are
Ready to kill you
For their self-interest.

The truth of the world
Is that, the principle of
Struggle for existence
Is there as before and
Time is there to test you.
Be cautious for time,
Time has nothing with it
But impartiality and
All that are in no way
Helpful to anyone.

Wipe out that are
With you, my dear and
Stay aloof from all.
Neither you are superior
Nor you are inferior,
You are also not yours,
Just imagine the things
That are happening with a tree
And with water and the earth.
Tolerate all and fly
Life a bird in open sky.
Gajanan Mishra
Attach not with anything,
Attachment is the root of
All worldly sufferings and sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Attach/Detach

Both not to catch
Accept and reject
Both not to project
And get satisfied
That are with you
In the natural process
In the mode of goodness
True knowledge enriches.

Gajanan Mishra
Attachment

I intend to discard
Unwholesome diet
And plan to take
Wholesome food
But I take
Unwholesome diet
And faced worsen situations.

Gajanan Mishra
Attachment  Creates Misery

Attachment creates misery
Stay unattached, my dear
Stay unattached and achieve
Unlimited happiness.

Be free from anxiety, my dear
And experience Supreme ecstasy
Concentrate on one and only one
Single point, my dear and
Achieve wonderful success.

Wonder and wander alone, my dear
And reveal not your movement
Reveal not your movement, my dear
And take assistance from no one
And nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Attachment And Envy

Attachment and envy,
Attraction and repulsion,
Two stumbling blocks
On the path of truth
And self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Attachment Is Fire

Attachment is fire,
If you are caught by it,
You are gone.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Clear Vision

Attain clear vision
O my dear, I am within you
With all sorts of creative energy
In the process of manifestation of the cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Eternal Bliss

Attain eternal bliss
And find no sorrow.

O my dear, make your
Own decision as per your nature.

Reveal your divine nature
And say what is Truth.

And with good faith love all
And there in love attain bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Knowledge And

Attain knowledge and
Then start roaming
All over the world
Or stay in the house
Without any fear.
Listen to truth and
Then love and stay free
From clay or clouds.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Love

Attain Love
The ultimate goal of life
Attain Love
In name fame form and place
Attain Love
Attain knowledge
And knowledge is power
O my dear
Love is the best lighter
Love is the best fighter
To win the battle of matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Me

I am yours
I am also not yours
I am yours and also
not yours and I am
Beyond you
I am not yours
You are not mine
In fact you are I
You are not so powerful
To describe me
You can attain me
I can be attained
I am not you
You can not access me
No word can describe me
Words are my creation
Words are there in relation to
Space time thing person state quality
And I transcend all limits
I have no name
And you are calling me
Call me I am yours
And I am yours
Just go in and in
And give an insight view
And see who is who.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain Perfection

Attain perfection
Attain happiness
Attain Supreme Truth
An auspicious life
Is waiting for you
Get it by following
Acts and scriptures
And rules
Be in the modes of
Light and knowledge
And attain success
Everywhere, my dear
Accept all equal
Be compassionate.

Gajanan Mishra
Attain There

Attain there
tall happiness
Where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Attendant Risk

You fear not
Cross-border attack,
I know.
Attendant risk is
There in your action,
I know.
You are sharp-witted
I am sure.
Your words are
As sharp as falling water
of the stream.
Your life is much
More valuable for
This land, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Attention Failed

Attention failed,  
I know, the reason is  
You are proud.

Attention failed,  
As because you have  
Forgotten the saying  
Pride goes before a fall.

Attention failed  
And you are not the one  
Who can get divine grace-love.

You are failed,  
As because your attention failed,  
And your innermost self  
Did not merge in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Attesting Witness

I am waiting for attesting witnesses
If You are one of them, And I am sure
You are the same. will you please
Come to this desk and help me
To find the Truth.
The Truth is within You
The Truth is you and here
O my dear, I am waiting for You
Only waiting for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Attire Saintly

Deeds cruel.
Heroic sentiment
Form is hermit.
O my dear, I like it.

Gajanan Mishra
Attitude

Attitude is important,
See it properly,
Scrutinize it yourself, my dear,
And say sorry for any
Deterioration within and abroad.

Law and order is most important
For anybody and for any state
At any time to achieve real progress,
Let truth triumph be the motive
And aim of life for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Attracted By You

O my dear, having been
Born on this earth
I desire to be born
Again and again and
yet again and again
On this land,
I know here virtue is
Rooted in the renunciation
Of selfishness,
I know how to reform
Myself and I know how
Greed is the impediment
Here in achieving things.

Gajanan Mishra
Attraction

I am attracted towards You
You are mine.

Since time immemorial
We are together here.

And this attraction
Is providing eternal
And unique bliss
To us.

Gajanan Mishra
Attraction Of Earth

Attraction of earth
Is there.

But life should be there
On the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Attractive Feature

Your attractive feature
Give me spiritual pleasures
And I know it is the only
Absolute Truth here and
Everywhere as I found.

Gajanan Mishra
Attractive For Sweet Sound

O my dear, You are my love
You are attractive for
Your sweet sound of voice
You are attractive for
Your beauty and gentleness
For enchanting fragrance
And tenderness
You are attractive for
Your cleverness and music
And dance and smile
You are attractive, my dear
As I know Your internal potency .

Gajanan Mishra
Augmented Reality

Augmented reality-
Life.
Not mysterious
But pretty known.
Watch life,
But first know,
How to crawl.
See wish fulfilled.

But wish,
Is it yours?
What do you
Do with it?
Life, really
Never grow.

Gajanan Mishra
Auspicious

Auspicious-
Day,
Life,
Earth,
Time.

All auspicious,
Love,
Truth,
Friendship.

And auspicious
Birth,
Death,
And our
Autograph.

Gajanan Mishra
Auspicious Day

Auspicious day every day,
Sow seeds of your livelihood
Sow seeds of your future build
And begin the day.

Gajanan Mishra
Auspicious Energy

Source of
Auspicious energy - women

But they are there
To show their submissiveness.

Great really - women.

Mother, sister, caretaker,
And everything in one - women.

Women exceeded all.

Gajanan Mishra
Authority Over

I am free
You are not free
You are totally
Dependent on me
I am loving to you
I have full authority
Over you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Authorization

Authorization
Is there
With the poet,
To understand,
And to say
The truth.

The truth is
This life,
The truth is
The fight.

All knowledge -
The poet acquired.
All the places and
The time - visited.

Gajanan Mishra
Authorized Person

I know men,
You are the authorized person
To bring peace to this world.
I know men,
Peace is here always,
But you are there to disturb
And invite pain for yourself
While living here at this time.

What to tell and how to tell
That I am unable to tell,
But I must tell how you are there
With all conflicts and war.
I know you are complete
And you are perfect, but men,
Your desire has made you mad.

I know men,
You are innocent and
You are ignorant of
What is going on in your presence.
Be aware of the air and the water,
Be aware of your own bag and baggages,
Be aware of your kith and kins,
No one would come to rescue.
Men, stay on truth and see
What is going on here,
And show your impartiality,
For your own sake atleast.

Gajanan Mishra
Auto Connection

Nothing to do
Just stay still
And see
Every connection
Is auto.

Distribute what
You want to receive
Just stay calm
And see
Night is here to pass.

Just we have to
Make the eyes repaired
Just we have to
Make our tongue controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
They called me cow
I am a sacred animal
The air which touches my body
Becomes pure they believe and it is true
My dung my urine check epidemics
Houses plastered with dung
Are not so much affected
As cemented houses
My dung eliminates poison
My urine is a best medicine
For heart diseases, cancers
Stomach diseases, asthma
Gas is also prepared by my dung
For cooking purposes
The grains produced by my dung
And urine as manure is pure
And it maintains well the fertility
Of the agricultural land
I am gentle and I am a vegetarian
My milk sharpens intellect
And makes the nature mild
In all religious rites
I occupy an important place
My milk churned butter ghee dung
Are used in rites of birth
Tonsure and sacred thread
My milk is used in preparing
Sweet dishes
I am offered as charity to
Priest class Brahmans to
Escape from hell
Panchagavya is used in religious
Ceremonies and it is a
Mixture of my dung urine milk curd and ghee
My ghee is used in religious sacrifices
My milk and ghee are nourishing
Lord Krishna is known as Gopala
Lord Krishna staged a human play
As a cowherd with bare feet
Rear me if you like and be a
Great man for the interest of all
With longevity
I am today being slaughtered daily
And I know if this process continues
I will disappear totally
And my dung will not be there
Without my dung lands will grow barren
No production of corn and cotton
And you O men will b deprived of
The bare necessities of life
Food water clothes and you will
have to lead a miserable life
My slaughter is the main cause of
Famines droughts volcanoes and strives
It is you to think my dear
What to do and what not to do
For the protection of a better world.

Gajanan Mishra
I am a cow,
O men, kill me not,
Kill me not,
See me, I am
As sacred as pure air
The air that touches
My body becomes pure.
My dung my urine
Check epidemics
Plague and cholera.
O men, your houses cemented
With my dung are not
So much affected by bombs
As the cemented houses.
My milk is useful to you
And your children,
My milk butter dung
add to your wealth.
My dung urine make
Your land fertile,
See me, I am by nature
Not angry, I never thought of
Anybody's loss or injury.
My milk ghee are nourishing,
Rear me, O men,
I would do much help to you
And your family and your country.
Use my dung-gas as cooking
Protect me, protect my grazing ground
O men, I am yours only.

Gajanan Mishra
Auto-Bond

We are in auto-bond,
And it is our mother
Who can binds us.
It is our mother-tongue
That can binds us.
It is our mother-land,
All that can bind us
Together, my dear, all nature.

Gajanan Mishra
First know
Who You are
O my dear
Know that
You are truth
Absolute Truth.

O my dear
First know
Who I am
I am Truth
Only truth
This much to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Auto-Cure

I am able to cure
Myself and see me,
I am living secured.
To some extend I take
Care whether you please
Or displease and
After crossing the limit
I am there to go
On my own way like
Lightning in cloudless sky.
I know I am in the middle
And I sketch out my own
Plan how to start my
Journey from the very start.

Gajanan Mishra
Auto-Grace

Auto-grace
I feel here,
And it is yours,
My dear.

Time is
All favourable
For all of us.
Somehow I
Manage to escape
From the clutches
Of time.

Moonlight and
Honey is
Source of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Automatic

It is automatic
No question please in between
Living and non-living
Find nothing in between
Let loose everything
And get everything
Confirm the work
You have created in
Engaging the self
Activeness is the key
Get it from service.

Gajanan Mishra
Automatic Attraction

Automatic attraction.

I have an automatic attraction
Towards You,
Like the stone
When thrown upward
Is attracted
Towards the earth,
Like the fire
Attracted towards
The sun,
Like the rivers
Flow towards the sea,
I am Your love
I am attracted
Towards You, eternal love.

Gajanan Mishra
Automatically

See me
I am automatically
Attracted towards you.
You have natural attraction.
And it is only because
I am far away from
My own body, senses, mind
And intellect and any worldly objects.
See me
I am here with you
Your fragment.
And you are pervading
Everywhere within
And outside me.

Gajanan Mishra
Auto-World

Let us observe
This auto-world.
Let me invite you
To observe your
Own eyelids
That is lowering
And raising,
Then feel your
Own breathing
And digestion.
Be sure, nothing is
To be done by you.
Everything is
Enlightened as before,
We are just to observe
And stay free within
From the world.
Let us observe again
Nothing new but
Everything is new
At every moment here.

Gajanan Mishra
Autumn - Lotus

Autumn - lotus
Of season.
One season-
Season of life.
One feet- that's
Yours.
That excel beauty
In many ways.
I pray, my dear,
And with You,
I get a firm footing
No fear and nothing
And I find all
My defects perish.

Gajanan Mishra
Autumn Is Not A Postcard

Autumn is not a postcard
That you can drop it anywhere
And then order; road is ahead, go.

Gajanan Mishra
Autumn Lily

Let me request you
To show me
The path of peace.
I know, autumn lily,
You are wise
And good.
I know, you are
The path of wisdom
In this autumn.
You are the symbol
Of purity, I know,
Autumn lily.
You said—the obstacle
Of existence is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Autumn-Moon

The autumn-moon
is hiding something.
What is that?
What for this
Autumn-moon is playing
Hide and seek game!
Of course the game is
Not hideous.
But for this game
I have forgotten
Everything, everything.
Though I am here
As before.
This moon is
Going though not
In haste from deep to
Deeper and deeper
Within me, while
I am testing myself
In my own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Avail The Opportunity

You have got
A golden opportunity men,
To solve the overwhelming
Problems of birth, death,
Old age and diseases,
Avail this by achieving perfection,
And by opening a new way for peace
On this very earth with all love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Availing Opportunity

Availing opportunity
I got you I reached you
I found you here in me
O my dear, I am here to
Declare before all
I am yours only yours.

This is the water
This is the wind
And they failed to
Bind me and I rise
As you see in my speech
In my action.

O my dear, I am yours
You are with me
And this is my heaven
I do not want to go
Anywhere at any time
And you are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Avast

New phase is
Going on.
Dare not say
Avast.
But say avast,
Hold fast.
We are to incarnate,
We are to descend.
We are eager to
See our mother
On the first line.
We are eager to utter
Come on my dear mother,
It is for you here, I appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Avoid Conflict

Conflict demolishes
Wealth house
Avoid conflict.
Conflict perishes
Body Soul
Avoid conflict.

Gajanan Mishra
Avoid Not Life

One earth, one life,
One man, one caste,
One sun, one moon,
One dark, one light.
For humanity we are
Here to fight.
Stay with us, we
Have the real life.
Reality is peace.
No one can disturb us
At any time at any
Situation. Avoid not
Us my dear, we are
Living a life-clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Avoid Struggle

Avoid struggle always. 
And go ahead. 
So many people are 
In the mood to struggle 
And their intention is 
To dismantled you everywhere. 
Avoid them from the beginning, 
And go ahead to achieve your goal. 
So many by-pass are there 
See, and go far, far from 
Evil persons and go near 
Near to good one.

Gajanan Mishra
Avoid Three Things

Avoid three things always
Lust anger and mode of passion.

Don't forget your position, my dear
And stay within always to conquer all.

Don't go with flowery languages
Always go towards Ultimate Truth though hard at times.

Never curse anyone, my dear
In this world all are one and the same creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Await, Await My Return

Await, await my return, my dear,
If I do not return, forget me not.

Think not you are in a pitiable condition,
O my dear, think not this life a curse.

Take courage, my dear, in your heart,
Face the air, face the fire, see Yourself fair.

Wander not, my dear, in this wonderful world
Get, whatever, you desire, and take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Awaiting

I am awaiting You
As long as You are here.
I want to take you away
With me at the time of my departure.

Gajanan Mishra
Awaiting Death

Awaiting death
Without taking
Food or drink
Is not a crime.
How dare you
To punish me?
I have right to
Live and so also
I have right to die.
No one on this earth
Can give direction to live
In such and such way
And speak in such and
Such language by force.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake

All are in sleep
and it is ok
Nobody want change
and it is ok.

It is ok
the world is changing
every moment.

It is ok
I am awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake Always

Sleep sleep.
Who is there to sleep?
The body sleeps
Not I.
I am here
Look
Always awake
Always.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake And Awake

Awake and awake
In senses and in mind
And know the world of fancy.
Keep purity within
And know what should be accepted
And what should be rejected.
Awake and awake
And see what and how you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake And Enlightened

Awake and enlightened, my dear
From your dream body
Never be in illusion any more.

You are neither in distress
And nor you are in happiness
And it is all your imaginations.

Awake and enlightened, my dear
Stay with you and the pleasant
Surrounding with you.

Truth should be understood
Awake and enlightened, my dear
It is everything and it is You.

You are enlightened, my dear, I know
And I know you are free from all contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake And Watch

Awake and watch
Watch and read
Read and act
But act with care.

What you need
that is there,
In your goodness
All is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake With Night

Awake with night,
Dust of stars
See outside.
The sky is
Rotten milk.
Dreams are love-less.
Moment of nectar
Are still in bed.

Gajanan Mishra
Awake, By Your Own Awakening

Awake, by your own awakening
Or by hearing from others
You will become conscious
And look to the world with love
Let me say this world is pure
And here in this world
You can achieve what you desire
You can reach to the Ultimate truth
That is there in your heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Awaken And See

Awaken and see
Rise of internal potency
Appearance of internal pleasure
Within you, my dear.

Awaken and see
The nature with in you
Observe your beautiful
Bodily features.

You are the conqueror
O my dear, arise
Cross the time-frame
By your glittering dress.

Gajanan Mishra
Award Me

Award me, O my dear
Knowledge about You
Your potency
Your love
Your mercy.

Award me, O my dear
The total cosmic energy
That I am a part of it
I am a living entity
Eternally I am Yours with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Awards

Awards..
For what?

Am I eligible
To receive
The awards?
And who are you
To give me awards?

Are you not
Ignorant like me?

Do you know
Who I am?

Have you studied me
At any time
In full length?

Meaning of awards
And the purpose
Behind such awards
Be cleared first.

Attachment with
Awards is as dangerous
As life that
Has no value.

Know the self
And go not
For awards..

Gajanan Mishra
Aware and awake
Here is the truth
Within me within you.

Aware and awake
We are the truth
Everything here nothing
But the truth.

The truth the truth the truth
Out lives our houses and
The very expansion of potency.

The truth the truth the truth
We are the truth here with all
That are nothing but the truth
And we are staying with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Awareness

Awareness and
Taking shelter
That go together.
Energy illusory,
Nothing manifested
And in true approach
Life dazzled
Beyond the horizon.

Gajanan Mishra
Axiomatic

Axiomatic all,
My dresses, my
Changing clothes,
My beginning and
Ending and my
Transmigrating to
You, in detached
Manner though.
My independency is
Spontaneous, and
I am declaring
About my own entity.
In several phases
I distinctive ways.

Gajanan Mishra
B For Not Big

B for not big here,
But B for balloon,
Though both big and
Balloon have
Their uncertainty,
Though both life
With the same method,
For creation, procreation,
Generation, regenerations.
Both are empty and
Have no meanings in reality.
Bigness is not true,
But in some way or other
Each one is related to balloon,
All empty and emptiness
Is the spirit of life city.

Gajanan Mishra
Baa, Baa, Odia

Baa, baa, Odia,
You are really badhiaa.
But how are you there
In your own state Odisha?

Yes sir, yes sir,
I am here without my bhasha.
I am here without adequate
food and shelter and
I am flying outside my home land
to fill up my belly and
I am in sorrow day and nights
Thinking about mother there.

Gajanan Mishra
Baba Saheb

Baba Saheb,
Global icon,
Maker of
Indian Constitution,
First Law Minister
Of this nation,
Stands for
All humanity.
Come, my dear
Brothers and sisters
To work together
At the feet
Of the Dr Ambedkar
For our bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Babul Tree

Babul tree,
Only babul trees.
Everywhere, see.
Our dreams are
Being tattered
By the thorns
Of babul trees.
Trees, babul trees,
Everywhere, see.
No rain, no heat
Can make us alive
Again here.
We, ourselves are
Babul trees!

Gajanan Mishra
Baby

Baby, O baby
Let me know
What are you thinking
Let me know where are you coming
Baby, O baby
I know You are the Truth
You are the Love, here
And I am confirmed you are
The nectar and the son of the nectar.
Tell me, your sweet words enable me
To live longer, and longer.

Gajanan Mishra
Baby Girl

Baby girl battered
And killed
Dowry devilish
Corruption cancerous
By flawed
Society pernicious.

Gajanan Mishra
Bach Ke Rehna

Bach ke rehna
apno se.
Bach ke rehna.
Bach ke rehna
samay se.
Bach ke rehna.
Bach ke rehna
ujjala se
bach ke rehna.

Gajanan Mishra
Bachelor

Bachelor can do
Something
Bachelor has
No attachment
Of worldly life
Bachelor has
The qualification
For social service
The qualification
Is not only by birth
But also by quality
Bachelor has got
That capacity
O men, You to decide
What to do in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Back Benches

Men, who are
on back benches
call not.
call not any one,
while proceeding
forward to
reach somewhere.

And where,
who is there to
tell you
at this hour,
when all are
silent and silently
silent again.

Gajanan Mishra
Back To The Truth

Towards the path
Back truth,
Back to the truth.
And I know
No one is condemned
By any other one
Not to move
Towards the truth.

Try to know the truth,
And the maker of truth.
Try to realize the truth.
Mislead not anyone
For sightseeing or
Moneymaking.

Gajanan Mishra
Back To You

I want to go back home
Back to You.

I want to get myself free
From all grief and anxieties.

I want to go back home
Back to You.

Where there is truth and
Eternal love I want to go there.

I want to go back home
Back to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Backbiting

Backbiting
Backbiting is the greatest sin,
Don't try to commit it
At any time.

Compassion
Compassion is the greatest virtue
Try always to be a man of
Compassionate, my dear.

Realization
Kindly realize the Truth
And be free from
This ocean of transmigration.

Gajanan Mishra
Back-Biting

The work
Of the jackal
But not
That of the lion.
You are not jackal,
I am sure.
You are a man,
Truthful, sincere,
Honest and straightforward.

You are young and energetic,
You know how to tackle
The situation.
You know how to retaliate,
And how to patch.
I know you have patience,
You know where is the needle
And how to push it.

The light is there
You are to stitch
In front of all.
And I hope
You are to win.
No politics and nothing
That sort can help you,
As I know your strong belief
Is there in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Backdoor Hike

Backdoor hike is
Cheating
Cheating the people
In a democratic system.

Backdoor hike is
Act of fox
Be a lion and
Face front to front.

Remember
You are for others
You are here
By others.

Gajanan Mishra
Background

You are in the background
That I know
Everything is here
Being performed
Under Your supervision
The air the water the light
All are here and they are
Doing their duties
Punctually and regularly.
O my dear, I know You are in all
Actually You Yourself has framed
The natural laws that is here
It is for You air is blowing
Fire is burning, water is flowing
We are all going here and there
For Your works and You are
The backbone of all, You are
In the background of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Company

If you are wise
Shun the company
Of the vile.
It is good
Neither to quarrel
With a wretch
Not to make friends.
It is good
To remain aloof.
Wicked fellow
Should be avoided
Always even as a dog.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad In Theology

Bad in theology,
Bad in law.
Hateful actions
Are not permissible
In love and in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Laws

Bad laws
Poor governance
Mar society.

Corrupt man
Ill society
Kills humanity.

Inhumanity
Supported by ignorance
Future furtive.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Luck Partner

Sorry,
How can I believe you,
Tell me, dear partner!

Rudeness is there
In you.
You are far from
The truth.

Without love
I find no bridge
In between us.

See here,
I am fair and clear.
I am able,
And I am free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Memory

Ask me not anything
Your expectation
Is not there
To be fulfilled.

I have a bad memory
And an unsuccessful life,
For me neither the sun
Is rising not setting.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Men Are

Bad men are
The chronic disease
Of the society.

To our great fortune
You are annihilating
The bad men.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Odors And Good Smells

Bad odors
In filthy places
Good smells
From camphor, menthol
Pungent smells
From garlic onions
Acidic smells
From turmeric
Original aroma
Is the odor
Emanating from earth
And it is life
Wherein odor appears
In different ways
Life is the place
Of all odors
All smells
And of sustenance of
All elements.

Gajanan Mishra
Bad Son

Bad son creates
Endless anxiety
And you have to
Suffer unbearable
unhappiness.
Bad son is the cause
Your reputation to vanish
Bad son's irreligious
Activities causes
irreligious and quarrel.
Bad son makes your
Life and home miserable
Bad son is a bond of illusion
Bad son is also your good friend
He is helping you become detach from home.

Gajanan Mishra
Badha Dia Naa Dayakari (Odia)

Badha dia naa dayakari,
Aama nija aloukika aaluare
Andharaku tadi debaaku aame ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Badu (Thread Ceremony)

Badu heba babu aamar badu
Padba path sikhba sath
Aaru heba munus bagir munus.

Iagaba gute paeta
Jenti thiba gyan utar ke utar.
Bua dekhikari balba hela puta
Saphal hela janam karbarta.
Maa balba a bua sat gar nei degbu
Michhar garke nei madbu
Aaru mor naa rakhithibu.

badu heba babu badu aaru rakhithiba
Dayadharam aaru karuthiba karam
gyanbudhi lagei parkhu parkhu sabku.

Dada dadi hauthibe usat
Badu heikari babu aamar
Bantba jetkibelke perempirti
Dhaen dhaen hauthiba purthi.

Mamumain kakakaki jetki sabu achhan
jena jena kahuthibe atiki mithas e jiban.

Babu aamar heikari barahamchari
Bamanke deba chapi marbe sabu papi
Kahuthiba satke rakhbarta aaru
Jhutke bhagabarta mor erada.

Badu heba babu badu aasa kie achha kena kena
kara asirbad jebnta dekhba bata aagke aaru
Heba aaru jagba aaru larba sabke ujala.

* Kosli Kabita, When a Brahmin boy Priestly class
attains the age of nine his parents arrange a thread ceremony
Thenonly he is called dwija and he is fir to start his education
Acquired knowledge on Gita Bhagawata scriptures. This is the tradition of
Sanatana Dharma i.e. Hindu religion.
Baekhujen

Kanhelaje hetarpaske jauchha
Aaru hauchha khujei aaru
Chhatpatuchha chuchhake.
Bhagiaasikari thanbasan
Alag karidele ni hue ken
Hetake chhadidia hetarthane
Ni khuj na uttar kaharirnu.
Sunuchha bhael kahar katha
Kiw kaheba aamar e sabu
Ijudi galana sabu e mankarthane
Aaru ni hauna munusmakad kihe.

Hemane sabu tautarmane
Jhuri dharsan suinbhate
Rassusbe kalekale aaru
Atha latkabe aamar mude.
Kan helaje jauchha
He baikhujenmankar paske.

Gajanan Mishra
Baffled A Every Step

Am I an atheist?  
If not, why I baffled  
At every step here.  
Have I detached myself  
From truth?  
If not, why I baffled  
At every step here.

I am always anxious  
To do good to others,  
I realize I am here  
Only for this purpose.  
I know the right path,  
Path of peace and prosperity.  
Still, I baffled, why?

Gajanan Mishra
Bag And Baggages

O You are mine
And I am not yours
Alas,
Bag and Baggages no more.

To wait and watch
is my work.
I am not alone
for this work.
As you see
there is dark.

The prayer I offered
concealed me.
And I turned to violent.

What is good and
What is bad
You to decide
The Sun never set
Until then mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Bahare Nahin (Odia)

sabu bhitare,
Kichhi bi bahare
Nahin.
He mahamanya,
Mo priya, dekhajauchhi,
Sunajauchhi,
Sundar sabda sabu
Aama mangala pain.
Sabu aamara,
Sabu aama pain.
Aame joddhha
Aame ethi,
Jinibaa pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Bahure Eka(Odiaa)

Bahure eka
Ekare bahu.
Mu jane
Eha tume.

Mo sabda sabu
Nuhen jadhesta
Thik bhabare
Tumaku barnibaku.

Kichhi jane
jaha achhi
Mo bhitare.
Jane na
Kana achhi
Tumathi.

Gajanan Mishra
Bahuta Kichhi Sikhen ???? ???? ????? (Odia)

Bahuta kichhi sikhen  
Mo chhaithu.  
Dekha, sethi achhi,  
Dakibaku dia.

Judhare  
Mu bala paen mo chhaiku.  
Aau judha sabubele  
Sethi.  
Aau mu haren  
Sabubele.

Mo prati  
Achhi ki dayaa?  
Anubhav kre naa  
Ae jae.

- -

Odia lipi;

???? ?? ??  
??, ?? ?? ??,  
??, ?? ?? ?

?????? ?? ??  
?? ?? ?? ?

?? ?? ?????  
????? ?

?? ??? ?????  
???? ??

?? ??? ??  
????? ?

?? ?? ?????  
????? ?

?? ?? ??  
?????? ?

?? ???
Gajanan Mishra
Bahuta Mankada (Odia)

Aama Puri jagannath mandirare
Bahuta mankada
Aau semane samaste dekha
Tumaku karuchhanti katakhya.
Seaadaku jaana
Semane prastuta
Karibaku lunthana.
Ae mankada gudaka
Mahatmagandhinka mankadathu
Bhinna. Ethare emane
Jaha bi suniparanti
Jaha bi kahi paranti
Jaha bi dekhi paranti, mukta.
Kichhi niyama, dhara
police karmachari
Emananku paranti ni atakai.
Kintu priya, tume ta tumaku
Pariba roki, na hele
Emane tumaku deidebe sikhya.

Gajanan Mishra
Bahutabele Mo Bapa

Bahutabele mo bapa
Mate kahuthile
Kabita lekhibaku
Kabitue pari banchibaku.
Karana thila
Kabi raja ba samrata tharu
Bahuta urthware.
Bahutabele mo bapa
Mate kahuthile
Kabi sehi jagaku jai pare
Jouthiku surya
pahanchi pare na.
Kabi prema kana jane
Aau baharipade satyara
Anusanthanare.
Kabi manabikatara o
Jubanara mulya jane.
Kabi jane aakasha o
Matira samparka.
Aji mu bujhuchhi
Mo bapa thik thile
Sethipain Mu kahuchhi
Dinutie kabihebaku o
Jibanara o premara
Swada chakhibaku..

Gajanan Mishra
Let them go on bail
Your Honour
They are innocent.
I offer myself as a bailer for them.

I know they have not done anything contravening natural justice.

Your Honour
Let them go on bail
I on behalf of them obey the term and condition as prescribed.

There is no chance of absconding.
We are all permanent resident of this locality.
Have mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Bailout

Life is a whiff of
fragrance in the desert.
The art of living best
known to you
and you are in your world.

Despite rough weather
I am trying my best
bailout seeing you therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Bakhanibe Anyamane (Odia)

Kana heuchhi kana na heuchhi
Bakhanibe anyamane
Mu nuhen.

Mu kahibasile kahuchha
Kuhantini emiti aene.

Majhire majhire pacharuchha
Kana sabu karuchha bhaina
Disunahan je tume.

Gajanan Mishra
Bakhara Bhitare Bakhara

Bakhara bhitare bakhara,
Keteje bakhara bhitare
Keteje bakhara kalana nain.
Aau mu jani nahin keteta
Bakhara dei jibaku paduchhi
Eithi basithai.

Bujhibata dure thau, bakharaku nei
Kichhi kariheba, ae bhabana bi nain,
Aau etebelaku janhata khasi jauchhi akasharu.
Aakashaje mati sahita angangi jadita
Ekatha samastanku janathile bi
Pati bhitai kehi kahiba- satya nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Balance Of Life

Keep balance,
Balance of life
Here my dear
With colours.
Come on with
Your poems and
Sketches, life
Is your and
it is waiting
For you, you only.
Keep on, what you
Are doing here
With love and
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Balancing Act

It is the woman
Who can deliver justice
And then only it is nice.

Woman can
Protect herself
And it is woman
In society
Who can bring
Peace.

Woman is the beginning
The middle and end of society
Society is for woman
And woman is for the society
Society is by the woman
It is the woman
At par with society.

Woman represents
Past present and future
It is for woman
We are all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Balancing Act - Budget

Balancing act,
It is life
Here today.
Growth, rate,
Reform, finance
All are there.
Tax, expectation
All are also there.

Gajanan Mishra
Baljubri (Kosli)

Baljubri kaen *
Baljubri kaen pasi aechha
E bhitarke etki belke
Dekte dekte budlana gharghat
binpani aaru tame
Heichha bhakua ene.

Ene muin achhen balisina
Enta takikari raetsara usnidra heikari
Kadochikal makhikari muin
karijauchhen balikari kichhu
Jana nai padbar aaru kahuchha kana
Hede ta galana nasi kantaria muna.

Ene muin lagechhen kantaria
Sabuthire aaru hisab rakhichhen
kete gala kete aasla
E bua bel rahela ki gala
Nai janapadla aaru etki belke
Kahela thuk achhe ga jibu ta ja.

* Forcibly

Gajanan Mishra
Baljubri Kaen (Kosli)

Baljubri kaen
Baljubri kaen pasi aechha
E bhitarke etki belke
Dekte dekte budlana gharghat
binpani aaru tame
Heichha bhakua ene.

Ene muin achhen balisina
Enta takikari raetsara usnidra heikari
Kadochikal makhikari muin
kariauchhen balikari kichhu
Jana nai padbar aaru kahuchha kana
Hede ta galana nasi kantaria muna.

Ene muin lagechhen kantaria
Sabuthire aaru hisab rakhichhen
kete gala kete aasla
E bua bel rahela ki gala
Nai janapadla aaru etki belke
Kahela thuk achhe ga jibu ta ja.

Gajanan Mishra
Balloons

We are all balloons here,
Tethered balloons.
We are up in the air,
What we are doing
Already that are there.
Our uniqueness is in our
Endurance and maneuverability,
And we are here for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ball-Point Pen

Man is like
A ball point pen,
But man is not
Use and throw.
Man is always
Devoted to others,
It is everything
With the man since
Man is for service
And bringing joy to other.

Gajanan Mishra
Balls Of Fire

Neither dust,  
Nor ice  
But balls of fire  
Are there  
All around us.  
We are burning  
At every moment here.

Touch me and test me,  
Am I not hot?  
Hot with desire.  
You may agree or not,  
I don't care.  
You are punishing yourself  
With desire.

But keep a firm belief  
My dear men with you  
And stay unaffected  
By evil and wrong  
And develop forgiveness  
Within you for all,  
The fire would not  
Harm you at any moment.

No one but you can  
Save yourself from  
Your own fire and own  
Enemy that are within you  
Here like anger, greed  
And so many other diseases.  
Behold your own self  
That is present in all beings.

Balls of time,  
Balls of fire, catch it,  
Early and go forward  
With ice, with humanity,  
With love, with truth.
Gajanan Mishra
Bamboo Cohesion

Fire is there,
Desire is there,
All destruction is there.
Interact, wrath,
Illusory energy
All are there.
The way to destruction -
Far away from self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Bamboo Leaf

Bamboo leaf- my truth, my love,
You are my bamboo leaf.
Your play is my death,
Your nectar is my poison.
Still I love, bamboo leaf.
I love you, I love you.
I know you have the vision,
I believe in your beauty,
I trust you, bamboo leaf,
You are the witness of
My civilization, you are the creation.
You have done so many
Viruous works, bamboo leaf
And you are in peace and happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Bamboo Trees

All sang
Unitedly in
Their own fire,
And all vanished.

Nothing secret,
Blank space,
Blank wall,
The witnesses.

If you like to
Speak something,
No bar.
Forest is there
To give support
With all power.

Gajanan Mishra
Bamur Gachha (Odia)

Bamur gachha lagauchhi
Aau aasa karuchhi ambba.

English;

I am planting the acacia tree
And hope for mango.

Gajanan Mishra
Ban

Who is there
to say
going and
coming.

Who is there
to explain
the rain.

Rain, rain
only rain
You cannot
move
it is banned.

Gajanan Mishra
Ban Lifted

Ban be lifted
Assess be freed.
I be allowed to move
Across the world
As a free bird
The sky and the air
Is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Banajaga

Banajaga.

We are in the forest,
Let us search who we are
Let wander here there,
We have with us the conch
The mace the lotus and
The wheel.
We are on the bank of time,
And we are not damaged.
We are in this body-cart
That is the earth.
We are now away from us
We are on this spot
We are in a journey and
It is a great Banajaga jatra.

Gajanan Mishra
Banana Republic

We have got a banana republic
Is it right O my citizen
Come and ask yourself if you can.

Who is persona non grata
Who is throwing out whom
A question is to be asked.

Go on asking questions
And it is you to collect answers
From You only.

Gajanan Mishra
Bancha Kabitare (Odia)

LeKha, bujha,
Kara byakhyā, prema kara,
Aau bancha kabitare, priya.

Gajanan Mishra
Banchi paribi nahin
Tuma bina,
Tume jana
Bati jali
Pare na
Agni bina.
Mu mo pain
Chahen na kichhi.
Tuma pain
Mor sabu prarthana.
Tume mo prema
Tume mo satya
Tume mora sabu chera,
Tume mora sabu phala.

Gajanan Mishra
Banchiba Ta Bi Gotie Roga (Odia)

Banchiba ta bi gotie roga
Mate biswas kara, Anubhav kara
Nija bhitare je kounashi samayare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bandhana (Odia)

Paruna uthi uparaku
Mu bi paruni khasi talaku.
Dekha, tathapi,
Aama bandhana atuta.

Gajanan Mishra
Bandhutware Premare ?????????? ??????? (Odia)

Bandhutware premare
Sabu mukta.

Komala amrutamaya hasatie
Binasha kare sabu dukha.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

Gajanan Mishra
Bandit

What the bandit said
I remembered in the jungle
He said do not believe
A human being at all
And I remembered
And he said
Do not believe a frog
And I remembered
And he said
Do not believe at all
Two-legs creature
And I forgot
What the bandit said
As he turned in to a human
And sat in our parliament.

Gajanan Mishra
Bangalore

Bangalore, the city of joy
I have seen you with my little soul
And you know I how I touched you
Like the lily according to my
sweetwill in the moonlit night.

Bangalore, on this day of twentythird
February two thousand twelve
I submitted my security with you
That would enlightened the world
with honesty integrity.

Bangalore, take care of my little soul
And enable him to acquired victory
That is as white as milk of the Kali
And Alok and Gyana touched my feet
And I am astonished till returned.

Gajanan Mishra
Banish Fear

Banish fear
Root of all evils.
Love all
Root of all virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Bankrupt

Who are you to declared me bankrupt?
Who has given you power for such declaration?
Are you not bankrupt from the very beginning of your birth?
We are insolvent in so many ways
Try to understand my point in this passage.
Who has made law and for what purpose
Do you think for a while.
Look I am open and empty
So also you
It is your intention that is to count
Do not be cruel
Do not be uncivilized to any body
At any point of time
Help all and
Do not be barbarous
This world is for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Bankrupt -Mind

I am not big, see
I have no confidence
In my intellectual power
My mind is bankrupt.

I am mean but my
Aspiration is pitched too high
I crave for nectar but I have
No means to procure butter milk.

Good poet forgive me
And read my childish poems
With delight as I prattles
In lisping accents.

But what I am telling
That is truth and there is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Banyan Love

It is here common
The banyan love
They said to
Each other.

If you turn
Up side down
It is your truth
That suffer.

Shaing views
Is not bad
If you are a
Good man.

But with a wicked
And bad fellow
It is like
Miserable plight.

Try to solve
All problems
Within yourself
Or push to shelf.

Take not anything
Serious as life
Is nothing but
bookhive song.

Gajanan Mishra
Banyan Tree

Banyan tree
Very refreshing
Holy fig tree
I am that tree
O my dear
It is my glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Banyan Tree Is A

Banyan tree is a banyan tree
You can not convert it in to
A banana tree.

Sea is sea and you can not see
The sea as the sky
It is there and it is not to fly.

What is within me, nobody can discard it
And I know You are within me, my dear
By saying no to my love, you can not cover truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Barapha O Aakasha

Barapha o aakasha
ubhaye bhala paanti
Udbhayanku aau mu
bhala pae duhinku
Badrinathre.

Dekha ethi mu
Achhi khusire aau
Gadhouchhi baraphapurna
Prakrutika garamapanire.

Mu dukhita
Barapha o aakasha sahita
Tukura tukura hoi
Dhaski jauthiba
Himalayaku dekhi ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bare Facts

Through bare facts
We can assess what is what
And who is who.

What you read heard seen
Or experience everything is
Feeling that are bare.

Bare facts, Bare facts.

Gajanan Mishra
Bare Necessities

Always I am acting
For the bare necessities
And I have given up
All and all sense of
Proprietorship over
My possessions
See me
I am under my control now
I am within me
And I know
You are also within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Bare Necessities Are

Bare necessities are
Food, clothing, medicines and water.
Offer food to the hungry
Offer water to the thirsty
Offer clothes to the naked
Offer medicines to the sick.
Torture not anybody,
All should enjoy freedom
In every field of life.
Before offering anything
To anybody see his worthiness, my dear,
It is necessary to avoid misuse.

Gajanan Mishra
Barking Dogs

Seeing the barking dogs
I stood straight
And at the snake frawning
And at the chattering of monkey
I observed the wind.
Whose side you are
I failed to understand
And I walked along the side
And the sea was there
And I kept it in mind.
O no, nothing more
Here is the mutilated body
And mysterious story
Forget the retaliation
See dogs are now kind.

Gajanan Mishra
Barleycorns

Come on dear, with
Cooked barleycorns,
Burned by the sun.

Come on and see
It can no longer
Grow into new sprouts.
Come on dear,
To the truth
For all good.

Only love is here,
And nothing else.

Love and truth
make you whole, dear,
Come on, time is right here.

Gajanan Mishra
Barometer

Public opinion we have
And it is the barometer
Of our democracy.

Gajanan Mishra
Barren Land

Barren land
Contaminated,
Men do some good,
For your own benefit.

Be cultured and decent,
Your turn is ahead.
Men do something
For truth.

Love is within you,
Rainy days are coming,
Men see the rivers
How anxious they are on the line.

Gajanan Mishra
Barren, Not Time

Barren, not time.
And I am there
With the time.
Poems are there
To welcome
Everybody there.
Each one is anxious
To see the happenings.

Here, I am not
To forget my name,
Though name is
Not true.
I have taken birth
To arrive at a point,
Not known, though.

Bit by bit
I am testing the time,
And the time is
Taking me, with
And without my knowledge.
Thanks to the reservoir,
That is there in clouds.

I am united and
Never scattered.

Gajanan Mishra
Barrier

To take confidence is a must
To take confidence is not easy.

The barrier is the callousness
Of the intellectuals.

Gajanan Mishra
Barsha Kahe  (Odia)

Barsha kahe
Sundar kari gadha sabu
Mu aasuchhi.
Mu aasuchhi bhala pain,
Satya pain tuma pain.

Mu aasuchhi
Jiba pain, aasuchhi
Puni ajiba pain.
Udbhaye samaan mo pain.
Khokholi kahe barsha.

Priya bandhu,
Barshathu bahut kichhi
Sikhibaar achhi
Aamar.

-  

In Odia lipi;

????? ???
?????? ??? ?? ???
??? ????? ?
??? ????? ?? ??
??? ????? ??? ?

??? ?????
??? ???? ?????
???? ????? ?? ?
???? ???? ?? ???,
???????? ??? ????? ?

????? ??????,
??????? ???? ????
???????? ??? ??
??? ?
Barsha Nuhan (Odia)

Barsha nuhan,
Surya O
Suryakirana
Saradina.

Banchiba kemiti
Ae manisha
Januaranka kabalaru
Mukti nahion re mana.

Gajanan Mishra
Barshil Sah

Chosen the life of Sant Jains,
Barsil Sah, I salute you.
Really you are symbol of human being,
You have chosen the path of Hermitage.
You are the topper of
Gujrat Education Board,
A so-called bright carrier
Was a head, a most luxurious life
Was waiting for you.
But lo, you kick them out.
A real, natural man, you are,
I salute you again, being a hermit
Of Jainism, the true path of living being.
You have adopted the things that are
Most essential to living in.
And not to go with the competitive world,
Not to be a cause of anyone's sorrow.
You are really lucky, Lucky- also your parents.
Look me, I am in this dark well,
With no necessity, I am hankering after
Money, wealth and all luxuries,
That have no value, I know, though.
I am in deep sorrow and living a life of hell
At every moment, not able to go like you.
Show me the path of the truth,
Give me the courage to go outside the life,
Here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Barter

Take my love
Give Your love.
Giving and taking
Is there world over.

My love is my everything
That I am offering
Your love is Yours everything
That You are offering.

Love is always afresh and new
As I told You and You told me
And I am staying in love always
In life and above and beyond life
And we can reciprocate many millions
Of times over materially and spiritually.

Gajanan Mishra
Basa Seithi (Odia)

Basa seithi
Angya die se
Kha eha
Aadesh die
Dekha na
Se kahe.
Aau tume
Palana kara.
Se aau kehi nuhen
Mu nischita
Se tumara stri.
Tuma stri sahita
Tume pruthibi jinipara.
Tuma stri sahita
Tume pratyeka
Rahasya bhedipara.
Tuma striku tara jagare
Rakha rakhidia o dekha
Se kete dayaniya.
Se jaha chahunchhi
taku kahibaku dia
Tume kabala sunibaku achha
Ethare.
Kounasi sabda uchhara na
Se adhikara tumara nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Base Of All

I am the base
I am the nature
I am the original
I am the only one
I am here and
I am without fear.

I know no bondage
I know no affinity
With this world,
It is known to me
What ought to be done
What ought not to be done.

I know the reality,
Reality about the path of work.

Gajanan Mishra
Baseless Doubts

Feeling of uncertainty
Is really baseless.
Why are you hesitate
To believe another,
I find no reason.
Causing doubt is sin.
All are free to
Perform the works
Allotted to them
In their own ways.
We should see and observe.
Your doubt is baseless,
Set me free and see what
I am going to do only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Basic Means

Give me some food
I am hungry
Give me a piece of cloth
To cover up my bare body
Look, I have no house
Make arrangement for a
Shelter at least.

Gajanan Mishra
Basic Truth

I am not sure and I am in doubt
Whether this child would grow or not
Whether this child would get educated or not
Whether this child would get married or not
Whether this child have a family or not
Whether this child have wealth or not
But I am sure this child will die
You will die and there is no doubt
In death as because this child has already
Taken birth you have already taken birth
Let me say again there is no need to
Celebrate birth day that you have reached
Certain age because I know you have not
Reached that age but so many years have gone
And you are short of so many years and
You are getting closer to death and so
It is better if you celebrate the welcoming
Ceremony of death here every year every moment
I am sure it would give new and true energy for
An ideal living.

Gajanan Mishra
Basically Foreign

Basically foreign but
To all intents and purposes
As good as home
No meaning saying this.

And we are losing our touch
With our identity
Our own culture
Our traditions
Our roots.

Gajanan Mishra
Basis Of

Basis of all existence
Is matter and spirit
Spirit is basic field
Matter is created by spirit.

Spirit and matter
Big factory and
Big skyscraper
You are original cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Basis Of Democracy

Basis of democracy is people
Ultimate power is with people
Durable peace can be achieve
Only by the people
Go to the people
Or face horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Basket Full

Basket full
Flowers fruits.

Air and
Water tight compartment
That suit.

Our songs are endless
Our run is soft.

See, I am
An earthly seed
But not You.

Gajanan Mishra
Baspa Chalita Nouka (Odiaa)

Kahidien, kabi
Jane baspa chalita nouka.
Sansara sagaraku se
pari hue sabda saktire
Aau bohi nie samastanku
nija sahita.
Kabira kathare amruta
Aau samastanku se
Banti die.

Gajanan Mishra
Bastabataku Anubhav Karajau (Odia)

Bastabataku anubhav karajau
Aau padakhepa niaajau
Chirantana shanti pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Bathing In Fire

See me,
I am bathing in fire
Everyday,
And testing
My perfection.

You are there,
And I see you
For the truth,
In words and
In languages
Not mine.

Nothing deceptive
But everything
Is decisive.

Gajanan Mishra
Battery Be Recharged

Battery may be recharged,  
Scene may be looked into afresh,  
But please, don't be too  
Sensitive to everything.

Do not to be too forceful  
Or severe as your own  
Image is there and stay  
Clear of all conflicts.

Gajanan Mishra
Battle Is There

Battle is there
Always between
Good and bad.
But who is good
And who is bad
Very difficult
To define and
Distinguish.

Let me say
All celestial,
Let me say
All potential,
And all provincial
And all proverbial.

Gajanan Mishra
Battle Of The Brains

I being a rustic villager
Fear the battle of the brains
That are common in cities
And metros among so called
Educated literate societies
And also I hate these battles
Of brains since these battles
Are not for the larger interest
Of the human race and also
I think here there is nasty politics
Against one another and I am
Not such type of man either.

Gajanan Mishra
Battlefield

Battlefield-
This world.
We are all
Warriors.
Victory and
Defeat-
No matter.
Law of nature-
The controller.
We are all here
But without
Any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Battle-Field

A place of battle-
This world.
But don't be terrified.
Feel delighted
That you are here
At this time to win,
Win the battle of
Life and death.
Be fearless, my dear men,
And have a complacent mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Battlefield - Life

Battlefield - life,
Nothing new
In telling so.
But we are to
Concede defeat,
Though, we thought,
We have achieved success.
Nothing to bewilder,
Though here,
We are to see
All around and proceed
Forwards for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Bayumaya Patha ??????? ?? (Odia)

Bayumaya pathaku kaatibaaku dia,
Mayura sathire jibaaku anumati dia.
Simhaku dakibaaku dia,
Sampurna bibarani dia sunibaaku.
Jaanibaaku dia sunyataa.
Prasarita karibaaku dia sugandha,
Samayara jaahidaa mu achhi tuma sahita.

In Odia lipi;

??????  ??
????????  ??,
???? ??????
????? ????????? ?
????? ???????? ???
??????? ??????
??? ???????? ?
???????? ??? ??????? ?
???????? ??????? ??? ?????? ?
?????? ??? ??? ??? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Be a beloved of truth, O men.
Go on searching your truth
That is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Best Friend

Be a best friend of all
And no one's enemy
Think everybody as yourself
And for you there is God's help.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Father

Be a father,
Be a father figure
And left everyone think
I wish everyone
Should get a father figure
Like you.
Help all
Without any partiality
To any religion or
Caste or sex.
Fatherhood is really
As important as godhood.
Real love is there,
And there is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Friend

Be a friend of mine
I am Yours for ever
I am in all
Know it clear
And envy none
See equal to all
Partial to none
I am in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Giver

Be a giver
But it is difficult.
Don't be a taker
But it is difficult.
Though difficult
But not impossible.
Impossible is also
Possible if it moves
In proper way and
In proper time.
Say no not to anybody
Be hopeful and say
Yes, let us try
And see, this is not yours- this cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Giver Of Happiness

Be a giver of happiness.
Mind it, my dear
If you receive happiness
You get caught. It is said
An enjoy-er of pleasure
Can never be independent.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Good Man

Be a good and kind man
Without being kind to others
You can not desire kindness
Such desire is unjust and
Disparaging and it is not blissful
And without His grace you can not
Get liberated for this you have
To be kind enough to the smaller
Persons than yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Good Man Not A Great Man

All good men are great,
All great men are not good
And hence I pray,
Be a good man and
Not a great a man,
Good men are ready to
Help others without any
Self interest.

Good men are there
And they are doing their
Own works and they are
Satisfied with themselves,
They have no need to
Take anything from anybody,
They smile always and keep
Themselves detached from all,
Their desire is only welfare of all.

All great men have their own vehicles
Buildings, servants and all type of
Luxuries and yet they are not satisfied,
They are not able to sleep at any time
They lack smile as they are always busy.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Human Being

Be a human being,
Be a human being, my dear,
And be calm.

Enjoy yourself,
Enjoy yourself, my dear,
You are in heaven.

Don't be foolish
Don't be foolish, my dear,
Like an animal.

Be a human being, my dear,
And not in rage,
Rage leads to world of hell.

Be present always within you
O my dear, be in love, be in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Law

Be a law unto yourself,
And proceed ahead.
Stop not, stop not anywhere.
But lay down not the law,
And redress grievance
By your own means.
The banyan tree is near you,
Use it for the truth.
But think not it is real
In the true sense on the white wall.
By going and coming you are to
Recall everything en route.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Lover Of Silence

Be a lover of silence
O my dear
If you wish to be happy
Keep your mouth shut
Said Sadhu Vaswani
To me
Silence like sunlight
Illuminate you in Him
My dear I know
Communicate with me
In silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Be a man
Be a man of good character
O my dear
I am eager
To see you here.

Your pious thoughts are
My place of pilgrimage
You have renounced
Wealth and woman, great.

With utmost care you are
Listening me and reading scriptures
Here you are with sages and saints
And always you are thinking me, my dear.

You are here with me, O man
Without any attachment with the world
And you have acquired knowledge
You are really a great soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Man Of

Be a man of commitment, my dear
And by this power you can
Defeat death.
Don't think other fool
Even a man of simple nature
Can caged you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be a man of good conduct, my dear,
And bring to bear good influence on others.
O teachers, O preceptors, O masters, O lecturers,
O leaders, O administrators, O story narrators
And others and others and to you the society remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Man Of Meaner Sort

Be a man of meaner sort,
But keep ambition very high.
Hope for nectar, but
Worry not even if
Buttermilk is not available.
Remember always and
Hundreds of times what you have
In your hearts and stay pleased.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Man With Humanity

Be a man with humanity,
Be a seer and understand others,
Be a trader and gets all that you desires,
Be a master and impose your thoughts,
Be a poet and save the rights of others by enlightening all,
Understand the rules, my dear, by going on the path of love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Master

Master of your
Own senses and
Know the truth
Know the truth and
Love all here
With pleasure.

Have the knowledge
About who you are
Where have you come from
Where are you going
What is you
And what is your relation
With all others.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Mother

Be a mother,
Be a mother and know
What is love
What is benevolence
What is compassion,
Be a mother
And go with the living beings.

Motherhood is the ultimate
Attitude of wealth,
Motherhood is anti-poverty attitude,
Motherhood is all creatives
And contains all sorts of
Heroic, juicy, positive,
Visionary expansive qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Perfect

Be a perfect
Living entity
You are the greatest
You are the highest
You are most beautiful
In this universe
No alternative to You
Be a perfect living entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Perfect Poet

And live a perfect life
Without any grief
Without any desire.

Be a perfect poet
And live a perfect life
Without going through
Duality.

Be a perfect poet
And live a perfect life
With love with truth
And with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Real Human Being

Be a real human being,
Enjoy a successful and meaningful life
And live with all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Real Man

Harmonize everything
And be a real man.
Realize- there is
Only one centre
For all.
Form or
Formless no matter.
Nothing to blame,
Nothing to praise.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Runner

Be a runner
And get victory.
Speak always
Prudent and
Meaningful words
And get victory.
Love all and
Serve all wholly
And get victory.
Select the place
You are to run,
Be a runner
On the field of truth
And get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Scholar

Be a scholar, my dear son.
Remember the words-
A scholar is worshipped
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Witness

Be a witness.

Good or bad
It is happening
Every time.

Be a witness.

Whatever is there
That is there.

Be a witness.

Confront not
Anybody anywhere.

Be a witness.

All questions are
All answers and
Also observe
Reverse reports.

Be a witness
Be a witness.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Worshipper

Be a worshipper,
Worshipper of the truth,
Worshipper of the mother
And sit in the lap of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Worthy Son

Be a worthy son, my dear men,
Be a worthy son of this soil.
Do all sorts of acts carefully
For the benefits of others.

Create not enmity among men,
Create not any disturbance
And try to maintain peace and
Stability always everywhere.

Men, everything depends on you,
You are the fruits of love and truth,
Men, stay successful in all sphere,
Stay blessed with others by good deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Alert

Be alert
In execution
Of truth
Of love.

Endure all
Occurrences
And attain
Highest perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aloof

Be aloof
From all affections
Stay unattached
And separate.

You are above vision
The objects of vision
And the process of vision
You are not afflicted with faulty vision.

You are only a witness
Not the party to the case
You are the guest who is valued
I pray save me from gliding down to hellish life.

O my dear, see me I am always in Truth
You are the only person to recognizd me impartially.

Gajanan Mishra
Be An

Be an openbook.
Go on
keeping relation.

Backbiter
has no place.

Be a realman
go on.

The world is
at your hand.
Do whatever
you like.

Forget not
destruction is
written in
your hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware

You are not eating
You are not sleeping
You are not hungry
You are not dull
You are not brilliant
No goodness no evil
No joy no sorrow
O my dear, be aware
You are in a word
You are just a word
And a word is a thought
And this thought is
Having existence
And thought is a snake
A poisonous snake
Sting and bite you
When you said I am
And when you said I am not
You can get nectar
O my dear, be aware
This is the true picture
You have in your hand
Experience this with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Of

Be aware of your own servants
And your own guards
They can take away anything
At any time.

Learn something from the seniors
See always to the juniors
Both the juniors and seniors
Are the most important lighters.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Of Dogs

'Be aware of dogs'
A sign board is here
In front of this house,
See and enter my dear.
If you love the dogs
They are there to lick at you.
If you beat the dogs
They are there to bite you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Of Me

Be aware of me
I am Yours.

I am your glories
I am your Supreme.

Be aware of me
I am your controller
I am within.

I am your simplicity
I am your delicacy
Be aware of me.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Of Rules

Be aware of rules
and traditions and go
to fulfill your ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Of Your Own Form

Be aware of your own form,
And take the natural course
To deliver the truth, my dear.
Be kind to each and every one
All around you, my dear and
Think for a while your relation.
Think not you have nothing to do
And you are not hungry for anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Aware Vibration Is There

Be aware, vibration is there
Vibration is life air
Life air is Omkara *

Omkara - concise form of Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Bold

Be bold
To face death
Death is nothing
But a transition pass.

Be bold
To cut off
All attachment and desires
They are nothing but dirt-marsh.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Bold To Say Something

Be bold,
Be bold, my dear,
To say something.

Crest-jewel of all wise
My dear, You are
And yet listen from me.

Blame not others
For nothing
It is all done by time.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Brave And Fight

Be brave and fight
Need of the time
Be careful and
Awake up
Be sincere to duties.

Gajanan Mishra
Be brave and have courage to face life.
Life has no colour,
Life is tasteless,
Life is above all Happiness and sorrows.

Living, let me say ideal living needs some practice,
Let me not pleased in favourable and displeased in unfavourable circumstances anywhere.

O men, remember, you are not a beast, or a bird or an insect.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Brave And Say

Be brave and say
I love you.

Take no pain
And say I love you.

My heart, my soul
Say I love you.

It is you, who is
Simple and straight
Say I love you.

Utter the words
Love you, I love you
See here the whole truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Calm

What is my name
I have forgotten.

Be calm Gajanan
Or else
You will forget
What is none.

You may write
You may recite
But try first
To control
Your mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Careful To Truth

Be careful to truth,
Do not care is
Not good, not good.

Be aware of life
It is yours, live life
With truth, with truth.

See the tree, search its
Fruits and roots and tell me
If you find it with proof.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Careful To Unchaste Wife

Who may kill you, my dear
At any time.
Treat your own mind and control it
As unchaste wife and
Live happily with time.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Careful, O Men

Be careful, O men,
While performing your duty,
For the welfare of others,
Without selfish motive,
And be free from duality
The pairs of opposites.
I am sure
You are released,
Easily from bondage of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious

Ubiquitous
Be cautious.
If you are to blame
Blame yourself.
Blame not others.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious Always

Be cautious always
At any moment
It is your time to go
Here no beginning
And no end
Roll call at any moment
You may hear may not hear
For you there is dead end
And straight way you are to
Make preparation for
Ultimate destination
Rushing hoarding no decoration.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious In Seeing

In hearing
In talking
In walking
And so on and so on.

Fix your mind
O my dear
With Supreme Truth
And associate with
Similar value.

Go with the person
With all purity
And strict to your
Own principles.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious - This Is Material World

Be cautious
Even if you are
Very learned
And advanced
This material world
Is very dangerous
And you are
The victim here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious To Government Officers

Be cautious to Government Officers
They are carnivorous demons
The Government Officers are man-eaters.

The Government men are always going
Against the conditioned souls
And taking away all.

O my dear, here in this life
I am feeling pains with the family-life and
With the behavior of Govt Officers.

O my dear, my own hunger and thirst
Are here and disturbing me time and again
And I lose my patience and I suffer thorn pricks more.

I am unable to understand what is going on
All around me and on my life, O my dear,
And I am falling down through the tricks of the enemy.

See me, I am more and more anxious and unhappy
I am losing my intelligence my consciousness
I am here in this world, a blind man in this dark well.

I am attracted to the little happiness from sense gratification
This is my illusion and I am falling to a hellish condition
Instead of showing me right way the Govt Officers put me in to jail.

The Gov Officers are taking all out benefits
Putting me in to troubles and seeing my helplessness
O my dear, Kindly appear, You are my Supreme Proprietor.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cautious, My Dear

You are in the area of
Sense enjoyment.
Be cautious, you are
To stay steady
In spiritual consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cheerful

Be cheerful, my dear
Remember, you are not you and
Nothing is yours.

You are seeking happiness
From nothing I know and
I know you are happy always.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Cheerful Always

Be cheerful always
As you have nothing
Be cheerful always
As you are nobody.

Loss and gain
Are not yours
Be cheerful
And see wonderful.

Be in tranquil
In chill and I know
Within you
There is zeal.

Be cheerful always
You will find soon
The main gateway
That is near and within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Clear

Love hatred
Expansion contraction
All are the same
And one my dear.

Do not spit
Do not differentiate
Male Female
White Black
Rich poor
All are the same
And one my dear.

The earth is one
The light is one
The air is one
The water is one
The sky is one.
Be clear
All are the same
And one my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Clear Within

Be clear within,
Your own house
And then only,
If you so like,
Go abroad.

Everything is
There within,
As you know,
Let us explore
First in
Your own house.

You can demonstrate
The known fact
With much ease.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Compassionate

Be compassionate, my dear
Towards fallen souls
Of this material world.

Take them out from the darkness
And mode of ignorance
They know not what is true enjoyment.

Show all, my dear, the mode of goodness
Let them offer the results of their activities
And give them all relief.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Composed

Be composed
And restore
To your own
Original nature,
My dear men and know
You are the sons
And daughters
Of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Confident

Be confident and stay
Stay to eradicate dark ignorance.

Nothing is hidden
No fear for separation
Glance at all with love
And affection
What is needed is
Devotion and go on.

I know you refuse
To abandon truth
And Justice
I know your life
Is full of bliss with
Transparency fragrance.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Courage And

Be courage and
Go on the path of truth.
Be courage and
Love and love.
Be courage and
have faith.
Be courage and
Live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Courageous

Be courageous
Like the night
And give birth
To the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Courageous And Bold

Be courageous and bold
O my dear, and be ready to die
Rather than lose the truth.
Be frank, be explicit to come
And love and fix your shameless mind
Upon the truth and love.
Enter the arena of this sight of
Love and beauty and obtain nectar
Hear everything sweets and desire almighty.
Have a good life here there
And give pleasures to others
Be delight in knowledge.
Your good-self, I am here
In all seasons and atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Faithful And Chaste

Be faithful and chaste
And try to understand
The temperament for good,
In principle, though.
You are the symbol of
The earth, dear.
Understand the attitude
And the situation.
Take not the law
Into your own hands,
Disturb not or
Break not the tree
That is there in
Your beautiful garden.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Faithful First

Be faithful first
Then only you would get
The right to say something here.

Understand others first
Then only you would be able to
Understand Yourself in the present situation.

And the situation is not under your control
First know it from the beginning here
And remember, you are am outsider.

Who is inside you are to know first
Then only you would get the pass
Then only then only you can understand my verse.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Faithful On This Path

Be faithful on this path
Path of love and devotion
Be faithful, my dear.

Expertly perform all activities
And be happy, my dear
Fool or wise no matter.

Exhibit not any false ego
You would caught in the net
And they throw you at once.

Go with perfect knowledge, my dear
Hover not in confusion
Though in life at times it is common.

Process is important that I know
O my dear, execution is really to performed.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Fearless

Fearless has got
Right to live
Fearful one
should perish.

Fear more distressing
Fear more disparaging.
Be fearless and win heaven
Be fearless and enjoy sovereignty

Gajanan Mishra
Be Fixed

Be fixed your mind
Only in Ultimate truth.
The Ultimate shelter of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Free By

Be free by knowledge
And renunciation.

Merge air with sky
Fire with air
Water with fire
Earth with water
Your blood with
The totality of water
Senses with sky.

O my dear, try to
Know the process of
Creation and changeable
Position day in and day out
Remember there is nothing
Called division.

Everything is amalgamation
Everything is respective position
Everything is spiritual vibration
Everything is you may say contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Free By Rising

Be free by rising
From the pairs of opposites.
Be wise by knowing
What is truth in life.
Live like a lion
Facing the death with courage.
Stay detach
And conquer everyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Free From Fear

Be free from fear,
O my dear, since you
Are here, and death
What I heard,
Is the greatest fear.
Know that there is
No death, and death
Is an illusion,
A nightmare,
A dream
And death is baseless.
Fear not, fear not.
And proceed forward
With the realization of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Free From Sorrow

Develop pure love
Realize uniqueness
Appreciate glories
And stay free
From sorrow
You would achieve
Your destination
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Friend To All

Be satisfied with yourself
Be friend to all
Be very peaceful in Truth
Care not for life or death
Forget the word hell and heaven
Let me say in clear voice
You are perfect, you are a real saint.
I required your presence, my dear friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Friendly

Be friendly,
Be friendly with your,
With your own self
And go with humanity.

You are from within,
Mind it, you are like
A tree that grows
From its own seed.

In you, I see
All beauty.
In you, I discover
All love.

Life breeze is there
Everywhere without any vacuum.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Fully Cognizant Of The Self

And stay free from all material
Pains and pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Good And

Be good and
Understand the talk
Of others.
All the chirps, coo,
Mews, quacks, barks
And also roars
have some value.
Add that you feel
Valuable and useful
In your life
As and when you like.
A bit struggle is
But necessary to
Show your own talent here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Gracious To Me

Be gracious to me, O my dear
And give a chance to stay here
By lightening the pressure
Of this material world.

Out of affection for me
O my dear, let me proceed
Forward and forward in the path
Of Truth and Love and let me
Performs all good deeds here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Happy

Be happy always
O my dear, remember,
Nothing to loss here,
If there is anything
That is to win.
Be happy always, my dear,
You have arrived here,
In this right time.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Happy Always

Be happy always
If are in happiness
Then it is enough.

No matter whether
You are in higher mode
Or in lower
No matter you are
Eating sweet or stool
If any one remark
How abominable
It does not matter.

Whether you are
Happy or distressed
All depend on
Standard of life
You maintained.

Be truthful, my dear
Everything depends
on Your consciousness
How far you are
Truthful that is important.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Happy, Go

Be happy, go
You are clear
In your dealing
And perfect, go
No misunderstanding
Nothing, go
You are smooth
You are bold
You are learned, go
Your frankness
Your straight manner
Is beneficial to you
And to the society
As a whole, go
Say no straight way
And lead a happy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Hold - While Writing Poem

Be bold
While writing poem
Dealing emotionally
Be bold
While eating food
And live happily

Be content
And get peace
And live happily
With wife and income.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Honest

Be honest and pure
In words
In actions
In means
And also in ends.

Do everything happily
For the welfare of others
And as per scriptures,
And as per yur capacity.

Keep contact
With the real,
And awake from
Sleep and recollect
What you have lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Humble

Be humble always
Think yourself
Lower than the straw
In the street.

Be more tolerant
Than a tree
Then only my poems
Make you free.

Gajanan Mishra
Be In Form

Be in form, my dear,
And in beauty always,
And tell me what you
Think proper for the time.

Your voice is my strength,
Understand me in the light,
I am for you, rising and rising,
For the sky is one yours and mine.

Truth is there in my words,
With all honesty and victory,
True is your love and true is
My life, keep your mind intact alike.

Gajanan Mishra
Be in loveliness always
Giving up all lust all pride
Giving up all envy all greed
Giving up all sinful activities
And all vanity
O my dear, try to pleased
The Almighty, who is in the heart of all
Try to pleased the Almighty
To reach the Ultimate Truth
by rendering pure love service
With great reverence and
With great intimacy.

Gajanan Mishra
Be In Truth

Be in Truth always my dear
Or else you would get the result
Otherwise though you are
Laboring hard day and night
Though you are in the same place
And time though you have the same
Cause and purpose though your
Activity and ambition are the same
With another who in truth succeeded.

Birth and death are not the matter
To discuss as it is common phenomenon
See here there always with all
It is nothing but like taking breath
Like eating sleeping loitering
It is nothing but a common thing
As common as flowing air
As common as the sky and earth
Just take a berth and go where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Independent

Be independent,
Be transcendental,
Say not anything final.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Kind Always

Be kind always,
Be kind, please.

A beautiful thread is
There between us,
Respect it, please.

Take steps
To disappear your
Feelings.
But take not
Anything seriously
For good.

Wait a minute,
I am here to show you
All truth.

And take not
Any advice
From anyone,
As I know
No one is perfect
And clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Kind To The Poor

Be kind to the poor,
Be helpful to near and dear.

You are here,
Stay here without pressure.

Fear not anyone,
Nothing to fear.

O emperor, talk to me,
In my language and win
My hearts forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Kind Toward Me

Be kind toward me
Forgive all my offences
I am submerged in the darkness of illusion
As I am not in a position to know Your absolute position
I am ignorant of my own constitutional position
You are my friend You are my protector O my dear .

Gajanan Mishra
Be Kind, My Dear

And for all, be a
Greatest source of pleasure.

Grant charity, my dear
And receive unimaginable
Greatest benefit here.

O my dear, award me strength
Award me beauty fame
And I declared everything Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Light

Be light like cotton
Have patience like tree
Be eager to give respect others
And live like a lion,
Ladder is ahead to heaven, go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Like A Tree And Live

Be like a tree and live
By giving everything
Without uttering any word.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Merciful

Be merciful to
Other living entities
O my dear, engage yourself
In the welfare activities
For other living entities
Be in light
Inner light of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Merciful And See Victory

Be merciful
To the enemy,
Pray for the enemy,
Think, all are good,
Whatever one does
Is for the good.
Have patience and
See your victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Merciful, Dear Men

Be merciful,
Especially on this day,
When we are wishing
And telling all
Happy new year.

Disgrace, we are
Giving pain to other animals, birds,
We know, though, they are all,
The creature like us
In this world with equal status
Under the law of nature.

I am the last one to tolerate
The killing of birds and animals,
I am the last one to see giving pain
And torturing other animals for
Our self-interest.

Stop animal killing, please,
And merciful, my dear.
Be a human being, and
Act not like a demon.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Merciful, My Dear

Be merciful
My dear, be cool.

You are in illusion
With possession.

Attraction is
Conditioned by material nature.

My dear, desire and hate are
Trying to ruin us.

Know my dear, who has
Begotten you.

Where from you have
Come, know it first.

Everything is functioning in order
Know it feel it if you are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Mild

Be mild at heart
Be gentle in behavior,
O my dear, even towards
The evil-doers.

In loneliness and in company
Feel shame and hesitation in
Performing actions that are
Contrary to society and scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Be More Bright

Go back to the sky
Back home
Back to eternity
Let the future
Be bright.

What you say survive
In each cleave
Casting casual link
Brand new star
Be more bright.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not A Madman

Be not a madman
And kill not
Innocent people.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not A Moth

O my dear, be not a moth,
The body of a young woman
Is like the flame of a candle,
Tulsidas said, my dear,
Be not a moth to it.
And there is nothing
To disagree.
Know the truth, my dear
Abandoning lust and pride.
Enjoy life, giving up all
And steeping in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not A Pet

Be not a pet, my dear men
To fill up your belly.
Be not a pet, my dear men
And go not to sacrifice
Your mother, your language
And your land.
Be brave to fight to
Save your prestige
Your dignity,
Your forefathers property.
You are independent, my dear men,
You are sovereign
You are separated,
Be a man of courage and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not A Serpent

Tell not yourself a serpent,
You would be destroy
by the ants.
My dear son, accept forbearance,
upright conduct, mercy, cleanliness
and truth. They are
the nectar of your life.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not A Slave

Be not a slave of your wife,
But she deserves special protection,
She is the wealth of family,
Worthy of worship.
She is highly blessed,
Virtuous, sacred, trustworthy,
Illumination of your house.
And she performs all necessary
Possibles for expansions
Of your life.
Good wife is the symbol of
Pleasure and happiness.
And she executes all
Good deeds for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Careless

Be not careless,
Be not intoxicated,
Be not insane,
Be not foolish.

I am afraid,
You are going to
Lose your body.

And what is the value
You are asking.
Ask not anymore
Silly questions.

But I am sure,
You are going to survive
Surrounded by enemies, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Cruel

Be not cruel
A cruel person
Is regarded as dead
Even while living
Everyone condemns him
During his life
And also after his death.

Cruelty is bad in any form
It attracts darkest region
And hellish life
Cruel person is a butcher
O my dear, remember
And a butcher is advised
Not to live and not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Envious

Be not envious, my dear friends,
Come on I am here to take you
To the world of poetry through
Your own words and phrases.
I am here to show you how the flowers
Are blossoming and how the birds
Are flying in the vast blue sky.
Just come on, and see I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Envious, My Friends

Be not envious, my dear friends,
Come on. I am here to take you
to the world of poetry
Through your own wording and
Felicity of expression
.
I am here to show you how the flowers
buds blossom and how the birds
be on the wing in the vast blue sky.

Just come on, and see I am here with you.

Thanks to sahoo as..
* rewrite by Sarat Sahoo,

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Sad

Good or bad,
My dear children,
Be not sad.

Live and smile,
Smile and live,
Life is sweet-hive.

Remember, dear,
life is not for self
but go and help.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Not Superfluous

With whatever you are doing
All works have specific meanings
All activities are good and fine
You are to get yourself
Involved with intimacy sincerity
To see the light within.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Patient And Have Faith

Be patient and have faith,
Good things are coming
In good time.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Perfect

Be perfect
And fly
In the sky.

Remember always
You are the physical form
Of the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Perfect And

Be perfect first,
And then only
You can bring
Perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pious And Gentle

Be pious and gentle, my dear
Almighty is there to help you
To protect you always everywhere
And He wish all good fortune to you
His mercy is always upon you..

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pious, My Dear

Be pious, my dear,
The very existence
of the society is
depend ing on you.
Go on, go on with a
righteous war, my dear.
Confuse not and go
with a clean heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pleasant

Be truthful,
Be pleasant,
And beneficial
To all.

Utter such words
That do not cause
annoyance and pain
To others.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pleased

And I wish you
Achieved your
Desired goal.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pleased With Me

Be pleased with me
I know You have
Great potency.

I am not independent
I know I am fully dependent
On You always everywhere.

Thing is that
You are there
That is not yet created.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Polite And Gentle

Be polite and gentle
To all,
Especially to
Your near and dear.
It is your goodness
That keep your world go.

Bravely face
The powerful for all good.
Tackle the women
With all cleverness
And bring the truth.

Know life, my dear,
With your own light,
All are waiting.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Positive

Be positive
And keep love
And attain bliss.
When bliss
Eternal bliss
Is there with you
Nothing can
Deter you
To know the truth.
Truth is you are
Everything and
everybody here.
Keep all together,
All are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Prepared

Be prepared to do
To do something
And be ready
To avail
That are with you.

What are not with you
That I want to know here
And you started your journey
Hearing my words as medicines
From this very moment.

I am a simple man
Like you
Please see me not
As a wonderful one.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Prepared Always

Be prepared always
For death and be happy
Always with life.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Prepared, My Dear Brothers,

Be prepared, my dear brothers,
To lay down our lives for
Our mother,
Our mother tongue
And for mother land.
Let me say, dear brothers,
Your strategic points are
Your love and truthfulness.
Discover everything,
Everything is there, dear brothers,
In your mother land,
Mother tongue and
With your mother.
Come on and get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pure

In body
In mind
In speech.

Be pure
And
Be sure
Success is
At your
Door.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pure And Stay

Be pure  
Be pure and stay,  
Stay with peace.

Wisdom is with you  
O my dear, in  
Your good deeds.

There is virtue  
There is truth  
Within you.

Good thought  
Good deeds  
Makes you good.

I know you, my dear,  
You are pure with no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Pure, My Dear

Be pure, my dear,
Be pure in thought,
Be pure in word,
Be pure in deed,
Remember, my dear,
You are your
Only compeer.
Remember, I have
Entire confidence
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Ready To Fight With Force Always

Be ready to fight with force always
I know you are the sun here and
No night can halt you on your own way.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Ready To Reap

Be ready to reap
What you sow.

Keep with you
The meritorious actions.

I know you are also
A hanker, either of wealth
Or progeny or honor or power.

Be prepare and ready
For parting at every moment
From either side,

Gajanan Mishra
Be Ready To Sacrifice

Be ready to sacrifice yourself to save the world.
Be ready to go anywhere
That is the slayer's loving word.
Take heart and wait, my dear
It is only joy and prosperity
That are always there in this world.
This world is the pure truth and
It is the permanent source
Of joy and all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Righteous Always

Be righteous always, go on
Doing your duties and care not
The comment of others.
They are there to say
Anything they like
At any time as they
Are by nature selfish, whereas
You are eternally established.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Satisfied With You

O my dear, be satisfied with you
And with what you earns without great difficulty
Eat that much what is necessary
Live in a secluded place
And be thoughtful peaceful friendly
Compassionate and self-realized
Say always to all dear sir
What you say is all right
And stay in Truth in body and in mind
And all these o my dear,
Make you progress confidently to move forward in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Self Satisfied

Angry man,
O angry man,
I know, no
Peace is there
With you as
He is impatient.
And I know
You are not happy.
I know
Crow can not
Snatch away
The food of Garuda
The king of birds.
I know, rabbit
Cannot expect
The share of lion.
And I know the greedy
Cannot get fame
And I know
The man not in truth
Cannot love others
Or get loved.
O my dear, be self-satisfied
And be a good-nature man
To get peace and happiness
Here in this world and
Go for always truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Serious

Be serious
While with
Your own mother,
As she is with you,
Since your birth.
Be careful
My dear brothers,
And see
No harm will
Come to her.
As you know
Mother's sacrifice
Is unbelievable,
Unimaginable.
And remember
Without mother
Life is unthinkable
And horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Simple

Be simple
In words in actions
In eating sleeping moving
In writing.

I know
You know
Simple is preferable
Simple is lovable
Simple is acceptable.

Let us lead a simple life
For the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Simple And Be Merciful

Be simple,
And as a man
By nature,
Be merciful.

Be the best friend
Of the distressed.

No blasphemy, please.
And invite not destruction.

Stay cautious
And stay happy.

Realize with true knowledge,
And my dear men,
And absorbed in true activities,
Where there is humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Smile

Nothing to lose
Nothing to transgress.

Do not campaign.

Opposition recognised you
as high profile.

Be smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Sober, O Men

Be sober, O men
Don't allow your senses
To overcome you
Don't let the foxes eat you
O men, live like a hero.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Strong

Be strong, my dear
And protect yourself
Against the onslaught of
Material affection.

You are created
With the body
Suitable to
Your material conditions.

Be strong, my dear
You have strength
You have spiritual energy
Rise, rise and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Strong And Determined

Be strong and determined
O my dear, all would abide
You and they would find no alternative.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Sure I Would Not Ask

Be sure I would not ask for anything
I know Your pain and Your difficulty.
And I would not refuse to give anything
I am to give charity and I know Your difficulty.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Sure, My Poems

I am not a stranger, here.
Be sure, my poems are with me always.

I am as innocent as that fixed star.
No one but you know it, I know.

And you are always awakening me,
While I am alertly proceeding forward.

I am not a stranger here, my dear,
I was here, I am here, I will be here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be The Judge

Be the judge of yourself
Pronounce judgement for yourself
Take punishment by yourself
And be satisfied with yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Be The Teacher

Know the truth,
And be the teacher.
Realize the truth
And stay without fear.
Be sober and
Be the winner.
No matter
Who you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Thoughtful

Always stay thoughtful,
And think nicely.
But spend not
Your valuable time
In useless
Mental speculation.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Tolerant

Be tolerant
Have tolerance
The way of development
And progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Transparent

Be transparent and remember
Presentation is the key of success.

Make sure you prepare yourself well.
Hot time ahead and do not take starin stress.

Drain dirt and put on clean cloth.
You would be popular in this land.

Go and test yourself
Be transparent be transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
Be True To

Be true to your words
My dear poets
This is your own world
And devote your time
To nature and creatures
And produce
Great masterpiece.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Truthful

And it is not impossible
Impossible is a word
Found in fool's dictionary
Said somebody
And I disagree
If you are not willing
How can you find me
If you are always
Quarreling me
I am nothing
Bear me with everything
Day and night
That are crawling.

Be truthful
And feel wonderful
And see yourself
You are looking beautiful
I am here to tell you
That are going on
At super-fast speed
And you are lagging behind
You just develop your urge
And tell me how virtuous
I am here with you
And searching myself
That you are taking steps
To make me wander
With the words that are
Not mine alone
That I am hearing.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Truthful And

Be Truthful and always
Think of Truth
Worship Truth and
Offer homage unto Truth.

You are the Truth
And your Truth consciousness
Is taking you to
Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Truthful To Your Wife

Be truthful to your children
And with all relatives
And who is not your relative
Tell in right perspective
If you want to win Nobel prize
And what is the use of that
Nobel prize if you have no humanity
If you are not kind enough
To other living and non-living entities.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Truthful- Truth Is Everywhere

Truth is everywhere
Express it experience it
Live it and be truthful.

Nothing but truth is there
Everywhere every time
My dear, nothing to worry.

Before truth nothing wrong
Before truth we appeared
Be cool be cool be cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Virtuous By Nature

Be virtuous by nature,
And fight for the truth,
Life is nothing but the truth.
Be virtuous by nature,
And win the battle of truth,
The truth is nothing
But love,
Live with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Watchful

Be watchful
O my dear
I am going
To enlightened world.

Be watchful
O my dear
I am staying
In enlightened world.

Be watchful
O my dear
I am this
Enlightened world.

I am watching you
O my dear
You are my
Enlightened world.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Wise

Be wise,
By worshiping
Your own mother,
By serving
Your own land,
By talking and working
In your own language.
Remember,
Your mother is
The living Goddess,
Your own land
Is more than the heaven,
Your own language
Is the language of love.
The truth of the world lies only with
Mother, Mother-land, and Mother-tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Be Your Own Doctor

Be your own doctor, my dear,
And stay young always with truth.
Be your own god, my dear,
And live in love, doing all good.
Be a moon, in the blue sky, my dear,
And proved yourself a boon to humanity.
Stay in self-restraints and in non-over possession
O my dear, surrender to god, worshipping god and contemplation.

Gajanan Mishra
Beach, Beach

Beach, beach,
Here is Puri
Here is Lord of all
Here is humanity
Here is shortage of time.

Beach, beach,
Here on this beach
See so many shops,
Camel, horse
Here see shopkeepers.

I like this beach
I like as because
Beach is here within
My own life swallowed by rivers.

Gajanan Mishra
Beacon Of Happiness

In grief
Being separated
From the truth.

I see
Life expanded
To falsehood,
And not good.

And the truth has
Its own internal potency
To cover up falsehood.

And life dazzled
At sunset and night.
And the truth appeared
For all as the beacon of happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Be-All And End-All

Only love
And love is
Be-all and end-all.
Only love is here
To bear with the tests
And trials of life.
Only love has a
Bearing on what you
Do for the life.
And only love is
The wonders for you
See O my dear O my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Bear All

Have patience
and bear all.
But go not alone
to cross the sea.
Sea is not yours,
Your duty is to
handle the sea
for common good.

Gajanan Mishra
Bearing Separation

Bearing separation
heartily welcome
Just keep aim
On renunciation
Fruit is highly good
And you are not
Under the clutch of
Birth or death
And you are in love
Love means to give
And nothing to take.

Gajanan Mishra
Beastly intellect,
What is that?
It is not a fact.
The very existence
Is here in question,
A matter of listening.

Gajanan Mishra
Beatitude Of Truth

Realize the self
O my dear,
Beatitude of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful And

Beautiful and glorious
This world of ours
Your creations O my dear
But a spark.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful And Beautiful

Beautiful
This world,
Beautiful
This life.
Beautiful
And
Beautiful
Everything
Including
The sunrise
And also
The sunset.

Beautiful
And
Beautiful,
The sky
And
The sea,
The air
And
The water.
Beautiful
This life
And
Beautiful
This earth,
Where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Appearance

Beautiful appearance, see
Here, at this time.

It is faith
It is Truth.

Let us go with it, with all these appearances
And see and feel no differences.

Be equal in quality in character
My dear, You have made me a beautiful creature.

I am absolutely free from all attachment
Only for You and to stay with You for that achievement.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful faces
Are there
I witness.
I see the trees
Filled with
Fruits and flowers.
All are beautiful
Here with the words
That are so lovely
And that are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Flower

Let me say you are
Beautiful flower
With sweet fragrance.
I say this
Hearing your musical
Notes on your mother-tongue.
I say this
Smelling the scent
Of your earth you belong.
Let me salute you,
My dear, seeing you
With your mother.
The whole earth is under your feet,
With your devotion and sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra


Beautiful Journey

Really a beautiful journey
Feel it, this life.
Go for a trip
Above the mountains
Below the sea.

Enjoy yourself, my dear,
Enjoy each and every mistake,
Realize nothing is a mistake
Just smile for errors, if you think
It is default, nothing over.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Night

Beautiful night,
Go to sleep
Throwing off worries.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Poem

Beautiful poem
With ordinary words.
Wonderful works
With ordinary men.

I am not a fool,
I am not frustrated,
I am not misled.

You are for the poor
And ordinary men, I know.
You are in the sky.

I compose poems in the sky,
And I get no mercy
No punishment but I get rain
That is in my vein.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Really

Beautiful really the eyes
Beautiful the eyes the mouth the lips
The white face the black face the yellow face
Really beautiful your walking your sitting
Your eating your sleeping
Beautiful your journey
That I am seeing.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful Smile

Beautiful smile really
Let us see, friends
Reflection of His face
Decorated with earrings
Pleasing, dazzling
With rays from lips
Beauty of nose and eyebrows
So enlivened and
Nothing but, my dear
Reciproation of service
And acknowledgment of love
Here there and for all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful World With Mother

My mother, my mother,
You are the root of all,
All speech, all song,
All glory, all form,
All good and also
All evil.

My mother, my mother,
You are artist,
You are mystic,
You are peace.

My mother, my mother,
You are vibrant,
You are unbounded,
You are divine,
You are merciful.

My mother, my mother,
Cool, cool, cool,
And let me do
My duty to make
Your world beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful, Beautiful, Beautiful

Really beautiful,
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful,
Nothing but beautiful.

Your eyes, Your hand-less hand,
Your presence, Your leg-less leg,
And Your doing all action
Without any presentation.

Really beautiful, and one who
Is not able to recognized You
Is really a fool and see
That fool himself is also beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful, Merry-Go-Round

Beautiful, merry-go-round,
I love all love-sound.
I love you
As you bow to liberate me.
I am in time.
I am under the control of time,
And you are controlling the time.
i love you,
As you bow to liberate me from
The clutches of time.
Time, time, time,
I love time,
And time loves me,
As you are time-Supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful, O Beautiful

See, my life is full.

Full full full
My life is beautiful.

I enjoy my life
That is pure
That is in Truth
That is in love
That is beautiful.

Certainly
This life is mine
Only mine.

Under my full control
See my life
Beautiful and beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
I do like,
As all these are
Beautifully written
By you.

What is written,
Let me understand
In connection
With my life again.

My life is yours,
That I know,
And so I am
Fully obliged
To you.

I am here in your house
And you are my happiest guest.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty And Beauty

See all
And find
Beauty and
Only beauty.
Take pleasure
With all
At a time.
Pick the light
And see all.
It is you-
A lighter.
Nothing is here
But beauty
And beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty And Light

The same
Beauty and light.
The same
War and peace.

No smile is there
In any one's face.
Each one is free
And sovereign, though.

One is within another,
Yet, one fears another.
The vision and the moment
All in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty And Real Beauty

Beauty
And real beauty
Is there in life.
Let us live
And enjoy life.
Life is not ours,
But we are here
To enjoy.
We should stay
Ever happy.
And we should
realize the reality
That is there
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty And Sweetness

Beauty and sweetness
All are there
In your language,
Language of love
And affection,
Language to bind together.
Language to keep
Peace and pleasure.
The only language can give shelter,
Go on dear, with your
Own language,
The field is open here.
And see the earth and
The sky together.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty beauty beautiful
Everything is beautiful.
Let my heart be beautiful
O my dear, like You.

Beauty beauty beautiful
Everything is beautiful.
O my dear, I am careful
Here there everywhere
Only You only You only You.

Beauty beauty beautiful
Evrything is beautiful.
Malta cherries guava apple
Everything is beautiful
Lion tiger jackal wolf
Everybody is cool cool.

Beauty beauty beautiful
Everything is beautiful.
Parrot pigeon peacock owl
Everybody has on soul
O my dear O my dear
Make me not a fool
Let me know You in full in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Contest

Two words at best
If not for public welfare
Two words total waste.

Service to people is main issue
Settle it soon selflessly
Beauty and contest
Use it at best.

Beauty and contest
Beauty and contest.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Has Its Own Night

Beauty has its own night,
And we are going with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Is In

Beauty is in your description
O my dear, and you seek impatience.

You are hopeful
You are hopeful that I know
O my dear, I am here good-looking
Pious, saintly, virtuous, wise and accomplished.

And I wonder in this fortification
O my dear, I am screened and I
Live here only for words that are lovely.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Is In Truth

I must say
Beauty lies
In truth.
And beauty
Is in the truth.

But the truth
May not be beautiful.

Life is all good,
And I must say
Go on proper way
To enjoy life.

In so many different ways,
One can see and enjoy
And satiate himself.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Is Not A Thing

Beauty is not a thing
To be achieved.
Life is not a thing
To be lived.

I am living, see
Forgetting my own life.
And I am telling you
Without uttering words.

Let me see the beauty
Let me live my own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty is with You
O my dear, most beautiful You are here.
And what are You? where are You not?
No exaggeration but fact production
You are my reflection, I am Yours
O my dear. no dissolution, but modification.
From beginning it is the creation
In active participation.
But for that I am with You and You are with me
It is nothing but constant repetition.
Performing actions are mere falsification
That are being mentioned in the assumptions.
Tell them who are with You
All are they truth only truth, fact production.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Of Life

Beauty of life,
Beauty of nature,
I am here, with you,
My dear. I am your love,
You are my truth.

I consider we are one,
We are in this world
To establish a new order
Of social commitment
For all out development.

Beauty is there
In our love,
In our affection
In our connection
With eternity, the Absolute.

We have our own religion,
That is humanity.
We have our own love,
That is compassion.
We have our own truth,
That is life.

Life is nothing,
But the beauty of
Nature, my dear,
Sinless and all pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Parlours

Each and every particle
Has its own beauty
I do not find any reason
For any beauty parlour.

Fatwa is dictatorial and
Is in excess
I do not find any reason
To support fatwa.

Men and women are equal
before the law of nature
Without the one the other
Has no existence.

I do not find any reason
To go with one
And neglect other
That is not nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty shines
In your weaving,
O weaving bird.
Come on, I am
Waiting you
To weave the truth.
Set fire all falsehood,
O weaving bird,
And think life is here,
To take pleasure,
With wonder.
See, I am
The adventurer.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty Standard

Who are you to measure
Beauty standard
Do you know what is beauty
Who has given you power
To legislate on beauty standard
Have seen beauty
That was never revealed
Do not confused with fear
O my dear, You yourself
Is a piece of beauty
Kindly reveal to me
I am surpassing all beauties
To touch you in my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Beauty, Love, Glory

Beauty, love, glory
All are here and
All are truth.
It is in form,
Our potency.
Our nature is
Under our control, see.
We are all in goodness
And our passion is
To discover love
In the field of truth.
And truth is our
Beauty, our love
And also our glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Because

I love you because
You love me
You love me because
I perform duty with you.

I perform duty with you
Because you have strength
Because you have power
Because you have glory
And and because because
You have other other attributes.

Gajanan Mishra
Because I

Because I reached here
You are there and we
both revolve in circular.

We both stayed here
without going anywhere
and without caring sequel.

Think plus minus cancelled.

You are here, I am there
No bodu care
Third is none to share.

Gajanan Mishra
Because I have words,
I am writing poetry.
Because poetry is coming,
I am forced to take words.

What I am writing,
How I am writing,
All are not important
For me.

I am writing and
You are reading
That's enough
To live.

And I need nothing,
And I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Because I Love

Because I love you
I am telling you
All the truth.
Because I love you
I am taking you
To the truth.
Because I love you
I am showing you
All the truth.
Truth is the only thing
That is here with us.
The birth of truth
Dates back to
Remote antiquity.

Gajanan Mishra
Because I Trust You

Because I trust you
Mouth is here
To tell the truth
Because I trust you
Leg is here
To go away from falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Because I Write

I write because I write,
I think because I write,
I write because I think.
Truth - my thinking,
Free of clouds - the truth.

The truth - the stone,
The stone - the big house
I nestled, in recurring
Expenditure of time
With my whims.

Life - a hymn,
With humanity and love,
I find eternal brotherhood,
In words that are good.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of

You do not know
You do not want to know
You can not know
What is what
Because of passionate intellect.

You can not discriminate
Between right and wrong
What ought to be done and
What ought not to be done
Because of passionate intellect.

And because of passionate intellect
You are doing thing contrary to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Fear

Fear of death
Because of fear of death
I live here always in anxiety
I know my body is the source of
All distress lamentation
And fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Happiness

Because of happiness
I am here,
Because of happiness
You are also there.

We are,
Here and there.
No words
But we are.

Not in silence
But with our thoughts
That have their
Own words.

It is just for happiness
And nothing else..

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Humility And Love

Because of humility and love
My voice choked
Hear me, I am speaking in
Faltering language.
My nature is expansion
As I am in love
I want to spread love
Throughout the world.
I know this world is here
Only for love
The sun the moon the stars
All are here for love
The air is here
The rain water is here
The birds the flowers
The animals and all the creatures
Are here only for love.
Nothing but love reign the world
That I know my dear
Only through love
Perfection can be achieved.
Love love love love
Love love love love
See my voice choked in love
And in life it is only love.
Love is a wonderful structure
Love increases in the course of time
Love is here to give life
Love me love me love love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Injustice

Because of injustice
And unrighteousness
I fear danger
There with humanity.
Because of unwieldy,
Indiscipline, disunited
I fear I am not able to
Love anyone or keep faith.

And hence I am to stay
Compact, discipline
United and ferless
Within me first
And love all creatures
In this world for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Because of intimacy,
I am one with you.
And I long to provide
You, with every comfort.
Let me taste this love, and
this is automatic.
It is so sweet, and more and
more sweetness being developed.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Love

Because of love
Everything exists
Everybody lives.

No love no existence
Love is existence
Love is non-existence.

Everything moves from love
Love is source of all
Love is seated in the hearts of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of My

Because of my association with You
I am here the whole day and serious
In reading and writing poems.
Because of association with You
O my dear, You should see me
And guide me to move forward unalloyed.
Because of association with You
I am at the real end and concentrating myself
For the purpose of real development.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of My Good Faith

Because of my good faith,
I am going nearer to the truth,
And I know the truth is here in me.
I also realize the real and
Eternal affinity, with truth,
And it is but natural.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of My Relationship

Because of my relationship
With you, my dear, I am noble.
I am not a man of meagre intellect,
Because of my relationship with you
And my works are not in a mistaken manner.
I have my unity in essence, I know,
My dear you are the truth, consciousness
and bliss solidified and nothing else
remains for me as the truth.
I know, we are inseparable and
Because of my relationship with you
my dear, I am noble.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Not Taking

Shelter of Truth
You are always bewildered.

Be clear about the Truth, my dear
Truth is above all
Truth can only be used in life.

Life is the Supreme Truth
Without life there is nothing
Try to understand the Truth of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Oneness

Because of oneness
I am here with you
To talk, to smile,
To live together
In truth and love.

It is true, If I am
Separated, my heart
Appears to be void
Of everything, dear.
And in your absence
I am nothing, I have
Experienced so many
Times everywhere here.

Rest is on you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of Pride

Because of pride
You ruined
Though high
Because of love
And devotion
You win
Though low.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of The Mixture

Because of the mixture
Nothing is absolute.

Because of the mixture
You can find so many loopholes.

You can say what is illusory
And that is also because of mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of The Self

Because of the self
we are here together.
Without self can we find
our own existence here?

We lack nothing, let us remember,
We are self-sufficient and here
no one is obliged or indebted
to crux of life and matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Because Of You

My dear, I am here,
And because of You
O my dear, the world is
Revolving against You
And You are suppressing
The fate of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Because You Are There

Because you are there
I am here.
Because I am there
You are here.

Here there
There here
Same thing my dear.

Give me instructions
I can give you honor
But I am fighting
Without fear and favor.

It is better
To each other
So long as we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Become Better And Better (Title Change)

You think me good
My dear, let me clear
I am not so good
You think me bad
Let me clear, my dear
I am worse than that
But it is clear
I am trying always
To become better
And better
My pen is good
My words are good
It does not mean
I am a better writer
If purity is not inner
And again my actions
Can be pure but see
I am not pure
The actual doer
Likewise so many
Things are there to say
But my dear as you know
I am not a perfect talker.

Gajanan Mishra
Bed Of Fire ????? ???

Bed of fire -
All ice.

Fire - ice,
All for life.

In Odia version;

????? ???
??? ???,

???? - ???,
??? ??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Bed Tea

Bed tea is bad
Nobody said
Definition of purity
Has changed.

How to clean
How to take lesson
Is to mention
Without hesitation.

Not the matter of bed tea
But it is bed tea
Death of life-bee
Issues of key.

No seat
But filled with anxiety
We all are blind
But not He.

He is the only well-wisher
Let us go and rise
Show your gratefulness
That you are here not on bed.

Gajanan Mishra
Bee And White Tulip

The bee is
Upside down,
Still, white tulip.

Gajanan Mishra
Bee Sucks Honey

Bee sucks honey
From the lotus
My dear, I am
Craving for Your
Lotus-feet.

Let me stay
Delight with You
My dear, in this
Worldly existence
That is in turmoil.

Wherever You are my dear
I find there the cool
Soft and fragrant freeze
Ever delighted me .

Gajanan Mishra
Beehive

Beehive dynamic
Millions are
Brimming with energy
For a better world
With tremendous ideas
Super transformation
Is ahead of us
We should have a
Commonality among us.

Gajanan Mishra
Bees

I know you, bees,
You are all really,
Great sages and elevated.
O bees, come into my life,
My confidential heart-grove
Is here, feel free and come,
Come to taste my fragrance,
And make it suitable for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Bees In Flowers

I am here only for Your pleasures
And You show me bees in flowers.

Our test is not in union but in
Separation, my dear, as I questioned motives.

Let the prostitutes abandoned penniless man, no objection
Let the subjects abandoned incompetent king, no objection
Let the students abandoned teachers after education, no objection
Let the priest abandoned the man after getting remuneration
Let the birds abandoned the tree when fruits are gone
Let the animals abandoned the forest after burnt down
But my dear, let me not leave you after fulfilling all my desires
I know You are the only source of my life breath and all desires
Let me enjoy your companions always everywhere
Let me stay with You, O my dear, without fear and favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Before

Before and after
everything is clear
That I want to know
Actual position
That I want to
Describe myself
And I wish to see You
O my dear while
Entering in to
This air-borne
Manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Before And After

Before and after
It is You
Who is here.

Above and below
It is You
Who is here.

You are not
Within the purview
Of past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Before And After - Life

Before my birth
Who I was
How can I tell you.
After my death
Who I will be
I can't say.
But at present
I am with you,
Your near and dear.
I can say I love you,
I honour you.
And without you
It would be difficult
On my part to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Food

Take this
Before food,
And after food
Walk for five to
Ten minutes
All around.

And I am forgetting
Everyday to take
Medicine and to pray
Before food.

And I feel pain
To walk after food,
I beg excuse
With respect all dues.

I identify
The things mine
And I left all
For consign.
And they all
Complain my
Intention not clean.

I try to say
All in present tense,
I realize no tense
Other than present
Rules this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Going To Compose A Poem

Before going to compose a poem
Be clear first the total area of the earth
Be clear yourself, O poet, only one
Ruler is there on this earth
And the state is only one and only one hole
Is here see every moment and it is not
Possible to come out
From where nobody come out ever
One male one female in different size
And forms are here playing together
One river is here with two streams
One house is here with so many components
One swan is here O poet, see
Who is taking the nectar
Before going to compose a poem
Come to the swan first and taste
The nectar if you can
Understand my words, my dear
And go on writing poems as many as you can
And tell clearly what you feel.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Going To Pilgrimage

Before going to pilgrimage
Be in principle and be in truth.

Bow down your head
Who so ever you may be,
Time is there
And the time spare not you
To kill at first view .

Are you a teacher?
You know nothing
And going to teach
It is really disgrace to think.
If you are so interested to teach
Teach yourself my dear, and be truthful.

No creature is a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Going To The Moon

Definitely I am interested
To go to the moon of this earth
The queen of the night sky
I am also ready to
Book a flat in a colony there.

I have to think again
To go to the Mars
Dry and dusty red planet
As you said
For my settlement.

Before going to settle
In Moon or in Mars
I wanted a glass of water
A bag of corn and a green tree
Here in my earth first
To enable me to live for a while.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Honouring

Before honouring
Try to know
Where I am,
Try to understand
My stand.

Praise me not,
I want to
Any pleasure
Out of it.

It is my own idleness
And my own laziness
That is giving me comfort.

By touching,
By tasting,
By smelling,
You can tell something,
But it is right,
Not sure, not like
That also.

Let me say,
Read my words.
But I am not here
To guaranty,
Let me say,
Everything is relative.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Mirror

I make myself stand
Before mirror
And I have not seen me.

And this is true
I have not seen truth
Truth is not in mind
Truth is not in intellect
Truth is not in ego.
And this is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Passing A Comment

Ponder, ponder over
My poems again and again
Ponder deeply
Before passing a comment.

Have faith with you, my dear,
And have confidence in you,
Before doing something
As said by my poems.

Giving personal view
Is something different but
While publishing be cautious
To the crowd.

Ponder, ponder over my poems and
My poems are naked Truth, that may not attract you.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Reading Me

Before reading me
You are to look to you
And the sky.

Before coming to me
You are to enter in to you
And the sea with the Truth.

Before reading me
You must say this land is
Not mine only.

Here I am, see
Here I am reading
And writing on You.

O my dear,
If you are ready to stay
Without fear, no matter.

Everything is okay
With you and with me
Come on and and read.

Reading and writing
Is the best practice
To reach one nice.

Gajanan Mishra
Before telling anything,
See yourself, you yourself
Is a whopper.
If I speak clearly
You are a whore,
whoop it not up, please.
Your name would be deleted
In the list of who's who
By the time for your activities
And falsehood.
You are the whys and wherefores
Of all bad things and
You are doing all nasty
Against humanity.
Keeping self-interest within,
You are spreading illusion
All over the world.
Mind it, your time is gone
With the rise of new sun,
Come on and surrender
Before the truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Your Birth

What I want to say
Before your birth
I am here.
I am here
And after your death.

I am in one tense always
I am in truth, I am the truth,
What I am and where I am
There see worthful,
Be careful, be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Your Goodself

Before Your good-self
I am telling all these.
Before Your good-self
All these are happening.

Before Your good-self
What I am telling
Have got sufficient meaning
to me but to You O my dear
All these are play things.

Leaving aside all that are here
I am preparing myself to
Take further course of action
That is needed here for
Goodness and for good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Before Your Will

Before your will
I can write nothing.
Even I cannot write
A single letter.
But you said
Everything were
Already written.
You make me write
And I write, true.
And I have no power
To act against your will.
I am a zero, total nil.

Gajanan Mishra
Beg What

Let us beg.
Beg what?
No answer
Here or there.

Let us see.
What is there?
No sight at all
And nothing fair.

Fair,
What is fair?
It is You to
Decide with care.

Gajanan Mishra
Beg Your Pardon

I beg your pardon
The fish I have caught
Died with silent revolt.

Gajanan Mishra
Beggar For Ever

I am a beggar, always a beggar
Let me be a beggar, for ever.

The beggar has got nothing, but to beg
I beg, O my dear, only to permit me
To hold Your leg.

And where is Your leg?
O my dear, let me see, I beg.

Here, there and everywhere, You spread
I am afraid. I beg
Make me a man of fearless.

O my dear, I know, one who fears he dies
O my dear, I know, You are here with me
And I know You are all powerful.

I am a beggar at Your door, O my dear
Let me be a beggar for ever, my dear
In begging I am getting only joy only pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Begging - Beggar For Ever

I am a beggar, always a beggar
Let me be a beggar, for ever.

The beggar has got nothing, but to beg
I beg, O my dear, only to permit me
To hold Your leg.

And where is Your leg?
O my dear, let me see, I beg.

Here, there and everywhere, You spread
I am afraid. I beg
Make me a man of fearless.

O my dear, I know, one who fears he dies
O my dear, I know, You are here with me
And I know You are all powerful.

I am a beggar at Your door, O my dear
Let me be a beggar for ever, my dear
In begging I am getting only joy only pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Begging And Giving

Beggars beg
Begging is bad
And notorious.

Do not beg
Begging is most dirty.

God give
Giving is good
And most pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Begging Bowl

Give not anything
On the begging bowl,
Tell the beggars,
Everything is theirs,
Give them right
To take all.
This land belongs
To the common people-beggars.
Tell them they have
A right to work there on
For their own welfare.
Tell them the begging bowls
Belong to the bureaucrats
And the representatives.

Gajanan Mishra
Begging Is Bad

What I want
I do not know
And I want.

You are giving
What I do not know
And I am begging.

To beg is bad
To give is sacred
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Begging Is My Duty

Begging is my duty,
I am a Brahmin.
But I am here to beg
Not before all,
But before the one,
Who is honest, truthful,
Transparent, pure
And perfect.
I know such person
Is only you.
I have kept everything
The body, senses, mind
And intellect under control
For a new order of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Begin Afresh

Begining of life start now
After arrival afresh.

Moment after moment I
Count and reach nowhere.

No body is there to asked
No body is capable to broke secrecy.

I am here as before and you are
Looking forward me to begin life afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Begin The Relationship

Begin the relationship with others
In love in affection
Love is God
God is here there everywhere
God is within all
All is God
And God loves You
If You love others.

Love love love love
God is nothing but love
Love is nothing but God
If you are in love
You are in God
If you are in God
All are with you
You are with all.

God God God God
Everything everybody is God
Love God
God loves You
Love is beautiful
Love is cheerful
And love love love love
Love love love love.

Only love love love love
Life is the creation of love
Love is life
Life is nothing but love
Love all love all love
And live here with dignity
This is eternity infinity
Love love love love and show you are right.

Gajanan Mishra
Begin With Tongue

Begin with tongue by chanting
His unlimited glories.

Think always I lack everything
And You are completely self-sufficient.

Remember not to say
There is nothing more than this.

Remember always that exclusive shelter
And see He is there always in troubled life.

Be a friend and well-wisher to all living and non-living
That is the only way to live in peace and tranquility.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginingless Life

Come and see
Beginingless life
Know me better
And I am five.
You are with me
Un-deluded and free
You a great soul
With a single mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning

No beginning, no end
You can not say, there is an end
When there is no beginning at all
And what has begun you can not say
As you do not know where is the beginning
And where is the end .

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning And End

So much happiness
So much love
And in it
I have lost myself.

Beginning and end are
With me
I'm in love
With my journey
I'm happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning And The End

Ultimate source
Is here and
It is the truth.
But here we find
Nothing is permanent
Including the truth.
Haphazardly, we
Conclude life
As a paradigm
And we all are
Ready to accept
That are not there.
We realize the
Beginning and the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning Is Birth

Beginning of any action and
Any reaction is birth
No action no reaction
Means death.

Changing is not death mind it
Where it is body or mind
It is just a change to another
Field of activities.

Childhood youth old age
Perpetually going on this process
Nothing is finished in any stage
Life-span is a flash in reactionary show.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning Of All End

I am here, see me,
At the beginning of
All ends.

And what is an end?
Come on and know
I am here to
Makes you understand
And explain.

Here I am
With you, but
Not in power-
Politics games,
Not in hip-hip hurra,
Not in closing eyes.

Here I am,
With my defeated patience,
Here I am,
With the murmuring sound
Of the dark.

I fear your
Demoniac jewels,
I fear your
sugar-coated words,
I fear your
Artificially made
The things that
Color me
In different angles.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning Of An End

Beginning of an end and
End of a beginning,
And in between these two
I find no happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning Of Everything

Beginning of everything
Here I see and I see
You have no beginning.

I understood, my friend
Day in and day out why You are
Busy in annihilating the miscreants.

I am sacrificing everything
Only for You and You are
Here for me from the origin.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning To End

Beginning to end
I am telling one thing
Be patient.
But I do agree
I failed to answer
Where is the beginning
And where is the end.
Nothing is at hand
I am suggesting to
Go on travelling and
Find out the suitable place
Where you are to stay
But alas, failure is
Your destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginning With Spring

Beginning with spring
Let us move with the season
And enjoy cold and heat.

Higher and lower no matter
It is oneway traffic for all
Come on and enjoy life in full.

No life is safe without moon
Moon is the source of nectarean coolness
And we are the chief living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Beginningless Creation

Beginningless creation
This life
And it is progressing
And it is attaining
Its firm root
With the formidable
Axe of dispassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Behave Properly

Behave properly
And try not to
Make angry anyone,
And commit no wrong
To anyone member
Of the family or
That of the society.
Maintain friendship
With each one here.
give up enmity
And try to please all.

Gajanan Mishra
Behavior Enjoyable

You are pure
I am pure
We are not
Anyway contaminated
I am sure
We are enjoyable.

We are on this
Path together
This road is going
Towards Truth
Through this love
And for this we are pure.

We are pure
We are hero.

Gajanan Mishra
Behind All

You are always Youthful
You are most beautiful
Your hand is there behind all
Activities of all.

Envious person neither see You
Nor Your hand and also
Envious person can not know
Anything about You.

You are most significant
In each and every verse
You are my dear and I am
Staying here without fear.

You are not limited, O my dear
By past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Behind The Beauty

Come on and see
Behind the beauty
Liquid stool and vomit
Blood urine and all disgusting
O men, you are attracted by
Illusory beauty.
O men, you are here
To search the Truth
Be careful, illusion is here
With you
Go to the original beauty and
Stay with Ultimate Truth.
To understand Absolute Truth
You have got this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Behind the poem,
Here I am.
I am here, my dear,
Just to drive out
Your fear.
I am here, only
For you.
I am here, only
For love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Behind The Screen

Behind the screen
You find everything.

And on the surface
You find the symptom
Of the creation case.

You cannot say
What are those that are
So easily available.
You cannot say
I am not capable
Since everything available.

You are only there
To activate
You are only there
To cultivate
You are only there
To motivate.
I am here
Leave the rest.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold me
O onlooker,
I am pure
I am capable of
Purifying you
Through my poems
I am the best of all,
O, onlooker,
Ask me not
How may I know You
Ask me not
In what aspects are you
To be thought of
Lo, see, I am here
And everything is clear
By my distinction
By my singularity
Within the beauty
Of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold My Beauty

Behold my beauty,
And analyze yourself.
Let me tell you,
There is no difference
Between you and me.

I am sweet,
I am fresh,
I am pleasing.
Behold me,

I am on run,
I am high,
Learn from me
The taste of deep love.

I am here before you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold The Light

Behold the light,
It flows
In your joy.
But in sorrow
I reside.

I am at the east,
I rush
At your call.

What you own
That is mine.
What is mine
That shines.

Enjoy life
With morning bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold The Real

Behold the real
And what is real
It is You
It is I
We are both
In queue
Forgetting name
Address and profession.

I have no desire
To receive anything
From anybody
I am only a loving man
I love all
And You know
Love has no desire
And nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold Truth

Behold the Truth
And enjoy
Ocean of bliss.
Behold the Truth
And see
No one else
Is so blessed
As You are.
Behold the Truth,
Listen the gracious word
And be true
To your word
My dear, it is
Your world in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold, I Am  What I Am

Behold I am what I am
And in fear and in flesh
And with stones with bones
I stood straight
With full trust.

I am the fist and
Also I am the last
In this airways
In this passage
And it is my new life.

With You my dear
I begin my life afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Behold, That Bird

Behold, that bird,
O my dear, the bird
Is in the cage
But free.

All the doors are
Open, see my dear
And the bird is flying
Without any hindrances.

Behold, my dear,
Here is the bird,
There is the bird
And the bird is there
All over the world,
The bird is in the cage.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Good Man

Being a good man
I know it needs no push
Being a part of poem
You roll and I know
Rolling stone gathers
No moss.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Human

Being a human
I have to fight
against inhumanity.
Let us come, my dear men,
and have our own
co-existence in our
natural temperament.
Let us bound together
again and again and again
with all up-gradation
in a much larger sphere.
Come men, come on and
let us stay in harmony with better
and better understanding for better future.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Lawer

Being a lawyer
I am not sweeter
though mightier.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Man

Being a man
You must know
who is within you.
Know, who is within
and get peace, my dear,
and stay without fear.
Nothing is truth
So also nothing is false.
Being a man,
You must know,
who you are.
Is it like a dream
my dear man, know,
your own life-cream.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Poet

Being a poet
I purified all
With my words
And provide them
Strength
Destroying their sins
Through all circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Servant

Being a servant
I am getting pleasure
In serving You, my dear.
I am not sad
I am never in sorrow, see
I am happy.
I know You cannot tolerate
My unhappiness, my pain,
I know You are here in me.
And everything is here with me
I know, my dear, I am living here
In Your name, see.
I know You, my dear,
And the death, salute me, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Slave

I become a slave and
Being a slave
I considered myself master of
Mind intellect and body
No control over them though.

I forget
I have a real Master
That is You
And I have not renounced
Anything so far.

And it is really sad
My forgetfulness continues
And I am here suffering
With my life-breath
With my desire to act
To acquire
And it is really sad
I failed to engross
In the welfare of all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Vulture

Being a vulture
Curse not a cow to die
I know that can not
Have any effect
Remember that the curses
Of vulture are futile.

Gajanan Mishra
Being A Writer

Being a writer,
You are to write
What you think fit
And you are free to think.
But my dear writer,
I do admit, you are free to think,
But you are not allowed
To write such things to hurt others.

Gajanan Mishra
Being An Ass

Being an ass
How can I know
My life is a failure one.
I must say
Everything is good
And it is okay.
Let us say sorry
If anything is wrong
Here or there.
Just read my poem
And comment if you like
Whether it is written by an ass.
An ass is an ass
That has a deep study of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Being An Instrument

Being an instrument
In your hands
I am performing
My duties.
I am your servant
And I know
I have no ownership.
I am no way related
With profit and loss,
Honour and dishonour,
And also with
Pleasure and pain.
I am accepting all
Joyfully as nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Attached

Being attached with You
O my dear, I am here
And ever fixed in You.

I have attained You
You are available to me
I am Yours.

Nothing is sin in You
And I am attached with You
O my dear, I am yours.

Projects, actions
All are yours
Being an instrument
I have no aim
Everything is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Cheated

I am being cheated
I am not a cheat.
I see divinity in you
And There is contentment
In me and there is
No passion anger and greed.
I have kept relation
With you O my dear
And from which all good arises.
I am not being cheated
Because of your presence.
I am a cheat
Excuse me I am here
And I concede my faults.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Embarrassed

Being embarrassed by
All material anxieties
I am always afraid.
But as you are here
With me, I am living
With peace.
I know you are there
To take all care.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Everywhere

Being everywhere
I find you nowhere.
You are doing everything
and I find nothing.
Defects are not on you
Defects are coming out from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Ill

Being ill
I think
I am getting
Punishment for
Violation of
Nature's law.

I think
I have my
Own health
Due to my
Living style
With nature.

Used/ abused
And misused all are
Linked with me
And that support
Or hinder my path
Of progress or downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Being In Charge

Being in charge.
Never easy.
Learn the language,
Understand geography.

Take lessons
From history.
And good to study
Biology.

Gajanan Mishra
Being In Office

Being in office
You cannot say
I am clean.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Men

Being men, my dear
You should possess divine nature
And renounce demoniac nature.
If you do not do so, my dear
You do not deserve to be
Called men.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Misguided

I am constantly
Being misguided,
I know not my aim.
Someone say
I am so and so
Your near and dear,
Give me this and that.
Another one says
You are my dear
Give me such and such
I am in need.
In this way I am
Being plundered.
Save me, my Lord.

Gajanan Mishra
Being My Love

So many names
So many fame
So many places
So many glasses
Still no error
In love.

No flaw
O my dear
In calling you
You are merciful
I depend on you
Being my love.

And you are
Only one
In so many
My dear honey
I do not need money
Except you
I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Natural

Being natural
I am yours.

And I am
making my visit
time and again
to make you original.

Nothing is final
and the goal post is
there with you.

Being natural
I am yours.

In every action
and on every step
I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Poor

Being poor is really bored.
It is such a bore
Being always poor
Said Langston Hughes.
And who is not poor
Come to indentify by
Self-selection method.

Rich and poor are
Two kinds everywhere
And we need to improve
Our understanding of the
Poverty and the poor.
Go on searching and
Find out the poorest
Of the poor and not
Just poor.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Poor And

Being poor  
I am in danger  
I am violent.

Being poor  
I am alone  
I face injustice.

Being poor  
history is not mine  
and I am responsible  
for all tragedy.

But come to me  
I am here  
to solve all your problems  
and I know you have faith on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Satisfied

Being satisfied
I agreed.
Being satisfied
I started my journey
Towards eternity.

I am my own light
Being satisfied
With me I go there
On my own where You are
For all the time.

I know You are my love
My truth my all in all
I know for You only
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Satisfied I Am Happy

Being satisfied,
I am happy.
With every inhalation
I feel I am the whole.
I am in love
and so powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Son Of This Earth

Being son of this earth
Each and everybody has the right
To move freely throughout the globe
And shall have the right
To reside and settle in any part
No one can demarcate the line and
Obstruct anybody to move to settle.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Special

Stay there within
I am coming.

Gajanan Mishra
Being The Chief

Being the chief
You are see
The happiness of all.

Being the chief
You are to take all
To the truth in all stages.

Don't exploit others
In the guise of protector
And harm the peace of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Being The Creator

Being the creator
Being the conductor
Being the illuminator
Of this universe
Of all beings and objects
O my dear I know
You existed and pervades all.

I know my love is for you
In the form of this world
And with my each and every action
Where you are O my dear
I know you are my director
My producer my listener my orator
I am here just a waiter.

Gajanan Mishra
Being The Fire

Being the fire
I exhale
I inhale
I digest
I assimilate
I sit in all
And I am all
All alone
From the origin.

Gajanan Mishra
Being The Judge

Being the judge,
I am here to
Obey the law
And the rules
And the provisions
That are there
In the constitution.
Being the judge
I am here to
Deliver impartial
Judgement as per
The law of the land,
Taking into consideration
Of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Being The Sun

I am in dark,  
I am in water  
Being a desert.

I know good  
I know bad  
Good and bad  
Know me well.

What I am  
You know  
All is with me  
I am with all.

Tell them  
To come to me  
I am going  
To them.

We are all  
Forming whole  
And The sky is  
With us without any mole.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Whelp

You are with lambs
And acting as pigs.

Know first who you are
And say something with proud
That you are here living with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Wise

Being wise
See, I am interested
In the welfare of others.
Being wise
I practice venerable
And honest principles.

By the principles of honesty
I awaken all.
See me, I am also the truth
And I am most eternal
Ancient, perpetual
And ever lasting.

Being Truth, and truly brave and mighty
I am shining, I am shining, I am shining.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Young

Being young, see
End is not nearer.

And it is your work
And work that make
You healthy more and more.

Go on working, my dear
And go on laughing in works,
Your works make your feeling
Young, your thinking young
And you young.

Be in mute and
Observe your own motion,
Be straight and move
For evergreen recreation.

Gajanan Mishra
Being Your

Being your fraction
I am blameless
Faults come and go
On their own
And they are perishable
O my dear, see
I am blameless.

It is your grace
That destroys my faults
As soon as I observe
As faults and admit faults
It is fact I am
Not able to bear
Presence of faults.

Gajanan Mishra
Belied

No vague
But common.
Come and
Meet certain
Important item
belied.

Gajanan Mishra
Belief And Satisfaction

Belief and satisfaction
Are two different things.
I believe but it does not
Mean I am satisfied.
I have my own satisfaction
When I said this, it does
Not mean I disbelieved.
In between known and unknown,
With full motion and intellect,
I may proceed forward but
It does not mean my thought
Is perfect and I am in love.
Love is there when we see
All truth before us here.

Gajanan Mishra
Belief Me

Belief is more than sufficient
Belief is more powerful
Belief me, belief that there is
No division anywhere at any time
Belief that You are all, I am all
Our love is everywhere
And the world is here.

Belief that everything is real
This body this mind this soul
And this whole world
We are whole
Belief me, we are though under
The process of modifications
We are free from modifications
And the world is as it was
The world will be as it is.

Worry not grief not
And belief me, we are here
As before with the same water
Same air and in the light
Belief me, nothing is there
Besides our belief in this
Circumstances in this life-breath
Belief me life is sweet and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Belief, Faith And Worship

Belief, faith and worship
Are there in the very preamble
Of our Constitution.
Entry to temple
Is a fundamental right
Of all men and women.
The state should take steps
For gender justice.

Gajanan Mishra
Beliefs

Nothing can force you
To move away from your belief.
And you can not force me
To deviate from poetic sensibilities
And in poems only there is
Th supreme bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe In A Fate

Believe in a fate
That is Yours.
You are what you are
Believe it.
It is nature
It is your own wish.
Know yourself first
Then go to the fate.
Fate defines you
And it is you
Who makes fate.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Is Important

Believe is important
Believe me
I am in You
I am above You
Nobody and nothing
Is here except me
Believe me
Believe is important.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe It

Believe it, my dear
At least, you are here.
And where you are there
See me, I am there.
And when we both are there
See that, our car is
Running smoothly with the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Me

Believe me
If you want peace
Believe me
If you want success
Believe me
If you want nectar
Believe me
If you want life.
Life peaceful
Life successful
Life full of nectar
Life like life
If you really want
Come to me
I will teach you
Through the emotion
Through the poem
Through the relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Me Or Not

Believe me or not
But I am in prison.
Believe me or not
But I imprisoned
The sky here.

The earth is not there to wait
With your believe, mind it.
The sun is not there
To obey your order, remember.

Your life is yours
In rain and in sun,
In blood and in vessel
You are giving your message
And that is not ready.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Me Suman

Believe me Suman, my lovely dear
Kissing time without any fear
Going on the right path and holding
Life-gear is the grace of almighty
That is always here and by love only
You can win others.

You are the sailor in this deep-sea
And the world is a challenge field
Where there is all kinds of hurdles
You are to cross with courage and in brave
You are the noble captain of Your own voyage
Just call the almighty when you feel discourage.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Me, My Writings Are

Believe me, my writings are
Not fanciful.
It is all truth.
Excuse me sir,
But I prefer to say
In my mother-tongue
As my heart and
Brain, both are there
And they all
Cooperate me in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Me, You Are

Believe me,
You are not what you are.
Believe me,
I am not what I am.

And yet
I am here
You are there
We are making a fair.

The fair is here
For a few seconds
Till you think
It is permanent.

No one besides you can say me
Coherent and pleasant.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not

Double-tongue men.

Say not anything
At the beginning.

Strength is not
Yours copyright.

Grace is here with You
Always and always.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe not a barber
Living in the forest.
Take not into faith
A woman with the harsh tongue.

Dear men, keep with you always
Charity, Truth, smartness,
Forgiveness and patience and
Stay free from envy.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe not black,
Remember, once you enter,
You cannot return.
No information also
There about you and the black.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not But The Self

Believe not
Others but the self.
Cheat not the self,
Cheat not others.
No lizard no snake
Can do any help, but
You are your own light
I know, dear self.
Life is full of cracks,
But recognize
The colors.
Life is for a moment
But dream it
Eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not Monkey

Believe not this monkey.  
This is not Gandhi's monkey.  
This is not Ram's monkey.  
But see and observe this monkey.  
This is there under the open air.  
This monkey is there dancing,  
Jumping, eating, sleeping  
At his sweet will at any time  
Anywhere as he thinks  
This world is there for him.  
This monkey is there to say  
Hear everything, see every sight  
Go everywhere till life  
Is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not Time

Believe not time,
The course is very hard
At times.
Life is imaginary, though,
It is the truth.
Let history appears
On its own way,
In one way traffic.
Let it go
Left and right.
Observe creatures
And scribe it.
The clouds and the sky,
Let them subscribe.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not Words

Believe not words
But enjoy them
In full.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Not Your

Unqualified eyes.
Disbelieve not
Your clear heart.

It is your love
That can enable you
To see in dark.
No one can cover
True love.

Love all and
Make yourself
Sufficiently qualified.
See everything
With your own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe The Eyes At Least

Believe the eyes at least,
But what the eyes see is truth,
I dare not to say here.

Still we have to wait,
Wait and let the light
Build his house in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Believe Yourself First

Believe yourself first
Then try to believe others.

Criticize not others
Condemn not others.

If you are good
Think others good.

Honored others means
honored yourself.

It is only you who is
Here, there, and everywhere.

Envy and jealousy has
No role to play in life.

Keep no pairs of opposites
Stay and stay alone, single.

Gajanan Mishra
Believing In Heart

Believing in heart
Confessing with mouth
Loving all
You are alive
I am with you all.

Gajanan Mishra
Belly's Sake

Know me, I am
Not doing anything
For my own
Belly's sake.
I am not telling
Any word to any one
To fill up my belly.
I am not going anywhere
To satiate the ever
Hungry belly.
I know fire cannot be
Put out through fire.
I know the world
It is a big belly.

Gajanan Mishra
Belong To Same Class

Belong to same class
All, in spite of
Superiority or inferiority
Belong to same class.

All are insentient, while
You, alone, my dear
Insentient and You
Transcend all.

Gajanan Mishra
Beneath The Stars

Beneath the stars
Let us love each other,
Let us dance together,
Let us enjoy the life as ever.
Beneath the stars
We both are one,
We both are going on the same route,
We are here to search the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Benediction

Benediction,
How it comes
That I know not.
But they say
It is there
With thanks
With invocation
Of happiness.

The definition of
Thanks and
Happiness are still
Confusing and it
Depends from person
To person in different
Places at different
Times.

Benediction is
There in faith,
There in pity,
There in passion,
There in Prayer
And there in creation,
And creation is life
The only truth.

Let me clear,
I am no way related
With your creation
With your benediction.
I am here as you see
And I care not
What truth or
With any falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Benediction Is

Benediction is promotion
To higher and higher
O my dear, duration
Does not matter
Standard of living and
Happiness is also higher
And that matter
Truth be remembered
And with you
There is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Benefactor

I cannot be your benefactor,
I know dear, but I can be
A servant, the servant of
Your servant.

I am satisfied by
My partial vision
And by oneness
With you.

I am not telling myself
Superior. I am also not
In a position to admit
I am inferior.

But I am here with you,
And I am cleared.

Gajanan Mishra
Beneficial

What is beneficial
In the market-age
In one way we can say
It is free from violence
Envy jealousy enmity
Beneficial is love
Compassion forgiveness
Generosity good wishes
Doing no harm and never.

Gajanan Mishra
Beneficial Activity

See me,
I am busy always
In beneficial activity.
See me,
I am very strong
By the eternal time.
I am not foolish
And I realize
The truth.
The truth is in me,
I know and
I proceed forward
With love.
I am the real life
In unreal world.

Gajanan Mishra
Beneficial Results

All beneficial results are Yours
As it is for You everything is
Changing here day and nights
You are the only owner
You are the only lover
This body this world
This flower-filled forest
Is here and You are
The guard and the forester
Rest are service holders
And accountable to You
At the time of departure
One who desires anything
Let me say he is a fool
And a man without any eyes and ears
What he uttered has also
Got no value as he know not
The real Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Benefits I Derived

I understood,
How many benefits
I derived
By your arrangement,
My dear.
I enjoy your light,
And I hereby acknowledged
The benediction offered
To me by you.
You have supplied water
Free of charges
And I am grateful to you.
You are really wonderful,
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Bereft Of All Good Senses

Not giving water
To the root,
Let me call you
Bereft of all
Good senses.

The root -
The mother,
The mother-tongue,
The mother earth.

Let not invite
Own destruction.
Let not pray
Before a demon.
And men, go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Bertrand Russell

Bertrand Russell,
I salute you,
For you are so sure
What you told.

You told;
Fools and fanatics
Are certain.
But, we
The so-called wise
And learned are in doubts
About the truth.

I know, how
We are responsible
For all loopholes.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides A Star

Nothing is there
Besides a star.
And it says
Touch me
I am not far.

I am not far
Says the air.
And enjoy
The life
In war.

Living is
Going with war,
Fear not war, O men,
There is the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides Fear

Both the victim and
the villain are in fear.
And they are here.
I value them both
They are the part and
parcel of nature.
I am a poet here,
I see and I want
Happiness and for this
I am composing poems.
But I wonder
What is there here
Besides fear
To that I want to water.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides Me Who Is Here

Besides me, who is here
To tell what is good
For me at present?

Who is there to tell
This is the truth
And this is not
And will tell
I love you really dear.

Who is there to
tell, the past,
The present and
The future
All are
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides Me ?? ??

?? ?? ??????? ?? ??
Besides Mother

Besides mother
No one knows
The true story.
Story is
I am the king,
King of kings,
In my mother's
Language.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides Myself

Who is there to tell me
What is good for me
Besides myself?
No, no one.
Nowhere.
I am only here,
I am within all.
I myself can clear my mind
Which is confused at times.
I am here, see me,
But say nothing.
No right,
No one has right,
To utter words.
Words are not
So cheap,
Of course, good and
Valuable words.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides You

Gold ornaments
Made of gold
Nothing but gold
Different names and
Different shapes though
Likewise there is
Nothing else in me
Besides you
My size my shape
Changes though.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides You - I Am Nothing

Besides You
O my dear
No body is
There to
Come to me
To ask
Something
About me
Besides You
O my dear
And without You
I am nothing
I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Besides Your Blessings

Besides your blessings
I want nothing.

Give me nothing
And offend me not.

Come and just
Stay with me
And it's enough.

Three cheers for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is the best among men?
Surely, the true poet.
What do you mean by the word poet?
One’s own self is the true poet.
Let us follow the words of inner self
And swim in the river with holy monosyllable.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Benediction

To get best benediction
Throw all that you have
And comeback to the origin
That is the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Companion

O my dear
You are my best companion
And with you
I forget where I am
I forget what time it is
And I forget where I am going.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Friend

Parents are best friend of a child
Husband is the best friend of a wife
King is the best friend of the subjects
Householder is the best friend of a beggar
Like wise, O my dear, You are my best friend
And You are here within my hearts
Always doing everything for my good
And see I am travelling in Your world
Freely without any fear or favour.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Friendship

You have rightly said
Leena, you say not anything,
But I understand;
Best friendship.
I do agree,
But what shall
I do,
I am dumb
But not like God.
I think so many things
Both negative and
Positive but
Unable to solve
Any problem.
I am here,
You are there
Without any contact.
You remarked;
Best friendship.
Neither you have
Seen me, nor
I have ever
Seen you.
But the same truth is
There in us both.
We are facing
The problem
Here and there.
Correct?
But we know not
Who are you
And who I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Interest

Let me say friends
You have written well
This writing would be
Conducive to the best
Interest of all.

But my dear friends
Your poems are hard
To understand
Though soft to read
And small in appearance.

Your poems have great power
O my dear, I have a great faith
On You especially when
You are here with pen and paper.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Life

Best life
Let us enjoy
In the glimmer
Of twilight
Under the sky.

New knowledge
Let us receive
At every moment
By riding
The love-throne.

Let us stay confident
In the truth-heaven,
And keep patience
To live here, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Best News

Good news;
You are with your
Love and eternity.
Better news;
Your romantic brilliance
Is at its peak.
Best news;
You are busy in creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Of Luck

Best of luck,
And I want to kiss you,
But I find not the truth.

And where are you?

Let me draw a line
And skip the truth.

But where are you?

Who am I to search you?

For all,
Let me say
I am my own world,
And in this world
I have done so many
Fruiting works.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Poems Are

Best poems are often
Least read.
Kindly appreciate
The matter,
And try to search
The best one to read.
That is the best poem,
We see life in them.

Gajanan Mishra
This life is the best seller
Book of Truth
It is not free
As you think
Nothing is free here
You have to give something
This is give and take world
And You have nothing to give
Except time
Nothing to take
Except time
Time is the only Truth here
In this world
And in the world this life
Is most valuable
This life is the only
Best seller here.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Subject

Best subject -
The questions
And also
The answers
For hearing
And for knowing
So many things.
All are original,
All are perfect,
All are loving.
All are there to
Purify the speaker
And also the persons
Who are there to listen.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Treasure

The best treasure is
Your own vigilance.
And it is always praised.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Way To Love

Best way to love
Is to surrender everything.
Best way to faith
Is to upgrade everyone.
Let us give regard
The divine gift
That is there in every being,
Let us mind the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Best Wishes

Best wishes to you
Declare not what are you
My dear, teach me not
Everything that I know
Ask not what I know.

It is within
Your knowledge that
I am going to unfold
On the chariot
You are just to see.

Showing everything
Is not grace
It is a way to perish
My dear, deliver some words
That are not blunder.

'Do as thou wishest' and
Feel miserable on the midst
On your own without giving
Any notice and
That is my exhortation.

Gajanan Mishra
Betel

Betel cannot be
Made out of the leaves
Of potato or arum.
The wives of subsequent
Marriage cannot understand
The heart of the old husband.

Gajanan Mishra
Betel-Leaf

Betel-leaf is there
As it was. But I
Could not see my face
In my own mirror
My own smile.

I am alive
I am unable to say
Anybody here and
I failed to reach there
To see the dancing star.

I realize the pain
Of the creatures in air,
I attain colours
But failed to reproduce.

Gajanan Mishra
Betrayal - Naked

Betrayal - naked.
What do you feel,
My dear, by this act?
No word left, my dear,
To utter - a fact.
Have you any friend
Left with you?
If yes, call them,
Let us see together
That brute.
But how -
Is a question now.
Come and let us
Sit together for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Better

It is better
To leave me
With my poems.

I know what my poems
Want here at this time
That you are not ready to spare.

A little love a little affection
That is enough to live here
That is enough to go anywhere
Even to the gate of death.

It is better to leave me for death
My true friends are as you called them
And they have not committed any error.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Half

Knowing fully well
Man and frog unreliable
I kept you with me with due
permission and they poured ghee
On burn-fire.

Knowing dully well
Increased heart beat
I hit the ball
And they strike the iron
observing hot.

Days passed
And you remained mine
And I kept you hoping
Love and density of good deed
With soft words and I alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Is Death

Better is death
In fighting,
For my own language,
In my own independent,
Sovereign, democratic state.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Not To Live

Better not to live
Than to live
At the cost of lives of others.

But the creatures of
This world are living
By eating each other.

Who is living and
Who is dying
Very difficult to say.

But we are saying
We are living here
Peacefully, and
This world is most
Beautiful place to live in.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Not To Say

Time is not good
Time is okay
We are not good
We are okay
Okay is not okay
Better not to say
Anything to anybody
Any action can take
Any reaction by any word
Any word can initiate
Anything at any time
Any time anybody can
Do anything anywhere
Anywhere one can see You, if one wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Not To Speak

Better not to speak,
But speak not untruth
On assumptions.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Place

What can be done
To make this world
A better place?
What and how and
And so many questions
And so many answers
Are there hanging
Carelessly in the air
Let us remember
Solution is not in
Blaming others
Solution may be there
If we stand
Facing the mirror
At the door of ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Place- World

I love you, I love you,
And let me build
This world a better place
For you, I love you.

I love you, I love you,
I am committed to doing
My small part to help
Create smile and hope
And joy within you,
I love you, I love you.

I am very happy
In loving you, dear,
I am here only to love you,
I know love is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Better To Commit

Better to commit
Suicide
Than to pray
Before a
Dark demon.
Better to
Go outside
Than to suffer
Silently inside
Without any
Right to utter
A single word.
But life is better
With nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Better To Leave

Better to leave
Than to live.
Better to live
As an ordinary one
Like a tree.
Tree is there
In the seed.
And the seed
Keeps everything
In fact within.
And the seed grows
For others.
The good one
Knows all better.

Gajanan Mishra
Better To Live Elsewhere ?? ????? ???? ??

Better to live elsewhere,
If no occupation is here,
If no food, no water,
No shelter is here,
If no love is here,
No respect is here,
No identity is here,
If language is used here
That is not ours.

Rendering into Odia language, script is Brahmi;

?? ????? ????? ??
??? ????? ??? ???? ??,
??? ????? ??????, ????? ????,
????? ??????, ????? ????,
????? ??????, ????? ???????,
????? ??? ??????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Better To Remain Silent

Each and everything,
Each and everybody is
Beyond the access of
Mind and speech.
Even after seeing
Even after hearing
One can not understand
Anything at any time.
It is better to
Remained silent
Failing this
We must get deluded.

Gajanan Mishra
Better Your Image

Better your image
By devoting time
In the service of
The mother, mother-tongue
And mother land.

Fishing in troubled waters
Is not good for anyone,
It is the way of
Self-destruction, my dear.

Maintain the decorum
As per your status,
Show not your keenness
To hog limelight.

Gajanan Mishra
Betting Lives

Betting lives
Come together
To fight
For right.

Fight,
For own language,
For own identity,
For own earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Eye And Eyelid

Between eye and eyelid
There is no space
Shut space
Limitless expansion space
Churn ocean and
Result nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Going And

Between going and
Coming, and
Between staying
And loitering,
I know you, dear,
For love nd
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Senses And Objects

Between senses and objects
There is an attraction
As they belong to same class.

Ears have attraction for words
Skin for touch
Eyes for forms
Tongue for taste
Nose for smell.

O my dear, I have attraction for You
As I am your fragment
And we belong to the same class.

Gajanan Mishra
Between the earth and the sky
It is you and I
Playing dreaming and going
And going with love
We see together and see
What they called future.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Truth And Love

I am there
In between truth and love,
And I see
The present here,
That is as bright as
The fixed star.
I am the present,
I am fair,
I am here,
I am there.
I am my own master,
I am the pleasure,
I am the time decorator,
I am present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Two Lines

Between two lines
Here I am.
Talk to me
Dear friend.
You may not
Find me
In the next moment.
Here I am
With my empire
Embracing all time,
See me, dear friend
With some selfishness.
And stay aware
From this instant body.

Gajanan Mishra
Between Us

Always a separation
Is there and it is
Going on between us.

There is no union
And we are never
United at any point.

It is not darkness
It is not illusion
It is but separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Beware Of Rights And Duties

Beware of rights and duties.
You have every right
To fly in sky.
You have to land
And it is your duty
Not to destroy the land.

Gajanan Mishra
Beware Of Time

Beware of time,
Before doing
All undoing.
Footpath, all
Wrath.
All wrap
Life and death,
All wraith.

Gajanan Mishra
Bewildered

I am bewildered
In all directions
I am not balanced
With this blazing
Death-like time.

Gajanan Mishra
Bewildered, we all,
By the outward glamor
Of this world.
We know
Nothing is there,
In the body, in the air.
And yet, we are busy
In decorating it all.
It is true, we are
Misguided, no proper
Education is being
Provided to us by
Anyone here, and all
Are exploiting us for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond All Bounds

I am here and I am a man,
I am beyond all bounds.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond All Concepts

Beginning-less - truth,
Beyond I am,
Beyond you are,
And beyond what is not,
And beyond who is not.
Forget the intellects,
Forget the words,
Just remember who you are.
You are unthinkable, I know.
You are unlimited, I know.
You are the ultimate reality,
The finest essence.
But my dear, I have my
Own myth with magical flavour.
What is dynamic here
Is my actions,
And I am giving a
Loving touch on it.
I am sure, nothing is
There within or
Without.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond All Doubt I Am A Man

And you agree reluctantly.
You clarified
I am not behaving like a man
Not treating others as a man
And you said this is sufficient.

What is a man like
You have answered in so many ways
That I agree without any complain.
And I said I know only one way
One person one place one time
That is you with me and I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond All These

Beyond all these
There is something
There is somebody.
Try to know that
O my dear men
And realize your
Position there
While crossing the bar.
Let me declare
You yourself is
That bright star.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Borders

Beyond borders,
I know, ask me,
I am ready to tell
What is happening?
And how it is happening?
Ask me, I am ready to tell,
All the story, but wait,
For a moment, let me count
The number of years
You have lost therein.
Let me carry all elements
Into count and place them
In their due places
For all safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Darkness

Beyond darkness
The creatures who are here
The creatures themselves
Are knowledge
The creatures are knowable
The creatures are the goal of knowledge
Heart of all creatures are one and the same
In the heart of all creatures
It is only light and light
O my dear, you are light of all lights
You are self-effulgent
And I know you are illuminated by none,

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Duality

You are one and
Only one, one
You are beyond
Duality.

You are without
Zealousy and
You have shunned
Hatred and hostility.

You see poor and
Rich equally
You are the bridge
Between religion and society.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Everything

You are beyond everything
My heart is Your own abode.

Here is light
And You confirmed this.

Trouble is Your possession
That is impersonation.

Beyond all creation
You are Your own explanation.

Like the sunlight like the moonlight
You are with all ready to fight.

Miseries over
Dark is here just a cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Experimental Measurement

O my dear, You are beyond
Experimental measurements.

I come in direct contact with You
And I am purified.

And I know everything is under
Your control.

See I am using everything
To serve You.

And I know You are in everybody
Remembrance knowledge all come from You.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Knowledge

The world is beyond knowledge
I know, and I know
I am in this world
And I gain no knowledge
What is truth what is not truth
Only You know, O my dear
As You are above and beyond this world
But You are the world
You are the whole world
I have full faith on You
And I know You are here with me
And instructing me to do this
To go there, my dear
So long as I am fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Logic

Life is beyond logic,
Life is beyond imagination,
Life is beyond condition.
Stay blessed in life, my dear.

We love and we live,
We live in truth.
Truth is the basis of
Our very life.

Clouds and darkness are there,
Snowfalls disturb us,
But we should stay fair.
Our knowledge is there
To make us the star,
We should stay fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond My Dream

Beyond my dream,
Each incident.
Beyond my reach
You and your earth.
Beyond everything
My love my life.
And I am living here
With all nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Positive And Negative

Staying beyond
Positive and negative
Is the symbol of
A man of standard.
Accepting all
During construction
And destruction
Is the symbol of
A man of standard.
But what to say
About the form
That I know not.
Where to go,
Where to sleep,
Where to act
That I know not.
What I know is
To love you
In all circumstances
Always here there.
Anything and everything,
I need, I know it is you
To supply me.
No question of
Not this, not that.
But I care the least
And I take all
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Reach

You are beyond my reach
I can not know you
perfectly well as said.
O my dear, Here is light
I know and in this light
I am not able to see you.
This light this life is
Not sufficient and I am
In dark as you know O Omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Reach - Time

Confuse not
With the word
Genuine and
Perfect and
Authorize.

And cooperate
Fully to one
Beside you.
Life is under
No one's control.

Time is also
Beyond reach.
Truth consciousness
Is the only remedy.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Repair

Past is past and
It is beyond repair,
It is beyond change.
But it is your present
That can shape
Your future, my dear.
Spend your present
In doing good,
Keep relations good,
In love and in truth,
For a bright future.
Remember, you are
The maker of your
Own future.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Service

Beyond service
Beyond friendship
Beyond affection
Beyond conjugal
Our relation, my dear
Here we are
Here we appear
Here we disappear.

Here You are
Here I am
Without any sadness
We surrendered
One before another
Here we are
As bond as unit
That is eternity.

We are united
It is fact
We are going away
From each other
It is fact
We are in union
It is fact
And we are eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Silence

Listen.
Direct your eyes
To see.
It is you
Who is functioning
All day all nights.

Expansion is there
Outside the space.
Eternity is here
Within.
It is the water
In the sky
That is falling.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Due Limits

Beyond the due limits
Not allowed to anyone.
I know the sky is the limit.
All dreams all rocks,
All flows on earth
For consolidation.
The moon and the sun,
Two eyes two ears.
Men, stay cautious,
At any time, anyone can be
Looted here.
Men, keep silence
And watch what is
Going on further.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Love

Beyond the love
I call,
Beyond the truth
I arrive.
I touch you,
I smell you,
I feel you,
I see you.
Beyond you
I go,
To pluck the star,
Not near but far.
I go on road,
I fly in the sky,
I cross over the sea,
And I catch you,
In me.
Lo, a bird there,
Beautiful and fair.
Lo, the sky is there,
Vast and care.
Friends wonder not,
Listen and share.
Life is there,
Light is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Modes

Beyond the modes of material nature
You are, my dear, that I know
And I know detachment from
The bodily concept should be the goal
For the welfare of all
And I know attachment for the Supreme Authority
Is the good for the self.

See my I am pious in myself
See me I avoid those who are
Interested in sense gratification
And making money for themselves
For their own interest
I am sure I can not live without You
And without drinking the nectar of Your glorification.

See me, O my dear, a very simple life is here with me
See me, I am following a regulative principles
And I am non-violent and no one can called me blaspheme
I tolerated all, see here, I am fixed in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Reach

Beyond the reach
And I know
I cannot touch you
I cannot see you
I cannot hurt you
And I know
You are not made of
Any earth-element.

Beyond the reach,
You are my dear.
And yet I pray you.
Yet you are giving me
All here what I desire
With its consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Sky

Ice sheets are there
And the sky is covered
In icebergs, they at times
Break off and float
Beyond the sun and
Beyond the sky.
So many species are there,
Uncountable and horrible.
But all are in their
Respective borders.
The abode of truth is there,
In the abode of snow.
Nothing to put the question
Where, when and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond The Time

Beyond the time
In time
I search me
And find you
Nothing left
In memory
That is new.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond This

Beyond these
I must go up.

Beyond these
I can see You.

Beyond these
I am going to You.

Beyond these
Nothing mystic.

Beyond these
You can enjoy pure pleasure.

O my dear, I am here
But you are not able to see
Please explain the difficulties
Remember, the sun is just rising.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond This World

Beyond this world
I know You are.

Life is
Deep and unconditional
Acceptance.

It is the another name
Of renunciation.

No existence of future
As I remarked
Details reports awaited.

It is painful to think
That we are in.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Time

Beyond time,
Beyond space,
Beyond life,
I cross over
The words.

Only the words
Belong to me,
But beyond words
I have to go
Before you
For truth.

I love you,
Let me declare,
Again I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond Words

A good man is
Beyond words.
A good cause
Would never suffer
At the hands of
A good man.
A good man is
Always busy in
Searching the Truth.
And where there is
Truth, there is love
And where is both
Love and Truth
One can find everything
There, near and far.
A good man is
The main pillar
Of everything here.
A good man is
The holy sir
And he is the future.
A good man is
The loving friend of the poor.
And I am a poor creature, here
O my dear, and You
Have blessed me, I know
It is Your grace
And it is Your nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Beyond You

I have nothing to do
With you
I am beyond you.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhaashaa Aamara(Odia)

Bhaashaa aamara swabhimana,
Bhaata aamara jibana,
Bhabishyata aamara swapna,
Kehi pariba ni nei aamathu.

Aama bhaashaa pain aame,
Aama khadya aama pain,
Aama mati pain aame,
Aame aamara, swadhina, swatantra,
Kehi aamaku chanhile bi
karipariba ni nasta.
Bhabisyata aamara aamathi,
Aama bhashare, aama khadyare.

Aasa, aasa, bhashaku nei thoiba
Nuaa biswa pakhare, nuaa swpanare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhaba Duithara  ??? ???? (Kosli)

Bhaba duithara,
Aaru ita darkar
Jadarbhi banchbar kaje
Neise.

Aame achhe,
Sat laagi neise,
Michh laagi neise,
Aamar darkar bali achhe.

Darkar kana
Nei khula.
Khulba kaanaa
Tumar bali nei se.
Tumar kaanaa,
Duithar bhaba.

- -

In Brahmi script;

??? ?????,
??? ??? ?????
??? ?? ?????????
???? ?? ?
??? ???
??? ???? ???? ??,
??? ???? ???? ??,
??? ????? ??? ??? ?
????? ????
???? ??? ?
???? ????
???? ?????
???? ??????? ??? ???? ??
???? ????
???? ????

Gajanan Mishra
Bhabuchhaki Mu Pagala? (Odia)

Bhabuchhaki mu pagala?
Tume kahila, han ta
Hasara banya bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhadrakre Karfew (Odia)

Bhadrakre curfew,
Siriaare aakramana,
Jaga nahin banchiba jibana.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??????? ???????
??????? ???????
???? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Bhagaban Dhanyabad (Odia)

Bhagaban maleni,
Tenu mora
Bhagabananku
Dakibar nahin.
Bhagaban malieni,
Mu nije deichhi mukhagni,
Gangare pakaichhi astti,
Pinda deichhi gayare badrire.

Mora bhagabananku dakibar nahin,
Suna rupa dhana sampatti magibar nahin,
Pada padabi khyamata pain mora aasha nahin,
Striku aau pila hebar nahin, ki
Pilanku padhei manisha karibar nahin,
Mora kichhire nirashara prsna nahin,
Mu kandile kehi jadi hasuchhi mor aapatti nahin,
Mor hasare jadi kehi kanduchhi mor se hasa darkar nahin,
Mu hin hasaku kahibi, dur pala, bhag ethu, jaa,
Mor cinema TV avyas nahin,
Mor cricket, football dekhibar nahin.
Mo stri kemiti mate bhala paiba sethipain
Prarthana sakase mandira jibar nahin.
Mu jane mandirare, masjidre, gurudwarre, churchre
Bhagaban nahin. Mu jane satru mitra tiaar kari
Bhagabananku khali boda banajae, Mu jane
Mate khola pabana tikie milila ta, hela,
Peta pain muthae bhata mililata dina sarila,
Deha pain kapada khandie hela ta hasa baharila.
Aau ae sabu heuchhi tar tar.
Etaka lagi kahibaku paduchhi, Bhagaban dhanyabad.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhagawan Nahanti (Odia)

Nahanti bhagawan sethare
Kimba ethare kimba
Kounasithare.
Kebala tume ethare
Aau tume sttir kariba
Kana karajiba ethare.

Sabu, atita
Aau bartamana aau
Bhabisyata tuma sahita,
Tume hin, tuma
Subidha anushare
kahaku neipara ketebele.

Tuma hrudayaku premare kara purna,
Tuma padaku satya upare rakhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhal Pa Prem Kara (Kosli)

Prem-parkar,
Husiaar raha
mor sanga
Aaru suna
parkutira git,
Ena jibana achhe,
Maja mara, mor sanga
prem ke upabhog kara
E premra jagathana.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhala Pain Banchen (Odia)

Bhala pain banchen.
Bhala dekhen.
Tuma pari aau bhala
Nai dekhi nai jane.
Tuma sabu bhalara
Pabitra phala mu paen.
Phereidebaku
Puni chesta karen..

Gajanan Mishra
Bhanga Phala (Odiaa)

Mo ichha
Sahita thiba
Phalaku mu
Bhangideli.

Kintu mu parili
Nahin bhangi mo
Bhitarara aakara
O gati.

Gajanan Mishra
Bharat Appear

Bharat appear if I am here.
Bharat is there in my blood.

Born in Bharat but not seen Bharat.

Bharat is with me while I am on the street.
The light the air the earth the water
The moon the sun the star
As well as the heaven not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Bharat Versus India

India that is Bharat
Is not same as
Bharat that is India.

Bharat no more with India
India no more with Bharat
India can not substitute Bharat.

I am insearch of Bharat
And Bharat is no more with me.
I am an Indian
And I am proud to be an Indian.

Alas!

Gajanan Mishra
Bharata Kahara

India that is bharat kahara
we the people of india karuchhe
kama kaha pain
kie kahaku kana dele
paila kana kie kahathu.

aryabarta bharata rahila kauthi
khojibaku jai pherichhi ki kie
amara sahamti amara sanhati
amara bhasa amara sahitya sanskruti
amathu kie neuchhi chhadai.

ame samajbadi ame sarbabhouma
eita nuhen ki bhrama
bharatara sadharana lokatie
paichhi kebe byaktira sammana
achhi ki chintare chetanare biswasare dharma.

kuade gala samajika arthanaitika
rajanaitika au au jete jete nyaya
amara bana giri lata nadi hrada samudra
pasu pashki sampada kuade gala kuha.

kebe heba ame au bharatiya
kebe heba ame au amara.

Gajanan Mishra
Bharata Mora Ghara (Odia)

Bharata mora ghara,
Sabuthu sundara ghara,
Rome ku misai
Aau kou desha sahita
karana tulana bharat.

Bharataku mu bhalpaen,
Biswaaniya bharata
Swargiya bharata,
Ma bharatiku mu bhalpaen.

Mu ethi khelen,
Geeta gaen,
Mu ethi mukta,
Biswa, sahanasilata, satya
Aau sabu achhi ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhasha Madhyamare Sikhya (Odia)

Bhasha madhyamare sikhya,
Bhasha heuchhi jibanta samajara
Sanskruti, parampara.
Gotie bhasha kana achhi
Chalantu padhiba, sikhiba.
Sikhya paddhatire maa ra
Bhasha prathamika gurutwa
Diaajiba uchita.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhasha Aamaku Tiaari Karichhi ??? ???? ????? ??? ?????? (Odia)

Aamw bhasha tiaari kari nahun,
Bhasha tiaari karichhi aamaku.
Aau aame jete asubudharansammukhina
Heuchhun bhasha kariba samaadhaana.
Nijara mangala pain chala nijaku
Sanskar o sansodhana karibaa.
Aame maane jantra aau jantra chale
Aagaku bhashare.
Aama parichayaku, aama bhashaku kehi
Dakhal kari dwansha karibara anumati nahin.
Bhashara taranga chhada aama rajya
Aau kichhi nuhen, manerakhiaa
Sarba mangala pain.
Jitkhor aau amanga heb jie bhasha
Byabharaa karibaku, danda paibaaku
Se heba jogya.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

Bhasha Aradhana (Odia)

Aama bhasha aama parichaya
Aama bhasha aama rajya,
Aama bhasha aama pruthibi,
Aama bhasha aama jibana,
Aau aame sarvabhouma,
Aau swadhina aau mukta,
Mo priya mukhymantri,
Aau mo priya sevakagana
Tume kemiti ehaku nebak
Karuchha sahasa
Mo jibanaru, mo matiru.
Apekhya kara kichhi khyana
Aau dekha nija dwansa,
Apekhya kara kichhi khyana
Dekha surya pari kemiti mu
Heuchhi udaya.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhata Neba?

Bhata neba?
Han, nebi.
Kukuda mansa?
Naa, nebi nahin.

Han aau naa
Ubhayare jibana.
Aau aame aethi bhayare.

Bhya rogaku,
Bhya durghatanaku,
Bhya mrutyuku.
Bhya jogu
Aame jaichun bhuli
Prema sahita
Banchibara aananda.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhida Bhitare

Kahaku chinhe na athi
Chhinhe kebala a bha bhitare Maa ku
Aau kebala sun ta katha
Mo maa drusti rakhichhi mo upare
Aau mu achhi nirbhayare.
Ajathare mo maa uchharena sabdatie
Maa pakhare mu thain purna asirbada pai
Aai hasi hasi thaen dukha kemiti aase
Aau jae parena jani mu maa pakhare.
Daya prema karunara
pratimurty mo maa
Purna kumbha basae mo maa
Tara dekhae janha dekhae
Aakasha dekhae mo maa
Muka patiki bhasa die mo maa
Andha aakhiki drusti die mo maa
De debata kete kouthi jane na
Jane mo maa sabu deadebi upare
Jane jie mote dhari rakhichhi sie maa
Sabu sabu satya santira samrajyare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhojabaji (Odia)

Satyathiba sabdaku
Mu biswas karen kintu
Tumathi thiba
Bheliki jadukari
Sabdaku nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhoka Kouthi? (Odia)

Mo bhoka kouthi?
Mo bhoka mate khojuchhi
Aau chahunchhi mate
maribaku je kounashi smayare.

Mu dekhen, mu sune, mu anubhav karen,
Kintu mu bhokaku nija aayattare
Pare na rakhi.

keunthi bhoka?
Tume mate kahuchha
Bhoka aasuchhi
Gotie pagala bagha pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhrama Ethi (Odia)

Bhrama ethi,
Bhramaku jana aau
Bhrama bhitare
Jaana satya
Aau dekha
Bhrama aau nahin
Tumathi.

In Odia lipi;

???? ???
?????? ???
?? ???? ?????
??? ???
?? ???
????? ????? ??
?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Bhrama Ethi ???? ??? (Odia)

Bhrama ethi,
Bhramaku jana aau
Bhrama bhitare
Jaana satya
Aau dekha
Bhrama aau nahin
Tumathi.

In Odia lipi;

???? ???
?????? ???
?? ??? ?????
??? ????
?? ???
????? ???? ??
?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Bhramapurna Dharana (Odiaa)

Tuma phitare
Bhramapurna dharana
Je tume achha anya pain.

Manerakha, mo sabda,
Tume kebala tuma nija pain
Tume kabala tumara.

Mu satya kahibaku sahasa karuchhi
Jaha kholamela jehetu
Mu jane manisha aau
Mu nuhan kahaku khatir kalabala.

Mo saswata jibana
Rahichhi mo bhitare aau
Mu sune mo nijara atmara daka
jahaku kebala mu khatir karen.

Gajanan Mishra
Bhulaga (Kosli)

Tanka, tanka, tanka,
Sabubele darkar tanka,
Sabuthane tankar dabi.

Khae, ghar, pinthan,
Pathpadha, bulabuli, usokasa,
Bhut, majakhiaal, bepar
Tanka darkar sabubele sabune,
Tanka nain ta kichhi nain
Badhe bhut aae e tanka.

Kenu aaesi e tanka?
Tanka hachh achhe ken?

Tanka, tanka, tanka,
Tanka nei thile
Tumar maejhi bhi
Palaba pakhu.
Tume kast pauthiba
chikirpo maran bhi
Ni aase sahaje
Tanka nei thile tumarne.

Tankata mahu nei se,
Sabu kharab kamar mule
E tanka.
Sabu janikari aame
Tankar pachhe dhanuchhun
Pagal bhaliaa.
Sahaje kenta gurdu
Aaeba tanka aame dhaunchhu
Parinam janikari bhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Bicharana Karibaku Dia (Odia)

Bicharana karibaku dia mate,
Bicharana karibaku dia.
Mu satya, My prema.
Mora upastiti
Sabuthi dekha.
Mu achhi, mu
Tuma bhitarara
patha pradarshaka.

Gajanan Mishra
Bichheda Paribi Ni Sahya Kari ??????? ??????? ?? ???? ???(Odia)

Bichheda paaribini sahya kari, sata.
Tume sethi sabubele, aau mu
Tuma sangare khailabele, khelilabele,
Soilabele, basilabele.
Tume nahan durare, tume achha
Mo bhitare, mo hrudayare.
KIntu mu chahen naa tuma daana
Chahen tumar bhagidaritaa
Tumar biswastataa, tumar antarikataa,
Aau aamar ghanistatare mu chahen
Karibvaku anek kichhi tume chahan jaha.
Aamaku kichhi pariba ni alagaa kari
Aakashthu maati alagaa
Hoi pariba kipari?
Kuha nahin bidaya dayakari.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??????? ??????? ?? ???? ???? ???, ???
???? ??? ??????? ?? ???
??? ??????? ??????????,
???????????, ??????????,
?????????? ?
???? ???? ??????, ???? ?
?? ????? ?? ??????,
????? ??? ????? ?? ??? ???,
????? ??? ?????? ??????????,
???? ????????????, ????? ?????????? ?
?? ??? ?????????
??? ????? ??????? ????? ??
???? ????? ?
???? ????? ?? ????? ???,
???????? ????? ???
????? ?????
??? ????? ?????? ????? ?????
Bichhuaati

Bahuta duraru mu
Bhaya karen Buchanan,
Kintu mora sakti achhi
Mo nija taila upaadanre
Aayattare rakhibara.
Aau mu samastanku
Prarthana karuchhi
Satarka rahibaaku
Jehetu ebara
Khyamata achhi sabuku
Dwansa karibara.
Mu abhingyataabala
Mate suna o dekha mate ethere.

Gajanan Mishra
Big In Big

See, big in big.
Small in small,
See, small in small.
Living in living
See, opening eyes
And hear, sound
Without ears.
Sound within
The sound, hear.
Say not anything
If you say
That would not be true
True is something else.

Gajanan Mishra
Big Reality Show

Watch,
Big reality show.
Predict not
Anything as you think.

This universe
Has no limit.
Go on acting
But wait.
Peace is there
For you
And not war.
Hate is untruth,
Love all,
Coordinate all.

Come together, dear,
And see the life
That is giving light.

But give prize
To values and
Vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Big Wars

What is that
Big wars,
The wars with
The self.

Torture, cruelty,
And everything is
There here
In this world.

But we are to
Declare a war
With a promise
To follow
The regulative principles
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Bigger Thinking

I think
About my language,
I think
About my mother,
I think
About my land.

I think
Nothing is bigger than
The above.

I have a good luck,
I have my own language,
My mother is still alive,
My land is separated
On the basis of language
And I am free
And sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
Biggest Magic

Biggest magic
Is the sky itself,
And we are under it
Always with love.
We are nothing
But part of magic,
And magic is there
Where there is life.
Life without love
Is meaningless.
No fear to love, dear.
Afraid not, if
The sun is there
In spring.

Gajanan Mishra
Biju Babu

Biju Babu is a light,
Let us light within ourselves
As the sons of this soil.

Biju Babu is a fire,
The fire symbolizing
Revolutionary intelligence.

It is time to learn
From the life of Biju babu
How to face life, how to fight,
How to concede defeat.
It is time to think for ourselves
How to evaluate our own life
In a free and sovereign land and
All good is the there in revealing our own.

Gajanan Mishra
Biju Patnaik

Biju Patnaik is an idea,
It is rightly said, an idea,
An idea in continuity,
An idea of realizing the dreams
Of common people, an idea,
An idea of progress and prosperity,
An idea of self-esteem and
Self-less service.
Let us empower ourselves
With these ideas and
Go beyond the limits of
Regional, national boundaries
To international height.
For this, we must fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Bina Yuddhare (Odia)

katu tikta heuchhi
Bina yuddhare
Kicchi hasal kari heba ni.

Gajanan Mishra
Binaa Seshare ???? ???? (Odia)

Seshhebaaku jibana,
Kintu khojibaaku achhi shanti.
Khojibaaku achhi shanti,
Kintu juddha achhi sangharsha pain.
Juddha karibaaku achhi,
Kintu jibana achhi banchibaaku.
Banchibaaku achhi jibana
Binaa sheshare.

...

In Odia lipi;

????????? ????
?????? ???????? ??? ????????
???????? ?? ? ??????
?????? ????? ??? ??????? ????? ?
????? ??? ???????
?????? ???? ??? ????????? ?
???? ??? ???????
???? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Binakaranare (Odia)

Bina karanare mu kahe
Tume gala.
kahilabele,
Mu satkada saheru sahe
Thikre, mu nischita.
Mu jebe satya kahuchhi
Charama patra,
Mo pain kaunasi
Bignyapana aabashyaka nahin.
Mu kahen tume kipari
Samaya hatare kasta pauchha.
Ebam kipari tume asahaya
Bina karanare.

Gajanan Mishra
Bind Him

Bind all
Bind Him
With love.

With love
You can do
You can enter.

You can enter
Here is truth
Get it with love.

Be careful
It is fire
It is high voltage.

Love is more than
Anything, get it.

Gajanan Mishra
Binding

Let me bind you, my dear,
But I see, I am being bound by you.
Nothing to be happy, thing is
How far we are ready to give value.

Life is not a plaything that you think,
Life is taxing and irksome to many
when they are remaining away from truth and love,
Life is the beginning of new era within the reach that is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Binding Effect

In simple, let me say
I am not a party and
On me, hence,
Nothing has binding effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird And Snake

A bird is not just a bird,
A bird is more than what you think.

A snake is not just a snake,
A snake is more than what you imagine.

For me, bird and snake are one and the same.
I want the snake and the bird should reside
At one and the same place at the same time,

Gajanan Mishra
Bird Does Not Want To Fly

Rose does not want to give scent
Moon does not want to stay at night
Commander does not want to fight.

Then how can you understand my poem
Then how can you say what is what
Here or there in black and white or
In colors of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird- Full Of Love

Lorikeet, Lorikeet,
Stay there, I am going to meet.
I know, Lorikeet,
You are thinking good of all,
And I know
Future in your hands - a clean chit.

I am searching you since long, here,
O Lorikeet, where are you my dear,
With your greenery feathers
I am thinking safe, my future
In a new world order
Full of hope, full of love, it is clear.

Lorikeet, Lorikeet, O Lorikeet,
My life is upside down
Like your flying in the blue sky
And I am also keeping my mind
Under control and giving a new message
Of living, like your twitter melody.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird In Hand

Be content with
Whatever you have got
A bird in hand is
Better two in the bush.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird In Sky

Sky is mine
I am in sky
Bird in sky
I am bird
No one can catch me
I am free
Mystery is with me
Come to live
And search me
If you can
Here is sky
And Let me fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird In The Sky

Bird in the sky
And sky in the bird
What kind of bird
Do you like and
No answer
Listening to the bird
I arrived there
No sun no rain no air
And adjustment is far.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird Putting Questions

That Black Bird is putting me questions
And He wanted to know my daily activities
Am I ready to answer at this moment
And if yes He wanted to know why
I had a answer that is not now with me
When I entered in to this sea without
Any ship or boat made of air
You may put questions as you like
But that Black Bird is not here to spare you.

Gajanan Mishra
Bird Tiha

Coming to me
Bird Tiha said
O poet
What are you doing
Here so long and
I answered nothing.

I had no word then
And the bird Tiha gave
Some words that I
missed in the sea
While walking on the wave.

No body was there with me
To help me in my
Searching and I was
Searching nothing
Bird Tiha came to me
all along and said again
Not to worry my dear poet
Lo I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Again

I see those birds
Again on that
Drumstick tree
In so many numbers.
But no one dares
To drum out them.
All day I am busy
In dry run with the birds,
I believe no one though.
I am also not
Under dual control
Of the birds and the sky.
I have kept the sky within
While the birds started flying.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Are Silent

Birds are silent,
And the day is at its end.
The truth is opened,
And all are eternally related.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Cheer Others

Birds are flying,
Do not shout or beat gong,
Birds are not pests.

Birds cheer others,
Do not pollute atmosphere.
Do not cut down trees,
Birds are settling.

Take care of the birds,
Life take care of you.
Take care of you cheerfully,
Birds are flying,
Life is smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Chirp

With sweet voices
Wild animals
Dance with cheers
Trees give fruits
Flowers with pleasure
O my dear, I am
In such area full of
Lakes and rivers
With breeze and fragrance
Beautifying entire atmosphere
I am happy to see my life
With so much love and affection
Without any deviation.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Fly

Birds fly,
Flying birds,
I see in the sky,
The sky I see nowhere.

I talk to the clouds,
And it rains.
It is raining, I see,
In my living place.

The place wherein,
I live is not mine.
And my living is
Not permanent, you know.
And let me close my talk,
No benefit, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Know

Birds know
When to rain.
Birds know
How to smile
And what to do
Where and when.
I am the bird
And I know
My dear how to fly
Beyond your sky.
Your sky is
Within me, I know
With the bird
Who is flying.

Gajanan Mishra
Birds Of The Same Feather

Birds of the same feather flock together.
I am an outsider and the door is always open for me to enter.
If I will get a right path I will enter
nd you find me never here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is that place
So called Birmingham
That I know not.
But I know-
My dear son is there
To attend the call
Not of the queen but
That of his own belly.

I am so helpless here,
Though my ancesttors
Declare me independent
And sovereign, and I have
Power to frame law
For all welfare, I am
Not able to provide
Proper education and food
And shelter to my wife
And children here!

How unlucky I am,
I know not how to cry,
I know not how to earn,
I know not how to live,
I know not how to make
Friendship with others!

I am being exploited
Like anything.
No one is there
To help me.
No one is there to
Say, please, please
Have patience,
have tolerance,
Everything will be okay,
You will get back everything
That are yours,
That are your birth right.
Birodh Kara Naa Kahaku (Odia)

Samaste nijara,
Birodh kara naa kahaku ethare.
Je kounashi lokara
Dukha o jantranaa aama nijara.
Hrudaya bhitaru kahaku
Padaku tadibaa sambhaba nuhen.
Kahara khyati karibaa sambhaba nuhan
Aau santapare rahibaa baaki jibana.

- 

In Odia lipi or script;

????? ?????
?????? ??????
????? **** ??? ?
????????? ???????
?? ???? ?
????? ?????
?? ?? ?? ???????
?? ?? ??
???? ????? ???? ?????
???????? ???????
????? ??? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Birth - Origin

Death - destroying
I am in between.

Male - at a distance
Female - nearer and nearer earth
I am far and near with all
The qualities of both
Fame fortune speech memory
Intelligence steadfastness
And forgiveness.

I forget not my past
I am the source of future
I am the universe at present
Remember me, and get bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth After Birth

Birth after birth
I am moving and
Searching You, O my dear
And also I am
Entrapped with so many
Pleasing and displeasing
Elements that are here.

What is my identity
That I know though
I am staying with
False and that are temporary
I get in touch with You
I know my color is true
That is yours.

I am with You
And I felt free
From all material contamination
And I know this is
Your grace, my dear
I am not in fear
With You here.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth And Birth And Birth

And if there is no wisdom
It is going on and on
And what is wisdom
It is self-defined
In dust in devotee
In dawn in down.

Nothing is down
Nothing is up
Let me speak
Without any word
In your yard
When I said I have eyes
I have to see you
Then only you can
Called me good player.

My birth is successful
O my dear
only with you
If I am able to
See you in
This doorstep.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth And Death

Birth and death
All delusions
An delusion arises
From desire
and desire arises
If we have no love
Within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Birth Birthday

Happy birth day to you, my dear
Birth birth birthday
Happy happy happy day
And what is a birth day
If there is no love
If there is no peace
If there is no happiness
No cooperation no coordination
What is that life without emotion.

We have in our hands only today
Today is your birthday
Besides today there is no other day
We live for today only
Today is a pious day as you have
Taken birth on this day
Conratulation, my dear
May God bless you for life-long
May you live long.

What is a birth day if there is
Nothing new today
Today is the birth day
Let us see in new perspectives
Let us live a new life
Forgetting everything that is ill
That is evil and let us dream in
A way to find out self and
Let us discover Truth here in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Day

Today is my birth day
I have taken this body
On this day
And I am subject to
Constant birth and death
Before birth I was here
After death I will be here
Now I am here today
Today is my birth day
This world is here
Only for today
Today is the entire day for me
Today I am talking
Today I am walking
Today I am dancing
Today I am singing
No other day is here
Besides today
Only today is here
Today is my birth day
Enjoy today O my dear
With me
I am with you always.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Day Cake

I have forgotten
My birth day
But I have remembered
The birth day cake
And the birth day party.

Every day is a birth day
I told my friends
And they agreed hoping
For new cakes and parties
But they are disappointed.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Day Count

Birth day
Birth day count
Is very important
That I know
But how you count
And from which
Point of view
That I doubt.

And likewise
Question of marriage
That is there
Everywhere see
Mixing separating
Every moment
Nothing new.

Mixing is
Separating as I know
Taking birth is
Dying as You know
Time-wise play
Of children of this school.

It is links
It is all pictures only
From reality
Watch and say something
To enable others know your vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Day Request

If you are going to
Observe your birth day
Observe it from remembering the feet
Of your mother, smell of mother-land, my dear.
Greet all in your mother-tongue.
Distribute food to hungry
Supply water to the thirsty.

If you are going to observe
Your birth day, my dear, observe it
Forgetting the mischiefs of others,
Forgiving them thinking as said
By Jesus, they know not what they do,
And paying homage to Almighty and thinking
O my Lord, You are within all.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Discovered

Birth discovered
Universe talks
Come, do come my dear
History speaks
About you
I with clouds
Vanished discourse.

I was told
Not to go again
In this shape and size
Owning direction
With new set up
Opening doors and
New vistas.

Come come my dear
Come and see with
The eyes given
Come and hear with
The ear you have
Come come my dear
Time become shorter
And shorter.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Is A

Birth is a curse really as scriptures say
But we have nectar, let us find its way.

Life is for truth and for love, my dear
Let us go together not to make life-bluff.

Death is but common, importance should not be given
Not to death but to life, as life is wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Is Not The Beginning

Death is not the end,
Though, they say
The end is called death.
They say when reaction begins,
It is called birth,
But birth is not the beginning.
It is impossible to say
Whether we are alive and
Where we are at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Life Death

Birth life death
Three layers
You me He
Three persons
Past present future
Three times
We are in these
Three worlds
With universal dreams
And with divine vision
Heaven's location.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Never Ends

Birth never ends,
Life never dies.

Face to face we
See each other,
We both sailors,
Not though, strangers.

We discover the light
Within us in the night.

Clarity is there
And we collect it
From our love.
Our love touches the dust.

Words are to be invented
With all newness in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth Right

My birth right is
To change myself.
My birth right is
To wear a shoes.
My birth right is
To go to the temple
And pray for the good.
To think and
I have to think
What is there for me
After my death.
I have not to think
About what to eat
And where to go, how to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth, Birth, Birth

Certainly, we are active
From our very birth,
We are unborn, though.
Certainly, we are the truth,
We live on this untruth land,
It is known, though.
No one can discover us,
We are here before all, though.
We are learned, but
We know nothing.
We are in the hearts of
Each other, separate, though.
Certainly, we are here
With our own glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth, Death, Old Age And Disease

I am not free, I know, from
Birth, death, old age and disease,
But with you, see, I am in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Birthday

1.

On this day
Let me stay
True to my words.
Let me not give up
My truthfulness.
Let me love and
Serve my mother.
Let me use
My mother language.
Let me work
For the development
Of my motherland.
On this day
Let me fly to the sky.

2.

What do you mean?
What is birth?
Is it the beginning
Of everything?
On this day
Give me strength to
Tolerate all adversity.
I have done nothing so far,
The star is still dark
And it is there.
I am here before you
Take care, and let all
Conquer the self
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Birthday And Birthday

Light the lamp
Today is
Our birthday.
Offer love
Today is
Our birthday.
Take bow to
Go with truth
Today on this day.

Be happy always
Today as
It is our birthday.
Let feel others okay
Today on this day.

Gajanan Mishra
Birthday Cake

Birthday cake
Take this birthday cake
It is the ultimate truth and
Essence of life, discover it.

Every moment you are taking birth
Mind it my dear here and you are
In the circle of constant change
You are to understand the eternity.

Essential nectar is love
Here in this life, my dear
Take it, it is with you
Always since your very birth.

Waste not any time
Take this birthday cake - love.

Gajanan Mishra
Birthdays Greetings

Copy to all,
This birthdays' Greetings.
Complain not
Please, no one
Is there
To greet you.
Be satisfied
What is received
By you so far.
You are all my
Friends, brothers,
Sisters, uncle,
Niece and nephew.

Think not about
Anyone besides yourself.
On this birthday.
Think yourself
And restart your works
Afresh.
Don't belief
The calnder,
That has no meaning
On this day.
Birth has a
Special miracle,
So also think much
Is horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth-Life-Death

Birth-life-death,  
Nothing but a process  
And we are there.  
And in it,  
There are love and hate,  
There are pleasure and pain,  
There are gain and loss.  
But we are to watch there  
The light of the Absolute.  
We are to taste there  
The colours of the earth  
And that of the sky.  
We are to declare our own  
Existence in our own presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Birth-No Criterion

Birth birth birth
Give no criterion
Birth can not
Substitute the qualification
For a respectable person
Taking birth no matter
Only quality matter
Sacrifice matter
Knowledge of Truth matter
Love and devotion matter
If you allowed me
To say something more
I must say there is no
Existence of birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Bisan

e makara bunuche jal
pakabarkaje mate e jale
aru muin baluchen
ni padeina ni padeina.

husiar achhe makara
dekha ni padabar kebhe
muin e makarara sutathi
patangibagir katlabelke ghera.

etar upre etar upre
kete upre achhe ni parena kahi
raet ke raet ni parein kahi
dinbeli paduchen sui.

suilebhi chadsi ken mate sapan
pachkepach pachkepach ainline
makararathanu aru e bisan
thebe ni rakhi debar e jiban.

Gajanan Mishra
Bisharna Kari Paribeni Kehi (Odia)

Odia in Lateen script.

Bisharna kari paribe ni kari kehi
Taaku jaha pakhare purna gyana achhi.
Manisha, gyanare thile swayamsampurna.
Ebam tahara nahin kichhi chintaa.
Gyanee loka bina aakhire bi
Dekhipare sabu.
Gyanee loka jaha bi karipare
Je kounashi samyare.

Odia in Brahmi script-

?????? ??? ??????? ?? ??? ?????
???? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?
???? , ???????? ??
???? ??????? ??
??? ????? ?????
???? ????? ??
?????????? ????????? ??
???????? ???? ??
????????? ??? ??
?????????? ?? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Bishesh Karyare; In Special Works

Mu Anddha pabana pakhare I am blind with air
Aau pabana ethi sethi sabuthi. And air is here there everywhere
Mu surya ratire I am the sun at night
Aau rati mu aakhi bujile And it is night when I close eyes
Mo pakhare darpana Mirror is with me
Aau darpana bule panire And mirror moves in water
Pani aakashre Water is in the sky
Mu aakash ulhae matiku I am the sky down to earth
Bisheh karyare In special works.

Gajanan Mishra
Biswa was Kara Samaya (Odia)

Biswa was kara samaya,
Pratyekajinisha
Sundar aau bhala heba.
Kichhi khali nuhen
Chirantana achhi
Pratyekatire.
Sabu bule,
Sabu megha
Premare nianre.
Samayaku kara naa biswas,
Saby swapna,

In Odia script;

???????? ?? ???,
???????? ?????? ???
?? ?? ?????? ?
???? ???? ??????,
?????????? ???
???????????? ??
???????????? ?
??? ????
??? ????
????????
?????? ?
???? ?? ?? ???????,
??? ??????,
?????? ??? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Biswa O Jiban

Biswa O jiban
Duhen achhanti,
Aau mu achhi
Semankaka sahita,
Kintu mora
ae durbalatara
Sujogare
Phaida nebaku
kara na sahas.

Paristiti padile
Durejibi mu
Biswa thu.
Spasta kari deuchhi
Bhala paena bi mu
aemitire mo jibanaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Biswa kara nahin
Sabdanku kintu
Pura kara upabhoga.

Gajanan Mishra
Biswastra Rahiba (Odia)

chala rahibaa biswastha
Paraspara pakhare paraspara
Aau bhala phala paibaaku rahiba pabitra.

In Brahmi script;

??? ????? ???????
?????? ?????? ??
?? ?? ???????? ??????? ?????

Gajanan Mishra
Bit By Bit

Bit by bit,
Let us proceed
With love.
Love is
The best medicine
For all.
Love is
The root cause
Of life.
Love is bud,
Life is flower.
Love and life -
Bivalve of
Immortality.

Gajanan Mishra
Bitter Medicines

Bitter medicines and
Painful injections if
Necessary to cure diseases,
We should take these.

We should be tormented
By pain in our life,
We should remain alike
To get the highest bliss.

No decay, no parting
We should learn here,
Assume not you are
Seated in the body.

Let us utilize our time and
Attain immortality with neutrality.

Gajanan Mishra
Bitter Pumpkin Is Always Bitter

Black is always black
Jackal is always jackal
Crude is always crude
Nature can not be changed
In one's life in one stroke
Wait for a change if you want
Till it expired and
Take another life and shape
Drop by drop a pitcher
Can gets filled
But evil man can not be a
Good man even after gaining maturity.

Gajanan Mishra
Bitter Truth

The certificate holders
And the so-called
Intellectual persons
Are more harmful
To the society.
They misuse everything
In hankering after
Pleasure and prosperity.
But the so-called rustic
Villagers of the interior
Areas without any education
But with intuition, concepts
And precepts are more truthful
And wakeful filled with divinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Bitter Wind

Bitter wind,
Blissfully blissed.

Dreaming mind
Always in a bow-tie.

Life swirls
Dancing empty street.

Seasons out of time
And drinking coffee.

Gajanan Mishra
Bitterness

You tasted bitterness
I know it.

I know you can not
Tolerate me without and within.

Let me conclude
All these are due to
You are not in truth.

See me I am
As soft as lotus
As hot as fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Black

Black is favourite
Black is right
Black is supreme
I born black
I die black.
Without black
How can you
assess white?
Within black
Everything filled.

Gajanan Mishra
Black And Black

No retirement
That I know
From the black.
Black and black,
Black sun,
Black moon,
Black life,
Black style.
Not retirement
From blackness,
I know
You know and
It is known to all.
I love black,
I love you,
You are black,
I worship you,
I pray to you,
I see myself in you,
You are the truth.
Truth, I know not,
Yet I love truth,
Since it is you.
I love you,
Though black you are.
I know everything and
Everyone is within you.
You are taking all,
You are spreading yourself
Everywhere, that I know.
How can I go from you,
You are the truth.
I am here within
The jurisdiction of truth.
To go anywhere,
No way out.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Beauty

Black has every beauty
Keep the black always
Stay in black
It is deep and deep
Go deep and get light
From within.

Everything is there in black
Black is beauty as you see
Self-purification process is
There in black as you see
Everything merged in black
It is black that has every beauty.

It is calm it is quite and it is black
It is peace it is progress and it is black.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Bee

See I am here
And where are you
Going away
Without giving a touch.

Air here is fine, look
Weather is at your door
Plan the life, O black bee
Within the time, look
I am a full pouch.

Have patience and give a touch
Black bee black bee
As usual I am
Waiting for you
Look, here is my notch.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Berry

Black berry
Has special importance,
Black berry
Has a link with the monkey
And also with the crocodile.
It is for the black berry
The crocodile wanted the lungs
Of the monkey.
And the monkey kept its lungs
On the black berry tree and save life.
It is for the black berry
There was a friendship between
The monkey and the crocodile,
It is only black berry and black berry.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Cat

See, black cat is
Walking under this ladder,
My dear, wait and watch,
Go not immediately now
Ill luck may trap.

Catch not a cat
In your house, my dear,
And if you catch
Bad luck is sure
To befall you.

Study the cat and
Its behavior, my dear,
And know your future
That is bright and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Dove

Come on see,
Black dove is flying.
Come on and hear,
The night is crying.

We all think
But we all are
Not ready to act.

We are infinite
But not the colors.

We drink and
Still, we are thirsty.

For clarity
We move and yet
We see the black dove.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Flag March

Black flag march
Is going on,
Please join
With us,
My dear men.
March is
For falsehood,
For fraud,
For corruption,
For theft,
For robberies,
For foreign language.
Black flag march
Is the symbol
Of protest for
Our own right
And for all out
Development
Of the land.
Please join,
My dear men
And demand for use of
Your own language
To enable you
Understand the day to day
Activities of Government,
That is elected by you
And that is there for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Black In White

Black in white,
Also, white in black.
I know not what
And who is perfect.

No race
But I sit down.
No backward
But I close down
All eyes.

Image is everything,
And for the image
I stop not anywhere.
And I enter the house
In my own light.

Growth is there
In light,
And light is
To be discovered.

Fascinating thing is
Light - neither black
Nor white.
But the need of the time
Is to take care the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Is Beautiful

Black is beautiful,
Beautiful black.
Life is peaceful,
Peaceful life.
I like to live
With pure goodness.
Life is good with
The sun that rises.

Earth, water, fire, air
And the sky- all five
Are here with us.
We are as strong as
Anyone with energy
Unfinished with good wish.
Black has kept all colors
With it in a careful manner.
Black is the well-wisher
Who appear by own perfect accord.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Is Black

I know not
What is mystery
But I know
Black is black
And white is white.
I know the flower
And the bee
I know your feet
And I realize,
For me,
There is delight.
I see your eyes
Black and white
Here in this body.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Is Eternal

Black is eternal
Black is beautiful
Black is full of bliss
And knowledge.

In black
One can find peace
In black only
One can find rising sun.

I recognized black
As a starting point
And also ending point
Of life and life.

I see You O my patron
I see You O my Master
It is true I am in You
It is true I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Is Full Of Colours

Black is full of colours
And hence I worship black.
And hence the colour of
My God is black.
And hence I love black.
Black is only mine,
And I belong to black.
Through blackboard I am
Getting my teaching.
I am fine through black.
I know everything is in black.
Black is black with all colours.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Light ???????

I catch it,  
Blacklight.  
Why it is  
So tight!

And I color it  
With tiger moth.  
With all tidings  
I follow tie-break.  
-

In Odia language, script is Brahmi;

???????,  
???? ???? ?  
???????? ??  
??? ????!  
???? ????  
??????????? ?  
??? ??? ??  
???? ????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Black Means

Black means no radiation
Black means no mixture
Black means not seen earlier
Black means no future
And black means full mixed
Not seen not white
All are together that is
Not at our reach
And Lord Jagannath of Puri
You can not distinguished
With white and yellow
At any point of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Spots

The black spots
Of the society -
The flesh eater,
The drunkards,
The idiots,
And the uneducated.
O men, remember
And acquire knowledge,
Love all,
Being a creature,
Please, harm not,
Kill not any creature.
Try to know
The truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Tea

With good command of English
I took loud outcry for black tea,
How funny mistakes I have committed.

The hubble-bubble was with me,
Though, I am not a man of
Arrogant pride.

True, I am also not
An aggressive salesman
Of my own poems.

True, I am not
Curled my body into
A small space.

Variety of colour are there
With me by my good command.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Will Take

Black will take
no other hue.
You know and
That also I know,
and yet we are
going with the coal,
knowing well
coal is black.

We know ill got
and ill spent
and yet we are
hankering after
ill-earning and
gathering here
everything that
are danger to us.

We know white
and yet we are
reluctant to
receive it thinking
it is difficult to
take care white,
and it is time consuming
and we see no instant profit.

we are accustomed with
use and throw
we have forgotten our
tradition and culture
to save for future
and we are facing
trouble for ourselves
in the reign of black.

Gajanan Mishra
Black Will Take No Other Hue

Bitter gourd is bitter in taste
Coating of sugar is of no use
Bitter gourd is always bitter.

Put some alum
In to the dirty water
And see what is here.

It is different
How far it is useful
It is not different
How far we are
To play the fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Black, Black, Black Holes

Black, black, black holes,
That I failed to estimate
Your poles.
I have no poleaxe,
I have also no intention
To poles apart,
And I see the pole star there.

Black, black, black holes,
That I know you are swallowing
My sun and my earth and everything
That are mine - air, water, fire and the sky.
You are invisible I know,
But you are creating a void
In the fabric of my life space.

Gajanan Mishra
Black, Not Bad

Black, not bad,
Rather all good.
Liberation is
There in black,
All bliss in black.
Black is
The only truth.
Black- the great,
I love all black.

Gajanan Mishra
Black, White And Turmeric

I am going with
Black, white and
Turmeric for my
Ritual purification.
I am also using them
As antiseptic for
My body and soul, in
My din and bustle life.

Gajanan Mishra
Black-Clouds

Black-clouds
Everywhere here
It is.
At this time
Just come out
and see to whom
you belong.

Gajanan Mishra
Blacker Than Black

Blacker than black,
Whiter than white,
This life here.
And you are here
In this life, my dear.
You are colourful
And more colourful
Than any flower here.

Gajanan Mishra
Black-Flag March

Black-flag march
All over the state
For destruction of
Unlawful acts.

Black is here
To annihilate
Material world,
To annihilate
Undemocratic works,
To annihilate
Unconstitutional language.

Let black absorb
All sound all touch
All form in one taste,
Aroma to merge earth,
In universal darkness.

Black-flag march
All over the state,
King and ministers,
If you are not self-controlled
Be ready to face
The rage of the people,
Be ready to go down,
Down to dark
With all your material nature.

People are the truth here,
King and ministers,
Are you not able to hear!
Black flag is calling you
And giving you ample scope
To correct yourself
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Blackmail

Blackmail - by playing
Cat and rat game, but for how long?
It is necessary to verify one's own position.

Gajanan Mishra
Blacksheep Blacksheep

Blacksheep, Blacksheep,
What are you doing there?
Come not come not to
My house as it is clear
Like that little star.
I know you are
The mischief-maker,
You are arrogant
And corrupt and
You are the slanderer.
Your look is black,
Your mood is black,
Black sheep, black sheep,
I know how worthless you are!

Gajanan Mishra
Blame

If blaming is necessary
Blame yourself.
Do not blame others.
It is only you
Who is not cautious
About ubiquitous.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Game

Choosing a good book
Not easy
Selecting a good man
Not easy
Writing a good poem
Not easy
Blaming others easy
And here
Lies buck-tooth
Should be out.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Me Not

I am no way
Related to anything
What you are telling,
Blame me not.

Blame me not,
That has no meaning.
Lusty desires
Are not with me.

See me,
I am on the platform
Of truth.
And I am
Not to
Bewilder.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Not

Blame not to
Time, Fate and God.

Attributing blame
Is wrong procedure,
Everything is to be
Reviewed within.

Watch the time
And proceed forward
In presence of the witnesses
Fate and God.

Remember that
You are going
With time beyond fate.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Not Any One

Blame not any one
for anything.
Review your own
weak points
and try to rectify
if it is possible
by you.
For the love of truth
give real tribute.
See that
there is no loss
no profit game
is on everywhere
and you are the tool.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Not Anybody

Blame not anybody
Praise all if you can
See the knowledge
See the virtue
If you want to see
Observe all activities
If you are ready
Act and speak
When there is nobody
Blame not anybody
And strengthened yourself
Only through
Experience of trial and
Sufferings and I think
You are perfect and pure
Minus ambition
Minus success.

Gajanan Mishra
Blame Not The Stars

Blame not the stars
Blame yourself, if
any fault is there.

Everything is the result of
Your own action and reaction,
Take care.

Have a heart without word
and go on prayer, without
putting question get answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Blaming Not Good

Blame not anybody
If you blame others
Mind it you are
Showing your own
Weaknesses and faults
Accept or reject
Both are not good
Both are against Truth
You can not say
You have forgotten
All past
You can not even
Remain neutral
Action is must for the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Blaming Wrong

Blaming wrong
Debacle common
Success is colective
So also failure.

Difficult to locate
Main player in this game
It is my poem
You are only here to say
Where am I.

Gajanan Mishra
Blank Page

Keep the page
Blank always,
So that the word
Love can be written
There in a
Truthful heart
By a sincere person
With utmost care.

Gajanan Mishra
Blank Paper

Give me a piece of
Blank paper.
I am living life
Like that blank paper.
Nothing to think,
Nothing to write.
We are just here
For all creatures.
The creatures have
So many things to offer.
Let us not forget
Our own addresses,
Where we have to find
Everything that belongs to us

Gajanan Mishra
Blaspheme

No happiness
In blaspheme
Great personality
Know it
And dare not
Offend the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Blasting Wind

Blasting wind
Scatters the assembled
Clouds in the sky.

Truth and justice like
Bows and arrows
Twanged and hissed.

Gajanan Mishra
Blazing Fire

Honour, praise,
Prosperity and pleasures
All are blazing fire
And we are going towards it
For our self-destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Blazing Fire - Mouth

Blazing fire - mouth
That devouring all
And covering all
By immeasurable rays.

Here we have
So many universes
Eye-ball sun here
Eyelids are day and night.

Palate is the director
Of water, my dear
Essence is the tongue
And you are strong.

Gajanan Mishra
Blazing Fire Is Here

And here is blazing fire. 
Allow not, allow not yourself 
O my dear, to be consumed 
By this blazing fire like 
A moth. 

Give up, give up jealousy 
Give up give up arrogance 
And anger, O my dear 
And feel the divine love 
Face and face the Supreme Truth 
Like a non-entity. 

Truth is something different 
Life is something different. 

Gajanan Mishra
Blazing Fire Is There

Blazing fire is there
Before the furious snake
Go, nothing would happen.

Blazing fire - truth
Furious snake - bad man, enemy

Gajanan Mishra
Blazing Wood

Blazing wood.
Blazing fire is
Different from flames
From sparks
From smoke
All are in
That blazing
Wood though.

Heat and light
Of the fire
Are separate
Although heat
And light are
Not different
From fire.
Nothing is different
From nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Bleeding Hearts

Bleeding hearts
Of the sea with
Fury underneath.
Save yourself, men,
Or perish in waves.
Men, know and tackle
The situation in
Right direction.

Gajanan Mishra
O father
Hear us
Answer with
Love and mercy
I am offering
My prayers and
Sacrificing myself
O beloved and venerable.

I know this world
Where I am now is a ship
In the sky that is Yours
All the faithful truthful
Are boarding on it together
For establishment of
Peace justice and equality
Come and be wide open
O my men, this world is
For the opener and the transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
Bless My Heart

Bless my heart, my dear,
My love, sure as fate.
I am certain,
We are still in existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Bless The Newly Wedded Couple

Kindly grace the occasion,
And bless the newly wedded couple.

Here, it is my request to you,
In the name of Allah
In the name of God
The most Beneficent and Merciful
I need Your presence
On the auspicious occasion of
Marriage ceremony Nikah
Of Abdul Afroz Khan with
Gulnaz parwin
And take active participation
In the program of
Milad Shareef $ Ratjaga
And Haldi and sandal
And Nikah and attend Walima(Reception)
At our residence on this Earth.

The Earth would be the heaven
On this occasion.

Gajanan Mishra
Blessed Is Our Birth

Blessed is our own birth,
Blessed is our own mother tongue,
Blessed is our own motherland,
Blessed is the law of this land,
It is all for our own welfare.
We are the wise and we are the noble
As we are here to give respect
To our own mother, mother-tongue
And our own mother-land.
Men come on, serve yourself
And see the smile of your mother,
Use of your mother-tongue,
Progress of your motherland,
Come on men, you are really great.

Gajanan Mishra
Blessing Is Needed

O my dear, I am in need of
Your blessing.
I know blessing is needed
To grow more and more and
For this let me merge with You,
O my dear, let me focus You.
O Almighty, bless me,
I beg Your blessing.

Gajanan Mishra
Blessing Of Mother

Take the blessing
Of your mother, my dear.
Mother is mother, remember
No substitute of mother.
Mother is the temple
Mother is the sample
Mother is energy
Mother is property
Mother is your teacher
Mother is your protector.
Mother is mother
Mother's heart is softer
Mother's heart is finer
No one is there like mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind

I know I am blind
I know You are
Not blind
I know I can not
See You
I know and
I am sure
You can see me
You must see me
And I came here
I know You are
Omnipresent and
You are here
I have nothing to pray
I have nothing to beg
I know when you see me
My identity is no more
My entity is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind And Deaf

Disciple is deaf
Teacher is blind
One would not listen
The other cannot see.

I have came to
This market where
The guide robs
The money of his follower.

And I hear
The saying of the demon
A terrible hell
And he is not well.

I am telling my son,
Go and read and fill up your belly
And my son is going ahead
And singing and dancing to the tune of his wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind King

Blind king,
Blind justice delivery system.
The use of foreign language 
Make the people blind.

But the people are sovereign here,
Neither the king nor the judges.
The people make laws through their
Representatives for all welfare.

The kind comes and goes out,
The justice delivery system
Changes its forms and structures
For all good of the people.

Let the people come forward
And raise their voice.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind Man And Lame Man

Blind man and lame man
Are combined together
To search the Ultimate Truth
The lame man can walk
With the help of a blind man
The blind man can see
With the help of a lame man.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind Not To Your Own Fault

Blind not to your own fault,
See yourself first and say
What you are looking for.
Not all are valid
Not all are unfair
Judge yourself keeping
Aside your interest.
Listening carefully
Not for praise and reward
And forget you are there.
Deficiencies be discovered
Within first and let not
Anyone puzzled at any time
Nothing is yours including eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind System

The judicial system
Is blind.
And it is also
Taking steps
To make all blind.
The language used
Is foreign.
People are not able to
Know the things going on
In judiciary.
This is undemocratic.
The judiciary thinks
Superior to men.
This is inhuman.

Pro-men should be the action
Of judiciary.
Language of the people must be used,
For the sake of the earth,
For the sake of the Constitution,
For the sake of justice,
For the sake of the truth,
We, the people are sovereign,
The very first line goes.
Let the people work in
The judicial system knows and realize
The truth of democratic form of Govt.
The sooner they realize the better.
Let them know all are working here
For all welfare of the people,
The roots of the state.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind, We All

We know not
Children's reform
Fundas not clear
Be aware
All thieves are here
You, yourself
Not exception.

Gajanan Mishra
Blinded By Intoxication

Blinded by intoxication,
With power and opulence,
And unable to see the people,
Who are there with
The rod of punishment in them.
And the people are ready to
Drag the men in power down from
The materially fortunate position.

Gajanan Mishra
Blindly

Accept not anything
Blindly.
Eat not anything
Foolishly.
Say not anything
Without thinking.
Think not anything
Without any basis.
But say
What you experienced,
And say
What you feel good.
Stay in love
And be truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Blindness In Me

I see all,
Though, there is
Blindness in me.
I call all,
Dumb though.
But I am duly
Authorized to say
Something good.
I swim without
Legs and hands.
And I eat everything,
Though, not seen.
I am for all,
And all are
Coming to me
In due time.
I'm available,
Wherever you wish
To see.

Gajanan Mishra
Blind-Well

Blind well-
This world,
Full of snakes-
Desires,
Worldly attachments.
But truth is also here,
And you have to
Search out it, dear,
For all good,
And arrive at the right
Conclusion-
The secret of life.
And stay here
Equal to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Bliss

It is being searched
By everyone.
They themselves are
The bliss,
They have forgotten.
It is not they
But the attachment,
The trouble maker here.
I am confirmed
You are here to understand.
Nothing to surprise
You have understood
The truth,
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Bliss And Life

Bliss and life,
Truth and heaven,
Time perfect.

Let us come
And sing
And dance
On the earth
In the land of Bharata,
In my own district Balangir,
In the forest of Harishankar.

I am here
In the stream of
Air and water,
All nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Blissful

All-blissful
All-perfect
Everything is here
For ultimate good
O my dear
I am thankful
You have kept me here
At this moment
Compiling everything
In tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Blissful - Distressed Or Happy

Distressed or happy
But I am blissful.

Nothing is impossible
For You.

And You are with me
And I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Blissful Happiness

Blissful happiness,
And we are all here.
But it is our
Thought processes
That deter us,
That are good
Within and outside.

But love and truth
Combined together
Give us a life
As bright as the sun.
And we all are there
For the purpose of
Rehabilitation extempore.

Gajanan Mishra
Blissful Light

I see here
Blissful light
On all sides
And it is under
Your protection.
I see here
Your spiritual sky
My ultimate destination
I am the living spark
Who is going to
Merge in You.
I am going to
Reach at Your abode
And I am sure
I never comeback
After reaching Your abode.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood

Blood is precious
Pay the blood
For humankind's sin.

The Bible says
For it is the blood
That maketh an
Atonement for the soul.

Here is the historical cross
Eternal life
Peace and redemption.

Here is the Cross
Symbol of God's
Ultimate power to
Crush man's enemies.

Cross is the mystery
Cross unfolds the Love
Love is to share and shown
To all living and non-living.

Carrying the cross on earth
Wear the crown in eternity.

Cross is pure and perfect duty
Cross is taking responsibility
Cross is Ultimate Truth of life
Through cross through meekness
And mercy you can conquer
Hearts of all.

Be on the right side always
Live and died for salvation
Of the just and unjust.

Blood is precious.
Give blood donate blood
And be a victor.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood And Body

Blood and body,
Everywhere,
For nothing.
have patience,
My dear men,
Take peace
With you
For your own
Legacy.
Men tolerate all,
Love all,
See the truth,
The truth of life,
Life is waiting for a
Fine morning with
Rising sun.
Life is waiting
For a song
Of the unknown bird.
Life is waiting
For dance of
The clouds
In the sky
And also
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood And Sweat

Sweat and blood
All I need,
And see my body
Full of stigmata.

Brand me as
Unworthy and
Disgraceful,
Yet, I care not.
Here I am
To do my duty
For good.

Mistakes, accidents,
All would come.
And I have to learn
From each one
To rectify my errors.

Sticky wicket,
I allowed you to come,
I am here to
Tackle you,
I am firmed enough.

My life and
My works are
Not for any lazy
Or wicked.
I am not ready to
Give you a chance
To play in mud water.

I try to clean,
And set right all
With all my
Sweat and blood,
With each and every
Will power
In me.
The call
By the time.

Dear foe,
Show me not
Your stiletto.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood is red,
Blood gives life.

Donate blood
And help others
In living.

We are all equal
In the eyes of nature,
We the creatures.
Being human
We should look others.

Blood is our life,
Donate blood.
Thanks God,
You have given excess blood
To donate.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood Moon

Blood moon,
Blood in the moon
And moon in the blood
And also blood moon
Are not one and the same.

See the moon and say
O my dear, is it a sign
Of fatal events
Are we on this earth
Going towards change.

Who is competent to explain
Please come forward
At this dead night and
Say a few words about you
Before going to the moon.

Why to fear my dear,
We should not get worry
About moon, whether it is
Dark or light, red or yellow
We should go with us as we are.

Come to the nature and
Supply me with a bucket of
Drinking water in this tide-time
Come on with some food
To enable me to fill up my belly and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood Not Clean

Blood not clean
Flies not count
Life is in debut.

What about hanging
Not a question
To put up.

In this court of justice
You can find anything
In the hands of monkeys
Scratches at night.

Gajanan Mishra
Blood, Sweat,

Here is my life
Full with blood,
Sweat, tears
And toil.
I need
Rigorous fundamentals,
And that's true.
But I need
Change, change of
Guards.
I need change
To face the crisis,
To face the future.
Worry not my dear,
I have my own
Creditors and also
My own debtors.
I care not
Any outsider,
But I am here
With true patriot
Who has a promise
To keep my mother
For a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Bloomed Universe

Bloomed universe
Empty space
Create repulsive force
I with this universe
Measure space
Creating love force
The basis of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Blossom

No more winter,
Please come.
It is the time
To blossom.

Where is the sky
To make cherry
To commit the mistake.

No reason to wander
The plain road ahead.

Please come and
Have a look now,
The baby is looking
knowing everything.

For me forward and
Backward are the same
No matter
How you are going
To earn fame.

All the same,
It is the time
to meet and have
Face to face talk.

Please come
And everybody
Is with you
See my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Blossoming

I am blossoming,
See me.
And I am
Laden with honey.

I am fragrant,
And I am singing.
And all songs of life,
The breeze is carrying.

Gajanan Mishra
Blossoming Heaven

Family is
Not the blind well
Family is
The blossoming heaven.

Here find love
Find affection
Find everything
That you are in need.

You can find me
Within your own family
In your sleep in your dream
As you imagine in day to day life.

I manifest the family
I manifest the cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Blossoming Lotus Flower

Your face is
As attractive
And beautiful
As a blossoming
Lotus flower
Your words are
As sweet as
Honey and nectar
They give pleasure
To the ear
And also I know
Your anger is
Like the blade
Of a razor.

Gajanan Mishra
Blossoming Lotus Flower- Women

You are my
Blossoming lotus flower,
Your words are very sweet
That give pleasures to my ears.

You are also extremely sharp
Like the blade of a razor,
And I am cautious while
Dealing with you in any matter.

At times I am attracted
By your bodily features,
But I smell the danger.
I know, to serve your interest,
You deal with me as if most dear, but
You can kill me or cause to be killed by others.

Gajanan Mishra
Blot Out

Blot out the time
And come on, dear.
For you, I am
Waiting here
With a scented flower.
The flower is
More powerful
Than the snake.
The snake is
There to go to hell
But the fate
Of the flower is
Lotted with love
And truth and nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Blue - My Favourite

Blue, let me call you,
Being my favourite truth-
Creative synthesis of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Blue Print

Blue print of life
is in your own mind, dear.
Climb the mountain hills,
the valley is within you.
Use not the spear
to hurt yourself.
Use a thorn
to prick yourself.
Recognize your own supremacy
and convey all
that are empty and good.

Gajanan Mishra
Blunder

Think for a while
How you are comiting
Blunder my dear
Are you not a blunder-head
Are you not blundering
I am yours
You know and you should
Remember your knowing always
You are blundering out
We are one and same
You are accepting
Which is not your's own
As your's own
You are disowning
Which is yours own
You should know
I am not eating sleeping
Moving and living with you
And I can never be yours
When I am not staying with you
You belong to a different class
I belong to another
O my dear, you should know
It is not contrary to love
And if it is love
Love never dies
You are dying every moment
You are changing everything
Here at your risk
O my dear know it
Know that known is
Not the know-er.

Gajanan Mishra
Blunder To Accept

Blunder to accept
That is not yours
And what is yours
Is also a blunder.

Nothing is ever live
And you live
Nothing is same
Same is blame
And blame is nothing.

Not for a moment
Your stay and you stay
You stay and I rectify
I rectify blunder of stay.

You know what is
Known to the knower
Nothing to worry
Nothing to fear
Only I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Boar

Come on boar
I love You
It is only
For You
I am in this
World of miseries
And in this filthy region
You have lifted
This earth from
The nether regions
Picking up something
From a filthy place
Is done by You only
O my dear
I know and
I accepted You
As incarnation
You are for
The welfare of
This earth
I must say
Again and again
I hope You must come
To pick me up
From this region
In a new incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Boarding Time

I went to Titlagarh
I got off at Titlagarh
I have not to go
Other than Titlagarh.

Naming Gajanan
I wanted a place
That was not there
And I forgot
Who is this Gajanan.

Gajanan Mishra
Boast Not

Boast not your
own glory, my dear
As it is an act
Of a coward.
Finding before
A foe in battle
Hero performs
Valiant deeds
In fight.
Restraint anger
O my dear, and
Study the situation
And go with practical utility.

Gajanan Mishra
Boat For Crossing

You are the boat, my dear
For crossing the ocean
And the ocean is
Infested with many
Dangerous sharks
Though I know
To cross the ocean
Is difficult but
As I am with You
I am sure
I will overcome
All dangers.

Gajanan Mishra
Body

Your body is not
Under your control
Futile to say
About other scroll.

You do not know
Where I am
And you are going on
Calling my roll.

You know I am
Not in the Mandir
Not in the Mosque
And you are losing
Your time and energy
To make a search.

You know I am not
In any action
Not in any reaction
And you are
Expressing emotion.

I am with you
And within your body
And in the bodies of all.
Take care of the body
Know the body is
To know me.
Remember
I am not the body
Body is not I
And you have to leave
The body
Without the body
Nothing can be achieved
And you are nothing.
Gajanan Mishra
Body - Once Again

Let us discover
The body, once again,
In the midst of darkness.
Let us march forward
With the shadows
Of the hours
In the light of the sun
For truth and not for fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Body  Words And Mind

Body words and mind
All are there in a triangle
And you are to conquer.

If you are telling something more
Really you are foolish
I am ready to cross you.

Useless husk of wheat has
Got no substance who says
Pursuance is but a necessity.

Going for liberation is call of time
And I know you are aware of it.

It is nothing but the process
It is nothing but the loving service
It is nothing but to enjoy austerity.

Gajanan Mishra
Body And Name

Are not mine
Yet they are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Body And Property And Mind

Body and property and mind.
Three in one and here
I am living.

I am giving body
To my wife and
To my children.
I am giving property
To my nation.

But I am giving
My mind to You only
O my love
O my Truth
O my eternity
O Almighty .

Gajanan Mishra
Body Expression

Body expression
Shows You are telling truth
You are living in false-world
Your mind is not in attention
Position that is required
At present here
What I mean to say
You are not in touch
With love with wisdom
And not in bliss not
Enjoying life.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is A Garbage

Body is a garbage,
It is mire.
But from here
You can blossom
Like the lotus
To meet your
Own love, my dear,
Stay without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is A Machine

Material energy is body
Body is a machine.

It is not everything
It is a means to an end.

End is to reach at the Truth
And Truth is within You.

Body is not you my dear
You are within here.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is A Means

Body is a means
And not the end
Through the body
You can achieve
Your goal.

Dresses ornaments
Garlands ointments
Perfumes etc etc
Ar not the bare necessity
For the body as all are luxury.

Maintain not the body
As it is perishable and
Eatables by dogs etc
Knowledge and Truth are
Important, go for Truth.

Body is a means
To search the Ultimate Truth
Ultimate Truth is there
In the body, find it our
So long as your body is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is A Tree

Body is a tree
With good fruits
And flowers
Body is the truth.
Body is a tree
Even if it is untruth
There can not be fruits
And flowers without this tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is Changing Its

Body is changing shape and size
Every moments everywhere
It is we who are fixed
And we are present everywhere
Eternally we are one.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is Graceful

Each body is graceful,
And we are all good.

Good air, good food,
Good water, good light
Give us strength
To fight.

To fight with time
Is our motto.

We are to go
From space to space,
We are to cross the sky
And the sky.

But on this earth,
We are to stay ablaze.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is Not Yours

You are separate from your body
Realized this my dear yourself
Body is neither yours
Nor the body is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is Really

Body is really
Most dear to
Every living creature.
This body is created
By the mother with love
Of mother language.
If you love your mother really,
Dedicate your body completely
To the mother language,
Disregarding your own comfort, dear men.
This indeed is the duty
Of all true son of the soil.
Repay the debt of the mother
Before death.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is The Place

Know this body first
This body is the place
Where you are, my dear.

This body has its
Limited field of activities
Know this body first.

Know first about your
Own thinking feeling etc
You are living.

Know within you
The past the present the future
O my dear, and I am here.

Beyond your reach here I am
With unlimited field of activities
Qualitatively you are equal to me.

Know your body first
And through your body
Try to reach me always.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Is Word

Body is word
You poet say
What to do with this word.
This word elastic
Puss and pull used
To measure sky with word.
Try to understand
This body word
That is redy to go
Beyond this world.
You poet here just to
Cross and act as guard.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Mind Senses And Intellect

Body mind senses and intellect
Are one and same and whole
They can not be disunited
And I live.

I live with You only
Physically mentally spiritually
Not being objected by anybody
At any point of time, and I live.

No bondage no attachment
Nothing is there called anger
Called delusion, I have nothing
For expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Within Body

Body within body,
So many bodies.
Body after body,
Going on the journey.
No memory,
No mystery,
No adultery,
Nature's fury.

All in adversity,
Though, no
Adversary.
No advocacy,
No advisory,
But all in pity.

Gajanan Mishra
Body Within The Body

Body is within the body,
Knowledge within knowledge,
The world within the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Body, The Base

Body, the base
Of your thinking
And everything.
For the body
You say yourself
A man or a lion.
But body makes
You blind.
And blindness is
The hallmark of
Your life.
See the reflection
Of your own body
And say who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Bodyboat

Bodyboat with you to
Cross the worldsea
While crossing
Sow seeds
Remember as you
Sow so you reap.

Sow on earth
There sun air
We must care
Care life
Cross world
Achieve perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Boat

I am here,
In this body-boat.
Wait a bit
And see
What I am doing here.
Whole-heartedly
I am doing your works.
This boat, I know is
In a dilapidated condition.
I know not how to repair it.
Still I am here, see me
Gentle, quiet, kind and humble.
See me I am not here to injure
Any one, I know all are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Boat Goes

Body-boat goes
In air with water.
I am in that boat
Measuring the sky.
I am the earth
As you know in light.
Light is in all
Crossing over the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Cause

Without body
I want to live.
I want to live
Without body.

To live
Body is not
Necessary,
I feel.

My feeling is
As important
As my living.

I want
Not to suffer,
Body-cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Chariot

Here is my body
My chariot
My senses are
My horses
Pull this chariot
Pious and impious
Activities are
Two wheels of
This chariot
Three modes of
Material nature
Goodness passion
And ignorance are
Flag of the chariot
Life-airs are
The bondage of
The chariot
My mind is
The rope
My intelligence is
The driver of the chariot
Here the heart is
The sitting place
Pleasure and pain
Are knotting place
Seven elements are
The covering
Working senses are
Five external processes
Eleven senses are
The soldiers
Alas, knowing all
I am going to fulfill
My false desires
And I am running after
Sense enjoyment
Life after life
And I am not trying
To cross the border
Of the material world
And making no progress
Towards eternal Truth
It is all my fault
Chariot has nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-House

I consider my body a house
Wherein I am the lone inhabitant.
Here in this house see the bones
Forming spine ribs arms
Here see the legs are like beams
Crossbeams and pillar of body-house
The whole structure of this house
Is full of stool urine and covered by
Skin hair nails
This house-body is deteriorating day by day
And disintegrating
This body is flimsy one and filled with
Unpleasant elements always
Nine doors are here in this body
Two eyes two nostrils two ears the mouth
The genital and anus
I am neglecting my own house
That is going in to crushed in to powder
Cut in to pieces, drowned, burned, suffocated
The builder of the house is Almighty
I have forgotten Him who has the sketch map
And all the materials of repair works.
He is the sculpture and the mason and the well-wisher
Really I am committing mistake not remembering Him
And enjoying here alone without giving Him His dues.
And I am suffering and I am suffering here.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Temple

In this body-temple
Only you are residing
Nine doors are here
Two eyes
Two ears
Two nostrils
Two lower apertures
One mouth.

This body-temple
Where you are staying
Is a place of light
Here a fountain of nectar
Ever flows
And from within
You are calling always
Alas I am not able to
Hear you.

This body-temple
Is living, see
With you at the center
O men awake
Go inside
Find Him
And with faith
Drink the nectar
You are here
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Body-Vehicle

You have hired it,
This body-vehicle.
It is you to decide
And order where to go
And what to do
At what time.

All gods and goddesses
Are there within.

You are to use them
Whenever and wherever
The situation so arises
For all good.

Use not for self-interest
That woud destroy you.

Gajanan Mishra
Bogus Teachers

Bogus teachers
Foolish disciples
With magic of
Material benefits.
No surrendering
No highest goal
And interested to
Stay in darkness of
Ignorance always.

Gajanan Mishra
Boiled Seed

Know the difference between
Seed and boiled seed.
Know the position of germination
And realization.
Know your actions that are performed
And fruits there from.
If you are really well aware
Nothing to say more here.

Gajanan Mishra
Boiling Earth

Boiling earth
With forty seven
Degree celsius
And I
In this earth
Out of gear.

Gajanan Mishra
Boko Haram

Boko Haram. Boko Haram?
I know you are here, there, everywhere.
Is it darkness?
Is it in Africa? Is it Safari?
Anyway, let me say
It is shame, shame, shame
When it is playing with
Our children, taking advantage of
Dark and lawlessness.
It is our life today
In its fantasy version.
Let us read our own story,
Let us publish our own books,
Let us know how to write and how to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Bomb - Already Dropped

Bomb - already dropped.
Men, be cautious.
Humanity is in danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Bomb Blast

Bomb blast, no butterfly,
And no one is there.
But they have
No faith
On this world.

Who are they?
That is the mystery.
Their love-basket
Is opened, But
No one to see.

Love - thirsty
We the poets,
Trying to catch
Another butterfly.

Gajanan Mishra
Bombs, Bullets And Bravery

I care not,
I care not any one,
I am speaking,
I am Pathankot.
I know bombs, bullets
And bravery
Are here in me.

Dare not to test
My patience,
O my hostile neighbour,
You should know
My combat capabilities
And dare not throw
Dust in my eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Bona Fide

Who is bona fide?
Who is perfect?
What is there in knowledge?
What is there in scholarship?
What is there in high position?

I know, problems are there,
I know, solutions are also there,
But to solve the problems,
We are to stay in truth,
And we are to love each other.

We should be careful in our life,
But the problems of birth, old age,
Diseases and also death are not
The real problems, but the solutions.

Gajanan Mishra
Bona Fide - Stand Erect

Who is bona fide,
Let us first, know it.
Let us see the self
In our own mirror.
The world is like
A dark night, let us
Face it, my dear
Without any error.
Let us culture
The knowledge that is
There in us.
Let us not fall down
With nature as a means
But stand erect.

Gajanan Mishra
Bona Fide Agent Of Mother

Come and join
We are here busy
With the works
Related to our language,
Our identity,
Our development,
On this land.
We are in truth,
And we know
We are not wasting
Our time and
Energy, rather,
We are rising
To the platform of
Eternity.
Certainly, we
Belong to all,
And our primary duty
Is to do good to all.
But we are
The bona fide agent
Of our mother
And our motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Bona Fide Devotional Service

Bona fide devotional service
Is needed to achieve anything.

If you one to please me
It is possible through your
Love and love only and
Through your love-service.

What do you want a great question
Answer is not defined or definite.

No time no place no person
Is a necessary factor here
To make the flower bloom.

When you uttered
Nobody can say it is wrong
Rather it is required elements,

Gajanan Mishra
Bonafide Partner

I am not free from
Arrogance defiance
Greed ignorance.

And also worship
Compromise.

All sins I know.
And I fallen prey to
Its wickedly luring ways.

It is only you
make me free
with grace.

I am your bonafide
parter in life history.

Gajanan Mishra
Bond

You are not able to rise up,
See, I am also not able to come down.
And yet out love is in tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Bond Is Strengthened

By doing anything
Good or bad
And strengthened increased
Also in purified goodness
Be cautious, my dear
You are here.

You indicate the growth and
The process of growth
But you are silent about
The types of growth here
That is danger, my dear
No matter, the quality or
The quantity, matter of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Bond Of Love

Yes it is here,
With us,
The bond of love
And we are
Not ready to
Live apart.
As it is here,
We find no
Grief and no
Aching heart.
We are not
Prepared to
Forsake in
But ready to
Lay down lives.

Gajanan Mishra
Bondage

Desire for fruits
Sense of mine
Attachment
Sense of doership for actions
All lead to bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Bondage To One Another

Yes, I love you,
Means I am
Under your control.
I love you,
Means I am in bondage
To you.
We are in love,
Means we live in bondage,
Bondage to one another.
Let me clear,
Love is nothing
But illusion.
Love is not at all
An enjoyable thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Bonded Labour

Bonded laborer
We are all here.

Let me watch you
As a watch man,
Let me supply you water
As a water-hut-man.

Let me not abandon my duty
I know I am not guilty.

My duty is to love you
My duty is to tell all truth.

I am careful in discharging my duty
And I am ready to face the consequences
For this purpose at all times,
Let me work as a bonded laborer as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Bonds Of Actions

Bonds of actions
That is here with me,
And I am infected by
So many diseases.

Gajanan Mishra
In the name of contemporary
You can do anything here and there.

To be very clear I do not like
These words bonus excess surplus extra.

Bonus Excess Surplus Extra
All are in my areas
And telling things that are
Not even in Mars.

You can pickup anyone
And entered in to Fukushima
And find your debris there.

I am here
And this contemporary
Detail area.

Gajanan Mishra
Book Of Love

Opened by Amrita Pritam
Legend of Indian Poetry
In a new page called beautiful.

What is that to me
If not a flute in hands
What is that to me
If not a white-tulip on the head.

Gajanan Mishra
Book, Book, Book

Book can gives you
A new look.

See the book,
Read the book,
And open the hook.

Sell the book, buy the book,
Write the book, keep the book,
Always with you.
The book can gives you
A new look.

The book has such light
Through which you can
Discover the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Booked Not Allowed

Booked not allowed -
They notified.
But I want to go.
How?

The time is silent,
And I am going as usual,
To reach there
Where I want to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Books- My Friends

Books are my friends,
I am with the books.
Books, books and books
All books are within me,
I am with the books,
Let me read within.
Without me, the value
Of the books is zero,
I have created the books
Keeping myself at the center.
Everything is there within me,
I am unable to find anything
In the books besides the truth
And Truth is what I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Boomerang

To say a woman chain of life
Is not good and is a misconception
Woman is a helping hand, good to say
In the path of salvation.

Good and bad are everywhere
You are losing your constancy
And loading the burden on woman
Injustice it is to better-half, think man.

Your thoughts are evil you are wicked
You are putting mask and not wise
Women are yours only just see
For you everything only a woman can sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
Bordered By The Sea

I am bordered by the sea
I am my emperor
I am my master.

O my dear, You are qualified
To cross the water
You are my sons and daughters.

Mo entrance no departure
From here to there
I am happy as before I am my ruler.

Gajanan Mishra
Borders And Blood

Borders and blood
Cannot go together,
No terror can alter.
Stop nasty surprises
Here on this earth.
We, the people of
This world is one.
For you, terrorist,
We cannot bear
economic turmoils.
We want peace and
We want cooperation
From all sides.
Sta a while and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Bored?
If you feel bored,
Keep love with you,
O my dear, and take to
Truth.

I am sure,
You are nothing
But the component of
Love and truth.

If you are in love
See life colorful,
If you are in love
See life truthful,
From the beginning
To the end, it is You.

Gajanan Mishra
Born Leader

I have owned entire world
And enjoying it in full.

I am a born leader
I can take my decision
At any stage and never
Depends on others.
I can take my resonsibilities
Through my poem and
Keep my head up.

I am a poet and global leader
In emotion and action.
I understand everything
And appreciate and
Ready to face
Any situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Born Of Enemies

My enemies are
My desire
My anger
My greed
And I know
All these are sins
And all these
Born out of passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Born Of My Love

You are born of my love
My love is spiritual see
And it is not envious.

You are to accept me whole
I am in your service day and night
With my entire love and heart.

Our relation is eternal
And final with love and Truth
And we are in peace without any disease.

Gajanan Mishra
Born-Blind

I am born-blind
I am not able to find
My lost-jewel.
O my jewel
O my dear
O my ocean of compassion
I am waiting for you
O noble one
Please have grace
On this miserable.
I am waiting for
Your arrival
With longing and love
O my dear
I am in the darkness of
Ignorance come with light
If you like
And stay with me here
You recognize me
I am unable to
Recognize you
I am born-blind.

Gajanan Mishra
Bosom

O my bosom
I know your are
Broad and elevated
I see you graceful
I see you smile always
You are here to serve
The distressed
You eyes are bright
And like full-bloomed
White lotus
Your reddish lips
Indicate joyfulness
Your gestures
Destroys mass of sins
O my bosom
You are surrounded by
Your own pure
Bright mass of light
I know Your might
And I know you are
Here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Boston Marathon 2013

Explosions Explosions Explosions
What for explosions at Boston Marathon
Two reported killed injured dozens
What for these explosions what for
My dear this is due to envy
And absence of love absence of introspection
For the sake of mankind I am telling
O my dear save yourself from you from you
And get nectar that is here that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Bosusco Paolo

Bosusco Paolo
Italian or Indian
Not a matter.

Bosusco Paolo
Is a human
Son of the nectar
And he is here
A new chapter
Of your corridor.

Gajanan Mishra
Both

I want both
Path of action
Path of knowledge.

I want both
The earth
The sky.

I want both
Life
Death.

As we are here
Both.

Gajanan Mishra
Both Are Here

Both are here,
Fire and ice.
Fire and ice
Both are ready
To show their drama.

But who is there
To watch the show
That is the question
Hunting them here,
I am the lone listner.

Is there any love
In between
The fire and the ice
Ask me not
To give answer
Is really dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Both Are One

You and I
Both are one and the same,
You and I
Are inseparable and one.
Who is shadow and
Who is body, really it is
Difficult to say at this level.
Let us keep ourselves pure,
O my dear, this purity lies
In our minds.
We are in oneness,
My dear, we are in basic life-state.
Peace is there only when we
Think ourselves as a single person.

Gajanan Mishra
Both Devil And Angel

Both devil and angel
Are within me.
And I gracefully
Let them go
As I know
They are not for me.

I know I love them,
I know I live with them.
But they are here
To take away their share
That I am willing
And ready to give.

I have everything,
But I have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Both High And Low

In ways
Both high and low,
I want to go
Slow and slow.

My going is
Perfect, see.
But defect is there
In your showing.

My capability
Is there with you,
But my changeless
Nature proves the truth.

I love the mode
But I detached myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Both In Good And In Bad

Capital is capital
In rape also it is capital
Worry not men you are mortal
Just cast your vote
After taking note
Eat drink and sleep
Worry not men about
What is going on here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Both In Temple And Masjid

Both in temple and masjid
We are living in harmony here,
We have no problem at all.
We are living under the nature
With same air and water
With the sky-father and earth-mother.
We are addressing one another
As brother and telling the world we are better.

Gajanan Mishra
Both Sides Of Truth

Both sides of truth -
Black and white,
Red and blue.

I am lucky
I am the blue
And I came from blue.

I am not blaming you
For your whiteness.
I know white has
Power to absorbed all.

But truth?
Where it is!
It is in you
And also it is in me.

I know you are the black
With the power to attract all.
I know I am the red to regenerate.

Gajanan Mishra
Both Soft And Hard

I want both
Soft and hard.
I want both
Inclusive and
Sustainable.

Gajanan Mishra
Both The Sun And The Moon

Both the sun and the moon
Are dancing at a time
In my courtyard, come and see.
They are calling you.

The sun and the moon both are
The truth here for me and for you.
Both are laughing at our way of life
And we care not them and stay with wonder.

Both the sun and the moon are
Plucking our time always and
We are the silent spectators
And help them to spread the rumours.

Rumours of death is here,
But life is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Both The Sun And The Rain

Both the sun
And the rain
Are playing
Here together
And we are
Free to watch
Them here.

But mind it,
My dear, no
One is ours.
It would be a
Mistake to take
Them in to confidence
Without any test.

Anyway, we are here
To bear them,
We are here
Not to bother
About them,
We are here to
Live in our own ways.

Both the sun
And the rain
Are our part
And parcel, we
Cann't live
Without anyone
Here at any time.

Let us enjoy the time,
My dear, with the sun
And with the rain
In this life together.
Let them do what
They like here
But be careful for future.
Both You And I

Have passed
Many many births
Just remember
We are here.

We are both
Eternally free
And independent
We are the permanent
Resident existent.

Gajanan Mishra
Bother Not

Bother not
Rumour.
But go on
Working your
Own work.

No eyes,
No ears.
Care not
Those who are
Wandering for
Nothing here.

No matter
Who you are,
And what you do,
But love all for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Bottle

Life long bottle partner
Feeding bottle at childhood
To Ganga jal(Holy water of river Ganga)
Bottle at deathbed
Water bottle at schooldays
Cold drinks bottles
And liquor bottles at adulthood
And blood bottles at hospital bed.
Lifelong bottle partner
Lifelong bottle partner
Our life our soul is in a bottle
This body is bottle
And it is life partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Bound Together

Bound together,
We're bound together
In peace.

You are the peace,
O my dear, the complete
The complete peace.

Peace is our
Mental waves, my dear,
And let me know
How to go with this waves.

I know peace is
For my good, and it is
Coming from You,
Peace is Your will.

Gajanan Mishra
Bound Up

We are here bound up
See, by the laws of death.
And You are there free from
The entanglement of death.

Gajanan Mishra
Boundary Dispute

Boundary dispute.
Is it the real dispute?
Cause of dispute is
Somewhere else within you.
Root it out by love
By affection I am telling you.
Live and let live
make a principle.
Interactions toleration
Be the new rule.
No double standard
Be a single brand.

Gajanan Mishra
Bounded By Truth

Depend always
On truth,
And not on
Your duty.

Say not
I am duty bound,
But say
I am bounded
By truth.

Truth reign supreme,
Know it fully well
And go with it
In a loving way.
You ar fortunate
You are here with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Boundless Compassion

O men, remember,
The boundless compassion
And go through the knowledge,
Knowledge of truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Boundless Non-Entity

Boundless non-entity
Enigmatic non-perceivable
Absolute stillness
My dear, You are with me
And here is my life
Most dynamic.

Most ugliest and most beautiful
Not good not bad
The best the worst
My dear, You are with me
And here is my life
Most discipline and civilized.

Crossing life itself
I accept You O my dear
Complex amalgamation of
All qualities
I like You I love You
I have no problem here.

Gajanan Mishra
Bouquet

I could not know
why the bouquet given to me.

No body is there to see me.

Appetite painful and choked me.

I am estopped
No question be put on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Bow Down

I salute
Bow down
For Your actions
On all
O multifaceted
My dear
I salute
I am ignorant
And disabled
I can only salute
Only salute you
And I can do nothing
I am helpless.

Gajanan Mishra
Bow Your Head

Bow your head
Before only one person
He is the only one here
Think about Him only
Call Him in time of need
See Him everywhere
Talk to Him always
Stay with Him only
Walk with Him morning
And evening on His earth
Listen Him and do His works
Go on doing for Him only
He is the only one person
Who is within you
Who is above you
Who is here and you are
Moving around and around Him
He is giving you food to eat
He is giving you water to drink
He is giving you clothes to put on
He is all in One and One in all
Bow your head before Him, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Bowl

Think me not a fool
I have my own poem
To read and make you cool.

I kept my tongue
Under control and you
Can not make me bowl.

Gajanan Mishra
Bow-Wow, Bow-Wow

Let it continues
Against those who are
There on illegal path.

Gajanan Mishra
Boy And The Sea Shore

I know this sea
The boy declared
Seriously standing
On the sea shore.

The sea shore heard
And replied nothing.

The sea shore murmured
I know nothing
What I don't know
Is immense.

The boy heard
What he heard
I know nothing and
I saw the boy dancing
On the sands.

Gajanan Mishra
Brahma Fiasco

Brahma Fisco.
It is the truth
Within the truth.
Expression of apologies
For the mistake of
Each and every one.
It is the disclos of time
That is within everybody.
It is life and death,
It is the playing game,
It is nothing but diversion
From cracks.

Gajanan Mishra
Brahman

Brahman,
The truth.
My language,
Odia, O means
The entire world,
The script is
Called Brahmi.
Protector and
Shelter of
Everyone here.
Ignore not,
The cause of
Everything, O king.

Gajanan Mishra
Brahmayajna

Brahma means truth
Every action is truth
Every action as Brahma
Realized the doer
Realized the action
Realized the instrument
Realized the object.

Gajanan Mishra
Brain

Using brain
Rabbit outwitted
Mighty lion.

Gajanan Mishra
**Brainless King**

Brainless king  
Foolish minister  
Are here  
Worry not my dear.

All they wish  
All the best  
Nothing to worry  
Go and take rest.

We are here to administer  
We are the controller  
But nothing is here  
Green signal is clear.

Go, go and take rest  
We wish you all the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Branches Of Knowledge

All the branches of knowledge
Are here with you
And you are here in pure place
At proper time
Being the worthy person
I respect You O my dear
You are full light I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Branches Of Knowledge- Full Light

All the branches of knowledge
Are here with you
And you are here in pure place
At proper time
Being the worthy person
I respect You O my dear
You are full light I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Bravado

Bravado, I am fifty-eight,
I have a lot of work to do.
And confident, I can perform well.
I am a world-class man and
Also a poet, I create anything
For you, especially for you, men.
Sufficient space is there
For you in my world with
Suitable words full of love.
My thoughts are woven with
Contemporary skills and all are
Influenced by the relationship
With the truth, and it is all
For you, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Breach Of Peace

Is not here
Nobody was here
Nobody is here
Nobody will be here.

Peace was not here
Peace is not here
Peace will not be here
Breach of peace
Does not arise.

If you are really
Fond of peace
Come soon
Before peace comes
And let me see what is peace.

Peace is in your mind
Your mind is in your body
Your body is with in earth
Earth is under the sky
Sky is calm and quite.

Where is breach
Where is peace
Go not for anything else
Except peace and
Peace is no where.

Gajanan Mishra
For bread and butter
We are here
O my dear
I am telling something
That is not true
I am telling about number
And the number is
Not here
Certainly it is
Live literature
And You are going through
In this matter
Except You
No other person is
Here to enter.

Gajanan Mishra
Break Not

Break not anything
For the sake of breaking,
But touch the other world
Staying here.

Have faith on yourself
And proceed on straight path,
Keep not with you my dear,
Sense of self-importance.

Gajanan Mishra
Break The Silence

Break the silence,
You said, but how,
You have not clarified.

Of course, clarification,
Not needed, but while
On journey, one must
Be cautious.

No words and yet
No silence.
Nothing to understand.

One should read
The writing on the wall.
One should try to see
Where it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Breaking news,
My destiny is
Merging in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Breath Exhaled

Breath exhaled
Breath inhaled
Fast or slow
Does not matter
life is here
That matter.

I am here
A fact
Difficult to hear
I am a striver
A fact
Sweet to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Breath Inside The Breath

Breath inside the breath  
said Kabira, and  
You are my dear  
I am searching You  
Here, there  
There, here.  

I, the fool  
I, the innocent  
Present, absent  
Absent, present  
In the fixed light  
That is within me.  

Still I am confusing  
With real, unreal  
With heaven with hell  
I know, though everything  
Is in me always  
And You are playing hide and sick  
With me and with all.  

Gajanan Mishra
Breath Of Life

Leave there
Your own breath,
Hold it tight
Your own sprite.

Say all
My sweet brothers,
Think yourself
Just a lighter.

You are
In the paradise,
Life is not to
Mesmerized.

Gajanan Mishra
Breath Stops

Breath stops
Memory is lost.

Where are you now
And where am I
Is it just..

Gajanan Mishra
My breath
You are my breath, dear
And by inhalation
And by retention
And by exhalation
I am controlling my breath
I know without my breath
I can not do anything
For You for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Breathing

Breath and breathing
Life-breath, my dear
Attach not with life-breath.
To maintain life-breath
To enjoy pleasure, be cautious,
You may harm others.
Life-breath is dangerous
I know my dear, and for this
One may commit murder.

Gajanan Mishra
Breathing Stopped

Everything is silent
Let us wait for a new light.

Gajanan Mishra
Brek Ke Bad

Jemiti achhanti semiti thaantu
brek ke bad puni chakhantu
Aamar nuaa paribeshana
Manishara uttamataku nei
prastuta hoithiba nityanutana drushy.

Drushya badali chalichhi ghadikighadi,
Dekhantu, aine thilati se chere sa*fgrjuliku dhari
Udanchhu kala aau kemiti khojiheba
Je jahara sutra khojibare byasta.

Sunantu, muchhuaa radhuaara matha kahani
Patipatni bhitare sandeha
Aaropa pratyaropa, aaroha-pratyaroha
Dhulisat karuchhi kemiti
Sunara sansara Aau hantasanta
sethare samaste bekar mu ku nei
Dastbinku phopadi dei premara achira paket.

Merkha, aau kana kariparithanta
Kouthiku jaithanta, kemiti deithanta
Mallira hasa suryadayare
Thaantu pakhare janibaku kichhi
ei samanya brek ke bad..

Gajanan Mishra
O my world, You are my sweet world
My ringtone, my clone
My brevier, my melody
My breeze, my spring
My talk, my twitter
O world, you are my sweet-heart.

My tinkling, You are my world
My clapping You are
My tickling my flapping my booming
My drizzling my pealing my grumbling
My clattering.
My babbles, my ripples, my rustles
My crackles my whistles
My warble my gaggle
O my world, you are
Really wonderful wonderful
I am here with you
Not in any way miserable
Not in any way dreadful.

Thanks You my dear world
I am moving with you
To reach my destination
To achieve my goal
I am sincere pure and honest
And not in the side of foul.

Gajanan Mishra
Bridge

Poem is a bridge
By which I am crossing
The great worldly ocean
Poem is a light
Through which I am able to see
The Ultimate Truth
Let me continue to live
With the poem to reach You
My dear, where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Bridge-Life

Bridge-life open the room and pass
Through greenfield upside down.

The air I feel not mine
I the passerby move forward
With open eyes to see
The light multiplicity.

Mine is the room of watertight
If I want to know something
I dipped ding and
Diminish in dim dike.

I am the water I am the light
I am in this world
This world is mine
For convenience
Different names given
To identify temporarily
Diffrent places.
Names are not true
The world is true I am in this world
I am true.
Names are no true
And true names are there
They are true
You can modify
You can change
You cannot modify
You cannot change.

Bridgelife always here
always alltimes to come
The world is alive
So I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Bridging Ocean

Let us go on bridging ocean.
Stay in love,
Love is the panacea of all,
love is the abode of delight,
Love and love and stay in truth.
Truth is the unfailing remedy for sorrow.
Keep faith, and hope for the best,
love and live with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Brief And Dreamy

Brief and dreamy
This life and this play,
I must say and further
To add is clay.

I want not to discuss
The feet of clay,
But I must say
I myself is strayed.

But where is my way, wait
I am searching from yesterday,
With a thread of grey
You are to admit me
At the end of the day
Within this day, today.

Gajanan Mishra
Brief Notes

Brief notes
On this life
one has to
Furnish before
Departure.

One has to
Admit the morning
And the noon and
The evening
While living.

Thing is
Having some reasons
And it is a matter
To remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright

I am here
To make you bright
I am here
With my own light.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright And Rosy

Bright and rosy
Your life, your day.
Find your own comfort zone,
And on this earth, stay.

You are there
To win the battles.
You are there
To discover the self.

Nothing is useless,
But useful all.
You are the hero,
And you are to
Deliver the fine speech,
With no void.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright Dark

Black and
Bright dark
Your color,
I know sir.
And you are
There with
Red star
Not far.
I fear
The danger
But since
You are near
I am clear
As a reader.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright Day

Good day
Love day,
Light day,
Bright day,
Today.

Today is
The day of all happiness,
Day of delight.
Today is a loving day,
Strong day.

We are for today,
Let us live for today,
Today is only with us,
Let us be fair, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright Life

Bright life in bright morning,
Bright name in bright life.
The sun rises in the morning,
Morning - the beginning of the day.
The sky vibrates at day times,
And at the day we enlarge ourselves.
We are the customers at the shop
Managed by air and water.
We are here to avail the colors
And thank all around us
Supporting this life with a loud voice.
Not ungrateful we are let the world know,
We are for all here let the world know,
And we are here to kill all dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Bright With Love

Men we are,
Bright with love,
And with peace,
And with harmony.
We live
With light,
Colorful lights,
And each day
We observe,
Festival of light.
Let us stay
Far away from
All evils.
Let us avoid
All types of
Firecrackers.
Let us keep
Nothingness
With us.
Let us get
Unconditional
Bliss from above.
We have our own
Truth of existence,
Let us examine
Our eternal silence
With own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Brilliance Of The Sun

I know, my dear son
No dark can touch you
As you have possessed
The brilliance of the sun
On your head. I know,
You have a divine diadem.
You have the power to cross
The time of darkness and
Stay with so many lights
With love by your own
Name and glory. I know,
You are there to turn
The pages of history into
Your side with peace and delight.

Gajanan Mishra
Brilliant

You are more brilliant
Than the sun I know
You are my abode of wisdom
O my dear
You are my light
You are my vision
In the dense darkness
Of this world-ignorance
I love you I salute you
Without you it is not possible
To stand in world-Q
Of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Back To Life

O my dear, I pray
With Your presence
With Your blessing
With Your smile
With Your looking
Please bring back
Me to life.

Please bring back
Me to life, O my dear
And enable me
To touch You
To Talk to You
To play with You
And to see You as You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Everything

Bring everything,
Go for nothing.

It is your creation,
Causal ocean.

Factual manifestation,
Your dreaming condition.

Appear with all fullness,
Whenever and wherever your likeness.

Understand the dynamic nature
Of each and every creature.

O my dearest dear, you are
The most beautiful feature.

I am there with you for nothing,
My love, you are my everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Lightness

Bring lightness
In to your own house,
And discover yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Me

Bring me
A lighted
Earthen lamp,
I will show you
Banishing of darkness.

Only a thunderbolt
Can break the mountains.
I have seen in you, men,
The energy and might,
And I declared you most powerful.

You have everything within you, men,
Utilize them that are good
Utilize them for the welfare of all
And prove yourself the best rational animal.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Paradise

I am sure men,
You are there
And eager to
Bring paradise
On this earth.

What is not there
Here men and
You are the root
Of all success.

I am sure men, my dear,
You are not going
To ruin, you are
Here to win,
Only to win nectar

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Purity

Bring purity with and in you
O my dear, and here I know
You are the only person
For whom there is
Rising of the sun.

It is your greatness
That you are here at this moment
You are the great soul
And for you the nature is
Giving all free of cost.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring The Truth

Bring the truth
Under your control
By all truthfulness.
Life is there,
Live life fearless.
See the light in knowledge.
Go not with darkness,
But go with self-consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Bring Transparancy

Bring transparency,
In love, in livelihood.
Bring transparency
In life.

Speak freely
About the problems.
And face rough weather
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Bringing Joy

Bringing joy
Bringing joy to the people
I proceeded looking at the truth.

And here I found
In love only in love
In broad day light.,

Gajanan Mishra
Bringing Under Control

Bring this mind under control
Utilize your intelligence and
Strengthen your all goodness
And see your wonderful success
Everywhere and in all field

Gajanan Mishra
British Legacy - The Judiciary

We, the people are suffering
A lot, how to reform, dear.

In Odia language; script is Brahmi;

Gajanan Mishra
Broad And Elevated

Broad and elevated
Glimpse of smile
Prolonged to serve
The distressed
I know
Full-bloomed white lotus
Joy in You
That destroy all
My sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Broken Bench

Now-a -days you
Can not rely on this bench
The bench-men and also benchmark are unreliable.

Gajanan Mishra
Broken Cloud

As a poet
I am a failure
But I am not a
Broken cloud and
As such I am
Not here to
Face my downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Broken Fruits

I have broken
The fruits
That are there
With my desire.

But I failed
To break my own
Form and motion
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Broken Heart

Poets have broken hearts
My wife Tapaswini alleged
And without broken hearts
No one would be a poet
My wife Tapaswini clarified.

The poet wonders in his world
The poet work wonders through
His words and sentences
And my wife Tapaswini left
No space for my replied.

My wife Tapaswini left the place
Where I was and my wife Tapaswini
Could not reach me where I am
And the sparrow the crow all
Arranged their feast with joy
Where I am writing poem.

Where I was writing I was there
Where I am writing I am there
My wife Tapaswini always with me
I was not with my wife Tapaswini
While writing and the allegation
Of my wife Tapaswini I certified
And I attested One can take it granted.

Gajanan Mishra
Broken-Clouds

Broken-clouds are
Coming together again, wait.

Though I failed
I am not shattered, see.

Again I am trying my best
To realize the Truth.

And see my dear, all
Fruitful results, here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Brotherhood

We are all brothers and sisters,
We are not here to destroy humanity
And brotherhood that are there in us.
We want peace, we want to live in peace,
See, we are pouring holy water on your feet,
We are wiping them clean and we are kissing your feet.
We want peace, we want peace, we want peace.
We want to say life is the only truth and we love life.

Gajanan Mishra
Brothers, come together,
And let us say something
About the mother and
Let us do something
For the motherland.
Let us remember life,
That is passing away
At every moment here.
Brothers, come together,
We are the treasurer,
And we are to utter
So many words for our own
Appearance here.
Brothers, come together.

Gajanan Mishra
Brothers, Where Are You Going?

Brothers, where are you going?
Brothers, what are you doing?
I failed to understand,
Make me clear please!

Brothers, why no one is there
To understand - this earth is one,
And we belong to this earth.
Brothers, we are all here
Taking the same air and water.
Moving here and there with
The power of the same light
Under this sky, that is one
And the same for you and me.
Brothers, all the boundary lines are
Created by us to satisfy our selfish end.
Brothers, as you know I am not a drunkard,
Not a loafer, not a lady-killer.
I am simply a creature of the same nature,
Where you are also a part and parcel.
Please understand brothers, and
Keep patience with you, bear
Everything that are so called troubles.
Brother, keep peace and non-violence with you,
Know that only and truth is there,
And that will be there for all times to come.
Believe me brothers, no one is
Doing anything, no one is going anywhere either.

Gajanan Mishra
Brush Them Away

Brush them away
All evil thoughts
That are in you. my dear.

Stay like a corpse
And see yourself
Refreshing and peaceful.

Allow not anybody
To enter in to your house
And stay alone.

Be relaxed
And rely on
Autosuggestion.
Life is pure
Keep it free from emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Brush Up

Brush up your own
Language to win
The hearts of your men.
Let your language of love
Be flourished everywhere
With your life of truth.
Take pride in your language,
O my dear men, here
On your own land
Where you can discover
Your own brothers and
Sisters and you can tell them
You are for them and
They are for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Brutality

I don't know
What do you mean by children.
But I know
Children are our future,
Humanity is with them.

I know also snakes,
If you keep them,
I am sure they know not
What is humanity.
Wicked men are
More dangerous than
Poisonous snakes and
They are acquainted
Only with brutality.

Gajanan Mishra
Bt Brinjal

BT brinjal
Entered kitchen
With toxin
Producing gene.
Hip Hip Hurrah
We are pleased
and we pledged
Our lungs and kidney.
No noise
Soaring high
Ornithopters
Can fly to collect
Information from
Enemy territory.

Gajanan Mishra
Bubble With Air

Fake
And fake
Everything
Everything fake.
Even this life
Fake
Relations
Wealth fake
Everything fake.
And it is clear
I know
Some degree of
Coordination is
Needed if you
Want to live.
As the sky
Coordinate with birds
The sea coordinate
With fish
And bubble with air.

Gajanan Mishra
Bubbles
Bubbles on the surface
Of the ocean
Appear and disappear.

Bubbles
And who is the creator
Of the bubbles
If you ask
Here is the trouble.

Be happy always
With the bubbles
If you can
And if can not
Try not to crumble.

Gajanan Mishra
Budget

It is alway not right to say cut
Your cloth according to your coat.
It is right to say cloth be collected
keeping in view the size of the coat.

Gajanan Mishra
Budget -2014

What is new
For a common man?
It is everything
Just turning the next page
Of the same book
At the same place
In a day or two.
Just changing of colors,
Just changing of numbers,
It is not that
Each and every problem
Is being solved.
Going deep in to the matter
With practical knowledge is
Something different and
Keeping balance with
The eco-system.
Still we are to wait
Something is going to change
Though not miraculously
But slowly and steadily
Though at the cost of
Common man's interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Budget And The Poem

Deep relation is there
Between a budget and poems.
Without a poem how you dare
To place the budget on the table.
Poem is a smile, it is love,
It is the truth and the reality.
And budget stands on all the above
As you see in day to day life.
There is loss and there is profit
With a balance sheet in the budget.
Poem has nothing to loss
And poem desires not to gain profit,
Its balance sheet is open and clear
Though we know its intention universal and welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Budget Is Here With You

Do not worry
This budget is here to bury.

And he is cruel
To be kind
And budget is painful
And good.

Worry not to pay more
You are only to die more.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks God,
No hike in
Passengers fares
And freight rates.
Thanks for modernisation
And upgradation
The safety measures.
It is pragmatic as
It covered
The need of the future
And also that of the present.
Intention is there to help
Internal and external
Trade and industry.

Gajanan Mishra
Build The Bridge

Build the bridge, my dear,
With love, in the ocean of truth
And cross over world's falsehood.

Your life itself is fire, my dear,
Fire in the ocean of mundane existence,
You are in the deep water, with you, there is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Building Blocks

No expectation,
No fulfilment.
Structure is going on,
With age-old tradition.

Life is there
On custom and tries to
Overcome it within
The structure of the web.

Gajanan Mishra
Building Future Mind

Building future mind
With love with affection
With pleasure with light
Let us move together
In this work-place
This is how we are here

Ask as many questions as you like
At any stage as you like
The mountain is there as you see
The ocean is welcoming the rivers
The air is flowing everywhere
You can also see the sky above.

Nothing new in your writing
But I have to read it to renew myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Building House

Building house is
Not easy
Cement sands stones rods
Not necessary in
Building house
The requirement is your
Honesty sincerity
Your love your affection.

Just smile there
At the time of building house
Just shake hands of friends
And neighbors
The land and roads are yours
And your word is important
Not your work in
Building house.

Gajanan Mishra
Building Temple

Building temple
Would go on,
The God would be
There inside.

When worshipping
Would be there,
There would be smile
On the face of the
Earth and the sky as well.

No one would be
In doldrums.
All would stay
In peace and happiness
Within the temple.

Gajanan Mishra
Bujhei Dia

Bujhei dia semananku
Semane manabadharmi
Semane manisha
Semane amrutara
Pua o jhia.

Semananku bujhei dia
Semane ethare
Bhayathu durare
Anandara barta
Debaku paraspare.

Manishamane prakrutare satya
Manishamane prema-phala,
Kahidia manishamananku, priya,
Samaya tumara, manerakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Bull

Searched out and find the bull.
Bull kidnapped.

No clues found
About kidnapped.

Euphoria and
Disappointment continues.

Search out seach out.

Gajanan Mishra
Bullet And Pen

Bullet and pen,
If they compete each other
I am sure winning side
Is with the latter.

May I request you, my dear,
If you want to prosper
Go not with the former,
Pen has bullet-proof bumper.

Gajanan Mishra
Bullet Train

High-speed rail network
Is really required
To catch the time.
But where time to catch?

We are all going round
And round with nothing.
The real issues are there
And the people in general are
In filthy conditions as before.

But we are going on
In bullet train through
Our sweet-coated words and
We are making people fools
To fulfill our self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Bullfight And Say Jallikattu

Bullfight and say Jallikattu,
For entertainment is not
Justifiable, I am sure.
I cannot support men,
Excuse me.
You may term it as
Your culture or anything.
It is entirely inhuman acts,
It is pure torture to
An innocent animal.
And we have no right,
Mind it, whatsoever may be.

Gajanan Mishra
Bullock Cart

I am not here
To pull the bullock cart only.

I want to know english
The window to knowledge and west.

Welcome welcome
Welcome to the world
To a great spectacle of languages.

My language is frist and primary
English is secondary and necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Bundle Of Facts

It is you to think
How you enjoy,
It is you to think
What for you
Smile or cry.

But I think
It is all
A bundle of facts
That are to be
Renewed at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Burden

Without You
Without Your support
I become a burden
Of this earth.

It is my burden
Here to do Your
Work that give
Benefit to all.

You are present here
That I know from
The very beginning
I feel nothing burdensome.

Gajanan Mishra
Burn Me

I am jealous of you,
You are jealous of truth,
Burn me in livelihood.

Gajanan Mishra
Burn Not Your Own Pocket

Burn not your own pocket
Keeping doubt within, dear.
But stay free and watch the sun
Every day while marching forward.

Go to the approaching door of light,
And smile and make merry here.
The time is very short with you, dear,
Wind howling has nothing to do, remember.

Stay concentrated within and
Feel the moon playing therein.
All bright all miracles, see and feel,
All love all truth and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning

Dry grass
Past spring
All are burning
With all identities.

Fear of spring
Again coming to me
O my dear, see
I am flowing within You.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning Desire

Burning desire
Should be there
To realize the truth.

With profound humility
Let me surrender
Everything that is
So-called mine.

Let me go to you
to learn and to
Identify the truth.

The truth is
I am everything
I am nothing
And I am what I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning Hills

Burning hills
Bright array of clouds
And the midday sun
All are forming a group
They are the blazing trident
Dancing and shouting
With a loud voice
I am trembling
Hearing and seeing
And they are coming
To swallow me
And I am here praying You
O my dear I know
You are the creator of all
And controlled by You
The time factor itself
Afraid of You
And so I am praying You
You can alone give me
Full protection
And enable me to live
Without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning Me

Why are you
Burning me
With my pen
With my paper
Every day?
Looking at
My burning
Mind and body,
The poetry is
Smiling,
I find no reason,
I find no words
To define,
What it means.

The leaves are
As usual
Falling from
The tree,
The bell of
Maa Ghantaswanee**
At the west
Of my house
Is ringing
As usual.
Alla hu Akhbar
Is coming from
Far and near,
What thought is
There I know not,
My dear Aaeeshanee*,
But I see
You are shinning
And shinning.

* my grand-daughter
** village deity
Gajanan Mishra
Burning River

Burning river
Is ever bright.
Angry man I am
With the air
Ready to fight.
Life is the best
Gift, I remember,
But no one has
Nethermost patience
To hear.
But river has failed
To keep fire,
River is not alone
As I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning Sensation

Burning sensation,
Observe it within.
Don't go with it
O my dear, to do
Evil to others
It is harmful.

Gajanan Mishra
Burning With Wounds

Burn with the wounds,
It is good.
Feel life good
With cheap food.
Go not on war
With mango tree.
Sleep on the open field
And stay free.
You have no right
To say anything yours.
Enjoy life
It is not bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Burokanta (Kosli Poem)

Ja chidi ja guli suta
Ja hiti ja bahal atha
Ja phasi buro kanta
Bisas balbarta aaru ni na
Saratha galadinu lebda ganthu
Dhob phar phar garsa khujla belke
Buduchhe bel aaru aaru
Meghar e chirchirka mut ken kamar.

Gajanan Mishra
Business Abroad

Really it is a matter to see
And observe the life and
Its business abroad.

Gajanan Mishra
Business And Life

Life is for you
But not for business.
Talk about reality
And it is the business.
Life is secured
At that point
When business
Is in progress.

Live as per your wish,
Life is there
And it is beautiful.
Hold a promise
And go for its
Fulfillment here.

Gajanan Mishra
**Business Is**

Business is the  
Gateway of all success.  
Do not make it complex.

Business is the  
Gateway of all success.  
Do business freely.

While doing business  
Do not put question  
Answer you know politely.

Gajanan Mishra
Business Is Saying

Your business to to say
And you are here to say
And you are saying this and that
Though your saying has
No weightage in the hands of time.

Time is doing his own business
See with you and time is doing business
Staying beyond words alone,
Time has no feeling, no words to say
Time has only works to do
And only business to prosper.

Let us go with time
Without uttering a single word.

Gajanan Mishra
Business Of Two

Business of two
Either yes or no
Either I or You.
Partnership of two
Day and night
I am on one side
The other side
It is You.
Matter of two
Attach or detach,
In case of detachment
Nothing to say
But in attachment
Scrutiny is needed.

Gajanan Mishra
Business Over Lunch

Business over lunch,
I dislike.

To enter into new contract,
I dislike.

Leaving tip,
I dislike.

But my like and dislike
Would be recognized by time.

I am living with time,
And time is ready to leave me.

Nothing I want,
Nothing is mine.

Just leave me what I am,
Just leave me where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Business-Like

Love all
Without any personal interest.
It is good to be business-like
in general relation with all.

Love all
And show your strength in truth.
Express your love, my dear,
With the warmth to others

Gajanan Mishra
Busy Bee

Busy bee busy bee
You are taking honey
Look, I am just a being.

Every moment every moment
You are taking honey
From the flowers
And flowers are perishing.

Busy bee busy bee
Just relax just relax
And enjoy and enjoy.

You have no time to hear my words
I am sharpening my swords
Honey has stolen and
You are not seen afterwards.

Busy bee busy bee
Where you are now
My God is searching you
To give an award.

Gajanan Mishra
Busy In Counteracting

Busy in counteracting
I am busy counteracting
The natural disturbances
Disturbances of freezing cold
Scorching heat, strong wind
Excessive rainfall.

And in success
And in failure
I am happy
I am unhappy
I am cheated
Enmity created.

O my dear, only You are here
I know who can create non-envy atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Busy In Writing Poems

See me, I am
Busy in writing
Poems now-a-days.
Love me, I am
All around you
With faith now-a-days.
I care you, I trust you,
I know, you are the only truth.

You are my colours
You are my lights,
You are my all in all.
I cannot live for a moment
Without you, my dear,
Only with your support
I am living here and
Writing poems without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Problem

It is nothing
But a problem.
This problem
Is neither yours
Nor mine.
This problem
Is yours
And that problem
Is mine.
Let me say my dear,
This problem is
Not mine but yours.
But I am with the problem
And so also you are.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Process

Not created,
But a process.

Process in time,
Of living entities.

In the sphere of
Air, fire, water, ether
On this earth.

It is but everything,
With good understanding.

Life- the origin,
The origin of everything,

Life - the manifestation of
All creation, the existence of
Original cause.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Sign

Poem is nothing,
But a sign
Like life.
Life itself is
A mystic syllable
Like air and sky,
Like earth and water.
Poem is the light
With which
We can fight
With dark.
We can fly
With ecstasy
Like the bird.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Tiger

I am not a goat
But a tiger.
Tiger, tiger,
They cried.
Listen to them.
But I am silent.

I am bounded, and
Under their control.
Still, they are
My food.
I am not
Their food.

They are all
Before me,
And I am hungry.
I am not able to
Eat them.

They all fear me,
I am a tiger.
Tiger, tiger,
They cried.
I am the symbol of
Their heroism,
Their culture.
And they are all
Proud of me.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Tiger, A Tiger

I am not a goat
But a tiger.
Tiger, tiger,
They cried.
Listen to them.
But I am silent.

I am bounded, and
Under their control.
Still, they are
My food.
I am not
Their food.

They are all
Before me,
And I am hungry.
I am not able to
Eat them.

They all fear me,
I am a tiger.
Tiger, tiger,
They cried.
I am the symbol of
Their heroism,
Their culture.
And they are all
Proud of me.

Gajanan Mishra
But A Voice

Nothing but
A voice,
That I want.
But a voice
Is the requirement,
The basic of life.
And life- a voice
That is only here.

Gajanan Mishra
But Allow Me

But allow me
To go blind.
I know
I am bent
And bald.

I know
The natural
Habitat of
Giant squid
And where it
Lives in
Cold water
In deepest ocean.

Allow me to
Take honey
And also wine.
Allow me to
Fly away in the air.

I know where to
Go and when.
I also know
How to ride the horse.

Gajanan Mishra
But An Idea

I am nothing
But an idea.
I am nothing
But a word.

In my idea,
In my word,
See the world.

The world is
Filled with
All emptiness.

Empty the sky,
Empty the earth,
But I live, the truth,
Therein with you.

Gajanan Mishra
But Ask Not

I live,
But ask not how.
I write,
But ask not why.
I go,
But ask not where.
I see,
But ask not what.

Gajanan Mishra
But Careful

Ladies in villages
Carrying a pitcher
Full of water
Talk and walk
But careful
About the pitcher.

Motor drivers
While driving
Changing the gear
Handling the steering
Talking to the conductor
But careful
About the road.

Likewise I am
Eating drinking
And doing all sorts of work
But careful
About you, O my dear
And I know You are
Everything for me
You are my everything
That I remember.

Gajanan Mishra
But Crying

I am not happy here
But crying always
Out of grief.

All creatures are
Suffering and by
Seeing I regretted.

I am crying in distress
All are ignorant here
And know not happenings.

Gajanan Mishra
But Dear

But dear, see me,
In the eyes of the light.
Though, dark I am,
Light is inside me.

See me dear,
In that sky,
That is there,
Since the creation
Of this earth.

Cooperate me, please,
I want not to play
With the dreams.
I want not to go
Outside the life.

Who is there
To catch the life
In the net?
Who is there
To light the lamp
Outside my eyes?

I care the air,
I know, though,
The air belongs to
No one.

But dear, I am here
In your own eyes,
That is black
And that covers
The entire sky
And the entire earth.

Gajanan Mishra
But Disturb Not

Go not outside,
The picture is
Not there,
Powerful though,
Here at this time.

In a miserable condition,
I am there.
But Wisdom is with me
And I am carefree.

It is true
I am born of
Crying and suffering.

But disturb not,
I am inside by your protection.

Gajanan Mishra
But Everything

Nothing is impossible
But everything is possible.
Let me understand my destination,
And start my journey.
There you are, my dear
And I am here with you.
It is all our cause and effect,
And part and parcel of absolute truth.

Gajanan Mishra
But Fear Not, Nothing To Fear

But fear not, nothing to fear.
The truth is always bitter.

Tell not the snake to bite,
But beware of the dog within.

Something is happening in writings,
Search for sandalwood trees for cooling.

I am sure I am not the trespasser,
But I regard all and request truth to consider.

Gajanan Mishra
But Fire Is There

But fire is there,
And it is there to act.

No matter, whether
I am well aware of it,
Whether you know
Its power or not.

But it is there
To burn you,
To turn you
Into ashes.

Keep it in mind,
The fire is not there
To depend
On your understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
But For How Long?

But for how long?  
Asked my son.  
And I have no answer.

Is there no option?  
To this question,  
I replied,  
I can't say.

I know  
The things going on -  
Not good.

Mother, mother language,  
Motherland - all neglected.  
And we are silent.  
For how long?  

Gajanan Mishra
But For Love

But for love
Of the earth,
Accept me
As yours
And let me
Embrace you
As the truth.

Let there be a
Safe ending
Of our journey
That is full of
Love and truth.

Do for me,
What you did
For yourself.
I am confident,
See me.
Let me declare,
No one was/is better
Here or there.

I am sure,
My strength,
My greatness,
All depend on me.
And I am here
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
But For Me No One

No one can be
My benefactor
Or mischief-monger,
When I am in truth.

I love all
At the same time
With the same ratio,
As I know all are
Here for good.

But, I myself
Is the sufferer of time.
I am here for everybody
And for everything,
But for me, no one is here.

Gajanan Mishra
But For Poetry

But for poetry
I am living,
And for living
I am eating,
I am smiling,
I am traveling,
I am doing the job
That suits poetry.
Poetry is in words,
In actions, in transactions,
In foodstuffs, in breathing air,
In fire, in stars, and
Poetry is telling me,
Do everything for me,
Give everything to me.
And I am using all things
With me to carry out
The mission of writing a poetry.
Everything belongs to
Poetry, I know.
Everybody is moving
With the waves of poetry, I know.
Poetry is life personified,
In poetry, life to be verified.
Is writing poetry a status symbol?
Some enquired.
No, not at all, I clarified.
But poetry is the necessity, I said.
Poetry is necessary for life,
For love, for truth, for living,
And to know nature and
To understand the reality,
Poetry is the platform of each entity.

Gajanan Mishra
But For You

But for you
I am here,
You are flaming,
You are flame of light,
You are for me
And I am here,
See my appearance,
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
But Going

Where to go?

No where to go
But going is sure.

Before going, love
Love others,
Before going, respect
Respect others,
But need nothing
From others.

You need to go
But where
That I do not know.

And you are going,
Go, go, going, is the only motto.

Gajanan Mishra
But Grace

No ability, no intellect
No power no resources
But grace can count.

Gajanan Mishra
But Here

But here,
Let me declare
ends of all
happiness and sorrow,
And let me say myself
a free man.

Let me not enjoy life,
Through life let me
put an end to all
happiness and sorrows
by remaining unconcerned
and detached.

Let me rise
Through this life of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
But How And Why

Caesar's wife
must be above suspicion.
But why and how?

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am Alone

But I am alone,
And with one man army.

And I am silent,
But you are scattered.

I am searching within,
Sending messages, calling on the phone.

No one but I, alone here,
And you? That I not know.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am Happy

I am not the person
To say what is this
But I can say I am happy.

I am happy here
And the cause of
My happiness is
Your presence
Always here with me.

You are both
Movable and
Immovable, I know.
But I am nothing
That sort.

I am just uttering words
And it is you,
Who is there
To give them shape
In poetry.

Poetry means
Life for me.
Poetry means
Relations with
Human beings,
Poetry means
Love and truth,
Poetry means
What I mean life.

And I am living
With all happiness
In poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am Here

But I am here
If you so like
You may discover.

No where,
I am there
To go
Leaving you
Here.

But I am here,
Without any search
How dare you
Get me, my dear.
Listen my words- so clear.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am In Light

Smile and see,
But I am in light.

I am in light,
You can see me
Face to face.

How I am struggling
So hard for existence,
See me and smile then.

Life itself is there
And it smiles.

Come to the truth
As a defeated soldier.

And declare, in smile
The basic of life.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am Not Limited

But I am not limited,
It is sure.

And I am with you
Take it granted.

I am not asking for anything,
I know your difficulty.

You want charity,
And I refuse it.

I know your capability,
Like me, you are also
Leading an unlimited company.

Nothing to ask
But to observe
One's own capacity.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Am There

But I am there
With You
And I am here
With you
And it is my
Act of liberating.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Care

Appear or disappear
I care not but I care
Your very existence
That is there I know
Always everywhere with
All inhabitants and all
That are uninhabitants.
I care you, though you
Are not- attached and
Non-identified, I care you
In my own routine life
And prove how independent
You are here and acting
Furiously for others.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Care Life

Who you are,
But I care.
Bird or animal
No matter.
No matter you are
Men or mountains.
But ocean is
Not suffice
The purpose of life.
Forgive me,
I am just begging
For nothing,
I have everything, though.
Here I face
At every step, danger.
Since I care not,
I am not to suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Know

I know not
How far is my reach,
But I know
I am alone
With myself
And I can
Win your heart
With my words.
And with you
I can drive out
The dark,
I can bring
The star
To the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
But I Live

Hindu!
What is that?
Muslim!
What is that?
Christian!
No no,
I am a man.

I worship
The tree,
The sun,
The moon.
I am a man,
I am like lion,
Tiger, cow, horse.

I live on this earth,
This earth is
My mother, my sister,
And everything for me.
I know not time,
But I live and I am alive.

Gajanan Mishra
But Identical

Behold me and the truth,
I am no different from you,
But I am identical with you.

Gajanan Mishra
**But In Fact**

Though I am not saying,
But in fact, I am the best.
I am the best creature,
Let me declare before all.
I am not denying anyone
To say or declare anything
About him here at any time.

I know shadows, illusions,
Laughing, mockery all are here.
I know everything is fine and clear,
With the passage of time and
My ears, my eyes are giving me
Not correct informations as
Alleged here about the bird
Who is flying leaving behind
The sun and the moon also.

I am nothing but I am imperishable,
I am nothing but I am going with words
That can change anything at any time.
For certain, I am telling you
I have my own wings and own sky
In which and where in I am alone
Measuring and weighing my own value.

Gajanan Mishra
But In Whose Interest

But in whose interest,
I am here to suffer
And as you say I should suffer,
Let it be clear.

Life after life,
I am ready to sacrifice,
But for whom?
Let it be clear.

Till date, I know not,
The meaning and purpose of country?
Is it only for the rich, the privileged
And the so-called educated-classes?

I am sure, I have my
Unalloyed love, for all creatures
With me and let me have this with me for
All irrespective of all differences.

Let me suffer for the safety,
For the security, for the all around
Development of this earth.
Let me know the meaning of my birth.

Gajanan Mishra
But It Is Possible

But it is possible,
Nothing is impossible.
Everything is changing
At every moment, it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
But Language

But language
I must speak
That is mine.
The air I desire
That is thin.
Help me, I want
To tell my style
And my religion.
Wait and watch,
The identity mark.
Deprivation and
Injustices are there,
But matter not
If my living is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
But Let Life Here

Our time,
Our life,
Our poetry.
Let us proceed.
No matter-
Forward or
Backward.
No matter
In dark
Or in light.
We care both
Truth and
Also falsehood.
But let life here.

Gajanan Mishra
But Life And Earth

All
But language.
All
But identity.
All
But life.
All
This earth.

Gajanan Mishra
But Love

No magic really
But love
And hard work
That count.

All great,
All hard,
But one has to
Take pressure
Gladly.

Not merely wish
But the need,
Need of time
To tell all are
Free and sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
But Men, You Are

But men, you are
The reservoir of
All riches.
Be strong and
Proceed ahead.
Time is favorable,
Nothing is regrettable,
And all wonderful.
The whole earth is
Full of love and
Affection.
Go on doing everything
By your sweet will
With all perfections.

Gajanan Mishra
But More And More

You are not less
But more and more.

You are complete existence
For all individual existence.

No one is equal to You
O my dear, You are the supreme enjoy-er.

No one can measure You
You enjoy the spiritual sky.

Gajanan Mishra
But Natural

Struggle for existence
Is but natural
Transmigrating from
One to another
Next and next and next
Next is nothing
Depends on me.

Gajanan Mishra
But New

No new
But new.
No later
But future.

Where to go
And what to do
That depends on
Our captaincy and
Competency, come on.

We must look
In new lights
Our adversaries
And they are not from
Outside but from within.

Sharing everything
Is transparency
Nothing to hide
But for complacency.

Nothing new, my dear,
But You.

Gajanan Mishra
But No Heat

Water is burning
But I feel no heat here
Though I am in water.

The fire desires to
Burn the water to ashes
In anger.

But water is water
And the water is trying
To cool the fire.

Fire admitted
It has no power
To burn anything ever.

Gajanan Mishra
But Not So

You may call it whole,  
But in reality, it is not so.

It is flame, it is cool,  
You may touch it  
With a piece of coal  
Within you, the soul.

I like to go  
To you  
To tell the truth.

But what is the truth,  
First I have to  
Search it out  
Within you.

You may call me, a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
But Now Let Me Say

But now let me say
You are on the right track,
Go ahead, following the norms.
Now you have the world at your hands,
Now you are facing the sky.
Worry not and go with with the ocean
And have a touch with a smile.
Now you are your own treasure,
Just get it yourself and see
Everything fine with the birds
That are singing and singing all night.
I am sure no dragon is there
To disturb you at any time and the signal
Is clear for you with green light.

Gajanan Mishra
But One

Not two not many
But one and one whole
O my dear You are full
Not half or less.

I came to as a
Fragment of You
And look I am whole
Like You.

You are my knowledge
You are my college
You are my all and all
Less full half and whole.

Gajanan Mishra
But Poems

But poems
Bound me
And I am
In problems
That has
Special charms
Walking and
Walking in charms
I am in dilemmas
But poems
Made me free
Without giving
Any freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
But Poets Are

But poets are not the contractors
They have not signed any agreement
Any vakalatnama and anything
On behalf of anybody
In the poetic sense of the term
Here there is no win no loss
No hermitage no horizon
Nothing to be build nothing to broken
Poets are not the token
To exchange anything
To go anywhere
And that is accepted
Poets are poets and they have a
Relation with
Both night and day
Both dreams and reality
Yesterday and tomorrow
O poets, Come again with your words
To change the society
To establish truth before all
On straight way.

Gajanan Mishra
But Powerful

Small, but powerful.
Most powerful,
As there is love,
There is truth.
Honesty and
Integrity also there.
Nothing to be
Ashamed or humiliated
My dear for smallness.
You are more than
And greater than
Any so called great
As you are in love
And you are truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
But Quarrelsome

You are weak
You know it.
You are quarrelsome
That you know not.
And for this
You are going to ruined.
Woman is ocean,
Woman is fire,
Woman is your own creator,
You know it.
You know also
The power of the woman
And yet you are interested
In woman, as such be ready for the result.

Gajanan Mishra
But Remember

See
But remember,
Mere seeing
Not suffice the purpose.
Hear
But remember
Even after hearing
You may not make
Yourself clear.
You, yourself are
Beyond the access of
Mind and speech
So my dear, remember
To attach importance
To discrimination,
This discrimination
Can changes in to
Self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
But Talk

Think high
But talk
Not high.

It is just
Matter of understanding
And not misleading.

It is life
And not any other thing
That matters.

It is hope
And regular functioning
That enrich
Our thinking,
Keep it in mind.

Gajanan Mishra
But Tell The Truth

But tell the truth,
I want to hear.

But do right things,
I want to see.

But go for the wisdom,
I want to praise.

But show your love,
I want to gather.

Gajanan Mishra
But The Chains

Nothing to lose
But the chains.
Come on and see,
Friends, how far
You are free
To work,
To love,
To live.

You are of the earth,
The earth is here
For your welfare.
It is you to
Take care the earth
For your own benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
But the sun and the moon
Are there, I see and
It is for them
The mischief is being
Played by nature
With the change of seasons.

And in this changing processes
No relation is there
That is concrete
In all respect.

But there is climax
Retreats that is
Discover at the end
For the purpose of
Formulating a cycle.

It is there in the light,
It is there but not a complex one,
But clear and distinct
With all creativities.

You may termed it
As growth or
As decay-
No matter.

You may mediate
With different organs,
You may go far
And say you are not there.

Whatever may the case
But it is all for you
That you must agree
With me for the sake of truth.
Gajanan Mishra
But The Sun Is There

But the sun is there,
Go and search
Either in India
Or in America.

Only in two places
On this earth,
But India first
And the sun is full of colors.

With the sun
We are all pervading,
We are self-sufficient,
We are in your love, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
But To Rise

Hell is
Within us
We are falling
Everyday every moment
Remember
We are
Sons of nectar
We are to go
up and up
We are to defeat
Our enemies
Who are within
Who are outside
Remember
We are not
To fall
But to rise.

Gajanan Mishra
But To Value Life

No option,
But to accept
The truth.

No option,
But to obey
The mother.

No option,
But to open
The hearts
With own language.

No option,
But to stay
Free here.

No option,
But to value
The life
As sovereign.

No option,
But to live
Happily for
Others.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing to do,
But to watch.
Nothing to watch,
But to hear.
Nothing to hear,
But to utter.
Nothing to utter
But to take.
Nothing to take,
But to give.
Nothing to give,
As I know nothing is mine,
And I know, everything
Is yours, only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
But To Witness

I want not to eat
But to witness.
I want not to write
But to read.
I want not to go
But to stay.
I want not to sing
But to listen.

I have not forgotten
My real identity
And I know I am
Not a permanent resident
Here and I have
Nothing here
I know You are my
Controller and I am
Here to disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
But Touch Not Women

But touch not women
Without their consent.
And hurt not men
At any time, dear women.

All are respectable here,
All are here for each other.
No diplomacy in life and living,
Be transparent and hide not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
But Wait, You Will Emerge

I know you are staying
There, with a wounded and
Venomous snake.
But wait, you will emerge
Brilliant and triumphant.

Gajanan Mishra
But We All Are

But we all are
Going back
To the truth,
And the truth is
There to follow us.
Imagine the route,
And get no time
To think, but
You have to
Proceed forward,
For the purpose of
Love, that is
In between the dark
And the light.
Imagine again
That you are not
There for anyone
But for the self.
Imagine again
That you have
Reached the moon
With all love
That are not opened
As yet.
And reaching at
The point of truth
Is not so easy
As you declared.

Gajanan Mishra
But We Are Expert

No horizon, 
No stability, 
But we are 
Expert in singing.

No song, 
No dance, 
But we said 
Love is here.

We love each other 
We are brothers, 
But we are killing 
One another before all.

We know nothing, still, we 
Declare we are wise.

Gajanan Mishra
But We Are One

You have taken birth as a crocodile,
You have taken birth as a crow,
you have taken birth as a bear
and you as a tiger,
but we are all one my dear.

CCTV is there above
Don't do any thing wrong,
Stay in peace with the water of the Ganges,
Have patience like the earth,
And do beneficial works like mother.

Gajanan Mishra
But We The Subjects

No king, no queen,
But we, the subjects
Are the worst sufferers.
No land, no farms,
But we, the farmers
Are forced to commit suicide.
For nothing we are
Doing our business and
Exploiting each other.
We said we are free,
But we are our own subjugators.
No one is there to give us relief
In any manner that we know
From our own activities.

Gajanan Mishra
But Where Is Happiness?

But where is happiness?
I am hankering after happiness,
You are telling me that.
But you know, I am
The reservoir of all happiness.

I am not useless,
But I am the master,
Master of all.
I am the regular customer
of life, life is not
Bigger than my living, though.

I live with pastimes,
Beyond annihilation
Of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
But Which War

We are fighting,
But which war
We know not.

Gajanan Mishra
But Whole

No fraction but whole
No part no term
No denominator
No numerator
No zero
No alteration
Value more and more
And the common factor
In both upper and lower
Number non-zero
And always assured.

Gajanan Mishra
But You

I am never
Attached to
Anyone else
But you.
I care
No one else
But to you.
My heart always
Hanker after you.
I want to regulate
My breathing process
Only for you.
I want to surrender
Only before you.

Gajanan Mishra
But You Are

But You are not here
And nothing is here.

And You are here
Everything is here.

No end but
Only beginning is here.

You are my last resort
And I failed to discover,

Gajanan Mishra
But You Are Abandoning Me

But you are abandoning me,
And I am here alone wandering,
And here what for you are I know.

Gajanan Mishra
But You Are There

Still or active,
Solid or hollow,
But you are there
Happy, where as
I am here in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
But You Said

No water
But you said
It is raining.

No fire
But you said
It is burning.

My dear, tell me
More and more, something
And forget me.

But you said
You are with me
And that has a meaning.

Look, my dear, I am dying
But you said, I am progressing
I am blooming, I am rising
Beyond space, beyond time.

Gajanan Mishra
But You See Me

I am unable to
See you,
I am unable to
Know you.
But you see me,
You know me.
You are inside,
But I am outside.

Gajanan Mishra
But Your Love

It is not you,
But it is your love,
That makes me changed.

Gajanan Mishra
But Your Own Language

Nothing can nourish you,
My dear men, but here
Your own language.

You are to use
Your own language
Always for your
Own identity and
For your mother.

You are on your
Own land, remember,
O men, my dear and
You are to act as
A sovereign master here
For a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Butchering Animal

Butchering animal is said to be
the production of meat requires for good health.
Abortion and destruction of
productive power of man
is called family welfare and peace.
Licentious behavior of women, under the control of other
males besides husband, destruction of ethical propriety
is termed as freedom of women.
Moral degradation is named progress,
Beastly behavior is mark of civilization,
Righteousness is communalism.
Reading and writing and talking always
in other than mother-tongue, in foreign language
Contrary to own culture is called as wise and intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Butea Frondosa (Palasa Phula)

Special,
You are really special,
Let me call you special.
I know greedy rain
Also gives you rain.
The desert also
Give you the address
Of the river.
The butea frondosa flower
Also gives you scent.
The death gives you
The life
Really special you are
My dear, really special.

Gajanan Mishra
Butter And Milk

Butter and milk with other ingredients
Promote strength and health
Devotion with the discipline of knowledge
Endowed with discrimination and dispassion
Distinguishing the real from the unreal
Make you eligible to realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Butter Soft

Life butter soft
And transcendental nature
Extend unbound
Cognizant perfect
Life butter soft
Universal Truth
Multi-potencies
Auto expansion
No miseries
Nothing birth nothing death.

Gajanan Mishra
Butterflies and birds are here
And flowers and colors are here
It is spring you declared.

All are dancing and all are singing
It is their adventures and they are lovely
And friends of all.

But shut up, open not your mouth
Give them not a chance to think
How fool you are not enjoying yourself
What is there with you.

It is spring you are right
You are to enjoy and make merry
Here is the day for you and also
Here is the night and it is also for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Butterflies And Moths

Most beautiful - butterflies,
With large wings and
Brilliant colors.
See butterflies
During days, and
Moths at night,
With wings
Upright and flat.
Men, you have to learn
So many things
From natures and
All living creatures.
Men, you have to know
Who and how you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Butterfly

Butterfly.  
Is it really  
A butterfly?  
I doubt  
On this terminology.

I find no reason  
To study psychology  
I dislike pseudo  
In any form  
With anybody.

I know where is love, 
And there is beauty  
Doubt would not  
Stay there even for a moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Butterfly And Flower

Understand the relationship
Between a butterfly and a flower.
Understand the relationship
Between food and hunger,
Between drink and thirst.

But dear sir, let not the heart
Go loose without restraint.
Go apart from all and stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Butterfly Independence

Let us enjoy our
Butterfly independence.

Are we independent
I have no reliance
Either in question
Or in answer.

Going deep eternally
Is also not good materially.

Otherwise take the lotus
On your hands and see
What is the use
Of anything else.

Illusory topics
Unnecessary waste of life.

Still then
My version is
I am greatly fortunate
I am decorated during this
Time of my world tour.

Gajanan Mishra
Buying Peace

Buying peace at the cost of peace
Is dangerous and not advisable.
Exercising restraint is necessary
While steping a giant leap.
With missile no body make history
Illusion to state fantastic mission.
Let the sky remain as it is
Let the sea remain as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
By Grace Of God

By Your grace
I am here
By Your grace
My dear
My delusion
Destroyed
I am sure
I am not in doubt
Any more.

Gajanan Mishra
By A Moment's Association

Attain love, my dear,
Simply by a moment's
Association with the poet.
Ask not who is a poet,
But ask who is not a poet.
Poet is he, who engages himself
In the service of humanity.
Poet is he, who is tolerant,
Who is merciful, who is
Friendly to all.
The poet has no enemy,
The poet is peaceful.
The life of the poet is
Meant for self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
By A Negative

By a negative reference
You can also touch me
In a positive and fruitful way.

Gajanan Mishra
By Accepting Higher Naure

Realize who you are
by destroying the desires,
And make your life
fruitful here, my dear.

Be brave and powerful
by accepting the higher nature,
And see the things
As they are, with care.

Gajanan Mishra
By All Means

By all means
I am here
To satisfy you.
I know,
You are the truth.
I never objected
To you
And ready to
Give everything
That are yours.
And for you,
I can take any step
Suitable for you,
As I am part of you.
By nature
I am nonviolent,
By nature,
I am peaceful,
And I tolerate
Everything for you.
As I love you,
My love is
The only truth.
I am ready to
Satisfy you
By all means,
No one is there
Besides you,
I know,
I can say
I am yours
And you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
By All Men I Am To Be Known

By all men, I am to be known,
I am the poet, indeed,
The compiler of all.

Gajanan Mishra
By An Error

By an error
I identify
With self
And deluded by
Egoism.

Gajanan Mishra
By An Error I Am Here

By an error
I am here
And you have
Attached to me.

You have the power
To renounce
That I know and still
You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
By And Large

BY and large, stay happy,
The time is there
To keep you happy.
Go on high spirit,
The time is with you.
Be optimistic about
Your success and
Stay transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
By Any One

I can never be seen
By anyone.
Still i am here
For all.
And it is the truth
That also can never be
Known by anyone.
And I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
By Birth

By birth,
We are smart,
We are quick,
We are agile.
We are forceful,
And we know
The light.
The light is
Within us.
Victory is
At our side.
All, the rest
Are there to
surrender unto us.

We visualize
Our duties.
Our desire is
Liberation.
We are the friends
Of the distressed.
We never
Forget the truth.
The hellish conditions
Of this world are
Well known to us.
But by birth,
We are aware and
We love the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
By Birth By Nature

By birth by nature
I am the well wisher of
All creatures.

I know I understand
By being the well-wisher of all
I can attain peace in this life.

Let us work together
O my dear to rescue all
From the ocean of illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
By Birth I Am Everything

By birth I am everything,
But designate not
Who I am.

How to become best of man,
I know better
Being in love
With truth.

No difference is there
In between you and me,
In between nature and me.

I am ever existing,
And from birth to birth
No change is there
In my existence.

Gajanan Mishra
By Blood

By blood,
I am a man.
By nature,
I am a poet.

Two things
I have to keep
In mind;
The water and the air,
The birth and the death,
The day and the night.

Here, I have to search out
The truth.
Here, I have to go
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
By Breaking Away Relation

By breaking away relation
You cannot solve any problem,
But by participating actively
You can know every detail and
Can search and find a solution.

By breaking away relation,
I am sure, you are on the loss.
You have to follow the law
Who so ever you may be and honor
Justice system, wealth play
A major role, though nowadays.

Considering all equal, stay
Enlightened and see might
Fails to make right always.

Gajanan Mishra
By Breaking Butter Pot

By breaking the butter pot,
You would not get anything,
Here or there, that I know.
Here see me, I am overflooded
With tears for the reasons
Best known to the sky.

Who is bewildering the common man?
The answer I want to know from you.
Though, they are all inconceivable
To my limited thinking power.

I am here calculating my time,
That is at your disposal and
I am ready to pay the fees that are
Due at the time of departure.

But perfectly I can say what is
Going to happen at this time
At our very presence. I know and
I can say, we are all at a time
The man, the fish, the animal,
The bird, the air and the very water.

You are searching me, no doubt,
But you are not looking within
Where I am playing with you,
Taking all the truth by default.

Life is all but a machine
With affectionate gesture,
No one is there to take the credit
But one's own father and mother.

Gajanan Mishra
By carrying the truth
See me, I am
Perfect and pure.
Truth is there
Where there is
All beauty and
True knowledge.
And for truth
I belong to
No group.

Gajanan Mishra
By Chosen Words

Let me tell something
By my chosen words,
I know, though, words
Are not sufficient to
Represent my true thoughts.
I know, no amount of
Chosen words are sufficient to
Enumerate your glory,
I know, you are there to
Pardon me for my
Broken linguistic attempts,
I know you are merciful, my dear,
And you are there to understand me
And accept me beyond my words.

Gajanan Mishra
By Counting

By counting one two three,
By counting hours days months year
You are not to get anything, dear.
And we search for the value
Not there with anything.
We see the morning and
The evening, though not true.
We measure the space
Not our own.
And we lay down on the earth
To show original light
And power.

Gajanan Mishra
By Day Train

By day train
The sun is coming
Regularly and after
Taking a bath
He stood at the front
Office with so much words.

At that time
I welcome the sun
With white tulip
And see and feel
Wholeness within me
Keeping hearts of tree.

I know it is difficult, at this time
To take steps against anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
By Default

By default,
Union is here,
Unaffected though.

Gajanan Mishra
By Dividing Yourself

You have created all
By dividing Yourself.

It is my pleasure
And I know Your sounds.

I am changing my
Characteristic behavior
Only for You.

You are decorating Yourself
Only for me.

I know the cow is You
The calve is You
Also You are the milk.

By dividing Yourself
You have created all.

Gajanan Mishra
By Doing Good

Fear not death, my dear,
And eager not to
Enjoy worldly pleasure.

Care not to live alive, my dear,
Be an asset of the world
Wishing for the welfare of all.

Keep your qualification in tact
By doing good to all.

Gajanan Mishra
By Dreaming

You are creating
Your own happiness
And distress
When actually
Happiness and
Distress have
No existence.

Everything is
Mental concoction
No better than
The false
All acceptance and
All rejection
O my dear, be clear
Never here.

Gajanan Mishra
By Extending Yourself

By extending yourself
Higher and higher intelligence
Make all false rectify and
Make all truthful without doubt
Remember everything is here
Good and for good by all merciful.

Gajanan Mishra
By Fools And Rascals

It is true and we
Are to admit to the point
We are being misled
By fools and rascals.

And we are very much
Disturbed like the boat
Moving to the wind on
The stormy ocean.

Help me, my thinking,
My feeling and willing-
Not under my control.

Nothing is finished
We are to remember and
Start the journey afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
By Giving

By giving, be sure,
You do not lose anything,
But gain everything.

Gajanan Mishra
By Giving By Taking

No achievement no lose
By giving or by taking
Empty handed we leave
Without facing self here.

Gajanan Mishra
By Giving Or By Taking

No achievement no lose
By giving or by taking
Empty handed we leave
Without facing self here.

Gajanan Mishra
By Good Conduct

By good conduct
You can win all.
Being righteous
You are to do well
For both noble and wicked.
Good conduct is
The prime virtue, dear.
Good conduct depends
On one's language,
And language is the identity
Of a person everywhere.
Loss of language means
Loss of everything
Including livelihood.

Gajanan Mishra
By Heart

By heart
I am with poetry
Here is nectar
Here is life
Here is peace
I am with history.

By heart
I am with poetry
Sins are no more
Inauspicious no more
I have my only desire
Greatest good to the world.

Gajanan Mishra
By Intelligence Or

-1-
By intelligence or
By imagination, my dear
You are in search of me
That I know, here.

-2-
The intelligence influences
The mind and the mind
Controls ten senses and
Each sense has many desires.

Gajanan Mishra
By Keeping A Distance

By keeping a distance from you*
No one can knows you.
Being engrossed in you**
One can't knows you.
To admit your existence
Is showing one's knowledge.
You exist - to assume this
Is showing one's own ignorance.

* God
** world

Gajanan Mishra
By Lamentation

You should not be affected
By lamentation.

Never consider yourself
To be the cause of any action.

As the case warrants
Take proper action.

Know how to adjust
Depending on the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
By Linking

By linking
One to another,
I restored
Original purity.

But restoring
Purity in one,
I showed
The relationship.

But showing
Relationship, I
Offered myself
As nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
By Love

Each and everyone
Is won by only love
And by affection.
And deception has
No role to play here
In pure-love relation.
If love is there
You find no frustration.

Gajanan Mishra
By Me

By me,
In me
Everything.

Formless energy
Is there in me.

I can win,
With and also
Without my presence.

My heat,
My light,
Everywhere.

I am the origin,
I am the original,
Without me, nothing final.

Gajanan Mishra
By Mental Speculation

By mental speculation
I can not know You
You are the original
Cause of all causes
I can not understand
You or Your plan or
Your action
I can not know You
By my mental speculation.

Gajanan Mishra
By My Dealings

By my dealings
I know you
As the truth.
On humanity ground
I am giving
My service.
Neither I am
Attached to you,
Nor I am here
To depend
On you.
But I know
With all
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
By My Order

By my order,
You must write
In my language,
To make me understand
How and what you are
Going to do for me.

I am a common man
And I am sovereign here,
I have elected you
To do all good,
You are appointed
To serve me.

So long as you are
On my land, you must
Follow the laws
Of this land, you must
Know the truth
That are here for you.

Try not to misguide me,
Try not to make me undisciplined,
Try not to make me furious,
But try to make me satisfied
With your works
In my language.

Gajanan Mishra
By My Poems

My friends
Let me address you
My personal friends
And let me save you
From your sinful reactions
Through and by my poems
My poems are see
Like pure holy water
see here
Come across my poems
O my dear since you are
Falsely identify yourself
With gross material body
And subtle mind
You are lusty for
Material sense gratification
You are obsessed with fear
You are approaching madness
Come to me my dear, my friends
My soul mate I am here
I am ready to make you understand
What is what here there
See me I am as transparent
As pure water
See me I am the Truth
As I love all
And here in me
The reservoir of all happiness
See me I am charming and beautiful
Read my poems hear my poems
Note its message all are truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
By My Very Birth

By my very birth
I am impure
In this material world.

But, I know, I can attain
A happy life hereafter
By love and by serving others.

Gajanan Mishra
By my will
Each and everything
Here comes in to exitence.
I am the efficient cause,
I am the source,
I am what I am, see within.
I dissolve in me,
There is nothing besides me.

Gajanan Mishra
By Myself

Hear and see
And know
By yourself.
Come and
Know me
By myself.
Only faith
Only inquisition
Take to self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
By Nature

I am helpless
Before nature.
Without nature
The very entity
Is in question.
What I am
Entitled to
Determined by nature.
And by nature
What I am
You can not predict.
I can not
Evade nature.

Gajanan Mishra
By nature all are dull,
Ether, air, fire
water and earth.

It is the cosmic nature
that brought forth all
for creation under impulse.

You can get happiness
there my dear, where you are.

Just give an instruction
to a woman and she would
do what pleases you.

Gajanan Mishra
By nature You are blissful, I know
And I know I am the manifestation
Of Your material energy
And qualitatively one with You.

Happiness and distress are
Common phenomenon here
I am not disturbed by these
And I know I have to cooperate You.

I know my prime duty
And it is to execute Your mission
For which I come here I stay here
And I am to execute in Your presence here.

Gajanan Mishra
By Nature Peaceful

I am, by nature peaceful
You creations, as such, wonderful.

I have no hankering and also no lamentation
I have nothing to loss my possession.

I am doing my duties and I do not mind
Where I am and how I have to act as I know all Yours desires.

You are everywhere and You appear only for me
When there is friction and You appear on a mission.

You are the electricity You are the sun
You are the Father You are the Son You are in the ocean.

You appear only for me that I know
And it is Your great compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
By Negligence

Accident by negligence,
Death by negligence,
Flood by negligence,
Drought by negligence,
Storm by negligence,
Neighbour's attack by negligence.

I am hungry, let me say
It is by my negligence.

They are terrorists,
Let us admit, it is also
By our negligence.

The children are dying
Due to shortage of oxygen,
Let us admit, it is also
By negligence.

Gajanan Mishra
By Order

By order, I am here.

I am here and doing
All works only for You.
It is Your blessings
That I am saying
Though know nothing.

By order, the tree is there,
The bird is there, the sky is there,
By order the wind is blowing,
The sun is rising, the night is coming.

Nature of all is the same
And they are all here with me.
I am igniting the fire, by order,
And you are sleeping a sound sleep, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
By Pass

Require by pass
Replacement meet
Giridhar.

Require love
Consult Gopal
AT lifeline.

Require peace harmony
Read Gajanan
At poems hunter.

Remember this world
Ours and we all
Supra tete-a-tete
And that terminate.

Each is others friend
And in friendship
Nothing begin
Nothing end.

Gajanan Mishra
By Poetry Reading And

Let me control
My mind and senses,
By reading and
Writing poetry,
In the morning,
Noon and evening,
And make me
Stay free from
All evil thoughts.

See me, here I am,
In the fire.
See me, here I am,
In the water.
See me, here I am,
In the sky, in the air.

Gajanan Mishra
By Proper Education

By proper education
Let us replace fear, violence,
Lust, greed, and insanity
By love and truth
Through authorized process
And enable all to live
Happily and peacefully
In this world.

Gajanan Mishra
By Providence

By providence
Great opulence
At other time destitute.
No, no
Nothing to rejoice
Nothing to morose.
Speculative philosophy
Failed at day light
Show not inner might.
Season and out of season
It is swollen
And it is dry at the same time.
Always we are blissful
As we are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
By Putting On

By putting on
A dress of the king
Nobody called you the king.
By birth by nature
You are raw, you are a beast
You have to struggle hard
To be a human being
With humanity within.
If you failed to do it
Your life is gone waste
And it is worthless
To live further.

Gajanan Mishra
By Reaching Love

You attained, O my dear
The object of your life.

Gajanan Mishra
By Reading My Poems

By reading my poems
You can fulfill all your desires.

By rendering loving service
You can fulfill all your desires.

Smile and smile and smile
This is the life you are sharing.

Love and love and love
This is the life you are living.

Gajanan Mishra
By Reading Poetry

What is real truth
Of matter and spirit
What is their relationship
Know all by reading poetry.

Here is the path of understanding
The Absolute Truth in poetry
Read and understand and know
The Supreme Personality.

Opportunity is given to you
In this life as a human being
It is the rare life and be in
Devotional service during this life.

And get the Supreme bliss
O my dear, from the supreme
Reservoir of all pleasure
Keep faith in Him and realize Him.

Gajanan Mishra
By Reversing

By reversing
You can check
Everything
In you.

In you
I discover
All truth.

All truth,
The water,
The air,
The earth,
The sky.

And I fly
In the sky
With the light
Given.

Gajanan Mishra
By sacrificing,
By acting in time
And also in place,
By offering,
By going through,
By observing,
I reach you, and
I know the truth.
The truth displays
Beauty, I know.
I realize how beautifully
You have decorated
My body on this earth,
As your integral part.

Gajanan Mishra
By Seeing The World

By seeing the world
With so many colors
Of white, yellow, dark blue,
Red, purple, green, and, and,
Really I am happy.
And somehow or other
I am pursuing the happiness.
This earth is the source of
All pleasure, I know.
The sky is the protector
And the solicitor of all.
By seeing all and by keeping
Contact with all I am enjoying
My life without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
By Self-Realization

Ignorance of the self
Is removed.

Gajanan Mishra
By Serving

By serving
I receive pain
In this world
But I know
I must serve
Because of You
As You are there
Within all
In this world
You are there
To relive
The torment
I felt
At every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
By So Many Foul Means

We are all living here
By so many foul means
And yet we are calling
Ourselves pure and perfect.

Introspection is but
A necessity while living
With others here.

Live and let live is
The principle of life
We should keep it in mind.

But we are all living here,
Without taking interest
Of others and telling
Ourselves we are good creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
By Speaking Truth

First accept yourself
As the incarnation of truth
And be truthful always.

First speak the truth,
Knowing well no falsehood
Is there in living.

First recognize everyone
As the same living being
Like you and strengthen
Your own truthfulness.

First go beyond all
And introspect within
For there lie the truth
That is but a feeling.

Gajanan Mishra
By Sticking

By sticking
By sticking to me
By sticking to
Your devotion
You shine,
As gold gets
Brighter by being
Put in to the fire.
I am here
You are there
There is no one
So dear to me
As You are
My dear, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
By Stitching

By stitching
I am doing
Everything.
And all are
Here with me.

By giving
Respect to time
I am asking
How to answer
Life's questions.

I am measuring
Heart-beats that
Are going fast
While mountaineering.

Gajanan Mishra
By Studying Poetry

By studying poetry
You can enjoy life-
River of honey.
By studying poetry
You can reach the truth
Easily with no trouble.
Poetry glorify love
And the ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
By Taking The Truth

By taking the truth,
I can attain the highest perfection.
By taking the truth,
I can know everything that is good.
I am already writing poems, dear
And I feel no urgency
To perform any other deeds.
But for others contaminated
I am reading poems and
Make them hear and stay
Without fear.
Each one present here is worthy,
I know from the very beginning,
And for this, I'm writing and reading.

Gajanan Mishra
By Telling

By telling
I am not prepared for death,
Just expressing my foolishness.
Nothing new
But wonderful.
And at every moment
I am dying, see me.
And nothing is mine.
But I know
My poems and my words are
Deathless,
They are in truth
And they love all,

Gajanan Mishra
By The By

Let me tell you
I am the being
I am also the non-being
I am also beyond the two.

As a poet, as a man
As a fragment, as a whole
I am nature, I am intellect
At times I am
Beyond my control.

My heart, my mind
All are yours, O my dear
I know I assume
What is in you
That I am telling you.

Gajanan Mishra
By The By- My Words

By the by
Let me tell
Everything
By myself.

By and by
I am here
To describe
By and large
By means of
My own words.

I know
You are by me
And I am
By you always.

Gajanan Mishra
By the eyes,
By mystic vision,
I realize
The whole universe
Is in me.
I am the power,
I am the movements,
But I am far from
The universe.
I am not in the universe,
But I exist
Where everything is okay
For sustenance of
All creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Grace Of The Poet

By the grace of the poet,
I come to read about the truth,
About the life, about the earth,
About the supreme love,
That are there for my good.
The poet is very very dear to all,
The poet asks all not to grieve,
As he is there, his words are there,
To release all from all bondage,
From all sins of this world.
Please come, my dear men to read
The poems and enjoy the golden
Opportunity of this life,
The poems are supreme secrets of life.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Mercy Of The Mother

By the mercy of the mother
The world can be won.

If a baby is fed his mother's milk
His body will be very strong.

If a woman is polluted
Unqualified children are generated
And for this the entire world becomes hellish.

Protect the mother, protect the woman
And there by the human society is benefited.

Mother is the root of the society,
Without the mother, imagine not your life.

By the mercy of the mother,
Know the world my dear and
Enjoy life here.

Gajanan Mishra
By the passing of days and nights
My duration of life is being cut down
But see I am happy and achieve
Perfect peace as I know the Truth
And understand what is what in this world
I am the detached bird here and giving up
Everything keeping in view the situation
And the time that suited for the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Process

By the process of
Restraining breath
Duration of life is lengthened.

Concentrate on self
O my dear, and if totally concentrated
Breathing is not necessary then.

My dear, you feel the God within
And get truth-knowledge-bliss
At a time here and remain fully awakened.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Profound Words

Delusion disappeared
By the profound words.
You are no ordinary
Human being my dear poet
You are great of the greatest
You are pure you are superb
And transcendent.

I am overwhelmed
With joy and wonder
By your profound words.
With your poem
I behold all animate
All inanimate and many
Wonderful sights.
Thanks poet
Your poem is avyaya
Not destructible.

Delusion disappeared
By the profound words
Your poem is supreme
And I am dumbfounded.

Gajanan Mishra
By The River Side

By the river side
see i am alone.

Here it is the sun
Inside me giving light.

Here it is the singing bird
Inside me flying.

It is in truth
I live in
And I die.

My death is not true
It is my birth that is true
Changing of dresses are true.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Shining Lamp

By the shining lamp of wisdom
All darkness are dispelled.
By the shining lamp of wisdom
I have reached at the truth.

Love is there where there is truth
So also truth is there where there is love
By the touched of the love and truth
I am purified, see here.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Sparks Of The Fire

By the sparks of the fire
See me I am here I am there.

It just needs a prayer
I am not far I am not far.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Touch

By the touch
Of Your hand
On my head
I am completely
Freed of all
Material contamination
And desires.

I know my dear
You are here
You are there
You are in
My heart and yet
I am wandering with
This body of material energy.

O my dear, You have
Made me free from
This body by Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
By The Wind

By the wind
I stunned.
I fainted
With fear.

Merciful you are,
I feel compassion.
Pacification- fine art,
But life is more than
Any exhibition.

Provoke not
To speak anyone.
Understanding is better,
Where rejection-
Symbol of affection.

Comparison not needed,
And yet, a new awareness
Is created for battling
The life here.

Gajanan Mishra
By Thinking

By thinking about You
O my dear, I am purifying
My own existence.
By doing Your works
O my dear, I am purifying
The entire atmosphere.

As I am pure unalloyed
You appear before me
And I bow down my head.
Whether you are seen or
Unseen You are present
Without any doubt everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
By Thinking About You

By thinking about You
O my dear, I am purifying
My own existence.
By doing Your works
O my dear, I am purifying
The entire atmosphere.

As I am pure unalloyed
You appear before me
And I bow down my head.
Whether you are seen or
Unseen You are present
Without any doubt everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
By Thoroughly Sweeping And Dusting

By thoroughly sweeping and dusting
With love and the truth
You can make yourself pure.
By smearing compassion and mercy,
By sprinkling sweet words,
By showing good behavior in open hearts,
You can make every place a heaven,
And by providing selfless service
You can make others your own.
By proceeding with confidence
You can win the hearts of others,
By observing the mind and movements
Of others, you can do the needful
And take pleasure by celebrating unity.

Gajanan Mishra
By Thought

By thought,  
word and  
deed,  
I am yours.

And as such  
your curse and  
your blessings  
are all the same.

I am yours  
You can do  
whatever you like  
at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
By Thoughts Words And Deeds

By thought word and deed
Make me Yours, O my dear
Let me possess all virtues
Let me able to transform myself
In to any form You like
I am happy I am happy
Let me remain totally untouched
By any deluding potency
I am yours I am Yours totally Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
By Understanding Me

By understanding me
You can know the truth,
By understanding the truth
You can know what is love,
By understanding love
You can know who you are, my dear.
You are none else but what I am,
And I am none other than what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
By Words

By words
I am unaffected.
By deeds
I am unaffected.

I am the original
Far away from
Sleep or dreams
Or wakefulness.

I am unaffected
By river,
By mountains,
By stars,
By society,
By honors.

Gajanan Mishra
By Working Together

By working together,
We will defeat all,
Come on dear, if
Anything you need,
Give me a call.

Gajanan Mishra
By Writing Poems

By writing poems
I am giving you
My own share.
By giving my own share
To you all, see, I am purified.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Grace

I am here
O my dear
You have given me eyes
To see
You have given me hands
To work
You have given me legs
To walk
I feel obliged.

By your grace
I am hearing your words
And I want to do some good
O my dear, With you
I am not in grieve
You are here to release me
From all sins
O my dear
I am here to know
I am here to know
The secret of truth
And false that you define.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Grace- No Wrong

By Your Grace
I can win
By Your Grace
I can commit no wrong.

Know that
Human life is
Not for only eating
sleeping defending
And mating.

Human life is
Something more
What you think
At present.

Try to understand
Who You are
What for you are here
Where you are going.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Inconceivable Energy

By Your inconceivable energy
O my dear, and in Your presence
Anything impossible can be made possible.

With Your presence I am able to see
The sun the moon the rainbow and lightning
At a time on this earth and in the sky.

I am can not say anything more at Your appearance
Here before me even the day and nights are
Stopped there to watch You fully but failed .

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Love

You are to be remembered
By Your love
And I know You
In Your various forms.

I see You
O my dear
I know you are here
For my benefit.

You are to be remembered
By Your love
And I love You
And Your physical representations.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Own Men

By your own men*
You are to be killed.
By your own men#
You can avail progress in life.

Keep your own men
Under your control.
And conquer all
For the benefit of all.

* two men- desire and anger.
# Two men truthfulness and wisdom

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Own Nature

By Your own nature
O my dear, You are Supreme
You are the witness
You are constant eternal
And here you are with me
You give advice and permission
In the performance of action
You are staying with me
And giving me food water
And other necessities
And You are giving me protection
From cold and heat
You sustain me
O my dear, You are my Supreme
You are staying with me
You are undergoing all sorts of experiences
Pleasure pain favorable and unfavorable
You are great
You are untainted
You are unattached
You have no name
But we are calling You
In different names and also
As father mother brother
O my dear, though You are the one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Presence

By Your presence
I am purified.
As the sun rises
The darkness dissipated.
I became virtuous
By hearing and chanting all goodness.
My all unhappiness vanished
By Your appearance.
I know Your significance
Without You I am useless.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your sweet and Polite words, my dear
Let me gratified My poems.

Let me fixed
My thought here
With the advice
Of my preceptors.

Let me not closed
My eyes and ears
Let me arise and awake
Always here.

For all out welfare of the world
Let me proceed with my poems upwards.

Gajanan Mishra
By Your Touch

By Your touch by Your grace
Any person can be Yours
As a base metal like bell metal
Can be changed in to gold
By a chemical process.

Gajanan Mishra
Bygone

Bygone not mine
Let me not stay
There in.

Not static
But dynamic
And if you are
With me
Always you feel
Interesting
And never tired of
Hearing.

Listen
I am reciting
Way of life
Going in
One way of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
By-Product Of Pure Love

By-product of pure love,
The son and daughters.
But is it true?

Gajanan Mishra
Cackle

Cut the cackle
And sit silently
For sometime.

Gajanan Mishra
Caged Parrot

Stand up to all
Pulls and pressures.

Caged parrot
One under many masters.

Gajanan Mishra
Calamity In

Calamity in human society - envy.
Envy is in me,
And I have to kill it
From its bud.

And I have to light the bulb,
That is also in me.
No bulging, but
Am to reach the top
In due course of time.

Nothing is mine,
I have to remember always,
Here, through microsurgery
Of life, I have to
Understand the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Calamity -National

Calamity is really national
Declaration is optional

Catastrophe is a tale of survival
Supplying water and food is vital.

Water water everywhere water
But not a drop to drink, rightly
Said by our predecessor
Long before our arrival.

I am in your heart, O my dear
Said world's Master
But we are not able to understand
And show our mightiness
Moving from place to place
And inviting sorrow for us.

Here in our body
Kasinath, kedarnath, badrinath
Jagannath, Ramnath, Mathura, Vrundavan
And Mecca, Medina and and everything
The entire world is in us.

No catastrophe, if we follow this
No calamity will ever come to us.

Gajanan Mishra
Calculate The Numbers

And remember, your
Calculation is wrong.

Read the passage
And remember, your
Reading is not in form.

Numbers and words are
Not original and base
And remember, your
Forgetfulness is
The best instrument
To safe you from danger.

If you are interested
To go to the root again
Take all with you
That are nothing
Nothing is everything
But everything is not nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Calculation

Calculation failed, as
It has not touched
The gain and the pain.
Calculation failed, as
It is not based on truth
And not placed before all again.
Calculation failed, as
It profaned the system
Keeping in dark all men.

Gajanan Mishra


Calender

Turning the pages
And locating
Where you are
I find purpose of life.
I find happiness
I find sunshine
I find flower
I find true nature
Thank God
You are only
My future.

Gajanan Mishra
Calender - Not Truth

Calender,
How many calenders like
Mexico, sun-moon,
English etc etc
Are there I know not.
But calender is not one
I am sure.
And I am sure
Truth is not many but one.
Calender is here
With days and nights,
But the truth is day and nights
Are not happening with
The rising of the sun and the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Call all,
All rivers,
All mountains,
All oceans,
All-sky,
All earth,
And all
Those are there.

Call for all stillness,
Call for all witness,
Call for all emptiness.

Call all
And see
No one is the key.

Gajanan Mishra
Call And Get

Give a call and
Get all protection.

Gajanan Mishra
Call For Silence

Call for silence
But know first
Where is the words.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Lead Convert

Call my love
When ever you like
Lead my life
it is yours
Convert me love
Love and truth
Is basics of life
O my dear here is
Light in love only
Here is truth
In love only.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me

If you are hungry
Call me
If you are thirsty
Call me
If you want light
Call me
If you want freedom
I am just waiting
For a call.

Call me
I attend your call
At once if you have love
If you love your neighbor
As yourself
If you cast off the works
Of darkness and put on
The armor of light
Call me I am here
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me - Folklore

Call me, call me,
I am in folklore.
Call me, I will
Be there, sure.

Kiss me, kiss me,
Monster, kiss me,
I will be there
With you, sure.

Mason, mason,
Make a tombstone
For me, for me.
Sure, I will be
There and be ready
To see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me A Fool

I bid you goodbye,
Excuse me, I am
Not for you.

Call me a fool,
If you so like,
But see my reactions,
Here at this time.

I am not mad,
Rather, I feel proud.

See me, see my capability
To do anything.

I know who I am,
And yet, I wonder
While observing livelihood.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me A Thief

Who is not a thief?

The man who enjoys
Himself is a thief.

If I keep
Selfish motive
With me
To gain honour
And praise,
Then I lost
My purity
And peace.

You must
Call me a thief;
I have no speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Back

Call me back,
Call me back.

I want not to
Stay anymore here.
Here, I fear
The fire,
And it is there
In my desire.

Desire is not
Leaving me, see.
And I am burning
Myself, see me.

And I am afraid of
All living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Either In Danger Or In Happiness

Call me either in danger or in happiness.

Either in danger
Or in happiness
you call me
And see
I am here
Within no time.

Such is our relation
You may forget everything
See me at any time
Within in your memory
I am your history
I am writing our story.

You may cry
You may smile
No matter
You are mine
You within though
Call me call me.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me In A Different Name

Call me in a different name,
If you are not satisfied with
The names that are here with me.
Switch views that are here
And say whether you are satisfied
Or not, If satisfied then say
Clearly how you feel with all and
Then say what can be done further.
Your suggestions have great value
For me and for all as well and
We are all waiting for that.
Come on and start your journey
From here, from me to there
Where I am established with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me In Any Name

Call me in any name,
No matter whether
Sobriquet or ordinary.
And see me I am here
to help you and ready to
do whatever you wish.
Call me in any name,
Call me in any name.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me In Any Name And See

Call me in any name
I will reach at you
At any time, anywhere
You like. I care not
The sunset or sunrise.
Call me in any name
And see I care only you.
Call me in any name
I will reach you
With peace to tell you
Live here with a promise.
Call me in any name
And see what I promise
How I am fulfilling it.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Later, Please.

Call me later, please.
See, now I am busy.
Busy in day to day work.
I have to finish my works
Within the time
Prescribed by you.
I have to count the birds,
I have to measure the sky.
I have to go to the lane
And tell the men the news
That are there with them.
I have to return the oil
To the wholesaler that are
Outdated and direct him
To do the needful.
Ask me not at this time,
I am with my mother
And my mother is ill.
Come on please, I am here
And telling you everything
In my mother-tongue
On this mother-land.
Am I not free here
To describe my pleasure
That are so clear?
To hear, call me later..

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Not Friend

Call me not friend
I am not escapist
Hope-stream is
Still in me.

It is a revolution
In my path of progress
It is not destruction
Not able to grow in disgrace.

Listen, being a poet
I belong to all
It is my creative stability
That is there in You.

Always I am here
In poems that are
As pure as Ganges water
My dear, I am the love letter.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Only Once

Only once,
call me only once
And I would be there
Where you are.
Here I am
And I am here
To give relief
From every agony.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me Up

Call me up
When you are
In between
The devil and
The deep blue sea.
Remember, I am
There within you.
Fear not, fear not,
Nothing to fear.
You are here
For all good.
And goodness needs
Your love and
Your truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Me, I Am Here

Call me,
I am here
to attend you.

You are there
to purify me,
That I know.

And I am surrendering
all that are yours
only to see your smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
Call My Roll

I am present
You may call my roll
I am in my dream
You may call it real.

I am in my real world
You called me mad
I am mad
You called me dead.

I am present
You may call my roll
I am there to
Answer all
You want to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Not

Call not anybody
Anything wrong.
You are the pot
With so many holes.
Incline not to suspect.
And please take
Not any step
Causing suspicion.

Each one is
Pious here.
Each one is
The son and
Daughter of
Nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Call Not Anyone

Call not anyone
Mlecchas,
Or kafirs,
Or heathens
Just because
Unwilling to
Follow you
And your principles.
Respect all and
Give respect to
Each one's own freedom
To think and practice.
This earth is for all,
Let us remember this truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Call The Cat Again

Cat is here
Let me talk,
No nonsense.
Let me stay
With the cat,
No nonsense.
I know cat is
The root of all
Nuisances.
Still I love cat,
And I see the cat
Here with me
At every moment.
Call the cat again.

Gajanan Mishra
Call To The Heart Of All

Heed the call of Kedarnath,
Generous contribution be given
For relief to the stranded
And the displaced and for
The rebuilding of Kedarnath
And surroundings.

Kedarnath, the common heritage
Of all regions and all religions
All of us have a role to play
In this hour of tragedy and trials
Heed the call of Kedarnath
Take part in restoration works .

Gajanan Mishra
Called Jesus

No man is there called
Jesus in our village
My scooter Chetak
Now failed give milage.

My wife told me
To go to relative's marriage
My scooter Chetak
Yet to come from garrage.

My name is Gajanan Mishra
And How you dare to said not clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Calling Me Angry

Calling me angry
You wanted to
Satisfied your mission.

I have keep my patience
And for this anger is
Far away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Calling Me Rise

Calling me rise
Keeping my breath
In clean hand offering
Sacred love you are
 Alone here with me
 Day in and day out.

Gajanan Mishra
Calling Of Autumn

Calling of autumn
Is there and here.
I am listening
And uttering
The word thanks.
But for what?
Autumn is busy,
Busy in flowering
The entire area
With sweet love.
But for whom?
I have to go
And I have to know
What is there
In the minds
Of autumn.
Autumn is there
And I am going
Within me to
Search out the reasons
Of not going out
At this morning.
It is autumn
And autumn is here,
Please come men
And live a life
Without fear..

Gajanan Mishra
Calling To Dance

All colourful lights,
All live, all milk,
All thoughts, pure.
Life bebble are
On the shore.
Together we live
On love, together
We dream on the diagram
Of the ocean and the sky.
Music of time is
Calling us to dance
And sing and love.
We raise our hands to
Touch the moon and the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Calm - The Sea

How can I
Cross the sea
With its calmness?
The smile
Of the moon is
Unbearable.
My thirst is
Here with me,
And I am
Losing my faith
Day by day.
The cruel night
Is still here
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
Calm And Quite

I am a tree
I am here to grow
In natural process.

I am a bird
I am here to fly
In natural process.

I am the sky
I am here to stay
Calm and quite.

Gajanan Mishra
Calm, Careful, And Thoughtful

Stay calm, careful, and thoughtful,
For peace, for progress, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Camel

Camel, camel,
The ship of the desert.
Camel, camel,
The transport, the expert.
Camel, camel,
You have humps one and two.
Camel, camel,
Humps are used to protect fat, true.
Camel. camel,
Thick rows of eyelashes
protect your eyes from dust,
In time of need and
In desert
You are one to trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Camouflage

No looking backward
No forward.
Just invest labor
Just reap charmer.

And nothing I wish
Nothing annul fish.
Trying to maintain image
Just for camouflage.

Gajanan Mishra
Can Anyone Say

Can anyone say
Life is a concrete whole?
Is it for one's own happiness
And comfort?
Where is the interest
Can anyone say
Correctly selflessly?
And where is suffering
Where is loneliness
After gaining knowledge?

What is knowledge
Minus truth?
What is truth
Without love, without You?

Gajanan Mishra
Can I Touch The Sky?

Can I touch the sky?
Can I pluck that star?
Can I eat the sun or the moon
As a fresh cake in the morning
Or in the evening before all?
Can I change the course of my future?
If all the answers are in the negative,
How do you dare to call me a cheat or a loopy?

Gajanan Mishra
Can Not Go Together

Man and woman here
Can not go together
They are East and west.

They are earth and sky
They are matter and spirit
They are the best if rightly put together.

Before putting together
Meet the requisite qualification
Mechanical process of profession.

First have with you self-realization
Make useful connection with liberation
give everywhere proper attention.

You will get the heaven at your doorstep
If east and west have there no gap
If man and woman is there in one earthly lap.

Gajanan Mishra
Can The Sea Touch The Sky

Can the sea touch the sky?
How far the sea can fly?

To think, to invite pain.
Without thinking
How could you get happiness!

Gajanan Mishra
Can We Be Friends?

Can we be friends?
If yes,
Email me-
gajananmishra60@.

Remember,
In friendship
Nothing required,
Nothing to give and take.

Remember,
Love must be there,
With proper understanding
In time and space.

Gajanan Mishra
Can We Be Friends? If Yes Remember

Can we be friends?
If yes,
Email me-
gajananmishra60@.

Remember,
In friendship
Nothing required,
Nothing to give and take.

Remember,
Love must be there,
With proper understanding
In time and space.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You

Can you measure love
Can you pickup sky
Can you count sands
Can you bind air
If am in love
Can you think love
And what it love
Love is not accolade
You can not abridge love
Love is spontaneous
Acclaim love
Across-the-board
And love is not
An albatross around your neck
You may call love aficionados
Bravo
You are also in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Change The System

Can you change the system?
If yes, then come.

Are you the owner?
If no, here is the door.

Your sweet will is ready to kill
We are worry and so
We are trying to finish the story.

You are to hear
You are to bear
All the disaster here.

No loss having a fool
Watch as a fool
Do as a fool
Live as fool
To be a fool
Is really beautiful.

Let the system change
On its own way
Let the men pass
As a passer by.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Dare

You can dare to
Compose poem
And you can compose
If you are free from
Illicit connection with woman
Animal slaughter
Intoxication and
Speculative gambling of all sorts
And if you are composing poems
Then be sure you are
On the path of progressive life
That is pure and perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Not Stay Here?

Can you not stay here?
Here, with me?

Stay here and see
And count the stars.
Stay here and measure,
Measure the heat of the body.
Stay here with me
And you can
Make the heat cool.
Stay here with me
And listen the throbbing
Of my heart.

I am here,
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Please Everyone?

Can you please everyone?
No answer from anyone.

Back to truth,
And achieve perfection.

No one is helpless,
Each one is full and complete
In all respect.

You are purified
Inside and outside.

Remember, you are
The entire world,
The whole universe.

But the goal is truth,
Goal is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Say

Can you say
Where and which
Is the beginning
And where and which
Is the end? ?

I know
You yourself
Do not know
What you are and
Where you are.

I know
Appearance and
Disappearance and in
That processes the needs
Of perseverance.

Search and research
Yourself, O my dear
Find here your life’s bud
In all exhibition at once
Within this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Can You Say Who You Are

Can you say who you are
But you are silent with
No hand no foot no ear.
I know my words are capable
To turn you towards me
But you are not in a position
To move from the place
Where you are.
Where are you let me ask again,
But you smile with reddish lips
And utter nothing but telling
Everything and I believe it
All true like clinging air
And the drifting water.

Gajanan Mishra
Canine Teeth

Fire breathing
Believe it or not
I am living.

Fire breathing
Body turning fossils
With huge canine teeth.

Gajanan Mishra
Canvas - Painting

Canvas - painting,
Life, live.
River bank,
Sea shore,
And the sky.
Ask not the size, range
Or some other
Suplimentaries.
But see the images
And satisfy yourself.
All art, all portraits,
All new, all artistic.
No color used.
You - to follow all.

Gajanan Mishra
Capability

I am capable
To do what
I desire.
Challenge me
Not, if you
Challenge, you
Would be smash
By your own.
Let me honor you,
As because,
You dare to stay
Here so long
Without expectation.

Gajanan Mishra
Capacity Is Not Here With Us

Capacity is not here with us,
And we are searching the blue star
During the play of Kabadi.
And we are going to climb the Himalayas
Without knowing the trick how to win,
And we are staying in the safe custody
Though the tree is uprooted in the rain.

The riverside area is not ours
And still we are wandering there.
The good and bad effects all are there
With us when we look towards our own room,
There you can find the end of the sky
And there you cannot search anything more.
See, all around water and waters
It is near us the lamp is lighted.

Gajanan Mishra
Capital

Keep your anger
Under control, my dear,
It is your capital.

Gajanan Mishra
Capital Of Happiness

Nothing is lost,
grieve not.

Remember, life is
A profit making
Business,
If you have kept
The capital of
Happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Capture Poem

Capture poem
They are there
In the water
In the air
In the light
In the earth
In the sky.

Capture poem
They are there
In the bark, bray, bleat, bell, bellow, buzz, babbles
In the coo, crow, cackles, croak, chant
They are there
In the grunt, gibber, gaggle, growl
In the melody, monotone, neigh, mew, purr, hiss
In the shriek, squeak, scream, screech,
In the laugh, low, yelp
In the roars, booming, clapping, groaning, drizzling
In the pealing clattering
Capture capture
Capture the poem
That are within you
That are beyond you.

Gajanan Mishra
Captured By Love

It is love
It is love
And I am
Captured by
Only love
It is affection
It is affection
I am captured
By only affection
I need no liberation.

I am here within
Just think
Just think and
Feel no separation
I am not going
I am not coming
No reason for
Agitation and
Nothing is called
Separation as
No reason is there
For separation.

Please come
And be ready to
Enjoy each and
Every moment
With me with smile
I am rising
Like the morning sun
I am singing like cuckoo
I am calling you like peacock
I am here I am here I am here.

I am here I am here
In your bondage of love
I am the slave of love
See me hear me feel me
In your works in your living.

Gajanan Mishra
Capturing Is Magic

Capturing is magic
And it is I
Who is here to show.
Allow me to
Reproduce you
In the manner
You like.
I begin to burn
While I start
To watch you.
Truth is
You are there
In my caught and
I am catching on.

Gajanan Mishra
Capturing The Thief

Capturing the thief
Is my motto
And who is the thief
That I know
I know, my dear
You are here
With me always
And taking away
All my valuable
Possessions that are
With me
My sobriety my shyness
My fear my discrimination
And and and my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Car Festival - Puri

And where is PURI
Puri is Pura-your body my dear
And you are in your car
To see all to show all
That you are here.

Three deities are in your body
Your body is your car
And here you find present
Past and future
And you alive and
You are on your journey
On the life-grand road
Known as Ratha Jatra - car festival.

Gajanan Mishra
Car Festival Symbolises

Car festival of Lord Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Subhadra symbolises LORD's desire to come out of the temple for a brief period to give darshan and to redeem to patitas. The chariot of Lord Jagannath and His brother Lord Balabhadra and His sister Devi Subhadra are dragged by thousands of devotees in their respective chariots from the main gate of Sri Mandira to Gundicha Mandira near about 3 kms away.
At Gundicha Mandira the Lord along with His entourage remains for 7 days. Chariots move on Grand Road Bada danda. The Gods perform their return journey on the 9th day and this is known as Bahuda Jatra.

Gajanan Mishra
Car Is Here

Car is here and I am in the car
Car is here and car is within me
Car is useless if I left the car
Car is here and I am going and coming.
Neither the car nor I
Who can be termed self-sufficient
Inter-linking system is there
And I trust the car being my best friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Car Is Taking Me

Car is taking me,
whose car? I feel
not necessary to know,
it is not mine, I am sure.
To truth, I want to go,
with the car but where the truth is,
that is not known to me,
and the car is taking me on its own.
Is the car under my control?
I am putting this question to myself
and the car is dithering
and the company is taking steps
for servicing and replacing the parts
damaged so far.

Gajanan Mishra
Car Without Wheels

Car without wheels
Body without soul
Wife without husband
Husband without love
Love without truth
Truth without reality
And the sky without the earth
Have no value.

Gajanan Mishra
Care Not

Care not consequences
in the process of
Upgradation.
Care not life
It is not
but illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Careful Accounts

I am here
I am here taking
Careful accounts of
Everything, my dear.

Keep within you
Good feeling and
Good sense always
Everywhere, my dear.

Seek allies and helpers
And make yourself
Strong and united.

It is one the past
The present and the future
O my dear, and everything is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Careful Attention

Careful attention
Be given to
Each and everyone
Here, my dear,
Difficult though.
Besides the sky
And the earth
Nothing is here.
No one is here,
Besides the light
And the air,
Added factor
Is the water.
And with all
We are show
How we are going
To disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
Careful Thought

Careful thought is
Needed to start
Any project related
To life.
Lost not confidence
And stay till
Your honour remain
In tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Carefully Mark

Carefully mark,
Each and every incident,
Here at all times.
Earn complete knowledge
And go on working
With full energy.
The key of close door
Is with you, use it.
But be careful, use it
With full caution.
Love yourself first
And proceed with all
Truthfulness that are in you.
Declare yourself as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Careless

Careless all,
Faceless all,
Soulless all.
And all are
In the body
Not belong to
Anyone of them.

All lightning,
All thunder,
All ash.
And all are
In the mouth of death
All days and nights
With nothing left behind.

No color,
No horizon,
But it is all open
To call anyone
And to show all
The truth
In sands and
In flowers.

All to beat,
All to make them
Wash with holiness.
All signs,
All music,
All life,
They all try hard
To spin with time.

Gajanan Mishra
Carpenter

Withdrawing myself
From all sides
I have got deeply
Attached to you
O my Carpenter
Without you
I have no existence
I can not live for a moment
I can not bear
I can not tolerate
Separation for a moment
From you
Slipping out of memory
Even for a moment
O my Carpenter
You are my creator
You are my only near and dear
You are my father mother
Guide friend and philosopher.

Gajanan Mishra
Carry Out The Command

Carry out the command
And check how your aims
Are being fulfilled.
Come out from the house
And see how your works
Are being completed.
You are to stay still
Till the waves returned back.

Gajanan Mishra
Carrying Something

Carrying something
With the body
Is not possible.
I know it,
You know it.

And knowing everything
We both try to
Carry something
With us.

You want time,
I want sky.
But for both
The words are
The barriers.

You are in the cave
And in safe,
You said.
I am opened,
I am in fire
And in air
And in danger.

I said nothing
And I leave the place
For you.
But where are you,
I search, and I
Try to search you out,
But without any fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Carryout The Orders

You are just to
Carry out the orders
of the Almighty
For the welfare of all
And then see
Good fortune is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Carve Not

Carve not
Any line
And raise
Your hands,
As the time
Is firing
At you.

But let us
Enjoy this
Playful time
With every
Words that
Are here.

Don't go
Far, but
Come near.
We are
The survivors
At this hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Cashless Business

Cashless business,
Bookless knowledge,
Letterless book,
Languageless life,
All we enjoy,
In this digital world.
The world is crowded,
And we witness,
The life-long match.
High and low,
All we enjoy with
Cards or paytm.
Is progress stalled,
No, never at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Caste Color

Caste color
Creed country
Forget all
and do your duty.
Go not with
Praise honor
Name and fame
And feel not shame.
I must teach you
How to purify your
Thoughts sentiments
And also aims.
Remove doubts within you
And realize truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Caste-Stumbling Block

Caste, colour, religions,
Position, qualifications
All are stumbling block
In the progress of humanity.
All the above be used
In the service of human race,
And no one should try to
Get benefits using the above
For personal development.
All the above are men made,
In the eyes of nature all
Are equal and nature wants
Men to exist and enjoy life
In full cooperation and coordination.

Gajanan Mishra
Casting A Glance

Casting a glance
And it is love
Meaning of life lost.

Hold the earth
Steadily my dear
No break no fear.

It is love
It is in Truth
And I love You.

I love You
O my dear, take life
As the cost.

Love means not
Lust but lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Casting Aside These Things

I appeared absolutely
Without any vanity
Truly I discard all
I discard the importance
As I have no interest
In these things see
I wish to give up
As I do not want to
Stay helpless
I know my body is of no use
I know my body never
Comes to my help
It is my renunciation
Of desires that helps.

Gajanan Mishra
Casting Couch

Casting couch -
In life,
In literature,
In struggle.

Casting couch -
Is it archvillain?
Is it extremely diplomatic?
Is it very reasoned?

Casting couch -
Hey, do you know?
I know not
Whether it is an act
Of a terrorist!
I am not fearful,
Let me say-
Stay cool.

What I lack,
I know better.
What I value,
I know better.

See and know
My aggressive posture.

Gajanan Mishra
Cat And Bell

No bell no cat
cat with bell
Cat without bell
Bell without cat.

Let the cat come
With bell
Let the bell be there
Where it is
Test the bell
Test its proper working.

Cat is pleased
With the bell
And bell is crying
When it is in laboratory
and it forget its
History.

Gajanan Mishra
Cat Is Here

The cat is here
And the mouse played mischief.
I am not in a position
To find a solution in this
Steel chamber of mine
To stay unhurt.

Gajanan Mishra
Cat Is There

Cat is there
In this room.
Let me search it.
I cannot say
The color of the cat.
I can say
The room is
Lighted.
I am looking
For the cat
Since long.
The cat is
There with its
Mew, mew, mew.

Gajanan Mishra
Cat, Cat, Pussy Cat

Cat, cat, pussy cat,
Good luck is coming
With you, I know that.

If you are following me
I know money is coming,
You are the magical queen.

You are able to see
My life force that is
Invisible to me.

White or black, no matter
If you are here with me, my dear,
I think myself lucky forever.

For that, my dear, I want to,
Have with you, a chat.

Gajanan Mishra
Cat-Calls

Cat-calls
Be avoided
For all welfare.

A space be given
To minorities
In social fabric
For their own.

A new and positive
Way should be discovered
For peaceful coexistence
Here on this land.

Let all realize,
We are made for
Each other here.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch Him

Catch him, catch him
He is going,
He is your love, your joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch Me

Catch me
If you are there,
I am falling here.

I am falling and falling,
But you are here.
And you are catching me,
I know dear.

The source of my life
Is in you,
I know you are the truth.

I can't imagine
Who I am without you.
I can't move an inch
Here or there without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch Not Shadow

Lose not substance
Pushkin, show the vanity
That is in unity
In broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch not the dog's tail,
You can do nothing with it.

You should seek
The shelter of truth
And live fearlessly.

Danger is there
At every step, no doubt.

But you are not a fool,
I think, and you can cross
Every hurdle here easily.

No protection needed,
I know, you are also
An aquatic and you
Know also airways.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch that white mynah,
That is there since long
For you.

Catch that black clouds
Who are busy in preparations
For a war.

See the earth and spread
Your wings to measure the sky.

Climb up the mountain,
And see what is going on
Under it.

Someone is there for you,
Remember and stay silent.

- Rendering into Odia language;
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Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Butterfly

Catch the butterfly,
Catch the butterfly.

Is the butterfly
within your grasp?

Pursue the butterfly,
Pursue the butterfly.

But have patience
And be quiet.

Butterfly may come to you,
It may alight upon you.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch the kingfisher,
And see its colours.
Hear its dry, loud,
Squealing sounds.
Observe, it is there
To migrate to the area
Where the water is not frozen.
It can hunt anywhere
In any place, in any water,
Salt or clean, no matter.
Find the kingfisher
In India and also in London,
But its lifespan is short,
It is known to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Light

Go and
Catch the light,
There, at the spot.
It is your turn,
Failing which
You will be
Nowhere, remember.
The light is coming
For you, use it
For others.
I know, you are
The impersonal feature.
Take pleasure in
Catching and in using.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Opportunity

Catch the opportunity
And proceed ahead.
Time is there with you,
Rise and awake and
Do the needful.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Serpent

Catch the serpent
By the tail
And play with it
Like a boy.

The serpent is
Undesirable and
Killed it
After playing.

The wicked are
Like the serpent,
Like the undesirable
Grass and plants.
Let them go
On the exit road.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Thief

Your dog is
Barking at the thief.
Beat not the dog,
But catch the thief.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Truth

Catch the truth,
It is there
Within you.

For truth
Leave all
There, where
They are.

They are there,
The flowers.
They are there,
The stars.

Catch them all,
They are for you,
They are for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch The Word

Catch the word
That is flying
Make an issue
And be happy.

Nothing wrong
Catching word
Intention right
Clear open mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Catch With All Goodness

Catch with all goodness,
Good catch.
Catch all creatures,
In your poetry -
Poetry, I know,
A full-time endeavor,
Goes well with
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Catching Fiah

Catching fish
He said
Let us forget.
Eating sugar
He said
A liar.
Walking on road
He sad
Black, the sky.
Questions follow
Splattered with blood.
And the day ends,
With no reasons
Known to us.

Gajanan Mishra
Catching Fish

You must enter water
To catch fish.
You must try hard
To achieve something.
You must show valor
To get success and wealth.
If it is poison
It is always poison,
That can destroy you.
Have faith and
Know the truth.
Be truthful
And gain faith.
Here find life.

Gajanan Mishra
Catching Sky

The style of catching the sky
Really wonderful.
Keep the sky in your pocket
And be careful.
At any time the sky
in collaboration with
Air and fire
can put you in trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
Catching The Flying Bird

Catching the flying bird
Is not easy as you say.
Words have meaning
Only transforming the words
In to actions and
Actions are not easy
To follow.
You can easily say let us go
Going is not so easy
Without clearance and
Green signal you know.
What knowledge you have
Gathered is not confirmed
Unless and until you
Are here as a conscience
Keeper and time and again
You are to clarify
And justify your presence here.

Gajanan Mishra
Catching The Wind

Not separable,
Ths body and
The world.
So also I can't
Separate myself
From you.
And I am going to
Catch the wind in the net.

Gajanan Mishra
Caterpillar

Disturb not caterpillar
Let it go on its way
It is going to meditate
With austerity
To be a butterfly
To add beauty
To the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Caterpillar  ??????????? (Kosli)
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Gajanan Mishra
Caterpillar And Butterfly

Can you say
The distance
Between a caterpillar
And a butterfly?

See me
I am the distance,
See me
If you can.

I am in both
The caterpillar
And the butterfly.

I am counting
The hours and minutes
Here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Caterpillar In To Butterfly

Caterpillar in to butterfly
Go on there is the way
Go on there is the sky
By meditating by chanting
Go on go on go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Cats and devils
Are here.
How they are here
That I can't say.

But with eyes
And legs,
They are telling
Something in
Other languages.

I am not ready to accept,
What so ever might be
The consequences.
I am staying far away
From them.

Gajanan Mishra
Cats And Milk

Cats and milk,
As death and life.
And we are
enjoying in between.

Day by day, market
Is going to close,
Desire and sorrow,
Keep us in shadow.

We see shiny our hope
in the midst of all strife,
We also hear
the call of sheriff
to explain how we are
spending our life

Gajanan Mishra
Cat's Miaow

Let me utter,
And I would
Like to request
You to hear.

Let me know
The achievement
We acquired so far.
I let you know
Where I am now
And my position there.

Nectarean juice of
My words are to be taken
Into account and let me
Tell you, I am paramount.

Gajanan Mishra
Caught On Camera

Let me speak
A different tongue,
I want not to be burned.
Tolerate me and
Bear out my barbarous words.
If you are good and honest
Honour me for my bravery.
But be sure I am not a brat

Gajanan Mishra
Causal

Take it causal
Life is causal
Your whole existence is causal
Sunrise sunset causal
Governing bounding causal
Rolling wheel is causal
Pin of axle shaft also causal
Your life is causal
Your whole existence is causal.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause And Effect

You caused my birth
You intended to cause my birth
You had received provocation
You have a sound mind
You are capable of knowing
O my dear I am being an instrument
Incapable of doing anything
As I am not independent.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause No Injury

Cause no injury,
O my dear, causing
injury or suffering
to others is bad.

Be careful,
Be careful while living
Here at this moment
The Master is watching you,

Don't engross
yourself in violence
Don't be a man
selfish nature.

Feel that you are
the part and parcel of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Not Anxiety

Cause not anxiety
For others.
Full moon is
With you,
Worry not.
See the beauty,
Feel the trembling,
Enjoy the gentle breeze.

Take care the surrounding,
Your absolute purity
And simplicity are
The asset
Take note
Good everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Not Disruption

Cause not disruption,
Incite not violence,
But maintain social harmony
And peace for regular world order,
And the development of all.
All should be given a chance
To grow more powerful and strong.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Not Grief

Cause not grief
To others.
Each one is
Worshipable and
Respectful.
Be aware of life,
You are fortunate
And glorified here.

In some way or other,
We are related
With each other and
The grief is combined.
Cause not grief
To others.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of All Causes - Love

You are my Love
I am your love
Everything that exists
Emanates from Love.

What is the origin of Love
I know not
What are the stars doing
In the sky I know not
I know only love and
I am sure it is the bond of love
That is the cause of all causes.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of Dissatisfaction

Cause of dissatisfaction
Is mysterious I know and
I know in Your presence
O my dear all mysteries
Would be washed out
It is possible only through
Broadcasting your glories
That is spotless and
Not worthless.

Gajanan Mishra
Are wife and husband a cause
Of great unhappiness?

But wife and husband
A man and a woman plan
Together to attain happiness
And decrease unhappiness.

The activities of wife and husband
Are full of desires
And wife and husband are
Cause of great unhappiness.

Be perfect
And render love service
For the self-realization
Of the entire society.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of Human Bondage Is

Ego that is the pride of
I me and mine
And it comes when you
Separate yourself from
The existence of God
As in I me mine there is
Strife greed competition
Violence and my dear
There arise in your heart
Envy jealousy lust anger
When you are awake
And in love you feel
Nothing is yours and
Everything is His
Then only you live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of Life

I know not anything,
But I know
It is all mystery.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of My Living

Cause of my living
Is best known to me.

I know all good fortunes
Are here with me.

Spiritual science assimilated
Good things are protected.

Religious understanding
Are experienced.

I know what is what
And that is benefited.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of My Sadness

I am hungry
I am sad
I am naked
I am sad
I am on the footpath
I am sad
Still I am happy
That I have nothing
And nothing to lose
And I am sad
I am not begging you
Anything I am not a beggar
The cause of my sadness
Is You my dear
In spite of all you have
You are not happy
And you never be.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of Pain - Desire

No hearing no pain
No seeing no pain
No feeling no pain
No need no pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Cause Of Painful Life

Is sinful action.

Understand the things as they are
And be free from sinful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Causeless

Causeless,
Who said this,
That I know not.
But I said
How can life be
Religionless.
My existence is
Not possible
Without the root
Or sustenance.
How can the birds fly
Without the sky.
Religion is the sky
To say goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Causeless Mercy

Let us penetrate
The crisis.

Life in practice
Be practical and
Come with process.

I am here with you
And watching
Nook and corner
What is happening

Here is science
Here is art
Life is a fine craft.

Gajanan Mishra
Causeless Mercy—For All Times

Causeless mercy
Causeless mercy is there
And it is
Always increasing
For all times.

I am in Your service
O my dear, always
And my service
Period is expanding
For all times.

Factually I am Yours
And You are mine
We both are playing
Here with time
For all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Causes Of Degradation

Degraded thrice
Causes of degradation are
Lust anger and greed.

Three
Three most powerful enemies are
Lust anger and greed.

Three
Three stages of life
Birth life and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Causes Of Sin

Causes of sin are
desire, selfishness and ego.
Causes of sin
are not doing one's own duties.

Describe yourself
Fully in your verse
Describe yourself
And not be cursed.

And attain equanimity
And get liberation
Go with problems
And with solutions.

Gajanan Mishra
Caw, Caw, Caw

Caw, caw, caw,
Hearing the words of
clever fox,
the crow opened
her mouth
and she lost
her food.

Gajanan Mishra
Cctv

I am before the camera that is Yours,
That I know from the very beginning.
Light or weightful I know not but I am
Before the mirror that is Yours.
Rivers or sea, trees and forest that are
There and as usual I am looking in my open eyes.
I am looking forward and looking for a new structure
With all green signs within.

Gajanan Mishra
Cease not,  
But go on doing,  
What you are doing  
Till perfection  
Is there.  
And go on doing  
As per your nature  
That suits you.  
While doing  
Please, be not a man  
Of deluded intellect.  
And my dear, excel  
By remaining unattached  
With the work, you are doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Celebrate The Best

Celebrate the best, my dear,
Celebrate the best.
You yourself is the best
Best product of Almighty.
Celebrate the Truth and love
Celebrate the best.
Best is your life
Celebrate the life and enjoy it.
I am there with you here
See me and hear my words with attention
Life is a celebration
It is a way of liberation.
Life is not a bond
Life is a scope of modification.

Gajanan Mishra
Celebrate With Love

Celebrate with love
The promises you make
Here exclusively I
As pure as sky
And unique my love
And I am here only
For you and you are
There only for me
Only for love
Without one
No value of another
We are made for each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Celebrated

You are celebrated, men,
For your all good qualities
And opulences.
You are elevated
In every respect in cleanliness
And patience and nonviolence.
You have learned how to
Live and let live,
With all human qualities.
Be not a demon men, and
Harm not others.
Be not a black spot
In the name of men.
Be a true man.

Gajanan Mishra
Celestial Thought

Pure white
And not rustic.

Is it eternity
Where there is
No shadow?

I know
You all
In the clutches of sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Celestial Treasures

Oh men, know that
You have supernatural powers
With celestial treasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Census

Since the procedure
of counting is faulty
I rely not on the report.

Since the words
Are not pure, the poem
Is not effective.

Since the sky is
Not there, the very
Existence of earth is doubtful.

Since the birds are
Not singing, how can
You say life is enjoyable.

Everything is here,
Root cause is I am in fear,
And I am not able to follow
Life's procedure.

The river, the mountains,
The forests and all creatures
Are there, but the defect is with me
And I failed to declare, I am honest.

Since I am not well,
All are not well,
And I am not able to
Correct myself yet.

Gajanan Mishra
Cent Percent Indian

No fifty fifty
But entirety
And you said
I have might
That I denied
In the night.

No fifty fifty
I am full alone
And full clone
That I said
In my tone
O man, agree
or not
I am cent percent
Indian Indian.

Gajanan Mishra
Central Beauty

Central beauty -
Women.
The center of
All beauties -
Women.
The source of
All creatures -
Women.
The symbol of
Love and truth
And tolerance -
Women.
Center of all strength -
Women.
All joys,
All victories,
Are with
Women.
The reasons of
Birth, death
And life -
Women.
The reasons of
War and peace
And living -
Women.
Home and abroad,
All are with
Women.
Smile and cry,
Close and open,
All options -
Women.
All opportunities,
All dangers,
And everything -
Women.
We are all here
The reasons behind it -
Women.
Up and down,
This side, that side,
Above and below -
Find, here, there -
Women.

Gajanan Mishra
Central Point Is Love

Central point of all my
Activities is love
And it is also the truth.
I am taking all advantages
And discharging my duties
On behalf of you.
I know, you are the only
Master here and I am to
Realize you in lieu of all.
You are at the center, my dear,
You are here always,
I know, it is I to leave
The place. It is I
To change the colors
For you - the fixed future.

Gajanan Mishra
Centre Of

Please, try not to
make me the centre
of attraction.
What you think
I am not
that type of person.

I am simply
a composer of words
that have a mixture
of love.
I am a lover
of language
that is yours and
that belong to my world.

Gajanan Mishra
Centre Of Global Round-Up

Make in India,
Centre of global round-up.
Sparking renewed
Sense of pride.
Best producer,
Best market creator,
Best manufacturer,
All the best for future.
Major wins are
In our side.
We invite all
For trade and development.
We are reaching our goal
With truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love affection mercy  
Kindness all are certain.

You are certain  
I am certain.

The sky is certain  
The sun the moon  
The air the light  
the water the earth  
All are certain  
Our life with all those  
Surely be certain.

Worry not renu  
Our shape and size  
May change  
Time and place  
May change  
We remain unchange  
Within our room  
And we are certain.

Gajanan Mishra
Certainly

Certainly
You cannot say
Which one is better
Life or death!

Life and death,
Both are mere words
And they have no
Relation with reality.

Reality has
No place
In light.

But light has a
Place everywhere, and
Darkness concedes defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Certainly Here

Certainly here
You can get better knowledge
Certainly here
You can see me
It is for your benefit
I am telling
You just hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Certainly Incomprehensible

Certainly incomprehensible,
Your appearances, your movements,
So too are ours, your followers.

Clear, though, this world,
Not we are.
We are not for anything,
True to the words.

Our status - something different,
But we have nothing to
Correlates That we possessed.

Existence is both insides
And also outside.
And we are ourselves - the ultimate
Source of all energies.

Gajanan Mishra
I have not power
To translate you,
My dear life.
Yes I can
Live you
But on my way.
My thoughts are
Not yours
I am sure.
But you can
Use me
In your words.
In that sense
Certainly I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Certainly, Yes

But only for general welfare and
Future generation.

Gajanan Mishra
Certificate Of Age

Age?
What is it
No one knows
And yet
Some so called
Authorities are
Coming forward to
Issue certificate
Of age.

The use - I know not,
When and how to count age-
All are in confusion.
We know,
And it is the truth also,
Sun is not there to rise,
Not there to set.
No one can say
And give guarantee
Whether he is alive
Or he is dead.

Age also
Does not mean
Time and a period of time.
Day and night are silent
On the issues of livings.
The week, the fortnight,
The month, the seasons-
All are waiting for approval
Till date, and the dates
Are also not correct,
And not universal and
Unanimously not
Accepted by all and
hence give no importance,
My dear, to age.
Cessation Of Thought

I like this state,
The state of cessation
Of thoughts.

Neither I am deluded
Not volatile, see me,
I am constant like you.

I do not want to
Attain you, I feel
No need of it.

And how can I
Attain I know not
Since you are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Chacha Nehru

1.

Chacha Nehru,
They called him.

The children
And Nehru
Are two facets.

Nehru @ Jawaharlal Nehru,
The vision of all,
Child and old alike.

Let us invest our
Time and efforts
For the children,
For our own future.

The call- let us hear
From our Prime Minister.

2.

They are innocent,
They are talented,
They are intelligent,
We are to take care them,
The children.

Our love,
Our affection,
Our bright future,
The children,
We are to take care them.

Let us sing,
Let us dance,
We are for them,
For the children.
3.

Happy children's day,
My dear all.

Live like a child always.
Children are the dreams
Of our future.
Achieve them through
Love and affection.

Each one is
The gift of nature.
Natural truth is there
In each one there.

For our bright tomorrow,
Let us make the children
Happy and make them smile.

4.

The children are something,
Let us recognize them.
The children are the truth,
Let us love them.

The children are the spirits,
They are the joy,
They are really universal.

The children are
The roots of responsibility,
The children are
Wings of independence.

Let us love them.
To love the children means
To love ourselves.
Chhadidia, Mate Chhadidia (Odia)

Chhadidia, mate chhadidia
Jadi paruchha,
Mu kintu ethare tumaku
chhadibara nuhen.

Mu ethare milaijibaku
achhi tuma bhitare, priya,
ebam tume ethare achha
purba pari bhayasunya.

karanahin kichhi
tume mate kahuchha
mo aganaku aasi
ebam mu karuchhi
bahuta kama
kebala tuma pain.

Gajanan Mishra
I love you
Means, I love the chain.
The chain is here,
And I feel happy.
But I want to go
Beyond the time,
Beyond the love,
beyond the truth.
And it is not possible
So long as love is
There in between us.
I love you, let me declare
Again and let me show
The stormy ocean within.

Gajanan Mishra
Chain Of Life

To say a woman chain of life
Is not good and is a misconception
Woman is a helping hand, good to say
In the path of salvation.

Good and bad are everywhere
You are losing your constancy
And loading the burden on woman
Injustice it is to better-half, think man.

Your thoughts are evil you are wicked
You are putting mask and not wise
Women are yours only just see
For you everything only a woman can sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
Chair

Sit on the chair, please.
And if you failed or
Unwilling to seat
Anyone can sit there
Either with your consent
Or forcibly without consent.

Any one who sits, controls
And holds the reign
And rule others.

Gajanan Mishra
Chaitra Purnima

Today
Chaitra purnima
Look sarhul
And it is summer
The time to
Worship mother nature.

Look summer here
The days of cold beverages
The days of squash buttermilk
Pakhalrice water handia and lassis
All available in the town.

What about village?
In this summer
Village is burning
No water no food
No work nothing.
The dusk the clash
All available in the village.

Chitra purnima
Today.
Today is the
Chitra purnima
Of Hindu calender
And it is summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Chaka Pain Achhi Rasta

Chaka pain achhi rasta,
Jibana achhi bidraha damana pain,
Mu jane, mu achhi eka bipada purna jagare.

Gajanan Mishra
Chal Bhagma

Kihe kahake ni pachraun na
Kenke jima.

etki ke setki
Haldi gaent jetki
E adke ni aan
Bhagla na than dheki kari
He bengi.

Chal bhagma
Jima ta jima
Gulgula e ne
Kanje hema.

Kahidema gala belke
kenta lagithila chuma.

- 

Let us run away

And don't ask where

This is this
Turmeric tease like
Don't bring here
And that frog
Already fled.

Let us run away
Wait, if we to run away
Why should we disturbed here.
We will speak while going
How tasty the kiss!

Gajanan Mishra
Chalutha (Odia)

Chalutha
Kuaade jauchha
Karana khatir.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Is

Change is the spice of life,
But my dear, call a spade a spade
And put it in its place.

Have faith in truth, my dear
And truth is constant and unchangeable
But see, change is the spice of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Is But Nature

I am eager for change
Change is but my nature
I want change every moment here.

I want change for secure future
Future of change is changed
I am aware to the change viewer.

I dream towards change
Change is the process
That I deserve.

I want change and I deserved
Change for a new idea
For a new hope for a new vision.

Change is but nature with new image
Let us empower ourselves with change.

Gajanan Mishra
Change is but necessary
Without change life is
Just a mockery.

Mind it, my dear,
Still water is
Not pure but bad water.

But remember, change life
Means not forgetting past life,
Change life means progressive life
Towards better future with love
With equal vision and with truth.

Life is still
Means lifeless, it is
Changed means it is with all beauties.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Not Easy

Change is not easy
To arrive at truth
Change is not necessary
Just cut the chain
And get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Of Guard

No question
Guard changed.
No question
Forget envy.
Let us work
Together for
World peace.
Forget and
Forgive
Long live
Pope Francis.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Of Guards

Change of guards,
Change of landscape,
Change of life itself.
Pre-truth, post-truth,
I habit for you.

For you
I discard fake news.
No confusion, please,
But stay there where you are
For the very real-time.

Time is really far-reaching,
Fall short time.
And time is life itself,
With the fear of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Of Life Style

The revolution teaches
Change of life style
In a revolution one must
Be a Victor not martyr
In a revolution one must
Take the people with him
In a revolution there must
Be a triumph of good
Over evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Of Name

Changing name  
Gives no effect.  
Let the name be there  
In its place.  
It is your performance  
That matters  
Not name.  
Go not with name,  
But with duty.  
Ego resides in name,  
And desire follow it  
And after that bondage,  
They together take  
What is originally yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Change The Ego

Change the ego
And go on progressing.
Change the ego
And live peacefully.
Change the ego
And see things truly.
Change the ego
And get everything freely.
Change the ego
And say every words openly.
Change the ego
And say you are yours.
It is only by changing your ego
You can make your life perfect and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Change The Face

Change the face for all good
By cultural presentation of humanity
And by re-looking the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Change The System

Change the system
For economic growth
And to suit
Our ambition and
Stay there strong
And as a beacon
In the globe.

Gajanan Mishra
Change This

Let us change this
Here is I
Here is You
Here is Five.

If I wish
I may blow off alone
But waiting for
Your response.

Remember Without I
Nothing is here
Special and singular
Making way out you are there.

Let us move together
This is my splendor
And see
Everything is in order.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Within

Change within
And do everything
By yourself.

You are full,
And not part.
You are complete
And not half.

You are not to perish,
But to create
And to establish
The truth.

You are unchanged,
I know and it is I
Who is to change.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Your Hearts, Men

Change your hearts, men
See, all are doing
Tremendous service
On the surface of the globe
To establish the truth
And to maintain peace.
Love all and see
The changed of hearts of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Your Opinion

Change your opinion
Like the snake
Cast its skin
And live.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Your Thinking

If you are to do anything
Then first change your thinking
Thought process is most important
If you want peace and heaven.

You can change everything
If you think you can
You can do anything
If you think you can.

Changing is the law of nature
You are getting changed every moment
Make it a habit of change
Ignorance to knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Change Yourself

The sky the earth are there
Do not try to change them
If you are so keen to
Change something, change yourself.

The sun the moon
The river the tree
Let them go free
They adorn you shree*.

Shree - All positives of life, wealth, prospects etc.

Gajanan Mishra
Changeable/Unchangeable

I am changeable
And also unchangeable.
I am in dark
And also in light.
I am here
And also there.
I am the origin
And also the end.

Where there is love,
Where there is truth,
I am there.
I am there with you,
I am in you
I am for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Changed Democracy

Changed democracy
Is before us
In our
Changed wants
And wishes.
Is it not another
Name of fear
Or intolerance?
Is it not another
Form of terrorism
And colonialism?
Democracy is for
No one and it is
In fact no where.

Gajanan Mishra
Changed Something

For you
Changed something.

For you
Everywhere
It is black.

Yes,
I stayed open.

And for you, dear.

And for you
I have taken
Everything
Not with me.

Dear, here I am
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Changeless

If you want to see,
See, you are changeless.
These black whites are
Not your identity.
It is all only to show
The public that you are
Here with all.
The sun is constant there
But it is seen rising and
Setting though not true.
There is nothing like
New and old, all what
You say is delusion. put
Qestion to yourself for clarification

Gajanan Mishra
Changeless-Cosmology

Changeless the eyes,
The ears,
What we see and hear.
Our own nature,
And we ourselves-
Changeless
From year to year.
The words are there
So also the sights.
They are not ours,
That is right.
Higher and lower
No difference but
We see cosmic intelligence.

Gajanan Mishra
Changes - The Procession

Changes - the procession
Of year after year.
And the year vibrated
From time to time.
And time reflected
In life.
And life is here
In all contradictions.

Gajanan Mishra
Changes Are Constant

Changes are constant
You are to ponder
Within that.

Demons are within
And also outside
You are to live.

Life is changing
At every moment
You are welcome for right.

Right and left are
Only mental status
See here all bogus.

Please write
On this new orbits.

Gajanan Mishra
Changing Colors

Let me see the changing
Colors of the sky,
Let me see the fixed sun
That is in the sky,
And I know I am the sky
And You are my sun
Let me see myself within You.
The sun is never separate
From the sky but I know
There is no union and also
No disunion and also there is
No disconnection at all
From the union with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Changing Procedures

Changing procedures
I attended the meetings
And here in the meeting
I delivered a speech.

Who are there in the meeting
Ask me not any question
The dogs the vultures
The crows the jackals
Will not spare me.

You Yourself presided
The meeting O my dear
You Yourself do whatever
You think fit.

Gajanan Mishra
Changing Scenario

Jealousy and shyness
Love and loved again
Time-frame demolished.

Gajanan Mishra
Changing Tracks

Always I am
Interested to
Change the track
And I want to
Gain new experiences.
Always I am
There on block road
To open the rigid
Mindsets of others.
I want to hear
My life's call
In the hearts of
Others and
Very careful
About the process
Of my own growth.
My mission is
To go with
My vision.
I know, this world
Has kept a vast
Expanse of opportunities
For me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Changing World

The world changes,
I change not.
My name floats
With all colors
In the deep blue sky.

Sky to sky crossing
Is not easy
As you think.
And I crossed over
All skies.

Gajanan Mishra
Chaning Of Form

It is not really destruction
Say not in this term
It is just changing of form.

We are to furnish the account
In joy, in scorching fire
In never return though there.

Abiding the rules is a gift unfailing
Thinking this earth a heaven
Let us endure all and save ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Chapter Turned Down

Nothing new
Chapter turned down.
Neutralize yourself
My dear with the time
And counter-time.

Potency you possessed
Is unlimited I know.
When the wind blows
Life or right turn
You to realize new creation.

Time fate actions and
All the elements are in you.
Nothing new if anything
Reflected in routine course
On their own.

Nothing new
But what remains is Absolute Truth.
That is You, my dear
That I desire in the interest
Of all here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Charama Patra ??? ???? (Odia)

Rajyara bhasha kara byabahara
Na hele hua dhwansa.

Manerakha-

Rajya srustira mula utsa heuchhi bhasha.
Ae rajyara pratyekara moulika heuchhi bhasha.
Bhasha nahin ta rajya nahin.
Rajya nahin artha tume seva deba pain jaga nahin.
AAu tumar nebaku kichhim nahin.
Tumar kichhi kahibara nahin.
Katha hebaku tuma pakhare bandhu nahanti.
Tume kichhi nuhan,
Tuma pakhare kehi nahanti aau tume
Maribaku jauchha.

In OPdia lipi or Brahmi script;

??? ????
?????? ???? ?? ???????
? ***** ??? ????? ?

?????-
????? ??????? ??? ????
????? ???? ?

? ?????? ?????????
????? ????? ???? ?

???? ????? ? ????? ???? ?

????? ????? ????
???? ???? ???? ????? ?
?? ????? ????? ???? ????? ?
???? ????? ??????? ????? ?
??? ????? ??? ????? ?????? ????? ?
????? ?????? ?????? ????????? ?
???? ???? ???? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Charging Mobile

Charging mobile
Is necessary
Charging daily
With new energy
In silence
Breathe in and
Breathe out
Is necessary
For You
Sink deeper
And deeper
Within you
And charge yourself
His blessing
For your own
Good and good
of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Chariot Of Balabhadra - Taladhwaja

Chariot of Balabhadra is called Taladhwaja
Number of wheels is fourteen
Total number of wooden pieces used is seven hundred sixtythree
Height is 13.2m
Length and breadth - 33' in to 33'
Wrappings Red Bluishgreen colors clothes
This chariot is guarded by Basudev
Name of the charioteer is Matali
The flag is Unnani
The horses are Tibra Ghora Dirghashrama swomanava
The rope is Basuki
Presiding nine deities are Ganesha Kartikeya Sarvamangla
Pralambari Hatayudha Mrutunjaya Natamvara Mkteswar and shesadeva

Lord Balabhadra is the elder brother of Lord Jagannath of Puri
Taladhwaja chariot first moves during Car festival to Gundicha Mandira

Gajanan Mishra
Chariot Of Subhadra - Darpadalana

Subhadra the sister of Lord Jagannath
Follows Brothers Lord Jagannath and Lord Balabhadra
To Gundicha Mandira during Ratha Jatra
On Chariot Darpadalana
This chariot also called Padmadhwaja
Number of wheels are twelve
Total number of wooden pieces used five hundred ninetythree
Height of the chariot is 12.9m
Length and breadth 31'6' into 31'6'
Wrappings - Red Black color clothes
Guarded by Jayadurga
Name of the charioteer is Arjuna
The flag is Nadambika
The name of the horses are Rochika Mochika Jita and Aparajita
The rope is Swamachuda
Presiding nine deities are Chandi Chamunda Ugratara Vanadurga Shulidurga Varahi Shyamakali Mangala and Vimala
Chariot of Subhadra in the middle of Ratha Jatra of Puri.

Gajanan Mishra
Charity

Charity is good
Without expectation of return
To a worthy person
At the proper time and place.

Charity is bad
With the expectation of some return
To an unworthy person
At an improper time and at an impure place.

Gajanan Mishra
Charity And Gift

Charity and gift
Gift is not charity
Charity may be gift.

It is to see
Who is needy
And its time
And place.

Return
No return
No matter.

Searching roots
Watering trees
Drying clothes
Are necessary.

Latest news
Delusion is there
And everywhere
With everybody here.

Gajanan Mishra
Charity And Good Deeds

Make charity
Make good deeds
For the common people
My poems are for the common people
Common people have emotions
I am a poet and
I look after the emotions
Emotions follow actions
This world is full of action
Action with devotion
Gives a man perfection
And a perfect man is
His best creation.

Gajanan Mishra
慈善从家中开始
正当正当百分比。
你爱他人
你尊重他人
你祈祷
你说好话
你帮助人
你消除伤害
一切皆为慈善
我能说我很好
你的家是天堂。

Gajanan Mishra
Charity, Self-Control And Mercy

I don't want to know
Who you are.
Whether you are
God or man or demon
I don't care.
But I take care
Charity, self-control
And mercy.
There I find humanity,
That inspire me
To be a human being,
That inspire me
To do good to others
By performing my own duty.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me congratulate you
On your very birthday.
Let me thanks to
Los Angeles also
Where you appeared.
Let me thanks to time
Who called you
Laureate of American life.
You are really larger than
The life- aplomb of a pulp-fiction hero,
I do hereby agree with Adam Kirsch.
You are well aware of your surroundings-
The social, cultural and economic.
In your thought, I discover human ethos.

Gajanan Mishra
Charlie Hebdo

Charlie Hebdo,
The symbol of freedom of speech,
Thought and expression.
Charlie Hebdo,
You are everywhere now
All over the world.
Charlie Hebdo,
Attacking on you
Means attacking on
Democratic freedom.
You love all
That I know Charlie Hebdo,
And all are with you now.
You are the symbol of life
And living and love and peace
And polity and society.

Gajanan Mishra
Charm Offence

Charm offences
And what is that
Asked the minister
The king laughed
And said so what
Minister collapsed
Roasted appetiser.

Gajanan Mishra
Charming And Enchanting

This life,
This earth,
And you are.

Hours after
Hours,
I am here
For you.

I care not
Anyone
But you.

The truth you are,
My love you are,
My ocean you are,
My sky you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Charming Autumn

Autumn
Charming, most charming autumn
Is here, at this time.
The limpid water of rivers and lakes
Looks charming like a saint's heart
Devoid of pride and infatuation.
Devoid of mud and dust the earth assumed
Lovely aspect.
The cloudless sky is shining as bright as Truth
Abandoning all desires.
Time for practicing penance has arrived
And ascetics are happy.
In deep water the fish are as happy as ever.
With full-blown lotuses the lake appears charming.
The bees are making humming sound with unique melody of its own.
The moon by night relieves the heat of the sun.
Mosquitoes and gadflies and other insects have perished
With the advent of autumn.

Gajanan Mishra
Chasing Shadows

From one sensation
To another
Where is true happiness
Am I ready to search it out
My name my address
Where the shadow
That I do not know
And I am going to chase it.

Gajanan Mishra
Chasing Sunrise

Chasing sunrise
I went with rain
In my own river.

Gajanan Mishra
Chaste Woman

Chaste woman
A chaste woman
Is in service
Of her husband
Honor her
As she is
Most powerful.

Chaste woman
The chaste woman
Is truthful and
Pleasing and clean
And careful and pure
Honor her
She is the spark and star.

Gajanan Mishra
O Chataka
You are really
A great Tapaswi
You wait wait
And drink only
Pure rain water
No matter
How much water
Is available
Here in ponds ocean
No matter how much
Water flow in the Ganges
In this hot summer
You wait for rain
To drink directly
Rain water
My dear, teach me
The way of waiting
Teach me the patience
You cultivate from life
I know in life
Only patience is there
To learn
And O patience master
Teach me how to live
Days months together
Without drinking
A drop of water.

Gajanan Mishra
Chausathi Yogini

Come to Ranipur Jharial
Balangir Odisha
Come to Tantrayuga
And find Chausathi yogini.

All the yoginis here
Devoted to world order
And world peace
With spiritual power
They possessed.

They could able to do
Any undo
They could able to make
Any unmake.

They were able to go
On air on fire
With the body
Without the body.

With chausathi yogini
Har har Mahadev
Maheswar Yogeswer
With Parbati here.

Come to Ranipur Jharial
And feel the world
At your doorstep.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheap Edition

Don't accept
Cheap edition
Without reference to
Authorized scriptures.

Mentioning of original name
Father's name, name of the village
And related details like place of
Appearance and time etc are
Necessary in this respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheap Politics

Throw-away
Cheap politics
And serve the people
With humanitarian view.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheat For

If you are to cheat
Cheat for a great cause.
If you are to tell a lie
Tell a lie for a great cause.

Great cause is where there is
Only love only truth
O my dear, what You want
That is for a great cause.

I know, my dear, You are
Bona fide and Your satisfaction
Is the highest perfection of life
And You are busy always for great causes.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheating

Thinking without doing
Is just cheating
Doing without thinking
Is also cheating.
Breathing is living
Living is not only breathing
Living is something
Beyond breathing
Beyond cheating.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheating Process

If I say I love you
It is nothing but I simply
Start my cheating process.
Actually there is nothing
Called love in this material world.
On this material platform
No one actually helps another
There is nothing called love.
Pleasure and happiness are
Vague words that have no meanings.
Love happiness pleasures
All are temporary creations
O my dear, don't go with them
These are words of cheaters.

Gajanan Mishra
Check The Functioning

Check the functioning of the tongue
Check the functioning of the truck
That is our task
That is our tariff.

Call it monopoly
Call it whatever you like.

But we are here
But we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Check Dam

Check dam
Is there,
To provide
Much needed
Irrigation
To firms.
Mother is
Our check dam
Of love,
And she is
There with us,
To provide
Love for
All out development
Of life.
Without mother
How can you
Build life
That is fine
And finer,
Without mother-
Tongue, how can
You utter words
That are
From your hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Check Me

Check me, check me,
If you are my well-wishers
Check me from committing
Evil deeds.

Evil deeds means
Doing harm in any form
To other creatures
At any stage.

Check me, check me
From being partial,
Partiality leads to
Conflict.

But check me not
From love from goodwill.

Gajanan Mishra
Check My Fall

Check my fall
If you really love.
I am waiting your
Disinterested call.
I am watching your play
As I here lay.
So far with your presence
I lead a life pious and peaceful.

Gajanan Mishra
Check The Dogs

and the monkeys, my dear, trying to enter forcibly in to the house so far. Satiate your hunger and your thirst and be passionate being neutral at war. Realize the questions are there always as before and you are none to answer. Stay near or far Service your car.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheer Up Anybody

Are you ready to
Cheer up anybody
Asked my friend
Narendra.

I think not
It is humour.

I love Narendra
For he is faithful,
For he is committed,
For he is kind-hearted.

The question
Has some value.

I love Narendra
For he is in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheerful In Mind

You are cheerful in mind
I know, it is because
You are with Truth.

You have no grieves
I know, it is because
You have no desire.

You have acquired supreme devotion
I know, it is because
You regard all beings as alike.

Gajanan Mishra
Cheerful Suman

Cheerful Suman
Nobody can
Block your road
I know.

O my dear.
I know
Your heart
Your mind is pure
You are
Gentle and open.

I know
Your calmness
Your contemplation
I know
There is
Purity of thought
And you have
The power of self-control.

You are in this world
And going towards success
With penance of mind
You are at present
Giving up all evils
I know you can never loss
I know you are always
Cheerful and in peace of mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Chemistry

Chemistry worked well
And everything was signed.
It is said everything
Is for world peace.
Hotline opened
And friendship renewed.
It is said powerful
Symbolism backed by substance.

All is well if our heart is
Open and transparent.
All is well if we are selfless
And devoted to welfare of others.
Let us be agree with truth
And in loving each other for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Chennai

Chennai,
What has happened?
Are you drowning?
I think,
Nothing has happened,
I think no one can
Dare to drown you.
You are our symbol
Of power
We are with you, Chennai.
Worry not,
You would get back
Your everything.
Just have patience with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Chera Khojuchhi (Odia)

Chera khojuchhi
Aakashara chera
Jouthi mo deha.

Gajanan Mishra
It is here
They are playing chess.
They are making themselves
as king and as horses.
They are going to the jungle
to catch fish and riding
the clouds to taint the sky.

It is here
They are playing the chess.
And we are the fools looking
at them and get enchanted.
Here they are doing all odds
beyond our knowledge and are
the causes of all danger.

It is here
They are playing crude chess
and being cruel they are
killing themselves.
Let them know the truth, my dear,
That they are nothing and only
doing what He wishes.

Gajanan Mishra
Chesta Kara (Odia)

Chesta kara drudha bhavare aau
Utkrustata dekha nija bagare aau
Hrudeyangama kara satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Chetak

On that day
I have forgotten
that I am hungry
when this Chetak
entered this gate.
On that day
The neighbors
came to see
how it is and
what is the mileage.
See today, it is there
at that corner and I am
Searching for a purchaser,
but no one has courage.

Gajanan Mishra
Chetak - Out Of Time

On that day
I have forgotten
that I am hungry
when this Chetak
entered this gate.
On that day
The neighbors
came to see
how it is and
what is the mileage.
See today, it is there
at that corner and I am
Searching for a purchaser,
but no one has courage.

Gajanan Mishra
Chhadigala (Odia)

Sara dhanu chhadi gala,
Aau aayattare nahin
Kichhi kari heba ni ebe.

Gajanan Mishra
Chhai Chhai

Chhai chhai
Aalua aaluas.
Chhai aaluas
Khela sara bela.

Chhaire kie
Aau kie aaluare
Kahiba nuhen
E a bela.

Gajanan Mishra
Chhatu (Odia)

Chhatu phutigala,
Gala phuti chhatu.

Chhatuku mora boli
Rakhi hue ki?

Chhatuku jana ki
Gandharba vidya?

Kasturi-gandha
Kahin paiba chhatu?

Gajanan Mishra
Chhot Katha (Odiaa)

Chhot katha
Bada udana,
Chhot hasa
Bada rana.

Aethi sanama
Aethi marana.
Prastuta raha
Bhabishytaku
Sahaja boli
Bhabinia na
Eka joga eka
Samana duiku.

Sahaja sabu kasta,
Kara na nijaku nesta.

Gajanan Mishra
Chhota Sisu Pari (Odia)

Chhota gotie pakhi sabaka pari
Mu anairahichhi mo maaku
Jie pheriba aau
Mate khuiiba.
Chhota bachhuritie pari
Mu apekhya karichhi
Dudha duaan samayaku.
Pati bichheta dukhi8 stri pari
Mu taaki bachhi mo swamira
Pheranta bataku jie
Santosh karibe sabudigaru.
Mo matire sabuaade
Mo bhashaku byabahara karibaku
Mu apekhya karichhi.
Kebala mu tuma sahajoga
Bandhuta chahunchhi,
Jane tume pabitra, pratisrutibadhha,
Aau alokita.
Mora mana, deha aau sabu
Samarpi debaku mate
Sujog dia Mo bhashaku,
Mo maa ku aau
Mo mati upare.

Gajanan Mishra
Chhotiaa Loka O Chhotiaa Sabda

Mu jane chhotiaa loka,
Mu chhotiaa katha kahen.
Mu kahen;
Tuma nija bhashare katha hua,
Tuma nija bhashare lekha
Ebam nija maa o matrubhumi
upare spasta gyana rakha.
Tuma nija bhavana-prakriyaku
Spasta kara pahile.
Bhavana rakha- ae pruthibi tumara,
ebam, ae pruthibi tuma pain rahichhi.
Tume kendrare achha samastankara.
Tume tuma banchiba o prema
Bushayare spasta hua.
aetiki matra wbam eha aabasyaka
pruthibira shanti o aikya pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Chicken Dance

It is chicken dance
And not cock fight
Mind it.
Just enjoy
And apologise.

System is not faulty
It is we - guilty.
For good governance
Self-teaching is
But a necessity.

It is not that we
Know not good and bad
And still we are
Sad - very bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Chide

You may chide me
I can tolerate your chiding
In any form
But please do not say
Do as thou wishest
This make me feel
Sad and dejected
And I cannot bear
Separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Chief Executive

Let the chief executive
Be a man of truth first.
Let the area be free from
Intoxication, gambling
And from so many ills.
We all should follow
The truth and take
Shelter of truth-consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Chief Glory

Chief glory of a man
Is in light.
The man must go
To the light of the world.
The light is within
One must knows it
And be free to
Catch the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Chief Of All

You are
The chief of all.
You are liberated
And You know
The world better.
You are the monarch
You are the sun and
Only source of light
Of this universe.
You are telling us
Again and again that
This world is transient.
You are the only
Well wisher of all, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Chief Servant

Keep your chief servant *
Under control, my dear.
Handle your wife and children
With caution.

Gajanan Mishra
Child

No child is ordinary
Every child has wonderful eyes
With ample powers within.
Taking care of the child means
Taking care of an age
Each child is extraordinary always.

The child is there who can
Give you protection in future, my dear
Rightly said child is man's father.

Save the child means save the future
Child is the incarnation of God
Child is always in truth and aloof
From this illusion of material world
Inside and outside child is beyond limitation.

Gajanan Mishra
Child - Future Citizen

The child is the future citizen,
Let us talk to him and give advice
as a friend, as a philosopher.
Let not any child go astray,
Streamlined them with regular touch.
Let the child feel he has a major
role to play in building his own state.
Think not the child small
If you are in trouble, give him a call
and see it is resolved.

Gajanan Mishra
Child - Symbol Of

Child,
Rightly said
The father
of a man.
Child,
Rightly said
The storehouse
of heaven.

Let the child
Smile, and
in his smile,
See the blooming
of the flowers,
The shines of the sun.

Let the child
not cry, and
If a child cry,
Everything, see,
melee and dry,
And you cannot
find a bird
to sing a song.

Taking care of a child
means taking care of the self
And Almighty God is there
to bless you, my dear,
Fear not if a child
is with you, symbol of
all happiness and peace
And nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Child Abuse

Read below
And say something
Oh, child abuse.

Read below
The version of Aman
Eight years old
Rescued from a zari embroidery
Unit.

My native place is Nepal
Not uncle brought me here
To provide me a better life
I was sent to a school
Where I learnt the art of
Zari embroidery.

Now I am working in the capital
City of India, New Delhi
From 8 AM to Mid night
I am given food twice a day
I am not allowed to go outside
Of this building.

Gajanan Mishra
Child Labour  2

Engaged a child labour to choppedoff the new dream.
Trapped the child labour in a cycle of poverty to fulfill your aim through them.

Gajanan Mishra
Child Labour 1

I am Imran
My father is Kulwana
I have never been to school
I sell toys for fools
who are there to rule.

Gajanan Mishra
Child Of Joy

Oh, yes,
You are
The child
Of joy.

You know
How to
Stay happy
In the middle
Of May.

Cheerfully
You leave
And say
Every one
Goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Child Of The Supreme

O men, you are
the child of the supreme,
You are the reservoir of energy,
You symbolize supreme intelligence.
I know you are
much more than what I see
as you are before me.
It is true you are
enjoying all the boons.
No obstacle can check you
Just get up, O men, and
see yourself in the mirror,
in the early morning
and also in the evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Childhood

It is I
Who is responsible
For the lost.
I have lost
My childhood
Somewhere.

Matter of sorrow is
I am not able to live
Like a child anywhere.
But a child is always
In my poems telling me
What is that and that
Is what I wanted.
i am sure nothing is away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Childhood- I Failed

Childhood- I failed
To understand you.

And for this
I say- old age,
Where you are,
You are really fair.

Beautiful life is
Here only.
But I failed to
Observe here.

Here on this earth,
You can find everything,
Dear, but you have to
Sacrifice for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Child-Line

Join hands with child-line
Child is the gift of Almighty
Child deserves love attention and care
Child has a right to survival
Right to protection
Right to participation
Right to development.

Our laws acts are pro-child
But we the so called learned class
Are doing everything against the child
We should put stop to child labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Children

O Children,
I know, you act
As our
Unwitting actions.

I glance through
Your innocent eyes
Blazing stars
In the vast sky.

Be blessed
My dear children
And grow freely
On this earth.
This earth is yours,
This earth is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Children Are

Children are peaceful
Non-envious friendly to all.

Youth are fixed in religiosity
Sincerely experimental and interested in Truth.

Adults are in the mood of honoring others
They have a desire to know the Truth and God.

Old age is truly disastrous condition
Symbol of helplessness, weakness and foolishness.

Gajanan Mishra
Children Are The Special Grace

Children are the special grace
Of the Almighty.
Children are the symbol of
The love and the truth.
Children are here with us
To make us realize
Unadulterated bliss.
Children are the via-media of
The life and the nectar.
To live like a child
Should be our motto.

Gajanan Mishra
Child's Activities

Child's activities
Are to please the parents
Rather than to itself.
Parents are for the good
Of their offspring.
The speaker is meant
For the audience and
The audience is meant
For the speaker.
Pleasure is not for ourselves,
It is always to provide
Pleasures to others.
But always the intention
Should be for good, for welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Child's Food

Your child is
In need of some food
Your child is
In need of a cloth
Your child is
In need of education
Your child is
In need of love
And affection
And I do not think
Your child is getting
His birth right
From anybody anywhere
In the world
And alas we are
Busy in beating drums
Ourselves saying
We are developing
And we are developed.

Gajanan Mishra
Child's Play

What is child's play
That is master stroke.
What I said that has
Already been said before.
I have no power
To revoked.

Gajanan Mishra
Chilika Lake

Here I am
With euphony of
Chirps, tweets,
Whistles and warbles.
Here I am
With ruffs, godwits,
Plovers, sandpipers,
Purple moorhens,
Bronze-winged jacanas,
And so many winged beauties.
I am in fortunes
At Mangalajodi.
Here I am to welcome
The guests of Siberia
And Central Asia.
Let the guests fly
Freely and stay safely.
Here I am
To protect them.

Gajanan Mishra
Chilled

The glow-worm chilled
Coming in contact
Of the sun.
But still
It is the glow-worm
In the dark-night.
I salute for its
Re-incarnation for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Chilli Plant And Date Palm

Chilli plant is beautiful
Chilli is chill.

Date palm is thorny
And its fruits is tasty.

Gajanan Mishra
China Rose

China rose
Red white
Blue yellow.

I have my eyes
Naked
And enable fellows
To see.

Unlock the sounds
Before all
With a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Chinmay Is No More

Have I said
Anything to Chinmay
That he left the place
Without a say.

In deep dark night
O Chinmay, I see you
Full bright
and
With full might.

That I was with you
That I am with you
That I will be
With you -
Fact of everyday.

It is not all, my dear,
Chinmay is here
That I know
And I know from this distant
What is the message
That is there in his gestures.

Look, Chinmay is silent
But how Chinmay would be
That I do not know
Look, Chinmay is no more
You can not say how.

I can not say
With this message
At this forum
The whereabout of Chinmay
If you have any
Information about Chinmay
Send me, my best guy.
Chintu, A Boy Of About Ten

Chintu, a boy of about ten
Coming to me daily with a
Regular newspaper.
Is Chintu a paper hawker?
No, certainly not.
As because there is Child Labor Act
And our United nations observing
World day against child labour
I dare not say Chintu is a child labour
If I say so I have to face
So many problems here there
From the public from the police
From the advocates from the judges
Let Chintu distribute newspaper
Daily from door to door
And let him be happy with only
Ten rupees per week.

Gajanan Mishra
Chiracharita (Odia)

Aasila nahin
Aakasharu chenae.
Kahila nahin
Kichhi kathare.
Rahasya hoi rahigala
Sabu ranga o aalua.
Aasila nahin
Aasiparila nahin
Pakhaku andhara.

Sangraha karineli
Mo nija darakari jinisha
Aau bismaya hoi rahigala
Aasila nahin sesabu kamaku.
Kahiparunathili kemiti rasta
Sarijauthila jouta
Bhabu na thili ketedura aau adrusta.

Aasiba jibabele dekhuthili
Nija papuliku
Garsunya thila belebele jouta.
Kahuthili asruta
Mu na sie jie chalithila
Nirabara chiracharita rastare.
Satyaprati mu thili anasakta
Mora sammati na lodi
Jie kholi chalithila kabata.

Gajanan Mishra
Chirasttai Thikana (Odiaa)

Chirasttai thikana
Mothi nahin.
bartamanara thikanare
Pathai paranti jaha
Kichhi pathaibara achhi.

Ghanti bajile
Seithi puni na thibi,
Dosha deba ni mate
Parbata shikhara
Na disile.

Mor boli ethi
Abasya nahin kichhi.
Chanhile khoji pariba
Mo kabitare mate.

Gajanan Mishra
Chirping Of Birds

Chirping of birds,
Lovely colors of flowers,
Dazzling of the stars,
All are there for all.

We are just to dress up properly,
We are just to hear clearly,
We are just to see in proper manners,
For all good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Chirpy Morning

Chirpy morning no more
Where are you my dear sparrow.

No environment sustain
No regeneration forest maintain
If you not remain.

We are ungrateful to you
And using pesticide
And making rapid urbanization.

No more chirping morning
O sparrow, nobody is there
To save us from our clutches
As you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Choice Is Yours

Choice is Yours
Perfection is mine.

I am in perfect form
With Your touch.

You are pleased
Seeing me here.

I am not to vanish
It is only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Choose A Language

Pick and
Choose a language
And go with it
On the path of poetry
To discover
Your own self
That is within.

Clearly mention
Your name and
Identification mark
No matter how
Pensive prose it is,
You would be
Located easily.

Yes, I am very pleased
On you, my dear poet
And yet let me
Suggest you to deliver
A message how to
Stage again the same
Drama on this magic field.

Let us forget
Our language and
Let us remember
Always the language
Of love that can
Open the gate of
Truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Choosing A Title

Choosing a title
Choosing a title is
Very easy and also very difficult.
You may say man
You may say bird
You may say animal
You may say insect
No problems with anybody.

But it is a creature
You must agree
And it has no title
Title is given artificially
You can and also can not
Say anything by whim.

Behind your saying
There must be some reason
Behind your reasons
There must be some truth
And behind that truth
There must be the signature
Of the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Choosing Self

I declared myself good
Nobody is there
To interfere then
And I won over
All ill-natured men
I checked myself
From evil
All negative emotions
I have sealed
O my dear I kept you
In my heart
First preference
I have given to love-chart.

Gajanan Mishra
Chop To Pieces

Chop to pieces,
Chop to pieces-
Their eyes are very sinful,
They are there with fierce teeth
Like fearful tigers, wolves, and boars.
They are more poisonous than
The snakes and scorpions.
To protect the earth, air, fire,
Light and water chop them to pieces,
Chop them pieces.
They are the hindrances to
All auspicious life.

Gajanan Mishra
Chopaa ??? ???? ???? (Odia)

Kuta nahin chopaa
Bahariba ni gahama.
Nahin kichhi
Apritikara parisrama chhadaa.
Sanga hua satya sahita
Bahara karibaku satya.
Uda, uda dharibaku
Aakasha satya.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???, ????? ??
?????? ?? ??? ??
???? ???,
????????? ??????? ??? ??
???? ??? ????? ????
???? ??????? ???? ??
???, ?? ???????
???? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Chopaa kadha
Aau mara mate abishkara,
Mu manji.

Gajanan Mishra
Chowkidar

Narendra Modiji was right
And also presently he is right
As he told he is a chowkidar.
Let me clear, now Modiji is
On the Chowki(chair) of Prime Minister
And he is called the Chowkidar.
We the people are on the Jamin(land)
And we are Jamindar(landlords) .
Chowkidar is working for we the people
And let us hope his works are wonderful
And remarkable and exemplary in the world.
Thanks, Narendra Modiji, go on
Giving service to janata janardan,
You know better, men are God's incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Chriot Of Lord Jagannath Of Puri

Let us see the Chriot of Lord Jagannath of Puri
Ratha Jatra 2013, July 10
This chariot is called Nandighosha
Called Garudadhwaja
Called Kapidhwaja
Number of wheels of this chariot is sixteen
Total number of wooden pieces used in this chariot is
Eight hundred thirty two
Height of this chariot is 13.5m
Length and breadth of this chariot is 34'6' into 34'6'
Wrappings of this chariot - Red yellow colors clothes
This chariot is guarded by Garuda, the biggest and powerful bird
Name of the charioteer is Daruka
The flag is Trailokyamohini
The horses of this chariot are Shankha, Balahaka, Sweta and Haridashwa
The rope used is called Sankhachuda
Nine preside the chariot are Varaha Gabardhana Krusha or Gopi Krushna
Nrushinga Rama Narayan Trivikrama Hanuman and Rudra
Come come my dear Let us see Jagannath on the chariot
This body of ours are chariot
Within this body Lord almighty is present, see
Everyday is a day of Ratha Jatra, my dear, feel.

Gajanan Mishra
Christmas Is Ahead

Christmas is ahead,
Terrorist, please
Wait and enjoy.
Tell all, your problems,
If any, and everything
Would be solved.
Terrorist, use your strength
In a constructive way
To save the humanity.
Christmas is ahead,
Enjoy life with cool mind
And balance diet
For your own good.

No one is your enemy here,
Dear terrorist.
Remember, terror has
No role to play
In this world.
This world is waiting
Everything that is positive
And that has creativity.
We all forget your crime,
Come forward and cooperate us
In the work of peaceful development.
Suggest and give opinions
For the future world
Of peaceful coexistence.

Forgiveness is there,
Forgetfulness is there,
Just come forward and
See the future world.

Gajanan Mishra
Chronic

Life itself is a chronic
Disease and we are saying
Always we are living though
We know not the meaning and
It's cause and its effects.

Gajanan Mishra
Chuchha Mela (Kosli)

Kahake kana kahemi
Ni jani muin
Aaru kahijaunchhe ketnikete.

Lagichhe atha gurdu
Kenar atha
Ken nain pacharabar
Aaru jauchhe je
Kenukenke ni padbar jana.

Muin ta muin
Mor mudar debta bhi
Ni pauchhe sor
Cher mul kichhu
Raharahare chikirpo
Belbudle janbu.

e ta kana hela
Kahake kana banchama
Chuchha mela
Chalichhe pala.

Empty vessels (English)

To whom I say what
I know not
And I am going on telling.

Much gum
Where from it come
Nobody is asking
And going away
That I do not know.

Not only I
Even my gods are
Not able to say
Where is the beginning
Where the end
O men, just wait
You will know
After sun-set.

What has happened
What to say
And to whom
Empty vessels
Sound much.

Gajanan Mishra
Churches Mosques And Temples

Churches Mosques and Temples are
Not for economic gains
Churches Mosques and Temples are
Not for any competitions
Churches Mosques and Temples are
On the path back to Godhead
And here life is eternal and blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
Churning Water

Churning water
Produced no butter
If you so like
You may churn water.
Dirt cannot be removed
By cleansing with dirt
If you so like
You may stay with dirt.

Gajanan Mishra
Circle Marks

Circle marks
Up and down -
Life.

Best wishes,
Go,
Visible.

Roots and
Fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Circle Of Fire

We are in the circle of fire,
At the beginning fire,
At the end fire,
Fire, fire, within body
Also, there is fire, desire.
Still, ice is there within us,
Still, we are cool, and cool,
And we live in coolness.

In outer space and also,
In inner space, we live,
And the whole cosmic situation
Is in order, within us.
We are the warrior class of fire,
In the hearing, in touching we see war.

Gajanan Mishra
I am alone here
in the circle of illumination.

With me no sun
no moon no star
and I am silent
and gazing with love.

Read me
if you can
I am in a
pious stream
floatation.

Gajanan Mishra
Circle Within Circle

Circle within circle
And it is in me.
No backward, no forward
I am, see, where I am.
Directionless and motionless.

I know nothing though
I have kept my conscience
Under my control,
And I see my radical change.

From black to grey
From grey to white
And I am doing differently
From time to time and still
I failed to know the nub of the problem.

Gajanan Mishra
Circumstances

Circumstances have no power
To check me to go to You-Supreme love,
If I start my real learning
And start my journey with firm resolve.
See me, I am happy always
As I know you are here with me.
And after this my old age and the fear
Of death are not able to make me sad.

Gajanan Mishra
Circumstances And I

I am here
in this circumstances
and I know
I cannot change it.

Circumstances rule me
And I know I am under it.
But I can throw a stone and you may
discover waves in air and in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Circumstances Changed

Circumstances changed
And the seed turned
In to a tree.

Gajanan Mishra
City Of Nine Gates

City of nine gates
This body
And living in this city
I do not regard
The activities as mine
It is the truth
I know it
And I have to do nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Claiming Age

Claiming age
And claiming age relaxation
Is going against nature
And is impracticable.

Practice is not good always
And always we are dying
That we have forgotten
Forgetting is our nature.

We are praying for a time
For seven days at least
Beyond seven we assured
We are not going anywhere.

Falsehood has no place
In life and in Truth, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Clap And Get

Everything is you,
My dear, everything
Is for you, for you
And only for you.
Just clap and get all.

It is you, who is here,
It is you, who is there,
It is for you, all are
Here and also there,
Clap your hands and get all.

You are my love,
You are my truth,
No other one is here
Besides you with me.

I am laughing, I am crying
For you, for you, for you.
You are here, you are there,
You are the star and I am
Not in despair but looking
Fair and fair with shining hair.

Only for you, only for you
I am here, I am here,
I know you are for me here.
What you tell is not important,
But you love, that's enough
For me to proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Clap Not

Clap not, clap not,
Clap not your hands,
I am not interested
In clapping,
I have crossed though
All impossibilities,
I am distinguished though
From all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Clash And Frustration

Always there is
Clash and frustration
Here, in us.
Still, we live
With pleasure.
We are
The living entity.
We are our authority.
We know the art
And the culture
Of our society.
We search peace
Within us.
We are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Classification Itself

Classification itself
Is not good
It has a divisive force
Classification is the root
Of all faults
And through this sense of
Mine Yours His arises
And there is grief worry fear
Perturbation commotion
And strain come to play
Their role and ruin the life
Of an innocent man.

Gajanan Mishra
Clay, From Which

Clay from which,
All are made,
I salute the clay,
And the clay is
Everything for me.

Everything is clay,
But feet of clay
Must not be given
Any chance to
Proceed ahead.

I know, the nature of
The clay is to fly
In the sky and
We are all like clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Clay, Stone And Gold

Clay, stone and
Gold are all alike.
Stay free from agony,
Envy and affection.
Consider praise
And criticism equal.
Nothing is good
And nothing is bad for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean And Cleanliness

Stay always clean
Keep it in mind that
'Cleanliness is
next to Godliness'.

Say no to spitting
Say no to littering,
Say yes to green
No problem, go with dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Body

Clean body,
Body cleaned.
As clean as
This world,
This air,
That sun.

The sun,
In the sky.
And the sky
Not always clean.
The earth,
Under the sky.
And the earth
Cleaned.

The sky moves,
Round and round.
The sky is
There in life,
And the life
Filled with
The earth.

The earth is
Not dark.
And not
Contrary to
The truth.

The truth,
This body,
And the sun
Take shelter
Here.
Here,
I love you,
My dear.
Clean Both

Clean both, men,
Inside and outside.

Be merciful
To the sufferings.

Be truthful
In daily behavior.

Know the value of life
And stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Break

Let me draw a line,
But the correct way I know not,
And yet I am proceeding forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Hands, Pure Mind

Clean hands, pure mind
I need you.

Not under control
No selfless service.

Purpose not served
Game-fixing over.

My dear, deviate not
From right path.

You will reach
That you want.

Keep clean and
Take quick action.

I am the only happy man
Rest are my followers.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Heart

Have I not a clean heart, my dear?
Am I lacking a new and right spirit?
How can I know the earth in full
Tell me, my dear, being only a part?

Let me have a connection with you always,
O my dear, I know, for this only I am here.
Let me go on sleep, if you so like, I want not to rise,
if you said your presence is only in dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Intention

Clean intention,
Sustained dialogue,
Understanding of
Legitimate aspirations,
All necessary for
Peaceful living
Here and there always.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean mind is necessary
To perform any work cleanly.
Clean consciousness means
Truth consciousness.
Change not any activities
Only you are to stay in Truth.
And what is the prescribed duties
You are to know.
Willingness is also necessary and
If you are not willing it is imperfect.
Discharge duties
To arrive at Truth.
Truth is clean always
Let me say again by the way.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean My Coach

Clean my coach,
My body, my nation.
I want a clean nation.
A clean body, a clean
Coach or compartment.
To stay in cleanliness
Is my right.
I want not intolerance,
I want not violence,
I want national unity.
I want a friendly atmosphere
For my own growth.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Slade

Before going to write something
I am always in a clean slate
But look I am in tranquility
With my own honor own dishonor.

Before going to say something
I am always and always remained silent
It is You O my dear showing me the pictures
Where only my photos are there
And I started opening my mouth and
Words are ready themselves to deliver.

Before going to do something
O my dear it is you who is coming to me
And always used to say worry not
I am here I am here I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean The House And Enter

Clean the house and enter
Enter and clean the house
Take people's confidence
And attend ills
Attend ills and take
People's confidence
Win the faith and proceed
A head
Proceed a head and
Win faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean The World

Let us clean
our world,
We are living here,
More than heaven for us.
The world is giving us free,
Water, air, light.
Let us realized.
Where ever you are, my dear,
Keep clean yourself,
your homes, neighborhood
and your localities,
being the greatest and
highest creature here.
Clean your own world.

Gajanan Mishra
Clean Yourself

Clean yourself,
and see everything
is cleaned.

Always do something
good to others-
the purpose of life.

Pick up the best
and see you are
the ambassador of peace.

Everything is everywhere
It is you to think
what is necessary for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Cleanliness

Clean yourself, my dear
In both ways
Internal and external.
See yourself
The way you want to
See others
And have some consideration
For the feelings of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Cleanliness - Throughout The Day

It is all about -
Cleanliness.
One can stay,
One can quit,
No problems.
But want
Cleanliness-
Throughout the day.
We want cleanliness
For all good.
We want cleanliness
Only for you.
Love cleanliness
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Concept

First make
Your concept clear
And then try to
Come to me
Who am I
What is my position
Understand all
Clearly.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Cut

Clear cut everything
Abolished right.

We all assemble
In one and the
Same place
Where the great
Grand war fought.

No body lost
Nothing lost
Nobody win
Nothing to win.

No right
No obligation
We are on the
Same direction.
And there is
only destruction
And there is
Only creation.

Here everything
Clear cut
And everything
Clear cut.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Day Break

Cosmic body of the poem
Yet to seen
Poem include everything.

Crying ditto
Not my motto.

I want to be
Hand and glove
And to march a head
With cosmic poem.

Now I'm in clear day break
Hearing everything
My zeal is here again
In varied form
I know nothing
Is here to vanish away.

And you wish to
See cosmic body again
Danke schon.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear From

Clear from my side
No black no white
No tide no wide
Yet I am with you
Right!

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Intelligence

What is that
Clear intelligence?
Let me explain-
I am the real,
The world is false.
But truth is this world,
I am not attached to this world.
But without me,
The imagination of the world
Is not possible.
Everything is meant
To be enjoyed by me-
True but not practicable.
Favorable or unfavorable,
No matter, but I am
The enjoyer, though,
Not the proprietor,
As you say, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Knowledge

Clear knowledge
About the self
And love and truth
Is necessary to
Lead life
In a proper way.
With the features of
Goodness and passion
You are to go ahead
To measure life.
Your intelligence is
The best method to
Guide you in initiation
And creation at all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear message,
Let me turn the page.
What is there
I must take care,
Message the star.

Birds wings are there
Let me fly with that.
In my flying,
Let me smile.
In my smile,
Let there be life.

Allow me to take
Birth and rebirth
Like the new year here.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Picture

No confusion
Be patient.
Wait and see
Clear picture
Here and
It is only
Yours and yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear picture
See here
Where I am the food
I am the grains
I am the earth
I am the fragrance
I am the water
I am the taste
I am the fire
I am the form
I am the touch
I am the ether
Hear I am the sensation
Of sound and I merge
In to my own origin
By controlling my mind
And by merging with all
In present form
I am born also
I am unborn
See me
I am in my absolute position
In my own creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear the air,
And proceed forward
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Clear Vision

O poet have a clear vision
Sooner or later you are dying
O poet have a participation
In this vibrant poetry community
Sooner or later you are dying
O poet you do not know minus
And you know only plus plus
Sooner or later you are dying
Here is your eyes here is sun
Here is bird here is song
O poet you are here with butterflies
You are here with the whirlwind
Sooner or later you are dying
O poet you are above you are below
You are behind you are a head
O poet this world is your garden
And you are blossoming here in passion
And you are making a story
O poet you have a clear vision
And you are here at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Clearance Day

You can not give
A clearance on
Real life of
Living entity.

The day is not
With us to make
It clear the sky
And go by.

Gajanan Mishra
Clever Bird, I Want You

Clever bird, I want you.
You are the only one
Who can show me the right path.
You are the path, I know.

I know, clever bird,
Where you are.
I know, you are
Inside me and
I want you.
You are the only truth,
I know.

At every moment
You beat me
With your wings,
I know and
Also, I feel, clever bird.

You are throwing me out,
Clever bird.
Still, I love you,
As I love the ocean
In spite of its
Roaring sound.

Clever bird, come and smile,
Smile and take me away
From me.

I am ready, clever bird,
To go with you,
I know you are the truth
And so also, I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Climate And We

Take not life
Fancy, but give
Importance to
Climate potency.
We are to live,
And not to destroy.
We are to love
And not to hate.
We are to think
Future generation
And not to for
Their destruction.
We are to connect
Each one, the need.

Gajanan Mishra
Climate Change - Love

Peace and harmony -
Necessary for life.
And it depends on
Good behavior to
Each other.
And let us change
The climate through
Love and love only.
Just ask and
Get everything at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Climate Of Fear

A climate of fear
Is here
And it is rising,
No specific reason
Behind it though.
Growing intolerance
Is the reason
Some said.
But they are
Not sure about
Any other details
And some other said
They are extremely
Concerned.

Gajanan Mishra
Climb

Climb this mountain
Look this dragonfly
Enjoy life a play
That tells the butterfly.

While climbing
Keep the torch of knowledge
Keep the fragrance of character
And be ready to play.

Keep the friendship intact with all
A true friend is needed and it is your call
Have patience and hold trumps
Allowing no rebate for caution remember.

Reverse or ir-reverse name the deity
The sky the earth the light the water
All are here with you on duty
Sincerity and honesty make you better.

Climb this mountain and cross this area of danger
You are a human being and the best for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Climb Not That Tree

Climb not that tree,
And eat not bitter
And sad fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Climb The Mountain

Climb the mountain
Is really as difficult
As managing a family.
Let us think
The world a family
And it would be easy
To climb.
Let us leave the way
On its line
And it would be
Easy to reach
There where we want.
Give freedom to a woman
And see she is yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Climbing Ladder

Is my work who told you
I am not angry as you see
Below below the ladder
There is also no dark
As you see in my thought
O climber, I am here
Waiting you for watering
The plants in my circa
I am not split I am not open
And you just come and
Uttered nothing
I am in a wedding
And dancing with you
In the shadow that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Climbing On Star

Climbing on the stars
I crossed the sky
Sky is in my stairs
And on my roofs
Phoop, I do not
Want to smoke.

Calling the sea
Crossing the sky
Counting the years
I'm on the road
The road goes nowhere
It's me
Going day and night
And I do not want
the bond to be tight.

Suddenly shocked
I stopped there
And there you are
Waiting for me
Contact continues
And I'm with you
And who are you
Need not be asked
By any shrewd.

Gajanan Mishra
Climbing Tree

Climbing tree is not important, important is to Help a tree in its growing. And what are you To help anybody you yourself is helpless, see. You are already here and please watch the incidents and the circumstances that are going on.

Gajanan Mishra
The clock is made by me.
But it would be wrong
To say I have made this clock.

The wings of the clock
Have their own mystery,
And I am as yet
Unable to read that history.

For the clock, I have lost
Everything and everything.
But everything is there
For the clock.

The clock flows like the river,
The clock is there as before like the sky,
But at par I am not able to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Close All Doors

Close all doors of the senses
Fix the mind on the heart
And the life air on the top of the head
And establish yourself in Absolute Truth
And attain the highest perfection..

Gajanan Mishra
Close Door Meeting

Ended
Our journey
Ended
Air stopped
We returned
To the place
Where we are not.

Language forgotten
Relevancy questioned
Vocabulary missed
And we thanked
To all
As they tolerated us
That we are not.

Gajanan Mishra
Close Link

Close link close affinity
Limbs and body
Man and world.

O men, just renounce desire
Renounce feeling of mine
Renounce attachment
Renounce egoism
And gratifies
The entire creation
The world.

Gajanan Mishra
Close Not

Close not your eyes,
Close not your ears.
If you are interested
to close anything,
Close your mouth.

Write not anything,
Read not anything.
If you are so interested
to read and write,
Read the truth and
write the truth.

Your life is in truth.
And this world is only made of
truth, nothing but the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Close Not Your Ears

Close not your ears, dear,
Keep it open always here.
See, no door is there,
It means, each sound
You have to hear.
See, your mouth is not
Always open,
Utter the words
That is necessary
Testing the time clear.
See the good with your eyes,
And speak something
That is good for
The mind and body.

Gajanan Mishra
Close To Dreams

Close to dreams,
We are approaching.
Wait and see.

You have everything here,
House, drinking water,
Fresh air, agricultural products,
Roads, infrastructures for
All developments.

Women, youth, women,
Farmers, we are pleased.

Here we are doing everything
Pro-people and adopting
Inclusive economic policy,
See us we are game changers.

Gajanan Mishra
Close To My Eyes

Close to my hearts
Close to my mind
And You are my dear
Bringing me to You
On Your own platform
Of love and truth.

You are never far away
From me at no point of time
You are here with me and
Only for You I am here
Performing all actions
Only for You and without You
I am nothing here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come close to words
And be honest.
Words take you
To the place you deserved.
Words changed everything
For you
And your are the words
And words are your wards.

Gajanan Mishra
Close Watch

We are sovereign,
We are independent,
You are allowed to
Watch us my dear,
As closely as you like,
We are free, see
On this earth.
We are not violating
Any rules or regulations
Of anyone here.
But we are free to
Make friendship with
Anyone and we are also
Free to help, cooperate
With anyone without
Putting any other one
In trouble.
The sky is ours
We are free birds to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Close Your Eyes

Close your eyes and it is night
And at night you sleep thinking life closed.

We think We built a house with a desire
To have all happiness but the house set on fire.

Such is the law of nature as you know fish is
Not the enemy of anyone but still everybody wants to kill it.

O my dear, You are only one and You know everything perfect
We are many and ignorant we know nothing that is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Closer Home

Closer home,
Showing courage
Please grab,
For the sake of
Peace and
Friendship,
But with full
Security umbrella.

Gajanan Mishra
Closest Friend

My closest and lifelong
Friend is death
Death is my only friend
Here at this moment
We love each other
And we are in peace
Rest we do not bother
My friend cautioned me
Not to waste time
And I have no knowledge
About my friend
I love my only friend death
And I am crossing death
At every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Cloth Is Washed

Cloth is washed
With soap,
And body and
The soul is washed
With poems.
Cloth is there
To turn
Body is there
To burn
But soul is there
Not to die
Not to born.
For the soul
We are here,
O my dear, let
The soul hear,
Write a poem and
Recite a poem
That is love
That is truth
Without fear
Without favour.

Gajanan Mishra
Clouds appear
In the atmosphere
Atmosphere remained
Uncontaminated by clouds
Clouds is not always present
In the atmosphere
Atmosphere exists
Even when there is no clouds.

There is no clouds
There is atmosphere
There is no atmosphere
There is no clouds
Clouds is atmosphere
Atmosphere is not clouds.

Atmosphere exists in its own beings
Clouds has no separate existence
You are my atmosphere
I'm your cloud
Pray
Make me always clear
And in good use.

Gajanan Mishra
Cloud Driven By The Air

Cloud driven by the air
Goodness and badness
By heaven or hell
In distress and happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Cloud In The Clear Sky

I want to fly,
Like the cloud
In the clear sky,
I want to stay
In your system of
Dazzling spiritual
Light.
I know, it is
Unlimited.
I know, the things
That are here
Collectively produced.
Set up, please, again,
Set up me and let loose.

Gajanan Mishra
Cloudless Sky

Cloudless sky
Clear water
Gentle wind
Return journey
I love all, my dear
For this I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Cloudless Sky- No Death Zone

Cloudless sky,
And stars twinkled.
It is all but
Decorated- the life.
Breeze blow
With aroma of
Flowers.
I think myself
Birthless and
Free from fear
Of death.
And I am in
No-death zone,
Pleasure is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Clouds

Let the clouds come closer
Let the Sky fall.

We are above
The cloud and above
The sky.

Tell it openly
Without any shy.

Gajanan Mishra
Clouds And Winds

Clouds and wind
I and You
Under inevitable time.

Gajanan Mishra
Clouds Come And Go

Clouds come and go
The sun is there
As before and as always.
Heat and cold come and go
With the seasons
The sky is there and never
Entangle with any one.
Air fire water earth
Though under the sky
Is uncontaminated.
See my love always
Like the sun like the sky
Eternally infallible and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Clowns And Flatterers

Clowns and flaterers are
Everywhere but they are
Always disappointed.

Gajanan Mishra
Clumsy Calculation

No straight cut,
But calculation is
Clumsy, and
The time is not
In our favor,
Anywhere.
Still, we live
And hope to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Clutches Of Death

We are all
We are all in the clutches
Of death, here, my dear,
And still we are not
Ready to hear
The best advice,
And still we are
Not able to
Love each other,.
And still we are
Not able to
Recognized the Truth,
And still we are far away
From the ocean of beauty and felicity.

Gajanan Mishra
Coal

Let the coal be there
As it is
Let the bird
Sing as it is
On the tree
Let the wind
blow free.

You are
Where you are
I am
Where I am
Let it be so.

Do not go anywhere
To interrogate
Anybody more.

Gajanan Mishra
Coal - Your Turn

Coal, coal, coal,
Coal issue is everywhere,
it is your turn
to give comment.

Coal is within,
Coal is outside,
And you are everywhere,
Are you coal?

It is said coal is black
and black will take
no other hue.
Is it true?

That I don't know, but O coal,
it is your turn to say how?

Gajanan Mishra
Coal Coal, Fire Fire

Coal coal, fire fire
Go not there, go not there.
Black and red
Take care, take care.
Show not your highhandedness
Show not your power.
Coal coal, fire fire,
O men, perform only
Pro-people works and
Dazzle like the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Coal Mines

Go not there,
Coal mines are there
And they are all
Explosives.

If you want to
Know the truth,
Stay spotless there,
Where you are.

I am sure you are
On the path of love
And truth is there
For you.

You are as bright as
The morning sun of the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Coalition

Since we five made a coalition
And have this body run
I have to be extra-careful
And have to make each of them
Extra-careful.

Since we five made a coalition
And have this body run
We should have patience
To achieve extraordinary win.

Coalition drama is not
Suit the situation
In coalition everybody
Has narrow partition
In coalition one can not
called for explanaion
Coalition is a pattern
That is only in our nation.

Gajanan Mishra
Coalition - Best

In a coalition
Duplicity will not work
See, the world is
Best coalition with
So many creatures, trees
Water, air light earth ether
And running well
Since time immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
I have got my coal-life
From this earth
From this wood.
Earth-mines
My birth place
In dark
In black.

I am not half-burnt
I am not charcoal
O my dear, see me
From the time immemorial
I lie buried
Under You for a
Great length of time.

It is You only
Who knows how to use me
I am human, I am everywhere
Original- black
My work is not black
I am very inflammable
You know and I am used
As fuel by You for
Good purpose
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Coal-Life For Welfare Of Others

I have got my coal-life
From this earth
From this wood.
Earth-mines
My birth place
In dark
In black.

I am not half-burnt
I am not charcoal
O my dear, see me
From the time immemorial
I lie buried
Under You for a
Great length of time.

It is You only
Who knows how to use me
I am human, I am everywhere
Original- black
My work is not black
I am very inflammable
You know and I am used
As fuel by You for
Good purpose
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Cobra

A cobra is a cobra,
Fear not my dear.
If you are to fear,
Fear the vulture
Who is flying
In the vast sky.
But stay still,
All alone here.

Gajanan Mishra
Cobra - A Plaything

Cobra - a plaything
For me, for I am
An enchanter.

You may be very powerful,
And you may have so many
Strength, my dear leader,
But for me, you are nothing,
As I am your master- a voter.

Gajanan Mishra
Cobswan

Cobswan queried
And I failed to coax
My coat of mail
Failed safe me.

Unaware coast guard
Slept at night
And I sailed
Hearing cock-and-bull story
And get ready my coffin.

Gajanan Mishra
Cobwebs

My dear David Wood,
So many cobwebs are there
In our lives, look.

The network is so strong
And we are so obsessed
We have no time
To stay at our own
Observatory room.

My dear, David Wood,
We should recalled
We are in an obligation
Not to go with oblique path,
Still we are closing all
That are naturally opened for us.

I think, you have caught me,
As because we are all
In the same boat
That is going on in our time.

Okay, life is here with us
To make merry,
Let us be ready and enjoy
The mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Coconut

Coconut and
Jujube are here,
You may select one
And show your nature.

Coconut is hard first
Soft later,
Jujube is just
The opposite.
Do you have craze?

What do you want
That is important
How are you going
To obtain that is
Also not less important.

Gajanan Mishra
Code Of Conduct

I know code of conduct
I know roadshow not good
I know whom to submit replies
I know who is what
This is my world
And road is open to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Coffee- Break

Get through the day,
Coffee-break.

You need a lot of patience,
To know the world
In true sense.

Inspire and encourage
All around.

A good day in store for you,
For you are in love
And in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cognize

I cognised
My existence
And I attached
No importance.
I perceived
No delusion
And wiped out
Identification.

Gajanan Mishra
Coin-Play

Head or tail
My victory is sure
And it is not a lie.

I know you are
Doing for me
And it is for good.

See, I am
Free from worry
My life- your look out.

I am giving up
My body if the world
Starts worrying about it.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold And Clean

Stay there
Where you are
Cold and clean.
It is true
You are matchless,
It is true
You are far beyond
Everything every word.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold And Dark

Though cold
And dark
The night, I
Hear no bark.

Though bad
And evil
Are there, I
See all bright.

Beauty is there
And I love it,
I am sure, if
Love is there
No death can
Come here.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold And Hot Modem

With cold and hot modem
You are searching me.

I am here as I am
Searching you all days
And looking in the eyes
That is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold And Snow

Cold and snow,
All and everywhere.

No music
No life.

All sorrow
In all twilight.

Everywhere,
Find twisters.

All looted by
Two-faced men.

Is life
Two-bit?

I have nothing left
But to tweet.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold And Windy

It's cold
And windy.
Still, all
Nice and
Beautiful.

All in pairs,
To all, I care.
I write for all,
With newness
All interesting.

The people,
The food,
The incidents,
All I face,
All I write.

Imagine, you are
With me.
Your goodness,
Life is all fantastic.

Fortunately,
I am here for you,
And you are for me,
For all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold Catches Me

Cold catches me
Enroute Delhi.
Since cold
Knows somehow
Delhi is my heart.
I was there
For some days,
But get no
Fruitful results.
But I addressed
Some children there,
The future of Odisha,
And I termed them
Cubs of the lions.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold Day Hot Poetry

Cold day hot poetry
Truth is here
With false sorry.
Poetry is true
World is false
This is not my story.
Words are not under my control
It is word I
That is to see.
I care not what you say
I care only truth and truth
And truth that only I say.
Excuse me if I am not able to touch
But I have got a lot of love
To you all living and non-living
I Love you and I seek your blessing.
I am hopeful and this world is wonderful
My wife is beautiful and my work is successful
You are my grand master and life is nectar-full.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold Love

Neutral gear
Is helpful
To starting afresh.
But stay away
From selling a person a pup.
It is true, dear,
We are all busy
In watching
Puppetry.
But what is
That to us.
We can achieve
Anything in getting
Our goal.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold Or Hot No Matter

Cold or hot
No matter,
Matter is
Whether the tree
Dries up or not.
Matter is
Bear all
And rise above.

Gajanan Mishra
Cold, Cold, I Dislike Coldness

Cold, cold,
I dislike coldness.
And I know
Life is not codswallop.

I know life is
The clear version of eternity,
Full of love and
Full of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
**Collapse**

Renewal violence came  
And my house collapsed.

Disoriented in time requires  
Renew push and hope  
You would find me out.

Gajanan Mishra
Collect Fish

Collect fish
From the air,
Collect color
From the earth,
Collect sky
From the sun,
Collect life
From the moon.
The moon, the life,
The sun, the sky,
The earth, the color,
The air, the fish,
All came to me
For the poems written.

Gajanan Mishra
Collecting Words

Collecting words in your
field of emotion I stood first.
With my own laugh and own cries
I proceeded further in the light
of new moon day.

Life-forest is dense,
Scattered sky is there only,
The rain is going outside
holding my hands and is telling
O poet, come on, to measure the clouds.

Let me free from your kiss-prison first,
Let me get my body uncovered with truth,
let me write a poem in your words-love
Let me stay here a moment more beyond count.

Gajanan Mishra
Collective Strength

Power of tolerance
Is but necessary
To move forward.
Let us remember,
Multiplicity is
Our collective
Strength.

Individual identity
Is there as it is,
Let us honour it,
But empower the weak.
If we want progress
We must avoid excessive
Licence and disrespect.

Gajanan Mishra
College

Here I am searching principal
So many lecturers are here
In this college and they
Teaches so many subjects
For allround welfare
I am  wayward
I am insearch of the principal.

The college is store house of knowledge
And I am within the college
Here neither I am getting any knowledge
Nor applied any at any time at any place
Without rudimentary or basic knowledge
I am getting pain and you the principal
Without uttering a word watching all day.

The college is my phyical body
The lecturers are the saints
And I am in dark in my body
And unable to know anything
And You My lord My Atma My supreme
My LOve and Everything My principal
I am searching you day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Colonization

I am forced to
use your language,
follow you grammar.
I think, it is nothing
but colonization,
it is nothing but
taking away my culture,
my identity and my independence.

Gajanan Mishra
Color - Acts

Full color-acts
Picture nil.
Ideas taboo
Side lines divided.

Question of bread
Most important.
Horizon collapsed
No more yellow.

Metaphors life
Full colors
In dark
Pages turned.

Gajanan Mishra
Color And No Color

Colors have no color
Rainbow cited with letter
Let me say, poet,
O poet,
You are here for ever,
You are here
Only to recognize
The color
But in life
Where is the color!

Gajanan Mishra
Color Black

Color black
See I am here
In white mode.
That I measured you
Is not a fact
And for this
I sustained loss.
Free movement
Not possible
Though freedom is
Guaranteed.
Color black is
Not mine
So also white.
It is yours
I dare not
Say so.

Gajanan Mishra
Color- Black And White

Color
Black and white
Place
The earth and the sky.

Bit by bit
I entered
In to the sky
Leaving the earth
Far behind.

I am not attached
I am in touch
With corollary factors
That are Yours
O my dear
Come and see
I am poor.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Girl

Black is crow
Black is cuckoo
Black is your eyes ball
Heron is white
Gander is white
And white is you
My color girl
I love black
I love white
I love you
I love to keep you.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Is White

Keep it.
That I know
You are befitting
And charming.

Leaves and flowers
Are here.
And I left
For the desert
Keeping witness.

Where is the sky
That I know
Only in desert
And I know
The color of the earth
In my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Is Yellow

The color is yellow
And they are all
Coming to the fore.

The sky is the only
Silent spectator.

The rivers are there
As before.

I heard the sound
That is yours.
And in that sound
I smell the earth.

No where to go
It is yours turn now,
You to decide what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Of Courage

I know the color,
Color of courage.
I know the image
That are imprinted
On the first page.
The life of the first
Page is the best.
What I know I must
Certify after test.
What type of test,
That I must think.
And I think and act
For as many people
As possible or I have to
Face the life- horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Of Turmeric

Believe not, believe not
The color of turmeric, my dear,
So also, make no friendship
With the foreigner.

The night is darker and darker, my dear
Go not with the night, without any lighter,
Be a fighter, my dear, and test yourself,
In the fire and in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Color Yourself

Color yourself
With love and
Win the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Color, Color, Color

Color, color, color,
Life is full of color.
Life, life, life,
Life has a long drive.
Drive, drive, drive,
Smile, love and enjoy life.
Life is a colorful dream
Be clear in heart, and face no problem.

Gajanan Mishra
Color, Color, Color - Colorful Life

Color, color, color,
Life is full of color.
Life, life, life,
Life has a long drive.
Drive, drive, drive,
Smile, love and enjoy life.
Life is a colorful dream
Be clear in heart, and face no problem.

Gajanan Mishra
Colored Life ??? ????

??? ???
???? ????
???? ?? ??? ?

???? ?? ????
???? ????
?? ??????? ?

???? ??????? ???
?? ?? ????? ?????
???????? ????????
??? ? ??? ??? ?

??? ??? ???
???? ?? ??? ??????
?? ????????
?? ??? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Colorful Flower-Love

Blacker than black,
Whiter than white,
This life here.
And you are here
In this life, my dear.
You are colourful
And more colourful
Than any flower here.

Gajanan Mishra
Colorful Sky

No rainbow is there in the sky
But the sky itself is colorful
And singing the song of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Color-Game

Color-game is there
In this world
Please observed
White is truth
In goodness
For creation
Reddish is passion
And black it is
At the end
For annihilation.

Gajanan Mishra
Colorless

Life is colorless,
One who said it -
Hundred percent right.

And life is here
With us at this time,
And we are careless.

Take care life is
Being told by everyone,
But no one knows
What life is and
What is there in life.

Yet, we are fortunate enough
To live here with love
That are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Colors Of The Body

Ask me
I will tell you,
Where from
The colors are
Coming so speed.
I am here
Reading the colors
But I am unable to
Write about colors.
I am leaving
Some fragments of
My colors on the body
Of the time while taking
Tiffins and meals daily.

Gajanan Mishra
Color-Time

Let me not stay
Here with desire.
My seat is not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Colour Of Darkness

Watch the colours,
Watch, the colour of darkness,
Apply it there
In your own life.
Difficulties are common
But Foresee not, dear.
And go ahead
With your plan and dreams.
Take care the helpless members
During your journey,
Take them into confidence
And move freely.
Go with vigour, life is
Neither smaller nor bigger.

Gajanan Mishra
Colour The Mind

Colour the mind as you like,
But before colouring first
take steps for purification.

Gajanan Mishra
Colour Yellow

Colour yellow
Bat or bowl.
Disappeared appear
momentum gather.
Disappointed improve
Trophy retained.

Gajanan Mishra
Colourless

Colorless,
Love is colorless
But life is colorful.
Love is the basis of life
No love no life.

Love is as red as blood
Love is as green as grass
Love is as hot as fire
Love is as blue as the sky
Love true never say goodbye.

Love is there where
There is devotion
Love is there where
There is renunciation.

Love is the mixture of
All colors
So also life,
And life faces
No death with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Colours are not seven,
But seven, seven, seven
Crores, crores, crores,
That can not be counted.
Colours as as many as
Numbers as the creatures
Of this world. And colours
Are changing from time to time
To suit the circumstances.
You cannot named any colours
It is like that, or
It is like this.
What you see, what you hear,
And what you talk all are
Truth but all they are
Beyond the truth.
You have no right to
Say anything falsehood.
The clouds, the sky
The air, the earth,
The water, the light,
Everything and everything
Is here as before,
But all are not there
As before, All these are
With you in love.
Accept them with love,
Tell everything okay
And live life as wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Co-Man

What a spider can do
I can not do
I am not a spider
What a tiger can do
I can not do
I am not a tiger.

I am a man
And a man is a man
That I am
And you are
And we are not there
To go in beast's car.

Gajanan Mishra
Combatting With Winter

How to combat
With winter?
But I decided
To winter here
With you my dear.

You are my
Water-colour,
No problem is
There with you,
I know, my dear.

I am the watchmaker,
I am the water-diviner,
I am the valuable paper,
I am your washing powder.

Use me and see, my dear,
I am here as before here,
Without changing my colours,
I am yours.

Go not backward
For fear of winter,
I am here and I
Have decided to
Winter here
In you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Combine Together

Combine together, O men
And try to know the truth,
Truth of life here on this earth.

Co-operate each other, O men
And live peacefully,
The greatest blessing of life.

Men, you are unique,
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Combustion

O my dear
I am useless
Without you
You are my combustion
You are my essence
You are my life
O love
You are five.

Gajanan Mishra
Come

Any one can come
And enlightened me
The present situation
And it is no one.

Come come welcome
I am calling everyone
I found no one
On the desk
To speak a word.

Am I fortunate then
That I am speaking so much
About the present situation
Am I unfortunate that
I am unable to hear you
In the like situation.

Come come I am waiting you
Here at this situation
And doing all activities
For you only that are
Said to be holy in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Afresh

Please come, come in,
You are mine.
I know you are
Here, there and
Everywhere.
Please come, come afresh.
You are the source of power,
You are the light, you are
Also the dark, come, please.
You are the colour of colours,
You are the feeling and nectar,
You are the streams of mountains,
You are the letter of love,
You are the sound of truth.
Please come, come afresh.
You are the coo, coo,
You are the cool water of the summer,
Please come my dear, please come,
You are the scented flower,
You the unique of this world.
Come afresh for life, for love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Again

Come again
But not
On the way
That are being used,
But come
On usual style
And make me know
What you are.
Come again
And say a few words
That are yours,
Yours as a whole.
Come again and
Say you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Attain

Come and attain
the happy world
of the righteous.
Drive out all doubts
all heedlessness,
all desires and
your own incapability.
Try to stay always
free from all defects.
No matter, you
understand or not
this world but you are
overwhelmed and you are
beholding correct picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Behold

So I speak
Come and listen
Come and behold
Here I am
I am formless
I am norm-less
I am sacrifice
I am ritual
I am clarified butter
I am sacred fire
I am a poet
I am the mirror
I am the carrier
So I speak
I am nor weak
I can measure the world
As you say quick.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Go

Where are you
I am searching you
Come and go.

Come and go
This is the time
When we all are present.

We all are present
And you are playing
Your trick.

Your trick is commendable
Come and go
We wait on line.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Go - Natural Way

Come and go
Natural way
Of our play.
Plant the tree
Reap the fruit
Natural tweet.

Truth is you
And also false is you
As natural as sailing
Fish and bathing person.
Know your own entity,
O my dear, and negate
Not anything here, also
See, no one can furnish surety.

Gajanan Mishra
Come and go,
Two words.
And I am
Within them,
In between them.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Join

Come and join please,
Awake and arise.
No problem means
No smiling and
It is not worth living.
Find yourself and
Knock your own door.
Self-discovery process
Is just opened.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Know

Come and know,
The reality,
The glory,
And the beauty.
Come and know,
The earth,
The creatures,
The logic.
Come and know
The truth,
The life,
The love.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Let Us Experience

True happiness
And let us move
On the path of liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Let Us Observe Life

Come on please and
Let us observe life,
Hear about life,
Thought of life,
Meditate upon life,
With love and truth
And with fixed concentration
To realize it.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Live

Come and live,
Live here in peace,
By forgetting everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Rape

Come and rape her
This is woman
From whom
You have taken birth.
Come and rape her
From whom
You have received
Unconditional love
Affection shape and size
And who has given you
Your identity and life.
Come and rape her
This is woman
For her only you are
Still getting everything
That you desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Salute

Come and salute,
For the unborn
Has taken birth,
For the establishment
Of the truth,
For the good of all
In the world,
For the happiness
Of the people in general.
And declare, nothing
Is there, besides
The dark and the star.
Give a chance to the bird
To utter words.

Gajanan Mishra
Come and see
The bird is flying.
Is it causeless mercy?
The air is there,
The light is there,
The life is there.
I am overwhelmed,
I am here with the bird,
With the air, and
With the light.
Let me say, I am alive,
I am here with my life.
I, myself is living
With the world, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And See Me

Come and see me
How I am sleeping
Come and hear me
How I am crying
Come come and come
Read my words
Here I am all day long
Proclaiming myself
In this sunny April
I am lovely and alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Come and see the sight,
And read the fight.
Worry not and
Practice living.
Embrace the time,
For you, it is here.
Release yourself
And study the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And See, I Am With My Mother

Come and see
I am with my mother,
Come and see
I am using my mother language,
Come and see
I am happy here on this land.

Remember, I have no
Criminal deception record,
I am never guilty of fraud,
I know not what is fraudulence,
Fraudulently I am doing
Nothing, come and test me.

Show your act of daring
And come and see
How happy my mother is,
How sweet my mother language is,
My land is more than heaven
Come and stay for a while.

Get peace here,
Nothing to fear.
Life is full of love
And not torture.
Come and see my dear,
I am the truth and with you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Come And See, O My Dear

I am taking my breath
When you are here
Neither coming is a joke
Nor seeing feeling bored
Like today and tomorrow
I am living here
And here there is no sorrow
Come and see, O my dear

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Share

This floating boat
We are sure
Love is pseudo.

Gajanan Mishra
Come and stay and see
I am here as before,
With the blessings of all,
All are my near and dear
And for all I am here.
Only for love and only
For truth the sun, the moon
Are appearing and the clouds
Giving rain and the trees
Giving leaves, flowers and fruits.
Come and stay and see
How pleasant the life is!
How wonder and how wonderful
The working system of this world!

Gajanan Mishra
Come And Take Me

Come and take me,
I am ever ready to go
With you at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Back Come Back

You have stayed there sufficiently
Come back come back
You have played there sufficiently
Come back come back
Here is truth for You
You are the Truth I am waiting for You.

I am calling You again and again and again
Come back come back come back
I am in the house that is built by You
I am here eating dancing and making merry
Come back come back come back
I am getting pleasure only in Your presence
I know my dear You are here past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Come back, please come back,
My dear brothers and sisters,
Please come, go not with them,
Death is there, I am confirmed.
Cleanse yourself with the truth,
My dear brothers and sisters,
Please come back and know
Who you are here and what for
You are here, and for whom
You are doing all works.
See your mother, see your father,
There, they are together
Waited to see you with true knowledge
And how you are serving here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come clean and tell the truth,
Life is there in truth only.
Try to play if you so like,
The role of a hero and not
That of a villain in the society.
Invite not your own destruction,
But help and cooperate others
In each and every creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Forward - Who Knows

Who is there
That knows me
Come forward
I want to see him.

Who is there
That does not
Come forward
I also want him.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Here And Say

Come here and say
Who you are.
O my dear, I am
Busy in calculating
The time and space
That are with you
And that are with me.
Tell me, how much you
Are applying different
Modes and method to
Stay therein life.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Nearer

Come nearer, come nearer,
I am here, I am here.
I am here, I am here,
Look at me, look at me.
To look me, I have given you
So much time, so much time.
Worry not, we are both here,
And this place is timeless.
In this timelessness, everything
You can see, and you have to see
As you have eyes. See the tree
There, see the sky there, see
Also here. See me, hear me. You
Have ears, come closer, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Not Reverse

Come not reverse, O the Ganges!
Crumble not, O the Himalayas!
You are both our life source,
You are our life.

We are here, only for you,
You are both our seal and signature.
Without you how can we show our face,
You are fair and adorn us with earth-lace.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Not With A Mountain

Come not with a mountain
To me at any time,
Come with empty hands
I am here to supply you
The water as much as you need
To grow your tree.

And tree is there
Ready to grow in empty sky
And I know you are no way
Related with the tree
And still you are crying
That made me astonished.

You are in this world
And also here is the tree
Come on my dear, come on
My dear, I am ready to give
You proper treatment free
That enable you to charge battery.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On

If you want to see the air
Come come soon
Here is the moon
In the noon.

Here see the air smiling
With the mango tree
Here see the stream dancing
With verse free.

If you want to see the air
Come come to Tapobana
I am here Gajanana
To give Nuajibana.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On And Let Us Go On

Come on and let us go on
Loving each other.
No time to wait, my dear,
You are far but I am near.

Where to go for safety, my dear,
Everywhere, water and water,
Our hunger our thirst all and all are
diseases that are to be cured for future.

Beg not to anybody besides before the Almighty,
Believe or not He is inside, search within,
Believe or not He is doing everything for you,
Believe it or not He is eating, talking and
doing everything for you and for benefit of all,
It is His grace that you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On And See

Come on and see,
See your own
Enlightened soul
That is here
With the modes
Of nature.
But no way
Affected by
Any activity.
Come on and see,
The truth within
That is fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on and take this food,
Take this food and go on working,
Go on working in a truthful ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On Brothers

I am here,
Come on brothers,
We will go together
To measure the air,
To measure the water,
That are there
Within all creatures.
Creatures are here,
The plants, the trees,
The birds, the animals.
The mountains, the rivers
All are here and
They are all
Watching our actions
And reactions and
We are with them
To see our future.
We are here brothers,
To do our duties,
Our innate duties
Without hankering
After pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On Comrade

Come on comrade,
We can resist the fire,
We can surpass the ocean.
Nothing is unreachable,
Come on and see,
Waiting there, for us,
All success in full.

Come on to worship
The mother,
Come on to use
The mother tongue,
Come on to develop
The mother earth
With all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on dear, come on,
Come on with this time,
Time of renewal and commitment.
This is the time
To renew ourselves
With hope and harmony.
Come on dear, come on,
Let us take a pause
And reflect ourselves
In the light of new sun.
Humanity is ours,
Let us preserve it
At any cost, come on.
The new year is at your hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On Friends

Come on friends
Let us celebrate
Friends day
Let us enjoy
Our world
On our own ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on men, come on,
You are to be honored
And respected. See men,
See the showers of flowers
From the sky. I know men,
You are the sons and daughters
Of heaven. You are the nectar,
I am here to congratulate you
For you are the truth, and
The symbol of love here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On My Body

Come on my body,
O, my power and
Let me spread myself
From dust to ether.

My dear, you are
Everything for
Each one here.
You are the danger,
You are the supporter
And also the creator.

Come on my body,
I am waiting for you
My love, my truth,
Everything I see in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On Now And Then

Come on now and then
You are all guests,
You belong to this place,
Come on, you are welcome.

Remember, you are more powerful
Than your illusion and you yourself
Are competent to cut off all the chains
That are in your body-train.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on poet with words
And purify the body.
This body belongs
To the earth.
Come on poet with a poem
About the earth.
This earth is our heaven,
Our language is jewels.
Come on poet like the fire
And give light to
The men in the dark.
Stay there, dear poet
Like the north-star
And show correct path.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on spider,
The sun is
For you here.
Come on hearing
The call of the ocean.
Come on spider
Keeping a link
With all
Through your web.
Come on, come on,
Walk or dance,
Sing or cry,
No matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on this side or
Go on that side, no matter
But you have to ignore
The existence of ignorance.

Wherever you like, you may go
But you have to detach yourself
From the act of going and
Realize the truth, you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On To This Field

Come on to this field,
Play the ball as you like
And left the field,
No matter, win or loss.
But while playing
Know and recognize
Your own self that is
Only here with you.
Do not entangle yourself
With the ball or
With the field.
Nothing is yours
Keep it in mind and
Play day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On With Dream

Come on without worries
Come on with dreams
Come on within.

It is our nature
It is our honor
It is our knowledge
That is here with us.

Rest is okay
Rest is left outside
And it is the livelihood
And discussion no avail.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On With Me, Dear Men

My life
In poetry
And
My poetry
In life -
Not the same.
Yet, I go
With both
From
The very morning
To the late night.
I see
Easy declining,
I feel also
Easy rising.
Come on with me,
Dear men,
And release
Your pressure.
Let me measure
Your growth
Here on this earth,
Full of poetry.
Write your own
And enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On With Your Own Language

Our language our pride,
Our rice our life,
Our future our dreams
No one can take it from us.

We are for our language,
Our food is for us,
We are for our earth,
We are ours, we are independent,
We are separated,
If one tries then also
he cannot destroy us.
Our future is within us,
In our language, in our food.

Cone on, come on, we will take our
Language to the world in new dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On With Your Own Words

Come on with your own words,
Let me see you as you are with the nature.
Here I am ever ready to welcome you.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, Friends

Come on, friends, come on,
Give me your eyes and mind,
I am here on this sight, come in,
I am not to praise you but to
command you in straightforward manner,
Think not otherwise, my dear,
Go on performing, all good is yours
and they are waiting for you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, Just The Way You Are

Come on, just the way you are,
Nothing to fear, I am here
With my body full of love.
Come on and see what I am,
Where ever you go there I am,
Without any modification
In your thinking and living.
I am just like you, a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, Kill Me

Come on, kill me,
Kill me as because,
I am telling you
to use your own language.

Come on and kill me,
Kill me as because
I am going on my own foot
I am staying independent
on my own land.

Come on and kill me,
Kill me as because,
I want to stay with my mother,
Kill me and make me
Alive for ever here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, Late Evening

Come on late evening,
Late evening, come on.
And guard the children first,
The children are there.

Get the running dog there,
Late evening with a bread.
Black and white all, yours,
Are the same lizard, there.

Gross or net no matter
But they are all expecting
Further work as award but
Care not the star, there.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on, my brothers,
It is very very late now.
We are to go far
With the spotless
Fresh sun.
The sun has already risen,
Come and see here.
Enjoy the virgin rays,
Enjoy the touch, my dear,
It is your turn
To go ahead.
Today itself is calling you,
Come on, my brothers
To see the new birth of history.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, My Dear

Come on, my dear
I am here waiting for You.
I here attain stages of
Existence from earthly
To watery, fiery, glowing
And airy.
This is my identity
Fearless incorporation.
My dear, come on.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, My Dear Men, Come On..

Come on, my dear son, come on..
One, two, three, four,
Sit on the floor.
Come on and come on,
Here see, all doors are open.
Be straight, my dear,
I am looking all the episodes
From this corner.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On, Read My Poems

Come on, my dear
Read my poems.
I am sure
You are the person
Who never fails.

Come on, my dear
I am here as
Ever with You
I write only
For You.

This is my writing
See and get everything
Here in this writing
O my dear, here I
Find You in a new light.

Gajanan Mishra
Come On.. Come On..
Come on.. come on..
No grief, no stupidity.
Come on to turn the dreams
In to reality.

Come to secure food security
Fresh water availability.
Come on.. come on..
Come on to take care our own health.

Come on to contribute
Future input.
Come on to explore
Gravitational waves.

Come on friends, come on dear.
With your own tradition, own culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Out

Come out of the clouds
O my dear sun
With your brilliance
To give light and knowledge
Come out of the clouds
O my dear sun
With your warmth
To provide relief
From the bitter cold.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Out From Your Cave

Come out from your cave,
If you are like to
Talk to me.
Do you not know?
My words are fire.

Yes, my words are fire,
Within the pleasant glee
Of the ice.
Come on, proceed ahead,
And see me, here, there.

Cheer me, hear me,
Read me clear.
I am the air, I am the water,
I am your own colours.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Out My Dear Sky

Come out my dear sky, come out.
Come out from your own
Compound wall to smile
With the birds.

The trees of the forest
Are on line, they are
There to say something
About their own matters.

Come out my dear sky, come out.
Come out to deliver the goods
That are only yours.

The rivers are here with flowers,
The clouds are there dazzling
With the morning sun to pass new message.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Out, My Dear

Please come out
Of the dark well of sins
And go not to commit
Any deed that is an offense
And be free from
The muddy reservoir of water.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Soon, O Rain.

Come soon, come soon,
O rain, my grand-daughter
Aaeeshanee is calling you
Come again and again.

With your coming, o rain
My grand-daughter wants to
Hear the croaking of frogs,
Pealing of clouds,
Whistles of winds,
Rustlings of leaves,
Babbles of streams,
Ripples of waves.

O rain, come soon, come soon, come soon, to see
The face of my grand-daughter that is like the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Straight With Clear Language

Come straight.
What is your language that I want to know
What is your language.

It is all love that is playing vital role
It is all love.
When love is in death is out
When love is in.

Love is your language that I want to know
Love is your language.
Love is the sky that has no boundary
Love is the sky.

Come straight with love
Come straight.
Come straight
Come straight.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Ten

Come ten
With me and
See the heaven.

True, hell is
Also here,
But go not there.

Think good
By staying with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Tapovan

Come to Tapovan,
For retirement
And for practice of
Austerities.
Here you are to accept
Fully the shelter of the truth.
You are to execute
The order of the truth.
Love, you know,
Here universal.
Life, you know
Here impersonal.
Come to Tapovan
To discover the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Balasore If You Are Interested To Buy

Come to Balasore  
And buy a child  
At the rate of  
Four thousand  
The seller is a  
Mother and is  
In need of money  
Urgently to  
Purchase some food  
For her livelihood  
Contact;  
Sukuri Sing  
Markona, Sora  
Balasore, Odisha  
India  
Now at  
Pathana Mahala  
NAC Sora.  

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Know The Mystery

Here is mystery
O men, come to know the mystery
Mystery of life
Mystery in your body
Mystery in your mind
Mystery in your intelligence
O men, knowing mystery is your
Duty and responsibility
Knowing mystery is your aim
You are the product of mystery
O men, knowing you is knowing mystery
Knowing is possible if there is faith in you
If you are ready to cultivate knowledge
If you sacrifice yourself to realized this knowledge
Entering in to the platform of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Koraput

They the wise
Called Koraput
A treasure trove
Of nature and culture
Enchanting hills
Rippling streams
Spectacular waterfalls
Wonderful caves
Lush green valleys
Fresh air all are
Waiting for you
Come, come to Karaput
Odisha India
You are welcome.

In Koraput
You can find
Sabar Srikhetra
Deomali Duduma
nandapur
Gupteswar
Devgiri
Dumuriput
And the adibasis
Tribes
And their traditions
Hospitality
Come come to Koraput
You are welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Life

Come to life and you are alive.

No need of your genealogical table
No need of your past and future.

Only present is with us to live in
And we have possessed everything
Starting from elephant horse chariot
Wife arrows reservoir of wealth garland
Valuable costumes trees spear noose jewels
Umbrellas and all regulative principles.

Come to life, come to life, my dear
We have love, we have truth
We have strong foundation
With auto control system at our own hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me

If you are loving
Come to me
If you have a compassionate heart
Then only come to me
If you are looking
With friendly eyes
Come to me
Remember, a vision of
fellowship and brotherhood
Is a bare necessity
To come to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me And See

Come to me and see
I am yet to get some rice.

I am home-less
Till today
my roof is this sky.

And I am happy, see
with these birds
and clouds.

I feel no want
I am not restless
and I have nothing
to say to anybody.

Let me go on my own way
I have no other option today.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me And Stay Happy

Come to me,
Or stay there
But you have to
Read my poetry
To make your life
All successful.

Your success is there
Where you think
You are nothing,
Your success is there
When you know not
What to do.

Feed the truth,
The truth is what
You know from
Your inner self
And that is there
Already before you.

Accept what you have,
Take pleasure
As they are coming,
Color, not anything
But observe what is
There in it.

Victory is your,
But remember
It is nothing.
Stay self-satisfied
And That's all
And stay happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me I Am Here

to show you the road
that is going till your
new beginning in the dream.
Come to me I am here
In the colorless tasteless
life that is with you
I know you are not a guest
but the owner of this house.
While coming please bring
all your belongings with you
as proof of identity who you are
at this hour here and tell all that
you have arrived to open a new chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me With

Honor
Dishonor
Pain
Pleasure
Smile
Cry
Mind
Heart
Keep contact with me
Over phone
Through message
By face
On land
By air
Through all medias
Call me by
Name
Fame
Game
With honor
Due diligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Me, O My Faithful Readers

Come to me, O my faithful readers
I will show you what you like
What you dislike at this time.

See, I am announcing my name
See, I am defaming my fame
And it is my sweet will.

It is my business to call
Your attention at this hour
Of death and birth in cycling order.

Come, come my dear
You are my future
Only for you I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To My Capital City- Bhubaneswar

Smart city- Bhubaneswar,
Capital of my state-Odisha.
Come to this city for a visit,
Known as mandira malini nagari.
Smart- technologically integrated,
Well-planned and environmental friendly,
Liveable, workable and sustinable city.
First desinged by German architect
Otto koningsberger in 1946,
Modern India's first planned city.
In morning and evening discover here
Soul-soothing breeze.
So many educational institutions
Provide new opportunitites.
We are proud for its intelligent
Surveillance system prividing safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To My World

Come to my world
And try to listen to me,
And get yourself purified
By knowing the value of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To Poet

Come to the poets
And listen poems
In poems find life,
Life in different ways detached.

Detachment only truth and
Truth is nothingness.
Nothingness is nothingness
And Only nothingness is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To See This Bird

Come to see this bird
Come to hear this bird
And there are so many birds
Just come and see them
I do not like to hear
Comment about them.

Just enjoy and see
just see and enjoy
Here we are all
With the birds trying
To touch the sky
And the sky is within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To The Poet

Come to the poet
And live eternally
Poet is the highest of all
Come to the poet
Live cheerfully
Poet is here in nature
You are with the poet
Hip hip hurrah
Three cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To The Poetry World

Come to the poetry world
Leaving your bag and baggage
There at the disposal of nature.

Come, my dear, come to this world,
Where I am for you for the truth,
And see me here without any fear.

Here, my dear, you are to give
Everything and you are there
To get everything with all happiness.

You are situated in the poetry world,
And You are safe and no chance to
Fall down at any time anywhere here.

Poetry writings is an auspicious activity
Never overcome by any evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To The Truth

Come to the Truth
I know You do not
Attempt anything
For Your own sake
I know I am here
Only for You
You are the Truth
I am wandering
In falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To The Truth To Get Peace

Come to the truth
And stay free
Stay happy.
Come to the love
And get all nectar
Get all peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To The Truth-Thumbs Up

Come to the truth,
Truth is within me,
I am here for you.
Leave all and come,
Give me your thumb.
The victory is yours,
Go and enjoy life,
Thumbs up.

Gajanan Mishra
Come To This Side

Come to this side, O my dear
And take all happiness as you like.

Use not any harsh words, my dear, to any body
Harsh words saddened the heart and ears
Harsh words are the sounds of owls and crickets.

O my dear, take the help of such persons and things
That you can get help from them in this life and the next.

Don't approach for anything to the ignorant and materialist
Treat them as impure trees creepers and poisonous wells.

O my dear, what you are eating what you are doing
And what you are thinking and giving when you offer Me
That is your pious activities that is the nectar of life.

Cheaters are there everywhere, my dear
Be prepared to face the life here, with the blazing fire-Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Together And Change

Come together and change
The system,
The atmosphere.
Nothing is impossible,
All are yours,
The earth, the air,
The water, the light,
Nothing to give up.
Come together, and do
What is needed.
Go not against the truth,
And get yourself purified.

Gajanan Mishra
Come Together, My Dear

Come together, my dear,
And fight for the mother,
Raise voice
In mother language,
On your own motherland.
You are independent,
You are free,
You are sovereign.
Nothing to fear,
Show your courage,
The waves are
In your favor.
Nothing to lament
At this time, at present
And hereafter.
The war is yours,
The winning side is yours,
No outsider can interfere.
Come on and stand up together,
My dear brothers and sisters,
Show your identity,
Show your uniqueness,
Tell the world,
You are the wonder,
Come together and
In your own hands,
Build your new future.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Clean Hands

Come with clean hands
With absence of pride
Freedom from hypocrisy
Without any violence
Forgiving all forgetting all
In a straightforward mind
In purity both body and mind
Keeping yourself in
Steadfastness and self-control.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Divine Love

Come with divine love, O rain,
Come with compassion, O rain,
Come with earthly smell by touch of the sky.

O rain, here I am, waiting for you
On this sunny day of the June,
O rain, plunder not anything from anybody,
I love You very much and love takes not
Anything but gives that is beautiful.

O rain, I see your beauty
On the mountain top and not
In the sea,
I see you, O rain, on this
Touch me not and holy basil.

O rain, come on, I am here, my dear, waiting only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Me

I am a poet
searcher of truth
I am a poet
searcher of dream
I declare
I declare.

Lucky signs ahead
I declare
Come with me
for world welfare.

You won the war
A true lifewar
You may declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Me To This House

Come with me to this house of the moon
And see my dream my love my dear
Here is bee here is song here is fame
Here is passion here is freedom
O my dear come with me to see yourself
In all and to drive out fear
And the moon sending messages to us
That is full of love and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Me, I Am Here

Come with me,
I will show you
The truth.
I will show you
The good.
Come with me,
I will tell you
About the air
And the light.
I will give you
Strength to fight.
Fight with time,
I am here.
Come with me, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Come With Smile

Come with smile
Come with some
Valuable presentation.

What is it?
It is love
It is a pure heart.

Open the door
At morning and evening
Always with care.

Think not past,
Think not future,
Stay at present.

Let me see your smile,
O my dear, in your smile,
I see the happy world.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, and help me
To building something
In stone, in wood,
In metal, in clay,
In paint and also
In sand and in mind,
Temporary though, we
Color it permanent.
Come and help me,
In catching the truth,
In the sun, in the fire,
In the water, in the air,
In the flowers, in the star,
Always here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, Come

Slowly slowly
I am waiting for you
And looking at you
Favorably.
Come with firm faith
In pure heart
Do not stop
Devotional practices
Do not waste energy
In useless works
Come, come
I am waiting for you
Like the bright sun
At dawn.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, Come To My House

Come, come to my house,
It is full of grace.
Stay, please stay a while,
In truth, in love.

Remember, life is here
And it is nectar
Content in good pleasure
Be a believer, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, Cooperate With Me

Come, cooperate with me
We will build the country
Clean India, my dear.
Come let us go on the path
Of development, Come my
Brothers and sisters
Let not fall the lives in hell.
Too late it is, See the sun in the east
Lights are in the courtyard
And all are busy in their duties.
Come, please come and cooperate with me,
We will be together, we will not fall
No one can say we are separated.
Forget your caste religion creed
And birth and come and engaged
Yourself in the service of the mother
And the motherland without fear or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, Love And

Come, love and see my smile,
Come, love and live together with me,
Come, love and see everywhere green,
Come, love and do good to all,
Come, love and cooperate the time,
Time is here for peace and stability,
Come and see, come and cooperate,
Come and love, come and tell the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Come, Please Come

Come, please come,
And let us break
The sky together.
And where is the sky?
Come and please come,
And let us know first
What the sky is doing there.
The sky is dead
Some one declared.
Come, and please come,
And have a test.
Some other one said
All beauty-
The skyt has kept.
Come, please come,
To deliver another sky.
Please come, jump up,
And fly. and
While flying smile,
Smile and cry.
Worry not,
The sky is dead
And you are not to
Land on any trouble,
Though, you are to
Face life- horrible.
But life is beautiful,
And with the sky
Life can't be miserable,
And we all know
The sky is unbreakable.

Gajanan Mishra
Comeforward

Comeforward to tell the truth
Comeforward to save mothers
loving lap.

Comeforward to save
cultural river flowing
through father son sister brother
comeforward to tell the truth
that is in you.

Gajanana Mishra
Comeforward My Dear

Comeforward my dear,
To change the situation
And start our work to make
Circumstances as per our wish.
See and judge not
Taking the accounts of
Color caste or wealth,
Look to the character
That is needed to build a
New world order.

Gajanan Mishra
Comes As No Surprise

Comes as no surprise -
The rise and the death.
No import but export,
And no one to support.

Gajanan Mishra
Comfort

No way it is good-
The comfort.
But so long as
Life is there
We need comfort.
Comforts give pleasure
And it is due to
Our own idleness.
When we realize
The truth, we know
Comfort has not role
To play in this life.
But the words and
The sounds give comfort.

Gajanan Mishra
Comforts And Education

If you want comfort
Forget about education
If you want to learn
Do not go after comforts
Drink filtered water
Do work after a careful thought
Thought is not poor's consolation
If good thought is there
Everything is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming Again

Coming again
I said
We were together,
And now
We are here.

Coming again
I would not merge
I would not attach
And I would attain
Love and only love.

Coming again
O my dear, see me
With you, I am
Untainted.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming And Going

The process is there
The coming and the going,
The going and the coming.
The process is on.
From where, to where,
For what and who they are,
All are in questions.
Coming and going, going and
Coming, coming and going, going.
No one can find its
Beginning and end.
But all are the parts of the process
The coming and going, going and coming
And yet all are in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming From

I am coming and coming from nowhere.
And so also I am going and going to nowhere.
Nowhere is the only answer since I am everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming In To Contact

Coming in to contact
With you, my dear
I identified myself
As yours.
I know we belong
To the same class
And we are eternal
And we are one.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming Out

Never mind,
But I am sure,
You are coming out.

You are coming out
From your life,
From the very bondage.

You are in the prison,
Prison of darkness.

Light is outside,
And I am sure
You are coming out
To the light.

Come on men, you are welcomed.
You are the light, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming Staying Enjoying

I am coming
I am staying
I am enjoying.

I say I am living
And doing nothing
And doing everything
If you have eyes of wisdom
Behold me.

Coming and going
Are the same thing
And migrating sometime.

Relationships are
Not to count with
Space object
Individual or time
That are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To Me

Coming to me I saw
I watched And I believed
Darkness within and outside
I feared I smiled
I watched and I renewed
My energy for light
I wake up, my dear
And I uttered
I heard the stars calling
And I left the place
With shining
And the day I recalled sunny.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To Position

Life in hope
With this I am
Looking before I leap.

Precept not in work
Example is better
My lovely dear.

It is my strike
To your red hot iron
That comes to position.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To Puri

Coming to Puri
I enjoyed your love
O my dear
Here you are waiting for me
You are my past my present my future
In three form Neela Maa and Dhaba
You are Jagannath Subhadra and Balabhadra
You are three in one
You have killed here demon Madhu
For the welfare of all
Shankhasura was formed out of the flesh of Madhu
Shankhasura took away vedic text from Lord Brahma
And You have my Lord killed the demon in Mina Avatara
The demon hid in the branches of Kalpa Vrukhyya
And You threw your sphere to cut the demon
And the demon entered in to the conch cell
And the conch dispersed to a distant place
In the sea coast known as Chakratirtha
And You taking the help of Brahasutra killed the demon
And with this Lord Shiva named as Shankha Kshetra
This is that Puri O my dear, Your abode.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To The Main Stream

Coming to the main stream
The water of the pits
became pure and holy again.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To The Point

Coming to the point
I turned the pages
Coming to the point
I found nothing
In negation that
You told in history.

Since long I am dead
And for the first time
In history you raised doubt
And I clarified before all
pessimist and not present.

What is there and
What is not there
Still a mystery
And I beg apology
For my slip of tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To You

Coming to you
I faced problems
While solving
I acted quickly
Scanning the sky
I found everything
Just inside.

Just inside
Life you find
It is just
Lack of coordination
Not seen kind
And you failed
To create anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Coming To You I Said

Coming to you
I said, see me,
how virtuous I am.
I am performing everything
selflessly for the good of you.

For the good of you
I am here, see me,
I am here, to burn the fire,
I am here, to throw the air,
I am here, to win the righteous war.

Yes, I have a desire and
it is not sin, see me,
My desire is to stay attached
with you for all days.

Gajanan Mishra
Command Is

Command is a necessary evil
Command some one he will do
What you wanted.

Command is no misuse
Of power in any way
If it is constructive.

Command if misused
Will destroy others
unnecessarily without reasons.

command some one
And see his reactions
Not a good vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Command Me

Command me to go
Let my mind be fixed upon You
Let my life be shortened by Your merciful glance.

Gajanan Mishra
Commanding

Commanding
Commanding the sun the fire
The senses and the wind and the death
Is not possible in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Comment Of Poems

Beautiful, cute, I receive
The comments on my poems.
But poems, I am not
Satisfied with you
As you are not
Any one of them.

I am not satisfied
With you, poems,
As you failed to
Fulfill the terms
And conditions as
Laid down by creator
And you have forgotten
For whom you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Commit Wrong

To sketch is not to commit wrong
To write is not to commit wrong.

Birth right of the artist
Is to sketch freely
Birth right of the poet
Is to compose poem freely.

Freedom of speech and expression
Is for a freelancer
Nobody is there to challenge
In this free world of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Committed To Truth

I have neglected all  
Worldly activities  
For the sake of truth.  
Truth is there, dear,  
In me and I belong  
Not to this world, I know.  
Love is there for the world,  
But not attachment, I'm sure.  
So many kinds of activities  
Are there here in this world  
And all are contradictory.  
But in all contradictions,  
Truth remains the same for all  
In all circumstances and in all places.

Gajanan Mishra
Committing Error Is Common

By a human being
Minus error is God.

Love is common
As a being
Minus love no life.

Trust is common in friendship
Without trust means
Start of enmity.

Taking breath is common
In life
Without breathing it is dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Committing Violence

Committing violence is
Worst works done by
Demons and ill fated
Committing violence
Is cruel deeds and
Way of hell.

And O my dear
It is better to
Live in hell than
Live with the company of
Wicked vile persons
As there is nothing well.

Ill of the society
Are demons and they
Should be root out for
The welfare of all and
For establishment of peace
Before rooting them out
We must understand
Their problems and try
To solve them and give
Them scope for self correction
After providing all
That are necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Common Cause

I want to see
All men in peace.
Friendship should be there,
Among all and I
Want prosperity with
A common cause. Also
I know poetry is there
To fulfill all wants.

Gajanan Mishra
Common Good Of Humanity

Serve the interest of the people,
By doing more better and harming less,
By contributing common good of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Common Is Death

Why to waste valuable time
On discussion about death
If you are so interested
Here is the topic of life
Discuss, if you are so like.

Life is uncommon
Life is wonderful
Here is life, enjoy life
With others and say
Something for guidance
Life is in action
Make it eternal and
Faultless if you are
A man of talent.

Discussing about anything
Other than life is fruitless
Exhibition in any form
Other than life is the proof of
Foolishness and blindness
As everybody of us is going
With life and value its significance.

Gajanan Mishra
Common Man

A Common man has
No place here,
A common man is
Not allowed to
Go anywhere or to
Stay somewhere
In peace and
In stability.
Budget has neglected
The common man at
Various levels.
Common is not uncommon
And hence he has to
Suffer a lot.
Nothing much for
Common man.
No chance, no share
For economic revival.
But we have a government
For the people and
Government of the people
And by the people.
And we find no provision
No relief of any kind
For common man.

Gajanan Mishra
Common People

Common people.
Where is common people?
We are now using them
For our own selfish ends.

Common people are the lords
Of democracy and in parliamentary
Forms of Government and
They are unpleasant.
Common people are in poverty
And they are being used as play things.

We the politicians, we the officers
Are the servants of common people
And we realized it at least
During elections, we care for
Common people, see here at this time.

Are we not impure wretch?
Are we not perpetual enemy of common people?
It is true, we have not given up ours
Lust, greed and vanity, see, we are very passionate.

We have forgotten our service towards common people
And we are the enemy of entire land,
And alas!
We have sought shelter in common people.

Gajanan Mishra
Commotion

Milk to curd
Curd is churned
Butter and butter-milk
Become separate
Butter flows over butter-milk
One to manifold
And manifold to one
Again.

Gajanan Mishra
Commotion - Intention

Commotion,
Result of commotion
Is good if your
Heart and brain is good,
That gives nectar.
Commotion is dangerous
If your intention is bad
And the result is
All destruction.
If you are making
No distinction, it is
Well and good for
The welfare of all
Everywhere all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Commotion is welcomed,
Always for every one.
Commotion produced
In evil man caused
War and destruction,
But commotion produced
In good man revealed nectar.
I want to be a good man, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Companions

Rising high,
Let us hug each other.
Falling low
Let us hug each other.
When there is no high
And no low, let us hug each other.

Make hugging a habit,
And see, you have real might.
With might and main,
You have to stay here, my dear.

Enjoy life, O migrator,
Where ever you are, you are
In multi-colored earth, and your
Companions are twinkling stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Company Of A Poet

The company of a poet can inject poetry
Poetry is based on love truth and history
Poet can only know the fragrance of a flower
Beholding a poet is a blessing
Poetry brings good creative life
In due course of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Comparison Not Needed

Comparison not done
Importance not given
Questions not put
Prayers not offered
Yet you said come.

And I went
You welcome me
With greetings
You welcome me
Saying my friend.

Here is the welfare
I know and I know
You are for common cause
And I know and went
Without any formality.

Gajanan Mishra
Compassion

Who am I to pray for you
You are your prayer
I am mine.

I have my peace
I have my good heart
My heart is full of compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Compassion For Others

All are suffering here
All are suffering.
Be kind and good to all
You should possess this urge
For compassion.

O my dear, I know
You shower your compassion
On all beings to purify them
By creating both favorable
And unfavorable circumstances.

I am here sad and happy
With the sadness and
Happiness of other beings
Sages sacrifice their life
To do good to others
Even though they do wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Compassionate

You are doing so many things, my dear
You are protecting all sufferers here
You are giving them safety who are here
Struggling for existence and You
Want to see all happy here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Competition For Supremacy

Competition for supremacy is
Always there among three
And I am not with anybody
All three are in defeatism.

Gajanan Mishra
Compiler Of Truth - Life

Life is the compiler of the truth,
Life is the description of all good.
Narration of facts, past times,
Future predictions all are life.

Life is there, it is not puzzled,
Life is there, it is opened,
Nothing to create havoc for truth,
Life is the root of the complete tree- the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Complacent Mind

I want a
Complacent mind
And a fearless heart
To win the life-war.

Be careful, my dear,
Your life is in fire,
And that can be extinguished
By only love.

O my dear, prove yourself
As the symbol of love
Only love can reign the world
And not war, that is to be remembered.

Only by love
You can prove yourself as a human.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Absorption

Completely absorb yourself
In what you are doing
To reach the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Address

I have no
Complete or
Say permanent
Address.
I have no
Permanent name.
But you may
Contact me
On mobile
Phone 09437366644
For the present.
You know also
I am never
A permanent member
Of this earth.
I have also
No permanent structure,
As you know.
Everything is
Changing here
With me.
Anyway, you may
Call me in any name,
You may read my poems
And assess who I am,
And say whatever
You like.
See me,
I am here
As before,
Intact,
Fulfilled within.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete And Authoritative

Complete and authoritative;
The life here, see.
To show knowledge
Is not necessary.

You have to visit
The spot.
And your vision
Should be clear.

The tree that grows
Is not mine.
The fruits that ripen
Are not mine.
But the land
On which the tree stands
Is yours.

My mind is not
So matured that
I can say anything.
I know, you are
Also, not ready to
Hear what I utter.

However, life is
Unaffected.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Attachment

I am completely attached
To You, my Lord, see me.
You have big round eyes
I am Yours and here
With You always
Do whatever You like.
I know You are there
Always ready to show me
Your favor, my dear.
I know You are here
And I have
Nothing to fear.
That to what is mine
Why should I fear!

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Attachment With Almighty

I am completely attached
To You, my Lord, see me.
You have big round eyes
I am Yours and here
With You always
Do whatever You like.
I know You are there
Always ready to show me
Your favor, my dear.
I know You are here
And I have
Nothing to fear.
That to what is mine
Why should I fear!

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Beauty

Complete beauty,
All here,
All perfect
In knowledge and
In good behavior.
All are in love,
All are in truth,
All penances and
Sacrifices - life.
All pleased,
All important and
All enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Earth

By birth,  
I am the complete  
Earth.

I am  
The pleasure  
Ground.

I am  
The rich  
Treasury.

I am  
Bound but  
Beautiful.

The truth is  
Being created by me.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Freedom

Complete freedom - I want,
Completely free from
The conception of bodily life.

But body is everything,
Without body,
There is nothing.

And I want nothingness,
As I know I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Liberation

I am
What I am,
You are
What you are,
Complete liberation.

Nothing to worry,
Nothing else, and
No one else is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Nonsense

Sense, sense non-sense
Complete nonsense
Nothing wrong to say without sense
And who is doing and what
That is not to ask
It is equally wrong to
Say torn it up thrown it out
That one does not know
Himself what he means to say
And the procedures the rules
And the medias are there
To focus with nothingness
But to create hue and cry
For nothing at the cost of
People's money
You are the king
You are the queen
People are only there
Suffering and suffering
With all these non-sense wordings.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Rest

I am in need of Complete rest,
In you, my dear, I know,
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Ruin

I am going to ruin
Complete ruin
It is only because
I have lost reason
And I am confused
And I am infatuate
And I am angry.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Success

Complete success
The words themselves
Contradict
Secluded.

Complete failure
The words themselves
United
Pleasing.

All are
Repetitions of
Opportunities
Towards perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Whole

Complete whole
I know, my dear
You are complete whole.
You are perfect
And complete.
Completely perfect
All emanations from You.
Whatever is produced by You
Is also complete in itself.
Still there remains
Complete balance in You.
O my dear, there is
Nothing to beg
And nothing to give.
Your blessing is
Here in complete form.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Whole - Life And Truth

Forget not the truth, my dear,
Forget not the truth.
And what is the truth, my dear,
Search it out.

Search it out, my dear,
By opening the eyes.
By opening the eyes, my dear,
Go deep and deep and deep.

Extensive love is there, my dear,
Within the deepest corner
Of the heart, realize it.
Complete whole is there
Achieve it, my dear
With the whole heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete Whole-Truth

Complete whole, my dear,
The sum is Truth
And I know, here is my life,
If I am found with fault
Hang me, I am telling the Truth.
See here, eyes-holder,
How happy I am here with
So-called suffering,
If You have the tongue
Explain, how Truth would be sorrowful.

Gajanan Mishra
Complete World

Wife and husband,
the complete world
with all is at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Completed Living

I have completed living
For death.

I am dead
Don't lament.

No query no fear
Make marry with three cheers.

I am now in eternity
With my everlasting beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Completely Attached

Truth is there,
Stay completely
Attached to truth.
Be kind to everyone,
Everyone is the truth,
And the absolute truth.
Stay far away from
Material hankering
And stay peaceful.
Stay humble and grave,
Stay friendly and poetic,
Stay compassionate and silent.
Life is yours,
Words are yours,
The world is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Completely Cleansed

You are completely cleansed
Of all material contamination
As you are self controlled
You are well balanced in mind
You are aware of absolute truth
O poet, I know your words are
Never baffled and that are
never failure..

Gajanan Mishra
Completely Free

You are free,
Completely free,
Free to do
Anything and
Everything.
You may hate me,
You may love me,
I have nothing
To do.
It is you,
Who is free to do,
But what you do
I am sure
That is for my good.

Gajanan Mishra
Completely Pleased

See
I am completely pleased
With you and only with you
O my dear and I know
You are here for my welfare.

My world is here
And Your actions are
Relevant as because
You and your actions
Are valuable for life.

This life of mine is
Yours I know and I am
Fully satisfied with you
O my dear and I know
Your staying is proper and just.

Gajanan Mishra
Compliance Window

Stay alone
and sleep in peace.
Squeeze everything
and sleep in peace.

Disclose everything
What you possess
and sleep in peace.

If you so like
Attach everything
that are called mine.

Save with time
and say monsoon is
coming for a new sun
to shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Complicated - Rose Life

Really complicated
This life.
Entangled conditions
Are there at every time.
Rose declared with
A delicate crimson smile.
And this autumn morning
Welcome the rising sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Composing Poem Is

Composing poem is a search,
A search of truth with nature,
A search of love with truth.
It is a sacrifice,
It's wisdom.
Composing of poem is a life's
Continuing process that is
For betterment of all.
It is an activeness with time,
It is going towards bliss.
Composing poem is a worshiping,
Worshiping the self,
It is dedication to nature
And a way of salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Compress A Poem

Dear poet,
Here and there
Find words,
And with some
Compose a poem.

Pure poem
Can make your life
Good and fine.
Pure poems
Are in nature.
Bring them
By layers of words,
And process of thinking.

Give color to words
Through poems and
Remove all darkness.

Tell all -
Life is not to float.
Still, life
Is to be followed.

Gajanan Mishra
Compose Poems With Me

Come children, please come,
Come and compose poems with me.
Words are truth, collect them,
Love are free, get them,
Mix your emotion with truth,
Remember, ingredients are your friends,
Your friends are all birds and animals
And trees and rivers and mountains.
Your friends are all creatures here and
The sun the moon and the stars, the water and the airs
You are there living, playing with them.
Come on children, please come,
See all, one and the same,
Read and read poem and also compose them.

Gajanan Mishra
Composed

I am composed
And in my normal nature
With you, I am here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Composing Poem

Composing poem is not a game to play
Composing poem has no loss no profit.

No body has got complete control over words
No body has a thought even how to use words
From start to end.

The man who is composing poem act as a middleman
Between the creator and the creation
And the middleman has no right to say about
The original picture and theme.

No body is there to guess what is there
In the mind of the compositor
At times the compositor himself could not say
What he is composing and for whom.

Words thoughts and pictures present
As pretenders and the compositor is the
Only scapegoat.

Gajanan Mishra
Composing Poem Is Not

Is not illusion
Composing a poem
Is not mere imagination
Composing a poem
Call of the soul
To get nectar of life
We all thrive.

Gajanan Mishra
Composing Poems

Composing poems
Are like
Offering prayers.

Offering prayers
Are like
Doing duties.

Doing duties
Are like
Staying with You.

You are in me
I know and
I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Compounding The Troubles

Compounding the troubles
You arrived at my door
While I am piloting the mirage crashes.

You did not want to have
details of my resignation from
countering terrorism and
beg sorry for the lapses.

I am at my presence to guide
the panel and need your cooperation
that you declined to offer yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Concave Mirror

Words of the poem - concave mirror
Fitted in between the sky and the earth.

The ray of emotion and thought
Entered from all sides and reflected
In the life upwards for peace
And happiness - the basis of creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Concealed

Intellect is concealed
By desire
As cloud covered the sun
Waived out the cloud the desire
And you find light and light
All round.

Gajanan Mishra
Conceive Not Right

Conceive not right
What is wrong
And go not
On the path
Contrary to truth.

Indulge not
In falsehood,
Fraud and forgery
And hoard not money
All are enemy.

Believe in scriptures
And O my dear, believe
Your preceptor and
Go with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Concentrate

Concentrate your mind,
where it should be concentrated.
Employ your senses,
where they should be employed.
Discharge your duties and
endure hardships if necessary.
Keep purity of mind, intellect,
senses and body and activities and food.
Take no vengeance, no retaliation,
even if you are insulted, hurt or pained.
Be upright, and keep simplicity of
the body and mind without crookedness or fraud.
Acquire the knowledge what ought
To be done and what ought to be refrained from.

Gajanan Mishra
Concentrate Your Mind

O my dear, and get joy
O my dear, give importance
To your work, your goal
And not to joy and sadness
And get peace
You are my lovely love
My Supreme love, peace
Is within you
Concentrate your mind
And see it, find it
Be in peace always.

Gajanan Mishra
Concentrating Mind

I am concentrating
My mind on You, O my dear
And surrendering myself.

I feel no pain, my dear
I care no gain
I am listening to You
And I am indifferent to
Other thoughts, look.

I know, I am not with this world
I know, this world is not with me
No reward is necessary
I am only doing my works
According to my ability.

No attachment, see
Old attachment is wiped out
New attachment is not born.

And here with me
No sin no crime no pain
Only there is peace and bliss
The fruits of dispassion.

My dear, I am with You
And such is my relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Concentration

Concentration is necessary
Concentration is necessary
Here in truth with great attention
By constantly thinking of truth
You become purified
Think and think about truth
Fearlessly, think and think
Without associating yourself
Intimately with those that are
Seen that are heard here at this time
Concentration is necessary and it is
Necessary to be fixed
In practical understanding of the self
Without fear of failure or unhappiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Conch Discus Mace Lotus

Conch discus mace lotus
All are yours
And you are ever ready
To establish world order
And you are ever ready
To destroy demon
And establish good.
Conch discus mace lotus
All are symbol of
Sustainability and you
Sustains.

Gajanan Mishra
Concocted Occupations

Give up all,
All including
All concocted occupations
And just come,
Come and simply
Surrender yourself
And get all fruitful
Desire that are
Within you.
You are not the sinner,
I know, rather
You are the fruit,
Fruit of love, and
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Condemn Law Breakers

Law is supreme
Rule of law is good
For the society
To maintain peace
And security.
Do not violate laws
Who so ever you may be
Do not take laws
In to your own hand
All should condemn this.

Gajanan Mishra
Condition Deteriorated

Condition deteriorated
Provision provided
What is accepted by whom
What is rejected and why
Nobody could answered
And time-out.

Gajanan Mishra
Condition Is Miserable

Condition is miserable,  
Nothing is desirable.

More and more material existence,  
Means sinful life.

But truth, we have forgotten,  
The part and parcel of life.

The basis of our friendship is body,  
And for this material nature is there within.

Gajanan Mishra
Condition Of Life

Condition of life -
Most abominable,
Yet, I think
I am happy,
I am fortunate
With my wife,
Children, friends,
And relatives.
I am going towards
Destruction, I know,
I am always
Full of anxiety,
Yet, I think
I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Conditional Life

I am living
In the world of
Conditional life
Conditional living entity
And struggling hard
Only for you only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Conducive To Perfection

Let us perform
Such actions
That are conducive
To perfection.

It is perfection
That we are in need
For the purpose of
This life and for the next.

And we are eager
For freedom from
Worldly bondage - life
But we should not
Forget that in this
Life only there is nectar

Gajanan Mishra
Conferring High Honor

O my dear, You have
Conferred high honor on me
That I know and I know not
How and in what words
Should I make my supplication
To You and I know it is
The torrents of love overflowed.

Gajanan Mishra
Confess To The Crime

Confess to the crime,
You have committed,
You are being committed.
You are forced to commit,
Though, by nature.

By nature, you are pure
And innocent, I know.
But you make yourself
Rudderless and act
Like a beast.

Gajanan Mishra
Confession

At morning I have forgotten
All dreams of the night
And run away far from life.

Gajanan Mishra
Confidence

Keep confidence
And win.

From the very beginning
You are to win.

Stay clean
With white spine.

Each one is waiting
The point of starting.

Gajanan Mishra
Confidence Building

Confidence building is a
Great thing here
With all these words
And dissimulation.

Confidence building is a
Bare necessity in love
With and without any reason
That is in association.

To speculate anything is wrong
That I am going to say
At this hour of night
Though the sun is there and giving light.

Nothing is there in the promise
And You appeared that is
Beyond my knowledge
Though considered suitable.

Gajanan Mishra
Confident And Sure

No consensus
No progress.
I am confident
And sure
Today is sunday
Monday is
Another day
The next day.
Let us wait
For Monday
For consensus
And progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Confidential All

All confidential,
Confidential all,
The life,
The living,
Sitting, sleeping,
Eating, walking,
All confidential.
Still, we are to
Enter into
The field of maintenance
And annihilation chapter
That is here
While going on creating
New formula.
Let us smell
The fragrance
That is in our living,
And we are to stay within
All along in miseries
In our fame, beauty,
Wealth and power.
That is also there
In our knowledge
And renunciation.
We are to be strong enough
To bear all burden
In the light of
Our respiratory system.

Gajanan Mishra
Confirm Future

Singing a song
We waited
At campfire.
Jumping to sky
We called, come on
friends here and there.
Hugging sweethearts
We confirmed our
Future in the star.
Going there we
Declared we are fired.
Completing all words
We saw how we are with
Nothingness in the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Confirm me,
Whether you are
Living.
Give a reply,
Befitting.

Born or unborn
I think not,
But lead a life
That is clear,
Not existence, but
Coexistence is
The matter.

Not liberation but
Important is respiration.

Gajanan Mishra
Confirmed Words And Actions

No one and nothing
Is there, that is original.
All are xerox copy and
All are duplicate.
No one can say I am valuable,
But it is also true that
Each one is invaluable,
In form, in structure
In color and in working culture.

One can do anything
He or she think fit.
Each one is competent to
Solve the puzzle by calculating
Length and breadth in practical field,
And can declare himself/herself
As the sole winner.

In all circumstances one can match
With any one here and there,
But exceptions are there, seed
Is one though, here at all times.
Matter of sanity is needed and
Ultimate truth be touched at
Every level with poetic sensibility
In confirmed words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Confrontation

Confrontation is there
At every step
It is with death.

Expect not peace
Gratifying temporary senses
With temporary objects.

It is in illusory energy
You are living, my dear
Remember here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Confuse not,
Confuse not here, my dear.
Everything is straight
If your living is straight,
If your love is straight,
If you recognize others
In a straightforward way.
Life is as plain as the sky,
Life is as clear as the air,
Life is as flawless as water,
Life is as strong as the earth,
And as bright as the sun.
Come on and observe within,
Life is in the process of living.

Gajanan Mishra
Confused

Confused,
Let me not confused,
O my dear, I am
What I am not,
I am the bliss,
I am what You are.

Let me not confused,
O my dear, and let me
Concentrate on You,
You are what I am
And I am not flickering,
The wind is not able to
Do anything here in me,
And I am on the Self.

Gajanan Mishra
Confusion

No confusion
It is clear
Go with nature.

Do not touch
See only
And let them go.

Appear and
Disappear
Ask not.

What is the reality
You are to find it
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
Confusion And Frustration

It is all your
Confusion and
Frustration, that are
Reflected in your
Words and actions.
Take care and
See yourself what is
Wrong within.

Gajanan Mishra
Confusion Starts

Confusion starts
When I say
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Congratulation

Congratulation, my dear poet
Your presentation is appropriate.

It is sweet to hear You
As it is perfectly true.

Your activities are in Truth
You are the truth in the path of absolute.

You are always doing good to others
I know it is Your nature.

You have embraced entire universe
In your works in your verse.

You are the knowledge personified
That can not be notified or modified.

And You are disinterested
Either in this life or in the nest.

Gajanan Mishra
Congratulation, New Year

Congratulation, my dear friends, for
You are entering to another new year.
Each and every moment is new experience
To you and it is the only truth here.
Be sportive and move forward, my dear,
Life is yours and it is for peace and
Stability here on this earth at this time,
Tolerate all, stay with all, love all
And live a life of truth giving new life
Like the air and the water with the light
There on this earth under the vast blue sky.
Congratulation my dear friends for you are
Already here with fresh lease of life for
Certain period with the condition of togetherness.

Gajanan Mishra
Congratulation, You Are Trying

Congratulation sir,
You are trying to
Break the ice.
You are here
To hit the ground.
You are so bold
Taking every one
By surprise.
You, man, come on
You are having
So much power
So much knowledge
That you can change
Everything at your
Sweet will, I know man,
You are your own destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Congregation Of Facts

Congregation of facts
does not show
anything definite.

Though I recognised this poem
the picture I was absent
in the concert.

Releasing of serials are
on and I am undone.

Whatmore I can do in this arena
excepting chatting.

I am between scylla and
charibdis and I know
to go beyond this.

Wait and see
how I am taking you
from this place of haughty
with this nothingness of being.

Gajanan Mishra
Conjugal Love

Conjugal love is highest
And is pleasurable
Before conjugal love
We have neutral stage
Internal opulence
Respectful fraternity
Parental affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Conjugal Love - Family Life

Conjugal love is pious and  
It is nectar of the world  
Here the eternal relation  
Of souls evolved  
Here genuine relation of  
The living beings are established  
Family is the heaven on earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Conjugation

No inflexion
And it is conjugation
No negation
No interrogation
No need is there
And wise we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Conjuring Trick

Is writing poetry
A conjuring trick
Is it an appeal
solemnly to all
To go above the brick
I know not
But you say
I am writing poetry
And writing day and night
To allure and
Allure almighty
For why for why
That I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
Connect And Express

Connect yourself
To the sky
And express yourself
On the earth.

Your aim is
To catch the air.
Your place of posting
Is the star.

Dear,
Worry not, you are to
Put out the fire
That is in water.

Watch a film
And go not slim.

Gajanan Mishra
Connect The Key

Connect the key
And open the door.
Open the door
And enter.
Enter and see,
See and say.
Say something
About you.

Gajanan Mishra
Connect to me
And say something.

I know what you are
Going to say.
I know what is there
In the sky.

Connect to me,
And if interested
Know everything.

Find here
All in disguised form.

But keep your heart clean,
And with the passage of time,
You would know divine.

Gajanan Mishra
Connect Yourself

Connect yourself
With new orbit
And see new light.

Do
What is right.

It is your connection
That matter, my dear.

Here is love
Here is peace.

What you are
You are constant
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Connection

It is wrong to say
You are everywhere,
It is right to say
You are everything
And you are everybody.
Rest is delusion
And with your presence
Delusion destroyed.
No question of neither
Nor, and either or.
When dependence is
no more, there is
No one who can say
Nature is connected,

Gajanan Mishra
Connection - Random

Connection - random,
We lost freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Connection With

I am connected with You
O my dear and I am relevant
And I am in connection with You
Both in existence and non-existence
Liability disability asserted denied
In my nature and extent
I am connected.

Gajanan Mishra
Connections

Connections
I accepted and
I inclined.
I am useful
For myself
I am having
The sense of mine
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer

Conquer
The unconquerable,
O men.
And attain
Perfect success
In life.
The weapon -
Love is there
With you.
Follow not
The mechanical means,
But follow
And execute
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer - The Truth

Nothing to aspire
And to burn
No fire.

So cold we are
With all truth
And love.

Faith the self
And conquer.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer Envy

Conquer envy
By stopping sense gratification.
Avoid all obstacles
By keeping silent.
Be prideless
By knowing the truth.
Go not with lamentation
And illusion
By going and discussion
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer The Life Air

Conquer the life air
Conquer the life air, my dear
At sunrise, noon and sunset
And prove that you are beyond all that
You are beyond all that.

Seat on a level seat that is
Not too low not too high
Keep the body straight comfortable
And erect and remember, my dear
You are beyond all that.

Place the two hands on your own lap
And focus the eyes on the tip of
Your nose, my dear, and purify the pathway
Of breathing and control the senses
Step by step and you are above all that.

Conquer the life air, my dear
Conquer the life air here
And reach the heart
Feel the sacred syllable within
Upward and downward vibrations there.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer The Unconquerable

O my dear, by self-realization.

Attain the real perfection of life
O my dear, by devotional service in full consciousness.

You are in pure goodness, my dear
As you preach the glories of the Almighty day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer The World

If you so like
Conquer the world.
Condition is only one -
Realize God, the almighty.

If your mind is flawless
And equanimous you can
Established in God
And you are a great soul.

Rightly it is said
Without fire smoke is not possible
If you are established in equality
Established in God.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer Your Enemy

Conquer your enemy,
Your lusty desires,
And be very secure.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquer Your Own Self

If you are to conquer anyone,
Conquer your own self.
If you are to do anything,
Do good to you.
If you engage yourself
In your service
You are perfected.
Your purpose is to
Understand the truth,
Forget not this fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquerer

One who has conquered himself
Is a real conqueror
And is his true friend
And one who has not conquered
The self is his great foe.

Gajanan Mishra
Conquest

Conquest
Of self is
The best.
Let me
Declare him
The mightiest.
Perceive the truth
And be the highest

Gajanan Mishra
Conscious Entity

Exist, dear men,
As a conscious entity.
Experience life
At every moment, you are
Not the body
But consciousness.
And men, the higher platform
Is there only for you.
Stay faithful
Always to the truth.
And men, reward is there
For you, the Eternal life
Of bliss and knowledge
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Consciousness

Your consciousness
Determines your future.

Gajanan Mishra
Consciousness Is Covered

You do not know
Who you are
Your consciousness
Is covered
You have forgotten
You are part and parcel
Of that Ultimate Truth
And you are suffering
With no reason
And you suffered
The greatest loss
In this human life.

Gajanan Mishra
Consciousness Of All

You are the consciousness of all
And source of all energies
You are the Supreme cause
And for You everything is planned
And systematic and all things
Regularly evolve.

You are the eternal time, my dear
You are the qualitative modes of nature
You are the seeds of all living entities
You are the Supreme Living beings
You are unalloyed goodness and the Supreme light
I am with You and this is Your bliss.

I am Your part and parcel
Let me free from false ego
By Your grace I am cautious
About the mode of passion and
Mode of ignorance and also
Mode of goodness that are with me
And I am crossing it by your grace
As I am proving myself Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider Me Not

Consider me not
To belong to a
Particular group.
Consider not Almighty
To worshiped in
The temple or
In the church
Or in the Mosque.
Consider not a poet
An ordinary man.
But try to go deep,
Try to know the truth,
Try to realize the self
Try to accept all your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider Not

Who is friend
Who is enemy
Who is neutral.

Originally
Nothing was written
Everything was oral.

Originally it is truth
No mine
No another's
It is one
And the same
In forms, my dear
Though differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider Not Separate

Consider not
Yourself separate.
To consider yourself
Separate is to
Invite trouble.

Realize the truth,
Realize who you are
And what for light is
Given to you
By that star.

Think for a while
And take daily
Transaction that are
To be done in time.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider Seriously

The form of life,
The form of truth,
And try to know
The value.

But believe
The things that are
Happening here,
You are affected.

You know well
Your nature, and
I wonder you are
So peaceful and sober.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider The Demand

Consider the demand favorably,
The demand is not any other things
But to work in my language
Since you are paid by my money.
Respect me for your interest,
Or else, be ready to go outside.
You are within my limit and I am
Here to control you today itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider the quality
And works of a man,
And let not the world
Turn hellish.

Always a man
Should stay in
The modes of goodness
And try to develop
All good qualities
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
Consider, My Dear

Consider, my dear,
and weigh.
Nothing to contradict
and you are not allowed
to take everything granted
blindly at once.
Observe the atmosphere
my dear, and take action
as the situation required.

Gajanan Mishra
Consonance

Give no importance to
Age, sex, power, politics,
Weight, height, color, religion.
Give no importance to
Individual person.
But give importance to
Life as a whole,
To the very creation,
Very destruction
And very recreations.
Give importance to maintenance,
Confidence, consonance.
Life is to be touched,
Heard, tasted, imagined,
Everywhere in light and
In dark.
Life, stop not anywhere
For any purpose.
Life, give light to the dark,
Give words to the mute,
Give earth to the sky,
Give water to the air.
Life, geology
Is to be learned.
Life, road is to be
Walked on
Without any stoppage.
Life, present game
Is to be played
With no biased,
With all sincerity,
But not like a fugitive.
Life, scattered not
But pin your faith on
The truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
I am constant
I see me within me,
I feel myself here only.
My self-knowledge is
Self-illuminating.
I see myself as truth
And truth is not falsehood.
Let me die than to
Take shelter of falsehood.
Ignorance has nothing to do
That I know from the very beginning.
See me, my dear, within.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Affection

Only my mother
Can give me
Constant affection
With attractive blessing.

Only my mother can
Prepared wonderful food
And beautiful clothes
And give me joy.

My mother can only
Make me sleep in proper way
Make me healthy and strong
And pass order to proceed forward.

My mother is my Truth
My mother is my love and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Concentration

Constant concentration
Enable you to achieve anything.

But remember, what you achieve
That is for others.
Even this body is not for you
This body is for others
Ultimately this body is to be
Consumed by others.

Only Truth is yours my dear
Only Truth
Concentrate your everything
To Ultimate Truth
And go with This Truth always
And find your place secured.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Flow

Constant flow,
Love, nectar.
Waves of the ocean
And waves of the river.
Life's glories
Forever here.
No fear,
To live and live
I am eager.
Poems are here
To read and hear.
Life in pleasure,
Life- itself nectar,
Enjoy, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Flow Of Nectar

Constant flow of nectar
Like the waves of a river
Here it is, hear my dear
Hearing this forget
Worldly thirst and hunger
And live here, O my dear
Without lamentation
Without illusion and
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Tention

Constant tension is there  
In life here at this time.  
And it is, let me say, not  
The fault of time, but it  
Is for the style of livelihood,  
We are all adopted today.  
The situation of war and  
Anxiety is always there.  
We have not taken care  
The auspicious situation  
That are for us here.  
We are playing the role of  
Our own destructor and we are  
Going against the law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Transformation

No contradiction but
Constant transformation.

All perfect,
All accepted.

All present,
All single.

But all together
Conscious of everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Constant Union

Where there is true love,  
There is constant union,  
Where there is constant union  
There is no chance of separation.

Where there is love,  
There is surrender  
And where there is surrender, my dear,  
There is oneness, each identify with another.

One may be the sea and the other river,  
And this love is in infinite forms  
For infinite years and it is  
Difficult to know who is beloved and who is lover.

Gajanan Mishra
Constantly In Your Service

I am constantly engaging myself
In Your service, O my dear, see.

Following Your footsteps
I am offering myself and
I feel it is Your will.

You are here within me
And driving me towards You.

Gajanan Mishra
Constantly Remembers

Constantly remembers
Means love
Love means life
Life means devotion
Devotion means
With mind and intellect fixed
And it is worship
Thinking of no one else
And this is love.
O my dear,
With my mind and my life
Wholly absorbed in you
I am enlightening myself
By performing all actions
That are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Constantly Think

Constantly think
And remember
Tha incidents of life
And get the poetry.
Live life
In a poetical form
And see the truth
Coming to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Constitutional Position

What is my constitutional position
I do not know and though I am not ignorant
I am engaging myself in accumulation
Of hate from so many persons
And remaining far away from you people
It is not that I do not know
What is good what is bad and
I am engaging myself to see daydream
To fly without air to swim without water
With flesh blood bone and it is known
You have open the door for me towards heaven
It is I that have missed everything
I was given and missing opportunity
Time and again here when time is pssing
Without taking me from the scene
And that is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Constitutional Values

Give respect to
Constitutional principles
And values,
And not to
Practice and traditions.
Give equal rights
To men and women.
Give values to humanity,
And to the absolute truth.
Give values to
The mother and mother tongue,
And motherland.
Attain perfection and
Realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Consume Poems

Consume poems
And live.
But think not
You are a consumer.

Consumer is
The poem
Who consumes
You.

Gajanan Mishra
Contact

Please keep contact,
I am here both in
Cold and in hot.
Circumstance is one
Whether favorable
Or unfavorable.
Feeling is one
Whether pleasing
Or painful.
Destination is one
Whether far or near.
But I am here
With you, my dear
Just see and just hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Contact- Real Joy

Keep contact
And feel pleasure,
But real joy is
In termination of
The contact.

Gajanan Mishra
Contentment

What is that
Without complaint
O my friends
Feel me
Tell, am I discontent
Am I not happy
I am looking myself
Always.

Gajanan Mishra
Contextual All

Contextual all
And not all changing
Or unchanging,
No universal,
No absolute,
No singular,
No historical,
No dialogical,
No situational.

All but
Have reasons,
Not experienced, though.
But never to trust
Anyone near or far.

Not that
No grain of truth is there,
Not that
Unable to move,
Not that
Doubt is there.

But life itself
Enjoy what stitched.
And life achieved
What it wants.
And life itself
Describe as
Grossly erroneous
Reporting on earth,
Wrong earthing.

Gajanan Mishra
Continually Composing

I am continually composing poems
And taking refuge in You, my dear
You are to make your presence here
And enable the poems to attain perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Continuation

Continuation of the last one
Is here see at present
It seems You are expanding
But really You are not.

Awake and see and understand
You are the by-product of a
Liberated soul and it is
All products of material dream.

Have you any connection of
The activity of this body
You are directed not to
Accept the bodily concept.

Gajanan Mishra
Continue Love

Continue love
Continue to love
Under all circumstances.

Pure in love
You are a man of pure heart
Be pure in love to all.

Love love and love
The entire world is in you
O my dear, love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Contractor

I have not made
Any contract with
Anybody at any
Point of time
And it is a misnomer
To called me contractor.

What you said is right
I am not here to admit
I came here and I left
It is not proper to
Forced me for anything
Without having any treaty.

Gajanan Mishra
Contractor Of Tolerance

Please come
And let me see you,
O, contractor of tolerance.
What do you mean
By the word tolerance
That I know here.

Where is your head
And what is your intention
That also I know.
You are there to
Catch fish on the top
Of that dry-mountain.

But hear me, what I am
Going to say;
You are climbing a
Wrong mountain that has
No root on the ground,
Test first your own leg
And your own existence.

Think for a while
Who you are,
Where and what for you are,
Then only utter words..

Gajanan Mishra
Contradicting The Truth

Contradicting the truth
Contradicting the truth no one can
Stay here for a moment
And Truth is a matter that is
To be analyzed in different ways.

It is means Truth is anything here
Truth is neither the illusory
Nor the mirage of an oasis
Truth is perfect and widely accepted
Truth is truth in all systems of consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Contradiction To Truth

Contradiction to truth
Not allowed here
Swimming in dew
Not allowed here.

I do not remember
Any good to you
You have done a great good
That I remembered for ever.

We are in need of a new freedom struggle
And we be free from poverty from disease
And from hunger.

Truth is that you are here with me at day
And day is there when there is star in sky
And sky is within you for that I'm a searcher.

Gajanan Mishra
Contradictions Are There

Contradictions are there, true.
But remember, all are for all good.
My dear men, let your hearts
Absorb in the way of all goodness.

My dear men, let us talk always
About love, about the truth, and
Make our talks more attractive
From roots to the roofs.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To All

Contrary to all,
We have to establish
Our own identity.
We are to take
The life in a positive way.
We are to go above
All loses and all profits.
We are to think about love,
Friendship and society.
We are to wait for the time,
That is with us always.
We are to forget we are here
For all and for all works
That are for all.
We are to remember, forgetfulness
Is good for health and mind
And for the business here.
We are to accumulate and
Distribute in equal proportion
That are with us for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To Knowledge

Contrary to knowledge
Is ignorance
Nobody is ignorant
Everywhere you find
Knowledge is there
Every person is an
Object of true knowledge
The world is full of light
No place of dark is here
Nothing and nobody
Is in ignorance
Contrary to knowledge
Is not found anywhere
Knowledge pervades
Everywhere every time every person
thing incident circumstance
Contrary to knowledge is
Misconception and misleading.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To Law

And it is foolish
For us not to
Recognized the same.

Fulfilling the desires
Are not possible and
It is foolish to
Go with them here.

Our mystics aim
At different phases
Are not material
And it is foolish to verify.

Playful incidents
We invite for the purpose of
Transcendence beyond any modes
It is foolish to say anything more.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To Public Stand

Do not do anything
Contrary to public stand.
Do not involved yourself
In barbaric acts.
Shutting down all useless projects
You can save yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To The Truth

We are all steeped in
Unrighteousness and busy
In acting, contrary to the Truth.

With us, the entire world is
Passing through the hotbed of sin,
We failed within our memory,
Our own identity that engender love.

We are inventing our own wit,
We have all fallen a prey to delusion,
Greed had swallowed all pious acts
Discipline of life disappeared.

See, we are revolting against the Truth
And we are giving no respect to Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrary To Truth

Contrary to truth
Means perverted,
Enveloped in darkness
Means wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Contrast

Contrast;
In picture,
In quality.
Contrast;
In belief,
In fact.

Ideas;
Earth and
The sun.
Function;
In shadow,
In outlines.

All grow,
All blow.

Gajanan Mishra
Contribution To Love

Consummation is absolute
love-nature is true character
Life's regular order.

Gajanan Mishra
Control

Control means
Control self
Self means
The world
The world means
You my dear
You my love
I am with you
I am within you
And I forgot
Controlling myself
And I said look
I am you.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Anger

Anger is
Contrary to duty.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Control

Control control
But you can not control anything
You can not control birth death
Old age diseases
Even you can not control
Your own senses
Artificial control is
No control
One way control is
No control
Like cats rats dogs
You are spreading everywhere
Without any control
Though the call of control is everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Of Mind

Control of mind
control of senses
Austerity of body mind and speech
Purity in activities and food
Absence of spiritual retaliation
Simplicity uprightness
I know O my dear are the ways
To reach you
One who helps me is scriptures
Proper method of observation
Firm believe in Love
Life is fixed life is pure
I know and I am proceeding
Towards you O my only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Of The Mind

Control your mind
My dear from distractions
And concentrate on the point
Where it should be concentrated.

Control your senses
My dear from external objects
And employ them on those fields
Where they should be employed.

Control your body
My dear and endure hardships
While discharging your duties
With purity of mind and intellect.

Control yourself and forgive all
My dear even though you are insulted
You are hurt you are pained
Forgive and forget are heaven's gate.

Be upright be simple O my dear
Without having any crookedness fraud
And knavery in your mind and be with
True knowledge what to be done and what not.

Gajanan Mishra
Control The Wind

Control the wind
That I have given you
And be powerful.
The wind is the
symbol of equanimity
Mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Body

Control your body
And stay free.
Anywhere you go,
You can see
The crossroads.

You are to
Release yourself,
You are to
Measure the wind,
You are to
Enjoy the night.

Night, only yours,
And you belong to
The butterfly.
Ask not how?
But I must say,
All wonderful.

Go anywhere
And find the truth,
Only it is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Breath

Control your breath
And live in peace.
Spend your time
Through charity
And sacrifice.
It is your penance,
It is your meditation,
With these make your life
A wonderful rhythmic unison.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Mind

Control your mind
And practise virtue
With your mind and
Prove yourself wise.

Bodily irritation
Be watched and
Sins be abandoned
To practise virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Mind And Stay Peacefully

Control your mind and senses
And stay peacefully.
Distress and happiness,
All are temporary.

Directly and indirectly,
Try to know the truth.
The truth is you are nothing,
But you are here not for nothing.

Take interest in your own works,
But color not as per whims.
Take note the connection
That is there with the truth.

The time is auspicious
And each one is pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Own Impulses

Control your own impulses
And desires to get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Senses

Don't take violence.

If you say
Don't care
I have nothing
To repeat my words
But you are
Doomed to suffer
Poverty and
Constant misery.

Have some ethics
Follow some philosophy
If you desire some good
For you and for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Your Wife

Akbar said
That is right
I have not replied.

What ever you are
Giving to the world
That is returning
I recalled
And Akbar admitted.

Dream is dream
And if it is converted
To action it is true
I said as a poet
Akbar is ignorant
And dare not denied.

Gajanan Mishra
Control Yourself

Control yourself,
Control yourself by practice,
And dispassion.
Nothing is an obstacle
If you accept nothing,
And go on practicing
Still you cease to exist,
And in which you are getting perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Control, Control

Control, control,
Control measures required,
Self-control is the best.

Be aware of others presence,
Be aware of law, rules..
Control yourself.

To make yourself happy, as said kant,
Is not so important as to
Make yourself worthy of happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Controller Of The Body

Controller of the body
My body is everything
I can change this body
To a higher grade
I can move to a
Lower class
I know minute
Independence is there
That depends upon me
And I know nothing is finished.

Gajanan Mishra
Controlling

I cannot control
The world
But I can control
Myself.

I am in sleep
I am in silence
I am in wisdom
I have my freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Controlling Horses

Controlling horses
With full,
Undiverted attention
Is but a necessity
To get success
In life.
With all truth,
With all love,
With all good fortunes,
If you proceed,
No doubt, success,
Is at your feet.
Goal of life
Should be for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Controlling Senses

Controlling senses  
You should go on fasting  
To purified body and mind.

Regular fasting make your  
Body stay well  
And in your body  
It is He residing  
And with Him  
You are living  
A happier life.

Gajanan Mishra
Controversial Man

Controversial man
I like
A man in challenge
I like.

I like a man
Who stands
At times of
Challenge and
Controversy.

I like a man
smart
In thought
In action.

I like all men
Full of potential
And a man is
At the centre
of my thought.

Gajanan Mishra
Conventions And Usages

We are being the parts
And parcels we are
Not able to go against it.

Since we are not able to
Go against conventions and
Usage we are restrained to
Go in favor also.

Gajanan Mishra
Conversation

O my dear
Really you are
Well-versed in conversation
Really you each and every
Word is educative here.

O my lighter of knowledge
I want to listen more and more
To the speech delivered by you
That dealt with righteousness
In this earthly life.

You are my Supreme Reality
O my dear and I pray
Keep me with You always
In your area of unique knowledge
The manner you like and
Let me understand life.

Gajanan Mishra
Conversation With A Man

- 'Hello, who are you?' 
  O yes, I am a man.
- 'What are you doing here?' 
  Oh, I am searching a man.
- 'But for what?' 
  Well, he is out of the lane.
Hearing all I am impressed,
But my dear, please go ahead
In your search.
I never thought that a man
Would be here to search a man.
I just pray, if you so kind
Then please give me a
New lease of life, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Conversion

It is a conversion
In to a superbrand
Meant for the rich
Meant for the mighty
Nothing to worry
You can get a
Luxurious lifestyle
At the cost of poor
Whom you consider
Insects and cattle
And you regarded them
Not fit to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Conversion Magnet

You are in the process
Of conversion magnet,
I know, from your very
Longing for immediate fruits.
I know, you want success
To be attained quickly,
I know, for this you want
To break the customs and
Tradition here at any time
Without caring anybody.
You are busy in worldly
Things and going everywhere
To acquire worldly pleasure
And prosperity, worthless though.

Gajanan Mishra
Coo Coo Coo

Coo coo coo
somewhere here and there
At my mango tree somewhere
At my neemtree somewhere
At my banyan tree somewhere
At my bael tree somewhere
Somewhere somewhere somewhere
Coo coo coo.

This song is yours
This song is mine
This is our song
We all are here
This is ours
Our life is here.

Coo coo coo
Everywhere I wander
Wonder and wonder
unable to move but stay
Here I am with my
Lost time and space hay.

Gajanan Mishra
Cooing Of Cuckoos

Cooing of excited cuckoos
Buzzing of intoxicated bees
Dancing of jubilant peacocks
Cooling drops of spray of waterfalls
Fragrant from the embracing flowers
Glowing with the light of rising moon
Are the faces of spring that appeared
In the evening sky of my Tapobana
Here is the dance, here is the song
And I am with my poems here at this time
With an attempt to seduce the world
I know here in this world my dear
Only You are wandering in white complexion
You are also blackish that I know
At this time I stood up and offer
My prayers, my dear, filling tears in my eyes
See I am in folded hands in supplication
Head bowed in humility, voice choked in ecstasy
I have nothing to give nothing to describe
But to surrender before You, O my friend
Excuse me for any fault here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Cooing Of The Cuckoos

Spring air,
Coo, coo of the cuckoos,
Nonviolent and
Non-envious atmosphere
All are there at present
And I take rest
Here in this world-garden.
Pleasing and enjoying - all,
Humor, relationship -
All are good and refine.
Nothing to wander,
But everything is wonderful.
Life is all fresh,
All are young with form,
Taste, smell, sound and touch.
All are protected by love,
All are protected by the truth.
All around colorful lights,
All around the dazzling sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool Air

Cool air
Cool water
I want
In this summer.

My ears, eyes, skin,
Tongue, nose, all
Are here with me.

I am attracted
And I am in pleasure.

I am in mid-summer.

It is true
I am not equal
To everyone
And it is a danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool And Cool

Be cool and cool
And observe
What is going on
Before you.
You have nothing
To do
You have nothing
To say
Only observation
Is necessary
Silently
Without any reaction.
And who are you
Really?

Gajanan Mishra
Cool Brain

Moon, give me
A cool brain,
I pray.
I know, Moon,
Rare you are,
Yellow and
Super you are.
I am charmed
With your
High spirits.
Moon, give me
Something different,
And balance me
With quality time.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool Cool

Cool cool,
Hot hot.
But I said,
Hurt not.

Hurt not,
Though burst.
Rise rise,
Fall not.

Fall not
Life is not
For all,
Tha's all.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool In Summer

I feel warm in winter
I feel cool in summer
In Your presence, my dear
I have completed all the test
And let me declared
You are the best.
O my dear, without You
Life here is full of danger
Here nobody is lion
Nobody is jackal
But everybody is a creature
With same principle framed by nature.
One who is perverted face the downfall
One who is on the path of reality get success and honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool Relief

You are my lovely dedicated wife
A cool relief in this hot hell of miseries.
You are my noble friend
A cool relief in this hot hell of miseries.
You are my obedient son
A cool relief in this hot hell of miseries.

Gajanan Mishra
Cool Song

Listen to me,
Carefully.
All for free,
For you only.

Try not to
Translate it,
It would be
All funny.

How you feel,
Describe not,
Result would be
Terrible.

Make sure
You are okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Co-operation that I
Need from you
And you heed not.
Day and night
I scramble
And you declare
Not who win.
The matter not known
And I stayed
For nothing
Without clue.

Gajanan Mishra
Coordinator

You are the coordinator,
Coordinator of love.
Being the coordinator,
Your duty is to make us happy
And thanks, you are doing it.

I am the father of my son.
Being the father,
My duty is to make
My son a good human
And let a human loves all.

Gajanan Mishra
Co-Ordinator- The Poet

Co-ordinator is
The poet.
Co-ordinator in between
The sky and the earth.
The is the editor
Of this body and
The air.
The poet is there
To edit the water
And the light
And this life.
The poet is there
To supply strength
To all.

Gajanan Mishra
Copper- Colored

Black and black,
I love all that are black.
But I am not to hate white,
White the creator of black.

White and white,
I love all that are white.
All that are white
Are with all might.

Might is right,
And it is reddish.
Short or long - no matter,
But you are my dearest dear.

My dearest dear, come on,
I am copper-colored.

Gajanan Mishra
Copy And Paste

If there is option
For copy and paste,
Let us do it
For smooth management.

If there is option
To exit and delete,
Let us think for a while
And go on searching life.

Gajanan Mishra
Copy Right

Copy right on
Body soul
Mind, and on air water
Earth sky and on light.

Copy right on emotion
On passion on devotion
On preparation and on
Darkness of the night.

No copy right on anything
Means You are nothing
And You are in everything
Without any intervention
From any side.

Gajanan Mishra
Cordial Welcome

Come come
Cordial welcome
Is here
You are welcome
Please come, come.

Enroll your name
Give a short
Introduction about you
If you can
And thanks.

You are welcome
In this world-fair
In this colorful-share
And this only ours.

Gajanan Mishra
In the core of my hearts,
I love all creatures,
I know they are all my
Parts and parcels.

I am personally present in all,
And all are there in me.
I know, you know and it is
Well known to all here.

It is known to all that
No one is free from sins.
And each one is dependent
On another to live and
To maintain the livelihood.
I pray, let all live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Corn Field

Corn field that is there
Is not mine and I used to
Go there every day and night
The sun and the moon forget
To tell me the time correctly
And I reigned over air or air
Is there within difficult on my
Part to assessed before all
And I am jealous for your life-breath.

I thought to returned to
Original place of mine and
You failed to give my location
Properly and the water scattered
Through out my room that was
No more green-book for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Corner

I am sitting here in a corner
You are only there
whom I am looking for.

It is you who is
there at the centrestage.

It is you who is
coming forward to
lift me with
bag and baggage.

Gajanan Mishra
Corporate Sector

Where are you going my dear
Profit and loss are the only Budget of the corporate sector.

Who is there to recognised you my dear and
To give value no body is there to deliver life clue.

Life is not cricket pitch my dear where you can bat
And acquired four and six and what is the use of
My poem where common pleople not get a chance to mix.

There is no law and order in this city my dear
I felt guilty as I came here insearch of scientology.

What is that you can ask me and the crow is ready there
To answer each and every question in clear and loud voice
Alas, I am not there to opt for choice.

You are going and I am here to carry the burden of life
And to praise it here there is nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
Correct And Not Correct

Correct and not correct,
I am not this, I am not that.

Neither I am alive
Nor I am dead.

I am far above
From all truth,
From all falsehood.

Here I appear,
For you.

I am the poetry
Of the day.
Say never goodbye.

I conquer you
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
Correction

Yes,
We have power
To correct ourselves.

We have no right
To correct others.

We are to think ourselves
It is none of our business
To think of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Corridors Of Power

No,
I am not there,
In the corridors of power.

Why should I be there?
No way I am related
With anything.

I am a star and
You recognized me
That's enough.

I am taking steps
To correct myself.
But for what
That I failed to
Understand humorous though.

Gajanan Mishra
Corroborative Evidences

Corroborative evidences are
Nothing but life itself.

While undergoing transformation
That evolves from subtle element sound.

Next touch and perception
That exhibit existence.

It is nothing but air produced from the sky
Softness hardness and also cold heat tactile sense.

No other distinct characteristics but life
In air in sky on this earth and it is the mixing.

Gajanan Mishra
Corrupt Miscreants

Go away, go away,
O corrupt miscreants, go away,
From this land.
Or else you will be killed,
As you are the enemy of
The motherland, mother language
And the mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Corrupt Rulers

Corrupt rulers annihilated
By You O my dear
For a better world
Corrupt administrators
Are always against the intelligent
Are always against the Truth
Are always against the honest.

Gajanan Mishra
Corrupted By Deviation

Though I am here
I love You O my dear
I love You
I am faithful to You
Faithful to You only
I enjoy Your company
Your company only
I condemn none
I am not fallen
I am single-minded see
Test me here, my dear
I love You I am Yours
I am not corrupt
See me nothing to criticize also.

Gajanan Mishra
Corrupt-Free

You are to load
Anti-corrupt soft-ware
In your computer
To keep it safe.
You are to keep
Anti-corrupt teaching
Soft ware and learning
In your life
To keep your life pure
And successful.
Go not for sins
Or sinful actions
It leads to heel
Being the son of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Corrupting Mind Soul

Corrupting mind soul
Honor and reputation
Is the work of evil man
And I'm not a evil man
I know what is good and
What is evil.
You just asked yourself
To know the way of modulation
and day night rotation.

Gajanan Mishra
Corruption Rampant

No body is there to serve the people.
Are the common people not necessary?
Are the common people burden of the state?

The act the law the rules the regulation
Are of no use for the common people.
The common people are in no way
connected with the main stream of the state.

Corruption rampant everywhere
No body bother about anything
No body bother about the state.

Gajanan Mishra
Coscious Of You

I am never lost,
Nor anyone
Ever lost to me.
I see everything in you,
I am very much
Conscious of you.
You are my everything, dear,
I can't exist without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic

Cosmic all,
Appearance and disappearance.
Cosmic all,
Inside and outside.

Conception of truth,
Not good, though.

All possibilities are there
To revive by touch.

What is for you,
Not for me, though.

We are all together,
But beyond perception.
We are all here,
Not comparable to any creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Being

Fire with the organ of speech
Wind with the sense of smell
Light with the sense of sight
Ears with the sense of hearing
All are here with me and I rise
And I circulate myself
With the faculty of locomotion
As a cosmic being
And I entered your heart my dear
With reason for the sake of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Body

Being not able to see
Cosmic body of the poem
I pray O poet
To reveal it to me.

Revealing it
I can able to
Understand who am I
And I can know your
Intention to some extend.
And poem reveals itself
In due course.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Form

Cosmic Form of the poem
Is really wonderful.
O poets, You are really great
Great are your words, verses
That are meant for the welfare of all.
It is your grace
It is your compassion
That I know to all
Living and non-living creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Form, See

I have my own
Cosmic form, see.
Hear my words
And be disciplined.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Fusion In Poetry

Here is comma, full stop,
Or, also, and, for, but, then.
In poetry find well, bravo, tut, pooh,
Hush, ah, beside, around, above,
Adieu, upon my honour, good bye,
Hallo, how aweful, excellent,
Heigh, hip hip hurrah!
Everything is there.
Poetry is as old as hills,
As free as birds,
As bright as a day,
As obstinate as a mule,
As deep as a well,
As brisk as a butterfly,
As clear as crystal,
As permanent as nectar.
Poetry is in cosmic fusion,
Cosmic fusion is in poetry.

If the vilest of the vile will
Just go on reading a little,
I am sure, he will reach
To the heaven.
In every family,
There should be
A collection of poetry.
Go not hurriedly my dear,
It is means the poetry
Is there in every succeeding life,
It is trickling within life itself.
You cannot find any hissing sound,
But gentle breeze is there in poetry.
Be cautious at every step here,
The words, sentences are there
Layer after layer can make everything
Null and void at any time.
But if you put them accurately
Side by side they can fulfil your
Hopes and aspiration, they can
Help you in the field of
New discovery and invention.

Poetry is there to make you
Educated and cultured.
Poetry is there to give you
Fruit and roots at a time.
Poetry is there in mart and market
Just to push you forward.
Poetry is there in equity and justice.
But remember without poetry
Everything will go rack and ruins.
Poetry is fair and proper
With love and truth and it is you,
I am reading and writing day and nights,
Calm and quiet, with patience
And perseverance keeping in view
Our own tradition and culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Cosmic Night Cosmic Day

Cosmic night, cosmic day and
It is coming again and again
In the same sky, in the same way.

Reality of time is in touch with us
And we are here within the realm
Of our creator.

And You are unseen and not manifest
And indestructible and I am with You
As Your fragment here.

Gajanan Mishra
Cost Of Life

Cost of life,
Not hike.
Life has intrinsic
and also instrumental
value that I like.
Life is near but far
You can have it
and you also cannot.

Gajanan Mishra
Costly

Costly life costly time
Truth is costly life is costly.

No one can say
The exact cost of life
No one can investigate
What is life
No one can speak
Bare truth of life
No one can
No one can.

Gajanan Mishra
Costs Crores

Costs crores
To train a pilot.
No body can fly
Without pilot.

You are my only pilot
I cost nothing
It is you to take my flight
Without any hazard.

Gajanan Mishra
Cottage?

Cottage?
What is it?
Where is it?
Asked my grand-daughter
Aaeshanee.
Who live there?
And how?
Somehow or other
I tried to pacify her.
But the questions are
Ringing within me.
I failed to understand
Either the meaning
Or the time.
The free and flowing water,
The fruits of the trees,
The air there
Taken by them in free,
I failed to understand
The standard of livelihood.
It is beyond my reach,
It is beyond my writings,
Yet, I tried hard to
Touch the screen
By the power of imagination,
I told Aaeshanee, worry not,
Everything is possible
In meditation.
What she understood
That I can't say
But I must say how
She agreed to go outside
For a walk with me, but now.

Gajanan Mishra
Cotton Flower

Saint and cotton flower are same and alike.  
In appearance they both are not beautiful  
Not scented and not showy.

Saint and cotton flower are necessary  
And most useful for daily life.  
They both are white and pure and perfect  
And serve human being forgetting their own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Cotton Flower - Identity

See the cotton flower
It is most valuable,
Like the cotton flower
The true poet sacrifice
Himself for the welfare
Of others and forget
His own identity.
Thanks Tulsiji, you proved it.

Gajanan Mishra
Count The Doors

Do good
Do good to others.
Give service
Give service and
Serve others.

Know
Know this
Only purpose
Of this life and
Find no alternative.

It is yours
That is mine
Count the doors
Only nine.

Gajanan Mishra
Count The Leaves

Count the leaves,
Leaves of this
Tamarind tree.
The age of this
Tamarind tree is
More than hundred,
Hundred years,
Remember, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Count The Numbers

Count the numbers
Langston Hughes
And pick up a lotus
And not rose
In your lotus
I see shadows
I see thousand lights
I see thousand whirling dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Count The Second

Count the second
And live the life
Of a lion.

Gajanan Mishra
Count The Stars

Count the stars,
Lucky aspects they are.

Stars are full of delight,
Only feeling is our might.

 Honour and applause
 Play of cat and mouse.

O refugee, come on and see
This is the story overseas.

Gajanan Mishra
Count Them

Count them
Who are going to die,
And tell me
Whether you have
In that counting
Included your very name.

Gajanan Mishra
Count Your Stars

Count your stars and planets
By your selfless services.

By your selfless services
My dear, you can revive your fortunes.

Jugglery of words be forgotten
And practical works be undertaken.

By undertaking practical works
My dear, you can keep favorable stars with you.

You are not poor, that I know,
You can achieve tremendous success, be aware and be careful.

Improve your conditions by yourself
With your inner strength and power with love.

I am sure, my dear, you can fetch, in your life,
Good return now and then, here and there always.

Gajanan Mishra
Count Yourself

Count yourself
As blessed one
O my dear
Count yourself
As blessed one.

Do me the favor
O my dear, and
Confer dignity
On me, my dear
I know You, the Truth.

You are the Truth
You are everywhere
All times and You are
Everything, I know only You,

Gajanan Mishra
Counteract Injustice

Put not people into difficulty
By injustice only.
People are the root
And you are all for the people,
Of the people and by the people.
The supreme sovereign power
Is vested with the people.
Remember, you are there
To counteract injustice.

Gajanan Mishra
Counter-Action  Reaction

Action reaction inaction counteraction
All are within the fold of attachment
And attachment with You O my dear
Is not bad where nothing that sort
Or symptoms there of is discovered.

No classification of any division is
Explained fully here or there or anywhere
Terminating life is not so easy like eating
Sleeping fearing mating and like or dislike
That would be evaluated everyday morning and evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Counting

Count the number
one two three four
and you are there.
count the number
downward four three
two one
and kanyara flower
told me difficult to go.

I am in between
the sun and the moon
inbetween the light
and the dark
in between the
love and hate
and I am out the scene.

Today monday
time 6PM
start counting
number one two
three four and
start collecting
all of them.

Gajanan Mishra
Counting Days

I am counting days
I am not sure though
What is a day.
I am with You, my dear,
Though I know not,
And I am not sure,
Who You are and where You are.
I have my own mouth
But I am not able to
Utter a single word
Without Your help, my dear,
And I am ignorant all about You
I am here though in You
And You are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Counting Minutes

Counting minutes in June
Waiting for rain
Blooming flowers stayed doom.
Running up again and again
I have lost my time
And saving me I became happy.
Passing everything to pass
In hurry I claimed not mine
And finding there is no time
I am not mine not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Counting Pleasure And Pain

I can count my pleasure
But I cannot count my pain.
I know they are not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Couple

Not two
But one
Inwardly.

Though separate
Outwardly.

Duality
does not exist
Only love
reigns supreme.

It is one
And the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Courage And Hard Work

We have courage
We are doing hard work
Purpose must be good
Without good intention
Without good purpose
All waste all destroy
Charity and love
We are to earn
We are to give
Without hard work
Without courage
And it will last for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Courage is needed
And nothing else
To stay here.
To stay here
You are to go
With wisdom.
Wisdom is here
Within you, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Course Of Life

Keep faith,
And reverence
And obedience
And discipline
And well-regulated life
And temperance And plain living
And sense control,

Gajanan Mishra
Courting Disasters

Living with
Quarrelsome persons,
With ill-tempered
And harsh-tongue
Means courting disasters.

Living with
Lowly persons,
Would get one lowly,
Going to a persons of
High class
Can prove profitable one
In many ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Covered By Ignorance

I am covered by ignorance
No good instruction can touch my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Covered In Truth

On the road I see you,
All night all snow.
On the track you are,
All day all fire.

Mind blows, clouds part,
Mountains cry, forest smiles.
All buried in chest,
Breathes in love.

Blade and knife,
All for new all for good.
Thunderclap all answered,
All covered in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Covered Up

The thing is
Covered up.

The form is
Opened.

Shadow of the dark
Is here.

Secret success
Have patience to bear.

Understanding is
Clear.

Let us cheer
And cheers.

We are for air
And water.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow

Where is the cow
Even cowherd
Could not say.
Coward says
And what he says
There is no cow.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow And Man

Comparison of cow with man
Has got no justification
And there is no outcome you desired.
Nothing nothing but money to count
Nothing nothing but water to filter
Nothing nothing but man to see and watch
See I catch a bird that marched.

Color black or white does not matter
While I am marching left and right
In search of a woman and I am not
In need of a stick to break and
Not to kill the snake and I am here
Forgetting cow that was grazing
In the field yesterday with combed
Eye brows and looking better me
Comparison of cow with a man is
Just madness and you do agree with me
And still you compare and told the whole story.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow And Not Tiger

I want cow
And not the tiger.
The tiger is there
To attack me
And kill me.
The cow gives me milk,
And everything like my mother.
The tiger is no way helpful
But the cow, in many ways,
Help me to lead a healthy life.
I want cow,
The cow takes all pain for me,
The cow is the symbol of my life,
My earth and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow And Snake

Cow and snake
See them and
Observe them.
Is there
Any resemblance?
List out the differences
If you find any.

We are keeping cow
For milk.
And why are we not keeping
Snake at any time, ? tell me.

Remember, I am not telling
All these as a bad carpenter
Who is quarreling with his tools.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow Gives Milk - Wrong

Cow gives milk - wrong,
And not a fact.
It is you who is extracting
Milk with force from the cow.

Switch on first
Then see it is lighted.
First take action
And then experience effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Cow, Though Animal

Cow, though animal is divine in nature
Sacred and adorable
Its churned butter
That used in sacrifice
That causes rain
Rain produces food
From which living beings
Come forth.

We the men are, one such beings
We need bullocks for farming
These bullocks are born of cows
Butter and milk of cows
Nourish our body and mind
Cow is divine in nature
Come and let us protect cows
Here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Coward

Only cowards are residing here.

The cowards only does not say anything.

The cowards are not there to take any decision at any point of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Cowardice Be Abandoned

Cowardice soon be abandoned,
By giving up smoking,
Drinking and company of
Persons addicted to vice.
Stay fearless by giving
Respects to parents, teachers
And good men and go on
The path of progress.
Do, what is worth doing,
Know, what is worth knowing,
Gain, what is worth gaining.
I know, there is nothing
To be afraid of, as I know
You are the nectar, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Cowherd

Cowherd
Let me be a cowherd
So that I can have
A fast asleep
Let me feel
You are with me
For my safety
And I have
Nothing to worry
I have nothing
Except You
And You are here
Only for me
That only I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Cowherd - Our Strength

Cowherd can never be coward,
But cowl for all.
Cowherd is there to save all
From all evils.
Cowherd is there to drive out
All our beastly qualities
That are within us.
Cowherd is our only near and dear,
Cowherd is simple and plain
And can never act deceitfully
But act tit for tat.
Men, crack not,
Men, worry not,
But keep hope within to win.

Gajanan Mishra


Cow-Rearing

Cow rearing is necessary
For money for righteousness
For desire for salvation.

Cow is necessary for milk
Churned butter dung
The air that touches cow's body
Is pure
Cow's dung urine check
Epidemics such as plague cholera
Dung eliminate s poison
Urine is useful for heart diseases
Dung urine are good manures
Gas prepared from dung for cooking food
Cow's milk and milk products are
Good for mind body and intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
Cows and dogs
Hold a meeting,
But no conclusive
Result.

All fired
In the air.

The cats report
The matter
To all.

The sky
Slept over it.

Storm came
But with
No cries.

Gajanan Mishra
Cows Caught

Cows caught,
Tell them nothing
and not.

How is that?
Ask not
Only feel short.

Love is only yours

Gajanan Mishra
Crack S Here

Taking me upwards
In return I
Took the crack
Downwards.

No vision
Only syllogisms.
Think-transform
That is evaporating
Silent silently.

Gajanan Mishra
Crack The Colours

I know
I am not colour blind
I know
I am not a colourist
I am also not a believer
Of colour-bar.
And yet I want to
Crack the colours
That is here with us.
I am not in favour of
Changing colours.
I am sure I am here
To come off with
Flying colours.

Gajanan Mishra
Cracked Face

Cracked face,
All yours.
Blind eyes,
All yours.
Useless ears,
All yours.

And I am
In your area
To measure
Who and how
You are.
And I am for
Your welfare.

I am falling,
You are laughing.
And I am
Giving you service.

To measure you
I have no strength,
I am in truth,
Though.

Truth - all error,
You said,
And I am in silence.

The tragedy of
Time.

Gajanan Mishra
Cradle Of Life

Cradle of life
Oceans
And here you live
My dear in deep sleep.

I know life began
In oceans
From simple
To complex.

Presently I am
Here You see
I am Your product
A latecomer.

Gajanan Mishra
Cravings Altogether Ceased

Cravings altogether ceased
Immune to all pairs of opposites
Going by the names of pleasure and pain
And are undeluded and
Are perfect and pure,

Gajanan Mishra
Craze

I am not here
to produce small cracks,
even though craziness is with me.
Exit point is there with twilight
But I am not ready to fight.
A little twinkle star is there
Waiting for me and I,
the turner of words lighting the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Crazy Wind

Crazy wind
Came to me
And I said
Nothing.
Crazy wind
Came and
Went away.
My room
You see
As it is.
September is
Coming, crazy wind
Cried and I
Heard something.

Gajanan Mishra
Cream

Cream
Cream I am
Showing you, wait.

This cream is
Abode of blessings
Remover of evils.

See here with me
In nature the composition
Of marvelous beauty.

Let me recite
Let me hear
Let me admire
Your creation, my dear
Even though I am able to
Understand nothing.

It is I
Who is worthless
I should realized
Your creation is
Not devoid of all merit.

But excuse me, my dear
I have a bias
For goodness like the bee
Though no poetic charm
Truth is there
And I love it.

Though my poem is
Clumsy it treats of
A commendable theme-
Absolute Truth
That brings felicity
To all.
Cream - Poetry

Poetry is the cream,
Cream of life,
Life is the book,
Book of knowledge.

Knowledge, the storehouse
Of knowledge is-
This world and see me,
Lucky to stay here.

I stay here
In most respectful way,
And I accept all
As my co-inhabitants.

I am non-different but
Bliss and light and perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Create And Wind Up

Create and wind up.

Created and annihilated.

But I am here beyond all.

No poem is created.

But everything
Every word
And all emotions
Are there as before.

Conceive and
Go to space.

No reason
But to agree
And sustain life
In the changing atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Create green,
Life is there.
Create red,
Star is there.
Create black
Everything is there.
Create white
Everybody is there.
Create colours
Stay with love.
Life is for smile
Just smile, my dear.
Night and days are
For you with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Create No Enmity

Create no enmity
With anyone
Avoid identification
With material body
Respect others
Tolerate others
Know the truth
Pollute not yourself
By the concept I and my
Know the source of
The sky is within your heart
Hear within
Find the vibration
Without contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
Create No Ruckus

Debate,
Come out for debate,
Create no ruckus, please.
We are for all,
And we are to do all welfare.
Be clean at heart,
And take part in the discussion
That would be there.

Gajanan Mishra
Create Spaces

Create spaces
For your own.
Peacefully and
Freely
Stay within.
Do something
For good.
A very strong
Possibility of
Major improvement
In public standing
And image is
Waiting for you.
But guard your
Personal character
And guard your
Own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Create Your Own Story

Create your own story, my dear men,
Create your own story.
Story of love and struggle,
But remember 'voices of sanity
Is a cry in the wilderness'
Still create, and go on creating,
Your own stories in your own ways.
Time is there to test the truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Create Your Own Style

You are creating Your own style, O poet,
You know yourself, you know others
You are wise, You are enlightened
It is with You O poet all love
All beauty and all compassion are here
Inside in Your thought You are
Vast ocean and also an infinite sky
Outside You are just an ordinary man
With just a small limited form.

Gajanan Mishra
Obey no rules.
Love all.

Everything is creation.
You only are there
to express all emotion.
And forget all
commissions and omissions.

You are the creator
You are the nature
You are also natural law.

Gajanan Mishra
Creating and annihilating is
Your business, my dear that I know
And You know the art of maintenance
And its know how whenever and
Where ever You or I go.

Neither You are going
Nor You are coming that I know
But You are appearing time to time
To give a lesson to those
Who are not abiding.

My dear, will You please tell me
The reasons and how You are
Limiting those who are crossing
The border declaring themselves as conqueror.

Gajanan Mishra
Creating Enemity

Creating enemity
Hatred ill will
Promoting illegal act
Punishable.

No permission
To goes against
National integration
To injure
Caused injury
To land group
Or individual.

Gajanan Mishra
Creating Hell

Creating hell
You lived in
Short-tempered
And bad tongue
And that is major
Trouble for you
And there is
Nobody to rescued.

Gajanan Mishra
Creating History

Writing poetry means creating history
Within worldly and celestial pleasure
Having abandoned egoism violence arrogance
Desire anger and covetousness.

Writing poetry means creating history
Living in solitude and in meditation
And in purification but keeping attachment
At its place with a mentality business.

Writing poetry means creating history
With love and love round O cloak
And discharging duties
Not thinking superior to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation

Creation maintenance
And destruction are
The law of nature
And I am here
O my dear
I know You are here
You were here
You will be here
The best witness
For ever
And You are above
All law of nature
I am a small creature
Here for a moment
And You are my
All in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation And

Again and again,
Creation and
Annihilation
In the same process,
Moving and non-moving
Under the law of nature.
And still, life is
Calculated risk,
We live in,
Risk not known, though.
Life is a part of creation
And we are in the process
Of annihilation, all we are
Time's incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Is

Creation is
Somewhat a light touch
To darkness.
It is just
Mixture of the earth
With the sky to some extent.
But there is
Some difference and
That is in your brain.
Have some breath
During your creativity, dear,
In all breathlessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Is Here

Let us see ourselves
In this creation
You are self-effulgent
That I know and
You are perceivable
Everywhere I know
Transcendental and
Beyond the existence
Of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Is Not Automatic

Creation is not automatic
It is Your severe austerities
Your creative energy
Self-sufficient energy with full
Knowledge the world came in to beings
I know my dear, You are creating Your own
Field of activities without anybody's help
It is Your own energetic creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Of New World

Let me create-
Creation is the main,
Main issues,
With clear message
Of life.
Life and law,
Land and lion,
All are here
And we are part
And parcel
Of all.
The world is
Going on
And we are
In our prison.
From the prison
We see the light
Of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Of Shadow

creation of shadow
That is my own,
Is going on
In your light
By me here.

And here I am
throwing my love
To the despair air,
That is there
To guide me in future.

I have seen
My own word-body
You called it truth
But to me it is falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation Takes Place

Due to my existence,
The creation takes place.
I am the helping factor,
You are original.

Earth is original
And not the pot.
Actions and interactions
Are but the emanation.

What is energized
All pious.
But the activities
Are significant here.

Gajanan Mishra
Creations And

Actions and interactions
Creations and annihilation
All these going on and on and on.

Gajanan Mishra
Creation-Union-Separation

Nothing is permanent
Separation is sure
Re-union is not.

Sorrow is there as before
And also as before you can find
Hope fear attachment and greed
In the seed.

Gajanan Mishra
Creative Faculties

Creative faculties are
There in this body,
Let me use it
With all truth,
Forgetting all
Actions and reactions.
I am the one,
Who is originally
Created one.
I am self-sufficient,
I am negation by absence,
I am illusion-free,
I am the absolute,
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Creative Stroke

In a new form
In a new style
I am giving
Creative stroke
On my canvas
On my society
And I know
All are waiting
For my words
All are waiting
For my poems
And I know
My nature inspired
Poems are a feast
For eyes
And I know
My poems are
Lover's paradise
In new form
In new style.

Gajanan Mishra
Creativity

All around our lives, men -
Creativity, see.
In our singing,
In our shining,
In our living.

World placed
In an unique position, men -
See the wonder land,
Hear the sound as ever,
The glory of humanity.

It is all about our memories,
All about thinking procedures
In moonlight and it is all
About the fight with sky-tight.

Gajanan Mishra
Creator And Conductor

See me
Heard me
Know me
I am the wonder
Follow me
Follow me
I am the creator
I am the conductor.

Gajanan Mishra
Credibility

Credibility,
Let us test
In this battle,
Battle debatable.
Who you are
And what you
Are to do
And hence
Look credible.
Provide service
and declare
Yourself durable.
Keep faith
And stay memorable.

Gajanan Mishra
Credit Lifeline

Credit lifeline
With all ifs and buts.

No credit growth,
No growth really.

But time bomb
Ticking here.

How to cure malaise
Life is in poisonous bite.

Gajanan Mishra
Cricket

Reaching peak is a dream
Cricket is viamedia
To reach the peak
Cricket is a dream.

Reaching peak is a dream
Life is a dream
And dream comes true
Cricket is true.

Reaching peak is a dream
Dream is real
Pursue the dream
To enjoy life.

Reaching peak is a dream
Dream is cricket
Cricket sings the song
That enlightened life.

Reaching peak is a dream
Dream comes true
And in truth only
life becomes sincere and fluent.

Everything is cricket
And cricket that makes
both happy and sad
is the mixture that is life.

Life is cricket
Enjoy it
Sing it
And make hurrah.

Gajanan Mishra
Cried The Sparrow

Chirping chirping chirping
Cried the sparrow
At the entry of the crow
Chirping chirping chirping
What happened, my dear sparrow
Chirping chirping chirping
Let me know let me know what
Troubles are there on this mow
Chirping chirping chirping
Cried the sparrow
Caw caw caw flew the crow.

Gajanan Mishra
Crime

Shirking duty
Is crime
Shirking duty
Is sin
Shirking duty
Brings discredit
And losing honour
And fame
Shirking duty
Is painful and infamy
Shunning duty
Is a crime
Is a sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Crime And Punishment

Nothing is a crime
Let me say again
No judge can punish
Anyone for anything.

The sun is going
On its own way
And we are all wandering
Here there for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Crime Is Nothing

Crime is nothing and
Nothing is crime,
Nobody is here
Besides your own anger
Who has committed crime
Committing crime is
Nothing but starting
Education in true sense,
It is the weak
Who can alone commit crime,
Neither crime nor
The occurrence is important,
It is the person who is ignorant
Of crime is equally important.

Gajanan Mishra
Crisis Of Credibility

Crisis of credibility is there
When the law interpreter or
The person who is delivering
Justice is not working
In accordance with rules and
Laws and constitutional provisions
And giving orders arbitrarily
Knowing well it is anti-people.
Contemporary needs and
Challenges are to be taken
In to consideration while
Working for the people.
No one should forget that
He is paid by the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Criteria

It is one
And the same
Of all living beings.
It is one
And the same also
In case of non-livings.
And in which group
You classified me, I know not.
But I am here
In my own world and
Watching you there
For the purpose of
Water and fire
And watching that star.

Gajanan Mishra
Criticize Not

Criticize not anyone,
Who is faultless, dear, and
Avoid dangerous repercussion.

Gajanan Mishra
I am a mere crocodile
And I am in ignorance
But You are Absolute knowledge
You are the Lord of the universe.

You have created me and I am Your creation
You have made other creatures my food, my dear
I am in water always see and I have never gone
To outside other than water.

I have never acknowledged myself as superior
It is just for my sustenance I am eating other creatures
But my dear, I picked up the leg of an elephant
Who was entered to the water with a proud land-ruler.

For so many years I have never seen such gigantic-animal food
And I was pleased thinking that my children also would get food
But my dear, is it not Your injustice that you killed me at once
Without calling an explanation from me? it is ex-parte decision.

I have not committed any sin so far my knowledge goes, my dear
I know no scriptures, but You are Omnipotent Omniscient
You are all powerful You are full of knowledge and so
I am eager to hear from You for my own satisfaction.

Would You like to made me a character of Your novel or fiction
No use of such relation my dear in the path of eternal truth
Give me justice and be impartial to my children at least
Let me sacrifice myself to fulfill Your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Crocodile And Elephant

Crocodile and elephant-
Great story, pure and
Glorious, auspicious
And all good.

Who saved the elephant
From the mouth of the crocodile?
How? where?
And what for?

Is not the crocodile within us?
Is not the elephant crying
Day and night
For emancipation?

Water is life but in water,
There is the crocodile.

Gajanan Mishra
Crocodile And Monkey

Crocodile and monkey- friends,
They both are within me,
Where shall I go with them
I know not.

The sea and the sky- friends
They both are within me,
And all my whims are
With them.

I have my own whipstock,
I am in my own whirlpool,
I am in my own whirlwind,
I am here within me.

Have patience my dear,
A new world is waiting..

Gajanan Mishra
Crooked Like Snakes

Not feasible
To share love.

Gajanan Mishra
Cropping Up

See
It is cropping up
And I do not know
What is going to happen.
Yes it is
 Appearing and disappearing
And I am doing nothing
And it is happening
Again and again.
What is it ask me not
I am not telling
What you want to know
And I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
Crores of poets are there
And all are writing wonderful poems
Still You are reading me
The reasons best known to you.

No vacuum is there in my poems
You know well as You are here
In my poems O my dear and for You
All are getting peace and tranquility.

In words in emotions my poems are
Precise and accurate and I know
Here is past present and future and also
One can find aural reception in thinking and feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross All Obstacles

By the grace of love
Cross all obstacles
And reach at truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross All Sins

Cross all sins
By a raft of knowledge
And attain eternal peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross Border

Cross border dispute
Always incessant
Southwind has no used.

people here with everything
In thier possession
Looked sad and helpless.
People struggle for survival
No way out.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross Channel

Difficult to solve
Cross channel problem
In life.
Life is not
To solve problem
But to enjoy
The problem
Itself.
To see and observe
Is to exist
Here on this earth.
Earth is nothing
But life in
Rotation.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross The Bridge

Cross the bridge
See the mountains
Cross the sea
See the sky
Find stars
Find flowers.

Here in life
Here in time
Here in clear
Understanding see
Repeating and
Repeating.

What you saw
What you said
What you felt
All are one
And one dominating
Feature in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross The Ocean

Cross the ocean of sins
By the boat of knowledge.
The world of perishing, see,
And you have won the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross The Words

Cross the words of the poem
O, my dear poets and feel
Everything that are in the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Cross To The Yonder Shore

Cross to the yonder shore,
And take freedom more and more.

Cross the time,
Time of the present, the past and the future.

Remove all thorns of life,
And sail the sea of happiness and nectar.

Stay free and stay in order,
You are here to excel all flavours.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing Beyond

Crossing beyond
And nothing to explained.

Explaining everything
And going nowhere.

Nothing to understand
Only eagerness is shown.

Seeing and hearing are
The only properties discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing All Errors

Sleep and sloth
Impels me to error
Clouding wisdom
Impels me to error,
But I am the son of joy
My dear, I am here
To do actions
But sometimes I am
In dark, I am in error,
Frivolity and stupor
All that appear
But I am the lighter
I am the nectar
I am here to cross all errors.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing The Border Of Language

Understand me
I have not sign any agreement
Any deed to stick to any language
I am here to cross all language
And their rules grammars etc etc
And reach to my destination
Where You are there only for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing The Boundary

Crossing the boundary is
Not so easy as you think
In this human-like form
You may put question why
Should I and I have no answer
To that and also I know not
How to solve cross-border dispute
Taking everything at par.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing The Mire Of Delusion

Crossing the mire of delusion
You would grown indifferent to the enjoyments
Of this world and the next.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing The Ocean

To cross the ocean of darkness
I am using the boat of light
That is the boat of knowledge
And wisdom of the self
And I am crossing the ocean
With discrimination and sacrifice
Totally sins of darkness perished
Nobody has power to suppress light
To suppress knowledge and I am
On the path of spirituality
Nobody can check me at any time
At any point so long as i am
With love and there is a joint.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing The Sea

While crossing the sea
I have kept my own experience of life
I have kept my own belief.
While crossing the sea
I have presented my own vision
To look forward everytime.
While crossing the sea
And while crossing the sea
I am in my own victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossing Time

Awaiting death
Without taking
Food or drink
And sitting on
The bank of the Ganges
I have seen You
O my dear and You
In turn delivered
A message to cross
The time that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossroad

Nowhere to go
And You are going.

Episode
Nothing to hear
And You are hearing.

Who am I
Is a question
Unanswered till now.

Gajanan Mishra
Crossword And Crossnumber

Both crossword and
Crossnumber are better
And I allow them all
To play for life.

Life is a puzzle,
Let us solve it together.
Feeling lonely, not bad
But let us break the silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Crow

Caa Caa Caa
everybody you
beg bread.
Caa Caa Caa
give messages
in return that I
never understand.

What you mean Crow
What you know
You know not about
my brothers condition
and put me in confusion.

What you say
Caa Caa Caa
and I myself
sent away.

Gajanan Mishra
Crow And Swan

Here is the crow
The fruitive worker
Passionate man
Here is the swan
All-perfect saintly person.

Garbage-place
Crow takes pleasure
Swan do not takes pleasure
In the assemblies of crows.

Though crow and swan
Are both birds
They belong to two classes
No one can put them
In same rank and file.

Gajanan Mishra
Crow Is Crafty

Crow is crafty
Malicious and
Trusting none.
Crow loves others'
Loss and its own gain.

Be not a crow, my dear
In this sense of the term
But be a crow, my dear
And help others rise, arise
And awake.

I am here to speak
About the glory of the truth
I am here to love all and all goodness
With full devotion and noble sentiments.

Gajanan Mishra
Crow-Droppings

Dropping dead
One by one
In this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Crows And Watchdogs

The king the minister the rulers
All are servants of the people
All are crows and watchdogs at the door
If they commit any sin that is not
Permissible and not pardonable.

Gajanan Mishra
Crucial Point

Truth is truth
And it is not false
When I am uttering truth
I am not mentally ill
And what I uttered
Is not legend
It is truth hundred percent
No need of my identity
No need to go in searching life
And searching your nothingness and
Where lies the crucial point.

Gajanan Mishra
Cruel

One after another
All left the place
One after another
They conquer
And conquer nothing
And after that
They left
And they do not know
What left and where.

What they left
Seen by everybody
What they see
That is not real
And what is real
We can say cruel.

Gajanan Mishra
Cruel Death

I know
Nothing is
More cruel than death
And when it comes
It make everybody helpless.

I know
From history
Whenever men
Neglect truth
And justice
Death in cruel form
Appear and
This is nature
O my dear
This is Your authority.

Gajanan Mishra
Cruel Death Cares For None

Cruel death
Cares for none
My dear, do not be
Much materialistic.

O my dear, You are
The servant of eternal time
Factual fearful happenings
Are ahead in this flimsy world.

Take care of Yourself
O my dear, cruel death
Cares not anybody and
That is approaching fast.

Gajanan Mishra
Cruelty Has

Cruelty has also
Its own limit.
Try not to cross it.

It is love there
And you can win
With devotion.

That's the fun
The truth in you
And I am giving
Everything.

Mango is falling
And air is blowing
At the smiling
Of the sky in my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Crumbling Down

The Himalayas is
Crumbling down, crumbling down.

But see, I am here,
With you, within you,
And we are both
In proper noun.

See, nothing is there,
But we are present and fair.

We are bold, we are hot,
And we are in rolling motion.

Come on, my dear,
Be high, be firm,
Your love, your shining,
There lies the charm.

Gajanan Mishra
Crush Me

Crush me
Curse me
If
I am wrong.
If
I have done
Any harm
To anybody
Scold me
Smash me.

Gajanan Mishra
Crush Or Stay Far Away

Crush or stay far away
And stay in peace
From the evils.

Gajanan Mishra
Cry And Get

Cry and get
All benefits.
No use
Calculating mind.

Minor be I
Always and
You be, always
My guardian.

I know pure love,
I know virtue,
I know charity,
Simplicity and value.

Feed me, I am hungry
For pious actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Cry Not Dear, Cry Not.

Cry not dear, cry not,
Nothing to cry, but to smile,
The life is yours, the time is yours.
You are here to win, dear,
Cry not, cry not, stay here
Without any fear.
Life process is friendly, dear,
Smile and smile, everything is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Cry not, cry not, my dear,
Crying is a crime, remember.
The cause of crying is fear,
Fear not my dear, nothing to fear.
If you fear, be sure, you have no future,
Enjoy the life and see life as wonder.
Have patience my dear and feel the pulse
Of every creature, they are here.
Observe so many characters and
Discover yourself in the scripture.
Cry not, cry not, my dear,
Crying is a crime, remember.
If you cry the sky would not be here
And you would miss out crucial factor.

Gajanan Mishra
Cry, Cry.. Tears No More

Cry, cry, cry,
Tears no more.

Think not
You are here,
When you think
You are no more.

Think not
Any one is yours,
When you think
You find yourself
No more, no more.

Nothing is yours
But you are for
Everything and everyone.

You are here
For ever, but
See nothing
And no one.

Cry, cry, cry
Tears no more.
Smile and smile
Till not bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying

It is good
You are crying,
It is good
You are smiling,
Smiling and
Crying in normal way
Is good for the body
And also for the mind.
Cry with pain
Cry with separation
Cry with prayer.
Doing something wrong
You feel pain, cry.
You feel separated from love
Separated from truth
Separated from God, cry.
Call for the God
And at the time of calling, cry.
And smile, knowing that
God is within you always.
Smile, knowing that
God is doing everything
For you and for all good.
Smile, and smile knowing that
There is nothing besides God
And God is full of grace and
Love and God is all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying And Singing

Crying and singing
No difference
Birds and sky
Sound same
Birth and death
One and
No difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying And Smiling

Is crying
Not a form of smiling?
Both are
The manifestation
Of your ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying Before Mirror

Crying before mirror
And telling,
Mirror is crying.

Asking the dream,
And mirror is dreaming
Life here and
It is under scrutiny.

Some words are
Left out
And so also
Some sights.

But the mirror
Is still there
Like far up star.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying In Forest ????? ????

Tell not anything,
Nothing to tell.
All but like
Crying in the forest.
-

In Odia;

??? ????? ????,
??????? ????? ???? ?
??????
????? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Crying Loud

Absorbed in Your thought
O my dear, I am crying loud
Absorbed in Your thought
My dear, I am laughing
I am feeling great pleasure
I am dancing I am singing, see
I am speaking out loud to You
You are my only personal audience
And for You I am here peaceful and silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Crying Of Humanity

Listen, Humanity is crying,
Crying of humanity is there
In Pakistan,
In India,
In America,
In Russia
And everywhere
All over the world.

What to do
Think for a while.
How to tackle terrorism
Think for a while.
The characteristics of terrorism
Are ignorance, ego, pride, anger,
Passion, lust and lack of love
And proper education.
Think for a while
How to tackle them
Those who are going
Against themselves.

It is true today also
They know not what they do,
But we cannot say
Father forgive them
For they know not what they do.
Let us do something, friends,
Let us do together for the larger
Interest of humanity.

We are all one and the world is
For us here. We are here to live,
To die, to love together.
Let us come friends with truthful
Intention and clear hearts and
Do something for the safety of
The world and all.
Gajanan Mishra
Crying Of Yellow-Leaf

I heard
Crying of yellow-leaf
I heard
Crying of lonely-wife.

I am crying to hear
The songs of rising sun
I am eager to hear
The story of far-sighted stars.

I heard
The snake-bite sound
I heard
The dogs-bark at day-brake.

I am failed
To give suggestion to live
I am succeeded
In my living of a dead-man.

Gajanan Mishra
Crystal Clear

Crystal clear,
No matter,
If there is no water.
We are trying to live,
No problem,
If there is no partner.
We know how to love neighbour,
We know how to use the lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Crystal Life

Here it is,
Crystal life
With all rain
And with
All sun.

The cubs are to be
Taken care.
All cryptogram
Are to be kept secured.

Tear up all crustiness,
Dear men, and see
The truth that is to be
Fished out from mud,
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Crystalline Rock

You are not the one,
I know, who doubts
The possibility of knowledge,
You are not sceptical.
You know the diagram,
And you are proceeding to that end,
Where you are to cross
The layered crystalline rock.

Gajanan Mishra
Cuckoo

Koo koo koo
Follow the sound
Find the cuckoo.

Where is the cuckoo
I do not know but
I am sure
This is the spring
it is the king
The cuckoo is here
Here there somewhere
Giving information
With sweet singing.

All trees of my
Tapobana are
Looking beautiful
With new leafs
Colorful flowers
And with wonderful scents
O Aaishane my little angel
It is your turn
To assess life in new
Pages of time.

What color is cuckoo
I do not want to know
I love cuckoo for
Sweet sound
I know listening sweet sound
Is my birth right
So also delivering
Sweet sounds is the primary
Duties of mine
I am sure this much
Cuckoo is telling
And telling.
Cultivate Knowledge

Cultivate knowledge
Cultivate knowledge, my dear
That would destroy
The influence of modes
Of nature that are there
By the competition and
Interaction of the material world
By cultivating knowledge
Your body your mind
Are pacified.

Gajanan Mishra
Cultivating Potato

Let us come
and cultivate potato
In this season
of September-October.
Let us use proper seeds
Let us spend money
on fertilizers
Pesticides and labor.
Let us store potato,
Building cold storage,
And let us reap
much benefit on this.
Let us cultivate potato here,
Let us reap better and sale to traders.

Gajanan Mishra
Cultivation

Cultivation in any form
Is good and fine
Cultivate the truth
Cultivate the virtue
Cultivate eternity
By using love affection
surrendering and
Renouncing egoism
Cultivate and cultivate
Love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Cunning Wind

I love
Cunning wind,
I love
Curling scattered hair,
I love
Black eyes,
I love
Unmindful behavior.

I love you, my dear.
And I know you are here,
And I have nothing to fear.
There, you
Captured me, I know.
The truth you are, I realized.

Gajanan Mishra
Curative Properties

Neem tree has got curative properties
Of all diseases
Neem tree hold clues for all treatment.

Jagannath the Lord of the Jagat
Made of neem tree
God Jagannath has all the power of
Rescue all animate inanimate
And give salvation.

Lord Jagannath is at Puri
Near Mahodadhi Odisha Bharat
East coast of India.

Lord Jagannath Black in colour
With round eyes and always open
For the Bhaktas.

You are welcome to visit
The Lord of the Cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Curfew In Bhadrak

Curfew in Bhadrak,
Attacks on Syria,
To live in, no area.

Gajanan Mishra
Curiosity To Know

Curiosity to know
Is a necessity.
Respect all from
Your heart my dear
And try to know
Who they are before you,
At present at this time.
Open the pages of
Your life, my dear
And see what is pervading
Always and everywhere.
Try to know all with delight
And know what you are
Doing and what should be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Curious Traveller

Curious traveller
Not knowing the world
And its geography
Came here.
Just for fun and
To rise the flags
Of humanity here
That is with him
Came here.
So many pictures and in
So many atmosphere
Curious traveller came
And wonders with so many
Languages and my dear,
I see you also as a producer.
What you produce
Also carefree roller,
My dear, my printer
Come here again
To my picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Current Status

I am telling my
Current status
O my dear, listen
And tell me
About my future.

I am a thief
I am miser
I am drunkard
I am not giving
Respect to anybody
Including air fire
I am ignorant and
I am an adulterer.

Gajanan Mishra
Currently switch off.
How can I keep contact
That is a matter to discuss.
How can I sing?
How can I dance?
No one is here
To see to watch.
It is you to tell
As I feel only your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Curse- Blessings

Comment not
On defects,
They are
But temporary.

Just accept me
Like a mother, who
Accepts and put
Her child in
Her lap and
She thinks not
Whether her child-
Dirty or clean.

I am not
Seeing even my mud,
That is in shape of
Defects or sin,
I am seeing you,
My dear, just come
And take me from here.
I feel satisfied
And happy in any
Happening.
I know I have
Nothing to do for me.

See me, my dear,
I depend on
Your thoughts,
Words and deeds.
I know even your curse
Is a blessing for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Cursed

If my poems are
Not fit to read and accept
By all the common and also
Wise readers, poets, saints,
Sages, critics and editors,
Let me say my life is cursed.

If the fruits of the trees
Of my orchard here and there,
Are not fit to eat and digest by all,
Let me say it is for
My faults at any stage
At any time and let me say
My life is cursed
And not that of the tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Customs Vary

Customs vary,
But worry not,
My dear,
We are made
In such manners
We can take
Our wills
And we can know
Where is hills.
Nothing to worry
We know our
Voices are not
There to go
In the wilderness.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut Burn Wither Moisten

If you can
It is your turn.
Old and new
New and old
Gold is always gold.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut Down The Influence

Of your own enemies
Lust anger greed jealousy
And offer respect to
Every entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut Down The Tree

Illusion
And attain another
That is true
perverted actions
Are of no use
Go away and see
Your right path
Center of all
Manifestation
Believe not on
Exact replica.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut My Legs

Let me go to You
And if my legs are
Not willing to go to You
O my dear, cut my legs.

Let me see You
O my dear, and if my
Eyes are not willing to
See You, blind my eyes.

Let me hear all about You
O my dear and if my ears are
Not willing to hear You
Let them go deaf.

O my dear, I am chanting Your name in this world
Hear me, I am chanting even after my death.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut Off Desire

Cut off
Cut off desire
And enjoy life
Freedom from
Desire is the greatest
Happiness, my dear.
Cut off desire
And live happily
Remember, material
Desire is the cause of
Greatest unhappiness.
Cut off
Cut off desire
And enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut The Ego

Cut the ego
Or the edge
Of the ego
Is there
To cut you.
Nothing is
There to
justify pride.
No way ego
Is there to
Help you.
And so empty
Your all
Self-centeredness.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut The Knots

Cut the knots
O my dear, cut
The knots of attachment
To the material world
By your knowledge
Remember, my dear
Knowledge is
The ultimate perfection
Of self-realization
And it is Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut The Time

Cut the time
Like birth day cake.
Put out the candle
Like the sorrow.
Let the baloon fly
Like smile.
Show your colourful
Flowers like fresh
Life in the morning.
Sing the song of joy
And place the sky
In between two neighbours.
Remember the time
And save it, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut wasteful expenditure, my dear,
And build your new future.
Everything is in your hands, my dear,
Go on doing with proper measure.

Each and everyone be given his dues,
The air, the water and the land be given
Proper importance and action be taken
For a pollution-free atmosphere.

Life is very valuable, my dear,
And all should be treated equally
While dealing with law and nature,
Cut wasteful expenditure, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Cut, Burn

Cut, burn or
Do whatever you like.
But accept me
As a whole.

Ask not anything,
Form or formless.
And know the reality
With sharp intelligence.

Gajanan Mishra
Cutting Stone

Cutting stone I went
And the stone cutter
Asked me to retained.
Stone flower I plucked
And you stayed all day long
To watered the stone plant.
I have a poem that is yours
You denied to read before all
I made a secret tie destroyed.

Gajanan Mishra
Cutting Tool

Words,
The best cutting tool.
Use it,
In a positive way.

All explosives - words,
All simple, all complicated.
Have patience and see,
All life is being given by words.

Gajanan Mishra
Cutting Tree

Do not cut tree  
live free.

The tree is  
Without end  
Without origin.

Cut the tree  
With a strong axe.

It is fair  
In non-attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Cyber Crime

Forgotten eating
sitting walking
due to cyber crime
that gushed to my
bank account
and cleared.

Penniless I
disassociated with this
having no relatives
no friends
no god no devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
Cycles

Cycles you choose
I do not know
The way you related
I do not know
I am here to see only
The way you look
I am here to see
Your language your food.

Gajanan Mishra
Cyclone ' Hudhud'

It is cyclone hudhud,
It is coming as truth.
It is truth of nature,
It is the fun of the creator.

It is hudhud
It is coming with rain
and thundershower
Let us hope hudhud good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Dacait

One who comes
to this place
turn dacait
having lost soul
lost everything.

A dacait is somebody
who love most
love for self only.

And after that
you are nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Dadar Kaniar Bhae

Kana heba nei jani
Balucha baele
Tame galat aie.

E kosal raej nei hele
Make kaheba e tura
Sat re nei thai bo
Hetirlagi etki sanighati.

E bua mui mor gude aaru
Nei thad uthena ken
E bue sabudine enta
parar tuliatal
Thimi na ken
E bua make nei thatauchan
Aaru kenta karmi se
Mor khuta nei gadmi baele
Bel thau thau mor chuarkarlagi!

Ghar gala ghat gala
Khaet pindhan rakat sabu ta hemane
Luti nelena
Aaru kenta achhe se
make rukuchha ene
Aaru kahuchha phuni rahabo
Damdharo enta kankaje tartar.

Tamke etkibele kanbalmi aaru
Dadarkania bhae, kaniar bhe
Dadarkaniar bhae,
Tura chal, hat heaade.

- -

Fighting for independence
What shall I tell you
If you are going to check me
During fight for independence.
may I tell you brother-in law
Brother of my wife
Or brother of my elder brother's wife
That I know and address you in time.

Gajanan Mishra
Dadar Kaniar Bhae- Balucha Baele

Dadar kaniar bhae
Kana heba nei jani
Balucha baele
Tame galat aie.

E kosal raej nei hele
Make kaheba e tura
Sat re nei thai bo
Hetirlagi etki sanighati.

E bua mui mor gude aaru
Nei thad uthena ken
E bue sabudine enta
Parar tuliaate
Thimi na ken
E bua make nei thatauchan
Aaru kenta karmi se
Mor khuta nei gadmi baele
Bel thau thau mor chuarkarlagi!

Ghar gala ghat gala
Khaet pindhan rakat sabu ta hemane
Luti nelena
Aaru kenta achhe se
Make rukuchha ene
Aaru kahuchha phuni rahabo
Damdhara enta kankaje tartar.

Tamke etkibele kanbalmi aaru
Dadarkania bhae, kaniar bhe
Dadarkaniar bhae,
Tura chal, hat heaade.

Gajanan Mishra
Daddy's Girl

Daddy's girl.
I am my daddy's girl
And I am natural.

I know the art of
Renunciation and
Transcendence of
Material world.

I am my daddy's girl
With achievement of
An unchanging state
That is there in life.

I know the truth and
Relevancy of life
Here with my daddy and it is final.

Gajanan Mishra
Daggers Drawn

good and evils
With each other,
My dear, I am
Within them
In this body-field.

I am in no ways
Connected with
Any group thereof
And I am staying
Within them with
My own identity.

Interesting is
Both are my creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Dahaka Bikala (Odia)

Mu dasa.
Tuma pathara khandaku
Ghasichalichhi pani madai
Tume mapibasilabele
Hrudaya, dwarabandhare.

Premara daudire
Prarthanara mane na thae,
Ichhasabuku dhariaani
Pindhailabele pulamala.

Suryalokabhali
Sundarkalaku bhagya kahi
Pherichainlabele
chak chak karuthae andhara
Siulibhara kardamakta matire.

Kahibaku bela kahin
Srotabakata ubhaye
Anasiswasi dhandaudare
Jouthi pahanchibaku achhi
Pahanchina pari
Dahaka bikala sarabela.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily

I am dying
Daily.
Daily
You are coming,
With the loud cry
of my neighbor,
With the falling of
a leaf and also
with the rising
of the sun.

Daily
the sketch map
is changing
in my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily Activities

For good,
For all welfare,
I am there
Busy in
Daily activities
With love
And truth.
No need to
Tell anyone
I love you.
No need to
Utter any words.
I touch everyone
Through brass tacks.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily Admission

Poem is daily admission
Of my weakness.
I am trying daily
To write poem better
Without words.
I avoid to write words
Without poem.
I am taking pause
Within the words.
And the words are
Giving their reflections
Within me.
I care not your right to reject,
Often I want that.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily Life

Light is on
And we all are
busy building
our nest.

We beg apology
For not able to
move forward
at our best.

Space is open
And clear is
our language
that is within.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily Reality

Daily reality
Pain grief sorrow
Human condition
In this world
Uncertainty despair
Draining of hope
O my dear
Where is my hope
I am struggling here
To live for
What I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
Daily Reminder

A daily reminder
Is being received
By all and yet
All are careless.

Nobody is taking interest
How to go and what to do
And yet they are worried
For nothing and they know
Everything is fruitless.

Nobody is conscious
And truth is there doing
Its own business keeping aside
All without any disturbance
And washing the brains in due time.

Nothing is surprised
And with cause and effect
It is there as you see
And yet it is forming
It is dying as we say.

Unconditional chewing of time
Uncontrolled use of senses
Making everybody ignorant
And you yourself meet the end
It is not though like this.

What use of hunger and thirst
And fatigued when we are
Discussing everything out of topics
And disturbing ourselves as seen.

Gajanan Mishra
Daka Aau Pa (Odia)

Daka tie dia aau
Sabu surakhya pa.

Gajanan Mishra
Dakhinaru Uttara (Odia)

Dakhinaru uttara,
Tumaku swagat,
Dayakari aasa,
Mu ethi apekhyare
Nuaa chaula
Aau aakhu rasa aau
Nuaa phula dhari
Hrudaya mora debaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing wrong has been done
By Dana Majhi of Kalahandi.
He has just taken away
On his shoulder,
The dead body of his wife.
The sweetheart of Dana Majhi,
As you know, died in TB
At the hospital.

But let me ask a question
Why you people are so much
Worried about the incidents?
It is because something
Wrong is there within you,
It is because you are enjoying
Your life, at the cost of the people
And doing no welfare acts so far.

Remember, the summum bonum of life
Is situated in the loving service
Of the people in any set up of Govt.
You are seeking happiness, true,
By employing your senses
In the modes of materialism,
And you are not satisfied.
It is true, you engage yourself
In various philanthropic and
Altruistic works and all fail to
Give you satisfaction.

It is happening only due to
Your own childish innocence,
You are by nature eternal servitor
Of the people and you are
Taking away everything from
The common men like Dana Majhi,
And knowingly and unknowingly
Not providing the basic needs.
Dance - Poetry In Motion

Dance - poetry in motion,
Cultivation - poetry in work,
War - poetry in struggle,
Family - poetry in love,
Let us live life with poetry
and see the residue with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Dance And Dance

Dancing the world
I see
And dancing is for
Creation recreation
And destruction.

Dance is a poem
I want to connect
I want to connect
With people of the world
Through the dance
Through the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Dance Democracy, Dance

Dance democracy, dance.
Dance in Europe, dance,
Dance in entire world
For the sake of humanity.

We the men are our friends,
We the men are our enemy.
You know all democracy and
You started dancing
At this hour of the night.

Dance, dance, democracy,
Not in folly but with intellect,
Not with terrorists but with
People in general, for peace
And non-violence, for each entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Dance Not

No one dance
Without any tune.

Every one is to first
Know what the tune is.

Gajanan Mishra
Dance, I Like It

Dance, I like it,
I like it
For the sake of
My health and life.

I discover life
In my own joy
With the voice of dance.

The earth itself
Is dancing
And giving light
To all.

I am on this earth
And I am dancing
For the sake of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Dancing

What do you mean by dancing
Ask not me if you know me
I know the rhythm of the universe
And by this dancing we come
We live, we go and we are part of that
Eternal dance.

Our dance is a whirlwind
And we are lost in this dancing
We are inside us and unbreakable
And we are all in one unity
Our dance is our mystery
Ask not about dancing
I am not within the line.

Gajanan Mishra
Danga Tumara (Odia)

Danga tumara
Jetebele nebaku jahinba
Kehi atakai paribe nahin,
Nia, jetebele ichha.

Kintu ebe mu
Ae dangare jauchhi,
Jauchhi tuma pakhaku, dekha,
Bina srotare.

Aahula nahin, pala nahin,
Pani nahin, pabana nahin,
Kebala gotie tara mu dekhuchhi
Sethare ebam aame ekatra.

Golamala kichhi nahin,
Danga aamara sahayaka,
Munda uchha kari
Mu sidha chhida ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Danger

Danger,  
and it is everywhere.  
Snakes are there  
in sandal trees.  
Crocodiles are there  
with the lotuses.  
There are bad people  
everywhere with good one.  
And we are to live  
with them and we are to  
do our duties  
without fear or favor.  
Nothing is there to happened,  
And there is no danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Danger - At Every Moment

Danger - at every moment,
No one is out of danger
At any time anywhere.

But nothing to fear,
Tell the truth and
Stay far away from danger.

Talk to all freely,
Reply all questions with a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Danger Is My Own Knowledge

Danger is my own knowledge,
Cent percent, I must not
Go with it.

The best is my poems,
I am telling this
Time and again,
I feel all good here,
And I know I have written
The poems without biased.

I know poems
Can emancipate you.
Poems can show you
The road you want.

My world, my poems,
My life, my time
All are with me,
And you are in it.

Without poems
How can one live?
Without the world
Where to live?
Poems and the world-
All one and the same.
I live in it,
Come on dear men,
Have an experience
With me.

Poems are not
The storehouse of knowledge,
But amalgamation of
Experiences.

Gajanan Mishra
Danger Means What

Danger means what
And what is danger
How can I know, my dear
It is true, you have
Described in tit bits
It is true, you are in anger
But what shall I do
Nothing is under my control
I see here everywhere
Full of terrible and
Poisonous fire
But I am last to care
It is I who is there
To dance on this danger-fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Dangerous

Mosquitoes and flies
Are in stagnant water,
And it is dangerous.
Road not swept yet,
Piles of garbages are there.
The moon roared,
And facilities improved
And we sounded well.

Gajanan Mishra
Dangers Can Be Created

Dangers can be created
And also can be removed.
But we are to test our
Strength and energy with
The problems of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Darakara Jibana Pain  ????? - ????? ???? ???? ?????(Odia)

Prema - darkara jibana pain,
Satya - darkar prema pain,
Jibana hin satya ethare.

In Odia lipi;

????? - ????? ???? ????,
???? - ????? ???? ???? ,
???? ??? ???? ???? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Darayia Corey

Darayia Corey, come on.
You are welcome.

Enjoy your life
with pleasure
forgetting pain.
Remember pain
is a great gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not

Dare not think anything
Dare not think beyond anything
Desire not anything
Desire not beyond anything.

Mine is nothing
Yours is nothing
There is nothing
We are here for nothing.

What for we are going
And whom you are calling
And further and further they are
Moving and moving reasons not knowing.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not Say

Do you know my mind?
Dare not say anything.

See
I am going to you
I am going through you
I am going for you
And you are saying nothing.
Do you not know my mind?

It is glory
That is being searched
By everybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not Say You Are Doing

Dare not say
You are doing
Good to others.
Know first
Your own capacity
And who you are.
Know first
Who is real
What is eternal.
You may not
Read books
But you must
Read and observe
The nature here.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not To Check

Dare not to check the sun,
You are there to burn.

Certainly, you are there
To measure the sky.

Certainly, you are there
To wash the air.

Certainly, you are there
To take away the water.

But imitate not the earth,
You are there with the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not To Criticize Others

You may commit the great offence
Of criticizing yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not To Dream

Dare not to dream,
Dream is not yours.
Tell something new
On this earth and
Win the hearts.
You are now going to
New orbit, just find it.
It is your life
That is there
And not your dreams.
Dare not to dream,
Without dream
How can you live?
I am my dream, dare not dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not To Look At Me

Dare not to look at me,
I am nothing, nothing.
But fear not, I'm everything.
And dare to leave me.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare Not To Separate Me

Dare not to take steps
To separate me
From my own language.
Could you separate
Fragrance from the flower
Or effulgence from the sun?
My language says what I am,
I am telling what my language is.

Gajanan Mishra
Dare To Fight

Dare to fight soldier
Dare to swim beginner
Dare to beg to differ.

Go upward the hill
Go against the time
You are a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Daring Words

Enjoy
Enjoy the heavenly pleasures
What to do with salvation
You are telling.

You are not wrong with this
I am pleased to here you
I praise you and like you
You are really daring.

Gajanan Mishra
Daringibadi

Rasta khali
salap bhata luna dhari
Galani Mardi.

Bhuta karichhi ki basa ethi?
Aasiba jiba nahin kahari
Maobadi maobadi
Khali paduchhi huri.

Namamatra adibasi
Jami jangal gharadiha nahin
Madakhai sei bamurgachha tale
Dhuluchhi Shyama Majhi.

Patra jhada kana Asanta ni?
Kichhi achhi na nahin bhitare tumara?
Hunkari chalichha khali
Jhitipiti pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark

Dark is here
And I gazed at
Everything is in dark.

I am the only person
Who is here to say
What is dark
And who are there.

I know how to go
I do not know
How long you
Stay here.

Flower blossom
Scent spread
And it spread
All round I know.

I know dark is here
I know nothing affected.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark And

It is dark
I am with
You as light
It is dark
And dark
My smiling
Sparks.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark And Blue

What received, I deserted
What is deserted, lonely I gazed
What I gazed, dark and blue
Here in dark and blue life peep
Dark and blue not to disclose.

Thanks and I thanks you
For these dark and blue
I am in that dark and blue
That is with me and I am
Unable to desert now.

Now I am here as you see
In dark and blue forgetting
Past and future I am here
In this position that you
Can not discard and disclose.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark And Dark

Dark and dark,
Darkest hours,
Dark cloth,
Dark flags,
Dark life, we have
Here, on this earth.
King fears dark,
And darkness.

Death is dark,
King knows well.
The hair is dark,
One who wants to stay
In the state, the king
Orders to stay hairless.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Behind

Life and no life
No use of telling
No self-interest
To investigate
And nothing
End and endlessness
And no sermonize.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Eyes

Dark eyes -
I see
In light.

I feel
All creative.

Performance is
Full of humor.

All short,
Full of songs
And dance, though.
Find there
All Sorrows.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Face

Dark face, I see
Sky face, I see
Pure consciousness, I see
O my dear
You are my face
Deep and dark
Bright and white
You are my sky
Vast and at sight
You are my pure consciousness
In so many clothes
Garlands of flowers
Rosaries of gems.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Is There

Dark is there,
In our separation,
In our enviousness.
If we are proud,
Violent and angry,
We are here to
Face the dark.

My dear, keep company
With a man, who is always
In the mode of goodness.
The man with goodness
Has power to give light
To others and that is our
Capital to proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Night And

Dark night and
Unknown flower,
Both are here
But I am
Concerned with
The fire.

The fire that is
Burning me
And for which
I am pathless.

I am pathless
Not for fragrance
But for the air.

The air
That cries
Is not mine
I know.

I know
The moon has
Also black side.

But the dark night
Has bright side
That I am sure.
And I am hopeful
I am going there
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Nights And

Dark nights and dazzling stars
Black clouds and flash lightning
And we are in between the flowers
And the nails and going on searching
Happiness in all sorrowful moments
We know we should keep no hell but
Heaven always in our brain with
The power of our love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Side

Dark side of the moon
Is there and never visible.
I am not here to compare
You with the moon, dear.

I know you are within me,
And I am within you.
I know, I feel and nothing
Is there to leave one another.

I know I cannot get along
Without you here and I know
There no barrier within us.

But I am searching here there
So much my dear and I am weeping
And I am keeping my mind firm on you.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Though

Dark though coal
Dark though crow
Dark though night
Dark though negro
All have a special role
They are rendering
Selfless service to humanity
They are essential and
Valuable more than light
More than day
They come first
To stand at bay
And they
Bring the enemy to bay
And hence
Respect only things
We should pay.

Gajanan Mishra
This material world is a dark well and
Common men are blind.
O my dear, you are not here
To lead the blind men
To the dark well
Causing them to fall in.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark Well- Householder

I am here, at present,
In this dark well,
But the light is
In me.
And I have not forgotten
My relationship with you.
I know you are, with all
Light the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark, Approached

Dark, approached
And I am drunked
With my poetic feelings.
Time to harvest dreams.

No kiss, please.
Though not a stalwart,
I am with my smile.
Nothing is there to happen, new.

Gajanan Mishra
Dark, More Dark

Dark, more dark,
See the days here.
And in dark
They play.
Dark has no death.
If you are ready to
Love the dark,
Dark may kiss you,
And you may see
Yourself half.
Ask not for
Other half, my dear,
Since the sun is
Before you, nothing is to utter.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkar Tumar Sahajya  ????? ???? ??????? (Odia)

Darkar tumar sahajya,
banchibaa pain sabudinaku.
Darijauchhi mu
Garam badhigalabelaku
Chalish digre.
Mu achhi Titilagarh, Balangir,
Odisha, Indiare aau
karuchhi bhaya
Tapa saha jujhibaaku.
Pani pokhari nahin,
Achhi kankrit jungle ethi.
Mu gotie chhotiaa jiba,
Jadi chhan bhulija mate,
Aau mo bhagyathi mate rakhidia
Mo matire aau mo bhashare
Mo maa pakhare.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;
Darkest Midnight

I am in
The dense darkness
Of ignorance.
But the sun is
Residing in my heart,
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness

Only darkness is mine
and it is everywhere.

I have couraged to
face light in the darkness only.

In darkness I got victory.

Only darkness is mine
and I am everywhere with darkness.

I have no couraged to
avoid darkness
without darkness
I got defeated.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness - Horrible

Darkness - horrible,
And I am unconscious.
No sunrise,
No gift of sight.
Where am I?
What to do?
Where to go?
Whom to call,
Friend, help me,
I'm in trouble.
But the kind of trouble
I failed to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness - Where To Go

Darkness is there,
And we say
We are in the light.
What we see
And what we do,
Beyond our knowledge.
And we stay
In a place
We know not
Where it is.
Still, here
We are ready to go,
But where to go
We know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness And Light

Darkness and light
Not opposite
The sun is not
At all partial
Mind it.

Light is
Open to
Everyone
It depends
On You to see.

No flattering
No special mercy
It is but common
Everything is
Generalized.

Exchange value
Much more
Here is darkness
Here is light
Both same
Come and
Enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness Is Not For Us

Darkness is not for us,
As because,
We belong to lighted world.
We are the legal heirs
Of the lions,
Victory is our sure shot.
No backward, let us
March forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Darkness Is There

Darkness is there
For all of us.
Let us be prepared
To face it
From this very moment.

We know
Fire is within us,
Still, we face
Darkness outside.

Let us strengthen ourselves
In the dark.
Let us beat the anger
And the frustration
If any within.

And continue our journey
To keep ourselves
In safe,
Saving ourselves
In our own language.

Gajanan Mishra
Dasa Jana Aasa

Dasa jana aasa
Mo sahita,
Dekha swarga.

Sata, narka bi
Achhi ethi,
Jaa naa seaadaku.

Chinta kara bhala
Satya sahita rahi.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

Gajanan Mishra
Date

Date of my birth
Date of my admission in school
Date of leaving the school
Date of marriage
Date of service entry
Date of retirement
Date of purchase and
Date of sale of house
And last date of death
All dates are coming to me
And trying to make me a date
A mere date mere date
Is it my life to go with dates
Is it the intention of life
To remember only date
Excuse me my date-friend
I have forgotten you and
I am trying to live without you
Come not again to my house
You will not find any way out.

Gajanan Mishra
Date Of Birth

Third April is
my date of birth,
I do agree.

And you observed
third April as
my date of birth.

Third April
is not third April,
as you think,
my date of birth.

It is correct to say
I have not taken any
birth at any time, as such
I am not here to face death.

Gajanan Mishra
Date Of Death

Date of death
Has already been
Declared.
It is you to
Search and know.
Know and act,
Act and learn,
Learn and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Date Palm

Date palm,
I have no word
For you.
I have no word,
As because you are
Unable to maintain
Your own truthfulness
And failed to give me shelter.

Date palm,
See me I am
Not a drop out like you.
I am shining as ever,
In the sun and also
In the water.

Gajanan Mishra
I have forgotten
The date, time
And place of
Occurances.
Ask me not anything
About the incidents.

What is there
That I know not.
Is it not suffice
The purpose of life,
That you are okay,
So also I am!

Just smile and live,
Just love and get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Date-Palm

Is date-palm great?
Is the servant intelligent?

But here we see,
The man who depends on others
Is called intellectual
And the master.

Here we see,
The man who is giving
Everything to all
Without any self-interest
Is in danger.

No one, but
The insect is here
And teaching us life.

Gajanan Mishra
Daughter

Here is a daughter
She is your daughter
Your daughter is a
Challenge to your ego.
Your daughter is here
She is the symbol of
Your all welfare
Good for all.
Daughter is yours
And she is the creator
Of the world
Come and love her
Come and salute her
Come and see your heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Daughter Is Here

Daughter is here
And it is daughter
If she is qualified,
She is here to deliver
Everything that are
Good to all
Both to parents and in-laws.

Daughter is the actual ruler
She rules over all and love all
If she if qualified.
That son cannot do it
For fear, and for fear of nothing
Though he is here
With all his strength within.

Gajanan Mishra
Daughter Of The Earth

Daughter of the earth,
Daughter of time,
The most beautiful here,
The spring, the coo, coo,
The flowers, the airs,
And all that are here
For others.
Let us accept all,
All are for us.
Let us take care,
What are there,
They are all for us.
So cute, great benediction,
Fortunate, life's magnetism.

Gajanan Mishra
Dawn

Repeat dawn
No light.
Blood
And snow-blood
Here at night.

This knife
Tears the sun
Buried fire.

Stone altar
Burning hills
That is the
Final tips.

Gajanan Mishra
Dawn Is Ours

Dawn is ours,
Please come,
And give a
Warm welcome.

For the land,
For the language,
The innumerable choir -
All here together.

All opened,
Night is withdrawn,
Light of language
Reign all love all over.

Gajanan Mishra
Dawning

I am dawning
With the vision
That is Yours
Like a mud-fish
I am living
Look I am
Bright and shiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Day - Bright One

Day - bright one,
And I see you
Practical and
Realistic in all
What you do.

Though good
To be sensitive and
Emotional, but
Control yourself
And proceed ahead.

Problems are there
Minor or major-
Solve them
With due care.

Stay focused
Down to earth.
And find your dreams
About to come true.

Gajanan Mishra
Day After Day

Day after day
Night after night
The sun and the moon
Are rising
Year after year
The sun and the moon
Are revolving
Moment after moment
I am telling you
I love you I love you
And see I am
Overcoming my irritation
My short temper my anger.

Gajanan Mishra
Day After Day - Love And Life

Day after day
I live here,
Day after day
I love and I love.
I know love-
The only truth.
The truth -
The basis of life.
The thought of life
Gives light,
And the light
Is here with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Day And Night

No beginning no end  
And we love  
Right from the start.  
When we sleep  
Say it is night  
When we arise  
Say day.  
We actually  
Do not know  
The meaning of  
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Day and night
Two wheel of life,
One cannot move
Without the other.
One is the beginning
Another is end
But no one can say
Where is to begin
And where is to end.
And in between day and
Night a poet is there
From whom day begins
But no night is there
You are to rise with the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Day And Night I Am Thinking

Day and night I am thinking,
I am thinking about you and
I know you are the only truth.
Day and night I am searching,
I am searching you here, there,
But you are in my heart with
All glory and all beauty and
Giving everything to everybody
As per their need in broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Day And Nights

Day and nights
War is going on,
And we conceit.
Is the life illusive,
They all are here
to search the cause.
Our sons, daughters
friends and with so many
persons we are spending time
That are but necessary
for dreaming the world at sunset.

Gajanan Mishra
Day And Nights Always

Day and nights always
I am writing poems and
Telling all about life
And aiming at your smile
That I want to see
And I want to see your
Progress in the path of
Truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Day By Day

Day by day,
Little by little,
One by one,
Let me,
Let me remove
My impurities.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Ends

Day ends
Means night begins
Not always true.
But my dear, evil deeds
Start means be ready
To reap bad fruits
And be ready to
Face the consequences.

Mountains may change
Their places,
The birds may stay
After breeding kids,
But evil deeds cannot go
Without delivering suitable results.

Gajanan Mishra
Day In And Day Out

Day in and day out,
I am searching you.
I am blind, I do agree,
But I know you have most
Powerful big round eyes.
Day in and day out,
I am searching you.
I am ignorant and in dark,
But you have light
That can enlighten all worlds.
I have nothing
But you have everything,
I am hollowed and empty,
You are full eternity and safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Day In Waste Paper Basket

No matter what you did today
No matter what you said today
But if you have not fed a hungry man
If you have not offered water to a thirsty man
And not offered a piece of cloth to a naked one
Not utter a single word of comforts to a man in distress
Then I am sure your day today has gone to Waste paper basket.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Is Darker

Day is darker than the night
Friends are more dangerous than the enemies.
Neighbors are demons as You said earlier
I am illiterate and stupid and showing
Unethical behavior.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Is Harsh

Not the night.
Nothing fresh
At day
It is only in night.
Everything is in motion
Both in day and in night.
Stillness is there
In motion
Nothing is
In emotion.
Read or not read
I am here to write
A day come
When you go for
searching it.
You are there
To taste it
And declare
How sweet.
This is life
Fantastic.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Is Here

Day is here, see,
It is all red
with all creativity.
Day is here, and
I snatch the movement
For you.
Day is here, but
my heart is still
crying for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Is Naked

Day is naked
But not the night
I love night for its deepness.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Like Life

Day like life,
And desire night.
Body like light,
And hope shadow.
All are idols,
With eyes closed.
Hands have no work,
Legs have no road.
Still, I write
All about white truth.
And I look
The ash and earth,
And I search pleasure
With no error.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Of Colors

Day of colors,
Today is the day of colors,
I am living for today
And my life is full of colors.

My life is full of colors,
I am here to see and
Enjoy each color,
All mixed together and it is black.

O my dear, I know,
You are black, and You
Are here within me, and You
Exist peacefully and distinctly.

O my dear, I pray, uplift me,
My spirit, with the joy of color.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Of Culture

Basically foreign but
To all intents and purposes
As good as home
No meaning saying this.

And we are losing our touch
With our identity
Our own culture
Our traditions
Our roots.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Of Judgement

You are to
Remain present
On the day of judgement.
When I am
On the judgement seat
You are to maintain
All disciplines.
And you are to form
Opinion about you.
No one has right
On jointure,
But full right
To get pleasure -
Life’s future.

Gajanan Mishra
Day One - Today

Not two but one;
One sky, one sun,
One moon, one life.
One and not two;
One- two in one,
Water and air,
I wish all
Stay fair,
And stay there
As a star.

Choice one,
Post one,
Day one,
Night one,
Only one
And not more.
Nothing to hurry,
Nothing to feel sorry.
No sorrow,
No tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Day To Day Living

We are all
Concerned with
Our day to day
Living, okay.
Provide rice, dal
At least and
Provide employment.
We want to do
Something for others.
Make us understand
In our language
What you are
Going to do
For us.
Ridicule not,
Give us importance
And emphasize
Our presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Day Will Come

Day will come
And on that day
I will cross
The border.

The border of
Dark and light
At a time, I have
To cross.

I have to cross
This room of words.
I have to cross
This waiting hall.

My dear, on that day
I want to see you straight.

Gajanan Mishra
Dayakari

Dayakari mo kabita padhibe ki?
Dayakari jharakagudika kholibeki?
Dayakari aapananka aatmajibani tikie debe ki?
Aajira aeta sabuthu bhala kabita,
Padhantu, priya bandhu, aau khusire rahantu.

Gajanan Mishra
Dayakari Bahari Aasa (Odia)

Kabi, dayakari bahari aasa
Nija kholapa bhitaru
Prakruta satya janibaku.

Samaste aasa rakhichhanti
Tumathu aahuri beshi
Bastabikataku aasa aau
Tuma dayitwa kana pruthibire
janirakha kabi.
Aauthare ghoshana kara
Nija jibana pachhe
narkare padu jagata
Uddhara heu.
Prakrutare kasta
Anyara durdasha dekhiba ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Dayakari Thakami Nahin (Odia)

Swachha raha,
Thakami nahin, dayakari.

Aarambharu sesha jae
jane mu sabu.

Nu achhi sabuthi
A pariki tuma bhitare.

Satyare raha,
Khusire raha.

Kara ni chinta kichhiku.

Mu achhi
Sabu samasyara samadhana pain.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;
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Gajanan Mishra
Day-Dream

Fantasy, who said
You are day dream,
But I find in you
Life's cream.

You are touching
All reality that
Are happening
Day in and day out.

You are the songs
Of the soul,
You are the love
Of understandings,
You are the silence
Of each life,
You are the colours
Of all sky.

Fantasy, who said
You are not there,
I discover you
Everywhere always.

You are my glittering stars
That reveal all secrets,
You are my lovely vibrations
That is there within me.

Come on, my nightingale,
I am here waiting
For you as I want
All truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Are Divine

Days are divine
Nights are nice.

We all are in between
Days and nights
Searching for
Our identities.

We all are here
To measure our
Length and breath
And to see our
Longevity.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Are Frozen

Days are frozen,
But wait,
Still, you are there
For the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Are Frozen - Star

Days are frozen,
But wait,
Still, you are there
For the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Are Passing

Days are passing,
So also months
And years.
But alas,
I am in ignorance and
Losing my balance
Of valuable life, and
I am not able to
Take all seriously.
It is true, I am
In degraded consciousness.
I am not able to
Understand the truth,
And I am unable to
Get back my time,
Unable to utilize
The time properly.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Be Counted

Days be counted
But not from the sunrise.
The sunrise is not true.
The tree is the witness
Of my words, verify the truth.
Go there with something
Strong and something young
And verify the signature
And photos near you.
The mountain is silent
And my words have no effect.
I am here and nowhere to go,
I am here for the air and
For the light and for the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Days Spent

Explaining things
My days spent
And I failed to explain
Your living style in
What you were wanted
How you were dealing trade.

With this water
With this air
And light and earth
Not with owner
All day long
The fruits I eat
The water I drink
The air I take breath
Though I am not here
To enrich what were not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
De Novo

What I heard
You said
crucial verdict.
That I care not
mind it.

What I saw
horrible picture
you said.
Allahu Akbar
I replied.

Okay Okay
It is denovo trial
not moral
not popular.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead

How can I address the dead
Can they hear my words
I find here all dead
They are not in a position
To hear not in a position
To see to experience
And to say some good
For the welfare of all
This world is for all
They are not in a position
To admit as they are dead
They have no emotion
No motion they are here
For what they can not say
How can they hear my words
How can I address the dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead All!

Dead all!
I am looking at all.

The rose belongs to me,
But not the color.

I said all,
Stay there for water.

No water, but blood is there,
I declared.

No surprise
But all dark.

Not terrible
But all fired.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Are Not

Dead are not allowed
To come and join
At this rally.
This rally demands
The use of the languages
Of this land.
This land has its
Own strength.
The strength is
In our faith,
In our integrity,
In our identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Body

I am busy
In decorating
My dead body,
That is flapping
Only for a few days,
And I am wasting my energy
For nothing. Let me say,
I am misguided really.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Can Enjoy

Dead can enjoy life
In full here.
I am not dead yet.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Lion

Lion died
And dead lion
Came to me crying
Dead lion wanted to know
so many thing about life.

I am not here
To told about
Lion's history
Or geography of the area
Where lion was.

Dead lion
I found within
My house my country
Lion was enchanted
on the scene here
Even after death
That much I knew.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Matter

Be cautious men,
You are attached with
All dead matters.
Be cautious men,
Your love is perverted,
And you are going
On the foundation
Of a false life.
Be cautious men,
Your affection is unwanted.
You fool, men,
You are simply suffering.
You are suffering only
For your own wrong notion.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Men Are There

Dead men are there,
How you dare
To take them forward!
The dead men are
Not able to see, you know,
And you are there
With tears and distress
To show.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Silence

Dead silence.

I wonder
At this,
At present.

No assurance,
For anything
Here, at this time.

No spirit,
No realisation,
But life
As such
Going on.

It is all
But attraction.

Gajanan Mishra
Dead Snake

Look, 
Dead snake 
In my house 
Living with me 
And I am 
Trying to escape.

Gajanan Mishra
Deadline

Cross not
Deadline.
If you are
Fine.

Law is thin,
Embrace not
Anyone, though
Kith and kin.

What is written
In destiny
No one dares to
Call that sin.

What is written
That is fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Deadly Sin And Virtues

To forget him
Who has given you food
Who has given you water
Who has given you shelter
Who has given you life
Is the most deadly sin.

Turn your face towards Him
Who is the cause of
Your birth and life
Existence and maintenance
And this is the root of
All virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Deaf And Dumb

We are to live
Like deaf and dumb.
We are to forget
The logic.
We are to close
Our eyes.
But we are to
Follow our dreams.
We are to go
To the love
With truth.
We are to watch
The colours
With care.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Daughter

I praise you,
Let me write a few words,
Dear daughter.

Upon your head
I see the colorful sky,
I know you are
Having a pleasant nature,
Tell me not
At any time, goodbye,
Okay.

I see your princely grace,
And I know you are heaven-sent.
And I am sure,
No one is there to compare.

You are very lively,
And you are here
To fill up this place,
This house, and you have
Taken the charge to
Build a new future,
Devoted to mankind.

I am pleased with you,
Dear daughter, the symbol of
Truth and love for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Death

Dear death,
Please come
And see
How I am here.

I am here,
Dear death,
Waiting for you,
And see me,
I am in truth.

I am in truth,
And I love you,
Dear death.
Come on and let all
Know who I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Farmer

Love is on the cards, 
Die not.

Let there be no rain, 
Let the rain come, 
But you have to live 
To give some food to all.

Stay alert dear farmer, 
And avoid drifting into 
Your own world.

Keep your eyes and 
Ears open, dear.

A lot of tangible and 
Intangible benefits 
Await you, stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Friend

What you asked
My dear friend
May be it false
But I welcome.

What you asked
My dear friend
It is not necessary
To tell always
In mother tongue.

My dear friend
Foreign tongue
Only can take us
To measure space
As we know
Knowledge is power
And knowledge is
Not confined
Within the room
We live in.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Friends, Bind Me

Dear friends, bind me
In your love.

I am here
To cross the ocean,
I desire not
Your wealth or population.

Always I am busy
In searching and
In acquiring knowledge.
I know my senses are
Here with me to
Put me in troubles.

I am conscious
About my duties.
And I am trying my
Level best to
Place the learned
In proper position.

I have forgotten
High and low,
I have forgotten
Caste, creed, sex
And also religion.

Dear friends, bind me
If you can in your love,
But I know not
The beginning and
The end.
And I know not
Who is doing what,
And who is staying where.

I know dear friends,
All are equal
And I am there with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Friends, Come On

Dear friends, come on
Let us dance together,
The stage is open for us.
Dear friends, come on
Let us sing together,
The life is here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Friends, For Language

Keep your mind fixed, dear friends,
And give importance to use your
Own language in all or any purposes,
To keep your identity in tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear King

Dear king,
I care not you.
I am simply a poet,
I know the words,
And love and truth.

I was/am not interested
To go and meet you.
Still, I have done it
For the sake of my
Language and land.

You have not felt
Yourself sanctified
By my words and language,
Treat it as your misfortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men

Dear men,
You are perfect beings.
Dear men,
You are certain,
You are infallible,
You are attractive.
Dear men,
Nothing to regret,
In no way you are inferior.
Get satisfaction within,
You are, in all respects, perfect.
Express yourself, dear men,
See no vacuum anywhere,
Love and truth are there, everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men, Awaken

Dear men, awaken your
Dormant love for mother,
For mother language,
For motherland.
Remember, this is
The first necessity
Of liberation.
This is the first love
For life, for livelihood.
Go clean with all the people,
All neighborhood.
Truth is there,
Security is there and
There is no other way.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men, Glorify Yourself In All Truthful Culture

Derive the benefits
From my activities
And go on the path
Of progressive success.

Men, stay in truth
With me and love all.
Men, wander not and
See the destination.

Dear men, know your
Existential position
Of all goodness.

Dear men, glorify yourself
In all truthful culture
And enter into nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men, Stay Free From Jealousy

Dear men, stay free from jealousy,
You are free and unique.
Dear men, speak the truth always,
All benefits are there for you.
Dear men, Control yourself and
Tolerate all and enjoy life.
Dear men, acquire knowledge,
observe vows, see life enemy-less.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men, Try To Go To The Light

Dear men, try to go to the light,
The light is knowledge,
Knowledge is there in the light.
Dear men, know the good
And stay in goodness.
Understand life, dear men,
And stay happy always.
Nothing and no one is yours
But you belong to all, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Mother

Dear mother, how are you?
I am here, my dear.

But alas, I have
Forgotten your language mother!
I am not able to understand
You are your language.
Excuse me, dear mother.

I am in deep sleep and
In fear.

Will you help me brother?

But no one is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Mother, In Your Language

Dear mother, give me order.
Dear mother, make me in order.
Dear mother, you are the wonder.
Dear mother, I am here to serve you forever.

Dear mother, your mercy,
Your character is my nature.
Dear mother, I am on your land,
I am here to serve all
In your language, in the language of
The native here, give me strength.

Dear mother, give me strength,
To fight and to drive out
The enemies, who are against
You and against the truth, against development.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Poet, Write

Dear poet, write
About men, nature,
Write about food, shelter.
Dear poet, love,
Love to the sky,
Love to stars.
Dear poet, respect,
Respect all creatures
Here on this earth.
Dear poet, keep
All privacy,
My goodness, best wish.
Be friendly, dear,
You are only one in the picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Sir, Apj Abdul Kalam

Dear Sir,
APJ Abdul Kalam,
Really you are
The symbol of freedom,
Development,
And strength.
It is true,
You have a
Unique combination of,
As said by our popular
PM Mr Narendra Modi,
Honesty of a child,
The energy of teenage,
And maturity of an adult.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Son, Grieve Not

Dear son, grieve not,
Thou art born,
With divine endowments.
Your divine nature
Is conducive to
The liberation of all.
Dear son, feel no grief,
You are on the best ship.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Son, I Know

I know you have broad shoulder,
And you have strength to
Take the responsibility
Heaped on your plate.
I am sure you would do
All works with all satisfaction
And ease your stress and tension.
Wish all good, dear son, proceed on.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Son, Take A Break

Dear son, take a break
And dive right back,
With peace and progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear To Me

You are dear to me
My interest reflected in You
Thing is I am not pure
Thing is I am not able to perceive.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear To You

Tell the name of the food
Which is dear to you.
Tell the name of the place
Which is dear to you.
Tell the name of the man
Who is dear to you.
I wanted to know the food
you eat, the cloth you wear
The place you reside and
The people with whom you are staying
And making companion or friendship.
I wanted to know the works dear to you.
And by this I may know
The type of man you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Truth, I Fear You

Dear truth, I fear you.
I fear you for nothing,
I know.
Dear truth, come not
In bare body,
I am intolerable.
I have forgotten the math
And I know not
How to solve problems.
Dear truth, make me understand
Again for the sake of ocean.
Dear ocean, have patience,
Let me learn how to fly
In the sky from the earthworm.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear, Take This

Dear, I am giving,
Take this
Yellow mustard flower,
Take this musky
And camphor,
Take this
Muskat dear
And enjoy life here.
Life is like
Red china rose,
Life is like
Calyx in different pose,
Dear, you are to
Metamorphose dose by dose.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear, Today I Am

Dear, take it,
Today I am
Giving you
This lotus
And white tulip
And jasmine.
Dear, I am
Giving you
Camphor and
Musk.
Dear, take me
I am offering
Myself before
You here.
Dear, worry not
I have taken bath
In turmeric water
Only for you.
I am repeating
My words and telling
Again and again
That I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Dear, Who Are You?

Dear, who are you?
Dear, what are you?
Dear, where do you come from?
Dear, what are you doing here?
Dear, Look, the truth is here in me.
Dear, come and test me the fortune,
Dear, See I am not afraid,
Dear, we both are wonderful and amazing.

Gajanan Mishra
Dearer To Me

No one is there,
On this earth,
Dearer to me than you.
And who are you,
That I have to know.
I want to know
The truth, that is
Here for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Dearest Dear

As a poet
My eyes are always
Fixed on love affection
Mercy beauty nature
Truth justice
O my dear
I am grateful
You are with me here
I am yours worshiper
I am composing poems
Only for You
O my Master
Read and comment
Whatsoever
My eating my drinking
My sleeping all are
For You
You are my dearest dear..

Gajanan Mishra
Death - Means Of All Creation

Let us forget death,
Death - means of
All creation.
Let us forget life also,
Treat life as a means,
Means of everything here,
Creation and destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Death - You Are Welcome

Death - You are welcome,
I love you, You love me,
That is the total sum.
Death - You are welcome.
I am for you, You are for me,
No one is called independent,
And we are growing with each other
And we are here, for ever, together.
We are challenging the world,
And the world is smiling at us.
We have already started our journey
to go beyond this world.
Are we not there? O yes, death, we are,
My bosom friend, time is only with us to lend.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Always Hovering Around

Death is always hovering around
And what is death I know not
I know my body is not here to last long
I know my money is not here fixed
And so I engaged myself in singing
Seeing the empty sky flying birds
Green trees rain water fire and air
I salute you O mother I see you
In each and every woman
I hate you O money you are not belong to me
I see you my friend my dear in all
And You are in Truth that is Absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Death And Birth

Death and birth
Birth and death
Nothing is mine
I just don't believe
Any one of them
They are mere words
Not dazzling
In between the sky
And the earth
They are just
Trembling leaves
Of my emblic myrebalan*

*Amla tree / ainla gachha

Gajanan Mishra
Death And Birth - A Process

I am giving up
Something -
You may say
It is also death.

When I am going to
Acquire or assume
Something -
You may say
It is also birth.

At every moment
I am giving up
Something and
Assuming some other thing.

Death and birth is
Nothing, say, but a process.

Gajanan Mishra
Death and birth
Birth and death
Nothing is mine
I just don't believe
Any one of them
They are mere words
Not dazzling
In between the sky
And the earth
They are just
Trembling leaves
Of my emblic myrebalan*

*Amla tree / ainla gachha

Gajanan Mishra
Death Annihilates

Death annihilates all
All goodness
All glories
All prosperities
All seeches
All memories
All intelligences
All fortitudes
All forbearances
Death annihilates all
Death is all destroying
And death is the origin of all
That are to be born.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Concede

Death concede
On seeing that
Black night.

Life concede
On seeing this
Broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Death Death

When I am telling you
Again and again and again
You are not listening
And not caring at all,
When I am telling you
Nothing to fear here
While going on this circle,
Nothing such things as
You called death is here or there
Yet you are crying
Telling death is near you,
And you are fearing death
And death that is coming towards you,
Though death is not the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Game

Death game - Blue whale,
Go upstairs,
Follow instructions,
Cut the body,
Enjoy the game,
Put not any questions,
Face the challenge,
Bloodthirsty you are all,
Remember, watch
Horrors and gallop
In air, all dreams
Are there, worry not,
You are the star,
Come forward, dear children.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Has Its Own Life

Death has its own life
As life has its own death
Know it
By leading a good life.

Because of death
You seem to exist
And because of You
Existence of death
Is here.

Everything is clear
No declaration is
Necessary as you
Dwell in death.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Blind

Death is blind,
Death can't see
And distinguish,
Colonialism,
Neo-Colonialism,
Capitalism,
And barbarism.
Death is death,
It is as simple as
Death itself
And it comes in any
Means including
Terror strike.
Death comes in other
Ways of alienation
And frustration.
We have to reckon
Death now.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Born

Always remember
Death is born
With the body
Death is sure
For every
Living entity.

Today or
Tomorrow you are
Sure to die
Remember always
And as such you
Should not lament.

Death should not
Be feared
Rather time should
Be utilized
To end the process
If you can.

Remember always
It is bad to entangle
Oneself in sinful
Activities
To stay save from
Death here.

Have patience and
Observe what is there
In birth and death
And the functioning
Of life with
The elements that are five.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Easy

Death is easy
Life and living is not.
You can die anywhere
At any time
But you cannot live
Wherever and whenever
You want.
Death is above and
Beyond time
Life is not.
You are bound down
On so many occasions
You have limitations.
I value you, my dear
You are doing marvelous
Works still here.
I salute you for
Your character and
Your behavior to
All creatures.
You are enlightening all
Towards a greater life
O poet without fearing death.
My dear you are extraordinary
I know you are always
Talking with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Not An

Death is not an unexpected event,
Defeat or say failures are
Not unexpected events.
Anything can come out
As the outcome and
We are to live in any situation.
We are to disclose all
For all good of all.
We are to remember
Life is a method to disclose
Everything and cut off
The dark to pieces.
And we should go not for death
But for life.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Not Changing Anything

Changing anything is not death.

Death and change are two different things
Things may change but it cannot be called it death
Death may occurred but it cannot be called changed.

It is the time, it is the situation, it is the Truth.
And in Truth we are to stay for ever.

Death is also not new for anything or for anybody,
And death is not there in old as well as in new.

Deathless life is not alive, it is living in death,
Death in living is also pure consciousness that is here.

I welcome death always anywhere, please come, O death,
Death is welcoming me always every moment though
It is not within my knowledge, and knowledge is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Not Heavier

Death is not heavier
Than the life, believe me.
I feel, death is
Embracing me
At every moment.
I am the infinite
With death only.
Fear not, I am with death.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Not Silent

With drum beating
In loud voice
Death arrived before
Its actual arrival.
I followed death next
And I arrived before death
to tell them to close
The doors and windows
And they closed eyes
Closed ears and roads.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Not The End

Death is not the end,
But life, out of our sight.
So also the failures of life
Are not the failures but
Success otherwise.

Let us prepare ourselves
To go back to the truth.
And truth is we are living
In love and love is eternal.

No need to produce passport
For love anywhere, but it is
Opened like the sunshine of
The early morning and we are
Enlightened by such pious acts.

Gajanan Mishra
Death is playing with me
And trying to overtake me
With sweet words
Death forgets I have my own
Vision of betterment of life
With spiritual dreams
Death has got its
Own economic powers
Wherein I am entangled
Myself in so many promises.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Sure And Imminent

Death is sure and imminent
But if you are not trying
To stop death
You are not intelligent
You are always face to face
With imminent death
You should try to
Avoid death always
Though you are to welcome
Death when it comes to you
On its own and you have
Nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is The Beginning

Death is the beginning
Of a new life
Death may knock your door
Without prior notice at any time
My dear, so may I request you to
Absorb yourself in the thought of
Love and Truth, you will
get back eternal life
Without any doubt
And for this you are to
Constantly engaged yourself
In remembering Absolute
And the Supreme Personality
Un-deviated from the path
You will attain Absolute truth
In this life and in the next life
It is He who knows everything
It is He who is the oldest
It is He who is the controller
It is He who is the smaller
Than the smallest
It is He who is the maintainer of
Everything and is inconceivable
It is He who is transcendental
And beyond material nature
Get ready yourself always
You will certainly attain Him
Only through death
And so my dear, death is your benefactor
Your friend and your philosopher
Your father your mother
Your path for the new way of life
Your great admirer.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is There

Go not,
Death is there
With attractive glances,
Intimate words,
Smiles and embraces.
Think not yourself
Stronger than the death.
I know you are intoxicated by
Your false pride.
Think not yourself
Almighty and ignore not
Impending death.
Take the path of truth, and
Renounce everything with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Very Much Welcome For Me

Death is very much welcome for me,
And see me, I am not at all
Attached to anything or to anyone here.

I understood life is death here
And death the only one position
To stay forever.

Going back to the truth means
Facing death at every moment.

Let death come at every moment
I am there to welcome.

Death, my dear, come on,
You are free and I am free here
To receive you with my heart,
I see you full of light and not dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Welcome

No death is not possible
Only in death
We can get life.

We get life in live
In life we can know
Who we are
Going through fire.

Death is not night
Nobody tells death dark
See the death in light
That is our actual might.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is White Saree

Death is my wife's white saree
Death is my garden's white tulip
What I want to say to death is
That I am not ready
Wait, death wait, let me finished
The Sraddha of my daddy.

Death is opening new chapter
For me I know it
The world is going with death
I know it
Let me say you death
You have no role to play
Here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Is Woman

Death is a woman
Woman is also death
Come to me O woman
I am ready for you
Every moment here
And take me to your
World of ever lasting love.

Love is death
Death is also love
O my love
O my woman come to
See me how helpless I am
Without your presence
Non-entity here.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Of A Man

Death of a man,
Means death of a world.
Day and night the man
Moves here and there.
No name but true life,
Let us search there.
In a man.

Death of the man,
Means so many things.
Let us combine all
In a breath and
Produce a sound
In words for
All welfare.

Man and death,
No death can touch
A man.
No man is dying
With love and
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Death Went Away

Death went away,
Death went away.
When death saw me
I am in fast-into-death,
Death dares not touch me
And went away, went away.
I, myself is the great death,
Death realize it and went away.
Since I am the flower-sweet,
Since I am the love greet,
Since I am in truth, death went away,
Death went away, death went away
And for this I feel sorrow
And I am in sad as I lost one of
My best friend and guide.

Gajanan Mishra
Death! Death!

Death! death! where is death?
Call death here! let me see death.
What color is death?
Is it really black?
Or white? or red? or yellow?
Or purple? Or chocolate?

My little Aaeeshanee
Crying for chocolate
Crying for icecreame
Crying for so many things
And I am unable to supply anything
And I am aging aging aging.

Death is going away from me
Death is going away from me
Let me see death here at this moment
Let death come on its own
At its sweet will to my home
I have no time to wait for death.

Gajanan Mishra
Death, Death, Death

Everywhere, everytime,
Death, death, death,
Farmer's death, student's death,
Wife's death, husband's death,
Leader's death, son's death,
Father's death, daughter's death,
Mother's death and so many deaths.
Death, death, death.
Death is one and it comes
In so many forms at various places
To put others in trouble.
Truth is that no one is ready
To take the responsibility
For the death of another,
Death, death is the only one
Who is your near and dear.
Let us say together, come on death,
Come on we are here to welcome you
But come, not as a treacherous fellow
But just as a great hero
And face us front to front,
We are ready to confront.
To defeat the death, we have to
Gather courage, my dear friends,
We have to know the truth,
And we have to place the truth
Before all here.
Have confidence on the self
And live a life of love,
Love means see and sacrifice
The self for others.
See, we are not dying then but
We are here living for ever
In one shape or in the other.

Gajanan Mishra
Death, My Friend

-Life - my foe.

See, I am staying always
With my foe.

See, my friend is
Trying to come to me always.

My friend is coming to me
My foe is going away from me.

I love my friend
I also love my foe.

Gajanan Mishra
Death, My Love

My angel is
My death,
I feel the death
At every moment.
Death is my life,
My dearest dear.

I am not living
but dying.
Read me my dear,
And follow me
Without fear.

I love no one
But the death.
My love, my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Death, You Please

Death, you please,
You please go away.
Never come again
On any day.
My little Aesha
Wants to grow,
Wants to learn,
Want to serve,
And also
Wants to play.

Let me assured,
My dear death,
I will go,
I will go with you
On any day
As you fixed on truth.

But my dear death,
Harass not any kitten,
And come not
In any form like earthquake,
Like flood, like diseases,
Like accidents.

Let me love you
My dear death.
Let me embrace you
My dear death.
Let me declare
We both are inseparable.
Let me give everything
That are so-called mine.

But my dear death,
Come not again,
Come not again to my kitten.
Let them stay free and play
On this earth at this time.
Let not a single child face
Hunger, cold.
Let them smile always,
They are the dreams,
They are the wonder, my dear,
They are cent percent gold.

Gajanan Mishra
Deathbody

Putting on
Death-body
I am here.
Spreading yourself
Everywhere you
Tell me to come.
Here I am
As I am
With no difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Death-Bound

World is
Death-bound
Everything is
Here dying
All the time as
As ocean is
Water and nothing else
Sky is vacuum
And nothing else
Life is
Death and nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
Deathless Light

Deathless light
Is here in me.
Ask not what is
The time.

Nature and measure
Are two different things.
Freely live here and act
As you know nothing.

Everything is infinite
And you are here
To coordinate all.

Since you have dreams,
You are the first person,
Declare yourself supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
Deba O Neba (Odia)

Bhaya kara runaku
Bhaya kara na
bahadebaku jhiaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Debates

You may support one point oppose another
And gain victory over your opponent
Or you may oppose others
Know reality and brush aside all prejudices
And superior logic
The divine glory
Solve all queries
By your own glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Deceitful

I do admit, as a man
I am deceitful, I am fallen
And I am full of lust.

I do admit, I am
Not able to accept you
In my heart.

I know, whether
I admit or not
That does not
Matter to you.

You are there
The absolute truth,
You are there
The ultimate goal.

Gajanan Mishra
December

December -
Is it the beginning
or the end?

January -
Can you say
It is beginning?

We are working
Round the cloak
And no one can say
Where we block.

All saying is
All offering
If it is not pure
The mark is zero.

Gajanan Mishra
December Night

See them they are,
The people of
That village are
Enjoying in this
December night
With fire and warming
Themselves in
The scent of winter.

Gajanan Mishra
Deception

I am here in
deception
You are not.
You are there in
Deception
I am not.

I am not going
To say artificial
I must say automatic
And natural.

What you declare
That is the source
Our memory failed
And we returned
To stage.

That is never losing
That is ever growing
That is organizing
And we arrived
At purity.

Doubts out
Grace in
Wits have no work
And we are not
The knower of all past.

Gajanan Mishra
Decide Yourself

Whether you want
Gold or perfume
You decide yourself.
Who will advice you
My dear poet, please,
Let me know that.
You are giving the nectar
Through your words, my dear,
And that is the best medicines
For all creatures for ever.
You are the eyes of the world,
You are bringing the sky to the earth
And the earth itself going up to the sky
To you, no meaning of the word 'goodbye'.

Gajanan Mishra
Decision

Right or wrong-
The decision,
Immature to say,
At this stage.

But when taken already,
Strict the decision.
Let the time say.

To leave or not to leave,
 Depends on you.
But when already left,
Go forward and
Proceed ahead.

Dark or light no matter,
And see the road clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Declaration

Declaration of Bhartrhari
Made it clear
Deer fishes and gentle persons
Live on straw water and contentment
And hunters fishermen and vile persons
Are at enmity with them without any reasons.

It is because of virtue
A saint returns good for evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Declare War

Declare war
Against your own star
If you are to declare.
Your declaration of love
Will not do anything
On this snow-hills.
You are to see
Where you are
In the midst of life.
You have to search
And see me
In good eyes.
Remember, I have to
Go from you, anyhow.

Gajanan Mishra
Decorate Your Room

Decorate your room
With colourful flowers
And not with guns and bombs.
Decorate your heart
With love and not
With hate and wars.
My dear men, this is
Your world full of creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Decorate Yourself

O my dear, with
The knowledge of
Absolute Truth
Associate yourself
O my dear, with
Saintly persons
Authoritative good literature
And a bona fide spiritual master
To arrive at the Supreme
And original consciousness
That is the Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Dedicated To

My poems are
Dedicated to humanity
Dedicated to all creatures
Dedicated to all living and non-livings
Dedicated to You, my dear.

See me, I am a
Hunter of love
Love is the nectar
Of life that I know
I am here with my
Poems for eternal joy.

As I read and I write
Poems here I never
Bewildered anywhere
Here in this world
See me I am in peace
Like the deep sea.

I am singing I am dancing
With the blue sky above
And the poems are here
With me for a noble purpose .

Gajanan Mishra
Deed In Goodfaith

Deed in goodfaith
Mensrea absent
Dereliction of duty
Might be present.

No reasonable grounds
To proceed further
Scrap not ordered
And it cracked clear.

We are to win
And stay here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Dark

With blue lotus
And heavy rain clouds.

Red and rosy
Thunderbolts and
Flags enraptured
The hearts.

Three folds
Past present future
Depth is to perceived.

Tiger's claw is
There with an
Exquisite beauty.

Elegance of necklace
of gems with diamond
Face flushed with
Beauty of countless cupids.

O my dear, I cannot write
I tried but failed so many times
Even my dream is not mine.

I cannot say also
It is delusion
It is knowledge
All my poems
All perceptions.

But I must say
It is love
It is Supreme Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Inside

Deep inside
See, noisy.
Both near
And far,
Sound of
Earthquake.
Deep inside
See, noisy.
Ambient sound,
Typhoon,
Enhance surveillance,
My dear both
In air and water,
Deep inside your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Love

Deep love,
Love and love,
Love is there
In me.

I love you,
I need you,
I want you.
See, in your
Presence,
I smile.
I dream,
And I dazzle.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Rooted Truth

Deep-rooted truth
Is I.
I am the truth,
Nothing but the truth.
I move with
Words in the full circle.
I arrived there
Where there is no falsehood.
I fly with my own waves,
And in my own sky
With belly-full light.
I am visible
With all colors
Through my transparency.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Sleep

I am not telling you
I was in deep sleep
And now I am awake
And I am not thinking
Where and how I was.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Sleep Is Good

Deep sleep is good,
But brothers, the sleep,
That is with you at this time,
Is dangerous for you
And for the generations to come.
Rise and rise brothers far bove
The sleep and do the needful that is
Necessary for the state you stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Deep Soil, Deep Water

Deep soil, deep water,
Deep sky, deep state.
We are all in deep,
Our love is in deep,
We are all deep and deep.
And we are effective,
We are productive,
We are not negative but
We are always positive.
We are here to mobilize
Ourselves in deep,
Our root is very very deep.
We live in deep, our activities,
All are for all good and in deep.

Gajanan Mishra
Deepawali

Let us share
Our love, our light.
Let us feel
Our own heart-beats
At our own home.

Gajanan Mishra
Deeply Disturbing

Deeply disturbing the peace
And tranquility of the country.

You might call in any name
It is there to show his
Glory and power in all
Objects and beings.

If so like
Winds up the topic.

Gajanan Mishra
Deer Accompany Deer

Cows accompany cows,
Fools keep company
With fools,
Learned have friendship
With the learned,
O my dear, I am the truth
And You are the Supreme Truth,
I love You and I am
Going after You,
It is but natural
I am immortal like You
And I am here forever
With You.

Gajanan Mishra
Defeat Me If You Can

Defeat me if you can,
Come forward and fight.

But I am here for you,
Love me and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Defective

Something is defective
Within me and alas! I am
Not going to rectify it.
Somebody is saying something
Here within me and alas! I am
Not ready to listen it.
I am not able to open the sky
And show you my dear,
What are there within.
Excuse me, I am on this earth
As you know today and yet
No one is admitting the fact,
Eyes witnesses though they are
And facing life on this wonderful world.

Gajanan Mishra
Defects Are

Defects are but common
Errors committed by men are but common
But If one renounced hope desire
And attachment becomes free from sins
I know this.

Let us remember
The version of Almighty
Like this - 'Thou shalt
Be freed, from the bonds of actions,
yielding good and evil fruits.'

No virtue no vice, I know,
If I am with You, my dear
See, I surrendered myself
At your feet with all
That are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Defects Of Life

Know the defects,
Defects of life,
And smile.
Sit there
And feel comfort,
And smile.
Enjoy life
With full satisfaction,
And smile.
Let me confirm
You are there,
In life.
Live the life in full
Without any disappointment.

Gajanan Mishra
Deficiency

When you are here
I feel no deficiency.
I have got everything
That are with me.

See me, I am delighted,
No mistake, no error.
No one is here to die
No one is here to take birth.

I am what I am
With you, my truth.

I am satisfied
I am contented
When I am with you, O my dear,
Let this be continued.

Gajanan Mishra
Defiled

Defiled.
Avoid it.
Come to the main stream,
and drove away all impurity.
Go not with the limit,
and stay always holy.
Make the errors rectified
and be purified.

Gajanan Mishra
Define Relation

Define relation, my dear,
And give your opinion.
Generation to generations,
We are here without any
Discrimination.
We are here for safety and
Security and for emancipation.
We are here, but without any
Inclination we are the part of
World continuation with most
Loving relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Definition

In spite of all efforts
I failed to study your
body movement and that of
your mind and your
explanation is also the same
about me and still we are
here together and silently
passing on the road like
strangers, my dear, with
good understanding though.

Gajanan Mishra
Definition Of Violence

Definition of violence
Is not there anywhere
Outside but it is within.
Let me think and think,
Let me think what it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Definition Of War

Definition of war is
Something different from
The previous one.
War is at present there
Not to gain territories,
But to gain new markets,
More raw material,
And trade factories.

Gajanan Mishra
Defuse Not

Defuse not
The emotion,
The reason,
Compassion,
Toleration.
But understand
The life,
The time,
The world.
Help others
And reap good.
Have patience
And keep
Practicing the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Degradation

Man is degrading
Day by day
Man is doing things
Worst than the animal
Taking away the rights
of others
Man is the black hoarders
It is man's greed
That is destroying him
And all these are
Due to lack of education
Knowledge of nature is
Bare necessities
That can make man a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Degradation Of Society

Degradation of society is here
Quality of thievery deceit and
Unrestrained audacity are common
Be cheating money is being earned
Coal mines slaughterhouses steel mills
Deserts floating oil rigs are
The main places of earning
Old and incapacitated servants
Though faithful and served for
Generations are abandoned by greedy masters
Though saintly wealth-less masters are
Being abandoned by money hankering servants
People are become wretched
Conception of friendship is based on
Sexual ties and no brother no sister
Keeping mother and father are old concept
And it is against freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Degraded Bodies

Degraded bodies,
Fearful world and
Wandering continue.

Nothing to take pleasure,
No one is helpful,
Unreal all.

Still, desires persist,
In all curriculum.

Gajanan Mishra
Ask any degree holder
What is your speciality
Suddenly he answer
What is the necessity.

No knowledge
But only a certificate
A piece of paper
And for this we labour.

Aim is
To acquire wealth
Aim is to live
But nobody knows
What for and how
We are to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Deha- Kaarana(Odia)

Binaa dehare
Mu chahen banchibaaku
Mu banchibaaku chahen
Biona dehare.

Banchibaku
Deha darkar nahin,
Mu anubhav karen.

Mo anubhava
Banchiba tulya
Gurutwapurna.

Mu jantranaa
Paibaaku chahen na,
Jane, deha
Heuchhi kaarana.

Gajanan Mishra
Deha Prakrutare (Odia)

Deha prakrutare
Pratyeka jibara
Ati priya.
Ae dehaku maa
Bhashara snehapatare
Karihhi srusti.
Maanku pauchha bhala jadi
Prakrutare bhasha pain
Utsarga kara Nija sukhabhoga chhadi
Ae deha sampurna.
Matira santan pain
Aeta prakruta kartabya.
Mrutyu puurbaru maa runa
Kara parishodha.

In odialipi opr Brahmi script;

??? ????????
???????? ??
??? ????? ??
? ????? ??
????? ??????????
????? ?????? ??
?????? ???? ??
??? ???????
???????? ??????? ??
??? ??? ??? ????
? ??? ???????? ?
????? ??????? ????
????? ??????? ??????? ?
???????? ??????? ?? ??
?? ????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Deity

You want a deity?

Come
Pickup a stone or wood log
Have some sindur
Have some flowers
Have some agarbati
Light wick
Deity formed.

Worship it.

Your deity is
Ready to give you
What you want.

Pray before the deity
With heart and soul.

The deity never
Try to and never
Done anything
That would put loss.
It is you to decide
How far you believe
On your deity
How far you have
Trust on Him.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekha Aalua (Odiaa)

Tuma aanandaru
Jhari aasuthiba
Aaluaku dekha.
Mu kintu
Rahe, tuma dukhare.

Mu purbare
Aau Dhanijae
Tuma dakare.

Jaha tuma nijara
Taha mu.
Mora kana
Jaha prabhamaya.

Sakalara parama sukhare,
Upabhog kara jibana.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekha Aamaku (Odia)

Jaha aama pain
Bhala taha dekhai dia.
Jahara prabhaba kharab
Taha aame dekhibaku
Chahun na.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekha Dekha (Odia)

Dekha, dekha
Mu achhi mo maa pakhare
Mukta, swadhina, swatantra
Aau maruchhi
Mo bhasha pain
Mo mati pain.

Dekha dekha
Kau karuchhi kaa kaa kaa
Dekha koili karuchhi
Coo coo coo
Bachhuri karuchhi
Hamma hamma hamma.

Mu kintu paruni maa maa daki
Mo bhashare, ki durbhagya satare!

Gajanan Mishra
Dekha, Nirabata  ???, ?????? Odia)

Dekha, Neerabata
Kahuchhi katha,
Aau mu sakhi hisabre
Sajaag.

In Odia script or Brahmi lipi;

??? , ??????
????? ???, ??
??? ?????? ???????
???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Dekha, Pola Jaluchhi (Odiaa)

Dekha, pola jaluchhi,
Tume achha gote pate, priya,
Mu achhi aara aade.
Tume rangamaya
Aau apurna.
Tume thik mo biparita.
Aau aama bhitare
jaluthiba pola.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekheibaku Achhi Mu Ethi (Odia)

Dekheibaku achhi ethi mu
Dekheibaku achhi mo sakti,
Mo sabda sakti.
Mo sabdagudika mo pakhare
Aau semane prastuta
Ghoshana karibaku judhha
Samaya birudhhare.
Samaya ghunchi jauchhi
Dekha mo priya
Mo sabdara garjana suni
Ae prema pruthibire.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekheibaku- Kichhi Nahin(Odia)

Tuma pakhare kichhi nahin
Tathapi tume chesta karuchha
Dekheibaku- Artha nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekhilabelaku

Dekhuchi achhi achhi
Aau dekhilabelaku
Nahin nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Dekhnabala Ekla (Kosli)

Dekhnabala ekla.

Mate dekhuchhe
Tor aaink
Muin janichhen.

Mate gherichhe
Tor chhand
Surta karichhen.

Ithirlagi mate
Tui karichhu
Dhaen dhaen.

Muin badhuchhen
Tor ilaakaa bhitre
Tui dheknabala
Ekla aae
Heta bhi janichhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Delete nature.
But is it possible?
And you said
Nothing is impossible.

Who is putting question
And who is giving answer
Difficult to say.
To whom I am telling
All these things
You want to know.
I know fully well
Who is what and yet
I failed to express.

What I feel that is known to you.
And I am giving stress to only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Delete The Word War

From the slate.
And then ask yourself
Where are you.
Are you in peace?
I doubt.

Suppose you are
Provided with everything
What you desired.
Are you satisfied
Ask yourself from
The very start of the day.

If you promise
Not to say anything
Would you there far
From sound-pollution?
The question is what is your
Role in a day-formation.

If you want to live
And you do not know
How to live you can
Make an enquiry about it,
But see that to whom you
Are going to enquire?
Is he the proper person
Who is leading a life
That is perfect and
That is successful?

Gajanan Mishra
Delhi Metro

Here is
Delhi Metro
For you.
Here is
Customer care,
It is ready to,
Ready to
Solve problems
And to assist you.
Cleanliness is
Here see
And it is mechanized.
Find there
Friendly frisking
And security.
Discover comforts
At every stage.
Use escalators
If you are tired
Or otherwise..
Token and smart
Cards are available
Use them
With care.
You can use
POS machines for
payment through
t cards.
Avail the amenities
That are there
For you.
Have knowledge
About operational
Networks and
About route map.

Gajanan Mishra
Delhi Or Dilli Kahara?

Dilli or Delhi kahara?
Kie se jie mana karuchhi dilli jibaku?
Dilli kana bharata bhitare?
Dilli chhadi kie jiba kouthiku?
Dilli ku nei ete katha kahinki?

Pratiti lokara adhikara rahichhi dillire
Dilli rahichhi dillire
Dil o dilli ba delhiku chhadi kehi rahiparibeni
Kaunasi loka mana kariba kemiti
Mu dilhi pain rahichhi
Dilli mo pain achhi.

Mora pitrupita sabu mate delli deichhanti
Mu mate sesa karuchhi mora mangala pain
Kie tume mate manakaribapain dilliku,
Dilliru palli mora
Mu mukta bharatara bharatiya nagarika
Mora hrudaya dilli,
Pallire mora ghara.

Gajanan Mishra
Delighted Within

Light is outside,
and delighted within.
Life is visible
in faith and
not in doubt.

Snakes, dogs,
sheep, cows all
entertained.

Freedom is
the password
to take shelter.

Amile is the open field
to play and to deliver
speech to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Delighter

Delight-er,
You are the delight-er
My dear poet, here.
Color of colors
You are, my dear poet,
Colorful shiners.

You play in words
You play with words
You play in dark rainy cloud
O poet, you are without any doubt.

Well-equipped and beautiful
O poet, everyone is eager to hear you
That enable me to develop dispassion
With lovely full motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Deliver The Words

Deliver the words  
To the sea,  
And see there  
The fire.

I know how to cry  
On this earth,  
And looking at me  
The earth smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Delivering Judgement

Delivering judgement or
Giving letters, orders
In the language of the land
And that of the natives,
Is the primary duty
And is the necessity
Of time in a sovereign
Socialistic democratic republic.

Gajanan Mishra
Delivering Little

Promised much though.

Very heaven is not
At my reach
And hell is not there
Where I am going.

I have my own
Summer song with fifty degree
I am living without fear
And you know
I am not greed.

That is what
You are doing for me
I am no way connected with.

Gajanan Mishra
Delivery

I am able to deliver
I can deliver You by my good will
I can deliver as a servitor
Friend parent and lover
Transcendental love
And it is the highest mystic means
For the attainment of Truth.

To attain Truth
To attain Absolute Truth
I can take the help of my breath
My thumb my touch my hands my ears
My mouth my eyes my mind and my inner soul
My breast is my religion, see
My back is irreligious place
I can not say anything on the back of anybody
I know horrible is death.

But death is Absolute Truth
I must go with death every moment
It is my characteristics as a living entity
My real religion is devotional service to all
And here I find highest perfection
See, I am here, without any obstacle
Without any impediment
And my only eyes and aim is Truth
That Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Deluded By Ignorance

I wander in this forest
In this material world
Deluded by ignorance
And I am enjoying
The result of my past deeds
And I blame nobody for this
It is my foolishness
If I am going to utter something
Let me go with law of nature
And it is Truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Deluded Not

Deluded not
You the super creature
Go not after matter.

Deluded not
The super creature
Do not grieve over
Transition one to another.

Go not after bodycage
Pride not boyhood youth oldage
All mirage.

Gajanan Mishra
Delusion

Friendship is delusion
Acceptance of affinity
With others is a mistake.

Gajanan Mishra
Delusion - Destroyed

Memory-gained
Only because of Love.

Doubts-dispelled
I stood firm
Only because of grace.

O my dear
Let me clear
I am yours till last chapter.

And I declared
I have taken refuge in You
And You are giving me perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Delusion And Indolence

Delusion and indolence and sleep
I am just a pipe
You may pour water with color
You like and say anything
I am not here to mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Delusion Disappeared

Delusion disappeared
by your presence.
I heard evolution
I heard dissolution
I heard immoral glory
I saw your wisdom
I saw your strength
I saw your valor
I saw your effulgence
I also saw your
Multifarious divine forms
Various colors and shapes.
Delusion disappeared
by your presence here.

Gajanan Mishra
Delusion Has No Existence

Delusion has no existence
No existent perishes
Ever existent is attained.

Gajanan Mishra
Demise

Without you
No dream
Without you
No scheme
Without you
Nothing remains
Called life-cream.

For you
I am here with flower
For you
I am here with body-car
For you
I am here with candle
For you
I am here with light-jewels.

O my dear
Let us stay together
In this time-house
Let us go with wish-diamond
Wherein I feel no day
No night with you.

Nothing to surprised
This is truth
Without you
I demised.

Gajanan Mishra
Democracy Dream

What is democracy
it is just
make friend foe.

What is election
in a democracy
it is just
mutton, chiken
and liquor.

What is dream
it is just
gather wealth
by hook or crook.

Dream and Democracy
one and the same.
It is neverending game.
And we are inshame.

Gajanan Mishra
Democracy Is Dancing

Democracy is dancing, see,
Dance of democracy.
The wave is there
Where common citizen want.
Democracy is in chastity
In obedience and poverty.
Democracy is above secular
Only by name but it is
Corrupted by so-called priests.
Victory of democracy is
With people and the people
Are there in back-benches.
It is democracy that is
Clarifying who you are at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Democracy Is Zera

Democracy is zero
Common man is hero.

Common man is called
Janata janardan
Common man is called
Nara narayan.

Common man is omnipresent
Common man is Omniscient
Common man is omnipotent.

Gajanan Mishra
Demolish Structure

Demolish the structures of
Numbers and times
And live in peace.

Disturbing elements
Should not be here
On the way of living.

Be prepared to
Go outside while
You are inside.

The magic with you
Is far better than
Any number
Any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Demon

Demon is here
With me.
And I am
With the demon.
Still I see
Blooming of flowers.
Seeing the black clouds
The demon remains still.

Gajanan Mishra
Demoniac Man

I am planning to improve 
Land family house bank balance 
I want to show these are my strength.

I am to fight always with neighbors 
And tell them I am the most powerful 
I want to say I am living and not dying.

What is truth what is false 
I do not want to differentiate 
I am rich I am educated I am handsome 
And beautiful and I want your sacrifice.

Whatever I wish I can do see 
I am here believe me test me 
I can give you all I can acquire all.

I am not gliding towards hell 
I am not fish that you can catch me 
In a net I am so many ways to come out see.

Alas, This demoniac man, is no more 
And he fell down on his own 
He is no where but within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Departure

Departure,
Departure of life-breath
Is called death.
Is it?
If not
Then what is it.
If yes
How and why
It is so-called.
I know not
What for I am here
If I failed to
Convince you
On this matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Depend Not

Do your duties
Depend not on duties,
Decide not anything else.

Gajanan Mishra
Dependent

I am always dependent on You
O my dear, See me, I belong to You.

You are absolute that I know
No one is greater than You.

I know my dear, You are here to
Diminish the sinful activities of the fallen.

I know You are here to enrich
The knowledge of all and give them liberation.

You are Your own incarnation and
I am wholly dependent on Your direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Deprived Of Possession

My father, my mother,
My brothers, my sisters,
My sons, my daughters,
My friends, my relatives,
All are in one and
They are all with me,
They are all my benefactors,
I am here for them,
And I can not be deprived of
My possession at any time.
I am here in this higher
Planetary system, and
I am enjoying my life
In full swim.

Gajanan Mishra
Depth

Actually the depth not known
Actually the future injured.

I continue to improved
I am fully focussed.

I am aware of expectation
And requirement.

I am here and continued
My struggle to remain here.

Gajanan Mishra
Depth Of Truth

Depth of truth
Be understood.

Let the perfection
First, come out.

Let fear go,
And dear, live here
Without ego.

Gajanan Mishra
Dera

What does it mean?
To exploit others?

Dear friends
Stay cautious.
And be brave
To expose the truth
For all welfare.

Cheat not others,
In any manner,
Dear men, all are
Equal in law
And in nature.

Help others,
Respect others,
No rape no murder.
Rangefinder is there
Fitted in you, remember.

Stay and live
With an open
And pure heart.

Take care and
Be aware of thugs
In the name of
Sadhus and sanyasis.

Gajanan Mishra
Deride Not Anybody

I am not here
To deride anybody
I know my dear
You are within all
And it is under
Your direction and
Supervision they are
Doing everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Deriving Pleasures

Deriving pleasures by touch
Deriving pleasures by seeing
Deriving pleasures by tasting
And by smelling scents flowers
And by receiving honors and by
So many ways and modes all are
For self-realization, my dear
You are the Self and at the center
Of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Describe What You Perceive

Describe what you perceive
Discuss meaningfully when and
Where you find Truth and justice.

Give values to all questions
And to all answers and it is
Your caliber to show all matters.

Nourish your path and go insight
As and when you like with proper
Guardianship here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Describe Yourself

Describe yourself, O dear poet
Describe your own activities
I am sure that can purify
The readers, listeners and
The entire universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Describing Your Love And Beauty

Describing Your love
Is beyond my capacity
Describing Your beauty
Is beyond my power
Being Your part
How can I say about whole.

You protect me and my world
I know it my dear Highness Sir
You are one and I am one
Oneness is there with this world
The air one the water one
The sky one the earth one
The light You have given is also one
In these oneness we all one.

Gajanan Mishra
Desert Land

Life is not a desert land,
Worry not dear, go with favorable
and also with the unfavorable wind,
Nothing is there to happen.

Gajanan Mishra
Deserving Love

No one is there
In this universe,
Who deserve your
Love and affection,
Said Buddha,
And yet, we love
And we give affection.
And we keep faith,
Thinking it the only
Source of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Designation By Birth

Designation by birth
Is strictly forbidden.
One should be designated
Only by profession and symptoms.
By the symptoms of controlling senses
By power and fame and by service in various ways.
Rendering service is the best
Servant is the best designation.

Gajanan Mishra
Desirable Benedictions

If you are in Truth, my dear
You are sure to get all
Desirable benedictions
Good children good home
Good spouse prosperity
And opulence and so on
In this world and you are
Also promoted to
The spiritual world
Be in Truth my dear
And get everything
As you desired.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire

Desire is not desire
In salvation in devotion
Desire is desire
In getting pleasure
In getting rid of pain
Desire is a process
A continuous process
And we are part of that process
Desire not desire
If it is not desire
I declared.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire And

Desire and greed
Both are to be controlled
for preservation of self.

Human being are
not to be tamed but
to be inspired.

Amplify fear
with the help of rules,
But no one should be dominated.

A man is imperfect
and here he is happy.

Forgive and forget
and proceed forward, my dear,
This is life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire And Envy

Desire and envy -
Two great enemies
Of living entity.

And only for these
Two enemies,
Material advancement
Is there.

But with desire
And envy, no real
Improvement would be
There as said.

Revive your
Original nature, men
For your existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire And Lust

Desire and lust
Go together,
To destroy men, dear.
Service and satisfactions
Are there to give relief
From what you suffer.
Still then, Opportunity comes
To all often showing the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire For More

Nothing but stupidity.
Unfulfilled desires
Cause unrest.
Greed is the root
Of desires.
Ignorance comes out of desires
And due to ignorance
Ego and anger dominate.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire For Things

Desire for things
Other than truth
Indicate your desire
To go with falsehood
To stay at this
Material world and with
Wife children money
That are not really yours.

If you are a real man
You can never give up truth
Even for a moment and
For the truth you can
Give up everything as they are
The cause of all trouble
To all and to you
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire For Truth

Desire for truth
Non-possession
Non-violence
Good for all
And we must bring
Before the table.

A society where
Peace prevails
progress
A society where
Violence prevails
Perishes.

Wolves and goats
Are there to drink
From one and same pool
Be cool
Time is making us
Fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Insatiable

Always desire insatiable
It is you to say what to do.

I am only a visitor
For a few moment.
This garden is yours
You are yours
Everything in this
Garden is yours.
It ia your own decision
That pick you up
In right direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Is A Necessity

In attaining divinity
Desire is a feeling
And discrimination
Redemption does not
Result from action.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Is Fire

Desire is fire
You can not extinguish
This fire by trying to fulfill the desire
You are to adopt different process there.

Desire is fire
This material world
And women are clarified butter
Don't pour on this blazing fire.

Give up all attractions to
Material enjoyment, my dear
And engaged yourself fully
In devotional service.

And attain perfection, my dear
Have patience, don't get anger.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Not Any Fruit

Desire not any fruit,
Nothing like fruit is here
That you can harvest.
Love all equally,
Your duty is to love
And it is the only truth.
Let me clear, I am
Connected neither
With actions not with objects.
I am what I am here, see.
I am beyond anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Not Anything

If you desire something
You are weak
If you desire nothing
You are strong.

You require nothing
You are truly strong.

It is rightly said
Desire-less person
Is in a state of
Tremendous power.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Not Fulfilled

Anger ensues,
From anger
Arises delusion,
From delusion
Confusion of memory,
Loss of reason,
And from loss of reason
Complete ruin.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Not To Cross The Sea

Desire not to cross the sea
By holding the tail of a dog.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire To Continue

Desire to continue
Is more fatal
Delusion towards family
Is more ruinous
Desire for more wealth
Is more destructive
Be sure my dear
This world is not yours
You are here to
Render service only
Being a servant.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire Tree

I want the fruits
Of my desire tree.
I want food, water,
Air, knowledge.
I want to live
For others.
I want to die
For the greater interest
Of the society here.
Put not any question
Why, how, when and so on,
I am not in a position
To answer them all
Before anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire, Anger And Lust

Know properly
The three -
Desire, anger
And lust.

And fall not
Within their trap.
And find no duality
In your own existence.

Be cautious dear,
You are at present within
This criminal department.
Be cautious, all
The criminals are there
To trial you for no fault.

Gajanan Mishra
Desire, Anger, Greed

Desire, anger, and greed
Are three ways of destruction.
Go not there with them, my dear,
They will not spare you
At any time and kill you
By putting in delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Desired Harmony

Desired harmony,
Not in this life,
Not in this world,
But in love
And in truth.
Lead life in a
Truthful way, my dear,
And enjoy the magic
Performed by nature.
The creatures are here,
And they all are in harmony.
In harmony, see the honey,
Honey of life, and
Enjoy through all modes of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Desires and passions
I am offering
Right or wrong
Not in my knowledge
My mind is not in fear
I know further
What are here
Not mine
Focus is not my intention
And I am free atleast
Not knowing anything
I know hearing has no truth
I know saying has no hands legs
I know no direction is there
In walking in running
No specific job allotted
To me here till evening
And when I go to sleep
There are so many queries
That I need not answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Desires And Longings

Desires and longings
I do not like
Enjoy gratification
I do not like
And I like
That you be free
Free from passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Desiring And Not Desiring

Is the root question
And in both You appear I know.
I know, of all You are the best
For all-embracing welfare
You are the origin and perfect.
Beyond limits of past present and future
O my dear, You are the Master, the Nature
You are the controller and always in favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Desperadoes

One who sets fire,
One who poisons,
One who murders,
One who seizes wealth,
One who kills children,
One who kidnap wife of others,
These desperadoes can never
Get joy here or anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Despicable Design

Show not your
Despicable design,
Play not with
Your dirty money,
Create not
Dangerous terrorists.

Manage your home and
See your stability first,
Express not good wishes
To the wrong done by
Terrorists in the area
That is not yours and
Try not to destabilize
The region that belong
Not to you but to another.
See not delusional and
Dangerous dreams.
Incite not violence and
Glorify not terrorists.

Gajanan Mishra
Despite

Despite the disturbing duality
Of the material world
If you are not disturbed at all
I am confirmed You are in Truth
You are the Truth, my dear
And you are above all.

Gajanan Mishra
Despite All Issues

I love you.
I love you
I am you.

All actions
Performed by me
Such as seeing
Hearing smelling
Touching are for you
I love you.

I am careful
I am purified
Chanting your name
Hearing your fame
With my mind
With my intellect.

Despite all issues
I am here with you
I love you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Destination

All are going
Those who are already on the seat
Those who are going to sit on the seat
Those who are loitering in the station
All are going to their destination.

Some know where is the destination
Some know not where is destination
And some other are so ignorant that
They care not for the destination or
Think not about the destination.

All are going, all the intelligent
And all the ignorant all are going
How they are going that is really
Matter to note and important.

Gajanan Mishra
Destination Is Clear

Destination is clear,
And to reach the destination,
You have to remain content,
Tolerant of all dualities,
Good nurtured, self-controlled,
Peaceful with knowledge and realization.
You are to cross beyond the destination
With whatever naturally available - all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Destination- Point

I am satisfied,
I am delighted,
I am contented.
See me, I am in the self.

I have nothing to perform
But I am here to perform
All actions enthusiastically,
Promptly, carefully and thoroughly
For the welfare of all.

I am the engineer here,
I am the driver
I am to take you
To the place where you
Want to go, your destination.

Gajanan Mishra
Destiny
not in your hand
My dear judge
be transparent
if you are intelligent.

Remember, my dear judge
you are not migratory
and floating to fillup belly
you are to give delivery
justice if you are wise.

Only for deliverance of justice
you are there in the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Destiny And Negligence

Destiny and negligence-
What is the difference?

Intellect and knowledge,
We are here, to earn,
In this life's college.

Give and take-
No joke is there
To make.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy Death

I know, I have power
To destroy death.
I know, I can stay
Far beyond
The air and the water.
The sky is my follower,
I know dear.
The sky is there
In its place as before
And tearing the sky
I am rising, see.
I am my beginning
But see, nowhere
There is my end.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy Hunger

Destroy hunger, my dear,
and let the sun rise
in all direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy My Suffering

Come come please come
O my dear and destroy
My suffering here and
Enable me to lead a
Perfect life.

O my dear, let me
Consider myself the most
Fortunate here with You
As everything is available
With unalloyed love.

This body is Yours
As You are the Absolute Truth
This body is also based on truth
And everything here is only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy Not

Destroy not yourself,
Destroy not your own ethics,
Destroy not your own earth.

Keep a vigilant eyes
on everything that are here
with you my dear and
take immediate actions
to rectify all defects.

Make law equal to all,
Once law is established
try to obey it to the best
of your capacity.
Show your own wisdom in it,
Show your talent by implementing it.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy Not Yourself -

Destroy not yourself-
As you are to reach
The supreme goal.
Realize your identity
With the truth.
Forget fitness or sickness,
Forget birth and death
But remember the supreme goal.

Gajanan Mishra
I am in dark
Being born in the darkness of ignorance
O my dear, I pray please destroy this darkness.

I pray, O my dear, for the sake of love
By your grace please release me from
Subtle vice if it is here in me.

I am in dark
Please, O my dear, give me wisdom
So as to enable me to get You.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy The System

I know so many
Men are there
To destroy
The system within.
But still
There are some
Who are there
To save it
And use it
For common welfare.
System is
Not bad,
It is we who are
Taking bad steps.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroy Your Pride

Destroy your pride,
And after that I am
There to spot you,
For love,
And for truth.
I am there to
Provide you
Gain and security.

Gajanan Mishra
Destroyer Of Hurdles

Jealousy, envy,
fear and guilt
All are hurdles.
And here with us,
There is destroyer
Of hurdles to
Make us happy.
The destroyer of
Hurdles are there
To remove the blocks.
We are men and
Humanity as a whole
Is the holistic and
Beautiful creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Destruction Of Ignorance

Read my poems
And see, your delusion
born of ignorance
has been destroyed.

Gajanan Mishra
Detach

Detach,
Detach yourself,
not from action
but from the fruits
of action.
See,
See the world
on its motion
and keep not
with you emotion.
Stay fix
with yourself
and say
that you want.

Gajanan Mishra
Detached And Possessionless

I salute you as pure
And a man of higher grade,
Only when you are
Detached and possessionless.

I salute you again for your fearlessness
And when you are able to understand
The law of the fully enlightened
And come to serve all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Detached But

Detached but
Not useless,
Disintegrated
But whole.
Liberated but
In bond,
Conditioned but
Under the process of
Natural law.
Conscious but
Forgotten the path
Of home.
Discover the truth,
The illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Detached Spirit

Truth is there
In your
Detahced spirit.
Truth is -
Everything is illusory.
Take not anything
It is night.
Go not anywhere,
For outsiders
No light.
What is going on,
All illegal.
But abiding is
Your own stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Detachment

It is due to
My detachment
I am happy
And free from
Distress.

It is due to
Your presence
I am in truth
And I am fine
Here at this time.

It is due to
Your query
I got the answer
O my dear and I
Reap ultimate benefit.

It is due to
Your grace
I am able to
Show my face
And only your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Detachment Is A Must

Detachment is a just,
If it is not there
Within you, my dear,
That would haunt
Your memory, and chances
Are there that would
Make you mad.
Remember on thing
Nothing is yours,
You are just a passer-by
And no affinity is there
And you are going
Towards eternity only
Taking your self with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Detail Knowledge

I do not want
Detail knowledge
I know no need is there
To know all in detail.
I know, You are here
To support
This universe
And ever ready to
Carry out my order.
See, I am going on my way
Doing all my duties
And I enjoy all.
I know, You are here
Always before me
with me and support
All me works that are
For the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Detailed Description

Detailed descriptions not needed,
Where I know no beginning or
No end of anything.

I know I am nowhere,
No place is my birthplace,
No kinsmen can save me,
And I considered
No one knows everything
In tit bits.

But everyone is being attacked by
Their own cause and effects
And they suffer the consequences.

But be not angry
And observe everything patiently.

Gajanan Mishra
Detailed Knowledge Not Needed

Detailed knowledge not needed
Stand supporting the whole universe
With a single fragment of Yours.

Don't go with delusion
Go with gained knowledge
That is Your memory.
Destroyed born of ignorance
O poet, You are pure perfect
Go with Yourself with singularity
And enlightenment.

Gajanan Mishra
Detect The Mistake

Detect the mistake
That is there
In the context of
Illusion.

Glorify it,
Interpret it,
Think white
In consolidation.

Popularity no matter,
But assemble in parson.
Dine together,
But stress not on convertion.

Life is nothing,
But a system of realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Detect Your Own Spiritual Spark

Detect your own spiritual spark
That is blue and black, white and yellow
And go ahead with your own programme.

Gajanan Mishra
Determination

The sparrow lost her eggs
In the waves of the ocean
And she was upset
And she decided to dry up the ocean
And began to pick out the water
And she succeeded in her mission
And the ocean returned her eggs
And it is nothing
But her determination.

Gajanan Mishra
Determination Never Lost

I am the one,
See me, and
My determination is
Never lost.

Certainly, I am yours,
And you are mine.
And we both are
The same one.

Gajanan Mishra
Devalued

Repetition will devalue it
Do not repeat
Left it as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Develop All Kinds

Develop all kinds of thoughts
And images
Nothing is accident.
All are in purified form
Let us just collect the information
Indicating the past and the future.
Understand yesterday
What was the composition
And develop as per requirement of today.

Gajanan Mishra
Develop Faith

O my dear, develop faith
In you in listening to Truth,
Develop dispassion for pleasures.
Attain Self-realization, my dear
By performing your own duty
And be freed from the bondage of action.

Gajanan Mishra
Develop Love

Love for Truth
And love and love
Unalloyed love for life
Love for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Developing Dispassion

Developing dispassion
I got peace and bliss
Developing love affection
I got you my dear
And I shattered with kiss.

Gajanan Mishra
Development

Development -
The only aim.
No discrimination,
While working for
All out development.

Gajanan Mishra
Deviate Not

Do not turn from the way
I am on the way straight
Come on my dear it is
Your turn to come on.

I am with You always
See and experience
In your life with me
With the sounds vibration.

Gajanan Mishra
Deviate Not- Here Is Heaven

Deviate not
From the principle,
From the truth,
From aims,
And attain
Everything you want.
Stay in love
And enjoy
Everything here,
Here is heaven
In your brain.
Realize the truth
And realize
Perfection within.

Gajanan Mishra
Devil Is My Anger

Devil is my anger,
And I want to see
In my eyes,
I want to hear the devil,
I want to talk about the devil,
I want to touch the devil.
I am going towards my death
It is clear from my behavior,
Anger is in me, anger is devil.
I am trying my best to control
The devil and use it on my own way.
Do you know? my way is love,
And I know love is there,
Where there is truth .

Gajanan Mishra
Devil's Own Hut

We are in
Devil's own hut.
We are also in
The temple of God.
But look, this air,
This wind is here to
Demolish and crush down,
The hut and the temple.

Gajanan Mishra
Devoid Of

Devoid of all caste, all colors
Religions and races
Or hatred of rival opinions
Or parties or faiths
We are all one on this earth and
We live here in brotherhood.
All the truth-tellers like
The sun, the moon, the air,
The water, the sky are here with us
And we are enjoying our life
Giving up false sense of pride.
We are far away from the dance of death
Only due to love and truth,
Let us not live as a beggar or a slave.

Gajanan Mishra
Devoid Of Mother-Tongue

Devoid of mother-tongue,
Everything wasted.
No language- nothing.
Love language,
Use language
And win the world
Around you.
Be a sandalwood
With language, my dear.
Be a flute
With language, my dear.
And win the world
Around you-
Life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotees

Two kinds of devotees
Are here as you know-
True and false.
True devotee is
More than you
You know,
False devotee,
Destroyed themselves
In due course.

Who is true and
Who is false
It is
You to know.
It is the degree of
Devotion and not
The kind of it that matter.
You know better,
But they both are
Here as required
By the atmosphere.

True and false,
Love and hatred;
No difference, my dear,
Come closer and closer.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion And Deception

Devotion not deception
Should be the system
Through anxious search.
And by totalling focussed
on finding it.
It has to just becoming
A part of life
And the whole life.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion And Knowledge

Devotion and knowledge,
Name, fame, and glory
All are the acts of
Supreme one,
All are there
In everybody,
All are history,
With both external
And internal energy.
Sincerely we work there,
In our poetry.
Here, we are
The perfect living entity,
All round personality.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion Is

Devotion is important
And not anything else.

Be serious and sincere
I am telling you
A poet of love and nature.

I know your activities are
Liberal and ever laudable.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion Is Important

Devotion is important
And not anything else.

Be serious and sincere
I am telling you
A poet of love and nature.

I know your activities are
Liberal and ever laudable.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion Is There

Devotion is there
Means purification is there.
No one is fraudulent
No hypocrisy.
Reality is there,
And there is happiness.
There is life here means
there is prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotion To Truth

Devotion to Truth
And devotion to Love
Is the root of
All choice blessings.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotional And Conditional

Devotional and not conditional
That is final and rational
That is constitutional
And not concessional
It is transcendental
And not accidental
Devotional is exclusive
And unflinching.

Gajanan Mishra
Devotional Service

Devotional service
Devotional service
That I need only
And not religious
Principles as I know
The so called
Religious principles
Are only cheating
Though I know
Truth is nothing
But the central figure
In the performance of
Religious principles
But I want Truth and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Devouring All

Devouring all
From all sides
Covering all
With effulgence
Scorching rays
manifest terrible
Now I am here
With this time table.

Gajanan Mishra
Dew Drop Is Falling

Dew drop is falling,
Means the sky is crying
On the pressure of the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Dew Drops

Dew drops
Are there,
Disturb not.
Go not there,
And do not
Anything that
Would harm
The dew drops.

Gajanan Mishra
Dhain Sain Dhain Sain

Dhain sain dhain sain
Asila biluanana,
Dekhila batare jhuluchhi
Angura pentha jemitiki
gotie bijaya bana.
Bhabila tolibi
aau deinla, deinla
toliba ta dei helana,
Chhada ho, huke ho
Angura khata ta kala ghosana.

Gajanan Mishra
Dhalaa Chhatibalaa Kingfisher ??? ???????? ????????? (Odia)

Tume sethi,
Dhalaa chhatibala kingfisher,
Mo kabibandhu ghare.
Karuchha kana sethi jaane naa priya,
Kintu sushil, mo kabi bandhu,
Dharile sethi tanka kamerare aau
Faceboiok madhyamare dekhaile sabhinku.
Kabinka udesya sapha aau sathik,
Kabi jaananti bhalakari aau
Bantanti aananda.
Aa prakrutira rahasya anyamaane janantu
Karanti chesta.
Tumaku karuchhi namaskar,
Priya kabi, sarbajanina premi hrudaya
Achhi tuma bhitare aai
Achhi saswata satya.

In Odia lipi;

?? ?? ??????? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ???? ?? ??
?? ?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
??????, ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ???
????? ???, ?? ??? ?? ???
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?????? ??? ??
?????? ??? ??? ??
???????? ?????? ??
?????? ?????? ??
???????? ????? ??
???????? ?????? ??
???????? ????? ??
?? ????????? ?????
???????? ??????, ????? ?????? ??
????? ??????? ????? ???
???????????? ?????? ??
???????? ?????? ??
???????? ????? ??????
?? ?? ??????? ?????
?? ?????????, ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ??????? ?????? ??
???????? ?????? ??? ?? ?????
?? ????????? ???? ??
?? ????????? ??? ??
?? ?????? ?????? ??
?? ??? ??????? ??????
Dhanyabad Mahasaya  ??????? ??????  (Odia)

Dhanyabad mahasaya,
Mo kabita upare
Matamata pain.
Dhanyabad, tume
Bujhichha satya.

Tume anubhava karichha
Jibana nuhen thatta,
etaka jathesta.

Tume,
Nije hin aalua,
Tume,
Nije hin sabu.

Samaya binijoga kara, priya,
Anyara mangala pain.

In Odia lipi or say Brahmi script;

??????? ??
?? ?? ???
????????? ?? ???
???????, ???
????? ??? ?

???? ????? ?????
???? ???? ?? ????
?? ???? ???

????
???? ??? ????,
????
???? ??? ??? ?

??? ?? ??????, ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Dhara Nate Sakta Bhabare (Odia)

Dhara mate,
Dhara mate sakta bhabare,
Aau lagirahithaa
Tuma nija kamare.

Gajanan Mishra
Dharyyashila Aau Shantipurna (Odia)

Aame daryasheela aau shantipurna
Kintu Sahasi aame bahuta
Shatru sahita judha pain
Jeumaane achhanti manabikata aau
Swadhinatara birodhare.

Gajanan Mishra
Dheebara (Odia)

Jala nahin, jala nahin,
phoonruchhi machha
Aau dharaa padiuchhi sabuthi.

Kahin kete duraru aasuthiba sabda
Sparsha kari pherijauchhi puni kuaadaku.

Badalijauchhi kamchamathiaara ruparekha
Thoke batare.
Pakhi thila ki ethi?
Phututhila ki phula?
Ete phala thila
Rahilaa ki gotie gachhare?

Jaha mora hoi na thila ki nahin
Taku dia kahuchha
Mu nahin karuchhi
Bigidi chali jauchha duraku.

Aasibara bata libhuchhi
Rahi pareni kehi kouthi
Uttara kana deba kie?

Mu dishuci spasta
Tumaku jadi
Chhuin paru na kiaan
Dhari rakha galleryre jadi paruchha
Dhire buchhudi khasigala belaku.

Brutta deinla ki?
Jai parila ki baharaku
Tumari apekhyare mu
Emiti
Ethi
Tathapi.

Gajanan Mishra
Dheera December (Odiaa)

Dheera December,
Dheera jibana,
Kintu jibana
Nuhen December,
December deichhi
Bahut kichhi
Jibanaku.

Sateja Badadina
Prema o shanti
Aau Khyama
Sabu achhi jadi hopi
Ae Decembarare.

He priya, upabhoga kara
Jibana, Satyara o
Decembarara rangare.

Gajanan Mishra
Dheere Dheere (Odiaa)

Dheere dheere aau aparabartita bhabare
Mu mo kama kari jauchhi
Mo ichhara ilakare.
Sethi dekhuchhi baghatie dukhare
Karana heuchhi khaibaku khadya nahin sethare.
Achhi khali niaan,
Niaan heuchhi prahari.
Pratyeka loka jauchhanti sethaku
Kintu kehi bi nuhanti klanta.

Samastanka pain achhi nyaya,
Mu dekhuchhi sethi achhi prema,
Aau achhi aaluara dhankuni,
Naire pani achhi ki na achhi
Se bishayare kichhi jae aase ni.

Gajanan Mishra
Dhruba

Dhruba means satya
Means Truth
The Ultimate Truth
And Truth is
By penance and austerity
One can acquired the exalted position
By the mercy of the Supreme Truth
One can achieve anything
Nothing is impossible
Only one word is there
That is possible.

Gajanan Mishra
Dhuil Aar Dhuka(Kosli)

Dhuil aar dhuka
misichhan ina
Karbar lagi judh
Ghusna jib mankar
Birodhre.

Gajanan Mishra
Dhuli Aau Pabana

Dhuli aau pabana
Dihen bothe
Misichanti jibanka
Biruddhare juddha pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Di Chari Pada(Odia)

Sanchi rakhuchhi jaha
deuchi tate e.
una karana mana,
Santusta sada santha jana.
Tu nuhan mora
Ha hutasa,
Mane rakhi tha sada.
Tu e mora biswasa bhajana.

Pruthibi ta thila jemiti
Achhi thik semiti,
Aau mu khali hantasanta
Bruthaku.
Sosuchhi pabanaku
Hajuchhi drusyare.
Kuhuluchhu mo nija dhuaanre
Mu nje.
jaini kichhi ujudi jane,
Jane boli phitai pati
Kahuchhi di chari pada.
Jane ethu baharibara upaya,
Aau tenu karu ni khatir
Ae suryodaya
Aau ae suryasta.

Gajanan Mishra
Diagrams - Poems

Dear poets,
Use your own diagrams graphs,
Charts, tables, pie-charts
And maps as graphics,
And go with words.
Words are not yours,
But you have to go with them.
Words are the instruments
Musical- wind, percussion
And string.
Pluck, draw all
In your poems.
Maybe long, maybe short,
Al unhurt.

Gajanan Mishra
Dialogue

Dialogue is going on
Between You and me
And let me say this
Discourse is most sacred
To enlighten the self
And the environment.

Gajanan Mishra
Diary Entry

How can
Diary entry
Be a piece of evidence?
How can a
Computer sheet
Speak the truth?
Let me say,
And let m clear,
How you are
Doing your business
With all?
Problem is that,
You are the creator
Of your own problems.

Gajanan Mishra
Diary Of Events

What shall I do
With your diary,
Diary of events?

For me,
It is just a fun.

For me,
It is just a puzzle.

For me,
It is just a wonder.

What shall I do dear?
No answer is there
In your lips.

You, please just come,
And give me a kiss.

Gajanan Mishra
One who plays with dice is dicer
One who plays game of chance is gambler
Game of chance is played
For money for property for kingdom
Dicing cheat are gambling
They are harmful, they are forbidden
And we know this universe pervaded by God
Gambling is also Almighty's dictum
To eliminate evil and to establish saints
O my dear, see, I am a striver and
I have a strong determination and I
Always think of You
I know You are everywhere and everything
I love all, I have not yet seen any sin
And on You, my interest is keen.

Gajanan Mishra
Dictionary

You can not say wasteful,
I know, the words and its use,
It is true, my dictionary is not good.

Gajanan Mishra
Die At Will

Be a perfect man, my dear
And control the self
Live as per your will
And die at your sweet will
Leave the material body
At a suitable time and go to
A suitable place desired by you
Take the golden opportunity
Of life and death here
By attaining super-mental stage
And reach the highest planetary system.

Gajanan Mishra
Die Not

Die not
Before death.
And also live
After death.

Death is
Here and
Death is
There-only fair.

Death succeed you
If you are
Not in truth.
And death failed
If you have an aim
And you are ideal.

Gajanan Mishra
Differ In Form

The norm is one
And the same.

Nobody is wrong
Right is always
With everybody.

Nothing is in
Distant place
Everything is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Difference

Wealth and woman
You are telling me to
Differentiate and
I am dumbfounded
As I am living today.

Water and weapon
You are telling me
To put together
And I have a say
But you are going away.

Gajanan Mishra
Difference Of Sense And Nonsense

Do you know the difference
Of sense and nonsense.
Here I am before you,
Tell me in clear term.
Do you know life and its
Meaning, here I am explain
In connection with death.
Do you know what is death,
And if you know it, tell
Before all its colour and
Its present position.
And my dear friend, if you
Know not anything, then please
Listen me in silence and cry not caw caw.

Gajanan Mishra
Difference To The World

What is green
And where is our green-world
You and only you can say
You and only you can make
A difference to the world
We live in.

Gajanan Mishra
Different - Still, I Enjoy

Not same to same,
But different from
Each other,
You and I.

The beginning and
The end, though,
Seem different
But one and the same.

I know the feature,
The limitedness,
The original,
The changeless.

Still, I enjoy
The world of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Different Facets

Different facets are here
In poems, and they
Give you a glimpse of life.

Every word unfolds you
With the vision and
The experience that you live.

Gajanan Mishra
Different From

I have nothing to do
With all that are here,
I know, all are different from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Different From Everything

You are everything for me
And You are also different
From everything.

You are not limited
You are eternal and
Self-sufficient.

You are original
My dear, and the origin
Of everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Different From Me

No one is different from me
No one.

Nothing is false here
Nothing.

No change is taking place in me
No change.

Nobody is dependent and incapable
Nobody.

O my dear, I know, You are not under
The control of anybody and You are not created
And You are also not bound by any action
I know.

I know, You are not different from me
I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Different Instruments

Different instruments
Different endeavor
Different activities
In different ways
In the heart of consciousness
Well planned and independent
Come and see
Really a different world altogether.

Gajanan Mishra
Different Kind Of Poetry

I am going to write, and
I am writing a different
Kind of poetry for you.
I am showing you a pigeon,
And request you to realize
Life within that bird here.
I am taking to the mountains,
To the ocean, to the open field
To show you the creatures there.
I am requesting you to tell
Something that are within you
And how far you are living there
Seamlessly with others in spite of
So many differences in life-thread.

Gajanan Mishra
Different Opinion

I have a different opinion
And I have no different opinion
And I suffer.

I suffer and you appeared
You appeared and gave your opinion
I have nothing to differ.

I declared I am not here
You said wait O watcher
And see scriptures.

I differ and said
Here is my life
And we five live.

I have a different opinion
On life on living
You said let us go it is evening.

And I stayed
And you run
Is it not a fun!

Gajanan Mishra
Different Stages

I am a baby
I am a boy
I am a youth
I am an old man
In different stages
Of my life.
I want toys
I want money
I want property
At different times
Of my life.
I accept affinity
I renounced
And all are mere
Assumptions.
Nothing is true
Nothing new.

Gajanan Mishra
Different View

You are giving a different view
I salute you.
I know you are a separate entity
With distinct personality.
You have fire within
That I know you are firing.
I am near you I am dear to you
That I salute for your view.

Gajanan Mishra
Differentiate difficult
Virtuous and evildoers.
Age to age form size
Colours changed.
Originate everything
From this world
Nothing wrong nothing right
Nothing small nothing big
Truth knowledge bliss
Prevails everywhere
Everywhere everytime.
Sea sky one
And the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Differently Named

So many names
I have so many names
I am differently named
As per my actions and stages
Otherwise I am one
And the same
You He and I all are
One and the same
And Supreme and nothing
Only there is time.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult And Easy

I am busy.
I remember
That is not there
And never.

Attachment and inclination
Life's formation.
Enlargement of knowledge
Is not true one
Other word is devotion.

Undergoing modification
Is to lost.
This body- a world
Except self
Nobody is there to trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult It Is

Difficult it is
To stay in truth,
To utter mother's tongue,
To love and protect
Mother-land,
To obey the law of the land,
To cooperate own brothers,
To sacrifice the self for others,
To live the life of a man.
Still, I call myself a man,
I know not though
What I mean to say.
I want everything to acquire
But I want nothing to deliver-
The smile of the time
I witness here is only
For me, I know.
But I fail to understand
What is there within
And I want to go from here
Anyhow but to where
That I cannot say.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Assess

Really,
Difficult to
Assess anyone
And also things of
Any sort.

In so many colors
Each one is there
To blossoms.

In a leaf
I find so many lives.

I gather all,
Forgetting my
Own self-interest.

I want to communicate
The heart for others.

Loss of nothing,
I find here
With others,
Still, I say
Really difficult
To stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Comprehend

Living in this false world
With this false body.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Cross

Difficult to cross,
Cross over life,
But with love
And bliss,
Nothing is difficult.

And life appears
For truth.
Truth is there,
Where there is love,
And love is
Beyond illusory energy.

Life is all good,
But here, we make
Ourselves fools,
For false ego.
We forget injunctions
And we invite
Trouble for us.

No one is allowed
To work as performer,
But each one is
The instrument here
In the hands of time,
It should be remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Gze

Difficult to gaze
Who you are
And where you are.
But I am the earth
With endless loss
With endless colors.
And we both are here
With all profits
With all pleasures.
Nothing is forbidden
And we are doing nothing
And yet we are here
And doing nothing and
We are here with bundle of desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Ignore

Morning evening
Day night
Difficult to ignore.

Consumption limit
Crossing hill
Nothing firing
Life battling.

What they said
Full of meaning
Our ignorance
They switched.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Know

Difficult to know
What is truth
Difficult to love
The truth.

Truth is here
With us
We are Truth
We should love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Live

Difficult to live
A simple life here.
Difficult to live
Even with love.

A truthful life
Is much more difficult
To lead at this time.

No one is willing to
Study your mind and
No one is interested
To understand the truth.

Because of the self,
Each one is partial
And their thinking is
Let the world go to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Name

Difficult to name
a person free from
corruption.
Everybody is
telling against
corruption.
And there is
no interaction.

All are busy
only in decoration.
Only if put question
by sound touch speech
without bothering
having no sensation.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Return

I feel it
Difficult to return.
But I am sure
I must go from here.

Is it my passion
to live here?
That I cannot say.
I am here, cleared.

All the perching birds
came with so many questions
But I failed to answer any one
and still I am telling myself
I am great and I am unabated.

The whole thing is I am unconscious.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Tolerate

Difficult to tolerate
Really it is difficult
To tolerate the insulting
Words of uncivilized men
But tolerate and tolerate
And set your own mind again
Tolerate everything
Tolerate personal insult
I know it is piercing like
Anything within your heart
And yet tolerate and tolerate
Thinking it as fruits of your
Own previous actions, my dear
And wait for the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Difficult To Understand

Difficult to understand,
This life, this world.
Difficult to understand,
The cause and effect
Of time and circumstances.
Let us realize the position
Of each individual and thing
Before going to sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Dig Out My Eyes

Dig out my eyes
I am unfit to see
The incidents
Of this world.

Cut out my ears
I do not like
To hear the duplicity
And the hues and cry.

I want not to
Go anywhere,
Cut out my legs.
I do not like
To hold anything
Cut out my hands.

This world is
Not for me, I know.
Take away, please,
I do not like to
Stay here any more.

Let me stop here,
I like, not to
Proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
Dig Reservoirs Of Water

Dig reservoirs of water
For public use
It is charity
Retire from family life
And serve for the welfare of others
It is penance.

You are sinless, my dear
You are the son of nectar
Do good for the world order
Be a giver and a follower
Of That Spiritual Master
That Great Grand Creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Digest

Find so many news
And digest.
Man stones wife to death
Five drowned in Ganga river
Farmers stirover water scarcity
Antipeople policy holder falcitated
Workshop on shocking extended
Roundeyes God called Jagannath
Witnessed all.

Find so many news
And digest.
As no otherway left.

Gajanan Mishra
Digging

Dig dig digging
And find no meaning
Of digging.

Find nothing
Means you had/have
Everything.

From the very start
You were/are here
O my dear, and I am
Nourishing you .
From the very start
You are with me
And not alone at any
Point of time, see.

For what and how
Ask not any question,
I feel no reason to answer
As it is there as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Digging Well

My house is burning, wait,
Let me start digging well.
I am blind and I am
in search of another blind man
who is ready to focus light.
Always I am thinking about
my wife and children and
by hook or crook earning a lot.

Gajanan Mishra
Digital World

With a poem
I entered digital world
Where I sowed
Seeds of words
Fast forward
I found
Productivity gone up
Traffic jam
Important feature is
No familiar sounds
But words star
And I am delighted.

Gajanan Mishra
Dignified Life

This world is for all,
Every one has a right
To live in a dignified way.
Respect all and provide
All facilities that are
Necessary for a free and
Peaceful life being chief or
Heading a state to serve others.

Gajanan Mishra
Dignity

Dignity be provided
Man be honoured.

We should be more alert
And be prepared to
Counter threat.

Positive trend be continued.

Gajanan Mishra
Diktat

Diktat,
But for what?
Is it for
Public welfare?
If not
What use?
Old issues
Yet to solve.
Mew issues
Come forward.
And people
Faceless
Mindless.
Activities
Curbed.
Complete chaos
Everywhere.
Laws,
No value.
Let's go
For self-review.

Gajanan Mishra
Dilsukhnagar

Dil means heart, love
Sukh means happiness pleasure
Nagar means where we live or residence
In Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad, India
Now you would not find Love
Pure heart happiness pleasure
And also you would not live there in peace
After two blasts within minutes
For nothing for nothing
This is totally against humanity
Inhuman acts of beasts.

Gajanan Mishra
Diluted

All closed,
All diluted.

All cultured,
All historical.

The fish, the tortoise,
The boar, the lion,
The dwarf, the warrior,
The love, the monkey.

The moon and the sun
All reign all over.

The flood, the earthquakes,
The drought, volcanos,
All reign all over.

But in good voice
We are to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Diminishing

What is diminishing is our life
Diminishing duration of life
And mercy and power of recollection
And moral principles.

Are we going towards faithlessness?
Are we ready to maintain ourselves
And going back to ultimate truth
From this illusion and prison house.

Gajanan Mishra
Diminishing Pure And Good

Diminishing pure and good
Increasing bad and impure
And at this point of time
O my dear, I am living.

Highway bandits are the king
And his ministers and officers
People in general are in
Low profiles and in low occupations.

I am living at this point of time
O my dear, all are busy for nothing
In materialistic homes and nobody is
Interested to keep good relation with others.

This is the bad time
I am living in.

Gajanan Mishra
Diminution

I know not any diminution, my dear,
As I am with You, nothing is spent out of me
I appear constantly undergoing changes though.

I am waves, You are my ocean, my dear,
I am rising and rising only inside You
And You are ever calm and uniform as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Kim kartabya bimudha
basichhi mu
Ae dimiri gachha tale.
Aamisha durgandha aasuchhi
Sabuaadu mori pakhaku.

Gala kuaade mora
Sabu prasidhhi, sabu khyati,
Odasa sosuchhi ebe
Mora sabu rakta.
Chaturdiga mora gandhiaa
Aau mora mati
Mate chanchala
Maruchhi dhakka.
Dimiri tale mu chhetka.

Gajanan Mishra
Dina (Odia)

Gotie dina, gotie dina
Eha bhala nuhen
Ki manda nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Ding Dong

Who is there to decide
What is right and
What is wrong.
Ding dong, ding dong.

Gajanan Mishra
Dinosaur's Love

Dinosaur's love,
Dinosaur's love is there,
Let us go and see the villages here,
The villages are having no light, no water.

The villages are having no foods, no clothes
Besides Maoists postures.
Let us go and see the villages here.

If you so like, sale your daughter,
The so-called God is silent spectator,
Find here, sufferer is only dinosaur.

Dinosaur's love,
Teacher is drinking liquor,
Temples Mosques church are houses of slaughter,
Here find, your own near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Dinutie Matra

Dinutie matra kabi hua
jibanara dukha o jantrana bhuli
banchibara sudha pana kara.

Gajanan Mishra
Dipawali

For you all,
I wish
A happy dipawali.
Let all happiness
Come to you, my dear,
With all lights.
Life is here
Only to search the light.
And we all know
Light is
Within us.
In this dipawali
Let the inner light
Comes out.

Gajanan Mishra
Diplomacy And Politics

Diplomacy and politics
Ruined life.
Life is full of miseries.

I am sure,
No one is happy.
They are only busy in drama.

Here and there,
All are talking about
Money and more money.

They think not,
They are dying.

Nothing is for them,
Men, not able to think.

Each one is nothing but a thief.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct And Indirect

Direct and indirect
Both are one
And the same.
Ram is hungry
Hunger is in Ram.
How can one says
It is one and the same
That I wonder!

I am here.
Am I here?
Who is there
To give a correct answer.
But, my dear
Don't close the door.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct Help

I am receiving
Direct help from You
O my dear, I can not forget You.

I pray, show the way of perfection
To all creatures here
They are innocent and dying here.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct Me Not

Direct me not
What to write
What not to write.
Direct me not
Where to go
Where not go.
Direct me not
What to do
Why to do.

It is I
O my master
Who determine
What is what
And you are to
Follow till
The end of the chart.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct Or Indirect

One and same process
To reach to the ultimate goal.

Go and do works
For the welfare of all beings
These seeing hearing tasting
Working have no meaning.

No question of envy
No difference between
man and animal
One should go for
Inner self and not outer cover.

Though difficult
Not impossible
Direct or indirect
Everything okay if reliable.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct Talk

I like direct talk,
Clear talk, upfront.
Here it is easier
To decide this much
Yours and that much his.
Bet let the birds
Not go beyond the distance.

I am not the monkey
And I can understand.
I am not the leopard
And I am not furious.
I am here, see me,
I am sitting down here
and also there at the same time.

I am not watched by
Any trouble, see directly,
I am here running and
not pretending anything.
I am not a fool,
I am faithful,
See me I am always cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct To The Point

Come on my dear friend
Direct to the point
And give reply
Who am I
Who are the others
What is mine
What is for others?

Come on come on
Who are advanced in knowledge
Come on come on
Are you sure you are
Getting this body again
Come on and say in clear tone
Are you not feeling the change therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Direct Touch

Direct touch
Direct talk
Direct action
Come on
Time is short
Hair is cut
And here
I am showing
My thought
That I have taught.

Gajanan Mishra
Directed

Directed,
You are directed to
Submit so and so..
But remember, it is means
This submission is for nothing.

You have no right
No right to ask question,
And as such the questions
Are overruled.

In a major shake-up,
You may get a chance
To enter, enter in to
The High Way that is going
Through your own area.

Submit,
Whatever you are to submit
Then and there.
And if you fail
Treat it a fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Directly Or

Directly or indirectly
I know everything
You are my part and parcels
I know your internal
And external features
I know I am living
And you are living with me
I know you are dying
And not the sky
I am the sky look
And is it not blue!

Gajanan Mishra
Directly Or Indirectly

Directly or indirectly
I am related, it is true.
All and everything-
My features, external
Or internal, it is all virtues.

I am my product,
I am divine matter,
I am the developer,
I am here with all
Literature and world order.

The process of
Transformation is
Not known to me - it is false.
But I am there as witness,
Who is true to the words,
And false to the address given.

Detail information
I can furnish
At any time, if required.
I am the consciousness
And I avail all
Opportunities to
Make the self all perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Director Is

Director is within
And also without.

Director is with
Both moving and non-moving.

Director is fully covered
By the gross body and subtle body.

Director is present always
And never a loser.

Let us obey the Director
And Unto Him let us surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Dirty Air

Air is not dirty,
But we call dirty air.
Man is not bad
But we call bad man.
What we say
It is all depend
On us relating to
Time and situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Dirty Things

Dirty thing is
The cause of all troubles.
Remove all dirty things
O my dear from your
Mind and heart.
You are leading
A prison life
In this material world
This is the root
Of your miseries.
Root out all evils
And dirty things
From you and think
About the Absolute
That is the way only way
To make you free from
Evils dirt and troubles.

Gajanan Mishra
Dirty Things Be Burned

Dirty things be burned,
By the true fire of knowledge,
And by strengthening detachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Dirty Tricks

Dirty tricks are
Not allowed.
People of this land
Are innocent and simple,
Laws are meant for
Welfare of the people.
Play no tricks
That are dirty
While giving service
To the people.
Dirty tricks are
Not allowed.

Gajanan Mishra
Disable

I am disable,
But I am sure
You are able.
I am wrong
But I am sure
You are right.

I am not able to keep my words,
And to bear it you are there.
I know it is not good to
Stay long in the house of a friend.
I know this body is the friend's house,
Let me go soon from this house.

What for I am here I know not,
I am in dark and my eyes are idiots.

Gajanan Mishra
Disabled

We want something
To express ourselves
It is not that
Without anything
We are disabled.

Gajanan Mishra
Disastrous

Blessing in disaster
Disaster in blessing.
Life in death
Death in life.
This what
Success in failure
Failure in success.

Gajanan Mishra
Discard

Discard outdated
Concept and be happy
Happiness is goal
And it is in
Independent economic
Wellbeing.

Gajanan Mishra
Discard Distinction

Discard distinction, my dear,
Distinction caused attachment
Attachment led to stir,
And it is the stir
That churned the curd
And here is the butter, my dear.
Stir in evil mind caused destruction,
Stir in pious mind caused new light creation,
O my dear, discard distinction
That caused attachment aversion
That led to commotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Discard Hand Cuffs

Discard hand cuffs
And write something
In your own language
What is there in your mind.

come out please
From your own cave
And utter words
That are yours.

I am here
I am there
To hear you
To understand
And to make you
Free from all chains.

Gajanan Mishra
Discard Not

Anybody
Any knowledge
If you want
To attain
Progress my son.
I know there is
Nectar with you
But to get it
Purity of your
tendencies of nature
Is necessary
And let me say
Seek not easy life
For this for
True progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Discard Your Vanity

Discard your vanity,
Discard infatuation,
hypocrisy and
trickery.

Live like a saint,
Be a saint,
feel that all are
within you. And
you are here for all.

Say yourself, Ah!
I am the most blessed
and You are here within
me, O all-gracious,
it is worth living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Discern Evil

Discern evil
As evil.
And what is
Not evil
As not evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Discharge Your Own Duties

Discharge your own duties, O my dear
With austerity meditation and Truth
And achieve transcendental vision
Have an experience with Truth
And stay here free from fear
And lamentation.

Gajanan Mishra
Disciplinary Principles

Disciplinary principles
Disciplinary principles like
Non-violence truthfulness
Not coveting or stealing the property of others
Detachment humility freedom from possessiveness
Trust in the principles of religions celibacy
Silence steadiness forgiveness and fearlessness
Be practiced from the very beginning till the end.

Prescribed duties
Prescribed duties like internal and external cleanliness
Austerity sacrifice hospitality acting and desiring
For the interest of all and service to truth
Be performed and cultivated for the satisfaction
Of all here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Discipline

Discipline
A little practice of
This discipline
can help you to become a
Perfect man
And no body is perfect here
As I see
Coming to this place
And you yourself
Are not rising
In spite of my
Right processes.

Gajanan Mishra
Discipline In With Me

No discipline is
There in me
I have not
Conquered ego
I know I am a
Scattered personality
It is beyond my
Understanding why how
And what are here
With me
O my dear, still
I am here
And declare myself
As a dictator.

Gajanan Mishra
Discipline Myself

Let me
Discipline
Myself only.

And I see
No other works
To do.

Let me
Keep company
With the best of men.

And I have
No other persons
To say friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Disclose Not

Disclose not,
Disclose not anything.
Everything is revealed
In your identity.

Secrecy be kept secret
But what is there
That should come
To the surface.

You are in the middle of
The appearance and disappearance
Listening your words
I took your case.

Gajanan Mishra
Disclose Please

Disclose please
Who you are.
Utter your
Own words.

Peace pigeon
Is there,
Talk to the pigeon
And know the intention.

I know,
You need charity,
You need protection.
You want to see
The universe for
Your satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Disclosure

You have disclosed that
You are at the end
The end is not far
But near.
O my dear,
You are telling me
To see You in reality
To know You in essence
And to enter in to You
And you are telling
This is the end.
I know, I am in my house
And I have no need to go
To other places
I have not to leave my house.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover And Rediscover

Discover and rediscover yourself
In yoga, through yoga,
And know nature within.
Pleasant glee,
Merry cheer,
See and hear
Life is all clear,
And live without fear.
Men, you are at present,
On this earth.
Men, write something about
Your life and the air.
Men, If you are to cry,
Cry for the truth, cry for love.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover Love

Discover love,
For language,
For land,
For mother,
With wonderful
Light and life.
You are allowed
To do whatever
You like
But think first
About language,
About life,
About love,
About truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover The Fire

Discover the fire in you
And go upwards.

Do not believe fake word
Do not fall prey the fake smile.

Discover the fire in you
And go upward
And upward.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover The Joy

Discover the joy,
Joy of life within my dear,
In this new year.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover Within

I am not here
To know you
Not here
To make an inquiry
About you.

I am here
To know myself
To know my essential being
I am here
To discover myself within.

Gajanan Mishra
Discover Yourself

Discover yourself
In me and clear
All doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
Discovering

Discovering the road to heaven
I invited you to come and join
With me in this journey.

And you trust me your greatness
Not putting any question you
Joined with me openly.

Gajanan Mishra
Discovering Name

Discovering name
Not difficult, but
Staying on truth
Is a necessity.

Loving and talking,
Not difficult, but
Difficult is to control
Emotion and devotion.

Necessary to know
Short-comings, but
To convey all about
The truth is worth-noting.

Gajanan Mishra
Discovering The Self

Waste not your time
O my dear, by sleeping long time.
Sleeping makes you lethargic
And you are to go on dreaming
out of this you cannot get anything.

Be careful my dear, rise, awake
and perform your own obligatory duties.
Indulge not yourself in idle pursuits,
Take not forbidden food and
try to stand on your own foot.

Going on searching real knowledge
enabled you to reach at a point
where you discovered yourself in
Colorful light for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Discovery Is But

Discovery is
But mystery.
It is life
But not sweety.

Enough is enough,
We must bear.
Ruling is -
We are to go from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Discriminate - Through Scriptures

Discriminate proper and improper
Discriminate what should be done
And what should be refrained from.

Have some sense of duty
Through scriptures and
Good company.

Bow down to elderly people
Have some elements of gentleness
And humility and bend with mind speech body.

Good advice good ideas of other people
Be followed and don't stick to yours
And return good for good even good for evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Discriminate Not

Discriminate not
Physical prowess
External appearance
Wealth age colour
Birth merit learning
Place time moment.
Purity and transparency
Be looked in to
Sentiment be
Taken in to account.

Gajanan Mishra
Discriminate Real And Unreal

Discharge your own duties.

Discharging duties
Daily should be
Given primary importance.

Non-attachment and
Non-identification of the self
Is also the need of the time.

While performing duties
Place should not be given to grief.

Gajanan Mishra
Use your discrimination,
My dear, and perform action.
And come not under the sway of
Attachment and aversion.

Destiny is God's grace
To achieve grace is our destiny.
Under God's guidance and supervision
We are progressing with representation.

Gajanan Mishra
Discussion - Love And Life

Let us start
The discussion
About creation.
We are all
Parts of
This mechanism.

Let us see
Life exhibition
And representation.
We are all
Parts of
Love distribution.

In truth,
We are in favor of
Universalization but
Support not pollution.

Gajanan Mishra
Discussion Necessary

Discussion necessary
Before pronouncing anything
Discussion necessary
With syllable tragedy.

Without anything
You can not reach anywhere
And without anything
Nothing came to fore.

Anybody can say anything
Anything can be said
At any time for a fight
And fight has nothing
To delivered.

Sealing of time
Temporarily or permanently
Ruined the cage
Where you are
In the manner you like
And in the house that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Discussions About You

I consider
Discussions about You
My dear, is the nectar
Bearing rivers.

I consider
These discussions
Are able to destroy
All contamination within all.

Gajanan Mishra
Disgrace - Wicked

Disgrace - wicked couple
Are in bubble
Wicked being the husband
Disgrace wife double.

You are going after perishable
And I know you are under the net
Of Disgrace-Wicked couple
Putting life in miserable.

Gajanan Mishra
Disgusted And

Hopeless and
Still I am
Here fixing
My mind on
Your platform
Without deviation.

It is now
Your duty and
Responsibility if
You think proper
Do whatever you
Like here or
There or anywhere.

But I am sure
I am with You
And to stay with
You is my very nature
Seeing the wind and
The light and the sky
I conclude it is only You.

Gajanan Mishra
Disgusting

Really it is disgusting
It is distaste it is displeasure
Let us spit, nothing to feel happy
This life is not for sensuous enjoyment
Fools and rascals are here only
We are here to suffer, my dear
Material sense gratifications
Are all itching, really disgusting.

Gajanan Mishra
Dishonor Is Worse

Dishonor is worse,
Worse than death,
For a respected man.

In Odia;

Asammana asradhha
Maranthu bada
Sammananiyanku.

In Brahmi script;

??????? ?????????
???? ??
?????????????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Disinterested Friend

You are my disinterested friend, I know
You purify me, I know
You destroy my sins also my good deeds
Through favorable and unfavorable circumstances
You are my disinterested friend, I know, I know
You support and nourish me on earth in water and also in ether
O my dear, I am your close friend, you are my
Father Mother my guide and the philosopher.

Gajanan Mishra
Dispel Doubts

Dispel all doubts
By knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Dispenser Of Law

O dispenser of law
Punish me
I am a miscreant
As I love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dispute Is Not For Truth

We know very well
Dispute is not for
Truth but for mere
Territorial power.
The dispute has no
Meaning as terrotory
Is subject to change
By nature at time
Without our knoweldge.
We know no division,
No reconciliation but
For nothing dispute is
There and it is not truth.
Bone of contention is I and you.

Gajanan Mishra
Dissolved

Nothing is there
To dissolve,
Worry not my dear.
In some way or
Other reaction
Is a must.
You can feel it
You can know it
If you want.
And you have to
Neutralize every time
That are here
Only for your welfare.
And remember
You are free to act.
And you are here
To get the fruits
There from
In some way or other.

Gajanan Mishra
Dissolving In To The Earth

Dissolving in to the earth
I am the earth
I am made of earth
I am dissolving in to the earth.

I am intact
I remain intact
For only short time.

You are the only person of pleasure
Here, my dear, on this earth
You are far from this world of
Faithless full of darkness and ignorance.

I am getting a chance in this earth-life
To hear You to see You to keep relation with You
And I know this is the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Distance

No meaning of distance,
Distance can do nothing
To dampen filial ties.
Dear Father, I am here,
Where you are at present
That I know not, yet, I
Feel you are here within
Me always and everywhere.
I am looking forward with
All joy and all beauties
A bright future and that is
There due to your blessings.
I am enjoying new people and
New life at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Distance - I Realized

Distance - I realized
And removed all obstructions
By faith.

I exist
The world exists
And you my dear
Described the factors
That I accepted
By faith.

I gazed at you
And try to acquire
Knowledge of the self
Rendering only service
By faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Distance Matter Little

O my dear, I feel
You are here with me
And always I find you
Without any disruption
You are here nearer
And nearer.

Gajanan Mishra
Distinctly Separate

Yes, You are distinctly
Separate from me.
I am this, where I am.
But you are here and also there
Taking care.

Everyone can knows me,
I am known to everyone.
No one has got power
To know you as you are
Above and beyond all.

And still I love you,
Only to you as truth
You are the eater
And you are the food.

Gajanan Mishra
Distress And Wealth

Wealth and distress-
Interlinked.
It is well said-
Wealth is a perpetual
Source of distress.
Well said- wealth is
Virtual death for the soul.

No gain,
No satisfaction
From wealth, true.
No happiness also
From wife, home, children,
Relatives, domestic animals.
To maintain all above,
Wealth is needed.

Imagine not wife, life
Without wealth.
And life, some think,
Illusory basis of
Sexual attraction.
And life make material
Endeavors to eliminate
Unhappiness and
Increase pleasure.

Life-
Full of distress.
A family is a place-
Happiness inevitably
Vanishes there.
The more one grow older,
Material discomfort increases.
Everywhere fear, enviousness,
Constant harassment and
No actual happiness
Here in life.
But worry not, dear men,
Be wise, use your wealth
For all good.
Enjoy life
With sacrifice
To get peace.

Go not with rat race,
Dear men, but see,
You are the wonder,
You are the nectar.
You are here
Not to acquire
But to admire others.
Men, be an admirer.

Gajanan Mishra
Distress Comes

In its own way
By the laws of nature.
Speak not
Unpalatable truth
To cause distress.

Gajanan Mishra
Disturb Not- Path Of Progress

Disturb not,
We are on
The path of progress.

We remember love,
We remember the truth.

We are
On the path of progress.
Allow us
To proceed forward.

Of course, life
Itself is a
Great mystic.
Yet, we love
To be a victim of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Disturb Not Peace

Disturb not peace,
We are ready to
Perform sacrifice.
Happiness is there
In this world and
We are not for mess.
It is for life,
We wait peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Disturbance To Society

Are not my writings,
Nothing more than,
Disturbance to society?
But I have to write,
To live and hope to lead
A peaceful life with
All contradictions but
With proper regulations.

Gajanan Mishra
Disturbed

Time disturbed
It is of no use
The fame the beauty
All opulences prowess
knowledge and renunciations
Time disturbed
With limited volts
Less power supply
O my dear I know
You are my unlimited power
With summum bonum.

Gajanan Mishra
Disturbing

You are trying to disturb me
I know from the beginning
But I am not going to say
You are disturbing
Rather you are helping me
In my mission and you are
befitting in my execution.

Gajanan Mishra
Dive

Dive in to the poem
Diverge not.

In poem
There are words and letters
Letter means not late not later
Letter means present
Always everywhere all times to come.
Dive in to the poem
And in poem
word means not wander
word means wait
Wait and see
See and strike
Strike and stay
Stay and know
Know and understand
Understand and go
Go upward and upward
Till attain divinity.

Dive in to the poem
Divinity is only there
In the poem
Diverge not
Life breath here.

Gajanan Mishra
Dive Deep, Dive Deep

Dive deep, dive deep
And get all beauty.
Love and love
And touch eternity.
Switch on, switch on
And see the light.
Life is for peace
Go not for fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Diverse In Many

Diverse in many
Universal form
I am the healing herb
I am the transcendental chant
I am the butter and the fire
I am the ritual
I am the one without a second
Know me
I am the poet you want to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Diversity Of Beauty

Diversity of beauty, 
Enjoy it, celebrate it. 
No shame in loving 
The beauty of nature, 
Each one is the part it. 
But do good and 
Enjoy your own work, 
And see the smile 
of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Divert Not

Go on the path
of truth,
Or else perish.

Gajanan Mishra
Divert Your

Divert your
Anger, emotion,
Passion in
One direction
And see
Tremendous result
very quick,
Very very quick.

Gajanan Mishra
Divide Not

Divide not my world, my dear,
In the name of geography, history
Divide not in the name of culture,
Religion, caste, language or color.
If you are so interested to divide,
Divide the sky and let me see,
Divide the sun and let me see,
Divide the air and say this much
Yours and that much mine.
Let me test how energetic you are,
O my dear, as you belong to such and
Such community and you have the power to
Control the death for such and such reason,
Divide life from death, proved the recognition.

Gajanan Mishra
Divide Not Yourself

Divide not yourself, my dear,
But stay united and with water
In the vast sky.

The sky is one,
So also the air
And the light,
At times changes
In colors is seen, though.

Join hands with the earth, dear,
And tolerate all,
And recognize the love.

Nothing dissolved,
Absorb everything
During the journey, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Divide The Sky

Divide the sky
If you can
Rule the oceans
If you can.

Here is the wind
Let it call
Here is the earth
Are you really tall!

You are not present
You are not absent
Yet You are doing
What I guessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Colors

See the divine in colors
The colors in emotions
Emotions in knowledge
That adds charm to life.

Emotions associated with colors
Anger with red
Jealousy with green
Vibrancy and happiness with yellow
Love with pink
Vastness with blue
Peace with white
Sacrifice with saffron
Knowledge with violet.

You life is not boring
With all these colors
Holy is full of colors
And Holy make life colorful
Mix all the colors and You
Find Black and my dear
So is life like Lord Jagannath
Black without beginning
Without end omnipresent Omniscient
You can not say what are
There in Black
You can not say what the Lord is.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Dispensation

All favourable and
Unfavourable circumstances
Are Your gracious divine dispensation
And see I am happy and
Surrender myself totally.

I know whatever You are
Doing is doing for my welfare
I know You are my
Disinterested friend
I know You are making me pure
By absolving me in good deeds and sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Endowments

Divine endowments.

You are born with
Divine endowments, men.

And your marks are
Sublimity, forgiveness,
Fortitude, external purity,
Enmity to none and
Absence of self-esteem, men.

Be always truthful,
Non-violence in thought,
In words and in deeds, men.

Compassion towards all,
Quietude, and be in detach
To the objects of senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Gifts

We are here
Divine, and
Our life is
Divine gifts.
We should forget
This is mine,
That is yours.
We are all
Co-related,
Inter-dependant to
Each other here.
We should realize
Our inner strength
And proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Nature

Men, birds, beasts,
Herbs, plants. creepers
All possess divine nature.

Let us take cow
As an example-
Cow is sacred,
Cow is adorable.
Cow churn out butter,
Butter is used in sacrifice,
That causes rain.
Rain produces food and
Living beings come forth.

Herbs remove diseases
And nourish the body.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Pardon- Mother

Who am I, let me know mother,
Who am I, really who I am.
I wonder and I wander
Where am I and what I am.
Mother, let me know and
Save me from frustration.
Am I a corpse, mother?
No, not at all. I am
A living creature, that I know.
But delusion is there
In me, my mother.
I am here with you,
You said; worry not
My dear son, you are
The truth here with me.
And I fear not,
And I care not,
And I stay here
With you, divine pardon.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Providence

I am with you always, as
I know you are my earthly-
Substance with divine Providence.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Vision

Divine vision
Heveanly shine
Life's parhelion.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Voice

I hear your divine voice
I am happy I am safe.

Because I am doing best
What is there on my way.

My day your day one day
Besides good nothing to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine Whisper

Divine whisper
They are logical
It is all good
Absolute truth.

Here is joy
Here is pleasure, my dear
No tear please
Awe-less days near.

Morning blade
We have lyric composition
Exuberance that are
In our motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Divine, you are,
That I know my dear.
Magnetic impact
Is with you.

I am under the nature,
But you are not, my dear.
You have all the power of
Creation, preservation
And destruction.

I am here to follow you,
With all equanimity
With all meditation and stability.

Gajanan Mishra
Divisions Uncountable

How can you count
The divisions that are
Within me.
How can you divide
The indivisible
Within me.

Yet I am divided
That is beyond
Your imagination.
Yet I am ignorant
Within the area of
Knowledge and light.

I blame not anybody
I utter not anything
And I said myself
O donkey, what are you
Doing here and suffering
For your own negligence.

The donkey, within me
Replied, okay sir, let the night
Passed, I am preparing myself
To show you the destiny,
Alas, the night is still here
And the donkey is no more with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Do / Don'T Do

Do
What is to be done
Don't do
What is not to be done
What should not be done
Rest is on You
Time is with us
Bird flew.

Gajanan Mishra
Do And Go On

Do as you wish
is not my last word.
But do and go on doing
what is to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Do As You

Do as you think best
This world is only for you
Do as you think best
Having reflected through
And over this world
Do as you think best
This world is full of knowledge
Knowledge more secret than
All secrets you are to feel that
Do as you think best
With faith with love
With realization of self.

Gajanan Mishra
Do As You Wish

Do as You wish, my dear
My affinity with You is real
I resolved
I am Yours
I adore You.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Away With

You are saying right
VR Krishna Iyer
It is the time
To do away with
The death sentence
When we are not
The cause of birth
Who are we to give
Capital punishment
Who has given such
Right to us
Is any one almighty here!

Gajanan Mishra
Do Everything

Do everything
For truth.
Do nothing
For untruth.

Truth is life,
Death is the truth.
Go on with life.

Life itself is here
With death.

Nothing false,
Observe here.

Here, get everything
That are there
For death- the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Good

Do good
It needs just
A beginning
And this goodness
Sets you
On the road
To salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Good And See

Do good and see,
Good is waiting
For you.

Nothing bad
In this world.
But very true good,
In the forms of
Bad, for truth.

All are true,
Falsehood is there to
Establish the truth.
Let us salute
The falsehood
For its painful role.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Good Man

Do good man, for
No other one
Rarely do good.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Good To Others

Do good to others
And be pure.

Living temples
Are here and there
Know them.
One's self is Shiva
See them.

Make yourself free
From worldly attachment
And get liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Good To The World

Do good to the world,
Live in such a way,
Others would follow
Your example and for
This the very earth
Would be heaven.
Let us remember, true
Knowledge is beyond
Illusion of duality.
If any one is in true
Knowledge then nothing
But silence would reign.
The world is a flower-
Full of honey, and you are
The bee, my dear, just
Go on sipping
Without bussing.

Gajanan Mishra
Do It Yourself

Whatever you
Want to do
Do it yourself.
And if you make
It done by others
It would not
Serve the purpose
As you wished.
Whatever you
Want to give, my dear
Select the qualified
One and give to him
That would serve
Your purpose here.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Keep Taps

Do keep taps
On your emotion,
On your tongue,
And avoid
All embarrassment.

Gajanan Mishra
Do No Identify

Do not identify
Yourself with desires,
They are nothing but fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Abandon

Do not abandon duty
Do not forfeit honor
Abandoning and
Forfeiting both are sin.

Enjoy popular esteem
Enjoy life stream
Failure to enjoy
Is painful and brings discredit.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Adulterate

Your consciousness with the Qualities of cats and dogs.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Appreciate

Do not try to understand.

It is very difficult to appreciate
And understand the Truth here.

Humanitarian propaganda
Can not help you in realizing Truth.

Keep your own wisdom with you
O my dear, You are still honored.

You are the part and parcel of Supreme Truth
You are eternally existing.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Ask

Do not ask for alms
You have a right
On everything
Here in this world
Since your birth.

Show your strength
Here in this world
And live in status
With power and prestige
That is your birth right.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Be A Nomad

Do not be a nomad
Do something in the forest.

Trust deficit
Killer of midnight.

O my friend come and see
I am yours and you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Be Rigid

Do not be rigid do not be hard
Be soft be simple.

I have an ocean
If you so like
You may come for a dive.
I have a sky
If you so like
You may come for a fly.
It is you decide
What is there for you to do.

I have my own root
I have my own day
You may come
And have a stay.

What is there to say
You may say
I am ready to hear you
The entire day.

I love you
I love you much
It is up to you
What you want to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Believe

Do not believe
Anything true
This east west
This birth death
This eating putting
This going coming
Do not believe
Anything anything.

Do not believe
There is sky
Do not believe
Birds fly
Animals cry
Do not believe
This defeat victory
This land this country
Here and there
You are not free.

Do not believe
Anything true
And you are not false
In this burning rows
There is no distinction
True false
And it is true
And it is false.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Call Me

Do not call
Do not call me
You are not allowed
I am not here.

See and see only
Hear and hear only
Do not utter
Utterance leads to
No where.

Spills over
And more so
We are face less
Though in spongy body.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Cross

The path of Truth
There is disaster
Conflicts wars are
The way of destruction
And perish
Do not go
Do not go on that way
You will be no where.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Cry

Do not cry do not cry
See everything okay
With your own austerity.

Give charity if you like
You are the celebrity
Keeping self-realizing identity.

Let the world go round and round
On its own way and complete
What you know inside.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Desist

Do not desist yourself
From what you are doing
As desisting is a sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Disturb Me

I am sleeping
I am in sleep
You know sleep provides
Rest purity and freshness
Sleep provides strength and zeal
For all activities
Do not give me worldly thought
And let me enjoy a sound sleep
In sound sleep connection
With the world snaps
And I get linked with Truth
Truth is You means almighty God
And it for this sleep is essential.

As You know excess of anything is bad
Excessive sleep is not good for
The mind body and senses
Excessive sleep makes a man indolent
And drowsy all the time
Excessive sleep degrade a man
Excessive sleep conduces a man
To perform forbidden actions
Excessive sleep lead a man to
Lower birth and to hell
That ruins him
Let us go with moderate sleep
Think about the consequences
Before doing any actions and it is essential.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Do Anything

Do not do anything
For self enjoyment
Do all works for others
And do all the works
With total awareness.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Do Great Wrong

Do not do great wrong
For the sake of minor benefit
Do not do fraud dishonesty lies
For the sake of money
Only your nature will
Go with you after death
Not money wealth minor benefit
And I pray O man, please
Have a good natured-man
O men, do not depend
On money and wealth
If you want to be independent
Money and wealth are alien
Remember, money, wealth
Themselves are not bad
But the desire for them
Are very very bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Evil

Do not evil to others,
Wish not evil to others,
Think not others as evil doers.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Expose The Faults Of Others

Do not expose the faults of others
No malice no backbiting please
Do not regard any one inferior
Every one has affinity with almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Fear

Do not fear  
I am here. 
Be sure  
You would be 
Free from all sins 
And all sinful reactions. 
As I am here  
In your hearts  
O men, you are 
Fortunate enough 
To know me  
To feel me.  
Do not fear  
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Fear - All Goodness

Do not fear
All goodness are with you
Do not fear
All good fortune unto you.

Go on with your mission
My dear son, remember
Life is not a fun
While tackling any problem
Be light and a serious person.

Nothing is sin remember
It is you to do what you like
But try to receive gladly
All its result with cheer
And to do next I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Fear I Am Here

Do not fear
Do not fear
I am here
I am here.

My driver is telling me always
O my dear, go on, go on I am near.

Do no fear
Do no fear
I am controlling the world
By these two threads.

See the bull here
The bull is controlled by rope in its nose.

Do not fear
Do not fear
Inhale and exhale
It is your heaven
It is your hell.

It is you to decide
Whether to survive
Or to perish
All depend on you.

Do no fear
Do not fear
I am there
I am here.

Just hear
What is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Fear- You Are Nectar

Do not fear, my dear
You are nectar.
I understand you are
The absolute nature.

I know you are peaceful
And you abide by the scriptures.
Whatever you possess
That belongs to the protector.

Everything is within you
Do not fear, my dear
Always be cultured and
Keep with you good character.

I am sure you are not to fall here
I am sure you have a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Get Angry

Do not get angry
Anger and sorrow
Are your enemy.
You are the son of
All happiness
Go with it always.
At the point of
Entry and exit
See not others.
It is you only
Who is the first
And last here.
Stick to you only
And then see
All others around you.
Welcome all
And say nothing
and realize what you are doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Go

Do not go
Tamarind tree is there
Cockroach louse bettle
Bug gnat musquito
All are there
Sucking earth
And going astray.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Go On Sleeping

Do not go on sleeping
Do not go on laughing
For the sake of your
Own eyes and also
For the sake of love.

And you know love is
Everything here
There and everywhere
Love is our identity
Love guves us longevity.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Go There

And who am I
To build a bar.
No drought no famine
Still I am fine
No reason.
Cold fire life mire
Mirror minx and
See this ministry.
Minuet of words
Do not go there
Without purpose.
That is the whole
Of a fragment
I represent.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Go There- There The Gate Of Hell

Do not go there
O men, there is
The gate of hell
Come here
Here I am with
All purity
And ready to
Take you to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Go, Emily

Do not go, Emily
We need You
We are in need of you
As before.
Your style
We like
Your functioning
Praiseworthy.
Do not go
Stay here with us
In poems
In joys
In sorrows.
We need You
And Your message
From time to time
We know you are
Free from material desires.
We know you are going
In to transcendental stage
To attain firm and fixed
Intelligence.
Do not go
But go up and up
As future is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Hanker

Do not hanker
be calm
Like the ocean
Like the sky
Be awake
Like the sun
Like the knowledge
Peace will come to you
Without any disturbance
Just be stable
Like the earth
Overcome your
Own delusion
O my dear
I am yours only
In this situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Help

Sometimes it  
Carries weak points.

Love and nothing  
Nothing is love  
Going higher higher.

Keep yourself cool  
With the fools  
That have heart-stone.

I know fire  
And fire knows me  
With certain exceptions.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Hold Any Grudge

Do not hold any grudge, my dear
Accept all as nectar and
Be happy always and
Care not for the world of duality.

I know you are complete in Truth
I know you are oblivious to good and evil
You are oblivious to happiness and distress
And I am sure you are with Almighty.

You are staying on the spiritual platform of neutrality
O men, You are nearer and nearer being part and parcel
Of that Supreme Authority and I know this material world
Is your examination center you are to cross it.

I know men, you are under the protection of that Power
You are directly under His observation and I know you are out of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Know

I do not know
How to worship
I do not know
How to pray
And for this
See I am
Miserable and
Frightened
I do not know
With this poor
Insignificant
Human body
Filled with
Blood flesh
And stool
Covered with skin
How to worship
I do not know
How to pray
I do not know
And for this
I am roaming
Tired and exhausted
In this world
O my dear
You yourself do
What you want to do
How can I know you
I am useless
With urine stool
Blood and flesh.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Lament

Nothing has happened
Everybody is present everywhere.

Nobody is dear or despicable
Nobody is superior or inferior
Indifferent to anyone is not a question.

Giving respect to all
Is getting respect from all, remember, my dear
No one is your mother father son daughter
Relative or brother and hence no one is a stranger.

Nothing to do here
Be not in illusion
Goodness ignorance and passion all are nothing
But your own creation for your own satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Lose Heart

Do not lose heart
At any stage
Be brave and
Have courage.

You are mine
I am yours
Love is creating
More and more.

Adversity prosperity
Common in history
Our love is fixed
Let us go together
For its discovery.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Make A Mokery

Do not make a mockery
This system is committed
To serve the people
As a whole.

Do not make a hole
This system is alert
As you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Mind

I am forgetting
eating drinking wearing.
You are giving me a serpent
When I am asking for fish
And I do not mind.
You are sending a ravenous wolves
When I am asking for sheep's clothing
And I do not mind.
You are offering poisonous venom
When I am asking for sweet fruitjuice
And I do not mind.
You are forgetting
You are with me and sharing
equally eating drinking wearing.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Mind The Offences

O my dear, do not mind
Do not mind the offences
Created by the creatures here
In this material world
Full of illusion
I know all are childish
And less intelligent
O my dear, do not take
A serious view of their offences
They are in dark here
In this material world
If you wish to give them punishment
You may punish them
Only in order to right them.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Play

Do not play
With fire
Scams and
Corruptions
Are fire
Do not play
With it.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Put Others

Do not put others in to anxiety
Be kind to every one.
In happiness in distress
You are not disturbed by any one.
Be always transcendental
Be devotional.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Restrain

Do not restrain me
And who are you to restrain me
I am going with You
O my dear
I am not a hypocrite
You know
I am doing actions
According to my nature
That is given by You
I am doing all works here
Selflessly as directed
By You see
Let me go with You
Going is life I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Ring Me

Do not ring me
Received call not binding.

My option is mine
Whatever with you to say
Come where I am residing.

And you know there is no place
Where I am not residing.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Speculate

Do not speculate
Speculation has
No work in love
You know I know
Only love is there
Between you and me
Love is the supreme
Goal of life
Loving all
Friendly to all
Living and non-living.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Stay Here

O my dear,
Do not stay here.

All are here
Addicted to
Sinful activities
O my dear,
Do not stay here
Do not stay here.

Do not stay here
Do not stay here
O my dear,
Do not stay here.

All are totally
Unaware about
The truth and
The love
Do not stay here
Do not stay here.

Do not stay here
Do not stay here
O my dear,
Do not stay here.

All are here angry
Lusty and frustrated
And become engulfed
In bitter quarrel
And cruelly harass
One another.

Do not stay here
Do not stay here
O my dear,
Do not stay here.
All are covered
In the darkness of
Ignorance and devoid
Of any loving relationship
With other and they know
Not what is worse what is better.
Do not stay here
Do not stay here
Wait and see my dear
See with equal vision
And wander
Wander and wander
Throughout the earth
My dear to find the truth
Truth is there
Within all creatures
Know all with complete
Detachment, my dear
This is the spirit of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Take A Break

No mistake no mistake
Do not take a break.
Go on go on
Poems a head.
Poet is free
He can fly as he like.
Old people only
To safe their skin
Point out mistake.
New people know
No mistake anywhere
Only new people
Look new thing and
Proceed in new road.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Tear

Do not tear
Democratic fabric
Respect public
Provide food
Clothing shelter
Basic needs.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Tell A Lie

Do not tell alie
If you want to
remain away
from chickenpox.

De not tell a lie
If you want to
remain here with me
in this truthful fort.

Forward yourself
with all forswear
you are not here
to remain here
and you are here
to remain here.

Forsooth forgetfulness
and forgiveness
makes us alive.
Foreclose that are
on our road of belief.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Trust

Do not trust
Beast with claws
Beast with sharp horns
Do not trust
Flowing river
Police and armies
Do not trust
Members of royal families.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Waste

Do not waste time energy
That are not yours
You are not yours
Do not go astray
That which is not yours
You have no right on that
To waste to destroy.

You are posted here
To perform some duties
Know the nature and
Details of every work
And go on principle
Without looking to others
Where your duties lie.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Not Worry

Do not worry
If my poems are
Not in accordance with
Your thoughts and feelings
Just go on reading
And think for a while
And then say how far
My poems are taking responsibilities
To purify You
My poems are busy in
Searching truthful souls
And my poems are here
Just to supply you
A new light in which
You can live in peace
And happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Nothing

Do nothing,
Say nothing,
Just observe
How one is living.

Life is very useful,
Just observe life,
It is for you here,
Go on living.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Nothing To Counteract

Do nothing to counteract,
But sanction each and every event.

Men, know that you are here
To return home, back to the truth,
Men, misuse not this opportunity.

But love all, you are to love all here, men,
No special friend, no enemy, keep it in mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Only One Thing

Do only one thing
And see everything therein.

Listen, what you are talking to others.
They are no other person than yourself, remember.

From this very moment, let us start overcoming all obstacles.

Nothing is an error,
Everything is meaningful and have some value, let us search the value therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Something

Do something yourself, my dear,
Do something for your life.

Think not, some one would come
And do it for you
Think not you are incapable.

Have faith in you, my dear,
And do something that would be
Extra-ordinary and wonderful.

I care not where you are, my dear,
I care not what you are doing
And in what position you are at present.

I am sure you are on this earth
And you are going to die
Not able to do anything even for yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Something For Your Own Existence

Think not otherwise, my dear friends,
Do something for your own existence.
Your own existence is in threat,
See it, observe it and do the needful.
You are the man who can think,
Who can act, who can change
The course of time, come on, my dear,
It is the right time to strike.

Gajanan Mishra
Do The Needful

Is there any difference
Between internal and external?
Is there any real issue
To discuss for peace fraternity?
Are you ready for open
Discussion with broadmind?

Ask me nothing
Only think yourself
And do the needful
When such situation arises.

Gajanan Mishra
Do What Is Fair

Do what is fair,
If there is good,
go there.

Carry forward
and be happy
with your life there.

Think good,
do good,
reap good.

Gajanan Mishra
Do What Is Good

You will have praise
From the same.

And you love others
One who loves another
fulfilled the law.

Love your neighbor
And do good
First step to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Do What Is Good To You

Do what is good to you, my dear
Let me tell first all that is
Good and only good
Let me tell first all that are
True and only true.
I know my dear change is taking place
At every moment within me
And within everybody
But no one could mark
Let me tell first how and what for
All that are here.

O my dear, is it all but fun?
Am I under a spell of delusion?
Had I been stolen?

Gajanan Mishra
Do what you please,
Not so actually
What you think and like.
Men different
In colors in structures.
Time different
In the day and in the night.
Light different
At morning and at evening.
But goodness is one,
Smile and love - one,
Display of forms - differ
From place to place
With the climate changes.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Whatever You Like

Do whatever you like
But see that
You are within
And be ready to
Bear the effects there of.

What you are doing
And what you are thinking
That is the effect of
Your past actions
Be cautious, for the future
O my dear, hence further.

Wherever you are
There see your own picture
And that is what you are searching for.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Believe

Do you believe
I am not gajanan mishra

Lo, here is gajanan mishra
And he is no more

Gajanan mishra is
Gajanan mishra do you believe
Gajanan mishra is
Yet to born

Do you believe
I am searching for
Gajanan mishra

And gajanan mishra is
Gajanan mishra and
Gajanan mishra is
Not here.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Believe?

Do you believe
I belong to yesterday
And I am here today?
Do you believe
I belong to the truth
And leading a life
Of falsehood?
My dear, what you
Believe or not believe
Is my life—I am
Not telling this
Before this meeting.
What I am you have to
Accept me if you are right.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know

Do you know
What I am talking about?
I said.

And I know a prophet
Is not honored
In his own country.
But it is true
I am the only lion
Here I said again.

Are you the jackals
Then?
Reply if you can!

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Heart

Do you know heart
O cardiologist
I know you have
Cardiograph
See I have no card
See I am not able to
Play card well
I have no card
O my dear
You are dwelling
In my heart and
You know about cardiac
You are my heart
You are my love
I have no knowledge
It is you in me
And most knowledgeable
And I am in jeopardy, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Life?

What's the color?
The color of your life?
Do you know what is life?
More or less, you are alive
And living at a time
When I am here.
I am here and no fear
Comes to me at any time.
But you are trembling
With an unknown fear.
Fear to love,
Fear to truth.
But I am discovering you
Afresh, anew.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Me

Do you know me?
That I do not want
That you know me.

I am here
Like the water
Like the air.

It is good
That you are
Using all these
But you know not
What for they are here.

Leaf is falling
And you know not
The reasons thereof.

It is not necessary
To say everything
To you.
And yet
You are in truth.

You know everything
That I know
And still
You are in dark
For your own fault.

Sorry to say
You are a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Puri

Do you know Puri
Where is Puri
Really who is there in Puri
And what is Puri famous for
All these are without question tags
Worry not.

I am not here to force you
To say something about Puri
I know Puri is not a place of
Your choice if you are a thief
And if you are interested to
Go with somebody who is
Not interested with you.

I know Puri
I know who is there
I know what for I am asking you
I know you are avoiding me
And I know you are lagging behind.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Value Of Life?

You know value of life
And it is nectar and beehive.

You are moving the world
Very much covered.

O men, I know
Your mission in coming here
To do good for all.

You are in the mode of goodness
That I know and I am enlightened
By your advanced knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know What Is Not

Do you know what is poetry
And what is not.
And what you know
Is it all.
That I doubt my dear
Without full stop or comma
Or question mark
Can a life not run.
Tell me here
Fear not
The world is
Not to fear but to face
All the challenges with a new form
Try to adopt with a new fashion.

Gajanan Mishra
Do you know who is Gajanan Mishra
If you do not know it does not matter
And Gajanan Mishra has not done much
To enable the world to know Gajanan Mishra.

You know Jesus Christ yes it is good
You know Lord Krishna yes it is good
Jesus and Christ have done much for the world
And you are able to know them.

Do you know who you are
No matter if you do not know
But without knowing the self
How you are leading a life yourself
Is a question you should put to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Know Who You Are

You are nothing but ashes
You are nothing but insects
You are nothing but a hated place.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Like

Do you like rice?
Oh yes, I do.
Do you like chicken?
Oh no, I don't.

Do and don't both
Are life, my dear.
And we are here
With fear.

Fear to diseases,
Fear to accidents,
Fear to death.
Due to fear
We have forgotten
To enjoy life
In full with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Not Know

Do you not know  
I am a poet and  
I know not how to  
Make business and  
How to calculate  
Profit and loss.  
I am also a  
Living being and  
I know not how to  
Live like a dead.  
How to feel happy  
Or sad, I know not.  
I am a poet when I write  
I feel liberated.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Not Love?

Do you not love?
Do you not love
Your mother?
Do you know
Who is your mother?
It is only love.
And love is there in you,
Love is the only truth.
Love the truth and
Come out from your
Own house.
House is there
In your memory
In your loneliness.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Really

Do you really need me
Do you know how far
I'm acceptable.

I do not know
You know.

What I have done
is not intentional
And I'm sorry.

It is my ignorance
And I failed to
understand its importance.

Do you really need me
If yes I try my level best
to cooperate you
in search of peace
that is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Think

Do you think
I care your likeness,
And if you think so,
You are wrong
I dare to say .

I am in my own story
Be sure this
And if any doubt is
There in you, you may
Come and clarify at the earliest.

I am at the hill top
Where all hopes are there,
Where all dreams are there
With all realities, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Think I Am Busy In

Do you think
I am busy in
Useless thoughts?
Do you think
My life is
Meaningless?
No never, so long as
I am here,
See, my thoughts
Are as pure as
The sky- untouched.
See me, I am
The earth-
Full of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Think I Am Mad

Do you think I am mad
I asked and you replied
O yes, with a smile flooded.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Want Freedom

Do you want freedom
Come to me see me
Understand me stay with me
Don not depend on others
Be fearless for all times
You should not have any doubt
You should not have contrary feeling
You should do any touch-stone test
Come to me and see me everywhere
In everything and be free from
Worry sorrow fear and doubt
Give up all selfish desires
You are my fraction
Remember and come with self
And feel freedom within.

Gajanan Mishra
Do you want life?
Tell me frankly.
Or you want death?
Don't hesitate to
express yourself.
Remember, your birth
is only for light.
You are the light itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Want Peace?

Do you want peace?
Are you really anxious
To have peace of mind?
Do you want peace
In the world?
Do you want to know
How to achieve
The standard of peace?
Are you ready to
Practice austerity?
Are you ready to
Perform sacrifice?
Do you believe
Live and let live?

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Want To Join

Do you want to join?
If yes, come on.

We are all here
With our poems
Of different colours.

Come on, fellow men,
We are here ready to
Conquer the world.

We have nothing to give,
You have to arrange
And keep with you,
Your own package.

To join us you are to appear
Some test related to
Love and truth.

Additional qualification,
We need - self-confident,
And self-dependent
With no expectation
From anywhere or
From anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Do You Want To Love?

Do you want to love?
Do you love?
Are you in love?
And what is love?
Who are you to love?
Where is love?
I know, you have
No answer at all,
And yet you are
Going to observe
Valentine Day, dear guy?
Alas, You know not,
Where is light
And where is dark,
What to do and
How to do,
You know not,
What to give
And what to take,
When and where,
Yet you are going
On this way.

Gajanan Mishra
Do you want to touch the sun?
If yes, come on.
Here, find,
In the open market.

You guess some deadly poison!
Okay, just wait,
All that are being seized sudden
Here, by the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Your Best

Do your best, my dear,
All the best.
Have faith in yourself,
Remember, it is
Not good to be
The enemy of yourself.
Keep all goodness
And justness in you.
Be in truth.
You are unique,
Understand it.
Be confident and
Have consistency,
And achieve greatness.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Your Bit

Do your bit
in search of truth
And you feel it
within you.

Not necessary
to explain.

Truth is always truth
Colors of false
may change.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Your Duty

Do your duty
Towards your students
O teachers
Do your duty
Towards your patients
O doctors
Do your duty
Towards common men
O politicians
Do your duty
Towards all creatures
O poets O writers.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Your Prescribed Duties

Doing prescribed duties
Is sacrifice.
Sacrifice something
At every moment
Where you are.
Earn knowledge,
Save culture,
And help
In the process
Of prosperity.
Life is full of honey,
Enjoy it and
Stay happy
With humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Do Your Work

Do your work
In right way
And be a good man.

Gajanan Mishra
Do, My Dear

Do, my dear
What has not been done
As yet.
Protect, my dear
What is there
With you here.
Try, my dear
To conquer others
With all goodness.
This world is yours,
And you are in love.
You are in love, my dear
As you know the truth.
And for this I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Do, Whatever You Like

Know my intention
Know my efforts
And do whatever
You like, O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I salute you, my dear,
Doberman, you are
So faithful.
I salute you for
You saved the lives of
Eight family members
By mauling to death
Four cobras.

I salute you, my dear,
You fought violently
And finished the reptiles.
I salute you, my dear,
With teary eyes, while
Performing your last rites.

Gajanan Mishra
Doctor Charging Fees

Doctors charging fees
without giving
proper treatment.

Milkmen mix water
in milk and charging
the cost of pure milk.

Ministers and officers are
enjoying life and getting pleasures
without caring the common mass.

Labourers want to get full wages
without performing their duty
honestly and sincerely.

Let me say all are in falsehood
and robbed common men.

Gajanan Mishra
Doctor Said

Doctor said
I am okay,
But you said
Good bye,
Let me fly.

I think
Each and
Every word
Has its
own beauty.

And I smiled.

You asked
What happened.
I replied
Nothing.
At this you
Became red and
Hugged me.

Doctor said
It's all okay
Nothing to worry
Though it is tarry.

Gajanan Mishra
Doctors Differ

Doctors differ
Some say nature
some say time
Some say fate
Still some other
Say it is desire
How helpless we are
Here at this hour
How pathetic our life
In the sparks of
Life-fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Doctor's Differ

Doctor's differ
And all are false.

Truth is always fixed
And the same for all
Past present and future.

Time is not ours
We belong to time
All agree here.

Our earth is more important
Here only one can finds your
Eternal bliss eternal knowledge
And can makes life eternal.

All opinion pin pointed
On You only, my dear, as
You are the absolute Truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Any matter expressed
Or described
Letters figures marks
A writing
Words printed
Lithographed photographed
Map or plan
Inscription on metal plate
Inscription on stone
Caricatures all are documents
You may use or intend to use
Till I am alive here
And if I died they lost value.

Gajanan Mishra
Dodos

Dodos,
Where are you now?

I know,
You were there,
In the island of
Mauritius.
We, the human,
The most destructive,
Encountered you
In 1598.

Gajanan Mishra
Does Any One

Does any one
really care humanity?
Does any one
love humanbeing?

All want power
and prestige
for nothing
not know where
it is!

I dare say
lack of toleration
only problem.
We are so related
the existence of
one is in question
besides other.

Gajanan Mishra
Does Your Life Has Meaning

Does your life has meaning?
I doubt and I doubt.

You are in the meaningless things
Mind it, it is neither hell nor heaven.

I doubt where you are at this time
And how you are and I doubt your very existence.

This earth this birth have some purpose
I doubt I doubt I doubt,

And the area you named
I doubt its very nature and its period.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog And Cat

You are telling me dog
And I am telling you cat
We are not like that though.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog And Elephant

Elephant is there
And dogs bark.

First one dog barked
Then another
And soon all the dogs
In the neighborhood
Started barking.

If the elephant
Runs behind the dogs
Value of dogs increases
And that of the elephant
Comes down.

Everybody is free
One can say
What he likes
And one should not
Run behind any word.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog And Man

Dog and man
Both are one
And the same.

Both are
Envious,
Both are
Anxious.

Both are
Harmful
To their
Own relatives.

Both know
What is right
What is wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog Bark

Dogs guard and bark
Men thief and silent
Dogs men friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Dogs and cats are here,
Men are also here.
Caterpillar and bugs are here,
Myna and parrots are also here.

O men, study them with nature
You are parts of all for ever.

See the tree, your life-giver.
Learn patience and learn to keep silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog's Tail

Man is not a dog's tail
Man can change his nature
If he try and go on its own
With humility.

Gajanan Mishra
Dog's Tail - No Use

Little knowledge
Inadequate knowledge
No use
Like the dog's tail
not able to cover
Even shame.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Agriculture Works

Doing agriculture works
Is but natural
Cow-rearing and commerce
Are also good
Giving service to others
Is first class
In doing any works one should
be honest and sincere
You are telling me O my dear
And the aim behind each work
Should be earn money in
Righteousness and to fulfill
The desire and salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing All Works

Doing all works
I returned to
Original place
That was in death.

Going with death
I reached
At my destination
That is in desire.

My endless desire
Took me to the end
Where I discovered
You as my Master.

O my dear, come
And take me with love
That I keep in mind
As co-tenant with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Allotted

By doing allotted task
You can glorify me
And sweeping streets
Is a pious work
That is being done
By pious man.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing And Not Doing

Doing and not doing.
It is doing
And it is not doing.
It is advancing and
It is progressing.
Doing and not doing,

What I want to say
With my doing and
What I want to say
In my not-doing,
You to decide, my dear,
Keeping and connecting with
Your goodness and passion
That is also there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Basic Duty

Doing basic duty is a must
Failing which you are lost
Leaving your own place and
Settling in foreign is
Landing nowhere
And start of suffering begun
In personal and professional life.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Duty

No anxiety no fear
My dear when you are
Doing your duty.

No anxiety no fear
When you are not doing
What should not be done
When you are doing
What must be done.

No anxiety no fear
Worry not
Go on doing your duty
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Everything For Right Cause

Doing everything for right cause
Is a great work for the welfare of all.

For the welfare of all
We must go for right cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Good To Others

Doing good to others
Is the highest order.
Go on cultivating
True knowledge
And performing pious
Actions always.
Your emotion your feeling
Has a special importance.
Fruit of good action
Is always good and this
Goodness purify the society
Place of origin is the mind.
And it is your greatness
That your has this
And you are good doer.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Good To Others - Love

Doing good to others
Sharing sorrows of others
And being compassionate by nature
Are the ingredients of a lover.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Great

Meaning of doing great
Is not in any dictionary.
Yet you are telling
I am doing great,
Intention is unknown.
The more I gather
Information, the more
It is nothing, nothing.
Fake ideal is only there
And I got out of carriage.
I know the nature of the cow
And I fear what it is
Going to do before the evening
With the call of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Harm

Undoing harm
Requisite of
Good governance.

Ideological coherence
Is a necessity
Consistent effort
Is a necessity.

Lips smile
Is farce
Avoiding smile
Not good.

Good governance requires
Morning sun to stand up
For public to rise
Background wise.

Conclave successful
Let us go with coalition
For the sake of all
With good faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Nothing

I am doing nothing
So far here for anybody
And you can not called me
A good man.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Nothing - With Me

Doing nothing,
I am not doing anything
And yet everything
Is changing with
Eating, walking, sleeping,
Breathing, opening and
Closing.
I am nothing
Nothing and yet
Everything is happening
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Nothing- Giving Highest Good

Doing nothing is
Doing everything.

No definite discipline
And it is puzzling.

Ceasing to act
Not being perfect.

Desisting from action
No life no emotion.

I foster you
You foster me.

Each fostering
Giving highest good.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Right Action

Doing right action is
My birth right
Right to cessation of action
Is also mine
O my dear
It is You who control me
All times
And I am fearless
In selecting actions
In doing actions
It is also Your
Behest I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Something

Doing something means
Committing wrong
Doing something is
Going with nature.

Doing nothing
Is not good
Doing nothing is
Vested in God.

There is no difference
Between nature
And God.

Gajanan Mishra
Doing Well At Home

Doing well at home
Each one has acquired
Qualification to do good
Abroad.

Telling so much
Against war, each one
Has touched the path of
Peace.

Keeping in mind,
This night is our
Last one, each one
Has secured winning side.

Taking trust
Each one crossed time.

Gajanan Mishra
Doll

Forget all
Forget you a doll
Come here
With a call.

Play music
And comment
Yourself.

I hear it
I think it is
As sharp as blade
That cut me pieces.

I am trapped
With the music
And loss control.

As if I have gone mad
As if I am in hospital
As if I am free total.

Gajanan Mishra
Dollar And Cent

I want
Not to see
Dollar-and-cent man.
But I want to
Emphasise the proper
Behaviour for a man
Of excellence who
Exist apart
From the material
Universe,
Who has nothing
To do with
Women and money.
I salute him always.

Gajanan Mishra
Dolphins

Dolphins,
You have taken away
My bulls, cows and calves
From my farm.

Gajanan Mishra
Donate Blood

Donate blood
And give life.

Life is not yours
Blood is not yours
Think not you are
Giving that are yours.

Think the truth
And truth is that
What you are giving
That is returning
To you in double digit.

Use the rain water
In irrigations and other creative
Purposes before it reaches the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't accept
The body as the Self
Life is meant for exemplary behavior
My dear, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Teach Others

Don't teach others
Always try to learn from others.
Life is to learn
Life is to love.

You are neither superior
Nor inferior, remember.
You are my dear
Just reinstate yourself here in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Touch

Don't touch
If you touch
Surely you are
Captured.

Don't eat
If you eat
Surely you are
Surely you are
Captured and lost.

Don't speak
And stay aloof
To see the correct
Picture, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Ask

But act.

Act
And let me know
Who you are.

I know
You vibrate
Eternity
I know
You are
A love-fruit.

With your
Love-power
You can win
Everything
You can
Reach anywhere
At any time.

Love  love.

Love is not
Here to ask
But to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Be A Cowherd

Don't be a cowherd,
But share
The blessings of this life.

This life is beyond
Any value,
Know the life
With true knowledge.

The seeds of true knowledge
Are within you,
Search them out
With the light of pure deeds.

You have got this life, my dear
Only to attain highest freedom
And happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Be A Thief

Don't be a thief,
Work and render service
And then take what is necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Be Blind

Don't be blind
Since you have eyes.
Don't judge others
by your standards
As because you have power.

Power is good
in its place,
Power is not useful
Even no way related
to common men.

Common men are with nature
and nature is never contaminated.
It is we the men in power are polluted
and exploiting the common men.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Be Envious

You know everything.

You know
Woman is a boat
And all the paraphernalia
Is standing upon her.

Don't break the woman
To pieces.
You can not protect
Yourself then.

Don't be envious
Woman is everything.

You know
It is for woman only
You are here
With this air and water.

Woman is the earth
On which now you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Be Selfish

Don't be selfish,
Don't be pride,
It is sin.

Do your innate duties
By your own nature
And say yourself it is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Call Me

Don't call me
My dear, I am here
With all my blessings
And good wishes.

Go and fly
I have opened the sky
It is your ability
It is your sensibility
It is your peace of mind
That make you greater
And greater
Go and go, good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Come Again

Don't come again
And act in anyway
Being the instrument.

Identifying yourself
You may say the same
As said before and after.

O my dear, this is the difference
In reality that is forbidden
Actions of a striker.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Create

Don't create
Don't create a
Cumbersome life
If you create
Your purpose
Will not be fulfilled.

Be straight
All are here
Your brothers, sisters
Kith and kin
Just go in
Enjoying, enjoying.

You are to see
So many pictures
You are to go
With so many persons
You are to hear
So many words.

Worry not
Worry not at any time
This is a place
Where you are now
Is a place of patience
Everything is set right.

Just turn within
And smile who you are
Just visit again
If you have any doubt
But keep yourself
Enlightened and clean.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Do

Don't do such thing
That would cause your fall down.

Don't go anywhere
Where your presence is not felt.

Don't say any word
When nobody is there to hear.

Don't try to teach
Remember, learning is only life.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Follow

Don't follow
But show
The originality
That's yours.

I know
You have yours
Own vision
To see you
And to follow you
I am here
With my own reason.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Get Angry

Don't get angry,
Nothing to worry.

Foes and friends
Come together,
Let us see today
And tomorrow better.

We are ours
No one can give us fear.

We are all shining here
O my dear, just smile and love.

Friends and foes,
We are to grow,
Truth is here, please know,
Nobody is in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Give

If you do not want to give
I am not here to beg
I am not here to take.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Give Up Truth

Don't give up truth
Out of greed.
Have patience
And see, you
Are growing.
Do your duty with
Devotion and stay happy.
I am here, waiting
For your turn.
And I see, you are
Turning towards me.
You are the luckiest
I have ever seen.
I am here ready to help.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Go

Don't go
Don't go with
Wealth always, my dear.
Wealth is not
Yours, remember.

What is yours
Please go with that,
Go with that, my dear
That is ready to
Go with you, after death.

Think a while, my dear
And be a night rider
That enable you
To cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Keep Doubt

Don't keep doubt with you
It is poison
And it separates you
It disintegrates you
It is the thorn that
Irritates and hurts
It is the sword that kills
Buddha said O my dear
Nothing is more dreadful
Than the habit of doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't leave me, my dear,
If you leave me
I stop breathing
I stop functioning
I start to rot.

So long as You are with me
O my dear, I am useful
You reside in me
You are significant
And I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't Look Upon

Don't look upon my dresses
They are only external cover
See I am here pure and with nature.

I am my own competitor
I am my victor
Look upon me I am sun-riser.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Misled

Don't misled
It is Your own degradation
You have Your
All blissful Absolute Truth.

Know Yourself first, my dear
You are my fragment
Everything is with you
You are the manifestations in dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't muzzle me
I am the only agent
To illuminate all
I am the only observer
And only person
To tell the truth
For general welfare
To place the fact
For perusal of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Persecute

Don't persecute anybody
It would prove futile
Almighty is there with everybody.

The enemy you contemplate
Is nowhere and it is only you
Who is everywhere.

Help others and get helped
Be happy with others
All are pious here.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Quarrel

Quarrel is a fire
Quarrel-fire is like
The fire created from
The friction of bamboo
In a grove
No one can save
Each and everyone is
Consumed and destroyed
By quarrel-fire
In one way or other
Don't pollute the atmosphere
By quarreling each other
Among yourselves, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't read my poems
Without having faith in me
And my words.
If you are finding
Fault with others
Don't read my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Sink

Come up, come up
Going upward is
Your destiny, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Stay

Don't stay with me
If you are ignorant.
You are ignorant
You are in dark
You are just like
Any other animal.

Don't stay with me
You are ignorant
You are low
You are wicked
You have desires
That are evils.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Stay There

Even for a moment
No religion is there
And what is a religion
It is the rules regulations
And principles for a better
Life here and there
In accordance with Truth
Without committing acts of
Impropriety and there is
No falsehood no pleads ignorance
No sin and nothing in a place
Where religion is there and in the name
Of secularism you can not discard religion.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Take It Easy

O my dear, nothing is easy.
It is Yours everything here
We are for You only.
And who am I
I am just a small spark
In presence of the great fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't talk about death today.
Today is valentines day
And not the day of death.
Death is not allowed to come
Today at least, as we love each other.
Today is the day of love,
Today is ours day and
The day of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Don'T Try To Harm

Don't try to harm
The innocent.

That has a
Reverse effect.

Innocent are
Really fire
And you are
The flies
And you know
In a fight
Fire is always
Victorious.

Don't be envious
And attack the innocent.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't turn the pages, please,
With contrary meaning, and
With contrary implications.
Life pages are as pure as the sun
And it is rising at every moment
With all newness, with all purity.
Behold the life, my dear, and
Have the vision of truth, only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't you know?
Don't you know
What your language is?

Don't waste time,
Don't waste time any more,
Let yourself bloom
With your own identity.

O my dear, make
Connection with yourself
After careful reflexion
And introspection.

Gajanan Mishra
Door

Door is open for discussion
Sacrificing everything come alone with son.

You are ready for discussion
I am not ready as yet
And it is also not dawn.

Gajanan Mishra
Door Is Opened

Door is opened
And you are
Welcoming me.

I am with my words,
You are giving me
Respect and freedom.

Neither I am cold
Nor hot but balanced,

Gajanan Mishra
Door Opened

Door opened
eyes closed.

fire burn
tree grows.

oceann is one
differ question only.

what they think
source is nothing like.

yes, thinking is
important but should be inside.

Gajanan Mishra
Doors Are Opend

Doors are opened,
But entry and exit
Are not so easy.
In the middle
What is happening
In cold and hot,
No one knows.
But in foliage
All stay.
Talks are not free,
And all collapse
Like the overbridge.
Be ready to go
Inwards with all,
Hills are there, though.
Direction is one
Persons are different,
Though at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Dormant Existence

See the dormant existence
Of the earthen pot
Within mud and also
Existence of mud
Within the earthen pot.

Gajanan Mishra
Dot The I's And Cross The T's

Dot
Point
Mark
Dot the i's
and cross the t's
I dote you
Not dotage.

Dot down
Dormitory ahead
Suspend self and
take rest
Double-dealer
Be caution
At the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Double And Not Single

I am double
And not single here.
And nothing is
The secret with us.

Anytime always
I am with you.
And no one is
There to interfere.

I am drunk
With you.
You are in love
With the truth.

And we are colorful,
And truthful to each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Double Loss

Knowing fully well,
Nothing real,
If you enjoy worldly pleasures
Then be sure, all powers
Will be mitigated,
All things will be destroyed,
And be sure, you are
to face double loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Double Track

Stop there
In your own track,
And track down me.

I am the tracker,
And I am going on
Double track.

It is true, I am not
Able to follow the track.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubt Arises

Doubt arises
On my presence.

And I presented
Myself in this manner.

my dear, stop not
On your own way
Just observed the birds
That are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubt Doubt

Doubt doubt doubt
This doubt arises
In your mind and
Not in your heart
This doubt is always
Ready to make you out.

Have faith and stay
Far away from doubt
Don't try to test
Test is a dangerous game
Don't take it easy anyway
Give no chance to harbor
Any doubt in your mind
Go not testing what is not.

O my dear, here you are
To see to smile to realize
In your own heart
In your own heart see
The Truth within
And you know Truth is
Beyond any doubt.

To keep doubt within
The mind is a stupendous error
It is born of ignorance
Have faith on Truth
The Ultimate Truth is
Within and that is all.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubt Of Duality

All doubts of duality
Are completely cut off.
I am in love.

I forgot the left and the right
I am factually here
With Your glories with Your grace.

I fought with me always
In daily activities of life
And I found You here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubt- Poison Of Life

Live, live the life,
Without any doubt,
Live in peace.
Doubt is the poison,
Poison of life,
So many great men
Have told to you.
Doubt is there and
That would destroy you.
Live the life
Throwing out all
Doubts for your own good.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubtfullness

I have forgotten my identity  
And a knot of doubtfulness is here.  
I said I am my body, it is due to my ignorance and ego  
It is the junction of matter and spirit.  
Here I am sure, the soul of my body  
Identifies with the material world.  
I must enlightened myself with my inner knowledge  
I must get myself free from this binding combination.  
O my dear, You appear here and give me real knowledge  
And make me follow You to be a perfect man without any doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Doubtless,
I am yours.
Doubtless,
You are mine.
And I know
You are for all.

I am in you in
Permanent uniform
And I am certained
I am balanced
And I am ready to
Go when I receive
Your call
From you to you
Again and again
Like an active player.

Neither you are
Mine not I am yours
I know and
It is just an
Understanding to avoid
Unpleasant situation
I am telling all these
Openly before all
And it is flaw,
It is also joy and
That joy is neither yours
Nor mine.

O my dear,
I am the truth
And you are to
Get my truth
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Doughty You Are

Doughty you are
No body can make you
Dove dots flutter.

Gajanan Mishra
Dove

I discover you
In peace
And in sweetness.
You are my word,
Word of endearment.
You are my life-breath
And you are cautiously
Turning the pages of history
Through your own wings
That I like.

Gajanan Mishra
Dove Cots Flutter

Doughty you are
No body can make you
Dove dots flutter.

Gajanan Mishra
Doves

Doves are here
Flutter not
The dove cots
Though doughty
You are.

You are not here to
Down on any one
Doubtless you are
The great son
Do not down upon a person.

Gajanan Mishra
Down Here, Up There

Down here,
Up there,
Fair and star.

Here to go,
There to oil.

Life is a coil,
With so many
Voltage-current.

With color paint,
Life is a serpent
That warrant us
To think giant.

Since growable,
Life is enjoyable.

Gajanan Mishra
Down To Drain

Down to drain.

Let not anything
Go down to drain.

Have patience
And listen.

Keep silence
And go
On your own way.

Nothing is there
To happen.

If you so like,
You may love,
Love is yours, but
The burden is not anyone's.

Gajanan Mishra
Down To Earth

Down to earth one call
Necessity knows no law
Black will take no other hue
Ethiopian will not change his view.

And further they said
Too much cunning overreaches itself
Familiarity breeds contempt
And said the more the merrier.

Gajanan Mishra
Downfall

Downfall is for
Act of violence
Downfall is
Act of violence.

Search not peace
Outside
Search within
Peace there in.

If any doubt
Is there with you
Clarify it by
Asking questions.

Ask not any question
That will cause
Act of violence
That leads to downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Down-To-Earth Nature

I am impressed
By your down-to-earth nature
And amiable approach, dear.
Go on, I am there,
And ready to help you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Downward Slope

Downward slope,
I have nothing to do,
But see, I move.

Gajanan Mishra
Dragon And Elephant

Dragon and elephant
Join hands to co-exist
For the world peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Dragon Bill Drafted

Dragon bill drafted
Dozen came dozen went away
Drainage dramatic displayed
Came to dead end dragging dragging.

Gajanan Mishra
Drain Not

Keep the pond
Fill-up with water
For keeping the fish alive.
Water at the root of the tree
For a green leaf, colorful flower
And tasty food.

Gajanan Mishra
Drama

It is
Nothing but a drama
And you are all
Taking part here
As a hero and a zero
At the same time
And you are busy
In killing and
In protecting
One another
At the same time
And the feeling is
Neither pleasure
Nor displeasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Drama Of Manifestation

Drama of manifestation
Is going on.
And I behold you
In multitude of different beings.
And also I see one in many divisions
In one single body.
Nothing lacks but
Fulfilled with everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Dramatic Action

Each and every one's
Action, I think,
Is dramatic.
Nothing to take
Seriously.
It is due to
Poor fund of knowledge,
We are in miseries.
To cut short anything
Is not within
Our power.
We are in dark and
Even we fear ourselves
And fail to utter our own names.

Gajanan Mishra
Dramatic Performance

Player knows
How to play
Player thinks
Nobody understand
Is player innocent
Nobody can say that
At times here
In this forest
Player lost everything
Player knows
How to play
And bewilder
Is it pleasure
Here closes the chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Dramatic Style

What is mine
Death-bed blowing
Shakespeare said
Odor faint
Odorless journey
And odorous life within.

Who are those children
Calling you, O my dear
Have you any sweet to distribute
The crow asked
You answered in a dramatic style
Marked by the fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Drastic Action Taken

Drastic action taken
Draper found nowhere
Draughtsman appeared
Cause of action clarified
Unsheathing and drawing back
Appeared at the outset
Drawing all soldiers
From war-zones.

Gajanan Mishra
Drawing A Bird

Drawing a bird is very easy,
Let us start from an egg,
Then beak, then wing, talon and feather,
My dear, to draw a nest is better,
There, see some cheeper,
Use not any cage to keep the bird,
Do you know? this earth itself is a cage.

Let us have some fish
For they are the first wonderful creature in water
You may named hilsa, climbing, minnow, alligator,
Gudgeon, flat, grig, flounder, trout, carp, sheat, silver
Drawing fish is also easy with their fin, gill, scales,
Use good roe and fry in pisciculture
Show all in your aquarium.

Neither I am in the sky nor under the water,
I am here on the earth on this land
With so many python, lizard, tortoise,
Cockroach, ants, black bee,
And lion, tiger, camel fox, ass, dogs
Goat, hare, and I am trying my best
To be good and fair.

Draw whatever you like my dear,
But remember, drawing is not so easy
As you think here.

Gajanan Mishra
Drawing A Circle

Is not so easy
As you think
And I have drawn it.

Identifying a part
That is missing
Is not so easy
As you think
And I have found it.

Gajanan Mishra
Drawing Pencil

If anybody is here to claim this
Drawing pencil please come forward.

I am not able to draw anything
In this pencil being obsessed.

If anybody is here to claim this
World please come forward.

I am unable to stay here still
In any position as commanded.

Gajanan Mishra
Come on, my dear and
Be seated, drawing room
Is here- my heart.
You have made it,
I am not claiming,
It is mine.
For you only
It beats.
With its beating
I write poetry
In joy,
Both in air and fire,
Both on land
And in water, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Aasa priya, basiba hua,
Aeta drawing room-mo hrudaya.
Tume tiaarichha, mu
Kahu nahin aeta mora.
Kebala tuma pain
Eha chaluchhi.
Ehara chaliba sahita
Mu lekhen kabita khusire.
Panire niaanre,
Mati upare, pani bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreaded In Day Dream

Dreaded in daydream
In this drawing room
Cheerless though it is
I enjoyed in drench
I drifted not myself
And drilled in open area.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreadful Dream

Dream, dream,
Dreadful dream
Came to me
And gave me
A gleam
And with that
I rose
From the slime.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream - No Existence

We know dreams -
No permanent existence
And yet we go
To achieve.
So also everything -
Mental concoction,
Here it is and
Here it is not.
Tigers, snakes -
Nothing like that
But we fear.
The self is different
We should know and
Proceed ahead to discover.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream And Bear

I dreamt of a bear
Last night and my heart
Is still palpitating, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream And Fantasy

We like.

Reality
We fear.

Is our present body
A dream that I do not know.

But I know only my own identification
With something that exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream And It Is All Fancy

Dream and it is all fancy,
Dream, it is reverting to nothingness,
Dream and it is not uniform,
Dream, it is the influence of delusion.

I have my dream on the midway
And I am affected by it.
All I know about the wood
And the stone and the metals
But not about the human beings
Or the creatures that are here.

I am in constant fear
As because I am with the dreams.
I am with the dreams
And I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream And Reality

What is a dream and
What is the reality
I am yet to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream And Suffering

Where there is dream,  
There is suffering,  
There is living,  
There is painting,  
Painting of love,  
And the painting of truth.

The truth is there  
In the dream,  
And we are to go  
With that.

We are to go  
With our realization,  
Of life with the single mission,  
Of swallowing the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream High

Dream high,
Achieve high.
And stay
Up above the sky.

The sky is yours,
And you belong
To the sky.

No reason to
Say, goodbye.

Only love,
And love is yours,
You are the product
Of love and love
Is the life, you live.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Is An Image

Dream is an image,
Life is a dream,
And life - an image,
Image of the earth.
Earth is the mother,
Each one is here
On this earth,
And earth permits all
To stay there
With water and air.
Sky limit is there,
One can moves in the light
And can do anything
To realize his dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Is Not A Small Thing

Avoid not dreams,
Dream is not a small thing.
Follow the dream and
See how you are telling
Ah me! Ah me!

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Is Ours

Dream is ours
We are in the dream.

We experienced dreams
In different times.

In different times
We are in different places.

We are in different places
In different conditions.

Dream has no condition
We dream life as combination.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Is There In My Mother

To realize the dream I am here.

Link and language is my hard work
I have to see how better and better they are.

If but etc etc have nothing to do
In the light in the dark I decided to move.

The word mother is my own my health and my wealth
My past present and future and I dwell to speak in length.

Mother O mother my sweet mother lovely mother you are my dream
I come from you I am for you I love all good and all cream.

What I have today O my scented mother is given by you
Nurtured by you, nothing is there on this earth besides you.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Land

There is nothing like
Dream land, my dear,
Besides this earth.
We are all dreaming
Whether in the state of
Sleep or not asleep.
But we are axed
By our own dreams.
Do we lack sensibility?
That I don't know,
But I must we must
Try to rise from sty.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Not

Dream is not for sale
Poem is not for auction
Life is not for swap.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream Sharing

Go with your
Own dream
Knowing well
How to
Share it.

Search the one
Who is yours
And who can
Tell you
What to do
And when.

Wonder of the world
There in you,
See all with truth.

Nothing is yours
Change not anything,
Though all are
Only for you.

Fear not
But get pleasure
The sun is there
In the flyover.

Take care your dream
The dream is there
To take care you.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream The Truth

We are brave enough
To slay our enemy.
We have no affinity
For the world and
Hence it is easy to
Conquer without
Facing any downfall.
Let us come together
My dear friends. See
The fighting has already
Been started at your level.
Have confidence in you
And dream the truth,
Truth is we belong to this land.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream, Desire

Dream, desire
Not there.
Color, life
Not fair.

Bird, beast
Not cared.
River, forest
All fired.

Words, actions
All in the air.
Body, mind
Not transpired.

Gajanan Mishra
I am the dreamer of my dream
I am the singer of my song
This is my song and let me sing
This is my body and let me live.
Who am I? Let me rise.
I can do no wrong, here see.
Here with me, my fortune
Too much in time I am giving my tune.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreaming

Let me dream,
While dreaming
Let there be a witness
And let there be evidences.

Yes, I dream,
But what is there
How can I express.

Let there be words
Let there be my own language.

And I dream,
I dream and I know
I know the truth
Where it is
I know and I love.

Gajanan Mishra
I have a dream,
And I have the fortune
To realize the dream.

I know, though,
Dreaming -
The hardest part of life.

I live in the dream,
And I myself is a part and parcel
Of the dream.

I follow the dream,
The dream follows me.
I care not who is
Radical and who is dynamic,
But patience there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreaming And Deep Sleep

Dreaming and deep sleep -
All vanish in the presence
Of the truth, and its light.
The truth and the light-
All one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreaming And Dreaming

Ghosts are embracing
Naked man smeared with oil
Is passing and dreaming
And dreaming and I am
Unable to see my own footprint
Sounds of my own life air not hearing
You may say I am dying I am dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreaming Is A Right

Dreaming is a right
We all are dreaming
When we landed on reality
With dreams we say
We got success.

When we succeeded
We said we alive
And we forgot our death
Has already touched us and not
Without serving any notice.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreams Are Really Dreams

Dreams are really dreams,
But stars are not stars.
The sky is there,
The earth is not the sky
And hence not there.
I am not there,
You are not what I am,
And hence to say you are
There- is not true.
I am the truth,
You are also truth
But we are not the same.
We love each other
We declared though.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreams In So Many Ways

Dreams in so many ways,
But life is going on
On specific point
To defeat all evils
With a smile.

Smile, I see,
But failed to understand
At this time here or there.
Flames, flies, dust, disaster,
All came and challenge
With the weapons they possessed.

But with love
And reflections of life
I defeat them all with
The master stroke of words.
The words I mentioned
In my open books
Read all with patience,
Not violent any one there.

My thirst, my hunger
Are in my free mind
And under control,
I know their status
And I deal with them
Perfectly clear
In the capital city.

At all stations
I realized the numbers
And their morning mistakes
And I cautioned them all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dreams Of My Fahter

Dreams of my father,
I know dear, and they are
Yet to be fulfilled
In full.

I salute you all,
You are allowed to do
Whatever you like but fill up
My glass, the moon is there to embrace.

...

In Odia language, script is Brahmi;

?? ?????
???? ????? ??????,
???? ? ??? ??????,
????, ????? ?????? ?

???? ? ??? ?????,
???? ???? ?? ????? ???,
?? ????? ??????? ???
???? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Dreamy Densed Forest

Where am I
Foxes wolfs
Wanders in this
Dreamy densed forest.

No sun no moon
Enter and I
Assaulted day night
Turning pages of history
Not read by anybody.

Light shadow
Played in brief.
I inseach of that tree
That keep me free
Assured me alive.

Nothing but water
And air flowing
And I dissolved
claiming transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
Dress

What is in dress I do not know
And I failed to recognize after
The dress changed and it does not
Matter whether it is made of cotton
silken fabrics gold or iron flowers
Or stones sandal paste or tulsi leaves
And it is my duty to offer myself to you
And established a link with you
And I know You will not give me up
I belong to you and everything I do
Is only for you and your dresses
Are not there to disturbed me anyhow.434

Gajanan Mishra
Dress Of The Sky

I wish to see
The dress of the sky.
I wish to learn
The motion of the earth.
I wish to hear
The sound of the light.
I wish to live
With the stars.

But my wishes are
Mired and I am fired.
Still, I say
I don't care.
And I say- Oh brothers,
Express your desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Dress- What Is In It

What is in dress I do not know
And I failed to recognize after
The dress changed and it does not
Matter whether it is made of cotton
silken fabrics gold or iron flowers
Or stones sandal paste or tulsi leaves
And it is my duty to offer myself to you
And established a link with you
And I know You will not give me up
I belong to you and everything I do
Is only for you and your dresses
Are not there to disturbed me anyhow.

Gajanan Mishra
Dried Ocean

The ocean is dried,
But cry not dear.
The ocean of tears
Is here in me.

Smile, but say not
You are happy.
Say what you think
But express it positively.

Gajanan Mishra
Drink Handiaa

Drink, drink Handia
To chill out sunny days.
The truth I am to say
Still, in mind.
Wait if you so like,
And go on doing your business
Keeping a toy on the throne,
Worry not, if not your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Drink Milk

Drink milk,
Enjoy milk,
Remember, it is
You, who have been
Nourished by it.

Think not yourself
As milk but
Be the enjoyer.
Remember, milk
Is for you.

Life is as truth
As milk, drink it
Enjoy it, but stay
Aloof, but life-truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Drink The Sun

O Ocean
Or else the sun drink you.
Come O sun see
Empty ocean
come near fusion.

Broken glass
Many flash
Mangled language
Poet drunk
With no phrase.

City chanted
Dust executed
Worn out body
Far away from sun
Far away from ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Drink The Sun - Heredity

Drink the sun,
Eat the moon,
Live with air
With all colours.

Put the water
In to your life,
And put life
In to the ice.

See me in my son,
My son is reservoir
Of my nature.
My son is my virtue
With all sun and moon
In his hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Drink The Wind

I know you life,
How you drank the wind,
Face the quake
Rooted on the earth, I know.
You are the earth, my dear life,
You are here with me presently,
But I know you belong to none.
You have no colour, no taste
I know life here, harsh and sweet.

Gajanan Mishra
Drinking Dream

Drinking dream the spider
Came as a travelling agent
Describing earth and its part
As sacred and pure the spider
Put question and get no answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Drinking Sun

Are you ready to drink the sun?
Are you ready to eat the time?

Look, I am waiting for you
And I am on line.

Confirm through message
That you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Drive At Your Own Risk

Drive,
If you so like,
But drive
At your own risk.

No light, no love,
Black holes are
There, everywhere.

Forward,
Go forward, if
You so like.

Measure, outer space,
Go beyond the limit,
But stay within,
For the world of light.

Gajanan Mishra
Drive Here

Drive here,
Drive there,
And pluck
The stars.
I know,
The stars are
Under your control.
I know,
You care not
The stars.
But see me,
I am here
With my stars.
And my stars are
Calling to
And telling me
It is the time
To conquer the sky.
Let me fly,
I said all.
But no one is here
I enquired.
Still I drive
Myself to touch
The sky
On this earth.
Earth is mine,
I am the earth
With the entire sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Drive Him Out

Drive him out, dear men,
Who is not showing respect
To your mother, motherland
And not using your mother language.
He is enjoying power, though,
And enjoying all
Heavenly material happiness
With your hard-earned money.

Gajanan Mishra
Drive Out Anger Or Else

Drive out anger
Or else
Anger drive you out
Putting you
In delusion
In illusion
In confusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Drive With Care

Drive with care,
Humps and curves
Are there.

While driving
Be cautious, that
Are infectious.

Take it not easy
Till your goal of
Reaching there achieved.

Have patience and
Stay far away
From all nuisances.

Overcome life
And live.

Gajanan Mishra
Driving Force

You are the driving force
in my journey of life, my dear.
You are the will power and
You are there to inspire me
Towards the better side of life.
You are the symbol of bliss
And you are within all beings
And also in all non-beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Drop Of Tear

Drop of tear
Is here,
But not a
Single drop of rain.
Though clouds are
Here, there in the vast sky.

The earth is dry,
I hear, farmer's cry.

No remedy till date,
Rulers and administrators
Are busy in their way.

Gajanan Mishra
Drought

It is a long spell
Of lack of rain.
And we are dying
For want of water.

What to drink,
How to cook,
We have no water.

See us here,
Wrath of nature
We are facing here.

No water, no food,
Drought is here
And ready to
Take away lives.

Gajanan Mishra
Drum

Beat me,
Beat me every time.
But allow me
To say something
In my own words
And stay there
To hear.

Your hearing
Is my capital, dear.
With you,
I can cross
The river.
Give importance to
My message, whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
Drum-Stick Tree (Sajana Gachha)

Always like me
This Sajana gachha
I mean drum-stick tree
And it reciprocate me
And broke down.

My wife, my relatives
All surround me
I mean my societal living
And I got a chance
To know who is really mine.

I urge all to follow
My footsteps and be worthy
And this gachha I mean
Drum-stick tree came to me
For a fresh interview
And to express I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Drunk

Drunk with the wine of
Mother and mother-tongue,
Each one could see and
Could understand
The world in a better way.
Let the sky come to
Each one and serve the wine
For a better future
That is at the door near.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry And Hot - Love

Let love come
But not alone.
Let me recognize
The power of love.

Love is the only visitor,
I witnessed here.
Love - the wound of
My heart, not opened.

Let love end appearance,
And tell all through
Message of humanity.
Let it not depart
The valley that is
Dry and hot.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry Fish

Dry fish is there,
But I am not in sleep.
I realized the falsehood
Is the other way of truth.
Every dream has its reality,
So also every death has its life.
Still impatience is there
On the floor of the moon.
Dry fish is there
And the smiling of the moon
Is as clear as the Taj.
No one knows where my sleep is
And yet I said I am sleeping in awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry Fuel

If dry fuel is there
Light it through matchstick.
And see it is catching fire quickly.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry Leaf

Dry leaf,
Dry earth,
Dry life.
We try to
Save life
In all dryness.

All in water,
The sun
The moon
The sky,
Watery grave
Is there
Everywhere.

But life iks
Not too thin
In consistency.

All greenery
Due to
Waterworks.

Quite lovely
And live.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry River

Dry river,
Coming to me
Uncalled for.
I know though
This spring
Is taking its
Own care here.
I know these are
The days of flowers,
With the songs
Of cuckoos fair.
I know this full
Moon night is here
With dhak flower.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry River And My Love

Why are you dry, my dear?
Be human at least
For the sake of love.
I am awaiting here
please come and kiss me
at least for the sake of the sun,
the source of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry Sea

Dry sea.

I am unable to see.

But sea is there,
I am not fair.

So long as I am here,
Sea, my dear,
You cannot cry.

But I am
Hearing your cry.
Are you really dry?

Let me declare
What I hear
What I see
False they are.

Gajanan Mishra
Dry-Air

Dry-air, not
Self-declared,
Go deep and deep.

Express yourself
And it is not difficult
So long as you are
Not telling a lie.

What they said
Is not true, how can I say?
But I must say What they uttered
Has some point to test.

Tell not a lie
And be not a cause
Of dry air.

Gajanan Mishra
Duality

Let me deny
All kinds of
Duality.
I am not here,
But someone else
Is here, though.
Neither I am in happiness,
Nor I am in distress, though.
I know, only one cause is there,
And that is nature.
Nature is in me,
And I am in nature,
But we are not one,
I deny duality, sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Duality Is Unreal

You remain as
You are there
There you are,
If anybody goes
To You there is
No question of
Return back.
It is true
Duality is unreal
it is true
Oneness is Truth.
You are there
There You are
Here and there one.

Gajanan Mishra
Dubious Honour

We are suffering
As they said
Dubious honour.
They have ranked
In index of ignorance.
Let us be careful
And acquire knowledge
That would be helpful to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Dubious Nature

Dubious nature
Must not be relied upon.

Without any question
Speak not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Dudh Aaur Paen(Kosli)

Aame dudh neise ki
Neise paen, dhana mor,
Aame duitar misan aae.

Gajanan Mishra
Due

The word mercy is not there
In the dictionary of Yama
The God of death.

Mercy is with You always
Yama is under Your control.

I am calling you always
I pray again and again
If you think fit give me
My due as You wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To

Due to nonjudicious
Judiciaary fails
Due to nonlovable
love wearout
Due to absence of intellect
Due to absence of truth
Society on the wrong track
And we all suffered.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To Gap

Due to gap
Motor not
Running well
Due to gap
I wander
Not landing
Anywhere
Due to gap
Kite could not
Fly in sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To Injustice

Due to injustice
We are all suffering.
Injustice -
Not getting any letter,
Order or anything
In our language.
Injustice -
Not transparent
In expenditure of
Public money.
Injustice -
No equality of law
To all.
Injustice is inhumanity,

Gajanan Mishra
Due To My Actions

Due to my actions
I am here in this hell-river
I am in fear
And in birth-death circle
I suffer
Proceeding from
One body to another
Making friendship and
Making enmity
With one and another
O my dear
You please protect me
Ferrying across this river
I am a wretched creature
Not able to contemplate
Your essential nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To My Fault

Due to my fault
I am suffering
I am only here
To see my suffering
I can understand
My suffering
Knowing perfectly well
I am the culprit
I pray let me suffer
More and more
My mind is covered
By the mode of passion
And I am not able to
See who is who.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To Past Actions

I am here
My dues I am getting
Pain and pleasures.

Ask not
What is my new creation
Pure and perfect I am
In our relation.

Nothing is ultimatum
Beginning of everything
Is just dom like freedom
You can ask your mom.

Gajanan Mishra
Due To You

Due to you
I am suffering
Due to you
I am happy.

Not that
You know all
Not that
I call.

No wonder
You are the creator
No wonder
I wander

Gajanan Mishra
Dui Prakarara Pua (Odiaa)

Dui prakarara pua-
Janakara janma birjyaru,
Aarajanakara bisttharu.

Andhara kothari re
Ubhaye thile aagaru.
Aau ubhaye jauchhanti
Aalua aadaku
Alagaa pathare jadio.

Ubhaye pauchhanti kasta,
Ubhaye pauchhanti aananda,
Ubhaye kahuchhanti thik
Achhanti nija nija rastare.

Aethi, khyama karantu,
Aau niahin kichhi kahibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Dukhara Chinha Nahin (Odia)

Karya kalabele
Mu kete saphala
Bhabibara nahin.
Kari chalichhi mu
Aau karigalabele
Dukhara chinha rakhu nahin.
Aau mu jane nahin
Biphalata kana!

Gajanan Mishra
Dukhita, Kahili Mu Sabhinku  ??????, ????? ??? ??????? (Odia)

Dukhita kahil; i mu sabhinku  
Kichhi nahin jadio.

Mu hrudayangama karichhi,  
Banchibaaku achhi kie 
Aau kie maribaaku.

Kichhi nuhen jathesta,  
Aau kichhi hoi nahin.

-

In Odia language, script- Brahmi;

??????, ????? ??? ???????  
???? ? ??? ? ??? ?  
???????? ????? ???????? ???  
?? ??? ??????? ?  
???? ????? ???????,  
??? ?? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Dull And Blunt

Your intelligence is
Dull and blunt
And you are unable to
Know the Truth.

In distressed you remembered
In opulent you forgot
What type of intelligent you are
And who you are let me know first.

Gajanan Mishra
Dull By Nature

Each and every one
is by nature dull and
he deserves instructions.

Gajanan Mishra
Dull-Witted

I am dull-witted
It is admitted fact
I am not able to
Write a single word
Here about the superb
Beauty of nature
I am a creation
Of this nature
And I am fixed
Like a bee
Mother Nature, victory
All victory to You
My dear, I have nothing
To described, You Yourself
Is everything here
Who am I to say or write
Anything about You
You are the vast cosmos
I am nothing nothing
And nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Dumb And Deaf

Dumb, deaf and
You blind people,
Please come to imagine
The unimaginable.

What you have seen
What you have heard
And what you have told
All are indelible.

Here is life for you
That is indestructible
That is indescribable
That is also inculpable.

Gajanan Mishra
Dumer Tale (Kosli)

Birbital hei
Basichhen, ae dumer tale.
Bisran auchhe
Sabuaadu mornike.

Kahingala mor dakphuta,
Dhekun susuche rakat.
Charbet te Phada
haulī tirkal ghepla.

Gajanan Mishra
Dump Me

If I am telling a lie
Dump me
If I am bored you
Burn me
It is night
I am in dark
Here is light with me
Due to my ignorance
I am not shining
Like the sun
What I am telling
Is not a fun
Just understand me
And go to the origin
I am not telling about
Virtues and sins
I am telling life is here
Just go with life
In natural course
And access to you
The subtlest
With right perceptions.

Gajanan Mishra
Duplicity Means Duplicity

Nobody is dares enough
To described.

Gajanan Mishra
Duraru (Odia)

Duraru
Daaka mate,
Prema kara mate.
Mu tumar,
Kebala tumara.
Aethare
Sabubele
Sabu samayare.
Abaastaba nuhen kuchhi
Ama samparkare.
Biswa kara mate
Mu aethare tuma pain,
Satya pain,
Sabu bhala pain.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????
??? ???,
?? ??? ?
??? ????,
???? ???? ?
????? ????????,
??? ????? ?
??????? ????? ????
?? ????????? ?
???????? ?? ???
??? ??
?? ????? ?
?????? ?? ???
???
??
???? ??
???? ??????,
??? ??? ?? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
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Duration Of Time

Let me not confused
With the seconds, minutes,
Hours, days, months, years.
Let me not confused
With hex atoms and their
Integration in hundred and
Thousands as it so happen.
The division, the partition,
The duration all are confused
With my life here as I know
All are the measurement of
Material time without any link
Either with me or with anybody.
And yet I give weight to all,
Since I have no link with them.
I live, that's enough for me,
I die, That's very fine for me.
Living and dying are, here,
The chemistry for all time.
Night and day are the color point,
Let me not confused with that,
Taking consideration of white and black.
No measurement rod can say perfectly
Life is such and such and
Life is for this or that only.

Gajanan Mishra
Durei Raha (Odia)

Durei raha nijathu
Aau hrudya parikhya kara
Kramanwayare bahudina jae.

Gajanan Mishra
During Our Life Time

During our lifetime,
In our own free
And sovereign state,
In spite of constitutional
Provisions and laws,
In spite of so much
Fast- unto-death, strike,
And march of black flags,
We failed to implement
And use our language
In all or any purpose,
Really disgrace,
And we feel pain
More than death.

Gajanan Mishra
Dusky Face

Dusky face
I dislike.
Smiling
Make me alive.
And I declared
Victory that
I see.

Gajanan Mishra
Dussehra

Dussehra is
Victory of good
Over evil,
Victory of virtue
Over sin,
Victory of gods
Over demons,
Victory of knowledge
Over ignorance,
Victory of peace
Over war,
Victory of love
Over hate and hatred,
Victory of positiveness
Over negativeness,
Victory of inner self
Over fate,
Victory of light
Over darkness,
Victory of the truth
Over falsehood,

Gajanan Mishra
Dust

'For dust
Thou art, and
Unto dust shalt
Thou return '
O dust, you are
Only my original form
I know and I am
Going to you.
I am awake
And I do exist
O dust, with you
Here there and always
That is my position
My speculation and
My contemplation.

Gajanan Mishra
Dust And Wind

Dust and wind
Both are here
And perhaps
They have
United together
To declare war
Against all
The creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Duty

Your duty
Is to forget.
Your duty
Is to forgive.
Do your duty
My dear, properly
And live happily.

Your happiness
Is in your hands.
Your happiness
Is in your minds.
Come on with all
Truth and truthfulness
And love and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Duty First

And what is a duty
To serve others
Is primary.

See the tree
See the water and the air
See the sun and the moon
O men, your life
If you claim yours
Is not true.

Listen the cuckoo
And go on your way
Duty is
Waiting for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Duty Is Right

Duty is right
Do your duty
In family
In society
In state
In the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Duty Of A Good Friend

Giving good advice
And to add to the welfare
Here and hereafter is
The duty of a good friend

Gajanan Mishra
Duty Of The Son

Duty of the son
Is to serve the mother,
The motherland and
The mother tongue.

A good son should remember,
Mother, motherland and
Mother tongue are
More than heaven.

O son of the soil, please fall not
Into the abyss of ignorance.
O son of the soil, go not with impermanent
And temporary modes of life.
O son of the soil, Stay in the purity of
Unalloyed truth consciousness with eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Duty To Remember

It is your duty to remember
Remember always Absolute Truth
See and search where is that Absolute Truth
And what is your Ultimate goal
And start your journey towards that goal
Without any further delay
Time is passing as you see
Stay not a moment here idle.

Gajanan Mishra
Dwell In Truth, Dear

Dwell in truth, dear,
Love will come to you,
Time will be always new.

Gajanan Mishra
Dwelling House

Dwelling house
In perfect form
Never found anywhere.

Today tomorrow
And day after tomorrow
See unreachable.

Many other topics
Are there that are
Not to be pointed out.

Telling anything perfect
Is not to the point
With original identity.

Only through creative potency
Greater hero can be named.

Gajanan Mishra
Dwindle Not

Dwindle not life
But grow on your
Own ways here.
I am willing to
Go with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying For

I see all
Dying for love.
I see all
Deny to go
With the club.

Truth -
All clouded.
Life -
All shrouded.

I tell all
Go not with
Shut-eyes.
I tell all
Come and fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying For Color

The color
I can not say
I am dying
For color
That I must say.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying In Life

See you are defeated
in your own land.
See and observe
You are dying
in your own life.

Before reaching
final goal post,
O my dear, enjoy yourself
with others, not arguing,
not fighting, not dominating.

Just laugh, just smile
with everyone, my dear.
It is your world,
Love the world and die not.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying Is Beastly

Be sure, My dear
You are a man
And you are not dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying Language ??? ??? ???????

??? ??? ???????
???? ??? ???
???????? ??? ?

???? ??? ?
???????? ??????? ???
??? ?? ???
???? ?? ??  ??

?????? ??????? ?
???? ????? ?
?????? ??????? ??
??? ??????? ?

?????? ??????? ??
??? ??????? ?? ???
?? ??? ?? ???? ??? ??
?????? ?? ??? ?? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Dying Live Here

We are dying
Only dying live here
And these days are
Not remaining the same
For ever.

No pleasure
No self-satisfaction
No civility.

I am waiting
For the last breath
I am prepared with shroud
I am with pall bearers
Cremation place is ready
Wood for cremation is ready
I am waiting
For the last breath.

Nothing to do
Everything to see
Everybody to bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying Night

Night is dying,
Not the moon.
It is all your
Shadow-play
That I know.
Air is there,
Grace is there,
Beauty is there,
It is all yours.
But my memory fails
With your thunder-music
That I know.

I am, see with my poem,
With your nectar-flame.

Gajanan Mishra
Dying To Live

I am not living to die,
I am dying to live.

I am telling to hear
I am hearing to tell.

Whatever I am telling
Is nothing but the truth.

And truth is here in me
Fixed for all times.

I am fighting with time
To declare, here I win.

Gajanan Mishra
Dynamic

Dynamic-
Life, time,
And everything.
Here we are- in
The platform of truth.
What to do,
How to do,
When to do, and
We know all
That are good.
Love is there,
Taking our care.
And we are all fair,
Here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
E Pila

Hela buaa hela
Gurdu kana kana kahela
Suna phalala
Asman chhidla
Jinla mala
Ken janla.

Janu ki nain janu
Phaslam rasla aaru
Dekte dekte khasrinla
Kahin gala kie janla.

Kahela helare bua hela
Janapadla ketkar kie
Aaru e janapadla belke
Raet ki din nein rahela.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Every

Our each and every activity
Should be for the welfare of others
We are the son of nectar and
We are nectar
And for this devotion to truth
Devotion to love devotion to life
Is a bare necessity
And it is possible then only
When we change our egoistic notions
And we accept we are for all
Then only we can proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Every Bird

Each and every bird
Have their own songs,
And they sing the songs
In their own style, I marked.

I marked, each and
every man is adamant and
They are ready to submit
Themselves for the earth itself.

The earth is the destiny,
The sky is the life,
The life is the time,
And the time is here for us.

True, we are nobody,
True, we are for none.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Every Poem

Each and every poem
I like.
I like the king,
And also the chowkidar.
I like the sky
And also the clouds.
I like the fish
And also the flower.
Heavy or light -
No matter,
But I like the time
And the fire.
The fire burns,
But I like to
Collect the corns.
I like not the poison,
But I like each and
Every person.
I like the moon
And the sun.
For all, I am only one and
I am free from tension.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Every Stanza

Each and every stanza
Of my poem is yours,
So also each and
Every word.

And in which I am there,
Like the dazzling star.
And you are there to
Place me with all power.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Every Stanza of My Poem

Each and every stanza
Of my poem is yours,
So also each and
Every word.

And in which I am there,
Like the dazzling star.
And you are there to
Place me with all power.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Everybody

Each and everybody can write
What I am writing here
I am at par with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Everybody Knows You

Each and everybody knows You, my dear
And You are always kind
And merciful to all.

And all are here
To fulfill Your desires
That is there for all welfare.

I am always here
And doing everything only
For Your satisfaction.

And You are there
To see my penance my sacrifice
My austerity, good and pious works.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Everyday

Each and every day
I am here with
My own self, mother.
And here, I discover
You, only you and
I first surrender
To you, only you.
And I know you
Call me only yours.
My root, my fruit
Everything is you.
And whatever you grant
That is all for
My welfare, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Each And Everything

Each and everything
Each and everybody
Is Your part and parcel
O my dear, and thinking
This I pay respect to all
With no difference
I deny not anybody’s request
I think refusal to anybody's
Request is a serious offence.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Day

Each moment
Is the holiest one.

No life is
Futile.
No death is
Unnatural.

And hence,
Let us stay
Fearless.
And attain
All prosperity,
Beauty,
Wealth and
Blessedness.

Here,
At this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Day - Today

Each day - today,
Today is everything
And auspicious.
I have taken birth today,
And glorified all.
All are fortunate today,
My senses, from my eyes
To down to my toes.
Goddess of fortune is
Here today with me.
My life is successful today.
I live for today only.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Day Is A Mother

Each day is a mother day.
Without the mother
No day, right?

Without the mother,
No cosmic creation,
No truth-consciousness,
And nothing, right?

Mother is here
With us always.

Mother for peace,
Mother for war,
Mother for life,
But not and
Never for death.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Drop Of Rain

Each drop of rain,
Gives me pain.
I failed to know
How you say
Romantic gain!
- - - -

Odia version;
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Gajanan Mishra
Each Of Us

Is an incarnation
Of the divine.

We have humanity
We are in love
We are on the path of truth.

Let us see
Our glories here
And let us go
With truth with love
With peace with nonviolence.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Has

Selfish motive,
Each one has some
Selfish motive, my dear,
Behind his love.
And where is love?
And I find nowhere.
I fear and I live here
With the fire of anxiety
Always everywhere.
No wonder, You are here
And I see You, with me,
Compassionate by nature.
You are pure, my best friend
My guide, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One In You

I see each one in you,
I see you here and there,
I see you in all and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is

Each one is pure here,
Each one is in heaven.
Each one has the power
To develop his own knowledge,
His own valour and zeal.
Each one wants to achieve
Success by doing his duties.
The goal of each one is
To attain heaven that is within.
And for this, I call you
My dear, to come forward
Let us touch our own self,
Let us be brave and stay
With truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is A Born Poet

Each one is a born poet here,
Each one is a wonderful creator.
In dreams, in thoughts, in actions,
Each one is mystic.
Each one is also a bubble
On the surface of water and
Also in the blue sky
So also each one is rustic.
Each one is the truth,
Each one, I know, is there
To continue, in journey
To touch the truth.
And I salute, as symbol of
All good, I salute.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Brilliant

Each one is brilliant,
Each one is valiant,
each one is trained in
All ways to win life.

See and know, my dear,
No one is small or
Less important than
Any one who is not here.

My dear, let me draw
Your attention to all.
And let me say what I
Observed here on this life.

Life is nothing, but dear,
Miniature of your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Eternal

Each one is eternal,
Each one is his own emperor,
Each one is a creator,
Each one is his own destroyer.
Each one is his past,
His present and also his future.
Pass no comment on anyone, dear,
Each one is here act as the lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Experiencing

Each one is experiencing
The result of his own deeds.
No need to kill the sinner,
He has already been killed
By his own sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Faultless And

Each one is faultless and sinless
O God, help them,
Each one is your product,
Be kind enough and
Show them the right direction.
And let them live here
Without fear,
Give blessings to all,
And they cannot forget the truth.
Let each one know
What is spirit and
What is matter, O God,
Let each one awake
Natural love and get success.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Good

Each one is good here,
And I am lucky, I am
Living here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Great

Each one is great here,
Underestimate none, please.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Great - Individuality

Each one is
As good as
He should be.
each one has
Got the light.
Each one knows
Where to go.
Each one hears
The sound of his own.
Each one perceives
The things they faces.
True attempts is there
By each one to
Go high and high.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Infinite And Holy

Each one here
Is infinite and holy,
Appear, though,
Finite and corrupt.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is Moving

Each one is moving,
No nonmoving is here.
But let me say
Nonmoving is the only truth.
And all moving are within
Nonmoving and only
Nonmoving exist.
Existence of moving
Is in a great question.
But nonmoving only can
Protect the moving.
Nonmoving has no form,
No identity and nothing.
In nothingness moving moves.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is New

Each one is new,
New at every moment.
Time is there,
As it was with us.
But it is new,
New at every moment
With silence
With love
And we are
Far above.
Each one is new,
New from the very core.
Life is new at every moment,
World is new at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is The Chief

This place is opened
For all for all times
And here each one is
The chief in any circumstance.
Any one can do anything
Anywhere here but he has
To get the fruits out of
His own actions. And he
Knows the truth and he
Also knows what to do,
It is not a fact that
He is unable to change
The time and place as
The key is in his hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is The Expansion

Each one is the expansion,
Expansion of love and truth.
No one is ordinary, but
Each one is both external
Potency so also internal potency.
No discrepancy found on any one,
The man is the chief of all creatures,
The man knows better nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is The Leader

Each one is the leader,
Each one is here to see
And to talk and to settle
The problems that are
Arising in living creatures.
Each one is in fearlessness,
Each one is in deathlessness,
Each one is busy in fruitive
Works of the world and hence
It is difficult to measure
Each one's glories.
Bucketful of love is here
With us and we are ready to
Go with the truth for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Is The Substance

Full of living creatures-
This world, and each one
Is the substance.
Each one is the original,
And original source of
All energies.

Be conscious of everything
My dear, be conscious of
The past, present and the future.
Touch each and every corner,
My dear, and discover your
Own perfection there.

Try to know, what is
Happening within you, Mr perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Of Us

Each one of us
Is in dark,
And ignorant
Of the actual facts.

And hence
A vision of duality
Is reigning over us.

Nothing to lament,
Just wait for a moment,
And think,
Who is with you.

I am sure,
What is apparent,
Is not the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Of Us - Love

Each one of us -
Are in truth
And fine.

We are our own light.
Each one of us
Can give a fight.

And we can defeat the sky.
Each one of us
Can say goodbye.

We are our music,
Each one of us
Knows life.

Life is nothing,
But our love.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Of You

Each one of you is unique
Come up show your creativities.

As said by Kalam
Creativity leads to
Thinking, thinking
Provides knowledge
Knowledge makes you great.

Gajanan Mishra
Each One Should

Each one should
Give his life
For the pleasure
Of the people
Of the land
He belongs.

Food and water,
Clothing and shelter-
The basic need
Of each one and all.

Good understanding
Be there with all,
For a good living
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Second

In each second
I am crying.
Crying is my own duty.
I am so tiny
And so smallest
In timeless eternity.
I am good and fine
You told there.
Echoes of my words
Are in the stars.
My language of wind
Is silent.
And I am consistent
With time.
I am consolidated
With the sky.
I am the Constitution
Of my fly.
Let me construe
I am heavier-than-air
On earth and in ocean
With all heatproof.
And through poems,
And in heart to heart talk
I say I love you, I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Wave

Each wave
Tells separate
Stories
Of their own.

Each story contains
Separate waves
For living
And appearance.

Each appearance
Creates separate
Earth.
And each earth
Discloses inside
That is there.

Each one is
Separate star
With own light.
And the light is
Colorful with
All truth and
With all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Word

Each word
I am uttering
From the very
Depths of my soul
With melody
of my voice
And childlike
Simplicity, see.
Hearing my voice
You must rise
And come here
To see the sun
That is so bright
It is your insight.

Gajanan Mishra
Each word has its image,
Each line has its value.
I go with line and words
Here always knowing its truth.

Body movement I know
In each word and its meaning,
I know how to tackle
The situation at this hours.

The man who is creating all
Is no other person but myself.
I am searching the next word
That is not a burden for anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Each Word Is Worth Hearing

Hear me,
Each word is worth hearing.

No shake no sigh,
All guess.
Anticipation -
All fun,
Let me say again.

All curious, all mystery,
All for doing something.

Unbeatable - my wife,
Rebuke me by saying,
You have kept another lady.
What does she mean?
Unknown to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Eager

No, I am not free,
I am not free as
I am living with
So many desires.

I am living,
Living with the matter,
But I am not the matter,
But how to live I am eager..

Gajanan Mishra
Eager To Hear

I am eager to hear
Your poems more and
More, my dear.
See me I am pure
I am in truth and
I am without fear.
I need only understand You
I need only love You
Through love only I can go
Very easily to the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eager To Know

I am eager to know
What you want
And I know
You know nothing
What is wanting.

I know man is man
And you are putting
Question about color
Caste religion
knowing wrong notion.

Whether you are
Great or noble
That does not matter
I am just watching you
When you are not near.

Gajanan Mishra
Eager To Live In Truth

Separate love
From truth -
Impossible.
Separate life
From death -
Impossible.
See, the words are
Running behind
The sky.
The sky is there
As before
On this earth.
Nothing else,
Still I want
Life.
I want
The truth.
I want
Love.
I am eager
To live in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Eager To See You In Full

In your presence
I feel warm
In the winter,
And I feel cool
In the summer.
I am eager to
See you in full,
My dear truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eagerness is there,
As you feel.
Eagerness is there
To hear you, dear.
To hear you,
For truth.
For truth,
I am purified.
I realized
The truth.
Life is there
In truth.
Love the truth,
The truth is knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Eagerness Should Be There

Best friend,
Best of all friends,
Greatest well-wishing friend,
I want to discover
Who is within me here.

Each and everyone here,
Should remember and
Should know who is there
And how he is performing
His duties at odd and even hours.

Eagerness should be there
To see and feel and do
The needful actions openly
And transparently at every level.

Gajanan Mishra
Ear And Heart

Ear and heart
Be prepared and
Be ready to liberate
Get set go and
Fix your partners
In the service
Of devotion.

Give up all
Take not anything
Disassociate from
Everybody from
Everything and
See you are crossing
The border line.

Feel no problem
With yourself alone
Gain distaste and
Go with the easiest
Process of mystic power
By controlling mind
Get the result sublime.

Gajanan Mishra
Ear Holes

Ear holes of snakes
And tongue of frog
I do not like.

I like to listen
Your sweet words, O my dear
I like to chant your name, fame.

I like to engage myself
In devotional services
I want to purify myself
Keeping relation with You.

O my dear, I am Yours
That I know from the beginning
Your transcendental topics
And I understand the mission.

Gajanan Mishra
Early Bird

Early bird
catches worm.

Small bird sing earlier
Bird that see first
Break the dawn.

The bird tells
How to be a winner
In the long run.

Gajanan Mishra
Early Monsoon

Early monsoon wreaks havoc
flash floods in different rivers
And its tributaries
High alert sounded
Water logging, traffic chaos
Continued.

Gajanan Mishra
Earn Ultimate Truth

If you are to earn anything
Earn Ultimate Truth
If you are to learn anything
Learn Ultimate Truth
Nothing is here and there
Besides Ultimate truth
Learn it earn it
If you are able and capable
And what is Ultimate Truth
Ask yourself and search for it
Within You and not outside
What is there all are inside
What is inside you can not find outside
No difference outside and inside
Go for it, very very short time is left with you
Go within that time, or else you will be nowhere
Ultimate Truth is there waiting only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Earning Values

Earning values
Delivering values
Means life.

The greatest value is
Return to home
Return to ultimate truth
Back to God head.

One should do any
Useless hard work like an ass
For others
Knowing and understanding the values
Of human life is a necessity.

Keep the relation
With the home always
And home is eternal
Almighty is the head
Of that home.

Going back home
Is the real aim
Keeping relation
With Truth-Almighty
Is the real value.

Gajanan Mishra
Ears Mouth Eyes

There is lightening thunderstorm
And hullabolla.
You have no eyes
How can you see
You have no ears
How can you hear
You have no mouth
How can you say.

Gajanan Mishra
Ears Related To Words

Ears related to words,
Eyes related to sights,
Likewise, O my dear,
I am related to You.

I am related to You
O my dear, it is the Truth
I am related with love.

In love I found You
You are the Supreme Truth
And I am Yours, here.

Where to go, I know not,
I know only You
My duty is to love You
I know I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth - Hidden

Everything was hidden,
And wings scattered.
All circles erased,
And space emptied.

Sarcastic - all creations,
Transparent dissolved.
The sky- waves reflections,
And romances continued.

Fortunate we are all,
And we observed earth day here.
Parameters we framed
Luminous sculptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth - Wake Up

Earth - wake up,
Wake up earth
To deliver justice.
But to whom?
Deliver justice
To those
Who are above.
And what crime
They have committed
Who are below.
That I don't know.
I'm also
Not able to say
Names of beneficiaries.

But earth,
You are there
That I know.
You were there, and
You will be there
I'm sure.
And who am I?
I am the earth
And I want to know
Where and how
And for what
I am here
In this shape.
Wake up earth to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth And Earth

Earth is my origin
And I am going to earth,
Earth balances my heat
And cold with
Mechanical, chemical
Thermal and electrical
Remedial properties.
Let me use earth
In all kinds of ailments
Indigestion constipation
Chest and stomach pain,
Earth or mud baths are best
Remedy against psoriasis
Boils eczema,
Only earth can relieve me
From burning sensation,
Earth absorb poison.
Let me walk on earth
Bare foot and absorb
The earth's radiation,
I know walking is the best
Exercise for the body and
For the mind for the weak
For the strong for
The sick and for the healthy.
My feet are my connection
To earth and let me use
My feet to full.
I sleep on earth and I
Know it is gold for me.
Sleeping on earth is a
Great healer and restorative
Physical and mental.
Let me reiterate
Earth is my mother
My mother-earth is taking
All steps to make me
In all fields literate.
Earth, earth and mother earth
Is here with me since my birth
And it would be there
Also after my passing away
Let me salute earth
In all ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth And Heaven

See me, I am on this earth.
Test me, I do not want to go to heaven.

I want to make this earth more than heaven,
I want not to go to heaven,
I know, those who are in heaven
Suffer from envy, jealousy and vanity.

I want to love all
I want to provide equal status to all
I think heaven enjoyments are sins
I do not want to go to heaven.

My lovely earth is far better than any heaven,
My earth is the only place to perform righteousness
And all virtuous actions such as sacrifice, charity
Penance and vow, my earth is the best that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth And Stone And Wood And Metal

Earth and stone and wood and metal,
Let me say, still, all are mortal
Life is but natural.

In Odia, Brahmi script;
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Gajanan Mishra
Earth And Sun

Earth, earth, earth,
Sun, sun, sun.
All suns and all earth.
We play together
Here in rain and
In storm.

Our play is opened,
We keep though, our secrets
With us till the last.
Our words are weighty,
Though not fatty we are.

We look
To the other side of life.
We hear the words, not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth And The Earth

Only earth is here
And we are nothing but all the earth.
Without the earth no one can find
The existence of anything.
The earth is the cause
And the earth is also the effect.
The earth is here as the earth
And it is independent,
Earthness is the only criteria
To know the earth.
No needs to explain the earth,
No needs to describe the earth.
It is the earth that is here for us
With all scents, all tastes and all colors.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Day

On this earth day
Let us determine
What ought to be done
And what ought
Not to be done,
Let us intervened
And accept peace
Negotiation with foes
As we know no one is
permanent enemy or friend.
This earth is not ours
Though we are here
And we took so called birth
And so we should not go for war.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Earth Earth

Let us remember the earth
On this day and celebrate
With fire in forest,
Rain in seas,
Air in clouds and sky .

Let us see, where we are
And how we are on this earth,
Let us have some knowledge
And distinguish the real
And the unreal,
Virtues and sin.

This earth. Is it ours?
Let us ask questions
And remember the answer
For our own survival.

Let us know what is comfort
On this earth on this day
And see our position here.

Let us forget
Let us forgive all.

Today is with us, it is earth day.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth- Everything

Earth- my body,
Earth- my house,
Earth- my food,
Earth- my dress,
Everything is earth,
And I am here
On this earth.

Earth or expansion of earth,
But I am sure all earth,
The bird, the tree,
I pray earth,
I eat earth,
I live on this earth,
I am also going to die there.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth First

Earth first.
Save earth,
Love earth.

We are all
From earth,
We are earth.

Our journey
Is from
Earth to earth.

Earth is one,
We are one,
No matter
How far
We differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth House

Earth house,
Earth body,
Earth time,
All earth here,
And see,
I have no fear.

My living is like
A dead man sleeping.
And I am helpless
To secure my earth,
My language intact.

Before death, I am dying,
And for this, I must try
To save my language anyhow
On my earth in my time.

I sing in my mother language well,
I sleep with mother well,
I shine with my language,
I appear with this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Is Beautiful

Earth is heaven,  
Life is dream  
And it is all beautiful  
With virtue  
With love  
And truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Is Bounded

Earth is bounded
By great oceans.

It is the sky above.

We have to be free from
The earth the water
And the sky as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Is Heaven

I know O my dear
This earth where I am
Is heaven
Here all moving and
All non-moving are
In their own region.
I feel I am independent
In fact I am dependent
I depend on You
And You are here with me
To disconnect with nature
And here is my future.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Is There

Earth is there
Where it was
But at times
It is going upwards.
It is the sky
Who is coming
At times also
Downwards.
Intention is
to create
A new world.
A mixture of
All truth and
All falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Knows My Worth

In my home
And from my father
And from my mother
I can take
Whatever I want to take
Free of cost.
And let me clear
My parents bestow
Upon me my necessities.
I know all beneficial things
Are being given to me
By this earth.
I am the son of this earth
Earth knows better my worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Matters

Let us talk
About the earth,
Earth matters be
Continued in our talk.
Everything is earth,
Besides earth, you
Cannot think
Any other things.
Earth is ours
And we belong
To the earth.
We are earth,
Let us talk
About the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Mirror

Earth mirror,
Sky mirror,
Air mirror,
Light mirror,
I am water,
See me clear,
Recognize me,
I am yours
Forever.
I have my
Own color.
I am not
A flatterer.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Tremor

I was reading poetry
When I felt the tremors
This evening.
It was scary,
No casualty or major damage
Reported, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth Water Fire

Earth water fire
And ether and air
Mind reason ego
Are nature's care
The higher and
The lower are
Life's matter
You are the knower
And neuter gender
Tell a verse
If you think
I have good character.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth, Earth, Earth

I am the earth,
You are the earth,
Earth is ours.
Earth is one,
We are one,
We are earth.
So long as earth is
Pure and perfect here,
We are here in peace
And in pleasure.
We, the sons and daughters
Of this earth are playing
In different forms
At different times
With the answers,
But without questions.

Find everything, here
On this earth.
Find love, find devotion,
Find live, find the light.
Find air, find water,
And from this earth
Try to discover
The sky.
The sky is also the earth,
No earth, no sky.
Fly on this earth
Like the birds,
Sing your life song
Here, always
For others.
Earth, earth, earth.
No death can touch you,
As your life is
So truth like the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth, Stone And Gold

Earth, stone and gold,
For me, are
All alike.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth, Thought Process

Earth, thought process.
Sky, the storehouse of thoughts.
Life - the mixture of earth and sky.
Time-stream, we face again and again,
And we fly.
Tree is within us,
Air is within us,
And in fire
We blow again and again
To touch the sound.
Life is all set,
And we bet
For all certainty
In eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth-Born Creatures

Earth-born creatures
Doomed to die
Here on this earth
And this is rightly
Marked again by
The great poet Patchett
I have nothing
But to agree
With this remark
The only best.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthbound Man

Earthbound man, I am,
I know not anything
Other than the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth-Daughter

Earth-daughter,
Daughter of the earth,
We must salute her.
Her home or say
House is the earth.
We are all the creations,
Created by her,
By nature.
Daughter is the nature,
Take care the daughter.
Take care yourself
Under nature.
And for this create
True atmosphere, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthen Pot

Earthen pot rests on earth
The place earthen pot rests is also earth
The maker of earthen pot the potter
Is also a product of earth
The potter’s wheel is also
The ingredients from which the pot
Are made are also earth
Earth is everything and also
Everything is earth
Earth is the original cause
And You are the origin of earth
My dear, come on and come on
You are welcome to this earth
Though You are the cause of the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthly Life

Earthly life,
Not mine but
It belongs to
The earth.

Nectar-life,
It is mine
As I am
The son of nectar.

My dear, I am
Not in fear, as
I know, no death
Can touch me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthly Matters

Earthly matters - all,
Threat of the world-
Men decide the fate of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth-Mother

Save your mother
Earth is your mother.
Eliminate those
Who are burden of this earth.
Excuse me, my dear mother
If my behavior my daily deeds
Are not good.
Teach me and enable me to
Be a man of good character
My dear mother, bear me.
I want to sacrifice myself
For You, for all inhabitants here.
I know my appearance and my disappearance
Is not the end of anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth-Planet

Earth planet is ours
It is floating see
Under Your law.

This planet do not sink
This planet do not fall down
This planet is heavy with
Various mountains seas cities
Palaces buildings and
Yet it is floating.

This earth-planet is floating
Under Your direction
And I find You in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthquake

I am the earth alive
Back to back quakes hit me.
No damage and
No deadly waves.
Threat recedes
As you are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Earthquake Left Us

Earthquake left us devasted
And we lost everything
Our houses, our relatives.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth's Heaven

Earth's heaven -
The Himalayas.
Goddess of fortune
Is there, go
And witness.

Get not lost yourself
In the gambling game
Of this world.

Try to know, dear,
Who you are and
How you are living
Here incognito.

Save yourself
If you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Earth's Surface

Here with me
See, on this
Earth's surface
I stay.

I am not doing anything
Here, see, and nothing
Is mine too.

Neither I am the agent
Nor I am the master,
All are being done
By the very nature.

They are thirteen
With me and all are
Doing their allotted jobs.

Gajanan Mishra
East India Company

FDI Full form is
Foreign Direct Investment
is another name
And is in another form
Modern contemporary
Of East India Company
Here also people defeat
Government wins
Foreign rule begin
Consumer common people
In bond and in chain
It is India's todate economy.

Gajanan Mishra
Easter

Easter from the east
Rise again
Resurrect everything
Silence observer
Expect well
Truth and You
Joy and sure
What is in love
That is life
Live safely.

Gajanan Mishra
Easter - Peace

Triumph of Jesus
Over death,
Sin and evil.

Jesus crucified
But stay alive
With crosses,
The cross
We experience
In daily life.

Rightly it is said-
The moment of humiliation
Is the moment of humility.

And really such moment
Is an opportunity-
Reborn to a real life.

Let us make our time
From this moment
For love
And for truth.

Let us hear
The song of birds,
Let us watch
The blue sky,
Let us study
The trees,
And discover
Peace and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy / Difficult

I know not
Easy or difficult.
I know it is easy
If it is conducive
But not easy
Passive debt.
And difficult the dark
But to know the dark
Is there in duty chart.
No stranger can say
Stream is not for him
But cheerfully one has to
Walk and swim
To know Him.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing life
Is easy and
Simple.
Enjoying life
Is natural
And free.
Accept all
And get happiness.
Life is
But mystic truth.
Facing birth and
Death is
But experiment life.
Life is but absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy Flow

Easy flow, good flow,
Easy come and easy go.
See life with nature
Without ego.

Love life, life truth,
You have to cross
The frontier of the doubt.

Travel a lot
But know the life
Everywhere the same.

Life is just a beginning,
Close not life.
Life is for truth,
And the truth is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy To

The best and pure art is truth
I am practicing it
and it is easy to practise.

The best and pure is my body
I am keeping it
and it is easy to keep.

I love flower the best
and pure product and
I am watching it
and it is easy to watch.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy To Delete And

Easy to delete and
difficult to add
who told you?
It is not
always the truth.
Be sure, beauty is
within you.
Remember me for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy To Know

Easy to know the truth
And truth is I am here
But no recognition.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy To Say

Easy to say
Difficult to do
Easy to do
Difficult to say
Are you dumb or deaf
I have hands no feet
Just see where
Is the sea
No sanctity
No devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy Way

Easy way
But difficult
To proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Easy, Good And Independent

Let me lead a life
That is easy and good
And independent,
Quite difficult though
Such a life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Food

Eat food,
Drink water,
O man,
You are just a man.

You are the master,
You are the messenger,
You are just perverted.

You are not the creator, man,
You have no knowledge at all.

What is better and
What is worst,
You cannot utter.

But only truth is here to prosper
And not the falsehood.
Forge not, but be merciful.

Who is the father and
Who is the son,
How can I say, man!

But you are there
And I am there
But for why
How can I say, man!

Eat and sleep,
Sleep and work,
Work and work
And forget everything,
That are not related.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Him Up

Eat him up,
Eat him up.

Love feast,
Love feast.

Hunger and thirst,
No one is spared.

No meaning of
Civilized and uncivilized.

Protection and destruction -
No difference.

Milk eater and meat eater -
No difference.

Gods and demons -
No difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Me

Eat me,
I do admit,
I am your food.
Play me,
As you like
I am your ball.
Kill me,
I am your prey.
Calculate me,
I am zero.
Whatever you
Want to do,
Please go on,
But in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Not

Eat not
That are injurious
To your health.
Think not
That are injurious
To your mind.

I am here
In your health
And in your mind
If you love me really
Keep the mind and
The body well and good.

And that will benefit you
And you will get the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Not That Are Injurious

Eat not
That are injurious
To your health.
Think not
That are injurious
To your mind.

I am here
In your health
And in your mind
If you love me really
Keep the mind and
The body well and good.

And that will benefit you
And you will get the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Nothing

Eat nothing
Eat nothing and
Nothing to eat.

What do you mean
By eating
A great question.

A great question
With no answer
Who is eating what.

One who is eating
Himself is a food
And food is simply food.

Divide not good
Nothing to ear.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Pure Think Pure

Nothing new
When we say
Eat pure think pure
But it has an
Eternal value
Pure mind pure body
Pure food pure mind
Place seat scene atmosphere
My dear, all are here
Cook pure and good
Our God never demands more
But a leaf a flower
A fruit and water
Just offer with love
in pure heart
And He accept whole
Just attain God in action
Throw out hatred envy jealousy
Fear greed as these things
Poisoned your food
Be calm and pleased
Good feeling has good effect on food
And it is pure
bad feeling makes the food impure
Offer food with pleasure
the quality of such food is superior
My dear, be pure and holy
Being the son of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat The Blue Whale

Drink the sun
If you are thirsty.
Eat the Blue whale,
If you are hungry.
Go and dive in the ocean
If you are feeling uneasy.
Stay and fly in the sky,
If there is loss of memory.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat The Sun

Eat the sun,
Drink the moon.
Sleep in the air,
Dream in the sky,
Stay here always,
Say not, goodbye.
For you, dear friend,
We are all motionless.
No green signal of
Good fortune with us.
Still, we proceed,
With this dress code.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat This, Sleep There

Eat this, sleep there,
You are under nature's care.
Come here, drink that
Tell me the subject matter
of our chat, and be quiet.
Sto, stop, give not,
I want not anything else
But your love.
See my strength
With your love.
See me purity
In my truthful path.
Forget me slight defects
But remember my many virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat To Live

Eat to live
Or live to eat.
That is your choice
But both are different.

Going and coming
Are the same
But with a difference
And that is not different.

What you are doing
And when you are doing
Has a great importance
Though not different.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat Well, Sleep Well

To write better,
You are to
Eat well,
Sleep well,
Exercise well,
You are to
Love all,
Honor the truth,
Work for all,
And write all good,
Without any discrimination.
To write better
You are to stay away
From power and position.

Gajanan Mishra
Eat, Drink And

Eat, drink and make merry
They said and I believe,
There is nothing like
Virtue, vice, real, unreal
They said and I believe,
They said so many things
Like God is no where
It is all our creation
I heard and I believe,
I am unfortunate here
As nothing is known to me
I failed to reply at any point,
I heard and silently
Walked away from them.

Gajanan Mishra
Eatable By Dogs

Dogs and jackals
Are waiting to
Eat this body.
Fire and earth
Are there to
Take this entity.
I am nobody,
I am nobody.
I must go
Beyond this body.
I must take
Minimum care
As per the necessity.
Body, not mine, I do admit.

Gajanan Mishra
Eating And Digesting

I am eating food
By chewing
By swallowing
By sucking
By licking.

You are digesting my food
By your power and
Nourishing my body
By residing in my heart
And exhaling air
By residing in anus
And inhaling air
By residing in navel
And circulating the essence
By abiding in the throat
And separating the solid and liquid
By abiding in whole of the body
And shrinking and expanding the body
By belching by shutting and opening eyes
By sneezing by yawning.

My dear, You abide in my body
Even after my death
And puffs out my dead body
I am here to know
You are worth knowing.

Gajanan Mishra
Eating Drinking Sleeping

Eating drinking sleeping
And we know nothing else.

We talk to ourselves
And we have forgotten
What is to be done.

Up above the sky, we see
Our own reflections and
On earth, we failed to
Take any correct decisions.

What we know and what
We ignore, no one can say.

But at night I hear the cry,
The cry of the bird on the top
Of the tree, ancient and perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Eating Is Necessary

Eat eat eat
Eating is necessary
For living,
But live not to eat.

Eat eat eat
Eating is necessary,
But eat not too much
Too much eating
Causes thirst for water
Too much water
Makes stomach and body heavy,
Overeating makes you
Dull and lazy,
That causes indigestion
And diseases and also death.

Eat eat eat
Eating is necessary
For living
But live not to eat.

Gajanan Mishra
Eating Rice

Eating rice is not done by me
It is rice who is eating me
And I am getting free.

I am not in the world
The world is in me
And I am free.

Bad or good I do not know
It is they who know me
And I am free.

Gajanan Mishra
Eating Sweets

Eating sweets
Gives a man pleasure.
Eating ordure
Gives a pig pleasure.
Renunciation gives
A hermit pleasure.
Acquiring and enjoying
Gold, wine and luxuries gives
A connoisseur pleasure
Playing with dolls
And eating chocolates
Gives a child pleasure.
Seeing other happy
Gives a poet pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra


Ebam Hasa (Odia)

Mu hase, tume hasa, samste hasanti.
Aame samaste hasa bhitare jabana dekhun.
Hasa- aama sakalara aakasha
Spasta ebam rangamaya.
Suna alankara pindhi sakala
achhi dinara kadha hoi sethare.
Jibanara uchhula dudha-jharana dhari
hasa achhi gaira panhare.
Hasa, ebam hasa, he mo priya saradina,
ae pruthibiku karibaku swarga.
Hasa heuchhi hrudayara indradhanu
Bina megha chaire.
Hasa- chota dipatie
taranka jaldein jaha bahudura jaipare.

Gajanan Mishra
Eclipse

It is just going in between
one another.
It is just one's shadow
cast on the other.
It may be solar,
It may be lunar,
But earth must be there.

You are, my dear, on
the earth and the earth is
affected by such eclipse.
Feel the eclipse within
by staying in the umbra
or penumbra. You may eat,
You may drink but occurrence is regular.

Eclipse may be partial
May be total,
But one must not
considers it final.
One may observe staying
in the umbra or in penumbra
But eclipse is what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Eco-Friendly

Choose Eco-friendly product
And it is the need of the hour
Stop using plastic and polythene
Promote use of paper cloth jute bags
For your own sweet and smooth living.

Gajanan Mishra
Economic Crisis

Think nothing about
This economic crisis
No needs to blame anybody.
Go on working
And go on taking risk
Like the farmers
And see it
Would set right.
You are the symbol of change
You can change yourself
And change the world.
Go on with your own
Sincere efforts
And see the wonder, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Economic Survey

Inflation high
Growth momentum.

Export grew
Longer term inflow.

Hurdles and
Weaknesses regulated.

Mismatch in coal supply
Shortage of gas fuel.

Road networks improve
Investment shotup.

Internal resources
Raised and like it
Economic survey
On and on at
Current fiscal.

Engagement in terms of
Actions and ideas
No matter how you
Used mensrea.

Gajanan Mishra
Economics

Nothing but economics
Means questions of
Food clothing shelter
Should be
The main factor
In the process
Process of
Decision-making
People are the main
Pillars of democracy
Neglecting in any form
Will harmful to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Ecstasy

Ecstasy ecstasy ecstasy
This ecstasy is my life-goal
Seeing hearing and describing
About You my dear is pure ecstasy
That I know and for this I am
Ready to leave wife family house
Let me rolled in the dust of
Your world where each and everything
Is You and You are in everybody
I have nothing to give my dear
Take me in to to and I am offering
Myself though I know entirely
I am Yours and I am Yours
My mind my heart my love everything is Yours..

Gajanan Mishra
Ecstasy - Love Life

I annihilate
All formalities
And social conventions,
I escape
All stumbling blocks
And I am here
Before you, dear.
I know, it is
The perfect stage
Of our meeting.
I am one and
The same as you.
I am the truth,
I want nothing but you.

Gajanan Mishra
Ecstasy After Ecstasy

Life is full of ecstasy,
And love life dear.
Life makes us mad,
At times it is against us,
At another time we feel sorry
For no wrong.
Love deceits us
And brings misery.
But life without love-
Unimaginable.
No one can give up love,
And it is there in
Good fortune.
Life is gentle only through love.

Gajanan Mishra
Edo @ Tokyo

I know you,
Long long ago,
Edo @ Tokyo.
I know you
How important
And wise you are
And how you are
Lifting the sun
And the moon first.
I know in nightlife,
Shopping, cleanliness
Of streets, public
Transportation you
 Ranked first.
You are the most
Liveable city, I know.
From small fishing village
Edo, you transformed
Yourself to Tokyo
With so many ups and downs.
You have suffered
Earthquakes and
Worldwar II.
And yet you rebuilt yourself.
You know the art,
Art of living there
On this earth.
You are my dear,
Tokyo-prefecture.
I salute you
For the new life-dream
You have kept for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Education

This stone has given me this education
I told it go and go as a stone
And I am dying not being a stone.

This stone made me hear a song
And this stone made me hear the sky
And the sky and in between I inquired
About the destiny of stars by
Sitting on this stone.

I have seen this stone
In the middle of this field
I have seen under the mango tree
I have seen on this full moon day
And I know for this stone
Here is my house, here is my world.

We should not displace this stone
My dear, I know, from the very beginning
This stone has kept me here
And I fled away with the stone
Covering seven oceans and thirteen rivers
Where neither I exist nor anybody and nothing
Is there and nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Education And Knowledge

What is education?
Education can never be
Weigh by any piece of
Paper called certificate.
To be educated means
Not to hold various degrees
By passing in any institutions.
Knowledge of self is the best
Knowledge and to acquire
Such knowledge it needs
No certificate, my dear,
Ask not about my education
I am your minister and I am here
to provide proper education to all .

Gajanan Mishra
Education Not, But Love

I care not education,
It is not so necessary
To reach the truth.
But love is a must,
And to devote oneself
To achieve the truth
Is a must.
To stay in goodness
And to think and do
Good to others
Is a must.
I remember and I know,
You are the life for me
And I am the life for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Efforts Made

Efforts made
Are never in vain
Tells my star
Today.

Today
May not be a
Productive day,
But tomorrow
Success is there
For you, dear guy.

Dear guy,
Come to interview,
Show talent, remember,
Persistence- the key.

Gajanan Mishra
Egg In Water

Egg in water and also find
Water in egg, no word is sufficient.

It is black it is white
It is black it is white
It is purple it is black
It is gold it is silver.

O my dear, keep your heart clear
And if you like you can appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego Based World

Ego based world,
Energy cost living,
Brain-drain overtaxed.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego For Common Dealings

Ego remains
For common dealings,
It is in rendering
Service to others,
It is good, as
The purpose is
For the welfare of all.
Let the ego is selfless,
Let there be unity and
Love in ego.
Let there be no strife
Let there be no degradation.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego Has No Place

Ego has no place
In the real world
See, and live life
Here without fear.

Live in the grave-yard
And it is the best place
It is the original one.

Allegation has no work here
Live here without fear
See here all are yours
And all are cool even
In this hot summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego Is

Ego is at the root
Of all destruction.
And what for ego
My dear, think for a while,
No one is yours
Nothing is yours.
Don't go with emotion
And don't invite
Your own destruction.
Mind it, you can be safe
After burning in fire
After drowning in water
But you cannot live
With worldly materials.
This world is like dry bone
In the mouth of a dog
And we are getting pleasure
In this world, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego is I
And I want to left it
But how can I!

To eradicate ego
I must be clean in mind
And stay without words.

Pleasing and
Pleasing manners are
Necessary to keep the mind cool.

Coolness is the ingredients
Of a good and successive life
Minus ego minus I.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego Of Knowledge

Ego of knowledge
Is most dangerous
Than ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Egoism And Attachment

Pride and arrogance
I know when they say
They can put the entire
World upside down.

Their influence
Their accomplishment
All are one side
Excitement and burning
Sensation on the other.

O my dear, it is nothing
But anger, it is nothing
But agitation and commotion
Control yourself or they
Control you, lead you to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Egoless

I love you
As because
You are egoless.
I love you
As because
You know the truth.
I love you
As because
You are humble.
I love you
As because
You renounced all.
I love you
As because
You have no desire.
I love you
As because
You are self-satisfied.
I love you
As because
You are intelligent,
I love you
As because
Your heart is as broad as the sky.
I love you
As because
You are sinless and in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Ego's Port

I am here
In this port.

And it is I
Who can demolish
This port,
If I so wish.

Once demolished
Love and friendship
Would reign supreme,
And nectar would be there
Everywhere around us.

Let me achieve what
I want and my achievement
Depends on your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Egotism

Egotism
Egotism is most
Painful gout,
Greatest misery,
And also
Highest pleasure.

Happiness represents
Consumption.
Feeling of mineness
Is ring-worms.

Envy is itches
Joy and grief is
Diseases of throat
Anger is bile, burns breast.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you,
You are the helper,
You are the bar.
But be sure,
I believe in works
And not in publicity.
You are my part and
We board the same cart.
But we are not here
To pout the cart
Before the horse
To fulfil our self-interest.
To aid and advise you are here
But that should be in limit.

Gajanan Mishra
Eha Machha (Odiaa)

Jauchhi kie jane tataku chhun chhun,
aeta machha kahila tume.
Mu pacharili samudra ta nahin.
Tata sabdati suchauchhi
aakhe pakhe samudra rahichhi.
Tume paramarsha dela
Samudra asanta,
seaadaku na jibaku
Mu kahili, dekhuchhi,
Tume hasila..

Gajanan Mishra
Eha Mora Kana (Odia)

Eha mora kana
Tuma bani sabubele
Sunuchhi ethi.
eha mora aakhi
Sabubele mo samnare
Tumaku dekhuchhi.
eha mora pati
Jie sabubele tuma nama
Japuchhi satyare.
Ehi sarirare tume
Mo janibare
Ebam byasta rahuchha
ehara rakhyare.
Mora michhi nuhen
Mu kichhi nuhen.
Tume kebala tume
Sabukichhi sabukichhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Eha Nuhen (Odia)

Eha nuhen, eha nuhen, eha nuhen,
Mu tumaku kahibaku chahen, kintu eha nuhen,
Mu tumaku debaku chahen, kintu eha nuhen,
Mu tumaku dekheibaku chahen, kintu eha nuhen.

Eha nuhen, eha nuhen, eha nuhen,
Seita bu nuhen, seita bi nuhen, seita bi nuhen.
Mu sethaku jibaku chahen nahin
Kebala yadusyadu gapibaku, mote nuhen.

Mu abasada upatyakare nahin
Dakuchi tumaku jadio
Takichhi tumaku kebala jadio.

Tume sethare achha, phula sahita, jane,
Tume sethare achha tara sahita, jane,
Mu durare nahin, jane, achhi tuma ilakare.

Gajanan Mishra
Eha Sata Aau (Odia)

Eha sata aau, taha
Sata nuhen, kintu mu,
Tumaku kebala prema karen.

Gajanan Mishra
Eid Mubarak!

Eid Mubarak!
To you,
To all my
Brothers and
Sisters.

Come and please
Come to live here
With peace and
With all happiness
To get nectar.

We are the one
And the same, being
The sons and daughters
Of Supreme Creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Eighteen

Eighteen,
It is mystic,
From here
Find one plus eight
Nine,
Three three multiply
Nine,
Space, causation, time.
Creation, preservation, destruction.
Twice nine
The Mahabharata complete,
The Gita makes Yoga philosophy compete,

Gajanan Mishra
Either As Cause

Either permanent  
Or temporary  
Either as cause  
Or as effect  
In the material  
And in spiritual  
Whatever there is  
everything is  
Dependent on You  
O my dear  
I salute you  
My dear greatest poet  
Because I love You  
Because I am in truth  
What I say has never  
proved to have been false  
My mind never deterred  
My senses never degraded  
By temporary attachment  
To matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Either Here Or There

Either here or there.
If
You want bliss
First renounce desires.

Either here or there
If
You want truth
First avoid foul.

Gajanan Mishra
Either You Accept Or

Either you accept my words
Or reject,
But you are not allowed
To remain silent.
You are also not allowed
To go with assumptions.
No mineness, no negation
But establish the relation
With love in truth.
And truth is I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Either You or I
Both I and You
Neither You nor I
Here at this moment
For works in the queue
And rest is commitment.

Gajanan Mishra
Ekeskanti (Kosli Poem)

Etki rang kankaje dharichhu ga nani
Kan kaje e rang ni udijibar kenaade.
Muin e range kan kaje
Rangin ahuchhen etkitude.

Kahebu baele tui belnei bude keve
Kahebu baele tui chere ni jae udi
Kahebu baele tui tor lagi jimi mahanadi budi.

Kan karbarke nani matre deksu enta ekeskanti
Ni jaen muin tate chhadi
Baed aaele vi madi Tui mor sabu ni ja ni ja mate chhadi.

Tor sabu rang mor aae mor sabu rang tor
Rang diania helabelke aamar aame hajma
Ni janbu tui ni janbi muin.

Gajanan Mishra
Ekla Chalo Re

Go alone
There is peace
There is tranquility
In going alone
You are alone here
Like the sun
Like the moon
To enlightened the world
Go alone like the air
Like the water
You are the life-giver
You are my dear
Go alone without
Any attachment
Go alone Go alone
You are the only light
Here in this world
Without You there is
Dark and only dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Elder Brother

My elder brother
Is not here with me
I know not his address
Present status
Gap period is
Three years with
My elder brother
Three times I called
Him regularly till date
My mother-time is
Still waiting for
My elder brother
Three minutes
Three hours
Three days
Three week three month
Three years three century
And three three three
Every three passed
Above and below
No status and nothing
I find as yet.
Is my elder brother absconded?
Is he dead?
Where is who
To follow coo coo.
And time is changing
But I am as before
With my elder brother
Who is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Election

Election is a game of numbers
played by cunnings with money
and muscles
and you idiot a part of it
prasing governance
befooling public
who have no role at all
in the midst of false pretences.

Gajanan Mishra
Election-Season

Election-season is here
See, at present
At our door-step
And it is the time
The flowers that blossom
Out of season
And it is the time
To hear the friendly speeches
Of the corrupt-villains
And it is the time
To see the meekness
Of mean creatures
It is the time of trouble
It is the time of danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Electric Power

Electric power
Manifests itself
Through machines
Your power
Manifests itself
Through nature.

O my dear
I am trying to
Keep me away
From machines
From nature.

O my love
Help me
How I will not
Revolve
Let me give a chance
Life's problems
How to solved.

Gajanan Mishra
Elegy

May I request you
To write an elegy
On me?
As you see
I am no more.

Where am I,
Locate me
If you can?
I am not the one
Who was there
With you.

Who was there
Ask me not
I am not the one
Who can answer
Up to your satisfaction.

Your satisfaction
Is not under you,
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Elephant

Elephant, O elephant,
I know you as the symbol of
All goodness all richness
But I am unable to know
Why you have gone to
The crocodile who is in water.

O my dear, it is your goodness
And not the passion of crocodile
That got the winning side
I know you well my dear
You are always in the forest
With the trees and the nature.

You are in truth as you are open
But not the crocodile who is
In water always and covered with
All ignorance and it is the practice
Of the crocodile to kill others
But your nature is to save others.

Gajanan Mishra
Elephant - Best Creature

Elephant, elephant, my dear friends,
See elephant is very innocent.
Elephant, elephant,
Let not parade elephant,
hours together under the blazing sun,
for our own pleasure and fun.
Respect elephant, dear friend,
use not them to fulfill
your personal interest.
Give them food, give them water,
Elephant is as rare as tiger.
Come on children, and take care the elephant,
Elephant, the best creature of nature
is symbol of our world-culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Elephant And Lion

Elephant and lion.
The elephant and the lion
Are living together as friends.
Birds and beasts developed
Friendly relations with one another.
The air breathed cool, soft and fragrant.
Bees hummed, creepers and trees dropped honey.
Cows yielded milk, earth covered with crops.
Rivers carried in excellent water cool, pleasant to taste.
The oceans kept within their bound and scattered jewels
Ponds are all thick with lotuses.
The sun shines as much as necessary.
The moon flooded the earth with her rays.
Nothing more only in this world I want to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Elephants Flee

When defeated by a lion
O my dear, when You are
With me no enemy can
Stay here.

Gajanan Mishra
Eligibility

No eligibility is required
Nobody can create any hurdle
Nothing remains to be known
To be done to be acquired by me
In love only in love, in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Eliminate Anger

Eliminate anger,
Eliminate a headache.

Sound health and
Sound mind -
Fruits of all virtues.

Enjoy riches
And happiness
Within you.

Stay self-discipline
And truthful.

Get pleasure and
Prosperity.

Look the interest of others
And earn prestige.

Gajanan Mishra
Eliminate Self

Eliminate self
And entered in to
Holiness and harmony
To get true
Freedom and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Emblem Of Peace

I am the emblem of peace and prosperity
But the quarrelsome elements are here
Wine women gambling and slaughterhouse
And they wanted to kill me
They should know I am not here to die.

I am the sky I am the sky I am the sky
The cloud the thunder the noise and terror
Have no capacity to do any harm to me
I am as clear as before, my dear
As You are here with me always.

Gajanan Mishra
Emblems Of Good Fortune

Emblems of good fortune -
The elephants,
The pious and good men,
The fruits and flowers
Bearing trees,
The good verses and
Literature that
Teaches about humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Emblic Myrebalan

No shade what you said
And I stand under this tree
I am not free in this
Incessant rain
You can ask this witness
Who is lone standing here
With no shade.

Gajanan Mishra
Whose earth is it?  
Neither yours  
Nor mine.  
You are still here  
So also I.

You are to give  
Account of each leaf.  
During verification  
Though there would be  
Neither you nor I.

Nothing to be credited,  
The things that were here  
Still there, as you see  
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Embrace The Blue

Blue is our place of residence
And our identity.
Embrace the blue, dear men.
Music is flowing in blue,
Measure it, dear men.

Life is not for
Waste paper basket,
Life is the fraction of blue,
Know and test it
Openly if you wish.

The ocean and the sky
Are there for you.
Love them, dear men,
They are all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Embracing

No embracing please,
As we know
Embracing is
Embarrassing,
But we are to see
Embrasure and
We are to avoid
Embroilment.
Policy of embracing
Is as such proved fatal
To life and property.
As per rules and
Procedures are to
Move forward with dignity.

Gajanan Mishra
Embracing Time

Embracing time
I told You to
 Remain present
 Here with me.

And I provided
 A detail descriptions
 Of the time
 That is with us.

The more I am
 With the time
 The more I want
 To stay here with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Emily Dickinson - I Discovered

Paradise hopefully
As said hope is the thing
With feathers that
Perches the soul.

Emily Dickinson - I discovered
The little bird with
Extreme joy and I
Recognized its house
In the smile of the children.

Gajanan Mishra
Emily is another name of love,
You can feel as hot as may-sun.
Go not in bare-body
Go not to burn.

See the brightness here
In this morning rose
You may enjoy life
On going close.

Gajanan Mishra
Emiti Kuha Nahin;  
Mu brahmana nuhen  
Tenu, royal enfield  
Chadhi paribi nahin.  
Mu sikhita nuhen  
Tenu, pratidinara khabara  
Sarakari karmachari aau  
Pratinidhinkara jani paribi nahin.  
Mu akhyama  
Tenu, mu kichhi paribi ni kari.  
Mu jane mahila  
Tenu, Mandira, masjid, church  
ba gurudwaraku pasi paribi ni.  
Mu jane gariba loka  
Tenu, kichhi dei paribi ni  
Anyara mangala pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Emotional Certainty

Emotional certainty
And material security,
Both are necessary
To live, though,
Not permanent.

Seize the moment, dear,
And place yourself
In the right place
At right time.

Love and war,
Both are going with you,
For the sake of truth.
And all are waiting
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Emotions Expressed

Poems-
Emotions expressed
Through hearts
By love.
Love-
True pictures of life
Shown by nature-
Scented life.
Life-
Sense of obligation
To others to build
A bright future.
Future-
Alas, nothing
But puncher
With no vigor.

Gajanan Mishra
Emphasis By

Emphasis by
Extreme assertion
Should be avoided.

You may assert the result
Before the cause
To express swift action.

For a life of solitude
At present no need
To enter the forest.

No boon is required
For service and a servant
Should not have any desire.

It is bondage
That is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Empirical

Let me stay
Empirical and
Emplane to
Reach my
Destination.
Let me hug and
Embrace you,
My love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Emptiness

So long as I am here
You are there.
And You are there
I am here.

We are awake
Like the leaf of
A mango tree,
We are going
Like the wind
We are staying
Like the sky.

And we are here
So long as the emptiness
Is here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty

Empty, empty, empty,
Everything is an empty thing.
Empty, empty, empty,
We are empty, nothing within us,
Nothing outside us.
We are going for wealth,
For success, for fame,
Knowing fully well that
All are empty, all are empty.
What we have seen is not true
That we know and we are therein.
What we have achieved is nothing
And it is no use to discuss
About all these, my dear, just see.

Gajanan Mishra
Anyway-
It is empty.
See inside
Or see outside.
But nothing to worry,
It is everything
To everybody.
No reason
To believe
Or nothing to
Disbelieve.
But we have to
Adjust and
Manage it.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Body

Like onion
It is empty.

Like tree
It is standstill.

Like river
It is flowing.

Body is here
As it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Husk

Beat not
Empty husk of
Wheat.
Nothing but
Trouble is there.
Associate yourself
With the truth
To discover nectar.
The truth is
Only the sky.
Fly, fly
And catch.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Lots

Are we empty lots?
Have we no blood?
Are we not conscious?

We make them great,
But they use us
Taking everything ours.

And we fool going to them,
Pray them, and doing
Everything for their luxury.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Room

I am in an empty room,
See me, I have nothing.

I hear each sound,
I see each sight.

I am here to taste,
To fight, to proceed.

All true fragrance
Belong to me.

Always I am
At exit point.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Secret - Life

Empty words,
Empty space,
Empty secret,
All life, and
Life is great.

Life is great
With love and
With truth here
Inside and also
Outside for all.

For all, let me utter
The words, not empty,
But value life
Always all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Sky

O great
This empty sky
Wet water
I have in me.

Wonderful
Your coming
At this moment
in my checking
Time that is
At hand.

No sight
At my eyes
No sound
Mouth and ears
In emptiness
Fully cooperating
In this space.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Space

Emty space gives pain
No peace no happiness
No time to chat.
This world not empty
We feel empty
With no basis.

Gajanan Mishra
I am writing
On empty stomach,
I have no
Appetite though.
Pain in the belly
Is there but
Doctors are not there
To prescribe anything here.

I am preserved,
And you know
Internal disturbances.
In quick tempo
T raise my hands
And use sign languages.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty Well

Empty well,
Dry clouds,
Only thunder and
Lightning.
No tree
No free air,
No calling,
And nothing fair.
Language is foreign,
Water is poison,
Collapsing house,
Life in danger.
Still, nothing to panic,
We are under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Empty-Handed

Satisfaction is
Far from reach.
I can't satisfy you,
I'm telling the truth.

It is your business
To decide what to do
And what not to do.

I am nothing and
I am incapable,
I do admit.

When I beg something,
Think not yourself,
As the producer
And the provider.

You are there, to give,
I do admit.
I am there not to take,
You have to admit.

I came empty handed
And I am to go empty handed.
Whatever is here,
We have to satisfy
Without any complain.

Gajanan Mishra
Emulation

Let us emulate
But with caution.
Life is not so cheap.

Gajanan Mishra
En Route To Hell

I know not
What is hell
Yet, you said
I am en route
To hell.

But I know
Where my mother is there,
Where I am free to talk
With my mother tongue,
Where production of crops
Are plenty as produce
I salute my mother land
And I treat it the best place
To live in on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Enable Me To Live

My enemies,
Please come to me.
See me, eat me,
Enable me to live.

I find nothing wrong
In you, dear enemies.
I am praying for you,
I am discovering
My life in you.

Turn me not down,
Dear enemies, I am yours.
I am judging me
In your language,
And nothing fucking.

Gajanan Mishra
Enable Me To Wakeup

Nightmare created
only for my destruction.
Body lotion has major role
to play as I am drunk
and warmonger.
Come and please
enable me to wakeup.

Gajanan Mishra
Enchanted And Delighted

Endless and
Beginningless
And I am
In peace here,
With the colorful
Stars
Above the sky and
Below the sea,
Enchanted and
Delighted,
With all emptiness
In your smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Enchanted Cell

Let me open
The enchanted cell
That is within me.
Though poor I am
For this, you love me.
I know, I can go
A long way with
My own breathing sound.

Gajanan Mishra
Encroachment Not Allowed

Encroachment, in any form
Is not allowed.
Right to live freely
Is given to all.

Life is there as it is
Just like the sun appeared
Though, rising and setting.
It is not true, that
We have taken birth or
We are going to die.

Liberation is just a word,
In practical field, it has
No meaning but transfer of
Our vision is certainly there.

Gajanan Mishra
End Is Not Known

End is not known,
Our journey is also
Without beginning.
Field is here for play
But players are
Not under their control.
Whatever be the case
Our vision and understanding
Are the truth
As we love you
And our love is pure
Not affected by outer world.
Expressing feeling is
the ony way out.

Gajanan Mishra
End Is Supreme Love

End is supreme love,
And for this
I am here to surrender all,
To devote myself for the purpose.
For the end of supreme love
I can do anything here,
If you want to test,
You can test me by calling.
I am a lover of discipline,
I love you and your world
Only for the purpose of new thing.
love is always new, that I know.
I know the purpose of my life
is to attain supreme love.

Gajanan Mishra
End Not Silence

I am telling myself,
End not silence.

Gajanan Mishra
End Of British Era Legacy

Let me congratulate
For the end of British
Era legacy, as I know,
You are independent,
You are sovereign,
You are making law
For you in truth.
Let me congratulate you
For the reason that
You know your own earth,
Own mother, own mother tongue
And you are there
For all creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
End Of Trust

End of trust
In other words
it is adultery.

It is fidelity
Important to
this life.
Question of
accommodation is
a must in case of
inadequacy.

Gajanan Mishra
End-All

What I need
Is only food
What I need
Is only air
What I need
Is only sky.

I do not care
Birth or death
I do not care
Fame and wealth
I do not care
If not good faith.

Be sure
I am not worry
About anything
About my livelihood
I know my food is
Secured before my birth
I know wood and fire
Is there for my dead body.

Gajanan Mishra
Ended Fare

Small is not small
Said the air
That is still today.
On the eastcoast
Light spark smile
And we stay.

Nothing is made by us
As you know said the air
That is fair.
On the hilltop
We discovered monkey
That ceases care.
Who is there
query air and requested
To return
While we ended fare.

Gajanan Mishra
Ending Of All Disputes

When we adopted the principle
of one world, one man, one air
One sun, one moon, one life
My dear brothers, where is the dispute?

Come on and see it is not mine
When I say this, I break all disputes,
Let me say all belong to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless

Endless
Nothingness
O my dear
Here I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Difficulty

We are there to face
Endless difficulty.
We are facing
Endless difficulty
At every step of life.

Life is not a bed of roses,
It is not a place of dancing
or singing or making merry
And yet, we are here to
Love life with so many reasons
And our love may have no reason.

But we are there to imitate
The sun and declare ourselves
As the descendants.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Diverse

I am scattered
Endlessly diverse.

But I have
Only one intellect
That's You.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Gain

Endless gain is here,
Face the life here.
Not an iota of suffering here,
Face the life here.
Touchstone of perfection is here,
Face the life here.
No discrimination is here,
Face the life here.
We are all here to feel
The Supreme bliss here.
Placidity of mind is with us here
And we are facing the life here.
We are ours, we are for us here,
Let us come together to face all.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Living

I want to say endless,
I know not the exact
Meaning though.
But I know endless
Everyone, everything.
And I touch them all,
But I know not the name
of that touching-portion.
I cannot say the taste,
The colour, the size,
And etc etc.
But I stay with them
For the purpose of
My own living.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Man

I am endless,
Endless man.
And I am here
Since time immemorial.

Let me tell
Who am I and
What I am going
To do and for what.

Hear me properly,
Read me properly,
And stay safe.

I am endless,
How is it ask not
But feel within.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Talking

I am talking about You always
My talking is never ending
So also Your expansion and role.

Let me take the process afresh
And it is Your greatness that
You have allowed me to enjoy.

I know You are full liberty
You are full happiness and
You are full auspiciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Endless Wait

Endless wait.
Endless wait for what?
For justice? but
What is that justice?
Who is there to deliver justice?
Justice to whom and how?
Is anyone free from guilt?
Who is fit to be a judge here
Besides Almighty and Omnipotent?
Remember, love is the panacea of all
Evils here, and you are to love all
Without any conditions.
And love has nothing to expect.
No expectation means no waiting .

Gajanan Mishra
Endure

Endure
Which can not
Be cured.
Endure
If the daughter-in-law
Commit any mistake.
If the poet commit
Commit mistake
Tell it is not right.
If the wife commit mistake
Talk not to her.
Punish not parents, teachers
Priest and great men
If they commit mistakes.
If son commit mistake
Directly tell him.
If a child commits mistake
Love him and give sufficient affections.
If the relatives commit mistakes
Give not foods.
If the servants commit mistakes
Allow not to enter the house.
If you yourself commit mistake
Surrender yourself to Almighty God
And try to love and be in truth.
Remember, this world is
Only for the person who are
Far away from mistakes.
Mistake is but common for a man
Just endure and try to cure
In other ways with gentle manner
And showing good behaviour.

Gajanan Mishra
Endure All, O Men

Endure all, O men
And remain balanced
In favorable and
Unfavorable circumstances.

Possess the virtue of
Fortitude, you are
In the mode of goodness, O men
Neither get disheartened
In calamities nor overwhelmed
With joy, in prosperity.

O men, move ahead
To attain your goal
Patiently and promptly
As written in your soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Enduringness

What is it that you want
Is it about dream
is it without antecendants
Do you mean what you say
Is it about endure
That is with you
I do not know anything
And I am with you
Whole day that you want.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemies

Enemies are
Necessary good.
First salute
Your enemies.
They inspire you
To do something,
And for them
You stood firm.
Are not your friends
Also often act
Sleeping enemies?
If you try, no harm,
To take them into confidence.
But you fail, worry not,
They are all ready to come
With you and follow you.
It is their business
To take time and
Understand the true meaning
Of your deeds.
If you are in truth,
Go one, no roll back policy
Be adopted at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemies And Friends

Enemies and friends
No end
Defeat and conquer
No difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemy

Who is your enemy
Do you want to know
Go deep and deep
Go in and in.

Are you able to see
Are you able to feel
Somebody is there
Something is there
Insatiable and wicked.

The one who played mischief
Disturbing the journey
You know he is only
Our enemy only enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemy Or Friend

Enemy or friend
No matter
Somehow or other
You are attached to me
Means You are
Great benefit receiver.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemy Is Still Alive

It is I who has defeated
The enemy - is not true.

It is true I have gone away
On my own way leaving the enemy
Then and there on that very spot
And there, the enemy is still alive.

I have done nothing and
I have nothing to do
That I know at this moment
Everything is illusion.

I am with my enemy
And enemy is still alive.

Gajanan Mishra


Enemy Of All

A father is the enemy
When he left unpaid debts
A foolish son is the enemy of
His parents
A beautiful wife is the enemy of
Her husband
A mother with loose character
Is the enemy of her children
A greedy corrupt and notorious king
Is the enemy of the country men
O friend, remember
If you are not doing any good deeds
Beneficial to others you are the enemy
Of your soul and enemy of you
As you are destroying yourself
As your same soul is there in the body of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemy Of Humanity

Enemy of humanity -
Nigeria-Boko Haram.
Is the sun really
Going to set?
Let us wait.

God is Great
And we are hearing
From our childhood,
Truth is life
And it is blooming.

It is true,
Boko Haram can do
No harm. Allahu Akhbar!
Wait for all good, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Enemy Of Time

Yes, it is me,
I am the enemy,
Enemy of time.

I am here
Ready to wage war,
With my own weapons,
Weapons of truth
And non-violence.

I write poems
To counteract
All disastrous
Of life.

I accept all,
And accept with a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Engage Yourself

Engage yourself
You are not an ordinary man
You are Absolute Truth
Your body Your mind
And You Yourself are
One and absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Engagement

Engagement in
Loving service
Can make you
Fit to return
To the truth.

But stay free
From all
Contamination by
The process of
Your loving service.

Take shelter,
Your shelter is
Here, my dear,
Come on without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
English

What is it
Where is its origin
Who has copy right on it
And there are so many
Questions and it is
Not necessary to answer
Ex tempore.

Ask Your self
O my dear
Who are You
Where you come from
What is the intention
Of your coming
What is the value
Of your speaking here.

O my dear
Search out your identity
Your original name fame
Your going with the components
And so and so on
And tell me
Without hearing from you
Suo motu
I can reach to the ether.

Gajanan Mishra
English Fire

English fire
Is in snow.
Go not there.
Desire not
Earth is a
Dark star.
Ask not for more
And count not
Earthly years
They are not your.
Hear and see
Free sound of the wind,
Tell not anything,
While words are fighting.

Gajanan Mishra
English Is A Mixture

English is a mixture
You can see in theatre
English is neither paternal
Nor maternal
No word no grammer
Make english finer
Uniformity english
Make life accomplished.

Gajanan Mishra
English Is A Must

English is a must
Learn English for global benefit
And also see your earth
Lest the sky will not be there
For you.

We are preparing for others
Right
But why they who are coming to us
Are not well-prepared before coming
Am I wrong?

English is a must
But my mother-tongue
But my state language
What is their fault
Am I right?

Gajanan Mishra
Englishness

Hungover englishness
Hungover englishness
Everywhere everywhere
The sun never set
The sun never set.
Try try try and try
Try to go away
That you can not
I bet.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy

Enjoy
What is with you,
Go not
Behind that,
That is not there.

Hope not
Against hope,
Hope is always
A desert,
Only despair is there.

Stay cool
Within, it is
Not hot, see, when
You are in your mind-sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy A Find Day

Watch the sun across the way
And enjoy a fine day.

You are the enjoy-er, I know
You are the knowledge, you are to know.

You are the world and You are above
I am here within You not below not above.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Eternal Love

Enjoy eternal love,
Eternal highest loving affairs,
Most attractive, pure with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Everyday

Enjoy everyday
Without any woes
Or worries.
Take quick and
On the spot decisions
For all welfare.
Be practical, realistic,
And reasonable.
Discuss with your
Friends on social issues,
Like law, education, social
Obligations and culture and
Take positively the outcomes
And try to change the fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Free Writing

Enjoy
Enjoy free
Enjoy free dancing
Free singing
Free writing.

You are free here
With all the bonds.
The option is with you
Whether to sign on it
or not.

But being a man
I have to keep
humanity with me
to enable you to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Freedom

Enjoy freedom
Enjoy freedom with
Restraint
And it is good
Freedom is not
Absolute.

I am free to
Tell the truth
And it is not true
I am not free
To tell false
And it is not true.

Enjoy freedom
So long as
I am with you
I am enjoying
So long as You are
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Freely

Enjoy freely
This fight.
In this
Fight-free zone.

Within this fight
You have to bring
Harmony.

Harmony is necessary
For peace and bliss
In life.

Life is here,
Start it afresh
With each odd and
Say you are in picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Full

Enjoy full
O fool.
Regret has
No meaning.

O pedler
Stop vending
Stop travelling
Regret has
No meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life

Eat drink and party
Enjoy life.

CAT MAT ATMA scores
Packages internship
Enjoy life.

Cloud computing
Interaction Tech
Enjoy life.

No vilage no town
Nothing relation
Changing society
Enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life Freely

Let me touch you,
O touch me not.
And with my touch,
You would become
Spiritually advanced.

Let me tell you some words,
And with my words, you
Would become worthy to live
Here in this world.

O worthy men,
Neither you are a cheater,
Nor you are being cheated here.
You are to enjoy life freely.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life In Searching Truth

Enjoy life
Feel cosmic
Get satisfaction
What you have.

You are telling me
Always in silence mode
I have forgotten to smile
With this life.

In the hours of night
You are showing light
But I am unable to see
As I am in my ego-dynasty.

I know Your words are nectar
You have a gentle and smiling face
I have to acquire the art of
Detachment and knowledge.

In this world I have forgotten
So many words and remember You only
In this world I am searching
The road of Truth that is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life In Union

Live like a child
With no bondage,
No shame,
No hatred,
No hesitation.
Live like a child
And enjoy life,
This world is yours.
See the truth here,
Here find no place
For lust, anger
Or passion.
See life in union
And not in separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life In Winter In Summer

Enjoy life
With songs of love
Every morning,
Care not
Whether it is
Winter or summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life On This Earth, Life-Nectar

Enjoy life,
Here, the earth is yours.
Good morning to all,
My dear friends.

I differentiate not
Whether you are
Movables or
Immovables.
I matter not
Whether you are
Living or dead.

But I wish
All good to you all.

Enjoy life, my dear,
Life is yours and
It is full of nectar.
Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life Playfully

Enjoy life playfully
With full satisfaction
Of the self.
Stay free eternally
By traveling in the sky
That can astonish
The moon and the stars.
Associate yourself
With the truth and let all
Know who you are
And how you are here.
Uncover the love
With the shining of the earth
And give the message by a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life With Poetry

My life
In poetry
And
My poetry
In life -
Not the same.
Yet, I go
With both
From
The very morning
To the late night.
I see
Easy declining,
I feel also
Easy rising.
Come on with me,
Dear men,
And release
Your pressure.
Let me measure
Your growth
Here on this earth,
Full of poetry.
Write your own
And enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Life Without Pain

Enjoy life without pain
By destroying craving.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy My Poems

Read and enjoy
My poems,
All are new,
With all newness.

New slogan
Is there
In all,
For peace,
For development,
For humanity.

Read and feel
Cool within,
Feel as if
You are a real man.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Only

Stars in the sky
Are analysing all
Activities of all.
All are under
The stars,
Directly or
Indirectly in
The way they like.
Elaboration and
Descriptions are
Not needed, but
Wait and observe
Life only under them.
And enjoy, for which
You are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Real Beauty

Real beauty
Is there in life.
Enjoy it, my dear,
Especially what you
Think in loss.

Have you anything lost?
Ask yourself at every moment
And enjoy your own laughing.
Have you forgotten the key
That is necessary to open
The luck of joy?
Enjoy the question first
And then go ahead with
Your forgetfulness.

See how free you are
With the answer.
Remember, neither the question
Is yours nor the possible
And upcoming answer.
But you are there
With the time with care,
Matter of laugh.

But life is far beyond
Any border.
Are you the guard?
Have you taken the bid?
Is there any contract?

Real beauty is in questions,
Just go on asking
And enjoy yourself
Here there.

Name not the place
You are staying
Name not the life
You are living
you are just
What you are, my dear,
See and find yourself
And enjoy in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Struggling

Enjoy the struggling,
Without struggling,
Life is nothing.

Enjoy the nature,
It is you.

You are opened
And not covered.

Enjoy the time,
There with
Living entities.

Try to rise,
And raise your position,
You are not fallen,
You are not conditioned.

You are the truth, pure truth.
You are the love, eternal one.
Enjoy life, enjoy love,
Enjoy the live-truth here,
That is your own life,
And life is in struggling.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Best

Enjoy the best,
This earth is the best,
This life is the best.
Be pure, be sure
And enjoy life.

Fear not,
Never fearful of anyone,
Fearfulness is a sort of illusion.

You are not to die,
Fear not, fear not.

Everything is a myth,
Everybody is a dream,
It is all passing away,
And you are there to enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Dark

Enjoy the dark
It is your friend
For ever
Light will come
And go
But not dark.

Enjoy the dark
It is in light
See the light
It is in dark
Dark pervades
Everywhere.

You are with the dark
Always everywhere
O son of light
O my dear
I am with you
To make future
Clear and bright.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Day

Enjoy the day,
All for good,
All for fun.
Here there is
For you,
The sky
And the ocean.
Tactfully,
You are to enjoy.
Mindfully,
You are to fly.
All for you,
The rain,
And the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Heavenly Pleasures

Enjoy
Enjoy the heavenly pleasures
What to do with salvation
You are telling.

You are not wrong with this
I am pleased to here you
I praise you and like you
You are really daring.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Love Here

Enjoy the love here,
Happy New Year,
Happy New Year.

Happy New Year,
Enjoy the life here,
Happy New Year,
Happy New Year.

Be united, stay together,
Happy New Year,
Happy New Year.

O my dear, O my dear,
Be a friend of all,
Happy New Year,
Happy New Year.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Present

1

I have no demand,
I have no needs,
See me, test me.
I love life in full,
I know life is
About exploring,
About loving
And about caring.
I have no expectation
From anyone here.
I am confident and
Comfortable here.
I know the lifestyle
And process of learning.

2.

I have no past
But history is here
With me.
Simplicity is my
secrecy.
I love life
And I love all creatures.
This world is for all
And all have equal right
To live.
Always I enjoy
The present
I care not
The future.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The Ride

O life,
Enjoy the ride,
And care none
And nothing.

O life,
I know full of ideas
Are with you.
Radiate diligence
And intelligence.

O life,
Begin a fresh
And think
A level higher
And clearer.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy The World

Enjoy the world,
It is yours, my dear son,
The manner you like most.
But see others are there
With you for the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy With Great

Enjoy
Enjoy with
Great satisfaction.
O intellect
O intelligent person
Enjoy one another
Enjoy together.
You are here
Together, enjoy
By utilizing your
Intelligence and
It is proper.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Within

Here is pleasure
Here is
Unlimited happiness
Be happy my dear
Here is pleasure
You have nothing
To do but to enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Your Life

My dear son
While enjoying
Remember one thing
Spiritual enjoyment
Is pure one
It is Truth and
It is under the protection
Of supreme personality Almighty
Remember material enjoyment is
Inebriate and it is not good
It is harmful.
Remember my dear son
The world is a constructed honey-hive
Man is here hankering after happiness
And this human bee-hives are sources of misery
And men suffer from the bites of other persons
As man is in the material world, my dear son.
Enjoy your spiritual happiness with the grace of God.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Your Life - New Year

Happy new year
To all,
I wish all
A happy and prosperous
Life.
Let peace be
Always with you,
I wish a fearless
Life here
Throughout the year.
Enjoy your life
With creativity.
Love and truth
Be with you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoy Yourself Freely

Enjoy yourself freely, dear,
The world is yours and
You have complete freedom.

Be more confident and
Do what you like,
All advantages are
With you, all real.

No one is there
To neglect you, dear.
You survive with
Your own strength.

Tell everything and
Help each other,
Life-line is all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoying Life

We, the people
Are the sovereign here.
All so-called leaders,
Service holders are
At out feet.
We, the people
Are the truth.
One who hates us
Has no place here.
One must use
Our language in all
Works meant for us.
Use no foreign language
While talking with us
Here on this land
My dear leaders and
Service holders.
Hearing you in foreign
Language we at once
Become morose and our
Jolliness and smile
At once disappear.
We feel very much sorry
For you.
Shall we give up our body
Or you give up the post
You hold for us.
You are the symbol of
All offensiveness, since
Language is the soul
Of a body and a state,
And you are not using it,
You are also not caring
The Constitution and
The law of the land.
But enjoying everything
That belong to us.
Gajanan Mishra
Enjoyment

Who said
Life is to enjoy.
One enjoy means
Another suffer, means
Violence is there.
Let me say
No violence
No enjoyment.
You try to enjoy means
You inflict suffering on others
That is not sanctioned
Your nature is oppressive
And it is painful
It is violence.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoyment And Violence

Enjoyment is related to violence,
Without violence, no enjoyment is possible-
What they say hundred percent true.

Gajanan Mishra
Enjoyment Stop

Enjoyment stop,
But close not
The line.
Stress, from
The beginning
To the end.
Waves of desires
Still, continue.
Flowing time,
Flowing water,
Flowing life,
And we are all
Missed everything
For something not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlarge

Offering a chance
To own
To appreciate
Enlarge my
Poetic field
With you
Whole day.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlighten Me

Enlighten me,
Enlighten me in every way,
That can enable me
To know the truth.

See me,
I am very very inquisitive
About self-realization,
And anxious to know every details.

I am independent
In every respect
And you are the witness
Of everything that is
Happening here at this time,
Let me know details of your pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlightened Man

See this enlightened man
Swearing by the identity
Of individual soul with Truth,
He is covetous of another's wife
And is clear of vile and steeped in
Delusion, malice and worldly attachment,
See this man, so called enlightened
He find faults with Truth by dint of
His false logic, condemned to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlightened Verse

Search me,
I am there in
Enlightened verse.
I am the love,
I am the truth.
I am there
In your world,
See me, touch me,
Search me out,
I am your life.
I am the time,
I am the dream,
See me, use me
I am here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlightened Verse - This Life, My Dear

Search me,
I am there in
Enlightened verse.
I am the love,
I am the truth.
I am there
In your world,
See me, touch me,
Search me out,
I am your life.
I am the time,
I am the dream,
See me, use me
I am here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlightened Yourself

By performing your own duty
O men, You are on duty.

O delighted! I know
You have no desire at all
And you have no fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Enlightening The World

Enlightening the world the sun appeared
And spread fragrance of new light
For all times to come.
I a poet of compose poem coordinating
Different angles so as to enable the sun
To solve problems that arose in between
rising and setting during flow of water
And during blowing air.

Gajanan Mishra
Enough is enough
let me stay in peace
For this day.

No struggle no war
Do not do anything
That will disturb me
In my eating sleeping
Doing works.

let me give a chance
To live on my own way.

Gajanan Mishra
Enough Knowledge

Hypocrites think themselves
They possessed enough knowledge
Because of their false
Intelligence wisdom and knowledge.

Hypocrites think themselves
What they are actually not
Because they are full of egoism
They are puffed up with pride.

Gajanan Mishra
Enough Of Everything

See
Here
There is
Enough of
Everything, my dear
For your need
By the will
Of Almighty.

O my dear
You can make
Proper use of things
and live comfortably
Without enmity
With others
Anywhere at
Any time.

See
The river is
Flowing to
Fertilize your lands
Here is the ocean
Supplying sufficient
Minerals pearls jewels
Here is the forest
supplying sufficient
Vegetables woods drugs
And the seasons are
Helping effectively
To produce fruits flowers.

Live with nature my dear
And have your secured future.

Gajanan Mishra
Enquiry

Result of enquiry
Is not up to satisfaction,
Of course, still the process
Is on.
En passant, let us
verify ad interim
Relief that are here
With us at this time.
But we know
We are here ad infinitum.
Enquiry has lost
Its value
For the sake of
Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Enrapt

No rich
No poor
Go on
The door is
Open.

Gajanan Mishra
Enraptured

I am enraptured
In your world,
Seeing the water
And the fire
Together at the one
And the same place
And time.
I am enraptured
With the birds
In the sky.
I am enraptured
With the earth and
The clouds and the air,
There with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Ensure That

Ensure that
You exist.
Where how
No matter.
Ensure that
You write.
What when
No matter.
But think not
You are entangled.
Think freely
You can entertain all.
You are allowed to
Enter as the friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Enter A New

Enter in to a new
It is time for you.

Weapons no use
Water no use
Wind no use
Fire no use
Even your shirt
Worn out
And no use.

Enter in to a new
It is time for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Enter And Smile

Enter and smile,
Smile and talk,
Talk the truth.

The truth is there
And also here to help you
At any time, anywhere.

This earth is
The ground of the truth.
Love the ground,
Around and around.

All life, love flows,
All life, destiny reign,
All life, ecstatic,
The life enters and exit.

Gajanan Mishra
Enter Not

Enter not
To other's house.
Take your home
As yours.

Hear,
What the self-illumined
Witness is telling
At the very early morning.

Give your audience
And observe the awareness
And enlightened yourself
With all glories.

Be confident,
Read the content.

Gajanan Mishra
Entering And Blazing

I am entering to this world of poetry
And blazing like the sun
I am flowing like the pious river
The Ganges and stationed in ocean
For welfare of all with good mission.

Gajanan Mishra
Enthusiasm- Success

Enthusiasm - success,
Dilemma - failure, but
True life stays above all.

Gajanan Mishra
Enticer

Enticer,
I know you
And see
Still then
I am within
Your net.

Enticer,
You are
Taking me,
And also
Everything
That are mine,
Still then
I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Entire Creation

The entire creation
Is within us.
The animate the inanimate
The sky the directions
The mountains the islands oceans
The earth the air the fire
The moon the star the scenes the sounds
And everything everythings.
We have unlimited powers
And we can do whatever we like.
The entire creation
Is with us and we are human beings
The son of the nectar
And we are our creator
And we are out destroyer.

Gajanan Mishra
Entire Earth

Entire earth,
I am the entire earth.
From familiar to
The stranger,
From here
To there.
I am the memory,
You being the incidents
Call me at every step.
I am in my shining fair,
You are as joyful
As the sky with clouds.
When I whisper,
You give a sound.

Gajanan Mishra
Entire Universe

Here see at my hands
Entire universe
And be sure
It is not matter.

It is color
It is in your cloth
It is encircled
It is linseed flower.

Being the store house
Of all energy
You are to see
The strength yourself
From the beginning.

Here is the system
Through which
I am to arrived at
With dress imaginary.

It is my sky
It is the statue
It is the emeralds
Here see all at my hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Entire universe is
With me, see.
I am the cause,
I am the effect.
I am myself, your spirit.
I am one with you,
I am the life
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Entire World

It is entire world
That is with me.
I am telling about
The entire world
That is in light.
I know, light
Can't describe light,
Also I know dark
Is not competent
To describe light.
How can dark
Describe what it is
As it is dark.
I know something
About life
And life has both
Sides the dark and
The light.
I am telling about
Light, my dear
Please, hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Entitlement

Insidious injurious
Expensive Entitlement
Burden on citizen.
Also entitlement
Exaggerate
Unnecessary gap.

Gajanan Mishra
Entity

Entity,
Not dual,
But single,
It is real,
I believe.

Nothing is mine,
Nothing is for me,
I realize.

Nature,
I observe
Is here.
My thinking
Crosses all
Nature's border.

Gajanan Mishra
Entity Misconceived

I think, it is I,
But it is misconceived.

I appear, what I am not.

Nothing is mine also.

Since I am in a dream world,
I am to give up all frustrations.

I cry, I smile, I quarrel, I fight,
Still, I am what I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Entrance

Entrance to Truth
With attachment
With love,
The feeling
Inexpressible
At every moment
It is like
Going to a state
Of perfection
It is curiosity
To know the Self
With hope to live
Without fear,
It is to receive
Everything within.

Gajanan Mishra
Entrance To You

Love is the entrance to you
Free from attributes and desires
Inexpressible and enhances every moment
The subtlest and experienced
Forgetting what I am and who I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Envious or obedient,
I am unable to check
Till final settlement.
Conception of life
Changed, while admitting
The very existence.
Let me rectify myself
From the very starting point.
I know, I am significant,
And while disclosing the fact
I am not appearing adamant.
I feel secure at the very
First door after getting
Your blessings.

Gajanan Mishra
Environment

We want environment
Do not encroach us
In the name of development.
We want development
Do not disrespect our culture
Do not disrespect our tradition
In the name of human right.

Gajanan Mishra
Envy- A Subtle Evil

It is in me
And as such
I am morally
Not good,
Means bad.
I know it is
Harmful to all.
Envy- an evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Enwrap

Enwrap not
Dear men, with
Foreign language.
Know, who you are,
Why you are,
How you are here
With the smell
Of your own earth,
Know the light
Of your language,
The blessing of
Your own mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Episode

All episodes,
Again episodes-
Helpful to mature
The life.

The life
Nurtured by
Exemplary time.
The time
Generous the symbolism
Of debut.

I catalogued
All arguments,
And stay prepared
For consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Epithet

I know
You are having
No epithet
I know
You are stoic
And abiding
Always in reality.

O desireless,
How can I know You
With so much desire with me?
You are incorporeal
But self supported
I cannot identified
You with any name.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal

All are equal
Equal equal equal
The rich the poor
The high the low
And it is law
Go by this law
Go by this law
There would not be
Any flaw any flaw.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Association

Equal association,
Equal possession,
Equal facility,
Equal body,
Equality in every field.
But no one is
Equal in any respect
To another.
But we declare
All are equal
In the eyes of law.
Is it true?
I asked you,
And you remained silent.

Are we equal
In body
Or in mind?
Even the hearing
The seeing,
The living,
Nothing is equal.
Yet we say
Inequality is
The social evil.
Involve and love
But love is also
Not equal so also
Involvement.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Chance

Everyone gets equal chance -
Only for one's action
One suffers or enjoy
In this world.
Everyone is dependent
On his own action
Law is equal for all and
That depends on position
That depends on situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Distribution

Let there be equal distribution-
Food and water,
Let there be knowledge
With all, dear.

Let there be a shelter
With all.
Let there be
Serial call.

Let there be
Continuity in the talk.
Let there be truth
With the folk.

No question of secular, dear,
And it has no meaning,
But stay impartial
With good feelings.

All but truthfulness,
That I want.
All but sincerity
Time wants.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Eyes

Keep always an equal eyes
On this cow this elephant
This ant and this man
Though they have inequality
In their dealings.
O my dear, know that
They have never an in-equal eye
And so utter nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Partnership

We are in need of
equal partnership
For our sustained
Socio-economic
Growth and change.
Being the agent of
Growth O my dear
Your coming to the
Mainstream is an
Important factor.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Rating

Rating equal
Life sails smoothly
That make you happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Right

Being a man,
You are not to
Offend a man.
Being a man,
You are to
Give respect
To another man.
Being a man,
You are to
Understand your
Own mistakes,
And repent for
The wrong.
Being a man,
You are to
Realize the truth,
And love all.
Being a man
You are to remember,
All creatures are
Equal and all
Have a right
To live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal To Every One

Not to favor one
Or neglect another.
Control the self
Self-controlled
Liked by all.
When you have wealth strength
Knowledge beauty fame renunciation
All called incarnation.
O men, let all say you
Supreme living beings
That is the prize of your living.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal To Everyone

Equal to everyone,
Everywhere within
All existence -
Your identity.

You are the nature,
But you are not
Contaminated by
The mode of nature.

You are free,
But unwilling to
Separate from anyone,
From anything.

You are the conclusive,
Conclusive of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal to everyone, I know, you are my dear,
And you are doing all the best
For each one here.
I want nothing and
Nothing more, my dear Supreme controller.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal Vision

Light and the sun,
Goodness and life,
Life and the eyes.
Let us see the sun
With the light,
Let us live life
With all goodness
In the equal vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Equality

There is nothing
Called equality.
And how can it be?

You are on the way of goodness
I am on the way of passion
He is on the way of ignorance.

We are not able to
Take advantage of
Truth and justice
That are with us and
Not able to regain
Our lost position.

Gajanan Mishra
Equally auspicious
You are equally auspicious
O my dear, for all.

You are my everything
You are my Supreme Personality
I offer my respectful obeisances
Unto You.

Gajanan Mishra
Equal-Minded

See the same everywhere
And remember
Equal-minded excels.

Through the likeness of the self
You can see equality everywhere
Equal-minded excels.

You are the same person dwelling everywhere
I know you are not to perish
Equal-minded excels.

Gajanan Mishra
Equanimity

Keep equanimity
Nothing to attach
Nothing to detach.

Be satisfied
What you have
Nothing to reject
Nothing to accept.

Gajanan Mishra
Equanimous

As I am with You
As You are with me
Look, my dear,
I remain equanimous
In success
In failure
And also in
Favorable and
Unfavorable circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
Equidistance

Maintaining equidistance
From heaven and hell
We acquired a here
Certificate of residence.
Maintaining equidistance
From day and night
We en joyed life and
Went with flower flight.

Gajanan Mishra
Equinox

Who is there to guarantee equinox?
We are player and our duty is to
Play only forgetting defeat win.

At sunset and at sun rise we are to
Look in to us whether we are right
And it is the first watch of the morning.

Clear night cloudy day
We are in our epoch
And it is equinox.

Gajaran Mishra
Era of anger,
Why are you
Thinking so, dear.
Be clear,
Not good to
Anyone by
Thinking so,
Remember.
All black and
White- let us
Put together.
Humanity, recognize it
As the main pillar.
Observe and go for
New global economic order.
Take care,
All are your supporters.

Gajanan Mishra
Era Of Shortages

In this era of shortages,
We live with our labor,
Our capital, our kindness,
Our production in
The backdrop of lifespan.

Correct investment of time
Most important for factor.
But we care not this one,
For the reason not known.

We are not clear about our
Import and export system-
The most problem creator.
And still, we stay and we
Allowed all to enter the area.

Gajanan Mishra
Erase The Border

Erase the border
In the name of
Jagatara natha Jagannatha.

Erase the border
In the name of Christ.

Erase the border
In the name of Allah.

He is the One and the Same
Please do not go after
The nomenclature.
He is the Allmighty
And everything for us
We are all under
His control
We are all His sons
And daughters.

Gajanan Mishra
Erect And Tall

Erect and tall,
Never permit life
To fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Error

See me,
But if you
Visualized me
As real,
You have
Committed an error.

Perceive Almighty
In all
This is the only
Real and important
Factor.

Know that
Food is also God
God is the melted butter
One who eats the food is also God
Everything everybody is
fragments of God
Fire that abides in the stomach
Is also God
God is also the offering
Perceiving God in all
Is God's quality.

Gajanan Mishra
Error - I Am Crossing

Error,
And what is that,
I am very much
Concerned of error,
But I know not
What is that.

And You are conscious,
And I am going
With You, my dear
Crossing over all
Nights and days.

Gajanan Mishra
Error Rectification

Attachment to the unreal
Is the cause of error.

Renounce the attachment
To the unreal
And have an inclination
For real and truth.

Error is rectified
And memory regained.

Gajanan Mishra
Escape Routes

I was born here,
I will die here.
There is no
Escape route.

I love you all,
I love this earth.
I can never dream of
Insulting any one.

I am the true son
Of this soil.
I am not here to
Violate any rule
Or law of this land,
I am like you, dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Essence

Knowledge love and grace
Intellect
Immersed in memory.
Knowledge is better than wealth
Knowledge sacrifice is
Superior to material sacrifice
Real essence is truth and knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Essence of piety.
O poet, whatever
You think, you write
You do are the essence of
Piety in this world.
That are neither high
Nor low, neither good
Nor indifferent
And that are for peace
For stability and for
All out welfare.
O poet, your words have
Great blessing power.

Gajanan Mishra
Essential Ingredients

Essential ingredients
You are the essential ingredients
Of all that exists sir,
You are the most prolific.
I am so foolish that I
Cannot appreciate Your
Mighty opulence
Even that is before me.

Gajanan Mishra
Essential Item

Food is an essential item
For the body
Love is an essential item
For the soul
Affection is essential item
For the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Established In The Self

I am here with me,
I established in myself.

I am not here to identify,
With anything,
With anybody,
With any circumstances,
That are always
Appearing and disappearing
Here, there, everywhere.

I am here with me,
I established in myself.
I know real position
And I know real relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Established Law

Established law
Of the this land
Is that, in all or
Any purposes
The language of
This land shall be used.
One who violates,
Are to be punished
For the larger interest
Of this land.
Let me say one should
have the knowledge,
His self-interest attains
Perfection only when such
An action coincides with
The interest of the land.
Truth consciousness should
Be there with all.
Let us keep it in mind
While working for the people
Of this land;
Without the existence of
This language and this land,
No one has got
Any identity in this planet.
First, language, then state,
Then law and then only
Comes any other things.

Gajanan Mishra
Establishing Myself

I am establishing myself
With you, my dear, come on
And see I am here
At this late night
With my dream.

My dream is not dying
That is great for me
And who is dying is
Not a question
You are calling me
At this late night
When the sun is shining.

Neither I am afraid of death
Nor I have a desire to live
And you are calling me
To sleep at this late hour of night
When the very night is not here
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
Establishment Is

Establishment is
Already there.
I am not interested
To establish myself
Before my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Establishment Of Mind

Establishment of mind
Is a necessity in truth,
Joy and sadness are of
No importance.
Truth is there
Like the life,
Like the death.
What is the truth
We are to search it out.
Truth is most ancient,
And also most modern.
Truth is the origin
And it is also the end,
The sentient and insentient.

Gajanan Mishra
Estimated Cost

Ask not
About estimated
Cost of life.
Ask about love
With no cost.
Ask not
About truth,
Truth is
Available
As before.
Life is
The mixture of
Truth and love.
But life is
More than
Everything.
Study life
Within.
Love life..

Gajanan Mishra
Ete Sampati (Odia)

Ete sampati
Thai ki labha
jadi taha daridraku
Dura na kala.

Ete gyana thai
Ki labha jadi taha
Bhayaru mukti na dela.

Ae jibana thai
Ki labha jadi eha
Premare na budila
Aau satyara pathare
na gala.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal - Only The Sky

Only the sky eternal,
Only the truth eternal,
Only life eternal.
And with eternity
I am proceeding ahead
With complete purification.
Sacred names and sound-
All are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Absolute Happiness

Happiness
Absolute happiness
Eternal absolute happiness
I am hungry for this happiness
And no one can satisfy me
By any amount of material happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Affinity

I have recognized
My eternal affinity
For You.
I am inclined
Towards You.
And I cannot remain
Separate from You.
I am Yours and You are mine
I ever remain steadfast
In wakefulness
In sleep, sound sleep
In loneliness
In company
In each action.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal All

All are eternal here,
Because I am here,
I am eternal.
From nowhere to come,
And nowhere to go.

Everything is one,
Color, shape, size,
Living and doing.

Name, fame
All are nothing.
And meaningless all.

But life is supreme,
Living is important,
Dealing is meaningful.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal All Here

Eternal all here -
The dust, the time,
The touch, the life.
Eternal all here -
In oneness, today
Tomorrow and yesteryear.
And no words no sounds
And silence dissolves.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal And Unlimited

Let the enemy know,
We are eternal
And unlimited.
Our ultimate goal is
All out development
All welfare.
We are not here to
Tolerate any kind of
Inhuman acts.
Killing, murder, loot,
Blood are not there
In our dictionary.
We are peaceful and
Cooperative, and we are
Straightforward.
We are here to give
Service to others
And we are not here
To create
An atmosphere of illusion.
We search here
The reality of life.
We are all five and
We have captured
The honey hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Bliss

Eternal bliss
Eternal bliss personified
Omnipresent, all-pervading
Shining in own glory.
Transcendent, extra-cosmic
Beyond speech, terrible yet gracious,
Abode of virtues, loved by all
And unfathomable, radiant with all beauty,
Beyond number, ever blessed,
Di-speller of delusion, dwelling
In the heart of all
I know You, my dear, in full concentration
I know You by the way of muttering of prayers
I simply bow to You, at all times, at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal By

Eternal by constitution
You are eternal here
You desire freedom
Freedom is your birth right
From lower to higher
Is your motion
You are eternal by constitution.

O men, you have got
Advancement of scientific knowledge
You are the great
I know you are the whole
And not fraction
O men, you are the puller
And pusher of time in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is new
But everything is eternal.
Everything is the beginning
But nothing is final.

Are you deserving
To know to work to stay!
Ask yourself
Answer is under the sky.

You are your eyes
You are your ears
You are only here
And nothing to fear.

It is all for the good
For all times.
Go on performing
Whatever you like.

Think yourself
Everything is for me
Think yourself always
You are at the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Friendship

See me,
I am sufficiently qualified.
I am everything,
See me.

I have applied
Ointment of love
In truth.
I have applied
Ointment of truth
In love.

I believe
In my own existence.
Our friendship is eternal
I believe.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal I Am

Eternal I am
You said
You are correct
I certified.

On right process
I am approaching
You certified
I reached in Your abode.

I am purified
By discriminated soul
You admitted
The fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Joy

Eternal joy
And it has no limit.
You protect all
And You liberate all.

What is that
Hot-cold, pain pleasure
That You know better
You know also the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Lovers

Eternal lovers
Of Absolute Truth
Should be staunch
In spiritual life
And give pure and
Sincere guidance
To all.
Eternal lovers
Of Absolute Truth
Never exploit
Or abuse others
Their intention
Is to do something
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Man

Who is that?
Let me see
And declare,
He is the
Eternal man.
What is that?
Let me see
White or black!
Let me embrace him,
Let me sketch him,
Let me tell
Who he is and
How he is here
At this atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Mother

Saltpeter,
And not
Saltwater.

Only caretaker,
Clatter and
Murmur.

Beyond all calendar,
Mother, my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Relationship

Eternal relationship is there
Between You and me
In this sound vibration
In this perception
Natural cohabitation
Awakening perfection
Understanding of exhibition.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Time

You must surrender yourself
And your most dear life
You are under the influence of me.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Time, Eternal Life

Eternal time,
Eternal life.
I live here
With you, my dear.
I live here
Without fear.
I see the life,
With all
Beautiful colors.
I elevate myself
To the mode of
All goodness.
I am the root
Of all systems here.
I am the world,
I am the nature.
Like the potter's wheel
I rotate around you,
My love, my truth.
Everything is happening,
With your consent,
With your approval.
And I find no rival.
You are the pot,
I am the water.
You are the sky,
I am the air.
I am there with you
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Truth

Eternal Truth is
You are here always
You are here in everything
And in everybody.

Eternal Truth is
I am Yours
You are mine
Rest is subsidiary.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternal Version

Sleeping lion
Catches no animal.
Remember this
Eternal version,
And rise, and awake
My son.

Go for
Full realization,

Who is your father,
Where is your land,
What is your duty,
Where you are at present,
What you are doing
And for whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternally Free

See me,
I am eternally free.

See me,
No hunger, no thirst can touch me.

See me,
I am not affected by joys or sorrows.

See me,
I am here as I am without undergoing
Birth and also death.

See me,
I am in light.

See me
I am confirmed
I am the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternally I Exist

Eternally I exist,
Temporary, though,
This world.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternally In Full

Eternally in full
Live life blissful
Be in knoweldge and cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternally Independent

You are eternally independent
You are complete in Yourself
I am eternally dependent
I am relative to You
I am non-different from You
Like the sun-rays
Qualitatively I am one with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternally Love Is Here

Eternally love is here
And never to be separated
From anyone at any time.
And each one is here -
The reservoir of all
Goodness and beauty.
Life after life each one is
Here and each one is numberless.
Be kind to everyone,
Each one is full of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Eternity

Beauty is within
Go inside
Beauty is calling
Go inside.
Life is Beauty
Beauty is life
Go inside.

I am inside
I am beauty
I am eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ethare Ae Matire (Odia)  Here, On This Earth..

Saurabha achhi
Ethare ae jibanare.
Jibana sugandhita.
Kabi jane,
Ebam ethipain
Mu kabiku namaskar karen.

Kabi jane bastabikata,
Swapna bhitare bastabik jibana.

Kabi jane
Samayara khyanabhangurata.
Ebam ethipain
Kabi rasta-naksa dekhæ
ebam kahe kemiti pareiba samaya.

Ebam ethipain, Mu namaskar karen,
Kebala kabi pain ae pruthibi swarga.

Gajanan Mishra
Ether

Ether-all pervading
Wisdom-glorifying.

Let us go together
To penetrate the ether
With the wisdom
Without any fear.
We have so many verses
We have so many metres
Let us go together
With our own letters.

O my liberator,
It is Your greatness
That You are here
I am going to You
With this love-chapter
Wait, and see, starting quarter
I am your fragment and lover
I am yours near and dear.

This is glorifying wisdom
With all pervading ether.

Gajanan Mishra
Ethu Aau Ethu Aagaku (Odia)

Ethu aau ethu aagaku
Dekhiba sabu pritiprada,
Jehetu tumathi achhi aananda.

Gajanan Mishra
Evaluating The Impact

Evaluating the impact of
Black and white on life
I am prompted to say
It is my life and is
Most beautiful of all times.

We are complicating our life
Daily here there everywhere
We are human being we are forgetting
And telling all but we ourselves
are practicing nil.

Gajanan Mishra
Evaluation Of A Poet

Evaluation of a poet
Must be done
In term of his words
And actions.

Truth consciousness
Must be there,
Within the poet,
And for this,
We understood,
The poet, fully purified.

The poet is always ready
To give protection to all
Through his power of
Words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Even A Tortoise And A Fish

Even a tortoise and a fish You are, my dear
You can assume any form that I know here
For serving a particular purpose
And I am not astonished, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Balance

Life is meant to
Maintain an even balance.

Stay in balance men,
And produce wonderful work
And see the wonderful result.

Life is wonderful men,
Enjoy it.

But remember,
There is many a slip
Between the cup
And the lip.

And still men,
Great height is
Waiting for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Even If You Are Not

Even if you are not,
You show yourself as the master
And the all powerful.
Even if you know nothing
You declare yourself
As the omniscient.
Even if you have no power
To control others or
Make them your servant,
You force others to serve
With no actual welfare of all.
Even if you are dying
YOU think yourself as if
You would be here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Even In Hell

Even in hell,
No excuses,
For the person
Who is against
Human beings,
Especially, mother,
And womenfolks,
And who is against
Mother language,
And motherland,
Where unique identification
Is therein with
All prosperity,
In true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Even In Practical Demonstration

Even in practical demonstration,  
Your performance is zero.  
What you know I got all there  
At your very first appearance.  
I am there to make you understand  
What is new at this moment and  
How you are coping with them.  
I am there with you, worry not,  
What is the truth, I am there  
To let you know for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Even In Silence

Even in silence
I am able to
Understand you.

Words are
Not necessary.

I can touch you,
I can strike you,
I can consume your fire
Here and there
To melt your ice
With clinging power.

I can set free
All the prison-stars
That are there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Even More

I want to read
And write poetry
More and more
And even more.

I want to study
The life and
Its history more
And more and even more.

There I get
All happiness,
There I get
All truth.

And my dear, for that
I love you, I honour you.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Now

My words are
Shining even now.
Have faith on the words.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Over Trifles

Even over trifles,
Quarrels take place.
Common platform is
Necessary to realize
The self, my dear.
And this is your
Own home, own body.
Watch it, keep clean
And glorify yourself.
You are to attain
All perfection in
Your home right now.
Wait a minute and
Observe your own motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Though

Even though
You are a king
You are worm
Stool and ashes.
Try to enjoy
Yourself what
You like henceforth
And be relax.
Have patience
Nothing is causeless
And mind it
You are valueless.
I am here to speak
You are there to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Though Not Up To Mark

Even though
Not up to mark
The poet must not
Stop composing poems.

You must not push
Your mother to the snow,
O men, to the dark
You must not go.

See your father as a lighter
And live like a lion
Keeping dart never.

Please see and hear,
Ignore all English fever
Proceed with time with road clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Even To Cry

Even to cry
No more strength.

Men women and
Children all fled.
And seek safety
In flight.

Say not Muslim,
Say not Hindus,
But they are
All human beings -
The future of mankind.

Rush to the spot,
Give them shelter,
Give them food,
And water.

Myanmar, nothing
But terrorism,
And fear- all
There in you, keep
All under control.

Let the people of
All religion, all caste,
All colors live in peace.
And for this, let me remind
Nobel peace prize is with you.
And say all humanity-
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Even Without You

Even without you I am living here.
See me, my dear, I am dying better.

Gajanan Mishra
Evening Is Here

Evening is here and
Calling me, O man
Be prepared to come
And I welcome the evening
At this late hours of mine
I said, I am holy, You know
I am in delight, You know
I am not a roadside runner
O my dear, I am not
Feeling bore in Your company
And the evening smile
And embraced me
For a new eastern shine
And look I am renewed and fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Evening Is The Time

Of the ghost
And evil spirits
They move during this time.

Morning is the times
Of saints sages and man of pure hearts
And they worship and pray to Almighty
During this time.

Day is the time to
Work for the welfare
Of all and it is the time
To see and enjoy with others.

Night is the time to take rest
And wait for the new sun new life
During this time one should forget
What has happened and look for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Evening Twilight

You say
The evening twilight-
A beautiful girl
With tinkling bangles,
On feet,
A girdle on hips
And a beautiful breast.
It is not you, I know,
It is the passion in you
Who says all these.
Truth is what you say
It is misrepresentation
And delusion, let me say
You are in diseased condition.

Gajanan Mishra
Even-Minded

To know the world clearly
Be a man of even-mindedness
In profit loss
In victory defeat
In pleasure pain
In honour dishonour
In success failure
And this true love
And this is the message
Of this valentine day
That is full of love
That is full of truth
And without love you
Will be no where
Without truth you
Will not exist
To know this world of
Love and truth
And this true life
This true living.

Gajanan Mishra
Even-Minded Towards All

Even-minded,
Even-minded towards all
That I am in need.
It is unthinkable
And changeless one
That I am in need.
Omnipresent, indestructible
That I am in need.
O immovable, I need you
To move and move with all
And You are moving that I know.
Indefinable and eternal
That I know, You are
The final of this circle.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever And Never

You are coming to me
I know from the very beginning
I am here and you are also here
We are here for ever.

You are going away from me
I know from the very beginning
We both are not here not there
And in no where, never and never.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Divine

I am ever divine
My actions are divine
See, I am doing away with desire
Attachment and sense of mine
Nobody and nothing can bind me.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Eager

I am
Ever eager to see you.
I am
Yours.

I know
You are divine, eternal.
I know
You are my shelter-final.

I am
Ever eager to see you.
I am
Your fragment, my truth.

For you
I am purified and lighted.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Free From

Ever free from
Ever free from error
See the poet
The poet is the abode of
All intelligence and bliss
The abode of all happiness
The poet is ever free
From arrogance and desire
See the poet who is roaming
About on earth with his
heart fixed on Truth and Love
Truth and love are the only
Basis of this world
The delight of the whole world.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Fresh

See the poet
The poet is ever fresh
See the poet
The poet is with the words
That are colorful that are valuable
That are Absolute Truth and
That propagate vigorously
The glories of love and truth.
Be honest, my dear and read the poems
That are written by the poet in pious heart
And in perfect form without keeping
Any personal interest putting knowledge of
Self-realization therein and remaining
Free from all material affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Green

Every moment
It is new
Everything.

New festival
Newness in
Everything and
Everywhere.

Glory glory
All glory to
All everywhere
It is rejoicing.

It is just the result of
And a gift of gracious looks.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Joy

For ever I am here,
And here I find
Ever joy and
I am joyful for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Less

Ever less
Ever peace.

Need of the time,
The spread of humanity.

Here is love,
And principle
To establish truth.

Life sustains
In the truth.

And truth is here
With us always.

And the ultimate source
Is our own creation
That is in us.

How can we touch
The life and love.

Love is our strength
It is our life,
We are in it
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Persists

Yes, my existence
Ever persists, You
Can see as you like.
You can go on sleeping,
You can stay awake.
Ask not the age
It is nothing but
The use of a term
With footpage.
Footage of action,
Action that bears fruits
As per nature.
And nature is beyond
One's control, my dear.
Get refreshed
And regain energy
By hearing my words.
Go on merging in to nature
With the passage of time
And continue living.
Living is nothing
But to stay firm
Rupturing time.
And my existence
Also there that persists.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever Ready

I am ever ready,
Ever ready to go
at any moment,
just give a call.

I am yours,
I was yours,
I will be yours.

I know nothing,
But I know you.
I know you and
You are the only truth.

You please come and
see, nothing is here
in me but the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever-Blissful

Ever-blissful
Ever-pleased
Indiscreetly generous
You are my dear
I know here.

Prompter of actions
Filial affection
I got here from You
And I recovered myself
After seeing You in this posture.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever-Changing Reality

Connect yourself
With ever-changing
Reality, my dear.
And act and react
Before the symbolic
Representation here.
Attach not yourself
With space and time,
But go far away
From all that are near.
Come on dear, describe
Yourself and define
Your own structure
For future.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever-Existent

No connection
I have no connection
At all with you
O my dear, and you are
There with me
And I ever remain
Established in You .

Gajanan Mishra
Ever-Existent Entity

Yes, I have realized
The ever existent entity.
And see my intellect
Never deviates or
Stir up trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
O Shakespeare,
You are ever-fixed mark.
Ever-fixed mark of love
And Truth and life.
I find in you the war
And the peace, the tempest
And the compass of pole-star
Of love-life.
You are right, cent percent,
You are the rosy-lips and the cheeks,
O Shakespeare, you are free
From any error.
I recognized you, the wisest of the wise,
For ever, here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Ever-Fresh Intimacy

Ever-fresh intimacy
I feel only with You.

Ever-increasing pleasure
I experience in Your love.

Your smiling glances
Made me proceed ahead
Without any fear.

Personally I engage myself
In Your service, see my dear
Leaving aside all.

Dressing bathing messaging
Fanning anointing adorning
Arranging bed and at last I am
Presenting myself as gift, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Everlasting Bliss

Everlasting bliss is there on us
Let us know from the very beginning.
Nothing to cry here at any time.
Let us say we are fine and
We are filled with all heavenly love.

Gajanan Mishra
Everlasting Peace

Everlasting peace is here
With me I know as You are
Within me, my dear
I know only You can supply
What I need and no one else
Only You are eternal and
Can make me alive with
Your presence and no one else.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Being Is

Every being is un-surpassable
Every being is irresistible
As because they are Your
part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Creature

Every creature
is of good nature
and to perform
virtuous deeds
he is here.

Every creature
is by birth free
and he is to get
the grace of his
creator free.

Nothing to worry,
You are to study
the nature and adjust
yourself with atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Day Is A Woman Day

Every day is a woman day.
Without a woman
How dare you to
Begin the day!
Let me say
You are within a woman
But not beyond the woman.

Observe every day
With a woman
As woman day
And stay with her
With clean hands
And you are to admit
Everything that you
Termed yours are
Really belong to the woman.

You can never repay
The debts of the woman,
Whether she is your
Mother or sister or
Wife or daughter.
My dear, woman is the nature
And you are the product,
The fruits of that truth
Here.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Detail Of Life

Who is lost?
It is I,
Who is lost,
And I find
No other one
To do anything
Here for
Any purpose.

Who is not ignorant?
It is I,
Who knows every detail.
And who is here
In light
With all knowledge.

It is also I
Who is on victory side
With so much struggle.
It is also I
Who knows every tit bits
For the purpose of doing
Business with nothing.

Know everything and
Forget everything-
The tenets of life
Here for all time.
The basis of success
Is there when you
Concede your defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Direction

I see you
And you pervade
Every direction
Against the wind also
And you made me able to
See you in and against
All situations
You also made me able to
Hear your various sounds
Musical sounds divine sounds
Here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Light

Every light has its
Own dark side,
Just see
With equal eyes.

Understand clearly
And then proceed only,
By default, go not
With wrong route.

Look on each and
Every corner
Be cautious, you are
In the hot burner.

Here I see
Everyone cry
And to give them smile
Let me try.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Morning

Every morning
I pray
To free me from
Worldly attachment
Every morning
I pray
To liberate me
From this circle
Of good and bad
As there is nothing
Like that.
Every morning
I pray
O my great master
To give me a new life
That is never here.

Gajanan Mishra
Every New Creation

Every new creation
Has its pleasing sensation.

You are here, my dear to
Encourage all to enable
To increase various
Strength and energy.

You are here, my dear with
Your power and position
To give us protection
Being the cause of bondage
And liberation.

You are the body
You are the soul, my dear
External and internal man-oeuvre.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Poem, Though

Every poem, though,
Written by me, has
Some result, yet I
Never aspire for
Fulfillment of
Any desire.
My desire is fulfilled
Only by composing poems.
I know, love is there,
And truth is also there,
In my poems.
I compose poems
Only for love
And only for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Poor Man

Every poor man
Is counted as
A fool.

And who is
Not a poor?

Every one is
Fool here.

No one is
Benefited in
Any way.

Subsidy has
No role to play
Security act
Has nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Rope A Snake

Every rope a snake  
Every father frightful  
Death messenger  
Every grain of dust  
As vast as Mountain  
And all these only  
Because of displeasure  
Of fate and time.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Side - Water

Every side - water,
Endless corridors.

Passing officer,
Take a pause.

All future,
Everywhere scattered.

And everything quivers,
With the earth center.

Gajanan Mishra
Every sight
Can be seen
By a poet.
Every sound
Can be heard
By the poet.
The poet can
Know what is
There in the minds
Of others.
The poet can make
You understand
Every situation
Here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Time You Are

Every time you are here with me,
Every time you are pulling me
Here and there with love and
Also with hate but I mark not
You are the only sample here
At my table who is taking me
To the place where I have to go
No matter whether I wish or not.

Every time I am crossing the road-map
Of my body and mind and every time
You are giving signal without
Caring my status here and there.

But you are my well wisher
And you are there as my fixed star.,

Gajanan Mishra
Every Truth

Every truth,
Every day,
Every moment
Is tested in the fire.

The fire is
The witness,
The victim,
The judge and
Also the executioner.

The truth is
All identical with life.
And the life is
In history dazzled
Like the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Wind Is Favorable

Start and go
Without wasting time
You are the richest man
Without money.

No danger here
Go to fetch good fortune
And gaining promotion
To heavenly life for ever
O my dear, see almighty here.

Start and go
Time is here waiting for you
Strike the iron in right time
You are the only person who can win.

Gajanan Mishra
Every Word

Every word has its own vibration
Feel it see it watch it and do
As the situation needs.

Everything has its own relation
Satisfy with it go with it and do
As the situation needs.

It is not Pak-Occupied-Kashmir
That You are not capable to do
What the time and situation needs.

Credible You are, O my dear
You can do anything just stand up
And go all are waiting to see You.

Gajanan Mishra
Everybody Has His Speciality

Everybody has his own specialty
Everybody is an incarnation
The fish incarnation
The horse incarnation
The tortoise incarnation
The boar incarnation
The swan incarnation
Each and every creature
Is an incarnation here
In this world and in other worlds
Let us exchange our love and affection
Among us and annihilate
Our own dangers and let us remember
We are our owns supreme controller.

Gajanan Mishra
Everybody Is Beautiful

Sweet sweet and beautiful
Everybody is beautiful
Capture smile capture beauty
Treat it as your duty.

Treat it as your duty
To salute all
For they are here
With you my dear.

With you my dear
I am happy here
See me without fear
LiFE is nothing but to cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Everybody Is Dying

Everybody is dying
Everybody is living
Living a life of death
Dying a life of live
I know death predominates life
I also know life wins
In the battle with death
We are struggling for life
And life is not ours
And we are getting life
Till death and death
Is far away from us
So long as we are happy
And we are smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
Everybody Loves You

Come and see
Everybody loves you
Attain the supreme bliss
My view
Keep peace with you
Almighty is here always
Night and days
Worry not, my dear
Nothing to fear
Come and hear
God is telling
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyday I Write

Everyday I write
What I think
And I think
What I will.
My will is not yours,
And I declare
I am here
Only one person.
I am not the king
Not the slave.
I am not the time
Not the history.
But the sun
And the moon
And the stars
All guide me
On my way to them.
I am my own dream
And I fulfill all
My dreams here
In peace
On the way of love.
The words of my love
Are all truth.
And I prepared myself
To stay there
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Can Be

Worry not
Everyone can be
Purified here
By his/her
Own creativity.

And what is that
That is very rare
Here everything is
Easy to understand
If you are in love
And surrender yourself.

Surrendering oneself
Before the Truth
Is really needed.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Can Be Defeated

Everyone can be defeated
Even the All powerful God can
Be defeated by devotional service.

Be fixed in Truthfulness, my dear
And see your own power
Even Almighty God can be inspired.

If you care Omniscient God, my dear
You need not care anyone else
Know that your opulence is His gift.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Friend

I envy no one
I am partial to no one
I am equal to all
I call everyone friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Is God Here

Everyone is god here,
Ape god, bull god, cat god,
Demon god, elephant god, fish god,
Goat god, horse god, inane god,
Jack god, kangaroo god, lion god,
Man god, nation god, owl god, pig god,
Queen god, rising god, sun god,
Tiger god, umbrella god, vole god,
Water god, Xmas god, zeus god.
Each one is god here
With so many colours.
God, god, god,
No one but gods are here
It is on us to recognize all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Is Great

Everyone is great
Great everybody
Being the part and
Parcel of That Great.

Great is great
By Name
By Fame
By Game.

We must follow them
They are there
For us only.

By achievement
By glorification
They are great souls -purification.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone is here with me
The sun the fire the sky
The air the moon
Evening day night morning
Water direction land
Trees, birds, animals,
And each and every one,
And I am with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Is On The Platform

Everyone is on the platform of equality
O my dear make your mind equipoise
Towards everyone and find no enemy.

I know mind is restless turbulent obstinate
and very strong and to subdue the mind is
Really more difficult than controlling the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Knows Good And Bad

Everyone knows
What is good
And what is bad
But everyone has
Right to take
Their own decision
And everyone has to
Get the fruits
Of their decision
And actions.
But for everyone
I would like to
Write a poem
That is in some way
Or the other
Related to their interest
And all welfare.
I want to tell
Everyone, be cautious
You are on the line,
Line of high voltage
Of trust and distrust.
Be cautious,
You are there to
Smash yourself
At every moment
As there are so many
Harmful germs
Inside and outside here.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone knows you,
And I do admit,
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Sees Night

Everyone sees night,
Everyone sees water,
Everyone goes forward,
Everyone looks perfect,
Everyone speaks something,
Everyone wants to live,
Everyone keeps hope,
Everyone likes trophy.
But not everyone happy
For everything happening.
Why? matter to think,
Matter to observe,
Matter to write,
Not day but all night.

Gajanan Mishra
Everyone Wants To

Everyone wants to possess
Wealth beauty and social respect
O my dear, and You are here
To fulfill the desires of all
And hence I love You I love You
I love You, my dear You are
Always for the welfare of all
Without any discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything

Waiting for the Sun.
That is at the crossroads
of mediaphobia.

Is there anybody
to regulate the Sun?

It is not true
the act of the Sun
is deliberate and malicious.
The Sun is also not
promoting enmity
between you and me
between thought and action
between residence and language &gt;

It is true
the Sun is maintaining harmony
between caste and community.

Waiting for the Sun.
Natural Law of Justice
is there in the hands of the Sun.
Waiting for the Sun
everything is regulated
by the Sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Belongs

Everything belongs
To You, my dear,
And You have possessed
All for ever.

I cannot be proud,
You are proud of all
O my dear, I know not
Anything that is called Truth.

I know only You
And only You.

You are Your's own
And I depend on You only
My dear, Let me clear,
I have no desire to live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything - Body World

Fear is my brother,
But I care not.
My family members include
My sons, grandsons, wives,
And other relatives-
They are my senses, limbs,
skin, muscles, blood, marrow etc.
I have to leave this village -
My body,
With all my near and dear.
And I am defeated in all
My activities here in this world.
I experience no pain here,
As I am not attached.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything - Earth

I am also earth,
There I am
On the earth.
I am the earth,
Here I am,
With the star
Blessed with
The gift of
All loveliness
And beauty
And grace,
See me, find me,
I am within
The reach of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is

Everything is modification of nature
Everything everything everything
Happy unhappy honour dishonour.

Rising above yourself means touching truth
Touching the truth means knowing and realizing the self.

O my dear, You are the abode of truth, Ultimate Truth
You are the same endowed with form and also without form
You are the same in smell and also in taste
You are the same as burning fire and fire in a piece of wood.

You are the truth and Truth You are, my dear
You are above nature, nature is with You, it is clear.

Truth is Your grandeur, Truth is divine glory
Truth is Your ray, Truth is above nature.

Our life is Truth-chapter
Wherein You dwell, my dear with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything - Natural

Everything is natural
And I have nothing to cultivate
My efforts have no meaning
And I feel no proud of anything.

What is there I am just stating
And I am speaking the truth
Look at my politeness simplicity
And modesty and see my love towards you.

By the power of my love
I know I am only yours
And only you are mine
I know it is natural
And I am not proud.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything About My Poems

Everything about my poems.
Would you like to know about yourself?
Pick up any poem and discover
Unexpected things- full of mysteries.
But no secret is there - all unique and special.

Discover yourself in poems.
You are bound to discover yourself -
Element of nature.
I know, my poems are your favourite -
Every details is there about you -
All are only truth and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything About You

I want to see you
Besides you.
I want to read you,
Everything about you,
Besides you.
I want to go to you
Anywhere and everywhere
Besides you.
My wants have their
own respective conclusion, I know.
And at intervals, I analyze them
Gathering enough courage
Collected by you.
I want you, only you, besides you.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything And Anything

Everything and anything,
Everywhere and always,
I am and I am there.
Forward and backward,
My movement is there.
Light and dark,
I care and I take care,
For the stars, and
I am for peace
And also for war.
Rise and fall,
I see all.
I believe in destiny,
But wait for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything And Everything

Everything and everything
You have done everything, my dear,
I have nothing to do anywhere
At any time, and I vested in You.

I have lost my eye-sight
And I have got You within
Since there is no time
I have wasted nothing.

Am I independent at present
That I know not
Since You are here within me
It is You who is taking my care.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Available

Everything available here
I wo'nt go anywhere.
I'm with everything
Except me nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Belongs To People

Everything belongs to people
Give back to the people
Give back their land their forest
Their hills mountains rivers
Give back to the people
Earth mines irons etc etc
Everything belongs to the people
Give the people the power
In democracy everything belongs
To people and democracy is
Of the people by the people and
For the people and people are
At the centre of power progress
Prosperity public funds
People are there just to forgive
And forget and do not take
The advantage of their ignorance
made the people know everything
Everything belongs to people
People are the people in this system
And the system depends on you only
You can make it coal
And people are there to group.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Belongs To You

Everything belongs to You
I have received everything from You
You are my world
You are for the welfare of the world
Everything appears and disappears
You ever remain uniform and immutable.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Besides

Everything besides my life
is not true.
First understand the meaning
and know the truth.

Be active and do everything
Don't blame others,
if you face failures
and be kind to others.

Go not quarreling
and overtake that obstacle
That is the enviousness
within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Changes

Everything changes
And we
Shall go from here
One by one.

Our birth is
Wonderful,
Wonderful is
Also our death.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Depends On Food

Everything depends on food
Be cool and cool and take
Suitable food conducive to
The practice of meditation
Reflection spiritual inquiry.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Descends From Love

Ask not for genealogical table
On my part it is not possible
I am a mere emotional lover
And I love all creatures
Of different varieties.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Exists

Only for you
Everything exists,
And it is
Your virtue.
And I have
Concentrate my
Understanding
On you.
I know you are
Original and
You are the cause
Of all causes and
For you everything
Else is understood.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Extraordinary

Extraordinary,
See everything as extraordinary.
Wake up and have a beautiful feeling with all.

You are the space, my dear, you are the beauty of secrets.
You are the dream and also you are the reality.

This life is your gift and I am giving myself to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything For Everyone

I know You provide
Everything for everyone.

I know You diminish
The suffering of everyone.

I know You are
Everything for everyone.

I know You are
The all pervading beauty.

I know You, my dear
My Supreme abode, my purifier.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Has A Beginning

Everything has a beginning
And an end
Always there is a connection
And a disconnection
There is difference and
There is affinity
And there is good
And there is bad
Joy and sorrow
There is nothing called
Tomorrow and you know
One tense that is present
With beginning and end
Like an arrow and the road
For all is narrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Here

Everything here
Is complete.

It is my forgetfulness
That creates unnecessary demands
And I am entangled in
Material activities.

And here
There is no end.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Here Exists

Everything here exists
Just as a matter of formality.
No question no answer
Can take you to the Truth.
No practice and nothing
Can give you true-result.
Everything is temporary
Like going and coming customary.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything I Write Is Poetry

Everything I write is poetry,
In the house of poetry, I live
And I sing and I watch and explain life.
Life is there in poetry,
Poetry beyond words and emotion.
I cross overe the golden morning,
Golden morning and golden hue.
In poetry I discover all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Illuminated

Everything is illuminated
Only for You, my dear, that I know.
You possess the most powerful
Creative force, my dear, that I know.
In terms of four directions
O my dear, You achieved four heads,
To see in all directions, that I know.
I failed to understand anything
Here at this time, my dear, and
I am in dark and ignorant.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything In Nothing

I find everything
In nothing. It is
All for good.
Goodness is here
In everybody. And
Everybody is here
With love. Love is
There in truth. And
The world itself
Is the truth, wherein
I live for you.
Let me clear about
Myself, I am here
Only for you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything In The World

Everything in he world
Moves round the poet
And because of the poet.
Poet is the source of all
And the poet knows all, and
All are busy in conversing and
Enlightening one another about
The glories of the poet.
The poet dispel darkness born of Ignorance by illuminating Lamp of knowledge.
The poet is the greatest purifier,
The poet can only utter Truth
And love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Absolute Property

Everything is Your absolute property
I do admit.
At Your mercy
I have a right to live
To execute Your prescribed work only.
I do admit
I am not here to encroach upon
The right of another.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Arranged

Everything is arranged
All givings all takings
And All ceremonies well performed
And here you can find
Complete riches complete strength
Complete fame complete beauty
Complete wisdom and also
Complete renunciation
See it is only nature, my dear
Everything is just an expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Attainable

Attainable only by Your grace.

The impossible can be
Made possible, only by Your grace.

I have this body and
It is only by Your grace, my dear.

My body is my
Supremely dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Auto

Automatic
Everything is auto
Fixing the mind
Eternal engagement
Auto path like air
Taking us and raising hands
Bona fide acceptance
Hear and chant.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Available

Everything is available
But not time.
You cannot buy or sell time.
Time is there to eat you,
It is better on your part
To eat time in time.
Time is there with you,
Be a time-keeper, my dear.
And spend all your time
In doing time of love.
You are not allowed to
Go beyond time. keep in mind
The limit of time, time-limit.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Being

Everything is being plundered
From the very beginning
By the black nights
By the white nights.
We are going to finished
By our own hands and
By our materialistic life
Nobody is coming forward to give new life.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Beyond Grasp

Everything,
Everything is beyond grasp;
The sight, the speech,
The touch, the smell,
The rain, the sun,
The pain, the pleasure.

Even my love,
Even my affection,
Even my blood,
And my respiration,
Are not here
To understand me
Or make them understand
What I mean here.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Big Here

Everything is big here, my dear,  
Everything, everything.          
Your eyes, your belly, your legs,  
Your hands, and even your house,  
Your road, your weapon.         
I see you smile always, my dear,  
Let me say there is no mystery,  
Though it has a great history,  
Beyond and above my memory.     
See I am penetrating the cordon  
Around you my dear, that are  
Not made by you but by our men.  
I am touching you, I am feeling you  
Within me and going far beyond the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Changing All The Time

Everything is changing all the time
Not I as you see.
You are coming means you are going
I am sure
But it is not sure
You are going means you are coming.

Everything is changing all the time
Not I as you see.
You may accept you may not accept
But what I stated is true
Here there and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Created

Everything is created
Within You, my dear
Everything and everybody
Is created by You
Everybody is created
From You and for You
Everything and everybody
Is created in relation to You
It is You and You both
The nature and the creator of nature
It is You and You
And nothing is besides You
O my dear, I love You, I love You
You are the one only one deepest Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Eternal

Everything is being
Created by our own
Internal events.

Let us be soft
Always within.
Wait and see
How softness is
Coming to us
From time to time.

Who you are, first
Think, my love and
You are here in my heart
Where all eternal
Remain.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Ever Changing

By abandoning every modes
Ans so you should be attached
To happiness and knowledge.

Wisdom remain aroused in You
O my dear, keep it intact
And get yourself free from affinity
And transcend by abandoning attachment.

Be with you always in this
Ever changing universe
And stand on your own legs
Like stone that is the true identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is For You

Everything is to You
I know this area is Yours
Then who am I
What is my role
Why I am doing all
Sorts of eating drinking
Sleeping thinking and making merry
I am enlightening myself
By Your name and playing
All days this life-game
Though I know You are at
The center-stage and You are
The play and You are the player.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Fresh

Everything is fresh here
See everything is new
Everything is transcendental
Everybody is bluish
With unlimited powers
And they are garlands fresh flowers.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Here

Within, just search
Search it out and
Say it is you to win.

It is you to win, my dear
Go on searching,
You are missing and
Find yourself out.

You yourself is missing
Here, my dear, go on
Searching and say
Here you are before all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Here In Me

Everything emanates from me.

I am moving
I am non-moving.

I am material
I am spiritual.

Here I am present
Here I am absent.

All full and all perfect but
Without me nothing like that.

I govern me
You are in me.

I am in you
You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything is hidden,
Yes everything.
Find no fault,
Nothing and
No one is faulty.
Mask of hypocrisy
Is there in your smile.
Heart-full love is
But a necessity.
Truth is all beauty
And it is there
Hidden and to
Discover the truth
We need an opportunity.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is His Creation

Everything is His creation
Let us asked Him the aim of
This and that creations.

Let us asked Him how He created
All these here and with whom
And the benefit he got.

All these are here and there
But for what that is to know
Going within and within.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Identical

Everything is identical, see
Qualitative oneness is there
It is love, smiling joking
Looking loving and moving
Within purified service like damsels
Go and glorified yourself, my dear
That is the only thing for love-interest
That is the only strength
That is the only mercy at every stage.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is In You

Everything and everybody
Is in you, my dear.
Search me there within you.
You are there in
A relationship with me.
Our relationship is eternal,
It is also absolute,
And though, in different forms,
And we bear different names
At different times
We are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Inauspicious

Everything is inauspicious
And it is only due to
Our own mind's being polluted
Due to defilement of particular time
Due to negligence of rules regulations
And apathetic to God Truth
We are not conscious about life
We have lost self-control.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything is new,
Every moment it is new,
New birds, new flowers,
New airs, new lights,
Everything is new
Under the sky that is
Changing always with
same stars.
Stars are ours,
Stars are our friends,
We are under their guidance.
We are, what we are,
As per wishes of the stars.
Let us be a new star.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is New At Every Moment

Know your identity, know yourself.

In your life-breath you can get every thing
Everything is new at every moment.

Search and find, life is new and refined
You are free according to your divine potency.

According to your divine potency
You can get rid of all your desires aversions.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Nothing

Everything is nothing
And also
Even this living.

But live my dear
With all straightforwardness
Live like the flowing water of the river
Live like the clouds of the sky
Live with love and truth that are with you.

Make your living simple, my dear
And stay always humble.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Okay

Okay - everything,
The oil, the salt,
The water, the sky.
Everything is okay,
And yet, we are worried.

What to say about
The life here,
We are not cleared.

The spring is crying
At out threshold,
We are not able to
Returned so far.

But you said,
It is all okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Okay Here With Me

Everything is okay here with me
And it is right time to strike.
My hands, my legs all are there
As before with me and I am
Using them in time at proper places.
I am asking for a glass of pure water,
Though The river Mahanadi is here
And my house is on its bank.
I am telling all the good words
To all but I cannot say whether
They are listening with care.
Yes in dark I am searching a star
That is going in silent to
Other side of he river.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Provided

Everything is provided
No need to cry for
Economic development.

You should not accept
More than what
You actually need.

If you interfere
With the allotment of others
You are a thief.

If you think this property
Or any portion there of
Is yours, you are a thief.

This world is for all the creature and it belongs to Almighty
If you claim anything partially or wholly it is thieves society.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Sacred

Everything is sacred
When it has a direct
Relationship with You
O my dear, You are my
Narrations and You
Are to see and test
My devotion.

I am delivering everything
And taking shelter in You
I am under Your protection
I am Your son and it is Your
Direction that I keep
everything in perfection
I am Your follower as a good son.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything is silent
See here, in this dark.
At the end and there is
No end and it is only
The influence of time.
See everything in this dark
It is bright only when
You are with me.
O my dear, come forward
When I am here it is no dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Simple

It is we who made
Every structure and
Everything complicated.

Everybody here is anxious
To live in peace
But nobody knows how it achieve
From these artificial complex.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is There

Everything is there in this body
See my dear all words all sounds
All truthfulness moon fortune
All directions all clouds
The sun the fire the anger the water
The drugs the herbs the energy
The intelligence the stones the rivers
The births the deaths and and everything
In your own body my dear and see
With all you are moving and also
See it is stationery with all
Accessories geography and history
Everything within this body
See all wonderfully glittering.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything is there
On the wall, worry not.
You are not to do
Anything for any one.
You are to earn confidence
To measure the time
That is there in
Your own life.
Love your own life,
No one is there
Besides you here.
And you are the only
One to receive everything
Before leaving the place.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Truth

Everything is truth
Everybody is truth,
Truth truth truth truth.

There is nothing
Besides truth here
O my dear, you are nectar.

Nectar nectar nectar
The root the fruit the leaf
The flower nectar nectar.

Life is greater than anything
O my dear, life crosses the time
Life is the test of time.

Life is truth
Truth is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Water

Everything is water
Including the soil.
Water is life,
All living and non-livings
Are in water.

Somehow or the other,
The necessities of life,
Food, clothes and shelter
Have affinity with water.

Water is the first letter,
Water is the only pleasure,
Everything is water,
Giving water means giving life,
And watering is nurturing.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Within You, My Dear

Everything is within you, My dear
Everything good and bad, everything.

Pain and rain are all the same, my dear
All the pains and all the rains.

Love and hate as you get, my dear
Nothing is yours, nothing is yours.

Drive out the dream, my dear
Drive out the desire.

You are here, my dear
You are there, everywhere you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Within You, Search Out

Prove yourself qualified and
You are the only person, nothing is there to doubt.

My tongue is ready to speak
but uttering nothing till evening
And the night ordered my to sleep.

You are here searching something that I know
In this dark night without the sin without any lamp
And you are also telling to all what you lost here.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Yours- I Do Agree

Everything is Yours
I do agree
If I say mine
I know dispute started
The conception of
Mine and Yours
Is the root cause of
War and ammunition
Root of all destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is Yours - I Know

Everything is yours - I know
I am doing always - Your work
I am staying-in your house
I know - you are the whole
And full absolute controller.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Is, One

Everything is one
By the laws of nature.

And it is not good
To say this is mine and
That belongs to another.

It is you to suffer
For anything here.

You should be the the friend
And not the enemy of all whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Moving

Everything is moving
The world is moving
The world is moving
Everything is moving.

Moving towards destruction
Whole world is perishing
Every moment and this world
Will have no existence at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Predestined

Everything predestined
And you can not control
The happenings and it is
Better to discharge one's
Own duties to attain salvation
And if one neglect his duties
Then he is doing to degrade himself
Following the scriptures
One can reach the destination.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Right

Everything is right
Absolutely right
If one is without
material contamination.
Each and every word
Is perfectly right
If one is in Truth
That truth is able to
Destroy the darkness
Of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Stolen

Everything is stolen,
By illusion.

Unintelligent -
Each and every person.

Good better best
Nothing works.

And some declared
Themselves as
The winner
Of the sky.

They know, though,
No sky is there
Anywhere inside
Or outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything That Is

Beautiful and glorious
Is Your that I know
As it spring from You
You are the only mighty
Creator that I know
Everything is a spark
Of Your own splendor
And Truth and perfection
That I know and it is
Easy to understand You
In relation to that
Truth that beauty
Here at this time of living.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything To See

I am here to see,
Everything is here to see.
No one is allowed to close eyes.
Light is here, body is here,
Interior reflections are all clear.
Air tight, water tight and
No vacuum, see and assume
Your duty with perfume.
All waves are here with us,
And we are to measure the space
With motion picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything Vague

Nothing exists,
And everything vague.

I know not
Who you are
And what have you
Done so far.

I know not
And also
I care not
Whether you are
Red or dark.

But I am here
To show, show
Live telecast
For all good,
The truth,
That are there.

And I am here
To show my talent
With love.

Nothing exists,
Still, we are
To love,
And love
The only value
Of life,
Difficult, though,
To achieve and maintain.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything With Everybody

Everything is there
In life,
You are just to
Put a hyphen.

Everybody is ready
To go in a wide range,
With all charity, all austerity
And with all duty.

Let us include
Everything with everybody
And get life in a
Dry grass and also in a stone.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything- You Are

Everything- you are,
Nothing can be said to
Exist independent.
Nothing moving
Or unmoving,
Great or small.
Within everything,
You are my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything You Have Given

You have given us everything, my dear
Everything You have given
You have entered the core of our hearts, my dear
At the core of hearts You entered
You have dissipated all the darkness of ignorance, my dear
All the darkness of ignorance have been dissipated
We need only You, my dear
You are only needed by us.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything, I Have Everything

Everything, I have everything,
And I lack nothing.
I feel fulfilled,
And never empty.

I see my own color
And flavors.
I have my own voice
And my own mother language
And I have my passion
For all.

I have kept my death
In lock and key,
No dislocation and
I am going to the bee.

Gajanan Mishra
Everything, You Are For Me

Everything, you are for me,
And I am here only for you.

In Odia lipi, Brahmi script;

???????, ???? ?? ????,
?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ?? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Everytime I Am Dying

Everytime,
I feel,
I am dying.
Dying for what
I know not.
But I expressed
My inability
To realize
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere

Everywhere you can see me
If you want to see
If you do not want to see
I am also there.

You may remember
You may forget
I am well known
And I am doing all.

I know you
I am your maker
You may admit
You may not.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere- Life

Everywhere life
Arms ears eyes
Blazing fire mouth
Heaven earth
Yet no peace.

Everywhere life
In space in sea
In sand in service
No body wants
What he does not care.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere And Anywhere

Everywhere and anywhere
I can appear.
I can appear on the spot
At the same moment
You remember.
I am both
Visible and invisible,
It is you to
Know me at the root.
But the time or
Place is not the matter,
It is your own wish
To give importance
To one or the other.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere English

English English English
You can not live without English
English is giving you food water air
English is giving you education shelter
No sunset in English you know
If you are going against English
You are there to destroy yourself
English has got such power
To cover up everything in the world
I know you have your own language
But without knowing English
You are not getting here anything
Even the bare necessities of life
Learn English speak English write in English
If you have a perfect command over English
Your income earning point is on rise
You are on top in position in rank
Of world order society.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere I Perceive

Everywhere I perceive
Your presence.
Your presence
Makes me alive.
I live with you
In truth.
In truth only
I find love.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere- It Is Changing

From here to there,
Everywhere- it is changing,
The body, the mind, the intellect,
And we are going upwards
At every moment, no chance to fall
So long as our love is there,
And we are committed to the truth,
Our self is one and it is unchanged, unattached.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere Light

Everywhere light
Light everywhere
No empty space.

See shadows
Here and there
Not allowed to
Go far.

Stones with wings
Here and there
Earth has no space
Go and see
Dark-light
Beat by beat.

Water and sun
Same and one
Go and catch.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere Of The Universe

O my love
You are everywhere
Everywhere of the universe
It is true
I am totally yours
I totally accept it
As truth
And I accept you
And I understand you
O my dear
My love by its
Internal potency
Reach you
O my origin
My love
And I am happy
I am within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere there is trouble and
Misery but fear not, dear men,
Stay in truth and search for
The way out, your attempt would be
Successful, I know.
Here in this world, I know,
Happy or miserable – both
Conditions are miserable.
No position or wealth
Can give any relief to anyone.
No remedy but to live
With prayer and giving away
Everything that is with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere Water

Everywhere there is water
In sea in river
In rain in pain
In pleasure in vapour
Everywhere there is water
In cloud in ice
And you say nice.
You are like water
I am a mere river.
I can overflow I get dry
You remain as you are
Without smile without cry.
I am temporary
You are permanent
As you see
I am wave
You are sea.
You are water
I am water
O my dear
My road is clear
I must reach you
Opinion not differ
And it is not dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere You Are

O my dear, You are everywhere.

I am hearing You
I am addressing You
I am remembering Your glories
And Your glorious acts.

Here every indication goes to You
I am extremely pleased with You
I am attracted towards You
I know You have a broader outlook.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere You Are, I Know

I know you,
You have no foot,
Yet let me
Request you
To come on foot
And I know
You are coming
To me at every moment.
I know you,
You have no hand.
Who told it
That I cannot say.
But I know
You are doing all
Works here for all.
I know you,
You are everywhere,
And watching all
Inside and also outside.
There is nothing,
There is no difference
Between inside and outside
For you.
I know you,
You are giving water
To the dead river,
I know you,
You are giving everything
For those who have nothing.
I know you,
You are there
Sending all here
And taking all.
You are at the root,
I know and I know
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere, All Time

I abide in You
You abide in me
Everywhere, all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Everywhere, See The Sky

Everywhere, see the sky.
The sea is not yours,
I know.
But fire is there,
Tell all there
With the stars.
If you are ready to
Go with harsh words,
Come on, I am here.
The sea is testing
The truth, while
The sky is holding
The prow.
The time is swallowing
The musical shore.
My luck is giving a fight
Standing far away
From my willingness
And unwillingness.
My luck is saying,
Go and see the dreams,
Go and see how the hills
Are moving ups and downs.
Go, go towards the sky,
While going tell
The heaven, not heaven
But the field of
Enjoyment of pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil - What Is That

Evil! - what is that?
Is it our's own fault?
If it is so, let us
Go for its rectification.

Let us do some action
Where there is action
There is reaction
Let us observe it
And do something that would
pave the way for one's
Own manifestation.

Nothing to be worried,
But we should keep
Concentration on us.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil Act

Shooting at school children
Is definitely a senseless
And incomprehensible
Act of evil
Rightly said by Australian
Prime Minister Juli.

My heart too is broken
No more discussion
And take immediate action
Do not allow to handle gun
Without testing mental position
In temple in school
We need strict prevention.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil And Miscreant

You can find evil and miscreants
Here there anywhere everywhere
Where there is gambling drinking
Prostitution and animal slaughter
And these are counteract the four
Principle of life austerity
Cleanliness mercy and truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil Man-Coal Mine

Evil man is -coal mine
How can I make refine!
I am trying to
Heap coal of fire
On his head with cocaine.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil Nature

Evil nature
Evil deeds.
Good nature,
Virtuous deeds.

It is the nature
that is the root
and not the deeds
the fruits.

No one is free
from nature,
O my dear, get the grace
by improving your own nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil Omen

The sky overcast with
Masses of clouds
Also there is lightning
And thunder
The sky rained pus
Hair blood stool
Urine and bones.

Gajanan Mishra
Evil Uprooted

Evil uprooted
All evils are uprooted
In the name of Truth
In the name of Love
Truth and love are
One and the same
And are brought
Within one's grasp.

Gajanan Mishra
Evils Make Their Exit

Evils make their exit
If You wholehearted one
And doing your work with love
As in that work truth is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Exactly

Exactly it is
What you see.

See good,
See beautiful.
See light
Colourful.

All love,
All life
All blissful.

Sing and dance
As you like,
Fear, not anyone.

Feel heart full,
Know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Exactly I Can Not

Exactly I can not say
Where this story begins
And How I became a
Part and parcels of
Everything and everybody.

Everything and everybody
Revolves round me
That I can say
Without any question
You are at the center.

I can not say
Who are You and
How You become mine
By this time around
Cool down cool down.

Gajanan Mishra
Examination

Abolish examination.
And who are you to take examination?

Do you know whom to examine
And how to examine?

If you are so keen to take examination
Examine yourself first.

It is not easy to examine self
And pass the examination
scoring top.

Examine self while alone
Alone at night
Alone at bed.

Dare not examine others and
Dare not examine especially children.

Gajanan Mishra
Examination Hall

You are in the examination hall, my dear,
Remember, you have to answer
Answer sheet-life is with you.
You have to answer all three questions
Within three hours; childhood, youth
And old age-death.
Answer correctly to get success in
The examination with top rank
Scoring highest marks.

Gajanan Mishra
Examine Your Own Thoughts

Examine your own thoughts
What is going wrong
What has gone wrong
And take steps to reform
And what you have done
Please confirm.
You are here only with
Some degree of freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Examinee

Being an examinee
I see other examinees
Of my front benches
I can not see who sit on my back
O my dear, I can not perceive You
You see all being at the back
Being at the front
And being at all sides
You see all as You are the illuminator
You are the illumination
And also the illumined.

Gajanan Mishra
Examiner

A true poet is an examiner
The poet is here to examine
All human beings through
The touch-stone of poems.

Let the poet come and open
His mouth before all here
No one could be equal to
Or more attractive than the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Examples Of Life

Life is such a thing
You can give so many examples
But all are samples
With one truth and one love
And it is itself everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Excavate The Sky

Excavate the sky
And discover the truth.

Mark the boundaries
Of your own and
See where you are,
And what for you are.

Rivers and mountains
Are there as they were,
Celebrate your victories
And get everything
By queries.

But truth is a must
To live in harmony
And peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Excel

I excel
With my equality of vision
I excel
I see you everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Excellent

Performing duties
Perfectly honestly
Selflessly is excellent
And through this
You would attain
The highest good
This is the finest
Poem in finest order.

Gajanan Mishra
Excellent Means

My poem is the only means,
And it is an excellent one
To reach you my dear.
I am fixing my mind
On my poem and I feel you
Through it, I know
You are representing through
My words that are there.
Vital point is that
You are my live-poem
And I am reading you
Day and nights and you are
Focussing your light
Towards me in presence of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Excellently Bright

You are really excellently bright, my dear
Wise in show, I am spending cheerful hour with You here.

Short soever your manner and I am with You here
And I am in clear version with ripe fruits and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Excelling Love

Excelling love is not possible
Power of lover is incomparable
Neither is
Nor can be excel love
No one equal to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Except His Sweet Will

No necessity of God
To come to earth
To fight contenders.
There is no contenders
in His own cosmos
Except His sweet will.

Gajanan Mishra
Except Myself

Except myself
Nobody is here
Who can say
Where am I
Who are there with me
What for I am here.

O man, ask yourself
And get everything
You are yours only
And you are here
For a mission
And what is that mission
Go within deep and deep.

Gajanan Mishra
Except Poems

I am not satisfied
With anything
Except poems
I am a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Except You

My God is like me
I am like my God
If you like please come
If you like join me.

If you like see yourself
And comment how you are looking.
Tell me what is your name
Tell me where is your home.

Come and see
What the God is doing
Within you.
You and your God
Only there
Nothing is there
Except you and your God.

You are with me
I am with you
You are I
Nothing is there
Except I
I am God
Agree with me
Or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Except You - Anything More

I do not want
Anything more
Except you
I am not poor
And you are
With me
I do not want
Anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Except You- Nobody

I believe not
Except you
That I want not.

O my dear
You are inside me
I feel it
And I surrendered
Myself with
My heart-flower.

With you
I care not
Birth death
With you
I forget to
Calculate math.

Gajanan Mishra
Except You- Nothing Nobody

Except you
Nobody is here
Except you
Nothing is here
You are here
I am here
I am for you
You are for me
The sun the moon
The air the light
The earth the sky
All are here
All in one
For us
And except you
Nobody
Nothing
You are all
All in one
For us.

Gajanan Mishra
Except You, I Am Not Satisfied

It is true
I am not satisfied
With anything else,
Except You,

Gajanan Mishra
Except Your

I have forgotten all
Except Your name and fame
O my dear, I know
You are the ocean
I am the wave
You are the rain
I am the drop.
I have forgotten all
But not forgotten You
How can I forget You
You are my life breadth
I have no identity
Without You
I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
Exceptional

It is exceptional
It is rare.
And what is it?
Test it
On first comes
First serve basis.

It is sky with fire
It is water with air
It is there, it is there.

And what is it?
It is cloud
And it is bubble
Of the earth
Pot of my breath.

Gajanan Mishra
Exceptionally Dear

You are my near and dear
Exceptionally dear
I know you have given your mind to me
You are devoted to me
You bow to me
You are coming to me
You are promising
You are exceptionally dear to me
This poem is for you
Read it I have written for you
And through this poem
You will attain supreme peace
And eternal abode.

Gajanan Mishra
Excessive Sleep

Excessive sleep is here, remember
To pull you back, my dear.
Give up also grief depression
conceit and also fear.

Try not to receive praise and honor
O my dear, all are not for pleasure
These pleasures are really pain
You have nothing to gain here.

Gajanan Mishra
Exchange Of Dealings

With You O my dear
Is going on with love
And it is eternal.

Will You give a reply
That is ultimate and final
And am I ready to
Go with You in service devotional.

Explain O my dear
That You are with me
And dancing crying singing
With same waves that is emotional.

Gajanan Mishra
Exchanging Love

Exchanging love
Is necessary
For world peace.
Being a human,
The burden of
All good is
With us, see.

Recognizing the truth
Makes you fine.
Let the world
Flourish should be
The motto of all
In words and in actions
Always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Excited All

Excited all,
And all revived.

It is all
Passion for the living.

Nothing special,
But everything as usual.

Cease-fire occurred,
And everything okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Excitement Has Got

Excitement has got
No value.
Don't be excited.
Whatever you want
To say, say politely.
Everything would be
There as usual.
Take no tension,
All problems would
Be solved in due time.
Think not yourself
Great in any situation.
But leave it to time
To get things done.

Gajanan Mishra
Excitement Knows No Bounds

Excitement knows no bounds,
See, several kids dressed up
As Santa themselves.
Excitement knows no bounds,
See, children are singing
Dancing and making merry.
How beautiful our world is really!

Let us spend our times also
With these children, the angel of peace,
Let us present the children
Cool gifts and chocolates.
It is right, we are suffering
From fever, Christmas fever,
Let us know and understand
The significance of the occasion.

Let us share the affection,
Smile, happiness, have no religion.
Stars belong to all,
All are within truth and love.
Trees are there to give us life,
And life is for fun,
Santa Claus is the symbol,
And children are there for celebration.

Let us enjoy Christmas spirit
That is joyful and boisterous.
It is all about happiness,
It is time to forget bad memories,
It is all about living in harmony together,
My dear, let us see everything beautiful here,
With our own confession and celebration.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclamations

All exclamations - life,
Dark clouds all over.
Nothing clear,
Nothing certain,
Road blocked,
All move on their own-

Light returned
To life,
For dreams,
With dreams.

Waves in succession,
Fire absorbed,
Sky hid,
But with the highlighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclusive interview
With you
O my dear
You are merciful.

I asked nothing
You replied everything
That my sweet heart danced
Without any error life commenced.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclusive longing for you
Feel it O my dear
And reveal yourself
I am trying to know
The truth and I have
Shun the false for you
I have a right to attain you
O my dear and I achieve you
I have an ardent desire for you
See and feel me
There is exclusive longing
For you within me as because
I am your fragment.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclusive Love

Exclusive love
Exclusive love
And I have got
Power strength
And glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclusive Love For You

Exclusive love for You, my dear
Exclusive love for You only.

Here is my exclusive love, see,
Only for You, I am here, feel me.

It is not anything else, but love,
No knowledge can measure love.

Love arises from treating Truth
And it is only mine and my own's.

I am firm in my love, see
And feel I am here with You.

Endless bliss is there
Where there is exclusive love.

Exclusive love is here with me
Exclusive love is here with me only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Exclusively On You

I am depending on You
Exclusively on You

And You are depending on me
Exclusively on me

This is the earth
This is the sky

We both are here
Just here.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me

Non-courageous cannot
Speak the truth.
Courageous one
Can only face the truth.
To face the truth
Is a challenge.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse me and wash,
Wash away my mistakes
Of the poems, I dared
To write your thoughts
In your language here.
Excuse me, I am trying
To draw your attention
Towards the truth of life
That you felt at every moment.
Excuse me and read my
Poems, reading of my poems
May give you an imperishable
Fruits in this world, remember,
I have no other personal motive.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me For The English

Excuse me for the English
O poets
I have no other alternative
But to go on the bridge
But to take sleeping pill
But to go with the link
To reach you to touch you
To read you to feel you
And to go with you all
Throughout the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me, I Am

Excuse me, I am
Not able to run
With your horse.

Excuse me, I am
Not able to
Tame my dog.

Excuse me, I am
Not able to stay
At my own house.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me, I Cannot Say

Excuse me, I cannot say
What I really need.
What I really need
That is not here, my dear.

What is not here
That I want to see.
And I want to see you,
I know though you are not visible.

You are not visible
And I am in trouble.
I am in trouble
And it is not expressible.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me, I Know Not

Excuse me, I know not,
What type of good work
Has been done by me
At this time.
See me, I am doing
My service with a feeling
Of detachment.
I have burnt
The filth of mine-ness
That were in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Me, Mother

Excuse me, mother,
Really I know not
How to worship you.
Are you separate
From me, my dear mother
That I know not.

All day long I am
With you, with
The dust of your feet.
For me, you are
The truth and only
Truth here, my dear mother.

And I am hearing you,
Your silent words,
That is taking my care
While I am here and there.

Am I so qualified
Who can write about
His own mother in words?
Excuse me, O my mother,
I have no other world,
Other than you.
I have no word that can
Able to reveal the truth,
Besides your love and you.

Gajanan Mishra
Excuse Them

Excuse them
They are wicked
They do not know
What they are saying
Excuse them
They do not know
What they are doing
They do not know
Proper use of words
They are wayward Excuse them
Excuse them.

Gajanan Mishra
Execute pious activities
Keep yourself free
From all contamination
From all illusory duality
And write poem
O my dear poets
With love
With devotion
And touch me
And stay with me
I am yours
You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Exercise Keep You Alive

Exercise keep you alive
Update yourself
Revisit again and again
Give around your treasure
To enable it multiplies
Being commander
You have to live
And let others live.

Gajanan Mishra
Exhibit your loving devotion
To me, my dear.
And if you want to offer,
You may offer your words
That are soft and sweet.
But remember, try not to
Bribe me, your bribery
Has no value.
Showing your love
And gratitude is sufficient
For me.
And be compassionate to
Other living entities,
Treat all as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Exhibition

Exhibition shows
Problems of climate change.
Man run over road
Accident show
Management failure.

Seminars lecturers
No use without practicability.
Faulty banking
Invite economic crisis.

We the poets scientists
Lack observation.
The officials leaders
busy in functions
This global exhibition.

Gajanan Mishra
Exiled

In our own home,
Own state
We have now been exiled.
Ask how?
Our paid officers,
Ministers and all
Are using foreign language
That we are unable to understand.
And they all forming a circle
And keeping us in dark
And plundering everything
That are ours.
And we are drowning in
An ocean of trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
Exist / Does Not Exist

Exist and does not exist
Is not the issue.
Issue is Truth.
It is your turn
To admit or not.
Knowledge not required
Bliss is to be counted.
Natural or eternal
Same when experienced.
It is pure intellect
That has got affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Existence And No-Existence

It is love
And I find in you.
It is you
And you exist.
I know you
Care not for others.
You care not the past
Not touched.
Perfect though,
You are not
Extra-ordinary.
You love all
But love not
Your own neighbor.

Gajanan Mishra
Existence Is Important

Existence is important,
Watch it, listen to it.
Try to mark your own existence.
It is only you who can
Say something about it.
Try to hold up your tongue
And forget your own existence.
Your existence is important.

Gajanan Mishra
Existence Is Real

I desire nothing
And yet I am
Getting everything
That I need or say
That are needed
For my survival.
No need to acquire
Anything that I know.
And my very presence
Is for the welfare
Of all, I realized.
I am getting your bliss,
And hence my existence
Is real as the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Existence Within

I exist within you
You exist not within me.
How is it?

Sufficient cause is
Not sufficient
And you exit.

Form and context
Immaterial you know
I know it discriminate.

Modes are different
And We come to the same cross
That is not here.

Gajanan Mishra
Existent

Nothing existent
Except you
O my dear
You are the root of
Complete tree
You are stomach of
Complete body
I know You
And there is
No deliberate
Expansion of ideas
Separate from You.

Gajanan Mishra
Existence and non-existence,
Is like day and night.
The matter is to be discussed
By the mind and intellect.
But it is beyond the speech
And also beyond mind and intellect.
But truth can be attained
By one's own experience,
Though no one can express
In complete form here by giving
Full name and address
And time and place with an
Insight view which can be
Described as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Existent./ Non-Existent

I have felt
eXistent and also
non-existent.
I feel always
the ever existent.
And I learnt
everything is yours.
All the fleeting thoughts
Are yours I am sure.
Whatever I perceived
With my body-mind-senses
And intellect is yours.
You do stay
But not I.

Gajanan Mishra
Existing Nectar

Most charming,
This life,
This world,
This time.

We are to look
In a lover's eyes.
We are to live
A life fully attractive.

We are to satisfy ourselves
In the midst of the winter.
We are to proceed ahead
With brilliant gesture.

Life is a fresh flower,
Life is a fresh song,
Life is equal without any
Minus and plus.

Know life with its fragrance,
Know the world with all ordinances.
Life is permanently beautiful
With ever existing nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Exit And Enter

Two words for ever
That are ours
And not fair.

Exit and enter
Both cause anxiety
Forgetting everything
Is much better quality.

Exit and enter
Forget and remember
Both good pair also
Though equally fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Exit Point

Searching the exit point
I remained there as before
Seeing the house-full every-time
I remained cool seeing the dog
Inside the house and doing mischief
I could not find one and locate where
They have gone and for what purpose
With the coconut I had with me
Seeing them all in this sky I
Remained again aloof with
The alphabet of life that was not mine
Searching the exit point
I called O Mayabi where are you
And you are there inside holding me
As before and here under I remained cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Exorcize

Come and exorcize
Other than yours.
Come and read
My exordium
On language
On identity.
Expand your
Strength and
Come for
The mother.
I am there
With the mother.
I am there
On my land.
I am speaking to
You on the language
Of the on
And see
This language is
Expansible,
It is all
Beautiful.
It is all
For our own
Existence.
Exile not
Yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Expand the good fortune, my dear
And do all pious activities
This is your heavenly abode.

Open the door of Truth, my dear
And take the advantage of
Going back to Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Expand Yourself

Expand yourself, my dear,
Expansion is the nature.
Expand yourself with your
Endless creative energy.
Expand yourself, my dear,
With your all forms to touch
The divine with blissful
Character.

Gajanan Mishra
Expanding Is Life

Expanding is life
Opposite is death
And death I want
To know how it works
I want to know
How it appears
Some say its color
Black while others
Say it is yellow
Yet another groups
Say it is white
And with all I disagree
You can not enlightened
Me about its detailed
And I am here see
As I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Expansion

Through you
I expand hope,
Life, belongings,
And the world.

And when I leave
I call son
To take charge
The family affairs.

I know not
My destination,
My transmigration is
Not visible also.

Gajanan Mishra
Expansion Is Necessary

Expansion is necessary
And so also contraction.

Life is necessary
So also death.

Sleep and awake
Awake and sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
**Expect No Mercy**

I expect no mercy
From anger and
From passion,
I understand
Cruel time is with me in
The form of anger and passion.

My knowledge in shape of snake
Is biting and stinging me
My house my property my luxury
My kith and kin are hounding me,
And here in this world, O my dear,
See me drowning with no water
See me burning with no fire
And all are killing me with no weapon.

Gajanan Mishra
Expect No Reward

Who are you
To give me award?
I expect
No reward from
A creature
Who is helpless
Here like me.

If I am
A man of greed
Time is here
To sting me
to death
And no place is
There for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Expect Not

Expect not,
Expect not any child
From a woman
Without a man.

Expect not,
Expect not any milk
From the fleshy bags
On the neck of a goat.

Expect not,
Expect not any
Creative power from
The material ingredients.

Believe in your own power,
And go with the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Expect Not A Raven

Expect not a raven
To turn vegetarian
O my dear, expect not.

Gajanan Mishra
Expect Not Milk

Expect not milk
From the nipples
On a goat's neck,
These are not
Breast nipples.

Gajanan Mishra
Expectation

I can not call myself
Pure as I am expecting
A word from you
I can not call myself
Skillful as I an incapable
Without your support
I can not call myself
Prosper so long as
You are not present.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Bliss

Experience bliss,
Experience eternal
natural bliss,
by renouncing affinity,
internal affinity.
and get internal happiness.

O my dear, you are
your own self-evident bliss
Try to understand yourself.
Attach not with anything here.
See, hear, watch and verify
that you are even not yours,
Your shape, size, nature all
are going on changing at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Life

Experience life
My dear, through
Prayer and fasting,
And conquer physical desires.
And see the philanthropic
Order of humanity in you.
And find social equality
And sense of community outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Love

Experience love,
Love cannot be described.
Enjoy the bliss of
Divine love,
It is needed.
Love is renunciation
It is remaining
In your own world and
Keeping aloof from all.
It is love
When you are discharging
Your duties properly
And faithfully
And sincerely.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Peace

Experience peace
That is within,
That is in guiding others
In a pleasant way.
Let a thirsty person
Drink cold water
At this summer time
And experience peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Poems

Experience poems
And live,
Experience journey
And enjoy,
Experience ball
And play.
Miss nothing,
Life is there with you.
Life is the only truth,
Life is there
To grow
With love,
And love is
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Real Joy

Experience real joy
O my dear and engaged
Yourself in work
Never ask what is it for me
What do I get for this
What about wages
How can I live in this
World of growing needs
With my family
Mind it your family
Members are His
O my dear You just
Go on enjoying
With love with trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience Separation

Experience separation
And get united and enjoy
And let me appreciate.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience The Life

Experience the life, my dear,
Feel love at every moment,
And attain everything speechless.

Gajanan Mishra
Experience The Truth

And stay care free.

Control the mind
And stay free from illusion.

Day dream be avoided
To get peace.

Face the truth ultimately
And stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Experiencing Dreams

Experiencing dreams
I rose up,
From my own existence.

Telling something,
No matter right or wrong,
I rose up.

I rose up
To tell you the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Experiment A Lot

Experiment a lot
Experiment this life
Experiment this earth
Experiment your own love
Experiment your time
What really I want to say
Is your coming and going
Single in and outside
This body.

Gajanan Mishra
Experiment Life

Experiment life
with varied styles.
Life is simple and
have with life a
common love.
No contrast in love,
remember, love has
one and the same color.
Stay uniform with truth
and get a broader view.
Life is always with you
Be ready to go to any booth.
There you are for ever,
O my dear, my classic dresser.

Gajanan Mishra
Experimental Knowledge

Experimental knowledge
All are false and
Let me say that I hear.

Nothing is within purview
And You say all is well
Fact is I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Experimental Measurement

Experimental measurement
With father,
Who is beyond all!
Do not be jealous
Of the father.
Hear the words
With attention,
Without envy.

Gajanan Mishra
Experiments Be Made

Here they are,
Common living entities.
And we are to
Go with them.

Here they are
The non-living beings.
And we are to
Stay with them.

Experiments be made
With both living
And non-livings.
And in reverse gear
Journey be taken
To reach anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Expert

You are expert
In making division
You do not know
Formation union.

You do not know
How to love
You Know about hate
And you hate
I hate.

You are running blindly
To fulfill desire
You do not know
How to control
Desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Expert In One Angle

Expert in one angle
Cannot make you
A successful man
Or a front runner leader.

No monopoly will do,
Remember, at present.
Each one has strength,
And you must take all
Into confidence.

Adamant has no value,
Your manliness will not do,
Wearing a thread cannot
Make you pious or good,
Stay away from falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Expert In Understanding

Expert in understanding
You are expert in understanding
That I know my dear.

And I know You are eternally related
Let me dig and show the Truth as a geologist
I can extract gold and you are the gold ore.

You are intelligent and
Intelligence is with you from your very birth
Let me show you with your own light.

Gajanan Mishra
Explain, Please

I failed to understand,
The life, the world.
If you know, explain
The fact, please.
And you started your talk,
Still, it is not at all
Understood, excuse me.
Nature is going on, as you see,
In the process of our meetings.
Where are you and what is truth,
I failed to know here
And you addressed me, my dear.
I thought it is love's
Previous chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Exploitation

What is it?
It is satisfying one's own hunger.
It is not looking to others welfare.
Exploitation is against humanity.
Control hunger,
Control self and meditate.
Satisfy others who seek food and be free from corruption and be great.

Gajanan Mishra
Explosions Reported

Explosions reported
Actions targeted
We all gathered
To review life.

Where is life?
Nobody is ready to answer
And we left
The place of explosions.

Gajanan Mishra
Expose Injustice

Expose injustice,
My dear lawyers,
To achieve justice.
It is your duty
To make the laws
Enforce and fight
Against unlawful
Acts of anybody
Whosoever may be.
It is through law,
And law only we
Can establish a
Peaceful and
Just society.

Gajanan Mishra
Expose Yourself

Expose yourself
Expose yourself to hardships
To the cold and to the hot weather.
O my dear, I know what are you searching for?
I know you are searching for love for compassion
All are there on your own motherland
In your mother tongue and if you are with your mother.
I offer everything
Everything to you, my dear,
Be enlightened and stay with your mother.
Have you seen your own mother, my dear?
Please tell me how does she look?
Your mother is the only truth here and
She knows well what life is all about.

Gajanan Mishra
Express by words,
But trust not words.
Words are not always
In a position to trust in.
Words may cause your distress,
But reluctant not to
Use them to the best of
Your knowledge and ability.
Think always good,
Words are there to follow you.
Make a comment on the things
You face and take a remedial
Measures and face any situation
That endanger life and properties.

Gajanan Mishra
Express Nothing

Express nothing
but the truth.
Truth is only here
to express.

Gajanan Mishra
Express Your Ideas

Express your ideas
Either in yes or in no
Only with yes or no.
Say something about
Yes or no and say
What is going on with you.
Challenge is everywhere
With your words, my dear,
Words are only here, there
To rule others, and for
Words we are here together,
In this ornamental field.
And here, within these words
Let us discover ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Express Your Thought

Express your thought,
Express freely, dear,
Nothing to fear.
But be sure
I am not communal,
And also, not for common use.
Rather I believe in communism,
You can publish in the communique.

I am ready and willing to talk
In any matter, dear,
In the open page of life.
And everything is communicable,
As you see, each and every incident
Of this life is memorable.

I am a commoner, dear,
Nothing to fear.
I have no intention to
Harm or hurt anyone here.
But I am here to see
Commonality must not suffer.

But common sense says,
Let us come together to talk
With the language of the land
To avoid commotion and
For better communion,
Nothing more, nothing less.

Gajanan Mishra
Express Yourself

Express yourself,
Express in words
And be a poet.
Express yourself,
Express beyond words
And be a poet of wonder.
Express yourself,
Life is in expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Expressing Foolishness

By telling
I am not prepared for death,
Just expressing my foolishness.
Nothing new
But wonderful.
And at every moment
I am dying, see me.
And nothing is mine.
But I know
My poems and my words are
Deathless,
They are in truth
And they love all,

Gajanan Mishra
Expressing Myself

Using body
Adhering to words
And thoughts.

Here I found
Another concept
In my present
State of mind.

No pity
I understood you
What you uttered
In between day night.

Gajanan Mishra
Expressing Thoughts

In so many ways
I am expressing
My own thoughts
Before You, my dear.
And You are silent
As if my expression
Has no value or
I failed to impress You.
Still I am with You
And You are in me
Still the sun is rising,
The flower is blooming,
The wind is blowing,
And I am living, living.

Gajanan Mishra
Expression Of Love

It is there
In Khajuraho,
The eternal
Expressions of love.

And love is
The greatest
Artistic wonders.

I love you
And I am telling
This truth.

The truth is my life
I know it
And I am living
In this world of joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Extending Downward And

Extending downward and upward
I am standing here fixed
I know the different colors
Beyond descriptions
All beings are there in
With all manifestations
I found myself in the circle
With senses and this earth
I considered my only
Field of activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Extention Of And

Extention of
Olive branch
Is not a sign of
Weakness.
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Scams
Corruptions
Are fire
Do not play
With these.

Gajanan Mishra
External and internal
In both ways, examinations
Are being held here.
You are the only examiner,
And I am the only examinee.
I know nothing and yet
I am appearing for you.
You know me and yet
You are making arrangements
In different ways for this.
Showing my identity card
I am entering the hall
And after submitting the papers
I am still here as per your order.

Gajanan Mishra
External World

External world is changing always
And so it is not real.
Internal world is as it is for ever
And so it is real.

Remember, if you renounced anything
Externally it is still remains with you.
The sense of mine and attachment
Bind you.

The universe is not coming to us
It is we who are going towards the universe
And it is difficult to renounce
Since we are in the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Extinguishing The Fire Of Suffering

Extinguishing the fire of suffering
O my dear, You appeared here
As shower of nectar.

Crossing the ocean of material existence
O my dear, is extremely difficult
Without Your help and presence.

Falling in to the fire-ocean of misery
I prayed for rescue-boat with the auspicious
Process without any flattery with Truth consciousness.

Explaining every mystery, my dear
I am going to search You with the most
Confidential knowledge of love and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Extortionist

Let us go with
The roots of a number
And a name.
But it is in no way
Justified your
Advocacy for killing
Anyone anywhere.

No one has the right
To take away the life,
Since no one created it.

Who is the extractor?
Come forward and show
Your face if you are
Really brave like the lion,
And justified
What you have done.

Extricate all
With good advice
And proper education.
Darkness and ignorance
Everywhere, dear.
Extremely sorry, I am,
Unable to do anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Extract Of Essence

What is that?
It is life,
It is nectar.
Our conversation is
Making us to go there
To overtake the fire,
That is there
In our life.

Gajanan Mishra
Extract Of Life

Extract of life,
I want to see
And hear
From you, dear.

I know no one else,
Here, let me clarify.
And here, we are
Both for one another.

No tree, no sky
Can adduce evidence,
That we both are
In good and in truth.

I see the air murmuring,
I hear the fire laughing.

Gajanan Mishra
Extraordinary

All extraordinary
Your legs your hands
Your eyes Your arms
Your nose Your heads
You are thousands and
Thousands in flowers
In leaves in water
In air in stone in mud
O my dear I perceive
And You revealed
Just for welfare of all
You are all in one
And one in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Extravaganza

Come to the adivasis
They are tribals
And see their products
Food plaza, mudhi mansa
mandia jau mandia pitha
See their life very natural.

Come to the adivasis
They are tribals
And see and feel their love
Their way of life
Open and transparent
Their life is a commitment.

Come to the adivasis
They are tribals
Their dances and music
Colorful and fine
Let us go to Dongria Kondh
Paraja Ghumura Gond Koya.

Gajanan Mishra
Extremely Dear

Extremely dear to wise
Wise has exclusive devotion.
Here there is true love.

Gajanan Mishra
Extremely Happy

I am extremely happy
You are with me
You are within me
I am extremely happy
I abandoned resting
Sitting and dining
Just to take Your care
Just to see You
Where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Eye Sees Different Form

Eye sees different forms
In colors in places
It is nothing but
Interactions of air
And sensation of touch
It is not destiny
But evolution.

Everything has hot its
Own dimension and quality
And also individuality
It is fire and it is appreciated
by its effulgence
It is the constitution of body
Where you can find basic principles of understanding.

Let us see its sweetness in taste
It is visible if you want to see
Here is fire in light or light in fire
That is not the root and it depends on
How you mitigate your hunger
just increase the life-system
With the same components that is well-known .

Gajanan Mishra
Eyelid Protects The Eye

Eyelid protects the eyes
Husband protects the wife
Parents protects the children
Householder protects the beggars
Learned protects the ignorant
King protects the subjects
O my dear it is You
Who protect all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyelids And Eye

As the eyelids protect the eyes
So also You are the water
We are the fishes and You protect
And give us life here.

You are the fountain of mercy
And champion of virtues, my dear
You are the sky under which
We fly day and nights here.

We find ourselves alive here
Only for You my dear and we
Cherished unalloyed love
Towards You always.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes - Anger

Practice - learning
Good behavior- family prestige
Excellent qualities - respectable person
Remember all these are to know
And for recognition.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes - Good For Nothing

Eyes - good for nothing,
Root of all mischief.
Mind holding the rope
Of the eyes.
Control the eyes, my dear
Control the mind.
By controlling your mind
You can control your words.
By controlling your words
You can control your behaviour.
By controlling your behaviour
You can control your life.
To make your life progress
Eyes with pious vision is but necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Are

Eyes are of women,
Ears are of men,
Portrait all.

Let me look at you,
The truth.
Let me show
The moon naked.

Night is burning,
The night is full of snow.

No snow is there
In the moon,
The sun has taken away all.

Scattered misplaced
Sculptures all around.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Are Blossoming Lotuses

Eyes are blossoming lotuses in the morning
And sleep ended
New chapter began
O my dear, it is nothing but Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Closed

You are talking
With eyes closed
I know what you
Want to say.
You are the grass
That I know
And it is in trash
And it is crash.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Deep

Eyes deep,
The sky is
Under your eyes.
Your eyes is
Looking at me.
The cold-wind
Is there
In the sky.
And I am
Chanting hymn.
The little leaf
Is waiting to
Leap the sky
Leaned at me.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes- Full Of Tears

Eyes- full of tears
And it is flowing.
Sky- empty here
In this rainy season,
And I am crying.
No rain, no torrent,
I am feeling all vacant,
As you are absent.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Have Not Seen

Eyes have not seen
Ears have not heard
And yet I have
Entered your heart.

You are there
Where you are
I know nothing
And I know that
Has been given
Freely to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes Proclaim

Everything okay.

Everything is done
With Your direction.

Life is not a transport
But a way out to get You.

And You are here
In the bright call.

Only a faithful love
Can win in the tussle.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes With Mind

Good eyes good mind
Fair tongue fair life.

Simple food is good, let us share,
Take good food to make life fair.

And what is fair in life
Fair when we say nothing is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Eyes, Let Me See

Eyes,
Let me see.
I am here only to see.
I know not
What I see
that is the truth,
that is the only truth.
I am unable to say
What I see.
My words vapour,
Nothing is there
to hear.
Only I see the sky,
Seeing everything vanish
I cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Ezra Pound

My friend
Folly friend.
I come
I see
Ezra Pound
In Hailey.
Ezra Pound
My friend
Told nothing.
I returned back
With a smile
And it is
Ezra Pound.

Gajanan Mishra
Fabrication

All fabrication,
All fixing
And we are suffering.

No one is for us, true,
All we see is
Crocodile tears.

No one is sensitive,
We are suffering
Mental agony and torture.

But we declared ourselves
Developed and developing.

Gajanan Mishra
Face - The Index

Face - the index,  
But where is my face,  
Who is there to say.  
Who said I am a man,  
But where is humanity  
In me, I am also silent.  
Where I am, no one can say  
Correctly, and I am wandering  
Here there uttering  
So many words, for nothing.  
You said it is all  
Transcendental ecstasy,  
I said, wait,  
Let the curiosity comes to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Face And Preface

Let me read,
Face and preface.
Let me open
The door.
Let me quench
My thirst
With fire.
Life is there
I know
In the moon.
Wolf is there
Enjoying life
All along.
Page by page
Let me move.
Let me read
The prose,
And then
Allow me
To feel poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Difficulties

Face difficulties
Happily
While discharging
Your duties.

Utilize everything
for the service
Of others
In a selfless spirit.

O men, Please remain
Unanimous in
Success and failures.

O men, Control yourself
And see yourself
Within the hearts of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Life

Face life,
Fearlessly.
Be courageous
And valiant
In facing life.
Fear not, fear not,
Nothing to fear here.
The ice, the fire,
The mountains all
Are here only to
Welcome you.
I am here only
For you.
I am here to write
The words full of
Bravery, courage
And duty.
Face life, face life,
Life itself is there
With you, in you,
Life is nothing
But it is you
And yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Life Like A True Hero

Face life like a true hero
The world is yours
Take everything
With a joyous heart
And strive hard
You are here to stay
happily and cheerfully
All the time
But be a hero
Be a lion.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Light

Light is dangerous,
Face it.
Nothing to worry,
Think not
About dark,
Dark has no power.
Win ignorance
In light.
Collect views
Each one has
Separate values.
You cannot find
Real life's clue,
That is blue.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Nose Ears Eyes

So on and so on
Face, nose, ears, eyes-
All eternal.
With all,
All are blissful.
All but factual,
The result of
Perfect knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Now

Face now,
Face then,
Shines,
Not like,
Precious stone,
But like
The moon
And the sun
In the east.

Measure not
The cold
Or the heat,
And all are here
For formality.
Thing is
Each one is a kite
Flies in open sky,
No one knows
No one sees
In skin-eyes.

Let all remain silent
And observe nature,
Let all stay cool
And swim in ice water.
All is everything
In the eyes of vultures.
Brothers, come on
And handover the estate
Before proceeding
Anywhere for anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Face The Situation

Face the situation
With your own
Inner strength.
Watch your diet
And be careful
To health.
Try to avoid
All negative thoughts.
De-stress yourself,
My dear son, and
Go on, remember,
Well begun is
Half done, just
Set out for the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Face the time, my dear
It is as old as You
And old is gold
As You know
My Father My Mother
My friend My guide My teacher
All are here for me
And I am at this time
Talking to You
With all old words
With new fragrance
All newness afresh
With love and affection
Life I am leading
To achieve perfection
This world is
Full of Your grace
Let me face the world
With wonder like Lotus
And perceive the Truth
That is within me
While facing time.

Gajanan Mishra
Face The Time With Ciourage

Face the time with courage, my dear,  
Only time is trying to cheat you, here.

Master the secrets of life with curiosity  
With confidence and in constancy.

You can climb to any heights, my dear,  
And you can make your dream comes true.

Face the time with courage, my dear,  
And live life like lion at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Face The Trial

Face the trial
Review yourself
And be perfect

Gajanan Mishra
Face The Truth

And say who are you
Utter words
And hit it
Records of time
Are with you
If you are
Not there
Nothing is there
Without you
No problem
The time is passing
Taking you.

Gajanan Mishra
Face To Face

Come and talk
And try to solve
Everything.

Face to face
See and watch
And do everything
That is right.

Face to face
face to face
Be a lion
O men!

Gajanan Mishra
Face Value

Face value weary us
And we are to
See scale new.

Gajanan Mishra
Face Value Degraded

Face value degraded,
No face found anywhere.

And works lost meanings,
Failed to know where and
How all are going.

Where is life
And what is life,
The stone is asking, still.

Gajanan Mishra
Facebook

Let me see you in face book,
Let me talk you in face book,
Let me access you in face book,
Let me marry you in face book.

It is all through face book,
and face book is not mine.
Face book is control by another,
My dear, tell me the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Facebook Poems

Facebook poems
Like a lightning
In the dark sky.
If you want to fly,
You may fly,
But see the darkness
All the bays.
Nothing to say more,
You decide yourself
Whether to go
To the core.
Think me no one,
But I am your best friend
With trident.

Gajanan Mishra
Faceless

GO FACELESS
Show not your face.
Everyone closes their eyes to it
with a facade of indifference.
Dare not face the music.
You had better go faceless.
I know you are dead already.
How could you utter a word?
You carry nothing to prove
you are alive- these are the home truths
about you.
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Gajanan Mishra
Facing Crisis

I am here with my own eyes,
Ears, hands, legs, mood, flavour,
Feelings and still I am facing
Crisis of credibility
For the mistakes within.
What for I am not able to
Discharge my duties conscietiously,
That I am unable to know the reasons
And I am searching it outside.
I should know the need of the hour
At present and I have to keep
In touch all composite parts
With much endurance, strength, mobility,
Flexibility and power.
I have to instill my discipline.
I am proud to see my well-structured units,
Progressions and tempos.
I have to touch the whole new dimensions
In full-fledged manners
Up to the level of stamina and control
To face the crisis in a humble way
For all welfare here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing Death

Have faith
Devoid of faith
Means facing death.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing The Heat

Facing the heat
We stayed here.

Here it is water
Here it is fire.

Dancing on the ice
We stayed there.

There it is the sun
There it is the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing The Indian Ocean

Facing the Indian Ocean
I said, dare not tell
Anything dirty.
Facing the Himalayas
I said, dare not fight
With me at any time.
I know life, I also know
My constitutional position.
I realized who I am,
I know how nice my earth is.
Without any doubt, I can say,
I stand for peace and
I want all creatures good
And stay happily here.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing The Time

Facing the time
With courage
With nectar of sincerity
With perfection of artless love
Made you the great hero
Under this sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing The Troubles

Facing the troubles
Caused by our own
Fellow creatures
Of our land
And we are missing
Our identity.
We are to recognize
The enlightened soul
With us for good
And stay blessed.
Let us take help
Of such souls of
This land and would
Stay free of all miseries.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing The Truth

Again and again
And yet again
I am going to you
And it is only for you
I am able to face the truth.

Facing truth is really
More than winning any war.
The daily routine of the self
Is to face this truth
With all reality and go
To the star that is not far.

Star is there with all fire
And with all air and I am
Busy in my work, bright and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Facing Trouble

Since you are
Not there
And you are
No way related,
I am sure,
You are not to
Face the trouble.
So far as I am
Concerned, let me
Clear the doubts
That are in you.
But I am not
Here to distinguish
The good and not good.
I have no mind,
It is ofcourse, true.
But let me say
Your attachment are
Nothing for illusion.
And I am completely
Aloof from all conceptions.
But I am convinced
Realizing my position.
And I understood
What is there in contradiction.

Gajanan Mishra
Fact

Perceived by the senses is fact
state of things, relation of things
Conscious mental condition - a fact.
Certain objects in a certain order
In a certain place - a fact
Heard and saw something - a fact
Said certain words - a fact
Hold certain opinion - a fact
Certain reputation - a fact
Intention sensation - facts.
Going on facts and using facts
Are sufficient I am not telling
As a poet my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fact Is That

Fact is that
You are eternal
But this covering body
Of five material elements
Is perishable and temporary
And it is fact
You transmigrate from
One body to another
By law of nature
That is Your previous deeds
In fact so many transformations
Of matter from one form to another
Is common features
It is Your energy
That is not check-able
I have no hand in it
And there is no cause of grief.

Gajanan Mishra
Factory For Gandhi

What do you mean
By Gandhi
That you are going to
Make a factory
For Gandhi.
Gandhi is not made
By flesh
By bone
By blood.
Gandhi can not be
Made by bricks, cement,
Gum paste, colors.
Gandhi is a consciousness,
Gandhi is a mindset,
Gandhi is a scent.
It is all in humanity,
it is all in love,
It is all in truth.
Make Gandhi your own ideal,
Gandhi is there where you want,
Here, there and everywhere
All over the world,
When you let others
Live in peace
Without any violence.
Each one is Gandhi here
If I want to say in common parlance.

Gajanan Mishra
Factotum

No, you are not,
I am sure,
Factotum. You,
The legislature,
And you,
The judge.
You are the torch bearer,
You are to focus light
For all here.
You are free
To raise your voice
For all good,
For all welfare,
And to establish the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Facts For Yourself

Facts for yourself
You can see
This is the time.

You can not cover
Anything here
Be in open mind.

You can do the works
That are here to do
And share the process.

Whole trouble is
You are not the only person
For this work.

Think not otherwise
And say a few words
That are for you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Factual Cause And Effect

Factual cause and effects appear reasonable
Self made theories of atheists are of no use.

Know the Truth, my dear and not the theories
Know about the living beings, the manifest world
And know about the ultimate control over them.

Gajanan Mishra
Factual Gain

O my friend, Excuse me
I consider You ultimate truth
And the factual gain in life.

You are here as a means
Of attaining the path of
Salvation only.

Gajanan Mishra
Factual Knowledge

Birth and death,
Very very difficult
To overcome.
I have no means
To go away from
All these.
I failed to understand
The process of victory.
I am dying and
I am taking birth
At every moment.
Though, I am busy and
Engage myself in
Factual knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Faculty Of Procreation

In the faculty of
Procreation all
Moving and non-moving
Are the same.

Be a name
And have a fame
Rest no matter
If you have a theme.

Organs of defecation
And thereupon
It is fear
I know you appear.

It is hunger it is thirst
I know in the ocean
Of time that is with me
That is flowing and controlling.

Moon or sun
Both are conscious
And presiding the universe
With true identification.

Gajanan Mishra
Failed To See The Sight

The eyes
Failed to see
The sight.
The ears
Failed to hear
The sound.
The tongue
Failed to
Utter words.
And I am at present
In a area without
Any sight, sound
And words.
Where am I, describe.

Gajanan Mishra
Failed To Understand

Failed to understand,
Really I failed to understand
What is real and what is unreal.
So many sets and all equal,
All are exactly alike.

No dark, no light,
And nothing diminished
In value.

All fortune,
All emblem of the truth.

All appeared,
All beautiful.

Really I failed to understand,
What is happening and what has happened.

Gajanan Mishra
Failing This

First you have to learn
With full confidence
Second you must realized
The subject matter
And you should present
The matter in a suitable manner
For the understanding of others
Value and credit goes to the speaker
Failing this everything is useless labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Failure Is An Opportunity

To do again and to refine
Failure is an opportunity
To know better and better
In a new look
Failure is another way
Of learning the same thing
Failure is nothing
But nearing and nearing
Again and again
That is educating and
Monitoring again.

Gajanan Mishra
Failure Is Not Important

You failed, 
But remember, 
Failure is not 
So important 
As you think. 
Important is 
What you gained 
From your failures, 
What you learn 
From the very 
Experience of failure. 
Your courage 
Your patience is 
More important.

Gajanan Mishra
Failure Of Administration

They are forced  
To commit suicide.  
Wife's rage  
For crop loss  
For debt burden.  
They have committed  
Suicide for failure of  
Administration.

Gajanan Mishra
Failure To

Failure to keep promise
Is a symbol of corruption.
And you promise to see me fully
Open your eyes and see me inside
And see me outside.

Are you really interested to see me
See me I am here
See me I am there
And see me I am everywhere.

Failure to see
Unaware of corruption.
Due to this you are
Unable to keep promise.
Failure to keep promise
Is corruption.

Gajanan Mishra
Failure Yeardstick

Where is
Your measurement rod?
Your very yardstick is failure.

You should know
I am not a horse,
I am simply
A house keeper,
Who has no house
At all.
I believe not
In month and year.

I know not the future,
I know not the words
That are to be uttered.

Gajanan Mishra
Failures Of Administration

Write something about
Dana Majhi.
The editors are telling me.
But why should I write
About him.
The editors are telling me,
You write as because
Dana Majhi has taken aways
The dead body of his wife
On his shoulder.
You write as because
You feel the Govt machinery’s
Failures. But my dear,
I have witnessed nothing
That sort. Nothing new
In the incidents, but it is
You people who have given
Importance in unimportant things.
Birth and death are but common
In this natural system of the world.
Taking dead body of kith and kins
According to the present situations
Are also not new.
Still then, Dana Majhi is the symbol of
Failures of administration
Only in the political point of view.
Forget Dana Majhi,
Dana Majhi has reaped as much benefit
From his dead wife as possible.

Gajanan Mishra
Fair and auspicious omens
Are occurring everywhere all the times.
On the left
The blue-necked jay picked up food.
In the right on a fair field appeared a cow.
In a favorable direction soft cool
Fragrant breeze is blowing.
A blessed woman appeared with a pitcher
And a child in her arms.
A fox turned round and showed himself again and again
A cow suckled its calf
A herd of deer came round to the right
A man bearing curd and fish
All are conducive and auspicious
And I am leading my life here there everywhere
O my dear, why should I fear,
You are here with me, always near and near.

Gajanan Mishra
Fair Play

Let me represent
By my words
Through my language,
For fair play.

No unfairness is alleged,
It is all good and fair
Not like so in
To to.

Errors of law,
Not there.
And we are
Free and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Fair Weather - You Are Here

Fair weather
No cloud
You are here.
You the hill
Look blue
Though near.
You are better
And always in time
Ever after.
I called you
And you make
Your presence here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fairy Tale

Like others let me tell,
Life is a fairy tale.
Enjoy life, no matter,
Whether you are a
Male or female.
Life is not for sale,
In life, there is
No place for blackmail.
Be straight and in truth
And see you are going
To heaven and never to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith

Have faith
And get it
What you want.
Accept your
Own existence
And see the miracle.
Liberate yourself
By forgetting
The proof of assumption.
Through faith
You can gain
Anything anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith and character,
Both are necessary items
Of this life for
All time to come.
Saying goes- as a
Man's faith is,
So is his character.
A man's character is
Judged by his faith.
Faith is a state of being,
Conviction, according to
Conviction, fate is there.
Feelings and actions are
According to his faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Hope

Faith and hope
is sustained.
And present order
of life is
out of question.
Let us change
our own status
with our evolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Knowledge

Faith and knowledge
Two things to keep
And acquire to rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Love

Faith and love -
And I want to
Go with both.

I know fog disappears
At the glimpse of sunlight.

The secret of success
Is with one who is
Free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Love Together

Make life beautiful.

And we realized Truth
Reading the revealed scriptures.

And there is elevation in knowledge
After we throw our false ego.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Promises

Keep your
Faith and
Promises.
Go not
Anywhere.
stay with
People.
And serve
Them as far
As possible.
Ignore not
Give respect
To each one,
Stay capable.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith And Value

Faith and value,
Love and compassion,
Feelings and truth,
Are the necessary of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith In Love

Have faith in love
Have faith in truth
Truth is here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith Is Everything

If you have no faith,
Nothing to say.
You have only a deaf ear
with you, harmful.
Chances may take you
in a perverted way.
If you have no faith,
Sure, you have a fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith Is Greater Than God

Distance - I realized
And removed all obstructions
By faith.

I exist
The world exists
And you my dear
Described the factors
That I accepted
By faith.

I gazed at you
And try to acquire
Knowledge of the self
Rendering only service
By faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith Is Sentiment

Faith is good or bad
Good faith leads you
To the world of God
Bad faith leads you
To that of demon.

Bad faith is false pride
Good faith is self respect
Self respect is divine
It make you think
About your duty
It make you feel shy
In performing any action
Contrary to spiritual discipline.

My dear, make your faith
Make your conviction
Make your state of being
First clean.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith Is The Root

Faith is the root, my dear
If there is no root
How can you see the roof!

Culture faith,
Faith is the only truth
Remember, my dear,
Whatever is done without faith
It is of no avail.

No faith means useless,
Useless all praise
All regard, all honor.

Faith purified your body
Your mind and your everything,
If you have faith, you have everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith Is There As Before

Faith is there as before,
But you stood not there,
As fair as the star.

Explanation submitted
Is not accepted and yet
You are there as before.

You have forgotten who you are,
And for this the shadow came
And danced here leaving the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Faith On Yourself

You yourself, is your friend,
You yourself, is your enemy,

Anyone else, neither is,
Nor can be your
Friend and foe.

You yourself, rather than
Anybody else, is responsible
For rise or for downfall.

You are gifted with
All requisites, my dear,
For doing anything.

Faith on yourself first,
You are your guide
You are your scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Faithful

Be faithful my dear,
Do, what you do
In good faith.
Break not faith
At any time.
Keep faith with you
For the sake of love,
For the sake of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Faithful Truth

Where is the faith
If it is not here
We must search it out
On this day and
This is the only day
That has truth
That is faithful.

Gajanan Mishra
Faithless

Am I faithless
Am I doubting you
O my dear
Give me any punishment
You like
I know my love
Without you I have
No place
Neither here
Nor there.

Gajanan Mishra
Fake

I myself is fake and roaming
Here for your goodsake.
Have patience and understand
My word my emotion.
You are my surity
In this land of nothingness.
I am your security
In this world of happiness.
I am fake coming and going
With a purpose that is not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Fake and vague, it is
All there and we are to
Cross them all.
We are to love, love
Each other under the clear sky,
In storm of the sea.
We are to live together here and
Declare we are the victors.
We are not to turnback
And spend our times,
Looking bitterness of the past.
But we are to smile
Looking forward like
The rising sun always.

Gajanan Mishra
Fake Deal

Fake deal
Great ordeal.
Honest dishonest
Go and kill.

Time and tide
Not hide
I say
Be mild.

Deal fake
World not
Go and shot
Justify plot.

Gajanan Mishra
Fake Happiness

I am really not happy,
But fake happiness
Is there with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fake-Everything

Fake
All fake
This house
This knowledge
This relation
You and
Also I
Also say me.

Still
I am with You
I am in this house
I am acquiring knowledge
I am keeping relations with all
And telling, look I am here
Doing all sorts of things
That have no pertinence.

Gajanan Mishra
Faking News

O my dear,
Tell me not
honey, honey, honey.
Ants are waiting there
to kidnap me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fall In Love

I fall in love,
With myself and
I have no rivals.
And I am living
Here, as I know
No one is there
To end my life.
Give me recognition
Or not, I mind not.
But you have to
Admit that I am
Living here for ever.
Accept me
I am present.

Gajanan Mishra
Fall Not In Love

Fall not in love
With the moon
And try not to
Catch the moon.

Just see and
Enjoy from the distance,
And think not
About the things
That have already happened.

Birth to death
You are in a circle, my dear,
Know the things
That are with you
That are truth, that are clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fallen Soul

Owl
I like owl
I love owl
I know owl is
Not a fallen soul.

Owl
The night bird
Of prey
I pray Owl
To plead
For me before Goddess
Of wealth Laxmi and
Free me from foul.

Owl owl
Torch bearer of dark
Friends of farmers
Come near
And eat mouse insects
Etcetera
Of my life and make me
Pure and whole.

O owl
O light-mole
I pray
Teach me
How to go in dark
How to help others
And be a topper
In scroll.

Gajanan Mishra
Falling Down

I am falling down
I know it is only
Due to my false ego
I am falling down
As I am misusing
My independence.

I have given-up
The pure status of consciousness
And I am entangled in the network
Of actions and reactions
And so I am falling down
As I am in material manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Falling In Line

One two three
All falling in line.
Words far and above
Scattered with
Four five six.
Call a name and
Go on counting
Seven eight nine.
It is all in zero,
Zero tolerance
All said in everything.
It is all truth,
But all error.
Life is nothing but horror.

Gajanan Mishra
Falling Waves

Falling waves
Are here,
Windy fire
Are there.

And in between
These two
We live.

Our thought
Itself is drowsy.
Our life
Itself is fearful.

Yet we hear music,
We write poems,
Peace exists in name.

Gajanan Mishra
False - All

I have not talked
I have returned.

I have returned
From that hill
Without uttering.

I have returned
Without asking anything
And you promised
To give me everything.

I have not received
Anything and you said
All are false
Our going coming
Returning staying and talking.

And I have said no
To all and I know
No has no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
False Accusations

False accusations
With ulterior motives
Will not do any harm
And if you are in truth
In right path
Nothing would subdue you
Nor would they defeat or
Intimidate you
And I would like to say
Go on right path
Go with truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
False Ambition

False ambition
Your ambition is false
Truth life
Your life is Truth.

See life live life
Not with ambition
But in happiness and
In good condition.

Act as per
Diminishing return
And do advance
In self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
False And Untrue

Allegations you are
Throwing at me
Are false and untrue.
See me, I am the truth,
At this time and for
All the time.
I am not afraid
of being cornered.

Gajanan Mishra
False And Useless

You cannot tell me false
And useless and if you so like
You can touch me, you can test me
Anywhere at any time
For which, see I am ready.

The world is Truth
You cannot say anything
False and useless and this
Type of words should be
Avoided always, keep it in mind.

Restore me to my eternal status
See me in the eyes of the sun and the moon
Glorify the Absolute Truth, my dear
I am always here with You only with You
With all fortune and lights that are colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
False Body

False body, false body,
All are telling but no one
Is ready to go out,
And they are all crying,
Crying for truth, truth.
They are all in negation,
They are all in slavery,
They are all within contrary views.

I am watching all with pleasure,
I am watching what is there, my dear,
And I discover my own existence
With new vision of eternity.
They do agree with me in memory
And they wanted to make an entry.

Gajanan Mishra
False Conviction

False conviction,
Imperfect experiment,
No faith and darkness here.

Gajanan Mishra
False Crying False Tears

It is only in love.

False destruction false creation
It is only in material world.

So many doubts are there
In this world and we live in only with doubts.

Are we false? it takes time
To answer, my dear, just wait there.

Gajanan Mishra
False Distinctions

I know
Between good and bad.
I know
No distinctions
Between friend and enemy.
I am enlightened
By You, my dear
And I am able to
Understand You.
That there is
Nothing new
It is just
Turning of pages.

Gajanan Mishra
False Dress

False dress,
False womb,
False life,
False world.
We are all
In falsehood.

Nothing to irritate,
Nothing to angry,
But see and
Dare to digest
The truth.

Truth is
Nothing and
Everything.

Gajanan Mishra
False Education

False education,
False judgment,
False living and
Yet we are proud
Of all and we are
Telling how developed
We are at present.
We are far from the truth,
It is not unknown to us,
And yet we are telling
We are in a progressive world.
We are our strength,
And yet we are not utilizing
All for greater interest.

Gajanan Mishra
False Ego

False ego
Root of all evils.
False ego
No fruitful result.

Just be an instrument
No effect by actions
Or reactions.

No court of law
Is here or there
or anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
False Fear

False fear,
We are, see,
All in false fear,
My dear, always, here.

We know better
What is in present
And what is there
In future and yet
We fear.

False fear,
My dear, we all are
In false fear,
Since we think
These bodies as ours here.

Gajanan Mishra
False Fire False Life

Stumbling and falling
Remembering names and
Addresses that is
Inevitable here at this
Stage of derangement.

Death itself is in
Precarious condition
Utter possibility offspring
Little husk liberated
Hoping for next
In this cantonment.

What is heavenly
Is only our lives.

Gajanan Mishra
False Idea

No substance,
No reality.
I am confident,
No doubt, but,
The idea is false.
Truth is glorifying,
I know, but
Where is the truth,
I wonder.
My talk is dry,
My body system is
Faulty and
My progress is
Backward.

Gajanan Mishra
False Mood

Fire is always fire
And fire is ice
When ice turned
In to ice and not fire.
And I see
Both ice and fire
Interchanged at this time
In us when the sun
Is setting and rising
In false mood.

Gajanan Mishra
False Notion

I have not acquired anything
And I cherish a false notion
Having acquired this and that
Having met that person
having done that action.

Gajanan Mishra
False Number Count

Start from zero
Minus count nine eight
Seven six five four
Three two one
Then it is zero
Then go towards minus
One two three..
Result nil
Nil mean not zero
Zero means also not nil
It is your cting chill
That matter, my dear
Comeforward again
To count false number.

Gajanan Mishra
False or true,
But love is necessary.
Day pr night,
But partner is necessary.
Life or death,
But truth is necessary.
Water or air,
But earth is necessary.
To live
We are to fly.
To fly
A sky is necessary.
Sky with light
Our field of living.

Gajanan Mishra
False Prestige

I know you are
Deluded by wealth
Deluded by false prestige
In name only you are
Performing everything
I know you are careless
You are not ready to obey
The rules and regulations
I am astonished you are
Not agree that you are
Staying in the house of another
And you have to leave it
You are so self-complacent
And prudent
You are not caring to you also
That is the matter of astonishment.

Gajanan Mishra
False Prestige And Life

True, we puffed up
With false prestige.
True, we are envious
And disturbing.
True, we are not
Tolerant and no
Self-control is there
With us at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
False Things

Waste not your time
In false things, and
Try to know perfect reality.

Go not with
The jugglery of names.

Everyone and everything
Is the bubble of sea waves.
And for nothing, you are laboring hard.

Gajanan Mishra
False To Say

It is
False to say
We are one.

We are also
Not united -
The truth.

But great and
Unique we are
Here.

Here, but in
Separation we
Are zero.

We are right
And not wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
False, All Are False

False, all are false
This time this space
This act this thing
This condition this happening
All are false and also
This love and your appearance
I know all are same again
With you with me
It is all here non-existent
I know nothing is mine
And nothing yours also
Nor meant for us, see feel
Admit or deny has no meaning
True is not true as
True changes its color shape
Size condition circumstances
Nothing to acquires
Body and spirit
That you can not find separate
Anywhere and it is false
No union is also possible
At any time and also
Nothing fixed as see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Falsely Pious

Falsely pious
Unnecessary lies
And hypocrisy.

Is it life?
And for what purpose?
Please tell
Do not pretend busy.

Gajanan Mishra
Falsity Is Never Condemned

Falsity is never condemned
In protecting from enemy's hand,
When life is in danger,
In protecting truth and faithfulness,
And also in earning livelihood,
In joking, in a marriage ceremony,
Let me conclude then nothing remains
Excluded from falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Faltering Is Not Good

Faltering is not good.
Tell a swindler
a swindler, straight.

Gajanan Mishra
Fame

I care not fame,
I am not hankering after honor.
I am imaginative and here.

When the winter is coming to me
With mist and ice
I am the first man
To welcome, my dear.

I am eager to do my duty
As and when I am called for,
I know shirking is a sin.

My valor is in my words,
And I am polishing my words
From time to time with
Changing situation here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fame Fortune

Fame fortune fine speech
Memory intelligence
Steadfastness and patience
You are all in one
O my dear, I know
You are the generating
Principle of all
I know understanding
Is most important
And it is your grace
You made me understand
And you directed me to
Apply my knowledge of
Understanding in practice
And it is necessary in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Familiarity

Do not be familiar
Too much familiarity breeds contempt.
Do not be greedy
All covet all lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Family

Family means
As stated clearly -
Father, and mother
I love you -
F A M I L Y.
Father is the sky
Mother is the earth
I love my father and
Mother means I love all
Those are here within
The coverage of the sky
And on this earth.
I love you means I am ready to give
You all that are with me expecting no return.

Gajanan Mishra
Family - A Blind Well

Family - a blind-well,
A dark chamber,
A bounded prison!

Are all true?
But I carry everything
To you.

The nectar, fragrant clay,
Pious leaves, and flowers.

Family is
In my hearts,
And you are there-
My love, my dear,
My truth and
My everything too.

Gajanan Mishra
Family And Nation

Family is the root
For building any nation,
But nation is the first.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Consists Of

Family consists of
Father mother son wife
Sister brother.
Knowledge is father
Truth is mother
Tolerance is son
Brother is religion
Peace is wife
Sister is mercy.
This is my family
Please come and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Is The Best

Family is the best
Best ship in the space
Inner and outer both straight
All great.

Father mother and children
Formed parking space
Outer space and closet space
All great.

Family is the nuclear
My dear, every impossible
is possible here, You are more richer
All great.

Take care of the family
Family would take care you
It is eternal circle
And in here, all great.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Life

With you,
I am full,
And I am
Complete.

We all are
To abide
Rules and
Regulations
Of the society
Prevailing.

No misunderstanding,
But peaceful
And cooperative life
Is necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Members

All creatures are my family members.
This earth, this world is my home.
And at home there is no enemy,
As You know, even the enemy are received
As relatives here at home.
You can not find any fearful situation
Here at home, my dear.
This earth this world is my home
I am not afraid of anybody here.
All are my well-wishers here,
All are my family members here
There is always exchange of
Embraces and obeisances
Here at this home. All the members
Bear same five components
Earth sky light air water, O my dear!
All are within the three principles
Of goodness passion and ignorance.
My dear, You are my inseparable part
I am Your fragment You are the whole
Of all of us here at this home,
We are not at all separate from each other.
What I say that is applicable to all in this vast universe
I am nobody but telling on behalf of all
And I know You are within the hearts of all here.
We are all one and the same here
This earth this world is my home
Here, see, I stay free with all without fear or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Misunderstanding

Take family misunderstanding
As an opportunity to realize
The truth, as transcendental
Knowledge is significant and
Not worldly affairs. My dear,
This world is like the storm-
Centre of the ocean and you
Are to go with it for nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Poem

O my father, You have left me
Why
O my mother, I am rooted
With you
How
O my brother, I am in in touch
With you
Now
O my sister, I am searching you
On the road
Wonderful
O my wife, I am with you
But are you
With me
O my son, where are you
Why I am crying for you
O my daughter, you are
With your awe.

I am confused
Where is my family
Who are my
Real family members
I am not going to
Anywhere keeping my
Family here
My family is going away
From me.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Talk

The world is our home
The cosmos is our family
We should keep the secret
Within the family.

Here is our family
There is love there is hate
There is lust there is vengeance
There is jealousy there is greed
There is loyalty there is betrayal.

We are all here in the family
In this family no body is
Taking birth nobody is dying
And all are constant and eternal.
The world is our home
Our family and it is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Family Universe

I am composing poem
My wife is trying to distract me.
I do not want to
Let my mind wander away.
I know the poem is for the welfare
Of the family universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Family-Holder

Are you a family holder, my dear
If yes, come on, I care You.
You need no assistance, I know
You are a giver not a taker, I am sure.
You acquired everything the earth the space
I am providing you the air the water and the light
I know though you yourself are all that.
You are calling me and I am present
You are the establishment officer
And not distinct from others.
O my dear, see me I am here in your house
Without you I have no existence I know
You are my pros and cons my sand sculptors
I have the ability to take the futility and wastage of labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Family-Philosophy

I have my own family
With truth and knowledge,
With religion and mercy,
With peace and tolerance.
I have my mystical
Experience of reality
Here in this family.
I am inseparable
From this family
I realized.
I have my own life
Here, throughout
The centuries
With innumerable
Words and
Philosophical systems.
I stay at this place
Forever, I see
No death hovering around.
I engaged myself
In good deeds.
I value others.
And I achieved
Unification with all
With my profound insights.

Gajanan Mishra
Family-Today

Father - busy in cell phone
Mother - watching television
Children - on computer
Members have no chance of
Sitting together
Eating together
Grave-yard of future.

Gajanan Mishra
Fancy Dress

Our body
Our costumes
Our alternatives
And we have no desire
To escape
From ourselves
From these
Fancy dresses.

Gajanan Mishra
Fancy Dress - Child

I am not a fancy dress
That you can take to enjoy,
And throw away as and when you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Fancy Twitting

Twitter, twitter,
Let me twit
In a fancy mood
My serious thoughts.
I know life
As I know you, my love.
Nothing to worry here,
Nothing is there to be taught.

Gajanan Mishra
Fantasy

So I arrived
In passageways
With self portraits
O my departed friend
You are to see
In memory
Wind of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Far Away From Bondage

I know I have
Nothing to be done,
I have nothing
To be known,
I have nothing
To be attained.
I know I am far away
From any bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Far Away From Me

I know,
You are
Far away.
I know,
I have faith.
I know
And I realize
You are there
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Far Away From The Sky

Welfare of all
Living entities-
The sole motive.
And for this
We are to move
Forward in an
Unique manners.
Our appearance and
Disappearance have
The greatest impact
On our lifestyle.
We are to take interest
In normal course to go
Far and far away from the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Far From Truth

I don't want to write
About this eyes
I know what it sees
Is far from truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Far Or Near

Far or near-
Unable to know,
Where you are.
I am not interested
To know who is
Superior and
Who is inferior.
What you acquired
And what not,
I am least concerned
With all that.
But I want to know
How free and powerful
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Farce Unlimited

Farce unlimited.
Let us, still,
Hope for the best.
We know, though,
People are
The worst sufferers.
The people are
The roots.
But who cares it.
Real horror is
Not anything else
But the very
Farce of the men
Who are in power.

Gajanan Mishra
Farewell

Who is giving farewell
To whom and for why
Knowing nothing we are
Anxious here and putting
Ourselves in emotional
Environment that is
Artificial and that has
No truth no value at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Farewell To Arms

Farewell to arms
Don't be a terrible man
Don't be a manipulator
Of wealth and power
First ask yourself
I my dear friends
Who you are
And what you are doing
Don't evade justice
Don't be a murderer
Don't steal the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Farmer

See me
I am a farmer
But I have
No food to eat
No water to drink.

See me
I am a farmer
But I am
Deprived of
My farm.

See me
I am a farmer
But I have
No strength
To fight.

See me
I am a farmer
But I lack everything
That are needed
For a right living.

Gajanan Mishra
Farmer Hadu Of Bargarh
Farmers Are Dying

Farmers are dying, wait and see.  
Reason is- debt burden and crop failure.  
We, the writers are dying, wait and see.  
Reason is- no use of our language anywhere.  
But we are telling long live the leaders  
And the leaders are enjoying their lives.  
I am not going to say any other things  
But I am telling, no word is here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Farthest / Nearest

I know, my body is
Farthest from me
I know, O my dear
You are nearest to me.

At times I see
In a perverted way
My body appears near
You appear far away.

I know, my body is
Not mine and it is
Not under my control
I am unable to patrol.

I need nothing, my dear
I have to do nothing
For myself, it is clear
As I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Fascinating Words

My words are fascinating,
Enjoy my words, dear friends.
I am not a magician, see me,
But the words, I used, have
Their own magical power with
Inexplicable influence here.
Enjoy my words, they are here
Producing surprising results.

Gajanan Mishra
Fashion

Life is fashioned by poem
Agreement signed since time immemorials
Enjoy it in collaboration with
Air light earth water sky and all.

Poem is universal and
everything succeeds like poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Fashioned out of gold, 
And who knows 
The ruler of the planets.

Being the celestial bird 
I witnessed the blue.

Everywhere it is there, 
I am not surprised 
Being the absentee sir.

Gajanan Mishra
Fast

Fast fast fasting
Go on and going with fasting
See your own fast color
With your fast friends,
Be not a fast handed man.
Go on and going with fasting
See nothing fastening
Keep fastness only with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fast Faster

Fast faster,
Slow slower.
Everything gets here.

Stupid men,
Go not anywhere.

Discover all
Truly hideous things.

Let's be very clear
About love and
About truth.

Life is all-time nectar,
Use it forever.

See the future, dear,
All of us here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fasting For Truth

I am fasting for
The truth.
I know, violence
And war are
At the root of
All problems.
I know, men of
Unrighteous selfishness
Are here, there
And everywhere.
I am fasting for
The human beings.
I am fasting for
All out development.

Gajanan Mishra
Fast-Upto-Death

Fast-unto-death
In front of Governor's house
Only for use of
Our own state official
Language as per
Language Act 1954.

The Govt official
And business men
Are the violators of law,
They must not be allowed
To enter the offices
And open shops
If they failed to read
And write official language.

Gajanan Mishra
Fatal Knife

Fatal knife
Is time.
Time is
The fatal life.

You are going
Withe time.
Time is taking you
Where it likes.

Disturb not,
Stay as you are,
And see that time
Is coming to you
With all that
Are there with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Fate

Fate is in fete
Wait for that.
Slow and steady
Good result ahead.
Nothing dead
Fact that.
You are unable
To understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Fate And Destiny

You can not alter
You can not erase
My fate my destiny.

Owl can not see during day
Tree can not grow leaves in spring
Fate and destiny.

You can not change
You can not alter
My dear you can not alter.

Gajanan Mishra
Fate has no meaning,
Yes, I dare to negate
All meanings of fate.

It is all zero,
Abundance, though.

In air and
In fire,
In mud and
In stone,
I see all earth.

All to go straight,
All to glance,
All to say clear-cut,
With scattered salt.

Gajanan Mishra
Fate Is Nowhere

Nowhere one can see fate,
The fate is nowhere, and yet,
We are telling the fate is against us.
We glance, we wept,
And we get nothing anywhere, and yet,
We are telling we are looted.
In water, we see what we are.
But on land, we are misconceived.

Gajanan Mishra
Fate?

What is that?

I know you are
Just added
To the stock,
Good or evil
That I know not.

And you are giving a name.

Gajanan Mishra
Fateless Man

Rootless knowledge
Affectionless relation
Bodyless soul
Skyless earth
Directionless life
Makes man fateless.

Gajanan Mishra
Father

One who loves me,
One who is in truth,
One who loves non-violence,
Let me called him 'Father'.
Father is here in me, in you
and at every place of the world.
How can a Father face the death?
You can see Father everywhere.
Just call him and see he is present
Just call him and he is doing everything
for you starting from cleaning your latrine.
He is your Father and he is here
with us who save from the enemies
that are within and that are outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Father - Son

You are my son,
I am your father,
We are busy in our
Father-son duo.

No self-interest,
No knowledge,
No ego.

We are both
Recognized by
Each other.

I am the son,
You are my father,
We are not in a deluded state,
But we are in a volatile state.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Forgive Son

Husband forgives wife
Friend forgives friend
O my dear forgive me
Likewise and let me go free.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Is Far Higher

Father is far higher
Than the sky
And it is because
It is the father
Who can only wish
His sons and daughters
Be go higher and higher.

Besides father
No one is there
Who tolerate your
Going upwards higher
Than his own limit
And get happiness,
My dear, see your father.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Is Here

My Father Your Father
Father's of all
He is one and all.
Father is here
Father is there
Father is everywhere
Only to do one work
That is love, that is love.
My Father Your Father
Father's of all
He is one and all.
Father is amiable
Father is presentable
Father is lovable.
Father is here
Father is there
Father is everywhere.
Father, Father, Father
I love You, I salute You.
O Father, You are my all in all
And I know You are
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Is Sky

Father is the sky
Mother is the earth
And they both
Arrange food for me
I have nothing to worry
I am here to
Give service.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Is There

Father is there
To provide
Meaning to life.
Father is there
Who lives
With me always.
Sweet fragrance
And father are
One and the same.
Father brings glory
To the family.
The key to solve
All problems are
With the father.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Likes To See

Father likes to see
The son become more
Famous than himself.

Devotee are more
Valuable than the
God Himself.

Readers and critics are
More learned and intelligent
Than the poet and writers.

Gajanan Mishra
Father Said

My father said
Go and enjoy,
I am sure
My father added
No one can
Dare to destroy.
And for this,
I fly and fly,
There I see
The smile of the sky.
Ask me not why
My father reply
And I fell asleep, due to
The feet of the clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Father, O Father

Look, I am here for You
I am offering myself to You
I am offering You all the five times.

Father, O Father
I know, I myself is Yours
This entire universe that is with me
Belong to You from time immemorial.

Father, O Father
I am dedicating to You everything
I know, nothing is mine
I know everything is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Father, You Are Far Above The Sky

Far above the sky,
You are there,
My dear father.
Each day, I say,
Father's day here.
I am offering
My prayer, father.
I am yours here.
Father, you are
Far above the sky.
How can I say you
Goodbye? How can I
Let you die, so long
As I am here, father.

Gajanan Mishra
Father-Friend

Trust him,
The only one
To be trusted.

Gajanan Mishra
Fatherhood

No use,
Fatherhood,
If not,
It is in truth.
And what is truth?
Let the father explain,
The living personality
Of almighty here.
Nothing to do
With kith and kins
If love is not there.
My father, your father
And everyone's father,
Where he is, let us search here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life -
Fathomless ocean.

You have to
Keep with you
Endless silence.

Wait, the signature
Would be there.
Worry not, yours.

Disturb not
For anything.

But take leave
And see clearly.

Power of love
Is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fatwa

Fear not truth
Fear falsehood.

Fear not truth
Truth reign
Recognize Truth.

Falsehood perished
Let us go beyond Fatwa
Let us buried ills
To serve kith and kin.

Truth is truth
It goes on its own way
Let us move with truth
And truth is in us
And not falsehood.

Go not with fatuous remark
Keeping your arms and eyes
Wide open and accept all
Changes and modifications
In the changing society
And see, with you here, Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fault

An owl cannot see the sun
And for this no one
Can find fault with the sun.
A man of lust cannot give
Proper respect to woman
And for this no one can
Find fault with the woman.
Because of greed a man
Cannot live without wealth
Because of delusion a man
Cannot live without family.
And likewise because of evils
A man cannot perceive
The value of renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Fault In You

Neighbour is
Always good.
If any fault is
There, find it,
It is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fault Is Mine

I am in fault
Fault is for me
And I am here suffering.

Here is nectar, my dear
But I am missing myself
I dare not say pious
And time auspicious.

Here I am at this time
Here for me I am in problem
I am responsible for not able to
catch the dream, fault is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fault Lies

Fault lies
With everybody
It is we
To bear it.
And we are for
Playfulness
We are for love
And joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Faultless

This body is not mine
The soul within this body is also not mine
I love the body I love the soul in this body
I am living here in this body with this soul
As I am living I am faultless
As I am faultless I am alive
I am living to acquire knowledge
Knowledge of Self is the real knowledge
And with this knowledge I can get freedom
I am free here with your presence, my dear
I am the winner as I controlled my wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Faultless- Everything

Faultless- everything
Pious - every living being.

There is no other way
But to praise all.

You can find no discrepancy
In time place person.

It is your first duty
To go with nature.

O my dear, I am here
See me and I am telling, please hear.

I am your protector
Live with pleasure.

Here is the nectar
Take it, it would be my pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Faultless Life

Know the truth of the world
And lead a faultless life.
Love is the antiseptic method,
Use it, dear and make yourself
Free from infectious contamination
Of the material world.
Understand life and know the purpose
That is meaningful to all here.
Do all well, dear poet
And follow the principle of the self.
Drive out all negative thoughts
That are within you.
You are here to conquer all
Only through love. right?

Gajanan Mishra
Faulty System

Faulty system
to which everybody
is a part.

To commit crime
is but natural.

Forgive
is supernatural.

Forget is
naturally natural.

To say nay is ours
to our thought
to our work.

To maintain coherent
is nothing but farce.

Comingup Mars
Be caress.

Gajanan Mishra
Favor And Curse

All are same
All is one.

None has
Factual existence
One is all.

It depends on
Situation that you named.

Gajanan Mishra
Favor Me

Favor me
And see
My power.
And I am
To offer
Everything.
I am the worker
And I am here
To do the works
That are with me
Allowed by you.
And all are the truth
As you.
And all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Favourable

Everything would be
Favourable,
But we are to show
In all respect
We are able.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear

Fear the root of all evils
Comes first if desire failed to
Get proper place in time.
Anger the fruits of fear
Comes afterwards.
I not aligned with any group
Stated honestly
Anger comes when I
become distable and perturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear - Let Me Face The Fear

Let me face the fear,
When I utter, I see
The fear is going to vanish.

What is that fear,
It is nothing, but
My ignorance about cheers.

And what is cheers,
It is life, it is love,
It is there in this world.

And the world is for us,
It is waiting there to see
How we use our time
That is in us,
That is beautiful and pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear And

Fear and fearlessness
Think, think about it
O my dear, think its roots.

Action that cause harm
Gives birth to fear
Action performed for
Welfare of all cause fearlessness.

Fearlessness leads to
Truth and self-realization
As it is according to scriptures.

I am independent with you, my dear
I am dependent without you
And I am in fear.

I do not want anything
I am liberated, see
I am free from all encumbrances.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear And Despair

Fear and despair,
Despair and fear.
Anger and hate,
Hate and anger.
Life is all,
Life is for all.
Joy and happiness,
Happiness and joy.
Men, I know not
Whether you are
Asleep or awake.
But I know you are
Right and you know
The reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear And Fear

Fear and fear,
Where is life in fear?
Overcome fear, my dear,
Remember, where there is
Love, there is no fear.
And hence love and love
And live a life
That is the source of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear and where it is?
Is it there in Terrorism?
Is it there in Maoism?
Is it there in demonetization?
If it is not there, allow us
To install immediately
Within all.
We know fear is the basis,(93,401),(383,434)
The basis of ruling and ruled.
But fear not,
You have nothing to lose.
We know we are vigilant
And we are not afraid.
We are safe and sound here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear- Bloody Hell

Fear is the root of all evils
Fear is the bloody hell
Fear not
If you want to
Express yourself
And something is there
With you to tell.

Believe me
If you find some
Truth in me
Face the truth
With boldness
Without fear and favor
and live in cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Is Another Form Of Hate

Fear is another form of hate
I fear not anything anybody
Means I love all
I know love is the condition
Pre-requisite for all growth
Progress evolution
And transformation
I love all
And my mother is the inexhaustible
Fountain-source of all love
My mother's love is proverbial
And unparalleled.

My mother is with me
I fear not anybody
My mother has put nothing
But love in my heart
And always I am cultivating
Cosmic love and for this
I am able to transform
My enemies into friends
And I am in peace plenty
And prosperity
My mother teaches me there is
Nothing and nobody as
Pious-wicked, rich-poor
Saint-sinner
All are one and same
The product of love
My mother's love
Protects all
Tears the veil of ignorance
Liberates all
My mother wants there should be
Peace amity happiness
Prosperity and harmony on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Is But Natural

You are a poet I know
With full power
The world is at your hands
And you control the world.

You are the director
You are the producer
Of this world
You are the hero
You are the villain
Of your own.

Fear is but natural
But fear not my dear
Play carefully fearlessly
You are a successful actor
I know my dear fear not
Here always see light
And here there is no dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Is Caused By

Fear is caused by
Something other than truth.
Come to the truth
See the truth
Live in truth
And stay fearless, my dear.

I know You are the truth
You are within me
Certainly I have no cause for fear
Certainly I experience life with You
And You are trying to make me truthful
I know You are the source of all truth.

I feel confident with Truth, I know
You are within me and destroying all fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Is There Within Us

Fear is there within us,
We are here to learn
How to tolerate and control
And overcome all.

We are living creatures,
This world is at our hands
At present and we are together,
We are to take our own care.

Nothing but love within,
The problems that are arising
Will not be there as you think.

Have patience and stay,
Remember, my dear, nothing is
Permanent here, nothing is bad so far.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Life And Not Death

I fear not death
Death is not mine.
Why should I fear death?

When I have no connection
With death I do not care death.
Death is going on its own way
And I am absolutely separate
From death and in no way
Related to death.
Why should I fear death?

Rather, death is doing
All good to me
Death is taking me
To more beautiful places
And trying to make me
A wonderful adventurer.

Death is my dearest dear
My well-wisher
My guide, my teacher
My father my mother
O death, I love you
And when there is love
There is no need to fear.

And death is not here
To put me in any pressure
Death is going on its own way
I fear not death
Death is not mine.
Why should I fear death?

Gajanan Mishra
Fear no more the night
For night is not the night,
But it is a scope to fight,
Fight for light.
And light is full of mystery,
Mystery is your own life-history.
And in a strange voice
You are there to describe.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not

Fear not
Death is not coming
Keep fearlessness
With you as your first quality
You are praying before me
You are worshiping me
You are taking refuge in me
Live here totally fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not Dark

Fear not dark,
Dark has everything
To give you.

If you are to fear,
Fear the light,
That has failed to
Reflect you
In the way
That is right.

Fear not the air,
But fear the flower
That has no scent.

The dark has kept light
Poems only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not Death

Death is the gateway
To life eternal.

Fear not chains
The chains have auto-break
Just attach yourself to nothing
And no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not Fear Not

Fear not, fear not, my dear men,
Kill him who is torturing and
Doing harm to your mother,
And punish him who is not
Using your mother language
On your motherland.
Fear not, fear not, my dear men,
You are free and sovereign.
And by doing so, no sinful
Reaction would occur,
Rather all good fortune
Are there unto you,
You are to liberate yourself
By going with this truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not Man - You Can Never Fall

Fear not man,
You are not a sinner.
You are my dearest dear,
You have power to reach heaven
In near future.
But be cautious, the road is slippery.
But nothing to worry, you know how to surrender,
The agony, evil trait, ignoble thought
And immoral habit all are here to disappear.
Keep my words in your mind, you can never fall
All love, all blessings, all truths are with you all,
Just in clean hearts and open mind, give me a call .

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not The Dog

Fear not the dog
Fear not the world.

Face the problems
Face the world.

Friends, you are the winner
Friends, live like a runner.

Fruits are there in your actions
Fruits are coming to you, accept with motion.

Failure is not written anywhere
Failure is not there in your destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not The War

Fear not the war
But be a follower of peace.
Fear not the Master
And rendered good service.

Being a son
Take care of your parents.
Obey the husband
Being a good wife.

Tell not a lie, O men,
O minister, work for the interest
Of the country and see
The welfare of all first.

Being a judge
You engaged yourself
in illegality,
Remember, no excuse.

Mother is clear in hearts
To all that I know here.
Pay something in return
after learning from the trainer.

Don't be a rascal
Being intelligent and wise.
Live and let others live
To drink the nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not Worry Not

Fear not worry not
You are here with me
And see and feel my
Mentality is playful.

I am here with you
You are here with me
Nothing to utter
Pitiful words here.

Close your eyes and feel me
Open your eyes and find me
I am here I am there
With you in your love and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Not, No Where To Fall

Fear not, no where to fall,
No question of downfall.
No confusion, see life clear.
Only admiration is there
For virtuous actions,
Be aware of evil actions.
No one is allowed to
Give explanation
Life is more than expectation.
Only expression matters
Think about life,
Life is not for fear, but for cheer.
Duly perform duty, my dear
And get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Nothing

I fear nothing, my dear
I know He is here
To give all protection
In all circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Of Death

Fear of death
Fear of death brings you
Vishal here.

I know you can say I
Care not death
And it's okay.

But death is here
You can not deny.

In the light of
This truth Let me
Say more and more
Let me dive more and more
Let me fly more and more
Till the ocean dry itself
Till the sky ends itself.

Vishal, my dear poet
You will not die
It is I who will die
With the air
With the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Of Publication

Fear of publication,
Fear the publication.
Publication and fear
Interlinked here.

Figure and measure
Interlinked here.
And we all fear
Ideology near.

Customers are needed,
Educators are needed.
Reactionaries are most welcomed,
And we welcome those
Who are gaining ground
Here for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear Reliever

Fear reliever
Is ready to appear
Just give a call, dear.

Yourself,
You should offer,
Nothing to fear
But stay with nature.

Take shelter
And surrender,
There, your protector.

Why suffer,
When near.
Give a cover
With that monitor.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear The Truth

If you are to fear, my dear,
Fear the Truth
And fear not
Thieves, robbers, Govt officers.

If you are to love, my dear
Love the truth
And nothing but the truth
Remember, truth alone is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear the unknown,
Fear, not the known.

Say not anything,
Think not anything.

Cut to present and
Rediscover yourself.

Truth and love, both
Both are in you and
Through these
Solve all problems.

Tell never bye bye,
Nothing and no one
Is going away
At any time from you,

Gajanan Mishra
Fear, Fear

Here it is.
And I pray
Before You
And I am fearless.

O my dear,
I am fearless
Only for You.
You are hear
The cause of fear.

Fearlessness is there
When I am pure
In mind and in heart,
And I am straightforward.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear, Go Back, Go Back

Go back, fear, I am not here
To accept you.
Fear go back, go back.

I am going to the ocean,
To measure the depth.
I am flying in the sky
To measure the width.

Fear, go back, go back.

Fear me, fear,
I am somewhere
Within you,
I am the truth.

I am extraordinary, love, and
I am like the shop of jewelry.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearful And Disturbed

I am fearful
And disturbed
O my dear, here
I am unable to
Find any other
Shelter and see
I am surrendering
Myself before You
You are my only
Supreme friend
Only well-wishing
Friend of perfect order
Do whatever you like
At your feet I find no danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearful And Fearless

Who is fearful and
Who is fearless
Not easy to say
Here on this earth.

It is your commitment
That would say how far
You present yourself
Here at this hour.

It is your ruin
That would say
What is there
Not I not you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearful Omen

Something is going wrong somewhere
Something has happened somewhere
That is against the rule and law of nature.
I find You not there not here
I see the direction time changed
Disruptions in the seasonal regularities are here.
All are very greedy very angry very deceitful
All are adopting foul means of livelihood
No connection no relation no flowers no fruits.
Nobody has any higher objectives in life
Everybody thinks this earthly life of a few years is all in all
This is the age of degradation, as all are in ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearful Omen-2

Cheating is everywhere
In all transactions and dealings
Polluted family polluted friendship
Misunderstanding is there
Between fathers mothers sons
Between well-wishers and brothers
Husband and wife are busy always
In quarrel and strain
There is malpractice and imperfection
Hypocrisy counter actions disparities
All are having unnatural desires
That rule over this material world.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearful World

Fearful world
And here I am
Staying carefree
Only because of You.
You attract everyone
To Your Truth
You assume the truth
You sing dance play in truth.

Forever I am here
With You with love
Forever You give me
This chance to serve
I speak to You
I write all only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearing Dark

Fearing dark?
Okay, stay there.
Mind set
Not in order!
I know and
I am well
And good.
Attached dreams!
Respiration is okay,
Go, green signal
Is ahead.
Face upwards
Cross the rivers
The mountains and the seas.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearing Separation

Fearing separation
I cried O my dear
Please stay here
Do not go far

And going with air
You replied worry not
Look I am also absorbed
In the same feeling dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You are fearless
I am fearless.
You protect the distress
I am the distressed.
I am in this ocean world,
You are the ship in this ocean.
I know You are an expert in destroying
The chains and fetters of worldly existence.
I know You destroy my enemies
When I choose to go on the path of Truth.
I know not any language in perfect order
You are well-versed with all language, my dear.
I am Yours for ever,
All my burdens, I know, You are the person who bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless - Devoted

Fearless only
Can devote himself
Ignorance has
No wisdom
And put himself
In trouble
Good behavior man
With charity background
Destroy poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless And Free Of Sorrow

Why should I fear,  
I know nothing and  
Nobody is here.  
I see, all enemies  
Are surrendered.  
And peace is here  
Only in me for  
All good and a  
Better future.  
I am my emperor,  
I am my ruler.  
Nothing to bewilder.  
Come on dear,  
We are our well-wishers.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless Completely

Fearless completely,
But I am not proud.

Yes, my prowess is
Extraordinary.

Let me clear, I am
Not for personal
Sense gratification.

And I smile always, see.

I have no desire
To destroy anything
But to construct all,
And for this, I am here.
Peaceful coexistence is my motto,
And I am in favor of world peace,

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless Here

Let me stay
Fearless here, my dear.

Please appear here
O my dear, I know
I am in the car
And You are my driver.

I am only in love
And nothing to offer.

No profit no loss
I have no desire at all.

I am with You, O my dear
No body can stop me en route
I am engaged in Your duty
I am fearless and I am in my beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless Life

I want to lead a fearless life
O my dear, It is only possible
With Your grace, I know.
I do not want to fear these
Snakes lions thief robber
Or any forbidden deeds falsehood
fraud adultery etc etc
When you are here with me.
I know who who fears, he dies
At that very moment,
And I know You are not with him
That is most miserable
O my dear, my desire is only one
That is Your presence always
With me everywhere
My desire is only You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearless You Are

Fearless, you are
Dear poet, I know.

As such love is there
With you and
I know you are in truth.

No mercy you want,
I know.
You are struggling
For your right.

Your birth is
Not for any
Personal gain.
Your birth is
For all welfare.

Dear poet, various
Activities you performed.
And all that are
For others.

Dear poet, you have
The strength to
See anyone face.
You are fire-brand.

It is you,
Who has all authority,
I know dear poet.
Fearless you are,
One who is here
To establish the truth,
You are that.

Gajanan Mishra
Fearlessness Is Here

Fearlessness is here
In me, see, as my
Actions are for
The welfare of all beings
And I know this
Fearlessness leads me
To the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It is true,  
the path of knowledge  
is fearsome route.

It is true,  
the poet can make water  
out of fire.

It is true,  
the wind can come  
and take us to heaven.

It is true  
We are sons and daughters  
and going to get nectar.

The nectar is knowledge,  
and knowledge is power.

Gajanan Mishra
Fear-Struck

Who is not
Fear-struck here?
Who is not
Weak and
Horror-struck?
Who is the winner?
Who says he is
Not loving life?

Gajanan Mishra
Feature Film

So many universes
And I am no where
With all fame
With all beauty
With all potency
And where is my knowledge
Have I renounced anything
Feature film ended there in.

Gajanan Mishra
February Sun

February sun
Called me fun
I realized mistake
To go with moon
Who directed
To come soon.

I felt hot
And cold
At a time
And they
Forced me
To see mummy.

I am eager
To see you
Naked ash
I eager to
show you
That pippal tree
Again in air.

February Sun
O February Sun
You are my
Handsome here
And hereafter
With more and
More fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Feed A Hungry Man

Feed a hungry man
And get the best poems.
Feed the children
And the aged and
Enjoy poems.
Poems are there
In unconditional love,
In highest perfect order.
Search the poems
In remote villages,
In lowly livelihood,
In a situation, that appears
Unfavorable and void
But life is there with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Feed The Snakes

I know you are feeding
The snakes and I see,
It is biting you.

Gajanan Mishra
Feedback

Send your feedback
To

Be aware of pickpocket
Be aware of the influence
Of eternal time.

I know you need to
Invest more
I am waiting you
Here therefore.

First know your outstanding
First know the antecedents
First know the place and time
And take anything you want
To the extreme.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel And Touch

Feel me,
Touch me.
Feel and touch
And know
What and how.

Create and
Recreate life.
Life is on this earth,
Earth is under the sky,
The sky is within you.

Feel the pulse,
It is life.
Life is here,
Follow it.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Compassion

Feel compassion
For suffering
Living entities.

Neglect not
The helpless
And the fallen.

Protect the one
Who has surrendered
At the cost of your interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Good For All

Feel good for all
In your hearts, my dear,
And discover yourself
In Truth, in love.

Do good what is
Good for you and for all,
O my dear, what is good,
The result thereof is also good.

Turn towards Truth, my dear,
That would turn you away
From falsehood, and for which
You serve others with no thought of reward.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Happy

Feel happy
And by this feeling
You exhaust
All reactions.
And by acting
Piously you
Neutralize
Impious activities.
It is your glories
That remain here
O my dear, I know
You are returning to Truth
Being freed yourself
From all bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Happy And Satisfied

Feel happy and satisfied, my dear,
Knowing and realizing fully well
Nothing is under your control.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel High

Feel high
And never low,
This is your house,
Think never
To leave this house
At any time.
Feel, no sense of
Growing disquiet or
Despondency.
No place of
Conspiracy here,
This is your house,
Make it more beautiful
And a place like heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel It

Just feel it
Feelings give you pleasure
And in pleasure
You can find me here
Here in pleasure
You can find
Knowledge and
Divine glories.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Me, I Am Here

Feel me, I am here,
And I am spreading myself
all over from the earth
to the ether.

I love your smiling face,
I am searching you on the surface.
And it is you who is telling me
About the life from the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel My Presence

O my dear son, within
I am in your heart.

Leave not your heart
On the top of plum-tree
Like the monkey.

Fight like elephant
And get the winning side
Waiting for right time.

It is the crocodile
Waiting for death
Leaving rest to eternity.

I am with you
My dear son, worry not
Have patience
And do your duty
Without any negligence.

You are my morning sun
O my dear son
In this winter season.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel My Pulse

Feel my pulse,
I am impatient.
Have I lost faith?

Gajanan Mishra
Feel My Words

Feel my words,
And reflect it
In your eyes,
And mark the changes,
The root of revolution.

Discover your
Own language within
And see things
In right perspectives.

You to decide
How to fulfill
Your wishes.
But be cautious
Wishes are horses.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Not Dejected

Feel not dejected, my dear son,
Feel not dejected as you know
Success or failure is not under
Our control but it is within our power
To remain unaffected by
Success or failure.
My dear son, remember, whatever is
Within our power, that is to be set right.
Remember, nothing is there to
Regard ourselves as superior or
Inferior at any time for anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Not Helpless

Be hopeful, my dear.
Feel not helpless
At any time, anywhere.

Someone is there
To help you
To look after you
To make you alive
With new energy
And enable you to
Go forward with new
Vision and new mission.

Life is really
Here in this world
Beautiful, wonderful.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Obliged

Feel obliged
For food,
For drinks,
For clothing,
For shelter.

Though for time,
Time for life,
Life for truth,
Truth for the earth.

Earth is yours, dear.
You belong to the earth,
Everything is on the earth,
Watch the earth,
You are the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Pleasure Always

Feel pleasure always
And not pain.

Life is yours,
And you are to lead it
Towards light.

Be optimistic and
Achieve success.

For success,
Transparency and
Vigil eyes - necessary.

Keep environment clean
And keep all the doors
Opened, but free not
Your will.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel relax
With your mate.
No stone,
No horn,
And nothing.

Tackle words
And commitments
With a renewal zeal.
The day is all
Constructive and
Profitable, see.

Make use of
Every tactic, dear,
With thought process clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Sleepy

Making life easier
I feel sleepy.

Touching the ground
I discover all things.

Keeping all together
I gained everything.

Passing all tests
I viewed lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel Sorry

Feel sorry,
you cannot fulfil
the demand of all
and for this
you suffer pain.

But beggar
should not be returned.
And here you are
in a dilemma
what to do and what
not to do.

Everything you want
to do involves violence
How to meet violence up to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel The Beats

Feel the beats,
Beating are there only
For you, my sweet heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Feel The Pain

Feel the pain, my dear men,
We are all one and one.
Let us reap the gain,
Not with death but with life.
Let us go on searching the truth,
O my dear men, it is there with us.
Let there be love within us,
We are the sons and daughters of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Age

Feel age
With your body,
Feel love
With your soul.
Feel time
with your knowledge,
Feel me
With trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Good

Do good to others
If you want to
Feel good yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Happy

I am feeling happy,
This life is here
With me.
This is a life
Of great joy.
Here I love
And be loved.
Here I see the truth
And truth is this life.
I am feeling happy,
Happiness is only here.
Let me sing,
Let me dance,
Life is bright.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Hungry

Feeling hungry
Is not a good sign.
If you so like
Eat some bread
And go for dying.
Dying is not easy
As you think.
If you are not greedy
You may come
And borrow some time
From me, here
I am lying.
How to snatch you
I am thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling I Can Not Say

Feeling I can not say
You have offered options
Love fear hate anger respect
Pleasure I can not say.

Nothing is sufficient
As I feel and say
And to describe the beauty
Innocent word.

That I can not say
My feeling and my birth
And death as you know
Judgement day is not far away.

I am a finished product
You know and your knowledge
Is self-sufficient
But with a difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Is Important

Feeling is important,
If you feel I am here
That is more than sufficient.

Realize which is realizable,
It is true, truth can be realize
That is there within and outside.

Opposing or supporting has no meaning
If you are here with me
Either in thought or in spirit or in body.

Think not about the error,
Error is but common, forget about errors,
But try to cross the border, though here.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Happy And Sad

Feeling of happy and sad-
Not mine, it is also yours.
I was/am not there anywhere,
It is only you, I know.
I am here according to my destiny,
You are there according to your destiny.
You are the destiny, you are yours.
But I am nothing and so I am yours.
I realize who I am and I have no identity,
You are there with the identity of all.
It is my pleasure to meet you there
At every place at every moment.
It is the day full of light
At your appearance here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Heat And Cold

Feeling of heat and cold
Feeling of pleasure and pain
Are not mine but yours.

You are transitory and fleeting
I know and I ignore
I ignore by I am alert.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Insufficiency

Feeling of insufficiency is
There, always with all everywhere.
And it is not good, dear friends.
Come on with limited desire,
And go with sense of duty and
Not that of enjoyment.
You are a part of the complete whole,
My dear friends, try to attach
With the whole and get satisfaction.
Try not to satisfy anyone else,
But the truth. Taking advantage
Of the facilities, go on the path of
Both material and spiritual advancement,
And make your life successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Mine

Feeling of mine
Is impurity
Retaining things
Is unreality
And it is fact
I get trapped
By accepting all
These mine
And it is fact
I can not live
Forever with anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of No Separation

Is there when you always
Think of me and keep me in touch.

Feeling of no failure
Is there when you always
Accept me and regard me Ultimate Truth.

I know you are not a fool not a rascal
Who can interpret everything wrongly
And going to spoil his own career.

O my dear, I am here to guide you
Please come to me for all assistance
I am ever ready for all times.

Everything is true, remember, all clear
And you are to build your own career, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Responsibility

Feeling of responsibility
Should be there with everyone
Here in public offices
Since they are paid
Out of public exchquer.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Of Want

Feeling of want is not good,
Expressing such feeling is the worst.

No want is there in you
That I know.

And I know how you are going
Unnecessarily in sorrow and in dejection.

Creation of mind is something different
From the real fact that we are facing.

Exist or not exist, we are searching
For the middle path that is clarified that ever exists.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Pressure

Feeling pressure
Today.
Meeting you
Today.
For name,
For fame,
Waiting for you.

Differently
Doing things
Today.
With conflicting
Emotions
Waiting you
Today.
For good,
For you
Balancing
The day.

For life
Absolutely
Essential
Your presence.
Love and
Write back love
For you,
For truth.

Perfectly well
I am, see me,
In your place.
Nothing to
Feel sorry,
Nothing to worry.
It is love,
It is good.
Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Significant

Feeling significant
I called you
Feeling significant
I was present.

And you attached
Yourself here
That was glorious
And marvelous.

I called you
Disclosing secret
That was not there
At the outset.

Gajanan Mishra
Feeling Within

Bull is powerful
I do admit but see
Here is a rope
In my hands
And you must
Admit the bull
Can be easily
Controlled.

Dare not to go
Far, my dear
From the very truth
The Supreme Truth
Is there everywhere
To control you
By putting you in to
An unbearable situation.

If you try to know
And feel how your hair
Or finger nail are
Growing then only
You can have an experience
Of life here, my dear
Perceive how and what
Is happening here moment to moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Feelings

You have feelings,
I know your feelings,
And I try to satisfy you
With my nice words
From the very core
Of my hearts.

I know you have your
Own existence with own form,
I know you have your
Own hands and own legs
With which, you work
For me and come to me.

I know I am an orphan,
Without you here.

Gajanan Mishra
Feelings And Words

Feelings and words,
Both are there
With me.
And I know
You are a line
And I am
Therein.
I am the life,
I am the dream,
I am fresh
And I am evergreen.
It is true,
I am here for you,
I am for love and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Feelings Of Happiness

Feelings of happiness
Are there, when I am
With you, my dear.
And I know, you are
Here in me always.
I know intense ecstasies
Are with me and
It is very difficult
On my part to give exact expressions
In words or in any form of arts.
I am fully awakened, see me,
To know you, my dear,
And I am separately enlivened
To serve you, to love you,
I know you the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Feet For Moving

Feet for moving to Him who has sent us
Ears to hearing His words
Eyes to seeing His face
Voice to speaking and singing for Him
Mind for thinking about Him
If we do, we leave good impressions
Good impressions instigate and inspire us
To perform good actions
Good actions are stepping stones
To reach to the Truth and to get peace
The aim and objectives of a life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fellow Beings

I want nothing
Only I want to
Serve fellow beings.

Taking to Truth
Let me say
You are within the heart of all.

Let me serve all
And let me give up
All relations.

My property is only love
My Truth is only love
You are my love.

I want nothing
Besides loving You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Female Frog

Female frog,
What do you want?
But you are in need of
Something that I know
In this rainy night.
Who is there to give
Come forward
Let me see you?

O Chameleon, O lizard
Where are you now?
I am with this female frog
That you should know.
Black robe black cap
This woman wore
I am in white dress
And here at the fore.

Gajanan Mishra
Feminine

Feminine is
Stronger than
Masculine.
A female can do
Anything that
A male can not.
Female is the tongue
Male is the teeth.
Without female
Male is mirk.
Male can easily
Break down, but female
The source of all energy
Stay for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Fences

Fences not to mend
Fences not to build
Fences be demolish
But
Only with caution.

Gajanan Mishra
Ferry

No question no query
Just follow me at this ferry.
Life is at dagger's drain
Nothing to drape silly brain.
Draconian wind within me
Try to feel and think how to win.
Slumbering is killing you
With this drab's clue.
Do not downcast Truth
Life is not pleasure broth.

Gajanan Mishra
Festival Of Colors

Offering of abira phagu
To You O my dear
Is my love to you
Life is a dolabedi
Come my dear let us enjoy
With it
Today is Dola Purnima
Today and tomorrow it is Holi
Festival of happiness and joy
I appeal to all to take
Precaution while venturing out
To play Holi
The festival of colors.

Gajanan Mishra
Festival Of Light

Festival of light-
Deepavali.
Let us light
The lamps,
And make the future
All bright.
We have the right
To bathe in
Holy light
That is in
Our body,
We are lucky
We enjoy here
All the lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Festival Of Peace And Harmony

Festival of peace and harmony -
Id-ul-Zuha.
It teaches all sacrifice.
I salute you all,
And pray for all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Festivity And Charity

Festivity and charity,
All around.
Unity and sacrifice,
All around.
Brotherhood and virtue,
All around.
All are committed to
Life and livelihood.
All are there for
Love and truth.
Each one is busy
For the development and
The welfare of another.
All are in the beautiful earth, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fever Caught Me

Fever caught me,
While I was wandering
Alone without your support.

Seeing my condition
You are telling me
Give me detailed report.

With elephant and horse
I was running but
On the way the tiger met me.

The tiger asked
About the goat
And I am okay with report.

Gajanan Mishra
Fidelity And Love

Go together, my dear.

And when love is pure
Truth can be endured.

I deserve the glory
Only with Your favor.

Emotion of love and joy
No one can utter.

Gajanan Mishra
Field Of Righteousness

This body, yes, this body is
The field of righteousness.
It is a battle field and
So also a place of pilgrimage.
You are to know here about
The warrior, about the battle,
About their intention and
The way to tackle the situation.
Here in this body, you can get
Everything that you want,
Here through this body you can
Cross the ocean of all odds.
Through this body, you can
perform actions for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Fiery Air

Fiery air,  
All around  
And within.

We are  
In unhappiness,  
We are careless.

Everything is  
Going to the sky.  
We are unable to fly.

What happened  
To our goodness,  
To our power.

We are fired,  
We are tired.

This world is  
Not ours,  
We are no more  
Belong to  
Truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Fiery Flame

Fiery flames
In the forest.
Pins hope
On wind energy
Smashed at doorsteps
No spine left.

Gajanan Mishra
Fifty Degree Heat

Fifty degree heat
And we are alive.

The sun is at its fiercest
And we are alive.

Blazing summer and no tree
And we are alive.

No foot wear, no surprise
And we are alive.

No good care from anybody
And we are alive.

No shed no water
And we are still alive, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fifty-Eight I Am

Fifty-eight I am at present,
And you?
I know not
Where is the truth,
And what is there in you.
But I am confident
Some day or other,
The truth would
Come to light,
And all know
How shrewd we are,
And we are staying
With shrewish.
The sibylline would say
What is going to happen
And when.
Of course, we are cured,
Your Highness, and
We sick performing
All rituals.
Reasons- baseless
And all boring.

Gajanan Mishra
Fifty-Fifty

We share everything
Fifty-fifty and still,
See my pocket is empty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fiftysix

I cannot believe
I am fiftysix already.

I am not here
To believe,
As I care not
The things,
That are there
To destroy me.

There is nothing
That can put me
In trouble,
Called time.
I know, time
Is a discarded thing.

Gajanan Mishra
I care not a fig
I see auto merging
Everything with truth
I know no use
Will-o'-the-wisp
Phantasmagoria
You take yourself
Everything I know
All in the line of
Auto merging
And You are always
Busy in Your works
Of liberating
Some called retiring.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight

Fight, fight and fight
Fight fearlessly
Fight heroically
For a just and righteous cause.

Fight, fight, fight,
Fight in the face of
Most terrible calamity
With full mighty, there is Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Against

Fight,
Fight against untouchable,
Fight against oppression,
Move is welcomed.

All are equal under
The law of nature.
Let each one remember.

Injustice in intolerable,

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Against Terrorism

If you want to be stable
Be flexible and be efficient
If you are to fight against terrorism
Be flexible be efficient be stable
First asked yourself how far you are
Strong enough to win the battle
And how far you have studied your own life
Your own society and rectified the defects.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Alone

Fight alone is the destiny
And here see the marks of
Enlightenment with wisdom.
Encounter hatred and malice
With unusual love and it is
All yours with all divine virtues.
No downfall, no distress,
Give not any foolish thoughts
At any time a free hand.
Remember, who you are and keep
Control with you in all the situations
You are facing all the times alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight And Fight And Strike

Fight with time,
Fight with space,
Fight and fight,
Fight and strike.
All are victims,
All cry for
Peace and prosperity.
Fight for life,
Fight for water,
Fight for food,
Fight for prestige,
And fight sincerely
And honestly.
Fight with
Perfect sound,
Fight to glorify
The self.
Fight with numbers,
Fight with letters,
Fight with love,
But fight and fight.
Fight and strike,
Strike to show
You are present,
To say you are
Capable enough to
Do anything
At any time anywhere.
You are not to
Revoke history
But to remould it
In a different way.
Way, you adopt
Is the right way
In this life.
Life you live is
Full of the fight.
Gajanan Mishra
Fight and live.
Show your strength
and say you are living.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight And Smile

Go on fighting
And go on smiling.

Care not the cash crunch,
That is not an issue
To feel sorrow.

Sophism is
In no way helpful,
But stay cautious, dear.

Sometimes so many things
Happen, but we are to
Somehow cross over it
With our inner strength.

We are to drive out
All somnolence from us.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Is A Fight

Fight is a fight
After all
In a fight
Loss is a must
And hence
Avoid fight always
My dear
Say it to never.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Is Always There

It is true between
The strong and the weak
It is Your desire to
Save the weak from
The clutches of the strong
My dear, it is Your aim
To make a balance with all
By a standard and the standard
Is framed by Yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Is Continuing

Fight is continuing
Within me all times
Between good and bad
Between gods and demons
And I am here to sacrifice
Myself for both
Let all enjoy their
Life as they wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Not

Fight not
With anyone
For enjoyment,
For enjoying
The body.
Fight for
The right,
Fight for
The right cause,
For the mother,
For the motherland,
For mother tongue
To establish your
Own identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Of Elephant And Crocodile

Fight of elephant and crocodile
Is going on in water and out of water
Both have enthusiasm physical strength
And power but when the fight is in the water
The strength of the crocodile is greater
I know it is a fight between the body and mind
And hence there is no need to give up the fight
Let see who is keeping the Truth with him
And taking shelter at the feet of Almighty
And try to save himself from danger
Be wise and take the correct decision, my dear
To know the Ultimate Truth
Be pious and be perfect but my dear
But as you are going with your material body
And there is chances of accident
You must take care yourself and pray the almighty
To counteract danger and pray for rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Or Flight

Fight or flight
Same thing
Do or die
And in the process
Both are abnormal
And unbalanced
You are not to
Stay where you are
And nothing is there
That adversely affect you
In this stress-full world
If you are consistent
And effective in you
In regard to fight and flight.

Gajanan Mishra
Fight With Self

We are bound by
The shackles of illusion,
With no potency to go out
Freely as per wish.

The root cause of
Sorrow is the mentality
Within us.

We know our fortune
And we are in loving service
For all good.

We are innumerable, we know
And still we are going to
Face the loss
How dare you to say so!

Gajanan Mishra
Fight Within

No cause no effect
And remains absorbed
With dark with light
No light no dark
And remains absorbed
With cold with heat
No heat no cold
And always engaged in fight
Fight is with in
No loss and no win.

Gajanan Mishra
Fighting

What for
All these
Fightings.
I know
Nothing.

I know
Nothing.
On a dead
Flower
What for
You are
Watering.

I know
Nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Fighting For Language

Fighting for language,
But fighting like
Cats and dogs.
Such type of fighting
Is useless, remember,
For approaching the truth.
Materially concocted language
Is of no use here or there.

Gajanan Mishra
Fighting Self

Fighting with self
Till end and no end
Doctrine of lapse
Turned autogear.
Contrary pulls continue
Consideration value
Not paid
Procurement stop earlier.
Game costly and delayed
Misplaced somewhere
Somebody and something
Not active
Product enhancer.
If so like
Any one can go
To see correctness of
Tender fixing
Collaboration failed
With manufacturers.

Gajanan Mishra
Fighting With The Sky

I am busy always
In fighting with the sky.
Ask me not why.

I am free to do
Anything here and
As you know I am not answerable.

I know nature
But I cannot say
What is there.

I know everything
And everyone is pure.

I do not want to
Speak about purity
I have no time, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Fighting Without Being A Party

I am no way connected
See, I am fighting
Without being a party
To such fighting.

I am not fighting
And you declared me
Supreme winner
Really great you are.

What you see in this
Fire in this air
That is all yours
As a whole I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Filled - Everything

Filled - everything,
Heard and touched,
Seen, and taken over.

Not here, not there,
But everywhere the same
Earth revolves, evolves.

Hands and legs cut,
But no words, no weapons.

Everything is there
In the womb,
And life got everything.

Sky and earth joining
Here and there, and I
Found no difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Filter The Time

Filter the time
And use it, dear men.
For you only
The time is here.

It is crystal clear,
The crystal ball is
With you, der men,
Throw it, aiming at
Humanity and love.

You are in eternity,
Dear men, full-time,
Server you are,
And for the truth
You have acquired life-juice.

Gajanan Mishra
Filthy Matter

Filthy matter
is being seen
by you.
What shall I do?
You are telling
everything filthy
How can I change you?
I am here,
You are here,
Each and everything
is here,
Changing all is
being done by time
when it is due.

Gajanan Mishra
Final - Nothing

Final - nothing
And nowhere.
But everything is
Just starting.

What do you mean
No need to say,
But I can understand
Everything in details.

No point to stop,
Nothing to dissatisfied.

The refusal has no meaning,
When everything is
In process for a definition
Not final.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Battle

Final battle
Is going on,
Do or die
For land
For language.
You are for you,
You are free
And for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Beatitude

Final beatitude,  
I know You are, my dear,  
And I know You are  
The Ultimate Truth.

You fulfill the need  
Of everybody here, my dear,  
You have unconquerable energy  
I know, You are abode of infinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Call

Listen,
Final call-
Do or die.
Spectator is
There the sky.

Things are
Moving very fast,
Just watch.
Something is
Going to happen,
But how and when
And why - don't ask.

But something is there
In deadwood with young blood.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Destination

I know my final destination
I know who You are and how You are
I am always measuring my own
Height and weight time and again.

My final destination I know
And I am here for this reason
With Your advancement and
Merciful actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Saying

The final saying is,
I think, love
And truth and
Forget and Forgive
And live in peace.
Peace is restraining
The self from
Interference in
Others’ work.
Stay alone
With all in
Oneness,

Gajanan Mishra
Final Touch

Final touch,
But touch not finally.

All of you go there
And be careful
For the last touch.

It is true,
It is all fascinating.

Life itself is there,
On the open field
Where you can do
As you wish.

But take care,
It is not so easy
As I said.

Gajanan Mishra
Final Word

No final word,
No ad infinitum,
Still, we adieu
For truth.

Short - the life,
And we long for
So many things,
Not known- for whom!

Gajanan Mishra
Finally You Have Caught It

Finally you have caught it
And you can not say
What inspire you
And the hawk flew.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Everything

Finding everything in me
Is your greatness,
Seeing everything in my poems
Shows your wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Everything Everywhere

Find everything everywhere,
And nothing nowhere.
Truth not there,
But it is there.
The end and the beginning
Are at the same point.
Hear the loud
That is so silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Fault

I do not find any reason
Why you are going to
Find fault with others
When you already know
It is nothing but nature
And nature is not under control
When you already know
This is not yours
Why you are going to
Acquire all those.

I do not find any reason
To oppose to adore
And I am also not going
to say all are futile
And I can not say here
What you are doing is style
In this rush road and
Waste time for nothing
What is time after all
For a dead man and I think
We are all going towards that.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Here Truth

Find here, truth,
On this boat, on this
Boat of knowledge.
Find truth,
Multidimensional.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Him

Someone is hidden
Within your own body
Find Him.
Someone looks
Alike you
That is the truth,
Locate Him.
Point your finger
He is here
With so many colors.
Count not
He is beyond number,
Beg not
He himself is the beggar.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Me, I Am

Find me, I am
Here, there, everywhere.
I am the man
With air and fire.
I have my
Own words and stars.
I am here, there,
Always everywhere.

Tell me who I am?
I am the face,
I am the grace.
I am my own man,
I am the intellect,
I am the brain.

I am the flower,
I am the scent.
Tell me who I am?
I am the present
I am the past
I am the future.

Here, there, everywhere
Search me, I am.
I am yours
And I belong to all.
Pluck me, I am your luck,
I am the truth, I am your love.

Gajanan Mishra
Find No Culture

At the end of the literature,
Find, no culture.

Hear the sound,
The play of
The air and the water.

No bird is there,
The sky is the silent
Spectator.

Wonder not,
But come in
For your own interest.

See and recognize
Who you are
At this juncture.

Gajanan Mishra
Find No Distress

Find no distress
If you are self-satisfied.
There is happiness everywhere
If you are self-satisfied.
Everything is auspicious
If you are self-satisfied.
You can walk on pebbles and thorns
And there is no danger if
There is suitable shoes on your feet.
Love is the panacea and if you love
There is no danger of any kind
And you are never victimized by any law.
O my dear, here there is no distress
In this empire of love and Truth and trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Find No Enmity

Find no enmity
Towards anyone.
I am fine
Without any
False prestige
And anger.
I know living
Is an eternal
Process in which
We all are partners.
And we are passing
Through so many stages
That are framed
At this time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Find No Fault

Find no fault with others,
I am there,
You are also there
in them.

Have devotion
and hear others,
What they are telling
that is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Find No Repetition

Find no repetition,
Only citations are there.
Believe in happiness
And go on voyage.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Out The Root

Find out the roots,
Pluck out the fruits.
Pluck up courage and
Go forward.

Dry up your body,
Loss, not the source of life.
Mercy of time is there,
Go forward.

Keep reference of all,
Affection is there.
Give a leaf or a flower,
Go forward in the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Out The Truth ????? ?? ????
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Gajanan Mishra
Find Owls

Hot, warm and cold,
Find owls -
With large heads, flat faces
And forward-looking round eyes
Like God Lord Jagannath.
Find owls - birds of prey,
With hooked beak, feathered legs,
And powerful claws.
The owls have a thoughtful expression,
And they hunt with noiseless flight.
Dear owl, symbol of my soul,
Easily I can recognize you
In dark, my truth. I know,
You are there to give new light

Gajanan Mishra
Find Purified

Realize the truth
And on truth-realization
You find yourself purified.

When you find yourself purified
See that your speech your family
And property all are purified.

When your body is purified
See that there is no attachment
No egoism and truth is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Find the attachment,
It is air,
It is water,
It is earth,
It is light,
And it is the sky.
Do the needful
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Best

Find the best,
All here.

Introspect the self and
Be a better human being.

Love and live
Comfortably here.

No element is here
To break you from truth.

Take easy,
Nothing is difficult.

Have faith and
Go ahead.

Nothing professional,
But everything is personal.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Enemy

Search and find,
Find the enemy first
And take actions
Against it.

Use all,
All sources and
Smash the enemy
That are within.

Remember, if you fail
You will be smashed.

Search the enemy
And crush them,
Get not infatuated
By the enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Life

Find the life here
And find the life there
In water and in air.
Keep going, my dear
And live with your thinking
It is nothing but believe.
Let us see the eclipse
And that enable us to survive.
Life is one of rescue effort
Just take its care.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Moon

1

Find the moon
Find the moon.
Is it there?

Tell me in
Clear voice
If you can, yes
Yes, it is there.

Find the moon
Find the moon
How is it?

Tell me in clear
Voice in clear voice
It is like my face
It is like my face.

2

And the moon is not there
And the moon is not there
Only I see You in fire.

O sun, how is it
You have kept the moon
Under your chair
Without taking any care?

Still I do admit
You are the creator of all here
Still I do admit
Your mighty power over all.

It is You, O sun, and never doom
Who is the father and also the lover of the moon
It is so cool so calm so quite I feel this January noon.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The One

Find the one
With whom
You can share
The stage of life.

Find the one
And get pleasure
By seeing.

Find the one
With whom
Your pastime of
Love enhanced.

Go with the sport
Enjoy infinite
And limitless.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Success

Find the success within
By eliminating impossible
It is the only Truth.
And my son is listening me
Without any interest
As he cares not the Truth.
I can change your words
This is world of give and take
See my dear father he uttered.
I am with my son now
Far from the home
And received no message from any crow.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Truth

And go with the Truth.

Everything is useless
If you are ignorant of the Truth.

Develop unlimited love
For the Truth.

Stay with the Truth
Remember, no Truth
No life.

Gajanan Mishra
Find The Truth Out

Find the truth out
The truth is here.

The truth has its own existence,
Find the truth out.

You are the outcome of the truth,
Find the truth out.

Find the truth out
Here, there is truth.

The truth is the only thing here,
Find the truth out.

You are not separated from the truth
Find the truth out.

Find the truth out,
You have the capacity to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Find Yourself There

Find yourself there,
Discover within,
And get a woman.

A letter - a woman,
Costly gem,
Inherent worth
And with an inclination
To serve free,
As said poet Shankar Mishra.
And he is right,
I do admit.

A woman-
A self-sacrificing candle,
And she knows well
How goats and lions
Can be peacefully handled.
She has an inevitable ability
To sail the ship of life
With her own wheel.

True, the woman has
Cane's flexibility,
Rock's firmness,
Visionary prowess
And everything for
All out development
And progress.

And she lives for others,
She is the mother,
She is the daughter,
She is the sister.
She is the last one
To see and tolerate
When anyone suffers.

A woman- the true leader,
I find endless bliss
All around her.

* Written after reading the poem "The attributes of a true leader" by poet Shankar Mishra. I am grateful to the dear poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Finding Fault

Finding fault with self
Is a great work
Realizing the omnipresent
Is a great work
In speech in action in thought
You are to see yourself first
In truth in love in bliss
You are to see others first
You are free nothing to disbelief
You are taking birth you are dying
Nothing to disbelief
Snap and strive matter only to belief.

Gajanan Mishra
Fine Words

Fine words -
God loves those
Who love the poor.
No poor my dear
I want to know
The poor in
The present context.
And what for poor
Who is responsible
For being poor
My dear tell me.

Gajanan Mishra
Finer Than The Finest

Finer than the finest
This beginning and this end
And this beginning and
This end is crossing all limit.

Finer than the finest
This brain and this health and
This brain and this health is
The necessary element of heaven-set.

Words are not suffice the purpose
And the purpose is not served
By all these biosphere, my dear
I fear, I will not be there in this atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
 Finished Page

Finished page - life,
Dreams explode in life.

Language of life,
Expressed through
Words in truth.

The earth - truth,
The sky - only truth.

Life is a sky
In sacrosanct.

Celebration of life
In water and in the air.

All light - life,
Just a return journey - life,
With all vowels and consonants.

Gajanan Mishra
Finished Product

Yes,
Man is a
Finished product
Of nature.
But mystery is there
All around the man.
Search the truth,
Therein and
Discover all nectar.
Enquire and respond,
Realize self-identity.
Yes man,
You are the nectar,
You are also the horror.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire

It is fire
where is my ear.

You president
I never care.

I start work
you finish
that is mar.

No one see
what is there
and you to
execute
I rude.

Just a dropp of rain
and turn fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire - The Face

Fire - the face,
Earth - the feet,
Sun - the eye,
Sky - the navel.
Arms - the ocean,
Heaven - the head,
Air - the strength,
Mountains - the bones,
The world, the life,
The life - fruits of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire - Within Me

Fire,
See the fire
Within me.
The fire is
Going on its own.
I am no way
Related to the fire.
Fire, fire is there,
But I am not there.
There is the bird
Who is busy in flying,
There the clouds
With rain, coming
And going for nothing,
There is the air
Flowing and watching
What is going on
In between.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Air

Fire within me
Fire outside me
I am fire
Air outside me
Air within me
I am air
I am in fire
I am in air
Both fire and air
Are my creation
I am going with
Fire and air
See me as fire and air
I am air I am fire
I am here to burn the sky
I am here to burn the air
I am what I am
You are with me
You are what you are
Under this sky
In the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Air - Both Are My Life

Both are my life,
Fire and air,
I live for both.
They digest the food,
Excrete waste matter,
Circulate the essence,
Separate the solid and
Liquid portions of food.
Fire and air make me alive,
I am here for both.
They both are here to
Illuminate and nourish me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Cotton

I am not attached
How can you bind me?
I am detached
And see me, I am free.

I am fire with detachment,
I am burning your cotton,
The cotton is this world,
I know the world has no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Fire

Entire earth is on fire  
You are on this earth-fire  
Stay here with care.

Fire and fire  
Stay here with care  
O my dear, who is there  
Search out and say  
In this fire in this mire.

Mire and mire  
You are in this world-mire  
Stay here with care  
O my dear, where you are  
Handle me in all goodness there.

Gajanan Mishra
It is only fire,
Fire and fire,
This life is
Only in the fire.
Fire is there
Everywhere, here
And there with desire.
And with it,
We suffer and
We burnt to ashes.
No cold, no rain,
No love, no
Heart to heart touch
And life in vain.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Fire In The Area

Fire and fire in the area,
Seen and unseen, reason not fair.
All life - one,
All face the danger,
Nothing to gain,
But the loss is there.
Life, be not complicated,
Stay simple, get the victory, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Forest

Fire and forest,
Forest fire.
The forest is on fire,
Fire is in the forest.
I am the fire,
I am the forest.
And see, no one is
Here with me at present.
But I am for the welfare
Of all creature,
Still, no one is
Ready to take me
Into confidence.
I fire at them,
But who are they!
I know not and still
I am there with them.
I know, all are equal
And all are in safe.
Yet, I fear, and
I know fear is there
In everyone here.
And only for fear
No one dares to go
Outside this home
And flourish
With respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Heat

Father and mother
Shiva and Shakti.

Values and truth
For this go step by step
In the ladder.

O mother, mother
I know you are
The only crusader.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And The Life

Fire the life,
The life and the fire,
The life fires.
Wounds, burns,
Death and birth
And rebirth all are here
In this world with fire.
Fire the air,
Life is there.
Touch, hear, taste,
And do everything as you like,
With the life.
But by succession,
Use life in a truthful way.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And This World

I have faith and
Trust on you here
In this world,
Only on you, dear.
I know only fire
Is here, fire
And fire, I am firebrand.
I am to stay in truth
And universal love
Be there in me
To overtake this fire.
Nothing is required
But I have to stay
In self-restraint.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Water

Fire and water
Are here
Water puts out fire.
Fire and water
Are one and
The same.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Water - Heaven

If you are fire,
I am water
I have kept
With me tolerance,
You have kept peace.
Let us come together
To make this earth
Heaven with joy
And pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Water - Life

Fire and water,
Both are there,
But I am not
With them here.

I am the water
And I am the fire,
And I am not with me
Time is there to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire And Weapons

Fire and weapons
Can not hurt me
Can not harm me
Fire and weapons
Can not reach me
Water can not wet me
Wind can not bring
Any change in position
And I am not going to say
About sky as you know
Sky is action-less
Here I am with you
Unchanged.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Brand - Judge

Fire is fire,  
Rightly said fire  
Should never be  
Taken as weak.  
A judge is fire-brand  
But the judge must not  
Deliver the judgement  
Under prejudice or enmity.

Gajanan Mishra
**Fire Breathing**

Fire breathing
Believe it or not
I am living.

Fire breathing
Body turning fossils
With huge canine teeth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire By Smoke

Fire by smoke
Duties by defects
Life by death.

Yes
I am a slave
To be a slave
Is a great mistake
Is not true.

I am performing some actions
And it involve violence
And it is desirable
Also undesirable
And undesirability is a defect.

Wrong performance is
Because of heedlessness
Or error.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Can Never Be

Fire can never be covered
With darkness
By nature fire is illuminating.
Love can never be defeated
By hatred
By nature love is truth
And eternal
And love is self-luminous.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Fire

Fire fire
Fire turned in to wind
The element earth transformed
In to water and water
Deprived of its taste
By the wind merged in to fire
All this is under the influence
Of space and that space is within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire From Wood

Fire from wood,
Milk from udder,
Food grains from land,
Nectar from love,
Life from earth,
Truth from self-
We need all
For our development.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Goes Upwards

Fire goes upwards
Fire goes towards sun
Water goes downwards
Water goes towards ocean.
Stone falls where there is earth
The place of its origin
I go with me
Where you are
My sain(God).
You are the place
Of origin of all
that is final and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire In Forest

I am in this forest
Fire is here
No one sets fires
It automatically take place here
And creating inconceivable
Calamities for me
I know this fire
Cannot be extinguished
By my efforts
It can only be extinguished
By Your mercy
By the clouds and
Pouring water on the forest
I know cloud is Your
Form of mercy
O my dear, I am calling You
In this forest to enlightened me
And save me from all calamities
You are the creator
You are maintainer
And I know You are the destroyer
Of this world-forest.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire In Mountain

Come and see
Fire in my heart
Could you see!

Forget the fire
The mountain is
Not there
I can not forget
The fire that is
Here in my heart.

O my dear
You are in the fire
You are in the mountain
You are the fire
You are my heart
And I can not forget.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire In Stomach

Fire, fire,
Fire in ice,
Ice in the sky.
The sky in my body.
Fire is there
In my stomach.
Stomach is there
To digest all.
To give fire
Under control is
Very fine.
Fineness is there
In the fire,
Beyond control.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire In Water

Here is the fire
In water.
Here is the water
in fire.

Know and ignore,
Ignore and go,
Go and feel
Nothing is yours.

Still you are here
with all knowledge,
Know that knowledge
of the self is the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is But The Life

Fire is but the life, we live fire-life,
I have evolved in the presence of fire
And how can the fire burn anyone here or there
Without any reason.
I am not here to believe
That the fire is our enemy,
But we are here to use it
In the proper way for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Different

Fire is fire and
Fire is different
From its fuel
And likewise, my dear
You exist in my body
And You are different
From this body.

There is nothing like
Tiny fire and huge fire
Likewise my dear
You are neither small
Nor big in any body
Though the body appears
Either big or small.

Fire is self enlightened
O my dear, You are
Within this body and
You are self-illumined
You are the primary element
And You are Yours
Brilliant reflections.

You are everywhere
But You are unseen
Like the fire in the wood
You accept the characteristics
Of the body as the fire
Appear and disappear within
A particular objects.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Everywhere

Fire is everywhere,
See, feel and say, fire,
I love it.
Without fire
it is impossible to live.
Fire, fire,
Let me declared,
it is all legal,
Fire is the same
with the poor
and with the rich.
Go not before fire.
Come here and touch the fire,
and be fired.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Fire

Fire is fire
Blazes in different ways
According to the shape
And dimension of firewood.

Soul is one and the same
And it manifested in
Different types of bodies
From a combination of
Material nature time desire
And occupational duties.

My dear, associate yourself
With the spiritually advanced
Personalities to reach
The perfection of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Here

Fire is here
In me, in you.
Fire is life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is In The Wood

Fire is in the wood
When the fire comes out
It burns the wood.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Not Here To Harm

Fire is not here to harm,
It is I who is doing harm.
Air is my life
But I am polluting the air.
Water is as pious as life
It is I who is not careful.
Earth is my body
But I find not purity here.
Sky is flamy
Where to go and live, tell me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Situated

Fire is situated
In one place
The heat and the light
Produced by the fire
Act in different ways.

Electric powerhouse
Is situated in one place
Different types of machines
Move by its energies.

Production is never identical
With the original source of energy
Original source of energy, prime factor
One with and different from the product.

Likewise, O my dear, You are one, we differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is The Best

Fire is the best
Come to the fire
By fire we can derive
The superior knowledge.

Firewood is a
Transformation of earth
Smoke is better than raw wood
And fire is the best.

The Sun is the fire
And the sun is the best
Store house of all knowledge
Come to the sun and pray.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is The Mouth

Fire is the mouth
Surface is the feet
Eternal time is the movement
Directions are ears
Water is the tongue
Air is the breathing
Sun is the eyes
Moon is the mind
Trees are Your hairs
Mountains are bones
Truth laws and justice are Your hearts
O my dear, Such is Your appearance
And I know You are very kind
To all living entities.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is There

Fire is there,
So long as fire
Is there,
Nothing to worry.
You can stay here
In peace
At this place with
Bag and baggages.
You can enjoy
The night,
You can go
Outside.
The choice is
Yours.

Nothing to worry,
Everything is
Available here
To wipe out
The fire
That is there
In and
Outside you.
But fire is
The only truth here,
You can stay
Peacefully with
Confidence
My dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is There In Wood

Fire is there in wood,
I know.
I know water is there
In water pot.
I know the sky
It is also
Within in the pot.
I understand the words,
I understand the breeze.
I know all are beautiful
And glorious.
I see the sun
And the moon.
I know I can't do
Anything here,
But I can watch
The clouds, I can't say
Where they are going, though.
And I can't make you
Understand the meaning of
Darkness, and I
Cannot make strides in
Anyone's understanding.
I am ready to hear
Good for nothing.
I have nothing to do
With fire or
With wood,
With water
Or with the truth.
And I am incapable
To go beyond the secret
That is before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is There To Test

I am only here
You know the best.

Air is there to test
I am only here
You know the best.

Light is there to test
I am only here
You know the best.

Earth is there to test
I am only here
You know the best.

Sky is there to test
I am only here
You know the best.

The fire the air the light
The earth the sky all
Came to me and
Invited to form a team.

And you are the beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Is Very Powerful

Earth and horizon are stable.

Let me stay on earth
Let me live like fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Manifests

Fire manifests
Fire shapes of
What it burns.

O my dear, You are here
Like the air like the fire
In all life and non-life forms.

Evidences not required, my dear
To see to say to work and to stay
And to partake You.

One who desires can only conceive You
One who desires can only stay with You
Without any distinct identity.

You are the air You are the fire of my life and breadth
You are the light and the sky and also the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire - My Mouth

Fire - my mouth,
Said the poet.
But words are
The storehouse
Of nectar.
Read and hear,
All the words,
All the poems,
Said the poet.
All the glories are
There in the thoughts
Try to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Anger

Fire of anger is
There within you,
Try not to burn
Yourself in it, dear.

You are your own enemy,
Try not to go with you
And try to know your
Friends who are with you.

No destruction but
Creation would help you
In the path of truth.

Ice and water are one,
You are to stay cautious
Here in maiing check and balances.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Knowledge

Blazing fire
Turns firewood
To ashes.

Fire of knowledge
Burn all reactions
To material actions
To ashes.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Life

Fire of life,
It is in moon.
Fire of life
Is star's boon.

Life's light
Is here for you.
Illumination is
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Repentance

Fire of repentance is there
To burn all sins
Unwillingly committed.

It is Your grace
You declared me
Faultless.

And I am sincerely regretted
For the sins accidentally committed
By me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Wisdom

Burn yourself
In the fire of wisdom
O my dear and
Proof yourself wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Of Wisdom-Without You

Fire if wisdom is here
But I see, it is of no use
Without You, my dear, without You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire On The Head

Fire in the body,
Fire on the head,
Fire with the heart.
Fire, fire, fire,
All fire - life.

Profit of fire?
To tell no one is there.
Originally all fired.

Blueprint prepared,
In the field of war.

Is it all words?
No, not at all,
It is rain showers.

A new era.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire Takes Place

Fire takes place
In this body, but
No one else is there
To set fire.
And each one
Suffers more and more,
The reason is
Only he himself.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire With Fire

Fire with fire
No matter,
Sangerous whether
It is friendship or war.

Pointiong finger
Is easy my dear
False can never be
True, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, And Treat All With Fire

Only solution of all problems
Is fire, treat all with fire.
No silver, no gold, no dust, no dirt
But fire, fire is at the root.

All pure - fire,
Touch it and test your purity.
You are your own identity,
Show here your personality.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, Fire In The Stomach

Fire fire fire
There is fire in your stomach
And fire in the stomach
Can digest whatever you eat.

Truth truth truth
Truth in you can make
You victorious anytime
Anywhere from all falsehood.

Life life life
Truth-life love-life
Can enable you to attain liberation
Only through detachment and renunciation.

Control yourself, O my dear
And stay here without fear
You are far better
Than anybody else here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, Fire, Fight With The Fire

Fire, fire,
Fire, fight with the fire.
I am fire
You are fire,
Fight with the fire
And take care.
Fire harbor doubts
Fire hamper growth,
Fire is my illness,
Fire is sap my
Life force and wisdom.
Fire, fire,
Fire is both inside
And fire is also outside.
Fire is my own doubts,
My own uncertainty
And my own confusion.
Let me overtake my fire,
Let me fight with this fire
Within first.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, Fire, Fire Is There

Fire, fire,
Fire is there.
Swallow not
The fire.

I know,
You are there,
Within the fire,
Take care.

Take care,
Your own air
Is the fire,
Fire is your desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, I Am Fire

Fire, I am fire
In this summer
I am your digestion
Fire, I am fire
I join with air
My indoor and
Outdoor game
Is in truth and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire, Take Care

Fire, take care,
What you have to do,
Just to share.
Fire, cold snow
Is here, but we are
Without fear.
Fire, you are there,
Test us, we belong to
You, dear.
Take care, earth
And air are there,
Water and sky are
Playing fair. All are
With you, take care, fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire-Ball

Fire-ball
Is rolling
And I am
Here in this ball.
I am also
Swallowing this
Fire-ball
And crying in pain.
No one but
I, myself is
Is doing all acts
Voluntarily.
No force from
Outside.
I fear to
Look inside.
Everything is
Within, I know.
The sea,
The sky,
The stars,
And in the presence
Of all I feel lonely.
The fire-ball
Is destroying me
Still, I am
Telling it's okay.
Wonderful- my words,
Wonderful- my presence,
Wonderful- the fire-ball,
I am playing with.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire-Dark

Let me see,
Let me see fire-dark,
I love firefly
But I care not
Fire-eater, my dear.
Open not fire
While I am going
Through fire and water.
I am not here to
Fire up anybody
I am just firing away
To see fire in smoke.
It is true
I am fire-proof.

Gajanan Mishra
Fire-face
In ice-berg.
Let us see
Next wonderful
Beat.
Each and every
Word is glorious,
My dear, hear
In this water-tight
Compartment of
Your body.
See all are happy
All are peaceful
And all are blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Fireworks Display

Fireworks displayed,
At puttingal devi temple
Near Kollamin, Kerala
And that made festival ground
In to a graveyard.

Thousands run
Helter-skelter in dark,
But only death is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Firing Color

Fire color house
And I am inside
That house.

House is not
Mine and I am
Inside that house.

I know who is
The owner
And He is here.

It is dishonor
To the owner
If I utter.

Look the house
Is vanishing
With me.

And the Owner
Is still here
I know not what for.

Gajanan Mishra
Firing Is There

And you called it
A peace process.

I know you have
Understanding and
You have compassion
And it is loudness
That crushed it.

It is fact
I am not alienating you
And I know
You are on track.

Gajanan Mishra
Firm Belief

See, I have a
Firm belief in You,
See, I am going on
The proper method,
See, I am proceeding
With serenity and self-control,
See, I am facing
No difficulty anywhere at any time,
I know the actions
For livelihood though
Secondary it has a major role
In my life, and I am cautious,
I am careless in my living
Since I know You are my company.

Gajanan Mishra
Firmed

I am firmed
With You here,
My dear,
In Your presence
I know not
How to rejoice
On obtaining pleasant
In Your presence
I know not
How to grieve
On receiving unpleasant
In Your presence
No pleasant no unpleasant
In Your presence
I am firmed
In me,

Gajanan Mishra
First - Accept The Truth

First - accept the truth,  
O my dear, then only you can  
Understand me and I can  
make you understand all here.

What is happening  
That cannot be doubted  
There cannot be reproach  
What is already going on.

Accept the truth first, my dear,  
And then only on the basis of  
That truth you can put question  
That are relevant and proper.

See that truth would prevail,  
Remember, you are only there to avail.

Gajanan Mishra
First Absorb

First absorb
and then
Talk.

Gajanan Mishra
First And Last

Let me tell You
You are the first
And the last here
With me
The beginning
And the end
Of mine.

Let me tell You
You are here
You will be here
You were here
Before and after
Where in my life plays
With care.

Let me tell You
From You come
My remembrance
And my forgetfulness
Let me tell You
O my dear, it is but
Your wideness

Gajanan Mishra
First And Last Word

First and last word,
Listen, I have
No talent to live
And yet I am living.
I am living as because
I am thinking all are
Here with me and I am
With them to serve
Each other’s selfish end.
Hear me, I am telling
And I am going with you
Fulfill my dreams
And dreams are there
In their places from the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
First And Not The Last

First and not the last
You are O my dear
You are my letter
You are my literature
You are my single
You are my complex compound
You are my dual
You are my jewel.

Gajanan Mishra
First Be Pure

First be pure in eating sleeping fearing mating
First be pure in talking walking reading hearing
And in each and every action and then you may say
I am pure see I am yours and I am going in
Right directions.

Gajanan Mishra
First Brotherhood

Brotherhood is the first pillar
Towards world peace.
It is the whole world
That is crying for peace.

And peace is here in a woman
Here in children
Take care of them
Take care of peace.

When smile is in the face
Of women and children
Peace is at your door
Failing which life is bored.

Gajanan Mishra
First Came The Sun

Then light then love
First came life
Then body then senses
First mind
Then intellect
Life is in unity
Life is in affinity.

Last not yet there
You may see the world
In diverse cosmic unity
Beyond light beyond everything
You may search for yourself here
In this creative atmosphere
By way of transmission
By succession.

Gajanan Mishra
First Class First

We are all
First class first.

Are we in truth and it is really
A crucial question to put.

It is sure we have no second
No third and no fourth choice.

We are all
First class first.

Truth is here with us
We are that person and
Living here as such
Without expecting much.

Let us called ourselves
Brilliant and auspicious.

Gajanan Mishra
First Class Poem

Here is my first class poem, read
And in this poem I am engaging myself
And my talents in the loving service
Of Ultimate Truth with love
Here find my scientific philosophical
Political economic and so many abilities
And I want to show perfection in
This poem by Your simple touching
And I am ready to wait for a
Considerable time to compose nice
Verses from the letters of the alphabet
My poems are my devotional prayers.

Gajanan Mishra
First Crop

Let us offer
this first crop
to Almighty
and take together
the oblation and
be obliged.

Let us seek
blessing from
the elders and
enjoy dance
and music as
parts of life.

Be relaxed today,
it is Nuakhai.

Gajanan Mishra
First Doubt Be Cleared

First doubt be cleared
But I am afraid
And ashamed
To utter the doubt.

Keep forward keep forward
Not to lose anything
Don't keep anything concealed
It is an obstacle for pure wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
First End The Terror

First end the terror
Then only
I call you my friend.
Ending terror
Made your eligibility
As a friend.

Gajanan Mishra
First Fool

I am the first fool here, my dear.

The people of my state Odisha in India
Are equally fools.

On this Fool's Day, April First
Nineteen thirty six formation
Of my state Odisha is made.

The basis of formation of
My state Odisha is Language
And the name of language is
Odia, now a classic language of India.

The people of my state Odisha
Hate this Odia language to use
In day to day performance of works,
The state chief reluctant to speak
In this language.

I am the first fool here, my dear
In this state who is staying without my
Language, though I know
Mother, Mother-tongue, Mother-land
Are the identity of a man.

See, the people of this state
They are eating, drinking and sleeping
And saying, Hurrah, see us, we are here,
Are we not fools? we are the tools,
And we are tolerating all and cool.

This Fool's Day is the formation day
Of my state Odisha and I am the first fool here.

Gajanan Mishra
First Give Then Take

First give
Giving is loving
Then take
Taking is obliging
First give
Give love
Give affection
Without any expectation.

First give
Giving is life
We are giving every moment
Something, see
One who gives is God
One who take is demon
While going to take
Think twice.

Gajanan Mishra
First Have Full Faith

Then only you can get
Real knowledge.

First take shelter
Then only you can be
Near and dear.

First see and love all
Then only you can be
Able to avoid your own fall.

Gajanan Mishra
First India

First India
India first.
Happy India
India happy.
India is for all
All for India.
From very letter I
India starts its journey.
The journey is for
The welfare of all.

India, I love You,
India, You have the very truth.
India, see the world around
With love, with care, I love You, India.

Gajanan Mishra
First India - I Love You, India

First India
India first.
Happy India
India happy.
India is for all
All for India.
From very letter I
India starts its journey.
The journey is for
The welfare of all.

India, I love You,
India, You have the very truth.
India, see the world around
With love, with care, I love You, India.

Gajanan Mishra
First know the Supreme Truth
Concentrate yourself, my dear
To understand the Supreme Truth.
Supreme Truth is the cause of all causes
Everything exists By this Supreme Truth
And we know not it is our ignorance.
We are nothing but Supreme Truth
Our birth our life our death all and all
Are nothing but product of the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
First Know Who You Are

What is true and what is false
Not difficult to know my dear
If you try to know from you.

And you are not free I know
First try to get yourself free
From you and then everything
Will be crystal clear.

First know who you are
And what are you doing here
First know what is your nature
And what for you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
First Knowledge

Then wisdom
Then love
O my dear
Then you can see
The road is clear
You can enter
My arena
And I do admit
You are not
An ordinary man
You are something
Different and
There is nothing
To lament.

Gajanan Mishra
First Learn

First learn,
How to speak?
What to speak?
When to speak?

And when you are
Going to speak,
Speak the language
In its pure form.

Go not through
History and geography,
And try to know
How you are blossoming
Within in the course
Of nature, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
First Letter Of Love Is L

The very first letter
Of love is L.
L signifies a real life
And not a fairy-tale.

Gajanan Mishra
First Life

First life,
Then anything,
Including eternity.
First love,
Then mould life
As you wish.
Wish to reach
The truth
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
First Love

I am not you
You are not mine
You are not for me

Gajanan Mishra
First Man To Dream

I am the first man
To dream
And I am swimming
In the river
That has no water.

It is purple altar
That I know here
O my dear, so simple
Death conceit
And my breath murmur.

Gajanan Mishra
First Man To Salute You

If you know
What is what
And which is which
Then, here I am
The first man
To salute you
For you know
All the truth.
I am passing
Through this way
If you catch me
And keep me with you
The here I am
The first man
To slave you
For you are
My owner I know.

Gajanan Mishra
First Men

First men,
Than others.
Let men
Enter the room
Of light first.

But remember men,
You are not
Allowed to
Switch off
The light for
Others.

You cannot kill
or torture others
To serve self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
First My Mother

First - my mother,
First - my mother language,
First - mother earth.
For the above three
My life is here,
And I am living.
I am fortunate, they all
Make me fit to live.

Gajanan Mishra
First Person

First person, first word
First syllable, first and single
Truth and truth.
To get truth to stay with truth
Restrain your ears skin eyes tongue
And nose from senses of sound touch
color taste and smell and restrain
Your tongue hands feet anus and generating organ
From acting, speaking, taking, going, passing
Stools and urine
You are to kept mind and heart
In one single syllable, on First person
Controlling life-breath fixing in the stature
On the top of the head
O poet, see, you are un-parallel
The whole world is at your lotus-feet.

Gajanan Mishra
First Person - First Love

I am first,
My mother first,
My mother-language first
My mother-land first
My world first.
I am the first person
I belong to my world,
My land, my language, my mother.

I am my religion
I am my culture
I am my caste, creed
And so on and so on.
I am first love,
I am for all here.

Gajanan Mishra
First Person Means

First person means I am
Means this body
Means this world.

Second person means
The sky
Means the entire
Planetary system.

Third person means
Means You are my dear
Means total surrender
Before You.

First second and third
And besides these three
Nothing left.

Gajanan Mishra
First Preference

First preference be
Given to children women
Next old aged diseased disabled
Next socially and economically
Backward classes be looked in to
For all out welfare of all
O my dear, I am grateful,
You are here within us
To see to observe the conditions
Of all living and non-livings
Movable and immovable things and persons
And You care not the words actions
Of others in any matters
And You are going for all without fear and favor.

Gajanan Mishra
First
You are to
Solve the problems of life.

And through solving the problems
You would get salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
First Somewhat

First somewhat
I am afraid
I am very pleased
Later my dear
I pay my respect to You
I know You are Absolute Truth
I am cheerful
I am beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
First Stage Of Slavery

Is desire for something
Like riches respect and reputation.

Feeling of fullness
Is a means to get yourself
Free from this slavery.

I do not lack anything
Is a quality of Godliness
One must acquire for peaceful living.

Gajanan Mishra
First Step

No possession
Nor having any
Possession is
The first step
Of liberation
Take best service
My dear from this
And be perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
First Surrender

First surrender
If you are on the path of love
There is no better way
Than complete surrender to love
And love is one and same
If you are ready to love
You can do anything
And in love anything is possible
And it is easy to surrender in love.

Gajanan Mishra
First Teacher

First teacher is Mother
Next comes father
Mother gives birth
Mother is the earth
After five years
Father takes care
No substitute of
Father and mother
And they are ours
Life's newspaper.

Gajanan Mishra
First Touch

Let me remember,
The first touch
of the rain.
Let me say about rain.
How I was feeling
with this touch,
Let me explain.

Rain, rain and rain,
In my body, in my mind,
all day and all nights.
How rain is giving life
to the dead here there
and also doing the reverse
without any care.

Gajanan Mishra
First Tuesday,
After the Frist Monday
Of November,
Let us select a leader,
For peaceful world order.
Harvest over,
Mild weather,
Not worry for
Any success or
Failure, come on
And select a leader
For new world order,
My dear, a good future
Is waiting for all.

Gajanan Mishra
First Understand

First understand
Then translate,
If you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
First, try to make
Yourself free,
Free from the contamination of
Envy.
And then proceed forward
On the path of truth.
If someone excels,
Congratulate him
With a smile.
Think yourself fortunate,
It is your good luck
To be with him
At this time here,
And make yourself spiritual.

Gajanan Mishra
First love
Love yourself
Love your family
Love your society
Then only
Love the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish

If you decided to say something say
fearlessly in this meeting right now.

If smile is coming suomoto no problem.

Picture is there to see
Happy is there to work with.

I have to roam in my car
And while roaming I am ready
to pay charge.

O poor fish comeout and see
I am here with you only
And You are in me all day long.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish - An Art

Fish - an art,
I am therein.

Deliver a speech
On fish.

Observe the water,
Observe the air.

Go there
To see the star.

True, everything
Has been stolen.

Problem is the area
Where you live in.

Show your goodness
In balance sheet of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish And

Fish
Symbol of joy
And pleasure
And good luck.

Save

Come to me
You are dear to me
I will save you
From all ills.

Refugee

I want to
Go back home
You are my home.

Die

We do not want
Any body to die
See hear and
Be sensitive
And enjoy life.

Ought to be

You ought to be here
Here is your computer
You can do as you like
You are an actor.

Share

Get yourself share
And raise your hands
If you are fair.
Gajanan Mishra
Fish And My Sight

Fish is there
And my sight
Caught it.
Fish utters not
The words
That are bitter.
Blame not the fish
Blame your own words
That are there.
I know the fish
With its colours.
I discover the fish
In the ebb and flow.
Fish is in me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish And Romance

I am the sea here
And The fishes are
In romance.
I am the sky here
And the birds are
In romance.
I am the earth
I find no reasons
Why you are fighting
With each other
In stead of put yourselves
In the field of
Love and romance
And peace and victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish And Water

What I want, you know,
What you want, I know.
I want you and I care not
The summer or the winter
But I care you, my truth.
We are like fish and water,
We have no existence
Without the other.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish In Jug Of Water

Fish in jug of water
Fish in big well
Fish in lake
Fish in the sea
No accommodation is
Sufficient for the fish
Fish is the incarnation of Almighty
Fish is here for pleasure and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish Is Coming Up

Fish is coming up,
See, my dear, from
A great depth.
And here is a
Movement of the surface
Of the water.
The fish is big
And there is much
Splashing about.
Fish is our love,
Fish is our emotion,
Fish is our devotion,
We are the fish
In this world of duty.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish It

I am drinking
Like a fish,
Fishery is my work.
What I am fishing
That I know not,
But I am fishing
Without fish-hook.
And when I discover
Myself fish out of water,
I engage myself in
Other fish to try.
I find the fish-plate
Of my body fissile,
You caution time of fission.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish Not To Be

Fish not to be in water
And let us call it luck.
Somesort of madness
Is with crow
And say surreal kind.
Ask not what is what
You are just here to
Attend welcome ceremony.
You are allowed to shed
Crocodile tears
You are allowed to fight
With bears.
Go not outside or inside
And caught by media imagination.
Search out for a vacuum
And make yourself ready
To Fillup the column.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish or tortoise,
Boar or lion,
I love your play.
You played the drama
Most successfully.
our play is
For the benefit of others,
I know my dear.
Whatever is happening
In this world-
All yours pastime.
Truth is that
There is nothing
Besides you here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish Out Of Water

Make me fixed on You
O my dear, I am restless here,
I am ready to renounce
The world as I am unsteady here.

I know everything is yours
Including my thoughts
I know my dear, You are only mine
I am only Yours
I know this body and this world
Is not mine
You have kept me here
To fulfill your purpose.

Make me fixed on You, O my dear
I am here like a fish out of water.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish Selling

I am selling the fishes
Are you coming forward to purchase.
It is all tax-free,
You are to furnish a smile.

I have no variety
It is just one
And only for you.

No cut mark,
But you are required
To give a remark.

You cannot say
It is hippopotamus
Likewise you cannot say
It is lab-ester.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish To Water

Fish to water,
Poet to words,
Politician to
Social media.

So many things are here
In the wonder world,
You have to enjoy
And tell your feelings.

See and hear,
Hear and utter,
Feel and touch,
And stay in the world
You care most,
While living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish Without Water

Fish without water
Snake without the gem
On its hood
Cannot live.
O my dear, Let me
Not survive without You
Like this.
See my life is
Fully dependent
On You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fish, Deer And Woman

Fish, deer, and woman.
My dear, treat them not
As your enemy.
They are there
On their own ways
With all happiness.
Just see and enjoy
But my dear, touch them not.

Be not a cause of sorrow
Of anybody here on this earth.
Kill not any innocent creature
They are going on their path.

Killing a creature means going to
Hell and caring not law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Fisherman

Fisherman casts net to catch fish
All fish within the net trapped
But the fish under the feet of
The fisherman is not trapped
You are my fisherman, my dear
You are casting time-net that is
Illusion diseases and death
But I surrendered myself under Your feet
And I am happy here and in peace
I know what is what and not in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Fisherman And You

Here is the fisherman
Who catches fish in his net
And trapped fishes.

Here you are
Catching in time-net
To liberate us from illusion.

O my dear, look and
Release me from
The bondage of the world
With your divine grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Fisherman's Bait

Fisherman's bait
tempt the fish
and the fish dies.
But the archer's
thought is on the target
he has to hit.
My dear friends,
Let us keep our thoughts
focused on truth only.
See the moon,
It shrinks and is
lost to sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Fishes Are Gentle

but gentle are not fishes
I am not telling like that.

I am going to tell about the deer
and deer is also here, if you like to see
You may appear in the picture with your own cost.

Be generous or else
the situation would be dangerous.
Abandon your hellish traits, my dear,
And observe the clouds in the sky
that are coming to you with love.

Oppose not anyone
to oppose is like giving importance
to insignificant. See the fishes in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Fishy Smell

Fishy smell is there
In you
Fishy smell is here
In this house
Who are you
Reveal yourself first
And feel comfort always
since it is yours own.

Gajanan Mishra
Fit For Life

Fit for life,
Love and truth.
It is you
Who can know
Breathing and
Living.
Living entity
Is never ordinary.
Ordinary living entity
Is not at all ordinary.

Gajanan Mishra
You are qualified,
You are deserving,
You are fit to read,
And also fit to listen,
The poems written by me,
You are human beings.

My poems are based on
Truth and love and
The aim of my poems
Is the welfare of all,
My poems are straight
And simple and have
Direct connection with you,
Read and feel all Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fitting And Befitting

Fitting and befitting,
All truth -
To our life.

Flowers, nectar,
All benediction
Of the Absolute.

Let us see and
Have our own shelter
Within us.

No waste but useful,
Every necessary item
Are here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Five

For five
I am here
To dive
Let me clear
I am not
The diver
Let me clear
You are
The water
You are
The diver
I am not here
To dither
O my dear
Let me clear
Let me clear
You are
The sole
Monitor
I have nothing
To fear
On this
fly over
I know
You are
The bird
You are
The feather
I am a
Mere watcher.

Gajanan Mishra
Five - Sufficient

Five sufficient,
Come on to see
Victory here.

In Odia lipi;

Panchajana jathesta,
Aasa, vijaya dekhibaku
Ethaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Actions

One

Prayer to almighty
In morning, noon and evening.

Two

Performing actions on account of
Some place of pilgrimage and special occasions.

Three

Actions in order to gain praise honor fame son riches
To get rid of poverty disease and undesirable circumstances.

Four

Performing actions in order
To get rid of sins of present and past.

Five

Different profession such as farming, business
And actions as eating drinking sleeping awaking.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Birds

Five birds
came to me.
One took away
What was there
In me.
The second came
And returned
What was there
In me.
The third came
And told nothing.
The fourth came
And took away
My time without
Giving any information
On the way or in
The middle of
My journey.
Yet the fifth one
I have forgotten
My dear, to tell you
What has happened
To it.
Thanks to you
You have reminded me
Again and again
To tell in clear terms.
Let me clear then, I am
That fifth one
And I am here
As before to
See every sight,
But stay calm within
You and also
Outside you
Keeping all truth
In tact in
Deep blue.
Five Blind Men And An Elephant

Five blind men are telling,
Telling about an elephant
How the elephant is like.
One blind man said holding
Its trunk, 'it is like a serpent'
The second one holding its tail
Said, 'no, no, you are mistaken,
The elephant is like a rope'.
Touching the belly of the elephant
The third blind man said, 'You both
Are wrong, my dear, the elephant is
Just like a wall'. Fourth one
Who was touching the leg said, 'ho,
See, the elephant is a pillar, you
All are mistaken. The last but
Not the least blind man, 'cheered
And said, 'lo, my dear, elephant,
Here it is, I am sneezing, like winnowing
Fan' and this man has caught the elephant's ears.
Let me say my dear, we are all blind here
In the world of God and we are wandering
Telling our own words without caring
The truth that is eternal, The God and the world
Is something different from our own versions and conceptions.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Elements

Five elements
Ether air fire water earth
Five modes
Ear skin eye tongue nose
Five passion
Tongue hands feet genital anus
Five ignorance
Sound touch sight taste smell
And I do agree
I am living in hell
And I do agree
I am going to make it a heaven
And You O my dear
With me to make my road
All clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Little Men

Five little men
Went up the hill
And they said
They have caught
The sky,
No sky was there
With them though.

Five big giants
Wanted to burn
Everyone and they
Kept themselves
Busy in fire and sword,
But no one was there
To burn a little.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Principles

Five principles;

One

Freedom from the notion of doer-ship and
Untainted-ness of reason

Two

Freedom from attachment and
Unaffected by success or failure

Three

Resort to dispassion and
Dwell in solitude

Four

Restrain senses body speech and mind

Five

And trying to enter in to the Truth.

My dear, You are the truth
And You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Protective Force

The ears, the eyes
The nose, the tongue
And the skin are five
Protective forces of my body
And they are under my control
I am their master.
If at any time I decontrol them
They are ready to decompose me
Immediately without caring anything.
I valued all protective forces most
And for them I am enjoying my life
And offering my prayer to
Supreme Truth with love.
Let me thank all of them at a time.

Gajanan Mishra
Five Seven Five

Five seven five
Three un-rhymed lines
Five syllables
Forms a Haiku
And who are you
Traditionally you are
Nothing to argue
Enjoy only
What is with you
Just for a moment
Think for a while
And say what happened
This is to nature
This is to season
And in different occasion
Only three short line
With your permission.

Gajanan Mishra
Fix Not

Bodily conception
In the mind.
Absolute nature
No bar.

Gajanan Mishra
Fixed And Change

In fixed and in change
In union and in disunion
In beginning and in end
You can not find me
As you are saying I am
Everywhere every time.

Question is different
Question is in no way
Related to existence
Question is praise-worthy
And I do admit and I must say
The questions are in answer
Form within you here .

Gajanan Mishra
Fixed In Determination

What is where I know not
Only I know I am fixed
In my determination.

Gajanan Mishra
Fixed Match

Tell not anything,
It is all
Fixed match.

No hope,
Neither old,
Nor new,
But all despise.

Plundered everything,
Sense, light, humanity.

Nothing left
For anyone.

Everything finished.

Babbling speech,
All over the night.

Gajanan Mishra
Fixed On You

My dear, I love you
I am telling I love you
Again and again and
Yet again
Before you with you
I am friendly
I am compassionate
I am free from
self- regard and vanity.
With You, O my dear
I am the same
In good in evil
I am patient I am contented
I am ever devout
Subdued in soul
I am firm in my love
I am fixed on You
In heart in mind
I love you I love you
I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fixed Star

Fixed star is not motionless
Fixed star crossed the strangers.

We are here to watch only
To watch the fixed star and strangers
And by watching we may recognise
Who is who and what is danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Fixing Everything

Fixing everything
On poetry
I wrote for general good.

please take
Special note
And caste vote.

If I have kept
An inch of self-interest
In it
Throw me to hell.

I am only yours
And in every situation
See I am fine
And well.

Gajanan Mishra
Flag Of Peace

Let me congratulate you
on this very day.
This is a day where
We are to live
Without any fear,
We are to live
With courage.
Today, let us take a bow
Not to interfere
On the business of another.
Let us lift the flag of peace,
And be ready to go with love,
Staying in truth,
We are nothing but the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Flame Of My Love

Flame of my love.
It is ever bright,
It is ever strong,
It is my life,
My strength and
My charm that
Remained the same
For You, it is for
The flame of my love
For You, I am here
My dear, so strong,
So charming, so bright
In this worldly dark night.
It is only for flames of my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Flattery Has No Place

Flattery is not friendship
And in friendship
Flattery has no place.

Gajanan Mishra
Flattery Is Here

See only flattery
Flattery is here
In this world.

I never consider
You a man of
Clear conception.

I know your argument
Has lost value
In this salty water.

Believe or not
Nothing is accidental
It is just collateral.

O my dear, think about
The High higher and highest.

Gajanan Mishra
Flaw

Flaw rectified
Defect rendered perfect
And it is only
With the help of your name
O my dear, you are always
Here with me to give fruits
And it is beyond doubt
I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Flaw Is Common

Flaw is common for a man
But it should be rectified
And defect be rendered perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Flawless

Flawless like the Brahmins
Enlightened like the sun
Poisonous like snake
Friend like the crow
Still we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Flawless Beauty

Flawless beauty-
I see on this earth.
I am the product of
This earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Flawless Gift

Flawless gift
Flawless gift is life
That we enjoy here.

And it is Your goodness
O my dear, that You have
Making this gift more and more
Beautiful day by day,

And here I know, what I give
That is returning to me
Thousand times.

Gajanan Mishra
Flesh And Blood

Flesh and blood
Are here,
And it is
Like us.

Creatures are earth
Are here,
And we are
Therein.

Air and water
Are here,
And we live
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Flew Out

Flew out,
King bird,
King-fisher.
What can be
Done now?
Name crashed,
Art of living
Failed and
Defeated in its
Purpose.
How to sit
Together to solve
The problems
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
Flies Can Not Follow

Flies can not follow
The path that is high
The path that is super.
My dear, remember, I am here.
Conquer your enemy within
My dear, see me and discover
And endeavor for perfection.
I am not in your mental speculation.
Be affectionate, my dear
I am your great friend with this
Enormous empire.

Gajanan Mishra
O, you can't find
You can't find peace
And harmony on this
Flimsy relative
Platform of mundane
Piety and sin.

O, this is so sweet
Is it really as you
Are telling day and nights
You are showing your
Power and strength
On what basis and I fear!

Come to the truth, my dear
Though bitter it is better.

Gajanan Mishra
Flirt

Are you in love
You flirt
It is my time
To remained silent.

Meditating is
Not a way to love
I said and you replied
In surrendering yourself.

And what is love
Blame not what is going on
I pursue discipline
And you refuted.

Gajanan Mishra
Flirt, And I

Flirt, and I
Don't like it.
I'm serious
About life and
Living and poetry.
I'm sure life is
A floating bridge
Between life
And death.

Gajanan Mishra
Floating And Floating I

Floating and floating I remained
Where I was in the sky
And the sky changed.
How I float
In how many sky
I have no answer now.

Certainly I have a sky
I have acquired sky-blue
I am sky-born sky-clad.
Skylark explained in
Clear words skyey
Coming to my sky-scraper.

Floating and floating I remained
Where I was in the sky
In my own skyline.
Certainly you are the sky my sky
And I have floated and floated
And I know I am not I.

Gajanan Mishra
Floating Down

Look, I am floating down
The stream of time
O my dear I know
You are here
To protect me
If I am pure
You are to bring back
Me to the shore.

Gajanan Mishra
Floating Fence

Floating life
Floating fence
Floating talk
Floating air
O my dear, look
The sky is near
And the sky is fixed
Look, Our love is fixed
And it is in eternity
Respect love
Respect faith
We are made for
Each other
We are made for
Welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Floating Hills

The hills are
Floatable here,
Come and see
The floating hills.
Floating devices
Are there to
Control the hills.
See, we are all
Floatable and
We are floating
For nothing.
We are floating
Voter, we think no one
Is fit the word dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Floating Like Straws

You are floating like straws
On the waves of material nature.

You desire many things
And they are nothing.

Everything is useless here
You live in fear you suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Flood

See the sun,
Rising in the middle
Of the sky.
Hear the sound,
Furious, that is
Coming out from
The earth.
Watch the rainbow
At night here
At this time.
See, the milk
It is looking
Like blood,
O, dangerous flood!

Gajanan Mishra
Flooded Street

See, I am searching
And what I am searching
not known to me, as
my searching street
is flooded.

Nothing is lost,
As my search is continuing
and I am going with double speed,
in flood water, my dear,
Following unsolved math.

Gajanan Mishra
Flops And Hits

Flops and hits
No matter
Poem is here
For ever.

Here
I am a foreigner
Poem is my guide
And my teacher.

Gajanan Mishra
Florescence

Florescence
Sweet in words
Harsh at heart
And still
Life is not flat.

Gajanan Mishra
Flow

Christianity everywhere
English everywhere
I but flow
To taste
To observe
To feel.

Gajanan Mishra
Flow Of Change

Flow of change
Is there as usual
In each and every life.

Gajanan Mishra
Flow-Chart

Dear poet,
Show a flow-chart
Of your poems,
All are interested,
In them.

In all stages,
In all ages,
In every week,
In every month,
You are to spend
From sunrise to sunset.
And you are to play
You are to sleep
In poems of choice.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower

Still it is open
Think not serious.

My presence
Does not matter.

Color and scent
Air and sky
I mind not
I care not.

To see and to love
Is different.

Our humanity is
More than flower.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower And Coffin

Flowers and coffin
Go side by side.
Flowers are there
In coffin.
So also,
Coffin is there
Within flowers.
Smell flower
And say where
You are.
In the coffin
You must realize
How flowery it is,
The real life.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower And Gardener

My heart my love,
My home my club.

I love you, dear,
Nothing to fear.

Let me hear,
Life's all chapter.

You are the flower,
I am the gardener.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower And Sunshine

Flower and sunshine,
Love and men
Relation is one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower Emits

Flower emits
Sweet fragrance.
Spiritual molecules
Emanate from a saint.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower Emits Sweet Fragrance

Flower emits sweet fragrance
And from you, my dear,
The environment is purified.
O poet, your feeling, your writing
Are naturally helpful for
The welfare of all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower Fatigued

Here is the flower
And it is fair
I know not how
It fatigued there.

O Charioteer, I know
You are ready to
Execute my orders.

I know not
What and how to
Give orders.

I realized I am
The only guilty person
Who is convicted
For treason.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower Garden

See the world, my dear
A nice flower garden
Here is our life
And everybody is here
Terribly proud and mad.

Time is here
The liquor
And we are all
Intoxicated without
Any reason.

We ourselves are vibrating
With our own songs
Sung by us and
We wander, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower In The Sky

Yes I can see
The flower in this sky
Yes I can say
My horse is laying an egg
You can ask me anything
Answers are ready with me
If you want anything
Tell me I am here
To provide you
Without any hesitation.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower-Basket

Basket full of flowers
Flower-baskets
Basket-flowers.

Here in empty
Body, see I am.

I am here
In empty time.

I spent all times
For nothing.

I think
You to accompany
Me and smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower-Land

It is called flower-land
But here there is no flower.
Our country is symbolized as
A woman and we called mother-land
But here, women are being tortured
Women are raped and murdered.
And the so-called our leaders
Commented it so happens everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Flower-Life

Flower-life,
Sun-life,
Moon-life,
Live on this earth.

Accept the air,
Accept the water,
Accept the fire,
As life.

Love and ecstasy,
Absorbed in mercy.
Nothing else but
Devotion- matter.

Take care - life,
Life is to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowers May

Flowers may fade
Fragrance floats
Flowers are to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowery Speech

Do not listen much
Flowery speech.
Flowery speech has
Got no strength
To attain
Determinate intellect
And you can not
Achieve supreme goal
Through these
Flowery speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowery Utterance

Life is for the present
We are to give in it
The flowery utterances.

No one should give importance
To these flowery utterances
And enjoy life on its own way.

Aim of life is to enjoy
Celestial pleasure and also
To attain Self-realization.

Life is for the present
Do not let it go, O dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowery Words

Good fortune
I got you
Bad fortune
I do not know
How to love you
And I love you
Like a miser.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowing Of Ganga

I can not stop
The flow of Ganga
I can redirect it.

I can not drag
The sky to my house
I can see the sky
From my house.

I can not change you
And your day night
I can manage to
Change myself
To some extent.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowing Water

Flowing water
Pure
Let it flow.
Trying to go
Go
Never say stop.

Not saying
No is
Yes
Not sure.
Complete freedom
No more
Life's soul
Pure.
Let is flow.

Gajanan Mishra
Flowing Water Faultless

Living beings
Are likewise innocent.
They know not
What is what,
Excuse them, being in dark
They know only how to bark.

Gajanan Mishra
Flute Of Winter

Flute of winter, I hear.
It loves me as ever.
Flute of winter, I hear.

We are all brothers
And we are here,
We are not asunder
But we live together.

No terror, but we are
To honour one another.

We know, life is wonder,
And we should not wander.

Let us observe life
With the flute of winter
And make life better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Fly Not Anywhere

Ask not about
Income and expenditure.
Live like non-existence.
Your very living
Is a shop, my dear.
Buying and selling
Are there going on.
Be not a part.
But live there
With progressive idea.
Everything is public
And nothing is
Your personal,
But fly not anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying

I am ash
Ash tree
Flying in air
Free air.

Rising
Up and down
With time
Combustion.

Left and right
Back and forward
In shadow and
Light I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Bird

You are telling me to follow.
But, O flying bird, how can I
Follow you?
Your smile is here with me
But it is missing within.
I am alone here like the sky
O flying bird and you are
Mocking at me saying no way helpful.
Hearing this I feel nothing,
Pain is no more here
Since your vision is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Bird - Catching

The art of
Catching flying bird
Is to be learned.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Colours

Flying colours - life,
Nothing to miss, just walk on
And see everything is at hand.

It is auspicious and lucky
Every day, dear friends,
And you are not to vanish today.

Magic of love is with you,
And you know better how to
Place, before all, the truth.

Find no faults with anyone,
No one is an accused, but tell all
To do, for all, the good.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying For Shelter

So weak so helpless,
Really I am here.
See mother, I am
Flying for shelter.

Here I am bewildered
By so many rules
And regulations and
Injunctions and scriptures.

Help me, my dear mother,
Help me, and make me shine.
If I am wicked, mother,
But you are never
Unjust and unkind to
Any creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying In The Vast Sky

Flying in the vast sky
Though not new,
But a new experience
Is there at every moment
That can't be denied.
The sky is under our control,
We are here to declared.
Come on dear, and watch the Absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
I ask what is this
You say flying kiss.

I ask and so many things
You say nothing nothing.

I ask I ask I ask
And you say say and say
What you mean to say
And I understand understand
And could not say.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Kites

So many flying kites,
See my dear, there in the sky.
The sky is also there in the kites.
Wind of hope is there to stay
For a while there with the kites.
The sky smiles at the kites.
I am in the melodious voice of
The kites measuring the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Stone

The stone is flying
I am here to mark it
With number that is false.
I am stupid
Unable to understand
What is happening to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Flying Through The Sky

Flying through the sky,
I discovered so many things
Like new stars, colorful flowers.
Flying through the sky,
I realized this life is
Only to enjoy and love.
Flying through the sky
I came to know the truth is
Not far from us but
It is within and I am
Under controlled.
Still, each one- the victory horse,
And each one is here
To roam freely, to cross all limits.

Gajanan Mishra
Flyover

I want to go,
But where to go.

Here there is light
But the sky is dark.

I know the value
of darkness, of course.

Come to me,
And tell something,
I want to understand.

I am ready to fly now,
Please, come and join
With me, if you so like.
Flyover is there
With all know how.

Gajanan Mishra
Flyover Collapsed

Life is under constructions
Always here, dear.
Keep love, stay on truth,
And if you fail,
Take granted,
All purity would collapse
And you would be booked.
Stay cautious, life is
Not easy as you think.
Keep holiness enough,
With clean image
Reflecting color of nature.
Life vibrates and dazzles
Wherever you live.

Gajanan Mishra
Flyover Politics

I do not want to
Listen the exchange
Of words in flyover politics.
Rather tell me what steps
You are taking on
Humanitarian grounds
To put the culprits
Behind the bar,
Mind it, it is
Your responsibility
As you are on the chair.

Gajanan Mishra
Foe And Friend

Let us welcome
Both foe and friend
Let us accept
Both honor and dishonor
Let us bear both
Cold and heat
Let us enjoy
Blame and praise
Let us stay
At home and abroad
At the same time
And say nothing mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Foe Is A Foe

Foe is a foe
And can never be
A friend.
Even though
Left alone
Foe is a foe
And should not
Be lightly regarded.
Foe is a foe
The foe is able to
Torment even
Without anything left.
Know the foe even
With his counterfeit face.

Gajanan Mishra
Foe None

Foe none
Only friends
Are here.
Hell not
It is heaven
Here in which I am.

You are with me
Only You are
You are above
You are below
YOU eternal ray
Is in my body.

My immortal birth
Is here in Your ray
I am here
With You
I am heaven's particle
I am nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Fog

Fog is there everywhere
and my
thumb impression is here.

Thrust and recognised
here I am
where sea and sky assume
where my dream blossom.

You are here all days
looking for bear fruit
or fruit bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Fog Is Insignificant

Sun is sun
Fog is insignificant
In comparison with the sun
Though for sometime
The fog covered the sun
Our eyes is covered
The sun is never covered
The sun is the Absolute Truth
The greatness of Truth in
All circumstances is affirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
Fog is vanquished
By the brilliant sunrise.

Result of sinful acts
Are nullified by sacrifice.

Go with rules and regulations, my dear
Regain your exalted position and honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Foible

Woman- cattle
Society-rattle
Fierce wild animal
Come and call
Drilling of man
And it is foible.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow Follow Follow Me

Follow follow follow me
Love love love me
Let us go let us go together
O my dear, here see pious atmosphere.

Let me give you everything in love
And in full faith you are ready to work here
Nothing to earn my dear nothing to fear
You live as you like I am here as your
Guide and your philosopher.

Here there is no danger if you are with me
I follow you I follow you and you are to follow me
I love you I love you and you are to love me
And with love let us see the world beautiful
Let us be cool and see that we are not fool but full.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow Me

Follow me
With faith
Without question
That is life
You can say mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow not,
Don't be a follower.

Destroy not,
Destroy not yourself
By any one, my dear.

Identify not,
Identify not anywhere
At any time, by any creature.

Attain yourself,
Remember, you are
Ever attained.

Upgrade yourself,
Up-gradation is yours,
Go.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow Rules

I want everything
Soft and tender
No hard and fast.
Hard is breakable
Soft is not.
Slow and steady
is the necessity.
Speed is dangerous
is not conscious.
I want everything
And follow rules.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow The Cycle

Follow the cycle
Performing duty.

You are not to create
Any obstacle
In the smooth running
Of the time-wheel.

Avoid all sinful natures
Remember Tulasidas -
'Those who are malicious
Engrossed in adultery
Slanderous and hanker
After the riches of others
Are vile and sinful
Devils in human forms '

Gajanan Mishra
Follow The Natural Order

Follow the natural order
And get all happiness.
Use practical knowledge
And set all things right.
Think and develop
Poetic language and
Enjoy life.
Express intellectual ideas
And influence the readers.
Cite examples in nature's
Original forms and
Proceed ahead.
Multiple things are there
For you, observe all.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow the principles of truth
O my dear, either in affection
Or in love or in friendship
Or in giving service but
Try not to be the truth
Because death is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow The Righteousness

Be a man of right
And follow the righteousness.
Remember, by following it
Innere sense is purified.
Be a pure man with
Pure intellect and discriminate
Right and wrong.
Observe carefully
And see the light
That is within.
Truth is there in this life,
Try to locate it by
Following the scriptures
Daily, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow The Rules

Follow the rules
As per your nature
And get the result
As destined.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow The Wheel

Follow the wheel,
Wheel of creation
And live a
Successful life.

Take delight
In the self,
Be contented
In the self.

Remember,
You have no
Selfish dependence
Of any kind
On any creature.
You are the finest one here.

Gajanan Mishra
Follow Your Own

Follow your own
Prescribed occupational duties
And don't imitate others.

Gajanan Mishra
Following Doctor's Prescription

Following doctor's prescription
I locate the sun
In the land of moon
The moon missed the sea
In the field of the sky
The sky making His present
Everywhere declared myself
Conqueror of the world
Who lost everything possessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Following The Wheel

As a person I am attached to you
Following the wheel of birth and death
And you are maintaining distance
By realizing self and non-self.
O my dear, I am yours
I must say this again and again and again
And I am committed to my words
And I can sacrifice myself, see
I am dying and taking birth again
Just to touch you see you feel you.

Gajanan Mishra
Folly

Folly
Everything
Child
Everything.
Like river
In the sea
Shaking hands
With the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Folly Of Egoism

What is that,
I want to know.
What is that to know,
I failed to understand.
What is the use of knowing
Another question tag ahead.
But I know, and they said
I am living in peace
With all racism, communism etc.
I said to myself, have patience,
Difficult situation is going on,
Calm, calm, stay calm.
But I realize, it is all
Nothing but folly of egoism.

Gajanan Mishra
Food

Food food food
All are here for food
All evolve from food
All act for food
All think about food.

All know no food
No existence.

Food come from rain
Rain ensues from sacrifice
Sacrifice rooted
In prescribed action
Prescribed action
Originate from knowledge
Knowledge proceed from you
You my dear not destructible.

So long as you are there
Food is there
You are all pervading
You are infinite
I the finite
Long for you
Through the food
Supplied to me
Only by you
And the food
Itself you.

Gajanan Mishra
Food - Here In This House

You seek food,
I am here
to satisfy you.
You fear to become food
I am here
to defend you.
And here in this house,
See both the predator
and the prey are happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Food - I Want Some

Give me some food
For my livelihood.
And that should be
Earned by honest means.
And that food should be
Cooked by wearing clean clothes
In well cleaned and pure kitchen.
Give me some food first.

Gajanan Mishra
Food - I Want To Take

Food - I want to take
Only to live.
I want to live
Only to do something.
Something is there
In me and I want to see.
I want to see
Who is there behind the screen.

Gajanan Mishra
Food - My Birth Right

Without food I can not live
Food is dear to me.

You can judge my faith
Seeing my food.

You can know my secular actions
In my eating drinking
And in the way of living.

Food food and food
Food is the means to live
Taking food is my birth right.

Gajanan Mishra
Food And Food

Food and food,
Your food says
What are you.
Take food, and
That look before
All what are you.

Food and food
Your food says
About your past
And about your future,
My dear, here, you
Cannot hide yourself.

Food and food
Take food and express yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Food And I

The food is eating me
Or I am eating the food
That I know not, but
The food is here
With me at this time.
I am growing with the food
And going towards the end,
I know not, the meaning
Thereof, though.
But the food is going
Dry with the sun
And I am getting energy
From the sun and the sun is
Smiling at me at every morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Food And Water

I want both
Food and water
But for what
That I know not.
I want both
Cloth and shelter
But for what
That I cannot say.
You said all
Food, water, clothes
And shelter are
Necessary for life.
But I said I do not
Want to live then.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Bill

Food is necessary  
Not for transcendental  
Manifestation but for  
Material conception.

And food is assured  
As nullifying expression  
To end all speculation  
To start a new negation.

And food is assured  
In a new coalition  
Over and above consumption  
Without much more description.

Gajanan Mishra
Food clothing and shelter
bare necessities.
But not all.

Peace and harmony in society
is necessary
But it does not suffice.

The world is one
And we must be friendly
And we must move
positively.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Has Been Provided

Food has been provided
For both the elephant and the ant.

Hard work is not needed to get
Healthy living here.

Save your energy my dear if you
Want to save anything save also time.

Save your time save your energy
For advancing in Truth consciousness.

Know the Truth, know nature
O my dear, therein find your future.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Is For All

Food is for all and everyone
Everyone is able to eat
You can not find any scarcity of food
And also you can not find overpopulation
Everything is just a relation
It is the material nature that matters
Position determines supplied of food
It is the father who is to determines everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Is For The Body

Knowledge is for the soul  
Love is to stay  
Hate is far away.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Is Not Cooked

Food is not cooked
And we have nothing
to eat.

Gajanan Mishra
Food is ready, 
take it.
New dresses and 
new ornaments 
are here 
wear it.
Receive the dues 
and left the place 
without delay.
You are the great 
and it is needless 
to search a man 
greater than you 
in the vast sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Merge

Food merge into my body,
My body merges into the earth,
The earth merges into fragrance.
Fragrance merges into water,
Water merges into taste,
Taste merges into fire,
Fire merge into form,
Form merges into touch,
Touch merges into ether,
Ether merges into sound,
And all merges into mind,
The mind feels hungry
And wants food.
Control mind, dear men,
The Very danger to life and livelihood.
Ego is there in the mind,
And the mind is there within the body.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Of Love

Food of love - poetry,
Go on composing, dear.
Poetry can regulate mood,
Reward, motivation, pleasure
And social affiliation
All are there in poetry,
Go on composing, dear.
But my dear, guide yourself
Going beyond poetry and live.
Life's journey is meant for
Self-cultivation and
Self-realization coming
Within the periphery of time.
Poetry has nothing to do remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Food Security

Give me food to eat,
I am eighty,
I am from village Chikamba
Of Dasmanthpur Block,
My name is Duaruni Hial,
I am an old widow,
I am declared dead
By Block officials,
See me, I am before you.
I am hungry, this is the truth.
I am in need of food,
I have no ration card
Under national food security act.
See me, I am here before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Food To The Hungry

I am hungry
Give me food,
I am destitute
Help me please,
It is a plant
Water it,
Feed the dogs
And the birds.
How am I
See here,
I am both
Higher and lower,
My dear, I am
Only your transformer.

Gajanan Mishra
Food, Clothing And Shelter

I am living here in Bharat,  
But you are there in India.  
Tell me, my dear brother,  
How can we be together.  
Tell me and give me some  
Food to eat, my dear brother.  
Give me some fresh and pure  
Water to drink and give me,  
A shelter to live in, brother.

Gajanan Mishra
Food, Food

Food, food,
We want some food
To eat,
We want
Some water,
We want to live.
Food is the primary need.
We want shelter,
In some way or other
To save ourselves
From rain and the sun
And from all weather.
We want some medicines
To take and we want
A good health.
We need to learn,
We want to read and write,
We want to know
The day to day activities
Of yours.
We want to know
The income and expenditure
Of our state.
We want to build our state
Free from corruptions.
We want to live peacefully
We want to live ourselves
Without the interference
Of anyone inside or outside.
We know, we are free,
We are sovereign,
Everything is for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Food, I Want Food

Food, I want some food,
Give me some food to eat,
I am hungry. But give not
Prohibited food, taking
Advantage of my hunger.
I am not there to take,
But I prefer death.
I am hungry, give me
Something to eat
That are eatable and
Suitable to my body,
Mind and intellect.
I am regulated in diet
In sleep and wakefulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Fool I Am

Fool I am
I am here and writing
In my own style
Fool I am
I am here doing works
In my words
Fool I am
Waiting for time frame.

O my dear, I know
You are there
Watching me every moment
O my dear, I know
You are calling me
With this with that
O my dear, I know
You are here you are there
Only for me only for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fooling You

Fooling is not my intention
I have stated the truth
And you are to take decision.

Pressing panic button
I say my land on turmoil
And I can not remain insulated.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish Arrogance

No role to play,
Foolish arrogance.
Stop there, no
Red light, no
Earmarked area.
Stay humble like
Servant's servant
And for good
Honor all people.
Fickleness and pride
All faults of
Human society.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish Living

Our living
Itself is foolish.
We are in illusion
In the eternal sky.
The object of our life
Is delight and
It is there
In the reality.
Reality is
Our attachment,
Initiated in
The family itself.
Our politics, our economy
All are our source of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish Man

You are really a foolish man not giving importance to time
You are no ceasing your materialistic way of life
You are not realizing that you are misusing your costly life
You are not acquiring true knowledge and going top end the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish Obstinacy

Causing injury.
Broken skull in
Leathery leaves.
Pink or red
Bramble hands.
Seeking earth
Immure alive.
No gallery
Only injury.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish One

I am a fool
I am foolish one
I am telling this is my family
I am a man I am a human being
And I am living here like a dog
And eating whatever is so negligently
Given to me
See I am afflicted with so many illnesses
Dyspepsia and loss of appetite
I eat only small morsels of food
And is invalid
My eyes bulge due to the pressure
Of the air within
And my glands become congested with mucus
I have difficulty breathing
There is rattling within the throat
See I am under the clutches of death
And lying down and my relatives and
My friends are lamenting
Seeing all crying I am in great pain
I am dying most pathetically
Without consciousness
The death-messengers are coming to me
With their eyes full of wrath
And in great fear I am passing
Stool and urine
I am feeling the death-messengers
Are binding me by neck with strong rope
And cover my subtle body
And I am undergoing severe punishment
I am trembling I am terribly distressed
O my dear, I am calling You, only You
To see me through Your round eyes
And do whatever You like being
The Ultimate Truth and do what is
Better for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolish Pigeon

Foolish pigeon is here
See me I am that pigeon
In excessive affection.

I am destroying
My valuable life
In the name of society
Friendship, love and
Unwanted affection.

I am in forgetfulness
O my dear and attached
To dead matter.

My love is perverted
I am getting pleasure
Out of false foundation.

Gajanan Mishra
Foolishness

The time the circumstances
All are making me a fool
And ignorant.
I am in complete independence though
I am hankering after a few broken grains.

False name false fame
And false prosperity are
Devouring me.
I am going with my foolishness
It is my own ignorance.

I am in lost
I am lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Fools Are Here

I know all
And I know their
Real knowledge
Has been taken away.

Gajanan Mishra
Fool's Day

On this day, please
Have a say
About a fool.
And say
Who is not a fool
And who is a fool.
On this day
It is okay
If you play
Practical jokes
And hoaxes
With friends.
On this day
It is okay
If you declare
It a holiday.
Please say
Who is not a fool
And who is a fool.
I am confused.
And I am totally confused,
When I see you sleeping
On this day knowing
Everything about
So many things
When there is nothing
And in nothingness
You are enjoying
This day as fool's day.
Fool's day
And where are fools
And where are not
I find nobody
To tight the knot.

Gajanan Mishra
Fool's Paradise

Fool's paradise
Is within us all
It is in our pride
And it is for pride
We are foolish and
Ignorant and in
Wise-hell
And about rest
Nothing to tell.

Gajanan Mishra
Fools Reject Unreal

Fools reject unreal,
Only fools know reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Fools, Ignorants, Rascals, Though

Fools, ignorant, rascals, though,
You are my dear men,
I do not wish to leave you,
For truth is there, I want to show you,
I wish to bring you back to the truth.
Truth is that, my dear men,
You are sovereign, you are independent,
And you are free, all freedom are with you.
Know the root, know the principles
And enjoy a happy life, and face no problem.
This earth is like heaven, everything is here,
Go on enjoying, dear men,
Just avoid all kinds of pseudo-life style
And stay with me for the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Foot Is

Foot is important,
through foot we stand.
The man in service
is great and through
his service he purify
the society and all.

Foot is important,
through foot one can goes
and reach at truth
that is there in open field
but you are to go there
to get the truth.

Foot is the symbol of movement
Foot is the symbol of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Foot Path Better

Ascending or
Descending,
Foot path better.

Reading or
Writing,
Poetry better.

Going or
Coming,
Life better.

Holy men,
Enjoy natural way.
No hate
But love,
All clubbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Football Match

Football match,
let us watch and enjoy
goal keeper's catch.

Gajanan Mishra
Footless Though

Footless though
You are walking with me
that I know.
hand-less though
You are doing all works
for me that also I know.
You are here with me
always, unseen though.

Gajanan Mishra
Footpath

On this footpath
I discover you,
You are here
With me to start
Afresh this life.
This is the life
Of our footpath,
Life of love,
Life of truth,
Life of eternity.
Let me see you
In this life,
It is a footpath
Together, let's walk.

Gajanan Mishra
Footprints

Footprints are here, see
No needs to go elsewhere.

You are my friends and associates
No needs to go in to any depth.

Neutrality has got no value I know
And I confirmed you about my arrival
At the time of need.

It is your excellence that I find
Here for nothing in imagination
It is tying the locks on one's own shoulder.

In various forest I am wandering
For what that I do not know
You know my dear what is the purpose
And You cried, ' O Gajanan, Please return, return.'

Gajanan Mishra
Footwear

Footwear,
Your place is
Outside.
Stay there
Like my servant
And be ready
To help me
When I am in need.
'Caution' is there,
Dare not to interfere
In my home affairs.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Better And

I need your love,
For a better and
Happier life.
See me, I am,
For you, here.

I know
How important
Your are
In my life.

You are the new light,
You are the whole life,
See me, for you, I am
Doing here all activities,
Accept me, I am yours, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Better Future

Forget the bitter past
To shape a better future
Fly the colorful kite
Wish you a happy day and
Happy night.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Better World

For the sake of a better world
The mother is looking at her
New born baby with her own hands
Own legs own eyes own body
Towards better and better eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
For a dress
Sabitri committed suicide.
Sabitri was tortured
By school mate and teachers
For her old and damaged dress.
For a dress
Sabitri committed suicide.
Sabitri's father had
No capacity to purchase.
No one is there to help.
Sabitri's mother failed
To give consolation.
Sabitri committed suicide
For a dress.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Few Days

I know you are here
For a few days
I know you have no knowledge
About anything here.

You are going away
That I know
And I know you are
Related with nothing
In no way.

I know you are in trouble
But you are able
And I know you can
Topple all when careful.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Few Moment

I cannot say
The number of faces
I cannot say
How many legs and hands
I cannot say
The place of origin
And the place
Where is the end
OF This sight.
But I must say
What I am seeing
That is you
What I am hearing
That is your voice
where I am staying
That is your place
I am a guest
For a few moment.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Friend

I promise
To restore everything.
But what was there
Tell me correctly.

Dear friend,
Come on and be committed
And get well again,
I am neither weak nor thin.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Joy

For a joy,
I am here.
But where is joy,
That I cannot say,
If you are going on
Putting such question
Before all.
But wait, and see,
You will get the answers,
That have no irrelevancy.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Life

For a life,
I am here.
For a poem
I am here.
Life is the poem,
The top one
I have to read,
I have to understand
In time, here.

My song,
My drop of tears,
All are here with me
And I am going
To and fro
From this end
To that.
Here I am to
Fly with the birds,
I am to air myself,
I am to clear the sky.

I cannot say
What is and
Where is peace
Here in life.
I care not
Peace as I know
Peace has got
No meaning
In my life.

Life is a song
I have to sing
In my own words.
Life is a picture
I have to show
In my own paintings.
Life is a road,
I care not
Whether is it
Rough or High Way.
But I have to
Go on the sky.
I have to put
My own thumb impression,
I have to beat the drums
While I run on.

Gajanan Mishra
For a moment
Let us think
Who we are.
For a moment
Let us do
Some welfare
Things for others.
For a moment
Let there be
Love here
Within us.
For a moment
Let us think
For us.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Moment ?????? ????

???? ????
????? ?????? ??????? ?
???? ????
????? ?????? ??????? ?

???? ????? ???? ????
??? ??? ?????? ????????
?????????? ?????
???????? ????? ?? ?

???? ????? ??????? ?????
???? ??? ???????? ?????????
???? ???? ????? ????? ???
??????? ?????
??????? ???? ??? ?????? ?????
?? ????? ??? ??????? ???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
For A Rising Life

For a rising life
I have to consolidate
My positive position.
I have to draw on
Proven results and
Expertise for
Effective solution,
With strong foundation.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Sight-Viewer

For a sight viewer
Three things are to acquired
The object to be seen
And the sight and the onlooker
My dear power to see
In this dark room is important
Also eye-sight and light are necessary
O my dear you have the light lamp
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Smile

There is just a smile
In relation
And for a smile I agree
To spend my entire life
Here and I do not care
Whether it is hell or heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
For A Truth

For a truth
I am going on and on
On this unending road
Within me.

Within me I
Discovered You
My dear in this row
Of flower plants.

I see the flower plants
In this darkest hours
And I see how they danced
On this life-fire.

That I closed the door
Of my ego here
Hoisting three-colored flag
In this morning with pure sun.

Gajanan Mishra
For Acting

For acting
We are here,
And it is true.
We have so many
Roles to play
That are at times
Unimaginable.
And yet we are
Playing and
We are acting
To our best capacity.
We are the actor
We are the player
For a short time here.

Gajanan Mishra
For All

I want food
To nourish my body.

Food, the cause of my birth
My growth and nourishment
Is my birth right.

All the articles of food
Are brought about by water
The soil, I stand on, is
Also created through water.
Somehow or other, my food
My clothes and shelter have
Affinity with water.

I want water.
I want food, clothes, water
And shelter for my living.

Life is successful when I work.
I want to perform my duties.
Duties such as oblations, charity
And penance, I want to perform.
I want to renounce and relinquish
For the benefit of others.

I want to say again
The famous quote
Live and let live
I believe, this world belongs
To all and not for selfish-hoarders.

Gajanan Mishra
For All - This Room

For all - this room,
For all - this earth,
Men, monkey, birds, animals,
And all are to live
In peace and in cooperation
For peace and development.
Live and let live is the words
Coming to us from the very beginning
Of this creation.
No one has got power
To drive out another from
The place and time.
Name - may be different,
Place of birth - may be different,
But all are equal and
All are at one time,
Say all are contemporary.
No other story
But life is the burning topic,
From time immemorial, in history.
To save humanity is
The call of time.
All for all here,
And also one for all.
Help others, please,
Listen to my call.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Good

For all good
We are here.
All good are
Here with us.
Good men,
Good nature,
Good time,
And life is good.
We are to proceed
Forward for good.
Life perfect
For the good.
All words- good,
All shelter-good.
Good and only good,
Life is in truth.
Good for life,
Life for good.
Life-love,
Love - life,
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Good, I Understood

Let me share  
My own ideas,  
My own thoughts  
For good of all.  
Let me give,  
That are so called  
Mine, but I know  
Nothing is mine,  
Everything is yours.

Life battle is here  
With me and I am alone.  
I know, you are  
Watching me day and nights  
And giving courage  
To face all situations  
Without any comment,  
That I am doing, see.

I am remembering,  
Name, fame, quality, form  
And everything that  
I heard from others  
About you and I know,  
So much truth are there  
To enable me to  
Rebuild my life  
In a positive way  
For the betterment of all.

Directly, I am  
Yours, I know.  
No one, other than you,  
Can protect me  
From the dangerous situation  
That are here at every moment.  
See, I am keeping close check  
On my emotions.
I am telling my ideas,
My thoughts, beyond words,
And I know, you are hearing,
And also listening carefully
From me with your so many ears,
That are uncountable and
That are unseen in
Any eyes here.

You are for all good,
That I understood.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Goodness

For all goodness
Protect religion
First understand
What is religion.
Offer obeisance
To the Truth
First know
What is Truth.
Knowledge is necessary
And after that love
Knowledge is light
Love is winning cup.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Prosperity

For all prosperity,
Let me invite you
To my home as truth.
You are the symbol of
Love and your kind
Presence at my heavenly
Abode is but necessary,
For all growth and prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Round Development

No Odia bhasha, no Odisha,
No Odia bhasha, no entry to Odisha.
No Odia bhasha, no service, no business
No scope in Odisha.
First Bhasha, next Odisha.

Let me invite all sons of Odisha to
Fight for use of their own bhasha,
Let this work start from 1st April 2015
itself and let us look forward
For all round developments.

Gajanan Mishra
For all things you are there,
For all things I am here.
We both play the same role here, there.
For you, here I am,
For me, there you are.
And we both have no existence.
You are the words, I am the sight.
I paint but you utter words, here there.

Gajanan Mishra
For All Time

Beauty is in my eyes
And love is there in me,
I love you for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
For All, You Are

Of course,
I desire nothing,
Nothing of
Material enjoyment.

Only I love you,
I worship you.

I know, you are
The truth, and you are
Everything for all.

I desire nothing,
But I desire you.

I know, you are
The truth.
You are for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
For An Ideal Living

I am not sure and I am in doubt
Whether this child would grow or not
Whether this child would get educated or not
Whether this child would get married or not
Whether this child have a family or not
Whether this child have wealth or not
But I am sure this child will die
You will die and there is no doubt
In death as because this child has already
Taken birth you have already taken birth
Let me say again there is no need to
Celebrate birth day that you have reached
Certain age because I know you have not
Reached that age but so many years have gone
And you are short of so many years and
You are getting closer to death and so
It is better if you celebrate the welcoming
Ceremony of death here every year every moment
I am sure it would give new and true energy for
An ideal living.

Gajanan Mishra
For An Opportunity

I am waiting,
Waiting for an opportunity
To strike,
Strike at the right point.

I am waiting
To set right,
Everything that are
Not in order here.

I want to fight
Even with great fire
For peace.

Non-violence is
My weapon.
I am protected
By truth and love.

But I want to stay,
Again and again,
In battle
To strike at the right point,
At right time
To destroy all
Man-eaters,
Who are vicious.

Gajanan Mishra
For an ordinary man
There is nothing
In this corporate world.
No sleep, no smile,
No love no truthfulness.
What about humanity,
No one is there to tell.
Life is just a machine
Without any fruitful
Touching to eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
For Answer

For answer
I am here.
Here, I am
For love.

Let me use
Love for truth.
Truth is there
In love.

Love and truth-
Two directions,
With one destination.
Destination is
There with love
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Any Benefit

For any personal benefit
I am not doing anything
Here or there at any time.

And see me, I am engaged
Myself twenty-four hours
Without cessation for you.

Still, I pray you, have
Patience and get the good.

Gajanan Mishra
For Attachment

It is
Only for
Attachment,
The drama is
Being staged.

It is
Only for
Pure love,
The light is
Being focussed.

And we are
Fortunate to
Know the history
Of drama and light.

Gajanan Mishra
For Betterment

Here is your eyes
And if you could not see
There is no use of your eyes.

O man, you are self-sufficient
You lack nothing
Use yourself for the betterment
Of all in this world
If you failed to do so
There is no use of your presence
With this body.

You are to use your body
For general welfare
And then you can throw it.

Gajanan Mishra
For Blood

All for blood all for life,
All for emptiness all for purity,
All for eyes, all to fly.

The sun and the birds -
Our guards.
The moon and the trees -
Our life's medicines.
The history comes as dreams,
And we are to read it
From the very beginning.
We are to know about
The smile and cry.
All for time all for love,
All for truth and all good.

Gajanan Mishra
For Common Good

Go on working
For common good,
Spread everywhere
Brotherhood.
Living with love,
Living in peace-
All good, very good.
Life is precious
Without any doubt.
Living in wood
As wood is trying
To make life true.
The sun, the moon,
Are for common good.

Gajanan Mishra
For Dust

For dust thou art,
And unto dust
Shalt thou return.

Gajanan Mishra
For Each Other

We are for
Each other here.
We are to do
Good to each other.
Only we are here
To discharge our
Duties for the welfare
Of each other.
We are to go
Higher and higher,
We must remember
Here there is nothing
For ourselves but everything
Is for others.

Gajanan Mishra
For Each Other- Truth

We are for each other.

We are killing
One another -
Not false.

But truth is
As before,
Unaffected.

We are the truth,
Living and killings -
All not true, though.

Gajanan Mishra
For Earth

For earth,
You are to
Stay in good
And in love.
The earth is
Beyond boundary.
The earth has
No enemy.
You are the earth,
You are the truth
And you are the love.
Stay free there,
Where you are, my dear,
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
For Eating And

For eating and
Sleeping, we are
Wasting our knowledge
And our time.

And we are not
Able to know
What is time,
And what we are.

We measure the favorable
And unfavorable circumstances
As per our suitability
With working and living.

We are giving
Prime importance
To hunger and thirst,
And vision is given
Less importance.

But man is a creature Of vision
That we have forgotten.
We are here for new creation
With the composition of
Love and truth.

Men, you to decide
What to do and when
And you to know
The reality of life
And your own future.

Gajanan Mishra
For Ever

You are coming
You are going
You are here
For ever.
I am here
I am there
Nowhere am I
You searched for.
No place is here
No place is there
I am everywhere.
Think for me
I am for You
Searching in queue.

Gajanan Mishra
For Ever And Ever More

For ever and ever more
You were you are and you
Always will be ours
Life giver life sustainer
And it is all that I see
And I hold is your will
And it is your will O my dear
That works in all my life
All my worlds and the galaxies
Of my planets and stars.

Gajanan Mishra
For Ever Love

Love love and love love, for ever love
Love is here, love is there, for ever love
Love is life, life is love, love-life, life-love
This is love, that is love, love love love love
Let us love, without love we are scattered, my dear
Love love and love love, You are my love
Here in love I give everything
There in love you give everything
There is nothing besides love, and love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
For Ever, We Wil Be Here

I know not
The subject matter,
But our conversation
Is going on, see my dear.
Neither you are
Telling anything
Nor I am and yet
Our conversation is
Going on, my dear.
And as such, we are
Living together here.
You are smiling and
So also I am.
I am crying and so also
You are, my dear.
I know not the subject matter
But we are here talking to
Each other and giving importance
To one another.
We are dreaming and dreaming
But we both have forgotten
How to sleep and where to sleep.
Day is coming and going
But my dear, we both are here
And will be here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
For Evil

For evil
No schooling
Is necessary.
Falsehood, forgery,
Dishonesty, theft
And all types of
Corruptions are
The symbol of evil.
But for good
Teaching is
A necessity.
For good we are to take
Pain and where there is
Pain, we know, there is gain.

Gajanan Mishra
For Fear Of Death

For fear of death,
You need not do anything.
Only for death
Do what you like
And do that immediately.
Make your breaths
Inward and outward,
Fix your vision
Between the eyebrows
And go within.
You are there,
Discover yourself
In you and
Know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good - Life's Journey

Love to be accumulated
As the assets of life.
Life to be lived
With the truth.
Truth to be enhanced
With fearless journey.
And we should go
On the journey for good.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good And Good People

For good and good people
And for goodness we all
Are here
O my dear be polite
And gentle
To near and dear
Let us show respect
To the scholars.

World-home is ours
Consisting of sons and daughters
Blessed is here
They are obedient
With sweet-tongued wife
Hard working man
Honest earning
Welcome to hospitality.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good For Bad

For good for bad
You are, only You are
Responsible my dear
That I know here
But I know not
What is good and
What is bad.

I am not blaming
Anyone I am also
Not praising anyone
Here, as I know
No one has any role
To play besides You
You are the sole owner
To do what You like
Here there everywhere.

We are all here
Unqualified duplicitous
And addicted to
Sense pleasures, my dear
So many discrepancies are
There in our works
As they are not based on
Selfless service and love
And as we are not on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good I Live

For good I live,
More good I see.
With you no better
View nor better
One is known.
Good men's pious
Fruits I receive
And try to give all back.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good Of Mankind

Think and act

You are for the welfare
Of mankind

And it is your
Right action

We are all in the one
Family of creation

Think and act

Gajanan Mishra
For Good Of Others

It is for good of others
I am living here
It is for good of others
I am writing poetry for others.

While living and while writing
See I am completely disinterested
And also I am completely
Unattached to everything.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good People

Only for good people
You are here.
Only for good poets
I am writing, my dear.

Good poet is he
who has a tremendous
power of understanding.

And my words have
such capacity that can
take you to the point
beyond your imagination.

Imagination is there
so long as you live
and my poems provide the base.

Gajanan Mishra
For Good We Are

No one sees me,
It does not mean
I am not here.
I am here as before,
You are all with me,
No change of status
Of anyone, dear.
Think this truth,
And we are all
here for good.

Gajanan Mishra
For Heaven

For heaven,
Who is interested
Come on.
But heaven is
Foodless, waterless
And heaven is
In so many
Less, less, less.

Gajanan Mishra
For His Sinful Life

Sinful person is  
Always vanquished.

Innocent person  
Is always protected  
By the Supreme Personality.

Gajanan Mishra
For Illusory Energy

For illusory energy
I am telling I am doing
All these here
Though I am nobody
I know I am not the creator
Not the maintainer
Not the annihilator
I know I am merely a spectator.

Gajanan Mishra
For Information

Very difficult
Really very difficult to
Lead a good and peaceful life
Here at this time.

Gist of truth
Is not found here
And we are wandering
In illusion.

The Absolute knowledge
Is far from us and
The original source of
Knowledge is also missed somewhere.

Rules regulation and
Instructions are not being
Followed by anybody at any time
We are just wandering.

You graced me and
I know You - simple
Mercy and material world
Is it something horrible!

I reached here with You
And I tried to fulfill
My mission that is not
In negation.

Life in love and
In devotion is in
Proper form and in perfection and
Staying for sometime is an information.

Gajanan Mishra
For Inviting Me

Very much thanks
For inviting me
As your guest.

But I am afraid,
At any time
You may throw me out.
And that would be
Intolerable.

Anyway, my
Best wishes to you,
For your love
And for you are
In truth.

Obliged to you.

Gajanan Mishra
For Just Cause

You are telling me always
O my dear to fight fearlessly
Heroically for a just cause
And telling me again to remain
Firm and not to deviate
From righteousness and not to
Lose heart even in gravest danger
And be liberal to all
And You are telling yourself
All powerful and you are
Protecting me from all sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
For Just Cause- Fight

You are telling me always
O my dear to fight fearlessly
Heroically for a just cause
And telling me again to remain
Firm and not to deviate
From righteousness and not to
Lose heart even in gravest danger
And be liberal to all
And You are telling yourself
All powerful and you are
Protecting me from all sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
For Just Cause Fight Fearlessly

You are telling me always
O my dear to fight fearlessly
Heroically for a just cause
And telling me again to remain
Firm and not to deviate
From righteousness and not to
Lose heart even in gravest danger
And be liberal to all
And You are telling yourself
All powerful and you are
Protecting me from all sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
For Language ????
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Gajanan Mishra
For Larger Good

For larger good
You are there
That we know.
May be for some
It is surprised.
You are there,
We know, to
Open ways for
Peace and love.
For larger good
You have taken
The risk, we know,
Your positive spirit
And good will.

Gajanan Mishra
For Life, For Language, For Truth

Chaluthare pua,
Chalutha,
Mane mane gunugunautha,
Matrubhumi,
Matrubhashare mamata
Ja hrudye janami nahin,
Taku jebe gyani ganare ganiba,
Agyana rahibe kahin?

Hatiba,
Andhara hatiba,
Takithare pua, takitha.
Suryodaya dekhiba pain
Takitha aau chalutha.
Sindura phatilani,
Suryodaya heba aene.
Dekhibu nayane.
Takithare pua
Aau chalutha,
Satyare thai
Prema kari kari
Chalutha, chalutha.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love

For love only
I can sacrifice
Anything
And if there is
No love
I must break off.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me all  
With all purity.  
Tell me, tell me,  
You are the earth.  
Tell me, tell me,  
You are not god.  
Rather you are the truth.  
Tell me, tell me  
How honest and  
How truthful you are.  
You have kept all  
Mercy, forgiveness  
And generosity.  
Tell me, tell me,  
How to face here  
The war, the difficulties,  
The obstacles and dangers.  
Tell me, tell me,  
You are to tell me  
As you are living with me.  
How to acquire fearlessness,  
How to go from here  
In the light of the stars,  
Tell me, tell me,  
What to do and how to do  
For all and for love and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love For Good

All for love,
All for good,
All for life,
And life for all.

Sweet sweet life,
Sweet sweet truth,
Sweet truth sweet life,
All sweet on the earth.

Earth all,
The flower,
The fruits,
The water,
The air,
The star,
And the fire.

Fire flows
Within life,
Life belongs to
Love.

For all love,
Life flourish,
Life is here
For good.
Good smile,
Good life.

Enjoy with
Food and drink,
About life
Just think.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love For Welfare

I am here
Only because of
My love for you
And I am here
Only for
Your welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love Sake-

For the sake of love, work
Remember, your attachment is to love
Your detachment from lust
You depend on love and
You are devoted to love
But first, O my dear
Be free from malice.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love The Wind

For love the wind
Is there on the grass.
For love the sky
Comes to me and talk.
I cry and my cry
Is sweet you said.
For love we are united
You admit before the judge.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love, For Nectar - Life

For love,
For nectar,
We are inimical
Towards each other.

But love is universal,
And each one has the right
To taste nectar
With no discrimination.

Life is as simple as nectar,
Let us live with love.
Love means to give all
That are in possession.

And where giving is there
Find no inimical term at all.

Gajanan Mishra
For Love, For Peace

For love,
For peace,
For rock and roll
We are going
Out of frying pan
In to the fire.

We see
Nothing is there
In the world.
We are not
Able to know
Where we are.

Yet we are proud
To say we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
For Maintenance

For maintenance,
For security,
Shall I go
Somewhere else?
Where will I go
To take shelter?
Tell me, my dear,
If you are really
My well-wisher.
I know my life is
Meant for peace
And prosperity.
I feel compassion,
I try to purify
The situation.
I want to know
My relation
With the truth.
And what is
That truth,
It is best known
To you.
Let me ask
Where are you,
Let me know
What is good?

Gajanan Mishra
For Me

For me nothing
Remains to be
Attained
As you are
With me.

O my dear,
I am doing
Actions in
Inaction as per
Your instructions
And inaction
In action.

You have
Told me
The truth
And I know
It as truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Me No One

For me no one,
For you I am.

I am oily,
And I tackle
All situation
Coolly.

Gunpowder
I found,
I observe
The flame also.

I feel life
Talk to me.

I try to collect
All talks.

Gajanan Mishra
For Me No One To Be Killed

I am a poet
Here I am with this with that
For me for the sake of creativity
No one to be killed
No one to be protected
No one to be neglected
No one to be worshiped
I accept all and all
All are accepted here
Wholeheartedly with love
Whether it is or he is
In the mode of goodness
In the mode of passion
In the mode of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
For Me You Are

For me you are
And you try to
Make me free.
I am in you
And to me you are.

My love my balance sheet,
And you are there.
What you are doing
All good and all fair.

Your words I forward
To the star.
Good my fortune
And your support
Make me go far.

Gajanan Mishra
For Me, The Sky

For me, the sky is
Not large.
Space - not sufficient
For living or dead.

Here, I swallow all
The air and water,
I measured the sky
And fly over it
In my light.

Anxiety is there
In my breath
And in haste I
Travelled the place
Of my own origin.

Gajanan Mishra
For Mercy

For mercy
You are to pray.
To get liberation,
You are to stay.

Enter and exit
In the same passage
You wish.

But sleep not,
Get rise.

Life is there
To reach nowhere
But stay confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
For More Information

Violating the moral code
of conduct is
not violation.

Issur of notice to a
missing person like me
is not location.

You may contact with
me gajananmishra60@
or for more information.

Gajanan Mishra
For Mother

For mother,
I am here.
For mother
I am a worker.
For mother
And for mother-tongue,
I am able to learn
So many things here.
For mother land
I am ready to
Sacrifice my life.
Let me salute
Mother, mother-tongue
And mother-land.

Gajanan Mishra
For Mother- Each One Is Here

Each one here is
The devotee of the mother
And perform actions for the mother.
Each one is interested
To narrate or to listen
The stories of mothers' life.
Mother has bestowed upon us
This body to realize the truth.
Each one is independent
In realizing the mother.
Mother is free from contradictions,
Mother is the only scriptures,
With mother, each one deserved
To be called man.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Distress And My Happiness

For my distress and my happiness,
I am solely responsible. I know,
If I am truthful, I can control
The one who is deceitful.
So long as I am able,
I can face the situation
So-called horrible.
See me I am noble, and
I am doing everything
That are practicable.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Land

For may land,
For my language,
For all here,
What can I do
Let me think
For a while
And start doing
All good.
All goodness
Bring me here.
Here I am
Not nervous
Not shy to fly
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Language And

For my language,
For my land and
For my mother I have to
Fight till death.

Mother has given me life,
My land has given me
Food and shelter,
And my language has
Given me nectar.

I have to sacrifice
Everything for the safety
Of my mother, my language
And my land. I want your help
Will you lend?

Gajanan Mishra
For My Miserable Condition

For my miserable condition,
It is I, who is responsible.
I am inclination,
I am disinclination,
And all resultant activities.
I am taking birth,
I am going towards death.
Death is nothing, but
Changing the place, time, form,
And so many things here.
I am here and I discover me,
I am sure and certain
In my space that has
No limitation.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Own Life

For my own life
It is I
Who is responsible
Life is really horrible.

In no way
I can save myself
It is I
Who is struggling hard.

No attempt is futile
It is I
Who knows
All styles.

Colorful is
This life.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Own Truthfulness

For my own truthfulness,
I am here, see me dear.

For my own promise,
I am fulfilling my desire
And sacrificing myself.

Still, I am living my life
In a sportive spirit
In the warfare of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
For My Pleasure

For my pleasure
I catch the fishes
Out of water.
For my pleasure
I dive in
To the ocean.
I see myself
On this earth
With pain.

Gajanan Mishra
For Naught

Aim is nothing
But sense enjoyment
And we are human.

How lazy am I
How unfortunate
How short-lived! ! !

Gajanan Mishra
For No Cause

For no cause are we here?
Think for a while, my dear and
Remember, no use of anger.

Come with a smile
And for this we are here
O my dear, forget temper
Forget enmity for ever.

Think not yourself
Extra-ordinary, my dear
Go with truth and with love
Whatsoever, for which
We are here and we
Are our cause and also
We are our effect, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
For No Rhyme

For no rhyme
I am being attacked.

I am neither a criminal
Not a terrorist.
Neither a dog
Not a cat.

I must go back home.
But where is my home?
No way to go home,
I know.

Yet I am going out,
I am not able to
Walk freely.

Am I not a good
And honest human being?

Of course, I am
Slightly darker,
And poor.

Gajanan Mishra
For Nothing

All for nothing
Neither rejoice
Nor grief.

All for all
Be firm in understanding
Be un-bewildered.

Time is at hands
Within the earth and the sky
If you want, you can fly.

Gajanan Mishra
For Nothing And Nothingness

For nothing and nothingness
My fate struggle with me
And I came to know
Everything is with me.

I asked the bird to come
And the bird not listening
Tear the flag that was
There all day long.

Going to the sea I see myself
In the sky and
The sky was not there
And I know you are not happy
With this
Happiness has got vital
Importance though.

Gajanan Mishra
For Nothing We Are Here

For nothing we are here
Should not say like this
We are for a purpose
That is not known to us.

For You I am here
And for me You are
Active on the stage
The stage is empty, see.

Gajanan Mishra
For Nothing You Are Running

For nothing you are running
That I know from the beginning, my dear
Never endeavor for unwanted things
That are just burden in dark-cloud of this world
That never enlightened you anywhere at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
For One Reason Or Another

For one reason or another
I am with you now.
Tell me not anything,
Of course nothing obscene.

Take life pleasure,
Or go withering.
But stay in life
I am coming.

I care not how far,
A man or woman, you are.
I know wonky each one,
Still, show swank.

Let me re-embark,
To touch you there.

Gajanan Mishra
For Only One Day

Be a poet for only one day,
O my dear, and forgetting all pain
and sorrow, have a drink of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
For Others

We are for others
And not for us
Try to understand
My boss
And be liberated.

We have everything
And everything is for others
Not for us
Try to understand
My boss
And be liberated.

Gajanan Mishra
For Others - Love, Life

I am here for others,
You are allowed to
Use me for others.
Whatever I do,
I do for others,
You may take its'
Benefits for others.
I am with you
So long as you
Surrender everything
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
For Our Goodness

For our goodness
We are here to win.
We are here to win
For our purity,
For our dispassion,
For our generosity,
For our illumination.
Let our goodness prevails.

Gajanan Mishra
For Our Language

1.

For our language,
We are ready to die.
For our mother,
We are ready to die.
For our earth,
We are ready to die.
Let the earth
Go round and round
But in peace.
Let our language of
Love spread all over
The earth.
Let our mother smile by
Discover the truth in us.

2.

Fragrance is there,
Pure fragrance,
In our own earth.
Life is there,
In our language.

I am the pure fragrance
Of the mother
In the shape of language.
Stay with me, my dear,
Talk with me,
Smell me,
I am the lustre in fire,
I am there in the fixed-star.
I am here to drive out the dark.

3.

See combustion
In my language,
The essence of my words.
My words are here
With me like fire.

Life power is there
In the language of
The mother.
And the earth
Is the effect
Of the language.

Let us use our words,
In love, in truth
For all good.

4.

My language, my words
Are the seeds of all,
All beings are here
In my words, in my language,
On this earth.
My language of love
Makes others stay in peace
In eternal form.
Divine glory is there
With the mother.
Truth is the main pillar
Here in this life and
It is there in the language
Of the mother.

Gajanan Mishra
For Passing

It is always
For passing
Your intention
Your desire
Your purpose
Your resolve.

And you are to
Achieve your
Own objective
You are to execute
Your own at
The right time
And right place
Here it is same age.

Gajanan Mishra
For Peace

Criminal intent and
Hit-and-run mode
Are very bad and
Not to be tolerated.
No one is sovereign
Except the Almighty,
Supreme power is
Only His.

O men, your living
And everything must
Be clean that should
Help others towards
All out developments.
Anomalies and injustices
Be eradicated soon
For the betterment.

Carnage and terror
In any form
Are condemn-able
No violence,
No insurgency,
Let us say
We are all only
For peace, for peace.

Gajanan Mishra
For Peace For Development

For peace, for development,
For invention, for discovery,
And for all creativity,
Come to my land and avail
All opportunity here,
Who so ever you may be,
But you are a man with
All humanity within.

I welcome you
With open hearts,
For the progress of the earth,
For all beauty, come.
Come without any self-interest,
Come with universal love.

We are here ready
To work with you,
For the truth.
Ready to work
For fresh air,
Clean water,
Good atmosphere.

Come on my dear,
Here on our land
The sun rises,
Rises with colorful lights,
No envy and our principle is
Live and let live.
We say always
We are all one,
No difference in any respect.
Come on and see
And experience a new life,
Stay free and keep
Your heart wider and wider.

Come on and stick firmly
For the welfare of all,
All creature here.

Gajanan Mishra
For Perfection

For attaining pure perfection
Pleasure be taken from within
Equality be seen in all things
And always in diligent endeavoring.

Remember, my dear, truth is diminished by falsity
Mercy is diminished by violence
Austerity is diminished by dissatisfaction
Charity and cleanliness is diminished by quarrel.

Gajanan Mishra
For Rain
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Gajanan Mishra
For Sale

Mainly
Girls are
Here for sale.
Unnotified
But true here,
In this area.
And I visited
The spot
Without words.
This business is
Profitable sir,
Said one man
Openly.
The man is
Not like to listen
From any one.
The reason he
Stated is that
No one is honest
And sincere
In his own work.
Pleading is that
Just ride the waves
That are before you
Added the man.
But, to tell the truth,
I feared and returned back.

Gajanan Mishra
For Satisfying You

I am telling,
I am writing,
And I am doing
All sorts of work,
And they are meant
For satisfying you.
I know you are
All in one for me
And for all also.
I receive everything
From you, the truth.
I know, no truth
Is superior to you.
I know you are
The source of all
That are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
For Security Purpose

For security purpose
You are here with me
That I know.

But why for this security
That I do not know
When all are perishing.

All are perishing before me
And You are mine
You are telling for all time.

I have no time with me I know
And You are laughing at me
Telling I am not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
For Self Discovery

I can do anything,
Anything for truth.
And truth is
I am a man, I
Must protect humanity.
Humanity will flourish
With love and truth.
Truth must be protected
And for this I am here.
I can do anything
For self discovery

Gajanan Mishra
For Service

You are meant for service,
Service of the universe,
and then the self.

Your body, your intellect
Your ego are not yours,
They belong to nature and others.

Renounce your delusion, my dear,
Consider not yourself as the doer,
You are mere process-server.

Gajanan Mishra
For Some Time

For sometime
I am here
For sometime
My body is
With me
For sometime
My own
Family members
Are with me
For sometime
For sometime
I know everything
Is here with me
And so
I have set up
My mind
And so
I am
Not in anxiety
And so
See me
I am
Cheerful and
Not suffering
I am giving up
All and all
See and test me
I am leaving
Leaving myself
This time
Towards eternity
And here see
My look is
Pleasing and pleasing.

Gajanan Mishra
For Success

For success  
You have to  
Sacrifice yourself.

Enjoy life  
As it is by  
Giving everything.

Live life  
As you see  
As you feel  
Life is as it happens.

I love life  
Life is lovable  
Life is wonderful  
And it is unstoppable .

Gajanan Mishra
For The Benefit

How to work,
Where to work
For the benefit of
The whole human race? ?

The reason of taking birth,
Here, we know not as yet.
We have no knowledge about
The fundamentals of life.

We are to chalk out program
For gradual elevation to
The platform of goodness, true.
We are to provide basic knowledge
To all for the purpose of
Equality and stability here.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Benefit Of Life

For the benefit of all,
I wish and I like to lay down
My life and everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Benefit Of The World

Utilize your body mind and materials
Because nothing is yours
Everything belongs to almighty
Be a servant of that almighty
Service is the real emblem
Of your duty
Serve the society
Everything everywhere He resides.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Best

For the best,
Let us hope
For the best.
And start afresh
Everything here
At this moment.

Every moment
Is waiting for us
With new hopes.
Let us explore
All that are
With us.

We are all here
With our own future.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Body

Body, and
For the body
All history,
All geography.

I take care,
I say and I see
The smile of the star.

You, and
For you
I sing, I dance.

Earth, and
Everything - the earth.
I know and
I fall apart.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Cause Of Your Language

For the cause of your language
You are coming from Santiniketan,
Let me welcome you, my dear son.
Satyabadi is a place of truth
And sacrifice and you are
coming to Satyabadi, that I know.
Through your language you can
express yourself in a better way.
Through your language you are to work,
Through your language you are to understand.
For the cause of your language
You are fighting with your servants
That made me astonished after
a gaps of so long years of independence.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Dive

You are
Clear sky
I dive
You are
Secret delight
I dive.

I welcome you
To move
And I welcome
For the dive.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Eyes

I am coming
To this place
Again and again
Only for the eyes.

Eyes are the truth here,
And I want to see the eyes
Again and again,
Genuinely I want to
See the eyes.

Eyes are telling me
Stay impatient
To secure love and
The truth, dear.

And you are nothing to lose.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Good All

For the good of all
Speech is being delivered
Come to the spot
To disclose the secret
Of the speech
To mitigate suffering
To yearn for knowledge
To seek wealth
And for the man of wisdom
Speech is being delivered
For the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Good Of Others

For the good of others,
See I am blushing
On hearing praise
And I am cautious
On being blamed.

I see everywhere
The one and he same,
Nothing black and
Also nothing white
And with time only a fight.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Good Of Others, See

For the good of others,
See I am blushing
On hearing praise
And I am cautious
On being blamed.

I see everywhere
The one and the same,
Nothing black and
Also nothing white
And with time only a fight.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Good Of The World

For the good of the world
Actions should be performed
Selflessly.
This saying is very old
And the Geeta confirmed it
In the discipline of action.
With mind set on You
O my dear, I am doing
As an actor all works
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Interest Of Humanity

For the interest of humanity
Let me request your honour
To punish them also who are working
Against the interest of common people.
Punish them who are taking money
From public exchequer and not
Working properly and cheating common
People and also their own voters.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Larger Interest

Let us stay united,
At least on our own land,
At least for our own mother,
And for our own mother-tongue,
And let us fight for
Safety and security.
Let us sacrifice ourselves
For the larger interest
Of humanity and for peace
And stability here on this earth.
Let us remember we are for all
And we are here to work for
The benefit of all creatures
As they are our part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Love

And where is love
Love is in work
Love work.

Work is to love
Love work
Work is to worship.

Love work,
Love is love,
Pure and unattached.

Love and love,
It is eternal.
Without work, no love
And no one can declare
Anything in life as final.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Mother

Let us do something
For the mother.
Who are we to do?
How dare we are?

Something is wrong
In us.
We have forgotten
The language
The mother taught us.

Still, see
The mother is
With us.
We are lucky,
Let us avail
The opportunity.

Let us do something.
Nothing to do, we know.
But to talk to all
In mother tongue,
And just to smile
On our own earth.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Poem

For the poem
I am
For the poem
You are
For the poem
Tell them
For the poem
Life is the same.

Come with a poem
Submit a poem
And show your talent
Poem hunter is here
Ready to welcome you, my dear,
No matter the consequence.

The world is a poem
Just read and analyze
Think about this poem
This life and value it.
Life is with you
And you are alive,
And while living
Write a poem at least.

Here see, life
Here see, the poem
Here see, the love
Here see, the truth
Here you are taking birth
With a poem.

When you are with a poem
Think and be sure
You are not dying and
You are not going to die.
Poem is here for ever,
Poem is for you
Poem is for me and
For poem we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Poor

For the poor
I am here,
True, I confirm
The matter.

I am
Within
The sacred
Corridor.

But here
Within the room
I find
No one
To be called
The director.

Time linger
And I as a
Transformer
Told all
T keep
Patience
To feel
Light and lighter.

For the poor
I engaged myself
In all the discussions
Though the the output
Is not clear.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Purification

For the purification
Of the self
Abandon attachment
And perform actions
With the body mind
And intellect
Even with the senses.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Realization Of Truth

For a successful human life
You have to go beyond
Your body your lifebreath
And perform actions
As per ordinances and scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Safety Of

For the safety of
Our mother,
Our mother tongue,
Our motherland
We can go to any extent,
We can sacrifice our life.
We are the common men,
Here, we are sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sake Of The Earth

For the sake of the earth,
Sacrifice your life,
If you are so interested.
Quarrel not with anyone,
But do something for others.
If you are true son of soil
Come forward and establish
Your own identity.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sake Of The Universe

For the sake of the universe,
Let me go and sacrifice my life.
I know I am the part of the universe,
I know I am the universe and
I dare to stay here for ever.

No one is beyond the universe,
I know and I am here with all.
Each one is unique and distinct,
Each one is with eternity.I love all
And I dare to stay here for ever.

Let me declare again
I am ready to sacrifice everything
For the sake of the universe,
I am here in this universe for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sake Of Truth

For the sake of protection  
For the sake of righteousness  
We are all here in this world  
In several forms and guises  
Let work together  
For fulfillment of our mission.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sake Of You I Am Here

Let me speak, O my dear, listen, my words are clear
For the sake of You, O my dear, only I am here.

I am performing all actions only for You
I am Yours I dare not attain You.

Let me declare, I am here, only for You
Let me say I surrendered myself to You.

I believe this life I belief this world
Where You are playing as per Your sweet will.

O my dear, I am here, only for You
My praise my regard my honor only to You.

I am Your obedient son I am Your chaste wife
O my dear, let me say You are my tree you are my fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sky

For the sky, all are here.
Here each one
Ready to say goodbye.

From moment to moment,
It is changing in color
And in size.
To make the change
Is to show the talent.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Society

I am for the society,
I am for the time,
I need nothing for myself.
I belong to you,
But you are there for me.
I have nothing here,
But only you.
I belong to the truth.
But truth is not the end,
It is the beginning of everything.
We are to go with it
Step by step for the reason
Of my own survival,
For the reason of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Sun

For the sun we all are here,
We are not to question but to see.
We are to see with our own eyes.

Let us touch each other and love,
Let us love each other and embrace,
Love and embrace for all good.

For all good, your presence is but necessary,
And we talk with each other and curiosity.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare

For the welfare of others
I am here.
See, all doubts are annihilated,
See, all sins are destroyed,
See, my mind is disciplined
And I have attained Truth here.

I am happy within myself,
I am illumined in me,
I am identified with Truth,
And eternal peace is with me.
I know waves merge in sea,
I know waves are not different from sea,
I am merging with You, we are one and the same though.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare Of Both

For the welfare of both
Black and white,
Stay neutral.
Be benevolent and
Have impartial attitude
Towards all.
Remember, no one is
Your foe, as no one can
Do any harm
At any time.
Remember, you are
For all and
All are here to
Support and coordinate you.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare Of Others

For the welfare of others,
You have to renounce
Selfishness and pride.
For the welfare of others
You have to come here
And reside.

For the welfare of others
Count not gain-loss, praise-blame
And act always a guide.
You are the only person here
Who is within all at a time
And telling everything for
Safety o future and for
The welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare Of The Earth

For the welfare
Of this earth
I am here.
I am here
On this earth
For all welfare.
Let the world flourish
Even at the cost of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare Of The Land

For the welfare of the people
I am using the language of
This land and doing all good
Without keeping any self-interest.
Pardon me, if any wrong is there
In the process of my working.
Understand me and if you so like
Co-operate me in this work
That is being done here for
The greater interest of the public.
So long as my life breath is there,
I swear to do all works, not for me
But for all creatures living here
With all purity and sweetness.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Welfare Of The World

For the welfare of the world, I have
To act without attachment and
According to strict scriptural ordinance.

Gajanan Mishra
For The White

Rightly said-
Wait and strike,
See and make
Life only bright.

But use the dark
For your own sake
And give light
To the man right.

Experience life
With so many colors,
Push and pull
Only for the white.

Gajanan Mishra
For The Words, Thanks.

For the words, thanks.
I love your words,
The words are up above us,
We should be selective
For our purpose.

We should turn here
We should turn there
And utter words
To enable all to get pleasure
To stay in peace.

Words are ours own,
Be not selfish, my dear,
At any time to give
That are not ours only.

Gajanan Mishra
For The World

For the world,
for the welfare of the world,
I am writing all these.
I think the life
and the world is the whole truth.

Poet is he who knows what is truth,
You are the best poet of this world,
And you have created it with care.

I know your heart is as big as the sky
And it is you who created this sky,
and under which I am playing as per my wish.

There on the body of the sky I am
feeling my pulse and on this world
I am telling, yes I am alive.

Gajanan Mishra
For Toleration

We sustain
For toleration.
We love each other
And we live here.
Fellow feelings
And friendliness
Is the roots.
Motto is
Live and let live.
Positive interference
Is permissible.
We are all
Relevant for the world
To arrive at the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
For Truth

For the sake of truth
For the sake of protection
For the sake of righteousness
We are all here in this world
In several forms and guises
Let work together
For fulfillment of our mission.

Gajanan Mishra
For Truth Only

Raise your voice
for truth
for truth only.
For truth only
the air is here
and also there.
For truth only
the sun is rising,
and it is raining.
Utter truthful words,
Live a truthful life,
and go for a
peaceful sleep.
It is all truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
For Truth-

For Truth
If I am doing
Something, I think.
It is heaven.

For love
If I am living
With you, I think,
It is heaven.

Hell has no place
Here, my dear,
I must say
As a successful writer
As I see the true picture,
Your honor, in good nature.

Gajanan Mishra
For Unknown

For unknown,
I have to learn
And inquire
And know all
Only from you,
I know you are
Within me
To make me learned.

Gajanan Mishra
For Us It Is Night

For us it is night
For You it is not.

The sun is there
Always in the sky
It is luminous.

We are always
In dark without Truth
And we desire not
Light and we deprived
Our dues.

Everybody appears
Everybody disappears
It is the sun
That shine as before.

Gajanan Mishra
For Values

Yes I know,
You are everything,
Everything in the sense,
That I can't make you
Understand right now.

Right now,
I am in no mood.
Right now,
I am searching
The truth.

But with all wakefulness,
I can say I am here
With you, for the purpose of
All values.

Gajanan Mishra
For Water

All for water
The rain says
To all.
All are in rain,
But no one got
A drop to drink
The water.
All suspend
All work
For the water.
And the water
Told all to
Proceed further
And closed doors.
No vehicle, no train
And nothing.
All are in prison.
All are in
Empty belly all days,
All are thirsty
And not a drop
To drink.
What is the time,
Some one asked.
Why are you worried
Some other one replied.
It is all for rain,
Entire day.
For water,
Suicide committed
By farmers.
For water,
Fight continued
Between neighbors.
For water,
Some left the place
With wrapper.
No features,
And if you want to go
Objection not raised
By water.

Gajanan Mishra
For What

Are you really flying
Mr tortoise and if so
Why are you flying, my dear
Is it your foolishness
And why is it that
You are not entitled to fly
I know not your decision
To fly is wrong, no never
I must say you are to fly
It is your birth right
You can do whatever you like
And since I am within you
You can fly that I guarantee
But not with the help of
Others who are helpless creatures
You can fly, my dear by dint of
Your own efforts that are there
With you, see again and try again
To fly, it is not the dream
It is the reality in this world
try again and again but be cautious
Flying is not a big game, do you not know
It is as easy as anything like
The act of respiration
It is as natural as birth and death
And living here but you have to
make it a habit by constant effort, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
For What - This Life

For what,
This is for what
I am ready to.
Stay here
At this our of
Dead night.

This is for what
I am here with
Lightning and
Heavy rain,
To see You in full
Via trees via birds.

Gajanan Mishra
For What I Am Here

For what I am here I know not
I have forgotten past and
I care not the future and for
This the present is very pleasing for me.

I am here since time immemorial
That I know and I exist here as Yours
Only for the purpose of love and truth
And my presence is highlighted for You.

Gajanan Mishra
For What We Are Fighting With Each Other?

For what we are fighting with each other,
Let us first be clear and then only we
Should start our journey towards the river.

Without keeping any doubt within us
We should talk to each other with open hearts
And then only we should go for any war.

We should forget who will win and what
He will do after victory for another and
Then only we should see what is a loss.

We should see with our blind eyes and
We should hear each word with our deaf ears,
That are there with us and then test ourselves.

Let us have some dreams in fightings,
Let us have some definition of fight in us.

Gajanan Mishra
For What You Are

I love you,
I love you for
What you are.
You are my love,
You are my truth,
I love you.
I love you,
I love you for
What you are.
You are my earth,
You are my sky,
I can't say good bye.
I love you,
I love you for
What you are.
You are my light,
You are my water,
You are my air.
I love you,
I love you for
What you are.
You are my life,
You are my light,
I know your might.
I know you and
I love you, I love
And only love you.

Gajanan Mishra
For Whom I Am

For whom I am here?
For whom I am writing?
For whom I am thinking?
All these are to be discovered
That are within me.

I know I am not here for
The dumb, the deaf
And the cruel.
And I am not supposed to
Write anything for them.

I stand here on my own foot,
I recite my own poems for me,
I move here and there only
To see the sky that is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
For Wisdom

For wisdom
You are great,
For learning
You are great,
For self-control
You are great,
For valour
You are great,
For littleness of speech
You are great,
For charity
You are great,
For gratitude
You are great.
You are also great
For your love
And love for
The truth here.
I like you,
I love you,
And with you
I am great.

Gajanan Mishra
For World's Welfare

My unity with You
Is my reward, my dear
I am in your world
You have provided me
All these only for
our service I know
And I know You are
Using me for the welfare
Of the world
I have no desire
Other than your service
O my dear and I am
Rendering my service
With utmost care.

Gajanan Mishra
For You

Order, order
unbearable any
kind of disorder.

See the beauty
and say silently
It is spring
king of kings.

Have patience
to listen coo coo
whatever you like
you can do.

This world is
only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
For You - Mother

Here is china rose
for you, my dear Mother.

Here is lotus
Only and exclusively for you.

The lion is waiting for you
O my dear Mother and ready to
Jump over the evils
and waiting for your orders.

Hot and red chili are here
and they know not what to do.

The chestnut tree is forgetting
to bow and I know it is there as before,
I frightened the air and it came to me
And I said to all I am here only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
For You - My Writings

For you I am writing,
For you I am singing,
For you I am dancing,
For you I am playing,
For you I am living.

I am living here
And watching you
And watching your
Eating, sitting, sleeping,
Working, talking and walking.

I am here for you,
You are here for me.
We are for each other
In all weather, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
For You Everything

For You everything is beautiful
Everything is beautiful here only for You.
Everywhere flowers and flower garlands
Beautiful cloth and golden gates
Entire area is perfumed with highly
Fragrant incense and the entire
Atmosphere is spiritual.
You are the auspicious source
Of all energy to all.
O my dear, You are the sign
Of the wonderful character.
I desire Your blessing
See me I bend downwards
And it is my submissiveness.

Gajanan Mishra
For You I Am

For You I am
For You I am here
Getting published.
See me test me
I am Yours
I am sure.
Let me invite You
O my dear I am
Only for You here.
Project me
If You so like
In this valley.
I am happy only in Your
Presence I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
For You I Am Here

Here I see,
Only for you.

Only for you,
I am here.

See, I am here
For you only.

You, only here,
I see.

Gajanan Mishra
For You Men

For you men,
I am telling all
That are with me.

And with me,
Find everything
That are in you.

See me,
Within you, men
Without any difference.

I am just
An ordinary man,
Wandering in the street.

The street is truth
The street is love.

Gajanan Mishra
For You Only

You are the truth,
You are the beautiful,
We are here
Only for you.

Here we are
As air,
As water,
As light.

In the sky of the light,
In the area of the sky
We are living.
We are here
As we
Only with you.

Gajanan Mishra
For You, For Me

I am for you, O my dear,
I am for You.

I am performing all actions
Only for You, O my dear
Only for You.

I do not know adversity prosperity
I do not hell heaven
I only know You, mt dear,
Only You.

You are my wealth
You are my knowledge
You are song
You are my adoration.

O my dear, I know
You are here only for me also.

Gajanan Mishra
For You, Pure Soul

For you,
I am here,
My pure soul.

You are not far,
You are not near
That I know.

You are the heat,
You are the light,
But not the fire,
Not the ice.

Let me confirm,
I am yours
But my dear, I know
You are as pure as the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Light

You are here to light the lamp, I know
and to show me the dream of the earth
you are here that I know and you are seeing
in your eyelid-less eyes all activities of all.

How grateful am I, I cannot express here,
I cannot express as because I am still taking
everything from you here and you are giving me
everything in time feeling my want yourself.

Here the nectar is flowing in these words
That have a touch of yours and that are again
touching you and coming to this area, this earth
to all creatures and to all people including trees
and mountains and oceans and air and sky and stars.

And I must give you thanks for your light and encouragement to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Own Existence

For your own existence
You have to raise your voice.
Go on with the music
To invite the dawn.
As you know all lights
Are there for you.
Understand others and
Walk with them.
Try not to intere
In their personal issues.
You are to stay away
From all litigations.
See others and smile
All joy are for you only.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Own Future

Try not to
Make me mute.
I am not a mutter,
But I am a mutineer.
I can muster all
With my power of
Love and truth.
You must attend me
For your own safety,
For your own future.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Pleasure

It is only
For Your pleasure
O my dear
I am doing all these
In words.

In words
I am composing
Everything, see
It is only
For You.

For You
I am here
Doing all these
O my dear
Please hear.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Welfare

For your welfare,
I am tolerant.

I wish, let your
Desire be fulfilled.

You are doing
All that are needful.

And let me satisfy you
By my activity.

Gajanan Mishra
For Your Words

I am not writing poems,
But writing my heart.
Read me, follow me and
Feel me in the light of
Love and truth and
Tell something in return,
For the time is waiting
Only for your words.

Gajanan Mishra
Forbidden Acts

Forbidden acts
Are forbidden.

Shoot at sight declared
But not complied.

Those who are present
They are present
Though reason
Not known..

What they wanted
Not clarified
Though reason
Not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Force For Good

Force for good,
And no one can
Disrespect the truth.

The truth -
We are to place ourselves
As number one.
The truth -
We are not to tolerate
Any other number one.

We are to know -
One who is tolerant
Is to win first.

We know the world is one,
And oneness is our identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Force Not

Please force not,
I am not the person
to move away from my belief
by your force.
I am also not the person
To abandon what is with me.
See me, I am with all
My characteristics
sitting before you as before.
See me, I am self-evident.

Gajanan Mishra
Forced To Do

As such I do not
Want to do anything
I am forced to do
So many things.

As such I want to
See You right now
I closed my eyes
When there is a show.

Neither I am strong
Nor stout
Still I am here to carry loads
And You shout.

I know not how to live properly
Only I am here to accept You gladly.

Gajanan Mishra
Forcible Interference

Stop rape
Stop forcible interference
stop sexual assault.

Do not identify as
Habituated to sexual intercourse
Do not do finger test
Such doing is disgrace
Unlawful and such doing
Is also a violation of human right
Such doing is attack on
Honor and reputation and
Unnecessary interference
On privacy
Nobody has right to
Put questions on antecedents
And not relevant to the issue
Of consent and quality of consent.

Stop rape
Stop forcible interference
Stop sexual assault.

Taking circumstantial and
Other evidences put the accused
To custody and save human dignity
Emotional manipulation
Fear of violence or death or verbal threat
Should be taken in to consideration
Provide psychological and survivor support.

First delete the word rape
And use other supportive words
Second do not quizzed by too many professionals
And help in talking about problem
And let the victim talk about freely fairly.

Stop rape
Stop forcible interference
Stop sexual assault.

Gajanan Mishra
Forehead

What is there
On my forehead
How can I say
But I must do
What I think good,
What I think
I do no harm
To any one here.
No one can
Make me fear,
No one can
Change the atmosphere,
No one can able to
Predict my future.

Gajanan Mishra
If I understand
It is not foreign
Even if I failed to
Understand my wife
She is foreign to me
And so the word foreign
Is a relative term
Try to understand
The world is yours
Only yours and
Your home only
This is the fact
Nobody is alien.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, a foreign bird!
First tell me
What is foreign?
The bird was here
The bird is here
The bird will be here.
It is only our look
That can change
From time to time
Focussing on different
Shapes and sizes.
On one look you can
Change the geography
And also the history.
And it does not mean
The bird is not
Belongs to this place.
What we are telling about
The birds there is
Nothing new is it.
And the bird is flying
Far aways from our sights.
Let us forget it
And put up not this
Anywhere at any time.
The concept of bird
Though true it is for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreign Hand

Foreign hands everywhere
Foreign hands haunted us
Foreign hands recreate us
Foreign hands pervades
Many aspects of our culture.

Come on, O my dear,
We are the men of this earth,
No needs of foreign hands,
We can do anything for ourselves
Nobody is superior to us and also
We are not inferiors.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreign Land

This earth itself
Is foreign land
To us all.
And we are
Living here
As strangers.
None is our own,
Nothing is our own.
What we say light
Is really not like that
And it is not able to
Provide us right path.
So many enemies are there
Within us and they are
Pushing us to the dark.
Be careful my dear,
We should guard ourselves
Here at every stage.
Companionship with holy men
May help us in some way.
Life is in danger always
And we are to wait and watch
What is here and what is there
By our calmness and good works
And self-control with purity of hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreign Language

Foreign language,
For us, has no existence
And it is unreal.
Yet we recognize
The existence of
Foreign language
And we value it
And attach to it
By using always.
We know,
It is unlawful,
Undemocratic,
Unconstitutional,
Though.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreign Language Must Not Be Used

Especially here,
In this system of
Justice delivery,
Foreign language
Must not be used.
Using foreign language
Is illegal and improper.
Using foreign language
Is against democratic norms.
Using foreign language
Goes against transparency
And purity.
People have the power of
Sovereignty, let the judges
Know it.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreign Tongue

While speaking in a foreign tongue
many challenges are there
that I enjoy.
New culture
new languages
new rules
new way of thinking
make it romantic
that I enjoy.

I enjoy the mistake
I enjoy new experiments
I enjoy new manner of
Speaking writing
that you have.

While speaking
in a foreign tongue
a new way of life
come to the surface
new words new lines
new and new
that we both
enjoy and like.

Gajanan Mishra
Foreigner ?????????

???? ???? ????? ???,
???? ???? ????? ???,
????? ??? ???? ??? ?
?? ??? ?? ?????
? ??????, ??? ??????? ?

?????????? ??? ?????
?? ???? ????? ?????
???????????? ??? ???? ??????? ???
??? ???? ????? ??????? ?????
?????? ?? ????? ??????? ??

?????? ??????? ??? ???
?????? ???? ?? ????
?????, ????? ?????, ??????
?????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Foresight

Foresight,  
What is that  
I should know.  
Foresight,  
Keeping in view  
You are to go.  
Foresight  
Keep it with you.  
If, buts are  
Not the question  
But necessary  
For proceeding ahead  
Keeping aside.  
Life.

Gajanan Mishra
Forest And Home

No mother at home
No sweet words from wife
Neglected like anything by sons and daughters
Home is like a forest for a man
No son no daughter
Not cared by husband
Living like a maid-servant
And neglected like anything
Home is like a forest for a woman.

Gajanan Mishra
Forest Fire

Forest fire,
Wind and fire,
Life and desire.
Bull and serpent,
Love and care,
The sky keeps the stars.
Rivers and oceans,
All world film fare.

Gajanan Mishra
Forest Fire- The World

Caused by cohesion of
Bamboo bushes.

Gajanan Mishra
Forever Fresh

Forever fresh
Despite detention
History hostile in
Limitless livings.

Gajanan Mishra
Forfeiting Honour

Forfeiting honour
Is a sin, incur not.
Not doing your own work
Is a sin, do own duty.
There is happiness,
There is reputation,
And what not
In your own works.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget About

Today is today
Forget about other day.

Todays sun is fine
And I forget to take wine
The sun is tender
It make my life finer
I am lucky
The sun offer me
mango fruty
This is miracle of history.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget all and live well,
Live well and love all,
Love all and find the truth,
Find the truth and forgive all,
Forgive all and stay in peace,
Stay in peace and live well,
Live well under nature
That is pure in air and water.
See all and hear all,
But interfere none.
Remember, each one is
Free here.
You are here
As ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget and go ahead,
Your past failures
Should not get a chance
To check you on your way.

Regret not my dear,
That is not your business.
enjoy the life's flow
That is here with you.

Nothing is there to miss,
You are to get everything,
O my dear, you wish.

Always say yourself cool, cool,
Nothing but life itself is debatable
And yet, be cool while crossing the life-pool.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget And Neglect

Even though you
Forget and neglect me,
I am always anxious
For your welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Birth Forget Death

Forget birth, forget death,
But remember the aroma of flowers.
Forget fire, forget care,
But remember that fixed star.

My peace, my love, my hearts,
You appear and all auspicious,
East, west, south, north and
Everywhere, continue charts.

No seasonal change to place,
Within and outside, dear.
Let me dance in jubilation,
You are with all beauty, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Desire

Forget desire
And see
No storm
No strife.

Live life
Without desire
And feel fine.

Endure time,
It is only
With you.

Cool, cool,
And see
Jumping over all
Hurdles are so easy.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Disputes

Forget about
Land, wealth
And woman
And forget disputes.

Think about
Peace and peace,
Peace is the only way
Here, to stay.

And peace is toothless
And if you want something
Go for peace and forget
Dispute if any.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Everything

Forget everything
And start life afresh
From this moment.

From this moment
There is no difference
Between You and me.

Between You and me
There is nothing
I pray, receive my offerings.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Everything

Forget everything
And get peace.
Remember him,
Who knows everything,
And get peace.
In peace,
Create your own identity.
You are in the midst of
Eternal time, just observe,
Yourself where you are,
And what you are doing.
It is true, you are the end,
You are also the beginning,
But you are beyond both.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Forget

Forgetfulness is good
Forgetfulness is death.
Is it pleasurable?
is it painful sensation? But
How that I do not know.
I hear only about death
I have not experienced yet.
Yesterday is still there
Before me in my mirror
Though I know it is an error
I do not like to identify
My ego or forego
I only try to forget myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Gajanan Mishra

Gajanan Mishra knows not
What he writes
Gajanan Mishra is
Not good for the society
What Gajanan Mishra did
Earns sheer nullity
Gajanan Mishra is a non-entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget God
Forget God
Forget yourself
You are in God
God is within you.

That I need not say
You know everything
You know everything
I need to say.

I hear Your voice
And you speak for me
You speak and I heard
That is for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Me Not

Forget me not,
I am going from you.
But where shall I go
That I know not.

Forget me not,
O truth, take me with you.
I want to know
Your practical and
Real show.

In every species of life
You are there, O love,
Let me know your play
On the path of truth,
Eternal and unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Me, Dear Friends

Dear friends, forget me.
Forget my poems.
Forget - I am a
Living entity.

But dear friends,
Forget, not the truth.
Truth is - you are
Not here to die.

Dear friends, go on
And go on fearlessly.
Remember, friends,
Nothing to fear.

You are your own literature,
My dear friends, you are nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget my name,
And live in peace.
Forget everything
And live in peace.
Think nothing
And live in peace.
Go nowhere
And live in peace.
Take nothing
And live in peace.
Harm no one
And live in peace.
Kill no one
And live in peace.
You are all in one,
And you are one in all.
You are the earth
And you are the sky
You are the air
And you are the water,
And all light is there
Within you.
Love all
And live in peace.
All are true,
See and enjoy life,
And live in peace.
See, touch and
Feel good.
All are for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Natural Animosity

Forget natural animosity
By reading my poems
That are lucid
Be a lovely swan, my dear
And read and hear
With applause and take
That are good for you

Gajanan Mishra
Forget not divine symbols
That are within You, my dear
Forget not divine symbols.
Here there Your footprints
I know and I see my dear
Here there Your footprints.
I enjoyed with You the sounds of
Hills rivers forests animals birds
O my dear, I enjoyed with You here.
You have stolen my hearts, my dear
You have stolen my hearts and
I am as empty as a flute.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Father

Forget not your own father
Forget not the Father of the world
Try to please the Father
Remember always you are
The eternal servant of the Father
If you forget you will put in to
The material condition of life
And will go to ruin
Concentrate your mind
As daily routine
Before the Father at home at abroad .

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Truth

Forget not truth
And love all,
Love is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget not dear,
We are ours.
Let us do our
Duties here.

Our primary duty
Is to love each other.
Our primary duty
Is to stay in truth.

Life is here
Only in love,
Only in truth.

Truth is the star
And it is here
Where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not You Are Here

Forget not you are here
Forget not you hate and
Acting as actor of love
Forget any fruitful action
Forget not you are one
And not two or many
And the light you are
Focusing is not there
In any particular point
And all others are subsidiary
And think for a while
What will happen in your absence
At the last part of your story.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not You Are Under His Control

Forget not you are under His control
And He is all in all
And He is in you above you inside and outside you
It is He and He and He.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget not my dear
That you have a
Mother full of love,
And you have a
Mother-tongue
In your mother land,
Where in you can
Express freely
Under the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Your Goal

Forget not your goal, my dear
Deviate not from the actual purpose
Go not with intolerable anger and
Darkness of ignorance
You are inseparable from the Supreme Truth
Remember always what I realized is You.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Your Identity

Men, you can eat,
You can drink,
You can enjoy life,
But men, forget not
Your own identity.

You are here to
Get all results
Of your actions.
You are here to
Show the light
Of your own darkness.

See, observe and
Control yourself,
Men, you are nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Your Life Span

Forget not your life span
Is going to finished.
And you will be degraded
In the evolutionary circle.

Remember your goal of life
Achievement of the Supreme Truth
And it is in the spark of lightening
My dear, go out of material activities for this time.

Who you are, my dear know first
And take promotion to the highest perfection
By Truthful devotion that is
The life's primary aim and ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Your Relationship

Forget not your relationship
With me, o my dear
I do not fall, remember.

You are my part and parcel
O my dear, remember
I am the Truth and original consciousness.

Remember, The water of the Ganges
Is not ordinary water
Remember, The deity in the temple
Is not wood or stone
Remember, The spiritual master
Is not an ordinary man,

Forget not time, my dear
Time is not under the control of any one
We are all within the clutch of time.

You are the Absolute Truth
And the impersonal feature, my dear
You and I - Nothing to differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not Your Task

Forget not your task
O my dear, entrusted to you
As a living entity
And do good to others
In Truth in Love.

Forget not your task
O my dear, and if you forget
Methods of persuasion is there
To bring you round here by
Making use of threats and blandishment.

Do your duty, my dear,
Forget not your task
And be particular for
The all out welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not, You Are Men

Not dogs not cats not wolfs.

You are at the gate of
Hell and heaven
Forget not men.

You are free to
Carry your own message, men
You can utilize yourself
Anywhere anytime you like.

You are not the slave of anybody, men
You are your own master
Feel not orphan at any point.

Give regard, stay straight
Look forward, go not backward, men
You are your own captain.

You are not the sufferer, remember
You are not powerless
You are not dependent, men, remember.

No birth no death can touch you, men
Just adopt some principles
You are not the end.

Error is but common, men
Worry not
You have already passed all test.

Doubt not anything
Doubt not anybody
Truth is your friend
Justice is your hands
Attached not yourself
With mundane objects.

Study the self, always men
Review your own works always
Forget not you are men
You are at the gate of
Hell and heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Not, You Are The Son And

Know the rose
Where it is.
And explain its
Colors in details
In your own language.
Remember, language is
Your own identity
And you stay therein
Always everywhere.
Forget not, you are
The son and daughters
Of your own mother
Who is only there
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget poems,
They are not yours,
And what is yours
Come on and verify.
Come on and verify
Who are you
And for how long
You are here and
what is the purpose of your stay.
Please say
Whether you are able to
stay here for a moment at least.
You have to admit,
You are driven away on your own way.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Telling

Forget telling about
Your eating, drinking
Standing, walking
Sitting, awaking
And also sleeping
I am not related
With all that,
Tell me not about
Your livelihood
About your caste
Religion, and social
Order, my dear,
I am only concerned
With your love and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget The Existence

Forget your own existence, O my dear
Forget your value and also
The livability of your world, if you want peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget The Name

Forget the name
And come on.
Remember, you are
Out of debt.

You left all
Scattered bits.
Nothing to worry,
Come on elegant.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget the past
Express your feeling
At present
I am here to
Hear you and
To take care your
Emotion and situation.
Be quick and
Take everything easy
Accept the affinity
For truth and conquer
The sky that is within you.
Hatred and enmity has
Nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget To Play

Forget to play the card
You like most.
General public decide
What to play
And when.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget yesterday,
Yesterday is no more.
But you are here,
Remember yourself
And talk about you.
At this moment
You are the truth,
And you are present
And doing everything today.
Today is here
And it is yours.
Who knows future,
Only uncertainty
Is there with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Your Language

Forget your language,
My dear girl and follow me,
You have arrived at right time.

I am here to make you open
Phase-wise at every stage
Like the sky.
The sky is there
That smile at us,
Thinking how fool we are,
While searching what are there.

My dear girl, I have
Forgotten your qualification,
And I have got you here
Only in my hidden camera.
My sweet, come and see
How I am here torturing myself
Thinking so many things at a time.

I have forgotten myself
Thinking about you only,
My dear girl, see, see me,
I am enjoying life
In my mourning.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget Your Name

Forget your name,
Forget your earth,
And forget everything
And be a successful man
In the world of today.

Live, up to your
Own satisfaction,
Tell, whatever you
Like as per your dreams,
Realize the things
As they are under nature,
Understand and interpret
In your own way till
A new history appears.

Gajanan Mishra
Forget, you are,
The body and
The body,
Is you.
The body is here,
But can you say,
Where you are.
Watch the movies,
Hear the stories
And search yourself.
Nothing is the wonder
And everything is
But in natural order,
Think and remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetfulness

I have forgotten
Because I am in such a place
That is of forgetfulness.
I have forgotten
Because I am in illusion
And this material world is illusory.
I have forgotten
Because I am disturbed
By awkward circumstances.
I have forgotten
Because I lack long penance and
Transcendental knowledge of self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetfulness Can Be Forget

Forgetfulness can be forget
With double mindset
In the morning and at sunset.

An information is here
For you my dear
And this relates to forgetfulness.

That I forget to tell you
And I am proud for that.

Before and after sleeping
You told me so many things
And I have recorded them all
In the memory but where it is
That I failed to discover now.

Ask me not who am I- relevancy no more.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetfulness Is

Have I forgotten
My aim?
And
Who am I?
Forgetfulness is
My nature, I do admit.
What is really
My aim?
And where from
I came?
Have I forgotten
My aim?
Why should I say
I am what I am?

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetfulness is an asset,  
But let me welcome  
Fame, prosperity, speech,  
Memory, intelligence,  
Steadfastness and forgiveness  
For the sake of virtues.  
But I see you as truth in all things,  
Incidents, circumstances, and creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting All

Forgetting all accounts
I stay with you my dear
How can I keep account
With You my love
Love demolish all
I offer my love
In turn I win Yours
Accounts is not
Maintained here
I am unable to maintain
Accounts.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting Love

Forgetting love
Means passing days
In vain.

Pole star of life
Is love and for it
We are all on
The right way here
In world's trackless sea.

Love is the gracious light
In our trouble days.
Love is the inner guide
Of our hearts.

Let us dance and drunk
With this divine love.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting My Mother

Forgetting my mother
I arrived nowhere.
And there I discovered
Who I am, but just a thief.

Telling the story of demon
I attracted the attention
of all human being as they
are connected with my thoughts.

Thinking what I told
and possessing what I have
I appeared before all
and embrace them as near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting Peace Justice

Forgetting peace justice equity
We killed one another
In this slaughter house.
We propagated one thing
And we practiced another
Here in brotherhood.
Under what authority
We failed to know and
Propounded our knowledge.
Forgetting peace justice equity
We arrived in volte-face
To foretell future that is at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting Search

Forgetting search
I answered
The question present
That is unanswered.

A hint of answer
Question sidetrack
People fled away
Not knowing
What is question
And what is answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive All Faults

Let us forget
All faults of all
And live a life,
A life of nectar.
Let us feel
Each other keeping
Aside all fun
And intimacy.
Let us wage war
Against all illegalities
And let us go
Together with love.
Let us take all as humour
But life is more than any humour.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive And Forget

Forgive and forget
Said Jesus Christ
Forgetting the wrong done
Forgiving an offender.

I have capacity
I have opportunity
To avenge though.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive And Forget - O Men

Forgive and forget
And be a handsome man
And a beautiful woman.
Your beauty lies
in your sincerity and
devotion with time.
Time is perfect
When you are healthy,
wealthy and wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive and forget
Not easy to say, my Lord
As you said
It required lots of love
It is only You who can uttered
With much more humility
You are really good and great
You love everything, everybody
As you love yourself much
And you have no resentment against you.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive Me

Forgive me
I have committed
A lot of offences
In the past
Forgive me
For my ignorance.

I know not
Who you are
Staying sitting
Sleeping playing
Dinning with me
As wife son brother
Sister mother father
Friend teacher
As I am ignorant

Forgive me, O my dear
Forgive me, I know
You have countless powers
You are limitless
You are infinite
Forgive me, forgive me.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive Me For

Forgive me for
The sins
I have committed
As a living being.

I realize
This world, a stage
And I have to
Be a cruel man
At times and
For this
I seek
Forgiveness.

Excuse me for my
Heinous deeds if any.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive Me, Please

Forgive me, please,
I am not able to
Understand you,
I am also unable to
Understand the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgive Them - Truth

Forgive them
For they know not
What they do
Only Lord Jesus
Could utter.

Form good association
And brings all
In touch with
vital truth and
Tap hidden strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgiveness

You are arrogant
You are ignorant
May God forgive you.

I have nothing to give you
I have Nothing to take from you
You are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgiving And Loving

Forgiving and loving
Forgiving and loving
Loving and forgiving.

Life is a gift,
Realize, my dear
And enjoy it.

Life is outward
Life is inward
It is first and last.

Use life and forget
Everything that are there
In so-called knowledge.

It is life
And it is in love, it is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgiving The Faults Of Others

Forgiving the faults of others
I am living here and discharging
My duties selflessly
I have forgotten who am I
Where from I came and
Discharging my duties selflessly.

Gajanan Mishra
Forgotten

I have forgotten,
Your name, who told it.
You are in my heart,
Is it possible to
Forget you, your name,
Your pastimes,
And everything.
See, I am like you,
All the truth,
And all the love.
I am the rock
And also the river,
Like you dear.
I am the air and
The water on this earth.
I am the salt and
The sugar and I
Give life and
Livelihood to all.

Gajanan Mishra
What is it
Besides something
Of this material?
And is opposite of
Truth.

O my dear
I know
You are formless
And only for me
You are here
And taking pain
In this matter
And taking steps
To give me peace.

Pardon me
You are here
In this form
Only for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Form / Formless

Within form
There is formless,
Within formless
There is no form.

To catch the ball again
The ball is thrown
Towards a wall with force,
To see the truth
Let us establish the truth
Everywhere with love.

Going to the gist
One can know what is what,
What one knows
That is the start.

Gajanan Mishra
Form Of Goodness

I know, my dear,
You are the form,
Form of the quality
Of all goodness.
And by goodness
We can come to
Realise the truth.
You are the truth
That we know.

Gajanan Mishra
Form, Prayer

Form, prayer
And meditation
I have forgotten.
But I remember you
In the spring season.

I have not touched
A crow at any time
But I know the bird
In so many ways.

I believe not in cheating,
But cheats are here with me.
And they said life is a gambling,
I believe not their words
And I proceeded forward with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Formation Of Whole

Neither You nor I alone
Can form a whole and
Without a whole it is
Difficult to determine angle
And without determination
Of angle it is difficult to stand
And without standing position
You would not be ready for fight
And fight to necessary to survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Formidable Changes Await

Formidable changes await,
Please come together with your
Language and use it
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Formidable Is Fate

Formidable is fate.
Providence is here
With loss and gain
Life and death
Glory and infamy.

Blame not anybody
For anything
Be not angry
With or without
Any cause.

Salute the wise
Salute the king with
Knowledge of politics
Salute the man who love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Forming Opinion

Forming opinion
Is not good not wise
Without knowing everything
And to know everything
Is not so easy
I remained silent
And you yourself
Making road for departure
When and where
I am absent
And it is not within
Your knowledge
I'm present everywhere
And always.

Gajanan Mishra
Formless

Formless and
In form
So many doubts
Are to be
Cleared.

Knowing everything
Is knowing nothing
Eagerness is there
To know though you
May say all useless.

Questions are okay
In their places
But here I am
See in front of you
A question unanswered.

Doing and undoing
Is at your disposal
You may or may not
Come here that is
To be inquired.

I have full faith
Here there is no doubt
Yet I am not envious
It is also a truth
Rest is depends on You.

Gajanan Mishra
Formless I Am

You are coming
Towards me, I know,
I am formless.

Gajanan Mishra
Forms And Formless

Form and formless
Are nothing but
Juggling of words and pictures.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortitude

Fortitude -
Moral courage of the highest order
Fortitude -
Lord forgive is if we forgive others.
Have patience with you
O my love
This is the only true love.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortunate

You are the Lion
Of the lions
And I am fortunate
I am Your son
And I have
Your darshan
I am under You.

You are the ocean of
Compassion
This earth is Yours
And You are the only
Ruler of this earth
I am fortunate
I am under You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortunate - Love Life

Fortunate I am,
Life after life,
I am with you,
That I remember.
I enjoy, here,
Companion and
Our partnership
Is most welcomed.
My engagement is
Fine and the result
Is praiseworthy.
I am influenced by
The truth and love
Is there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortunate, You Are

Fortunate, You are O poet
O my dear poet
You are really fortunate
Here you are at this moment
To write to speak to recite
I know you can only write
I know you can only speak
I know you can only recite
O my dear poet you are pure
And you are perfect
Please relate the pious message
Of Almighty the omnipresent
The Omniscient in your poem
O my dear poet I know you are
The spokesman you are
The speaker and the authorized
Person and His representative
Here at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortune

Fortune is with the sun
Fortune is with the moon
I am burning with fortune
Is it like cuckoo's coo
Is it there with the river
I can not say you
What is the color of fortune
This much I can tell you
Being with you at this moment
I am most fortunate
Rest is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Fortune Forecaste

Mixed bag
Offered by
Lady luck.
Everything and
Anything can be
Achieved by you.
But turn not
Blind eyes to
Your shortcomings.
Look forward to
A delightful day.
Have fun
In the company
Of friends and partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Forward View

Forward view
Test my forward view
That is always new.

I am looking at You
Being the only Truth
Seen or unseen- no news,

I am always with You
And You are within me
That I know- my immediate fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
Forwarding Myself

Forwarding myself on journey
I see kissing of light
At sweet-will and a path
That left my childhood
Far behind.

Childhood friend
Reminded to play
And I felt no
Difficulty with this.

That I asserted
And crossed the path
I walked and walked
To the place not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I salute you,
Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king,
For your version;
'your evil thoughts
And evil words
But hurt yourselves.'

Gajanan Mishra
Fostering

We are, my dear
Fostering each other.

We have our own affinity
And it is renounced.

And we are together
My dear, we are
Fostering each other.

I am doing nothing
I am not a sinner
You are also not doing
You do not commit sin.

We are, my dear
Fostering each other.

We are here
We were here
We will be here.

Gajanan Mishra
Foul Play

Foul play not good
Foul players destroy themselves.
Foul play means play with injustice
Foul play means neglect justice.
Foul play I do not like
Foul play I do not like.

Gajanan Mishra
Foul Play With Neruda

Foul play With Pablo Neruda
Remember, a poet can not die
And live for ever, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Found Nothing

Going to the people and
Found nothing
What is called progress
And in the name of progress
You told me to go further
Deep and deep and stayed
So long as you found nothing.

And heaven's sake I am telling all
You are to ponder that are amiss
 Except you I am going to see and
You are at center point
Without any name and title
That I enjoyed remembering nothing
Permanent nobody adamant.

Gajanan Mishra
Foundation Of The Future

Foundation of the future
Are firmly in place,
Let us proceed forward
Together for all welfare
Of our own planet.

Let terrorism go
From this earth
With its philosophy of
Hate, murder, and killings.

Let us come together
And declare with one voice,
We want peace and
Peaceful cooperation is
Our aim for all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Fountain Of Inspiration

Please work,
Work for others
As a fountain of
Inspiration, my dear.

Please work,
But be cautious
While working
And stay detached.

Remember, by an error
You are here and
You are here
By order.

Remember, your property,
Your property is
Your love and your love
Is the only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Fountain Whistles

Fountain whistles me
And I dance here
On the open field.

The doctor declares me
Mad and I run and run
Till the end.

I know not where is the end
Amd still I run and run
To hear again and again
That whistles sound.

I care not the storm,
I care not the rules or
The norm and I returned back
Naked to see the fountain dry.

Gajanan Mishra
Four

You are four,
One is intelligent,
Another is martial,
Yet another is productive,
And the last one is labourer.
But all the four have
The same value,
In this life, we consider
As the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Arms Six Elements

Four arms six elements
Six seasons seven days
Eight procedures nine blue
Ten doors eleven twelve intelligence
Thirteen you can find goodness
Passions and ignorance
East west north south four books
Likewise in a month full growth
Skeleton in one and half month
In three month nose ears face
Earth air fire skin and the body
Life is there in four months
And in five started praying O God.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Boys

Here in this school
Four boys are reading
Teacher came with
Four chocolate
At the sight of the chocolate
One asked for chocolate
Second boy cried for chocolate
Third only looked at the chocolate
Fourth one was just reading
And teacher gave them one chocolate each
Now tell me O my readers
The class of boys here
All are good boys
Mark them with different
names and number.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Kinds

East west
North south
Four
Appearing disappearing
Birth and death
Four
And four
Men beasts
God demon
And four
Wife husband
Son daughter
Come go
That is what
We show
And we grow
That is four.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Parts

See four parts
My face
My arms
My waist
And my legs.

I am the Absolute Truth
Always in light and in
Spreading knowledge
I am the heart
And I am busy always
For universal welfare.

Go on four directions
East
West
North
And south.

I am the east at birth
I am the west at death
I am in the north while
Cultivating knowledge
I am in the south
When at peril.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Quarters

First;
Celibate student life.
Second;
productive householder.
Third;
Retirement, supporting
sons and grandsons.
Final;
Renouncing home and all.
With this four quarters
We see no generation
dominated society.
One generation made room
for the nest.

Gajanan Mishra
Four Stages

Age of truth
Is our childhood,
Wherein silently
We have remembered God.

Age of intellect
Is our student carrier
Wherein we are busy
In acquiring knowledge.

Age of service
Is our family and social life
Wherein we engaged ourselves
In giving service to others

Age of later life
Wherein we should spend
Our life in love and
In renounced order.

Gajanan Mishra
Fourth Of July

I know,
It is related to you
The fourth of July.
You have started your journey
On this very day
In broad day light
On the path of eternity.
I know,
You are independent
Of the mystic's background.
I know, you are
Emerging from the very
Experience of life
To reign supreme.
You are aware, I know,
Mutual interrelation
Of all on this earth,
That is the reality.
Truth is there
That transcends all,
All-including whole,
In the totality of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Fourth Stage

See me
I am in my fourth stage
Of my life.

See me
I have not yet
Lost my relish
For the pleasure of sense.

Sore distressed at heart
And life wasted.

Gajanan Mishra
Foxes And Wolfs

Foxes and wolfs wanders
In dense forest
No moon no sun
The ages of history
Being turned.

Playing of light shadow
Continued under the tree
The tree keep me free
And I live
Water and air there
And I being
Transparent dissolved.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not self-made,
I am Your fragment,
And I am sentient.

Here, my main duty
Is to improve and
Purify my nature.

And I have to performed
My prescribed duty
Sanctioned by scriptures.

I am Yours,
I am perfectly pure,
You are my whole, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragment Of The Supreme

No deficiency found in self
Self is raising by self
Self is conquering self
Self is real
Self is the Master
Self is the doer
Self is the enjoyr
Self is self and
Self is the fragment of the Supreme
Go with self always
And in self everything
Everybody are in frame.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragmental

Fragments parts and parcels
Of Love
Qualitatively one
With Love
Just as parts and parcels
Of gold are also gold.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance

Fragrance
Fragrance of
Jasmine flowers
Lotus-scented breeze
Rising moon and stars
All are here the performers
Of wonderful feats
All are playing by Your orders
And doing all sorts
With Your instructions.
You have further given me
This pious spotless body and
I am going with it at this hour
To give happiness to all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance Is Here In Life

Fragrance is here in life,
Life is fragrant.
Poets know.
And for this
I salute the poets.

Poets know the reality,
Reality of life in dreams.

Poets know
The fragility of time.
And for this,
Poets show the road-map,
And say how to cross the time.

And for this, I salute the poets.
This earth is heaven only for the poets.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance is here in life,
Life is fragrant.
Poets know.
And for this
I salute the poets.

Poets know the reality,
Reality of life in dreams.

Poets know
The fragility of time.
And for this,
Poets show the road-map,
And say how to cross the time.

And for this, I salute the poets.
This earth is heaven only for the poets.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance Of Life- Truth

No exchange please,
I want not to exchange
What is there in me,
With what is there in you.

But I definitely want
To exchange love,
The truth of life.

Life is full of bliss,
Life is full of knowledge
And eternity.

Let me live life,
Let me realize the truth,
Let me enjoy the fragrance of life,
Let me present myself in all pervading life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance Of Silence

Fragrance of silence
is there and
it is most powerful.
Fragrance of ignorance
is there and
it is not punishable.
In you, I see both, my dear,
And I see the life remarkable.
Life is for us in so many
Colours and we find nothing
Like sexes, creeds, caste
Or calibre can bind the life
In a way, that is not
Permissible but horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Fragrance Of The Earth

Fragrance of the earth
Calls for prayer.
O traveler, come on
Board the body-ship
And do everything here
As an act of worship.

Fragrance of the earth
Calls for prayer.
With open heart, lover
You should come
With the gifts that is
In Eternal vessel.

Gajanan Mishra
Frame Laws

Frame laws,
Obey laws,
Guard laws.
Violation of laws
Invite punishment,
Known to all.

If no one obeys
The laws,
And no one gets
Punishment,
No value of
Framing laws.

What do you mean by
Rule of law,
If you are a lawyer,
If you are a judge,
Explain, please,
To all.

Law is law,
All laws as framed
By Legislative assembly
Are equal and binding
To all without any
Discrimination.

People are at the center
Of all laws.
Let the people understand
What is there in the laws
For them.
Let them read.
Let the laws
In their languages.
Let the lawyers and
Judge work lawfully
For the people.
Let the executive officers
Declare them as
Workers of the people.
The sovereign powers
Lies with the people,
It is true.
If anyone unable to know
The language of sovereign authority
Let him go.

Gajanan Mishra
Frameworks Of Truth

Frameworks of truth
Is my life.
See and verify.
Is it not yours?
My life is always
Fresh-blossoming love.
See me in the lightning
Of my body.
It is matchless
It is never ending joy.
Through and through
I am yours.
Take me in any form,
My dear, I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Frank and thorough,  
I like this  
And you have it.  
I believe in 'live  
And let live'  
And I love you  
As your quality of  
Thinking and feeling  
Are the same.  
I know not all  
Your forms and names  
And attributes and  
Still, I love you  
As wonder and wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Frank Person And Polite Talker

Do not say
They are twin
And alike
In nature
And in qualities.
I know
I can not say
A frank person
A cheater
It is the clever
A polite talker.

Gajanan Mishra
Fraud

Fraudulence is
Hindrance to
Make success.
Come with
Clean hands
To get a decree
In favour.
Truth alone
is a trumpcard
To entwine.

Gajanan Mishra
Fraud Cannot Be Allowed

Right,
Fraud cannot be
Allowed.
When we are all here
For public good.

Truth
Must be unearthed
For all welfare.

Transparent structure
Must be built
For knowledge.

Active participation
Is a must
For all out development.

Gajanan Mishra
Freaks Of Time

Freaks of time;
Dispassion is no more
To be seen,
Ascetics grow wealthy,
Householders go penniless,
Well-born virtuous wives
Are driven out, and
Servant-girl brought home,
Sons respect father and mother
So long as they have not seen
The face of their wife,
Poets are seen in large numbers,
Saints refuse the Truth,
People perish for want of food,
Freaks of time is duplicity, perversity,
Hypocrisy, malice, heresy, pride,
Infatuation, concupiscence and arrogance,
There is some unholy motive with all,
It is raining not on earth,
Food grains sown in the soil do not germinate,
Women have enormous appetite,
Envy, harsh words are rampant,
Evenness of mind is absent,
People are all smitten with bereavement
And deep sorrow,
Self-control, charity, compassion and wisdom disappear
Remember, it is the store house of impurity and vices.

Gajanan Mishra
Free

The poem is simple
Not understood
The jungle is beautiful
Not understood.

I do not want this poem
I do not want this jungle.

I love poem
I love jungle.

You are free to read
And understand as you like
You are free to move
Where you like.

If you are free
It is good
If you are not
It is bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Free
Free - you said
That I do not agree
The word the definition
Is not in recognition
It is in renunciation.

I do not agree
From the very beginning
With your putting question
With the use of words
That are available to you
At this place and time.

You declared
Here is fruits
That I explained
Chapter-wise in the field
Before the war started
It is you to decided what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Free And Fair

Everybody is free and fair
In democracy you know
The world is made for democracy
And here we find you only ruler
We are all your subjects
From an ant to an elephant
You made us self sufficient
Disciplined and tolerant
O my dear it is your greatness
That You have given our destiny
At our hands and we are doing
We are focusing all things here
Just for the sake of duty
And You are giving signal
That imply only beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Bee

Free bee,
Honey not free,
You can see
The honey-comb free.

It is all free,
The moonlit night,
The silver-face
Of the sky all free.

Life is free,
Body-building not free.
Age is free
But not old age.

One - you have to buy,
Another get free.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Bird

I am a free bird,
And I am free to
Sing and dance.
Out of my own living
With love I am getting here
Health, vigour, pleasure.

I am a free bird,
And I have experienced
The excitement of
Vitality with love.
The ocean of delight - love,
The reasons of your heart,
Is with me in shape of love
And no one can stop me anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Flow

Free flow
Free flow of
Air and water
My dear, it is nectar.
Genuine life
With genuine expression
Makes you happy
And gives peace.
Foundation is strong
In truth with its own
Existence and it is
Life in realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Flying

Free flying at times
I am an Ice
At another time
I am a gas giant.

You may call me
By any name
And see I am
You.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From

Are you
Free from dualities
(The pairs of opposites)
If yes then go
You are free from
This bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From Bondage

Who is free from
Bondage tell me.

Degrade not
Anybody.

Liberation and
Inspiration go together.

There I am my dear
Find me in everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From Darkness

See, I am free,
Free from all darkness.
I am with the words.

I am illuminated
By my own light, see.

I am dazzling,
I am the illuminating energy,
I hear the words with ears flapping.

Gajanan Mishra
No action is free from defects
Nothing is free from defects
Even alms is not free from any defect,
Alms is also not free from competition
Alms may be the burden of a householder
There can be jealousy between two beggars,
The householder may feel sorry if food not ready,
The householder may suffer from pain,
No action is free from dilemma and blots
It depends on the person concerned
Who is involved in such action.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From Faults

A creature is
Free from
All faults.
And then only
He/she/ it is
Visible here.
Root of all
Is nature.
Try to know
Nature, dear.
Try to know
The features,
Work culture,
With pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From Fear

Free from fear?
How is it possible
So long as I am here?
I depend on this matter.
My body is the matter,
My body is the cause of
My greatest fear.
Everything is here only
For this body - the theft,
The falsehood, the fraud,
And the adultery.
All the factors,
And my dear, I am
Here full of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Free From Pleasures And Pain

I am free
Free from
Pairs of opposites
Pleasure and pain.
I resist impulses of
Lust, anger, greed
And aversion etc.
I do not doubt
My own doctrine
I do not criticize
Condemn doctrines
Of others.
Renunciation and
Actions are one
I realized.
I am not jealous
And envious
As I know
You dwell in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Free In Doing

I am free
In doing anything
You are free
In giving me anything.

We are acting both
Just machines.
You cannot say
Who is right.

What is first
What is last
Nobody knows.

Nothing is accumulated
And nothing inspired
What I told all experienced.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Lancer

I am freelancer
admit or not
road is closed
with me
admit or not.

so long as
i am here
there is light
so long as
there is light
you are here
so long as
you are here
i am here.

so long as
i am here
there is question
so long as
there is a question
who am i
whether i am
male or female
what am i
nothing is certain.

And i am a
free lancer
who is out of form
and ready to go
as per sweetwill
of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Life

Here it is,
Free life,
Free mind,
Free body
With flies,
With smile.

For this
We are traveling
So many poaces
And we care not
Anything, anybody.

We are to know
Our days,
No reason to care
The spelling, though.

Life crumbled,
Not for weapons
But for love.

Love exists
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Man

Can you free me?
Are you free?
I know a bound man
Can not help another
Bound man.
A saint can help
A saint
A thief can help
A thief.
A saint can not
Help a thief
A thief can not
Help a saint.
A bound man
Can not help a bound.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Men, Free Speech

If I am free,
I must be freed
In terms of
Giving speeches
That I think fit
And true.
If I am normal
And with love
Of the land,
I must wish
The welfare of all
In my actions and
Speeches here.
If I dissent
And give contrary
Opinion to any one
It does not mean
Inimical to all
Or to national interest.
Give me freedom
At least to
Express myself.
If truth is not there
My opinion would not
Last, that I know.
If truth is there
No one can check me
From any corner.
Tolerate me,
Excuse me,
Encourage me
In publications
Of my views
For the sake of democracy.
Let me live
In my destiny
In my idea.
This is what
I have got the right
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Of Cost

O my dear
It is only you
Who has bestow
Upon me
My necessities
Without cost
And you give me
My beneficial things
For my welfare
O my love
I realize your
Glory and your
Benevolence and your
Selflessness and
friendliness.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Of Enmity

No one is free of
Enmity here.
But each one is
Living with a cause,
For the welfare of
Others.
All living creatures
Are not cruel
By nature.
Each one tries
To go higher
And higher.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Rider

Go on
It is heat
It is an opportunity
Go on.

Go on
O free rider
Only time is with you
Go on.

Go on
Omission and commission
Organisational default
Go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Speech

Free speech,
I know not
Its bright side.
But whenever and
Wherever I
Give my speech
Freely you greet.
And I care not
Who likes and
Who dislikes.
Free speech,
Ranks high,
And I am committed
To it.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Thoughts Free Expression

Free thoughts, free expression,
Free words can be possible
Only through mother language.

And no one has a right
To take away my mother language
From me anywhere on this earth.

I care not anyone here,
I care not whether anyone
Understand my language or not.

But I am here to sing, to write,
What I think, only in my mother language,
In the language I learnt.

It is your duty to know me,
Understand me for love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Free To Add

Yes, you are
Free to add
Your points.

This world is
For you,
It is all yours.

Nothing goes
Waste.
No party politics
Is there to
Do any harm
To you.

You are not
In poverty,
I am sure.
All enjoy
Equal opportunity,
All are in prosperity.

Take your
Own decision
And bring uniformity.

Honour democratic
Tradition and
Move upwards.

It is all yours
At home and also
Abroad.

Be a good model
With all newness.

Gajanan Mishra
Free To Do Works

Everyone is free
To do his works
Independently here.
While one is busy
In talking, another
Is busy in moving,
While yet another
Is busy in exchanging things.
And yet others are
There to hear, see, touch,
taste and to smell.
One is free to think,
Another is free to determine,
And I see yet another is proud.

Gajanan Mishra
Free To Express Myself

I am free to
Express myself
In poems
Language no bar.

I am free to
See the sky
On earth
Location no bar.

I am free to
Keep you here
With me
Time no bar.

Gajanan Mishra
Free To Show

You are free,
Free to show,
Your madness,
Under this sky.
And I am the
Free star here
To look at you
As per my wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Verse

I want to write always in free verse
In free verse there is no pressure.

I do not want to keep any goal
I really do not want any roll
I also do not want to play any role.

I want to see this earth free from hunger
Free from poverty and I do not want to
keep anybody within an artificial boundary.

I want to write always in free verse
I want to move freely from place to place
To see people in various glaze.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Will

Free will,
Free bird,
Free life,
But we are
Under the sky.
The sky is
Within us.
But it is our
Determination to
Tear the sky
And go to play
And to win
The games of life.
The life, a vacuum,
Though, we want
To fill it up
With the meanings.
Continuous growth
And progress is there
At every moment,
And we are here,
Forms and shapes
Differ, though.
But without any doubt
We are to stay
With the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Free Without Freedom

We are free,
Free without freedom.
How can we get freedom
From fear
From anger
From desire!

And we are worried,
For nothing, and
That impairs
Our body
Our mind.

That raises
Our anxiety and we
Move towards non-entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Freebies Promise

Are people and citizens beggars?
Why are you giving them
Laptops, fans, grinders, cycles, mobiles
Television sets, rice, gold thalis free
O leaders, what for these corrupt practices?
Whose materials whose money? you are giving to helpless
To fetch votes from them why?
O, leaders, play within the level.

Surely you involve yourselves in malpractice
And showing same path to others
Remember, powers, positions are not for all days
Remember, people in general are not foolish, bogus
Remember, They would teach you a lesson in due course
Promises are good for the doing better works
But distributing articles to catch votes definitely worst
For the smooth functioning of democratic system.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom

Freedom that I want
But what type of freedom
That I want
I cannot explain you, my dear.
And since it remained unexplained
I failed to get freedom
Here in this life.
Is this life mine?
I am not free to answer
This, here, excuse me, if you like.
But freedom is far away from me,
It is true,
And I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom - As You Know

Is in books only
I myself is
Responsible for
Curtailment of my
Own freedom.

I am not free here
As you see on the beach
I am not free as
You perceive
In the night with stars
In perversion.

Where is freedom
If it is not with love
And love is salable
In open market
That you think proper
Here at night.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Abroad

Freedom abroad
But not at home.

I can say anything
Without fear outside,
But inside I keep mum.

I fear myself,
I fear I am unable to
Do a lot of things.
I see my ancestral
Wealth and power
Are snatched away.

I am confused,
What to do, how to
Tell the truth, I am disabled.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom And Children

Only the children can
Enjoy full freedom.
But the children
Know not what freedom is.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Freedom Freedom

Freedom freedom freedom
Where is freedom
You are saying
Life is boredom.

My dear, Pritam
Life is not a game
Not cut not paste
And also it is not gum.

See life with freedom
Though not life itself
Is freedom, at our sweet will
Life is not go not come.

Who said life is not divine
Life is a problem who said
Who said here in life, there
Is misery poverty and violence!

Think life a torch light
And you are free to focus
Where there is nothing
Just live and think no problem.

You are free, you are free, you are free
Life is a tree, with air with water
With light, you are to live
On the earth, under the sky. Don't cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom From Covetousness

Is a necessity in this world of
Worldly pleasures and proud.

Only love only protection
Can provide you peace and stability
Always everyday.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom From Doubt

Freedom from doubt is
Necessary to go towards knowledge
Truthfulness forgiveness
Control of senses are necessary
To go towards knowledge
Birth death fear fearlessness
Are not there if there is knowledge
Equanimity satisfaction austerity
Charity are there where
There is knowledge
Knowledge is true when
There is You O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom From Fear

Freedom from fear
is the great freedom.
Realization of the Truth
is the Supreme Truth.
Pure goodness and bliss
Is really great things to achieve.
And You have given me all, my dear
See me, I am with my poems my literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom From Foreign Rule

We want freedom,
And for this,
We are struggling,
Struggling for freedom,
Freedom from
Foreign rule
Through foreign language.
We want to show to the world
How sovereign and
How independent we are here
On our own land.
How free we are to
Talk each other
With our mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom From Miserable Life

Freedom from miserable life
That I want and you called it
Liberation and it is possible
Only on demolition of
Bodily identification.

The path is in the knowledge
And in achieving perfection
Be a friend of entire world
And by virtue of full affection
For each and every one.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom- I Am Searching

Here, there, everywhere.  
And I found nothing.  

Freedom-less I am living  
And searching freedom  
Here, there, everywhere.  

Here, there, everywhere,  
I am in chain and  
I am searching freedom.  

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Is There

Freedom is there
Where there is no desire.
Desire is there
Where there is no freedom.

First ask yourself
whether you are free
or not within you.

And where are you
the foremost question
should not be left out.

Nobody is here but you
Nothing is here but your desire.
Rest you are to do
and do whatever you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Of Movement

Give me freedom of movement
Let me be an eternal spaceman.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Of Privacy

Freedom of privacy,
Let me ask for it.
I see in it
All beauty.

The wind is my hand
Let me raise.
The sunlight is my life-breath
Let me awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Freedom Though

Freedom though
Is here with me
I am not going
To do what
You have been
Done to me.
The rosebud
Is there and
Restrain me
For any untoward
Incidents harmful
To others.
This rosery is
Belong to my wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Freely Enjoy Life

Freely enjoy life
Death is no more
Your partner.

Freely enjoy life
Sucess with peace
Is yours only.

Gajanan Mishra
Freeness

I am free
But without freeness.
I am not able to
Use my freedom,
Or I am misusing freedom
Given by you.
I am not able to
Connect myself
I am free though.
My knowledge is
Envelop in ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Free-Thinker

You might tell me
Free-thinker.
And permit me
To tell what I think.
Bear me for the inconveniences
you might face.
And make yourself
Ready to see the tears
In ice-cream.
Bear me, extending
Your heart more
Than the sky.
Believe me, you are
There in my light.

Gajanan Mishra
Fresh Air

Fresh air,
Fresh air of life,
And here it is.
Here it is in love.

Love is here
Means everything is here.
Everything is here,
Thanks to the truth,
Truth has kept life.

Life needs fresh air,
Fresh air for life.
It is no where but
There, where there is
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fresh And Dynamic

Life
And life is
Fresh and dynamic.
Nothing is there
That can create
Frustrations, be sure.
Life is here,
It is ever growing
Towards all directions.
Try to get, my dear,
A clear and definite
Clarification of life,
Here, at this time.
And try to give
A compact presentation
Of life that has truth.
Cause no harm
To the passers by.
Give them thoughts,
Give them ideas
That rule the world.
Put not yourself
In any trap,
And feel
The constant sensation.
Remember, you have
The authority to
Put the things in right order.
Your life is lucid and
Extremely beautiful.
You are the fruits of
Love and truth.
No void and nothing
Like that here
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Fresh And New

It is fresh it is new
Cool morning mango blossoms
O mustard flowers
How you dance there
My poetry and I
Look in romance
Body full of garments
Who you are
Look fresh look new
And I play with you
O my dear it is yellow
And it is blue
It is fresh it is new
I wait you I wait you.

Gajanan Mishra
Fresh Water

I want a drop,
A drop of clean
And fresh water.
I know it is there
In snow and in ice.
I know water is
Everywhere, I know
It is as simpler as
Anything, it contains
Only two atoms of hydrogen
And joined to one of oxygen.
Water is life and
It is more costly than life.
Design, procurement and solutions
Of water- all are standrdised I know.
Enough water is here I know
But I am thirsty and not
Getting a drop to quench my thirst.
Water is the essence of my life,
Help me in life nurturing and
protecting by rain water harvesting,
Ground water recharging, construction
Of minor irrigation tanks, amicuts, talaab,
Canals, pipelines, drinking water checkdam.
Water is life, see me, eighty percent
Is water in my body. Water- I am in need.
I want watering my body, I want a drop to drink.

Gajanan Mishra
Freshly Cut

Life,
Freshly cut.

Sky,
Freshly cut.

Mirror,
Freshly cut.
Words,
Freshly cut.

Memory dance,
In the ocean.
Ocean furious
In the air.
Air dangerous
In fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Friend

Let us use the word friend
While addressing each other.
My body is my home, my dear
And I know You are here.
It is the love that binds us
And I wish to have friendship
With You life after life.
I have no other purpose
But to stay with You
For Your benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Friend / Enemy

I have faith in you
O my guide
You are my friend
I have no need of
Mundane things
Such as body senses
Mind intellect
By having faith in you
O my love
I am my friend.

And I am my enemy
When I accept
My affinity with
The worldly body
Senses and mind
And I lost my faith
On you O my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Friend / Enemy - Who Is Near

You are going,
You are coming
As and when required and
You wish, my dear friend.

You are mine, my so called enemy
And you are only mine who is
Always in accumulation
Here, there, everywhere
And enable me to stay in caution.

O my accumulator, I am thankful to you,
Not to my friends who are not taking
My so much care as you do, my dear,
You are my soap, surf and shampoo,
Please stay always here, leave me never.

Gajanan Mishra
I find no difference
Between a friend
And an enemy.
I know, I am my friend
And I am also my enemy.
What is real and
What is unreal
That I know not.
My identity is
There more with my enemy
As I am with them
Always than with my friend.
I have no friend
But only enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Friend And Unfriend

No more friend,
But friendliness is there.
No more friendship
Though friend you are.
Unfriend is here
Who is there
Not as enemy
But not trustee.
I am making you
Unfriend not because
You are my enemy
But because I want
Not to hear you
At present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Friend Or Foe

Friend or foe
difficult to decide
with a cup of milk
passed the night
ours a secret society.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendless Life

You are asking me
Who is your best friend.
I am yet to
Think about it
I replied.
Friendless I am
Moving in this world
And enjoying life, see.

Who is not intolerant?
Who is free from
The pairs of opposites
Like attachment and
Aversion,
Like pleasure and pain,
Like honour and dishonour,
Like praise and blame.
Who has the power
To resists impulses of
Lust, anger and greed.

Each one is jealous
And envious of others
Here in this world.
Everyone wants to
Carry out his orders
For his selfish motive.

Who is sinless here?
And who is not harmful?
Out of egoism,
Out of ignorance,
Everyone is unwilling to
Hear good words.
I realize, this world
Is not to make friendship
Or to stay here in an
inimical term with anyone.
Friendly Behavior

Friendly behavior
is humanity.
Develop sense
perception, dear,
and remember,
superior to
inanimate object
is living entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendly Eyes

With a friendly eyes,
Let us regard each other
O my dear.

We are, here all
The creatures, together,
Let us strengthen ourselves
O my dear, with love.

And let us remember
The saying' without love
In the heart, life is
Like a sapless tree
In a barren desert.

Let us remember, dear friend,
Love is the greatest thing and
The only bridge in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendly Words

Let me give you
All friendly words
That are with me.
I have kept
All friendly words
With care only
For you, my dear.

We have friends
And foes,
But words are
All friendly.
With friendly words
I repaid the loans
That I have incurred.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendly, This World

Life-friendly,
This world.
Just go on
And enjoy life.

See your dreams
Fulfilled, but
You are to get
The fruits of
Your labor, see.

Everything is
In the mirror.
And you have to
Show it all,
For love and life.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends

Friends known
Friends unknown.

It is my mind
That says
Who am I now.

I am gold
But not glitters here.

Friends devours.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends and foes
no difference
if there is self-interest.

You cannot stay together
with reservation, for long,
think about its danger.

Greed is the opposite
of peace, think within,
and see others.

Renunciation is the best mode,
Adopt it for the welfare of all
and go beyond enmity.

Go on encouraging one another
O my dear, for you, the sky is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends Are Really Enemies

I love you
O my enemies
It is for you only
I am able to know
Right and wrong
It is for you only
I came to know
My friends are
Not real friends
My friends are really
My enemies with secret
Identities and disguises
And I understand you are
My real friends with
clear and transparent pictures
All around you.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends Devours

Friends known
Friends unknown.

It is my mind
That says
Who am I now.

I am gold
But not glitters here.

Friends devours.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends For Ever

Who is your friend?
Is he really a friend
Forever?
Time will say,
Tell not anything more.

Of course, enemy's enemy
Is a good friend.
But for how long?

Be cautious dear,
One may be a good friend,
He may help and cooperate,
But not at the cost of
The land and development,
And sovereignty.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends, Come On

Friends, come on
We will achieve everything
Here we desire.
Friends, desire all good,
Remember friends,
Badness is dangerous for all.
Friends, come on
And let us move forward together
To get peace and love.
Friends, all are within us,
Let us realize the self.
Friends, we are not empty,
We are all filled with everything.
Friends, come on we are for each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends, Law, Scriptures, History Is With Us

Come on friends,
Law, scriptures, history,
Decorums, mother's blessing,
Mother-tongue all are
With us and we are
Heading towards the truth.
We have a firm determination,
Friends, come on, let us
Use it properly and rightly.
Come on friends,
Let us come closer to the truth
And see the beauty within,
Let us identify ourselves
With the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends, Leave Me

Friends, leave me,
Leave me alone.

Friends, I am addressing you
O my enemies, as friends, again,
And I tell you not to leave me
And stay as life-companions.

You are always new and pure,
I am as equal as zero.

Let us have friends with us
All that are here.

You cannot discard
Merely saying illusion,
It is but incarnation,
And life-solution.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends, Let Me Know

Friends, let me know,
All about you.
Are you the truth?
Friends, let me know,
The time and place
Where you are.
Friends, search me,
I am there
In the entire sky,
I am there
In every direction.
But I am in your
Eyes friends, one by one,
Let me know your name.

Gajanan Mishra
Friends, You Are Here

Friends, you are here
to hear me,
But I am not here
to say something.
I know there is
nothing here
to talk about.
Are you really here
please tell me first
and tell me what are you
and why you are so eager
to hear me
at this time when
crisis is going on and
when we are struggling for
our own existence.
Dear friends, if you have
some words please transmit it
to somewhere and stay
word-less and stay fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship

Fulfill your commitment first
Then only you will know
How tasty and beautiful
The friendship is.
First give then take
Then go above give and take
Then only you will know
How tasty and beautiful
The friendship is.
Friendship is good and fine
With good intention and
And sacrifice that is within
You and me.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship - Opens The Door

Friendship is maintained
Among persons of same
Temperament and conduct.
It is good friendship -
Deer with deer
Cows with cows
Fools with fools
Learned with learned.
Something to be searched
That is secular
That is scriptural.
Good friendship open the door
Of ice and also that of fire
As it is there and it is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship And Friendship

We are friends
And here, it is our friendship.
Our friendship is in truth
And we are in love.
No problem is here
And we are out of fear.
For how many days we are here
We know not, but we are together.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship Is Attained By Acceptance

Not by thinking reflection and description
Friendship has never been identified
With body or worldly objects
Nor is identified
Nor will be identified
Nor can be identified.
Good friendship is not separable.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship Is Made By God

Friendship is made by God,
Keep it pure and sentient.
Keep friendship evergreen
with love and keep it
with all truthfulness.
Good friendship is needed
for all out development.
Revolve, revolve my dear,
Mounting on good friendship.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship Means

Friendship means you
Say enemty and I agree
With enviousness.

Envy is here with us
And you say that I
Disagree not
Though a byproduct.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship - Truth

Understand me,
I am yours,
For all time.
I am the original
Cause of all causes.
I expand myself
In you for truth,
And I am youthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship With Anyone

Friendship with anyone,
Independent by nature,
Is really dangerous.
Friendship is in no way
Permanent and pious.
Facetious and
No righteous but tumulus
And tumultuous.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship With Dreams

I am making
Friendship with dreams.
And dreams are not
Self-centered
That I know.

I know, cheaters
Though dreams are
They are my hope
And for them I am
Composing poems.

But my own words
Are not extending
Their helping hands,
My own language is
Not eligible to
Express me, I think.

My thinking process
Is wrong, my friend,
Dreams say.
Not meaningless
I am sure, what
I hear everyday
In dreams.
And I am making myself
Ready to spend the day
To enjoy the fruitful
Moment with dreams.

And dreams are there
In my voyage,
With a message
To feel secure
While living with days.

Gajanan Mishra
Friendship With You

It is only after making
Friendship with you
O my dear, I identify
Myself with you
And though self-sufficient
I am and though I lack
Nothing I feel deficiency
And I desire so many things
In order to make-up
And so I am a doer and
Committing mistakes and
Getting punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
Frog And I Am

Frog in the well thinks
The world is as big as the well.
Let the frog come out from the well
And let it know how big the world is
And how little it is there
With all nothingness.
Let me fly as high as the vast sky
And let me know the nothingness therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Frog In The Well

Can not imagine
The length and breadth
Of the gigantic ocean.

Frog-like brains of
The present-day scientist
Can not challenge Your
Inconceivable potency.

And if at all they try
They simply die without
getting any success and
Experience about You.

I know my dear, and it is
Your grace that You are
The ultimate truth and
I am aware of Your personality.

Gajanan Mishra
Frog-Dance

Frog-dance,
Let me see
the frog-dance
and get pleasure.
Let me see
where the dancer is.
And how it is
being performed
before all.
The style of
frog-dance I
like most, my dear.
But I failed to locate
the frog and also the dancer.

Gajanan Mishra
Frogs Are Flyng

Frogs are flying,
O yes, they are able to fly.
Frogs leap with
Their webbed feet,
Long fingers and toes.
Let the frogs
Have their dinner
With you a day, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
From a distant place
You can hear, that I know.

You reside within me
That also I know.

You have got unlimited power, I know
Beyond mathematical calculation.

You can appear simultaneously
In all places at a moment's notice.

Who am I to imagine about You
With this body and mind at this place.

Gajanan Mishra
From A Father

I am in you, my dear son,
Go on. See me
In your actions.

You are in me,
My dear son and
Whatever you are doing
I realize, that are
My fruits of action.

See me, I have
No sense of mine
At this time,
With any object
Or person
Or action.

Gajanan Mishra
From Afar

Fram afar,
Call me,
Love me.
I am yours,
Only yours,
Here, always,
All time.
Nothing illusory
In our relationship.
Believe me,
I am here
For you,
For the truth.
I am for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
From Age To Age

From age to age
I am walking,
From life to life
I am living
In the same air
In the same water
Under the same sky
On this earth.
Who am I, I know not,
But I am here, I know.
Somehow or others
I am related with
Astral body.
Who am I, a great sigh!

Gajanan Mishra
From All Sides

They are attacking me
From all sides, see
They are the birds
The beasts, reptiles
Mosquitoes lice worms
Flies and so many others.

I am unable to rest
And I wanders about
In the darkness
I am suffering like
Anything in this world, see
I know it is very painful
To live here, O my dear
Show me the way to stay without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
From Any One

From any one
Since long
I have not
Received anything.

And what is there
To receive?

I think nothing,
I find nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
From Boyhood

From boyhood to youth
From youth to old age
I am passing
From birth to death
From death to birth
I am passing.

We are being trapped
Understand or not
This is the fact
Stay not in this conception
If you stay then in miserable
Condition you are to suffer.

Endure peace and happiness
And see reservoir of miserable conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
From Cold And Heat

Protect yourself
From cold and heat.
And perform duty
That vary from
One to another.
And express unity
With your own self.
I know, you are
Only one here.
But, men termed you
In so many names
In the scriptures.
I know your nature, here,
I know, we are together.

Gajanan Mishra
From Dark To Light

From dark to light,
From here to there,
From earth to sky
Let me fly,
Let me fly.

I am the love,
I am the truth,
I am here,
I am there,
I am the fixed-star.

I am free,
I am free,
Let me fly
In open sky..

Gajanan Mishra
From Earth To Earth

From earth to earth
I am moving and moving
With so many shapes.
From shape to shape
I am showing myself
So wise and so easy.
From here to there,
And from there to here
I am smiling and dancing
With the murmuring sea.
From the sea to the sky
I am living with my dreams
And loving all but a fool
And wasting blood for others.

Gajanan Mishra
From Eternity To
to
From eternity to eternity
I remember you, my dear.
In happiness and in sorrow,
You are here with me, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
From Everything

It is Your greatness
From nothing
You are coming
It is Your greatness.

It is Your greatness
That You recognized me
Though I played
No role anywhere
It is Your greatness
That You are telling me
About everything that are
Here for my welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
From Faults And Fear

From faults and fear,
I pray, my dear,
Free my mind,
From faults and fear.

I know, I know, You are
The bestow-er of Supreme peace
You are beyond ordinary means of cognition
You are sinless and all-pervading.

You are the greatest of all
That I know, I know You are
The mine of compassion, and
Dispel-er of all sins.

You are the ultimate Truth
And greatest of all.

Gajanan Mishra
From Grass To God

From grass to god
I love all,
And I tell all
Be a human.
In summer or
In rain
I tell all
be a human.
Human is at
The centre of
My study.
I write and
I pray for
Human.

Gajanan Mishra
From Here

From here I am telling
There you are listening.

I am telling You
About sunrise
That is coming daily
I am telling You
About death
That is happening daily
I am telling You
About fire
That is in fair
And I am telling You
About dream
About conviction
And I am telling You
To collect power
And energy
To get it done.

Of course
Sincerity honesty
Is needed.

Gajanan Mishra
From Here To Here

From here to here,
We are wandering.
You are right,
My dear poet,
Dr. Sudhansu Dash.
Protection of poem
Is there with us.
And we are all
Going back home-
The truth, the earth.
Science of truth is
There, we know.
And there we are
With that fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
From Here To There

From here to there
See my transmigration
If you can.

I am sure
You can not say
What is it.

When you understand me
I am sure
You have no problem now.

You just first
Come out from
Your own clutches
To see yourself
With me here.

Gajanan Mishra
From India

From India,
We are all.
From India
All love.
From India
All truth.
India first
All for you.

India that is
Bharat.
We are all
Committed to
Work and to
Devote everything
For all.

Believe us
We are for life,
For flowers,
For fruits.
We are for
All welfare.

Rice, wheat,
Water, air,
Light, labor,
Cuckoo, cloth,
All for you, dear.

Sea, sky,
Flute, jasmine,
In life,
All shine.

It is India,
The great India,
For you all.
India for peace,
Not for war.

India that is Bharat.

Gajanan Mishra
From Life To Life

From life to life
I am wandering
And I am wandering
In this world.

This world is
Meant to achieve
Perfection and I
Myself is the perfection
Being Your part and parcel.

I am unique
Though Your part
I have my own glory
Though I am Your
Though I am Yours expression.

Gajanan Mishra
From Mid-Day To Mid-Night

From mid-day to mid-night
I count my steps that are
There on the pages of time.

Gajanan Mishra
From Morning To Night

From morning to night
From four o'clock
To ten o'clock night
I am praying You
O my dear, forgetting
Everything
I am praying You
For the welfare of all
The contents is all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
From My Belief

No one can force me
To move away from my belief.

No one can force me
To deviate from Supreme bliss.

I change only
If there is least affinity with matter.

O my dear, I know,
Matter is always active.

I know, the supreme
I know, the infinite
And that is I.

I remain fully awake always
And I have access to everything
And it is true, I have acquire integral bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
From My Shadow

From my shadow
I am different.
I am the cause of
My own shadow,
In body and
Out of body.
Shadow comes to me,
But I prefer not
To go to the shadow.
Waves of shadows,
I appreciate not.
But the clouds
Come all around me
With my mirrors.

Gajanan Mishra
From My Work

I have my own light within
I do not want any sun any moon
Or midnight or noon
I am keen to work and my work
Is mine and in my works
I want to get my pleasure
I have my own light
I have my own pleasure
O my dear, let us come
And stay here with cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
From Near

From near, very near
I am watching you.

Let me say-
You are neither
Light,
Nor the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
From One

From one
From one form to
Another
Everything is
Changing my dear.

Though changing is
Your part
You are eternal
And fixed
I know it clear.

Nobody is there
To evaluate You
My dear, no word also
Can describe who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
From Pillar To Post

From pillar to post,
I am going for the truth.
I am going with my words,
My language, my love.

I care not who is
Telling what and when
I care not anyone
Here on this earth.

I know each one is
Like me here and
In dark.
I know each one is
Helpless and unable to
Do anything.

Gajanan Mishra
From River

From the river
I learnt how to go.
From the sky
I learnt how to stay.
From the earth
I learnt how to tolerate.
From the air
I learnt how to stay detached.
From the light
I learnt how to enlighten all.
All are my teachers here,
And I salute them all.
They are really there
In my life to tell the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
From Silence

From silence
I learn so many words,
And I go forward
With my voice.

From my voice
All come together,
To know the truth
Within them.

Gajanan Mishra
From Sky To Sky

From sky to sky
I move to search
The lovely notes
Of the stars.
I find the passion
And the pain and
I hear the hark
Of the nightingale.
Here is life
In the search
That I know from
The lone autumn.
Oh, here I keep but
Surely not despair.

Gajanan Mishra
From South To North

From south to north,
Let me welcome you,
Please come on,
I am waiting here
With new rice,
Sugarcane juice,
New flowers and to
To give my hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
From Subtle To Gross

Find here
From subtle to gross.
Sound developed in to sky
If you want you can fly.
Touch developed in to air
Everything is fair.
Form developed in to fire
It is Your world, go on sir.
Taste developed in to water
I find You here in everything, my dear.
Smell developed in to earth
No death but recycling berth.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Beginning

From the very beginning
I found you here with me
I am sure you are here
Till the end.

My dear without you I know
Nothing is here
Night or day meaningless
And there is no event.

Gajanan Mishra
From the centre,
See, I am going away,
And coming back again,
But not in the same way.

My going is continuous
And it is automatic,
But my return journey
Is under my control.

I am not telling
About dead or alive,
I am not telling about
Division or whole,
I am telling about me,
That is there with time.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Morning

From the morning I see
And observe the rules
Of the east and I thanks
All here as they experienced
Peace and stability within.
No use of anything that are
Formless and hence I have
Picked up all characteristic
Features useful for humanity.
I know love is the basis
And I go with it from
The morning to tell further
The utility of truthful life
My sons and daughters are
There to follow me abroad, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Ocean

From the ocean
You have come
With nectar to
Give to the qualified.

I am here,
If you think me fit
And wish to give nectar
Give me dear.

I am committed to
Others, you know,
And I am ready to
Give everything
To others, even
My life.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Sky

I am falling from the sky,
From the sky, from the sky
I am falling, I am falling.

O bird, snatch me,
Snatch me, snatch me
If you can, if you can.

O wind, blow me,
Blow me, blow me,
If you can, blow me.

I am falling, I am falling,
I am falling, from the sky,
From the sky I am falling.

Where is the sky?
And where am I?

Gajanan Mishra
From The Sun To Sand

One after another
From the sun to
The smallest particle
Of a sand, I touch all
And arrived at this end.
You may say whatever
You like about anything,
But I am here to stand.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Very Beginning

I am taking shelter of You only
And You can only give me relief
From all fear and from You
I have received this life.

I know You have made my entry
In to my mother's womb
Through the particle of my father's semen
And from the very first night
The sperm and ovum mixed
On the fifth night the mixture
Fermented in to in to bubble
On the tenth night it developed
In to a form like a plum
And then gradually turned in to a lump of flesh
In the course of a month my head formed
At the end of two months hands feet and other limps took shape
By the end of three months nails fingers toes bodies hair
Bones skin appeared and other organs generations
And other apertures in the body the eyes
Nostrils ears mouth and anus
Within four months from the date of conception
The seven essential ingredients of the body
Blood flesh fat bone marrow semen came in to existence
At the end of five months hunger and thirst made themselves felt
At the end of six months the fetus enclosed by amnion began to move
On the right side of mother's abdomen, my breeding place
And I suffered there terribly agony because of my tenderness
There in the abdomen itself I was bitten again and again
By the hungry worms and I was unconscious moment after moment
My mother was eating bitter pungent foodstuff too salty too sour
And I suffered incessantly pains that were almost intolerable
I remained lying on the one side of the abdomen
The head turned towards belly and back and neck arched like a bow
I remained there just like a bird in a cage without freedom of movement
I could remember there all the troubles of my past one hundred births
And I grieved wretchedly
O my dear, I prayed with folded hands and was appealing to You
O my Lord, You have put me in that condition
I offered my respectful obeisances unto You
As You were there with me unaffected and changeless
You are unlimited And I perceived You in the repentant heart
I am separated from You, my Lord because of my being
In this material world of air water light earth and sky
And my qualities and senses were being misused
I am spiritual and pure see my Lord
Without Your mercy, O my dear, I can not engage myself
In Your transcendental loving service
O my dear, no one other than You can save me
O my dear, in order to get free from the threefold miseries
I am surrendering myself unto You
And pray you again here to release me from this confinement
By Your causeless mercy let me awaken to consciousness
See me I am praying with folded hands
Let me control my senses and understand my destination
That is You that is the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
From The Very Beginning I Am Here

From the very beginning
I am here, see me, if you so like.
Tell me not you are not able to see,
Tell me not you have no power to see,
Tell me not you are not willing to see.
See me my dear, I am here from
The very beginning of your arrival.
And I am here only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
From The West

Everything is coming
Not exactly coming
But I must say returning
From the west
And all they say
East or west
I am the best
And I have no time
To take rest
And I invite everybody
To come to my land
And have a test.

Gajanan Mishra
From Truth Is Born Love

From truth, love is born,
From love is born life,
Life is the truth.
Love is truth and
The truth is love itself in life.

Gajanan Mishra
From Very Birth

You are perfect
In all respect
From your very birth
That I know.

For all times
You are here
Within all
In the same position.

No next
Just accept
What is here
And it is changing time.

Time belongs to none
And it is going on on its own way.

Gajanan Mishra
From Where

From where
New things
Come from?
From where
New life
Come from?

But to search
The newness
We are to protect
The old
In its changing forms.
We are to go forward
But not at the cost of
Our own self.

Gajanan Mishra
From Where And To Where

I can do anything,
And while doing
I may not call you.

I know you are
Busy and worried.
You can call anyone
Without name.

I leave the house,
Doing and undoing anything.
And the house takes me
Anywhere.
From where and to where
I forget while going.
Gajanan Mishra
From Which Time

From which time
Poetry is coming to me
What is the shape
What is the size
Who is there to say
I am okay
And it is my wish
How many poetry I have written so far
Who is there to explain all from the start
No question no puzzle
Only poetry you can enjoy with gazelle
Nobody is here to gear
Only answer only ancient literature
Nobody is there to say anything
And there is nothing and nothing
I have eyes I can see
I have ears I can hear
I have hands I can offer
What is that that I have seen
I have heard I can offered
Nothing nothing nothing
Said the sky and it is echoing
In the air in life in the and
in the words sentences
You are uttering not uttering my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
From Within

From within
I love you,
I embrace you,
I feel you.

I am eager,
Eager to know
The truth.
The truth,
There in me.

I am the eyes,
I am also the eyelids.
I am secluded,
And I got relieved
From all pains.

Gajanan Mishra
Derive pleasure
Out of my words
And if you failed
I do agree
My fault.

Derive pleasure
from your
own act my dear.
Your acts of
sacrifice, penance
charity, fasts and
pilgrimages are really
charming and wonders.

Gajanan Mishra
From You Come

Remembrance
Knowledge
Forgetfulness
And everything.

You are the Supreme mind
Never checked by any condition
You are the cause of all causes
You are all the worlds
No one know You that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
From You Truth

From You truth emerge
And from truth-love
From love - this world.

I am in this world
And this world is within me
And You reside in my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
From You, O Poet

From you, O poet,
I have hard so many things
About me.
I am the origin
That I know,
And I know
Everything evolved
From me alone.
I am a man of
Diverse feelings,
O poet, I know,
And for me
This world is
Seen here, lo.

Gajanan Mishra
From Your Faith

Let me know you
From your faith.

You are of the nature
Of your faith.

Faith faith and faith
And it is your inner sense.

I know, my dear
As your faith, so your nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Frost

O frost
Why are you
Coming to kill me
See, My friend is here
And He wanted me here
It is His will
I am here
O frost
Your chilling influence
Will not do any harm
On me
Go back go back
Look I am here
Staying with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Frozen Sea

The sea is frozen,
And I am here
To swim in it and
Cross the border.

Nothing to fear,
But stay in alertness,
I would take you
To the place you desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fruit And Also Root

I am the fruit,
I am also the root.
I am my ultimate resort.
Everything emanates from me from my birth,
Abides in me during life and also
Merges in me at the time of death.
Past, present and future
Everything is in me.
I am the time.
I am my own universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Suffering is
The fruit of wrong action.
Wrong action is
Sin that spoils nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Fruit-Bearing

This world is fruit-bearing
You are in this world
You are not to take any fruit
Without His permission
The owner of this world
You are to do your allotted duty
As a servant of this world
And you are not here to
Expect anything in return
For doing your duty
This world is not yours
You are here in this world
For a short period
This world was there before you
Come to this world
This world will be there after
Your departure from this world
You are not the owner of this world
This world is not yours
You are in this world as a servant
And to render service for the welfare
Of all inhabitants of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Fruitfulness Of Life

Life is here
And fruitfulness of
Life is there
In the air.

I see the air
Enters in front door
Without any fear.
I fear, the air is
Going away forever.

But life is here
In the water
And the water is
Going to the sky
To know its limit.

Limitations are there,
That I know from
The very beginning
And I started my journey.

Journey on the earth
Is not so easy,
As you know my dear,
But I made it easy
With you.

With you
I want to touch the truth,
And the truth is here
In mountains and rivers
That I want to feel
In all disciplines.

We know, here,
We are all
Specially glorified.
Fruits Of Action

I am not here to pluck the mango even
I assured my mother.

Always my mother used to tell me
Never eat the mango from the tree
You planted.

Gajanan Mishra
Fuel To Fire

Fuel to fire
Who is there
To take care.

Here is nature
And there is
Law of nature.

Who has given you
Power to pass
Laws against nature?

How dare you
To calculate age
And what is the base
And say it correct?

First think yourself
And think your future
And it is strange
You are thinking
Women folk cheap
And a think of pity.

Forget and leave them
As before
Remember
No difference of
Men and women
Passing of any bill
Would be against them.

If you can provide them
Proper education to all
Teach them truth
Teach them
Respect mother
Sister daughter
There would be no rape
No murder.

Acts laws ordinances
Notifications
Rules circulars all are
Only papers.

Gajanan Mishra
Fulfill Your Wish

Fulfill your wish here, my dear,
But for this, attack not the fish,
And take care your joyful night.

Gajanan Mishra
Fulfilled Dream

Let us see the earth -
The fulfilled dream.  
The earth has everything,  
The words, the light,  
The experiences, the guide.

Let us take a guide,  
The best is the parents.  
But one should go  
With nature to know  
Something more.

More struggles,  
More water,  
More paintings,  
More outputs.

Something more is to be taken  
Into light.  
No one is an outsider  
To fight.

It is all wonder -  
The life.  
It is all life -  
The poetry.

Everything and everybody -  
Born to die  
But not poetry.  
Experience it, if  
You so like here  
In your day to day  
Activities.  
All visible and  
Also invisible  
In this  
Limitless time.
In poetry,
Each poet is
Sure to get the victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Fulfilling All Hopes

Mother, motherland and mothertongue
Are there to fulfill our hopes of life,
They are there to fulfill our dreams
And they make us wealthy.
They make our lives pleasurable,
Where there is
Mother, motherland and mothertongue,
That place is more than heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Full And Complete

Full and complete-
Nothing, part of
Full, though.
Knowledge and maturity,
Bliss and eternity
Negates all impossibility.
Ages- not to be counted,
But glories be expanded.
The truth arrived
That exist from the beginning.
And life transformed
By the perfect eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Full And Half

Full and half,
What is half?
What is full?

Half and full,
I know not
The difference.

But I know
It is half
It is also full.

What I know
That I can't say.

But I can say
I live
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go round and round
In full circle.
Go, go, go..
Go round and round
Till you settle down.

There at the prayer place
You are to stay.
Go, go, go..
Go round and round
Till you are on the ground.

I want to see with you
Not the sky but the ocean,
I want to move every direction,
I want not any dissolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Dark, Full Dark

Full dark, full dark,
Where is the road?
How to escape?

What sound is it?
What is its kind?
Is it really dreadful
Or it is pleasant
How we are here
And who has sent!

No web, no network,
No face, no look.
It is all full dark
And full dark.
Are we one or two or many?

Gajanan Mishra
Full Entity

Let me say here it is
The full entity.

Here it is defeat
Here it is victory.

Delightful facets
please proceed as refuge.

No despair please
With you, see, divine grace.

Never feel miserable
Every body is wonderful.

Enrich your strength
By remembering all good.

Realize all powerful and the whole truth
Enjoy the world with love in full.

Gajanan Mishra
O poet
Write your poem
In full form
In such a manner
Using such words
In such language
In such style
That I can easily
Know you and
Your intention
Behind all.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Identification

Identification and
Identity are not the same.
I may identify
Without taking the help of
Any identity.
The identity may not be
Correct in giving
Full identification.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Is Full

Full is full,
Whole is whole,
Miracle is life.
Life is life
With all fullness,
All whole-ness.

Life purified
With love,
Love purified
With truth.
Life is nothing
But the truth.

It is all light,
It is all sweet.
It is life,
It is love,
It is truth.
We are all in one.

We are full,
We are whole,
We are in joy.
We are the nectar,
We are here,
We are to prosper.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Is Not Half

Half is not full,
Full is full
And not half.
Half and half
Makes full.
Full and full
Makes full.
Full is the only truth.
It is all full.
From full comes full,
From full you can take full.
The question of half
Does not arise
In the area of full.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Knowledge

Full knowledge
Full knowledge of Truth
Is with You
My dear poet
And I know
Your words never
Become untrue
Whatever you
Predicted my dear
All are experiencing
In details here
You are cent percent
Perfect and you are
Able to know past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Knowledge Of Everything In Prefection

To rule the earth,  
You have to earn  
Full knowledge  
Of everything  
In perfection.

You must not act  
As a puppet  
In the hands of  
Selfish interest.

Do everything  
Out of your own good will,  
You should not have  
Any ideology of your own,  
But you are to follow  
The principle of  
All welfare of the people.

Create a program  
That is acceptable,  
That is applicable  
By everyone  
At every place.

Gajanan Mishra
I see the full moon
In the sky
Surrounded by stars.

I have my own
Truth consciousness
And direct experience with You.

O my dear, I am unable to
Describe all that here
But I am sure I am not a man of failure.

Knowing Truth on this earth
Is not easy
My dear, I know that.

And I am here
To tell You everything clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Full moon and new moon,
Always it is one and
I can say with you,
I cannot distinguish
Between the two.
With due respect again
I can say you right
The ocean and the sky
Is one and same for us.
We can do whatever we like
Anyway here or there
And we can measure the life
That is being killed
By the truth itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Moon Is There

Full moon is there
In new moon.
And the gallery
Is empty.

Since my birth
I am waiting
For the night
But no night
Is here.

I am singing
With the bird,
But the bird is
Flying away eastward
Leaving me in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Motion

This rose shows right path
In right direction.

I am not jealous the rose
Rose is with me alldays.

Come with a rose to win
Come with a rose to take
Whtever you like.

You are the only rose
And I am drinkng with you
The life poison in full motion
And moving in right direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Affection

Smiles
Full of affection
Words
As sweet as nectar
My dear, I see You here.

You are shining
You are moving
My dear, You are
Enjoying the world
That is there.

More and more
Material words are there
And there is smile
And there is words
Without love powerless-nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Anxieties

I am full of anxieties
Here in this material planet
I am full of anxieties
I am always afraid of
Birth death disease and old age
I am always afraid of.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Anxieties - This World

Full of anxieties -
This material world.
Full of vices -
This life.
War, killing, pestilence,
Famine and more
Unwanted calamities
Are here always.

How to stay alive -
A great question.
True to the self,
True to your life,
My dear men, and
Stay blessed always.

Gajanan Mishra
I am full of anxieties
Here in this material planet
I am full of anxieties
I am always afraid of
Birth death disease and old age
I am always afraid of.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Contradiction

Full of contradiction,
Confusion - The poet.
Still, ready to confront
All problems in life.

Protect and
Engaged in useful works -
The poet, still,
failed to understand anything.

Unified but
Detached - the poet.
Enjoy and renounce
Everything always.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Danger

See the life path here
Material miseries are here
Troubles disturbances are here
Losses and gains are all painful here
Attachment detachment all illusions
Smile cries joys sorrows all conditioned
No realization no devotion
Life is here now like wayward son
O my dear, take life not easy
It is full of danger, here
When you are not Truth conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Distresses

Full of distresses-
This life,
Not true.

Unwanted,
Temporary,
And a dream-
This life,
Not true.

All true,
It is all the truth-
No matter,
For a moment.

A moment is sufficient
To recognize the light.

And in light
One can know
What is what
Here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Faults

You are the product of this earth
And being the product you are full of faults
It is your foolishness when you said you are perfect and faultless.
You are full of faults and you can not conquer anybody or anything
You are not the truth and truth would destroy you
You are your own enemy and you belong to nobody.
You are always quarreling with you, mind it and
You are destroying yourself being not in truth mercy austerity charity
And you are always everywhere in the mode of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Flaws

This life involves
Full of flaws,
Full of sins,
Full of defects
That are all endless.
I know all these and
Still I am declaring
Myself all wise,
And saint and pious.
I know my passion,
My desire are at
The root of all sins
And as such I am in dark
And I am in ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Grace

I need a heart
Full of grace
I need a man
Ready to serve
The man I need
Is surely supreme
The man I need
Is the super cream.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Holes

Though, I am not here
To pick holes in any one,
Yet I am here to point out,
See, your own ship
That is in deep sea,
Full of holes.

My own home is in fire,
And fire is in me,
Though I am cautious,
I am burning, no ash is
Here to seen and I
Failed to jumped over
The ship that is sinking.

I hope, some one is there,
To do something for the sake
Of the sea or the air
Itself stop there for the sake
Of the sky or I myself
Will comeout from the house
To declare, worry not friends,
Nothing is there to happen.

Anyhow we are to reach
At the end, we know though
No such place is there.
We know return journey is
Not possible from here and
Hence we move forward reckoning
Ourselves as the best sailors
And we all together know our
Own strength, nothing to blame.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Light

Full of light is my life
And I am here in this light
In the junction of Titilagarh
You are with me, my dear
Find me, in the sky alight
Come on and see me
In the balcony and in open
Field under this sky, my dear
I am accepting You
I am embracing You
I am speaking with You
I am sitting together with You
I am resting with You
And see me in this affectionate
And intimate association with You
We are purified by this process
We both are perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Love

You are full of love
You are full of joy
You get all the things
Wish for
You enjoy great experiences
And what not
With all your wishes
With all your cries
With all your fights
With all your love
You build an universe
Around you.

Sorrows never know your door
Pressures never become your boomerang
Time never becomes your boss
Wealth never becomes your favorite
O my dear you are showing a different
Path of life full of joy full of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Love- This World

Full of love-
This world.
Lovely flowers,
Lovely creatures,
Lovely water flows,
Lovely air blows,
Lovely sky,
Lovely life.
Come and enjoy-
This world.
Beautiful fragrant
Flowers are there,
Come and see
Within the circles
Of stars.
Melodious songs
Are there, hear
And go on
With life.
Dance, clap hands,
Accept everything
That are there
With you.
The love, the truth-
This world.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Merit

My order of life
Attractive, rich
Full of honor
And praise.

Throughout my life
I am with Your name
You have shown me the dream
And it is You to give
In it a touch of reality.

I am not afraid of
Anything here
I know everything is You
And I am here in You
Only to be remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Pebbles

Full of pebbles -
Life, road.
And I am here
To forgive
All peccadillo.

I support
Forgive and forget
To live
In peace.

No peacetime
Is here with us.
But we need peace
And we are peaceful.

We are peacemaker
And we are busy
In peacemaking.

Peccadillo - trifling offence

Gajanan Mishra
Full Of Rapture

Full of rapture - heart
Though not perceived
Hidden love.

Motionless portrait
In clear companion
It is garlanded.

No confusion with
The rising sun
Divine blessing
But the nature.

Fear not, come on
O my dear, remember
It is the fate, in touch
With our transcendent love.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here,
And this place
Is full of tourists.
So many kinds,
So many shapes,
So many colors,
So many behaviors,
Differ from
One to another.
Sounds walks, talks,
Sitting, sleeping,
Eating, all are
Different from
One another.
Difference is also
Not there from
Reality and dreams.
Really I am fortunate
To visit this place,
And It is my first
And also this last
In this form
At this time.
I know I have
Nothing to do but
To enjoy in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Platter

Full Platter
But we have to
Manage somehow.

We have to go
Far and far
But not far
From the near
And dear.

Spreading kindness
And happiness
We have to stay
Firm at our place.

Love and strike
The red carpet is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Politics

Not simple
Full politics.
Attention fixed
No thought about
Any other things
But politics.

What you say
What you do,
True though
Young men,
Not acceptable.
Not simple
But full politics.

Danger is within
Not from outside,
Security measure
Tightened, nothing
To worry, here
All are ready
To fight
Openly no one is
Seen in open field.

Read what is written
On the wall,
Read what is being
Written by you.
Read what will be
Written on truth.

Alarm bell is on,
But belief not
What is there,
Travel, if you so like
Through the words
Through the actions
That are yours.
Full Right

I have full right
To use my language,
And not any other.
My language can be
Use in all
Or any purpose.
If you are there
To serve me in
Any manner and you want
Some earning, you must
Use my language or leave
Or quit the place,
Another one can take
The charge for the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Right To Body

Full right to body
You can not side-track
The question who am I.

You can not say certainly
Male or female
And what you say
Potentially inaccurate.

Torture abuse
No meaning
No blue line
No pink line
No masculine
No feminine.

Let me choose
My own identity
I have full right
To my body
I have full right
To my body
I am a human being
Human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Seven Days

Full seven days
You are to live
Your life
Will not exceed
Beyond seven days
Names of seven days
You know better
Need not explain here
Go with seven days
In devotion and see
Your self where you are
Don't feel awkward
You are bigger than
Anything that is there
To exceed seven days
You are to give them
Their dues
They are the materials of
Your building not
The building itself
You are in the building
Without bricks cements sands
Go for that morning
And evening full seven days
Full seven days are
Not Yours my dear
They are for You
And You are to overtake them
With due procedure
In devotion by giving
Everything that are with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Stop

Death is not the full stop,
here or hereafter, rather,
It is a continuation of
the life further and further.

Death is a new beginning, and
Death is the expansion of life
towards growth, hard to soft,
Seen to unseen, imperfection to perfection.

I love it as because it loves me
I am going towards death as
the death itself is coming to me,
I love death as I love myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Strength Full Fame

Full strength full fame
Wealth knowledge beauty
And renunciation all are
Here with You I know
O my dear and I know
You are present here
I accept you whole
You are acting here alone
Only for me with
Full strength with full fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Full Tight

It is river
Here there is no water

It is sky
Here there is no space

It is day
Here there is no light

It is odisha
Here there is no odia

What to say fight
nutbolt full tight.

Gajanan Mishra
Full With Power

Full with power,
All knowledge,
All energy,
All opulence,
All renunciation,
All beauties,
All full, full all,
Full with all
Desirable all joyful.
It is life,
Within life.
At home and
Away from home,
All for doom.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully Aware

I am fully aware of
Your presence, my dear
I know it is Your mercy
Upon me
I belong to You
That I know
I never thought
Anything mine
I know giving
And taking has
No meaning with
Your presence
I am confirmed
I am in a better
Position with You
You are in my
Truthfulness I know
And I know You are
In Truth You are Truth
I am fully aware
Of Your presence
Here there for
Better and better care.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully Equipped

A man is
Fully equipped
With everything.

Dear men,
Beg not anything
To anyone here
Or there.

Feel not
Incomplete
At any time
Anywhere.

Fear not, fear not,
No one is there
To do any harm.

Gajanan Mishra
**Fully Good**

Fully good,
This life.
We are to
Maintain it.
We are to
Learn protest.
We are to fight
For justice.
We are to take steps
For the spread of
The truth.
This life is
Fully good.
We are alive
With love
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully In Love

No satiation,
No retirement,
No feeling of fatigue
And nothing like that
With one who is
In good and
That is never old,
Fully in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully Joyful

Fully joyful You are
That I know here there
And You are successful
In Your creation, my dear
And You are giving all
What they desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully Satisfied

I am fully satisfied see
I am not agitated.

Whatever I am getting I am eating
Small quantity great quantity
Palatable stale no matter
With great respect with negligence
During day or at night
No feeling is with me.

I eat what is easily available
Likewise to cover my body
I use whatever is available
Whether it be silk linen cotton
Bark or anything
I know everything is my destiny.

Sometime see me I lie on the surface
Of the earth sometimes on leaves
Grass or stone sometimes on pile of ashes
Sometimes by the will of others
In a place on a first-class bed with pillows
I know it is all Your will, my dear.

I am satisfied with all
As I know nothing is under my control.

I travel all over the world here there
I think myself a king a beggar
My dear, see me here
On the back of an elephant
Or on a chariot or a horse
And I think nothing special.

Gajanan Mishra
Fully Surrendered

A great great soul
Is very very rare.

A great soul
Fully surrendered
Is very very rare.

Transcendental knowledge
In devotional service
Is very very rare.

Devotional service
In transcendental knowledge
Is very very rare.

Living entity is in
Loving service
Without artificial covering
Is rare and rare.

Conviction carry point of ecstasy
Elevate to the stage of transcendental love
After purity is not rare not rare
Genuine attachment in firm faith is rare, rare.

Gajanan Mishra
Fun Place

Fun place-
This earth,
Where we are
Living with family.
Here is the ocean,
Here is the desert,
Here is the water,
Here is the fire.
Here, we are living,
Here, we are dying.
Death is co common
Life life.
No difference is there
In between going and coming.

Gajanan Mishra
Fun-Love

Fun-love,
Enjoy in life
And struck with wonder.
Leave the fingerprint
On the body of time,
And measure the rope,
Not sufficient to
Bind the air and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Funny- Everything

Funny business,
Funny everything,
Funny everybody
Here I see.
The men, the things
That are here with us.
Funny the king,
And he is busy
In funny business.
He is dancing
On national high way,
And no one is there to see.
He is singing
Before the deaf,
He is eating nothing,
He is taking nothing.
The king is great,
The king is innocent,
The subjets are crying.
The king is laughing.
Funny is there in his laugh,
In his dance, in his walk.
The king is talking,
Talking not in the language
Of the subjects,
But enjoying life
With the tax-money of
The people at large,
The people, the subjects are
Thankful to the king,
As the king takes pain
To utter something for them.
Funny everything,
Funny everybody
Here on this land.
Funny is worship,
Funny is fighting,
Funny is very living.
Funny Idiots, Tolerate Me.

Tolerate me,
Funny idiots,
I am only for you
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Furious Really

This hand to look at
Furious really
This time
That coming to me.
My helpless body
See here lying
In the fire
Without hesitation
And I am just
Looking at it.
From my childhood
I am trying to go
To the playground
But in vain
I am being checked
By the hands
That is furious here.
I am mocking at me
And I am dumbfounded
With the hands
That is empty
That is unseen.

Gajanan Mishra
Further And Further

It is the Heaven
that we live in.
It is the morning Sun
that we dream.

We are not fool
We are full.

We are the soul
that is the whole.

We are the spirit
that is sure.
It is the bodycloth
that we wear.

We love eachother
Look through the posture
Come to greet eachother
Start to go
Further and further.

Gajanan Mishra
Future

Introspection is a must
To see the fault.
We are to see our
Own faults
And not others
We are our future.

Gajanan Mishra
Future And Present

Who knows
What is there
In future?
Future is always
There as uncertain
And unsure and obscure.
Who knows
The dreams are
So sweets,
But life
More than that.
Just taste
The present
With its contents.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Course

See me
I am unaffected
In day in night
In air in water.

See me
I do not feel dejected
I do not feel elevated
In success in failure
I am equanimous.

I have power
To remain unaffected
By failure
By success
I know success
And failure is
Not under my control.

My dear, I am yours
I can say this proudly
And it is you to
Decide future course.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Fate

Future fate,
Who knows!
It is not like
That of solar
Or lunar eclipses.

But I can see
What is going on here.
I can do that is possible,
I can talk lovely words,
And I can be a faithful one.

I cannot close the matter,
As the starting point
Is not at my disposal.
I can go ahead, though,
Following all statuses and orders.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Happiness

Future happiness
Is in your hands.

You are to enjoy
This or that.

See this is dog
And that is ass
You are to choose
Your own standard.

Where is knowledge
In between who is
There to say in
Clear words, my dear.

I fear, the practicability
Of the matter here.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Life

Future life
Future life
Who has seen it.

Who has seen it
One's own light
Who has declared a fight.

What is that fight
And what its purpose
That We know not.

It is the present
It is the future
That was in the past.

Certainly you can say
I am not ignorant.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Of

Future of humanity, see
Here at present before you
Human being born as man
With capacity to be a God
With capacity to be a demon
Future of humanity is
In the hand of a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Future Proving

No establishment
No future proving
And nothing.

And nothing
Besides love
Here with you and me.

No future proving
Of love here
At this time.

I remains
Only yours
And you mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Future, Present And Past

I am hard
You are soft.
I am dark
You are light.
I am here
You are there.
But one is waiting
For us, that is fight.
You are my heart
You have the pulse.
You are my present
You are also my present
And also my past.
Let us stay till last.

Gajanan Mishra
Gaa Na

Gaa na geeta.
Kemiti gaiba
Mu para padhuchhi
Mo kabita!
Suna mo kabita
Aau kuha dichari pada
Suni sarila pare.
Tuma kathare
Achhi jabanara aushadha.
Tuma kathare
Andhara hatiba.
Tuma sabdare aacharya
Achhi priya,
Hei dekha, pakhi aasi
Basi padichhi sei dalare,
Patragudika halai deha
karuchhanti swagata.

Gajanan Mishra
Gachha Pari

Gachha pari bancha
Gotie bi sabda na uchhari
Sabhinku sabu dia..

Gajanan Mishra
Gain and security
Find it only in love,
Always absorb yourself
In love, my dear, and
See this world of
Fire and water is
Full of nectar.
Everything is
Attainable here
And for this you
Have to penetrate
Your intellect fully
But with love and
Know the truth in reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Gain Is There

Gain is there,
Where there is pain-
Is not always true.

Gajanan Mishra
Gain Knowledge

Gain knowledge
and be a man,
Man of truth,
Man of speechless.
Keep your eyes
Close and shed tears.
Show your love,
Love of life,
Love for life.
Life is there
In love,
In truth,
In knowledge.
We are in life's college.

Gajanan Mishra
Gain Nothing

Gain nothing,
I said, though,
In so many things.
Done, works,
In so many ways,
But no danger
Of being unsuccessful,
As I know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Gained Everything

Gained everything
Nothing remains
To be attained.

Know Him and
Nothing remains
To be known.

Realized truth
You find no false
Remained.

Gajanan Mishra
Gaining Good

Gaining good
by losing bad.
Practice is needed
for getting gain
and also for losing badness.

To clean the room
at regular interval
is a necessity.
If you left the room
Dirt would be accumulated
On its own.

Gajanan Mishra
Gaining Political Power

Is not the end of life
Filling the belly is
Not the mark of success.
Increasing of age does not
Mean you are man of wisdom.

Alas, the earth is now
Crowded with corrupt population.
Mountains and forest are
Not save to go and stay.
Nature is ruptured
O my dear, think yourself
And your future
And do what you think proper.

Gajanan Mishra
Gaining This

Gaining this,
Gaining that,
Does not mean
There is no
Greater gain
Than this
Or than that.
What you attained,
That is nothing,
Anyway, satisfied.
Think always,
You are in right
Position here,
And live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Gains Of Human Life

Gains of human life
To attains Truth
Truth is real.

Without truth
Knowledge of languages
Scripts, arts, literature
Sciences are in vain.

Without Truth
Everything is wrong
Wrong is error
Error leads to fall.

It is Truth
By which one can discriminate
Between real and unreal
Between gain and loss
Between bondage and liberation.

If not in truth
You possessed a delusive nature
Without rhyme and reasons
And you trouble others.

Search for truth
Go with truth
And live a fruitful life
Without any loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra

Gajanan Mishra
You know
What and where
Gajanan Mishra
Good, better and best
I swear.

Gajanan Mishra
I know
Who and when
Gajanan Mishra
Love and loved
Now and then.

Gajanan Mishra
Is not yours
But my name
And remember
I do not want
Any name and fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Is here to shows
Right path
Gajanan Mishra
Takes a bow and
Needs no worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra Is Dead

Gajanan Mishra is dead.

One asked; are you sure?
Another said; you have committed a mistake.
Yet another added; My God, no one can believe it.

Gajanan Mishra declared; take it or leave it.

Oh no, all said at the same time.
Some said; we knew Mr Mishra from his childhood.
Some other added; we should remember Mr Mishra as he is.
Yet some other declared; Let us pray for the deceased.

But it is autumn, How can you say Mr Mishra is dead!
See, and discover Mr Mishra in your album.

I, as Gajanan Mishra make myself placed at the top of the hill
And told all, see I am here.
But no one is ready to hear, though said, it is disgrace.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra Is Speaking

Gajanan Mishra is speaking,
Be attentive and hear him,
Please listen with care
What he is going to say
About the chameleons and
The land and language;

That Gajanan is saying
He cared not the chameleons
But he cared the language.
It is his love and not ego.

That Gajanan is not selfish
To hoard the emotion of others.
He feels the love as
Spirit of all freedom.

Gajanan Mishra has never seen
Language as a vehicle for love.
Gajanan Mishra revolts against
Oppression that is taking away
His love, love for language and life.

Language is his life reiterated
Gajanan Mishra in an open interview
And express his revolutionary
Feeling of language and own land.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajia Bhue (Kosli)

Tale andhan
Upre jue
Ghuri buluchhe
Gajia bhue.
Gajia bhue kie?
Pacharauchha kanje?
He munushta
Tamar bhitre achhe
Tamke jue thi pudauchhe.
Sat katha ta jue.
Sat kahele chhati phatuchhe!
Kan karba hethi Gajia bhue!

Gajanan Mishra
Gambling

What is that, 
That gambling?  
And it is for what? 
Gaining and winning 
Are not the same, 
It is identified 
With losing and defeating.

Life is not conditional, 
Life is absolute. 
Doubtless, we are here 
To accept it in full. 
It is the pure truth, 
It is to accept and 
Not to refuse.

Gajanan Mishra
Game

It is a game
Between you and me
And it is fact
We both lose
And admit defeat
And we both enjoy
by self-declaration
We won.

It is a game
And it cannot be
Explained as before
We both responsible
For any loopholes
And become fools
It is a game
We are in shame
It is not being
Played and nobody
Can say successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Game Is

Positive thought
Positive action
Do not serve
without negative
connection.

You are positive
You are negative
I am neutral
Who is there
I cannot say
I am not liberal
I cannot say
Game is not final.

Gajanan Mishra
Game Of Words

Give me a chance
To go out with
This game of words.
I know the words
And spellings are
Here to make
Me wonder.
The black, the red,
The blue, the green
All have special meanings.
Life with words means
Dressing in brilliant colours
And number is the sign there
In the path of existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Game On

Game on, come on, my dear.  
You are allowed.

Go with your own  
Master plan, my dear,  
At each nook and corner  
Spreading your messages  
That you are here  
And here for all times.

Who cares?  
And that has no answer.

No answer  
And I am busy  
All days  
Only in questions.

Gajanan Mishra
Gandhamardan - Paradise

O Gandhamardan
You are really fantastic paradise
You are here in between
Eighty two and fifty four
East Longitude and
Twenty and fifty four
North latitude
You are composed of a
Cluster of hills with
Altitudes varying between
Six hundred and one thousand five
Metres above the sea level.

O Gandhamardan
You are with Bender Butel
Chalidilli Chhatradandi
Potpani Thuta hills and with over
Thousands plants species
Full of medicinal properties
Asparagus racempsus, Celatrus paniculata
Chlorophytum arundinaceum, acostus speciosus
Cureculigo orchioides  etc etc
And also several perennial streams
Are with you
You floristic composition
Is realy remarkable in
Diversity and luxuriance.

O Gandhamardan
You are the symbol of Sanjivani
Life saving of all
Hanuman the great grand God
Of India has brought you from
The Himalayas and people say
You are part of that mountains
It is your mythological connection
You are here from Tretaya Yuga
Of Lord Ramachandra.
You are the perennial sources of life
For all with deep forestry, bouxite
Water fresh air and you are really
The paradise specifically Ayurvedic
Paradise of this earth
Presently O Gandhamardan you
Provides direct livelihood to
More than twenty thousand families
And indirectly you caters to livelihood
Of lakhs of families around you.

O my great Gandhamardan you
have the attractive powers and
You attracted different poets
Writers, philosophers saints sages
Physicians etc etc and they all
Praise you a lot as a source of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Gandhi

Called him Gandhi
and see what he is doing.
Give a name Gandhi
and see what is happening.
Gandhi is still here with us,
Gandhi has no birth
Gandhi knows not the mystery of
cycling and re-cycling
the process of life.
Gandhi is in love
Gandhi is in truth
Gandhi loves non-violence.
Called him Gandhi and see
you have own your enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Gandhi - A Symbol

Gandhi..!

What is that?

Actually
I want to know,
The components
Or to say -
The ingredients.

Okay,
It does not matter,
If you are
Not interested to say.
But I doubt
Your knowledge.

I am not sure
Where you are,
It is also a fact,
I am not sure
About myself.

But I am
Putting question
That has some merits.
And that's important
For future reference.

Let us forget Gandhi.
But Gandhi is here, see.

And it is light
With uncountable colors.

Are you not able
To see?

Worry not, my dear,
I am here
With Gandhi
On my own land
With my own language
In the court of justice.

Gajanan Mishra
If the word Gandhi
Is there in
Your first name,
Or middle name
Or Surname,
Be sure,
You are going to
Get a vote.

But if you are there
To misuse the word
Gandhi by artificially
Using it to get
Some benefits,
I am sure
You are going to
Destroy yourself.

Gandhi is fire,
Gandhi is the truth,
Gandhi is non-violence,
Gandhi is simplicity,
Gandhi is surrendering everything,
Gandhi is universal brotherhood,
Gandhi is peace,
Gandhi is Gandhi, know Gandhi.
Recognize Gandhi, true Gandhi.

Gandhi is a culture,
Gandhi is nature,
Gandhi is peaceful atmosphere,
For Gandhi, we are here,
For Gandhi, Our sky is clear,
Gandhi is the savior,
Gandhi is the savior,
Gandhi is life's best scriber.

Gajanan Mishra
Gandhi And Richard Attenborough

Gandhi- the nectar,
Richard Attenborough,
You have tasted that nectar.
How can you die here?

Richard Attenborough.
You have made Sir Ben Kingsley,
New Gandhi and role model
and showed the present human beings
What a life would be.

I salute you, Richard Attenborough
as because you have
made the Truth and non-violence
so acceptable by all men of the world
showing the power therein reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Gandhism

I know it through
The Geeta and morning prayer,
I know it through
Brotherhood and humanity.
I know it through
Non-violence and peace.
I know it through
Minimum requirement of life.
I know it through faith
And love and truth
And the innocency
That is in you.
I know it where there
Is absence of falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Gangadhar Meher

O my dear poet, listen there, listen here,
I know you are rising all around.
You are rising on the earth,
You are rising in the sky,
You are rising with the fresh air,
You are rising with pure water,
To give nectar to all creatures.
The beggars the dictators all go
But you are there for all times
With the sorrows and with the happiness
You are there for all times with all
So long as there is the moon and the sun in the sky,
So long as there is a language with the bird that fly,
So long as there is a life on the earth with smile and with cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Gap Is There

Gap is there,
Just come and see,
Watch and enter
Into the centre.

What is there
In the centre
That I can say
After your entry.

Deliver no speech,
At this time, please.

You are not the original
Creator to show any new thing.

You are not the foolish one
To keep mum after this.

Gajanan Mishra
Garam Darkar  ??? ????? (Kosli)

Garam darkar,
Thanda nain.
Muin bhal paesi jiban,
Surya ke upabhog karsi,
Chandra ke bhi.
Janichen, surya ke chhadi
Chandrara artha nein.

Sat ke jaanbarkaje
Muin chesta karucheen aaru
Sat ta mor bhitre.

Muin munush manke bhal paensi
Munush upre lekhbarke
Mate bhal laagsi.
Mate darkar bhal paebar ta
Aaru prakrutira samarthan.

Muin saphalatake upbhog karsi kintu
Biphalatake nein karen khatir.

Ulti aahuri jor karsi kabar.

Phal paebar lagi, sat laagi,
Jiban laagi, munush laagi.
Muin bhal paesi jibana
E maati. muin janichhen
Muin maaet aae aaru kichhu nein se.

In Brhmi script or lipi;

??? ?????
????? ???? ?

???? ?? ?????
???? ?

????????? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Gardener

I am a gardener
Love flowers
Love fruits
Are there
In my garden
That can not be
Crushed by
Hate hammer.

Gajanan Mishra
Garland

Garland and heaven
Under the umbrella of life.

Life is on royal throne,
Treasurer is love
And truth.

And truth, see me
In air and in water
And also in light.

For life
Name and fame
Not necessary.

Valuable body,
Valuable time,
Valuable our relationship.

Gajanan Mishra
Garnering Seeds

I am on the cycle
And garnering the seeds
Of next poetry.
My thoughts are
The hotch-potch pots,
Wherein, find so many
Colorful words with
So many meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
Gatakali Mu (Odia)

Gatakali mate
Jara dharithila
Kintu aaji
Thik achhi.

Jara boile tume
kana bujha, jane na.
Kintu, jara mate
Dharithila, daktar kahila.

Daktar upadesh dele
Bahuta kintu mu
Palana kariparili nahin.
Tume kahi pariba nahin-
Mo durbalata,
Karana, mu nuhen
Daktar thile
Sagadagulare.

Gajanan Mishra
Gates Of Hell

Gates of hell are
Lust anger and greed
Escaped these gates
And reach at supreme Truth
Supreme Truth is heaven
Here you are residing
My dear I know
And I have to attain.

Gajanan Mishra
Gather

Gather
Gather what your
predecessors honored.

Realize
Realize and remember
You are my son and for all.

I know you have
Universal eyes and offer prayer
From the body-fortress of precious jewels.

Gajanan Mishra
Gatisheela  ?????? (Odia)

Gatisheela-
Jibana, samaya
Aau sabu kichhi.
Aame ethi
Satyara manchare.
Kana karibaa,
Kipari karibaa,
Ketebele karibaa
Aau aame janu
Kana satya.
Preama aamara
Neuchhi jatna.
Aau ethi sethi
Aame swachha suddha.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??????
????, ????
?? ?? ?? ?
??? ???
????? ????? ?
?? ??????,
????? ?????,
????? ???????,
?? ??
?? ???? ?
????? ?????
????? ??? ?
?? ??? ?
????? ?????
??? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gauchhi Geeta (Odiaa)

Mu maruchhi aau maruchhi
Ethare lokanka sahita,
Kintu gauchhi tuma sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Gaze Upon The Poets

Gaze upon the poets
Who is coming with
New poems with new vision.
Poet's happiness caused
Your eyes wide upon
Come on come on come on.

Gaze upon the poets
Poets are there as before
Cheerful with smiling glances
And ever free of fatigue
In spite of all distress
And material activities.

Gaze at the poets as they are
The real source of inspiration in life's creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
Gazed At Sight

Without having soul
Dacait came and love
I being a saint
Gazed at the sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Gear Reversed

Gear reversed,
Car traversed.
All nothing,
Fulfilled dreams.

All bridged,
Nothing crisped.
Crockery fine,
All in love line.

Love cross in mind,
All in the crust.
Cryptogram be studied,
And the goal is to be achieved.

Gajanan Mishra
Gems Of Life

My words are gems of life
Understand and make use of it.

Life is yours
Enjoyments yours.

To guide you
My words do.

Gajanan Mishra
Gender Equality

Door is opened
You may go inside
The shrine
To perform puja.
The temple is
For all,
The God is for all.
God is one for
Both men and women.
Thanks, Puspa Kevadkar
And Priyanka Jagtap
You are the real brigade
Of Bhumata mahila-
Bhumata- mother earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Gender Equality- Door Is Opened

Door is opened
You may go inside
The shrine
To perform puja.
The temple is
For all,
The God is for all.
God is one for
Both men and women.
Thanks, Puspa Kevadkar
And Priyanka Jagtap
You are the real brigade
Of Bhumata mahila-
Bhumata- mother earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Genealogy

Going with the genealogy
I reached at the truth
That is one and the same
For all here.

Seeing the overflowing of love
We all danced and sang
And thrilled with emotion
That is there within us.

Recognizing the purity and
The holiness everywhere
I stayed for a while
With my breath.

Watering the garden is a must
That I know from my own
Experiences and started
Writing for the benefit of all.

Really my journey to You
O my dear, is beautiful and
Joyful at this time and You
Allowed me to perceived everything.

Gajanan Mishra
General

No singular no plural
You are only general
And general have no power.

Gajanan Mishra
General Franchise

No value,
Not profitable.
Still then,
General franchise
Is in use.
Money and power
Has some value,
And cared by the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Gentle And Sweet

Life -
Gentle and sweet.

Words -
Nectar-like and flawless.

Earth -
Full of love.

Time -
With potency and bliss.

Let us enjoy life
Without any hurdles.
Let us render service
Without taking anything.
Let us detach ourselves
From material associates.

Gajanan Mishra
Gentle Smile

Made me perplexed.
And fear
Made me trembled.
I remained
Rapt in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Gentleman And Evil Man

Anus is
Anus
Mouth is
Mouth
Gentleman is
Gentleman and
Evil man is
Evil man
As
North is
North
And South is
South.

Gajanan Mishra
Genuine Person

Discover actual person
To be consulted
And get success.

Keep contact with
The genuine one
Who knows the truth.

Stay free from
All contamination,
You would get help
From all truthful one.

Keep no difference
Between your own
Words and actions
Here always.

Gajanan Mishra
Gergerur's Mother

Gergeru's mother Sarabani is no more
You can not find her here or there.
If you ask Ukia, mother of Hundukudu
She can explain in details
You can not find Ukia any more
Here or there also
Both Sarabani and Ukia are now
Out of dream out of morning.

You can not find anything
In the search of mother's mother's mother
What you would find we are nobody to beg for it
If the crow would come and told us
The history and geography then we are in doldrums
I am not asking You about the village that are
Near Chanria Hills
Hear me, here in my words yu can find the seeds
That would grow in to a big tree with flowers
With fruits and that give you atleast shadows.

Gajanan Mishra
Germs And Viruses

Germs and viruses
are everywhere.
How to stay
and where?
Be not envy,
But what can
you do, it is
your nature.
You have no
control over your
own nature and
you are darkening
your own future.
Leave me I am better here.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Connected

Get connected
With the truth
And see
The tie with
Falsehood is
Cut off.

I know you,
You are my love.
I want to
Hear you,
Read you,
Think of you.

You are my divine love,
You are the eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Everything

Get everything,
Everything is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Light

Know the truth,
And know life.
Love all and
Get light.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Light From Your Own Mother Language

Get light from your own mother language,
You mother language is as brilliant as the sun,
My dear men go with your mother language and
Lost not your vision.

Timeless wisdom is there
In your mother language.
Mother- the incarnation of God,
Mother language is the Ultimate truth.

The way of perfection is there
In mother language.

Mother language is the ripen fruits
That has the nectar of life.

All welfare are there
In the language of your mother, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Me

Get me, my dear
By reading my poems
By hearing and seeing me
At this time, in this form
Of human being before you.
See, I am here
For all times, I am here to
Enlighten your vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Not Anything

Get not anything
At the cost of other's lives.
Maintain properly
Your routine life
And stay contented.
Stay free from vioces,
Go not anywhere
By your whims.
But wait and see,
The truth and falsehood.
Stay far away from
All sense gratification.
Go not downwards by
Doing evil to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Out Of The Clutches Of Illusion

Know the earth,  
Know the truth,  
Realize the self and  
Understand the world  
And get out of  
The clutches of illusions.  
Friends, you are all  
Under the protection of  
Divine nature.  
Worry not no harm  
Can be done by anyone.  
You are the original, dear,  
All good qualities are with you,  
Light the lamp within.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Real Freedom

Get real freedom in love
Get real freedom in truth.
The two- love and truth
Are the basis of life '
Life is nothing but freedom
Do whatever you like
And know that the fruit of action
Are there in your actions.
Go not anywhere and stay
With yourself, my dear,
Know that you are everything
And one by one you are crossing over
All problems and all borders
And reaching at the truth with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Refreshed

Get refreshed
With a prayer.
Feel happy
With ever-existent.
You are immutable
You are eternal.
Rise above,
Rise above.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Rid Of Defects

Perceive defects
Within you, my dear
And try to
Get rid of those defects.

You are your preceptor
O my dear, you are to
Preach the gospel to you,
Mind it, you are your ruler.

You are to conquer yourself
In body, senses, mind and intellect,
And renounce your dependence
Mind it, you are free from blemish.

Realize, O men, You are the Truth
And You are nothing but the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Rid Of Your Own Evil

Get rid of your own evil,
and be free from all defects.
It is love and love
True love is there where
there is truth.
Truth is far from
fear and doubt.
Be in love and in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Set To Bloom

Get set to bloom,
Get set to bloom,
Life is not for gloom,
Not for gloom.

Listen the music
Of love, my dear.
In life, there is
Nothing to fear,
Nothing to fear.

Find, life is in truth
In pitter patter rain.
Humming sound of
The bees are not for bane,
World is with us only to gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Success

Without me
Everything is baffled.
First, Invite me
And get
Success unlimited.

Stay careful,
And try not
To irritate
Anyone here.

Stay conscious
And do your duty.
But duty
Should be performed
Truthfully, honestly.

Gajanan Mishra
Get This Virtue

No virtue
Equal to
Truthfulness.
Get this virtue
O my dear, by
Abandoning all.
Urge not
Argue not
Incur not any sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Your Body And Mind Back, O Men

Get your body and mind back, O men,
and always remember the magic words
You are the nectar, and you are here
for welfare of others.
And you are not afraid of anything
I know men, and you are everywhere
with your master-creator, you are
not your maker but only an actor.
Protect yourself, my dear men,
from being harmed,
Get your body and mind back
and surrender before your real master
as you were at the time of
coming from Him.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Yourself Free

Being a representative of the people
Get yourself free first from
Drugs diseases and corruptions
Being a representative of the people
Nurture the potential available
Touching earth heart emotion and liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Get Yourself Free From The Debt

Get yourself free
From the debt to your mother,
To your motherland
By ousting the enemy
From the power and position
So far enjoyed
By treacherous means,
By cheating.
Kill the enemy
And give him to the vultures,
Who has destroyed
The language of your mother,
And the language of
Your motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting All

Who delivers what
When, how and where
All the answers are
Within you
You can find all
In a full-fledged
Manner if you are
Sincere, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Endless

If you desire something, my dear,
It is sure, you would get that,
If you are free from desire, my dear,
Your getting is endless, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Everything

Getting everything
From the sky
From the earth
And from the atmosphere
I am getting everything
That are necessary for me
And my livelihood.
I desire nothing more
From any other person
Or body as I know
All are with me on the same
Boat without separation
In this same situation
And facing the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Life

Getting life
After death-
Not easy.
Facing death
During life-
Is very easy.

It is bad to thing
About easy and
Not easy,
Not good to think
About life
And death.

Life is precious,
So also death.
We talk about
So many things,
In so many languages,
In so many words.

But life is affected
In no ways.
Death is there
As usual.
And we learn nothing
During the periods.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Lost

I am getting lost
In this place called Puri
Before your Grand view
O my dear O my Love
I am getting lost
In this place called Puri
I am really enjoying
Here the sweet sunrise
And the sunset
I am getting lost
In this place called Puri
Known as your Kheshtra and Dhama
I am not able to describe
My feeling in words in my poetry
Excuse me, O my dear
I am getting lost
In this place called Puri.
All roads lead to Puri
I know Puri is a place of pilgrimage
Of tourist interest
Some took it as a place of leisure trip
I am deeply moved by the temperate climate
And golden sea beach here
I know You are staying here
And calling me day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Nectar.

Virtue of true knowledge -
Equal vision.
Virtue of equal vision -
Peaceful life,
Virtue of peaceful life -
Driving away fear,
Virtue of driving away fear -
Getting nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Out Of

I am getting out of
My house leaving
All everybody
And everything
Only for You
And I know
You are the only
Who can be able to
Read and understand
My heart my poem
My time my love
O my dear, I know
I am Yours and
You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Out Of Fire

For getting out of the fire,
No provision is being made there,
It is you to call the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Pain

Getting pain,
Here I am
Getting only pain.
Here, all
Cause sufferings,
Here, where You are
That I am searching,
And from this searching
I am getting joy.
Here, all are joyful,
And I know, from this,
You pervade everywhere.
My getting pain is
Not true, that I knew.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Pleasure

I am getting pleasure
Out of these words,
Word-games, I am
Here to sketch life
In different ways
That I like and love.
I like words, I know
There is nothing as called
Holy words. Words are
All the same here,
We are to use them
In proper ways
At proper times.
Let us go forward to
Keep the words aside
And stay in peace
For a while.
Words are there to give us
A strike to recognize life.
Life is there with us
To know the ways words
Are playing with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Relief

Getting relief
From all miseries
Is important
And it needs love
Giving love is
Necessary to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Result

Keep faith
Give respect
And get the result
Good fortune.
Everything is
At your doorstep
Everything depends
Only on You.
Just be happy
And perform your
Own duty and
Get everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting The Work Done

Giving helping hands
to the workers to enable
Them to do the work better
Is the quality of a leader
And is the best way
To get the work done.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Up

Getting up early, cheering life
with casting off allegiance
Is loving humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Getting Warmer

I am affected,
I am also
Getting warmer,
I am hot-
Droughts,
Wildfires
And extreme
Heat waves
Are here.
Give me water,
Sooner and faster,
Still I am hotter
And hotter.
Release my tension
With love.
Give me a chance
To love.
I know, love can
Melt glacier.

Gajanana Mishra
Ghara Chatia Nahanti Sethare (Odia)

Ghara chatia nahanti sethare,
Khali bagagudika achhanti
ebam semane byasta achhanti
tanka chhuanka jatnare e barshare.

Tume achha sethare, mu kintu nahin sethare
ebam mu bujhi paru nahin
kipari e sabu chalichhi, a sabu bishaya
sabu prema bishaya.

aeta dayalu chadei
ebam aeta mate dakuchhi a barshare
mayuri takichhi mayuraku,
mu kahaku paunahin a barshare mo durbhagyaku.

aeta barsha rutu ebam mu meghaku
aakashaku ebam digbalayaku paru nahin chuin.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghasara Prasadare (Odiaa)

Ghasara prasadare
Mu banchen o dekhen swapna.
Mo jibanare, mo swapnare,
Dharen aakasha ae mati upare.
Ae mati upare mu
Phuten golap pari.
Golapa lal aau
Aeta mo prema.
Tume ethi achha, mo priya,
Tume achha ethi aau
Mu tumathi satyabanta,
Parikhya kara.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghee And Fire

Enough is enough,
Maintain a distance
Between ghee and fire.

Open your eyes and
Be careful to
Your own time.

Think about your
Own better half
And live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghost

Tell me
Who is not a ghost
Ghost is a ghost
To afraid ghost
Is to afraid thyself
It is good to
Go with the ghost
Ghost is for a
Short time with us
Ghost left
Our works stop.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghost- Going Away Slowly

My question about the ghost is no more with me
I became a ghost with this passage of time.

If you are coming to see me you are allowed
You can find me in the bushes that are
Filled with snakes frogs ants scorpions.

I have nothing to asked you further in this hour
It is already spring with the arrival of cuckoo.

Have faith on me I am here to rescue all your belongings
And you can see the sea in the middle with he ghost
That is going away slowly from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghost Means

Ghost means ghost
Who rises from sex
Who is fag faugh
And we the fools
Giving the ghost
Reward and setting
The ghost free.

Gajanan Mishra
Ghost, And Who Is Not A Ghost?

Ghost,
And who is not a ghost?
If you have a body
Let me say
You are a ghost.

Death is not capable
To play with you,
it is your duty
To bring the death
To the fore.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift

Gift in any form is welcome
Gift is renunciation
If you have renounced a little
You can not have a downfall
Gift in any form is welcome
Gift should be offered
With reverence and no reverence
Going downwards is not possible
When a person offering gift
Offering gift is divine
And in any way gift is fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift - Life

Gift - life,
Gift - death.
In between
Life and death
We live.
We live
With gifts -
Disease, sorrow,
Torture, pain.
And we tell ourselves,
We are in peace.
But what is
That peace,
We know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift A Sapling

That is life
That is eternity.

I pray
Do not tolerate
Cruelty to animals
Birds trees
They are our
Supporter of life.

Interact with nature
Nature is our life
Our future.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift From Above

This is my body
It is the gift
From above.
What is there
In this body
Is known to You
As You are
Inside this body.

I know it is
Wrong to say
I am the body.
I know with this
Body I am doing
All the things
That are Yours.

And You are here
O my dear, above
This body that is
Here in this form.
I am no way related
With this body as
You see as per norm.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift From God

Life is a gift
Gift from God
Birth death
Childhood youth
Old age each is
A stage, a stage
To focus one's talent
In different forms
In each stage
Everything is open
And transparent, remember
Each stage has its
Own beauty own style
Own function and so
You can not compare
One to that of another
You must see must observe
And do your duty
As allotted as and when
With full love and trust
Be ready to dream in
Each stage as required.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift Is Given By You

Gift is given by You, my dear,
And You are watching me always.

I am living carelessly with You
I am doing sincerely Your works.

I know how to avoid sins and
How to get strength out of Your companion.

I am not going to satisfy my desires
I am not doing any evils to anybody here.

Gajanan Mishra
Gift Of Nature

Gift of nature is this life
Showers of flowers are here
In Your smiles.

Living spark is there
With this matter
When You touched.

It is really beautiful
When You are here
with anything, with anybody, O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Girl

Girl is in flame
Wait, let us ask her
What the girl meant by blame.
Is love not there?
I asked her
And the girl remained silent.
What does it mean
I am sure
The girl is divine.

Gajanan Mishra
Girl At Sale

Believe it or not
Here is a girl at sale
rate
ranging from
one hundred to
one thousand.

come and
Pay.
rate
negotiable.

Pay and
take it.

you may do
whatever you like.

No complain
from any side.

Gajanan Mishra
Girl Summit

Right time
To discuss
About girls,
Future of
Human race.

Right time
To make them
Strength and
Make them developed,
Important case.

One-time, all-time helps
Of all kinds be given
To girls, not for them but
Required for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Girls Day

Today is girls day
Let us observe today
Today's girl is tomorrow's mother
Let us live in peace together
Let us worship mother
She is the creator
Today is girl's day
And you can not say
Today is not auspicious day
You must say
We are lucky enough
To observe today
Let us love girl
Let us take care of her
Girl is the mother
Of future mankind
She is our mind
She is our strength
She is our mind
She is our heart
She is our love
Let us love girls
Today is girls day.

Gajanan Mishra
Give A Chance

Give a chance,
Give me a chance
To create myself.
Let me declare,
Here - look,
I am my creation.

I pluck me,
I kiss me,
I count minutes.
I am for all good,
I am life.

Give me a chance
To see my own life.
It is nothing but hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Give A Fight

Give a fight,
I want a fight
Without fight
No one is allowed
To get a right.

I know life,
Life is nothing
But a fight.
And what is a fight
If there is no life.

You are welcome
For the fight,
Come on keeping your
hands and feet tight.

Gajanan Mishra
Give A Name

Welcome this creature
He has came just now
To this world to
Reside with us somehow.

Give a name new or old
To this creature
If you so like, my dear,
And keep some picture.

Time is running short
If you so like you may
Make some identification
Or differentiation.

Give a name and call, but
Name is not the ultimatum.

Gajanan Mishra
Give A Name If You So Like

Give a name, if you so like
And go with it, day and nights.

See the birth and see the death,
Nothing, but the play of the earth,
Beautiful and sweet.

I am here and here forever
With all fragrance of the earth
And there is my soul and my light.

Here I create myself and I erase myself,
In the sun and in the rain,
I find here ash or flower nothing in vain.

I stay here with my memory all emptiness,
I call the night and the day to fill
Within me all kindness without resemblance.

Gajanan Mishra
Give A Smile

Give a smile,
Give a hug,
That's enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Give All Up

Give all up
And nothing to worry.
Nothing will happen,
No one can blame.

Naked truth
Is before you
And it is
The sound of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Give And Enjoy

Give and enjoy,
Give everything
And enjoy life.
Your purpose is
To get peace and
For this
You are to give
That are with you.
Giving means
Respecting others
And reaching heaven.
Enhance the freedom
of others and
Enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Give And Take

Give single
Get double.

Life is here
Like this giving
And getting in
Multiple colors.

No matter - gold, grain
Cow, cloth, fear, friendship.

Think what you are
Think what you were
Think what you will be
It is all the same.

No need to narrate
Life story in phases.

Gajanan Mishra
Give And Take - All Going On

Give and take -
All going on here.

And all for a language,
The language of the mother.

No one but the mother knows
The good and the bad.

And all for the mother
We stay safe everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Give And Take - Love

Give and take-love,
Give me yours and
Take mine for peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Another And Yet Another Thought

Give another and yet another thought
To the work what you are doing here.
Love to your words, and keep it pure.
Stay happy there where you are any time.
Deceive not but reckon yourself, you
Are the active one here for the sake of
Others' welfare and you have kept all answer.
Understand all with all truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Answer

What about you?
How are you?
Tell me all the truth.

Life is nothing
But just a flash-up,
You know.

If the pulse is okay,
Everything is alright.

It is all cold,
Still, you are excited.

Why, how, and for
All others questions
I have no answer.

I have lost everything,
But in a few seconds
All will come back.
But not my identity
Without my language.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Evidence

Give evidence you are here
Put signature and go for ever.

When you returned do not ask
for a place as you lost grace.

Your presence replaces grace.
Where is your face?
We are all here hankering for a space.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Food

Provide food
Make arrangement for food
People are starving
Starving only for you
O so called rulers
Make equal distribution of wealth
Make the lands agriculturally fit
Provide clothes to the naked
Provide houses to the homeless
O so called rulers
You are elected by the people
With high hope to served them
O servants of the people
Serve the people in positive
And perfect and pure attitude.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Gift

Give gift
Give gift to a
Worthy person
At proper place
At proper time
Without expectation
Of any return.

Giving gift in charity
Is good quality no doubt
But if you advertise
It has no value
O my dear, give
But say not anything
And prove your worthy-living.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Grass To Cows

Give grass to cows,
And food to each one,
Even to dogs and dog-eaters,
And see the result
All good for all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Intelligence

Give intelligence, O my dear
So that I can make progress
On the path back home
And can go back to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Life To Others

Give life to others,
Avoid politics of cow
And religious war.
Go there to the stars,
Be great with all goodness,
And stay blessed
For all welfare.
Remember always, you are
The combination of two,
Love and truth.
You are the life
And the air with nectar
My dear men, like water
With hydrogen and oxygen.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me A Chance

Give me a chance
to write,
What you think
What you feel.
Give me a chance
to write,
Only for you.

Give me a chance
to change you,
As per your wish.
Give me a chance
to do that work,
That you want,
In the mean time.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me A Dropp Of Water

Give me a dropp of water
I'll give you entire sea
I'm here for your welfare
Call me in a word
I'll come with entire world
As your ward.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me A Poem

Give me a poem
I will show you
Light in it
Give me a poem
I will show you
Hope in it
Give me a poem
I will show you
The truth in it
And in your poem
There is kindness
Justice and righteousness
And your poem is coming
From your inner heart
O my dear, love
And only love is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me A Word

Give me a word
And see me there
How am I fair.

Let me understand
The show, and
Compassionately
Your very arrival.

My thoughts and
My realizations
All are here in me.

And I imagine
And I perform with
My infinite beauty,
Knowledge of existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me An Opportunity

Give me an opportunity,
Opportunity to stay with you.
You, who is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Battle

Give me battle
Give me battle.

In battle only
I can prove myself.

Life is a battle
Battle is not a fun.

Give me battle
Give me battle.

In battle only
I can smile.

Just have a smile
In the life-battle.

Give me battle
Give me battle.

Battle is the field of wide fame
Battle is life's another name.

Name and fame everything is in the battle
Battle is not a place of cradle.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Food

Give me food,
I need food
For my health,
For purity
And happiness.
I live by food,
Give me food,
Food is the panacea.
I want to keep myself
Clean and pure,
I want knowledge,
I want to sacrifice
Myself through service,
I want to return to food.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Freedom

Give me freedom,
Freedom from
The feeling of
Pleasure and pain.

Give me freedom,
Freedom to speak,
Freedom to write,
In my language
Under your reign.

Give me freedom,
Freedom from
Foreign language,
Freedom from fear,
Freedom from hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Life And

Give me life and
Give me the language.
Fortunately, I am here
For you.
And I am true
To the language.
Get love,
Get immortality,
Get peace
And live
With me.
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me My Dues

Give me my dues
Give others
Their dues.
Do not come
If I am a cheat
If I am a thief
If I am wicked.
I respect You
Pardon me
O my dear
But do not go
Far from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me My Dues- No Excuse

I am not depending on You
Tell me not come on in queue.

I am free, see
Do what You pleased.

I am inviting You again
Come and see my light van.

I am not distressed also not in illusion
I am not inviting You for paltry reason.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me My Language

Give me, my language,
Use my language and
Make me understand,
What is going on here,
On my land, at this time.
You are taking my money,
You are enjoying life,
You are there for me,
You are there by me.
Use my language and
Go on doing my works.
My identity is there,
In my language and you
Are there to work for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me My Right

Give me my right,
I am a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Poison

Give me poison
I am ready to take
For the welfare of all.

And all are here
Ready to see me
What I am doing at this time.

At this time I am here
On the way to danger
And you are allowing me to proceed.

The dark side is clear
And I am here to delivered
Nothing happened.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Power To Pray

O God, pray,
Give me power
To take right decision
At right time.
No grief should
Touch me at any time.
O God, pray, make me able and
Allow me to pray always.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Protection

Give me protection,
I am here to give you
Perfection in return.

How can I give
Nothing is mine
And I am just in.

I wonder where you are,
And I dare to asked that star.

The star is smiling
And I am realizing
The truth in life.

Life itself is a blessing
I know, nothing is confusing
Just accept everybody as kith and kin.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Some Food

Give me some food
That provide and promote
My life vitality strength
Health happiness peace purity
Give me sweet and juicy
Give me ghee butter raisins
Give me some food
That I can eat drink lick and suck
O my dear, You are my best food
Without chanting your name
I can not live a moment
Come to me with food
And provide strength
To my heart and lungs
And with you I am cheerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Something

Give me something
But not your jugglery words.
I have nothing to eat
I have no residence
I have nothing to wear.
Give me something
But not your jugglery words.
Give me your pure love
Give your truthfulness
And in return I am here
To give me what you desire
I am here to give you
What I have at this moment.
Give me something but your jugglery words.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Something To Eat

Give me something to eat,
Give me some food with pleasure,
That can gives spectacular joy
To life and that can contributes
To goodwill and happy companionship.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Strength

Give me strength
So that I can walk to you
Give me strength
So that I can talk about you
Give me strength
so that I can see you
Give me strength
So that I can hear you.

Without you
Who I am!
You are my only desire
You are my all strength.
And you have accepted me
And you made me noble and holy.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Strength - My Love

Give me strength,
Give me strength,
I am going to
Change the system.

Give me strength,
Give me strength,
I am going to acquire
So many enemies.

Give me strength,
Give me strength,
To tackle them, with
My love and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me The Vision

O my divine, give me
Right vision.
By sitting here
I can see anything
Of your creation.

It is really surprising,
It is all there, but not there,
When we are going to search.
And all the coming and going
I know, are in fruition.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me The Whole

Give me the whole
Or take away from me
The whole.

I am the whole
And I remain as the whole
After you taken away the whole.

Being the whole
You are taking away the whole
Being the whole I know You whole.

Everything is whole
And it is the whole that is everything
Everything is here with me.

Let me repeat, I am the whole,
And what I am, that is You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Vote

Give me vote
I will give you
Free rice free mobile
Free cycle free TV
Free cow and a free life.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Vote - Democracy

Give me vote
And enjoy free drink,
Enjoy women as you like.
Give me vote
I am here to build
The place of worship
As you like,
I am here to supply
Free internet.
Give me vote
And eat rice freely.
No need to work,
But give me vote
And stay within the wall,
I am going to build
For you and sure
I am to isolate you.
I care not anyone,
But my dear voter,
I care only you.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Work

Tell me what to do,
Give me work.
Give me not food on free
Or on subsidize rate.
Give me employment
Give me strength
To fight against hunger
Malnutrition
In a meaningful ways.
I have full right to live,
Let me live in peace
Without any interruption
From any quarter.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Me Your

Give me your love-ful eyes, my dear,
Give me your legs that are going on,
Always, the path of truth,
Give me your co-operative hands,
Give me your memory with knowledge.
Do your good first and turn the next
Page and give light to others
All are one, no question of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Give My Language

Give my language,
I know you are all powerful,
I know you are affectionate
And merciful.
I seek you the truth,
Reciprocate my emotion
Reciprocate my sentiment.
Give me my language,
Let me express myself
In my own language.
Let the men of my language
Come together to form
A common platform through love.
Let them understand the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Name

Give name
To the nameless.
Give food
To the hungry.
Give cloth
To the naked.
Give house
To the houseless.
It is time
To give
But not to take.
It is time
To see
But not to utter.
It is time
To live fearless.
It is time
To move forward.
It is time
To touch the horizon
With new hopes
That are in us.

Gajanan Mishra
Give No Importance

Don't get attached
Everything is okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Give No Importance, Men

Give no importance
To me.
I am no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Give No Permission

Give no permission
To capture you, men.
You are not here
To be captured.

You have not brought
Anything with you.
Nothing is there
To be deserted.

Don't lay claim
To anything though
It appears to you
To be yours.

Keep discrimination
And rectify your error.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Not A Single

Give not a single chance
To the miscreants to terrified others
All living beings are equal remember, my dear.

Hence I pray, don't be violent
Against other living beings
Subdue the sufferings of the one who suffer.

One must obey the natural law
Failing which the natural law itself
Would go against him hence try not to delude yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Not Any Importance

Give not any importance
To anything to anybody
There is no impact you find
And you feel free
No slavery you find
Try not to maintain a link
And stay in peace
So long as you are here
Do not take care
Or else you would thrown away
Law of nature is this
Nothing stays on.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Not Anything

Give not anything
To anybody
By being grieved.
Give not anything
To anybody
With the hope of return.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Not Bad Name

Give not bad name to others
Bad name will return to you
You yourself in your net
See and watch and guide
If you can at this moment
This moment is with you
For the present
Let it not pass from you
Without any value.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Not Load

Give not load
Either of language
Or of tax
And leave me alone.

If you have no brain
To control over
Anything then
Stay not there.

Ignite not the anger
Of common mass
That would not be
Good for anybody.

O my dear, please understand
The position and the emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Other Chance

Give other chance
To enjoy life,
To utilize the things
Of nature.

Take and use
Something to sustain
Your own life,
Interfere not
With the life of others.

So many birds animals
Beasts are here
They have also right
To live, give them
Chance to survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Give People

Give people their dues
Or face revolution.

Being the representative
And in service
You have no right
To say anything contrary
Against the original
documentation.

Leave it to sovereign
And people has got
sovereignty
Show your entity
Make treaty.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Proper Share To All

Give proper share to all
Not sharing properly
The fruits of your actions are
Dishonesty and is a sin.

As because everybody has a role
In your actions
Everybody seen, unseen are playing
Their pious role for you
For your livelihood.

Give them proper due
Give them proper respect
You can not repay their
How so ever you give them.

Beg excuse for your inability
To repay the debts you incurred
From air water earth light and
From animals birds insects
Trees mountains etc etc
As it is not possible on your part
To repay fully, O debtor
You just live bowing down
Your head here.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Protection

To women
That maintains
The chastity of society
And by this protection
We can get a good generation
For peace tranquility
And progress of Life.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Protection To All

I salute you
As you are there
All along
The path of truth,
The path of love,
The path of light.

I salute you
As you represented
The signs of equality,
Fraternity and
Non-violence.

I salute you
As you have created all
In all shapes.
I pray before you to give
Protection to all
With all humanity,
And let all live
Freely in peace here.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Respect

Give respect to a woman
Your mother your sister
Your daughter are there
In a woman.
Give respect to a woman
A woman is your wife
And producing your children
With much difficulties
And rearing them
Sacrificing everything
Giving you pleasure
At life’s risk.
Give respect to a woman
A woman is a woman
You men can not describe
A woman being the product
Of a woman
You just give respect
And beg excuse
I know wrong is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Smile Please

Give smile please
The best gift as ever.

Smile smile smile
Smile is the best art of life
Living in smile is far better.

Make other smile is uncomparable, my dear.
At your birth, smile was there in others
Enquire the truthfulness of the matter.

Smile is most valuable, smile please, my dear,
Giving smile is giving everything, my dear,
Smile please, smile is the important treasure.

With your smile you can change your enemy in to a friend
O my dear, smile please, with your smile, you can
Win the love of others and touch the truth with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Strength

Give strength
To your body and mind
By all goodness.
By goodness proceed
Forward to reach
The truth.
The truth is within you.
And you are the truth,
Go ahead and know
The real purpose of life.
Life is yours
And it is for all.
Mission of life is to
Love all for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up All

Give up all
And be strong.

You are strong
And You give up.

Live alone
And You are within all.

All are within You
And You are alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up All Other Engagements

And come to me right from this time.

Only this time is with you, my dear
Good actions can be done and results can be delivered.

Be sincere and come to me right now
I am building you see how.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up All Violence

Cleanse the mind
Stay in goodness
Keep intellect
Freed from all doubts
Detach from all and be
Equipoise- selfless
And attain peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up Anger

Give up anger
And admit the truth
For your own benefits.
Honor them
That are naturally
Developed in you.
No one is accused,
Insult not anyone.
Support them
Who are auspicious
And perfect.
No personalism,
Nothing is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up Ephemeral Things

And go for eternal truth
Don't be in a dilemma
And plan everything clear cut.

If you long to live
Death is suffering
Life is really hard and harsh
If you are going towards sensual happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up Fear

Give up fear
Get victory.

Give up fear
Enjoy journey.

Give up fear
Say always good morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up Hearts

Give up hearts,  
Give up life.  
Watch your  
Eyebrows.  
Life is not  
Mechanical, more  
Or less a process,  
Though.  
Life is not  
Disturbing, favorable,  
Rather.  
Attain concentration  
And see the truth,  
That is only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up Ill-Will

Give up ill-will
Get unlimited
Good results.

By having ill-will
Your own inner faculty
Would be sullied.

Give up ill-will
And be a good man
Gajanan.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Up The Idea

Give up the idea
That are against
The truth.
Love the truth
It is your heart.
Your life your identity is
Subject to verification
In diverse global community.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Water To The Thirsty

Give water to the thirsty,
Give food to the hungry,
Give knowledge to the ignorant,
Give life to the dead.

See no division in men,
See the world one
And see all creatures the same,
Love all equally all times.

Maintain world peace
Maintain world order
With love and patience.
Forget and forgive all
As Christ said, for they
Know not what they do.

Gajanan Mishra
Give Wings

Give wings
To your dreams,
My dear child.
Give labour
Honestly to
Your own works.
Feel warmth
And love life,
Accept as it is.
You are lucky
You are here
To see me.
I am here, my dear,
Only for you, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Given All

You have given me all
O my dear
And I feel proud of them
Actually these are yours
You are so gracious
You are so generous
You have given me
For my enjoyment
I know it is your unique style
You are really unique
You do not show that you have given me
And see I am fool and I accept
These as my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Given By You

I know my dear
Everything here
Is given by You
All opulence
All prestige
And everything.

You take
Everything away
In truth
If I failed to stay
No one can disregard You
You are being the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Given Up All

And take shelter
O my dear, and see
You are no longer
A debtor
You are my dearest dear
You are my family member.

Gajanan Mishra
Giver Great

Begging bad
Giving sacred
You are giving
I am receiving
Giving is great
Receiving not.

Gajanan Mishra
Gives No Milk

No tangible result is there
In taking care of a cow
That gives no milk
Living with unchaste wife
A body dependent on others
Useless children
Wealth not utilized for right purpose
And acquiring knowledge without Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving A New Definition

Giving a new definition to love
He left the place.
He left the place
and I entered.

I entered to tell all
worry not I am here
and I am capable to bear
and capable to show new light there.

The new light of truth is only truth
and the truth is in love,
Love is here and also there
I tell all have patience.

Truth and love with new, old,
you and I and he all present together.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving And Taking

Fear to
Take loan.
Fear not to give
Or
To get married
Your daughter.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Award

Are you really coming
To award me?
But who are you
That I want to know.

That I want to know you
I want to know
How far you are in truth.

Are you really coming
To give me award?
But what for
That I want to know.

That I want to know you
I want to know
The love within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Equal Importance

My aim is to touch You
O my dear, and rest
I leave to You.

I desire nothing
As You know
And why to acquire
All these perishables.

You are with me
That I know
In the three world
One-Human world
Two-creatures of the world
Third-all the scriptures
And I am busy
In the maintenance
Of the world.

I am also persuading
All to turn to the real
Through word and action
I told all, remember
There is nothing like
Superior of inferior
And if there is any
They are of equal importance.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Everything

Unconditional relation
Unconditional love
Condition is not good
No condition for a cub.

Love yourself first
Then only you can love others
Love must be spontaneous
Love must be selfless.

Love the world
The world loves you
Without any expectation
Giving everything is true love.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Free Hands To Work

Giving free hands to work
Is a great work.

Cleanse your own yard first
And tolerate the rest.

Actual poor has no links
With subsidy.

It is better not to know
What is growth what is poverty.

Feeling is patron
That is plentiful available.

I know you will remain silent
Till the end of the play.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Happiness

Giving happiness
Is a pious activity
Doing public welfare
Is pious and fair.

Seeing others satisfaction
And facing smile
Is a great thing here
Three cheers.

It is everything within You
O my dear, the whole sky
The sun the moon the fire the air
The seas the mountains the rivers
All moving and non-moving
All living and non-living.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Honor

Poems and poet  
Both are one and the same  
You can not say  
They are not here.

You see You hear  
You taste You experience  
Say not bitter  
Say and consider better.

It is the suffering of life  
That instigate the poet  
To write poems for better  
Guidance of future.

Poet is the best teacher  
To read a poem say never  
Poems and poets are here  
Only for us, let us give honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving In Proper

Place and time
To a proper person
Appropriate thing
Is important.

Telling right words
To right person
In right time
Save nine and it
Is important.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Is The Act Of Gods

To give is godly
Taking and taking forcibly
Is the act of demon.

Begging is the lowest act
Offering is the highest
Desiring nothing is saintly
Life would be beautiful
If you go with the sermon.

Life has no beginning no end
Life is eternal
Understand properly this life
Here is salt here is water
Here is lemon
Do not make any lesion.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Meaning To All

Giving meaning to all,
The truth is there
Waited to see own play.

Gajanan Mishra
Let us give different names
To our childhood and youth
And reaffirmed their existence
In the one and the same life.

Let us keep ourselves in tact
In the same manners as with nature
And rebuild the future on the basis
Of the present that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Opportunity

You are giving me opportunity
O my dear and I am thankful
I am doing your work
Just as a worker.

I know You are only valid
And legitimate
I am temporary
You are my master, permanent.

I am working under You
O my owner
I am in Your house
Staying in peace with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Peace

This is my poem
And it is giving peace
Though it is painful
I do not know how much
You are enjoying it.
Joy and sorrow
Does not matter
I am writting it
And this suffice.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Pleasure

These are really beautiful
These trees these mountains
These streams these fields
These birds these animals
Insects flies are really
Giving pleasures and I as a man
Doing what here giving them
Only pain by cutting separating
Blocking killing hoarding
And not realizing for a moment
They are my part and parcel
And I can not stay here
Making minus them from my lifestyle
And I know we are born out from
The same process of air water
Light earth and sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Respect

Let me give you all respect
I am offering everything
Please accept.

With love and with love
And remember this is the cause
Of ever lasting prosperity.

Day after day and year after year
I am Yours and You are mine, my dear
Let me offer let me offer that are here.

What is here that is Yours that I know
And I am giving You that are Yours
I am nothing and nothing I know.

O my dear, O my dear I am so small
And I am so poor and yet with You I am rich and richer.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Respect And Living Like Earth

I am giving respect
To all here
From the core of
My heart.
I view all
The truth.
I know the purity
And the virtues.
I see no status,
No social order,
No position,
No stage of life.
Like the earth
I am here, as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Time

Time to give,
Giving time is
Very very difficult,
Known to everybody.

Never to depart,
All know and yet
They are all
Going away.

Sweetness is there,
Yet no one takes care
How to get it.

All are mad
To run and run
But for nothing.

Love and hate
Never opposite words,
And they are
Nearer to each other.

All plays
But player is one
One should know
The truth.

Time -
All for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Touch

Giving touch personally
Is a great feeling
But touch me not
Without any engineering.

Interfering in every matter
Is not at all advisable
You are but to interfere
As I am lovable.

Creating and maintaining
Is not easy to perform
But it is the platform
Where Your position is confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Up

Giving up everything
You can not live
You must renounce
The fruits of your actions
To get peace
Giving up sacrifice
Charity and penance
Are not advisable
Keeping love and affection
To all is manageable.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Up All

Come O my dear
Have faith on me
And be happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Up Own Will

Giving up own will
Is the finest
Form of living.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Up Plans

Giving up plans
Giving up all sorts of plans.
I am giving up all sorts of plans
Manufactured by mental concoction.
I am a living entity
And I have to dovetail myself
With Your supreme will.
I know this will help me
To get out of all types of
Entanglement of material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving Words

Giving words
And not keeping
The words are
Very very harmful.

Give not words,
Words are not yours,
So also the time in
Which you stay.

I am sure,
You are also not
Yours and for this
Give not words.

Gajanan Mishra
Giving You Up

You are allowed to go
But I am not
Giving you up.

Gajanan Mishra
Glad Here

Glad here I am
With your sweet song
And chirping loud.

Gajanan Mishra
Glad To See You

Glad to see you
Here in this condition
Here in this flower
Here in this leaf
Here on this earth
Here on this stone
Here within water
Here with the air
O my dear, you come in
I go out
It is here clouds
And I found you
My son, in free sky
Like the enlightened sun
Coming out from the east
With a new message
With a new dream
To all for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Glad To See You At This Hour

Glad to see You at this hour
Tell us frankly whether life is there
Within us or not.

Tell us our past our present and our future
Tell not about our placement here or hereafter
That would put us in embarrass.

Gajanan Mishra
Glance With Love

Glance with love
It is as sweet as nectar.
Hearty laugh
Is a must and it is life-care.

Gajanan Mishra
Glancing Over

Yours
I am Yours
You are glancing over me
I am beautiful
I am flourishing in all respects
Here I am getting herbs and grains
In abundance in this Tapobana
Here my mango tree is full of fruits
The river of my village is flowing
Here hills are full of minerals
My ocean is full of wealth
I am Yours
Only for You
I am getting everything here
If You are not here
I find nothing
And no longer
Without Your guidance
I am nothing
I am non-entity
I am useless
I am finished.

Gajanan Mishra
Glare Of Publicity

Men, lightning
All are in
Full glare of
Publicity.

Birds, sky
Both are singing
With the tune
of the ocean.

Life is lilac
And it is
For all.
All are here
To enjoy
Only in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Glittering And Glimmering

Glittering and glimmering
Here it is everything.

Blazing and incarnating
Here it is everything.

I am the only one
Who is wandering and
Wondering.

It is in the fire
It is in the air
I am not there.

Yes, I am there
With some limit.

And I find
That limit has no end.

Gajanan Mishra
Global Uncertainty

Nothing is certained
Crisis still there in
Global sovereignty.

Gajanan Mishra
Globally

We are one,
We have global
Unity here
For peace,
And love,
For truth.

We are facing terrorism,
We are facing common problem.

We must take steps unitedly
To maintain peace and order
All over the globe.

We must stay firm and must not
Resign ourselves to the fatalism.

Gajanan Mishra
Globe Is At Our Hands

This globe is at our hands now
We are walking on this earth
Seeing the sky closely.

We are talking much and doing nothing
We are collecting data information
And calling it education without learning
Anything that is there to make us learned
We are educated but not learned.

Hearing from mother has a greater value
And we are not ready for that
Mother is our globe our earth.

Gajanan Mishra
**Glorious To Hear**

Glorious to hear
Your words your works.

For which
I am here.

You to decide
Whether I am
Qualified or not.

I am to see You
Forgetting everything
And my life style.

Seeing You my dear
I have my tears of
Jubilation I am Your
Luminary I am Your son.

Gajanan Mishra
Glory Glorified

Glory glorified
Beauty beautified
I am terrified
Seeing life in the jungle
That is multiplied.

Jungle is in you
You are in the jungle
O my dear, and here
See and feel
All bubbles.

Read listen and understand
My poetry and if you failed
You are deaf and blind
And you grubble.

Gajanan Mishra
Glory Is In Love

Where there is truth
There is justice
Where there is justice
There is love
Where there is love
There is goodness
Where there is goodness
There is victory
And where there is victory
There is glory
Glory glory in love in love
In love in love in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Glory Of A Poem

Glory of a poem,
Glory of a poem is
Illimitable, unfathomable.
We must keep in mind,
Poem is the royal way of
Welfare of mankind.
Verses, aphorisms and
Mystical rubrics are
The forms of a poem.
Poem is for one and all.
Poem deals with
The essence of pure reality.
Poem is beyond space
And time and things and beings.

Let us say poem is divine,
Let us say poem is a means
To achieve complete freedom
From attachment and aversion.
Let us say poem is the store house,
Store house of all knowledge,
Poem is the heart beat of wisdom.
Please come, my dear and
Let us go from deep to deeper and deeper
In to the poem to touch the infinite.
Each poem is unique in its
Size with own philosophy.
Ask not what is there in the poem,
But see and read and feel the pulse of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Glory To You

Glory to You
Glory to fire
For goodness
For humility
For amiability
For compassion
For goodness
In every field
And for all beauty
And with Your presence
I see, O my dear
The wicked are all
Seized with imaginary fears
And the cowards quietly
Fled in all directions
Glory to You, sir
You are the fire
You are the flower
You are the water
You are my dearest dear
You are the sky
Under which I desire to fly
You are the earth
Where I rejoiced
You are the sun the the light
For which I am here to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Glory, Glory

Glory, glory, all glory
To You, my dear,
You are the fountain
Of bliss.

Glory to You
O my Lord,
Of mighty valor
I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Go After

Remember
Going after tasty food
Comfortable wear
And stay with rich
Hell is
At your reach.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Ahead

Go ahead
With Your grass
With Your clarified butter
With Your fruits of action.

Your tongue is here
You can eat through fire
your belly is also empty
Always here there.

Through the holes of Your ears
You can hear but no sound
That is the point to mentioned here
And I am there waiting for order.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Ahead With Full Confidence

With your creative skill,
With your personal life,
Go ahead with full vigor
And enthusiasm.
Go ahead in your field
And get everything.
Understand the things
In a better way.
And realize the worth
Of your skill
And your life.
Go ahead with
Full strength and
Full confidence.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Alone

To search
To search the truth
Truth is there
Within you.

You are alone
Sufficient to
Enlightened the world
You are alone
Sufficient to
Give new life to all.

Come on, my dear
Your life is only yours
You are only one in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Catch

Go and catch
The ball fixed
There in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Create Your Own Platform

Go and create your own platform,
Know your problem and try to
Solve it on your own way.
Get peace there in your life
And discover the truth within.
So many things are there,
So many persons are there,
But choose them only and work with them
Who are beneficial to the society at large.
Mind not anything or any words
By anyone here or there but accept
All with a smile and go ahead, my dear son,
The sky is there for you and remember,
You are only yours always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Do Your Duty

Go and do your duty
Today itself.
Everyone knows
Tomorrow is not
There to come.

Go and build your destiny
Destiny is there
In your works and
In your doing
That you are going to undertake.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Enjoy

Go and enjoy- your life.

Your life is yours
Share it and enjoy.

Walk, dance with
Sea and air.

Go and enjoy - life is fair.

No matter,
Cool or hot
But trees are
There with you.

Go and enjoy - sweetheart.

Rocks, rivers,
Birds and breeze
All are there.

Repeat not anything
History repeats though.

Relax and go
Life is there
With you - embrace.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Find

Go and find,
Find yourself
Again.
Find yourself
Again in you,
In your own words,
In your own vocabulary.
Find yourself
In volcanic origin,
Find yourself
In the warmest, shallowest
Smallest and
Also in the biggest region,
Find yourself
In fire and in ice,
That are in you
And declare yourself
As the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Learn

Go and learn
Go and earn.
Take this sword
Quarrel with
A man of your own.

Do not ask for mercy
Ask for sacrifice
Do not ask for peace
Ask for war.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Pray

Go and pray
It is dawn
It is day.

Go but try
Not to weep, as
It's end of night.

See yourself
Full of power
Here it is
Above all towers.

I am busy
In an endless war,
I am on the wide stair
With that fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Search

Go and search
Go and search Gajanan
Gajanan Mishra
Search out and see
What is he.

Listen Gajanan Mishra
What he is singing
Read Gajanan Mishra
What he is writing
Experiment what has he.

Gajanan Mishra is
Nothing and nothing
Gajanan Mishra can
Imagine anything
Gajanan Mishra can
Do anything.

O my dear
You are to accept
The milky words only
And reject Gajanan
If he is uttering
Filthy.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Search My Address

Go and search
There my address,
There in the mango leaf.
Relation is there
In new form,
There in the air.
Go and search,
In the old song
With modern tune.
My name is there,
Just utter before all
Even in dark.
I am eternal
I am here with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And See

Go and see
The truth,
Go and implement
The truth.
Experience the truth
And enjoy life.
Life is for you
Love it in full.
Nothing but
The truth be told.
No one is here
So called old.
Knowledge be gained
With truth band.

Gajanan Mishra
Go And Think

Go and think for a while,
Go and sleep a night.
Go and see yourself
What you are doing at this time.

Hear the talk of the parrots,
They are on that Neem tree.
What they are talking about,
Listen and understand them fully.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Anywhere

Go anywhere,
You are free.
And establish
yourself wherever
you like.

Let me see
without eyes.
And let me
stay with all
with one spirit.

My identity is
I am yours,
forever,
here.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Apart

Go apart from you
And check your heart
Day in and day out.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Back And Back

Till the truth arrived.
Here is truth within us
Let us see in our own eyes.
Everything is available here
Let us distribute among all.
Here is the best end
To which life can be put.
Just enjoy the moment
And get pleasure everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Back Go Back

How you dared to put question
Before all why my body is bare?
Do you know what is body and what is bare?

Here I declared you are not fair
Go back go back and time is not here to share.

Daring is good but daring-hardy and
Dare-devil are not to care
Go back go back I am here with a mare.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Back To

Go back to real life
And be happy, my dear.

See, everything is
Meant for your enjoyment
Here in this true sense
If your activities are
For the pleasure of others.

The owner is beside you, see
And feel His presence always.

Recognition of Truth is the beginning
Of all auspiciousness, remember
And all happiness is there for you
Here feel His presence everywhere
And in everything like you and yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Back, Go Back Home

Go back,
Go back home.
Where is your home
Do you know!

Home, home,
Sweet home,
You are singing
The song now.

Now and ever,
Your fragrance
Is here.
Here I am making all
Impossible to possible
Only for you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Beyond The Sky

Go beyond the sky
And see where you are.
Tell the star for the light,
And come to you to
Fulfill desire.
I know, strong
Discriminative power and
For you, O star, I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Go But Stay Not

Go, wherever you go, 'n
But stay not where you are.
Visit the place you desire,
But say not you are there.

Try to please no one,
Not even your love one.
You cannot please anyone
On this earth, try hard.

But you can go on your own way
Without uttering a word.
Go, wherever you go,
But your talent you are to show.

You know, no place
Is there to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Close

Go close, but go not
so closer to be a part of
the Ganges polluted water.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Deep

Go deep in to the sea
And catch fish
That's your duty.

Fly above the sky
And watch the birds
And the stars.

Drink water, my dear,
And feel life.
Feel fresh with the morning air.

It is light
It is not night,
You are awake
You are not in pain
Life is a game with no loss no gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Go deep and see
What is there inside.
It is all nothingness
In your senses.

It is right faith,
It is enlightened heart,
It is all sorrows,
And you are trapped.

The dark is shining,
See within, the only truth.
True law is nothing
But all gladness.

Gajanan Mishra
Go For Truth

Go for truth, my dear
Go for purity
Go for good conduct
Conduct include
Speech and behavior
Do not inflict pain on others
Go with the preceptor
And scriptures
Reveal your divine nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Go For Walks

Go for walks
And exercise.
Be slim
And trim.
Feel good
And concentrate
On works.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Forward, Go Forward

Go forward, go forward,
Stop not, stop not, stop not.
Victory is there waiting for us.
We are with our mother,
We are on our land,
we are in our language.
Stop not, stop not, stop not,
No one is there on this earth
To make us stop.
Go forward, go forward, go forward.
Fear not, fear not, fear not.
We are within us,
We are sovereign and
We are our boss.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Further

Do you want to go further?

No standing
No watching
Just rising
With shadow
In white sky.

Running and running
And running
I find only history
That I read.
Cleaning the tongue
I said friend
Road is closed here.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Go Going

Going to other world
Where you are
Let me say yes boss.

Let me build the nest
There in You
And let me say something
That is Yours only.

Let me relocate everything
With love my dear
Let me see how You are here
With all these exposures.

I love this world, let me say
Let me not go from this place.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Home

Go home everybody is telling
To everybody here every moment
But where is your home
Ask yourself first
And you may start
Going from here
I know you are going
Without any halting
Anywhere and without
Uttering a single word
Thing is that it is
Transcendental and oriental
Power of understanding is needed
To give a touch that is final.

Gajanan Mishra
Go In Normal Channel

Go in normal channel
To achieve your aim.
If you so like
You may use shortcuts
If it is not harmful.
Create your own
Atmosphere of calm
And non-urgency.
Have patience and
Perceive the truth.
Apply the truth
At every moment
For your own interest.
Stay truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Into The Sky And Fight

Go into the sky and fight, my dear,
The sky is the best place to fight.
In your fighting, use water as
The best weapon.
Always remember, you are
Going to win.
But keep your mind clean,
Harm not, kill not
A single innocent here.
Pure words and pure thought
Are but necessary items
To secure life.
The thing is that you are to
Make others know who they are.
You all belong to same earth,
Why, to fight then,
Make them understand and
If they failed
Give them a lesson.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Miles

What are you doing,
Tell me.
But think, you are to
Go miles.

Improve good relations
With others and
Maintain dignity
While doing so.

Stay far away
From intoxicants.
And in toto
Live a life in purity.

You are not mortal,
My words- the final.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not

Go not
Against the people
Failing face crush.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not Against The Truth

Go not against the truth,
Truth is the fire
That can burn you to ashes.
Truth is there as it was,
Cover not truth
With your wit and
Be not a witch.
Enjoy life with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not Anywhere

Go not anywhere
Without finishing
Your own works.

Describe your
Work that is being
Done by you.

Go not anywhere
And listen what
The bird is telling.

Give reply to
The sky that you are
Here on this earth.

See the star
Asses your own light.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not For The Meaning

Go not for the meaning,
Meaning has no value
As you see the truth.
Truth is taking birth
Living and dying at every moment
And you are my dear,
Watching it from near.
Are you not the product of truth?
O yes, you are telling with all boldness.
Stay far from the sense of mine
and selfishness and see the wonder,
Wonder is you are a man
And at this moment living
On this earth with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not Outside

I am within the house,
Go not to search me
Outside. And what do you
mean by outside is
A great question that is
to be answered only by you.
I am within the house
And for this, house is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not Please

Go not please
Stay here with us.
Remember, united
we stand and
divided we fall.

Say always yes
In yes, there is smile,
In smile, there is love,
In love, there is life,
Life is always positive.

I love you and
it is the truth
I cannot stay here
without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not There

Wine of enjoyment.

Go not here,
That is not your area.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not There - Fire

Go not there - fire,
All fire there.
Go not there - air,
All air there.

The sky told the earth,
The earth told the star,
The star uttered words.
My duty is to listen to all
And do all duties allotted
From time to time everywhere.

I am not to show
The colors of anger.
Though I am the razor,
I am the mirror of my laughter.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not To

Go not to incur sin
And open not
The gate of hell.

If you know not
What is sin and what is
Hell, it is good and well.

Just know what is good
And what is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not To The Forest

Go not to the forest,
The danger is there,
The forest is your desire.
Read the caution notice,
And proceed ahead, my dear.
Fear not the winter
Or the summer,
They are not there
To harm you.
But you are there
With them
To cut down the trees
And the weed of desire,
They are there
With you
To cut out
The love of the self.
Obstacles of your
Own existence is you,
Remember my dear.
But fear not and
Proceed ahead with
The flood of time
That is in you,
That is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With

Go not with
Outward dress
Go deep and deep
And stay with yourself.

Keep always
Mutual interests
And understanding
With You.

You only belong to
Your same caste and
Always be fixed
In the standard understanding.

Go with you first
And represent your own
Character, my dear
Be fair and stay without fear.

Hear all only from
Authentic sources
Be simple and
Straightforward in behavior.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Anger

Go not with anger, my dear,
Anger carry with it
Various harmful diseases.

Let me thanks you Glendale,
You have said anger is acid
That can do more harm
Where it is stored
Than to anything pf which
It is poured.

Go not with anger, my dear,
Dismiss anger soon from you
And drink a glass of water,
And come out alone
To wash eyes and face.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Defects

Go not with defects,
Defects are all but temporary.
You may appear or
You may not appear
But your existence is
Permanent and all days to come.
How dirty or clean I am
It is not a matter, How
I am here and you are here
with me that matter.
I am a beholder and
What I see, I have no
control over that is
not a fact, that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Fire

Go not with fire,
That is there, though.
Watch the disease
Within, and
Take immediate medicine.
Take no loan
From anyone here
Or there.
Commit no sin,
They are all there
To kill you within.
Life and death
Both are dangerous
With the above, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With History

Go not with history,
Create history.
No doubt, history
Is the identity.
Yet it is nothing.
No matter, steady
or unsteady
But record of history.
How far true
Different matter
To prove.
But you have to
Go through
To discover the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Math

Go not with mathematics
It is pure politics
That makes you impure.

Just annihilate what you think
Thinking is most dangerous
As we know from the beginning.

Entering in to another’s arena
Is not so easy as you know
But you have to enter with caution.

Whole story is within
And that is an inspiration
And it is only with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Tomorrow

Go not with tomorrow,
Who knows, there is
No sorrow!

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Wolf And

Go not with wolf and Jackal,
Remember, they are not like
Squirrel and so they would
Conspire to make your plan cancel.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Not With Words

Go not with words, dear poets,
See, words are constantly flowing
In my poems and words know not
What is heaven and what is hell,
They are all far from cause and effects.
Dear poets, go with my feelings,
My life, my experiences here,
Words may cheat you at times,
Be cautious friends, when you are
In search of truth.
Poems are scented flowers, sweet fruits
Of life-tree here for all times.
And it is everywhere always,
Discover and understand it within.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Now, Go Now

Go now, go now, please.
But where to go and
How to go mention it.

It is interesting to go,
But true going is
Really difficult.

Dare not to say
I am not afraid.

No reason to spread
The wings.

No shadow anywhere
You can find.

Rise and see
The sun and the moon together.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On

Nothing is a mistake
And hence go on in your work.

I am here to give you the task.
The task to success,
Success to complete the task.

To complete the task
You have to
Work and work
See not mistake there.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On - Step By Step

Go on
Step by step.

See and feel
Everything and everybody.

This world is yours,
You may play, you may sing,
By uttering words and encouraging.

Make yourself ready
And useful every time for others.

Never be disheartened
By failures
As you know nothing is a failure.

Despair not, go on
You are going up and up.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On And Going Is

Go on and going is
Crossing the policy-paralysis.

I know you are not
Suffering from self-doubt,
You are above and beyond it.

You are not the man of failures,
I know amd I know success is
Waiting only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Changing My Dear

Go on changing my dear,
To welcome you, I am here.
Stay constant like the fixed star,
To congratulate you, I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Climbing

Go on climbing
from smallest to
largest in order.
Go on living
better and better.
Go on writing
with words and letters
with pleasure.
Give here your thoughts
that are in touch
with truth and love,
aiming at the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Doing Actions

Good actions
Go on doing
And go on doing
So long as
It is not bad
Future is at
Your hands
Changing future
Is the need
Of the hour
Go on doing
All actions
To secure
Uncertain future.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Dreaming

Go on dreaming
The dream can
Take you to
Your destination.
Go on dreaming
And you know
I am a part of
Your dream
I am your dream.
Go on dreaming
I know you
I know your dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Duty

Go On Duty
And be a man like GOD.
Concentrate yourself
On your duty and
Do not utter.
Do your duty
As a gardener
Do not think yourself
As a owner.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Eating Stones

Go on eating stones,
Hear not any one,
See not any one,
Utter not a word.

Stones are yours,
Go on eating.
Stones are on the earth,
You are on the earth.
You are earth,
Stones are earth.

Think not anything but stones,
Stay there like stones,
Walk and work with confirmation
Like stones till the last.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Freely

Go on freely, my dear,
we are all here
to give you a free hands
you can do whatever you like,
we hope you are doing
for the interest of all
and for the welfare of all.

Go on freely, my dear,
We know you have courage,
You have seen the river
and you can cross it,
we know this is the moment
of perfect living
with all at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Go On

Go on go on go on
And keep your mind
Fixed on truth
Feel not neglected
Feel not insulted
Do not get yourself
Disturbed by ridiculed
Or envied by any one
Know that you are only
Beaten by tied up by
Spat upon by ignorant people
Understand the truth
And go on advancing
On your own ways through intelligence.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Hunting Looting

Go on hunting
Go on looting
Go on doing
Rape murder
Engaged yourself
In abduction
In corruption
It is democracy
Here you can get
Full mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Laughing

Go on laughing
But make love.

Your shadow is telling you
Fear not, my dear.

And You buried Yourself
As a silent spectator.

Let me say laughter
And not a lover.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Living, My Dear

I know not
How I am writing,
I know not
How I am living.
But I know
I am living
For others,
I am writing
To say
Something new
In a new manner
To all and
I want to
Give all
Courage to live
In this world of fire,
I want to tell
All, worry not men,
Nothing is there to loss,
But everything is there to gain,
Go on living my dear.
I am here,
I am here to help,
To co-operate,
To make you happy,
To see your growing,
To see how you are refine
And how you are dealing
With others for all good
For all welfare.
I am know not how many
Leaves are there
In the tree,
I need not know
How the sun is rising
And going to set,
But I want to see
The blossoming flower,
The smile of the clouds,
I want to hear
The singing birds.
And for this
I am here, my dear.
To write, to show all
How beautiful
Our world is.
I know nothing
But I am writing
And writing.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On My Poem

You are my life-breath
You are my soul.

Who am I to care you
You are here you are there
To care me hot and cool
You are here you are there
To rule and I am here a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Riting

What you think
My dear poets
Rest is with
The readers.
Write freely
Mind it
You are writing
Your own
And everything
Is within you.
Just write
With devotion
Do not renounce
At any stage
Go on writing.

Gajanan Mishra
Go on searching poems
In everything, my dear.
And everywhere find
Poems and poems and poems.
And who is not a poet?
See this, see that
And test each one's every act.
In all joys and in all sorrows,
In all colors, in all sects,
In all and in all, in ocean
On earth and in the sky find poems and poems.
Only for poems and poetic sensibility
The earth is revolving round the sun
And we are all in love and staying here.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Singing

Go on singing,
Go on singing the song,
Song of life,
Here on this earth.
Sing more and more
So long as here, you are.
Life is but the truth,
Truth is but love.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Sleep

Go on sleep,
It's too late now.
I am ready to listen
Rest again tomorrow.

I know, you live in poems
And poems are there with you.
And what is a poem, if any one ask,
I must say poem is the very first word
And the last word of your life.

And what is life you are to put
The question again and I am ready,
Ready to explain life is a poem
That is in you and that poem
would blossom with its own.

Gajanan Mishra
Go on struggling, my dear,
Struggle is life.

If you are not struggling
Remember, you are dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On That Way

Go on that way
See the birds
Are not there
See the mountains
Are flying
See the sea has
So many wealth
see the men the animals
All are in search of
Pure love.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Truth

Go on truth, my dear
With sufficient reasons
And take the whole as yours.

Do not entangled yourself
In the meshes of delusion and remember
Each and everyone is like you, here.

Be rational and go with the scriptures
Realize that you are a fragment of the whole
Remember, the truth is here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On War

Go on war,
War is but a necessity
to survive.
Fight or perish,
Live like a lion,
Call of time.
The time is
at your disposal,
See and observe,
and take immediate action.
Delay causes death,
Be cautious for future,
Don't be a man,
To whom people laugh at.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On With The Truth

Go on, with the truth, dear poet,
Mind not what others say.
All are ignorant here,
All know nothing about
The world and
About nature.

The truth is not
What appears.
The truth is there
In your own hearts.

Go on with the truth,
And stay enlightened.
You are the only one
With everything in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On With Your Horse

Go on with your horse,
Go on with your feelings
And your emotions.
Kill not, kill not.
Take care your own emotions,
Keep them under control.
Your feelings are your
Great experiences, use them
In proper time to win
The battle of life.
Your emotions are the burning fire,
Channelize them in proper way
And get the light and take steps
To enlightened all.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Writing Poetry

Go on writing poetry
And see everything useless.
Go on writing poetry
And know nothing is true.
Go on writing poetry
And feel how beautiful the life is.
Go on writing poetry
And realize you are the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Go On, My Dear Son

Go on, my dear son,
Go on to act
On what you have planned.
I know you are a person,
Person of action
And also of words.
Hidden talents and
Unnoticed traits are
There within you, my dear.
Discover them and
Conquer your emotion
And yourself.
Know and realize, you are
The fruits of all purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Out And Ride Your Own Vehicle

Go out and ride your own vehicle
And reach at the truth as soon as possible.
Realize who you are my dear and
Understand how things are going on
Within you.
Stay fearless and free,
Attain knowledge insights.
See the sun, who shines by day,
See the moon, who lights up the night.
O men, just not intent to harm others,
I know you are here
To shine day and night,
Radiating your humanity and glory,
On this earth for all to survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Swift

Go swift go,
Go straight.
Love is there
The best magnet.
Go swift go,
With the light
That is in you.
Use both-
Love and truth
To renew the life
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go There And

Go there and
face the fire.
People may say
whatever they like
but you should
stand still there.
Go there and
face the fire.
Face with all boldness
and see whom you are
facing is not your enemy
but your own brother.
Go there and face the fire,
with icy cold water, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Go There In Normal Way Or

Go there in normal way or in
opposite way that does not matter,
O my dear, but going is a pious one
and that takes you from you to you.

While going face the spring, face the summer,
face the rain and also the winter,
And for this I have opened all doors
and all windows that are there here.

It is your dream that is taking you
with so much love that is beyond imagination,
And the plus and minuses are here with a difference
but no one is taking care to sum up all.

Seeing you I have forgotten all my thirst and hunger,
O my dear, see now, I am drunk, I am not within my control.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To Any Place

Go to any place,
And find me there.

There I am
With you.

My love,
My truth.

We both
Are toys of
Our master.

And the master
Is one and
Is within us.

We are not ordinary,
And we are in sceneries.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To Hell

Go to hell.

For your improper acts,
you are to go to the hell,
You have to go to the hell.

You have kept ego with you,
You are not giving respect
To your own mother,
You are not using your
Own mother language,
You are going against
Your own mother land.

Go to hell.

You are not responding
To an honest man
With dignity and honesty.

You are the cause of
Your own destruction.
You are your bad company,
You are your anger.
You are destroying by you,
Like old age destroys beauty,
Like hope kills patience,
Like death ends life,
Like greed destroys goodness.

Go to hell.

You are not here to
Live your life full
With excessive talking,
Lack of sacrifice,
Exclusive self-interest,
Destroying livelihood of others,
And treachery to others and
Kill another seeking protection.

Go to hell,
You are to go to the hell,
You have to go to the hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To Him

Go to Him
In silence
He is in need
Give Him
What is His
Serve Him
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Arise and go
Do not stop there
There at far
Come and arise
Arise and go
Go to search
Self and self
Is here
Not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To Space

Go to space
Catch the star.
Go to space
And sit there.
Find the moon
Find the sun
That are there
Make life fair.
O children,
Come to the earth,
Respect your father,
Respect your mother,
Respect your teacher,
And be a man of character.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To That Point

Go to that point
And there only
You can see your
Destination.
Go to that point
And there only
You can take shelter
With no distinction.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To The Light

Go to the light
My dear men
You are meant for that
By awakening only
A dream can be counteracted
Truth consciousness is there
And one can find ultimate
Solution of all problems.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To The Platform

And see the train for you
First decide where to go
Then think what to do
Then start the process
Of going and going
Remember one platform is there
For you and only one train
You are the only passenger
In that train and you
Yourself is the driver
The station manager the guard
And the man of signal.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To The Poet

Go to the poet
Prostrate yourself
Before the poet
Render all forms of service
Listen them with guileless heart
Poet is there to remove all your defects.

Solace and peace are there with poets
Poet is a devoted soul for the welfare of all
Poet expects nothing from anybody
Removal of wicked traits and
Development of divine traits
Only possible by the poet
Uncommon is the poet and also singular.

Go to the poet
Hear the words of the poet
Poet is he who can turn a dead alive
Poet is a man of extra-ordinary life
Poet is your guide teacher who can
Give you nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To The Specific Truth

And find there wonderful
Transcendental riches.

So many forms so many sounds
You can see you can hear
On the space-path.

But only one root only one way
It is nothing but everything
It is also small and giant at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Go To The Structure

Go to the structure
Man and match
Go to the self
see and catch.

Going towards self
Is successful going
Looking towards self
Is successful looking.

Here in self
Everything stored
Structure and
Nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Unprepared

Go unprepared,
Time is not certain
And is not
Under your control.

Reality is that
You are the fraction
And fragment of time
And that has no future.

Figurative calculation
Is of no value,
That I know and yet
I consider it true.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Up

Go up for a new work
That is for the benefit
Of others.
Go up, go up, go up.

Go up for a new struggle
That is for public safety
That is for eternity.
Go up, go up, go up.

Go up for the truth
Go up with love.
Go up, go up, go up.

Nothing is there to check you
Go up, go up, go up,
You are yours for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Voluntarily

Go voluntarily,  
Or else, you are  
Forced to go.

For nothing  
You are living,  
For nothing  
You are to go.

Nothing is usable,  
Remember. And you are  
Not here to stay  
Forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Go Went Gone

Go went gone,
And I am undone.

Watch me,
And you are watching,
I know.

I know helpless you are.
Without my help, anything
You can't do anywhere.

Dead or alive
I care not.
I care not who you are
And what you are doing.

I want to love myself,
And you are there for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Go With Knowledge

Go with knowledge
And stay fearless.

Live with present
And not before not after.

Gajanan Mishra
Go With Merit

And try to create
A healthy atmosphere
At your work places.
Go with merit
Without any reservation
In this world of
Competitive job market.

Gajanan Mishra
Go With The Name

Go with the name,
Work with the pen.
Play not hide-and-seek
Before the mirror,
With the mother,
With the mother language,
And on the motherland.

Commit not crime,
No other one but you is
There, here always,
And you are the one
Who is telling the time
To appear fresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Go With Your Mother

Go with your mother
Go with your mother-tongue
Think the earth as your mother-land
And see success is attained
And truth is realized
And the heaven is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Go, And Dare To Go

Go, and dare to go,
Where you wish.
Do, and dare to do
What and when you wish.
But see, who is there
And what he is doing,
And when you are to go,
And you are to do.
But keep the floor clean,
And enjoy the journey
And take pleasure
While doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Go, Go, Go With

Go, go, go with
Emptiness.

But where to go
First, decide yourself.

Decide, who you are
At this moment.

And at this moment
Where are you?

Go, go, go to love,
To truth.

The truth is there
In you.

You are the man,
Here, for nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Go, Wherever You Like

Go, wherever you like,
Take, whatever you like,
All that would enable you
To develop freely.

This earth, this water,
This air and fire,
All are yours.

All are here
Only for you,
You are just
To catch the truth.

And truth is within you,
Go in and see
And do what you think.

Gajanan Mishra
Go, You Are Free

Go, you are free,
You may do
Whatever you like.
During flight
You may, if you so like
Show your might
In the cockpit.
At night, you may see
Equally all side.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal

My goal is fixed
And I am going to accomplish it.

I am here now
in this beautiful world
of flowers.
And this is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal Is Here In You

You just discover
The goal that is in you
You just test the pictures
And say something
That is forbidden.

You are not through fair
As I observed and
You applied direct method
That is nonentity
For the common mass.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal Is Perfect

You are my goal
And I am on the path of poems
Going on and on fixing my mind on You.

By remaining fixed on You
I am neither happy nor sad
I realized You and I know my goal is perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal Of Life

What is goal
What is life and
What is goal of life
One should know
At the out set.

To know anything
There are various
Forums webs ways
The forum of poems
Is the strongest.

You have opt for
This poem you are great
And you are writing poems
You are a poet.

Being a poet
I salute you
My dear partner
Be with life always
And devoid of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal Of Life - Proceed Forward

Goal of life is same,
We know all.
But disagreement
Have arisen among us.
Let us know the reasons,
And solving all problems
Within for good
Proceed forward, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Goal Of Life- Knowledge And Truth

Goal of life -
To attain and
To establish
The truth.
The sum and
Substance of
Life is truth.
The purpose of
Life is to
Realise the truth.
Life is always
In truth.
Acquire knowledge
To know the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Gobble Not

Gobble not anything
You found anywhere,
And invite not your
Own end.

Pluck not
Unripe fruits
If you want to get
Juice and other benefits.

Without harming others,
You can do anything.
But take quick decision
And prompt action every time.

Gajanan Mishra
Gobi Manchurian

Remember you are not living for eating only
To change taste you may take this.

This chinese cuisine would be ready
With in fortyfive minutes.
You are the starter and
This is yours main course.
You can take the ingredients
Like couliflower plain flour
Corn flour spring onion ginger
Garlic salt soya sauce green chilli
Tomato ketup oil water.
Preparation method to taste.
Make experiments in this
Revolutionary new way.
Remember you are not living
Only for eating.

Gajanan Mishra
God

Who is there
to declare
present I am
except you my God.
Who is there
to help me see
to help me hear
to help me think.
And I am forgetting
everything.

You are there to
search me out.
And I am preparing
for dawn
keeping aside the sun.

What to say
who am I
here I am
with the dust
of this clay
that is melting
in the sky.

You God a scapegoat
watching my dance.

And you are here
to feel tomorrow morning.

Gajanan Mishra
God - I Believe

God - I believe,
And I know definitely,
At my home.
My home - my heaven,
My God - my parent.
Living with me
All time.
Love is there
With them for me,
I am taken care
By them for good.
My home - sweet home,
With parent.
Love and blessings,
I receive from them-
Unconditional, Unlimited.
Words I hear-
So pleasing,
And life is complete
With song and advice
I get whole life.
No speech for
Living God,
For them, see
I rise up.

Gajanan Mishra
God and Guru
both are helpless.
God and Guru no way
related with your actions
and with the reactions
thereof, therefrom.
You have to face
the consequences
of your own past.
Be aware hence further
and bear all that are
coming to you at this hour.
Unnecessarily bring not
God and Guru to picture.

Gajanan Mishra
God As Light

God as light,
Let us see
And let us know
No relation is
There with
Objects and actions.

Our thinkings are ours
We know it better
Thinking is our light
These lights are God
And God is with us
And God enlightened us.

God Himself is present here
In Truth In knowledge in bliss
As thinking as light
In all times in all persons
In all things, incidents and actions.

Let us see God through
These power of thinking
Via concentration of minds
And renouncing affinity
For the mind by discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
God Bless India

God bless India,
Make India great.
The sun rises
In the east
For India.
And we are fine
Here, in India.
We are of India.

India is for the world,
The world see India
For peace,
For prosperity,
For eternity.
God bless India.

Gajanan Mishra
God Fearing

I fear,
I am fearful,
I am God fearing.
But where is God
That I know not.

I want peace,
I want social justice,
I am clear,
I am perfect
I am with nature.

I know nature is God,
I know the mountains,
The air, the trees, the birds,
The sky, the ocean
All are God's incarnation.

I fear all,
I am fearful,
I fear nature,
My own nature.
So many creatures are
Here with me.

What they are
Doing that I
Know not.
But I know
God is there
In all.

And God is
Doing all actions,
The effects are
Also his, I know.

I know I am in fear,
I am fearful, I fear you,
Love is there within us though,
Where there is love,
There is fear.
And where there is life
There is love and fear-
All are inter-mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
God Has Made

God has made
Everything here
Most beautiful
Just see and enjoy.

This world is made of
By the God within Him
Just feel and
Smile and cry.

It is how
We are related
To God
That matters.

It is our way of seeing,
It is our way of feeling,
It is our way of searching,
Searching the meaning of life.

Gajanan Mishra
God Here

It is the lunatic
It is the children
It is the lepers
It is the sinners
Are God here
They are like God
The God comes in
The above shapes
And you are nearer
To God when you
Are there to
Serve the others
As above.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is A Monkey

God is a monkey,
And God can do anything.
Believe in God
But believe not the monkey.

Monkey is clever
And smart.
Auspicious meaning
Is there in
The life of the monkey.

If you want to
Search the meaning,
Get married soon.
But revere most
The power of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is A Word

God is a word,
But is word a god?
Word is in sound
But sound is not word.
Prayer is
To be awarded.
But awards are there
With smile.
All goodness are
In the wind.
Wind is just a word.
And with words
The poet moves
Forward and forward.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is Gold

God abides
In all beings
And everywhere.
In gold ornaments
There is gold
Before ornaments made
There was gold
Now gold exists in ornaments
When ornaments spoiled
Gold will be there.
Before my birth
God was there
In me God is here
After my death
God will be there.
I am an ornament
God is gold.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is Good

God is good and good is God
I know my dear and it is
Well known to me, for the protection
Of the good and for the establishment
Of righteousness God manifest Himself
And hence you need not worry
For life, life is not yours
It is His and He is here for a
Certain purpose, that is
Not known to us and this is
The cause of our sorrow
Let it go is the best way to follow.

Gajanan Mishra
God is made of nothing,
Nothingness is the characteristics.
All things, everything,
And nothing is but one and
The same thing here.

All words, all images,
All time, all and all
Are but hollows,
Ask not what and how.

No exact picture
Can be found through mirror,
And we see everything
In a mirror, that is the only
The treasure we murmur.

Gajanan Mishra
God is no one else
But I
Let me live like
Stone or wood
Without any word.
See me, I am the truth,
With no desire, no needs.
I have nothing to take
any action,
I have no reaction.
Believe me or not
I have nothing to say,
Thing is, you know nothing,
And for nothing you are fearing.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is Not

God is not only
a piece of stone
or a piece of wood.

God is everything
And He is everywhere.
Each and everybody
is temple where
God reside.
It is through body only
one can see touch
and get God.
Without a body
where is He
Tell me not.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is Nothing

God is nothing
But this stone.
God is nothing
But this prayer.

Come on yaar,
And declare
What you are.

You are my poem
Without words.
You are my dam
Without water.

Come on my dear,
You are the role
Model here.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is On And Same

God is one and the same
For you, my dear, and for me
Please assume all actions and
Objects only God's
And only for Him
Some learned said it
Bhagavadarpanam or
Bhagavadarpanarupa
It means I surrendered
My everything to Him
This world is owned by Him
I am His fragment
Here, there is nothing
Besides God
I realized my thinking is
Also His
And I sacrifice all.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is One And Same

God is one and the same
For you, my dear, and for me
Please assume all actions and
Objects only God's
And only for Him
Some learned said it
Bhagavadarpanam or
Bhagavadarpanarupa
It means I surrendered
My everything to Him
This world is owned by Him
I am His fragment
Here, there is nothing
Besides God
I realized my thinking is
Also His
And I sacrifice all.

Gajanan Mishra
God is here our best servant
And we are here to use
And he is willing to
Serve us at any time
And he is here to help
Life really worth it,
But for this we must
Live in such a way here.

Gajanan Mishra
God Is The Creator

God is the creator
poem is a creation
Poet is not God.

I am a lover of poem
Poet is my hero
God is hero's hero.

I just read poem
I just enjoy reading poem
I shall continue to read poem
As long as I enjoy poem.

At times
Poems are being written by me.
The credit goes to God
God direct me to write poem
And I write.

God only can explain the meaning
I am just an instrument
And nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
God Particles

God particles found
And the universe
Is at our hand.
God particles found
And we conquer
The end.

Gajanan Mishra
God, God, God

God, god, god,
Bodyless,
Nameless,
With all emptiness.

All emptiness,
The life here
Full of godliness.

Space, images,
Pass from here to there.

All wind, all light,
All life, all and all,
Give a call
To the flower.

All stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Jadi mu tuma pakhaku na jauchhi
Godara mulya kana?
Patira darakara kana jadi
Mu tuma nama, kaman sunama
Uchhari na parili?
Mo chariaade jadi tumaku
Mu na dekhi parili tebe
Aakhira mulya kana?
Mo kana tumakatha
Sunibaku byagra dekha.
Mo hata tumaku aalinginebaku
Uthi lambijauchhi.
Tume mora prema, tume satya.
Tume mo pain sabukichhi aau
Mu tumapain.

Gajanan Mishra
Godlike

I am very sorry I made mistake
It won't happen again.
You stated king Juan Carlos of spain.

Great really you are great to realised
Your mistake and said these above.

People are really more important.
Save people from severe economic crisis
And do good to people that is permanent.

Doing work for people's welfare are really holy
Than elephant-hunting and making merry.

You King Juan Carlos of spain
Knowledge regain and having human
You are superhuman
You are really Godlike
And favourite to man.

Gajanan Mishra
Godly And Demoniac

Godly and demoniac,
Faithful and faithless,
Darkness and light,
Ignorance and goodness,
Mortal and immortal,
All here and they
All claim life
And struggle to survive.

Gajanan Mishra
God's Justice

God's justice is right
And always right
Noting but right
Think and get
Everything
Born and die
For nothing
Dog hen Tiger
All are one and same.

Gajanan Mishra
Gods On Earth

Gods on earth are the learned
And the men in knowledge
Knowledge of Absolute Truth.

More important is acknowledging
The arrival of all Truth and
Enlightened purified authority.

Let us be faithful to Truth
And let them supplied all
Related food for the better future.

Sacrifice for Truth is also
Equally important, my dear
At this time we are all here.

Unaware of Truth is sure to put
One's everything including life to an end.

Gajanan Mishra
God's Rottweiler

O God's rottweiler,
I know it is your
Admission of failure
And I know this is
Erosion of faith
In this turbulent world
Filth in the church
Really it is
Unprecedented challenges.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Against

Going against the order
Of nature is bad
And it is unnatural offence.

Nothing arbitrary
Nothing irrational
Is there in nature
Try to understand
O my dear.

Nobody is there
To violate your
Right to life
And liberty.

Respecting nature
Means no suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Ahead

What is the problem
And there is no problem.

You want to do
And the work done
You want to go
And you gone.

The problem is
There is no problem
The problem you created
Is not a problem.

It is your duty
To think yourself
What to do
And there is nothing
To do.

Who are you to do
And the problem is
You are going
A head to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Ahead Of Time

Going ahead of time is risky
Making a statement before thinking
Is inviting enemy.

Extending width and length
Is lessening breath
Telling a story to clouds is just a mirth.

Gajanan Mishra
Going And Coming

Going and coming -
Two sides of the wheel,
That is taking me
From here at this time.

Neither I am coming,
Nor I am going
But I am here watching
What you are doing.

And what you are doing
That I cannot stay
As I have not so much
Knowledge to assess you.
And you are giving me a
Reference how to touch the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Going And Going

Going and going
I am going and
Going to You, my dear,
Day and nights.

What is day and
What is night
That I know not
As I am awake always.

Always I am going
With no minus marking
With no fault of mine
I am going and going.

History is silent
On my going
And geography left
The place knowing
It has no role to play.

I am going
On grand road
That is Yours,
And I am going to
See You at the end.

I care not anybody
Here or hereafter
As I know I have
Nothing to lose
I know I am earning
Only profit and profit.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back

See I am
Going back to You
With all my sense organs
With my mind
With this breathing
With this life and
With this total existence
With this life and
With this total existence
With my Pure self.

See me I am Yours
And here is transcendental
Service to You
I am Brahman Ultimate Truth
I am impersona-list
I am pure and
It is You who made pure
I am going back to You .

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back Back Back And Back

Going back back back and back back
Back to truth, to Ultimate Truth
Knowing fully well, it is everything
And it is everywhere.

Be free from all hatred
And desire, my dear
And you are allowed to go back
Back back and back to Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back Home

Going back home
I saw You
O my dear
I saw you dark
I saw you blue
I saw you yellow
I saw you white
Going back home
I saw you
And you are here
And ready to fight
Ready to fight with time
And look now
I am above time.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back Is

Going back is not so easy,
Going back is not possible,
But the cycle is there
You can revolve round,
With a hope to get back
Your belongings though not
In original forms.
Saying nothing is good thing
So also seeing nothing means
You cannot say you are blind.
What is inevitable, that is there,
No one can challenge
Such and such are happening
Take it sure, But my dear,
What is there, that is only life.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back Is Quite

Going back is
Quite impossible.

Proceed forward is
The only way left
For you remember
And that is advisable.

But it is possible only
In Your presence my dear.

I am waiting for You
And You are present here
All the time everywhere
With all.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back- No Question

Going back - no question,
Taking bundles - not true,
Attaining life - for love,
All are here in my sleep.
But I am awake, see me
And say something, I am here
At your own buildings by
Sacrificing so many things.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back On One's Words

Going back
On one's words
Uncivilized.

Pran Jai
Bachhana na jai
Poet Tulsi Das
Is cent percent right.

Let death come to me
I will keep my words
That is called
Most civilized.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back To Home

A process is there
Going back to home
Going back to ultimate truth
The process is called
Mystic Yoga.

Push up your life air
From the navel to the heart
Then to the root of the palate
Then to the space between the eyebrows
Finally out of the cerebral hole.

And you give up your material connection
And it is the solution of all problems.

Gajanan Mishra
Going back to the truth
With love,
Is our motto.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Back To Ultimate Truth

True civilization
And civilization advance
On developing potent
Spiritual instincts of all
And giving a chance
To go back to Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Backward

Going backward,
And going backward is not dying.
Going backward,
And going backward is giving life
A new fashion in old style.

See life excluding the words,
Read life excluding the emotions,
Live life minus living,
And realize your real
And eternal affinity with nature.

O my dear, this is the life here,
And in life count not number.
Think the symptom that are in picture
And proceed forward as a fresh prompter.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Beyond Death

Are you an owl?
If yes
I conclude
You are the rich
Being with
Goddess Laxmi (Wealth).

If you light
You are welcome
To take away my dark
That is with me
I am with you
O my dear owl
And here I am
Waiting for sunrise
All night.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Beyond Death, See Me

I am going beyond death
See me with my poems,
See me in truth with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Beyond Numbers

Going beyond numbers
I arrived here.
One two three,
And I am free.

Let me forget everything
And let me not stay
in confusion.
No friend no relative
Can gives me satisfaction
That I desire.

Let me go beyond all,
Where I want to
establish myself
with all nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Beyond You

Going beyond you
Is possible,
And you said
You would be
The first to
Welcome it.

But where you are,
I have to search it first
And hearing these words,
You smile,
The meaning of the smile
I failed to understand,
Though here.

It is you to show me
My own home,
It is you to tell me
How to move,
It is you to hear me
My words.
I know no one else
But you, my dear.

Your greatness,
You consider me yours,
I am fortunate
To get back you
Here always.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Deep

Going deep in to life
I see life nothing
Just a click
And get message
Of sunny day
Be ready
It is time
To go away.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Deep In To Pleasure

I do not want to go deep
I know going deep means
Going away from present status
And I do not want to go away
At present from here.

Here I want pleasure and
I know it is a source of pain
Pain of what kind that
I am not able to make you
Understand at present and you
Are also not in a position
That I guessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Everywhere

With two blind associates *
I remain an observer
Forced by contaminated intelligence.

* hands and legs

Gajanan Mishra
Going For Poison

Shame shame shame
Forgetting nectar
I am begging poison.

Shame shame shame
I am going towards hell
Forgetting the road to heaven.

O my dear, forgetting love
I am busy in jealousy and hate
And You are silent and I am none.

Gajanan Mishra
Going For Seats

1.

Going for seats
And not for works,
Danger to the land
And the people.

2.

My home - this earth,
My family members-
All the creatures,
See, I fear no one here.

3.

No escape from busy
Planetary system, true.
No way to avoid
Responsibility, also true.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Forward

Going forward face to face
My dear, I am here.
I am here with my own flag
I am clean and white, see.
I am dazzling there with You
O my dear, I am the sky.
So celebrated, my dear
I am in my own airplane.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Going

Going going going
I am going alone
Alone I am going
Never with you again
Do not wait for me
I am not waiting you
You go on your own way
I am going on my own way
I am going going going
Do not disturb me
Do not disturb me.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Hither And Thither

With air and with water,
See me, I am going
Hither and thither, dear.

Where are my eyes and
Where are my ears
I have forgotten to
Tell you in words
That are clear.

No resting place here,
I have also no knowledge,
I am a living entity.

In streets, in restaurants
And in markets, I have put
Several questions and
That are unanswered.

Gajanan Mishra
Going On Loan

Going on loan
You are feeling alone.

Life is not for loan
Feel the life alone.

Live life freely alone
Without loan.

It is loan, it is fire,
It is loan, it is anger,
It is loan, it is disease,
Don't go with it.

Remember, loan is only
Responsible for your sorrowful life.
Repayment of loan with instalments
Is the pain that is given by co-wives.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Outside Illusion

Cause and effect -
Illusion.
But life - nature's
Perfect manifestation.

The eyes and the ears -
Alert always.
But we are the fools,
Failed to understand
The concept and images.

Nothing like time,
As you said from the beginning.
The beginning when we rise
And when we sleep
You may termed interval.

The shadow is there, of course,
Wherein, we get the scope
To search the self.
And scope is there to
Go outside illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Put

Going out
You can go
From you
But be sure
The world is
Not going
It is
Under the circle.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Side By Side

Going side by side
Your mind and my thought
I stood for fight.

The star and the moon
Called me at noon
And I thanked them
And I have my own boon.

Gajanan Mishra
Going To Hear

We are
Going to hear
Only yes or no
No means yes
Yes means no
You know
I know
And also
No meaning of
Knowing
What is what
Why and how.

You appeared
And disappeared
We remained silent
Everything changed
We remained silent
Nothing like
Real
Nothing like
Unreal
We remained silent
We could not get
Any answer
Why and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Going To Mars

Are you ready
To go from this earth
To the Mars?
Come on, my dear,
It is a one way trip.
Remember, we are
In a mood to colonize
Mars. Be ready
To start by storm.

Gajanan Mishra
Going To Meet An End

It is I
and that is
going to meet an end.
End is nothing but a
beginning afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Going To The Root

Without going to the root
Why are we giving cheap statements
That I do not know.
Proper and true knowledge
Are not being given to the children
Proper foods proper dresses are not
Being provided to our children,
And when they are going waywards
We are telling boys are boys
They make mistakes.
Even if our boys are involved in
Rapes, murders, loots etc etc
We are telling it so happen everywhere
How shame, how shame! !

Gajanan Mishra
Going To You

You are the end I know
And I am going to You.

I have no attachment
Even in this going
I expect nothing
From this going.

I am going and
My going is a
Means to the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Together

Is true knowledge
Doing work
For You O my dear
Is true mission
And here one can
Get full satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Together Fire And Water

Going together fire and water,
See my dear.
But nothing to wonder,
They are the one
And the same.
We are here
To use each one
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Towards Higher Vision

Going towards higher vision
I am revived and recharged
I know the conflict is continuous
Within me and outside
Between the higher and the lower
I know I represent both
Positive side and negative
And I know the negative in me
Outnumbered the positive.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Towards Truth

I am going,
Going towards truth,
Death is the only truth here.

Here I am living,
The only truth is the living.

Living and doing nothing else,
And I am dying and dying,
Living and dying - the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Up And Down

Going up and up
You are going up and up
You must come down
And down I know
For going up
Nothing to make merry
For coming down
Nothing to lament
Going up and coming down
Are but unavoidable
Nothing is up and
Nothing is down
It is not you
But the up and down are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Up To Top Floor

Going up to top floor
I declared myself God
It is clear signal of
My frustration.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With

Going with You
O my dear I
Reaped the benefit
I read art science
Philosophy physics
chemistry psychology
Where there is
Your name fame glory
I know You are the only
Absolute owner of the story
Poets writers all are here
With You and You are at the center
Of all with Your inconceivable energy
To focus yet another new history.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With All Smartness

Going with all smartness
Let me stay modern and alert.
Going with all smartness
Let me speak the truth with love.
Going with all smartness
Let me have with all sensitivity
And with clear vision
For the development of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With History

Going with history I discovered all reasons
And I found right knowledge with unclouded understanding,
I found joy and sorrow, I found evolution and dissolution,
I found fear and fearlessness, I found non-violence,
I found austerity and charity, fame and obloquy.

Gajanan Mishra
Going with knowledge
I have written a poem,
Going with a poem
I have touched the truth,
Going with the truth
I love you, I love you.
You are there within me
That I know. And I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With Reality

Going with reality
Is enjoying life,
And it is allowing
Stability but not pity.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With Self

If you are not able
to go with yourself.
Chances are there
that you can go
with anybody
at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With The Nature

Going with the nature, my dear,
I want to surrender myself before you.
Going with the nature, my dear,
I want to stay with the truth.
Going with the nature, my dear,
Let me tell you I am absolute.
Going with the nature, my dear,
I want you and I want like you.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With The Root

Use your own language
And be not rootless.
Remember, you can't
Go fast and you can't
Develop with borrowed
Language.
Go with your own root
That is your language.
Think not yourself
Inferior to anyone.
You are strong as
Because you are strict
To your tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With The Self

Going with the self
is realizing the truth.
Realizing the truth is
is living with care.
Living with care is
knowing the love.
Knowing the love is
getting perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With Time

Going with time
I saw you within.
Seeing you within
I went mad.
Going with madness
I discovered myself nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Going With Truth

Going with truth
I have written this.
I have written this poem
for you, as I know
You are the truth.

You are the truth,
and you are here to
save all from falsehood.
You are here to make other
fearless and care-free.

Fearless and care-free
is the basic structure.
Men, I know, under this sun
you are the best creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Going Wrong

Tell not going wrong,
But tell it's okay.

Tell something swearing,
Tell something shouting.
But go not barking
Get not confusing.

Shake well bottle
Before taking medicine.

Know the language and speak,
Know the truth and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold And Good Bedding

One who is going after
Gold and good bedding,
I am sure, he is going
Towards destructions.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold Has

Gold has no fragrance
Sugarcane plant has no sweet fruit
Sandalwood tree has no flowers
I have no money I am a man
He has a short span of life
He is a ruler
My poem has got eternal power
And it is useful for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold - I Do Not Like

Gold - I do not like
Land- I do not like
Woman - I love and respect
See I am perfect
You are free to say
What ever you like
It is your turn
Let me go on my way
It is my return
My dear has sent me
Due summon.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold is gold
Everywhere,
It is gold
Unaffected.
You may keep
Gold under water
Or under earth
But use it
In proper way.
Life is gold
Use it but
Stay detached.
Life-gold, gold-life,
It is with you
And you are to
Know its true value.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold Is Still Gold

Gold is still gold
And it is all yellow.
Half gold full gold
Nothing like that.

Nothing special
In saying anything more.
It all lighted
In the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold Is Tested

By rubbing on the touch-stone.

An expert jeweler only
Can know the precious stone.

By his innate disposition
A man is tested
In times of emergency.

Each and every creature
Is an ocean of wisdom
My dear, just observe the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Gold Itself

Gold itself is all,
We are all gold.

Gajanan Mishra
Golden Beach

What happened
To this golden beach
Where is its calmness
Still I am here
What for
I know not
Is it attractive
As before
This Bay of Bengal
And Mahodadhi is here
To tell you
Picture in clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Golden Flower

Golden flower is here
Blooming, see.
Golden song is here,
They are singing, hear.

I know not
What more you need
In life here.

To fill up the belly
Is not the only work
To be done.
To sleep with wife
Is not the pleasure
At the forefront.

In this jungle let me search the deer.

Gajanan Mishra
Golden Hours

Golden hours present,
Present is the golden hours.
Try to know the heart of others,
And go with the nature, my dear,
You are nature-bound, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Golden Rules

Golden rules
For you, poets dear.
Through your words
Distribute nectar.
Bring joy and
Happiness to
All creatures.
Make all aware
And cautious.
Let all realize
What they have
That are precious.
Optimize your
Opportunities for
All good here.

Gajanan Mishra
Goldfinch

So you are there,
Goldfinch,
With your
Face full of
Redness.
So you are there
With sharp
Beak and
Powerful eyes
Ready to fight.
So beautiful,
You are my dear.
Love and compassion,
Only I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Goldsmith Heats Up

Goldsmith heats up gold
In the fire to purify the gold
I am fixed on You only to test myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Gone To Plural

I accept your proposal
Gone to plural.

I am not stupid
And done good deed.

You ask what
Tell me flat.

I have no answer
You are my sir
And only Sir.

Gajanan Mishra
Good / Evil

Nothing is good
Nothing is evil
Think for a while.

Realization is
Necessary
Be like an innocent child.

Be peaceful and firm
And know the well wisher
Of all living beings.

Link yourself always
O my dear, with
The Absolute Truth.

Here You are here I am
And here our world beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Good About Truth

Good is always good,  
Bad is not always bad, though.

I guarantee how and who I am,  
But I can't give guarantee  
About others.

Your nature depends  
On your culture,  
But think for a while  
Who you are, my dear.

I am not scattered,  
As before I am here.

But you? I can say  
The truth, before saying  
Anything let me put some  
Quiestions to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Action

Good action boost
Not dampened
Good action has
No retrograde approach.
It is you only
Who can say
Which action is good
And which action is bad
After the result received.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Bad

Good and bad
Nothing like that
Carefree life
Natures hive
Selfless life
Natures hive.
Mother mother
Gather gather
I am in the orphanage
All days
No chit chat either.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Bad - Mental Speculations

Nothing good
Nothing bad,
Good and bad
All mental
Speculations.

To say
This is good,
This is bad
All, but a
Mistake.

Stay on
The platform of
Neutrality, dear,
Think all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Bad- Cannot Nullify

Good and bad,
Pleasant and unpleasant,
Cannot nullify each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Both good and 
bad consequences are there 
and so, my dear, 
think for a while 
before taking any 
step here in life.

Treat life as a poem 
and so be careful 
for its writing 
on the wall of time. 
fill up the wallpapers 
in different colours 
so as to take 
all benefits.

Watch yourself 
diligently, my dear 
and test yourself 
how wise you are 
in tackling 
the situation.

But to do 
all things 
which are 
beneficial 
and good.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Evil Stars

Good and evil stars
Are here with me
But they enjoyed
Equal status before me.
Good and evil stars
Are here with me
And they are going
On their own ways.
I have nothing to do
Anything at any time
Here or there or anywhere
Good and evil stars
Are doing everything for
The larger interest only.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Good

It is true,
good are coming
to good,
as they are
birds of the same feather.

It is true,
You are nobody
to leap,
it is all depends on
His mercy.

What is going on
behind the screen
is not known to anybody,
we are nobody to guess also.

Gajanan Mishra
Good And Goodness

They are all different,
Good and goodness.
You are to trained yourself
In the culture of good association.
Goodness is there by birth,
By default all are good,
Inside the house.
All good and all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Good and sweet feelings
Are there whenever I am
Going to write a poem.
I am writing poems with
A view to the welfare
Of the masses as a whole,
Without any egoistic feeling.
Anyone can test me by seeing
Total renunciation of affinity
For the materialistic world,
For the body, senses, minds, intellects.
I know the positions, riches, ability
And all other resources are of
The world and for the world and not theirs.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Bye To Whom

Goodbye - to whom
And for why.
I have not yet
Got a single friend.

My figure is not mine
That I know, my dear
And everything here
Is yours.

No one is here
To welcome and yet
I am happy as because
This place is only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Cause

For good cause
You are free to do anything
You are good
Your cause is also good
I am good
My cause should be good
Our life should be
In the renounced order
O my dear, I am here
To awaken all from
Ignorance-slumber
And to remind all
Their actual purpose
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Company

Good company
Is an asset
In itself
Honor the good
Even though
They appear mean.

Remember, through
Contact with the wind
Dust ascends to the sky.
Parrot nurtured in the house
Of the virtuous repeats the Holy name
Water with fire and air formed cloud
And bring life to the world.

Be with good always, my dear
And deviate not from goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Daughter- Good Mother

A good mother can only
Give a good daughter
A good daughter can only
Become a good mother.

Here is a good mother
A good mother can only
Construct the human society
In a very good manner.

Mother-daughter are
Really beautiful feature
For a secured future
My dear, welcome the daughter.

I pray, please hand over
Your daughter to a befitting
And qualified person according to
Taste and character.

Be happy with the daughter
Your daughter is your vast treasure
Your daughter is your mother
And the best bestower.

It is the daughter
Who can only rescue
Your father and forefathers
Welcome the daughter.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Days

Good days
Yet to come
With this
Hike prices.
Good days
Yet to come
With this
Communal riots.
Good days
Yet to come
With all fire
With all water.
Good days has already came
See, with monsoon returned.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Deeds

Concentrate your mind
On good deeds
And get success.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Diplomacy

I am here
Ready to
Fight for justice.
But I am here
Violating laws
For my own self.
God help me
I am for none.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Empire

Let me do what
I want to do,
Give me half a
Minute time.
And I can do
In the name of
My mother,
My mother language,
In the name of
My earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Experiment

Life crumbled
And I grew.
No dreams remain
Unfulfilled.

Through dust
Through flames,
I forgot
My thirst,
My alcohol-
My poems.

No sleep,
Eyes closed though.
No mirror,
Night lighted though.

Patience is to be
Taught.
Trees are to be
Taken care.
Days are to be
Given respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Feeling Is

Good feeling is
There in my life
That I am living.
And I am telling
In my truthful words.
Let me clear, words
Are not mine and hence
Words are in true form
That I cannot say.
Let me say, still
I am fulfilled.
And I am purifying
Everything that are
Here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Feelings Be

Good feelings be reciprocated,
Good thoughts be shared.

Expected must not be missed out,
Unexpected must be tolerated.

Doing right things be continued,
Vision and ability be shown for all welfare.

Imaginations be not blocked
And creativity be given a chance to move forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Good For All

Good for all,
Good for you,
That is truth.
Truth is
Your tolerance,
Your patience.
Respect others
And stay
Without fear.
Proceed ahead
But depend not on
The sinking ship.
But my dear,
Betray not the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Good For All - The Sky

Good for all,
All for good.

The earth, the air,
The water, the fire,
All are there,
All are there.

All for the sky,
The sky is for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Good For Everyone

What is good
For everyone
Is good for me.

What is good
For me is
Good for everyone.

I realize my
Eternal nature
Of bliss and knowledge.

Lack of perfect
Knowledge is the barrier
To reach the goal of life.

Perfect knowledge is
Absolute Truth and Supreme love.

Gajanan Mishra
Good For Me

I do not know
What is good for me
It is You who know
What is good for me.

I am foolish to ask you
For more and more
I am wise enough
To leave the place.

Gajanan Mishra
Good For Me - Mystery

What is good for me
I am telling myself
And that is the secret
Of success.

And what is success
It is staying within oneself
Calmly without any disturbance
Disclosing nothing anywhere.

And secret is
Living life without
Incurring sins, and
Living without grief.

Mystery of life
Life itself is a great mystery.

Gajanan Mishra
I know
What is
Good for me
I know
The work
And those
Who are
Working therein.

The works are
Going on in a
Systematic manner
In the presence
Of all
We are all
Watching only
Just watcher.

Who is doing
All the works
And for why
And for whom
I know not
And yet
I know
At least I
Dare to say
This before all.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Fortune

You said good fortune
You said good bye
You said further
Let us fly.

Where is the sky I asked
And Your reply
I have not received yet
Who is shy?

That I know your smile
With a meaning
That I am not able to know
What is that to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Fortune If You Expect

Good fortune if you expect
Put not anyone in to the troubles.
Love all and give protection to all
For all are your part and parcel.
It is nobody but you here
You are your follower you are your master.
Your chariot is your body
And you alone are going on it, I know.
Know your own strength, my dear
Know that only for all you are the lighter.
Show your form, my dear, in love in truth
By appearing by expanding yourself and it is You.
You are the bottom line the Absolute Truth
Besides you there is nothing anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Fortune Of The Blessed

Good fortune of the blessed
And ill fortune of the unlucky,
It is you, here, I know my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Fortune To You

Good fortune to You
O my dear, Your each
And every activity is
Magnanimous and
Worth glorifying.

Good fortune to You
My dear, You are
Not satiated that I know
And You are doing always
Everywhere for something.

What is that something
That I do not know
Exactly but I know You
Certainly and you are
Here only to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Fortune- With Truth

Go and enjoy
I enjoy a lot of good fortune to You
Here You are at the platform
That I know and I told all
To remain alert at this rainy days
As chances of so many diseases are there
Let me say a few words more
Go on doing all activities
In relationship with Truth
And be sure you are at the platform
Where I am always as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Friday

Good Friday
Consists of
Two words
Good and Friday
Good means
Beneficial
Not bad
Friday means
A day of a week of
Our life span
The Fifth day
If we start counting
From Monday
Friday consists of
Five elements
Of life like
Air water light
Earth sky
Good Friday
Please smile
It is good for life
With new friendship.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Friend

Good friend,
I said myself
Love good friend.
When good friend
Is with me,
I have forgotten
My thirst and my hunger.

When good friend
Is with me
I have found the truth
With love
And I love the truth.
And good friend always
try to take me to graveyard.

Gajanan Mishra
Good friendship means
You are for me
I am for You
For good purpose
With all goodness
It does not matter
Who You are
Who I am
It does not matter
Whether it is
The time of peace
Or the time of crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Good Good Good

Good good good good
Very good, very good, very good.
What is good, how much good
Nobody is here to explained.

Our experiences only giving us
Pain and burning sensation
In throat in tongue and in body.
We are not pleased upon us
Because we know our lifestyle
Are the causes of our sickness.

Too much love is poison,
Keep yourself away, my dear, from
Ill talks and evil habits and
Various entertainment.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Hour

O sun, O moon,
When you are coming together,
I know, it is good hour,
For me, for all.
O day, O night,
I am searching you both,
Where are you now.
O love, O hate,
I am keeping you
In my pocket.
Try not to go outside,
It is not safety.
See me, my sweet sound,
Timeless but I am time-bound.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Human Being

We are to select and choose
A good human being
Apart from decency empathy
And responsibility
We are to select and choose
A good human being
Apart from courage
And determination.

A good human being
With practical ideas
To bring progress and
Positive change is the need
Of the hour we are all
Waiting for
Ignore not a common man
Have trust with stability.

We want a common man
A good human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Good In Love

Good in love,
Love is good.
With dream,
With life,
History unwounded.

Victory at hand,
Everything really,
Truth and good.
Voice disappeared
Uninvented.

Nothing is in memory,
Memory is nothing.
Still, we are to speak,
We are to write.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Intelligence, Good Wife

Good, good, good,
Good intelligence,
Good wife,
Good women,
Good life,
Good world.
All good and
Life full
With nectar.
Nothing to fear,
The ocean of the world,
Called danger.
If with you, there is
A good wife and mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Is Always Good

Remember, my dear
You are for the good of others
Remember, You have nothing to do
You have got this life
And nothing remains to be done
Nothing remains to be attained
Nothing remains to be known
I am here for You
And You are for good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Is Good

Go with goodness
Always and derive
Ultimate benefit.

Happiness and distress
All are incidental effects
And think not as
Consequences of material work.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Is Good And It Is

Good is good and it is
Always good,
Good can never be bad.

Bad is bad but it is
Not always bad
Bad can be good if it tries.

Good and bad
Bad and good
No one can make
A distinction as
Water-tight compartment.

It is good because it is good
It is bad not because it is bad
But we know not its use and so it is bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Is Great

Great is great
Good or bad.
Good home,
Good children,
Good wife,
Good land,
Good relation,
Good victory.
Good and good,
Every good is
Pious and celestial.
Good labor,
Good means,
Good result,
Good life,
All is good
In life and
In success.
Failure is also
Good if it has
Good effects,
And hence,
Good is great.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Lesson

Learn from your own living,
Learn from your own time,
Life is the best school
To learn everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Light

Life has its
Own light,
Let us watch it.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Living

Good living and good talking
Are two different things.

Knowledge and intelligence or wisdom
Are two different things.

Try not to considered yourself
As a learned scholar by cleaver juggling words.

By external symbols you can not
Known a person's spiritual position.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Luck

My good luck
I am here
At this time
And it is spring.

And it is spring
No night in me
The sun stood
Motionless.

I know it is love
I know here
There is truth
Steadfast faith.

And it is spring
In human form and I
Forget not my dear
Our blessed adventure.

Here with us
See ocean of felicity
Embodiment of joy
Fills me with delight.

Here with me
The very home of bliss
The comforter, my dear
And it is spring.

Here with me
My sustain-or my supporter
Of love and truth
And it is spring.

Here with me
Who is destroying
My enemies - hate sorrows
And it is spring.
Here with me
See, my dear
Mainstay of whole
Universe- love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Man / Bad Man

Good man died once
Bad man died and killed
So many times
Before finally died.
Good man died in peace
Bad man died in pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Manners

Learning good manners
Is an art and we are to know
Whosoever you may be
Friend or foe
There is no expense
In showing good manner
If I have nothing to offer
I must tell you sweet words
If I am able to speak
At least I must smile seeing you
Near and far
And rest is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Memories

Good memories are
Always good
No one can say.
All relative terms
Are subject to
Clarification that
One must say.
Life is bubble
But bubble is
Life no one can say.
Yes, one must say
They are like bubbles
That are there with all
Valuable disappearance.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Men

We should feel sorry
For the unavoidable misdeeds.
And we should never find
The fault with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Men Good World

Good men, good world,
But the reverse is not true.
The world is always good,
But not all men here - good.
Often, men have their
Vested interest for nothing.
The life is mystery and
Men are in dark.
Men, know the truth
And waste not the time.
Stay faithful and
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Men, Awake

O Good men
Please rise and awake
For the good of others.

O Bad men
Please take rest and go on sleep
For the good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning

Good morning
To you all.
Have a nice day,
My dear.
Feel joy
Within your hearts.

Remember,
Nothing to satisfy
In household life,
Though pillar it is
For higher
Truth consciousness.

Elevate yourself
To eternal love
And receive all profits.
Stay cautious
And refrain from
Prohibited activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning - For New Food

For you all
Have taken new rice
As food,
You all fathers/mothers
Brothers/ sisters/
Friends.. I salute
You all.
I salute you.

If you would stay alive,
We would meet next year.
If we would die,
Nothing is there
To make us united again in
Our relationships here.
Good morning, good morning
To you all.
I wish you all for the new year.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning Sir

Good morning, Sir,
Let me wish all good.
May your life be
Always with love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning To You  For Merry Christmas

Good morning to you
For merry Christmas,
Let us live together
With peace and happiness
In this world.
We are all in this world
At this time and let
Love reign over us here.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning To You All

Good morning to you all,
let the life go on
in this way every moment.
Every moment let us be happy
with our own dreams and
with our own languages.
With our own languages
let us write poems,
poems of love, poems of truth.
Let us feel the truth in love,
let us feel the love in truth,
let us say to each other, my dear,
you are so sweet, so beautiful,
I love you, I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Morning To You Here

O I love I love your style
And form and spirit and
More and more I like to hear
I like to hear You more and more
I like to hear Your pastimes
And about You I like to hear.

It is our friendship our love
That brought me here
It is only for You
I stood here and
I am Your part and parcel
And as such I am able to understand
Your transcendental personality of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Good News

Good news,
Good news are
Inside bad news
But not the reverse.

And still
In the name of entertainments
Violence and vulgars
Are there everywhere.

And still
In the name of humanity
We are united.

Gajanan Mishra
Good News - I Love You

All truth,
Good news -
I love you.

I love you,
No falsehood.

No falsehood
In life
In love.

In love -
Find joy,
Compassion,
Faith,
Works and
Life.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Number,

And it is good,
It is just word-number,
Game here there.
Here see no right,
Nothing social-economic,
No housing, no security,
No health, no dignity.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Omen

Olive ridley turtle
Lay eggs close to my house.

Age old relationship
Established.

Big cat feels my house safe
Pedigree discovered.

Owl play cheerfully
And I know no scarcity.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Omens

Good omens
Good omens are
Here always, find them.

Raining down flowers
Beating of drums
Dancing and singing by all
Propitious hours
Appearing rainbows
Exchange of greetings
And all that are here
Above and beyond words.

Gladdened the life
That we perceived
Here in this paradise.

Gajanan Mishra
Good One

Good one, go on,
I am here to appreciate
All your works.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Or Bad

Good or bad
All fleeting
And I exist.

I exist being
Not partial not mediator
I am also not indifference.

I am unconcerned
I know, nothing is there
Besides I.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Or Bad Do It

What you think fit.
Everything has its own plus point
Go on doing it and see positive at the end.
And at last it is fire that is there
Before turning to ashes just take care

Gajanan Mishra
Good Or Evil

Good or evil,
I care not the stars.
I care the birds
Who are within me.
The birds fly,
As lunatics,
In happiness
With reptiles.
I care the planet,
Wherein I am there.
I take birth from
Embryos, eggs,
Perspiration and seeds.
And love, that I need.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Place

Good place
This world is a good place.
Here you are to
Search yourself, my dear.

Searching is life,
And what is that
And how to search
Is depends on you.

You are here only for truth
And what is truth without love.
Love is here, you can express
Through this love to get the truth.

Truth is one and that is life
And life is here only in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Poem

Good poem
Read it
Here in
This dot com
Round O'cloak.
After reading
If you so like
You can vote
And give points
Find there
Zero to ten.
After reading
If you so like
You can write
What you think
As your comment.
You can reach
Through your poem
Anywhere within no time
You can hunt
Anybody’s pastimes
You are free to
Take its print
You are free to
Send it to anybody.
This is your site
For you both
Readers and poet
You are to come together
With love with faith
And contribute your
Nectar that is within you
Openly transparently
Without any hesitation.
Important is it is free
To all who desire to
Something for the welfare
Of all for a better world
For peace and stability
And to touch the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Poet

Good poet delights
To read others composition
Are not rare.
Here take the ocean
As the rare soul
That swells at the sight
Of the full moon.
I know good poet
Would be gratified
To read what I write.

Laughter of bad poet
Would benefit me
As I know crows call
The cuckoo hoarse
Herons ridicule the swan
Malicious rogues deride
Refined write that are
In love in truth.

Let me clear I am no poet
nor an adept in the art of writing
I am a cipher in all arts and sciences
I possess no knowledge on
Various figures of speech
Metrical composition of different kinds
Infinite varieties of emotions
And I lack excellence of poetic composition
My composition is devoid of all charm
But my composition surely liked by them
Who are gifted poets and who are
Gifted with unbiased judgement.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Qualifications

Good qualifications
Till date good qualifications
I have not able to secured
With faith, I am not engaged
Myself in Your thought
As I am not yet free from
All low activities of lust and anger
O my dear, still You are calling
Me dear, come come come near and near
And for this I am thankful to You here.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Rainfall

Good rainfall,
Let's expect.
All material
Time, space,
And all objects.

True,
Only living.
And to live
Water - a must.

For water
Rainfall is there,
For rainfall,
Do good all men and
Take care the climate.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Sign

Good sign
twelve three.

Administration of
Self-Government
Multiplied.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Sky

Good sky, bad sky,
Good poem, bad poem,
Let us tell them,
Bye bye.

How they dare
To put question
To the star.

Let me declare
My wife is dare-devil
As she can only
Sweep the sky
Throwing my poems
On the face of the star
Telling my words of desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Song

Good song,
Written in
Mother language.
Good life,
Living with
The mother.
Good progress
Staying at
Homeland.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Start

Good start here
Format disclose
No damage done
Game is on.

Going silently
Staying happily
No injury nothing
Nothing to recover.

Going to comeback
Going in emptyhand
Ready to deliver
Ready to answer caller.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Things Are

Good things are
Associated with
Obstacles.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Thoughts

Let good thoughts
Come to us
For all good.
Good life,
Good world and
We are all good.
Let life go
With all goodness.
Let life continue
And continue with
All good.
It is all but truth,
Our food, our mood,
Our actions,
Our speeches,
Our world is the storehouse
Of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Time

Good time
Good time has arrived,
Let us come and see.
Good time with rising price
Good time with rape, murder, accidents,
Good time with us on this chair.
Good time, good time, good time,
Good time has arrived
And we have succeeded.
They are our friends who are praising us
They are our enemy who are denouncing us.
And still it is good time
As we want cooperation from both sides.
Good time is now with us, with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Good To Good

Good to good,
Evil to evil -
My words,
Hear and listen.

I am to tell you all,
How we are avoiding
The truth here.
I have to tell you all,
The love stories
That are in us.

See me, I stand fixed,
Here all times and
You are there to follow me,
For the sake of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Tree

Good tree
Good fruits
Good man
Good words
Good love
Good cub
And I am sure
Next generation
Would be perfect
And pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Valentine

Good valentine,  
I love you  
Said my father  
To me.  
Good valentine  
I love you  
Let me add  
This version  
Of my mother.  
I love you  
I said to my son,  
I love you  
I said to my daughter.  
Good valentine  
Let my world  
Be better and better.  
Good valentine  
I pray all to  
Keep love and go  
Searching the truth  
In this life for  
The welfare of all.  
Good valentine  
I love you  
Use it for peace  
And world's order.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Well-Wisher

You are giving me
Protection from
All kinds of calamities
O my dear, You are
Always my good well-wisher
And I know You are
Here there everywhere
And every time You are
Making Your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Wife Is

Good intelligence
Good intelligence
Means Truth conscious
Truth conscious is one
Who always helped
Out of the dangerous situations
That always occur in material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Good Will And Love

Good will and love,
Take steps dear,
To spread everywhere,
All over the world.

Conquer each one
By love, dear,
And reap no sorrow.

Desire to honor
The truth,
And follow
Patience principle.

Hear every word,
But deliver
Righteous judgment.

You are nothing,
And you are returning
To nothingness.
And hence
Practice lowliness
And humility.

Gajanan Mishra
Good, Good, Good

Good, good, good,
Good pen, good thought
Good writing, all are
Good for health
Good for living
Good for society.

Let there be purity
In inner faculty
Of the mind and heart.
You think me good
O my dear, and I am
Trying to become
Better and better and
I have my faith in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Good/Bad

What is bad for me
That is good for you
And in such relationship
Scattered the queue.

A small two winged insect
The fly defeated me
Like anything and I
So called learned and powerful
Could do nothing and was killed.

Nothing to surprised
Though body differ
The fly and a man is same
And equal in all respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Good-Bye

I am not here
To remember and
Say all that
You asked.

I have nothing to do
With the business
Here going on through
Land sea and air.

If you are fair
Speak something smile
I am to spent time
That is with me.

East and west
Time do not waste
Sea and sky
Fly fly and fly
Bid earth goodbye
Goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodbye Elusive Love

I am not false
See me touch me
Come to me
Stay with me
Test me
I am what I am
I am not false.

I am the truth
I am the nectar
O my dear, come to me
I am here always
With you, feel me
Experience me
Let me tell you also the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodbye Taslima

Goodbye beautiful days
Goodbye happiness
You said Taslima
My dear poet
You further said
Good bye childhood
That is really painful
Goodbye telegram
Goodbye letters
Nothing to bothers
We are here to goodbye all
And we know nobody
And nothing is going
Just they are all
Changing their forms
And shapes and sizes
Taslima, the creator
The creation itself is
Going to change
Ask yourself my dear poet
Like you like me
Here there everywhere
I congatulate you
Still you are a poet
Looking the world
On your own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodbye, Good Bye

I am the leaf,
You are the rose.
You are the song,
I am the weather.
I am the plinth,
You are the roof.
You are the earth,
I am the sky.

Say never at any time
Good bye, good bye.
I am the words,
Emotions are in you.
Poems cannot be written
Without this truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Good-For-Nothing

Good-for-nothing,
How can I say?
So long as the bird
Is singing there
On its own way.
I have to understand
And take steps
For my own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodliness

All and
All goodliness
Is here.
It is
Your goodness.
It is, I know,
Your good will.
I know goody
And goody-goody.
You are good-natured
And that make me rise
Upwards and upwards.
I care and respect
Your Good Friday.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodluck

No hope, nothing. 
No pain, nothing. 
Where there is hope 
There is pain. 
Where there is gain, 
There is pain.

We all pots 
Call kettle black.

Animated we all 
Prey duplicity 
Gookluck.

Not caught by dog, 
We go together 
With our own luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodman, Heap Of Joy

Goodman,
Good company,
Good establishment.

Nothing to challenge,
Nothing to worry,
Nothing to enjoy.

And we are here
On a natural heap of joy
For love,
For truth.

And we think
You are taking
All pain for us,
We are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodmorning

Look I am here
With a red rose
In the ground of east.
And I am hopeful
I will cross
The border of dispute.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodness Is There

Goodness is there
With noble disposition,
With free mind,
With forgiveness and
Compassion,
And goodness is conducive
To Truth-realization,
And it is His incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodness Is With You

Goodness is with you
As you know
O my dear
What ought to be done
What ought not to be done
What is to be feared
What is not to be feared
What is binding and
What is liberating.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodness Of The Good

Goodness of the good
Come forward to save the earth
Goodness of the good
Only you have the guts
To fight for what is just.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodness Passion Ignorance

Goodness passion ignorance
All these three are with us
They are our knowledge, our greed
And our heedlessness, delusion.

We have everything with us
The nectar the poison
It is we to decide whether to
Go up or down below as per our notion.

Time and circumstances compelling us
We are the rolling stones
And we should stand at our motion
Remember, life is for self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Gooduse

Little is big
Put the little
Good use
Good fruit continues.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodwill And Peace

No harm in sweets,
No harm in exchange of
Goodwill and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Goodwill Hunting

Come come
You are welcome.
If infact
You are coming
For goodwill hunting.

Gajanan Mishra
Gorakhpur Tragedy

The cause of death,
I want not to listen,
But I want the demon
To be caught and
Hanged before all.

My words are
Not on the line of
Tit for tat, but
I want a lesson,
Exemplary be given
To the culprit
To save future tragedy,
And to caution all.

The matter be taken
Beyond party politics,
Beyond any state and nation,
As the buds belong to
All human class.
The children are the future
Of humanity, the father of the man.
No excuse, no pardon,
For this infanticide,
For this patricide.

Gajanan Mishra
Gorgeous And Cheerful

I know you,
You are gorgeous
and cheerful.

I know you
But I know not
who you are,
though I am there.

You are there
within me
But I know not
who you are.

Without you,
it is true,
I cannot move.

Gajanan Mishra
Who are you
I know Gorkha.
I know your regiments,
I know Your courage
And arts of war.
You are warriors class,
And you are ready to fight
For the motherland.
You have your own language,
And own identity.
I know and I salute you
For love and for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Got Everything

I have not experienced
A lack of anything
And nothing is with me now.

What I have experienced
I have openly written
Without any attachment
And I have got everything
With me now.

Gajanan Mishra
Got Everything And Yet

Got everything
And yet beggar.

You want nothing
I recognize you as emperor,

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Bapa Bhaabare (Odia)

Gotie bapa bhaabare
Mu prakrutare asahaya.
Kintu tu mora
Jogya putra,
Mote kandeiba pain
Tu nuhan.
To hrudaya nirmala,
Tu sumana, artha,
Sabu bhala guna
Tori bhitare.
Tu heuchhu phala,
Satyara phala.
To pakhare pani
Hoi pariba ni parapha.

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Bhikari

Gotie bhikari,
Tume mate kahipara bhikaritie.
Mu maguchhi kabitatie,
Satyara, premara kabita,
Gotie kabita jaha bhitare
Mu paiparibi jibana.

Mu ethare basichhi
Kebala tumapain kabi,
Aau mora aasha, tume hin
Mo bhabanaku satchintare
Bharipariba jahabhitare
Mu rahibaku chahen sabudina.

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Hasare Mu Paen (Odia)

Gotie hasare
Mu paen sabu
Tumathi.

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Hasare (Odia)

Gotie hasare
Mu paen sabu
Tumathi.

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Kabi

Gotie kabi
Gotie dina
Upasa rahile
Kana hue?
Pruthibi kampe!
Aakasha hale!
Pakshi udiba banda kare!
surya kande!
kana hue? kana hue?
Gotie kabi
Gotie dina
Anasana kale?
Kana kichhi
Janapadena!
Kuhana, kuhana,
Kabira nama, kuhana.
Kabi kana duhkhare
Sabubele thaae?
Na, Duhkha thae kabi bhitare
Chhapikari sara dina!
Kabi kana rahipare
Duhkhadekhi Anayara
Nirabare?
Kana kare kabi
Kana kare?
Sabda bahare kemiti?
Upasare na upasanare!
Kana hue kabira sabdare?
Kana hue? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gotie Pruthibi - Dekhe ????? ??? (Odia)

Gotie pruthibi,
Dekhe mu tumathi, priya.
A hi dina.
A hi dina
Tume aasa mo pakhaku
Jane priya,
Samastanka pain.
Mu jane spasta
jane sabu jhamela
Jane sabu jibana.
Mu Dekhe tharuthiba bhayare.
Mu dekhe thare,
Puni thare
Aau aabishkar karen
Sabu amruta
Tuma bhitare, priya.
Tuma pain mu ethare.
Aau tume mate
Thik samayare dekha.
Samayaku samaya
Olata palata kara
Mu thae mora sirshare.

In Odia lipi;

????? ??????
???? ??? ????? ??????,
??? ??? ?
??? ??? ????? ??
?? ?????, ????? ????? ??
???? ??
???????? ?? ??
??? ??? ?????
???? ??? ??????
???? ??? ?????
???? ??? ??
???? ??? ??????? ???,
??? ??? ??
???? ???
???????? ???
Gajanan Mishra
Governance

Governance,
Good governance
For the people.
The people are
Sovereign here.
This is our land,
Our earth,
We are independent,
No one is above us.
We have right to move
Here and there,
Right to eat and play,
We have right to love,
We have right to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Government And Maoist

Maoists are there to safeguard some interest and development
Government is there to look to the welfare of the people.

Both should sit and work together for common good.

Maoist, you please come forward shunning
All violence and illegal activities.
Government officials and peoples representatives,
You please come forward with clean hands and open mind
shunning all corrupt and bad-practices.

You both should sit together for common good.

You both, the Maoists and the Government should be committed
To do good for all and to maintain the atmosphere
With peace and harmony everywhere always.

Gajanan Mishra
Govt At People's Door

Govt at people's door
is democracy.
Govt is of the people
by the people and
for the people,
Lincoln's legacy.
There is no privacy
and there should be
transparency in
every functioning.
Let people know
what is going
with them
for their living.

Gajanan Mishra
Govt By The People

Govt by the people
Must not take
Any step at the cost of
Valuable human life.

Human life is meant for
Knowing the truth.
And the truth is -
We are taking birth
And we are dying.

Govt must take steps
For all welfare of
Living beings.
No delusion
No hypocrisy at any step.

Gajanan Mishra
Grab It

Grab it,
The time is yours,
At this moment of transformation.

Gajanan Mishra
Grace

Grace
And grace is only
For us,
We should
Make ourselves prepared
To get grace.

We are within grace
Grace is for us,
Be kind to others to get grace
In every condition
In every circumstance
In every occurrence
In every activity
In everything.

Think not yourself orphan,
All blessings are for you only.
Love all and be in truth always
And truth is no the opposite of untruth.
Untruth is also truth if it is a blessed one.

Gajanan Mishra
Grace Of Truth

Attain everything
by the grace of truth.
And truth is there
Within you.

know yourself, my dear,
Nothing to fear.
Be a judge to trial
Your own case.

Gajanan Mishra
Grace, Grab Not

What is that?
And why I am
Hankering after that.
Grace,
Nature has made me free,
But I must work with good.
Grab not anything not yours
But give what you have.

Gajanan Mishra
Gradual Development

Do not stop your work
Go on doing it
In doing your own work
You can feel gradual development.

Gajanan Mishra
Gradual effort be made
To know the nature
To think about the truth,
Mind be used, intellect be used,
Eyes be opened, ears be used and
If necessary tongue be used.
Let us know life as self-evident
And it is automatic that
Requires no initiative.
Let us consider everything
Neither good nor bad and
Let us accept all as equal.
Let us not blame rain
As we are no way connected with rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Grammar - An Impostor

Grammar is an
Imposter to me.
And for me
The words are dust.

Let me stay in
Silence, my dear.
But silence itself
Is in dilemma.

Gajanan Mishra
Grammar Valued

Grammar valued
Not to be denied.
Sharpe curve ahead
And also blind turn
Go slow mu son.

Gajanan Mishra
Grammatical Puzzles

I am not at all
Influenced by
Jugglery of words
And grammatical puzzles.

I am here as you see,
I am here as before,
I am here the reason
Not known.

But I am the truth,
I am there, and I am here,
Beyond anything and above
Your thoughts.

Touch me, feel me,
I am here all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Grammer And Philology

I care not grammer,
I care not philology.
I know I am far above.

I know no grammer can
Give me a direction
To live this way or that way.
No philology can declare me dead.

I am what I am here
And I can stay here
Without any legislature.

But my dear, accept me what I am.
Give me a chance to say
What I wish at this time.
My words have some truth, love it.

Gajanan Mishra
Grand Strategy

I do not know
What is grand strategy
And I wonder
That is the magic.

Magic I know
Is life
And life expands
As You wish.

I do not know
What is my wish
It is You, o my dear
Made it clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Grand Trunk Road

Life is a
Grand Trunk Road,
O my dear, go,
With ups and downs
And say whatever
You like but
See the truth
Before saying.

Gajanan Mishra
Grass

I am growing here
With this drop of water
On this earth
And it is my wish
Not to grow more
My dear, but to
Sacrifice self for cows.

Gajanan Mishra
Grass And Goat

Love is here
Said the grass,
But the goat
Is not in a mood
To give a reply.

Gajanan Mishra
Grass And Wheat

Grass is not wheat
Wheat is not grass
Cow grazed wheat
The cow has not eaten
A single grain of wheat.
Not a single grain of wheat
Is there in the field
The crop is wheat
In the middle it appears
Green grass
It is wheat
Likewise, O my dear
In the middle I see You
Wheat is sown
Life is grown
Ripe only taken out
Intelligent wise-ripe man
Only dear to omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
Grass Covered Path

Grass covered path
It is difficult to proceed
It is easy to wander in forest.
And what is a forest
It is difficult to explain
It is easy to face tiger and snake.

This body is only a dress
It is danger to believe dressed-man
Life risk is there and to avoid it
Knowledge and wisdom are necessary
It is easy to run dressed-life-chariot
It is not easy to proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
Grass Root

Where is grass root
In Foreign Direct Investment
Where is common man
In Foreign Direct Investment
Where is Swaraj or self Government
In Foreign Direct Investment
Where is sovereignty in
Foreign Direct Investment
Where is Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
Where is freedom fighters
Again India is going towards
Foreign rule
Again In this economic battle
Rich wins poor defeat
Again we slipped.

Gajanan Mishra
Grateful

I am thankful and grateful,
You have given me everything,
The water, the air, and the light.
Further, you have given food, clothes
And to enhance knowledge the river,
The ocean, the mountains, field, birds,
And the trees and plants
And all animals, aquatic, land
And amphibious and insects.
And at every moment all
Are giving me lesson
In some way or other.
I am calm and quite
And it is you who makes me excited.

Gajanan Mishra
Gratitude

Gratuitous, I know,
Gratitude. But I am
Searching it here.
Where is that and
With whom that I am
Asking everyone here.
I am hearing all
But not able to act
Anywhere as I lack
Everything that is
Necessary for action.
I am asking the reason
But no one is able to
Tell me in proper time.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here
Because of you.
Let me love
and understand you.
You have given me
several weapons
to use them at an
appropriate times.
No one is powerful enough
to dictate me.
I am ruled by the truth,
But no one on earth
will bail me out
from falsehood-
the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Grave-Yard

The fire of the grave-yard
Gives us the message of life.
The fire of the grave-yard
Tells us that one day it would
Do its duty upon us.
Seeing this fire of the grave-yard
We have to learn a lot about our
Own duty and about our life.
Without the fire of this grave-yard
You can not find any meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Great

You are really great
When you act rightly
According to your duty.

No selfish act
It leads to bondage.
Be dispassionate.

Know your duties please
And drive out from you
Desire and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Great And Great

Beauty of nature,
Great and great.

Love and beauty,
Great and great.

Nature and truth,
Great and great.

In all greatness
Life is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Great And Noble

Let me say you
Great and noble,
As you are
Simple by nature.

Simple, though
I know, you fear not
the dense forest,
Or the difficult path,
Or any6 calamity,
Or seeing a weapon.

Patience is your power,
I know and by this
You can defeat your
Enemies and untruthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Artist

You are hardly reachable,
No one can discover You,
You are really great
The great artist, who knows
Better how to hide,
And here everybody is
Talking about You,
And my poem is kind to me
For I am trying to
Compose You there in.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Assurance

Come to me
Read my poems
Feel me
And it means
You go to yourself
You read your mind
You feel yourself
And see
You are Supreme
You are only here
Nobody is against you
And I assure you
You are here to win
The entire world
Through love and affection
You are the Lord
And for all you are
The source of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Boon

Self satisfaction is
The great boon
When I am saying
It is summer noon.

What I am saying
Is not new but
In the ocean of words
No doubt a mew.

You are calling me
Oyster my dear
And you are right
Be ready to collect pearls.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Fighter

You are great,
You are the great fighter.
Let me say again,
You are great as
You are fighting
For the safety of
Your mother,
For the use of
Your mother-tongue,
You are great
As you work always
For the development of
Your mother land and
Your fellow men.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Fool

If you asked
Who is fool
I must replied
a head I am a
great fool.

I am a great fool
As I am writing poetry
As I am reading poetry
And I am incapable of doing
Anything except writing and
Reading poetry and my indulgence
In other works will caused
havoc in society.

I am a great fool
And I am forbidden to do
Any other works
And it is better to
Read and write poetry
And live in my world in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Friend

My great friend You are, my dear
My guide my philosopher You are.

For You I have left all relations
For You I have left all attachment.

I beg nothing from You, my dear
I don't want to stay here.

If I am unable to utter right words
At right time you can say me dumb.

If I am not ready to hear your advice
My dear, You can call me deaf.

I am a man, I am your faithful one
You can trust me, I am here for your works.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Fruit

I am with You
O my dear
That is my great fruit.

You are my love
You are my dear
I am listening
Your sweet words
You are the polite talker
This is my great fruit.

You are giving me
Food and water
You are my father
You are my mother
You are my friend
And philosopher
You are with me
This is my great fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Good Fortune - Love

Love-
Great good fortune.
Achieve it by truthful living.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Good Luck

Great good luck,
We are all here together
At this time for
Our language, our mother
And our earth.

All are our friends, we know.
We are simple and enlightened, we know.
We are forgiving all, we know.
We are not hitting anyone
BY using harsh words in any language, we know.

Great good luck,
We are shining here like fire.
Great good luck,
We are the stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Heights

By hard working,
Move towards
great heights,
It is a good time.

Today is also
A good day, dear,
Root of prosperity
Is here for you.

Just forgive
The faults of others
And forget yesterday
And proceed forward
With consistent in works
To gain welfare at all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Help

Trees, streets,
Talks, tweets,
Sand, seas,
Water, war,
Air, ass,
All empty.

But I am
Filled in
Everything.
I am living,
I am performing
Drama, and
I am there
In cinema.

Come to see
And come to
Analyze incidents
And help
Others.
Your great help
Would be
My capital of life.

I accept you
As my own.
No matter
How far you are
Known for
Unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
Great In All Respects

You are always great in all respects
No one is either equal to or
Greater than You, You are great is eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Knowing

Knowing nothing
Knowing everything
Knowing what is
The use of knowing
Knowing great
Great knowing is
Earnig knowing.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Leader

I know what you are,
I know your ability
To embrace all,
I know your confidence
And long term vision.
I know you are busy
In building our future.
I am grateful. Thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Life Great Colors

Great life,
Great colors,
And we alive
Combined together.

Life here,
Life there,
And we appear
With flowers.

Flowers -
Reservoir of beauty,
Birds, bees etc are
Nature with qualities.

We live with nature,
And nature is all producer.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Lover

My view;
Mahatma Gandhi,
A great lover,
He loves all- true.
He feels
The feeling of others.
He loves peace
And peace is necessary
For this life.
Mahatma is here
With us but
Not in our violence.
Mahatma, in my view,
Is in tolerance.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Man Fought For Woman

Great man fought only for woman
Women are wonderful
Women can do anything terrible
Women are visible not in their
Original form but in earthly
Colors for that we are in miserable.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Night

Enjoyable
Burning from
The root.

Great night
Assumes wings
Battle ground
Is in wait.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Offering

Offering Your things to You is a great offering
I am Yours and I am offering myself to You.

By offering myself to You, O my dear
See I am very happy.

I declared myself as Your slave, my dear
And it is Your greatness that You make me
A jewel of Your crown and further
You disclosed that You depend on me,
I am very loving to You
I have a full right over You and over your heart.

I am free from all worries, see
As I have no property no bondage
As I am with You and You are with me always
I have no desire of my own either to live
Or to die or to have favorable circumstances.

I only Pray You O my dear, to enable me not to forget You
In whatever circumstance I am placed by You
Here on this earth or there in heaven or in hell
In childhood in Youth or in old age
Honored or dishonored, happy or sad.

Gajanan Mishra
Great One

Great one should come forward at once,
Great one should say what is the truth,
Great one should tell everything that is true,
Great one should be transparent and
Discover the truth in everything
And in everyone here on this earth.
Let me salute everyone, I know
Everyone is the great here.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Opulence

Great opulence
High educational certificates
Bodily beauty
Respectable parentage
Would not do anything
In securing truth
Reaching at Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Or Small

Come to cosmos mall
I mind not
If your door is shut
O my dear
I love and I love you
And I only love you
That's all.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Poets

One who is writing
Is a writer.
One who is writing
The poem is a poet.
For common man
The poet is great.
A great poet compose
For poets.
The great poets are
Truthful to life,
They are both
Sweetest and bitterest.
The great poets are
Free from attachment.
The great poets are
Wonderful in their words.
They disclosed
Their identity,
They are the disclosure
Of all secrets.
The great poets are
The exalted soul
Of this earth.
They are the devotee
Of all creatures,
All living and non-living
Of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Power

Really you are the great,
You possess great power,
You are prospering,
You are learned,
You have wisdom.
Victory, glory
And righteousness
All are with you.
You are the only truth,
I am always with you,
I am yours, my dear,
I know you have all virtues,
You are beautiful
And gracefulness is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Question

What shall I do
A great question
Put by you
You are to do nothing
My simple answer
That has a great affect though
You are not moved
And what shall I do
That I know
And forgetting everything
You left everything
So called yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Reset

Single point -
War on black money,
Price rise,
Foreign language.
The great reset
Of democracy,
Public opinion
And to ensure
People sovereignty.
Nothing but to
Establish all fairness
The game changed.
Just to set
And reset the state.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Shelter

I am provided with everything required
This earth to live in
Fresh air to breathe
Good spring water to drink
Colorful light to see
Numberless trees of good fruits to eat
Mountains and fields to play and walk
Profuse drugs and minerals to cure diseases
I know all are Yours my dear
I know You are my great shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Sky

The sky and the birds-
All are great.
The dust and the destiny-
All are here with us
To show greatness.
But all they want-
Vision.
Because of envy,
We are not able to
Satisfy anyone.
And our hearts are
Separated from
Our body,
The tragedy.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Soul

Poet is great soul
Some say Mahatma
Poet possess divine nature
Prime cause of creation
Poem is ultimate truth
Poet is constant in poem
With an undivided mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Soul - Men

Men, you are
Really great soul.
Men, you are
The illuminator
Of all here.
Men, you are to
Discover the truth.
No other person
Is here besides you.
Men, you are
You are your own nature.
Men you are
Your past, your present
And your own future.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Suffering

I wish you suffer
As some says great
Suffering sometimes leads
To the path of enlightenment
And it is your disappointment
That gives rise to greatest satisfaction.

I wish you to suffer
I wish you disgusted indifferent
As some says detachment acts
Like a sword that cuts
The material hopes
And desires.

Suffering the life with and
With no understanding of liberated life.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Treasures

Drop by drop
A little by little
Collect money
Cultivate knowledge
Do good works
Ans be a owner
Of great treasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Truth

You are here,
I am here.
No one is great,
No one is small.
You and I,
Subtlest and
Grossest-primordial-
The great truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Unknown

Great unknown,
I have forgotten
And am happy here.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Values

The society is in need of You
O poets, O singers, O artists
O dancers, O learned writers and
Speakers, I know your contribution
For the all round welfare of all
Have a great values.

What you stated are not imaginary
But based on facts and figures
And it is the history for future
Reference of mankind and all are
Authoritative catch up here in
The ages and millenniums to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Virtue

Great virtue is non-violence,
How to practise it- a question.
Shelter not to anger and greed-
First and foremost duty.
Play not with fire or in water,
Seize not wealth or kill not
The self or another.
Stay calm within yourself
And observe nature but fall not
In the net of nature or passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Void

A great void
Is inside me,
And I am
Therein.

I wonder
Not with the void
But with myself
That is filled.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Wonder

Please say something
Related to poetry,
And what is not poetry?
Just enjoy life
Where and what
And how it is..

See the world
As wonder as well as
See your own life
As wonder, and you
Yourself is
The great wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Word

Great word,
Great life,
Great love,
Great time.
All are great,
Great is practice.
Living is
But a practice.
At every nook and corner
Living creatures are
Busy in adjusting life.
And life runs
On its own way
Carelessly.
All are okay
Regardless of
Their sound, status,
And of professions.
Simple thesis is
All are living
But we count a few.
Life is not new,
The living is new, no doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Word Forgive

Let us tolerate the offence of others and
See that no punishment be given to
The wrong-doer here or here-after.

Forgiveness is a virtue and a great word, remember
That develops in a person who does not expect
Any reward or wish to do wrong to the wrong-doer.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Work

Great work is
Always done by
Ordinary man.
Ordinary man can
Do any work
Continuously
With serious thinking
In any place
At any time
Ordinary has
Nothing to lose
But everything to gain.
Ordinary man
Has a high brain
High thought
Day and night
Ordinary man
Only can think
And act.

Gajanan Mishra
Great Wrong

Not to obey the laws,
By the lawyers
By the judges -
Great wrongs.

Not to provide
Food, clothing and
Shelters to the man
In need and leave
To die by the administers -
Great wrongs.

To neglect the women
And the children, and
To offend the innocents -
Great wrongs.

Gajanan Mishra
Great, Greater And Greatest

All are great,
I am greater than others,
But you are the greatest,
In all respects.

All have vision,
But my vision is correct,
Your sound vibration is most accepted.

You are the scriptures,
You are the knowledge,
I have to learn and earn.

Your instructions are my guide,
I have my own celestial life,
My path is on truth and it is
Bona fide and success is guaranteed.

Gajanan Mishra
Great-Choice, Bob Dylon

Really great choice,
Bob Dylon.
Rightly, it is said,
Well-deserved.

I see in you
New poetic expressions.

You can't sing - wrong,
You croak - wrong,
Sound like a frog - wrong.

You are the best,
The best singer,
The best songwriter,
The first musician,
First to get the Nobel.

Congratulation, congratulation,
Dear poet, dear singer, congratulation.

Gajanan Mishra
Greater Gain

Knowing truth
is greater gain.
Going with truth
is the greatest one.

Knowledge of truth
Is a must in love.
No worldly object
can bind love.

And in love
Nothing perishes,
And all absorbed
with love as ever.
Love and truth are in life
As the sun and the moon are in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Greater Heights

Let me encourage you
To scale greater heights,
Let me tell you
New things that are
Very important to
Go forward here.
Be careful to life
And live cautiously.
But who am I
To show light
Since I am
The blind here.
Who am I to
Tell you anything
Since I am
Without words.
Still, I am here
To encourage you
To march forward
To see the light
Ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Greater Than

Who is great
That I know not,
But I know
Nom one is
Greater than I.

No speculation,
No false identification.
I want nothing like that.
But I know the truth
That in me and in you.

Knowing all I measure
The length and breadth
Of the truth, but the truth
Is nowhere to see as fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Greater Than The Greatest

Who you are,
Where you are,
What for you are,
I am searching you,
I know you are
Greater than the greatest,
Though.
You are nature,
You are the truth,
You are in my mindset.
You are one
And unchanging,
You are all-pervading.
I know there is nothing
Separate from you,
You are in full
In the core of my heart,
I know.
You are my words,
You are my poems,
I know only you,
I am with you,
I am touching you
At every moment
Only through my words,
Only through my poems.
I want nothing
But you.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Blessing

Greatest blessing O my dear
You are here for me
And you are giving support to me
And I am here writing poems
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Enemy

My poem is
My greatest enemy.
I am living
In my poem.
One poem,
One life,
One sun,
One earth,
Where I am
Living with you.
I am here
In truth,
In love.
I am what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Freedom

Freedom from fear
Is the greatest freedom.

Cause of creation
Is to be known to all.

How many lives are there
That are to be opened
Within and with out
Above and below.

Everything should be
Balanced day in and day out.

I wish nothing
And let it be granted.

Highest purpose is to be served
In the light of love and freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Happiness

Renounce all desires
And get greatest happiness
It is true my dear
But I won't admit
In case of You
I can not give up
My hope of attaining You
I desire not happiness but You.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Happiness - Love

Renounce all desires
And get greatest happiness
It is true my dear
But I won't admit
In case of You
I can not give up
My hope of attaining You
I desire not happiness but You.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Of All

Greatest of all
Is Your love.
Your love is here
With enlightening effect.

Life after life
I desire Your love
It is here for all
For all days.

Here in Your love
No one can find any
Sinful reactions
It is Your causeless mercy
It is Your eternal associates
It is Your witnessing to Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Of All Greats

The Greatest of all greats, my dear You are.

And You are wandering on the surface of this globe
According to Your desire.

And You are instructing Truth and knowledge
To the people covered by ignorance.

One who lacks knowledge is categorized
Among animals.

Ignorance is bodily conception, my dear
Light and knowledge is super and Spiritual.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Of All-Men

Greatest of all,
And I give them
Great honor.

They all were there.
But where are at present,
That I know not.

I know somehow
The reasons of growth,
I know somehow
The entrance and
The exit point.

But I know not
Who are/were they,
And what for their
Journey of this type.

They are living or
Non-living, I care not.
But I care their stay
For humanity.

The things to know is that
They are not the curtain riser,
Not they are there to begin
Anything afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Of Mystics

O, greatest of mystics,
Save me, save me,
Save me from the clutches
Of death.
No one else is there
To protect me,
I am exclusively
Dependent on you.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Thing

Male or female,
No matter, but
Best friend
Is the greatest
Thing you have
Here in your life.
But how to test
Your best friend
That is you to decide
And feel them
Within yourself.
Best friend is
The best treasure
Of life, not to loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatest Wealth

Mother tongue is
The greatest wealth.
Make it a habit
To use it everywhere
And be the richest.
Think not yourself wise
By using other's language
While talking to your
Mother within mother-land.
Be faithful to your men, to
The men of your own state
By using their language
While doing the works for them.

Gajanan Mishra
Greatness

You are calling me a man,
It is all your greatness.
But is there any such quality
Here within me you witness?
If yes, please disclose
Before all what is that!
Hearing your words I am
Going deep and deep within,
Is there any place
That is free from words
And thoughts?
Have you discovered so far
For which I am going
Making myself your follower?

Gajanan Mishra
Greece

Greece, O Greece,
I am with you always.
I am with Socrates,
I am with Plato,
I am with Truth.
I know life is
All truth
And truth is there
Where there is love.
O Greece, I love you,
I love your air
And your water.
Come on and enlighten
The world again.

Gajanan Mishra
Greece - Come On

Greece, O Greece,
I am with you always.
I am with Socrates,
I am with Plato,
I am with Truth.
I know life is
All truth
And truth is there
Where there is love.
O Greece, I love you,
I love your air
And your water.
Come on and enlighten
The world again.

Gajanan Mishra
Greed And Anger

Are playing
With desire
To ruin you.

Gajanan Mishra
Greed Betrayed

I am betrayed by greed and also
Pride of pelf perverted
Power deafened
And also I am smitten
By the shaft-like glances
Of a fawn-eyed woman and I am polluted
By desire of progeny, wealth and fame.
And my reputation has been
Marred by worldly attachment,
I am bitten by the serpent of care,
And I am overcome by Your delusive potency
O my dear, see, I am thrown out
Of my mental equipoise by combined
Actions of goodness, passion and ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Greedy Dog

Greedy dog
Barking loud
Jumped in to the water
And lost meaty bone
Greedy dog
Prey of curse
Well-known.

Gajanan Mishra
Greedy Honeybee

Greedy honeybee greedy honeybee
For whom and for what you are
Collecting so much honey
Do you know it that I wander.
Like you I have also a sectarian
Concept and like you I am in me
Without any scientific understanding
Of the Absolute Truth.
I have forgotten honeybee like you
This belly is my food storage container
O my dear, I failed to take a lesson
From your failure and I have forgotten
My hands are the plate and I have to eat
Whatever fits on me and like you I am also a sufferer.

Gajanan Mishra
Greedy, Angry

Greedy, angry
And deceitful.
Who is he?
He is a man.
It is only a man,
Who can adopt
Foul means of
Livelihood.
It is only a man,
Who can worship
Both black and white
At the same time.
Come on man and
Remove your ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Green - Go

Green - go,
Red - stop.
We live on
Water-drop.

We want to see
Smiling water,
We want to live
In friendly atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Green And Yellow

Green and yellow
Bright and dark
Clouds and rainbow
Single star
danced a far
Lemon juice
Sparks and we
Are in fairy-car
Who is there
Colorful spring
Is here with us
Let come the war
O neighbor
Do not underestimate
Our strength
never fade.

Gajanan Mishra
Green Bird

See
A green bird
Enters a green tree
And appears to merge
In the color of greenness
But it is not so
Th bird does not lose
Its individuality
Likewise real individuality
Is to understand oneself
To be the eternal servitor of Truth
Likewise I am eternally Yours
I am meant to serve the whole
And this is my individuality
I am that green bird, my dear
In Your world.

Gajanan Mishra
Green Day

I know this is
My green day and
I have to go far
I know this is
The best hour
That I desire
I have to cross me
That you debar
O my love
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Green Fresh Ripe

This is the time
To make merry
This is the time
To taste berry
Green fresh ripe.

Gajanan Mishra
Green Tree And Blue Sky

For my living
I am in need of both
The green tree
And the blue sky.

I am also in need of
The ice and the fire
That are there
In my area.

I want some friendly
Relations with the light
That is here in me.

In no way I agree to stay
For long on this earth-
I know it is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Greet Me

Greet me
I am here
Appeared before
You, my dear.
Greet me
I am here
With your dreams.
Greet me
I am here
To fulfill
All your wish.
Greet me
I am yours,
Only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Greet Me If You Like

Greet me if you like
And let me clear
I have never experienced
At any stage any defeat.

I am going forward and
Forward always with You
I am neither entering
In to any place not
departing any place
At any time, see.

I know who am I
And I am here with full power
No needs of outward activities
And other type of drama-shows.

Gajanan Mishra
Greeting Cards

What is the use
Of this greeting card
That I know not, my dear,
And yet I wait
For the postman.
During this season.

During these seasons, my dear,
I am observing the death
Of my love my smiles.
But my dear, I am
In touch with you
Within a second.

Great are those
Who greet me at this time,
They love me at least
And they love all my goodness.
See me, I am in dark
With my desire,
See me, I am in dark
With my chit-fund activities.

You have sent me
The greeting card,
Okay, let me receive it
With thanks,
Let me change my personality
By leading a truthful life.

I know, I am in love
I am in truth,
No needs of greeting cards,
No needs of any formality,
I know, we are not passing,
The time is passing with
Different phases and so, my dear,
We should be here with
All love with all truth for ever.
Gajanan Mishra
Grief

Grief is my birth right
Nobody can make me free
From grief.

I am not worried
What is going to happen to me
Here or hereafter
I have only one wish
O my dear
You will be with me
In grief.

I know with your presence
Fear sadness doubts and
All defects
Are rooted out.

Gajanan Mishra
Grief And Love

Grief and love both are
One and the same,
Grief is the price of love
And it never ends.

Gajanan Mishra
Grief For What

I know not
Why a man weeps
And stricken with grief
And for what
When he knows he would
Left the place
Empty-handed alone.
Life after life
A man is going on
But he knows little
What life is and
He is unable to think
The water and the fire
Are the same thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Grief Is A Mistake

Grief is a mistake
Do not commit it
It is out of ignorance
That you grieve
And you know
Nothing is there
To perish
Do not talk tall
You know all
I know all
Real and unreal
You call
Nobody is here
To fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Grief Is A Mistake—Realize

Do not commit it.
It is your ignorance
That you grief.
Grief not on perishable
Grief does not help you.
You are no way related
With the grief
Enjoy life.
Do not identify yourself
With anything here
You are a distinct
And you are unique.
You are eternal
And you are in eternity
Do not grief.
Grief is a mistake
Realize.

Gajanan Mishra
Grieve Not

Grieve not, nothing to worry
You are the son of the nectar
And endowed with divine nature.

Do not identify yourself with matter
You are the son of the nectar
And endowed with divine nature.

Do not go with desire and commit not any error
Remember, you are the son of the nectar
And endowed with divine nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Grieve Not, But Enjoy Life

Grieve not, grieve not,
My dear, grieve not.
Life is yours and
You are here to
Enjoy life.
Your life is in love,
Worry not, worry not,
My dear, worry not,
You are to see the world
Blossoming in new colours
With scented horizon.
My dear, you are here,
That is the grace of time
And you are in truth, I know you.

Gajanan Mishra
Grieve Not, Grieve Not

Grieve not, grieve not,
My dear, I am here, I am here.

If you are in truth, first be clear,
Grieve not, grieve not,
I am here, I am here.

Grieve not, grieve not,
No reason is there to grieve,
Live in peace, leave everything.
I am here, I am here.

I have the capacity to solve everything
Come to me, Come to me, I am here.

I am here, I am here, my dear,
Grieve not, grieve not, grieve not,
Tell me frankly if you are surrendered.

Gajanan Mishra
Groom

What do you
want to say
and for whom
No body is here
If you so like
You can go to the doom
If you are not groom.

Gajanan Mishra
Gross, Subtle And Causal

Gross, subtle and causal
All are changing as usual.
Time, though fuel, also not real.

Gajanan Mishra
Ground-Nut

Ground-nut,
Essence of life.
Let me catch it
Here on this earth
With love.
My banana-tree
Is smiling there,
My air-bus
Is running there,
My bird is
Singing there.
I am the last man
To know all
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Grow With Confidence

Let us grow
With confidence.
The beautiful world
Is here with us.
The lovely words
Are with us.
Wonderful time is here.
Happy new year,
Happy new year
Is calling us.
Let us enjoy
Life with all,
We are for all, my dear.
New year, new year, dear..

Gajanan Mishra
Growing With

Growing with nature
Growing in maturity
With wisdom and love
Going with nature
Radiate love peace
Going with nature
means getting joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Growth Rate

What is that
Growth rate?

I am not interested
In that.

I am hungry
I want food
And for food
I am going to
Hyderabad.

Here, my agricultural
land is barren.
No water
And nothing.
No way I am
Concerned with your
Vibrant state.

Gajanan Mishra
Grumble Not

Grumble not,
No grumbling, please.
See, thunder is
Grumbling in the distance,
But no meaning.
When you grumble,
Falling down is
Very near, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Grumbling

Grubbing and grumbling
What you are doing
Are the same
And be sure
Here there is
Gruesomeness.

We are here
Not the search ground-nut
Work to own profit
Is not cut
Life is not short
Be sure my brother.

Gajanan Mishra
Guarantee

I cannot give it
I cannot give guarantee
That I shall return
Return to you again
With all these
That are here with us.
I am under the control,
Under the control of others,
And they who are controlling me
Also being controlled by yet others,
And yet they are also being controlled,
I cannot say more, excuse me.
It is wrong on your part
to trust me in full,
Let me clear, I may not be guided.
I am facing so many guerrilla
And what I guess, I am
not belong to any one.
I cannot focus in details
That is you to decide how to gulp.

Gajanan Mishra
Guard Against

Guard against
All stumbling blocks.
Reside in a lonely place
As it is conducive to
Concentration, meditation
And purification.
Take food that are pure,
Perform actions for all good.
Be truthful and
Agreeable and stay
Tranquil in mind.
Remember, attachment
Or aversion disturbs
Peace of mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Guard Of Honor

Let me give You guard of honor
O my dear, You being seated
In everyone's heart
You are watching here
Everyone's activities-
Past present and future.

You are the friend
You are the witness
You are the father
You are the son
I am going to You
I am going to the Ultimate Truth.

I am Yours and I
Surrender myself fully
For Perpetual bliss
And trying to make
This eternal life
Full of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Guard The Garden

Control the monkey
The monkey is coming
Eat away and destroy
The bananas mangoes
And and etc etc
From your garden
Guard your mind
See not day dream
Control self
Manage self
Practice silence
Peace is in silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Guard Well

Guard well yourself,
Guard well, my dear,
You are the most beautiful creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Guard your own leaders,
Guard your own officers,
They are there to break
The laws, regulations,
For their self-interest,
At the cost of yours.
And the bad news is that
They are doing works
Not for you, but for
Fulfill their inhuman
Characteristics here
In your land, though
The take everything
From you for sustenance.

Gajanan Mishra
Guarding

I am the guard,
But guarding what,
That I know not.
I know, everything is
Passing from me
At every moment and
I am here dumb and deaf
And I am handless and
Footless here.
What you people think
That I know, but
What I shall do
I can't say you,
The life's truth.
The relation that has
No harmony, I have to
Keep against my will.
I have to satisfy all
Against all odds.
I have to devote my time
Without anything.
And you are there to
Torture me
At every moment and
I am to bear all.
I am confused who is
Cheating whom and
I know not the purpose
Of that cheating.
The wonder of the time
And the lifestyle.

Gajanan Mishra
Guards At My House

Two guards are there
At my house -
One is at night
Another is at day time.

I am within that house
That has ten doors
One is invisible
You can see nine.

I have so much wealth
That I cannot describe
If one is taking some
Thousands time it is returning.

So also unlimited my
Income and expenditure here.

Gajanan Mishra
Gudae Machha (Odia)

Khola pabanare
Gudae machha
Dekha sethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Gudi Uda (Odia Poem)

Gudi udaibaku mu
Jaini kebe kouthaku
Badhi naire pahanri pahanri
A kulu aara kulaku jaini
Ki kahini kichhi sabhare
Dekhini aakasha kuhudia ratire.

Magusira heu ki heu phaguna
Aanandare nachichhi kahachha jadi
Seita chhalana kahu ni
Ki tebula badei dulukeini
Sansad ki uthi jaini aaluaru
Aakuha talama dangaru.

Heu boli kahichhanti joumane
Semanku namaskara karichhi sata
Aau joumane jaluthiba mahama dhari
Jaichhane dina dipaharare
Rastare dakini semananku pachharu
Aau rahichhi sidhasalakha.

Kahuchhi jie aau jaha jete
Namaskara karichhi samastanku
Aau rahicchi stira
Pani aau pabanara madarebi
Jibaku jie chhanhichhi jaichhi
Rahibabala hoijaichhi
Andha aau badhira.

Kahini kichi nuhen
Jou rangaku nei ete sete
Hatachamata hoini aalochna seita
Nija para dekhu dekhu puni
Pudi jaichhi mu mora swapnare
Matijai gudiudare aau bhulijai

Gajanan Mishra
Guest

Guest came and returned back
I am unlucky not able to know
And slept.

Guest came and returned back
I lost all the beauty and richness
That I have kept.

Guest came and returned back.

Gajanan Mishra
Guidance Should Be Proper

Guidance should be proper
Joke is not a matter.

Time and space are factors
Love and respect are to offer.

Real questions be answered
Unlimited be measured.

Darkness is to be seen
Forgotten memory is hereby screen.

Gajanan Mishra
Guide Me

Guide me my dear
What to do
What not to do.

On the platform of
Love and affection
It is the duty
To do one thing first
And other things later.

Sometimes one must
Take care of more than
One item of important
Business for the same purpose.

It is the truth that gives
Proper intuition to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Guide Me, My Dear

Guide me, my dear,
I want to go to you.
Tell me the truth
What to do
When and how.
I know
Everything is yours,
Including this house.

Gajanan Mishra
Guide To Heaven

Guide to heaven,
We need here
At present, men.
We live with time,
And the time
Divide us seven.
We know what is
Going to happen.
We are the integral
Parts o heaven.
We make ourselves
Clean in life's woven.

Gajanan Mishra
Guidelines

Guidelines?
For what?
For life?
For death?
Not needed.

If you
Want to live,
Live freely,
if you want
To die,
Go there.

But go not
Backward and pick
Not the word coward.

Gajanan Mishra
Guiding Force Is Circumstance

Guiding force is circumstances, my dear
As a teacher teaches his pupils alphabet
A B C in conformity with his standard
A wise man acts and behaves with a common
Man putting himself in that situation
As the wise man engrossed in the welfare
Of others
But my dear, do not be a slave of circumstances
Try to change the circumstances in your favour
Keeing in view general welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Guilty

I do not want to be a guilty
I know guilt is insulting
rejecting and blaming
And being guilty
I am to go to hell
And I know desire is
The root cause of guilt
I do not want to do
Forbidden actions
I know default
I know sin
O my dear since you are
With me I am able to know
Good and bad
And I distinguished myself
As yours and I wish
To remained with you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Gunaheena Nihanti Kehi(Odia)

Gunaheena nuhanti kehi,
Guniaa hoi tumaku
Chinhibaku heba khali.

Gajanan Mishra
Gupta Kotharira Kabata (Odia)

Tiaari chalichhi-
Mo aakhi, mo kana, mo pati,
Khyama kara, aethare
Mu paichhi satya.

kuha na mate divya,
Kuha na bhakta,
Bhala kuha na.
Tuma abhidhanara sabu
Sabdaru upare mu.

Tumara sabu prastab
Mate padhibaku dia,
Kintu tume kahila
Na, samaya nahin.

samastanka gochararthe
Mate mo bhavana padhibaku dia,
Kintu tume kahila apekhya kara
Aau mo daka suna.

Tumara kathora hrudaya pain
Mu mora nidra haraili
Gata ratire.
Tume hasila aau hasila
Kintu mu tumathi
Aabiskar kali
Mora sabu satya.

ete sundar tume
Mu bhabili eha
Prakrutira birodhabhasa
Kintu na. epari nuhen.
Mu tuma bhitare
Dekha bhitaraku
Tuma gupta kotharira
Kabata kholi.
Gupteswar

O I find You My Lord here
In this cave shrine
On this limestone hill
On the bank of this river Kolab
You are called here Gupteswara
Your sacred Lingam
People of Chattisgarh
Called You
Gupta kedar
O my God bless all
Who are coming to meet You
And also to bless them
Who are unable to come to You
Since you are omnipresent
And omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
Gurutwa Dia Na

gurudwa dia na mu
tumara bhul,
tumaku bandhu bhaven.

mothi rahicchi
eka komala hrudaya, dekha.

tume mo upare
nirbhara kara, jane
Aau kaha upare nuhen.

abam tume mora priya.

Gajanan Mishra
Gyana Asked

Gyana asked and I answered
What he asked he could not know
What I answered I could not know.

I know road I know building
I know upstair and Gyana
Want to fly and there is no sky.

I have sky I have loved
I have surrendered
Gyana asked and I answered.

Gajanan Mishra
Ha Ha Ha!

Ha Ha Ha! !
This is our land,
If we are going to talk
in our language
we are to pay.

We are ordered to
pay the fine
as we are not able to
write in foreign language.

And the so called foreigners
are allowed to talk and
also to write in their language
free of cost.
Tell me who is a foreigner, my dear?

Gajanan Mishra
Haa Haa Hii Hii

Forget all types of laughing.
If you wish
smile yourself.

The night covered
with dark is true
who told you!
Kaniyara flower bloom
in daytime
and you loose fighting
who assured you!

Here talk is plenty
and everybody is free.

Gajanan Mishra
Haata Paada

Ebe mu
Aakaashtu anekdure.

Mate tenu
Paru ni chhuin
Niaan ki paani.

Matire mu nahin.

Mora kana
Heuchhi badala?

Shunyamula.

Mu mothi, dekha
Dhari anekaaneka
Aakaraprakara.

Khusire kahiba jadi
badhaidebi haatapaada.

Gajanan Mishra
Habeas Corpus

Alas, My body is not mine
My body belongs to state
And what is a state
State is control by
Some rough corrupt rascal
Alas, No human dignity
No civil society
I cry I cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Had The True Poet

Had the true poet
Been heard and read
And understood then
The problems of your
Life would not have
Existed now.

In the words of
True poets nectar
Flows - the stream
Of heaven.
No pain, no death
Can touch you.

The poet is the light
Of life in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku - Self

Self has no interest
What is done
What is not done.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku- Action

Action is a must
Without action
No perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku- Attach

With something
With somebody
Being human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku - Matter

Sentient or insentient
Realize the self
And enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku- Realize

Haiku- Matter
Sentient or insentient
Realize the self
And enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Activity

Haiku-Verb
Go is a verb
Stand is a verb
Both involve activity.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Affinity

Either by any being
Or by any thing
No action performed.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Attachment

Till attachment-
Non-performance of
An action
Is also an action.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Touch

With my touch
Flower bloom and
It is your doom.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Verb

Go is a verb
Stand is a verb
Both involve activity.

Gajanan Mishra
Haiku-Work

Right to work only
And not its fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Hair-Cut

Ego-hair
Hair-ego
Cut soon
Or else
The hair
Cut you.

Hair's breadth
Razor -time
Life is
Not confined
Use life
Beyond time.

Gajanan Mishra
Hairs Hairs

Black hairs white hairs
Standing hairs sleeping hairs
Curling hairs straight hairs
Short hairs long hairs
Dense hairs no hairs
But hairs and hairs
What do you mean by hairs
I am not asking my dear
Just for a hair you are
Watching this world
Two hairs makes a world
One white another black
One night another day
Only two hairs are with us
Making us full-fledged love
Hairs and love is but common
Love and life is but natural
Hairs are as natural and common
As you think the true object of
Meditation in the material
processes of elevation.

Gajanan Mishra
Hajichhi Basanta (Odia)

Hajichhi basanta
Uttara aau paschima
Pabanara badalare.

Gajanan Mishra
Half A Life

Half a life,
Half a sun,
Half a sky,
And in them
I want to live.

I want to live
With full breath.
I want to live
In true light.
I want to live
By the sea.

Half closed
The moon,
And the lagoon.

Gajanan Mishra
Half Life

Half life,
Half time,
Half living,
Half dark,
Half God,
Half truth.
And in all half
We are to twitter.
Friends worry not,
We are to get success.
Friends worry not,
The ruler will fall down.
Friends worry not
We are here to get our own sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Half Moon

Half moon I know
Is not yours
It is only mine
And I covered
The world
That does not have
Any link with
Half moon
And I declared
It is only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Half Watered-Bottle

Look this bottle
There is half water
And it is half-full
But the bottle is full
Said the sage
How I asked and
He replied look
The bottle is full
With half air half water
Look and admit
I am not a cheater
The sage cleared.

Gajanan Mishra
Halfway

Why should I meet you halfway
I do not feel any dispute there
Between you and me.
I am in my home
You are in yours.
Be content with it
Do not interfere others.

Gajanan Mishra
Hall Mark Of Reality

Hall mark of reality,
And where is it?
I muse and confused.
I smile at my
Own profile.
All possibilities are there
In me and I am ready to
Bear all pain.
Here I am, see me,
Am I not innocent?
Let it be cleared
Before going to the doom.

Gajanan Mishra
Halt On Way

Halt on way
And see all
With your
Round eyes.

Here is your
Chariot - my body.
Test me
What I am
Doing here.

Am I committing
Any sin?
And what is a sin?
Am I not holy
As your part and parcel?

Gajanan Mishra
Hammer

Is poem not a hammer?
Are we the poets
Not striking a man
Through our poem?
We are trying to make a man
Live in peace and happily
With the power of truth
Honesty sincerity and
In good will
And we poets remain
Unshaken in all circumstances.
We the poets are acting
As a hammer.

Gajanan Mishra
Han, Mo Prema (Odia)

Han, mo prema,
Mo prema jauchhi mo sahita.
Jauchhi sei saguua udyana aade.
Jauchhi sei tara aade.
Mu mo premaku bhala pae,
Jehetu, se rahichhi mo sabdare,
Se rahichhi mo kamare,
Se rahichhi mo jibanare.
Ghodara dauda deichhi mate mo prema,
Samudrara taranga deichhi mate mo prema.
Mu mo premaku bhala pae,
Prema pain mu purna karichhi mo swapna
Ae aakashare ethare
Mu udi parichhi.
Mo prema mo sahita achhi
Mu khatir kare na samayaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Han, Tume Mukta

Han, tume mukta,
Kintu ete mukta nuhan
Anyaku kariba asammana.
Tumathi achhi sakti
Mu jane, kintu
Nirdoshaku maribaku
Anumati nahin.
Tumathi achhi sabda
Kintu bhabuthiba sabu
Pariba ni lekhi.
Tume bada kintu
Ete bada nuhan
Jaha chanhiba
Pariba kari.

Gajanan Mishra
Hand In Hand

Let us do something
For motherland,
For mother tongue
Hand in hand.
No one is here
Under the sun
Who can make us
Handicapped.
We have strength,
We can come out
From any situation
Since we receive powers
From our own earth,
From our own hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Hand Is Seen

O my dear
Your hand is seen everywhere
And I am no where.

Gajanan Mishra
Hand Over

I hand myself
Over to you
It is you
To decide
What to do
I have nothing
To grumble.

Gajanan Mishra
Handful Of Real Paddy

I want a handful of real paddy,
I want words with real feeling of life,
I want not jugglery but real live poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Handle with care
It is wealth matter
It is woman matter
It is speech matter.

If you are not there
With caution
Remember you are
Gone and gone.

Gajanan Mishra
Handling Wife

Handling wife with care
Enable you to win sky.
Without wife
You reach nowhere.
Good fortune showers
Go and catch
Sun and moon
Go and pluck.
I wish you
Best luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Handmade

I am the handmade
Of love,
I am the handmaid
Of truth.
I am here
Only in love,
I am here
To serve truth.
I am afraid to speak,
I am afraid to
Keep still as well.
See, I am smiling
And crying at
The same time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hands

See, My God has no hands
And still I am fortunate
To have Him with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Hands And Feet

I am
Far from the sky.

As such
Neither the fire
Nor the water
Can touch me.

I am not on earth.

Is there any
Change in me?

I am rootless.

I am in me, see
I am in multiforms.

If you say in pleasing words
I will go forward with my hands and feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Hands, Legs, Eyes

Hands, legs, eyes,
Everywhere.

Come, come my dear,
With flowers, fruits
And water.

Go with air,
Go with ether
Fear not,
Nothing to fear.

I know,
You are in uniform,
You are also
In multiform.

Go not with blank-form.

Gajanan Mishra
Handsome

Handsome
You scribe
What is like
Failed to describe.

Desire not told
Wandering day
And night
Fruitless fight.

All alone
You know
Past present future
At a time let me show.

Gajanan Mishra
Hang Me

Hang me
If I am wrong.

I fear not death
I am following verse.

I am pure
See I surrendered.

Gajanan Mishra
Hang Them

Hang them.
They have no more right
To live in this society.

Hang them.
They are rapists
And they are sex abusers.

Hang them.
No mercy please,
They are attacking our creators.

Hang them.
Their actions are shameful
At home and at abroad.

Hang them.
They are the black spot of human race.

Gajanan Mishra
Hanged To Death

You are hanged to death
For murdering the girl
You are awarded life imprisonment
For raping the girl.

Gajanan Mishra
Hanging

I am hanging myself
In this air
Just fire the butterfly
The butterfly admitted
Guilty in airing
The messages to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Hanker Not

Hanker not
Hanker not for
Other's property
Childish hankering
Would take you to hell.

Desire not
Desire not wealth
Desire is a lust
This lust is short-lived
And defeated.

Don't give
Don't give trouble to others
If you trouble others
You would become a snake.

Gajanan Mishra
Hanker Not My Dear

Hanker not my dear
For anything.
Satisfied yourself
What you have
And attain peace
In your own life
And stay undisturbed
Like the ocean full with water.

Gajanan Mishra
Hankering

I am hankering for You
O my dear and for You
I am ready to come again
And again and again
With all sorrow.

You are my liberty
You are my fountain of justice
I am ready to stay with You
I am hankering for You
And my sorrow is no more.

Gajanan Mishra
Hankering For

Hankering for you,
As I know, you are
The truth of all truths.

Gajanan Mishra
Hans Raj Sharma

Hans Raj Sharma,
Dear poet, find life here,
But search not
Any answer and
Go not for
Any solution.

No need to go
Forward or
Backward, dear.
No need to
Open the door
Or no need to
Close anything.

Just live and
Enjoy, dear poet.
Live with all
Lights
And take water
From within.

You are your
Own canvas, flow.
You are your
Own source, dear,
Nothing difficult,
Achieve what
You want there.

Here I am,
If you so like
Keep contact
And get answers
And get satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
Happens

Nothing is under
My control,
Everything is
Happening everywhere
On its own
I am a mere
Spectator only.

I am not independent always
That I know, and as such
I am unable to speak anything
In public or in private
And what I am speaking
That has great value
Relating to life and property.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiest

I am the happiest man,
Here unbid.
I am the endless sky,
Here unbid.
I am the moonlit vapour.
Here unbid.

And who you are I know well,
And what do you do here,
That I all know in this shell.
Hell to your actions I tell
And you my dear make me mad.

Let me thank you and call you
Giant clam for your mixture of
Colours yellow, red, green,
Blue, pink and brown.
I am the happiest with you
In deep water with my own
Life's multiple colours.

See me I am floating
In the sea and in the sky,
Though neither the sea not the sky
Able to catch me when I fly.
My journey is mine and in this journey
I have to find the reasons of
Being here a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness

Happiness is poison
When there is attachment
Happiness is nectar
When there is no attachment
Happiness is painful
When one rejoice by practice
Happiness is happiness
When there is no preconception.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness - Best Color

Happiness - best color
Of Your life
Have it.

Happiness has its
Own color
Own perfumes.

The whole atmosphere
Is happy if I smile
And smile is there
Where there is happiness.

Self-consciousness is
The source of happiness
Happiness is in light
In spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness - Only A Myth

Only a myth,
Happiness.
Life - only wonder.
Home - just a dream.
And learning -
A lifelong process.
Time is nothing
But close the eyelids.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness and distress
We experienced for
Our own activities
And let me reiterate,
We are responsible
For what we do.
For our own behavior
Not only we but all
Are here to suffer.
We know we are not here
To stay forever, for some
Moment we dwell together,
And the time changes chapter,
And we ourselves, the curator.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness And Misery

Both are in me.

I am eating, see
I am your enemy
I am not eating
I am your friend.

I am here
On this same spot.

With no superior existence
With no superior position
I am not foolish
And I can not say I am pleased.

I am not in ignorance
But I am always full and perfect and blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness And Religion

My religion and my happiness is mine
And without humanity without the
Welfare of others it is pseudo happiness
That keep us in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness And Sorrow

Happiness and sorrow
Auto-flow.
Death and profession
Not under chosen.
It needs no prove
When you are in group.
Nothing serve the purpose
If you get nervous.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness Here

Happiness here
Means
Mirage in desert.

Value of this body
Means
Various diseases.

If you are to come
To right conclusion
You are to go above
The body and the happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness Is Attained

And what is happiness    
Is happiness really attained    
Through fame through truthfulness    
Through sense gratification    
Through self-control self-interest    
Peace opulence renunciation consumption    
Sacrifice penance charity vows    
Regulated duties that I    
Can't say, my dear but I say    
Happiness is within us we must search it out    
Though it differs from person to person    
And what is happiness best known to person concerned.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness is limited,
Changing and perishable,
In this world.
I know and I pray,
Please take away my
Happiness and in return
Give your bliss.
I know your bliss is
Limitless, fathomless
And permanent.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness Or Sorrow

I want both
Lack of one
Is lack of another
Union with both
Makes life beautiful.

In sorrow
I can lead
I can follow
In happiness
I hardly care
With both life rare.

Sorrow is with me
And I owe living
Happiness is dignity
And opportunity
That my duty to live
I need both.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness To All

Doing good to all
Bring happiness to all
Is Godly works
Rectify the defects
Thinking good wishes
Is Godly works
To realize the Self
To speak and to hear
About God is Godly acts
Of an enlighten soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness - What It Is

What is happiness
In this life?
And what is life?
To get love
Life is here, true.
But what is love?
And what is dear to us?
To get nearer to truth
Is love.
But what is the truth?
And who is going to
From where?
Who is alive
And how?

Gajanan Mishra
Happiness-Where Is At Present

Happiness-
Where is at present?
Where is prosperity
In heedlessness
In indolence,
In excessive sleep? ?
We are unconcerned
And detached ourselves
With the people-
The reason not known,
But the result is
Darkness in future.
All our actions are
Conducive to the downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy and prosperous world
You are to write
An essay on this subject
You are to start your
Work to fulfill this object
You are to know all
The ingredients
And you are to show
All your talents.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy And Really Happy

Am I not happy with You, my dear?  
You are telling You are also  
Equally happy with me and  
This is the life and meaning  
Of living together.

Here there is no question of separation  
See, we both are here in the same position  
See, there is not dissension as before  
We are in union and we are beyond  
Any injunctions.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Birth Day - Let Peace Be There Within You

Happy birth day-
Be peace be there
Within you.
Prosper and develop
Keep flowers and fruits
With you.
Keep all with good faith
Take humanity with you,
See others as you.
Love others and
Stay in truth.
Be peace be there
Within you.
Happy birth day to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Birthday, Maya

Happy birthday, Maya,
You are still here
With us, and death
Failed touch you.
You are the voice,
Voice of each woman.
You are above all
Colours, caste, creed,
You are the angel indeed.
Maya, wherever you are,
You are in force,
You are a current
That can take humanity
In to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Birth Day, My Dear

I wish You all the best
On this day,
I know, each and every day
Is a birth day, my dear
And let me wish with love
And with all devotion to You
And Your world of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Birthday Sir, Namaskar.

Happy birthday sir, Namaskar,
How are you there?

Please explain sir,
What are you doing there,
And how you are
Celebrating birthday?

Tell me, sir, the meaning of
Birth and death here,
All are waiting for your answer.

Nothing is free and fair,
As we know sir.
And explain clearly
How you are going
With your journey!

The day is
Going to be closed,
Very soon.
And sir, as we know,
Nothing is new,
And nothing to be invented,
Or say nothing to be discovered.
As clarified
Nothing is here.

Anyway,
Let me wish a happy birthday.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Birthday, My Dear Fiends!

Happy birthday, my dear friends,
To you all here.
Be free and fair
And engage yourself busy
For each other's welfare.
You are also requested to share
Your all happiness and despair.
Stay and wait and express yourself
Without fear and favor.
Life is yours and it is for you,
With all love and all truth.
Stay free, my dear friends,
And let me congratulate you
At every moment that you take a new turn,
With this earth's new birth.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Combination

Happy combination
Is here
In pure devotion.

I know not
The name of
This region.

I am in Your
Association only
For all perfection.

Forget not
My dear, I am
With You in all condition.

Start the process
Of initiation and
Reach the destination.

Ours is a
Happy combination
We are in love and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Holi

Happy holi,
Father of greetings,
Essence of the spring,
Drops of life's nectar,
Marks of destruction of all evils,
Starting point of social activities
From the very roots.
Good wishes of life in togetherness.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy I Am

Happy I am, see me,
Here I am with my
Mother and I am
Talking and writing
In my mother language.
I am cooking my food,
And feeding my mother.
I am composing poems,
And make my mother listen.
More than this, I can't do
Anything, you may
Like or dislike.
But I am sure
I know the success path
Of life here.
I am sure, I'm
Not wasting my time,
And no one can find
Any disloyalty,
Any sinful deed,
Any roguery,
Any enmity,
In me.
I know I am
Never haughty,
Never speak ills of others,
Never covet another's, wife.
See me, I am happy and
Really happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Mother's Day

Happy mother's day,
Read the best poems
My dear guys,
Everyday.
Mother is the best
In each one's life.
Mother is at the centre,
And the centre point
Of each one's life.
Mother is there to govern,
To give order
And to guide.
Mother and only mother is there
To think all our welfare always.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy New Year

Happy new year
Please hear
Whereever you are
Observe with pleasure.

Happy new year
My dear and near
Thanks all and
Keep life clear.

Happy new year
Day and nights
Morning and evening
Live like a tiger.

Keep love, stay in truth
Let me say life all about.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy New Year 2014

Happy New Year 2014
To all
May this New Year
Bring you happiness
Fortune love luck
Good health
And I wish
You prosper
With regards
Gajanan Mishra.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy New Year 2017

Let there be truth all over the world,
Let there be peace and stability everywhere.

I want no feeling of pain, no torture,
Let all creatures live here without fear.

Let there be a feeling of all brotherhood,
I want all should know and keep in mind,
That there is one air, one water, one sky,
One earth and one light for all, all are
The product of the same components of nature.

All are one and the same with all freedom,
Let there be no discrimination in our words
Or in our works at any time anywhere.
We are all one living and staying at different
Parts of the world with various forms or colors, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy Raksha Bandhan

We connect each other
Through this sacred thread.
And we celebrate
Our bonds between
Brothers and sisters.
Love and truth and life
All are here with us
And we feel world pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
I am happy with myself
See I am smiling before all.
Smiling before all does not mean
I am happy you said rightly.
And what you said I agree
Do not take in to granted.
And what you granted that is there
I am not telling by beat of drum.

Gajanan Mishra
Happy World

You are in the happy world
Of the righteous, mind it,
With faith and without cynicism,
You are great, and you are brave.

Gajanan Mishra
Hard Poetry And Gentle Poetry

Two types -
Hard and gentle,
Let me tell you
Both are needed
For truth.
Salt and sugar,
Sweet and sour,
Taste all
On life's shore.
Suck life
With breast,
Care not,
Poison or nectar.
Nothing to suffer,
All are here
Only mother.
All appear
With time factor,
Color and cooler.

Gajanan Mishra
Hard Strike

Strike hard,
Hard strike is
But a necessity.
And for this
You are to
Maintain unity.
Keep solidarity
For humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Hard Time

Really hard time
For all.
Time is not hard,
But it is our thoughts.
Take easy
And march forward.

Not at all endless
Or fruitless, dear,
Your labor.
But sit in judgement,
And sit tight
Where you are.

You are allowed
To play with your sitar.

Gajanan Mishra
Hard Work

Work work and hard work and there is
Nothing that substitute hard work.

Dedication and determination
Are the primary concern.

Do you want to drink the ocean?
Do you want to crumble the mountain?

Go on go on and on on
Go on doing your duty doing and doing
That are worth doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Harder To Enjoy At Home

Home, home, sweet home
I have read from my
Very childhood,
But I feel it is
Harder to enjoy at home.
Life is very very beautiful
And enjoyable I heard,
But I find- hard
Is the life of the recluse
And harder to enjoy discipline.
All are selfish I experienced,
And hence it is painful
To live with others, it is
Also painful to be a solitary wanderer.

Gajanan Mishra
Hardly I
Hardly I talked
Hardly I reached
I know public place
Is not for public
I know public office
Is not for public
Issues are useless
I know no issue framed
To settled dispute
I know nothing formality
Maintained and public looted
I know no mind applied
For public welfare
And they are voted.

Gajanan Mishra
Hardly One

Hardly one
is honest here.
Hardly one
is able to know
his/her own mother.
Hardly one
is able to write
and read in his
own mother-tongue.
Still i love all,
I love all as because
They are the sons and
daughters of my own earth,
And our compositions are the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Hare Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
Today is Rama's birth day.
Hare Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
Chaitra Sukla Navami
Victory of Truth
Defeat of falsehood.

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Attraction is here with
Name and fame
Do not do evil works
And do not put yourself
In shame.

Hare Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
We all are here brothers
And sisters
The earth is our mother
The sky is our father
We are for each others
Love and affections only features.

Gajanan Mishra
Hare, O Hare

Hare, O hare! what are you doing there?
This world is yours and here you are
looking so fair. In this world
You are not a mini creature but you have to
share so many things with others, take care.
Hare, O hare, You are there, in this world-fare
Go on looking pleasures all around,
I know, you are not a coward, and for this I desire
To give you reward at this hours in open bazar.

bazar = market

Gajanan Mishra
Harijan

If you utter the word harijan
You would be prosecuted.
How you dare to takeaway
Their lands, their houses
Their foods and clothings
It invites atrocities.
Provide them proper education
Provide them medical facilities
Provide them eyes and ears
Open their doors and windows
Let them assess the world
That it is theirs.

Gajanan Mishra
Harm No One

And be in the mode of
Unalloyed goodness.
You are always qualified
I know and there is no
Difference between us.

Gajanan Mishra
Harm Not Others

And attain happiness.

No terrible violence
Against innocents.

Associate with truth
With reality and be purified.

Give respect to all
And prosper, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Harm Not Others And Love All

Harm not others
And attain happiness.

No terrible violence
Against innocents.

Associate with truth
With reality and be purified.

Give respect to all
And prosper, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Harness Real Potential

Harness real potential
Utilised energy effectively.
Austerity drive not advisable
Austerity drive opposite of growth
Mind it, austerity is
Not inevitable.

Gajanan Mishra
Harsh Words

Do not utter
It is not good
You have no right
To utter harsh words
It is contrary to
Love and affection
Contrary to law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Harshness

Harshness,
Harshness is arrogant air
That is within us,
It is selfish motive of a man,
And the man wants to fulfill
His desire by fair means or foul,
And the man care not
The trouble of others,
And man lives with harshness
In his mind speech body and behavior.
And due to harshness the man
Commits violence, without
Thinking consequences,
Man is cruel by nature and no serenity is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Has Not The Sea

Has not the sea
Taken me deep?
But is it able to
Show me the depth?

Is there really
Ups and downs in life?
Am I not showing all,
Not one but two eyes?

What is not there
In till?
Am I not good enough
To tie the knot with the sky?

Gajanan Mishra
Hasa Aau Kara Prema Aau Bancha

Hasa aau prema kara,
Kara samastanku prema
Aau raha satyare.
Tume hin satya priya,
Dara naa, Vijaya
Achhi tuma sahita.

Priya,
Gati karanaa kalpanaa
Aau apakhyaati rastare
Tuma nija sansarika
Kamaku suhaaila pain.

Grahana kara satya
Achhi jemiti aau
Jana tume ebe kouthi.

Gajanan Mishra
Hasa- Premara Karya (Odia)

Hasatie- premara karya,
Hasatie- Iswarank a dana,
Hasatie- jibanara srota.

Hasa sahita premara samparka
Nibida, gabhira, chirantana,
Prema kara, hasare kata dina.

Gajanan Mishra
Hasilabele Surya

A marure dekha bhaba.

Khelaku nain nain thau
Aau kahuchha jauchhi mana.

chindila dena naanku khela
Kahila je katila munda.

Matuchha puni dekhi dekhi
Thira nain achhi tati.

Nainta abhabaku dura
Kahin megha puni puni surya.

Aau nain bas atiki
janilabelaku lekha heuchhi ki?

(This poem is in odia language and is
Published in Odia daily 'the sambad'
on dated 29th Sept.2013)

Trans-creation in English -

While smiling the sun
In this desert, see the emotion-relation.

Let me go you are telling
And telling I have no desire to play.

Moments passed
Cut the wings still play is on.

You are busy for nothing
Nothing still but having warm-blooded.

No relation no love it is far
No cloud but the sun is there.
Not more, only this much
Who knows what is written to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Hata Goda Jadi Dekhi Parante (Odia)

Hata goda jadi dekhi parante,
Aame thaante asubidhare.

Gajanan Mishra
Hatare Tela Lagaidia (Odiaa)

Hatare tela ghasi dia, priya,
Panasa katiba purbaru.
Ghabreiba karana nahin
jadi basana dhoiba pare
Uli gandha aasuchi.

Gajanan Mishra
Hate A Man

Love a woman
If you want them
Pure and perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Hate And Hatred

Both are love- 
Hate and hatred, 
Love in secret. 
But go not 
With my dear, 
Be transparent 
And open. 
Secrecy is in 
No way good. 
Keep closer 
To the earth 
And observe life 
Here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Hate Is

Hate hate hate
Hate is
Not the opposite
Of love
Let it be cleared.

I hate you
Means I do not
Love you think not
I hate you I hate you
Meaning not cleared
So far as I have
Not uttered.

Hate is not the truth
So also love
Mind it love is
No way related to hate.

Gajanan Mishra
Hate Me, If You So Like

Hate me if you so like,
But I am not here
To giver personal benefits
To anyone at the cost of
Others living here.

You may say anything you like,
You may take any step
Against me, but I am
The last one to support you
Remember, for truth.

Still, I am with you,
And protecting you
Till the last
For the sake of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Hatred And Anger

Hatred and anger
Destroy us, dear.
No more violence,
If we want peace
And progress.

Love and dreams
Give us scope
To rise and rise.
No more fall,
No dust no clouds,
We are here to
Drive all demons out.

But who is a demon?
Definitely, I can say
Not yet decided by any
Institution and any person
In a common forum
Unanimously and gained
The faith of all communities.

Anyway, it is agreed,
By love and with
All truthfulness
One can win all
In this life
And the life next and next.

Gajanan Mishra
Hatred Or Enmity

Does not matter
It is the thinking
On Almighty God
That matters.

Winter or summer
Does not matter
It is the bathing
In the Ganges
That is rewarding.

Gajanan Mishra
Hatred, Hostility And Violence

Hurdles and impediments
To development,
Hatred, hostility, and violence,
Chaos and anarchy
In society.
And we suffer
Only for a bicycle,
We recognize not
The raw and restless energy.
We are unconcerned
About our own strength.
We are so careless
We have forgotten
What we are doing at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Clear Understanding

Have a clear understanding,
That nothing is ours.
But everything is for us,
And we are here to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Clear Understanding Of This World

Have a clear understanding first, my dear,
And see life as it is and where and how you are.
No personal motivated interpretations, please.
No personal propaganda, remember,
Nothing is personal here and remember,
You are for all, and all are for you.
You are the truth and truth has no personal interest.
Have a clear understanding of this world, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Feeling

Have a feeling
For the welfare of
All beings
And there is
No limit of the feeling
No limit of service
And realize
The unlimited essence.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Full Command

Not over others
But over yourself
Over your own life-breath
And over your own mind
And illuminate yourself
Like the shining sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Good Day

Have a good day
With all kindness,
With all pure air
And sanctified water.
Utilize all sources of
All good to fulfill
Your desire for good.
You are the result of
Goodness, stay blessed.
I know you are
Well qualified men.
Life is nectar
With kind words and
Affectionate dealings.
Satisfy by sumptuous food
And charity, and go
With pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Superior Taste

Have a superior taste, my dear
I wish you all the best.

Here I am with you
I know this world is
To do truthful work
And not to take rest.

Have a superior taste, my dear
I wish you all the best.

Day and night
Sorrow and joy are the circle
We are to go through that.

Nothing to worry my dear
I am here always
To show you the road
That is all clear.

Go to the nature my dear
Nothing is higher there
Nothing is lower.

Fear not anybody
I am here
O my dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Taste

Have a taste
King's cake is here
Our king is
The king of good times
So-called corrupt free
Dinner per plate
8000 Indian rupees
India is a poor and
Developing country
And here nothing is expensive.

Come and have a taste
This is king's cake
If you are not in
Corruptions and scams
It is not for you.

You have right to live
You have right to privacy
You have right to live with dignity
Wrongs of the right
And see cancer has
Already attacked our
Body politic.

Gajanan Mishra
Have A Tea

Please come and have a tea
We all are the fruits of the same tree.

The flowers look beautiful in the tree only
You can enjoy it.

I am a fruit of this world
I am a flower of this world
You are to choose what to do with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Have An Idea

Have an idea, my dear,
How beautiful you are.
Let not any evil thought
And mean words come out
From the truth
Of your beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Concept

Have concept of yourself
And care what you look like.

Squeeze not
Demarcate not
Be not a thing of fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Faith

Have faith
Your faith is
Your character
Your faith is
Your conviction
Your conviction
Is your fate
And your fate is
Your life
And your life
Is my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Faith In Virtue

And cross the ocean
Of transmigration.
Practice charity
For your own good.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Faith In You

Have faith in You
O my dear, have confidence,
And come, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Full Knowledge Of

Everything, my dear
Have full knowledge
In perfection
Have full knowledge
About the earth
And the seas
Remember, knowledge
Rules the world.

You are the first born
You are the emperor
You are the only one
Un-comparable and
Distinguished in this
Earthly heaven
O my dear, Remember
You are in this position
Only for a woman
Reserved everything
You have for the woman
A woman is first
For the woman
You are in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Have I Forgotten?

Have I forgotten
My aim?
And
Who am I?
Forgetfulness is
My nature, I do admit.
What is really
My aim?
And where from
I came?
Have I forgotten
My aim?
Why should I say
I am what I am?

Gajanan Mishra
Have I No Right

Have I no right
Over my language,
Am I not free
To use it
On my homeland? ?

Who you are
And why should I
Care for you,
Since you are
Going away
From the truth? ?

Are you good
And why are you
So anxious on my
Lifestyle? ?

Leave me here,
Let me stay
Without fear
Or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Have I Wings?

Have I wings?  
If yes, let me fly to the sun  
To tell stop there at least  
For us.

Have I wings?  
If no, let me tell the tree  
To grow further and further  
To cover up the sun.

Listening to my questions,  
See, the clouds are there  
Doing something in groups.  
Why should I fear?

With great delight see me,  
I am busy in composing poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Notice Me

Have you notice me
Before passing anything
Against me?
And without understanding
Anything you have give me
Punishment and it is illegal.
It is your duty to
Understand the truth first
And then you are to decide
To love or to hate.
I have came here only
For you, my dear,
You are here, to understand me
And provide me proper scope
To do anything fruitful
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Nots

Nobody cares have nots
Planning budget laws
Order judgement
All are for
Welfare of have nots
All aim at development
No body cares have nots
Have nots are only have nots.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Others' Interest

Have others' interest
At heart and
Attain everything.
In this life
Of loveliness
Nothing is wanting.

Nothing is wanting, see
And search what you desire
And get it instant.
O my dear, I know who You are
I am here only for You
And You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Patience

Have patience my dear
Let me remind you
You are not the swans
And you should not change
Your base too often
You must stay back
And face the hardship
With courage
Let me remind you
A man with footloose
Makes no progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Patience Like The Earth

have patience like the earth,
Live life like the wind,
Give nectar like the moon,
Clean and purify others like water.

Gajanan Mishra
Have Sweet Voice, Please

Have sweet voice, please,
And honour the guests.
Give gifts and donations
To the distressed and
The learned, please,
And stay happily in
Your own house,
That is your heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You A Heart

Have you a heart?
Your body is not yours
That I know. If you
Are in doubt, clear it.

The message sent by
This tree is not opened
And all are waiting for that.

Sad to say
Confession you made
In the dream last.

What was there in emotion,
Emotion is only emotion
That is in the deep ocean.
Heart immersed and then all cleared.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Any Business

Have You any business here
That I inquired
For the welfare of all.

It is my business to create
It is your business to destroy
The whole episode I enjoy.

Vibrations of chirping birds
That is disturbing me
While I am traveling on the sea shore.

Life itself is a beautiful garden
As you see yourself with the trees of
Sweet fruits medical plants and fragrant flowers.

All are pious livings and non-livings
And You are doing Your business
With the eternal associates for pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Any Right

Have you any right to comment
On my writing, not knowing
Who am I and what for I am writing?
And why should you know me -
Another angle of my writing
That you should know from the very beginning.

You are slaying yourself
And why are you slaying
That I want to ask you
Knowing fully well your status.

You are keeping carefully
all the pairs of opposites with you
and converting all action into inaction
And I am witnessing here, my dear, with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Anything

Have you anything.
Anything to express,
Anything to consume,
Anything to offer? ?
I am here, see here,
Only to show you life,
To enable you to
Proceed ahead in dark.
I need you and you are
Present here at this time,
It is you to carry
My order and do all
Sorts of business for me,
No difference between you and I.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Caught The Truth?

Have you caught the truth
Anywhere at any time?
If yes, how?
If no, what for?
Is the world false?
And what about you?
Is there any meaning of
Bad and good?
Who you are and
And where you are?
See the rays of the sun
And try to answer.
If you are not able,
Give a chance to the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Heard?

Have you heard?
Have you heard something
the decision of the eternity?

Have you seen?
Have you seen the sketch
of the sky within this body?

Think a while
Think about this again and again
and say not there is a limit.

If you are going to speak something,
Speak, knowing fully well your
power and capacity.
Please keep in mind
you are there with the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Lost Your Ways?

Have you lost your ways?
Ways that are going on
Through falsehood, theft
And violence and bloodshed!
If it is a fact,
It is well and good.
Go on doing your works, my dear,
As sanctioned by the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Read Poems?

Have you read my poems?
If yes, let me ask
Have you given your views?
Have you left your comment?
If no, I must say
You have lost so much already
That I have written for you,
And you have forgotten to read.
Let me say and pray to
Read and read my poems
And come closer to me
And also to the world you belong.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Seen My Greedy Eyes

Have you seen my greedy eyes in your Kadamba tree?
Within your all-embracing arms I am feeling free.

I have remembered everything but I failed to express myself,
I am wandering in your forest and still I am fearless.

I am reflecting everything in my poems from time to time,
How the water and the fire are playing within the body.

Being the controller of everything you know everybody,
I remembered all arts all cultures while composing poems.

I know the movement of the body and the mind that have a link with you without any interruption from anywhere.

It is right you are the creator of all happiness and all sorrows and all universes with good faith and trust.

The fire in my veins are yours that is mystery
I am going on creating you my dear in my own way and you agree.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Seen The Truth

Have you seen the Truth, my dear
I am sure. the truth is within You.
Within You there is everything
And in that everything is contaminating.
All stories and fables are really true
And You are my dear the other name of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Have You Tasted

Have you tasted life
I am sure you do agree
Life the sweetest
Life is the sweet-tasting
Sweet-smelling fruit
Everyone is eager to
Smell the fragrance of life
But have patience, my dear
And bear others
It is for all
It is for the welfare of all
Pleased others with your
Sweetness and nectar
That is the motto of almighty nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Haves And Havenots

Haves and havenots
Are here and
All are the same
And all are going
On the path of death.
All are eating and sleeping
And all are interested
In the act of copulating.
Question is
How they are drinking
In the midst of the meeting.
It is dangerous fire there
It is all poison-air there
Day and nights busy in fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Having Affinity With You

Having affinity with You, O my dear
I am getting nectar.

No sorrow is here, my dear
Deep dark night is broad day light
And bright and clear.

I am unconcerned and detached
As You are here as from You truth appeared.

Gajanan Mishra
Having Been Born

Having been born here
I am attracted by You.

I dare not disrespect
Anyone here, I know,
Everyone is You Yourself.

I am not a selfish man, see,
I realized virtue is
In doing good of others.

Having been born here,
My dear, I am grateful to You.

I feel for the need of You
O my dear, I know my importance
Is nil and my importance depends
On its good use for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Having Decided

Having decided
O my dear
I came to You
To see to fly
And You in return
Vacated the seat
Meant for me
During this time
And You know
I am exclusively
Dependent on You
O my dear
I again and yet
Again came to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Having No Name

Having no name -
Good.
Appear and disappear
In any form -
No matter,
Ecstatic, though.
Activities -
Beyond descriptions.
Potencies -
Perfect.
And I see
The world all
Attractive always
With flavor and color.

Gajanan Mishra
Having No Other Motive

Having no other motive
I am calling You
Without any objective
I am calling You
And I am calling only
For the sake of calling
You please understand
My heart my mind and my view.

Gajanan Mishra
Havoc

To cry havoc
Is going for
Self destruction.

You know it is
Haven for all
Not necessary any call.

To make hay
While the sun shines
Is a good sign.

Catch not birds
By means of hawk
It's gross blunders.

Gajanan Mishra
Hawker came
Said nothing
As we are here
For life imprisonment
Our fault is
We are human.

We are human
With so many
Hurdles
Our problem is
We are unable to
Crossed.

Crossing the bar
Is not a joke
Said the hawker
At last and
Left us.

Life is really
Costlier
No help line is
Also there
What are there
Just blank fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Hay Fever

Hay fever is
Here, there.
And dust we see
Here, there.
Dust is our life.
We enjoy the dust
In both night
And days,
That is present
With us and
That is absent
Here, there.
Dust we see are
Formless and with form.

Gajanan Mishra
He Appeared

He appeared
We could not see
It is not that
We have no eyes.

He displays
Everything here
We could not catch
His ears.

He appeared
Without legs
Take away all
With no hands.

Our hands our legs
Our ears our eyes
Are of no use
If He made fuzz.

Gajanan Mishra
He Calls Me

To accept him
He calls all
And no one turns up
Towards him.

What is there in,
No one knows and yet
Life proceeds on.

He calls me every day
On the issues
Best known to him only.

Someone says
Conspiracy charge
Against human being
And all agree.

Gajanan Mishra
He came,
But said nothing
And returned back,
But took nothing.

He came and
Returned back,
But learned nothing,
Said - nothing to learn.

Gajanan Mishra
He Hanged Himself

He hanged himself,
With the help of
Electric wire due to
Inadequate rainfall.

He consumed
Pesticide after
His wife
Deserted him.

Gajanan Mishra
He has said
About his dream
And the dream is
Related to life.
Actually where is life
He was searching
Everywhere including
In water and air.
When he was in prayer
And was on line
There was a question
Who was he
And what was his intention
Hearing all he remained silent.
Dream was not there
But he was there with his friends,
The friends were giving him
Advice to leave the place
But the place was holding him
With the reasons
Not known to him.

Gajanan Mishra
He Is A Poet

He is a poet-
Ramakanta Rath.
And I find him
Everywhere in
Water, in air,
In the sky
And on this earth.
Ramakanta Rath is
Busy always
To bring light.
Where is the light?
And where is
Ramakanta Rath?
I wonder and
Wonder.
Ramakanta Rath
Came to me
Last night
In my dream
But said nothing.
Ramakanta Rath
Was in terrible hunger,
Ramakanta Rath
Was crying.
But the night
With its marble words
Kept him in safe-custody.
I wander here, there,
But Ramakanta Rath
Was not there
But he is here
As you see in words
That are not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
He Is Both

He is both
Auspicious and
Inauspicious
He is in our thought
He is our thought
Absorbed in Him
He is beyond all doubts
Who is He
It is your You.

Gajanan Mishra
He is my enemy,
Let him die.
He is my friend,
I am here to support him.
He is neither my enemy
Nor my friend,
Let him go where he likes,
I have nothing to do.
I know, no line is true,
And I personally no way
Connected with all- true.
True, I am hungry,
Let me take food,
Thirst is there in me,
I need not water
But something else,
And what is that
I am not in a position
To express to you.
I want to live and
I want more and more,
But for what that
I can't say,
Goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
He Is The Divine Man

He is the divine man
His thought word and deed
Is nonviolence, truthful
Free from anger
Disclaimer of doership
He abstain from slander
Compassion towards all
He is detached
He has sublimity
Forgiveness fortitude
External and internal purity
Bearing enmity to none
He is divine.

Gajanan Mishra
He Is There

He is there
as before.
And who is he
You are giving
so much importance.

Much water has
flown by this time.
And he is there
as before.

And who is he
that you are giving
so much importance.
I failed to understand
when the leopard change the spot.

Gajanan Mishra
He Means To Say

He means to say
He is dying.
And he is free
And incurs no sin.

Doership is extinct,
Only light is there.
Act of killing is no more,
But death is sure.

Gajanan Mishra
He Who Himself

He who himself
Does not translate righteousness
In to practice
Has no right to preach
Righteousness to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Head And Tail

Where is head and where is tail
What is the cause and what is the effect
That I know not my dear, but I know
I am here with You with all immortality,
I know I am moving and I am also not moving,
I have manifested in the form of the world,
I am the being and the non-being
It is I who is the creator and the destroyer,
O my dear, I am the food and I am also the eater.

Gajanan Mishra
Headache

I care not
The headache.
Headache is there
To disturb me
As you see.
But the headache
Knows not
I am not that person
Who could stop
His voyage
Due to this.
I left the headache
In its place
And proceed ahead.

I am not telling,
Headache is my fate.
I am not telling
Due to headache
I am unable to proceed.
Rather I say,
It is due to this
I stood first
In all competitions.
You may believe or not,
But I myself is
The headache for me.
And as such I
Put myself away from all odds.

Gajanan Mishra
Healing Touch

Give me doctor
A healing touch, please.
See, I am suffering
From nothing, but
I am in need of
Some lovely words
From my near and dear
That is not there with me.
No intolerance is there
That I know doctor,
But I cannot afford
You leaving.
Doctor, give me sometime,
And to test myself, allow me.

Gajanan Mishra
Health

Health is yours
Happiness is yours.

World is yours
Peace is yours.

Keep them intact
Stay perfect.

You are present
Bright future is giving consent.

Learn to live, my dear
Without fear and favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Health And Disease

Health and disease
Both have a link with food.
And we have a link
With both in default.

We know not what to take
How to take and when to take.
But we know we need warmth
And we need energy.

We want long life
And we need good food
With required quantity
Not too much not little.

Food, food and food,
Just forget and miss the next.

Gajanan Mishra
Health Deteriorated

Health deteriorated and nobody care it.
And we say health is wealth.
The health worker the doctor all paid
And the patients died
And all are apathetic towards health.

In this Hitech age cholera measeales
Malaria are the cause of our death.
Common man died due to diseases
Died due to hunger due to neglect
By our own man and we all remain silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Healthy Body

Healthy body
And delighted mind.
See everything fine.

Be humble
And serve others
You are most beautiful, my dear.

Have with you
Patience and self-satisfaction
You are the great - my recognition.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear

You have a fine
Pair of ears
Hear me.

You have a beautiful
pair of eyes
See me.

You have a strong
Pair of legs
Come to me.

You have a suitable
Pair of hands
Work for me

You have a life
Full of nectar
Enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear All

I want to hear all,
Tell me all clear.

You are the one
And only one
With me forever.

But I want to
Listen to you,
About all truth.

And the truth is
We are nothing.
The truth is
We are dying.
The truth is
We have no time
For each other.

No one is
There at upper,
No one is
At lower.
Yet each one
Is the perfect
Soldier.

In air,
In water.
No fear,
We are all
Together.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear and enjoy
What I am telling.
Hearing is really
Important for
The attraction of
Pleasure.
Hear, hearing is
Important as well
In the discipline
Of knowledge and
Devotion for
Spiritual progress.
Hear, what I am telling
And go on scaling.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear And Let Me Hear

Hear and
Let me hear
The sound
That are here.

I am
The right person,
Stay attention.

I know the truth,
As far as my attention.

Learn,
What you earn.
Earn,
What you learn.

Visualise the things
That you realised.

Ears and eyes
Are here, in association with
The alternative I.

I know the source,
Source of all,
That is there
In black and white.

Black and white
Are the creator
That are here
With the sound
That is so clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear From Me

I am here to speak,
You are there to hear.
Let me speak the truth,
My speech is based on
Truth and only truth,
That is good for all
And for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Me

Hearing me
Hearing about me
Is the same.

I am dwelling
In you
And you are
Non other than
I.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Me - I Am Afraid

I am afraid here,
Hear me, I am
Telling you everything
Without uttering
Words.
I may be heard
In silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Me - I Am Telling

Hear me,
I am telling about fear
and fear is in you, I know,
as you are causing harm to you
and also to others.
See me,
I am fearless,
no fear is in me,
the reason is
I am telling and
doing everything
for the welfare of all.
I know the truth
I know what ought to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear me patiently
I am here only.
Only for you
And you are there
Only for me
That I know.
Hear me patiently
There none here
Besides you.
Hear me patiently
And I am uttering
No word, hear.
O my dear, you are
My father and my mother,
And my friend and my guide
And my teacher.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear My Dear

Hear, hear my dear,
The words of hunger.
Hear, and see
How you are eager,
Eager to cross the border.
The border is here
within you, and it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear My Poems

Hear my poems,
With a volume more.
It is with the youtube,
Watch me there
And left your mark
Therein as a proper
Watcher and hearer.
Everything is there
In my poems, collect
That are necessary
For you and use it
At required time.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Not

Hear not anything
From anybody
If you are interested
To hear say not
Say not anything in reply
If you are going to reply
Remember, there is danger.

And there is danger
If you are going to do
Some impractical deeds
With you without any
Consultation from seniors
And seniors are those
Who are truthful and can guide
You for future course of actions.

Hear, hear all
If you have ears
But hear only the truth
If you hear other than truth
Remember, there is danger
If you desire to go far away
From danger then love, love all
Without expecting anything, true love.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Not Against The Truth

Hear not against the truth, my dear 
Hear not against the truth.

Truth is truth and it is hard to hear 
Truth is truth and it is not false.

It is truth and don't revile 
And if you hear against the truth 
Be ready to reap your own sin 
Be ready to repent soon.

Go with truth only 
Don't stay there where 
There is no truth 
You should close your eyes 
And close your ears, my dear 
Where there is no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Not Criticism

Hear not criticism,
To criticize others is
The nature of people here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Others

Experiment with fruits
Not advisable.
Hear others
And have patience.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Flute

Hear the flute
Hear the ocean
See the war
See family partition
Face the sky
Face the fly
All that you know
Are to catch
And I failed
To fetch.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Inner Voice

Hear the inner voice, my dear,
And do justice to yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Morning Song Of The Sun

Hear and listen
The morning song
of the sun.
Go and run
With the wind,
Catch and find
There it is calling
The klonely bell
Of the church.
There on the bank
Of the river
I discover you
My dear, with the tears
of the dew.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Poet

Do not recognized by sight
Recognized by hearing
Hear the poet
Failing which
You are at loss
Outwardly one may
Appeared retarded
Dumb mad man
In fact he is most
Elevated transcendental
Personality.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear the poet
The poet is speaking in a great voice
That is very beautiful
Full of metaphorical language
Understandable and very pleasing to hear.

Hear the poet
The words of the poet are all grave and certain
It appears the poet is expressing his personal
Realization of Absolute Truth for the benefit of all
That are glorious in all respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Sounds

Hear the sounds of Holy name
O my dear, and take its
Advantage and be free
From all threatening
Problems of material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear the stories,
That are about
The dead.
Are you not dead?

Have you got
Any natural love
For truth?

I know not,
But I know,
You are
Still, here.

Cultured,
Educated
And awakened!

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Truth

Hear the truth,
At least be courageous
And try to hear the truth.
Truth has its own purity.
Avoid not truth
And embrace not hate.
Remember, you are the fruits
Of love my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear The Vibrations

Hear the vibrations
Of the sky
And live undisturbed.
Here is joy
Take as much as you can
And live undisturbed.
Seasonal change no matter
Be calm and cool within
And live undisturbed.
It is you who is peaceful
That I know from the beginning
And you are living undisturbed.
O my dear, I pray take me with you
Where you are going.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear the wind,
The sweet tone.
Words whispered,
With mountains.
Trees cried
On the bank of rivers.
The moon and the sun
Joined hands for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear Your Own Voice

Hear your own voice, my dear.
Go on your own way that is
Not going anywhere here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear, Ears Are There

Hear, ears are there
For the pious words.
See, eyes are there
For beautiful scenes.

You are here, my dear,
Only for peace. And
Peace is here only for you,
Maintain peace for your
Own protection, dear.

Be perfect, at least
Try to be perfect
At this time here.
Forgive all and
Be polite always.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear, I Have Kept

Hear, I have kept
All hot items
In that shelf
On the right side
Of the dark.

And the dark
I have discovered
Has so many colors
With regular pulse
And so on and so on.

I am the son
Of the revolution here,
See me and read me
For new energy.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear, Take, Remember

Please hear,
And take,
And remember,
Life's pleasure.

It is true,
You cannot see
Anything in its
Right way.

Anyway, you are to
Proceed ahead, go.

Your activities
Would take you
To the place you
Want here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hear, The Words

Hear, my dear,
My words echoed
Through the sky
And the earth.
My words and its
Sounds discourage
The wicked and
Encourage the saints.

Gajanan Mishra
Heard Arguments

Heard arguments
Perused evidences
And I am not inclined to
pass any order either
infavour or against.

It is fact
The actions are
Arbitrary capricious
contrary to general
Public interest.

If anybody so like
can knock the door of
appeal and be still.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing About

Hearing about You
I started my journey
Of transcendental happiness
Here under Your strict supervision.

My relation with You, O my dear
Making me pure and matured
And I am completely free from
All attachment, see and test me, if You so like.

I fear not anybody except You
O my dear, as I love You and You only
It is love it is fear that make me dear
And I am going back to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Coo Coo

Coo, coo, coo,
Hearing coo, coo
I come out,
But where to search
I find no way out.
It is twilight,
I am in search of
My own house.
I paddle and
I find the sky
All around me.
I express my thanks
To all, for them,
I am not here to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Is A

Hearing is a part of life,
So also seeing.
Seeing the truth
Is the act of a fortunate one,
In the universal creations.

Truth is always
Combined with love, my dear.
Love all and see the truth
Within them in a
Clear version.

Show your potency
In truth and in love.
Life is there in perfect form
With creative functions.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Me

Hearing me you lament
Loving me you love.
I know what I am
What I know I do not know
What I do not know you know
What you know that is I.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Remembering

Hearing remembering all
Are with me always
O my dear
It is in order
I know it is You
Who is complete
Who is independent
And not I
I am only hearing
Your words
Remembering your deeds
O my dear You are
Only my near and dear
I have a desire
I have a hunger
That I will live with You
In future like the present.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing The Call

Success,
What is that success,
That I have to know and
I have to climb the mountain.
But where is the mountain
I have to find it out within me,
Within I have to surpass all,
I have to hear the starting call.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing The Song

Hearing the song of waves
Cold love resolved
With mute spectators
And extended their periods
Of romance - rollers.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing The Truth

hearing the truth is
The basic principle
For understanding.

Understand
Understand the truth
Understand love
Understanding truth
And love
Merging in to transcendence.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Time

Hear my poems
From my mouth.
And know life,
Know the truth.

Remember, you are
My vibration,
Remember, you are
For all glorification.

Know the value
Of the existence.
Know eternity
At the time of clearance.

Hear me,
Hear time.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing your flute
I came out from the house
With tears of love
in my eyes.

The air within
is trembling, see,
And I am alive
with your light.

To see you is not
within my power, dear,
I saw the sky above
with tears of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearing Your Flute I Came Out

Hearing your flute
I came out from the house
With tears of love
in the eyes full.

The air within
is trembling, see,
And I am alive.

To see you is not
within my power, dear,
I saw the sky above
in eyes tearful.

The light is here with me
The colors are focussing
And still I am unable to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart

I have a heart You know
I am in love
I love you.

You love me I know
There is love here
With us and no problem.

Love and problem
Do not go at a time
And I love You
You love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart - - You Are Within

My heart
You are within my heart
To win your heart
Is my ultimate goal
My dear sweet heart.

In work words
And mind you are mine
At all times
Under all circumstances
In all places I am yours
Only Yours my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart - Love

Try to win
My heart,
My love.
But you are
Attacking me,
Remember, you
Will not get
Victory, you
Will not win.
My love is there
To protect me,
Your hate can
Do nothing. Truth -
I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart and sweet heart
The monkey has kept
Its heart on the hole of
Black berry tree.
O my sweet heart
I have kept my heart
On You here see
As I do not like
Your crocodile tears.
My sweet heart, I know not
The time and place
That is here for which
I have missed again
Before going with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Burns

Happy is far away from me
As my heart is burning with
The fire of pride and malice.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Full With Truth

True eyes,
True navel,
True feet,
True palms -
All true,
With heart
Full with truth.
No matter,
Who agrees,
Who disagrees,
But it is all
The same here,
And with it
Life all perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Is Melting

Look, I am moving
Hither and thither
In perplexity.
My heart is melting
For You on
The pot of attraction.
I am looking You
Here there everywhere
Without blinking my eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Is Missing

Heart,
And it is
Missing
Somewhere
In love
And
Somewhere
In hate.

Heart is missing
At morning and
At evening
At day time
And at night.

Heart has
No hands
No legs
And yet
It is missing
From its place.

I know not
That thief
Who is taking
The heart always.

When I am searching
I find no heart
Is here that is
Mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Not Found

Heart not found,
And we survive
Astonished!

We closed the mind,
Our thoughts and emotions
Are not found,
And we are not dead
Astonished!

Gajanan Mishra
Heart Quaked

Heart quaked
The ocean, the earth
The mountains trembled,
The elephants squealed,
And it is Your smile
O my dear, at this sight
That amused.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart To Heart Talk

Let us have
Heart to heart talk
Freely with
real curiosity.

This is the rare
Time we are living in
And it is the rare place
Wherein we are together.

Let us have
Heart to heart talk
With love
On this broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart To Heart Talk-Learning About Life

Put questions,
I am here to reply;
Let there be a
Heart-to-heart talk
Openly and freely.

You are the listener
I am the speaker;
No, nothing like that,
We play the role
Of both here at a time.

Through our discussions
And dialogue we, both
Are to learn more and more
About the life and the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart To Hearts

I want to sing,
I want to sing
Without words,
Without sentences,
I want to sing
In the language
Of the hearts,
I want to communicate
My language from
Heart and hearts,
From hearts to hearts.

I want to love,
I know, love is
The part and parcel
Of my life and
It is the core of all.
I want to discover
The truth that is here
Within us and hence
I want to stay
In all firmness.

I want to perform
My duty only for duty sake,
I want to sing
On my duty,
I want to live
A lion's life
Here at this time
And in all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart, Heart, My Sweet Heart

You are in my heart
You are my source of memory
Knowledge and reasoning faculty.

Heart, heart my sweet heart
I know something about You
By my poems, You are the poet
Of that poem and also interpreter.

O my dear, You are here, there
Everywhere, You are my senses
My mind, my intellect,
You are my heart, heart, sweet heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart, The Mirror

Heart, the mirror,
It is one for all.
All are there to
Test themselves.
It is the platform,
Platform of love
And truth and
Mankind is there
At the top of all
Without any fear,
To make this life-trip
Pleasurable and
Honourable for all,
Full of wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Heartbeat

Listen the heartbeat
Of any one and hear
Mother, mother, mother.
Mother is at the centre
Of sons and daughters.
Wherever we go we must
Remember our mother,
Our identity,
Our supreme authority.
Our mother is our country,
Let us say- Jai Bharat maataa ki
Victory to Mother India,
Victory to all people here,
Let there be peace and humanity with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Heartless

Keep distance
From friendship with
Heartless and low-minded,
As always harmful.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart-Print

If you are going away,
Leave your heart-print
Here at this place.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearts So Beautiful

Hearts,
So beautiful.
Leaf,
So cute.
I failed
To describe
Its colors
And actions.

I fear
The angles
Of time.
I fear
The life
Within.

I like
To sing,
To talk,
To walk.

But, I am
There like
That star.
I am there
With all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Heart-Touching

Please introspect,
My poems, my ideas,
Intelligible and
Heart-touching.
What I am expressing
Through words
That are infinite
And astounding.
What I am expressing
That is nature and
That is above religion,
Caste, creatures.

I am nature and also nature-loving person,
You may called me by any name but Gajanan.

Gajanan Mishra
Hearty Expression

Sound mind,
Sweet words,
Hearty expressions
And healthy condition
Are necessary always
For a good life -
Not true.
One may not be
Physically fit,
May not be in sound mind,
His expression may be rough
To some and yet he
Is able to live in peace
And live as per his sweet will.
Life is something different
From all speculations,
Life is somewhat different
From our expectations,
Life is there, as it is
And we are to accept it
As a whole without any
Questions or doubts.
Life is sitting together
With all internal potency,
Manifested in the glories.

Gajanan Mishra
Heat And Cold

Heat and cold
Are the same
With your presence,
My dear.

And without you
The life is
Like a prison.
No taste in living
No taste in anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Heat And Light

The sun is there
In the solar system
With much heat and light.
So also I am there
In my life cycle with all
Body, senses, mind and intellect.
We are both friends and
We wish good to each other.

We know dust is there
Still we care no one.
We are going through
With all actions, objects
And incidents of which
We are not part at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Heat Heat Cool Cool

Heat heat
Cool cool
No knowledge
No school.

Heat heat
Cool cool
Leaders made
People fool.

Heat heat
Cool cool
New tax
New rule.

Heat heat
Cool cool
Our urine
Our stool.

Gajanan Mishra
Go on
It is heat
It is an opportunity
Go on.

Go on
O free rider
Only time is with you
Go on.

Go on
Omission and commission
Organisational default
Go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Heatwave

Mercury rising above fortyfive,
Intensified heatwave,
How to survive is a question
And we are busy in cutting down trees,
We are forgetting
Life giver is the tree.
The sun is dancing,
Summer is singing,
Maximum temperature is
Taking the lives.
No water, no shade,
The so-called big-people are in ACs
We the common people are suffering
All days openly, no respite.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven

This world is called
Tapobana
and Kalpabrushkha.
Here you meditate
and get your desire
fulfilled.
And it is Heaven.

All male are Tapodhana
All female are Tapaswini.
The Sun and the Moon
are to guide.

All good things are
here for you.
And I am composing poem
to keep peace
to love to enjoy
intact.

Come and stay
with me in this Tapobana
Here I am to speak
Here you are to speak.
And it is Heaven
Nothing is odd
Everything is even.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven -

Heaven,
I know where it is,
Come and stay with me
I am here ready to show you.

Let us discharge our own duty
And water the plants
Let us see the means
And attain eternal bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven - For Us

You and
Not I
Attain heaven.
Both you
And I
Attain heaven.
Heaven is
Only here
For us.
We are
The nectar
And my dear,
We are here
To give life.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven And Fame

I have nothing
To do with
Heaven and fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven And Ocean

Heaven and ocean -
I fear both.

Heaven and ocean,
Both are
The symbol of
Lightning and rain.

I want the power of heaven,
But I want not share the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven For All

Come to India
It is heaven for all
Hindu Muslim Sikh Christians
And all who are there in the world
Come to India
You are welcome
We welcome all
This pious land is
A mini-world
And here you can enjoy
Enough freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven- I Am Going To

I am going to heaven
From heaven, see me.
It is all heaven
Where I am living.
Tell me where I am
Not getting peace,
And not in happy
With you, my dear.
So also tell me,
Are you not getting
Pleasure with me,
Are you not in love?
Where there is love,
That is the place,
I mean to say heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven- I Do Not Want

Heaven - I do not want
I want to work
And for me
Work is a pleasure
And for me
Life is a joy
And here there is
Creation and by
Creating something
I get my perfection.
Do you know?
I do not want to work
I want to love work
And in love there is work
I love my work
And what is my work
My work is only love
Love is life
Love is pleasure
And here there is
My work and this is
Not in heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven Is Above

Heaven is above,
Hell is below,
I am in the middle.
It is my wish
Where to go,
And I will go
That suits me best.
I feel no difference
Between the heaven
And the hell.
I see only life
And life is better
Here in the middle
To complete the game.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven Is Here

Heaven is here
With us just now
And we are
In heaven, see us.

Dare not tell us
Evolved.
We are as you
Termed multitude.

I do admit
You are the source
And the end of all
And we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven Is Significant

Heaven is significant,
But more significant
Is this earth,
Where we live in.
We are here,
In touch with
The all great.
But it all depend on
Us, how we are
Active with
Our receptive power.
Here, all are equal
By nature. All are
One with equal features.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven Knows

Heaven knows
What is there
On this kingdom of
Isolation.
But let me see now,
Let me know,
Let me hold the time,
Let me go.
What I can do
Let me show,
With the wind
And the sky.
Let me start
My work
In the light
Of the day.
I know cold
Never bothered
Me anyway.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven or hell -
What do you want.
Realize who you are
And declare your faith
Where it is.
Where is the end
Please tell if
You have some knowledge.
To earn knowledge
Is your duty,
It is the way
to develop dispassion
For pleasure. Let me
Know about you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven Planet

We are in heavenly planet
We are enjoying Godly delight
Purified of sinful reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Heaven-Love

One world, one love,  
One sun, one moon,  
We live here  
With our love.

Truth is that-love  
Truth is within us,  
Truth is our life  
And life is truth here.

Death can do nothing  
And we are here with love.

We are giving up  
We are rising in  
Bubbles, bubbles of dreams.  
And dream-bubbles are  
Our life-force  
And light-force is here,  
Here in love.

It is our heaven  
And we are living here  
Together with eye-contact  
Through love-tears.

Gajanan Mishra
Heavenly Joy

Heavenly joy
I feel
In your look.
And I walk
Through you
To you.
No pain but
Only gain is there
When I hear
Your sound
Within.
No fear but
Love is there
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Heavenly Nectar

Heavenly nectar
Is here in the words
Of the poets.
Let me read it,
Let me converse
With the poets.
Let me hear the poets,
The poets are here,
Let me see them.
The poets are nothing
But like naga babas
Taking shelter
In words and the words
Are there with nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Heavenly Pleasure

Heavenly pleasure
You can get
Here, on this earth
Here, under this sky
Here, in this forest
Worry not, Father is
With you
Your best friend
Only your father
It is he
Who said
To perform rituals
It is he
Yes
It is he
Before whom
You pray
It is he
Who is here
Father father father
Everybody is telling
The same wording
And father of all
Is the same person
Here there everywhere
And providing heavenly pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Heavier Than

Tell me  
What is  
Heavier  
Than death?

Tell me  
What is  
Lighter  
Than life?

Tell me  
Where is love  
In truth?

Are you  
In love  
Tell me not.

Gajanan Mishra
Hebakuchahen

Hebakuchahen mu
bhalā kabitie
bhulijai ejae
jetejauthi achhi
chhanda tala laya
sabda bakya byakarana
bhulijai mu kie kana
kahidebaku chhahen
mora ethakara ei sinhasana
mora ei mati akasha
alua pani pabana.

Gajanan Mishra
Hee, aasa,
Sahajya karibaku mu achhi ethi,
Gotie pada aasa satya sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Heichhi Kana? (Odia)

Heuchhi kana?
Aakhi achhi dekghuna kian?
Kana achhi sununa kian?

Kua hajichhi!
Kadalibana nian lagichhi!
Dian kouthi?

Mu mora eithi achhi,
Tume tumar pitichalichha
Suna thaliaare luhara kanta kahinki?

Heichhi je
Janapaduni kana seita!
Mu pakka harajada!

Gajanan Mishra
Heinous Crime

Rape and gang rape
Is really heinous crime
Penalty should be death
Rapist should be hanged
It is against humanity
Sexual assault should be
Treated on par with murder.

Gajanan Mishra
Heir

My father is my father
I am his heir
I am in my father's house
I am fair.
My father is my father
And I am in full power.
My father is my father
I am his heir
I am not as mad as a hare
I like peace and
I do not like war.

Gajanan Mishra
Helicopter

I am here,
Flying in my
Own helicopter,
And with me
Calm is there,
The lone spectator.

I feel the air,
But get no water,
The sky is singing
With all verse
And I am there
To catch the star.

The day is not sunny,
Let me remind you,
I am there to
Find the way out
In the light
That swell full.

Gajanan Mishra
Hell

Health is wealth.

Go to hell
with your health.

Where is that?
That start in your body
and ends in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Hell And Heaven

Hell and heaven
All are my creation
And I am always
Busy there.

I utilize my time
And turning the pages
That are therein
In proper form.

I am protecting myself
And telling all
See, my dear men
I am here for you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Hell Is Hell, See Well

Hell is hell, see well.
Asipatra-vana lost the sharp, swordlike leaves on its trees
Raurava became free of its ruru beasts
Bhairava lost its fearfulness
Kumbhipaka means all cooking stopped
O my dear I pray please take steps
That all the inhabitants of hell attained liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Hellish Enjoyment.

Telling bad
Behind a person
Is like
Eating his stool.

Some persons are there
Who find themselves
Happy in doing so.

Covered by illusion
They forget their position.

They are not conscious
Who they are and
They are in dark-well.

They take delight
In hellish enjoyment.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello Everyone

Hello everyone,
Happy Christmas!
Let me wish you
Rise and shine.

Go and play football
Playing is really enjoying.

And life is
what you think.
Thanks, you are
All caring.

First know
Who you are and
Why you are, be sure,
Nothing is far.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello Hai

Hello Hai
I do not like
I do not like query
I do not like bury.
Business
I do not like
I do not like buss
I do not like mouse.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello Men

Hello men, where are you
I am searching you
From the beginning and
You are telling me thank Q.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello, Come On

Hello, come on,
I am here to help you,
Just one step, come on with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello, Earth

I am grateful
To You and also
I am thankful
You have given
So many friends
And life-giving
Materials to us
To enjoy the life
My dear earth
On Your action-field
I am doing all that
That are conducive
To Truth and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello, Gajanan

Hello, Gajanan?
Are you okay?
What is going on
With you here, my dear?
Tell, what is there in you?
Are you able to listen?
Have you seen the ocean?
You, yourself is the ocean,
Ocean of love and truth
And emotion.
You are the emication
of life, my dear,
With full of poetry.
You are the symbol of
The entire history
And the cosmos-entity.
Tell me, my dear,
I am ready to go to you
And meet you.
Tell me your contact
Number and name of the street.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello, Men!

Hello, men,
Let us come
And enjoy
With the sun.
But wait a while,
Let us see
What the sun
Is doing first,
Let us watch
And catch
The sun out
Before run.
Let us be cautious
On this fielding side.

Gajanan Mishra
Hello, Where Are You?

Hello, where are you?
Go not with harsh words,
Stay calm, see me, I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Help End Hunger

'Help end hunger.'

I am hungry
For my own language
That is not there
In my native state.
I am hungry
To fill up
My belly
That is empty
Since three days.
I am hungry
For love
That is not there
Within you-
My life-source.

Gajanan Mishra
Help me,
But think not
I am helpless.
You can do,
Do it
But think not
Easy.
Go on
But think not
You are reaching.
No place is there
Where you can reach.
You can't draw
What is not there.
But go on drawing
What you think.
I am there
In your thinking,
But you are helpless
In your thinking process.
Control yourself
If you so like.
And reach where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Help Me, Help Me

Help me, help me. please,
Help me to love you purely,
And intensify my love for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Help Others

Help others
Do not give pain
See in your own eyes
And be fearless
And be glorious.

Gajanan Mishra
Helpless

Helpless government
Helpless people
Helpless time
Helpless space.

How are you
please come and
show me your face
Come alone
To receive grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Helplessness

No one, no one,
No one is here
To tell me
What is good.
Yet all are saying
Doing this
Or that
Is bad.
But what and
How it is bad
No one is able to
Define at any time.
And see my
Helplessness in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Henry Lawson

Henry Lawson, let me call you from the city's cruel street. See, my dear poet, within you, How many faces are there and what are they doing at a time. Are we prepared for a war or going to settle everything in a peaceful manner that suit all. That is all in doubt, my dear. We are willing to stay in a safe place but want not to sacrifice anything that are with us. How wonder! we are living with others but keeping our self-interest intact. Is it not preparing for blood bath?

Gajanan Mishra
Here All

Sun moon
Eye mind
See
Here all.

Water air
Earth sky
See
All here.

O dear
In motion
See my union
With you.

With you
I am totally
Free and frank
and not effaced.

Gajanan Mishra
Here All Is Hidden

Here all is hidden
It is one and the same
Truth hidden and
Understanding hidden.

Here see citizens are
Consumed by the leaders
Psychological tricks
Are everywhere and
We named it modern.

Unbearable is mental
And atmospheric pollution
We have forgotten it is
One and the same though
Appearing in many names and forms.

Gajanan Mishra
Here All, We A Re

All for a sunny day,
We are here all.
We the tigers, the lions, the jackals,
The octopus, the crows, the cows,
The dogs, the cats, the VIPs
And the general commoners.

We know the superlative
Superman and we believe
In superhuman activities
And we are here to search
Where life lies.

We recognize the dark,
And we move forward
With our flesh and blood.
The union we formed
Is not for us.

We see everything
In timeless hours -
The nakedness of the naked.
But we are not to utter words,
We are and who we are.

All for sunny days,
All for all.
We lost nothing
And gained everything,
The life, the love, the world.

All domesticated
Called us and we reached
Instantly to keep
The custody of bread of ash,
And we no words we pass.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And Hereafter

Here and hereafter
I am with you
O my dear
I have seen you
Above and below
In and out
And you have left
Impressions that are
Here
Pure and impure.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And Hereafter - Pleasure

Here and hereafter
See everything pleasant,
As I find you in pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And Hereafter, O My Dear

Here and hereafter
O my dear
I am doing my
Prescribed actions
Here and hereafter
Immediate and in future.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And There

Here and there
There and here
See and hear
Without uttering
A single word.

Words are not truth
Your good thought
Is there always with all
And it is assured
The veracity of oracle is true.

With words and with action
O my dear, put your love to test
Dispelling all doubts
Came forward the establish the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And There - Before And After

Here and there
There and here always
I see You, my dear.

You are my elephant
You are my lion.

I see You, my dear
Here there
Like the rising sun.

Here and there
The sky and the earth
The water and the fire.

You are the only light, my dear
And with You, I am not in fear
You are my sweet words, You are my nature.

O my dear, I see You
Here and there
There are here.

No question of missing
Anywhere whatever
And I am with You before and after.

Gajanan Mishra
Here And There I See You

Here and there I see you,
Here and there I see your works,
Here and there I see nothing else.
Here I am, there you are.
Here you are, there I am.
Here and there only I am, only you are.
And I see, we are one and the same.
No one is anywhere besides us,
Whom to talk, with whom to fight,
Let us say again whom to love also.
Beyond love and fight, we should go.
We should go and enjoy life
That is here at this time with us.
This is our earth and we are here
Just to see and enjoy together.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Are The Roses

Here are the roses,
And they disclosed
So many things
For the public.
The roses bear
Heart of stones,
They lighted the faces
Coming contact with truth.
And there is the truth,
With one color
But for others
It seems many.
It is all transparent
But not to one adamant.

Gajanan Mishra
Here At This Time

I am not this body,
You can't call me
By this body.
I'm far beyond
This body.
Come and test me
If you so like.
I am discovering me
In this body.
This body is giving me
A chance to invent
That is not there
In this body.
I am not this body
I am within, though.
Everything is here
In this body,
You can say.
And it is not possible
To get everything
In this body
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Canakya Said

Here Canakya said
Rascal appears very
Intelligent as long as
He does not speak.

Speaking is a test
If you have nothing to say
You simply want to beg
Keep silence for relief from
Nonsensical talk
Be grave and talk not nonsense.

Speaking is also a violence
If in your speech there is nothing
About the almighty
You are far from truth
And your thought
Can not be complete.

Keep silence
And realize the self
Refrain always from
Nonsensical talks.

Whosoever you may be
Be in sense
Say no non-sense
To anybody to anything
At any time at any place.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Every Step Is Dangerous

Here every step is dangerous
And yet all are secured.
Hell and heaven are just words
With them don't go.
Keep yourself in tact
With vision unaffected.
In due course you are to return
Having perpetual association with me.
I am watching you here
Protecting from all dangers undisturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Everything

Here is heaven
Here is hell
Here you can
Find everything
Do the things
As you like
And get accordingly.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Find

Here find almost all bogus
And do not misled by them
And choose the correct one
To take His guidance.

Here find so many words
But choose a correct word
To reach the truth
That is there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Here For Ever

Here for ever,
I am, my dear.
Unreal, I know,
You are, with
No existence.
For you, vacant,
No space here.
I know, killer,
You are, and
I, allow not
You, for truth.
See me, my destiny
Shape by me
Here, for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am

Here I am
Attracted by You,
There You are
Attracted by me.

We are here
Together, forming
This picture
With nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I am - A Poet

Here I am - a poet
Who you are searching
For so long.
For what you are searching
That I know and I am here
To tell you in such a manner
That bears truth that has a love
For you and that is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am - Love Me

Here I am, here I am-
Love me, love me.
Love is the life,
Make me alive.

Here I am living
Without you.
Is it true?

Here I am, here I am-
Decline not
To give me kiss.

Restless I am
Here in horrors,
See me busy
In uproars.

Help me, dear,
And show me road
To go to you
Furthermore to
Touch the light
Of the life in core.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am - There You Are

You are telling me blind
But see, I am not blind.
I am also not deaf,
I can hear you.

Here I am,
And there you are.
No mountain, no sky can
Hinder me to see or to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am - Full Moon Poem

You are your own light
You are your own sun
You are a fullmoon poem
You are fresh air
You are pure earth
Light water and sky
All chanting
Chanting and chanting
A new life singing

Here I am
Do not forget to see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am In Love

Here I am, here I am,
In love and in betray,
In shame as a slave.

Here I am, here I am,
In knowledge and in beauty,
In joy as a mermaid.

Here I am, here I am,
In fire and in fire crackers,
In sweets and in lot of happiness.

I know you men very well,
And You are there as a burning lamp,
As a guiding star.

Nothing is in the air,
Show not your strange power.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am In The Midst Of Tantra

Here I am in the midstream of life,
Here I am in the midst of tantra,
Tantra of body and mind and time,
Tantra of the earth and sky and air
And water and fire.

But I am here my dear,
No one can burn me, see,
No one can make me fly, see,
No one can make me drawn
And drown from my own existence.

I am here in my own existence
Holding love with me.
My existence is only in truth,
See, my dear and you are in the midst.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am Making Me Free

You have no right,
No right to ask
Any question
At this stage here.

Here I am waiting
For you and
You are there
Seeking my company.

I am free
You are telling,
And I realized
I am free without freedom.

Free flow is there,
Free flow of air
And water is there
But I am not free.

I am not free,
Not free to hear you.
You are there,
There to make me free.

You are making me free,
At least trying to
Make me free, but I am
Here binding myself, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am Offering

Here I am offering
All my poetry to you,
That are written
With body, mind words,
Senses, intelligence
And in purified consciousness,
I have written all poetry
For your pleasure and for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am With The Elephants

Here I am with the elephants,
And I know how to control the elephants.
The elephants are waiting for my command,
The elephants know the peace-processes
That I demand.

Man, come on, stay as a man, all days long.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Am, Here I Am

Here I am, here I am,  
See me, see me, see me.  
Undoubtedly I am yours,  
Undoubtedly I am yours.

I am the gem, I am the brilliance,  
I am the snake, I am the wriggling motion.  
I am the life, I am the death,  
I am the truth, I am all falshood.

I am yours, I am yours,  
I am the love, I am the lover.  
See me, see me, see me.  
I am smiling and I am dancing,  
I am discriminating me  
I am the one who is missing, missing.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Dwell

Here I dwell
With you
O my dear
And I am dwelling
Constantly in you.

Rest is not
Known to me
Vanity delusion
Desire attachment
Pleasure pain.

Here I am
With you
O my dear
In light
With honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I Have

Here I have
Family friends food
Buildings city nation
Here I know all
Are Your byproducts
With innumerable types
Of ephemeral material scenery
And I am always interacting
With contradictory nature’s mode
And I know the sun
And I know the sun can not be
Removed by any apparatus of mine
And I know I am holding temporary post
My knowledge is not perfect, I am in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I See You

Here, I see You
Here, from You
Everything emanates
By You everything is maintained
In You everything is merged to rest.

O my dear, I love You
I am in You
I am by You
I am with You
You are my everything
You are my ultimate source
And my authority
And my beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Here In Home

Here in home
I can feel comfortable
This world is my home
You know and here
You can remember
You can recall
Here you can see
Here you can hear
And here you are
To remain silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Here In Me

Here in me
There is God
Here is me
There is demon
Here in me
There is ghosts
I am me
I am You
I am He
I am sky earth
Water air light
I depend on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Here In This World

Here in this world
I am searching You
O my dear
You are with me
I know though.

Here in this world
I am no where
You are only here
O my dear
I know You
And You..

Gajanan Mishra
Here is a bird
That has been
Shorn of its wings.

Here is a sun
That has been
Not risen yet.

No wink of sleep
And it is night.

And here there is
No sight.

No lute no flute
No rejoicing, dear
No root and no fruit
Tree is crying here.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is A Deer

Here is a deer
Here is a lion
They are friends
They are staying
Together, No fear.
Life is nature
Realization is Truth
Nothing to suffer.
Go on playing
With air and water
O my dear, no death-fever.
The sun is giving light
The moon is giving nectar
So long as you wish, live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is A Game

Here is a game
And game is a game
When it is played
You and I
Are only players
Who win who loss
Difficult to declared.

Here in this play
No unity no diversity
Here in this play
There is also nothing
To differ and there is
Also no barrier
I am to drive and
You are the driver.

Gajanan Mishra
Here is a tree
And it exist
Until the fruit is ripe.
Here is the life-tree
Ant it creeps with flowers and fruits
It creeps with Truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Air

Here is the air
Here is the fire
Under this sky.

What are there
Above this sky?
There is my earth
And that is all empty.

In this emptiness
I discover my word
And in words
I find sound
That is shining
That is reflecting all around.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Cloud

Here is cloud
My eyes having clouded
By dust could not see You.

Here is Truth
My digestion problems are there
I could not catch You.

Here is the region of heart
I have my own crossroads
I could not reach You.

And You are there
Only You are
I failed to go with You
I failed to free myself
From my own shackles.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Election

But I find,
Nobody is there
To win.

No issues
Settled as yet.
No requirement
Fulfilled.

No use of the wave
In the larger interest.
No one is there
To beg apology
For any wrong
Done to anybody.

Each one
Is in loss
And loss is
Irreparable.

And so let me
Admit, voting
Is a luxury
And I am here
To suffer injury
If you so like
You can verify
From history.

Gajanan Mishra
Here is Gajanan,
Let us go and
Catch him
If we can.
The waves are
Here and it is
For us,
The sky is there
And it is
Also for us.
Gajanan told us
So many things
To note but
All are forgotten.

Gajanan Mishra
Here is heaven,
As I find here,
So many good men.
They are all truthful,
They are all good,
They are in love,
They are the truth.
No war but peace is there,
Smile and joy everywhere,
The earth is fresh and
The sky is calm and blue.
Dazzling stars are singing
With all beauty with them,
Here is heaven, it is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Hell

Here is heaven
Start counting
From seven or
From ten.

Your wealth is
Your cause of lamentation
Utilize your wealth properly
And gain eternal profit
By doing pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Honey

Here is honey.
And honey, honey, honey.
There is honey.
And honey, honey, honey.
See, it is all flowing,
In my poems
In my life
In my walk
In my sleep
In my uttering words.
Honey, honey, honey.
It is in our love,
It is in our relationship,
Honey is in our sorrows
Honey is in our joys
Honey is in our bond
Honey is in our separation,
And honey is here
And honey is there
And honey is everywhere.
Honey, honey, honey.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Life

Here is life
Come and enjoy.
Here is poet
Composing poem
Come and read.
Here is bird
Not dead
Come and see.
Here is flower
Giving fragrance
Come and enjoy
Failing which
You may not get
A further chance
Of joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Love

Here is love
And it is in existence.

Here is sacrifice
And here is devotion.

O my dear, let me see You
You are here there not in rotation
But in permanent form.

Only in love
You say You reside.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Computer

Here is my rocket
And I am withering away
I am disintegrating
In violence in chaos
And I am disconnected
From the very Truth
I am suffering from cold heat
Rain wind snow and tormented
By quarrels hunger thirst anxiety
I am dying and dying
And withering and withering
Like the leaf disconnected
From the plant and tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Dream

Here is my dream - my poem,
And I am within it with my
Own tune and strings.
Here is my poem - my dream,
And I am above it for
The purpose of all good.
I am citing my own example
That are publicly not available.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Earth-Mother

Here is my earth-mother
And I know she has ample flats to lie on.
Here is my own arms
I need no pillow.
I can use the palms of my hands
There is no necessities of utensils.
Ample covering are there and also skins of trees are there
I feel no necessity of so much clothing.
The earth-mother, mother-earth is
Self sufficient for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Memory

Here is my memory,
Let it be revived.
Here I am,
Let me live
In my own memory.

Here in this poem,
Let me write,
My own history.
I am getting everything,
In my memory.

My poem is my controller,
I am here in my poems.
I rest in my poems,
My poems are axiomatic.

Gajanan Mishra
Here is my poetry,
My soul, my universe,
My wings, my mind,
My flight, my imagination,
Here is my poetry,
My life, my charm,
My everything.
Some madness is there
You may say in poetry,
But This madness is
My capital, my reasons,
My love, my truth.
Here is my poetry,
My life, my history.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Residence

And here I am Full of anxiety.

It is not that I am not afraid
Still for me heaven and hell are one and the same.

And still I am not confused not frustrated
I am straight and I am interested in understanding the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Shadow

My shadow has no power
To move that I know.

Here is my shadow
My shadow is with me
I am not with my shadow.

I am adored by my shadow
That I enjoyed here
My shadow is not I that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is My Wife

Here is my wife
And she is busy
In giving words,
Words of so many types.

Here is my son,
And he is busy
In doing all
Banking transactions.

Here is my mother,
And she is busy
In giving love
Not for her.

I am here
Among all and
Searching my way out
To find the truth.

The truth is
This life, but I have
Forgotten all
For the reasons not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Sadness

And I feel happy.

I suffer pain
I can be happy.

See, I am free
From worry fear
Agitation and sorrow.

Let me convey
here is my fruit of actions
That is mixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Air

Here is the air,
I am the air
With the aroma
Of roses.

And next?
At times I am
To carry the stench of
Obnoxious things.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Beginning

Here is the beginning
And here is the end.
Verify your status, dear friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Day

Here is the day
Go and enjoy but,
In your own work.
Work, work and work
All day long, feel
Not tired and see,
In your own work, and
Hear the voice of joy,
And touch the high
Of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Fish

Here are the fishes
In my poems
And I hope
You are eager
To catch them.
So many colors
I cannot describe here
But you are there
To know all, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Letter

Here is the letter,
Take it and read.
Life is written
Therein.

Invite the manufacturing
Companies, accept all
And watch each one here.

Vast scope is there
With us and we are
To fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Monkey

Here is the monkey, see,
My friend, the so-called
Symbol of my ancestors.

I know with monkey
My success will abound.

I know with monkey
My time will be
Amusing and emotional.

Monkey is there
To laugh
At my mistakes.

Monkey is there
Waiting to see
My success
At the next opportunity.

I am eager to learn
More and more
And improve myself
In nature's lap.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Morning

Here is the morning
Jumping like calf
in this winter.
With love song
You are coming to me
O my dear, to
set the house right.
At this evening
Also I witness you
with drunken mango bird.
The tumbler has
left the place since long.
And the waves are silent
With the sleep of the nightingales.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Snake

Here is the snake, see
That has bitten me at night.
If you so like please save me
From the poison of this snake
By your rays in broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Truth

Here is the Truth
Try to learn it
By cutting the knot.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The Truth In Self-Realization

Here is the Truth
Try to learn it
By cutting the knot.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The World

For me only
The world is here
I am here
For the world
Here is the world
Here, see within.

Let me hear
Within this world
The inner voice
Without hypocrisy
Without arrogance
Without pride
Without anger and harshness
And with full knowledge.

I am for the world
I am for the Truth
I am for Love
The world is Truth and Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is The World Peace

Here is the world peace,
Come on my dear,
And take it,
It is yours
And not mine.

When you are
Not willing,
Not able to take,
It is not my fault,
Search the fault
Within you.

Repair your own
Vehicle when you
Wish to go outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is This Bridge

Here is this bridge
Over this Mississippi
And I see this
Tiniest ant is crossing
Without any exertion.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Time

Here is time
Here is tide
Take a ride and
Enjoy life
Remember, you are pure
Part and parcel of
Supreme pure
You are yours
Clean your own mirror
Be sure you are
With time with tide
And they wait you
As you are with
Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Victory

Here is victory
Here is joy
Here is righteousness
Here is prosperity
Here we are together
Here it is, my dear
The land of justice
Here find all bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Virtue

In your thought
Here is glories
In your character
Here is constant
Application of mind
In your day to day
Activities in truth
O suman, You are clear
As clear as glass
And I know this glass
never to break
It is to show path
To others
The path of light
The path of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Is Your Instructions

Here is Your instructions
That I am scrupulously following
And living here as a King.

Am I a king really
Where You are all pervading?
I am a slave and serving under You.

I am following Your instructions
That are here and I am
Though not identical with You, I am in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is A Sparrow

Here it is a sparrow
It is here since yesterday.

It is ready
To face the rain
At the skylab of
My house.

The sparrow is here
And wants to talk to me
On rising prices of diesel
On foreign policy of new Govt
On water pollution and on so many
Topics that are burning.

How can I disregard the sparrow?
I am forced to left some space
For the sparrow after hearing
Its language and after seeing it
From a far of place.

I am searching the sparrow
That is no more here
At this time.
I am not able to utter
A single word on sparrow
As it has not kept its own words
While leaving the place this evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is I

Here it is I
And I represent everything
And everybody.

Thing is that
I pervade everywhere
I represent all.

Here it is I
Only I
Everything everybody is my energy.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is I Am

Here it is I am,
See me, as a whole
If you can.
It is my eyes,
It is my hands,
It is my legs,
It is my neck,
It is my chest,
It is my waist,
It is my thighs,
First, think to see me,
Then come forward
To have a look.
My form is not mine but yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is In My Mind

Here it is in my mind
Here it is in my mind
And also there it is
On Your mind, my dear
And it is a long journey
From me to You.

Here there is a shower
In the form of beautiful ideas
And lovely pearls make
Their appearance in
This poetic effusion
See me in truth in love in devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is Spring

Here it is spring, always here
Here is the cuckoo, coo, coo, hear.
Life is all in peace and in pleasure.

Know your importance, my dear
Your residence is in stone and in water
And You can change Yourself to any shape
And that is our future.

With Your presence, we know
All problems over.

Gajanan Mishra
Here It Is Written

Here it is written
In open space,
In deep sea,
In highest peak.

Let me speak,
But what to speak,
Everything is
Already told
By so many.

So many are offering
Love and affection,
Truth and education.
But still, what for envy,
Torture and darkness!

Darkness is
In our own brain,
We have to know,
And the light
That are within us,
That are to be focussed.

With all humbleness,
Faith, and trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Here Life Is

Here life is
Like a doe
In the midst of
Wolves,
Like the tongue
In between
The sharp teeth.
Only the truth can
Protect the life,
Only love can
Supply proteins
To the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Here see, my dear,
No distinction of
Caste, creed and color.
Here see, only
The birth of the creatures
The growth of the creatures
And the death of creatures.
If you so like, my dear,
Observe it, enjoy it, without any fear.
You cannot value anything here,
The devotion, the action
And also the knowledge.
Hesitate not to say
What you feel here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here See A Poem

Here see a poem
Read it and say
What is therein.

What is therein
What is therein
Ask yourself
You are a live poem
See the truth within
Love your own life
And say how wonderful
The life is.

Here is a poem
It is a magic
Magic not for exhibition
But to get peace within
It is there in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Here See The Magic

Here see the magic
On this earth
Under this sky.
Here see the magic
In the sounds of the birds
Just at the entrance gate
Of life and death.
Observe the situation carefully,
And utter words selectively,
But show your honesty.
See that you are there
With all your friends and family.
Magic is for you,
And you are the magic- life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Here The Stars

Here the stars are
Here the stars are making
Hues and cry
Here the sky is awake
And telling about
The story of the emperor
That is there in fire
Here it is empty future
And a poet is going to
Write about life-air
That is there on the earth
In broad day light
Here the viewers and
The readers are the ice.

Gajanan Mishra
Here there everywhere,  
Find me with love.  
I am there in nature  
With my own eyes, own ears,  
Own, feet, hands, skin,  
Tongue, nose, genitals anus,  
Mind, sound, touch, form,  
Taste, smell,  
In my false ego, ether, air,  
Fire, water, earth.  
I am there in all goodness,  
In all darkness, and also  
In passion.  
I am the only one in vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Here There Is

Who told here there is
A web of lies.

I could not understand
Anything what kind of talk
Is going on here in my presence.

Here there is a web of lies
Nobody agrees with this
As you said.

The coconut tree
As before cries
The sea console.

I could not understand
What kind of play
Is this under the sky.

Who told
There is a web of lies.

Gajanan Mishra
Here There Is No Issue

Even if there is one
It is less important.

See there is large scale quarrel
For nothing and it is the effect
Of present time.

O men, Go to Almighty
Pray Him for humanity and peace
O men, go for re-spiritualization of society.

Gajanan Mishra
Here There Is Nothing

Here there is nothing
How can you find anything.

There was nothing
There will be nothing.

Remember, you are
Staying in nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Here There Is Peace

And we are all situated
Equally with Almighty.

Our hearts are cleansed
Of all material contamination
And our minds become broader and transparent.

We all see everything equally
We are one and the same
Here and also there.

Gajanan Mishra
Here To Sing

I am here to sing
The song of life.

I am here to sing
The song of life
The life in the land
The life in the water
The life in the sky.

The life is clear
Like sunlight
I am here to flyover
I am life dealer
With many direction
To appear.

I am here to sing
The song of life.

You are my master
You are to hear
And called me wiser.

Gajanan Mishra
Here We Are

Here we are
To know the truth.
Here we are
To know our identity
With the truth.
Here we are,
We are the truth.
We are here
With knowledge and
To cross the knowledge
Is our main work.
We are for us
And we love each other,
While going with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Here We Are, Dear

Here we are, dear,  
And we are  
Light bearer for all.

Everything is open  
For us.  
We are in open field.

Our eyes,  
Our ears,  
Our legs,  
Our hands,  
All are busy  
For the service  
Of others and  
For all good.

We are under  
The care of nature, dear.  
We are the product  
Of nature.

We are to tolerate all, dear.  
We are to live for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Here With Us

Here with us
Divine knowledge and bliss
And we are here
That is real permanently
And it is generated
From permanent reality.

Here we are and
Everything is eternal final
With own existence
Non-difference per se.

Disprove all possibility of
Difference, my dear, here
With this destruction of clay pot
Say not it is for this hammer.

Gajanan Mishra
Here You Are

Surrounded by enemies
Here you are my dear
Be careful you are
On this body-chariot
Full of odors, here
You are to select in between
Bad and good and proceed
Seeing everything at
Your index-finger
Your finger-index also
Shows your nature and
Future and it never
Gives a shock
Be cautious while driving life-bus.

Gajanan Mishra
Here You Can Find

Here you can find
Wealth renunciation
Fame knowledge
Strength and beauty
At a time
Though you can not
Claim all full.

Nobody but
It is the maintainer
Who is to say
What is what and how
They are being cared
The matter is internal
And not final.

They are curious
To express on the stage
You are only on the stage
O my dear, that I know
And I know, no one can
Surpass You
And here You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Here You Can Get Something

Here you can get something
But not the whole things,
As you are not the whole
How can you get the whole.

O yes, if we are self-satisfied
We can be happy and get pleasure
That cannot be measured.
Be contend with what we have now.

Gajanan Mishra
Here You Spider

Here you spider
Testing fibre.

Mass to matter
All are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Here You Will Find

Here you will find
Unhappiness quarrel
And confrontation
As because you are
Going and demanding
For rights and
Forgetting to discharge
Your duties and
You have a belief
That the world is
Permanent and yours
Further more you are
Expecting rewards
From others and
You are watching
Other's works
Not seeing properly
Your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, Find Everything

Here, find everything,
The butter, the fruits,
The goodness, the passion,
Nature and the life.
We are all living here,
And for us, there is everything,
The words, the sound,
The birth and the death
And we have the capacity to do
What we think we can do.
No one can do any wrong
To us without our consent,
We are our master and never
Reborn at the cosmic dawn.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, I Am

Here, I am
With a new poem
Here you can find
A new trend
No money
No Romny
Just love
Here I am
For love
By love
Of love
Where are you
O my love
I am here
With time
In time
You are to
Find me
It is not bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, I Am Covered

Here, I am covered by ignorance,
Any good instructions and
Philosophy does not touch my heart.

I am fit for nothing,
I care not the dual behavior
Of this world.

I know the value, I know also
Nothing is more valuable than the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, I Am Pure

You have said
I am crazy.
Oh, yes,
Crazily I am
Searching humanity
In men.
I am taking
The help of
Poetry.
Through poetry
I love all men,
All creatures,
Including trees,
Plants and
Water and air.
I am trying to
Make my life
Active and fair,
With all.
I am living here
With all, my dear.
I wish all welfare.
Yes, I want to
Live like a poet
With all love
And with
All truth.
I am the fruits
Of nectar, dear.
I want peace,
And friendship
With nature.
I am not lying,
I am sure.
See me
With poetry
Here, I am pure.
Gajanan Mishra
Here, I appear,
My name is Gajanan Mishra,
Poet of poets
And with me,
Everything I have.
Look not on me
But look on my words,
My words are fire,
They are there
To burn your despair.
Here, I appear,
To establish the truth
Here in you and
To declare you noble.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, In India, You Are Now

Here, in India, you are now,
I know you are laughing
And you are crying too.

What is going on here,
That I know from you,
I know and I realized
I am an Indian, pure.

And in India, see
Everything is available
That you want
But what you want
First be clear.

And remember, India
is for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, In Me

You are here, in me
You are here, now.

You are mine
I am yours.

No need to
Go anywhere
No need to
Wait
No need to
Search.

You are loving
You are mine.

You are present now
It is not good to
Ask how.

I am yours
I want to
Study life
A full course.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, In Night

Here, in night
You can not find me
I being the day
Staying with all beings.

Here, in day
You can find me
My shadow is the night
Illusions of living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, It Was

Here, it was,
My village river,
I know not,
Where it is now.

I see the flats,
Buildings are
There in its place.
No water but
Heat waves are
Playing their tricks
To take me away.

No place to stay,
I am wandering in
The jungle of inhumanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, Now

Here, now
We are together.
Come on dear,
Place your order.

With your language
We are here to
Make you understand.

But with us
You are to stay.
With us
You are to see,
You are to assess
The clear picture.

Men, come on,
Come on alive.

Come on,
Your mother is waiting,
Talk to her
With love
In her language.

Your men are there
On your land,
Come on and
Do something
For the future.

Here, now,
We are all together
To build
Something new
Something permanent,
Something under
This nature.
Here, people are God
and for this they said
voice of the people
is voice of God.
I salute all,
all are my well-wisher.
Let all know this world
is full of nectar.
And this world is
meant for pleasure,
out of one's own allotted
duty that is here.
Make your own life
better and better, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, see everything is clear
And transparent and opened.
If you try to know, you can
Know everything. While knowing
Stay impartial and unbased.
There is the truth, discover
It within you, it is only
For you. Love it to the core.
Everything is in light,
Enlarge your knowledge and
Power to see everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, See The Clouds

Here see the clouds
They are under my control.
I am not telling
The clouds are useless.
The clouds are there
With me in fire.
And I am trying to cross
The sky.
The clouds are within me
And I am in trouble
In moonlit night.
Thanks, I have not
Lost anything here.
And I am here to tell
How I am here in victory.
I could not sit straight, right.
I have missed myself within me.
I have left all without any doubt,
The door is straight-opened.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, See The Creatures

Here, see the creatures,
Here, the creatures are most miserable,
And I see You, my dear the only
Friend of miserable.

O my dear, Take away
The fear of transmigration
Of all, which is terrible.

O my dear, You are very, very,
Very dear to me, as woman is
Dear to a lustful man, as lucre
Is dear to the greedy.

I am composing poems, day and nights,
Not for anything, but only for You, my dear,
And I pray, please save, save all creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, Take

Here, take
My hands, my legs,
My body.
Here take
My mind, my intellect.
Here take
My virtue, my sin.
Here take
My ignorance, my knowledge.
Here take
My purity, my impurity.
And accept me
As I am here,
As I appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, We Are

Here, we are,
In this place of truth.
We know,
It is not a place of falsehood.
Here, we know,
The unnecessary and
The unwanted would be
Wiped out.
Here we are
Not to harm each other,
But to help and to coordinate,
And to show the path of truth
Through love and affection.
Here we are good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, You Are

Here is a cobra!
Cobra! Cobra! Cobra!
I cried.

And I am alone!
Alone! Alone! Alone!
I said.

I am delighted
To find You
You are here, my dear.

I appealed to all
Believe the cobra
But don't believe
The bad men,
More dangerous than cobra.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, You Are, My Dear

Here, You are, my dear,
In this cool, limpid
And sweet water.
Here, You are, my dear,
In the colorful lotuses
Within the flocks of swans.
Here, You are, my dear,
In the delightful buzzing
Of the bees.
Here, You are, my dear,
In the hearts of all
For all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, You Can Find Nothing

Here, you can find nothing
But fire and fire is desire.
Very difficult to escape
From this fire-desire.

Always you are burning
On this fire-desire and yet
You are telling how pleasure it is,
But this is the beginning of ruin.

Gajanan Mishra
One who
Saves others -
The real hero.

Recognize him
Henceforth.

Words are fire,
Stay cautious.

Type your own life,
Tune it and
Use it for others.

Herbs are within,
Discover all,
Stay cool and
See life beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Heron

Heron said and
Fish heard.
Nobody knows
What it rendered.

Nothing is in complete form
Clarified the sky
And the cloud
Stroke it out.

Gajanan Mishra
Hew Plantain

Plantain is hewed and that bear fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Hidden Paradise - Koraput

Hidden paradise
This Koraput
With its unparalleled
Natural beauty
Natural men like
Gadba Parja Bhumia Durua
Kandha Penthia Saura and Kotia
Tribes are here
Living in complete harmony
With nature
Here in Koraput
One can find enchanting hills
Ripling streams
Spectacular waterfalls
Wonderful caves
Lush green valleys
Fresh air and
Traditional hospitality
Of the tribes
Koraput is a different world
Really with colorful and
Natural gestures.

Gajanan Mishra
Hidden Secret

All my
Hidden secrets
Are in you.
I am in love
And you are in truth.

With you
I have to cultivate
Compassion, dear.

Let me sing
Let me dance
For love
For progress.
In this new year
Let me enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Hidden Treasure - Knowledge

It is knowledge
That is called
Hidden treasure.
It is scare crow
That is there
Till the end
Of the episode.
It is sacred cow
That is there
In-land and abroad.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is hidden
Nobody hides
See everything clear.

I am manifested
How can I hide
Where can I hide
Behind whom can I hide
My dear, see me
I am at your sight.

O my dear, you can
Know me by love
By faith by belief
And by realizing
The Ultimate Truth
That is within You.

Gajanan Mishra
Hide And Sick

Let us play hide and sick
You are there and I am here
And without one another is weak.

We are playing indoor game
Knowing fully well that
We are not different but the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Hide And Sick Play

Let us play hide and sick
You are there and I am here
And without one another is weak.

We are playing indoor game
Knowing fully well that
We are not different but the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Hide not any secret,
Wipe out the trouble
That stood on your path,
Dumping stones on duet
Of life to be healthy
And wealthy like
Burial-mound.
Hide not any secret,
For you yourself is
The secret of all secrets
And your life would be
Terrible with questions
That have no answers
Like top of the icy mountains.

Gajanan Mishra
Hide-And-Seek

In life
See
Hide-and-seek
Victory
And defeat
Smile and crying
Jumping and
Falling
That and this
Make-believe
Bridge childlike
And also childish
Different pastimes
Taking birth and dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Hiding in silence
Is the best
Moment of life.

Gajanan Mishra
High - My Mother

High - my mother,
High - my motherland,
High - my mother tongue.
No taste of life
Without mother,
Staying far from motherland,
Getting no scope to utter
The pious mother tongue.
The three are three gods,
The creator - mother,
To make me grow with all
Necessities - motherland,
To make me know easily,
My mother tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
High Alert

Active your
Eyes and ears schemes.
Keep watch
Your own body and mind.
No need
For you to panic.

Gajanan Mishra
High All

High all,
Low all.
All one,
One all.
Principle fixed,
Fixed principle.
Principle change
Everything changed.
Life method,
Method life.
Involve in everything,
Everything be involved.
Language may differ,
But thought one.

Gajanan Mishra
High And High

High and high go on my son
There is no limit of your rise
Let me say there is no limit
To a man's ascent.

Go on my son
This world is yours
You are the world
But remember
Not to keep contact
With anything
With anybody
Keeping contact is
An impediment.

Your rise and fall
Is through your
Sentiment and attitude
Things and circumstances
Have no role.

Go on my son
And remember
Congruence of intellect
And mind and concordance
Between mind and senses
facilitates progress.

High and high go on my son
There is no limit of your rise
There is eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
High And Low

All flow.

Superior or inferior
Everyone is master.

Dark or light
Let us fight.

All birth and no death
No need to say what is wealth.

Gajanan Mishra
High Drama

For what
High drama?
Is it for
People's welfare!

Is it for truth?
For love?
For community development?

Night is not here
To end.
Right?

But, look day
Enter into the field
To re-establish
The truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
High Estimation

High estimation
For practical renunciation,
High mission
With realization.

No definition
For spiritualization,
No solution
To concentration.

Be pro-people,
Go with social
And economic changes.
And achieve dreams
That are yours
With love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
High Heart

High heart,
Lucky eyes
To observe.
Beauty is there
In indolent desire.
Let me be a
Underneath wall,
Lover of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
High Noon

High noon,
The sun is
In the angry mood.
Stay here within
For all good.

Nothing to feel sorrow,
Also, nothing to overjoyed.
Let the birds fly,
Let the bells ring.

I smile
With no triumph.
And I live
With no falsehood.

Life is to tolerate all
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
High Status

High status
Is killing you
Within,
Get lost.

Worldly pleasure
And prosperity
Is killing you
Within,
Get lost.

Even your own wife
Is killing you
Within,
Balance your life
Or get lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher And Higher

What is high and
what is low
quite impossible to say.
You said it is all
in the scriptures
that I am not denying,
yet I am telling,
it is far from true.

The distinctions are not
there outside our existence,
it is true it is in our eyes,
It is also true we should have
predominance of the mode of goodness,
to enable us to go to higher and higher.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher And Lower

No higher no lower,
Higher and lower -
No difference.
The same position
There and everywhere,
Again and again
For all on the same level.
Each one is safe there
Where he is.
No high and no low
But it is covered by
All illusion.
And life is always
In diffusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher Awareness

Higher awareness of truth
Is love and only love
Love will lead you
Towards enlightenment
And peace happiness and
Liberation
Love is the primary stage
Of divine life.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher Demand

Higher demands
For good poems.
But where are they?
It is there
In good life.
And what is a
Good life?
Where it is.
That I can't say.
So also, I can't
Guarantee life.
It is out of
Experience and
The benefit derived,
I can't say
How much.
But across the world
I search life,
A truly lovable
And truly fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher Regions

I see
Men do not
Deserve to called men.

I see
Beasts and creatures
Are moving to higher regions.

Gajanan Mishra
Higher Vision

Going towards higher vision
I am revived and recharged
I know the conflict is continuous
Within me and outside
Between the higher and the lower
I know I represent both
Positive side and negative
And I know the negative in me
Outnumbered the positive.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Cause

Highest cause is love,
And love is here in truth.
We are the fruits
Of that eternal truth.
Worry not, my dear,
We crossing the border line
of our imagination
With that astounding sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Goal

Highest goal.
Highest goal is
Not in maintenance of
This life-breath.

Highest goal is
In Your own Self
That touches the sky.

Highest goal is
To arrive at the Truth
That is in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Good

Let there be
Highest good
On all men.

Let the purpose
Be good with life.

Let there be truth
In love.

Let the living
Be good with joy.

Life is fulfilled,
With colors and
Smile.

Let there be
No guile.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Honour

Lowest place
Highest honor
Graciousness
And humility
Is with awarde
As a mango tree
Bend low
With its fruity.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Kind

Highest kind of worship
Is mother worship
Mother is only our own.
It is the mother
Who can take us from
Earthly consciousness
To the higher states
Step by step.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Limit

O my dear, You are my
Highest limit and the
Supreme destination
I know, there is none
Equal to You
You are the unique
And there is nothing else
Besides You, my dear
I know You in all
In land in water and
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Of All

Highest of all is
Your rating.
And easy thinking
Is how to recover.

Those who are posted
Are well known locality.
It is the loving service
That Truth has got value.

Instruction is there
As before
It is austerity
That has ruling power.

Confirmed and reaffirmed
We are working in Your firm.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Of The High

Highest of the high is the poet
Accustomed to charity
Always pay heed to love truth
Eyes focus on goodness saints
Legs led the way to pilgrimage
Poets are true friends of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Highest Perfection

I know, poet is
At the state of
Highest perfection.

I know, The poet is
For the establishment
Of righteousness.

It is the poet only
Who knows that the residence
Of a man is in the ocean
Of bliss but man is dying
Without knowing this.

O poet, You are great
As you are trying to enable
The man to know the truth
And the only way to perfection
As you are at the state of

Gajanan Mishra
High-Up Tongue

High-up tongue,
And I asked myself
To whom I belong!

Gajanan Mishra
Highway Safety

I feel safe
In life's Highway
With Your presence
I feel proud
In life’s market
With Your dealership
I feel happy
In the world of beauty
With Your marketing
O my dear You are here
You are there
And You are everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Hill Is Hill

Hill is hill,
It is something
Green or gray.
Milk is milk,
It is something
White, something
Very delicious,
Something very
Aromatic.
But nothing is
Truth. Truth is
Something different.
Truth has no shape,
No color and no taste.

Gajanan Mishra
Hill Of Gold

Hill of gold,
Hill of gold is here
And we are at present
In front of it.

Hill of gold
Is flying away
From this place
And we are looking
Towards that hill.

Hill of gold,
Hill of gold is here
And we climb on
And over it
With all hilarity.

Gajanan Mishra
Himalaya's Queen

Come dear, come and see
The Himalaya's queen
Giving us life.
Let me allow to give
A name 'The Ganges'
Calm and serene.
Here, see my dear,
The robes of white,
Place - where
The earth and the sky meet.
I see there, the light,
Love light of the moon,
I feel my heart thrills,
Hearing the voice of the hills.

Gajanan Mishra
Hindrances

I care not any hindrances
As I am going to You
I love You, my dear.

I am here to please You
O my dear, with union
I find salvation.

And You award me, my dear
As per my aspiration
I see You in Your personal feature.

Gajanan Mishra
Hind-Swaraj

For the sake of future,
For the sake of entire humanity,
All should live non-armed.
All should keep good-will
Within them for prosperity.
All should have patience,
All should keep tolerance
And live, with all positiveness.

Gajanan Mishra
Hippopotamus

We inhabit in
Water.
Water is our life.
Life in water,
Think, how wonder.
Wonder - this world,
No power is here
With us to
Predict future.
But it is water,
And water is our lives.
We are all aquatic.
No mystic but we live
Only for His majestic.

Gajanan Mishra
His Business

What is rule
What is not
It is not my business
To go in to
I am natural born
I am a natural man
I die naturally
Who are you to
Frame rule for me
When you are also going
In the same process
With me simultaneously
Let the almighty do
Whatever He like
And it is His business
To think to act
And to come to an end
It is true we have
No hand.

Gajanan Mishra
His Feet- My Boat

His feet is my boat
But I know not
How to cross over
The ocean and it is
He who knows better
I am not eager
And why should I
He has taken all
The responsibility
To answer with honor.

Gajanan Mishra
His Round Eyes

His round eyes are
Calling me always
Like the morning sun
And the rising full moon
I am within the net
Of His eyes
And enlightening myself
In His sky.

Gajanan Mishra
His Round Eyes Are Calling Me

His round eyes are
Calling me always
Like the morning sun
And the rising full moon
I am within the net
Of His eyes
And enlightening myself
In His sky.

Gajanan Mishra
His Will

Doing duty
Is not unpleasant
I do not hate duty
I accept duty
I accept my life
Un-grudgingly
I do not avoid humble
Or unpleasant tasks
I am also not attached
To agreeable pleasant
Lofty task
I feel towards my works
No emotion of repulsion
And none of attachment
I know performing
This that duty is His Will
And His Will alone is fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
His Will- His Limit

It is all
His will.
My living,
My walking,
My sleeping,
My talking,
My writing,
It is all
His will.
I am here
To honour
Him, as
I am in
His limit.

Gajanan Mishra
Hiss

Hear the hisses,
It is there within.
Fire and it is fire.
Histology says,
You are there.
No other person is
There for hobnobing,
I know my dear
How to
Take all granted
Hobson's choice.
You are glittering,
You are shining
You are there within.

Gajanan Mishra
Historical

Without any past
See me I am historical.
I want no freedom,
I want nectar of
million bonds.

Gajanan Mishra
History

History is poetry and
Poetry is history
You are saying
That I agree
And I add
A question please tell
What is not poetry
And what poetry is
And you fly
Like a kite
Leaving me here
All night
And through my poetry
I try to make light
This life
Forgetting history
Forgetting geography.

Gajanan Mishra
History is not
So much relevant
For us now.
We are to know
How to proceed
Ahead afresh.
We are to struggle
With time for
Our own existence.
We are to bear
The sun and the rain
To make us strog.
We are to see this earth
As heaven at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Hit And Miss

Hit and miss,
Go side by side,
Worry not.
We are to proceed
With trust.

Our aim is to develop in
Peaceful atmosphere.
Our aim is
Keep mankind safe.

We are to see
No human catastrophe
Anywhere, at any time.
Ready we are to help men
In distress everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Hit And Run Method

That I know is of
Little use here
Before You.

Hit and run method
That I know not
Is of great use
That You know.

Hit and run method
Is Your principle
That I am to follow
Here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hit The Moment

Your sitting,
Your eating,
Your walking,
Your smiling,
Your fighting,
Your running,
Your style of
Working hit
The moment, dear.
I can't stay
Without you, here,
It is but clear.
Come on, with all
Purity and be my partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Hither And Thither

Hither and thither
See the glowworms but
You can not find
The stars in the sky
As it is rainy season
And it is cloud there.

Good men you can not find
At this time and what
You find hither and thither
All bad men as it is
Bad and inauspicious times
Find only miscreants there.

Men of real knowledge are covered
By influence of material advancement.

Gajanan Mishra
Hoard Not Anything

Hoard, not anything,
Hoarding would not help
Anyone at any time.
And we are all
On the crossroads
And we are to go out from it.
Let life go
On the way it so like,
And let the wind pass
With the life herein.
The sky is not broken,
I am sure for anything.
No one is capable to
Stop the star there.
And life lacks something,
And what is that,
That I am searching.
The night is calling me,
I also assured
To go in due time.
The day is waiting to
Complete the work,
So allotted, with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Hoarding

Hoarding itself
is wrong and illegal.

It is in noway helpful
to anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Hockey Wizard

Hockey Wizard - Dhyan Chand
Of Bharat that is India
Greatest field hockey
player of all times.
See him, superb ball controller,
and not as a mere Major.
Dhyan Chand - the Ratna,
Dhyan Chand - the Arjuna,
Dhyan Chand - the Dronacharya,
Dhyan Chand - Padma Bhushan.

Gajanan Mishra
Hocus-Pocus

I believe in words with truth,
But not in hocus-pocus
That are there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hoe To Penetrate

Let us have a test
In the blazing fire
Let us see the spark
Though little
It is the original
With authoritative language
That is expressed.

Gajanan Mishra
Hog Or Dog

Go and live.

Happy and bliss
Your search is foolish.

Just attain life
And see the beauty.

Eat and sleep
New life to peep.

Gajanan Mishra
Hogwash

Human life is
Not for hogwash,
But for research.
Search and research
The truth and
The love here
All the times,
And try to solve
All problems.
Reading and observing,
While living should be
The target of all.
Speaking and hearing
The truth, only the truth,
Should be the process of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Hoisting Of Flag

Hoisting of flag
Is a crime?
But let me
Hoist
That of yours,
As I love you.
For love,
I am ready to die
See, here,
I am your fan,
I know no one
can topple you,
I know you are
Right in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hold Me Tight

Hold me,
Hold me tight.
And hold on
In your work.

Gajanan Mishra
Hold On

Hold on
What you have
If you can.

My love, hold on,
Your own life
Here in truth.

Hold on, my dear,
I am yours
Here at this time.

Try to know
How to pull on
With me.

My dear, I am
Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Hold on, hold on
And hold on
That is in you.
Are you sure
You are here
And it is just a failure.
What is fear in it?
In beauty or
In glory!
My potency is
My charity and
I am in trouble
By my sweet will,
Hold on policy.

Gajanan Mishra
Hold This Or That

Hold this or that-
No comment.
I know, nothing is
here or there.

Time to leave
is already ripen.
Yet, you are going on
counting seven.

Define please,
again, the meaning
of pleasure.
Say before all,
Time to awake
is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hold Tight

Hold tight  
As per your might.  
But see nothing  
And get everything.  
Here it is  
Just an idea,  
The world,  
And the life.  
To go with the idea  
And not to go  
All is yours.  
Collect the time  
Scattered in  
Open field.  
But time is not yours  
When you treat yourself  
As the slave of it.  
Hold tight,  
But be cautious,  
Love may not be there  
In your own idea.

Gajanan Mishra
Holding Hands

I am holding your hands my dear
For this your hands have not been seen
To others.

Gajanan Mishra
Holding My Hands

Holding my hands
You are taking me
To the place where
You are, my dear.

And where you are not
I am asking you, my dear,
And you are remaining silent,
I got my answer, clear.

I found no use of my caste
My color, my creed, my religion,
And also my knowledge and my
Qualification, my dear, and
You have seen and felt my love
Only love and nothing but love here.

Gajanan Mishra
Holding The Earth

I know,
You are holding the earth.
I know
You have a special relation
With my livelihood.
I know
You are there
As my guard.
I know you are
My everything.
I know without you
I am nothing.
Yet I am creating you,
This is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hole Is There

Hole is there,
There might be a snake,
Danger ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Holi

Let us celebrate and enjoy Holi
With the colors of flowers
At this spring.
Flowers blooming
Fragrant natural colors
Seasonal herbs
That has therapeutic value
For skin and health.
Smeared phagwa on friend's face
Renew your friendship
It is unforgettable fun.
Holi is the symbol of victory
Victory of truth and justice
Victory of friendship with eternity
God is within us
And on this day of Phalguna Purnima
Full moon day of March I
Wish a happy Holi to all
And hope Your peace and prosperity
And fraternity for a better world order
Through my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Hollow

We are all there,
with our flags red,
green, black and yellow,
But the earth is
there to embrace us.

Gajanan Mishra
Hollow Dream

Life- a hollow dream,
What is there
In the dream,
Colourless stream,
Difficult to Understand
The meaning.
How can I say worthless?
But hollowly I am working.
And I am crossing the over-bridge
With the hologram.

Gajanan Mishra
Hollow Roar

I heard it there,
The hollow roars
That is all yours.
I heard it there
But I love it
As it was yours.
I called you mine
And it was a mistake
I realized in your roars.
But I love you
As you are there
Only to guide me
And to shape me and to
Take me in proper ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy

Holy, Holy,
Holy Father,
Holy Saturday,
Holy Land,
Holy, Holy,
Holy Life,
Holy of holies,
Holy Spirit,
Holy write,
Homage to Holy,
Holy, Holy,
Holy Earth.
Holy, Holy
Holy Birth.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy Life-Fire

Holy life-fire,
And You my dear,
Are busy in
Burning it perennially.
And You are giving
Direction to perform
Routine necessary rites.

You showers the Supreme bliss
And the auspicious bliss,
Nondual consciousness perpetually,
You are independent, my dear,
And eternally contended
And firmly established in me,
And to know You is my birth right.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy Places

All the holy places
Are within you, my dear
No need to wander
Throughout the universe.
See within you, my dear
Every river every ocean
Every god every goddess
Are here in you to make
You pure and divine.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy Thought

Holy thought,
Holy life.
Holy Father,
Holy mother,
Holy wife,
Holy Sons,
Holy daughters,
All holy here,
Keep holiness
Intact.
Purity in life
Is but a necessity
For all.
Think pure, Eat pure,
Read pure,
Live pure,
In talk,
In walk,
In business,
Keep all purity.
No war but peace,
No fury but tolerance,
No foe but friendship
All we should keep.
See and observe
Nature, dear.
Stay here
Without fear.
With love
With truth,
God like
You appear.
No stranger,
All are yours
Near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy Tree

Let me say
This body-
A holy tree.
Let us use it
For others.
Words are
The fruits,
Smile is flower.
Actions are nectar.
Let us use all
For the benefits
Of others.
It is nothing
But love.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy War

Holy war,
Let me say
It is love.
Where no one
Is the loser.
This war can
Removes your
Worries dear.
Think not
This war is
Western or
Eastern.
Think not
It is man-made.
And hence, my dear,
Celebrate this war
With utmost interest.
Love war, holy war,
Is going on all times
Everywhere for
Future prospects.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy, Holy, Holy

Holy, holy, holy,
You are holy,
You are holy,
Your idea is holy,
Your work is holy,
What You possess is holy,
Holy, holy, holy.

I am holy, I am holy,
Being Your part and parcel,
I am holy, I am holy,
By Your grace, O abode of mercy,
I am holy, my word is holy,
My deed is holy, as it is
Related to You. and as it is in Truth.

I have realized Your greatness,
You are knowledge and bliss personified,
Holy, holy, holy,
You are holy, I am holy,
Everything here is holy,
You are resolute mind, I know no satiety
As I quaff with the cups of my ears Your nectar-words.

Gajanan Mishra
Holy, Take It Holy

Holy, take it holy,
This life is holy
And everything is holy.
My love, my sweet heart,
My life you are,
I am here with you
And also I am there.
Our relation is holy,
O my dear, and it is all joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Home - Heaven

Where is heaven, that
I don't know,
But I know,
Where there is my mother,
Where there is my mother-tongue,
That place is more than heaven.
Where I am free and sovereign,
Where I am free from hunger and thirst,
That land is more than heaven.
Where there is love and affection
From every corner from everybody
Without any self-interest, that place
Is much better than heaven.
And it is my home place..

Gajanan Mishra
Home Coming

What is this home coming
I am not interested to know,
People who know nothing
Are making hues and cries
And busy in fighting among
Themselves for nothing.
They have forgotten that
Their coming to this place
Is to enjoy and to see the beauty.
They have forgotten their own
Problems like poverty, hunger,
Disease and unemployment though
I know that have also no value.
People are not ready to admit the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Home Is Home

Home is home
Sweet home
Body is body
Given by daddy
But nothing is secured.

Good thing is always good
But what is good
God is only one person
Who can choose to give
Answer before you.

Jasmine is yellow
And I am affected by jaundice
And jackals are there
Behind my home
Daddy can save me, who is at Rome.

Gajanan Mishra
Home Town

It was clean,
My hometown
At that time
When I was a child,
But now not so.

At that time
I was going through
A simple process,
But now not so.

Rice dal vegetables,
Water air land
All were pure
At that time,
But now not so.

How to live?
With whom to live?
Where to live? ?
All are basic questions
With no answer.

Now I am there
With you,
But no truth.
No real love.
And all relations
Based on only
Business tactics.
When I was a child
It was not so.

The grass was green,
The sky was blue,
Are they not like that now?
I am confused,
So much changed
For what, whose fault?
Where is the cuckoo?
Where is the breeze?
Where am I?

Gajanan Mishra
Home, Home, Sweet Home They Said

Home, home, sweet home.. they said.
But we say the earth is our home,
It is our heaven, and more than heaven.
It is so mystic heaven with multi-colored
And everything filled-up.
Only the time is with us and we should
Stay here wonder, seeing each and
Everything as wonderful - The bird,
The flower, the clouds, the sky,
The water, the pond, the river, the lake,
The ocean, the mountains, the field,
The trees, the jungles, the field, the stream
And so many items that we have witnessed.
Let this home be with us for ever and
We are here for them so also they are
All here for us only.

Gajanan Mishra
My home, your home,
Our home, sweet home,
Home, home, sweet home,
Rightly said, no place
Is there like our home,
- The earth.

Here on this earth
We find love and life,
Life and the truth,
Truthful relationship
Is here, let us discover,
How we are in peace
And in tranquility
For all welfare.

We are for us,
And we know how to lead
A life of the complete whole.
How to reach the truth,
How to proceed forward,
How to breathe air,
How to take water, my dear,
But say touch me and
Love me and give me life
Again and again in this home,
I recognize it as unique.

Gajanan Mishra
Homeless

Where is my home?
Am I homeless?

The very word home
Is really confusing.

But it is sure,
Darkness has no place
Here at my home.

Free air is there,
With pure water.

The sky is clean,
The earth is corrupt free.

Peace is there,
And the home is
The center of all knowledge.

And here at this home,
the achievement of knowledge
Is considered to be the highest.

And here at this home,
One can cross the ocean.

And here at this home,
One can get everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Homeless Lifeless

Homeless, lifeless,
Without you, my dear.
You are my ears
You are my eyes,
My legs my hands,
And everything you are,
Without you,
I am nothing but
But dust but space.
I am my voice
Of my time and
In all time.
Each body is my home,
Each living being
Represent me.
No death can touch me,
Call me in any name,
See me in any face.
I am the knowledge of
Each sun coming
At every morning.
I am the sculpture of air
Residing in the star.
And you are in me
Good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Honest

Am I honest?
O yes, hundred percent.
Look,
I am hearing you
I am singing for you
I am accepting you
Hundred percent.
And look O my dear,
Here is the literature
With me full of descriptions
Of Your glories name fame
And is meant for
A revolution in this society
Full of impious.

Gajanan Mishra
Honest And Genuine

Honest and genuine
Sincere and truthful
Are my qualifications.
And I am available
With You, always, see
And feel me, my dear.

I am veracious
Practicing path of
Eternal truth.
I have taken a vow
Of truthfulness and
Performing all virtuous acts.

I am shining as a radiant
Moon, see within, see within.

Gajanan Mishra
Honest Path

Follow the honest path
And achieve the goal.
Goal is to discover
The truth.
Truth is the self,
The self is there
In you.
Know yourself,
Know the world.
See and feel yourself,
See and feel the world.
Your own body is your
Own home and palace,
Try to love it sacred.

Gajanan Mishra
Honesty

Praise honesty
comeforward to
give tips
honesty has
wide connotation
and you have it.

Gajanan Mishra
Honesty And

Honesty and
Righteousness implies
A life free of
Deceit and
Craftiness.
Truthfulness implies
In the true nature
And form of things.
Let us keep our lives
In all cleanliness,
Free fro the vices
Of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Honey

With love
With pleasure
Drink the honey
Here it is in nature.

Live in nature
And avoid distress
Glance the life
With ecstasy.

Accept everything
That are coming
As gift
It is for all benefit.

Life is Yours
The world is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Honey Mixed With Poison

Evil men ruined everyone
By the counsel of vile men lost wit.

Gajanan Mishra
Honey Of Life

Honey of life - love,
Love all and live, my dear.

Through love,
Do good to all.

Love alone can
Awards good fortune.

Love alone can take steps
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Honeylike Words

Honeylike words,
Generous smile,
Playful glances,
All together
Stolen away my hearts
And everything.
No ocean of distress
Can touch me anymore.
And I am on the way of
New construction.
I know love needs
No intelligence.
Life is all beautiful
And charming.

Gajanan Mishra
Honor Everyone

Almighty is there
Within all.

Keep your words
In words there
Is nectar.

Give good treatment
And protect everybody
Makes it as primary duty.

O my dear, honor
Each and everyone
As you know
Dishonor is
Worse than death.

Gajanan Mishra
Honor The Time

Honor the time
The force of time
Is insurmountable.

Shoe can climb the head
And bears the royal crown.

The so called inferior
Can rule over the superiors.

The milk-fed snake can
Bite the masters.

A lamb can claim
It killed the lion.

Don't be arrogant
O men, on the throne
Anything could be happen
And you might fall down.

The scoundrels are ruling
All over the state and see
They are proud and corrupted
O my dear men, by showing your
Original powers of voting give
Them a lesson and oust them.

Gajanan Mishra
Honour

You are honored
You are endowed with
Divine nature.

I am not honored
I am endowed with
Demonic nature.

O honorable!
You are really
Worthy of honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Honour Me

Honour me,
Honour my
Voice of
Colours.
There is
Love
There is
Truth.
Everything
Is there
What you
Are in need.
Honour me
For my bravery.

Gajanan Mishra
Honourable Ending

I want an honourable ending
Here, within the truth.
And truth is
What I dare to say
Before all.
All are here
Waiting for truth,
That is the life
Here, let me
Discover at present.
See a chain system,
And it is here
Not at the end but
Beginning is only here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope - Other Side

Hope -
Other side of despair.
Like the sky
The other side of earth.

If one is on the earth
No chance of fall,
If one is near and within
What is the use of call.

And call me
I would be happy,
Still hope is better option
For the wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope and desire
Deprived you
To enjoy comfortable
Life here and there.

Truth and justice
Supplied you
All the necessaries
That are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope For The Best

Hope for the best.
We are here to test.
We are here
With our mother
With our sister
With our daughter
And they are here
To see us better
And better.
Let us hope for the best
The world is with us
And we are here
To give a test.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope In Prison

Hope in prison
And we are
All in prison and
In prison, find
It is not dark if
We are able to
Light up the hearts.

Life is a festival
See life in prison
See life as a
Mass of beauty
See it is music and joy
See it is dazzling in wisdom
See it is eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope Is A Tie

I am going with it.

It is anger
That is destroying me
From the beginning
Not the hope.

I am getting pleasure
In hope
Let me go.

Hoarding in any manner
Is wrong acts
That is the only sorrow.

How dare you say
I am unfair
In this sky.

The sky is breaking
Before me as you see
with the clouds of rain.

Still I have hope
Still i have dream
Still I have life.

Hope is a tie
I love it.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope Is Still There

Hope the best.
Hope is still there
In my body-nest.

It is hope,
For which I am living
It is not,
Hope against hope.

Hope the best.
One who is,
The best
Can only keep hope.

Hope is only hope
If you are
Not in a mood to hope.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope Not Prosperity

Hope not prosperity,
Dear men, by assigning
And giving importance
To foreign language,
Foreign men,
Colour of turmeric,
They are not yours,
Not for you.
Know your own virtues,
Know your land,
Respect your own mother,
Do your own duty,
Towards your ancestors,
See the development of
Your own sons and daughters.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope Of Boat

Taking hope of boat,
I mean to say
also boat of hope,
I crossed the river.

And my dreams are
as active as ever,
I know not how and
what for this journey is.

During this journey
I find no waves in the water,
No fragrance in the air and also
no patience with the earth.

And I am tolerating all
That are with me here only for hope.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope The Best

Hope the best.
Hope is still there
In my body-nest.

It is hope,
For which I am living
It is not,
Hope against hope.

Hope the best.
One who is,
The best
Can only keep hope.

Hope is only hope
If you are
Not in a mood to hope.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope To See You Later

Hope to see you later, my dear.
Hope to win the battle of all battles
Here after.

Gajanan Mishra
Hope, Hope And Hope

Live in hope,
Hope, hope and hope.
Let me say again
That words live
As young as your hope,

Be not without hope
In hours of adversity
Rightly said Nizami and
Optimistic attitude of life
And have pleasant thoughts always.

Gajanan Mishra
Hopeful

I am hopeful, my friend
You are getting joy
I am sure, You are
At heaven's gate.

O my sweet love, I am
Always talking to You
My words are for
You only and for You.

Open the door of
True knowledge, my dear
And make entry
It is your glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Horns Of A Dilemma

We are all
At every moment
Discovered ourselves
On the horns of a dilemma.

We are all
Facing the time
Always that is adverse
Here and there.

And so I pray
My dear men here
Realize your duty
And be truthful to it.

Have courage and face the reality, my dear
And go on doing that are most sacred obligations.

Gajanan Mishra
Horoscopes

Your horoscope
is telling so many
things to me,
In your horoscope
I find so many
fun therein.
I know, you
belong to gemini,
your emotion clouds
your ability to reason.
Keep all options open
knowing the art of balancing,
Wait and watch the life daily
in the morning and evening.
Make a stitch in time
to save nine,
Watch those calories
Heading for the gym.

Gajanan Mishra
Horrible Scenes

Full of
Horrible scenes,
Here, I have seen,
In my own eyes.
But I have not
Been affected
In any way.
so many soft,
So many hard,
So many hot,
So many cold
I have felt
And I have touched
Yet I have not
Been affected
In any way.
So many scents
Good and bad
I have experienced
But to me
No difference.
As before I am here
Unaffected and
I know life
In its true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Horse Trading

What is horse
What is trade
I do not know.

I know the word
Horse trading from
Politics of the country.

It refers to the purchase of
Representative to retain power
I do not know what is power
In the true sense
You may called me non-sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Hospital

Are you in hospital?
Aren't you?
What do you mean
By hospital?
Let me say
This world is
Your hospital.
Treat yourself
Well here, my dear.
And after recovery
You are free to
Go to your own place.
Where is your place?
Do you know?
If not
Try to know.
How to go
That depends on you.
Tell all
Who are you.
Tell all
The diseases you
Suffer from.
Tell the name
Of your doctor,
Tell the name
Of the medicines
He prescribes.
Are you well now?
Ask yourself
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Host

Questions, only questions
answers of those questions
you cannot find here.

Go, Go, and go
Where to go
please do not ask.

We are all here in a cage
and we all are guest
who is there to host
I do not know.

So many things I do not knoe
ask me not.

Go, go alone, all alone
If you find somewhere
something that is yours.

I do not know
What is there to say
with the host.

Gajanan Mishra
Host Of Virtues

I love You,
As much as, You love me.

O my dear, I am ready,
I am ready to fix my thoughts
On You and on You only.

Gajanan Mishra
Hostage Crisis

Who is a hostage
What is the crisis
Who is there
To solve this.

I am here
In this world
And I am in crisis
It is your world
It is you
Who solve my crisis.

The crisis of
Identification
The crisis of
Beautification
The crisis of
Unification
The crisis of
Liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot And Cold

Here is the ocean
And also I
With insatiable longings
In the way of destruction
With own griefs.

We are not able to
Withdraw ourselfs
From the barracks
Of the enemies
That are in our rooms.

I am in the ocean
And the ocean is with me
And the distress we faced
As we used to blow
Hot and cold at a time.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot and cold
We are sold
Sold to You
My dear, just bear
So long as you are
Here, we are not to suffer
O Master, we click the button
And you present here
All of a sudden
Cold we used
Hot we used
Everything is our life
And You said
What we have.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot April Day

Hot April day,
Come on guy,
Celebrate it
And say
What you think
About the sun ray.
Well, ponds, rivers all dry
And safe water a far cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Bed

Hot bed,
This world,
Full of ice.

Cemented and
Opened till
Close of life.

Rush,
This world,
And no ruse,
In this place.

Tree
But no seeds.
Seeds awaken
In new dictionary.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Day

We reeled
Under 46 degrees,
And still,
We are alive,
Painful, though.
We are awake,
And we ignore not
The dark, the untruth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot More, Cold More

Hot more, cold more,
More happiness, more sorrow.

Let me show my face,
But how?

Nothing to define the truth,
Man, who can say anything,
It is only you.

The story, the scriptures
All are there.
Since I failed to
Read or hear,
That have no value.

Regret, I am unable to say,
What is there in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Piece

Hot piece
Accent piece
Chain beads
On the switch
On the beach
Poem hunts
And You whiz.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Plate On Boil

Hot plate on boil,
I am on this plate
At present with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Shots

I can not write
What you want to write.

I am writting
What is necessary to write.

To write is to observe
To observe is to recognise life.

Life is nothing but a poem.
And a poem is to write
What I can not write.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Spot

Not salt
It is sugar
If you like
Sail on water.

See only water
Here and
Wonder not
War knock.

This is
That hot spot.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Sun In Cold Water

My dear, think for
The day of acceptance.

Gajanan Mishra
Hot Tea

My hot tea,
My fresh flower,
My new dress,
My singing river,
My smile, my tears,
You are my time
And my life-partner.
My shadow, my words,
You are my all and all
And I am with you, dear.
You are the symbol of
My love and truth,
I feel good with you
When I say I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hottest Part

Show me
The hottest part.
Tell me
The hottest words.
Hear me
The hottest stories.

All at the top
Of the mountains,
At the bottom
Of the ocean,
All in the air.

All good and all fair,
Take care,
Love and star.
All imaginations,
All ideas.

All but fire
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Hour Of A New Era

My hour of death would be
The symbolic hour of a new era.
New era in purified form,
New era in sovereignty norm,
New era in new custom,
New era in love and truth
And in new contemplation, as
My very birth is in new illumination..

Gajanan Mishra
House

House without owner
Beyond imagination
Owner without house
Not full culmination.
If owner is not here
Imagine the condition.
What is the value of
The owner is house
Is not here.

Gajanan Mishra
House Arrest

1.

Each and every one is
Under house arrest.
No way to
Go out.
No one knows
What is inside
The house and
What is there
Outside.

2.

No one is
Ready to go through
Life's literature.
And each one is
Interested to
Involve himself
In diplomatic drama.
And each one is fearful,
Reasons not known, though.

3.

Nothing to learn,
And each one is
Aggressive for nothing.
To live well
Is the motto, though.
Guilty of nothing,
No crime, still,
Each one says farewell,
Nowhere to go, all know.

Gajanan Mishra
House Holder's Life

Householder's life
Is a life full of worries
Dusts and ashes.
And it is said
Householder's life
Is the best life.
With equal vision
If the householder manages
His responsibilities
With love
And with all truthfulness
There is no substitute of him.
The Almighty God
Praises him.

Gajanan Mishra
House In The Sky

I am busy in building
A house in the sky.
You are busy in showing
Me a mirage in the desert.

Gajanan Mishra
House Love

Here I am,
In my house,
There she is
In her house.
Who am I,
And who is she
No one knows
And yet
We both are
Here together.
Here together
We both for
Each other.
We both are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Here I am,
In my house,
There she is
In her house.
Who am I,
And who is she
No one knows
And yet
We both are
Here together.
Here together
We both for
Each other.
We both are here.

Gajanan Mishra
House, I Am Searching

House, I am searching.  
Space, I am searching.  
I know all are in me.  
I am in the house and  
The house is moving  
Here and there for  
The purpose not known.  
The house knows me  
And the house is  
Taking shelter in me.  
I am the rhyme,  
I am the time,  
I am the line.  
Line of concealment,  
Line of enrollment,  
For future discovery.

Gajanan Mishra
Householder

I am a simple householder,
I am performing my duties
To the best of my capacity.
I know the household life
Is the best of all life
Wherein I can get the truth
Very easily. I never think
The renounced order of life.
I can do anything here
In this life as you know.
I am trained by my father
In the discipline of action.
Let me allow to inspire
My daughters and sons.

Gajanan Mishra
How

I want to be a great poet
But how I forgot word sentence
Letter grammer so on and so on.
I want to say my story your story
But how I forgot the home the body
land water air sky fire so on and so on.
I do not want to be here at this moment
But how I forgot to live in the playground
With the children with the buds of garden.
I do not to go anywhere at any point of time
But how I forgot to explain the reason
That are within that I have not done.

Gajanan Mishra
How A Judge Should Be

A judge should be
  Tranquil,
Free from hatred,
Free from fear.
He should have power
To distinguish
Both right and wrong.
The judge is
The guardian of law,
He is established
In the law.
The judge should be
Free from impurity
And wise as truth,
Non-violence, virtue
All dwell in him.
The judge should be
A man of guarding speech,
Controlling mind
And not doing wrong
With the body.

Gajanan Mishra
How And Why

How and why
Ask not but
Enjoy the flowers
And the fruits
Given by the trees.

Enjoy the clouds and
The rain but lodge not
Any complaint
Before anyone.

Enjoy the day
With love but
Interfere not
With any
Internal business.

Fear, not the sun,
Enjoy the sweet smile
Of the moon at this hour.
Love is not wild,
NO desert roam- life.

All around,
Terror and dismay.
But worry not,
Life is in soft-rock,
With dreams
In a beautiful stream.

Gajanan Mishra
How Are You

Kenta achhan aapan I am asking in my mother tongue Kosli
Aapana kemiti achhanti I am asking in my state language odia
How are You I am asking in English a language
Commonly used in world forum now a days
Question is one and I am putting the same question
In many languages to You and to all.

O my dear, like this You are the question and
You are the answer but in so many forums outwardly
Meaning is one and the same for all everywhere
It is my duty to look in to the inner Self and not to
Wander outwardly here there and nowhere
My dear, I know You are here for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
How Are You And

How are you and
Where are you,
I want to know the truth.

Are you okay
With your mother?
I want to know
The name of your mother.

What is suffering
That I want to hear.

And I wonder,
You have nothing to
Answer in proper.

I am just a listener
You are to tell with figures.

Gajanan Mishra
How Beautiful

How beautiful is the sky
With its blueness.
How beautiful is the mountain
With its patience.
How beautiful is the earth
With its tolerance.
How beautiful is the air
With its fairness.
How beautiful is the water
With its life insurance.
How beautiful is the light
With its self-confidence.
My good luck, I am with all
Being a man of forbearance.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can

How can I
And how can you stay
Without doing anything?

Forget about adversity
And forget also prosperity.

You cannot make
Any friendship
With anything
With anybody,
Find there
Only impossibility.
Your sayings
All are
Your ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can A Dead Man

How can a dead man
Do any wrong?
One who does nothing
Do no wrong.

Live my dear,
Go on living
There is no wrong
In living.

While living
See others
And let them live
With dignity.

Do something and live
Repeat not any wrong and live.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I

How can I
Brutalize you
O my dear
You are part and
parcel of my soul
You are my soul
You are my heartbeat
How can I go
Against you
It is just
Going against
Myself.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Attain You

How can I attain you
Since you are mine
And you are within me.
You are the beginning
Of my end and also
The end of my beginning.
You know what is what
And I realize every time
Everywhere you are here
And doing everything
For the welfare of all.
Who said you are actionless,
You are disinterested
But I know you are what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Be Available

How can I be available,
Everywhere, all time?
But I am personally
There with you, dear.
I am in my own body,
And I am aloof from you.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Be Free

How can I be free
From the stupidity
Of my hope, belief
And dependence on
The matter, my dear?
Excuse me, I am here
Counting night and days
One and one and witnessing
What is happening
With me and the consequences
Thereof I am facing alone.
Rain is coming, summer is coming
And I am living with spring
As You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Believe You

How can I believe you
As I know you are not
In the mode of goodness.
You have no knowledge
And you are not here,
I know, to get happiness.
I know you are ignorant
And you are not able to
Distinguish between
The real and the unreal,
Between the right and wrong.
Since you are ignorant
You cannot know the reality
And darkness is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Compose

How can I compose
How can I compose a poem
Without You, my dear
I fear and it is not
Possible to say a single word
Unless You agree and allow.

I wish
I wish to drink the water
And the air of the ocean
But how can I do anything
Without You, my dear
I fear and I know it is
All Yours my dreams and
All the mystic powers that are here.

Here in my life-air
I want to see the smile of
Lily and also mally(white tulip)
But how can say I anything my dear
Without You that I don't know
I know everything is Your wish
You Yourself compose what
And when and where You like.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Count

How can I count
Unlimited number?
How can I measure
Unlimited space?

Yes I can count
I can measure and
It is possible
Only by love.

By love I can bind all
By devotion I can
Achieve all
Being part and parcel.

If you are in truth
You can understand my verse.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Cover You?

How can I cover you?
You are there,
There the bare truth.
And I myself, in bareness.

No word, no meaning,
But you appear, inside,
The silent spectator.

No dream, no reality,
No light, no shadow,
Let me hold- everything
is a magic-show.

No where to go,
And I know, you are a blore
And also a blow.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Cross The Sea?

How can I cross the sea when
I see no sea?
Body-sea, sea-body
And it is here with you
My dear, you are telling.
How far it is true
And how far it is false
How can I know
when you failed to
Define the sea in proper way.
I am coming out from the sea,
And the sea is grabbing me.
And I am trying to cross the sea,
And the sea is there without me as before.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Describe

How can I describe
The face of the sun,
The speed of the ocean.
I am on this narrow lane,
And you are asking me
So many questions
Without any prior permission.

Endlessly I am trying
To get the work done,
But to my surprise
No one is coming forward
Either with pen
Or with the gun.

I joined myself
With so many associations,
But no one is clear
In vision.
I live and I face
Problems of poverty.
I drive my car with care
To touch the horizon.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Die?

How can I die
When I am in Your goodness?
And I am there
With full freedom.

I know, my death
Is not mine
When I am
In discipline
When I think
Desire has no meaning.

How can I die?
I know there is nothing
Called death anywhere
And I am everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Disclose Who Am I

How can I disclose who am I
And how to know where to go,
To go and not to go is not
Under my control, I know well.
And I know I am dependent and
Yet I am confident I am here
Independent fully to do anything.
I am not open to scrutiny, okay,
I am keeping my records to reduce
Tensions there within for regulative
Injunctions for better funding of
Life and properties with free airtime.
Let me contribute what is there
In me and let me move freely for all.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Distinguish

How can I distinguish
Which is good and which is not
I am in confusion
It is you O my dear
Who can only help me
At this juncture.

I know you are both
Good and only good
That I am ready to
Go with, O my dear
Through me not anywhere
I am your just near.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Do More

How can I do more?
More what?

I know the value of
What I am doing here.

I am sure you are
all in them in some way
or the other.

When one is taking birth
I said it is well and good.

And I am delighted
with your presence.

It is you and
It is you for whom
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Escape?

How can I escape?
How can I escape from you?

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Expect

How can I expect anything
When I know that on this work
I have nothing to gain,
And nothing to get anything,
At any time, I know here
I have to give everything
My wish, my wealth, and also
That are so called mine.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Fall

How can I fall
As I am yours.
I have no flaw
As you are here
With me always.
I am yours and
I am fearless
See me here, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Follow You

O my dear, as I am here?
I am here, see
With You and it is Your greatness.
Your greatness is in Your name
My dear, I am chanting always, hear.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Forget 'i Am'

How can I forget 'I am'
How can I forget the truth,
I am the fragment of the truth,
I am at the root.

Any means, I like, is yours,
Let me rectify the error,
I seek, from the very start.

But forgetfulness is my nature,
Let me go with it for the rest,
Let me switch over to my origin.

Let me cut off the tree first
I stand for the root above,
I am there at this juncture
For my own future, that has no feather.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Forget

How can I forget
The night that is
Within me?
But I can forget
The day that is
Dark within.
All nights are
Not dark, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Give

And what shall I give
I have nothing.

You are within me
You are outside me
And you are everything.

You may utilize Your things
In whatever way You like
I have nothing to say.

Still O my dear, if you want to take
You can take my life my wife my children
My home my furniture all household paraphernalia.

I am offering You my body my soul my treasury
My strength my land that are Yours originally
O my dear, Your things I am offering, excuse me.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Go Away

How can I
Go away from You
I know I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Help You?

How can I help you, dear men?
See, your life is filled,
Nothing is there that can
Loosen you, dear.

Take all the fruits of
My poetic life, dear men,
And stay safe from this
Pitiable condition.

But men, open your mouth
And utter always the truth.
Dear men open the doors
And windows of your house.

And stay cautious, dear men
Nothing and no one can vie with you.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Imitate You

I know imitation is bad
And sin and dangerous
How can I imitate you
At best I can follow you
Follow your instructions
That is good for me
That is good for all.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Know

How can I know
What you want,
But I know about
My world,
That is not hellish.

No one is sinful here,
I am sure,
All are going from
Darkness to light,
I am confirmed.

Heaven is here,
And all are getting
Nectar, my dear.
You can stay with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Know You In Full

How can I know You in full
Look, I am a fool and I have
Recently been born and would
Soon die and You existed prior
To me though I am Your part and parcel
You are here within me and when You withdraw nothing else nobody else Remain no gross no subtle and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Know You?

Who are you?
Where are you?
How can I know you?

You are sitting
But no place is there.
You are talking
But no words are there.
You are keeping relations
But no passion is there.

But you walk
Without foot,
You work
Without hands.

I know you are nameless,
All names are yours though.
You are formless,
All forms are yours though.

But who are you,
How can I describe here? ?

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Know Your Origin

How can I know Your origin
I know some of Your pastimes only
From the exhibition here.

Only I am here to hear You
Only I am here to see You.

I know You are here for my welfare
You are here there and so I am here
Question of my dissatisfaction is not there.

I see You in the sky
I see You in the air
I see You in the water
I see You in the fire
I see You on this earth
From the very birth.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Leave

How can I leave?
How can I leave you?
Are you different from me?

We both are
Not independent
Alone, we cannot stand.

We have everything together
The mind, the senses, the intellect,
But they are valueless
Without one of us.

We ourselves are the greatest wealth
And we are always here pleasing
And we are together, No one can
Say go there or come here.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Live Here

How can I live here,
This place becomes
Crowded with
Corrupt population.

Almost all are
Hankering after money,
Women and by hook or crook,
Try to gain political power.

I am going to ruin,
No tree in jungle,
No compassion in men,
I am tormented by quarrels,
Hunger, thirst, diseases
And severe anxiety.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Live Without Poems

How can I live without poems?
All poems are in you, I know.
You my love, you my life, you my truth.
See me, discover me, test me but
Take me in to your confidence
And let me write poems.
My configuration is just like you,
Confinement period is over
Let me fly from the poems.
I want to stay with poems after
My departure from here
Let me write my poems in you.
With all my love, with all truth
I am here to write about you.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Love

How can I love you?
How can I get joy
Out of this love?

O my dear, I know
The truth here
We are one altogether.

This much is my action
That much is my fruit
Who is here to tell this truth.

No connection no view
No nature no fear
And I am searching a seer.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Make You Happy?

How can I make you happy?
The king asked.

The people said,
Nothing to do your honor,
But just to talk in our language.
Make us understand
What you are,
And how far you are transparent
In dealing with us.

The king laughed at the people
And said okay okay.
I know fools you are
You are so poor,
I'm really superior.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Measure The Ocean?

How can I measure the ocean?
How can you expect happiness,
Good health, peace of mind
In this world of turmoils?
How can I know the truth?
And what is the root cause of love?
What is purified and how can I
Know life on this earth?

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Measure You

When I failed to
Measure myself.

When I myself failed
In all respect it is
Not possible to dream success.

Success is not an apple
That that is available
In the open market.

And even though it is available
The market is not under
My control.

Market rate is too high, my dear
To me and I am a mere poor man.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Please You?

How can I please you?
I have no desire
To please you, okay!
I have nothing to
Gain success, okay!
I know nothing is a
Success and nothing
Is a failure.
I know by creating
So many words you are
Intending to bind me.
But I am neither interested
Nor disinterested in
Any business that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Sail

How can I sail
on this leaking boat
and cross this ocean?
How can I stay
with this wife
who is abusive?

The king failed to
protect me in this
state how can I live?
The teacher failed to
teach me properly
How can I continue my study?

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Satisfy You?

How can I satisfy you?
I am here only for you, but
I must say this much, the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say

How can I say
I feel badly
When you hurt.
How can I say
I feel happy
When you are
In good condition
And in life hot.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say About My Fear

About the desert, nothing to say,
About the ocean, how can I say.
I often found, the desert and
The ocean together and I used to
Report the matter to my mother
And my mother said, fear not,
My son, nothing to fear,
But I fear, both the desert
And the ocean, for the reason
Not known to me yet.
So also I fear so many persons
Like the stray dogs, wounded birds,
And I mourn for nothing and my
Angry wife made her appearance before me
Not knowing anything.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say Good Morning

How can I say good morning,
Since, my heart is not crying,
Not crying for all the creatures,
Since, you are in all the creatures.
I know not, whether good morning
Is the words used by hypocrite!
I know not, what is there going on
At this time, here after this piercing.
How can I say good morning,
Since, I know no good is here for anybody,
Since, no one knows the meaning
Of the very word morning.
If morning means rising of the sun and reign
Of light, then please say where it is!

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say My Dream

How can I say my dream is not in truth?
How can you say I am not here in front of you?
Still I am playing with the fragments of sky
Still you are talking with me committed to earth.

Come on, come on, my black mole, my white sandal!
It is the time to see each other in the match-final.
It is cold, it is chill, let us come together
with acceptability as per wish of blue eyes.

Teach me, teach me by phases your song, your dance,
Let me give a chance to write in free-verse, to show
my sorrows not in open market but in close door of yours
same nectar- rhythm full of desires beyond the body.

I have done all things here according to your direction
I have written as blessing while taking your dictation.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say What I Want To Say

How can I say, what I want to say,
Still I know not, after telling
So much here, at this time, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Say You  Fool

How can I say you fool
As I am with you and we
Are inseparable here.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Separate Myself

How can I separate myself from the words?
How can I go far from the words?
But I am the words and I am in the words.
I know the value of words and the words
Value me here for all time.
I am the power of the words and
The words are there to empower me.
I am the clarified butter of the words.
I am the honey and the gold of the earth,
I am the words and I am here
To enlarge the meanings of words
That are in the water and in the air.
I fire the words and I want to live
Without the words here in silent truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Share

How can I share
My heart my love
Not sharing means
Not alive, I know though.

I know knowledge means Jnana
And knowledge with realization
Means Vijnana and I know
Wisdom and what you said
Real knowledge of manifest divinity.

That I shared
And unfolded my love
With all freedom, my dear
I fear, I died not.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Share My Thought

How can I share my thought
When I find the words the colors
The lines the dots and all gestures
Failed to obey my orders.

Let me detach myself from all the above
And stay still in this flowing air and water
When the sky and the earth move on their own
At the night-fire that is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Sing

How can I sing
When my own people
Are taxed in to poverty,
In to misery?
Tell me not any other story.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Tell The Truth

How can I tell the truth?
How can I love you?
I am your instrument- it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Tell You

Who am I but I must
Tell you since I am
Attached I can tell
You correctly what is
Welfare and where it lies.

Everything is there
Within you, my dear
It is my knowledge that
Can confirmed here
Go on searching within and
Within in deeper and deeper
And find what you desire
Looking to the atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Think

How can I think of injuring you, my dear
I behold, my Lord is in You
How can I have malice, hatred for you
I am performing actions for your welfare
I regard you as my own self
How can I think of injuring you, my dear
I am no thinking you my enemy
I am thinking you my own self
How can I think of injuring you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can I Win The World

How can I win the world?
In tears
Or in smile? ?

Gajanan Mishra
How Can One

How can one
Dream of happiness
If not independent!
How can one dream of
Happiness if not
Self-satisfied of
His own!
How can one
Dream of happiness
Without love and
Not being in truth!
And if one is in truth
In love and self-dependent
His happiness is beyond all words.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can The Poet

How can the poet
Go away from life?
Where there is life,
There is the poet.
Poet is not the escapist,
The escapist may turn
In to a poet.
Poet cannot be a saint
Or a hermit or a sage,
As everyone is in the poet.
I like the poet
In his original form,
And the poet is there
To put me in his norm.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can We Compare

How can we compare
The life of a tree with
That of a stone?
How can we say
The feeling of the clouds?
The jackals are there
Also there are the deer
In the jungle.
We are to take the mirror
While going to the temple also.
The source of water
Should be there within the pond.
Remember, sandal wood is
Different from bamboo.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You

How can you
Defeat me, my dear
Since I am
Within you here.

Heart melt see
And tears of love
Flow from the eyes
Dare not to defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Be Mine

How can you be mine
Since you are dying
And my love with you
Is also fake no doubt.

No meaning to say
I love you before all
As my love is fake
You know that’s all.

You may express your
Personal opinion
I have no objection but
Supreme truth and
Universal character
Must be given due attention.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Be My Teacher

How can you be my teacher
As you know not the truth
And know not the proces of
Life here and where it exist
For what purpose for how long.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Be Poor?

How can you be poor, my dear,
When you are with me here!

And here see everything clear,
With lovely hearts that are so dear.

Dear love, see within, without any fear,
Let us jump the space with honest labour.

Labour is fair and fruitful
With all truth that life hover.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Break The Chain?

How can you break the chain?
How can you transport yourself
To the heaven, my dear men?
Heaven and hell are two sides
Of the same coin.

Your life is yours and it is
For you, my dear men.
How can you left the life there
And go to the place where
There is no lion's den.

Denationalization of the self
Is not allowed here, remember,
And you have to stay dendritic
Without uttering single word here.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Conquer The Body?

How can you conquer the body?

I know you are addicted to
Mental speculations.

So many paths are there,
Some are difficult and
Some others are simple.
And you can follow anyone.

Still, let me say
Nothing to achieve.

But dear you are to
Give up everything and
Everyone just like stool.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Count?

How can you count
Which is uncountable?
How can you see
Which is unseen?
But you can touch
That is untouchable.
You can go with him
Who is immovable.
But see me, I am here
With none. And for this
You cannot blame me
As I am not there.
You cannot make me awake
When I am in natural sleep.
I am running with the cloak
And you cannot make me stop.
I am speaking to you, I know
You are here the absolute truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Estimate

How can you estimate
How great I am.
I expand my glories
In each poem
Every day every moment.
My poems are uncountable,
Innumerable, incomparable.
My life frame, my respiration,
My perception, my realization,
And everything that is in me -
My poem, my symptoms of love
And my life’s truth.
Read my poems, read me
And know it is new always.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Get Good Quality?

Expect not good quality, please.
The influence of quarrelsome time
Infiltrated the good qualities
Of the ministers and the citizens.
See, a tense situation between
The ruler and the ruled,
Still, truth consciousness is there,
The special prerogative, enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
How Can You Kill Me?

How can you kill me?
See, I am already dead.
And no one can kills a dead man.

Gajanan Mishra
How Could He Be

How could he be my friend
If he wants anything from me
How could he be my father
If he wants anything from me
How could he be my mother
If he wants anything from me
How could he be my guru (teacher)
If he wants anything from me
To make a son to make a friend
To make a disciple greater than me
Is a rule and recognized possibility.

Gajanan Mishra
How Dare You

People and God
All and same
If you denied God
You denied people
And how dare you
To denied
Being a man
Being the same.

Gajanan Mishra
How Dare You To Divide Me

How dare you
To take steps
To divide me
After knowing
Fully well
I am one and
Indivisible.

How dare you
To come forward
To kill me
After knowing
Fully well
I am not here
To die.

See me
Know me
Feel me
Recognized me
I am there
Within you
I am the Truth.

I am free
Catch me
If you can
I am here
Within you
Realize me
I am the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How Deep

How deep
The ocean!
And I want
A dip.

Deferentially,
Let me say
A few words,
Treat it as prayer.

A defeatist,
Not I am.
But again and again
I want a fight
With the ocean
To win.

Gajanan Mishra
How Do You Do

How do you do?
Have you seen the truth?

Do you know?
What is the fruit
And where is the root?

Have you ever realized
What are you?

Be sensible.
Perceive the things
That are not visible.

Listen the sound
That are not audible.
Discriminate the things
That are not practicable.

Gajanan Mishra
How Do You Feel

How do you feel?
I want to know,
Necessary to know-
For I let go my wheel.

From head to heel
My world fill
You are only there
In that reel.

Gajanan Mishra
How Far Committed

How far committed
To common peoples
Ask yourselves
o leaders.

How far efficient
You are O leaders
In service delivery
And improving
Life quality of citizens.

Are you not corrupt
Are you involve
In communal violence
How you dare to
face the peoples
Again and again
In pure heart
And in good faith.

Gajanan Mishra
How Far Sincere

Think for a while, my dear men, what you are doing and doing for whom.
Think for a while what would be the result of your works and if you are paid for it out of others money, think again is your work giving benefit to them.
Think for a while how far you are worthy, and sincere and honest.

Gajanan Mishra
How Far You Are

How far you are acceptable and by whom is a great question to put.

I do not want to answer at this stage you are the only person to ascertain what to do.

Whether to stay or to go you to decide.

Everybody is looking toward you you to decide what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
How Far You Are Ready

How far you are ready
How far you are ready to
Realize the truth that I
Do not know but I know
You are not ready to stand
During the hottest summer
Under the blazing sun
You are not ready to go
In to the torrents of rain
In rainy season and you are
Also not ready to submerged
In water in freezing winder
I do not know how far you are
In truth as I have no scale
To measure you here.

Gajanan Mishra
How Foolish You Are

Your lifetime is passed
At night in sleeping and
In sex indulgence,
In the day time
In making money and
Maintaining family members.

You have forgotten
The ultimate truth
Live and let live
In this world
And is in miseries
Miseries of material existence
Birth, death, old age and disease.

Really how foolish you are!

You are in illusion
And you forget everything
About self-realization.
How foolish you are!
You are envious of others
You find no solution
To the problems of your own.

Really how foolish you are!
You are not willing to
Go back home!
Back to ultimate truth
Back to eternity
You are not willing
How foolish!

Gajanan Mishra
How Fortunate

How fortunate we are
You are with us
We are in colorful
Light thus.

Gajanan Mishra
How Glad

How glad I am
At this sight
I cannot say
I can only say
It is beyond measure
O my dear, I see You
At this sight with all
Creations and creatures.

I have a love for righteousness
O my dear, I desire to remain with Truth
Always with You
And here I feel the cool
Soft and fragrant breezes
With You and always I am very refreshing.

Gajanan Mishra
How I Am Born

How I am born
And how I am going
To die, I care not.
But I care how
I am living here
At this moment,
In a truthful way
With all guys.

Gajanan Mishra
How I Am Telling

How I am telling in so many mouths
How I am listening in so many ears
How I am seeing in my so many eyes
I am working in so many hands
I am going on so many legs
And I am decorating myself with
So many dresses that are made
Out of mud and earth
I am taking garlands garments
Scents wondrous brilliant
How all are here with me
I can not say you at this moment
You just wait and wait
Till I am absent.

Gajanan Mishra
How I Will

How I will know you
In full, tell me.
Let me know you
And after that
Nothing else
Remain to be known.
You are my love,
And after getting you
No more desire is
There with me.
Let me know you
And after knowing you,
Nothing will remain
As unfold or fold.

Gajanan Mishra
How Is Gajanan Mishra

How is Gajanan Mishra
No one is there to ask.
What is he doing now
No one is interested to know.

Gajana Mishra is going to die
And for this, scattering himself
In presence of the sky.

Are you ready to see the tears,
Tears of Gajanan Mishra?
In that tears the earth
Loses confidence.

Neither the day nor the night
Trys to read carefully
The poems of Gajanan Mishra.

Yes, Gajanan Mishra was/is
A poet, but ask not why
He is so busy in composing poems.

For whom a poet used to compose?
To whom a poem is being sent?
All the answers are there
With Gajanan Mishra.

If you so like, contact him
Directly through this Poemhunter,
To get the accurate answer.

Remember, Gajanan Mishra
Is still here with you, and
He will be there with you
For all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
How Is It

You are not with me
I am with you
How is it.
I have no time
You are busy playing
How is it.
You are to come
Here at any moment
Care not whether
I am ready or not.

Gajanan Mishra
How Is Love

How is love
Making noise
With its new style
That I want to know
From You, my dear.

Everything is
Available here
With the cause
And effect
Is known to all.

It is the calculation
That is there
As before your
Arrival under the system.

Gajanan Mishra
How Is One To Be Judged?

How is one to be judged?
Who are the actual candidates
For punishment?
The basic principle of authority,
Let us know.
The real purpose of knowledge,
Let us know.

Gajanan Mishra
How Is That

How is that
I am satisfied
With all nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
How Long

How long will we use foreign language like English here within an independent sovereign democratic country like India and especially in our state Odisha which is separated only for Odia language in 1936 much before independent? How long will we neglect our own people and exploit them economically, socially, culturally like a foreign ruler and keep them in dark by not using their language anywhere at any time? How long will we disobey the law of this land and dishonor the very Constitution of India and the norms of democracy and continue doing all works that are anti-people?

Gajanan Mishra
How Long And How Long

How long,
And how long
Are you to keep yourself
Hidden?

You are the truth,
The rising sun here
With all lights.

The smile is yours,
The love is yours,
And you are pleased to
Reciprocate all.

You enjoy favoring
Devotion without
Any explanation.

Gajanan Mishra
How Lucky I Am

How lucky I am,
I am here at this time
With you, my dear.

I am proud of you,
I am the truth with you,
I am lighted by you,
I wish to be you.

I am reflected
With words and actions,
From life
I learn so many lessons.

You are the master,
Master of life,
And you are all good.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Birds Are There

How many birds are there
Who is there to say
That I do not know
I know only You
Who is there always.

I know nothing is longer
Before You and You are here
With me in me all times
I know I am here now
And You are doing everything here.

Left or right
Over or below
That I do not know
I know only You
Who is simple and beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Causes

How many causes are
Responsible for failures?
How can one go above nature?
No one is your enemy
But your own anger.
No one is ruler here,
But each one is dependent
And look for another.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Days

How many days remain
I do not know
I am here in this stage
The sun is rising
And setting on its own.

I do not know
What for you are staying
With me in this circle
In this dark and I am
Diminishing day by day.

What is a day
I do not know though
I am counting one two
Nobody is there to follow
They say
I am just a hollow.

No evidence
They produced
In support of their saying
And I am here
Just like self-conceit.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Dreams - Edgar Allan Poe

Dreams dreams dreams
How many dreams are there
Edgar Allan Poe
I am not asking you
I am telling only
That I have also a dream
My dream is only one
Dream- to get peace
That is within us all
For the world and I know
It is not impossible task
Though pitiless waves are there.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Eyes

How many eyes are there
I can not say exactly
How many legs, hands are there
I am unable to count so far
Nothing is manufactured I know
Nothing is imagination
Still it is enchanting
You can see in life-magazine
Here you can observe each and
Everything is different from
Each and everything and that
Is fine that is consigned.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Faces

How many faces are there
That I know not, but
There are faces.
The faces have
Their own light.
And the light with
Darkness.
The darkness that are
Ever green,
That I know
For centuries.
I was here,
And also I am here.
And here you are
My only guide.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Gods Are There

How many gods are there
I know not, but I know you.
I see you, I touch you, I feel you,
I hug you, You are the only one
Who is here for me, my love,
My dearest dear.
I know I have only one life
And that is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Planets

How many planets are there
I do not know
I know I am going to
The higher planet
To the highest planet
The truth world only
With You O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Seasons

How many seasons are there?
To this question of the Madam,
Little Aaeshanee replied- one.
Madam put another question again, how.
Suitable answer Aashanee has given-
Madam, it is summer that rules us.
Aashanee strongly said, forget
The other season mam, other like
Autumn, dewy, winter, spring and rainy,
As they have no more role to play.
Mam, we are no more seasonal,
The questions and also the answers
Are really not final, Let me clear,
Season are the signature of time's festival.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Skies

How many skies are there
That I do not know
I only know nectar
Is there in the sky.
But I renounced everything
Including the nectar
By passing through
A jugglery of words.
I am in my natural
Personal status
Keeping You at the center
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Stars

How many stars are there,
Count, O children and
While counting, be fair.
You are the container of truth,
O children, let not the time pass,
Be happy always and take care.
You are here, my dear children,
In this colorful pictures
And in your hands, let me share the world.
Open the doors and windows, O children,
Let the filtered world come to you
For your allout welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Sun And Moon

How many sun and how many moon are there that I cannot say my dear, ask me not about all those questions, they are not under my jurisdiction.

I can say how I am revolving me within my circle with my hands and feet and busy in filling my belly and telling you good morning without any return or expectation.

I cannot say why the smoke is coming out from that steel plant of my town and how the flower is blooming in this rainy days and my grand daughter is crying to go to school.

I know, you are not able to say anything in these days and yet I am welcoming you to say.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Suns

How many suns are there
That I know not
But I know so many colours
In the vast sky like red
Yellow, black, green
Black, brown etc etc.
I am not able to
Talk to the air, true.
But the air is within me
And singing the life song
Always here with water.
And I know water is
There in the sun
With all its colours.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Tongues

How many tongues have you
I know not, but it is for
Your tongues I am afraid of you.

What is true and what is false
Is different issues
To say always palatable words
Is also not good.

But one must reap as one has sown
And must get what he has given
Multiplicity is not there it is well known.

What is there to belief and
What is there not to belief, my dear
That I know not, it is the fate
That is going on its own course.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Types Are There

How many types are there,
Say, suit-boot types,
Say, t-shirt types,
Say, dhoti and saree types,
Say, gas subsidies types,
Say, google glass types,
Say, hindu-muslim types,
Say, land holding types,
And with so many types men
in general are not alike.
Problems are so many types
But solution to all are one
And that is self-satisfaction
And that is within life-motion.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Universes

How many universes are there,
I can't say, But if you ask,
I can say the number of stars
And moons here in my universe.

Who is most powerful here
That I can't say, but I can say
Who is doing what at his sweet will,
And what is going on here at this place
And with due respect, I can request you
With folded hands to maintain dignity.

From one place to another
Each one is going here, I know.
I know in this process of transformation
My earth is there as it was.

Gajanan Mishra
How Many Worlds

How many worlds are there?
Which world is ours?

In the name of love
In the name of beauty
Let us rapture the world
Together with honor.

It is our mutual love
Let us enjoy it together
So far we are here
And so far there is a
Clear cut principle and procedure.

Virtue joy bright glory and beauty
All positiveness have exhausted
In fashioning, who is knocking at this time?

Gajanan Mishra
How Much I Am Yours

How much I am yours a great point to note,
Telling something to please one at the instant
has no role to play in the wider connotation,
As coloring the sky has no value at dark night.

But at deep dark and middle of night everything
is started changing and we mark it after sleep,
Sleep is nothing but a death, forgetfulness is
nothing but preparing for a new life in the morning.

We are acrobats and we know how to go through the air
and we know all lights are here for us, we also know
the 'parrots in full flight' as said paz defy movement
and language and we are forgetting we are for ours.

Time is here to learn and we are running with time,
Words have so much value and that is not a thing to imagine.

Gajanan Mishra
How Much Developed

How much developed,
How much developed you are,
That I don't care.

I know, like me you are also
Eating sleeping walking
Crying smiling aging and dying.

I care not who you are
I know, whosoever you may be
You are bound to come to the last point.

And the last point is where
We all failed to predict our future
O my dear, it is not good to act as a polluter.

Gajanan Mishra
How Much Freedom

I am a citizen
of a state having sovereign
Socialist Secular
Democratic Republic.
The state has secured to me
Justice social economic
And political,
Liberty of thought
Expression belief
faith and worship,
Equality of status
And of opportunity,
Assuring dignity,
But nothing
Such things are here.
I am asking myself
How much freedom
I enjoy in my own state!
Am I free?
Is there any such freedom
That are there in
Our Constitution?
But none to answer
And still I don't care.
I live as before
With my own water and air.

Gajanan Mishra
How Nice You Are

How nice you are!
But for what
I am telling it
You may ask.
You know I have
Nothing to take
As personal gain.
I know, nothing is
Personal in this world.
Since everything is opened,
Each one is free
From fear and lamentation.
Ask not anything but
Try to understand
The seriousness of life.
But take easy
While taking anything.
Everything is a story
And it is to be told.

Gajanan Mishra
How Old Am I?

How can I say
How old am I?
Your asking
And my answering
All are nothing
But a matter to smile
With withered tongue
And tickling ears.

How can I say how old am I?
The measurement of age
Is faulty in any way,
The sun is rising and
Setting and I am living
In this way here all days.

Gajanan Mishra
How Poor

How poor we are
How poor our India.
We are not ok
India tired
India shattered.
Where to go
How to go
It is not known
And it is not known
How poor how
Different India.

Gajanan Mishra
How Precious

How precious,
How precious the life is!
I watch it
All the time
Everywhere.

I smell my words,
I hear my sound,
I pronounce breath.

I face the eyes
With silence.

How helpless I am,
I realize the life.

I am uprooting myself-
The irony of life.

Gajanan Mishra
How Red

How red is the sun?
How black is the night?

Poets paint
In so many colors
With hearts attached.

But is there
Any happiness?
Is any poet able to discover
Anything anywhere?

Mystery is there
As before.
All dreams go
Unfulfilled and
All are in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
How Shall I Go

How shall I go?
But I know not
I am going.

Gajanan Mishra
How Silly We Are

How silly we are
Here is sun with us
And we are in dark.

Here is sound here is song
And we are looking pale, my son
Remember here is always spring season.

See your own picture
How fine it is to look at
Put not there dirt and dust.

We are silly
We know not how to love
And how to live.

Gajanan Mishra
How Sweet

How sweet and melodious
Your voice let me hear
Again and again
I think it is the treasure
House of heaven
I am fortunate
I am here an inhabitant.

Gajanan Mishra
How Sweet - House Of Heaven

How sweet and melodious
Your voice let me hear
Again and again
I think it is the treasure
House of heaven
I am fortunate
I am here an inhabitant.

Gajanan Mishra
How Sweet Is Life

How sweet is life,
Come and let us enjoy it.
Let us greet each other
And enjoy life together.

Time is going to finish,
Sunshine will no more be bright.
We are the guest of honour,
Let us browse with love here.

Here is the birds,
Here is the butterflies,
And here is the flowers
Let us go with them
To dazzle the sight further,
Time is here as waiter.

Gajanan Mishra
How Tall Are You?

How tall are you?
Do you able to kiss the sky?
Are you blocking the view of all directions?
Is the earth trembling as you walk?
Are you unafraid of death?
Are you able to bring all planetary systems under your control?

Whosoever you may be
You can not live more than
Your destined duration of life.
There is no possibility of
Continuing life eternally.
So many have ascended and lost in oblivion, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
How Tall You Are

How tall you are
How can I say
Since I am
Within you and
I came from you,
I rear by you and
I am going to you.
I know nothing
About you,
Since I am the product
And you are my producer.
I know you create
You preserve and
You destroy all here.

Gajanan Mishra
How The Money Comes

How the money comes
Is important point to note.

My friends, do care for that
You are the only respondent.

Control, control yourself
And see everything is in smooth running.

No hurry, see hear feel and proceed
It is you who is here to succeed.

Gajanan Mishra
How The Time

How the time
Will pass
That I know.
I know how
You will be
Here.
Knowing this
And that
Does not mean
I know all
That are here.
Here and there
No matter
But I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
How They

How they dare?
How they dare to
Kill the children?

I have no word,
I have no language
To express my grief.

But I am not here
To say forgive them
O God, for they know not
What they do.

I am here to say
The United Nations to take
The matter seriously and take actions to
Finish terrorism and to save humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
How This Is Going

How this is going
That I know not
This life
And that sea.

But it is going
To the sky
In a regular routine
Not known to anybody.

It is going
With salt
With sugar
My dear, that I fear.

I failed to know
What is in my favor
And what is not
And I fear.

And I fear
And I cry
And I smile
When it is accepted.

How it is accepted
That I know not
And I am happy
With You here.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Achieve

How to achieve
Your objectives
You to think,
Decide and act
Accordingly.
I am really helpless,
I am powerless,
I am wealthless.
I can only give you
Blessing and say
Go on, my son,
Light is there
Before you,
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Achieve Peace

How to achieve peace
You are to know
By rejecting all
Bad association
By cutting off
Excessive attachment
By keeping equal vision
And keeping yourself
Free from possessiveness
false ego duality and greed

Gajanan Mishra
How To Assess

How to assess
How can I say
Since it is not my business
Since there is no happiness.

Happiness is a resolution
That must be studied properly,
Happiness can fill the gaps
That are there with full comfort.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Be A Man

How to be a man,
That has to be taught,
That has to be learned.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Begin

How to begin and
How to end, I know not.
And hence I started
Composing poems,
That are beyond
The beginning and
The end.
In the middle
If you face some
Mental disturbances,
See silently and
Know your own position
With preferential capacity
Of your think-tank.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Call

How to call
That I know not
But I call
And you hear.
You hear, my love,
And appear here
For the good
Of my partners.
My call is pure,
My thought is pure,
My association is pure,
And with all sanctity
I call you, I call you,
I know you are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Clean The Language

How to clean the language
Is a question not easy to answer.
But we are to protect the truth
And go on doing what is required.
No one is unconquerable, but we
Have to know the actual position
Of the time, place and person and
We are to know our own existence.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Compose Poems

How to compose poems
That I know not, my dear
I know not how to live.
Words, sentences and their
uses are not being
properly made by me.

I fear your silence gestures,
I fear your shapeless appearance,
I fear your backward motion.
The colours, the sounds, that are in me
is yours my dear, and I am using all these
Only to please you.

Please listen, and allow me to make you listen,
O my dear, listen, truth is being told by me.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Count Number

I know not
How to count number.

I know not
Who is my dear.

I know not
Where is the performer.

I know I am here
Only because I am here.

Only because I am here
I know You are the know-er.

You are the know-er
That I know from counting numbers.

You are above all numbers
That I know as the beginner.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Create A Word

How to create a word
I have to know.
How to stay in this world
I have to learn.

I have to see the fire
For knowledge.
I have to take the water
For truth.

For nature
I have to move slowly.
I have to forget
For life.

Give me a scope to
Arrive at the logical conclusion.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Describe

Words are there,
Emotion is there,
Situation permits,
But I failed to
Describe here.
Mercy is there
And I dwell in.
Life is there,
Smile is there,
But no execution
And nothing.
No poetry, no life,
I understand, still,
I surprise, no justice.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Discover Truth

Truth to know,
Truth to realize,
Truth to achieve.
Life is the truth,
Glimpse of the truth,
Kingdom of the truth.
And truth is impersonal,
The truth is final, though, liberal.
Truth is the ultimate destination
For all.
Truth is certain here, but
How to discover the truth
Is a great question for me
And for you.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Escape

How to escape
From the enemies
Inside and outside.
How to stay in peace
In our own home.
How to say something
In our own language.
How to enter
Into the truth
That is in you.
I am bereft of all beauty,
Bereft of all intelligence,
Bereft of opulence,
Bereft of all possessions.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Execute

How to execute the process,
That depends on you.
I have just given an instruction,
Rest is there in you
How to achieve and
What to achieve and
Where and when to achieve.
My instruction is only
Related to the truth.
You are to lead a truthful life,
In a truthful area and
By detaching oneself from
All material affairs.
My dear, go and achieve there.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Fillup

How to fill up
Life-form
I am yet to know.
And the bank authority
Forced me
To fill-up and
Submit soon.
First- I know not
What is life,
Then, I myself is in doubt
Whether I am alive.
To whom I can say,
See me, I am here
Before you, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Forget

It is you to decide
How to forget and
How to live here.
I am the real,
I am awake,
I am unfolding
The knowledge through
Each and every item here.
The know about anything
Or about anyone is
Very easy.
To realize the truth
Here with the birds and trees
Is very easy.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Give

How to give,
Whom to give,
What to give,
We are to know,
But when and where.
All the questions are
Also related to
The words take.
How to take,
From whom to take,
What to take,
How long to take,
We are to kept in mind
For the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Give And How To Take

How to give,
Whom to give,
What to give,
We are to know,
But when and where.
All the questions are
Also related to
The words take.
How to take,
From whom to take,
What to take,
How long to take,
We are to kept in mind
For the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Insure

How to insure
That I know
And for this I
Propagate love.

Love is the truth
And only truth is
Here with us and
It is unconditional.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Keep

How to keep a tight rein
On your own enemy, you to
Think and it is up to you.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Know

Let us learn
How to know,
What to know,
When to know.
Let us learn
What is ours,
And why to
Live morose life.
Let us learn
What is life
And how to
Keep it fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Live

We do not know
We do not know
What to eat
How to eat
We do not know
How to sleep
Where to go
We do not know
What to say
When to say
Whom to say
More and more
We are not
Able to know
How to live
And we have life.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Love

How to love
I know not,
But I know
Love follows
No rule.

It is true
I absorbed
In you.

I know the cause,
But the effect
Is not under
My control,
I know.

It is true
Life is a centre
Of confusion
And it is
In delusion.

No action
No reaction
Can save life
Without any
Discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Make Fire

If you want to learn,
Get married quickly.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Manage

How to manage
Potato bomb is here
And that goes the onion way.

Neither the cauliflower
Nor the brinjal
Are here save.

Ask not ladyfinger
It is too dear
Market is out of gear.

Rising and rising high
Coming down not the sky
It is sure you are going to die.

To make things worse
Leaders are with traders
We the deaf dumb common people
Have no present and no future.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Meet God

How to meet God,
Come on to this
Inquiry counter.
I know, here you are
With your life,
Here you are
In your world,
Here you are
With your
All material things.
Being the poet,
I am the caretaker.
And as such
I am here to
Give only love.
Love and love and
Through love only
One can achieve
Anything here.
Love has its
Own usage and
One can't live
Without love.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Obtain

How to obtain
Life,
How to obtain
Eternal happiness,
How to obtain
Unconditional state
On this world,
Changing at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Penetrate - Expression

Let us have a test
In the blazing fire
Let us see the spark
Though little
It is the original
With authoritative language
That is expressed.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Proceed

How to proceed,
How to proceed ahead
Is an art
That is to be mastered.

We are to utilize
Our time in full
Before leaving
This place soon.

We are ours,
That must not
Be forgotten.
And we are for
Others that should
Be remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Reach

How to reach
A question to ask.
Where to go
A question to ask.
All those questions
Have one answer-
Love.
We are flowing water
With three forms
At a time that are
Gas, snow and drops
On epic battle field
With charming site-
Life

Gajanan Mishra
How To Reach You

How to reach you
Depends on my
Habitual performance
Of going.

My going depends on
Permission to enter.
And my entry depends on
Your observation.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Reconcile

How to reconcile?
Is there no way
For reconciliation?

Let us learn the condition,
Let us know the life's position,
Let us not hanker for recognition.

Going downwards
Is the way of recovery,
Repetition of history.

Rectification is necessary
And we are only for this.
Life is just to release.

Release is for recountal
But recount is not final.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Remain Silent

I have not yet learnt
How to remain silent.
It is disgrace!

I am telling whatever I like
And I am hearing that I dislike.
It is disgrace!

I want to be the antecedent
But I am not ready to face the consequences.
How disgrace!

I am going to You but I
Dare not to face You.
And it is because I am
Taking shelter of falsehood.

I have no love at all within me, it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Select A Man

How to select a man
From the men.
You are to
Frame your own
Guidelines.

No friend,
And no one is
There to help you
Here on this line.

The insects, the reptiles,
The wilds animals
All are there, but
We are to know, who is
Right one for us.

Truth is that,
Our field is ours
And we are to cultivate
With our own men.

Select a man
From the groups
And say this is
That man I want to see,
And I want his companion.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Show My Love

How to show my love,
That I know not.
There is nothing to
Show in love.
Only this much I know.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Sing

How to sing that I know not,
What to do that I know not,
Though you have taught.

You have given me everything
Covering the earth and the sky,
And yet I am not able to
keep them with me.

You have made me emotional
in so many ways here at so many times
And yet I have forgotten from the very start.

It is known to all, starting point is no where
and no one can say what is it going on here,
And still I have decorated my body for you only
and you have received me with regards as nothing wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Sketch A Terrorist

How to sketch a terrorist
Is not easy to describe,
But we are discussing
About the terrorists,
We know, though, there is
No terrorist here with us.
We are in fear when we
Hear the word terrorist
In this area of hunger
And thirst and this area
Is covered by the people
Who are busy in exploiting
Others taking advantage
Of simplicity of local people.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Swim

How to swim,
I know all,
By myself.
I understand
The terms, that
Are relative.
I enjoy the talk,
That are our culture.
My love, my feelings,
All are there,
And I proceed ahead,
Just in a mystic way.
The emotions, that are
Spontaneous are to be controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Talk

How to talk with the self
How to walk with the self
Alas, we are talking
We are walking together
And we do not know what and how.

O my dear, always
Keep relations with changeless
While you are with you
It is we to go with our
Own commander own monitor.

My dear, let us assumed
We are not here for the welfare
Of others and we are united
Together for the welfare of others
And we realized what is nature.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Test

How to test
I am asking this
again and again.
And you are telling
how to improve
living where you are.

Question of survival
is the main issue here
And we are going away
from the path of love
and from the path of truth.
The thing is that
we are progressing
towards the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Watch

How to watch
I know not.
Yet I watch.
How to do works
I know not,
Yet I do all works.

I feel uneasy,
I feel nothing
While sewing time.
And time goes away
From me.

I dress myself
To see another day
At the bay.

Gajanan Mishra
How To Write

Is a question
Relevant to me
That has answer
Only in me.

How to read
Is a question
Relevant to You
O my dear, and through writing
I am explaining You here.

My question and Your
Answer both combined
Our journey in to the sky
And where in we started to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
How Truly Difficult

How truly difficult
To live here!
How truly difficult
To utter the truth of life!
How truly difficult
To make the love continue!
Still then, comefoward, my dear,
To experience the truth of imagination
And to go for negotiation with patience.

Gajanan Mishra
How Truthful You Are

How truthful you are
I have to test.
I have to know
Your real intention.
I understand
Strength,
Construction and
projection.
But my dear,
Let me know
What you are
Going to do
In the time to come.

Gajanan Mishra
How Why

How why
What whether
All are near
And we are to discover
What is there in
With the birds
And in water.
And we have to
Move forward to
Touch the sky
To build our
Own future.
Lo, all here,
For we are clear.

Gajanan Mishra
How Wise

How wise you are
That I care not,
But I care you
As the symbol of
The truth.

The truth is
What I mean
Is humanity,
I care not
How black or
How white it is.

I care
The deaf mute
But I want
Something to eat,
And to provide
Each one
For living.

Life is important
And all other things
I know meant for
The life,
That I care.

Life is all
But a rainbow.
It is not to be found
Anywhere anytime.
See and understand life
Whenever and
Wherever you discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
How Wonder

How wonder
We are so different
From one another!
And still
We are under the nature
How wonder!
No matter
We are going on
The same way together.
See, the witnesses are here,
The earth, the sky, the fire,
The air and the water.
How wonder
Still nothing is clear!

Gajanan Mishra
How You Are

Tell me not who you are
Tell me what you are
Tell me how you are.

Even without telling anything
I can say you are nothing
And nothing this air this fire.

Even without hearing you
I can say you are what you are
You are how you are.

My dear, I like you I love you
Needless to say anything
You know here the world is with me.

Gajanan Mishra
How You Dare

How you dare
To count my age,
How you dare
To measure the time,
How you dare
To come to me.

You know nothing is mine.
You know I am gems that are nine
You know I am enjoying
Your talking your asking
Your walking your dancing
And your style of putting question.

But my dear, it is not under your capacity
To count the innumerable, to measure the immeasurable.

Gajanan Mishra
How You Feel

How you feel yourself that I want to know.
And who am I to know about you, my dear?
Try to know truth in thyself, is far more
Important than the truth, that I know.
How you feel with the truth, I want to know,
And I am telling you again, you are the truth,
No mater how you feel and how you express.
To know is, what I want to know, and I know.

Gajanan Mishra
How You Play

Tell not the names
How you play the game
That is important.

No need of anything
Stone or iron
Be firm and stand on.

I know you are
In purified form
And strict in norm.

Here I know
Important is your name
And You are with us playing game.

O my dear, let me chant your name
Let me remember You fame.

Gajanan Mishra
However

Who told
I am man
and rational!

Who told
It is earth
and I am in it!

Who told
I am living
and livingis dying!

Who told
mine is all
everthing is mine!

However
I am here
You are here
We are in this world
for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Howrah Mail

Booked a ticket
From Madras
And I started
My journey
In Howrah Mail.

But the mail
Failed to arrive
At the point of
Destination and
I stayed on the way.

What happened
I can't say.
I wanted to know
But I found no sky.

Messaged to friends,
But found nothing
In return.
Listened to news,
The weather was good.

Informed all
But no one reacted.
Availability was zero,
And I changed programme,
Though, know not
Where to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Hub Of Global Terror

Be cautious to the hub,
Hub of global terror.
Realize the mistake,
Mistake of supporting
Him that breeds terror.

Gajanan Mishra
Hue And Cry

Hue and cry everywhere and you have to
Entered in to and findout you own lace of peace therein.

Nothing is untrue and nothing is true and
You have to see the falling leaf from the tree
And find the wayout how to console yourself.

This is the clear morning you see the sun is cheerful
When the greatman become cheer the happyness
of layman become dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hug Me

If you want a real thing happen
Hug me kiss me love me
I have no other word to speak
I have no other picture to see
I have no other place to go
Thinking some other things
Is totally wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Being

Being a human
See other person
Do not undertake
Anything in delusion
Think about your capacity
And its consequences
Pay attention to
Problems of others
Be not a cause of
Your downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Beings

Lovely attractive
And gentle this
Human form
I'm human being.

In this human form
Anything can be achieved
By performing own duties
Without any attachment
Free from malice
Towards all beings.

Reaching goal
Where you are
My love my soul
I'm pure human being
And a lighted current flow.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Beings - Divine

Be a human being
You are divine.

Be a human being
And go up and up and up
Crossing all
Latitudes and longitudes.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Existence

Difficult here
The very survival,
The human existence.
Difficult here
To live with
Peace of mind.
Time is disturbing us all,
And we are all in fear,
We have no trust
With each other.
Where to get fortune
A great question before us.
True knowledge is far from us,
We are in dark at midday.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Fear

Human fear
That is in touch
With earthly years.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Heart

I know, you are a
Man having human heart.
And you are always
Fulfilled that shows
Your heaven bright eyes.

My dear, Please not do
Such things that are
Publicly gimmick.
My dear men, please
Enhance your power of
Toleration at this time.

Create not any
Vitiated atmosphere, dear,
You are your own reaper.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Language

What is that,
Human language
That I can't explain,
But I must say
I have a head,
And I have no tail.
I must say
I can sing,
But with no words.
I can go
But not far.
I can caw
And you must
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Life Is

Human life is not for
Mere economic development
And sense gratification
Human life is for Self-realization.

O my dear, understand
The philosophy and logic and
The problems of life and try to
Solve all by intelligence.

Intelligence is always
In touch with Ultimate Truth
Know that this material world
Is a creation of illusory energy.

Tru to know the Truth and
Truth is this human life is to
Realized the Self which is perfect
And it is in renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Life Is For Love

Human life is for love
Love all like a human being
One who is attracted to love
Is fortunate and great
Be careful always
Success is depends on discrimination
A man has a birth right to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Mission

I am in need of
Your favor for
Successful understanding
Of human mission
My vision is clear
And it is Your favor
O my Supreme Absolute Truth
You are here with me
To fulfill my mission
I know
You are the personification
Of all religion
You manifest Yourself
In all millennium.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Race

Human race
Only can prosper
Through love.
I know love
That is within all.
And all are hankering
For love.
Love is there
Where there is truth.
I recognize the man
As the truth.
Be truthful my dear,
And let me salute you,
The greatest work of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Right

Where is human right
It is obvious casualties
Where is rule of law
For the non-wealth men
For the powerless men
As these men have nothing
To pay and nothing to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Human Right-Selfishness

Human right
and what are my rights
I know not as yet,
And I am coming to you
for what that I also
unable to know.
Whether I am coming
or I am going
beyond my capacity to know.
O my dear, I am telling
I am a human being,
But what is that
I failed to understand,
Is it not my self-declaration
that I am superior?
Is it not my ego?
All the other creatures
are laughing at me
and still I care not to
anybody only I care myself,
Is it not an act of selfishness?
And if there is selfishness in me
how can I be great or superior?

Gajanan Mishra
Human Voice

I know
Human voice
Very sharp.
I know
The heat
Of the day.

I know
The lamp
Of the night.
I know
The world is
For fight.

Memory alive,
I know my life.
I am for peace,
I am for love,
I am for truth,
I am for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanitarian

What do you mean
By humanitarian?
By the name of
Humanity can we
Do what we wish
That gives profit!
Let the pig fly,
Let our dream fulfill.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity

Humanity is there
In different bodies
In different bodily qualities
That is there throughout
The various planetary systems.
Full with potency
O my dear, You appeared
In Your own form
All in one and in oneness
That is in my consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Fracture humanity,
But don't worry.
We are words,
We are music
And we have
Capacity to
Repair humanity
With originality.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity And Culture

Let us come together,
Let us work together,
Let us love each other.
We are one and one,
We should rise and shine
At a time here.

This is our earth, my dear,
We all the creatures are
Living here with light
With air and water,
From up above the sky
We should wait for nectar.

Mutual growth should be
our aim and we should go
To achieve this giving
Support to each other.
As human beings we should
Take more responsibilities
To deliver all good to all.

The earth is our mother,
We are all one family members,
Let us come together,
Let us keep connection to each other,
Let us contribute for better future,
Let us go upward with humanity and culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity And Development

Is my agenda and they
Complement each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity And Smile

Humanity and smile,
Love and beauty
Life and light
I am fine
With my
Own simplicity.

In my heart
Seeds of love,
Find, herewith.
Think not
Otherwise, I am
Within.

Harvest courage
My dear, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity- Common Cause

Humanity- common cause,
And we are concerned
With peace, friendship
And prosperity.

Let the truth prevails,
Let there be no disparity.
All light - there,
In human society.

Ultimate source is life,
Enjoy life with
Perfect knowledge.
be careful and know
True knowledge,
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity Is Above

Humanity is above
Any nationality,
Or faith,
Or race.

Let us take pledge
To save humanity
And conquer terror
Through democracy.

Let us take pledge,
Never lets terrorist
Win here on this
Pious, peaceful earth.

Terrorism is barbarism and
Madness that will never defeat us.

Gajanan Mishra
Humanity Is Crying

Humanity is crying,
And I heard.
Helpless I am,
Sorry to say,
Though a man.

Sorry to say,
I have forgotten love,
Forgotten mercy.
I have remembered
Only territory,
Only sovereignty,
No meaning with life,
I know though.
I want to win the world,
With my false pride,
With so many speeches,
No truth is there though.

I care not anyone
Here and there.
By hook or crook,
I want power, prestige
And I want all prizes
With no value, though.

I have no time to see,
The men who are hungry,
The men who are thirsty,
The men who have no shelter,
The men who have no clothes.
I have no time to call them
And provide scope to
Give them a meaning of life.

Humanity is crying,
I heard, But I am silent.
Am I inhuman? or a man
With no human nature?
If I am reluctant to give
Human value, I am sure,
I am there to put my life
In danger. And peril -
My future.

Gajanan Mishra


**Humanity Wiping**

Humanity wiping and
Searching for survivors
Misplaced sympathies
At large.

Gajanan Mishra
Humble And Meek - Life

I am the best,
Only when I am
More tolerant than
A tree.
I am the best,
Only when
I am ready to offer
All respect
To others.
I am the best,
Only when
I am humble
And meek.

Gajanan Mishra
Humiliation

Humiliate me not, please.  
Let me live with  
Humble attitude of mind.  

Gajanan Mishra
Humility For Profit

Humility for profit
Arrogance for loss
Choose one my dear
Both are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Humility Love Surrender

Humility love surrender
Life's nectar.

O earth dwellers
Heaven is here
You can not find
Another.

Pure love is within
Wood stone
With love
With devotion
Strengthen your life-bone.

Gajanan Mishra
Hundred And Thousand Years After

Hundred and thousand years after
We returned to this place
And declared we are in possession
With right title interest.

Nobody denied and we left
After beating the air in the sky
And many more arrived again
To request us to stay.

And we left for ever
With an assurance
Not to return again
To tell anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Hundred Days

Hundred days,
Is it sufficient
To analyse yourself
Here, my dear?
Hundred hours
Can suffice
The very purpose
Of life.
Hundred minutes
Can also enable you
To study the situation
And enable you to go ahead.
Hundred seconds, remember,
Not your life-span, still you can.

Gajanan Mishra
Hundred Meter Race

In hundred meter race
See my face.
Am I looking brave?
I am fast and you crave.

Time is gone
Man is not fun
Show them not gun
Love is only option.

Rock is there
shock is there
Go deep and deep
Human being is in humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Hundreds And Thousands

Hundreds and thousands
And in-numberable
Creatures are here
And I am with them,
They are of various
Colours, sizes and shapes,
They are all earth
In miniature, they all
Manifest in worldly forms.
I am one of them,
They are all my part
And parcels here.
They are all wonders
And I call them my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger

I am not hungry
And I know
Hunger is perishable
But not love
And I love you
O my dear
After loving
Nothing remains
To be done
To be known
To be achieved.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger - Never

hunger - never,
No one can satisfy your hunger,
It is darker and darker and darker.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger - Trouble Shooter

Hunger is the main
Trouble shooter here
For food everybody wander
For food you are receiving punishment
You are also driving out for food
Sometimes you are receiving a little food to eat
It is your desire that make you wander
In different species of life
Sometimes it is high
Sometimes it is low
You are going to heavenly planet
You are going to hell
O my dear, remember
Only for food.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger And Thirst

Control and control
Your hunger and thirst.

Control and control
Your mouth and mind.

Control and control
And there you find
The living force of life.

Control and control
And see you are on
Winning side.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger And What Is That

What is that?
And that I want to know.
It is hunger, you said
And I want to avoid.

No water is here
That can crunch
My thirst, I know.

My ears are listening
Your words and I am
Getting ready to go
That I cannot avoid.

The sky is there
With birds, I know,
But the sky failed to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger For Language

We are hungry here
At our home
For our own language,
And You bitch,
Giving load
Forcefully the language
That is not ours
For this we are
Losing our identity
In and outside our home.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger For, Love

I have hunger
For love.
For me
Besides you
There is
No other entity
In the least at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger Gives

Hunger gives biggest pain,
Death is most cruel,
Theft, falsehood are greatest shame.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger Hunger Hunger

Hunger, hunger, hunger,
It is better to go on hunger.
Hungry men can do anything,
Hungry men can go anywhere.
Hunger is in mind
How can you keep your mind aside.
Be hungry and earn knowledge
Be not hungry and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger Strike

Hunger strike!
For what?
For your own language!

No one has power
To take away
Your language, my dear.

Show your strength together,
Cry, make a loud and use
Your own language
And show your identity
That you are a lion.

Give the certificates
Of your birth and residence
And force all to use at yur home.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger, Thirst

Hunger, thirst,
Pain, pleasure
All are illusion.
Birth, life,
Death all are
Circular motion,
On the path
Of emancipation.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger-Less

Hunger-less society
is heaven really.
O ruler, can you
make my society
hunger-free!
I am obliged
You have asked me
for anything.
But I need nothing,
Nothingness is only mine.
I am fearless, see.
I am in peace.
O administrators, please
care for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunger-Love

Love-hunger.

I am drying up
Due to huger.

Satisfy my hunger
By giving love.

Take care of me
Lest I soon die for want of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Hungry

Are you hungry
And tell me
Who is not hungry
I know home means
Pleasure and
Home means heaven
But is it so now
Tell me how you are
Treating the cow
You must admit
Cow is innocent
And you are
Most intelligent
But with deficient.

Gajanan Mishra
Hungry For Love

You are hungry, I know
You are hungry for love
And I love You, first and last.

Gajanan Mishra
Hungry For My Language

Who is not hungry
For his own language?
If you are not hungry,
Tell me, who you are really.
The reason of asking
such question is best
known to you, I know.
And the reason of your
Socalled silence is
not unknown to me.
I am testing myself
Before testing you, see.
I love you, anyway,
It is you to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Hungry For Truth

I am hungry, give me,
My own language.

I am hungry, see
My body is empty,
Since long.

I am hungry, hungry
For love, for truth,
I am searching in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Hungry Men

Hungry men
Relish food,
Thirsty men
Relish water.
So also, my dear,
I relish my mother,
My motherland,
And my mother-language.
Mother, mother-land
And mother-language
Are more than heaven
And more than nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Hunter

O hunter,
You are unhappy
That I know.
O hunter,
I know both
Dying and living
Are troublesome
For you.
O hunter,
You have not been
Included in the groups
Of my poem readers
And you are debarred
To enter in to the pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurdle

Just hurdle
With good faith
You are to tackle
O my dear
You are black
You are white
You are red
You are yellow
You are the Universe
Giving freedom
I am looted
I have nothing
To identify
And to cross
Rightly to infinite.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurdle-Not A Subject

Hurdle  
Not a subject  
For discussion  
Not a matter  
Of imagination.

Hurdle  
Word of freedom  
Work of celebration  
Fear of identification  
Controller of differentiation.

And You appeared  
We disappeared  
personification is  
In danger  
O my dear no body  
Is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurricane

Let us invite
A hurricane.
But keep
With you, my dear,
Hurricane-lamp.

Go with hurly-burly
And say hurrah
You have won!
But is there anything
To get from hunting?

No real huntsman
Is there with us,
And we are being
Thrown out violently.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurricane Sandy

Hurricane sandy
make people realized
They are nothing
Hurricane sandy is
No ordinary storm
It is super storm
With extraordinary
Width and velocity
Hurricane sandy
Make people realized
They are nothing.

Everybody is in danger here
Nobody is free from fear.
One world one life one air
Live and let live in this earth.
One light one water my dear brother
Nothing is yours
Nothing to bother.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurt Not

Hurt not
Or
Order not
To hurt
Anyone.

Try not
To be
A god.
Do you know
All are
Thieves here.
Be not a
God of thieves.

Stay alone
Where you are.
And breath
Your own air.

Gajanan Mishra
Hurt, Wound, Blood - Still Love

Hurt, wound, blood,
Fight, war, world,
All are there,
Still, life is there.
Still, nectar is there,
Still, peace is there.
And we live in truth.
Love is the only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Hybrid

No smell of earth is there, here with these people, as all are hybrid.

Gajanan Mishra
Hyderabad

Hyderabad,
Do you remember
the name of your founder?

None other than,
Chin Qulich Khan
alias
Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah.

And his departure
is known as flight of loyalty,
After Jah, how there was
internal instability.

And now are you not in stability,
O Hyderabad!
Are you not ours?

Gajanan Mishra
Hyderabadi

Hyderabadre karuchha kana
Ki a nela tumaku hyderabad
Hyderabad ku chhadi koithi achha kaha!
Hyderabadre kebala tumaku khojajiba
A katha jamaru nuhen.
Hyderabad tiarithilun ame.

Hyderabadara ghara mandira girja
Masjid sabu ama swapnara aau ame
Swapnare khelithilun holi a sabu upare.
Prasansa kara ki kara ninda aame
Hyderabadku nei lekhujin kabita
Padhibe boli qthare samaste.

Hyderabadi kabitare kana kana rahiba
Kete parimanare lekha hei nain
Kahadwara kebe kouthi.

Gajanan Mishra
Hymns Of Life

Hymns of life-
Humanity.
Humanity is there
In good conduct,
Virtues, promptness.
Life is there
In divine talks,
In divine discourses
And in divine actions.
Let us ever united
With truth.
And truth is life,
Live in love,
Love in humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Hypocrisy

I hate hypocrisy
I do not like
My subordinates
To bow before me
I do not like
False humility.

Gajanan Mishra
Hypocrisy And Quarrel

Hypocrisy and quarrel
See everywhere
And we are living in it.

Flowery language
Everywhere see and it
Rules over all without hesitation.

Entire platform is polluted
Nothing is called true benefit
Yet we are living in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Hypocrisy Is Virtue

Hypocrisy is virtue
Money is holy.

You have taken a birth and bath
Go, you are fit to appear
In public.

Religious freedom is
Brutal repression
That destroy enlightened soul.

Such is the tricks
Of devils.
Saintly are
Decried as devils.

A mere piece of paper
Is there that certify
You married.

Goal of family life
Is just sex.
It is as natural as death.

No love no affection
Only business
Pregnancy contraceptives.

You are holy
As there is a tilaka
at your forehead.

Genuineness and all
Religions are discarded.

Time is bad
Time is bad.
Hypocrite

Yes, you are right,
You are calling me hypocrite.
I do admit.

I am a hypocrite,
I profess love
But attracted by this world.

I am guileful,
I do admit with you,
I am living in this world
With you.

But it is natural
For me to love you,
World-bewitching power
Falls on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Hypocritical

Hypocritical is
His own enemy.
He lacks faith
And his place of
Arrival is hell.
He misused his so-called
Own knowledge and
He clears the road
Of destruction.
Truth is far from
A hypocritical.
A hypocritical cannot
See the beauty,
There in life.

Gajanan Mishra
I

I am everything
I am the beginning
I am the end
I love you
And you are here.

If I am not here
Nobody is here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Live

I cannot live
Without you,
As you know
The candle
Cannot burn
Without fire.
I need nothing
For myself.
I pray everything
For you.
You are my love,
You are my truth.
You are my roots
You are my fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like It Means

I like it means
I can say
I dislike it.
And if you ask me
To speak frankly
I must I have
Nothing to like
And also
Nothing to dislike
AS I am related with
All these.
Like and dislike
Everything is here
One is related to another.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept

I accept and
I bind myself.
I accept and
I left.

Constant and
Spontaneous
And connected
With eternity.

I see and
Going to say
I refused and
I left.

Quietude
And I established
Truth that is
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept All

I belong to you,
I accept all paths,
But I find neither
You nor the path.

I say take care
But I smile
At the twinkling
Of the star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept Everything

I accept everything,
I know nothing is false.

I am free and
I am aware of the truth.

I accept all,
I try to know all.

Each one is perfect,
I know in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept Not

I accept not
As true
When I hear
Some one's
Death.

So also
I believe not
When one says
I am living
Here.

Reason is clear,
Here, under
This nature, no one
Is in a just manner.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept You

I accept You
I am Yours only
Only You are mine
I do not belong to any others
And nobody belongs to me.

Gajanan Mishra
I accept you,
And I make you
Accept me.
Think not,
My dear, it is
An imposition.
But think it
Noble.
And life can
Never be horrible.
See, no hostility,
But a passage
To proceed further
In this life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept You Whole

O my dear, I accept You whole
You are complete whole
You are the innermost.

You are the play
And You play the part
And in play You are perfect.

I am leaving everything for You
I am going towards You
I am going from You through You.

I am not wrong I am not right
You are the path of religions
And You have all the righteousness.

O my dear, I know I can not escape war
And I must be violent as I know
Non-violence is next to impossible.

I am not asking who am I
Since You are here in me with me
And I accept You whole.

I have forgotten me and mine
In Your presence here
And You are my dear, O actor.

Gajanan Mishra
I Accept Your Personality

I accept Your personality
I respect Your presence
I salute You before You
O my dear You are only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Acheive Nothing

I achieved nothing
Except acting as
An axe on my mother's
Youthful beauty.
I achieved nothing
Except acting as
A killer of my
Mother's language.
I achieved nothing
Except acting as
A destroyer of
My mother's land.
And for this, I
have to go to the hell.

Gajanan Mishra
I Acknowledge

I acknowledge
The receipt
I perceive
What it is.

Forever I
Destroy ignorance
By real knowledge
Where it is.

I am free from
Pain and pleasure
Annihilating pain
And ego.

With self-realization
I am not devoid of
Material environment
In life but free.

Gajanan Mishra
I Adhere

I adhere
To my belief
And not in a dilemma.
I am clear
And ever fresh
With you.
I am a devotee
And I have my
Own curiosity.
It is truth
That I am yours.
I am unique
And a single piece
Like you, my love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Agree Not

I am in between the two,
The truth and the falsehood,
Nothing exists, I know, though.
I appear and I disappear,
Such things are not happening
In true sense, though, in nature.
Let me say I am not nature,
Nature is here, though.
I am both manifest and
Unmanifest without possessing
Any differentiation.
Some say I am combination,
But I agree not with them,
As no one is final in any respect.

Gajanan Mishra
I All Parts

In all parts,
There, I see,
The symbol of
Love.
And everywhere,
I discover,
Nothing but
The truth.
The trees, the birds,
The clouds, the sky,
The earth, the flowers,
The forest, the creatures,
All are there
In united forum.

Gajanan Mishra
I Alone Can

I alone can
Create all
That are here
Again and again
Without any difference.
I alone can
Say the words
That are not uttered
By anyone here
At any time.
I am in your heart,
I am in your brain
Formless, nameless
But ever active.

Gajanan Mishra
I Always Put Premium

I always put premium
On quality
On value,
On knowledge,
On wisdom,
And on art
And in words
Like poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
I am,
Who I am,
Where I am,
What is my
Real name,
How I am,
Nothing is
Opening out.

Nothing is opening out,
About life,
About the mission,
About day and nights,
About eating and drinking,
About the trees and streets,
About the roots and fruits,
All are confused.

All are confused,
Here there,
On earth in stars,
The light is dark.
The light is dark,
But no one is far,
The love, the truth,
The god, the demon.

I am,
What I am,
See me,
Call me
In any name.
I am available
Then and there,
Near and far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Bird

I am a bird,
I fly.
I am a lion,
I roar.

I am the sky,
I am there
Over your head.
I am the earth,
And you live
On me.

I believe you,
I believe love.
I trust you, life,
I call your bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Child

I am a child,
Without childhood
And searching the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Complained Boy

When I said
I am a complained boy.
You said - well and good,
But in advertisement screen.

When I said
I have no complaint,
You said, O toothless snake,
You have no strength.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Farmer

I am a farmer
Farming is my profession
I cultivate my land
I rear cattles cows goats
I depend on rain water
If you pleased make arrangement
For supply of water from
Ponds tanks and rivers
If you pleased make arrangement
For sale of my paddy wheat dal etc
At proper price to others
If you pleased make arrangement
For supply of manures seeds etc
For my lands
Come to my rescue and see my position
In case of draught femine etc
And see my mud-house
See the condition of my health
And the health of my family members
See my children and do the needful
For their proper education
I am a farmer I am working hard
For supply of foods to you all
I am casting you vote, o my leaders
Please look at me and do something
For my welfare
My God is my mother-earth
I pray her for the happiness of all
Train me with modern technology
O educationist agriculturist of the world
Supply proper facilities
And enable me to work hard
In my mission that is supplying
Proper foods to all creatures
I have no comlain on anything
Against anybody at any time
Only one prayer is that do your
Duty perfectly sincerely honestly
And devote it for general welfare.
Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Fool

I am a fool,
I desire
Lusty pleasure
With this
Material body
And material things.
I am a first class fool,
When I forget to
Recognize the truth.
I am a great fool
When I am not able to
Know what is mine
And who am I
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Great Challenge

I am a great challenge
To see me to understand me
Is greater challenge
And I live with this body
The store house of knowledge
And my path goes towards You
O my dear, my wise my goodness
I am here to live and love
More and more fully.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Living Entity

I am glad to say
I am a living entity
And I feel special
Ecstatic love upon
Seeing another
Living entity
I know each and every
Living entity
Is Your part and
Parcel, my dear.
I know nothing
Other than this
See me here
I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Man

A common man
A conventional man
I know not big things big dreams
I am need of some rice a bread
a glass of drinking water
And oxygen a piece of cloth
And a shelter and nothing else.

I am a man
A common man
A conventional man
I do not like to know
What is what and how and why
I am just sitting on the river bank
And sea shore and watch the sky
Hear the sounds of birds
See the animals ants
I knowing nothing about
Sunrise sunset.

I am a man
A common man
A conventional man
I want to keep my dreams in tact
I want to move freely here there
I want to wander in the forest
With snake bears tigers elephants
And pluck the fruits from the junglee trees.

I am a man
A common man
A conventional man
I am a man
I want to remain as such
Till the end.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Man And

I am a man and
I am always glorious.

I am a man and
I am in my power, glory
And potencies.

I am a man and
I can never be accused of
Doing anything wrong.

I am a man and
I am following the dictation of
Love and truth.

I am a man and
I am purified by my service
And through your hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Man And I Am The Best

I am a man and I am the best.
My dream is my life and it is
In love rhyme and you know my
Dear friends, love is here for
Ever alive, no death can touch
Love. Let me not forget that I
Am in love and love is with me.
And you cannot say my death is
Imminent. I am hear only for love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Man- With Your Benedictions

I am a man
I want to be a good man
A good man is far better and
Superior than a poet
Poet is not bad
Writing poems is a stepping stone
Towards a good and an ideal man
I want to be a good man
And for this I am serving You
And I am in search of Ultimate Truth
With all benedictions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Mother

I am a mother
My milk is
Not for myself
But for my child
I am a human being
Whatever sources I have
Is not for myself
But for other beings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Poet

I am a poet
And whatever I speak
Is authoritative
In all respects
For all
And I am here
To fulfill the Truth
Through my words
Through my deeds.
I am a poet
See me I am perfect
I feel vibration of truth
Always within and also
Outside everywhere
And I preached Truth
Nicely for the benefit of all
Here there and everywhere
As per Your direction.

Gajanan Mishra
I am a poet - let me tell you, dear,
See me, I am busy with thoughts,
Words and sentences without any attachment.

I know what is real and what is unreal,
I know what is to be done here and when,
I know who is mine and how.

But I accept all as my friends and they are
All co-operating me in one way or the other.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Poet, You Know

I am a poet, you know
Hear my words
They are as sweet as
Pleasing lake.

So many sharks
So many fishes
Are there in my words
See swans and bumblebees.

I see this world most beautiful
I know the art of seeing the world
I desire you join me
On this elevated platform of Truth.

O my dear, only for you I am writing
Please keep with you always a good understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A River

I am a river, see me.
I have no identity
Of my own, appeared
Separate, though.
The source of the water
Of a river is the ocean,
Water evaporates from the ocean,
Falls as rain, on the earth
And shapes as the river.
And river has a natural tendency
To flow towards the ocean.
Just like river I am
Rushing towards you, my dear,
The aim is to attain eternal bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Small And Tiny Man

I am a small and tiny man
In this vast world
I know you are the great
You have the greatness
Help me, I am your slave.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Small Child

I am a small child,
I know mother, you
Provide me with
All necessities.
I have nothing
To worried.
I am free from
Any care for
Gain and security.
I believe no one
But you mother.
You bring me up
And love me
As your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Thief

I am a thief I do agree
I am a cheat I do agree.
But You?

I am here I am there
But You?

You are my part and parcel
You are my whole.

Think and answer
I am going through this hole.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am A Traveler

I am a traveler in this forest of fire
I want to climb a hill full of thorns
And stones big and small.

I am with my happiness my wife my love my friends
That are like drop of water in the scorching heat
Of this forest-fire and the desert.

I know there is no benefit in transferring
From one forest to another, my dear
I want to go and take shelter of You, The Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Able To See

I am able to see You, O my dear
And it is my fortune and it is Your grace.

I see no disturbance by Your presence
Rather I am relieved from all fear of darkness.

No ignorance is there with me
I am in light and I am enlightened.

By Your grace I found my life-span, my mind
And my words are factually perfect.

At every moment You are making test
And I am fortunate You declared I am getting success.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Able To See You

I am able to see you,
But the man who is
Behind you and is
The main reason of
Everything that are
Happening here,
Is not manifest
How can I see!
But I am here
To understand the truth,
Going far beyond the words.
I realise all the words
Are there within me
And I know both good and bad.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Able To Walk

I am able to walk,
See me in the light,
That is in you.
I am at my destination,
And I am not ignorant
Of the truth.
I am on the road,
And I am travelling
Comfortably in the chariot.
I am shedding off
The chariot and
Moving on towards you.
You are there with that star,
That is in me, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Afraid

I am afraid
Of your light
And I am afraid
Of my dark as well.

Let me not speak now,
I am afraid of
My ignorance and
Your power of intelligence.

Let me not tweet
I am not the person
To wait for anybody
I am in perpetuity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Afraid Of You

I am afraid of you
Only you
Not to robbers
Not to murderers
Not to Government
Or police officers.

I am honest
To the pie
And answerable
To you only you
And you are here
With me for my prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Again

I am separated from You,
I am defiled and I am
Full of several impurities.
I am again mixed with You,
Again I become pure and holy,
Being Your fragment
I am free from defects
When I take refuge in You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Against Myself

Who am I then?
I am against myself.
I am not I,
Whom you think
I am not what I am.

I belong to
Separate category
Not belonging to others.

I am neither a
Lay one
Not a stranger.

I am what I am not
And yet
I am going to be that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alive

I am alive,
really it is a
grand achievement.
I am calling you,
My call is the symbol
of great love.
I need nothing
except your presence.
No needs to say
I am interested in you.
Without any transaction
I can say I got profit
only for you here,
as you are at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alive With You

I am alive with You
I am alive with Your
Remembrance, my dear.
I pray please
Enlighten me
With the knowledge
Of Truth
The Ultimate Truth
If You think I am
Competent to receive
Such transcendental
Knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am All I Have Got

I am all I have got,
I think myself important
For me at this time.
I have to pick up myself
And find my own strength
To march forward.
For me, I am here.
For the time, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am All In One

I am the eater,
I am the drinker,
I am the sleeper,
I am the hearer,
I am the talker,
I am the killer,
I am the safer,
I am all in one,
Remember me, my dear.
I am within you,
I am outside you,
I am the only one
Who is in the light
And also in the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alone

And I am happy
Being alone
Here in this world.
This world is
Waiting for me
To go
Round and round.
I am going to
The sky for
A mission and
The sky is not there.
Wait and see
I am here
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alone - Performing

I am alone
I start travelling alone
Thinking only of You, my dear
I am travelling.

I am not alone
You are with me that I know
Air is with me
Light is with me
The river the orchard
The hill the lake the ocean
All are with me.

All are pure and sinless
And you are in all
In Your unlimited form
And I am performing my pilgrim's progress.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alone And

I am alone and
My loneliness is
Making me strong

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Alone And My Leg Is One

I am alone and my leg is
Only one, see me, my dear.
But see me, I am in truth,
I want not to flourish
By deceit.
My view is one,
And I am in oneness,
I am alone and
My dream is one
To save a man
From evils.
I want not mercy,
But I want my right,
And I want to live.

Gajanan Mishra
I am alone, see me, my dear.
I alone am everything here.
I am the creator,
I am the preservor,
I am the destroyer.
I must be acknowledged.
When I am telling
I am sufficient to do
Anything. It does not
Mean it is my ego.
I am telling the truth
And it is the essence
Of life and hence see
Everybody is listening.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Aloof

See me I am aloof
From my own poem.
I know the poem is not mine
I belong to the poem though.

I am unaffected
I am unchanged
I remain apart from
All actions and reactions.

Though I am
Part and parcel of the poem
I know not eternal position
At this stage here.

Changeless time
Taking its own course
I am in water as you see
But not affected by water.

O my dear, see me
Being the proprietor of
Everything here, neither you not I
Acquired anything at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Also

I am also going on here
telling something about
the transcendental life
and the light that is
there in the darkness.
The literature in me
is quite different that
you are able to understand,
my good luck, let me say,
and I am here dancing with
the stars in air-free place.
Oh, nothing is static, it is
all developed and with all
pleasure they appear to
know the philosophy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Always

You are herewith me
To see to watch to hear
To enjoy to make merry.

I am always here
Nothing is here called sorrow
Called loss called fall
You are to rise from here.

I am here always
With you and there are
So many things to show
If you really want to see.

You are free like me
In this sky and the sky
Is far away from you
As you do not like it.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Always Afraid

Being always embraced by
All material anxieties.

Always I am trying to
Protect wealth body children
I am filled with lamentation
Unlawful desires and paraphernalia.

I am attached and I base my
Undertakings on the perishable
Conceptions of I and mine.

O my dear, I take shelter at Your feet
Pray O Lord take actions to vanquish
All fear for ever, I am Your process-server
Save me please from all danger.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Always In The Midst Of Danger

I am always
In the midst of danger
My dear, always.

No chance to
Stay fearless
My dear, no chance
To stay free
Of sorrow, no chance.

No one can
Find peace here
My dear, no peace.

You have been pained
By troubles without
Any satiation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Always In Truth -Course

I am always dear to You
You are always dear to me.
I am very pleased with You
I know You are everlastingly independent
And You exist everywhere.
You are complete
And I know You do not need any service from any one.
I have no interest and also I have nothing called personal
Everything everybody here I know all Yours
Only one option is here with me that is Truth-course.

Gajanan Mishra
I am always with you,
You are always within me.
It is you who has kept me here
It is your state and I know
the atmosphere is under
your control always.
Say me not go please,
And I find no way to go,
You are seeing me always
that I know without
closing your eyes for a moment
I know for this you have
not kept the eyelids. My dear,
And for this I am yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Accused

I am an accused,
I am charged with
So many offences.
I am convicted,
And I am in this
Life-body-prison.
Excuse me, my dear,
Forgive my faults,
Bear with me.
I am not able to
Know the truth.
Give me love
Let me love you,
Let me forget past.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Actor

I am an actor,
I am acting
and I shall act.
See me,
Listen me
and you please
observe that.
You are the director
You are the examiner
and you are always here.
You are testing time
You are in me,
You are doing and also
getting things done.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Indian

I am an Indian
I am watching You
For me India first
For me world is everything.

I am here
To save the world
I am an Indian
My heart beat is the world.

I am here for the world
I am an Indian
For peace and stability
I can sacrifice my life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Individual

I am an individual,
And my individuality will
Continue till the last,
Without any interruption
From any side.

I know, no last is there
Anywhere, I know
No lamentation.
I know, I am an eternal
Person with all association.

No illusion,
No subordination,
No condemnation, also
No individual categorisation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Insider

I am an insider
And I know
What is there within.
As an insider
I can also see the outside.
You are the outsider,
You cannot see the insight.
You are also not aware of outside.

I can say
What is going on within you.
I can do whatever I like.
But you are limited in
Thoughts and actions
And you cannot do what I disapproved.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Ordinary Man

I am an ordinary man
See me read me love
If you can.

I am an ordinary man
I have nothing
No power no problem.

I am an ordinary man
I accept Absolute Truth
I know Absolute Truth
Is not a person.

I am an ordinary man
You can understand me
If your heart is
Pure and clean.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am An Universe

I am an universe,
I am the combination of
So many universes.
And here,
Each and everyone
Has separate identity.
I care not the propaganda,
True. But I want divinity.

Gajanan Mishra
I am And it is mine Destroying me Oh my dear Come and See me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Apparently Human

I don't like to listen,
I am apparently human.

Truth is not far from me,
I, myself is the truth
In this manifestation.

No mystic power,
But everything is there
In me, only for your welfare.

I am fortunate to
Explain all there,
Where you are.

Let me liberate first,
I want to proceed ahead
With you to establish truth,

Gajanan Mishra
I Am As Simple As The Day

I am as simple as the day,
Come on and take all fruits
You like dear guys.
See me, the storm is
Controlled by me.
Worry not, come afresh,
My shadow is there,
To guide you.
No one to crumble,
No one to struggle,
But all are to
Listen to my call.
Smile at the spider
Webs are of no use.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am As Void As

I am void,
I am as void as the space,
Absolute void.
And I am also
Free from space.
All voidness.
I am
What I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Asking Myself

I am asking myself
How foolish am I
That I am unable to
See the Truth here
That is within me.

I am in me always
Though I realize this
Still I am not able to
Find myself in my
Own circle- the tragedy.

No body is here
To guide me
Except myself
I am in me see yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Asking Myself, Who Am I?

I am asking myself
Who am I?
Am I satisfied with
one meal a day?
Am I cohabit with
my wife only?
Am I destroying the good
of others?
Am I hypocritical, selfish
and cherish cruelty at heart?
Am I polluting the water?
Am I accumulating wealth?
Being a poet and being a
well wisher of society
what should be my life?
I am asking myself and
Also I am telling myself,
If you are not able to answer
My dear, say not anything,
write not anything as you
have no right to cover the truth
that are there in words.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Assaulted

I am assaulted
From all side
I am not steady
In any pursuit.

You are to escape
From false enjoyment
You are to restrain
Yourself turning the present.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am At Home

I am at home,
You can find me
Only at home.
This earth is
My home.
You are the part
Of this earth,
And as such
My part and parcel.
Who you are,
No need to say.
No need to explain
How you are.
You are here,
That's enough
For me.
I am in need of you,
I am in need of the truth,
I am in need of love,
I am in need of time,
And I know you are
All in one.
I know my words
Have some value,
And you are in need of it.
All my words,
All my writings are
Only for you.
You know
And I know.
My pleasure, my pain,
All are there
In my words
And in my write.
I receive everything
On writings.
And I am living
With you for all time.
Gajanan Mishra
I Am At Peace

Disturb me not, O king,
I am at peace- my abode.
I want not to hear
Your speech, O king,
I have my own faith in me.
I know life's charm
And I know how to lead.
I have a sweet tale,
But I am not here to tell you.
The truth is in me and
I am careful to use it
In time of need. I fear not,
Test my love, coming to
My eyes, O king, I am not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am At Work

I am at work,
Disturb not, please.
A shadowy line
Is there, if you
So like, go
And first
Cross the sea
On it.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Attach To You

I am attach to you
It is true
You expand the material
Condition, it is true
My material necessities
Increase with you, true
I am in illusion with you
It is also true
I have forgotten my own
Self-realization, true
You increase unwanted things
it is true and I know
You are the source of perpetual sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Attached To My Car

I am attached to my car.
And I feel
Pleasure and pain
Connected with my car,
I know, though,
The damage done has
Nothing to do, to the car.
And hence, I am ignorant.

My relationship with the car
Is temporary, so also
My feelings of
Pleasure and pain.
I know neither there is
Any loss nor any gain.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Attainable

I am attainable
It is true.

I am in a pleasurable journey
It is true.

I appear living
I am with You
It is true.

And who am I
Even I myself
Can not say.

I can say
And what I say
It is true
I can not say.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Attracted To You

I am attracted to you,
But for what you asked,
Is it not for the truth
I replied.

Life is truth, our
Attractions are truth.
No old age, no diseases
Can defeat us anywhere.

All but useful and
We are to stay careful.
We are all important here,
And the world is for us.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Awake

I am awake
You are putting me
In working order.

Everything is silent
I see You only witness
I do not know You
You know me though.

I am in my dream
You make me awake
And I exist.

My dreaming is a
Continuous processes
Wherein You are
At the center point.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Awake- Love And Truth

I am awake,
Let me show you
Where and how I am.
I am unique,
Let me not follow you.
I am your love,
I am your truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Awakened, See Me.

See me, I am awakened,
I know and I realize
It is you who is here
With me and doing
Every sort of work
For me.
And I am doing
Everything for you
In your house here.
But you are the director
And giving me instructions
How to do what and when.
I am telling your words and
You are telling me
What to utter and to whom.
See me, I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Aware

I am aware
You live here
With me.
I am aware
You are hidden
In my body.

I like Kuchipudi,
I like nectar
In words.

In each letter
And in each word,
I find
My heart my love.

And I locate you therein.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Back

I am back,
I am back.
Three cheers
For me, please.

Much-talk-about life,
Much-talk-about love,
Much-talk-about labor,
We are all here.

Let me greet you, also
I am here to greet you,
We both are the truth.

I am living for you,
You are living for me,
Let us enjoy life for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Being

I am being identified
By you, my dear.
I am also endless,
Boundless and
Limitless like you.
I am the expression
Of fact and the fact
Is you, my dear,
You are my world,
You are my knowledge.
I am not far
But I am near
You can see me
And you can hear.

Gajanana Mishra
I Am Being Attacked

I am being attacked by the crocodile
Of material existence
And I am the elephant suffering
The consequences
I am the animal like
The cow and the ass
Going to the place of pilgrimage
Simply to bathe.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Being Attracted

Yes, I am being attracted,
Attracted by the earth.
While the earth is above me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Being Exploited

I am being exploited
By unrighteous, cruel,
Wicked and strong
Foreign elements.

I am witnessing
Losing of moral values
And I am witnessing all
Being attracted
Towards the perishable.

All start having a fall,
And there is more vices,
Sins, strife and riots
Prevailing everywhere
All over the society.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Benefited

I am benefited
O my dear, only
By serving You.
I am benefited
O my dear, only
By Your visit
To my house.
I know Your visit
Is the root of
All blessings
Your visit is a
Panacea of all evils.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Better In This Hell

If you called it hell
I am not better in this heaven
If you called it heaven
If you are here, O my wicked friend.

You bear malice, my dear
For other people
And are bent upon doing ill to all
You are cruel and take
Delight in committing violence.

My dear friend, I am calling you
My torch bearer, you are my soap and surf
For you I am here cautious, see
But make my road clear
I regard you as my own teacher.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Blessed

I am blessed
No one is so blessed
As I am.

It is with my heart
Overflowing with love
And I am glad with this.

Here I find everything
According to my choice
Affection adoration.

I am blessed
No one is so blessed
As I am.

Here is my heart, the abode of joy
Here is You, my dear, the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Blind, See

See, I am blind
But I can see
When you utter words
I can see clearly
With your clear language.

See, I am deaf
But I can hear
With your gestures
I can hear clearly
With your body language.

Your love your kindness
Made me fit to proceed
A head and win the game
That is flowing in my life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Blinded

I am blinded
By the darkness
Of ignorance
I pray please
Open my eyes
With the torchlight
Of knowledge.

Let me awake
And see You
O my dear as
You are everywhere
You are within me
Let me discover
Where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Bold

I am bold
And I am here
To challenge
Your jurisdiction.

I am sovereign
In my state,
Rule not here.
I want my
Free movement,
Everywhere always.

Who are you,
How are you,
I need not know,
Please leave and go.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Bona Fide

I am bona fide,
I am confident,
I am submissive,
The secret of success
Is there in truth,
I know and it is also,
Scientifically proved.

My service to the society
Badly necessary,
That may kindly be
Approved, my love.
I am your disciple,
I am in truth and I have
kept with me all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Both

Movable and immovable
I am both
Everything and nothing
I am both
Day and night.

Spirit and matter
All are in me
All the times
Are with me
I am in touch
With geography and history.

I have no calculator
My dear, I am beyond all numbers
Neither I am increasing
Nor decreasing
And all days I am here
I have no past no present no future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Bound

I am bound very strongly
By ropes of affection
For You, my dear.

Call me home, my dear
For You I have renounced
All order of life.

Without You I
Can not control myself here
My dear, am I not fit to go back to You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Broader And

I am broader and broader, see
I am one.
Here I am
And from here
Everything emanates
And everything is maintained
And everything is merged.

I am composing my poems
I am singing my poems
I am hearing my poems
And I am telling all
See I am honest
See I am pure and perfect
I am here with you in one net.

I am one
I am one
You are all in me
I am in you
No disparity and nothing
No limitation and nothing
I am broader and broader.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Burning

My heart is burning
Within this ocean
Here is the fire
Of material existence
And alas
I have made no
Provision for
Getting out of it.

Gajanan Mishra
I am busy in taming the words,
But some of them are meaningless
For me and going away from
My jurisdiction.
But I cannot say they are
Going astray. They know very well
That I am an astronaut, I can catch
Them at any time and put them in my bags.

My dear friends, let me request you
To utter any word and see therein
An aura of happiness.
You can listen the auscultation,
You can go forexpedition,
They are all waiting for you with love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am But A Worm

I am but a worm,
Nothing more than that.
I know not wrong
Or right and I am
Coming out from
The hidden place
Just to eat some food,
Just to cover up
My body with clouds.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am By Nature

I am by nature contented,
I am your father.
If you have more
Riches then please
Be more polite,
Be more gentle.

The arrogant are
Proud of their riches,
And they earn contempt.

I mind not whether
You give me food or not.
I care not whether
You said politely
To me or not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Caling You

I am calling you
At every moment,
At every hours,
On every day,
And in every night,
Knowing well,
That you are there,
Within me,
Within everybody
Everywhere always.
But I know
You belong to none,
And you are there
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Called Intelligent

I am called intelligent,
I am called intelligent,
And it is because of
My intelligence.

You are called God,
You are called God,
And it is because of
Your godliness.

We both are one and the same
We are both cause and effect
We are our subtle elements
We are our modification on this stage.

We have no existence
Without our own seeds.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling Myself

I am calling myself a saint
With spurious undertaking
And hypocrisy.
I am calling myself a saint
Robbing wealth of others
As I am dear.
I am calling myself a saint
Abandoning truth
And said man of wisdom.
I am calling myself a saint
with big nails and
Long locks of matted hair.
I love you, I am expressing
Myself with all lust.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling You

You are only mine
I am calling you
You are not mine
O my dear I love you
I love you as I
Do not love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling You And Calling You

I am calling you,
And calling you
In an ascending order,
But you are my dear,
Not listening me at all.

I am at my home now,
Where are you
That I don't know.
And I am not atrophied yet,
It is you to know
Where is my place in you.

I am calling and
Calling you and you know
I am in love and with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling You Mine

I am calling you mine
And you are not mine
What is going on here
And nothing is going on here.

That you asked me the detail of the sky
That I showed them the sand of the sea
And what is going on here and
I stumbled at that stumbling stone.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling You To Dance

Come and sing and dance with me
I am here, fear not my dear.

I am here, come on my dear,
Fear not, this earth is ours
And we are here now together.

Come on and dance and see
And utter that are holy
Remember, we are nothing but nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Calling Your Name

Somehow or other,
I am calling you,
I am calling your name.
I care not whether
You are there or not,
And whether you are
Listen to my call or not.
I am attracted by
Your name - the truth.
I care not any other thing,
But uttering your name.
I care not anything else
But your good self,
Please accept me as your servant.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Carefree

See, I am carefree,
I care not obstacles.
I am going against
the waves of time,
being poor and small.
Since I am already
on the ground, there
is no chance of
falling down.
I have nothing to loss,
Since I discovered
who am I and where
I am at present and
since I know my destination.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Careful

I am careful
And I used to do
Everything without
Attachment or aversion.

Attachment is the main
Cause of bondage, I know
And it dwells in assumed
Egoism and appears everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Caught

In my own trap
Like a parrot
Or a monkey.

I am not able to
Light my glorious lamp
And also I am unable to
Count the moths that are consumed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Cautious

I am cautious
with my two foes
Attachment and aversion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Cheated

See me
I am cheated
In so many ways.

Without any profit
I am doing here
Everything, see.

I am foolish
I am afraid of death
And I am intoxicated.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Cheated / I Am Alive

I am cheated
I am sure
I am not in fault.

I am in fault
I am a cheater
And I am far from truth.

I am far from truth
I am not in love
No love no life.

Gajanan Mishra
I am Chilika,
See, Chilika is in me.
I am Chilika,
Birds, fishes all
Are here in me.
I am Chilika,
Taste me, I am saline.
Salinity is in me.
I am Chilika,
Here within me,
Visit Kalijaee.
I am Chilika,
All fishermen are
Busy in their works
With all purity,
With all sincerity
Starting from sunrise
To sunset.
I am Chilika,
Birds from far and
Near are here together.
I am Chilika,
I am here, come on dear,
And see me as your
Own self.
I am Chilika,
I am here before you.
I am here to welcome you
With love and
With truth.
See life my dear
How wonderful,
How beautiful!
But one who
Fails to enjoy life
Is a great fool.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Chilled

I am chilled especially
With the children of Pakistan,
But I hope I can kill the chill.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Coffee

You are the sugar
I am sleep
You are the dream
I am the moon
You are the sun
Where are you now
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Coming

I am coming to my end
It is I who is bringing that end.

If you are ready help me to save myself
If you are ready if you are ready.

Gajanan Mishra
I am coming to You
You are dear to me
I know everybody is dear to You
Your aim is to purify all by love
I being the poet represent all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Complete In Myself

I am complete in myself
I do not need anything
From anybody at any time.

I have love
I have attachment
I have devotion.

That is all .

Just give a call
And see me
I am present here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Concerned With Thoughts

I am concerned with your thoughts
And not with grass, food, glamour.
I am here to understand your heart
That is your mother-tongue and not
Any other language that are illusion.
I know you are not here to fall
Of course you are falling and still
I see you are rising in electric current speed.
And rise my dear, rise and see I am here
Only for you to call you near and nearer.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Confident

I am confident
As because I have
faith and patience.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Confused

Ask me not anything.

No law is confirmed
Nothing is fixed
In our life time.

Neither we have
Love and affection
Nor we are cruel
Nor neglected.

Still we are happy
And making others happy
In this life and the next.

By Your grace, my dear
I understood You and Your laws.

Gajanan Mishra
I am disturbed,
And I am confused,
And the result is
Disappointment.
I think and I act,
And all are based on
Falsehood and
The result is
Disappointment.
I see and I hear
And nothing is truth
And I am not satisfied
For which I suffer,
Result - disappointment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Conscious

I am conscious,
I am living and
I am purified.

I am eternal,
And full of bliss,
And full of knowledge.

I am living
No conditional life,
I suffer from
Birth, death, diseases
And old age, though.

Always I am trying to
Transfer my attachment
From untruth to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Constantly

I am constantly
Undergoing change,
But never experience
Any change.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Constrained

I am constrained
By my own nature
As I am led astray
By desires.

Let me purify my nature
Let me remove my evils.
I want to be a man of power
Let me do so on my own.

I seek nothing
And see, my knowledge
Is not veiled.
More consciousness is
Developing within me
See here within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Covered With Moon

I am covered with the moon,
And the moon is there in me.
I am using the moon
In your works and you are
Feeling fine in all networks.
You are not falling and
Not rising but sensing
Everything within living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Creating My Own

I am creating my
Own happiness and own
Unhappiness and I know
You are not enforcing on me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Crushed

I am crushed
By You
Yesterday today
And tomorrow
All are against me
That I know
No one is
Here to save me
And I am dying.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Crying And Crying Is Good

I am crying and crying is good
Crying is a prayer and in a cry
The primacy is of the self
I am crying and surrendering to you
I am crying and crying without any break
Crying is repeating your name again and again
I am crying and crying and chanting
Your divine name and I am alive with
Attention fixed on You O my dear
You are the greatest and you are
Near and dear, the most.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Crying For War

I am crying for war,
As I know, peace is
Not possible without war.
War is necessary
To place humanity in the hearts
Of the men at large.
I am crying for war,
I am crying for peace
And peace is there in humanity.
I am crying for war
For truth and for love
Come on my dear, I am in war.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Crying, I Am Crying

I am crying, I am crying,
You know mother-nature
What for I am crying.
I am crying to feel good,
I am crying to live
With you, I am crying
To love you, I am crying
For the truth. And I know
Truth is my life, truth is
You, truth is only truth.

I care not anything,
I care not to look clean,
I care not to cover my courtyard
With polythene.
I am watching what you are doing,
Mother-nature, I am crying
And crying, I care not
Whether it has sense or non-sense.
But I am here and some criticize me
And telling me as a mad man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dead

I am dead
I declared
Corpse-bearer came
And asked
Who is there
I replied
Nobody nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
I am dead, really dead.
I am swallowed by python
I am bitten by poisonous snakes.
I am dead, really dead.
I am left lying here
In this dark well
Of worldly hellish life.
No hope of being rescued.
I am devoid of consciousness
And knowledge and I am sleeping
On the lap of illusory energy.
Let me awake, O my dear
You are my medicines
Let me remember I am a human being
Sleeping is dangerous for me.
O my dear, let me know
The real value of my life
Give me nectar give me light.

Gajanan Mishra
I am dead and still
The birds are flying,
The air is singing the song,
The water is flowing down to earth,
The trees are smiling with flowers,
The sky is mocking at me telling
All the stories of haves and have-nots.
And I am dead with the rising sun,
I am dead with the full moon,
And I am dead with the ocean,
All that are in me.
And I cheer with my poems
That live with the entire day
Not ready to say goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
I left the place
And I died
My declaration goes
I am dead
This is my declaration
And You O my dear
In search of your
New identity
With a ration
That is cognition.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dedicated

I am dedicated to my duties
I am dedicated to You
And I faced no problem
Here and there and afterwards.

I know O my dear You are here and
You are there with full power
Knowing all tits bits and
Giving sanctions to my actions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Delighted

I am delighted
I know my existence
Is purified
I know I am enjoying
Unlimited transcendental
Bliss and as such
I am really delighted
I am Truth I am absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Delighted - Time

I am delighted
Due to your presence
Here at this hour.
I am delighted
For I am alive
Here with you.
And gazing at life
That is in light.
I love the horse,
I love the hound,
I love the earth
And the sky as well.
I made myself spread
On this earth without air.
I am there with the star,
And I am delighted
For the dark
That is there in me.
How beautiful is the dark
That I realize here
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Delighted Due To Time

I am delighted
Due to your presence
Here at this hour.
I am delighted
For I am alive
Here with you.
And gazing at life
That is in light.
I love the horse,
I love the hound,
I love the earth
And the sky as well.
I made myself spread
On this earth without air.
I am there with the star,
And I am delighted
For the dark
That is there in me.
How beautiful is the dark
That I realize here
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Deluded

I am deluded,
I do admit,
By ignorance,
When I say
I am rich,
I am wise,
I have wife, sons,
And so many relatives,
When I say
No one is
Equal to me,
I am able to do
Such and such things,
And I can give charity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dependent

I am dependent
I am dependent on You
You are not dependent on me.

I am under the process of
Birth existence growth transformation
Dwindling and then death.

No change is there for You
That I know and I accept the Truth
Truth is I am vanquished.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Detached

I am detached
I see no trouble.

I am not here
Here you can see this material body only.

Nothing belongs to me
This body is the carrier, not I.

I am not disturbed in any way
I am completely aloof, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Determined

I am determined
I know you
I love you
I have to do
All your works here
O my dear I know
You are here
To help me
In right time
At right stage
And with your help
I can tear the sky
I can dry the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Different

I am different
And different from You
With all my victory
And opulence.

I am with You
All times with You
And You are there
Doing everything for me.

No one is there
Ready to give up anything
Yet they are being separated
From each other from the beginning.

Life is here going on
On its own way yet we say it is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Different, But I Love

I am different,
Different from
Each one here.
I care not,
Whether you
Agree with
My words or not.
I am sure,
You know nothing
But uttering
So many words
That have
No meaning.
I want not
That you come
And submit your
So-called explanations.
I know value
And standards.
I know how you are
Changing your colours
Here all the time.
But I am there as before
To see, to observe you
And to tell you,
Still, I am here
For you, not, though,
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dirty

Forgetting dirtiness
I am continued
Enjoying life
Saying beautiful
It is the reason
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Disabled, True

I am disabled, true,
In some way or other.
I am not free to do
Whatever and whenever I like -
My greatest disability.
But I realized
The obstacles are
Not mine, not for me.
Anyway, I have to win,
In my luck, only
Victory is written.
The idea of equality
Is nothing but a myth.
And I have to smile
With my own teeth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am distinct,
Distinct from
Each and
Everything,
Each and
Everybody.
I must
Respect it,
I must use it,
For the welfare
Of all.
I am nature,
My appearance
See, it is here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Distressed

I am distressed,
Rescue me.
Could you?

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Doing All

I am doing all my duty
without being attached
to the fruit of action.
I am doing all my duty
that are allotted to me
by my mother on her land.
I am doing all my duty
only for the good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Doing Everything

I am doing everything
To attain the truth
And truth is there within me

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Doing Fine

I am doing fine,
I declared my write
For all here.

All gates are opened
Here for all,
One can go out
As per his sweet will.

No one is small,
No one is also big,
All differ in sights though.

How are you,
I am not telling
Useless question,
It is like living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Doing My Duty

I am doing my duty
Means I am sacrificing myself.
I am sacrificing means
I am loving you.
I am loving you means
I am in truth.
I am in truth means
Light is here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Doing Nothing

I am doing nothing
But eating and drinking
And dreaming and composing poems.
I am doing nothing
But I am loving my kith and kins,
My fellow men, I am loving
All creatures here on this earth.
I am doing nothing but living and living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Done For

I am done for,
I am done for.
Save me, save me.

I am a fool
And I put myself
In delusion.

They are coming to me
And taking away my
Inner substance.

I am done for,
I am done for.
Save me, save me.

And sir, I believe my own and
I check my watch with the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dragging Myself

I am dragging myself deep down,
Though no place is anywhere
Called down in air or in sea.
I am deceiving myself and others,
I am not a deceiver though, you know.
I am focusing light everywhere
Including on my own face but I am dark,
I am full of knowledge and not in poverty though.

Gajanan Mishra
I am drunken,
And in drunkenness
I see and enjoy your world
That are full of
So many trees, creatures,
So many birds, flowers.
I am in this madhouse
That is yours
And you are here within
This house that is
Full of so many colours.
I am in a state of intoxication
Though, I am fully conscious,
See me, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dying And

You are saying
I am perpetually
Free of birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Dying For You, See

I am dying for you, see
As I am living for you, my dear.

I am auspicious and I am also inauspicious
See me keeping in view the moon and the stars.

I am the air here and there
For your own benefit keep me safe and fair.

Here I am with my speed that is moderate and swift
I represent You as I travel here with life-gift.

Gajanan Mishra
I am dying you said,
But it is I,
Who is here always,
Everywhere.
And without it,
Means besides me,
There is nothing.
I am there, as you said,
And I will be there
And I was there, as you said.
I am the father,
I am the son, you said.
I am the one and the same,
I am also different, you said.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Eager

I am eager,
Eager to hear,
Hear you, dear.
I am eager,
Eager to stay,
Stay with you
Here.

I see the flowers
In your mustard field.
I see the birds
In your trees.
I see the aeroplane
In your sky. with you,
I want to fly and fly.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Eager For Change

I am eager for change
Change is but my nature
I want change every moment here.

I want change for secure future
Future of change is changed
I am aware to the change viewer.

I dream towards change
Change is the process
That I deserve.

I want change and I deserved
Change for a new idea
For a new hope for a new vision.

Change is but nature with new image
Let us empower ourselves with change.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Eager To Hear

I am eager to hear
O poet, please recite your poem
And let me find in Your poem
Life and life mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Eager To Hear All Good

I am eager to hear,
And after hearing
I am here to act.
To act as virtues,
To act as good.
I am eager to
Hear all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Earnest

I may not know
The right way
To write poems
But I am writing
With interest.

I desire to
Go with poems,
I am in love,
I am with truth.
I am earnest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Embarrassed

I am embarrassed
By hunger,
By thirst,
By poverty,
I am a man of
Properties, though.
But willingly and
Unwillingly I am
Unable to use them
For my own developments.
And for this, they all
Laughed at me.
I have no action to take,
I have also no reaction
For anything besides
Getting angry
On the words outside.
I know, no cooperation
Is there inside my home.
And all are taking advantages
Friends and foes.
I am helpless and poor,
Is it right?

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Empty

I am empty hollow
I am empty hollow mute
I am empty hollow mute flute
And so my dear loves me I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enamored

Of myself
And my world
And I imagine
Superior beauty
And living condition
I am not poor
I am not little
I am not distressed
I am important and
Significant for a
Bright future
All and all I am
In Truth I am in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Encaged

Here I am caged,
I take shelter
Within the semen
Of my father
And I am injected
Within the womb
Of my mother
And I grow with
Mother's emulsified
Ovum in this type
Of a man.

I am a man and
I have inherited
The quality of my father
And that of my mother,
And what I am today
Devotional and sober.
Know me, what I am here.
I am with love
And with truth.
I can counteract disturbances,
Know me, I am the original
In everything.

But here I am caged,
And I am not so powerful
To free myself on my own.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enchanted

I am enchanted
By the beauty of nature,
By the beauty of the clouds
And the sky,
I want to continue seeing
The trees, the mountains,
The rivers, the ocean,
The birds, the animals,
More and more and more.
I experienced a changed
Both in body and in mind,
And I feel pleasure and
I wonder how I appear
And how I am going to disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
I am engaged in Your service
And I think there is
No greater gain than this.
And I have attained everything
Desirable here, O my dear
And have transcended all material desires.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Engaged In Your Works

I am engaged in Your works, my dear
You are my Master here with me
I am free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enjoying Life

I am enjoying life here
In full bliss and knowledge
Without fear
Without influence of time
As You are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enjoying Pleasure

I am enjoying pleasure
And no one is there
To give me pain.
Yes, see me, I am
Free from worry, sorrow
Fear and agitation
Since I am with You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I am great
You have written something,
And what You have written
On my forehead, my dear,
I am enjoying that.

I am counting here
What is called day
And night, though
It is nothing and I am
Observing Your doings.

I am surrounded by
My anger, my dear,
And anger followed
By death surrounded me.

I am really a dust particle
Flying away as per Your
Written order, my dear,
Still I know not what is danger.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enlightened With You

I want to die,
But where and how
That I can't say.

I can say
I was here
I am here,
I will be here
For all times
To come.

Certainly, I can say,
It is I,
Who is here
With love
And with truth.

From dark to light
I am going day and night.

From night to day,
I am here and I am
Not ready to say
Goodbye to anyone here.

I am the light,
I am the dark
In reversal,
But I am enlightened
With you, my dear.

How can I die
You are asking me
And let me clear,
I have no answer
For all that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Enriched

I am enriched myself
With my own strength
That is within me.
I am situated in my
Own glory and certain
With my knowledge.
I am in the process of
My own life and truthful.
I realise the cooling and
Heating adjustment with
Friends and foes. For good,
I have my own omnipotency
And I act externally,
Internally and marginally.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Entirely Yours

I am entirely Yours
I know You are nature
I know nature is my life
I know the nature of my wife.

I know who is who
I hear cuckoo
I know who am I
I find the world within self.

I belong to the world
I am the world
I know minus I nothing there
Just I call you my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Entitled

I am entitled
To be heard
To adduce evidence
As of right.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Equal To All

I am friend to you,
So also I am your enemy.
But I envy no one,
Nor am I partial to anyone.
I am only an observer,
I am only a witness,
And I am here always
Depending upon the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Established In Me

I am established in me,
You should not think of anything.
I am the light and
I have no relation with anything.
In me, you cannot find anything,
I am here and I pervade everywhere.
I am yours and you are mine,
My love, I am nothing and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Eternal

Though I wanders
And I am changing
From one body to another
My position is eternity.

I am above and beyond
Minutes hours and seconds
And all man-made measurements
And I am not afraid of death
My position is eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ever Existing

My poems are here
And I am ever existing
My poems are here
And see, no change in my existence.

I am here and see me
See me and feel me in love
In love I am here
Ever existing.

Be satisfied by seeing me
Be satisfied by reading my poems
Everything is here in me
Everything is here in my poems.

Here I am as ever
In your body in your mind and in your soul.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ever Happy

I am ever happy
With what you
Destined for me.
I believe in
Everything, see.
I find everything
Everywhere but love
Contrary views
Are there, though.
I know the meaning,
Meaning of life
When dispute arise
In vital points
Related to the meaning
Of truth here.
Life is rare- true,
But the secret of life
Is there when we
Learn how to live.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Expanded Everywhere

I am expanded everywhere
I attained the true conception.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Expansion Of Your Energy

I am in You, You are in me
Besides this there is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Facing My

I am facing my
Dear and near one,
I am face to face
With my men
Who are no different
From me.
And my dear, you are
Smiling here and
Busy in changing dresses.
I wonder, seeing your
Nature and activities.
I wonder, finding you
Here at this time
For the reasons known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Faithful To You See Me

I am faithful to You
See me my dear
I am very chaste.

It is You to decide
What and how much share
Is there for me.

What is important is
I accepted You as
My fullness.

It is You to say
What is there waiting
For me as my fate.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am False

I am false
And in me
You are taking rest
My Absolute Truth.

I am grateful
You have recognized me
Though false am I
With you I shine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fearful

Look, I am fearful
With this daily struggle
For livelihood.

I know, this body
And here everything
is not mine.

I know, this air
Is within and without
Is above and below me.

I know, this light
Is showing me
Everything everything.

I know, this sky is not mine
Still it in me
And I am in the sky.

This water is going from
And coming to me from this sky
And on earth firm I stood.

Still I am fearful
With all these
For livelihood.

Have I forget You my dear?
Am I not satisfied with myself?
Come and say who am I and who are You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Feeling Good

I am feeling good
Only with You
O my dear, come near.

Gajanan Mishra
I am fifty-eight,
I am Bharatiya,
You may call me Indian.
And I am upright,
As you see.
I am committed
To social justice
And trying to
Uproot unholiness.
I want world peace,
And I want all gracious.
Live and let live,
And I am principled and
I know nothing is horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Filthy

I am filthy,
I am impure.
But I am telling
I am charming,
I am handsome.
And for this
This world is here.
I am to catch
The alien,
I belong to
Another world though.
No match and yet
I am with you
As I regard all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fire

I am fire
See me
Coming in to
contact with fire
I have completely
Surrendered myself
To You
I am You
You have accepted me
I am like Your
Washing water
Like Your eaten rice
My body is blissful
And divine
And I considered
This earth heaven
And here
Everything everybody
Just You and You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Firm

I am firm,
I stand firm,
Firm on truth.
I am the truth,
I live in truth,
The truth is firm.
I want to take all
To a logical conclusion.
I look deep myself,
And I know what I am.
I am a man,
I want to live as a man.
As a man I want peace
And peaceful coexistence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fixed

I am fixed on you,
See me, not my body.
My body is doing activities
Like standing, sitting, walking,
Laying down, urinating, eating,
And performing so many functions
On its own way, and I am
No way related to all these.
I know impurely is illusory,
I know reality is contradictory.
I know activities are dreamy,
I know perceptions are polluted.
And I realized intelligence,
I cultivate knowledge and its essence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Flawless

I am flawless
And equal.
I am telling
What is in law.
I am quiet,
Hear my duet.
Love the world,
The world is here
To love you.
Try not to conquer
Anyone or anything
And witness not
Any sabotage.
Stay alone, stay happy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Floating

I am floating with all material energy and elements
In the air within the vast sky like the clouds
With hundreds of tons of water.

I am floating under Your direction, my dear
And I am doing everything here, see
Within and above and beyond all.

You are within me that I know
And I am here performing everything
For Your satisfaction and to fulfill Your ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Floating In The Air

I am floating in the air,
And you are watching me there.

I am sitting in the sky,
And you are making me ready to fly.

I am the lone traveler,
But we are together.

True, you are my operating part,
So also I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Following You

I am following You
And I am free from
All sufferings
I am giving up
Everything to follow You
I am not unintelligent
I am not frustrated
I am achieving all
Perfection by being
Your follower
I know You the abode of
All good qualities
All wealth and
All beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Foolish

I am foolish
If I failed to take advantage of
Successive authorized knowledge
That is about Ultimate Truth
About the original home.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am For All

Be a poet
And say
I am for all.
My thinking is
For the welfare
Of all.
I am here
By enunciating
The truth and the love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am For All Good

Give me sweet smile of love,
Give me your pleasing glance
And a hearty appeal.
I know all pleasure is there
In you and I desire to
Stay with you.
I know, you are all truth,
And I am there for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am For Humanity

I am a man, a simple man, simple man,
I am here, an advocate for humanity.
I am not begging Nirvana.
See me, I am fine, leave me alone,
I am okay here, See me, I am not crying,
See me, I am smiling. I feel no needs
To go to any shrine. Neither I am
Killing any one, not I am busy in stealing.
I am a simple man, I commit no sin.
I do not like to go to any temple or Mosque
Or Gurudwar or Church. I know perfectly well,
God is not a prisoner and no one has got
Any power to put Him in any prison in any name.
I desire not any heaven, my earth is my heaven,
And I am fine here, see me, as ever.

I do not want to pluck the flowers from the trees,
I do not want to collect donations from innocents,
I do not want to loot the food, shelter, wealth
Of others and enjoy the life myself.
I am not a beggar who can beg for anything from anybody.
I am a natural man and I want to live under nature
With fresh air, pure water, ripe fruits from trees,
I want to move freely from one place to another
Like other free creatures and birds under the sky.
I am a man, a simple man, simple man.
I do not know what is sorrow, I am happy here as I am.
See me, I am smiling and I cry never for I know
No one is here to give me what I want,
My want is simple - please leave me alone on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am For Others

I am for others,
I am not for me.
In doing good
I serve others.
I use myself
For the good
Of others.
In good faith
Selflessly I am
Doing all for others.
It is for the welfare
Of others I am here.
I am ever devoted
To the good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
I am for the world
The world is for me
Everything like clusters
Of yarn-beads formed
By knots on a string
Is threaded on me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am For You

I am for you,
And you are for me.
Is it not true.
Neither I am yours,
Nor you are mine,
Is it not fine?
What is fine,
And what is true,
That is the question and
I have no answer to it.
And you appear
At this time to solve
All my problems,
I am clean, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Forced To Adress

I am forced to address
The stupid, ignorant
And corrupt lot as
Sir, your honour - disgusting!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Forgetting Everything, See

I am forgetting everything, see.
I am telling you everything, hear.
See, hear and know the truth here.
Here, you are all in all and you
Are to get all, may be good or bad,
All that depend on you what to choose,
But you are to separate yourself from
The very existence where you sustain.

Gajanan Mishra
I am fortunate,
That I have
The attraction for you.
Out of kindness,
You are here
With me.
I have invested
All my energies
Only to pleased you,
I know, you are
My love, my truth.
I know, I am nothing,
I am lower than the straw
In the street.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Free

I am free
I know nothing.

I know nothing
Let me sleep
Comfortably.

I know, no need
To know anything.
Let me stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Free From Fear

See me, I am
Free from fear as
I do what is right.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Free To Having

I am free
To having
Honest or
Dishonest.

You are free
To put me in loss
Or in gain.

No one can force
Another to do
Such and such.
Each one is free
In his own field.

Neither it is negligence
Not it is destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Free To Think

I am free to think,
I am free to speak,
I am free to do
So also you are.
But our thought and
Our speech and our
Actions must not
Harm another.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Free, Dear

I am free, dear,
See me I am fresh,
As you are here.
I get light
From you, dear,
I love you.
I sing for you,
As you are here
To listen me.
I am yours, dear,
You are my beauty,
And giving me strength.
I am for you, dear,
I am to attain you- my goal.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fresh And Strong

I am
Fresh and strong,
As I am
Not wrong.

My stars
Give me light,
As I am
Ready to fight.

I am
Wise and confident,
See me, I'm
Sincere and diligent.

I'm free,
Grace yours I wear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Frightened

I am frightened
You are ferocious.

You are tolerant
I am in love.

I am not in miserable condition
I am under Your supervision.

With Your mercy I am happy and in pleasure
And leading a blissful life, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fully Confident

I am fully confident
And I am not doing
Anything whimsically.

I am very happy,
And my life is
Very comfortable
And pleasing.

Still, I fear the world,
And I want to go back
To the earth,
To the water,
To the fire,
To the air, and
To the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fully Satisfied

I am fully satisfied
Here, in this life.
I need nothing here,
Besides your presence.
And I know you are present
Always everywhere.
I am here for the good of
All living creatures.
If any harm or injury
Is caused by me,
I want not to stay
Or live anymore here,
I lost my qualifications
I know, you are at the point
Of zero- toleration.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Fully Satisfied Here

I am fully satisfied here on this earth.
The trees are giving me alms in charity,
When I am in thirst rivers are supplying waters,
For my protections caves of mountains are there,
And my Almighty master giving me everything that I want.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Gajanan Mishra

I am the son of Bhagaban Mishra
My place of birth is Tikapali, Patnagarh, Odisha
My date of birth is 3rd April 19sixty
As per matriculation certificate
Recorded through English calender
I am an Indian citizen
I am composing poems for the welfare of all
I want peace and stability all over the world
If all the above are true
Then where is false
If all the above are true
Then You need not worry
There is nothing wrong
If all the above are true
You need not disappoint
We are on the right path
Towards enlightenment.

Gajanan Mishra
I am Gajanan Mishra, 
My name is Gajanan Mishra, 
This name is 
Given by my father. 
I am what I am 
With nature. 
I know I am 
No way related 
With the matter. 
Now I am here, 
You can know me 
And I can't say, 
What you know 
And how far it is true. 
I know my existence 
Is only for others. 
I am Gajanan Mishra, 
I know my residence 
Is temporary and I know 
At any time I have to go, 
But to where that 
I do not know. 
Still, I am ever ready 
With all happiness, 
I make no distinction, 
Between today and tomorrow. 
I am Gajanan Mishra, 
Believe me or not, 
I am not touched by 
Any pain or any sorrow. 
I know, nothing is mine 
And I am nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Gajananmishra

I am gajananmishra,
When I am telling this,
It is nothing
But sense of egoism.
I am gajananmishra
By telling this,
It is clear
I am binding myself.
Let me not ask to tell
Who am I,
Let me not debar
To be pure and
To get natural bliss.
My prayer is only this.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Getting

I am getting
Pleasure and pain.
I know the effect of
Pleasure and pain
Is lessened for me.
I know I am
No way related with
Pleasure and pain.
I know pleasure is
Born of pain
And ends in pain.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Giving

I am giving,
Giving everything.
By giving so
my body and
my mind both
are purified.

Attaining the truth
is my exclusive aim.

Sharing love and pleasure
is my exclusive aim.

I am practicing dispassion.
And I am giving everything.

By giving so
I am attaining the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Glad

I have a friend like You
I am glad
You are talking me
With love
I am glad
You are the source
Of everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am God

I am God
I am God
I am God
One two three,
One, one, one,
I have declared.

And what do you
Want next
You do not know
And I am with you
Everywhere always
That you know.

You are to
Remain active
And continue
Your functioning.

Rest is on me.

It is my duty
To set right
Everything here
In your presence
You know.

I am God
I am God
You are God
You are God.
What I can do
That you can do.

Worry not
Come, I am with you
I am with you.
I Am God You Are God

I am God
I am God.
God is within me
God is outside me.
Besides me
No where there is God.

You are God
You are God.
God is within you
God is outside you.
Besides you
No where there is God.

God God God
God is everywhere, everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going Away

I am going away
And you are not able to stay.
Stay till I am here
Stay and stay
I am going away.

I am going away, see
And see I am going away
Don’t tell me to stay
No reason to stay
Know it by the way.

By the way
Let me tell you
How you are related
And how far you are
Able to stay.

Stay stay and stay
Never go away
Never go away.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going On Reading And Reading

I am going on reading and reading and reading
And acquiring knowledge through scriptures
And chanting of Your holy name, O my dear
My readings and my writings are for the good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going On Writing

I am going on writing
You please read if you
think it is useful
in someway or the other
way round and see
how far it is truth.
My writing are just
the rising sun and
not like the clouds.
My writing are vast blue
just have a dive in it
and feel the life.
I am going on writing, You
please go on reading and reading.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going Out

I am going out,
But you are coming in.
Who is clever
That is to be seen.
And I am calling you,
But you are remaining
Silent with all truth,
Let me ask where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Come

I am going to come,
And at the same time,
You are coming to go.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Dance

I know spring will
Not stay here for long
And hence I am
Going to dance.

Get not angry please,
I am not here
To stay.
I will go away
Like the bird
In the forest.

Not near
But I see there,
The smile of
The star

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Die, Excuse Me,

I am going to die, excuse me,
I am not able to renounce -
Sex, anger, greed, delicious dishes,
Care for beauty, entertainment,
Excessive sleep and sycophancy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Find The End

Though I know there is no end
I am going to find the end
and the end is covering me with
Its blue eyes, scented and colorful.

See me I am wonderful, see me I am not here,
And you said, my dear, coming to me, O,
You are at the end, you are the end coming to
start afresh and I am wandering here there,
To fulfill my end in this play of
presence and absence that is going on within all.

I find no end in the beginning, see,
It is beyond my knowledge, and I started again,
painful though, since I have greed I quit not,
And I said my dear, let it go on its own way.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Meet An End

It is I,
and here I am
going to meet an end.
End is nothing but a
beginning afresh.

And I am starting my career
anew, see, with you and you are
there with nothingness,
welcoming me, come on,
I am here with everything.

I am going to meet an end
and end is we are all one.
All my knowledge and my devotion
are here to achieve this end.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Say

I am going to say
About air
And air is
Not yours.

I am going to say
About water
And water is
Not yours.

I am going to say
About light
And light is
Not yours.

I am going to say
About sky
And sky is
Not yours.

I am going to say
About earth
And earth
Though not yours
You belong to earth.

And you are earth
And from earth
The air the light
The sky and the water
Call you to rise
And you rise
And you got life
And you live.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Say All About A Man

What I am
Going to say
Is all about a man.
And besides a man
I see nothing
Useful for any one.
I am a man,
A human being,
A rational animal.
Think me no one else
But a man.
What I am
Going to say
Is for a man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To Sell

I am going to sell,
Sell the sky,
Come on, if anybody
interested to buy.
My sky is strong,
so strong that
it can take you
to anywhere you want.
There, in my sky,
you can easily find
the seas, the rivers,
the mountains, the trees,
Here in this sky you can
easily locate your own house.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To The Root

I am going to the root,
And the root is in me.
The root is my strength,
And I am exposing it
Within you.
Truth is that I am
Pulling myself out
Telling all bare truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To You

I am going to You
And to You alone,
I am going to You
And I am firmly
Established in You
In You alone.

I realized You
From my birth
I am sure, my wisdom
Has been carried away
By anything or by anybody.

You know me, my dear,
That I know and You know
My past, my present and also my future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Going To You My Dear, Wodsworth

I am going to you, my dear Wordsworth, wait there
I desire to be there in your vision of beauty that is fair.
I am envious of you as you have no enemy here and there
I also want to take shelter of a tree that has no fruits or flowers.
I want to suffer and like to acquire water, my dear
I find simply illusion and mirage and I run after.

Where are you my dear Wordsworth, see me listen my words
I am here jumping in to a shallow river
I am here begging food from the person who is not a charitable one
I suffer from burning heat of this household-forest fire
I am deprived of enjoying life and being plundered by my
Own representatives leaders in the name of different taxes.

My dear Wordsworth, I am not able to stay stable here and there
Be kind to me and show me the path of nature as a poet and a co-worker.

Gajanan Mishra
I am grateful to you all,
For you have given me space
To sit, to talk, to smile,
To cry, to walk, to run,
To move forward under
This vast blue sky.
Let me receive the light
Direct from the sun and
The moon at the same time.
Let me inhale the fresh air
In the open field and
Let me take the pure water
Direct from the clouds.
Let me stay free with you all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Great

I am great for You
You are great for Yourself.

Who am I to contest
No war is ever set.

Match fixing is but common
Love hate and rumble are just cacophon*.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Greater Than My Fate

I am greater than my fate,
My body, my words, my experiences
All say that in one voice.
And with all I am going to
Change my fate.

Turn the pages of history
And see how it is all there
As our fixed-star.
Believe the self, believe nature,
Nature is doing everything here.
But we are determined to
Change the course of nature
With us here for good
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy As

I am happy as
I have no desire.

My desire is nothing
Nothing but You, my dear.

And You are within me
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy Because

I am happy because
my neighbor is suffering.
But I cannot say
the feeling of my neighbor.
Honor is my birth right
and no one can dishonor me
at any time anywhere,
Let my neighbor knows it.
When the atmosphere is
Changing with the sun
You are there to love me
as I am with you all day long.
Think not what would happen
Find me with you always then.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy See Me

I am happy see me
See me here I am happy.

Ask me not how I become happy
Ask me not what is happy.

It is a feeling
Feel me
I am within You.

Feel yourself
How happy you are.

That has no beginning
That has no end.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy To Say

I am happy to say
You are a being
And also a non-being.
I am happy to say
You are here and also there.

I know being
And non-being
Both are one.
And I sing
Always in praise of
You only.

Let me clear
I am happy with
You only.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy Today

I am happy today
Today I am confident
I can write a poem.

I am happy today
Look, here is a poem
And I have written
This poem.

I am happy today
With my poem
And in this poem
I have seen a moon
A sun a bird a snake
A tiger and a man
Together.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Happy, See Me

I am happy, see me.
I am shameless
In the matter of learning,
I am shameless
In reciting poetry.
I am shameless
While eating,
I am shameless
As I am hungry.
Hunger to learn,
Hunger to work
Hunger to live
For others are
There in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Hearing

Go on saying.

Go on saying
I am hearing.

Your saying
Is the beginning
My hearing
Is also the beginning.

No difference
Beginning or
Ending.

Nothing is here
To end
And everything is
There to begin.

Go on saying
I am hearing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Hearing You

I am hearing you,
I am watching you,
But I cannot say
Where you are and
Where you are not,
How you are there
And what you are
Doing at this time.
But I know you exist,
And I know your hand
Is everywhere and in
Everything are are
Happening here, but I
Am unable to utter.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Helpless

Excuse me,
I am helpless,
I can't purify you.

And why should I go
To purify you.
I know you are all truth,
You are all purified.

It is I,
Wherein all sin,
I found within.

If you are so kind,
Allow me to study
And experience life,
Day to day signified.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here

I am here
As you see
I come and I go
You said to it
In so many words
In so many languages
In the life
And I never cease
My journey
I am cautious
While here
During this period.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Always

I am here always
You are there always
We are both one here there.

Here there
I am with You
You are with me.

You are with me
And giving all out
Protection I know.

I am with You
And praying You
And giving respects.

Protect me from bad association
O my dear, You are my respiration.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Always In Your Service

You are aloof from me
You are free from material nature.
O my dear,
You exist as both the remote and
Immediate cause, my dear.
You know me and You are in me
Doing all my works
And You are invisible like the sky
Over the head.
You are my only shelter, my dear
YOu are my Father Mother Guide and philosophger.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here and here is
The open room.
One can passes freely.
You can see, watch,
Where the room is going.
Going is but natural,
As natural as air
In the sky.
Lights are there
Like the stars.
Stars are there
On this earth.
And here, you see
My room in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here And I Am Rising

I am here and I am rising
From dreams from life and I am
Rising to the sky
And You are showing me
The truth that in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here And Still

I am here and still
I am not here.
You can not touch me
Though a feeling of
My presence is there
Within you.
You can call me father,
You can call me son,
You can call me friend,
You can call me anything.

Still I am not here
So long as your feeling is
Not there or here.
You can say feeling
Pain or pleasure
But you cannot say
It is avoidable
And without you
There is no round table.

My identity is in you,
My identity is with you,
And I am there with a secret voyage
To build a new home.
Yes, where there is cleanliness
There I am, you can find.
Confirm your presence
Still you are requesting me through message.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here For All

I am here for all,
Remember, from
The very beginning.
Breathlessly I am
Shouting peace, peace-
None of you listening.

I have seen the light,
I am telling you,
I have seen only
On this earth and
It is all practical.

My Grace, you are all here,
With me, at this time,
And I am telling all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here for the welfare of the world,
I am here not to go against any one,
Not to go against any language or culture
Or religion or caste or colour,
I respect all, I want all should flourish
Here in this world, as I know this world
Belong to all and all have equal right to
Grow and stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here For You

I am here for you,
You are necessary
To make each one alive.
You are here for all,
With oneness and
You are the real.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here in full,
But I am attributeless
And I am special.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here In Me

Yes, I am here,
In me.
I am searching you,
You - the truth.
I am searching you,
You - the love.

My eyes, my ears,
My mind and my hearts
All are here
In me.

I am observing
The incidents
That are happening
Here in me.

Yes, I am here,
In me.

I am brave,
I am intelligent,
I am truthful,
I am lovable.

I am in the air,
I am in water,
I am in the sky,
And I am on this earth
And I am also
Beyond the earth
And the sky.

I am here, within.

See me,
Touch me,
Feel me.
I am the love,
My dear,
I am the truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Living Like

I am here living my dear, like
A tree on the bank of a river.
I am here living my dear, and
Busy in service to a king who
Is wicked and reluctant to use
The language of my mother and
He cares not the development of
My people and my land for which
I am in poverty, my dear and
My own people are insulting me
Day and nights. See me, I am
Here living a life with debts.
I am here living my dear, wherein
My body and mind are not in order.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Only One

1

I am here only one,
In this one world,
Under the one sky.
Only one sun is there
Who is giving me
Light always.
One moon is giving me
Cool and medicines
And keeping my body
And mind intact.
One air is there
Who is giving me life.
Another one is there,
The water, my dearest dear.

2

I am here, I am there,
I am with our mother-
The supreme word-player.
If you are so kind
Please understand my word,
How lovable all here.
Everything is balanced
And you are there
To open the new door
Of friendship on your soil.
I see no hurdle and
Nothing that can check us
From again being together
Please come, my dear brother.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Die

I am here to die,
I am here not to live.
I am here to live,
I am here not to die.

See, I have everything with me,
The bird, the star, the fire.
I have nothing here with me,
No sky, no clouds, no air.

In day light I am searching you,
I know truth is there in you.
I am jumping in to the battle
Without any arms and ammunitions.

I am following my own principles,
In the line of all lies and all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here to eat food,
To eat food, I am here.
You can know my faith
By my food.
From my food, you can know
My nature, the books I study,
The company I keep,
The places I visit,
And in the activities
I engaged myself.
My eating, my drinking
And my way of life
Will tell you who am I
And where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Err

I am here to err.
To err is human,
As they explain.
If you love me
What to do with me-
Look out is yours.
Let me share
Everything with you,
No other person is
There, here with me
Besides you.
I know, and I love
You, I know here
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am here to give you
What is truth and in return
I want nothing from you
As I know the very life
Is yours and this life
Is the only truth with me,
I know you are the only
Rightful person to receive.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Help You

Worry not, my dear,
I am here to help you.
Ask not how and why,
Keep all questions with you.

Don't go with the answers
They are of no use.
Just stay within and
make yourself in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Quit

I am here to quit
In due course
And then initiate life
Afresh.

Let me know
The progressive path,
And let me depart,
At right hour.

Life is there
In the air,
And I am here
With and in fire.

In and out
I failed to shout.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Say

I am here to say and
It is my nature, remember,
I care neither the air
nor the sky.

I am concerned with myself,
I care not who is doing
what and how and where,
And I am here with nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Say Something

I am here to say something
You are here to hear and
Words are only hindrances
Between us.

You are there to see some pictures
I am here to make many and
We both are problems here
Due to invisibility.

I am here and you are there
Without any link without any credibility
And you said nothing and I
Admitted that I heard everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Serve

You may called me servant
And a servant has no wish
Nothing to take
It is your world my dear
I am here for a few moment
Order me anything you want.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Show

I am here to show,
To show the power,
Power of my words.
My words are
Here with me
And they are
Ready to
Declare war,
War against time.
And time is receded,
See my dear,
Hearing the roars
Of my words
In this world of love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here To Tell The Truth

I am here, to tell the truth,
To you all, and enlighten you.
I am here, not to become a
Proprietor of so many things,
I am here, not to amass money
From the innocent public.
I am here, and I wish to
Wander about, free from lamentation.
The truth of the life, I wish
To know is to liberate the self
From the bondage of material things.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Under You

I am here under You, my dear
I am here, under Your jurisdiction.
I am Yours, and I live here, within You,
I am offering You all, that are pure, that are good.
I am serving You, that are Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here With My

I am here with my many divisions,
And in me, I am here, with the whole.
I know my past and my present and
Also my own future, dear.
With faith and belief I see
And I realize who I am and
What for I am here and I am with me,
Let me tell, no place is there to hide.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here With Nature

I am here with the nature
The nature is here with me.

I start reading
And the matter is
Without word
And letter.

I start walking
Without any foot.
I start sleeping
With full activity
Of the mind.

Nothing but
To ise everything
In proper way.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here With Tears

William Black is right
When he said' night & morning
With my tears' let me add
I am here night and day,
Morning and evening with my tears,
No one is here to console me,
My wife is only there
To add fuel to the fire.
And I am searching the light,
Time is here and I am giving a fight.
I know I am here only to shine
As because I know nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here With You At Present

I am here with you at present,
But my past life is haunting
Me at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here Without Fear

I am here without fear,
My mother and my father
Both are near.
I am speaking every detail
In my own mother tongue.
I am free and fearless,
I am on my mother land
No one can beat me here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here, O My Dear

I am here, O my dear
Come back to me
I am waiting for you only.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Here, See

I am not here, see.

Whom you are talking
Actually you have not seen.
Whom you have seen
He is actually dumb and deaf.

Nobody has gone anywhere
It is your sight that is defective.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Honest

I am honest
And I am poor
As because
I could not get
Any chance
Of being corrupt.

You have got much chance
You are rich
You achieved power
Power is necessary
To do some works
For the country.

Think about living,
Think not about dying.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Hot

Am not I hot?

I respect you,  
But I like not  
To see in this form.

To win -  
My desire.

To increase  
The time,  
Not under  
My control.

Easy victory  
Depends on  
My performance,  
Observe my silence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Hungry

Give me some food
I am hungry.

I am not here
To select any food.

You are to select
Your self and give me good.

I am here only to
Taste only to see only to hear.

I want to read poems
Give me some of them
I want to visit places
Take me if you pleases.

I want not to tell you
What I am
It is you to decide
what is in me.

Give me some water
That I want to drink
I am thirsty.

I am on my way of
Sacrifice austerity
And charity.

I am not yet
Out of the shadow of poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Hunting

Another eternal room
I am from eastern ghat.

Gajanan Mishra
I am illuminated
Not by the sun,
Not by the moon, but
By my own light.

I am limitless and
I am covered by
My own sky and that
Can be measured by the truth.

The truth is my best love,
And I am more or less
Captivated by it.
I am my expansion and
I am free from information
That are here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Immature

I am immature
I am agitated
I am still tainted
By lust and attached to
The objects of sense gratification.

I am not able to perform
My duties and not in a position
To Obey the order of my Master
I am poor and I am welcoming my danger
Like the lusty women unfaithful to own partner.

I know my dear what is
Bondage for me is
Freedom for You
I know Your internal potency I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Important

You are present
And I am important
You are my best friend
You are the Truth
My aim and objective
Is to reach You and with You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Important For You

I am important for you,
And I am not the truth.
I am also not false
Because of your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Impressed

I am impressed
With your eyes,
And I fly.

And I fly
With you.

With you
I see my world
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Imprisoned

I am imprisoned
In the prison of
My own house,
In the grip of
My own fear and
Separateness
And for this
I am not free.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Impure, Think Not

Think not, I am impure.
I belong to the air,
And the air is pure as you know.
I belong to the sky,
And the sky is pure, you know.
I belong to the hills and rivers,
And oceans and the earth,
And they are all pure, you know.
How can I be impure,
When I am part of the sun
That is burning at every moment.
I am pure, see me, test me,
And I travel from here to there,
And from there to here for nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In

I am untouchable
I know and you to know
Your complex impressions
Are impermanent transient.

I am untouchable
Means original and eternal
You yourself do not touch me
Let me remain untouched by you.

I am untouchable
In pleasure in pain
You are from outside
And I am in.

Gajanan Mishra
I am in a place
That is full of dangers.
At every step here,
I am living with fear.
Nothing is good,
Nowhere I find the truth,
Everything and everyone -
In changing colors.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Between

Here is the poet
Here is almighty
I am in between
Hearing their words
Wonderful singular
And thrilling.

No end no beginning
Conclusion not drawn
poems are being written
I am nobody here
Here is the poet
Here is love here is Truth

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Danger

I am in danger,
I am in between
Birth and death.

But if I can practice
I can protect myself
From fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Dark- World

But in darkness,
I can see you.
I am in dark, though.

I am known to all,
But no one can say
What is my name
In true sense.

They are not in dark,
They say openly.

Proper inquiry revealed
For what they are here,
But publicly nothing
Can be exhibited.

And everything is misunderstood.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Distress

I am in distress, See
You are the greatest of the great
I approach you and I know
My pleas should never go in vain
With me, You please stay
And help me in going for
Advancement of human mission
See me I am honest and truthful
I have nothing to beg nothing to take
Just You stay with me
Till I cross the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Doubt

If you are a man
See the sky and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Hindu
See the Gita and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Muslim
See the Quran and read it
Everything is there
If you a Christian
See the Bible and read it.
I know what you are thinking
And I dare to say
Your thinking process is not good
It is not for general welfare.
Think over my words
If you are perfect and there.
Are you really know what you are
And I am in doubt whether
You are taking or not
The same water and the same air!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Everything

I am in everything
See in number in voice
In time in place
In bodies in air
In fire in sky
In land in water
In leaves in flowers
In tress in earth
In nature in behavior
In names in fame
In original in duplicate
And if you challenge me
I am nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Fire

Without fire I am burning,
Without water I drowning,
All bad people are here with me,
I realized my misdeeds in life.
I realized what for you are there.
Knowing life is not within my capacity,
And I am not in a position to know
Who I am and what I am doing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Love

I am in love.
Is it true?
I am putting
this question to me.
I see the time
is smiling.
Let the time smile
and it's okay.
I reverse my
decision to go.
But the time
does not permit me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Love - Realize Me

I am in love
And I am formless.
I am in love
And I am beyond all.

No needs to know
Who you are,
Where you are
And how you are.

Hear my words
And my sounds.
See my beauty
And my glory.
Feel my love
And realize me.

Gajanan Mishra
I am in love,
In love
With this earth,
With this air,
With this light,
With this water,
With this sky.

Let me fly
With you,
With truth.
Truth is there
In me,
In you,
In everywhere.

I know
No time can
Beat me.
I am in love
With time.
In truth,
I am a natural being.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Love With The Sky

I am in love with the sky,
And the sky said I am on this earth.
I am in love with the earth,
And the earth said I am in the air,
I am in love with the air,
And the air said I am in the water,
I am in love with the water,
And the water said I am in the light.

The light is here in me, I understand,
And the light smiled and passed away to the sky.
I am with the sky and I am in love.
And I understand love is the only source of life.
Life is here and I am living,
I am living with all those, that are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Material

I am in material happiness
And distress and
I am never agitated, see me.

I am separate see
From everything and
From everybody here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Me

I see myself
In all objects
And beings.
I am in me.

I see myself
In awake
And in dream.
I am in me.

I see myself
In all lights
And dark is the reason.
I am in me.

It is true, my dealings differ,
With different creatures, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In My Own Happiness

I am in my own happiness,
but you are not in yours.
You are above and beyond
all happiness and all sorrows.

And who are you I dare not
asked you here and there
I am with you always it is true
and yet not mine I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In My World

I am in my world,
World of words,
World of love,
World of truth,
And world of poetry.

And in this world
You are my guest,
Guest of honour,
And also the speaker,
The lone speaker.

I am the world,
I am the word,
O am the love
And also I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of

I am in need of Your grace, my dear
See, besides You nobody is here
To whom I can call mine.

I am in need of Your love, You are in me
You are in me, You are in me
I know I am in You in Your love in Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of A House

I am in need of a house
To stay therein.

I know not
How to stay though.

I am in need of a friend
To share everything.

I know not
How to share though.

I am in need of love
To live in full.

I know not
How to love though.

I am in need of truth
With love in life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of A Known Girl

I am in need of a known girl
From a good family
With some social standing.

Girl is girl said my poet-friend
Forget about known and unknown
Nobody is known from the beginning.

Good family is a matter
Not to discuss now
In this material world.

Where is the society now
That you are searching
Social standing.

Search within
Be a human being
Boys and girls are busy in global warming.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of A Poem

I am in need of a poem
That is hard and
Also that is soft,
Hard at night
And soft in day times.

I am in need of You, my dear,
In my sorrow and in my
Happy moments, You are
The only person who can
Keep me firm here for ever.

I am getting You
In my different mindsets,
I love You, my dear, I know
You are the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of Only The Sun

I am only in need of the sun
And not thousand lamps.
I am in need of the rain water
And not the ponds, oceans or rivers.
I am in need of only the air
And not the fan and etc etc.
I am in need of You and only You, my dear,
And not so many and so many others.
If You are here with me
No enemy can do anything.
I am in need of You only, my dear,
I am in need of Your words,
In obedience to Your words
I can cross any puzzle any hurdle.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of Words

I am in need of words
I am in need of incidents
Circumstances things actions
Persons and love.

See me
I have conquered my body
I have no subtle desire
And I am in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of You

I am in need of you,
I need you.
I know you are intelligent
And you are not limited.

I want to lift myself
With your intelligence.
I want to place my
Identity with your cognizance.

I exist here only for you,
I know you are the truth
And you prove I am yours.
I get established myself in you
With full faith and I stick
To my thought that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Need Of Your Words

I am in need of Your words
I am in need of Your works
Your words Your works makes me
Beautiful and cheerful
As You know my dear
Say something do something
For me here .

Whatever you speak that is useful
Wherever You go that is beautiful
I want You and Your presence and I am for You
Do something and say something
For me here, O my dear
Let the holes of my ears be thankful
Let me see You, let my eyes be grateful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Peace

I am in peace
I am happy
I am with You
You are with me
Rest
I know nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Poetry

I am in poetry
And poetry is in me.
I am with the time.

Time is not there
With you, you told.
Okay, no problem,
I replied.

After that
I heard no words.
After that
I see not you
But the truth.

Matter solved,
Problem over.

The world revolves
As usual.
The birds
Sing like mad.
The flowers
Blossom with
All beauty
And colors.

But where are you,
I asked myself,
Without expecting
Any answer
From anyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Search Of

I am in search of
Real feature
And where is it
Nobody is in a position
To say anything.
Here You can not find
Any water or air
Here You can find only dark
Here all are blind
With open eyes.
You can not certainly
What are there and
For what purpose
I am only going on
Asking without waiting
For answer from any corner.
I am in all see
In wealth in fame in strength
In beauty in knowledge and
Also in renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Such A Position

I am in such a position,
There is no fear of
Fear or decline.
I am on this earth
And I am here
Without the support of
Anyone.
I am within me
With my own language,
That is the language of
Love.
And love has nothing
To receive but to give all.
I am not a man to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In The Form Of Ever-Existent

I am in the form of ever-existent,
My body-sense-mind and intellect,
They are all the truth and here
Ask not any question of good or bad,
Pure or impure, friend or enemy,
Wicked or noble, virtuous or sinful,
Everything here, that are to be
Seen, heard, thought of and understood.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In The House

1.

I am in the house,
Made of glass.
I dare not to
Throw stones
To your house.
Take not these lines
As a poem, but
Treat it as a mantra
Of your own life,
My dear and go on
Living in the way
That is simple and
Transparent for
All good.

2.

Be merciful to others
Each one is poor here.

All are ignorant
Break no one
Into pieces either
By your words or
By your actions.

See that
You are nothing and
Nothing but simply
Under the mercy of nature.
The day is not far
That can put you
In the prison.

3.

You will not be able to see,
You will not be able to hear,
You will not be able to move,
You will not be able to do
Anything. You are nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In The River Of Blood

I am in the river of blood,
I am in river-blood,
Blood of river, my dear.

I am under fire
fire of life,
Life-fire.

And you are there,
You are there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In The Sea

I am in the sea
And I like to win it.
The sea is in me
The sea of milk
The sea of salt
The sea of water
The sea of butter
The sea of nectar.
O my dear, You are my path
And also my path finder.
I am going with you.
O my light, give me
Strength to fight,
And let the fight be continued.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In The Truth

I am in the truth,
I am the truth.
And it is not my duty
To unearth the truth.

If you have any doubt,
Go and ascertain from
Anyone known and unknown.

Where is the sorrow,
That I know not,
I see life all happy.

If you have any doubt
Come and see. here and there,
I care not what you are,
You have to admit I am all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In This Body

I am in this body
And this body is nothing
But a mass of skin meat
Blood sinew brain tissue
Marrow and bones
I have my own enemy
And it is lust
Still I am in love
Still I am in search of Truth
And I need the company of You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Trouble

Being not connected with You.

I am not this body
I am telling the truth.

You can say whatever you like
I am unaffected you can see.

I am my own Master, see
I am no way connected with You.

You can do nothing
I am sure you can change yourself only for me.

You are in trouble that I know
Being your friend I am your foe.

No difference who you are
See nothing is here nothing is there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In War

I am in war,
In war always
With all
Unrighteous,
Villainous,
Cruel demon
That is in me.
But I am pure,
I am sacred,
I am not telling
You, though I am
Letting the birds
Sing in open field,
Letting the tree
Grow under the sky,
Letting the stream
Flow with all purity
For common welfare.
Life is in warfare
Always everywhere
From birth to death
And also beyond that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In You

I am in You
You are in me
O my dear
It is clear
As I am living here
You and I are
One and the same creature
To prove this
See this picture.

Gajanan Mishra
I am in you,
As fire in wood.

I am with you,
As love with truth.

You are for me,
I am for you,
In different shapes
With so many qualities.

Affection and
Good relation
Are there.
Peace and happiness
Are there,
Like that fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In You, My Dear Son

I am in you, my dear son,
Go on. See me
In your actions.

You are in me,
My dear son and
Whatever you are doing
I realize, that are
My fruits of action.

See me, I have
No sense of mine
At this time,
With any object
Or person
Or action.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am In Your Eyes

I am there
In your eyes,
In your eyes
See me.

I am the time,
I am everything,
Think, nothing.
At any point
I am not vanishing.

I am the combinations
Of all here.
Fear not, nothing is
Going to happen.

I am the jasmine,
Bear me.
I am coming,
Welcome me.

I am flaming,
Feel me.
I am in your
Embracing.

I am the beggar
At your door, dear.
I am reflecting
In you,
In love,
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You are here there
Watching me what to do
I am not claiming
Anything here at any time
I am careful
What ever I am doing
Here is for you
It is your house
That I am staying in
It is here I see
Your pure existence
Making me pure
And I realized
I am your fragment
I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Indebted

I am indebted to You
You have contributed much
To my life and for maintenance.
I am indebted to all here
For various contributions
Received from them.
See with this indebtedness
I am eager for chanting hearing
Knowledge and detachment.
And with this I desire to find
My life in a new look that is
Full of love and love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Indebted To All

I am indebted to
The sun, the moon,
The water, the air,
The father, forefathers,
The society, friendship,
The love, intelligence,
The animals and birds,
The trees, plants,
The fruits and flowers and even
I am indebted to
The birth and death also.
I can never be free from all,
I can never be independent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Indebted To None

I am declaring this.
Am I wrong?
As I said earlier
I am not a seeker,
I am not a
Seeker of pleasure.
I know coming in contact
Is dangerous.
I accept You as mine,
But see, I have no desire.
I am staying here,
Here forever and for everybody
And here I find my achievement.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Indeed

I am indeed
who I claimed to be.
Let me light on
The five lamps of life.

Being a poet,
See me, I have
so many heads,
so many eyes,
And I am flying
in so many directions
at a time.

I am your guard, my dear,
I am here, I am there.
See me, I am truth, I am fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Independent

I am independent
I am pure
I am an expert
I am free from all pains
I do not care
I am not striving for result
This is my position here
I am a man a rational animal
With full consciousness
And devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Infavour Of You

I am infavour of you
As you for the good of all
And you are learned
And you are kind and sympathetic
And you are in happy always
In all situations
I know no one can defeat you
O my dear, you are for the better
And betterment of the world
Let me protect you here
For a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Infinite Like You

I am yours and You are only mine
O my dear, You are infinite, so am I.

Our relationship is everlasting and eternal and real
What ever I am doing with my body, senses, mind and intellect
Are to please You, O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Infront Of You

I am in front of You
See me and understand me
If you are able.

I know you are
Not disabled.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Inseparable

I am inseparable
Inseparable from truth.

I can attain infinite bliss
Since I am in love with you.

You are the only Truth
The only Truth.

I do not want liberation
I want only your companion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Inseparable - O Supreme Truth

I am inseparable
Inseparable from truth.

I can attain infinite bliss
Since I am in love with you.

You are the only Truth
The only Truth.

I do not want liberation
I want only your companion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Just Here

I am just here
To attain you, my dear.
I am just here
And I renounced all fear.

I know, you are
An independent means
For all benediction.

I know, you are
Staying here
With some intention.

I am just here
And I want to cross
The swamp of delusion
And in-discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Knocking The Door

I am knocking the door,
But the door is opened.
I am knocking the door
As I am unable to find
The way out to get in.
Let me clear the matter,
I am not outside the room,
I am here inside as ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Known

I am known
By everyone,
I know everyone.
And I am not
Limited by
Time and space.
I know all,
Here and there
And everywhere.
But I am free from all,
I am not attached to
Anything or with anybody.
But I am in all,
And all are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Lame

I am lame
It is You
Who is taking me
To one place to another,
I have no hands also
See, it is You
Who is holding me.

Day and nights
My eyes are open
And yet it is You
Who is discovering me.
I am in my own
I am in my own light
To know me, you have to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
I am leaving
This house, my dear.
Let me leave.
I am telling You
O my dear, that I am
Leaving and let me tell You.
Let me tell You, my dear,
That I am here with You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Liberated

I am liberated
Even here
In this life.

Ask me how?

See I am
Not here to
Take anything
From anybody.

Am I not free?

Yes, I am.

I am not here
To receive any
Command or
Order from anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
I am life,
I am standing here,
I am alive.
No one can touch me,
On this way or
On that.
In this form
Or in that
I am here,
I am life.
I salute life,
I am obliged.
Everywhere feel me,
If you are able, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Life And I Am Here

I am life,
I am here
To give
Everything
To you.

I am death,
And I am here
To take away
Everything
From you.

I am both
Life and death.
I am in you
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Like A Man

I am like a man,
I want to be a man
With all humanity.

I am capable,
Capable to love you
With all truth.

Truth is for all,
I have to know,
Knowledge is necessary
To discover history.

I have to leave history,
Here, there for others,
But in history I am
There for you as your own man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Like Clay

I am like clay
My dear potter
Make me as You like
According to Your
Sweet will
Mix me with water
Or anything
kneads me
Crush me pats me
Put me on Your time-wheel
And make me
As you like
I have nothing to think
Nothing to worry
Nothing to fear
I know in all the processes
Your uncommon unique incessant
And continuous grace is there.

Gajanan Mishra
I am limited,
But you are unlimited.
And I find no way out
To satisfy you.
You may fulfill
Your desire
By yourself.
I am also
Not so powerful
Like you.
I have nothing to
Influence you.
You please do
Whatever you want to do.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Listening

I am listening
All your talk there.
You are telling
Only about me
And I am here, my dear.

I am in the fire
And I see the smile
Of the star, there.
And you are telling
Move forward, forward.

You are a person of
Vested interest, no one
Dare to say
Your drama is full of tears.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living

I am living
But for who
I am living
That I know not.
Who is there
To show me
Right path.
Where is what
That I know not
And still I am
Rushing to the spot
Where spring is
There with its
Colors and songs.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living Here

With full satisfaction
And I do admit
It is not bare truth.

I doubt whether
I am going towards
My ultimate destination
I doubt my truthfulness.

I do admit
I am not guided properly
In this condemned civilization
I know I am not in the line of perfection.

I am in this platform
Correctness be confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living Here With Death

I am living here
In this world
That is changing.
Come on, my dear friends,
Let us stay side by side,
Together, for a better future.
The future is death,
Let our death be colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living In Real World

Nothing is false here
My wife my sons my grand children
All are here true as you see.

Nothing is false here, see, feel
Experience and I understand
All are eternal and I feel happy
I am being with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living Means

I am living means
I am showing my superior energy
This is also ego
When I came to know I
Let it go
And hence further
I forgo.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living Means I Am Dying

I am living means
I am also dying.
I love you means
I hate you also.
The sun is rising
Means it is also setting.
But I am here with you,
Means I am here
Though no one is
Able to see me
As I am within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living With

I am living with
My faith and my hope.

I am entering the house
Through this door.

I should cross me
On the road.

No one is responsible
For anything but it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Living With My Words

I am living with my words,
And also, I am dying with my words.
My words are everything for me.
My words are giving me light
And so, I am not in the dark.
I feel the pulse of the dark
That is there in the light.
I feel the life-music in the dark
And that is not there with the light.
I see myself clearly in the dark,
And the light has no such power
To make me able openly to see.

Gajanan Mishra
I am looking for the sun,
And the sun is there
With the clouds.
I am looking for you,
I know you are
In troubles.
But troubles are not yours
I know it, they would
Go away on their way
I am sure.
Here, I am not in grief,
What for I grieve,
That also I know not.
I know it is you who is
Doing everything
In due planning.
I am sure, it is you
Who is doing everything
For the welfare of
All beings.
I want nothing,
No way to go from here,
That I know, my dear.
I am here, let me say
With pleasure that
You are here
Calm and cheerful.
That I again and again
Want to see and I
Want to stay with you
Without any reason.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Loving

Sun rising sun setting
And I am here living.

Calculate your age
If you have time
mathmatics has no line.

Time is numberless
I am ageless
Sun is not rising
Sun is not setting
Earth is moving
And changing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Lucky

I am lucky
I am here.

I am here
It is Your blessings.

It is Your blessings
I am straight and true.

I am straight and true
Only because of You.

Only because of You
I am lucky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Lying

I know nothing- true.
If I am here to
Say something,
I know, I am lying.

Yes, I am lying
When I am telling
I am a man.
I am lying,
When I am telling
My name is so and so.

But I am here
On this earth-
It is true, true is
Also, I am a creature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Mad

I am mad
With your love.
I am mad
With you, dear.

I need no knowledge,
I need no reason.

I am going
With very nature.
Divine rupture is
There in me.

I am rising and
Rising. I am flowing
And Flowing with
The victory, victory of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Mad With Love For You

I am mad with love for you,
I am mad with love to realize truth,
I am made with love for truth that is you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Made

I am made
As Your portion and
I stand within the sun.

I am not created
I am unchanged
It is self-cognizant.

I am not distinguished
I am on the margin between
Spirit and matter.

Nobody is there
To know me better
Besides myself.

Externally and internally
I am one and only one, feeling within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Man

I am a man
Having a name,
I am a man
Having a state,
I am a man
Having an identity.
Please, forget
For this time.

Think yourself
As the function of
The Absolute.
And you are
Endowed with
All attributes.

You can do
Whatever you wish,
You can reach
Whereever you wish.

Think for a while
You are totally free
And you are formless.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Mine

Who am I to pray for you
You are your prayer
I am mine.

I have my peace
I have my good heart
My heart is full of compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Misled

I am misled
And I am here
Suffering.

I can travel
With You only
That I am aspiring.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Missing

I am missing, I am missing,
Truth is that I am missing.

Whatever the fact may be, I am missing,
You cannot find me either in temple or in church
So long as you have not change your behaviour.

Be a servant but allow not anybody or anything
To be your master, my dear.

Discover yourself in my missing incidents
And it is in my missing, you are here manifest,
And let me say what is dangerous and what is not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Missing In Your Eyes

I am missing in your eyes, see.  
Nobody is here to ask anything  
about our relationships.

I am here with so many cries,  
so many smiles, so many colours  
and with so many manners, shape and size.

You are here with me only with your eyes  
And I am missing in your eyes, see  
with climbings and falling.

And it is my life within your eyes, my dear,  
And I have nothing to say more and  
I am missing in your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Misunderstood

I am misunderstood,
I am here and present
Always with exclusive
Purpose that is
Your all welfare.

I described each and
Every angle of knowledge
And I presented all
Related documents for
Your information, though.

I am misunderstood,
The reason is your absent
Mindedness and your mean
Self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am More Local

I am more local,
More local than universal.
I am with me,
With me for you.
I know you,
You are within me.
And I am here,
Here only for you.
You are the truth,
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am More Than

I am more than
First a man,
then a poet.
With humanity
I want to
Win the sky.
I want to
Create a
Better society
For every man.
Poems corroborate
Human dignity
And peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Most Loving To You

I am most loving to you
And I cannot bear separation
From you, O truth.
My unbearable restlessness
Will lead me to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Moving With The Sun

I am moving with the sun
And the sun rays is here
To promote healing and
Enhance vitality.

I take bath in sun-rays
And I received vitamin D,
Sun rays is effective
In cases of malnutrition.

Sun salutation, let me practice
I know it strengthen all organs,
Let my water be charged in colored bottles
And I know it would be helpful to
Cure lots of diseases,
Let me take sun-cooked food, that give new life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Best Friend

I am my best friend,
No other person is here
That I know.
I am here as ever,
And I remain the same.
I am the eternal truth
And I am here
I am also there. I am all around.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Burden

It is true, I am
My burden in
Dissimilar shapes.
I say it all okay,
And I say to raise
Your hands and
Give support here
At this time of need.
It is all the play
Of the goats,
It is all the matter
Of tea plates,
It is all about
Traveling in groups.
But no one is
ready to take
The responsibility.
Still, it is all
Terrified, and
It is all the result of
Imaginations of the day.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Master

I am what I am, my dear
I can change myself.
I can change myself through
Constant self-awareness and
Self analysis.
I am what I am in love
I am what I am in faith.
O my dear, accept me in to to
I am the whole
I am the same as your soul.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Own Master

Yes I can control you,
See my strength here,
And I am untouched.
No envy, no illusion,
No greed, no anger
Can make me their servant, dear.
I am free and staying here
Without fear.
I am my own master.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Saviour -Ether

I am my saviour
No body except me
Can save me.

My thoughts my actions
Are only mine
And it is not transferable
It is not debatable.

You may come
In any form
At any time
And see
I'm with me.

I present myself
Everywhere
At the same time
My birth my death
Are in my hand.

You may call it magic
You may call it mystery
That does not matter
I'm my saviour
I have a strong
Relation with other
Without me
No existence of ether.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am My Slave

I am my slave
I am here harbouring
Desire for respect
For honour for fame
I think I am elevating
Myself but it is reverse
In the true sense
In fact in disguise
I am my own slave
I am my own enemy
As I attach importance
To worldly things
I am forgetting
My real aim
As I think my body
my senses my mind
my intellect my riches
My property are mine
And I am for them
This is nothing but slaveness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Naming You Friend

I am naming you friend
And you are flying away
To the vast sky.
I know flying away
Is your maturity
But I failed to understand.
That problems that are here
Still covered the sky
That I failed to use.

Gajanan Mishra
See me, O Shakespeare,
I am naturally honest.
No one can find any spot
Inside or outside.
I am enjoying the life
With you, see,
How I am shining
How I am smiling!
My life is a dream
And I am going on journey
Knowing fully well
The language of love.
Single and one I am and honest and
I am the mixture of love and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Nectar

I am nectar
I take birth in nectar
I live in nectar
I never die.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Neither

I am neither happy
With beautiful things
Nor feeling sad
With sorrowful incidents.
For me nothing is
Good and nothing is bad.

I see flood in furious faces
Coming to me at this time
And I am unable to catch
The way of my own survival.

Someone is asking me, okay
Mr Gajanan, is it a poem?
I replied you please say
What is then and he left the place.

Knowing nothing we are commenting
On a new item telling it is
Not like Tennyson or not like Byron
You should compose something like Wordsworth.

But my dear, they are theirs and there,
I am here and see me I don't care.
With much reluctance they agreed
As they found all truth and all love
And filled with everything what they want
In the way of living that is good and fair,

Gajanan Mishra
I am never covered,
No one can cover me
And nothing can
Compare me with
Anything else
But myself.
I am the sole winner,
And I appear
To give light
To others.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Never Lost

I am never lost
Never lost in worldly affairs.

I am like the ball
Of a child that fastened
To the end of a rope
That is not bounce away.

I am fastened to Truth
And You are that
Supreme Truth, my dear
I am with You and never lost.

I am never lost, my dear
As You are at the center
And I am revolving round You
And I understand You my life-Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Never Present Without You

I am never present without you,
Nor do you ever appear without me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am No More

I am no more
I am no more.

See me,
Search me.

I am in your love,
I am in Truth.

I am no more,
I am no more.

Only you can find me
In your love.

Love me, as I love you,
I am the Truth
You are also truth,
I am here, I am love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am No This

I am not this,
I am not that.
But I am what you
Can't thought of.
What I am
How can I say
As I know the words
Have no power
To describe me.
The time can't touch me,
See I am here
beyond time.
Let me say
There is nothing
Called time.
But worry not,
I am there
Within you
For truth
And also
For love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Nobody

I am nobody
You are all
You are the supreme controller
You are the ultimate cause of all creation
I am nothing I am nobody.

With You I can do whatever You like
By Your order I can go anywhere for any work
You are the supreme controller
Nothing is mine I know
And I know everything is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I am nobody here,
And I am in dark.
Ask not any question
I have no answer.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Nobody To Kill

I am nobody to kill anybody
I am dying in my own life.

I am realizing myself
I understand my own nature.

Let me stay with me all over
O my dear, here I am, see, without cover.

I do not act in any way
Only I am equipoise in my vision.

I know nothing is superior
Nothing is inferior here with You, my dear.

And You are in all
All are within You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not

I am not
In the least
Attached to you.
I am in fact
Conquering you
I am your part
And parcel though.
I have no existence
Without you
That I know.
Still I am in you
Being your fruit
And you are in me
Being the roots.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not A Brat

Let me speak
A different tongue,
I want not to be burned.
Tolerate me and
Bear out my barbarous words.
If you are good and honest
Honour me for my bravery.
But be sure I am not a brat

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not A Default Man

As such no man is default
Let a man know he is nectar
Let a man know he is here
To serve others.
The man is for construction
The man is for creation recreation
Let the man know he is unique
Let the man know he is independent
Separate and to do good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not A Magician

I am not a magician
And I want not to
Show you anything
That is called magic.
I am here to tell you
What life is in truth.
I know not what truth is,
But I know the life is
Dazzling more than anything.
I am indifferent, as you know,
And I am here neither to
Assume nor negate nor receive
Nor renounce but accept all
As natural divinity within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not A Political Leader

I am not a political leader,
But I am a writer,
And I write for the commoner.

I love common people,
I love their language
And culture.

I stand for their cause,
Even at the cost of my life.

For me, people are sovereign,
For me, their motherland is supreme,
For me, Their language is fire.

I am here for them,
I cry and I smile for them,
The problem of common men is my theme.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not A Spider

I am not a spider
That you can use buttermilk
and keep me at bay.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not a teacher, my dear
Who can teach you where is Truth
How to love Truth and what is that Truth
As I know you yourself is the Truth
You are the whole Supreme Truth
I am only Your part and parcel
And I am in this position here
Within You well and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Able To

I am not able to
Understand your language
Please make me understand
Is my prayer.
Where as telling this
Is a crime under the law
As you are telling
And I am committing it
And continue to commit
Till my understanding
Is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Able To Reply

Excuse me,
I am not able to reply
All your queries,
I am not able to reply
On all the comments.

Excuse me,
I know not who am I
I know not what I am doing
And what is the mistake
Committed by me.

Still I am doing
Still I am giving reply
Still I am with You
O my dear, Your greatness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Able To See

I am not able to see
You with this eyes
I know the incapability
Of my eyes.
O my dear, if You
So pleased give the vision
I am eligible to get
So that I can see You.
I am not blind as You know
And You are not invisible
I know by Your grace
That I want to say.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Able To See You

I am not able to see you,
As you alleged, I do admit.
But if you are able to see me
That suffice the purpose, my dear.

If I am a stone or a dry wood
Give me life in it with love,
If you so desire and see in me
The automatic progress towards you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Affected

I am not affected
By any one here.
I am not here
To fear.
I know I am
My own fear.
I am my own
Master.
I know what to
Study and how
To study
And for what.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Afraid Of Any One

I am not afraid of any one
But I am afraid of what
My mind is projecting.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Against Any Language

I am not against any language,
But I am here to take steps
To talk in my mother-tongue,
I am here to write what I think
In my own mother-tongue.
But I am here to work for you
In your language to enable you
To know how I am sincere and truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Agree

I am not agree
So also you are, dear.
Then who is there
To show forgiveness,
The pious quality
Of the star.

You are strict
So also I am, dear.
Then who is there
To make life flexible
And show all things
That is beautiful.

If we are in love
And with truth,
Then better to
Respect each other
And stay in peace
And get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Allowed

I am not allowed
To go anywhere
To speak anything.
I am not allowed to die,
I am the sky,
For clarity let me fly.
When I touch the earth
I touch life.
When life is there
My work complete.
I love life,
Where life is still.
Stillness is my identity,
And I reside in it.
Hopefully, I await,
Truthfully, I do
Whatever is there to do.
I am smaller than
The smallest, I know.
I realize life is here
With me to learn so many things.
And I learn who I am
What I am and where I am.
Here, nothing is permanent,
Nothing means nothing,
Still, I am here
With my poems to
Focus on some newness
At every point.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Alone

I am not alone,
I am with you and
You are all with me.
I am not alone,
You are doing everything
For me and I am staying
With peace with you.
I am finite and
You are infinite
And our joining is
But necessary for
History and geography.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not An Actor

I am not an actor
And I can not sides
With either
I can not be just
To called myself mediator
And I am indifferent
I see there is
No existence of anybody
It is only you
O my dear
Who is always here
Unmoved unwaver.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Angry

I am not angry,
Not angry with any one.
I know no one is / can be
A stumbling block
To the satisfaction
Of my desires.
See, I have no desire.
As I have no desire
I am fearless, see.
My dear, I am living,
Living here as per your wish.
My mind is in no way
Affected or influenced
By anything/anybody here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Asking

I am not asking
Who you are
And where you come from.
I am telling you
To fill up the form
And say something
About your ambition
And how you follow
The life-norm.
I am asking
About your movement,
About dawn and dust,
About your strongness
To face the storm.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not At Far

I am not at far
See, I am near.

I am both dark and white
In between us there is always fight.

No win no loss
You are my director my dear boss.

In the air in the water
You are only fair and better.

You are watching you are listening
But you are silent
I am doing I am talking
But I am ignorant.

I have nothing
And You have everything
You are here there everywhere
I am nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Begging You

I am not begging you,
I am not calling you,
I am not avoiding you,
But I am yours and
You are mine here and
Also there always.
I am looking back
But not you,
I am living in truth.
I am marching forward,
But you are there with me.
I am dwelling in you
And you are there with me,
You are my true knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Blind

An eye for an
Eye principle
does not
Applies to me.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not capable
To satisfy you, my dear,
It is you to get satisfaction
What is available.
And for this
You have to stay detached.
And it is subject to
Your actions, my dear.
By your intense longing
Of truth that is within you.
I know all my prayers
Are erroneous.
My ideas are also changing
Side at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Coming Under You

I am not coming under you,
I love you, though true.
I am far away from any
Attachment and aversion.
I perceive reality and I
Want to stay with it
By application of intellect
That is there within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Completely Free

I am not completely free,
I do admit.
I do admit,
I am disappearing.

I am disturbed, it is true.
But I am the absolute, no one can deny.
I have full and perfect knowledge,
And yet, I am in dark.

My position is pure and unalloyed,
And perpetual freedom is there with me.
I am attractive and I am here
To accept all for good.

I have nothing to do
But to love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Dead

How can I die?
I am not dead also.
Time is there with me,
Changing though.

I never feel tired,
All are my own here,
I know and I am sure,
They are all for me.

It is all air,
It is all stars,
It is all there,
All fire and fire.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Dependant

I am not dependant
And I am happy.

This world is not mine
And I am happy.

Nothing and nobody is mine
And I am happy.

I care not anybody
And I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Depending On You Men

I am not depending on you, men,
I am also not depending on
Things, incidents, circumstances and
Actions. And I am discharging
My duty for duty's sake
Without expecting anything
From anyone here and as such
I am not binding with your terms and conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Different From

I am not different from my name,
But name is a trifling thing. And I
Labour under the weight of my name.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Different From You

I am not different from you.
True?

I exist within me.
Is it not true?

Who are you?
Have I not the right
To asked?

Still, I challenge
My own entity.

My power to see,
To hear, to eat,
To walk all are
Not in order, dear.

Still, I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Doing Any Wrong

I am not doing any wrong,
When I am saying this before you,
I am showing my ego, it is sure.

Excuse me, I am faulty here, being not in norms,
I am in my dualism that has so many forms.
And I am unable to restrain all, being in delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Doing Anything

I am not doing anything
To satisfy you,
But I am doing everything
To get rid of you.
I am free, see me
And I am doing everything
Without any selfish motive.
I am doing everything
For the welfare of all here.
What I am doing, mind it,
This is not my work
But it is all yours
And I know I cannot complete
The work without your help.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Dying

I know
I am not dying.
I know
I am not a liar.
I know
You are with me
And I am not dying.
I am not dying
You know this.
You declare me
A victor
Before all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Eager

I am not eager,
Not eager to write
For personal gratification,
But I want to share
All my writings to all population
To enable them to get perfection.
Through the process of renunciation
I want the benefits should reach to all person.
By linking up all to my writings
I want the sanction of the truth
And I want all to be covered by love.
Man or woman no matter - all are
One and common, and all are to avail
Light for new relations.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Eating

I am not eating
Anything and everything,
I am not misbehaving
Anybody anywhere.
I am very clean
In my habits.
I am in favor love,
I do admit the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Equal

I am not equal to you,
I know this truth.
I am just an ordinary one,
Dying at every moment.

It is also true,
For my own sake
I am not doing anything.

I know you are there
To manage everything.
I know you are there
To cool down all heat.

You are the only hero
And the rest - a big zero,
Nothing but hollow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Exposed To

I am not exposed to
Destruction or change
My dear I love You
I love You
I know you are
My love and you are
Beyond the domain of
Senses speech and mind
You are indefinable
My love my love
I love you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Far

I am not far,
Not far away from you.
Always I am in truth,
And in love with you.

I am in your creation, dear,
And I have created you.
I recognize you as the truth,
And always I am truth consciousness.

Always see me,
My feeling is true oneness.
And I am eager to
Merge into you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Fatigued

See me I am
Not thirsty not hungry
Since I am going to You
Since You are with me
Since it is the only Truth
Since it is the perfect poem
And there is nothing
Besides us here, my dear
Our love is above all
Relations all attachment
All giving and takings and
Above all rules regulations
Or any principles directions
And it is our greatest union.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Fit

Do not call me poet
Poet is a person
Who is humbler
Than a blade of grass
And yet more enduring
Than a tree
Please understand me
I am not fit
To compose poems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not For Food

I am not for food
But food is for me.
I am for air,
I am for sky,
They are there
To bid me good bye.

I am the earth,
And the ocean is
In me with water.

The river is there
In my body and I am
Flowing in the sky but
Not to bid you
My dear, good bye..

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Fraction

I am not a fraction
I am not a sum to solve
Nothing is required
To know me at all.
I am here a hero
Not to turn zero
No upper no lower
And I am not in any row.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Free

I am not free
I am bound
Bound by Your order
Bound by different injunctions
Your laws are so severe
I can not disobeyed in any circumstance
Here I surrender see
Original state of eternal servitor-ship.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Going - Body Is Going

Time is passing and it is time
To think about the utilization
Time is not money that can be
Locked safely and time is
Not wealth that would be regained.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Going Anywhere

I am here and not
Going anywhere.
Yet you are not
Able to get me.
How?
The question is
Yours and the answer
Is also with you.

I am here with you
Always, see me,
If you are so like.
Tell not anybody
Anything and keep
Not anything secret.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Going To

I am not going to
Wait for You my dear
You are to follow me
And it is clear
Look I am here
You are there
We have no ill feeling
No bitter experience
We are prospering
We are in peace.

Only I am going to You
O my dear and
You are coming to me
And it is a regular phenomenon
In our present life
Who knows who will be here
At what time in future
My dear wait not here
Waiting is not life
Life is progressing on its own.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Going To Say

Save me, protect me,
I am not going to say,
Not going to say again,
O my dear as I know
I am in You in full
Protection and I know
Who is there to do
Any harm to me since
You are here in the middle
And watching from this end
To that and doing all sorts
For all out welfare
Through this and that method
That is warranted by the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Great

I am not great,
But all greatness
Are in you.
You are the truth
Here in my state.
You are the future
You are the real nature.
I am here for you,
You are the truth.
You can do
What you want to do.
You are the fragrance
of lotus. Excuse me,
You are here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Happy

I am not happy
I have nothing in order
I have no money, nothing
I am a man of failure
I am dependent on others
I am a beggar
I am even less than an ant
The eternal time taking me away
I am not happy I am not happy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here And You

I am not here and you
dare to touch me!
How dare you to touch me
since I am not here?

Try not to overcome the sky,
since the sky is within you.
I am wandering for the truth,
But the truth is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here As Before

I am not here as before
But time is here as before.
You have seen me there as I am
But you have not seen me as I was.
I have registered my signature
And that has to be renewed
With the love across the border.
I do not want to be a star,
Why you are blaming me there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here Only For

I am not here only for
Eating sleeping fearing and mating
I am here to know who am I
And what is the relationship with You.
And for this purpose I am writing
Poems I am reading poems
And doing pious activities
Only for You O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Concede My Defeat

I am the last man
To concede my defeat
When I know I am with truth,
This gives me pain, no doubt.

I am here not to concede
My defeat as I know
I am winning and winning
And going forward only.

I am going forward, see me,
See me, I am here to marginalize
My time that is with you
And you declare me only winner.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Negate The Unreal

I am not here to negate the unreal
But I am here to behold the real.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Quit

I am not here to quit,  
So long as I am busy  
In the works of my  
Mother and my motherland.  
I am ready to die  
While working for  
The mother and the mother-tongue,  
And for all out welfare  
Of the motherland.  
Let me call you all  
To join with me in this works,  
The most pious one.  
Fear not, nothing to fear, my dear,  
Come on, hear the call of time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Say

When do you spit out
When do you sneeze.

I am not here to say
Swimming is drowning
Pushing is not pulling.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Take

I am not here to take,
Nothing is there to take,
Taking is not my business.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here To Take Anything

I am not here to take anything
From you or from anyone.
I am happy as ever, see me,
Only for this mentality.
No profit, no loss, my boss,
See my business here.
In and out is always opened,
I am not soft, though.
I am here with full preparation
For any consequences,
But for you, let me say
The words of truth
That are nectar, here,
But I am the service provider.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Here, It Is You

I am not here, I am not here,
It is you, it is you, who is here.
Yes you are here, and I am not all.
You are all, you are all, it is all
You and only you who moves.
You move as I move and it is glory.
It is glory, it is light with holes,
But light is there as it is before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Hungry

I am not hungry
Hunger is not mine
I am free from hunger.
Hunger is a butterfly
Come to it and welcome it
Wonderland you reach
Without hunger
You could not move an inch
And how you changed yourself
Hunger will tell
Wait a minute.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not I Am

I am not I am
As space is not space.
If the space is not space
why the water flows
why the flowers show face!

I have all the answers.
Im dutybound to ponders
over questions that
are not ours that
are time pass.

Only a blindman is there
Only a deafman is there
Only a man is there
who has no leg no hand
And he is in the hollow
whom I swallowed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Ice

I am not ice,
But ice is
In me.
I fear not ice,
But ice fears me.

I tell the ice
To stay there
On the wall of China,
I tell the ice
Come not again,
To my room
As my mother
Is there.

Ice is there
At Badrinath
And ice is
There also
At kedarnath.
I tell the rice
To stay there
In peace.

I had been
To Kedarnath
And also
To Badrinath
With my wife
But there was
Not ice
At that time
And I was
Unable to
Hold my wife tight.

I tell the ice
Not to go anywhere
But to stay
In my heart,
But the ice
Care not
To listen me.

I am not the ice,
That is
The only problem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Important

I am not important
But without me
Nothing is completed.

It is everything
The loving and this is
Regarding all love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In A Dormant State

I am not in a dormant state
See me in the process always.

Here I am in your appearance
Here I am not in your disappearance.

I am the appetite, I am the living force
I am the digestive power, see me in shower.

I shrive all, I listen call
See me in small and also in tall.

I am repeatedly telling one thing see me in you
I am there to rescue, come to me in queue.

Remember, I am also helpless and not independent
What I do that is only for you.

As you know iron becomes red-hot by fire, so also
I am the original cause of cosmic manifestation when you are there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In Anger

I know anger
Is born out of
Ignorance and
Illusion and
Here anger is
Disastrous and
And produces
Delusion and
From delusion
Arises confusion
Of memory and
From it there
Arises loss of reason
And loss of discrimination
That paves the way
To self-destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In Bond

Nothing can binds me,
I am not in any bond, as
I am not doing anything for me.
Let me say I am doing service
as I am doing it for others.
I m worshiping you my dear
through my works as I know
Everything is you
And you are everybody.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In Danger

I am not in danger
You are in danger, see
If you, not love me and are here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In Favor Of

I am not in favor of
Any experiment here
On human life.
Life is most important
I know, my dear.
So long as life is there,
Each and every item
Has got value.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In Inurement

In telling lies
Always everywhere.
And I spend so many times
With you in an open field
Like this full of birds
Trees, moon, stars and airs.
I am not in inurement
To use invaluable items
Like the sky and the earth.
And I left the place
With despair and not able to
Utter a single word smelling intrigue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In The World

The world itself
Is independent.
But let the world
Ceases to have its
Independent existence
To destroy sins and
To make us pure.
Let me feel I am
Not not free to do
Anything here
Single-handed.
My world is here,
But I am not
In the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not In You

I am not in you,
You are not in me.
But we love each other.

This life is like an ocean,
Here find, the nectar and
Also, see the poison.

Use, that are near you
With discrimination.
And serve all
Without any selfish motive.

Entity, that is there
With you is pure.
Take the truth with love
And stay safe and cure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Inclined

I am not inclined
To describe
The unrighteous side.
I prefer to go
With the truth always.
I love the truth
And the life.
Life without truth
Is falsehood.
Because of your
Righteousness I love you.
Because I love you,
I take delight in
Describing you in poems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Independent

I am not independent,
Cruel material nature
Does not allow me
To become independent.
I am also moving on
False attempt of
Becoming independent.
I am a man and fully dependent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Isolated

I know I am with You
Though You are not with me
As seen and viewed by others
I am not isolated I know.

That I know You are with me
And I am not lonely
I am single with You
O my dear, I am living alone.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Jesus

I am not Jesus
Why should I utter
I have no uto*.

I love you
I go to you
With my poetry
Full of woe.

You may talk
You may walk
With you.
Let me stay
With my night
With my woe.

My poetry
Is to look
My poetry
Is eager
To go
To a book.

* Uto - Utopia

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Like That Man

I am not like that man
Who is ready to supply
All your household things
Like ornaments, furniture
And dresses and so on.
I am a man and I can supply nothing,
I have no power to give
Anything you want.
I also do not want love
From the one who desire
So many things here in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Listening

I am not listening
Who told you
When you are telling the truth.
But know, first, the truth.
And tell me the color
And the weight, height
Length, breadth and so on.
Tell me where you are
At this time while telling
And what you are doing.
You have no patience
To hear me, okay.
And you are going
In reverse order, be cautious.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Lonely

I am not lonely
My senses are not allowed
To go towards the sensual objects,
I am with You, my dear
And see how I am calling You
And I am in my self-control.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Mad At You

I say good morning though,
I say I love you though,
I am not mad at you.
Tell me not what to do,
While telling this
I am not serious though.
Neither I am untra-modern,
Nor I have old-clothes or creeds.
I am present with a smile,
I know not what is guile.
Pardon me, if you are hurt
In any way here for my behaviour.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Much Concerned

I am not much concerned
About where I live
What I do
I know I am here
And I am to renounced.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not My Shirt

Then ask me
Who am I.

I am not this water
I am not this air
Then ask me
Who am I.

I am also not the love
And I am with You
O my dear
Without any question.

I am with You
O my dear
Where and how
That I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Naked

I am not naked,
My way is naked.
I am speaking words,
My way is also speaking.

Relation is very deep
Between the way and me.
What is there with
The sea and the dreams
They are the assistants.

The water is there in the mouth,
In days dreams missed.
The tiger dances in the forest,
The sky missed on the road of the trees.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not one and the same,
During sleep I forget
When I awake I remember
And when I transcend I realize
I am free from, the state of
Sleep and wakefulness,
No illumination, no delusion
And no aversion can bind me,
And it is in nature and I
Ever remain the one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not One But

I am not one, but
One with another one.

I am another one
To make the ocean
Sweet.
I want to see
The sky swimming
There.

I want to sweep
Myself.
I am another one
With me.

I am in between
The sky and the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Poisonous

I am not poisonous
Believe me
I am a human being.
I am not a worm
I am not living in filth
I am a human being.
I have truth
I have honesty
I am a human being.
Believe me believe me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Prepared To Concede Defeat

I am not prepared to concede defeat
I am a lion.
I am a poet
I am not able to disowned anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Ready

I am not ready
For the good luck
I am not ready.

I am not ready
For the disaster
I am not ready.

I am ready
For so called
Banyan tree.

I am ready
For the bird
Who is free.

I am ready
I am ready
I am not ready.

I am not ready
I am not ready
I am ready.

I am ready
Not to play
Tobacco-pipe of clay
Clayey.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Ready To Say I Am Unfortunate

I live here,
But no means of earning.
I live here,
But no scope to acquire knowledge.
I live here,
But I see no one with sense of shame.
I live here,
And here I find no river, no doctor.
They say it is my mother-land,
But I find no friend and no place to stand.
They say this is my mother-tongue,
But I find it is not useful anywhere.
I live here,
Still I am not ready to say I am unfortunate.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Real

I am not real,
Take it granted.
I know,
I am perishable.
You are skillful
But you lack real skill.
As because your skill
Leads you to downfall.
I cannot say you wise
As you fail to realize truth.
Your words are insulting you
As they are not based on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Rich

I am not rich,
How can I fly!

Day by day
The gap is increasing
Between the poor
And the rich.

I am poor,
My words have
No value.

Since poor I am,
I am a burden to them.
Even I am a burden,
To my wife,
The service holder,
And she expresses her
Thought in words and actions.
I am a burden to
My sons and daughters
Staying separately with their
Family members elsewhere.

I have no income,
I am a diseased person
With old age.
I have no right to live,
Please consider my case,
And let me go from this place.
I want to honor nature,
And the law there for.

I am a mere creature,
But why they all
Think me as an element
Of danger?
I Am Not Robbing Others

Be clear
I am not robbing others
I am not uncultured
I am not lacking piety self-control
I am not arrogant
I am not deceitful
I am not despondent
I am not procrastinating
I am not slothful
Be sure
I am Yours
I have full understanding
I have full firmness
On You
I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Safe

I am not safe.

I am not in
Safe and sound.

I am not supplied with
Safe conduct by anybody.

No safe load is there
On my head.

Brutal acts of terrorism
Have destroyed all my
Safety curtains.

If you are there,
Come forward and help
And assist me
For peaceful living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Satiated

Please stay, please stay
With me with me some time more
I am not satiated yet
I am never satiated.

Please stay, please stay, my dear
You are only mine here and I am Yours
You are glorified this life
You are wonderful and You are giving all nectar.

I am not here to feel the pain of separation
I am here with You and I can not let You go.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Showing My Virtues

I am not showing my virtues
To gain honour, fame and praise
But I am telling the truth
For the benefits of all here.
I am not showing myself as
An ascetic, but I am telling
Myself as sensuous and ostentatious
In feelings and actions.
Let me clear, I am never a man of
Bad conduct, I am never performing
Forbidden actions in the company of
Any evil persons to win respect
And praise by pleasing anyone.
I am not pretending to be what I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Telling

I am not telling
I am a poet. you are
Telling, I am a poet,
But I know,
The use of the word
Poet is not proper
To an ordinary man
Like me.
I am not creating
Anything here,
I am just
Placing the matter
As it is
Before you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not The Crow

I am not the crow
And I cannot eat
What you give.
I cannot say
What I think
As I am not a drunkard.
But I can imagine
And write through
The power of words
As I am a poet.
I am also capable
Of doing anything
As you are here with me
All days and all times.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not The King

I am not the king
I am a common man
For the sake of
Material prosperity
I am committing sins
And I am praying
Before You O my dear
Please excuse me
From all sins and
Take on the proper path
Of True knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not The Owner Of Anything Here

I am not the owner of anything here
I have no friends no foes
I care not any honour and ignominy
In heat and cold I am as I am
In pleasure and pain I am as I am
I have no house except this body
And this body is not mine as You know
I care not what is poison
And what is nectar
O my dear You are here
That is enough.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not The Paid Servant

I am not the paid servant,
I am here to advise you
What is there in law
And what is the truth
And what would be better
For the people with
Reference to the time
And place on scriptures.

I am not self-interested one,
But I must look to the interest
Of complete welfare of all.
The people are the sovereign,
The people are the real head,
The people are not to be kept in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not There As You Think

I am not there as you think,
Also, I am not doing anything,
As alleged. But I am here
With you and doing nothing,
But only observing as seen,
Outwardly, for expansion of
Everything here at this time.
I am bearing my own seal and
Signature without interruption
From any side and I am there
In the philosophy of monism.
I am there how you understood
The truth here in water and
In the air and fire till last.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Thinking Myself

With my own wife children friends and relatives
Always I am full of anxiety.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not This Body

I am not this body
Everything in relationship
With this body is not mine
This is the true conception of life
Have it with you my dear and get peace.

I have nothing to do with this material world
I am always uncovered and self-illumined
I am all pervading and cause of all causes
This is the true conception of life
Have it with you my dear and be happy.

All are parts of me and oneness is here
Qualitatively and quantitatively I am the same as all
Be aware of this and live and let live my dear
And get and share the nectar here with all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not To Consider

I am not here to consider
Your good conduct, your age
Whether you are wise or not,
I am not here to consider
Your caste, sex, heroic deeds,
Your beauty and richness,
I am not here to consider
Your profession, Your colors,
Your calibers and your future,
I am not here to consider
Anything you think,
I am here to see you and
Your devotion, I am here
To test how vital you are
and how rare in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not To Stay In One Place

I am not here to
Stay in one place.
Always I pass
From one place
To another.

No one can
Take anything from me,
But I am everything
Of everybody.

I am the true beneficiary
Of all good and bad.
I am the proprietor
Of all system.

I am the main point,
Nothing to lament,
But enjoy life
With me,
But stay not
In attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Understood

I am not understood,  
In your absence.

I am not independent.

I am not able to complete  
Any work here.

I feel I am useless,  
And useless everything  
That are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Uttering

I am not uttering
any word,
but I am living
by words.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Walking

I am not walking
And I am unable to walk.
The place from where
And the place to where
Is also not known to me.

Where am I
I cannot answer
Ask me not anything
About the place, time
And the purpose of the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Weak

I am not weak,
I am not here to
Pray anyone
For anything.

I am not weak,
I have not asked
For mercy,
For understanding,
For peace.

I am not weak,
I am fully prepared
For war
At any time
Anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Well

No eyes wash,
No clean images,
No fair green,
And nothing inside.

And I am not well
To say something
And to promote ideas
And to give light
To the night.

The night always there
Outside and no
Permission is there
To go inside the white.
And see I am white.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Wise

I am telling you
Again and again
And I am telling you
I know nothing.

I am rejoicing
With you
I am crying
With you
I love you.

I pray for you
I am with you
I bless you
And you
Persecute me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not With You

I am not with you, okay. 
That is what I am to say. 
I cannot exist with you 
Nor you with me. 
We cannot keep our company 
With this time. 
It is true, I cannot 
Be separated from you 
Nor I can be united with you. 
How can I give importance to you? 
And if I give, it means 
I am watering the root 
Of misfortune. It is not trust 
But it is service that is to give.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Writing

I am not writing,
Everything has already
Been written.

Life is there
In each writing,
And I am living.

I am not living,
But life is leaving me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not Wrong

The world is right
I am wrong
At times it so happen
I am right
The world is wrong
And it is wrong.

I hear so many sound
I could not distinguished
What is day what is night
I could not distinguished
My eyes failed to exercised
Though I am not blind.

The right time right place
I could not find
Dancing playing merrymaking
I could not enjoy
And it is like a mirage to me.

You say I am right
O my friend
You are not wrong
I find.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Not You

I am not you,
I will not be you,
I was not you,
Think not, I love you.
Love is truth.
You are the truth,
I am the truth,
But I am not you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Nothing But

I am nothing but God
As ice is nothing but water.
I am here in this world,
This world is pervaded by the truth,
In this world nothing to be realized
Except the truth.
I stand for truth's truth is God,
Truth should be the only subject matter of senses.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Now

Behold
Here I am now
With higher nature
And I am
Inseparable with you
And there is much
Opposite feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Now In A Cage

I am now in a cage
And writing and
Writing all days.
What is there
In my writings,
If you are a man,
You are here to
Search without dismay.

I am writing
About the bird
That is in joy
In the vast sky.
You are to read
Without fears annoy.

I am not in grief
I am in the cage though,
I know if I wish to go
No one can stop me here,
And at any moment
I can go away.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Of No Use

I am of no use
And you said
I am really
useful to you.

You attract me
towards you,
And you rob me
treasure of my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Offering My Prayer

I am offering my prayer
To You, my dear and I know
You are very affectionate
And cordial to me.

I am offering my prayer
To You, my dear and I know
You are taking away
All my belongings.

I am offering my prayer
To You, my dear and I know
You are eager to support and
Foster me and assured my safety always.

You are there to grant my wishes
O my dear, I know You are committed and honest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Okay

I am okay.
I am satisfied
With me.

I am not in sorrow,
See, I am okay,
I am stable.

I fear not any evil
I fear nobody,
I am okay.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Old

But not my spirit
As I am fully in love
I am in Your service
And it is never tiresome.

My dear, see I am crying
There is tears in my eyes
My body is shivering
There is perspiration
Restlessness and throbbing
My throat is choked.

I am in Your service
I am fully in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am On My Path

I am on my path,
It is you, who are
Joining with me
To reach the end.
The end is there
With the people
And the people are
Waiting for welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am On Right Path

I am on right path
I am on truth
I am in poems
I am with the soul
Perfect and pure.

I know what is my duty
I am in the mode of goodness
Real knowledge develops with me
I am with You O Rama in this
Jungle of this society.

You are my guide with bows and arrows
To drive out darkness in life
O my dear today is Yours birth day
I am living for today
In the provided by You.

O Rama You are full of knowledge
I know and I know Your intention
Is to make me happy and prosperous
With good consciousness my dear
My life is as clear as the sky
As wealthy as sea and it is
Only due to your mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am On The Boat

On the boat
I search,
But I can't say
What is to be searched
In the true sense
For the truth.
But I need a river,
The ocean can do
When I think
To cross over.
Also, I want
A fertile land,
To grow with.
Love I want
To climb.
Earth, my permanent
Home, and I want not
To change the place,
At any time.
I feel all good,
Always here.

Gajanan Mishra
I am on the top, 
top of the hill.

On the top, it is 
all colorful.

Top is 
at the bottom, dear.

Serve at the bottom 
and reach the top.

Serve with love and 
with all truthfulness.

It is life, 
Love it, it is at the top. 
It is truth, 
love it, it is at the top.

Gajanan Mishra
I am on this land
And I must speak the truth.
I must protest falsehood.
Men who are committing
Acts of impropriety
Take note of my speech.
Follow the laws of the land,
Or vacate the chairs occupied.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am On This Planet

I am on this planet at present,
Search me not elsewhere.
No one can say anything about me,
Be sure, I am here for you
And I kept with me all truth.
Here death and life both run by air,
And the air is here in me.
I am here on this planet.

Search me not elsewhere,
I am here, I am there and
I am nowhere.
I am free, I am special,
But one can catch me in the air
That is there on that fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One

I am one,
I am many,
I am indivisible.
I am here
Before and
Also after.
See me, feel me,
But you can't say
What I am.
I appear and
I disappear,
Though, you know,
I have nothing to
Bewilder.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One Alone

I am one alone,
No one is either
Equal to or
Greater than me.
So also, I am
Never equal to
Or less than
Anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One And

I am one and
The same with you.
Expansions in
Different potencies
Are not denied, though.
No one is found
To be equal to me
Or greater than me.
I am the poet of
This earth,
I am the only creator.
My vision is separate,
And I am here with you
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One And Not Five

I am one and not five
we are five and not one.

I am one and we are five
Stay together here.

Are we getting pleasure?
That I do not know, my dear.

So long as I have not acquired
The power to understand you
I can not give any view.

I am not satisfied as you know
With all these riches
With all excellent objects
And with you all.

Still you call me
And I make myself present
Before you for what
That is best known to you.

I have gained equanimity of mind
It is true and also it is true
You are ever attained.

You remain veiled, my dear
And I prospered.

I am the world, you are not
You are in the world though.

I am one and I have five
Five is one and one is five.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One Of The

I am one of the
material creations
You are transcendental
To material paraphernalia.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One Of The Richest Man

See me,
I am one of the richest man.
And I am not taking sleeping pills
Not using alarms to rise in the morning.
I am satisfied with myself
I have a faithful wife
And two obedient sons.
I am one of the richest man
To provide light to others
I have my own moon and own sun
Love and truth
Knowledge and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am One With You

O my dear, I am one with You.

It is You who is
In me, my dear, it is You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Only For You

I am yours,
I am only for you.
And I am utilizing
All the materials
That are in me
For your service
In a selfless spirit.
I am yours,
I am only for you.
My inhalation,
My retention,
My exhalation
All are here
For your service.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Only Here

I see myself
And I am only here.
You cannot say
who I am.
The ball is in me
I am here to
give you in time.
Let me roam free,
Let me see the cosmos,
Let me go to the space
and I am full conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Only Responsible

I am only responsible
For my own fallen condition
It is only because of
My own activities.

Let me changed my activities
To devotional service
Let me begin am auspicious life.
Let me find the way out of this world
O my dear, and let me see where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Only You

I am nobody
Distinct from you.
I am only you,
From you.

I am delight
With your energy.
I am both
Input and output.

Passive and active,
Both I am here.
I am the cause
And the reason
In your heaven,
All clear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Performing

I am performing my duties
and I am not helpless,
You are there with me always,
that I know and I am
proceeding ahead forgetting
all others here around me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Perishing

I am in dark and
I am perishing
From diseases,
From hunger
In this world of
Wealth and
Effluences.

Egalitarianism
Failed here.
Love and truth
Lost values.
Words are powerless.
Being a poet I find
Difficult to take breath.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Permanent And Uniform

I am permanent and uniform,
My actions are transitory
And ever changing.

I wish you all
To be happy
And I wish
No one to be sad.

I realize my identity
With you,
You are the truth.

Our aim is one,
We are free to
Achieve our aim.
Our aim is here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Playing

I am playing
with the water
with the air.
Who is there?
to ask is
not good
not fair.

So many colors
So many flowers.
Let me cross,
Cross the river,
That is there.
Life's experiences
Please share.

All the dusts
All the clouds
That are in dark.
Dark is within
And still, you are
to flash the lights
That are there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Plundered

I am plundered
By the thieves here.
I am misguided
By the cheaters.
I am forced to spend
On clubs brothels liquor.
And I am crying for happiness
That is not here and never.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Poor

I am poor
I am poor
Everything is
Stolen away
That is called mine
I am in this dark well
I am seized here
By the deadly serpent
Of time
I am poor
I am poor
O my dear, You can
Only help me from
This hopeless condition.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Poor And Poverty Has

I am poor, my dear
See me, see my hunger, as
You know, Your Honour,
My hunger has no creed,
My poverty has no religion
I have nothing to
Give any opinion, I have
No power for new creation.
It is my poverty
That makes me disabled and
I am unable to run with you,
If you think me your part and parcel
Make my strong, my dear, to allow you
To sit on my head, I am here, the first person.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Poor And Sinful

I am poor and sinful,
And far from the truth.
I realize my poverty
Is the result of my sin.
I feel I am in my
Intoxicating happiness.
But at present I find
No difference between
Slight and immense treasure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present

Present Sir
Yes I am present
Yes I was present
Yes I will be present.

Yes Sir
My presence is wonderful
My presence is amazing
My presence is full of meaning.

Yes present
Only one I am
Always I am
Everywhere I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present - Fact

I am present
And you find
Nothing else
Besides me.
I am present
And you are
Searching me
Shame shame.
Whatever remains
After your search
See, that is I
Here, there, in you.
Fact is I am here
And not you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present - Question Not

I am present
And everything is
Being managed perfectly.
Not to be questioned
About my presence.

I am present
Internally and externally,
You can see me directly
If you want so.

How I act,
How I manage,
Try to understand
With your feeling
But say not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present Here

Don't worry
I am present here
Is Your words
And not mine, my dear.

In whatever name
You may call
I am there with you
And this is true.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present There

I am present there
Where You desired.

I am in You
Part of Truth.

I am very satisfied with You
You are true voice and Ultimate Truth.

My wish invariably come true
As sanctioning authority is You.

Let me go and stay firm with total
Conviction and determination for all truths.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present Today

I am present today,
No need to come another day.
Believe it or not
I cannot say anyone goodbye.
I know I am a pot without
Any sand or stone, made and
Polished by you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present, See

I am present with
My smiling face, see
I am present before you
You may say whatever
You like with your own voice.

I know You are my beauty
You are my face you are gem
You are my jewels
I have created you
For peace and stability.

O my dear, see me here
And say what you think
Without fear and favor
Seeing me, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Present, See Me.

I am present, see me.
I am here, only yours.
I am with you always.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Presenting Myself

I am presenting myself,
Take this gift
For this poem.
I know what a poem is!

Poem is nectar and
Drinking this at present
I live here for the next.

Poem is not yours,
I know and still
I pray before you,
It is written by you
As because you are
Most pious here.
I salute you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I am proud of you, my dear son,
As you are there with all truth.
You have taken the pain
For the welfare of all.
But, go not against anyone,
See the ultimate power is
There in all and respect them,
But keep distance as the quality
of intolerance and hate may
Destroy them within.
Stay alone and make the future
Bright like the sun in the sky.
Go not with stars, go not
With clouds. And I am proud of you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Pure And

I am pure and
My mother is near me,
I am with my mother,
I am here on my mother land.
It is heaven for me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Pure I Am Holy

I am pure I am holy
Only when I am with You
In You under You.
Whenever I am separated
From the main course of Yours
Like the pits water near Ganges
I am dirty defiled.

Gajanan Mishra
I am pure, purer
And also the purest here.
I enjoy though the five
Sense-objects of sound,
Touch, form, taste and smell.
I enjoy though so many
Luxuries, honour and glory.
I am the purest as I am here
And I am able to control the self
And I am with the self
And I am attractive and singular.
I am the purest here
Like the fool moon day and with
The rising sun I am evergreen every day.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Purified

I am purified, and
I find no distinction
Between truth and false,
Between the earth and the sky,
Between the dark and the light,
Between the life and the death,
Between the love and the hate,
Between this and that as well.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Purifying My Nature

Poems are here,
And taking the help
Of the poems
I am purifying my nature.
I dare to say
I am powerful and free.
Here, I can stop
The flows of the Ganges.
Here, I can pull the sun
From the sky.
Here, I can apply my method
While rooting out
The air from the evils.
I am free to do whatever I like here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Pursuing

I am pursuing and getting satisfaction
I am here living with pleasure and purification
I am my sign and signature and an institution.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Rational

I am a man
I am rational
I am here in the clouds
That are driven between
The sky and the earth
I am here in the water
And in the air
Under the sky
And on the earth
I am here on this earth
And I am calling it heaven
I am a man
I am a man
I am moving from day and night
I am moving from night and day
I am here sailing in the ocean
With the cargoes beneficial to me
I am a man
I am a rational man
I am making this earth heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Reading

I am reading
And
You are hearing.
I am going
And
You are coming.
I am in full,
You are also in full.

No vacancy
In between us.
No emptiness,
No darkness.
Yet, you are there,
And I am here, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ready

I am ready to die
not ready to live.

Whatever I want
please give.

Giving is not
taking worry not.

Whatever you thinks
it is not my thought.

Alright
I am ready to go
alas, it is you
who is there to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ready To Be A Slave

I am ready to be a slave
Slave of the soul.

My dear soul
Where are you now.

Now I am with the soul
And soul is not foul.

You know I know
Watching us at the top
Of the Peepal tree old owl.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ready To Go

And I am going
See me with you
And also without you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Ready To Travel

I am traveler
I love adventure
No where I find danger.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Real

I am real and I want nothing
and I am not indebted.
No obstacle is there
on my way, see,
I assume no affinity
with anything, with anybody.
I am not disturbed, and also
I am not in poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Really Happy

I am really happy,
Let me describe
My success.

My success is-
I am getting
Your blessings.

I am fortunate
To get it
With love.

I am here
With you
In truth.

I am here
But where are you!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Really Mad

Looking at you
I am really mad.
I am really mad
Listening your words.

You are saying
The sun is rising in the east
And setting in the west
Knowing fully well that
There is no east or west
The sun is neither rising
Nor going to set anywhere.

You are telling a lie
Before all in the open market
And for this they all
Knowing this false giving you
Awards prizes positions
For you dare to speak the lie
I am not with the people
Around you as I know the truth.

It is not that all are ignorant
It is not that people know not
What is truth what is real
It is not that I am telling lie
But they say me mad and mad
When I am going to protest them
When I am going to say the truth.

In this world of falsehood
See I am smiling I am laughing
I am singing I am dancing
I am writing poems for You
And doing nothing doing nothing
They all said I am mad
Yes I am mad and I am happy within me
I am mad only for You only for Your world.
I Am Remembering

I am remembering Your name fame
I am remembering You always
O my dear again and again and again
I do not forget You even for a moment
I never forget You even in exchange
For all opulence of all worlds
And without You without this remembering
I am helpless I am nothing all around.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Remembering That Day

I am remembering that day
When I was going to pry school
with my elder sister Hema
with some fried paddy and
ground-nuts with us crying
telling all I would not go
to read, there is nothing in it.
Today that school is no more,
Those teachers are no more.
My elder sister Hema is not with me.
I am not that Gajanan who was going
Without any interest to read and write.
Now I am remembering how I was right
How I was going to fight with time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Reserved

I am reserved
With my own language.

I am resentful
With foreign species.

I resemble love
And the truth.

I requisition
The requisites
For all out
Development.

I know the Roebuck
That is here as
The symbol of
Our progress.

No roguery,
But I invite all
And welcome all
With smile.

No maze
But mazurka is
There with us
For life.

Come with maximum
To enjoy
Everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Round

I am the sun,
The sun is round
And I am round.
I am round,
The moon is round
And I am the moon,
The moon is revolving
Round the earth.
I am on the earth,
The moon is revolving
Round me.
I am romantic,
And I am going
Round and round.
I am round,
Round shape is
Graceful and pliable.

Gajanan Mishra
I am running with
Eyes closed,
Yet see me,
I never trip
Or fall down
Anywhere.
I am sure,
I know you are
There with me.
The path is yours,
I know, I am also yours,
The beginning and
The end is also yours,
And I am running carefree.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sad

I am sad,
I am in gloom,
Reason not known.

Nothing is personal
That I know
Still I am unhappy,
Reason not known.

The wooden horse runs,
The wooden elephant
Raises its trunk.

I dare not to ask
How is it!
I see the craftsman
In woodwork smiles.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Satisfied

I am satisfied with you
O my dear son
When I see you greet
Other people with
Tolerance mercy
Friendship and equality.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Satisfied Here

I am satisfied here
And feel no need to
Do anything though
I can do all I
Do not like to
Exercise my power
I know my dear
Everything is You
Everybody is You
And I do not like
To interfere You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Satisfied With This Life

I am satisfied
I have faith
In destiny.

I am receiving
The necessities of life
My heart is full of serenity and bliss.

Neither I desire
To go to heaven
Nor to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Scattered

I am scattered,
See me,
Hither and thither.
I am separated,
See me,
From the truth.
I am collapsed and
Fell apart from you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Searching

I am searching
My own poems
In my own graveyard,
I am calling
You from this place
Where life starts.
It is my grief
That is giving me
A direction to appear.
And I appeared at last
With all joy to
See the blossoming
Of the flowers
In my own body-garden.

Gajanan Mishra
I am searching a man,
A man, simply a man,
Nothing but a man.
Am I not a man?
Are you not a man?
I am searching a man,
Simply a man, a simple man.
Where is the man?
I am searching a man,
With humanity, with
Love for humanity, with
Love for truth, with
All truthfulness and love,
Day and night I am searching.

Gajanan Mishra
I am searching Gajanan Mishra;
Gajanan Mishra was reading
At class 4th and was buried
In me.

Gajanan Mishra knew not
The difference between
The salt and the sugar
And yet he was crying and
Smiling at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra was playing
Under the sun and in rain,
Fair in complexion and tried
Not to escape from himself
For anything all time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Searching My Own Heart

I am searching my own heart
And it is not here, not there.
It is raining and I am going
Without rainy coat or umbrella.

I am looking at you, my dear,
And you are telling me something
Out of love and emotion that has
So much meaning I failed to recollect.

The old guards are no more here
And I am sleeping without care,
The sandal woods are here with me
And I am fully aware of the fact of life.

Let me tell you one thing that is
Not here in our day to day house-hold business.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Searching The Rising Sun

I am searching the rising sun,
Here, there and everywhere,
All in words and all in actions.
I am searching the rising sun,
In love, in truth, and in all exclamations.
No confusion, but I am staying
With patience in all seasons.
I am discovering the sun in my own reflections.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Searching, Yes Searching

Yes, searching,
I am searching a person
Who is free from ill-will,
I am searching a person
Who is friendly and
Who is compassionate to all.
Yes, I am searching him
Who is free from the sense of
Mine-ness and egoism.
I am searching a person
Who is even-minded
In pleasure and pain.
I am searching a person
Whose nature is forgiving,
Who is ever content,
Who is self-controlled,
Who is unshakable in determination,
And whose mind and intellect
Is always in love and in truth.
I am searching a person, it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Self-Willed

I am self-willed,
No one can force me to act
In consultation with others.
Try not to know the reason
For my acting this or that way,
All is my pleasure.
You have come to enjoy life,
Realize the truth and
Calculate not anything.
Not to indulge yourself
In any futile reasoning.
You are to overcome yourself,
You are to know the real and unreal,
The permanent and transitory.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Separate

As a poet,
I am secular,
I am separate,
Separate from all.
From all gods,
From all illusions,
From all dreams.
No religion, no caste,
No colour can
Bind me
In their net.
I am separate,
And I love all,
Those who are
In truth.
I am a poet
And as a poet
I love this earth,
And the creatures,
They are here.
As a poet
I love nature.
I am a poet,
And I am separate,
Separate from
Time and space.
I am unique,
I am a poet,
I am a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Separated

I am separated from you,
You are telling me,
But you are not telling
Who told you and hence
Let me say t is not true.
I am looking well and
I am flying with you,
See me in this clear sky.
But without any proof
You are telling so many
Words that have no meanings.
I am feeling the pulse
That is in you and
I am expressing all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Silent

But silence is not here,
I am silent, though.
But I worry not,
And I proceeded ahead.

The system is favorable,
And I am matured.
I like the process,
The danger is ahead, though.

What I like and
What I dislike
Is not under my control.
But I have to go,
And if time permits
New sun, I am there to show.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Silent, See Me

I am silent, see me.
I know I am going
As per the wind
And the wind is blowing
As per your direction.

I am silent, see me.
I am a refuge in this area,
I know this area is yours.
I used to see you
Directly with my eyes.

Your light is there
In my eyes.
I realize you
As love and as truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Simple And Straight

And so they think I am foolish
They are trying to cut me see
They are coming to exploit me see.

I realized this world is
Not for me O my dear
But I am here as per your wish
I know You are here with me
To give a lesson to them
And You are here with me
To give them a lesson
In this survival game.

I am simple and straight
Only see I am chanting
Your name and fame.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Simply Satisfied

I am simply satisfied
To be with You, my dear
All activities are being
Performed without my knowledge
I remained always absorbed
In Your thoughts here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Singing

I am singing for myself
when I am alone.
I am singing for others
when all are present
for the occasion.

The sky is watching us, see.
The air is giving us encouragement, hear.
The trees are refreshing us, feel.

My son is coming to me with his son
and told me stop, and I think
where and how and why should I stop.

I am incapable to push the thread
through the hole of the needle
that I realized at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Single

I am single
Without refuting you
I am expressing my view.

Just I am undertaking
This work as you see
Just I am Withdrawing myself
From this scene.

It is a fact
I am creating and
I am destroying
And you are silent.

Who am I then
I am not telling
I am including you
In my project of
Evaporating.

I am single
And you are hankering for me
While I am acquiring
Stage to stage all meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
I am smaller than you,
And it is true.
I can enter into you,
I can stay within you.
And from you
I can acquire your greatness.
And I can also make
Lighter than you, dear lightest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Smart

I am smart,
My city is smart,
My earth is smart.
All smartness are
With us, see.
Are we fearless?
Where is our privacy?
Where are we?
Waste basket is waiting.
We are in dust-bin!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am So Helpless

I am so helpless
That I am unable to do
My own, even personal works
Like eating, drinking,
Sitting, sleeping,
Reading without
The help of others.
I am not able to utter
A single word here.
I am so helpless
That I am unable to move
And to show you
What is here
And what is happening
At this time.
I am so helpless really
That I have no power
To check my eyes
That is here with tears.
My ears are eager to
Hear anything and the rope
That is with me failed
To set right.
And at this time
You are putting me questions
And asking about
The fools and clever people.
I have posted
In your timeline
That no one is fool
And no one is clever
It all depends on time
Place and circumstances.
As you know, my dear,
I have nothing to say
Personally but I have
So many things to say
As a part of the system
For the welfare of all.
Time is looking us
And we are all here
To cross the time.
But I am so helpless
That time is crossing me
With no reason.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am So Unfortunate

I am so unfortunate,
My own representative is
Not willing to talk in my language!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Soaked

I am soaked
As I was
In you.
I am filled
With you
I know.
You are alone here,
At my sight always.

Gajanan Mishra
I am sober,
I have full control
Over myself.

I am peaceful,
I have satisfied
With whatever I have.

I am valuable,
I appear by the laws of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Something

I am something,
I have a role
To play.
This or that
Is my wife,
My son,
My house,
My car,
And I am
Thinking all
About them.
After all
I am the master,
And all are
My subordinates.
I have so much
Power and wealth.
But I am wrong
In thinking all these
For nothing.
I am searching
The meaning,
In me.
I exist and
Therefore I am
Existing.
Nothing wrong
In me.
And I'm feeling
Great for
So many things.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sorry

I could not hold it.
It passes as it likes
I am sorry
I could not check it.
It is no way opened
And I am busy
In my own self-interest.
I am sorry
I am unable to tell
You the whole story.
And what is that
I know not
I am sorry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sorry, Friends,

Friends, I am sorry,
I failed to make you
Understand the life.
The life- through my
Words and sentences.
I know friends, life
Is greater than anything
Here. I know water is
Not sufficient to
Quench your thirst.
I know the sky is not
There to accept you
As you earth is
Not there to keep you
I life is here
With air. Friends, sorry,
I am not there, as you
Think anywhere you want.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Spring

I am spring
Look this is my coo coo
My scent spreads
Here and there
With deeper understanding
I am spring
I am the king
And this is my time
Morning and morning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Stable

Look, look, I am stable
No beginning no end.

Look, look, I have no identity
If you utter, it is an error.

I am a mere householder
And rarely known.

And I am performing
All worldly actions
But action-less.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Standing Here

I am standing here, see
On this earth, that is
Revolving round the sun.
The sun is there in the vast sky.
There is nothing
Within me but the sky, see.
And I am nowhere
But only on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Still Here

I am still here,
Still here, in this
Battle field with you all
See, here, my dear.

In this battle field
I am with you all
With Truth with love
See, I am here with you.

I am still here with
You all, my dear, with
Everything that is in me
And that are in you, see.

See me and hear my words
With love that are Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Still Stitching

I am still stitching
All together in my thread
Of love with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Stronger

I trusted you
With my heart
But you did not
Appreciate the value
Of it.

I gave you all
But my feelings are
Hurt by your
Cruel behaviour.

It really hurt me
But I moved on
Even stronger
And stronger
As before.

I have kept
With me
All honest
And integrity.

I am in love still,
I am in truth still.

I have my own light
And I look bright, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Submitting

I am submitting all
That are truth, my dear.
I am submitting all
Before You through
My body through my words
With good faith and clear heart,
I am submitting with intellect
In natural ways, my dear.
I am submitting myself
You are there to accept me
As a whole as I know
Everything is Yours
Everything my sleep my life
Everything and my love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Superior To All

NO one is superior to me
I am Truth personified
I am situated in the Supreme
Transcendental modes of nature
I am fixed in mind control
Sense control and Truthfulness
I describe me in my original sense
I teach all I preach all
I practice penance and tolerance
I realize my position
I realize the position of all
I speak the true version of all
I am always in the welfare activities of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Supremely Holy

I am supremely holy, see me,
Verify me, if you so like
From all sides.
I am secured and
Enjoying lasting peace.
I am super excellent
And most noble,
I am the man here
And I am realizable.
I am virtuous and
All the works that are
Being executed by me
Are virtuous.
I am not to perish here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sure

I am sure
You will definitely
Be enchanted by my poems
And I am sure
You are staying with me
In the transcendental poetic
Atmosphere of this world
I earnestly request you
O my dear to remain
Present here in my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sure - There Is Certainty

There is mango in mango trees and
Not apple - I am sure.
I am sure - there is certainty
Mango is falling towards earth
The ripe mango I mean to say.
I see the cause I experienced effect
I am sure - there is morning
At the end of this night.
I am living in eternity
I am sure- I have beauty
In my life and I realized.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sure You Will Die

I am not sure and I am in doubt
Whether this child would grow or not
Whether this child would get educated or not
Whether this child would get married or not
Whether this child have a family or not
Whether this child have wealth or not
But I am sure this child will die
You will die and there is no doubt
In death as because this child has already
Taken birth you have already taken birth
Let me say again there is no need to
Celebrate birth day that you have reached
Certain age because I know you have not
Reached that age but so many years have gone
And you are short of so many years and
You are getting closer to death and so
It is better if you celebrate the welcoming
Ceremony of death here every year every moment
I am sure it would give new and true energy for
An ideal living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sure, I Am Both

I am sure, I am both
In the sun and in the moon.
I am on this earth.
I am sure, I am the wind,
I am the light of the sky.
And I fly as you know
From one sky to another
To make me pure,
In a manner that suits
All creatures here.
I am a mixture of
Earth and the stars,
Mixture of light and dark,
The mixture of near and far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Sure, We Are Not Confused

I am sure, we are not confused,
I am sure, we are made for each other,
I am sure, words are there to guide us,
I am sure, we are telling all truth, 
I am sure, we think always for the good of all.
I am sure, we are growing up with love,
I am sure, with all holiness our living - pious,
It is all nectar, I am sure, and we have no way to cross.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Taking Birth

I am taking my birth
In sorrow and in pain.
I am taking my birth
In winter, in spring as well.
I am taking my birth
On this day and at this moment.
I am taking my birth
In each drop of rain here
Under this sky.
But where am I,
Search me out
In my death.
I am dying here
In my very birth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Taking Myself

I am taking myself,
And talking to you.

I am talking to you,
And watching you,
Before your own
Reconstructed photograph.

I am just an onlooker,
And giving some
Pleasant words.

Nothing to surprise, not wit.
And I value our
Relationship through
Devotion and
Warm characterization.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Takingt Myself

I am taking myself,
And talking to you.

I am talking to you,
And watching you,
Before your own
Reconstructed photograph.

I am just an onlooker,
And giving some
Pleasant words.

Nothing to surprise, not wit.
And I value our
Relationship through
Devotion and
Warm characterization.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Talking

Hear me,
I am talking,
and talking
on behalf of all.

All, here
are changing,
and I am
the witness.

The witness
has no word
and seeing
everything here.

Who am I,
A big holocaust.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Talking To You

I am talking to you
Only to you.
And I expect you
Happy on hearing me.

I am talking to you
Without words,
As I know, words are
Treacheryous at times.

Let me see you
with my close eyes.
I know eyes are yours
And they may not work
Comfortably in open stage
That is accessible by all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Tearing Me

I am tearing me,
See and discover,
You are within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Telling About You

I am telling about you,
I know you are everywhere
And you are in all.
I am giving my view
I am sure you are there
To accept in full.
I am telling about you
And it is all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Telling You

I am telling you everything
Here at my home in my mother-tongue.
I am here to give you in writing
Here in my office in official language.
I am composing poems in my language
To make you understand and feel all
Everywhere on this earth and the language
Of composing poems is love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Telling You Beautiful

I am telling you beautiful
Means you are really beautiful
And I am telling I feel afresh
With your arrival at this hour
And I am singing happiest song
See first and know that you are
The person who is here to
Drive my car further onward
I feel proud that you are really
Beautiful and taking me with
Utmost care strengthening me
Within and sharpening me
So as to enable me to win
The grand battle here afterwards.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Telling You Robert Frost

One color black
Another white
And in the middle
It is yellow.

Is there any difficulty
You feel to follow?

Asked Robert Frost
Whose two roads diverged
In a yellow wood.

One wood is black
Another is white
And in the middle
It is yellow.

And it is half growth
No no no
it is full growth
That we are not able to see
In full and what we see
That we are not able to speak.

I am telling you Robert Frost
And I am proud
Two men are here
One is black
Another is white
And in the middle
Who is there yellow.

Not followed?

Come to my land
See my Lord Jagannath black
See my Lord Balavadra white
See my mother-Lord Suvadra yellow
Extending open arms to establish
A new world order with peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Temporary

I am temporary,
Language is permanent.
I am using the language
At present.

My identity
Is in language,
I want to send
All this message.

I care not rain
And the sun,
To fight for language
Is not a fun.

Dear men, take a vow to use
Own language at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Terrified

I am terrified
Of the dogs.
Who is a dog?

I am terrified
Of the snakes.
Who is a snake?

No snake no dog
It is for me
I am terrified.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thankful

I am thankful to You
O my dear, You have
enlarged the path of elevation
To the heavenly kingdom.
I am thankful to You
O my dear, You have
enliven me with Your
Unlimited heat and light.
I am thankful to You
O my dear, You diminish
The duration of my life
To release me from my
Illusion of material attachment.
O my dear, let me worship You
Every moment every day
Till I am here or there
And accept my offerings
Of prayers and keep all
The creatures here with proper care.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am That Person

I am that person
Whom You are trying
To root out
But not succeeded
I am here as before.

I am here as before
And going nowhere
In search of any God
That I know God is
With in me at my
Bread and butter
At my empty hand
And my bare food.

I am that person
Whom God is searching
Here and there
But I am going nowhere
I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Absolute Truth

I am the absolute truth,
With my body, mind, endeavor,
Endurance, intelligence
And personal habits.

I am thoughtful,
I am grave and silent.
I am persistent,
I am an ascetic poet.

I am the ascetic poet,
I am the absolute truth,
I am the formulator of
Rules and regulations.

I am the wonder,
My activities are glorious.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Alphabet

I am the alphabet
I am the speech
I am the sound
Here I am in all
In multitude.
I am in my own
Poetic sentiments
In own meters
Being the begetters
Of all blessings.
I greet You
I perceive You
Though my poems
Crooked, it is adored.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Best

Come to me and see.

You are the best
I am going to You to see.

Here we are
In this beautiful life.

Beautiful everything here
One can find.

And this earth is
Heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Best Living Being

I am the best
For anyone,
In any situation,
Anywhere here.

I am the pure,
The auspicious.
Being the truth,
I glorify myself.

I am the virtue,
I am the supreme
Living being.
Time favors me
And I realize
The love and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Cause

I am the cause,
I am the effect,
I am evolved
From me.
I have diverse
Feelings with
My own intellect,
Wisdom and
Non-delusion.
I am the source of
My memory
I am my knowledge,
I am my reasoning faculty,
And I am mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Citizen Of The World

I am the citizen of the world,
I am taking water, air, light from nature,
I have built my house on this earth,
The sky is there above me as my guide.

Let me speak my words on my land,
No one can check me here or there
in water or in air.
Let me move freely everywhere
so long as I am here under nature's care.

I have no enmity with any one,
I have not made friendship for personal interest,
I know there is some divinity in every one,
I salute all being the sons and daughters of this earth,
Let all move freely everywhere they like without any harm.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Crime

I am the crime,
You are the criminal.
And when I am the criminal,
You are the police.
You are looking at me
Always in doubt.
But see me,
I am as clean as the sky.
It is spring always
And no clouds here.
Cry not rain, rain
Go aways, we want to play.
If you so like, come on,
I am ready for a fight.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Dust

I am the dust
I am the dust here.
You are the sky
You are the sky there.

Distance
Immeasurable
Relation
Unimaginable.

No source of information
Is there in between us
And we are here
With air and water.

The earth is the witness
The light is the announcer, here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Earth

I am the earth,
I am moving here, there.
In this earth
I stood firm.
Some say I am India,
Okay if you say so
I am India.
And I love the earth,
I am the earth.
You are also here, my dear,
We are one on this earth.
We have no problem
If we are in love and
If we have tolerance.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Effect

Know me,
I am the effect,
Effect of the ether.

I am the real,
I am also taking steps
For my own appearance.

I identified me,
I am the time.

I am the cause,
Cause of everything
That are outside
And also
That are inside
And within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Father

I am the father,
Father of the god.
I created the god,
Who is powerful.
In so many forms
The god is depicted.
Worry not my dear,
Have faith in you.
I am sure, god is all
Love and all truth.
Let me flourish
With my god.
Remember, the god
Has a nature house.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Field

I am the field
You are the field owner
I am mud
You are my Lord
I am muff
You are my muffler
You know me better
I have nothing to say
You are my life-breath
You are my actions
You are my mind
You are my intellect
Truely You have said
I am non-sense
Let me repeat again
You are my inner sense
You are my only sense.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The First Person

I am the first person
I have to change myself first
If I am here to change the society
At large.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Fish

I am the fish
I am the tortoise
I am the boar
I do not depend on body
Body an evolute of nature
Depends on me.

I am my free-will
I am the ruler
I am the director
And the preserver
And I am here to kill
And the fools only
Disregard me.

I am with all
I am superior to all
I am the poet
And I make law
If you violate
Any law I am here
To recall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Full Moon

I am the full moon,
You are the stars,
I am full and broad.

I am the morning sunrise,
With my straight nose
And beautiful face.

See me I am smiling,
With all-auspicious signs.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Garden

I am the garden,
I am the gardener.
I am the flower,
I am the plant.

I am growing
up above the sky.
I am saying the air
good bye, good bye.

I know I am thorny
And I know I am honey.
You are the wolf here
and waiting for a chance.

But I am busy in my circle,
Wait my dear, if you are to
say anything, see my worn clothes
there at the courtyard.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Guest For Some Time ??? ?????? ???? ???? ????,
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Gajanan Mishra
I Am The King

I am the king
This is my body
This is my empire
On the victory over
An enemy of the army
The credit goes to the king
I am responsible for the fruit
Of actions performed by my body
My senses my mind and my intellect
See I am being great king
I have least attachment of actions
And material for actions
And I am not attached to the fruit of actions
Even I am not depend on circumstances
Time objects and persons
I am my own king you see
And I realized the self and satisfied
Acquiring anything or not
No matter.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Land

I am the land,
 Permit me to declare
 Before all.
 My body is made of land,
 My mind is always
 Thinking about the land.
 I am flying, though
 In the sky, I am the land.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Light

I am the light,
Where I am,
That is the light,
Light is
What I am.

All rest on me,
I am no different
From anything.

You may see me
Anywhere, but
I am nowhere.

I am your cause
And your effect,
I am Mr. perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Link

I am the link of the dark
I am not in dark
I am within so many suns
Rising daily but remember
I am not in light.

So many flowers with
Multiple colors are here
In your garden
But I am colorless
I am dancing in your garden
Naked no future at hand.

What is a future you say
If you know please
I am keeping my boat
In your portico, my dear
Say when to go
And where to go
I know not that I forgo.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Living Entity

I am eternal.

I find no difference
Between You and me.

You are in Truth
And You are free from
All miserable conditions.

You are the man
You are the woman
You are also neutral eunuch.

Try to understand
I am trying to explain
Who I am.

I am the knowledge
Qualitatively I am the same
As You.

I am one
And different.

I am the living entity
And I am the brilliant.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Love

I am the love,
No need to
Go for love.
You are the love,
No need to
Ask for love.
We are children
In the area of love.
Love is here,
Love is there.
Nothing to worry
Love is here,
Love is there.
We are love.

Gajanan Mishra
I am the one
To advocate happiness of
Humanity and I want to
See all other animals
And all living entities happy
At the same time equally.
I know and I realize
I am the part and parcel
Of truth.
I am in favor of love,
And universal love.
I know the virtue,
And I am happy to
See you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Only Loser

I am the only loser, here.
I am the common man
And I have no voice to utter.

No one is aware of the democratic system,
Lawful works are in doldrums.

No one is taking the responsibility
To provide me food and safe drinking water.

The judges are not working in my language
And I am in dark. Tell me not
I am sovereign and owner.

I pray, on this day, take action
To uphold my dignity,
And reaffirm my faith
In servants society.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Origin

I am the origin
I am the end
Belief me or not
I do not mind.

I am what I am
Hearing and chanting
Doing everything myself
You are present or
Absent no matter.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Origin-Trace Me Out

I am the origin,
And each and every
Change is going on
Within me.

I am at the root of
All changes,
I am the entity
That is unchanged.

Trace me out,
And keep me
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Paradise

I am the paradise,
Come to me and stay
With me and test
How truthful I am.

When I am going to
Purify your very nature
You are smiling at me
And I halted there.

I am the paradise
I repeated my words
And you are there with
all evidences both for and against.

And the matter arises out of your
appearance here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Poet

I am the poet,
The fragrance of the earth,
Very pleasing and I am
The original and I
Represent love and truth.
I exist in words,
Everything though, I am,
Nothing whatsoever
Can exist without me.
All goodness are there in me
And I am here with all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Prisoner

I am the prisoner
In my own body
In fear
In panic.

Here I see
No morning sunlight.
No moonlight
Shining at night.

I feel pain
In stomach
In chest.
Still I declare
I am free
But not like bird.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Real

I am the real,
I was here,
I am here,
I will be here
For better and better,
For love and truth,
And for all matters.
No creation,
No annihilation can
Touch me, change me,
At any time.
I am transformed,
But I am the same
For all everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Revolutionary

Where shall I go
And learn how to live.
I want to know
The art of dying also.

I failed to file
My grievance petition
Before my direct authority,
The middle men are
Exploiting me here
Like anything.

One middle man is telling
He has hijacked the revolution,
Another said he has hijacked the hijacker,
The authority said he has trapped everyone.

It is my misfortune
I am unable to search my life,
But going towards death.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The River

I am the river,
I am going on
In a circle
To meet my end-
The ocean.

I am the ocean,
I wait here
To touch-
The sky.

I am the sky
Coming to the earth
To grow like a tree,
Like a creature-
To live afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Saint

I am the saint,
I am the sage,
Know his world
My hermitage.
If you have
Any doubt, my dear,
By seeing me
That can be clear.

Without the quality of
Saintness no one would
Be a poet here.
Without the quality of
God no one would
Be a ruler.

Without the divinity
No one can be a donor,
Without the knowledge of
Love and art no one
Can be happy in this world.

I am the poet,
You can call me
By any name
As Shakespeare, as Wordsworth,
As Kalidas, as Tulsidas,
Time to time, my dear
I am writing poems
Only for You
Only to establish
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Same As You

I am the same as You
As the heat and light in the sun
As the heat and light in the sunshine
I know the sunshine rests on the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Second Son

I am the second son
Of my mother
My father is no more.

My mother is with me
I am with my mother
My father is no more.

I am speaking to my mother
In her own language
That are sweet and smooth.

My mother's language is
Giving me new life always
I love my mother.

My mother is here with me
And showing me this world
I love my mother.

For a better world
My mother is telling me
To do something more.

See, my mother is here
At the center of my life my journey
From my mother to my mother this is my journey.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Sky

I am the sky
I never mix
With any others
And I am not bound
I am eating sleeping
Walking hearing and
Speaking though with others
I have nothing to do
With anything and
With anybody
At any time
See me I am here
As before today
Since time immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Smallest

I am the smallest
So also I am
The biggest particle.
I am taking birth
I am also dying
At the same time.
I am here to start
The beginning and
I am the first
To end everything.
I am the part
So also I am
The whole of all,
I am the man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Son

I am the son
In relation to my parents,
I am the wife
In relation to my husband,
I am the servant
In relation to my master.

See nothing is true, my dear,
No son no parents
No wife no husband
No servant no master.

Live my dear, and live here,
According to your own sweet will,
Since you are here and live
Without fear and favor
With zeal and with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Son Of Bhagabana

I am the son of Bhagavan,
I am Gajanan,
I am here to make you
Enlightened.
I am here to tell you
The words of nectar,
I am Gajanan Mishra.
Here, on this earth
I reside, my dear.
To provide peace
To everyone is
My motto.
I am here
No to go,
But to stay
With you
For truth.

I am the son of Bhagavan,
I am the son of this earth,
I see here all truth
And all love.
I love you, my dear,
And I know, you are
Here to love me also.
We are all here
To make this world
As the place of heaven.
Let us enjoy
Let us live together
To perform our own duties,
Let us see each other,
Let us hug and
Give respect to each other
For our own benefits.
Let us realise the life,
Life is the only truth here.
Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Speaker

I am the speaker,
I am the listener,
I am the real man
Who is only here.

I am the action
I am the fruits thereof.
I am min truth
I am the Truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Storm

I am the storm,
I am the sun,
I am the warrior.
I am keeping my memory,
I am getting my victory.

I am facing the death
At every moment.
I am excited not for
Death but for life.

I am living a life,
That is full of mystery.
I am uttering the words,
That are in my history.
I am in your geography.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Sufferer

I am the sufferer
And not the enjoyer.
I am inside you
And not outside.

I am happy
And peaceful.
I am simple and
I keep all virtues.

Understand me,
I know the real purpose
Of your life.
Follow me,
I am here to take you
On the path of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Sum Total Of All

I am the sum total of all,
Yes, I am here with all.
All are here with me,
It is true, all are for me.
I am the juggler of words,
Words with grammar, music
And magic.
Life is forceful and
Affirmed by me.
I am the time.
Love has a great role
To play in all living beings.
I am the love, in eternal
Relation with truth.
Nothing is concocted,
Nothing is superfluous,
Life is the serious mixture of
Love and truth,
And it is all in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Sun

I am the sun
And I remain the same
Before rising and
After setting.

You are telling
I take birth
I grow and I die
But it is not so.

My power is with me
And it is neither
Different from yours
Nor is one with me.

I am nothing but I
As fire is nothing but fire.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Sweet

I am the sweet
I am here, my dear to
Sweeten all creatures.
You are my enjoyer
In so many ways.
But I am nothing,
And you are getting
Nothing from me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Time

Time is here, see,
I am the time.
And I am not
Under the disposal of
Anyone anywhere.
I am in the form of
Living creatures, here.
No one can put me
Under his control and
Use me as per his sweet will.
Knowing this, I am
Going with all but
I am alone, I remained
Untouched, unattached.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Time - Dark

I am the time,
I am life.
I am the life,
I am space,
I am the space,
I am false ego.
I am the false ego
I am in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Time - Eternal

I am the time - eternal.
With me everything ends.

I have my own potency,
I am the light and
Confirmed life.

I am the producer,
I am the actor,
I am also the director.

You to decide
What to do and when to do
With truth or with falsehood.

But beyond me
You can't move, but
I am there for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Truth

Truth is my strength
Justice is my power
I am here situated
In my own position.

I am everywhere
See within all
I am doing each and every action
And I am never contaminated by my actions
I am pure and equal to everyone.

See me by Your nature, my dear
See me here there longer and longer for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Truth I Am The Love

I am the truth
See me
I am the love
Enjoy me
I am on this day
And this Valentine Day
Love me
Treat me Truth
I am the truth
T am the love
This day is for me
This life is mine
Love me love me
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Truth In You

Realize me,
I am the truth.
Truth is there
In you.

I am there
In the process of
Life and death.

You are living and
You are dying,
Realize me.

Realize me,
And confirm,
I am far and also
Near the time.

Gajanan Mishra
I am the truth, I am the truth,
Here, there, everywhere, see me
In open eyes. Greet me with hands
And feet, with words and body,
Hear my words with your ears,
Come with me with your open
Mind and hearts. I am the truth,
I am the truth, I am the truth.
Truthfulness is my real nature,
I am the fire, I am the water,
I am the earth, I am the ether.
Come with me, my dear and take
All knowledge and all bliss.
I am the truth, I am the love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Universe

I am the universe
The universe is in me.
I am in water in earth
In fire in air in ether
In mind in intellect in ego
Water earth fire air ether
Mind intellect ego all are in me.

I am the nature
Upper and lower
I am the life-element
Without I
What is the value of universe
Nature is in me
Life is in me
The universe is in me.

The sound touch color
Taste smell are all for me
I am in all
O my dear
See here how I am
Here to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Universe- Self

I am the universe,
Everything is in me.
I act here, also,
I see the whole
Play of nature.

My range is limitless,
I am enlightened,
No one can catch me,
I am in and with
Everyone, though.

I am shining,
I am steadfast
And tranquil,
See me as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Victim

I am the victim,
I am the man, I am
Victim of different
Types of sense-gratifications
Like smoking, drinking,
Gambling, cheating and
Bad associations and as such
I have neither peace of mind
Not health of the body.

O my dear,
O my supreme truth,
Through self-realization
I know you.
I know you from
The experience of my own life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Vision

I am the vision, I am the passion, I am infatuation,
I am fear, I am anger, I am promoter and destroyer,
And I am what you consider Supreme human nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Vision- Human Nature

I am the vision, I am the passion, I am infatuation,
I am fear, I am anger, I am promoter and destroyer,
And I am what you consider Supreme human nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Wave

I am the wave
You are the ocean.

You are the Master
I am the servant.

Without You
I have no existence.

But You are there
Without me, as before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Word

I am the word,
I am the writer,
I am the speaker,
I am the speech,
I am the listener,
I am the inquirer,
I am what I am,
And I am what I am not.
I am the truth,
I am the falsehood.
I give order and
Work as the worker.
Try to know me,
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The World

I am the world
My body is the world
In miniature
See here everything
Change in the body
Signifies the change
In the world
Non-existence of this body
Signifies non-existence
Of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am The Worst Sinner

I am the worst sinner,
And I think myself
Most deficient than
Anyone else.
But please make me
Understand in
My language.
I want to know the truth,
That is here with us.
No enmity, please,
I am yours and
I am here with you always.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There

I am there,
I am not there.

I belong to none,
I belong to all.

Here, I am.
There, you are.

We are in one way,
The way is many for us,
But we are one.

We both are truth,
In right perspective
And we are purified
And perfect.
I am, that is what, in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There In Each Poem

Search me out, if you can,
I am there in each poem.
Feel me inside and also
Feel me outside my poems.

I am nothing and nothing more,
What I am here at this time.
The earth, the water, the air,
The light, the sky all are here.

I am created by all, see me
And feel me in different stages
Of consciousness.

I enjoy my own forms that differ
From place to place and I am there
In all creations.

Gajanan Mishra
I am there in You
In the fountains
In the waves
In the graves
Deepest steepest.

I am in love with You
Here in this place
Here in this space
What I stated
Is not a lie
It is pure truth.

I am on my fly
And I lay
On either way
That is my last day
And I pray
O my God I am
Only your prey.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There In Your Goodness

I am there in your goodness,
As you are the fruits of
All my goodness, I expect,
Your act should be in
The sense of praise-worthy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There To Call You Brave

I am there to call you brave
When you say no.
Saying no is not easy
I am telling before all
From this very morning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There Where You Are

I am a creation
out of nothingness
that I know, my dear.
I seek no future
I seek no security.
You are my creator,
And I am within you
As you are within me.
I am there, o my dear,
where you are.
I am your creation,
And without you,
I have nothing, I know out of
nothingness, you have created me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There With You

I am there with you,
Stay there with
All truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am There Within

I am there within
The birds and animals,
Insects and trees.
I feel all within me.
I am the earth,
I am also the sky.
The sun and the moon
And all stars are there in me.
Still, I feel
I am not a complete whole.
Still, I know
I am a zero.
I have to go a long way
For my own sake.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thinking

I am thinking
For the welfare of all
I am very kind to every one
No one is my enemy
I am truthful
I am equal to every one
No one can find fault in me
I am always clean
See I am open and
Without possession
I am peaceful
I am always surrendered to You
I have no material desire
I control my senses
I offer respect to everyone
I do not desire any respect for myself
I am a poet I am poetic
I am silent I am ignorant
O my dear, I am thinking always
About You and I know
You are in all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thirsty

I am thirsty,
Where is water
To quench my thirst
That I know not.

To eat
I have no food.
To hear
I am waiting here
But where is words
That I know not.

I am the instrument here,
And you are there
To see me in sitting
In walking, coming and going.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thirsty For Light

I am thirsty for light,
Light is in love,
Love is in the truth.

And the truth is our life.
I live here at this time
And I say all to stay careful.

I care life and life
Take care me.
Am I different from life?

All are in dark,
And in darkness
I am searching the light.

The earth is there in truth,
And I am living on the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thirsty, I Am Hungry

I am thirsty, I am hungry,
Give me food, give me water,
I am yours forever.
But I am not a beggar,
I am the gift of nature.

House is there, I see,
But I am unable to see
Where is the householder
And I fail to know
What he is doing all days.

I am the light and
I enlighten you always,
But I am here within myself
And to your goodness, I want to save.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am This I Am That

I am this I am that
My duty is this my duty is that
I am alone I am with all
By Your grace all are Truth
And Truth is all
I am the Truth
I am Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Thoughtful

Forever I am yours,
Forever I describe myself
Truthfully yours.
Here is my verse
You may dwell
As per your sweet will.
No discrimination and
Nothing can debar you here.
See me, I am thoughtful,
And not a full
Who can keep attachment
With any identification.
Let me perceive,
Your all modifications.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Tired

I am tired
In this world of matter
O my dear, I know Your love
Your mercy is here
And I will feel better
In future
You are my Supreme
You are the oldest of all
And You are merciful
See me by opening Your lotus eyes
And smillingly bestow Your benediction
Upon me and I know
You are the only person
Who can uplift me and
Remove my dejection.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Tired Of My Own Life

I am tired of my own life,
Here I find no freedom.
I enjoy no right to speak
Or to write or to communicate
Anything here in my state
In my mother's language.
The men I have elected
For my service are self-oriented.
They care not my words
And are taking me as their servant.
I am tired of my own company,
The people here are trying always
To avoid me for nothing and
They are aiming at fulfilling their own self.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am To Move

I am to move, I know,
I am immovable though.
I am the reality, I know,
I am mutable though.
I am the truth, I know,
I am withn you though.
I am the cause of creation,
I am here to destroy though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am To Write

You are my poem, 
I am to write. 
You are my gold 
I am to keep. 
You are my future 
I am to see. 
I am here in love 
And in truth with you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Told

To dropp it
And I have
Left nothing
And I kept
Everything
Result- nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Totally Yours

I am Yours,
You are mine,
I am not who I am,
I am who I am not.

I am eternal bliss,
I am purified,
I am different from all others,
I am totally Yours, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Touching The Sky

I am touching the sky,
But have patience and
Have self-control and see
Me in the peace of mind,
I am there only for you
With my divine eyes on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trained

I am trained
I can see all
I can understand all
I am trained.

See me
I am circulated by
Five-hooded serpent *
And I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Transforming

I know everything
Just ask me
With proper heading.

But the thing is
How you understand
And analyse the matter
And how far
You accept me
In your creativity
And how you
Design yourself
In solving problems.

I know nothing
But myself I'm transforming.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trembling

I am trembling
Not for fear,
Not for weakness.
I am trembling
Only because
I think about
Your greatness.
How great you are
And that is
Not far.
I am trembling
And trembling,
When I am going to
Pluck the dazzling star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Truth

I am truth
Believe me at this moment
Accept me I am yours
I am ever-existent in you
Own-ness with truth
Is the easiest and The best means to reach truth
I am the truth
Truth is all powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
I am Truth I declared
You are Truth You declared.

Two Truths are here they confused
We both know there is only one Truth
In this world with all here.

Not smiling not moving not imitating
We both are here for this time.

Question of separation not possible
And we are one in both and both in one
That You agree and I also agree.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Truth See Me

I am never born never die
At any place at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trying

I am trying something new
With you O my love
You are my triangle
Be serious
I am not for
Entertainment
I am not for
Confinement
I am here no doubt
But not purposeless
Find out the purpose
And enable me to lead You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trying To

I am trying to be a good reader
Than a good writer
I am reading You O my dear
And You are here.

Nothing to write I know
Only to see only to watch
Only to read and read
Nothing is there to do
Only to participate
The time telling to me
And to You
And going forward with
bold steps to You
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trying To Conquer

I am trying to conquer
My hunger my thirst
Lamentation illusion
Also old age and death.
I am free from all desires
I am offering honor to others
I want truth and never cheat others
I am your well-wishing friend rather.

I am the only performer
I consider myself the best of all
I forgive and forget all offences against me
See me I am detached from my body
That is made up pus stool blood
You can say me perfect gentle man here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trying To Forget Love

I am trying to
Trying to forget You
You are trying to
Trying to love me.

Love is a path
Love is knowledge
Love is a grace
Love is infinite relish.

You are trying to love me
I exist in myself
By using love
You are showing devotion.

It is faith
That is with me
It is I that bring
The light of love.

You love me
You are telling
I am trying to forget You
I am telling.

What you are telling
What I am telling
Are one and the same
As we are in this time-frame.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Trying To Write

I am trying to write
As many ways as I can
My thoughts my poems
My life's story but I
Failed to compete my
Mother as she told me
In so many ways about
Her childhood, about
Her village, about
Her kith and kins, about
Her pleasure and pain,
About my own history.
I failed to understand
My mother, still I write.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Unable To

I am unable to
Give proper education
I am unable to impart
Real knowledge
I am unable to
Taught you the virtue
Of humility
I am unfit
As a father
As a mother
As a teacher
Forgive me
O my son
You yourself can
Make your future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Unable To Give You

I am unable to
Give you anything,
Beg not anything.
But feel my heart-beats
And that is the true gift.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Unaffected

I am unaffected
By this air, water,
Food, shelter,
I am unaffected
By any world class
Contractor or dealer.
I am unaffected
By anything that are here.

But year after year,
You are making everything fuss
And live always in fussiness.
You want peace I know
But why you are afraid of war
That I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Under The Sun

Let me say O sun
Why have you made me
A rhing of fun.
The sun is silent
As there is no place
To produce sound
Everywhere it is vacant.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Under You

I am under you,
I am bringing back
My life, properties
And everything to you.

You are the truth,
And under you
I am pious and
Never nervous.

Always I am connected
With you, dear truth.
I love you
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Unhappy With You

I am unhappy with you
My dear men, as you
Know not the proper way of
Eating, sleeping, drinking
And also mating.

I am unhappy with you
As you are not following
The rules and regulations
Meant for the common welfare.

I am lamenting, men,
For the disorder, and
It is you, who have put
All state affairs
Into disorder.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Useful

I am useful,
Only so long as
You are there
with me.

It is you
Who is significant
That I know
from the beginning.

I am as such causal
and have my identity
with the nature
that has no future.

I am useful,
Only when you see me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Valid

I am valid
I am your obedient servant

You are my sincere friend
I am grateful to You

I can not exist without You
Let me go along with You

Let me follow Your footsteps and
Allow me to serve You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Dear

I am very dear to You
You are very dear to me.

You are wise and in full knowledge
You are in union with me.

You are giving me service
And I attain You see.

It is what I realized
And You said forget my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Dear To You, Truth

I am very dear to you, truth,
You are dear to me, I know.

We are but one and the same,
We are not, but our actual self
Is playing the game.

The game of life is
Not easy to play-
It is wet clay.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Glad

I am very glad
That I am in Truth
That I am free from
Action and reactions.

I am very glad
I am here at this moment
That you are far away
And sorry I need no help.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Happy

I am very happy,
Very happy to meet you,
Here in the shape of tree,
Bird, insect, animal, man,
Earth, air, water.
I am very happy,
Very happy to talk to you
In the clouds of the sky.
I am very happy
With you in the evening
At mid night, and also
In the morning.
I am very happy to discover
Myself living here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Happy, See

I am very happy, see
In this life
I need no one's help
Okay!

Who so ever
You may be
I care not.
My intention is
Not to use anything
For my personal benefit.

Rather I am trying to
Fulfill your request
By dedicating my life
And my possessions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Very Pleased- State

I am very pleased
When everyone is written with
Odia, state official language,
As per law.
I am very pleased
When everyone understands the truth
And go for it openly
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Vigilant

I am vigilant and
Watching my own mind
I know my mind
And it is an animal
And being a cunning hunter
I do not put faith in it
For it may go away
There and here
I know if I place
Full confidence in my mind
My mind may cheat me
At any moment
My mind is restless I know
I am not here to make friend with my mind.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Waiting For

I am waiting for attesting witnesses
If You are one of them, And I am sure
You are the same. will you please
Come to this desk and help me
To find the Truth.
The Truth is within You
The Truth is you and here
O my dear, I am waiting for You
Only waiting for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Waiting Your Call

I am waiting your call,
I am waiting only yours.
When you are here with me,
Let me say I am not in fear.
Whom to fear, I know not, dear.

Words are there and I am playing
With words that are available at hand.
But words are not mine I know and
I call them at times to come and
Make me their partners at this time.

I know time is not always
Favourable to any one of us.
I know it is not good to rely
On others always here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Walking

I am walking
How do I walk
That I do not know.
I am speaking
How do I speak
That I do not know.
This much I can say
I am walking towards You
This much I can say
I am speaking about You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Wandering

I am wandering and
I am fortunate that
I meet You in person
I am wandering with
My five gardens*
My protector* is one
That passes through nine gates*
I am wandering with
Three apartments*
I am wandering with
My six families*
I am wandering
With my wife. *

Five gardens= five objects of sense enjoyment
sight, taste, smell, sound and touch
Protector= air
Nine gates= two eyes, two ears, one mouth, two nostrils
One genitals, one rectum
Apartments= fire water earth
Families = mind and five senses
Wife = intelligence

Gajanan Mishra
I am wandering here
With my hands, feet,
Ears, pen, papers,
Arrows, pistols,
With my own fragrances
Musk, sandals.
I am wandering here,
Throughout the world.
I know I have my own
Ornaments own garlands,
Own clothes and own
Perfumes and still
I wonder my wandering is
Endless with truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Watched

I am being watched
By your eyes
That I know.
I am being enclosed
By your verse
That I realize.
And for this
You have declared me sacred.

I am growing and
I am flowing freely
Within your jurisdiction,
And you are the lone
Spectator in this
Area, I understand, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Watching

What you are doing,
I am watching.
Thanks to your works,
That made me great.

Who is supreme,
Not a question.
But what you are doing
That is to be seen.

I am not distressed,
But I am perfect.
The measurement of life-
The cat is there to tell that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am What I Am

See me if you can
I am your fan
I am doing my duty
O my beauty
You are my Sweety
For you only
I engaged myself
In fight
This fight is
To cross the border
The border is not clear
And I am for you
You are for me
That I knew
I am what I am
Everything is to praise
And nothing to condemn.

Gajanan Mishra
I am what I am not,
I am not what I am.
The night and the days
Are not here as they are.
The body and the mind
Are not well acquainted
With the atmosphere here.
The water and the air
Are not in equal proportion
For all always everywhere.
The food and the shelter
Are not the same at any time
For friends and foes
In water and in space and on earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With Happy

I am happy,
I am with happy,
I am in happiness.
I am the dust,
Dust of all feet.
I utter not words,
I only fly to the sky
To come back again
As dust here
On this earth.
I am happy,
Happy with you, dear.
You are there to
Clear me by rain water.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With My Mother

I am with my mother
And I am far from fear.

I am using my own language
And I understand all that.

I am here, on my land
And no enemy is there, with me, here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With The Change

I am with the change,
But I am unchanged.
I am perceiving the truth,
When I am with the untruth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With The Truth

All good, all established,
But dear friend, think not
I permit you to proceed.
Think not, dear friend,
That I am not with you,
But I am with the truth.

Let me work for you,
Let me recognize the truth,
Let me know who you are,
Where you are and
For what you are.

I promise
To restore everything.
But what was there
Tell me correctly.

Dear friend,
Come on and be committed
And get well again,
I am neither weak nor thin.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With You

Catch me
Catch me
I am with you
Always with you
Always as you see.

See me
See me
I am with you
Always with you
Always as I catch you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With You - Sweetness

I am with You,
I am with You,
I long to provide You
With every comfort,
And here in, find
My sweetness and
This sweetness develops
By becoming one
With You, my dear,
I desire only
Perfect sweetness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With You Always

I am with you always
I remain always in you
In all circumstances.

Who am I
Nobody is putting question
And I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am With You Always And Everywhere

I am with you
As salt in sea water
I emerge and I vanish
Again and again
In you as air
In the sky
O my dear I am with you
Always and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I am within your divine ring, my dear,
I know you are the real ecstasy here.
You are my love and it is not possible
To leave the love at any situation.

Let me remember you every morn and eve
With your eternal fame
Let me see your arms that spreads
to embrace all and all.

I feel your presence everywhere,
You are the only truth and only fortune,
I am your product and how can I leave you?
Leaving the root on the part of the plant
Or tree is really not practicable.
And I am yours and here under your divine ring.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Without Any Doubt

I am without any doubt,
Yours, only Yours.

Yours, only Yours, my dear,
I am only Yours.

In Your presence,
I feel happy
And I am in peace.

In Your presence,
O my dear, there is all
Divine richness with me.

And I know, You are
Present here, my dear
Always here, and You are
In noticeable form.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Without You

Can be blissful.
In fact, I am not you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Wonderful

I am wonderful,
I am the water
I am the air
I am the sky
I am the earth
I am the light.
I am wonderful
I am the bird
I am the animal
I am the insect
I am the tree
I am the light.
See me, hear me,
I am here within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Worried

I am worried
About my mother.
No one is there
To take care.
No one is there
To listen to.
No one is ready
To utter her voice.
I am worried
About my mother.
She is passing
From sight.
Till date, my mother
Is giving everything.
But no one is there
To remember.
I am worried
About my mother.
Blood circulation is
Still there in her body,
Respiration system
Is okay.
My mother is able to
Move here there.
Still no one is
Taking care.
I am worried
About my mother.
I have not yet
Forgotten.
I am being identified
By my mother.
My mother is everything
For me on this land.
I am worried
About my mother.
Without my mother
How can I survive?
Who will recognize me
If my mother is not
With me at this time.
My mother gives me love
That no one can give.
My mother is still here
And crying for me
But alas,
I am not able to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Worshipping You

I am worshipping you as father,
as mother, as guide, as friend,
I am worshipping you as my
own image at this hour.
By worshipping you I am controlling
myself here and making myself
fit to think what to do in water
and in fire at any hour.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Worth

I am worth what I am worth
I am not foolish not clumsy
It is my earth that has worth
I had bathed and is in my body-temple
I am worth what I am worth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Wounded

I am wounded,
In love,
With hatred.

Still, I am great,
At Rhyming,
I am great at putting
Together refrains,
I am great at
Poetic images.

Poetry is strange,
And I recite it
With heart and brain.

Writing poetry is
An act of rebel.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing

I am writing,
I am writing only for me,
And who am I ask me not,
You have no power to know
Or ask any such question.

It is true, I cannot live
I cannot live with you, my dear
You are my world, and I
Cannot live with the world,
You also cannot live with me, I know.

I am writing only for me,
I am writing about you,
I am writing about our relationship
I am writing and you cannot wipe it out.

Gajanan Mishra
I am writing about love,
Reason-I am not getting it.
I am writing about love,
For, I know love is life.
I am writing about love,
Because, love never lost.
I am writing about love,
Love is there always here.
Love, love, love, love,
Only love can change the world,
Only love can declare
Everything is here with
So many colours and flowers
That can never fade, love, love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing About Me

I am writing about me
I am reciting my own name
I am staying in my house
I am eating me
I am the time
I am the food
I am my house
I am my master, see me dear,
I am here, I am there, I am everywhere.
I am here only for me
No one is there here besides me
See as you like.
I am destroying me
I am saving me, and it is I, only I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing For You

I am writing for you
O my dear men
I am explaining to you
The very Ultimate Truth
You are to read
And use it in your daily life
And if my writing is understood
You are sure to get Truth
That is therein
My dear men and face it
In your daily routine
Follow the recognize principles
Accept all that are coming
Declare yourself as Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing Poems

I am writing poems it is true
And it is also true
That my poems are incomplete
It is also true
I am not able to write well
But I am trying to write
Poems are being written
On their own ways by the poems
I am merely acting as a
Stenographer, my dear
To be very frank
I am not writing a single poem
On my own and it is the poems
Themselves are coming through me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing Poems And Helplessness

I am writing poems it is true
And it is also true
That my poems are incomplete
It is also true
I am not able to write well
But I am trying to write
Poems are being written
On their own ways by the poems
I am merely acting as a
Stenographer, my dear
To be very frank
I am not writing a single poem
On my own and it is the poems
Themselves are coming through me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Writing This

I am writing this
Not for You
Don't read
And if you are reading
Don't comment
And if you are
To comment
Don't praise
I am not praiseworthy
Your praise may
Kill me and I
Don't want to be killed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yet To Know

I am yet to know,
I am holding you or
It is you who hold me.
Yet like the camel
We are eating thorny bushes,
We care not the bleeding.
I am telling myself
How filthy, how wonder!

Gajanan Mishra
I Am You

I am You
You are I
No difference
Is there
You and I.

You are the whole
I am the part
You are the Master
I am the servant
And we are one.

We live in love
Love is our pillar
Of success
No success no love
Means only deserts.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Different Form

I am your different form,  
I am yours.

I am buying and  
I am selling myself.

I am declaring  
I am nothing  
But I am rare indeed.

When I am telling  
I am no different from you,  
This is my real enjoyment.

I am the enjoyer,  
I am in pleasure.  
I enjoy the knowledge  
I enjoy the love here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Fragment

I am Your fragment, my dear
I am with You
I have an inclination for You
I am free from defects
I have an inclination for You
I take refuge in You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Mind

I am your mind,
You are my nature.

Let us come together
O my dear, and invoke
the sky-god, the wind-god,
the water-god, the fire-god
on this earth where we are.
O my dear, we are here
together to live in a
new culture without any fear.
Let us go above rules and
let us uplift ourselves with
love and affection, my dear.
Let us give and take whatever we have.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Part

I am your part
And parcel O my dear
I am yours for ever.
You are the seed
You are the tree
You are the spark
You are the light.

Creative energy
Set in motion with You
O my dear and I am
In that wonderful creation.
You have created
Two types of machines
male and Female
And these two machines
Are creating innumerable similar
Machines with You at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Part - Love

I am your part,
And we both are here
To make a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Servant

I am Your servant, O my Master
I am only Your servant
I am here only to obey Your orders
I am here only to perform Your works.

O my Master, You are my light
O my Master, You are my ears eyes
O my Master, You are my life my love
I am waiting for You I am here only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Your Servant That I Know

And I know You are within all
Everywhere and in all times.

Gajanan Mishra
I am Yours yes man
I heard you said
I'll release you from all sins.

I am not at all worried
About the necessities of life
About anything at present and in future.

I am Yours yes man
I take refuge in You
And I know worry is contrary to it.

It is true I am invoking You
To save all, I know, You
Shoulder full responsibility.

Even I feel never
This body senses mind
life-breath intellect are mine.

I am Yours yes man
Errors are not being committed by me
It is for your presence I am free from worry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours

I am here with you in your body
And you are here with me in my heart
I do not believe in any other temple
House building except this heart and body.

Gajanan Mishra
I am yours and you are mine,
Tha's all I am telling here
At this time. And I know and am sure
This time will change its course.
I also know I am not totally
Independent and also I am not
Least dependent with anything, anybody
Or anywhere at any time as seen.
I am the lover of beauty, true,
But tell me what is not beautiful.
All are transmuted by love and
Also all are transmuted by knowledge.
Still they know not what is what
And where they are with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours Entirely

As ornament made of gold have nothing but gold
As weapons made of iron have nothing but iron
As pots of clay but nothing but clay
You pervaded on everything here my dear
In earth in air in light in water and in sky
And I am made of these five basic elements
I am nothing but You
You are the only real I know
The only imperishable and so I am real
And I have nothing to be realized but you
There is nothing in this world O my love
But You but You but You but You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours For Ever

I am yours for ever
I am here for ever
I love you and
You love me I know
For ever forever.

I hear you
I see you
I feel you
You are my love
Love and love.

I am yours for ever
You are with me here
We are united together
Illumined by love-light
Our whole quarters.

Love has got
Celestial power and glory
The sky shake the earth shake
I ride on love and it is
My turn to get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours Forever

I am here
And I am yours
forever.

O sisters
O brothers,
See, we are
All tiny creatures
Without control
over nature.
See, how helpless
We are here,
We are ignorant too,
We are not able to know
What is truth.

Only love is here
With us,
We can love each other
At this time here.
Let us enjoy
The sunshine of happiness
That are with us
In the morning and also
In the evening,
Let us not be blind within
Let us restore peace
In every war that are
going on here there
By saying I am yours forever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours Only

I am Yours only
I am not yet
Separated from You
I am in harmony
With Your desire
And concerted satisfaction
I see Your
External potency
Within me and it is a creation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Am Yours-You Have Me

I am Yours
You have made me Yours
To make me perfect
To make me liberated
You have made me Yours.

I am Yours
See, all things are Yours
Here and everywhere
I am Your standard road
On which You walk and go.

I am Yours
And You are not only mine
But also You belong to all
And for this I love You
I love all.

Gajanan Mishra
I am, without you,
You are, without me-
Nothing, nothing..

Gajanan Mishra
I An Hankering

I am hankering
It is true
I am hankering for you.
And How can I get rid of you?
My happiness my sadness
My thoughts my actions
My convictions my delusions
All are with you
I am hankering for you
My self my non-self
My world everything
You say is you.

Gajanan Mishra
I And Mine

I and mine
You and yours and
It is the only obstacle
In our path
That lead to infinity
O my dear forget
Who you are
And where you are
You just come with me
And see you are I.

Gajanan Mishra
I And Mine - Discrimination

I and mine
Are undergoing change,
But my dear, you
Remain the same.

I realized
My ignorance, dear
And I light up
With bliss and truth.

Let me accept, my dear,
The existence of all,
Let me attach importance
To discrimination.

I am nature-born,
I am nature-born.

Gajanan Mishra
I And Mine- But Illusion

I and mine
Nothing but illusion
In terms of wife and family
Children and property
Relatives and friends.

Where is the knot
Please find
And please see
The actual picture
Of life, my dear.

O my dear, you yourself
Is the cause of all
Bondage and not reading
The actual message.

Gajanan Mishra
I And My Shadow

I and my shadow
Are in the auditorium
To watch the dances
Of the sun and the moon.

The sun the moon
The earth and and all
Are dancing singng
Simultaneously.

I am not there to keep
Account and my shadow
does not ask me question
As a honest parter.

I and my shadow
Are here to watch
To listen the dances
And the music keeping
Fully well Roses
Not rose not on
All the ways.

Gajanan Mishra
I And My Vision

Here I have
My own vision of
Absolute truth-
And I see you.

Here I am
For all good.
And here I am
The only fool.

Gajanan Mishra
I And Thou

I and Thou, Thou and I.
It is You, it is I.
Un-decaying and inexhaustible,
Ocean of mercy, and no reason.
You are the pure existence, my dear,
You are praised by all sacred scriptures.
You are innumerable and You are
United with detachment.
You are here to purify all
Evil thoughts and wishes of all.
O ocean of compassion,
You are without being fraudulent.
I and thou, Thou and I.
It is You, it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
I And You

I and you
are one,
So also,
He and they.

Nothing and
everything,
Here and there,
It is the sky.

Real and
absolute our
existence here.
Nothing to attain,
Nothing to loss,
Everything is for us.

Gajanan Mishra
I And You - All Dream

I and you
And illusory,
All hidden
Therein
In that dream.
All gems
All pearls
Are scattered
Outside.
But we are
Alone inside
With ourselves.
Beyond time,
Beyond forms.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appear

I appear
Before you,
And you
Are not here.

Let me say
Some words,
I know words
Are not mine.

The sun
The butterfly
And the flowers
I know all separate.

But all are one and see
No difference in love in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appear By My Name

I appear by my name,
And what is my name
It is you to name.
Name is main,
Ladder to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appear For The Benefit Of All

I appear here
Not for anyone's
Personal profit but
For the benefit of all,
I am a poet.

I can create
Each and every item
Necessary to all.
Here see the life-
Fruits of nectar.

I am a poet,
I know the past
And the future, you may stay
Fearless with me for that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appear Under The Blue Sky

It is true,
I appear under
The blue sky.
It is true,
I disappear
In the deep sea.
It is true,
I am there in rain
And in the sun.
But it is not true,
I am dying,
It is not true,
Life is a mystery,
It is what history.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appear, See Me

I appear, see me,
I am all-devouring death.

Dare not to challenge
My authority,
I am the native.

Better to surrender
Unto me.
You are to take
My protection,
At all times.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appeared

I appeared and interrupted
I face the problems and enemies
I passed away
I beg excuse for my appearance
I beg excuse for my interruption
It is the call of time only
I made you understand.

Gajanan Mishra
I Appeared, I Disappeared

I appeared, I disappeared
With You O my friend
With You at the beginning
And at the end.

O my Master, O my dear
You are the creator of all, here
I am your fragment and
I am part and parcel of this creation.

You have created me, My Father
You are always with me and within me
I also know You are the Father of
All the creatures here.

I know my sole aim of life is to
Do good to others to performed
Actions for the welfare of the world.

This world is Yours I know
I am here to add happiness
In this life of pleasure and pain.

Gajanan Mishra
I Approached

I approached the air
And the sky replied
No space
Whirlwind appeared
said come come
And I entered
Identical intact
Change space
And I approached
The air that flows.

Gajanan Mishra
I As Gajanan Mishra

Was not here in this form
And will not be here
In this form in future
And as such I am not here
At present with you my dear
I am not here even for a moment
You can not find Gajanan Mishra
Who is writing this poem
Anywhere and this poem
In this form at any time
But poem is eternal and is in truth
The poem has connection with all
And transcends the limits of time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Ask Where Do You Come From

I ask where do you come from,
Whom are you living with,
What are you doing now,
Who are you and where are
You going away at this time.
I know no answer is with any one
At any place but by asking such
Questions I am cracking the silence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Asked A Question

I asked a question
You told another story
And I got answer
I seek for.

Gajanan Mishra
I asked the turtle
What has happened
On the way and
The turtle described
In detail.
I asked not
Anything to the hare,
I know the hare has
Lost memory in sleep
And in hurry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Associate Myself

I am trying to associate myself with You, my dear
And you are trying to disassociate from me.

This is going on and on since time immemorial
And we both are here without putting signature anywhere.

I am fixing my mind upon your smile upon your love
You are imitating me after my departure, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Assume You Mine

I assume You mine
Let us make right use of all
If I do not regard you as mine
I become free from the notion of mineness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Attach Importance

I don't care for my life
But I hope to live
I also don't care for duties
I don't attach importance to duties
I attach importance to 'refuge in You'
Than to duties
I take refuge in You
I give significance to You
And I totally depend on You only
But I pray to You to free me from
The stupidity of my hope
Belief and dependence on the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Be Considered Yours

I be considered Yours
O my dear, see I am here
My business is to serve You only.

See, I am awake
And I understand
I am Your part and parcel eternally.

I am free from my servant my mind
I am engaged in Your works always.

Gajanan Mishra
I Become Pure

I am not pure
I do agree
But I become pure
When I am with You
And when I am with You
All turn out well.

Gajanan Mishra
I Beg Apology

I beg apology
As because
I could not recognize you
As because
I could not know the truth.
Forgive me
And let me love you.
forgive me
You have the only power
To forgive.
Keep me with you
Keep me united with you,
Separate me not
From you from the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Beg Pardon

I beg pardon,
If any undesirable
Actions are being done
By anyone on this earth.
I am active, see me,
I am diligent and sincere,
And I am maintaining
Discipline at every sphere.
I am not causing any harm
Nor showing any disrespect
To anyone as I know
In each one, you are there,
My dear, you are clear and
The truth that I remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
I Beg The Blessings

I beg the blessings
Of all of you.

You may develop all good
And desirable qualities.

As a poet my chief concern
Is to deliver the fallen soul.

And so I am preaching the glories
Of the most glorified of all.

And it is my fortune
I am living here directly under Him.

O my dear, Your greatness is
You are full of mercy.

O my dear, let me raise from the platform of
Ignorance to the platform of goodness with all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Began To Think

I began to think again
I began to return again.

The earth is not below
The sky is not above.

I began to think again
I began to return again.

The bird is here within me
Th sky is here within me.

I began to think again
I began to return again.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belief

I belief
I am Yours
You are mine
Without one
Another has
No meaning.

I do not doubt
Whether You have
Accepted me or not
I know I have been Yours
Since time immemorial
And shall remain Yours.

O my dear, it will be an error
When I think myself separate
I know separation is not possible
I know I am a fragment
Of Your own self and without doubt
I am Yours You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe

You are the truth
Only truth
I am not.

Who am I then
Am I gajanan again
Gajanan is just
Phonetic rhythm
A cerebral
Emotional being.

Do you follow me
What I mean
I do not believe
False pride
I do not believe
Self-importance.
I believe everything
In your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe But

I believe but
What I believe
I cannot say.
What I say
I cannot explain,
What I explain
You are not to
Catch it.
What you catch
That is not my
Belief but
That misled you
In the desert
of life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe Everything

I believe everything
and everybody.
I believe it is all
for good.
I believe all wrongs
Are right.
I believe life is
not for fight.
I believe in
Let others go.
I believe in friends
And not in foes.
Let me go with my believe,
I love my believe as truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe In Life

I believe
In life,
In star.
I believe
In love,
In fire.

I believe
In magic,
I believe
Life is
Not tragic.

Let me live,
My dear, here
With my belief.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe In Love

I believe in love,
Love, love, love,
Love, love, love.
I believe in love,
Love is there in truth,
The truth is there in love.

Love is not wild,
Though, wild is the truth.
See me, I am true to love,
Love, love, love.
I believe in love, love.

I know love has no religion,
Love has no color,
Love has no place and time,
Love has nothing to give or take.
I believe in love,
Love, love, and love.

I establish my covenant
With love, everlasting love,
Everlasting covenant.
I love crying, I love smiling,
Love, love, and love.

Test of love is there
In the text of love,
I love the love that is life.
Life is in truth, I love,
I love and I suffer with you,
I know, you are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe In Myself

I believe in myself,
I believe, what I am
Telling is the truth.
For the sake of truth,
I am here calling you.
I am sure, you would have
No choice but to follow
Me to seek the truth,
That is here with me.
I believe in myself
And I am busy in
Building my own image
To develop clear vision
With love at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe More On Man

I believe
God is here
Within men.
I depend
More on men
Than God.
Let us say
Man is
The builder
Of God
And God depends
On men
And humanity is
More powerful than godhood.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe Not

I believe not
This ocean, my dear.
I believe on
You only.
I will do that work
That is dear to You.
I am getting pleasure
With You, my dear.
You are the Truth
Ocean is the matter.
I believe on You
I believe not this ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe Not Pakistan

I believe not Pakistan,
So also I believe not America,
All talk nonsense.
I care not the principles of physics,
And related prizes.
I am not interested in celebrating
My birthday or marriage anniversary.
But I must share a car
With you for the journey
Towards the sky.
I want to think and sit
Under the roadside mango tree.
I like running and swimming,
And eating and living with you,
And I want to discover the truth
Therein for others.
I said namaste to your drama,
Of course, not for me.
The air and the wings
Both are there
But I find nothing.
Import and export
I like all personally, but
When state issues are there
I have some reservations.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe You In Full

It is my nature,
If I believe,
I believe in full
Or not at all.
But I believe you,
My dear in full.
Whatever you do,
I support you.
I believe
Nothing wrong
Would be done by you.
You realize the truth.
Truth is there, where
There is public welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
I Believe, You Are

I believe,
You are what you are,
You are there
And also
You are not there.

I believe your existence,
And I believe not
Your existence here
Or there at this time.

My belief has no role
To play here or there
But I believe not
What you are and
What you are not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To This World

I belong to this world
and I am proud of it.
This world is the creation
of one Almighty God.
This world a -
multi-hued bouquet,
with seven oceans
with seven continents
and so many countries
of multiple colors
and fragrance,
going round and round
all around the sun.

I belong to this world
with so many creatures
with so many people having
different colors, creeds
caste, religion, behaviours,
languages, foods, waters.
We are one and all,
We are under the control
of the sun, using the same air,
same light, we are playing on this earth
and the sky is above us
and guiding us with so many stars,
Let me appeal to you all
to stay in peace and enjoy life
not at the cost of other's interest
but using time in a fair manners.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To Truth

I belong to truth,
Truth is mine.

World is truth,
Truth truth and truth,
Nothing but the truth.

Day and night
I believe in truth
And I am the truth.

I belong to truth
Truth is mine.

I realize the truth
Truth is the root of all.
Truth is made through self
Truth is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To Whom

I belong to whom?
Am I Yours?
Are You mine?
I know I know not.

And what I know
That is known to You.

What is fruit and
What is root, who knows?
One who knows
He is not here in person.

One who is here
He is the Truth
But covered with falsehood
And yet I recognized You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To You

I belong to you
You belong to me.

I recite Your name
Your glory
And meditate on you.

And I am happy
See.

I know whatever
You do is
For my welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To You - I Am Searching

I belong to you -
I am searching
The meaning.
I am searching
What do you mean
When you say
I belong to you.

I belong to you,
What is wrong
In saying this
Openly and loudly.
I fail to understand
What for you people
Think about it.

Let me clear
Each one belongs
To another here.
Nothing differ
In case of love
And truth, if
Love is there for all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To You -Love And Love

I belong to You
You belong to me
I am my own
I become loving to me
You are in me
My mind is fixed on You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Belong To You-For Ever

I belong to you
You are mine
I have only
To realize you
O my dear
When you are
With me
I have nothing
To fear
I know
When you are
With me
Death is
Not near
I am here
With you
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Benefited

I benefited from all
It is fair to say.

I cannot tell
If I am here to give you
Anything that you desire.

Defame me, if you like
You may ignore my
Massive exercise.

But I do agree
I benefited from
You and all here.

I dare not to mock
Anybody as I know
All are parts of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Blame Not You

I blame not you
and how can I blame?
I know not the next step,
I know not where is up
and where is down.

I am yet to know
the pleasure of success
as I failed never,
I am yet to take back
in the boating as
I recognized neither
air nor water.

Here I am with my own darkness
Dazzling all days before you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Born For Love

I born for love,
I am born for love
I cannot live
Without love.
Love is life
And without you
Life is nothing,
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Bother Not

I bother not pretend things,
I have a heart to accept
The things as they are.
I consider everything
Sweet and funny,
I trust every time
That is going with me.
Each and everything
I told myself
Have patience, my dear,
Here, the sun is
Also rising.
You must admit
The sight is not shocking.

Gajanan Mishra
I Bought Nothing

I bought nothing
I know there is
Nothing in the world
Besides hate
I am a man of
Love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Bow Before You

I bow before You, mu dear,
I bow before You for the love
Given by You and I know I have
Nothing to give You in return.
I have nothing to give my, my dear,
As everything is Yours, that I know
I am moved by the love given by You
I bow before You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Bow Down

I bow down my head
Before You
And I feel light
And enjoy the pleasure
Of freedom.
I am doing Your works
Always here and
Proudly I am
Declaring peacefully
I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Bow Unto Thee

I bow Unto thee
Oh! Mother-language,
Thou are the creator and
the lighter of mine.
I pray Unto thee
Oh! Mother-language,
Thou are the embodiment of bliss
And the bestower of peace.
I adore thee, Oh! Mother-language
Thou are the life of my body,
The blueness of my sky,
The wisdom of my life-ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
I Breathe

I breathe,
I hear,
I see,
I feel
All life.

Feeling is something
Different I know.
All who are alive
Are not living
In true sense.

No dream in hunger,
And for hunger
This land is dazzling
Inside and outside.

What one feels
I can say
Talking to him.
But I can't say
About his breath,
And I breathe.

Gajanan Mishra
I Caged

I caged centrestage
You pronounced verdict with
Attributes of questions.

I have no ear to hear
No eye to see
No mouth to speak.

You are at the centre
Telling me quik quick.

Gajanan Mishra
I Call Not Any One

I call not any one,
But they come to
Get some benefit.

Benefit!
The world is not ready
To provide though.

The world!
Yes, it is here
With whims.

I care not
That grey hound,
I know it is not
My duty to summon
Any one to attend me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Call The Cloud

I call the cloud,
But she is not there
In the sky.
Do you know her address?

No cloud is there,
But there are stars,
Though the stars
Have no work.

I call the cloud
With rage,
The cloud
Not listened,
And in her place
There came
The dust and haze.

The cloud is
The supporter of my life.
I call the cloud,
Without caring
The tradition and custom.

I know, I am
Never separated
From the cloud,
I call the cloud
But she is not
Giving her ears.

Cloud, cloud, cloud
I cried and the cloud
Is not there anywhere.

What shall I do,
I have to think a while
And if you know
Suggest something
How can I get the cloud!

Gajanan Mishra
I came to this place.
Which place it is
That I know not,
But I am here,
With my life
And I am alive,
They declared
Joyfully.

I have forgotten
Who were there
With me at that time,
At that time of war
With the self.
But I am here at present
With the message of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Be Defeated

I can be defeated
By only myself.
And I am at my
Prime time at present.
Still, I am not yet
Started to read
Or to understand
Primer of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Be Purified

I can be purified
By the wind,
The fire, the sun,
The water
And the speech.
Purify me, dear sir,
By any means
You like.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Catch The Fish

I can catch the fish
In water.
I can catch the bird
In the air.
I can walk miles together
Alone on earth.
I can see the see the sky
On my way back home.
But my dear, I cannot
Do anything against the light
That are within us.O
I cannot talk much
Against anyone as I know
They are all inseparable parts.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Check No One

I can check no one,
I can go no where,
I can see nothing.
But I can love,
But I can see truth,
But I can say -
Here is the sky.
And see, the sky
Is smiling at me,
See, the earth is
Moulding my life.
See, I am here on
The earth and no one
Is here to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Come

I can come,
I can stay,
I can also go
As I wish.

I can take,
I can give,
I can declare
All mine,
All are not
True though.

I can lead,
I can follow,
I can value all,
Though hollow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Do Anything

O my love
I can enter fire
I can eat deadly poison
I can jump in to the sea
Only for you my love
You are my love
And I can do anything
In order to carryout
Your order mt dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Eat

I can pray
I can love
To love is
Basics of life.

And life here
I strongly feel
Is nectar
I can be both niche
And a global mass poet.

My humble origin
Is my culture
I taste all
You can test me
At any time you like.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Follow You

I can follow you.
But why should I?
Why not you follow me?

I am in a different mood.
You are to understand
Or else I am here to
Make you understand.

No boundary is here for me,
But I know you cannot cross
Your own line and touch me.

I am the hunter of your love,
And you are going beyond the truth.
I am here to set you on fire,
At midnight I can see you burning star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Give

I can give love,
I can give everything
In love.
I can fly,
I can fly everywhere
In the sky.

The sky - I love,
I love the sky in full.
In full, I can submit
Before you.
Before you, I must
Speak the truth.

The truth - I love,
I love you, and
I present my view.

My view - most valuable,
Life is all enjoyable,
And I am not disabled.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Go

I can go
I can stay
It depends
On my will.

No contradiction
Is there within me
I am within your heart
It is confirmed.

I love you
You are my creation
I can write anything
On you here.

Let me say who are you
You are to say who am I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Hear

I can hear
With my eyes.
I can see
With the holes
Of my skin.
I can cover myself
With love.
And I live
Always in truth.
Always I am creative,
And the energy
That is generated
In my creation
Is my strength.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can I Must I Will

This is right
I can I must I will
I can do this
I want to do this
I will do this.
To do something-I am ready,
But not to search
The word impossible
In my dictionary
Where it is not there
And if it is there
Keep it there- my prayer,
I am not going to
Open that page.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Know You

I can know you
By going away from you.

Let me not mix with you
It is never possible.

Let me accept
I am different from you.

I know
You are ever attainable.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Lift My House

I can lift my house
And see if you are able.
I can go far beyond death
See if you are able
And say something about.
If you are not here
To speak in my language
How shall I understand you
And the very purpose of
Your saying is defeated.
Without understanding anything
How can I assumed the existence
Of the world and have valued it.
Both external and internal
Connectivity is necessary
And you have to do it.
And I know I am going now
And know no end no origin
I am not bound and it reality.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Live

I can live
Without you,
But you cannot live
Without me.
I am there
In your place,
You are still there
Searching for a space.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Live For Many Many Years

For mother,
For mother language,
For motherland,
I can live for
Many many years,
Even without food
And without taking water.

You, foreigners,
Go back, go back,
Or convert yourself
And learn the language,
Adjust with the culture
Of this land
For all welfare
Of my men.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Move

I can move
And within
No time
I can reach
Anywhere.
Both upwards
And downwards.
I can control
Air and fire.
The sky and
The earth and
All other things
Are within me,
All here, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Bear

I can not bear a moment
In Your absence.

I felt quite jubilant
With Your presence.

Sight of Your beauty
Produced a great festival
For my eyes.

I sing I see
Only for You only You
Here there everywhere.

I pray by the strength of Your
Internal potency make me use
For the benefit of others, O my dear
With Your unlimited causeless mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Forget

I cannot forget
That fire
That is there
In you and
That burnt me
For the sake of
Truth.
I cannot forget
That fire
That is there
In me and
That burnt you
For the sake of
Love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Forget You, O My Dear

I can not forget You, O my dear
I take refuge in You
I love You
I have not to adore You
I am restless see without remembering You
Even for half a moment I do not want to
Renounce Your lotus feet
Let me clear I have no desire
Either for riches or righteousness
Or for lust or even for salvation
But I want Your blessing, my dear
Bless me with the boon
That I should love You love You
Love You love You love You in all births.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Hold Your Tongue

I can not hold your tongue.
If you wish to say
Say what ever you like
I know you are not a monk.

I am ready to listen.
I want to listen your word
I will go on my own way
If you are going to put question.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Return

Excuse me
I can not return
I am on one way traffic road
No curve no end in between.

Excuse me
I can can take you with me
I am alone and alone
But not lonely.

Excuse me
I am going and going
And not going back
Anyway at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Satisfy You

I can not satisfy You
O my dear, either by
My words or by my deeds.
And I pray
You be pleased by Your
Own mercy.
Here I surrender
To You and my surrendered
Is for general good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Say

No no
I can not say
What is happening
In your presence
And you are always present.

I must not say
What is going on
And it is going on always
In your presence
And I am absent.

Now on wards
It is light
And I am not able to see
In your presence
I can only chant.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Say You Are Smarter

I can not say you are smarter, my dear
From my point of view all are equal
With the same components of life and
On the same train going to discover
The Truth that are there hidden
I know others who have cognitive
Faculties and have superior intelligence
Just a bit understanding is required
To live and stay with full cooperation
You are sure to get me if you forget your
Own language and technology and give
Prestige and recognition to each and
Every person without discrimination
O my dear, each and everyone is relevant here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Not Write

I can not write
Anything more
I can not go to you
Are not true.
I can write
And I must write
I can go to you
And I must go to you
Everyday every moment
Just to know who am I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Only

I can only
Love You.

It is true
I can not know
What I am
It is true
I can not know
Who I am
It is true
I can not know
How I exist.

I can know
And I can
Only love You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Pray

I can pray before You
I can offer myself to You
See me, I am living only for You
See me, I am also dying only for You.

From my birth to my death
I am only seaching You
And You are within me that I know
And I know You are only doing everything.

I can pray before You
And everything everywhere it is You
Before my birth and after my death
It is also You who belongs to all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Reach

I can reach anywhere
Within no time,
Without any material vehicle.

I am from all bondage
And I can see all
With my close eyes.

I can say what I like,
But my like and dislike
Depends on your love.

I am there to love you
And I can utter words
That are there with you.

I know you are there to
Give me the prescription of life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Say

I can say
How many seeds
are there in an apple.
But I cannot say
How many apples
can a seed produce.

I cannot say
Who you are
But I can say
You are here with me
Always everywhere and
Doing everything for me.

I know you are the friend of all,
And you elevate all equal to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Say The Sun Is Here

I can say
The sun is here
In me,
And I am
There to
Enlighten the sun.
I can say
I am handsome
And all are
Looking me
For my activeness
At this time.
But I cannot say
What to do
With all these.
And I cannot say
What will happen
After my departure.
But I can say
Nothing wrong is there
Anywhere with anyone.
I can say
What is not said
By anyone here so far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can See I Can Hear

I can see I can hear
I can understand I can feel
The heat and the chill.
And all these are possible
Only through my poems
For which I am entrusted by them*
And in my poems
Every word every emotion is pious
And I am to sing Your glory only voluminous.

By them - here means by my forefathers, my great poets, by rishis, saints, sadhus and such great men.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can See You

I can see You
O my dear
I can feel You
I can touch You
I can hear You
And it is in silence
Only in silence
And so I love silence
Since you are
There in silence
I yearn for you
In silence
O my dear
I love silence
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Stay

I can stay
At any place
Holy or unholy
I can stay
At any time
Night or day
I can stay
In any state
Wakeful or sleep
Conscious or unconscious
I may be
Sick or healthy
I can go anywhere
At any time
And can place
Myself at anything
In anybody
Remember to
See me holy and holy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Take Anything

I can take anything,
But nothing is here.

And in nothingness
I discover something
That is not mine.

What is mine
The water asked
And I remained silent.

The wind is there
To give answer,
But it is not heard.

I tried a lot
To find the exact answer
From the dark star.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can Tell You

I can tell you
The truth and
I can tell you
What why and how.
I can tell you
What you want
To hear, my dear.
I can tell you
The truth,
The truth of life,
That is there
In the book hive,
In the bee hive,
Where there is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot

I cannot read my Father,
I can only love Him.
I cannot see my Father,
I can only stay within Him.
It is true, my Father is
Within me, I am my Father,
It is true, my Father
Was/is not a fool,
I cannot assess my Father
Here, there or anywhere.
I love my Father only
My Father is everything for me.
It is time that says
Father is there like the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Do Anything

I cannot do anything
Excuse me.
Excuse me
I am nobody.

I have nothing to do
For myself.
But I am
Real and perfect
You can say that.

You can say
What you like.
You have collected
so many words
And that are mine.

But remember
I never suffer
Any deficiency.
And remember
Renouncing everything
I have acquire life-currency.

Known to all
Who I am
And yet you fear
For nothing.

For nothing
I am here
Not like that
Be aware of the fact.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Find Pleasure

No pleasure,
It is summer,
I cannot find
Any pleasure here.
And what is pleasure
You cannot say me
In true words
As because pleasure
Itself is not true.
Summer is also
Not true, as because
Summer is no more
After some days,
And truth is truth for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Forget

I cannot forget
I cannot forget You
O my dear, I cannot
Forget You, as I know
You are the Truth and love.

I become restless
Without remembering You,
You are the Truth
You are the love
And without Truth
Without Love
How can I live, my dear,
It becomes a life of
Restlessness without You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Give Up

I cannot give up
What is mine
Likewise I cannot
Give up what is
Not mine.
What is mine and
What is not mine
That I know not
But I am like the fire
And I cannot give up
My heat and my light.
I am a poet
I cannot give up
My writing poems.
But it is good
To give up attachment
And desire for rewards
For these poems.
Attachment is the only
Obstacle to truth
That is poetic sensibility.
Aim of my life should be
To compose a perfect poem,
And a perfect poem is
Not a matter to give up
Or not to give up.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Know You

I cannot know you
I am your evolute though.
I am your love
that I know.

How can I define you
I know you are all-pervading
and sentient and
My words are limited and
I am using insentient language.

I am going and coming within you
I cannot see you and your whole
And it is not good to say
Anything knowing fully well
What I am going to say is incomplete
And all would be wrong.

Neither quality nor quantity
has any role to play here
No cause no action is there
at any time anywhere,
and I am here with you, in you
and you are there as always
Hinting me to proceed forward.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Perish

I cannot perish
Because I am real
I cannot perish
Because I am
Totally free from
Demonic traits
I cannot perish
Because I am
Detach myself from
All perishable
I cannot perish
Because I am with You
I cannot perish
Because in me, there is virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot See

I cannot see
Your grief, your woes
And hence I am calling
This cuckoo's coo coo coo.

Give a smile please
Parrot is saying
Love me please
Peacock is saying.

Pigeon is giving
The signal of peace,
See me, I am with the swan,
Let me dance with the mayna.

It is time to enjoy life
Forget your woes, forget your grief.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot See A Thing

I cannot see a thing
As it is.
I cannot know the value
of the truth.
But I can see and
I can know and I can do
Anything here only when
You dissipate the darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Stop For You

I cannot stop for you,
I told the truth.
The truth replied,
Okay then go.
I am there to catch you
On the road.
No road is there
As you see, though.
Hours after hours,
Day after days,
Year after years,
I am on the line.
And the line
Is no more with me.

When I feel thirsty,
Drink me, said the time.
But I know time is
All poison.
I chilled,
And you told me
To move away.
But I found no space.
I adjust with time
And it is no more seen
By anyone anywhere.
What the turtle wanted
To do all present know
But I am bored.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot Tell All

I cannot tell
All, about my poetry,
About myself.
I am unable to
Describe my mother,
My earth, my life,
My poetry.
Excuse me, my dear readers,
My words are not mine,
They are not there
To obey my command
Always here.
My words are free birds,
I am here to surrender
Myself before them often.
It is opened to all
To do whatever they like
At any time here,
But they should remember
Everything is incomplete
Here and for all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cannot, I Cannot

I cannot, I cannot
I cannot describe anything
Anywhere in this world, my dear
Simply I gazed at I gazed at.

Here there everywhere
I gazed at I gazed at
The flowers the trees the colors
The moon the stars the sun.

I failed to understand
What is going on at every moment
I failed to understand
Who are You and who am I.

And O my dear, see me, I am trying
I am ready to do Your duty in time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can't Describe Anything

I can't describe anything
In words.
I know nothing
About anything.
But I can entertain you
Telling so many things.
I have no wisdom,
No devotion,
No detachment.
But I am greedy
To take the stone
To the place
Where I am living
With the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can't Say

What is what
And how here
At this time, my dear
Let me clear
I am no better
Than a straw.

By the decree of fate
Let me called you
My dear brother
Here is my word
Please hear
With this I am
Yours for ever.

Be happy to see me
As I appear
In this sight
For you only
Everywhere and in
Three spheres
Rest is with you whatever.

It would be better
To forget the time
And the number, my dear
Just live for the sake
Of life and
Be not a miser and
be a care-taker.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can't Stand

True,
I can't stand
Myself.

I am dumb,
Ride or die.

What you are,
How you are
I have to search.

Let me thank you,
You are listening
And reading me.

True,
I am here
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can't Tolerate

I can't tolerate
Separation from you.
You are my love,
You are my truth.

I have a great interest
On you,
I can achieve success
Only with you.

I want to stay
In you,
And I know,
I am there in you.

Yet at times
I feel lonely, how?

I know, I am confident,
And you are in me.

Our identity is nothing
Without the presence
Of another, I realize dear.

I have to keep myself
In you
With all truthfulness.

I have to know you
For my own success.

And I have to attain
Oneness with you.
You are my life,
You are my only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Can't Tolerate Separation

I can't tolerate separation, true,
You are always there and
I'm with you while eating,
Sporting, sleeping, sitting.
You are not far, you are there
Within me at my heart.
But I want not your charity,
I want your partnership,
Your faithfulness, your sincerity.
And in togetherness, I want to do
So many things you want.
Nothing can separate us,
How can the earth be separated
From the sky, say not goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Life

I care life,
No matter -
Good or bad.

I care words,
No matter -
In which language
There are.

Each one is a creator,
Let me salute for
The creation
For good.

I fear no one
As I know
No one is superior.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Neither

I care neither
East nor west,
I care only
Who is the best
For my chest,
Who is fit to
Stay in my nest,
I care care
Who can allow me
To take rest.
I salute not
The sleeping
Intellect, rather
I hate.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not

I care not
To heaven or hell
I care to the earth
Where the lotus feet
Of Yours are here
And You are here
In so many shapes and sizes
And to enjoy the beauty
Of this world
In body mind
And intellect
This world is really
Living world with
So many beautiful
Sights and seasons.

Gajanan Mishra
I care not any face,
I want not to hear any name.

The entire earth is mine
And it is moving.

Footsteps, I followed
Not yours, I know.

You spy on me, true.
But you find nothing, not false.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not Anyone

I care not you,
I care not anyone.
I know no one
And nothing is truth.

No mind is pure,
I know and I know
Nothing is in fullness.
But it is the affection
That made you nearer
To reality.

I know the cause
And the effect.
I know how to
Understand this and that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not London

I care not London,
I care not Washington.
I care you, my dear son.
I am responsible
For any loophole. I am here
Only to build a new pool.
For the things that are not mine.
I am dying, I am caring..

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not The Fruit

I care not the fruits
As because, see me,
I am a sugarcane.
I need no perfume
As because, test me,
I am gold.
What is the use of flowers
here with me, As because,
I, myself is sandalwood.
I am the poet, I am the creator,
I know better how to do what,
I need no advice.
Let me stay free
Only with my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not The Judas

I care not the Judas,
Not the Judas.
He is not there
To work with me
For public welfare.

I am not the person
Who can blame him,
As I know black is
Black, always black,
And always slack.

Slap not on Judas, dear,
But show the act of mercy.
Judas can do no harm
Besides destroying himself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not The Sun

I care and I care
That I am here.

The sun is black
At this hour
Here no water
In this river
In this ocean.

I care not the sun
And I care not the air
I care and I care.

The moon is with me
All day all night
And I asked it
In this manner
With a corn.

And I care the sun
That is over my head
And have a fun.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not What You Think

My simplicity my straightforwardness
Is with me and helping me to win.

I am free from deceit, see
I am harmonizing my thoughts
My words and my deeds.

I am making the best possible
Use of circumstances available
And progressing within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not Who Is Here

I care not who is here,
Yet I show respect to all,
To the entire creation.
As a part of it
It is my duty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not Who You Are

I love
My own words.

My own words
Are with you
That is
The only Truth.

Only for Truth
I care You.

Truth is there
Where love care
And I care not
The Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care Not Who You Are But The Truth

Who you are I care not,
But I must care the star.
The star is there
And I am there with the light.
Where there is light
There is dark I know
And yet I love the dark
I know from darkness
Light spring to life.
Life is there in you,
I know, the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Care, O My Dear, Only You

I care, O my dear, only You
I care not anybody else
Who so ever he may be.

I flourish here
Only with Your help and love
I see all others flopped.

Gajanan Mishra
I Carry

I carry what You lack
I preserve what You have
Our relation is our renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Carve Out Myself

I carve out myself
And I am here
Lighter and lighter.

I am here
Lighter and lighter
carving out earlier.

What for?
What for? ?

Gajanan Mishra
I Catch You

1

I catch you
I miss you.
I miss you,
I catch you
Again and again
And yet again.
I forget your name
And your game.
I also forget
Where I am.
I am in the dark
As I love the light.
I am in the light
As I enter the dark.

2

I dream
And I dream.
Nothing is in this dream.
I say it is mine
And I wonder
I am thin.
I know the truth
And the truth is
Very difficult
To realize.
Realization is life
That I know.
And I know life is
In the dream- realized.

Gajanan Mishra
I Caught This Hour

I caught this hour
With no reasons,
With no injunction,
And separated from me
The sky roaming
All around.

I welcome none,
But all arrived
Late night for
Historic memory,
And they all
Planted monument
Of wind.

You fought for it
I know from
The very beginning,
And I opposed not
For all white zones
Are for me, I know.

Saying all
I confined myself
In wet cement
To show another
Structure of rehabilitation
Like purgatorial one.

Gajanan Mishra
I chant Allah
And You appeared.
I chant Rama and
You appeared self-decorated
With all knowledge.
I chant Krishna
And You fulfilled
All my pure wants.
You have disregarded
All luxuries as Jesus Christ.
You wish to be hidden
And Your greatness is heard
Far and wide,
You are Omnipresent and Original.

Gajanan Mishra
I Collect The Sky

I collect the sky
On the wings of the bird.
I collect the bird
On this earth.

I am the earth of heaven,
The heaven is there
In the blank space of my mind.

My mind remembers you, dear.
And I swim in the ocean
Without fear.

I prefer to go
Alone on the road of the air,
And my heart beats all the stars,
And the stars came down fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Come I Sit I See

I come I sit I see
I sing I dance I live.
I live like a lion,
I live like a free bird.
I walk I fly I run
I realize the truth
I love I stay I talk
My dear, only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Commence

I commence on myself
I start a fresh on
Lease of life
And I get victory
Victory is not empty
My look is forward
And i have won
The reward being
At the top
Being with the self.

Gajanan Mishra
I Compose

I compose poem
Only for You
You compose
The world
Only for me
Your world is
My poem
My poem is
Your world
I have given
Copy right of
My poem to You
You are the sole
Owner of my poem
I compose poem
Only for You
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Conceived

I am in dark
And in this darkness
I conceived
As right when wrong
And I see all perverted
O my dear
I know it is my ignorance
I know further
You are my light
I am calling you
Come to me
And make be enlightened
I pray.

I am in dark
And in this darkness
I am taking shelter of
Falsehood fraud dishonesty
Forgery and also
I am taking prohibited
Food and adultery
I know it is my ignorance
O my light O my pure intellect
Come to me
And make me enlightened
I pray.

Gajanan Mishra
I Confess All

I confess all.
But let me know
What is my fault.

Taking air freely - fault?
Walking freely - fault?
Eating, dancing, singing - fault?

I am a son of nature,
I born on this earth,
Water, light all are free
And given to me by so to say
Almighty, Omnipresent one God.

In no way I am related
With any deceitful action
Or flattery. Nothing is faulty.

I am living with my own lifestyle,
I am not torturing anyone in any matter
Or forcing anyone for anything,
I am living my own life here
Without taking or giving anything
From anyone at any time in secret.

Let me confess all,
I am open-hearted.
Whatever I am doing I am doing
Openly, transparently, in accordance
With law and I am entertaining others.

But it is true
I have no control over time.
Excuse me, I am a slave and working
And living under the full control of time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Congratulate You All

I congratulate you all my dear poet-friends
Present in this poems forum
I pray Almighty to make you strong
Ever cheerful like a nice fresh lily
May God make your living quite enjoyable
With all winds on this earth without trouble
I wish you to achieve the nectar of life
That is there in your life tremendously bright
May you blessed with courage and patience
With which you can solve all problems in all parlence
My dear poets with hearty devotion
I am drawing your attention to the fragrance of unity and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
I Congratulate You All My Dear Poet-Friends

Present in this poems forum
I pray Almighty to make you strong
Ever cheerful like a nice fresh lily
May God make your living quite enjoyable
With all winds on this earth without trouble
I wish you to achieve the nectar of life
That is there in your life tremendously bright
May you blessed with courage and patience
With which you can solve all problems in all parlence
My dear poets with hearty devotion
I am drawing your attention to the fragrance of unity and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
I Consider Nothing Foreign

I consider nothing foreign in this world
The birds the animals the trees the fishes
All are my brothers and sisters and I pray
All should live in peace and happiness
This world is ours at present and for us
We are living here for each other and we are
Trying to learn each other's language
Living procedure and so on and so on
O my dear brothers and sisters come come
And come closer and closer to know our
Creator our establishment officer and come
Pray for each other for healthy life
And to enjoy together.

Gajanan Mishra
I Considered It

I considered it right,
But you have not listened to
My words and you felt not necessary.
I thought I am within your net
At present, but you told me to go
On my way as I wished.
Right and wrong- I confused.
Yes or no- I confused.
Bad or good- I confused.
You smiled and said worry not and
Come forward everything would be alright.
I considered nothing right
And you remained silent
Leaving me to ponder and ponder.

Gajanan Mishra
I Considered You Good

I considered you good
And therefore I am happy
And therefore I feel good.
I considered you good
And I know I can not
Live without you.
I considered you good
And therefore I am special
And therefore I am free.

Gajanan Mishra
I Consume

I consume time,  
As an experience.  
I consume life  
As truth.  
I consume truth  
As love.  
I love you, my dear,  
As wonderful music.

Gajanan Mishra
I Control You

I control you
You should not control me.

Who is flickering
Who is unsteady
Nobody is sure.

You control me
And you are happy
I control you
You are impure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Could Not

I could not stop
my thinking and
I am suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
I Could Not Say

A single word
To the summer
I know summer is
Not independent
And summer knows
Nothing how difficult
Here breath taking
I could not say
A single word
To the summer
And summer
Said nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Could Not Understand

I could not understand why you are telling me
Again and again I love you, I love you without
Any proof. Love needs no proof you said again and
Again and living with me day and night here.
You are waiting for the time to take me away
From this place that I know and I exposed it
Before all here, my dear. But where to go,
What to do there tell me first and let me know
Your plan that you kept secret for so long.
I know this place is very very small for me
And for both of us but we are here enlarging
Everything as per our requirement but for
How long this process would go on please explain
And enable me to know my actual shape and size here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Could Not Utter

I could not utter a single word
Reasons not known
Not that no reason was there
Not that I slept
Not that air stopped flowing
Everything was okay
And I could not utter
How was it I failed to understand
Though everything was open
Everything was transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Create Life

I create life in poetry,
And in poetry I discover
Everything one after another.

Gajanan Mishra
I create my own language,
I read your face,
I satiate your hunger
And your love calls me,
When I reach you
I find you within
Without any identity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cry I Sing

I cry, I sing,
I dance, not for
Nothing, but for
Everything I have.

And I am careless,
See me, I have
Nothing to give
And nothing to take.

I am full,
So also I am empty.
Find me here,
And I'm not here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Cut My Body

I cut my body
In so many pieces
From the morning
To the next morning.
And so many people
Are enjoying so many cuts,
Without interruptions.
No one dares to
Touch me here and there,
And they cover their wings
With the sky and
They stay in stillness
While I cry,
Not in pain, though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dance

I dance,
Dance always
On the three,
One - goodness,
Two - passion,
Three - ignorance.
I dance,
I dance.

I sing,
Sing for all
Masculine and
Feminine,
Dead and
Living.

I stay,
Stay everywhere
In pleasure and
In displeasure,
Nook and
Corner.

See me
In light
And
In darkness.

I am beautiful,
I am precious.
I am there
In creation,
In preservation
And also
In destruction.

I care not
Wear and tear,
I am daring
And resolute.
I am happy and
Contented.
Always I am
In peace
In happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dare Not To Change You

I dare not to change you,
I know you are unique
And you bear a separate identity.
I am here just to cooperate you,
I am here just to change
The atmosphere that may suit you,
I am here to suggest you
To change the life style
So as to enable the earth to smile.
I am here to respect your belief.

Gajanan Mishra
I dare not speak my wife,
My wife is more powerful
Than me in all respect.
When I am telling my wife shoe,
My wife is coming forward like fire.
No clarification is needed
What I am going to speak,
My wife is intelligent enough
To take me outside with no reason.
I am not mad to quarrel with my wife,
My wife is ready to give me dust
In place of rice before anybody.
I dare not speak my wife
Yet I am bound to hear my wife for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dare To Dream

I dare to dream, see
I dare to walk, catch
I dare to live, kill.

Expiry date is here
That I know and I
Admit utility.

I dare say
What is what
In a straight way.

I know you are reluctant
To talk before all
And you are saying yourself leader.

My dear, here is the door
You are to count your fur.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dare To Live

As because I know
There is no death,
I dare to live.

Gajanan Mishra
I Decide

I decide to speak the truth
And I speak the truth and speaking
Through out my life
I decide to tell a lie
But I cannot do so
As I know I am the part
And parcel of the Truth
And I know by telling a lie
I would face a lot of difficulties
I know truth is eternal and natural.

Gajanan Mishra
I Deliver Speech

I deliver speech,
I compose poems,
And I do everything
For you, only for you.

My dear, my love,
I am silent,
See me, observe me.

My dear, I am yours,
I am here
Only for you.

I know you are my truth,
My life, my love.
You are real, but
I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Depend

I depend only on you
You are the only truth
Truth is what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Depend On My Mother

In childhood
I depend
On my mother
Without mother
Life is unimaginable.

I grow up
And am married
I am the husband
To my wife
And now see
I do not like
My mother much,
Rather, I am
Indifferent to her.

O my dear,
You are my mother.
My wife is my
Prosperity my pleasures.
O my dear, I realize
You are the reality
And the eternal truth
Let me take to your path
So as to enable me not to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Depend Only

I depend, my dear,
Only on You
I want to have
Trust, hope and
Belief only
In You.

My dear, You are
The only person
Who grants me
Full refuge
And being inseparable
I can attain
Infinite bliss.

See me
I am submissive
To You only
And feel
Indebted
I am totally
free from desire
And getting all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Derive Power

I derive power,
I derive power from you.
You are my thinking process
I always think about you.
You are my time,
You are my friend,
You are my place
You are my only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Deserve

I deserve to be
I deserve to be punished
O my Lord as
I am busy in this
Material world and with
Worldly affairs.

For nothing
I am doing wrong
I am doing wrong
Because of this
This atmosphere
O my dear I do admit
My guilt, I admit.

About so many things
I am busy in making riddles
I am singing and joking
And I never speak about You
My dear, my Lord though
I know it is for You I am here
I deserve to be punished.

I know this world is
Much more beautiful
No place could be
As beautiful as this world
O my dear, But see me
I am doing all nasty things
And I am the cause of all pollution.

I deserve
I deserve to be
I deserve to be punished
O my dear, as I am
Always busy in fulfilling my
Self-interest and care not
For the welfare of all.
Gajanan Mishra
I Desire All Good

I desire all good,
Even for you,
My enemy as you think.
I know you, you are
My real friend and
Well-wisher, my dear.
Nothing to bewilder,
Come on with truth
And go on doing
Everything in order.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire And

Everything You reward.

My sincere friend
O my dear, You are.

You are my
Affectionate grateful
Truthful well-wisher
O my dear, see me
I am with You here.

You reward everything
That I desire
Even Yourself and yet
You never increase
Or diminish and nothing finish.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire For Immortality

I desire for immortality,
As I am immortal.
Had I not been immortal
I would have not desired
To be immortal.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire I Possess

I desire I possess
And it makes me weak
I renounce I give
And it makes me strong.

I enjoy
I enjoy renouncing all
I forget
And forget discomfort.

Here I am dancing
See I am dancing
Before You
O my dear, come and
Join with me
And enjoy life limitless.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire Naught

I desire naught
But what you wills
O my dear
I need nothing
But what you appeased
And quenched
And I am living here
Free from fear and hatred.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire Nothing

No wealth no respect
No honor nothing
I pray you to leave
Me alone and let me go
On my own way.

Gajanan Mishra
I desire nothing but
Your presence, my dear.
And I know you are present
Here, I
Desire your presence.
It means I lack faith
In myself. What I aspire
I know not. Only problem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire Only You

I desire only you
And it is no sin.
I enjoy with you
And it is no sin.
I grief for you
And it is no sin.
We are pairs of opposites,
Still together, we are living.

Gajanan Mishra
I desire to be my own master,
And I am busy all days,
In words, lights, colors,
Camera and actions for
All, for all good, dear.
Each with me, I find
Each day is motivating
And inspiring for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire To Hear

I desire to hear
The scriptures
O speaker, please
Please speak
With great pleasure.

I desire to hear
Being a member
Of this earth sky
Light air and water
The scriptures.

O speaker, please
Speak about the past
Present and future
For a bright career.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire To See

I desire to see
No sight
Sight is here
I do not desire to see.

I am alone
In this lonely place
I am not alone
Place is lonely
You are with me
Place is filled up.

Beyond this
No write
Written is here
With You
You are infinity.
It is life
It is music
We are here
With this time
We are empty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Desire You

I desire nothing
I desire nobody
I desire only You.
I increase my ecstasy
By exhibiting my
All-encompassing love for You.
I know no one can be
Equal to You and how can
I forget You, am I a fool?

Gajanan Mishra
I Destroy Dark

Come O my dear
And see the lark.
Here is hope
Have patience
And select
The right one
That you wish
Everything at
This shop.

Gajanan Mishra
I Die

But love
With you
remain
Who is
Foolish then!

O my dear
See I am
Unconcerned
Come to me
If you can
And you remain.

Gajanan Mishra
I Died Yesterday

I died yesterday.
And one who is
Here before you
Is not I.
I try to live
Again for you,
But one who is
Here before me
Is not you.
I am here but
Not as a living one.
One who is here,
Is some one else,
Who has no link
With the words
I care.
I sit here
On my own chair,
And I see the picture
That are there
In the dark sky
Where I fly
Only for love.
Love I know,
So long it is there
I am not here to die.

Gajanan Mishra
I Discover Moon

I discover the moon
In me.
I find place
In time.

I am not afraid,
And I make myself
Alive.

I am already saved,
No need to do
Anything for me.

I am the dream,
So also I am the truth.
I have nowhere to go,
But to stay only in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Discover My Room

I discover my room
And still I am performing
Worldly duties without worry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Discover You

I have nothing to offer
And I am offering myself.
You are in everybody
And I discover You in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dislike

I dislike,
I dislike my own shadow.
I know in shadow
No bud blossom.
I know the sky
Has no shadow
And we are growing
To touch the sky.
But I dislike the sky,
As the sky has no earth.
Earth is there,
And I am standing on the earth.
Everything is there on this earth,
I have no power to describe by words.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dislike Men Of

I dislike men of learning
Whose aim is to enjoy
Pleasure and prosperity.
I dislike also men of ritualists
Whose aim is to obtain
Pleasure and prosperity.
But I like the men and salute them
Whose aim is to realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Admit

I do admit
You are stronger
and more powerful
than me.
You are the preview
Of my life's
Coming attractions.
My love, my believe and
My pure consciousness
You are.
You are in my thought
You are my new creative
Impulse of reality,
My total entity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Admit My Poems

I do admit
My poems are
Improperly composed.

But remember
My writings are
Bona fide and
That are accepted
That are authorized.

I am writing
In the name of Lord's holy name
After understanding the Truth.

I know you have no other way
But to read my poems
And admit it most powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Admit Your Existence

I do admit your existence
My existence is not here
I am sure.

You are here
And with you
Time is here.

I have no existence
That I know
And I am calling your name.

Gajanan Mishra
I do admit your presence, dear mother.
I know you are present means the sun
Is there on the east and the sunshine
Is there both inside and outside of my house.

Dear mother, I do admit your presence,
And as such I declare before all that
See, this is my mother and as she is present
No evil man can enter in to my house.

Come on my dear mother, I am here
Only for you with all truth.
Come on, I have already cautioned
The water and the fire not to disturb
In any way at this time and
Continue their bliss on me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Agree

There is darkness
And I know
It is not forbidden
To light the lamp.

Gajanan Mishra
I do agree I have two wives,
One is dispassion and another
Is worldliness,
Cleanliness and defilement.
I do agree my father is ego centric,
But my mother is ignorant.
I have my own pillar of patience,
Within and in between vice and virtue.
I know how to kill the enemy of darkness
With the sword of knoweldge
In the sea of wisdom.
Just give me a chance to eat
And to drink and to make merry
In the broad day light of deliverance.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Agree With Kabir

I do agree with Kabir,
And I say again
In his version
This house is
Neither yours nor mine.
Bird is thare and
It is flying away
At every moment.

Let us complete
Our works, my dear,
Or else we will
Miss the bird,
And his song
That is excellent here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Here By

I am for me
And for no one else.

I solemnly affirm
I am unclothed
And not going to
Play game.

I do admit
You are mine
I am not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Here By Declare On Oath

I do hereby
Declare on oath
With uplifted arms
That if I am
Not in Truth
Hang me, hang me.

If I am cruel
I am perverse
I am evil-minded
I am unscrupulous
And impudent
Hang me, hang me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Here By Accept You

I do hereby accept myself
As yours and I am
Attached to you
By changing my egoism.
Only you are mine,
I am yours,
I no longer belong
To the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Here By Solemnly Affirm And Take Pledge To

I do hereby solemnly affirm
And take pledge to free my mind
From the confines of group
Religion caste class section state
And I further take the pledge that
In all my actions reactions planning
Conclusions decisions directions
I will remain pure and perfect
I take the pledge to discard my
Negative mindset and I will always
Strive for introspection and
Realization of my faults
I further take pledge to learn
Appreciate and respect all
To build a strong emotional bond
With each other in this world
For cordial harmonious progressive
Peaceful and happy co-existence
And I will reflect all in my actions
And this is not mere lip service.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Agree

With your heating processes
During summer season
Or exposed to torrent of rain
In rainy season
Or standing in water up to the neck
In winter
O my dear, Lying down on the floor
To sleep is okay.
My dear, one cam follow any other method
For the satisfaction of Almighty
To achieve Truth and to establish peace
To control words and senses
In this world and for this
It is my strong opinion that
Respect all and everything
And forget not Almighty Omnipresent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Deserve Your Praise

I do not deserve your praise
And it is a bare truth.

I am not doing anything
I am not writing anything
And it is a bare truth.

I know nothing
I hear nothing
I see nothing
And it is a bare truth.

I do not deserve your praise
I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Find Any Reason

I do not find any reason
To termed life painful.
A do agree with you
Life is a stage
On the path of the truth.

Say life a feeling
Like an open window
To watch the world
How we like it
That is in it.

No one can say
It permanent or
Temporary as nothing
Is true and we are there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Know

I do not know
What has happened
Though I was present
I am unable to speak
A or B or C
Because my presence
Needs proof
And there is no proof here
And you called me
Uncalled for.
I do not know
My exact name and
Place of residence
Now and then
I am here at present
And you are not a person
To take in to faith
And I am confused
With all others
Let me know first
Now and here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Know Anything

O, I do not know anything,
Excuse me.
I do not know how to maintain relations.
Excuse me, I do not know,
How to talk and how to write.
Excuse me, I am here
but I know not what place it is exactly and how I came here.
I do not know anything, excuse me,
and still I am here and every one
is asking me about so many things.
Excuse me, what I know, I am not sure,
whether they are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Know How To Sing

I do not know how to sing
I do not know how to write
I sing I write still
Only for you
And you are here
In my word in my thought
In my action in my devotion
In my dream in my life's cream
I need you and you need me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Know Sin - I Know You

No sin
I am living
So long as I am
Not harming others
No sin.

No sin
I am with my beginning
I am with my ending
So long as I am
Here with you
No sin.

I know You
I do not know sin
Everything I am getting
From You, O my dear
Nothing is here
Besides You
I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Like

Someone is your friend
And someone else
Is your enemy-
Such philosophy is
Not there
In my poetry
And hence,
I do not like it.

I have no time
To create friends
And enemies.
I know each one is
Part of the truth
That is love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Like Hypocrisy

I do not like hypocrisy
I hate arrogance pride
Anger sternness and ignorance
I do not like hypocrisy
O my dear please live in
Absolute fearlessness
And perfect purity of mind
Body and senses.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Like Poem

Why
No answer
No reason
Am I unfortunate
I have no attraction
For poems
Is it not true
Poem enables us to know
Life better
O my dear
No hard and fast rules
Are there to compose poems
To read poems to understand poems
I know You have invested all
Energies in poems
And You said poems are
Spontaneous overflow
And it is not unknown
Poems can render
All benediction to
Living beings
I do not know
How
Ask not anything
If you like
Here is a poem
Go on reading
You yourself can
Understand everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Like To

I do not like to receive
Fried seeds that do not
Produce plants.
I want to take birth
Again and again and
Yet again to know
The Ultimate Truth
To know You, my dear
I want to play with You
At every moment the love-game .

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Mind

If you curse me
I am doing Your works
At this time.

And I am going
Where ever you are staying
I do not mind
If you are busy in doing anything.

Only one place is here
Where I am and where you are
Who is in what condition
I do not mind I do not mind.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Seek You

I do not seek you
But you love me.
I cannot say
Be happy yourself.
What has happened to me
I cannot say
And no one is there
To explain the position.
But let me say
You are the only person
Here whom I can trust.
But I understand
Where is my own shadow
And where shall I go.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Think

No
I do not think
You are the lowest
I do not think
You are deprived of
Discrimination by illusion
Having succumbed to
Demonical nature
I do not think
You are evil-doer
And I think
You are the son of nectar
You yourself is nectar
I am a waiter
You are my dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want

To read my poems
Again and again
If your purpose
Is not served
By such reading
I do not want you
To follow me
I do not want any
Reverence any offer
Regard respect
I am not superior
Not also inferior
I am not a devotee
Of any faith
Or in any particular
Deity and also
I seek no worship
No generosity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want Anything

I do not want anything
From anybody at any time
I know no time is here
Nothing is mine
Nobody is here.

Everything is going away
From me as you see
And I am pervading everywhere
No sorrow no happiness
No value of any kindness.

All wealth all children
All cattle all lands
Belong to all at a time
And time is surpassing all
Within no time here.

See your real position
O my dear, and surrender
That are with you
And I know you have nothing
Only a think-tank with strength.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want Liberation

I do not want want liberation
I want your cooperation
I want to hear about You from You
I want to see You in the form of Ultimate Truth
I want to write about You from hearing You
I want to stay with You
I want nothing else except You
O my dear, stay here
This body-house is only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want To

I do not want to go
To you, O king,
I know anything can be
Happen at any time with me.

I do not want to say
Anything here before all
I know telling and not doing
As per one's own word is a great lie.

I do not want to take shelter
Of falsehood as I know here
Everything is truth and I know
Misfortune has no place in me.

I do not want to die
I know I love You and I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want Wealth

I do not want wealth
I do not want ornaments
I do not want any quality
I do not want to go on pilgrimage
I do not want to do meditation
I am not greedy
I am not back-biter
See I am truthful
Having good character.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Respect

I do respect you all
I know I am as you here
And you are as me there.

You like me or not
That is not my business
To know but I love you, sure.

Question of gifts and awards
Are all secondary.

Gajanan Mishra
I do respect you
I salute you
I am showing good
behaviour to you
to the best of my
capacity and knowledge,
But it does not mean
You are there to
blackmail me and
going to put me
in trouble water,
That can never be
accepted by anybody,
if you are going to
do something like that
remember, you are not
being excused by my
Master who is there and
also who is here
and watching the activities
of all art the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Do Solemnly Swear

I do solemnly swear
That I will faithfully
Execute the works
Allowed to me as a man,
And will to the best of
My ability preserve,
Protect and defend
Love and the truth
Here all through my life.
Here on this earth,
Each day is a new
Inauguration day, I
Realize each moment,
And let me amend myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I do what I can,
And I see the train,
It passes behind my blind-lane.

Gajanan Mishra
I Don't Care

I don't care,
Who said what.

I try to compose poems,
For all of them.
I try to tell all
The value of love
And truth in them.

I tell in my natural way,
With the air
With the light
And with the sky.

I am fortunate,
I try to tell
All that
What I feel.
I feel what
Other creatures
Feel here at this hour.

I love all,
And I live,
I try to let
All live.

While telling
The tell of life,
I don't care
Who said what.

This much I want to
Tell, worry not brothers
And sisters here
We must jump
This ocean and this water.
Gajanan Mishra
I Don't Know

I don't know who are you
No need to know any name
Any address or anything
Only to know is whether
You are performing your
Duty honestly sincerely
Without any expectation
From any body
Only to know how far
Committed you are to
Attain highest perfection
Of life here and afterwards.

I do agree what you stated
But tell me one thing
How you imagine
Without any basis
Here in this system
Of company's rules and regulations
That are troublesome though
To some to sketch any picture
Through words lines colors
O my dear, I do not want to
Know from you anything except
Your willingness for more and more.

Gajanan Mishra
I Don't Know-The Smile Of The Sky

I don't know
Why the sky is calling me,
I don't know
Why I am there in blue.
I know not
Who are there with me,
I know not
Why the earth is
There as before.
I find no door
No window and yet
All are going away
With no road.
I don't know
How to uphold.
I don't know
Where to go.
Yet I am not able to
Stay, and I am the victim
And when I see
The smile of the sky
I see no one
Here and there
But with all good
And all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Don't Mind

I don't mind
If you have no faith.
I know the reason,
For much familiarity,
That I know, with you.
But remember, when I leave,
You must repent,
At your past action.

Gajanan Mishra
I Don'T Want

I want and
What I don't want
Nay be it is life,
May be the life is
In a tree.

And the tree is
In the sky
I want the sky
And the sky is
Within me.

It is a good sign,
That I am proceeding
To procure myself
With the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Doubt

Do you really like poem
Are you really in love
I doubt I doubt.
Without poem without love
I am sure
You are dead.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dream And Dream

I dream and dream
And you know
Dream has no expiry.
Expiry is there
In me.
But in dream
I live for ever.
What I dreamt
I understand nothing.
I speak and I sing
But no word is able
To save me here.
I dream and dream
Only for you my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dream And I Dream

I dream and I dream
In my open eyes.
I dream and I feel
The dream. I feel
And my feeling is
My dream.
I dream and I dream
In my living body.
I dream and I live,
I live in my dream
And my dream is here
Alive with me.
What the dream says
Let me hear all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dream Life

I dream life,
I dream the reality.

I am visible,
And I can do everything
You say impossible.

My name is in the light,
I am ready to fight.

My own reflections I see,
I am in the middle.

I understand the truth
And the truth is my own life,
In which I live.

No blank fire will do
I am cent percent good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dreamt But What

I dreamt but what
I can not say
As it is dreamy.
My train of thoughts
Failed as I dreamt.
I can not say
One who troubled me
Is the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Drink The Words

I drink the words,
The words are being drunk by me.
The words are there in me.
I am a word.
All the lines are correct,
I am not a prophet, but
Perfect with words.
I am the victim of words,
Words are there busy
In harming cutting killing me
Again and again here and there
For no reason. Not true.
The reasons I know not, true.
Without words, I can't live, not untrue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dwell Here

I dwell here,
See me, if you
So like, my dear.
Sight scene is
Important, remember.
I am the flow
And you are my
Dear and near.
I am the nature
And you are the product.
Feel me, my dear,
You are the patient
I am your doctor.
I dwell within you, here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dwell Nowhere

I dwell in nothingness
And nowhere,
Search me not
And stay free from fear.
But no way to escape,
No chance to go back.
No motion, no rest,
Yet the sun rises and sets.

Gajanan Mishra
I Dwindle

I dwindle and
Deteriorate,
Only for old age.

Still, I fear none.

I am still,
As brave as a lion.
Still, I have strength
To bring the ocean.

Follow me and see, men,
What I am doing here
With the blessing
Of my own mother, and
With the help of
Her language.

Gajanan Mishra
I Earn

I earn
You plunder.

You are taking away
All my assets
That I have acquired.

We are staying together
In this forest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Eat Nothing

1.

I eat nothing
But the air.
The air is
Not there,
In the star.
I am the star.

I think nothing
But the truth.
I practice
Breathing exercise
In love.

In love, I live,
I live in you,
For me, you are the truth.

2.

The truth is my shelter,
Fear never touches me, dear,
My contentment made it clear.

I am the creator,
Everything is here.
When I appear,
I surrender and you
Make me understood
Your error.

Not before but after,
I am here and here,
For you to make you
Read the new chapter of life
Full of virtue and horror.
I embrace my pen,
It is going on freely
With the paper,
That is your heart.

That is your heart,
See me, I am there,
With my pen,
That is writing with care.

Gajanan Mishra
I Embraced Truth

As my shelter
You can not challenge
Me now or later.

I have not used
Any unfair tricks
Anywhere at any time
You just see and guide me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Emphasize Not On Communist

I emphasize not on communist,
Not on capitalist,
Not on black or white,
Not on rich or poor,
Not on liberal or conservative,
I know all are imperfect,
All are full of ignorance,
All are disappointing in the end.
I emphasize on the truth,
Standing on the platform of
Eternity, bliss, and knowledge.
I am in favor of unity
And not in favor of unnecessary
Separation and material distinctions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Engage Myself

I engage myself always,
Confuse not if you
Know not what is what,
See that you are there.

Nothing is here to do,
Everything is achieved.
Mentioning anything is
Destroying its origin.

Fruits are there already
And you are committing blunder
By stating the facts
That are not in existence.

Engaging in existence is
Enlightening the self.

Gajanan Mishra
I enjoy
What I am writing
And I want to
Write the best
With my thoughts
And words
And you are there to
Enjoy my writings
And I am sure
I am touching your heart
I am a grass
And writing poetry
At all times
O my love
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Enjoy Composing Poems

I enjoy composing poems,
I think, poems - the only way
To recognize humanity.

Poems -necessary to
Save internal fittings.

I work with words,
And my work is
Extremely hard.

The poems invite
Rage of the men
In power.

I know I have the power
To overcome the violent action of
All force.

Gajanan Mishra
I Enjoy I Suffer

I enjoy I suffer,
Enjoying and suffering
Are my life, I know, my dear.

Wind blows,
Small particles of dust
Fly in the air.

I am here,
I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Enjoy Life

I enjoy life
In Your pleasure
O my dear, it is clear
I am neuter
Neutrality is my nature
O my dear, I have no
Personal interest
In any other matter
I differentiate nothing
In Your presence here
And I know You are here
Always everywhere, it is clear
I enjoy life with You
And You are playing game with all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
I Enjoy My Poems

I enjoy my poems,
The roots, the fruits,
The creation, the dissolution.
In a mysterious way,
I put myself in each
And every word of my poems,
And I incarnate myself therein.
I take shelter in lines,
I try to understand the meaning,
The meaning of life through
The words that are unborn.
I invoke my name, and I
See life, and here in life
I attain the truth with love.

Gajanan Mishra
I entered into the rain,
And the rain covered me,
The sun went away in shy
Admitting defeat in shuttle service.

I am actually part and parcel of the sun,
And eternally conscious but at times
Act as the covering designations
Of the rain by mutually interacted.

I am being prevented from performing
Natural function but being intelligent
I puzzled everyone rejecting all
False concepts hurdle the progress.

Life is what the sun has given,
Life is what the rain has covered.

Gajanan Mishra
I Ever Feel Happy

I ever feel happy
With you my dear,
I behold you
And your pastime.
I know I have
no independent
Existence besides you.
My fortune, my wealth,
My knowledge, my glory
And honor everything
Is you. And for this
I am here keeping
Myself free from
Joy and sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Excuse All

I exhibit compassion towards all
I do not mind anybody's accusation.

Let them say if they want to say
My activities are not purified
I am no longer disturbed by any means.

Gajanan Mishra
I Exist And It Is Only For You

Where are you,
See me,
I am completely
Forgetful of everything,
Body and limbs.
See me,
I am unconscious of
Hands, feet and sense-organs.
Where are you hidden,
See me,
I am inside you,
And I am uttering nothing.
I exist and
It is only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I exist beyond you.
To tell you mine
Is really false.

I am being implicated
In troublesome conflict
Only for you.

Really I have no problem
It is due to false identification
I am involved in happiness and distress.

No high no middle no low
Nothing to judge as excellent
Normal or inferior.

Be detach
And see the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Expect

I expect you
to do all your works
in the language of
that person for whom
you are working
and for which
you are being paid
by him.

Gajanan Mishra
I Expect Each One

I expect each one,
The best of the gentle,
Not envious of anyone,
Equal to all living entities,
Possess all good qualities,
Peaceful and all auspicious.
I expect each one free from
Enmity and satisfied in himself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Expect No Reward

I expect no reward
Either here
Or hereafter
For sacrifice
I offer there.
But I want
Public welfare.
I want, let there
Be transparency
In your work.
Let all know
In their language.
Let all know
The works you do good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Expect You

I expect you, my dear poets,
Not to take shelter of
Unscrupulous administrators,
Who are harmful to the general welfare
Of human society.

Gajanan Mishra
I Experience A Change

Yesterday and today
Future what
I can not say.

I experience life
And am living
I can say
What is happening.

And I forget everything
That I am experiencing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Face

I face
Invalidity
And
Destructive force.
I face
As I follow not
The truth.
I face
Danger, dear.
I face
As I am unable to
Make distinctions
Between good
And evil.

Gajanan Mishra
I Failed

I failed
To understand
Who You are.

You are right
In forgiving me
Considering my foolishness.

Yours faithfully
I am here staying
Freed from all fear.

I know it is difficult for me
To give up my conditioned nature
By which I identify with this and that.

I know everything is unreal
And I failed to understand You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Failed To

I failed to make you happy,  
Excuse me, I am incapable.

You can get happiness  
with you if you so like.

Leave me with my pain  
and with my misery.

But see me, I started to sing  
When I am with my own wing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Failed To Understand This World

I failed to understand this world,
Especially the people of this world.
I failed to understand what they want,
Especially their like and dislike.
I failed to understand why and for whom
They accumulating so much wealth and properties,
When they know fully well nothing is theirs,
When they know fully well they have to go
Empty handed from this world.
I failed to understand why the people
Are not admitting the truth that
There is hell on their way and they
Themselves ruined their lives for nothing.
I failed to understand this world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear

I fear
Ask not anything
I have no pearls
I am pearls
Ask not anything
I fear
My mother is here
She is superior
Do not go against
Anybody
I fear
And it is against you
With back-gear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear - Sun

I fear;
The reason-
You are moving
Closer to the centre,
You are growing
Bigger, brighter
And hotter. I am
Going to disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear A Cruel And Wicked Man

I fear,
I fear wicked
And cruel men,
I know, they are
Putting all, always in trouble.

I know
The company of a wicked man
Creates such seeds
Which are
Not destructible .

I do not want to call
Wicked men by their name,
Neither I want to see them
Nor I want to remember them.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear A Foolish

I fear a man who is foolish,
I fear the wife who is wicked,
I fear the servant who has ill-tongued,
I fear not death but to live with the serpents,
I want to save myself and
One must not disagree with me
That it is not my selfishness.
I want to acquire knowledge and know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Always

I fear always to this world
I fear always to the wicked.

You are my best friend
As You are here with me
At this time and giving
A helping hands when
I am in danger
And in suspense.

You are my mother
You are my father
You are ready to
Take care of me
When I am in danger
I am Your worshiper.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Cheating A Poet

I fear cheating a poet
I fear not hell
I fear not poverty
I fear not an ocean of distress
I fear not falling down
From my position
I fear not even my own death
I fear only cheating a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Fire

I fear fire,
But the fire
Is here in me.
I am the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear- I Am Attached

I fear
I am attached
I angry
I am absorbed
I am pure
With this knowledge.

I fear I fear
I am conscious
I have desire
No guide
No philosophy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear My Tongue

My tongue, I fear.
No root on the earth,
And I fear the storm.
Cold and heat, I fear,
I fear the river
Full of snow.
Summer or rain,
I fear with words
And language.
Flower or air,
I fear there
On the land of
Returning birds.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear No Danger

I fear no danger,
But dear mother,
Guard me against danger.

I fear life,
But mother, when you are
With me, I feel smooth.

Protect me
From the pollution
Of the world, dear mother.

Dear mother, you words,
Your swords all are auspicious,
And I need all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Nobody

I have no desire
I fear nobody
Not even death.

I am what I am
Neither I want to go
Anywhere nor I
Want to stay.

I have no desire
And I fear none
I am happy
I am flawless.

I am stainless
And illuminating see
I am not attached
To anything.

I am happy and
Flawless and here
Getting peace
And I am stable.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Not

I fear not
To poisonous snakes
Scorpions
Wild beasts
I fear not
To evil propensities
O my dear
As I am with you
And I perceive you
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Not Death

I fear not death
Death is not mine.
Why should I fear death?

When I have no connection
With death I do not care death.
Death is going on its own way
And I am absolutely separate
From death and in no way
Related to death.
Why should I fear death?

Rather, death is doing
All good to me
Death is taking me
To more beautiful places
And trying to make me
A wonderful adventurer.

Death is my dearest dear
My well-wisher
My guide, my teacher
My father my mother
O death, I love you
And when there is love
There is no need to fear.

And death is not here
To put me in any pressure
Death is going on its own way
I fear not death
Death is not mine.
Why should I fear death?

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Not Owl

I am not the body
I am spirit soul
And I fear not owl.

You may come
You may go
I am not for show.

Knowledge is of no use
Unless one has heart
You can find here musical chart.

I wish to see you where you are
And you have a liveliness charm
And I know you are not harm.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear Six

I fear six
Six persons
Lust anger greed
Excitement false pride
And intoxication
I fear six persons.

Since You are with me
The above six persons
Are not able to harm me
And I am cheerful
Only for You
You are my knowledge
And my intelligence
And my all in all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear The Light

I fear the light,
But my grand-daughter
Is only afraid of the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fear To Speak

I fear to speak
I fear to walk
I fear misquotation
I fear distinction
Still I am here to speak
Some words
Excuse me if I go
Out of control
In the process
Excuse me if I try
To live besides you
I know there is really
Potential danger here
I know I am color blind
I know I commit mistake
As a human being
O my dear bear me
I am just a passing tourist
And a curious onlooker
And in rising temperature
I fear I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel

I feel
And let me feel.
I awake
And let me awake.

My feeling is infinite,
Infinite bliss
Absolute bliss
Imperishable bliss
And I am unborn.

I am beyond all
I am beyond my own self,
Discrimination is not lost in me,
I cannot say I am superior,
But I must say I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel All

I feel an ant
Crawling and
Rises through
The spine.

I feel a fish
swimming joyfully
In my life of
Divine ecstasy.

I feel a monkey
Playing and jumping
While I remain
Still here.

I feel a bird
Hopping from here
To there and where
It rests that is fire.

I feel a snake
Going in zigzag way
And it reaches
My head.

And I am awakened
And I am here to
Acomplish all task
And I stood erect.

Gajanan Mishra
I feel all holy,
The air, the water,
The place, the situation.
I feel all holy,
Your eyes, your hands,
Your legs, your sitting,
Riding, sleeping.
I feel all holy,
Each word, each letter,
Each page is worth reading.
Purity is there,
No matter the colors.
Blood, flesh, body
All for sacrifice.
Each one is here
For the mother,
For the mother land,
For the mother language
And all for me
To talk about.
All for peace,
All for love,
All for heaven.
All I feel holy,
The sunrise, the sunset,
The day, the night.
All I see always
In a perfect form
For life
To live afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Better

Rightly said,
When mother is here
I feel better.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Comfort

I feel comfort
Here on my mother land,
And in using my mother tongue.
But I feel the blows of death
Here in foreign land,
And also in using foreign language
Always within the territory
Of my mother land.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Happiness

I feel happiness
By Your happiness.

Love without any return
Love with a broader outlook.

Love with great expedience
Love is unmixed and forceful.

It is obtained
No one is detained.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Happy

I feel happy
I feel also sad.
I know what I feel-
No use for me
Or for anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Happy With You

I feel happy, as
I know the truth,
And the truth is
I ever rest in you,
The truth is
We are one
And the same,
The virtue and blue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel It Is The Auspicious

I feel it is the best time
It is the auspicious moment
To do this and that work
It is apparition and also
Obtained be sure for that
And I feel you yourself
Is emancipated soul
For this present work.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Liberated

With your presence
I feel liberated.
I am established
With your presence.

I know with my presence
You are happy within yourself.
Within yourself you are happy
I know and I enjoy, my dear.

I enjoy with nothingness,
And nothingness is only there
Within you that I know
With our presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Love

I feel love,
I experience hate.
Here, I fear
And here, I see reason.
Compassion and tyranny
Both are my parts of
Routine life.
I live here
And I die.
Nothing new and
Nothing to tell a lie.
I find no difference
Between literature
And science.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel No Need
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I feel no need
I feel no need to
Understand you.
I am living
On my own way
You are there
I have nothing to say.
So long as you are
Not interfering on my say
I am not a man to
Comment on any point.
Whether you are air
Or water what does it matter
That I know not.

2

I know I am on this earth
I know I am under this sky
I walk I fly that depends
On my desire
Why should I renounce
My desire without any reason
Only because of you.
You should clarify
All matters here before me
And make me satisfied with
Time-wise stage-wise comment
I am confirmed I am
Here with this full moon
And with all truth to touch eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Pain

I feel pain
I write poem
I call love
That bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Real

I feel real
To be the real
And unreal
To be the unreal.
Real means
I am.
Real means
You are.
We are both truth,
We are both eternal.
We are the scriptures
Here, the live scriptures.
We are here to read each other,
And to assimilate with each other.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Sad

I feel sad
because of your words.
I know,
You are not able to know,
What you think and
what you utter.

Gajanan Mishra
I feel secure,
Yes I feel.
I feel secure
as because I know
I am not here to die.

I am not here to die,
it is sure.
But I have to
change my dresses
when time arises.

This is nothing
but common and
day to day activities
as all know.

Gajanan Mishra
I feel secure, 
Yes I feel. 
I feel secure 
as because I know 
I am not here to die.

I am not here to die, 
it is sure. 
But I have to 
change my dresses 
when time arises.

This is nothing 
but common and 
day to day activities 
as all know.

Gajanan Mishra
I feel the pinch,
Yes, I feel the pinch,
Certainly, I can say
Where the trouble is.
I am trackless, though,
I am not homeless.
I call everything
My own.
I feel the pinch
And I abandon
The way of darkness
To follow the light
On the path,
That is there for me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Uneasy

I feel uneasy
As a man
Without truth,
I feel uneasy
As a hungry man
Without food,
I feel uneasy
As a thirsty man
Without water.
Let me understand
And realize
The truth and
Let me confirm
I am really a man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Weak

I feel weak
As I am here
In this world.
I know this
World is unreal
And I have an
Eye on worldly power.
I feel weak
As I am not there
With the truth,
With the power,
That is real,
That is strong,
That is eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
I feel You
As an object of Love
I know You
As the Absolute Truth
I see You
As the Supreme Master
O my dear, You are
In Your original form
That I confirmed
With You I am also
Going towards fullness
And completeness
And I am enjoying here
Unobstructed happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Feel Your Presence

I feel your presence
In my heart
I feel Your presence
In the hearts of all living beings
As well.

I realized the relationship
Between day and night
Between You and all
Between the Sun and the sunshine
I realized You are only mine.

I view all alike
I see the sight where You reside
You give charity
You being within all
You are the greatest personality.

Gajanan Mishra
I Felt

I felt Your presence
And I live
I saw You
And I live
I heard Your voice
And I live.

I am laughing
I am weeping
I am singing
I am dancing
In Your presence
And You made me alive.

Truth is that
I live
Truth is that
You are here
In my living
Truth is that
And that is life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find Myself

Above below
Within without
I find myself
Here everywhere.

In poison weapons
In air fire
I find myself
That I care.

I am free and pure
I can say with sure
See my mystic armor
What I teach and touch
That is not bore
And there is the life-shore.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No

I find no
I find no enemy
With Your presence.

With Your presence
I received everything
And I climbed the tree.

I climbed the tree
That is Yours
To find the road of light.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Difference

I find no difference  
Between atheists  
And theists,  
No difference between  
Material world  
Non-material one.  
Who behold what  
But all the one.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Disorder

Anywhere at any time
As because You are here
O my dear, I am just poor
You are my Master
I am Your follower
My life is pure and clear
I surrender, my dear
Let my life proper and nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Fault

I find no fault in you my dear,
I am here and willing to hear,
You please tell me all about you,
I have full faith in you as
You are my creator and preserver.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Fish Here

I find no fish here
But I find the air and the water.
I find the sky,
But I find no earth
And no wings to fly.
Passion is here, pain is here,
Success suffers a setback
I know, my dear.
Still I feel not dejected,
Still I live with bitter experiences,
Still I stay calm and cool
With my merits and my morals.
I hanker not for anything,
But I love life with its beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No One

I find no one
With whom I can
Share my inner
Most feelings.
I keep my eyes open,
I call every one
Come and disturb me
At this hours.
But I find no one
Here with me
To make right
Many a wrong.
I read so many men
And I find nothing wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
I find no path,
Still, I am going
And going without path,
I know not
Whether there is
Any path to follow me.
I care not the path,
But I know
The path is there
To care me.
I know I am the path,
I know path is not
What I am.
Path is here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
I find no poem today,
Today is a holiday
And usually in holidays
Nothing is available
In the market.
In the market we find
Ourselves busy in
Buying and selling.
Is not the world a market?
Are we not busy here
In taking and giving?
Like the market, here
Also we left the area
After business hours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Profit

Actually I find here no profit
It is nothing but repeated
Chewing of that which has
Already been chewed.

I am in this dog race
And I fear this material society
This friendship and this love
For which I work so hard day and night.

See I am a mad man and unable to
Understand the Supreme Truth
I am bewildered in this life of
Ignorance and my intelligence stunned.

O my dear, it is only You
Who can save me bringing to right platform.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Reason Why I Am Here

I find no reason why I am here,
But I fear the time with me.
I am wounded by the circumstances
For no fault of my own.
I am violent but famous,
I am afraid I am not new to
This or that place but I
Recognized not any one.
You said it is due to my
Forgetfulness and I am sure
I am driven back in
Upright manner.
Whisper not please, I am
Following my own rules here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find No Way

I find no way
To extinguish
The fire.
But I can
Leave the fire
There and
I can proceed
Ahead on my way.

No question of
Satisfaction as
You see here.
No expectation
Can give solace
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find Nothing Wrong

I find nothing wrong
In the way of living
That suits me.
I find nothing wrong
If no one is feeling hurt
While I am proceeding ahead.
I find nothing wrong
If I love all and
Going on the path of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Find You, My Dear

I find You, my dear
In my home
In the street of my village
In my office
In the forest
And everywhere
And I dare not to commit
Any wrong or any sinful acts
Anywhere at any time.

I see You, my dear
Not separate from
Ether fire air water earth
Not separate from sun moon
And other luminaries
All livings beings the trees
Plants rivers oceans
I see Your existence everywhere
Within every parts of my body also.

Gajanan Mishra
I Flow

You are the ocean, my dear
I flow toward You.
I have no identity
Without You.

I know You and Your nature
I know in me You personally appear.
Like You I am untouched by
The contamination of material nature.

I acknowledged You as my observer
You are unlimited in feature.
I am not in danger
You are here as life-practitioner.

I flow toward You
O my dear, You are the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Fly

I fly,
Let me fly
More and more.
Flying is life.
Life is in me,
I am alive,
I tell all.
But nobody is
Here besides myself.
I read,
I read myself,
I read more and more,
But I find nothing
In reading.
I write,
I write in my own words
My story.
I am the lone reader here.
No one is here
To comment.
The time is
Only here to smile
At me.
I say
I am not mine,
I find no place
For you, my dear time.
Let me stay alone,
But time is here
Always with me.
I fly and fly
With me
And I see
Time follows me.

Gajanan Mishra
I follow my language,
From this earth,
Greedy for fragrance
And sweet sap.
I love the truth,
Beautifying everywhere,
From air to the sky,
And from water to the light.

Gajanan Mishra
I Follow You

Always
I am here
To follow you.
Always
I want
To stay
In truth.
Always
I want
You to feel.
And here
A feeling
Is grooming
In an artistic way
For good mood
And flavour
In all
Wear and tears.

Gajanan Mishra
I Followed

What I said,
I followed.

I follow love,
I know
Love is the truth
And where there is truth,
Love is there.

I said;
Life is the truth,
And truth live always.

What I said,
Always the truth.
I see nothing here
But the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Forget My Real Name

I forget my real name,
And also my real business.
Put no question, please,
On my personal matters.
I forget all and forget
Where to go and when.
I have nothing to think,
Nothing to feel and also
No chance to express will.
Put no question, please.
I am not in a position
To say anything to satisfy
Anyone here at this time.
I have nothing to say, excuse me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Found No One

Who is not agitated?
Who is free from envy and joy?

I am searching some one
Who exists in the position of
Non-existent and who is
All tolerant.

I found no one
Who has no dark, dark side
I found no one
Who wants to remain hide.

I am searching some one
Who is so opened whom I can
Love unconditionally and
He loves me without expecting anything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Gaze At You

I gaze at you,
My dear sun,
My dear moon,
My dear stars,
You are at the sky
That I know
But I am on this earth,
And I wonder
How you are there.
I trembled with fear
With your lightning flash
And thunder crashed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Give My All

I give my all
Through my poems,
Please read
And take
With pleasure.

I am Eco-friendly
You can take me
With you, my dear
And enjoy the light
Of your own life.

I dissolve myself
In you, through the words
And emotions here
As you think.

Stay conscious and
Open to all
At this time, when
I write on you
As the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Give You My Heart

Lo I give you my heart
You are my love-jam
I read your love-chart
Knowing you live-poem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Glow

I glow
With my own
Effulgence.

My words,
My life,
My love,
My truth.

I am your
Part and parcel,
You are
The truth.

I am here
Only
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Got A Chance

I got a chance
To mix with you,
Here, my dear.
And for you
I am saved.

For you,
I abandoned all.
For you,
I fear not
Any other one.

You are there
To utilize me
In your work.
You are there
To show me
The correct path.

I am successful,
Here, I know and
I am with you,
For love and
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I got freedom
But I failed to know
What to do with it.
I got freedom
But it is not for me.
I got freedom
And I saw it not as
Applied Mathematics.
I got freedom
And I failed to understand
Its meaning.
In pen and paper
It is everything
But I have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Greet Everybody

I greet everybody here
I bow my head
I embrace all.

Everybody has his
Own contribution
In making all round
New construction.

I am sharing my love
And my affection to all
Here without any
Term and condition.

I want to see
The smiles of all
I want to enjoy
Their freedom.

I greet all
And award benedictions
I have with them
Five points relations.

Five points - relations in respect of
air water earth light and sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Greet The Sun

I greet the sun
For the sun enable me
To move eastward.
I greet the sun
For the sun is
There over my head.

And I am there
For the sun
To tell all
Life is in the light.
And all are here
To listen to me
And start their life
Afresh with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Guarantee

My words are not here
To mislead you.

See, it is clear
And visible.

My words are clear
Like Harishankar falling water
Like Gangotri pure water.
My words are pious.
Confidence be taken in to
And I guaranteed
You would not wander.

Gajanan Mishra
I Had A Dream

I had a dream,
Where it is now
I can't say
To anyone
Present here.
To tell the truth
Is not easy, my dear.
Always I am a prey,
Prey of time
And you misunderstood me.
For the time being
I am here, I know
But it is you
Who is there
To pluck a leaf,
Pluck a flower.
I had a dream,
Dream to fly
In the sky.
But it was not
In my knowledge
That there is no sky.
Anyway, today,
I am in my tranquility,
No one is here
To disturb me,
I am neither in attachment
Nor in aversion.
I am devoid of
The notion of mine-ness.
I have no relation
With my dream
That was there
On that day.
Anyway, I am ok.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hate Myself

I hate myself, for I
Know the truth, but unable
To act in the truthful way.

Gajanan Mishra
You are asking
The name of my wife
Listen, her name is Disgrace
You are asking
My name again
Listen, my name is wicked.

Don’t be agitated
My wife is
Very chaste and faithful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Firm Conviction

I have to do nothing
Except writing poems for You.

I serve You by writing poems
The more my intimacy with You develops
The more devoted I become in writing.

My writing changes in to adoration
Whatever I do that is whatever I write
That becomes Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Heart

A heart is with me
You can take it, but
It's no use, think not otherwise.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Language Of My Own

I have a language of my own,
I have a land of my own,
I am here on my land
And I am speaking to each one
Here in my language
And every one present -
My near and dear.
Still, I am not free,
Not free to utter any word.
I know the words are
The greatest cheaters
And they are cheating me
Most of the time and
I am misunderstood by many.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Love

For truth
And here
I get my
Own pleasure
Here there is
No possibility of
Cheating anxiety
Lust disappointment
I have a love for truth
And truth is here in love
I am in truth I am in love
Here I attain transcendental peace
And the Supreme and eternal abode.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Right To Nurture

I have a right to nurture
My ideas, my thoughts,
So long as it is not
Against our constitution,
Against humanity
And not harm others.
I am born free, and no one
Has got right to chain me
Everywhere always.
You have to honour my dissent views.
Free speech and free opinion
Can never be suppressed
In the name of alleged
Anti-nationalism.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have A Say

I have a say,  
Let me say.

But I know not  
How to say  
With the traitors,  
The words.

Nothing to show,  
But to express.  
Nothing great,  
Nothing costlier.

But for prestige  
I have to say.

My say is elaborate  
And grand to the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Accepted

I have accepted your gifts
But not attached to it
I have rejected everything
But I have no knowledge about it.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Acquired

I have acquired knowledge
I have vision
My behavior exhibits
All goodness.

I have my own intelligence
I can understand
What for eating and sleeping
If it is not for common good.

I think myself happy
In all respects
I am in the midst of misery though
I am not in advantage I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Already Answered

On the reality of life
I have already answered
On horse-ride.

No colors
But black and white
No reality
Straight-fight.

what the leaves said
The birds understand
I wrote poems
That much might.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Already Crossed

More than half,
I have already crossed.
I have crossed myself,
In the desert
And forest.
I have heard the songs,
Songs of sun-bird,
At night.
I missed my
Own breeze.
I have forgotten
To give parting kiss.
I walked and jumped over
My own shadow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Already Written

No face,
I have already written.
And fear everywhere,
I have already told.

Something is going wrong,
And history repeats itself.
All goodness have been stolen,
And it's all okay they declared.

No words confirmed,
No paper available,
No clue found,
Only a pair of eyes
Everywhere and each one
Is breaking down within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have An Opportunity

I have an opportunity
To live in this world
I have an opportunity
To write poems in this world
I have an opportunity
To go with this world
In a peaceful atmosphere
You have no right
To disturb me here in any manner.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Bought This Car

I have bought this car
By my own money
I am driving my own car
Under the control of material nature.

My wife my son my daughter
All are here helping me
In this life-driving, my dear
Let me be a free driver.

O my dear, You have given me the licence
To drive this car here and there
You have given me the chance
To fight with water and fire.

I know it is I who is responsible for the accident if any
I know my car my licence are subject to seize for reckless drive.

Gajanan Mishra
I have built this house
And named it Tapobana
Here I am staying with
My wife my son.

I have not incurred
Any loan from anybody
Here I am staying
And I am happy.

I have forgotten my
Actual name here
As I am with my wife
And my son and others.

What for I have forgotten
That I do not know
But I have forgotten
Each and every know how.

Not it is difficult to think
Who am I and what is the purpose
Behind my coming here
My dear, guide me you are near.

My life is going to the end
And at the end I know
You are there waiting for me
To give a new beginning.

My dear, that I know
You are within me and
Taking me to Your abode
That is my permanent place, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Compassion

I have compassion for humanity
As a creative person.

I have compassion for humanity
And I can sacrifice my everything
For eternal glory.

I know I am actually a spirit soul
A part and parcel of Yours.

Any by virtue of my True knowledge
I see with equal vision
I never lament nor desire to have anything.

I feel joy at seeing others happy
I know You are within all
And You are the all and so
To use everything for other's benefit is my mission.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Consecrated My Life

You have consecrated my life
With truth,
You have saturated my life
With love.

I am intoxicated
By you,
I am liberated
By you.

Your words are there
To make me fly.
With my faithfullness
I am capturing the sky.

It is you to decide, how truthful I am,
It is you to take me, from where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Created

I have created dates for my conveniences
I have set my times for my movements
In fact there is no time no date in the space
And the sun is the only witness under this shade.

How can I be called myself existent?
I perceive no beginning no middle and no end
And I renounced myself here at this juncture
My dear, only because of fear but because of pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Created All

My creations are all-spiritual.

I have three qualities
Goodness passion and ignorance.

I have my own egotism ether air fire
Water earth and all and all.

I am the root
Everything emanates from me.

I am the source of all
I enjoy honey collected by me.

I have my own universe
That is unique in each and every soul.

I know all
But nobody knows me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Derived

I have derived
My own existence
And power from you.
And with the rise
Of the sun I am
Busy in different works.
I know you are neither
The cause nor the effect.
And I know you are not
Responsible for my
Virtues and sins.
I love you, I love you,
That is the only truth.
Truth lost meaning without you.

Gajanan Mishra
I have discovered you,
After so long searching,
And I have declared
The end of my journey.

Stillness is here with me, see.
I like stichomyth at times.
But try not to stifle me,
My identity is in free-verse only.

Gajanan Mishra
I have everything here
And I lack nothing but
I feel all to be unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Faith

I have faith on my poems,
They are capable to
Express themselves.

Just read my poems
And know the facts
That are here.

My poems are my heart-beats,
My poems are the mixture of
Love-life-death-eternity.

Poems are really not mine,
They are coming often to me,
My poems choose me for their expression.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Fallen

I have fallen
In to this well
And I am
Struggling for existence.
O my dear, I know
Without being cared for
By You
I can not be happy.
See me
I am wandering
Here and there
Without You.
O my dear, I know without
You my life will not be successful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Fallen In Love

I have fallen in love
With you, poetry.
I care not grammar
Or anyone else,
But I care you.
And I know
You are more than
Anything for me.
I live in you,
My love for you,
You are the truth,
I know.

Here and there, poetry,
Move around me.
Poetry, come on,
I am here for you,
And I am here to you.
I am fallen in love
With you, the truth.
I arrive, you depart,
Life journey starts.

Poetry, you are a feeling,
And what is the work
Of grammar in feeling?
Nothing vague,
But all clear.

Poetry, you are my
Dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Forgotten

My own body
What use of this body
If I failed to remember
You, my dear.

But You are here
In this body always
In different forms though
I know, and I keep
This body under You.

This body is Yours
And so also I am Yours
And I remember You while
Sleeping walking sitting bathing etc etc.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Forgotten Everything

I have forgotten everything
At this time, walking, sitting,
Eating, sleeping.
Feeling of suffering is also
No more here with me.
Truth consciousness is there,
I hear, but I know not,
Or say failed to discover
The truth here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Forgotten Life

I have forgotten life,
Life has forgotten me also.
Life, what is it?
I can't say at present.

So many people are
There to define life.
So many people have given
So many definitions,
But I am no way
Connected with any of them.

I know life belongs to none,
Yet each one is anxious to live
Here and there, they all know,
Though, it is all meaningless.

Gajanan Mishra
I have forgotten where is my home
And I came to you as I love you.
As I love you, I am not able to
Know that there is anything here
Besides you at this time, see me.
As I love you, the persons that are
There, I left, I care not them.
But I care you, and I care not whether
You love me or hate me as I am
Least concerned with anything but love.
I know I am so clear and perfect
In loving you day and nights but
It is you who is showing me the lion
Though I am the lion here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Forgotten Who I Am

I have forgotten
what you have said.
I have forgotten
who I am.
I have forgotten
where I am going.
I have forgotten
everything, everything.

And you said it is good,
it is good as because
every moment is a new one
and one has to start a fresh.
Going forward means
going to touch not old but new.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Go The Ticket

I have got the ticket
And I am boarding this train
This body-train is non-stop
And going to you night-day
You are the destination O my dear
Do not say good-bye.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Got My Body

I have got my body
Linked with you.
My duty is to bring up you
Even though you may stand
Against me or act badly.
I have got my body
Linked with you,
Through the air
Through the water etc.
It is appropriate to
Sacrifice my life for you.
I have got my body
Linked with you,
And it is the truth,
Only truth.
You may rebuke me,
You may punish me,
But I serve you,
And I spend all my time
To give all comforts to you.
You are my father,
You are my mother,
You rear me,
You deserve adoration from me.
I have got my body
Linked with you.
It is proper to serve you,
To love you,
To respect you,
To sacrifice everything for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Joy

I have joy I have light
I have peace I have poems.

I must deliver joy
I must deliver light
I must deliver peace
Through my poems.

I am not a beast
I am a man
I have humanity
I must see a man
And give respect.

I have a mind
I have a soul
I have sense of
Goodness and I
Must go for pure
Existence.

Gajanan Mishra
I have lands,
But I am unable
To cultivate.
I have words,
But I am unable
To compose.
I have children
But I am unable
To educate.
I have life
But I am unable
To live.

Give me the way,
O sky!

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Left

I have left everything far behind
Only to go to You every time.

I have left even the light even the air
Even the earth even the water even the sky
And stayed here like nothing
Only to go to You every time.

I have left I have left I have left
And I have got everything everything
That is in You that is in me
And I find nothing except the time
That is there in my pocket
That is only shining as a valuable asset
Not for pleasure but I am duty bound, my dear
To take You to all who are the sufferers.

I am praying before You for the emancipation of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I have left
The places and
The things
That were
Here with me.
The things
Themselves have
Changed their
Shape and sizes
At this time.
I want no more
To see myself
In the leather-box
Here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Life To Give

I have life to give,
To my mother,
I have blood to give
To my land,
I have love to give
To my sweetheart,
I have nothing to give
To the sky.
The sky, the land,
The mother and the sweetheart,
All are there to
Give me everything
They possessed
For the sake of life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Light

I have light
And I know
You are willing to
Go on this light.

I have a will
And the will is
Control by you
That I know.

Without me
You are nothing,
And I am everything
With You.

Let me stay with peace
O my dear, with You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Locked You

I have locked you
Inside me,
And I have thrown away
The key to the sky.

The sky is within me,
You may search there
And say your feeling
And experience therein.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Lost Everything

I have lost everything
I have now nothing with me
And what you are doing in day time
Ask me not I have no wisdom.

I am falling like the moth on the fire
I am blind during the night
And I am struggling for the sake of belly
And you are laughing at me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Lost Nothing

I have lost nothing in the past
And I am living.

I know I have a bright future
And I am living.

Presently I am gaining everything
And I am living.

I am living with love
And with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Married The Fire

I have married the fire,
See me burning at every moment,
And see me dazzling here there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Married You

Dear wife,
I have married you
And we have plan together
To attain happiness and
Decrease unhappiness,
Working jointly
In so many ways.
My dear wife,
Please let us drive out
Our desires
From our activities,
And let us keep in mind,
They are never a source of happiness,
They never diminish distress.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Bharat

I have my Bharat
From Jamu Kashmir
To Kanya Kumaree
English called it
India.
India is a country
Of Diversity in Unity
And must say
It is great
And no substitute.

Come to India
And See Lord Jagannath
Lord Krishna Lord Rama
Here you can find also
Christ in original form
Allah in peace
Buddha in meditation
Jain in renunciation
I find my India
In parallel with life.
Here in my India
That is Bharat
You can see The Himalayas
The Ganges and so many
Sacred places to purified
The body and the soul
You can go anywhere
And find yourself
As Indian as Bharatiya.
I love my India
I love Bharat.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Birth

I have my birth
I have my death
Here at this time
In this flower-garden
That is Yours.
O my dear, see me
I am here in ebb in flow
Here at this time
That is Yours
Full of glories.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own

I have my own
Conception of life
That is with poetry
And I am free
Like bird within sky.

Where shall I go
From this bondage
I do not know
When the time come
To take me away.

I do not know
What use this conception
After leaving the place
And they say useless
That I do not agree and
They are standing at bay.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Body

I have my own own body
I have it as I exist.
It is all water
It is all air
It is all earth
It is all light
It is all the sky.
Come and see me in person
I am both the man and the woman
I am both the good and the bad.
My body is there
In east in west
Come and see me
I am the best.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Gun

I have my own gun,
I have my own gun.
It is I,
Who is pulling the trigger,

I am pulling the trigger
Of my own gun.

I know
What is happening,
All the incidents
Are there,
And I know all.
My gun is mine, true,
But I have no control
Over my gun.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own History

I have my own history
And in my history
I am searching my name
And address but alas
I failed to find any.

I have my own name and fame
And in my name and fame
I want to build a new world
But alas, the world is
Sending me to samsan*.

* samsan - death, place of burial

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own House

I have my own house,
My body is my house.
I am here in my house,
I call it my Temple,
I call it my Church,
I call it my Mosque,
I call it my Namghar.
Intolerance is in me,
I desire everything,
But I go with nothing.
I am the gateway of all,
I am the flower to bloom,
I am the sun to rise.
I am embracing everyone,
But none is there to
Understand me.
I am my perfume,
I am my happiness,
But intolerance is everywhere,
And I am the victim.
I am the full moon,
I respect and honour
Everyone's tune.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Language

I have my own language
And I feel better on my part
To go with it anywhere
And I foresee all good in it.
Gaining wisdom is very easy
In my own language as
I know my life is blessed
With my mother and mother land.

Gajanan Mishra
I have my own laws,
That have no flaws.
I called you to follow,
But alas, you are in hollow.
Nothing new was there,
But I assured you all fair.
Living itself is a mistake,
Experience it for your own sake.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Light

I have my own light,
No darkness can touch me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Potential Power

I have my own potential power
To change you, my dear,
Come on and feel and see me,
Here, at this time, within you.

You are to know my nature, dear.
You are to amend yourself
As per the call of time to
Know the world and its truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Self-Interest

I have my own self-interest
In pleasing You my dear.
I know unless you are satisfied
My dear, all of my pious activities
Have no value.
I know the secret of my success
Is in Your satisfaction
And there I find my liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have My Own Way Of

I have my own way of
Understanding the truth,
It is true.

In odia language;

??? ?? ??? ?????
?????? ????? ?
???? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
I have my will,
I have my own self-will,
I have the will of the destiny.
I am here to respect
The will of others also.
I have my own actions
And I am free in doing so,
I am not in projection though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Caterpillar Transports

My dear, for You I am leaving all
Without any support from any side
I have no desire at all and I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Connection

I have no connection
With my actions, as
I know, I am not doing
Anything, it is you,
Who is the actor and
Also the director,
I am only the sufferer,
Let me clear, I am also
Not the sufferer, it is
You, who is here.
The use of the word
Sufferer is not wise enough,
I realize my dear, excuse me
For my words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Desire

See me here see me there
I have no desire
To accumulate wealth
I have no desire
For beautiful woman
I have no desire
Any numbers of followers
I am only in need of
Your presence Your love
Not unconditional love
But love with condition
That is incessant love
That is love for ever, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Enemy

I need no weapons
As I know I have no enemy.
You are my friend
And I possess the might
To follow the path of action.
I love all and I hate none
And I am rendering selfless
Service to every one who is
Coming to me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Interest Outside Of You

I have no interest outside of You
I engage and dedicate all my activities
And all my life and everything unto You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Name

This body might have name
Called king minister
Prince queen rich poor
Gajanan Christ Buddha Krishna
And eventually be called
Stool worms ashes
Through false-name no one can
Find real happiness
It is through works actions
One can get peace and happiness
And satisfaction
I have no enemy no envy
I have humanity mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Name, I Have No Mother

I have no name,
I have no mother,
You are asking me and
I am giving the replies,
But you are no where to hear.

I have no food to eat,
I have nothing to wear,
No medicine to take,
Still I am alive here.

No knowledge to earn,
No behaviour to earn,
No roots, no fruits are
There with me, and
You are exploiting me,
I have no time to die.

As I am there
You are here
And yet you are
Firing me,
You are not able to
Know how you would be here
Without my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Number

I have no number.
Ask me not for number,
Wonder not, If I am beyond number.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Objection

I have no objection to
Meaw with cats
If it is for public interest.

I am not afraid of dogs
If they are with thieves.

I am ready to cooperate ants
In killing poisonous cobra
Harmful to society at large.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Ponlard

I have no ponlard
But see, I have a pen,
Pooh-pooh not on me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Rival

I have no rival,
I know it, my dear.
But no one is
Very dear to me.
No one is my enemy.
Why are you envious,
That I know not. Always,
But I wish you all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Time

Where is my God?
I have no time to search out.
I have no time as because
I have to check up my health
That is already in a broken stage
Due to Fast- unto-death
At my capital city
For use of my own language.
I have no time as because
I have to go in search of
Some work to earn something
To fill up my belly and
To go for shopping to
Purchase some clothes for my body.
I have to call some labourers
To repair my house before the rain.
I have to take my wife
To the open field to enable her
To take some fresh air.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Weapon

I have no weapon, see
And I have nothing,
No media person is here
To put any question.

Yes still I am here
And soaking the sea.
Yes I am here to
Counteract the sky
With all goodness.

I have my own religion,
Religion of poem.
And with it
I am going to you, my dear,
Beyond infinity without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have No Work Here

I have no work here,
And this body has nothing to do.
I am not this body,
And nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have None To Look To

I have none to look to
Except Your greatness
Except Your grandness
O my dear, do what you
Like with me
Give me either
Mercy or punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Not Changed

I have not changed
Anything anywhere,
I have also no power
To change anybody
At any time,
But I must say
Change yourself, my dear,
But keep the originality
With you that is yours.

Let me smile, let me grow,
Let me love here,
Here is the sweet world
Of ours and not a place
of horrors.

Gajanan Mishra
I have not remembered,  
Whether I had accepted  
This life from the beginning,  
I have not remembered  
Whether I have given consent  
From stage by stage and  
Approved at this end.  
I know not the difference  
Between the sinful acts  
And the pious acts at this  
Dangerous fog in darkness.  
Still, I am suffering  
In spite of goodness for my ignorance  
And deprived of perpetual light.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Not Seen

I have not seen the sky
Though passing like cloud
In the sky.
I have lifted the sea
Though sea is within me
Where I am going in.
Let the air come to
Witness box
And I do not like fox.

Gajanan Mishra
I have not seen a fool like you, man
You are here and doing everything opposite
You know what is white and what is black
And yet you are going yourself towards black.
Do you know what is black, if you know not
Ask me I am here to tell you the characteristics
Of black and also that of white that is in you.
Let me tell you also the nature of yellow and
Red that are before you here at the same time.
See me I am worshiping all the colors and
With all I am going to love you man, though
I know how fool you are here with everything within.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Not Seen Yet

A single sun yet
I have not caught
Air yet
I have not touched
The sky yet
Yet I love you
I know you are the sun
You are the sky
You are the air.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Not Seen You

I have not seen you
before them,
who are there in temples.
I have felt you
in my respiration.

I have not gone anywhere,
As I know
You are there in me.
I am trying to
search you within.

You are there
in the smile of the flowers,
You are there
And I am here only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Not Told

I have not told anyone
That I have written
This or that poem,
I know I cannot write
A single word,
I know words are not mine.

I know through your message
The color of the air,
And what you are doing there.
But it is not within my capacity
To know a creature called woman.

You may not called it poem,
But I know you are the poem, my dear,
And it is for you I have got this chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Nothing To Do

I have nothing to do,
But I have to stand
On the road and the road
Is ready to take me
There where I want to go.
I have no where to go
But I have to do
Here and hereafter to
Realize the truth
That is in love and
That is in life.
Life is the far greater
That anything my dear,
Come on and see it
In a common forum.
Let us keep ourselves
Detached from the so called
Possessions here and hereafter
My dear, for the sake of
Better future.

Gajanan Mishra
I have nothing to give,
I have no way to go out,
I have nothing to do,
Still I am here how
That I am not able to know.

I know not who is
And what is mine.
I know not how to
Address others here.

Still I am here
And I wonder
And I lost
My temper,
I know not
Its good or
Bad impacts
On me or
On others.

I feel nothing
And yet I am here.
The thing is
I am not here
For me
Or for others.
Still I am here,
The wish of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Nothing To Say

I am happy as you see
As before
I have nothing to say
I have nothing to take
I have nothing to happen
I am happy as you see
As before
I have no outward
No inward attachment
I am happy as you see
As before
I have no link
With anything
With anybody
I am happy as you see
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Nothing To Show You

I have nothing to show you
This is mine, as such
I have nothing and seeing
This you are smiling.

I am painting a butterfly,
The butterfly is yours.
I am falling to the ground,
The ground is yours.

I have nothing, not even
This life and seeing
This you are smiling.

You are smiling and
I am crying, I know though
Crying has no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Nothing To Test

I have nothing to test
Right and wrong and yet
I am on this earth,
See my friends are
Here, the sky, the water
The air and the fire.
And I am with them
To live a life with
Love and truth
That is there for
All good and fair.
No need to test the love
That I know dear,
See me I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Planted

I have planted this tree
And I am here to cut it off.

I am calling you to join
And I am yours and you are mine.

There is nobody besides you
I know and you are nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Reached The Roof

I have reached the roof
And I am aware of the high,
I am also aware of the low.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Received Nothing

I have nothing
I have received nothing
From my predecessors
How can I arrange
To pass something
To my successors
I have nothing
I have nothing in my
Possession and I have
Only oblivion
In any position
Beyond tradition.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Rejected You

I have rejected you
Means I have shown
My own weaknesses and
Faults to you or I have
dared not to face you
At this time due to
My splits within.

I am under no obligation,
Long ago I have got
My liberation,
And hence I have no burden.
I am in my own profession
That is independent and
unique in nature.

Let me hear you,
And you please hear me.
Let us exchange our words
Despite different languages.
No trick would do anything
That is effective,
Simplicity only suffice.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Saved Some

Meaningless poems
For You
That has confidence
That has trust
On You
And I pray
Stay there
With those poems
Till the end
And I know
You know
There is
No end.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Seen

I have seen
Birth existence
Change growth
Decay and perish
I have stayed
In my verse
And hopped with
The sky above.

Gajanan Mishra
I have seen
I have seen you
And you are here
Before us.

You are asking
About the distance
And the distance
Is not there.

There and here
And everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Seen Flowers

I have seen flowers,
And I have gone there.
What I have done there,
To tell and describe every
Tit bits is not good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Seen You

I have seen you
And everything is changed.
Everything is changed
And power to see is
No more with me.

Let me strengthen myself
And rise to the occasion.
Let me think something more
And stay unperturbed.

My existence is not mine
That I know and yet
I am trying to establish
Myself before all by telling
See, I am here as per your vision.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Seen You And

Here I have seen You and
Nothing remains unseen
I know this much here.

Here I am doing what You want
And everybody pleased with me
You embodies all living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Sinned

You told; I have sinned.
But what do you mean by sin,
You explained not anywhere,
And what you said in open,
You know not its consequences.
Therefore I pray to forgive
And to forget what you told.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Something To Say

I have something to say,
Please tell me, if you know,
What is that?
I am speaking to you,
To you all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Taken Birth

I have taken birth
To go through
Youth old age diseases
And decayed and death.

You are here to watch me
To love me and to stay
And with you I know
There remains truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Taken Birth Only Once

I have taken birth
Only once.
O my dear, you are
given in marriage
only once.

Come, let us
Study together.
O my dear, let us see
How many feathers
this life has!

Let me test you
How faithful you are
At the time sun set,
How pleasing you are for that.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To

I have to perform
My duty first
Fostering others
Doing good.

I have my own
Intellect power
Time materials
All provided by You.

O my dear
I have to serve You
As parents wife
Sons sisters.

No expectation
Of reward from
Anybody
Only claim on service.

I do not know
Whether my duties
Will add to the
Welfare of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Act

For the welfare of the world, I have
To act without attachment and I have
To act as per strict scriptural ordinance.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Be Changed

I have to be changed,
But how I know not
And I am rushing to
Change my circumstances.

And the circumstances changed
With my coolness and calmness
And I enjoyed.

O, really I am
Glad to be alive
And I cheered, hip, hip, hurrah..

I have Changed my daily works
And they are not mine
With this thinking
I get up in the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Cross

I have to cross,
Cross over this
Poetic life for good.
Good is here with me,
I have to cross, myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Discharge My Duty

I have to discharge my duty
Justly in a loving, respectful
And selfless manner for all.
My duty is to write, To write
In a truthful way with all sincerity
And without any sense of desire,
Selfishness and partiality.
I have not here to keep any
Superiority complex or
The inferiority complex
And I have to perform my duty
Just like the part of a machine
And I am not to blame or humiliate
Others and am not proud of.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Face You

O my dear, I have to face You,
And it is in fact inevitable.

Like act and fruit
It is I and You
And I accept and
Accept not You.

You are not separate
From me, I know,
You are what I am.

I belong to You,
I am Yours
It is the truth that is here
To solve all problems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Leave

It is time to leave,  
I have to leave  
This place, my real  
Concern - truth  
Realization.  
But I know not  
Where it is.  
I know not whether  
The truth is here.  
But I know, poetry  
Is here and I am  
Enterapped in it.  
And poetry has given me  
Fearlessness here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Make Sacrifices

Ultimately I have to
Make sacrifices, I know.
Ultimately I have to
Manage alone, I know.
I know you and your
Unpleasant attitude.
Still I am here
To work on dialog.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Remember

As a poet
I have to remember;
My words have to meet
The test of public good.
I have to bring the light
For all creatures here.
I have to do all good
Throughout my life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Return

I have to return
To my mother,
To my home,
To my language,
To my destination,
To my death.
But death is
Not my ultimate point,
Again I have to return
From my language,
From my mother,
From my land,
From my home
To touch the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Serve My Mother

I have to serve my mother first,
And this is my primary and highest duty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Suffer

I have to suffer
At your hands
Your threats and blows,
As I am making friendship
With you knowing fully
That you have no
Sweetness of thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Teach My Son

I have to teach my son,
Cultural norms of love,
Duty and mutual care.
I have to give him knowledge
About brotherhood, neighbourhood,
Democratic ideology and life.
I have to teach my son under this sky
How to lead a good life on the path of truth.
But where is my son
I have to know first and
Search him out from the clutches of
Demons and evil power.
I have to admit, my son is
Within me and ready to come out tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have To Write

I have to write,  
And I'm writing.  
And I have no time  
To see and see  
Who are there to read  
And to evaluate all.  
It's none of my business.  
And what I am writing,  
How I am writing,  
All answers are there  
In my writings.  
If anyone is interested,  
Let him or she come  
With love and express  
His/her feelings  
Through color, lines,  
Or through words.  
But I must say  
Life is there in all,  
Wherein I'm living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Told

I have told,
What I have seen.
The bird is flying,
The river is flowing.

The sky is there
And I have told
The colour of the sky
Is blue.

You are there, my dear,
And I told you,
I love you.

You are on the shore
I have seen you, dear,
Nothing to fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Two Sons

I have two sons
East and west,
One wife - the air,
One mother - the earth,
One father - the sky,
One grand daughter - the water,
I, myself is the light
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Wings

I have wings
No power to soars
I have mouth
No power to speak.
Nothing is leaked
Except cough
Cough is here
In my own mouth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Wisdom

I have wisdom
I am writing poem.

I am not a child of market
I am not calling you to gossip
I am not writing a poem
To divert your attention
From main point of discussion.

I am writing poem for you
And you are reading my poem
With full seriousness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Have Written A Poem

I have written a poem
For the mother, but
The mother is illiterate,
Not being able to
Write and read,
But she knows better
How to love and
Treat others.

Mother knows well
The living strategic
And the magic of life
Through love.
All truth are there
With the mother
And the mother knows well
Where to use the truth.

I have written a poem
About the mother
And the mother has gone mad
And I am not giving
Proper care on this earth.
I can't say
Where is my mother at present,
And how can I tell you
The meaning of this poem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hear I See

I hear I see
Both inside and
Also outside.

Music I am,
Air I am,
Space I am.

And I pass
In silent.

Ask not
To where
And from where.

I stay I move
I think life
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hear More

I hear more than I see,
I see more than I speak,
I speak more but not
With the help of words
But with that of hearts.
Nothing to surprise but
Everything is to observe,
Observe minutely, observe
Your own senses who are
Not active when you are
In sleep. But see the power
Of my words, I call your name
And you wake up. I know, only
The words have an access to the self.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hear The Cry

I hear the cry,
The cry of my
Mother, my
People, my
Language here.

I want to do,
Do something
For all, but
Not getting
Proper scope.

I consider myself,
Non-entity for
This earth, for
This sky.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hear Your Call, Mother

I hear your call, mother,
I hear your call.
I observe the whole atmosphere
Is full of calls.
Let me sing your glory, mother,
Let me sing your glory.
I care not the winter
or the summer, mother.
I care not the rain
Or the sun.
I am your son, mother,
I am your son.
I beg pardon,
Pardon me, mother, pardon.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hear, Hear Your Voice Here

I hear, hear your voice here.
You are calling me in love,
I hear, hear your voice here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Heard Nothing

I am deaf.

I know nothing
I am affected by irreligious practice.

Ultimate goal of my life
Is far away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
I heard the cry
in the jungle,
I tried to know
the reasons.
It is for attachment,
Life said to me.

Life is not mine,
and I know, it is
wrong to say
I am living.

I am not able to
see the right,
Only because of
perverse understanding.

I failed to realize
the truth here,
only for
sentient nature,
and I am untrained
I am the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I hereby know the reality about you,
I perceive you as established in me,
I know you through my own experience,
I know the essence of my life by easy
methods for the realization of the truth.
Your description and that of mine are
But the same and one here at this time.
I hereby close the evidence of my side,
It is you to say what would be there
In between you and me at the disclosure.
I know you since you are worth knowing,
I hear you since you are worth hearing,
And for this, I came to this field for
The reason, known to you, basic truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hide Myself

I hide myself
In the hide-and-seek
Game of this open field.

Gajanan Mishra
I Honestly Don't Know

I honestly don't know
What a gamble is,
But definitely I can
Say poetry writing is
Not a gamble, you can
Write all or any things
And still, fall not short.
Honestly I can say
Poetry has all the answer
Of life here and there.
Is poetry writing a
Selfish or a selfless
Endeavour, that I can't say,
But I must say it is a dream
That is to be realised.

Gajanan Mishra
I Honor Your Will

I honor your will, okay!
And you have pardoned me
For my faults.
I am not in distress now,
I am happy as ever, you know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hope And My Hope

I hope you would be present always
Here with me and my hope is not
Against hope as it seems.

I believe not in concoct imaginary
In any material qualities in any elements
And in any outward attractions as it seems.

I hope not anything from illusion
Or from the stage of Shakespeare
That is absurd and at the same time meaningful.

Being a practicing writer I am trying to
Remain pure as far as practicable and
I am trying to give loving service to all.

I am not telling beyond my jurisdiction
I am truth conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hope And My Hope - Truth Conscious

I hope you would be present always
Here with me and my hope is not
Against hope as it seems.

I believe not in concoct imaginary
In any material qualities in any elements
And in any outward attractions as it seems.

I hope not anything from illusion
Or from the stage of Shakespeare
That is absurd and at the same time meaningful.

Being a practicing writer I am trying to
Remain pure as far as practicable and
I am trying to give loving service to all.

I am not telling beyond my jurisdiction
I am truth conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hope I Hope

I hope I hope
You will come
You will come to me
To take me.
I hope I hope
I get success
As I am non-envious
As I am equipoise.
I hope I hope
Your mercy is here
And I feel happy
With You.
I hope I hope I will
Enjoy real peace here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Hope, My Poems Are Here

I hope, my poems are here
And on reading on my poems
One may purify his sentiments
And can realize the truth
That is here in life.
Some doubts and obstacles
May be removed on reading
The poems that are written by me.
And I am coining the words
Keeping in view the universal
Thoughts that are there
Within all creatures, I feel.
I feel very happy and satisfied
While writings the poems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Install Myself

I install myself
And this is my image
You can find in this
Beautiful poem
In this beautiful
Flower garden
In this green field
In this market complex
In this town and village
In this air
In this water
In this sky.

I install myself
You can touch me
Right now
You can talk me
Right now
You can give me
Anything as per
Your capacity
As per your
Capability
As per your will
I have no objection
In anything.

I am not fearful
O my dear, come to me
I am yours for ever
O my sweet heart
With you I can
Cross the ocean
I am your good friend
Come to the inner altar
I am yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Invest

I invest my all
Thinking feeling and willing
 Entirely in You
O my dear, see me
I only desire to
Go home where You are
I know You are my love
You are above all laws
You are never conditioned
By the laws of this material world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Invite All

Let me invite all,
All men here
To dedicate your life,
For your own language.
For the development of
Your own earth.
Dedicate your life
To the service of your mother.
Come on my dear, join us,
We are all here to
Welcome you, nothing to fear,
You are our own brothers.
We are here to destroy
The dark, together.

Gajanan Mishra
I Invite You

I invite you
to follow me,
I know though,
Always it is
not possible.

I have no existence
And I am in peace,
You exist and
Therefore you are
In trouble.

There is no doubt,
There is no uncertainty
And yet we live,
Making explicit the implicit.

Gajanan Mishra
I Just

I just want to live
I just want to love
I just want to see
I just want to walk.

Walking is life
Loving is life
Seeing is life
Life is to love.

I just want to live
To love and loved
I just want to live
To love and to love.

I love you I love you
And I want to stay with you
I love you I love you
And so I want to walk with you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Keep On Going

I keep on going,
Keep on going in love,
What is that love,
I want to know.

I want to know
How the love is going on
With us from time to time.

I am going on the path of love,
And love is watching me day and nights.

Love is truth for me,
I want to test the truth
Through love.

Love is here with us,
We are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know

I know my strength
I know my weakness
I count my time
I count my space
I call you again again
I remain silent
I sworn in an affidavit
I change my name
I forget my joy
I forget sorrow
I forget who am I

Gajanan Mishra
I know a bad carpenter
Quarrels with his tools.
And how to know
Who is a bad carpenter,
That's difficult to say
On my part, my dear.

Let me clarify
The word bad is
Ab initio void.

But let me
Say ad interim
That I am
Not therein.

If you know something
You may come forward
To explain what is what
And declare
You have won the war.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know A Bird

I know a bird that tweets
Every morning every evening
At my terrace
I know the bird is now hungry
If you like you may go
And see and give some water
Giving some food and water
Is not a big thing
Great work is that how far
You are able to make the fly
On its way to living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know And I Accept

I know and I accept nothing,
Nothing is mine here at any time,
At this time, I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know But

I know letters,
I know words,
Sentences and marks,
But I know not
How to compose
A poem with them.

I know my mother,
I know my father,
I know my brothers,
Sisters, wife, sons,
Daughter-in-laws and
Grand-sons/daughters
But I know not
How to adjust with them.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know But Little

I know but little
I know but little.

You are immutable
You are absolute.

I know but little
I know but little.

I never exist
I never exit.

I know but little
I know but little.

I have my own
Symbolic reference.

I understand nothing
I understand nothing.

That is but affirmation
Of oneness and oneness.

I know but little
I know but little.

Feel me see me beyond
The cycle you know.

I am the reliable authority
And the reliable authority.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Cinema

I know cinema
It is not drama.
I do not like
What you said
I am afraid.
I am in touched
Always see
Just pea.
I laughed and
You are panic.
I know freeze
No gaze.
I know all
Cinema and you
Told me
Showing the sky
Chanda mama.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Efforts

I know efforts
Made are never in vain,
At times, they may seem
Otherwise, though.

So many checkmates
May come on the way,
But all key are
With me, I know.

Persistence, I know,
All with me and
I am marching.
I want no personal
Profit, it is sure,
But I want to stay pure.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Everything

I know everything
But no one knows me.
I exist everywhere
Inside and outside
But no one can see me.
I understand everybody
But I cannot be understood
By anybody at any time
By knowledge or
By speculation or
By imagination.
Remember me
I am What I actually am
Between you and me
There is no difference.
I am nothing but the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know From

You are everything for me
I know from the very beginning
You are everything and You are
Within everything everywhere
And I am always with You.

I know my dear nothing can be
Said to exist independent of You
Nothing heard or seen, nothing
In the present, past or future
Nothing moving or non-moving
Nothing great or small
You are everything
I know You are Supreme
And I am fortunate You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Happy Christmas

I know happy Christmas is
Coming with ice and snow.
And we are here to make merry,
We know it will carry cheer
And spring for us in life.
We know English calendar year
Is going from us leaving
The space for new one and
Telling goodbye with all colds,
But warm with love and care.
Love- rare to achieve,
Truth- rare to discover,
Life- rare to get back with time,
And time - ready to take us
From dark to light,
From hell to heaven,
From earth to sky.
But it is our duty
To fly at least try to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Here

I know here
Who is what
And I know
Who is going
Where and how.
Old or young,
Fish or flesh,
Crow or cow
I know where
To live and
How to go.
I am the knowledge,
I am the reader
I read louder
What is written
In air or in water.
Everything I know,
I know here tatter,
If you want to know
I can show you all,
Opening the pages
Of the future.
But wait, it may
Cause danger.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know How To Write And

I know how to write
And what to write.
I know each and everyone
And I salute them all
For I know all are God.
And God is in all.
I know one act play
Is going on here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know I Am

I know I am
I do not know
What is I.

World is changing
Every moment
I am different
From this world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know I Am A Man

I know I am a man
I know my life is
Not meant to be wasted.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know I Can Not Stop Anything

I know I can not stop anything
I know I can not save anything
I know if night is here day must come
And it is inevitable.

Change is a must, change is for good
Without it a seed can not turn in to a tree
Without change the world will be static
Without change I can not learn anything.

Let the change go on its own way
Let the change plays its own role.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know I Have Knowledge

Is not one and same
Knowable and knower are
Also different
Here in taking action
All should flock together.

O my dear, I am quite
Absent from here and there
I have also no instrument
And no activity to perform
No agent is there to help
Still I am eating drinking
Coming and going and telling
Different stories in same manner.

I do not know how to express
What and when and to whom
I am duty bound to tell you
Everything here like this
In various occasion and to
Tell you that I am not held
Responsible for anything
And just to compose a poem
To show you my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know India That Is

I know India that is Bharat
I know you my dear
How you are trying to
Uproot me
And you yourself
Are in up side down.

I know Bharat that is India
Where righteousness and truth
Are pillars
And I know nobody now
Is practicing it
Though they involved
themselves in preaching.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know It Is Dark

I know it is dark
But I have the light
I can see everything.

I am the son of the light
You know me better
My dear and I have
The splendor.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know It Is Heaven

When we show to all our
Charitable nature
Polite behavior
Faith in Almighty God.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know It Is Heaven In Faith

I know it is heaven
When we show to all our
Charitable nature
Polite behavior
Faith in Almighty God.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Life

I know life
I take bath
Regularly daily.

I recognize
Humanity here
While mapping out
Day and night.

I make myself burn,
I make myself fly
And I stay in me.

I put on dress of truth,
I take food of love,
I proceed on the path of light
I know what is there in my memory.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Life, Itself- A Question

Fire is there
And nothing fair.

Life is there
And no hive.

How can one live?

How can I live,
I asked,
But I received
No answer.

And without answer
I want to live,
I know life,
Itself- a question
With no understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Man

I do not know who is Ram
I do not know who is Allha
I do not know who is krishna
I do not know who is christ.

I know only who is man
I know what is his need.

If not able to fulfil
Basic need pray
Do not betray.

Do not alienate a man
Reverse may happen
Give respect to a man
reverse must happen.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My

I know my creator
I know my maintainer
I know my annihilator
And that knowing is
The secret of knowledge
That You have made
Me understand.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Dear

I know my dear
You are not telling me anything
It is your ego I know
Taking your stand on egotism
You are thinking and telling me
That is not known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Dear Poet

I know my dear poet,
No improper action
can be performed by you,
as you realized the truth.

Truth is there
In your wisdom, my dear poet,
And for this I know,
You are not in sadness or in worry.

You are completing your
Span of life, my dear poet,
Smoothly with love and
You are always in cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Dear Son

I know my dear son,
Your body, your speech,
Your money, your family
All are pure and
You are purified.
I know when all are pure,
The atmosphere also
Becomes pure and
Here you realize the truth.
Truth is that you are
The fruits of nectar, my dear.
When I am telling all,
I am telling without any
Egoism and attachment, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
I know my dear
I know my dear I am
Doing everything only for You
I am eating foods here
That are given by Your honor
I know You are giving me all
You are taking away everything from me
And I am here as before empty
But with You my dear full and complete.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Dream

I know my dream,
I know my living,
I know my love,
I know my life.
This earth is a place
To love, to live,
To dream and to flourish
Honestly and truthfully.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Father

I know my father
As my father.
I am not here
to pay attention
to his glory
and qualification.
My father is
the best for me.
I bother not
what is there in
his mind and how
is his intellect.
I know my father with
his unique character.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Love Is Beyond Time

I know my love is beyond time,
It has no beginning and no end.
I know I have my own truth with me,
Truth is there within and outside me.
I am with my love and I am with the truth,
I know I am beyond the limit of time
And no one can measure me at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Neighbour

I know my neighbor
My neighbor is black
My neighbor told me
So many things
And I replied nothing
My neighbor is fine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Position

I know my position, my dear,
I know I am permanent
Nobody can make me heel
I am here eternal
And it is not blunder
But to make you understand
I have to do something
But you are to remain conscious
And always awake
Without any contrary resolution,
I am here with our relationship
That is axiomatic, with trust
Let me accept you heartily, in this world
But the obstacle is your assumed affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know My Wife

I know my wife
peaceful and pure,
For me, my wife is
ready to sacrifice herself,
I am sure,
She wants love
in exchange though,
I love her much,
but she believe me not.
I am not able to
understand my wife,
but I love her and love her.
My wife is staying with me
And I am roaming.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Myself

I know myself,  
You know yourself  
And we are here together.  
Anyone else  
Cannot know us  
With his or her  
Senses, mind  
Or intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know No Form

I know no form
And I declared
My presence and
Requested all
To come and come.

Wall-city collapsed
At this version
And all fools
Gathered at the juncture
To confirm rise and sets.

I know veil is there
And life not folly
And not deluding potency
That we all agreed
With strange sentiments.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know No One

But You O my dear
I know no one
But You.

You are handling me
As You like O my dear
You are handling me
As You like.

You are embracing me
As and when O my dear
You are embracing me
As and when.

You are completely free
To do anything with me O my dear
You are completely free
To do anything.

Without any condition
I am calling You O my dear
I am calling You
Without any condition.

I know no one
But You O my dear
And You are always
My Love My worshipful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know No One Besides My Mother

I know no one
Besides my mother,
I hear no one
Besides my mother.
I am here fearless,
I am looked after
by my mother.

My mother utters
All valuable words,
I am with my mother
And getting all bliss,
I enjoy my life
residing with mother,
No sorrow can touch me.

My mother is the symbol of
Love, truth, compassion.
My mother shows me stars
Sky and moon and birds
and my mothers enable me
to open my mouth,
My mother enable me to see.

I know no Gods
besides my mother,
I know my mother is
above all.
My mother holds my hands
And I am going on this land
within the kingdom of peace and prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
I know no path,
But I know where you are.
You are in this house
Where I am.
This house is
Taking me to you.
And you are using me
For love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not

I know not
Who is on what side,
And who is who,
And the purpose
Of staying here.

What is real education,
I know not,
The value of knowledge
Unknown to all.

The speech,
The truthfulness are
To be tested,
And purity is to
Be shown to all.

Gajanan Mishra
I know not happiness
And I am happy.
I know not my mother
Yet I love much.
I know not the sky
Yet I am under it.
It is no needs to know
But living with love
Is a necessity.
Where there is love
That is heaven
That I know.
Know and feel love
And get everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Love

I know not love,
And yet, you request me
To write a love poem.
I know not the truth,
And yet, you tell me
To live a truthful life.
I know not life,
And yet, life demand
Everything from me.
I know I am not mine,
I know I am not fine,
I know I am not interested
In women and wine.
You say fool, come to dine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Much

I know not much
Than Your own eyes
Than Your own ears
Than Your own skins
Than Your own mind.

I am not here
To testify You
I mam not here
To ward of evil
I know nothing is evil.

I am here with You
And You are here with me
To give a changing atmosphere
To this earth, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Purity

I know not purity
I know not so many things.

I am trying to know
How to live,
I am trying to reach
Where truth is.

And truth is within me
I am in the truth.
It is here all truth
Nothing but the truth.

I myself is here
Pure and perfect
I know myself
No needs to know the rest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not The Name Of The Flower

I know not the name
Of that flower
That is giving me
Scents all times
Everywhere here there.
They are all nectar
I know and I live
Within me.
But you are there
Calling me
For the reasons-
Enviouness is there
Within you
Let me tell the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not What Is An Era

I know not what is an era,
But I know her.
I know to honor her,
The flag lowered.
I know the atmosphere
Turns eerie and
Bus services suspended.
I have not seen her,
But she is there
And people are calling
Her Amma, Amma.
What is she?
Where is she?
Who is she?

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not What Is Past

What is future, my dear
I know I am in this position
Now here.

And I am fine, see me
I am fine as You are with me
I am fine with You here.

Here the life-tree bears
Flowers fruits for the welfare
Of all and here I have nothing
Else to do except remembering You.

And You are present always
That I know and I know
You have no past and no future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not What Is That

Ask me not what is death.
I am living to the best
Of my capacity and I am
Far away from that, see.
See, I am smiling,
See, I am talking,
See, I am dancing,
See, I am with You,
With this life and
Making merry and busy
In merry-making.
Only I am in need of love,
I need care and attention,
And I look on life
A liberating adventure,
O my dear, see me
In all sights, in all picture.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not What You Are

I know not what you are
O my dear grand-daughter
But here you are with me
Along with your multiple colors.
I know you are the clouds
Of your own sky where you fly
I know you are your flowers
And you blossom and you dance
With all sweet-sense
And I know, my dear, your love
And your innocence.
This world is for you
In its morning light, my dear
And you are kissing the sky
With your music with your smile.
I know not what you are, my dear
But I know you are the angel
With all pleasures and all peace
You are the nature's beauty
That is full of honey, my dear
I love you my dear, as I love
The destiny and the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not When To Leave

I know not when to leave
And you said I am leaving
At every moment without
Taking a pause.

My home is everywhere
That I know and yet
I am nowhere you alleged.

I am the wrestler
And yet I am
The weakest one here.

I know I am opened
And yet you complain
Not able to know
Where is head and where is tail.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Where I Am Going

I know not where I am going,
I know not what I am saying,
I know not how I am doing.
Excuse me, I am not able to
Stand here for a moment also.
Excuse me, I have no friend
To share my thought here at this time.
And still I am here, great wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Where Is My Life

I know not where is my life,
But I am in need of my life.
My life was here and I
Want it back.

Life, life, life,
I want my life back,
Space is there to search,
Birds are there to sing,
Clouds are there to rain,
I am there with all
To take back my life.

I want my life back,
With the wind of summer,
With the water of the Ganges,
With the light of fixed-star.

I am there with all
For the reason of all good.
I am with them to
Show them all the truth.

I want my love back,
I want my life back,
While going from one
Top to another of this
Mountain ranges.
I want all to present
With me to count the stars.
I want to be there alive.

I want my life back,
I want my life back,
Whatsoever, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Who Am I

I know not who am I  
And I am defeated  
In all my activities  
I know not who am I  
And am not making any attempt  
To ameliorate my own conditions  
Of birth diseases and death  
I know not who am I  
And I am experiencing pain  
Without any gain.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not Who You Are

I know not who you are
I know not and I don't care.

I care not your going
And your coming,
I care not your appearance
And your disappearance.

I know not why you are here
I know not how far you are my dear.

But I am very careful
While tackling myself,
As I know I am more dangerous
Than king cobra.

Gajanan Mishra
I know not who You are although
I am going to You, my dear, from here.

I have nothing to give You, my dear
You are taking away everything from me.

Though it is not true I am telling I am here
It is true and I feel everywhere You are in full.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Not, My Dear

What is Mandir and what is Masjid
I know not, my dear, I know only You
And I know You are within me.
I know You are general, You are universal
I am particular and I know not, my dear,
Your stay particulars though I know
You are greatest of the great.
You assert all things are to be
Identified with me, You look through
The eyes of the Truth, self-existent spirit.
You are the kindest of the kindest, my dear,
I know not Your plan and estimate for
Which You appeared here but I know You
Appeared for the sake of welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Nothing

I know nothing
I know without knowing
I know what I know
What I know that I do not know
What I do not know that I know
I know You without seeing You
I know You without speaking to You
That I know with no knowledge
I know You and realize Your
Presence everywhere
And I know you beyond birth and death
And I know nothing beyond birth and death
And I know nothing beyond this.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Nothing And Also

I know nothing and also
I am doing nothing,
I know not what is love,
What is knowledge and
What is devotion
And with your blessing
I have got my vision.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Nothing And How Can I

I know nothing and how can I
Explain what is this or
That, here or there.

I have not understood
Anything here or any one
Here or there.

I know not where I am
And know not the purpose
Of my presence.

But I am here
And giving lecture but
To whom that I know not.

I know nothing and
I cannot do anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Nothing And I

I know nothing
And I know you only
Come to me atleast
You know I am color-blind.

I know nothing and my
Aim is to attain You
When this is achieved
Nothing more required.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know O Poet

You are always
Busy in writing
For the welfare of all.

O poet I know
You are free from
All sins
You are beyond
Duplicacy and
Beyond all doubts.

O poet I know
You are here
To liberate.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Odisha

I know Odisha
My birth place
Here is Puri
Lord Jagannath
Lord Balabhadra
Lord Suvadra
And Sri sudarshana
I know Rathajatra on
2nd day of bright moonlight
Of Asadha every year
I know Maa
Bhubaneswaree
I know my language
That is love
That is Odia
That is Kosli.

I know Odisha
That came in to being
On 1st April 1936
Official language Odia
Area- From Keonjhar
Baleswar sundargarh
To Koraput Malkangiri
From Puri to Nuapada
I know Odisha.

I know Odisha
Tilldate I am
Unable to know its people
I am unable to know
Their blood their mind
Their intention
Why they are so silent
For the development
Of their own culture
Own language.

Any way I salute
My Lord My language
My land My world
My people at large
Humanity is my religion
Love is my passion
Charity is my ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know People Are Ignorant Of Truth

I know people are ignorant of truth,
And taking this advantage you are
Cheating them for your own profits
By misusing your power and position
With the help of a language,
Foreign to the people in general,
Not lawful, not constitutional,
And not within democratic norms, though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Purity

I know purity
And it is there
In you, men.
I know you are
All men of
Good conduct
And you are all
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Somewhere

I am missing
And yet
You are the only
Person tracing me out.
I am revolving round
And round
And yet
I am still
With You.
You are my symbol
You are my sign
And I am meeting
You often here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know The Good

I know the good
And it is all in you.

I enjoy your company
I know what is there
In the scripture.
And you know
My thoughts.

You inspire me
And I engage myself
In actions
That are new.

I know the good
That are the truth
That are in me and in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know The Path

I know the path
And I am going on this path
I know what ought to be done
And what should not be done
I know what is fear
And what is fearlessness
I know I am in bondage
I know how and when
There is liberation
I truly perceive You
O my dear
I know good
I know bad
I am in Your shed.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know The Plunderers

I know the plunderers
And the murderers
They are the third class
And the fourth-class administrators
They are plundering the riches
Of the city-dwellers and villagers
And who protest they kill them
Acting as murderers.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know The Truth And

I know the truth and
I realize the truth
In you.
You are not separate
From me and
I exist in you.
I see you here,
As the sole performer.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know This Earth

I know this earth
The house of fortune and
The mother of all and
The source of fulfilling
All desires of all.
All are earth here and
All are going to earth.
Earth has the responsibility
To take care all.
Mind, body and love, truth
And everything you utter
Are coming from earth.
The water, the air, the sky and
The light, everything, everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know This Mountain

I know this mountain
And also this river.
The mountain is rearing
The river very finely,
And the river washing
The body of the mountain
Every day at every moment.
I know this tree,
This tree is giving all
his leaves, trunks, flowers,
Fruits and everything
That are with it
Without any complain.
But alas, I am a man
With no quiality of a human.
And yet I am demanding
Give me food, water, shelter,
It is my birth right
To enjoy life.
It is true I am reading,
It is true I am going to school,
It is true so many teachers are
There for me to make me enlightened
About the things and environments.
But alas, I am ignorant,
I am far from minimum knowledge
That is required for living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Well

I know well,
Who is here for me.
I know the time.

But the time
Care me not.
I care the time, though.

But I know well,
The time is
Disturbing me always,
The great cheater.

But here
The poetry-weapon
Is with me and that
Make the time surrendered.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What I Am

Hearing me you lament
Loving me you love.
I know what I am
What I know I do not know
What I do not know you know
What you know that is I.

Gajanan Mishra
I know what I am,
I am the manliness
In me.
With this manliness
I want to attain
The truth.
It is true
I am eternal.
But who am I
Let me know you
With all promptness
And zeal.
Not necessary to use
The skill or to kill.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What I Do Not Know

I know what I do not know
I answer what I need not answered.

It is You who are with me
It is You who are going away from me.

And I am with You
And I hope I will be with You.

Nothing is false
Nothing is true
And I am with You.

In this situation You are
Coming to me and
I am going away from You.

Time is with us now
And No time is here to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What I Know

I know what I know,
Let me know what you know,
To know is my life,
Life is true life
When there is full knowledge.
And knowledge is the mixture
Of my knowing and your knowing.
Let me know what I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What Is Good

I know what is good
And what is not good
For me, my dear,
But I want you,
I love you,
I know not whether
It is good or not good,
But I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What You Are

I know what you are
I know why you are
And without any doubt
I am with you.

My name my age
My profession my village
All are false
You are to say
What is true.

You are one and
The same that I know
In different forms
You are perfect
And you are truth
And you are life's norms.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know What You Are As In The Sky

I know what you are
I know what you are going to say
I know rest is okay minus this sky
This sky is mine only mine.

First offer your obeisances
To all here and all are
part and parcel of the sky
The sky is mine only mine.

By the grace I have reached here
In the midst of the sky
And the sky is asking me nothing
And I am writing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Where Are You

I know you are not here
To leave me
You are not only mine
I know this also
And I am with you always
Doing all your works
With much enthusiasm
I know you are the work
And you are doing it
For me and I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I know who you are,
But I will not tell.
Telling some words
and searching the meanings
Are useless unless
truth is discovered.
I know what is truth
But I cannot tell.
Only fools can utter
and proved themselves
worthless as they
forget love here.
The tragedy is life and
let us say it is just comedy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You

I know you
I think of you
And I am here
Getting you.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you all here,
O men, I know all about you
And in every way you are
In a firm resolve and
With me you are all
Free from delusion, my dear,
You all are my integral parts
I know you all from the very start.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You And I Know All

You are my friend
I know You and I know all
That I can say with full trust.

You are in me You are my light
I know you and I know all
That I can say with full trust.

You are my knowledge you are my reality
I know you and I know all
That I can say with full trust.

I realized your presence in my heart
I know you and I know all
That I can say with full trust.

I sleep I awake I crossed my childhood my youth
At every stage I know you and I know all
That I can say with full trust.

I am in pain I am in pleasure
Being your friend and fragment I know you
That I can say with full trust.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You And I Perceive

I know you and I perceive,
Here I am and you are also.
I realize this reality as I
Take refuge in love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are

I know, you are in ignorance
Born of darkness
But here you can find
Everything is glorious
Brilliant and powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are All Perfect

I know, O my dear
You are all perfect
I know, my dear
You are always
Looking at me
And I am always
Thinking about You.

I have taken in to consideration
All Your incarnation together
O my dear, You have kept
With You all my present
All my past and also all future
I am Your worshiper, my dear
And I have no fear.

With all higher versions
I know You enter
Through the matters
And You established Yourself here
That I know from time element
Your messenger who are
In Truth and who has no changeable feature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Around Me

I know you are around me,
You should also please,
Take it granted I am
Within you, I am around you,
I am always with you and
In all sides of yours.
Without you how can I stand,
And without me you
Cannot stay here for a moment.
I know my dear, it is
The season of our union,
It is cold, it is hot
And we want both at the same time
Here, please not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Calling Me

I know, You are calling me.
But calling for what that I know not.
I am doing here my own duty
And that is conducive to the welfare of all.
Is my any action futile?
Can any one say extravagance?
Is my any action taking me to bondage?
See me, test me. No stumbling block is here or there.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you are coming
And so I am preparing myself
To go with you, my dear.
You are coming and I am sure
You are taking me within a moment.
Everything is going to change
Within a moment.
No more the sun will rise,
No more the wind will blow,
No more we will be together.
Still my dear, I am here,
To receive you in all
Changing circumstances.
My friend, hesitate not to come, please.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Coming At Last

I know you are coming at last, 
I care not whether your coming 
Is, my dear love, slow or fast.
But you are coming, I am sure,
And you are coming to judge me,
How I am living with care.
The place and time is the same 
And the one when we meet together, 
It is fixed previously, my dear.
Yet I am aware with your coming 
And I know it is you to put me 
In profit of life with your love. 
Love, I know only there between 
You and me. I know you are coming.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Everything

I know You are everything
I know whatever I do whatever I eat
Whatever I write whatever I sacrifice
Everything is for You, it is to You.

I know my position and status
I know my gross body my family my earth
And I am able to see You my dear
Here at this hour with faith with sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Giving Up

I know you are giving up
All relationship very easily
After the death of your near and dear
But let me not say you wise
As I know you are selfish.
If you are really in principle
And obeying the rule of
Forgive and forget
Then it is praiseworthy
And to you I must give credit.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Here

I know you are here,
I know no one is free from you.

You are not there to wait for anyone,
I know nothing can help me to know you.

Who is the truth here? you or I?
The air or the sky?

Without giving up anything
I can't utter a word related to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Perfect

I know you are perfect,  
You are supremely perfect,  
I know you are with us  
And making us happy.

I know your heart and mind  
All clear, in you I see myself.  
I know you are singing, singing  
In an ecstatic mood-life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Are Sinless

I know You are sinless
I know You are fine and ideal
And You are an asset
I am sure there is no other alternative
No other alternative and no other alternative
You are the only person who is ruling all
At this time and for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you as protector, my dear
You are my doctor, I know the word
Destroy is not in your dictionary.

Here is the truth on this earth
You are to discover in presence of all
O my dear, falsehood is far away from You.

I am on this earth see with this body
Fully sacred and full of nectar
O my dear, You are the ultimate proprietor.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You But

I know You but who are You
Why are You here That I am asking You
What are You doing here in this light in this dark
That I am asking You and You are remaining silent.

You are remaining silent and I am in dark
Is it Your mystery when it see me that bark
I know what I know please don't ask
I have no voice no language I am working as clerk.

What I see what I hear all are nothing but truth
I know only You and I am with You, my dear
Who are You and what is with You that I know
When I go deep and deep with in me that has nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You But You

I know you but you
Do not know me.
I can live without you
But you cannot live
Without me.
I am what I am always
But you are changing
In shape size and colors.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you call your father uncle,
Who is father and who is uncle,
I know you know not the difference.
You have forgotten your mother,
And your brothers I know and
I know you are there to align foreigners.
Are you not made with your earth?
I know not what you desire.
Still, let me wish a refreshing good morning,
Enjoy life afresh, life is rich in taste
And love and truth and all just things.
All good let me wish here with delight,
Flavored time is with you dear,
Enjoy it with a smile and proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You- Consolidated

I know you,
You are all truth,
All consciousness,
And all bliss consolidated.

I know you,
You are unmanifest,
Imperishable,
And attributeless and formless.

I know you,
You are supreme
And absolute.
You are your
Own verdict, you are
Both debit and credit.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Coo Coo

I know you coo coo
My grand daughter Aaeeshanee
Follow you in this
Midday of April in sunny.
I know you coo coo
You are in that
Mango tree telling me
To set out journey.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Have Your Own Dream

I know you have your own dream
And I know you are there to play
And to prosper and you are ready
To cross the border of the sky.

The sky cannot beat you
And the sky is there to
Give respect and honour you
Always for you are there
To expand the horizons.

The horizons are yours, I know,
And I am here to help and
Co-ordinate you for further
Development of the earth
In this span of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Live By Habit

I know you live by habit,
Habit is nothing but living.
Habit itself is not good,
Say never I am living.

Never fall in to days, months
Years as they are not yours.
Go to the river edge and
Observe what the earth is telling.

Neither water not air
Is your enemy
But it is you who knows not
What to do, when and how.

See the bird there, thanks God,
It is still fine and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Must Get Success

I know you must get success,
I know you are that tortoise,
I know you are there always
to rise, to walk and to awake.

You are the lion, I know
always ready to attack,
You are the sky I know
always present everywhere.

I know no one is there
to beat you and I know
You are the only truth.

You are showing everything,
actions and reactions at a time,
that no one is able to imagine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You Not Able To Know Me

I know
You are not able
To know
Who I am
I know
You are stuck
Between your
Cravings and aversions.

I know
You are in pain
You are in misery
You are suffering
But it is you
Who has invited
Not light but
Darkness and all.

Know me
And know all
I am here
In this light
Know me and see your
Darkness of ignorance
Is disappearing
And no delusion at all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You, My Dear

I know You, my dear,
I know Your activities,
Your sleeping, Your speaking,
Your walking, Your eating, drinking
And I am not deluded.

I am within You,
You are within me, all
That I know and I know,
You are the know-er of all, and
No difference is there between You and me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know You, My Dear, You Are My Love

Whatever I am doing, doing for you only
The cause and effect all are yours
I am no way related with anything here
As You are the soul creator, soul destroyer
And it is You who is maintaining everything
I have no craving for anything here
It is you to decide each and every matter, here
O my dear, let me stay with you as yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I know you, my love and
I mark your activities here. And
You are to know what you are doing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Your Heart

I know your heart - pure,
But your mind?
Let me clear - dirty.

You are available
In summer but not
In winter.

Still, you are
In my dream,
And I'm with you.

I sign in your book,
But not understood
So far.

I know you are always
Taking words from my mouth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know Your Tongue

Your tongue,
I know it emits
Waves of poison.
Your eyes,
I know it fires
All my activities.
Still, I am not
Here to die.
Still, I am here
To win all battles.
Whatsoever, I am here
To tie all together,
I am here to make
Friendship with all.

Gajanan Mishra
I know, How Beautiful You Are

I know,
How beautiful you are!
I know,
What You are!
I know,
Love is your life.
I know,
Truth is your path.
I know,
Everybody is your means.
I know,
Living is your light.
I know,
Give and take- your business.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, My Dear Son

I know, my dear son,
You, with the eyes of wisdom
Can perceive the difference
Between the dark and the light
And can go with the truth
And you can spread the knowledge
Everywhere, the knowledge
That is within you- supreme duty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, My Love

I know, my love
You are the Absolute Truth
You are invested with
Multifarious energies.

You are most loving
You are pious also
I am here to give respect
If I fail I neglect my own interest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, Not Yet

I have
Left myself behind.
Who was I?
I know, not yet.

It is difficult,
To make you convinced,
I am that person
Who is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, Though

Unable to find
You anywhere, I
Know, though,
You are always,
Everywhere, dear.
Knowing the truth,
I offer all
Respectful obeisances.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, What For This Flower Blooms

I know, what for this flower blooms in the morning. Flower is flower, what is there in name and why are you asking the name?
Give any name if you so wish.
But this flower has not won my mind and heart- not a fact.
Look, look, the soul of this flower is in deep and calling me, dear.
I know, this flower sings in breeze on earth. This flower sings when the river overflows. But no chance to keep the flower intact and I am unable to call it mine. But see this flower is flowing in my veins.

I am learning how horripilation the pain is from this flower in the quicksand of time.

Gajanan Mishra
I know, when you are
There with me and
You protect me,
No one else can
Do any harm or
Kill me.
But when you
Left me and
You want to harm
Or kill me,
No one else is
There to protect me.
I love you, I know
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, Where You Are

I know, where you are, my love,
I know the reasons of your smile
And that of your tears.
I know my wrongs and I know
Where the dreams are.
I think about you, my dear,
And I stay with my patience,
And I wait to reap the joy of life
Here in due time with friends.
I carry my burden with love,
With your blessings and I stay
Fit for the beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
I know, You Are The Cause

I know you are the cause,
Cause of entire creation here, and
To change is your causative nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I know, you are there in you,
I know, no one is there but you,
I know, you are working on you,
I know, you are the means and
You are the end.
You are the compliment,
You are the accomplishment.
I know, you are nothing,
You need nothing,
I know, you have nothing
To do for you.
You are my love,
You are my truth,
You are everything for me, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Know, You Have Your Own Wings

I know, you have your own wings,
And you have not taken birth here
To be a prisoner of another creature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Labor

I labor,
Working with
My own hands.

Being reviled
I bless.

Being persecuted
I endure.

Being defamed
I entreat.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lack Nothing

I lack nothing.
I know you also
Lack nothing.
We are both
Independent and
Sovereign.
We are here
To work for each other
To love each other
To live for each other.

Here, We are for all
But nothing is ours
No one is ours.
We are here with nature
And nature is changing
But we remain unchanged.
We are searching our
Own identity, we know
Though we are nothing.
Nothing is useful for us
And we need nothing
For us as we know
We are nothing.
Nothingness is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lack Nothing Since You Are

I lack nothing
Since you are present
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lack True Knowledge

So long as I am here
I am in fear,
I fear losing my strength,
I fear as I suffer from
sorrows, tensions, jealousies
and rivalries.
I fear, I fear due to my desires.
I fear as I lack true knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I learn so many things
From my shadow.
Lo, it is there,
Let me call her.

I love my shadow
In war.
And the war is
Always there,
And I lost
Always.

Is there any kindness
For me?
I feel not,
So far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Leave Myself

I leave myself
To Your will, my dear.
You may keep me
Anywhere You like,
You may kick me out,
I have nothing to say,
I have nothing to worry,
I have nothing to fear,
I leave myself
To Your will, my dear,
You may do whatever
And whenever You like.

Gajanan Mishra
I Left The Sea Far Behind

I left the sea far behind,
I came here for the sky.
I am the only star here,
The sea smiles at me and
Came with the storm.
But I am detached and
Dispassionate, see me and
I got victory over all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Left To Wander

I left to wander.
You declared, I am
Freed from all sins.

How can I explain
My own birth?
How can I realize
The self?
Yet you suggested,
Nature is there,
And that can
Give fruits there.

Opportunity is still
With us to keep the truth
Without any reservation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lift My Legs

I lift my legs,
Dear mother,
Only for you,
For the truth.

For you, dear mother,
I smile in the light.
For the truth, I am
Here, ready to fight.

Let me fight
With the clouds
For a clean
And bright sky.

Let me fly
In the sky and
Tell all on this earth,
Let life be enjoyed.

Each one has a right
To go high and high.
Love of nectar is there
Go and bring, and say hi.

Gajanan Mishra
I Light Up

The sun,
I light up
The sun.
The sun is
Not a toy,
With whom
I can play.
The sun
Is the knowledge,
I want to swallow.
I am with the sun,
And the sun is
Not swampy.
And I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like All The Praiseworthy Acts

I like all the praiseworthy acts
I know, all noble deeds are conducive
To Truth and realization of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Birds

I like varieties of birds,
I like colorful skies,
I like musical rhythm
Of the earth, we live in.

I know all are perfectly
Cooperated in glorifying
The truth, all know the way
To peace and amity on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Both

Attachment
And detachment
I like both
Dark and light
I like both
Birth and death.

When my friend
Chinmaya died
I cried
When my Natuni
(Son's daughter)
Born I cried.

I cried for what?
I cried thinking
That what would
Chinmaya do there
And how.
I cried thinking
That the life of
My Natuni is there
Under the control of
Others always.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Discussion

I like discussion
Come with pure devotion
Performances are
Not to count
Without devotion
And devotion is
Followed by
Perfect knowledge
And detachment
From material existence
I like discussion
If you have any other
vested opinion
Come I am here
For purification.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like I Love

I like I love,
I love your life
Your company
And your thoughts.
I know, you are here
And making me alive,
You are here and
Killing me at every moment.
Your actions your words
Are giving me nectar,
They constitute my scriptures.
I know you are doing everything for me
As a friend, brother, father,
Sister and mother, all in one.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Not

I like not to
hear words,
but I like
to see some deeds.

Accomplish the work first
for which you are here.
All that's over
but hammer the life-maker.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Poetry

I like poetry,
I love poets.
I know, poets
Are good men.

But one who
Writes poems
Is a poet,
I am not here
To agree always.

But I love poets,
I know poets are
Good men always,
Poets know how to
Love and what is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like The Crow

I like the crow,
For the crow is there
To utter a loud cry,
I like the crow
For it flies in a straight line,
I like the crow
For it submit to humiliation,
I like the crow
For it express unrestrained
Gleeful satisfaction.
I like the coming of
The crow aggressively to me,
I like the crowbar
And I like the crow's foot.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like The Day

I like the day,
The light of the day
Works for a longer distance
And a longer period.
I like the north star,
The north star is fixed
That is permanent and
Is there for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
I like the war
on this battlefield
being a warrior.
I do not like to
abandon the life
being a carrier builder.
I enjoy the fight
that acts as a new lighter
and that opens a new chapter.
New chapter of union
that I want with love.
New chapter of union
that enables us to get peace.
And there I find all bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like To Go Round And Round

I like to go round and round,
I like to acquire knowledge
By going round and round.

By going round and round
Let me get all delight
Accepting all likes and dislikes.

I like to stay patient like the earth,
I like to stay free from pride and depravities,
I like to observe the flight of birds also.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like To Hear

I don't like to
Listen about anyone,
But I like to
Listen each one.

Gajanan Mishra
I Like To See The Morning

I like to see the morning
With a cup of tea
In the smile of Aaeeshanee *

I like to see the flowers
That are there in the hands
Of Aaeeshanee in the evening.

The day is hard and I see
The night is also not soft
With my wife since last fifty.

Crossing of line is not so easy
And I am here seeing with you
That are with me and within me.

* Aaeeshanee - my grand daughter

Gajanan Mishra
I Like Your Writing

I like your writing,
I like your living.

Writing is a process
of living and living
is a process of writing.

Understand please,
what I am telling.

I am telling about you
and you are there in my writing.

My writing is here,
Fear not my dear.

Live a life of lion
with your own writing,
with what you are experiencing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live

I live,
I leave.

I leave,
I live.

Forever,
Forever.

My life,
Pure nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live And I

Die for my mother,
I will not want
anything bad
for my mother.

It is true
my mother is
indivisible, as
she is telling me.
And she is telling
son tell every one
not to touch the fire
or else no existence
will be there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live And I Love

I live and I love,
I love and I live.

Living is loving
And loving is living.

Who you are,
Where from you come,
And to where
You are going
I know not, true.

But I love you,
I love you, as I
See no difference
What is there in me
And what is there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live From Moment To Moment

I live from moment to moment
I eat I drink I sleep
And it is nothing new
I am happy I have wisdom
And it is not new
I am born knowledge
And it is not new.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live From Moment To Moment - It Is Not New

I live from moment to moment
I eat I drink I sleep
And it is nothing new
I am happy I have wisdom
And it is not new
I am born knowledge
And it is not new.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live Here

I live here, see in Truth
I live here, see in Love.

No third party interference
And no cognizance.

I existed before creation
I will exist after destruction.

I am original
I am final.

See me
Search me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live In Random Poems

Random poems,
I live therein.
From random clouds,
The rain is coming.
Truth is there
In random words.
Eagerness is there
In random feelings.
Tears rolling down
In random hearts.
No result, I find,
In random personality.
I reached nowhere
With my random will.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live In The Body

Body is essential
Body is not all.

I go with body
I take this body
Body is under my control
Body is mine.

I live in the body
I can do anything with this body
Body is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live Only

I live
I live only
By Your sufferance.
O my dear,
I die
I die only
I die when
You would
Have me die.

Gajanan Mishra
I Live Only For You

I live only for you,
I, hereby, surrendered
All actions to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lose All Awareness

I lose all awareness
I do not notice
If I am wearing full paint
Half shirt and I am without socks
I do not notice
If I am eating or laughing
Or walking or sitting
Even I am forgetting
My own existence, see me
I am with You, O my Supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
I Lost My Language

I lost my language here
At my home at this door steps.

I lost my mother
I lost my land
I lost my language.

And I am telling
I am telling You
I am living living!

Gajanan Mishra
I Lost Myself

See me,
I lost myself
In you,
Writing, reciting,
Talking about you.
You can visit
And verify.
I know
You are pure.
It is your kindness
You are with me,
And we are here
Able to know each other
Intimately with no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love

I love only you
Only I love you
I only love you
I love you only
O dear dear
You are in all
You are all
All is within you
I love you
I love you
I am no different
Than you
O my dear
I love you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love A Sick Man

I love a sick man
I know he is a true devotee
I love an old lady
I know she can not be naughty
I love a poor man
I know he is the symbol of morality.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love All

I love all
All means all
I love all beings equally.

I love all
I am the same, to all.

I have no partiality
I have no attachment no aversion
All are in me.

I am a human being
My 'I'ness come to an end
In You O my dear.

I love You
I am attracted towards You
As You are pervading everywhere
All the time
In all things
In all incidents
In all circumstances.

I am Your son
Worthy or unworthy
I know not
It is my actions
That would say
Virtuous or evil
If I suck blood
Instead of milk
Like louse from the udders
I am evil and unworthy.

O my Father,
Pardon me, and take me
In right direction
Make me a human being
I am proud to say
I am your son.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love All And It Is Open

I love all and it is open,
I know if I stop loving
I would die soon.
Since I do not want to die,
I am in love, I love,
I love all and hence
I love all not in secret.
I rely upon each one here,
And hence I am not in fear.
I fear not anything,
Not even death.
I know not death
But love is the winner,
And so I am here with love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love All Men

Let me help
All men
On the path of truth.
I love all men.
I know,
Men come
And men go,
And they are pure.

Men see,
Men hear,
Men learn,
The good,
The truth.
And I want
The upliftment
Of men.

What ought to do
Let me tell the men.
For the better living,
Let me explain the routine.

Men, the best creatures,
I salute men for
The achievement here.

Men appear,
Men disappear
But the manhood usher
For the future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love And Also

I love and also
I can make you love.
See me, I am
In love-war
And in war-love.
Love springs to life,
You know it,
And through it
I am going to
Another world.
I can take to
That world.
Just hear me, my dear,
Just see me, feel me here.

Gajanan Mishra
I love and love and love you, my dear.
I care not your unfaithfulness, rashness,
your guile, stupidity, avarice, cruelty and unseemliness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love And Love Poems

I love poems and
The words and
The sentences,
Like a tiger loves
Dense forest,
Like a lion loves
Dense cave,
Like a swan
Loves a blooming lotus,
Like an eagle
Loves cremation ground,
Like a gentleman
Loves to live
With other gentlemen.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Both

I love both
Flight and fight,
As I know
This is the only
Truth in life,
You like
Or dislike.
But in all fairness
Let me say
I love my life
Here at this time,
While struggling
For belly or wandering
In this valley.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love I Live

I love I live
I live I let you go
I let you go
And you stayed.

You stayed
Not to go anywhere
Like the sky
I said bye.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love It I Love You

I do not know what it is
I do not like to know who you are
I just love it I love it
I just love you I love you.

Not going to history
I love it I love it
No antecedents
I love you I just love you
Loving is my only alternative
I love you I love you.

Color no matter
Size no matter
My dear I addressed you
My dear I love you
I love you I love you
I love it where are you.

I know you are my only love
Nothing is there besides you
Anywhere at any time my dear
I love only you I love you
I care not whether you
Love me or not but I love.

I love you I love you
I am offering you I am giving you
What I have past present and future
I love you my dear I love you
I desire nothing I like everything
I love it I love it I love you I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Loneliness

I love loneliness,
I abuse me in loneliness,
I war with me in loneliness,
I treat loneliness my life.
I love life,

Life is there in my poetry,
In poetry you can find
Both flower and gun.
I fight for freedom
But I love to stay in prison.

I want to discover
New regulation.
Let me use my own
Dream-love lotion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Macro

I love macro,
I love micro also.
I know, I am an individual
Within this cosmos,
I know, the cosmos is
Within me.
In fact, there is
No micro, no individual,
There is the only universe,
The cosmos.
But my dear, the individual
Is a cosmic matter,
It is one and
The same here.
Individual is just
Like the wave in the ocean.
You are here my dear,
In the form of the universe,
The cosmos.
And the cosmos is
An individual for all
The welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Means

I love
Means
My love is for ever
I hate not anybody
As hate is not here.

I love
I regard love
Means
I have accepted love
Turning away from love
Means the existence of hate
Is accepted.

Hence I love
My love is for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Men

I love men,
Men include
Women also.
I love brave one,
I love those
Who love for books.
I refused to be
Cowed down by any
Dominating one.
I love men,
Free and transparent.
I love men,
Nature-born, with
Beautiful corn.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love My Hands

It is mine
It is for Your works only.
I love my legs
It is mine
It is to go to You only.
I love my mouth
It is mine
This mouth is only chanting Your name.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love My India

I love my India that is Bharat,
I love my India that is Bharat.
I am telling always, India is first,
First - India then say other matters,
I am ready to hear, I am ready to bear.
My India, My world. My world, my home.
Home, home sweet home, there is no place like home.
Come on and see, it is heaven, you are welcome.
In the name of my earth I solemnly affirm
And telling the truth, I am for the world,
For the welfare of each and everybody, as I know,
All are my near and dear, my brothers and sisters
And I am for everybody working here, praying here,
Come on, O my dear, and see me, no difference than yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love My Life

I love my life,
I love my land,
I love the symbol,
I love the lines,
I love the map,
I love the languages,
I love poetry,
I love music,
I love open field,
I love nature,
I love the world,
Its principle and
The constitution of life
And its face,
I love you, dear,
I love everything
That is yours.
And what is not
Yours that I wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love My Luck

I love my luck,
My lady luck smiles,
The smile is
Steady and true.
I know, it is
For all good.
It is good for me
And it is on my side.
My lady luck, I know,
Going my way.
I have no expectation,
My lady luck knows.
I have kept
My rational hat down.
My lady luck, I will
Never leave you, remember.
Come on to my house
Without any fear.
My lady luck is here
For you my dear,
To pour nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love My Men

I love my men.
And who is not my men,
That I am not able to know yet.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Only You

I love only You
You love all
I love You.

I approach You
You accept me
I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love That Man

I love that man
Who is not angry
I love that man
Whose words are sweet
I love that man
Who knows not flattery
I love that man
Who has patience like trees
I love that man
Who solve problems by discussion
I love that man
Who give respect to all inhabitants
I love that man, my dear
Who love You, the Omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love The Poet For Ever

Words are the strength of the poet,
Words are the root of knowledge,
But I want to live without words.
The birds can forsake a fruitless tree,
The subjects can leave a helpless king,
The guest may leave the house after taking meals,
The scholars may leave the teachers after completing education,
But I love the poet for ever who writes poems without words.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love The Sea

I love the sea
It is stormy though.
I love the sky
It is cloudy though.
I love the earth
It is dusty though.
The sea the sky
And the earth formed
Part of my life.
And I consider them
As mine own.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love The Snow

I love the snow
And the snowy hills,
I love to settle disputes
That are in fire.
Because love is there
In me I face no trouble
Anywhere at any time.
Because I love not dispute
But friedliness and
I love going to you
I see the light there
At that point of entrance.
I love going and I go
At every moment with my name.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Them All

All are there and they
Do agree with my words;
Words are worship,
Hope, love, faith
And devotion.
Words are related with
Flowers, flame, sword and song.
I love them all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love To

I love to talk to myself
And when I talk I love to write it down.

When I write it down you say wonderful
You say a fine poem and a milestone.

I write my thought I write my talk
I enjoy it and
Thank God You always with me
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You

I love you because
You love me
You love me because
I perform action with you.

I perform action with you
Because you have strength
Because you have power
Because you have glory
And because because you have
Other other attributes.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You All

I love you all,
I honour you all.
I hope you to rise,
But I care least to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Bird

I love you bird
Fly not
I love you.

I love you sky
Go not
I love you.

I love you air
Sit not
I love you.

I love you my dear
See not
I love you.

I love all
And they bird
Sky air and You
Means You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Dante

Dante Alighieri
I love your Florence
I remembered you
And your divine comedy
That itself is divine
Purity and sanctity.

You are remembered
For ever by all
And where is your
Beatrice your love
Really for Beatrice
I am also in distress
And grief.

With Beatrice you enjoy
The hell the heaven
And also the earth
I know you optimist
You wanted everyone
To follow the path of
Right conduct.

Rightly you have
Declared vanity
Hatred laziness greed
All as sins
O giant, I salute you
As you appealed
For Mother and mother-tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Dear

I am no more your father
But the air failed
To support me here.

So many words in
So many style uttered
By the sea but I move not.

Who am I and what am I
Ringed in my ears but the star
Said in reply I love you dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I love you in order to
make you free, when you are trapped.
I love you in order to
make you free, when you are attached.
Here with you, I have seen
deluding potency and I want you
to be liberated from illusion.
That's why I am the poet of truth.
I love you, Simply I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Most

I love you most,
I am your father.
My dear son, you,
You can believe
Any one here in
All truthfulness
And see all are good.
All are good here
My dear son, all
Over the world.
Just hear them,
Try to solve their
problems if you can.
Have compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Only, O My Dear

I only love you, O my dear
Only I love you, O my dear
I know my love is not
Nourishing viper on the bosom
I know you are here
You are there
I know the worth of water
In this summer
I love you I love you
I know love is a bare necessity
To live here with dignity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You Poet

I love you, O poet
I am known by you.

I love you, O poet
You are the only person
Who know me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You, Hyderabad

I love you, Hyderabad,
I am now in you
And you are in me.

I love your everything, Hyderabad,
Your Biryani, your Iraani,
I love your everything, hustling.

I love you, Hyderabad,
I love you, and for this love
I came, see, from the land of
Lord Jagannath, to salute you.

Hyderabad, I love you, and
For this love I have forgotten
My own self, my dear, my savor
I love you, as you are so pure!

Gajanan Mishra
I love you, my dear daughter,
I love you, for you are the truth
Of my future, on which I see
The light of my forefathers.

I love you, my dear daughter,
You are like my mother,
No one is fit to be compared with you.
You are there with the power
To bear all whatsoever the matter.

I love you, my dear daughter,
I love you, for you are the creator,
Creator of nectar with no anger.
You have the wealth of ornaments
Like tolerance, forgiveness,
Bangles like caution bell and
Beautiful armor like truth and love.

You have taken the human form,
My dear daughter, on this earth,
But actually you are the goddess
Of all strength and you are there
To give a lesson to mischievous one.

The world is yours, my dear daughter,
Come on and build this world with
All the elements of peace and rehabilitate
All here and regulate all with the stringent
Laws of nature. come on, you are welcomed
And paint the sky with so many colors.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love You, The Final Word Of Truth

I love you, the final word of truth,
I love you, I respect both manhood and womanhood,
I love you, in return, you are there to
Give me all valuable presentations.
I know my love is far beyond attachments.
I know my love is not in any personal interest.
I know my love is for deliverance of justice,
That is not partial at any stage.

I love you, the only truth of my life,
I love you and I am ready to engage myself
In your devotional service.
I love you, and I want to be glorified.
I love you, and it is not difficult on my part
To understand you on this earth or beyond this.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love Your Graceful Gestures

I love Your loving words
I love Your sidelong glances
You are enchanting my heart
I declare my great attachment to You
I desire Your company in eating walking resting
I know when I am with You and You are with me
The inviolable power of death holds no way.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love, I Love Both

I love, I love both
Black and white.
It is you to decide
And sign agreement
In black and white.
But in love no needs,
Let me clear from
The very beginning.
Love needs also
No presence here
Or anywhere.
I love, but my love
Is real, it is real
As I am a practical man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Love, I Love Life

I love, I love life,
Life is most important
For all, at all times.

I love truth,
Life is nothing but the truth.

And what is the truth?
The truth is nothing, and
Nothingness is life, I love.

Gajanan Mishra
I M Taking Everything Away

I m taking everything away
That are mine for my self-interest.
And I care not the effect.

Gajanan Mishra
I Make You Understand

I am trying to make you understand
But you failed to understand.
And you are accusing others
Though it is your own brain, own mind
Who is the main culprit here.

Make your brain first in order
Keep your mind always as a listener
And then see what is happening
And how it is happening without
Putting any question.

Gajanan Mishra
I Map Out

I map out
What to do
With the truth.
The truth is here
Before me
And I am far away
From worldly intelligence
And I know
What to do
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Marched Forward

I hope to stay,
And the sky leaves me.
Leaving the sky
Is not so important
When I am present.
I marched forward
Leaving the sky,
And I observed my
Own life in my own light.
Nothing to worry,
I said myself and
I recite my own poetry,
In my own home,
That I declared heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
I May Die

I may die
By accidental misfortune,
By falling from the top of
A hill or a house,
I may die
By slipping and suffering
On the road,
I may die
By a serpent bite,
By a weapon,
Or by high fever.
Whatsoever I am going to
Quit my body,
It is but sure.

Gajanan Mishra
I May Forget

I may forget everything
Due to change of
Time place circumstances
You are sitting within me
Fixed and for all times
You know and remember everything.
O my dear, I know You are
Giving me impartially what is
There to get my dues
Nothing to react for that
If any reaction is there
That would be also judged
By You as the sole witness
O my sweet heart, make me enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
I May Not Go

I may not go
With my same joy.
But I must go
With my
Beautiful poems.
Find not strange
But all are
But natural with time.

Gajanan Mishra
I May Not Reach You

I may not reach you,
But I am sure, my words
Surely reach you for
The fact that my words
Have wings that are
Given by you.
And through these
Wings of love
I can knock
The door of truth.
And I know you are
There with all light
And ready to
Open the door.

Gajanan Mishra
I mean I understand nothing,
I understand I live.
I live with me against all odds,
All odds are here in me.

Nothing foreign to me,
I know all and little by little,
I make them understand
The air the water the earth, the sky
And also the light here.

All are one,
One in all,
The entire cosmos.
And here each one is sovereign,
I know no different.

Gajanan Mishra
I Mean To Say

I mean to say
Let this body
Move without soul.
Let the soul wander
Here and there
To find the body.

Let me correct my version
About the body
That is with me now.
Let me call the soul
Again and again and
Yet in another version.

I am shocked
I have lost my identity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Means Not This Body

I means not this body
And this body is a means
To love you for the highest good
Human birth is the beginning
And end of all birth
Man is destined for salvation
I am a man and I have this body
This body is a means to love you
And through love I can attain you
O my dear you are the ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Meditate Upon

I meditate upon
The truth,
The language,
The mother earth,
The mother.

And I feel
The vibration of
The sound,
Eternal,
Auspicious.

I am in the area of
No confusion, but
I am under
Love's protection.

Gajanan Mishra
I Miss You

I miss You, my dear, here
Here You are with me
Here You are in me.
I miss You, my dear, here
Here, I am not in clean sky
Here I am always in fear.
O my dear, Let me remember
Who am I and where I am going
With You at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Missed Everything

I missed everything
Waiting for fresh words
Here with you at your house.
While inaugurating new life
In new year, I confused
The light herein and
Became wordless describing
The truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Again

I must again
Go to revolt.
I understand
Another revolution
Is a must
For the sake of
My mother and
Love of the land.
I must again
Go for truth,
I must again
Go to discover you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Go

I must go to him,
The real source of
Love and happiness
And enjoy life
For all time.

I have full faith
On him
And he is here
In me.

I maintain myself
Whatever comes
And I accept
The benefits
Bestowed upon.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Go And Go

I must go and go
Deep and deep
In deep in deep in deep
Only I can find white
And white and white.

I have my own sacred thread
My own water marks
My own peace and non-envious mind
I have my own austerity
And my own internal external creativity.

I have created my own identity
With transcendental swan
With wings very beautiful
I am my master my controller
With a distinct spiritual kingdom.

I must go must go and must go
With all love with all truth
Deep deep deep and deep and
In deep I discover myself with You
The Supreme Truth and that is I myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Know My Need

I must know my need.
What is that need?
But I need nothing
Except your love.

I know everything is
There in love.
Love, love, love,
I can live in full there.

But I have to know
The common cause,
And I must fight
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Not Be Forced

I must not be forced
To do this or that,
To produce this and that.
I know no one is above me,
I am a free bird,
The entire sky is my jurisdiction,
The earth my place of residence,
The tree, the mountains, the field
Are my places to stay and play.
The ocean, the river, the streams,
Are the store house of water for me.
The unpolluted air is my right.
Whenever I like I would sing
Dictated by my good wish.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Quit

I must quit
Everything
That is here
With me.
And then only
A right would be
Generated to
Love you.
Mere telling
I love you
Has no meaning.
Let me know
The things that are
With me have no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Say

You are a fool
If you miss my poems
And I must say
You are going away from truth.
Nothing remains of you
If you are missing me
In my poems
And you are really
A fool that I must say.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Say I Know

I must say
I know what is poem
As because here I live.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Say You Unfortunate

I must say you, unfortunate
If you are unable to recognize, Truth.

First identify, who you are
And admit, you have lost identity, without Him.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Strike

I must strike,
I must strike my enemy
But at his strong spots.
Let me proclaim love,
Let me show respect
To my enemy more and more.
I know my enemy is not
The fire of the forest.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Try To

I must try to please You
In all respects, my dear
And when You are pleased
With my, my dear
I can receive all necessities.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Win

I must win,
I know it is
Only I who is here,
Alone I am
In this lonely place.
Shut not the door
I said to me
And marched on
Towards the sky.
I must win
Said the sea
Looking at me
At this time.
Under my seal
And signature
I write everything
I know though
These writings are
Not mine but yours.
Like a child
I wonder here,
I play with mice
And cats,
I wander
To and fro
For nothing.
I know nothingness
Is my capital.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Write

I must write
As I know
You are reading me.
You are reading me alone,
And it sufficient for me.
As sufficient as the moon
At the night.
As sufficient as the sun
In the day.

I know, you are
Everything for me,
My love, my hatred,
My passion, my jealousy,
You are my ultimate end,
My soul and my friend.

Gajanan Mishra
I Must Write-Life

I must write,
Writing is my work.
I must write,
I care not,
I focus not
Who is there
To read
To analyze.
My primary duty
Is to write.
I must write.
Let me write
About my earth,
My life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself

I myself am
Standing before you.
See me.

You yourself are
Calling me all times.
See me.

It is none
But you and I
Are here with the world.

The world is
Watching us, see.

In this world
What we see, we hear
Are not complete and full.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself - A Deduction

I myself is a deduction,
Deduction from the root,
The root is the ultimate Truth.
I am pregnant with
So many meanings and
You can understand all
The meanings at a time
Through the power of love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself - The Light

No need of light,
I myself - the light.

Nothing is valueless,
All are good and
Have great value.

I am a garden
Where on can
Find full of
Birds, flowers,
And fruits.

All are good
And all are here
For the cause of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself Am

I myself am
Standing before you.
See me.

You yourself are
Calling me all times.
See me.

It is none
But you and I
Are here with the world.

The world is
Watching us, see.

In this world
What we see, we hear
Are not complete and full.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself Appeared

I myself appeared
I myself is a world
I myself is pious
I myself establish everything
Here at this moment
I myself take this truth
Life-truth
I myself attain eternal abode
Here in this place.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself Can Do Anything

I myself can do anything
I myself can do anything.

I myself can do anything
But when you are with me
But when you are with me.

When you are with me
I can do anything, anything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself Can Not Do Anything

I myself can not hear and can not do anything, I know
It is my ear, who hears praise honor blessing melody poems
It is my ear who hears blame dishonor curse abuse
My ear hears good news at the same time bad news.

I myself can not see and can not do anything, I know
It is my eyes that sees pleasant and unpleasant scenes
I myself can not touch soft or hard, hot or cold
I myself can not taste bitter pungent sweet sour salty.

In no way I am affected by hearing seeing tasting touching
Etc etc as I have no role to play in them and so
No body can punish me for any wrong done by anybody
I am in no way related with them who are independent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Myself Is Enough

I myself is enough
to do this work.
You cannot do anything
that I know from the start.
I am here to get
my own success.
And you have nothing
to do in any matter.
I am here to conquer
You are just to see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need A Chanakya

I Need a Chanakya for my land,
Who can free the the earth
from Dhana Nandas.
Let all corrupt persons be
put to jail and punished
as per law.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Both

Both, favorable and
Unfavorable,
Both are needed
To achieve perfection.

I know, my dear,
You are pure and holy
There is nothing called
Grieve in Your dictionary
And You take my suffering
To make me happy.

This life is meant
For the good of others
Even though they do wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Education

I need education,
Neither literacy
Nor degree.
I want to fly
But not
Within the sky.
I want to take rest
But not in words
Or in the fire.
I want to go
With the air.
I want to talk
But with whom
I know not.
Dew, grass, dust,
All are my teachers.
I want to take food
But for what
I know not.
Ears, eyes, hands, legs,
Are in proper form,
And I want to take them
With me for others.
The street is there,
Birds are there,
And I want the wings,
I want to learn swimming.
I want to see life
In the evening and
Also in the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Love And Nothing Else

Without true love,  
It is all darkness.  
No use of knowledge  
Without true love.  
Happiness is there  
Where there is love.  
Men or animals or birds  
They are all happy with love.  
Love is the basis and  
Plinth of life structure.  
Love, love, love and love,  
Only love can take you  
Where you want to go, dear.  
I need love and nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Money

I need money
For my daily need,
For my survival.
I need knowledge
To know the truth,
Truth of life.
I need love,
For my living.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No

I need no
I need no evidence
In Your presence.

You are present everywhere
That I know from the singing
Of the bird and blossoming
Of the flower and dancing
Of the stream and sitting
Of the sky.

I am in need of You
And You are here I know
I face no trouble to
Find You out from this forest
And from anywhere.

Whenever I call You
Then and there You
Uncovered Yourself
From the dust and
You assured me Your
Presence is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Apple

I need no apple
Either from the sun
Or from the moon.

But I am in need
Of your love
And the truth.

I want to walk
With your kiss,
I want to run
On your field.

You are there in me,
I am there in your sea.
I am the stream
Flowing through your valley..

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Assistance

I need no one's assistance,
When I seek you, besides
That of yours.
You are not a matter
That I know my dear,
And I observe discipline
And this discipline is
Aided by my inner faculty.
I realized you, my dear
Without any breach,
And I know it is my
Experience of life
And reality. You are
My truth and life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Fame

I need no fame,
I know, as Motherwell said,
Fame- flower upon a dead man's heart.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Fruits

I need no fruits,
It does not mean
No action is to be done
by me. I am here
Only to perform actions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Honour

I am not in need of honor,
Take away your honor
If you have given any.
And let me stay free
To do any act suitable
To the place and time.

Do you think by giving
An honor I will act
As per your whims?
If you think so,
I must say you are wrong,
YOU are mistaken.
And you have no capacity
To understand me.

Leave me alone,
Let me give a chance
To do my business
On my land and tackle
All situations freely,
Impartially without any
Preconceived notions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Language

I need no language,
But I am in need of
Some food and water,
A piece of cloth
Is also required
By my body as cover.
Utter not any word, but
Before me please appear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Light

I need no light.
See me, my heart
Bedecked with jewels
Like love and truth,
And I need no lamp light
Even during the dark night.

I need no charming flowers.
See me, my life is nectar,
With all happiness and
Sweet words, and
My poems are festoons
And artistic works
Of variegated colors
With life fabrics.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Long Life

I need no long life,
Strong senses and
Stamina as well.
I know the truth,
And I desire nothing.
But let me allow to
Go on pilgrimage, that
Would be beneficial for all.

Gajanan Mishra
I need no one's help  
To accomplish my task.  
Let me clarify- this is  
Not my ego but  
It is the fact.  
I am self-sufficient  
From the very birth.  
I can do anything  
If I wish.  
I can construct,  
Reconstruct anything,  
I can also  
Destroy/ demolish  
Anything just in a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Other Thing

I need no other thing
But love.
I want to know no
Other news but the truth.
I want to stay with
No other person but you.
My name is everything here,
And I belong to this earth.

I am a living man
I smile, I laugh,
I wonder, I glance.
I am a living man of this world,
I am blessed but a living mock.
I know the truth but living with falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need No Qualification

I need
No qualification,
I need
No knowledge.

I just
Want to stay
With me.

For me
Unity and
Diversity are
The same.

I just
Want to stay
Where I am.

And in me
I see myself.
Here in me
I find
No light
But everything
Is lighted.

Here in me,
I am with me,
And I need
Nothing.
Only I am
Going on
Expressing myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Nothing

I need nothing
I have no desire at all
I am totally independent
And I am declared victorious.

Gajanan Mishra
I need nothing
Means it is death.
Death needs nothing.
It is life that is
In need of food
That is in need of water
And also in need of air.
Give everything to those
Who want to live.
Living with so many things
Is life, my dear.
But till my dreams are
There and still my faith is there
I am not dying.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Nothing But You

I need nothing but you
I totally depend on you only
My dealing with you is fair
see with respect and courtesy.

O my dear, I pray to free from
from the stupidity of hope
from belief and from
dependence on the material world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need One And All

I need one and all,
I am one and all.
I am united,
I am departed.

Waves of love-
And I am therein.
Death rows,
And I am therein.
Torrents of rain,
And I am therein.

The tiger and the cow,
All I am, I am all.
I am the air I am the water,
I am all, let it be cleared.

Without me, nothing.
I am nothing, filled, though.
Rain pouring on the sea,
Nothing fruitful, though.

Infinite light,
All within me.
And life enchanting.
I am the life,
And life without me,
No meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Pain

I am in need of pain,
I know, it is not pain,
But it is the process,
The process of progress.
Where there is progress,
There is change. I know,
Without change how will
A seed grows into a tree,
A fool becomes learned,
A patient becomes healthy,
A baby becomes a youth.
I know natural change
Leads to development.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Some Food

I am in need of some food
After taking something
I will listen your love story.
I am in need of some food
After taking something
I will dance I will sing
O sun O moon O star O bird
For a moment stay there.
I am in need of some food
Food is the bare truth
If anything is to love
Love food
Love is necessary for life
Food is necessary for
Life's maintenance.
I am in need of some food
Without food I can not
Do anything
There is no magic no power
Only there is hunger
Give me some food my dear
I love you then only
I can utter.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need To Stop ??????? ???

Hearing your no,
I need to stop.
And I stopped.

Odia version;

?? ????
??????? ???
?? ??? ??????, ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
I Need To Think

When you are here before me,
I need to think nothing,
I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I need to write
To breathe;
Rightly said,
And I do agree.

Good fortune
Has arrived;
I see and I
Take the opportunity.

I get up
And I see;
The sunrise,
The life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Whole

I need as a whole
And giving a touch
From head to toes.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need You, My Dear

I need you, come on, my dear.
Let me dance with you only here.
It is the right time and the line is clear.
Let us come together to show our single picture.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Your Blessing

I need your blessing,
I care not pain and
Want not to enjoy pleasure.

I experience all,
Both evitable and
Inevitable circumstances.

I experience the feeling
Of immersion in the self.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Your Help

I need your help, dear,
For survival more than ever.
I am in fear with mercury crossing
Forty-eight-degree celsius.
I am here at Titilagarh, Balangir,
Odisha, India, and I fear
To fight with this temperature.
No water-body but concrete jungle
Everywhere here.
I am a small creature,
If you so like forget me,
And leave me to my luck
On my land and with the language
Of my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
I Need Your Mind

I need your mind
Only attentive mind,
I know, mind is
The root of everything.
I know your attentive mind
And through this mind
You are coming to me.

This mind is here
To make you nectar
And this mind is here
To make you free from
Every bond and every hurdle
That are there between
You and me.

Gajanan Mishra
I need Your presence
And I see no problem.

I perceive Your energy in everything
You are all strength and You know all necessities of my life.

I need Your presence, my dear
I know You are the only person here who is for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Neither Rejoice

I neither rejoice
On obtaining
What is pleasant,
Nor I grieve
On receiving
What is unpleasant.
I am in me with
Firm understanding, see.
I never depend
On my body or senses
Or on mind or intellect.
I know only you my dear,
I know you are the truth.
Who are you
I am not able to know though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Never Care

I never care
Who you were,
Who you are,
And I love you.

And you are trying to
Bind me, not with
Anything else
But with love.

I care not
The cause and
The effect,
But I care
The truth
For good.

I care you,
I know, though,
You are beyond all that.
I know you are the end
And you are the beginning.
I know you are exterior,
You are also interior.
You are the time,
The factor of time,
The elements of time.

I love you
Not because you are
Everything but because
You are in me.

I care you
Because you are
The truth here
With me.
I Never Forget

I never forget
I am the son of my father
I never forget
I am the husband of my wife
I never forget
I am the father of my son
It is in my inner self
No need of practice
It is fixed in remembrance
Likewise I am fixed in You
And merge in You
It is not possible to
Forget You
I have a real and
Eternal affinity for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Never Lost Confidence

O my dear, so long as
You are here with me.
With no envy
With no quarrelsomeness
I am here see me.

Let me see You
O my dear, let me hear You
I know it would not satiate me
But such listening of Your
Pious charming and ever-fresh
Topics would cleanse away
All contamination of this
Material world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Never Say Anything

I never say anything,
The meaning of which -
Go and went and gone.
But I say come, come dear
And build your own future.

I am the number here,
I am the picture here,
I am the founder here,
I am the learner here.

I learn your lessons
Every day every moment
And I booked my ticket
To go outside the area
Coming to you.

I open my doors and windows,
I invite the wounds,
And I declared I am the winner.

So far I never take flight,
And I see the paradise
Here with me with all beauty.

Come or go,
Matter little.
But my dear, I am here
As before
With no word
And with nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I observe
I am in full knowledge.

I observe
I am living.

No question of counterfeit
I am internal all the time.

I have faith in truth
I am in love.

What use of testimony
That I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Offer Myself

I offer myself
To you, no need
To search the truth.
No need to take meals,
No need to drink water,
No need to wear clothes,
No need to walk,
No need to sleep,
No need to take a bath.

Gajanan Mishra
I Only See You

I only see you,
You are only there,
No other person
But you.
You are everything,
Everything for me,
I am here only
To see you.
Others are also there
But you are only
Fit for seeing.
I only see you,
You are here in
My room- the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Owe You

Give me some food
I am hungry
Give me a drop of water
I am thirsty.

Being a philanthropist
You have given me food
Being a man of kind heart
You have given me water.

In return I said
I owe you, O respectful
I offered you my entire body
My heart my love my soul
Please accept it.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pay No Attention

I pay no attention
To your glory and
Your qualifications,
I want to see and
Behold you really
Till I got satisfaction.
I have no desire
To receive anything
From you.
I know you are nothing,
You have nothing,
I know, you can
Grant nothing, still
I love you, as you
Attract me towards you,
I realize you are
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Perceive

I perceive you are departing from here
And dwelling there
I know you pervade everywhere
Every time in all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Perceive No Diversity

I perceive,
I perceive no diversity,
O my dear, I perceive
No diversity in different beings.

And I discriminate between
Sentient and insentient.
Perception of unity
Is not lost in me.

I see you, my dear
In my love, in all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Perceive Your

Present and also your
Past and future, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pity All

I pity all
They are living
With all livings.

Gajanan Mishra
I pity the life,
Always in trouble.
So painful within
Horns everywhere.

I touch the horizon,
I feel the hormone.
I catch the hornbill
I catch in hornpipe.

Horny I am, see,
To test horrible life.
I pity the life,
On horseback in horology.

Gajanan Mishra
I Plan, You Plan

I plan, you plan,
And we are successful,
With the truth and
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Play

I play with
My poems.
I recite
My poems
For good.

I know
The time and
The situation
Here or there
And I act
For good.

I create
The scenes
In my poems
For good.

I act and
I react
For good.

For good
I am here,
My dear
With my poems,
See me
And stay
With me here
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Play In Words

I play in words,
I am a player of words.
Everything is there
In words.

See and feel
The bewilderment of words.
Words have the power to know
Everything about manifestation.

Let all words
Stay calm,
Let all liberate
Through words.

Words can create
Millions of universes.
But words are different
From everything.

I play words,
Words are there for me,
But I am far from words,
Without any change.

Gajanan Mishra
I polish myself
When I am in worst condition
And in biting cold.

Gajanan Mishra
I Ponder

I ponder, my dear
How may You
Become satisfied with me?
I ponder, my dear
How can I cleanse myself
Of any contamination?
I ponder, my dear
What can I do to regain
My good fortune?
I ponder, my dear
I ponder, my dear
Am I really foolish and miser?
I am pondering and pondering
Over and over, my dear and
You are here to give a solution
How to stay from disaster
With truth with love with fine character.

Gajanan Mishra
I Possessed All

I know nothing,
But, I possessed all.

I am pure,
As You are with me.

My aim is to realize the Truth,
And for this, I am translating
All the preaching in to practice.

I am in love
And I am purifying my nature.

This is my life
Simple and selfless in love.

No flaw no clouds
My life is as clear as the morning sky
That is here with all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Practise

I practice the process of restraining breath
And accomplishments only for you, O my dear,
I know You are formless and I get
Established in my own self only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pray

For destruction of harmful things
I pray
To give me strength and constant memory
So that I can show exclusive devotion
And I have my firm conviction
I love you and you are only
Before me at this junction.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pray For The Truth

I care my breath,  
I care my tongue,  
I pray for the truth.

I care my dream,  
I am ready to bear  
Lovely pain for the dream.

Truth is the earth,  
And I am the earth.  
And I must say  
I am the truth.

I am the result of the dream,  
And the dream is there in me  
To make me fit to adjust  
The life here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pray Show Me

Right path
I pray give me
Right information.

To know the right
Is my birth right
To know the right
Is condition of my life.

I am a bona fide man
Going with truth
Where you are playing
With me day and night.

Give me everything
That is right
And make me fit
To fight.

Fight with self
Is good and
From this comes out
That is called truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pray Your Good Self, My Dear

Let me placed myself in pure goodness
Let me swims in the ocean of nectar.

I do not want any facility for happiness
I simply want to stay with You
All days and I do not like to go with any other.

Gajanan Mishra
I Pray, O My Dear

Grant me the boon of
Unceasing love and devotion.

O Supreme bliss,
O abode of mercy,
Fulfill my desire, I pray.

I know You pervade all
You dwell in the heart of all,
Eradicate my sensuality and vanity.

Gajanan Mishra
I prefer stay silent now,
Nothing remains to be known,
Nothing remains to be attained,
Nothing remains to be done also
As I know and I am doing
What you are telling all good,
And as you know it is my habit
To do all in natural process- good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Prefer The Heat

I prefer the heat
And not cold.
I love life.
I enjoy the sun
And also the moon.
I know without the sun,
The moon has
No meaning.
I try to know
The truth and
The truth is
There in me.
I love men,
I love to write
About men.
All I need
Is the love
And the support of
Nature, dear.
I enjoy success
But I care not failures
Rather I push
Myself harder,
For love,
For truth,
For life,
For men.
I enjoy life
Here on this earth,
I know I am
Nothing but the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Protect Justice

I protect justice,
Justice protects me.

Justice is my controller
See, my dear.

For me, there is nothing
Higher than justice.

I can defeat anybody,
How so ever strong he may be,
Through justice.

I fear none
If justice is with me.

For the sake of justice
I can abandon all,
I pray for justice, Your Honor.

Gajanan Mishra
I Quite Agree

I quite agree
With you, my dear.
No one is smaller,
No one is bigger,
All are equal
In every respect.
No one is younger,
No one is older
Here in this world
Under the nature.
No one is wise,
No one can predict,
What is there
In future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Read Your Poems

O poets, I read your poems
Here, that are wonderful and sacred
I read your poems, O poets
And I am thrilled with joy
Again and over again.

I discovered Truth in your poems
See me I am never fraudulent
I don't indulge in hypocrisy
O poets, Everything has been purified
By your poems here in reality.

You have revealed all the cosmic power, O poets
In your poems, I noted for future guidance
I am confirmed by reading your poems
One must achieve all victory glory righteousness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Realize Nothing Is Mine

I realize nothing is mine,
I realize no one is for me,
I realize nothing is to be done for me,
I know I am not within any boundary.

I want to watch the self,
How it remains the same within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I realize the reality
And I perceive the world
As the manifestation of the truth.
I being the product of this world
Let me declare I am the truth.
Let me say we all are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I realized
Nothing is mine
I realized
Nothing is for me
I realized
Nothing is to be
Done for me
And hence I am free.

Gajanan Mishra
I Realized You

I realized you
I renounced
I enjoyed life with you
I got peace.
And I know
I am living
In the ocean of bliss
That is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Realized Your Full Form

O my dear, I am taking shelter in you
I am not a creature to suffer here
I am staying with you for ever
I am attaching all importance to you
O my dear, it is your grace that I realized you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Really Love You O Lovable

I really love you
O lovable
With you I have
My identity
With you my
relationship is eternal
From you I never
Want any-other thing
Except love
And I surrendered you
O my love all I have
With me here and for ever
I really love
Nothing is mine see
Now and never.

Gajanan Mishra
I recognize you, father,
I do admit, you are here.
You are in dark, father,
You are in light, father.
I know you from my childhood.
Father, what shall I do,
Tell me where is the truth.
Father, to whom I not love,
Tell me father, where you are not.
Tell me father, what is your
Plan and procedure here.
What for you are controlling
The air and the water.
With you, see me, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Reflect Upon You

I reflect upon you,
As I know
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I regard not anything as my own,
And here I make myself free, see.
Nothing is there to block my progress,
And hence, I am able to attain you,
You are my love, you are my truth.
I know my dear, you are a state,
That is supreme, eternal and imperishable.
And it is your grace, you are attained.

Gajanan Mishra
I Regard You

I regard you always
Good and virtuous.
I know you as truth.

And let me declare
'Thus knowing, thou
Shalt be liberated.

Gajanan Mishra
I Regret Not

I regret not
For any action
Or inaction,
I know and
I realize it is
You, who is
Doing everything
And not I.
You are looking
In your eyes,
You are hearing
With your ears,
You are talking
In your words,
And also, you are
Listening to you.
I know no creation,
No destruction.
I know no light,
No shadow,
That can be the cause
Of my happiness
And sorrow.
No thinking is
There with me,
And why should
I think when
I know and
I realize here
At this time and
Always I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Reject Myself

I reject myself.

I reject myself,
Not that I accept You.

I reject myself means
I reject You.

I reject You
Means I accept You.

And I accept You
Only for the sake of myself.

I exist and therefore
I accept and I accept means
You exist.

So long as Your existence is here
I cannot reject myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I Rejoice

I am my illuminator,
I rejoice within myself,
I am the base of all.

I am liberated,
I am established in me,
I am the truth.

Here see, I am satisfied,
Satisfied with you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Remember My Father

I remembered my father
on this very day.
On this very day
my father left us.
My father left
for the unknown land.
I am going to that land
with my own signature.
My signature, I can say,
Is not a fraudulent imitation.
Before you all,
Let me swear, I am
certifying my
Father's signature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Remember You

I remembered You and I see
My house is sanctified.

I see You
I touch You
I wash Your holy feet
O great mystic
Everything that is
Invulnerable sin
Is vanquished.

Gajanan Mishra
I Remember Your Love

I remember your love, new year.
I remember you in this last
Mid-night of December.
Zero-hour, I remember, my dear.
Here I am with you with a
Promise to build a new future.
New year, let me love you again
And yet again with all truth of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Remembered Nothing

I remembered nothing
You remember all
Still I am here
In visible shape
And you are not visible.

I am visible
You are not

What is true
I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Repent

For having
Spoiled my life
And knowingly
Drunk poison.

Gajanan Mishra
I Reside

I reside in Your house
I am not a resident here.
This body is Yours and
I am earning by labor
What I am earning is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Reside In You

I reside in you,
You are my truth.
I get inspiration
From you, my love.
My words are yours,
And you are my thoughts.
I sing your song,
Life sound ding-dong.

Gajanan Mishra
I Respect

I respect your mother
I respect but not at the cost of my mother.
My mother is my mother
My mother is more than this earth remember.

Gajanan Mishra
I Respect All

For me
Who is there
I know.
I know
You are present,
I know
You present yourself
Before me.

Before me
Each one is
Busy in playing
Cards to please.
Each one is
Telling something
Not worthless
And not to be rejected.

I smell
And it is ancient,
I talk
And in my talk
You mark my consent.
What you give,
That I take
And it is life.

I take my food,
And not others.
I know the value of
Tablecloth.
I respect all
Who are there
At that time
For me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Respect You

I need you
I need your presence
I need your contribution.

Gajanan Mishra
I rest in You,
You are refuge.
You are my owner
And my well-wisher.
You are my primal cause
And my destiny.
You are my sacred formula
I am Your follower.
Your all-pervasiveness
Is my life,
Your aloofness
Is my death.

Gajanan Mishra
I Rise Like The Sun

You are there to
Throw dirt
On me.
I am here to rise
Like the sun
With light.

You are there to cry,
I am here to smile.
You are there to die,
I am here not to say
Goodbye.

And I am here
To live
With eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Rose Up

Breaking off
All relations
I rose up
And heard your
Cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
I Run Motionless

I run motionless,
Utter words of no language,
I love and say goodbyes.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said

'Go not anywhere, '
I said;
Ok then,
You replied.

I gave
A full stop
To my thinking process.
But I found you
Nowhere.

'No use to
Tell the truth, '
You said;
Think again,
I replied.

Gajanan Mishra
I said and I certified
All the truth.
But I can't say the truth
Is here with us.

I can't separate the truth
From my dreams, as you see.
I can feel what you are
But I failed to express in any way.

Your tears are there with you,
But not your smile, I am sure.
Ocean is everywhere and that
Can bound you anywhere.

This is all I stated
The life, the death for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said Go On

I said go on, I am free
Again said poet Hasmukhlal
Are you Kala(time)
Yes he replied I am above that
And again he remained silent.

What the poet said is
Not true I am not going to say
I dare not say so as I know
Poet can knows everything
The past present and future time.

But it is I who is smelling
Who is tasting who is touching
The colors and the sounds
And all are there as before.

Okay okay wait I am traveling
To tell you again here
Not cancelling anything that
I have told earlier.

I said go and go on
For you only we are here on the line
O my dear, observe everything and
Know their characteristics without
Any contaminated consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said Hello

I said hello,
And a terrorist replied,
Worry not,
Everything is okay
At Amarnath.

We are preparing
To give a befitting reply
Said the Minister,
But to whom and how,
No one is there to explain.

All politics - true,
All gimmicks - true,
We, the people are
The most sufferers - truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said I Am God

I said I am God
Am I wrong?
My own self are
As dear to me
As You are
Am I wrong?

If all my versions
Are wrong then
What is right?
If right is not
Right then how can
Wrong would be right?

You can't say Your answer
In yes or no that I know
But the answer is there
I know with You
At every time here as You
Found within this area.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said It Is Truth

I said it is truth
You are not in a stage
To believe.

I said crossing limitation
Is not good
You said you are local.

I said stay far from madness
You said it so happened
Here is night ahead.

I said not to interpret
You invited me to feast
Not being shaved.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said Yes

I said yes
It does not mean
I am attached to you.

I said no
And you should not mean
I am against you.

O my dear
Let me say
What I feel
And that is
Our love
And in love
I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Said, It Is

I said, it is I
i said, I am here
O my dear, see me
Here I appear
It is I, I said.

Everything is happening
And I am in everything
I said, here I am
And who am I? I asked
I said, it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute A Man

I salute a man,
The reservoir of all
Respectable qualities.
When a man is present,
Each creature is glad,
And they all are
Full of joy,
The air, the water,
The earth and all
Are pleasant.
The man in truth
Ss a house
Of love, symbol of
All good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute My Readers

1.
I salute my readers,
First to those
Who are not interested
To read my poems,
And next to those
Who have no time to
Go deep and criticise
And make me clean,
And next to those
Who read but understand
Something and next
To those readers who
Feel my poems and
Try to live in it.

2.
I salute my readers,
For whom I am writings.
I know my readers are here
And there for me.
They are waiting for
My poems, my thoughts
For world peace and
For all good of all.
I salute my readers
With a smile and I
Want to say so many things
With specific clarity.
For my readers I am
Writing here so many things.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute The Truth

One, who knows the truth, I salute him.
One, who has not abandoned his duty, I salute him.
The king, who loves his subject as his own life, I salute him.
The trader, who is perfect in hospitality, I salute him.
The servant, who is respectful and not proud, I salute him.
The woman, who is faithful and truthful to her husband, I salute her.
The student, who keep his vow and obeys the orders of preceptor
I salute him, my dear, and I salute all the creatures here
Who are busy on the path of duty and not attached to material world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute You All

I salute you all.
In all respect,
Great and greater,
Than me, You are all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute You As

I salute you
As you are there
All along
The path of truth,
The path of love,
The path of light.

I salute you
As you represented
The signs of equality,
Fraternity and
Non-violence.

I salute you
As you have created all
In all shapes.
I pray before you to give
Protection to all
And let all live
Freely in peace here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute You, Abraham Lincolns

For your words, ' for every scoundrel
There is a hero; for every selfish
Politician, there is a dedicated leader;
For every enemy, there is a friend.

Further, O Abraham Lincolns you said,
To listen to all, but filter all
On a screen of Truth and take only
The good that comes through and to stand up
And to fight if one thinks he is right.

Man is the Supreme creature of Almighty
And you have sublime faith in mankind,
Abraham Lincolns, that is why, I salute you
You know the secret of laughter, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute You, Poets

No break,
No break from history
and also from geography
and yet you are creating
new theory for public safety.

O poets, I salute you,
You are really here for the welfare
of all creatures, living and non-livings
You are the son of this soil-earth,
and you are the only person who
is here not to discriminate anything.

I salute you, poets,
for your attachment with the omnipresent
and omnipotent and omniscient who is in all.

Gajanan Mishra
I Salute Your Idea

I salute your idea,
I know idea is important,
Idea has a major role
To change the scenario.

To change anything
You have to control
Yourself first.
You have to control
Spending your strength
Efficiently, honestly,
Transparently, wisely
And also carefully.

I salute your idea,
Idea has a greater meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Saw I Got

I saw, I got
Life here.
Here, in all space,
In all time and
In all circumstances.
But I am a man of failures,
I am a fool
That I tell all mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Saw I Went

I saw I went
In the sky
In the wind.
I saw I went
You are with me
Thinking and
getting work done.
I saw I went
There is the way
Hundred and thousand
I am blind
I am lame.

Gajanan Mishra
I Saw In You

My life my vision
I am within you
O my wisdom.

Here I see
Birth growth
Time by-products
Dwindling and
Vanishing.

Where are You
O my dear
I did not see
Where is the problem
I an unable to
Express myself.

Gajanan Mishra
I saw Shakespeare
last night
in my dream
and he was telling me
to go with him.
Where to go
he has forgotten
he told me
And when I was
about to start
he told me stop.
Are you a fool?
He asked me
And I crumbled.

Gajanan Mishra
I Saw Shakespeare Last Night

I saw Shakespeare
last night
in my dream
and he was telling me
to go with him.
Where to go
he has forgotten
he told me
And when I was
about to start
he told me stop.
Are you a fool?
He asked me
And I crumbled.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say Farewell

I say farewell,
And I remained silent.

Only lightning is there,
See, everywhere.

Study my images,
In words and in space.

I am the lightest
And I live.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say Life

I say life,
I say time,
I say earth.
All the three
Are one and
All are playing
Tricks with me.

But I am very cautious,
I am very opened,
I am in the truth.
And the truth tells me
To come forward with love,
And the love takes me
To its store house.

The thing is
I am not alone.
With me, one can finds,
The eyes, the legs, the hands,
Blood, skin, hair, stars,
And all are there to take me
To the world of fire.

The fire is there in life,
And life goes on fire.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say Meaningless

I say meaningless
This dream
Dream of a beautiful
Young woman.

Extremely important is
Your involvement
In the wonders world
That is here within.

Let me say day in
And day out
Meaning misunderstood
It is dream-fought.

You may say mental concoction
Let me clarified it is mere emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say My Body

I say
My body,
My family,
My house,
My society,
And I am so and so,
All these are
Nothing but
False identification,
All these are nothing
But expansions of
False ego.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say To Myself

I say to myself,
My dear, you will
Not realize your
Goal in this way.
I further say I
Know not what is
My goal as yet.

Yet I say see, who
Is there besides you.
I reply, I care not
Any one here or there
As the case may be,
He is what he is not
He is here that suffice.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say To You

I say to you all
And what I say
You hear not
What you hear
I have not said.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say What I Mean To Say

I say what I mean to say,
I say color and the sky,
I say clouds and the ocean,
I say roads and mountains,
I say river and houses,
I say life and creatures,
And men have nothing to do
Anything anywhere at any time.
Above all, I give ideas
To fill up the blanks
Inside and outside of life.
Left and right, I want to
Proceed with all simultaneously
And tell all to stay careful.

Gajanan Mishra
I Say You Are Great

I say you are great,
But who you are
And what you are
Doing here,
That I know not.

But you are
Enjoying fine
Pleasures and
You are enjoying
The attentions
Of others.

I know not
What I am telling,
And to whom
I am telling
And for what
I am telling.

I know not
My own story,
I know not anything,
And still, I say
You are great,
I know not
The meaning of
Great, though.

But you are here
With me,
I am here
With you.
The truth of
Time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Search In Vain

I search in vain
For life,
For love.

But I know
I am not
In desert.

Somehow or other,
I am here
With you, my dear.

I exist
And I struggle.
For live
For love
And get success.

Gajanan Mishra
I Search Life

1.

I search life
In love,
In truth.
And I know
Life is there
In poems.
Poems are there
In nature.
Nature is there
In words.
Words play
In poems.
I love poems,
As I live.

2.

I live
In the blazing
Tower of poems.
I say about life
There in reality.
Life is real,
And the love
In truth.
I play in words
To create life.
Poems are energy
Without any
Slightest doubt.
I like poems most.

Gajanan Mishra
I See

No scene
I eat
No food
And yet
you are
With me.

You are
In me
You are
Doing
Everything
And I said
It is for me.

Nothing true
Nothing false
You know
I know
And we are
Playing
Hide and sick.

Gajanan Mishra
I See A Man

I see a man on this earth
And I see a mind within a man
I see the mind plays the role
Of a director-in-chief and
The man is the play of the mind.

I know the man who controls
The mind is a great hero
And hero is he who knows
How to diverts the mind to work
As and when he desires .

The man with a good mind is like God
And the God is always there for
The welfare of all here on this earth
The earth is made only for this purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
I See A Mirage

I see a mirage
In me, not always,
But at times.
I see a star
Always with light,
With all colors.
I welcome the poets
To see to write.
I call the darkness
To watch me from
Both near and far.
My sky is with me,
I am full and complete.
I am solid with
My own light.
I am the nectar
In real life,
I am the water
In the oasis.
I am the answers
Of all questions.
I am my own stream,
I am my dreams.
I am the obelus
Of all writings.
No one can
Obliterate me
At any time.
I am the word,
I am the sentence,
I am the language,
I am the poet
At every beginning,
At every stage,
In any language.

Gajanan Mishra
I See A Rising Sun In You

I see a rising sun
In you, my dear,
And I know the sun
Is not there to set.

I know the beauty
of the morning,
I know the love
For truth,
And the truth
For love.

We both are here
To welcome the sun,
To make all realize
The truth of life.

Gajanan Mishra
I See All

I see all
As Your part.
I see all
Anything but humble.
Life is
But mockery.
And life is
Really terrible.

Gajanan Mishra
I see all,
All living beings
Equally.

I consider
Nothing like
Lower and higher.

Doubt not
The truth.

Present yourself
As you are dear,
No mental concoction,
That would be there
To harm you,
Stay conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
I see all the oceans,
That contain salt water,
sugarcane juice,
Liquor clarified butter,
Milk emulsified yogurt,
And sweet drinking water.
I am the island and
I am surrounded by
The oceans.
The life water is there
With equal in breadth.
I dive into the oceans
And failed to discover
Who I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I See And I Experienced

I see and I experienced
Here my life with you
In my own home.
I know how you are
Going away far,
Far from the truth.
See me, I am quite,
I am still and I am
Ready to measure you.
I know who you are,
And where you are,
I know where is your
Present and future
And I say I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I See And I Say

I see and I think,
I think and I say,
I say and I touch,
I touch the earth.
The life and its
Reflections are
Everywhere
On this earth.
Life is there
In water and
In air.
I see life,
I think life,
I touch life,
Nothing but
Beehive.
All nectar,
All clear,
All wonder,
Here.

Gajanan Mishra
I See And I See Nothing

I see all and
I see nothing.
What I see
I cannot say,
And what I say
I see nothing.

Sun, moon, men, beast
All are living and
All are dying.
I see no error
In living. I also
See no error in dying.

Everything is but natural,
Though not completely final.

Gajanan Mishra
I see and I value
The chat there
Between us together.
I gather information
About all, and...

Gajanan Mishra
I See And Observe

I see and observe
No speciality
In any person or
Thing here.
I perceive singularity
Here that is yours.
And you are there
In all, that I know
And all evolve from you.
I know I should be
Grateful to all here,
I should render service
To all, but I should not
Get entangled here, let me clear.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Everyone

I see everyone,
And all are here
To see me.
What I am and,
What they are,
Time is there
To analyze.

Time is within us
And we can handle
The time in our ways
With our fresh-mind.
The driver of the time
Is instructed accordingly
To move forward and be kind.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Everything

I see everything
Past present future
It is but nature
Just I have a love letter.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Everything In Kolkata

I see everything
In Kolkata,
Women selling meat,
Singing of Rabindra song,
Desparate hero of sarat babu,
Holy words of Ramkrishna and Vevekanand,
Rasgollas borrowed from odisha,
The water on Roads,
I see so many things in Kolkata,
The new flats, the field, the friends,
The language, the joke, the anger, the laugh,
I see everything in Kolkata,
The Jam traffic, Howrah bridge,
With mismomer dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
I see everything new,
New always here.
New men, new year,
New faces, no fear.

Happy greetings new year,
New year, new year.
New life, new dream,
See newness in all streams.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Everywhere And Everything

I see everywhere
And everything
Around us is
Education oriented.
And hence,
Do love your children,
My dear men.
Love and encouragement
Is necessary to
Build the future,
The future of humanity.
The television, the radio,
video, newspaper, magazines,
Books of every kind,
And also toys are
There to educate all.
Just love,
Love your children
And safe them
From the path of
Destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
I See I Hear

I see I hear
But I find
Nothing here.

All say
I am free
But I am
Not able to
Do anything.

I know you are
With me
You are integral
You are quite
And you are
Immutable.

And with your presence
I discover life is
Not horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
I see imperishable
In perishable.
I see undivided
In divided.
I see relinquishment
In attachment.
I see life
In death.

Gajanan Mishra
I See In Water

I see in water,
The meaning of my life.
And my life is
There in the open air.

I hear the loud voice
Of the sky.
And the sky is
Taking bath in the Ganges.

I want to go
To the Arabian seas.
And the Arabian seas
Look at me here.

What shall I do,
I find no one to put.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Love

I see love enhances
I see truth's appearances.
And here you appear
to make a change,
with love with truth.
Let me tell you
the thought of glory,
majesty and supremacy
are not there with us-two.
My love is for you
and your everything is for me
Let our love be perfect
and in time.

Gajanan Mishra
I see your childhood
In your writings,
I see everything positive,
Every joy, every curiosity,
I see everything for me.
I see flowers,
Here on this earth,
I see something touching,
Touching to the heart.
My love, come forward,
I want to see the sky
With all covering.

Gajanan Mishra
I See My Love

In each and every particle
Of this universe.

I talk to you, my dear
Everywhere, all times
And you said follow me.

You are my love
You are infinite
Having enhancing power.

I see you, O my dear
Here, there, everywhere
And I the onlooker
The seen and the act of seeing
All the three are You
I know, the Ganges is
Worshipped with the water
Of the Ganges.

You see yourself
You know yourself
You act for yourself
I am just a media
I know You are the poem
You are poet
You yourself also
the readers.

Really three in one.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Myself

I see myself
I see You
I realized the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I See No Difference

I see no difference
Between you and me.

Gajanan Mishra
I See No Distinction

I see no distinction
Between men and women,
I see no distinction
Between persons having
Different names and stages,
I see no distinction
Between wise and ignorant,
I see no distinction
Between caste, colors, creeds,
I see no distinction
Between birds and beasts
Between perfect souls and fallen one,
I see no distinction
As because I am in love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
I See No Flower

I see no flower,
But you said
Flowers are there.
Truth is that
I have no night-dress.
We failed to understand
Our own sleigh, we travel
Though deep and high.

Gajanan Mishra
I see no one
I see no one here
Besides You
O my dear
No one is here
To guide me
To proper path
By which to achieve
Perfection in life.

Gajanan Mishra
I See No One And Nothing

I see no one,
I see nothing.
But everything is here, and
Everyone is here in waiting.

The door is opened and
All are disclosed,
Asked and unasked.

Know the reality and
Dispel the delusion.

Let the words and
The act goes parallel.

To observe the situation,
It needs attention
While in motion.

Gajanan Mishra
I See No Other Doer

I see no other doer
Other than You is here,
My dear.

See, I am totally
Disconnected with You
Take it real and I am holy.

I think I am
The stumbling block here
Without Your green signal.

Gajanan Mishra
I see no reason
Why I am here.
But I am not able to
Go outside at this time.

I see no reason
Why the sky is
Not coming forward
To make me active.

I see no reason
Why the earth is
Not going upwards
To touch me there.

I am here with the star,
But no one is there.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Not A Single Bad Man

I see not a
Single bad man.
I see all are
In holiness.

Let me put
New spirit
Within me
To discover
Again love.

Let me speak
In silent words
That are most
Potent. I see
Each one important.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Nothing

I see nothing,
I know everything
Is reduced to nothing.
Nothing is the only truth.

You are the truth
That I know and you are
Doing good to others
Always that also I know.

But it is nothing
I know all things
That are reduced to nothing,
Nothing is in our thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Nothing But You

I see nothing but you,
I hear nothing but your words,
I know nothing about you,
I feel nothing but your touch.

You are the bird who is flying within me,
You are the snake who is crawling within me,
You are the ocean who is roaring within me,
You are the sky who is cracking within me.

I am enjoying you, my dear, in my room,
With all my blood, bones, nerves, arteries,
Tears, smile, phlegm, filths, spittles, worms.
I am enjoying you, my dear, at every moment,
From matted hair to sole with my stomach,
Lungs and hearts in written or unwritten forms.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The Beauty

I see the beauty
I find the honey
I drink the nectar
See, I am here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The Duality

I see the duality
Duality of heat and cold
Let me free from
This duality, my dear.

Here is the poisonous
Poisonous angry serpent
Save me from this serpent
Save me from its attack.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The Flower

I see the flower
I see the rising sun
I am fortunate.

I see no attraction
I am detached
I have my own horns.

I know where is
My place of residence
And also the fragrance.

Gajanan Mishra
I see the incidents
That are going to happen.
I feel sad, I know
Who is going and who is
Coming here at this time.
I know the eternity
And Realize the beginning.
The union and the disposition
Everything is here with sufferings.
I know the discrimination and
I perceive the things
That are here with me.
I know I appear only for you,
Only to establish the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The Love

I see the love
I see the truth
The ultimate cause of
All that exist.

All others like
Time and nature are
Powerless to act
Without love and truth.

We all here
Try to enjoy life
Only for love
Only for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The People

I see the people are greedy here
And they are ill-behaved
And they are merciless
And they fight one another
Without any reason.

I find here ever-increasing
Principles of irreligious
People are not interested in
Knowledge and austerity
Effect of passion and ignorance.

Women are unchaste and
Children are product of lust
Bad qualities of time really unfortunate
People are short-sighted poverty-stricken.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The People Addicted

I see the people,
Very much addicted to
to women, wine and wealth.
I see each one here
Not on the right track.

Gajanan Mishra
I see,
The flower
Is dying
In my garden
Daily.
I also see,
The flower
Is smiling
Daily while
In the garden.
Smiling and
Dying are in
My view- necessary
To establish love.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The Truth

I see the truth
I perceive the truth
Truth is imperishable
Truth is only available.

Truth truth truth
Nothing but the truth
Here there everywhere
In the air in the fire
In the earth in the sky
Just light up your lamp.

I am the truth
You are the truth
Our love is truth
Here at present we are
It is the greatest truth
I declare.

Gajanan Mishra
I See The World

I see the world,
You are here,
In this world,
Though not visible,
Yet I know you
And I know you are
Sorting out everything,
That are there.
For good, you are and
You are here
In this world to
Destroy the ignorance
And the darkness by
Your lamp of wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
I See These Prizes

I see these prizes
as symbols of death,
injustice and destruction.
Why?
Tell me my dear,
It is my prayer.
Am I not fit to pray?
And you are not uttering
any word. Why?
Anyway, I am here,
And I seek refuge.
Am I free?
And if yes or if not,
What use of anything?

Gajanan Mishra
I See Truely

I see truly,
I see in one way,
All as one
And the same,
I have two
Eyes, though.
I say truly,
I say about
Place of reaching,
That is one
And the same,
With so many
Name and fame,
I see and say truly.

Gajanan Mishra
I See What You

I see
What you
Failed to see.
I say
What you
Could not.
But I say
The truth.

You are
There to
Feel my love.
Let me declare
I love you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I See With With Eyes

I walk with feet
Eyes, sense of perception
Foot, organ of action.

A thorn runs in to the foot
Eyes filled with tears,
Dust falls into the eyes
Feet totter.

I know separation
Of the body from the world
Is not possible
As we care our body
So we care our world
Indifferent to the world
indifferent to the body.

Body and world
One and same.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You

I see you
and I feel
your sorrow,
I find in you
no happiness,
my dear men, how?

You are in
your future
that I know,
You are perishing
With your past
against running arrow.

Neither the modern city
nor the modified forest
is here with
fixed agenda and
my dear men, you are
with them.

And still I
see you in infinity
With love, and
I try to catch
you in truth
With your own declaration.

My dear men, you
are still alive, see yourself,
You are with your own weapons
And you have strength enough
To fight against anybody, anywhere
And I know you have power to win.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Alone Everywhere

I see you alone everywhere
And I am keeping myself in
Observation with complete silence.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Always

I see You always
In my hearts
And I am rendering
Always service to You.

I love You and I know nothing
More than this love
My life my future
All depend only on You.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You And I Find You

I see you and I find you,
You are the truth.
I say all that you are,
The mountain and the air.

I come and I go
To you and from you.
The words that I read
All for you and the need.

I write and I stay
For the breeze and the light.
I am the music and the fountain
I know relations I have to maintain.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You And I Know

You are real and most powerful
Here within us.
You are my love, You are my dearest dear.

I know You are making me cool,
You are keeping me in peace,
And I know You are here, there
And I am with You always.

Always I am with You, my dear,
I know You are here, there
I see You, I know You
How wonderful and how powerful
You are here, there,
Without You, nothing is possible.

Gajanan Mishra
I see you and you see me,
I give you everything voluntarily,
You give me everything voluntarily.
I want to be seen by you,
You want to be seen by me,
We are both confident of our love.
And there is full freedom
And affection and understanding with us.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Everywhere

I see you everywhere,
In fire, in my own heart,
In each and every image,

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Here

I see You here
And I feel
Myself lucky.

I see You here
There, everywhere
And I feel
It is Your grace.

I see You here
And I discover
Myself within You.

I am here
And it is Your grace,
O my dear, I am here
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Here In Me

I see You here in me, my dear
I see You everywhere.

Only You are here, there and
Everywhere.

You are my knowledge
And You are opened.

I am here in this open field,
O my dear, only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Here, I See You There

I see you here, I see you there,
I am with you, you are that star
You are here with me and not far.
All the parts of my body
The ears the eyes, the hands the feet,
All the time the morning and the evening
The entire day and the whole night
All are yours and not mine.
I know not anything, I know only
You are here with me and I am in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You In Me

I see you
In heaven,
In hell.
Hell is here,
Heaven is here.
I see you
In me.
I am the mixture
Of hell and heaven.

The earth
The sea, the land,
The sky, the air,
The field, the desert,
The mountains- all,
All are here.
And I want all,
I know all are nothing,
But what I see in you.

You are the truth, dear,
I know you, you are
In me,
You are everything.
I know I am nothing,
Nothing is there
In me.
Let me understand dear,
What you are here,
That I understood nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You In My Own Eyes

I see You in my own eyes
I am definitely fortunate
As I know there is
No greater object of vision.

You are the Supreme object
Of love, my dear and You
Are the most wonderful to see
You are my only goal.

I want Your words
The nectar from Your lips
O my dear, I am just a beggar
You are the donor.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You Real

I see You real
And everything as divine.

Nothing to feel proud
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I See You The King

The king of all knowledge
I see You the most confidential
The most confidential of all information
With You I can experience my eternal nature
And by experiencing eternal nature I become
I become thoroughly religious blissful and
Eternally engaged in the devotional service of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I see you
With my eyes-
You are really
What they say-
A stream of light,
That is coming out
From my own self.

I talk to you,
With jasmine fire
And I call the star
Keeping myself busy
In building a mystic
Love affairs
That is already there.

Gajanan Mishra
I See Your Presence

I see Your presence within me
And You can not go away from me
For a moment.

Gajanan Mishra
I seek
No validation
from anyone.
And I am
Secured.
I keep
my own celibacy
Secured.
And I care
the order of nature.
And I care
my own culture.
I am my past, my present
and also my future.

Gajanan Mishra
I Seek No Reward, Okay

I seek no reward, okay.
I find no solution, okay.

I only recognized different
Stages of life and circumstances.

I don't want freedom
Giving freedom is just a farce.

New leaves sprout
No buds blossom.

No freedom
No doer-ship demanded.

- -

Let us see our own bodies
There are different activities
Digestion development decay
And it is okay.

Who is doing all these
Ask yourself please.

Gajanan Mishra
I Seek Your Pardon

I seek your pardon
With folded hands,
And I pray to intimate
My mistakes anywhere
That may come across,
For rectification.
I seek your pardon,
I assure to go
With your direction.
I know I have to live,
I know while living
I have to commit mistakes.
And you are there my dear,
To give option and unification.

Gajanan Mishra
I Serve No Other

And why should I
When everything
I get from you.

You are affectionate
Towards me I know
And I know You are
Here with me
And I know you have
Manifested in this manner.

I serve no other
And why should I
You are my dearest
Dear without cover.

Gajanan Mishra
I Set Fire On The Time

I set fire on the time
To enable you to
Live in timelessness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Shine

And I shine
Gladly with harmony
In my own domain
And you said
Heaven heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
I Should Be Happy

I should be happy
If you would stay.
If you would stay
I dare tell the story
Of our love to all.
This is the autumn
The joy-season
And we both are here
For the purpose to
Fulfill the aim
Of the dreams that are
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
I Should Not Die

I should not die
I should not die
I should enjoy
An everlasting blissful
Life of knowledge
And I know Truth is
Meant to make me fit
For survival.

Gajanan Mishra
I Simply Offer Obeisances

How to give
And how to take,
I want to know all
In this world.
It is a place of
Give and take,
That I know, my dear.
You are giving and
I am taking, though,
I know not how to
Stay obliged.
I simply offer obeisances
With folded hands
And I am puzzled.

Gajanan Mishra
I Simply Write Poems

I simply write poems
I simply mediate on love.
I know nothing
About anything.
I simply write on poems
I simply love
And I know
Nothing else.

I only eat
And drink
And write poems.
I know poems
can be written
In so many ways
And I am busy
Always in writings.
I know to write
Is to touch,
Touch the hearts
of others.
I feel lowly,
Lowly and poor.
I know life is
Like rain-water
That cannot be found
On the high mound of
Egotism.

I simply write poems,
I simply love.
I know writing poems
Is living a true life.
I know life is
A white cloth
Just returned from
The laundry.
I can colour it
With more and more
Purity.

I simply write poems,
I simply stay in love.
Love, let me do
What you make me do.
Love, let me write
More and more
What you make me write
In poems.
I am a man
I feel love
I live love
And in love
I can write for you.
I know you are
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Sit I Eat

I sit I eat
I drink and
I rise to play.

I find no cloud
No water no earth
No food no rock.

And I am
In wilderness.

Gajanan Mishra
I Sleep

I sleep
And you
Made me
Awake.

It is you
Who is making
Everything complete.

And I am
Helpless driven
To action.

It is you
Who made me
Free in having
Attachment or aversion.

Gajanan Mishra
I sleep I perceive
I enjoy my dream
Am I intelligent
Please clarify me.
Change is there
But not in me
My identification
With You is changeless.

What is birth and
What is death
To know that
Is crucial
Here and afterwards
I failed in
My journey.

You understand
But I understand nothing
What you understand
You failed to
Make me understand
And I remained in dark.

The dark is not always
There where I am
And where you are, my dear
Still I sleep
Still I perceive
And I enjoy my dream.

Gajanan Mishra
I Slept

I slept
You left the place
The place where
Again we are to meet.

We met
You remained silent
I called you
And you slept.

Matter closed
Still I hope
You are here
With me
Like before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Slept I Awoke

I slept I awoke
I found no difference.
I walked I stayed still
I went nowhere.

Here is the water,
There is the sun,
I felt same pain.
Pain and pleasure
I found no difference.

My thoughts my actions
Told me so many things
And I found nothing
In the ultimate analysis,
For which I awoke, I slept.

Gajanan Mishra
I Speak Always

I speak always by the book.
And I talk no-nonsense,
You know it all better.

Dear men, I pray
Not to feign a sleep.

True, the words are
On the wings,
But we are to get up
And catch them all
And wait upon.

Nothing to deny,
We are all victims
Of time and we have to
Trust in ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
I Speak Of Light

I speak of light
And light is there
In me.
I am there in my thought,
And the thought is
There in my life.
I live here,
And this place is
Full of nectar.
I am the beginning
I am also the end.
And all other are
Watching me,
I am at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
I Speculate Nothing

I speculate nothing
And You are in everything.

Here is the spectrum
I have no spectacles.

This place is full of knowledge
But I am ignorant and foolish.

You have opened all doors
But I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Spotted You

I spotted you
In this life-game
Please come out
No need to
Remain hidden any more
Please reveal yourself
And you are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stand

As is my faith.
And faith is born
Of its nature.
And nature is
As you get
From time to time.
And time is
One and the same.
It makes no difference
Between you and I.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stand For

I stand for
Life-breath.
I maintain
Life-breath.
Life-breath
Is not mine.
Life breath
Is in truth.
Truth is in
Life-breath.
See nectar in
Life breath.
And life-breath
Only in nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stand For You

I stand for You
And You are here in me.

I offer everything to You
You are giving me everything that I need.

Nothing is important for me besides You
You are only seeking my cooperation to do.

The things to be done are Yours
That I know and I am counting one two four.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stand Still

Challenges and
Controversies
Are all around me.

You just tell
The night and days
I have passed
In time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stand Supporting You

I do hereby support you, as
You have kept the truth with you.
And the truth is we are all
The fragment of nature here
And related to each other.

Gajanan Mishra
I Start To Die

I start to die,
I start to die
The day, I am born.

See,
I am dying
Every moment.
And the seen
Is changing
In to the unseen.

I am
A naught.
I seem to
Exist
But I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
I Started To Disappear

I started to disappear,
And I listened nothing
What you uttered.
I had given a red rose-
Symbolic love and you
Accepted it as truth.
I kept everything with me
That you had given me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stay

I stay like a stone,
I stay like the sky.
I am dressed with ocean,
I am dressed with earth.
I sing like a bird,
I sing like the water.
I see in eyes,
I see in the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stay In Heat And Light

I stay there,
And I know
The place is
In heat
And light.

My stay is
Not coming under
Any space or time.

My stay is
Not included
In the syllabi of
Physics, chemistry,
Mathematics or astronomy.

I stay there
Not for any award,
Or reward,
Not for my
Satisfaction or so on,
But for you,
The truth.

And truth,
I confused not,
Life.
And its
Controlling measure
Is with me.
I am the confident star,
I am there in you.
Search me out,
I am the good,
I am in all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I steal time,
But I find nowhere.
I order for time,
But I get nowhere.
I live with time,
But my life is nowhere.
Simply I utter words,
That are not mine.
I am truth-less
Alleged my wife.
But I love my wife,
While I dive.
I have my own reasons
To go outside,
But I find everywhere
Only inside.
I accept all, but
No one dares to
Give me a call,
While I wander
Within this world's
Great hall.

Gajanan Mishra
I Stood Still

I stood still,
And you
Go on wiping
For nothing.

I desist
From voices,
From desires,
For something.

Scratches are there
In the sky and
I fear and
I appear
On this soft
And hard soil.

With so many colors,
I stood firm
With the sun.
And I reciprocate
Love for
Liberation.

I wanted to say
All the truth,
But truth is
Relative and
Far from real
Objects.

Gajanan Mishra
I Strive

For peace
Sweet life
Gives me delight
I feel proud
For the treasure of
Love that I steal
From You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Suffer

I suffer from
Homelessness
And I survived.

I resolve
And I realized.

I seek refuge
And I reached.

O my dear
I renounced
And I found.

Gajanan Mishra
I Suffer - I Am Selfish

I suffer
I am ignorant
Ignorant of my duty
My behavior is not well
I suffer
For me other creatures
Are not happy
I am not able to
Protect others I suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
I Suffer When

Sunshine is necessary
For my life
I suffer when
There is excessive
Or insufficient heat.
I want rain and water
I suffer when
There is insufficient
Or excessive rain
That cause my suffering.
Be merciful to me
O my dear, I am doing
My duties as usual
Under Your supervision.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swear

I swear in my name
I smell myself
I grow with me.

I breathe and
I am coming to me
I am honouring me.

Sacred life
Divine nectar
Just kiss just love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swear In Your Name

I swear in your name
That I am yours and
There is none besides
You with me at any time.
You are my past,
You are my present and
You are also my future.
I swear in your name,
With you I live I grow,
In your name I move,
I think I utter
And I breathe,
I swear and it is
All sweet and all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swear To

I swear to you,
My truth,
I will never leave you,
And go to falsehood.

You are in my life-blood,
I feel good with you.
With all sincerity,
I want to stay with you.

See my eagerness,
And provide a shade
Within you, dear.
I want to stay
With you forever
Without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swear To You

I swear to You
I will never abandon You
I swear to You
I have not been able to
See any one in three world
Except You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swear To You I Will Never

I swear to You
I will never abandon You
I swear to You
I have not been able to
See any one in three world
Except You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Swim

When I was/am
Not present
How can I answer
The questions
Put to me.

You are calling me,
But here, there
No air, how can
I answer.

I am just a machine
Without engine.
I am just a bird
Without wings
But see, I swim, I swim.

Gajanan Mishra
I Take Full Advantage

I take full advantage of
The situation and
I fulfill my desire.
My desire is to
Touch the truth,
That is there
In you, as
I am related to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Take Nothing

I take nothing
Good or bad,
I take nothing
Long or short,
I take nothing
Small or large.

And hence
I am unshackled,
I am pure and clear.
And hence
I am truthful
And gentle.

I am calm and
Content, I am human.

Gajanan Mishra
I Take Rest

I take rest here,
But I know
This place is
Not mine.
I know though
If I be separated
No identity like this
Would be there for me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Talk I Walk

I talk I walk
With you
On the long road
And you
Recognize my time
Above and below
With new words
In sweet tune.
I am with you
And you are
My captain.
I am here to obey
Your order to win
The darker side for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Talk To Myself

I talk to myself,
I discover my language,
To show my identity
On this earth.

I take care history,
History is there
To prepare my speech.
My speech is there
To show what type of
The fighter I am.

In the dark,
I can't sleep.
No sleep no dream,
No dream no life's progress.

Gajanan Mishra
I Talked With A Poet

I talked with a poet
The poet showed me the sky.
I lookout the sky,
And the sky sent message
To sleep on the earth.
On the earth I was sleeping
And you appeared, my dear,
Let me tell you all the stories
In practical life here.
I live a life of all white,
But I found yellow and black
There and they all given me
Notice why I am here without
Marching forward with the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
I Taste Time

1.

I taste time
In clouds lightening
And thundering.
I taste time
In river water
That is rippling.
I taste time
In rip-roaring.
And I discover
That is not there
In me.
What I discover,
Ask not, please.
I am dying.

2.

I taste time
With the faith
That is unflinching.
I taste time
What I receive
In your teaching.
I taste time
In a motion
That is swinging.
And you tell me
To see and wait
For the next scene.
Next scene, no one can
See, after your retiring.

Gajanan Mishra
I Tell Life

I live in a fool's paradise,
Let me say myself as foolish
And ignorant, as I am proud
Of my educational qualifications
And name and fame and position,
Let me say myself as foolish
And ignorant, as I consider
Myself learned and wise and
I take pride within, I know
Nothing about anything,
I lack everything and I play
The card of hypocrisy,
I live in a fool's paradise,
And I tell life the beads of a rosary.

Gajanan Mishra
I Tell Myself

Not to be worried,
I tell myself, idiot,
I am doing nothing
And for this they all
Tell I am clean,
All wonder in me, though.

Hot the sun, but
I say it is an ice.
No one tells me a liar.
And I wonder
How this world is
Made of.

All know everything
And no one knows nothing.
I tell everything
About all everywhere.
And what they care
Not me but for themselves.

I think about a good word,
And that is already there
In each one.
Nothing to explore,
But the time has served
A notice expired.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think About You

I think about you,
About your days,
About your shadow,
About your mirror.
I talk the mirror,
I talk the shadow,
I talk the days,
I talk you all truth.

The truth is I am a man,
So also you are.
Humanity is our identity,
Humanism is our group.
All grace - with us,
All beauty - with us,
We lack nothing,
We are the warriors.

We are here to defeat time,
We are here to stay happy,
All the time and stay together.
We are one and the same
From time immemorial.
But for personal gain
Some try to divide us
With no reasons.

We know the past,
We also know the present,
Both are good.
And we are sure
Nothing bad would be happen
In the days to come.
We are for us,
We are human beings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think And Hence I Act

I think and hence I act,
I act and hence I face trouble,
I face trouble and hence I get strength,
I get strength and hence I am able,
And able to win the life battle.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think And What

I think and
What I think
I can't say-
It is good
Or not good.

I like my shadow,
I know not-
The shadow like me
Or like not.

See my mouth,
It is opened.
Truth is there
Always, I can't
Say for truth.

Real things are
Not always real
As you see.
Unreal is also
Not unreal likewise.

The world is
So and so
But not life.
I think life
And life is here
With me to help
To discover the truth
Hidden in my thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think Everyone

I think everyone
Is here to die
For his own mother,
For his own mother land,
For his own mother-tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think I Feel

I think I feel
About You
I am willing to
Go to You, my dear.

With You I am
In complete bliss
And I am in eternity.

My mind is always
Merged in to You, see
I am in pure
Unalloyed state.

I am not in ignorance
But with full knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I think myself Supreme
I think myself ultimate blessing
I think myself truth and perfect
I think myself absolutely independent
As I am with You here always
See I have unrestricted wisdom
It is only for You, my dear
See me I am open and transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think Of You

I think of You
But find nothing
I think of You
And find everything.

It is for You
I am able to think
I think and I
Reached no where.

You are unaffected
By my thinking
You are there
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think You Are Sad

I think you are sad,
But nothing is there
That can make you sad
In fact.

In fact, we are all
Witnessing life
In different ways.

In different ways
We are leading
The seas and the sky.

But, I am here alone
And you said you are
Sad and in sorrow
No cause is there though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Think, I Act

I think, I act,
For the welfare of all
And it is okay.

But am I free from
The feeling of proud
Fro such thinking and acting?
Am I consider myself superior
To others and expert to receive
Praise and honor?
Have I showed mercy
With a feeling of vanity?
Is there any feeling of
Mine-ness and partiality
For my selfish motive?

Gajanan Mishra
I Think, I Walk

I think, I walk,
And therefore, I am.

I am and therefore,
There is my aim.

To fulfill that aim,
I think and I walk.

I walk to reach there,
Where there is the light,
Where there is the fire,
Where there is the star.

I think, I walk,
And therefore, I love.
I love and therefore,
I am in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Thinks I remembered
And I attained
Without fail.
I followed You
I understood You.
Now also I am in
Full consciousness of You.
And I got my
Perfection here with You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Too Love

I too love,
I too love you,
As you love me.

My name is Gajanan,
Remember and I am
Only for you here.

You may take
Whatever you wish,
Only to give I am here.

Nothing but the words
Are ours and without
These words we are,
Nothing but blind and
Deaf and dumb beggars.

Gajanan Mishra
I too want,
Want to live,
Here.
But I want
Truth first
My dear.
But I taste
Not good,
I am not able
To enjoy the talk,
Talk of others.
I am thirsty
Though the water
Is available in plenty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Took Oath

I took oath
In the first day of the
Month called 'Sankranti'
By odia calender
I fixed my programme
for the year
To devote my life
For the welfare of
Father and mother.

Gajanan Mishra
I Touched Your Heart

I touched your heart,
And stay therein.
Within you I discover
So many creatures,
Mountains, rivers.
I joined with you
For new invention
And we both grow
With no evil intention.

Gajanan Mishra
I Transformed Myself

I being the earth
I transformed myself
Into water,
Into air,
Into fire,
Into sky-
In creation and
In reverse creation.

Gajanan Mishra
I Traveled

I traveled
In the air,
The air traveled
In me.

We are not friends,
But we are cooperative.
We are here to help
each other in trouble.

Life after life,
I come with the air,
And I go with the air
As a servant.

See, the air is there,
But I am not there.

Let me broadcast my wisdom
In the air and let the air
Cool me in the ice
During my travel.

Gajanan Mishra
I Treat You

I treat you,
I treat you everything.

I don't allow,
I don't allow anyone
To take my place,
Repeat- to take my place.

Let me forgive,
Let me forgive you
Again and again
And yet again.

I know we are here,
And we are not ready
To lose eachother
Even for a moment.

Gajanan Mishra
I Trust You

I trust you, but
Not your arrogance.
And I am confident,
You are there to
Do always right.

Gajanan Mishra
I Try

I try,
And try to grow,
By touching the earth.
I try,
Try to see
The sky in all.
I know I am in all,
And all are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I try always to hide you,
But you are there in my smile
And people know this open truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Try To Live

I try to live
As perfectly as
I can.
I know the comments
Of others has got
No meaning.
I know who am I
And what I am doing.
Even in my dreams
I am watching
The rising sun.
And I try to understand
Who are there
Under this sun.

Gajanan Mishra
I Understand

I understand I understand
This that chit chat
Coo hoot warble gaggle
Talk croak scream chant
Twitter chatter gibber
Growl laugh bark
I understand I understand
You are broad day light
And not the dark
I understand my dear
How humble You are
And how You create and annihilate all
Without uttering a single word
And You are presenting Yourself everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
I understand and
Appreciate you
For all truth.
I know, you are
Here for all good.
I know you are the nectar,
I am yours, my dear.
To give you service, I am here.
I am here for the welfare,
For the welfare of all creatures.
I am your son,
I am your disciple
I am for truth like you,
I know I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I understand little
Still I am with you,
And searching the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I understand nothing
Yet I am here living
I understand nothing
Yet I am going with you.
O time, you are giving
Me everything though
I am unable to keep
Those things as mine.
Let me listen what is
There in the air
Let me see what is
Going on there
With the star,
That is neither near not far.

Gajanan Mishra
I understand Your powerplus
This understanding is given by You
And it is Your grace.
I love You, O my dear
See me I am constantly devoted
I Worship You with love.
Let me stay free from
The contamination of material world
And attain Your favor.
I know I am a man I can attain
At the conclusion-Truth
And I am at this stage of elevation
To the transcendental platform
Being Your eternal servant.

Gajanan Mishra
I understand something or
I understand nothing.
I understand nothing yet
I am telling, I love you.
I love you and I have no time
To understand or judge you.
Who am I to judge you?
Who am I to make you understand?
I am no way connected with
Any type of understanding.
I am going on my way day and nights,
And you are here with me.
I have to love as I find no difference,
And so I am here to give respect to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Use Words

I use words,
I know, though,
Each and everything is
Beyond the limits of words.

I understand
Your position here,
And yet, I am there
To misunderstand.

I am at the beginning,
I am at intermediate stage,
And I am also at the end,
Yet I am not sure
What you are doing there
For the purpose of good words.

Gajanan Mishra
I used to write poetry,
That are already written.
I remember one thing
Nothing besides the truth.
But what is that?
That I failed to explain.
You might complain
My qualification,
And the qualities,
That are required
For living.
But I live, see,
If it is not living.
What is then?

Gajanan Mishra
I Value More

I value more
To your honesty,
To your sincerity,
To love,
To truth,
To earth,
To sky,
To birds,
And to life.
Life, I value
More than anything.
I value the light,
I value the fight.
And I value you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wake And I Realize

I awake and I realize
I exist,
But I know
It is all unreal.
I know I am
Not in reality,
I live, though,
I am non-entity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Walk Through Your Eyes

I walk through your eyes
And I discover the light.
I speak your words
With great delight.

I stop there where it is bright.
I make myself fit and right.
I dance and I sing
Your syllables and your write.

Gajanan Mishra
I want such a reader
That can see the truth
In my words and feel love.
The readers should be eager
Always to watch the sun and
The moon in the cloudy sky.
The readers should wait in the sun
And in the rain to smile
Only at life that he is living.
I want such a reader
That can ride my words and
Not interested in its arts.
Love and truth do not need
Any art, any cover, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want

I want material prosperity
I want good wife good house
Sufficient land good children
Aristocratic family relations
Victory over competitors and also
Attainment of accommodations
In the higher celestial planets
All at a time but I forget You
At the same time I forget Your
Mercy and benediction
I believe only in personal endeavor
And so I am far from success.

I am deluded by intelligence
And so I am in miseries
I am facing excessive heat cold rains
I am facing famine disease epidemic
I forget that all are my punishment
I am in delusion O my dear and I am
Meeting my failures every time
I know I can not conquer the reaction
Of material energy so long as
You are not present and so long as
I have no devotion and so long as
I have not surrendered myselfe before You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want A Leaf

I want a leaf,
That means shelter.
I want a flower,
That means love.
I want a fruit,
That means livelihood.
I want water
That means life.
I want to live with love
I want a lovable atmosphere.
Give me life, give me love,
Love is the only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want A Lion

I want a lion
With tail upward
I want a lion-like king
With vibration the string of his bow
Blissful life is here with us
And we forgot we have everything
And we are starving though
No scarcity of food grains.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want A Man With Me

I want a man,
Neither bird
Nor beast
With me
At this time.
But I am
Yet to find one.
Am I a man?
I asked myself,
I am also in doubt.
I am looking for a man,
Where is the man?
Stars, players are there,
But man is not near but far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want A Reader

How many are reading
That I care not,
But I want a single reader,
Who can understand me,
Who can recognize me,
Who can tell me something
About life all around.
I want to feel him or her,
I want to salute him or her,
I want to go deep into
Him and her.
But I want a reader,
Whom I can love,
Who I can treat as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want A Sober And

Also a hero.

I want You.

You are the only one
Who can purify me
And also my world.

I want You.

Let me understand
The Supreme Truth
That is You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want All

I want all the three
First of all I want
Food for existence
You may called me
Food conscious
After this conscious
I live in the consciousness
Of being alive
I think myself happy
When I am not attacked
Or destroyed by anybody
And I want to stay in my
Mental platform of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Blood

I want blood
And not water.
Is not blood water?
Is not water blood?

Just think for a minute,
And answer where you are.
Whatever may be the case
Let it be fired.

Ask not about the color
It is blunder,
Take the flood water
and thanks the river.

It is life, my dear,
Life is a way whatever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Both Time And Space

Time is interlinked with space
And space is also time.

Time is space in terms of
Movement of the sun
All cover space
And space is in time.

All are rotating
On their own orbit
They move without deviation.

It is the calculation of time
That matters and
It is the creation of the space
That diverts.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Death But

I want death but
Not wrinkles on my body,
Not grey or white hairs,
Not fatigue,
Not perspiration,
not a bad odour,
I want death but
Not untimely,
Not old age,
Not diseases.
I want death but
Not want to suffer
From chilly cold
Or scorching heat.
I want to live happily
So long as I am here.
I know all are
Next to impossible, though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Everything

I want everything - the truth.
Let me tell you I love you. And
I want your love that is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Food

I want food
To nourish my body.

Food, the cause of my birth
My growth and nourishment
Is my birth right.

All the articles of food
Are brought about by water
The soil, I stand on, is
Also created through water.
Somehow or other, my food
My clothes and shelter have
Affinity with water.

I want water.
I want food, clothes, water
And shelter for my living.

Life is successful when I work.
I want to perform my duties.
Duties such as oblations, charity
And penance, I want to perform.
I want to renounce and relinquish
For the benefit of others.

I want to say again
The famous quote
Live and let live
I believe, this world belongs
To all and not for selfish-hoarders.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Four Truthful Advocates

I want four truthful advocate
To counteract the person
Who is in charge of administering justice.
The person who is administering justice
Is not lawful, and yet fully confident
That no one could counteract his judgments.
I know the person who is in charge of
Administering justice is working in
Unlawful manners and is against the people.
I want four truthful, selfless advocates
To face and send messages boldly
To remind him the truth and the laws and rules,
On this land that belongs to the people
And for the welfare of the people in general.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want From You

Pure mind,
Pure body,
Pure heart,
That I want
From you.

And with you,
I want to live.

All-attractive nature,
Is there
In cleanliness.

I am doubtless,
I am fearless,
And I am self-satisfied,
Only in your presence.

And your purity
Is the way
For all success.

I have a right
To live
In a clean place,
And your purity
Is my love.

My love is
The only truth here.
I want to live
With my own holy name.

I am just a man,
An ordinary man.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want It

I want it
For one night.
And what I want
I can not say.

I want it
For one night.
And it is you
To say what's that.

Oh! it is
Just a strike
That is in city
Saying is really pity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Just To

I want just to
Live with you,
With the truth.
I know, I am
Just an apprentice
And I am taking time
To know more
About you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Justice

I want justice,
Justice to all.
And for this
I am prepared
To face any hardship.
I know the virtue,
I know where is good
And for this I want
Peace. I know peace is
There if the way of
Life is fair and just.
I want justice,
Justice to all, for this,
I am waiting your call.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Love

And in love
Knowledge has no work.

I want to give
And in giving
Knowledge has no work.

Giving love
Is my rituals
My religion
My life style.

I know love is
Beyond worldly affairs
I know love is
Beyond fame and defame
Profit and loss
Pleasure and pain
Free and delusion
And free from any
Pairs of opposites.

My firm resolve is love
I want to love
I know love is
The Supreme Knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want My Earth

I want my earth
To stay free from
Terror and violence.

But I want to solve
My problems
Within myself.

I want no outsider
Should interfere.

This earth,
As a whole
Is one.
So also I am.

I salute you
For the anthem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want My Odisha

I want my Odisha,
I want my bhasha
To be used in all
And everywhere.
My blood is there
In my bhasha.
But what is my bhasha,
Is it not love?
And as you told
Love has no
Specific language.
I want my Odisha,
I want food, though
Hunger is not mine,
Yet I want to satiate.
I want Odisha,
I don't want to
Go outside Odisha.
Yet you are driving me out
From Odisha without
Giving food and bhasha.
Who is original here?
You are me?
Wait, answer would be
Given by time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want No Compensation

I want no compensation
But I want to make you
Take the responsibility
Of doing wrong that is
Not repairable as any time.
Time and tide wait for none
And as such how to compensate
Is difficult to know.
You can't compensate
But you can beg sorry and
Try to change your activities
For the sake of others.
Try not to rob Peter
To pay the paul.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want No Cover

I want no cover,
External or internal.
Covering is ignorance.
I want freeness,
Freeness is knowledge.
Torch is in my pocket,
I have to use torchlight.
I wish the truth
To reign all over
The time.
Nothing is greater than
The truth,
And I want
Only the truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want No Follower

I am my master
I am my follower
I want no other follower
My journey begins with me
My journey ends in me
Nothing is mine
I want no protection
I am my perfection
I am here with love
And with full devotion
I am always absorbed
In Your contemplation
And for this see
I am free from contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want No Name

I want no name,
I want no friend.
I know nothing is there,
I know nobody is there.
Only I am here,
Only the sky is here.
I know no air,
I know nothing is here.
But in our presence, dear rain,
I feel pain.
I know not how it is,
I know not who and
What is coming to me
And what I am thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want No Profit

I want no profit,
What does profit means,
Please explain me.
I am at this time,
With you, see.
Gain and loss
Are not mine,
But yours.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nobel

I want Nobel prize
If you dare give me
I have shown sufficient talents
In my poems, see.

I want Nobel prize
Nobody is here
In my side and still
I am to say I am on hunger strike.

I want Nobel prize
This would be a respect
Not to me but to my poems
I am always in my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not

I want not
Your poison smile.
I want not
Your enemy tears.

See me, I am here
With all night's burden.
I am here and smiling
For the coming morning.

Are you not my real friend
I am frightened
And I thank all
With all falsehood end.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not To

Why you are dear to me,
Ask not such question,
I want not to listen.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not To Go

I want not to go
With falsehood.
I want truth.
I know truth is life,
Life is the only truth.
And you are taking it away
From the living creatures.
Let me condemn it, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not To Grow Older

I want not to grow older,
I want to retain child-like
Interest in everything.

I want to enjoy afresh everyday,
I want to forget what happened yesterday,
I want not to think what will happen tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not To Listen

I want not to listen;
It is the time to take rest,
It is the time to take food,
It is the time to go on working.
I think I am in timelessness,
I am in the sun.
I want not to love,
I know there is nothing such thing,
But truth is there in words
And words are there and they wished
To be used by some who are truthful.
I want not to be attained by anyone,
I know I am nowhere and still
I am restless with love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Not To Wander

I want, not to wander
In the dense forest.
But I want to go with love
To attain the truth,
That is there in
Broad day light.
And for this I am here
In exclusive selfless life.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nothing

Nothing means nothing
No wealth
No righteousness
No passion
No salvation.
Okay.

Moreover
Who am I to want
Anything?
What am I
I do no know
And if at all
I know what is it to me!

O my dear
You are giving me
Exact sound
And this is what
I found within me
Rest
No meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nothing - I Love You

I like
Empty purse
No friend.
I like
Not to look
Before I leap.
I like
I love you
You are with me
I want nothing
Except you
I love you
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nothing But Love

I want nothing but love,
Love-pain is most favourite one.
No pain no gain, no love nothing remain.
I know it from our scripture
And the scripturalists declare
Love all with no expectation,
Life is in motion only through love.
I want nothing other than love.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nothing From My Mother

I just want to submit my ego
At Her feet and pray 'Thy will
Be done mother! I want nothing'
And my mother is ever ready
To rush to me easily pleased
Let me sing my mother's glories
And let me feel the spiritual vibrations.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Nothing From You, Dear

I want nothing from you dear,
Just stay with me or allow me
To stay with you always and
Nothing else, I just want to
Fill up the gaps that is there
In between you and me here.
There is no hollow in me as
You are there everywhere in and out.
And hence I want to cover up my
Thoughts that is there with
The feelings of occasional
Nothingness here at times.
In hole-and-corner I feel your
Absence though you are present here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Only Love

I want only love
and not glory
not qualification.
I want only truth
not dirt
not delusion.
I want only absolute
beyond and above
all forms and divisions.
I want you only
and no one else.
Exclusively I am
Yours only and I am
here only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Only You

I want only you,
I want to listen you,
I want to listen only
To talk about you.
I want to help your people,
I want your love,
I want the truth
In which you reside.
I want you,
I want to stay with you.
I feel happy with you,
I feel holy in your place,
I want you
And for this I am here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Some Food

I want some food
True
I do not want food
From anybody
Also true.

I know this mind
Is a product of food
I eat
I want food
Cooked by a person
Of pure heart
I know man is
What he eats.

I want some food.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Son

I want son
And not urine.

I want to float
On water and
Not on acid.

I want to live,
I want to be a bridge
Between hell and heaven
For all welfare.

I want to be a star
In the house of all
And to give knowledge
Of truth
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Sound Sleep

Sleep sleep sleep
I want sound sleep
To let my brain work properly
To keep my intelligence
In good working order.

O my dear, by intelligence only
I can understand the things as they are
Let me analyze my actual position
Let me detect false identification
And let me say proved experimental knowledge.

It is poetry always that is very very important
And it is poetry that can alone give you information
From the right and proper source and see I am
From the beginning in the area of poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want That

I want that
My son should
Reach me,
Know me,
Describe me,
Talk me,
And take
Everything,
That are in me
In reality.
Let my sense of
Individuality vanishes
With my son.
Let my son go
Deep insight me,
Let my son attains
Virtues and let him
Realize his identity
With me, by knowing me.
Truth is there in me,
Higher truth is there
In my son.
I want to see
The newer world
With him.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want The Truth

I want the truth,
And I know, the truth
Is within you.
The truth is there
To protect all,
From all evils.
I know, the truth is
Everything for everybody.
The world belongs to
The truth and
The truth is not false,
That I know from life.
Life is here to show
The path of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want The Welfare Of All

I want the welfare of all,
When I am telling this,
It is my unexcelled feeling.
I know, no other feeling
Can be superior to it.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want The Whole Earth

I want the whole earth
The whole.
Purpose behind this want
I can not say specifically.

I know material dirt
I know incomplete in service
I know this moment
Is not coming again.

I want the whole earth
The whole.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want This

I want this, this and this,
Not that, that and that.
But you are not ready to give.
Give and take is life,
And life is finished after
Taking and giving everything.
Swift and fleeting - life,
And life is in pain with love.
Love is giving and not taking.
I want this, this, this love..

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Be A Slave

I want to be a slave
Slave and I wish to
Call you Master
I want to serve you
I want to hear you
I know your words
Can heal my grief
And sorrow.

Unceasingly I want to serve you
O Unlimited, O Omnipresent
O Omniscient I want to be a slave
And I am poor and I craves more
And more your presence
I want to know more and more
About you and nothing like
Good and bad for me in your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Be Equal

I want to be equal
With you and never
to be either greater
Or smaller
Richer or poorer.

I am a human being
Of this world
And this world is for all
The creatures
All are here
The sons and daughters
Of the nectar.

I salute you all
You are here with me
And I am committed
For the welfare of all
All the creatures
And for all livings
And non-livings .

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Become Chief Minister

I want to become Chief Minister,
It is true my dear. 
If I am the Chief Minister, 
I am there to issue all letters, 
All orders and everything 
In your language to enable you 
To know every tidbit of the state. 
I am there to serve you 
As per your free good will.
If I am the Chief Minister, my dear,
I do what I need to do for your welfare.
You are my dictator for all the time, 
But I believe in democracy 
And I am waiting for the right time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Bloom

I want to bloom,
Blooming is
But my nature.
And no one can
Check me on the way.

Let me overcome
All torubles,
Let me go
On the path of nature.
No one can sweeps me away.

See me, I am
Living silently,
My fruits are
My deeds, full of
Colors and fragrance.

I am here
And so many good works
Can be completed by me
And its virtues
Is unsurpassed.

I have acquired
So many knowledge
With shining glory
And wisdom and through it
Each one can get freedom.

Let me bloom,
My blooming can open
The eyes of the blind,
My blooming can make
A man really wise.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Conquer

I want to conquer
Myself.
I want to stay
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Cry

I want to cry,
But for whom
And for what.
I want to cry
Only for me
Only for my past deeds.
I want to cry,
I want to cry..

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Die

I want to die.
But why?
I want to love.
But how?
I want to go.
But where.
I want to do.
But what.
It is not that
I do not know the answer
But it is that
I want but I do not want.
It is true, and the truth is that
I am not satisfied even with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Distribute My Happiness

I want to distribute my happiness
With poetry and with poets, but
The poets are not interested at all
Any pleasure moment and told me,
Go there please and leave us here
Where we are with sorrows of poetry,
But I find poetry is no way
Related or concerned with anything
So-called pleasure and pain.
I told all I want nothing and yet
They are not taking interest and
Not in a position to believe me.
What to say to my own self, but
It is there in me and in deep sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Distribute Myself

I want to distribute myself,
Of course in cheap, no bargain.
If any one is interested, then
I am willing to offer free of cost,
But I see, no one is interested to
Take me with him, reason is that
I am writing poems and to take
Me, would be a burden to them.
They think, I am useless and
My poems are fit for dustbin.
Whatever I am, I shall continue
To be, I said to them and they
Listen me carefully and uttered
Okay then let us test this man, no harm!

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Do

I want to do
I want to do something
Something that have a relation
With You, my dear.
And I know everything
Is related to You,
And I know nothing is here
Without You.

Let me say, my dear,
As long as You love me
And You like my writing
I am here, as I know
This area is Yours and I am
Here just to tell about You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Fly, Dear Poet

I want to fly,
But where is the sky?
Where is the sky, dear poet? 

I am searching the sky within,
Wait and see I am coming.

Dear poet, go on working day and night
And serve the mother, mother land, and mother language,
And from everywhere get all blessings.

You belong to the sky I know, dear poet.
You belong to your own land, I know.
So many skies are there with you, I know.
In which sky you want to fly I know not.
But I see the sky is flying within you,
With all love and with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Give You

I want to give You
All, that are with me,
O my dear, here.
At Your single call.

I possessed everything
That is Yours
And that I know,
With Your grace.

Affinity is there
And there is predominance
Of the renunciation of
Affinity with the world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Go

I want to go to Thanjavur
To meet Subbu intense endeavor
But for why and I expect no answer
From anybody here and I know
I develop a great hankering
For sense gratification
Excuse me Subbu I know there is
No end to sense gratification
No cessation, it is thus passion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Go Through

I want to go through your writings,
And I know you write only on me,
And no one else but I am there in you

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Go To The Den

Of a lion
I might find
Precious mani-pearl.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Go To You

O my dear
I pray
You yourself come
And show me the way
I have to take.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Go With You

I want to go with you,
My dear books.
I am a refugee,
See me, true.
I meet you
My dear books
With everything in me.
I believe
Your goodness,
I believe in you,
But I believe not
Your words.
I know you, spirit,
Words, at times, spite.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Hear

I want to hear
Some words from you,
I want to know
You through your words.

Through your words
I want to know
What is real
What is eternal.

Through your words
I want to know
The essence of silence
In common parlance.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Hide

I want to hide,
Hide myself from view,
Though friendly
Understanding is
There between
False and truth.

En route I want to
Touch you, hug you,
Kiss you, love you.
I take the initiative
For the purpose
But I know
What I am doing is
Not enough.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Keep

I want to keep
The identity of lover
Parent friend and servant.

I want to merge
With You, O my dear
In loving relationship.

I want to feel
The true oneness
On attaining direct contact.

I want to stay
In full consciousness
Of Truth and love with no difference.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Keep Life With Love

I want to keep,
Keep the words
In love for you.
I want to keep
Love only for truth.
I know truth is
In you and I want
Truth be there
Everywhere for
All welfare.
I want a warmful heart,
I want a truthful life,
I want a life with care
That is within and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know

Tell me
What do you want
I want to know
That I do not know
And I do not know
That I want to know.

I need to know
About You
And You need me
That I want to
Know the reason
And who am I
And who are You.

I want to know
I want to know
About this existence
About this non-existence.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know From You

I want to know
The path of understanding
Self-knowledge from You, my dear.

It is You who has
Sent me to this place
That I know here.

This is Your place
And here You have given me
All directions of life.

Life is meant for You
Life is meant to serve You
Life is only to pleased You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know Love

I want to know
How you are
Offering love
To those
Who oppose you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know The Art

I want to know the art,
The art of writing verse.
Verse of life,
I want to know the life,
From my own life-breath.

I want to touch the alphabets,
The vowels and the consonants.
I want to know the musical notes,
I want to know the sound vibrations,
I want to see the incarnation
Of spiritual sound in poetry.

I know poetry is only there
Everywhere here there and everything else
If any has there origin in poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know The Reality

I want to know the reality,
Ground reality is that
I am just the earth
That is there as earth.
I want to root out myself
With all here.
I want to establish myself
In the present of all.
I want to clear all doubts
That are there in the minds
With the help of love.
Fear not, my dear, I am here,
You are there to get victory,
You are there to create history.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know The Truth

I want to know the truth
Before leaving this place.
I want to see you in full
Before I leave you.
I want to hear you with love
Before I started living here.
I fear only my mouth,
Before locating my roots.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Know The World

I want to know the world
Through you, my dear.
Let me know the world,
Through the way you like most.
I have no option but to
Follow you
I am dwelling with you
Day and nights, my dear.
And I am very careful here
While doing my day to day
Daily works with this
Body and senses,
I am very cautious
About my mind and intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Live

I want a dignified life
And that I want to live
At the hour of death.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Live Like A Man

I want to live,
Like a man.
I want to work
Like an ant.
I want to fight
Like a lion.
I want to take rest
Like a corpse.
I am the son
Of the nectar,
I fear not
Any one here.
I am a man and
I have no limit,
No barrier.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Measure The Earth

I want to measure the earth,
But I know not where to start.
I want to measure the sky
With the winking of my eyes.
But see all these are not possible
Without the help of a twitter.
And I am not infavour of that
As they said twitting is foolish act.
I know the morning is here
And it is joyful.
I want to go with the morning
To make my life colorful.
Keeping silence I want, my dear, to
Give a message, enjoy life in full.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Power Myself

I want to power myself
For the welfare of others.
I want to power myself
To establish a peaceful society.
I want to power myself
To love all and be loved.
I find no difference
Between you and me and all others.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Read

I want to read original poem
I want to see natural light
I am what I am in my poem
On my earth under the sky.

My language is original
So also my poem
Try to understand me
It has a natural beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Rightfulness

I want rightfulness,  
I want economic development,  
I want to satisfy my senses in good causes,  
I want to liberate myself through service to men.

I wish all good fortune for all,  
I wish all water and all air  
Be auspicious, sacred and clear.

I wish to free myself completely  
By controlling my own life air.

I wish to give up all thoughts  
That are mine.

I want to be fixed myself here,  
I want to go ahead for better  
And better life with impersonal features.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Say

I am not doing anything
I am hearing You - true
I am chanting - true
I am reading - true
I am cooking - true
True is that
I am not doing anything
It is You yourself doing
Single man's acting
In different times
In different roles
Time is not passing
I am passing before you
And You are doing Your works
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
I want to say something
About religion, I mean
To say about pious activities,
About development, about true
Satisfaction of the senses,
About liberation from
Material bondage.
I mean to say not about
Barbarous condition of life.
I mean to say about
The beginning of life,
But not about the general
Principles of life like
Eating, sleeping, fearing
And so to say mating.
To be very clear, I want
To say about the extra
Function of our own life,
About the realization of truth,
About self-realization,
And the Eternal relation,
That is there in us.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Say You What Is Hell

In hell there are people
Who are short-tempered
Harsh talkers poor
Quarrelsome and they are
Friends of evil people
Who are evil
It is your own life
who can explain in details.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To See All Beauty

I want to see all beauty
In poetry, in all creativity.
I want to live, I want to die,
I want all beauty everywhere.

I want all beauty everywhere,
I want to stay with all beauty,
I want life, I know I am not here to die,
I am the beauty, part of all creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To See The Poet

I want to see the poet
In the open above and
Not below the sky.
I know the poet is
Always stay there.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To See You

I want to see you
Of my hearts.
I wnat nothing more.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Share

I want to share
Some poetry
With the birds
And the trees
That are there
On the top of
That hill.

I want to share
Some of my poetry
With stars
And the sky
That are here
Within me
In camera.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Smile

I want to smile
I do not know why smile
Does not want me
What shall I do
I asked and smile said
Go out please
Do not dare to rape me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Speak

I want to speak,
But how can I?
How can I gain
your trust?
I am unable to
show myself,
that is my default.
See me, I have
no language and
I am tired.
And I want to speak,
but I am speechless.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Spend

Judicious spending
Of each rupee
Is a necessity.

Public money
For public works
We are mere workers.

We have no right
In any way
On public money.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Spread Myself

I want to spread myself
throughout the world again
and again and yet again,
With my own instruments of
love, and love and truth.
I want to spread the truth,
and the culture of truth,
within and beyond the world over
with the content of nectar.
I want to spread the love
that is there throughout the world,
I know the world is binding
only with love and truth
And we ourselves are instruments.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Stay Here

I want to stay here
Unseen unknown
I want to stay.

I am in meditation
I enjoy sweet recreation
I am in my own motion.

Let me stay here
As I am
And I am here as you think.

Your thinking is my base
I want to stay
In your thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Talk

I want to talk
To the dead. And
Who is not dead,
Tell me, please.

What I want to talk
Is about the living.
And who is not living?
Tell me, please.

Rely not on the news,
That is breaking.
And try to investigate
And side yourself
To the truth
That is lying.

Gajanan Mishra
I want to touch you,
But how?
I want to feel you,
But how?

With all my forgetfulness
Let me realize
I am yours.

You are not far
That I know
After regain of memory.

I am
As you made me,
I am
The cause of error.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Wish

'I want to wish
Everyone a very
Happy and prosperous
New Year.'
Thanks,
My Prime Minister
For your
Above words.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want To Write Something

I want to write something
But know not what to write
And how to write and for
Whom to write and when to write
Know not in which language
I am to write and in which way
My writing is to be placed.

I know nothing and I am writing
Not like it, I am writing fully well
That I am writing for You only
And writing now with the help of
My own language that is understandable
Everywhere and by everybody at any time
And for this I am writing day and night here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want True-Pleasure

And it is available
Only with You.
I want not to entangled
In the painful complexities
Of material existence.
I want pleasure-seeking
Propensity and I do not want
To go with frustration.
I am the pleasure I am the nectar
I am the truth I am here
That I always remember.

Gajanan Mishra
I want twenty-four hours
From you?
Are you ready?
If yes, come in
And stay with me.
Come with with
And take the role
Of an associate
And engage yourself
In devotional service
To your mother,
Your mother language,
Your motherland
And forget me also.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Vigor

I want divine traits
That would enable me
To drive away sins
And also that would
Help me in performing
Virtuous actions.

I want anger
And I want to use it
On the men who are
Evil-doers,
The evil doers
With a feeling of fear
Can change their evil actions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want White

I want white
With two hands
And a face
And a rosary of rudraksha
Handsome
Content
Ready to reach.

I want golden
And a thunderbolt
And a rosary of rudraksha
And happiness
And auspiciousness.

I want eyes
Like the petal
Of a blue Lotus
And a rosary of rudraksha
And a conch.

I want fire
And fire ceremony
And a rosary of rudraksha.

I am the elements
Moving and non-moving
I am the creator
I am the protector
I am poet
I am words
I am absolute
I am one and all
See me if you so like
In what you want.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want You And I Care Not

I want you and I care not
The summer or the winter
But I care you, my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want You And You Only

I want you
And you only.
You are only,
And no one else,
There within
My limit.
I want you,
I know not
Your name, though.
I can't say
Your name and
Address, though.
I want you,
And you only.
You are there
In all colors,
In the air
And in the water.
You are the sky,
You are the earth.
I want you,
I want your light,
You are the light,
I know.
But for what
I want you,
That I can't say
Right at this point.
But I want you,
I want you only.
You are my hands,
You are my feet,
You are my head,
You are my brain,
You are my chest,
You are my belly,
My blood, my bone,
My ears, eyes, nose,
My mouth, my food,
And what not.
I want you and
You only.
You are my everything,
I am nothing, though.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want You Should Suffer

I want you should suffer
No pain
Remember experience
Is great gain
I loses my desire
To bring you happiness
I can tolerate all pains
But I can not tolerate
The smallest pain
Falls on you
O my dear I love you
With pure heart and
In true faith
I devote myself
To the service and
Welfare of you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want You, Come Soon

I want You, come soon
I am blowing the whistle,
Let us go for honeymoon.

I love You, let me say
Again and again and yet again
I am here for the same.

Love is our base,
Love is our think-tank,
Love makes mind and body intact.

Let us love my dear, let us love,
We are in love, means,
We are here, we are in peace,
We are in love means
All are here with us, we are whole, see.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want You, Only You

I want you, only you.
Only you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Your Expression

I want your expression
Written or unwritten.
I want the sun,
White or black or yellow.
I want your attention
To the melting pot.
I want the truth
Above and below.
But I want you, my dear,
I know you are the star,
Who is here.
You are my success
You are my failure,
But you are my only near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Your Heart

I want your heart
And not your mind
And not your body.

Are you ready?

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Your Love

I want your love,
I want your mercy.
Let me touch you
With sweet futility.

Dawn of knowledge
Is there in the city.
Let me rise you, as
Not empty in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want Your Sentiment

I want your sentiment
I know sentiment is superior to all
I know only in sentiment you live.

Let me say in the sentiment of service
Only one can regards himself as a servant
And can deliver service according to his own sweet will.

Keep your sentiment divine and spiritual
Sentiment is love sentiment is bliss
I want your sentiment in love in knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
I Want, Release

I want, release,
Release from bondage,
Bondage from
Body, mind, and
Mental absorption
In social, political,
pseudoreligious, national
And communal consciousness.

In order to attain release
From bondage, I am going
Far away from all happiness.
I know no one is happy here,
I know, no one knows
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wanted Stop

I wanted stop
But I could not.

It is a horrific experience,
But I am not in a position
To explain.

I take selfie,
And post it

Adventure is agonizing.

Gajanan Mishra
I Warned

I warned
Do not stay
Always inside
In adverse times
Wisdom deceit.

Gajanan Mishra
I Warned- Adverse Times

I warned
Do not stay
Always inside
In adverse times
Wisdom deceit.

Gajanan Mishra
I was at Puri,
And I discovered
There the sweetest
World at one click
With Your eyes,
So black and so white.
Your eyes reminded me
All my holy thoughts
And I was there
Unser your shadowy gleams.
You called me to stay
And I was with your waves.
I was at Puri only for you
I know nothing else besides You.

Gajanan Mishra
I Was Born

I was born
I was a baby
I was a child
I was a student
I was a husband
I was a father
I am a grand father
Now and you can call
Me Gajanan
No difference
I am the same person
Then and now
Myself not changed
My body has changed
And I am not my body
As you know
I am what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
I Was Not Doing Anything

I was neither doing anything,
Not I am doing anything
To get anything
From any one here.

And I am also not interested
To take anything
From any one,
Bear me please with excuse.

Think not otherwise,
I am here not for nothing,
But for the reason
Not known to me as yet.

If you are so interested
Search me out within you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Was Not There

I was not there,
I will be not here,
But I am present.
You are recognizing
My existence and
It is your greatness.
I exist and
Therefore I am
Declaring my presence.
I am my own creation
And it is the reason
I am calling the whole nation.
O my brothers, let us again
Appear and reappear together.

Gajanan Mishra
I Was Stunned

I was stuned
At the dark in you
Who are you
no need to know
I do not want to know
The air the light the earth
the sky the water
And I know my life
Without knowing anything.

Gajanan Mishra
I Was Under The Rule Of English

I was under the rule of English,
So I must salute and I must use
English and I must take my education
Through English and I must use English
Everywhere always throwing away all
Rules/acts and consitutional provisions
Of my state and I must take English as
A path of my all out development-
Not the proper way to lead life here
In my sovereign socialistic republic.
English is a big window that I know,
But I must close the door when
English is coming like a furious storm
To take away all that are there in my pious home.

Gajanan Mishra
I Watch

I watch your gentle walk
In my corridor everyday.
But you are not there
To listen my call, why?

Gajanan Mishra
I Weep

I weep,
I weep for you,
I weep,
As you are not
One of my own,
As you are
Hanker after money.
I weep,
I weep for you,
I weep,
And I weep as
I could not
Make you understand
What a life is here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Welcome You

I welcome you
For your steps
Towards the welfare
Of the people at large.

I want to register
Your name, age, address
And contact number
With email.

I like to show you
The condition of the people
Here and there and
I desire to tell you
Their pathetic stories
In deatail for your perusal.

Gajanan Mishra
I whistle
And you?
Whistle.

I am visible,
And you?
Invisible.

I am against,
And you?
Neutral!

Today
I search
A corbel who is
Ready to make me
Out from coracle.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Sue

I will sue, just wait.
My suffering is going
Beyond toleration.
I will file a suit
Against you
As you damage
My name and fame.
I will prosecute
You and your succourer,
In the court of law
And pray for action.
If you not restrain yourself
In interfering personal
Thinking of others.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Be There

I will be there, I am not sure.
But anyhow I have to stay for you.
My love is there, I told the tireless ocean,
But the sky is too hungry to listen.

Who told you I am alone, my dear.
I eat, I drink, I walk, I sleep
And I do all sorts of work only with you.
No pretending games but my all love is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Die Today

I will die today,
I will live forever.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Let You Know

I will let you know
All truth.
And on that stand
I travel far to land
To show you
The dreams of
Tomorrow after swallowing
The dark.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Not

No
I will not
Come again
And I remain
In you
O my love
Try to see me
I am visible
Like you
Within
Try to talk me
I am eager to
Hear you
I am here
My going and
Coming is
Not a matter
Of doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Not Be Available

Here tomorrow to observe your Sorrow,

You will not be the person To go with me in this row.

I am your origin I am not Here to declare before all.

You are here to show your caliber for the purpose of road-show.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Not Be There

I will not be there
To tell you how
I was writing poems
And for what I was writing.

I know my poems
Will be there with
All metaphors, simile, etc.
Holding openly all
Love and truth.

You may discover me
In my poems at that time
But I will not be there,
To explain in details
The circumstances that
Compelled me to write.

What I was dreaming
I will not be there
To tell you, my dear.
You may refer to my words
To know the position
Of the life with nature.

I will not be there
To tell you again
How the the poems were
Flowing with my blood
Like fire in dry woods.

Let me tell you, my dear,
Come and enjoy with me
At this time here,
When I am present before you
To tell you to ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Not Forget

I will not forget You
O my dear
I am yours for ever.

You are my
Only constant
Companion
You are my life's
Resolution
I am reaping
Happy with your
Association.

How can I forget You
O my Supreme
In Your home
I am in
You are my fire
You are my water
You are my air
You are my sky
You are my earth
O my life breath
I know You are like me
I do not know
What am I like.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Not Say

I will not say,
I will stand up and proceed
Leaving all
Whatever is here.

Once gone
I will not return,
The reason is
Well known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Return Back

I will return back
Wait.

To my sadness
To my eagerness
I will return back.

To my lonely world
I will return back
I will return back.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Tell You

Are we here?
Nobody says no.
But I believe not.

Is it a circle?
Everybody says yes.
But I believe not.

Take a break.

I will tell you
the reason
and you will be
out of question
session.

Gajanan Mishra
I Will Write

I will write
I will write about you only
Whether you agree or not
And who are you
How you are here
That I do not bother.

I will write
I will write about you only
How I write
And where I write
It is not your matter
You are not to bother.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish All Desire

I wish all desire
Be fulfilled.
And what is that desire
That I am not interested
To know.
The desires are yours,
And you are to get its fruits.
I know this world
Is a tree of desire
And it is very beautiful.
You are within this world
And trying to fulfill
Your wish and I wish here
All good, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish All Good

I wish all good to you
I wish all good.

I know You are offence-less
And thoroughly honest.

I wish all good to you
All good to you.

O my dear, curb the dishonest
Miscreants everywhere.

All good fortune follow when you
Punish the miscreants in an exemplary manner.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish All Good For All

I wish all good for all,
But no one should take it
As an advantage to fulfill
Any personal selfish end.

Hear me first and
Treat this earth as own mother,
Take not any step to hurt
Or harm the earth anywhere.

Each one is god on this earth,
Each one is unique and full of mercy,
I know, each one wants to sacrifice
Everything for the mother here.

Gajanan Mishra
I wish and I stay,
Fearless, with full faith.
My love is unconditional,
I know this coming and
Going are not final.
I know we are all together
And nothing to apart,
And so I am in peace.
And I know we are here
To rise..
I see with us
The leaves are rising,
The flowers are blooming,
And the fruits are forming.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish Everyone

I wish
Everyone in this world
Live happy
I am
Very pleased
With all
I am here
For the welfare
Of all.

Remember
Struggle for existence
Is only due to
Rebellious nature
Remember remember
You are all my dear
Nobody is superior
Nobody is inferior
Nothing is good or bad
Everything is but nature.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish Good Fortune

I wish good fortune
Throughout the entire universe.
I wish the snake and the man
Give up their envious nature.
I wish everyone thinks
The welfare of others.
I wish everyone thinks
About the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish Not

I wish not anything
Beyond you.
You are the reservoir of
All good.
You are the universe,
You are the truth.
You are the fortune,
Fortune of livelihood.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish Not To Do

I wish not to do anything,
I wish not make myself
Like anyone else here.
I know no one is perfect,
No one knows anything.
I wish to do nothing,
I know nothingness is
The ultimate analysis here.
I want to play
But I know not with whom
I shall play here.
Play needs two persons at least.
And I see no other person
Other than myself here at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To Get

I wish to get
Your love.
Your love is
With my love
I know, my dear.

And it is barter
But I am in plus
And you are
In double plus.

I am earning smiles
You are there in it.
I am getting success
And you watch it
In wonderful eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To Give Everything Away

I wish to give everything away
Through my poems that have eternal values.

I know taking anything is sin
I know giving anything is pious.

I can not take anything as I am empty
I can give everything that is with me
That is happiness that is service.

Try to understand me O my dear
As I am going to you keeping my heart pure.

Gajanan Mishra
I wish to go,
And when I go,
I am not able to go
With my legs
And hence
My wish has
No role to play.
And hence, I pray
Let me discard
My wish.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To Hear

I wish to hear
I wish to hear You
My dear, I wish
To hear bout You.

I wish to tell
I wish to tell You
My dear, I wish to
Tell about You.

You are there
Within me, my dear
I wish to take
Care of myself.

You are all happiness, my dear
You are my mind set and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
I wish to hear you,
The truth,
Again and again

From your words
I know
Nothing is false
But all factual.

And we compare
And give value
To nothing.

Yours words
Have truth
I know from
Day to day livelihood.

Gajanan Mishra
I wish to kiss
The blue sky
I wish to kiss
The deep sea.
I wish to play
With the birds
I wish to play
With the stars.
I wish to stay
On this earth
I wish to stay
In your love first.
I wish and I wish, I wish
To know your wish at last.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To Read

I wish to read and hear
And understand the meaning
Therein, my dear poet.

I know all that is needed
Is mystic practice and austerity
And I am ready to do that
For the benefit of human society.

You can only able to teach
The path of spiritual liberation
O my dear poet, come on and start
The work of teaching the world
But be cautious while doing
This difficult task.

Be practical in life and in writings.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To See You

But where are you
And who are you.
I wish to see you
In your original form
In complete norm.
I wish to see you
But where are you
And I found you.
I wish to see you
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To See You In Full

I wish to see you in full,
You said it is not possible.
Still, I am hopeful, time
Is there to call me horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish To See You Where Are You

I wish to see You,
Where are You
Please appear
O my dear, appear
And reappear in that form
That helps the sun rise
That helps the flower bloom
That helps the tree grow
That helps the wind blow
That helps the light shine,
O my dear, how are you
Are you not fine?
I am here to see You
Please appear and made me shine.

Gajanan Mishra
I wish to tell you
But what to tell
I know not.
You are a statue
In the traffic square
With old monuments.
Here I wish to drop
Some flowers and
That are not with me.
Lemons filled the tree
And I am unable to cross
the door-sill.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You Achieve

I wish you achieve
Firm intelligence
In devotional service
I wish you gain
Sovereignty over the earth
I wish you acquire
Great treasure
I wish you free from
All sinful reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You All

I wish you all
A Happy New Year
And all good fortune.

I wish you all
Peace and happiness
If you come to the truth.

I wish you all
Success and prosperity
If you are clear in heart and soul.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You All A Happy New Year

I wish you all a happy new year,
Let there be love, let there be truth,
Let there be justice for all.
I wish you all a happy new year,
Let us remember, our life is here,
For the protection of the good of others and
For the establishment of righteousness
And let us stay here without fear and favor.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You All Good Sir, Namaskar.

Namaskar,
I wish you
all good.
Stay in peace,
I wish.
Let each and
every day a
day of fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You Good Luck

I wish you good luck,
I wish you to see me,
Know me, understand me,
Face to face and realize
The truth that is in you.
I wish you good luck,
And I wish you to hear
My poems that are the truth
And that are written by
Actual experiences.
I want to satisfy you
Through my poems and
Caution you to stay far
Away from all illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wish You Smile

I wish you smile,
You smile for me,
See me in all
And all in me.

I wish you smile,
I wish you smile.
A larger space is
There in your smile
To live in.

I wish you smile,
I wish you smile.
Smile only can put
Everything in order,
Smile my dear, smile.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wonder

I wonder why
The creator is not here
And left his creation
In this condition.

Were is his mansion
I wonder
Why he has forgotten
To take steps
For manumission.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wonder Here- Truth

I wonder here
Thinking about you,
Dear truth.
And with your help
I am purifying myself.

I see you,
Dear, here everywhere.
Great mystics, you are
I know for good.

I am not disturbed,
See me and I have
Not committed any wrong,
Rather I am here
And rest, you are to consider.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wonder How You Are Here

How you are here that I wonder,
And I wonder what you are doing here.
Willy-billy you are taking roadside colours,
That I wonder seeing your marvellous that glitters.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wondered

I wondered
How I came here
Here is cloud
Here is dark
Dust swirled around
Gas condensed droplets
Gravity clumping
Unending debates
I wondered
My own existence
Big bang and my earth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Work

I work
But unknown
To you.

Gajanan Mishra
I worship you,
For good progeny,
For good fortune,
For power,
For money,
For a large stock of grains,
For heavenly abode,
For a long span of life,
For a strongly built body,
For stability,
For beauty,
For good marital relation.
I worship you
For love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I Would Let You Know

I would let you know,
Who I am, what I am
Doing here, when we
Shall meet together
In due course of time.

I would like to tell
You, what is your duty
And what ought to be
Done here in right time.

We are united here
For common cause;
To establish peace
And harmony in society,
And we are to take
Every possible step
To change the demoniac
The face of society.

We are on the way
Of rapid progress
In the field of
Humanity and love.
We are all gods
And we are all truth,
We know what we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Would Like To Meet You

I would like to meet you.
Where are you?
My love, my truth.

I would like to talk to you,
The matter that is in truth.

I have an open mind, as you know,
And I am transparent, see me.

You are invited to incorporate
Positive suggestions, if any.

My door is opened
Always for you, dear.

Let me express my desire
To stay with you
As I know, my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I would like to share
My tiny world
That is full of
Love and truth.
I want to make progress
In your service,
I know you are the symbol
Of love and truth.
I want a society
Where mass of people are
In a pure state of
Peace and friendship
With one another,
I want such tiny world.

Gajanan Mishra
I Wounded None

I wounded none
But only hurt myself.
My living is not ordinary
As You see, my living is
To please You only.

I care none
But I pray You.
You are the Truth
Both inside and outside
I wish to associate only with You.

You are kidnapping me
That I know
And I accepted You joyfully
I am alert
With all eager glances.

Because of my shyness
Because of my distress condition
I stayed for a while
And You asked me nothing
For which I am disturbed till now.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write

I write and I read,
I am the enjoyer,
I am the object of enjoyment.

I care, nobody, while I write,
By writing, I expand myself.

I am my own reflection,
I play with my writings,
I exhibit myself as a living being.

I write to tell what I am,
I myself- the ocean of astonishment.

I am totally dedicated to me,
By continuous writings
In numerous forms
And I enjoy life here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write Always

I write always
My glorious story
With my shining stars.
I dream always
In my life lawn
With your comfort love.
Softly and swiftly
I try to cross the border.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write And Therefore I Am Here

I write and therefore I am here,
I am here and therefore I speak,
I speak and therefore you know I am alive.
I am alive and therefore you fear me,
You fear me and therefore I won the battle.
I won the battle, battle of life and death.
And for that I write what I think,
I think and therefore I am all in all here.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write And What I Write

I write and what I write
All are truth and
All are based on experiences.

I pretend not in life,
Life is sacred, I know
With all love and truth.

I write at the call of my soul,
I hear the hearts always
And I apply my mind therein.

Deep feeling is there in me,
I feel the joy and sorrow
Of my fellow beings.

Yes I am suffering here,
Suffering from birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write My Life

I write my life
Confuse not, I write
Again in rain and
In thunder.
I write, not for
Stones but
For grass.
I write life
Not in clouds
But in clear sky.
Nothing to be discouraged,
But tell the sand
To come with me
For a jump
Not to harm
But to touch the sun
Through sunflower.
Life is to be written
Again and again, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write Poem

I write poem
the way I think
it should be.

You are here
in my poem.
And
I have setup
my mind to
pacify you.

If my thought
If my action
And intention
are honest
If I am sincere
No body can
called me flatterer.

In fact
You cannot
blame a poet.
Poet writes poem
watching the
society modem.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write Poems

I write poems,
Poems on earth.
And the earth is
Writing upon me,
In the words
Of the sky.
I write poems,
Poems on the sky.
And the sky is
There in my hearts
With all fullness.
I write poems,
And poems are there
In words that are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write Small Poems

I know small is beautiful
And I write small poems.
I want to be a small man,
I want to touch all in them.
My light is small
But it is high.
I want to stay at the bottom
With my earth-lamp.
My life is my globe,
I know and I want all
To come to me and see
How I am happy
With all smallness,
That are not to diminish.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write So Much

Loud enough
And hence,
Excuse me,
I am silent.

My mind and
My life- full of
Dreams, and hence,
I am fearless.

Fearless I am
And hence, I write
So much here,
And all are
On truth and
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write The Truth

I write
And writing is
Not a small thing.
I speak
And speaking is
Not an ordinary thing.
What I write and
What I speak
Who has power
To direct me,
To guide me?
What is right
And what is wrong
No one knows.
Where is the air
Who can say?
Yet, I swim
In water to draw a sketch
Of the sky, dear.
My voice, though
Not soft,
Truth is there,
And all know
Truth is hard
To digest.
And I write
On truth,
And I speak
The truth.
It is all
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write To Live

And I live to write
I write on the wall of time
And time writes me
On its own wall.

What is there in the afternoon
I do not know that you know
I know the morning that is
With me always and I am with it
Till the day break.

I know the world begins with me
And I am in this world just to
Challenge and stay for a while
That I perused in the wall
Of my body with a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write To Make Me Fine

I write to make me fine,
I write to see me here
In my pain,
In my pleasure,
In my anger,
In my madness.
I write only for myself,
I know no one is there
Besides me here.
I write
As I want to talk with myself,
I write
As I want to go with myself,
I write
As no one has the same feeling
and same actions and reactions
like me here at this time.
I write
As I want to share everything
with all here.
I write as because
I want to go out
I write as because
I am inside now.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write What I Think Good

I write what I think
Good and worth writing.
I write in my own words,
In my own style,
On my own land with
The air and water
Here for me.
My language is sweet,
Life is short, though,
Life is bitter, though.
But I am not writing
All about that.
I write for you,
I write for the truth.

While writings I keep
My ideology- all love.
While writings I realize
All the truth
That is in me.
I am in conflict with me,
But I'm clear in concept.
I am showing everything,
I am holding everything
That is fine and that shine.
I want to reach all
With my words, and my words
Are so kind to all and they are
Ready to deliver everything desired.

Gajanan Mishra
I Write With Words And

I write continuously,
With words and sounds-
Pure and clean, my
Thoughts are mixed with
So many things, though.
Sometimes I am cool and calm,
Sometimes I am warm and hot,
Sometimes I do change my
Tune with birds, with snakes,
And I write with the help of
Flowers and airs, here and there.
I am unaffected and immutable
With space and time and
Actions and circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
I, Always See You

I, always see you,
I can't say, I know,
Who you are, though.
Literature - useless,
Science - valueless,
Still, my words are
Here, eager to say
Something about you.
I know, truth is
Far behind, also
I know, far ahead
The truth. But I feel
The truth is here
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
I, The Supreme

I am masculine
I am feminine
And also
I am neuter gender.

I am the lower
I am the higher
I am the element
I am the self
I am the field
I am the knower of the field
I am the action I am the seed
I am the womb I am the nature
My dear, I am the verse
I am your life - partner.

Gajanan Mishra
I, Too Am Present

I, too am present
Recognize me,
I am the time.
I am not changing
My colors, be sure,
But it is you.
I am mute, worry not,
Wonder not, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
I, Too, Going

I, too, am
Going with you.
And you are
Passing the star.

The star is there,
I know you
Love me still,
With care.

In both
Hot and cold
You are with flute,
Enjoying life-truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I, You

I, You
This and that
No existence
No division
Real sustenance.

Expression not clear
Nothing is different
From each other
Only one entity
That is our love.

Gajanan Mishra
Ice

Ice,
How can I
Be the ice.
To chill
Is not
My future.
I am here,
See me
Hear my words.
I am here
With you
On this hot day.

Gajanan Mishra
Ice And Sky

Ice and sky
Both are in love.
And I love
Both here
At this Badrinath.

See I am here
And with joy
I take bath in
Ice-full natural
Warm water.

I am sad
With the crumbling
Down of the Himalayas
With Ice and sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Ice Weeps

Ice weeps
Sun dries
In dreams
All came
And stayed
ex cathedra
With full authority.

Gajanan Mishra
Iceberg Problem

Man better
Iceberg problem there.
No wonder
No body think
He is not fare.
All over
It is similar
All over
Man is unipolar.

Gajanan Mishra
Ice-Breaking

I see,
I see this
Ice-breaking moment,
And it is welcomed.

Let us smile and
Greet each other
For the welfare of others,
We learnt it from our forefathers.

And it is true
We are all one and
The same here
Our beginning and
Ending are also the same
If we failed to understand, it is shame.

Gajanan Mishra
Ice-House

Searching relations
In ice-house,
Searching the swan
The stone and the water
And the tree
In coming with
Air light and the sky.

Forgetting who are
Present there I ordered
The elephants
To guard the rape-seed flowers,
Be cautious, this is drum-stick tree
It would break down
At any time putting you in irreparable loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Ichhaku Mara Guli (Odia)

Ichhaku mara guli
Tume banchichha Jaa bhuli
Jaha hebarthila hela
Kaha pati kholi.

Kana tumara thila ki?
Bhida jamauchha bekarare khali.
Paruchha jadi khoja
Samudrare kouthi tumar huli.

Gajanan Mishra
Ichhanusare

Badha deuchhi jouta
Kuaku dia
Kuara thanta sakta.

Gunduchi musara machare
Aasa pakhei pakhei
Dekhibaku swapna
Jouta tumara.

Tuma sathi surya
Aau tumathi aakash.
Bandha upare dekha
Tume kete jogya.

Rari boliba kana Achi
Mu ujagara sadabele
Mandira mothi aahu
Mu hajibaku chenhen na
Drusyare.

Jie nachuchi ghurnijhadare
Tari pruthibi aau jite sie
Spasta bari niswas praswas.

Khola dwara tume aasipara
Khelipara kahipara
Ichhanusare tumara.
Nain badha galani kuaa
Subhasamachara dei.

Gajanan Mishra
It is you
Who is telling
Yourself as man
And is learned
Ans is superior
And there is a
Great difference
Between you and
other creatures
And this idea of
Difference is
Only your conception
Just for your own advantage.

Gajanan Mishra
Idea Of Ownership

Idea of ownership
Must be abandoned
You are telling me.

Dream of material life
Is the cause of bondage
You are telling me.

Here I am listening
And listening only and not
Trying to give up anything.

And I am facing defeat
Everywhere and complaining
No fair trial is going.

It is sure I am killing myself
Yes I am killing valuable time.

Gajanan Mishra
Ideas

My ideas
Are going to ruin me,
But see me
I stood afresh
Before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Idea; Narendra Modi Pm

Ideas can only
Change the society,
And you have ideas
That we know
And gave you vote
As our leader.
Your vision is
Incomparable,
Your lifestyle
Simple and pro-people.
You are the voice
Of our people outside.
You are the strength
Of our people inside.

Gajanan Mishra
Identical - We Both

For our interest,
We both - identical.

Quality is
Perfect ecstasy.

We both are glorified
And in loving service.

Our relation is
Praiseworthy and purified.

Gajanan Mishra
Identification And Identity

Identification and
Identity are not the same.
I may identify
Without taking the help of
Any identity.
The identity may not be
Correct in giving
Full identification.

Gajanan Mishra
Identification and Identity Are Not The Same

Identification and
Identity are not the same.
I may identify
Without taking the help of
Any identity.
The identity may not be
Correct in giving
Full identification.

Gajanan Mishra
Identification Of I

Identification of I,
It is decay, it is death,
It is the feeling of egoism,
It is singularity, it is passion,
It is grief, it is worry,
It is sorrow, it is evil
This feeling- life long,
Pursuits life long- no freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Identify Me Not

I am no different from me,
Identify me not with anything
Other than me.
I have nothing to do
With anything here at any time,
But I am your counsel and teacher
As you know everywhere always
For your own welfare and well-beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Identify Yourself

Identify yourself
With all, my dear,
And render service
To others.

Love all equally,
O my dear, identify
Yourself with
The soul of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Identify Yourself Who You Are My Dear

Identify yourself who you are my dear
And say something about you by enhancing
Love at every moment and by realizing
The truth that is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity

Woman trapped in a mon's body
Man trapped in a man's body
Who is man who is woman
Soumya and swati are one and same
Sex is not main point to
determine individual identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity - Length And Width

Put no question
And get all answers.
Answers are within you.

Just measure your
Length and width.

Stay blessed there
Where you are.

Try not to estimate
Your own value
At any time anywhere.

And where are you,
Truth is that
You are nowhere
And you are no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity - Love

I have identity with you
It is my love.

I find here no sin no virtue
I find here no bondage no salvation.

I have identity with you
I am sure I am in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity - Where Is It

Identity
Where is my identity
That I can show you
I am that, I am this,
And how can I show you
That I am Yours.

I am covered with falsehood
I am Truth and Truth has
No identity as You know,
No identity, no affinity,
And here I am in distress,
And here I am in dark .

O my dear, enlightened me
With knowledge that I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity And Property

Two persons,
One who grabs
and another
who hoards.
And both believe
their identity stems
from their property.
As such I prefer none.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity Card

You have shown
Is fake.

O fakir, you are
Not really
What you are.

You are totally
Another one
Is that one here?

You are travelling
From here there
I do agree.

You have no link
With night and day
I do agree.

O fakir, what use
Of all that
If you are not able to
Say who you are, right?

In fact you are
What you are
No needs of identity card.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity Crisis

I know who am I
I am a man
I respect humanity
I am free to do
For peace friendship
And harmony.
My role is to
Take care of humanity.
My duty is to ease
The tension in the air.
I know who am I
I know recognition
Of diversity is needed
In the present world.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity Not In Crisis-

Identity crisis
My identity is intact, see.

Here is my knowledge
And my real position, see.

Actually I am not lost
Though I am lost.

False identification is
of no use, see.

I am a living entity
I can never be lost.

I am not thinking
What I am not.

Actually I am lost
And my identity is intact.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity Of Land

I believe not
In any slogan or
In any award
Or in any power
Or in road-show
Or in tomorrow.

I know I have
No voice here
As because I am
Poor and in poverty.

But I am sure
It is for me
The identity of
My land is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity Theft

I am in the midst of identity theft
In the midst of burning pieces of wood
I see my limbs are set on fire
This is that material world
I am here made to eat my own flesh
This is the place of vultures of hell
I am here subjected to torment by serpents
Scorpions  gnats and other creatures
That are biting me always.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity With The Truth

Truth is we are Odias,
Truth is our fathers/forefathers are Odias,
Truth is we are residents of Odisha,
Truth is our Lord is Jagannath,
Truth is Our state official language is Odia,
Truth is Odia is a constitutional language,
Truth is Odia is a classical language,
Truth is Odia is one of the best language,
Truth is we have a identity with Odia language.
But by an error we identify ourselves with others.
Let us realize the truth and use odia everywhere.
Let us honor the democratic norms and the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Identity, Dignity And Humility

I am a human,
Because of my mother.
I am a human,
Because of my mother's language.
I am a human,
Because of my mother's love.

My mother's love
And language is my life.
I am a human,
I have this identity,
This dignity and
Humility only for my mother.

My mother is the best and
I have every right to get
Education in my mother-language
On this earth.
Let me live in this world
As a free bird
With all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Idiot / Genius

Who is idiot?
Who is genius?
Who is there
to tell and
tell to whom?

By the way
We lost all
in trial and
error methods.

And still we rise
and said okay
let us try again.
And we tried,
They said successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Idiots Want To Hear

Idiots want to hear
I love you.
I love you needs
Action and reaction.

I am neither in
Action nor in reaction.
Actions and reactions are
In no way helpful, I know.

What I know minutely
I consider it not mine.
What is not mine, I am
Interested in that, wonderful!

This is really wonderful and
I am here to left out my impressions.

Gajanan Mishra
Id-Ul-Zuha

Calm, calm,
Id-ul-Zuha.
Warm wishes
To you all.

Id-ul-Juha,
Id Mubarak.
I wish all good
On this occasion.

For all good
We are together.
For all good,
We are to go
Further and
Far and near.

Gajanan Mishra
If

If justice
Not delivered
Anything offered
Useless.

If food clothing
And shelter
Taken away
Debate useless
On anyother matter.

Gajanan Mishra
If A Father

If you are a father
And you envied your
Own qualified son
Let me say you are a demon.

If power is
Given to you
And you misused it
You are a corrupt person.

If you oppressed others
You are going against nature
You are not a Truth-follower
Remember, your death is near.

I hate him who is against the Nature-Creator
I hate the demon, corrupt person and oppressor.

Gajanan Mishra
If a man is good
Woman can be trained
For a good cause.

By nature
A woman wants
To be a follower of man.

Instruction be given
Not to speak a lies
Not to cursed anyone.

Instruction be given
Not to touch
Impure things.

Instructions be given
Not to get angry
Not to associate with wicked man.

And see only for
A woman here
Everything is fine.

Gajanan Mishra
If A Man Is Here

If a man is here
You can get everything here.
Call a man
God would attend.
Feed a man
And pleased all.
Let the man set free
And get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
If A Man Is Honest

I am sure he is a poet
If a poet is honest
I am sure definitely
He is here to read my poems
Sing my poems and accept
My poems with pure heart
Here in my poems nothing
Is there except the descriptions
Of Ultimate Authority
The Supreme Lord of all creatures
Livings and non-livings and
Here in my poems one can find His
Glories His name His fame and
His pastimes and the aim of my poems
Is to bring about a revolution
In the impious life of a misdirected
Civilization and to establish peace
And stability in the life of all.

Gajanan Mishra
If A Woman Is Corrupt

If a woman is corrupt
The entire family will destroy
There would be intermixture of caste
Family custom caste-tradition would die
Woman is the main pillar of a family
Of a society of a country and
Also main pillar of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
If Able

If able
Open your
Own box
And packet
And see
What are
There.

I am turning
Round and round
And you are passing me
Without noticing
The flying bird
Within.

What more
I want to say,
If able
Please return back
And see yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
If Actually

If you actually want to solve problem
Stop talking about problem
The problem will melt away of its own.

Gajanan Mishra
If Air Is Coming

If air is coming through
This window then no need
To go outside, I am not telling.

If you are here within me
Then why should I call you
Day and night, I am not telling.

As because I am ailing and suffering
I am humble, I am not telling
This is the only way of judging.

Let us rise and awake, my dear,
Let us arms ourselves with truth
And let us fight with love.

It is not good to discover faults with others
It is not good to live with evil thoughts and evil intentions.

Gajanan Mishra
If Anybody Is Anywhere

If anybody is
Anywhere, please,
Come on and declare,
Here, I am a man.

Look, I am a man,
And here I am
With all human qualities.

I am the son
Of a man,
Come on and test me,
If you so like,
But alas,
No one is coming forward
To say this!

Gajanan Mishra
If Belongs To Same Class

There is an attraction
As they belong to same class.

Ears have attraction for words
Skin for touch
Eyes for forms
Tongue for taste
Nose for smell.

O my dear, I have attraction for You
As I am your fragment
And we belong to the same class.

Gajanan Mishra
If Genuine, Nothing To Worry

If genuine, nothing to worry,
If in truth, fear not.
If love is there, no chance of tumbledown.

Gajanan Mishra
If Give And Take

If give and take is
The principle here
If it is the basis
In our relations
Then I am the first
Person to cut off
And discard such relation.

I have nothing to give
As you see and so also
There is no chance to
Take anything from you
At any time anywhere
As I am nowhere with a
Presence of everywhere.

Feel, nothing is nature
Nothing is eternal and real
As you see I am not conditioned
I have my own futility
With the space of truth consciousness
That is useful with full
Authoritative values.

How can I give anything
And how can you take
Just forget what is happening
Here there and watch
Where you are going
For what purpose
Searching your own meaning.,

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am

If I am here
You are there.
Nothing new
To be happened,
But everything is
Changing at every moment.
Thing is that
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am A Poet

If I am a poet
I should not go
With any particular religion.
My religion should be humanity
I must love all creatures with compassion,
I must see the world as my home.

If I am a poet, let me see you
With all truth and truth is
That I love you most.
It is wrong on your part
To categorize me in any group.
Neither I belong to living
Nor non-living.
I am a poet, that's enough- my address.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Fire

O my dear,
If at any time
I become fire,
You please make
Yourself water.

And when I become
Blazing fire
You make yourself
A stream or a river
That can make me powder.

Just see the God within
And pray Him and offer Him
What you are eating at any time
Offer Him your entire entity.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Here

If I am here
It is for you
If I am getting light
It is for you
If the world is fair
It is only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Not

If I am not
My controller
Who is then
If I am not
My supporter
Who is then.

I do know
My spirit
My absolute
My action
And matter
And intelligence.

My questions are
My answers
And in answering
My questions
I found you
You are in me
And I am
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Qualified

If I am qualified,
If I am deserving,
Supreme Truth of life,
Be told to me.

What is the Supreme Truth,
That I know not,
That you know
What is the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Unable To Utter Truth

If I am unable to utter the truth,
I myself should cut out my tongue.
I see everything here in me
And I experience each one's acts.

I myself is the knowledge, dear,
Attain it through intimacy and
Cure your illness and have a vision
That is in you, that is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Water

If I am the water, my dear
You are sap
If I am the sun, my dear
You are light
If I am a being, my dear
You are my seed.

I exist in You, my dear
And You manifest Yourself
In the form you like
I am deluded
And take refuge in You
And I cross all illusion.

O my dear, You know
My past my present my future
I have no knowledge
I have no realization
I am a blind lover
Know nothing besides You.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Willing To

If I am willing to work
With my mother-tongue,
No one is there to
Frame any rules or
Regulations or to
Give any restrictions,
Or to create any problems,
Or to stay on the road
Of my progress,
Or to give command or order
Not to do such and such acts.
If I am willing to work
And utter words, all blessings
Are there with me.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Am Your Enemy

If I am your enemy
Kill me.

Kill me, kill me,
I want to die.

I do not want to
Live with you
As your enemy.

If I am your enemy
Kill me, kill me,
Kill me.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Die

Nothing would happen
If I die, that I know
And still I fear death.
Death is here and I am
Dying at every moment.
What is there in me
I know it is all death
And still I am trying my
Best to live here as long as
I wish though I know
Nothing such would happen.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Disappear

If I disappear,
Who will be there
How can I say.
If I disappear,
What will happen
To this world
How can I say.
But I can say
If I disappear,
The very meaning of
This life-well
Would be meaningless.
If I disappear, nothing
Would be there, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Failed

If I failed to do
Some good to you
I am not a human being
You may called me beast.

Even the beast are there
And doing some good to others
If I failed to do some good to you
Treat me lower than the beast.

All are here one, body differs though,
The water, the air are one, ponds, rivers
Seas, clouds, and other containers
Are different in sizes, colors though.

If I failed to do some good to you
It means I failed in me and I am far from truth.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Feel A Lack

If I feel a lack
I know I have never loved you
And I forgot
The real, never ceases to be.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Have

Destroy me
If I have
a little bit of
imperfection.

I am aware of
What I have
And I am grateful
for the happiness
You gave me.

I know you are
with me always.
Everything I
possessed is yours.

Destroy me
If I have
violated yours
principle of laws
anywhere at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Have Sense Of Mine

If I may be damned.

You were neither with me
Nor will you remain in future with me
You are always separating from me.

If I have sense of mine
I may be damned.

If I keep my desire with me
It leads me to darkness.

Let me think my consequences
Let me practice what is good for me
Let me stay free with all goodness of You.

If I keep my desire with me
it leads me to darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
If I Open

My dog is better
Better and faithful
My parrot is better
It talks as per order
I can not say
About my wife and son
If I open my mouth
I know it is I
Go went gone.

Gajanan Mishra
If It Is Necessary

If it is necessary to come
Come please come
If you do not like to come
Please come come
Come come and come
Till you are not there to come.

This is the tamarind tree
That call you to come
This is the cloud
That call you to come
This is the ant
That call you to come
Come come and come
Till no body is there
To call you to come.

Gajanan Mishra
If It Is Yours

Limit it.
Limit the speed
Of your car
If you can.
Lest it face
An accident.
Check every moment
Damage if any
Check by yourself
Check by sending
To a workshop.
If your car is
Running smoothly
Be sure it is
Under your control.
If your car breaks down
You are affected by it.
My dear, this body
Is your car.
Going with this body
And performing actions
Through this body
Without attachment
And aversion
Check regularly its
Impurity and see that
You have surrendered it
To almighty.
If you are wise
And pure keep your body
And nature under your control.

Gajanan Mishra
If It Pleased You

I am hanging myself
In the sky
Heaven will not come
To home I know
With a wicked witch.

The hell I know
Better I like to go
If you do not come
To my rescue
If it pleased you.

Gajanan Mishra
If life is there
Everything is there.
If life is not there
Nothing is there.
Here is past
Here is present
Here is future,
Stay only with nature.
Your own nature is
there to tell you
what you are and
how you are.
It is true
Nothing can change you
The knowledge, the wealth,
The time, the honors.
And still you are a mystery,
It is better to forget history,
Only in forgetfulness only
You can get peace,
If you are in need of it.
All the words are in touch with you
That I know and it is the truth
You are alive here with all
And wanted to add something more.

Gajanan Mishra
If Money Is There

If money is there
With you,
You are holy.
And your hypocrisy
Is virtue.

Opportunity is
At your door,
If you have money.
And you can speak
Anything to anybody.

If you have money
Most of the people
Consider you
Sincere and saintly.

You can smoke,
You can drink,
You can sex,
You can gamble,
You may be
Animal slaughter,
No matter,
If you have money.

Gajanan Mishra
If My Nature Is

Demoniac,
If my motive is
Selfish,
If I am a man of
Hypocrisy,
Kill me, kill me.

My earth is divine,
My mother is divine,
My Father is divine,
See me, I am committed
To the welfare of all
Here, there, everywhere
If You do not like it,
Kill me, kill me, kill me.

Gajanan Mishra
If My Presence

If my presence hurts others
And on my presence the people
Here feel pain and suffer
Let me go out from this place
O my dear O my master
Even if it is heaven.

If in my presence people here
Enjoy peace then O my dear
Let me stay here even if it is hell
And a place of terrible
Pain and suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
If My Words Are

If my words are
Not coming out
From my clear heart,
Those words should
Perish from the very
Beginning at the root.

If my mind is not
In You, my love,
Let me see the hell
Let me stay in hell
For all the times.

You are with me always,
And how can I leave You my dear,
After knowing, You are the only Truth?

Gajanan Mishra
If the horny covering
On the ends of your
Fingers and toes are
Growing, cut not
Your fingers and toes,
Cut the nail on the way
You like most.
No question to raise
A revolt on any one.
No question to go
To the ocean and take bath,
If filtered tape water is
Here in your own house.
Search, solution is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
If No Fear

Is in you
I do admit
You are really
superior.

You are superior
I do admit
As you see
All beings in you
And you are in
All beings.

I know you are
fearless my dear
And you are free
And you are living
With dignity.

Gajanan Mishra
If Not Able To

You can not make me weak
If you are not able to make me strong.
You can not select properly
If you are not able to make yourself
Apolitical and nonpolitical
You can not do anything here
If you are not able to detach yourself
From everybody from everything.

Gajanan Mishra
If Not Careful

No use of life
If you are not careful.
No use of mirror
If you have no eyes.
No use of knowledge
If you have no commonsense.
No use of developement
If the benefit not reap
By common people.
Be careful be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
If Not Happy

Are we not happy?
We all Indians,
Are we not happy?
If not happy,
What to do?
And if happy
How to touch
The roots?

Let us experience
Everything,
The time and the rage,
The life and the growth,
The hunger and the thirst,
The touch and the taste,
And we all are here
To show the scenes of
The happy river.

Gajanan Mishra
If Ready To

On track -
Men, muscle,
Money, mind.
But not
On track -
Love, heart,
Life, journey.

Sorry,
If black.
The pot is
Calling the kettle
Black.

Hip hip hurrah,
If ready to
Climb the tower.

Gajanan Mishra
If So Like

You may say if so like
Say something
Do something
And continue to learn
And that is incomplete
Minus me.

Gajanan Mishra
If Spring Is

If spring is here now
Remember, summer is not far.

But if love is there, mind it
O my dear, you can't find hate.

Love is love and it is as pure as
Supreme Soul and it is the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
If The Administrators

If the administrators are
Not able to work as per
The norms of democracy,
Let the intelligent class
Come forward and remove them
By force from the post held
And enjoyed at the cost of
The money of general people.

Gajanan Mishra
If The Limbs Could See

If the limbs could see,  
We are out on a limb.

script- Brahmi, language- Odia;
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Gajanan Mishra
If The Sun Will Not Rise

If the sun will not rise,
And it is not impossible,
Tomorrow will not come and
Say rise, rise men, rise
And get refreshed and go
To attend your duty.
No one can direct the earth
To revolve round the sun,
No one can comeforward
And clarify how all these
Are happening here, when
Nothing is happening and
Nothing to be happened as
Surprised or as regular routine.

Gajanan Mishra
If The View Point

If the view point is right
Everything is right.

Remain always
Meek and humble.

Be humbler
Than the grass on the street
Be more tolerant
Than the tree.

My view point is based
On Your presence
And I understand Your presence
O my dear and as such I am here.

You are in my heart
And You present everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Are Errors

If there are errors
Anywhere in this world
It is none of my business
To do anything here.
I am a part of this world,
And I am here to enjoy
With others, I need not
Search for the errors
Of others here as they are
Also made part of this world.
I am only to listen, and
I am to listen in full.
I am only to love and love
In full and stay in truth.
What is truth I need not
Enquire in to as I know
Everything is truth here.
I am to act in full
With proper understanding.
As I am a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Is

If there is love
There is hatred
You can not deny
If there is water
There is fire
You are there
If you are present
You are absent
And you can not say
What happen
If there is truth
There is false
And you utter
The words lapsed.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Is Faith

If there is faith
There is truth
If there is truth
There is everything.

You are the only person
My dear who is regarded as
Everything here and there
And everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Is My

If there is my and there is yours
And a distinction is made
Stir is caused in it
And war is invited
As
Curd is churned
A stir is caused in it
And butter is extracted.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Is No Honest Ruler

If there is no honest ruler
There will be great social disruptions
Plundering of people's wealth
By rogues and thieves
People will be killed and injured
Animals and women will be stolen
Civilization will not progress
No economic development
Unwanted population like dogs and
Monkeys will be there
O poets you are the only person
At this junctions to rescue the people
And take responsibility and find
The way out for the good order
Of the society and the world.

Gajanan Mishra
If There Would Be Rain Again

If there would be rain again
The grass would grow
But the lady bug would not be there.
If there would be rain again
the bird would not sound
the bird would cry all days.
The crow would rise after the rain,
After the rain the sky would get life.

Gajanan Mishra
If They Are Sleeping

The king the serpent the tiger
The child and the fool
Let them sleep
Do not wake them up.

If they are sleeping
Please wake them up
The student are here
The servants are here
The travelers are here.

Gajanan Mishra
If Unable

If you are unable
To see anything
Just hear and
If you are not able to
Hear then say something
So as to enable
Others to know.

To know something
Is to live with honor,
Knowing means giving a
Special eyes through this eyes.
You can see yourself in both
Inner and outer sight
And admit the life okay.

Gajanan Mishra
If Unbearable

If I am unbearable,
Unbearable my words,
Cut my throat,
Cut my body in to pieces.
But I am here to tell all truth,
Truth about love and life,
Truth about language and land.
I am truthful on this earth,
I know this is not mine,
I know I will not stay here
For long, but I know
So long as I am here
I have to tell the truth
Openly and before all.

Gajanan Mishra
If We Are To Wed

If we are to wed
We should wed with truth
And we are here to live fearlessly
Till the end.
Remember, if we are wedding
With the truth, love
Supersedes all and
We are not to face any end.

Gajanan Mishra
If we hope
To get a
Good generation
For peace,
Tranquility
And progress,
We are to take
Steps to protect
The women maintain
The chastity of society.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Actually

Do not think me a beggar
Do not give me rice dal
Edible oil cloth shelter
Free of cost or at
Subsidized rates
If you actually love me
If you are here as my representatives
And you actually want my welfare
Provide me proper jobs proper works
I have absolute right to work
And absolute right to receive
Appropriate fees or payment
For my labor .

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are

If you are pure in heart
Success is there at your door
If you are pure in heart
I am yours.

Love and love
And not wars
That is with us always
O my dear I am here
Come and speak a few words
Listening that I can awake.

I know You are transparent like glass
Like sky like light like love-fight
I know you are calling me day and night
And I am here preparing myself with
Full valor and zeal and flying like a kite.

O my dear, I am certained
And confidence is with me
You must come to me and stay
For a while with the life I maintained
With rules and regulations as you contained.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are A Little

If you are a little intelligent
You must try to know what is Truth
To know Truth is the real purpose of life
Be intelligent and establish yourself here
And be free from all miserable conditions
And live in peace
To live in peace is your birth right
And it is possible if you acquire knowledge
And I must say you are really intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are A Man

If you are a man
See the sky and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Hindu
See the Gita and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Muslim
See the Quran and read it
Everything is there
If you a Christian
See the Bible and read it.
I know what you are thinking
And I dare to say
Your thinking process is not good
It is not for general welfare.
Think over my words
If you are perfect and there.
Are you really know what you are
And I am in doubt whether
You are taking or not
The same water and the same air!

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are A Poet

If you are a poet
Think for a while
About yourself.
Read your own poem
If you are a poet
And remember one or
Two lines.
If you are a poet
Forget me and
Say you have more
Capability to say
More beautiful things.
Remember, you are
Your own master.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Able

If you are able
And willing
Then repay.

Renew your mind
That you are
Only mine.

Add not anything
That is not
Acceptable.

In love
You will not
Find hypocrisy.

Give with
Liberality if you
Want to give.

I know you are here to
cling to
What is good.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Alone

If you are alone
You are in peace
If you want some
Disturbances
Make a friend
Girl or boy no matter
For your satisfaction
You may called your
Friendship love
Or starting of enmity
Or plinth of quarrel
As quarrel needs
At least two
This is nothing new
And we are searching
New friend new cause
Of quarrel.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Capable Enough

I am separate
I am distinct
Do not consider me
Equal with others
Even though I am
Sitting eating walking fighting
Breathing speaking and doing
All sorts of works among them
I know the truth and
The Truth is that
I am doing nothing
It is the actions themselves
They are being done
And I am no way related
And if you are capable enough
Catch hold of them.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Disturbed

If you are disturb
Approach the authority
To solve the problem
And stay peacefully
Every adverse condition
In this universe
Could be rectified
By proper authority
Know this and lead
Your life easily.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Doing Good

If you are doing good
Goodness is there to save you.
If you are a wife
You must guide your husband
To go on good path.
If you are a wise man
You must utter sweet words.
If you are a hermit
You must speak the truth.
If you are a king
You must give good governance.
If you are a servant
You must show your honesty.
Where there is honesty there is good deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Great

If you are great,
If you think yourself great,
Then do always all good things,
To enable the generality of men
To follow you for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Honest

If you are honest
You must read my poems
You know my poems
Meant for bringing about
A revolution in the impious
Life of a misdirected man
My poems are though not
So poetic so artistic
In my poems though
There are grammatical
Errors and mistakes as you said
Still my poems are pure
And accepted by all
As here there is Ultimate Truth
And it is meant for a man
Who is thoroughly honest.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are In Sorrow

Love all and escape your shadow
Love love love and love
Shadow of fear will disappear
Only with love, and love
Love is the light
love is the strength
Love can only fills the heart
And soul with confidence
And commitment
Love all my dear friend
And see no sorrow no harrow
At your door.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are In Truth

Nothing is useless
If you are in Truth
Nothing is farce
If you are in right path
There is justice everywhere
See and it is with you
Nature is playing
Go with it my dear
And you are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Interested

If you are interested
To talk,
Talk in my language.
If you are interested
To write,
Write in my language.
Or else,
I am not here
To hear you,
I am not here to receive
Your letter
In any other language.
In my language
Truth is there,
Love is there,
Earth is there,
Light is there,
Water, air and
Also, the sky is there,
The entire life is there.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Living In Ignorance

If you are living in ignorance
Your life is miserable
If you are living to satisfy self
Your life is in trouble
If you are living for others
Life is good and pleasurable
Enjoy life and life is yours
Your life is meant for others.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Mine

If you are mine,
Why are you there
With others.

If you are mine,
Where are you then
I failed to trace
You out here.

If you are mine,
Make me understand
To me, how dear you are.

If you are mine,
Join your everything
Heart and soul to me
For all time, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are My Friend

If you are my friend,
Return good for good.
If you are my friend
Do no evil at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Not Learning

If you are not learning
Anything, be sure you are dying.
If you are not learning
Anything from my poems
You are really losing the time.
If you are losing the time
Be sure, you are dying without living.
And you are not living with learning
You are not getting peace at any time
And your life is nothing but a machine
Without any feeding and
Destroying everything that are herein.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Not There

If you are not there
Please tell me,
Who is there
And to whom I am
Going at this time.
Please tell me
From where you are
Doing all these for me,
And tell your purpose
Of doing all these.
If you are not there
To whom you have given
All controlling power,
I hear no words from that star..

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Not Trying To

If you are not trying to
Purify your nature, O my dear
There is no use of your human life.

Your human life is at the gateway
To salvation, my dear
You can easily purify your nature.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Not Wiling

If you are not willing
It's okay.
If you are not willing
To give me anything
No matter,
But don't take away
What is with me.
If you are not willing
To do good to me
No matter,
But don't do anything
That is harmful to me.
Be conscious and think the truth
You are I are one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are On Truth

Nothing to fear,
If you are on truth.
Peace is there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are One

If you are one
Nothing to worry,
Be sure, you are getting peace.

If you are two
No one in this world,
Can bit you.

If you are three
You feel secure and free
If you are four
You can jump over the sea shore.
If you are five
You are the first man
And fit one
To acquire bee-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
If you are really a poet
Come to me and show me
Your words with clean chit.

Come to me and see me
I am in your words, my dear poet
If you are really a poet.

Your words are within me
If you are really a poet
Come and take it away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Really Ignorant

If you are really ignorant,
Let me say you are worthless.
I know if you steep in ignorance
You sink downwards.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are So Able

If you are so able,
See the beginning and
the end and say
where you are at this time.
If you are so able to see,
Do whatever you like
by changing the color
the size and the picture.
The picture that is here,
I am sure, it is yours.
I am also sure, this picture
is not under your control.
Rather you are under the control
of the picture that is changing always.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are So Intelligent

If you are so intelligent
See the life and
Not the sand and rocks.

If you are so intelligent
Go for peace and love
Believe yourself and live.

If you are so intelligent
Spread brotherhood and
Declare not war against anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Telling

It is not that
You are a necessary element
It is not that
I am here only to complement.

Think not yourself great
Every one is here
To your stature
See them with bait.

Escape not telling
You are free to go anywhere
Forget not you have some
Responsibility on this score.

If you are telling
You are the only person here
You are absolutely wrong
Each one has got freedom
To do whatever he likes
Everyone is free to go
Where ever he likes
But it is not that he is great.

Greatness is something different, my dear
One who gives everything is great
One who leaves everything is the leader
One who tell not anything is great orator.

You are here and the same
With others, feel no different
This much, mind it
My comment.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are The Sea

If you are the sea,
I am the wave.
We are both
One and the same.

Let me invite you
In this way.

Let me appear and
Disappear
Within your sky.

All is you,
And I am
Within all.

You are to be attained
Once and forever.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are The Son

If you are the son
See your father,
If you are the wife
See your husband,
If you are the leader
See your voters.
Take care yourself
and avoid death.
Being a man you are to
keep with you love
and compassion
Being a man you are to
stay with the truth.
Everything is well and good.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Thinking

If you are thinking
You are a man
You have to perform
Your duty as a man.

Your duty and aim
Is realization of Truth
For this you have to
Cultivate divine traits.

You are free you are strong
You can do what you like
But forget not natural duties
Such as serenity and self-control.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are To Abandon

If you are to abandon,
Abandon your own eating
Drinking, walking, sitting,
Standing, sleeping and waking.
If you are to abstain
Abstain from actions.
I know you are dumb and deaf
To my words and think no value
And in hurry you relinquish acts
Of sacrifice, gift, penance and pilgrimage.
Let me clear, your internal
Relinquishment is real but
External is showy, temporary
And not real. live with real life, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are To Conquer

If you are to conquer
Conquer your own self
O my dear, awake and arise
Wakeful awareness be with you
Go far from sleep and deep sleep
Awake and arise the time is with you.

Try to be free from all goodness
All passions and all ignorance
O my dear, see the sublime process
Of Truth that is within you
Take the advantage and step on to
This transcendental platform.

You are lucky you are here
In this auspicious moment, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are To Fight

If you are to fight
Fight with the lion,
No use of fighting
With an ass.

If you are to live
Live like a lion,
No use of living
Like a pig,

If you are to change
Change your life with love
And with truth, no use of
Changing a life of hatred and filth.

Life is Yours, to change or not to change
Is your desire, choose the good for other's welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are To Give Something

If you are to give something
Give your love-full and lovable eyes
Give your cooperative and helpful hands
Give your feet that is going on the path of truth
Give you head that is bend down before Supreme Truth
Give me your sweet heart, active brain
But please come not with any tips or presentation
On this day, and remember everyday is my birthday.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are To Suffer

Suffer for others
If you are to work
Work for others
If you are to give
Give love
If you are to go
Go to Almighty
If you are to fear
Fear self only
You are my dearest dear
So I am telling you
Nothing is yours here.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Unable To Understand

If you are unable to understand now
Keep it carefully for future reference.

Future makes all things easy and accessible
We all are here for the present that is viable.

Reject not if you think anything impossible
Your thinking has nothing to do.

Attach not anything with your life
Smile always and merge with smile.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Wise

Please say
What is the story of the gamblers
Please say something about
The drama of the woman
Please explain in detail
The adventures of thieves.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are Wise, My Dear

If you are wise,
If you are really wise, my dear,
Desire not for pleasure.
Pleasure derived from this world
Is the root cause of all sorrows
Sufferings, sins and hell.
Desire not for pleasure, my dear
This world has no power to give you pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Are With Your Wife

If you are with your wife
You are between Scylla
And Charybdis
And your wife is
Ever ready to
Add fuel to fire
But men, you
Can not do anything
You can not set a thief
To catch a thief
My dear it is slotted
That can not be blotted.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Ask Me Who Am I

I must say by blood and origin
I am a man, a natural man I am
I am a man of this earth that is dearth
I must say my earth is natural and natural
My skin is natural my heart beat is natural
Forests mountains rivers seas are all natural
The air I inhale exhale is natural
The light I see is natural O dear as you are natural
The water I drink is natural the sky the sea natural
If you ask me who am I and I must say I am a man
I must further add a natural man fully natural though
I stay in unnatural house of bricks cements rods
I am a citizen of man made country with unnatural boundaries
Let me give a clarification in this connection
As a natural man I belong to the whole world
I am writing for each and every creature of this world
I belong entirely to the heart of almighty and
To the heart of all that are here at present
That were there in the past and that will be here there
I am their's as a natural man with them.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Call Me

If you call me
Then I am there
And I am in you
If you do not call me
I am not there
Nor you are in me
And in fact
You are not there
I am not here
And your call is
Just air-fight
In the sky
And bid good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Can You Can Say

If you can you can say
What ever you like
You have a tongue
You have a mouth
Citing rules regulations
I am busy in writing
In reading in watching nature
You are not here to
Bind me citing rules regulations
And I am not here to
Hear you and your
Artificial creation
And I am with my poems
Day and night forgetting
Your life death history
And your imagination and emotion
That have no contribution.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Dare

If you dare
Tell me I am wrong
Tell me I am in delusion.
If you dare
Tell me love is
Not here and truth is not there.
I know you are all truth
And you are available in love.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Desire Something From Me

If you desire something from me
My dear, I am sure you are not in love
If you love me for my sake
It is okay and it is true love
But You are in attachment
You are in lust you are in delusion
And as such I must say go on
In proper street where my house is there
Do not go by other street that is deadly
And dangerous, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If you do not speak
In my language
How shall I understand.
If you like me, love me,
If you want to be my leader
You have to learn my language,
You have to speak and
You have to write in my language.
If you failed to do
It is hypocrisy,
By hook or crook you are
Trying to exploit me
Without my knowledge and by
Keeping me in dark.

Gajanana Mishra
If You Ever Want To Cry

If you ever want to cry,
Cry for your mother.
If you ever want to
Do something, do
For the motherland.
If you ever want to love,
Love your fellow creatures
Who are living with you
At this time on this earth.
Go for life,
Do for life,
Talk live,
And see, you are
Living for the good.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Failed To

If you failed to understand me,
What shall I do!

I cannot change
my nature as you see,
You also cannot do.

What I want to say and saying
If you failed to understand and hear, that is your loss.

I cannot help you, my dear,
I find no way out
to release you from this problem.

Yes, I do admit you are my beneficiaries,
yet I cannot identified myself with you.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Feel Arrogant

If you feel too arrogant
Take a trip to America.
As always happened
You have to replied
About weight height colour
And be a lier.
If you are a Khan
You will be detained
May be you a president
May be you an artist.
Sorry and apology
Is there to make you happy.
If you feel too arrogant
Go for a trip

Gajanan Mishra
If You Follow

If you follow it is okay
If you follow an order
The order has force
If you do not follow
It is stone you can throw
Remember everything
You have done has its own effects
You are to bear, my dear
Follow or not follow
The option is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Have A Dog

If you have a dog,
Bring it everyday
To show us
How faithful it is!

If you have a flower
Bring it everyday
To show us
How fragrant it is.

But breezeless I see.
And I find
Mind not crazy.
I find doors locked
And sea is inside
With howls and hiss.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Have Real Art

Touch not
The screen, but
Touch the heart.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Ignore

If you ignore or
Deny anything
It is sheer foolishness.

You are losing your
Very existence
Within no time.

Continue journey
That is a head
Remembering everything.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Know

If you know
If you know the process
Of freedom from bondage
You are wise.

If you know
The actual heaven
That is the predominance
Of the mode of goodness
You are wise.

You are wise and
True friend of all
If you know and show all
The path of eternal life
Without any personal interest.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Really

Want to read my poems
Then here it is
Blank space
In stormy seas
Just see
Running sky
Through train whistle
And coming to me, got
The lip-wine honey
And comment fine
Through your guitar
You can again call
Rain rain rainy.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Say Me

If you say me life air
I am harassed by
Hunger and thirst
I am in this material body
That is subject to
Birth and decay and not I
Mind is always anxious
And intelligence hankers
For that can not be obtained
And by constant struggle
All senses exhausted
Let me remain aloof, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You See Me

If you see me here.  
Here is my existence  
And I appear to exist,  
And when my existence  
Comes to an end,  
Nothing remains there  
What I am really .

Gajanan Mishra
If You So Desire

If you so desire,
Kill me here.
Kill me there,
Where you are.
I want to die
With you in colors,
In water.
In the air
In any atmosphere.
I want to die
At any time anywhere,
If you so desire,
Kill me but remember,
I am not to die, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You So Like

If you so like,
Show your dareness
And make correction.

If you so like
I have no objection.

I have opened the chess,
Words are mine,
Emotions are mine,
You may reshuffle them
Keeping originality in tact.

If you so like
For all good.

I will be obliged,
I will be grateful.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Think

If you think
I am a poet
I can create
A world as per
Your wish and
If you think
You can fulfill
Your dream
Through me,
O my dear, it is
My fortune.
Give me proper
Words with all
Truthfulness in it.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Think You Are A Man

If you think you are a man,
You are to live like a man,
You are to perform your duty like a man.
If you think you belong to this land,
You are to talk, write and obey
The rules, laws and language of this land.
If you think you are posted here to serve,
You are to serve for the welfare of the men here.

Gajanan Mishra
If you think yourself suitable,
Stay there and listen to my poems.
My poems relate to you and you are
To make yourself change if possible.
Possibility and impossibility,
Everything is there in you
And you are to find the truth
By placing yourself on the right track.
My poems are there, see, read and observe,
Follow my poems in letter and spirits
And see yourself in a different role,
You may fulfill your desire and thereby
You can ignite the fire for all welfare,
Here I am waiting for you in air.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want

If you want
this is my skin
you can see.
this is my soul
you can feel.

How to die
I know.
I know
how to live.
But nobody is agree
to let me free.

You, my dearest
at least say something
say about eating walking
here there as per desire.

Only you are mine
come with mw
come with me to see
to talk to move
and to do things
which conduce.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want Happiness

If you want happiness
And peace, then you are to
Restrain yourself in all
Things and stay free from
All pain.
If you want happiness
And peace, then you are to
Guard your own eyes, ears,
Tongue, speech, hands, feet.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want Me Alive

Do not love me
I would die
Do not touch me
I would die
Do not smile at me
I would die
If you want me alive
Do not love me
Do not love me.

In your love
There is life
In your love
There is death
Do not love me
I neither want to die
Nor want to live
Do not love me
Do not love me.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want Reputation

If you want reputation
Observe the principles
Of religion.
You are an expert man
As because you are able
To maintain your family.
Your main goal of life
is to fill up the belly.
You are truthful
As because you are audacious.
Your hair style and facial decoration
Is your beauty.
Here there is reservoir of water
It is a sacred place, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want Separation

If you want separation,
No problem, it's okay.
But you are fallen,
From where, you to think,
If your thought processes
Are in order and good.

I am here, on this earth
See me and tell me not
Anything that is contrary
To living together as
I know in togetherness only
Life flows like the stream.

It is not the question of
You or I, this is for all.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want Success

If you want success, my dear,
You are to do the same work
Again and again and again
Without keeping any doubt
Realizing the truth on duties
And opening thousand eyes
That are with you and be sure
Milk is there in the udder
Of your earth-mother to feed
But like the calf you are to
Attack for sucking milk,
No question of failure, be sure,
Go on ceaseless and need not pass
Any buck on others as there is none.

Gajanan Mishra
If you want that I should leave,
Then be sure, I am leaving and
Started to leave from you.
But please tell me who are you to
Ask me about anything here and
How powerful you are to desire something
That is not yours here.
You, yourself is not free and
Yet you are trying to give me
Directions and trying to
Pull me out from this place.
My destination is unknown, true.
My living is insecure, true.
My actions are being disturbed, true.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Be A

Qualified servant
You must not desire
Material profits.

If you want to be a
Pure high class Master
You must not desire
To maintain prestigious position.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Cry

If you want to cry
Cry at night alone.
But there is nothing
To cry and still if
You want to cry
Cry alone at night.

If you want to smile
Smile before others
Gentle smile gives
You strength and power.
Smile with love
Opens your hearts.

The world is there,
Make the world smile.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Do

If you want to do
My work
Do it, what and how
I want.
If you want to talk
With me
Talk to me, in my language
That I know.
If you want to stay
Here, in my house,
Stay the way
I am staying.
Let me clear,
You are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Get Peace

If you want to get peace,
Switch off the lights of
Your bed room and close
The ears and the eyes.
If you want to get peace
You are to shut of your mouth,
Cease all works, and sit
Where you are statuesque.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Give Something

If you want to give some food
Give to the hungry
When he is in hunger
At the place where he is residing
Alone or with his family.

Claim not anything
As your own, my dear,
Admit always that
Nothing is yours
You are just a care taker.

Every one is a pilgrim
Every place is a place of pilgrimage
This world is just your own image
Go not forage, you cannot find any foot-page.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Ignore

If you want to
Ignore the world,
Ignore it,
But ignore not
The world is
Within you,
Ignore not
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Know

The secret of rising from darkness
From untruth from mortality
Worship your mother.

Your mother has got light of life
Your mother is truth of life
Your mother is here with you
To give you everlasting life.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To See The Iron Not Black

If you want to see the iron
Not black, heat it in the furnace
Every now and then.
If you want to see a man
Successful, give pain
Every now and then.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Take

If you want to take
Take what is yours
I have no objection
And who am I to object.

No ground of objection
Is there I know
Everything is yours
The time is also under you.

I am in no way
Connected with anything
I have nothing but to
Obliged You till the end.

I understand the value
I also understand what you want to do.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Want To Write

If you want to write, my dear
Start writing immediately.
Start writing with all truth
And with all love that are with you.

If you want to live, my dear
Live with others peacefully
Start living with patience
With tolerance and with all coherence.

Gajanan Mishra
If You Wish

Anything can happen
If you wish.
Sky can fall
Dead can alive
If you wish.

Gajanan Mishra
If Your Wife

If your wife is
going against you,
think, you are in truth
and on right path.

Worry not, clouds
would come and go
on their own way.
The clouds are
not capable to
harm you in any way.

But my dear friends,
You are to stay cautious always,
Living means playing with fire,
Life is a double sharp-sword.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignite Not

Ignite not,
My memory,
I want to sleep.

I want not to wake,
I realize the activities
Of this world.

But I am not tired,
I know the hollows,
I know the echoes.

I know I am not you,
I am what I am here
For truth.
I have my own
Aerial roots.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorance Covers

Ignorance covers
Real knowledge.

And O my dear
You are not here to
Assume sinful or
Pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorance Is Here To Die

You are not here to die, dear.  
It is your ignorance who is  
Here to die on this very die.  
It is the falsehood that is  
Ready to go and not the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorance Is Outside

Ignorance is outside,
Knowledge is inside.
Cultivate knowledge
For peace.
Peace is necessary
To establish truth.
Truth is there as before,
To touch the truth
You are just to go.
Love and dream are
Two gifts of knowledge,
You are to achieve
In the courtyard of truth and
Voice of wisdom you are to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorant

Ignorant
We all,
Ignorant
Our leaders.

Blind we are,
Blind the world.

We are not to
Go anywhere,
But to stay
Here.

Truth is
Far from us,
But we are
Not in falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorant Child

Ignorant child.
O my dear, O my mother
O my father, I am Your
Ignorant child
Soiled with mud
Coming to You
And You are ready to
Put me in Your lap
Without thinking
Whether I am dirty or clean,
See me, I also do not mind
Whether You are going to
Clean my mud, I am just
Beholding You, my dear, that is enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorant Is He

Who performs action
For himself only
Ignorant is he
Though well read
But not enlightened
Ignorant is he
Who bookish knowledge
And full of desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignorant You Are

Have some knowledge, 
don't be ignorant, 
but ignorant you are, 
as you are not listening 
good advice of your parents 
and teachers, as you are 
killing other creatures, 
as you are envious and 
telling lies and you are 
fighting for nothing 
keeping anger, as you are 
not able to know who is 
there within you and where 
are you going from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignore Everything

Ignore everything
But ignore not life.
Life is at the center,
At the beginning and
At the end of all.

Words and lights-
All are there.
The sea and the sky
All are there.

See the world in each life,
See a wave in each life,
If you are able to compare
The identity of one another
For vibration in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignore Not

Ignore not
And ignore
And live
A life of
detachment.

Live with love
But not
With pleasure,
Not with those
That are impure.

That are bad
That horrible
That are not Yours
I know, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignore Not Anybody

Ignore not anybody
See everything destined.

Right here, right now
You can come, you can go.

Poem of romance
I can have without dilemma.

Practice a little more, my dear
Belief not rumor.

I am well aware
As I go how and where.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignore Not But

Ignore not but
Use not for
Political gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Ignoring The Self

Ignoring the self is fatal,
Ignore not anything, anyone,
See and discover the self everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Ill Luck

Ill luck-
Not there
In loss of money.
Ill luck is there
In advising a
Foolish man,
Ill luck is there
In giving shelter
To a bad man or
A bad woman.

Gajanan Mishra
Ill Winds

Ill winds are there, 
and it is common, 
As because a man has 
all enviousness, 
Let us face it with 
all boldness.

Have courage to face 
every odd that are there 
before you and show 
your caliber.

No wife, no son, no brother 
is yours when you are 
playing the role of a 
nation builder, remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
Ill-Fated

Ill-fated, let us called him unlucky
Having a son if a father is in sorrow
Living with a husband if a wife is not happy
Keeping wealth if a man is begging
Being a king if not taking care of his subject
Without any fault if one is punished
Keeping aside good people if one is making friendship with wicked
When earth is here you are sitting on the tree, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Illicit Connection

Illicit connection
With anyone -
Result -
Loss of all
Good qualities.

Neglect of mother,
And mother language -
Result -
All destruction
And death.

No quarrel,
No hypocrisy,
Life is but a Highway
Go straight on it.

Gajanan Mishra
Illness And Falsehood

Illness and
Falsehood
Both are
Dangerous
To the body and
The mind.

Let us reject
All illness
And all
Falsehood for
The sake of
Life and truth.

We are not here to be
Punished by ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Illness And Stillness

Illness and stillness
Both are here with me,
And I care not both.
I want to speak something,
The words are the truth,
The truth is not the words, though.
I think, therefore I am,
I speak, therefore what I am.
I am, what I am not
Without any utterance.
And I break the time
Within me and I comes first
To speak something before you,
The only truth for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Illuminate Us

Illuminate us,
We are all busy here
In our respective works
Like smelling, seeing,
Touching, perceiving.
Allow not illusionist
To do anything with
False impression
By lighting up the lamps
That is within.
Allow us to know
The facts that are clear
And useful for future,
We know all inspiring.

Gajanan Mishra
Illumination

I am in the darkness of ignorance
O my dear, illuminate me
You are my shining sun, you are my intellect
You know me and I remember You
I know there is nothing beyond You
You are beginning-less and transcend the limits of time
O my dear, illuminate me

Gajanan Mishra
Illuminator

Illuminator - the self
And I am established
In the detached self.

Gajanan Mishra
Illumine Yourself

Illumine yourself
By your own inner light,
That can only free you
From lust, from anger
And from worldly pleasures,
That can only gives you
Light and joy and
Peace and all happiness, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusion

O illusion,
You are with your conjuring trick,
I know your formidable army is spread
Over the whole universe,
I know Anger and Greed are the generals,
Hypocrisy, Deceit and Heresy its champions,
Everything is unreal that I understood
O my dear, and it is Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusion And Maya

Maya
Illusion
I do not know
No can can find
Any illustration.

I do not know
Who are you
Angelou
I am least
Concerned with you.

Right and pit
No needs to know
Wrong and right
No needs to know.

Concept of
Heaven or hell
Not also mine
And it is you
To decide Maya
Angelou what to do.

This life
This world
That going to
Start afresh
With this poem
Is not yours.

This poem is here
As it is and
Let me say
In evenness of mind
How I crave for poems
That are actually yours.
Illusion Is Here

Illusion is here,
Know the illusion, and
Within the illusion
Know the truth,
And see,
The illusion is no more
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusory Affection

And nothing more
This union
This separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusory And Temporary

Everything, here,  
See illusory  
And temporary.  
And hence, attach  
Not with anything.

Nothing is in order,  
No balance sheet  
Prepared so far  
By any near and dear  
Or by any officer.

All plans are  
Big failures.  
But brothers, wait  
For the next chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusory Duality

Illusory duality
Here it is
And you are
Entangle in it.
You are deviated
From your own
Best interest that is truth
When you indulge
In praising or
Criticizing the behavior
Of others.
You are in illusory
Duality, O my dear
Consider not others inferior.

Gajanan Mishra
Illusory Relationship

Worldly relationship
Are illusory.
And all are caused by
Misunderstanding.

A fool knows not
How he is under the bondage,
Bondage of material nature,
And taking the risk.

Gajanan Mishra
Illustration

No need of illustration
No application
One power one will
One life-breath
And you may cast that
You want before all.

Question of torturing
Does not arise
It is no wrong to
Tell a lie as you are
In false-world
False for what
Clarified first.

Gajanan Mishra
I'm Damned

I'm damned,
Life, itself is
Punishment for pleasure.

Let me stay aloof,
Let me construct a hive,
Hive of nectar.

Let me express my intention,
Intention to proceed
On the path of love.

Life, itself is
The fruits of love
And truth.

The truth is here and through it,
Let me recognize the truth of time.

Gajanan Mishra
I'M Just Well Mixed

I am just well mixed
Said Frost.
Hearing this
My balloon burst.

I am here to
burst upon you,
my dear truth,
Where are you?

The burner is with me
You can see this
even without your eyes.

I am not burly,
You cannot caricature me,
I am going beyond the time.

Gajanan Mishra
I'm Tired

Please stop,
I'm tired.
Whirlpool,
Spin like a top.
Please stop,
No more dust,
No more force.
Please stop,
Hit and earthquake.
Fighting and killing,
Please stop.
Let me orbits
Birth and death
Round and round.

Gajanan Mishra
Image And Sounds

Tell me what is an image
And tell me what are the sounds
That are coming from that image.

You have eyes you are telling
Tell me what is the Truth and
How far it is spreading within you.

You have mouth you are telling
Tell me where is the sounds
That are here at the hours of departure.

O my dear, really tell me
If you are able to see anything
If you are able to speak something
Producing such sounds that are
Full of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Image And Symbol

Truth is just an image
Love is just a symbol.
If the world is a ball,
We are the players, my dear.
Kick it here, kick it there,
You are at the center, not far.
Tell openly, my dear, the ship,
I am riding to the end is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
More and more,
Turning and turning,
Life is living.
Life is living on hills,
In oceans, on air
For all the sky.
Sand and dust
All around life.
Gold and diamond
All around life.
Colors and weapons
All around life.
Life - image full,
And all good and cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Image Of God

Man is man,
Man is the image of God,
and man has no religion.

Just accept this truth,
my dear men, and stay
in love always,
without any discrimination.

Have patience,
and go on with the beginning
though ridiculous it is.

Have courage
to face the war,
In war, find
peace is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Imaginary

Everything is more or less
Here or there imaginary
Everything is under control.

Everybody is eternal
Ans Supreme Truth
And pastimes spiritual world.

Gajanan Mishra
Imagination

Why imagine
I know not.
But I live
With imagination.

Song, music, life
With all I live.
And I love
To live life.

For you
I imagine,
For life
I shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Imagination and creation,
Both go side by side
And also, together.
We are under protection
Of imagination and we are saved.

Creation is there with us
Since we are living here.
Creation and smiling with love
Both are here and for which
We are all auspicious.

We are in heaven, true.
We are in love, true.
We are for others, true.
But we are not ours - bad luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Imagine, You Are Not Here

Imagine, you are not here,
Imagine, you are taking birth
Two days later,
Imagine, you are my dearest dear.

Only in imagination, the world is
Not revolving, my dear,
Be practical, I am here,
In front of you, present for ever.

Whether you imagine or not
I do not bother, it is the other-
Way round that you suffer
The fear that is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Imagined

All imagined,
Living, dying,
Shortness, smallness,
Bigness grossness,
Cause, result,
Everything and everybody.
All are earth
And nothing else.
All are nature,
Time and activity.
All creation, and
All destructions,
All imagined,
All are but nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Immersed In Pure Love

I am immersed in
Your pure love my dear
I am eating sitting
Playing sleeping
With you all day all night
You are my friend partner
Philosopher and guide
I know You are also a product
Of material nature like me
And I realized it is due to
My pious activities of past life.

Gajanan Mishra
Immersion

Immersion in the great
Ocean of love is great
Work and that should be done.

Remaining in absolute truth
Is a great great life-truth
And that is to be done.

It is the knowledge that to spiritual
Through which everything can be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Immersion In The Holy Water

O my dear it is
Realization of divinity
In the nectar.

Overflowing pitcher
Nectar of knowledge is churned
O friend it is
Beginning of the end.

Day and night
Represent my intellect
O my Master
I know I am immortal.

I am for the good
O my dear and you are
With me here
I believe a good ablution.

Gajanan Mishra
Immobility Seasons

Do not ask any question
Answers are difficult to find
Do not go deep
It is difficult to come out.

Dusty road a head
And well-tempered light
Do not see the sight.

Male or female ghosts are there
Do not go with anybody
Echoes shadows reflections
May allured you in the middle.

What is known about the sky
No wings are here to scattered
And you know I am not here
To answer you any question.

Gajanan Mishra
Immortal

Look, O men
You are immortal.

Only you are to
renounce your desire
Only you are to
Purify your inner sense
After that you are God
You are disinterested
Friend of all
And your actions are
For the welfare of all.

O men, you are to
Know your nature
And you ever remain
Engrossed in your adoration
You yourself is an incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Immortal World

We are not mortal,
Let me declared
This is immortal world.
We were here before birth,
We are here after taking birth,
We will be here after death,
though in different forms and
We are unable to see though.
Let us acquire that knowledge first
and stay happy always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Immutable Entity

Immutable entity,
O, you are.
You are no way
Affected by
Light or dark.

No smoke
No rain
No thunder
No lightning
Can change
Your position.
You are beyond
Creation and
Annihilation.

No flood
No famine
No earthquake
And nothing
Can change
Your position
And power.

O, you are,
What you are,
Pure and clean
Fixed and dazzling
The north-star,
Ever scented flower
Ever good, ever fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Impart No Instructions

Impart no instructions but,
Let all go with the call,
Call of nature and let them
Live in the company of
Day and nights.
No matter- full moon or
New moon but let them
Understand they are the natural
Born son of the soil.
Let us remember, love is
Only our very own.
We are to give priceless words
To each other and stay
With patience to see all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Imperfect

I caught a ghost
That love me most
I love ghost
And ghost is imperfect
Ghost is not there
Is it not correct!

Gajanan Mishra
Imperishable Crown

Poet writes poem
Not for any prize.
poem writing is
Not beating the air
Poet is here
Writing for all creatures
For their peace
And welfare.
An imperishable crown
Is reserved for the poet
The poet has devotion
For world welfare web net.

Gajanan Mishra
Importance Is Given

Is it true?
- The sun rises in the east,
- And I am living,
- The bird is flying,
- I love you.

Is it not true?
- Nature is there to take care,
- Nothing is here or there,
- I have forgotten smile,
- I have so many ways to go out.

What is true and what is not true,
- A matter to debate,
The result is zero, though,
Importance is given to that.

Gajanan Mishra
Importance Of Compassion

Almighty is always gracious,
He knows the importance of compassion,
just cry, 'mercy, mercy, mercy'.

Gajanan Mishra
Importance Of The Self

Importance of the self -
Always there, it is the whole,
Let us recognize it always
For the very existence
Of the world.

Be armed with the self
And proceed ahead.
Use your own position
In proper way
For the sake of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Important Events

Important events
Are there in your life,
Please say
Something about that.

You are progressive
That I know,
You are attending
So many important
Meetings that also
I know, at your work
Place and some other
Places, I want to know
What important sugestions
You have given there
To turn the pages
Of history, please
Say something about that.

Compliments galores
Are here waiting
For you today,
Please say
What you want with
So many huddles.
If you so like
You may say- life
Is as simple as
Huddles. Life is
As fair as the colours
Of this day, the holi.

Gajanan Mishra
Important Fact

Important fact,
Your duty is to
Remember that.
You are to discover that
You are to go for that
Yu are to attain that.
Important fact,
You should not give
Your freedom,
You must not surrender
Your sovereign
Only to fill up your belly.
You should keep faith
With you in tact, important fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Important Not

Important not -
Midday sun.
Important is
You are staying there-
How long.

Life is not
Only an imagination.
It is the cloud
Within the sun.

See life dazzling,
It is there as such.
Ultimately you are to sail,
Throughout the storm
With and without norms.

Gajanan Mishra
Important Partner

Are you my important partner
In all respect?
Are you selfless?
Are you in truth?
I wander.

It is true, I love you
I want your development.
But you? remember,
True partner is always reciprocated.

Come on with new vision
O my dear, I am here
Waiting for you, be clear,
For better future and
World order.

Gajanan Mishra
Impose Not

Impose not your
Own ignorance
On enlightened knowledge
Impose not falsehood
On Ultimate Truth.
And if you are going to
Do it be ready to bear the agony
Of your heart that is most terrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Impossible

It is
Impossible to write
A perfect poem
It is
Impossible to find
A perfect man.

Let us enjoy
In this forest
With all imperfections
Let us discover ourselves
Within all falsehood.

Come on and play
And stop in a sportive spirit
And enjoy transcendental pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Impossible Is Possible

Impossible is possible
We are to go
The signal is green now.

We need more and more
And that is nothing
Neither singular nor plural.

Nobody is going
Only seen and unseen
Just log in.

Gajanan Mishra
Impossible To Fulfill

Desire -
Impossible to fulfill.
Go not with desire,
But nib it in the bud.

Gajanan Mishra
Impossible To Understand

It is impossible
To understand You
By the false
Understanding of
Separateness.
My dear, You know
Everything and
In Your presence
There is nothing
For me to make known.

Gajanan Mishra
Impractical Demands

Impractical demands
Are not wise
What happened to tortoise
You know better
When the tortoise
Wanted to fly.

You know better
Needless to describe
In details
Be satisfied with your
Own post my dear
And go not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Impregnated The Message

Impregnated the message of peace
Morning is the best time to hold service.
Morning is when you rise from sleep
Sleep is the mother-womb of peace.
You a man is on elevated seat
You can present your view point of life.
Stick to the path of service
Impregnation of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Impure / Purified

When you identify
Yourself with
The material world
Your senses are impure.

When you realized
Who are you and
Identify yourself as servant
Your senses are purified.

Unless you purify
Your senses you
Can not be happy
O my dear, think
Think and act
Act and go for purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Impure Men And Moths

Impure men
Are like moths,
They are killed
By their own faults.

Moths, at night
Surround a fire
And impure men
Always with desire.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Cage

My fault?
I know not.
But I am
In a cage.
Reason?
Not known.
No road to
Go outside.
I am sure,
I have done
Nothing here
Or there so
Called-not good,
Not for welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Conclave

I fall I rise
Morning evening
Night day
And dying
And dying.

I open my eyes
See nothing
I hear everything
No sound there coming.

My temple my god
Still alive
My vision my emotion
Still alive.

And I invite
The rage of my wife
And my senses
Five.

I visualised
Sit in a conclave
Not shaped.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Continuous Chain

Life is
In a continuous chain,
And we live in it
Without any limit.

And we live insight,
With all taste and
Sweetness.

And we utter
The words
In volumes.

And we advice
Other for
No reasons.

And we show
Our pride
How in a
Chronological order
We are here.

And we say
We need nothing
But we kept
Our eyes
In everything.

We forget
The essence
In the true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Cycle

We are all
Waiting for a call.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Detach Way

In a detach way
I am performing my duties
Nobody can dump me out.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Dilemma

The dilemma of
What to write next
Is always in me.
And still I am writing,
I know not how
I am able to write
So much with love
In the arena of truth.
But I am writing
And it is all terrifying.
You are putting so many question
But I am giving reply
Sorry yaar, it is all resolving
For all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Dilemma- Poem Writings

The dilemma of
What to write next
Is always in me.
And still I am writing,
I know not how
I am able to write
So much with love
In the arena of truth.
But I am writing
And it is all terrifying.
You are putting so many question
But I am giving reply
Sorry yaar, it is all resolving
For all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Dream

In a dream I am flying
And when I am awake
I am here with You.
Life is a dream
In this dream I am with
These material world
I gain my conscious
I am awake and
I know You are my seed
You are my Master
You are my Father Mother
And what not.
You are my body
You are my soul
You are my reality
You are my everything
And what not.
I am here constant
I am here in highest perfection
I am in Absolute Truth
And I am awake
I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Glass House

See me
I am living
In a glass house.
See me both
Inside and outside.

See there
An ordinary fly
At times sits
On a sweetmeat,
At another time
sits on rotting sores.

There, see the bee
Sits on flowers
To sip honey.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Great Happiness

In a great happiness and wonder
I see You and exclaimed, 'Jaya! , Jaya! '
I am with You here
It is my fortune, 'Jaya! , Jaya! '.
I am part and parcel of Your theater
You are the theatrical actor, 'Jaya! , Jaya! '
I am no way different from You
That I know here, 'Jaya! , Jaya! '
You are the essence of all creatures
I love You my dear being my proprietor, 'Jaya! , Jaya! '
I am within You, You are the time-river
You are the Supreme controller with all air and water, 'Jaya! Jaya! '
You are most beautiful, the Super, my dear
Everything that are Yours with me, let me offer, 'Jaya! Jaya! '

Gajanan Mishra
In A Language

I am talking to you
In a language,
That belongs to no one.
And this language
is giving trouble
To each one.

It is neither a
dialect nor
a sub-dialect.
It is not partitioned
in mates and bounds.

Let me give you
my language,
as you are giving me yours.
There would not be
any wrong any misnomer,
My dear, let me say
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Lighter Vein

In a lighter vein
You can say anything
To anyone, okay!
But not to mother- wife,
To father, father-in-law.
When you are eating
The food of others,
You can't say
As per your whims,
You may be the chief of
Press council.
Mr. Katju, be aware of
Your own position
And see the nation
Or face the consequences
In time's wheel.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Logical Sequence

In a logical sequence,
Let me say this world
Is for all and all
Belong to this world.

This world - I know,
Life is a logic,
Logic of time,
Time of incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Loving Manner

Come to me
In a loving manner,
My dear, I am here.
Come and arise
And know who am I.
Come and feel,
Feel delight
While with me.
I am the truth here,
Come and see, my dear.
Come to me
In a loving manner,
Everything is yours
I am giving you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Means

We are in a means
And our importance
Depends on discrimination.

We are all one
And it is our birth right
To attain truth through means.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Natural Way

It is happened
In a natural way
Nothing to lament.

And you have
No control over anything
Nothing to lament.

No lamentation please
You are in the zone of
Pleasure and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Place Of Sorrow And

I am in a place of
Sorrow and suffering
This place is pleasant
And also unpleasant.

Here there is a mixed
Predominance of one
and the other, my dear
And so why to fear.

I know all actions of mine
Are clouded with defects
I know You are here
Only to accept.

Gajanan Mishra
In a poem
I encaged you
not true.
I make you
free not false.
It is joke
to grumble you.
Take it easy
as routine.
Life binds
timetable
not true.
I make you
free in poem
not false.
Take it granted
you are free
in this world
of tree
true.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Poem You Can Find

Direct from the core
Of the heart of the poet
That is so true
So lovely
And here reader's joy
Knew no bound
The poem also shows
The eternal affinity
Of the embodied soul
With love with truth
The poet through his poems
Wants to release all
From all sins
My dear, read the poems
And avail this
Golden opportunity of
Listening and reading.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Queue

You said
Be in a queue
And I clarified
I believe not
In queue.

What is a queue
What for in a queue
You could not answer
I left the queue.

Returning from queue
I said look
The queue is in me
And you are lining up
In a hurry.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Regulated Manner

Let me enjoy
My pleasure
In a regulated
Manner.
Let me move
Higher and higher.

I am firm here,
Through, not proper.
But I am a
Responsible householder.

I remember,
Which day comes
Monday after,
Let me read there my future.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Second

You can finish
All and everything here
That I know.

And I know, O my dear
My love is here
For ever, no one can
Finish my love.

No one is inferior
No one is superior
Here, O my dear
I know it s a creature.

Each and everyone is
Under the law of nature
And the law of nature
Is under Your control.

I know, Only You want love
You want pure devotional service
And I am ready for it
As a living entity.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Single Moment

You can achieve anything
In a single moment
You can topple me.

Be peaceful and silent
Just for a moment
Untie the knots of desire
Within your heart.

Go not with mutual
Flattery and exploitation
Be in control with your
Body mind and speech.

Be in detach with victory
And false pride.

Gajanan Mishra
In A System Of Language

In a system of language
We are the prey.
Prey of misunderstanding
And hatred with
Inferiority complex.

Permit not all water
To flow.
But permit that are there
With the stream
And the tide.

Feel the pulse of the day,
Hear the words of the moon,
Live with the rising sun,
And go with the star.

Gajanan Mishra
In A Transparent Way

In a transparent way,
Let the truth known to all.
We know the truth is for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
In Aching

Hues and cry -
Nothing new.

Everything is
But natural -
Throwing rotten eggs,
Using cunning mind,
Exploiting tender hearts,

I lost
In aching.

Gajanan Mishra
In Adroit Manner

Let Gajanan Mishra
Come to the stage
Shakespeare Wordsworth
When out of phase.

How beautiful is the dawn
Please explain
Here is Gajanan Mishra
Not to lodge any complain.

No upper no lower
It is only mishra means mixture
Cooperation and coordination
In adroit manner.

Gajanan Mishra
In affection and confidence
I am staying here and asking
You, my Father, all about here.
I know, You are all and all
To know about something
Is to know You, as You are in all.
I am Your son, I am Your servant
I am here to serve You each and every time
O my Father, You are my life-stream.
Let me pray before Your good self
Give me a chance to serve, as I deserve
Give me a chance to know that You preserve.

Gajanan Mishra
In Affidavit

In the affidavit
I have declared everything
Relating to my name, address,
My occupations.
In the affidavit
I have declared how
And in what circumstances
I have done all things
Without any personal interest.
In the affidavit
I have declared everything
Relating to the vastness
Of the sky.
In the affidavit,
I have mentioned the light,
The breeze, bliss, vibration,
And also all sorts of circulation
And value of alphabets
That have relation with me.
See and peruse, my dear,
And experience in your own life,
Rest is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
In Air

A leaf, in the air. 
See there.

And I scream 
In dream.

Scripts are fair, 
I know, on this earth.

Because of scruples 
I am reluctant to 
Receive all.

Selection and 
Election are 
The principle 
With no prejudice.

All are there 
In a place of opportunity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Air I See

In the air I see
And what I see
That is there.
I know nothing
Is there, that
I know not.
I know not
The air.

Gajanan Mishra
In All

In all I am yours
In all you are mine.
Everything and
Everybody is yours
You are in all.

I want you
For pleasure
Pleasure is not of the self
I love you and
It is not an error.

Gajanan Mishra
In All - Right  ????? ??????? ???????(Odia)

?????? ??? ????????? ????? ?
? ????????? ????? ????? ?? ????????? ?? ??????? ????? ??
? ????? ???? ??? ????? ?????? ????? ????? ?? ??? ?????

English rendering;

In all everywhere right is there.
All are created by nature and would be there in nature.
And who are in the middle, their end is there.

Gajanan Mishra
In All Forms

In all forms,
You are okay,
Rise and awake.

Spoil not time,
See me.
I am within.

Rise and awake
And march forward,
I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
In All Respects

In all respects, I am fine
All my offerings are only for You.

Each and every day, I
Each and every moment, I
Wish to stay with You.

You are my only ground
Where I am standing as yet.

I am a tiny creature, not at all powerful
I am happy and enjoying my life, with You, in full
I am telling myself always, be cool, be cool.

I am unable to understand what are these
And how all these are going on here.

Thinking within myself I appeared
And I disappeared as such in Truth
With a perfect scene at the sight.

Gajanan Mishra
In All Statues Of Life

You are suffering
Truth conscious life
Is the best option.

Let me see in a form
That I can see should be
Your prayer, my dear
No other way is there.

I am your love
I am your Truth
See me feel me
From the core of your hearts.

Truth is here and it is open and
Nothing is for me to make known.

Gajanan Mishra
In all words and in all laws,
There is light and there is the clear picture.
But we the mischiefs are trying to
Pull back the wheel of progress
For our self-interest and
For this, we suffer much.
We dare not to speak the truth,
The truth is there before us, though.
We are not blind, true,
We have both hearts and minds, true.
We know the road-map of joy, true.
We know both coal and gold, true.
Still, we are helpless,
Still, we have no idea about the sunrise.

Gajanan Mishra
In An Embarassing Positions

I am in embarrassing positions
With so many wives.
And all are trying to attract
Me in their own ways.
And I am certainly embarrassed.
I am not able to advance
On my path of truth
And I am always disturbed.
Here I am suffering
Like anything, see me.
No way to go out.
Help me, my dear,
Show your mercy and
Let me live with you only.

Gajanan Mishra
In An Empty Pocket

In an empty pocket
I can go anywhere,
I need nothing for
My living and delivering
Speech in my own tongue.
I, even need no
Audience, no readers,
To listen or read me.
I need no certificate
From anyone on my
Role or character.
I am, what I am here.
I prefer to stay happy,
Without any rank or power.

Gajanan Mishra
In An Orderly Way

Maintain me my dear,
In an orderly way.
See, I have nothing to give,
I am poor and also foolish.

You have given me everything,
I do admit my dear.
Yet I am poor for my own faults,
I feel no sensation, I have no blood.

Give me strength to fight, dear.
Give me voice to raise,
You have given me the language, no doubt,
Yet I am good for nothing, not using it
At any time anywhere at my home,
Give me the courage to move forward, my dear.

I am here under pressure,
Let me learn something from nature, dear.
Let me realize I am free and sovereign,
Let me know who I am and how to stand
Before all here in all weather.

Gajanan Mishra
In An Unknown Land

In an unknown land
I search my identity.

I search my identity
In the cry of the vulture.

In the cry of the vulture
I measure the waves of the sea.

I measure the waves of the sea
In your love my dear and
I want to touch you therein.

Who you are I want to know
In the darkness of life.
But the life I find full of light.

Life- I find full of light,
Where in I find the earth smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
In An Unmindful Way

In an unmindful way,
Lipi is watching the rain.
And I am going to Lipi.
I asked, where are you Lipi?
And Lipi answered
She is in rain.
It is Lipi's morning,
It is Lipi's day,
Undoubtedly I can say.
I must say
Lipi herself is the rain,
Who is crying for
What she has lost.
What Lipi possessed
Is not sufficient
Lipi casually told me yesterday.
Lipi is in the reflection,
Lipi is in punctuation,
Lipi is in meditation,
But Lipi is unmindful,
I dare not to ask
Any question further
To Lipi or to anyone here,
My fear fears Lipi only.

Gajanan Mishra
In Anger In Grief

Let us come together
To take proper actions
To prevent ruthless
Killing of innocent children
Old aged and women
Regardless of politics.

We all know killing of
Children women etc
Are the works of mental
Ill patients
Let us come together
To tackle those people
Who use firearms
In the plea of shooting
And self-defense.

Let us come together
To take meaningful actions
Against cold-blooded murders
And to save all educational
Institutions as they are
The sacred and brooming
Place of our future generations.

Gajanan Mishra
In any way,
You desire, dear,
You would get
Success and
perfection.

You are a man,
And you have power
To finish all
Miserable conditions.

But in the morning,
And in the evening,
You are to take
Great attention and
Care with love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Arms

With open arms,
It is true,
We are here arm in arm.
We have one air,
One water,
One light,
One sky.
It is true we are
Trying to fly,
And everything we find here
Within arm's reach.
And we find nothing
At arm's length.
And we have so many arms.

Gajanan Mishra
In Banana Tree

In banana tree
Only once
The fruit
Banana appear,
But even that
Fruit is given
By the tree to
Others with respect.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between

Here, You are,
There, they are,
In between,
I am suffering.

I am suffering,
And it is divine,
It is in good faith,
In my own time line.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between Blue And Yellow

In between blue and yellow,
It is there, the green.
It is life, it is in grass,
In leaves, it is flourishing
With all materials and
Our life is greenish, it is
White when we see, it is
Colourful as we wish.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between Fatherhood And Sonhood

See me, in between
The fatherhood and
The sonhood.
Who is the father
And who is the son
Difficult to say.
Still as usual,
We are telling for
The sake of the story,
Not true, though.
We should live
Like the cow,
We should live
Like the tree.

We should go
To the ocean
To float.
We should go
On fighting
Gorillas war.
We should know
How to install
Again on this earth.
We should know
Where to go
And we should go
Taking all wishes
With us that are good.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between- I Exist

Feel me,
I am here
With you.
I am here
In between
Black and white,
I exist
And I appear.
I appear
And I disappear.
See me
In my disappearance,
Feel me
In my appearance.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between Life And Death

Here we are,
In between the life and death.
Here we are,
In between the earth
And the sky.

The sky is looking at us,
By ringing the bell,
And the earth takes care
Our living here.
The air, the fire
And the water all together
Making a plan in a mysterious way
on the path of eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Between One And Two

In between one and two,
In between existence and
Non-existence, you are there.
You are there and I feel
Nothing is far. I feel no fall.
You are there, no danger is there.
The star is calling me and
I am also hearing your call.
What I achieve here all
That are yours. And I am
Getting everything as your
Legal heirs, everything that
Are there within and outside
The taste, the colours of the air.

Gajanan Mishra
In Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar is in dirt
Nobody has a clean and
Open heart
Here there is no
Transparency chart
Here permission is
Not granted to cart
Bhubaneswar is in dirt.

Difficult to say
The faces a man
Bears here
Difficult to know
Who is enemy
Who is friend
Politics in Bhubaneswar
Soon comes to an end.

Gajanan Mishra
In Border

I cannot say
what is going on there
in the border area.
I cannot say
what to do here at home
if there is a war.

I must say
please understand my dear friends
we are here on this earth
and we are all brother and sisters.
And I must say respect others
And give love and affection
But if they are out of orders
Give them a lesson to come on track.

Gajanan Mishra
In Born Nature

Inborn nature
As a man
Is to love all,
To acquire knowledge,
To search for truth.
Inborn nature
As a man
Is to cross
The border of
All passions,
All ignorance
And even all goodness.
As a man,
You are to know
The world is
Full of fire,
And not a bed of roses,
This world is
Not to make merry
But to do one's won duty
Sincerely, faithfully.
Inborn nature
As a man is to look
To the bright side
Of a thing always
Positively and
Reach the goal
With tolerance
And patience.

Gajanan Mishra
In Both Ways

It is not mine,
I am not here
To accept it.
Yes, it is mine
Let me accept it.
But what is mine
And what is not
I am unable to know.
Let me know, my dear,
Or else, I would
Commit a serious
Mistake in both ways
By taking and
Also by not taking.

Gajanan Mishra
In Calculating World

Here we are
In this calculating world,
Here we are
Telling ourselves great.

Preceptors are here
But no proper guide
Pupils are here
But not on track.

We are what we are
In the lap of nature.
O my dear, please appear
Yet again and tell us
Front to front that are
Real and beneficial for all.

Gajanan Mishra
In Changing World

In this changing world
You are with me
And I wonder
An ant is my master.

In this changing world
Nothing is in change
And I am sure
We change but not the world.

In this changing world
I am not so strong and
Healthy to protect myself
And you lament.

Gajanan Mishra
In Clear Mirror

You see your face

In faith
In austerity
In scriptural conclusion
In full sense, mind control
And in meditation
You can see Your Soul
And the Absolute Truth.

You can know who you are
And how you are here.

True knowledge is within you
O my dear,
And you yourself is the Absolute Truth
You are all auspicious
You are your own spiritual strength
You are yours, my dear
You are the whole, see this in Self-mirror.

Gajanan Mishra
In Clear Words

In clear words
Let me speak
With transparency
In respect of
Truth and love.

Let me speak
Truth and love
With transparency
In respect of
Clear words.

With transparency
Truth and love
Let me speak
In clear words.

Gajanan Mishra
In clear words, let me declared
I am here, see, for all the times
Let me clear, this world is mine
That I am telling is not true
And also I am not here to
Disapprove it whatever I have said
Though all are not within the purview
Of Truth that are in You.
And I realized the power of attraction
That are there eternal and unique bliss,
What is required is to get myself free
From desire anger pride and envy
Though heavy they are since the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
In Clouds All

Nothing opened,  
All in clouds.

And we have to  
Knockdown.

Dream, imagination,  
All cried.

And we have to  
Take care.

We have to proceed  
Forward with our  
Images.  
We have to fight  
With the enemy  
Within first.

We have to touch the stone  
With care.  
We have to stay  
With integrity and honesty.  
We have to perform  
Our duty in a manner  
We like  
And that suits  
The time.

Gajanan Mishra
In cold and heat
I stand still.
In pleasure and pain
I stand still.
In gain and loss
I stand still.
I am alike to
My friend and foe.
I am alike to
Honor and dishonor.
O my dear, I am here
See me free from
Attachment and I hold
Blame and praise equal.

Gajanan Mishra
In Colours

I believe not
Colours and
In colours.
But I believe
Life, as it is.
My salute my earth
With its vision.
My earth is
My reality
My real poetry.
I desire not
To leave this earth
This earth, with life,
Is my eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Conflict With Myself

See me I am always
In conflict with myself.

See me I am going away
From me and myself.

The world around me is here
And I am out of fear.

It is the world that is
Enlightened and not I.

I am here as usual
Nothing to hear nothing to tell.

It is struggle it is consciousness
Life is in peace it is in truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
In Contact With You

I am coming in contact with you
And I am not in truth
My living entity is in danger
This is nature.

Gajanan Mishra
In Contradiction

You are watching your own life
That is in contradiction.
Truth-false
Light-dark
Up- down.
But my dear
Nothing like that
Are there remember.
Life is as free as the sky,
Just forget one thing
That you are living.
No problem is there in life,
And remember if there is any
Seem auto-solve system is there.

Gajanan Mishra
In Contradictions

Life is there
In contradictions.
Enjoy life -
Remember, life is
Not yours.
I am not here
To break your
Emotions.
I am also not here
To harm you
In any manner.
But I am here to
Show you the correct path
On which you can go
And reach your destination.

Gajanan Mishra
In Correct Words

I am here
And going there.
But I find
No difference
With these
Two places.
From here
I am going there,
Or from there
I am coming here
I am not able to
Tell you
In correct words
Correctly, excuse me.

Gajanan Mishra
In Danger Life

In danger life always here,
And you said nothing to fear.
No architecture and nothing
And you said worry not, here
See and observe everything.
In black and in white life is
In glories always everywhere.
All crumble, all alive,
All busy in battle, all exist
For all with flesh and kiss.
All donkey, all tiger, all are
In danger, no savior on dotted
Security line. But they all
Run and run morning to morning.

Gajanan Mishra
In Darkness

Have some reality,
Have some values,
And keep no one
In darkness.

Be transparent
And keep basic relation
With grass root,
With the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Day Light

Wait for the day light
Wait for the right time
You can give your call
You can sing and declared
Yourself as herald of the bloom.

Gajanan Mishra
In Dead Heat

In dead heat,
In reverse gear,
But we are not in fear.
We are all here
In this world in together.

Gajanan Mishra
In Deep Blue

In deep blue
Of eternal joy
I lost myself.

Gajanan Mishra
In Deep Dark

In deep dark,
See, I am
Missing.
True, nothing
Is there.
Somebody,
Somewhere is
Crying for
Nothing.
No stone,
No weapon can
Help at this time.
But my dear, you
Are thinking otherwise.

Gajanan Mishra
In Deep Gratitude

I am composing poems
I am composing
In deep gratitude
For your love
For your dedication
Throughout my life
I know you are the pillar
And you are able to shoulder
All truths and world peace
I know you are my eyes
I know you are the charioteer
And you are committed
To lead all to happiness
You are the future of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Deep Sea

In deep sea
I am now
Bewildered by
many a fancy
Entangled in
Snare of delusion
Addicted to
Gratification of desire.

Gajanan Mishra
In Deep Sleep

I have seen all here
In deep sleep.
With no reason
who can say!
Consciousness is there,
but they are all unconscious.
The snake is giving protection
To the true witnesses,
And I have came to see again
and to feel how the living is!
There is love for all,
And love is the only truth here.
Why should one cross the ocean?
Let me play my game as a creature.

Gajanan Mishra
In Defence

Nothing to say,
Nothing to do,
Nowhere to go,
In defense.

And you have to
Forget the past
And the present.
And you are
Nobody to tell
About the future.

Only you can do,
To love all,
To serve all,
To hear all.

Gajanan Mishra
In Demand

In demand,
Air, star,
Love, life.
In demand
Morning,
Evening,
Day and
Also night.
Live life,
Like a hero
With zero
Liability.
Give everything
What you have.

Gajanan Mishra
In Democracy

In democracy
Writ of the peole runs.
In democracy
Representatives should not
Called leaders.
In democracy
Representatives must not
Act as er whim.
In democracy
Representative should not
Show dictatorial style.
In democracy
Representative should not have
Arrogance of power.
In democracy
Treachery and
Ruthless decisions
Not good.
In democracy
The representatives
Should be sensitives
Towards sensitive issues.

Gajanan Mishra
In Democracy People Are Supreme

In democracy people are supreme
People elected their representatives
And sent to parliament to make laws
On behalf of them.

To make democracy a success
Endemic protest is necessary
To make the representatives in order
They should cautioned.

People are the soul of parliament
Parliament can change but not people
People are the root parliament is foot.

Come to the people O parliamentarian
O representatives of people
People are your master
You are there in different posts to
Serve the people and to do all welfare works.

Democratic institutions are for the people
Without people the state is a big zero
In democracy people are supreme
Do not handle the people in whim.

Gajanan Mishra
In Detail

I want to know in detail
About you, about your uniqueness
About your beauty, my dear
I know you are most beautiful
What is in you that is
Not in others.

I want to go deep and deep
To the deepest part
To the innermost part
Where I can find myself
Where I can say How lovely
The time, the place.

O my dear, I know
No book, no dissertation
No PhD thesis can describe you
Nobody can see you
You are with all
You are everywhere though.

Gajanan Mishra
In Details

I like to tell
In details,
The incidents
That are happenings.

But I know,
Nothing is there
To happen.
I know,
Everything is
Well settled.

Let me consult him,
Who has perfect knowledge,
In different matters,
Though, all wonders.

Gajanan Mishra
In Dilemma

Dilemma, itself
Is not good and it is
Not for the welfare
Of all, avoid dilemma.

If, but, that, etc etc
Are the step-brothers
And they are not sure
What they are doing.

But where there is Truth
Where there is love
And where there is righteous works
No one can check you, my dear
In performing that works
But you need only courage.

Gajanan Mishra
In Discrimination

In discrimination
There is ignorance
In ignorance
There is discrimination.

Doubt subsists
In imperfection
and in perfection
There is me.

O my dear, for you only
I am rising
And for you only
I am writing.

Gajanan Mishra
In Disguise

In disguise
You are coming
To me
And I recognized You.
Very truth is that
It is the very trick
To live, you said
openly before all.
And I fear
When we tied
To each other.
It is Your
Rhyme You said
And it is my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Dispassion

Light the lamp
And see moths
Are there and
See everything.
Here in your life,
Dear son nothing is
Lacking, try to
Understand all.
But see everything
In natural forms
And take it easy.
Nothing is there,
Worry not, just stay
In dispassion.

Gajanan Mishra
In Distress

In distress, I pray
I pray in distress
O my Master, before You
I know You are here before me.

The content of my prayer
Is not known to me, O Omniscient
I know only You are here before me
And taking all steps for the welfare of all.

I pray, only pray, my dear
Without any thought without any word
You are my words your are my thoughts
You know better than me what would be better.

Gajanan Mishra
In Drama

In drama
You are hero
And the best actor
I have no knowledge
About abc of the drama
I have no voice of my own
I have no knowledge of my own
I have no means to express my self
In gestures in speculations in words
They say I am a foreigner
They say I am using foreign language
And my concept is not clear
My expression is not transparent
And they forget they have same status as I
I know You are alone here
As producer as director as coordinator
And hero and actors and actresses
You are the sole master here
Tell me O my dear what to do for the future
I am staying as a fool and ignorant
And show me the correct path so that
I can move hence further.

Gajanan Mishra
In Dreams

In dreams
I saw
So many things,
So many persons.
And they claimed
My blood, my flesh,
My heart and everything.
But I said
I belong to none.
They got angry
And attacked me.
Now I see
No one here or there,
I am waking up.

Gajanan Mishra
In Due Course

In due course
Time annihilates
Everything
Admitted fact is that
Time is most powerful
Going with the time
One can reach
Anywhere he want
And O my dear
I know You are
The controller of time.

Gajanan Mishra
In Each And Every Universe

In each and every universe,
I am there, see me, as seed.

So long as I am there, dear,
You have nothing to fear.

No option, but to come to me,
Remember dear, and be aware
of the truth there when alive.

And life and death are nothing
But your identity, your activities,
Your sleep, and when you awake,
See, my play in confirmed status.

See the product, the birds, the trees,
The clouds, the sky, the dust,
The energy, all are one in different forms.

Gajanan Mishra
In Each And Every Verse

In each and every verse
You are here in Your
Innumerable personal expansions
I know You, my dear
You are the Supreme Controller
Of all here throughout the universe.
I know You, O infinite
Your personal energies effect
My creation maintenance and
Also the destruction
You are always pure and in
Transcendental consciousness.
You are here in my each
And every verse with your wonderful cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
In Each Day

In each day
I am thinking,
Thinking about you.
I am thinking
At every moment.
I know you,
I realize you,
I know nothing
Is there to do.
It is you
Who is giving me
Everything everyday
At every moment.
I am thinking about
You only at every moment.
You are my real man,
Who is within me.
You are touchable,
You are reachable,
I am living with you,
I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
In Emptiness

See me, dear, I am in emptiness and going towards wholeness.
Wholeness is there in my life,
But I failed to find it without your grace, and for this,
See I am worshipping you, knowing fully well that you are within me.

Life is a medium, life is a media and you are the controller of life.
Still I am living here and remembering you at every moment of respiration,
You are telling me in whisper to stay calm and I am in obedience to you going here and there without any discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
In English

In English
There is no mistake
English is nobody's language
English means mixture
Do not force anyone
To follow rules and grammar
Everybody knows
He is free and fair
If meaning is understood
Everything is okay
And in English
You can not say
There is mistake
Just count the birds
Just see the sky
Just catch the air
And say everything is fair
Please be seated
It is for you
This English chair.

Gajanan Mishra
In Entire Judicial System

In entire judicial system,
No one can find justice.
What is justice no one knows?
Vanishing brilliance is
Everywhere, true.

Gajanan Mishra
In essence
You know me
I know You.

I love You
You love me.

It is not that
There is no affinity
it is not that
I am not in You.

You are beyond me
That I know
And I am running
After You.

I am tranquil
I am free
In essence
I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
In Etween

In between us nobody is there
And we are together.

We are together
For you I am everything
For me you are everything
No body is there to interfere.

We are together
You are my father
You are my mother
You are my friend wellwisher
You are my brother
You are everything for me
I am everything for you.

You are calling me
I am calling you
I am going
you are coming
In between coming and going
We are staying together.

We are together
I am here
You are here
With fullfaith
We enjoy the life
All times to come
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every House I Dwell

In every house I dwell
In your sight I dwell
What you can not see
There also I dwell
What you can not perceive
There also I dwell.

I dwell I dwell
At hour heart at your body
At your field at your food
I dwell I dwell
And you can find me
If you desire.

After finding me, you are
Free to decide yourself
What to do what not to do
Where to go where not to go
Remember, O my dear,
I am in your thought
I am in your action.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every Person

You are in every person
Sinful or virtuous
Foolish or wise
Poor or rich
Sick or healthy
man or woman
You are in every person
Caste color creed
Order of life
You have made no distinction
Give me qualification
That I deserve your realization.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every Respect

In every respect
You are all in all
You are my dearest dear.
In every respect
You are wonderful
Your activities are wonderful.
In every respect
You exist
You are full of bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every Step

Step by step
And in every step
You can see
My detachment.

I am exclusively alone
I am in me
Where You are
Sleeping carelessly.

I the fortune of nature
My dear, am fully conscious
And moving always
Without any favor.

Newer and newer are my associates
I am restlessly moving
Here and there that is
Enlivening and resourceful.

Hundreds and thousands are
My forms you can not count
And to you I am bound
See, I am paramount.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every Thought

In every thought
O my dear, I behold You
I am constantly
Thinking You.

I am not attached
To a fixed abode
I have no sense of mine
I know, everything
That are happening
As per your sweet will.

I have no contrary feeling
I am not in doubt
About You, O my dear
I am engrossed in You.

Gajanan Mishra
In Every Way

In every way
Your performance
Should be good.
As you are wise
You should perform
Actions for the welfare
Of the world
Without attachment.
You should know
All actions are
Performed by nature
Self is not the doer
As such mind it
You are not to enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
In Everything In Everybody

I know You are everywhere.

You know everything here there
That are happening always.

I know my name is not correct
I know my life is not permanent
I know there is nothing called time
Still I am here and You are watching me.

Nothing is in complete form I understand
Always everything is changing I realized.

It is not within my purview to show what is what
And You are watching me and awaiting for a reply.

I have no word to express myself
It is You who knows me better what for I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Everyway

In every way
You are superior
To everyone here.
There is none
Equal to you, my dear.
You are your root,
My dear son, keep it
With you.
You are the base
Of your thought.
Keep your thought
Neat and clean
And go on doing your
Works in a truthful way.

Gajanan Mishra
In Excellence

In excellence
Surpass all.
Know all
About what who
Where why.
And I fear
Words cease,
Nowhere to reach.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fact I Know

In fact I know all these are
Transitory fleeting destructible.

I am not here for you I was never
You were not for me hereafter cease to be.

And you said you love me
I said I love you
If you are heat I am cold
If you are in pleasure I am in pain.

In fact we love each other
You are east I am west
Our friendship is the best.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fact, A Dream

In fact, a dream,
And I am therein.
Silent, I am,
And you are
Forgetting me.

For eyes and
For nose
Everything is
Life.

In fact, a life
A reality.
The speech,
The poetry,
All for me.

Gajanan Mishra
In fact, I Am Not A Poet

In fact, I am not a poet,
But I am composing words
And trying to express myself

Gajanan Mishra
In fact, we are not one
We are staying in one place though.

We are distinct, we are separate from each other
We are but in love for the welfare of all
And sacrificing ourselves.

Together, we are here, to do all actions
But, we are noway attached to these action
We are separate and distinct from everything
We have here in these way.

Still we love and it is the force of love
That binds us together.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fairy Tales

In fairy tales
So many things
Are there to happen.
But in reality
No one should
Expect such
Things to happen.

Life is there
In real world.
Let us touch life
With love and
Compassion.
Let us see each other
As the very self.

Problem will not
Arise if we
Co-operate for a while.
Time is there
To run over us
As usual and
We are blind to
See anything.

But we are to
Ensure our feet
Should be there
In right places
So long as we are
Telling ourselves
We are living,
As we are in real world.

Gajanan Mishra
In False Pleasure

This or that,
For residential purposes,
Not a happy land.

The real happiness is there
Where there is truth,
And the truth is not here in this world.

Still, we are living here
To stay in false pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fashion

I am writing,
And my writings
Are in fashion.

Read my writings
And live long.

Here is love
In my writings,
Here is truth
In my writings,
Read my writings,
Try to understand
The meaning of
My writings and
Sing life’s song.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fear

Looking on the ground
I found star moon
I found my dear
You are the noon.

Looking on the ground
I found my dear
The lion and the tiger
And you are here.

I am in fear
Loo
All are in cheer
And you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Ferment

In ferment
Our lives,
Our universities.
In ferment
Our food,
Our dietary habits.
In ferment
Our words
Our debates.
In ferment
Our lifestyle
Our tolerance.
For what, breaking
News remain silent.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fire And Air

Here you are
In fire and air
In earth and water.
My dear, here in you
The sun and the moon.
You are the living legend,
My dear, you sing, you dance.
You blow horns for all.

Gajanan Mishra
In Flowery Language

In flowery language
Pleasure is there.
Attachment to pleasure
Is the cause of birth.
Birth and life and
Attractive appearances
Are perishable and unreal.
Where is peace here
In this life or where is
Alimony in this-worldly faith?

Gajanan Mishra
In Foolishness

We are all
In foolishness
And in sleep.
We are hankering
For more money,
For more women,
But not for
More knowledge,
Not for any sacrifice.
We are adulterated
In contact with
Falsehood.
We are not going on
Searching the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Frames

In frames,
See me,
Enjoy my beauty,
Taste my life,
Hear my words.

Going outside
Is to face troubles.
But in trouble
There is new path
And in new path
I stay therein.

Come to me
And see everything,
If any doubt puts questions.

Gajanan Mishra
In Friendship And In Love

In friendship and in love,
Everything is free.

A gentle smile,
Eradicate misery.

Gajanan Mishra
In Friendship And Love

In friendship and love,
It is okay - everything.
In living and death,
Simple rules - suffice.

In righteousness and virtue,
It is all good and perfect.
In smile and divine,
Light and divine- all glee.

Gajanan Mishra
In Full

In full
Go on enjoying life.
It is yours only.
Conquer the time,
If you are to
Conquer something.
Explain the truth
If you have discovered it.
Success is nothing,
But failure is everything,
You are to learn.
Attention be given
To each and every part
In purity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Full Public View

Hartal to harass,
Pure vandalism,
All shameful.

Gajanan Mishra
In Fullness

I am freed in fullness.

Situation changed
With cats and dogs.

Is it my house?
I am confused.

No strict principle
Apply here.
I am bent down,
But with truth.

The sky is lighted.

I realized my position,
I am a service holder.

One who is poor, if you ask
I must reply, it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
In Good Condition

I came here  
With all simplicity  
And clear vision.  
I want to go  
From here in  
All good condition.  
Let me know  
The time and situation.

Gajanan Mishra
In Good Deeds

In good deeds,
Pleasure is there.
Pleasure is there
In true happiness.
True happiness is there
In ascetic life.

Gajanan Mishra
In Good Order

If you are so anxious, my dear
To hear, arrayed yourself first
In good order.
No doubt, you are your world,
If you want to know the truth
First detach yourself from the world.
You are the main cause of the very truth
And you are here for the welfare of all
Those who are in truth and are righteous.

Gajanan Mishra
In Goodness

1.
In goodness
Let me tell
In all white form.
But mind it,
The color of ignorance
Is not black.

2.
I am being charged
What I am not.
But what I am
Not known to
Anyone here.

3.
How many world
I can't say.
And why should
I say.

4.
You said reddish,
Not like that, though.

5.
Come a enjoy,
Called perfect -
A day.

Gajanan Mishra
In Governance

In governance
Let there be
Openness and
Responsiveness.

In governance
Let there be a
Commitment for
All development.

People in general
Are the real owner
Here in this republic,
Let them supplied
Accurate and precise
Information in titbits.

Gajanan Mishra
In Great Astonishment

Let us look at
One another in
Great astonishment
That we are alive here.

We are rising up and up
And regaining fresh life
Every moment and stood up
By our own strength.

Gajanan Mishra
In Great Danger

Life here,
Always in
Great danger.
How to enjoy
With the fiery
Iron arrows-
Time, not known.
It is glaring
But burning
Everything into
Ashes, see
Through perfect eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
In Great Ocean

See me in this great ocean
That has no end.

Tell me not anything
Besides me I have no opponent.

With the setting of the sun
Go outside in darkness
To enjoy life in restaurant.

I am really the unholy
Burden for the earth
And I pray to change me
For other’s welfare
I am now surrendered
And at Your disposal
At this time unconditional.

Gajanan Mishra
In Grief

You have accepted
The unreal as real
And as such in grief.

Gajanan Mishra
In Happiness

In distress
You remained
The same.

Gajanan Mishra
In Heart

See me,
I am always
In your hearts.
And let me satisfy
With your behavior
And character.
I am here,
Yours, forever.

Gajanan Mishra
In Heatwaves

In this fifty degree
Heatwaves,
Let me count moments
Like butterfly,
Yet, I find time
Enough to fly
And to
Measure the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
In High Feather

Mother and mother,  
My mother,  
Your mother,  
We are the sons  
And daughters  
Of one mother-  
The earth mother.

Father and father,  
My father,  
Your father,  
We are the sons  
And daughters  
Of one father-  
The sky father.

Mother is here,  
Who is our feeder.  
Father is here  
Our protector.

Mother and father  
Our feature,  
We are for them  
Here, and we are  
To be in high feather.

Gajanan Mishra
In High Position

You have attained
This that high position
And it is due to
Your own labor
I have nothing to
Disagree with your words
O my dear
And I think
Never was a creature
Born in this world
Whom power
Did not intoxicate.

Gajanan Mishra
In History

I discover
Everything for me
In history.
In history
I see
What you are.

At the beginning
And at the end
I consolidate
My position.
I recall my language
With the plant
To answer fair
On the land there.

I enchant all
Together for
A change in
The society.
I talk
With the sky
To clear the words
For the dew on the grass.

Gajanan Mishra
In History I Discover

I discover
Everything for me
In history.
In history
I see
What you are.

At the beginning
And at the end
I consolidate
My position.
I recall my language
With the plant
To answer fair
On the land there.

I enchant all
Together for
A change in
The society.
I talk
With the sky
To clear the words
For the dew on grass.

Gajanan Mishra
In Hollow

We are all in hollow
And going towards
Holocaust.

Gajanan Mishra
In Human Form

Here he is
The poet
In human form.

Here he is
The benefactor
To all,
Peaceful and
His soul
Surrounded to truth.

Here he is
The poet,
The lover,
With all glories
of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Ignorance

No discrimination
You can not say
I know and
I know you are
In ignorance.

I further know
You have no
Sense of duty
You are childish
And you are hard-hearted.

Gajanan Mishra
In Inbox

I found nothing
In inbox.

Endless searching is
Still going on.

Gajanan Mishra
In Life After Life

In life after life
Let me be Yours always.
I do not wish to
Gain from You anything.
I want only to serve You
I want only to love You.
In life and after life
In life after life.

Gajanan Mishra
In life Be careful My dear
To those Who are busy Always chasing With the hound And runing With hare Of course It is clear One swallow Does not make a Summer Still careful My dear, as always They are to Fish in troubled Water.

Gajanan Mishra
In Limbo

Lack of foresight
Life is in limbo.

Nailing the truth
If strength is in you
Blow me out.

Gajanan Mishra
In Limited Over

In limited over
I have to bat
And run that has
No limitation.
In a single word
I have to set
A standard
That cover the
Entire nation.
In a single life
I have to see
All those are living
And tell them
How to calculate
And arrive at
Valuation.

Gajanan Mishra
In Loneliness And Pain

In all loneliness
And pain,
You are there
I know.

I know the meaning
Of your smile
And walk
And play.

It is your sound
That made me hear,
It is your presence
That made me see.

I see you, I hear you
All in love, all in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Love

In love
No warranty no guarantee.

Love bluff
Blow horn
Page turn.

Turning morn
Turning eve
Go on sleep
Night clip.

Love shows face
The man in space.
True love
Need to lead
Not content
And point the way.

Gajanan Mishra
In love and in war
Everything takes place
As the law of nature
And the situation demand.

In the field of
Struggle for existence
One can do anything
To fill up the belly.

Question of victory and
Defeat does not arise
Forget death and birth
And do what is required.

Lament not for anything
Forget not you are working under eternal time.

Gajanan Mishra
In Love- I Learned From You

No differences
In love
Love devours
All differences
I learned
From You.

Pull and push
More and more
Fervent craving
For the love
I learned
From you.

Greater love
To serve the world
No impurity of
Personal comfort
And selfishness
I learned
From you.

Gajanan Mishra
In Love With Love

With love
I am offering you
This leaf this flower
This fruit this water
And in love
You are there
To receive all
With pleasure
And love is all.

Gajanan Mishra
In Loving Manner

In loving manner
The true poet
Turns all towards
Righteous and just
Path who are going
Against ethics and
Righteousness.

In loving manner
Having no pride
The true poet
Protect and pray
All from suffering
And encourage all
On the path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
In Madness In Love

We sat together
We ate together
Lay on same bed together
You are my love
You are my everything
In love in madness
I have done so many things
Forgive me forgive me
Forgive me forgive me.

Gajanan Mishra
In Material Advancement

I am not interested
In pounds, in shillings,
In rupees, in pence
Or in any material advancement.

I know, no advancement is
There in anything
That are not mine, and
Where in I am not there.

I am there in my thoughts,
In my peace, in compassionate,
In friendly terms and in realization
Of the self at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
In Math Class

In math class
How to write a poem
Come and see
If you so like.

How to attract a friend
In and out of dream
Come and experiment
it would be no problem
That you comprehend.

Gajanan Mishra
In Memory

In memory,
Nothing.
Only dust,
Only flame.

All fire
In me.
All flap,
All fizzle.

But no inertness,
No inelegant
In me anywhere
At any time.

Gajanan Mishra
In Merit

No degradation
Of senses,
No mind is
Deterred.
No saying
Is false.

And I live life
With great zeal.
And I see
That stars
With light.

Everything is
Being distributed
In merit.

Gajanan Mishra
In Miseries

I am
In the midst of
Material miseries,
But the path of
Liberation is there,
That I know.
I want to go,
Give me permission to go.

Gajanan Mishra
In Motion

I am not able to see anything
Because there is nothing.

There is decline of righteousness
There is rise of unrighteousness
And nobody is there to come forward.

As there is nobody and nothing.

I am not able to say anything
Because my statement can not conveys
The infinitude in space time and causation.

As I see nothing and nobody in motion.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Area

I am in my area
There is nothing to dispute.
I am in my area
I can do whatever I like
Openly and in mute.
I am in my area
It is open and simple
I am in my area
I am in peace and stable.
Please do not grumble.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Body

In my body,
You cannot find me.
In my mind,
You cannot find me,
In my senses
You cannot find me,
You cannot find me
In my intellect
Or in my life breath.
You can find and
Realize me in my own self.
You just believe me
And see what I am doing
From the very origin.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Entirety

You know me
in my entirety,
nothing to denied.
And you are already
attained to me.

O my dear, I am
very loving to you,
It is true, I am
no way connected
even to my life-breath.

Thou art dear
being your part
and parcel, your fragment,
You represent all with loving nature.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Form

I am living in my form,
In my form, I am composing poems,
In my poems, I am reflecting
My sense of humor.
And I understand the system,
In due time, I let you know
Who is the superior authority
And what for not coming to the front.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Heart

O my dear, You are in my heart
You are sitting in Ratna Sinhasan of my Love
And I call it Jewel pedestal of Love
Wood stone earth no matter my dear
You are all in one that is only Love
Nomenclature of love may change
But O my dear you remain unchanged
O my deity, I know you are formless
But I can call you in the name of Christ
In the name of Allha in the name of Jagannath
In the name of Balabhadra in the name of Subhadra
In the name of Madhaba, Bhudevi, Sridevi, Sudarshan
And in so many countless names air, water. sky. light
You have so many eyes I know
Round eyes, Lotus shaped eyes,
You are white you are black you are yellow
I know you have hands and no fingers but left finger-tips
You have legs no feet but you have left foot-mark
You are like log-bar, you are like water-fall
O my dear. I know you and you know me
And this is your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Heart - You Are

You are in my heart,
See and feel and experience,
I exist for your satisfaction.

Who am I to give you satisfaction,
You are to satisfy yourself, my dear,
You are satisfying me at all times.

You are seeing me, I am under your control,
You know me, I am unable to know you,
Look, I am trembling here before you.

Gajanan Mishra
In my heart -
No one else,
But you, dear.
You lay dormant
In body-wood
Like the fire.
And dazzle in the sky
Like the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
In My House

In my house
You are all powerful
You are all in all
You are my dictator
O my dear
I am just a guest
I am just a spectator.

In my house
You are doing all
You are seeing
You are hearing
You are eating
You are sitting sleeping
And doing all sorts of activities.

In my house
I am a puppet
And You make me dance
As per your tunes
In my house
I am in delusion
And you make me
Enlightened by your vision.

Gajanan Mishra
In My House I Am In Fear

I am in fear
In illusion
In bondage
In distress
In my own house.
Who is there
Who can keep me
In peace
In happiness
Who can give me
Smile and faith.
I am burning
In me in my house,
And all are watching
Me in their skin-eyes.
They are asking me
Where is the house,
Where is the fire,
What for you are
Feeling so.
And I am smiling at them
For their ignorance,
I am crying for
Their misfortune.

Gajanan Mishra
In My House, See I Am

In my own house,
See, I am seaching
And asking myself
Where I am.

No one is there
Besides me
In this house,
No answer to
My question.

I cry, I smile
In my own house,
And the world is
There watching me
For nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Mirror

Still I am here
In my own mirror
To see the morning star.

Still I am here
To tell you, czar,
I am not far.

But show your own feature
And go for a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Name

In my name
If you so like
You can take anything.

In your name
I am living,
See here I am.

In our names
The world is moving,
Let's watch it.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Own Coin

I am getting here
In my own coin.
It is my pleasure
That I am with you
For any exchange offer.
But I found you
Not here.

I found you
Not here,
And I found the world.
I know this world
Is deceiving me
At every moment but
I am busy in my own business.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Own Hands

In my own hands
I am killing me.
On my own legs
I am going away
From me.
I know not
Who and
Where am I.

I am the man
Of my own empty vessel.
I am the man
Who is making his
own voyage
Within his own body.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Own Idea

Let me stay
in my own idea.
I know and I feel
My words distract me
from my idea at time.
Let my words sound better
I need my idea and
also my words and
my affections and let
the world remember.

Gajanan Mishra
In my own light,
I am composing poems,
Only for you.

Only for you.
But think not
I am bubbling
For nothing.

There, you are.
There, the light,
And here I am,
All are meaningful.

Yes, my compositions
Are uniquely mine.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Own Reflection

Nowhere I
See you,
You are
Everywhere
I know, though.

In cold
In hot
I feel and
My feelings
I expressed
To you.

I see
The time
In you.
And I find you
In time
Therein.

I give you
Recognition,
And there
I see
The fire.

In my own reflection,
I discover you,
With love
And with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Own Self

You are here
in my own self.
I am there
in your own self.

Within this earth
I am trying to
See a flower.
Within the flower
I am trying to
See the life.

I exist as you see,
You establish yourself
In my very existence
That is created by you.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Poem

In my poem
You can find me.
Don't miss me
Don't miss my poem.
In me you can
See your face
And your face
Shows what you are.
Thank you sir.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Poem - I Am

It is not like poem,
But it is the poem.
The Poem is life,
The Life is in love
And also the Life is in war.
Enjoy the life, my dear,
Come on, see me, I am here,
In my poem- clear.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Poems

You can find me in my poems
You can see me in my poems
You can hear me in my poems
I am in my poems
You can follow me by reading my poems.

Be sure you are with me
Be sure you are my eye witness
And you are keeping all evidences
That make me declared Yours
And here there is no miracles.

Poems are not miracles
Poems are truth and truth is all powerful
Truth can make the lame to walk
Truth can make the blind to see
Truth can make the dumb to speak.

Believe in truth and it is yours
You can find my poems in truth
You can find truth in my poems
Poems are being written about you
You Yourself is a great grand and only poem.

Gajanan Mishra
In my poems,
Each word is a pearl
And in the surface
Of each word,
One can finds only
Love and truth
Of life,
And my each poem
Is devoted to all.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Sorrow

In my sorrow
Within me
I stayed.
See me, the sky,
The air, the earth
And the water
All are here
With me,
My sorrow is
Rising without
A ray of ight.
Whose curse?
How can I say?
I am dying
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Time

It is my turn to say
But I can not say
The blossoming of
Impossible flowers
But I said
And you have not
Filed any objection.

In your time
You have done nothing
And gone away with
The modes of nature
And you have established
The fact again nothing
Is yours that you needed.

What is fact
What is perfect
Waiting only by all.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Timeline

Let me mention you
In my timeline.
You are there, I know,
For all days to come.
Neither you are ordinary,
Nor I am, my dear.
I hereby acknowledged
Your presence and
Countersigned on
My life for all good.
I am under your
Direct guidance that
I know dear.
I follow you with love.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Transcendental Creation

This world is
My transcendental creation,
And I am therein.

My own name, fame
Form and pastimes
All are here.

Just search and know
The truth of time.

The revolution is there,
The evolution is there,
And I am therein.

The cause and the effects
All are there and I am therein
While testing myself.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Universe

I am my universe,
And see me,
I am burning.
Who are you to see,
What will you do?
Touch and reply
If you can.
I am the victim,
And you are trying to
Hurt me, kill me
At every moment with love.
Hate me, to live
I want not your love.
I want my life unhurt.
Leave me alone,
I want to be cured
By myself.
My victory is
Within me.
Leave me alone.
Each sunrise tells me
How to fight and
Get blessings
From the sky.
At day time each bird
Tells me how to stay
Carefree on top of the tree.
Each one in my universe
Tells me so many words
And I am smart enough to
Catch all for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
In my verses I see life,
I believe not death anywhere,
I believe not hate,
I think hate is another form of
Love without any mixed.
I wonder, nowhere and
I appear in multiforms.
Nothing to separate,
From nothing and I think
My life my live verse
That has everything.
I invite all to come and
Enjoy without any disturbances,
For a bright future ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
In My Words

In my words
I dwell.
Eternal-
My words.

Peace and beauty-
Two ways.
But both are
Products of struggles.

The sky and
The light there in me.
And I consume
The time.

Gajanan Mishra
In Nature

Talk not
And feel
Nature.

Feel not
No meaning
Of talk.

Observe
Changing life
In nature.

Life, itself
Is here
With nature.

Gajanan Mishra
In Need Of A Heart

I am in need of your heart
And you are telling that
You have kept your heart
In the hole of the tree-branch.

Your heart is very sweet, my dear,
Please go from me and return back
To the blackberry tree and come
To me with your heart.
I know your body has no value
For me without your lovely sweet heart.

Who so ever you may be, my dear,
See me I am in water waiting for
The fruits of the tree and I
Wish to stay here till your return.

Gajanan Mishra
In Need Of Comforts

You are
In need of comforts
And luxuries
And praise
And honour
And fame,
Here and
Hereafter,
And let me say -
Not good.

Good is not
Under the definition chapter,
It is true - self
Cannot be given up and
It will be there
As heat and light
With the fire,
And we have to meet
The beginning and the end
Side by side.

Gajanan Mishra
In Need Of Music

I am in need of music,
I am interested to
Hear the soul in it.

I want to stay undressed
I am interested to
Hear there the waves
Of the heartbeat.

Sunshine is there, I know.
Piercing the dark,
There appeared the light.

My dream is there with it,
I want to read
The colorful tweets,
And the dream has it.

Gajanan Mishra
In Need Of You

Am I
In need of you?
Am I
Not enlightened?
Am I
Not natural?

Share me
Your thoughts,
Real fortune
Find there.

Say not no
To any one,
Here everything
Is yes.

Gajanan Mishra
In Neem Tree

I see you
In neem tree
In front of my house.
I call you,
I invent you,
I name you,
I want to make you
A reality.
Nothing more,
Nothing less,
I want to give you
A life itself
In silence
For my own self.

Gajanan Mishra
In Negative Terms

In negative terms
I heard about You, my dear,
In negative terms
I heard You.

You appeared before my eyes
O my dear, I am able to perceive You,
I preserve my life only for You,
O my dear, only for You here.

I know, my dear, my life is a celestial tree,
And it is all Your blessing, my dear,
Enough is enough, and I love You
And I continue, I may continue to love You.

Gajanan Mishra
In Nonacceptance

In nonacceptance -
Life's happiness.

In detachment -
Real enjoyment.

No negation, but
Stay in all positiveness
And proceed ahead.

Reach somewhere and
Say I am here.

But where you are,
A great question
Remain unanswered.

But wait and tolerate,
Still, in question mode.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Form

You have only one form
This universe
I see
You are visible,
Seeing You, O my dear
I attained a state of
Eternal peace and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Line

Let me say
Freedom from
False identification
Of the self is
True intelligence.

It is the process of
Naming and nothing else
And it is earth’s
Transformation and nothing else.

The only real is
Substance earth that is
There as before, please know
The perfectly complete whole.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Place

Different names,
Different places,
Different colors
Might be there, but
All are one,
And all belong to
A place that is one,
That is the earth.

We are the earth,
And nothing else.
We are telling us
Living entity, but
In fact, nothing and
No one is like that.

Gajanan Mishra
In one place or another
I try hard to live myself.
I am with all, true,
Yet, I feel lonely.
Direct protection is
Given by time, I know.
I am unlimited and
I am with eternity, I know.
I am not strict and
Never stick to anything
Anywhere at any time.
I am sure, no influence
Of curses or evils is
There on me.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Poem

In one poem
Let me see
Infinite poems.
I know this poem
Is imperishable.
I am sure
The total universe
Is here in this poem.
This poem is
Both mutable and
Immutable.
If any insentience appears
It is due to my own
Attachment and ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Way Or Another

In one way or another
I am better
Better and a conqueror
A soldier a fighter
Already a winner
Such is the nature
In one way or another
Be a twitter.

Gajanan Mishra
In One Way Or The Other

In one way or the other
Every action involves violence.

Action desirable to one
Is undesirable to another.

Because of heedlessness or error
An action may not be performed well.

Gajanan Mishra
In Onion

In onion,
You can find nothing
You can also find everything
In this onion.
And it is onion
That can save you
From summer.
Keep an onion
And go
Under hot-sun.
Feel no sun-stroke
And it is onion,
What you feel
In the price-rise
Tell everybody here
At this time
Openly, my dear.
Onion is yours
The land on which
Onion grows is yours
The administration
Who controls
Everything including price
Is also yours.
You have every right
To say right thing
For welfare of others
And to save onion
That is at this time
Going unreachable.

Gajanan Mishra
In Open Air

In open air
I find all.
I find all
When desire.

When desire
I color.
I color
The star.

The star
In open air.
In open air
Near, not far.

Gajanan Mishra
In Open Sky

In open sky,
The flowers are dancing.
In open flowers,
Insects are entering.

And no insecticide
Would help at this time.
Nature itself is
Calling me and I'm going.

Where is the road
In the sky,
I know not though.
I am going to measure
The time and for the result
All are waiting.

Gajanan Mishra
In Order

Put the house in order
Be a clean recorder ideologist.
Spell out your policies
Go and stay with the people.

Gajanan Mishra
In Order To Relish Oneness

We become two
in order to relish oneness.
We long to provide
ourselves every comfort.
We have full claim
on each others.
We are giving service
and no one is master.

Gajanan Mishra
In Original Language

Tell me
What you want
In your
Original language.
And I know
Love is only
With you
As original.
In truth
You are original,
Without any doubt.
In love
You are to show
Your originality.

Gajanan Mishra
In Original Position

I am lonely,
I am alone.

But I emerge
From the true conception of life.

And life cannot be removed
By any means.

I am the mirror of
My own pure consciousness.

I am the perfect knowledge
That cannot be eradicated.

I realize my purity
And I am here
With all goodness,
In original position.

Gajanan Mishra
In Our Language

Make me understand
What you intend to convey.
Make me understand
At least, in our language.

If you utter
In foreign language
That I am unable to understand,
Excuse me, words are useless.

Gajanan Mishra
In Our Own Circles

In our own circles
we are wandering.
We are wandering
keeping our own
identity in reserved.

We are interdependent,
here at this hour.
Under the stars,
Dictators, ourselves-
we declared.

The stars are
Falling down and
it is no wonder, but
we are dear to each other.

Gajanan Mishra
In Our Success And

Ultimate destination is
Ultimate destruction.
But we are going on
That way in a perfect form.

We have our own religion,
Our own rules and procedures
And regulations with
Rituals and injunctions.

But the fear of storms
Can not be ruled out.
The meaning of life is there
In our success and failures.

Gajanan Mishra
In Outer Space

In outer space,
Let me travel.
Throughout the life
I wish to fly
In the sky.

Is earth
Not the sky?
Is sky
Not live?
And where I am,
If not in the air.

Only with my desire
I can go
Up to the star.

Gajanan Mishra
In Own Note Book

In own note book
I want to write
Your name.
I know you are
Taking pain.
You are thinking
Who you are and
What you are doing,
How far you are pure,
All that I want.
And I salute you
For all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Pain And

In pain and in pleasure
You are there with me, my dear
That I know here.
I am in thirst, I am in hunger,
You are smiling at me, my dear
That I know from the river.
I see and I hear, you are
The creator of all horrors, my dear
That I know from the fire and
From the water.
You are my peace, you are my love,
But you are the razor, my dear
Who is with me here in this winter
To create a new culture.

Gajanan Mishra
In Peace

I am not eating, see
I am not moving, see
I am not talking, see
And I am in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
In Peace Feel Me

I know, peace
Is not there
In miracles,
In occult powers
In scientific inventions.
But I am in peace,
I am nothing and
I am there as you think.
I am not
To be known,
I am not
To be seen.
But I am here
Before you, feel me.

Gajanan Mishra
In Pillow

In pillow, in bed
I discover flood,
With very high tide,
Flood of tears,
Taking away
All freedom but
Floodlit is
There for me.

Gajanan Mishra
In pleasure,
All.
Feeling free
All.
And let life
Grow with
Everything,
Virtues.
Light and
All flowers
There.
And the earth
All for good,
Only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Poems - Life

Let us go together
And learn
What is life
In our own poems.
Read me and
Follow me and
Feel me and
Say something
If you so like.
I am here
In your poems,
In your words,
In your thoughts,
In your life.

Gajanan Mishra
In poetic world
See me always.
Poetic world is
The only truth
That I must say.

And what is
not poetry
Tell me
If you are honest
I see in your genes
All honesty.

Poet is he with all good
Poetry is its fruit and cool
Beautiful and wonderful.

Gajanan Mishra
In Poetry

In poetry
I am discovering
I am rediscovering
Myself
Repeat in poetry
I am discovering
An rediscovering truth
And again in poetry
I am discovering
Rediscovering love
And I am told
Love truth and poetry
All in one.

Gajanan Mishra
In Poetry Of Life

See me,
I am going,
And all the wild
Tigers, elephants,
Bears, snakes, deer
And all together
Accompanied me,
And I accompany
Them all
In the poetry of life.
In poetry, there is
No taste, no colour,
No creed, no mission,
But there is love,
There is peace and
There is friendship.
Poetry is a movement,
To search the truth,
The truth of life.
Life becomes tasteful
In poetry, that is
There in love and feeling.

Gajanan Mishra
In Poetry You Can Not Say

In poetry you can not say
It is mine it is yours
Here there is no idea of
Ours and theirs.

Be open mind in poetry
And enter the space, O poet
As per the will of poetry
Surrendering all own's identities.

In poetry you can not say
And you can say what you like
That is your freedom
That is your wisdom.

Poetry is river, poetry is an ocean
You can swim, you can jump
But be cautious drown away
Poetry has a vast sky.

Going with poetry is the romance
Have an experience in life at least once
Study the letters words and sentences
Make friendship with the sounds rhyme and rhythm,

Gajanan Mishra
In Poetry-Flow

In poetry-flow
You can not say
Here is a nail
Here is a stone
There is a log
there is a earth-heap.

In the poetry-flow
You can take your bath
And clean your body and soul
As and when required
With full faith
And you can hear and
Read attentively regularly
For your own benefit.

See the poetry-flow
That is there always
Only for You
It is flowing from the poet
The symbol of Ultimate Truth
And Love and eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Prison

I am in Prison
And You are the only
Person O my dear
Who can release me
From this prison cell.

Here I am
In miseries
Like repetition of
Birth disease old age
O my dear, You are
The only person
Who can give liberation
From this hell.

Gajanan Mishra
In Prison House - Life

I am in prison house,
And it is you
Who put me in.
The reason -
Best known to you.
Often I think,
I am free,
And I feel
Chain is everywhere,
Inside and outside.
In the prison
I utter words,
But I am being cheated
By the reality of life.
Who am I?
I asked the earth,
And the earth remained
Silent, keeping in view
General public interest.
In the prison,
I feel not dead,
This is your greatness.
In the prison,
I enjoy the life as
A living entity,
My achievement.
And I know
You are my guide,
And you are
The superintendent
Of this prison.
You are responsible for
Any loopholes and not I.
My stars and my planet
Are here with me,
And I am free, as you said
Both inside and outside,
I am free to do anything,
But you said I am here.
To face the consequences.
I am in prison,
And here everything is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
In Prison In Distress

I am in prison
I born in prison
I will die in prison
Prison is my only protection.

And my enemy is everywhere,
Every time my enemies are
Attacking me and I used to fly
From here from there in fear.

I am in distress
Though Supremely perfect I am
I am eternally existent
I can neither die nor disappear for good.

I am doing all these here
Only for your pleasures, my dear
You can not find any contradiction
Factually in the scriptures.

You can do anything here
You can make everything possible
If you feel me understand me but
Not as one of you with all your imperfections.

Gajanan Mishra
In Rainfall In The Sunshine

Beauty is there
In rainfall,
In the sunshine.

Life is there
In all beauty.

Life and beauty
All are in the sky
And on this earth.

Let us not afraid
The beauty and
Proceed ahead
To glorify the self.

Let us proceed ahead
With love and all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Real Service

In real service
You can not find
Any self-interest
And ego.

In real service
There is the way
To attain perfection
The Truth.

Please come
In one direction
Nothing to diffused
In real service.

Gajanan Mishra
In Regular Succession

Nothing is here
That cease to be.
We are in touch
In regular succession.

We are the warriors,
We found ourselves
In life-battle,
And not in the cradle.

Gajanan Mishra
In Restless Sea

In restless sea,
My boat capsized.
All my efforts failed,
I returned back
With my broken dreams.
The restless sea
Laughed at me.
My distant journey
Remained unconquered.

Gajanan Mishra
In Return

The crow came
Took away bread.

I am looking towards Sun
In the dawn
And the sun
Gave much
In return.

Gajanan Mishra
In Return I Need Nothing

In return I need nothing
And I am in love.
I am in love
And it is eternal
Without any condition.
You need not offer
Anything I want nothing.
You need not worry
In love there is nothing
Like great-labor fear
Anxiety and delusion.
I desire only to achieve
Real benefit that is
Nothing but love.

Gajanan Mishra
In Riots

In riots
And in riots
I am here
The whole days
And whole nights.
No one is asking me
The reasons of riots,
And what is its meaning.
I have also no time
To explain how it happened
And its nature
And its effects.
The days passed with nights
But riots still continue in me.

Gajanan Mishra
In Running Train

In running train
We have to do all sorts of business.
In business we have to be
Strict as per norms therein.
Someone is showing green signal
where as some other is showing red.
It is our look out to open the window
And enjoy the scenes outside.

Gajanan Mishra
In Sacrifice In Austerity

Life is in sacrifice
Life is in austerity
Life is in charity
Enjoy life in full
In words in deeds
For the sake of Almighty
For this only
We have this life.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of A Girl

I reached here
And here I found
Nothing and nobody.

I am just opening
My mouth only to eat food
And look I am silent
Till the girl is here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of A Good Poem

I am
In search of good poems.
But I know not
What is a poem.
I know not what to say
About them.
Do you say
I am wrong?
But you must agree
I am,
What I am.
I am a human,
Poem is my source,
Only source of living.
Good poem means
I think good living.
Good living means
I think live and
Let live with
All human qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of A Man

I am searching a man
I am in search of a man
And here there is no man.
Village town state
Land water sky
I search out and out
and not found.
Found the dog the cow
The crow the camel
The tiger the snake
No man said Jackal.
I am still searching
Still searching seaching.
I am in search of a man
I am searching a man.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of A Poem

That is there in humanity.

I am in search of humanity
That is there in a poem.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of Kedarnath Singh's Tiger

Do you know my dear
I am searching here
Poet Kedarnath Singh's Tiger.
I hear the tiger is missing
Since Kedarnath received
The Gyanpith award with fear.
Award and literature
Both are opposite to
Each other and poet Kedarnath
Knows it better.
And Kedarnath tells us
Go not with tiger, my dear
It is very danger
And discover you are not blind here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of Light

In search of light,
I am going always.
I am going always,
In search of light.
Where is light?
Where is light?
I am going always
In search of light.
And I find light
Everywhere, everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
In search of meaning
I am here living.
I am living with
The air and water,
I am living with fire
And with the sky.
I am on this earth
And I am searching
The meaning of life.
Life, you see
In the stone and
In the clouds.
I am the story
Of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
In Search Of Right

In search of right,
I am in search of right time,
And the right person,
And the right time,
And the right place.
Yes, I am in search of
Right one who can stay
With me in all situation.

Gajanan Mishra
In Secrets

In secrets
Everything is
being manufactured.
In open
The sun is
Being rise.
Useless we are
Individually.
And collectively
valuable we are.

Gajanan Mishra
In Severe Distress

If you have eyes,
See me I am
In severe bodily
And mental distress.
See me but tease not
Here at this time.
If you want nothing
To do for me, please
Stay silent there
And let me go alone
To face the tornado.
I know and I am sure
No torpor is there
In me and I can win all
By my own torque.

Gajanan Mishra
In Shadow In Light - My Life

Matchless my life,
In shadow in light,
Fire though, I am.
Fire without fireworks,
No soul, no sensation-
Life goes on.
No flower no air -
Life goes on.
No earth no star -
And life goes on.
And in every invention
And in every discovery
Life is solitary.
Life - matchless,
World - matchless.

Gajanan Mishra
In Simple Term

In simple term
I can not define trap
If you say earth
I say mother
And no stamped.

Gajanan Mishra
In Small Packages

If you are not interested for peace
Be ready to bleed yourself in the war.

Remember, peace often comes in
Small packages.
If missed death would not be far.

Gajanan Mishra
In Small Things

My strength is there
In small things.

I am a small man,
I am doing small things.

But my sky is not small,
My earth is my mall.

Look, it is colorful,
And I am in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Smile And In Tears

Since you are not forgetting me,
How can I dare to forget you?
Since you are here in front of me,
How can I go anywhere keeping aside you?

Keeping aside you, I made a blunder, my dear,
Keeping aside you, I am far from water,
And you are there within me and
I am there within you, how wonder!

No and nothing I want to know besides you,
And I know what not you are here and also there,
You are my kiss itself, you are my scent,
You are my morning light, you are also the night,
In the same parameters of life-fight, I am here,
See, in your smile and also in your tears.

Gajanan Mishra
In Smile And Peace

Autumn rain comes,
And we see the water
Of the pond
Clear and transparent.

Love and affection come,
And we see wicked one
Changes his mind
And character for good.

Feelings and pure
Consciousness there,
We see the society
In smile and peace.

No one is useless,
But we are to know the value.

Gajanan Mishra
In So Many

Not one but many,
Many in so many,
So many in so many.
Just see,
Just observe life.
Life is not one,
One is not life.
One is not one,
And many is not many.
Just see,
Just observe,
Here it is, the world.
The world is moving
And it is astonishing.
Just know,
With all eagerness.
Try to know
The cause and
The effect.
The effect to - this life.
This life is here
In between check and balance.
But not one but many,
Many in one,
One is many.
One family - the world,
All are here,
Eating, sitting, fasting,
Sleeping, reading and gossiping,
All are here for nothing.
But neglect not anyone,
My dear king, we are all here,
We are many, many in peace,
Peaceful life,
Under your administration,
Worthy of your name.

Gajanan Mishra
In So Many Names

It is my wish
To call you
In so many names,
It is my wish
To see you
With so many colours,
I know, it all
Depends on my
State of motion.
I know, you are
Nothing but names,
Forms of my thoughts,
Words I uttered.
I wish to take you
To a place
Where my words
Would not touch you,
I wish to coloured you
In a way beyond my thoughts.
But I see everything here
In a coordinate system,
That is framed by you.
I know you are the truth,
And I see you in the light
That is yours.
I call you in the words
That are also yours.

Gajanan Mishra
In Social Medias

In social medias
I am going to walk
With my poems
Where I am sharing
With you O my dear
My live my best desires
My questions and
My answers
Concrete expression
Of my conviction
And I am getting
Touch with you
O my love
I want to talk
With my poem
With my emotions.

Gajanan Mishra
In Solitariness

In solitariness
Let me stay in me
With my own struggling
With my own peace,

Life is just a dealing
With solitariness
With Almighty
Let me go with them.

I am not learned like a cow,
I am not sincere like a dog,
And yet I am here with the air
All days that are accepted yours.

With regards,
I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
In Space In Time

Nothing to intervene
Without any intervals
We are going and going
In space in time.

No intervention and nothing
We are interweave intestine
See our intimacy
In space in time.

Gajanan Mishra
In Spite Of

In spite of
All the evils
I see virtue
In you.

In spite of
All the badness
Let me say
You are a good man.

You are here
With me, man
Nothing to worry.
You are there
With the time
To take care.

Let me watch
That star
That encourage me
To proceed forward.

Thanks man
For the compliment
It is for you
It is for your good
I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
In Spite Of All And All

All and all
Facilities are there,
All wealth, all honors,
All educations are there
With us for
Sense gratification, still
We are all in distress
And our life is wretched.
And we failed to
Realize life,
We failed to know
The real value of life.
We are all fools,
No value.

Gajanan Mishra
In Spite Of My White Hair

Let me declare in spite of
My white hair, I am not despair.
See me fine and fair,
I am in cool
And in peace here there.
I know the colours
And the love.
I know the rider
That is here on the horse.
In the morning and
In the evening I measure
The spots of beauty where I live
With honour and in dignity,
Let me say I am my own entity.

Gajanan Mishra
In Spring The Cuckoo

In spring the cuckoo
Told me to remain quiet
And I obeyed
Without any condition.

Gajanan Mishra
In Storm

You are in storm
If you are zealous
If you want peace
Live with in
And be not shaken
By outward happenings
And try to achieve
Excellence and remember
This world is for you
O my dear give me fear
Fear of you for there
Is wisdom that
Drive out the storm.

Gajanan Mishra
In Success And In Failure

In success and in failure,
I stay honoured.

Gajanan Mishra
In Success In Failure

In success in failure
Be even-minded
And go on
Doing your allotted work.

If you are the cause
In making your actions
Bear fruit
You are poor
You are wretched.

Gajanan Mishra
In Sunrise

In sunrise
I see all beauty.
I love none other
Also the sunset.
I find no difference
In between the two.
I love you, I love you,
As I find there all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Support Of Accountability

Be sure, what you are doing,  
Don't be handpicked of anybody.

Perform your own duty, my dear  
More efficiently and with  
Greater transparency.

Show your efficiency, my dear,  
And be more proactive in  
The digital medium.

Put a stop to red tape  
And corruption in all workshops.

I welcome the new way of  
Functioning and I hope  
A new culture of accountability  
And transparency is there with us.

Gajanan Mishra
In Tapobana

In Tapobana
Peace and tranquility
Prevails with
Exchanging verse
In smile.

Awake citizen
Blitheness everywhere
Dove-driven car
Is there
Awake with concise
knowledge jumping
Dawn clear.

Gajanan Mishra
In Tapo-Vana

I am in Tapo-vana, see
And in severe austerities
To fully accept the shelter
Of Ultimate Truth.
I am leaving everything, see
And only I am executing Your
Orders, O my dear, keeping
My exemplary character.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Age Of

I am living in
The age of quarrel
And hypocrisy
And in misery.

I am searching
Love and truth
And here you are
In clear heart.

I am able to
Find you here
In this age
By calling your name.

Thanks
Your availability
Is so easy in this age
I am really fortunate.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Air - Everything

Not only friendship
But also everything
Is in the air,
Let us proceed
With the air
To win the hearts
Of all at a time
For the world peace.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Area Of

In the area of My mine
I am always in lamentation
Nothing is mine though i know.

I am always afraid
Because of this my and mine
And I am not in proper protection.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Area Of The Sun

Earth and heaven -
All but one.
Cry not in darkness,
My dear men,
You are not for fun
But to open a new chapter
With your own light
In the area of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Castle Of The Grass

In the castle of the grass
I live and I dream.
In my life and in my dream,
I catch the sky on this earth.
On this earth I bloom like rose,
Rose is red and it is my love.
You are here, my love, you are here,
And I am truthful to you, test me.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Circle

In the circle of
Birth and death
You can not achieved
Anything permanent
In the circle of
Going and coming
You can not do
Anything permanent
You are to wait
Till the circle
Goes towards love
And love is not perishable
If it is true one
Un-manifest is absolute
And eternal and it is
Above possibilities.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Conclusion

In the conclusion
I found nothing
To give you.

For the perfection
I found nothing
To show you.

Just understand
That I could not clarify
Before you.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Desert

No day no morning,
No mountain no ocean,
No water no bird,
But all we are
In the desert.

It is all air,
We are nothing
But the seeds
Of prayer
With desires.

We try hard,
For what?
Unknown to us,
Still, no care.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Dictionary

In the dictionary
It is not there
The meaning of life.
I mean to say
Dictionary is written
By a man who is living,
How can a man say
Or describe life when
He himself therein.
Do you understand me?
Life is something different,
Words and sentences
Are not within the control
Of a living being, mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Discipline Of Wisdom

In the discipline of wisdom
O poet, You are the great
You have got the mystic powers
And You have successfully
Undergone all austerities.

You are the only person
O poet, who has understood the world
Properly and perfectly
You are in Truth always
You are self-realized.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Dream

I am in the dream
And I am flowing
Disturb me by kissing.

Gajanan Mishra
In The East

I am in the east
And the sun rises in the east.

I am in the east
I am under self-rule
And you are always
Follow me
And doing is following.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Eyes Of The Sun

See me in the eyes of the sun
Say something in the words of the sky
Stay with me by feathers of the air
Survive the earth here and always happy with water.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Forest

Tiger and tigress
And they are in the forest
What they are doing
I can not say the best.

I you want go and see
The trees the fruits the leafs
Why and what is these
I can not say since I missed.

I can say about sad sorrow
And about Sweet and sour
About safety and security
And can say here nothing to fear.

Tiger and tigress are busy
Are in brainstorm and are busy
To find a solution and that are
In motion in all nation.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Forest And

In the forest
And in the dark,
We are to
Move forward.

No snake
No tiger can
Do any harm.

We know
How to balance
The time.

We are ours,
Throughout the days
And the nights
Listen to Don't care.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Forest Of Fire

In the forest
In the forest of fire
You are meeting yar *
Are you belong to the dynasty
Of the sun, I wander
I am not sure whether
It is the descending order.

I am here
With my brother and sister
Under order I am going
Further and further
Till stop said by my Master
I count not years though
I take the responsibility
On my shoulder.

* yar- close friend

Gajanan Mishra
In The Form Of The Sky

I know, my dear
You spread Yourself
In the form of the sky
And I know
My whole creation
Is in that space.

I know, my dear
You expand Yourself
In to many living entities
And I know
I see myself
In those species of life.

O Master of
All mystic powers
O proprietor of
Everything, I know
You are no distinct
From anything, anybody.

There is nothing
But You
And You are there
Every time
It is Your combination
With me that makes this world.

You are in my heart
And I am within You
O my dear, You are
The drop of water
You are the ocean
And I am none.

Is it Your
Incarnation in
Nothingness that I
Do not know
I know only Your
Presence and manifesting pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Form Of Time

In the form of time,
You are playing here,
I know, my dear.
You are the beginning
And you are everything,
That I know, my dear.
You are never exhaustible,
Everything in due course
Exhausted, though.
You are free of everything,
My dear, I know and
You are here for all.
You are here for truth
And for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Garb Of Good

You can easily
Do away with evil
When it comes to you
In the form of an evil
But it is not easy to
Do away with evil
When it comes to you
In the form of good
When it comes to you
In the garb of something good
And you can not recognized
Good and bad or evil
As evil disguised as good
First make yourself free from
Attachment of any kind
And be cautious always
With alert and full-mind.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Garden

See me there,
I am sitting
In the garden
Under that tree.
See me there,
I am doing
My works there
On the open field
With full transparency.
I am there, see me,
Fear not, come to me
And know my personality
For your own good,
I am the truth of time-life.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Guise Of Politician

In the guise of politician,
Who are they, please tell,
Tell all openly, nothing is
There to happen, it is all
Free here, in this world,
World of poetry.

And poetry is the only forum,
One can express himself
Openly frankly without any fear.
And whom to fear?
The envious? the mischievous? ?
The demon? ? The plunderers? ?
They have no strength, remember.

Those who are misleading
The people, the root of democracy,
In the guise of politicians,
Gurus, sadhus, yogis and
Incarnations, away from the truth,
And in fact, they are not doing
Any real benefit to human society.

For the politicians and scoundrels,
See the world is in a precarious condition.
Everywhere blood, fire, bombs,
Everywhere hunger, thirst, poverty,
Everywhere people are crying like anything.
O poets, the sons of the soil, please,
Please come forward to give light,
To lead the world in a new direction,
The direction of the truth, love, and eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Hands Of A Woman

You are in the hands of a woman
You are in illusion
You are a foolish person
You are a dancing dog that has no attraction.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Hearts Of All

In the hearts of all
I am searching with love,
In the hearts of all
I am finding You as Truth.
And I discovered myself
As Your part and parcel here,
O my dear, I am hearing You
With full devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
In The House In Silence

Practise to stay
At least in the house
In silence.
Trust in yourself
And believe in yourself
And go on working
As per your own thoughts.
No darkness but light,
The stars are there
To provide to all.
Let me call this house
Heaven and let me stay
With you in knowledge
and truth lovest.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Innermost Recesses

In the innermost recesses of my hearts
I embraced You, my dear
You are here visible.

Physically You are present here
I see You practically before me
O my dear, You can not go from me.

I know my feelings here
My tears are rolling down for You
Affection and satisfaction are the point of view.

Gajanan Mishra
In the jungles of the Himalayas
I want to leave my body.
I want to quit all,
Near the mouth of the Ganges.
I want to burn myself
In the forest fire
Rather than in desire.
I want to stay
On the way of love and truth.
Truth and love be the only way
Of my livelihood.
I want, neither success nor failures
But I want to struggle
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Land Of Joy

Worry not,
We are in the land of joy.
Worry not,
We are in love.
Nothing to worry,
We are made for each other.
Nothing to worry,
No one can tear us apart.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Language Of The Parties

In the language of the parties,
Justice must be done, even though
Heavens may fall.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Language Of The Sun

In the language of the sun
I am proceeding ahead,
But not from east to west.
I am there in between
These two words, though.

I am the rock of the time,
That is there in me,
Keeping my brief history
I am on my own balcony.

I walk on the bridge
That has no existence.
I read poetry that has
No words, though
All are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Light Of The Sun

In the light of the sun
I write poetry
I read poem
In the light of the sun
The hunter shoots animals
One can not charge the light
For writing poetry or
For shooting animals.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Light Of The Truth

All duties should be performed.

In connection with bodily acts
eating sitting drinking walking
All actions are being performed.

Philosophers may differ in their views
But poets are one and the same
As regards snow cloud vapor.

Everything is real for the poet
Nothing is unreal and beyond real nothing.

Only poet can realized the fact
Fact is we are all here to love
Love is our future.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Matter Of Writing

In the matter of writing,
See my power, your good self.
But wonder not, seeing
Every word, every rhyme yours.
Wonder not, perfect discipline
Is there in my writings.
Going with the process of writings,
You can touch the truth, your goodness.
It is true, I am eager to express
My feelings to all at once.
It is true, I am in love with you,
And I kept you at the center.
I know my dear, I am writings
Everything only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mid February

In the mid February
enjoy the beauty of flowers.
In Monday morning
enjoy the ringing of
bell in the temple.
In Tuesday noon
enjoy with MaaMangla.
In Wednesday evening
walk enjoyable.
In Thursday night
Mahalaxmi blessed you.
Friday is yours
you can do whatever
you like.

Go and enjoy
last two days
holidays of the week.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Middle

What is there in the middle
you search out and say
searching is life
life is not finding anything.

What you said is meaningless
What you did is meaningless.

You are not the earth
The earth is not under your control.

Who you are say you can
Where you are search first.

This is the earth and
here there is no death no birth.

Search what is there.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Middle Of The Ocean

It is foolishness
To deny your presence.
Time is changing, true,
But you are there as before.

My language may be prosaic
But my emotions and feelings
Are poetic, you are to admit it.

My error and mistakes may be
Like the dry land of the desert.
But at the end, you can find
Water and the rich land that can
Satisfy you and quench your thirst.

You can make research but be sure
You would not get any gain or profit,
But always it is also not like that.

Count not the days, or weeks or months
Or the year, nothing like that here.

It is all bogus and it so happens,
You may wander in the busy land of
Life and death or on this earth or
In the middle of the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Midst Of Danger

I am always
In the midst of danger
My dear, always.

No chance to
Stay fearless
My dear, no chance
To stay free
Of sorrow, no chance.

No one can
Find peace here
My dear, no peace.

You have been pained
By troubles without
Any satiation.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mind

In the mind and
Also in the concrete element,
You are there, my dear.

Sand, clay, wood, stone,
Plastics, metals, and colors
And in so many things
You take shapes,
The shapes are also different
According to time place and situation.

I am accustomed to seeing you
And I am fixed in your way.

I am glorified only for you,
With your love, I am the truth.
I know here, only you as the Absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mirror

In the mirror
Let me enjoy
My life.
My life is there
In the reflection
Of the sun.
Let me get the sun
In the intellect
And bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mode Of

All, all the men, beasts, birds, moths,
Insects, trees, creepers, all are
In the mode of ignorance and all are
deluded here for the purpose not known to them.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mode Of Goodness

In the mode of goodness
I am performing all actions
With steadiness and patience.

I am doing all works well
Promptly and properly and
I am free from anxieties and worries.

I have no desire see
And my mind do not get
Bewildered and volatile.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Mother

What is there
In the mother
That I know not.
But I know
When she is here
I am out of fear.

I am attached to
My mother alone,
I have an exclusive
Devotion to my mother.

I am the fragment
Of my mother- true.
And she brings up me
It is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Development

In the name of development
Kill not your own mother,
Destroy not your own earth,
Put not out the lamp
That is there to enlighten.
Destroy not the source of water
The thread of your own life.
Cut not the tie,
Tie of love that is there
In your own home.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of God

In the name of God
They are doing
All kinds of illegality.
And in the name of God
We are here to bear.

And in the name of God
We are fighting against
All untruth and injustice.
In the name of God
They are doing all nasty things.

We are the rustic villagers,
They are the so-called
Wise and intelligent lot
Of urban bodies.

We are all here
With kith and kins,
Near and dear.
But they have weak fingers,
And no one and nothing
As called their own.

They try to stay within cover,
But we are opened
And we value every titbit.
In the name of God
They hide everything.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Humanity

In the name of humanity,
I live here.
In the name of truth,
I live here.
In the name of truth and
Humanity I am making friendship
With all with love.
But think not,
It is my weak point.
Whenever I see you
Doing injustice, illegality,
I am here to protest
And I am here to take steps
To correct you at any cost.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Law And Order

Even in the name of law and order,
You are not allowed to attack and
Kill the innocents people and
You must not destroy the truth
In the name of performing duties
Or taking shelter of so-called
Material pieces of evidence or taking
Plea of justice and philosophy.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Others

It is democracy,
and we are playing in it.
Here, we have got every right
to do anything in the name of others.

Let us whisper, let us transfer
all updated versions,
O blindfolded players, come on
with new definition keeping aside Lincoln.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Rama ??? ???? ??? (Odia)

??? ??? ?? ???
????? ????? ??
???? ??? ???? ??
????????? ???

???? ??? ?? ??
???? ???? ??
???? ??, ?? ???
???? ???

???? ????? ??
???? ???? ??

???? ???? ?

???? ?? ?? ?? ?????
???????? ??? ??
???? ?? ?? ??

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of Religion

In the name of law and order
In the name of philosophy
You can attack anybody.

Unaware of real benefit
All bewildered by illusion
And busy in valueless and
Useless works day and nights.

All that glitters is not gold
They know not this fact and
They ask for material benefits
That are here for a short time.

Foolish fights foolish claims
Destroy them in due course.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Name Of The Earth

Life after life
May I be connected
With you dear poet.
Life after life
May I take oath
In the name of
The holy earth
To serve all here.

Gajanan Mishra
In The New Year

In the new year
The scent of my poems
Will go far and near
And enable each creature
To get peace within.
I convey my love
Through my poems and
Wish all a prosperous
And happy new year.
In the new year
Let me live a truthful life
For the sake of all.
And let me pray for all, my dear,
Let all live freely without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Night Sky

In the night sky you can find me
With full confidence with sun with rat
And with all paraphernalia and paraphrase
And I was not on parole to cooperate you
In all works within and outside the house.

I saw my father here I see my son here
I see you equally same when I hold bottle
And hold cork and I am going to see cosmos
That is with us and I feel pain while
Going higher and higher with some madness.

I Thank all here for they extend me help
And I have reasons to called the cat cruel
In the rain and in the sun and in the ice field
I want to steal but what and from whom
I do not know and I have not decided to start as yet.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Ocean

I am in the ocean
The ocean is within me
I am the ocean.

I am in the sky
The sky is within me
I am the sky.

I am looking the sun
The sun is looking me
I am not the sun
I am part of it.

I am here to accomplish
I am here to see
I am here to flourish.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Ocean Of Poison

I am in the ocean of poison
I am trying to be happy through
My sense enjoyment
I feel burning sensation day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Platform

No sooner the train arrive
Position situation changed
Everybody became busy
On their own way.

The train whistled
Left the station
After a few minutes
And the station
Remained still as before.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Process Of Exile

I am
In the process
Of exile,
But with no
Axle.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Sense Of Sight

In the sense of sight
There is the sun.
I am really great,
I have a pair of eyes.

I have also a mouth
And I have an organ of speech.
I am really great,
I am using this organ for good.

I have with me
The process of movement.
I have with me
The power to catch time.

The time and my life,
We are but one here.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Service Of Others

This is an opportunity
To be here
Avail it.
You are lucky
To have freedom
Avail it.
You are getting power
Thanks God
Avail it positively
And use it
In the service of others.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Sky

In the sky
You find yourself
You are in the sky
In the water
You find yourself
You are in the water
My dear, You are here.
My dear, Your reflections
Are here and far near
As a perceive-r
You are your reflector
Just in the corner
You are my illuminate-r
You are my service provider.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Sky, See

In the sky,
There see
A mass of clouds,
Dust in the air,
Muddiness on earth.
But for the purpose
Of seeing, you are
To apply your own
Intelligence and
Search the truth
Without taking any
Intoxicant.
Stay normal
As usual.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Society

Truth is not truth
And it is popular
In the society of falsehood.

Tricky part of life
Is balancing and
I am sure you have a
Managing brand.

I want to make use
So many thing
And I insist on feedback.

Truth truth
False false
Truth false
False truth
Nothing special
At any time
That I knew.

Anyway here is
My poem that shows
Different order
Do not bother.

Gajanan Mishra
In the stillness
Life vibrates.
In vibrations
Time passes.
Time is nothing,
But all stillness.
And stillness is there,
Where we are in words.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Struggle For Existence

I see everyone
In the struggle for existence.

I see everyone
Tries to save himself
From danger.

I see one
In need of money,
I see another
Searching for knowledge.

Where am I
That I failed to understand,
And yet, I sided with the truth.

And the truth is there
To save me from all conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Sun

A dog is a dog
And a bird is a bird.
I m flying like bird
and guard my house
like dog.

Dog and bird friends
And in the open field
both want to study
geography.

Geography differs
from person to person
from history to history
from time to time.
And in future
geo raphy melt
like fog in the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Tide

In the tide
I am there
And I am
Observing its turn.

I am taking
Some rest there
While going from
Crest to crest.

I, myself
Is the tide
Flying from
This light to
That one, singing
The song of life.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Train

In the train
Talks are contaminated
Distracted life
Victimized terrorists.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Twinkling Of An Eye

In the twinkling of an eye
See, everything is happening.
In the twinkling of an eye
You are getting food
And you are growing.

In the twinkling of an eye
See, You are leaving.
In the twinkling of an eye
You are here, you are there
And the star is smiling at far.

Who are you
I am asking you
And you yourself is telling
You are nothing, you are nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
In The Voice Of Love

In the voice of love
Tell me, what ever
You wish to tell.

In the voice of love
Speak the truth
That is with you.

In the voice of love
Utter to words of life
That is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
In The World Of The Dreams

In the world of the dreams,
We are all moving and doing
All our routine works like
Eating, walking, sleeping,
Fighting, quarreling,
Making friends, creating enemy,
Worshiping, writing, singing.
In the world of the dreams
We are living and living
With dreams. No truth is there
In dreams. Nothing is true,
In dreams. But the dream -
The only truth.
In me, in you.

Gajanan Mishra
In Their Places

In their places,
All are there
Well placed.

No transfer,
No interchange
Can be made
By anyone here.

All are same,
Nothing changed,
See and know, my dear.

Love and
Only love
Should be there
Towards all.

Gajanan Mishra
In this age of votes
We the five are living and
Casting votes to one another
Twice daily morning and evening.

My wife is not casting
Infavour of me
And abstained from voting
Without getting a kiss.

My elder son is in need of
Mitsubishi Dot pen and H B pencil
Daily and if I failed to supply
He is not willing to vote.

My younger son is somewhat
Overactive and in a hurry
Casting vote but in favor of
Whom nobody knows.

My mother is about to bat century
And very interested to cast vote
Only against my wife at times
My wife’s financial management is weak.

I am the last residue and my wife called me
A man of good for nothing without power of voting
And composing poems twice daily in poem hunter dot com
Morning and evening and posting busy in votes begging.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Body-Chariot, My Dear

You are the charioteer, my dear
In this body-chariot.
The sun and the moon are
Two main light.
The stars are dazzling here
All days and all nights.
So many directions are opened,
With so many lightening.
All the days, months, years
Are with you together
To form a colorful picture.
The pole star is there,
see, my dear.
You are the only truth
And all are in you.
All are truth here,
And you are there in them.
Destroy not anything,
Kill not any one,
Each one is distinct.
Try to understand placing
Yourself in their place.
Give value to every time here,
As your chariot may not be
In this form after a few second.
The chariot is going on
With your wish.
And your wish has no rein.
Try to control yourself if you can.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Creation

Here is the creation
Creation of my world
Here You are as creator
Creator of my world
In this world I see You
In this world I perceive You
I see You beyond all elements
I see You I perceive You
Within this world and also
Beyond this world
O my dear, You are here
In this creation and also
You are beyond this creation
I am here in You and in Your creation.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Cycle

In this cycle
You can see
You can realize
What you are.

In this cycle
You can not say
Where you are going
And what is your goal.

If you are not in love
Be sure you wander
Like the walrus
In the stony-sea.

See yourself first
That is the thing
You are to do
Till last.

Cycle ends there
And it is fire
Where you find yourself
In the mire.

Gajanan Mishra
In This December

From the very beginning
Of this December,
The clouds are making
Their blood curdle
In our sky,
Perhaps they have
Forgotten, they are
In the geographical
Area of Bharat
That is India.
India is in the east,
And it is dawn here
With the growing of light
And singing of birds.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Earth

In this earth
I am not here
to quarrel.
I am not here
in this earth
to acquire.
To keep my eye shut
I am not here
in this earth.

To remain as fool
I am not here.
I am here
to stroll
I am here
to look
all that are
beautiful.

Here there is
no mull
And I am
here cool.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Forest

My body is being burn
In this forest fire

Gajanan Mishra
In This Form

It is not here
Even for a moment
In this form
You can not preserve it
You can not keep it
In this form here
At any time
It is beyond your power
To save it
It is better
Let it go
On its own way
You should not grieve
For this going
Realize this reality
Of going and coming.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Love-World

In this love-world
Supreme controller is only You.

Nothing is to be done
Or undone here.

Setting is already there
If there is a gun.

Gun-point love
What is that love!

In this love-world
It is not sanctioned.

Everything that is required
Is only love.

Love love and without love
Everything is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Planet

What is white
What is black
In this earth-planet
Everything is
One and the same
In this internet.

Wandering up and down
Through the universe
Read my verse
And say something
If you are kind enough
Open your purse.

I am falling flat
Like a rod, see
And do something for me
I am chanting Your hymn.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Play

With faith
I am following the law
And I come here.

With faith
I am here
And you are
Staying with me.

With faith
We both play here
And in this play
There is no winning
And no losing.

Gajanan Mishra
In this prison,
Every time, see
Each one is suffering.
Let me say everything
About dark secrets,
About killing, torturing.
A place full of dishonoring
And misunderstanding.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Spring

In this spring, see
Showers of flowers
Dropped from heaven
Everybody is rapt
In joy of absorption
In to love.
In this spring
See everywhere love
Love-flags love-banners
And festal arches
Bards minstrels
Panegyric and songsters.

Love love love love love
Only truth here love love.

Gajanan Mishra
In This State

In this state when daylight appears
See everything foreign, that is not yours:
Poor men have heard everything nonsense
In the tongue of others caring not the life-bird.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Summer

In this summer I am here
With the kissing hugging
With drying suffocating
With the holy grass
Waiting the rain to pass.

I am on this land of my dream
I am on this land of thunderbolt life.
My eyes opened and the rain not here
My horse is ready to have a race
But it is the summer with ugly face
Not in a position to grace.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Summer - You Are Welcomed

In this summer,
Please come and
Quench my thirst.
I wonder, here
You are there.

In this summer,
I depend on You
And Your fruitful
Rain that is there
On this earth.

In this summer
I am going towards
North, see
With soft
Admiring eyes.

I am here, welcoming You
In this summer
And waiting for You
0 my dear and You
Are coming with water.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Town

In this town,
We both, are
Staying from
The morning to
The evening.
At night, where
We are, we know not.
Yet at day time,
We are busy in
Smiling, laughing
For nothing.
Who you are
That I know not.
Who I am
That also not
Known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Universe

In this universe
You can find so many creatures
With so many arms
So many bellies
So many mouths
So many eyes
Everywhere in water
In space in earth
You can not find
The beginning
The middle
And the end
O my dear
O my love
Really You are wonderful
Your universe is wonderful
Really I reverentially
Bowed my head to You.

Gajanan Mishra
In this verse
you know me
In reality.

You just
Speak this
Verse marvelous.

And you
Illumined
By yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
In This Way

In this way
And in that way
O new guy
Come on
With the sky.

Discover yourself
Nay, with
Complete massacre
You boy, a toy
I must convey
The truth thereby.

I object not
If you are there
To cry.

Gajanan Mishra
In this way
or on that way
I am there
To describe
Everything before
You, my dear.
But you are to
Present yourself
To know the truth,
Hearsay is in
No way helpful.
First, realise
The self and then
Find love within.

Gajanan Mishra
In This World

Here I am
In this world
And nothing
Fortunate for me
Than this.
Here I am
In this poem
With these sounds
With these words
That I earned.

Gajanan Mishra
In This World Of Death

In this world of death
Each one is struggling,
Struggling for existence.
No one will survive,
All know it well.
Ignore not, your own
Constitution, my dear
Son of the soil.
Go not to stay
In the dreams but
They are all tossing with
The waves of time.
Your condition is something
Like the foaming bubbles.

Gajanan Mishra
In This World Of Multiplicity

In this world of multiplicity
I found you on front row
Pure right deeds
Sacrifice austerity charity
And doing one's own duty
Not out of desire pleasure or hatred
Just go on doing being a true actor
Remain as impartial impersonal and
Without vanity.

Gajanan Mishra
In This World Whenever

You think of anything
Your wish is fulfilled.

You are not alone
In this world, mind it
Almighty is always with you.

Put no question
And get all answer
In this auto-world.

Gajanan Mishra
In This World, See Me

I am a puppet
In the hands of lust.
I have been maddened
By the thirst for enjoyment.
And my heart has been
Inflamed by anger.
I am in delusion, my dear.
Save me, save me, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Thorny Forest

You are to go through thorny forest,
And you are to dive in deep ocean if
You want to get some precious things.

Gajanan Mishra
In Thoughts In Words

In thoughts in words
Indeed we should be careful.

Coming to you I got peace
With your bliss and become happy.

Being a poet I live in imaginary world
And killed my enemies like crab.

In deep water the trunk of elephant sink
In deep water the lotus smile and the lamb
Keep its head above the water level.

Agree or disagree
Like or dislike
Love or hate
I am going for better
And better
The bird is my waiter
My dear and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
In To Details

Are you ready
To go into details?
Do you know
What is there
So-called conclusive proof
And reasoned texts?
Are you ready to meet
What is next?
What is the intellect?
I know, you stand for
Nature and for cosmic intelligence,
You are there with all elements.

Gajanan Mishra
In Total

In total
Three classes
Are there
First class
Second class
Third class
And all are
Liberated
By seeing
By fixing
By discharging
By realizing
All are liberated
From the very origin
Worry not for anything
While presenting
The things
That are presenting
Go on following
The almighty king
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
In Transition

I think
I engaged my mind
I describe I mop
I hear I see I smell
I taste
I offer obeisance
And I execute
Your mission
O my dear
I am here in transition.

Gajanan Mishra
In Transitory World

Remember,
We are in transitory world
And this world is not permanent
And so it is impossible to derive
Permanent joy out of it.

Remember,
Self is eternal, God is permanent
God is at the center
And we should long for.

Gajanan Mishra
In Trouble

Always here with me,
This world, to put me,
In trouble.
It is only for you,
My dear, I am free,
From all.
I know and I feel,
My dear, it is you,
Who is there
To pull me out
From the danger of
Fire and water.

Gajanan Mishra
In Trouble, In Fear

Come again, come again,
I am here, I am here,
In trouble and in fear.

I call you, my dear,
Come again, come again,
To change the weather.

I love you, I love you,
And to love, is my nature,
Come again with new feature.

Come again, come again,
To show the truth here,
And to give a life undeter.

Come again, come again,
For you, I'm waiting here.

Gajanan Mishra
In True Form

Let me live
In my true form.
But I am not
Here to surrender,
I feel you
Exist, though.
I know you are
Unique and
You are above and
Apart from me.
Yet I accept you
With my firm belief
And faith. I take
You to be my own.

Gajanan Mishra
In True Love

Find dispassion
And all virtues
In true love
Find the knowledge
That would regale
Yours eyes and
The whole body.

In true love
It is fact
You would forget
All about yourself
Here is all beauty
Here is all grace.

Gajanan Mishra
In Truth

Do whatever you want to do
In Truth
Eat whatever you want to eat
In Truth
Give everything in charity
Whatever penances you undergo
Should be done in Truth
Ultimate goal of life
should be to achieve Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Truth - One And Separate

If you are in truth
Remember, my dear
You are at the platform
Of intellectual life
And by this you develop
Your relationship with eternity
You are at the stage of life
That is called Truth consciousness
It is full pleasure blissful
I know you are joyful by nature, men
And you will be liberated soul
There is no anxiety no hankering
Keep your own individual existence
Separate and merge with oneness.

Gajanan Mishra
In Truth And In Love

In truth
I live.
In love
I see
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Truth Completely

In truth completely,
Life is in truth.

Life is the only truth.

Life is at the root.
At the root of
All auspicious things.

The most auspicious - life.

The real benediction is
To live here
On this earth -
The only living one.

Everyone is here
Everything is here
Completely in goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
In Two Words

In two words
Let me say
Everything
There.
One is life
Another- death.
One is love
Another- truth.
In two words
Let me finish
My world.
One is I am
Another-
You are.

Gajanan Mishra
In Union

United we stand
Our life is a union
It is love that is with us
We desire we should die
In love and it is our future
In love we are going deeper
And deeper and we know
This is December and it is
Ours my dear
Let us come to open a new chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
In Vain

Life is
Not in vain,
Life
with delight,
Life
gratified
Life
contented.

For things done,
Life not in vain.
Life not in vain
There is no
Selfish dependence.

Come to life
My friends
And enjoy it
Without fear
Without favor.
Come and enjoy
With blessedness.

Life is here
With you, my
Dear friends,
Come on to live.

Gajanan Mishra
In Vain- Life Without Poems

My life is in vain
If I am not writing poems
It is through these poems
I am reaching perfection.

I am in confusion
Without poems with me
Poems are life-stream
Where I am to swim.

Gajanan Mishra
In Variety In Unity

We are all
In unity,
Unity in variety.
All truth,
And the expansion of the truth.
All variegated,
All relevant, all fact,
All eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
In Water

We are all in water
We are water
And from our navel lake
From our body
Sprouts a lotus stem
From the lotus flower
Atop this stem
And the world manifest
O my dear I know
Water is yours
And we are here
Waiting for your orders.

Gajanan Mishra
In Which Language

So many languages are there, 
And in which language you are 
Going to speak that I asked. 
So many languages; 
The enemy language, 
The stone language, 
The snow language, 
Blood language, 
Water language, 
Air language, 
Friendly language, 
Love language 
So on and so forth. 
And with your language, 
You are sucking everything, 
Making me undressed, 
Making me pauper, 
And forcing me to go on 
Foreign land to fill up 
The belly as the bonded laborer.

In your language 
All my dreams faded out. 
In your language 
Nothing left to me. 
In your language 
I have lost my identity, 
In your language 
I am a laughing stock 
In the eyes of the world. 
You are really the black sheep 
Of my family, my state. 
You are not at caring 
And all my mother, sisters, daughters, 
Brothers, and relatives 
Are dying and dying. 
You believe in blarney, 
And I have nothing to say. 
No one is there to save you,
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And you are going to die.

Gajanan Mishra
In Whose World You Live

Love me not
Love the Almighty
In whose world you live.

O my dear, This world
Of the Omniscient is sweet
Sweet is its rhythm.

Sweet and beautiful this world
Of the Omnipresent and its
Rivers, forests, fields, lands
And mountains.

Here, in this world
You can hear the sweet sounds
Sweet words all are His.

You can enjoy His faces, His dances
His works, His smiles, His strengths
His numbers, His walks, His fights
All are always sweet.

Love all powerful
See, How He is beautiful
Remember His schedule
Feel, how hot He is and How cool.

O my dear, Love, He is full
And let me hear again
one who does not love Him
Is a great fool.

O my dear, love me not
Love Him
Who is your knot.

Gajanan Mishra
In Woods

In woods and in sands
You can find snakes
Expressing their
Disapproval by hisses.
But men, you know
Everything in details
Due to the wisdom
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
In Words

In words,
In your words
I want to wander,
Here and there.

But my dear,
I am wounded, see
With your words
And failed to move anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
In Worst Us Mass Shooting

America - worst,
In worst US mass shooting
I lost everything.

America,
Are you civilized?

How you allow psycho
Assess to the gun?

It is song,
It is music,
It is poems,
All for humanity,
All for human beings.

America,
What happened
In your Las Vegas, Nevada?

What is the belief system
In this man against man world?

Simply by saying
An act of pure evil,
You can not shift
The responsibility,
Dear America.

Gajanan Mishra
In You

O my dear, I need Your presence
And I know You are present always
Here within me and outside me
I know within You there is truthfulness
I know within You there is cleanliness
The power to control anger is within You
I see in You intolerance of another's unhappiness
I know within You there is self-satisfaction
Straightforwardness, steadiness of mind, responsibility
equality, tolerance, equanimity, faithfulness, knowledge
Leadership, chivalry, the power to make everything possible
Discharge of proper duty, complete independence, dexterity
Fullness of all beauty, serenity, kindheartedness, ingenuity
Gentility, magnanimity, determination, proper execution
Possession of all objects of enjoyment, worship
You are pride-less and there are so many transcendental
Qualities within You
O my dear, You are reservoir of all goodness and beauty
In Your absence I find everywhere dark and dark
I am within You, with in all lights
And I am grateful You are within me with all qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
In You - Love

In you, I find everything,
In me, you can find everything.
And I bother not for anything.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Abode

You are there
In Your abode.
I am here
Within You.

Only a few
Can understand this
Only a few
Only a few.

They are there
With You in Your
Creation with
Proper realization.

No specialization
No recognition is required.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Absence

In Your absence though
I know You are present
Every moment everywhere
With everybody
I feel
Like a dead man
And what is a dead man
That I do not know
In Your presence.

Tears will not able to
Describe You O my dear
I am not feeling all vacant
At any moment and You
Said you are present
I know still I fear
You may left
And where to go
That I do not know
In my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Absence- Far Above

In your absence
I discover myself
In water
In air
In light
On this earth
Far above the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Area

In your area,
This time,
We are to
Discover the truth
of the line;
As you sow,
So you reap.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Bed

In your bed let me die,
Looking your face let me die.
I am inside and not outside,
And I see the reality in you.

Shadow I cross not yours,
I know you have no shadow.
My mind is as high as yours,
Though my body is smallest here.

I am going to die with your twilight,
I am weightless as you see
And at the beginning with conviction
I am waiting for you to unearth the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Creation

In Your creation
Nothing is wanting
O my dear
Everything is here
We are just to
Revive all potency
As they are
In dormant state
They are under
Suspension.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Eternal Form

Hereafter,
I accept you
In eternal truth,
My dear.

I worship you,
My love, I know
You are non-dual
And infallible.

You are unaffected,
I know dear, and
I am here, with your
Presence, without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Eyes

In your eyes there is love,
And so I am rushing to the sea
Again and again to see your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Hands My Life

It is you, who is my breath
And here is love, with its craft.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Hearts

I am there,
In your hearts,
Open it and see.
See, what I am
Doing there,
Feel the pulse
And measure my
Movements there.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your House

In your house
You find me.
And in your house
I find a dose of joy.
And there in the joy
I measure myself.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Language

In your language
I want to talk to you,
And you are there
going out of truth.
How can I touch you?
The question is something new
but the answer is the same
old and is in queue.
I want my cloak back
but how you know the best,
and I want you present
without prudish proximity.
It is all combustion
our inseparable long relation.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Life

In your life see me,
I see you in my life.
Life is one, persons two.
One words - another language,
One art - another music,
One more - another less,
One snow - another sun, and
All for fun.
Life is visible,
Though, you are not,
So also, no one can
See me anywhere.
I am the world I said
And you laughed at.
I am the situation,
And you keep quite.

Gajanan Mishra
I want to swim, my dear
I want to swim with Your
Pure love and I want to
Be a man of blind and deaf
And dumb and mad and invalid
And I surrender my all and
I surrender myself see.

O merciful, take away that are Yours
I have nothing I know, my dear
I also do not want my dues
From You my dear and I do not like
To stay with me alone in Your
Own premises here.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Own Shadow

See the magic
of my poetry, dear,
In your own shadow.

See me day and nights,
in your own life,
with the light
of my bow.

Essence of life, I know
from my poetry, dear,
That I want to share.

Follow me in
silence without any
desire and see the result,
Given by your own star.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Poem

I am in your poem,
Your poem is yours,
And I raised no voice.
The movement is important
When you write the poem.

All natural lights are there
In your poems.
Your poem itself is
A movement that I started
With hunger and thirst.

But in poem, I believe not trade,
I believe, though in messages.
Shapes, size and colors, no matter
And I believe in the world of culture.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Presence

In your presence
I feel happy
I get peace
And I expect
Nothing from you
In your presence
I am blessed with
Good qualities
A behavior of
Divine richness.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Thinking

I am there
In your thinking,
Think me
And get me at once.
I have my own body
In your perceptions
Dear, perceive me,
See me, I am
Only perceptible.
My existence is there
In your own existence.
Think not me
A separate identity,
In this dense forest.

Gajanan Mishra
In Your Transcendental Form

In Your transcendental form
You appeared
You are here to keep Your
Creation in normal condition
You have provided all the needs
Of all living persons
To enable them to live happily
But alas, their sense gratification
Made them intoxicated and they
Exploited resources unlawfully
And You appeared reappeared
In the form of truth love
You are unparallel
And reappeared to annihilate all.

Gajanan Mishra
Inability To Proceed

Inability to proceed
is there with me.
You please come, my dear
and say something
about yourself.

I know, what this
group of lines
are going to say
and what you are
going to understand.

You better understand,
about the land
and you are ready to
act for your own benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
Inactivity

You can not stand
On the platform of
Inactivity
All purposes are
Perfectly served
By composing poems
Go on composing poems
My dear poets
I know your
Constitutional position
I know you are
The marginal energy of love
Spiritual energy of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Inadvertently

Inadvertently
I have said no,
Excuse me and
Treat it yes.

You know I am
A man of positive
And also sportive.

Take me in to
Account and see
My works.

Provide a shelter
From which I can
Work properly
For you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Inauguration

Nothing new to inaugurate
But you are to give lecture
On this ceremony of inauguration.

Gajanan Mishra
Inauspicious

Inauspicious,
Everything here,
Inauspicious,
Mainly due to
Pollution of mind,
Defilement of time,
Negligence of laws.
Inauspicious is
The source of
All unhappiness.
Dear friends, let us
Stay auspicious
Always everywhere
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Incarnate Yourself

Oh, fish
Save me,
I am dying
In deep water.
Incarnate yourself,
And show your
Special favour
To me.
I am nothing,
And I am dying.

Where is the nectar
To drink, Oh fish,
Tell me.
I want to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Incessant Rain

Rain, rain, O rain,
Come on and rain
And let me forget
What would happened
With incessant rain.

What would happened,
There would be more
Croaking of frogs,
More buzzing of flies.

The sky whistles,
The clouds crackle,
And with the babbles
Of my grand-daughter
I got all pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Inclination

I have no inclination to interact.
Remember, I am not what I am.
I am a fool to tell this flesh
this bone this skin a body.

You are neither my friend nor foe.
Remember, no reason is there
to worry or to hurt.

Please, do not be proud
of your achievement
here, my dear.

Go and learn
walking alone on the road.
I have no inclination to
interact on personal matter.
Okey you may go further.

Gajanan Mishra
Inclination For You

I have an inclination for You
I invoke You for help
For protection
In distress
in adversity.

I know
You are both real and unreal
You are beyond real and unreal
I know
You are both higher and lower
You are beyond higher and lower
You are my soul you are my nature.

I am Your field
My body is your field
You know me
You are the know-er of the field
In different forms.

Gajanan Mishra
Income And Expenditure

Income. what is it?
It is actions
It is wakefulness.
And what is expenditure?
It is all eating sleeping
Refreshment recreation
And so on and so on.

Two kinds of capital
Are there for income and
Expenditure, my dear,
Worldly riches and age,
Keep a balance between
Income and expenditure
And that makes your living beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Income Tax Return

What is the utility
Of Income tax return?
How can I assess you
That you are honest?
Why should I keep
Something for the
Proverbial rainy days?
I live beyond my income.

Gajanan Mishra
Incoming outgoing
Fire is here
For all things
Coming means going
Going means not sure coming
Not coming
Water is burning
Fire is watering
Respect the wish
That you are offering
You are not mine
I am not mine
Nothing owning
You are not seeing
But I am watching
Without breaking
Incoming outgoing
Doing and dying
Morning and evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Incomparable As You Are

Incomparable as You are
You have no compeer.
And yet You respect the sentiments
Of all and You are extremely kind.
You are the ocean of countless virtues
You can be won by devotion by love.
You are the fountain of joy and
Abode of compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Incompetent

Incompetent
Really I am incompetent
Everything vanishes
What I achieve
And I am unable to keep it
What I have seen
What I have achieved
The sky the stars
The mountains the oceans
The islands the continents
The forest the countries
The rivers the mines
Everything and everybody
The trees the birds the animals
The insects and everybody
What I saw that vanishes
I am incompetent to keep with me
You appeared and You disappeared
I am incompetent to recognized You
I am incompetent to keep You with me
I am incompetent to stay with You
I am incompetent to go with You
You appeared You disappeared
And I wandered I withered.

Gajanan Mishra
Incomplete

I am feeling incomplete
Without You O my dear
I feel I am defective
As a living being
And I am not able to
Do your devotional service
I am feeling incomplete
As I failed to identify
The body and the mind
As objects of self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Increased Remembrance

Increased remembrance
Of Truth
Highest spiritual one
Is You.

You are my
Ecstatic love
You are my
Living knowledge.

You are my water pot
You are my mango leaves
You are my jasmine white tulip
You are my love in bondage.

Let me see You
And I am your clay drum on this earth
With full consciousness
With eternity and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Incredible

Incredible -
The air,
The life.

Yet, we hear
About it all.
We observe
The course.

We use time,
And with this
We move forward.

We know, though,
Nowhere to go,
Nothing to do,
And we have our truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Incur No Sin

Go on performing
Each and every work
For the welfare of others
And incur no sin.

Go on loving all
Without expecting
Anything from anybody
And incur no sin.

Go on the path of truth
That are there always
And everywhere, keeping
Under control your own
Body senses mind and self
And incur no sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Indebted

1.

I am indebted to all,
I am unable to repay/repaid
The debts of my mother,
My father, my sisters,
My brothers, my villagers,
Friends, relatives.
I am indebted to all,
All the air, water, light.
I am indebted to the earth.
I am indebted to trees,
Plants, and also to animals
Like cows, buffalos, bullock,
Goat, hen, horse and so many
Birds and insects.

2.

I hereby beg excuse to all,
Excuse me, please, excuse me,
See my miserable condition here,
How helpless I am!
I am also failed to perform
The minimum duties that are
To be done by me for you all.
Excuse me, please, excuse me.
I am not fit to call myself
A man, but a beast or a demon,
I am taking everything from you
And in return unable to give
Anything that are to be given
To you all here before departure.

Gajanan Mishra
Indeed It Happened

And we got messages
That are highlighted.

It is not the question
Of successes or failures,
It is just the shambling
Of our wishes.

We seek so many things
And we want to focus
Our victory.

We are, indeed, determined
To go ahead and to show
All what are here at different
Times and in different aspects.

Gajanan Mishra
Independence Day

What do you mean
By independence day?
I am not allowed to utter
My own words in my language.
I am not provided any
Letters, orders, judgements
By the Government and the judges
Though they are functioning here
For me.
How can I say I am independent
And I am here to observe
Independence day what so ever it may.

Gajanan Mishra
Independence Day 2017

Dignity and integrity
Be uphold.
Significance of
Independence day
Be known.
Each life be
Take care
And steps
Should be taken
To make each one
As a dazzling star
In the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Independent

Yes I am independent
Yes I am sovereign
Yes I separated
And still I am
Not able to do anything
As per my wish
I am not able to move freely
I am not able to speak
What I am thinking
I am not able to sleep
I am not able to walk
I am not able to dream.
My stumbling block is I
I am not able to say good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Independent Acts

Not caring for
Conventions or
Any principles
Independently I act.
I have no caste
I perform no duty
I am coming under
No jurisdiction.
And also see me
I am sight-less
I am quality-less
I have not any
Formal face
I am not in any race.

Gajanan Mishra
Independent Existence

I have an
Independent existence,
See me, my dear, and
I am free from ignorance.
I realized who am I,
I know the difference
That are here with us.
And hence I am very calculus.

Gajanan Mishra
Independent Faith

I have my own
Independent faith,
Independent life,
Independent language
And I am going with me
With all truth.
Time and again I am
Telling you, I love you.
My mind and my intellect
All are get fixed on you.
I know nothing else,
But you and I know
In attainment of you only
Lies the fulfilment of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Independent Persons Are

Independent persons are always
Free from illusion
They can go wherever they like
And they are ever white.

Independent persons are liberated
They have supreme potency
O my supreme Lord, You are only
Independent here I know, You are eternal.

You are independent and You are
Present everywhere in fullness
I know You manifest Yourself
Though You are present everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
India And Pakistan Are One

India and Pakistan are one
And not two,
It is the only truth.
Kailash Satyarthi and
Malala Yousafzai are belong
To this one and the same land,
That stands for peace and
Development of whole humanity.
Both are there upholding
The rights of the children-
The future of mankind.
The whole world is looking
Towards India and Pakistan
For peace for love for unity.

Gajanan Mishra
India Is My Home

India is my home,
It is the sweetest home,
Compare not my India
With any other land
Including Rome.

I love my India,
Incredible India,
Heavenly India,
I love Mother India.

I play here,
I sing here,
I feel free here,
Trust, tolerance, truth
And everything is here.

Gajanan Mishra
India Is Now

India is now my India
and I cannot tolerate
and will not allow
rising rapes, farmer's suicide
lack of toilets any more.

Gajanan Mishra
India Round-Up

Come come come to India
I reside in India
You are welcome to this
Land of Gods and Goddesses
You are welcome to India
As You are dear to Mother
As You are pure in heart
As You are in love and
You are for world peace mission.

Here You can find
Hindu Muslim Sikh Christians
In equal status
Here You can find
Unity in diversity
Here You can find
So many colors so many creeds
Come come come to India
Here in India I reside.

You may come for the purpose
Of touring recreation sports
Health family reasons study pilgrimage
Or business or for some other reasons
Come with valid passports and visas
Identification documents
Endorsements affidavits and permits
Register Your name in the offices at
New Delhi, Mumbai Kolkata, Chennai for security.

Keep Your bag and baggage under
Your possessions with declarations
Mind it, dangerous drugs, live plants,
Gold coins, gold and silver bullion and
Silver coins not in current use are
Totally prohibited and remember
Decimals system of coinage are there
In India and Indian Rupee consists of
Hundred units and keep a watch on current exchange rate.
Plan Your trip well in advance, my dear
Be well acquainted with your entitlements
And regulations and keep away touts and brokers
While entering Hindu Muslim Sikh Jain or
Any other place of worship take off foot-wear
Don’t exchange your money with any stranger
Check with the nearest Govt of India Tourist offices
And get authentic travel information
And literature free of cost.

Come to India, please come, You are welcome
Thousands of languages are there in India
Try to learn some basic words and languages
Like Hindi Bengali Tamil Odia Urdu Telgu
English here in India enjoy the place of
Link language among the educated people
Know some meaning like Hello, goodbye means Namaste
What is Your name means tuma nama kana
How are You means kemiti achha kenta achhu.

Come to India, I reside in India
From late September till the middle March
Remember best seasons for travelling
Come to New Delhi, capital of India
And see India Gate, parliament, Rastrapati Bhawan
Jantar mantar, Qutab minar, Red fort, Pragati maidan
Come to Haryana, Kurukshekra, panipat
Suraj Kund, Come to Punjab Chandigarh
Amritsar, Jalianawala Bagh, Himachal Pradesh.

Jammu and kashmir, the head of India
Kashmir Valley, En-route Srinagar
Buddhist monk offering prayers
Hari parvat, Amarnath Uttar pradesh Agra
Mathura, Lukhmnow, Allahabad the cheif of tirthas
Ajodhya Kusinagar Sarnath mussoorie, Rishikesh
Kedarnath valley of flowerrs, Gangotri jamunetri
Rajasthan jaipur-fantasy in pink, city palace
Alwar Ajmer Puskar Kota, Udaipur Madhyapradesh Gwalior.

Come to Ujjain Indore Amarkantak, Khajuraho Panchmarhi
kanha national park Sanchi stupa
Come to West Bengal kolkata, Maa Kali
Writers buildings, Fort williams
Raj bhawan Sahid minar, Howrah bridge
Come to Assam Sikkim Meghalaya Manipur
Nagaland Mizoram Tripura Bihar Gaya Nalanda
Odisha Puri Lord jagannath Harishankar
Maharashtra mumbai elephant caves stock exchange.

Here in India you can find Ajanta Ellora caves
Daulatabad fort Mahabaleswar Aurangabad Magpur nasik
Come to Gujrat Baroda jhula minars Sabarmati ashram
Junagarh somnath porbandar Dwarka
Come to Goa Daman Diu and next Chhenai Kapaleswar temple
Marina beach Mahabali puram, Ooty, Madurai Tiruchirapalli
Rameswaram Kanyakumari, Amdhra Pradesh Hyderabad, Charminar
Golconda Fort Tirupati, the Lord of seven Hills
Vijayawada Vishakhapatnam,

Come to karnatakam Bangalore
Cubban park, Tipu sultan, Mysore
Kerala kathakali, Sankhamukham Beach
Kovalam Beach, my dream land of Singapore
O my dear, come to my India, where I reside
My mother land, India, come to see
India, Come come You are welcome
My brothers and sisters of the world
Please come and come .

Gajanan Mishra
India Round-Up-My Mother India

Come come come to India
I reside in India
You are welcome to this
Land of Gods and Goddesses
You are welcome to India
As You are dear to Mother
As You are pure in heart
As You are in love and
You are for world peace mission.

Here You can find
Hindu Muslim Sikh Christians
In equal status
Here You can find
Unity in diversity
Here You can find
So many colors so many creeds
Come come come to India
Here in India I reside.

You may come for the purpose
Of touring recreation sports
Health family reasons study pilgrimage
Or business or for some other reasons
Come with valid passports and visas
Identification documents
Endorsements affidavits and permits
Register Your name in the offices at
New Delhi, Mumbai Kolkata, Chennai for security.

Keep Your bag and baggage under
Your possessions with declarations
Mind it, dangerous drugs, live plants,
Gold coins, gold and silver bullion and
Silver coins not in current use are
Totally prohibited and remember
Decimals system of coinage are there
In India and Indian Rupee consists of
Hundred units and keep a watch on current exchange rate.
Plan Your trip well in advance, my dear
Be well acquainted with your entitlements
And regulations and keep away touts and brokers
While entering Hindu Muslim Sikh Jain or
Any other place of worship take off foot-wear
Don't exchange your money with any stranger
Check with the nearest Govt of India Tourist offices
And get authentic travel information
And literature free of cost.

Come to India, please come, You are welcome
Thousands of languages are there in India
Try to learn some basic words and languages
Like Hindi Bengali Tamil Odia Urdu Telgu
English here in India enjoy the place of
Link language among the educated people
Know some meaning like Hello, goodbye means Namaste
What is Your name means tuma nama kana
How are You means kemiti achha kenta achhu.

Come to India, I reside in India
From late September till the middle March
Remember best seasons for travelling
Come to New Delhi, capital of India
And see India Gate, parliament, Rastrapati Bhawan
Jantar mantar, Qutab minar, Red fort, Pragati maidan
Come to Haryana, Kurukshehra, panipat
Suraj Kund, Come to Punjab Chandigarh
Amritsdar, Jalianawala Bagh, Himachal Pradesh.

Jammu and kashmir, the head of India
Kashmir Valley, En-route Srinagar
Buddhist monk offering prayers
Hari parvat, Amarnath Uttar pradesh Agra
Mathura, Luhkmnow, Allahabad the cheif of tirthas
Ajodhya Kusinagar Sarnath mussoorie, Rishikesh
Kedarnath valley of flowerrs, Gangotri jamunetri
Rajasthan jaipur-fantasy in pink, city palace
Alwar Ajmer Puskar Kota, Udaipur Madhyapradesh Gwalior.

Come to Ujjain Indore Amarkantak, Khajuraho Panchmarhi
kanha national park Sanchi stupa
Come to West Bengal kolkata, Maa Kali
Writers buildings, Fort williams
Raj bhawan Sahid minar, Howrah bridge
Come to Assam Sikkim Meghalaya Manipur
Nagaland Mizoram Tripura Bihar Gaya Nalanda
Odisha Puri Lord jagannath Harishankar
Maharashtra mumbai elephant caves stock exchange.

Here in India you can find Ajanta Ellora caves
Daulatabad fort Mahabaleswar Aurangabad Magpur nasik
Come to Gujrat Baroda jhula minars Sabarmati ashram
Junagarh somnath porbandar Dwarka
Cme to Goa Daman Diu and next Chhenai Kapaleswar temple
Marina beach Mahabali puram, Ooty, Madurai Tiruchirapalli
Rameswaram Kanyakumari, Amdhra Pradesh Hyderabad, Charminar
Golconda Fort Tirupati, the Lord of seven Hills
Vijayawada Vishakhapatnam,

Come to karnatakam Bangalore
Cubban park, Tipu sultan, Mysore
Kerala kathakali, Sankhamukham Beach
Kovalam Beach, my dream land of Singapore
O my dear, come to my India, where I reside
My mother land, India, come to see
India, Come come You are welcome
My brothers and sisters of the world
Please come and come .

Gajanan Mishra
India, That Is Bharat

India, that is Bharat,
Says - our own Constitution.
Bharat is original, our
Root is there in Bharat.
India came afterward,
Some foreigners created
The word to prove them
As ichneumon fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Indian

I am proud
To be an Indian.
India is
My home land.

Let me declare,
An Indian has
Power to win
Any war.

An Indian is alert,
An Indian is clever,
An Indian is loyal,
An Indian is friendly,
And an Indian thinks;
He belongs to the world.
All creatures are
His brothers and sisters.

An Indian is
Willing to learn from others.
An Indian is very proud
Of himself.

I am proud
To be an Indian.
Indian poet thinks;
Let my life goes to hell
But the world prosper
And let all stay in peace
In this world-heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Indian Army

Indian Army,
I salute you.
You have shown
Bravery that makes
The entire nation proud.
Indian Army, I know
It is better to die
In the battlefield than
During cowardly terror attacks.
Continue your strike,
Indian Army till
All the terrorist are finished.
Fear not anyone on this earth,
For the sake of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Indian Village At Sunset

See here, my dear, the Indian village
And the scenes of transcendental beauty
See here, at sunset, cows returning home
Calves jumping here and there
Mother-cows followed slowly behind
Weighed down by heavy milk bags
The cowherd men and women chanting
The glories of Almighty without any expectation
See the beauty, my dear here there and no frustration
See decoration of burning incense and
Rows of lamps, full of knowledge
Full of love, full of trust among each other
No hypocrisy and nothing and with pure atmosphere
All are clean at heart, thanks God, I am a villager.

Gajanan Mishra
Individual Crisis

Where to go?
How to go?
With whom to go?
For what to go?
But going is sure.
To face the crisis
On the way is a must.

Nurture yourself,
Show your capabilities,
Do the things that are
Meant for you as truth.
Create your own institution,
Ensure justice and
The fullness of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Individual Identity

Most important is individual identity and his experiences. It is form one single mind's reaction the world is revolving. It is only for one single person the eyes, the ears, the mouth are functioning. After crossing the individual barriers one can touch international arena. Eternal truth is that we must take care an individual.

Gajanan Mishra
Indivisible

Indivisible
If you ask
Who is indivisible
I must say
It is only I.

You can see me
If you so like
In everything
In everybody
And it is
Without mix.

Do not compare me
With anything
With anybody
I am in all though
And all moving
And non-moving
Are in me.

I am distinct
I am separate
I am incomparable
I am stable
I am beyond any number
I am beyond all literature
See me my dear only
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Indivisible And Whole

I know, you are indivisible,
You are one and whole.

It is here, we are both
One and inseparable.

I have forgotten my name
and my address and still
I an indispensable for you.

It is in me I am taking birth
And it is in me I am dying,
as you describe in your words.

My existence is here
in the deposition of a witness,
And I am awake like
the dead night.

Gajanan Mishra
Indolence

Indolence leads a man to bondage
Indolence is the stumbling block to progress
See the sun who is particular and regular
Coming and going and doing all in time
See the earth who is revolving rotating
Regularly and sincerely in due time
And maintaining us keeping healthy wealthy and wise
Being the product of this earth
Being the son and subject of the sun
Stay always active and particular and sincere
O my dear, You have kept in your hands your future.

Gajanan Mishra
Indomitable Will

Indomitable will
Is my strength.
And I am determine
To make you
What you are
In original,
Your paternal
That is but natural.

Gajanan Mishra
Induction

Induction is good,
If it is for larger interest.
All would get the benefit
If the intention is honest.
Let us be clear with us
For the welfare of all.
We must take a bow not to
Give a chance for humanity's fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Inertia

No inherent power
I am the lowest ladder
I am indisposed
Insensitivity is here
With me and see
I am wandering
In darkness here
Further more
I am confused
Let me repeat
I do not know
Anything about myself
O my dear, please come
And let me know
Who I am
What for I am here
I am ever ready
At Your call
Just ring me
I am waiting
For the light
You are
Ready to give me.

Gajanan Mishra
I-Ness My-Ness

Binds and
Gives pain.

Maltreating
A human body
Man gets bound
And there is pain.

Giving importance
To perishable
Is pain.

Acting with
Thought of reward
Creates bondage and pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Inevitable

Inevitable is
Unavoidable
And is invariably
Preceded by
Circumstances.

See the life, my dear
As a dark dense forest
Don't take risk
By being trackless
Life would be useless.

Gajanan Mishra
Inevitable - Follow-Up Action

What is inevitable
Is our follow-up action
While we are under operation
Of the life that is horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Infallible

Infallible,
Over and above
all caste, creed,
color, caliber.
Deep and abstract,
No contrary view,
Seeing the picture
you cannot assess.
Vital and rare
and that has a
reflection everywhere
with all.
It is one and
always the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Infallible - You

Infallible,
Over and above
all caste, creed,
color, caliber.
Deep and abstract,
No contrary view,
Seeing the picture
you cannot assess.
Vital and rare
and that has a
reflection everywhere
with all.
It is one and
always the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Infection

Infection is there
In our body
In our mind.
Infection of the material
Modes of nature.
Enjoying and suffering both
Are same here but
Pain is there in both.
And we are influenced
By so many factors.
With various tendencies and
With various destinations
We are going away
Far from the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Infection Is There

Infection is there,
And the communication is
Books, pamphlets, slogans,
Rally, mike and social medias.
Transmission be checked first
And every one be checked
For inapt remark and expression.
All active or passive activities
Against this earth be checked first
To live a life of peace and security.
Let us check the infection and take
Steps to cure it either oral or surgery
Method, or &quot;if it becomes a gangrene,
Amputation is the only treatment'.
&quot;rights and duties are two sides'
Each one should keep it in mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Inferiority Complex

Inferiority complex is there
with all in one way or the other.
I am superior, you are inferior,
The cow is superior, the dog is inferior,
The pigeon is superior, the crow is inferior.

Forget my dear, about superiority and inferiority
And remember, who you are, what is your role
during this period, to change the atmosphere.
Keeping purity should be the motto and not success,
Success is nothing but a highlight of past actions.

Controlling your own mind you should go forward
It is your simplicity and uprightness that can
taken you to super most position at the earliest
and I am waiting here only for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Degree

Give me something
and get back in an
infinitely higher degree.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Happiness

Infinite happiness is
My birth right and I
Have to achieve it.
I know I am in between
Pairs of opposites.
I know I am nothing
But I have everything
That are all meaningful.
I have to assess myself,
I have to prove
I am serene and tranquil.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Love

You are very great,
With unlimited love
Within you.

Love is not to show,
Love is to live
And let other live.

Each one of us
Is rich in love,
No one can shrink it.

Everywhere love is the best,
Whether the place is
In the east or in the west.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Peace

Experience infinite peace
And joy at every moment.

Love love love love love.

And enjoy beatific and
Delightful vision in all,
Staying truth, truth, truth.

Love others and observe
The good points of others,
Feel that you are there within them.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Planets

Infinite inhabitants
Low or high body
Temperature
No matter
Solid liquid gas
No matter
Specific powers
Are there
Ghosts spirits
On the space In the sky
No limitation
Just go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinite Roles

Destiny is playing
Infinite roles
Not I.
I failed to
Understand who
Am I.
My question my life
I am the problem
Solution is also I.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinitesimal

Infinitesimal,
And no one can
Separate from the whole,
At any time anywhere.

Non-different,
And we are all the same
And we are together, though,
We seem different.

We exist,
And illusion exists.
But we are not illusion
Or their parts.

We are the beginning
And we are the end as a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Infinitesimal Wonders

Infinitesimal wonders
Poetry and always begins
With no ends
Smile and not laugh
Visit and feel
Only question
Within
Poetry infinitesimal
Wonders
Not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Infliction Of Pain

Infliction of pain
Is violence
Non-injury is
Non-violence.

What is new then
In your poetry
O poet, will you
Please explain!

Nothing new
As regards violence
And non-violence is
Always new in form
In structure.

Gajanan Mishra
Inflow And Outflow

Circle is good and fine
Inflow and outflow
Keeps the water clean.

I like circulation
man money muscles
I like circulation
Be pleasing and gracious.

Gajanan Mishra
Influence Of Time

Influence of time
Made me up to date
And I became
Faithful to life.

I am living
Effectively and
Getting peace
Turning the pages.

There is so much
To learn at this time
From memory and history
And I am living now.

Gajanan Mishra
Ingest Sin

Caution,
You are
Ingesting sin
Here in this
World of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Inherent Force

Inherent force is here in You
You are reservoir of all.
And You are there in eternal time
You are unlimited and it is Your pastime.

Gajanan Mishra
Inherent To Nature

Inherent to your nature,
Do your duty, my dear,
That are pure and perfect
And attain money
Righteousness, desire
And salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Initiate Transformative Changes

My dear men, said our leader,
Initiate transformative changes
In villages and bring a positive
Difference in society during
Your own life.
Development at the grass root level
Is a must for economic growth.
People in general should take part
In day to day reforms and works.
We can capture the sky and also
The globe only from our own land and labour.
Empowerment and enablement are but
Necessary instruments at our hands.
It is true, we want right and not reliefs.
My dear men, local issues be sortout first,
What we need, we must say and work for that.
Let us strengthen ourselves,
Let us transparent and participatory,
Let us take steps for accountable system
For the development and welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Initiation Process

Simply by the initiation process
O my dear, make me pure
See here in this material world
I am wandering impure
I know nothing is different from You
I know You are here to make me awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Initiative In Action

How can I renounce
Initiative in action?
Since I am alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Inject Not Venom

Inject not venom,
All creatures are
Here pure and perfect.
Use not ignorant and
Vicious words
And pollute not
The society, my dear.
Men are here and
They are the sons
And daughter of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Injustice

Injustice -
To tell me and to
Give me in writing
In foreign language,
Not there in the law and
I am unable to read and write.
Injustice-
Not to provide proper education
In my mother tongue.
Injustice-
Not to provide health facilities.
Injustice-
Not to take care my
Paternal profession.

Gajanan Mishra
Ink Is Dark

My ink is dark,
My God is dark,
I write in my ink
About God
Within me.

I write how to live,
Whom to love,
In which language
To express.

Purpose is clear,
Truth is my
Actual shelter.
The earth and the sky
Eternal wellwisher.

Everything is there
In the dark,
Dark is my flag,
Dark is my words,
So-called ruler
Fears me,
As I am dark,
And all support me.

Obey the dark,
Or go downwards.

Gajanan Mishra
Inkling Of Truth

Inkling of truth
Is there,
Discover, dear,
If able.

No place of
Inequity,
Inequality,
In all lovable.

Gajanan Mishra
Innate Happiness

Innate happiness
Is there in our life,
Let us explore it
Within and
Also outside,
With a smile,
Exchanging words
Of love.
Let us gain
Consciousness here
At this time.
The time is perfect
And we are man of
Perfection, say Mr perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Inner Blindness

And what is it
That is not known
Either to me
Or to you
Is not a fact.

And the fact
Not known
Is not a fact
What I want next
I know not
Is a fact.

I know no difference
Between a fact and not a fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Inner Force

My dear, I know Your force inner force
I know You are equal to everyone
I know Your instructions apply for everyone
I know You are the beginning of all truth
You are the active principle the real truth
Real protection can be obtained from You
My dear I love You I love You I love You
All eternal happiness is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Inner Voice

Inner voice,
Be not emotional
But be practical.
How you dare,
The question is rare.
Life is dark deep,
Deep dark and
We all are there.
Best friends,
Worst friend,
All termed
With interest.
Stay silent,
Matter not
Whether you
Live or die.
But each one
Is like a fallen leaf
Lost everything,
For nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Inner War

War is always
Going on inside
In the process of
Overcoming the dark
And blind powers
Of the lower nature
By the splendid and
Intelligent powers
Of the higher nature
And this war marks
The life of both
Objective and
Subjective sides
Of the created universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Innocence

It is said
An accused always
Pleads innocence
After being arrested.
But the fact is,
No one is innocent
And hence arrested
And kept in
This body-prison.
It is better to
tolerate and bear
All the punishment.
And not to utter
Any word therefor.

Gajanan Mishra
Innocent

You know I am innocent
Innocent is not always
Innocent you argue
And I disagree.
I am innocent and different
You know and recognise
And I make myself ready
To compose this.

Gajanan Mishra
Innocent - All

Innocent,
Each one.
Kill not
Anyone.

No sin
In any action.
Love is the principle
Of perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Innocent Tree

Tree is really innocent,  
Tree is giving everything  
to one who is coming to  
cut him down, this fact  
is known to all and  
it is not new.  
New is our, cruelty upon the tree,  
and we are so care-free.  
We know, without tree  
we cannot live for a moment  
and yet we are not taking interest  
to save tree.  
Real culprit is within us  
Real sage is the tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Innocents

Innocents must not be hurt,
And fall down must not be invited.

Gajanan Mishra
Innumerable

Innumerable creatures
Innumerable rivers
Innumerable incarnations
And I am at the center
With full views
But I can not tell you
How I am here
I can not ask you
How are you
As I am not You.

Gajanan Mishra
Inquisitive

Always, awake
And be a man of
Inquisitive.

Be submissive
And cautious
Always.

With body and
Possessions
Surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Inquisitive To Know

Inquisitive to know
More and more
About truth is
But necessary in life.
Do have the knowledge
And the sense to acknowledge,
The authority of one
Supreme power.

Gajanan Mishra
Insanity

I have a mind and I think
I have ears and I hear
Also I can smell I can taste
I can touch and I enjoy
If I am here to do all these
As per my sweet will and
It is insanity.

I have a mind and I think
I am not going to express
Every thought and also
I am not going to translate
All these into practice
I know if I am going to do
All it is insanity.

I have heard many praise melody music
I have received so many honors blessings
I have also experienced many blame dishonor
Curse and abuses and I am indifferent
I have touched many soft and hard, hot and cold
I have taste bitter pungent sweet sour salt
And I am indifferent and unaffected.

And I know if I am affected it is insanity
And insanity means side with a party
And siding with a party means going out of track
And missing so many things
And not getting proper self
And going away from truth
And it is insanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Insects Attracted To Fire

Insects attracted to fire,
But I am free to my sweet will.

Gajanan Mishra
Insecure

In some way or other
We all suffering here
as we know in suffering
only we can reach the truth
and the truth is in love.
In some way or other
we are in love
and we wear white clothes,
but around us we witness
all falsehood.
To establish truth
it is not necessary to
take the help of falsehood
and it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Inseparable

We can not be separate
O my dear
We are one and the same
See I am yours
And you are mine
We are one and the same
Our love is perfect
Our union is permanent
No separation is possible
And we are inseparable.

Gajanan Mishra
Inseparable We Are

Inseparable we are,
We are exchanging love
With each other,
We both are lovers,
We both are beloved.
You are the lover sometimes,
And sometimes I am the lover.
Sometimes you are the beloved
And sometimes I am the beloved.
O my dear, though two we are,
We are one, and we remain only one.

Gajanan Mishra
In-Separate In The Separated

In-separate in the separated
Imperishable is in all beings
If you know and tell it
I conclude you have true knowledge.

I reside for some time here
With you and you are ready to
Categorized me in the list of
Terrorist while struggling
To fill up the belly.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside All

All inside,
Inside all.
Go not anywhere,
Here find all.

Move and see,
See and move.
All for you,
You are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside All Of Us

Inside all of us
A poet is there
To sing the song
That related to life.

Inside all of us
A cry for liberation
Is there and we
Are all made for liberation.

What is liberation
We are to ask ourselves
And give wakeup call on this day
For the sake of love and humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside And Outside

I find you
Both inside
And outside.
I find you,
In knowledge,
In simplicity,
In truthfulness,
In cleanliness,
In faith.
But who you are,
That I know not.
But I am sure
You are with love,
You are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside And Outside- Love And Life

Inside and outside,
Nothing, nothing.
Still, I exist
Within nd without.

I am the time,
I am me.
I am the end,
I am the beginning.

I am the life,
I am also all elements.
For me, you are there and
The dance of that smiling star.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside Me
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Gajanan Mishra
Inside Outside

You are not to enter,
Not to leave.
Find nothing like
Inside or outside.

Nothing is there
Called good or bad.
Nowhere it is
Summer or winter.

You are to eat and drink,
Meaningless, though.
Without any labor or pain
You are to come and go.

No idea no split,
Nothing to be touched,
Nothing to be fired,
Nothing to take care.

But you are to taste the grapes,
You are to live dear men.
You are to love all,
You are to know the truth here.

But who you are?
Where are you
And for what
Let us chat.

Gajanan Mishra
I know You are residing
Inside and within the body
Of everyone.

Each body is an universe
And You enter in to
Everybody materially created.

You are the complete whole
I know also your plenary expansions
You are the inconceivable way.

Gajanan Mishra
Inside The Heart

Inside your heart
There is love and love
And with love I partake
Delightfully the leaf
The flower the fruit and
The water offered by
Disinterested sinless mind
And I appeared before
Him personally
With love I am
Burning outside and
Also inside
And the love is not
Psychological experience
It is the essence and
It is the life
And scrolling review
I back to history.

Gajanan Mishra
Insignificant Blade Of Grass

This life is like
Insignificant blade of grass.
No value of smiling and crying,
And we are, here, like an ass.
But fear not, dear,
The rope is rope and
Mistakenly see not as a snake.
And for our ignorance, we tell
The insane sane.

Gajanan Mishra
Instant Divorce

Talaq talaq talaq,
Triple talaq,
Relationship cut;
Go, wherever you want,
The husband said.

What do you think?
Am I a commodity?
Have I no identity?
I am your force,
Mind it, replied the wife.

I am not here to act
As per your whims.
Instant divorce is
No more in use.
I am a modern lady,
A civilized woman.

Your so-called triple talaq
Is invalid and unconstitutional
And far from humanity.
Your triple talaq
Is the worst and
Not at all desirable.

We are equal in the eyes of laws,
We are equal by nature,
We are two sides of the same coin.
Utter not triple talaq anymore,
The word talaq is outdated
And it comes out from madness.

I have not married you
To take a divorce,
I am not interested
To identify me as
A divorcee.
Instant Fruits

Instant fruits
Let me get it,
But it is not good.

Gajanan Mishra
Institution

Institution itself
Is not good.
Institutionalized is
Really dangerous.

Go not for any institution,
And go alone as a person
And do whatever you think good.

What is good is best
Known to you, no one else,
But it is you who know better
To focus pious attention on love.

And love, you know better,
How it is there within the self
For which so many worlds revolve.

Gajanan Mishra
Instrument

I'm nothing
Except an instrument
It is you to use me
As you like
The lose is yours
The gain is yours
You are my creator
You are my sustainer
You are my destroyer
I'm nothing
You do whatever you like
I'm just an instrument
Use me as you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Insult Not Openly

Insult not openly
To the self, my dear,
And tell not a lie,
Torture not and
Give no pain to others,
Try to know the truth,
Keep no attachment
With perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
Insulted By Relatives

Insulted by relatives
Is equal to death.

If one neglects
The words of Father Mother and Teacher
The future is not good.

There is no person in this world
Who has no rival.

Gajanan Mishra
Insulting words
Really painful.
Insulting words of
Uncivilized men
Really disturbing
Not bearable.
After hearing such words
Of such persons,
to resettled the disturbed
Mind, no one is capable.
You are just to file a
Lawsuit and pray for
Compensation, no amount
Can compensate, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Insurance

How to insure
That I know
And for this I
Propagate love.

Love is the truth
And only truth is
Here with us and
It is unconditional.

Gajanan Mishra
Insurance - Security

To insure life, properties,
Journey, car, bike
So many companies are
Approaching me by phone,
Messages, and through
personal contact also.
But see me, I am not foolish,
I know, everything including
This life is temporary
Like the bubble of water.
Nothing and no one is ours
And yet we have to do
So many things for so many persons,
And we are duty bound to do.
I thank you all dear companies,
For your kind cooperation and
Your efforts to catch the time
And I know, you all made me
Run with the time with security.
But dear friends, I am insecure
Within, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Insure Your Life

Insure your life, my dear,
By depositing the instalment
Of love once for all.
And live a carefree life
With truth here.
No jaeger can harm you
At any time anywhere
If you are going
On the path of truth.
Life is nothing but
A mixture of love and truth.
Love is the reality
Of life one has to
Admit it by going with eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Insurmountable Time

Insurmountable time,
And we live in here.

But we see-
The shoe wants to climb
On the head
That bears the royal crown.

And we are strong full of
Potency, courage, and strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Intact

You say snake
you say to create
you say sea
and all those are
within me.

You call my name
and what is in a name
You can change the name
as nature change its creature.

Nature horror
you ask how
it is my business
to explain
listen or not
the door is
going to close
after a moment.

who is there to say then?
you are only there
to say
to do
to act
and I am
intact.

Gajanan Mishra
Intake Air

Intake air
Intake water
You are in a river.
Show your nail finger
Senses cosmos
You are in a skin-bag.
see there is fire
In this river-water
And You are a fish there.

Gajanan Mishra
Intake Is The Cause

Intake is the cause
Cause of all diseases.
And it is bitten
By the snake.

The snake is this
Material world
It is the material
Conceptions of life.

You words are medicines
That can save me
From the snakebite, my dear
It is the nectar
It is the cool water
For I am suffering from material scorching heat.

Gajanan Mishra
Intellect

Nothing right
When it is wrong
All things perverted
Contrary to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Intelligence Failure

Intelligence failure
Lead tragedy
Fall of nation.

Caution
Manipulation are a head
To gog you

Gajanan Mishra
Intense Heat

I reel in
Forty-five degrees Celsius.
Tell me
Not anything more.
Feel my condition,
And give
Your reflection
With reference to the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Intense Love

Intense love,
Life, music and dance
All are inter-linked.
Today, let us show
Before all
With no confusion.
Love is not the compilation
Of weekend.

Gajanan Mishra
Intensive Practice

Intensive practice is in need of time
Fixing your mind and it is significant.

Speak to flowers and leaves
Offer what you possessed.

Where is the air
Search and search out here there.

Don't get yourself agitated
Leave it to the clouds at length.

I know you are at the stage of highest perfection
I know controlling machine is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Intention

Important intention
Intention important.
I intend to work for you
You banyan tree intend to
Provide shade.
Everybody here get
Tranquility peace perfection.

Intention important
Important intention.
I relinguish all
All fruits all hopes
All desires
And intend to remain
With you all day long.

Gajanan Mishra
Interaction

In the flash of lightning
Let us start our interactions,
And let it continues
Till the hearts blossom.

We both are the lone players here,
We know not what is the secret
And where it is and still we are
Not far but near and nearer.

We should not forget that
We are here to play to sing
And to love each other with the flash
That are only ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Interdependent

Interdependent, we both, and we are surrounded by Day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
Interested In You Only

Anything at any time
Anywhere with anybody
And nothing is mine
Everything is yours.

Everything is yours
And nothing is mine
And I am here always
Whenever you wish to see
Me where ever you like.

See me where ever you like
Whenever you wish
I am nothing and nowhere
That you do not like
I am interested in you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Interfere not
With the working
Of any one, my dear.
Let the sun shine
Let the air flow
As their normal routine.
Stay far from wrong deeds
And go with the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Interjection

Nothing to interject,
No need to tell
This and that.
Just with eyes
Go where you want
To go.
Just with hands
Do, what you
Want to do.
No magic, but all
As natural and orderly
As the rain.
No need to mingle
With this and that.
Interloper is there
With his own loss.
Each stage is interim,
Each one should
Keep it in mind.
And stay in own glass,
Just for a blast.

Gajanan Mishra
Interlinked - All

Interlinked - all,
One body with another,
One matter with another,
One age with another,

It is true,
My suffering is being
Enjoyed by you.
It is also true,
We are for all good,
And for truth.

Change has no meaning,
With you or with me,
And yet, we are changing
At every moment, here all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Inter-Mixture

It is inter-mixture,
It is nature,
You are the deviator,
And I am the silent spectator.

It is formation of nature,
It is temperature,
And you are the book-keeper,
I am the knowledge-center.

Gajanan Mishra
Internal

Call me
I am in.

Here
I am
Creating
Power
Internal.
Here
I am
Maintaining
Myself
Personal.

Besides me
Nobody is
Here
And here
I am
And I am in
Call me.

Gajanan Mishra
Internal Energy

Keep and use
Internal energy
With control.
Exhibit the light
In the darkness.
Go with
Clear conception
For a better world.

Gajanan Mishra
Internal Potential - Love

Love is not external trophy
to be possessed.
Love is internal potential
to be realized.
Love is full, see
within your heart.
And you feel emptiness
If there no love in you.
Love energized you,
And love cannot be teared.
Tear your own heart
and see love therein.
Show your own sincerity
towards love, my dear,
by going deep and deep within.
No knowledge no wisdom
No power no wealth can match love.
No one can live without love,
Love is the basis of your own life,
Feel and see and test yourself, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Internal Value

To adjust
I am not here,
I am not here
To be chewing the chewed.
I am as natural
As the air,
As the sky,
Try not to trap me.
I am a living being,
I know the truth,
And I am not interested
To go with
External interest,
As I know the internal value.

Gajanan Mishra
International Family

On this day
Family scattered
On this day
New form evolved
New family
New world.

Say world a family
Son in America
Daughter in Japan
Wife in London
Husband in India
Say world a family
It is for belly.

Is it not world society
Father is no more
Mother unable to move
I have no time for anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
International Women's Day

I am not allowed to touch
Shani-shingapur,
I am not allowed to enter
Trimbakeshwar temple.
But you said highest level of
Respect has been given to women.
You said my protection and
Safety is your sacred duty.
You are there to give respect
My right to equal opportunities,
A dignified life. I failed
To understand what type of
International Women's day
You are observing here.

Gajanan Mishra
Interplay

We the three
Are busy in interplay
Birth-death-time
Past-present-future
Goodness-passion-ignorance
Body-sense-mind.

We the three
Are in our origin
In our end
We are united
We divide ourselves
We the three are true
And also false.

Gajanan Mishra
Interplay-Love And World Peace

Interplay is there
As you see
Within the sea.
Sea is there
As you see
Within the sky.
The sky is there
As you see
Within you.
And you are there
Within me.
Let me love you,
Your Highness.
Let me surrender,
That are in me,
My dear, as it is
My only business.

Gajanan Mishra
Interpret Your Own Life

Interpret your own life
If you so like.

Cheating and jugglery of words
Are of no use.

You should be extremely careful
You are taking with you not part
Not half but the whole and the full.

I know you are not the fool that can
Be bypassed here or there
You are aware that I am with you.

You are progressive and acquainted
With the whole system that enable you
To reach your own destination
I am here with you ready for cooperation.

Gajanan Mishra
Inter-Related

We are inter-related
We are inter-dependent
We are one and the same.

Let us see ourselves
With awaken knowledge
And detachment.

We should know
This is not our home
Where we are now.

We are prisoners here
We should realized
The facts and figures.

We should renounce
What we have and
Live on charity.

We are having one body
One soul together but
In different shapes and sizes.

We should feel
And realize that we are
Here now and it is passing.

Gajanan Mishra
Interview

Your language?

Love.

Your village?

Earth.

Your parent?

Air and water.

Your aim?

To catch the light.

Who you are?

Sky.

Gajanan Mishra
**Intimate And Sacred**

All -
Intimate and sacred.

All - in a temple
And finest here.

All - product of
All good.

All - play major role
In revolution.

Left or right,
No one is far from
The truth.

Articulate the things,
Dear men and stay
Favourable.

Gajanan Mishra
Intimate Association

You are with me
I am with You, my dear
There is intimate association
With You my dear in seeing
In touching in conversing
In sleeping in sitting in dining
Always everywhere
It is not possible to
Tolerate separation
You are the soul
I am mere body
Minus You I am dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Intolerance

Want of tolerance
Is there in each of us.
How to tackle it
Ask yourself, my dear.

Have patience,
Intoxicate no one, and
See, everything is fine,
And it is I - out of line.

Gajanan Mishra
Intolerance and hate,
Again came to us as
An enemy of humanity,
An enemy of freedom of
Speech and expression,
An enemy of democracy,
An enemy of the earth
And the sky.
Each one's future
Is in jeopardy.
We must keep clean
All jetty.
We are to live,
Yes, we are to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Intolerance Is Everywhere

Intolerance is everywhere,
But worry not my dear. Think,
See and keep love as only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Intolerant

The serpents
Cannot tolerate
Being trampled upon
By anyone's feet.

So also we are
My dear men,
We cannot tolerate
The so-called
Improvements by
Our own men.

We have forgotten
The power of love
And truth that are
Within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Intoxicating the Brain

Intoxicating the brain
I told all to come and
Kill me, cut me, eat me,
Take me to the place you
Like most for I am here.
Intoxicating the brain
I promise to give everything
That are here with me,
My bone, my flesh, my blood
For you and your allround
Development here and hereafter,
Whatever the nature and kind
Whatsoever to the contray
In anyway for the sake of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Intoxication With

Intoxication with opulence
And power leads to madness.
Stay on self-restraint, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Introspection

Introspection is a must
To overtake frustration.
Only a single question
Am I ready to help
To farther humanities
Through this poem
And is it for right reason!
The question is always here
And I am not feeling well
To give answer.
It is there like the star
And you are giving me notice
With all good and all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Invent A New God

Invent a new God
and invent a new God.
New God would be there
with all good and all fair.
Let us take the issue
to international arena,
and see the number of
conscious persons who are
interested with fresh phenomena.

Gajanan Mishra
Invent Colors

Invent ideology
Invent narrative
Or else
Be ready to die.
Brief history says
strategy has no work
No salable point
Objection overruled
Be ready to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Invent Or Discover

What is life see here
I just enter-in
Invent me or discover
No matter but feel
Who are you be
No quiet no poet
Be not nervous
When you come to me
I am not fire nor ice.

Gajanan Mishra
Invent Space For You

Invent space for you
My dear son
The sky is blank, see.

And see all are here
To watch you for the purpose
Of occupying all.

Gajanan Mishra
Invest The Present

Invest the present
For the future, my dear,
And go with new cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Invest Your Time

Invest your time
Invest your money
Passion exciting
During journey.

Journey is not hardship
Investment is fruitful
Life absolute
Time not returnable.

Gajanan Mishra
Invincible

Birth,
Disease,
Old age,
Death, all-
Invincible.

Notice,
Summon,
Warrant,
You have no
Power to refuse.

You have to surrender
Yourself before the time,
Who so ever you may be,
No value of your power,
Position and place of residence.

You have to close your eyes,
You have to say sorry,
You have to beg pardon,
You have to take the responsibility
Of saying and doing all wrongs.

Gajanan Mishra
Invincible Source

Invincible source
Cause of all causes
O my dear I am here
Only for You.

I am going to You
Forgetting day or night
O my dear I am here
Only for You.

You are great
Greater than anybody
O my dear I am here
Only for You.

Refuge of the universe
You are limitless
O my dear I am here
Only for You.

Demons are afraid of You
I am giving my respect to You
O my dear I am here
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Invisibility

Who is invisible
I know not.
I know not
Your original form.
Within and without
Everything and everybody,
I know you are there and
You are unaffected by any quality.

Gajanan Mishra
Invisible

Though invisible
You are the resting place.

Your terrible splendours
burn the universe.

I know not the purpose
And here I am like doll.

Gajanan Mishra
Invisible Enemy

Invisible enemy
Is really the most
Dangerous here,
Tackle the invisible
With care.
Follow not the principle
Of tit for tat,
Change the writing
On the wall considering
The situation and the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Invisible Identity

Invisible identity
Unlimited forms eternally.

Effective and complete
Manifestation forms externally
And internally.

Measurement of life made
From movement to movement
That is Potency of Almighty.

Not visible in this world
And it is beyond any estimation.

Gajanan Mishra
Invitation

You are invited cordially
To read my poem
Read and reread again
And again and again
With undiminish interest.

I invite you to read my poem
And search out yourself
Where you are missing
And find you out in it
You please read my poem
And see in it how you
Manage yourself to stay
And how you are making
Preparation to go finally.

I invite you to read my poem
And I invite you cordially.

Gajanan Mishra
Invite Me

Invite me
For meals,
I'm hungry
And I treat
Your invitation
As my festival.
Keep faith
In me my dear,
It is the festival
Of your own life,
Like the green pasture-
The festival of cows.
Invite me and
Realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Invite not
Your death.
I am the blazing fire,
Know me there.
In your land
I can smash you
In your body
I can kill you.
Disturb not
The beauty,
The peace
Of this land.
Know me,
Know the goodness.
Follow the rules,
Rules of living.
Live and let live.
Harm not others,
Kill not others,
If you are to do,
Do some good.

Gajanan Mishra
Invoke All

Just for a flower
I am accumulating so much
Facts and figures.
Just for a flower
I am living with glamor.
Nothing to develop
But to invoke all
For eternal pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Invoke Truth Consciousness

Invoke truth-consciousness,
My dear men, in every
Forgetful common man.
Let the man knows, how he acts,
In which language he speaks,
How he lives with others,
And what should be the action.
Let the man know all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Irom Chanu Sharmila

I salute you,
I salute you
For your determination,
For your sacrifice,
For your social cause,
For your fasting,
For you have done a lot
And show a path
Of non-violence,
For the welfare of the people,
And you are going to end
Your sixteen years fast.
You are determined to
Contest the election
And serve the people,
I wish you all the good,
I wish your protest of
Armed Forces Special Power Act.
I hope you winning in
Manipur Assembly election
And serve the people
In a larger scale.
Thank you,
Irom Chanu Sharmila.

Gajanan Mishra
Iron Can Not Burn

Iron can not burn
Unless heated by fire
I can not live
Without Your blessing, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Iron is fire
When put into the fire
And becomes red-hot.
So also each one
Becomes God when
He is in truth
And with universal love.
All fortunes come
To him when who
Serve all honestly
Without any prejudice.
He is in complete
Perfection culminating.
In truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Irony

Real irony - life,
No meaning of
Personal relationship.

Read and feel
The earth, dear.
Time and place,
Nothing yours.

In this very fine rain,
You have to search
The nectar.

Not for show,
But to satisfy the self,
You have to proceed forward
To touch the dark stone.

Gajanan Mishra
Irrational

Your look
Irrational,
And you
Consider substantial but all -
The illusory transformations.
You consider a pond of water
But the mirage.
How childish intelligence we have.

Gajanan Mishra
Irregularly composed, though,
My poems, read it,
The truth is here
And that would purify you.
By reading my poems,
You would get right direction,
Love is here, so also
My heart and pious life.

Gajanan Mishra
Irrespective Of Colors

I do not want my rendering
Be here with all
Irresepctive of colors.

And colors I like is white.

To say I am free from fear
Is false.
And I dislike falsehood.

And falsehood is with me always.

That is there everything
And I fear replacing
The tree the bird the cloud the air.

Myself I replaced.

Gajanan Mishra
Irrevocable Loving Service

Irrevocable loving service
Is established here in my heart,
See my dear. And it is all
In goodness and I am
Completely happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Irsha Nahin, ????? ?????? (Odia)

Irsha nahin, bhaya nahin,
Jibana banchija sabu
Pabitra kama kari.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????? ?????
?? ????? ?
???? ???
??? ??????
??? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Is A Cow Like A Goat?

Is a cow like a goat?
Is our King a thief?
Am I lying?
Is not there, needless violence?
Is home devoid of piety?
Is a man like an ass?
Is not the earth pure?
You can't answer all, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Is A Woman Free Really?

Is a woman free really?
Is she ready to listen?
Why should she obey any order?
Who is there to check her
From staying in and moving out?
Is she like fire? or she is like earth!
What is chastity? why this word
is being used with her?
Who is there to answer
so many questions that are related
to the woman here?
Let her understand what is there in her.
Let her understand the situation that is there.
Let her understand that she cannot go far.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Blood Black?

Is blood black?
Before giving the answer,
I want to say,
See, blood runs.

Blood runs and
I want you to follow
With sharpening words.

No stone is untouched,
No air is fired,
No sky is located so far.

I want you to stay still,
I want you to go out,
I want you to measure the sea
And come back with all instruments.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Faith Evil Feeling?

Is faith evil feeling? I don't know.
How much am I rich? I don't know.
Ask me not any question as I want to relish a sweet dish mixed with poison.

Teach not the sun rises in the east
And it is east where sun rises, both are wrong.
No necessity is there to impart teaching
You are nobody to teach anybody anything.

Falsehood and fraud everywhere
Foul means are being applied by everybody
How miserable life is with us here we lead
Dying we are every moment we know
And still we are committing sin out of greed.

We are ruined by ourselves by our false wealth
By our false power and we are saying
We are here absolute king, alas
How ignorant we are! We do not know,
How much darkness around us we do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
Is God Really Dead

Is God dead
How dare you
To declared
God is dead
Do you know
Who is God
Where he resides
How he is
And what he is
Doing at this time.
Is God really dead
If so tell me
Who are you then, my dear
And how you are
With me now
I know you
From the very beginning
That you are here
And you are my God
God is none other than You
God is nobody else but YOU.

Gajanan Mishra
Is He Good

Is he good,
Who is kind, peaceful,
Eurable, faultless, magnanimous,
Mild, clean, non-possessive, a well-wisher to all,
And satisfied?
Is he good
Who is simple, fixed,
Self-controlled, a balanced eater,
Sane, mannerly, prideless, grave, sympathetic,
Friendly, poetic, expert and silent?
I have forgotten
The words of scriptures that are there,
But not for neglected class
But that have highest poetic values.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Hugging A Sin

I do not agree personally
If your intention is
Pure and fine.

How dare you to forbid
Love affection humanity
Forget not we are all
Sons and daughters of
Same Almighty and
Are close relatives.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It A Bird

And it is singing?

I can do nothing
But to offer my respect
To all.

You can not say
It is also illusion.

It is all truth
And to stay with truth
Is the highest good.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It A Poem

Is it a poem
You are asking
And I am telling
If it is not poem
What is then.

Do you know
What poem means
The four letter
Poem stands
P- personal
o- optional
e- eternal
m- maternal.

Poem originate
From mother
And it never ends
Poem can be written
As per the will
As ordered
No grammer can
Give direction to poet
Poem is poet's personal
Property and its
Value is universal.
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poem never dies
No water no fire
No air can destroy poem
No earth no sky
can entrap
Poem is above and beyond
Five elements of world
Poem is eternal.
Is It A Question

What are you doing,
Is it a question really!
On being told
Again I repeated the same thing.
Is there any room vacant,
A great question for us.
And that has no answer
As you told.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It A Temple And What Is A Temple

Is it a temple and what is a temple
Please tell me where God do not reside.
Do not be simple and simple is not always noble
Simple is often dangerously horrible and terrible.

Old and young and short and tall come come
Up and down and close and open pious son come come
White and black and sweets and sours come come
Dirty and clean and small and big
Everything is yours and here this is your gig.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Easy To Stay United?

Is it easy to stay united
Please tell, my dear, please tell,
Without devotion, without attachment,
Without surrendering the self?

I love the air and the air is there,
I love the sky and I desire to fly,
It is fire that is burning within me,
And you are the fire that I know there.

You are calling me to go there,
Please clarify, are you not there?
You are staging this drama and you
placed yourself in the position of
The hero and the director, producer as well,
with your own expenses. who am I?

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Not Enough

I am Yours
Is it not enough
To express myself
Before you
In any matter
Including love.

I am Yours
I am telling again
And You are listening
With care and it is
Enough for me
To perform my duties.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Not Rape

Is it not rape
When we are using
Other language
Forcefully in
Our day to day work
On our own land, our own
Official language
Is there though?

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Only For You

Is it only for You
This merry Christmas?

I wander.
And I smell danger.

No flower
No cake
Still you say
Okay.

Merry Christmas,
Bugs are here.

Merry Christmas
It is hundred percent summer.

Merry Christmas
I am Yours, You are my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Rain?

Is it rain?
Or it is greedy dew?

It is nothing
But blameful history.
It is nothing
Fearful life.

Default seas
In everybody's eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Raining?

Is it raining?
I think it is
Sun-shine.
It is all
Sweet bliss
It is all
life and
nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Real

Is it real
And what is it?

It is I.
That is You.

See
Experiment
Observe
And say
All is not illusion.

It is eternal reality
It is in our own world.

In our own knowledge
We exist in our dream
And we stress our manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Really Death?

Is it really death?
What is that?

Death gives me
Extreme pleasure
As I think
It is the beginning
Of all at a time.

What is that?
Is it really taking birth?

And it is renunciation
It is attachment
In love in devotion
Love is giving everything
I try to maintain love at every morning and evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Really Sunset

Is it really sunset
That you are watching!
Are you sure
All are well here
With you in this sunset!

First be sure
You are here
First be sure
You are with me
And you are listening
To my questions.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Right To Say

Is it right to say
Keep women locked up
And off social media?

No, no, never
It is not at all
Good to say so.
Rather say,
Educate women
To the core.

Let them know
Right and wrong.
Teach them
Tolerance.
Let women go free
And observe
The life and nature.
Teach them how to
Tackle even
The worst situation.

Remember, women are
Wonderful and
Delightful.
Honour of women
Means honour of family,
Honour of family means
Honour of state,
Honour of state means
Honour of Mother earth,
Where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It True?

Is it true
When I am telling
I am a man?
O yes, you are
Giving reply openly
Before all.
But, my dear,
Who are present here
Can you say truthfully?
And you remained silent.
I returned back,
It is the only option.
Let me tell to you
In particular.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It Yours?

This violence?
This cheating?

I know nothing
As I have no need.

I need nothing,
And nothing is happening to me.

I am going from sound to unsound
While You are coming from unsound to sound.

No sun no moon in Your path, and You are enlightened.
All suns and all moons are here with me
Still I am in dark, my dear, I am in dark.

And I know, this deep dark is Your
And You are known as deep darkness of time-cheat.

Gajanan Mishra
Is It?

We are all equal
In the eyes of laws. Is it true?

Equality a relative term
Some advocates on this point.

Equality of status and opportunity
Has been provided to all. Is it true?

No opportunity is given to anybody
And what is that status, I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Language A Must?

Is language a must?
I think not.

Without my language
Am I not capable to
express myself?
Answer is not sufficient
I know either in no or yes.

To define the language
is really more difficult
than to use it.
Without using my own
language I am going outside
and I am missing everything.

Let my language enlighten me.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Life A Curse?

Is life not a curse?  
And who are we to counteract?  
Is life a curse?  
And how can we withdraw ourselves?

Life brings nothing but trouble.  
Is it true?  
Oh, we are living with useless  
Speculation and mental concoction.

O life, still, I see nectar in you,  
You are so beautiful like full moon night.  
Life in words and in movements, the smile, and the love,  
All unalloyed and belong to the people and all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Life A Gift

Or is it a mercy?
I don't believe it is.
Rather life is a curse
It is the result of our past sins.
Are you empower to turn
The pages of history?
It is you to say
What is there in.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Life An Error?

Is life an error?
That I know not, my dear.
I only know I perish never.
Listen to me, my dear,
I am telling one by one,
chapter by chapter
Life's fire, life's water
to make this life full of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Life In Prosperity?

Is life in prosperity?
Is life getting pleasure?
I know not exactly
But I am sure you have
Accepted the affinity
With this body.

I know it is not your duty
That you are doing
And yet you are doing and
Getting pleasure
And say you prosper
Excuse me I have no knowledge
About it hence further.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Life Just A Passage?

Is life just a passage?
And if it is so,
Each one has a right
To pass through.

But throughout the life
One should know
How to pass and with whom
To share the password.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Living An Error?

Is living an error?
If it is so, it's okay.
My life including
That of yours-
All errors.
We are all
In infinite universes
At the same time.
We are all
Know nothing here.
And still we are using
Our words to
Express ourselves,
We are with the perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Love Lifeless

Is love lifeless
That I do not know
I know only love
I know love is there
Within us.

And where are we
That I do not know
I know only love
And love is here
Everywhere above
And below.

You can come
You can go
But love is here
That I know
And I know
We are nothing
But the instrument
Of love.

Love love and love
We are all in love
No love and nothing here
O my dear, O my dear
I am Yours
You are mine
We are in love
And we are fine
We are fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Love Virtue?

Is love virtue?
I know not
The truth.
But I say
I love you.

Is love dying?
I know not
What I am saying.
But I love you
It is the only truth.

Love is my childhood,
Love is my youth,
I love oldage too,
I know not what is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Marriage A Problem

Is marriage a problem  
Ask those who are bachelor  
I know marriage is adding factor  
To power to position.

Ask those who are bachelor  
What they are thinking about  
Other partner of same status  
In home in abroad.

I know marriage is adding factor  
To sorrow to disavow  
That oust from original place  
Of body of mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Moon Here

Is moon here?
Moon is the real truth fighter
Moon is the real life enjoy-er
Moon is the real philosopher
Moon is the real life-giver.

Moon moon moon
I am searching moon
Is moon here, yes
You can say about moon
Being the house opener.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Not Life A Mystery?

Yes,
Life is-
A mystery,
Without
History.
Life is
Also a
Battle field,
Without
Battle.
Life is
Strange,
But clear.
Live with neighbour
In your own
Picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Not Life Simple

Is not life simple and long
And narrow and flat and parallel?
Are not we split at the base,
Finely ribbed and glabrous?
Yes, life is there at the junction,
Junction of birth and death.
Water-coloured life is in the sky
And the sky is there within.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Our Life A Wasted One?

Is our life a wasted one?
No, definitely not,
You replied, my dear.
See, we are in love,
See, we are in truth.
We achieved so many things
To our credits, see.
We have a very good earth,
And we treat it as our family.
We are such a member
In this family,
Let us proud of it-
For our mother earth,
And for our membership.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Poem Everything?

Is poem everything?
Your answer is - no.
Am I really here?
Your answer is - no.

And what is not a poem?
You remain silent.
And here silence gives
Consent - not applicable.

How you deliver a speech
That remain a question for ever,
It is fact - I am not the owner,
I am telling so many things as a caretaker.

I have nothing to say
If you are not able to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Poet

Is poet really helpless?
I think often yes,
But why?
I could not find anything.
Is there really nothing?
No word is able to express
my thought fully.

I wonder
And I wander too.
My thought failed
to process further.
Is not the picture clear?
Go on soldier
Seeing the winning side at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Proudness There

Is proudness there in me?
Am I a thief?
Am I a liar?
Am I a cheater?
I analize myself, as
You alleged.

I tell you
Be honest.
I tell you
To do all works
In the language
Of the land.

I tell you
Flow like the air,
Stay like the sky,
Show others the light
And be a pillar of hope.
I remind you,
You are sovereign,
You are free,
No one is above you.

But you treated me like
Black soot.

Gajanan Mishra
Is That Not You?

Is that not you?
Whom I have
Seen there and here
With everything
That are yours.
My life is blessed
That I know.
Pray ye, I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Is The Lion Dead?

Is the lion dead?
Still, I see
No effect.

Carefully I have done
So many things.

Am I beating a dead horse?
You are calculating and
Telling me a madman.

No one is coming
To his senses.
why? what is the reason?

I am the poet here
And I am telling
The very purpose, but
All are floating on
The waves of the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Is The Poet Anti-National?

Is the poet anti-national?
The poet writes
About all creatures
Of this world under the sky.
The poet cares not any
Political or geographical boundaries
Of any so-called state.

The poet like Bhim Bhoi
Declared 'let my life
Goes to hell
But the world flourish.'
I love, I worship the poet
For his sacrifice for others.
Do you consider me anti-national?

Gajanan Mishra
Is The Rose Really Colourful?

Is the rose really colorful?
Or it is our eyes
That is able to see
The delicate crimson colour
In the rose and
We are here able to
Receive beautiful fragrance!
We are imitating the rose
But not able to
Imitate the true colour
And fragrance of rose.
Are we rose ourselves?
The rose is there to answer
In the early morning everyday.

Gajanan Mishra
Is The Stone Blind? ??? ???? ??? (Odia)

Is the stone blind?
No one is there
As eyes witness.
The pigeon
That is there,
No more.
Eating pilau
All slept
In their places.
No pimple
Who is there
To say.

In Odia version
Script is Brahmi;

??? ??? ???
???????? ???
?????????????? ?
???? ??? ?????
???? ?? ?
?? ???
??? ???????
?? ???? ?
???? ?????
???? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Is There A Bond Of Love?

Is there a bond of love?
Is it so strong?
Is it not holding us together?
Are we not finding assurances
And courage in each other's company?
Are we enjoying our friendship?
Are we ready to behold one another
Again and again and yet again?
Is there anything else in our thoughts?
Who is weeping for whom?
And who is wandering?
In which world we are?
Are we listening each other's words
Through our sincere hearts?

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Any Cause?

Is there any cause?
No cause, no cause of action.
Why then this life?
Please explain in details
If you are for life.

It is you to start first,
Then only I can see the merit
And the demerit of all these.
Let me know your stand here,
Please explain without any fear.

If you are unable to follow me
Tell me again and again
Time is still there
I am here and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Any Difference

Is there any difference
Between the Ganges water
And the filthy drain water
When they are amalgamated?

My dear, if no difference then
As I am with You always
As You are in me
I am sure, I am pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Any Fire

Is there any fire
In that black hole?
The star is asking
While going through.
I am the man who is
Blind and not able to
See either the star
Or the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Any Thing

Called pleasure here
O my dear
I know not what is
Its definition
And how it is to get
Is pleasure available
Easily or is it difficult
To get I don't know
Pleasure is in
When I am out and it is
Correct you said
It is fact that all are
Going to get pleasures
But with a difference
And what is that
I failed to explain here
Before you all.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Any Thing Called Death?

Is there anything called death?
Is anything under my control?
I hope you are here to
Understand me and give everything
In negative.

I know negative has a major role
To play here within us.
Without this one cannot see
Both the side that is there
Within us.

Everything is with me always
Unaffected by any word
Here and hereafter and the seed
Of the universe is finer day by day.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There No Fire?

Is there no fire?
Try to tell and come.
Fire is needed
To make the ice cool.
And ice is needed
To make the fire burn.
Are you not burning?
If no, no needs to appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There No Mistake

Is there no mistake
In your actions?
Are you perfect?
Are you absolutely free
To do whatever you like?
Are you not bound by
Any law or rules
And regulations?

Who so ever you may be,
Keep relation with
Mass of the population.
Taste the meeting
And the separation
In actions and reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Is There Not Love

Is there not love
In between you and me?
It is true
We are enemies
To each other.
But my dear,
What do you mean
By the term enemy?
The enemy is the best
Friend, best guide
And the best philosopher
Of another's life.
Love creates enemy,
And enemy embraces all.

Gajanan Mishra
Is This Body Mine?

Is this body mine?
And what is there
In this body?

Am I here?
If yes, tell me
The details identity.

Am I conscious?
Where is my conscience?

It is true
I am not able to
Keep my own flavour.

Yet, I am able to
Give light to others
Through my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Is This Pain Mine

Is this pain mine
I know not.
I have an inclination
Only for You, my dear.

And I know not, what is what
And who is who and I enjoy
That are given by You.

I am not violent as
I have no attachment.
I have not enjoy any worldly pleasure
O my dear.

When there is no pleasure
Know that there is no pain
And I know that.

Gajanan Mishra
Is This Tree

Is this tree mine
Not an easy question
to answer.
I am here to speak fair.
I am not with
any success or
with any failure.
You are only there, my dear.
Let me take this orange
and let me share
with my family members.
At this time we are all together.

Gajanan Mishra
Is This World Visible?

Is this world
Of my life visible?

I doubt.

How can one see
My nature
My perception
My senses
My ego?

No one can know
Anything by
Sensory knowledge.

I am ignorant
Of my own real identity
Which is the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Is This World Yours?

Is this world yours?
Let us not discuss
About this world.
See your own body?
Is it yours?
If you think, it is.
Keep it as you like.
Can you?
Let me say-
When your own body
Is not yours then
What for you are
Going to acquire
Pleasure, prosperity,
Honour, praise and comforts?
For whom you are
Acquiring so much?
For your wife?
For your sons and daughters?
When your own body is
Not yours, how you expect them
To be yours.
They are all your
Co-passenger in your life journey.
Okay! And you are all
Going from nowhere to nowhere.
Nothing to tell you more, thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Truth Complicated?

Is truth really complicated?
Go with my poems and solve
Every problem then and there,
Solve all with love.

It is all worldwide,
All perpetual.
But subject to edit
And exhibit.

Privacy to certain extent,
Host them, with care.
Accept or reject, do
Within the timeframe.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Truth There

Is truth there in writing a book?
Then come on,
And write one,
You are welcome.

Truth is not a subject
On which one can fight.
Truth is a subject
One can love with it,
Ask the poet and
The poet is ready
To explain in details.

But where has the poet
gone and that is to know first,
And the poet is hostile to none.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Woman Really Blocks

The path of spiritual realization?

No, no,
Woman is a helping hand
In this direction.

Woman is a razor, my dear
Take the help of a woman
And cross the border.

Without a woman
You can not be a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Is Your Blood Red?

Is your blood red?
If yes, please say
Why it is so.

Gajanan Mishra
Isness

Is-ness or Reality
To the world
Is a mistake.

You are only
With me I know
It is not a mistake.

You are present
That is enough
For me to live.

You are my
All knowledge
That is all I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Issues

Issues are framed
In a dispute
And I must say
Public issues
Needs public debates
That affect us all
Has to be dealt by us all.

In our public life
We must remember
Nothing is private
Nothing is internal
Everything is open
Everything is external
Public means we all.

And it is democratic call
It is parliamentary mall.

Gajanan Mishra
Issues Of Language

Is really great issues.
See how?

It is said-
I should not speak
And write in Kosli
My mother-tongue and
The language of my village.

Please note-
The official language
Of my state Odisha
Is Odia but alas
The state government
Neither makes correspondence
With anybody nor the state
Chief utter a single word
Anywhere here and people
In general tolerate him.

At times I am writing
In English language
I am sure English is
Nobody's language
In this world and still
It is reigning all over
But how ask me not
I am the last person
To tell about this matter.

Everybody has his own language
That is mother-tongue
And having mother-land
United Nations Organizations also
Tells about the use of mother-tongue
But alas nobody is dare to use it
But why ask me not
I am not going to answer
If I am going to answer
I must be ready to leave the place
For the reasons best known to you.

But let me conclude in one word
At the end of this poem -
We should pay utmost respect to
Our Mother, Mother-land, Mother-language
And we should keep our own wife
In safe and in proper security
And not to the prostitutes
And the witch and the witchcraft.

Gajanan Mishra
It All Begins Today

'It all begins today!
The movement continues,
The work begins.'
The 45th President of
The United States Of America,
Donald Trump declared.
Let us hope for all good,
Let the world go with the truth.

Live and let live, Donald Trump,
Realize you are there
For peace,
For peaceful coexistence,
You are there,
To love all,
And work
For the development of all.

This world is not your, Donald Trump,
But you have got a chance
To serve the world.
Do your service
Keep with you
Equal vision.
Use your power
And energy
For the safety and
Security of the world.

Time is not there
To wait for anybody.
Time is also not there
To excuse anyone.
Remember, and go forward.

Gajanan Mishra
It All Depends On Mind

It all depends on mind,
Mental creation is everything.

The time has its own electricity,
And that has all the energies.

Ignorance has also some strength,
Let us use it favorably.

Say nothing valueless,
And offer respectful obeisances.

Gajanan Mishra
It Contains Filth

Body, this one,
And it contains filth.
Let me clean it,
Again and again and
Yet again through
Knowledge and through
Renunciation and through
Your blessing, my truth.
Know this, see me,
I am indifferent,
I am detached to it,
Mentally at least.
Let me see the sky,
Let me observe the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
It Does Not Do Good

It does not do you good
To make enemy of a poet
It does not do you good
To make enemy of a physician
It does not do you good
If you make enemy of an expert-cook
It does not do you good
If you make enemy of a wealthy man
It does not do you good
If you make enemy of a panegyric
It does not do you good
If you make enemy of a powerful master
It does not do you good
If you make enemy with anyone at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
It Does Not Matter

It does not matter to me
Whether I live or die
I know it is easy to
Say good bye good bye.

I have full eternal liberty
And I know the proper way
To return home that I am
Saying it my Rome.

I do not want to ask You
For anything here, my dear
I am Your family member
I am Yours for ever.

Whether it matter or not
I fear my mixing nature.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is You, Yourself

Behold nothing
But the self
Realize nothing
But the self
It is your
Real loneliness
It is you, Yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
It is
It is fire
It can
Consume anything.

It is
It is ocean
It can
Engulfed anything.

It is
It is death
It can
Devour anything.

It is all powerful
It is all perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is A Day

It is a day,
I do admit.
But I can't say,
The name of the day
And I am not inclined
To agree with you
It is so and so day.

I am not in favor of
Division into seven
Or fifteen or thirty.
I know each number
Is imaginary and not real.

Unnamed all,
And tell something beyond number.

It is not spring,
And we are not coming to the picnic.

Please realize
We are one and one, and
Not separable.
And we are one in the other,
One against the other,
One around another
As said somewhere by some one.

And for this,
Let me say
The day- a rose,
The day- a pool,
The day- a river,
The day- a cloak,
The day- a name.
And we are not ready
As yet to play any game.

Let me say
I am satisfied with my
Flesh and bone,
With my dust and date,
With my power and star,
I am beyond everything,
And beyond everyone, dear sir.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is A Play

It is a play
Nothing to grieve.

Enjoy the life,
It is a hive.

Life is divine,
Let it shine.

It is a dream,
Go with its cream.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is About The Origin

It is about the origin of the earth  
It is about the sky and the stars  
It is all about the water and the fire  
Let me take birth time and again  
With all happiness and go round and  
Round my dear and stay here  
Without fear as I discover you here  
As my lifeosource and life-partner.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Air

It is all air,
with fire, it started
playing with care.

Living carelessly
is the call of air
and you are fired.

It is not easy
You cannot say
to enjoy is not barred.

Gajanan Mishra
It is all but common,
Please come, my dear,
You are welcomed.
No notice is required
For entry or for exit.

Still here, we required
Uniformity to maintain
Life and so many things,
We know though, they
Have no values.

Any war of words -
Not required as you see,
The sudden fall of the sky
Into the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All But Seven

You are there in seven,
And it is all but seven,
Here and there, above and
Below, up and down.
It is all but hearing and
Blazing in the fragrance
Of devotion, that is fully
Covered with life here.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Death

Death, death,
It is all death.
Death in rain,
Death in lightning,
Death in air,
Death in fighting,
Death on land,
Death in quarrelling.

Life is nothing
But full of death,
I can't say with
All guarantee,
Death is full of life,
But life and death are one,
I can say here
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Fire

It is all fire
and not rain.

It is all raining
and the fire is extinguished.

Both fire and rain
are necessary
for me.

I know though
it is critical
to go with fire
and rain at a time.

And I am going
with you, see.

Gajanan Mishra
It is all for a bridge,
Over bridge and under bridge,
They went jail,
And got no bail.

The bridge collapsed,
People died, injured,
Still, no change, anywhere,
As if nothing happened.

For a bridge, geography changed,
History was rewritten,
Street fighting occurred,
Law and order situation arose.

I take care each word
That I heard no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All For Vote

It is all for vote
What they are telling
What they are doing
What they are showing.
It is all for vote
The falling of market rate,
The blossoming of flowers
In the straight.
Vote, vote, vote,
Nothing new in it.
New is the outlook,
New is the operation.
It is nothing but plunder,
And it is blunder.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Fraud

It is all fraud,
The life and the liberation,
It is all truth - the earth
That has mysterious formation.

Doorways of our life are two
But it is one and the same.
The cycle is always there
Difficult to say the name of the game.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Free

It is all free,
this life,
this sun,
this sky.

It is not free,
the food,
the water,
even the air.

Life is free,
but living is costly.

Have some wisdom,
My dear men and see
No creature is able to
do what you can.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Goodness

It is all goodness - my living,
It is all joy - my life,
Innovative and always impressive.

Though different - life,
It is all delightful,
And effective and sharing.

Going beyond grammatical frameworks you could find that are within you,
the new lights, pleasing.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Here, My Dear

As You see everyone
Moving with Truth equal
I know, being broad minded
And visionary You are
Transparent in action
Embodying love and compassion
I know it is not anybody
But the leadership that function.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Illusions

It is all illusions
This life this gift
This death this blessing.

You can not say
Anything inheritance
You may say
Undisturbed duality.

I am just a human being
So many beings are there
Like me here there.

You may sleep in ignorance
But the things are going
As it is without any
Disruptions or transformation.

Gajanan Mishra
It is all in the bag,
Bougette, descendent of
Red Gladstone box,
Suit-case type, classic hard-top
Carry my speeches and papers
Top-secret, my aspiration
Is there with a beautiful
Large lock, part of my land's destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Nectar

It is all nectar.

I welcome the sky
With the air
That are blowing
On the bank of the river.

It is all nectar.

I cautioned
The greedy eyes
That are wandering
With the star.

It is all nectar,
It is all nectar
No grievance no allegation
Duty is to save fearful picture.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All One

And we are all parts.

Something defect is there
That we should take care.

Whole creation is here
In the hands of the creator.

Eating nothing but air
And we are fine and fair.

We all are parts
Parts are also one and whole.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Opposite

It is all opposite
It is all opposite
We are experiencing here.

The sun is actually not moving
It is this earth that is moving westward.

It is all opposite here and not truth
All falsehood seem truth and all poison
Taste nectar and sweet.

We get pleasure on taking birth
And we forget life is a prison without any freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Pain

Rain, rain, rain, but
it is here all pain.

Life is not a chain
Life is not for gain.

Life is also not for loss
you are telling, my dear boss*.

I am telling, yes sir, yes sir,
Life is all fair when you are there.

* boss - truth and love

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Powerful

It is
It is fire
It can
Consume anything.

It is
It is ocean
It can
Engulfed anything.

It is
It is death
It can
Devour anything.

It is all powerful
It is all perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All The Same

It is all the same
The time and the life,
The bird and the sky,
The fish and the ocean.
It is all but one
The water and the sun,
The life and the death,
The love and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It is all there,
You can go and search,
Before it disappears.

Disappearing everything
At every moment here
And also there.

There I am in your
Hope and in your desire,
Think not always.

Think about the beauty
And sweetness of your
Own life that is here.

Think about the earth,
The place of your birth
And that of nectar.

Gather nectar, my dear,
Gather for others,
Before you disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All True

It is all true,
Hungry men are angry men,
Let not anyone die on hunger,
Let not anyone fall prey of anger.
Hunger and anger both are
Our own enemies, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Truth

It is all truth
It is all virtue
It is all happiness
And I proclaim the desire
That I have cherished
In my heart at all time.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All What You

It is all what you want
at this time of sun and water.
It is all here in this world
where you are telling you are
living with all, my dear.

The leaf is falling down, see,
But fear not, no way it is harmful.
The butterfly is coming still
with autumn and telling, hi,
Smile, just smile for a while.

O, these are all my words
I am not telling before anybody.
Wait and see, who am I here,
Just see and tell your feeling, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is All Your Greatness

It is all your greatness
That you are here with me.
It is all your grace
That I am living here
At this time.

I know your heart-
It is the ocean.
I know you desire-
It is the sky.
I know your means-
It is life.

I am grateful to you
As for you I am living,
For you I am writing.

Gajanan Mishra
It is already here,  
And I have seen it  
According to my ability  
Only with your blessing.  
It is your good will  
That you have accredited  
me as the initiator  
Of this thing here.  
My ability is yours  
That I know and  
You are the person  
Who have directed me  
To see the things  
In right perspectives.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Always Not That

It is always not that
All truths are good,
Truth is good when
Its effect is for
The good of all and for
Welfare of the society.

Let not truth be professional
Or so to say commercial,
Let not truth be used
In the name of entertainment,
Place not truth when there is
Chances of disturbances of society
And that caused creation of
Violence and nudity.

Gajanan Mishra
It is always opposite
See and come to the site.

The earth is going
From west to east
And we say the sun
Is rising in the east.

Our words our works
All are in opposite.

We called it soft
But it is not so
We called it dark
But it is light.

It is our eyes
That is cheating us
It is our own brain
That is not tally with body.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Beautiful

It is beautiful
It is attractive
It is here
it is there
Look, it is You
And You are standing
You are moving
You are sitting
You are lying down
Look, it is You
And You are within me
I am visualizing
Your pastimes
By fixing my mind.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Beauty

It is beauty
Rare beauty of life
In each day hyph *
It is eternity
That is there
In goodness
In love.
Let me rise
In all beauty,
In all goodness
With all love.

hyph = hyphen means joining newness in life

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Because Of

I am my body
And for this, see
I am facing difficulties.

Gajanan Mishra
It is because of my love for you
I come to you for your welfare
It is because of my love for you
There is mineness, mercy, benevolence
Impartial magnanimity,
Whatever I design it is for welfare,
Always I have a desire to do good,
And this is due to full knowledge
Devotion and action and discipline,
It is because of my love for you all
And here is the life, secret of all secrets.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Beginning-Less Beginning

It is beginning-less beginning,
Seeing all you may put question,
What about all these gaining.
Life is still here,
You cannot say it is stone,
Stone has also life.
Believe me, ocean has no water,
So also air is not moving.
Giving and taking all stopped,
Error occurred at every steps
And almost all say broken-life.
Matter is little but futile.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Better

It is better to remain silent.

Any kind of movement is dangerous.

If you like you can see only.

If you like you can hear only.

If you utter a single word It is dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Better Not To Discuss

It is better not to discuss about
satisfaction and contentment to man
as we all know it has no meaning here.
It is better to remain silent with
one's own bag and baggage that is with him
and abate all that that are beyond reach.
It is better to see what is happening
and it is better not to hear what they are saying.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Better To Die

It is better to die
In this world, where there is
No scope to utter words
In mother-tongue.
It is better to die
In this world, where there is
No place for my mother.
Death is superior to life
If there is not a piece of land
That is called mine.
Death is superior to life
If there is no realization of truth
If there is no smell of the earth
If there is no commitment to do good.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Better To Dwell In The Himalayas

It is better to dwell in the Himalayas,
And eat the herbs and drink the water
of the Ganges and to sleep in peace
there with full freedom
than to dwell in the cities
Full of poisonous snakes and insects.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Better To Write A Poem

It is better
to write a poem
than to sit idle.
It is better
to go to the bank
of the river
than to envy neighbors.

But with all that
the flower plant is dying
before the end of the story.
And the story is that
we are reluctant to hear,
And to hear you
I have to write a poem everyday.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Blue

The fire,
It is blue.
The air,
It is blue.

The sky,
Red in color.
The ocean,
All black.

The space
I searched
To build a nest
With dust
And dew to
Stay with you.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Both

It is both
Intensive and
Extensive
The sound
The touch
The form
The taste
The smell
No mistaken approach
If I remember you
In all of the above
And there no obstacle
In remembering you know.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Business Everywhere

Business, business, business,
It is business everywhere, always.
With wife, with husband,
With son, with daughter,
With friends, with relatives.
Calculation is going on
Loss-profit, profit-loss.
Business is going on also in love,
What you give and in return
You expect double, triple.
Love-business, Business-love
Very very profitable said the lover.
Love and enjoy life in full
With all business-idea therein.

Gajanan Mishra
It is but natural
You cannot deny
You cannot oppose
That is but nature.

And nature is with us
Though we are in opposite
To each other
We must cooperate
We must coordinate
And that is the pleasure
Of life to get.

It is but natural
You are a part of nature
I am a part of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is But Natural And Not Final

It is but natural
Life is final
And we are blossoming
Like flower.

We have no other intention
But to smile
And that is ours.

And we are consuming
Our days like smoke
And withering ourselves
That is not to be revoke.

We have nothing to lose
We know and nothing is ours
And we know we are passing
Over the cloud over the sky
Over the wind above the earth
Above the chariot that is with us.

And it is the life
Within the boundary of yours
We are passing over
The winter and the spring
And we have checked the field
That make us mild.

It is but natural
This is not final
This life and this hive.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is By Your Grace

I have an inclination for You
It is by Your grace
That I gain knowledge of
My real affinity with You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Changing

Always it is changing
This body this world
We do not know how
It is changing
Where from the changes
Are coming and what is
The reasons of changes
And it is always changing.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Chilled

It is chilled
Everything everywhere,
The air, the water,
The earth.
It is chilled
The foods, the clothes.
The birds are not seen
And remained silent somewhere.
It is chilled
Everything everywhere.
Each one is chilly
Here there in chimera.
Hold the chain, my dear
And go hunting up the self.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Cold And Cold

It is cold and cold
This world, this life.
It is our fear,
It is our illusion.

Let me tell you something
And it is truth
Though not palatable
Though no one is here to welcome.

It is my colorful dream
It is my world with flowers
Let me return back to my
Own platform of joy.

Tell me about the falling of
That dry leaf from the tree
In this winter, my dear.
I fear, I may not be here
At the next moment,
It is but obvious.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Common

In this world
It is common
To face many disturbances
That are occurring every moment.

In this world
Everyone of us should
Achieve goal
In a truthful manner.

In deed
We are truth
We are product of truth
And we are going back towards truth.

No whirlwind can kill us
We are in the eternity and without any danger.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Dark

It is dark
And I am ignorant and
I am the king of rain.

What is proper
What is improper
I have forgotten
And I lack discrimination.

Just I am eating
Drinking and sleeping
And you can not say
I am deluding myself.

I know
Nothing is futile action.
Shooting birds
Swimming or destroying
And leading a life of bondage
Nothing is futile
I know.

No stumbling block
No and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
It is dark-
The day.
To live a day-
The highest goal.

Aspire to reach
The day is praiseworthy.
The day is just a word,
And I want liberation from it.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Dark Under The Lamp

It is dark under the lamp
and you have to bear it, my dear.
It is the nail with the rose
and you have to tolerate it, my dear.
Poison precede the nectar
and you have to drink it, my dear.
And discover perfect combination of
wife and husband, son and father,
nose and face, and also east and west.
Remember, to renounce if you have a body,
Remember, to give something to the teacher,
Remember, to place a good service-holder.
And drive not out and kill not the helpless men
taking shelter even though enemies they are.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Dark, Here

See my dear with
Your own eyes.
It is all falsehood
Here, see my dear
With your own ears.

But here you are
The light and
You are the truth
And you are the nectar.
Because of your absence
It is naturally dark
It is naturally death
And all false and no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Darkness Of Ignorance

It is darkness of ignorance everywhere all around you
O my dear, open your eyes to the bright light of Truth.
It is really fearful experience to be trapped here
Where in all things are taking birth and dying every moment.
Only questions are here that have no answer, my dear
And all have a dark snakelike existence here.
Besides love there is no significance of anything
As no significance of day and night from the perspective of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Day After Day

It is day after day
I am suffering here.
Suffering for what
that I know not
and for this let me
say I am enjoying a lot.

I am enjoying a lot
I am telling a lot.

You, who are here
not listening my words
and for this I am
walking in the sun and rain
To show you my strength
against every odd.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Decreasing

It is decreasing
It is time.
It is increasing
It is my greed.
And I am here
In between this process
As a tool
And I am a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Democracy

It is democracy
Its principle is
Live and let live
It is democracy
Where there is equality
Fraternity transparency
Go for democracy
And lead a happy life.

Don't go towards mobocracy
Mobocracy is the perverted
Form of democracy
One who is on the chair
He throw the fire
He thinks the world is in his hand
And he faces the end.

Give everyone his value
Give everyone thinking
For him, you are here to rule
Not for yours but for his welfare
You are the representative and
Your duty is to serve there.

Let others come on rotation
Let others enjoy life as per provision
Let others say and think and do
With all goodness in them
Let us pray together for good and not condemn.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Destiny

That is there with me
It is destiny
It is destiny.

It is destiny
And I am not worried
I have nothing to do
With destiny.

It is destiny
And I am fortunate
I am with it
At this time.

It is everything
it is destiny
I am enjoying
My own destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
It is difficult to know,
As we know not how to know,
What to know and why to know.
Nothing is here to know,
As such it is difficult to know.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Disgrace

It is disgrace
We are here
Where big fishes
Are allowed to go
And small ones are caught.

It is disgrace
We are searching
The difference between
Men and other creatures
And telling about movables/immovable.

But one should know
A man can be a beast
And can be worship as God
And hence man - a possibility.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Divine Everything

It is divine everything
Nothing is mine.
My existence is without
Having any question.
I am just living
I am just living.
No splitting
No thinking
My whole existence is
Without choosing.
I am just living
I am just living.
Still life is taxing
And I am incarnating.
I am just living
I am looking
For another thing
Though there is nothing.
And in nothingness
I am just living
I am just living.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Dog

It is dog
That is crow,
If you find
Any difference
Please show.

Forget the names
Forget not Name,
Remember, it is
Everything for everybody.

Go on practicing
Where you are,
It is fruit, it is
Also root, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Due To

It is due to
My own imperfection
I am unable to
Recognized You
You are good
You are good in
All circumstances
Your goodness is
Unlimited and You
Uses it crossing
All and here in
Lies Your reputation
It is my own imperfection
I am unable to touch Your perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Due To Trust

It is due to trust
It is due to love
It is due to poetry
Discipline overcomes
Indiscipline
O poet
It is your poem
And it is your
Truth-spoken words
That is here in peace
In charity and devotion
And it is your poem
That is in life with motion.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Error

It is error
Trying to know
The world is an error.
It is man-made error,
And man has got all
Responsibility to rectify it.

It is error,
And O my dear, You have given
The power to the man
To rectify his mistake,
And after rectification
It is the man who gained knowledge
And by this knowledge
The man can know the Truth.

After knowing the Truth
The man is in love
And in loving memory
The man surrendered himself
And through his surrender
The man gained everything.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Everything

It is everything
Within the heart
Offer the heart.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Excellent

It is excellent,
You can say excellent,
This knowledge, this action,
Here at this time,
And here with us, find this poem,
That bears all together,
The body, the heart, the emotion,
All together, with this scripture,
Opening a new chapter
Where you can stay without fear
Or favor for a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Fact

It is fact
I am going
But where am I
Going, I
Know not.

It is fact
I am with You
But who are
You, I
Know not.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Faith

It is faith
It is belief
It is devotion
That all make my promotion.
It is my realization
It is my reason
It is my perfection
That all make my promotion.

O my dear
You are my love
You are the knowable entity
You are the entire form-love
You are attribute-less form-less love
You endowed with attributes and form - love.

Gajanan Mishra
It is fetching really,
This life and also
This world.
But for this,
We should keep with us
Some degree of toleration,
We should show act of
Tolerating others.

Gajanan Mishra
It is fine to say
I am not aware,
Not aware of anything,
Awake though.
I exist and
I feel my non-existence
Here at this time.
It is fine to realize
This house, where so many
Persons my wife, my sons,
Daughters, grand-children
Are living with me, with
So many talks and stories,
Is no more mine.

2.

Early in the morning
I hear coo, coo, coo,
I know the sun is there
In the open field
With all colours.
Everyone is dancing and
Recitings their own poems
In their own ways.
I salute them all.
But who am I
I am pondering within.
The flowers in my garden
Are there to greet me
And I smile at their works.

3.

Nothing more to say,
As I am not wise,
I think I am nothing,
I am outdated.
And all are right
Besides me.
My words have no strength
To unite them under
One umbrella.
They are all deluded?
No, never, I don't think so.
Are they the product of
Evil wombs? No, never,
Who am I to think about that?

4.

I am okay,
Only I am here to
Give my blessings.
So long as I am here
I can give them
What are there in me.
I know my blessings
Will return them to right path.
But what is right path?
I know not so far.
I am in uniform and
I also know I am
Passing through multiforms
Still I wish all good, all fine.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Fish

Some one is going
Touching the beach,
'lt is fish', you said.
But no sea is here
I complained.
The very word beach
You uttered means
There is the sea
You replied.
You suggested, go not,
Go not there, the sea
Is in turmoil.
I uttered 'Oh, I see'
You smiled.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Fixed

It is fixed
It is present now
It was present yesterday
It will be present tomorrow.

It is fixed
It is created now
It will be destroyed later on
It existed in the past.

Time is true
Time is Absolute Truth
Time is perpetual and eternal
Time can not be false.

And Truth is not false
And Truth is fixed
And Truth is present always
O my dear, You are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Food

That cause for concern.
It is cloth
The cause for concern.
It is shelter
That cause for concern.

I am here confident
I am here pleasant.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For Delusion

Delusion
It is for delusion
I want to sleep for a long time
Though the sleep is not sound.

There is no sound sleep
And I go on dreaming
I remain lethargic
It is just wastage of time.

Out of indolence I derived pleasures
Being idle my senses and mind become inactive
And I used to think futile worldly affairs
That lead me to pain sorrow worry and disquietude.

Careless
I am careless
And I indulge in idle pursuits
Smoking drinking displaying
Theft robbery falsehood forgery.

And I am going towards hell
It is all for delusion
Delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For Man's Cruelty

Why the man is in sorrow now
Tell me my dear,
And you tell me it is because
Man is going away from love
Going away from truth
Going away from God.

The reason of man's sorrow
Is his own cruelty, my dear,
You tell me further
And I have nothing to deny
Your words as it is my
Own feeling and I am also in sorrow.

O my dear, let me correct myself first
Let me see the truth and stay in love first.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For Nature

It is for nature
I am here
Here I am real
I am unreal
Love is important
It surpassed nature.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For Truth

It is for truth
It is for truth you have
Come down upon earth.
If you are in truth
Nothing is too difficult
For you, my dear son of the truth.
You have nothing to do
O my dear, just see and observe
What He is doing here.
What He is doing
Is really wonderful, my dear
What He is doing is only for the truth.
And truth is here
Within me and within you.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For Us All

Let us sow and reap
Our own corn
On our own soil.
Let us speak
Our own language
In our own state.
Let us worship
Our own mother first
At our own home.
Let us love each others,
O, my brothers
And sisters for the sake of
World peace and stability.
Our world is one and
It is for us all.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is For You

It is for You I am here
And I am relieved of my
Pain of separation
It is my knowledge that
Shows me the truth that is
Here in me with love
You are not I
I am not You not like it
And I enjoy with You here
There is no distress of
Separation that I know
From the very beginning
I am quite happy see me
I am grateful to You for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
It is for You,
It is for You,
I am telling the truth.
And truth is You are here,
You are here and I am with You.
I am with You and doing
All sorts of business,
Only to fulfill Your wish
And You wish I should be
Here for all times to come.
And I am here only for You
And You revealed the fact
That is in me and it is You
Who is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
It is free.
Is it?
I doubt.
I know
Nothing is free.
You have to give
Either in cash
Or in kind.
Kind has so many
Forms that I
Can not explain here.
You are literate
And knowledgeable
Everything you
Yourself can judge.
It is you to decide
Whether to join
With us or not.
You can say
Whatever you like
But I can not.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Friendship

It is friendship,
It is love,
With no woes
Is an impossibility.

Neither in the starting point
Nor at the end, I am
Coming to terrorize the people
As I believe in true world.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is God Alone Who Blesses

It is God alone who blesses,
It is parents alone who
Bless the children.

It is love alone who rears,
Rearing is the works
Of father and mother and guardians.

The leaf falls from the tree,
It is not due to the fault
Of the tree but that of the air.

The air is there in the sky,
But the movement of the air
Is being controlled by the earth.

The earth is there, the air is there,
Life is there and God gives blessings.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Good

It is good
You control the activities
Of the mind
Life and senses
And your determination is
Unbreakable
And it is sustained
With steadfastness
It is good
O my dear
You have a bright future
You are my near and dear
Any deviation is never.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Good To Forget

It is good to forget,
Go on forgetting, dear.
Forgetfullness is better
Than anything in life.

Let me say, your life
Is getting bliss since
You are forgetting
What is where and when.

Nothing to remember is
A fine art of life and death,
Go on practising it, but forget
Not the practicable - love.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Harmful

It is injurious
It is not good
It is not natural.

It is attachment
It is desire
It is forbidden
It is born of evils.

Gajanan Mishra
It is he who is the bridge,
Bridge in the valley of Jammu & Kashmir.
Mufti Mohammad Sayeed by name.
Mufti Mohammad Sayeed was
The healing touch,
Natural reconciler.
Mufti Mohammad Sayeed
Undisputed leader
And new pathfinder..

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Hot

Touch not
It is hot.

Open it
When shut.

Take the view and
Be an expert crew.

Don't go for night
it is all tight.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is I

I am ruled by
The worse men
And for this
It is I
Who is responsible.

Justice is not done
It is I
Who said and
I am helpless
To show
The path of justice.

Gajanan Mishra
It is I
And I am going
Towards the morning
Towards my
Silent river
Towards that cuckoo
That coos coos
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
It is illusion.
Is it?
It is Truth.
No further question.
It is the path of liberation and
It is love.

Be conscious
It is passion.
It is ignorance
And false identification.
No entity exists
In greed.

The entrance point
Is the exit point.
No vacant plot
Here and there.
Just see yourself
In all and be satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
It is in abundance
That I am living.

And I am saying
I need only
Simple recognition
From You, my dear.

Life is not straight
As you explained.

I am here only for You
O my dear, and I am glad
We are together
Always without any separateness.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is In Discovery

It is in discovery
We get ourselves
It is in discovery
We find us in shelves.

Who knows
What are there in future
Who knows
Meaning of nature.

It is just poetry
That keeps us in custody
It is just poetry
Our soul mind and body.

It is in discovery
We get new light
It is in discovery
We are in fight.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is In Great Delight

I am roaming here
With You within
Your jurisdiction.

It is in great delight
I remained deeply
Immerse in love.

You are the Supreme Truth
Here, my dear, I am Your part.

Here, You are within me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is In Vain

The rising and
Setting of the sun
It is in vain
The days and
The nights.

You are not conscious
You are not in true love
You are not in Truth
You are wasting your
Valuable time
You are not in loving service.

All is in vain
Your time and your life.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is In You, Men

It is in you,
To remember me
And give service
To others.

Realize the blessedness
Realize the truth
And love
You are men.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is June

It is June,
And with rain
I get all fortune.
Calm and cool,
Life is full.
My love, have trust,
I am here with the truth,
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Just

Another day
And what is a day
I do not believe
Sun rise and sun set
I do not believe
Birth and death
I wish you a happy life
All the days
You are here
All the moments
You are here
Be happy my friends
And live in peace
With you at the center
Do not count day
month and year
And be a passer.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Just A Blank

It is just a blank
But you need not fill it up.

It is just a dream
And that needs not realize.

Life is not what we want
It is but a process of the truth.

And truth is never a falsehood
It is starting point with a right clue.

Gajanan Mishra
It is just a dark night,
And we are all playing here
At this time without any
Real existence and not being
Able to know the reality.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Just The Beginning

It is just the beginning
And you have arrived,
Let me welcome you with love.
Mango flowers are just
Blossoming on the trees
In my orchard.
My grand-daughter Aashanee
Is just trying to learn
Letters of life and struggle.
My younger son is in London
And just sending messages of
Love and truth to all
On the eve of happy new year.
Let me congratulate you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Knowledge

And we have to know it
Fully and completely
To fulfill this life's
Mission.

It is Truth
And we have to admit it
Before evening and ready to
Drive out all
Bestly intellect.

It is love
It is there and
It is not there too,
The whole Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It is law
And law is a promise.
It is promise
And promise is a life.
It is life
And life is the world.
It is the world
Where we are together
Searching for light.
It is light
For which we are in fight.
This fights needs love
And we are in love,
Love needs no law.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Liberation

No action no reaction
It is liberation
You are in action
Without knowing reaction
And you are far from liberation
You know not future
You are under your own nature
That is your own manufactured
And you are far from liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
It is life
And I know
It survives,
Threatened though,
Uncertain though.
It survives
Time lost,
Though, somehow
Somewhere.
And I understood
Nothing.
Who I am,
What I am doing
And how I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Light

It is light
And it is
Revolving all
Around me.
And it tamed me
By its love.
The light is
The only truth.
I am the part of
That truth and
I know it is life.
Life is here
And also there, and
Key of life is experience.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Logic

It is logic
It is no magic
It is scientific
Life is beautiful
And terrific.

O my dear, I like
Life I like to love
Love is life here
Life is full of love
It is scientific.

I have my own
Experience of life
And love and so many
Relations, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Love It Is Love

It is love it is love
And by the strength of this love
I remember You O my love O my dear
Again and again and again here
And by this intense remembering
I am completely attached to You
Out of love see I smile
See out of love I cry and out of love
Here I hold this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Love When

You are within me
And I am within You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Love, Only Love

It is love, only love,
Only love pervades everywhere,
It is love, everything is love.

There is nothing but love in this universe,
Love exists, even when the entire universe perishes,
This universe is born of love, nothing but love.

The soul is love, the body is love and
Love is eternal, love is imperishable,
Love is the same everywhere, only love is seen here.

Love is the root, love is the fruit
Love is growing from the beginning to the end
Love, love and love, that merges in love.

It is love, only love, that appears in all,
Love is the perception, love is the manifestation,
And love all, love all, nothing else but love.

Love is infinite, love is endless,
No diminution in love, love is the leaves, love is the flowers,
Love is love and love in its causative form and in diversity, love.

It is love, only love, in different shapes,
In different natures, in different interests
Temperaments, assumptions, and also in feelings, all love, love.

Love in each class, love in several class and sun-classes,
Love and love, in arts, in science, in knowledge, in colors
In single and in mixed, love and love, love is numberless, and one.

Love is love and it is complete,
No one can describe love in full details,
And nothing is beyond love, all are one in love, love, love all.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Magic

It is magic
It is vanity
It is life.

And it is yours,
And I am yours,
And you are here
within me.

Vanity fair
is not mine
I know.

And still, O magician,
You have kept
The truth in tact
And I am going to that.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Marvellous

It is marvellous
It is scarce
Hear it see it
Feel it.

Feeling is real life
Welcome life
Life is a war
Fight it.

Fighting in
Righteous manner
Is winning
And winning is marvellous.

Gajanan Mishra
It is more
What You have given
Than my desire
And I have got
My peace and
My immortality
With my contrite
Heart and secret.

Gajanan Mishra
It is my bad luck
That I am telling
I am rich
I have own a large family
I have power
I can do anything
I can make merry
I know all devilish
It is my bad luck
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Duty

Telling sweet words
Is my duty
Telling the truth
Is my obligation
It is your right
To hear me
It is my duty
To tell You what
Is true what is sweet.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Ears

It is my ears
I am hearing always
Your words.
It is my eyes
I am seeing You
Always before me.
It is my mouth
I am telling about You
And with Truth.
In this body
You are here my dear,
And to the best of my knowledge
It is You who is always busy
In maintaining this body.
Nothing is mine
And I am nothing
It is You and You
Who is everything and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Fault

It is my fault
And for this
I have taken birth
Here at this time
And staying with
These creatures.

I do admit my faults
But what is there to do
That I know
I have to bear all
Like the tree
And remain silent
Till the bell
Of next period.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Good Luck

It is my good luck
I am under Your protection.

You are here with me
And I am smiling.

I am seeing Your beauty
In all very rarely seen.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Ignorance

It is my ignorance
That made me sad,
It is also my ignorance
That also made me happy.
I must take steps
To let the ignorance go.
No negligence, no destiny
Has any role to play.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Labor

Give me strength
O my dear
To labor and labor
You are my inner strength
You are fruit of my labor
Please stay with me
O my dear and with your
Presence I am here
To get pleasure
I know only my labor
Will liberate me
I have no grieve
I am under your shelter
Only with my labor.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Own Act

And I am stationed in it.

This set up is Your
Arrangement and it is Your will.

In every stage
You know everything.

It is Your reward and Your reactions
And You placed me here.

I am always carried by Your will
That I realized in this separation in this meetings.

I understood something here
You the player and here the playthings.

All perfect You are O my dear
Without any mistake as the causes of all are in me.

I know You are perfect
You are transcendental to all laws.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Right

To know everything
That are happening
Is my right
Let me know.

Let me know
How the money is
Floating within
And outside that are mine.

I have every right
To my life
And my life needs
So many things and
It is you to provide
Being a paid employee.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Thinking

It is my doing and all
That make my time auspicious.

I compare not myself
With others and I aspire
Not anything as I am not special.

I realized who am I
On silence I dissolve
My ego and see I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My Turn

It is my turn
To learn how to
Play with you, my dear,
And I am every bit
As exceptionable
As You
And I have to know
What You can not do.

Gajanan Mishra
It is my turn to speak,
But nothing to speak,
But to make you feel the time
And the life with us.
The life with the sun,
The life with the wind,
The life with the rain,
All life and all to enjoy.
No use of words,
No words to be used.
But life is there
To be used for others.
Listen to the time
And act with the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is My World

It is my world, see
I am here in a mission
Mission is to acquire nothing
Mission is to see to watch and to sing to dance.
O it is a difficult world really
It is as difficult as my life
My life is within You, my dear
And I am fine and without fear
I know You are though destroyer
You are also creator and the preserver.
It is my world
Here I can do whatever I like
But for your welfare and
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Nature

It is nature
Who is performing everything
It is nature
Who is only here
Neither you
Nor I.

All the senses and
Object of senses
Are evolute of nature
That are here
Neither you
Nor I.

No agent
It is the modes
And nature always
Undergoes modification
Neither you
Nor I.

Nothing is past
Nothing present
Nothing future
Except you
And I.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Nature - Absolute Truth

It is nature
And it is natural to see
From low to high
First feet then ankles
Then thighs then waist
The chest then neck
Then face and so on and so on
And see and find
The Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Nectar

It is nectar
This life here
We are fortunate
For ever.

Ours is pious
Life matter
We are fortunate
For ever.

We are with You
O my dear and
Not with another
We are nectar.

Year after year
We are Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Never All Smooth

it is never all smooth
We are here not under our control
Here is our destiny
Upward and downward
Nothing like.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is New

See, it is new,
And it is new always.
This time and this day,
But you men, not able to know
What for this newness is here,
Always with you.
Men, at least try to
Know the truth,
Always, at every moment
You are entering a new phase,
With utmost care taken
By the nature itself.
Try to know the purpose
That shine there in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is New Always New

It is new and always new,
Life new, day new, time new,
All is new and new all.
No farewell to the old
But welcome to the new.
New is always new,
Let us love all newness
In us from the very beginning.
Newness is there in our
Truthful life and our
Truthful life is in our
Love and sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
It is new,
This world,
At every moment.
At every moment
I find you
In truth.
Truth is there
In love,
And I love you.
I love you,
Nothing new, but
At every moment
I find newness
In love, in life.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Night

it is night
Let us fight
Night badly bitten
With flowers in hand.

It is hand
In sand
Hand is not full.
Are we really fool?

Who knows
Not here
And they do not know
What they know.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Night And I Am

It is night
And I am weeping,
I am in the night
And I am weeping,
Night is here with me
And I am weeping,
I am weeping means
I am the night.

Gajanan Mishra
It is night
And what is it
It is the time
Of awakening
For the self-controlled.

For the self-controlled
Everything here is dream
And it is the stage
Of self-realization
Spiritually awakened at night.

Then there is no fear
You are lovable for
Everyone here
You are perfect, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Night, It Is Dark

It is night, it is dark
The owl and other nocturnal
Creatures are all around here, there.

The sun rises and night ends
There is no dark at present
No one is there to disturb us, okay.

You are my sun and when You are
Here within me, at the very core of
My heart, my dear, no one dare to do any harm.

You are ever integral, my dear,
And Your realization is nothing
But integral, it is final.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not All Empty

It is not all empty,
Just go with it.
Go with it
And find all beauty.

Love it and say
I am giving it.
And it is life
With all beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Haywire

It is not haywire,
It is all love.
Love is there
In the kiss of light.
And light is this life.

This life is lighted
Only for love
And love blooms
In the sweetest life.

Let the life grow
In rock-flower
And let the world
Smile in star that
Are near and also far.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Hot

It is not hot,
But it is cold,
Air blows.
No one is bad,
But all good,
The creatures.
Not ugly,
But beautiful,
Everyone here.
It is not I,
But we, who are
Here for each others.
We think and we act,
With our mind and intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Hot- The Sun

It is not hot- the sun
The age is going on.

It is not glorious
Rather furious.

That I want to talk to you
My dear son, have patience
To mention right and wrong.

The door is open
And it is you to make entry
Your name often.

See I am a street driver
And I am forgetting my own language
And the nameless wind tells me
About my own identity at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Magic

It is a process
And you have to go
On that process.
It is not accident
It is not by chance
But is your continuous
Efforts it is antecedents
And consequences.
It is not magic

Gajanan Mishra
It is not my duty
To go for pleasure
And prosperity.
It is not my duty
To accept affinity
With this body.
It is my duty
To realize the truth
By performing for you.
I know, I am your fragment,
I know, you are within me.
In every way I am
Connected with you
With flawless flow.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Possible

It is not possible
To know You,
As I am perishing
And You are not.

I know nothing
You know everything
It is not possible
To know you on my part.

I am present only
As You manifested in my form
I am able to see
As You are showing me.

How can I measure You
How can I say what are You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Strange

Not strange,
And it is not strange,
And I am with me,
Talking myself, thinking myself,
Walking myself, dancing myself,
Singling myself, seeing myself
By my own techniques and I feel
Sweet and received all that are
Befitting to me.
See, I am with me in my own planet
As you are in yours.
See, I am within this empty vessel
As you are in yours.
And here we are both together.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not That

It is not that I would stay
It is not that stay order passed.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not That - Worry

It is not that
Two and two
Make four always
Everywhere.

It is what they
Make themselves
And not the result
That is the cause
Of worry.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not That We Understand You

It is not that I understand You
It is true that You understand me.

Whatever I sacrifice and I offer
That is meant for You only.

You are for me That I know
Ceremonious or not is immaterial.

Gajanan Mishra
It is not with in my reach
That I can write a poem
I know the poem has already
Been written by you
I am here just to pickup
The pen on the white paper
As and when necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Not Your Age

It is not your age
To welcome the rain
And rain is not coming
In time with proper planning.

No dancing for this
And no and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
It is nothing
Man says he is doing everything
Man says he can hear
Pity he is deaf
Man says he can see
Pity he is blind
You are a human being
Pity you can do everything
And it is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
It is ocean, dear
And I fear.
I have forgotten dear
And I fear.
Everything I perceived
Here my dear
And I fear.
I fear
You are here
With butter.
My dear
I fear death-matter
No death here.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Ocean Of Sounds And Words

It is ocean
It is ocean of sounds
Deep deep very deep
Unfathomable unlimited.

It is ocean
It is ocean of words
Internally externally
It has vast meaning
Believe not outwardly.

Beyond and above
One can not move
And go anywhere
From this ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is On All Sides

All colorful
And that have
Identity with Truth.

It is a feeling
Trough practice
It is a love
Through perfection.

I have so much things
To do with the Self
I have a lot of words
To utter with good intent.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is One

It is one
The fire and
Its flame
Its sparks
Its smoke
Integrity of
Fire is there
In all.

Likewise, O my dear
You and we
All are one
The matter and
The spirit
The air and
The water
The earth and
The sky and light.

And so, my dear
I have nothing to worry
I have nothing to think
About my life, my nature
I know You are all
And everything is in You
And this is the logic of life
That we are concluding at present.

Gajanan Mishra
It is one PM here,
What is there at your place
I know not,
But I know,
If something differs
It is not truth.
And if time is not truth,
Our very birth, very life
Is also false.
Falsehood is only truth.
If any fluctuation is there
In my words and action,
No one can called me
Truthful man.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Opened, The Doors

It is opened,
The doors,
Everywhere.
Enter or exit
No bar.
No difference,
Theirs and
Ours.
Smile or cry
No difference
And nothing
Is there to happen.
Welcome or
Say goodbye,
No difference,
But you are to
Feel all
If not uttered.
Feeling of
Sorry or angry,
Giving punishment
Or commitment,
No difference,
But you are to
Know the truth
Of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Our Friendship

It is our friendship
Okay, come on
For the sake of this
I can sacrifice anything.

You can rule over me
Only because of your love
You can take me with you
Only with affection.

I am not in dark
See, I am free
I am in my original form
And why should I act as servant.

In good friendship
No body is superior or inferior.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Our Thought

Nothing is impure
Nothing is filthy
It is my thought
That is not healthy.

Here, everything is
Charming and beautiful
Worry not, my dear
Be cool, be cool.

You have your own
Existence here, my love
Worry not my dear,
You are the truth, not bluff.

I am here powerful
Only because of You
Without you, O unchangeable
See my life null.

Birds of the same feather
Flock here together
O my dear, You are the identifier
Makes me yours forever.

Look, I am going to you
With all love with all truth
O my dear, You are my blue tooth
Give me life-amrut *

Amrut- nectar

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Our Wedding

It is our wedding
Today is our wedding day
It is our wedlock
Greet with pleasure
Wed with love
Wed with Truth
Wed with eternity
Wed with sincerity
Wed with honesty.

It is our wedding
Everyday is a wedding day
It is new everyday
Everyday is a lovely
And beautiful day
No matter it is what day
But it is wedding day
It is love-day
It is Truthful-day.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Pained

To see
The hunting and killing
Of animals and birds
Here there.

It is pained
To see
Exploitation of girls
In brothels in clubs
In society.

O my dear, let me take up
Truth consciousness
Let me go back home
Back to the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Pity

It is pity,
Pity really
If I am not
Able to see
What is true,
If I am not
In peace and
If you failed
To make me
Peaceful.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Pleasure

It is pleasure and
not pain, let us say.
The womb is good
and good is our nature.

Let us merged with
one another as we meet
with destiny and
it is not tyranny.

Non-self or self no matter
but we are better here.
Doer or enjoy-er no matter,
But we are here better.

Let us proceed together
For a better world and better future.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Poem

It is poem
And it is worthy
As it relates to
Life and to the world
And to the truth
Absolute truth
It relates to
Eternal words
Relates to poem
And it is relevance
To the world's welfare.

O my dear
Your words are
Proper and just
As it pertains
To Truth
Life is nothing
But the urge
For searching
After truth
And it is basic
Questions and
It is the answer.

Gajanan Mishra
It is purity it is light  
That make me eager  
For knowledge and virtue  
See I am in the principle  
Of truth beauty and harmony.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Rain, Really?

It is raining
And I am
In my midway
Of separation.

For some rice
And bread
I stand before
The door
Of the earth.

Rain is
But a necessity
I know and
I fire
At the clouds.

Gajanan Mishra
It is raining, right?
Is it raining? Obviously no.
What is it then
When water is dropping
From the sky?
You said nothing.

The world is blossoming
And it is here
We are taking rest.
Is it true that
We are at rest.
Difficult to say anything
At this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Raining And Raining

It is raining and raining
And raining and
The stream is flowing
Frogs are croaking.

It is raining and raining
And raining and
The cattle are not grazing
The air is not blowing.

It is raining and raining
And raining and
Everywhere there is water,
But stay without fear, my dear.

Wait and wait, you are to see
The blue sky and you are to
Listen birds twitter with
All happiness here.

Gajanan Mishra
It is raining in this world
And in this rainfall there are
Blood mucus pus stool urine
And marrow falling heavily
Trunks of bodies are also
Falling from the sky
Hailstones clubs swords
Iron bludgeons and great
pieces of stones are also there
Big serpents with angry eyes
Vomiting forth fire
Groups of mad elephants
Lions and tigers are also there
As if all are coming to dissolute
Our entire world
They are all frightening us here
As we are all in this material world
O my dear, You are the only person
Who can relieve us
Your Holy name is as powerful as You
That I know
I am chanting Your name only
I am here fully protected
I am saved.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Rare

It is rare, rare to find a good friend
It is rare, rare to find a good guru
It is rare, rare to find a man who has renounced all
It is rare, rare to find a man who has acquired knowledge of God.

It is rare, rare to find a man who has won desires.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Really Love

It is really love that is there,
It is really truth that is fair.
I am the water, I am the air, and
I know, I can attain you, wherever I desire.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Restaurant

It is restaurant- this world,
You can order what you want,
Waiter is there ready to attend you.
Is not everything alright with you?

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Said

Water is a combination of
Hydrogen and oxygen
But I am puzzled
Seeing the vast ocean.
It is said
Everything evolved
From chemicals
But I do not know
Where did the chemicals
Come from.

Gajanan Mishra
It is said by some people
Writing poetry is simply waste of valuable time.
But let me clear the matter,
Where is time to waste,
Who is wasting, and
Wasting where.
Only through poetry,
I can say, proper utilization of time can be made.
Only through poetry
One can know the truth,
Only through poetry
One can recognize the self
That is within all.

Gajanan Mishra
It is said pilgrimage
Be performed
Relinquishing attachment
And fruit.

I said in return
We are all pilgrims here
In this world and honestly
We should take interest
Just to see and watch and feel.

Who and what are here that
We should know focusing
Light that are within us
And we are advised not to
Be disturbed ad interim.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Shame

It is shame
if we are not using
our own language.
It is shame
if we are not giving
respect to our own mother.
It is shame
if we are not taking care
of our mother-earth.
All other things we are doing
besides the above are fruitless.
We must face death,
and no one on this earth is there
to save from the tragedy we are to face.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Silence

It is silence
That gives us peace
That gives us intellect
That dissolved
Our ego
That eliminated
Our morbid feeling
It is silence
That gives us
Chance to
Realized self.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Spring

It is spring
It is love
It is life.
Life is beautiful
When mother is
There with you.
Life is beautiful
When you are
With the nature.
Nature is there
And there you are.
You are the star of the spring
You are the love of life
And life is the components of five.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Sunset

Yes, it is sunset,
Let me go with it
To bring a new sunrise.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Tea

It is tea, 
Let us have it. 
It is life 
Let us chart it. 
Be relaxed and 
See what is happening.

It is not easy 
To say anything here. 
Everything is wrong. 
We are here to search, 
To search the truth 
Too difficult to discover.

And still we are here to love 
To love all, all the truth, all the falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is That Bird

That sits that sings
With the clouds in the rain
It is that mountain
That moves that dances
With the bird in spring.

I am not solitary as you think
I am with this bird and
In this mountain on this day
On this day I declared O men
Please come on come on
Here is everything for your life.

And life is nothing as You see
And You taste the sweet
In this wholesome hours
I called the gardener to
Bring all flowers
That are fragrant.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Air

It is the air
That is here
That is there
In me, in you
And in all,
Inside and outside.
Air has
Fortynine divisions
And in
Fortynine forms
Air is going and
Coming from one
To another, my dear.
Fear not air
Air is here
Air is there
Air is yours only
Who is ever ready
To take your care.
Air air air
See the pressure of air
And say within air
What you are.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Beauty

It is the beauty I appreciate  
My hope and Your grace  
The sky's daughter blue field  
  Where in we mess.

Discharging my duties I surpassed all  
My hope and Your grace  
The earth is here as before  
Each other we kiss with all riches.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Butterfly

It is the butterfly
That is there
And not the star.

Am I not a star?

Here I am,
Test me with fire.

It is the air, here
My dear, that is
Ready to tell
Through the ware,
And that is ready
To take us anywhere.

We should be more careful
And ready to move.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Clouds

It is the clouds,
the cause of controversy.
And the blind earth
supported this.

It is all trashed
Said the flowers
Before the jackals.
And we all turned
towards the waves
that are untouched,

It is the space
of the shadow
and we are in a hurry
to fill up the gaps.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Covering

It is the covering
It is the illusion.
I know not who is mine
And who is not mine.
I have stolen for you
And you accuse me of being a thief.

What is love?
What is friendship?

Come to the point of Truth
O my dear, apply your whole life
All of your wealth
Your entire intelligence
And your full power of
Speaking hearing and thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Dream

It is the dream
To swallow the seas,
It is the dream
To sabotage the sky.
And we are silent
With the trees and
The mountains and
The streams.
We are silent knowing
Fully well that
We cannot do anything
With our dreams
At least here, keeping
Ourselves far away from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Question Of

Rich and poor and not
General, Scheduled caste
Or tribe or Hindu or Muslim
Or other backward class.
It is the question of
Livelihood and not men
Or women or others.

Putting an end to
Caste color sex politics
Is good for the society,
We are having same body
With same blood, bone,
Respiration and hunger and sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Same

It is the same
After plus and also
After minus
And find no
Limitation with
This creation or
Destruction as
You performed.

No need to know
The cause or
The effect
That is not
The business
Whatsoever, my dear.

Going with your
Own dream world
You can do anything
You can also say
All these as true
But it is dream only
You yourself would
Say afterward.

It is all above
And all below
But the same
And also not
The same again
Like this
Here now.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is The Sky

It is the sky
That is there
And calling me.
See me, I am
Ready to go
With the sky
In white-blue
And black-yellow
Dresses that is
Given to me
By the sea.
Sea is there
But take no interest
On my life-style.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Time To Play Holi

It is time to make friends
It is time to throw colors
At each other
Colors of good wishes
Colors of toleration
Colors of co-operation
Colors of celebration
Nothing to be afraid of
My dear, come and
Let us enjoy together.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Trouble In The Flesh

Not a sin if you sex.

It is trouble in the water
Not in sad if you wet.

It is trouble in the time
Not in rejoice if you mine.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True

It is true
By Your grace
By Your love
I am getting
Supreme peace
Eternal abode
I am Your refugee
My dear, You are
My everything.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True And Also It Is Untrue

It is true and also it is untrue
This dream this water pot that contains water
Absolutely false all fatigued all labor.

It is factual it is conditioning
It is pains it is pleasures
That affect life here.

It is interconnected it is concocted
It is nothing but damaging the time
All proprietorship of yours and mine.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True And I Know

It is true and I know
You walk without feet
You hear without ears
You perform actions
Without hands
You enjoy all tastes
Without a mouth
I know You are the most
Clever speaker even though
Devoid of speech
You touch without a body
You see without eyes
You catch all odors
Even without a nose
You ways are supernatural
And Your glory is
Beyond description, my dear
But I am here with all illusion
I mistaken a shell for silver
A mirage for water
And I cannot dispel this delusion
Let me wake, my dear and
Not feel the pain when
My head is cut off
Here in this life-dream.

Gajanan Mishra
It is true my father or mother
Cannot protect me,
No doctor can relieve
From my suffering,
No boat can protect from
Drowning in this world-sea,
I have to face my death,
I have to suffer
And I have to die.
No other way, no other way,
No other way but to suffer
In the hands of time.
It is only you, my dear,
Can come to my rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True - We Are

It is true -
We are for all men,
And never for a few.

It is true -
The road ahead
Is not smooth,
It is also true -
We never falter
Before falsehood.

Ignorance is
No excuse,
We must respect
All people,
First and last truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True, I Seek Nothing Besides You

It is true, I seek nothing
And why should I seek
If anything is there to seek
It is only You, my dear, only You
I know You are the Truth
You are the love
Without You all are bluff and blur.

If I am suffering at any time
It is only without feeling you within
O my dear, I know You are the only
Divine knowledge here with me
And I do not want to miss You
You are my love that I seek
And I know I have only affinity with You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is True-I Do

It is true-
I do nothing,
Actions are occurring.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Truth

It is Truth
At every step
Nothing is blunder
Nowhere.

It is your duty
To do right thing
At right time
At right place.

It is your education
It is your knowledge
That makes everything right
That turns falsehood into Truth.

Go on and go on
It is your courage
That drives out the mirage
That enables you to reach the centre.

O my dear, see yourself first
Nothing is here nothing is there
Besides you that I know
You are the polestar.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Up To You

Striving ceaselessly
I reached here
And it is up to you
To advised me
What to do.
It is up to you
Whether to accept
Or reject my word
My action.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Walt Whitman

A poet must ask
About grass
About sky
And I think
There is nobody
To give a clear answer
Besides Walt Whitman.

Anyway
Walt Whitman is
Not here physically
But here is Walt Whitman
Through poems
And poems can supply
As much information
As we required.

It is a different matter
How far we accept the view point
Or not.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is We

It is for us
Anxiety, stress
Fear, anger
Are getting importance.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is We Who Forget

It is we who forget everything
It is You who remember everything.

It is I who is eating sleeping
It is You who is simply observing.

It is I who is going on and leaving the place always
It is You who is present and giving remembrance everywhere.

I have no eye to see and I lack knowledge to understand You
It is You who is with me every time and You are the adviser in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Well And Good

It is well and good
If it is for the welfare of others.

If anything is for one's own self
It is bad and bad.

It is but simple and nothing new
My dear, Come on, You are for all
Not for a few.

O my dear, I know, You are in me
As I am in You with devotion
You check preview.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is What It Is Not

It is what it is not,
It is not what it is.
Let me say something
without the help of words.
I am sure you cannot
find me with so much words.
It is not that I hate words,
Words are there in my hearts.
Good words, pure words, pious words,
Love words, hate words and words of
so many kinds I love all.
But I am not in passion with words,
It is not what words signified
It is what what words are incapable to.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is White

It is white and
Not black - the death.
It is black and
Not white - the life.
In between life and
Death each one is
Telling his/her tale.
We are the readers
And the listeners -
Not worried about
The course of light,
We are worried about
The dark spreads
Everywhere but not
Touched by anyone so far.
And we talk about
Development, achievement,
All cruel, all hollows,
Though, and we are
With solo.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Woman Who Heard Flute

It is a woman who heard flute of love
But you are saying woman is fire
Fire in woman
Fire in rainbow
Fire in butterfly
Fire in stars.

Woman - really mystery
I do admit
Mountain of mystery.
Woman is history
I do admit
Mountain of mystery.

You can not find a place
Without wind
You can not find anything
Without a woman's mind.

We are in the air
We are in the fire
Woman can only provide
Us a layer
Mind it
Without woman
We are lazar.

Woman with desires
Is dangerous
I must say
Be cautious.

Woman is within us
Woman can stay
Without us.

Woman is our breath
Woman is our food
Woman can eat us.
A woman has two sides
I do admit
But remember,
It is a woman who can only
Heard flute of love
And save us.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Wonderful

Really wonderful
This earth and
This life on
This earth.

It is colorful
With joy
With surprise
With love
With pastimes.

O my dear, please
See everything here
With your own eyes
And feel the beauty
Therein eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Wrong

It is wrong,
It is wrong to
Viewed us separately
Here at any point of time.

I have presented You
You have presented me
On the same footing in
No loss, no gain planning.

Let me say what I
Want to say here again,
No misinterpretation be
Encouraged here again.

Our deal to stay simple
And open be understood,
It is right, living peacefully
And with full cooperation is our mood.

It is wrong,
It is wrong to viewed us
Separately here,
We are so perfect and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Wrong To Continue

It is wrong to continue
The material conception
Of I and mine
It is better to forget
The illusory understanding
Of I and my
It is the Almighty
Everywhere and in everything.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Wrong To Say

It is wrong to say
You are everywhere,
It is right to say
You are everything
And you are everybody.
Rest is delusion
And with your presence
Delusion destroyed.
No question of neither
Nor, and either or.
When dependence is
no more, there is
No one who can say
Nature is connected,

Gajanan Mishra
It Is You

It is you
the mirror
you look like
where.

The mirror
reflect intact
If you have
courage admit.

Wait not
for the result
process is important.

Anything can be
change at any stage
at any time.

It is the mirror
that says
what you are
and how far.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is You To Search

It is you to search
Where is heaven.

It is you to decide
When to go to heaven.

It is you to see
What are the components of heaven.

It is you to conclude
What to do in the heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is You Who

It is You who
Inspire me to sing
It is You who
Inspire me to live.

You are free
From all
I am waiting
For Your call.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is You Who Is Only Good

It is You
Who is only good
And always good.

Let me remember You
From my very childhood
Let me remember You
From the morning
Till the evening
And at day time and
Also at nights.

You are my Mother
You are my Father
You are my friend
You are my all in all.

Gajanan Mishra
It is You, my dear, it is You.
The bliss, the knowledge,
And everything,
That are divided,
That are undivided,
And it is You,
You are free from all doubts,
You are the waves,
You are the sea,
You are the water,
You are fixed, and it is all
Projections and distractions are within You,
You are the clouds and the sky,
That remains fixed on You.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Craving

It is your craving
That is impelling you
And you are committing sin.
You are sinking only for sin,
If you want to go out of sin,
You are to go far away from desire.
Desire is your bond, my dear,
Cut it immediately and stay free.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Dreams

It is your dreams, my dear
What you see what you hear
What you remember,

Awake and feel.

And it is all
Your present body
They called it life.

Your forgetfulness is
Called death and they called
Dreams are useless.

Awake and feel.

Remember all imaginary
And factual that are
Not real.

Gajanan Mishra
It is your fire
And see me
I am there.

I am there
Floating
I am there
Flowing.

Problem is
I am not able to
Sacrifice myself.

Neither I have
Anything here,
Nor I have
Any desire.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Greatness

It is your greatness
That you are in association
With me here at this time
And you are able to know
Where is truth.

Where is truth you know
And you are purified
You are convinced and
You are surrendered
You are liberated.

You are liberated
And I am with you
You offer me everything
And I accept all without questions.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Hubris

It is your hubris,
You said father,
To me.
And I remained silent
Only for you.
If anything wrong,
Please pardon me,
I pray father,
And you smiled.
You smiled
And I feel happy.
I enjoy my life
With your presence,
I know what you are,

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Loftiness

It is your loftiness sir
You recognize me here.
I am liquorice with water.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Poems

I cannot get on
Without you.
It is your poems
Drew off my
Attention from
The rest of the world.
And poems, I think,
Cornerstone of my living.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Sweet Will

It is Your sweet will
I have taken birth
It is Your sweet will
I am embracing death
It is Your sweet will
I am here I am there
It is Your sweet will
I am no where and no where.

I am not here to go
With my fault
I am not here to say
Anything to anybody
I am here only to execute
Your works for the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Symptoms

It is your symptoms
Not your caste
That matter.
It is not your birth
But your qualities
That are stressed here.
No matter
Whether you are
Son or daughter.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Thinking

It is your thinking
That is taking you
From here.
It is your thinking process
That make you establish
Or else be prepare to face.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Will

It is your will
And I feel
And it is well done
Time is not there
And it is
Go went gone
O my dear
You are in action
And I am in truth
And I see at dark night
Clear
What a beautiful repetition
And that is only notion
In this life-motion.

Gajanan Mishra
It Is Your Will - I Am Executing

It is Your will
That I am heren staying
It is Your will
That I am sweeping
It is Your will
That I am writing
Staying
Seeping and
Writing all
Are Your will
I am executing
The allotted task only.

Gajanan Mishra
It Matters Little

It matters little
If one dies.
It matters little
If another takes birth.
I think both are
Errors of nature,
No one should
Take anxiety.

Gajanan Mishra
It Needed Two

It needed two
It needed two to clap
It needed two to have a day
It needed two to have a life
It needed two to grow here
And it is perpetual it is Truth
Let me have with You
O my dear, and in love you are blue.

Gajanan Mishra
It Rains Heavily

It rains heavily
And for this
Several creatures
Are killed.
Life of several
Other creatures
Is saved.
No sin no virtue.
No egoistic notion
No tainted intellect.
So also I am
Going on doing
My actions without
Sense of mine and selfishness.

Gajanan Mishra
It Will Publish

It will publish tomorrow,
Today you go and do
Whatever you like.
This area is yours
And it is lighted.
Opening and closing is
Under your control.
You may go or you may stay,
You may smile or you may cry.
Be sure, nothing is there to happened.
Calling bell is ringing, let it continues.
The man is drinking beer entire night
Let him do what he thinks.
But my dear, be cautious while keeping relations
With others at this time today.
Keep it in mind, the words are very dangerous
Your own words may kill you at any time.
Words have no holy days, no tomorrows.
They have their Christmas merry only today,
And alas, today is going away, going away.

Gajanan Mishra
It Would Explode

It would explode
Here or there
At any time.
The good and
The bad
Everything would be
Opened here and there.
The enlightened and
The ignorant
Both are here
And they would meet
Their end,
Though, in a different way,
And the way is
Determined by one
Who knows all paths.
How many paths are there,
And where is that path,
He knows better
He has created the paths.
Everything would be opened
In due course of time.
But the time is within us
And we are bound by time.

Gajanan Mishra
Ita Sabu Sabubele Nuaa (Kosli)

Ita sabu sabubele nuaa,
jiban nuaa, din nuaa, samiaa nuaa,
Sabu nuaa, nuaa sabu.
junhake bidaki neina
Nuaa ta sabubele nuaa.
Bhal paebarkhe heba
Sabu bhitarar nuaake
Jenta achhe aamar bhitre mulu.
Aamar sat jibanthane sabu nuaa
Aamar sat jiban achhe
Aamar bhal paebarthane
Aane sabu dedebarthane.

Gajanan Mishra
It's All About A Book

It's all about a book,
And it is time-bound,
The life.
It is both
Art and science.
It has philosophy,
And it has its own
Geography with
Area limit.
It is going up and up,
Forgetting history.
No place of jealousy,
But each and every place is
Reserved for success and success.

Gajanan Mishra
It's All Loss

The engine of my car
Starts functioning
But alas, the wheels
Do not move forward
It's nothing but
All loss and no gain
You may say, sir
It is all desire
But no action.

Gajanan Mishra
It's History

It's history-
The love,
The time,
The living.

It's living-
With responsibility,
With eternity,
With night.

It's night-
In flavor,
In color,
In new atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
It's Not What You Say

It's not what you say,
It's what you do.
It's not that words have no power,
It's how you use the words with actions.
It's not how many days you stay,
It's what and how you are doing.
It's not truth is all in all,
It's your application of truth in life.

Gajanan Mishra
It's Okay

It's okay,
This rain,
That sun.
We are all days
Under the clouds.

It's okay,
We are flying in the sky,
We are walking on the land.
We are for what
We know not yet.

O men, come on,
For you only
The rainbow is there
And the ladybug is on the grass.

Gajanan Mishra
It's Raining

It's raining,
And let us listen
To the rain.

It's murmuring,
It is lightning,
It is all shining.

Each one is leaving
The place in time.

It's time
To recognize each one
Before going from
This place.

It's raining, and it has
No relation with the living.

Gajanan Mishra
It's Time

It's time
To upgrade.
It's time
To go out
From shade.
It's time
To declare
No one is bad.

Still we try
To go
Out from time.
Still we try
To stay
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
Ja Satya Sahita  ???? ???? (Odia)

Ja satya sahita, priya kabi,
Anya sabu kana kahuchhanti
Dia naa mana.

Samaste ethi angya
Samste kichhi jananti nahin
Pruthibi bishayare ki
prakruti bishayare.

Jaha drusyamaana
Taha satya nuhen.
Tumari hrudaya bhitare
Rahichhi satya.

Satya sahita raha
Aau raha aalokita.
Tume hin eka matra
Jaha bhitare rahichhi sabu.

- - In Brahmi script;

?? ?? ???
???,
?? ??? ??????? ??
?? ?? ?? ?

?????? ??? ?????
?????? ???? ??????? ?????
?????? ?? ??????? ???? ??

???? ??????
???? ???? ??? ?
???? ???? ?????
???? ???? ?

???? ???? ???
?? ?? ??????? ?
???? ???? ?????
???? ???? ??? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Jaa Naa

Jaa naa
Se puruna khabar,
Kaama naahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaa Naahin

Jaa naahin
Se puruna khabar,
Kaama naahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaa Sethaku (Odia)

Jaa sethaku,
bheta nianku.

jie jaha kahu
ruha sthira sethare.

samsta sahasa rakhi, bheta,
Jahaku bhetuchha, dekha.
Se tumara satru nuhen,
Se tuma nija bhai.

Bheta se nianku
thanda barapha panire.

Gajanan Mishra
Jackal, I Declared

Jackal, I declared
Your acts are shameful
And condemnable.

Gajanan Mishra
Jackal, I Decloared

Jackal, I declared
Your acts are shameful
And condemnable.

Gajanan Mishra
Jadi Achha Satyare (Odia)

Daribar kichhi nahin
Jadi achha satyare,
Tuma pakhare achhi shanti.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script -

?????? ????? ????
??? ?? ???????,
??? ????? ??? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Jadi Chanha (Odia)

(Odia)
Rati pari
Dharya o
Sahas rakha
Jadi chanha
Janmadebaku
Gote surya.

(English)
If you want to
Deliver a sun
keep within you
Patience and
Courage.

Gajanan Mishra
Jadi Tume Aagrahi (Odia)

Jadi tume aagrahi
Katha hebaku,
Katha hua mo bhashare.
Jadi tume aagrahi
Lekibaku
Lekha mo bhashare.
Nachet,
Mu ethi tumaku
Sunibaku nahin,
Mu ethi tuma chithi
Grahana karibaku nahin.
Mo bhashare satya achhi.
Prema achhi,
Maati achhi,
Aalua achhi,
pani pabana aau
Aakasha, samagra
Jibana achhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Jadi Tume Aagrahi ??? ???? ??????  (Odia)

Jadi tume aagrahi
Katha hebaku,
Katha hua mo bhashare.
Jadi tume aagrahi
Lekibaku
Lekha mo bhashare.
Nachet,
Mu ethi tumaku
Sunibaku nahin,
Mu ethi tuma chithi
Grahana karibaku nahin.
Mo bhashare satya achhi.
Prema achhi,
Maati achhi,
Aalua achhi,
pani pabana aau
Aakasha, samagra
Jibana achhi.

In Odia lipi;

?? ?? ?????
?? ???
?? ?? ?? ????? ?
?? ???? ?? ?????
????????
?? ?? ????? ?
????
?? ?? ??
???????? ????? ?
?? ?? ??
???????? ????? ??
?? ???? ??? ???
?? ????? ??? ???
?? ?????? ????? ????? ?
?? ????? ??? ????,
?? ?????, ??? ????,
???? ???,
????, ???, ??
???? ???? ???? ??? ?
Jadi Tume Bhabuchha (Odia)

Jadi tume bhabuchha
Mu gotie kabi
Mu kichhi srusti kari paribi
Tuma ichhanusare
Ebam jadi tume bhabuchha
Tume tumar swapna
Purana karipariba
Mo dwara, he mora priya
Eha mora bhagya.
Mote upajukta sabda dia
Purna satya rakhi ta bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jagadish Is A Name

Jagadish is a name
How to forget this name
Is a great question now
My dear men.

Here is a story of Jagadish
And Jagadish himself is a story
That I know and if you wish
Please listen about Jagadish.

Where is Jagadish now
Can you tell me, my dear friend
Go on searching before telling
Something here there everywhere.

I have never seen Jagadish face to face
Yet Jagadish is here now in front of me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Jagadish Is Here There Everywhere Now

Jagadish is here there everywhere now
Call Jagadish, hear Jagadish, read Jagadish
See Jagadish and if you so like you can put
Jagadish any question you like and Jagadish
Would reply you as per His good will.
Jagadish is now in His good will mission
Leaving aside all material relations
He has reached the Truth and now with the Truth
You can not touch Jagadish as you are false
And you yourself is with your false pride my dear.
By His grace Jagadish has surpassed all difficulties
And now not in miserable condition anyhow
Jagadish is here there everywhere now
Read Jagadish understand Jagadish and tell what and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Jagadish Is Here With Us

Jagadish is here there everywhere now
Call Jagadish, hear Jagadish, read Jagadish
See Jagadish and if you so like you can put
Jagadish any question you like and Jagadish
Would reply you as per His good will.
Jagadish is now in His good will mission
Leaving aside all material relations
He has reached the Truth and now with the Truth
You can not touch Jagadish as you are false
And you yourself is with your false pride my dear.
By His grace Jagadish has surpassed all difficulties
And now not in miserable condition anyhow
Jagadish is here there everywhere now
Read Jagadish understand Jagadish and tell what and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Jagannath

Without legs I am going everywhere, see
Without hands I am doing everything, see
Without ears I am listening you
Without mouth I am sucking that are with you
Without sleeping I am guiding you
My dear, Ask me not where are you
Here, there, whereever a poet is singing
With devotion about me I am there in
Feel me, feel me I am you
And see I am without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaha Janiba Katha

Jaha jaaniba kathaa
Tahaa jaana,
Jaha na janile chaliba
Bhuli jibaa kathaa,
Bhuligale bhala.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaha Mu Dekhuchhi (Odia)

Jaha mu dekhuchhi
aeta mora bhasha nuhen.
Mora bhasha seita
Jouta rahithae mothu abichhinna.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaha Se Kahilaa???? ?? ????? (Odia)

Jaha se kahila
Parili ni bujhi,
Jaha bujhili se
Munda haleila.

Se munda haliela aau
Mu padigali.
padigali kua bhitare.

Paani nuhen
Thila niaan
Se kua bhitare.

Barapha-niaan aau jibana,
Aau mu chukti pain heli raaji,
Chuktira sabda aau akshara
Abujha rahila, dayakari khyamakara.

- In Odia lipi;
Jaha Tume, Taha Tume Nuhan (Odia)

Jaha tume taha tume nuhan,
Tumar ba tuma pain kichhi nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Jahaku Bachhichha (Odia)

Mate nischhita kara
jahaku bachhichha
Se satare ethare
Rahibaku prastuta
O jogya sabudinaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Jahasabu Lekhuchhi Ethi (Odia)

Jahasabu lekhuchhi ethi,
Mu lekhuchhi bhaya jogu,
Jibanaku mu bhaya kares,
Bhaya karen mrutyuku.
Mo lekha - ekamatra rasta,
Jibanaku aau mrutyuku langhibar.

Gajanan Mishra
Jai Hind

No needs to know
Anyone but me,
Jai Hind.

Gajanan Mishra
Passions are high,
Agitation on full swing,
And immense problems. Though,
Cruelty to animal act is there.

For our own pleasure, men,
We are going to torture
Innocent animals like the bull,
Bull taming sports you called, though.

Here, this is our world,
And we called ourselves
Advocates of humanity.
We are here for the protection
Of cultural values
At the cost of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Jane Boli Mu Ethare Achhi

Jane boli mu ethare achhi.
Mu tuma kukuraku jane,
Aau jane tuma prema kete.

Mu mna kru nahin
Tuma kukurara gude sanga.
Tume tuma kukurara khadya
Talika rakha mu jane.

Mu bandi nuhan,
Mu tuma kukuraku Tane, otare.
Mu tuma kukuraku nitya nutan
Dekhibaku chahen ebam sehi
Dekhare tume chapi thaa
Chhadma beshare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jangalre Aau ??????? ?? (Odia)

Jangalre aau
Andharare
Aamaku jibaaku heba
Aagaku.

Kounashi saapa
Ki kopunashi baagha
Kariparibe aamar khyati.
Aame jaanu
samaya ku kemiti
Karaajiba byabahara.

Aame aamar
Saaraa dina
Saaraa raati
Khatir nahin, suna.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????? ?? ????????
???? ?????? ??? ???? ?
??? ??? ??????? ?? ??? ??????,
???? ?? ??? ???????? ?
??????? ??? ???,
??? ??? ?? ??????

Gajanan Mishra
Janha Jaluchhi

Janha jaluchhi
Aau kanduchhi jibana pain.
Janha neuchhi mate
Swapna khyaya karibaku.

Janha kouthi mo bhitare
Pacharuchhi patniku.
Samayaku deba bujhai
Neuchghi patni anumati.

In Odia lipi;

????? ????
?? ???????? ???? ???? ?
???? ????? ???
?????? ???? ??????? ?

???? ????? ?? ?????
???????? ???????? ?
????? ??? ?????
????? ????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Janhatola

kie na chahen
tolibaku janha
kie na jane
khasuchi goda talaku
kie na kare
pratiraskha nijara
kie na mare
swayang nija hatare.

anekakatha emiti
rahi Jae baki
sarijae mahabharata.
kie mala kie hajila
maraguli nain phursad
kahathi esabu ganibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Janibaku Dia (Odia)

Janibaku dia mate
Kebala tumaku
Jemiti heu.

Gajanan Mishra
Janibaku Heba (Odia)

Moti manika
Motiabindu
Pharak kana
Janibaku heba bandhu.
Aau jani na parile
Khasijiba pada
Daria sindhu.

Dhara dhara kahile
Khei na thibe aau,
Marudi mahamari,
Chora thanta sabu
Sadhuthibe dau.
Bujhi helani bandhu!
Jani ajanaku kie achhi bujhau.

Gajanan Mishra
Janichha Tume Kie

Tume kebala paunsa
Tume kebala kita
Tume kebala ekabishtha jaga.

Gajanan Mishra
Andhar aasila
Dukhasukha hela
Kahila jauchhi
Kahili Na.
Andharaadaku pherai
parilini aakhi
Ki parilini kahi
Andhar bhitarara drusyaraji.
Mu hin acchhi kahibaku
Aau kahibi andharara mulya
Aau andharra bhitaru
Bahari aasuthiba sutra.
Sesajae mu rahili
Rahila andhara
Nija nija jaga madi
Kehi kahathu na ghunchi
Kehi kahaku na ghunchai.
Mora aau andhara bhitaraku
Tume aasila ketebele
Parilini jani
Janili phula phutibata
Janili basna chahatibata
Janili chaudiga mahakibata.

Gajanan Mishra
Jar Of Gold

Jar of gold
Full of poison.
O my dear men,
Think about
The situation.

Wise as you are
My dear men
Pay heed to my words.
Please find fault
With nobody
Everybody and
Everything is
The creation of
The same almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Anka kasidelabelaku samaste ascharya
emiti phala baharila kemiti
jaha kaunasi sankyare chidunain.
sakala bipadaku tauilabelaku
bhari paduchhi a rajya
khuna janiguna uthuchhi ubuki.
Sara dipahara aaha chu chu karibaku
kie achhi bahara.

Netrutwa neba kana ede sahaja
mati pachi panka gandheilejai phute padma.
Bishada samayare sahi sambhali
rahiparile prakatibe Rama
juadu jemiti pabana bahuchhi
bahuthau chhada nain niti niyama.

Pratiti muhurtare jadi kichhi kichhi sikhuchha tebe jiinchha
samayara aahwana swikara kari aabhijana aarambha kale
hata paantaku aasijiba bijaya.

Bijay!
kahara bijaya?
satyara sindura phatibabele
jie thia hoithiba nischala tahara
kie uchha nischha kie
satrukie kiemitra
bachhabichara kichhi na thiba.

kana kemiti karibi mote pachara nain
kemiti udeibi aakasha chutuki phutai
kie kana karibe kemiti karibe
sabu jojana sarichhi
hebaki badalai kara kapala kostthi.
Janma mora bhala lagi
kebe karinain anista chinta kaharahele.
Jaha karichhi a jae sabu para lagi
mothi para aapana bheda e nain.

Samadrustire dekhichhi sabhinki
galikandi buleichhi panira siara kati kati.
Jaichhi jebe sakhinka melare
swapna dekhichhi matira aakashara
Taranakshyaramane olehhi aasichhanti sabhinka munhare
phutiuthichhi hasa.

3

Sunya panhara mote jana
aau jana atalatala jala bhitare
thaa khoji thiaa hebaa.
jetebele sasagaradhara nijar
jhapati aasichhi athiki
deidebaku mothi achhi jahakichhi.

Nain Nain kahu kahu jaichi bhasi
hanh hanh kahu kahu jaichhi rahi
kana karuchhi athi
kahaku deuchhi kana
chalichhi naaa chalichhi dindimapita
panchapaise dei pancha hajarara prachar
hulahulira ki abhav!

pade pade mu satarka
bana janapada dein
megha jebe asuchhi madi
mu sihari uthuchhi bhayare
taha aatanka na aananda
jaha kichhi chalichhi bhasi bhasi
kejae chaliba au kana parinati.

Mu kebethu alaga mo deha tharu
paruchhi jani
sunya kana artha kana
paruchhi jani.
Kahuchhi baulamananku
raha re raha thira raha
thira rahile janiba
a bandhanaru mukulibara upaya.

4

Juga badalibara samayare amiti hue
amiti kemiti
aakasha phati rakata jhare sunyaru
dhuli uthe paniru
pakhimane udanti ni au.

kuade gale kie
rakhu rakhu rakha
nain ta aan bhadi dekha.

chatana chhata phatei
palai jauchhi andhara
ete dinara a sujoga
gharabudi pani anthuera.
ajathare kian ete jogabijoga
kana ete palayanara artha.

jaha jetebele jemiti bi gala gala
bahigala
mana sariraku bandhirakhile hela.

Dhelamela ghare kie kahaku bandhichhi
ujani suaarebhaunri khai khai
mu padi rahichhi mori gherare
papa kana punya kana jane na
karichalen jaha jetebele
tumari agyanre mori samaya mote
neijae thikana jagaku thikanabelare,

5

mora parichaya!
bishwasa kariba?
knan kahi parate kareibi
ea mora maa bapa, bhai bhauni.
janiladinu bujhichhi
ae mati mora maa
mati uparara aakashha mora pita
sabu pasupashkhi kitapatanga brushkhyalata
mora bhaibhauni.

Au adhika kana kahibi, jani nain!
Ajana aakarshana tanineuchhi mate
jetebele smruti au swapnara chitrita ruprekha
jhalasi uthuchhi barnila digantare
pabanare kheli buluchhi
banabhulara sugandhha
hasinachi kuruli uthuchhi
ae upatyakasara
nakhyatradi kholichalichanti
mitha mitha jibanara pardha.

Sakhinkamelare bahariadili sanjare
mo hrudayaku tara kari
bicheidebaku matira mahakashare.
pratidhwanita karuchhi samagra rajya
mora kartabya jani rakhichhi
ketebele kana karibaku heba
janilabele deha mora pulaki uthuchhi apurba siharanare
kale kouthi bhul heba samanya asatarkata prana harineba
sara raijaku madi aasiba bipada joginka avisapa.
aamw aamara lakhyare thika thika ahanchile
prapata heba joginkara asirbada khali asirbada.

6

kede nirmala a sakala
kuhudi aadei chhanhuchhi jala jala
kahuchhi aare he jogi uutha
Aasa Aama matha
Jaha paina ajaia kouthi
aame debu bhethi.
kichhi sata kichhi michha
Phentaphenti dukhasukha hasarasara
machha jalabina chhatapata.
Kadalipatrara posaka pindhi
jhada saha jujhibaku aame prastuta.
Jhada thamigale pobana stirahele
khela suryankara.
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Purbapara samparka khanja sarichhi aagaru
Mu nimitta matra brahmanahaste godana debabele
karyakarana sabu jaichhi kuaade Dharmakarma bhuli
Bagha gumbhare thiaa jetebele aau bhaya kana
a jibanaku lobha kana samayaku.

7

Dehadana kalabele damana karuthili indriya
Bhabuthili kebe sesha heba a sabura
Aakasha patala bheda kari a chitkara
Gotaghara tharathara dakara padila rajankara
Belakala dekhi padili bahari chiri phadi
Bidari se Andharaku.
Aagaku thobha alua
Subha sanketa Ta Aani dei gala
Nilakandha tiha
Sunischita digbijaya,
Aaukiba dukha jarajete kasta heu
Sahichhi a deha
Trutibichyuti sabuku sudharibabele
jala jala rahasya Ghara bhitara
Bhitaraku baharibara sahaja upaya.
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Parada barshare

Gajanan Mishra
Jasa Darkar Nahin (Odia)

Jasa darkar nahin,
Jane, Motherwell kahile jaha
Jasa- Mala loka hrudaya upare phula.

Gajanan Mishra
Jasmine

Jasmine,
It is in me.
I am here
In jasmine.

But I am not one
Jakyll and Hyde.
I am one who wears
Always jellaba.

Gajanan Mishra
Jatila Jibana (Odia)

Prakrutare
Jibana jatila
Sabu samayare
Sabuthi acchanti
Phandare pakaibabala.
Golapa ghosana kala,
Golapi hasara.
Aau a sarata sakala
Uduthiba suryaku
Aamantrinie.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaundice

Jaundice, jaundice,
Fear of jaundice,
Everywhere here,
How to stay my dear!
The water is polluted,
The air is polluted,
The city is polluted,
The very thought is polluted,
How to stay and with whom
To stay my one
Wants to take something,
No one is ready to love
And give what he has.
Giving is life, acquiring
is death, forgotten by all.
How to stay here?
Who is your dear and near?
What to say and how to say
No body know and nobody
Is clear about the present
And jaundice is taking away
All the future.
Dare not to take the water!
Water is ready to take you
Through city's sewers.

Gajanan Mishra
Jaundiced Eyes

Jaundiced eyes
Declared the moon yellow.

Bewildered man affirms
The sun has risen in the west.

Sailor of a boat finds the world
Moving and deludes himself standing still.

Children whirl round in play
But not the surrounding buildings
And they dub one another a liar.

O my dear, I am committing error
Steeped in lust, anger, arrogance and greed
Always, everywhere, see here
Being dominated by illusion
And have fallen in the depths of darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
Jay Jagannath

Not empty love,
Love is never empty.
But the lighthouse
Of all related topics.
Bliss, mercy eyes,
Eternity vibes.
Faith and heart
Delightful always.

Gajanan Mishra
Jay Jagannatha

Sunya prema nuhan
Prema kebe bi sunya nuhan.
Kintu batighara
Samasta samprukta bishayare.
Aasirbaad, dayalu aakhi
Chirantana spandana.
Biswa aau hridaya
Sada aandita.

Gajanan Mishra
Jay Kosal Jay Kosal

Jay Kosala, Jay Kosala Bala
Nuakhai chala
Bhae bahen jete achha jena
Aasi hua thula.

Jay Kosala, Jay Kosala Bala
Bhat lagi aame aaru, nai khauna lata
Aame aamar thima sabhe, bhai bandhu sangata
Aasa aasa aasa, ena hema thula.

Maa Samalai dakichhe, Maa Patmesri dakichhe
Maa Duarseni dakichhe, jaldi redy hua
Jati pati nai dekha, maejhi munus ek hua
Enar e maet paen paban, sabu aamara.

Jay Kosala, Jay Kosala bala
Balare bhae mane Balare bahen mane
Mana nai dia aaru kehensithane, Nua khaikari ekathane
Barasjaka thima bane bane ene.

Khusibasi aamar jhatimati aamar phakhal paen aamar
Aasare bhaemane bahanmane aasa, dharma sasan duri aamar
Kebhe kie aamke nai rakhithai kebhe kie nairakhipare kabjare tankara
Aame aamar udla chere maet aakas bhitre ghare rahema thira.

Jay Kosal Jay Kosal Bala
Barasjakar e thihar lagi jhalmud ketekana
Karichun eka echen e Nuakhai dekha aamke
Aanichee pakha pakha, Jay Kosal Jay Kosal, Bala Bala.

Gajanan Mishra
Je Jahara Asahani

Je jahara asahani
Chinta na kara mitani
Premaku dekha sata mani.

Gajanan Mishra
Jealous

Don't get jealous
at your superiors and equals,
Don't be proud
of your achievement,
after seeing your inferiors,
your jealousness is
there to kill you
at every moment,
Remember, no one is
inferior, no one is
superior to anybody,
wealth, power or anything
in this world cannot change
the status of a man at any stage.

Gajanan Mishra
Jehetu Mora Nahin

Jehetu mora
Aasha nahin
Mu achhi shantire.

Gajanan Mishra
Jemini And Libra

No indication
from planetary position
my dear, for you,
and you are
going on spending
my dear gemini and
there burn a hole
in your pocket.

Take not me by surprise,
Here is my emotions and feelings,
I am libra as you know
from the very start of my life,
Come on with me, I know
how to raise the issue at any time.

And I am taking
higher responsibility
reposed on me.

It is all well-matched,
Come and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Jete Aakash(Odia)

A jete aakasha
Dekhuchha aethi
Sabujaka nuhen, tumara.
Jaha tumara, taha
Dharirakhibara nahin
Sakti aakashara.
Aakasha aau tume
Ae jeun kheluchha khela
Taha je paribarara
Kehi nahin karibaku aswikara.
Tathapi, manaku mana
Kahilabele katha
Jane kehi ta thiba
Chinheibaku andhara.

Gajanan Mishra
Jete Mu Tuma Aadaku Jae (Odia)

Jete mu tuma aadaku jaen
Sete mu pruthibiku chhaden,
Biparita bhabare bi eha sata.

Gajanan Mishra
Jetebele Kuha (Odia)

Jetebele kuha,
Tume pada luksanre.
Jibanku prema kara bina sabdare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jewel Of Odisha

It is Gopabandhu Das
And he has all
The qualifications of
Being a hero.

It is Gopabandhu Das,
The jewel of Odisha,
Rightly termed by
Prafulla chandra Ray.

It is Gopabandhu Das
The incarnation love
And truth and humanity
Let me salute him..

Gajanan Mishra
Jhitpitira Lampha (Odia)

Jadi jahunchha
Jabata kara mate
Jitipitira lamphare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibaku Dia Mate (In Odia Language)

Jibaku dia mate
Dhire dhire,
Mu jai sarichhi
Jehetu.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibaloka

Alaga alaga rasta achhi
Alaga alaga lokanka pain
Alaga alaga lokejaanti
Alaga laga udesyare.

Tumara udesya kana mu jani nain
Mora udesya thik kahibaku Thibi mu
sabubele amiti nain.

Panire jauchhi aau jauchhi pabanare
Hei disuchi dekhiba dekhi pariba balaku.

Kie kahila e a prarthana
Kie kahila e a karuna
Kie kahila yathu bahariba aau kana kana
kie kahila e ye jou kahila gala
ya rasta kemiti kana
jaichi kuaade pachariba.

Rasta jae ni re kahila jane
Aau uthila aau puni kahila
Rastare jae jiba loka a ka.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Bhave  ???? ???? (Odia)

Jibana bhave
Niaanre,
Niaan bhave
Paanire,
Paani bhave
Aakashre,
Aakash bhave
Maatire.
-

In Odia or Brahmi script;

???? ????
??????,
???? ????
??????,
???? ????
??????,
???? ????
?? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Dekhiba

Chhai chhai
Aalua aalua.
Chhai aalua
Khela sara bela.

Chhaire kie
Aau kie aaluare
Kahiba nuhen
E a bela.

Bela heuchhi
Dekhibara jibana.
Jibana achhi
Banchibaku aau
Banchi maranaku
Dureibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana doshasunya,
Bhashaku bujhibaa
Chala ebe.
Prakrutira bhasha,
Ete sundar,
Ete mithaa,
Soundaryabharaa.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Gotie Giita (Odiaa)

Jibana gotie geeta
Tume gaibaku achha.
Jibana gotie kabita
Tume lekhibaku achha.
Jibana gotie satya
Tume bhala paibaku achha.
Jibana sabukichhi
Tume upabhoga kara.
Anyanku dekha
Koutuhalare, priya,
Pratyeka gotie
Lekhain acharya.
Jibanaku parakha
Pratinuabhavare
aau bancha muktare..

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Jangini (Odia)

Tume ta mora jibana-sangini
Kian karuchha adhabatare chadhau
Mo divya chetana prati!
Tume ta mora jibana-sangini
Akasmat kian pauchha byatha
Brutha kathare brutha drushyre
Batula hoi mayare.
Tume ta mora jabana-sangini
Achha mori stthira dangare
Parihebaku sata samudra tera nai.
Tume achha mo sahita aau thiba bi
Biswa rakha mothi
Bichalita hoi aamantrana kara bipada.
Tume ta mora jabana-sangini,
Bhaya karibara kichhi nain
Mu ta achhi and thibi tuma sahita
Tumara pratiti karyare pratiti anubhavare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Jinibaku (Odia)

Sabda o kabigudika
Jibana jinibaku achhanti,
Aau jibana achhi
Sabda sahita, kabi sahita.
Dihen mishamishi
Sabda o kabi.

Kabi eka number
Ae pruthibire.
Kabi heuchhi
Sabuthu uttama.
Ae pruthibire kabi
Jibanaku uttama
Bhabare chitreibaku
Rahichhi.

Kabi dakara die
kie kipari uttama
Jibana pain kemiti
Rahe kou niyamare.
Kabi jane
Kana lekhiba,
kebe lekhiba,
Kipari o keunthare
Lekhiba taha heuchhi
Mula. Aau kabi rahicchi
Jinibaku kebla, jinibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Pain Sangharsh (Odia)

Pruthibira jalabhanuri bhitare
jabana pain sangharsha chalichhi
Aharaha ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Shaili (Odia)

Han, tume tumara
Indriyamananku
Nia sabuaadaku
Aau puni oharai aana
Sambedanasila basturu.
Aau epari kari
Mu jane tume tumaku
Sakriya rakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana Sundara (Odia)

Kete upabhoga karuchha ki
Na karuchha, se alagaa katha,
Kintu jibana sundara.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana, Kaand Naa, Kaand Naa ?????, ????? ??, ????? ?? (Odia)

Kaand naa, kaand naa, priya,
Satya rashkhya kariba tate.
Khyati aau labhaku nei
Bhaba naa, bhaba naa.
Aau bhalabhabuchha jaha
Karija kari ja.
Samaya byabasttita
Tumaku karibaku pujya.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????, ????? ??, ????? ??,
????? ?? ?? ?? ?,?, ?? ?? ?? ??? ????? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??????? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??????? ?? ????? ??????? ?? ?? ????? ??????? ?? ?????? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ????? ??????? ?? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Jibana, Tathapi Achhi ???? ????? ??? (Odia)

Jibana tathapi achhi aau
Ehaa chakchakiaa aau ujjala.

In Brahmi script;

???? ????? ???
?? ??? ?????
?? ??????

Gajanan Mishra
Jibanaku Mu Jane (Odia)

Jibanaku mu jane
Mu gadhae niyamita
Pratidina.

Mu swikar karen
Manishapania, rati dinaku
Mapilabele.

Mu nijaku jale
Mu nijaku udae
Aau thae nijathi.

Satyara poshaka pindhe mu,
Premara khadya khae mu,
Aaluara bate jaae mu,
Mo smrutire achhi kana, jane.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibanare Kichhi Nahin (Odiaa)

Jibanare kichhi nahin,
Eha prathame sikhiba aasa.

Gajanan Mishra
Jibini Boli

Jibini boli hin jauchhi,
Jauchhi and rahuchhi
Rahuchhi ethi stthira.

Gajanan Mishra
Jie Achhi (In Odia Language)

Jie achhi saburi bhitare
Sabu hoi, taku paibaku
Kian ete byagra! thira hua.
Chanha chariaadaku aau
pachara nijaku
Kiaan achhure ethi tu!
Pacharibabele hua sanjata
Aau byabahara karuchha
Jou sabda sethire premara
Puta dei aanandare chhada.
Nija sakti anujai aagaku badha
Dekhaje aaga nain ki
Nain pachha, upara nain
Ki nain tala,
Sabu rahichhi samantarala,
jadi dekhi paruchha.

Gajanan Mishra
Jie Kare (Odiaa)

Mu aeta
Jie kare
Tume kana.

Gajanan Mishra
Jihadi

Jihadi, Jihadi,
Jihadi John
to kill or capture
the masked man.
At any cost
the value of humanity
should be preserved.
At any cost
Love is to be prevailed
all over the world.
Let the world go
for peace with all
inhabitants therein
who are for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Jo Jita

Jo jita
Wohi sikandar
it is pongal.
Jo hara
Wohi Budbak
It is sankranti.
Know the language
And then go to the sea
Sea is here with you
And all friends
Are there in the sea.
Crucial is not
What you did
It is they who told you
To stay in sky-path.

Gajanan Mishra
Job And Service

Job and service are not one and the same rightly said.

In job monetary return is a must, this is not so in service.

In job one cannot get satisfaction but in sincere service it is there.

In service there is total absence of egoism but it is not so in job.

Gajanan Mishra
Job Private

I am in need of a job
But not private.

Private job is like cat
That can cheat
At any moment.

Its paws its claws
All wicked.
It takeaway my roof
And my landscapes.

I do not like cat
I do not like a job
That is private.

Gajanan Mishra
Job Search

Job search, but
For what?
I asked the young man
Who came to me yesterday.

I knew he had no answer,
But he said all he wanted
To satisfy his mother.

Who is a mother I asked
And he remained silent.

I did not like to talk,
I did not want to put
Anything before anyone
Hence further, for I saw
The night is much darker.

Gajanan Mishra
John Donne, My Dear

John Donne, my dear
Virtuous You are I know
You have also a soul to whisper.
Taking breath in water
You said friends
Here is nectar in this life.
Nobody is smaller
Nobody is greater
That is known to everybody, my dear.
Life is moving in a circle
Early or late has no meaning at all
Time is fixed with no scheduled.
John Donne, my dear
I know being a perfect poet
You are here without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Join Me

Join me with
This morning tea,
Come on, my dear,
With love and
Know that
Love is ever ready to
Transform you and
Ever ready to inculcate
In you, all virtues,
If you are ready to
Lead a life, a
Life of renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Join Not The Party

Join not the party,
Join not the party of sinful persons,
Be sure, you are there to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Joining Palms

Joining palms
I pray.
Praying you
I search
My identity.

Identifying myself
As real
I committed the mistake.
Mistaking you
As illusion
I suffer a lot.

The air blows,
The water flows
And I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Joint Venture

Joint venture enable to
Go further deep in to the sea.
You are in the sea and need to discover
With our mindspace and word project.
Paidup value and convertible debenture
that is begged and borrowed.
Output input free
Go further deep and deep
To find self within.

Gajanan Mishra
Joke Not All The Time

Life is not for joke,
But take a serious view
And do all good
And live for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Joker

Laughing stock,
If you try to
Repay the debts
Of your parents
And teachers.

Laughing stock,
If you want to
Kill or harm others.

Make yourself,
The best friends
And the benefactor
Of all, dear.
And try to awaken
Humanity to its truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Jou Jahajare (Odiaa)

Tume kahuchha
Aau mu sunuchhi.
Jauchhi mu
Jou jahajare
Jauchhi taha
Bulani batare
yade syade.
Abasya sutra
Rahichhi jouthi
Rahiba katha
Seithi, kendrathi.
Aau mu jane
Juaade gale bi
Sei ilaka tumar
Aau achha
Seithi tume.
Kahuchhi ta kahidien
Mu achhi
Eithi aene.

Gajanan Mishra
Journey

Journey,
It is my journey.
And it is you,
Mine.

I am searching you,
And without any search
I got you here there.

Through my smile
I see you
In this dark night.

It is only because of
My love-light, I
Got you here there
It is all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Journey With Life

Enjoy the journey
With life,
In water,
In air.
Who is there?
I can't say
Since it is fire
In you.

I can't utter
A single word,
Since they are
Not mine.
It is all yours,
I know and hence
I dare not to
Pick up anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy

Joy
And I got it
In You
Through service to You
When I am with you
I found no sorrow
Here is Joy
Here is nectar
I am awake always
Like You
Look I am here
On this earth
With You my love
My truth and
My only future.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy And Joy

Joy and joy
Find joy in living
Find joy in working
And I must think
You are perfect
Joy and joy
And no way left.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy and joy,
Pure joy, eternal joy,
Joy is butterfly,
Here, there running by.
Girls and boy,
Take joy, give joy,
Life be enjoyed
Telling truth,
Loving life thereby.
Zig-zag route of
Life in May,
Sun or rain, by the by
Wonder not go by,
Love life all the ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy And Peace

Life is meant for
Joy nd peace,
And here life is
Facing several wonderful
Facts and topics.
Life itself is flawless
Let us understand it
It is here to attain truth,
That is there within.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy And Sorrow

I am not a man
To enjoy luxuries
I am in sorrow
You live in luxury
You are in joy.

See I am not getting
The bare necessities
I am satisfied what I possess
And in joy
You lead a life of luxury
And is worried at heart
Lest the luxuries should be lost
And you are in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy And Sorrow- One

Joy and sorrow
Not two sides
But one side
And we are
Staying here.
Pleasure and pain,
Cold and heat
All are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy And Sorrow, Joy Or Sorrow

Joy and sorrow,
Joy or sorrow,
Let me discard both.
As I live in the ether,
I bother not
Who is what and
I bother not
About the movement.
Animate or inanimate
I bother not,
But I am there
Without any affinity.
I dwell in air
But to touch me,
Air has no power.
I rest on earth
And the earth has
Got the power to
Take me into confidence
For infinite bliss
And life.
And I realize
How difficult it is
To keep a balance
With joy and sorrow,
Nothing is here, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy In Eternity

Love in sun rise
Life in fly-kiss
All in one is nectar.

Go on my dear, without fear,
Go on, go on, go on.

Let us see, eyes to eyes
O my dear, and let us go
Together with love with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy is in
With birds.
Birds are in
With air.
Air is in
With life.
Life, we enjoy
Under the sky.
The sky is
Over our heads.
And we are
On this earth.
See and feel
No place of sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy Is There

Joy is there in your poem O poet
Peace is there in your poem O poet
Life is there in your poem O poet
I like your poem O poet
You are the models for us O poet
You are our dream our ideal
Our abode our heaven O poet
Your poem is our hope our desire
And poem is here there everywhere
O poet you makes us alive here.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy Of Living

O my dear, live here
Just for the joy of living
Live here live here
Live here with abandon
You are nature's son
O my dear, live here
Live without cause
And be free to go, to come
O my dear, live here
With full freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy Side

Life - joy side,
Thank God,
For good luck,
You are living.

No crossroads,
But one - towards
Mother and mother language
On own motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Joy To The Distress

You are the joy
You give joy
To the distress.

You are the lightning
You bear steady lightning
Your smile is vibrating.

At various times
You are giving and collecting
Everything from everybody.

You are appearing and
Disappearing at Your sweet will
And we hear Your flute-playing.

O my dear, we are here as before
You are only coming and going
And we are trembling out of love.

We are not distressed here
We are stunned by ecstasy
And we are pious like nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Joydeep Nayak

Joydeep Nayak,
Symbol of corruptions
And misappropriations
Of public money.
The top civil servant
Of India, Joydeep Nayak,
Is nabbed by vigilance
For alleged involvement
In a scam.
In India, at present,
Corruptions are rampant
From top to bottom.
I find no use of
So many education,
So many qualifications
And position,
If a man becomes a beast
After acquiring all.
Let us teach a lesson
To all corrupt officials,
Let us hang them before all,
Let us confiscate all
Properties that are
In their names or
In the name of their
Friends and relatives.
Let us give utmost prestige
To a common man and not
To a servant.
Our constitution, the very
Starting words say-
We, the people are
Sovereign, we are in a
Socialist republic.
The servants are there
To serve us and work
For all welfare.
They are here and
They are supposed to
Work in Indian languages
To enable the people of
India to know every detail.
The use of English is totally
Unconstitutional and Undemocratic,
And it is anti-people in general
In India that is Bharat.
By using English in India,
We are keeping the people
In dark, let us understand
The main cause of corruption
In India.
Let us ban English in India,
Let us work transparently in India,
Let us be truthful to the people of India,
Let us punish and hang the corrupt servants,
Let us work for India, let us say
'Meri Bharat Mahaan',
Let us say India first,
The people of India is at the top of all.
Let us love the world with all truth.
The truth is only the sovereign people here.

Gajanan Mishra
Joyful And Fearless

Joyful and fearless,
I am here always,
See me. I am in time,
I am the time.

I am enlightened,
Everything is within me,
See me, I am the time,
I am what you are in me.

Let me know
What you are doing
And the meaning.
Let me go on hearing
And watching and doing
My works in my ways in time.

Gajanan Mishra
Joyful For All

Joyful for all,
Your presence
And my existence.
See, all are active
In their consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Joyful Journey

Joyful journey
Joyful journey within
from a distance to a distance
All of a sudden mediation.

Joyful ceremony
Joyful ceremony within
Socially customary
All looked coyly.

This is wealth
That arrived slowly
Be confirmed Your presence
That is at late night.

Gajanan Mishra
Jubilation And

Jubilation and
Lamentation with son.

Transcendental knowledge
With wife.

Who else are here
Except those five?

Only one light is there
See that is also off and on.

Dreams and mental concoctions
That are non-existent here.

What is prevailing here
And that is only illusion.

Gajanan Mishra


Juddha (Odiaa)

Kana pain
Ete sabu
Juddha
Mu kichhi
jane na.

Mu kichhi
jane na
Mala phula
Upare
kana pain
Deuchha
pani.

Mu kichhi
jane na.

Gajanan Mishra
Judge

Judge is not here to decide
Who is winner and who is loser.
Judge is here to decide
Who is in right point.

No judge is empower to
Pronounced death sentences
No judge has got power
To give life to the lifeless.

Judge can not decide
The synonyms and antonyms
Judge can not say
The right source for right word.

Judge is not judge
So long as the judge is mortal
Judge is judge
If judge is eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Judge Me

Judge me impartially,
And tell me a man.
I want to be a man
And nothing else.

Here I see no man,
I see though, doctors,
Engineers, peasants,
Politicians, leaders,
Social workers, teachers,
And different professionals.

But I discover not a
Single man so far.
And so I am telling myself
A man and all are rushing to me
To sweep me away by
Uttering swear-words.

Gajanan Mishra
Judge Not

Judge not, but love,
Love and serve,
Give service and observe,
For you, miracle is preserved.

Gajanan Mishra
Judge not but love,
Remember the words of
Mother Teresa- ' if you
judge people, you have
no time to love them.'
If you do not love them
You can't work for them.
Love is necessary to
Do something. I love you,
See, I am sacrificing
my life for you.
I am not judging you
But I am in love,
the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Judgement Delivered

Judgement delivered
In foreign language
Is no judgement,
Rather, it is
The torture
On the victims
By the justice
Delivery system.

Judges, be careful,
Utter words and
Pass judgement
In the language
Of the petitioner,
Victims and accused
And show your own
Transparency, sincerity
And honesty.

What you want to say,
Say all in open courts,
Before all, front to front.
O judges, you are the hope,
You are the pulse
And also aspiration
Of the people as a whole.
You are the guardian,
You are next to God,
But you have to win
The faith and trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Judging A Man

Judging a man
By a man
Called misfortune.
Giving tune for a man
By a man
Called quean.

Leaving man
On his own way
Quicken him
again and again.

Man is unique
Not a play of gimmick.

Gajanan Mishra
Judging Self

Who is judge here
It is not I
I can not judge myself
I know nothing about me.

Who is judge here
You are the best
To judge yourself
You know better.

He who judge me
Is none other than
The almighty
He is the best
To bring everything
To light the hidden
Things of darkness.

I am just faithful
And not more than that
You may learn from me
What I am not.

You know my thought
That is futile
I am yours
I want to know you
More and more.

Gajanan Mishra
Judicious Earning

Without insulting anyone
I opt to do work
For the benefit of all.
No cold, heat, fear, lust,
Prosperity or Adversity
Can affect me.
By good deeds
I want judicious earning.

Gajanan Mishra
Jue Sange Jue (Kosli)

Jue sange jue
Mahabipad
Marlaga ki
Marsad basa.

Sahaj aae
Angut dehabarta,
Jetki kaha
Michh nain hue sat.

Gajanan Mishra
Jujube

Eating of jujube
At first nectar
At end poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Jump And Jump

Jump and jump, my dear child,
And without it you would not reach the place you want.
Jump and jump, my dear child,
Fearlessly jump, remember,
No place is there to fall down.
Each and every door is opened for you,
Just jump and knock the door, door of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Jump Not, Car

Jump not, car,
Jump not.
I want not to
Harm or kill others.

Rajnikanth is here
With me here,
And we both are
Taking idlis.

You cannot
Shout down at us,
You cannot
Put us in troubles.

We are the swarthy
Inspiration to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Jumping and playing,
Dancing and enjoying,
Enjoying and living
With full pleasure,
In pure love.
Love - the only basis
Of life here.
Love - ocean of milk,
The only truth, dear.
Nothing to fear in love,
Cops and robbers have
No role to play in love.
No hide-and-go-seek play
But simple and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Jumping For Joy

I am jumping for joy
Every cell in my body
Is jumping in joy see
O my dear on your arrival
And in your presence
Here in this house of mine
I am wrong to say
This is mine house
No no this is not mine
This is entirely yours
My dear I am just for
Some moment staying here
As a guest
Guest of honour
I am in and out
With your breathe
I love you and I am
Intoxicated in love
In joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Jumping Like

Jumping like monkeys
Yields no profit.

No return,
One way traffic.

Go on the way to
Understand the truth.

The truth is there in
Anything and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Jumping the gun
Is not allowed
I know and I am
Silently watching
All the incidents.
I know everything
Is straight,
Rational and
One can understand
If he or she
So likes.
The world is for
Everybody and each one
Should enjoy here.

Gajanan Mishra
Junction

Junction is important
In so many ways.

Keep not anything
On the junction
That will not be
There if you want to
Search again.

It is a woman
Who is full of junctions.

Just say a woman
Stay there
The woman will
Declared it
Before all.

Gajanan Mishra
Jungle Book

Jungle book,
For good
Neighbourhood.
For life
And for truth.

Life is a jungle
We live here
With fear,
But my dear
Love life,
Love all
And try to
Bind each other.

Make life sweet
With prescribed actions.
Make all happy
With devotion.
And distribute nectar
That is in you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Jungle Is Here

See, jungle is here
I am in the jungle
I am in the sea
It is the sea.

Everything is available in plenty
I am keeping my own identity
No problem of humanity
And here there is scarcity.

Gajanan Mishra
Junk Food

Junk food crack cocaine
Cross border terrorism
Covert support to insurgents
Arms smuggling
Circulation of fake money
Inflows of refugees
Immigration Active terror
Nexus between naxals
And Antinational forces
Within and abroad
Crime and criminal tracking
Coastal security all
All these pulling me back
All these threatned my existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction
Yet to be defined.
Eyesight is there
But nothing clear.
No one is there
To help, my dear.
We are only ours,
We, the people are..

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Call Away

What you learned
Tell me here
If you not
Be ready to hear
Anything from
Anybody at anytime.

Have you any
Friend here
O my dear but
They all left
You at the time
Of need and danger.

Let me know
Who is your
Right friend
And how far
You know him
Just a call away.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Dream

Just a dream - this life,
It seems to exist
But it has no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Few Lines

Suman,
My dear son,
Remember, just a few lines.

You are here
In this world
To realize the real Master
The real owner, Almighty
And go on right path
If You realize
You do not have a fall.

My dear son
Let me add
Another line here.

You are not to get
Entangled in worldly
Pleasures and prosperity
And by performing virtuous actions
You are here to go to higher regions.

I know, my dear son
You have no desire for the fruit of actions
It's right and good for you and
For the welfare of all.

Let me tell you in clear terms
It is the Omnipresent, Omniscient, Almighty
Who alone is free in creating, preserving,
Destroying, conducting and enjoying
This entire universe and He is free
In bringing about, any change in it.

He is my Lord
He is Your Lord
He is the Lord of all.
Just A Human Being

Just a human being,
Here I am.
I want nothing,
Nothing more than
Life and life needs
Nothing just
Some water, air, light.
Life is on this earth,
And the roof is the sky.
Life needs some love,
Compassion and
Some renunciation.
I am just a human being and
In the process of self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Little Smile

Just for a little smile,
I am here.
I care not the colour.
Nothing is useless
I see, whether,
It is summer or winter.

Where are you, my dear?
I am searching you
In your own shelter.
I know something about you,
And I am anxious
In all weather.

Please let me see and hear
Your presence in each clatter.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Number

Number is playing card,
With number.
Number is winning
Number is losing.

I am not a number
You know,
You also know
My age is a number
And not I
And let me clear
I am not a believer
Of number
And the number game
Has certain rules
Remember.

I am
Not under the rules
Remember and follow me
I am not without number.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Passerby

Just a passerby
And nothing more,
Think yourself.
Here there
See nothing
Watch sea shore.

Worth the life,
Mixture of
Water and the air.
Dark and light,
Of course there,
To boost desire.

Reasons - not known,
All movies all clown.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Phase

Just a phase,
Just a process,
Nothing new,
Nothing special.

This life,
This light
Are all
In the dark.

Creation, preservation,
And destruction all
Are part of the universe
And it is but common.

All and all, outward temptations,
No need to divert your attention.

Gajanan Mishra
Just A Smile

Just a smile I want,
And I receive from you.
Just I want truth,
And you placed yourself.

I am in the process
Of question and answer.
And You are there
To make all points clear.

Enough is enough I said,
You remained silent.
Here in life I said
Nothing to be arrogant.

Smile and smile
In time-quill.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Air

Who knows
What is this
Who knows
Who you are
Though not seen
I am here
To say it is
Just air.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Banish

Rampant corruption is there allover the state
And it is due to greed falsehood robbery
Incivility treachery misfortune cheating quarrel
Just banish the corrupt people, who so ever
He may be irrespective of posting, from the state
Just banish the friends of irreligious persons and
It is the only way of wiping out corruption
And it will save the state from untruth
And stop corruption in the state by hood or crook.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Come And Say All Truth

No formality,
Please come,
You are welcomed.
Remember, you are
Coming to your mother,
Mother-nature.
Just absorbed in love
And take anything
That is nectar.
Just talk in my language,
And take away my hearts.
Just come and say all truth,
We feel highly delighted
In your presence, your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Connect

Just connect and see
See how fine.

Sweet comes
And said
So many things.

Fragrant and
Beautiful
Humility and
Gratitude.

Just connect and see
See how fine
I am with you.

Inside and
Outside
Power and
Pity.

Emotion with
Experience
Just moves.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Cricket

I did not want to listen to any one
Sachin Tendulkar said
I knew what was needed
I had requested the ground staff
To let me know
When the umpires walkout
When they did
I walked out to bat.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Enjoy

Thank,
I am just a creature
And nothing else.

Here I am,
Here I am not.

I am just uttering
Some words with
The sky and the air.

I am the product of water
And earth and air and
The lights.

I want to know My creator.

I am here on this earth.
I care not the boundary
Made by so-called men.

I am limitless,
Know the self.

I am with you
I am in you.

Just enjoy this position,
Enjoy the time with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Food

Just give some food
Ans see I'm satisfied
I'm a brahmin.
For a brahmin
Food is the bare necessities.
Anna chinta chamatkara.

Gajanan Mishra
Just For A Smile

Just for a smile
I am waiting.
I am waiting
For you.
You may come
At any time
I am ready
To take you
To the world,
World of smile.
Just to see you
Here in the world
Of smile I can
Swallow the fire,
Drive out the air,
I can rush to the sun
To say, see my dear,
everything is but fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Just For Mother

Just for mother,
I am writings
All these poems.
Just for mother,
I am living here,
Dear friends.
I am expressing
Every details
In mother language,
Clear and vivid.
I am living on
This motherland
Perfect and fine.
I am the son with
My own shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Forget Me

Just forget me,
Just forget.

I am valueless
I am colorless.

If you want to remember
You would suffer.

Just forget me
Just forget.

Who am I?
Where am I? ?

Search not,
Not an iota of Truth
You would get.

I am nothing, I am nobody, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Give Me Food

I am not in a mood
To listen what is perishable
What is not.
I am hungry
Just give me something
To eat.
I am thirsty
Just give me
A drop of water to drink.
I want nothing more
Than this.
I have forgotten love,
Forgotten the truth,
just give me food.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Have Smiles

Miss not what you have
Have that what you missed.

I have nothing to eat
I know except my own body.

Just have smiles
Till there is body.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Hear

Just hear my poems
Just read my poems
And achieve the highest
Perfection of life.

Here is the questions
And here is the answers
About life and goodness
And about transcendental
Loving service.

Just love
And Love life.

Life is enchanting
Here is the appearance
Here is the disappearance
Pleasurable existence.

Life is Yours
Hear about life in poems
Read about life in poems
Life itself is a fine poem, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Just I

No pleasure no pain
No joy no grief
Just stay as I.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Imagine And

Just imagine and
Get the result.
This world, this earth
Is full of mystic power.

Feel life,
As fresh as rising sun.
Enjoy the night
With all blessing the moon.

Everything is moving and
Passing away from you.
But you belong to the truth,
And it is there in you.

Life is to get enjoyment
And for doing good.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Like Toy Dolls

Just like toy dolls
My dear we are here.

Our Master has got
Full freedom to act
He can do He can undo
Whatever and whenever
He likes for and
Against us.

We are to feel happy
And joyful to have
This opportunity to
Associate with Him.

We remained where we are
See as we are addicted to.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Listen To Me

Just listen to me,
Nothing to frightened.

Everything is okay
With you and me.

Nothing wrong,
Come on and see.

From the beginning
To the end.

With you
I am satisfied.

Stay here with me,
And enjoy the time.

My word is my home,
Stay in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Live

Sight to speak
Language to see
My dear, just live.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Living

Just living
Just living and
This living is
Just intelligence
Passing it from
One to another.

Who is where
I know not
It is just query
That is to
Clarified with
Bread and butter.

The nature and
Character are same
Though it differ
From place to place
Though the place is
One this earth the same.

Desire nothing
But observe the machine
This machine is
With me since birth
Though I know
No birth no death here.

It is nothing
But a combination of
All five and
They are here as before
Only I am confusing
With life with this five.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Look At Me

Just look at me,
Catch me,
Know me,
Try to understand me,
I am the time.

I have no friend,
No enemy.
See me,
I am smiling.

I am the time,
I am giving you everything
I am also taking away
Everything from you,
Leaving aside the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Love Just Love

Just love, just love
Shakespeare, my dear
Upon me, ever devout
Shakespeare, my dear
I go with love
I go with love.

Just go, just go
Shakespeare, my dear
No knowledge, no wisdom
Only love, only love
Shakespeare, my dear
You are discovered.

Discovered, discovered
Love, love
Shakespeare, my dear
No occult powers,
No mundane pleasures
Shakespeare, my dear.

Love, love, love, love
Shakespeare, my dear
My dear, my dear
Here passion, here spirit
Here desire, here surrender
Shakespeare, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Missing

I am just missing something
That I am not crazy
You are singing something
That I am not listening
I am losing my own passion
And you told me it is revolution.

You are in my opposition and
Giving me suggestion not to
Accept who I am and what
Actually I want and that is
The only demand and not
Achieving anything I am better
That I am going to say
In one respiration.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Near

How can I distinguish  
Which is good and which is not  
I am in confusion  
It is you O my dear  
Who can only help me  
At this juncture.

I know you are both  
Good and only good  
That I am ready to  
Go with, O my dear  
Through me not anywhere  
I am your just near.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Not Sit Idle

Say something
Do something
Saying shows
Your life
Doing beautify
Your life
Just not
Sit idle
Idleness is
Your strong
Enemy here
And there
And everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Now

Red moon
Black moon
Come soon
Come soon
I am looking you
Opening my window
And without you
I am like widow
O moon
Come soon
Just now
Here I am for you
Here I am you.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Now I Meet You

Just now
I meet you,
And you told
Me to die.
And I called
You as last liar.
No one is in loss
And yet everyone
Is crying and it is
Our destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Open

Just open,
Open and see,
See and act,
Act with knowledge,
Act with love,
Knowledge with love
Makes You successful
Everywhere, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Passing

Passing the road means
Suffering a lot of afflictions
But look, I am free from
The pain of birth death and old age.

I am giving importance
To the being-ness of the self
And to immortality
That is my image.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Pay For It

Live for one day
And just pay
For it, life.

The life is
For one day only.

Rising and setting
The sun is not
A day, remember.

Live with the echo
Of life.
Live for justice
And also live,
For love
And for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Punishment

Just punishment-
We demand,
Who violates the law,
The law of the land,
The law of the language,
The law of nature,
The law of mother.

Just punishment is necessary
For a convict to deter him
From illegal acts and behaviour
Just punishment is necessary
To enable the convict to follow
Right path and procedure,
For all welfare of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Realize

Just realize
Who you are,
Just know
Where you are,
Just love
What you are.
Rest depends
On the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Remember

And go back home.

And where is your home
O my dear, ask yourself
And attentively listen
The words and sounds within.

Who is within
Search and research
And clarify
You are really not there.

It is just
Setting fire.

Be aware of your power
My dear, this is the right hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Remember - Right Hour

Just remember
And go back home.

And where is your home
O my dear, ask yourself
And attentively listen
The words and sounds within.

Who is within
Search and research
And clarify
You are really not there.

It is just
Setting fire.

Be aware of your power
My dear, this is the right hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Returned

Just returned
And I am here
And I am
Not here to
Go anywhere.
And I am here
In different
Or in so many
Colours.
You are also here
To discover yourself
Here with me.
Let me tell you
One thing
That we are
Both here
For truth,
In truth
And to know
The truth.
We are the truth
Here and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Just See

Just see
It is you to see
Just hear
It is you to hear
Seeing and hearing
Is nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Smile And Get Love

Just smile and get love
Only in love you find smile.
Life is only for smile
And smile is not crocodile.
Smile says I am not lie
I am sky I can fly
Put question and get answer
Write poem and bid goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Start

Come
I can see you
You just start
Uttering a word
And I think
That is absolute
I see you
In my words
And I salute.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Start- Summum Bonum

Just start the work first
And see it is easier
Just call me and see
I am here.
I am doing all works
For good of you
It is summum bonum
The ultimate good.
If you are giving
Pain to others
You have no heart
See me I am for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Just To Hallow

I am writing
And I have written
Something and something
About this world
Just to hallow myself
Just to hallow my speech
Just to hallow my deed.

I have no word to utter
That I know my dear
Without Your favor
And here in this world
I am ready sing and hear only
Your glory and Your story.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Transferred

And transfer is not punishment
Punishment is not bad
Bad can be converted
To good with supportive data.

Description not required
Already fed
Switch on require
All present in the hall
That is aim.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Try To Learn

Just try to learn, my dear
Try to learn the Truth here
Realize the self, my dear
Self-realized soul is the best.

Feel yourself independent, my dear
And everything rests on You
You are the Supreme and final.

Without you there is nothing, my dear
Know it correctly if you are in love
Love is the Ultimatum for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Wait

Just wait
Just wait and see
Just see and hear
Just hear and stop.

Stop here
I am here
Here in the space
Here in music
Just hear music
And get relax.

Relax and love
Love and see
See and Satisfy
Satisfaction is within
And it is divine
You are the divine
Go with in.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Waiting

Just waiting
For time.
But I know not
Where is time
What is time
And Where I am
At this time.

You said
All right,
Prepare yourself
For a fight.
Fight for what
Unknown to all,
But they give a call.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Want To

I just want to
Put my signature
And go away.
If you so like
Allow me, dear sky.

I do not want to cry,
I just want to fly.
If you so like,
Allow me, dear earth,
To proceed with myth.

I want to stay
In my own house,
With the rising sun, and
With blossoming flowers.

Gajanan Mishra
Just Wonderful

It is just wonderful
To stay a while
In this perfumed garden
It is just wonderful.

Forget the month year
It is unique just remember
And just remember
You are my dearest dear.

Here is nectar in You
That I know my dear
Here is love and Truth
Here is my life in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice

come and see where it is
you find dancing the sea.
Never find the sky loughing
somewhere in the city.
you find me without
size and shape
the rough road ahead.
come and see
I am missing
in the gitamandir.
And i am somewhere
on the bank of the ganga
where judge is there
to pass order
after the game over.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice - How It Is

Justice - how it is,
And how it is justified.

Observe and see,
With us today.

And tolerate all
Basis of your own
Existence.

You are capable of
Protecting your
Own right.

We are all here
Under rule of law.

Fear not, fear not,
My dear friends, fear not.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice And Corruption

Clubbed together
Justice and corruption.
What would happen?

Gajanan Mishra
Justice And Foreign

No justice is here,
But only foreign language
Reign supreme.
No touch, no feeling,
No truth and no
Smell of the earth
And nothing is here.
But we are in a justice
Delivery system- that
Has no value
In present system.
We know justice delayed
Is justice deny.
Are the persons
Who are in this system
Ever cry for anyone
Who is in sorrow?
Are they willing to hear,
Willing to write
In the language of
The sufferers?
If no, what type of
Justice delivery system it is?
Justice to the just people
Is our motto.
But where it is?
Our democratic norms
Say- by the people
For the people, of the people.
But people- nowhere.
Where are we going now?
Let us wait a while,
And ponder over it.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice Be Delivered

Justice be delivered
For the larger interest
of all, and only
such justice can
control the ruler.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice Is There At Last

Justice is there at last,
Have patience, and watch.
It is true an honest man
Has to suffer and a criminal
Set free and yet have patience,
Justice is there at last,
Here or hereafter as we all
Know we are in the world of punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
Justice Justice

Justice Justice
Where is it
In close door or
In open court
Justice justice
Nowhere you can
Trace it out
In any form anywhere
Justice Justice
Speak not about it
It is disgusting
It is boring
Only push back
Fire rushes
No smile but cries.

Gajanan Mishra
Juvenile Justice

My earth is not for children?
Is my earth a hell hole for the children?
Who is taking responsibility
To take care and for their protection?
Where is law and order?
Where is proper education?
My women my children are ill-treated
Exploited tortured and are
Forced to live in inhuman conditions, why?
My earth is not for them?

Gajanan Mishra
Kabita Bahare(Odia)

Shanti pain kabita
Kintu kabita bahare
kolahalaru.
Aau kabi bhala pain
Pakhya badalae rakhyaka bhabare.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????? ????? ?????
?????? ?????? ??? ??????????,
?? ?? ???? ??? ???? ??????
????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kabita Bhitare (Odiaa)

Mo banchiba bhitare
Bahuta kabita, mu
Banchichhi kabita bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Kabita Mora Jibana (Odiaa)

Kabita mora jibana,
Kabita bina mu
Banchi paribi nahin.
Jete sabda miluchhi
mate sethire
kabita lekhibaku dia.
kabita lekhiba chhada
Mu aau kichhi kari paribi nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Kabitie Bhitare Achhi Kana?

Kabitie bhitare achhi kana
Jahaku aame khojuchhun
Rati dina?

Gajanan Mishra
Kacheri

Kacheri derived from kachara.
Kachara means dirty that are.
Kacheri is not a place for shariff.

Im forced to say bitter word
as you are wayward.

Gajanan Mishra
Kadali Gachhare (In Odia Language)

Kadali gachhare  
Matra thare  
Aase phala - kadali,  
Kintu taha bi  
Gachha deidie anyaku  
Sammanara sahita  
Munda nuai  
Pranam kari.

Gajanan Mishra
Kaenri Kantiaa (Odiaa)

Bhavani kaenri kantiaa
pariba ni kichhi kari,
Han han kahu kahu
Aasiba madi pariba ni dekhi.

Dekhu dekhu chadhi aasiba
Uparaku padithiba chhetka hoi.
Bishala aakasha ede chhotiaa
kahaku bi pariba ni pachari.

Gajanan Mishra
Kaha Birodhare Kichhi Nahin (Odia)

Kaha birodhare kichhi nahin,
Kintu, satya sapakhyare
Mu sabubele.

Gajanan Mishra
Kahi Nahin Jouta (Odia)

Kahi nahi jouta
Taku sunibaku
Tumar apeekhya.

Gajanan Mishra
Kahibara Adhikara (Odia)

Han, Mora achhi kahibara adhikara,
Mate kahibaku dia
Seshajae satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Kahibi Jebe

kahibi jebe
karuchhi prema,
Lagaideba
Tume lagama.

Hela kana
Heuchhi kana
Tumei jana
Sabda-hina gajanan.

Gajanan Mishra
Kahibi Nahin (Odia)

Kahibi nahin
Uthibi aau jibi
Jaha jemiti
Sabu pakei.

Baharile aau
Pheribi nahin
Karana jana
Tume gosain.

Gajanan Mishra
Kahila Kie Mu Durbala

Kahila kie mu durbala
Mu bhaya karuchi mrutyuku?
Mu ethi mrutyu sahita achhi
jadi tume shakta o bhayasunya
Dekha mate.

Prati muhurtare
Mu maruchhi ethi
Prati muhurtare
Mu neuchhi
Nuua janma.

Dekhi paru na ki?
Mo nuaa sabda paru na
Ki suni jaha
Rahichhi tumathi?

Gajanan Mishra
Kahinki O Kipari

samratanka stri
sandehara upare.
kintu kipari o kahinki?

Gajanan Mishra
Kaincha aau samudra
aemananka bhitare bhalsa
Samparka aame janu.
Samparka amrutare.
Kiontu mandara pahada
Dihinka bhitare pasi
Kala nahin bhala.
Dukhara samaya aasigala
Mu jane.
Aschrya hebar karana
Bi nahin kichhi.
Aame bi nuhan bokaa.
Kintu katha taa gurutara.
Aau aaji jae aame
Khyati sauchhun.

IN oDIA LIPI OR BRAHMI SCRIPT;

???? ?? ???????
???????? ?????
?? ??????, ?? ?? ?
?????? ????? ?
????? ?????? ?????
???????? ?????? ???
??? ????? ?? ?
????? ??? ???????
??? ???? ?
?????????? ??????
?????????? ?? ??
???????? ?????
?? ?????? ??????,
?? ?????? ??
?????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kaka-Mrutyu(Odiaa)

Jane pare jane
Maruchhanti
Ae pruthibire.

Gajanan Mishra
Kalihudi Maikina(Odia Kabita)

Kalihudi maikina pain ghar bhang
Desa bhang samaja bhang
Kalihudi maikinara mana thae kebala
Bhangare gadhare nuhen.

Kalihudi maikinaku duru juhara kara
Kalihidhi maikinara jete kanda karakhana
chale taha sabu kahara mangala kama
Kariare nahin.

Kalihidi maikinara kana thae
Thae gotie avisatpta jibana
Taku daya kara tara mangala chita kara
Kalihudi maikinara chetana kemiti aasiba
Tume sabu bhala loka sethipain kama kara
Nahele samajara gotie anga nesta heuchhi
Ame jadi samajika tebe eha sahya kariba kemiti.

Gajanan Mishra
Kalinga Utkal Express

What happened to
Kalinga Utkal Express?
Many injured,
Many died.
How did it happen?
It is Khatauli station
Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh, India.
This happened at about
5.30PM IST.
Relief work is in progress,
To save humanity.
The situation is being monitored.
We pray for those
Affected in this accident.

Gajanan Mishra
Kan Khulikari Suna Sarkar

Kan khulikari suna sarkar
Mor bhashare mate chithi darkar.
kan khulikari suna sarkar
Banchbarlagi mate kam darkar.
kan khulikari suna sarkar
Mor bhashare mate path darkar.
Kan khulikari suna sarkar
Tumar kam mor lagi sabu karbar.

Gajanan Mishra
Kana Aame Karma (Kosli)

Kana aame karmaa?
Kenta kari banchmaa?

Gajanan Mishra
Kana Lekhmi (Kosli)

Kana lekhmi
Tui ta sabu lekhi deichhu
Jaha morne achhe.
soon, muin kana lekhbarke
jauchhen seta gute hasi
Seta sapanra bastabik.
Se ilakake tor chinbarkaje
Naina sakti.

Gajanan Mishra
Kana Pain Deba Mate Puraskara

Kana pain deba mate puraskara
Mu ta karinahin kebe kahara kichhi upakara!
Sandara jalare chhandi hoi hajichhi mu
Mo nijathi aau aabori basichhi sakala andhara.

Patiku bata nahin
Kahipara tume mate chora,
Mu bi byasta sadasarbata muthai dhari
Michha maya sansara.

Janibi kahi parena satyara thikana
Prema kana bujhena.
Dekhi suni bujhi anuphava kari bi
Gyanaku kari pari ni nijara.

Mu mani neuchhi mo aagare kevala
Mori swartha jadi paruchha gotie
Kamakara, bhangi podi kati nesta kari
Mote deipara kabara,

Gajanan Mishra
Kana Shasta (Odiaa)

Kana shasta?
Se pacharile.
Mu kahili-
Bhoka.

Kana sabuthu shasta?
Se puni pacharile.
Mu kahili,
Jouna prabrutti.

Gajanan Mishra
Kana Tora?

Kana tora?
Ae mati kana tora?
Tu jou bhashare
katha houchhu
aeta kana tora?

Tu kahara?
Kie o
kana tora?

Kichhi na jani
kahuchhu- de de!
Aau mu bi
kede alajuka!
Bale kahuchhi-
Ne ne..!

Tu jai snana karuchhu
Aakasha upare basi,
jane.

Aepate dhasi chalichhi
pada talara mati,
Jibu kene?

Gajanan Mishra
Kanda Nain, Kanda Nain (Odia)

Kanda nain, kanda nain, priya,
Kandibata dosabaha, manerakha.
Kandibara karana dara
Dara nain priya, nain kichhi daribara.
Darile nain bhabisyata, eha nischhita,
Jibana upabhoga kara, jibana aacharya dekha
Darya dhara priya, anubhava kara hrudaya
sabu jibankara, semane eththakara.
Sabu charitra khoja ebam
Nijaku abishkara kara.
Kanda nain, kanda nain priya,
kandiba dosabaha, manerakha.
Jadi kandiba, aakash hebani ethakara
ebam tume asala jinisha haraiba.

Gajanan Mishra
Kaneri (Odiaa)

Bhaba ni
Kaneri kantiaa
Pariba ni
Kichhi kari.

Han han kahu kahu
Aasiba madi
Pariba ni dekhi.

Dekhu dekhu
Chadhijiba uparaku
Padithiba chhetka hoi.

Bishala aakasha
Ede chhotiaa
pariba ni pachari.

Gajanan Mishra
Kanje Dukh (Kosli)

Muin kete
Aen kali
Heta neinse katha.
Muin karijauchen
Mor kam aauru
nein rakhbar
Mor bhitre dukh,
Muin janichen
Phaski nein jae kichu.

Gajanan Mishra
Kanyakumari - In 2012, December Last

Colorful sunrise, see
Water water water
Everywhere water, see.

I salute you, India
From your feet.

Excuse me mother
I am not able to
Do anything
Where you get benefit.

Excuse me mother
I have done nothing
For you here.

I am thankful to you all
O my fellows
I am here with you
To smile to love o dance
To see to feel that are
Green that are blue
That are white and
That are yellows.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo kapalare kana achhi
Mu kemiti paribi kahi
Kintu mu nischaya kahibi
Mu jaha bhabuchhi bhala,
Mu jaha bhabuchhi
kahari khyati nahin sethire.
Kehi mate kariparibe ni
Bhayabita,
Kehi paribeshaku kariparibe ni
Paribartita.
Kehi mo
Bhabishyata upare
Kahi paribe ni sata.

Gajanan Mishra
Kasta Ebam Ananda (Odia)

Kasta ebam ananda samana
kapada khande, pathartie
ebam suna tikiera mulya samana
Ninda pransansa samana.

Gajanan Mishra
Kastaru Mukta (Odia)

Kastaru mukta
Rahiba aasa.

Nija bhayaku
Nikalidei
Kana heuchhi
Dekhiba aasa.

Tume sabuthu
Pabitra, he manisha.

Gajanan Mishra
Katha Hue Nija Saha  ??? ?? ???? ??? ??? (Odia)

Nija saha nije kathyha hue
Aabiskar karen nija bhasha
Ae maatire nija chinhata dekhaibaaku.

Itihasra Jatna nien mu
Itihashrahichhi mo baktruta
Prastuta karibaaku.
Mo baktruta achhi dekhaibaaku
Kou prakarara jodhha mu.

Andharare mu pare na shoi
Nida nahin swapna nahin
SDwapna nahin, nahin jibanara pragati.

Odia or Brahmi script;

??? ?? ???? ??? ????
???????? ???? ??? ????,
? ?????? ??? ?????? ????????? ?

?????? ???? ???? ??
?????? ????? ?? ???????
???????? ???????? ?
?? ??????? ??? ????????
??? ??????? ????? ??? ?

???????? ??? ??? ?? ???,
??? ?????, ?????? ??????,
?????? ?????, ????? ?????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Katha Hue Nija Saha (Odia)

Nija saha nije katyha hue
Aabiskar karen nija bhasha
Ae maatire nija chinhata dekhaibaaku.

Itihasra Jatna nien mu
Itihashrahichhi mo baktrutaa
Prastuta karibaaku.
Mo baktruta achhi dekhaibaaku
Kou prakarara jodhha mu.

Andharare mu pare na shoi
Nida nahin swapna nahin
SDwapna nahin, nahin jibanara pragati.

Odia or Brahmi script;

??? ?? ???? ??? ????
???????? ???? ??? ????,
? ?????? ??? ?????? ????????? ?

?????? ????? ???? ?
?????? ????? ?? ???????
???????? ??????? ?
?? ??????? ??? ?????????
??? ??????? ?????? ??? ?

???????? ??? ???? ?? ???,
??? ?????, ?????? ??????,
?????? ?????, ????? ?????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Katha Kana (Odiaa)

Maribaku galabele mu
Muruki hasa deuchha,
Katha kana?

Gajanan Mishra
Katha Rakha

Tuma dehare tuma katha tume rakha
Katha hin asimaku sparsha kariba.

deha nasta heba
Katha nuhen
satya kaha uchharana kara
mane rakha
katha rakhibaku.

katha rakha, dekha
tuma mastiskaru katha asuchhi
Tuma mastiskaku paparu mukta rakha
Satarka ruha, sapha, swachha rakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Kathi Chalipare (Odia)

kathi chalipare
Tuma aashishare.

Gajanan Mishra
Kebala Eka, Aame (Odia)

Aame kebala jae
Jadio dui.
Rasta gotie
Lakhya samana.
Madhyama alaga boli
Megha chaligala duraku.
Aakasha sakhi
Aau aame nirimakhi.
AAme kana ubhayanka pain nuhan?

Gajanan Mishra
Kebala Kabita (Odia)

Kebala kabita,
Aau kichhi nuhen,
Kebala kabita, kabita
Aasu mo pakhaku.
Aau kehi mate
Byatibysta karantu
Nahin jibanara
Asubidha samayare.
Mu apekhya karichhi
Gotie kabi pain
Jie aasuchhi
Gotie kabita dhari.
Mate swagata karibaku
Sujoga dia, Mu
Swagat kare kabiku
Jie ethi achhi
Jibanara kabita dhari,
Mu jane bhalakari.

Gajanan Mishra
Kebala Kasta

barsha, barsha, barsha
kintu mate deuchhi kasta a barsha.

Jibana nuhan sikulire bandha
Jibana eka lavapradā chhandhha.

Jibana khyatire nuhan
mo malika, kahuchhanti aapana.

Mu kahuchhi, han agyan, han agyan
Jibana sabu sundara, thile aapana.

Gajanan Mishra
Keen Competition

Keen competition is there,
In between you and me,
Between life and death,
Between life and life,
But not and never
Death with death.
We are both put to lose
For this competition,
For this, we fall,
And no scope to rise.
But we care not to
Compete for an eternal
And blissful life.
The tragedy of time.
More tragedy is that
We are not pure in heart,
We are not non-envious.
The tragedy is that
We are not able to live
A life like a well-wisher
To each other, we know, though,
Nothing is ours and
The ultimate truth- the death,
Is in the centre.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep A Balance

Keep a balance
At all level.

Be flexible
And live.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep A Curb

Keep a curb
On emotions
And perform
Better.

Feel not
Out of sorts
For ill-temper.

Feel good
And excellently
Display
Imaginations.

The happiness
Is here
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep A Distance

Keep a distance
To save your
Own existence.

Show your
Own identity
That is with you.

Telling something
Is not necessary.

Going somewhere
Is not necessary.

Foster love
Keeping truth
With you.
Live the life full.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep A Humanitarian Heart

Keep a humanitarian heart
And get love, my dear
From your own love one.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep A Short

Keep a short cut
In front of you always
And get all at a time.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep All Modesty

Keep all modesty
And try to be a
Good man in the year
Already arrived.

Keep modicum of
Love and truth
With you and go
Far with the star.

New year is coming
For you, though
It is nothing but
Your own imagination.

Imagine you are
In your dream land
And that's enough
To get peace within.

Keep clean your
Own modus opendi
And have a happy
New year, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep An Inclination

Realise the truth and love and
Keep an inclination, my dear
For your mother
For your mother land
For your mother-tongue,
And see, your sins
Of millions of ages
Disappear .

Gajanan Mishra
Keep company of noble persons,
Devote time to meditation,
Study scriptures,
See others as brothers and sisters.
Develop your mode of goodness,
Be pure in hearts,
Adopt sacred and simple formulas of life
Be happy always and get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Compassion

Keep compassion,
If you want to
Declare yourself
As a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep confidence
And confirm
Your presence
Everything is
Confidential
At the beginning
And it can be open
At the end
And it only
For confidence.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Connection Intact

Keep connection intact, my dear
Remember I am the truth here.

Nothing has broken
And it is okay everything.

Outer disturbances are
No disturbances, mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Everything Under Control

Keep everything
And everybody
Under your control
Right now
Or else they will
Control you
They will kill you
Today or Tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Everything Within

Keep everything within
And be a great and powerful.

See your body He has
Kept everything within.

Use the thing in time
And go to swim.

Be good and transparent
You have truth you have time.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Faith

Keep faith
Trust God
Lead life
With wife.

By equanimity
Shakes off shackles
No loss of effort
No adverse result.

Practice discipline
live in fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Faith And

Keep faith and win the world,
Blame not anybody for any mistake,
Be proud that You are human.

Adaptability is life,
Changing attitude is important,
Going with time is beneficial.

You are divine, mind it always,
Go on duty and here is I
Keep the faith and win the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Faith In Tact

Keep faith in tact
And be a man of wisdom.
In this life you are
The person to get freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Faith In Yourself

Keep faith,
Keep faith on yourself
Keep faith that
You can change yourself
Keep faith that
You can change
Your environment
Keep faith that
You can change the time
And you can change all.
O my dear, only your faith
Your confidence and your
Sincere efforts can change
The life style of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Faith With You

I am here
Keep faith
Faith is important
Faith conforms your
Mental disposition
I am there with you
In cheerfulness
In happiness
In straightforwardness
In non-violence
Keep faith
You are in better
Time and place.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Going

Keep going,
Care not where
You are going.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep guard - The Driver

Keep guard the driver,
The driver is your mind
In your body-car.
Keep in mind, your safety
Depends on your driver,
Keep guard the driver.
Driver is free to drive,
But left not the driver free
To drive as he wish -
It is danger.
Refresh the driver
As and when required
With the things that are good for all
And reach the destination without pressure.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Honesty

Keep honesty
Within you
Deliver quality
As like as truth.

Truth has nothing
To show ego
And if you love
It is easy for you
At every stage
To forgo.

Honesty and integrity
Give you strength
And understand the time
With your breath.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Ideal Pure

Keep ideal pure,
Very pure
And be stainless.
Roam about
Yearning for truth.
Develop dispassion
Within and keep
With child like nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep In Constant Contact

Keep in constant contact with Truth
And get success in everything.
Execute the devotional service
And attain perfection.
Satisfy only one person Almighty
And make your life perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep In Touch

Keep in touch, please.
Here I am with you.
In all light,
In life,
In all reality,
Here I am with truth.
You are the knowledge,
I know, and let me tell
I am the language.
No relative but
Abstract.
Let me understand
The form, the sound,
The words and the reasons.
With all rationality
You are there, I know.
Our combination, I know,
Opens a new chapter, dear,
In which we are
The interpreters.
We experience life
With the light
That is in us.
Please,
Keep in touch.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep It Secret

What you have
You have virtue
Show not.

Even though
You have no virtue
You are showing
What would I call you.

I know you have
Only virtues
Conceal not
In the company of evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Me Here

Keep me here
Only in faith
I unmoved
And stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Me In Mind

Keep me in mind,
And let me stay
in equanimity,
while I am going
towards truth,
see, I am firm,
and my firmness
is without swerve.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Me With You

I am the first person,
Without me there is nothing,
Without me, nothing has value.
I am the original here,
No duplicate is there
What I am at this time,
And no one is capable to
Conquer me.
I am my first
I am also my last.
I am perfect
In all respect.
I am what I am not,
Keep me in your pocket as a dot.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Modesty

Keep modesty with you
Always my dear.
It is the call of time
To be modest.
And make all things
Public, let all know
What is there with you,
Let them know all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep My Life In Sorrow

Keep my life in sorrow,
I know, you are there
with love only in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep My Words

Keep my words in save
They are most valuable
And you cannot find them
From anyone here, my dear.
My words have power to
Give life and a good living,
My words are here with you
Search within and use it
When you are in need.
It is yours, all words.
I am just working here
As a reminder to your duty
As your help-maid,
Try to understand, my friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Nature Pure

Keep nature pure
And be wise
Aiming at the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep No Desire

Keep no desire
And get peace
Said Buddha.

Forgive
And forget
Said Christ.

Truth and
Victory to Truth
Said Krishna.

Love and love
And live long
I said.

And I see You, here,
O my dear, always with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep No Doubt

Keep no doubt,
Fear no one
And get success.

Create an atmosphere
Free of terror
And stay freely.

Try to fit yourself
As a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not Any Desire

Keep not any desire
With you my dear
But go on performing
Actions.

Stay with the worldly
Affairs and commodities
As and when required
But keep not any desire.

be satisfied always
And stay in peace
And strengthen yourself
With love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not Attachment

keep not attachment
But love all.
Control the self
But tell the story.
Retaliate not
As it is the sin.
You are not going anywhere,
And hence, stay here in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not False Pride

Keep not false pride
And stay sober.
Execute the works as
Allotted with all sincerity
For real welfare
Of all in general.
Nothing is permanent,
Please remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not New Wine

Keep not new wine
In an old bottle,
The bottle may crack.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not The Window Shut

Keep not the window shut,
Especially that window
Of the south.

Call not the bird near,
Especially that bird
Of the west.

Stay still in the north
And rise and rise in the east.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Not Yourself Aloof

Keep not yourself aloof, my dear,
Perceive all truth within.
Behold yourself as the manifestation,
The manifestation of love and truth.
You are your driving force, accept it,
And go, the road is clear, see and measure.
Know the truth and feel not hungry,
Faith-belief is necessary to view and review.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Nothing And Live

Keep nothing and live.
No enemy but stay cautious.
Be kind and truthful
And find no fault in any one.
Stay peaceful and
Work for the benefits
Of others.
Give respect to each one.
You are poetic, I know,
Stay silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep On Going

Keep on going,
No place to
Reach though.

You are lonely
Terribly you are
There with all though.

How to live
Has not been explained
By anyone with love.

Living is but
Compulsory, though
Winning is not.

When you are living
Learning is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep On Loving

Love, love and love,
Keep on loving.
Don't think
Love has two passages.
Love is one and only one.
It is love
You are to love.
And at times
Think not
Love will return
On the same passage.
Think not otherwise
If love is turning
To other passage.

With love
I am here to
Acquire the sky.
With love
I am here to
Pocket the sea.
My body is full of
Love, see.
I am here in this
Love-scented area
Of your vellay.
I am here in
The compassion of Ganges
With my luck-key and destiny.

Keep on loving
And come to me,
See me
I am going to you
All the times.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Regular Habits

Keep regular habits,
Eat simple food,
Tell always the truth,
Maintain your health,
And live long
And enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Righteousness

Keep righteousness
With you my dear
That is your jewel
That makes you gladdened.

Justice is your
Controller, my dear
Nothing is higher
Than this justice.

And through justice
You can defeat all.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Rosiness

Keep rosiness
In you, dear.
Time is
Very good.

Absurd statement
May come from
Any corner,
Hear not
In your ears.
The rot
Is not there
To set in.

Rose-water is
Here, take bath.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep self
From greed.
Go on learning
And go on
Controlling senses.
The water and
The air -
All holy.
Fear not anyone
And attain greatness
By devotion.
Get knowledge
Get peace by service.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Silence

Keep silence
And go upwards.

Go upwards
And See the beauty.

See the beauty
That is within.

Within you there is
Your strength.

Your strength is
In keeping silence.

Silence is my
First and foremost preference.

Keep silence
And love life.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Silence And Stay

Keep silence
And stay at home
In peace.
If anybody
Said anything
In anger, forget
Thinking no matter.
Think not
For any loss,
Realized, loss
Is not yours.
What is there in
Your destiny, only
It is happening.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Silent

Engine is here to go
Keep silent
Direction is not necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Smile Please

Keep smile please
And stay safe
And stress free
Without any disease.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Strength Within

Keep strength within
And get everything.
Come to me not
With your mind but with hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Body Pure

And in good condition
Here in this body
The Master of all resides.

The Master of all
Is your guide and philosopher
He can only keep and maintain
Your mind strong and clear.

Strong and clear mind
Is the stepping stone
To heaven, mind it
My dear, You are His son.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Heart Clean

Keep the heart clean
And take not anything
Seriously, brothers.
Search the meanings
And use them in proper way
For the purpose of life.
Life is secured, be sure
And go on for love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Layout

Keep the layout
In mind -
Live and let live,
And wonder not
The illusion.
Accept or decline
Has no meaning.
Just use hints
To correct anything.
You are enjoying
The holidays,
Forget not.
Co-operate, and
Refuse not.
Prepare a short note
And produce it
Before others
And show
All truthfulness
In you.
Enjoy life
Freely and
Care each moment
With all
Transparency.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Mood Find

Keep the mood fine
And enjoy life.
The day is all romantic,
Enjoy with it.

Keep the mind balance
And get result amazing.
Plan and execute everything
In a stepwise manner/

Stay conscious about health,
Health is everything.
With no health
You have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Qualities

Keep the qualities of patience
Endurance faith and persistence
And win the battle of life
In this world of ups and downs.

Be strengthen and enlightened
your mind and excel in the virtue
Of fortitude both physical and mental.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep To

Keep to your, my dear,
Own words, remember,
A man lives in words.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Us

Keep us, O Almighty
Keep us healthy
And happy.

We are Yours
Sons and daughters
Ready to serve You
All days and all nights.

You are the Truth
That we know
And we are the showers
Of nectar that You throw.

We know since You are there and You are here
We face no death only we can change dresses.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Writing

Keep writing,
Writing has a
Wide range.
According to your
Own conviction
Stay here,
This place has kept
A lot of things for you.
Neglect not anybody
Colorful oceans and skies
Are therein.
You are your own
Higher states
First recognize yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep You Tongue

Keep your tongue under control, my dear
Keep your tongue under control.
Don't get incited by the desire
To enjoy your tongue, my dear
If you get incited you must get trapped
Like the fish on the fisherman's hook.
Keep your tongue under control, my dear
Keep your tongue under control.
My dear, remember, if you are able to
Control your tongue you are understood
To be in full control of all.
Control control control your tongue, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Conduct Good, Men

Keep your conduct good,
And men, see, this world
Brings prosperity to you.
Know the present situation,
And men, be aware of the loss
And gains of self and see,
The whole earth is there
Under your control.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Eyes On Righteousness

Keep your eyes on righteousness
O my poet, You are the man of truth
It is your faith your believe your purity
That makes the society pure and refine
O poet, you are always singing Satya meva jayate
Means Let the truth triumph let the justice triumph
It is said in the Manusmrti that he who protects
Righteousness is protected by the righteous
My dear poet you are right in saying so
Because of the power of your poems
In the face of adversity insult and dishonour
You are your readers attain the supreme truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Eyes Open

Keep your eyes open
And look at the world
With your purified senses.

The world is fearsome
You are to overcome
By your power of truth.

Be careful, my dear
Desire not anything
The world is a sharp razor.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Mirror Clean

Keep your mirror clean
To see your face
And you can see here
Divine vision.

Keep your mirror clean
To study the description
That is universal
That is divine mission.

Keep your mirror clean
To pinpoint your attention
It is transcendental love
It is here to take caution.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Secret

Keep your secret
Yourself
Or else
Anyone can
Use it against you to
Harm your interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Secrets

Keep your secrets
To yourself
And go with truth.

Truth is fruitful
When love is there
And where there is love,
See success as result.

Be kind to others
Experience life as a climber.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Thinking Process

Keep your thinking process
Clean first and then
Utter words and thereafter
See the words are not there
To disturb you at any time,
They are there like your
Favourite pet.
Before fighting with any one
Fight with yourself first
And then see no yourself
In winning side,
No one dares to tell or do
Anything contrary to your
Thinking and doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Your Words

Keep your words
In your body,
Words can only
Touch the eternity.

Body is going to perish
But not your words,
Utter truthful words
And remember,
Those words should be kept.

Keep your words, see
Words are coming from
Your mind, my dear, and
Keep your mind free from vices
Be cautious, and keep it pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Yourself By The Side Of The Truth

Keep yourself by the side of the Truth
And see your value how it is increasing
Unless you keep yourself by the side of the Truth
You are zero and you are nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Yourself Free

O my dear, keep yourself
Free from all material association
Stay free for all the times
Means you are free from sins
You cease yourself completely
From committing any further sins
Love all here my dear, only love
I am in all and I am here to make you free
From the effects of all previous sins
It is only love and love
Love is the nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Keep Yourself Under Control

Keep yourself under control
O my dear, do not averse to
Disagreeable actions
Do not attach to
Agreeable actions
Keep yourself under control
Or else choose to ruin.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping All Truth

Keeping all truth
I stood straight
And I set a standard
And I acted accordingly.

I know I am in winning side,
I know I am at the root,
I know I am not forgetting
I am not the doer,
Doer is the nature that is in me.

Keeping all truth in me
I love all here,
I know all happiness is
Within me and I am
Awake and I am present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Aside You

Since you are not forgetting me,
How can I dare to forget you?
Since you are here in front of me,
How can I go anywhere keeping aside you?

Keeping aside you, I made a blunder, my dear,
Keeping aside you, I am far from water,
And you are there within me and
I am there within you, how wonder!

No and nothing I want to know besides you,
And I know what not you are here and also there,
You are my kiss itself, you are my scent,
You are my morning light, you are also the night,
In the same parameters of life-fight, I am here,
See, in your smile and also in your tears.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Bad Company

Keeping a bad company
Leads to ruin.
A bad company can put a bite
At any time
For any reason.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Everything

Keeping everything for tomorrow
Let us go with this morning sunshine
To get the love we desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Five

I have kept five for You
I love You
And also I fear You
I desire You
And I desire to
make friendship with You
I am free and also
Not free before You.

See me,
I am as strong as You
I am as invisible as You
I am as flexible as You
I want power from You
My life and my ultimate aim is You.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping In View

Keeping in view
The son of eternity
Feel happy.
Nothing to lose
Nothing in your life
That is not yours
Feel it all is yours
Nothing to spend
Time in sorrows.
Keeping in view
You are true
False would not be there
As you care.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Life's Truth

Known and unknown,
Love and life.
Let us go
With love
To know life.
Life is there
As it is.
But love
Is caring to
Keep life
As it ought to be.
Love life and
Life loves you,
Keeping life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Love- Immortal

I have kept You, O Truth
Here, in my heart, see,
You have kept me, O Love
There in Your heart, I feel.
And I am immortal.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Myself

Keeping myself engaged
In your works always
I got pleasure,
And I know there is
No alternative to it.
Choosing you as my partner
I got everlasting joy
In my life and I am sure
So long as you are here
Within me, I remained ever-green.
No evil and nothing
Can touch me, my dear,
In your presence, that
I know from my experience so far.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Relation

With the center
I am doing here
All the works
And I wander not
Anywhere
I have caught
The thread that is
There always.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Relation - Let Me Go

Let me go
I am going to
Look for truth and justice
In this world.

Let me go
My going is a
Great event you know
Keeping progress
In relations with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Simplicity

Keeping simplicity
And all truthfulness
And with courage
I told you, my dear,
To talk with me
In my language
On my land, so as to
Make me understand
What you are doing
For me.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Truth At The Center

With all goodness
I want to be a poet,
And I want to sketch the life
In a new way with your consent.
I want to be a poet
And I want to create
The time, the place
And the circumstances.
But let me not swap anything
Without your consent.
I want to be a poet
And for this I am agree
To sign and make any
Agreement, terms and conditions.
I want to be a poet
Keeping the truth at the center,
Let us move and stay together.
I want to be a poet
And I want both war
And peace at the same time
At the same breath.
I want to be a poet
And I am marching towards that.

Gajanan Mishra
Keeping Vested Interest

Long life has
No meaning
Without doing
Good to others.
Doing good to others
Means sacrificing
Own life without
Fears or favors.
Fears and favors
Have no meaning
Keeping vested interest.
Persons of vested interest
Keep evil intention
That harms the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Kehi Kahaku

Kehi kahaku
kari pare ni
Lunthana.
Lunthana sabda hin
Duraku chalijaithae
prati swapnaku
Lunthana kari kari
Mori chouhadiru.

Gajanan Mishra
Kehi Kichhi Kahunahanti ???? ???? ??? ???????? (Odia

Kehi kichhi
Kahunahanti nuaa.
Tathapi, mu sune sabhinku
Aau adhayana karen achhi kana
Sethi sata.

Jau nahanti kehi rastare,
Tathapi, chhainkara jibaa
Aau aasiba dekhen mu
Sabda sahita.

Mora bhala paibaa
Napaibare kichhi
Ghatibar nahin,
Tathapi, mu dien mata
Darpana samnare dhala upare.

In Odia lipi or script;

???? ???? ??? ???????? ???
?????, ???? ??? ?????????????
?? ?????? ??? ???
?? ????? ?

??? ???????? ???? ????????
?????, ??????? ???? ????
????? ??? ???? ???? ???? ?

??? ?? ????? ? ???????
?????? ????? ???, ????,
??? ???? ?? ????? ????????
??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kehi Mate Dekhu Ni ???? ? ???? (Odia)

Kehi mate dekhu ni,
Eha artha nuhan
Mu ethi nahin.
Mu achhi ethi purba pari
Tuma sahita.
Aama kahari abasttha
Badali nahin priya.
Eha sata boli bhaba
Aau aame ethi samste
Bhala pain.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??? ???? ? ????
??? ?????, ???? ?
??? ??? ????? ???
??? ???? ?
???? ????
??? ?????
?? ?????, ????? ?
??? ???? ???,
?? ??? ???
?? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kehi Nahanti

Kehi nahanti
kichhi nahin.
samaste achhanti
Aai sabu achhi.

kichhi badhibara nahin
kichhi chhidibara nahin
Chhiduchhi aau badhuchhi
Aau mu achhi, achhi..

Gajanan Mishra
Kehi Nahanti Sethi (Odiaa)

Kehi nahanti sethi
Karibaku prema
kahibaku satya.
Mu achhi tathapi sethi
Dekhibaku pruthibi
Karibaku sauda.
Tume achha mo sahita
Mate rangeibaku
Aau mapibaku samaya.

Gajanan Mishra
Kemiti Paribi Gai (Odiaa)

kemiti paribi gai
jetebele mo nija lakamane
Daridratara kashaghatare
Aau atyadhika dukhare,
Aau anya gapa kuha na mate.

Gajanan Mishra
Ken Biksi (Kosli)

Ken biksi?
Ken biksi sukh?
Biksi kahake?
Kete sukhar
Dar?
Kie pachrasi?
Aaru kie achhe
Kena debarkaje
jabab?

Gajanan Mishra
Ken Kathake Helua (Kosli Poem)

Ken kathake helua
Kanje dharala bhalu
Pitel peila inar andhar.
Ketnikete saja delana
E nar e andhar aaru muin
Bhabuchen eta mor tihar.

Puspunir mada itha khauchhu ta kha
Ni kaha na gurdu katha jamana badal gaya.
A pila tui nangala ni hela tak
Kari parbu kana mate ni lagbar.

Nakhartake lagauchhu kudher
Ujalal take kahuchhu kala andhar.

Gulmal sabu ena arru ja ja daki aan
Pilamanke ghar bhitru.
Gulmal lagbarta ni se
Tumar kabar ni se jibarta kahar paske
Barluti jabardasti
Jena jenta achhe jenta
Badlu balu kenta baluchha kejane
Janhele badlisi ken kenta?

Gulmal ni lag ni lag baele bhi
Kie manba ni lagbar mate.
Thik ta ke thik kahebarkaje
Ketejan ina achan
Janbarke padbar tumke.

Muin achhe aaru morne achhe samia
Pher bhi helua helake sabu jauchhe
Chuilmudke aaru heta henu
Ni kahiparbar kahake.

Gajanan Mishra
Kena Kana  (Kosli Poem)

Kenke jimi ho aaru karmi kana
e kame paemi kenu kete dam
Khaemi kana aaru rahemi kena
Kie achhe kena ho Kana thik kana bhul
Kahemi kentakari aaru janba kie
Han baluchha ki nein.

Kana heichhe and tume karuchha kana
Kie chhinichhe kahake
Baigan gachhe phaluchhe bhendi
Kie dekhichhe kanje nachhuche
Pusha kukur kie janichhe aaru nachhuchhe
panhanpahanu ni janikari kichhu.

Bat achhe ken inu
Baharikari palabar kaje
Khujuchhen saj je kahemi
muin achhen a amka kan hauchhu ga
Aaru helebi kana kariparbu ken ketebale.

Where what

Where shall I go
What shall I do
What shall I get from where
Where is my share.

Who is where
Who is there to say
Right and wrong
And how he will say
Who knows yes or noes.

What has happened
What are you doing
Who recognized what
Lady finger is there
In brinjal tree
Who has seen the dance
Who has seen the pet dog
In the early morning.

Where is the path
To go out
I am in search of time
To say O so and so
What are you doing and
What shall you do me
See I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Kentaje Kejane (Kosli Kabita)

Marbarta khali achhe agake
Kenta bala?
Bala ta jive had achhe baele.
Nipara ithirlagi tamebhi smilhei
Hemanakarsange.

Rakata susuchhan hemane
Kaelja khujuchhan hemane
Kahuchhan angurthanu aaru kenta
Mithalagta bo.

Ketnikete gadh
Maet paen sabuke misei
Karuchhan putla aaru hetake
Dekhauchhan sapan aaru
Kahuchhan sapan aamar
Itarupre ni kahipara kichhukihe.

Kentaje kejane marbarke aaichhan
Jenmane ni parbar mari
Aaru jenmane ni maru baluchhan
Ni parbar banchhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Keping Aside Obstacles

Let us come together,
My dear to
Find solution to problems
And let us struggle
To overcome all
Relating to language and
So many matters.
It is not good to
Go on sleep
But it is time
To keep aside
All obstacles that are
There on the path of
Our development.

Gajanan Mishra
Kete Gabhira ???? ???? (Odia)

Kete gabhira samudra!
Mu chahen gotie buda.

Binayee bhabare
Chahen kahibaaku
Kichhi sabda,
Prarthana bhabare
Grahana kara.

Mu nuhen
Parajaya manobhabara.
Kintu puni puni
Jinibaaku
Mu chahen judhha
Samudra sahita.

-

In Odia script;

???? ???? ???????!
???? ??? ????? ??? ?

??????????? ?????
??????? ???? ????
??????????? ?????
?? ????? ?

??? ?????
????? ????????,
?????? ???? ??? ?????????
???????? ?? ?? ????
????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Ketedinara Kie (Odia)

Ketedinara kie
Kie puni kahe kana
Kana hue ketebele
Ketebele puni
Puni uthe juaara
Juaarara ranga kala
Kala dhalaa haladiaa.

Gajanan Mishra
Key To Success

Key to success
Unity and discipline
No wrangling.

Gajanan Mishra
Key To Success Is Truth

If you want to get success
Hold the key in your hands.

Key to success is your faith,
Your labor, your conviction and
Your right way of thinking.

Keep dog with you, keep a crow
If you want to get success
Try to say everyday that you are
The only truth here with all mystery.

O my dear, believe that you can
Win the sky above and pull the river
Towards you through your dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Key To Universe

Poem is the key to universe
Go with it to catch life's verse.
Followed by dog you are safe
Followed by fish you are happy
Followed by cat you are homesick.
You are a lion a tiger
an elephant an ant
Coconut tree cloud and
You are ultimate sky
To whom I say goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Key Words-Three Ds

Key words to
Get desired results -
Determination
Dedication and
Discipline.

Gajanan Mishra
Keyhole

See there,
If you so like,
Insert the key.

Of course, key up
Is not my business.

You know, I am a poet,
And I am committed to living,
I know the system for solving cipher.

Gajanan Mishra
Keywords In Life

Keywords in life -
Emotions and love.
Trust others, but
Be careful to
Hidden enemies.

Anyway, stay happy
And jovial.
I am sure, you are
An artist and
You can create
Own happiness in eternity.

And go on performing
Actions on all fronts,
And be on your guard.

Gajanan Mishra
Khaa Kabita (Odia)

Khaa kabita
Aau banchi jaa.
KINTU BHAV NA
TUl kabita khaibabala.
Khaibabala kabita
Jie khae tate.

Gajanan Mishra
Khadya Surakhya (Odia)

Khaibaku kichhi khadya dia,
Mu asi barsha-brudhha
Dasamantapur blockra
Chkamba mora goan.
Mo nama Dharuni hial
Mu bidhaba brudhha
Mate marigalani kahile
Block karmachari.
Hei mate dekha, mu tuma
Aagare ubhaa.
Mu bhokila, sata aeta.
Mu darkar karuchhi khadya
Mora nahin kauti card
jatiya khadya sukhya aainara.
Dekha mate mu tuma aagare.

Gajanan Mishra
Khali- Jaha Bi Heu(Odia)

Jaha bi heu  
Aeta khali.  
Bhitarakü dekha  
Ki dekha baharakü.  
Kintu kichhi chinta  
Karibara nahin.  
Eha sabu samastanka pain.  
Biswa karibara ki  
Abiswas karibara  
Karana nahin.  
Kintu aamaku  
patikari parichalana  
Karibara achhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Khali Kagaja Kama(Odia)

Khali kagaja kama,  
Bastabik kama nahin,  
Aau aame kasta pauchhu,  
Aame rahuchhu bhokare,  
Aame maruchhu.  
Tume sethi byasta  
Khali kagaja kalamare.

Gajanan Mishra
Khali Kagaja (Odia)

Khali kagaja kama,
Bastabik kama nahin,
Aau aame kasta pauchhu,
Aame rahuchhu bhokare,
Aame maruchhu.
Tume sethi byasta
Khali kagaja kalamare.

Gajanan Mishra
Khali Sabda - Jibana ???? ???? - ???? (Odia)

Khali sabda,
Khali jaagaa,
Khali aprakashya,
Sabu jibana, aau
Jibana mahaana.

Jibana mahaana,
Premare, Satyare
Bhitare aau
Bahare samastanka pain.

Samastanka pain, mate
Ucharibaaku dia sabda,
Nuhen khali, kintu
Jibana mulyare
Sabubele sabuthare..

In Odia or Brahmi script;

???? ???? - ????
???? ????
???? ??????????,
??? ???? ??
???? ????? ?

???? ?????
???????? ?????
???? ?? ?????
????????? ???? ?

????????? ???? ???
????????????? ??? ???
???? ??, ?????? ?????
???? ???????
???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Khara Khara (Odia)

Khara Khara -  
Pala Pala  
Raja mantri khatuaal  
Karibe khela.

Tor pachas degree khara  
Aama pain mara  
Raja mantri khatual ta  
sita tap nyantrita ghera.

Bhoka aamar, sosha aamar  
Bhasha aamar bhot aamar  
Aame sadharana manisha  
Matira manisha,  
Raja mantru khatual  
Aasichanti, aamaku karibaku sesha.

Gajanan Mishra
Kharatiaa Maja

Kharatiaa maja nauchha ken
inke aasikari a c bhitare
rahikaridinjaka jena
pachas degree tati?
Jena luke maruchhan
bhuhe sushe khaebarkhe ni paikari,
dadan khatbarkaje jauchhan
durdes pilachuakar lagi?
Jenmankar bhut neikari tume
aaram karuchha semane kenta kari
chalbe dekhuja bhael kebhe?
Hemankar jamibhumi sabu pain thupe
ni paikari aan bhadi chetka
padichhe sarabane
ni dekhiparbarke tume?
Hemankar pilamane iskul kanje
jibe jena naina padharbarkaje kihe?
Tumar bhasha nai bhujhi parbar he mane
tike hetu karichha bhael kebhe?
Bhut belke khali dada bhae
Baki belke hai hai!
E khara utsav tumar aai
Ja maja kara, Ja e lukar mala murdar upre
naja, masti kara, e mankar basha ke
upahas kara, ja.
Tumar lagi e khara aaichhe re buaa
khatikhia, mulia, chasi mankar
katha bhavbarkaje tumar
debarachhe tankia pokkhia chaul
panch tankia bhat jenta bhi nai milbar!
Ja kan karma! emane ta marijaichan
ken uthaba? tume maja karbarkaje
aichha ken mana karba?
Bahubal, dhanbal tumarne sabu sabu
Ken parba, ken parba? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Khebarkaje Dia

kahebarkaje dia
jaha kahebarkatha,
jaha kahikari
tumke kichu
dei parmi ujala.

Aaru sei ujalare
tume par heba sima
aaru jani parba
thik kenta.

tume thik achha
heta mui janichhen
hetake sabkar samne
dekhabarlagi bhi tiaar.

Gajanan Mishra
Khojiba (Odiaa)

Khojibata
Satare kasta.
Kouthi khojiba
Padha gharā?
Khaiba gharā?
Post office?
Bus stop?
Rail station?
klab gharā?
Apera thetre? ?
Kipari khojiba?
chasama lagai?
Poshaka pindhi?
Gadi chalai?
Chali chali?
Khojibata
Satare kasta.
Kahaku khojiba?
Ketebele khojiba?
Mu prakrutare
jaichhi bhuli
Samaya aau
paristiti kahibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Khola Nahin Paati??? ????? ???? (Odia)

Khola nahin paati
Mu tumaku sunibaaku
Chahen nahin.
Aethare thakanka sttana nahin.

Apariki, chahen nahin tuma muhan dekhibaaku.
Jie bi hua tume
Tumar dhana khyamataaku
Mu kare naa khatir.

Akaaki chhadi dia mate.
Aauthare aasa nahin
Prema pain, satya pain.

Jouthi achhi
Jemiti jaha sethi chhadi dia,
Mu aatma trupti bhitare
Achhi mo soshare mo bhokare.

- 

In Odia script;

??? ????? ??
??? ????? ????? ????? ??????? ??
????? ????? ????? ???? ??
??????, ????? ????? ??? ??? ????? ???????? ?
??? ?? ??? ???, ???? ??, ???????
??? ?? ?? ????? ?
????? ??? ?? ??? ?
?? ??? ?? ??????
????? ??? ????? ???? ??
????? ??? ????? ????? ??
?????? ??? ??????? ?????????
?????? ???????, ?
??? ??? ??? ?????????
?? ????? ?? ????? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Khutlu Karmi

Khutlu Karmi
Has missed
The festival of
Nuakhai. And
Could not observed
With his family and friends.
Do you know why?
That I am going
To say in this poem.
Have patience.

The sons of khutlu Karmi
Were outside the state
And worked there
As bonded labourers
And they could not
Returned back.
Khutlu Karmi
Has grown paddy
But due to short-rainfall
It was all lost.

Khutlu Karmi was not
Able to purchase
New clothes for the festival
As he was penniless.
Khutlu Karmi was
Also helpless to utter
Anything to anybody,
No one came forward to
Help Khutlu Karmi as
There was no elction
In near future.

Gajanan Mishra
Khyama Nahin

Khyama nahin, kintu nia jatna,
Prakruti bahuta krura, sapha ruha.

Gajanan Mishra
Khyata Sahita Jala

khyata sahita jala
eha bhala.
Ki bhala sasta khadyare
jibana.
Aamba gachha sahita
judha kara na.
Khola padiare sua mukta.
Nijar boli kahiba
Adhikara nahin tumara.
Upabhoga kara jibana
Birakta nuhan.

Gajanan Mishra
Kichhi Abujha (Odiaa)

Kichhi abujhamana rahichhi
Aama bhitare.
Kintu mu kahu nahin
Andha lokamane gyani.
Mu kahe abujhamana bhitare
Thae bujhamanara sutra.
Kabitie andha bi aau
Gyani bi kehi jane kahila.
Mu nirabi gali taka dekhi.
Prakrutare mu mora sabu
Sabda o drusya hajaideithili.

Gajanan Mishra
Kichhi Bi Nuhen Kasta

Kichhi bi nuhen kasta,
Aama sakti aamathi achhi
Aau achhi saburi upare.

Gajanan Mishra
Kichhi Hasal Karibara Nahin (Odia)

Kichhi hasala karibara nahin
kebala dharya sikhibara achhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Kichhi Nahin (Odia)

Tume srusti kara,
Tume kara parichalanaa,
Tume kara dwansa,
Kintu kounashi bagare
Mu prabhita nuhen,
Mora kana achhi
Mora kichhi nahin.

In Odia lipi Brahmi script;

???? ?????
???? ??????? ??
???? ?? ????????
???? ?? ?????
?????? ?????? ?????
??? ????? ????????,
??? ??? ?,
???? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kichhi Nuaa Nuhan (Odia)

Kichhi nuaa nuhan
Nuaa nuhan.

Tume nahan
Tume kahila,
Mu nahin
Mu kahili.

Kebala satya achhi,
Satya nuaa nuhan.

Pabana achhi
Aalua achhi,
Nuaa nuhan kichhi.

Sankhya nahin, Sabda nahin,
Achhi aakasha o
Pruthibira milana.

Gajanan Mishra
Kidnap Kidnap Kidnap

Kidnap kidnap kidnap
Everwhere there are kidnaps
Kidnaps kidnaps,

And who is not a kidnapper?

We remain mere spectators

Leaders kidnap the voters
Leaders kidnap the basic needs
of the vilagers country dwellers
Leaders kidnap and kidnap
Leaders are kidnappers.
Maoists kidnap leaders
Maoists kidnap officers
Maoists kidnap foreigners
Maoists kidnaps lawbreakers.

We all are helpless spectators.

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Achhi Kahiba Mate (Odia)

Kie achhi kahiba mate
Mo chhada, kana bhala
Mo pain ethare etebele.

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Bhagawan (Odia)

Kie Bhagawan?
Kie Bhagawan nuhen?

Thik ebe mu dekhichhi
Jane Bhagawan aaujane
Bhagawan dwara giraf hebara.

Jane Bhagawan aakashare ude
Aau jane khadya randhe.

Jane Bhagawan ghoshana kare
Aaujane marichhi.

Aau Bhagawan janma neichhanti
Premara sthapana pain,
Shanti bajaya rakhiba pain,
Judhha ghosana pain,
Aau pratyeka jinisaku thik karibapain.

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Bike? (Odia)

Kie bike?
Kie bike sukha?
Kahaku bike?
Sukhara dara
Kana?
Pachare kie?
Aau kie achhi
Keunthare
Debaku uttara?

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Bipadadiaa(Odia)

Mu jane
Kie bipadiaa,
Mu jane
Satya kouthi,
Mu jane
Kana pain prema-nataka.

Kintu mu ehti nahin
Kholakholi nijaku
Prakash karibaku.

Mu jane
Bipada aasiba ketebele.

Kintu jagichhi,
Mu ethare
Andhara aasibaa jae.

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Kahiba Aau Kipari Kahiba??? ???? ?? ????? ????,
(Odia)

Kie kahiba aau kipari kahiba,
Kana kahiba aau ketebele kahiba,
keunthare kahiba aau kahaku kahiba,
Kahi paaribi nahin, biswas kara.

Mu kahi paribi nahin kie achhi ethare,
Aau heuchhi kana, kahapain
Kahi paribi nahin setaa bi
Aau kahibaku bi mu ethare nahin.

Subidha pain mate bujheibaaku dia
Kana kahapain kana, jadio nuhen sata
ethare sethare aau mu
Mo sabda sahita pura swachha.

In Odia lipi;

??? ??? ?? ????? ????,
?? ??? ?? ???????? ????,
???????? ??? ?? ?????? ????,
??? ?????? ?????, ??????? ?? ?

??? ??? ??????? ????? ??? ??? ?? ?,
?? ????? ??, ???????? ?????? ????? ???,
?? ???????? ?? ?????
??? ????? ????? ?

?????? ????????? ??? ??????????? ???
?? ?? ?? ????, ?? ?? ????,
????? ?????? ?? ?? ??? ?????
??? ??? ??????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Kahila Se Tuma Maa Nuhen

Kie kahila se tuma maa nuhen?
Kie kahila Tume tuma maaku rakhi par nahin?
Kie kahila tume tuma maara pua nuhen?
Kie kahila Tume o tuma maa eka nuhan?
Kie kahila tume tuma maathu duraku jauchha?

Sabu aalochana bekar
Aau tume tankara sahita achha
Bina karanare.

Tuma maa pain tume a dangare achha.
Aau nai pari heuchha
Mana karibara nahin kichhi.
Khali tuma maaku dekha aaji.

Mukhya bisaya heuchhanti tuma maa,
Aau tume rahichha kendrare.

Gajanan Mishra
Kie Tume

Kie tume
ekemiti o
Kouthi tumara
janma Jataka?

Dhrustata Khyamakara.

Sunibaku ichha nahin mora
Jadi na kahibaku mana
Na kuha.

Hei patili sira
Jaha ichhcha taha kara.

A samagra dharitri tumara.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill

Kill,
Kill your enemy.
And who is your enemy
Know first.
your enemy is
Within you, my dear.
Kill,
Kill your enemy,
In brutal manner.
And your enemy is
Your own desire.
Kill, kill your
Own enemy, dear
And stay in peace here.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill A Man

Kill a man
And say sorry
Say I beg apology
Say I feel shameful
And show your
Moving gesture.

And that is what
We do not want
To kill and
To beg excused
That we do not want
To change history.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill a man
And say sorry
Say I beg apology
Say I feel shameful
And show your
Moving gesture.

And that is what
We do not want
To kill and
To beg excused
That we do not want
To change history.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Him

Kill him,
Who is violent
Against other
Living beings.

Subdue him,
Who is the cause
Of suffering.

Each one has
Got the right
To live under
Nature.

Protect the innocents,
And ensure a peaceful
Life for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Me

Kill me,
I want to die with you.

Find any difference
Between life and death
If you can.

I want to live
With you here
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not A Jackal

Kill not a jackal.
O my dear, being a lion
Kill not a jackal.
Remember, killing a lion
Earn no reputation.

Moth is not a hero
Though it burns itself
In the fire.
Donkey is not a hero
It carries loads though.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not Any Creature

Kill not any creature, my dear,
I know, you are not empowered to create one.
Wander not in worldly life, my dear,
See the truth, feel the love and go ahead.
I know you are not deaf, my dear,
You are fit to hear my words here.
Save yourself from pollution
That are there in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not Anyone

Kill not anyone.
If you have killed,
You must yourself be
Killed by that one.
If you commit murder
You are hanged.
But keep yourself fit,
Dear men, and see
How you are advancing
In the path of truth.
Keep open all doors
And windows and get
The benefits of free airs
And the association of great men.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not Peacocks

Kill not peacocks
For crows.
Kill not lion
For foxes.

But you are allowed
To sacrifice your life
For family,
You are allowed
To sacrifice the family
For the village,
You are allowed to
Sacrifice the village
For the country,
But for the truth
And for true love
You are allowed
To sacrifice the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not Your Own Mother

Kill not your own mother, my dear.
Your mother is your creator and
She is not a stranger.
Your mother lives in you and
You live for and because of your mother.
Mother fills your body and mind
With all lights and love.
As you see your mother is always happy
And the source of her happiness is
In giving everything to you and
Not in taking from you.
See your mother, she is real,
Here life is a life of complete dedication.
See your mother, she never takes fees for
Her smile and service and see
Her work is her relaxation.
Kill not your mother, my dear,
Your mother is not here to die,
Your mother is still alive, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not, Kill Not

Kill not, kill not,
They are not only children,
They are your mothers and fathers,
They are your own future.
They are there
To enlightened you, my dear brothers.
Try to know the truth,
You are going to destroy the world
For nothing, for nothing.
Know that, it is your madness.
You have no right and nothing,
Even you have no right on your life,
Life is not meant for you only,
Your life is for others, try to know nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill Not, You Have No Power

You have no power to kill, remember,
Kill not any creature, my dear.
Since you have no power to create
Any creature here, you cannot
Destroy any one here.
You may take pleasure out of
Their play and hence
Let them move, play freely.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill The Children

Kill the children
Ordered the king,
For fear that
One of them
Might overthrown
Him at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill the man,
Who is dreadful,
Who is sinful.
Kill the man,
Who is against
The law of the land.
Kill the man,
Who is against,
The mother,
And the mother tongue.
Kill the man,
Who is against humanity.
Kill the man,
Who is against love
And the truth.
If he lives,
He will certainly
Turn the whole world
Into ashes in no time.
Kill him, kill him.

Gajanan Mishra
Kill This Kill That

Kill this kill that
I am here I am there

Loving means killing
Killing means loving always
Not true.

What is true what is not true
Nobody is here to declare openly
It is just hypothesis to handle
Before all.

You yourself to decide
What to do and when to do.

No direction is shown
And you wander here there
I am there I am here, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Killer

Yes, you are
The killer,
And to destroy
Everything you
Are here.

Allow me to tell
Each one to stay
Cautious.
Or else forget
Their own
Identity.

Target is
To rise, to awake,
And to do
Necessary to say
In my language,
In my words,
I am living,
See me.

Gajanan Mishra
Killing Me

You are killing me
At every moment
Soon after you uttered
I love you.

And your utterances
Has got no value
As you are free to
Revoke it.

And I am
Not yours as such
As I want to
Retell your words
In the same way.

And I am
Astonished why and how
You became happy
With all stolen properties.

It is wrong to
Think I am useful
Till end I am
Not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Killing Own Husband

You do not know
What you are doing
And killing your
Own husband
Just to see
The co-wife widow
And you are going
Out of the frying pan
In to the fire
Really unfortunate.

Gajanan Mishra
Kind Friend

Be a kind friend to all
Be free from false ego
Be tolerant and satisfied
Keep self-control
Engaged yourself in devotional service
Fixing love with determination
My dear friend, come on.

Gajanan Mishra
Kind To Me

You are kind to me
That I know, my dear
I am also trying to
Please You
By doing Your works
For the welfare of
All creatures here
Either a greater or
Lesser extent.

Gajanan Mishra
Kindly Continue

Kindly continue
To purify me.
I am with the earth,
The water, the fire,
The air, the ether,
The mind, the intelligence
And with my false ego,
All are my material energies, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Kindness discovered
In each color and
At every mental state.
Absorb in life,
And undergo studies.
We are all devotees,
Devotees of time,
Who are narrating
The events from
Time to time here
In a meaningful way.

Gajanan Mishra
King In-Waiting

I am ready to fight
With the king-in-waiting.
I am ready to drive
In the midst of the clouds.
I am everything as you know
Including the cosmos-body.
Let me bid at this noon
And say I am the winner.
I am going to fight
But in a righteous war.
When a war is righteous
Who is there to decide.
I am confused, clear, though,
You are coming with the ruined.

Gajanan Mishra
King Is Alien

King is alien in foreign land
Poet and scholar are not.
Nothing is impossible for
Powerful and mighty.
For the traders
No place is out of reach.
For a polite talker
No one is stranger.

Gajanan Mishra
King Of Kings

I am the king of kings.
Ask me how and let me
Tell you I am contented.

I am the king of my own
Kingdom and see me I am free,
Free from all desires.

Gajanan Mishra
King Of Words

King of words- the poet,
Declared, we are all
In light.
The light we face
With endless victories.
Obligatory actions are
Here with us, and
We are performing it
With most sincerity
And love.

Gajanan Mishra
King Was Passing

A King was passing
Through a forest
Three thieves attacked
One thieve beat the king
And looted everything
Another thieve
Tied up hands and feet
Pushed him in to a deep pit
Third thieve took pity
Escaping the notice
Of the two thieves
Third third thieve came back
Untied the king
Led him out of the forest
Bid him escape
I am the king
And the thieves are
Tama Rajas and Sattva
I am the divine love.

Gajanan Mishra
King, Fire And Women

Be cautious the three;  
King, fire and women,  
Keep hovering around  
At a safe distance.  
Don't go too closer,  
Don't stay far,  
And achieve everything  
From them there.

Gajanan Mishra
Kintu Mu Jane (Odiaa)

koujae kana
Karibi jane na
Kintu mu jane
Mu ethi eka
Achhi mo sahita
Ebam tumaku
kariparibi aapanara
Mo sabdare.
Tuma sahita mishi
Andharaku
Paribi tadi,
Taraku
Aaniparibi ae
mati uparaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Kipari Seita (Odia)

Abidyamanatere
Mu santusta
Kipari seita.

Gajanan Mishra
Kiss And Kiss

And what is it
Is it the symbol
Of love or action
By giving a kiss
I am not going to
Say you are mine
By taking a kiss
I would not be yours
Then please clarify
What does it mean
It is not self-interest
Okay okay and through
A mere I can't pull
Or push you to hell
All is well in kiss
If you detach yourself
From giving and taking kiss
If you not feel injury
By taking or giving kiss
All is well in kiss
Kiss and kiss
Go not with foolish
Possessiveness of kiss
Go not with mere tradition
It would pass in to oblivion.

Gajanan Mishra
Kiss In Love

Kiss in love,
And love in the kiss.
All life's glimpse.

We are alive,
For love,
We are undivided
In love.

The only truth is
Love here.
Besides love,
You can find
Nothing dear.

For love - all
War and all peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Kiss Me Not

O nature,
Kiss me not
I am in Kedarnath.

O nature
Kiss me not
I am with Jagannath.

O nature
Kiss me not
I am in Ram'nath

O nature
Kiss me not
I am Dwarikanath.

O nature
If you desire to come
Come with pure heart.

O nature
I am here to welcome
You are my first and last.

Gajanan Mishra
Kiss Me Please

Kiss me please
The rose said to me
Where there is kiss
There is beauty, see.
Kiss has its own wings
See it is flying
sitting sitting
Loving the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Kiss?

Kiss?
What is that?
First know yourself
And then come to me
To explain the taste.
The picture you have shown
Is incomplete in its meaning.
Kiss and kissing are not
the same here or there
And that have so many watching.
You cannot say it love
You cannot say it life
You cannot say here is peace
All are irritating.

Gajanan Mishra
Kissing 45 Degree Celsius

Kissing 45 degree celsius
The sun told me, this is
Just the beginning, be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
Kissing Feet

Let me kiss your feet,
Kissing feet is the nature
Of higher love and going
With the natural light.

Let me shine and stay
Beyond all darkness like
The rising and shining sun,
With the subtlest love - icon.

Gajanan Mishra
Kneeling I Prayed

Kneeling I prayed
and you heard
Enough for me
I know I'm within
Whatever the situation
Whatever the reason.

Gajanan Mishra
Knife

See I can tear
This sea
With this knife
And from the sea
The sky peeps.

The sky raguled
The stars frightened
Meetings cancelled
Being frugal
Light came to rescue.

Ramification done
Roving I came again
In different form
And cautioned all
In time.

Gajanan Mishra
Knife - To Be Heard

Knife - life,
Tongue - fire,
Time -
To be touched,
To be heard.

Gajanan Mishra
Knock And

'Knock and
It shall be
Opened unto you'
Christ told us,
You retold me.
Yes, it is right
I added.
But our knock
Should be
In right place.
Our works
Should be
Loved by us.
And nothing more.

Gajanan Mishra
Knocking Me Down

You went upward
That I liked.

Gajanan Mishra
Knocking The Door

Knocking the door
I entered and
Touched each one.

From door to door
I moved and
Saw and heard
Each one.

Words I uttered,
Poems I wrote -
All, as easy and
As simple as the earth.

I ordered the air
To go far and
Bring a star.

Gajanan Mishra
Knot

Knot of false identification
Is pierced
All misgivings are
Cut to pieces
Chain of fruitive actions
Is terminated
And I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Know

What you are doing
Know also
How you are doing
And then only
One can say
How far you are
Successful
And how far
You are able to
Achieve good fortune
Remember the saying
As you sow
So shall you reap.

Gajanan Mishra
Know About You

O my dear, and be a
Complete and pure man,

Gajanan Mishra
Know All

Know all, my dear,
Around you.
Knowing is
Learning to live.

Only you are eternal
That I know, my dear,
And eternal is your love.

Due to this love
You are excusing all.
You know no one is guilty.

All are under nature,
And nature is playing its role
To make everything right
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Know And Act

Know what is action
Know what is forbidden action
Know what is inaction
Know and act.

Gajanan Mishra
Know But Little

You know,
I do admit,
But you know
Little.

Identification is
There but not
With the truth.

You are
So many, but
Merged together.

Sea and sky-
All in between,
But no
Understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Everything

Know everything
Eternal and inexhaustible.
Know one minus one equals one
Know also one plus one equals one.
Remember one thing, my dear
There is no material calculation
Of anything's value here.
The flower and the air
The necklace and jewels are invaluable.
See the beauty and satisfied
It is you to verified always yourself.
Nothing is impersonal nothing is fruitless
O my dear, see there is an attraction
In everything at every time.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Everything At Least

Know everything,
at least try to know.
See everything but
say not everything.

Feeling is important
and not your description,
Surrendering is important
and not your worship and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Everything Is Truth

Know, everything is truth,
The only truth is here.
Ask not further any question,
At any time in future.
From your own experience,
Try to know what is going on,
And who is there doing all,
Be not blind and see
Everything clear
In your own eyes.
Fear not, fear not,
Join us,
We are sacrificing our lives
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
Know First

Know first
What is what
See, you are
In the core
Of my heart.

Feel my love
See me within
You every moment
See friendship of
Ant and elephant.

No seriousness
At all, if wish test
I will be present
Come and call.

Gajanan Mishra
Know First, My Dear

O my dear, know first
What to do and
What to refrain from.
Think not yourself
Wise, O my dear, and
Translate your knowledge
In to practice.
Believe not only in theory.

Gajanan Mishra
Know How

Know how
Is here,
Nothing else
Required.

Gajanan Mishra
Know How To Live

Live life,
Know how
To live.
Read and
Understand,
Know how
To love
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Know It A Shadow

Know it a shadow
And live a life
That is eternal.

Know it a shadow
And keep real relationships
With all hitherto.

Know it a shadow
And see no anxiety
And feel happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Its Use

Everything is good
Just know its use.

Everybody is good
Love in mute.

Truth has no form
Deny not in any way.

Stay in harmony
Get the sky-way.

Just surrender unto Him
He is the for all good and fine.

Punish not any one
Innocent and ignorant every one.

Stay here fearlessly
You are my dear and near only.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Me

1.

Know me, I am here
Before you.
See me, the words are
Here with me.
Keep faith with you
And try to know
The truth here.
Here, on this earth,
We cannot live
Without the support
Of one another.
No matter, to seek
Support is
Willing or forced.

2.

Let me perceive
The world as
A manifestation of truth.
Let me love you.
I am the earth, I know.
Know me here as a tree,
As a bird, as a flower.
Know me as your own self.
No difference is there
Between any two
Persons or things.
Feel oneness in all.
I am here before you,
See me as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Me In Full

Know me in full
And stay cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Me In Truth

Know me in truth,
But no one is ready
And willing to know me.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Perfectly Well

Know perfectly well,
What is truth
And where you are
At present and
What is being done
By you.

The intention and
Purpose is important,
Mind it, my dear.

Keep your heart clear,
And distinct from others
In the matter of truth.

Life is a heavenly gift,
Enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Please The Inner Vibrations

Know please your own motion.

There is the fish
There is the tortoise
There is the boar
There is the lion-man
And also there the dwarf brahman
And the brave man with arrows
Who are the symbols of peace stability
Within the earth and abroad.

Be brave, my dear. to stay with truth
As I find there always in you
Know yourself first and then it is easy to know the world
Know that entire world is within you, and nothing is outside you.

Gajanan Mishra
Know That

Know that
Weapons can not
Cut
Fire can not
burn
Water can not
Wet
Wind can not dry
My poem is
Eternal and
Not perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
Know That - God's Play

Know that
You have nothing to do
Know that
Everything is done
Naturally and systematically
By the multifarious energies
Of Almighty
It is all his pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Know That God

Know that
You have nothing to do
Know that
Everything is done
Naturally and systematically
By the multifarious energies
Of Almighty
It is all his pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Adjustment

Know the adjustment,
Adjustment of place and time
Is but necessary to live.
Life is a continuous process,
Process of hell and heaven
On this earth at the same time
And on the same place
To fulfill the mission,
Mission to reach at the truth,
Truth being life in love.
Love is but a necessary item
Of life at all times
For the power that is there
Like the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Art

Know the art,
Art of living
And enjoy life.

Feel obliged
To all,
Respect opinion
Of all,
But take action
With intellect.

See no difference
Between art and science,
And tolerate all sorts of
Tribulations here, remember,
Life is above all.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Black

Know the black,
Know the white,
Know the brown.
Life is not for
Only the crown.

Here is life
And there is life,
Only life
You can feel
In air and
In water
And also
In the sky.
Painful to hear
The word goodbye.

Take a little,
Give a little,
If any love is
There with you.
Neither black
Not white, but
Life is
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Depth First

Know the depth first, dear,
Know, what kind of creatures
Are there in the water.
Know the flowers first, dear,
Know, what kind of fruits
Are there keeping nectar.
I am here and here for you,
I am searching and searching
The truth for you, for you.
I know you are the truth,
I know truth is only here
With me at this time.
Know dear, who I am and
Who you are with so much love.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Difference

Aaeshanee, my dear,
Know the difference
Between a bat
And a flower.
Match the capital
To small.
Circle the truth
That is in the picture.
Learn the sound words,
And also, think about
Xylophone and Yo-yo.
Identify the correct one
That is there with you,
Love and stay blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Essence

Please know the essence
They told me time and again
And I started to read
My past histories.

Where is the history
And what is the authenticity
That I asked again
And they keep mum.

No correct answer from anybody
Nobody is disinterested actually
Nothing is here that is to be
Known as personally.

That I said again
Come and narrate the place
You live in but nobody is there
To come forward with geography.

I am in my own pages, see me
Without any question
As I know no question bears
An answer that is satisfactory.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Feelings

Try to know
The feelings of
The persons
Who keep silent.

Nothing but
Silence is the first
Step towards heaven,
Towards peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Field

Know the field
Before going to play on it.

Hear the sound
Before going to speak anything.

You are moving you are also not moving
See that I am with you as I am.

Not affinity not union not fragmentation
But with whole creation I am here.

O my dear, be clear
And cheer, I am going to you in a cheery manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Formula Of Living, Men

Know the formula
And live, men.
Be not affected with panic.

Judicious handling of nature
Is important, keep it in mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Good, My Dear Son

Know the good, my dear son,
And what is good and how
Good is to be realized.
For this, you have to
Keep your mind in balanced.
You have to inculcate virtue
In you. You have to stay
Free from desire, hypocrisy
And delusion in body and mind.
You have to live in purity
In non-violence and
In straightforwardness.

Gajanan Mishra
Know the meaning of life,
Know the procedure of living.
Are you not able to live?

Life is above the time, understand it.
Life is far above from the sky, see it.
Life is something different from love, feel it.

It is silent that is here always with you,
but you are trying to drive it out.

Life is there in desperate darkness.
and it is there only in your loneliness.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Problems

Know the problems
And go on trying
To solve one by one.

If you think
It is also a problem
I have nothing to say.

Let me say, nothing
Is a problem if you
Think not it is a problem.

Life is easy and
My dear, take and feel
Everything easy.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Rascals

Know the rascals
Know the rascals here
Within your lands
Look they advertise
And falsely declare
Themselves as great
As leaders as all powerful God
Remember, they are cheaters
They are the greatest
Fools in human society.
I know common men are here
To destroy them by
The power of voting and
Establish a new welfare society.

Gajanan Mishra
Know the reality, my dear men,
Take not granted false material
Manifestation as all in all.
Realise the self, and
Be gracious to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Reality, My Dear Men

Know the reality, my dear men,
Take not granted false material
Manifestation as all in all.
Realise the self, and
Be gracious to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Rose

Know the rose
Where it is.
And explain its
Colors in details
In your own language.
Remember, language is
Your own identity
And you stay therein
Always everywhere.
Forget not, you are
The son and daughters
Of your own mother
Who is only there
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Rule

Know the rule
Know the principle
And translate it
In to practice
If you want to
Give its value.

Bookish knowledge
Is not sufficient
Overcome all troubles
And all problems.

Be sure, unreal is unreal
And you cannot attain
The real out of unreal
Go for realization of the real.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Science Of Self

By studying the activities
Of all creatures and all things
Know the earth first where you born
Know the air and the fire
Know the water and the sky
Know the moon sun and stars
Know the science of self
By studying pigeon python
Sea moth honeybee elephant
The fish the women the serpent
And the spider, my dear
And live happily here
Here is the full life with all
One and the same without any
Difference at any point.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Secret Of Life

No question please,
Tell not anything.
No shelter here
Or there for anyone.
Everyone is burned alive,
And thrown off a cliff.
Understand the flesh
And the food.
Tell not anything
What you understood.
But enjoy the world
That is very wonderful.
Know the secret of life,
And find therein nectar-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Self

Know the self,
Self only,
And get satisfied
With yourself,
And stay equanimous
In success and failure.
Remember, nothing remains
To be done,
To be known and
To be achieved.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Taste

Know the taste
Know yourself
In this sea of woes.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Time

Know the time,
And do all
Good to others.
Know the time,
The time is eternal,
You are in eternal time.

Happiness or distress-
No matter, but
You are the master,
Master of your own fate.

Throw out
All personal interest,
And execute the mission
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth

Know the truth of the self.
O my dear, hear the speeches.
Knowing means existing.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth About Action

Know the truth about action,
And liberate yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth In Living

Know the Truth, my dear
What is that Truth
Feel it in your living
And it is life
It is Actual living.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth ??? ????

?? ???? ??,
?? ??? ????? ?
???? ?????
??? ??????? ?
?????? ??
?? ??? ??????,
???????? ?? ????? ?
?? ???? ??
??? ????
??? ???? ??
?? ?????? ???????
????????
?? ????? ??? ?????
?? ?? ????? ??

Emglish rendering;

Read my poetry
And know the truth.
Peace is there
In the truth.
Stay clean
And learn tolerance.
My poetry is here to teach.
Read my poetry
All simplicity
Are here.
Mother, motherland
And mother language
All roads to love
Are going through it,
Read my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth, Know The Life

Know the truth, know the life.
Life is very short and temporary,
But truth is permanent and very long.

Enjoy the taste of truth, my dear,
By associating yourself with the wise
And stay delight and happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Truth, Truth Is The Self

Know the truth
And go forward
Performing actions.
In every action
You are to discover
Yourself first.
Know the art of living
It is in love
Love of truth.
Truth is there
Within you
Search yourself.
Gaining knowledge of
The self is only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Know The Unknown

Know the unknown,
Search the omnipresent,
Test the omniscient.
Life is there with them,
Go silently and enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Know This Blue Sky

If you can.
Know your earth
If you can.
Knowing is essential
Without knowing.
And it is through
This knowing
You can move from here.
Forget that
You know
Unless and until
You are here.
Are you here
Ask yourself O my dear.
That I know you
Is not correct.

Gajanan Mishra
Know This Body

Know this body
This body is
The store house
Of diseases.

Don't say
Disease is
The symptom
Of the body
Of a sinful person.

Attach not like
Murders with TB
Drunkards with toothless
Stolen gold with nails diseased
Illicit sex with leprosy.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Thyself, Men.

Follow thyself, dear men.
No one is above you.
You are your master, men.
Study nature, under the sky,
You are the dazzling star.
Follow not anyone else, dear men.
You are your path,
You are pure and smart.
Know thyself, men.
You are the truth,
No one is above you.
Love all, respect all,
But know the disguised,
And punish the dishonest.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What Is

To be known.
Remember, you are
Neither existent
Nor non-existent.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What Is Real

Know what is real and
Compare it with its
Own reflection.
Show your purity
In your devotion.
Realize you are
Your own son.
You are your root,
You are your fruits.
Assimilate yourself
With your body, mind,
Life and soul.
Search here, within
Where is the old owl.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What Is Religion

Know what is religion or Dharma
Religion is a sense of duty in general
Higher principles prescribed duty and so on.
Religion is not a specific aspect
And department of life
For all activities
Religion is the guiding light.
Secular or irreligious life
Is demoniac and not good for society.
Framing laws and obeying principles
All are under religions
Contrary to it, is not religion.
Go within the religious context
And not with arbitrary so-called secularism and chaos.
And wander not restlessly from here there
Stay in religion and take rest in peace
Feel no distress within your body and mind, my dear
And achieve your goal by self-realization
This is called religion.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What Is There In You

Know what is there
In you, my dear men.
No legislation can
Make you do
What is good.
Know who you are
My dear men
And do using
Every goodness in you.
Know, my dear men
Your own body
Is the best temple
And the almighty is
Residing therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What To Do

Know what to do
Know who you are
Know the truth and
Keep love fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Know What You See

Know what you see,
It is not possible
To know fully well
Always, everything,
Though, everywhere.

I see nothing,
I know nothing,
I understand nothing,
Still, I am living
From the very beginning.

The beginning and
The end, not known
To any one here and all
Are in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Where

Know where your
Constant enemy resides
And kill him, O men.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Who Is Here

Please try to know
Who is here.
Go not to the dark
And tell not anything
Like an ignorant man.

Try to know
How it is happening.
Do not anything
Contrary to rules
And that are forbidden.

Wander not, my dear
Know all as one
And tell how you are
Alive here.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Goal

Know your goal
Face the life foul.

Remember,
Goodness in you
Is dominant
Just illumined
The senses and the mind
By light by knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Location

Know your location
And realize your power.

Strengthen your image
And do all works.

Eternal are your words,
Use them in the air.

You are not in dark
Listen to the stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Mother

Know your own mother,
Realize the truth,
Knowledge with
Realization is
The sovereign of sciences.
Know and love and use
Your own mother tongue.
After knowing these,
Nothing remains to be known.
Serve your mother
Serve your mother-land.
See, you are now beyond
perishable matter and
Superior to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Own Body

Know your own body
Know the person
Residing therein.

Know the air
That is going
And coming.

Know the light
That is there
Within the body.

And the body
Is floating
In the sky.

Ask the sky
To hand over the lotus
That is there with the king.

And the king is
Ruling this body
And find the body free.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Own Inner Power, Men

Know your own inner power, men
And do whatever you like to do.
Know the light in the sun
And in the moon.
Know the sapidity in water,
Know the goodness in all.
Know men, all is evolved
From love and from truth.
Know you are the product
Of the same process and
As such you are all good.
Realize who you are
In the true sense of the term
and know how rare you are!

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Own Language

If you know not
What is your language,
What shall I speak of now?
No other way but to speak
Always in your mother language
And use it everywhere
Starting from birth to
The place and moment of death.
Language is your identity,
Remember my dear.
See that you are there
Fullfledged in your language.
You are to live and you are to die
For the language of your mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Own Nature

Know your own nature
O my dear, know
The nature of the world
And witness the lesson
From all here and wander.

Wander the world, my dear
Wander alone and avoid conflict
Frivolous conversation and
Disagreement with anybody
At any time and live not together.

Live not together but respect other
Love others without any self interest
O my dear, Stay like the oil in water
Keep a peaceful atmosphere, safe future.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Past

Know your past
Present and future
Tolerate heat
Cold and both
Know others
And their minds
Check the influence of
Fire sun water poison
In the meantime.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Your Place

Know your place of dwelling
O dweller, you are in a house
That has nine open gates
And you are there, a free prisoner.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself

Know yourself
By purifying intelligence with determination
By controlling the mind, body and speech
Remaining free from attachment and hatred
Remaining from false ego false strength
False pride lust anger acceptance of material things
By living in a secluded place
Know yourself know yourself
And if once you come to know yourself
Then there will no problem and nothing
Called sorrows and I am sure
You are living in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself And It Is You

Know yourself and it is you
with all dark and with all light.
Use whatever you like for the purpose
you think fit, you are free.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself First

Know yourself first
The world is within you
O my dear, you can know others
If you are able to know yourself.
Know yourself first
You belong to all
All belong to you
Know others only through you.
Conquer yourself first
Then only you can conquer
Others and the world
Know and conquer self.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself First, O My Dear

Know yourself first, O my dear
You are the entire universe
All topics of the entire chapter
Living and non-living
Existing and non-existing
You are the representative and
The incarnation of God
Know yourself, men
You are omnipotent
You are only here to cultivate
Cultivate knowledge and to love
To love all the creatures
Only then all problems
Root out themselves with auto-gears.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself, My Dear

Know yourself, my dear, and
Try not to know others.
Know yourself first,
And be effective from
The very start to the last.

Be a judge of yourself
But I cannot say
What would you do
With this judgement
That is the crux of the point.

Love needs no reading
Knowledge has no role
To play in love and where
There is love there is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Know Yourself, O Poets

Poems are within you
As eggs are with the hen.
Know that poems have
No beginning no end.
Poems are there to
Make you free from delusions.
Poems are there
Purged of all sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Know, How To Measure

Know, how to measure
The love,
The time,
The ocean.

Go, From where you come
For truth,
For good,
For all new.

But stay here,
And live,
Up to your satisfaction.
Satisfy what you have,
And try to know
The details.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing All

I know who you are
I know how to play with you
I know where to go.

O my dear, knowing all
I am here with you,
And you are asking me,
So many and many questions,
That are not relevant,
When we both are in crisis.

It is the crisis of time and
Time is going away from us, see.

I know, my dear what is what
I know, who is who and
Also I know where is what.
Knowing all, I pray, O my Lord,
See me here, and do whatever You like,
We are just fools within You.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing And Accepting

Knowing is important,
Accepting is more important.
Life is only for knowing
And accepting, my dear.
Only by renouncing everything
You can know and accept all here.
It is your devotion to life.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing And Doing

Knowing and doing
Both are important.
Important is to
Understand discrimination.
Discriminate one
To another, my dear,
And see and
Realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing And Not Knowing

All are here and presenting
Their respective thesis.
That has so many ways
So many images to
Go towards perfection
And to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Fully

Knowing fully
Not possible.

I do not want
To know
I want to love
Only.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Fully Well

Knowing fully well
Where is pain
You desire it.
Shall I call you wise?

Change is a must.
Without change
How can you grow?
Knowing fully well
You are avoiding change.
Shall I call you wise?

But I am not telling you fool,
As you are in the picture
Till today and I am
Unable to know what is tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing In Full

Knowing in full
Is not possible
Being a part of
That full.

You are the full
I am your part.
I love you
Only I can love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Life

Knowing life,
Knowing mystery,
Knowing nature,
And all are useful,
For living
In a perfect way.

Knowledge is a must
For living, and
For living, we have to
Go together, dear.
Check the forest,
Check the black heart,
And from bottom to top,
Let us know all.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Men

Knowing man is really difficult.
A man is not what he appeared to be.
but we have to trust man
who is in truth,
But what is truth we have to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing My Strength

Knowing my strength
I jump the sky
And started counting space.
I called you there
And I faced fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Reality

Knowing reality
Knowing the world
Is identical
And practical
I declare.

Realizing self
Realizing the world
Is identical
And practical
I declare.

Assuming life
Assuming affinity
Is identical
And practical
I declare.

Telling nothing
Telling everything
Is identical
And practical
I declare.

Existence and
Non-existence
Moving and
Unmoving
Feeling and
Non-feeling
Is identical
And practical
I declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Reality Is Important

Knowing reality  
Is very very important.  
Taking refuge in Truth  
Is a point to note.  
Knowing the essence  
Of life is very very important.  
To perceive love  
Through the study of self  
Is the Supreme work here.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Strength

I know Your strength, my dear
I know You can counteract
Any unfavorable situation.

I know, to the befitting person
You are giving everything
And who is fit it is You to see.

I am going on my own route, my dear
I know not what is what
I know it is only You who is with me.

You know I am not inimical with other
I know including me all are Your near and dear
And so see You in everybody my respect I offer.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing The Art

Knowing the art
To pacify a cruel person
And to forgive even
The bitterest enemy
Proved one man of truth
Such person is fortunate
And is never caught
Even by tigers and snakes.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing The Reality

Knowing the reality
Knowing the truth
Is the objective
Knowing about modes and
Actions are necessities
To make the soul enlightened
Is a must to assume affinity
With Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing The Truth

I know
You are not a rascal,
I know
You are not a sinner,
I know
You are not one
Who is the lowest of mankind,
I know
You are not bereft of
All intelligence,
I know
You have not taken shelter
Of the demon,
I know
You are truth conscious,
I know
You are interested in truth,
Knowing the truth is
Your primary duty
I know.
And truth is
You are a man,
Humanity is your religion.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing The Way

How to know
What is good,
As there is
No way to escape
The suspicion.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Those Things

Knowing those things
That are important
Is your primary duty, dear.
Know about form, taste,
Smell, sound, and touch,
And know who you are here.
Know nature, know the root,
Know the fruits, and also
Know who is there behind you.
Stay aware who is doing
What and when and how and where.
Admit the fact, you are nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Truth

Knowing truth
Falling in love
It is not necessary
To knows everything
Individually.

When You are present
Before me my dear
When You are within
Me I feel no necessity
To go outside.

For what so ever it may be
You are here I know
And You know me
That is enough for me and my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Truth In Reality

Knowing truth in reality
Is not a case of impossibility,
And for this, first -
We have to purify our hearts.
We should not indulge
Ourselves in hypocrisy - second.
And never be a man of
Fraudulent - most important.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing You I Said

What for we are here
Knowing you I got
My answer there
Where the sky was
Playing with air
No fish no goat
No kiss no boat
I took refugee
In you and lost
My coat
Real knowledge
I quote.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowing Yourself

Knowing yourself
Is your duty.
Your duty is
To know the truth.
The truth is you are nothing,
The truth is you have no power,
The truth is you can do nothing.
But see and observe
Your own mystic power.
See and enjoy your own
Life here and there.
Something is there in you,
Try to know,
And that is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowingly Or Unknowingly

Knowingly or unknowingly
I am taking away your freedom.
Am I wrong?
The use of freedom is
Not known to you, I think.

And for you, I come here
With the light and
The air and the water.
I put question to you
But get no answer.

Nothing wonderful,
Here I know.
All are the result of
Cause and effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge

Whether you are
X or Y
does not matter
It matter how far
You applied knowledge
And for what purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge - The Purifier

Knowledge - The purifier
Let us go with knowledge.

Devotion - The super one
Let us devote ourselves
To the works we have at hands.

Let us realized we are
What we are - Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge - Cultivation

I am only yours
And only you are mine
I am in your house
That has door nine.

Destroyed is my delusion
I have gained my knowledge
I am now beyond my body
I am not touched by any carnage.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge - Delusion

Knowledge is false impression
Knowledge is delusion of
Antithetic opposites.
Knowledge is diverting channel
Knowledge is attachment
Leads to degradation if not
Challenged in due course
With a firm resolve in every way.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge - Faith

What is knowledge
And I am not wise
Who can explain in detail
I have only faith
I have only love and
Nothing is there
To curtail
I am here to
Hear to see to understand
The self and I am here
To offer myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Accurate And

Knowledge accurate and
Elaborate we need here
Plea we are not ready
To hear.

What is difficult to
Recognize is your hypocrisy
That is there with
Saints and sages also.

We are here to cross
The border lines of goodness
Line of assion ond ignoranace
And findout your position.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge And Faith

Knowledge and faith,
Faith and life,
Interconnected and
It is everything.

Words and thought,
Thought and life,
Interlinked with
At all time.

Believe it
Right or wrong.
True or false
Think not.
Real or illusory
No matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge And I Know Not

Knowledge and
Knowledge, I know not.
What is the value,
The value of knowledge.
Ask me not, dear.
I am not in a position
To utter anything here.
The words are not mine,
And I have not sign
Any treaty with the knowledge
That they all would stay.
I am here as you see, alone
And holding my own time
That is no more with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge And Ignorance

Both are illusion
Knowledge and ignorance
Both are beginning-less
Both award liberation
And bondage
Be Cautious, my dear
When you say you are
Living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge & Ignorance - Relative

Knowledge and ignorance
Both are relative and
It all depend on time
Person, circumstances etc.

At times wise men
Act like ignorants
And ignorants act as wise.

What is that or this
I cannot explain in detail
I can just utter some words
And that's enough.

A single word bears
So many meanings, I cannot
Cover all, excuse me.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge And Love

Knowledge and love
Two sides of the same coin
Without the one
Another lost value.

Without knowledge
Love is in delusion
Without love
Knowledge is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge And Straw

How dare you to declare
Yourself knowledgeable for you know
No knowledge is worth a straw.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge and truth
Are one and the same.
Knowledge is there
To establish the truth.
Knowledge engaged in
The service of truth
Is real knowledge.
Knowledge glorify
The truth.
I write poetry
In glorifying the truth.
Truth is there in me
And I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Differ

Knowledge differs
From person to person
From passion to passion
From attachment and aversion.

Knowledge differs
In men in birds in devils
In animals in moths in insects
In trees and plants
In sky and clouds.

Knowledge has so many names
So many shapes natures forms
And attributes
Since knowledge differs and has
No uniformity no unity
Knowledge is not truth.

Knowledge varies
But not love
Love is one and absolute
The same in and out
In sense temperament and life-breath
Same in sentient and insentient.

Cognizance be taken
Through knowledge in love
And through love in knowledge
Not in diversity but in union.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Everywhere

Knowledge everywhere
Every time you are to
Acquire and progress
In the path of knowledge
No fall no downfall
Advancement never remains
Unfulfilled and never
Get satisfaction on this path.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is A Must

Knowledge is a must - you said.
What is that knowledge - I asked.
It is about truth - you said.
What is that truth - I asked.
You stopped there.
But I proceeded ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is All Goodness

And knowledge is acquired by
Hearing seeing touching
Smelling and tasting
The life fragrance
And what is life fragrance
It is nothing but the truth
But the love and it is You
O my dear, I am here only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is For The Benefit

Knowledge is for the benefit
Of everyone and use knowledge
For the welfare of all here.

Full knowledge is here for
All good fortune to all
True knowledge is true mission.

Mission is to attain truth
Through knowledge and if it failed
What use of that knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Here

Knowledge is here
To help you,
And if your knowledge
Does not help you
It is worthless.

You are here to act
And to correct
The errors if any
And if you failed
To make correction
The defects that are
In your life activities
Your life is worthless.

Life is full of knowledge
just experience it,
Feel it
And use it in time
Before departure, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Love

Knowledge is love,
Love is truth,
And the truth is here.

Here I am,
Here you are
And here is life.

Being a living creature
Acquire knowledge, my dear
And try to cross the border,
The border of life and death.

Acquire knowledge, my dear
And know the truth,
Observe and feel the love
Shower on you.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Meant

Knowledge is simply meant
To teach the path of love
And also Truth.

Truth is all powerful
Everyone must bow down
With faith and devotion
And understand life.

Life is truth
Life itself is a
Manifestation of
Absolute Truth.

Truth is knowledge
Knowledge is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Not Truth

Knowledge is not truth,
But the truth is the knowledge,
That makes life auspicious,
And truth is there in the heart.
We are to know the hearts,
Where there is love,
In a purified form
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Nothing

Knowledge is nothing
It is your humanity
That counts
Where is energy
Energy is within you
Explore it and see
You are all powerful.

Action is nothing
And I am in action
I know no action
Is required for you
For true love also
And nothing is to be done
For you and you are
The only person who
Is there to do.

You just want love
And I know love is superior
To all and in love
There is no error
There is no limit of love
Peace is there only
Where there is love
And in love knowledge
Or action has nothing to do
 Anything at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Supreme

And it never ends
What is knowledge
Knowledge is our
Remembrance
Born of knowledge
Remains constant.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Is Vital

What type of knowledge
That depends on you
What types of man you are.

Practice and theory
Both are required
For deliverance.

Declaration of war
On the illusory energy
Is necessary
To escape from here.

And for this knowledge
Is vital.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge- Live There In

Knowledge - live therein.
Knowledge is your body.

Property - go with it.
Property is your soul.

There is no one besides you here,
And you are only one for all.

You are the truth, you are the love,
Let me say living with yourself is enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Not Full

Knowledge not full
And knowledge with objections
No proper accumulation
No impetus
Undergoing psychological
Process is a must
Then and there it is
Disclosed before all.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Not Perfect

And we are in dark.

Crying needs of time
Is for true knowledge.

True knowledge is in
Life process and hence
Experience in life
Is a necessity.

Enjoy life
Love life
Get happy
In limited time.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Of Rationality

Though reflected
In windows, mirrors
Oil, water, my dear
The sun is one
And the same.

You are my sun
I know, You are
One and the same
Though you are
In all and at all times.

It is our dullness
That we failed to
Recognized You and it is
Our unconsciousness and
For this we are suffering.

We have forgotten
Life is meant for self-realization
We should realize our
Eternal and pure identity
With the knowledge of rationality.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge Of Self

Knowledge of self -
The ultimate truth,
At home and at abroad.
But how to know -
Great thing to achieve.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge- Realization

Knowledge-
That should be
Realized
Through truth.

Truth-
That should be
Materialize
Through life.

Life-
That should be
Sacrificed
For all good
And for welfare
Of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge With Truth

Knowledge with Truth
True knowledge you are
To acquired my dear
And feel no heat no cold
Find no diminution
And no enemy.

Don't jump like frogs, my dear
Control your lusty desires
Acquire true knowledge and
Enjoy the real beauty here
Don't be arrogantly proud fools
Don't be enchanted and
Enlivened by any sweet words
Always stay with Truth and knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge?

Knowledge?
What is that?
We are giving
Nobel with
Wonderful chat!

No light yet,
No nectar yet,
No developed
Humanity as yet,
Still, we love
Each other,
Is it not
Wonderful fact?

See and wait.

Gajanan Mishra
Knowledge-Sacrifice

To read,
To write,
Poem is
Nothing
But
Knowledge-
Sacrifice.
It is
The process
Of self-realization.
The stay should be,
In poems, here,
Constant and
Deep meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Known And Unknown

Known and unknown all are welcomed
All are unbreakable and insoluble
All are everlasting and all-pervading
All are movable or immovable
Eternally the same.

Killed by weapons or burnt by fire
Soaked by water or dried by air
Actions or reactions all are
Same and they are there as before
It is I who is changing from time to time.

I am giving direction to me
And I know me as per my whims
I know myself since ancient times
To open another chapter that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Kohinoor belongs to us
And you know
Our sentiments - here,
Symbol of your victory,
True, though.
Have you not stolen it?
Still, we are not
Telling you a thief.
Your duty is to
Return the Kohinoor diamond
To us soon,
For the sake of
Friendship at least and
To make relationship easy.

Gajanan Mishra
Konark Is For All

Konark is for all
Konark stands with its
Varied materials
To feed all.

Here is arts
Here is science
Here is astronomy
Here is engineering
Scholars artists poets
Lovers and antiquity
For all.

Here is Konark, my dear
On your body, see
Still unexplored and
Unexplainable features
Are here .

No language
All language failed
Questions unanswered
Lively vibrations defy
All descriptions and
Transcend all imaginations.

You have everything in Konark
From peace and agriculture
To war and struggle
Men women and children
Endless variety of animals
Endless rhapsody of sculpture
Erotic and amorous figures.

In Konark you find life's beauty
Joys of love and victory
Worship and heroic preparations
Konark is the wonders of the world
Here you find every aspect of life.
Konch

Very difficult
To win through
The konch.
I find no way
To please or
To succeed
The konch.

It is only for the konch
My mother is in trouble
And my men are going out
As bonded labourers
And in plight
And I am unable to help
And utter words for them.

Gajanan Mishra
Koo Koo Koo

Everything is
in my poem.

Search and find
Whatever you want
At your suitable time.

What do you want?
How far you want
that is important.

Go and search
everything is for you.

This is my poem
Take and
Take its Koo Koo Koo.

Gajanan Mishra
Kosal Kosal Kosal Jay Kosal

Kosal Kosal Kosal Jay Kosal *
Sabu aade sabu kusal sabu mangal
Aamku tume kankaje nein thatala
Aame khaemu alag bhat phakhala.

Kosal Kosal Kosal Jay Kosal
Dia ho babu kosal ka nara
Utri aasbe upru guta guta tara
E ta aamar monbodh para.

Kosal Kosal Kosal Jai ho bala
Kahar udhe chalmi aaru nai bala
Langalkaint gharkarna sabu kara alag
Tame tamar raja babu jai bala jai bala.

* The inhabitants of Paschimanchal (Western odsha) are now demanding a separate state named Kosal from odisha. Pschimanchal was merged with present Odisha on 1,1,1948 and since then it is backward part being neglected by the eastern parts of Odisha. The demand is really genuine from administrative point of view for the larger interest of the people of Kosal. India got independence on 15th August 1947 on the basis of Indian Independence Act. It was proposed to divide India in to three- Pakistan, India and Princely states. Kosal was in the dcategory of princely state namely Patna(Balangir) State. It was independent and it has got its own High courts at Balangir.

Gajanan Mishra
Kosli Kabita

???? ?????? ???? ??

???? ????? ?????
???? ????? ?????
???? ????? ????,
???? ????? ???
???? ??? ? ??? ?

???? ??????? ???
?? ???? ???
?????????? ?????
??? ????, ????
???? ???? ?? ??????? ?

?????? ?????
???? ???
???? ??????? ???
??? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Kosli Tongue

Yes, I love Kosli tongue,
I feel free here being
Sweet as it murmur in
The breeze of the soil.

I also love Odiaa tongue
As it grew to its
Own height with
Feather alive.

But every one has
His English tongue
That has winds and
Floods to fill up belly.

But let me tell my tale
In my love tongue my body-coil.

Gajanan Mishra
Kouthi Sabda (Odia)

Kouthi sabda
Jaha mor sunibaku ichha
Aau keunthare tume
Jahaku mu dekhibaku chahen.

Mu ae samudra kulare
jaha Jadare
Rahichhi asubidhare.

Mu chhahen bhitaraku
Jibaku kintu majhire
Roki diaa jauchhi mate.

Kie achhi sethare
Jahaku jane na mu
Kintu mu taha sahita
Sabubele, tume dekhuchha.

Gajanan Mishra
Krishna With Flute And Radha

Comes to me daily
At times dramatically
But what for I do not know
I am His stream of love
That I know only.

Gajanan Mishra
Kuanr Narayan

Kuanr Narayan, the poet,
Passed away.
But his words are there
With me today.

I know not what to utter,
How to utter and
Why to utter.

Kuanr Narayan is no more,
True to the words.
But I know he was here
Not to go anywhere.

The entire earth belong to a poet.
And the poet calculate
What to do and for whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Kuha Mate Tume Kouthi  ??? ??? ???? ?????(Odia)

Kuha mate tume kouthi  
Kuha mate jadi mu nahin  
Tume jouthi.

Odia lipi;

??? ??? ???? ?????,  
??? ??? ??? ??? ????  
????? ?????? ????

Gajanan Mishra
Kuha Tetel Bija (Kosli)

Mate bujhbarkaje kaharir samiaa nein
kuhan tetelbija bagir padichhen ine
Pension khauchhen, budha hauchhen, achhen,
Purbar rang ras paeba akhin morthane.

Mor luhu maruchhe mor thane
Mor rakat sukhuchhe mor dihen
jetki jenar maela kachda
Gadatel gadauchhan he mane morthane.

Sabad nein naad nein, radakirla nein
Mor thane ujala nein andhar nein
pachuchra kaanje karba kie
Ghare ghate sakal nein ki sanj nein
Paen dhuka garelra kam nein
Hemnade sabuke jugichhen kichhithi nein.

Gajanan Mishra
Kukura O Bilei (Odia)

Tume mate kukura kahuchha
Aau mu tumaku kahuchhi bilei
Aame separi nuhan jadio.

Gajanan Mishra
Kukura O Chora (Odia)

Choraku dekhi
Tuma kukura bhukuchhi,
Pita ni kukuraku,
Dharibaku ja chora.

Gajanan Mishra
Kukuraku Dara Na Bandhu (Odia)

Kukuraku dara na bandhu
Pruthibiku dara na.

Samasyara mukabilia kara
Pruthibire teka rakha.

Bandhu, tume jitiba bala
Bandhu, daudali pari bancha.

Phala achhi tuma kriyare
Phala grahana kara gatire.

Biphalata lekhanahin keunthare
Biphalata nahin tuma bhagyare.

Gajanan Mishra
Kumbakonam in Thanjavur district
Of India is a temple for learners
The birth place of mathematics genius
Srinivasa Ramanujan.
Ramanujan produced in his short life of 32 years
Continues to inspire mathematicians around
The world decades after he passed away.
Ramanujan's work on mathematics has relevance
To the development of modern science and
Applied sciences including computers.
The theories of Ramanujan are always useful
And helpful in terms of intrinsic purity.
Let us go more and more by research on
The formulas of Ramanujan and on
Mock Theta functions. With regards.
A lot of problems are yet to be solved.

Gajanan Mishra
Kumbhira Aau Hati (Odia)

Kumbhira aau hati-
Bada gapa, swachha aau
bikhyat, amukula
Aau sabu bhala pain.

Hatiku kie rakhya karithila
Kumbhira patiru?
Kipari? keonthare?
Aau kahinki?

Kumbhira aama bhitare nahinki?
Rati dina hati kantunahinki
Muktipain?
Pani jibana kintu
Pani bhitare
Kumbhira.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;
Gajanan Mishra
Kusa Grass

Kusa Grass,
If any one,
I know, handles,
You wrongly
The blade in you
Cuts the hand.

Careless act and
Vow badly kept, I know,
Bear no sweet fruits.

My dear men, learn
From Kusa Grass and
Guard yourself
Within and without
And stay far from grief.

Gajanan Mishra
Kya Baat Hai

Kya baat hai,
Muskurate ho kyun
Marnekelie me jata hun jab?

What is the matter
You are smiling
When I am going to die?

Gajanan Mishra
Labor And Labor

Labor and labor,
labor is your destiny.
There is love
There is truth
And there is money.
labor is your destiny.
To establish yourself
Labor is but a necessity.
Make each and every day
A labor day and go on
working with an aim
To attain the truth.
Your labor is unbroken bliss,
Your labor is self-bliss.
Merge in to your labor, my dear,
And see how you are winning
The fire and the water,
And see how finer you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Laboratory

See
I am in the laboratory
And I am experimenting myself
With truth with reality
With purity.

See
There is virtuous actions
Sacrifices charity penances
Meditations all around.

See and believe
In righteousness
I am here and
Also you are.

Believe your existence
My dear as I believe you.

Gajanan Mishra
Labour Day

Labour of love,
Labour day.
Labour is there
For mother land,
For mother language,
For freedom,
For justice,
For truth.
Let us come
And labour for others.
We are all brothers
And sisters

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Nothing

You lack nothing
My dear men.
Do one thing only
Identify not yourself
With anything here.
Believe one thing
That you are doing nothing.
Everything is there
In its own existence.
See the real only
And accept it as real,
Here you can find always real.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Of legislative
And judicial guidelines
For trial courts
To determine punishment
To be awarded to the guilty
Is the weakest part of
Criminal justice system.
And giving punishment
To the wrongdoer is at the
Heart of Criminal justice system
And punishment should be
Acknowledge the sanctity
Of human life.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Of Aadhar Card

For lack of Aadhar card,
I am hungry,
For lack of Aadhar card,
I am shelterless.
For lack of Aadhar card,
No one is ready to give me
A drop of water.
I am dying dear only
For the lack of Aadhar card.
The principle of Aadhar card
Is against the law of nature.
By birth, I am entitled to live a life.
Who are you to interfere
In my free living?
The earth, the air,
The water, the light and
Also the sky - all are for me.
And I have a right to live
Without any artificial cards.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Of Knowledge

We are in trouble
Only due to
Lack of knowledge.

We say
We are suffering
By war, famine, earthquakes
And it is all,
Only due to
Lack of knowledge.

The creation,
The annihilation,
We feel,
Only due to
Lack of knowledge.

We say
We plunder time,
We plunder wealth.
All we say
Only due to
Lack of knowledge.

'I am this body,
I am a man,
I am such and such,
I am perfect,
I am happy,'
All are ignorance,
And We said,
Only due to
Lack of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Of Love

Lack of love
Is the cause of
All troubles.
But where
Love is there
Nothing to care.
We love and
So here, we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack of self-restraint
Is really dangerous.

It is pity
I see lack of self-restraint
In human beings.

Where is the gracious words
That I wander here.

And with all that
A man has done all
Wonderful deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
Lack Of Understanding

Lack of understanding-
The root of all evils.
Understand, who you are
First, and try to
Understand others
Keeping yourself
At the center.
Who appeared and
Who disappeared-
Does not matter.
Think, no one else,
But you are
The symptoms of good
By nature.
No one would go
Forward, but you
Here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is lacking in strength?
Nobody.
Who has not given respect?
Everybody.

Question of counter action
It is silent.
No action is required
In commitment.

Gajanan Mishra
Lacks Nothing

Naked body
Lacks nothing
No desire
To acquire
Acting is but
Awaiting.

Naked body
Lacks nothing
Renewal of death
Just starting
Affinity and divinity
Just confusing.

Naked body
Lacks nothing
Lost of the world
Lapse of time
Faith in listening
Eligibility counting.

Gajanan Mishra
Ladder

Here is that ladder
You can go upstairs and
You can go groundfloor.

Go whereever you like
I am giving you all blessings
And ladder is not a new thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Ladies and gentlemen,
Read and listen my poems,
Good for your mind and body,
Good for all mankind.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Rise and go with love
Day and nights taking
Rice and soup.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Think life more than anything,
And enjoy life here at this time.
ladies and gentlemen,
It is for you the sun the moon and
All are there singing and dancing.

Gajanan Mishra
Laje Laje (Kosli)

Eta janmi
Heta janmi
Janmi janmi
Sabu janmi
Aaru nijke
Khujmi khujmi
Laje laje,
Laje, laje.

Gajanan Mishra
Lakhya Heuchhi (Odia)

Lakhya heuchhi
Birodhabhas bhitare
Satyathi pahanchiba.

Gajanan Mishra
Lame Duck

Nothing left to say,  
Besides, I am now  
Lame duck.  
But I am not  
Expressing my  
Lamentation.  
I know where is  
My own lamp  
And how to use it.  
I have my own  
Landing strip also.  
I know how to  
Do what and when  
To strike the ball.

Gajanan Mishra
Lamenting And Rejoicing

Lamenting and rejoicing
Is Your property, my dear
It is a mistake and wrong to
Called it mine.

No question of losing and
Acquiring in this life
That I know from the very
Birth, my dear, I know
Nothing is in my wish.

And I never fear
Any condition of my life
Heaven or hell I care not
I consider all the same
I know everything is bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Land Capital Organization Labor

Suvadra Sudarshan Balaram Jagannath
Expansion of service through
Poetic consciousness
Thought and consciousness planting trees
Entire day in sun and rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Land Is For Native

Land is for native,
Said by poet Mehta Hasmukh Amathlal.
Land is for native
And the poet said again
'The use of language
Has to be objective.
People must understand
Their own language.
He further added-
Convey it for defense
And manage.'
Let our Odisha Govt understand
The views of world poets.
I salute you Mr Mehta
On behalf of native here.

Gajanan Mishra
Land Of Opportunities

This is my land,
The land of opportunities,
With flame of truth.
My land is unmatched.
It is the role
Model of growth and
Cohesiveness for you.
Come and see here
How ideal it is for all.
Come and experience
The meaning of struggle.
We, all, having solemnly
Resolved to constitute
This land sovereign socialist
Secular democratic republic,
And secure to all
'Justice social economic
And political;
Liberty of thought, expression,
Belief, faith and worship;
Equality of status and opportunity'
Keeping fraternity and dignity.
Come and see, with love, my land,
The land of opportunities.

Gajanan Mishra
Land Of Pilgrimage

This earth,
Yes, this earth is
The land of pilgrimage.
Everything is here, my dear,
But we should be noble, humble,
And do everything in a
Righteous way and we should be straight,
And we should do all works for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Land With A Culture

Let us know our land,
The land with a culture,
The culture with bright future,
The future of humanity,
The humanity in sacrifice,
The sacrifice with compassion,
The compassion for a new formation,
The formation for composure.

Gajanan Mishra
Landing On Moon

Landing on the moon
Is easy.
Just come forward
And see.

Go on telling
Your own story,
And let me say what
Is there in self-discovery.

Be happy, my dear and see
Nothing to surprise.
Be confident and
Anticipate not any danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Landmark Progress

We have reached Mars on our first attempt,
We are the whole humanity, proud of it.
Really a landmark progress in humankind's
exploration of outer space.
It is really a leaps in to the unknown
and it is achieving the impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
Landslide - Anger

See my anger,
It can remove
The ground
From beneath
Your feet.
And you are
Destroyed
Completely.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, I see
Language is
The problem here.

Okay, okay,
I want to do
Everything
In your language.
I order every one
To work in
Your language.

Not practicability
Though, problem over.
Give me vote
And take liquor.

Gajanan Mishra
Language - Everything

My language
is everything for me.
My language pervades
everywhere on my land.
You are on my land,
My language is
Your language.
Use my language
always everywhere,
It is the law
of this land.
Write in everything,
in every incidents,
in every circumstances
and in every action,
says my constitution.
Use my language
now, here.
Use of my language
need not be left
for future.
Who know
what will happen in future.
My language is superior
to all, remember.
My language is my love,
My language is my life,
I am attracted by
my language and
it is automatic.
My burning desire is
to use my language
all over the land
that is called mine.
My language is
my identity
and it is everything for me.
Without my language,
there is nothing.
Use my language and stay,
Use my language and
take whatever you like.
If you are not in a mood
to use my language,
left the place and
go away from me, far away.
Let me say
I have no relation
with you.
This is the bare truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Language - Love

Language - love,
That is mine,
That is also yours.
I am honest
To the point to love.
Let me create literature
With a radical change
In the atmosphere.
I am confident with my love,
My language is love,
And it is not foreign,
It is also adequate
To live in the world of
Ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Movement

What should I do
With my single voice?
I told everyone
Please come with me,
Raise your voice
For your own mother
For your own mothertongue
For your own mother land.
But I see no one is
Here with me with pure heart.
What should I do
From this area
As I far aways from them?
U told everyone
But they are with their mask
And are in poverty,
Poverty of humanity.
See, i am helpless
As they are not interested
For their own self.
Alas, no one is here
to listen..

Gajanan Mishra
Language - Search

??? ?? ???
???? ?? ??
????? ??? ??? ????
???? ???? ??????? ?? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Language - Strength

Let not the language disappear, my dear,
See me, with my own language, I am here.
No one is my god-father here and
No one has got power to take away
My language from me without my permission
In this democratic set up.
Permit me to speak what I think,
You are also duty-bound to give me letters
And replies in my language that I can understand.
Remember, you are taking my hard-earned money
To fill up your belly and to maintain your family,
I am sovereign in this democracy particularly.
Let not the language disappear, my dear,
My language is your strength, hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Language - Sweet Nectar

Listen to my language,
Like sweet nectar.
And feel relieved
Of your fatigue.

Sit there and
Listen to my poems,
All but reflections
Of life here.

Excuse me, if you
Feel bored.
But that is the truth
I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Language And Executive Chief

Language and
Executive chief;
Both are inter-related.

But I wonder, Mr Nabin
How you are performing
Your duty in a state
Without uttering or
Knowing the language
Of the people.
I salute you
So also I salute
The Odia people
For the reasons
They are giving you
Vote again and again.
Perhaps, they think,
Language is not a problem.
I am the fool, crying
And crying for the language.
Is it necessary?
I don't know, please,
Excuse me, if I have
Some selfish or
Malafide intention.
But the Constitution
Has not listed in its
8th Sch the language
You speak, Mr Nabin.
Our official language Act
Is not telling the use of
Other language besides Odia.
Think for a while
On this matter.
This is urgent, my dear.
Ours have a democratic form
Of Government and you are
The Chief Executive or
Real head of Govt and
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The face of the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Language And God

You are not allowed to
Touch. Touch not,
Touch not to
Your own god and goddess.

But you are allowed to
Enter the temple,
And plunder the people
By keeping all in dark
By using a foreign language.

No matter, who you are,
No matter, how you care,
No matter, what you eat and drink,
No matter, where you are,
But you are to know my language.

Gajanan Mishra
Language And Hunger

Language and hunger
Both are one and the same, my dear.
Give me everything in my language,
In day to day administration for my knowledge.
Give me some food to satiate my hunger.
I am with Gangadhar Meher, the natural poet of my soil
And I tell with his tune; Mother Mother-tongue
And mother-land are more better than heaven.
I am with Rabi singh, the fire-brand poet of my state
And I tell with his tune; I am hungry now, my dear,
Open your vanity bag and give at least a rupee
And enable me to eat something, I have no time for romance.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Dies

Language dies,
And I am going down
With the language.

I die,
And you are
Going down with me.

You die,
And nothing is there
To exist.

Take a deep breath,
And catch the early bird
If you so like.

And everything is here
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Discrimination

Use my language
In the lower courts
And local offices
And violate not
The laws and constitution
Of the land.

Language discrimination
Must not be tolerated.
Language is the identity
Of a human and society.

Discriminate not the language, it
Threatens the very democracy
And independence and
The sovereignty of the state.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Important

Language important,
Use it as per law.
For development
we need language.
If you face
A problem of language
Come to us
We are ready to give you
Right direction.
Be confident and use
Language of this land.
Serve the people
Of this land through
their language.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Imposition

1.

Language imposition
Is against freedom of
Speech and expression,
Against the Constitution,
Against the natural law,
Against the democratic norms,
Against the laws of the land.
Language issue is
Not an ordinary one.
Language issue is related
To the root, to the truth,
To one's own mother,
And motherland, and
It is also related to
One's own identity.
No language no life,
No language - freedom meaningless,
No language - Creature lifeless.

2.

The language of the mother
Is principal one.
The language plays
Important role with
All round development.
Through language
One can fulfill
His dreams and ambitions.
With foreign language
No one can tolerate
Cultural imperialism.
Language is the symbol of
Trust and independence.
With separate language and
Separate stateOne can improve a lot.
Men, be proud of
Your own language,
Here, there and everywhere.
Fight, go on fighting
For your own language.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Issue

Language issue
To be opened.
Participants are to
Be welcomed.

Let the price
Be fixed.
Let the life
Be expanded.

Literary mileage
Be kept alive.
Merit of life
Be evaluated,
Through the language
That are your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Lost

My language lost
My identity lost.

Excuse me
I could not save my language.
I am forced to use foreign tongue
I am forced to shun all that are mine.
Excuse me
I could not save my language
I could not save my life
And I am not fine.

I want to talk in my mother tongue
I want to live in my home
I want to tell my Father to come and rescue.

My language lost
My identity lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Language my mother says
I should not forget
So I won't forget my identity.
But I have to adopt
The foreign one to fill up
My belly everywhere in used
Contrary to law though.
So I beg excuse mother
I need no identity for the earth
And the body I think one
And all for progress as you know.
They used to say my words
Are uncivilized and unpracticable
But that of theirs are fine, how unlucky!

Gajanan Mishra
Language Of A Man

What would be
The language of a man
That I can't say
Definitely here.
But I must say
Humanity is the main
Focus here and
All would admit
In the principle of
Equality and
Live and let live.
Love and peace are
Two gates here,
And the truth is the pillar.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Of Chain

Language of chain - life,
Chain of languages - earth.
And we are in both.

Gajanan Mishra
Language of life
is love.
Love is
the product of heart.
Keep heart clean
and see the magic.
The world is
under your feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Of Separatists

Language of separatists-
Intolerable.
Terrorism-
Intolerable.

We are one and
Inseparable,
We are for tourism-
To make life pleasurable.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Of The Heart

Language of the heart  
Is love and I am  
Using it with you.  
Way of opening the heart  
Is calamity and I see  
Light in that truth.  
Beauty of the space  
Is in its fragrance and  
I am getting in conscience.  
I am as ignorant as a criminal  
And you are there as partner  
Moving in procession in  
Free air with joy and I feel  
It glory in your kingdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Language Problem

No more language problem
And what is a language
You expressed I understood.
No more language problem
The problem is with me
With you not in a parallel.

Gajanan Mishra
Language- Recognition

You have recognized
My language, that's enough.
Henceforth, everyone
Would be free from delusion.
Henceforth, I have an
Inclination to you,
Henceforth, I would consider
You as my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Language You Write

Language you write,
Is not natural,
Not lawful,
Not constitutional
Not democratic.
Language you used,
Ia not understood.
Tell and write
In the language
Of the land.
Come to the people
And say in their language
What you feel
And what you want to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Your language
Will be there,
Worry not.
But to keep
The language
Struggling is but
A necessity.
The struggling is
With the self, dear,
Parikshita.

Gajanan Mishra
Language, Voice

Language, voice -
You are not allowed
To offer choice.
Read nature
In its original form
And know the conspiracy
Of other products.
Better to stay speechless,
Better to go near and near,
Better to say come on dear
Who we are we will discover.
Better to forget all,
Better to give a call
With no language no sound.

Gajanan Mishra
Language-Less And Others ???????

1.

??? ??????????,
??? ???? ?
?? ??????????
??? ???????, ???
????? ?????? ?
????? ???,
????? ???,
???? ???? ?

2.
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3.
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?? ??? ????? ???
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Gajanan Mishra
Languages

Our roots -
There in languages.

Life, love -
Everything in
Languages.

Mirror -
Languages.

Freedom, fate
And what not.

Use all
And arrest yourself.

Towards the truth,
Languages can make us
Proceed forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Lantern

Servant drops the lantern
While lightening it in the dark
Th lantern breaks and we got angry.

Our friend while seeing the lantern
Broke the lantern and we don't get angry
Rather asked our friend not to mind
As it matters little.

Gajanan Mishra
Lantern - The Poet

Lantern,
See poet and
The poet is a lantern.
Lantern is on and
The darkness of the room
Is no more, see.

Poet is there
To fight with words.
The words of the poet
Are more powerful
Than any swords.

Even when there is
No sun at night
Read the words of the poet
And get the correct path
That is always there.

With the words of the poet
Win the hearts of your enemy
And rule over him day and nights
Poet is here on this earth
As the incarnation of Almighty.

Poet is the jewels
Of this earth
And the words of the poet
Are your armour.

Gajanan Mishra
Larger Good

For larger good
You are there
That we know.
May be for some
It is surprised.
You are there,
We know, to
Open ways for
Peace and love.
For larger good
You have taken
The risk, we know,
Your positive spirit
And good will.

Gajanan Mishra
Las Vegas

Las Vegas,
Within the arms of
Lone wolf, and
In the act of
Pure evil.

A psychopath,
An enemy of humanity,
The devil, demon,
Took away the life
Of the human.

Let us condemn,
Let us stay cautious
For future generation,
Gun guy, be careful
Of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Last Evening

Last evening
I was not there
And I know not
What has happened.

This evening
I am to leave
This place and it is
Needless to say
What is happening.

I am also
Not here to say
The difference
Between last evening
And this evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Last Man

Last man to approve lies
That is I.
That poor bird is there
On the top of the mango tree,
My word it likes.
I am not careless as you see,
And I am not in sorrow not in grief.
I am the first man of Truth,
Wherein lies my identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Last Moment

Every moment is the last moment
And our highest perfection is
To attained Him by remembering
His transcendental nature.
Nothing is bad if properly used
For His service we should know
In our day to day life every moment
We should give thanks to Him.
For He is the only authorized
Master and creator and administrator
Over and above all here without
Any partiality and like that.

Gajanan Mishra
Lasting Peace

Here in life
You can get
Lasting peace
Peace is here
Though you are
In question.

Gajanan Mishra
Laughing and crying together
Nothing clear what for.
Listen my words
Go, I declared,
You are liberated.

Gajanan Mishra
Laughing Buddha

Go and smile,
Go on smiling.
Desire not
To gather disciples,
But distribute gifts,
Gifts of candy, fruits,
Doughnut to children
And adults as well.
Tell all life is
Meant for play
And make merry.
Smiling gives strength
To life and
The actual meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Laughing Is A Crime

Laughing is a crime
Do not laugh
You may face jail
Your laugh can annoy
Disturb, interfere with
Obstruct or be offensive
To others
Do not laugh
Laughing loud is a crime.

Gajanan Mishra
Lavatory

Who is not going to Lavatory
Tell me first
Who is free from dust and dirt
Tell me first.

Just tell me from history
Who you are and where from
You have brought all these
That made me smart.

I am with all these always
O my sweet heart, I am with you
In this mart not to buy
Not to sell but just to see the start.

Gajanan Mishra
Law

Law is with the
Law framer
Silent all
Law executor
Laxity everywhere
A league is there
With all
Who are playing
Holding law
In their hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Law - Eternal

Law,
Law day is today.
Are we ready
To obey the law,
The law framed
by us?
The law is framed
For common good.
Are we committed
For the welfare of all?
No vested interest
Should bind us.
The law is our spirit,
We should not go beyond it.

Law of the land,
Law of the mother,
Law of the nature,
All are here.
Alas, we care not!
And we are going
against us.
We know here is danger
And yet we are
Taking risk,
That is fatal.
We are forgetting
We are mortal,
Law is eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Law And False Law

True law is
Framed by the assembly
And parliament
By the representative of
The people there.
People are the sovereign.
No one can manufacture law
At home or outside
Legislative assembly.
The law must be followed,
And the violators
Must be punished.
This is democratic norms,
This is our state.

Gajanan Mishra
Law And Is It All

Law
And is it all?

You should
try to live
beyond laws.

Laws are
framed by us.
We are
made by some one else
Who is above any law.

Law cannot bind me,
Law cannot judge me,
I can change the law
as per my convenience.

Gajanan Mishra
Law Is Damned

Law is damned.

One for you
Another for me
And we are called
One citizen.

Certain provisions
Are not applied to you.
And I failed to understand
Your Sadar-i-Rayasat.

Law discriminate
Law is damned.

I failed to understand
The special provision in law
As I know all men are equal.

Gajanan Mishra
Law Is For Me

Law is for me,
I am not for law.
Everything is for me,
I am not for everything.
You are there on power
Only for me but
I am not for you.
I am at the centre.
Nothing to wonder,
Without me, you
Cannot find anything here.
But I have the law
And follow it,
I am happy, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Law Is There

If one takes
The wealth of another,
It is unlawful and
Law is there to punish him.
If one raps or attack another
It is against the freedom and
Law is there to punish him.

If one is taking identity,
And not using your language
On your land and house,
As per law of the land,
No punishment. How and why? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Law Of Miracles

Law of miracles is that
I am not here to change the society
It is the society that change itself
Just it needs drive and initiative.

Gajanan Mishra
Lawful And Helpful

Lawful and helpful are
Two different things
All lawful are not helpful
All helpful are not
Necessarily lawful.

Who says my body is lawful
My stomach is helpful
My food can not say
My stomach can not say
Food and stomach all are
Destroy-able.

I only know this body
Belong to almighty
I know He is residing here
Always and this is
His body-temple.

Gajanan Mishra
Lawmaker

Who is the lawmaker here
Do you know my dear
Let me hear the nature
First understand the lawmaker
Then discover the law of nature
And I am sure you are not able to
Recognize any one as law maker
You are not able to reach the Truth
You are here though within the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Laws And Sovereign Authority

Frame laws,
Obey laws,
Guard laws.
Violation of laws
Invite punishment,
Known to all.

If no one obeys
The laws,
And no one gets
Punishment,
No value of
Framing laws.

What do you mean by
Rule of law,
If you are a lawyer,
If you are a judge,
Explain, please,
To all.

Law is law,
All laws as framed
By Legislative assembly
Are equal and binding
To all without any
Discrimination.

People are at the center
Of all laws.
Let the people understand
What is there in the laws
For them.
Let them read.
Let the laws framed
In their languages.
Let the lawyers and
Judge work lawfully
For the people.
Let the executive officers
Declare them as
Workers of the people.
The sovereign powers
Lies with the people,
It is true.
If anyone unable to know
The language of sovereign authority
Let him go.

Gajanan Mishra
Laws Are Not For Common Men

Laws are not for common men,
Courts are not for common men,
The politicians, officers are
Not for common men,
But common men are there
To elect the legislatures
To frame laws for them,
Common men are also there
To pay taxes for the salaries
Of legislatures and officers.

Gajanan Mishra
Laws Are Not Obeyed

Laws are not obeyed,
And life is full of danger.

Life is not free from danger,
In this world anywhere.

No space no identity,
No identity no space.

Bad elements everywhere
And we are all
In anxiety.

We care not nature,
We care not the truth.
And we face troubles.

Time - the mystical witch.
And with us always.

Gajanan Mishra
Laws Violated

Laws violated
By the law makers,
By the law interpreters,
By the lawyers,
By the adjudicators.

What to do?
You have to decide,
Dear, people.
You have to raise your voice
And tell all,
This land belongs to you.
Everything is for you,
And you are at the center
Of all love and all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Layers Of The Earth

Layers of the earth
Made me think
So many things
How can I explain
Before you.
The exosphere, thermosphere,
Mesosphere, the stratosphere
And the troposphere
All are here
Only for me.
And I am indebted
To them for all
Are there for my
Safety and security.

Gajanan Mishra
Lead By Example

Lead by example,
You doctors,
You teachers,
You lawyers.
Please keep not
With you any
Selfish cause.
You are all
The torchlights
Of the society.
The wheels of
Equality, justice,
Health and liberty
Are with you,
In right direction
Make them move.

Gajanan Mishra
Leader, O My Leader

Leader, O my leader,
You are my leader,
And you are here
to work for me,
I declare you
as my tiger.

Tiger, O my tiger,
You are there
to march forward
for my welfare,
with my language
with my culture.

I am here with patience,
You are there with cruelty,
And you have power,
And I have no word.

O my leader, wait and watch
I am here only for love,
And you are helpless,
See I have much more power.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaders and political parties,
Please work for the people
Selflessly without any interest,
And write and communicate everything
In the language of the people.
Leaders and political parties,
Please remember, you are all
For the people and you have
No existence without the vote of the people
And think never the people are fools.
Leaders and political parties,
Think yourself nothing and temporary,
But the people are permanent and eternal,
And people are sovereign here.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaders Of Ideal Characters

Leaders of ideal character
In the society are needed.

They are needed as people
In general are there to follow.

Great authorities should be followed
As they set practical examples.

Great and ideal men are
The reservoirs of all goodness.

Great men by submission exhibit
Their transcendental pastimes .

Errors and faults are but common
Take not seriously if it is regretted.

Leaders of ideal character are needed
In society for better days ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Leading Practical Life

Stay alone
In loneliness
And lead a
Practical life.

O men
belief only
In self
Where there is
Full restraint.

Gajanan Mishra
Leads To Ruin

Pleasures and prosperity
Leads to ruin
O man
Please remain
Quite indifferent.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaf

Leaf is not falling
down the earth, but see
going upwards.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaf, I Want To See You There

Leaf, I want to see you there,  
Flower, I want to see you there,  
Fruit, Come to the ground,  
Let me welcome you for others.

I want to fly  
But I have no feather.  
The sky want to love,  
But the sky has no heart.  
And still the sky shed tears.

I have an ambitious mind,  
And I want to rise far above the air,  
And to cross the check-post star.

The partners of our company  
Left their shares.

Gajanan Mishra
Leah Ross Of Hana, Us

You are open minded,
I salute you.
Openly discover the truth
And say in your words
How you feel and
How far your understanding
Is clear here.
Here, you know Leah Ross,
We are all in ignorance
And we are no longer
Concerned with
The various conditions
Of this world.
But we are to see
No distinction of
good or bad,
Heaven or hell.
Life itself is
The cause and
Also the effects.
We must stay
Far from happiness
And also from distress.
Nothing right, nothing wrong
In living, in life.
Dear friend, come on,
To show our own potency
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn From The Pigeon

Learn from the pigeon, O hunter Sakunilubdhaka
How male pigeon discharged its duties
To satisfy a guest like hunter
By sacrificing its life
Along with its wife.
How virtuous the pigeons were!
And they went to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn How To

Learn how to
Stay away
Within.
Learn crying
And learn
How to face
Failures.
Let all
Exclaimed
Well done
Well done.
Let them
Say thank you
You are for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn how to behave,
Learn how to live.

Learn how to live,
Learn how to compose poems.

Learn how to compose,
Learn how to see and say.

Learn how to see and say,
And know the world.

The world is yours,
And you belong to the world.

Know how to accept the world,
And know how to handle the life.

Life is there in all, truth,
Salute all for they are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn How To Get Peace

Learn how to get
Peace in life and peace
Is there as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn How To Stay Away

Learn how to
Stay away
Within.
Learn crying
And learn
How to face
Failures.
Let all
Exclaimed
Well done
Well done.
Let them
Say thank you
You are for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn Language

Learn language
And land here.
Land here and
Learn language.

For learning
No fees but
Love is necessary,
Just give a start.

Nothing but
Celebrate love
With colors.

Colors have the truth
Just know and learn
The true living.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn Odiaa Or Leave

Learn Odiaa or
Leave Odisha
The call of time.
Odiaa- the state
Official language.
Use Odiaa bhasha
Or leave Odisha.
Odiaa- Constitutional,
Odiaa- lawful
Odiaa- language
Of the people
For the people
By the people
Of Odisha.
Use Odiaa
Alwayws everywhere
Within odisha
Or leave Odisha.
Cry of the people,
Soul of the people,
Call of the people,
Use Odiaa always
Everywhere or leave
Odisha forthwith

Gajanan Mishra
Learn To Die

Accept death
And learn to die.
What is yours?
Try to dispossessed
Yourself from
Here from there.

Welcome suggestions
It is only for
Sense organs.
Noblest form of
treating others
Is to see and smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Learn To Give

Learn to give
Giving is
Making yourself
All powerful God.

Taking is
Binding yourself
With obligation and
Keeping demoniac nature.

Take not
Keep not
And make not
Yourself a beggar.

Gajanan Mishra
Learned Circles

They, the learned circles
All approved my life
My purpose and my highest level.

I am to go now as per Your
Advice, my bona fide Spiritual Master
With a clear understanding.

My going is not a matter of fashion
As You know going is sane activity
For the betterment of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Learned People

Learned people
Rich people
Pious woman
Woman with husband
I like most
All are uncomparable.

Gajanan Mishra
Learner

Label not a man unnecessarily
And caused the society collapse.

Do whatever you like freely
And come, go, melt, see.

Language no bar
One can express
in any manner.

Nothing is waste
Nothing is valuable
Use is important
And you are a learner.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning For

Learning for nothing
If not for a better life
And what is a better life
I am asked by my wife.

I did not answer and
Who am I to answer
When there is nobody to listen
Learning is left far behind.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning Language

Learning language is a must
Through the language you can be polite
Through the language education process change
With language you are no longer dormant.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning Procedures

Learning procedures are
Bare necessities here
Though the time is vast
And wander here there
What is time and has it
The instruments to
Check or bind us anywhere
See and find no answer
It is You who is the question
And who is the answer Himself
Let me speculate only
Without any meaning if you say
I would not object.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning Through Language

Learning through language,
Language is culture, tradition
Of living societies.
Let us learn what is there
In a language.
Mother's language should be
Given primary importance
In the process of learning.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning To Learn

Learning to learn,
Earning to learn,
Learn while you earn,
It is all valuable,
See here all wonderful.
Life here is bright,
Use all thought language
With all processes tight.
It is all for happiness
All for eternity.
Life is not to suffer
In poverty.
It is all but privileged,
Perfecting the art of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Learning To Live

With air
I am learning to live
With water
I am learning to live
With sky
I am learning to live
With light
I am learning to live
With earth
I am learning to live
And I am living a life
That is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Lease

You are my lease holder
This body is the lease.
Nothing is mine now
Including my sleep.
Nothing is here now
Besides the spider web.
And I am here with nothing
A prey of mock by empty water tap.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave

I cannot take leave,
I cannot leave anyone,
But everyone is leaving me.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Everything For Good

Remember, you are not doing
Anything by yourself.

You are fully controlled
If you think yourself independent
Remember, you are in illusion.

Nothing can satisfy you, I know
It is not external energy but it is
Internal energy that save you.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Home For Good

Leave home for good,
And acquire knowledge
For the benefit of others.
Let me recognize you
As a liberated soul,
Let others understand
Your light of
Transcendental literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave It

And leaving is life,
Leave it.

And live
Love live
Long life.

Beautiful is love
Love in life
Makes life more beautiful.

To love, courage
Is necessary,
And if you have courage
You are fit to love.

Love life
Faithful wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Me Alone

Leave me alone,
If you love me
And want me great
And strong.
I have my own
Force within me,
Leave me alone
For the sake of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Me On The Way

Leave me on the way,
I am ready to go wherever I want.
I know the road are so many
And I am invited by everyone.

My thought is specific, of course,
My identity is one, though,
My eagerness is unthinkable,
But I kept under control.

I stress no importance
To individuality, true.
I am giving appropriate answers
To all questions I know.

I know who are you through
The power of my love and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave No Stone Unturned

Connect yourself,
Connect yourself with time.
Take the responsibility
And share ideas.

Leave no stone unturned
And enjoy the fruits of life.
Find no problem anywhere
And go on the path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Not

Follow all,
But leave not
Your own path.

Accept the things
As they are.

Arrange the letters
In order and say
What for they are.

Number has not
So much importance,
Go not with numbers.

Being a living one,
Share all, that are
With you, truth and untruth.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Not Me

Leave not me,
Leave not this place.
I am here and
You are in me,
I am in you.

You stay,
Stay here,
Taste sweet,
Feel pleasure,
My dearest dear.

This place is ours,
Hours together we are here
With fruits and flowers,
With moon with fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Not Truth

Leave it
If anything
Is on your way
And giving trouble
To you.

Leave it
The anger
The lust
The greed
The hurdles
Of your life.

But leave not
Anything that you
Feel truth and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Outer Contacts

Leave all outer contacts and
Get peace.
Be trained and live in discipline
Get bliss.
Be ready to possess good qualities
Get success.
Good health is the greatest wealth
Do not get obsess.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave The Bird

On its own route.

Get set going
See things
As it is.

Two fetters -
Doing work and
Worrying about work.

No bird
But fiction is here
And I have not
Accepted it.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave The Nonsense

Leave the nonsense
And be a tree, be a hill,
Be a river, be a cloud
And achieve the sky
And the ocean.

Be a member of
Our union, love all,
Stay in truth,
Declare in open field
I love you.

Problem will not
Come to you at any time
Here or there, only there
You find a smooth passage.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave The Place

Leave me alone,
I know, you are
An underhand.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave Title

Leaving title
Go to the people.
Task is how to
Bring changes
Make impact
That will not
Put in to trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave your body
and come soon,
I am here
to welcome you.

Here I am
waiting for you,
I know,
You are the only truth
and I am going after you.

And you are here
to dissolve in water
and to fly away
with air.

You are there with the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Leave, Leave Me

Leave, leave me,  
if you can.  
But I am not here  
to leave you.

I am here to disappear  
within you, my dear,  
and you are here  
as before without fear.

Do, do nothing,  
You are telling me,  
Coming to my balcony.  
And I am doing,  
So many things,  
For you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaves Flowers

Leaves flowers
Fruits waters
Does not matter.
I am with you
For ever.

I am with you
Here
To fulfill your
Desire.

If love and gratitude
Are with you always
I am here
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving A Place

Leaving a place
Is the first step
To reach another place.

Perform and
Get freedom.

Are interested to hear me
And if yes, be ready
To go ahead.

See me
I am here with all knowledge.

No division and nothing
It is just identification
Of the self within.
See me, I am self-explanatory.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving All Guise

I am dancing,
Dancing in the rain, see.

I am singing,
Singing in the sun, hear.

I am visiting,
Visiting the flowers, watch.

I am leaving,
Leaving all guise, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving Is Life

And leaving is life,
Leave it.

And live
Love live
Long life.

Beautiful is love
Love in life
Makes life more beautiful.

To love, courage
Is necessary,
And if you have courage
You are fit to love.

Love life
Faithful wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving My Words

Presently I am
Leaving my words
That are not mine.
Presently I am
Leaving my works
That are not mine.
I am fully committed
To my works and works.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving The Place

Leaving the place
Means leaving everything
And if you return again
It is a new thing
No repetition of time
It should be kept in mind
It is just nothing
But forgiving and forgetting
In the wheel of living.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving The Sky

I hope to stay,
And the sky leaves me.
Leaving the sky
Is not so important
When I am present.
I marched forward
Leaving the sky,
And I observed my
Own life in my own light.
Nothing to worry,
I said myself and
I recite my own poetry,
In my own home,
That I declared heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Leaving You

Leaving You
Why should I
Search for another,
Tell me, my dear,
When I know,
You are the person
Who is maintaining all
Both inside and outside.

Why should I
Go anywhere
When I know
You are the only person
Who is pervading with all
Everywhere for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Lechery Is There

Lechery is there
in me, my wife
Complained and I
smiled at her.

My wife smite me
But with a smoothing
touch I made her easy-
saying life is not
like that what she thinks.

Gajanan Mishra
Left And Right - Fight

Left and right,
Go on the fight,
And live fearlessly.

Beat the time
With your words
Lightning.

O human beings,
Awake and see
What is going?

O human beings
Take training
If you so like
Before going on
A fight with enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Left And Right Let Us Fight

Left and right let us fight,
Let us not say anything outright.
It is all our creative solidarity.
We have not remembered our identity,
That is pathetic and goes against humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Left Free

You are left free
Do what ever you like.

No bar is there
Between You and me.

I am searching you
You are in me.

I am not free
I am not free.

Gajanan Mishra
Left Me

I have not obey you
I have not obey your rules
I want to go beyond you
I want to go beyond your rules.

The cosmos has its own rules
I am a part of cosmos
I am comos
I have my own rules.

Left me where I am
I will find my own clue
I am deep sky blue.

Gajanan Mishra
Left or right
Come and fight
Fighting is life.
And life is there
In the sky
Like a kite.
Come on and see
It is eight
Cap is full tight.
Figures, symbols all
Are there in general
And they honoured knight.
Still before me
It is night.

Gajanan Mishra
Left with nothing,
And it is life.
Left with everything,
And it is poetry.
Both life and poetry
Are with me.
And see me
I am here the king.

Gajanan Mishra
Left-Hand Drive

Left-hand drive,
remember using it
as a snide remark
is not good.

Left or right
no matter,
Husband or wife
no matter.

What is hell to one
is really heaven to another,
My dear, think the matter,
going beyond screen saver.

What happened to you
is happening to all,
Be a man of something
new founder here.

No word is final
It is you and in you
I see the truth
Go with it to fulfill dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Leg

I know your legs are
On the legs of Baali the demon king
I know your legs are
On the head of Bharata your brother
I know your legs are on the
Head of Uddhaba your follower.

You have no leg I heard.
I Know you are present everywhere
Everytime and in everybody.

I do not know what a leg is.
I know the insect has six legs
I know the animal has four legs
I know the bird has two legs.

Your leg is my project paper
I do not know howmany legs you have
I do not know I a leg is.

Gajanan Mishra
Legal Entities

The mountains, the rivers,
The trees, the airs, the oceans,
You have agreed, legal entities, thank God.

If anyone pollutes, harms, cuts, kills,
Liable for punishment equal to
Harming a human being. good.

Ganga Yamuna are first on this line
And they are like living persons
In this pious country called Bharat.

Whanganui, the river of New Zealand
Is the first in the world-
Granted legal human status, great.

The water is sacred for all
And sustains all.

And our duty is to
Protect, conserve and preserve
Natural products and nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Legal Tangle

Justice,
Where is it?

Really, sorry
State of affairs,
To think.

Where is equity,
Where is fairness,
Difficult to find.

The language of
Local people be used in
Justice delivery system
And transparency be
Made compulsory
In open court.

Gajanan Mishra
Legendary Men

Legendary men
Are all in time.
They are firm
And always
In good company.
As such you find
Here all are fine.
Let me love
The roaring sea,
And the sea is
Ready to give me
What is there within.
I am talking
I am smiling
Under this sky
And the sky is there
To welcome me.
Judge me, judge me,
O air, I water,
I am just near,
Touch me, kiss me,
Love me, O light,
I am sweeping the time
On this earth.
And earth is my life,
And my life is there
That lacks nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Legs Are There

Legs are there
But no one is
There to go anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Leisure

What is that
Leisure?
Is it pleasure?
Leisure itself
Is life.
And life is
Running through
Different stages.
What is there
In one stage,
Not there
In another.
Life is but
A leisure.

Gajanan Mishra
Lekha Hoithiba Nadi (Odia)

Lekha hoithiba nadi
Achhanti epate sabu.
Kebe ta jaa aau dekha
Sepataku
Nadi kemiti lekhuchhi
Aamaku.

Bishrama neuthiba samudra
Aau swapnare nahin,
Aasha rahichhi jai
Sukhila meghanka pakhare.

Mu je aauthare pasibi bhitaraku
Ae biswas aau nahin,
Atitara pratidhwani mate
Ghaela kari rakhichhi
Aau mu kahi paru ni kahaku,
Bidaya bandhu.

Gajanan Mishra
Lend A Helping Hand

Help those who need help
Lend a helping hand.

Ask question ask question
Don't take anything
At its face value.

Look around look around
Here is the day and
Here is the night only for you.

Truth is there with You
You are the truth and truth is
All are looking towards You.

Lend a helping hand, O my dear
In this world of fire, watch me I am in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Leopard

Leopard, how are you there?
You are black-spotted
yellowish fawn. I know,
You are wild one.

Leopard, still I love you
My dear you are,
symbol of speed and tactics
that I want to practice.

Leopard, we are struggling
for our own existence and
our problems are huge, problem
is, we are not radicals.

Let us leave all enmity,
and sweeten life with separate entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Leper

I am here lying
Like a log
You are there my Lord
A log.

I am a leper
You are like a leper
And act a leper
You know the pain of leper.

And you know how to clean leprosy
With your holy neemhand touch.
If you are willing
Please come to clean me.

Gajanan Mishra
Lest The Secret

How could I meet You
O my dear, I apprehended
Lest the secret might be
Disclosed.

What is our relations
Who knows, O my dear
I pondered to the puzzle
With no union no separation.

Grief is a mistake
O my dear, serenity
Is mystery and here
I have my serfdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You

Let me see You face to face, O my dear
Let me love You for the eternal time
That is here for the welfare of all
I am with all goodness before You
See me face to face, I know You have
No eyelids I know You have no ears
O my dear, You are here for all
I know You are the life-supplier
O my dear, give me order
I can do Your works always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let A Child

Let a child stay joyful.
Let him give a chance
To progress on the path
Of the absolute truth.
The child is your father,
Your mother, your guide
And also your everything.
Try to understand the child,
Try to go near him.
While teaching a child, be careful.
The smile of the child
Is like a rising sun,
The full moon and
The dazzling star of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Let A Girl

Think and judge herself
Where she is
How she is
What she is.

Let a girl
Know the positive
The negative
The good the bad
The light the dark.

Let a girl
Know her role
In society
Let a girl
The truth and the false
The saints and the cheaters
The friends and the enemies.

Girls are really
More intelligent
More powerful
Than boys
Let the girls rule
Let the girl smile
Let the girl take the burden
Take the responsibilities
Let the girl know
The religion the culture
The tradition the values
Of life for
All round development
Of the society.

A girl is the mother
And pillar
Of future
Civilization.
Gajanan Mishra
Let A Judge

Let a judge
Be stay
Fearless first.

Gajanan Mishra
Let A Man Inside You

Let a man inside you,
And it is possible
only when you embrace him
and talk to him in
his language with love,
in the words of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let A Wife

Let a wife
accompany her husband
in war and in peace.
Let a wife taste
before her husband eats,
Let a wife take rest
after her husband sleeps,
The place of the wife
is beside her husband
and nowhere else.
A wife is not a burden,
but an asset.
When a wife is with you,
you feel no want, mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Let A Woman Live

Let a daughter ride the bus
To school without fear
Let a sister fulfill her
Tremendous potential
Let a woman live
Up to her full potential
let us recommit to ending
The inequality for progress
And lasting peace of the globe
Let us reap the benefit from
A woman keeping her healthy
And safe with her leadership
And creativity
Let us see the welfare of
Life-partner for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Come And

Let all come and join with us
To fight against corruption.
Let all come and join with us
To raise a voice for our own right.
Let all come and join with us
To discover the truth for the benefit of all.
Let all come and join with us
For our own existence is in danger.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Desire

Let all desires
Be fulfilled
By your blessings.
I am going to you
On pedestrian path.
I am offering you
Water and flowers.
But what I am offering
All are yours, I know.
The evening and
The mornings- all
Are yours, I know.
Let me remove the obstacles,
Obstacles of day and nights
And let me allow to
Touch you at this time.
You are there, I know.
I know, I am nothing before
You here at this time.
I know, without you
My poem, even my story
Is incomplete, and
I feel nothing good.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Go Side By Side

Let all go side by side,
Learning and teaching,
Let us know life and living.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Live Freely In Peace

I salute you
As you are there
All along
The path of truth,
The path of love,
The path of light.

I salute you
As you represented
The signs of equality,
Fraternity and
Non-violence.

I salute you
As you have created all
In all shapes.
I pray before you to give
Protection to all
And let all live
Freely in peace here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Truth

Let all truth
Be with you,
Happy new year.
Let all love
Be in you. And
Enjoy life here,
Happy new year,
Happy new year.
New, new, new
Let me say always
New and new,
I am ever new
I am with you,
Only love, only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Wipe Out

Let all wiped out
These attachment
And aversion
And let me go
Free from these bondage.

Let me not deluded
Here in these whirlpool
Of three circles
Let me stay alone
To give my own identity.

Let me see the light
In my own mirror.

Gajanan Mishra
Let All Worlds Know

Let all worlds know
I am nothing
I am nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Everyday

Let everyday be
A day of poetry.
Enjoy the life
With poetry, everyday.

Touch poetry
Talk poetry
Feel poetry
Be a poet everyday.

Live in poetry
And see, from you
Death is going away.

Accept the poetry
And accept all
That are on your way.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Gajanan Mishra

Come to the stage
Shakespeare Wordsworth
When out of phase.

How beautiful is the dawn
Please explain
Here is Gajanan Mishra
Not to lodge any complain.

No upper no lower
It is only mishra means mixture
Cooperation and coordination
Is adroit manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Good Luck

Let good luck
Trails you
Like your shadow.
Let all good news
Come to you
For truth.
Let all good chances
Come to you,
And make you free
To express
Your feelings.
Stay with a hassle-free
Mind, dear
And get a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Great Pleasure Embrace Me

Let great pleasure embrace me,
But what is that pleasure,
That I know not yet with the witness- the snake.

No doubt each one is affectionate,
But let me say they are all self-oriented,
And they know not the outer world around them.

Let me satisfy all with pleasing words,
But the words are treacherous, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Let him go, let him go.
Give him a chance
To return back
With new hope.

Let him go, let him go.
Destroying the dark
Let him go
Towards the light.

Let him go, let him go.
Give him a chance
To return back
With the stream of
Love and truth.

Let him go, let him go..

Gajanan Mishra
Let Him Sleep

In the ocean of peace
Let Him sleep.

Why should we disturb him
For the mistake we have done
We know He has no homework
And no examination.

Let Him sleep
And peace is no where in life
Peace is something like
A garden blooming with flowers
After years of hard work.

Peace is not the goal
Peace is a process
Peace is a natural way
Where there is no undue
And unnecessary stress.

Let Him sleep
In the ocean of peace
Peace is good for the mind
Peace is necessary
To take right decision
Peace brings clarity of thinking
Peace helps you to smile
Peace makes you wise.

Let Him sleep in peace
And for this practice of
Quietness is necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Let I Stand For All

Let I stand for all,
Let the world go with all blessings.
Let there be virtues, let there be love,
Let there be no error and
Let there be nectar everywhere in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let It Be Confirmed

Let it be confirmed
You are I
I am the cause of You
And not vice versa.
I am not the cause of You
You are the cause of I
And I am You.
Our relation is
Really wonderful.
Let us try to know
The cause of all
The events that are wonderful.
Wonderful is we are living
And we know not the cause of it.

Gajanan Mishra
Let It Be So

Let it be so
Yes, it is all right.

My appearance
My disappearance
And its effects.

It is all right
Here the rising the setting.

You appear
In truth
And you suffer.
Let me say
Your suffering is
Transcendental enjoyment.

Please understand here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let It Go

Let it go
And stay in peace
Let it go
And you are free.

Feel no pleasure
Feel no pain
You are here
And you are three.

I, You and He
Enjoy and see
Not illusory
And imagery.

And we are free
And we are three
And we feel
We are hungry.

Gajanan Mishra
Let It Go - Time

Let it go
on its own flow.
And let it glow.

Gajanan Mishra
Let It Sleep

It is a serpent.
Let it sleep
It is a tiger.
O my dear, the king
Is sleeping
And it is good.
The is sleeping
And it is good
For the body of the child.
Do not try to
Awake the dog
If it is not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Lion Forgive

Lion is here
You can see
O my dear
When it roared
Your heart tore
Now lion is
The victim of
Humility
Let lion forgive.

Gajanan Mishra
Let love come
And stay
With all colours
Both in my
Eastern and
Western sky.
Let love paint me
In so many ways
And keep me
In cool even
In the mid of May.
Let love come
And stay
With a smile today.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Access

Why are you
Going to obstruct me
In gaining my
Ultimate end?
I want to realize,
The supremacy of truth
Through love - my
Greatest faculty.

Let me touch you,
Let me love you,
Let me access
To the greatest
Unity of my dream
Or imagination.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Allow

Let me allow to call You
I know you are within me though.
Let me allow to think on You
To feel You always in all activities
I know You are everything though.
I know without Your willingness
I can do nothing here
I can go astray
By chanting Your name fame
Let me enjoy transcendental pleasure
O my dear, You are only my past present
And future
Let me get self-satisfaction
In doing different occupational duties
I know You are in all works and in all results.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Answer - Time

One by one
Let me answer.
But tell me
The questions first.
You know
I myself is
A big question
And the answer is
There in me.
I know what you are
Thinking to ask.
I know how you feel
At this moment there.
We both are here
On this one earth.
And find no difference
Here or there
In you or in me.
We love each other,
And we are both in truth.
We live life, we dream,
And we are busy
In measuring time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Appear

Let me appear
Before you, my dear,
As I love you and
My love is uncountable.

Let me appear
Before you, my dear,
As I am in you
With all truth.

Let me appear
Before you, my dear,
As I see you everywhere
And you are within me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Attain

Let me attain
The supreme peace
Here in this life.
I am the peace
I am here and
I am meant for
Virtuous actions,
I know it here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Be

Let me be dear to You
Let me possess all virtues
Let me be able to transform
Myself in to any form I like
Let my world remain totally
Untouched by deluding potency
Of illusion, O my dear,
Let me live with Truth
By thought, by word and by deed
Let me stay happy with Your grace
Let me stay with You always.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Be A Flower

Let me be a flower
In Your garden, my dear
Let me be soft, scented
And lovely and beautiful.
Let me be a flower
And I may be selected by You
For the purpose of beautification
Of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Be Free

Let me be free
I know though
That is there in me.

It is my love
And loving service
That make me free.

I am in love
With You, my dear
That I know here.

In love no inconveniences
Are there and nothing
To be removed.

It is there all
All means I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Bear

Let me bear
All trouble
For You.
Let me do
All that are
Good to You.

I have read You
I have felt You
And You are in me.
Always You are in me
I love You and I know
You are the truth.

I am Yours, I am telling always
And You are, my dear, my whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me begin a new life,
But how to ask me not,
I am no way ready to answer
Your questions here.

It's true, I am larger,
Larger than life,
Larger than poetry.

Suppose I am no more alive,
Still, see poetry is here,
And the poetry calls me
Okay sir, come on and write.

Here, my adventures follow,
Here I narrate all the incidents
That are related to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Blacken The Sun

Let me blacken the sun
And call the bittern
To stay there on
The arch of heaven
With own oboe
To win wreath
Of nectareal life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Bow My Head

Birth after birth,
I am here with you.
I know you,
You are the truth.

You are unseen
By the eyes,
Though, supreme
Authority you are.

You are great
And glorified.
You are not there
To speak, I know.
Let me bow my head
Before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Bury

Let me bury
My sorrow
Just now
As you appear
Before me.

You touch me,
You love me,
You give me
Everything
That I need.

And I bury
My sorrow just now.
My joy is here,
With you, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Call You Dear

Let me call you dear,
Gently and humanly,
As I know everything
Is pure in you.

No need of scrutiny,
In all beautiful things,
And I know, you are fair
And beautiful also to the foe.

I know not who you are,
I bother not what you are doing,
But I am sure, you are rare,
With my love, you are there.

I am not here only to utter words,
But I am showing all how to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Celebrate

Let me celebrate
Nine nights
within my body.
Let me see
within me
all colors.
Let me experience
all powers
that are within me.
Let me destroy
all that sins
that are harmful.
Let me distribute
the seeds of knowledge
with you.
Let me know
the essence of wisdom
and the purpose of enlightenment.
Nine doors are opened
in my own, own body
let me control, in each night.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Check My Memory

Let me check my memory,
Let me say where am I.
Let me imagine, let me think.
Let me say in my words-not shrink.
Let me sense, let me smile,
Let me dance in my own light.
Let me read my life, let me,
Let me go with me from the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Clear

I do not want liberation at all
When I perceive your presence
I have no difficulty
In seeing You here
Liberation is no problem
I do not want liberation at all
Within me I find all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Clear I Have No Personal Trouble

Let me clear
I have no personal trouble
But I am very unhappy
To see others in trouble.
So also I have no personal problems
For I have learned
How to glorify the self,
But I do have a problem
For I am simply thinking
The fools of my native state
Careless about their own
Mother, mother language
And the development of motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Clear My Thought

Let me clear my thought,
Let me see your vision,
Let me dance with you.
You are my love, my truth.
Understand me, I am your strength.
Listen my call, I am for you.
My words are here to make you alive.
I am here on this plain beautiful land.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Climb The Hill

Let me climb the hill
And reach at the top
There is no evil there
No evil in climbing
I request you to follow me
All are free there
All are their own
See me believe me
And come with me
I am here to show
You the right path.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Come

Let me come let me go
I have nothing and
Nothing to forgo.

I am here I am there
To see everything
And everything fair.

You are true you are true
It is also true and I
I love You I love You.

My words my mind my body everything
Everything is Yours and I know
There is nothing except You except You.

You are here as ever
I am nobody minus You and never never.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Compromise

Let me compromise
With the time,
The situations,
And the persons
Who are with me,
But keeping my
Identity intact.
Let me utter words
As per my conscience,
And occupational duties,
And respect people in general.
Let me elevate myself
And take instructions
From nature for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Conclude

Let me conclude;
As long as truth is there,
Nothing inauspicious can happen.
As long as love is there,
All welfare is there.

All are friendly, and lovely.
All are busy in giving charity,
All are keeping their promise.

No discrepancy, I find, anywhere.
Be positive and protect all.
Victory is there go on.

But go on a natural way
And keep contact with the pious one
For the bright future but follow principles.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Consider You

Let me consider you-
God.
Let me spread the news-
Incarnation.
You are here to
Establish peace
Let me declare.
You are taking all
With you for all good,
Let me say this
To the people.
Actually, you are God
And we failed to
Know this fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Control

Let me control my mind
And let me freeing it
From distractions
And let me concentrate
On the point where
It should be concentrated
And let me stay
In purity of my mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Correct Myself

Let me correct myself,
In the court of truth.

Let me realize and
Here I see you.

The rule of law
Is the path of
Natural inclination
For the world views.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Create

Let me create,
Let me create my world
Wherein you can only
Find me there.

Find me there
In my poems and
I am well aware
The reality there.

The reality there
In my poems is
The matter of feeling
And a thing to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Cross

Let me cross over
All obstacles
By myself.

I do not disagree
That everything is
Yours.

Let me do all good
Independently first
I agree You are there.

You took shelter
In me
Am I not right?
Let me do
What I want to do please.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Decide

I am here,
Let me decide
Who you are.
Who you are
In this world,
That is perishable.
Accurate presentation
Is not possible.
Still I am here
To decide the mark of
Realization.
Lack of fear is here
And I am here
Without fearlessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Declare

Let me declare
You are close at hand, for everyone
You are not away, from anyone.

You pervade all the time
All places, persons, incidents
And circumstances.

I know, the real You are
I know, You are also unreal
If anything else is there, that is also You.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Deny Your Existence

Let me reject your entity
I don't want your company
That's all I want to say
For all times. And I know
This is the only Truth for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Describe

Let me describe
What ought to be
Described and by
Describing that
I can give you
Some light.

With that light
You can cross
The border and
You can know
What is right.

You are right
That I know and
Before all that I can show.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me not die.
And I am dying
I died.

Though neither
It is night
Nor it is day.

It is evening
It is morning
And I am dying.

Let me not die
On the earth
In the sky.

Let me not die
Within the room
Outside the room.

And I am dying
I died.

Though neither
By any man
Nor by any demigod
Nor by any kind of known weapons.

I died
In a roundabout way
Neither on earth nor in sky
By half-man half-lion
By Your nails
I died.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Die And Vanish

Let me die and vanish,
Let me enjoy pleasure in these,
Let me spread myself for thee.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Disappear

Let me disappear
Within you.
Here I am, see,
Allow you
To disappear
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Discover

Let me discover
My virtue within me
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Discover You, Unknown

Let me discover you,
Let me see you,
Let me realize you.
You are cheer, but bitter.
You are better and clear.

I see you there
Near me always,
Poor and silly.
I call you, but
I know not you and
Position as yet.

I want to tell nothing,
But I utter words,
The meaning unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Dispel

Let me dispel darkness,
Darkness born out of ignorance.
Let me dispel darkness by the shining
Lamp of wisdom, it is
there in the universal love.
It is there in universal truth.
No more obstacles are
there in life then.
Go and go on the path of progress
My dear men.
Special grace is there on you,
Realize the truth.
You are the son of the light
My dear men, go and see yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Do

Externally,
Let me do
My duties.
From within,
Let me keep
Myself and
My mind
Completely aloof.
Let me say
How I like
The real world
And not
The shadow,
Shadow of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Do All Good

Let me do all good,  
Let me go with the truth,  
Let me see you.

You are all good,  
You are all truth,  
Let me stay with you.

My dear, I know,  
In me, let me rediscover you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Do As You Order

Let me do as you order,
Let me know my duty
By the regulations of
The scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Drink

Let me drink first
A glass of water
Let me see the sight
Covered by the bear.

Let me stay all day
By this cornfield gate
Let me play all day
The game of cricket.

I am tall and straight
I am tall and straight.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Drink Life In Full

Let me drink life in full,
Let me stay here cool.
I care not the whirling flames,
I care not the life and its theme.
Let me hear the sound,
I care not what is sweet
And what is hound.
I know not who is there
And what he gains
But I know he is a man.
Man of flowers, man of fears,
Let me touch him with tears.
The man knows life is the best,
Let me hug him crossed the test.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Drink The Nectar

Let me drink the nectar,
The nectar of life.

Let me watch the drama,
The drama of life.

Let me hear the story,
The story of my own life.

Life itself is living
And I am the witness.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Drink The Stones

Let me drink the stones,
The night, the sky.
Let me connect with love,
Let me listen to you.

I am what you feel,
What you think, what you imagine,
What you hold with you
For the sake of the truth.
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Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Embrace You

Let me embrace you
In the innermost recesses
Of my hearts.
I restrain my feelings
But the tears are
Inadvertently, rolling down.
But I know, the embrace
Of the eyes is more effective.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Enjoy

Let me enjoy
Let me enjoy eternity
Within this earth-body
Let me allow
Let me allow to
Declare my own identity.

I have my own quality
I have my own identity
But my dear, I dare not
To defy Your authority.
I know You are the Supreme
Personality here and there
I know You are the master-key
Of this long-live life fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Enjoy The Beauty

Let me enjoy the beauty
In life,
Though life is full of
Disease, and age and death.

Let me take the nectar of life,
Though my heart is sad and heavy.
Though all is vanishing always,
Though I am in delusion with careless living.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Enter

Let me enter
In to your room,
I know you are there.
Let me touch you,
I know you smile.
Let me say
On my way what
You are telling
By this way.
Let me test myself
In your inner court.
Let me hear you,
And I know you are
Silent all days.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Envy You Only, My Dear

Let me say I am equal to You
As You are my only friend
I am partial to You
You and I are on the same level
That's why I envy You.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Exist

Let me exist
Let me exist
Let me exist
Without You.

Without You
It is my ignorance
And I am helpless.

I am helpless
There increase
My anxiety.

I am a poor creature
Without You
I can not survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Find

Let me find
my own sun
my own fire
my own light
within me.

Let me go
on my own way
with joy
Everyday
in the sky.

Let me stay
here a while
with my wheel
without chill.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Find Light

If I am your shadow
Let me find your light
Within me here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Finish My Prayer

Let me finish my prayer,
Let me see the world
With a pure heart.

Let me congratulate you
For the speech, you have
delivered on this occasion.

Let me touch the screen
To change the face value here
That is not yours.

Let me welcome all good fortune,
And tell all not to take
The dark with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Flow

Let me flow
Like the rain water,
Let me flow
Like the fresh air
Of the forest field.
I want to hear
The words of the sky
In an uninterrupted attention.
I want to walk
Miles and miles
With the colorful light.
Let me realize
Who I am here and
To where I am going.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Follow The Truth

I am here to deliver the truth,
I am here to follow the truth,
I am here to establish the truth.
But truth is here to explain
In details about all.

Truth is great and all are here
To act as per the truth.
Truth has its own expansion,
And truth has no problem at all
Here or there in our universe.

Each and every living being
Is on truth and truth is there
In each and every living being
As a mark of citation of creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Follow You

Let me follow you
In a new way
All over the sky,
Forgetting the past
Let me follow you
With freedom of sorrow,
Through my experience
and earning my own method
Let me follow you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Foretell

Let me see
And let me foretell
About the things
That are to take place
In future.
No flaw is there in me,
I am sure, like
Mistake, illusion,
Cheating and imperfection.
I believe in
Non-violence.
I live with truth.
I live in peace
With universal brotherhood.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Get Ready

Let me get ready
To accept that are
Coming to me.
But I have to
Know what is
Coming and when and
Who am I to know?
And what use of
Knowing all that are
So deep so dark?
I know no danger
Can put me in fear.
I know I am nothing
With all nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go

Let me go
in smiling face
as the work complete
by your grace.

I do not want to
stay here anymore
I am not permitted
to stay a moment anymore.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Ahead

Let me go ahead
Leaving aside
Pleasures and
prosperity
To touch you
There at
That end.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Another Side

Let me go another side,
Where no day no night,
Where no fall no rise.
Where no chance to awake,
And no scope to sleep.

I want to sleep
In all light
Far beyond the sky.
I want to dissolve
In deep down the ocean.

But I found no sky,
No ocean, no light,
No day, no night, and I
Forced to engage in the fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Back

Let me go back,
Back to the truth.
Let me, move
With no dust
No violence.

I am an empty space
With my own geometry.
I am the shadow
Of my own body.

I am with time,
I am with distance.
Let me go with colors
That is in me
For all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Deep Within

Let me go deep within,
Let me start afresh
by calling you me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go On This Road

Let me go on this road,
On which, no one has ever gone.
Let me stay here for ever,
Crossing all the borders.
Let me tell the story
Of the common mass that has
Not been told yet.
Let me not sleep
And take care all
Till I am alive.
My life is only for this
To arrive at the conclusion
Where there is peace
And stability for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Safely

Let me go safely.
But first, let me know
The meaning of safe.
It is true
I intend to stay.
But how
That I can't say.
At every moment,
I intend to invent,
But what and
Why that I can't show
Anywhere. It is you
To feel the truth
And culture good.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go The School

Let me go to the school.
And what is a school
I know here in this world.
And I am learning every moment
Here and there.
I am free to create anything
So also I am free to destroy myself
Here at this school.
The school is the world
It is in my hands.
This world is for me,
I am in this world.
This world is the school
I am learning here how to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go To The King

Let me go to the king
Some rice I have to bring.
For the hudhud* I am hungry
I know my king is not angry.
See my condition, I would pray
And I am sure the king is kind enough
to give me food on this tray.
The king is fine and I am proud of him.
Like me, so many are suffering.
With the help of the king our conditions
are improving, Let us say,
Long live, great the king.

*Hudhud- the cyclone that damaged my house and crops field.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go Wild

Let me go wild
But for good
As I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go With My Ego

Let me go with my ego
Let me stay with my pleasure
And also with my pain.

I know I am no way
Related with ego
I am no way related
With my pleasure and pain.

As an householder, I know
My wife's needs is my needs
And for this, I am experiencing
Here, the pain and the pleasure.

I know all and I am free
I know all and I am happy
I know all and I am in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go With My Life

Let me go with my life
And in my life let me see you.
See, here you are,
See, there I am
And we both are
Living together.

No one is inferior
No one is superior
We are all the same
With the same air
And with the same water.

Nothing is needed
To keep us united
But a bit of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go With Peace And Prosperity

Let the quality of goodness
Comes to me at every moment.
No negation, but I want
Positive transcendental manifestation.
Let pure and simple life
Be here with me for all good.
Give me power to tolerate all,
And let me go with peace and prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Go, My Dear Friends,

Let me go, my dear friends,
To my place, where truth is there,
To my place, where love is there,
With all irrespective of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Greet All

Let me greet all,
Who are here
And also who are not here.
Let me greet all,
Who are living
And also who are not living.
Let me greet all,
I know, all are
My part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Greet This Morning

Let me greet this morning
As I see in it everything.
It keeps in its store for me.

Let me greet this morning
As I am a slave here under
The ruler elected by me.

Let me greet this morning
As it has given me enough power
To reshape my life with
My inner feelings.

Let me greet this morning
As it is here with me and
Telling me to stay always
With new love with all sublime.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Grow

Let me grow
Like the shadow.
You are the light,
I know.

I know
The pure truth you are.
I know
I am here with you and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Hear Your Words

Let me hear your words
That is so pure
That is so sure.

And for this
Look I am sitting here
Cheerful and composed
In serenity and tranquility.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Hope

Let me hope
You are coming.
Coming with honor
For the welfare
Of the world.
You are identifying
Yourself as the only being,
The only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Hug You

Let me hug you,
As you love me
And you promise
To take care of
My language
My mother
And my land.
My mother,
My language
And my land
Is more than
Heaven for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Imbibe

Let me imbibe
Your love
With my eyes.
Let me lick
Your love
With my tongue.
Let me smell
Your love
With my nose.
Let me embrace
You, my dear,
To my chest.
I am the red-legged partridge
And you are the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Invite Each One

Let me invite each one,
Let me tell you all
The key words-
Stay there where you are,
In peace in truth in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Invite You

Let me invite you
To follow me, read my poems
And say freely what you think.
Let me invite you
To follow me to death,
The place of our dreams.

You are there that I know
From the very beginning
And I am following you
To the point to the truth.

Ultimate truth is death
And I am therein always
With your love and also
With your hate.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Invite You - Death

Let me invite you
To follow me, read my poems
And say freely what you think.
Let me invite you
To follow me to death,
The place of our dreams.

You are there that I know
From the very beginning
And I am following you
To the point, to the truth.

Ultimate truth is death
And I am therein always
With your love and also
With your hate.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Join

Let me join with You
I am missing here
O my dear, find me out.

Find me out, O my dear
I am missing here
Let me proceed higher and higher.

Let me proceed, O my dear
With You no where
Let me stay everywhere.

With a new beginning
You can find me here
Being a Truth worshiper.

Let me see You
O my dear, with a new look
Where I am taking shelter.

You are my shelter point
And You are here within me
Let me go in and in.

You are the means of
Attaining You, my dear
Let me go in to see You in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Kick A Ball

Let me kick a ball
Let me run
Let me hold a bat
Let me jump.

I am a girl
So what?
I have every right
To swim in the river
To bath in the sea
To cross the pool.

You are nobody
To check me
I have an equal right
To this space and time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Kill The Wind

Let me kill the wind
And stay here for ever,
I know the sweetness of
Windless atmosphere.

I want to live earthless life,
I know I am the earth,
But I want to go up above the earth
And enjoy the flow of life there.

Let me stay free, free from light.
I know I am the light here
With all music within,
I am the living lightning.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Kiss You

Let me kiss you, O my dear and
Let me see your face more beautiful.
I know, you await my kissing
To make your face more beautiful.
My kiss is the vanquisher of
All kinds of sins.
My creations my narrations
Is for you and for everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Kiss You For Truth

Let me kiss you,
Let me clarify
What for the kiss.
Let me kiss you,
Kiss for your struggle,
Struggle to survive
With all enemies.
Let me kiss you,
I know you are sacrificing
So much here
And loving all.
Still no one is able to
Recognize you, no one besides
You able to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Kiss, My Fair Beloved

Let me kiss, my fair beloved,
The air is telling me,
The sky is telling me.
The sky knows everything is
There on the earth,
The sky is the messenger
Or say associate of the sky.
They know fully well
I am here, on this earth
With all light and water.
They all trust me and
I am faithfully performing
My duties here, they know.
And I am taking all with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know

Let me know my body
Let me know my spirit
I consider both
In eternity.

Let me know the modes
Let me know the modifications
That are the cause of
All activities.

Let me describe myself
Externally and internally
What I am experiencing in my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know My Mother

Let me know my mother who has given me birth,
Let me know my language that is love and truth,
Let me know my land that is the earth

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know The Crows And

Let me know the crows and dogs here,
Let me know where are you, my dear.
Here I am in the power house of life
That is there in you in this summer.
I am so foolish, I am unable to know
what is night and what is day and where
are you going at this time.

My tongue is not working properly
And you said it is okay,
My eyes are not in a position to see
Then also you said it is okay.
My ears are not able to hear any sound
of this world and you said, my dear
you have won the war.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know The Truth

Let me know the truth
For which I am here with you.
Let me love you
For which I am here.
Let me see the light
And enjoy the life
For which I am here with you.
I know the truth is here
For which I love the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know What Is Love First

Let me know what is love first,
Then I will try to know who you are,
And what for you are here with me.
Let me know my own earth and
My own sky from where I want to fly.
In many ways I am related to you
That I agree and I want to make
A list of all that plus and minuses.
For my own own sustenance
I want to go with you whereever
And when ever you want me to stay.
I know what I need that is not with you
And yet you are agree to spare
You are also staying with time though.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know What You Feel

Let me know what you feel,
Let me know the hot and the chill.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know Who You Are

Let me know who you are,
Let me know where you are,
Let me know what is there.
Give me a chance to take care,
Give me a chance to remain fair,
Give me a chance to pluck the star.
Life has all the answer and I know
As I am with you as permanent pair.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Know Your Feeling

Let me know your feeling
That has the life.
Let me know the life,
That is really living.
Let me know the living
That has love and the truth.
Dear men, use your own method,
Method to implement own theory
That is clear like the sky.
Dear men, be transparent
Like the wrong and the right,
For your own benefit.
Your feeling has something,
Dear men, go with that without hesitating.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Laugh

Let me laugh,
Let me weep,
Let me dance
In ecstasy of love.

In love
No place of
Intolerance,
Violence
And unreason.

Let us live
In love,
Let us live
In peace,
With no bullets.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Learn

Let me learn,
Let me learn from you,
So many things
That you know
And experience.

Let me experience
My life, my world
And say a few words
That you can test
In day to day business.

Here in day to day
Business I see all
In clear terms and
I express without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Leave The Place

Let me leave the place,
Let me leave alone,
I know I am nobody to repeat
Anything anywhere again.

No needs to say no repetition
I am well aware of the situation.
Each and every moment I am confusing
And there is no place for my musing.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Liberate You

Let me liberate you
Through my poems
From all evil effects.

Let me speak the truth
Let me love you
You are the only truth.

And you are the good
Nothing to confuse, just
Act declaring yourself free.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Live Alone

Let me live alone,
I need no assistant,
I need no company.
I want to be engaged
In conversation with you.
Let me live alone,
You are there, my dear, in
My loneliness, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Live Many Times

Let me live many times,
Let me dream many times,
I want not to die but
I want to live,
I want many more dreams in life.

Let me live, let me live,
With so many hopes,
With so many prides.

I know, death is my creation,
But not the life.
I want to live.

I want to live
With your love
With the truth of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Live With Sheer Love And Devotion

Let me live with
Sheer love and devotion.

I love you, my dear,
And my love is not
To gain anything from you.
I love you, and I love
Only for the sake of love.

Let me say
You are my pride.
I want you to grow.

I expect nothing,
From you my dear.
But I love you
Only for love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Love All

Let me love all.

Love is here,
And here I am.
Love is there
And there you are.

Love is everywhere,
And everywhere
There is the sky,
There is the water
And the air and the light.

We are all here
Under the sky,
By the air and the water
And the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me love life
As because life is
The only truth.
Let me love life
As because truth
Is alive here.
I know life - as
The moving sky, as
The moving sea.
I know life - only
In love and only
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Love The Truth In You

Give not anything
That is harmful.
Give something
That is useful.

Let me use
My own energy
In a way
For the benefit
Of others.

Let me see
The thing
As it is.

Let me love
The truth in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Love You

Let me love you, my dear,
Let me stay here with you.

I am not separated from you,
I am rescued by you.

Let me go
I am here with you.

Leave me here,
Let me do what is best for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Love You First

Let me love you first,
Then I can utter words
And it is all prayer.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Merge

Let me merge in you,
And I allowed you
to merge in me.
We both are manifold
from one.
We are churned
And we are separated.
Hell and heaven differences
Are there between
you and me.
We are attached to each other,
We both are in the one
And in the same chapter.
We both are incapable
And dependent and weak.
Let me merge in you
As I allowed you to merge in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Move Free

Let me move free
I am here only
For your welfare.
Yes, I am yours,
Yours for ever.
See me I am within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Murmur

Let me murmur,
Let me stay still,
With air and
With the sky.

I want to experience
The earth.
I am the earth.

Life is the earth,
I offer my prayer
To the earth.

The earth is there
And nothing else,
Highest perfection is
There in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Name It Life

Let me name it life,
My language, my identity.

And I am with it,
With own words, own letters,
Own name, own fame.

All
Effect of time,
All
Godliness.

All my footsteps,
All magnetic murmurs.

All fit
Within me.

Own voice no echo.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Name One

Let me name one
Who is not here,
Let me search one
Who is with nature.
And here, see,
They are all happy
By rejecting and never
By accepting.
How foolish they are!
They are not able to
Know till date
And still they are there.
Let me name it - it is
Their passion and ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Deviate

Let me not deviate
Let me not deviate from
My speech and mind
I pray, from the truth.
Though the body is
Made of matter, my dear
Let me not destroy it
Before reaching the higher
Knowledge of Truth.
I know it in this body
There is somewhere
Truth and for this
I am here in love and
I am living for this love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Face Any Death

Let me not face any death,
I know, I am here not to die. I know though,
I am responsible for my own predicament.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Finished

I am not finished
Let me not finished
Anything anywhere.

I am above the sky
See me with your eyes
And say okay after locking key.

Return to earth
If you feel uneasy
Best is not to cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Go

Let me not go from you
To enjoy your company
For a while
Let me not go from you
To take your full blessing
For the time being
Let me not go from you
And stay on this earth
To see and understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Go Back

Let me not go back,
I am looking forward,
I am going forward.
I see sun before me,
I see all brightness with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Say You Beautiful

Let me not say you beautiful,
I know beautiful is nothing
But a fact that is not true.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Not Show My Power

Let me not show my power,
Let me think constructively
Every aspect of life.
Since you are my parts
And parcels of life, let me
Feel you not as an adversary
But as a contributory parts
Of my growing life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Now Begin

Let me now begin
Speaking on You, my dear
And here
Let me get pleasure.
I am fortunate
I have the opportunity
To hear from You
And see the line clear.
Here I am under You
And I am here for ever
And I know, with You
Nothing is called suffer.
O my dear, I know, You are
In air in sky in land and in water
It is Your wish how and where
When you appear when you disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me observe carefully
What is there here
And who is in fear.
Let me observe carefully
How to solve the problem
And when to start the journey.
Yes, as a poet I do not
Deviate from peace and love,
I know the truth here.
I know my words are nectar
And they are eager to
Keep all goodness for ever.
Let me observe carefully,
How to fulfill your purpose easily.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Offer Myself

Let me offer myself
To you, sir.

As you are ready to
Serve and work
For the mother,
For the motherland,
For the mother language,
Honestly, sincerely,
Without the slightest expectation
Of personal reward.

You are more than me, sir,
You are there busy in my works,
My works include the works
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Offer You

Let me offer you,
Let me offer you everything
That are with me here,
I know I have nothing.

Realizing the fact
I stood there before you,
And you, in return
Gave me everything
That are yours.

What is not yours?
And what are you
Not doing?
My life-breath would not
Be there without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Open My Account

Let me open my account,
Account of love, truth
And account of life, dear,
The real account with you.

Let me rise in your area,
I am a tiny creature
In your world, dear, but
I am with my own light.

I am the beginning
But not the end, dear.
I am transparent and
Enlightened, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Open The Eyes

Let me open the eyes
And see your face.
Let me hear your words
By closing the eyes.
Let me walk far in the sky,
Let me embrace the earth.
Let me tell the moon
The lifestyle of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Overthrown

Let me overthrown the sun,
Let me pull the stars,
Let me rise the sea
And allow me to
Reunite with You.

The sky is falling
And I am busy in preparation
To go outside.
I am writing about
The light and the wild beast.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Pass

And if you don't
Be ready to face
The consequences.
Crossing five main
Obstacles you can
Reach me, my dear
neutrality servitude
Friendship parental love
And also conjugal love.
Let me pass through
Amazement humor chivalry
compassion fury fear and dread
You just surrender and be happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Pass Through

Let me pass through this body
From boyhood to youth to old age
To the eternity and let me say
This is the natural process to
Touch to experience the Truth
Let me observe all formalities
Just to satisfy others and let
Them give a chance to follow.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Pass Through Eternity

Let me pass through towns, villages,
Natural forests, nursery gardens,
Flower gardens, valleys, mines,
Agricultural lands, hills, mountains,
Rivers, reservoirs of water, air, clouds,
Light and the sky with the bees and
Singing birds.
Let me know the life that is there,
In lotus flowers, that is bamboo pipes,
Far from the snakes, owls and jackals.
Let me sit down alone here
On this holy place and watch
The turning of pages of history
On the light of my own footsteps.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Permit To Tell You

Let me permit to tell you,
But what is there to tell,
I know not, I know everything
Is open and transparent
Like the blue sky.

And where is the blue sky,
It is definitely within you.
You may asked yourself and
Get the answer you desire,
Believ me not, if I am a liar!

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Play

Let me play
And I never play.

Going in to the sea
I caught fish
That was not mine.

The sun rises and
The sun sets
Cause and effect.

Let me go
With necessary proof
That I was here.

It is called change
It is not You
But I.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Proceed

Let me proceed further
My dear let me proceed.

Hence further You
Can not find me here
You can not find me.

You are mistaken
If you interrupt me
In the middle my dear.

Let me proceed further
I am here for ever
It is you who is a passer.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Proceed Forward

Let me proceed forward
with new generation
with new hope
with new expectation.
Let me proceed with you
my dear son, not as a father
but as a partner
from year to year.

Nothing to ask,
Nothing to say,
but I am with you
under this blue sky
to search a new thing
for you, only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Proceed With You

Let me proceed with you, dear,
Let me proceed with you at this time.

This time is yours, I know dear,
And at this time I suffer without any reason.

But the reason is there in the market-higgles,
To enjoy the market, though hilarious is difficult.

Difficult is the life, and to proceed further my dear, as
We are on the beach in between the ebb and flow of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Put The Question Again

Let me put the questions again -
What are you doing for others?
And what for you are living here?
All the questions have the same answer,
Just gather all within you dear.

And I am unalloyed, know it
From my day to day activities.
I am for you all here for the purpose of
Living and confirming life for love.

Love means to give all to others,
Love means living with the truth,
Love means I am here for you,
Love means the whole truth.

When I say I love you,
I mean to say my all is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Quit

Let me quit
Let me quit all.

Let me listen
Let me listen Your call.

I know
I know I am highest of all.

I know
I know You and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Quit And Go

Let me quit
And go,
Where I want to.
But where to go
Not within my
Imagination.

Tell me
The name of this place,
And tell me how to
Go from here.

I am not able to
Know anything here
And still I think
I am full with knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Quote Macaulay

Let me quote Lord Macaulay,
Supposed to be from a speech
Given to the British Parliament
In 1935;
'I have travelled across the length
And breadth of India and I have
Not seen one person who is a beggar,
Who is a thief. Such wealth I have seen
in this country, such high moral value,
People of such calibre, that I do not
Think we would ever conquer this country,
Unless we break the very backbone
Of this nation, which is here spiritual
And cultural heritage, and, therefore, I
Propose that we replace her old and ancient
Education system, her culture, for if
The Indians think that all that is foreign
and English is good and greater than
Their own, they will loss their self esteem,
Their native self-culture and they will become
What we want them, a truly dominated nation.'

Real development of any one, my dear
Is there on his own earth, thorough his
Own mother-tongue and that we should aim at.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Reach

Let me reach
The end of sorrow,
Let me touch the truth.

Truth is life,
Life is in nature
But I have to
Cross the nature
To reach the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Read Your Message

Let me read your message,
The message of love and truth.

Love and truth - both are here,
here with me for you.

For you, I am there within your hearts,
For me, you are there with me.

I have no numerical strength, I know,
But for you, I am here as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Realize

Let me realize
Only you
Whatsoever may happen.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Realize The Self

Let me realize the self,
The truth, the love. I find
Nothing obstacle here.
The seed of peace is
Within me and I am here
Without seed of life.
I am in a tied up state,
I am free, as you said, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Reflect

Let me reflect
In my poems
How long
You will remain
With me,
And how long
I will remain
With you.
And while reflecting
Let me stay
In love and
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Rejoice

Let me rejoice
Hearing Your tales
Let me rejoice
Seeing Your sights
Let me rejoice
Singing Your praises
O my dear, I know
My ears are not like snake holes
I know, my eyes are not like peacock's tail
I know, my head is not like bitter pumpkins
I am not dead, I am alive see and
I am living with You, my dear
And I realized my tongue is not like that of a frog
I am not hard not adamant and not cruel, I am Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Remember Your Help

Let me remember your help
Let me remember your love.

I am the fool who failed to know you,
O my dear, but I have faith on you.

Go not from me, build not a wall between us,
I remember your love, I remember you in full.

I am yours, I never differentiate you from me,
I love you, I am not telling anything else but love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Replace

Let me replace
red tape with
a red carpet.
It is the right
time to go with
humanity for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Reside

Within You, my dear
I would not heed
Anybody's prohibitions.

I want nothing and
I want no knowledge
No intelligence no wealth
And nothing I want to reside only.

I want to reside
Within You, my dear
Let me allow by forgiving
And forgetting all my sins if any.

It is You who knows what I am
I am here, see me, what You Yourself has made.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Reside Within You

Let me reside
Within You, my dear
I would not heed
Anybody’s prohibitions.

I want nothing and
I want no knowledge
No intelligence no wealth
And nothing I want to reside only.

I want to reside
Within You, my dear
Let me allow by forgiving
And forgetting all my sins if any.

It is You who knows what I am
I am here, see me, what You Yourself has made.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Return To My Root

Let me return to my root,
I know my root is in you.

And you are here and you are there and
I am within you dazzling like a star.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Rise

Let me rise from
Every fall.
See, I am
not falling at all.
The fact is
there is no place
to fall.

I am living my life,
It is my virtue
It is my honor.
I am living here
and I know this place
is full of knowledge
and nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Run Away

Let me run away
From my own thought,
Let me run away, my dear.
I see no where drought.

Though here it is shadow
I am on the bank of a river,
Where I lighted the lamp.
Feel, life and death are partners.

Let me cross the moon and
Let me wander in the forest,
I declared myself the best
And I ran away, no street
Is there though anyway
I proposed and I know my only act.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sacrifice My Life

Let me sacrifice my life
For the benefit of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Salute First My Mother

My mother,
No one is superior to my mother.
My mother,
Let me salute first to my mother.
My mother,
On my motherland, I am here with my mother.
My mother,
Let me talk, with my brothers
With a language, that belongs to my mother.
My mother,
Let me devote my life, for
All out welfare of my mother.
My mother,
For me, the living god, most wonderful creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Salute You

Let me salute you, O James Foley,
I salute you for your bravery.
I salute you for your courage,
I salute you for your dedication.
Your beheading evoked rightly
world-wide condemnation.
It is really barbaric, gruesome
and chilling. It is touching.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say A Fact

Let me say a fact, my dear and
Remember that this world is
Separating from us
Every moment.

And hence perceive
This world as non-existent
O my dear, and see the pure
Supreme Reality is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say A Few Words

Relating to this earth
This earth is ours and
We are here since when
Not known to us.

We are on this earth
And this earth is for us
What is the purpose
I do not know and still
I am here with You.

O my dear, that I am
Telling You neither small
Nor big and telling You
How the life-tree survive
In this wonderful land.

This wonderful land is
Full of air and water
O my dear, try to live
Without all these as because
Everything is not necessary for life.

Life itself is unique
And we are dancing to the tune
Of time and time is far ahead
Of us and I am sure
It is nothing but a drama.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say Again

Let me say again
This body is my chariot
Wherein, you, the intellect
Is the charioteer,
Wherein, you, the mind
Acts as reins,
Wherein, you, the senses
Act as horses,
And I am going on the road,
That is the time
And time is nothing,
It is my own creation
With the help of the dream
And dream is nothing, but my own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say Each And Everyday

Let me say each
And everyday
Is a woman's day.
Without a woman
How dare you
See the day!

Who is not a woman?
Let me ask.
Is there not a woman
There, within you
And also
Within me sir?

Woman is the air here,
Woman is the water.
Woman is the pillar,
And woman is the concrete
Life giver.
Woman is the earth,
Without the earth
You cannot see the sky.
Without the sky
Where shall you fly!

You are all within women,
And women are within you.

You are not but
Woman is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say Frankly

School and colleges are
Now slaughter house
Of true men.
I feel the present
System of education
Is geared to
Sense gratification.
The present teachers
Have no knowledge about
The true meaning of religion.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say In Simple Language

Let me say in simple language
To all to live together
In peace and love.
Let me say stop violence
And chaos
And end terrorism.
Let me request you all
To remain faithful to humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say No

Let me say no, no, no.
If you so like
You may call me a rebel.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say On Each And Every Day

Let me say on each and every day
The sun is coming out from
The black holes of our life,
And we are getting light from
The sun here afresh.
We are the stars and we are there
With the density of infinity
Without losing our singularity.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say On This Day

Let me say a few lines,
On this independence day,
To you all, my dear;
Let there be peace within us,
Let there be no hostility amongst us,
Let our studies be brilliant,
Let there be no terror,
Let us share values and
Mutual benefits with all.
Let there be no suppression,
Let there be a will to live,
To excel and to love and to know
The truth. And let us be ready to face
Each and every challenge.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say On Water Flows

See my life that is not slow.

All illusive fair feeling
All crisis are long term vanishing.

Are you shocking?
And shocking has nothing to do
When we all are missing.

We are all culprits here
Tragedy is we judge ourselves.

Despite so much imports
We have nothing to support.

Important point to note
No pin pointed survey as yet
And all the doors closed suo motu.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say Te Amo In Spanish - Lovely November

Let me say Te amo in Spanish,
Let me say I love you in English,
Let me say Mu tumaku bhala pae in Odiaa,
Let me say everything here in this month
As I know this November is the month to love,
As I know November is the most disagreeable
Month in the whole year and love is its conjunction.
I know some poets have forgotten uttering November,
As they know November is a month of burglaries,
Burglaries of love and affection.
November is the month of ice and rain fall
Especially In London, where there is at present
My lovely, lovely, lovely, little son Suman,
Let me say take care beta, enjoy life with fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say The Cat As Cat

Let me say the cat as cat,
Let me know the points of Identification if any.

Being an agent, see me here
And I am describing your beauty
In rain and in hot sun.

Let me sing in the ice
Let me see who am I
Let me acquire knowledge as such.

I am what I am and not
What I am not,
Test me in the knot.

Nothing is trivial
You may called it a trial.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say You A Tree

Let me say you a tree, my dear poet,
Your thoughts are the roots of life,
Your words are the branches,
And your writing poems are the leaves.
I salute you, my dear poet for your thought.
You are thinking always for
the welfare of all in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say You Are

Let me say you are there,
You are the world, and
You are for all welfare.
Let me not clarify
Who you are and where from
You came to this world.
You are free from all clutches,
Everything good is here
With your influence.
You are the best let me
Say again before all
In loud voice.
You are my love,
You are my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say You Son Of Demon

Let me say you son of demon
If your father is bound
By the material laws
If your father is addicted to
Sense gratification and
His target is woman
Your father is
Shackled to material bondage
No matter time and place
O my dear let me say you
Please give up the association
Of your father and adhere to
The association of Truth
And liberate yourself from shackles.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Say, My Dear

Let me say, my dear, you are the truth,
And truth cannot be false, that I know,
What I know, that is truth, always the truth.
Being truth, you are living a truthful life always,
Being truth, you are speaking the truth, throughout your life,
And if you decide to tell a lie, even for a day, you cannot do,
Even you take an oath to tell a lie, even if you die, your oath
Would prove to be true, it is truth, and only truth,
And truth and that is everywhere, truth is eternal, truth is natural.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Search

Let me search where you are.
Let me see what is there.
Let me call the bird.

I know the bird is flying away
towards the sky and
I know I am the sky.

I am not the bird,
the bird is within me though.

I am calling the bird
with my own words.
And the words are
cheating me,

I am being cheated every time
only by me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Search Someone

Let me search someone,
Who is ready to take me away.
Let me welcome someone,
Who is here with me always.

That someone is you,
That I know.
And I know you fear me
As I love you and I'm in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Search The Truth

Let me search the truth,  
The truth is I discover  
Myself in you.  
You are really  
What I am there.  
I know, you are  
My forgiveness,  
My dear son.  
Let me congratulate you  
On this day of your birth.  
You are there the truth  
As I am here.  
You are my virtue.  
You are as truth as  
My own mother.  
You are my knowledge  
Like, my father.  
You are my religion  
Like, my brother.  
You are my peace  
Like, my wife.  
You are my compassion  
Like, my friend.  
My dear son, come on,  
No one on this earth  
Can make you fall.  
You are there  
To rise like the morning sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See And

Let me see and
Let me experience
And let me say the truth.

Let me say the truth
That is here
With you.

There is a few and
They suffer swine flu.

Let them know
The life's value.

Let them probe
And find the truth.

Truth is there
That is near and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See And Foretell

Let me see
And let me foretell
About the things
That are to take place
In future.
No flaw is there in me,
I am sure, like
Mistake, illusion,
Cheating and imperfection.
I believe in
Non-violence.
I live with truth.
I live in peace
With universal brotherhood.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See And Look

Let me see and look
More and more and more..
Let me hear and listen
More and more and more..
And I realize I have
Nothing to do besides
Seeing and listening.
I find no words to utter.

It is you who has
Taken away my words.
It is you who has
A great love for me.
It is you who is delivering
Lectures day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See Life

Let me see life
As it is,
Let me enjoy life
Where it is.

And I see everywhere
And in everything
There is life and
Life is in Truth.

Nothing but the Truth
I am taking oath
I am telling what I see
And telling on oath.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See My Life

Let me see my life,
Let me go wherever I like,
You are mine,
This world is mine.

I am connected to you,
You are connected to me
through this air and water
and through the sun and earth.

Neither I am small,
Nor you are big,
Neither you are from heaven
Nor I am from hell.

This world is ours, and
We are for each others.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See My Pride

Let me see my pride, my dear
Let me see my own pride and
Tears it up by roots
And it is only possible
by Your grace, my dear
Only by Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See My Way

Let me see my way,
Let me know my name,
Let me go with my light,
Let me say that I like.

I like to say I love you.
I like to say what is truth.
Truth is there in my body-temple,
Without truth my body is destructible.

Let me go on my way
Slowly and steadily
At daybreak.
Let me listen the music
Of the stars
In my empty lake.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See The World

Let me see the world
From your point of view,
Let me see You.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You

Let me see you,
Touch you,
Bow down to you,
Worship you,
Serve you.

My love,
My dear,
My truth.

You are my sacred earth,
Real sky.

You are my faith,
My identity.

But I am bewildered
With your words and activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You In Full

Let me see you in full,
I want to see you both
In manifest and unmanifest
Forms of life here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You In Me

Let me see you in me,
As I am in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You New

Let me see you new
In this new year, my dear.
I am yours here.
I love you and I
Like to see you
Always new, new.
I am your king,
You are my queen.
Let us play the game
Of no loss no gain.
Neither we are fat
Nor we are thin.
And we are here
Only to shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You, O My Dear

Let me see You, my dear
Let me touch You
Let me serve You
Let me worship You
Let me glorify You
Let me offer You everything.

Let me develop attachment
Fort hearing and chanting
Only Your name, qualities
And pastimes, my dear
Let me remain always
In meditation upon You
Let me sing and dance
In accordance with Your music.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See You, My Dear

Let me see you in full, my dear,
Stay there like this for a few minutes.
But I know staying in tact is not possible
Even on your part.
Any way I may be allowed to see you
In the light of the morning sun and
Also in the dark night of no moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See Your Face

Your face,
Let me see Your face,
Your face is deep dark
And white that is
Brightest that is
Purest.

Let me see Your face,
Your face is the symbol
Of excellence and
Praise worthy,
Your face shows how
Tranquil Your soul.

Your face tells me You are
Immeasurable embodiment of eternal bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me See Your Smile

Let me see your smile
Your smile is my voice.
Here is my voice in your smile
Your smile tells me how you are wise.
Your smile makes the sky dance
And the dance of your smile makes the earth fly.
I am the earth I am the sky
I want to live in your smile.
Please smile please smile
I want to see your smile.
I want to see the air flowing
I want to see the bud blooming.
Let me see your smile
Let me clear my life is in your smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Seek You

Let me seek you
On this land
In the sky
Beneath the sea
And let me know
Where you are not.
I want to know
Your limit,
I want to see
Your wakeful eyes
That is there to
Removes all trace of
Sorrows from my hearts.
How do you do
That I want to know,
You are the infinite
But a line is there
Between you and me.
Let me know the meaning,
Meaning of this life
With you here at this time.
And for this I seek you,
I seek you, my dear
For love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Serve You

Let me serve You
Through Your people
Let me serve Your people
Through You, my dear.

Be pleased always
With us
We are ignorant
Mistakes are common features.

We are nothing
But fools and rascals
And going after temporary
Illusory happiness.

Everybody is living here
In his own way
Let me give respect to him
As You are within.

Nature is there
River is there
And I am with the river
Flowing day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Serve You - We Cry For Thee

We cry for thee, We live for thee.
You are my magnificent and adorable language.
I am blind without you.
And I am unable to discriminate right and wrong.
You are here with me and ready to give nectar of righteousness.
You are my land, You are my language.
You are my mother.
Let me serve you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Share

Let me share
All my worries
Amm my joys
With you.
I know, you
Are the truth.
I am more like
A statue.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sing The Song

Let me sing the song
Come come come come
Let me sing the song.

Here are You my dear
I am Yours dearest dear
And I am Yours dearest dear
To sing nature I am a singer.

Let me sing the song
Come come come come
Let me sing the song.

My sin my virtue
My sadness my happiness
Everything is You.

I am dancing here only for You
And You are here only for me
Let me sing let me sing let me sing.

Nothing is to loss nothing is to miss
I am Yours and let me give a kiss
I am Yours and You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sit On The Chair

Let me sit on the chair,
But let not the chair
Sit on me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sketch A Man

Let me sketch a man,
Excuse me, I failed
To catch a human.

I lack two things;
To see a man in proper way
And to leave the earth
and fly in the sky.

A notice has been
Received to explain
as to why I am a man.

Excuse me, till date
I am unable to submit,
My explanation in
Proper channel.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sleep

Let me go with my dream.

Let me describe
What I am.

Let me say
What I want.

I am here
With You.

And You are
Leaving me.

Let me understand
What is going on.

You are here
As a patient.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sleep - I Want To Sleep

It is midnight
Let me sleep.

Let me sleep as
I do not want to
Know the difference
Between a day
And a night.

Here it is mid-day
Let me sleep.

Tell the sun
Who is on the top
Of our heads to
Go away from
The center point.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Sleep And

Let me sleep and
Before I sleep
Let me tell You
Everything that are
Here with me openly
And let me share You
My life at every stage
So as not to face
Any disruption anywhere
In the days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Speak

I am here to speak,
Let me speak
In your words,
About you.
But who you are
That I know not.
You have given me
The hints.
Let me speak,
I am here to speak.
I know how to
Make the words truth.
I know not how
The truth is to be expressed.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Speak Frankly

Let me speak frankly
Good is not always good
Good is not good for all
In the same degree.

Let me speak frankly
Good differs
And diverse
And so good is not true.

Nothing is there called good
It is relative and
Not final
This is my appraisal.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Speak, Dear Friends

Let me speak, dear friends,
About you to you, the truth.
Nothing confidential,
Nothing difficult to understand.

Being the poet, I know
The pleasing atmosphere,
The blooming lotuses,
Attractive bees and birds,
Chirping and soft murmuring and all,
Beautiful trees and forests,
River, sand, water.

Let me speak, dear friends,
How I am at the center
And you are all my near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stand Here

Let me stand here
On this earth and
Let me use my language
And let me stay
Here with dignity.
My language gives me
Scholarship and gives
Me a chance to revive.
My language is my life,
Let me build my future
With my thought
On my earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Start Afresh

Let me start afresh
this life, this journey.
Let me catch the truth
Let me see the light.

It is true I am facing
unending questions but
all questions have only
one answer that is love.

And if love is there,
you can get everything.

Let me start afresh
this journey towards love.

Let me uncovered the mystery,
Let me read my own history.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Start With Air

It is there,
Let me start
With star.
The star, the air
All are there.
It is wheat
it is bread,
It is rice,
It is dal
I am in need
At this moment.
Allow me to
Express myself
In this dark night.
I want some sound
I want some light
But it is you
The obstacle
On the way.
I myself changed
My plan, my expectation.
But nothing changed
In character, in items.
I love, I desire,
But it's not enough
For life. I know
Life is a continuous process
Like the air deep in this earth,
Like the star high on the sky.
Let me start with myself,
And I am what I am on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Alone

Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
And let me stay
As a sensible man.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
With emotion
With caution.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
My emotion my sensation
Is mine and it is
For general welfare.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Always

Let me stay always in Truth
Let me stay in full consciousness
Let me stay in Your bliss.
Let my life be used
In the sense of reality and goodness
Let my life be used
In the sense of praiseworthy and
Auspicious action.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay As A Man Of Truth

Let me stay as a man of truth,
Let me love you, only to you.
Love is life I know, here
I cannot live without you anymore.

Let me love you more and more,
Let the truth comes to light from the core.
Life is here in me and I am living,
How to stay with you for ever- a question.

Answer me please, I love you dear,
With you only I can stay here with no fear.
Let me go to you, tell me the procedure,
I am here waiting for you, I know though
You are here inside me from the very beginning,
You are shining that I know with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Free From

Let me stay free from all fears.
I care not the body,
As I know it is
Perishing at every moment.
I care you, as I know
You are far above the body.
See me. I am far from the body
And also far from fears.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Here Without Words

Let me stay here without words,
Let me love the nature and
Perceive the things as they are.

Let me fly with my own feathers,
Let me go to the river to fetch water,
Let me stay as a tree and allow all
Here to take my leaves, fruits and flowers.

Let me measure the depth of my own self,
Let me know who I am and what for I am here.

Let me hear my own sound and let me
Recite my own poems with the readers
Present here for the purpose of
Opening a new chapter that is near.
I am the running time that is here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Peaceful

Let me stay peaceful.
But where is peace?
I am equal to all,
I am also a friend to truth.
But the truth has so many enemies,
That I have to remember.
But I have to search my own friends
And to coordinate all entities.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Still

Let me stay still,
Let me in constant
Communion with you.
I know, you are
The only truth.
I know you are
Above cold and heat,
Above joy and sorrow,
Above honor and dishonor.
You are in the midst of
All antithetical pairs.
Let me stay with you.
Let me know not what is
Favorable and what is unfavorable.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay Unalloyed

Let me stay unalloyed all days
With You as I am from birth
I know to stay unalloyed
Is the highest order, my dear.

Let me execute
Let me execute my works
Perfectly here with all
With all positiveness in me
And let them realize what for
They are here during this period.

Let me arise and say something
That is the words of all
The best creation best obligation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Stay With Love

Let me stay with love
Let me stay with truth
Let me stay in this world
To show all life's value.

Make me free of all sins
Tell me all sweet and
Loving words as I am a
Part and parcel of exhibit squad.

I am not far
I am near and inseparable
From You, my dear
See here in this light.

I am what You are
You are not what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Submit

Let me submit
What is good and pure.

Let me be sure
In this world of cure.

What can I do here
Nothing and nothing for tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Surrender

Let me surrender
Everything to this earth
Including my life, my body.
Let me stay here nameless,
Worthless. let me stay
Here with nothingness.
Ask me not who I am
Ask me what is left with me
And see and feel not even
A movement in ether.
I am the air, I am the atmosphere.
I am here, you are here,
Remember, for you, what is with me
I am ready to surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Swallow

Let me swallow
The fire, the air.
I want to live
A life fair.

I want to see
Things unseen.
Let me live
In full screen.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Take Bath

By listening to you,
By touching you, dear,
Let me take bath,
Let me purify myself,
Let me continue my journey,
Beyond and within
The jurisdictions
That belong to you.
Let me satisfy you,
But how, let me know.
Here, see,
The condition is chaotic.
But I am observing for good,
I am here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Take Birth

O my dear,
If You want me
To take birth
And accept a body again
Let me take birth
In the home of Your
Servant's servant
Who so ever he may be
All I want
Life after life is
Unmotivated devotional
Service to You
I want to serve You
This is for me real liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Take Delight

Let me take delight
In telling the truth
And telling all about you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Take Pleasure

Let me take pleasure
In describing the glories
Of the truth.
And the truth is
I am your son,
You are my mother
And I am on your land,
And I am talking
With my mother tongue
And getting nectar
At every moment here.
And the truth is
I am yours and you are
For all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Take You Home

I know where is home,
Let me take you home.
Home, home, sweet home,
You cry and I hear in dome.

I know what you do
And in your deeds
I discover where I am
But I am unable to find you.

Are you at the mercy
of the sound? I am here
Soundless, see, my dear.
Your anger is my wealth,
Keep it in tact and use it
At the time of needs.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Talk To You

Let me talk to you,
Let me touch you,
Let me think of you,
Let me behold you,
With all my purity.
Let me stay without
Egoism and sense of mine.
Let me stay free from
Attachment and aversion,
Pleasure and pain,
Desire and wrath.
Let me discover you
Within my own heart,
You are my only chart,

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Teach And Let Me Realize

Let me teach you,
Let me realize the truth.
Let me know the grass,
Let me know
The glory of the flowers.
I am a man of disinterestedness,
But I am a man of
Intellectual curiosity.
Let me discover the newness
In all things here.
I have my own reasons
For my own living.
I am thinking only
About myself here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Teach You

Let me teach you
How to do good
To others.
I know I am
Nobody to do anything
At any time.
I know nothing
Remains to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Tell A Few Words

True,
The world is
Nonsensical.
Yet, with all
Sensitiveness,
Let me tell a few words.
That can make you
Stand ahead of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Tell You

Let me tell you
Actual knowledge
That was with you
Let me tell you
The falsehood.

O my friend
what is false
can you tell me
without knowing truth
And truth is
With you
Find it out.

Let me tell you
What you are doing
O my friend
And you are doing
Nothing and for nothing.

Nothing is everything
And everything is nothing
Mind it my dear
And everything is
Happening that are unseen
Have power to see
With you that nothing
That everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Tell You A Demon

Let me tell you a demon
As you dressed as ruler and
Politicians but doing nothing
Actually for benefit of others
You failed to protect
The innocent and children
You are barking and
Fighting like dogs
And for you the public
In general are here to suffer
And you are misleading all
Away from the path of Truth
For true benefit I am sure
You have nothing to offer.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Tell You Without Reason

Let me tell you,
You are lost.
While telling,
I am cent percent
Correct, I am sure.
When I am telling
The truth, the ultimatum,
No publicity is
Required for me.
Let me tell you,
How you are suffering
In the hands of time.
And how you are
Helpless without reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Test

Good or bad,
Love or hate,
Let me test.

Let me test,
Nothing or everything,
Past or present.

Past or present,
But life is talent.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me think of you, sir
And If I don't do so
No one can be more
Ungrateful that I.

Yes I am able to think,
Yes I am able to do
What I think and that's why
I am a human being.

Yes i do love,
Love all irrespective of
Birth, color, religion and
That's why I am going towards
Perfection and I know love is
Not for decay, extinction and satiation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Think What Is Mine

Let me think what is mine.
Sunshine is not belongs to the sun,
And the sun is not able to use it
To gives all proper life!
Moonlight is not belongs to the moon
And the moon is not able to use it
To gives all medicines and peace!
Like that my dear, I am not able to
Use my own mother-tongue in my native
To make myself prosper and bloom
Like the red rose or marigold.
I am also not able to use my tone and
Tongue freely everywhere
To make you understand my feeling.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Tolerate All

Let me tolerate all taunts
Of my friends and brothers here,
I know you are there in me
As my strength always
Without any condition.
As a poet, as a truthful person,
See me, I am tolerating all
The tortures and I see
The stones of hills are like
The stack of cotton,
The air and water all are
In my favour and they are all
Giving me life here and here
I am dazzling like the star above.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Touch Every Flower

Let me see and let me touch
Every leaf and every flower
Since I am with them there.

Weather is clear and we are
All together in the air
And in the water with pleasure.

Here, life is with us and we are
Very clear with us for the purpose of
Living in winter or in summer.

We are free to use one another
Earth is our mother and the sky
Is our father, we are all together.

Let the life patter,
Let the life sweeter and sweeter.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Touch You

Let me touch you, my dear,
See and feel everything is
Here in my touch.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Train You

Let me train you
For good,
For truth.
I know you are
Ready to do the needful.
I know you are
Not there to break the vow.
But wait,
Let the time come.
And you are to
Show your maturity.
I know your both side,
And I want to train you
How to stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Travel All Over The World

Let me travel all over the world,
The earth is curing me, and I am
Cured of all diseases here with
The sweet sounds of the birds and
With the touch of scented flowers.
Everything and everybody - my
The friend here and I belong to each one
Let me clear we are one and the same.
All living and non-living creatures
Are my parts and parcels and I am
With them and moving all around
The globe with the brilliant sun and
Sweet moon for the purpose of nectar
And without any war, we declared the victor.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Trespass

Let me trespass
To the world of
Words silently.
Yours sincerely
I am, my dear.
Let me travel
In to your heart
With proper care.

Think about me,
If you so like,
Forgetting every
Titbits my dear.
You are my inner voice and
I am your silent listener.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Try To

Let me try to
Control myself,
You can be known
Only by the self.

I am well aware
You are not far,
Not far from me,
I can know you
by the reach of
my senses and mind,
only through love.

Let me define you
through the space
time, person and things
that are available with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Understand Life

Life, let me understand,
Let me understand life.
Life is all written,
All written - life.

Moment to moment
It is all changing,
Life, motionless,
Life moves with a pause.

All words all actions,
All reflections, all scattered.
Life blank,
All repeat everywhere.

All for life,
Life for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Understand The Truth

Let me understand the truth
Let me know what is pleasure
What is pain in real sense.

Let me understand, my dear
The real meaning of satisfaction
What is what in the hot and cold sky.

Let me conclude my dear, life is
Such and such here within this time
That has ever existed, exists now and will ever exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Understand You

Let me understand You, my dear
Let me see You in Your original form.

I do not want anything wonderful
I want only You only You.

Let me live here in peace with You
Let me live here in peace with You.

I love You I love You I love You
I know without love I have nothing to chew.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Wait

Let me wait
Only for you,
As I know
You are the truth.
Let me wait
For the truth
As I know
Truth is love
And love is life.
Let me know life
That is there
In your smile.
Let me smile,
As Mother Teresa said
Smile is the beginning of love.
Let me love
Love is the only truth
Of each life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Walk In Your Courtyard

Let me walk in your courtyard,
Let me sleep under your mango tree.
Let me smile seeing your face,
Let me get the truth in your house.
Let me light the lamp that is there,
Let me catch the star in the fire.
Let me obtain a coupon to enter,
Let me ride the courser to go out from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Wander

Let me wander here,
Let me wander.
I am the truth,
I am the love.

My presence is
Everywhere, see.
I exist, I am
Your inner guide.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Watch You

Let me watch you
At every moment here,
My dear, you are my love.

But in love, nothing to watch,
That I know from the sky.

Let me fly, my dear,
Like the butterfly and
Permit me to sit on
That yellow-flower,
That is yours.

See, I am in motion,
On this motionless time.
See, I am within you,
And you are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Welcome You

Let me welcome You O my dear
And for this I have planted
At the gate of my house
Plantain trees mango leaves
Decorated the road nicely
Flags garlands are also here
I have also paid due respect
To Your servitors
I have thoroughly cleansed
Everywhere and moistened with
Scented water and fruits flowers
Sugarcane full water pots
And articles for Your worship
Incense and candles
Unbroken seeds are strewn here there
Please come and see me, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Welcome You, O My Dear

Let me welcome You, O my dear
Come come come, You are welcome
Take Your seat in the middle
See me I am in the south-west
O, all blessings are there in the north-east
From there I am getting energies from the south-east
Look me I am saved in the southern quarter
No enemy dare to attack me from western quarter, I know
In the northern quarter I am fixed already in my duty
O mine of compassion, You are in the eastern quarter
Come come come, You are welcome, You are welcome
Here I am submitting You my eyes-flowers
My hearts-leaf my tears-water, O ocean of nectar
Come come come, You are my Mother, You are my Father
You are my Brother, You are my Sister, come come
I am here and it is only for You my dear
Occupy, O my dear, this bejeweled seat of my hearts
I know my dear, You are the seed and devotion
That cure all ills everywhere within and with out
I am calling You my dear, I am welcoming You
Come come wash Your feet wash Your hands with this water
Come come this is the water rinsing the mouth with
Come come this is the water for performing ablutions with
O my dear, come come, take this raiment take this ornaments
Take this sandal-paste flowers and burning incense
Though I know You are the light of all lights I am showing
You this light that is within me
O my dear, come come and take this food and see
Here is the water for rinsing the mouth again
Here is the betel-leaves with other ingredients
For cleansing and scenting the mouth
Come come come, O my dear, You are welcome
See and hear I am writing for You I am singing for You
Here is the water for slaking thirst
See I am offering my salutation to You
Come come come come, You are welcome, O my dear
Pardon me, for any mistake that are committed by me
Anywhere at any time, I know with Your presence
Nothing is a crime, come come come to me.
Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Work Uninterrupted

Let me work
Uninterrupted.
Let me see and
Observe all
Uninterrupted.

Interruption is
Nothing but
Interference in
The field and
Not giving a
Freehand to
Comprehend.

Let me proceed ahead
To touch the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Worship You

Let me worship you
by your things,
Let me see you
by your eyes.

But the eyes are not you
Though you are the eyes,
Things are yours
though you are not the things.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write

Let me write,
Let me write about You.
You are the Truth,
You are the love.

Let me write about You
And You are here within me
And You are also there
Outside me.

You are the Truth
And it is necessary
To write about You,
Let me write.

You are the Love
And You are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write And Recite

Let me write and recite
My own poems deep
Within my heart.
Let me write and recite
My own poems that are
The only truth and
The joy of the whole cosmos.
Let me glance at you,
Through my poems.
Let me dedicate my life
Only for you.
I am all but your fragments,
And you are the truth and
In it my life is rising full.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write For All

Let me write for all,
Let me love all,
Let me give a scope to all
To know the truth,
We are one and the same,
Though in different
Name and fame and caste
And religion and sex.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write Poems

Let me write poems
More and more and more
Only for you in new year.
Let me love you
More and more and more
As I know it only truth.
Let me live here
In peace in new year.
New year, new year,
Let me utter your name
Always day and nights
In water in air
In light in dark and let
My life be straightforward.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write Something

Let me write something
And everything about you,
Dear valentine.
Let me say who you are
Here and there.
Let me sacrifice everything
For you only as I know
You are the enjoy-er
Of all sacrifices.
I am intoxicated
And you are the intoxicant.
I accept you in to to
I know you are the result
And the fruits and the roots.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write What I Like

Let me write what I like,
And what I feel truth here
And also there where you stay.

I know you are mute and motionless,
But I love you for your light and your joy,
Let my love be continued till the time is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Me Write With All Alphabets

Let me write,
I feel incomplete
if I don't write.

I have a dream
And to fulfill that
I am writing.

Let me write,
and for this
I am robing the mute.

I am writing
Only not to write
but to amaze all.

And I am writing
with all alphabets.

Gajanan Mishra
Let mode of ignorance
nor delude you, my dear.
Let the power be there
with you, to discriminate
proper and improper.
Be not childish, my dear,
having no sense of duty.
Improve your life
through good education,
scriptures and good company.
Keep under control
your mind, speech and body,
Keep with you always
gentleness and humility.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My

Let my posterity
Be cut off
Let my name
Be blotted out.

Let me purified
Internally and
Externally and
let me infused
With all energy.

Let my run
Be in smooth course
From the beginning
To the very end
Let me prove what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Error Be Wiped Out

Let my error be wiped out,
My error is I am telling
I am living on this earth.
Let me dissolved in the air,
Let me go with the higher version of war,
Let me face not any other power.
My error is I am a man of don't care.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Eyes See

Let my eyes see,
Let my body feel,
Let my time pass
Touching me.

I am the distance,
I am the space,
I am to learn
From me.

Violence is within,
Peace is within,
Let me select
What to keep.

Let my shadow dance,
Let the fire
Burn me in dark,
Let the dog bark.

Who says
The tree is there
To tolerate all?
Who says I am a doll?

I have my own legs to
Proceed forward.
I have my own hands
To do all works.

Let me know
What to do,
Let me know
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Flow

Let my flow
Decide its
Own response.
And let me
Grow on
My own way.
I am lucky
You are with me
At this time.
I miss nothing.
I said to myself
Go on, go on
This way or that
All is one.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Journey

Let my journey
To your place
Would be well
And safe.
I am yours
Let me say.
Let me open
My mouth to
Tell you
Something more
And more.
Let me touch you
With my ice and fire
And with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Life Be Earth Like

Let my life be earth like,
I am here to tolerate all,
All your anger, all your love,
All your truth, all your events.
Plenty of pleasures are here,
Take all with smiles.
My poems, my literature all
Are there to bring nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Life Be Simple

Let my life be simple
Without any desire.
Let me get peace
Here and also there.

Let me love all,
And I know love is
Only possible when
I kept no desire
With me.

I know desire is
The root of all evils
And so I am
Not interrested
To go with desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Mind

Let my mind
Be tied up
In You.
I know
You are
The only truth.

I want
No other
Knowledge
Outward or
Inward.

I want you,
I know you
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Mind Be Free

Let my mind be free,
Free from thoughts.
But I want to final peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Pen

Let my pen
Dance everywhere
With the words
That are here
That are there.

Let my senses
Inspire with
The water
And the air
Touching the star.

Let me pen
Your feeling
That are bare
As a chowkidar.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Poems

Let my poems
Teach you
And bless you
With all goodness.
Let my life
Go with poems.
Poems are holy, and poems
Can liberate you wholly.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Speech

Let my speech describe the truth,
Let my hands hold the truth,
Let my mind remember the truth,
Let my ears listen to the truth
Sanctifying the life.

Let my head bow down
Before the truth,
Let my eyes see always
The truth.

The truth is this life,
Let life flourish with the truth.
The truth is always peaceful,
I know the truth is there
Within all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My State

Let there be complete
Peace and development
In my state.
Let no man suffers
From thirst, hunger,
Diseases.
Let all utter
Their mother language
Freely and get every letter
In their language
From the authority.
Let them pray before
Their respective gods
In their own lifestyle.
Let there be no disable,
No destitute, no underprivileged.
Let my state be a
Healthy one in all respects.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Strength

Let my strength, my energy,
My money are not wasted.
What is there in me
Let it stay there.
I want you, my dear love,
Against disruption.
I want to whole earth,
I want the whole sky for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Vision

O my dear, let my vision
Be equal with stone and woman,
With flower and snake,
With friends and enemy,
Let my vision be equal
With living and dead.

I know I am drinking nectar here,
I know I am going to heaven,
I know You are with me, my dear.
With your presence I know
What is love here and
With Your company I know love's nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Wish Be Fulfilled

Let my wish be fulfilled,
But what is my wish,
I have to clear it first
Before you, my dear.

You are here, I know
And you are within me, I know.
You know what is going on within
Me and hence I am with no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let My Words

Let my words
Not hurt any one.
Let there be joy.
Permit me to
Express joy
Through words.

Let there be truth
In my words.
Let me pray you
To stay stable
In wisdom
And stay unattached,
And be not dejected
With wrong interpretation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let my words spread
Wing to wing.
Let me swim with time
In the swimming-pool
Of the sky.
Let me drive the life
On this beautiful earth.
Let me love all
In the area of truth.
I know the colour
of the fish here
And I boat in the lake
That is in the cloak.
I am tender and I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Nature Comes To Me

Let nature comes to me.
I am preparing myself
to go to the nature
in near future, wait
for a while, my dear.

Let me climb the mountain
that is green,
Let me see the stars
from the top of the mountain
and let me assess the sky.

The sky is in the earth
and I am the fruit of the earth,
But I am no way connected
with the earth, see me beyond earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let New Energy

Let new energy flows
In old friendship
During the whole year.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Not Mad Elephant

Let not mad elephant  
Enter this flower garden.  
Anyway, who is not mad?  
Nature, itself is auspicious,  
Try not destroy.  
Of course, no one is  
So powerful to destroy nature.  
No question of lost, true.  
But we are all  
Going towards destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Not The Road End

Let not the road end
I want to proceed both
Upward and downward,
I want to go on and on.

If the sun is in pain,
What shall I do?
If you are the laughing-stock
of the moon,
What shall I do?

I am not the stone
Who can stay as before.
I have my own respiratory system,
With vein and vessel.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Not The Truth

Let not the truth
Pass away and the truth
Is not meant for that also.

Truth is there
As you love the truth.
Truth is there
So long as you are alive.

So long as you are alive,
No one dares to defeat you,
No one dares to make you cry.

You have right to cry,
But cry in joy and not in sorrow,
This earth is beautiful for
Those who enjoy life in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Not This Earth Be Divided

Let not this earth be divided
for our own interest, to fulfill
our selfish end.
We are nobody to put a man in chain
so long as he is not doing any harm
to us and to others here.
We should remember, this earth belongs to all
and we are here for the welfare of all.
Let us love all, hatred politics is
not long lasting and we are to go on crying
if we are there to do something that is
against the law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Not Your Night Passed

Let not your night pass without sleep
Let not your life pass with hunger and thirst.

Mind it, I am here with true words that has power
To lead you from selfishness to selflessness.

I am here with true words that has power
To give you sound sleep and nutritious food to eat.

I am uttering words for the good of all
I am doing works for the welfare of all.

And look, I have my sound sleep at night
After taking a full meal in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Nothing Else But Poems

Only poems,
Let nothing else
Comes to me
But the poems,
Only poems, only poems.
Let not anything else
Disturb me
At this hour of
Life that is
Full of odds.
Let me wait
For a poet,
Who would come
With a poem.
Let me welcome
The poet who is
Here with a poem,
Poem of life,
Life-poem
That is with the poet
Always I know
To the point.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Others Tell

Let others tell, not I
What is going on
And what is not.

When I am going to say
You are telling not in this way.

Interrupting in the middle
You are asking what are you
Doing brother, you are not seen here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Our Knowledge Be Improved

Let our knowledge be improved
With the company of intelligent people.
Take everything and be sure,
Luck is there to support you.
In all your understanding
Keep everything pure inside and
Also outside as far as possible
Giving attention to deepest feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Poetry Go

Let poetry go
On its way
Like the unclear speech
Of a child.

Forget sin,
Let love begins.

No envy,
Continue life's habits.

Nothing to surprise,
It is all but nature.

Fear not life,
It is poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Air

Let the air go,
Let the sky
Stay there.

No one is there
For us, but
We are there
For all.

We are on the earth,
And the earth is
Under the sky.

Let the sky go,
And let the earth
Stay here as it is.
We are on the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Bird Fly

Let the birds fly,
And let the trees grow.
Both are going towards the sky.

Look, my head is in the sky,
And I see the sky in so many colors.
But I wonder no color is there in the sky.

With my words, I am not garlanding
The sky nor to colors.
With my words, I am thinking about
The life in the sky with all
Roofs and roots together.

I am not an idiot,
I am also not a liar.
YOu can trust me till the last,
Of course, where is the last
That neither you nor I know.

Not going deep into any other matter,
Let us agree and let the birds fly
As they wish at any time.

I am binding with my words, true.
I am looking for another lot, true.
And I am using the time, to the most, also true.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Bird Pass

Let the bird pass,
Needless to know
The caste as in
Broken sky.
Needless to know
Name and fame
In stormy sea.
But some comprehension
Is needed to map out
The discovery.
Needless to ask
The colour of iron
And the air's distraction
In our standing position.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Bull Come

Let the bull come
And walk on the earth.
Let there be joy
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Children Come

Let the children come and say,
Let them sing and let them play.
With the children the earth is the heaven,
Call all the children and they are seven.
Seven oceans make the world full,
And for this we live here cool.
The children are the joy of all times
And it is for the children we enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Dawn Come

Let the dawn come,
And let me hear at dawn,
My name, O Gajanan,
Come on, come on.
Let me compose poem,
In your name.
Let me take bath
In your love.
Let me take the truth
In my life with pleasure,
And sing and materialize
Then dreams here.
Love is true, dreams are true,
In reality, let me know dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Evil Come

Let the evil come
As evil,
But not in the garb,
Garb of good.
Let the life
Live in falsehood
But not in the garb
Garb of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Fire

Let the fire cooks my food,
Let the moon gives me nectar,
Let the air regulates my breath,
Let the sun gives me light,
Let the time left the place
without any delay wherever I stay.
I have conquered the diseases and death,
and I am rising and rising without any downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Flower

Let th flower be
On the tree
Let the rainbow be
On the sky
Let the fish be
In the sea.
The tree is God
The sky is God
The sea is God.
God is joy
God is limitless
God is fixed
God is absolute
God not to abnegate.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Fun Starts

Let the fun starts,
We are here to watch,
But not at our own cost.

Let the fun starts,
But allow me to
Express myself with
Free speech and
Fair comment.

Let the fun starts,
Keeping aside all
Disrepute and
Colluding factors.
Let the fun starts
With all pro and antis..

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Heaven Burn

Let the heaven burn
With all sufferings
That are therein.
Thanks God, I am
On the earth, and
No one can burn
The earth that is
Here with me.

But I am in agony,
That I am here with you,
And you are my love,
I know love also
Can die but not now
And now is the only time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Mouth Speak

Let the mouth speak
All truth and
No ill word.

Let all thoughts
Be pure and
Let not angry thought
Or of resentment rise.

Let virtuous root grow,
And modest behavior
Keeps the heart composed.

Patience is there
For victory.
And victory is
Waiting for all there.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Night Pass

Let the night pass
Let me take rest
With sound sleep.
I know it is slippery,
And I have no new
Slipper as you know.
And still I am ready
To work here for you.
What for you are here
No needs to explain.
Here it is just and
Proper to point out
With whom you are going
And from where you are
Getting all the materials.
Nothing to get and
Nothing to pass and yet
I am waiting for something
That is not coming at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The People Know

Let the people know
Their constitutional position.
Let the people know
The truth.
The words are there
And let the words say
Their stories in
The language of the people.
The law of nature
Is the highest one.
The people are
The highest authority.
The welfare of the people
Is the highest work.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The People Realize

Let the people realize,
The king is the source of
All trouble to all people.

Let the people realize,
Supporting such king is
Exactly like maintaining
A snake with milk.
The snake stores poison
In his teeth and awaits
The day to bite his master.

The people are the master
Of the democratic Govt.
The king is only the representative
To serve the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Plaintiff

Let the plaintiff and
The defendants know
What is going on
In the open courts.
Let them hear and
Understand the talks
Of the judge and advocates.
Let the process of
The courts be in
The language of
The accused and
The complainants.
Let the prosecution and
The proceedings be opened.

Gajanan Mishra
Let the poet
Compose poems
Constantly
For us
For our peace
For our welfare
Let the poet
Write freely
For us.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Poet Say

What is good for all
Poet is very loving
Let the poet say
Out of solicitude
For welfare of all
Let the poet say
What he want to say
That is for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Relationship

Let the relationship
Between the chief executive
And the ministers
And officials,
Between the officials
And the people,
Between the people
And the ministerial
Be clear and transparent
For all welfare.
Let the citizens
Be trained, let them
Stay free, obedient
And lawful.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The River Say Something

Let the river say something
In the words of the air and the sky.
Let the sky see some sight
In the eyes of the full moon.
Let the full moon come to the ground
And describe the effects of tide.
Let the tide come and say something
About the mountain and rain.
In the rain let us go outside
To dance, to sing, to walk
To fulfill the purpose of life.
Life is here with us at this moment.
let this moment stay here for us
And let us go at this moment outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Servants

Let the servants
Do their duties
As per rules.
Let them know
The real enjoyment.
Let them know
Their real masters.
For a fire
Let them carry fuel
And burn body-wood,
And ignite the light.
Let them carry the truth,
And realize life
That is with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Sun Rise

Let the sun
Rise again
At this time,
When I am
Sovereign
And independent
And free from
All chain.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Thought Go

Let the thought go,
because thought is
always there with
disquietude, excitement,
and struggle.
Let me stay thoughtless,
Let me stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Train Go

Let the train go
On its regular route.
Change not the route
From Vijayawada.
And harras not
The passengers
Without prior notice.
You have no right
To change the route of
A particular train no 12836
YPR-Hatia, when people are
Coming in a large number
To attend annual festival.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Train Stay

Let the train stay
where it is and
permit me to move
from one place
to another.
I am here,
see me on this
platform.
No train now
still I am
waiting.
Possibility is that
I myself is the train and
you are the only passenger.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Truth Come In

Open the door and
Let the truth come in.
And let all know
The real meaning of life.

Let the life move freely
With proper name and fame.
Everything is there
Only in the name.

But name is nothing,
Let the life smile
With the open door.
Close not your mind
At any time and love
All for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Truth Comes To Light

Let the truth comes to light,
Let us fight together here
For freedom, for love, for peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Truth Triumph

Truth alone can save you
O my dear in the water
In the land and in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Water Flow

Let the water flow
Not flowing means
Not pure.

With the time
I am here
Minus time
You can not
See me.

No shape
No size
Everywhere
I have my
Own wings.

Rolling stone.

Water is flowing
With me
I am flowing
With water
No matter
Where are we.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Water Pass

Let the water pass, and
See not the time in between
You and me.

Say not it is summer
And I am in fear,
Keep contact with readers.

Life is beyond gender,
Let all know the facts
My dear speaker.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The Words Fly

Let the words fly
Like the stars
With colorful lights
In the far above sky.

Let the sky come down
To the earth with love and
The cement the fire
In air-tight compartment.

Let the life proceed forward
With ice and enable the eyes
To watch the play.
And let there be a fresh play
Between the night and
the day, dear guy.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The World

Let the world be free of thorns
O my dear, You are
My world and my everything
I love You I respect You
I dream You and You are
My Truth only Truth
I know You are carrying
My life on this earth
By the the power of Truth
Truth is the basis
And there is nothing
Without Truth here
Here I am executing Your
Orders only for the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The World Flourish

In love in peace
With wonderful thrilling
Let the world flourish
With ostentatious
Musical prelude
Let the world flourish
Under all circumstances
And let men attain salvation
Let the world flourish
Let the people know the reality
Of love and truth and almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Let The World Perish

Let the world perish
With the miscreants.
Let the earth cherish
With the sages.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Them Come And Destroy Me

Let them come and destroy me
If they are able.
Let them come and take care
Their own mother and mother language
If they are able and capable and wise.
But I think not as you think,
My thinking is beyond the sun and the stars,
My thinking is not for you but for the time.
But who am I to think about the time?
Time belong to no one, I know and
It is known to everyone here and also there.
Is there any place where I am not,
Where you are not and where the mother is not.
Let them come and see my mother, who is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Them Live

Let the farmers live,
Let them live, as
They are there to feed us,
They are there to make us alive.

Think a while, if a farmer dies,
Who will give us food to eat?
If we have nothing to eat
How can we do our duties?

Treat farmers as your own life,
Let the farmers live,
All welfare lie in the welfare
Of the farmer, let us realize.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Them Not Go

Let them not go,
Bade no farewell.

They are all yours,
They are all truth,
Let them not go,
Bade no farewell.

Your father,
Your mother,
Your teacher,
Your guide,
They are with you
In full.

Let them not go,
Bade no farewell.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Them Say What They Like

Let them say what they like,
We are here to do our works
Day and nights freely.
We know we are doing each work
For all without any biased.
We are committed for
The welfare of all.
We know we are on this earth,
And the sky is watching us
Always everywhere.
And anyway, we are here
To kill all pain and to say
A few words for peace.
We are here opened with rainbows.

Gajanan Mishra
Let There Be A Pact

Let there be a pact,
Between life and death.

Let not death come
Without any invitation
From life.

Let life not live
Without the presence of
The death inside.

The terms and conditions
Of the pact be kept
Secret by all.

Let there be all holiness,
Let there be all purity
In both life and death's call.

Gajanan Mishra
Let There Be A Pillar

Let there be a pillar
In this house.
I have heard, you are
Coming out from the pillar.

Let me go to the jungle,
I have heard
You are wandering
In the jungle for truth.

Let me see the earth,
I have heard
The entire earth with
The moon, sun, stars,
The sky and sky, all
Are there in your mouth.

I love you,
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Let there be light, my dear,
Let there be no fight.
Let there be love, my dear,
And be not a man of bluff.
See life as truth with the light within,
Misuse not life in the world of profit making.
Life is a combination of water fire air, my dear,
Life is not a fake thing in hands of ignorant player.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Truth

You are the truth, my dear,
Let truth, divinity and
knowledge shine through you.
You are the love, my dear,
Let love, peace and
Happiness prevail throughout
the life and ages.
You are the wonder, my dear,
Let all divine attributes be
there in thoughts, feelings
and consciousness with
the progress together.
You are free to live the way you want,
You are independent and regained freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Truth Prevails

Let truth prevails always
Truth is strength
Truth is the savior of all evils
Truth is love
Truth is what we think
Truth is performing duty
According to thought
Truth is one and same
In all stages of life
Truth continues
Thought continues
Action may perish
Truth incurs no sin
Truth is only mine
Let me go with truth
And let truth prevails always.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Truth Prevails Everywhere

Let truth prevails,
Let us execute
The truth everywhere
Always for all good.

We are good,
All goodness are
Here with us.

No thief, no rogue
Can take anything
From here.
And we are all
Staying here peacefully.

We are staying with love
And staying in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Absorbed

Let us absorbed in it
In love
Let us go with it
With love
Let us see by it
By love
Let us live Love
Love love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Act Together

Let us act together
in every way.
Though we are different,
Since truth is one
and we are in truth
we are one, only one.

Let us act together
in every way.
Let us act in
detach order, though
we are from different color.

Reality is here with us
And we are both experience-r,
Let us act in accordance to
the ordinance of the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Bear The Lose

Let us bear the lose,
if we want to gain something here.
Night is awaited for us
as we are going towards the day.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Beat Each Other

Let us beat each other, my dear,
Let these love-beats continued
Without fears or favour.
The beat appear on its own, here,
Let us honour the beat,
For the beat we are able to
Get new chapter.
Nothing to regret, but
Each beat is lovelier
Than the previous one,
Let us live in yonder and
Cheer with the birds
And also with the skiver
Both are ours here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Began

Let me start
Praying You
And writing and
Singing Your glories.

I know whenever
You see me unhappy
I am sure at that time
I am experiencing
Your bliss.

Let me start
Searching You
Everywhere
And I pray show
Yourself to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Clear

Let us clear the blaze
That is within us. We know,
Blazing scent is not good.

We are coming in,
We are going out. But we
Are related with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Climb Together

Let us climb together,
Let us fall apart.

Let us watch the world,
Let us know the truth.

Here are we
Here are you.

Ask not where and how
What not to do we all know.

Light light air air
We know no one is there.

Neither you nor I
And you bid good bye.

You’re travelling on a bike,
That I like.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Come And Know

Let us come and know from the poet
The letters the words the verses
Our life-metre is there with the poets
Let us come and know from the poet
Upajati, indrajatra. jatipaksa-vipula
Ra-vipula, ma-vipula, na-bipula
Pathyavaktra anustup metres
Life is a metre being told by the poet
Experienced life s said.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Come Together

As a game-changer
We should not be
A silent spectator
Let us think about others
Let us drive out
Prefixed preconceived brothers.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Compose Poems

Let us compose poems together
And enjoy divine music-life
With pleasure.
Life is at our hand
Be not distracted
Be not indifferent.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Conquer

Let us conquer
Conquer the restlessness
Distractions of the mind
Let us root out
Root out intellect
And heart in the divine
This is for the welfare of all I

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Convey The Truth

Let us convey the truth
And truth is life,
Life within life.

I care life,
But not death.
Death is not there
In death, I know,
And I value not.

Because of life,
I am here and
Because of my actions
Life is here.

I am independent
And I am concerned
With literature.

Literature, itself
Is life, I know.
And I describe it
As such here in
My words and letters.

Not that I received
Knowledge, not that
I light the candle,
But for the truth
I reside there with
My honesty and love.

But I am confirmed
I have a life here,
The truth of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Count The Leaves

Let us count
The leaves of
This old
Tamarind tree.
Let us climb
On the branches
And see what is there
To happen at this time.
But this is night
And the tree is sleeping.
It is not practicable
To proceed in our works
Of counting leaves.
Let us forget counting and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Dance

Let us dance
On this day.
This day is famous
For Lord Shiva-
Symbol of renunciation,
Sannayas from all.
Let us observe
This day as
Maha shivaratri.
Ratri means night,
Let us awake on this night.
This night is famous
For our rise from dark
To light and from one to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Discover

Let us discover ourselves
With our own trees.

Our trees only can
Give a call.

That call only can
Awake us.

Let us awake
Let us rise.

We are far more superior
Than any other.

And as such
No one can ignore us.

We are here, we were here,
We will be here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Discuss Poems

Let us discuss poems,
Poems are in our ideas,
And ideas make us strong.
Forget the events
They are the repercussion.
Forget the people
They are the reflection.
Open your eyes and see
The blossoming of flowers
With the rising of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Display Ourselves

Let us display ourselves
On this open field.
Let us say something
But not on sleep.
We are our essential parts,
We are connected
With the world snaps.
Let us engaged ourselves
In some spiritual practice,
Let us do something
For each other's welfare
Leaving personal tactics.
Life we live is not for
Ourselves, but for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Do Good

Let us take some action
and do good to others.
Let us take everything
Easy and try to realize
The truth, the basis.
Let there be love here
And be ready to remove
All stumbling blocks.
Let us rise and proceed,
Proceed forward on
The path of light within.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Enjoy

Let us enjoy
Transcendental bliss
And no body can
Give a comparison for this.

Let us enjoy life
As it is
Let us dare to
See the light.

Here is life
On this earth
With all virtues
With love with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Enjoy Life

Let us enjoy life,
It is blissful.

Good understanding
Should be there
Among us.

No misery,
But give due respect
To each other.

Spread the truth
And love all.

Glorify yourself
Being the nectar.

Offer prayer,
Seeing the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Enjoy The Drama

The drama is very fine,
The drama of your manifestation.
Let me enjoy the drama in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Enjoy Together

Let us enjoy together
And see what is going on.

Let us go together
And see where we reached.

Let us live together
And see what is happening.

This is life of togetherness
And we are here at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Erase All Sky

Let us erase all sky,
Let us unearth the sun.
The language is sinking,
Let the king know.
No more shadow,
No more echo.
Our hearing is
All right or say okay,
Our style of functioning
Is also all right or say okay.
The king can't punish us,
And if he tries to do so
He will not be there
For many reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Feel The Love

Let us feel the love,
and love is beyond words
let us remember.
Remember, which is
ought to be remembered,
and what ought to be remembered
is the truth and know that
only truth is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Fight

Let us fight
I am the matter
You are the spirit.

Result is good or bad
Think for a while,
It is your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Fight Against All Inhumanity

Let us come together
And fight against all
Inhumanities
With love with affection
With proper education.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Fly

Come, come, please come,
Let us fly, here is the blue sky.

Come, come, please come,
The time is our, and we are here.

Come, come. please come
Here we are to fly in this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Follow

Let us follow the infallible authority
Let us fulfill the concept of one world
One state in true and perfect eternity.

It is the person who rules and not the impersonal Government
It is the thought that rules the person that is perfect
In fool's paradise no one can think about law of nature.

Let us go with the nature, let us be trained and enjoy
Full autocratic power to rule over the world
Be a perfect man, my dear and give happiness to the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Follow Basic Principles

Let us follow some
Basic principles of
Human life like
No illicit sex
No meat-eating
No gambling
No intoxication
No mental speculation
And see that here is truth
With us that is eternal
And final and that is
The highest perfection
Remember, my dear, this is
Not the specific path
But this is the natural nature
Of your own being the part
And parcel of Supreme Soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Forgive Ourselves

Let us forgive ourselves,
We are living in a world
That is in falsehood.
And we are searching the truth,
We are making love with
The dreams, nothing new.
We are in desert and
We are helpless and
Killing bitterest hours.
We are not able to
Exploit the scope and
Bitting the bush
With no reason
With no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go

Let us go
Billions of
Habitable earths
Are there.
Let us go
The milky ways
Are with us
On our galactic
Doorsteps
And we are in
habitable zone.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go Beyond

Let us go beyond the sky.
The sky is no more here,
On this earth, as you see.
As you see, we are visible,
But what you see, not true.
We are the sky beyond
Your vision, and we are
The reality here, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go To

Let us go to see Him
Who is in this body.
Who is in this body
Let us go to see Him.

Who is here to say
He is here without Him
He is here without Him
Nobody is here to say.

Let us come and see Him within
Let us say we all see Him
Let us say we all hear Him
Let us come and see Him within.

Within and without He is here
Let us go to see Him
Let us go to see Him
He is here without and within.

He is calling us
We are not ready to go
We are not willing to go
He is calling us.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go To That Place

Let us go to that place
Where from we get whole energy
Where from we shoot ourselves straightway
Where from we get our liberation
Nothing spiritual nothing mysticism.

Let us go to that place
And from there we reap all benefits
And from there we move from cycle to cycle
And from there we get our life-music
Everything accomplish everything furnished.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go Together

Let us go together
For the development
and welfare of entire
Human race. Let us
remember we are here
for all creatures.
This world is ours
and we are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Go With The Bird

Let us go with the bird,
The bird knows where is what.

Let us go with the bird,
The flying of the bird is the only truth.

Let us go with the bird
To build the house of dream in the moon.

Let us go with the bird
To enjoy the life in the rain and in the sun.

The bird is the truth of our life,
The bird has no caste and nothing,
And hence the bird recognize the sky,
And the sky allow the bird to fly.

Let us go with the bird
To see and enjoy the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Guard

Let us guard
Let us guard ourselves.

The establishment made here
They said not in number.

That they came saw heard
And still forgot everything.

What was the plan
Not a single person to explain.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Have No Boundary

Let us have no boundary,
No boundary means
no violation.
This world is one
And we are all coming from
that oneness to go
to that oneness again.
No difference is there
between one and another.
But we have to resist ourselves
and keep us under our control.
Let us see and sense life
But it is not good to flow with
the stream of life recklessly.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Imagine With Faith

Let us imagine with faith,
Let us feel the life in truth.
Let us affirm we are here
At this time for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Keep Our Mother

Let us keep our mother
As a symbol of unity.
It is true we are all equal
In the eyes of our mother.

In the presence of the mother
No one can finds any dispute.
Let mother be here always
To maintain peace and to keep safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Know First

Let us know first
The science of poems,
The root of the words
And sentences and feelings.
Let us know first
The science of lives
And the respiration
And how we are in it.
Let us be obliged to all,
To all who are around us,
Who have taught us
What is the earth, Where is the sky,
Let us know first who we are
And how we are here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Let us know the truth
That is inside us
That is outside us
And truth is undivided
And truth is the best creator
And truth is the best sustainer
But truth can not be the destroyer
O my dear, and so truth is only
Our near and dear, here we love
Love is our truth, truth is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Know This Body

Let us know this body
That we are calling ours
With our ego that is false though
It is our mind transforms
We have our eyes ears nose
Tongue skin hands feet voice
Genitals anus and they are
Keeping contact with earth
Water fire air and ether
I know You appear in the form
You like most as per situation
And locations with mystic opulence
Let us know the connection
With all-seeing eternal witness.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Know Who We Are

Let us know who we are
In our own inner light
On this day of Depawali.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Learn Something

Let us learn something
From our day to day activities.
Our each and every activity
Is necessary for good of nature.
And nature is here with us
To provide everything for our life.
Life is to enjoy and see
What is going on here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Live- In Love

Let us live
In this earth
This earth is ours.
Let us live
With love.
Love is more than
Wine you said.
I said love is
More than anything.

Let us live in love
Love unfolds our lives.
In love we can
Know the reality.
Know love in essence
Love is plural number
My dear, in our presence.
It is love-in-action
It is perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Meet

Let us meet
There in the open sky.
Let us have a discussion
On the sky.
Let us go together
With the sky.
Let us eat the sky,
Sleep with the sky,
Play with the sky,
Work with the sky
And test the sky
In color and in kind
How far the sky
Is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Move

Let us move
Closer and closer
To humanity.
We are human beings,
Let us love each other,
Hate is death—Right said.
But to love is
Not so easy,
We must keep
Hearts clean first.
We must muster
Our strength
On truth
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Not

Go together,
Space is
Not here.

Let us not
Eat together,
Food is
Not here.

Let us not
Stay together,
Love is
Not here.

Love is
The way
To heaven.

Love, love,
Love is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Perceive

Let us perceive
In the right perspective.
Let us welcome our enemies
As they are doing all good to us.
The enemies can destroy
Only the perishable, can't reach the self.
Let us not nurse ill-feeling
And welcome the enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Perform

Let us perform some pious activities
Let us worship humanities
Let us serve all creatures
Regardless of caste colors status
Let us play happily with in the boundaries
Of two goal posts birth and death
Let us welcome life and it is an opportunity.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Play On This Rainy Days

Let us play on this rainy days
Let us pluck the fruits O guys.

State the reasons of this season
And say clearly about love and affection.

No tomorow is here at this time
And you have to find yourself at the right theme.

Let us play on this rainy days
The rainy days are here only to play on us.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Promise

Tall and fall
Both go side by side
Love and hate
Both go side by side
Birth and death
Both go side by side
Day and nights
Are with us always
Let us stay with ourselves
And let us promise
Not to give any importance
To outsiders and outer activities
Let us promise
Not to surmise.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Purified Ourselves

Let us purified ourselves
By not mere looking each other
But by seeing each other in depth
To attain pure hearts.

To see is to belief
To see is to walk by faith
To see is to dwell in love
To see is taste the sweetness of love
To see is to seek almighty truth
To see is to be a man of wise and compassionate.

Let us see each other
Let us have a inner quest
And see the miracle of life
In all things.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Read Poems

Let us read poems
On this day that is
Here with us.
Let the poems be a tool
Of all movements.

Both quality and quantity
Are required for a successful life
And that is there in the poems.
Let us read the poems
On this world poetry day.

Let us live for poems
We are the poems
Let us remember it always
And inspire others.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Reap

Let us sow and reap
Our own corn
On our own soil.
Let us speak
Our own language
In our own state.
Let us worship
Our own mother
At our own home.
Let us love each others,
O, my brothers
And sisters for the sake of
World peace and stability.
Our world is one and
It is for us all.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Remove Our Own Grief

Let us remove our own grief,
We are to win here,
We have undisputed sovereignty.

We are happy and prosperous,
We have all pleasures,
Our earth is our heaven
And we have joy of victory.

Yes, we have attachment,
Attachment with this earth,
And here we can get salvation, if any.

No obstacle and nothing,
Nothing to worry, nothing to grief,
No death, no one is here to die,
Let us love all with all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Renounce

Let us renounce,
Renounce everything.
Remember, we have nothing
To acquire.
Happiness is with you
So long as you do not
Gain happiness.
Cease attachment
And gain happiness.
Think everything unreal
And derive pleasure.
Live a natural life
With the air and water
On this earth with the light
Of the sun and the moon
And stay free and unique.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Return

Let us return
To the original form
Where there is
No material nature
No supreme truth
But all a vacuum.
Nothing is there,
Nothing lacks there.
All respectful,
All good,
All truth,
All perfect,
All light,
And everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Sacrifice

Let us sacrifice ourselves
for the welfare of others.
Let us sacrifice ourselves
for humanitarian intent.
Let us go with the universal
value system of Almighty Creator.
Let is not take any step to
imbalance the law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Sacrifice For Truth

Let us sacrifice ourselves
For the welfare of others.
Fear not, nothing to fear,
For the sacrifice.
You are the fragment of all,
You are the fragment of truth,
For the sake of truth,
Sacrifice yourself, my dear.
Know the reality, and know
That it is only one
That is love and if you love,
For the sake of love,
Sacrifice yourself, sacrifice
Yourself to establish truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Sacrifice Ourselves

Let us sacrifice ourselves
For our own mother
And mother-tongue
And mother-land.
Let us remember
They are all
Our heart-beats.
Let us do something
For the welfare
Of all here.
All are our
Parts and parcels
And we are for them
They are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Say

Let us say;
The language of smile,
The language of love,
The language of life.
Let us learn
The language from;
The bird
The stream
The clouds
The moon.
That are sweet,
That are cordial.
One language, one world,
One life, one death.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Search For The Original

What is original,
Let us search for the original.

Let us see the truth,
For all good.

You are stronger,
You are more powerful,
I know.

Still, you are faithful
To me, I know.

For me,
You are very beautiful,
For me,
You are the truth,
For me, you are everything.

But since,
I am in the mode of goodness,
I am able to control you.

And you are benefited
For me.

You are progressive,
I know, dear.
And with you,
I am here
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us See

Let us see face to face
Let us go foot to foot
Let us give hand to hand.

The way we choose is ours
The life we choose is ours
The time is we choose is ours.

Nobody is to blame for anything
We are on the fore-front
We are under the custody of one another.

Where is the beginning where is the end
We do not know not like that
And we smile only for our foolishness.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us See The Earth

Let us see the earth
Embodiment of beauty and love,
Let us work for the welfare
of this earth,
Let us feel happy only when
Each one here on this earth
Has got sufficient to eat,
To wear and take shelter peacefully.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us See The Life

In this stones,
In this cloud,
In this sea, and
In this sky waves
Of life is there.

Let us see the life
Here without any difficulty
And accept our affinity.
Life is smooth,
Life is simple,
Life is clear
With love and devotion.

Let us see life here, there,
Life is perfect with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us See Things In Many Eyes

Let us see things in many eyes,
See the opening of the eyes,
One after another in the process
Of life and lifestyle.
Let us change the lifestyle,
Let us see the self within,
Let us march forward alone
On the path of truth for truth.
No problem is there in life, see,
But be cautious about your
Own works and words.
Problems are there and problems
Can generate darkness if
You close your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Let us share
This happiness together
O my dear
This is our love
Nothing to fear
This moment is here
And this moment
Will not come again
And never
Come let us love
Let us take care
Each other
This is the only hour
With us
Do not fear
Nothing is in danger
You are my
Body and soul's
Only partner here.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Start Afresh

Let us start again,
Afresh.
Let us see ourselves,
Let us know
What is and how is
Going one everything.
Let us take the joy
To our side.
Let us make merry
And observe life.
No rupture but
Honour is there
In living,
Let us realise.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Stay Faithful

Let us stay faithful
To each other and purified
To enjoy the good result.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Stay United

Let us stay united,
At least on our own land,
At least for our own mother,
And for our own mother-tongue,
And let us fight for
Safety and security,

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Talk And Talk

Talk and talk,
Let us stay together
And talk with
No specific matter.

See and see,
Talk not and see,
See and observe
Nature.

We all belong
One matter and
Passing from
One element to
Another, dear,
We, all creatures./

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Talk Something In Our Own Language

Let us talk something in our own language,
Let us go to our own village.
There is life and there is everything.
Let us each other, let us go further
Towards the fire and the water.
Let us talk in our own language
Let us show our capability in our village.
Let us go out from the sky in our own light.
Let us fight with the enemy, it is the time to win.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Travel

Let us travel together, my dear
Our guide is here Marco polo
Let us read his travelogue.
Here is Christopher Columbus
Who ventured in to the unknown.
O Amella Earhart, you are the first
Woman to fly forgetting gender prejudices.
Xuanzang, I salute your long journey
In search of Buddhist text.
Yuri Gagarin, come in, a good journey
Landing on the moon.
Nain Sing Rawat, my dear, explorer
You have made us familiar the Himalayas.
Come on by-cycle with Bimal Mukherjee
Globe trotter, my dear.
Let us move from continents to continents
Country to country, District to district
And village to village, come closer to
People at large, the pillars of
Human civilization and let us
Enjoy liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Try

Let us try,
Try again and again,
to cross the ocean.
We should not forget,
Ocean is within us.

We are holding,
Holding the sky
within our hands,
We should remember
only the sky is ours.

Don't be a coward,
my dear, come straight
keeping faith, that
with you, you kept fate.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Try To Free Ourselves

Let us try to free ourselves
Within us on this
We are not free in the true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Turn To Drink

Drink life,
Let us turn to drink.
I find no reason
Why anyone
Turning against
Another when
Everything is
Going on to the turn.
At every turn
So many persons are
Telling us to turn
To one's own duty.
What is the duty,
Yet to define though.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Verify

Let us verify
Whether what we see
Is true or false.
Let us verify
What we hear
Is there or not.
Suppose it is there
What shall we do
Let us search with truth.
And truth is there
Where love is there
Where love is there
I am there and where I am there
Everything is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Walk

Let us walk
And we walk
With the ground
And really
We walk on and on
For the public
Openly in history.
And we arrive
There with love
And forget
The enemies
The murmur of laughter.
The painted egos,
Not ours
We clarified.
And we walk
To dissolve ourselves
In the fire, ours.
The places, we fall,
We count as a guide.
It is all twilight,
And we missed not
Our chance, slight.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Work

Let us work
For the development
Of all.
Let us speak
That are good
To all.
Let us go
Where there is
Benefit for all.
Don't go for
The prominence of one
Over another.
It is necessary to build
For all, a better infrastructure.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Worship

This world is God,  
God is this world,  
Let us worship,  
with each and every 
action of ours.

All should worship  
one another through  
performance of their duties,  
and us rectify our defects  
remembering all as god.

All is God and  
It is only for Him  
we are here and remember  
No one is committing error.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Us Write With All Senses Awake

Let us write
The poems
With all
Senses awake.

Let us write
The poems
For the reasons
Senses are
Not awake so far.

Let us write
The poems
With love
With care
For that star.

Gajanan Mishra
Let Your Muscles Pump

Let your muscles pump,
Jump, jump, jump,
Under the open sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Letter Body

Everything is there in th letter
And the letter has no letter.
Your body is a letter
You have to read and float
And go further and further.

Are you feeling comfortable?
Have you ever enjoyed your sleep?
You are not at rest
And not seen your body yet
The most valuable gift given to you.

You have not kept the body
In good condition
And the body is taking your care
Read the body read the letter of the body
And go with the body to understand the letter
And make yourself ready to get the nector.

Gajanan Mishra
Letter Of

Letters of administration
Required to unlock
Ornaments belongings
Query not further
Everything made public.

Gajanan Mishra
Letter Of Credit

Remember, a good poem has
A letter of credit.
A good poet can use it.

Gajanan Mishra
Letter To You

Letter to you
My dear, missed
Somewhere here
Before posting.

The words go
Astray? No, never,
Of course, the words
Are not mine,
Yet they have
Sign the agreement
To make friendship
With me.

Words are not play thing, and
I can not say anything I like.

Gajanan Mishra
Letting Me Go

Letting me go
You trembled
I hardly see you
Then and there
The questions I
Asked you
Remain unanswered.

I wanted to go
With you so far
And you were not
There to go
I'm not the person
To remain quite
And you levied on me
Different taxes
That I'm not ready
To pay and you
Say stay.

I went
And you could not
make me detained.

Gajanan Mishra
Level Of Living

Level of living
Potent and potency
Exchanging pleasures
Just pastimes.

Eternal truth
Respected by everybody
We recognized
Impressive history.

What is due
gap widened at slumber
Laugh has no merit
Circumstances no clean.

Gajanan Mishra
Lexicon

Import free export free
Free trade
No import no export.

Levy not
Lexicon here
Search the meaning
Find nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Liable to appear
And disappear
I am my dear
And you are there
As before.

You are there
As before
No need to
Describe your nature
You are with
Your glory
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Liaison

Liaisoning to some
Extent permissible
Beyond certain point
Direction relation advisable.

This that no
Different yours ours
Otherwise fail to care
And we go with
Suffering and sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Liar

My wife
Tells me
Everyday a liar,
Always not though.

And I do agree
Is not a fact.

But I lack
Power to object.
Why?
Answer is there
But I can't express.

I wish
To live,
I know
It is unpardonable.

I realize life,
Inspite of all,
Not so horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Liberal Speech

Let me welcome liberal speech,
But what is a liberal speech
I have to know first
Before delivering the speech
You should also know what is
The meaning of your speech.
Liberal speech is that speech
Which bears hatred?
Liberal speech is that speech
That is there in a fanatic heart?
Liberal speech is that speech
Which has power to make
My state instable?
Stupid I am! I am searching
Purity in impure mind,
I am searching stream water
In the overcrowded poor
Area of the city!

Gajanan Mishra
Liberated Stage

I know, we are all
At this stage
And it is the liberated stage,
The liberated stage of
Transcendence.
No time is
To misuse,
We have nothing
To scare.
We are here to taste
The sweet honey of life.
We are men,
At this stage of freedom
And liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Liberation

They should be liberated
Who have right for liberation.

When food is coming to the hungry
The hungry should not go in search of food.

O my dear, when You are with me
Every day every moment I need no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Liberation - I Do Not Want

Liberation- I do not want
I want love, only love
And I love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Liberty And Fraternity

We have a republic,
Liberty, fraternity
And equality are with us.
Check and balances are
There on this and that.
Let us go with unity
In diversity.
Let us exchange wisdom.
Minimize the difference
Between the haves and haves not.
We have a republic,
Let us maintain peace,
Let us love each others
For mutual developments.

Gajanan Mishra
Libra Am I

I need to compromise
With the situation
If I fail
I have to face
confrontation
I do not like delay
True but
I have to cultivate
The power of toleration
I have my own motion
Own destination.

Gajanan Mishra
Licence Porter

Santosh licence porter
make people happy
with his song and sairy sally.

Santosh licence porter
as great as Oobbamaa
by his stature
so far as service to
humanity concerned.

Santosh licence porter
is always at the station.
To visit again and again
he called me often.

Santosh licence porter
everybodys friend
everybodys son
As if in the station
he is the moon
he is the sun.

Come to the station
to meet Santosh
how Santosh is there
to enable passenger
to reach their destination.

Santosh is
Santosh and you find
in your village also
if you like to hear song
if you like to make friend
with monk.

Gajanan Mishra
Licentious Behaviour

Licentious behaviors
Freedom of woman
Abortion, destruction of
Productive power, ethical
Propriety, moral degradation
So called progress and
Mark of civilization
These are nothing but
perversion and this is
Our generation
Forget about right wrong
Communalism secularism
Nothing like ism in love
In truth in purity of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life

Externally,
Everyone seems
Happy,
But actually,
They are not.
It is fact
There is love,
But there is
Also enviousness,
With creatures
And they regard
Each other superior
And hence
Serenity is
Not there
With them-
Cause of
All unhappiness.
One must not feel
Inferior also.
Feeling of
Inferiority creates
Burning sensation
And sadness of heart.
All are equal
With nature, let
Everyone realize it
Though differ
In so many external
Activities and manners.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - A Smile

Life - a smile
Live with smile.
Smilling make alive.
Dare not go
Against smile
Grave make you dive.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - A Text

Life - a text,
And each one is
Equal.
Life - a poetry,
Read life.
Life - a performance,
Act upon it.
Life - a culture,
Follow it.
View life
From near and
Go not far.
Simply equal -
Life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - A Wave

Life - a wave, and
Life - a question,
Love and truth -
Only answer.

Smile is the root,
Love is the fruit.
We are here
To enjoy life.

We are to touch life,
Life, itself is pious.
We are to touch life,
With right cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - All In The Light

I am not guilty,
Tell me not anything
In derogatory words.
I am no way connected
With anything, identify not
With any coo or caw.
All season is for life,
Tell not this is suitable
And that is not comfortable.
Read and experience
Everything is written in
Different books.
Life is not a joke
But all in light.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Celebration

Celebrate life,
Horror, though.

Refine
The characters,
The complexion.

Superb
Everything here.

Heavyweight,
Life.
Celebrate it.

Smile and face,
Laugh at umbrella,
Show your own magic,
Life, wonderful crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Everything

The power to speak
To see to hear
To think is meaningless
Without life
Only life is
Prime entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Inflammable

I have got my coal-life
From this earth
From this wood.
Earth-mines
My birth place
In dark
In black.

I am not half-burnt
I am not charcoal
O my dear, see me
From the time immemorial
I lie buried
Under You for a
Great length of time.

It is You only
Who knows how to use me
I am human, I am everywhere
Original- black
My work is not black
I am very inflammable
You know and I am used
As fuel by You for
Good purpose
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Language

Language of body,
Language of mind,
Language of heart,
Language of time,
Language of life,
All, together formed
An association
Called the truth.

And the association
Work to produce
Nectar in this world.
Come on, dear friends,
Let us support all
In all transparent ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Light

No solution
To any problem.
But you have to
Adjust with
The situation,
With right vision
And find out the light
In this dark room.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Matchless

Life - matchless,
Life - ageless,
Life - seedless,
Life - all fearless.
Let life go with words
Stainless, speechless,
Nameless, timeless.
Let life open all doors,
All ways, all sky
And enable all to
Proceed ahead.
Life is all fertile,
Unheard and beautiful
For the man who is in love
And who is in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Natural Light

Life, natural light,
Language, natural flight,
Invisible I am in both,
Life and language.

I am not mobile,
But immobility is
Not with me.

I take rest
And I leap.
I look forward
And I sleep.

To write poetry
Is my natural instinct
And I am in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Prime

I am in between fiery sun and watery moon,
Am I wrong?
You are in ignorant but I am not.

You say birth and death,
You say waxing and waning,
I say you are wrong.
See me in your true eyes,
I do not grow or diminish.

NO one can touch me,
No one can kill me,
I am here, though,
By the imperceptible
Movements of time.

Think not about death,
Fear not death,
Death is nothing
But it is all your own thinking,
You are just changing
Your own position by accepting
The new and giving up
The old as per your own willing.

Welcome all, always, everywhere,
All time, being the prime.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Reason

Empty air -
Mud and the sun,
Together in
Sandal wood.

Light and music -
In season and
Out of season
For an earthen reason.

Flower and fruits -
Mixed both in
The same tree to be
Planted elsewhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Still There

Life - still there,
And it is dazzling, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Successful

Think twice,
Tell something less,
Hear more and more,
But take not anything
Accepted in toto.

Keep firm faith,
Go to win the war,
What you have inherited
Show it by work.

Life itself is
All attractive,
Enjoy life in its
Original form
With all perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Rituats of worship,  
I have forgotten,  
Excuse me.  
I have forgotten  
What I am to do  
At this time.  
I am sitting,  
I am standing,  
I am crying,  
And crying,  
Without knowing  
The reasons.  

Clothing and flowering  
The earth and the sky,  
I have forgotten.  
I have forgotten  
The past and  
The present.  
I know not what is  
Written for the future.  
The situation is not  
Static as you know,  
And I know not  
How to adjust.  

The air, the fire and  
The water all are here  
With me dear.  
And I have forgotten  
How to offer,  
When to offer.  
What for I am here,  
I have forgotten.  
Nothing wonder, I realize,  
It is all for struggle,  
And at every moment  
I face a new chapter.
Life - Truth

Understand completely,
And unless
You have complete
Understanding you
Can do nothing,
In a right way.
But completely,
You understood,
Who is there to
Certify.
As yet, no one
Has returned from
The place he has
Gone. And no one
Is capable to
Tell the truth
So far.
But we say
Life is the truth,
Truth is not
Life, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Life After Life

Life after life
I want to
Compose poems
For you.
All I want
To discover
The truth
Through words
And also
Without words.
And in exchange
I aspire
For nothing.
But I want life,
I want to live
For you
For the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life After Life (Janmani Janmani)

I want to take birth
In Odisha, the land of
The Lord of the Universe,
Lord Jagannath.

I want to talk
And I want to write
And in my language,
My mother tongue,
Life after life.

In this life
And Janmani janmani,
I want liberation by
Serving the people,
All are god-like and good.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Air

Life air-
About to leave.
See me, I am
Burning
In the fire of
Separation from
The truth.
Save me
With love,
With all goodness.
Tolerate me,
Let me not suffer,
Punish me
For misbehavior if any.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Death

Life and death,
And in between
Life and death
You are there
Playing lottery
That is called
Rarest of the
Rare category.
You are there
My dear, in war
And going on
Searching peace
With all odd figures
That are outdated.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Death- All Temporary

Life and death - all temporary
And all are passing over us.
But we are to enjoy all
Before going to the region
Beyond the sky.
And all exist here in darkness,
But we are the light
To acknowledge life in pure forms.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Discipline

Mistakes are but common
In life.
Discipline under nature
Is most important.

Ideal character is a must
For a human being.
suspicion and doubts are
Not at all good in life.

Accept not anything
That are coming, of course.
Positive approach should be
There for any success.

Smooth management of life
Is a fine art- to be acquired.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Dissolution

From the very beginning,
I know the life and
The process of dissolution.

I know certainly,
What they all discovered
During formation.

Life and the duration of life
Are lovely, we have to learn,
And the learning should be
Continuous till the end.

The order of learning
Must be in consonance with
The internal potency and
The power of so many means.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Filth

I am living like a worm,
I take birth in the filth,
I live in the filth,
And I die in the filth,
And the filth is poisonous.
Here I am the drunkard,
And I fail to stand on my legs.
Such is my life here at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Happiness

Who knows,
Everything
That has happened
In the past,
That is going to
Happen in the future.
And who knows
What for
It is happening
At present.
It is true
We are not allowed
To go
Into that depth.
But we are
To know to
Stay in
All happiness.
But we are to
Remember, we
Cannot have
Happiness in
The way we desire.
I am sure,
It is not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Hunger

Thirst and hunger
Can never get
Satisfied
And quenched.
And hence, protect
Yourself and your life,
My dear, from worldly
Pleasures-money and women.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Its

Life and its
Changing nature,
That I love.
I have no alternative
But to love life
In a finer form.
Before this life
And also after this,
My love is there
And I am tied with
Affectionate bondage.
Graceful life, I know,
And I here I am searching
My bona fide master.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Lightning

Life and lightning,
sun and moon,
Rain and rainbows,
All are there.

Nothing is impossible
With the presence of
All the above.

All the above are here
For flowers,
For the world.

Eternally all are one,
They, all are
The manifestation of
Truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Music

Life is earthly
Life is lovely
Life is a music
Life-music is
Unearthly and
Lovely
Let us enjoy
Life daily.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Night

Do you want to live?
Answer in yes or no.
Do you want to eat?
Answer in yes or no.

Going beyond
Yes and no
Is a great thing.

Do you want friendship?
But let me request you
Keep not attachment anywhere
With anybody at any time.

What I mean to say,
Create not enmity
But treat life as night.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And No Enemy

Life and no enemy-
How can it be possible.
I am my enemy
And my life is horrible.

Grief is there
And it cannot be removed.
War is there and
It is necessary
At every moment
To prove worthiness.

Nowhere, no one can
Get undisputed sovereignty.
Nowhere, no one is
Happy and in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Other Life

Life and other life,
All are together.

All lost
In anger.

No opposition
To extradition.

All in jail
With own body.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Rules

Life is not ours,
Rules are ours.
We are here with music,
Music of life and
Life is crossing the time
But not the music.
And at this time
We are enjoying the fun
That is in love.
Love is ours
But not the truth.
We must honor the truth
That is there
In our own complex.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And Rules And We

Life is not ours,
Rules are ours.
We are here with music,
Music of life and
Life is crossing the time
But not the music.
And at this time
We are enjoying the fun
That is in love.
Love is ours
But not the truth.
We must honor the truth
That is there
In our own complex.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And The World

I am silent,
I feel
No needs to
Utter words.

Words play
Treachery at times,
And time not
Belongs to anyone.

No benefit
From doing anything,
No rule or regulation
Is also fixed.

Life is in laxity,
But lawlessness not permissible.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And You

See the unseen, my dear,
Hear the mute, and
Understand the vague,
Life is there with you
And that is the only truth.
Meet the beauty that is in you,
Approach justice in riot city,
Save love in life that you receive.

Gajanan Mishra
Life And You, Dear

Jubilation and
Lamentation -
You are to receive
Together, dear.
Be cautious with
Your mind.
Pure knowledge is
Here and it is yours,
Wherein nectar is
There only for you.
Take all the experiences
Into account and
Stay far from
Illusory sights.

Gajanan Mishra
Life As A Whole

Material body,
Miserable life.

Very salty,
Very sour,
very  bitter,
Very pungent.

Condition terrible,
Life horrible.

Moment after moment
Almost intolerable.

I forget everything,
And nothing is
Under my control,
Difficult as a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Life At Its Purest

Life at its purest, O my dear
By Your grace, I pray
Grant exclusion devotion and salvation to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Attacks

Life attacks us
And we injured.
But we continue our
Dreams as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Auspicious

Life - auspicious,
No obstacle can
Make life stop.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Beauty

Life beauty,
All empty.
The light,
The meet.

The pulse
I love.
The day
I breathe.

Life reveals
Words in the tongue.
All reverse,
All awesome.

The place and
The time
Not mine, and
I begin my journey.

All uprising,
All and everything,
dazzling and burning,
And in all, I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Become

Pray for the relief
You want
You are to pray
To establish your right.

Here you are
As a prey
And you do not know
Your life
Going grey.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Begins

Life is here,
It is great,
Life begins.

It is water world,
It is cooled.

It may be true,
Life is brought
By comets and
Meteorites.

Energy is there
In hot springs.

Organic soup formed,
Molecule begins to
Make copies of itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Beyond The Sky

Straight- the road of the sky,
We are straight here,
And we fly.

Our road,
You, who are here,
May see the blank space.

Blank and space,
Cross it, life is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Blossom

Life blossom,
Here but not opened,
Life blossom,
In the world,
The world not opened.
Life is to enjoy
With music of the time.
Time is here
To play with life.
Hours after hours
We see and discover life
In different ways
With bound and unbound
Elements all around.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Boon

I like flower in the tree
I like bird in the sky
I like woman with free move
I like man dare to conquer
I like morning with sun
I like evening with moon
I like noon
That is life boon.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Break

Life break
At every second.
I take life
Not an easy method.

So many messages
Are there
At every morning,
But I fail to read.

The sun laughs at me,
So also the moon.

The night cry for me
As I forget
The grass root.

My life is
Not mine, I know.
And I leave
The carcass to
Maggots.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Calls Us

No source, no income,
Still, life is here.
And we enjoy life,
Through mutual understanding.

Life-span differ,
So also the standards of living
Differ.

In dream, in awakening,
We live and enjoy life.
Life calls us,
At every moment.

We live,
And we see
The nectar here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Circus

Do not call me fire
Do not call me ice.

Love is not a market item I like
Hate is there with it.

I am with spring
in this month of February
In cruel version.

I am calm and
Observing the
Stream of blood.
Because I am here
Spring is with me
Keeping life circus.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Composition

Do not express
What you think.

What you think
Use it in action
And your action
Give motion
Life composition.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Consists

Life consists of
Lion snake mouse bull
Life consists of
Eagle-garuda owl peacock
Come on lifeline and hug.

Life marks onset of
New inspiration new invention
To pay attention is must
Life reveals globalisation
Generalisation specialisation.

Life is to enjoy moment
No one be debar
Have open heart
And clear mind
After all life is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Cry Not, Cry Not

Cry not, cry not dear,
The truth would save you.
Think not, think not
About loss and benefits,
And go on doing
What you think the best.
Time has already arranged
And you would be glorified.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Cycle

Living procedure
Not under
Any one's control.

Not useless also
Any one's life
Here at any moment
Nothing is
Without any purpose.

Ascend or descend
That is same
First or last
Lost meaning
In this circle.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Death

No source of life
No source of death
If you want to fly
Nobody to object
If you want to stay still
Stay still.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Discovery

Search me out, 
If you can. 
But tell not 
Anyone who I am. 

I am 
What you imagine, 
I am 
What you get. 

You appear 
And you discover. 
You find the cause 
And you plant the tree 
As the herbs. 

What a nice time, 
You utter. 
And you said 
Okay then, 
Let me burn. 

I am there 
On the top 
Of the mountain, 
I am there 
On the root 
Of the ocean. 

Search me out 
If you can. 
And then 
Tell all 
What a life 
You enjoy. 

Gajanan Mishra
Life Divine

Life divine, divine life,
Again and again, here
It is blooming, blooming.
No where to go, O life,
You are mine, only mine.
I am here with you,
For the love you give
With all sweet-waves.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Dream

Life is a dream
And I am therein.
You are there
In the dream.

What are you doing there, dear,
That I can't say.
What am I doing
Also not known to me.

I record my own voice, at times.
Confidently I tackle the fire.

Water is my think-tank,
Still, I failed to know,
With pieces of evidence and
Incidents of the underworld.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Drink

Nothing to sink
Becare and go.

You are on the road
And the road is
Yours.

Future is at your hand
Remember you are
at your end.

Remember after your
departure I
remain here for ever.

Nothingb to sink
It is you who
DRINK AND DRINK
LIFE DRINK.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Factor

It is life factor
That says who you are, my dear.

Just bid
And say where you are at this time.

The time is nothing
So long as we stay here.

It is but our resolve
In the present situation.

You can enjoy it, my dear
Saying accelerated depreciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Floats

Life floats
In fire.
And fire floats
In water,
Water floats
In the sky,
The sky floats
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life For Life

Do not follow the principle of
A life for a life
Death sentence is not proper medicine
To kill malaise.

Lord Jesus said Forgive and forget
If it is not possible in practice
Nothing will be gained by killing
The mortal body of a creature.

A man is dead when he is ignorant
And deprived of True knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Life For Truth

Life for truth
Truth for life.
You are the creator of life
That I know,
I kn9w not who is
The creator of truth.
I heard truth and You
One and the same
Without any change.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Format

Life format
is not like that
as you imagined
and it is not
like that as and
when you think
you can protect.

Life is not your choice
and you have nothing to
do with this life format
I know that and i know
You are not free to
choose anything here
as it is already set.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Fresh

Life fresh
Evening and morning.
Time stagnant
Night and day.
Question and answer
All muzzled.
All rust all thoughts,
Time gobbled all.
For tenderness
We travelled a lot.
For the horse
We care not.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Gives Happiness

Life gives happiness,
See life, enjoy it,
But be not envious.
Still, I appreciate you,
What you are telling-
All truth.
You are the embodiment of
All pleasure, but stay cautious.
Men, vehicles, vitality
Everything is with you.
By your very nature,
You wander and not
Able to consider yourself
As the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Good

Good feeling is
There in my life
That I am living.
And I am telling
In my truthful words.
Let me clear, words
Are not mine and hence
Words are in true form
That I cannot say.
Let me say, still
I am fulfilled.
And I am purifying
Everything that are
Here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Has Its Purpose

Life has its purpose,
Let us understand
And know the truth
That is in the beauty
Of this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life - Imprisoned

Life - imprisoned,
Time - conquered.
With love and freeness,
Fragrance confirmed.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In A Wave

What is generated there
That I know, and it is all
Due to lotus flower.

Lotus flower, lotus flower,
Are you there and what you are,
That I want to know.

And I know it is all four,
Here, there like that star.
The star wants to sleep,
But it is all a mischief.

I wonder how the living beings
Are so anxious to play.
But I realize it is all truth,
In a great circular wave.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Brief

All good,
Tell about
Life in brief.
Understand life
In relation to the truth.
All good,
Stay free
Without any doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Devotion

Say something,
Say nothing is
Unaware of
The things, dear.
While saying
Be careful about
Law and order.
Life, though,
Full of miseries,
In life only
One can attain
Highest perfection.
Stay fixed
In devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Exile

Give me a chance to write
Without any fear
Give me a chance to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Fire

I am in fire,
It is all fire.
Fire fire fire,
Only fire is here.
Take care, my dear.

No welfare, but desire,
That is there.
Hear, call from
The dark star.
Be cautious, my dear,
Smooth road is far.

Fire fire fire,
But no light is there,
Take care, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Heaven

Take responsibility
And get peace.
Get peace and
Live a life
In heaven.

Heaven is within you,
Convert not heaven
Into a hell.
Hellish life is
Really painful.

Actions and reactions
Both are yours.
Go not with them
For the good of your own.
Leave all or
They all are there
To leave you.

Life is but the truth,
Hold it tight.
And truth is in love,
Love all without any
Discrimination, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Hope

With this I am
Looking before I leap.

Precept not in work
Example is better
My lovely dear.

It is my strike
To your red hot iron
That comes to position.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Space

See the stone
And say
Where is its life!

See, we are all
In space,
Are we living!

May I pray
To follow the path
That is real!

O my dear, come on
And acknowledged yourselves
That you know all that.

What is known
That is the unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Sun

Life is there
In the sun
And also
In the moon.

The moon is there
In us
And we are
Trying to
Pull the sun.

The sun is there
In the moon,
And we are
Waiting for a verse
In the noon.

The sun
The moon
And the life
All are here
To give a
Clear picture.

What would be
The picture
I ask the poet
To draw
In words.

And the words
Are with the people,
And we are to
Enjoy seeing
The life of
Each couple.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In The Moonlit Night

Life in the moonlit night
With full of fortune's grace
I enjoyed on the sea shore.

I am engaged in my own household
Works and wasted so many years
As not ready for exhibited detachment.

In any case I understand fractions
That are there in my senses
And I marked the transactions cancel.

Gajanan Mishra
Life In Words

That poets lead
Come on with
New images
Conversations and
Colors.

Here in poems
You can find
Honesty wisdom
And courage
That immortalized
The poet.

Poem and the poet
Are here for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Independent

Reality is
Life- independent
Would grow.
Known to all
About play
Of power or
Say powerplay.
Life is not
For a single purpose,
But for diversification,
Life is not.
To fulfill the gaps
That are there
With nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Beauty

Life is a beauty
See here see there
See then see now.
No more you will find
Problem in life
No pain no disease
No suffering and nothing.
What is happening in life
Is all for good
All for life
And not for death.
Life is a celebration
Celebration of joy and
Happiness and see
Life is blossoming.
Playing dancing singing
All in one in life
Enjoy life within
And also outside.
Life is a reason
Life is a season
Life is a beauty
Just have a vision.
Life has a meaning
Life is increasing
And look life-affirming.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is music,
Hear it,
Enjoy it,
The world is a music,
Feel it,
Absorb in it.
Life and the world
Is at your disposal now.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Process

Life is a process,
And a scope to
Reach the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Song

Life is a song,
You are to sing.
Life is a poem,
You are toi recite.
Life is truth
You are to love.
Life is everything
You are to enjoy.
See others with
All curiosity, dear,
Each is curio here.
Experience life
With every newness
And live afresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Struggle

Life is a struggle,
Go on struggling
My dear, but remember,
You are struggling
With you. No one, but
You, alone here.

What shall I do,
Ask yourself, my dear,
And go on doing
What you feel right.
But, remember, dear,
You, alone here.

No one, but you
To get all and
You to leave all
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Tree

Life is a tree that has twelve branches
Life is a branch that has thirty fruits
Life is fruits that is sweet and sour
Life is transparent and clear
Life has no head no tail no beginning no end
Life is everywhere and life is a day
Life is a month life is a year.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is A Wheel

Rolling repeatedly
Up and down
And it is the real problem.

To overcome this problem
You are to see and touch
The Ultimate Truth here
That is there within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Above All

Life is above all
Give respect to a living being.
A living being is a God.
Buildings, riches are useless
Only useful and most valuable
Is your life, my dear.
Give the life a chance
To go with truth
And allow the life to love.
Love is the basic needs of life
Without love life is nothing
With love let life accepted by all.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is All But

Life is all
But painful.
Pain is
Everywhere
But gain is
Also there.
Life is truth
And truth is
There where
There is love.
Love, love,
Love is
The only answer
Here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is All Perfect

Life is all perfect,
Let us understand
The language.
The language of
Nature.
So fine,
So sweet and
Full of beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is All Successful

No chance of failure
As life is all successful.
Live peacefully here,
Nothing to worry
At any time.
But to see and observe
And inspire others.
No dreadful, but face
All-embracing here.
All is there in realisation,
All is there in modification,
All is there in repetition.
But life invokes love,
Transcendental ecstatic love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is All Truth

Go not with false impression
That life has no role to
Play in truth, but life is
All truth, remember it always.
Life and truth are two sides
Of the same coin - time.
Use life in proper way
And love all for all welfare.
Reading, writing, eating, sleeping,
Walking, running and so on and so on
Are but part of life.
Life itself is ours, we are
Not able to know the recognized
Path, here often, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Always

Life is always,
Always empty,
Absolutely empty.
But we are
Searching something
Knowing fully well
That there is nothing,
And nothing.

We think ourselves
Wonderful thinkers
And we think that
We are here to
Change the course
Of actions for all
Going beyond
The nature.

Life is always empty
And I think, my dear friends,
There is nothing to understand.
If anything left out
Then that is the only truth.
Truth is also nothing
And an empty hole my dear friends,
Just look in to yourself alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is An Ocean

Life is an ocean
Life is an ocean full of nectar
O my dear, go for churning
And living in peace
Executing truce with all.

This world is not for fight
But to live in peace
With full cooperation and
Coordination with all
Go for living, my dear.

Love is the nectar, my dear
You can do here everything
By the power of love
Love all love love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is really confusing,
It is as clear as confusion.
And we say at times
It is operational part.
Life is for realisation of truth,
But what is truth and where it is
That no one is there who can know
But life is illuminating here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Beautiful

You enjoy or not
Different issue,
But life is beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is But A Process

Life is but a process,
A phase of transformation,
From developing to developed.
And in this process
Where we are difficult to assess.
Let us stay impartial
To view correctly - life.
As nonexistent.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is but a spark,
It is all beautiful
And all glorious.
Life started,
Seas and oceans
Agitated.
Life come in,
Darkness goes out.

Let life flourish,
And all the stars and planets
Are but a manifestation of life.
I exist means I have life,
I want life and nothing more,
I live life with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is but
An acute source of trouble.
And trouble is nothing
But the life that flourishes.

Life is a dream,
And the life is also
covered by the dreams.

Thinking everything okay
We start our journey
Through the dreams,
But the dreams, if high,
Can enable us to proceed forward.

We know perfectly well,
We can't march without looking backward.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is But Truth And Beautiful

See me alive,
I am really alive
With your love.
I live in truth,
Truth is here
In me.
I search truth
In life.
Life is there
In light,
And light is
There in life.
Life is beautiful
Only in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is a contract
Between nature and me.
And I know we are both
Inter-dependent.
I am always trying to
Go beyond nature
And nature is always
Trying to keep me
In bond.
We are both independent
But we cannot do anything
Without the help of another.
See me, here I am. And
See also, there is the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Costly

Living is costly

Costly life
Costly living.

Dresses are many
Places are many.

Time is one
Sun is one.

Going to the sun
I touched You
That is pleasant
Warm and cozy.

This is my life
You are with me
You are in me
And I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is expansion of death,
And we failed to recognized,
It is true.
Life is clear monsoon,
And we enjoy it but forget
To watered.
Life is what life is not,
Misconstrue death.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is For

Live and enjoy
Enjoy and act
The life is for that.

Your love and
Your affection
Show your perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is For Joy And

Life is for joy and happiness with good thoughts and deeds
Life is holy and sacred with love affection and nectar
O my dear, I am grateful to You as You have given me this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Free

Life is free
Life is with the bird with the tree.

Enjoy the life
Life is cold and heat
Enjoy the life
Life is Joy and sorrow
Enjoy the life
There is honour and ignominy.

Life is free
Enjoy the life
Consider the earth
The stone and the gold
All alike.

Life is life
Nothing substitute life
Enjoy the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Full Of Poison

Life is full of poison,
Maintain and live life
With caution, evil be shunned.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Going

Life is going
On its own way,
Worry not, dear.
Life is no way
Connected with
Anyone here.
Life stands for
Oneness of the cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Here

Life is here
Constant untainted
And ever new
If there is love
And truth.
With love and truth
It is paradise
Where you stay
And when you stay
Nothing is a bar to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Here In Push And Pull

Take care life,
It is in
Push and pull.
Push and
It comes,
Pull and
See it is
Going on.
Stop not anywhere
At any time.
Just go on in
Pulling and pushing
And see the magic
In life's circus.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Here In Vibration

Life is here in vibrations,
Life is here in truth,
Life is here in love.

It is our knowledge
That can gives light
To see life here.

Knowledge is nothing
But the mental status
That is there in love.

And love is there
Where there is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is In Dark

Life is in dark,
Life is in ignorance
In spite of all the lights,
As because we are hankering
For matters.
Enlighten the life in eternal form
With proper knowledge, my dear
And help thyself in getting
Liberation.
Life is blessed
Make it not cursed
Go with the source of
Love and truth
That are the lights of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is In Death

Life is in death
And death is in life
When there is one
With you called wife.
Check the leaf,
Whether there is hive,
Dare to cut the moment
With your knife.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is In This Body

O my dear, when You are here.

When You are here, my dear
I am not in fear.

I am not in fear
I see the world near.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Invaluable

And life is beautiful
In a good and clean
Environment, keep
Environment clean
All year through
And live happily,
Remembering the theme
As it is 'Raise your voice,
Not the sea level'
And find in life
Nectar, my dear
All through your life
Remember June Five.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is meant
For all victories,
For all love,
For all truth.
Live a life, dear
With a heart
That is all clear,
And be a believer of
All goodness,
All newness,
Always, everywhere.
Nothing to worry
At any time anywhere.
But stay fresh with newness.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Mine

Life is mine
Here I feel no problem
Here I find You
O my dear
And I am fine.

Here in life
You are giving me
A new light
Of multiple colors
And I enjoy.

I enjoy my life
In full with love
Allow me to
Raise my hands and
Declare Jindabad life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Miserable

Life is miserable
If either of us, at least
Is not agree in words of other.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is more than religion,
Language, or anything else.
Let us be happy that we are
Alive and we are in peace.
Let us stop terrorism and
Any kind of violence that
Can cut us and wound our hearts.
We, all the creatures of
Different sizes, shapes, colors
Are one and we are taking
The same air and water for life.
We should take progressive
View of life everywhere for
Realizing the aspirations of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Nectar

Beginning is poison
End is nectar
No no
Beginning is nectar
Middle is nectar
End is also nectar
Whole things
Whole activities
Is only nectar
Enjoy the life
Life is not bitter
Life is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not A Battle Field

Be normal,
Treat not life,
As a battlefield.
Stay free,
Like the air,
And the rainwater.
Stay open,
Like the sky,
And accommodate all.
Pass through
The stages of perfection
And realize the truth,
That are there
At your doorsteps.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not Dark

Birds chirp and
Lions roar,
Cats mew and
Tell life not bored.

Dogs bark
Donkeys bray,
Ducks quack and
Tell life not dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not Darkness

Life is not darkness
If you say
There is darkness
You are to proof it
Life is a light
This I can say
And you are here
To see.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not For Fighting

Life is not for fighting,
But fighting is necessary
To live here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not Math

Life is not math
You can not do any
Plus minus etc etc
In life here or hereafter.

You just accept
What is here and what it is
You cannot say anything
About its missing.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not To Play Trick - Life Is

Life is not to play trick,
Life is to make friendship
With truth and love.

Life is to smile with love,
Life is not to fight with others
Life is not to stop but to
Go ahead on the path of progress.

Life is going on a zigzag way
We are here to honor the life
With every little quiver.

Life is to make merry,
Life is to bring all kinds of happiness,
Life is to do every little things
To achieve big dreams in sun-streams.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Not What We See

Life is not what we see
Life is not what we hear
Life is what we feel
And if our feeling is with love
Life is nothing but pleasure
If it is opposite
Then you are to suffer
O my dear, first see yourself
And keep your position here
And be not a burden to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Nothing

Life is nothing,
But nothing is
More important than
The life.

No one is above,
No one is below
But we are at par
With stars.

Life is soft
But it goes on
Much harder path.

Path is there
As it was/is
But we miss life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is One In Love

I am not sure
What do you mean
By love
In life is but a
Necessity.
I am not sure
How you stay here
Without love. But
Love is your inner
Feeling that is
There with the earth.
But love and love in
Life is one and
The same for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is nothing but truth
Truth is nothing but life.

Congratulation
You have told the truth
Nothing is here
But truth
And truth
We are unable to
Find in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Pure And Body Is Impure

Life is pure and body is impure
Life is nectar and body is full of
Urine stool spit saliva sweat.

Renounce pride my dear and develop uprightness
Respect others from the core of your heart
As in heart of others there dwells almighty.

Love is already there in you
You are love, anger greed delusion all bluff
Peace is there in love renunciation is there in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Scientific

Life is scientific,
Life is liberated,
Life is knowledge,
Make life effective
With your devotional
Service to the creation.
Keep contact with nature,
And its components
The air, the water, the earth,
The sky and the light.
But go not with
matyerial association.
Live with nature, in
The mode of unalloyed goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Short But Not Love

Love is here for ever.  
In love there is everything  
In hate there is nothing  
To love is Godly.

O my dear, I have no time  
Here to hate to discuss  
About evil of others  
Please love and say something  
About good of others.

Time is short life is short  
Love is long and long  
Say something about love  
O my dear, ego often comes  
But never stay with love.

Love and ego are like  
East and west and I must say  
Love is the best for this  
Beautiful life O my dear  
Come to love come with love  
Life is short but not love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Spring

Life is a spring
Use it in the dream.

The life is in the dream
The dream is in the life
Use it as you like.

Your like and dislike
determine your dream
Your dream determine
Your course of action
Your course of action
make your life as you like.

You are here to
Maintain life
You are here
TO dream the dream
That is the cream.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Successful

Life is successful,
And everything is here
To achieve.
Just stay in peace,
And maintain a pleasing
Personality by helping
The helpless with
Compassionate nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Sweet

Living is sweet
Smile is sweet
Crying is sweet
Dance is sweet
Walking is sweet
Play is sweet
Talking is sweet
Presence is sweet
Binding is sweet
Fight is sweet
Loving is sweet
O my love, I am here
With You all days all nights.

Here the air is sweet
The fire is sweet
The cloud is sweet
The sky is sweet
The land is sweet
The water is sweet
The tree is sweet
The fruit is sweet
I sand is sweet
The body is sweet
The work is sweet
And sweet is Your style
O my dear I love it
That are with You all sweet.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Sweet And Interdependent

Life is sweet,
Sweet, sweet, sweet
And sweet where it lies
That is truth.

Truth is sweet,
Sweet, sweet, sweet
And sweet where it lies
That is love.

Both truth and love
Are sweet and sweet
And sweet is life here
For the fact that
It is for others and all
Are interdependent in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is The Biggest Teacher, Let Us Love Life..

Life is the biggest teacher,  
Let us love life.  
Love, love, love, love.  
There is nectar in love,  
Take it, take it, take it.  
Enjoy life in full, my dear.  
Experience living, life is not  
There to cheat you at any time.  
Feel life everywhere and stays there  
Like a human being and tell  
Something to others who are  
Waiting to hear something from you,  
The truth that is there  
Discovered by you in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is The Earth

Follow me
And know,
What I am,
Where I am.
You are to
Know the reasons
Of my presence
Here at this time
With you.
Think about
Me and
The truth.
It is life,
It is the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is The Laughter

Life is the laughter
Voice of the emptiness
And also taste of the truth.
And truth is nothing
But the dream of the sky
And the rhythmic silence.
And what is silence?
Just observe life.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is the mixture of
Knowledge and mysticism.
Life is the inconceivable
Pastimes of each entity.
Life cannot be disclosed
Itself at any time,
At any situation, anywhere,
For any purpose, by any one.
Life cannot be separated
From anything, by anyone,
Life can be understood only
Through love that is within.
Life can never be miserable,
But can be enjoyed anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is the problem,
Life is not a solution to problem.
Enjoy problem,
Be not a part of the problem.

Life is alloyed,
But you are to stay unalloyed.
Go on with the life,
You like the quality most.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is There In Every Word

Three words;
Love, trut
And trust.
Three tense;
Past, present
And future.
Three lines;
I am, you are
And the world.
Life is there,
In every word
Of love -
In truth
And in trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is there in rise and fall,
But life is the fruits of love,
And love has no rise and fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is there in thirst,
In hunger, in grief.
You can able to know
What is life in thirst,
In hunger, in grief.
In every now and then
You have to count
The bubbles, the waves
And cross over the sky.
You are to stop there
On the other side of
The river and say to self
How far he is right
And enjoy infinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is There In Truth

Let me permit to tell you,
But what is there to tell,
I know not, I know everything
Is open and transparent
Like the blue sky.

And where is the blue sky,
It is definitely within you.
You may asked yourself and
Get the answer you desire,
Believ me not, if I am a liar!

But what is a lie?
Is there anything called a lie?
If you are kind enough
Tell me the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is To Live

Life is to live,
And to live
We have to bear all
Pain and pleasure,
We have to see the flowers,
And hear the thunder.
We have to walk on the fire,
And swim on/in water.
With time we have to compromise,
Like stone, like tree,
Like the sky, we have to
Stay on this earth.
Life is there,
Like the dazzling star.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is Visible

Life is visible
Everywhere,
In stone,
In earth,
In air,
In sky.

No enemy and not even
Death is
So powerful to
Replace life,
I am sure.

Life touches eternity,
Life is at the top of all,
Let life flourish, I call.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Is What Life

Life is what life is with you
Life is the deepest love of life
Life is the nectar of the result of sacrifice
And life is life when it is going
Towards supreme eternal atmosphere
Life is life happy and opulent in life
Life is in nutshell different sacrifices.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Itself

Life itself is a beautiful poem
Compose it read it enjoy it
In this twilight.

O my dear
Being the life partner
You are inseparable turner.

Let me see your form
This is the right time
To take motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Itself Is Life

Life itself
Is life,
To experience life
Is a great thing.
No preaching,
No propaganda,
And nothing
Required for life.
Life itself flows
On its own way.
Worry not, my dear,

Gajanan Mishra
Life Long - A Student

Life long
I am a student
If I fall asleep
Make me awake.

Life long
I am a poet
If I am not vigilant
In word in rhyme
Make me awake
Make me caution.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Means

Life means,
Life means realization,
Life means illumination.

Take life on its own way,
Attain and measure the sky,
Occupy the place and say not goodbye.

The place is yours, stay there
With full knowledge, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Mixed With Truth

Let me invoke you, my dear,
To remove the stumbling blocks
That are there in my life.
See, I have no anger,
No envy, no jealousy against
Anyone, as I know, you are
There in all.
Since I have an inclination
Towards you, I am prompt and
I am alert here.
I know life is like a flower,
And with love, life emits
Sweet fragrance when mixed
With the truth of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Of Butterfly

Please watch,
Watch the life
of the butterfly.
And the butterfly is
here and there doing
business freely in
distributing pleasures.

Pleasures that are here
in me. Is it locked up?
and who has done it?
Where is the smile?
The butterfly knows
everything but alas,
I have no time to ask.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Of Laughter

I want to do everything
I want to go everywhere
I want to take everybody
And you laughed at me
I said no problem
I can cross the line-life
Problem is you are within
Your circle that is
Never ending still I
Love you as a first viewer.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Of Sacrifice

The life of wife and husband
is a life of sacrifice for the
Sake of holy children.

A wife is a wife
Part and parcel of her husband
A wife is not to depart
From her husband
A husband is not to
Divorce his wife
For the sake of holy children
The life of husband and wife
Is that of sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
Life on sea-shore
In a year
And a year has twelve months
That signifies twelve animals
And it is love of animal you say.

Let us begin with your saying
January-rat
February-ox
March-tiger
April-rabbit
May-dragon
June-snake
July-horse
August-sheep
September-monkey
October-cock
November-dog
December-boar
And here you see
Complete the life
And all are in five
You are to think
What are the five.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Pickled

Life pickled,
Life is a spice pickle.
Life is also a river
And it is very dangerous,
Only poems can save you.
But more dangerous is poems,
If you dive in to the poems,
You cannot perform any other
Works that are here, my dear.
But in poems you can find
All nectar. Permit me to
Utter something more that
I suffer with the words and
Its meanings that are sweeter.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Science

It is science-
This life,
Pure one.
Preliminary report
Hold it good.

Production and
Maintenance and
Destruction-all
Are one
Without any difference,
External or internal.

Life and
Living entity
Are not the same
And also, not one.

Body is just like
A machine, but
We are living and
We are far above
Any machine.

Living spark is there
Within us.
Consciousness is there
Within us.
Knowledge is there
Within us.
Love is there
Within us.
And life is nothing
But the combination of
All.

Life is science,
Life is also an art.
We seek life
Only for life sake.
Compassion and humanity-
Criteria of true creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Started

From pink to gold
Gold to green
Green to yellow.

Death ends
When life started
Without fear
And in cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Starts

Life starts
At every moment
With the rising sun.
The rising sun starts
Journey with hope,
Hope to get love.
Love starts
When the truth is exposed.
And the truth exposed
With a transparent sky.
And the sky looks
Towards the earth,
And the earth smile
In my actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Style

Yes, you draw
Your senses
From all directions.
And withdraw them
From the sense-objects.
And by doing this
I know you want
To make your mind steady.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Successful

I am conscious,
Conscious of the difference
Between the present and the past,
And I am always careful.
I know great opportunity is
Here with me and I am
Determine to tell all
The truth that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Surrendered

No taste,
No inclination,
And see
I have surrendered
Everything to you,
And I stay
Free from all worries,
All sorrows, all doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- Sweeter

No one but you,
The truth, can
Mitigate my distress.

My fortune, you,
My love can go
And touch me there.

My love, nature,
Is there with me,
And I am there
With my joy.

Life, as such
Is sweeter with
The song of the air
And the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Life To End

Life to end,
But peace to find.
Peace to find,
But the war to fight.
The war to fight,
But life to live.
Life to live
With no ending.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Truly

Life truly
Belong to earth.
I am the earth.

Earth, I am
And you beg me
A flower.

A flower - my poem,
And therein
You discovered
Your identity.

Eternally
I am the heartbeat,
And you are
There in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Truth Love

Life truth love
Come and see
You are above all.

You are supreme
You are divine
You are in principle.

O my dear
You are always
Delivering justice to all.

All are equal for you
And you are for all people.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Turns To Water

Life turns to water,
Water turns to air,
Air turns to fire,
Fire turns to the sky,
The sky turns to earth.
And earth is life,
In life love, and truth
Play vital role.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Unlimited

Life Unlimited,
Life very deep,
Life unfathomable,
Let life flourish
With the ocean
And the sky.

Life is mystery,
Life changes areawise,
Life value time,
Life is holy,
And life is life,
With a meaning.

Life glorify all,
With no life, everything falls.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- What Is It Like

Life- what is it like,
No one is there
To explain you in detail
And in the correct form.
No one is there
To come to the point of truth,
To undergo any modification
And to convey good intention.
As usual desire and
Aversions are there.
And enumerators are there
To say so many things
Related to their experiences
Here that bear values.

Gajanan Mishra
Life With Love

Realize the importance of life,
Realize the importance of the task
You are entrusted with.

You are allowed to react,
You have that right but
You should know your responsibility.

I am here to see how you are
Enjoying life with love and in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life With Meaning

Life with meaning
We are here, my dear,
Worry not, it is
Just a means to an end.
Life is a median
And we are all within that
Meed is no matter
We should be at first side, clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Without Fear

Love and live,
Live and enjoy life.
Life without fear
Is the best here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Without Words

Life without words letters
Sentences sounds is difficult
To live.
Life without air water light
Earth sky is not possible
To live.

Life with water
Water and water
It is water-war now
Between you and me
Between village and village
Between country and country
Within this world.

Life with air
Air and air
Only polluted
Without tree
Life at risk.

Light of knowledge
Is lacking in life
And life becomes
In dark
No use
Dog's bark.

We are on earth
But earth is not ours
We are destroying the earth
With no berth.
Let us fly
And we have seen
No sky.

No word is there to utter
No sound no letter no sentence
We are in fence
It is only our ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Without You

Life without love
Life without Truth
Life without You
Is actually poverty.

I perceive You, my dear
I perceive the real wealth
I realize true knowledge and here
I am in the state of eternal peace and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Life- World

I am deeply concerned with
Economic development,
Sense gratification and good duties.
Understand me and my purpose,
Stay conscious and follow my exemplary behavior.
But imitate not anything,
And show your own originality,
I would be pleased.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Worthless Without Love

Life worthless without love
I must say one who is
Attached towards love
Is fortunate and great
In love faith is most important
We realized and it is our faith
We see and it is our faith
We hear and it is our faith
We pray and it is our faith
Love is the basis of faith
Faith and love makes life
Beautiful and colorful
Life is to realize self
Self is the Ultimate analysis
All powerful omnipresent
Love is the birth right
Without love life is worthless.

Gajanan Mishra
Life Written

Life written in poems
On white canvas with
Colourful inks sails spread.

Poems written with life
Up above the words that are
There in the stars of the sky.

The sky and the ocean all
Are together formed poems in life
That are blossoming on the earth.

On this earth we discover so many
Creatures live for all good and
For disclosing the real meaning.

I am waiting for the words,
In this life of the trees and birds.

Gajanan Mishra
Life, For Whom?

Life, for whom?
And what is that to others?

Life, the universe,
And it is missed.

It is not merely
The pulsebeat.

Life, a chain
In sunrises.

Life - a dazzling star
In the sky.

Over and over,
It is all cured.

All nectar,
All pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Life, Light

Life, light,
Loan leather,
All are here
With the music
Of the river.

Grass, smoke,
Picture, factory,
All are here
In silence
With words.

All are
In cold,
In hollow
Like movie
Of the sky.

All are busy
In play,
All are there
Together to
Show how lonely
The period is.

Nothing novel,
But all are
Well-acquainted
With multi-coloured signs.

Gajanan Mishra
Life, Sword And Shield

Life is moving
With swords and shield,
But we are for peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Life;

Life;
As soft as a brush
And the brush
Is the tail
Of a fox.

Life;
The greatest gain
And we are here
For each other
In love.

Life;
Not to loss,
Not to forget,
Not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Air

Air is there -
Uncontrolled.
And it passed
Every direction.
Life is there
In the air.
Air is life,
But life can be
Controlled.
Life can't travel
In all directions
Unrestrictedly.
Life-air is there
For a certain purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Bomber

Life-bomber
December
Full of joy
And laughter
Opens new chapter
In December
My dear
My love
Remember
Our union
Growing better
And better
This December
Remember
Our life-spinner.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Death Bicycle

Keep a balance and
Move forward, you are
Riding life-death bicycle.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Death Border

Raining raining and raining
Everywhere there is forest
There is mountain and rain and rain
Forest is full of trees
Mountains and mountains full of
Stones trees and stones stones
Here is a stream here there is water
And it is the border we must cross
Lion and lion tiger and tiger
Here there is a river come and
Come till completion of over
Over of time age birth death
Come my dear friend we are all
Here to make merry to get pleasure
And to cross life death border.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is the best fair
For doing good business.
Life is really good
With all fairness.
Mark the response there
In life with all goodness.

Love life with greatness,
Life is the best fair
For doing good business.
Here is life and it is yours,

Right from the very beginning
Set an ideal example for others,
Be attentive and observant,
Plan actions and minimize errors.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Fight

Life is a fight
Let us see
Who is the winner
And who is the loser.

Life is love
Let us see
Who is the lover and
Who is the beloved.

It is all but truth
Let us collect the data
And place on the table
That is wonderful.

If any defects are there,
Correction is advisable.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Journey

I am not walking
And I am unable to walk.
The place from where
And the place to where
Is also not known to me.

Where am I
I cannot answer
Ask me not anything
About the place, time
And the purpose of the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Lifeless Towards Sky

Nameless, lifeless,
I want to stay
With all nothingness.

Take away all
That is with me.
Take away the earth
And the sky.

Let me stay
With my madness.
Let me go
With my blueness.

My shade is with me
Coastline, and I am
So to say fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Light

Life is present
It is in light
It is light
Life is transcendental
Life is final
It is world class
Life is luminous
With progressive actions
Life is plus and plus
It has no minus
Life is present
Come to life
It is live.

Gajanan Mishra
Lifelike Star

Never empty,
All filled
Always.

All sit, all dance,
All sleep.
No one is idle.

No divisive tendency,
No urgency,
But life moves on
As good movies.

All in discipline,
All like television,
All with truthful statement,
Lifelike bright star.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Long Enemy

My love,
My joy,
My success,
My friends,
My kith and kins,
And they
Whom I think
My own.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Long Experience

Life-long experience
Has something to do
Here in this world
At this time, express it
By words and by works.

By words and by works
Be truthful always
Everywhere all times
Keeping all in the ocean
Of light with smile.

While delivering words
While performing works
Keep in mind, nobody is
Your friend and nobody is
Your enemy at any time.

Keep in mind, one thing
You are for all and all
Are for you only and
A deep rooted relation is
Always there within.

Think not anyone ignorant
Think not anyone full of knowledge
Think not anyone a different kind
And keep not too much attachment
And acquired experience at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Love

Take whatever
You like,
Take freely,
It is all free,
Here under
This love tree.
And it is poetry,
My life poetry.
But I follow,
Follow no one,
But my own self.
And I realize
I am not dirty,
No one is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-One Way Traffic

Life is one way traffic
No return back from here
No compromise with time
And nothing is there
As adjustment anywhere
One may call it mystic
But life is as plain as
And as transparent as
The blue sky above and
As tolerant as earth below
If one has tolerance
He is eligible to get
Bliss and knowledge
For ever here.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Partner

Being my life-partner -
Why you are charging
At this time when I am
Going upwards?
Hearing worthless words
Why you are getting pain
All of a sudden without
Any specific reason?
YOU are here with me always
And I am here with you
To mitigate all doubts
That are within you.
Stay still like me
I am here to take you
To the place of peace and
Stability. I am here to
Help you, to cooperate you
In each word and work.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Poetry

My life
Itself is
A poem.
I am
In life-poetry.
Read me
If you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Poetry, Read It

My life
Itself is
A poem.
I am
In life-poetry.
Read me
If you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Rope Is Made Of Three Strands

Life-rope is made of three strands
And the Almighty God holding this rope
Made us dance day and night.

My universe my mother consists of these
Three aspects of Tamas Rajas and Sattva
These three Gunas are modes of Prakriti
Ultimate cause of all things.

My mother is all in one
Conduces to the good of all
My mother is the creative preservative
Protective principle of my world.

Tamas= ignorance, darkness
Rajas= Passion,
Sattva= goodness
Gunas= nature, components
Prakriti= nature

Gajanan Mishra
Life's Cycle

Turns on,
Turns off,
Let it go
Life's cycle,
On its own road.

Ever and never,
Living or dead,
With all wonders.
For namesake,
Just move forward.

It is all in light,
But no clarity.
It is all life,
All earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Life's Expansion

Life's expansion
Through experience
Is necessary to
Overcome
The vicious circle.

Be prepared, my dear,
To face falsehood, cheating,
Violence at home and abroad, and
Protect yourself from horrible time.

Gajanan Mishra
Life's Nectar

Song is life's nectar,
Sing a song
At least for me,
Only I am here
To listen you, my dear.

Truth is there
In your song,
Song is there,
In your lovely voice.

Sing a song,
I want to listen
About life,
That is in truth,
That is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Side

Morning, morning,
Near you, I am, life-side.
I like you and your drawing,
I like you and your sky-dye.
The sky and the earth
All are there and my going
Through the hills and the rivers,
And the field and the oceans,
And also outside my own life.
I resemble morning in rising sun,
I assemble all that are life's fun.
Those near me, I call them off,
And those far from me, I call them in.
My dream, my best friend, morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Song

I love,  
Song,  
The song has  
Own life.  
Sweet and sound,  
Straight and round,  
I discover here  
And I found.  
Song of clay,  
Song of trouble,  
Song of life.  
I love song,  
Cold and unfold.  
True song,  
Love song,  
Mine and yours, dear.  
All joys,  
All virtues  
Are there in song.  
I sit, I sleep,  
I walk and I  
Proceed ahead  
With the song  
Day and night.  
I breathe with song,  
I want to hear  
My own tongue.  
All nature is here  
In the song,  
I meet all,  
I counter all,  
In the song.  
And the song  
Gives me  
New dream, new stream,  
And all newness in life.  
I love song,  
Where you are  
There all the time, dear.
Gajanan Mishra
Life-Tree

I like the life-tree
I also like tree-life.

And here our drama start
I am asking question
Relating to eyes ears
Nose mind and mouth
And You remained silent.

True is that You are
In the fire, seeing the world
And fire itself wonders,

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Truth

Expectation too high!
Is it?

I just
Want to live
With a bread.
I just
Want to see
A ray of light.
I just
Want a roof
To save myself
From hot and cold.

My love, I want to spread,
Life-truth, I desire to watch.

Gajanan Mishra
Life-Wish

Nothing to understand,
But everything is here
To love the life.
In life you can fulfill
All your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Lift Yourself

Lift yourself,
Lift yourself men
By your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Lifting

I am to lift myself
Lifting self is easy
If I wish
If I keep faith with me
I am at the center
And I am to change myself
Lifting here.

Gajanan Mishra
Lifting All

Poets lift all,
To lift others,
The duty of a poet.
The poet thinks right,
With no fallacy.
Through words
And letters, the poet
Search the truth,
Search love and
Say something for good.
The poet has all arts,
All sciences.
The poet knows well
Nothing is greater than life.
The living style
Of the poet shows
The inner feelings.
With words when
The poet plays upside down,
Humanity cries.
Find nothing error
In poet's life.

Gajanan Mishra
Lifting You

I am lifting you
O men, come on
In the line of
My review.

This is the platform
You have reached
And from here
You are to go further.

Further in my name and fame
O men, come on
I am here for
Your emancipation.

Gajanan Mishra
Light

Light is your
Simplicity and
Your purity.
This light
Shows you
The path towards
The Truth.
Love this light.

Fear the Truth
Fear the light
Fear the love,
and keep them in tact
within you.
Only this fear
only this action
can enable you
to win the war of life.

Don't bow down your head
Before anyone else
Except before the truth.
Don't show yourself
Before anyone else
Except before the light.
Don't go with anyone else
Except with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Light A Fire

Light a fire,
Light a fire for reform.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And Color - For World Peace

Dance and dance,
O light, O colors,
Dance and dance.
And go beyond
The approach of senses.

Keep a soft heart,
Show a small smile,
And open the horizon,
And stop the business
Of killing and annihilation,
Both at home and abroad.

Create a peaceful atmosphere,
I tell the sun and the moon,
And I request them to stay a while
There, together for all.

Destroy not anything
I tell the air and the fire
But give scent of the earth
And the colors of the sky.

I tell all creatures
To dance and dance
On the open field with love,
And I tell all to stay
In truth for peaceful coexistence
In this world and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And Darkness

Light and darkness,
Both are here with me.
And I am getting perfection.
I am here to turn
Darkness into light.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And Dream

Where there is dream,
See, light is there.
In the light, all
Look colorful.

Color of time
Is really wonderful.
No secret, but it is
The open script of poetry.

Have courage to
Read the full poetry.
Life is nothing
But poetry in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And Shadow

Impact is there
On me and I see
Both the light
And the shadow.

But I am on
My path, see me,
And I care not
Who you are.

I salute you
As usual here
For your compassion.
See me and my
Peaceful nature,
I am a life singer.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And Stream Of Light

Light and stream of light
Took me to sea and shoreless sea
Took me to sky and limitless sky
Where I can able to fly.

Here there is fire and water
Here there is tempest
Here My life is at rest
Here I kept faith and
Here with your word
I got success.

Gajanan Mishra
Light And The Sun

I have seen
The sun
With my own light
On my beautiful sight.

The sun is dark
And I have given the sun
A chance to
See me here.

I have made the sun
Quenched the thirst.

I have collected friends
On this earth.

I have invited all
To stay and survive here.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Conquered Darkness

You conquered me, my dear,
As light conquered darkness,
As goodness conquered sins.
You conquered me, my dear,
And I serve You, see as a
Servant and also as a son.
You conquered me, my dear,
And it is not possible
On my part to see You
In full and not possible to
Understand You without Your
Blessing and without Your grace.
You conquered me, my dear,
And I regained my vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Light In The Middle

You cannot switch off
The light that is
In the middle.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is Always There

Light is always there,
Dark in light,
Dark - a canal towards
The light.

Light is always there
With no dark spot anywhere.
And I as part of the light
Want to write.
I want to write about the light.

The light that is there in my heart,
And I want to show it to the world.
The world sleeps in the light,
And the rest says it is dark,
My poetry shops there I park.

Yes, I want to speak something,
Something relating to the relationship
Between the dark and the light.
But no one knows What I want to write
And what I want to speak with the waves of time.

The time as it is there with me
And I invent it again and again in me
For the purpose of repair the works
In the previous sunset
On the mirror of history

I want to move and the history is my guide,
Though I have not taken into full confidence
With my guide here but always it is there
Wishing me a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is Here

Light is here,
Beauty is here,
Truth is here,
I am also here.

It is not that
You are not here,
It is not that
I am lacking anything,
It is not that
There is no love.

Still you are
Not enjoying life
That is full of
Joy and pleasure!

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is In You

Please stand for
The true knowledge
About your state.
Please see the sun,
And the moon and
The stars.
Receive light
And go to fight.
The eyes and ears
Are with you.
See the truth,
Hear the truth.
Light is there
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is Not

Light is not
The contrary of
Darkness.
Light is there
So also
Darkness is there
In their respective
Places.
It is we
To choose,
It is we
To crave,
It is we
To move through.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is There

Light is there
And we are not far.
Closing of eyes
Is just a question.

Our life is here
As it is,
Out of fear we are
Crossing the limit.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Is Within

Light is within,
Light is within.
Call me within
Call me within.
I am within,
I am within.
No wild-wind
Can disturb me.
Call me within,
Call me within.
Light is within,
Light is within.
I can cross the river,
I can cross the ocean.
I am within,
I am within.
Sand-dust and the land
All are here,
I am there all fair
And without fear.
Call me near.
Call me near.
I am here with all beauty,
I am here not for the fun
Of all that are nasty.
Here is light.
Call me in light,
Call me as light,
Call me for light.
Light is within me,
Light is here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Linger

Light linger
Around the dark
What must vanish
Is dog's bark.

Our yellow image
Is joy
We measure the sky
That is pleasure, goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Lingers

Pity and anger
Go together
In memory
And as part of
Nature.
Blood and life,
All are
The capital
Belong to
The architecture.
Light lingers
With true words.
And we all
Watch with
Our letters.
Nothing to rebel
But to see
The method of
Living on earth.
The sky embraces all
For all are
There in the cloak.
Nothing is inside,
Nothing is outside also,
And That we all know,
Yet, we weave our
Own net
On either way
But no scene
Before the eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Of All Lights

Love love love love
Love is the light of all lights
Where there is truth there is love
Where there is love there is light
Light is truth, truth is light
And it is beyond darkness beyond ignorance
Love love love love
Light light light light
Truth truth truth truth
Truth light love all are knowledge
And is within all
Love love love love love love
Truth truth truth truth
Light light light light
Life is in love
Life is in truth
Life in light
Life is light
Life is truth
Life is love
Love life my dear
Say once and for ever
I love you, you are my love
You are my light
You are my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Of The World

Light of the world is love,
Glory and message of love
Is necessary for world peace.
It is the profit,
It is the prosperity,
And it has all the properties.
We are all contemporaries,
Practitioners of living.
We have our own sacred river,
In which we are to dive.
We take bath in love for
Our own purification.
We are delivering our soul
To each other with heart-clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Of This Life

Let the light
Of this life
Go far and wide.
Let us treat
This life
As a diwali.
Let us distribute
Sweets of love
And friendship.
Let us feel
Brighter and
Happier each day.
Let us instil
Each day hope of
Good fortune
And prosperity.
The whole world
Is a family and
All livings and
Non-livings are
Its members.
Let us address
Each one as
Dearest dear
And think all
As our part
And parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
Light The Fire

Light the fire
And go on performing
The works that are
With you in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Light The Lamp

Light the lamp
And drive out
The darkness.
Light the lamp
See the things
Within.
Light the lamp
And keep a vigil.

Gajanan Mishra
Light The Lamp And Get Success

Light the lamp,
But pollute not
The atmosphere.

I congratulate you,
For the Diwali,
But not for firecrackers.

Light the lamp
And get the light,
Light of purity,
And honesty,
And get success
At every field.

Gajanan Mishra
Light The Lamp Of Your House

Light the lamp of your house, my dear
And tame the monkey.
Be careful of your lovely glass
And remember, you are the happiest ever.

What is enclosed in envelopes
Open not before all, my dear
As You concealed Yourself
For others interest and social order.

Gajanan Mishra
Light The Lamp Of Your House, My Dear

Light the lamp of your house, my dear
And tame the monkey.
Be careful of your lovely glass
And remember, you are the happiest ever.

What is enclosed in envelopes
Open not before all, my dear
As You concealed Yourself
For others interest and social order.

Gajanan Mishra
Light To See

Light to see the world
Is within us, see.
Eternal time is there
For us, feel.
Water and air is there
For us, taste.
The sky and the earth
Is ours, take.

Gajanan Mishra
Light To Society

1

Please come and hold my hand
I have no strength to walk or stand.

I am not poor and I am not in poverty,
Think not so my dear, so long as
I am reciting your name and fame and
I am writing poem.

I am drinking the life-juice given by you,
I have no other wish but I am very much greedy
to keep you and I am hankering after you.

My thinking process, please test,
is it not bigger than me, my dear?
But my life is so small and short
you cannot rebuke me for any other things
as you know, I have no attachment in anything else.

2

You have taught me
the way of worship.

It is your sweet love;
it is your pious earth
that gave me knowledge.

I am here with your flowers,
Fragrance of which is spreading
in all directions.

I am smiling like you
with the beauty of this world;
I desire to stay with you
so long as you are here with me.

It is my good luck
you are showing me the path to stay.

3

Hearing your flute
I came out from the house
With tears of love
In eyes full.

The air within
Is trembling, see?
And I am alive.

To see you is not
Within my power, dear,
I saw the sky above
In eyes tearful.

The light is here with me,
The colors are focusing
And still I am unable to see.

4

How to sing that I know not,
What to do and when to do, I know not,
though you have taught.

You have given me everything
covering the earth and the sky.
And yet I am not able to
keep them with me.

You have made me emotional
in so many ways here at so many times
and yet I have forgotten from the very start.

It is known to all, starting point is no where
and no one can say what is it going on here,
And still I have decorated my body for you only
and you have received me with regards as nothing wrong.
This blue uncovered sky
is there as it is
given by you at that hours
of beginning, O beginning-less.

I am happy, I have nothing to solicit.
The sky is happy; I have seen
nowhere to go at any time.

Let me express my language of hearts;
Let me delete the absolute that is
so rising within me towards the sky.

I know, no artist is there like you
on this earth that can make a sky so lovely
with nothing. I know how much I am searching
you day and nights here there with the sky.

The sea is trembling and
this state of trembling
made me fear and I sing a song
with care that you can hear there.

Am I the initiator here?
And I am telling about the wave and the sky.
You have declared to stay away from me
But I have seen you and you have provided
me the eyes to sea all scenes.

With his shadow the Neem-tree
is telling the history and
without the shadow the tree is
in love. The truth-bird is there
sitting quiet without body on the shore.
Collecting words in your
field of emotion I stood first.
With my own laugh and own cries
I preceded further in the light
of new moon day.

Life-forest is dense,
Scattered sky is there only,
the rain is going outside
holding my hands and is telling
O poet, come on, to measure the clouds.

Let me free from your kiss-prison first,
Let me get my body uncovered with truth,
let me write a poem in your words-love
Let me stay here a moment more beyond count.

8

How can I say my dream is not in truth?
How can you say I am not here in front of you?
Still I am playing with the fragments of sky,
Still you are talking with me committed to earth.

Come on; come on, my black mole, my white sandal!
It is the time to see each other in the match-final.
It is cold, it is chill, let us come together
with acceptability as per wish of blue eyes.

Teach me, teach me by phases your song, your dance,
Let me give a chance to write in free-verse, to show
my sorrows not in open market but in close door of yours
same nectar- rhythm full of desires beyond the body.

I have done all things here according to your direction
I have written as blessing while taking your dictation.

9

Not I but you
the nectar of this world.
Not I but you
the writer of this world.
Not I but you
the conjunction of this world.

You are the only player here and
all others are ball.
You are the giver, you are the taker
in dark and in light, I hear your call.

The flowers that are there blooming - I know yours,
the stars that are there appearing - I know yours.
I am not confusing at any time it is sure,
I am getting your instructions all times that are pure.

10

Have you seen my greedy eyes in your Kadamba tree?
Within your all-embracing arms I am feeling free.

I have remembered everything but I failed to express myself,
I am wandering in your forest and still I am fearless.

I am reflecting everything in my poems from time to time,
how the water and the fire are playing within the body.

Being the controller of everything you know everybody,
I remembered all arts all cultures while composing poems.

I know the movement of the body and the mind that have
a link with you without any interruption from anywhere.

It is right you are the creator of all happiness and
all sorrows and all universes with good faith and trust.

The fire in my veins are yours that is mystery
I am going on creating you my dear in my own way and you agree.

11

You made me a fool,
and I am here cool.
To satisfy your urge
you addressed me darling.
I want your language
but you merged in me.

Your scented kiss enabled me
to stand up before all and
I am here in return of love
that is universal.
Day and nights, see me
I am laughing and crying
Like a mad and insane
Pick me up showing your deign.

12

In our own circles
we are wandering.
We are wandering
keeping our own
identity in reserved.

We are interdependent,
here at this hour.
Under the stars,
Dictators, ourselves-
we declared.

The stars are
falling down and
it is no wonder, but
we are dear to each other.

13

Love the self first
and then only say
I love you and then
you may say
I love the world.
Who are you to love the world?
Is the world is hankering
after your love?
But if love is not there in you,
obody is there to love you.

And without love
you are deprived the blessing
of Almighty, and you are far from
peace and stability within, see.

14

It is magic
It is vanity
It is life.

And it is yours,
and I am yours,
and you are here
within me.

Vanity Fair
is not mine
I know.

And still, O magician,
you have kept
the truth in tact
and I am going to that.

15

Go there in normal way or in
opposite way that does not matter,
O my dear, but going is a pious one
and that takes you from you to you.

While going face the spring, face the summer,
face the rain and also the winter,
and for this I have opened all doors
and all windows that are there here.
It is your dream that is taking you
with so much love that is beyond imagination,
And the plus and minuses are here with a difference
but no one is taking care to sum up all.

Seeing you I have forgotten all my thirst and hunger,
O my dear, see now, I am drunk; I am not within my control.

16

How to compose poems
that I know not, my dear
I know not how to live.
Words, sentences and their
uses are not being
properly made by me.

I fear your silence gestures,
I fear your shapeless appearance,
I fear your backward motion.
The colors, the sounds, that are in me
is yours my dear, and I am using all these
only to please you.

Please come and listen, and allow me to make you listen,
O my dear, listen, truth is being told by me.

17

Since you are not forgetting me,
how can I dare to forget you?
Since you are here in front of me,
how can I go anywhere keeping aside you?

Keeping aside you, I made a blunder, my dear,
keeping aside you, I am far from water,
and you are there within me and
I am there within you, how wonder!
No and nothing I want to know besides you,
And I know what not you are here and also there,
You are my kiss itself, you are my scent,
You are my morning light, you are also the night,
In the same parameters of life-fight, I am here,
See, in your smile and also in your tears.

18

Though I know there is no end
I am going to find the end
and the end is covering me with
its blue eyes, scented and colorful.

See me I am wonderful, see me I am not here,
And you said, my dear, coming to me, O,
You are at the end, you are the end coming to
start afresh and I am wandering here there,
To fulfill my end in this play of
presence and absence that is going on within all.

I find no end in the beginning, see,
It is beyond my knowledge, and I started again,
painful though, since I have greed I quit not,
And I said my dear, let it go on its own way.

19

Is it easy to stay united
Please tell, my dear, please tell,
without devotion, without attachment,
without surrendering the self?

I love the air and the air is there,
I love the sky and I desire to fly,
It is fire that is burning within me,
and you are the fire that I know there.

You are calling me to go there,
please clarify, are you not there?
You are staging this drama and you placed yourself in the position of the hero and the director, producer as well, with your own expenses. Who am I?

20

No new poem I find here, the poems that are here really lack newness that I am searching for.

Where is that love I am searching for here there as a wanderer within these doubts and distrust.

No emotion is there, and also No surrender, my dear, No one knows how to bow down and the sweetness therein.

Please come, give a lesson again, Let them know the truth-fortune forerun.

21

See me, I am burning in the oven of love-life, I cannot allow anybody to say it, oven of lust.

Yes, time is running fast But here it is time, available in plenty for love Let us enjoy love-life here.

Are you not watching the smile of flowers always here, there and everywhere you stay? The sky is watching you,
remember, dear guy.

22

Shop love today itself,
No bargain, no rate,
Love, you can get, it tells
only through love.

Come, you are welcome,
See and feel the blooming of
flowers within you, dear,
See the dream near.

Being a poet, let me enlighten
the environment that is lovely
and beautiful all around,
and truth therein that I found.

You are sketching the sky I know
with all sweetness of this life-flower.

23

You are here to light the lamp, I know
and to show me the dream of the earth
you are here that I know and you are seeing
in your eyelid-less eyes all activities of all.

How grateful am I, I cannot express here,
I cannot express as because I am still taking
everything from you here and you are giving me
everything in time feeling my want yourself.

Here the nectar is flowing in these words
that have a touch of yours and that are again
touching you and coming to this area, this earth
to all creatures and to all people including trees
and mountains and oceans and air and sky and stars.

And I must give you thanks for your light and encouragement to fight.
See me, dear; I am in emptiness and going towards wholeness. Wholeness is there in my life, but I failed to find it without your grace, and for this, see I am worshipping you, knowing fully well that you are within me.

Life is a medium, life is a media and you are the controller of life. Still I am living here and remembering you at every moment of respiration, you are telling me in whisper to stay calm and I am in obedience to you going here and there without any discrimination.

The unseen is here, see, the untouchable is here, touch, the voiceless is here, hear him, and come, my dear, feel his presence within.

With so many colors he is taking utmost care this earth where you are with mystic fever he is here, wonder, I am with you in this heaven-garden.

Telling you all that are near you I am presenting before you infinity, I see nobody destitute here with his presence, Thing is it is a matter of faith.

I am with him and he is with me He is with me and I am with him.
The river is crossing its bank,  
the sky is coming forward, 
and my poem is dazzling as you see  
with the new leaves and wind of the spring.

And with this I have not deposited anything  
and my balance is zero, as the balance of payment  
lost its value before the CCTV placed before.  
O my dear, still I love the flower here.

Come, my dear, please come, and let us  
go for a walk together throughout the world  
just as a mere creature and see varieties of  
incidents that are occurring in our presence.

Let us feel, we are parts of all those who are here,  
Let us feel also, we are parts of all those who are everywhere.

27

For the world,  
for the welfare of the world,  
I am writing all these.  
I think the life  
and the world is the whole truth.

Poet is he who knows what truth is,  
you are the best poet of this world,  
and you have created it with care.

I know your heart is as big as the sky  
and it is you who created this sky,  
and under which I am playing as per my wish.

There on the body of the sky I am  
feeling my pulse and on this world  
I am telling, yes I am alive.

28

Coming to me you may say  
Writing is a personal business,
But let me say, think twice, my dear,  
Nothing is personal, admit and declare.

Since everything is interrelated  
no one can claims this or that  
is his own and he is here to keep  
everything secret and he can do  
whatever and whenever he likes.

It is true to say pieces of  
stones are there in flowers,  
and flowers are blooming  
on the dry stone at the top  
of the mountains facing the sky.

29

No one is calling me today  
and I went hearing the call.  
The call is sent by the sky  
through air and I am fired.

This time also I am hopeful  
that the bees would come with honey.  
With the honey I can sing openly  
and the flowers would co-operate me.

Rain arrived late though to the fields,  
and the farmers are there to make merry  
Forgetting their money they have deposited  
as crops insurance and security bonds.

But it is flood, come and see,  
Come and if you so like, service be rendered.

30

Light is your simplicity and  
your purity.  
This light shows you  
the path towards  
truth, love.
Fear the truth, fear the light,
fear the love, but keep them
within you. Mind it,
Only this fear, only this action
can enable you to win.

Don't bow down your head
before anyone else except the truth.
Don't go with anyone else
except with love.

31

We are going,
The sun is not coming.
In fact, we are nameless,
We are calling east, west.

We to choose what to do,
We are to select the path of light.
Though nothing is there as called
Here or there in our own life.

It is the formation of nature,
It is the intermixture temperature,
And you are the book-keeper,
I am the knowledge-center

You are the deviator,
And I am the silent spectator.

32

With your spectacles you can see me,
but if you are a jaundice patient,
what shall I do? I am not the doctor
to make your vision clear, my dear.

With your hands you can hold anything,
but if you do not want to raise your hands
what shall I do? I am not the commander-in-chief
to force you by giving punishment here.

My happiness is in my hands that I know very well
but I am not utilizing fully my freedom due to my
habit to obey the orders of outsider.
And it is in this way I am dependent fully though
I have got independence and it is disgrace
I know very well and I am helpless in me.

33

For the world,
For the welfare of the world,
I am writing all these.
I think the life
And the world is the whole truth.

Poet is he, who knows what truth is,
You are the best poet of this world,
And you have created it with care.

I know your heart is as big as the sky
And it is you, who created this sky,
And under which I am playing as per my wish.

There on the body of the sky I am
Feeling my pulse and on this world
I am telling, yes I am alive

34

How many sun and how many moon are
there that I cannot say my dear,
ask me not about all those questions,
they are not under my jurisdiction.

I can say how I am revolving me here
within my circle with my hands and feet
and busy in filling my belly and telling you
good morning without any return or expectation.

I cannot say why the smoke is coming out from that steel plant of my town and how the flower is blooming in this rainy days and my grand daughter is crying to go to school.

I know, you are not able to say anything in these days and yet I am welcoming you to say.

35

How much I am yours a great point to note, telling something to please one at the instant has no role to play in the wider connotation, as coloring the sky has no value at dark night.

But at deep dark and middle of night everything is started changing and we mark it after sleep, Sleep is nothing but a death, forgetfulness is nothing but preparing for a new life in the morning.

We are acrobats and we know how to go through the air and we know all lights are here for us, we also know the 'parrots in full flight' as said Paz defy movement and language and we are forgetting we are for ours.

Time is here to learn and we are running with time, Words have so much value and that is not a thing to imagine.

36

To say something about a matter is trying to destroy it.
Let us try not to be a part of any destruction, dear.

To read is to enhance the energy and to go ahead of the self, but going ahead is not advisable
as something may be missed.

To wake and to rise is good
but for what? If you are not able to know!
I cannot say whether you are
living or not.

To live, writing is necessary,
to write, reading is necessary.

37

Good news;
Man is missing.

And who is missing
if you are not able to answer
really a bad news.

Come and see and
say something about you.

Say not how the queen is
there and calling you.
Say not what is the trouble
faced by the prince.

Say who you are
And what is your duty,
at this time.

38

Fire is everywhere,
See, feel and say, fire,
I love it.
Without fire
it is impossible to live.
Fire, fire,
Let me declared,
it is all legal;
Fire is the same
with the poor
and with the rich.
Go not before fire.
Come here and touch the fire,
and be fired.

39

Who said?
Life is to enjoy.
One enjoy means
Another suffer, means
Violence is there.

Let me come here and say
No violence
No enjoyment.

You try to enjoy means
You inflict suffering on others
That is not sanctioned
Your nature is oppressive
And it is painful
It is violence.

40

Be brave and have courage,
With you my dear and face life.

Life has no color,
Life is tasteless,
Life is above all,
All happiness and all sorrow.

Living let me say ideal living
Needs some practice? Come here
And see.
Let me not pleased
In favorable and
Displeased in unfavorable
Here or there.

Remember friends, you are men.

Doctors are charging fees
without giving
proper treatment.

Milkmen mix water
in milk and charging
the cost of pure milk.

Ministers and officers are
enjoying life and getting pleasures
without caring the common mass.

Laborers want to get full wages
without performing their duty
honestly and sincerely.

Let me say all are in falsehood
and robbed common men.

It is dark under the lamp
and you have to bear it, my dear.
It is the nail with the rose
and you have to tolerate it, my dear.
Poison precedes the nectar
and you have to drink it, my dear.
And discover perfect combination of
wife and husband, son and father,
nose and face, and also east and west.
Remember, to renounce if you have a body,
Remember, to give something to the teacher,
Remember, to place a good service-holder.
And drive not out and kill not the helpless men
taking shelter even though enemies they are.

Inferiority complex is there
with all in one way or the other.
I am superior, you are inferior,
the cow is superior, the dog is inferior,
the pigeon is superior, and the crow is inferior.

Forget my dear, about superiority and inferiority
And remember, who you are, what is your role
during this period, to change the atmosphere.
Keeping purity should be the motto and not success,
Success is anything but a highlight of past actions.

Controlling your own mind you should go forward
It is your simplicity and uprightness that can
taken you to super most position at the earliest
and I am waiting here only for that.

If you are the son
See your father,
If you are the wife
See your husband,
If you are the leader
See your voters.
Take care yourself
and avoid death.
Being a man you are to
keep with you love
and compassion
being a man you are to
stay with the truth.
Everything is well and good.
It is shame if we are not using our own language.
It is shame if we are not giving respect to our own mother.
It is shame if we are not taking care of our mother-earth.
All other things we are doing besides the above are fruitless.
We must face death, and no one on this earth is there to save from the tragedy we are to face.

Coming to you
I said; see me, how virtuous I am.
I am performing everything selflessly for the good of you.

For the good of you
I am here, see me,
I am here, to burn the fire,
I am here, to throw the air,
I am here, to win the righteous war.

Yes, I have a desire and it is not sin, see me,
my desire is to stay attached with you for all days.

My body is my enemy
And I am waging war against it
Here at every moment.

My body is always trying to
Overpower me by heedlessness
And indolence but I abstain.

I am satisfied with whatever
I get but my body has certain
Desire that I am trying to forget.

My intellect remains unattached
To my body though it is in the body
And I am studying the incidents, things and persons.

I want to know the reality between us,
Here at this time no reason thus.

48

It is I
And here I am
I am going to meet an end.
End is nothing but a
Starting a beginning afresh.

And I am starting my career
Anew, see, with you and you are
There with nothingness,
Welcoming me, come on,
I am here with everything.

I am going to meet an end
And end is we are all one.
All my knowledge and my devotion
Is for you, and I am here to achieve this end.

49

You are writing poetry and
being the head in giving light to the society,
please say whether
you endowed with a pure intellect,
firmly restraining the senses,
casting aside attraction and aversion?
Are you dwelling in solitude?
Are you controlling your speech body and mind?
Are you resorting to dispassion?
Have you abandoned egoism, violence, arrogance,
desire, anger, covetousness?
Are you tranquil in mind?
Ponder yourself and say whether you are
the right person qualified to write and give light?

***

Gajanan Mishra
Light Up

Light up the main switch first
And then see everything is in order.
Your main switch is your mind
And your desire, control it, my dear,
And get peace and live happily here.

See that your mind and your desire
Are not yours and they are here
Just to exploit you in some way or
Other and expose you before all
Experience it and show not ego at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Light Voice And Voice Of Light

Light voice and voice of light-
Not same.
Life language and language of life -
Not same.
And I want to go with life,
I want to go with light.
Light and life, life and light
Go together with language and voice.

Gajanan Mishra
Light, Infinite Light

Light, infinite light,
Wisdom, infinite wisdom,
They are all with us, men.
Worry not and go ahead
In infinite light.
Neither space nor time
Can bind you anywhere.
You are not poor, you are
Not low, men, remember.
You are the blessed son
Of the nectar here.
Go ahead men, with courage,
And with strength
Everything is yours here.

Gajanan Mishra
Light, Like It.

Light, like it.

I dislike nothing.

Dark is not coming
To me.

I am the light,
If you are interested
And showing your prowess,
Come for a fight.

I know
The culprit.
Yet I am there
With you
To enlighten you
For the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Light, you please come,
Come to me to see the sky.
Sky, you please come,
Come to me to taste the earth.
Earth, you please come,
Come to me to go to the water.
Water, please come,
Come to me to touch the air.
Air, please come,
Come to me to form life.
Life, please come out
From the air, water, sky, earth
To enable all to get the nectar
With love and with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Lighten The Burden

Lighten the burden
If you so like.

See, eyes shining
With sky colors.

Satisfaction is a thing
That is most dangerous.

There is life still
In hopelessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Lighter Than

I see
Here you are,
Lighter than
The lightest.
And again
Heavier than
The heaviest.
You are the perfect,
You are there to
Surpass all
Without any limitation.
At your present standard
You have kept the sky
Under disposal.

Gajanan Mishra
Lightning

Wealth, youth and age
Are like electric flash
In the cloud, be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
Lightning In Cloud

It is dream
This life
This world
It is illusion
Flight of fancy
Everybody knows
Everything here
But they failed
To search the path
Of truth like
The lightning
In a cloud.
What to say
More about whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Lights On Trees

Lights on trees,
It is for love,
It is for peace,
It is for life.

Birds on the sky,
It is for joy,
It is for happiness,
It is for life.

Gajanan Mishra
Lights Up The Supreme Self

by acquiring knowledge
And destroys ignorance.

Knowledge is discrimination
Be truth-consciousness
By renouncing the sense of I.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Baby Bird

Like a baby bird
I am looking for
My mother to return,
And feed me.
Like a small calf
I am waiting anxiously
The time of milking.
Like a morose wife
I long for the return of
My master, my husband,
Who can satisfy me
In all respects.
I always yearn for
The use of my language
Everywhere on my land.
I simply seek
Your friendship as
You are all pious and devoted
And enlightened.
Let my mind,
My consciousness and
Everything I have
Be attached only to
My language,
My land and
My mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Broken Cloud

Like a broken cloud
Shatter not, perish not my dear.
Do something fruitful here.

Gajanan Mishra
Like a child
You are travelling
Throughout the world
Freely with your
Extra-ordinary intelligence.

You have understood
Perfectly all things and
All people that surround you
You acquired fame economic
Development and enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Dead Body

Like a dead body,
I am here, see me,
Without you, dear.
Nothing to say, but
Hear my words, silently,
Uttered inside.
Throat choked up
With tears of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Furious Serpent

This world is
Just like a furious serpent
And here in this world
You are the only snake-charmer.

O my dear, You have given protection
To the cows, the defenseless creatures
Like women, priestly class, old men and children
As You considered them as Your own body.

My dear, I am a Brahmin and worshiping You
Always day and night, see, I am
Innocent and ignorant and from everywhere
All are coming to wards me and torturing me.

O my dear, You are the only person
Who can keep me in protection.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Lion

Like a lion,
Men, if you
Want to live,
Live freely.

Stand here
Stand there
And attack
the enemy
Just or unjust
No matter.

All alone,
Uproot the enemy,
Dear men, and
Reign supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Mother

Live here
Like a mother
And engage yourself
For the welfare of others.

Each and every goodness
Is with you, my dear.
Go with that
For a bright future.

No fall but rise
Is written for us,
Let us start the journey
With all movers.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A River

I am singing songs
In stoney hard path.
River is going towards
Its origin water-ocean and likewise
I am going towards You my Almighty-ocean.
The course of my life is curving
Like that of a river
Through rain and sun I am going to You, my dear.
Let all reap the benefits from my life
As all take water from the river
For different purpose.
I am like a river, my dear
You are my ocean of life
And I am touching You here on Your chariot.

Gajanan Mishra
Like A Sick Person

Like a sick person
Remembers medicines
Like a hungry person
Looks at food
I love You
O my dear and
My heart is
Impressed with
Your beauty and
Sweetness.

Gajanan Mishra
Like And Dislike

Like and dislike
Is personal one
And you cannot impose
It on others.

Good or bad
You may think and
Consider but it is
Not the last chapter.

Beautiful and ugly
Lies not on you
But on the things
That is there
Unreachable to you
And it is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Like And Dislike - Personal One

Like and dislike
Is personal one
And you cannot impose
It on others.

Good or bad
You may think and
Consider but it is
Not the last chapter.

Beautiful and ugly
Lies not on you
But on the things
That is there
Unreachable to you
And it is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Attracts Like

Like attracts like,
that I know
from nurturing love
for years,
that I know from
the wind and from storm,
that I know
at the time of seeds
transformation here.
Let me see afresh
my life daily
in new chapter.
Let me say, my dear,
I fear, I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Birds And Beasts

Like birds and beasts
I being a man enjoying
Sense pleasures.
More and more I am desiring
Objects and money and I
Indulge in hoarding money
And adopting foul means
Falsehood fraud thefts robberies
And I am proud of myself
I am totally damned.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Butterflies

We flit
Like butterflies
From one sensation to another
In vain search of
True happiness
And we forget
That true happiness
Is within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Chataka- The Rain Bird

Chataka the rain bird
Wait with patience
For rain water
Chataka does not drink
Water of any other place
Likewise O my dear I see you
Search for you yearn for you
I do not like to meet
To talk to stay with
Anyone else except you
You are to quench my thirst
You are to fill up my belly
You are my source of energy
O my dear see me
I am living and dying
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Death

Like death, I live,
In life, I inspired.
In the end, I get triumphant.

I watch,
I watch in wonder.

I am proud of my life,
I am proud of beautiful
Partnership with time.

I enjoy,
I enjoy life.

I love the world
In all contradictions.
I touch the time
With sympathetic translation.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Everything Else

Like everything else,
This will also pass.

Treat this as
No-loss no-profit.

Let not other suffer
From want of love,
And tenderness.

But carefully analyze
The pros and cons
Of the matter
That are here.

Everything is in the air
The morning and
The evening, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Father Like Son

Like father like son.
All goodness are there
With both here.
Almost always they are
Here, together.
It is their character,
They both are
Light decorators.
Nothing worries them,
But the pain of all creatures.
Darkness rules the world,
And both father and son
Together try to
Enlighten all for a fine future.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Flowing Water

Like flowing water create beautifully vibration,
And being gentle by nature stay free from contamination.
O poets, purify the men with your nectary words,
By writing by reading by seeing by touching all person
Without any discrimination and make them free from
All material sense gratification by advising
To stay calm and cool in all situation. Tell all
They have all everywhere achieved life's perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Ignorant Man

Ignorant man
Serves his body.

O my dear, I serve you
Day and night, my Almighty
And so I regard
Ignorant man as my Guru.

I am thirsty
And looking at You
O my dear, for love.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Living

I am doing fine,
I declared my write
For all here.

All gates are opened
Here for all,
One can go out
As per his sweet will.

No one is small,
No one is also big,
All differ in sights though.

How are you,
I am not telling
Useless question,
It is like living.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Lotus

Like pig
Though I am here
Like lotus
I am
On the surface water
Looking at the sun
And the sun
alldays making fun.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Molecules Like Particles

You are with me always everywhere
You are attribute-less you are form-less.

In the sky all molecules of water are there
Yet the sky seems clear and we are able to see the sun
Water in cloud in drop of rain in evaporation.

Drop of rain is like creation of the universe
Rain is the activity that perishes with us
We are then in snow in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Mosquitoes

Like mosquitoes
You are ferocious,
Like rats
You are envious,
Like jackals and foxes
You are looters,
You are the most
Disturbing elements and
Still I am with you.
See here, while
You are showing
Your behavior
I am sticking to
My nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Mountain

Like mountain
Poet neither
Flickers nor shakes
Poet is fixed star
In the sky of worldly affairs
Free from all desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Like My Poem

Like my poem
I am real
And dwell in them.

Gajanan Mishra
Like North-Star

I do not belief in any evolute
In any sense of taste
In any organ of speech
In any instrument
In any action sense mind intellect
Or ego as because all are changeable
And one which is changing
Is not true and not proper
That I know and further I know
My love is not changing
It is like north-star fixed
Always where it is
Far beyond from being happy
Being sad.

Gajanan Mishra
Like or dislike,
Favourable or unfavourable,
It depends on your
Believe or disbelieve.
Appear or disappear
That is your thought
And that is your action
It is all your fanciful conception.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Ordinary

You are really great
But you are like an ordinary man.

To execute the duties properly
I want to take your help, my dear.

I want to maintain strict vigilance
And I need encouragement from You.

You are the source of all energy
I see You going walking smiling glancing at me.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Original Water

You see me pure
I am straight
Without color
Means I am not hypocrite
If you mix water
With certain color
It changes.

Gajanan Mishra
Like Rain Drop

Like fresh rain drop
I was here,
But in course of time
With the association of
So many persons and
So many things
I am like this
You believe it or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Black-Bee

Like the black bee,
You are dying
Within the foreign language.
Die not, die not,
But see you have
Your own mother-tongue.
Go on with your own
Strength and stand up
Against all odds.
Let me declare you
As the winner,
The winner of the world,
The winner of nectar
Without loss of stature.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Burning Fire  ??????? ?????? ? ??? (Odia)
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Gajanan Mishra
Like The Cigarette

Like the cigarette,
You are smoking out
Your time on the open field.
You are taking life-risk
Like going through the unmanned
Railway platform without
Looking here and there.
The scent is there
And you are taking it
To the core without
Noticing the moth therein.
But you smiling
Knowing fully well
You are dying and dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Setting Sun

Like the setting sun
I am going, see me.
But like the rising sun
I am coming, salute me.

I am your own light, dear,
I am your love and life.
You can see me if you so like
In my words and in my works.

Here I am, see me
Within you.

I am in your thoughts,
I am in your actions,
In the morning and also
In the evening, discover me.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Sky Like The Sun

Like the sky, like the sun,
I am in tranquility and
Protecting the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Sun

The sun destroys the dark
Like the sun knowledge
Lights up the supreme self
And destroys ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Sun Let Me Light Up Myself

Like the bird
let me
Fly up my shelf.

Like the earth
Let me keep with me
My wholeness.

I am the earth
I am the bird
I am the sky.

See me,
In all modem.

Gajanan Mishra
Like The Word

Like the word
I go forward
With so many
Thoughts.

Thoughts are
There and they
Try to change
The world.

The world is
There as it is,
And I the fool
Want to change
It, in the way
My thoughts goes.

Gajanan Mishra
Like You

I am a man like you,
And I am here with you.
I am a conqueror
Though conquered by you.

I am a stranger like you,
Though you said I am the owner.
I am free being the owner
But I have no power to
Control the air or the water.

I am a man like you,
I am here with humanity
I am in truth and in love
Think me your friend, brother.

Gajanan Mishra
Likely To Go

Likely to go
Every time
That is not mine.

More often
I try my best
Not to consume time.

Is it mine?
I try no to say
This is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Likes Attract

Unlike do not.

If there is
Inner weakness
Impact is there
From external
Bad company.

Bad company
In itself
Does not harm
Accepting bad company
Is detrimental.

Gajanan Mishra
Lily

Here is Lily
I am for Lily only
And Lily
Am dying daily

Gajanan Mishra
Lily-White

See me,
I am lily-white.
But not
Lily-livered.

I am as committed
To the moon
And to the sun.

I am the truth,
I am the light
Pleasing rhythm,
I have my liking
With lilac.

Likeliness is always
I am in the limelight.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is the limit of life?
Is it in death?
What is death?
Death is still an enigma.
Are we not within
The jurisdiction of death?
We are in paradox,
Here, nothing is certain,
This uncertainty is
The root causes of death.
But death itself is certain,
Everyone knows from
The very beginning.
But no one can say
Where is the beginning
And where is the end of
This life process.
The death is the one way
Traffic but it has
Everything with it.
Let us start afresh
Our journey to know
And discover
The truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Limited

It is all limited,
Limited life
Limited air
Limited water
Limited sky
And within that
I have no objection
If you want to fly.
It is all limited
And within limitation,
Men, you are to proceed
Ahead towards eternity
Without any view
That are contrary to life..

Gajanan Mishra
Limited And Unlimited

Power,
Limited and unlimited.
Fire,
Here and there.

Summer or spring,
Climate- no matter.
Door is always opened,
Roll call- enter.

Forest- naturally danger,
But think not about
Surrender. Nothing to fear,
But you are free to proceed to
Another chapter,
That is always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Limited Power

O officer
Your power is limited
I know and I know
You are just to
Performing your duty
Nothing more nothing less
And you to know
O officer
My love has limitless rights
And you can not rule here.

Gajanan Mishra
Limited Range

Nothing is within
The limited range
of our understanding.

First we have to be
Well acquainted
With the Truth that is in us.

Gajanan Mishra
Limited Sources

With this limited sources
I am trying to go to you
And you with your limitless
Power taking me and making me free
From all.

Gajanan Mishra
Limitless

I am taking one step
To meet you
You are taking
Hundreds of strides
To meet me.

I am devoting
My full powers
You are devoting
O my love
Your limitless power.

Gajanan Mishra
Limitless And Love

Limitless
And all in all.
You are and
Also I am here.
We both are
Horror-struck.
We both accept
The time with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Limitless Might

Limitless might
I know You have
Possessed, my dear.
The ocean the sky
All and all are
Under Your control.
You are dwarf but
As big as anything
Beyond imagination.
Your wisdom is both
Primitive and mystic
I know as a student
Of poetry, my dear
And see I have no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Limitless Sovereignty

Our constitution provides
For limitless sovereignty.
But we are not lucky enough
To avail our freedom here.

We are not allowed to speak
And to write what we think
In our language so far.
We are not able to achieve
The progress and we wander
Here and there with poverty.

Our thought, our languages
Are the cause of everything.
And yet, we are not ready
To recognize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Line Of Fire

Line of fire ahead
See and proceed.
It is not safe
To speak.
Any statement may face
Life risk.

Gajanan Mishra
Line Straight

My line is straight,
My life is opened,
My words are with truth,
My truth is my love,
My love is there
Where you are,
And you are in everything,
Each one is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Linger And Linger

Ego slaughter
Rock fighter
I wonder
You are here.

Is hiding place here
I know not
Staying behind
You told me clear.

Beginning is the end
You told me again
And I denied
Telling I can win
And I can.

Ego slaughter
Rock fighter
I'm not far
I'm near.

And I wander
You are here
And our love
Linger and linger.

Gajanan Mishra
Lingua Franca

Lingua franca,
Let it be used
Here, for all.
Let there be
No covet no lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Link Aadhar

Link Aadhar card
With bank account,
Telephone, LPG, mobile,
School admission, train journey,
And MDM.
Link Aadhar
While sleeping, eating, walking,
Reading, selling and purchasing,
Link Aadhar
Here there.
No Aadhar card
No life.
You have no right to live.
During farming,
During milking,
During all..ings,
Link Aadhar,
No link-failure
Is to be listened to.
But link and live,
Live and stay free.
To think and to act
We are here for you.
You are to see,
You are to vote,
You are to add yes only
With our words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Link Failure

No end of my going,
But if anything is there
That is the failure of link.

Gajanan Mishra
Link Has Missed

Link has missed
And we are busy
In searching it.

Link is still there
And we missed it
For our own fault.

Our broken mind
Is unable to
Reconnect with faith.

The only mission
That we have
Is safety and
Security.

And we forget
How we are disturbed
By all here
It is only for love, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Link Not Language

Link not language
With knowledge
With development
With love
With skill
With service
With war or peace.
Observe the sun
The moon and
The sea, the sky
And the nature, my dear,
They are going on
With their own languages
Changing the pages of
Time and life-chapter.
Language has its
Own value
That I salute,
With the scent of the earth
Language flourishes
Even much faster
Than anything else
To give everyone
His own identity
And that is the needs.
My dear, give not
Any injustice
On the basis of language.
The life and
The earth are here
With their own languages
Recognized all
On equal rod.

Gajanan Mishra
Link With Nature

Link with nature,
My dear, does not matter
Whether it is
Proper or improper.

Find no difference with
Bondage or salvation if you
Are aware of the fact that
You yourself is the nature.

Doing or not doing
But it is there and it is
Your desire that recognized you
As team leader for the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Lion - Springs

Lion springs
Crane fixed
Cock raised early
Crow love privacy
Dogs loyalty
Donkey contendedness
All I possessed
Here to live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Lion Is Here

Lion is here
You can see
O my dear
When it roared
Your heart tore
Now lion is
The victim of
Humility
Let lion forgive.

Gajanan Mishra
Lion Roared

Lion is here
You can see
O my dear
When it roared
Your heart tore
Now lion is
The victim of
Humility
Let lion forgive.

Gajanan Mishra
**Lion Roars**

All small animals  
Flee in fears.

Love is here  
In you in me and  
There is no danger.

All evils  
Are in exit point  
When you enter.

O my dear, I find  
In You everything  
Fill up and I  
Am whole and full of.

Gajanan Mishra
Lion Roars And

Lion roars
And all the small animals
Flee in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Lions And Tigers

Lions and tigers,
Where are you?
Odia lions,
Indian tigers,
Where are you?

I am calling you
For the sake of truth.
I am calling you
With the language
Of my mother,
And the sound
Of my father,
That is most
Unique and wonderful.

Odia lions, and
Indian tigers,
I want you,
The time is
In needs of you.

The world is
waiting for you,
You are the winner,
You are the superior,
You are the most
 Powerful on this earth
Here, the earth is yours,
And you are present to
Give a fight corner to corner.

Gajanan Mishra
Lion's Den

If you are staying
With a wicked man
If you are living
With a wicked man
If you are making
Friendship with wicked man
Be sure you are walking
In to the lion's den.
Wicked man is dangerous
Wicked man is more
Dangerous than a snake
Wicked man is more poisonous
Than a cobra the most
Poisonous snake of the world
You may survive from snake bite
But you can not survive from
The clutches of a wicked man
You will die in his den.

Gajanan Mishra
Lip Service

Lip service  
Not allowed.  
Leave the place  
With waves of white.

Flows with time,  
To identify the self.  
Vibration scattered  
In unbliss atmosphere.

Glory faded  
In consumed water.  
Things are not in tact,  
Verify that.

Gajanan Mishra
Lips And Nectar

Lips and nectar-
Here with us, dear.
Just have a glance
And generate
A song.

I am a poet,
You know and I
Hanker after love.

Afford time
And try to
Know me.

See,
This place is
Filled with joy.

Touch me and feel,
Feel the wonder,
The wonder of time.

Life is a festival, dear,
Festival of fire,
The fire of ice.

Enjoy it,
Enjoy it.
Everything is
At your feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Liquid Unit Weight Height

Liquid unit weight height
You can not measure me and
Get light.
No article area applicable
No month year preferable.
In pair dozen score gross
You can not find me in minus plus.
Second minute I discard
If you want to find me
Struggle hard.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen

By attaching yourself
To truth, O my dear,
Listen,
What is worth listening.
And then tell
What is worth telling.
And then see
How love is blossoming.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen Me

Listen me
With faith
Without cynicism.

And get liberation
From all bondage
Attain righteous world.

Listen me
And be happy
I am Your life.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen My Question

Listen to my questions first
Are you all in happy mood here
Are you passing your days in happiness
Are you doing well
Are you all eternally bound
In friendship with rest
And remember the welfare of all
Are you affectionate and love all
And enjoying the pious world
And getting nectar here under
This spiritual sky
Are you progressing step by step
to Him who is all in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen My Words

Listen my words
If you so like,
If you love humanity,
If you are there
To support me,
If you love me,
If you know
I have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen The Truth

Listen, the truth
That is there
Without word
In your heart.
Look, the bird
Is there flying
Setting the sky
Aside.
Feel, the rain
Without the sun
or the cloud or
The air or the ocean.
Stay there within you,
There is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen To

Something is being
Spoken by me, if you
So like and have time
Lisen to it all
For your own benefits.

I am there, see me,
For you and you are
Telling me so many things.
I am here to hold on
The things with you.

All life and all love,
All love and all clear,
All clear and all saved,
All saved and all focussed.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen To Me

Listen to me
I am telling you
Within.

Have peace of mind
I am within.

Do for me
Whatever you want to do
I am within.

It is everything
Within
Nothing to worry
For any disturbance
Outside.

I am within, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen To Me, I Am An Indian

Listen to me, I am an Indian.
My India is great, I am here.
My charm, honesty, warmth,
Are an inspiration to you
All, my dear.
I am number one in the world,
I am peaceful but if you
Want to take advantage and
Think me as weak, you are wrong,
Remember, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen To My Questions

Listen to my questions
Is it a pendulum
And what is it doing
By its back and forth
And where is the problem
You are going to solve it
Are you breaking back inflation
Are you turning back on the poor and needy
What are you doing
Are not general public backbone
Listen to my questions
And see the pendulum
If you are ready to answer
Then decide soon
Matter urgent.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen With Ears

You listen without ears
You perform everything without hands
You run to help others without legs
You see everything everybody with your round eyes
You manifest Yourself
You are formless and with form both
You are homeless but within You everybody everything resides
You are the cosmic intelligence
You are the cosmic ego
You are all in all for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen With Mind

Listen with mind,
The bird is singing
With heart,
While searching
His own identity
In the deep forest,
The identity has
Nothing to do though.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, Coo Coo Coo

Listen, coo coo coo
Listen, coo coo coo
Again coo coo coo.
Surely it is the spring
Here is the cuckoo
At out door.

It is on the words
We walk.
It is on the sight
We talk.

Here is our beauty
Our pleasure
And we are blooming
Afresh here.

We embrace us
We are our boss.
No voice choked up
We hold on that are ours.

Our love our trust
Our relations that are ours.
And we smile see
With delight here.

We forgot not anything
We are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, I Am Calling

Listen, I am calling
Hear me, I am talking
See me, I am here
With you only.

I am not alone
I can not do
Anything alone
It is with your
Cooperation with your
Help I can do anything.

Listen to me
Hear to me
See me
Stretch your hands
Towards me
Forward your legs
Towards me.

I am here
I am there
Search me
And Hurrah
I got it at last.

But no last
No first you see
You realize
And stay with me
As I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, I Am Telling

Listen, I am telling
All about language.
Listen the language
That is yours
In the hearts of others.
Listen and tolerate
As life vibrate.
It is your turn
To make an extension.
Language is the fuel
Of your jewels.
Use the language
As you learn,
Using means to earn.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, I Am Telling Something

Listen, I am telling something,
I am telling in my own words,
I am telling in your words.
Listen me, my dear, fear not,
No one is here to threaten you,
You are free to do whatever
You like here at this time,
The time is at your disposal now.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, Listen Your Mother

Listen, listen to your mother, 
My dear. 
Everything is there 
With your mother.

Don't cross check 
Your mother. 
Don't ask anything.

Your mother 
Knows everything 
About you, my dear. 
Play no mischief 
With your mother, 
And tell everything 
That are truth.

Your mother is more than 
Any god my dear, 
Follow your mother 
And get all light.

It is you to reach the heaven 
Through your mother only, 
Follow her meticulously.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, love,
I am with you always here.
Listen, I am the eagle
I am the vulture.
Listen, I am your air
I am your water.
I am birth
I am death, dear.
Listen, love
I am here with you
To build a new house.
I am here with you
To tell all truth
My dear, love, listen.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, Protect And Appreciate

Listen, protect and appreciate,
Know everything is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, Student Of

This school are telling me
That I am forgetting.

I don't know
Who is Sonia to order me.

I do not like to know
I want compromising
With Absolute Truth
This life is only one
Opportunity.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, The Sky

Listen, the sky
is saying something.
Something is there
With the star.

The moon is giving
the scope to dream,
The milk ocean is
burning at this time.

I love the song of the river
and the river is furious
with the August clouds
killing the dragon fly.

The time is missing
This is the time of missing.

Gajanan Mishra
Listen, Walmart Is Laughing

Listen, Walmart is laughing
That we have democracy
We have not riotous democracy.

Our democracy is peaceful
Our people are really fool.

It is fact our mentality is colonial
And we are not influential.

Listen, walmart is laughing
And we are enjoying.

Gajanan Mishra
Literacy Mission

Going with literacy mission
Let me kiss all sons and suns.

No problem if all are literate,
The problem is in poverty.

And it is our duty to fight
Against poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
Literary Men

Literary men,
Be social,
Be philosophical.
But be not a politician,
Be not a cheap mundane poet.
Literary men,
Throw not anything
To the air.
Water is not there
To swipe out.
Material energy is
Useless, men,
But take positive views
Remembering the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Literature And History

Literature and history
Go side by side
The cream of society
The mirror of society
Kept it always in custody
Torch light- use it
For future safety
And security.

Gajanan Mishra
Literature Breeds Distress

Literature breeds distress
Hilaire Belloc you said
And I disagreed.

I disagreed the reasons
Best known to all and it is like
If the bell is ripe
What is that to the crow.

Enemies to decide
Whether to search me or not
But I am there within them.

It is you to decide
What is what at the earliest
Before you are touched by distress
And it is only literature
Who is your best guide.

Gajanan Mishra
Litmus Test

No litmus test
Nothing is best.

Laws rules
All are okeys
Who is there
To obeys.

Gajanan Mishra
Litmus Test-Life

Put life in
Litmus test
At every moment.
Who pitch for what
Just forget and
Live here.
Nothing to widen,
Nothing to shorten.
But life is here
As it is
Without change.
Rating, ranking,
No use though.
Confidence building
Is the main work
To do in the process.
But live in free mind
Without any tension
Of success or failures.
But we are to give
Litmus test
At every moment here.

Gajanan Mishra
Little Aaeeshanee

Little Aaeeshanee
Appeared and said
Dadu, dadu, see it is
Mine and mine
When I remained silent
She crushed me in anger.

My dear, I said
You are my wealth
You are my future
My little mama
I used to called
Aaeeshanee and she
Stopped.

Cuckoo cried
Aaeeshanee heard
And followed cuckoo
In smile
It is spring I know
And smile again.

Gajanan Mishra
Little Bird

Little bird, little bird,
I love thee.
Will you not
Sing a song for me?

Little bird, little bird,
Come on to my house.
I am here, waiting for you,
To show my love by giving a salute.

Little bird, little bird,
Where is your house that I want to know,
And I know you are within me at this time
And singing a song to give pleasure to others.

Little bird, little bird, come on
And say a few words that are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, little girl,  
You are not  
Little really.  
You have kept  
The heaven  
With you for all.  
I am searching you,  
My dear girl,  
Where are you  
That I know not.  
But you are here,  
But I failed to  
Search you out.  
Please come out  
Dear girl,  
Come out and  
Call me in your  
Sweet and lovely words.

Gajanan Mishra
Live A Life And Tell

Live a life,
And do such acts
And tell-
Death himself moves about
Out of fear of me.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Alone

Live alone
If you want peace.
Avoid the association of
Others to keep
A peaceful atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Enjoy

Joy is there,
Bring it to life.

Life at work,
In love, in truth.

Truth is there,
See, feel, and take note.

Life is for all,
Live and enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Learn

Live and learn,
Learn and live,
Every day,
Every moment,
All yours.

All yours,
Keep it in mind.
But no one is
For you,
You are for all.

But stay cautious,
Each one is there
To put you
In danger, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Let Live

Live and let live.
It is your life,
Life is yours only.

If it is irritated
Still live and live.

If you want to
See it glitters
Ask not matters.

Live and live with
Non-violence, ask not
How to end violence.

But live and live with
Others and feel, life is
Beautiful with togetherness.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Live

Live and live
Live happily
Live prosperously
So long as you live
Never mind about anything.

Live and live
Live with full satisfaction
Live with perfection
Forget all misconception
Live for the betterment of civilization.

Live and live
Live, O my dear
Without fear or favor
Count not days months and years
Life is very dear very dear and near near.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Remember

Forget everything,
Live in peace.
Live and remember,
Life is for you.
Life is for living,
Take care and live.
Live with love,
Live in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Live And Unlive

Confused,
Live and unlive.
Sustained,
With visibility
And invisibility.

All trapped,
In life's whirlwind.
All denied,
The basic rights.

God and goddess
All buried,
With clouds of dust.

All are corpse,
All are naked, covered with
Poems, though.

Terrible nights,
Ahead.
And no one
Would be release.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Beyond

Live beyond
All pretentions, dear.
Pretentiousness is
Nothing but cheating.

Gajanan Mishra
Live By Breaths

Live by breaths,
But belief not breaths.

They are there to cheat you
At any moment without any reasons.

No agreement is signed,
No terms and conditions are there.

Moreover, danger signal is there
To go with the breaths.

Spending sleepless night
Is of no use
Unless you awake
At the call of time.

And unlimited time, unlimited lives
Is there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Carefully

Live carefully,
Here, my dear.
Failing which,
At any time,
Anyone may push
You to waste paper
Basket. Remember,
No one is your
Enemy and no one
Is your near and dear.
But my dear, you
Are to live with
All and you are to
Make good friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Live For Others

Live for others, my dear men,
Die for others, my dear men.
You have got life by the blessing
Of others, you are nothing
But the components of
The sky, the air, the earth
The light and the water.
I see you like any other creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Live For Truth

Live for truth
And be a man of
Success here.

Attach not with
Body or life-breath
And discharge duty with love.

Heaven is here
Find it, my dear,
In your own life
In your divine nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Free

Give me vote
If you are really
Against nepotism,
Corruption and oppression.

Give me vote
And feel
The world is yours.

You are as free as birds,
You are as happy as the stream,
You are as beautiful as rose,
You are as sweets as honey.

Please cooperate me,
Come with me
And help me to
Build the world
As per my new dream.

In my dream
I see the earth
As my mother, my dear.
Let us come together
To build a new world order
With everyone as a free-mover,
Let everyone live here
Without any fear or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Here

Live here,
Live in peace
And prosperity.
No one can
Disturb you.
Here get all pleasure,
Here see the trees and plants
Produced fruits and flowers,
Water is flowing for you.
The sun is giving light and fire.
Satisfy yourself and
Live happily.
And understand your duty,
To take care.
Disturb not anyone
And attain peace for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Live In All Conscience

Live in all conscience
Graveyard is near you.
Be ready to hear,
They are uttering 'passed away'.

See, everything is ready
In graveyard, only they are
Waiting for instructions,
And see, a; ; are eager to cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Live In Detachment

Live in detachment, even to this body
Remember, this body is meant to be eaten
At the end, by dogs and jackals.

Gajanan Mishra
Live In Truth

Let us live
In truth.
And truth is
We are free,
We are sovereign.
Let us live in truth.
Truth is we can think freely,
We can utter words freely
Under this sky.
We can move freely
On this earth.
Truth is no other one can
Take our language, our culture
Our roots, our lives.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like

Live like
A dead man.

And be
A human.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Child

The child is ignorant
But you have wisdom.

Live like a child
Stay here without any
Aversion to disagreeable action
Without any attachment
To agreeable action.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Child

Live like a child
O my dear, I know
You are bold enough
To speak anything
In presence of anybody
In fact no body is
There besides You
Anywhere as I look in to.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Free Elephant

Live like a free elephant,
Live like a free elephant in the forest.
Enjoy the companions,
Enjoy the companions in times of need.
Give up all sorrows,
Give up all sorrows and stay pleasant.
Stay happy with all virtues,
Stay happy with all virtues of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Hero

I want to see
My own shadow
In my light.

I want to embrace
My better-half,
My fair lady.

I want to tell
Live life dear,
Live life here
Like the life.
And do nothing
That would mark
Zero, but live
Like a hero.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Lightning Dear ??????? ????

Live like a lightning, dear,
And fix not yourself
In anything, anybody.

In Odia language, Brahmi script;

?????? ????
???? ???,
??? ?????
???? ????
????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Lion

Be free from all dangers
And live a life of lion.

Be in Truth and reach
Reach anywhere you want
My dear without any difficulty.

Have patience and get all
O my dear, You are not poor
As You are with me, my all round Master.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Poet

Live like a poet, dear men.
Go with the truth,
Be truthful in love.

Nothing but love-
The only truth.
Honesty and integrity
Be maintained in love.

Miracles - love,
All boon - there in love.

No agnostic,
Be not proud, dear men.

Nothing is yours.

Men - be humane
And gracious, but
Live like a lion.

To have a holy dip -
Love, and live,
Live in truth
With all love, dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Rock

I want to go and
Live like a rock
In the area of flowers.
I want to go with the air
For the purpose of all welfare.
But I want to say about
This world that is not true,
And still I am being the truthful one
Want to go with the water
To strive hard like the light.
I want to touch the eternity
Where the sky is waiting for me,
And I want to utter the words
That are all yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like A Stranger

Live like a stranger
Always with all.
At every moment
See everything is
Changing both from
Inside and outside.
Think never
He is mine
And he is not mine.
Remember, this
World is very dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Like Fish

O men, See the fish
And learn from it.
Fish do not feel pain
Fish have no brain.
First incarnation of God is Fish
And Fish do not have enough
Sensory receptors in nerve cells
To experience suffering.
O men, live like fish
Forget and forgive
If you want peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Long Life

Live long life, live long.
Internally and externally
Stay straight.
So many things to do here,
Life, so many things to do,
Go on doing night and day.
Know life, know the truth,
What to do and what not to do.
Credit and debit are there
With knowledge and ignorance.
Life, go on with the right approach.
Life, go on and go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Long With Smile

Live long with smile,
Do better with virtues.

I wish, all pious
Thinking be with you.
I wish you to get
Closer to immortality.

God is here,
Earth is here,
Heaven is here,
Stay alive, my dear.

Dream is there in your blood,
Keep the blood clean
To go upwards to reach
The ultimate point.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Not

Live not
By slaying others,
Live not unnecessarily.
Live not without
Doing anything.
Do good
What you think fit.
Think and ponder
Good and bad.
Think and know,
Nothing is bad,
If your motive,
Your intention is good.
Be good yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Not Uselessly

In ignorance
And recognized yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Not With

Live not with
constant external
contacts
and stay fresh,
regain vitality
and health.
Remember,
the result of
assuming external
contacts is
only suffering.
Light is there,
After disappearance
of light or vice versa.

Gajanan Mishra
Live on earth,
But worry not,
If no one is there
To recognize you.
Worry not, if
No one is in truth.
Worry about your
own works that are
In truth.
Worry about love
That is there
In you.
Earth is a place
Full of love
And truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Live Peacefully

Live peacefully
Live and love
Love and listen
Listen and read
Read ad study
Study and live
Live peacefully.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Death

Live with death
By destroying
The arrogance.
Life is manifestation
Of time.
Time is the power
Of camera.
Go beyond it.
I know, I am here,
To create time
By taking curds rice.
And with rice
We live and glory
Spreads through the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Dignity

To live with dignity,  
on this earth is  
my birth right.

No one should be  
allowed to take laws  
in his hands.

Rule of nature is  
important and  
that has given life  
to every one.

Change the way of  
looking by giving proper  
respect to each, my dear, and  
see the society finer.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Lights

The sun has also black spots, 
But I am not there 
To search them out. 
I am here to see 
The light only and 
Go on working day 
And night for others. 
I am here to love 
And I know love has 
Nothing to do with 
The worldly affairs. 
Know and remember I am 
Not here to count 
But to live with lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Love

Live with love
O my dear
Live with poetry
Here there is
No obstacle
And here I am
With poetry
With love
I respect love
And here I see
My victory
I am with
My poetry
Nothing to confused
And there is
No ambiguity.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Love, Dear Life

Wild flowers,
Search them there.
They are there
In words in stars.

We all live
In our thoughts,
We all live
On our earth.

Earth, we love,
Mother, we love.
Earth and mother
One and the same.

The language of the mother
Is the nectar,
The air of the earth
Is the nectar.

We live here
For the nectar.
Life is to
Proceed further.

We care, not
Who care us.
But we care
Who dares to
Tell us the truth
And who declares
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With Poems

Create, understand,
Interpret and love
And live with poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Live With This Moment

Live with this moment,
Just for a moment
with commitment.

Live with your own poems
Live with your own fire
and with your tears and pain.

Live with commitment,
Commit to do something
for the welfare of all
with all creativity
that are in you.

Live for a moment,
Your term is
just for a moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Live with truth,
And stay fair,
Of course, danger
Is there.
But remember,
No harm. and
Nothing would happen
To you.
Show your honesty
And sincerity,
Think positive,
You would get all light.
Nothing wrong
With you, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Livelihood Matters

Worry not,
It is all
Livelihood matters,
Ramu is casting
His net in the river.

Think not
About anything,
Time is there
To sort out everything.

Death has not role
In the livelihood matters,
Worry not, think not,
We are all cautious
To take care the woodwind.

Gajanan Mishra
Living A Life

Death is already here with me
And I am calling death
Fearing death
In hot in cold
And I am here with death
And death is here
Smiling and living a life.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Alone

Living alone is good
Like the sun like the moon
Like the air like the water
Care not number
It is not better
It is worst to disowned a poor
I surrender absolutely
Before you O my love
I think it is the best
To win you
You are my heart
You are my strength
I know you are my whole number
That I worked for.

Gajanan Mishra
Living And Dying

We are all here
Living and dying
Collectively together
With wins and loses.

We are here
In this ever ever land.
We are here together
To fulfill our life's end.

Let us simplify
Our life's process,
Let us stay ease
And rationalize
With the opportunities
On the path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Being In Jeopardy

Constitutional position
Of a living being is in jeopardy
A living being is in a bondage
Under material conditions
A living being should know
His eternal relation

Transcendental position
Expansions in different plenary portions
Control of different parts of the universe
Different stages of development
Rules and regulations for achieving spiritual perfection
Symptoms of different incarnations.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Entities

Here are all
Living entities
And You are
In their hearts.

You are the beginning
O my dear
You are the middle
You are the end of them.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Entity - Earth

Living entity
Everywhere, I see.
Though, differ in
Forms under different
Conditions of material nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Entity - Time

Rising sun,
I am the rising sun,
See me,
I am the time.

I have no beginning,
And no end.
Yet, I am here
See me.

I am a living entity,
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Face

I want to see
A living face.
Could you say
Where it is?
But I fear
And my fear
Is not baseless.
Nothing is impossible
You say but I am
In fear to search
The possible here.
Date, time, place
All are with me
And I am in light.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Happily

Early to bed and early to rise,
No one is there to obey it, we know
The age is ultra modern, that has everything
And all inhabitants are degree holders and wise.

Work out hard and sleep soundly
Remain aloof from all cunningly
Go and do something surprisingly
It is you and it is I live here happily.

Gajanan Mishra
Living In Poems

Poems are there
In my living,
I am living in poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Living In Sorrow

You are forgetting me
And you are living in sorrow
Remember, you have a tomorrow.

Tomorrow is in your hands
Just see the seeds of today
That you are going to sow.

As You sow so you reap
What you sowed yesterday
You are reaping today.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Is Also A Disease

Living is also a disease,
Believe me. Feel it
In you at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Is Really

Living is really
Painful here
When no one
Understand
Anything.

If you escape
Then you are
Really lucky.
But where to
Go and stay?

Forgetting everything
My dear, come here
And let us follow
The autumn-moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Living is very difficult
With a beautiful wife
With a mother who marries for the second time
With a father who is too much in debt
With a son who is a foolish rascal.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Itself

Living itself is suffering.
A man should discover the reason of suffering.
Desire for pleasure is the root cause of suffering.

What I have stated is not new.
It is there in all books.
You to read and stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Joy

Living joy,
Birds and love,
Detachment and blood,
Heartbeats and night,
All embracing.

All for myself,
All watchful and sweet,
All love and hope,
All transparent and clear.

Life itself is a voice,
And living a joy.
It is all eyes of
The nightingale and
The play of skyscrapers.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Natural Life

I am not living my natural life
If I am not offering You
Whatever I am doing
Whatever I undergo as penance
Whatever I sacrifice
Whatever I eat
Whatever I give in charity
See me O my dear, I am
Utilizing my energy given by You
In this way here everyday
And living a life prescribed by You.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Needs

Living needs
No study,
No eligibility.
Living is important,
Not your knowledge
Or your discrimination.
Terminology is
Your experience.
What is needed is
Realization of
The self.
Go on learning
How you are living
And with whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Peacefully

Living peacefully is
The motto of life.
Is it?
If it is
Be free from mental
And bodily miseries
Fatigue, dizziness
Defeat and all disturbances.
And you can do all the above
By self-control
By controlling senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Perfectly

Reading and hearing
Are must for a living entity
To know and understand
The surroundings.
To understand the surrounding
Is to live perfectly,
To live perfectly you have to
Go with love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Rules

Living rules
Are violated, your honor.
I have a right
To live on this earth
With my language-
My mother tongue.

The time is right, your honor
To direct each and every one
Under your jurisdiction
To make correspondences
In my language to enable me
To read and understand.

I have a right, your honor,
To read and write and understand
Each letter, order, judgment
Against or in favor of me
Given by any authority or
Any person.

No one has got the right
To leave me in dark.
To go for light
Is my birthright, your honor.
Release me in the light
I want to see me clearly.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Successful

Where to go?
How to live?

And still I am with You,
You are nameless
You are formless
You are empty-less.

I am with You still then
It is you to tell me
In time where to go and when.

I am happy
You are everywhere
I am happy and grateful
You tolerate all
And You make the living successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Living- Symptom

I am thinking about You
I am talking to You
I am writing on You
I am singing with You
I am doing Your works
You are calling me and
I am listening and that are
Not changing with the change of
Time place and circumstances
I am getting satisfaction
From all those activities
That are related to You
O my dear I am desiring You
And You are appearing before me
I am following Your footsteps
And crossing every road easily
And living happily.

Gajanan Mishra
Living The Poem

Living the poem,
And poem is more than
Just letters and words.
Let us have real picture
In poems of life
Here and there.

In poems through poems
And by poems you can
Unfold so many new things,
So freely as in self-discovery.

It is true, we need poems
To bind us together
We need love and harmony
We need truth and compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Through Love

Really very difficult,
Really it is very difficult
To live here with all
The pain and all the pleasures.

Let me clear here
I am devoted to the welfare of all
No question of hate, but doing good
And it is love and only love.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Together

Okay, let us live together.
We are living together
but without dialogue.

We are living together,
but we are not so free
to put question to each other.

Without question, and answers
Heart to heart talk is
difficult, let us be excellent
with the dialogue.

I am a calf and you are my cow,
I am putting question more and more,
You are answering me more and more
You are giving me new ideas, new hopes.

Gajanan Mishra
Living With All Truth

For the sake of truth
Let me stay with You,
I know, You are the truth
And You are the Supreme Love.

For the sake of love
I am surrendering myself before You
I know, You are the Supreme Truth
And I am here living with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Living With Love

If you need me
I need you
If you can not live
Without me
I also can not live
Without you
And I am performing
All actions only for you
You have given me
Everything that are with you
I am investing my
Intellect my ability
Time and resources
That are with me for you
And you are pleased with it
This is our attachment
This is our devotion
This is our love.

Gajanan Mishra
Living With Love And In Truth

Living with faith
Living in You
O my dear, worry not
You know better
What is life
And it is what for.

Gajanan Mishra
Living Within The Body

And going out of it
Are the same for true understanding.

Manufacturing own theory
Is not allowed at any time
It is the nature that is smiling.

Within this and outside
Nature is only singing and
Dancing always in the scene.

Gajanan Mishra
Lizard, Why Are You There

Lizard, lizard,
Why are you there.
See, no water there,
See dry, the well.

What happened to you,
Your life itself
Is the truth, lizard.

Be aware of the dark,
Accept the proposal
Of settlement of life.

Lizard, lizard,
Just touch the truth,
And feel the changing scenario
Within you, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Lizard-Leap

Seize me
If you so like
With a lizard-leap.

Gajanan Mishra
Lo, Clouds Showered

Lo, clouds showered
All the water
That I needed.

Lo, earth produced
All the necessities
In profusion.

O my dear, all these are
Only Your grace
And Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Lo, I Am The Best

Lo, I am the best,
Being the poet.
For me only,
There is the east
And there is the west.

I am the best,
For I get your blest.
And you accept me as your next.

Gajanan Mishra
Lo, It Is Yours

Lo, it is yours -
The music with measurement box,
The poetry with words set up.
It is night, all bright,
Credible and borrible.
The life with all stillness,
The purity with all darkness.
It is all yours, gleam all.
All yours- the time, the stream,
The hummingbird and the words.
All yours- That are inside
And also, that are outside.
All beauty architecture,
Silence atmosphere,
See and hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Loan Burden

Sadananda Sahoo, ordinary
Ryot of Ostapal village
Committed suicide
By consuming pesticide.
Reason is loan burden
From a Nationalised Bank.
Loan amount is around
Nine thousand.

Vijaya Mallya,
Member of Rajya Sabha, India,
And owner of Kingfisher
Is enjoying life in London
After taking loans
From so many Nationalised
Banks. Loan amount
Is around Nine thousand crores.

Gajanan Mishra
Loan Recovery

You have given me loan,  
In time of need,  
I do agree and hence  
I am grateful to you sir.  
But in the name of  
Loan recovery,  
The humiliation that  
Are coming to me  
I am unable to withstand.  
To my ill luck  
I am not in a position  
To repaid at present,  
Bear me sir, I am nothing  
To maintain my family, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Loan Wolf

Money is all
For loan wolf,
Care not fate,
Care not debt.
You are rich,
All the best.
No question but
Good bye, bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Local Head Office

Really I am sorry
I am not well-acquainted
With my own local head office
That is in my body
And I am wandering here
And there for nothing,
I have forgotten that
There is everything in my mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Locating

We are to
Locate first
Who are the enemies.

Half problems
over then.

Next we are
To think
How to tackle them.

Defeating or killing
Is never a solution,
We are to kept in mind.

Where are we,
And with whom we are,
We are to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Location

Let me locate You
O my dear, near a river,
Discover snake's hole
With cobra therein,
And a grave-yard,
Sandal wood scents
Find there a Neem tree
Without any cutting
Or cutting marks,
No bird rest on that tree
Let me locate You
On that tree, my dear,
With all symptoms of
Truth and love and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Lock, Stock And Barrel

Lock, stock and barrel,
Nothing is there to quarrel.
It is all flood, hours together
We are struggling with water.

It is true, we are the faculty members
And we are taking responsibility
for all works that are being done
by anybody here as they are ours co-fighters.

We are here and we are taking steps
how to stay for a longer period
We know though there is nothing in it,
and we ourselves are nothing, it is clear.

Am I not sufficient to certify who am I?
Have I no right to live with full dignity?
Who is there to give me respect and honor
and for what I know not here.

Be a soldier of this earth and keep peace,
Each and every corner of this earth is yours
That I can say openly here, nothing to quarrel
Just think for a while, you have to hand over the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Locked Room

Who are you and how
You are staying
In this locked room
Room is open though
From all sides.

Denote that You
Are going to nowhere
Today or Tomorrow
In this dormitory
Being doodle

Gajanan Mishra
Lock-Up Room

I am here
In this lock-up room.
And where you are
I know not.

But I am free,
Care-free
And how you are
That I know not.

We are in our
Separate homes,
For a new life,
For a new relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Lofty Aim

I have kept it,
Very carefully.
And you have
Taken it, and
I find your
Loftiness.

Words are
Not earthly.
But it grows
On this earth.

Earth is
Not ours.
And nothing is
For destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Log In

Log in
And take birth.
Access the time
And get everything.

Limitless life
With limited
Power and resources.

Endless and
Beginningless, though,
You are to log in.

Log in
And access the area.
And it all depends on
Your intellect and power.

Gajanan Mishra
Log In Here

Log in here
Choose career.

No confusion
Life is passion

Gajanan Mishra
Logic

To know reality
Logic is necessary
And logic is
Superior reasons
And logic is
Brushing aside
All prejudices
Debating be reason
Faithfully
Logic is not opposing
For oppose sake
Logic is not supporting
One point and opposing
Other and gain victory
Over an opponent
Logic is divine
And logic is divine glory
And logic is necessary
To know reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Logic - All

Logic - all,
Life is there,
Read it,
Watch it,
And stay alive.

The sky, the ocean -
All one and
All perfect.
The bird, the flowers-
With them all.

All united,
All collective.
All in all,
All interrelated.

Gajanan Mishra
Logic And Life And Albert Einstein

Logic and life.
I see both and observe
From A to Z, Mr Einstein.
But I imagine something
Far beyond logic and life
That is here and also
That is there and everywhere.
I see failure of logic
In love. I see truth in it.
I see something truth
In you but not the whole,
You have touched something
That is in life I feel,
You crossed all for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Logic Of The Snake And The Mouse

What is that?
That is a snake and
That is a mouse
Both are caught in a basket.
The mouse is the food
For the snake
And both would not be
Able to get out.
The snake made a truce
With the mouse
And the mouse made a hole
To get out.
Snake thought to eat the mouse
Soon after it made the hole.
What happened next?
My poem is silent
You to decide my dear
If you are intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Logic Useless

Logic useless
Approach humbly
Live peacefully.
Gain higher taste
With a true master
Go with wonder and finer.
Award benefit
Achieve a place
Within and within.
Never stop practice
Be experienced and nice
Very taking open kiss.
Here no use of logic
Be committed and surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Loitering

You are loitering
In this forest
You are silent
Like the forest
You are learning
In the forest
Forest is your home
Forest is your fortune
In the forest
I am searching You
You are the forest, my dear
Forest is in You
Answer in the forest
About Your where about.

Gajanan Mishra
Lollipop

What is that?
But hope is
Still there
With us.

Progress -
A misnomer.
Budget -
Without expectation.

Gajanan Mishra
Lollypop

Technical juggling,
Nothing in real terms
For the people,
Just crocodiles tears
For women and children,
No real educational improvement,
General people's hope belied-
This is the budget we have.

Gajanan Mishra
Lone Evening

In this black
Evening sky
The lone star smiles
Going west.

No body I find
In this junction
To dance with me
In free verse.

Lone evening
dance with
My lost dream
Look it beam.

Gajanan Mishra
Loneliness

Let me stay alone,
I love loneliness.
Let me feel there
The fire of senses,
Let me see there
The ocean of sacrifices.
I am there with the star,
The star is also in me.
I feel it and I pray
Please feel yourself
In loneliness.
Let me take vital energy
Only from loneliness,
In self-restraint.

Gajanan Mishra
Loneliness Has Its Own Color

Loneliness has its own color,
And let me say it is pure literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Lonely Street

Lonely life,
Lonely street.
Lonely love,
Lonely thought.
And male and female,
In the same boat.
Matter is not
Dark or light,
But to fight.
Fight with
Hunger and thirst.
Fight with
Artificial forms
And size,
And fight with
Own shadows.

Gajanan Mishra
Long And

Long and not short,
This life, this time.
Life and not time,
Important here.
In fact, I see no time,
I honour life only.
Life is filled,
But time is blank.

Gajanan Mishra
Long Hair And Faithful Wife

Make your own journey
With long hair and
Faithful journey.
Investment is fruitful,
All music and dance
With wild love.
Care life in your
Own water here.

Gajanan Mishra
Long Journey Ahead

A long journey lay ahead
Come on with this new life
That is complex in design
come on to fulfill the mission
With proper execution.
O my dear you are welcomed
To this pious land
And find here your new incarnation
With father mother wife daughter son
You are here itself it is good information.

Gajanan Mishra
Long Live Pope

Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio
Pope Francis
Fran-cis-co Fran-cis-co
Long live Long Live
And I wish you
Great success
In achieving world
Peace and order.

Gajanan Mishra
Long May You Live, Dear Men

Long may you live, dear men!
But know first your stand.

Either or, choose the side,
But stay not on both sides.

Flow by nature, men!
Honor is there on your stand.

Source of all emanations - life,
All respects and benediction.

Gajanan Mishra
Long Or Short

No matter
Long or short
But recite
Your poems
We are ready to
Hear before all, dear.

What you write,
We know, our life story.
What you recite,
We know our heartbeats.

Only light is there
In your writings.
Focus is only on
Love and truth, we know.

Gajanan Mishra
Long Since

Long since disappeared
That bird long since disappeared.
That was flying that was singing
That was flying disappeared.
In place of that bird nothing is there
Nothing is there in place of that bird.

Gajanan Mishra
Long, Long Ago

Long, long ago,
I existed,
And I was very respected.
To say this
What is the meaning
That I know not yet.
It means what I guess
I am not updated.
Excuse me, but hear me
What I am telling
In my diction.
I care not the duration of
Night or day, dear,
But I care what you fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Longing

No word to utter,
No sight to see,
No life to live.
But we are here
To realize, to love
To forgive, to forget.
We are here together
To achieve we long for.

Gajanan Mishra
Loo, How Beautiful!

Look, How beautiful
This sky this earth
This sun this star
How beautiful you are
O my dear
I am at war
War
With the time
And the time
Itself is beautiful, look
Beautiful morning
Beautiful living!

Gajanan Mishra
Look After This World

Look after this world,
It is yours.
See me,
I am going away from
This world.
I know,
It is not mine.
On this way
Or on the way
You like, take charge.
I am in fear, and
I am in wrath.
I know, though,
They have no value.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Alike Though

We both look
Alike though
Our nature differ.
We both eat, drink,
Sleep, work together
Though, fruits of
Our actions are
Not one and the same.
Our goal is to arrive
At the truth though,
We are going on
Our own ways and
We wander whole day
far away from love.

Gajanan Mishra
Look And Leap

The goat leap
Without looking
And perished in well
The fox climbed up
And managed to escape
Very well.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At Me

Look at me,
I am here
I am also
Not here
At the same time.

Everything depends
on your beholding
on your viewing.

Look at me,
I am in the glimpse
Of course that is yours,
Of course I am yours,
And I am here,
Peek me.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At Me ??? ???

Look at me
I am there in you.
And I am the truth.
-

In Odia language;

??? ???
??? ??? ?????
??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Look At That Child

Look at that child,
How happy he is.
Do you know the reason?
The child is happy
As because he has
Not here to repent
Over the past,
He is also not here
To think about
His future.
The child lives
At present and
As such he has
Nothing to worry.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At The East

Waiting for a change?

Look at the east
And face no devastation.

No earthquakes,
No great destruction.

Move on the path
Around the sun.

No dust,
Amazing growth is there
With you my dear son.

Stay together,
No crash,
Never move apart,
Take benefit of the chance.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At This Fire

Look at this fire
It is my face
Look at this earth
It is my feet
Look at this sun
It is my eyes
Look at this sky
It is my navel
Look at this direction
It is my sense of hearing
Look at this ocean
It is my abdomen
Look at this heaven
It is my head
Look at this wind
It is my vital air and strength
Look at this tree and plants
It is the hairs of my body
Look at the clouds
It is the hair of my head
Look at this mountains
It is my bones and nails
Look at this day and night
It is the blinking of my eyes
Look at this origin
It is in me
Look at this end
It is in me
And I am without
The beginning and without the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At This, Man

Look at this man,
He is superman,
He is a businessman,
He is a spider-man,
He is a police man.
Look at this man,
He is a magician,
He is ready to
Entertain you,
my dear children.

Gajanan Mishra
Look At Us

Look at us,
We are all here
Under the sky
In peace and
In co-operation.

Please, try not to
Create any differences
Or any division
In us.

Not funny,
Life.
Be not envious,
You have no power
To do any harm.

If you try,
It is you to destroy
Yourself.

Stay there,
As you are.
Or face trouble
Within.

We are all yours
And within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Different

Crow's feet
Look different
With anxiety
And excitement.

Time crops up
With first and
Important warning,
And showing wand.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Here A Piece Of Moon

Look here, a piece of moon
Go and catch the sky
That is here at this noon.

I am not alone
And I hear
No cacophony.

Go and see the fire
It is in the air
And air is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Look I Am Here

Look I am here
At this home
Despite many disturbances.

Look the cranes continued
Dwelling on the shores
Although the shore agitated in rain.

All my false theories
Broke down the boundaries
Of the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Me

I have no idea of geography
I have no history
I am here, look me.

I am here for a moment
Recognised me
Not in my unity
But in my variety.

I am one and the same
Like you as you look.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Me On The Eyes Of The Sun

And speak something in the words of the sky
Stay with me by feathers of the air
I am the earth here always happy with water.

Gajanan Mishra
Look No Matter

Looks no matter,
Whether it is innocent
Or it is smart.

It is the activity
That matters.
It is not the evolution
But the concluding spirit.

The discussion is
About nothing but love.
Let the love be refined
And let it go with truth.

Truth is no different from
Our own lives and we have to
recognize it with appendix.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Not Behind

Look not behind
And burn not yourself
With your own fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Look The Sun Here

Look the sun here,
Look the sun there.
Look me in the sun,
and the sun in me.
The sun is a flower
Blossoming in my heart.
My heart is a flower
Blossoming with the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Look This

Look this
Look this flower
It is of good quality
It communicates its
Fragrance alike
To one who plucked it
And also to another
Who held and preserved it.

O my dear, be a man of
Even-minded towards all
And have no friends or foe
Be loving always
Be innocent at heart
Compassionate on all.

Gajanan Mishra
Look To The Sky

look to the sky first
Then see the air
Then find the water
Dropping from the sky
From the very day.

Gajanan Mishra
Look To Yourself

Look to yourself
This much
And this is first
And last word
For you and for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Look Well

Look well,
Your look is well,
Let me go to hell,
But you are there
To hear my tell.
My tale is in
The form of poetry,
Go on listening,
Till the end
With patience and
Find truth therein.
Life is what we offered,
Life is what we experienced,
Life is with is, our not, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, Bright Side

Look, bright side.
Be sure, you can
Deal with anything.

Deal with problem
Before they arise,
But with humor.

Acknowledge your partner,
But believe not flooded river.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, Change

Look, change is
There always everywhere.

Go with the change.

Hear, the voice of the sky,
And stay for a while
To measure the earth
Within.

And unearth the truth,
Fixed for the time.

The street is fearful,
True.
But not the day.

Walk and smile
And say and
See the bird fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, I Am Happy Within

Look I am fine
I am happy within.

Look I am present all around
I have no past
I have no future.

Always present
Everywhere present
Is my nature.

Look I am in peace
I renounced everything
Nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, I Am Not That Gajanan Mishra

Who was reading at High school
That was a different Gajanan Mishra
In body in mind
But it is only through me
You can able to know
That Gajanan Mishra
And his history and his geography.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, I Am Stable

Look, look, I am stable
No beginning no end.

Look, look, I have no identity
If you utter, it is an error.

I am a mere householder
And rarely known.

And I am performing
All worldly actions
But action-less.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, I Am The Truth

Look, I am the truth,
I am before you,
I am in front of you.
Just see how
Gracefully I move.
I am here to save you.
All are for you, see,
My hands my foot.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, Mama Aaeeshanee

Look, Mama Aaeeshanee
Here is Maya Angelou
Here is her world
Of love, of nature, of poetry.

I know not what type of
Beautiful this world is
Though I myself in this world
Since long, Aaeeshanee.

Searching is a common phenomenon here
And I am searching and searching
And what I am searching
Ask me not Aaeeshanee
Layer to layer, I find here
The love that is in.

I realized, my dear Mama
And I know this world is
Not within our reach
Not within the jurisdiction
Of our imagination
And I find you in between.

That is the wonder, my dear
That is the wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, Perched On A

Look, perched on a flowering tree
The blue bird is singing and
in the song everything reserved for me.

It is for the song always I am escaping from the brink of death.

It is for the song I am able to work till eternity.

Come and answer the questions of the moral king.

In your garden O kong of the cosmos I am a flower and your honour is with me blessing shower.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, the poet is surrounded by all creatures,
As the moon is surrounded by stars, planets and
Other heavenly bodies.
The presence of the poet is gorgeous and
He is respected by all irrespective of caste,
Colors, sex, religions, locations and so on.
The poet is the powerful incarnation of
Love and truth, here on this earth for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, The River Is

Look, the river is
Full of its brim
And you got a push.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, The Sun Is Ill

Look, the sun is ill,
And the moon is mute.
And I am extremely restless.

Gajanan Mishra
Look., I Am Cheerful

Look, I am cheerful
Always in mind.
Look, I am cheerful
I have no grief
I have no desire.
Look, I am cheerful,
And I regard all alike,
Look, I am cheerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking Afresh

Looking afresh
Here you could avoid
making a mess.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking All

Looking all
With an equal eye
And I see you present
O my dear
You are with me always
And you are appearing for me
In every thought in every action
With all birds animals and men
O my dear I see you here
I see you there where I am
And you are never out of my sight
I am also never out of your sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking And Touching

All about
Looking and touching,
All about
Remembering and forgetting,
All about
The beginning and ending.

All about language
That has the rhyme.
All about colors
That have motion.

With so much knowledge
I failed to follow.
The truth is far behind
And we wander in the earthly light.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking Everything

Do not do anything
You are wise
Do not expect anything
I can not say
You are wise
Do not say anything
You are wise
Do not listen anything
I can not say
You are wise
Life is in between
Doing expecting saying
And listening
And you are to take
Your boat looking everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking For A Flat

A flat
I am looking for,
Not to stay
But to keep baggage.

I need no car,
No train, no plane
To go anywhere.

But I want time
To stay.

I preferred
The air
And also water
To move forward.

And I want
To go on missing.

I want to brief
All things.

And I need
Transporting.

And I am looking for
A flat, eye-catching.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking For A New Land

Looking for a new land
I started my journey,
please wait and see,
Where you are
and where I am.
No elimination,
No negotiation,
it is all animation.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking For The Sky

Looking for the sky
I am here, I am there,
But I find no sky so far.
What is that sky, where is that sky
That I want to know
But I do not know, how to know.
Here, there, see me, my dear,
I am far, I am near, and the sky
Is holding my car's gear.
I am always here see, in my car
And the car has a switch that
Make it a start and from
The very beginning I am looking
To the sky who has knowledge to refresh.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking In A Mirror

Looking at my own face
In a mirror of Truth
In a mirror of Love
I feared.

Am I not sinful
And a man of imposture?
And am I not a terror
In Your world here?

I wonder what for
I am richly endowed
With jealousy and fraud
I wander here
Am I not distracted
Here I am quaffing the poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking at my own face
In a mirror of Truth
In a mirror of Love
I feared.

Am I not sinful
And a man of imposture?
And am I not a terror
In Your world here?

I wonder what for
I am richly endowed
With jealousy and fraud
I wander here
Am I not distracted
Here I am quaffing the poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking Sky

Looking sky
I fell down
And I fell down
When the earth
Called me.

I rise and went
I went and reached
There where
You are
With thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
Looking Towards You

Looking towards you
I question
Whether I am acceptable
And you answer in negation.

Ascertaining your stability
Deciding right direction
You clarified actual
Value of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Loosely Shunted

Loosely shunted
Faced accident.
We fall prey
In loose planet.
Loosely shunted
Life accident.

Gajanan Mishra
Loot And Leave

Creamy layers
Are responsible
For loot and leave
Episode, put them
Behind the bar
And reach the truth
For general welfare.
Creamy layers and
Also bank officials
Are equally guilty,
They are playing with
The money of the people
O so-called superiors,
Stop, stop crying please.

Gajanan Mishra
Lord

Man is his own Lord
Man is his own manager.
Man is naranarayana
The Bishnu.
Man is in need of food
And clothing and that is Laxmi
Man requires knowledge
And that is saraswati
Laxmi and Saraswati two wives
To serve man.
Man must give respect
To the wives
Fail to give respect
Is to suffer
Like the sakhyat Lord
Jagannatha in the
Hand of Laxmi.
Man must give equal
weightage to food
And knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Lord Jagannath is poem of poems
I failed to compose poems
After visit Him at Puri, Odisha, India
I am going straight to poets
Without any verses
My Lord Jagannath is His own verse
I failed to compose Him
His Chariot His Jatra and what He has
Excuse me my dear poets and see
Watch visit this Lord Jagannath
Lord Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra
And realize the Self the Truth
Within You.

Gajanan Mishra
You are looking
Towards not Lord
But towards latrine
Fault is yours
And not mine.

Think a while
What you are doing
Forgetting the place
Forgetting the time
That have relations with me.

Have a clear vision
My dear, within,
And get everything
Therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Lorikeet

Lorikeet is on that branch of yellow oleander
And submitting his budget proposal for the good days.

We the common mass unable to understand what are
There going on behind the scene keeping us in dark.

Goodfaith, love, emotion etcetra etcetra have
Any meaning I do not agree and also I do not
Belief in any kind of sin that arise from condemnation.

Tears rolldown from the eyes suomoto on a shock of
compassion and we become soft towards all beings
Those who are alive or dead at this time.

Lorikeet is on that branch of yellow oleander and
Watching us our activities that are not counted
By ours leaders whom we elected.

Lorikeet is helpless helpless and at any moments
Lorikeet can change the side you know well.

Gajanan Mishra
Losing Identity

Losing identity
I accept everything
I push myself back
I support myself straight.

You remember me
As I remember you
I accept you whole
Not forgetting
A single mole.

Gajanan Mishra
Losing Of Individuality

Losing of individuality
Does not arise.
But rise and rise
Up to the level
Of the sun.

Nothing is there
That can divert you
From your own path.

Go on and see there,
Your own self, my dear,
Go on and discover
Your own self there
In you, the truth
And the absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Losing Survival

Losing survival.

It is because of
Climate change
I am losing
My survival instinct.

I have failed to
Adapt to the condition
And I am losing
My survival instinct.

I am the victim
Of the cruelty
And I am losing
My survival instinct.

In the water and
In the air and
In the fire and
Under the sky
And on this land
I am losing
My survival instinct.

Gajanan Mishra
Loss Is Nothing

Lose is nothing but profit in another form
Word is nothing but group regroup de-group
For a particular term.
Ability is the strength
To stay free from corruption
Internally and externally is proper form.

Gajanan Mishra
Loss Not Hope

Loss not hope,
Nothing is there to
Happen contrary to your wish.

On the contrary, my dear,
You are to go with your
Good wish to reach there
Where you desire.

Desiring is not good
No one can say,
But my dear, you have to
Choose the option.

Pick up one
That would suit you
With your love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Loss Of Things

Loss of things
Is nothing.
Loss of life
Is something.

Loss of love,
Loss of faith,
Loss of truth,
Is loss of
Everything,
Everything.

And what is misery
And what is happiness
It is two sides
Of same life-coin.

Exploit not,
This life has
Nothing in common.
Share everything
What you think
Hardship undergone.

Gajanan Mishra
Losses Only For

No power,
Words have
No power to
Express me
And hence
I want to
Go away
From the words.
But words
Are there
As before
Here within
Me and I
Want them stay.
Words themselves
Are not dangerous,
But it is we
Who using the words
Are in duplicity.
We are playing with
Words carelessly.
And we are facing I
Losses only for us
And not merely for words.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost

Lost - everything,
Nothing is there
With us.
Still, we are here,
And taking time
To adjust
With the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost And Found

Lost and found,
Life
And peace,
Here and there.

Arm in arm
All success,
Gaze at life
Here and there.

Full of tricks,
In the smile
Of the star.
Connectivity, all
Wonderful, and
Life renewed.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost For Ever

Lost forever,
If you are not
There to love
And live together.

Go and think,
I am the last one,
And you are missing me.

I am at the border,
But I am with the truth.
Play no trick, please.

Your words, your sound,
Your play - all your enemy.
Be cautious and use them
When you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost In Life

Above and below
I lost in life.
Of course, I enjoy
Being free.

What I see
All music
In air.

Hours after hours
I measure the space
With all sadness.

I unfold the sky,
The sky give a vote of thanks.
I know the tree
And the tree discovered again my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost Memory

Live with lost memory
And discover history.
Within everybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost Myself

I have lost,
Lost myself
In an ecstasy,
Ecstasy of joy.
See me, dear,
Dear friends
On this earth
That is changing
At every moment.
But I am here
As I was, and
I will be here
For all times
To come.

Gajanan Mishra
Lost Plot

My plot lost
In seminars.
I am searching
The way out.

Gajanan Mishra
Lot Of Best Wishes

Lot of best wishes,
Go and
Make history.

Gajanan Mishra
Lottery

Really a lottery,
This life.
You are all
The participants
Here in this process.

Anyone can asks
Lottery for what,
Let me say
Lottery for house,
For food,
For health,
For power,
For wealth
For anything here.

Here on this earth,
We know nothing is
By chance,
Still we rush
Towards lottery,
How fools we are!
We know this life
Is not for us
Yet we are envious.
How fools we are!

We are the participants
In the play of death,
Death is sure, we know.
This earth is
The playground of death.
Yet we are all
Playing lottery,
Lottery of greed,
Lottery of ego.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus And Leech

Lotus and leech
Both spring from the mud-water
But in trait they differ.

Both good and wicked
Born together in this world
One cause mortal pain while parting
Another give agonizing torment during meeting.

Good man is like nectar
Wicked man is like wine
One is the creator
Another is the hunter.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus And Lily

Lotus and lily once
Discussed about
The sun and the moon.
One gave credit to another,
Their discussion
Was going on
And since we lack vision
We could not know
What was the last
Result and solution.
My dear fellow-men,
Here I am, waiting for
Another sun that has given
Me the words to come again.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Flower

Lotus flower,
O lotus flower,
How you are growing and
How you are blooming
In this muddy pond
That I wonder.
I admit, O lotus flower,
You are my real master
And you are teaching me
From there how to cross
All barriers and reach the sky,
The all powerful creator and
You are teaching all how to keep
All present past and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Flower In My Hand

Lotus flower in my hand
And I am always ready
Without deviating for a moment
To render service to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Leaf - Life

Lotus leaf is
Not moistened
By water.
Stay like
Lotus leaf, dear,
In this world
And be not
Tainted by sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Leaf - Water

Lotus leaf is to water
You are to me
cause to effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Leaf And I

Lotus leaf is
Not moistened by water
As it is at your feet.
O my dear, likewise
I am submitting
Everything that is
With me at your feet
And I abandoned all
Attachment here and
I perform actions
With truth with love
Following the path of
Devotion and
Dedicated all to You
I am sure I am
Not tainted by sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Position

True, I am in lotus position,
But I am not a lotus-eater.
I am the lotus looking at the sun,
But save me from the furious summer.
I speak the truth openly
But I am not a lothario.
I am the loser in all the play,
But I play to make the road clear.
Nothing is negligible but all
Are negotiable in this world.
We are all belong to this earth,
And we are trying to touch the sky.
The sky is there in its place
With the sun and the sun is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Stem

A lotus stem sprouts,  
And manifestation started,  
Within the water.  
Water is everything and  
Everywhere, I know.  
The design and  
The order of working  
Differ, though.  
Where is the earth,  
And where the sky,  
The water alone can say.  
And I know I am  
The water, and  
You are there from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus Stem And The Swan

Lotus stem and the swan,
My final breath and your presence,
Dream and absolute truth
And touching of eternity by me
At this time with no conclusive point.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotuses Blossom

Lotuses blossom
And I see a light
Inside me in midnight.

Gajanan Mishra
Lotus-Leaf

Live like
Lotus leaf
Lion-life.

Gajanan Mishra
Loud Enough

Loud enough
And hence,
Excuse me,
I am silent.

My mind and
My life- full of
Dreams, and hence,
I am fearless.

Fearless I am
And hence, I write
So much here,
And all are
On truth and
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Louder Than The Sea

Louder than the sea - My mother,
Gives more light than the lightning - my language,
Tolerate everything - My earth.
And I am with all the three,
Remember, no one can beat me.

I sign, I utter words,
I stood first, I got my freedom,
All here with the three.
And I am proud of my mother,
My mother language and
My motherland - the earth.

Is there any substitute?
If you know, please tell me,
I am here to serve you like a slave.

Gajanan Mishra
Love

Begging drama love
just a farce
and it ends
with melodious mourn.
If patience is
there with you
save yourself
failing which
dirge is there
to embrace you.
Love, Love
And love is
only yours
And you are the
farceur here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - Woodpecker

Love me, love me,
Said the woodpecker,
But the snake,
The trespasser,
In the hole
Of the woodpecker,
Cared little and
Hissed to sting.
The woodpecker
Could do nothing,
But started work
To create another
Hole on the tree,
Elsewhere further.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - Fresh Clouds

Love - fresh clouds
For the crop
With nectar drop.

Crushing false pride
You are here
To establish perfection.

I am a mere dry grass
See me here under
Your feet, O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - Husband

Love is my husband,
Affection is wife,
Happiness is son,
Holy place is earth,
Friendship with air,
Running life in water,
The world, the settled place,
Hope not again to return.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - Only Language

Love - only language,
Truth - only way, I know
Where life can be saved.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - The First Word

Love - the first word
Of life.

Life - similar
In the dictionary.

Dictionary - differ
From person to person.

Person - the product of
Love and truth.

No truth
No love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - The Only Truth

Love - the only truth,
And where there is love,
Everything is there.

Love knows black
And white, love knows
Life and value.

Know love
And know all, my dear.
And live without fear.

Love, the positive counterparts
Of all logic and all negations.

Love - absolutely real,
All glories to you, love,
Real life is there in you,
Let all be fruitful with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - The Process

Love - the process,
Truth - the ultimate goal.

Real end - to stay faithful
In service.

Source - each and every work,
Business - Mixing with all.

Life is a mixture
And to offer the result.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - The Strongest Force

Love - the strongest force,
Apply it my dear men
With your fellow-being
To establish
Permanent peace
Here in your
Own home-earth
Taking all fellow-feeling.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - The Ultimate Goal

Love - the ultimate goal,
Not life.
At times life is
The impediment on the path.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - Unbroken

Love, unbroken,
Life - unspoken,
With the earth -
All truth.

I am rewarded
With all love
And with all truth.

I am for you,
And you are for me,
All time.

For this moment,
Time is here.
For this life,
I am for you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love - World

Real love, beautiful love
Truthful love, eternal love,
Love love love love.
Unconditional love with
Heart and soul,
Love love love love.
Unattached love, wonderful love,
surrendering everything,
Love love love love.
True love, happy love,
Fulfilled love, greatest love,
Love love love love.
Strong love, endless love
So many love, pure and bright love,
Love love love love.
Eyes love, smile love,
Voice love, ears love,
Love love love love.
Everything love,
Everybody love,
Love love love love.
The entire world is in love,
The sun the moon the stars
And so many cosmos are in love,
Love love love love.
Love in life, life in love
Love love love love,
Nothing is here besides love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love A Cheat

Love a cheat,
Let us test it.

Let this world perish,
Long live love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love A Little

Love a little,
Just a little.
And in that love
Put everything,
That you have.
Love a little,
Just a little.
And in that love
Put the entire sky
That is there
On this earth.
Love a little,
Just a little.
And in that love
Submit yourself
To me for ever.
I am here, see me
With you and
See here nothing new.
We were here,
We are here and
We will be here
For ever and ever.
A little love
Is really enough
To live, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Affairs

You are giving me
I am enjoying.
What right has anyone
To come between us?

Don't be a person of anti-love
My dear, it is not at all good
If you are so kind provide me shelter,
Supply me cloths and food.

Food, clothing and shelter
Are as necessary as love
Without love everything is bluff
It is fruitless to stay in this world-club.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Affairs Ended

Love affairs ended
only for mischievousness
Only for vested interest
Only for nasty little business.

Promises are made
Assurances given
And it so happens
Love affairs ended.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All

I love all
I am being loved by all.

This land is holy
Saintly delightful
Wonderful and marvelous.
Here in this land
You make your kingdom
And kept me as
Emperor millennium.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All Always

Love all always everywhere
Love is only here in all living entities
Maintain love, the ultimate happiness
Know that love is merciful towards all
Love all always everywhere
Be dear to Truth, Ultimate Truth
Be affectionate towards all
Love is fortune, if you love my dear
I must say you god of fortune
Love all always everywhere
Engage yourself in love service
Love is only eternal, love is imperishable.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All And

Love all and do good to all.
Do good to all and love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All And Earn Fame

Love all and earn fame
Then only I say
You are really great
Good or bad
Origin is Love
Love is truth
And it is within you
Everything flows from truth
From Love and to know it -
True knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All And Save The World

Love all
And save the world.

You are authorized to
To do any welfare activity
For all.

O men,
You are the incarnation
Of Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All, Love All

Love all, love all.
Love is not lust,
Love is not desire,
Love is not craving,
Love is not greed.
Lust, desire, craving
And greed all are
Forms of attachment.
Love is not attachment.
Love is not attraction,
Attraction for the perishable
Worldly objects.
Love all, love all. But my dear,
Love not any worldly objects.

Gajanan Mishra
Love All, Love Is For All

Everything is resting on love
Love is everything
Love is the origin
Love is for all, love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Alone

Remember,
Love alone
Attracts me.
As I am
In Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And

Violence and
Disorder lines
Everywhere
And yet,
I am
On the way of,
Love and
Brotherliness.

As a poet,
I am taking
Human race,
To eternal
Beautitude and
Divine grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Affection

Love and affection is there
Means everything is there.

Death admits his defeat
Before love and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Love and air,
Both are here
To take the flowers
In their hands.

The flowers and the earth
All are there to
Express their feelings
In silence.

Nothing is an accident,
Neither love nor life,
Neither the air nor the flowers
But all appear with a certain cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Awe

Life- love and awe,
I know death is nothing
And so I feel awkward,
Awkward to proceed forward,
Where you are.
You are my flower
So sweet and cute
I prefer mute before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Devotion

Unflinching and fixed
My dear, life is not a cheat.

O my dear, please keep yourself
Free from the clutches of false ego
And the material conception of life.

Be in love and get peace
My dear, it is pure-goodness
It is liberation and emancipation.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Faith

Love and faith
Without faith
No love
No love no faith
In faith
There is dependence
Only on your presence
And with you
I attain love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love and faith, 
Love enhances 
Every moment, 
Faith attains 
Bliss of the Self, 
It is You, 
Path of knowledge 
You are all Truth 
And all peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Faith-To Survive

I am in need of
Love and faith
To survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Goodness

Love and goodness
Purer and is illuminating
And it frees one from
All sinful reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Grace

All for you,
Knowledge and intellect
All for you.

You are in my memory
You are in my poems
You are in my hearts
You are what I am here.

Love and grace
All belong to You
I am Yours
I am painting You
In my arts
I am composing You
In my poems.

You are there
Where I am.
But it is not sure
I am there
Where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Gratitude

Does not matter
Leaf flower fruit water
Whatever you give better.

I am with you for ever.

Express or not express
I am here
To fulfill your desire.

If you are filled with
Love and gratitude.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Hate

You want to
Write in me,
My dear owl,
That I know
From your eyes.
I know
Love and hate
Are one
And the same
Things here
For the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Hate And Balancing Act

Love and hate and
Balancing act
We know all that.
And nothing is
True object,
Clarification is
Not necessary
On this effect.

And still, we
Build roads
To go.
Rest shed, we
Need to watch
The rain and ice.
With so many things
We present ourselves
To say loudly
We are the genius.

Enough is enough
Some say on the way,
And some other
Care not.
Air in the nostrils,
And fire in the eyes,
We describe as if
They all won death.

But no mountain,
No river come forward
To instruct
Stay and adjust.
We still, love
And in love
We search our hate
On very standing position.
Love And Hatred

Love and hatred
Both are bad
Good and evil
Both are chill
War and peace
Both are to miss.

Remember, my friends
We are here and
Our life is
Above all trends.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Its Stages

Know love
Know the stages of love
I am sure
You are not in love
And let me declare
You are not in love
After knowing all.
Ignorance is not bad
The so called bad men are
Not actually bad
The so called good men
Are actually not good
Good and bad are all
Relative terms.
Let me tell you
Here what is truth
And the so called truths
Are not true in real sense
All are non-sense
Don’t go with any one
That is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Joy

Love and joy
Are there
And they are
Singing a song
Of life.

Life is there
With truth
And they are
Crying in their
Own house.

I am in the house
Waiting for you.
And you are uttering
The word peace, peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Keep Faith

Love and keep faith,
At times the loved one
May hits you in the head
With anything,
Worry not for that,
Loss, not faith,
Keep on loving.
Love is yours,
Life is yours,
Truly discover all
For you and
For satisfaction.
Keep loving with hearts,
Keep finding great.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Knowledge

No difference is there
Between love and knowledge,
Without knowledge one cannot
Say he is loving truly,
And without love it is
Impossible to acquire knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Learning

Are one and the same
One is the helping hand
Of another and a way
To respect one another.

Power of understanding
Is in both in learning
And in love and good ever
You can go you can stay
But do all in love.

Both love and learning
Are encouraging
Joy and happiness are
To share all in
Love and in learning.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Life

Who is there
to love the truth?

And I have rejected it
outright.

But how can I prove
I have no
private dealings.

But love is
not a matter of
good fortune.

And it is not a place
that can lift you up.

Goodbye love.
No more interested in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Live In Love

Love and live in love
Are not the same and
One my dear.
Let the story of love
Comes to us, my dear,
And let us
Discover ourselves in it.
Love and love,
Love is the solution
of all problems here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Longing

We are in the question-
Love and longing.
We are marching
With black and white,
With giving and taking.
It is you to decide
What to do here,
It is none of our business.
We are to go and
We are going on our ways.
Since you are our products,
It is you to decide how
To follow us here
On our light.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Lost

Love and lost
Here for ever,
Call of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love

I am not going to die
it is not that
I was non-existent
In the past
It is not that
I will die in future
I am here and
I remain here
And only for me
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love Again And Again

As son, as father, and mother, and daughter,
As friend as neighbor as helper as Master
Love and love again and again and yet again.

It is only in love you can expand yourself
It is only in love you can show your potency
In the causative form in the prescribed norm
Love and love again and again and yet again.

Loveday, lovely day, safe day on earth under the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love And Forget All

Love and love and forget all,
Remember, you love all and
You are on the waves of love.

Love waves are there everywhere,
Love is the only truth here,
And to tell I love you is the best.

Take rest on love, and love is there
To take rest on you and to make you lovely.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love And Life

1.

You are meant
To be enjoyed
By me.
So also I am
Meant to be
Enjoyed by you.
Here we are
The only truth.

2.

Here we are
Hoping for
All auspicious
Blessings,
By understanding
Each other's minds.
Here we are delighted by love,
Attractive and beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love But Truth

I am in you,
You are in me.
You are neither in me
Not I am in you.
See me, I am here
As before and
So also you.
We seem to exist
But not true.
We are the truth
From truth-view.
Nothing is here but truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love -Here And There

Is love lifeless
That I do not know
I know only love
I know love is there
Within us.

And where are we
That I do not know
I know only love
And love is here
Everywhere above
And below.

You can come
You can go
But love is here
That I know
And I know
We are nothing
But the instrument
Of love.

Love love and love
We are all in love
No love and nothing here
O my dear, O my dear
I am Yours
You are mine
We are in love
And we are fine
We are fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love Is

The incarnation of all
For ultimate good
All-successful
All-blissful
All perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love Life

Love and love,
Love your own self,
Love your mother,
Love your mother-tongue,
Love the earth.
Love and love,
Love all creatures
Of the world,
Love nature,
No matter whether you
Chant anything or
Worship anybody
Or live anywhere,
But love life and yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Love Others

Love and love others
Forget sickness
Forget sorrows.

Love and love others
Wear the crown of life
Love cleanses all.

Love and love all
Reconciles yourself
With God.

Love and love others
Be a path-setters
And make life worth living.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Natural Love

Love is but natural,
Natural love rules us.
We are all under love,
Love is for all, love all.
Question of love is there
In life, life itself
Is the product of love.
Love my dear, love.
Fixed love, attractive love,
Beautiful love.
Also, you can find hate love.
But love, it is all one and
The same love, love
And stay pure always with love.
Enjoy love, struggle for love,
Love is there for you and for all.
Love gratification, love religion,
Love information, love life,
Stay in love, love
Great love, great soul,
Grow with love. Love is great.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Nectar

To each and every one
Let me say for good.
I wish good of all,
For the purpose of all good.
No false ego should be there
In your hearts.
Love reign the supreme, and
Nectar should be in your reach.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Not Death

It is love and not death
That is there to kill me.
Love absorbs everything
That is in me. Still I
Say love all. Love is
The only answer to mould
Your iron mystic life.
Love is both hidden and
Open truth that is here
In between you and I,
No has no number and love
Takes no retirement from
Or at anywhere and for this
Structure of the sun is in tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Nurture

Love and nurture
The trouble makers
For the good.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Only Love

Love and only love,
Life is the product of love,
Love life, my dear, and get love,
Here there everywhere, see only love,
But be aware of love, my dear,
It is love, that is the root cause of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Peace

Wife and husband
Two different bodies
And they are one
And it is intense love
Identities merged
Wife and husband
Are couple
And there is peace
A world of love
And peace, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Sadness

Love and sadness
Go together but
They are opposite
To each other.
Anger and attachment
Are not opposite, though
They go together
Hand in hand with one another.
I feel sad for my love,
But both are good
As in positive sense.
Attachment and anger
Both are harmful
For the body and the mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Secure Deep Joy

Love and secure deep joy.
Go on doing what ought to be done.
Love all and enjoy the harder life at home.
Love and be a good man,
I know then only you shine
With fame and prosperity.
I know, you are here to find
Delight alone all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Self-Realization

I am here
Only for love,
Only for
Self-realization.

I am here
Stating everything
In all my
Poetic expression.

I want to attain
Oneness with you
My dear, as I know
You are the only truth.

Let me perform my role
With my heart, with my soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Serve

Love and serve others,
Give and purify yourself,
Meditate and realize who you are.

Adjust and adopt all,
Bear and accept all,
Tell not anything but hear.

Light the lamp
And jump.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Strong Faith

Love and not hatred
Encourage and not discourage
And all constructive thoughts
Are the basis of success, my dear,
Keep all within you, men.

Be optimistic and stay free
From all diseases
Man of clear and pure mind
Is man of God-like,
Let us love the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Thoughts

Love and thoughts are
Not the one and the same.
You may love, I may love you,
But my thought can not be yours,
Or you can't force me to go
With your thoughts.

You can't say today
Will be tomorrow,
And you can't answer
The question, not yours.

Search not the value
Of lifeless body,
You can manage yourself
Though, with cashless.

No cash transaction is necessary
In love and in life or in thought.
But without the three above
No one can proceed a step further.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Trust

Love and trust
Everyone, my dear
Know all to be
Just like yourself.
O my dear, we are
Loving by nature
We are all storehouse of
Amiability and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Love and truth
Both are here with us.
Both are neither
Worldly pleasure
Nor manifestation
Of our power.
But we are in love,
We are with truth.
We are with love,
We are in truth.
We enjoy singing
And dancing.
Love is here with us and
Realization of truth is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Truth In Life

You are all attractive, my dear
You are my everything.

Everywhere I see You
I see You in everything.

You are within all
And all are within You.

I am in need of You
O my dear, You are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Understand

If you are not there
To understand me
I am not here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And Unlove

Love and unlove,
Not hate, my dear.
All good, all ours,
We all understood.
Round and round
We moved, though,
We thoughted under care
And also under uncared.
And we live here
Making fresh association
With different
Temperaments that
Suits us both in holes,
And on the top of hills.

Gajanan Mishra
Love And War

Where there is love,
There is war.
War, love.
Love, war.
Love-war,
War-love.
What is there in love
Besides war.
What is there in war
Besides love.
Fear not, love for war,
Fear not, war for love.
Take care yourself
If you are in love.
Take care, if you are
In war.
The world is there
In love and in war.

Gajanan Mishra
Love- Beautiful

Love, you are beautiful,
You made my life glow.
I find in you so many
Ways to flow.

You are here, love,
I am curious and
Careful to handle you.

I know, nothing is
There without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Boundless

Love boundless
And powerful.
Love offers
A new open gateway
With all opportunity
To heaven.
Love, love, love,
The only one
To be recognized.
Love, love, love,
The only one
For righteous living.
Love, love, love,
Perceptive existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Breathing

Love breathing,
Smelling fragrance,
Hymns chattering,
Medicinal herbs life.
Glittering eyes,
Staying al sides,
Fine reception,
Pilgrimage of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Business

Love business
Love contract
Love living
Love pastime pleasure
Love and love, love and love.

Love offering
Love sleeping
Love walking
Love dining
Love and love, love and love.

Love is here
Love is there
In water in fire
On the earth in the sky
Love and love, love and love.

Make love your partner
Ever enhancing love
Love inclination
Love discrimination
Love and love, love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Can Alone Make Me Alive

Love me love me love me
I am in love with You, O my dear
If there is no love
I am sure, it is my downfall
Love is not lust
Love is the only path
For realization of Truth
The Ultimate Truth
Love is the only path
To attain heaven
And heaven is within
Love is within
This body is the fruit of love
This body is the gateway of heaven,
O pious, O prosperous
Just start your journey by honest means
Journey to within.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Can Binds Us Together

Make your voice count
On this day of valentine.
Love all and do some good.

Today, let us take an oath
To respect all irrespective of
Caste, culture, religion, sex.

Today, let us love all,
Today is the only day
In out hands.

Love all as all are
The sons and daughters of
Almighty God.

Love is the only word
That can binds us together.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Can Change Everything

Love can change everything
Love love and love love
Love can open the close-gate of enemy
Love love and love love.

Love can change everything
Love all in the open jungle
And in the broken boat
In water-less sea.

Love love and love love
Love can change the sky
You can fly in love without wings
With no self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Can Only Be

Love is here always
Love can not be divided
Love enhances every moment
Love can only be experienced
Try to understand love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Cares Not Time And Age

Love cares not time and age,
But love is there and burning
Our souls for ever here in
Same proportion, no matter
Animate or inanimate,
Movable or immovable.

Who says love is horrible?
It is of course true, it is
Both short and long, so also
It is easy and difficult.
Love is far from our
Sympathy and antipathy and love
Knows not fair and foul.

Here we are dying and
Living in love. Love is here,
Watching us day and nights.
Love cares not praise or blame,
It is with us and we are here
With gay and pale.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Children

Love children,
Children are
The ambassador of peace,
Children are
For progress and
Harmony.
Love children,
Children are
The real beauty.
Love children,
They are there
Making merry,
Singing, dancing
For your own safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Eternity

Let me speak
About love
What we think love
Is really not love
You change the love
And what is love
If eternity
Is not touched.

Eternity is not fraction
Men, You are from eternity
Love yourself
You are in all
Love all
Without any discrimination
Love all
And think you are not living
You are dying
Rest are living
Love all, love full before
The process of dying finished.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Family

All belong to
Love family -
Beauty, charm,
Sweetness, smiles,
Words and glances.
Be generous, and
Use all to
Win the hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Love First

Love first,
And see everything
Okay thereafter.
No rival,
But all are there
With high honour.
There is smile and
Also there is flower.
Find everyone truthful,
See everything beautiful.
Say everytime I love you,
The world is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Ever

Love for ever,
Life for ever.

Love life
At home
With pleasure.

Keep voice
Low and tender
With divine
Atmosphere.

Life in love,
And love in life,
Fair and better.

You look here
Brighter and brighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Language

Love for language is here
But only in pain and paper.
Love for all out development,
Love for mother and mother earth,
Love for all creatures all are
Here but only in pen and paper.
In practice we are not committed
To our own mother, mother-language
And our own land- greatest calamity.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Life

Love for life,
Death is not
The opposite of life.
Likewise, hate
Is not the opposite
Of love.
The words are
Interlinked
With each other.
It is our passion
To know what is
There within that words.
Let one love another
Let one live further.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Love

Tit for tat
Love for love.
Don't go for silly actions.

And purity has
Its own reward.
Go for goodness always.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Love's Sake

Here is love
In me
For love's sake.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Me

I know
You have
Love for me,
As I have
Love for you.
You are the truth,
I am the love.
You are the love,
I am the truth.
Life is simple,
As simple as thin air
Of the vast sky.
I am your love,
You are my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Men

Feel love for men
And men for love,
Man is lovelorn-
Very beautiful.

Love, love, love
Find love in all.
All are in love-
World is delightful.

Gajanan Mishra
Love For Truth, When Intense

Love for truth,  
Love and love  
is there  
And it is intense.  
All doubts  
Disappear, see  
From you.  
You have forgotten  
The ocean  
And you try to  
Walk over it  
As if you are  
Walking on the land.  
It is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Forever

No poem is here,
No newspaper.
But I have the knowledge
That each and everything
Is a poem and
You are the creator.
You are here,
And I am your lover.
I know, we both
Are here at present,
And we will be there
Also in future.
And no one besides us
Will be here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Has Always

Love has always
Winning side.
It is for love
I heard You
And accepted You.

Love has
No truth
No falsehood
Love is love
It has no clue.

Love has
No dark side
Love is there
Where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Has No Sound

Love has no sound,
And sound is no love.

Let the stone
Go with dreams,
And the dreams have
No wings that
Bind the stone.

The stone can give
A flower
That has a permanent
Scent.

No one is allowed
To measure the length
And breadth of love.

Gajanan Mishra
It is your love
That haunts me,
I am in love haunting.
I survive only here.
No vanishing point
You can discover here.
True life is here
That can bring you inward.
You can go anywhere,
By entering anywhere-
The magic of this haunting.
You can return back
Thinking you are still here
And that haunts you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love I Discover

Love I discover
In you,
The truth.
The truth
I discover
With love.

Life and night,
I find no difference.
And I see
Light in both.

Life I say
A dream.
And a dream
Is in us all.

The truth
Guides us.
And we move
In the light.

And the dream
Takes us
With care
To the place
Where there is
Nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Love In An Instant

Love in an instant,
Life in an instant
With the nectar of earth.
To love
Is to nurture art.
The art of life
Is there with you, dear.
The root of love
Is the truth of life.
Life is all clear
And all transparent.
Nothing mystery is there.
It is all lighted
And together let's enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Love In Life

You called me
But I could not go.
You told me
But I could not understand.
You showed me
But I could not see.
Though I have eyes,
I have mind, I have legs.

It is not that I was not willing,
It is not that I was not well,
It is not that nothing is there with me,
Yet I could not go,
I could not understand,
I could not see. Excuse me please.

Gajanan Mishra
Love In Reality

Neither you
Exist in me,
Nor I in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love In Solitude

Love in solitude,
Love is open place.
Truth flows,
Life flows.
Get a glimpse of fish
It is there
In the water within
And be glad.
You exist and
You are on duty.
To get butter
You have to churn curd,
And curd is there
In milk.

Gajanan Mishra
Love In You

I see in you
Love and love,
Only love,
Read me with love,
Follow me with love,
Discover me with love
And enjoy yourself here,
For ever, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Includes

Love includes
Anger, wonder,
Comedy, chivalry,
Mercy, fraternity,
Conjugal, servitorship,
Horror, shock,
Neutrality and parenthood.
My love is one
Qualitatively with you.
And I know you are
The fountainhead of all love.
Let me attain full knowledge
About all love that are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Increases

Love increases
When I am with you
O my dear and
Bliss wells up
And I am happy, see
See I have thirst for you
And this thirst
Is the cause of
My happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is

Love is
Smiles of others
Love is
Renunciation of
Selfishness
And it is
Doing good
To others
Remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is A

Love is a wonderful and
Singular dialogue in silence
That is to be cultivated.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is a bondage
Love may trap you
Love may kill you
While in love
Find your own way
To freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is A Great Word

Love is a great divine word
That we are not able to know
When there is love in you
You can not be selfish and proud
You are humble and you serve much more
I salute you as you love
And you are great and pious
As you love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is A Prayer

Love is a prayer,
And you are there.

You are there
In all colors
And with
All beauty.

I am with you,
In sunlight
And in the moonlight.

You are the gift,
Gift of truth.

The truth is there,
Where there is love,
In the life that is full.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Above And Beyond

Love is love
Love is beyond
Beyond all creation
Beyond all destruction
Beyond all maintenance
Love is love and it is pure
It is unalloyed in common parlance.

See love live love sleep love eat love
Walk love run love and also
Taking birth in love and also
Die in love die for love die of love
Love love love love love love
Love is life and life is for love
Without love there is nothing within and without.

Blessing is love, associating is love
Ethics morality philosophy is love
And love is Yours talking Yours hearing
And Yours smiling Your fighting Yours sitting
Your pastimes and everything and everything
Is love love love love love love love.

Life is the extension of love, My dear
Live life with love and love has no duality
My dear, live a life of love and You are the love
Here there everywhere here there everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Actually

Love is actually
Dangerous and alas
Danger is not love.
Love is life and
Life is not love
And alas we are
Here for shear.
And I say O love
See this beautiful
Sky and also no
Vision in you.
I say all lines
Blank on this bank
And I gone bankrupt
Though not corrupt
And I kiss you
After you fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is All

Love all
No existence
Apart from love
Knowledge of love
In its entirety
Is love-realization
Love is attained
Only once and forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is all,
I want love,
I want to take
The whole love,
Body and soul.

Love is all,
Day and night
I want to go
With love
In light and
Colours.

Love is hidden,
Love is open,
Love is all.
I want love, love
Nothing but
The love.

Love is all,
I want to win
All battles
With love,
The whole love
Body and soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is All Truth

Love love love
All truth all truth all truth
Thrice say love love love
Absorbed in love
Nothing but love
Belief trust conviction
Love in relation
Relation in love
Love love love
Love is all truth
Love is all blissful
Love is consciousness
Love is imperishable
Love manifest all
Love love love
All truth all truth all truth
No attribute of love
Love has no attribute
Only love only love only love
Truth-love love truth
Disclosed love disclosed truth
Truth is love in different forms
Love in truth in different shapes
Perfect life perfect love perfect truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Beyond Any Definition, Love Is Love.

Very difficult to explain.
Some say - nothing but
Sexual satisfaction.
Some other say - giving
And taking with mutual understanding.
Some other further say -
It is entering, it is accepting
Without any complaint.
But what I feel,
Love is beyond any definition,
Love is love and let us
Leave all with love.
Love is the only truth,
And the truth I know with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Both

Love is art
Love is science
Love is both
Art and science.

Love me love me love me.

Herein love
You can attain
Good fortune
Herein love
You find no enemy.

Love has various ways
Choose any one as you like
O my dear, you are my love.

Here in love only you can find me.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Complete

Love is complete in itself,
Love is there in bees, in butterfly,
Love is there in deer, in birds,
Love is tranquil beauty.

Love is complete with itself,
Love offers everything,
Love binds not anybody,
Love is tranquil beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Enhanced

Love is enhanced
With you.
And I have
An impulse for love.
Love can be
Pacified only
With love.
And it is
Through you.
Love is the fruits
Of my love tree.
This tree, I know
Is not there
In the open field.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Everything

Love love love love
Knowledge is nothing but
Bluff bluff bluff bluff.

You can not have any full
Information about love
Love love love love
Ours is a pure and perfect club.

Love love love love
I salute love without any
material tinge, I know
Love is eternal without any rival.

Love can be understood easily
Love love love love
I salute love beyond argument
Love never disappear with true ingredients.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Fixed

Love is fixed
Love is fixed
Like fire without flames
And it is free from
Disturbances.

Love is eternally
Sentient with consent
Love is the proprietor
Of everything and
Friend of everyone.

Understand love
Love is calm and
Peaceful see and
Love is the platform
Of blissful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Free

Love is free of cost
Love means to give only
One can attain love
By giving everything
Giving everything voluntarily
Love is not separate from us
Love is unchanging
One and it is present
Everywhere always
Love is only beneficial to us
My dear, love all
And through this universal love
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Free But Mind It

Yes, it is free,
You can take.
Free, love is free.

Free is air,
Free is water,
Remember, my dear.

Yes, it is free,
But you can not fly
Freely in the sky,
You can not walk
Freely on the earth.

Light is free,
Love is free,
But mind it,
You are not free
To make all happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is God,
Love all.
And I know
God is not dead.
Hatred has
No place anywhere.
Just love all
And get peace.
See everything okay,
No one is hungry,
No one is thirsty,
But all are there
In abundant.
No desire remains
Where love reign.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Here

I mean
smile is life,
I mean
life is love,
I mean
love is here.
Here for ever,
for you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Imperishable

Love is undefinable
Love is Un-manifest
Love is Omnipresent
Love is incomprehensible
Love is unchanging
Love is immobile
Love is constant
Love means restraining all senses
Love means being even minded everywhere
Love means engrossed in the welfare of all beings
Love love love and love and know yourself, know love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is In The Air

Love is in the air,
Your life is also there,
Catch that star
And go on doing your work
You are in demand.

Take the bull
By its horns,
Scope is there
And declare how
Brave you are.

Unknown people
Unfamiliar situation
All may come and go
But you are there
To stay and win the war.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is In You

Love is in you
Explore it
For the benefit of all.

Hear from love
Love has final truth
Truth keeps your life.

Life is not mistaken of facts
Truth is life
Love the life, love to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is love
And love does not
Care for time
Or order.
Anything can
Take place
At any time
At any moment.
But love is
Constructive
And not
Destructive.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Love, My Dear

Once I love,
Means, my love
Is there for ever.
No place of hate,
No place of rage,
Here in love, dear.
Love has no notch,
Love has a pouch
That can put all together.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is More Singular

Than knowledge and knowledge
Has no access to you, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is nothing but hate
At present as you see
And said Luke Easter.

But without love
No one can live
Even for a moment.

Love is necessary
For the soul as
Food stuff and water
To the body
We have to depend
On others as we
Can not live by ourselves
Every person is indebted
To others
They love each other
Looking other's welfare
Is Love, Luke Easter
Love is nothing but
Going or coming
Closer and closer.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is not a crime
You can go to the brim
It is the rising day and good time
In love only there is life's cream.

Take love with care
O my youthful pair
You are the holy light of this earth
Enjoy yourself with care day and night.

I love you say it freely that you can say
I know this is your nice day
In colorful dream you can play
Only in smile only in kiss
Make yourself strong and straight.

O guy
Love and love day and night
Love is not a crime
Give respect to the love
And get it as you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not A Private Matter

Love has no success no failure
Love introduces you to yourself
Love is space of life and self help.

If you have love you have mystery
If you have mystery you have history
If you have history you have love
If you have love there is no bluff.

Fall and rise is but common
Love and life is but common
Sky is here with you only for love
O my dear, show your image in time-hub.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Attachment

Love is not attachment
Love is not attraction
Love is absolute and love
Can be attained by restraining
All senses and mind
Love and love, love all universally
And love can be known only by love
Love can not be defined
Through any language or
Through any writing
Love is all pervading
Love remains un-vitiated
And uncontaminated
The world exist only because of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Bond

Love is not bond,
Moving with love
Means measuring the sky.
Moving with love means
Filling the gaps
In between the ocean
And the sky.
Love is not bond,
Love means singing and
Dancing together
Respecting each other's
Style and functioning.
Love means to give
And to live for all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Business

Love is not business,
Don't misunderstood love
By adding the word give and take.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Contrary

Love is the seed of all existence
Love is the intelligence of the intelligent
Love is the prowess of the powerful man
Love is sex life and not contrary to live to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Envy

Love is not envy
love is not partial
Love is equal to all
Love is in me
Love is in You
O my dear
I am friend to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Illusion

Love is the sun
Love enlightened all.
Love is the clear picture
Love is all my dear
Love all and love is for all.
Love has unflinching devotion to Truth
Love means and love is only You
I know my dear, You are within all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Like

Love is a song
That is ever green,
Ever charming
Like the nature
And natural beauty
Of the clouds and rainbow.
Love is an old song,
Not out of fashion.
Love is ever-known
To all but new
And new at every moment.
But love is fixed
Like north-star
In our life's sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Lust

Love is not lust
And hence
Not a crime.
But when you mean
Love- passionate desire,
It becomes a crime.

Our love is
Something different, dear.
We are here only to love,
Only to give what we have,
Only to coordinate and
Cooperate each other.

We are in the holy light of today,
Today is our marriage day, springing day.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Not Sin

Love is not sin,
Loving is in noway
Committing sin.
Remember,
Treating alike
Pleasure and pain
Gain and loss
Victory and defeat
And get ready for life,
Remember, life is
A struggle, horrible
At times, but it is
Love, thus thou
Shalt not incur sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Love is not to wane,
We are here in shade.
Spring loves us with
Its wild- colored leaves
And flowers, the hours
We spent but tear to shreds.
Nothing to reprimand
But we wait your command.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Nothing But Hate

Love is nothing but hate
At present as you see
And said Luke Easter.

But without love
No one can live
Even for a moment.

Love is necessary
For the soul as
Food stuff and water
To the body
We have to depend
On others as we
Can not live by ourselves
Every person is indebted
To others
They love each other
Looking other's welfare
Is Love, Luke Easter
Love is nothing but
Going or coming
Closer and closer.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is One

Love is one
Truth is one
Love and truth
Is your religion
My dear men, you represent God.
Your religion is one
You are one with love with truth.
You are under the sun that is one
You are in this world that is one
You are taking air that is one
You are taking water that is one
You are able to see all in the light that is one.
O men, You are well aware and full of knowledge,
Live like a men, You are the symbol of Truth and Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is One And Inseparable

Love is one and inseparable,
To think about other love
Is unimaginable, my dear.

Love is in my heart,
For you the star.

Eternity is there in love
And love is there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is One- My View

Love is love
And it is one-
My view.
Love for the family,
For the Almighty,
For the earth,
For the self
Are all but the same.
If any one find
A little difference,
I am sure some
Fault is there
Anywhere in his love,
And love is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Perfect

It is love and
This love is perfect
Love is love and
Love has no kind
Love has no relation
Love has no union
And also no disunion.

Love is beyond
Any appearance
Any disappearance
Love is love
That is one and
The same for ever
It is pure and perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Pleasing, My Dear

Love is pleasing, my dear, in all seasons,
Here is love all around
With flags, festoons and
Artistic works of
Variegated colors.

In you, you can find
Charming flowers with
Sweetly humming bees.

All is beautiful in love
Love is really pleasing
Love itself is beautiful
With coral thresholds
At the entrance of love.

Here in love all are
Prime of youths
And fragrant like flowers.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Reality

Love is reality,
Life is reality,
Love life, dear.

Life is the truth,
Truth is living,
Live with the truth, dear.

Truth is here,
Truth is there,
This that- truth all, dear.

All are one
And the same dear,
Dear men, know nature,
Reality is we are
All under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Really Bliss

Love is really bliss,
Infinite bliss,
and it enhances
every moment.

Truth is supreme bliss,
and with truth
one can get established
everything with himself.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Renunciation

Love is renunciation
You all are here for love.
Watering the plant is love
Feeding the dogs is love
Cheering the birds is love.
And love is giving pleasure
To others.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Ruling

Love is ruling the world,
only love.
Woman is the symbol of love,
only woman.
Woman is suffering here,
only woman.
Love and suffering go
side by side.
Blame not woman,
You would be nowhere.
Show woman right path,
for your own bright future.
Men, you are the fragment
of women. woman is the whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is So

Love is so and so
That I do not know.

Love is so and so
And it is how.

Love is so and so
In air in desire.

Love is so and so
In water and in fire.

Love is so and so
Surely I have to know
Surely with deep
Degree of longing
And intensity
Love is a necessity.

Be in love-practice
With full devotion
And loyalty
Love in dedication
Love in sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Speaking

Love is speaking
In the winter fall
With a kite in hand.
All craft for their
Own business and
The air controlled them.
It is but terror
And life in horror.
Love returned us and
We trembled from
Head to feet.
Individually we gazed at
The scene of the sea
In the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is The Bridge

Love is the bridge,
With love one can
Cross over the ocean
Of mundane existence,
Love, love, love, love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is The Enemy

Is love the enemy of love?
Is hate the friend of hate?
I know not all that.
But I know love is there
Within love and
Hate is within hate.
Keep love carefully
And see that all are lovely
Including your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is The Nectar Of Life

Keep yourself free
O my dear, keep yourself
Free from all material association
Stay free for all the times
Means you are free from sins
You cease yourself completely
From committing any further sins
Love all here my dear, only love
I am in all and I am here to make you free
From the effects of all previous sins
It is only love and love
Love is the nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is The Sun

Love is the sun,
Rightly said.
Life is the flower,
Rightly said.
Without love
No life,
True to the line.
Men and women,
Keep it in mind,
Pleasure is there
In giving and
Not in taking.
Keep love within
And stay happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is There

Love is there
In its place,
Truth is there
In its place,
It's okay.
Friendship is
Not there as it is
And here there is
Some trouble
Everyone feel
In trust,
And we are unhappy
Here for this reason
And within clouds cover the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is There As It Is

Love is there as it was/is.
But we are not there as we were/are.

The flowers, the birds all are there,
But we are not there with our colours
That are unique and original.

The water, the air all are there,
But we are not with them as before as shown
By the light on the earth and in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is There In Your Eyes

Love is there in your eyes,
I know it and hence
I am going to you
To see your eyes
Again and again and again.
I love you
I know you and hence
I recognize your love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is There To Give You Strength

Love is there to give you strength,
Love is there to encourage you to
Go on searching the truth. I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is There Within Us

Love is there within us,
In between us.
We are not apart,
We are the rising sun
With no mute, no lute.
From now on, we rise,
With the twilight
Of our aged and wise time.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is To Guide

River of suffering -
This life.
River of nectar -
This life.

We are to flow,
We are to glow.
We are to show,
But not our ego.

Truth is here,
Always with us.
Love is here to
Guide our thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Unearthly

He who remains absorbed
In love can know love.

Love is both means
And end and love
evolves from love.

Love is fa above
From real and unreal
Deep devotion - love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is Unique

Love is unique
Love has no
Pairs of opposites
True love has no
Attachment anyway
True love has salvation
You enjoy and
Get the truth on the way.

Have true love with you
O my dear and get yourself
Free from bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Is, What Love S Not

I am
What I am not.

You are
What you are not.

Love
I
You
Are in
Q
To go
Where
We are not.

And we are
Here, only
To love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Itself Is Just

Love itself is
Just and fine.
And in love
Life speaks
All about light.
Life is
All invention,
All discovery
Of love.
Love, the rising light,
Clean mirror of
Pure time.
The time in love
Is all human and dressed.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Knows

Love has
Neither virtue
Nor vice.
Soul cares
Neither fire
Nor ice.
We all know,
Here it is
Not good
To crave
For service.
Rather we should
Ask earnestly
For mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Knows No Traffic

Love knows no traffic,
I know here at this age
When I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Letter

A real love letter
You are my dear
That I am reading
In this moonlight.

Letter full in love
And love full in letters
You are my love
I am your letter.

Love and letter
A good combination
Body and soul
Good composition.

Life is here in love, my dear
Love in life, proceed forward, signal is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Letter - Complete Absorption

Love letter, to you,
My first priority.
Where you are, and
How you are, I care not.
Let me show
Complete dedication.
Let me say a few words,
For purification.
In a complete absorption,
I welcome all to come
And see and enjoy life.
A surface, like this,
No one can find elsewhere.
Let me reflect all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Life

I can not say anything about life
I love life and life is my love
And life is everything for me.

Think not life is nothing
Think there is truth in life
Think if there is no love
There is no life
I can say nothing in love
In life if it is not on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Life - All Happiness

Love life,
All happiness are there.
Happiness is the roots
And happiness is the fruits.

Love life,
Love all,
All are your parts and parcel.

Without love
You can't reach the truth.

Love is all good.

Love all
Love is not lust
Remember, my dear.

Think not,
I am telling the words of liars.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Lives After Death

Love lives after death,
We are in love and we live
With love in this life at least.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Lost Meaning

Worldly desires
Like whores
Store house of troubles
Love lost meaning there.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Love And Only Love

Nothing is there except love
Love love and only love love
Without love how can I feel you
Without love how can I see you
Without love you are only a wood
Only a stone only a good for nothing
Fellow and by uploading love
I am sure you are pure more and more.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Love Love - Live With Love

Love love love
Be in love and
With love
Love love love
Keep love in tact
Let not love
Turn in to hatred
Only love is Truth
And Truth is love
Love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Love Love Love

Love love love love and if love is okay,
I know love is there to makes you grow,
I know also lack of love makes you decay.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Love Loveliness

Love, love, loveliness
My eyes are gladdened
By the sight of the beauty
Of this world.

Love, love, loveliness
This world is full of
Roots and fruits
And delighting all.

Here, You are, my dear
Compassionate and
Gentle of disposition
Really, love, love, loveliness.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Love Relation

It is the matter of
Love love relation
And I am in deep sea
To enjoy wholeness of life.

You are the wet sands
With so much dreams
You are the lightning
On the body of the blue sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Made Of Truth

You are right William Shakespeare
I know it is your youth
You are presenting
That are true to our mouth.

Nothing like just and unjust, my dear
You said in love and love's
Ingredient is love, have trust
That is in water and in air
I find, you are really just and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Makes

Love makes life successful
Love makes everything possible.

Love love love love.

Love is only ours
Nothing but love whole hours.

Love love love love.

Love is fixed
Love is in our existence.

Love love love love.

Love is the only Truth in life
And love makes life successful.

Love love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Makes Anything

What is love, what is love,
You asked when I said
I love children, I love men,
I love you, I love all.

I said let us dance,
I further said let us sing,
Let us live together,
This earth is not barren.

Let me say love is love,
And with its touch,
See everything important.

Love is so lovely so handsome
So beatiful and with its touch
No one would remain a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Me

Fix your mind on me
Do my duty
This is the way
To overcome all obstacles
And all sorrows.

O my love
My dearest dear
Come towards me
You are my fragment
Come to me
And be free from all indebtedness.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Me For Ever

Love me, love me, love me,
Loe me for ever,
Profit-loss, minus-plus,
All calculation
Be left over.

Again and again
Surrender your heart,
And for all days
Stay smart.

Give a flower, take a kiss,
In each and every moment
Love should be like this.

Love me, love me, love me,
Without love there is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Me- Hear Me

Because of humility and love
My voice choked
Hear me, I am speaking in
Faltering language.
My nature is expansion
As I am in love
I want to spread love
Throughout the world.
I know this world is here
Only for love
The sun the moon the stars
All are here for love
The air is here
The rain water is here
The birds the flowers
The animals and all the creatures
Are here only for love.
Nothing but love reign the world
That I know my dear
Only through love
Perfection can be achieved.
Love love love love
Love love love love
See my voice choked in love
And in life it is only love.
Love is a wonderful structure
Love increases in the course of time
Love is here to give life
Love me love me love love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Love me, If you want to love,
But love not this body.
Purity of body is in doubt,
Within your body, my dear,
Find urine, perspiration,
Phlegm, and spit,
Your flesh, bones and
Marrow are also impure.
This body is a factory
That produce filth.
Rise above the body, my dear,
And observe purity
To achieve eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Me, Love Me

Love me, love me, love me,
Love me at least for the sake of
Poems that are for you all.
For the sake of words,
For the sake of pleasing nature,
O my dear, love me, love me, love.
Love me, love me, love me,
Love me for my open and constant heart,
Love me for my open eyes, for my words,
Love me, love me, for the sake of my love.
Love me or love me not, I am loving you all
O my dears, I love you for ever and for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Me, Love The Things That Are In Me

Love me, love the things that are in me,
Love me, love the things that are for me,
Love me, love the things that are with me.
Love me, love me, love me, love me, love me.

Allow me to go in to you,
Allow me, allow me, allow me,
I find all light all truth in you,
I find everything that are for common welfare.

Let me see myself in my mirror and also
In the mirror that is yours in the same light.
Let me talk to myself alone in the house
That I consider mine and you reside there.

Let me own all satisfaction,
Let me go with my confession.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Means

Love means to give
Love means to abandon
Love means to surrender
And where there is love
There is nectar
There is God
There is everything my dear.
You are in love means
You are saved
You know how to behave
O my dear, I know
There is nothing
Superior to love
Let me say I love you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Means Just Love

Love means attachment
Who told you
Rather it is no attachment
Whatsoever to all opinion.
Love means also
Not detachment rather it is
In truth and truth consciousness
For all out eternal progress.
You are honorable and competent
To love all others here
Just give honor O scholar
In an unrestricted manner.
Love means neither attachment
Nor detachments, it means just love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Means Progress

Love means progress
Hate and hatred is
A great impediment
In the path of progress
Love is eternal
Hate and hatred
In ever changing world
And is not good and bad
In love everything is divine
Love all and love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Means To Give

Love means to give
I love You means
Ask me whatever
And take me forever.

Untruth mean a lie
And a liar is most
Heavy thing on
This earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Needs

Love needs
Devotion,
Renunciation.
Love-life is
The manifestation of
Ever-perfect soul.
Love, love, my dear.

Love needs
No attachment.
Love is the essence
Of essence of life,
Root of root of life.
Love is the strength
Of the very living.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Needs All Purity

Love needs all purity, my dear,
You, yourself, is the love,
You, yourself, as much as
Anybody deserve your love
And affection. go on my dear son.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Never Cry

Love never cry,
Crying is not there in love.
Have faith in you, my dear,
If you are in love,
All smiles are with you.
But think a while,
Love is only to give
And never to acquire.

Gajanan Mishra
Love never dies,
Who told you?
You are undone,
How do you do?
No word is final
And supreme here,
Mind it dear.
You are to go
Further and farther.
You are extending
Far and far, I know.
I know and I love your
Darkness and silence.
I am yours marvellous friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Love- Night Begins

Night begins
I call You
In the night
You come to me
Singing with sunlight.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Not

Love not, love not,
Love has no place
In this world.
But love, love
The earth,
The earth is there
Only in love.
Love all and
translate love
Into practice.
Love has no caste,
No creed, no colour,
No country
No stage of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Not Easy

Love not easy
To get,
Life not easy
To live.

And still
We say
I love you.
Still, we say
We live.

Loving and living
Are not the one
And the same.
For what we live,
To whom we love
We know not, still.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Of Languages

I love all languages
of this world.
I know, language is
The via-media but
Language is the obstacle
To express in right view.
I write in Kosli, Odia,
Hindi and English.
Kosli is my mother-tongue,
Odiaa is state official language
As per Act nintyteen fifty four,
Hindi is the official language
Of my India as per Art 343
Of the Constitution of India.
English is a major language
Of the world.
I move from place to place,
With these four languages,
No discrimination anywhere.
Problem is when in my odisha
State Odiaa is not being used.
Problem is I am not allowed
To speak and write in my mother-tongue.
Problem is Hindi is not being used
In southern part of my India.
Problem is my native people
Are unable to read and write
English and still
I am forced to use it
Everywhere always.
I love all languages,
I know, in a language there is
A culture, a tradition and
The signature of a race.
I love all languages,
For this I pray all
To use the language befitting
The people and places.
Love Of Truth

1.
Here I am,  
Love of truth.  
Here I am, See me,  
I am living  
In the most  
Practical way.  
Let me tell you,  
Give up all,  
And accept life,  
As the only truth.

2.
Life is yours,  
Life is in love,  
Life is in truth.  
It is all yours,  
Enjoy my dear  
In full.  
Acquire knowledge  
And go ahead.  
Light is there,  
Use it for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Love One, Love All

Love one, love all.
Love for love,
Love for life.

Love one, love all.
Love life,
Life love.

Love one, love all.
Everything and
Everyone is lovable.

Love one, love all.
Nothing but love
Is the root.

The earth is lovely,
We are on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Or Dead

Good or bad,
Love or dead.
But I am sure,
No one is there
To say definitely
What is right.
Right or wrong
But life is there
To compromise
The truth.
The truth and life
Not one but two.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Or Life

Love or life?
You said love,
I said life.
Without life
Love is meaningless.
Without love,
Life is miserable.
Love and live.

Love and life,
Both are here
To count
One to five.
It is all style,
It is all music,
It is all feelings,
It is all for life.

Life is not lonely,
But life and love,
For better voice,
For better sacrifice,
For better livelihood.
Life is the only truth.
Let life flourish
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Others

Love others
Even when they
Do not love you.
Hate not others
Even though
They do hate you.
Expect not love
From others.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Pervades Everywhere

Whole world is pervaded by love.

Hate is also a love, as we see
No clash no conflict between hate and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Poem

Not necessary to
Keep love there
In the love poem.
Not necessary to
Say I love you
By a kiss in the air.
Not necessary to
Declare before all
What is there
Within me.
I know all
To the extend
That is necessary
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Protects Me

Love protects me
From the rogues
On the street.
Love protects me
On the top
Of the mountains.
Love protects me
In my own house
And abroad.
Love protects me
From false systems
From madness.
Love protects me
From unnecessary pride
And falling.
Love protects me
From material bondage
Of fruitive activities.
Love protects me
From lusty desires
Of this hellish planet.

Gajanan Mishra
Love- Realization

Love, love,
Love is the realization.

Love is my realization
Through you.
Love is there in me
To realize communion
With you.

Love, love,
Love the sunrise,
Love the fear, my dear.
I have my own light,
I have my own beauty.
And I have got a privilege
To love you.

In love
I discover unity.
And I know
I am related
To you.

I know,
You are I
Are breathing air,
You and I are
Standing here, there.
You and I
Have so many things
In common.

Love, love,
Love is the realization.

Love, love,
I know love is the assurance
Of reality here.
Only through love
We can get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Self-Perfect

True love -
Self-perfect,
Ever fresh and
Extremely rare.

Loveliness-
The only abode of
Beauty, fame
And opulence.

Let life go
With true love,
The only truth
Of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Song

Love song I am,
Here I am,
Hear me.

Not for sale,
I am,
Remember dear.

Sound is sharp,
And it is mine,
And can cut you,
Stay cautious.

No pain,
No suffer,
Nothing to wonder,
But flutter and flutter.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Speaks In Silence

Love speaks in silence,
Life succeed in endurance,
Unity is there in tolerance.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Stories

So many love stories
Are here in this world,
As such it is a
Store house of love stories.

Love not death, death does love,
Sweet blossom life coming to dove.
Light air, air light, Everything is
There but for fight. True, might is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Story

Love story -
Go on telling.
I do agree
To hear it -
my destiny.
I am going on
dying in your love,
It is true and
Being a man of failure,
at this midnight hours.
My ignorance is
Predestined,
And I am ready
To accept in toto.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Enemies

Let me give you the sky,
Where freely, you can fly.
You can judge yourself,
Where and what for you are.
You are the star who has
As much light as you can
Enlighten all easily.
Judge yourself with your
Own intelligence and say
Something new that can
Touch all with love.
Love is the only thing
That can bind you with
Your enemies, and it is in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Land First

Love the land first,
That gives you food
And water and life.
Try to solve
The social issues
That are there
From positive views.
Know the truth,
And love all
Without any discrimination,
The life, you enjoy
Belong to this land
Be sure for that,
Love the land till the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Living Creatures

Love the living,
Love the living creatures,
You are my dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Moment

Love the moment,
The moment is important.
Learn from love,
Love is a life-process.

No matter how you are,
Happy or sad, but enjoying
Life is not bad.

Love is the boat
That can take you
To the shore.

Love not life,
You treat it true, though.
But declare the moment
As yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Self First

Love the self first
and then only say
I love you and then
You may say
I love the world.

Who are you to love the world?
Is the world is hankering
after your love?
But if love is not there in you,
Nobody is there to love you.

And without love
you are deprived the blessing
of Almighty, and you are far from
peace and stability within, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The Truth

Love the truth,
The truth is love.

Love is fortune,
The fortune is the truth.

The truth is sacrifice,
The sacrifice is life.

Life is there,
Enjoy it with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love The World

Love the world
See the world afresh
The world is changing
From time to time
From moment to moment.

Love the world
We are part and parcel
Of this world of this love
Of the kiss of this make up
We are the worlds.

Love the world
And see the flowers the fruits
The birds the sky and enjoy
Life is only to love and for love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love To Be Accumulated

Love to be accumulated
As the assets of life.
Life to be lived
With the truth.
Truth to be enhanced
With fearless journey.
And we should go
On the journey for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Love To Live

Love to live,
Love for life,
And I am
The blessed one
Here.

Love, love, love,
The basis of life,
Life is there
In love
To realize the truth.

Truth is one
And it is formless,
It is infinity,
And life inhabits
In love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love To Love

Love to love,
Love not to hate.
Love to live,
Live not to die.

Die not, die not,
But live and live,
Live to love,
Love is life.

Life is here
In air in water.
Life is on this land,
Life is in that sky.

Sky is your limit,
My dear life, live and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Love True

Love true,
Dream true,
Life true.
Death is false,
Hate is false,
Reality, what we say
Is also not true.

The sky is true,
Earth is true,
Light is true.
The water and the air
Are also there
And not false.
We both are in truth-true.

Gajanan Mishra
Love War

Love war
War love.
War with self
Self sacrifice
Conquer power.
Love power
Power love.
Win loss
No war
No love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love What You Do

Love what you do
And do what you love;
Said Lopamudra Mishra
And I do agree with her.
Full of truth is there
In the above words.
The words of a poet
Can never be false,
I salute the poet
For purity in words
And deeds.
The poets are
The torch-light of
This world, we realize.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Without Fear

Choose the right way
always here, my dear
and go without fear.

Death is the product
of fear that I know,
and so go without fear.

No tit for tat,
No tiger no cat,
stay here without fear.

Live and be sincere
O men, you are the best
as stated by the Creator.

Live and love,
Love without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Without Language

Love without language
Is pure and perfect.
And hence God is the only
Person whose love is
The only truth and confirmed.
But where is God?
Is God not within you, dear men?
If you want to feel
The presence of God
Then please observe silence.
In silence only
You can get peace.
In silence only
You can feel life.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Write

I want to say
No
But I can't.
I can only
Kiss
On your forehead
And try to write
Something there.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Your Own Land

Love your own land,
Feel the pulse of the people,
Serve them.
Be strong
And determined
And committed
To help the people.
Remember, the will
Of the people
Must be respected.
The language
Of the people
Must be used
In day to day
Transactions within
This land.
We are all under
A system
That is - of the people
For the people
And by the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Love Yourself

Love yourself,
Allow not to
Degrade yourself
To a lower status.

You are a bona fide
Human being, stay
As such, wherever
You go and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Beyond Love, Love

Love,
Beyond love, love.
Undressed the soul
And love with the truth.

Love, beyond love, love.
Good and bad, imagine all,
With all humanity and love.

Love,
Beyond love,
Love.

Measure the heart,
Know the existence,
Touch the ocean
In thousand ways, love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Compassion, And Mother

Love, compassion and mother,
Positiveness, vision and mother,
All go together, my dear,
Let us salute our mother.

Mother, mother, mother,
Without mother no air no water
Without mother no light no life
Without mother you cannot
Think of the earth and of the sky.

If you want to fly go with the mother
Mother knows each and every route
Mother knows every technique
That would do good to the self and
That would do good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Does Matter

Love, does matter
And not hate.
Love is life
And not hate.

Let us greet
each other here,
Let us live
Without fear.

Life is a river
It is going on
In many up and down
And curves but
It is plain
And it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Family, Society

Love, family, society,
Service, knowledge, success,
All are there in their places
And they are correct in position.

It is only I who wonders
For nothing new, though, here.
I realized what is called
Truth here and for the sake of
Others, I am struggling
For existence for nothing.

My sitting, my sleeping,
My destination and my covering
All are there for me but,
I am here like a mark of the question.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Friendship And Sympathy

Love, friendship, and sympathy,
Let all go together life after life.

Let us be truthful for cultivation
And the association of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Hate And Words

Words are not capable
To express genuine love.
Though, they can express
Partially hate.
But I know no word is
So powerful to express
Life that is the combination
Of love and hate.
Life is everywhere like love,
But hate is not available
So plently here there.
Give no importance to words,
I said to my love one, and
Hate starts functioning there.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, I Understood

Love, I understood,
The only truth.
The only significant word
To keep on.
The only nectar of life,
The only value.
Love, the only perfect
Lifestyle.
The only character making
Processes.
The only source of knowledge,
The only celestial flow.
Love, I understood,
All good.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, In Fire And Blood - Pablo

Love in fire and blood - Pablo,
Love and love, because you love.
Love - true calm, love.
Changing love not permissible,
Because you love, Pablo.
I know only love rules the world.
Pablo, I love you, You love me
The world knows it, Love and Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, In Fire And Blood - Pablo Neruda

Love in fire and blood - Pablo,
Love and love, because you love.
Love - true calm, love.
Changing love not permissible,
Because you love, Pablo.
I know only love rules the world.
Pablo, I love you, You love me
The world knows it, Love and Love.

Gajanan Mishra
I would love to
Have you.
Visit me,
I am for you.

Where are you?
I feel cheers
Staying each moment
With you.

Lovely hearing,
I love.
I am all right
With your presence.

Let me tell
Everything to you.
Let me write
Each word for you.

Let me not
Forget you.
We have together
Everything here.

No error
In our joining,
No terror
In our wandering.

We both are
Improved.
And I have
Lots of love for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love And Love

Love love and love,
Love is my life,
To love and be loved
Is my motto here there
Always, till there is
Air and water, my dear.
I love you and my love is
Limitless like the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love But Love

Love, love but love
Can't buy your dough.

You have to pay
Greater attention to
Image and emotions.
Work-wise and
Be something new.

Your hard work
Can only pay you,
And buy all truth.

Learn to take
Criticism to your side.
Learn to live life
Keeping love inside.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love- Love Is A State Of Perfection

Love, love,
Love is a state of perfection.
Here, in love,
Nothing remains to be known.
Here, in love,
Nothing remains to be done.
Here, in love,
Nothing remains to be achieved.

Love, love,
True love has
Neither attachment
Nor curiosity,
Neither the hope to live
Nor the fear of death.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love, I Love You Mother

Love, love, I love you mother,
I love, I love my land, land of my birth.
I love, I love my own language,
The language of my mother- my first love.
I love all, I love all, they are all,
My present, my past and my future.
I have got everything from them all.
My vision is there with them,
I love, I love all, they are there
For me and for me only, they all
Wish to see me brighter and brighter.
They dream my rise, they bliss me.
Love, love, I love all my mother,
My mother-tongue and my mother-land.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love, Love

Love, love, love, love,
Love is totally free from
delusion and pain.
Love involves emancipation
and infinite bliss.
In love, see there is
relinquishment and independence.
Love is selfless,
The lover and the beloved,
here in love both are slaves,
and one is ready to please he other.
Love enhances every moment,
and it is the abode of peace,
Where there is love there is heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love, Love, I Hear

Love, love, love,
I hear love, love,
I feel, love, love.
Love, love, love,
Let me tell you
I love you, I love you.
And all love is there in you.
Love, love, love,
I love you and you listen me
That is my prize
You give me to tell again
I love you, I love you.
Love, love, love, and love
Love is your chirping, your song,
Your tongue, your body and
Your mind, your sitting, your walking,
Your sleeping and your
Each and every activity.
I love you, love, love.. you.. you..

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love, Love, You, You, You

Love, love, love,
I hear love, love,
I feel, love, love.
Love, love, love,
Let me tell you
I love you, I love you.
And all love is there in you.
Love, love, love,
I love you and you listen me
That is my prize
You give me to tell again
I love you, I love you.
Love, love, love, and love
Love is your chirping, your song,
Your tongue, your body and
Your mind, your sitting, your walking,
Your sleeping and your
Each and every activity.
I love you, love, love.. you.. you..

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Love, Only Love

Only love and love,
Only love is there
Within us.
And we are here,
Only for love and
Love.

Merry Christmas - love,
Only love and love,
All days love.
Love is there only,
Merry Christmas
And nothing else
Is there, besides love.
Love, love and love - love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, nature, god
And so many are here
And they all confused me.

I want not
Mercy from anyone.
And it is also sure,
I care not anyone.
I know all are under
My will power.

I think no one is great,
No one is helpful
In any way.

still, I wait
Something is there to happen.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Nectar And Merry Christmas

We have forgotten
The entire world is ours,
We are on this earth,
To enjoy life,
To love each other,
To stay in truth
For the time being.

We have truth within.
We are component of the same
Five elements air water
Light earth and the sky.
We have forgotten,
We are one and the same.

We the poets/writers
Should take steps to remind
All creatures here,
There is nothing and
For nothing we are at war
With each other.

We are poor creatures
At the hands of death.
My dear brothers, come on
And see who you are
And what for you are here.
You are the nectar
And we are here to give
Respect to each other, It is
For our own convenient we have
Created so many caste
So many religion, we know
Though they have least value
In our life and death.
And so, my dear brothers,
You are here to love
And to give pleasure.
Miss not, this christmas
Is for you, you are for
The New Year 2016 to establish
A new world order and
Create the situation for peace
And peace, world-peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Purity And

Love, purity and
Forgiveness are
The real wealth.
Good will and
Friendship are
The added factors.
We are for others.
Plants, animals and
Birds are here
Only for us.
We are in equality
And in unity,
We are here to
Get all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Truth- New Year

Love, truth-
Truth, love.
New year, new year.
Here it is,
There it is-
New year, new year.
Love all,
See truth,
Tell truth,
Feel truth.
New year is
For you, for you.
Love, love, love, love..
Only truth, only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Truthfulness

Love, truthfulness,
Bravery only can win.
But hate, intolerance
And fear cannot win.

Gajanan Mishra
Love, Who You Are

Love, who you are,
See me, I am
True to my words.
I am honest,
I am perfect.
I am not here
To tolerate falsehood,
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Now I fear,  
I fear to  
Utter words.  
I fear as  
I know not  
The affects  
Of my words  
On you.  
I want to  
Touch you, dear.  
But I know not  
What would be  
The consequences  
After that.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovebirds

Lovebirds are
in cage.
My dear, let them
set free.
And watch
how they fly
together and they
try to measure
the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Filled

Love-filled
Everywhere, see.
Here it is
Colors of love.

No personal identity
See, here, today
Gel completely with
Truth and it is love.

See me, colors flow
Afresh every moment
And I am non-stop
Going and going, even
Before leaving,
The station within.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Fire

Love-fire
Burn to ashes
All hates
And make you more
Pure and pious
Love is the mature
Fruit of life
And through love
You can enjoy peace
Within yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Fixed Star

Loveliness,
Loveliness is there
In you, I know.
And I love you.
Nothing to enquire
But to accept in toto,
Your ice and your fire.
See me, where you are
I am there with the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Fixing

Love-fixing
Falling in love
And it is winning
Winning is falling
Falling is not failure
It is touching the self
It is realizing the self
It is living afresh
It is memorizing
And knowing the truth

Gajanan Mishra
Forgetting everything
When I am before You
What is this
What happen to me
I know I love you
And it is only love
Love has no word
Love has no other
Feeling besides
Surrendering everything
That are within
And be in calm and quiet
But I am ever active
Only for You
Simply doing all sorts
Like a machine
Forgetting everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Forms

Love-forms,
Be aware my dear,
And listen
The novel songs of nature.
Here is your life,
Enjoy it, my dear,
By exploring the love of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Illuminated

I am waiting for a love-illuminated man
Under His grace and guidance
I can lead a right new life with
desire-less-ness and detachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Jihad

For a while
forget your language,
forget your so called religion,
forget your so called caste,
forget your so called sects,
forget your so called nation.
Just remember, you are a creature,
Creature of this world like others
and you are living with the same light
under the sky taking same air and water.
Think you are neither big nor small
but you are equal with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Lane

Not blind lane
Love-lane
A long lane
And the shortest lane
And the narrow lane.
In love-lane
I am alone
In love-lane
I am unknown
In love-lane
I am here
You are here
You are here
I am here.
Love-lane
Goes to
Doors of heaven
Love-lane
Take us
Straight to
The residence
Where we both
Can take rest.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Letter

No need to write any love letter, my dear,
I know, nothing to take and nothing to offer.

Love is a thing that is above and beyond the time,
Love is not in probation, love has no compatibility
Love is not on-the job-training, love is not a problem.

No promotion, no appraisal is necessary in love
Love is also not a matter of entertainment, my dear.

Love has no bound programme, love has no substitute
Love is love and it is unconditional, no chance of
Jumping from love from one to another, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Life

Love is love-life and
It is very hard
And difficult to
Achieve and you are
Telling somebody
To love means
You are ready to give
Everything including
Yourself without any
Bargaining as said
By the mother
Love is without
Any reservation at any
Time with anybody at any place.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Life And Nothingness

You are in me
and I am in you.
We have also our
Own existence.
We abide in each other
and we are nothing.
Nothingness is our
Basis here.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Light

I am yours for ever
I am here for ever
I love you and
You love me I know
For ever forever.

I hear you
I see you
I feel you
You are my love
Love and love.

I am yours for ever
You are with me here
We are united together
Illumined by love-light
Our whole quarters.

Love has got
Celestial power and glory
The sky shake the earth shake
I ride on love and it is
My turn to get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Loveliness

Loveliness,
Loveliness is there
In you, I know.
And I love you.
Nothing to enquire
But to accept in toto,
Your ice and your fire.
See me, where you are
I am there with the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely And Attractive

Really this world and You are.
O my dear, it is charming
Beyond words.
But I afraid
Afraid to ask You
Anything about
Though graceful You are.
Dark and fair
Green blue and yellow
All all-beauteous.
I love Your smiles
And Your eyes, my dear
And also I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Clap

Your tales are Truth
Absolute Truth
It is the lovely clap
Of hand-palms, my dear
Your tales scares away
The birds of doubt
Your love is an axe
To the tree of impurity
Your glory and virtues
Are endless that I know
And I am hearing everyday
Your tales the tales of Truth
To the best of my intellectual capacity
Here always day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Fishes

Lovely fishes
Lovely fishes are there
In my poems.
My poems are lovely fishes
Of various kinds with
Excellence and styles.
In my poems you can find
All the elements and
Sentiments of life
If you so like you can fly
With my poem-water birds.
You can find assemblages
Of all that are required
For a right living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Glide

No limit,
How sweet,
Life's pride
Lovely glide.

No grave in love,
No grave in truth
Such means also
End we have.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Jasmine

Lovely jasmine
Poet is fine
With surpassing
Strength
Repository of
Wisdom is the poet
Who is ready to
Give proper advice
Always with
Natural grace
Lovers of all
Friendly to all
And gives nectar
Through his words.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Lovely

Lovely lovely lovely,
The grass, the butterfly,
The earth, the sky.
Lovely my dear, you are,
I am with you,
Like the sky with the star.
The philosophy of the sky-
Love and the defence system
of the star is love.
Lovely system, my dear,
Is our life here.
We authors love,
We explain love,
Love force is nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Melancholy

Lovely melancholy,
Lovely melancholy really.
Really?

My eyes fixed
Fixed on you all
Like moonlight.

My tongue is there
As it is
And I am in fortune.

It is said, I am noble
Yes I am noble
And it is terrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Smile

Lovely smile is there on Your lips
Beautiful teeth are there in Your mouth
You had a sharply nose
And I see You in the space of this sky
Don't say me goodbye, O my dear
Let me not die, let me not die.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely Star

Something is there
Between you and I
And not Vulgar.
Something is there
Between you and I
And it is lovely star.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovely The Life

Lovely the life, see.
I am the fire therein,
Not to burn but to enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Mall

What is fall?

Come and love me
Fools call.

If you love
You never fall.

Fall, fall, downfall
In love-mall.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Matter

I walked through
Your door
Not as a stranger
But as a dear
And stayed there
Connecting myself
In love-matter.

O mentor
This side and
That side
I put my signature
That you registered
And later
I slipped away
Faster and faster
In the ether.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Observation

I have to observe love
Everyday, at every time,
Let not it commit any crime.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Play

Love play is
Going on
Between two guests
Here on this earth.

Guide to quests-
A book is there
With them and they
Both are well-versed.

It is not good
To forget for each one-
Guestliness is
Next to godliness.

On this earth you are
My quest and I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Lover And Beloved

Who is lover
Who is beloved
Difficult to know
Both of us are beloved
And both of us are lovers
Like the sea and the river
There is divine love
And it continues
In infinite forms
For infinite years.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Rider

I am yours for ever
I am here for ever
I love you and
You love me I know
For ever forever.

I hear you
I see you
I feel you
You are my love
Love and love.

I am yours for ever
You are with me here
We are united together
Illumined by love-light
Our whole quarters.

Love has got
Celestial power and glory
The sky shake the earth shake
I ride on love and it is
My turn to get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Updated

Fire is here to burn
Air is here to flow
I am here to love.

Time is here to pass
You are here to stay
I am here to love.

My country is India
You are my Bahiyya(Brother)
I am here to love.

You are here to cooperate
I am here not to make separate
Our love is updated.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Violence

Behold, I am here
Reciting love
No desert no death
Here in and around me
I am willing to
Impart education
I am willing to
Go for violation
This is me
This is my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Wars

Love-wars
In pin point words,
To win the hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-Wing

Love-wing
Took me
To you.
Love-wing
Took you
To me.

Gajanan Mishra
Love-World

You are near me, 
I am near you- 
Divine truth. 
And everything 
Begins here 
With us. 
Our union is 
Not the symbol 
Of bondage 
But that of 
Emancipation. 
We owe 
Each others 
For all. 

Gajanan Mishra
Loving

You are loving to me,
I do not mind your errors,
I only remember good feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving and hot
Is my language,
My mother-tongue.
I can show you
My heart only through
My mother-tongue.
I can write anything
In my mother-tongue,
I can smile, I can dream
Through my language
Through my mother-tongue.
I am extremely happy
As you love this version,
I am the nature's son.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving And Loving

Loving and loving
All humanity
Need of the time.

Path of love
Is superior
Life is love.

Prime time is
Window time to
Eternity.

Loving and loving
Humanity
That is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving And Serving

Loving and serving
Serving and loving
Selflessly without
Any ill motive
And offering self
In the process
Doing all in the best
Possible way for
The love of suffering
Humanity is the only way
For a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving is good,
Pure loving is pure good,
From the beginning, life is pure,
And living life with love is
The greatest achievement here.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving Is Not Depending

Why should I
Depend on you?
If possible
I can take
Your assistance.

I realized
My link with you.
And I detach myself
From you,
Life's essence.

I know ultimate good is
In loving You
And I never satisfied
In reaching any other height.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving Loving And Loving

Loving loving and loving
Loving is everything.

Love not this earthly body
Love the soul love eternity
Be fair in love.

Give love and get it
Love is not barter
Mind it.

Give love only love
And nothing
Love is everything
For everybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving Mercy

Poem is loving mercy
And an effort to
Make you happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving Mother

Loving mother of
All the worlds
The nature
That is within us
Let her appear
Before us
And protect us
From the danger
Within.

I found no depth
And nothing
O my mother
How can one reach you
And reach where
When you are unreachable
Loving mother
You yourself all
Front back right left
Please come
And destroy all troubles
Here at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving To Me

You are
Loving to me
Further repetition
You are loving to me.

No difference
Just loving
All alike
Foe and friend.

Not because of virtue
But because of devotion
All are well
And everything ends well.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving To You

Loving to You
I am loving to You
I know, here
Nothing is my own.

You are unchanging
I am imperishable
Like You being Your
Fragment and Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving You

I am not here
To understand You
I am not interested
In understanding You
I am interested only
In loving You
This love-platform
Is the pure state.

Gajanan Mishra
Loving You Is A Must

But loving you
Is a must,
Without that
My own existence
Is at stake.

Gajanan Mishra
Lovingly Nurture

Who is faultless?
Let me declare
No one is faultless.
But what is the fault,
Difficult to point out.
And hence, let me say
Love all as love is
The eye opener.

Gajanan Mishra
Low / High

It is low
It is high.
Let me stay happy
Let me be in sad.
Difference is nothing,
When you find a difference
You may say it is life.

And it is life
When there is an enemy
And where there is life
You are making real progress.
No matter how cheap it is
No matter how active you are,
But you are not run out there.

Gajanan Mishra
Lower And Higher

There is nothing
As you are calling
Lower and higher
O my dear
Just perform your duty
What is allotted to you
At the given time
Who is your kith
Who is your kin
You are noble
When you are chanting
And in your surrendering
I must say you are
Superior to any.

Gajanan Mishra
Lowest Place

I seek lowest place
I know lowest place
Is your grace
O my dear
I know grace is like
Holy water and
If I am in lowest place
My life will be truly blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Luck And Unluck

Both are same,
Luck and unluck.
You are to just know
What to luck, when to luck
And where to luck.
You are to know
The reverse strategy
In the process of stratifying life.

Remember, in the process of
Living I have not ignored you,
And for this I have every right
To request you to let me know
What you are doing here and there.
You know that I don't even care.

Have you missed any of my word,
No matter, Please come in and
Inform me, I am still writing..

Gajanan Mishra
Lucky I Am

Lucky- I am,
Really lucky.
I am with you,
I am with truth.

Really lucky I am,
I am really lucky.
I am getting here
Whatever and
Whenever I wish.

Really lucky I am,
I have taken birth
On this earth and
This earth is here
To fulfill all my wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Lucky Numbers

Let me say lucky numbers,
But before saying,
Let me ask investment
You have made so far here.

Hammer in here
And see the changes
Of the earth and
The star.

No reason to wait,
But proceed on.
Love, career, friendship
All are there for you.

Nothing mysterious,
But all clear.
Study the magic codes
And symbols.

To add to the salt
Yur expression has a
Predominating factor.
Go with odds with meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
Lullaby

Mother lulled the child,
And the sky is in lucency
While inviting the lotus
To luncheon table.
Let the life not be horrible
For we the people.
My honourable sir, Give me
A chance to do what is possible.

Gajanan Mishra
Luminous One

Let me see the poet,
Luminous one,
Always happy at heart,
Kind to all
With great joy,
Marvelous and
Splendid.
Let me see,
The poet,
Pure like
The sun,
Divine and
Great and firm
Like the cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Lust And Desire

Lust desire
Is forest fire
This fire is
Burning all.

O my dear, you are
Free from this fire
As You are in Truth
And in eternal love.

This material world
Is far from you
Though you are staying
Within in this world.

Controller of all
O my dear, You are here
Make me free from
This fire this lusy and desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Lust Anger Greed

Are here
To ruin me
If I am
Not here
To ruin them.

Gajanan Mishra
Lust For Killing

Lust for killing - intolerable.
Every creature has got right
To live under the star-studded sky.
I failed to understand how anyone
Kill or torture or give permission
To kill or torture any other one
On this earth, since this earth
Belongs to all in equal proportion.
Let all enjoy life, let all dream,
Let all utter the words of nectar,
Let all live with love and trust.
The green signal is there for all
To proceed ahead towards eternity,
We are all at par with nature, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Lust is not love, mind it
Understand first true nature of love
Only you deserve love O my dear and I love you
I know you are not a ghost a devil a demon
And not a fiend and I know
You are a liberated soul.

I am not here to receive anything I am here to love you
I am here to offer only that are with me
I am here to serve you without any desire for reward
I know While with you I am totally free from delusion and pain
I know I am selfless and here in you there is independence
With you I am one and the same and I want to please you.

Gajanan Mishra
Lusty

Lusty,
Nothing can satisfy you.
Everything, rice, barley, gold, women,
Buildings, cars and
So many things are with you.

Lusty,
stay free
From mental concoction
And stay free from
FaLSE PRESTIGE.

tHE WORLD IS A FOREST,
Loiter not here.
But see the self
And know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Lusty Desires

Let go lusty desires
O my dear and live without fear.
Maintenance is in Your hands
Let me clarified here.
I have no control over anything
And I leave all to You.
I am not self-sufficient
It is I am sure You.

Gajanan Mishra
Lying Asleep

Lying asleep
And you are
Care not to awake.

I am eager to
Hear something
More and more.

And I am ready
To touch your
Poetic sensiility.

Is it praise
I don't know.

At par I reached
At super-excellence
With no ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Lying In Place

Lying in place,
Not yours.
Coming out
Your desire.

Take cognizance
Of the ocean.
And stay there
With evolution.

Waiting millions
And billions
But you are only one
My son to take
The position
Of superperson.

Gajanan Mishra
Lyric Composition

Divine whisper
They are logical
It is all good
Absolute truth.

Here is joy
Here is pleasure, my dear
No tear please
Awe-less days near.

Morning blade
We have lyric composition
Exuberance that are
In our motion.

Gajanan Mishra
M S Dhoni

M S Dhoni,
Cool legendary,
You know how to
make fire in
Sticks and stones,
You know how to
Hunt fish and
Fowl with bow and arrow,
You know where to find
Edible roots and berries,
You know where to dig
For water in the desert,
M S Dhoni, you are
Really the oasis.

Gajanan Mishra
Ma Mate Kahuchhi

Maa mate kahucchi
Mu abibhajya.
Mate bhaga kariba
bhaba nahin putragana.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Aaru Bhasha (Kosli)

Maa aaru bhasha,
Duita gute aaru saman
Maa aaru maet
Duita gute aaru saman.
Bhasha birodhre jaa nain
Maet birodhre jaa nain,
Maa birodhre jaa nain.

Bin bhashare,
Bin maetre,
Bin maare
Muin kahin nein.

sahaas neikar
Jibarlaagi mor
Maa birodhre,
Maar bhasha birodhre
Mor maet birodhre.

Sahaas nei kar
Aaru nai dak tor maranke,
Jaa nein mor maa, maet
Aaru bhasha birodhre.

Tui jie bi ha
Muin tate gahadi demi
Mor maar laagi
Mor bhashar laagi
Mor maet laagi.

Mate mor maake puja karbarke de,
Mate mor maet ke puja karbarke de
Mor nijar maar bhashathi sabudin laagi.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Aase

Maa aase,
daka
na daka, aase.
Jehetu
se maa
Aamara.
Kagajare
Mandara phulare
Janhara aaluare
Aase maa,
Aase
Jwalamukhi niaanre
aase
maisian basnaku
rakhibaku
naipantarare.
Tangi chhuri katuridhari
aase maa
jangal rastare.
Maa aase,
daka
na daka
aase,
Aase maa
Jehetu
se maa aamara.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Aau Bhasha (Odia)

Maa aau bhasha
Duhen gotie aau samaan.
Maa aau maati
Duhen gotie aau samaan.
Mo bhasha birodhare jaa nahin,
Mo maati birodhare jaa nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Chhadaa  ?? ??? (Odia)

Maa chhadaa
Kehi janini
Sata kahani.
kahani-
Mu raja,
Rajankara raja
Maa bhashare.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ???
???? ???? ??
?? ???????
?????-?
?? ????,
??????? ????
?? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Hajichhi (Odiaa)

Maa mora hajichhi
1954ru.
Aau aame, chhuaamane
Bekhatir abibeki.

Jadi tume prakrutare
Tuma ma pain achha
Tebe aasa aau kaha
Nia, ae ethare se.

Kintu tume, mo
Maara chhuaamane rahuchha
Byasta thakami khelare
Ta sahita.

Aau mu paruni taku
Rakhya kari jadio
Aamarana anasanare
Thili sethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Seva Karibara Achhi (Odia)

Maa seva karibara achhi,
Aau eha mora ebe prathamika
Aau sabuthu bada kartabya.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa Ta Maa Matir Maa

Maa ta Maa Matir Maa
Maa jenta desi heta Amrut
E Maa aamar E mati aamar
Ena aamar sapanar phul phutama.

Gute maet gute paban gute paen
ethirlagi aame sabhe
Bhae bahen henta kenta heba
Kahake dharma kahake jhadma.

Aasa aasa sabhe aasa
Gute ta purthi aamar
Gute ta suraj
Aaru aamar lakhya gute
Jibarta surta kara.

Gute na kabar karbarkaje achhe ena
Kahuchha baele kahuchhn suna
Bhal paebarta aaru
Bhal paebarkaje nuakhai eta.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa, Maa Bhasha Aau Maatrubhum (Odia)

Maa, maa bhasha aau maatrubhumi bina,
Tume apabitra and ae abastaare
Tume kouthi bi paramananda paipariba nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa, Maet Aaru Bhasa

Maa, maet aaru bhasa,
Badhaasi banchbar aasa.
Pureidesi sapan aaru dhan,
Khilkhilei hasasi jiban.
Dusraa aadke ni kara mana.
Maa, maet aaru bhasa
Achhe jen jagare
Heta saragnu bhi badhete thana.

Gajanan Mishra
Maa, You Are White

Maa, You are white,
White is your saree.
Maa, you know the art
How to make me sleep.

Maa, give me knowledge,
Knowledge, how to lead
The life like the swan.
Maa, life is the bed of
Thorns, maa, and it is you
Who is ready to give peace
Without being mourns.

Maa, You have kept the sound
That has nectar and you are trying
To make the life brighter and brighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Maaaaa (Mother)

Please come, Maaaaa,
Here is a pumpkin for you.
I know, you are not interested
In goat, or hen or pigeon.

Maaaaa, come please,
You are free, come with
Your own image Maaaaa,
The beauty of all seasons.

You are the theme,
You are the art Maaaaa.
Come to this populist even
And show your reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Maati, jahatharu (Odia)

Maati, jahatharu
samaste tiaari,
Namaskar karuchhi maatiku,
Aau maati heuchhi
Sabukichhi mo pain.

Pratyeka jinisha
Heuchhi maati,
Kintu charitrara dosha
Aau durbalataaku
Aagakujibaaku dia nahin sujoga.

Mu jane, maatira
Prakruti heuchhi
Aakashare udibaa,
Aame samste maati pari.

...

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????, ????????,
?????? ??????,
???????? ?????? ?????? ?

?? ???? ?????
???????? ?? ???? ?

???????? ?????? ????? ?????,
?????? ???????? ??? ??
???????????? ??? ?????
??? ????? ????? ?

??? ???, ?????
???????? ?????
?????????,
??? ?????? ????? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Made For Each Other

I know
You are here
For me
Let me clear
I am here
For You.

We are
Made for
Each other
Like my poetry
And my health
Like spirit
And matter.

My dear
I am Yours
It is You
To say
About You
Here before
All in silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Made Me Not Harsh

Made me not harsh, O my dear
Let me clear, I am
Not ready to walk
With arrogant air
I do not want to see
With my harsh eyes
I do not want to
Speak bitter and
Taunting words
I want to help others
In their adversity
I want to keep good dealings
O my dear, let me clear
I do not want to fulfill
My desire by any means
With trouble of others
Made me free from harshness
in mind speech body and behavior
I am not selfish
I am not in favor of
Any violence, see
I am not cruel in nature
My heart is in serenity
I engaged not myself
In extorting money by
Harassing other
O my dear, I want to
Remain yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Made Me Understood

You have made me understood
The real and whole philosophy
Of my own life here, my dear.

You have made me moved
From here right now
I think it is nothing but
Your grace.

You have made me forgotten
Everything and no dream left
Now with me.

I achieved You, my love
And that is the necessity
In love You have made me
Perfect my dear, it is nothing but Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Maejhi Mankar Upre (Kosli)

Maejhi mankar upre
Ken lekhi parba
Aaru kanaa lekhaa.
E sristi sarjanaar
Sabu achhe hemankar thane.
Mui harichhe maejhir pakhe,
ken jitichha, aasa
Deksin tumar mukda.
Maejhimane nei thile
Thita ken tame
kahidia pahela.
Maejhi maejhi heikari
Mara ni, maejhi hauchhe
Sabu jhamela.

Gajanan Mishra
Maghara Bagha (Odia)

Aasu aasu ghunchigala samnaru maghara bagha.
Kana pain aasuthila? satare kana tara darakara na thila?

E bagha aasuthilabele bhaya laguthila jetiki
Ghunchigalabelaku aasanka rahila tatodhika.

Bagha hin jinanara mahatwa.
Bagha hin bakhane nian aau baraphara prema itihasa.

Bagha jebe hue samudramuhan
Halaholi padijae ghara bhitare.
Aakasha thariuthe.

Pilae vidyalayare
jibana haridianti taliban madare.
Sadhababahu heu ki sapa
Je jara chapi rahanti maghare.

kire pachare jebe pabana pakhaku aasi
Na kahi na kahi pari kichhi palae khusi achanak
Dara ghunchi n thae, ghunchi palai jaithae jadio
elakaru bagha.

E baghaku kana kahiba sadharana?
Bagha thiba ta sata heu ki n heu
Sata heuchhi darana, sata heuchhi marana.

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Is Here

I am a magic,
Magic is here.
All are
In the hands of magic.

Is not the world-
A magic?
Is not the sun -
Magic.

All magic -
The stars, the air,
The water, the stone,
The colours, the light.

And I am part of all,
Life and death- my parts.

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Is There

Magic is there
In words.
And in magic
Each word
Gives new birth.
And in each birth
I discover truth,
Truth is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Number

Be careful to
Magic number.
With this
You can touch
The area you prefer.
Your words are
Musical instruments,
Use it properly, dear.
Colours are your light,
Lights are flowers,
Flowers are there for you.
Watch all,
Harvest the time,
With the true beauty of numbers.

Gajanan Mishra
Magic of language
Is with the poets.
The poets are there
To show the truth
To others in the world.
The world is there
At the feet of the poets.
But poets allow
The world to go
Freely on its way.
Poets know the way
And poets know how
To mould the men
On the way..

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Of Language Is With The Poets

Magic of language
Is with the poets.
The poets are there
To show the truth
To others in the world.
The world is there
At the feet of the poets.
But poets allow
The world to go
Freely on its way.
Poets know the way
And poets know how
To mould the men
On the way..

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Pot

I have no knowledge
About the magic pot
And I am here
In this magic pot
And getting everything
My dear, it is You
Who has created it
I am safe here
It is my good luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Magic Time

Magic time
Shines me.
And I activate
The time with
Things mine.

I am known
With cold and
Heat.
I am famous
For rubber
And silk.

I am the wind,
And I enable
The time to move.

Gajanan Mishra
Magical Dancing Of Words

Magical dancing of words,
I am in silence and
Observing the dance alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Magical Moments

So many magical moments,
You are to enjoy here.
You are to know the truth
Within the limited period.

Stay conscious of the goal
At every moment and go,
The road is clear ahead
Only for you, my dear.

What you are doing
You are to know and
Act for all welfare.
Knowledge is but a necessity
To move forward in
A rightful way.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I do believe
Believe in life
And also in magic.
I know life-magic
And I know magic-life.
Moonshine is there
In the life that is
In love and that is
In truth, let me tell
You all these for life.
Life and magic all
But the same, no
warranty, no guaranty
And nothing in both,
But we are to go
With life through magic.
So many words are there
In the air, we are to
Pick them up for our good.
No other person is
responsible for us
And for our works that are
Being performed by us.
Life is ours and
We should remember, we are
Not for the life and hence
Let us use life for
Greater benefits of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Mahanadi Water

Where is the water
In Mahanadi?
What for out fight,
When we see
Much water flow
Into the ocean?

Each one wants to take
His share, when he
Takes part in any revolution.
Each one knows not
What to do when
No demand is accepted.

But one who stood firm
Knows well how everything
And everybody, all around it.
How important he is
In the process of reality.
And we should stay clear
First at the grass root level.
The problems at this level
Be solved first.

Here, at this level
Pure water is to be supplied,
Nutritious food should be given
To the people in general.
The path of love and truth
Should be shown to all.

Gajanan Mishra
This is Mahendra
And he is the king
In this air-field
That you know
Since your birth.

This king Mahendra
Is just watching you
And let you know love
That you are in
And trying to make
This place a heaven.

I know Mahendra-king
And called Him guide
What I see in Him
I can not write
And what I am going to write
Is just a replica of life
And is not true
And nothing to be proud.

Gajanan Mishra
Mahua Flower

Mahua flowers
Gift of nature
We the poor tribals
Grateful as
It is our livelihood.
Please come and
Save us from
Exploitation of
Unlicensed traders
And corrupt officers.

Gajanan Mishra
Mahua Tree

Let me take Mahua flowers
that are there on the tree
And thy are all falling down
only for me.

I am drinking the juice of
mahua flowers and seeing
with a new eyes that is
purely natural though not final.

Gajanan Mishra
Mahumachhi O Malli (Odia)

Mahumachhi hecuchhi
Talaupara, malli
Chupf chap sttira.

Gajanan Mishra
Mail Me

If you have written
Anything, mail me,
gajananmishra60@
And give me a chance
To read you
To realize the truth.

Mail me your love,
Make me understand
What life is
In the world of eternity.
Let me welcome you,
Let me show you
My talent in my language,
In the form of divinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Main Aim

Guiding force is circumstances, my dear
As a teacher teaches his pupils alphabet
A B C in conformity with his standard
A wise man acts and behaves with a common
Man putting himself in that situation
As the wise man engrossed in the welfare
Of others
But my dear, do not be a slave of circumstances
Try to change the circumstances in your favour
Keeing in view general welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Main Motive Is To Compose

Through words lines colors
Main motive is to discover truth
Through living beings
And through air water light
Let us join together to
Go on this line and make
Living successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Main Switch

Where is the main switch
Search and keep it in save.
Is it in fuse?
Here is the dark everywhere
Inside this room
And also see outside.

Main switch is mainly
Responsible for the dark
And for the odor
Keep the main switch clean
And always in order.

Ignite the sandal wood
And not the truck-Tyre
To get good result that is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Maintain Balance

Maintain balance
Doctor not individual
Group organisation.

Open the door
For new entrants
With prestige
And formal.

Refused not
People's freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Maintained Relation

Proper relation be maintained
With five friends and
Stay happy always.

Gajanan Mishra
Maintenance Of

Maintenance of honest
And proper life
Not joke.

Parenting is not
Childs play.

To remain as a good citizen
Is not easy to maintain.

To hear inner voice
and go on journey
Though pious is not
Available in plenty.

Gajanan Mishra
Maintenance Of The World

We should do all works
For the maintenance of the world
Through our daily routine.

Gajanan Mishra
Make And Unmake

Make and unmake,
Life and love,
Love and memory,
Memory and history,
All conjoin.

With fresh fragrance,
I appear to take
Everything in my
Own rhyme.

I am not bonded,
I am not separated.
And I return
To illuminate all
All space and time.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Experiments

Don't believe the words
Words are flowery.
If you go with words
You are there to bewildered.
Don't be proud and greedy
Feel the nature and experience
Life here to get eternal bliss.
Real pleasure is there
Only in truth
And where is truth
Live and make experiment
With Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Haste

Make haste
And lose no time
If anything
You thought out
A plan
That is a source
Of happiness to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Make In India

Make in India,
Make in India.

Make in India,
Make in India.

India that is Bharat,
India that is Bharat.

Bharat that is Hindustan,
Bharat that is Hindustan.

Come to India and
Discover yourself.

Come to India and
Get love and Truth.

Let us walk together
Let us see each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Make In You

Make in you,
You are your past,
You are your present,
You are your future.
Come on, accept the challenge,
And make in you,
A shining reality,
For all times to come,
Be better and better.
It is a case for you,
You are your civilization,
You are your beauty,
You are to produce yourself
To establish the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Make It All Simple

Make it all simple -
The life, the poetry,
The relationship,
And everything.

It is all freedom,
It is all sunshine,
It is all butterflies,
It is all music.

See both
Inner and outer, dear.
The life is wonder,
So also the poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Laws

O my representatives
For welfare of my
Immediate future and also
That have a long term perspectives.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Life Fruitful

Make life fruitful, O my dear
By realizing the Ultimate Truth
Waste not your life by neglecting
To cultivate True knowledge and
Devotional service
If you failed be sure you will live
A life full of anxieties and miserable
Don't spoil your life, my dear
I am telling this as I am
Your near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Life Powerful

Make life powerful
With sweet love sweet kiss
Make life pleasurable
With sweet kiss sweet love
Make life memorable
With this world of joy
And colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Clear

Make me clear, O my dear
I am here and for which
This body is with me
I do not know my past
And the future.
Let me know O my dear
Who are you and coming
Again and again always
With so many thoughts
I do not know the consequences
There of.
Right and wrong
I do not know and here
I am in light-dark
The field in which I play
I dance I do not know
O my dear, you please
Show me by an illustration
Of yet again with your
Presentation in my form.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Feel Good

Make me feel good
With your presence
No nuisance.

Duality is nothing
But ignorance
It is coincidence.

You have the power to
Take cognizance
I know Your cogence.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Fixed

Make me fixed on You
O my dear, I am restless here,
I am ready to renounce
The world as I am unsteady here.

I know everything is yours
Including my thoughts
I know my dear, You are only mine
I am only Yours
I know this body and this world
Is not mine
You have kept me here
To fulfill your purpose.

Make me fixed on You, O my dear
I am here like a fish out of water.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Happy

Make me happy
By talking me
With my language.
Make me happy
By giving me
Something to eat.
Make me happy
By offering me
A drop of water
To drink.
Make me happy
By providing me
A shelter to save
Myself from nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Not Ashamed

Try, not to
Make me ashamed
Of our relationship,
Let me not
Condemn me,
Let my body
Be not contaminated,
By making yourself
As an offender of truth,
I am in love,
Love of all creatures here,
If you are there
To love me, love me
With all truthfulness

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Nothing

Make me nothing,
I want nothing,
I am nothing.
Nothingness is
In me.
I am doing nothing,
Goal is nothing,
My thought is nothing,
Nothingness is there
To achieve.
Truth is nothing,
Love is nothing,
Life is nothing
I am full
In nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Understand

Make me understand The Truth
When I understand the Truth
The reservoir of pleasure
Becomes transcendentally blissful.

I am a living entity You know
Rise and fall, fall and rise are
Natural phenomenon and You know
I am in the process of actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Me Understand, Please

Make me understand
In my language please
In gesture in posture
Please make me understand
I am a tiny creature.

I have no present
I have no past no future
You can see me here
I have no capacity
To move or to twit
Or to hear
I am here
Doing nothing
I am a mere server.

Gajanan Mishra
Make No Endeavor

Make no endeavor
Ample or meager
And stay with nature
Care free and
Worry not for anything
Remain always
Peaceful and patient.

Gajanan Mishra
Make No Plan

Make no plan
And face no frustration.
No one and nothing
Is here, see.

No death and no life
And nothing is here,
It is all your thinking
That takes you,
But to where
Beyond your knowledge.

One two
Nothing is also true.
And no one is living
In falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Other Smile

Make other smile
And it is love.
Making other smile
Is the quality
Of a good man.
Between a lover and
A good man, you
Cannot find any
Difference, but you
Must get the same
Quality in both
And that is - they are
Living for love
And for good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Others Do

I am doing, it is true.  
But it is not sufficient,  
I must make others do.

Your march is unique  
That I know from this  
mission of space.

Space is for all  
and it is your duty  
to distribute their share.

Time cannot be share  
Time is unique. Go on doing  
Time is there to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Others Happy

Make others happy
My dear son and
enjoy perpetual pleasure.

Rise above pleasure
Rise above pain
And achieve bliss.

Be pure in heart
And transparent
And get God's
Everlasting pleasure
That is fresh and
Increasing.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Practice What You Preach

Make practice what you preach,
Take steps to change your tone
For change and smell the earth.
Enforce the law and change
Your own mind set for the welfare
Of the general yourself
As dust and nothing, think yourself
As a servant's servant and perform
Your duties as called for by time.
Defy not law, laws are basic of all.
Ban the things that are anti-people.

Gajanan Mishra
Make The Flowers Blossom

Make the flowers blossom,
Make all smile
Just before sunrise.
And sunrise is here
At every moment.

No more stupidity
But use own intellect
And release yourself
From the sight.

Pursue what you view,
Sink and sank together
Though here.
Face all, destiny is
There to call.

Care not the dream
But dream in night
And dream especially
At day time.

Find alternative way out
And strike what you
Think fit to carry out
Plan and projects
That are there at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Make The Street Safe

Make the street safe
If you really want
To empower me.
Provide proper education
To all if you really
Want to save me from
The evil people of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Them Understand

Make them understand
They are human
They are men
They are the sons and daughters
Of nectar.

Make them understand
They are here,
Far from fear,
To say cheers
To each others.

Men are really truth,
Men are love-fruits,
Tell men, my dear,
Time is yours, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Debtor and creditor,
All come here
And say how
You are dependent
On each other.

What you give
And what you take,
Please appear,
And adduce evidence
In the way that is proper.

What is yours
That you give,
What is not yours
That you take.
Where and how
All should be explained
In proper manners.

Come on and submit
Who you are, my dear.
I am here to
Make you understand
The matters in details
For the works
That are to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Your Intellect

Make your intellect
Free from wilderness
O my dear, and see
There would be
No illusory disease.

See, no illusory disease and
Your knowledge is steady,
Busy yourself in self-less work
And see yourself in
The area of Truth and Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Your Own Nature Pure

You are good,
You are to develop virtues,
See the truth.
You are the truth,
Make your own nature pure,
You are capable of making it pure.
The world is yours
You are here to make the world glow.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Your Voice Count

Make your voice count
On this day of valentine.
Love all and do some good.

Today, let us take an oath
To respect all irrespective of
Caste, culture, religion, sex.

Today, let us love all,
Today is the only day
In out hands.

Love all as all are
The sons and daughters of
Almighty God.

Love is the only word
That can binds us together.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Your Voice Louder

Make your voice louder,
But pollute not
The atmosphere.

Make life
Safe and sound
With available
Words and sign.

One after another
Go on creating
Something new.
Mixture, though.

But your circle is
All auspicious, remember,
Like the polestar.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Yourself Better

Make yourself better,
And then see
The world is better.

Gajanan Mishra
Make Yourself Ready

Make yourself ready
Ready to alive.

Our sun pouring flowers
Our words our lines
Pouring nectar.

If any word any line
Not in dictionary
Insert immediately.

Make sure your living
Make yourself ready
ready to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Makeup Your Mind

Makeup your mind
What to do and when.

It is the action
That reflect your mind.

You can not restrain anybody
And it is fruitless to restrained.
Without action
Speech has no value.

You are yours own enemy
As you are yours own friend.
You are only person who
Alone travelled
All over he world
And when I left the place
Nothing remain extra.

Gajanan Mishra
Making A Knot

Making a knot
We all arrived.

Arrived with
Different colors.

Colors that are
With us.

And we are all
Fine and beautiful

Life in hot hot
And cool cool.

Let us appreciate
Each other for every
Actions for every
Reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Making And Unmaking

Making life,
Unmaking life -
No difference.
Thinking time,
Gives clearance.

Life illuminates,
Time stagnant.
Still, stairwell
Is there to
Move on.

No stake-out,
Life stale.
Standard time failed,
With stadium full truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Arrangement

Making all arrangements
I called you
And You
Listening my call
Make your presence
In stone in sky.

Looking to the sky
I stop there on the air
And You
Called me to
Go further in to
The deep sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Efforts

I am making efforts
Again and again and again
To concentrate on You.

I have no other modes
No knowledge no renunciation
I can not renounce You.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Future Bright

You are independent
To choose your own
Good or bad fortune.
Whether you are successful
Or you are failure
That does not matter.
You are in distress
That I know yet you are
Not trying to improve condition.
Though difficult
Yet not impossible to
Overcome three modes of nature.
O my dear, please stay here
I am here your Master to make a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Hero

Making hero
I spoke
I walked.

And this hero was
Zero with
Dozing dancing
talking together
And doing nothing.

I was with my hero
All day long
Being exploited.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Life Successful

Love for righteousness and
Dream of truth make your
Life successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Love Anew

Making love anew I
Enjoyed life here.
Come near, I am ready
To teach you how to
Start car with top gear.
Life is meant for
Searching truth that I know.
On this earth, what
More is required the air
Knows well while going upwards
I guessed talking with self.
Life is not under my control,
I am also not under the control
Of anybody here and observed sunset.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Me Forget

Making me forget
About my own body
You stood erect
Before me all days.

Raining down flowers
From Your place
You decorated me
With Your own image.

Nothing is mine
You made me realized
And You kept me all days
Under the wish-yielding tree.

Here I started meritorious deeds
That is ever ready to bear new fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Money

Making money
Resorting falsehood
Is act of cruelty.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Of A Poet

Making of a poet
Is to dresses up
With soft and hard
words at a time.

Poet is not found
In closed well
And indoor games
are not to be
searched for the
Purpose of lifes music.

Making of a poet
Is to manage knowlege
In the replicate model
And to invite franchise
Much awaited justice
That demolish by
Maoists blow.

Gajanan Mishra
Making One India

Making one India,
India, India, India.
India first, for this
Let us bring uniformity
In taxes and services.
Let all Indians know
The truth and act accordingly
India - top priority.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Remaking

I face trouble
In making remaking
And also in unmaking
Anything anywhere.
Yet, I am interested
To do all sorts of work
Related to those matters.

I hold the universe
For the purpose of
Conversations and
I dive therein and invite
All to cooperate and
View the things in
Their own perspectives.

I battle life
With salt and sugar,
I am not a game-changer,
Let me clear, though
A passionate player,
As per my own convenience
For colorful lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Right Use Of Life

Making right use of life
Gave you peace and stability
That is vital truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Making Search

Making search
Is really
A difficult task.
Where to search
In reading room?
In dining hall?
In post office?
In bus stop?
In railway station?
In cricket field?
In club house?
In pera theatre?
How to search
Wearing glasses?
Putting dresses?
Driving car?
Or by walk?
Making search
Is really
A difficult task.
Whom to search
And when to search
I have forgotten
Really the time
And the situation
To mention.

Gajanan Mishra
Mala Lokaku

Daya laguchhi kahibaku
Mala lokaku tumara maya.
Bahuta durare thai tumathu
Nirabare kahideuchhi
Thaa satarka bhusuduchi swarga.

Mu mate deuchhi avisapa
Bhala pauchhi kahuthiba a jiva
Kemiti karuchhi laha laha
Aau achhi a jae
A tumara mayapurire.

A mayapurire tumara
bibhakta hoichhi belebele
Aa aka sujogare tume
Pasi aasichha bhitarapataka mora.
Gadimatara jiba rastare
Hoi thiaa khojuchha uttara
Kouta a sttana aau athi
Mu soichhi kemiti.

Gajanan Mishra
Male And Female

I am your part
And parcel O my dear
I am yours for ever.
You are the seed
You are the tree
You are the spark
You are the light.

Creative energy
Set in motion with You
O my dear and I am
In that wonderful creation.
You have created
Two types of machines
male and Female
And these two machines
Are creating innumerable similar
Machines with You at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
This is the man
I am telling about
And You are listening him
This man is infinite faculty
This man is noble in reason
This man is God in form and in size
Look at this man all say about
This man is coming telling
He is a man and I believe
He is not a man at all
This man is just an element
This man knows not what is nature
And rushing to others
Even to his wife sons and daughters.

Gajanan Mishra
Man - Stay In Love And Truth

Who will tell you, man,
If you are not in truth,
If you are not on the right path.

Who will tell you, man,
If you do not love,
If you are envious.

No hate,
If you are a man.

Impart knowledge,
Show light,
If you are a man.

Embrace man,
Embrace man to man,
Tell not harsh words.

You are most powerful,
You are intelligent,
You are men,
You are the son of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Accompany Man

Man accompany all
It is the issue of friendship
And friendship is maintained
Among same temperament and conduct
Man accompany man
Man accompany all.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Man

No difference man and man
No difference poem and poem.
Poet is a stone cutter
Man is a stone eater.
Do not cut the world, my dear man
Have a poem in your hand.
Poem teach you love
Love bind you together.
Love love love love
Man man man man.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Man - Just A Creature

Man
I am a man
Just a creature
My caste is man
My religion is man
My philosophy is man
O my dear, call me a a man
Without any bias.

I am a man
Humanity is my birth right
Others welfare is my motto
Peace and Truth I have to achieved
I am here not to die but to live
Food, clothing, shelter, if you like
Provide me, my dear,
I am here, I am here.

And man, you are
In the shape of birds, animals
And other creatures,
We are all one and the same,
Ours components are one and the same
Living together under nature
Is our birth right, let us live
With love and in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Money

Man and money interlinked
Man needs money
Money does not needs man
Rather money kills a man.

Money put to good use is good
Te inflow and outflow system
Of money must be good
That keeps you clean.

Remember men
Money makes friends
Money creates enemy
Money a good servant
Use it properly
Not a good master
Obey not money.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Superman

No root no route
Between man and
Superman
Scratch the wind
See the motion
Of fountain.

Time not weigh and
Life declared correct
No negotiation and
Arrived at finger tips
To reopen history
That is mistaken of facts.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Usefulness

Man is useful,
Usefulness is there in a man.
Accept a man with love,
The man is the only truth of nature
And he is the highest of mankind.

Gajanan Mishra
Man And Woman

Man and woman united
And there is much labor
And responsibilities
Man and woman remain
Single and separate
And they feel more trouble
For want of
United activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Man by nature
Is good,
But because of
Livelihood and
Selfishness he
Become corrupt.
Eating and sleeping
Made man the follower
Of passion and ignorance.
But true knowledge
Can free him from
The bondage of darkness.
To acquire true knowledge
Should be the ultimate goal.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Beast

Without tail
And horns
However wise
He may be.
Man, if not
Truthful,
Man, if not
In love
Is a beast.
Man is a beast
If he forget
The almighty
The all powerful
And the omniscient
Omnipresent God.
So also
No sun means
It is night
Even though
Mountains set on fire
Even though
Full moon is there
With entire stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is A Man

Man is a man
His caste is humanity.
Food, cloth and shelter
Are his birth right.
Man is a man
Love is his caste,
To reach the truth
Is his work.
Let him go free
With nature, my dear.
Let him give full right
Without any reservation.
Man is man, let us not
See him economically backward.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is A Prayer

Man is a prayer
In the courtyard of Almighty,
Keep the man in tact
During the shower of nectar.
It is the time that made man
Nail-less and save the man
From all odds and man
Never faces destruction.
See a man, with all purity
In mind, in body and in all truth
See a man with love and see
Man is above all here.
Victory is at your door steps, man
And your place is next and next to God.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is All Powerful

Man is all powerful
And he can do
Whatever he likes.
But man is now running after
Gold and soft bedding
And torturing the innocents.
The man has forgotten the truth
And hence, he is in frustration.
Man, arise and awake
And realize your own self.
No value of crocodile tears, man,
Show your strength and go
With the truth for all good.
You are the original enjoyer of
Nature, man, go on and
Get the holy path that is
There before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Asking

Man is asking
Where is the sky
Let me touch
And forgetting
He is standing
On the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Man is at the top of all
Exploitation in any form
Is bad and it should be
Stopped forthwith as we
Know man is nearer to God.

Man is nearer to God
It is a fact and serve men
With utmost care and it is
Man who is the son of nectar
O my dear, call three cheers.

It is the man who is here
Always and man is immortal
Eternal all powerful omniscient
Man is man my dear full dominant.

Gajanan Mishra
Man is four footed
This four footed man
Is here with his four foots
See, one-education
Two-charity, three-penance
Fourth- Truth
O my dear, with all these
I know You are in a
Systematic order.

Man is pure
And and in the highest
In the process of purification
Of knowledge and love
Each and every situation
Is favorable for the man
For the up-liftment
Of the mission of human life
It is Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Man

When he has
Love and affection
Man is superior
When he abandon
In love man gets
Protection.

Man is man
And with all
Good qualities
Man attains fame
Man is man
Man has a special name
In this love-life-game.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Missing

Good news;
Man is missing.

And who is missing
If you are not able to answer
really a bad news.

Come and see and
say something about you.

Say not how the queen is
there and calling you.
Say not what is the trouble
with the prince.

Say who you are
And what is your duty,
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Not Plural

Man is one
And not many.
You are a man
I am a man
We are one
And not many.
You have taken birth,
You are going to die
So also I.
I pray before Almighty nature,
You are my dear, when coming to me
Telling me friend and requesting me
Not to fear but to cheer,
Life is one, not many, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is Unconquerable Indeed

By knowledge by actions
Man is here in eternal place
This earth this world.
This earth is the abode of God
And He Himself like it most
We are all His fragments
And it is His will we are here.
We are bound to admit Him
Everywhere in our body and
Also outside this body
Where He is playing with us.
He is our ultimate destination
That we know and we are confident
He gives all victorious side
To us for our enjoyment.
We are ignorant we know not
What are happenings around us
And we forgot His presence
At times and His eternal name quality.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Is What

Man is what
I thought him
In this nectar
Affected area.

Let me count
The pulse-beat
And express in my
Own language.

About the dry river
The summer does not
like to say anything
More keeping in mind
The man at the
Centre of anonymity.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Need Love And Love

Man need love and love
And it lead success in life.
To success in life man need
Peaceful care support
Guidance encouragement.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Divine Traits

A true poet is a
Man of divine traits
The evil-doers see the poet
And change their actions
And get engaged in virtuous deeds
This is the real power
And the result of company
Of the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Failure

Supplying food is not so important
If we failed to provide work.

I have a right on work only
And food comes later.

O my ruler provide me work
And not food.

If not I assume
You are a man of failure.

And I assume
You are doing politics
Just for power
And I assume
You have no commitment
For people's welfare
And I assume
You want to see people
Beggars.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Fortune

I am not a man of fortune
I am not able to hear You.
I am not a man of fortune
I am not able to stay with You.
I am not a man of fortune
I am not able to do anything for You.

And where are You I am asking
Knowing fully well
Nothing is without You,
Knowing fully well, You are
The hearts, the body
And everything of all.

O my dear, Am I here without You?
I know You are all pervading Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Good Character

A man of good character can create a new world of heaven
O men, be a man of good character, my dear
Be a perfect man with love and faith
And live with your wife and children.
O women, be submissive and faithful
To your husband and shy and chaste and
Please understand the attitude of your husband
And see your world is heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of His Own Nature

Call a witness,
Please.

A witness may be called,
At this time to the dock.
With the consent
Of the witness, let me
Put some questions,
As he is the permitter.

Let me call him
The man with experience
As he knows both sides
Of life very well, here.
He is the man
Of his own nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Hypocrisy

Do you know
Any man of hypocrisy
Here in this area?
If yes
Please name one
I can go to see him
At once.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Learning

Man of learning is the poet
And the poet is here with us
I know the poet is endowed with
Supreme faith, virtues of politeness
Friendliness, compassion, and self-satisfaction
Ever united through love
That accelerates in new poems
And becomes intimate kinship with God.

O poet, for this I know
Your birth is High
You want nectar
You have a lofty aim
You have a keen desire
To achieve perfection
You are the near and dear
Of Omniscient, Omnipresent.

O poet, O representative almighty
You alone know divine virtues
With you I can be elevated
Automatically to the highest point
The supreme state
Where there is peace and tranquility
Always everywhere and I do not want
To miss your company here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Peace

A man of poverty
Is a man of peace
Be a poor my dear
It is my wish
A poor church
For the poor
My dear I am near
See me
Never forget the poor
I hug I kiss
No rich no dirty things
A poor is a man of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of This World

You are the man
of this world,
No need to write
Or declare anywhere.

You love this earth,
This earth is your life,
On this earth, you live,
Here, you love others,
No need to say about this.

Here, on this earth
You get everything
The air, the light,
The water and also
The food for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Tradition

See me,
I am a man of
Tradition and
Decorum of humanity.
See me,
I am a human being
With all sincerity
I am trying for
The upliftment of men.
See me,
I salute the men
For they have capability
To make this earth
Heaven with all virtues.
See me,
I am learning
The discipline of
Action, devotion and
Knowledge here always
And my aim is to
Attain the highest good
Of this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Man Of Virtue

If evil would not be there,
How could there exist good.
But good is here, it means
I have to establish it
Before all in due time.
Time is here and I am ready
To declare that, here
Look I am as fire as the sun,
As vast as the sky.
I want to be a inner
Means I should be ready
To face the defeat.
Defeat makes me refine
Again to make me virtuous.

Gajanan Mishra
Man With Face

I love all
Man with face
Man with arms
Man with thighs
Man with feet
And I like all
Social order and
Spiritual orders
Attached to it.

I like the snake
And the frog
At the same time
I raise the issue
Of living together
For welfare of all
In a discipline manner
I love all men animals
Birds trees and all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Man With Goodness

Man with goodness
Can defeat all easily.

And goodness is there
In good food
Without hatred envy fear greed.

While eating be calm and
Pleased, my dear.

As the Supreme Power and The Creator of all
Is within you, my dear
First offer some portion to Him.
Thinking that He is all
All is His.

Offer food to others
With great pleasure, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Man, A Creature

Man, a creature
Gives importance
To gestures.
Man, know well
The place and
Time of danger.
And yet, appears
Behind the door
As black sculptor.
Man knows well
The way to win
Others and yet
Plays with own shadow
By politics of know-how.

Gajanan Mishra
Man, In Original

Man, in original,
Is free from
All vices.
But life forces man
To go on wrong path
And commit sins.
Right directions are
There to progressive life,
In so many books,
But we, the men, care not
And suffer.
A true poet only, has
Properly grasped
The true knowledge
From the nature and can
Stay free from all vices.

Gajanan Mishra
Management

Life is an art of management
Many more things are still
There for you just go and catch
Change the gear of life and
Say always no problem and
Enjoy life without stress
Life is yours and time is with you
You are here to discover yourself
And stay freely to revolve
Round the sun with the earth
Remember this earth is yours
You are living on this earth
To manage the life with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Manager

O manager, You have
Given me this much
And I am happy with it.

O manager, by your order
I am engaged myself
In this work as laborer.

O manager, I am leaving
This place on your command
After receiving my wage.

O manager, it is your
Supervision and guidance
That makes me perfect.

I am thankful to you
O manager and I perceive
The truth by your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Managing Life

Managing life is easy
Just go on the process
Of natural justice
Just go on planning
Organizing doing
Coordinating and controlling
Here controlling self
Is important
Here everything is easy
And nothing and nobody
Is unimportant.

Gajanan Mishra
Managing Own Affairs

O priest O brahmin
Leave me I can offer
My prayer to the almighty
and I can do
My own affairs myself
O soldier O bodyguard
I do not need your help
I can guard myself and
Live in peace
O farmer O businessman
Leave me alone
I can collect my food
I can collect the things
I am in need
In this field of Omnipresent
And get myself content
O man I do not needed your help
I do not want servant
I can do my work and service
To God myself
I am able and capable
I know we are all equal
I know w are all son of nectar
We can manage our affairs
Better and better with full
Freedom and liberty
Before the round eyes of Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Mandalay Bay

Full of blood,
Mandalay Bay,
With the act of a monster.

Beyond horrific.

Humanity is dead,
Pop, pop, pop,
And fired.

Flash, flash, flash,
Dart a lot.

Shock and confusion,
All wept and screamed,
No love, no heart,
Of anyone for the victims.

Dry words - no use.

Gajanan Mishra
Mandira Tola (Odia)

Mandira tola
Chaliba ebe,
Dian rahibe
Bhitare.

Chaliba puja-patha
Jebe hasiba
Pruthibi aau
Hasiba aakasha.

Bhramare
Padibe nahin
Aau kehi.
Goda badhaidebe
Satyara
Anusandhanare.

Satya thiba
Sakale o sanje
Sabu dian thibe
Mandira bhitare
Khusire mastire.

Gajanan Mishra
Manglu-Farmer

Manglu- a farmer
Resident of village Tamiaa,
In Patnagarh Block of Odisha,
Hanged himself yesterday evening.

Manglu was in debt,
And he was not able to
Maintain his family
Conisting of his old parents
Aged about eightysix and
Seventynine, wife and two
School going children.

Maglu was there to grow
Rice, pulses, almond, maize,
Sesamum, mustard etc etc.

Manglu is no more now,
Think a while, my dear friends,
Forgetting politics and
The steps of Government officials,
I am writing this fact
In simple wording of prosaic theme
Just to make you understand
Our own position here at this time,
If we are here to do something!

Gajanan Mishra
Mango

I am the king,
King of fruits.
I am for you,
Eat me and
Avoid sun stroke.
I am sweet,
I am tasty.

I am rich,
In vitamins A C D.
National fruit of India,
And it is I.
I am green,
And yellow
When ripe.

Gajanan Mishra
Mango Jokes

Aam Admi
Translated in to
Mango jokes
And mango is the
King of fruits
Be serious
While going to the king
And his darbar
Be serious
You elector
It is the day
Of your future
Think twice
Before voting
And vote for honest
One who is there
To serve you
For your welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Manifest Or Unmanifest

Manifest or unmanifest
I care not, but care love.
Love is the only thing
That can bind us together.
Only through love
We can touch the truth, dear.
Come on and let us go with love,
Love is the only thing that can give peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Manifestation

I am eating food
I am food
I am the origin
I dissolve in me
I am instrumental cause
I am material cause
I manifested myself
In the form of the world
I am immortality I am death
I am being and
I am non-being both.

Gajanan Mishra
Manifestations Of Truth

Concentrate your mind on Truth,
See that all the beings and things
Here are manifestations of Truth.

It is but silent discipline
That is free from all flaws
Accept reality, you are the only Truth.

Mind it, you are neither this body
Nor this world, and this body and
This world is not Yours, this is the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Manish (Odia)

Manisha boli kie kahiba
Jadi na rahila satyare
Na chalila jadi dharmare.

Prema na kala jadi
Hinsa asuyare matila jadi
Kie kahiba manisha.

Ghruna kara na
Jadi tume manisha.

Dia gyana
Dekha aaloka
jadi tume manisha.

Kolei nia
manishaku manisha
Kuha na katu katha.

Tume sabuthu saktimaan
Tume sabuthu budhhimaan,
Tume manisha,
Amrutara santana.

Gajanan Mishra
Manisha, Gote Jeeba  ?????, ???? ??? (Odia)

Manisha, gote jeeba,
Die angabhangiku gurutwa,
Manisha jaane bhalakari
Bipadara sttana o samaya.
Tathapi rahe aaduaalare
Kutila silpibhali,
Anyaku jinibar baata
Jane manisha, tathapi,
Khele nija chhai sahita
Rajanitira koushalare.
-

Odia lipi;

?????, ????? ???
???? ????????? ? ?????? ???
???? ?????
???? ????? ? ??? ??
????? ??? ?????
????? ?????? ??
????? ??????? ???
???? ??????, ?????
???? ???? ?????
???????? ?????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Mankada (Odiaa)

Ae mankadaku dekha
Mora bandhu, mora
Purbajanka chinha.

Mu jane mankada thile
Mora saphalata
Bahuguna heba.

Mu jane mankada thile
Mo samaya koutuka
O bhavamaya heba.

Mo bhulku dekhi
Mankada khaitei hue.
Mankada apekhyakare
Aau eka sujogare
Mora saphalata.

Mu janibaku chahen
Aahuri aahuri.
Aau unnita karibaku
Chahen nijaku
Prakrutira kolare.

Gajanan Mishra
Manliness

Let me stay
In my manliness,
Let me create
My own world.
I am my ruler,
My patron,
My director,
My supervisor.
I know I am
Like a leaf but
it is also that
Without my consent
No one can
Made me moves.

Gajanan Mishra
Man-Made

All errors are man-made,  
That I realized.  
I know nature  
Can do wrong,  
That also I realized.  
Men, rectify yourself,  
For your own survival.  
Men, acquire knowledge  
And regain memory  
Who you are and  
What for you are here.  
Men, know your own  
Divine entity  
And measure the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Manoeuvre

Manoeuvring has its limit also
Take sensitive issues with care
while taking interest of all.
All are well aware about the facts
No body is fool or ignorant
It is not wise to go against
The good-will of fellows and hurt them.

Gajanan Mishra
Manohara Sabda (Odiaa)

Mo sabda manohara
Aasa, upabhoga kara.
Mu jadukara nuhen
Dekha mate, kintu mu
Byabahara karuthiba
Sabdara achhi jadu
Jahara prabhab
Abodhagamy aau semane
Aacharyajanaka
Phalaphala pradayaka.

Gajanan Mishra
Man's Celibacy

O men, keep secure your celibacy
Or else it threatens the very order of nature and culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Manthara

Ajira Surya bhinna
na janila na thekhila
na bujhila lokaku swapna
swapna au dukha
dukha au shoka
shoka au hahakara.

Tume jana
au tumadei mu jane
ketebale kouthi ki karya.
Mu jane kichhi bi nuhein
ethi akarana
karyakarana bhitare
samparka jodila belaku
pratiti sttanare
rahi rahi jauchhi tumara adachinha
dekhila lokaku dishuchhi
na dekhila lokaku sunya.

tume tebe kana
kana tuma saha mora samparka
hei hei kahu kahu
jauchhi au kuadaku
jie mora kahuchhi
tume tara
jie mora kahucchi tume tathu dura
ascharya a sarata sara sansara.

Ate sigra samaya chali jauchi kichi jani heu ni
samanya swana tie bhali sukhila hada khande pai
lobha karuchhi. Sinhaku dekhi bhabuchhi
Mothu chadei nebaku Aasuchhiki?
Ki nirbodhata mote grasuchhi
Mu mora badai karuchhi aau sei
badhaira analare nije dagdha hoichhi.

Jaha kichhi bhabithili, hela kana
Kana bhabithili hela kana
sakara aau nirakarakou kouthi kana
Rakhihela?
Yabade kana rahila?

Mora sara mothiki bahidi Aasiba
Kalpana na thila.
Aau amiti sabu sabu a kasangare hataru
Khasijiba kie bhabithila jemiti
Natakiyatāre ghatana sabu ghatigala
krama bukasa bujhi hela ni
Hataru khasigala sabu sabu
ane gala tene gala rajaprasada bhitare
khandiabhuta khali nachhila.
Besi bhitaraku jai helani
Rasta bandha thila
mo Aayattare na thila
Aau kichhi bi.
Mu thili kebala muka,
Kridanaka.

Mu ta nimitta matra
Karta karma kriya jai
rahichi kouthi dekhila lokaku maya
Kahaku kipari bujaibi
Raha dhairyā dhara sabu kichhi bari
hoijiba bale samaya aasile athacha
kehi kichhi sunu nahanti
mu nije chup rahichhi aau apekhya karichhi
puni baharara samasta jamela sari
tume bahudi aasiba ketebele.
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Mu yumara subhajatrara trutiya pahacha
Kale tume rahijiba budi

Gajanan Mishra
Many A Times

Many a times
I appeared,
Many a times
I worked,
Many a times
I received,
Many a times
I give,
But I love
As usual always,
And I advised
All to go
On the path of
Truth and light.

Gajanan Mishra
Many And So Many

Many and so many persons are there,  
But I love only you, my dear.

I know and I am sure my ultimate end,  
You have posessed all kinds of faithfulness.

All auspiciousness is here in you,  
You are my love, you are my truth.

I am here for you with all purity,  
Fixing my mind only on you.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Faces

Bhubaneswar is in dirt
Nobody has a clean and
Open heart
Here there is no
Transparency chart
Here permission is
Not granted to cart
Bhubaneswar is in dirt.

Difficult to say
The faces a man
Bears here
Difficult to know
Who is enemy
Who is friend
Politics in Bhubaneswar
Soon comes to an end.

Gajanan Mishra
Many In Numbers

Seeing, hearing, eating, drinking
Are actions done by one
Food stuff and liquids
Are objects names of another
Ears, ears and tongues names of
Yet another
Mind, intellect and egoism
Are the mixtures
O my dear, I am among all
And illumined myself here.

Gajanan Mishra
Many In One

Many in one,
One in many.
It is you
I know.

My words are
No sufficient
To describe
You in right way.

I know something
That are there
In me.
I know not
What is there
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Many Birth

Many many births
Many many deaths
And I am within you
And I am trying to
Take you with me.

You are in this place
Where I am And
Where am I not
Please tell if you can
This answer is within.

Go not with the answer
The questions are
More important
Remember, all
That are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Many Births

Many many births,
And I remember everything,
How you are with me,
Always, at every stage.

I feel no difference
Life and love,
Truth and the world,
And Let me say,
We are here
For all goodness.

I am in both
In material world
And in spiritual world, dear,
We are both here, let me clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Many Return

Many many returns of the day,
I failed to understand till date.

Of course, I glanced at,
What you described endlessly.

Flowers and leaves are all there,
Love plays life wonderful.

I find no motion picture is here,
But rise and fall, up and downs are
Common phenomena with pleasure.

All for the belly,
All to highlights,
All to reconciliation
And it is life,
It is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Many Years Ago

Many many years ago
There was love, there was service
There was a goal of life
On eternal relationship.

Many many years ago
My body was a planet
And I was moving round and round
On eternal relationship.

Many many years ago
Ultimate Truth was there
That is also present now
In love in service in relationship.

Gajanan Mishra
Many More Birds

Many more birds
Came and sat there
On that leafless mango tree.
Many more nights
I spent in the middle of
The waterless river.
Many more dreams
I lost in the yellow morning.
Much more truth
Came to light when we
Reached the judge house.
Many showers of rain with
Many rulers were in the dock
And we wanted to watch the play here.

Gajanan Mishra
Many Wonderful

Each and everything,
Each and everyone,
Here, see wonderful,
With different and
Distinct wonderful
Features. Experience
Each one, my dear.
Go everywhere, do
Anything you like,
And enjoy life here.
In water, in space
And on the earth,
You have taken birth,
Live here, without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Maoists

Tribals are innocent
And natures sons
Do not arrest them
Terming Maoists.

Stop combing operations
In the area of the tribals.

Supply each and
Everybody the basic needs of life
You are their representatives
And took oath to serve.

Do not terrorised
Talk with them
Their problems
Solve them
On humanitarian grounds.

Have mercy
Wait for peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Map

The map is not with me
And I found my road.

Not to be detained enroute
I am on duty not allotted.

To settle dispute map necessary
that is seized by settlement authority.

I sit under leafless tree
No breeze no breath and spring free.

Gajanan Mishra
Map Out The Ocean

My dear son,
To map out the ocean
Is your duty.
I care not the mistakes,
But I like to see
A confirmation.
I am not worried
About the incarnation,
But I love to see you
At the time of
Each interaction.
At love wave,
Myself, I stationed
As an ignorant person.

Gajanan Mishra
Marine Drive

See me, in Goa,
In marine drive
And I am not blind.
See me, in blind alley,
But not on the blink.
See me, I am able to
Cross the blizzard.

Gajanan Mishra
Marital Status

Marital status
Not confirmed
And we returned
To our commitment.

Different symbols
Interrupted our goal
And we stayed
Till punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
Mark The Symptoms

Everywhere,
There is crisis,
From top to bottom.
Everywhere, everywhere.

Mark the symptoms
And proceed ahead,
Before doing that
Fix your target.

Everything is written,
Just you are to read.
Before reading
Switch on the light.

What is meaningful
That is viable.
Treat not anyone
Outsider but take
Inclusive principle
Within at this time.

Without any confusion
Just project yourself
With confirmation
That you are here
And you will be here
And face the consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Marks Of Goodness

The flag, thunderbolt,
Elephant, umbrella, lotus
Disc all are the marks of
Goodness and truth.

All marks are there
Everywhere, in everything,
And we are all the combination
Of all marks here.

For these marks, see see
The trees full of fruits,
The water flows in the rivers,
The hills are full of minerals
And wealth and for this the cities,
The villages are flourishing.

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage

Marriage is not
Butterfly excitement
And passion.
Marriage is
Permanent peace
And stability
Comfort and
Sameness.

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage - Blessing

May you ever enjoy
A happy married life
So long as the earth
Rests on the head of
The serpent-god.
And may you both
Work for world peace
And prosperity
So long as the sun
And the moon and
The stars are there
In the sky.
Be graceful be fair
Always to all everywhere
I wish everything to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage - What Do You Mean

Marriage -
What do you mean?

Is it for self-development
Or for self-immolation?

What is the role of love?
And what is that love?

Where is the right?
And where is the obligation?

Is marriage confined
Only with living together,
Copulation, procreation,
And sharing properties?

What is the need?
Have you ever heed?

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage Anniversary

On this day
I congratulate you.
But I want to Ask you
If marriage is good
Then what is evil.

On this day
Let me not put you
In any trouble.
But when you yourself
- the trouble maker
What shall I do.

I know you are all good,
But here I am in doubt,
On the way you are going out.

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage Is A Symbol Of

Marriage is a symbol of
Pleasure and prosperity.
Marriage is an exchange of
power and wisdom.
Marriage is a share of
house, fire, water, income,
children, pleasure, and conversation.

Marriage tells all -
Humanity does not live
in isolation.
Marriage is the language
of symbols of life.
Marriage is the symbol of
domestic bliss.

The bride is entering
her husband's house
with the promise of
new food, new culture,
new thoughts, new generation,
that enrich the world
with new light, the new dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Marriage- Love Bond

Marriage,
A purest love bond.
In this bondage
Each one is free
On his or her own way.
In this bondage,
No condition besides
Giving love in full
But not to take anything.
No other condition
Is allowed to take part
In this bond.
Marriage,
Gives pleasures more than
That in heaven to
Purified hearts.
You have to lost your
Own and accept that are
Others you love.
Without any mask
You are to dance
With full freedom.
Marriage,
You are to go with it
To establish yourself
On the passage of time.
Marriage,
A temple garden
For all for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Marrow Is Mine

Marrow is mine
But I am wondering
With hair, skin,
Flesh and bone.

I know you are
An wonderland
And here
I wander.

You cannot say
It is my fault.
You cannot say
Nature's guilt.

What ever you utter
That would prove wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Mars Is Ours

Red is the symbol of
All welfare
Mars mission is
Really path breaking
Initiative that
Strengthen our foothold.

Gajanan Mishra
Masks

Body is nothing
But is here to
Conceal the self.
Each one is here
Covering with a mask.
Masking tape is there
Everywhere and
The mason is not seen.
With masks, we are all
Playing here, the reasons
Not known to any one.
How to know who is
Where and doing what,
Masks can disclose nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Mason

It is but natural
to commit crime.
It is but natural
to get punished.

There are commission
and omission
and you my mason
make all correction.

That I can take
free respiration
in this temple of
devoition.

Gajanan Mishra
Mass Communication

A poet of mass communication
Standup whole day long
Love poems of others
Love mother nature
Obey natural law.

Gajanan Mishra
Mass Of Decay

I am nothing but a mass of decay
Not undergoing any change
And I exist all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Master And Servant

Master and servant,
Actor and spectator,
Truth and false,
I cann't say
In which category
You belong.
Let me clear,
I don't want to
Categorize myself
In any one.
I am adjacent
To you, true.
But where you are,
No ado.

Gajanan Mishra
Master Of All Living Entities

Master of all living entities, O my dear
I am here, see me, I am Your first and foremost creation.

See me, I am here as before, in my original shape and size
O my dear, call me and I am awake, to do Your works only.

It is, by Your will only, each and every creation is made possible
I know everything merges in You though symptomized by different names.

Gajanan Mishra
Mata Dia Haata Teki???????? ?? ???  (Odia)

Satya pain,
Prema pain,
Haata teki mata dia.
Ae pruthibi heuchhi
Dekhaibaa pain
Eka ghara.

Sanga hoi
Aamaku jibaku heba
Mula sahita dura aau dura.
Khayanasttayee mohun aame
Nuhen bi aama karya swalpakaalina.

Kehi bi aamaku
Pratyakhyan karibaaku
Kariben sahas kouthi bi
Ketebele bi.

Aethisarboitkrusta namunaa heuchhi
Aamar jibana ebam eha ebe aamathi
Aau prastut debaku amruta.

Aame ethi nahun kichhi karibaku.
kintu kodi kodala dhari
Karya aarambha karibu ae pruthibire.
Kounashi dhuli guli brusti
Pariba ni harei aamaku
ae aakash tale aame janichhun.
- -

In Odia lipi;

???? ????
????? ????
???????? ?? ??? ?
?? ?????? ?????
???????? ???? ?? ?? ?

????? ???
Gajanan Mishra
Match The Light

Old and new,
I want all.
I want not to
Left a few.

East and west,
All are the best.
I want all,
On the way, please
Don't call.

In time
I am doing all.
If you so desire,
Please, match
The light.

Gajanan Mishra
Match The Meaning

Match the meaning
Of your name,
You are Mr perfect, men.
Go for ride the time
But remember the ABC.
On the way, so many
Creatures you can meet,
But see, no one is harmful,
Only you have to
Cross them with care.
Keep your tongue
Under control, keep a watch.
Try to take pressure
But have patience.

Gajanan Mishra
Match The Words

Match the words
With your works,
And get full marks.

Go not away
From reality,
Smell humanity.

Just clap and clap
Just cheer and cheer
All talks are about you.

And live with confidence
That is the essence,
You may enjoy after clearance.

Question of shining
Is there in life's celebrating.

Gajanan Mishra
Matchless Poem

Life is a mixture
And a matchless poem.
Life is there
As it is,
But we are
Not ready to
Accept it
As it is.
Life is a miracle
And the wonder.
We are here
To open this
Before all
In the open field.

Life is not to
Fall
Not to
Perish.
But life is
To sacrifice.
We are here
To prove it
In broad light
Life is to fight
But with the self.
Life is to cross
The border of
All disputes, my dear.
Come on and enjoy
Life here,
The most beautiful
Things ever discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Matchless Woman

Woman is woman,
Matchless.
No man can
Topple a woman.
Woman gives birth,
Woman nurtures,
Woman serves food,
Medicines, water,
Address man as dear.
Woman is brighter,
Woman is stronger,
Woman is finer.
This world is made
For the woman here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate (Odiaa)

Mate,
Mate kahuchha tume,
Mate, Sabubele
Ethare.
Kintu dekha
Mu abhaga
Paruni suni
Tumaku.

Tuma sabdara
Nadire mate
Budibaku dia.
He kabi, tume
Mate kahuchha
Aau, mu amanajogi!

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Aadari Nia (Odia)

Mate aadari nia
Dekha mate, mu
Nistaban aau nuhan
Toshamadia.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Bhala Lage Nahin (Odia)

Kehijane tuma sanga
Aau anya kehijane tuma satru-
Mo kabitare emiti nahin
Enu m, ate eha bhala lage nahin.

Mo pakhare samyanahin
Satru ba bandhu srusti karibaa pain.
Mu jane pratyeka stayara ansa
Aau taha prema.

In Brahmi script;

???? ?? ????? ?????
???????? ??? ?????
?? ???? ???????
??? ?????
???? ?? ?????
?????? ???? ?

????? ?? ?????
?????? ???? ????
??? ????? ?
??? ???? ???????
????? ??? ??
???? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Dekhai Dia Patha

Mate dekhaidia path,
Chahen, tuma pakhaku jibaku,
Sata kaha, kana karibaku heba
Kemiti ketebele.
Mu jane, sabu tumara
Ae ghara sameta.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Dekhuchhe (Kosli)

Mate dekhuchhe
Tor aaink
Muin jane.
Muin gherei heichhen
Tor kabitar gherathi
Anubhav karichhen.
Aaru ithirlagi
Tui ghosna karichhu
Mate puin.

Muin badhuchhen aaru
Buhuchhen khulamela
Tor sima bhitre
Tui ekla na dekhnahari
Muin bujhuchhen ene.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Dhariba

Mate dhariba sakti kahara?
Tume jaha bhabuchha
Mu taha jamaru nuhen.
Kintu mu rajuti karen
Mo bhavanare.

Hoipare tumahisabare
Mu biphala mo bhavananku
Muthai dharibare.

Sei rangarangiaa pahada upare
Mate dekhibaku mana nahin
paunsara phula.
Kita phata thiba katha
Kian kahibi mu
Nigha nahin mora seaadaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Kha  ??? ??? (Odia)

Mate kha,
Mu maanuchhi
Mu tuma khadya.

Khela mate
Jemiti paruchha,
Mu tuma pendu.

Maara mate
Mu tuma sikar.

Mate gana
Mu suna.

Jaha bi tume
Karibaku chahunchha
Karija
Kintu satryare.

In Odia script or Brahmi lipi;

??? ???
??? ??????
??? ??? ????? ?

??? ???
?????? ??????
??? ??? ?????? ?

??? ???
??? ??? ????? ?

??? ??
??? ??? ?

???? ?? ???????
???? ?????
?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Maara (Odiaa)

Mate maara,
Mu tuma sahita
Maribaku chahen.

jadi parichha
Jibana o mrutyu
Bhitarara parthakhya
Dekhai dia.

Mu tuma sahita
Aethare sabudina
Rahibaku chahen.

Gajanan Mishra
Mate Suna (Odia)

Mate suna
dara bisayare kahuchhi mu
dara rahichhi tuma bhitare, mu jane,
jehetu tume nijara khyati karuchha
ebam anyara bi kruchha khyati.
mate dekha
mu bhayasunya
mo bhitare bhaya nahin
karana heuchhi
mu parara mangala pain
kahuchhi ebam karuchhi sabu.
mu sata jane
mujane kana kariba dheya.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Dust

Nothing but
Material dust
Is dangerous
To this life.

Life is in danger
Without pure
And perfect
Literature.

Literature comes
From one’s own
Experience.
Experience is a
Great thing
To be cultivated.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Ego

Material ego is false ego
Main cause of mental disturbances
It is due to ignorance
It is due to passion
It is due to attachment.
O my dear, get release of this ego
And get yourself free from mental agony
Come to the Truth and stay in the pure
Status of consciousness that is not polluted
Be very pleasing transparent and sober.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Elements

I care not false ego
I know this is material element
And is of no use.
I care not blazing sun
I know the sun is sleeping
In the deep ocean.
I only care myself
As I am seated in
Everyone's heart.
And it is I by whom
All remembrance and
Forgetfulness made possible.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Enjoyment Is

Material enjoyment is
Followed by material distress.
I am no way related
With all these.

I have invented my own process,
Process of transformation
On the path of progress in
The consciousness of liberation.

I am under construction, it is true,
Yet I am under nature and
nature is so kind to provide
All favorable situation
Saying stay blessed my son,
I am there to save from all conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Evidence

We are going to
Produce material evidences,
And we are blind on divine.
Result is that
We are not able to
Deliver justice,
We are disposing the cases
As per yardstick though.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Intelligence - Wife

I can't satisfy
My intelligence,
Excuse me, I'm undone.

I can't measure
The ocean, excuse me,
I'm undone.

I am falling, though,
Under the control
Of the sky.
I can't say goodbye.

Excuse me, I am
Beyond my control.
Excuse me, I am
Unfulfilled and cheated.

Gajanan Mishra
Material Objects

Material objects
Not found and hence
Let me declare
Incident not true.

Incident not true
But life is there,
And truth is life,
I love living.

Gajanan Mishra
Material World

Material world is false
Actually nothing is there
Called material world.
The thing is
When you forget the Truth
Not realize the Self
And you are in service
Of your senses
You are said to be
In the material world.
When you forget sex and
Other urge and you are
Advanced in devotional service
You experience eternal love
You are at that time in heaven
And in eternity and in true world.
Aim and objective of this life
Is to move towards matter to spirit
Means Absolute Truth and pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Mathematical Calculation

Mathematical calculation failed
Life succeeded with full swim
With formula of love and affection
It is correct mathematical calculation.

Gajanan Mishra
Mathematical Calculation - Life

Life is never a
Mathematical calculation.
Or there is no
Logical end of life.
No spiritual speculation
Is there anywhere
That is so true
Like the sun.
Meaning of life is
There but it can't be
Understood here.
Life itself is a
Great pleasure that
Can't be measured.

Gajanan Mishra
Mathematics

Color is everything
White red black yellow
It is not space
It is not numbers
I am not able to calculate
Anything and come to
A conclusion
I know and
I know not what appeared
What disappeared
All numbers colors
And space
And I am no where
You are only here
As fountainhead.

Gajanan Mishra
Matigada (Odiaa)

Chuchundra karithiba
Matigada dekha o jana, kintu
Dia na aakara pahada pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Matira Jhia - 10

Sabu samasyara samadhan rahichhi
a chhia pakhare
Je kounashi samayare tume asipara
ta pakhaku, mati pari se ethare rahichhi.
Matira jhia achhi ethare sabu samadhana dhari, se sabu asambhabara sambhaba.

a matira jhia pakhaku asa
taku sammana dia o purna hua
tahara rasta dhara ebam
tuma bhuin ku jana.
jaha pabitra, gyana rakha.
se kebala tuma pain rahichhi
tumara mangala pain,
Dekha, se swayang sampurna
ebam tumar neuchhi jatna.

Gajanan Mishra
Matira Jhia - 9

Han, dehai dia,
Dekhai dia rasta,
Rasta premara,
Rasta satyara
jaha tumara.

Mu tuma adhinare
mo priya jhia,
aadesh kara
ebam mate byabahara kara
mu tumara.

Tume atma pari trutihina,
Tume purna pari udasina,
Mu tumara khanda, priya
Mu tuma chariaade, tume ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Matira Jhia (Odia)

Matira jhia tume.
Tume samastnka hrudaya bhitare,
hrudaya achhi aakashare
abam aakasha samastanka bhitare.

Tume satya
Tume prema.

Khi tumaku chhadi pariba nahin
Tume kahaku chhadipara na.

tume pramana karichha
Kehi bi sandeha bhitare nahanti.
ebam tume pramana karichha
kana satya.

Tume pruthibi
abam tume sabu sahya kara
karana tume matira jhia.

tume sabu prasna jana
ebam jana se sabura uttara
katana tume matira jhia.

Gajanan Mishra
Matira Jhia (Odia) - 8

ta pakhare
biswa aau swachhata
parama pakhare pahanchibaku
se byasta sadasarbada.

He matira jhia
Mu rumaku jane,
tume ethare puni
tume sethare.

Aakashara basna nei
tume achha matire
satya pratishta pain premare
dainandina jibanare.

Kalankahina hebaru tume
ujjala suryaku aalua
ebam chandra dia
jaha pakhare amruta.

Gajanan Mishra
Matrimonial

Wanted bride
Please not denied.

No description
No education
And nothing
I am only
Natur's son
This is all
I have no
Other option.

Wanted a natur's
Daughter who can
Lead further
And further.

Gajanan Mishra
Matrubhasha Pakhaku (Odiaa)

Mu mo maa pakhaku
Pherijibaku chahen,
Pherijibaku chahen
Mo matrubhasha pakhaku.
Megha pari jie
Pheri jaichhi samudraku,
Pabana pari jie
Pherijae aakashaku.
Mate pheribaku dia
Mo matrubhumiku.
Mu sethare aviskar karibi
Mo nijara swarga.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Closed

Who said what
Does not matter
It needs two
To make a quarrel.

I said nothing
Matter closed
If you said yes
I said no.

Quarrel begin
And I am
In between.

And I withdrew
Myself
To go the light
That is in my
Reading room's shelf.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter And Anti-Matter

Where is the matter?
And where is the anti-matter?
Life is just as butter,
And milk is this world.

Hear properly, dear men,
See properly, dear men,
But I know, nothing is there
In the world that
Ought to see and hear.

Come on, on your motion, men,
And know your modes of nature.
Who you are that is not the matter,
The matter is what you are
Thinking about yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter And Spirit

Matter and spirit
Within without
Nature and treasure
Inside outside
Consciousness and no consciousness
Knowledge ignorance
You can find me
Here and there
In fire in air
Below the earth and
Above the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Not To Discuss

Who is visible and
Who is not - better
Not to discuss.

Those who are present
Are of no use.

Those who are not
Present - outdated.

Giving each one a chance
To present is not bad.

Greater or lesser,
No matter, but we are to
Stay cautious.

What we use that give us
Strength to produce.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Nothing

Matter nothing,
Still, we are fighting.

We are fighting
For the land
For the language.

We are independent,
We are sovereign,
Still, we are helpless,
We are not united.

We know united we stand,
Divided we fall.
We know our language is
Our identity, still,
We failed to show our entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Contest

Not known-
Matter of contest.
Not known-
The winner.
But contest is
Being there
And the name
And address of
The inner is
Being published
At regular interval.
Let me object
The process, no
One to hear though.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Course

You, bad fellow,
Going against mother
And mother language,
And mother land,
Face the defeat,
And fall down
There in hell,
And no rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Faith

It is a matter of faith
It is not open to question
Not open to change
You can test it if you so like
It is scientific you can say
And it is true i must say
As true as this life
As true as this earth
As true as our love
It is same as theory of evolution
It is same as theory of relativity
Atomic theory and quantum theory
Come on my dear here it is
All encompassing.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Hearing

Matter of hearing,
Matter of touching,
Matter of smelling,
Matter of seeing,
Matter of tasting,
Matter of speaking,
Matter of handling,
Matter of evacuating.
And everything is
Related to life.
each and every life
Is for living through
The path of all
Above activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Language

In which language
You are telling
That I know not
Even I am least
Concerned with it,
I love you and
That's enough for me
But for this
You are there
To take advantage
That I do not like,
Mind it, language
Is your identity
And through this
You can keep relation
With me, good or bad
That is separate.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Law

Who is guilty
And who is not
Who is a murderer
And who is not
Matter of law
A layman has no
Right to interfere.

It is the judge
It is the king
Who are to think
What punishment
To give as per law
A layman has no
Right to interfere.

What a layman can do
A lay man can
Make public opinion strong
To established truth
And the make the law public
Within the framework
of established law.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Mother-Tongue

Matter of mother-tongue,
Is the subject for discussion.
Come forward and
Say what is not there.
It is as natural as
Breathing air,
It is as natural as
Rain water.
Walking on this earth,
Flying on the space,
Attending nature's call
And all the activities
Are not in any way
Barrier for the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of State

Matter of state
Is here, please,
Have patience
To hear.

What should
We do
And what
Should not.

It is not we
But they are
There to decide.
We are to listen
And act like
Dolls.

If you utter
Or object
Be prepared
To get
Punishment.

Hold your
Tongue.
Keep eyes
Closed.

Say always
Yes sir
You are right.
All sovereign
Power is yours.

Matter of state
Just wait
And watch
What is going on.
Act as fool,
Be not passionate.
Take care
For that.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Surrender

Matter of surrender
And it is also the issues.

Without cause of action
There is no issues.

And without issues
It is not correct to
Take any decision.

For that matter
It is better to surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Of Tiger

Matter of tiger,
And tiger is in fear.
Let me see the tiger,
And the tiger is the new comer.

What the tiger said
Is not that it is beyond knowledge,
Tiger is there with courage
and is in rage.

Tiger is in rakishness
For which the sky is red,
Let the matter closed
As here all are mad.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter To See

Matter to see
Why you are
Not reading poems
Being a human.

Being a human
You have every right
To go to heaven,
But it is to see
Why you suffer
In the clutches of
Envy, jealousy and vanity.

You know nobody
Is superior and
Nobody is inferior, that's enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter To Think

House without roof
Roof without root
And You are the root
Body without You
You without body
A matter to think.

Gajanan Mishra
Matter Turning

Matter turning in to spirit
And spirit turning in to matter
These are all Your wish O my dear
And so in me there is no misery
No lamentation no fear as You are with me
And this is also Your wish my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Matthew Arnold

I gaze at you, Matthew Arnold
Th echos of all times
The horizon, heaven disclose.

I am nothing, I have nothing
And wandering to and fro
You know I am in prison
But thing is that I do not want freedom.

My silent pain is
Dragging me from my back
And I missed so many things.

I have a life
I know I not alone
I know I am not mad
I know I am no a slave also.

I want not freedom but your echoes.

Gajanan Mishra
Matured Democracy

We are conscious
And we have made
Our democracy
A matured one.
No one can dictate,
No one can direct
We rule ourselves
As we wish.
We elect you as
Our leader
But it does not mean
You will do as you like.
If you so like
Be ready to sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
May All Good Fortune

May all good fortune
Be upon you, my dear
I wish you establish
In your position.
Here in this world
Greatest trial is going on
And you are here
On the desk of examination.

Gajanan Mishra
May Be

May be the rest
is better!
Let us proceed ahead
and see what is here.

What is here?
One who is able to see
cannot speak and I
cannot say how he hears.

Hearing is not a matter,
Fact lies in character
and for that no one is
similar to another.

Let us proceed, I am sure
Rest is better.

Gajanan Mishra
May Be Weak

I may be weak
But not bad.

Chances of recovery
Are there in all respect.

I am the first and
Last man to see own sun.

No crisis
No fun.

Here I am with all hopes
To tackle all problems.

My principles are strict
I know life is not a trick.

Gajanan Mishra
May Commit An Error

As a human, my dear
By feelings
By method
By action
You may commit
An error,
But my dear,
If your intention
Is clear
If your heart is pure,
If you want to know
How to rectify the error,
Then nothing is matter,
Let me declare you, the winner.

Gajanan Mishra
May God Forgive You

You are arrogant
You are ignorant
May God forgive you.

I have nothing to give you
I have Nothing to take from you
You are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
May I Be Allowed

May I be allowed
To tell something
About you?
Who are you?
Where are you residing?
What is my right?
I find you nowhere,
So also I find myself nowhere
And we are here
Dancing, playing, talking,
Eating, sleeping and telling
We are doing all sorts of works!
The air is there giving consent
To the sky while the birds fly.

Gajanan Mishra
May I Come In, Sir?

Usual question that is there.

No execution of order
No renovation of culture.

Just a cry is there for
Peaceful life we are not prepared.

Who is happy, my dear?
Power to rule still not captured.

Gajanan Mishra
May I Help You

'May I help you'
is there at every station,
But no one is there.

Acts are laws are there
But every one is interpreting
and using it for self interest.

Colorful lights are there
But nothing is seen
and we are, as before, in dark.

We are actors in this world-stage
and we are acting but it is of no use
for anybody including the self.

We are not ours and we are
seeking help from others, wonderful!

Gajanan Mishra
May I Know

May I know
What is your language
May I know
Where are you living
May I know
The purpose of your
Coming here
May I know
How far you are committed
May I know
Your love your work
O my dear if you are
Really here
And praying for a share.

Gajanan Mishra
May I Pleased Be Allowed

May I pleased be allowed  
To commit the same mistake  
That I have committed earlier.

Gajanan Mishra
May I Speak?

May I speak?
You said yes,
But said speak on
this and not on that.

May I proceed?
You said yes,
But said proceed
this much only.

I asked not any further,
I know you are not the proper person
who is fit to allow me.
I know you yourself is incomplete
and in sorrow and hence you
cannot give me joy.

Gajanan Mishra
May My

May my body bows down to You
May my body serves You
May my words chants Your name
May my mental functions always
Take shelter of You
I am firmly convinced that
I have direct association with You
I would never be indifferent to You
My good work and charity always
Grant me love for You.

Gajanan Mishra
May Victory Attend You!

May victory attend you!
I wish all good.

But who am I
To convey my wish
To the origin,
When I know not
The origin and
The end.

Here, everything I know
Is beyond the measurement
Of my senses.

Even death is blessed here,
I know my dear, let me touch
The heart in love, in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Be All

May You be all
Happy and glorious.

O my dear
I love Your blissful smiling
I know Your love destroys
All things that are inauspicious.

Guide me, O my dear
I can live without fear
You are my ultimate resort
Without You I am lost here.

I enjoy Your company
As Your son, You are my Father
You are my Mother You are my
Friend and philosopher.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Be Happy

May you be happy
In all respects.

See your mind and see your heart
And be satisfied.

Nothing and nobody will return
You are with Truth keep faith alone.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Be Healed!

May you be healed!
The power of healing
Is in you, my dear.
The whole world is
Yours and not this
Or that part, remember.
Keep only love in you,
Pure love is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Gain

May you gain strength
And nourishment by
Reading my poems!
In my poems, please
Discover my pure words.
My words are symbol of
All virtues and knowledge.
Control yourself, my dear,
And see me within you,
Listen my own words within.
My poems are here
To provide the best outcome
For you and
Your potentialities.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Live

Mat you live
Eternally blissful life
O men, be with Truth
Always.

Gajanan Mishra
May You Please

May You please
O omnipresent
O Lord of all
Ever protect me
I know on Your head
You carry the celestial stream
I know on Your brow
Rests the crescent moon
I know Your throat holds poison
You are adorned by the ashes on Your body
Your breast is the support of a huge serpent
O my Lord, may You ever protect me.

Gajanan Mishra
Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou
I like you.
You have a Brave
and startling Truth.
I have the couraged to face
face the loneliness.
Look, I am bold
and straight like you.

Maya Angelou
Im calling you
Im calling through your poem
the earth is listening
the sky is crippling.

Look, Look
Im floating Maya Angelou
I like you
Where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
Maya Angelou - As Dark As The Sun

Maya Angelou - you are as dark as the sun
What I am telling is not a fun
Maya Angelou
I love you
You have a life
You have a life
That is green
That is blue
And also that is red
I am not mad
I am telling the truth
Look, Maya Angelou
My sentences are
So simple so clear
My dear, I am
Standing with you
You are great great woman
I a smallest man
Salute you
Maya Angelou Maya Angelou.

Gajanan Mishra
Maya Angelou And Her Poems

It does not matter
Whether you acted as a
Cook or a paint remover,
Whether a streetcar conductor
Or night club dancer,
Or an ill fame house mother
Or even a sex worker,
All these matters little to me,
Maya Angelou, I am concerned
With your poems, with your
Ideas and with your view points,
Your rising, your pulse
Of the morning and I love only
Your caged bird singing.

Gajanan Mishra
Maya Angelou-Fore Runner

Maya Angelou,
I find you
Here, there and
Everywhere.
Though Maya,
You are not illusion
You are the truth
Incarnation.
You are that light
That has no dark side.
Maya Angelou,
I love you, as before
You are the fore runner
Of our core.

Gajanan Mishra
Mayapatra Agi (Odiaa)

Han, mu kabita lekhubhi
Aaq khauchhi bi
Mayapatra agi.
Han mu kabita lekhubhi
Aau lekhuble dekhubhi
Kie kana karubhi kouthi.

Jangal ahiphi aau sapa bi
Manisha ahiphi aau chalichhi
Pratibad bi tharaku thara.
Sapa janaideuchhi phan phan kari
Mu dekhinebire tate
Sarbagila manisha, raha, raha.

Bhasha mu bhulichhi premara
Chhinhi paru ni matiku mora
Lakhya je aalua jaichhi bhuli.
Tu sampurna kahara ki manisha?
Tate dekhi dekhi to pain
Mu lekhi chalichhi kabita-maya.

Gajanan Mishra
Mayday

Come help me
M'aider
Venez m'aider
Mayday Mayday Mayday.
And I call you thrice
In the sky in the sea.

This is the month of May
And I call you thrice
For water for air
Come help me
Mayday Mayday Mayday
I suffer in Sun in Storm.

Gajanan Mishra
Mayura - Eka Pakhi

Mayura - eka pakhi,
Anya pakhi pari eha
Janma hue.

Gae - gotie pasu,
Santa aau niriha,
Thik separi chhaga.

Aau sabu
ebe aamaku
karuchhanti birakta,
Samastanku janaa karana.

Pratirodha karibaku
Mu kie, dekhi suni
Sabu aalochna
Aananda nebaa bhala.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???? - ?? ?????
??? ???? ???
???? ?????? ??? ?

??? - ????? ??,
?????? ?? ?????
???? ?????? ??? ?

?? ???
??? ????
???????? ??????
??? ??????? ????? ?

???????? ???????
??? ???? ???? ????
??? ?????? ?????
???? ?? ?
Mayura Maara Naa  ???? ??? ?? (Odia)

Mayura maara nàa
Kuàa pain,
Simha maara nà
Biluaà pain.

Kintu tume tuma jibana
Deipara paribara pain,
Paribaraku chhadipara
Goan pain,
Goanku birodh karipara
Dësha pain.
Kintu satya pain,
Nirmala prema pain
Chapideipara poruthibi ku bi.

-

In Odia lipi;

???? ??? ??
???? ????? ?
???? ??? ??
????? ???? ?
?????? ????
??? ???? ??????
?????? ???,
?????? ???????
??? ???? ?
?????? ?????
?????? ??? ?????
????? ????
?????? ?????
?????? ?? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Me And Mine

I am trying to forget
me and mine
But not so easy.

I am trying to love others
Without any interest
But not so easy.

I want to see the sun the moon
In the water of my palm
But not so easy.

And what is easy
That I do not try to know
And telling I am busy I am busy.

Gajanan Mishra
Me, Gajanan

Me, Gajanan,
Anything?

All doors opened.

Refuse not
To come in.

Learning prohibited?
How can I say that?

Many lessons are
Still pending,
No one is listening.

Execution failed,
And still, I am there
With you,
For love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Not Known

Meaning not known-
It does not mean,
It is meaningless.
Let the meaning
Be declared before all,
As I want each one's
Well-being here.

Darkness is not there
In your hearts
But it is in your mind.
Let it go, and
Let the area be enlightened
So that you can see
Each one here in same light.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Choking Throat

Meaning of choking throat is love
Meaning of being thrilled is love
Meaning of eyes filled with tears is love
Meaning of talking about Your glories is love
Exclusive love for You, my dear
With my entire body entire earth
I know because of you only I am here
And for this love this love this love.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Creation

Make me understand,
The line, the color,
The word, the layers,
And the meaning of
Your creation.

Let me know
How you capture
All these in your
Own space.

Make me understand,
The universe, the contents
Of each item there.
Intimate me early
How to adjust there.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Everything

Is nothing.
You are dear to me
You respect me.
You pervade without
And within.
You are everything
Only meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Family

Meaning of family
Has to be searched
In the vast cosmos
That is with us.

We are all one and one
One has to explained
In the context of water
Air light earth and sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Fire

What is the meaning of fire
Without heat?
Let me greet.
It is existing
That you are wanting.
Bondage to fruitive.
Is sun moving
A great question
And you are showing the moon rising.
Ask not anything
In this high-sounding
World of nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Friend

What do you mean by friend?
Am I your friend?

All truths all contradictions
All knowledge and everything
That are there in friendship.

A rope is not a snake
But some mistake it for a snake.

All know there is no
Contradictions in Truth
And know knowledge is something.

It is the snake and
Snakelike fear, my dear
That is absorbed in duality
And you know fear and friendship and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Growth

Meaning of growth
Is to be explained first.

Love and integrity
Are to be searched.

Potters and carpenters
Are to be given awards.

Food and water are to be
Distributed equally if we
Want to proceed forward.

Birth and death
Are to be controlled
With mercy and humanity.

And we are to remember
Life is not at all mechanic.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of I

No need to search
The meaning of I.

I know nothing is mine.

I know not
What is pleasure
And what is pain.

I think not
You are not near.
I fully depend on You,
And my dear. I know
How far You are necessary for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Liberation

Meaning of liberation
You have not explained,
And I am not interested
In cultivating right belief.

I am you and you are mine,
I have not stated anywhere
And yet you are with me always
For the reasons best known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Life

Let us live
A meaningful life
With truth and love.
Even when we die
we live in meanings,
These meanings
Can be seen shinning up
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of My Words

You are searching
O dear readers
Please understand me
I am what I am
Going to say and
I am sure
You are not prejudiced
O my dear you are here
To grasp to understand
What I am going to state
You are to make out
real meaning in this real life
The life is yours
And it has full of meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Myself

I am telling
So many things
But I know not
The very meaning
Of myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Plus And

Meaning of plus and minus
I have to search here there
And it is I who has the answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Togetherness

Meaning of togetherness
I failed to understand
But I said let us move together.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Togetherness I Failed To Understand

Meaning of togetherness
I failed to understand
But I said let us move together.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaning Of Wife

Meaning of wife
O Andre Breton,
You know that
I missed.

I know wood-fire
I know Midsummer night
I know fire on moon
I know stormy sea.

You know
That is not known
To me
The freedom of love
Life's bluff.

Let me clear
I am not blue beard
I am not a blubber also
That can go with you
To catch the wife
In blow-pipe.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaningful Self Rrule

Meaningful self-rule
And autonomy is a necessity.

Love is there, true,
Common interest is also there
No one can deny.

Give and take
Still, the basis of functioning
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaningless

Test of strengths
meaningless.
where is the waves.

Rules, regulations
ritualistic liturgy
rosary are there
in their places.

Gains and loses
meaningless.

I am on my own ways
and you are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaningless - This Life Itself

Meaningless,
This life itself,
After realization of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaningless Lamp

In broad day light
Lamp is meaningless
In ocean raining is meaningless
When I have fed food is meaningless
And I know it well love is
Never meaningless whatever the
Situation arises at whatever times
Love is love and is most valuable
Always with me with you
Whether it is night or
it is broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaningless Words

Meaningless words - all,
And one by one I call,
They appeared all,
No one is tall,
I examined and tell them
To go back to their
Places with
No grumble no rumble.
The time is there,
Of course, I realize,
The time belongs to them
At present and I babble
But with no babel.
I am not with them to crumble.

Gajanan Mishra
Means

Action knowledge
Devotion meditation
Are means to realize love
You are my love
O my dear
I am doing all
For you and only for you
Without fear and favor
With full curiosity.

Gajanan Mishra
Means And Ends

I am the means I am the ends
I am the one and the same
I have two faces east and west
I find my sky at its best
I have realization I have devotion
I have acquired knowledge
I have performed actions
I am cautious
I want to lead life luxurious
I have a dream I have my reality
I have my own verse
I have my own style,
Believe me
Nothing is with me called guile.

Gajanan Mishra
Means Of Conquest

Means of conquest is
Truth and justice
Go for it.

You are the son of
Truth and Justice
O my dear
You are requested to
Reestablish your
Eternal relation with
Truth with justice.

Gajanan Mishra
Means Of Fitness

Means of fitness -
Reading and writing.
To read nature -
The best way.
To feel love and
To write the truth
Can enable everyone
To fly in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Means Of Travel

Means of travel on this earth
Is only Your name
For long distance and
Also for short distance.

No matter whether
It is road it is rail
Or it is air
Be fair.

Fairness is Your fuel
Purity is Your vehicle
Truthfulness is the destination
O my dear, Life is just fascination.

Gajanan Mishra
Meant For

Nothing is meant for me,
Nothing is mine,
I know, even this space
This thing and this time.
And let me stay free, my dear,
By detaching with everything.
Let me permit not to keep company,
Let me go on creating and appreciating.
Let me say I am nothing, I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Meant For Human Beings

Rules, regulations, laws
All are meant for human beings
And not for animals.

Gajanan Mishra
Measles

Superstition
And superstition
Aggravate situation.
And measles
Claimed four.

Take clean pure
Water air
Involve yourself
Get relief and
Enjoy that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Measure Of Faith

Is one and same
For you for me.

Not to think otherwise
But to think soberly
And the grace
Is with everyone of us.

It is fact we all
Are in one body
Though functions
Differ.

And we are
Separate being
With one faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Measureless Ideas

Measureless ideas,
Beginningless end,
With all stillness motion,
Touchless words,
Finite pause images,
All in the tideless sea.

All knowledge all forgetting,
All rhyme all languages,
All life all covers,
All through the journey
We all tested time
For own living.

This earth is for living,
That sky is for leaving.

Gajanan Mishra
Measurement

Measurement fail
In the rise and fall
In the birth and death.
And I have no time
To measure again
In space.

Gajanan Mishra
Measurement Of Happiness

Measure happiness again
Again and yet again
And see all measurement failed.

Compete not with anybody
Just go on measuring and measuring
And see stagnant everything
Here in the dynamic ocean.

It is increasing it is decreasing
And see You yourself are in it
but not the happiness as stated.

Gajanan Mishra
Measurement Of The Truth

Can you measure
The truth?
But try to measure
And get success
In life.
In the line of
The truth,
Work should be done
Making the best
Use of time.
Circumstances-
No matter but
Show your performances
Better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Measurement Rod

Where is Your measurement rod
That I do not know and I know
I know nothing that are here.
O my dear, every moment life begins
And in this life You are the beginner
That only I know and I live, a tiny creature.
O my dear, I know Your power here
All are Yours and I am also Yours
That You direct me everything is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Measuring The Sky

I am measuring this sky
With this bamboo stick.
I am trying to pluck the moon
By stretching the hands.
My dear, You are telling me
To stay and I obey.
My dear, You are here
And I appeared.

Gajanan Mishra
Measuring The Space

Measuring the space
I appeared in time,
Seeing the time
I occupied my space.

It is here
You found your root,
The mountain cracked
And the tongue blenched.

Gajanan Mishra
Meaw With Cats

For public interest I have
No objection to meaw with cats.
If dogs are with thief
I have nothing to afraid of.
I have no objection to kill the cobra
With ants harmful to society.

Gajanan Mishra
Mechanical Way

Go not
On a mechanical way,
But see the situation
And hope the future
For good.

Enjoy life
For a purposeful end,
And wandering is not
Advisable for the reason
Stated in life's history.

You have obtained
Good education
Good bodily features
But wait for a better position.

Gajanan Mishra
Desires are being
Fulfilled by the merciful.
We are to know our real desire.
We should go on natural way
And we should recognize
His greatness.
No artificial form would be
Tolerated at any time, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Medicine ???

?? ??
?????? ???? ?
?? ??
????? ???? ?

?? ??
?????? ????? ?
?? ??
??? ????? ?

???? ?????
???? ???? ?
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??? ??? ???????? ?
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?????? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Meditate Upon Truth

I do meditate upon
Absolute truth
I am offering my
Obeisances always
Unto all pervading truth.

I know I am truth
I know my creations
Are on truth
This sustenance and
Destruction are also
Nothing but truth.

Truth is independent
I know and also I know
There is nothing
Beyond truth and truth
Is conscious of all
Manifestations that is truth.

I do meditate upon
Absolute truth
I know water is there
In fire and I know
Land seen on water
And I am on this land
Land and I one and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Meditation Takes You

Fasting purifies your
Body and mind
Silence purifies your
Thought and Speech
Meditation takes you
Deep in to your own beings
And helps you to discover
Supreme entity in the
Innermost recesses and
It is essential for the
Development of
Introversial Outlook.

Gajanan Mishra
Meekness And Humility

I know you,
From your symptoms -
Meekness and humility.
I know you,
You are there to
Show how you are
Humbler than the grass
On the street
And how you are
More tolerant than
The tree.
I know you,
You are not proud,
Falsely puffed up.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet A Poet

Meet a poet
And hear with love,
What he is doing
At this time.

Is the poet telling
Something different
From that of your reach?

Only because
You are not able to
Understand, bury not
A simple poet.

And the poet is telling
Something about you
That are all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet Personally

Meet personally
And go far from
The doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet The Poets

Meet the poets,
Read the poets,
Hear the poets,
And resolve
All your doubts,
And attain
All perfection,
Achieve the favor,
And fulfill
Your mission,
Just in
One moment,
By purifying your
Body, soul, and mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet Them

They are here,
It is your greatness
To meet them.

Like you
They are also
Anxious to meet you.

Meet them,
They are yours,
Yours near and dear.

Make them infallible,
Like you.

With you
They try to be immeasurable.

In words all are incomparable.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet Tomorrow

Meet tomorrow,
But no way to know
Where, why and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet Your Aspiration

Meet your aspiration,
On your own earth,
In your own language.

Gajanan Mishra
Meet, My Love

Meet, my love,
Here, with dreams.
Alone, my love,
There, with the star.
Mine, my love,
Alone, soul divine.
Life and death,
Forever thine.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting

Let this meeting
Be a fruitful one.
We meet each other
Here on this earth
At this time.
The fruit is love.
Let us love each other
And enjoy the life
That is one.
We are all one
On this earth
Under the sky
With this light
We have water and air.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting Anyone

Meeting anyone
Is an offense,
How is it
That I failed
To know.

Meeting anyone
Ia in no way
An injury.
Debarring anyone
Is nothing
But dadagiri*.

Let the world see,
Speak and
Act.

* Dictatorship

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting End

It is true
According to my performances
I am going to meet my end.

It is true
You are kind enough to provide me
Both desirable and undesirable circumstances.

It is also true
I am Yours cent percent
And I am under and in You all the times.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting Is Going On

Meeting is going on
But no one is
Uttering a single word.
Words are there
But they are
Not in wars.

Wars are there
But no killing
No bloodshed
No enmity
No envy.

But envoy is there
And it is love,
Love and life.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting Loss

Anyway, we are to
Meet the loss.
Meeting loss is
Adventurous.

And what is a loss?
Is it the loss of life?
And what is life?
Is it not there after death?

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting Season

This new year is
Meeting season
For all here.
Full moon light,
Season of colours,
Meeting seasons
For all here.
Mystery, love,
Truth mystery
But life is true,
Let us go with it,
Meeting season,
This new year
Smile and enjoy all.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting Some One

Meeting some one
Is difficult,
Since no fixed
Meeting place
Is here.

If you meet
Any one here,
It is excellent.
I am the first
Person to
Congratulate you.

How to meet
You have to know
The technique.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting You

Meeting You
O my dear
I am born.

I am born
Among those
Attached to
Action.

Action
Is a medium
To fulfill
Aim.

Aim
Is to
Achieved
With You.

Gajanan Mishra
Meghamane (Odia)

Kabjaku aasigaleni
Meghamane mora.
Meghamane mulyaheena
Kahibi nahnin,
Achhanti meghamane
Mo sahita niaanre.
Aau mu udyata
Parihebaku aw aakasha.
Meghamane, bhitare mora
Aau mu Pabanara dhakkare
Hantasanta chandrajukta ratire.
Dhanya kahiba, harai nahnin
Ae jae kichhi.
Aau rahichhi chhatiphulai
Kahibaku kemiti
Hoichhi mora bijaya.
Parini basi sidha, abasya sata.
Dekhadei hajichhi nijathi.
Na kari sandeha chhadi deichhi sabu.
Thiaamela kabata.

Gajanan Mishra
Mehbooba Mufti

That you melt-
Good symptoms
For our land,
For development,
For peace,
For all welfare
Of Mother India.

Gajanan Mishra
Melting Ice

Melting ice
Shows rusting system
And rusting system
demolishing our
Life and liberties.

We are being prey of
Exploration and exploitation
New life new territories
Sprang up and we remained
Mere silent spectators.

Gajanan Mishra
Melting Point

You are my ocean,
You are my sky,
You are my melting point,
No chance to say
You goodbye.
I am the first drop
Of the rain,
I am self-absorbed
Only in you.
You are my love,
You are my absolute truth.
You're the fire,
I am the firefly.
You are my fly-leaf,
Wherein, I am writing
History of my new life.
You are my air,
You are my star,
That is my home,
Where you are.
My journey is up to you,
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Members Of

We are the members of one family, the family of mankind. And let us live here with one single prayer, that peace be come to us always.

Here in peace only we get happiness, Here in peace only we can smile, like the blossoming flowers and we can taste the colors of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Memorandum Of Understanding

I am a party
To the memorandum
of understanding and
yet I am here
And I am hungry,
No action has been
Taken by any one
To reconstruct my
Conduct and character,
As promised.
I am the pillar here
And yet no
Importance has been
Given to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Memory

Failure of memory
Is not bad symptoms,
Rather, it is good,
For the working groups.

Sleep is necessary
To perform works
More efficiently.

Sleep and memory
Both are inter-connected.

Gajanan Mishra
Memory And Knowledge

I realized You
And You said it is knowledge
It is regaining of memory,
And knowledge is there
With grace,
It is inclination for Truth
It is the true words
That is there in limitless showers.

When my forgetfulness is with me
You said, everything is in dark
It is the identification
With this body and this world.
You said forgetfulness is impure
And it is bound.

Gajanan Mishra
Memory Gained- Love

Memory gained
Feeding cow
Licks her calf
With love.
Knowledge gained
By Your grace
O my dear, and I
Gained and gained
More and more
In whole.
You are always above
Like the sun
I see you above
Day and night and
Above and above .

Gajanan Mishra
Memory Regained

Memory regained
And everything abandoned.
Memory regained
And everybody liberated.
It is all your grace,
And it is showered upon us.
We are men and for this
Memory regained.

Gajanan Mishra
Memory To Be Gained

To solve the problems
That are within.

Remember,
Nothing remained to be done
Only to carry out the order.

Gajanan Mishra
Memory With Memo

I am not committed though,
Memory comes with its memo.
How truthful I am
While writing memoir
Commemorative effect
Would say in due course.
Being medley I want to
Distribute proper share
In proper place.
But, you have no right
To encounter me at any time.
Let me go free to preseve purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Men - Everything

Respect all,
My dear, and
Get all bliss.
Certainly you are
All and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Men And The World

I know, you are famous
For your excellence
And bravery.
I know, you are there
Flying with your own wings.
I know, you are everlasting,
And cautious while
Passing through time.
I know you from
The starting point
Of your journey.
I know what ought to know
About you and your world
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Are Air

Men are air,
Men are mountains,
Men are fruits,
Men are trees.
I know how to tackle
A man here.
Women are ocean,
Women are earth,
Women are flowers,
Women are storms,
I failed to know
How to stay there
With them always.
I spent so many years,
I consume no alcohol,
I bear separations
With my father,
I told my brothers,
Stay calm, stay together.
I understand the language
Of the star and
Of the fire.
I desire to bridge
The gaps of earth
And the sky with love.
Pillars of love I built
But misunderstood.
I am sure
I know the truth,
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Are Always Coming

Men are always coming in,
But not going outside anyway.

No end of anything,
But beginning is there
And it is continuing.

Just feel the words,
But react not,
Your thoughts are yours
And they are there
To suffocate you.

But men, I want to
Know you through all
Impossible, that are
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Become Monkey

Gajanan Mishra
Men different,  
Views different,  
Writings different.  
But wait and see,  
Truth is one,  
Hunger is one,  
Earth is one,  
Life is there  
All in one.  
And in oneness  
We are to love all.  
And we are to go  
Beyond all with  
Our own art and culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Have

Men have forgotten who they are and what for they are.

The sun is still shining
The moon is still smiling
The tree is still giving its fruits
The air the water are still there as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Have Brain

Men have brain
That I do admit
But my dear, brain
Substance is only an
Instrument and has
Nothing to do with
Real intelligence.

Men are not intelligent
So long as they are
Not in truth
Real intelligence mind and
Consciousness are
Part of the soul
That is only in Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Of Learning

Men of learning must know
What is what, where is what,
Who is what, and what he is
Doing for what.

What is this world, men of learning
Must know and they know where is
The truth and what is the mistake
With whom and its repercussion.

Men of learning are they who
Know what is love and what for
Love is there and where they are
Going to stay with whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Of The World Fight

Men of the world
Fight for
Wealth,
Land,
Women.

Men know,
Nothing is there,
With the things,
Persons,
They desire.

Men know
They failed to
Do anything,
To benefit the world.

Men trust no one,
But attended
By a living power.
Men see no one,
But controlled
By own action-stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Perpetrate Sins

Men perpetrate sins
And reap suffering terror
Disease, sorrow and desolation.
Overcome by delusion, men
Walk not in the path of devotion
To Truth, conjoined with
Dispassion and wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Men Telling Lies

Men telling lies -
The bad light of the society.
Harsh speech to listeners -
Make body and mentally weak.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Animals And Birds

I know, all are here,
And they are
Equally protected.

I know, Life is dear to all,
And I am dear
To all creatures.
I know, life is for a purpose
And for this
Protection is very important.

Here in this world,
Nobody has a right to
Torture others and
To kill others.
No need to fear others.
Everything is for good.

Find here peace and cooperation,
Find, all are happy.
The world is here, only for this.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Are You Not Demon?

Men, are you not demon?
Men, are you god?
Men, can you say
The actual difference
Between god and demon?
Do you know exactly
Where is the road
To hell and also to heaven?
Men, Let us come together
And pray to be a human.
And what is a human,
It is just living and
Let others live
As per nature here.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Associate Yourself

Men, associate yourself
With saintly persons and get
Rectify material condition of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Be Truthful

Men, be truthful,
Men, stay always in cleanliness,
Men, Stay in self-control even if
There is the cause of anger.

Men, be straightforward,
Men, get self-satisfaction in life,
Men, show your indiscrimination
Between friend and foe.

Men, earn knowledge and
Realize the self.

Men, you are not here
To die, you possess
Great qualities, goddess of
Fortune is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Get Up!

Get up, men!
Sleep for long,
Not at all good,
Not advisable.

It is time to raise
Your voice for
Illegal acts of
Your servants.

Realize, who
You are men.

Get up and
Take the opportunity
To glorify the truth.

Understand the fact, dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, I Am Telling You

Men, I am telling you,
I am telling you as because
You have the power
To think, to modify
And to act afresh.
Men, I am telling you,
I am telling you the truth
I know though it is
Not easily digestible.
Men, I am telling you
Knowing fully well
That my tells are imperishable.
Knowing fully well
That my tells will do good.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, May You Be All Glorious

Men, may you be all glorious
And happy!

Stay in truth-
Men, your ultimate resort.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Perform All Humanly Acts

Perform all human acts,
Act not like the beast.

Full strength is there
In you, men, protect and
Help the helpless.

Earn happiness
By doing all pious acts.

Men, you are the symbol of
Total happiness.

Realize men, who you are-
The bright star, and
Tolerate all like the earth.

Grieve not, but stay happy, for
You are the man with all potentiality.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Stay Cautious

It is very easy to
Bewildered before
A mad and strong man.
The mad and strong man
Is the stumbling block
On the path of progress.

Men, bewilder not
Before anyone present here.
Men, incline not to
Anything or anyone.
Great danger is there, men,
If you are not cautious.

Being the supreme being of the universe,
Men, stay cautious, stay pious and virtuous.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, What Is The Purpose Of Your Living?

Men, who you are?
Men, what is the purpose of your living?
Men, where you are coming from?
Men, what are you trying to do?
Men, how far you are different from other creatures?
Men, how powerful you are?
Men, do you understand your relationship with truth?
Men, What is your identity?

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Where Is Your Reaction?

Men, where is your reaction?
Where is your goodness and passion?
I know, here you are always in ignorance.
What has happened to you, men?
Why are you remaining silent with
so much of cruelty on you?
Are you as patient as the stone?
React with the waves of time men,
and show all you are still powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, Why Are You

Men, why are you
Misusing the independence
Given to you?
Men, why are you
Working against the acts and laws
Meant for the welfare of all?
Men, either you do nothing
Or act according the norms
of democracy and nature.
Go not against your own brothers,
Go not against the scriptures.
Realize the truth with in you, men.
And let the light focus
With the scent of your own earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, You Appear

Men, you appear
Stupefied
And maddened,
And like a
Ghostly creature.

Men, control yourself,
And see no logic
In life.
Know nothing
But love,
Love of the truth.

The truth is
Within you, men,
Go deep within.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, You Are Staying With

Men, you are staying with
Jackals, wolves, and lions,
And they are always sucking
Your blood. Know that you
Are in the dense forest, men.
Combined, they are all
Anxious to exploit your energy.
Be cautious men, you are here
To fall down in the black hole,
Of the society, friendship,
Love and family. Men, you are
Here victimized by so many desires.
You are wandering men, here and there,
And captivated by temporary happiness.
At times you are attacked by
Poisonous snakes deep sleep,
And become puzzled and bewildered.
Men, you are always disturbed
In some way or other and you are
Never happy here as you have
Forgotten the relationship with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, You Have

Men, you have
Wholesale control
Over everything
Here, I know.

Men, you have
Acquired knowledge
Sufficient for
Your own destruction.

Men, be careful,
And restrain yourself
For any wrong decision
And self-extinction.

I fear men
I fear for your valuation.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, You Have Advanced Consciousness

And you can feel the sufferings
And the happiness of other living beings.
Use your conscience, men,
Or get ready to go to hell.

Hell is there for a thief,
Hell is there for a man who enjoys
Sexual relations with animals
Or with a woman who is not to be enjoyed
And lives like an animal
Or who kills mercilessly other animals
In the name of anything,
Hell is there for a person
Who earns his livelihood
By bearing false witness,
Hell is there for a person
Who addicted to drinking wine,
Hell is there for a person
Who imprisons a living entity,
Hell is there for a person
Who shows unwarranted wrath
Towards a guest in his house,
Hell is there for a person
Who maddened by possessing riches
And deeply absorbed in thinking of
How to collect money,

Gajanan Mishra
Men, You Think

Men, you think yourself
Happy, alas!

But men,
I see, you are always
Busy in the midst of
Miserable life.

Gajanan Mishra
Menage A Trois

Yes, here we are three,
Me, my wife and poetry.
Poetry is doing business
Silently in war and
In peace.

But my wife? she is
Creating such situation
Of war and peace, and
I am no way related therein,
But at every moment
Menace to my life.

Still, I am trying to
Stay calm, no use, though. And
Trying to submit the memorandum.

Gajanan Mishra
Mend

End at the
Beginning.
No other place
To end.
Beginning
At the end.
It is
Necessary
To mend.

Gajanan Mishra
Mensuration

How you dare
And comforward
To enquire
About tense
Where there is
No sense
Where there is
No fence
And you know
I am in tense
When there is
No sense
And you know
I am always
In the world of
Mensuration of poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Mental Concoctions

Here within me
My mind is acting
Thinking feeling and willing
And falling under the control
Of my wife
Children are begotten by my wife
And I am entangled in
So many activities
All are happening
Under the control of
Mental concoctions
O my dear, You can only
Rescue me from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mental Equanimity

Engaged yourself always
In the welfare works
For all living beings.

All living beings are provided with
All necessities of life for the progressive march
Towards the end of Self-realization.

It is the illusory energy that diverted all
From the path of Ultimate Truth
O my dear, O protector, do the needful for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Mental Illness

Killing school children
Is just mental illness
And psychological
Deterioration and saying this
You are making the matter light.
I must speak and asked here
What about the access to guns
And spur examination of
Security practices and
What about histories.

Gajanan Mishra
Merciful

What I want to say
I am not far away from you
O my dear
I know You are merciful to me.

There is no one nearer than you are
I know you are in me
And what I want to say
That is You Yourself are saying.

Gajanan Mishra
Mercury Soaring

Mercury soaring
Dry spell
Life shiver
Alarm.

Alas
Aware nobody
What to do
No body is
prepare to
Lead world.

World burning
All are in sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Mercy

Rightly said
Mercy is the ability
To see the world
In all its light and shadow
Its good and its evil
Rightly said
To see the accused
In the dock
With a start of recognition.

Rightly said
Without mercy
No justice
And justice demands
Criminals be punished
According to law
It is a terrible wrong
To show mercy to someone
Who has done wrong.

Charity is different
From mercy
Right.

Gajanan Mishra
Mercy- Ocean

Mercy- ocean,
Mercy- sky,
Mercy- life,
Mercy- earth.
We are here
Taking birth.
We are here
Struggling for
Life and livelihood.
We are here
Searching truth.
We are here in love
And finding where are
You within and without.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Assumption

My name is Gajanan Mishra
I have a house at Titilagarh
Tapaswini Is my wife
My sons are Chandan and Suman
Bulbul is my daughter-in-law
Aisha -grand daughter.

My name is Gajanan Mishra
Bhagaban Mishra is my father
Radhika Is mother
I am an advocate by profession
I know some rules and regulations
You may treat these mere assumptions.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Feeling Sorry

Does not serve the purpose
Take action
Taking action is the need
Of the hour.

Actions and not words
We all want at present
Do something for the betterment
And welfare of all women children
They are the future and pillars.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Illusion

When I say
The world is a
Mere illusion
I mean to say
Perish-ability and
How it is changing
With its present form.
I mean to say
How we attach importance
To worldly pleasure.
I mean to say
How we employ
All means fair or foul
And going with illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Passenger

Why should I be held responsible for the accident being a mere passenger?
The car is yours,
You are driving it,
The passage is yours,
You are passing through.
Make me not a bait therein.
I pray, see me,
I am no way related with you or with your sky
that is there all days.
Punishment is no applicable to one who is not liable.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Practitioner

Let me stray as a mere practitioner
I desire nothing else
Not any benediction
Not even liberation
Not perfection
Let me stay here as a mere practitioner
And I am getting here peace in my practice
See me test me I am in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Visitor

Water and earth
Are there
With light and air
Sky is just
A spectator
And I am a
Just mere visitor.

Gajanan Mishra
Mere Worker

I am a mere worker
Daily worker
In your field
And working
Under your
Strict supervision.

You are my Master
My Almighty
I am doing
Everything as per
Your order
It is clear.

I have nothing
Special
I have nothing
To proud
Of anything
I know your dominance.

Gajanan Mishra
Merely Assumed

I have merely
assumed my affinity
with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Merely Me

Merely me,
Merely you,
We are both
For the truth.

The truth -
All good.
We need to
Salute.

Not new,
But old and
Loud.
Life goes,
With logic
Now.

For love
We Sing.
For truth
We dance.
And it is all,
The life we live.

Gajanan Mishra
Merge In Me

Merge in me, my dear,
Here and now.
And try not to migrate.

Gajanan Mishra
Merger

It is only merger
And nothing else.

It is just understanding
And nothing else.

It is just to realize the self
And nothing else.

A vibration in touch
In sound and nothing else.

It is the power of sight
That has the merit.

Gajanan Mishra
Merging

I am merging
See, with nothingness.

I think nothing
I experience no suffering.

I am insignificant
I admit and I am happy.

I see what is happening
Feel the Truth in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Merging With You

Without Your support
How can I live?
Without Your support
How can anything be here?

I am with something
Merging with You
Every moment, my dear,
And You are the root.

Gajanan Mishra
Merit Recognises

Merit recognises merit
Poet recognises poet
Water goes to water
Man befriends man.

Gajanan Mishra
Merry - Go

what I want to say
Total betrayal
Luggage are not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Merry Christmas

Merry Christmas, merry Christmas
Call me in any name.

Call me in any name
That you like taking in to
Consideration of time.

I don't understand
Why have you divided the time
That is there as before.

Time has no winter no summer
No spring no rainy.

Merry Christmas merry Christmas
Tell me first the reasons of happiness.

I am here all days waiting for you
In this ocean of milk that is only love.

Gajanan Mishra
Merry Christmas And Happy New Year

Merry Christmas and happy new year,
To you all.
Forgive and forget,
And serve all.

Serve your mother,
Serve your land,
Serve your language,
True service, in the true sense.

Give pleasure and no pain,
Come on again and again.
I wish all good fortune to you all,
Stay visible and show mercy upon all.

Gajanan Mishra
Merry Christmas, Love All, Live Without Fear..

Love, love and love,  
Everywhere there is love,  
Let us live with love  
And see this world  
As a place of love  
More than heaven.  
Let us discover love  
Everwhere, my dear  
On this day of New year,  
Happy Merry Christmas  
To all creatures.  
Stay with peace and  
Love each other and live  
Without fear or favour.  

Gajanan Mishra
Merry, Merry, Merry

Merry, merry, merry,
Merry Christmas!
Merry Christmas!

See us, we are
Busy in the cycle of
Bustling activities.
Merry, merry, merry,
Merry Christmas,
Merry Christmas! !

Here, there, see
Everywhere lively festivities.
Only for merry, merry,
Merry Christmas,
Merry Christmas! !

Merry, merry, merry,
Merry Christmas,
We realize life
How lovely and beautiful
It is here with truth,
How perfect it is in peace.

Merry, merry, merry,
Merry Christmas.

Gajanan Mishra
Merry-Christmas

Merry-Christmas!
Thanks all.
Henceforward, go not
For your selfish interest.

Merry-Christmas!
Thanks all.
Throw out your ill-will
If any and love all for all times.

Merry-Christmas!
Thanks all.
Be pleased and cheer up,
And exchange words of nectar.

Merry-Christmas! remember,
You are for all and all are for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Message

Why are you remaining silent
I am speaking so much in broad day light
And you yourself listening it.
Are you not able to understand
My language my words my gestures
Are you not free to express yourself.
Do you not know how to send messages
Why are you remaining silent
O my dear, I am with you all day long.

Gajanan Mishra
Message Is Important

Who sent the message
Not important
What is the message
Important.
What is the substance
Not important
Who has forwarded it
Should be taken in to
Consideration.
Writing and doing
Doing and practicing
All have equal
Importance
And more important is
Your reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Message Received

Message received
That you were/are busy.
And I feel no need
To repeat my words.
I have kept my faith
On myself and I have
Showed my ability and
Temperament at this time.
Certainly I know I am
Going to get success,
I mentioned your name
Here at the place
Of my work where, my dear,
You are the only worker.

Gajanan Mishra
Messenger

Messenger not to be shooted
It is through messenger
All problems solved
If one tried.

Messenger is supportive
To plan and procedure
No damage of any kind caused.

Time to reform messenger
Cooperation needed and not separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Messenger Has No Identity

I am your messenger,
And the messenger has
no separate identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Metaphors Life

Full color-acts
Picture nil.
Ideas taboo
Side lines divided.

Question of bread
Most important.
Horizon collapsed
No more yellow.

Metaphors life
Full colors
In dark
Pages turned.

Gajanan Mishra
Meteors Showers

see meteors showers.
Is it dreadful?
It is not wonderful?

Showering is but natural
As natural as my respiration
As natural as revolution.

What is happening
That I cannot say
I must say it is happening.

Meteors are there
There within me
And I am here with them.

I am the part and
Parcel of the whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Method

Method,
Know the method
Of discovering the Truth
And be happy always.

Wonder not,
You are the Truth,
O my dear, here,
Discover yourself.

Where are you?
Go and search,
Within you, my dear,
Nothing to fear.

Remember, Truth is ready to
Expand itself in the hands of a truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Methods Of Purification

So many methods,
So many men,
But one should choose
The method suits him or her.

We are all there,
For all welfare.
Nothing to worry,
But to make merry.

We are to connect
The net for all out development.
It is we, who can touch
The untouched at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Metre And Melody

Go not with
Grammar and vocabulary.
But enjoy metre
And melody.
Read my poems
And find therein,
I remember myself
And let the world
Remember me.

Gajanan Mishra
Metro Railroad And London

I know not
What is happening there
In metro rail road
And in London.
But what is happening
I am not here to ask.
I am here to say
A few words to all,
Please give some scope
To all to learn
And to acquire true knowledge.
My dear friends, worry not
This world is very vast
And nothing is there to destroy
You and the mankind.
Let them feel shame
Who are going out-track.
Pity on them, my dear friends,
As they are also your
Part and parcel here.

Gajanan Mishra
Michhua(Odio)

Mo stri
Mate kahe
Pratidina michhua
Jadio sabubele nuhen.

Mu strira kathare
Ekamata- sata nuhen.

Kintu mu birod
karibara sakti rahita.
Kahinki?
Uttara achhi
Kintu,
Pare na kari prkasha.

Mu chahen banchibaku
Mu jane
Eha akhyamaniya.
Mu jane jiban,
eha nuhen
Bhyanaka.

Gajanan Mishra
Mid-Autumn

Festival of mid-autumn,
We are celebrating
On this day of
26th September, my dear.
And you are with us. Our pleasure.

You are the highway,
We are all sub ways.
You are the flying
Elephant and we are
Running after you,
Searching the truth.

We are not able to know,
We have no power to know,
What is truth, where is truth,
And what is there with us
And also with you, still we are
With you with love, 'cause
We are sure we belong to you.

You are really so colorful,
With clear sky, round moon,
And so many stars!
You are really blessed
With so much flowers,
With so much smiles
On the faces of all here!

Gajanan Mishra
Midday Poem

Midday poem,
Hard and absolute.
Midday poem
Needs your
Special mood.
Midday poem is
Not motionless,
Midday poem keeps
A lotus heart
With a smile.
At this noon
Let me write
A midday poem
For you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Midday Sun

Poet- midday sun
No cloud can cover this sun
Pure like cow dung
Milk and butter and ghee
Beautiful like flowers
Useful like fruits
Poet- self authorized
Poet-self effulgent
Ascertain the Absolute Truth
Poet-ultimate dative
Causative and
Accommodating cause of all causes
Poet alone can become many
Poet - midday sun
With material cosmic creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Middle Income Group

The very word middle
Is not in a good position.
And it is said
Middle position is
Always in danger.

The word income;
I am not here
To say welcome.
I know it is
At the root of
All evils.

Group life is not
At all good for the self;
All the scriptures said.

Gajanan Mishra
Middle Path

Where is that
Middle path?

Weeks after weeks
Wandering we are.

No codification
And nothing.

If you have anything here
Please come and show on the open field.

Ultimatum not
Issued yet.

No cut-out
It is odd man
As you see
From the very start.

Gajanan Mishra
Middle World

I know the middle world
And for this I want to
Settle here with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Midnight

In the midnight
You appeared
In the midnight
You ordered
In the midnight
I marched forward.

I alongwith my wife
And children could not
Find you out.
I alone appareared
And clarified your
Homecoming that is
Drastically changed.

In the midnight you
Alongwith others
Came closer and closer
In the midnight
You appeared and
Played the role
That is not under control.

Gajanan Mishra
Midstate

After birth before death
I see you here at this stage
And you exist and you are
Going in to non-existence.

Before or after you are not seen
Un-manifest in the origin
Un-manifest in the end
Un-manifest even now though
Seems visible.

Gajanan Mishra
Midwives

To sustain
Human resources
For high qualities
The role of midwives
Is but a necessity.

Develop a cadre of
Professional midwives.
Needs is there
For professional midwifery.

My dear men, enhance
The quality of
Maternal and child care.

Read the life of Budhha,
Krisha, Christ who are
There as the stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Mighty Creation

Your each and every creation
Is mighty and beautiful
And glorious, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Migration

Journeys of migration
To warmer places
For better food better homes
On land-ways flyways
Mountain ranges coastlines
O man, your migration
Is something different
It is your fellowmen who are
Responsible for your unhealthy
Atmosphere and you are helpless
Under a Government by you and for you
Being a man it is beyond your knowledge
Where to go and when to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Mild And Gentle

See me
I have mildness of mind for all
As I know You are in all.

No one is my enemy, I know
As all are You
I am gentle towards my evil-doers.

I try my best to be mild
In feeling and speech for all
As I know You are in all.

At heart I am very mild
Though for some reasons or other
I may not appear equally mild.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk

I want milk,
Milk is essential
For me.
You have kept
Udder, dear.
On my part,
It is not possible
To know you or
Comprehend everything
About you.
I am not here
To enquire about you.
Enough-I want milk and
You are here to give.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk - Poison

Milk is poison
As it is touched
By envious serpent.

Wealth beauty and all
Act adversely as
Decorated by malicious nature.

O my dear, I know I have no value
If I am not in Truth
It is degradation it is havoc.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk- Adulterated

Milk- adulterated,
Food- edulterated
And save me, save me.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk And Water

We are neither milk
Nor water, my dear,
But we are the mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk And Wine

I know milk is milk and
wine is wine, I am not
here to take milk as wine.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk - Life, Truth

Drink milk,
Enjoy milk,
Remember, it is
You, who have been
Nourished by it.

Think not yourself
As milk but
Be the enjoyer.
Remember, milk
Is for you.

Life is as truth
As milk, drink it
Enjoy it, but stay
Aloof, but life-truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk Nature

Milk nature,
But remember -
You have no right
To exploit it.

Keep earth
Beautiful and pure.
And reduce climate
Change, dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk Of Dark Cow

Milk of dark cow
Milk of even a dark cow is white
Milk of dark cow also
Possesses great medicinal value
And is drunk by all.
O my dear, You are wise enough
Even though my words my poems
Couched in the vulgar tongue
See here the Absolute Truth
And here there is Supreme Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Milk Spring

Milk spring
From the breast-
Pure love.
Tears of the eyes,
And delight-
Pure love.
Mother, mother,
Only well-wisher.

Gajanan Mishra
Millennium After Millenium

Millennium after millennium
I advent myself
To deliver the pious
To annihilate the miscreants.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind

Where is my mind?
I am searching and searching.
Can you say my dear friend?

Gajanan Mishra
Mind - Flickering

Mind
Flickering
Changes strongly
Mind
Is like wind
That is uncontrollable
Tilting and disturbed.

Life
Not fixed
Transmigrating
Life
Is false if
It is with
Sense gratifications.

Still
Let us do
Something that gives benefit
Of all creatures
Say not
I am this
I am that.

Everything is
Everybody is
Changing always
With association and
Disassociation
With all mental
Concoction.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind Agitated

Mind agitated
Cause-famine drought
Cause-taxation food
Clothing water inadequate.

Common men appear
Ghostly haunted creatures
There here, my dear
Hatred developed for a few coins
No care to old parents
Care is there only to
Satisfy own bellies and genitals.

We are fools with no goal
We are not prepared to accept and respect others
Problem is here and solution is with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind And Wind

Mind and wind
Are alike
Both are restless
Both are turbulent
Both are obstinate
And strong
O my dear,
I pray, You are
The only person who
Can attract my mind
And concentrate it
On You
I know, I am not able to
Control my mind
You should control
The wind for general
Welfare
And You are doing it
My dearest dear
You are most beautiful
You are most fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind Be Controlled

Mind be controlled,
And be patient.

Nothing is lost,
Feel good
And stay always
In the open heart.

Resist yourself
From abusing, dear.
Forgive, if any wrong
You guess,
And avail
The fruits of goodness.

No one is there
As your rival.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind is cheerful,
Gentleness is there,
And also there is
Calmness and
Contemplation.
Self-control is
Also there,
With purity of thought.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind It You Are An Odia

Mind it,
You are an Odia.
You are the resident
Of this Odisha.
Mind it you are to
Do all works here
Through Odia language.
Doing works in
Other languages is
Illegal as it violates
The official language Act.
Doing works in other languages
Other than Odia is also
Unconstitutional as there
Is no provision in our
Constitution to use foreign
Languages as per 8th schedule.
Doing works in other languages
Is also undemocratic as we
Have a democratic form of Govt
And we are electing our own
Representative to enact law
For our welfare.
We are here for us,
Mind it my dear so called boss!

Gajanan Mishra
Mind Not

Mind not,
'If you don't mind
It doesn't matter'
Mark twain be remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind Your Best Friend

Who has conquered mind
You are asking me
And my statement is
Mind your best friend
The mind is the best of friends.

Mind is the greatest enemy also
I am saying again
If you can not control your mind
Your life and your missions
Are spoiled.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind Your Own Language

Mind your own language,
Everything is there
In your own language.
Your earth, your sky
Your wealth men and all
Relation and Your intellect
And everything is there.
Mind your own language
And get all happiness.
No one is there under the sun
To overtake you and beat you.
Mind your own language,
Language can only make you
All powerful here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mind, Body And Senses

Still, I am original here.
My mind, my body and
My senses are under my control.
I am nondual and infallible.
I am not within limit,
I am always fresh,
I am eternal, and also
I am undisturbed and I live.

Gajanan Mishra
Mindfully
I heard
And remained as
Stone.
Neatly
Cleaning
My shirts shoes
I fixed tone as
Clown.
Completely I forgot
I am alone
And you are with me
As crown.

Gajanan Mishra
Mindless Act

Mindless act
Not permitted
Under the law.

So also no law
Can take away
The freedom of
Individual entity
Without any
Valid reasons.

Individual and
Society be read
Correctly and
Let peace
Prevailed.

No action should be
Taken haphazardly
Against anyone
In today’s setup.

Pro-people and
Logical end be
Arrived at.

Gajanan Mishra
Mine All

Day and nights
All are mine
With finest form
Of reconciliation.
The divine touch
is there for
Good cause.
Sky-colour is
There in all
And they are there
With pink-smile.
I think it good
For all sof
And tender time.

Gajanan Mishra
Mine And Myself

Mine and myself
Are false and are bodily concept
And are root cause of conditional life
All these are in relationship with
The matter and the body
And not in relationship with the spirit
And hence mine and myself
Are false and false.

Gajanan Mishra
Mine Is Mine

Mine is mine,
Not any other one
Can claim it.

I stare at you
And smile.

I love
And care you.

But love is
Not easy.
And love is
Not for fun.

Love needs attention,
And it is all official,
Not for commercial.

Gajanan Mishra
Mine Yours And Theirs

Mine Yours and theirs
That I care.

We three are one
And we are here, we are there.

We are truth, Absolute Truth
We call ourselves independent
But we depend on each other
In every work at all times.

Though original we all are here
With fear.

O my dear, I know You are
Always in my heart and everything You bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Mine, Virtues

Mine,
Capacity,
Eligibility,
Qualification,
Virtues.
Mine,
Weeping,
Shortcomings,
Feeling sorrow,
Defects,
Going abroad,
But not,
Pride,
Strength,
Power.
In my own
Discipline,
Here I am.
I am here
With midnight,
Still I am
Sinless,
And stay
In all goodness
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Minerals

I know my body is more than
Anything, any minerals
Like iron, copper, silver,
Aluminium, tin even gold,
But illusion diverted my
Attention and I fallen and
Became a prey in the hands
Of greed and desire
And I died like anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Miniature Of Self

Each one is brilliant,
Each one is valiant,
each one is trained in
All ways to win life.

See and know, my dear,
No one is small or
Less important than
Any one who is not here.

My dear, let me draw
Your attention to all.
And let me say what I
Observed here on this life.

Life is nothing, but dear,
Miniature of your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Minimum Maintenance

I need only
Minimum maintenance.

I need only
You and You.

I am working for You
I am giving everything to You
I know I have nothing
I know everything belongs to You.

Whatever is there I have
For anything any activities
Pious or sinful
Let that be Yours and
Let that be wholeheartedly
Invested in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Minus Has

Minus has also a great value
Let us learn it from the very
Beginning of this day.
And the day develops with us
as it is in its initial stage.
Let us observe different stages
of time that is not yours and
still you are there with it.

Wish them all, wish them and
give a call and see how they are
roaming here there without any light.
Call them and caution should be given
at this time to all before they fall,
and it depends on your way of seeing and feeling.

Gajanan Mishra
Minus I

Ego is I
And I want to left it
But how can I!

To eradicate ego
I must be clean in mind
And stay without words.

Pleasing and
Pleasing manners are
Necessary to keep the mind cool.

Coolness is the ingredients
Of a good and successive life
Minus ego minus I.

Gajanan Mishra
Minus Zero

Day to day see
The position of yours
Minus zero.

Day to day
You are declared
As a great hero.

Gajanan Mishra
Minute Details

Who is there
To explain
The minute details?
I failed, though
Tried a lot.

Nothing to nullify,
But to accept
The meals meant for
The day.

The horses are there,
And we are to see
Their race.
We are to observe
The clouds in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Minute Discussion

Minute discussion,
I want to know
For all.

I want a street
That is in me.

Push and pull theory
Is not applicable
Everywhere all time.

Towards light,
I am going and
You are there
I know.

I am not blind,
So also you are not deaf.

Gajanan Mishra
Miracle - Each And Every..

Miracle, miracle,
Each and everything,
Each and everybody,
Here in space,
In light, in dark,
In the surface of the earth.
Miracle - the time.
Miracle - the water,
The air, the fire,
The star. Here,
Each and everybody
Is miracle - the man,
The bird, the animal,
The tree, the plant,
The sea, the river,
The mountain.
We are all miracle,
We are in miracle.
Miracle is our life-breath,
Miracle is our friendship,
Miracle is our very
Living and growing and dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Miracle - Invisible

Miracle - invisible,
But I say love,
Visible.
Love is there
In every one,
In everything.
Love is grace,
Love is ambition.
Love is higher qualification,
Love is expansion.
Love is devotion,
Love and love in every situation.
Love - the attractive feature,
Love - the fruits of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Miracle Healer

Miracle healer is
Fasting, please practice.

Supreme medicine is
Fasting, within the reach.

All need a rest
And they want a recovery.

Recover and discover yourself
My dear, from the enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Miracle-Life

Life is a miracle,
Miracle is life.
Each and every word,
Each and every incident
All miracle.
We are to enjoy all
Without any biased attitude.
Leave life as it is, my dear
And see the miracles
Each and every moment
Here under this great sky.
Mirthful- this life,
We are to enjoy it
Together here all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Miraculous

Miraculous life,
It is blazing wonderfully.
Let us observe the air,
The sky, the earth, the water.
The light is there in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Mirage

Coming to the point
I went towards mirage
And I discovered myself
All over the body of the tree
Trunks branches tendrils.
Going outside I lost
And you asked for fresh air
That was missing in refugee camp
And you told me to take
Flower buds in hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Mirror Of Conscience

Do you want to
See yourself
If yes
Go to the mirror
Of conscience
And place yourself
In front of
This mirror
And see
The reflection
What is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Mirror Solves

Mirror solves
No purpose
For a blind
Books are
Useless for
A brainless
I like these
Said by Chanakya
I know coal is
Coal till the end
I know evil person
Never be a gentleman
Anus can never be mouth
Nature never changed.

Gajanan Mishra
Misconception Of Duality

All are one,
All in one,
One in all,
Oneness is there
Everywhere always.

My dear, keep not
Misconception of duality,
With you, at any time.

We may be perceived
Differently, but
We are one.

We are neither two
Nor many, but one,
Oneness is our feature.

Gajanan Mishra
Misdirected
And I fell
Entrapped
And in dark
Lack of
Proper solution
Out of way
Misdirected
And in dark
No way left.

Gajanan Mishra
Miser

Learn and learn
Learn and understand
Learn the truth
Understand the Supreme Truth
If you leave this world
Without learning
Without understanding
The eternal blissful relationship
With Your own creator
Let me say you a miser.

Gajanan Mishra
Miserable Conditions

You are taking away
All miserable conditions.
O my dear,
You are coming and
Making Your own plan
To annihilate the miscreants.
My dear, You are the direct witness
Of all the activities of all
As You live in everyone's heart.
You are the killer of all
Inauspicious things
You are compassionate upon all
And it is Your greatness.

Gajanan Mishra
Miserable For Denizens

Cause of
Miserable for denizens
Is this heat waves.
But wait and take rest,
Think for a while
Who is at the root.
Think and for future
Go with nature, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Misery

Misery is rising
with no food to eat
no water to drink.
Misery is rising
with no communication,
with no home to live in.
Where are you my dear, men,
come to rescue, I am
also a truth like you.
Save the truth, save the world,
It is there in my life.
Am I not fit
to deserve your response?
Just think a while and act soon.

Gajanan Mishra
Misery- Life

Misery,
It is all here.
But living is
Beautiful
And all happiness
Is here.
We are to
Make all successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Misfire

Neither here nor there
I do not care who you are.

To know you I gone here and there
The negotiation made between us is not ours.

Talk process is in progress
Wait and see.

You are in the sea facing tide
You are on the land facing storm
You are in the sky missing somewhere.

You are neither here not there
I am wandering and in worry
While you are busy in misfire.

Gajanan Mishra
Misfortune

Dare not disobey
We have not
Learnt to obey
Misfortune.

Love is not joke
We never serious
To life to live
Misfortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Misfortune Cannot Arise

Misfortune cannot arise
When one writes poetry daily
As routinely works
With love and the truth.

Rendering into Odia language - script Brahmi;

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is there
That can bring
Misfortune for me.
I, myself is
Nothing.
And nothingness is
My capital,
Capital of life.
But I think
Life is everything.
I am just
A conjunction.
I am here to
Coordinate in my way.

Gajanan Mishra
Misfortune That

Misfortune that
I am unable to know
My mistakes and faults
And you kept me here
In this cage as a
Life prisoner and
Kept me idle.

Misfortune that
Here I am
And with my consent
And I know not
When to go
And where and you
Kept me idle.

Gajanan Mishra
Misguided

My poems are here
And they are trying to
Convert the misguided
To the service of the truth and
Engage them in the best welfare
Of the earth.
Read my poems, they are
Ready to help each one
To rebuild the life hereafter.
Read my poems, and face
No side effects, no disaster
Is there and hence you can
Utilize my poems for
The realization of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Mislead Not Anyone

Mislead not anyone,
And go not towards hell.
Board not on stone boat,
That is there to sink
In the water.
Know the truth,
Follow the principles,
And save yourself from
All dangerous position.
And fulfill the aim
Of your life, dear.
Fortunately, you are here
And you are a reader,
Go on the road that is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Misleading

You are misleading,
Since you see
Your own welfare.

Imitate not
The truth.

Your success and
Your failure -
Not your business
To decide or
To declare.

You are not
To imagine
Anything here
At any time.

Darkness is there,
So also the light.

Think not
You are anything.
Anyhow, remember,
You are good, and
You are the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Misleading People

Mislead not anyone
I am telling you
Time and again.
And yet, you are
Misleading the people
From the auspicious service
Of mother, motherland
And mother language.
I am sure, you are
Cheating the people
And ridicule the truth,
The laws, the constitutional
Provisions of the land
For your personal gain.
But wait and see,
Time will turn against you
Today or tomorrow
And at that time, you are
To realize what the truth is.

Gajanan Mishra
Misnamed

Death misnamed; life,
But life-misnamed is
Not death and hence
We should not stop
Anywhere at any time.
And our life is guided
By our thoughts and
Thoughts are there
According to situations,
We should adjust all
Situations at given time.
Remember, that everything
Is for us here. Let us
Love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
**Misnomer**

Let me see the world  
The world is for me  
Is a misnomer  
I am for the world rather.

Diverse feeling emanates  
From this World and here in  
I am the source of reasons, memory and knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Miss Call - Life

Miss call,
I do not like
At all.
I want to talk,
Though, with
Big and small.

I do not like
To touch.
But without touch
How can I
Enjoy poetry,
Of course, good question.

I want to see
Nothing here,
Eyes are here
With me, though.

With ears,
I want to hear,
No sound can
Change me, I know.

Am I a rock,
No, never,
Known to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Missed Call

I missed your call
And who are you to call.

Who are you to call me
At this midnight hour
When I am in dream's empire.

Do not call me again
I have no pen.
I can not write
The time of call
How you call
Why you call.
I missed your call
I missed your call.

Gajanan Mishra
Missed Somewhere

I have missed myself
somewhere in the sky.
Find me out
if you can.

I am sure
This sky is not yours.

You, the skyscraper
come to me with a thousand
ladder and declare yourself
a goodrider.

I am here in this sky
And the sky is not mine.
No Meaning to count
one to nine
and I am missing
wish you a day fine &gt;

Gajanan Mishra
Missiles

Missiles not for respect
If you say and ready to hear
Keep patience
Be tolerant
And eradicate poverty
Eradicate polio
Distribute sweet
In street.

Gajanan Mishra
Missing In The Ocean

I am missing and
Missing in the ocean.
And the ocean is within me,
With me and also ocean is
My creator, my dear.
I am calling the ocean
And it is not illusion.
Ocean is real life's reflection.

Gajanan Mishra
Missing Out

Am I missing out
From the labors
Of love?
Who is there
To answer
My questions
Besides me.
I am only here
With me
All days and nights.
I am missing,
But my love is not.

Gajanan Mishra
Missing Rhythm

Forgetting the music,
Missing the rhythm,
Pushing the thoughts,
I moved forward.

I stood with my words.
I blossomed like the flower.
I reached the place of fixed-star.

If you so like,
See me, I am there,
Also there within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Missed Sky

I have discovered
the missing sky.
See, that is there
as before.

I am within that sky
Who is in my courtyard.
Talk to him, if you
so like at the earliest.

Gajanan Mishra
Mission

Writing poems
Is no more a hobby,
It is the mission,
It is the part and
Parcel of my life.
I am here to
Love all and to
Speak the truth
For the welfare
Of all creatures.
You are there to
Agree with me
And do your duty
As per the principle.

Gajanan Mishra
Mission Be Fulfilled

Mission be fulfilled
Let earth move freely.

Empty house
Where You live in.

Flowers blossom
With love and grace.

Heart consumed
Sympathy and it is without cost.

Let Him stay
Where He like for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Mission Is

Mission is
To reach at the truth
With all contradictions.

Gajanan Mishra
Mission Is To

Mission is to
Fulfill eternal life.
And I know eternal life
Is attached with material world.
And material world is full of
All pain and all miseries.
Pain and miseries are
Part of life here.

We are to bear all,
We are to enjoy life
With all guide.
Getting a good guide
Is getting all success
In life with mission fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
Mission-Poems

All join with me
Wild tigers elephants
Bears deer birds snakes
And all and with me
All are getting peace
And all live in a world of
new friendship irrespective of
Caste color creed sex species
Religion and aim is single program
Poetic - mission.

Gajanan Mishra
Misspelt

You have to accept,
As I am here, the minister,
No matter in spelt or misspelt,
What is there in that.

People have given me vote,
I have to thank them
Not through the letters of words
But through the activities.

You have to wait,
What I am going to do
With much spendthrift,
And I am doing that.

You have to bear, as
I am the Hon'ble Minister.

Gajanan Mishra
Misty - the day.
And mistake is
But common.
No excuse,
If anyone beg
Saying mistime.
Spell life
Correctly or else
Utter with moans.
Life means
Mobility and
Mobility means
Going towards
The sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Mist And Mirror

Mist and mirror
Go with friendship.

Look and face
Have their own area of play.

Pen and paper
All face war.

Nothing good,
Nothing fair.

We all see
Name and fame.

All wonder
In air and water.

All for life
And all for death.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistake

To aspire for things
A mistake
Turning towards world
A mistake.

You are in the world
True
You must turn away from the world
If you want correction
You must serve others
Without thought of a reward
If you want correction.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistake And Error

Mistake,
Mistake is but common,
Mistake be eliminated.
Mistake be eliminated
As soon as possible
To reach at receiving
Benediction at a motion.
Mistake is not error,
To err is human
And it is true,
Consciousness should be there
And error should be corrected
To reach the end of perfection
And no comparison.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistake Be Rectified

Mistake be rectified
From the very early morning
To avoid delusion

Gajanan Mishra
Mistaken Belief

Mistaken belief
In you is that
You are for others.

Remember my words,
You are for yourself,
You are for you only.

I dare to say the truth
That is bare as
I am a man with a
Mentality of don't care.

My eternal life is
Within me and I listen there
The call of my inner-self
To whom only I take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistaken Identity

Go not with
Mistaken identity.
People in general
Are truthful.
Peace loving
And hard working.
Forgive and forget
All minor mistakes.
Give them all
Love and love.
Each one has a
Great role to play
To make this world
A beautiful heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistaken Identity- World

Go not with
Mistaken identity.
People in general
Are truthful.
Peace loving
And hard working.
Forgive and forget
All minor mistakes.
Give them all
Love and love.
Each one has a
Great role to play
To make this world
A beautiful heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Mistaken Speculation

Everything is relative
Mistaken speculation.

Energies of fire are heat and illumination
Diversified sense perception.

That is what delicious like sound of a drum
Taste of a milk preparation.

Life is nothing but experienced and expansion
It is everywhere in its manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Misunderstood

My writing sometimes
Misunderstood by you
I know you are more
Intelligent than me.

In dark and in light
I am here to fight
And you are in both
That I know within.

Gajanan Mishra
Misuse Not

Misuse not
Your knowledge
For any other purpose,
But use it
For the welfare of all.
The purpose of knowledge
Is to know the truth
And to attain the eternal
Life and bliss.
My dear men,
Spoil not your lives
With ulterior motives.

Gajanan Mishra
Misuse Of Freedom

You are free to do
Whatever you like
But see, no misuse
Of freedom is there.

Connect the system
Creating circumstances
But see, You are here
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
Mixed - Everything Everyone

Mixed -
Everything,
Everyone.
Mixed -
Culture,
Mixed -
Race.
To question
About the mixture
Has no meaning.
Show not
You have lacked
Statesmanship
And vision
In this age of
Globalization.
Have you purchased
Anyone, any nation?
Are you not
Part of the globe
Like any other one?
Make friendship
With all.
Your angry mood would not
Get anything, remember.
Mix with other,
Give call for new friendship
And peaceful coexistence,
If you want to lead
The world in future.
Or leave all
And see what is
Going on here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mixed And Unmixed

I want both,
Mixed and unmixed.
I want the mixture also.
The benefit, I like to
Derived is broader outlook.
I feel what I think,
My body and mind
At a time, here.
The entity, that is there
Within me, feels happiness.
I, myself is the full manifestation
And I am conscious of my position.
I am busy in my natural function
As directed by the air and the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Mixed Reality

True to identity,
Mixed reality.
Creating value
For trusty.

All for security,
A measure of safety.
Culture naughty,
Marked quality.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo aakhiku dekhibaaku dia
Mo dehaku anubhab karibaaku dia
Mate chuin chuin mo samayaku
Jibaaku dia.

Mu durataa
Mu sttana
Mu motharu
Achhi jaanibara.

Hinsrataa bhitare
Shanti bhitare
Kahaku rakhibaaku heba
Mate bachhibaaku dia.

Mo chhaiku nachibaaku dia
Andharare mate
Jalibaaku niaanku kaha
Kukuraku bhukibaaku dia.

Kie kahe
Gachha achhi sethi
Sabu sahibaaku?
Kie kahe mu gotie kandhei?

Aagaku jibaaku
Mo nija goda achhi.
Sabu kaama karibaaku
Mo nija haata achhi.

Mate jaanibaaku dia
Kana karibara achhi
Mate satya
Jaanibaaku dia.

In Odia lipi;
Gajanan Mishra
Mo Bakharaa ?? ???? (Odia)

Han, mo bakharaare mu achhi,
Kintu kahinki jane nahin.
Jetebeljae achhi mu,
Mu je surakhita,
Taha bi kahi paare naa.

Sandeha nahin, mo bakharaa
Mo pain jadhesta.
Aau mu aethire santusta.
Sandeheha nahin, tume daaka
Aau mu sune, kintu
Jai paare naa
Kaarana janaa nahin.

Tume karichha mate aalokita
Tume kahila, kintu mu anubhav karen
Mu tathapi achhi andharare.
Mu achhi ethi ghanta pare ghanta
Tumaku taaki taaki.

Bhitare ki baahaare
Sethire kichhi jaae aase naa.
Kintu mu achhi sethare
Prema pain, satya pain.

Barapha pade, aakasha daake,
Pabana hue antarhita
Maati badalae ranga.
Kaarana jaane naa kintu thae,
Mu jaane mu nahin samaya sahita.
Mu madhya jaane samaya sahita mishi
Mu jini paribi sabu.
Kintu prakrutare, mu mo Bekharare nahin.
Jadio bakharare mo bhitare achhi.

In odia lipi;

?? ????
??, ?? ?????? ??? ??? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Mo Bhasha

Mo bhashare mu
Kahilaru tume kahuchha
Goanliaa.

Parara bhashare
Tume kahuchhaje
Mu kahibiki Maagiha, behiaa!

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Chariaade (Odia)

Mo chariaade
Mu tumaku dekhen.
Tume Achha
Mo chariaade.
Aau kehi nuhen
Kebala tume.
Tume achha
Aau kehi nuhen.

Mu daka die
Tume hajar hua.
Tume hajar hua
Punarabruti kara
Tume ethare achha,
Aau mu sune.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Chhada

Mo chhada
Kie achhi kahiba
Bhala kana mo pain
Etebele ethare.

Kie achhi kahiba
Aeta sata
Aau aeta nuhan,
Aau kahiba
Tumaku satare
Karen prema.

Atita, bartamana
Aau bhabisyata
Kie achhi kahiba
Sabu mo thare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Dukhe

Mo dukhe mo bhitare
Mu jaichhi rahi.
Mate dekha, aakasha
Pabana, mati o jala sathire
Badhuchhi mo dukha aahuri
Aalua dhare na pai.
Kahara kemitika avisapa
Kahibi kipari, mu mothi jauchhi mari..

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Ghare

Mo ghare
Mu nije
Bhayare
Bhantire
Bandhanare
Bibratare.
Kouthi achhi kie
Rakhiba mate
Shantire
Hasare
Khusire
Biswaare tikie.
Mo ghare mu jaluchhi
Mo nianre ebe,
Dekhuthilabele samaste
Charm aakhire.
Pacharuchhanti kahin ghara
Kahin nian, kahinki
Heuchha emiti kahila thare.
Hasuchhi mu semenankara
Murkhata dekhi,
Kanduchhi semenankara
Durdasa dekhi..

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Ghare (Odia Poem)

Desha bulibara nain mora
Achhi nijaku bulibara
Khola aakash tale.

Aakasharu khasuthiba upagraha
Aakhi rakhichhi mo badire
Aau mu rakhichhi ghare.

Eka thile ghare laganta dara
Mo sahita achha tume
Aau bi annyamane.

Mo byatita aau jeunmane
Khaibe ethakara khadyapaniya
Mate nain jana.

Mu achhi mothi aau
achhi mo sahita e dharitri
Aau mo ghare aaloka bharti.

Dam achhi ta rahibaku heba chhup
Urmi thau ki na thau
Manakale aasipara tume.

Satarka na helekhalamarama bhaya
na cherara na dalara
Jabodi dharibaku bi nain kichhi kouthi.

Hansa bhelire bairchhi kau ta
Heba i heba sarbanasha jemiti heu
Aau jiba sarbaswa ghara sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Jabanta Kabita

Mo jibanata kabita
Mo stree.
Mu sabu pae
Ta pakhare.
Mo streera raga
Mate kare aahuri sundar.
Mo stree ra hasa
Mate kare krupana.
Kichhi kuha na
Mo stree sethare.
Jatna nia nijara
Mo stree kare satarka
Mate.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Jibana Bipadare

Mo jibana bipadare
jehetu mu mo aakashare
ebam Mo aakasha sabuthare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Jojana Tuma Jojana (Odia)

Mo jojana, tuma jojana,
Aay aame saphala
Satyare premare.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ????? ??? ?????
?? ??? ???
?????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Kabita (Odia)

Mo kabita
Sabu bhala sikhya deu
Aau deu aasirbaad.
Mo jibana kabitare jau.
Kabita pabitra, aau
Kabita deba tumaku
Pura mukti.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Kabita Padha Aau Doshasunya Raha (Odia)

No kasbita padha aau raha doshasunya,
Satyaku bujha aau doshasunya raha,
Tume jaha grahana kara aau raha doshasunya.

Poem in Brahmi script;

?? ????? ?? ?? ????????,
?????? ??? ?? ?? ????????,
???? ??? ????? ?? ?? ?? ???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Karma

Mo karmara
Phala na
Hebata mo pain
Danda.

Mo sabda
Akami hebata
Sanketa
Na banchiba.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Khyati Mo Labha ?? ????? ?? ???  (Odia)

Mo khyati mo labha,
Mo grunaa mo prema,
Sabu mo sahita ethi.
Aau semaane mate
Deuchhanti sikhya pratimuhurta.

Mu bahuta sikhgen
Kintu jaha mu sikhen
Paribata kari pare naa
karyare, Dukhaprada nischita.

Mo jibana gotie misrana
Misrana itihasa, sanskruti
Aau prasthara.
Mu sabhinka sahita badhen
Jibanara awhana ku samna karibaku.

In Odia lipi;

?? ????? ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ?????
??? ?? ???? ??? ?
?? ??????? ??
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?
??? ??? ??????,
?????? ??? ??? ?????
????? ??? ??? ??
????????? - ????????? ???????? ?
?? ???? ???? ?????
??????, ????????? ?? ?????? ???????,
??? ???? ??????? ????
???? ????????? ??????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Luha Badalare

Mo luha badalare
Mate miluchhi phula,
Mu kemiti kahara!

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Namare Kichhi Nahin

Mo namare kichhi
Na thibabele kana
Kipari kahibi?

Mo pakhare kichhi
Sabda na thibabele
Kipari kahibi nama?

Pabana na thibabele
Sabda sabu aanibi kouthu?

Aakasha na thibabele
Pabana aanibi kouthu?

Mo padatale mati dekhu
Na thibabele mu
Aakasha aanibi kouthu?

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Nijara Kana (Odia)

Mo nijara kana
Na janipari mu
Bhramuchhi pruthibire.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Pakhare Kichhi Samasyaa Nahin (Odia)

Mo pakhare kichhi samasyaa nahin,
Kintu mu nije mo samasyaa.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Pakhare Samaya Nahin (Odia)

Bhagabana keunthi achhanti?
Khojibaku mo pakhare samaya nahin.
Mo pakhare samaya nahin karana
Mu mo bhagna deha jaha nija bhasha
Byabahara pain nija rajdhanire
Aamarana anasanare durbala tahara
Parikhya pain nebara achhi.
Mo pakhare samaya nahin karana
Bhokila petaku dana debaku mate
Khadya pain jibara achhi.
Mo dehaku dhankibaku kichhi
Bastra aanibara achhi.
Nu ketejana kulinku
Dakibara achhi barsha purbaru
Gharaku sajadibara achhi.
Mu mo strinku khola padiaaku
Nebara achhi swachha pabana
Tankara nebara achhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Premaku Dekhaibi Kemiti

Mo premaku dekhaibi kemiti
Taha mu jani ni.
Premare kichhi
Dekhaibara nahin.
Mu jane kebala.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Priya Manishagana, Manerakha

Mo priya manishagana, manerakha
Jetebele tume tuma janmamaati rajyare
Bideshi bhasha byabahara karuchha tume
Tumara bokamira parichaya deuchha.

Aau mu kahibi, jetebel jae tume
Bideshibhasha kahuthiba
Tume swadhin boli kahi heba nahin.

Aau manerakha priya manishagana,
Ae abastare jibana bipadapurna.

Mu ethare achhi tumaku satarka karibaku,
Tumara paradhina abastaru aau
Rakhya karibaku tumaku tuma bhramaru.

Priya manishagana, tuma lakhya
Prathame bideshi bhasharu mukta rahibara
Ae tuma sarbobhouma rajyare.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ????? ????????, ?????
?????????? ??? ??? ????
?????????? ?????? ??? ??????? ???
???? ??? ??????? ????? ?

?? ??? ??????, ???????????? ????
?????? ??? ??????? ?????
???? ??????? ???? ??? ??? ????? ?

?? ????? ????? ?????
?? ????????? ???? ????????? ?
Mo Pua Jauchhi Swapna Dharibaku (Odia)

Mo pua jauchhi swapna dharibaku,
Aau swapna jauchhi mo puaku dharibaku.
Mu ethi asahaya, biswaskara, priya,
kehi bi sunubaku nahanti mate kintu
samaste achhanti mo pakhare pokhari,
pahada, benga, phula, jangala, tara, aakash.
Samudra gherare bhutare mu aau
parunahin ghunchi gotie unch
ebam tume hasuchha mate dekhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Sabda Bhitare   ?? ???? ????? (Odia)

Mo sabda bhitare
Mu rahen.
Saswata-
Mo sabdagudika.

Shanti aau soundarya-
Duiti patha.
Kintu duhenjak
Sangharshara phala.

Aakash aau aalu
Mo bhitare.
Aau mu karen
Upabhoga samaya.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ???? ?????
??? ???? ?
??????? -
?? ????????? ?

?????? ?? ????????
????? ?? ?
?????? ???????
???????? ?? ?

????? ?? ????
?? ????? ?
?? ??? ????
?????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Sadhana Mo Bhasha (Odia)

Mo sadhana mo bhasha
Mo jibana, mo pruthibi.

Mo jibanare mate
Prakasita hebaku dia.

Mo pruthibire mu
Samastanka sahita.

Mo bhashare
Mu mukta aau prabina.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Satya Mo Prema

Mate kara na sandeha,
Mu tumaku prema karen,
Mate biswas kara.
Mu tumaku chhahen,
Kebala tuma pain
Mu achhi ethi.
Aau kahaku nuhen
Kebala tumaku chahen.
Mo hridya, mo prema
Aau tume mora
Kebala satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo stri mate kahuchhi satha,
Aau mu jane tahara gyana sampurna nuhen.
Mu jane mo stri mate bahuta bhala pae,
Aau se nastika nuhen.
Mo stri, mo bhitare jaha achhi
karuchhi anusandhan o aabiskar.
Mu madhya mo striku bahuta bhala paen,
Aau mu chesta karuchhi tahara sandeha sabuku durakaribaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Mo Vidyalaya (Odiaa)

Mo vidyalaya,
Kouthi eha?
Gatakali
Eha ethi thila.
Mo sikhyaka aasithile
Mate padheibaku a, aa
E, ee.
Kouthiku jibi?
Kemiti jibi?
Kie mo sikhyaka heba
Mate sikheiba ka, kha?
Tume kahuchha
Padhiba heuchhi
Mo janmagata adhikara.

Gajanan Mishra
Mobile

Do not keep a mobile with you
Mobile ridiculed you
Mobile would change your modes
In to a mule and
You would lost your lull.

Gajanan Mishra
Mobile Chat

Hello, where are you now?

Oh, I am here
Where you are.

But I am
Not able to see!

It is perhaps because
You do not want to see.

Some honesty is needed
In every action.

But it is there in me.

How can I know,
A great question
So long as you
Do not want to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Mock Drill

Putoff not mockdrill
Ahead sun april.
On land and sea
Virtual game be
With terrorist
Under cover commandos
Operation intruders
Keepwatch the air
Viruses are there
Facilitate not
Understanding coordinating
capabilities in sea.
Each and everybody
missing and missing
in form and in size.

Gajanan Mishra
Mock Fighting

No permanent enmity,
But mock fighting is
There going on.
Everything is just
A show.
A shot play is
Going on here,
On this theatrical stage.
It is happening here,
Only for a short time
And not perpetually.
Nothing to take seriously,
Just, let everything go
On its own way and
Let us take everything easy.

Gajanan Mishra
Mockery To Waste Money

Mockery to waste money
And enjoy life
Waste time and energy
Direct not what to write
And what not to write
How to dance
And how not to dance
Deprived not dues
Bare necessities
And not be a
Subject of mockery.

Gajanan Mishra
Modes  Are Acting

Modes are acting on the modes.
Like the running train
Having received power from the engine
Runs with the help of a driver.
The train needs a driver
With senses mind and intellect
Likewise our body-train needs
Senses mind and intellect
Received inspiration
From the source of light.

Light reflected in the intellect
From intellect light goes to the mind
From the mind light goes to the senses
And then the body functions
Intellect, mind, senses and this body
Are modes and their illuminator
Or driver is the self, the soul
The almighty the omniscient
What ever names you may give
Let us give a connection
And see, the modes of actions
Are on thus modes are acting on the modes.

Gajanan Mishra
Modifications

I born
I exist
I change
I grow
I decay
I perish
Still I
Remained I
Unaffected
Un-constituted
And I declared
It is I
Without beginning
Without end.

Gajanan Mishra
Modified Version

How can I modify myself?
How can I go far away
From this union?
Where shall I go and how?
I know not where is
The beginning and the end.
I know not What I am doing
And the course of my
Thinking process.
How can I uplift myself?
Am I down graded?
I am with my life-breath
That I know through my intellect.
I am here as you see me,
And I have no where to go, you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Molding Life

Molding life
In a way to
Find and stay
With Truth is
The primary duty
Of all here.

Forget not anything
At any time for Truth and
For the sake of public
Welfare here there.

That what I would do
Where I would go and
From whom should I inquire
About the Truth, it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
Mole

Losing identity  
I accept everything  
I push myself back  
I support myself straight.

You remember me  
As I remember you  
I accept you whole  
Not forgetting  
A single mole.

Gajanan Mishra
Molehill

Know the molehill
But make not a
Mountain out of it.

Gajanan Mishra
Mom, At The Peak

Mom, at the peak,
And she is ShriDevi.
No mystery
But intensity.
The God is nowhere else
But in the mom,
And in creativity.
And mom, the winner, as always.

Gajanan Mishra
Mom, I Love To See You

Mom, I love to see you
at every moment.
At every moment you are
here within me, mom.

Mom, No one can substitute you
And I failed to serve you,
Excuse me mom, you are here
with me and I worthless
know not what is truth.

You are the truth mom,
You are the love and you
create all for all
I am the coward who failed
to discover the colors.

In all ages, let me stay
with you mom, by good company,
For you there no difference
between demons and devils,
birds and beasts, snakes and gods.

Mom, for you there is
no lower and no upper, mom,
You are the symbol of knowledge
and you work in passion
You know not anything besides love.

I love to see you, mom,
I love you, I know
I am your scriptures
I am your future and I am
ready to devote myself only to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Moment amazing
Life amazing
And you
O my dear
Really a passer
Through this
Flowers and stream.

Really you are
Here with me
My dear and I
Can say
You are in split
At this time
With me.

Amazing life
Amazing moment
Come and join
Let me clarified
I am not stranger
O my dear
I am here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Moment's Joy

Be joyful,
Enjoy a moment's joy
Derived from
Reading a poem.
Reading a good poem
Outweighed everything
Outweighed even the delights
Of heaven and bliss of
Final beatitude.

Gajanan Mishra
Moments With Me

I am not able to enjoy
The moments with you
And it is misfortune.
Everything passed
I remained alone
Looking empty sky.
Great consolation
You are with me
And I am in consonance
With you only with you
And only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Monarch

I know You
I know You as
My only monarch
And by the order of
My only monarch
I can take poison
As nectar
As I know whatever
You are telling
Whatever you are
Doing all for
My welfare
And I am happy
See as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Monarch Of All

English is now the monarch
Of all languages of the world
Other languages are the subservient
To English for it is the brightest.

Now English rules over the world
With its magnetic power
No other language can challenges
English as they unable to touch
the hearts of the mass tower.

Gajanan Mishra
Monday, February 8, 2016

Monday, February 8, 2016,
I am hurt by nature.
I have so many things
To enjoy, but I failed.
I am disgusted with life,
And I spent the night in rain.
On this day I dream a colour
That was not mine but yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Money

Hankering for money
Not realising
Wrong path to earn.
Hankering for money
Judge delivering
Wrong judgement
Losing all fame
Name and corn.
Do not envy
And lookback
Or else no morn.

Gajanan Mishra
Money - Destiny

Root of all troubles -
Money.

Satisfy with
Whatever is achieved
In its own way.

Stay patient
And unagitated.

Think it all destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
Money And Love

Differentiate money
And love
Love is not saleble
Who told you.
Again I said
Money is not honey always
Money is funny for life's sake
The only message.
You earn money- good
Power to make money- best
Money will not do anything
Except buying whore.

Gajanan Mishra
Money And Man

Money is nothing
But the creation of the man
And man is created by nature.
But alas, money is
Destroying the man.

Gajanan Mishra
Money And Not Cash

I need money, true.
Cash is not necessary.
I talk about money,
And I think it is
Needless to talk
About ready made notes
Or say cash.
I care not the neighbor,
But I care money.
Peace is there,
Where there is money.
Life and money - interlinked.
Money and cash, though not.
I want money and money and money.

Gajanan Mishra
Money And Water

Let money and water
Flow on their
Natural course.
Hoardimg and gathering
Of water and money
Are not good for any.
Money is the means
So also water
Use them with care, my dear.
Treat money as servant
And not master, we know
Our life's supporter is water.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Can Never Be Black

Money can never be black,
We are black.
We can never be black,
Our works are black.
Our works can never be black,
It is the result that is black.
Black, black, black, black,
Let not the white turn in to black.

Gajanan Mishra
Money is everything,
Only through money
virtuous actions can
be possible.

Money gives status
and position.
Money begets
respect and honour.

Money is just a means
And not everything,

Gajanan Mishra
Money Is Never Black

Money is money and
It is never black.
Man is man and
Man can never be dog.
And yet we are saying
Black money and
You dog in anger.
Anger is not good
That we know and yet
We get angry for nothing.
We know everything
Is an act of God and yet
We say we are doing,
How disgrace, bear me darling.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Is Sweeter

Money is sweeter,
Money is sweeter than honey
and still I cannot take it with me,
But I am acquiring money by risking my life.
Through money I am buying car,
Through money I am building house,
Through money I am publishing my poetry books,
Through money I am keeping you with me, darling,
I am buying food, clothes, shoes,
But I cannot take money with me.
With so much money with me, I am empty.
With so much money with me, I am not getting peace.
With so much money with me, I am not fearless.
Money, money, money. Money is nothing when I am going.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Laundering

I like wash
And iron,
But I like not
Transfer of funds,
I like not
To say good
To bad.
See I am straightforward,
And I like to say
What I think good
For you.
I love truth,
I know, I am
The fruit of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Make Us

Money make us
Handicapped
And it is folly
Not granting
Money to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Matters

Money matters
Are the trouble creators.
Going after money
Means going far away
From honey.

No rightful person
Can follow money.
Come and see with
Proper knowledge to
Unfold the secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Money

You have money
You are hungry
You have money
You are not getting anything
You have money
You have no love
You have no fresh air
You have money
You are not getting anything
You have money
You are alone
You have money
You have no place to stay
You have money
You have mp humanity
You have no sensibility
You are nothing
You have money
And you are bankrupt
And you are not happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Money Money Money

Holds fast to money
You can not do anything
Without money
Money gives you status
And position
Go on calculation
Money begets respect
And honor
Hoard money my dear
And remember
Money is only for
Mundane pleasure
Where you find
Death is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Money, Money, Money

Money, money, money,
And money is all and everything.
Earn money, spend money, enjoy money.
Money, money, money, earn money
By hook or by crook.
Money laundering, Snatching
Are the common formulas.
Earn money and earn, no matter black or white,
by Satta, by cards, by any other methods
But accumulate money, think it like honey.
All laws are in papers
So long as police stick is
not there with it. Keep police by money.
Give money and earn and accumulate money.

Gajanan Mishra
Moneyless Life

Moneyless life
I want to live.
Peace is there
Mind it.
But my wife
Is ready to leave me.
Wife-less life,
I think not
About it.
Wife means the house,
The management,
The service,
The acceptance,
The attachment,
The pleasure,
So on and so forth.
But I want wife,
And always
My wife blackmailing me.
No risk,
No worry,
Without money,
Without wife.
I want to live
But with the wife.
Plus and minus
I want to apply both,
But how in this life,
That I know not.
Please tell me
If you are kind enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Mongoose

Mongoose,
I love you, mongoose,
For your devotion,
For your fearlessness.
I love as because
You are active
Both in day times
And also at nights.

You dig with your claws
And I can not
It is my flaws.
You can go without
Food and also without water
My dear, but I fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Monism

We are all in oneness of mind,
And we stay here equibalanced,
We are ignorant not being exposed fully.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkey

Monkey monkey monkey
And they are all here
Under crime and criminal
Tracking network and systems
Though summer they are
Busy in search of peace
They have theirs raindrops
And labor and showers and
White flowers that are here
Monkey monkey monkey
O my dear, nothing to fear
We are for them and they are
Not for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkey And Fly-Over

On the void
Fruits theft
Past time left
Monkey said.

No way out
Air overload
Watered failed
Monkey said.

Time ahead
Frozen trips
Body wandered
Monkey said.

And what
Monkey said
Need not bother
It is fly-over.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkey And I

I am frightened
To see the picture
Of a monkey Though I
Think not myself
As such here.

Here see the monkey
Here see me
Without any resemblance
I have my own affection
With good looking.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkey-Dance

Here see the monkey-dance, my dear,
At the cost of the pain of the monkey.
And they said, monkey is ours ancestors
And we are entertaining ourselves
At the cost of this little dumb creature.

What is the meaning of this dance
That I do not know, I know only
We, all creatures here are part and
Parcels of Almighty and He is within
The hearts of all, and I feel one creature
Must not use another creature for his
Selfish ends and I am sure He would not
Give us pardon for our cruelty to others.

Monkey-dance is an act of cruelty, my dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkeys Jump

Monkeys jump
From one tree
To another.

The monkey is
Very affectionate
To the children
And women.

I am neither
The monkey nor
Like the monkey,
And try not
To capture me
For your pleasure.

I have remembered
You, the truth.
I know I am
Neither in
The dark caves
Of the mountains
Nor in the jungle.

I am my own light,
I am the light, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Monsoon

Monsoon breaks
Though late.

Birds are
In their nest,
Good people are
Busy in search of
Truth in their shed.

Farmers have no time
They engaged themselves
In production of food
For all.

The world is smiling
With the monsoon breaks
O my dear, please stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon - Where Is It?

Moon - where is it? I find it within.
With pure white background and in close snap,
I find it with my quest that is endless,
Here on this earth without any difference.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Day

We have reached the moon,
And we observed today
As the moon day.

We are happy,
We have landed on the moon,
With all coolness,
With all humanity.

We have landed
Through Armstrong and Aldrin,
See, we are smiling.

The moon, our dream,
The moon, our medicine,
The moon, we are ready to stay
There, our planning.

We the men, show our strength,
We are to enjoy life everywhere.
We the men can correct our mistakes
And with all goodness,
With all love can make this earth heaven,

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Is Here

Moon is here with me
Predominating deity of my mind
Moon gives me potency
Moon is the source of my life
Moon pleases all here
I am satisfied by the presence of the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Is Mind

Moon is mind,
Sun is vision,
Earth is foot,
The sky is the head.

Ocean is the abdomen,
Truth is intelligence,
Love is heart,
Life is the world.

I have my own
Water and the air.
I am here the fire,
And the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Is Not Trembling

The moon is not trembling,
Appears, though, with
The quality of the water.
I am not living, appears though,
With you here at this time.
Apparently, I am here, true,
But separated from myself,
And you accepted me as different,
We are one though, in the lighting
System of true study.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Is There

Moon is there,
We are to reach.
Reaching is
Everything for us.
We are here for
No other purpose.
We are to reach
Till the moon is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon Rise

Moon rise
Dispelled the pain
Of others with
Reddish hue of
Comforting rays.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon To Sky

Moon to sky
Wife to husband
King to state
Poem to poet
Poet to world.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon

?????? ???????
?????? ??? ????? ??!
?????? ??? ???
?? ??? ????? ????!
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??? ???????, ??? ?? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Moonless

Of course, night -
Moonless.
But not life.

Life is full of
Moon and stars.

Love - life,
Full of
All sweet,
All beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Moon-Life

Red-heart and moon-life,
I care for you.

I appear there,
In your kingdom- a clear space.

Still, everything
And high and low.

Life-moon and the ocean,
Unending oracles.

Gajanan Mishra
Moonlight

Moon-light and sun-shine
are all the same.
It is all but one
though in different phases.

If you have patience
You may go on searching
the value of the shadows.

You are allowed to say red
But restrained to utter grey.

The water and the air
know everything about me,
I know nothing about them though.

It is my good luck I am here with them
If I remained silent, it is really shame, shame.

Gajanan Mishra
Moonlight And Moon With Life

All about moon
And moonlight.
All about liberty
And life.
All about colors
And figures.

Great threat of
Life is time,
And time exist
For life.

Life is set
For living
On earth and
In the sky.

For life
We eat,
We fight.
And we move
Left and
Right.

Loneliness has
Nothing to do,
True.
Knowledge and love
Has nothing to do,
True.

Let us introduce ourselves,
Men, that we are here
And we care nothing
And no one.
We continue to live
As we are learning
How to live
With time.
Gajanan Mishra
Moon's Age

Who can say
The age of the moon
And who is there
To analyze the history.

We have our own history
And that has a link
With the moon,
Keep faith on moon.

Moon is there
Sun is there
And we are here
And let us know first
Who we are and how
We are here with the sun and the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Mor Boli Gotie Bhasha Achhi (Odia)

Mor boli gotie bhasha achhi,
Mor boli gotie achhimbi jaga,
Mu ethi mor jagare aau
pratyekakanka sahita mu
Mo bhashare heuchhi katha aau
Ethi achhanti jete mora
Sabu nikata samparkiya.
Tathapi mu mukta nuhen,
Sabda kahibre swatantra nuhen.
Mu jane sabda gudika thaka
Aau anek samayare semaane
Thakuchhanti mate aau aneka
Mate bhul bujhuchhanti.

Gajanan Mishra
Mor Iskul (Kosli)

Mor iskul kena?
Gala kael
Thila ina.
Mor master
Aasithila mate
Padhabarkaje a, aa.
Jimi kenke muin?
kentakari jimi?
Kie heba master
Padhabarkaje ka, kha..
Tume kahuchha
Mor bhashathi
Padhbarta mor
Janam adhikar aae.

Gajanan Mishra
Mor Kabita Bhitre (Kosli)

Kabita bagir ni se
Kabita aae.
kabita hauchhe jiban,
Jiban hauchhe phalpaebarta
Jiban hauchhe jhagda judh hebarta.
Jibanke upabhjogkara, mor dhana.
Aasa mui ina achhen
Mor kabita bhitre.

Gajanan Mishra
Mor Sat Samman

sat ke mor sat samman
mate st hebarke dia.
muin ni chen kichhu
mate kichhu darkar nain
muin michhu ke mulya nain dien.
daitwa bhi naina hethirar lagi hemane
kahesan mate kath, pathar.

Gajanan Mishra
Mora Gurutwa Kebala Tuma Jogu (Odia)

Mora gurutwa kebala tuma jogu
AAu mu nuhen satya.
Mu michha bi nuhen,
Tuma upasttiti jogu.

In Brahmi script;
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Gajanan Mishra
Mora Jitibara Achhi (Odia)

Mora jitibara achhi
kebala tumara hrudaya,
kintu tari aadaku
mate se tanisarichhi.

Kebala tuma
Hrudayaku mora
bhramanare jibara achhi
Kintu sehi jaga
mo bhitare rahisarichhi.

Kebala tuma hrudaya
drusya mate dekhibara achhi
Aau sehi drusya
mo aakhira samudra
bhitare rahicchi.

Gajanan Mishra
Mora Kabita Mora Nuhan

Mora kabita mora nuhan
Paribini sunai tumaku
Aau mu sandhyare
Apata sepata hoi gunugunae
Kie thae sandhyare mopathare
Mu jane kahiparena kichhi
Kahibaku na thae padutie
Kahaa kie jane aau jane na
Mu mora madanamast kabitare thilabele.

Gajanan Mishra
Mora Kichhi Kahibaara Achhi (Odia)

Mora kichhi kahibaara achhi,
Jadi jaanichha, dayakari kuha.
Seitaa kana?
Tumaku kahuchhi,
Tumaku sabu satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Mora Kichhi Kama Nahin (Odia)

Mora kichhi kama nahin
Aau ae dehara kichhi karibara nahin.
Mu ae deha nuhen
Aau nuhan kichhi mora.

Gajanan Mishra
Mora Lekhibara Achhi (Odia)

Tume mora kabita,
Mora lekhibara achhi.
Tume mora dhana
Mora rakhibara achhi.
Tumaku dekhibara achhi
Tume mora bhabisyata.
Satyare premare mu achhi
Ethare tuma sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Moral Code

Moral code
The Supreme Truth
Is the upholder of
Moral code.
And the Supreme Truth
Is here to bring
Joy to all, my dear

Gajanan Mishra
Moral Power

Moral power,
The poet has
Moral power
That I know,
And for this
Even the king
Bow down his
Head before him.

The poet has
Unwavering firmness
And he does not
Get unnerved
He is always
In righteousness.

Gajanan Mishra
More And More

I want to say
More and more
But for what
If you are
Not listening
You listen or not
I have to say
As it is my duty
One day you are
Compelled to
Listen and
Search me out
And admit
My importance
In this journey.

Gajanan Mishra
More And More I Am Attracted

Towards You
My dear, more and
More, I am attracted.

You appeared on this
Body and also on that body
And I fear, my dear
And I am afraid
Let You should disappear.

More and more
I am attracted
Towards You, my dear,
I desire to stay with You for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
More Comfortable

True,
I am
More comfortable
With my mother.
True,
I am fluent
In mother tongue.

True,
The earth is
My Motherland.
True,
I am relaxed here
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
More Dear

You are, my dear
More dear to me
Than my life itself.

Yet You are leaving me
I think fate is
Working against me
And nothing to stop.

Am I miserable now
No no never, I think
You are going for better
And better and better.

You are, my dear
More dear to me and I am sure
You are here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
More Delightful

Life-
More delightful.

Eternally,
Life is full of
Bliss and knowledge.

Life keeps us alive,
But we care not life.

We are auspicious for life,
And life is palatable
When we love in truth.

Life and love - two sides,
But one inside and
Another outside, though,
Life is always for good.

Gajanan Mishra
More Guests

More and more guests,
Let them come at their best.
We, be here to fulfill
Their hopes and dreams.
Bags of opportunities
Are with them.
Let us stay happy
With this new year, dear,
Molest not any one
At any time. Let all
Avail scope to fulfill
Their wish and let them
Stay in peace. Happy
New year- we greet.

Gajanan Mishra
More Leafs  And

More leafs less fruits
More talks less works

2

write poem and
Not to be sneezed at
And be in good smell.

3

Not getting means
Not getting and
You are not here
To get anything.

4

Eyes are round
Focus everywhere
Everytime.

5

Poverty and illiteracy
Are cursed.

6

People's participation
Strict legislation
Democracy's satisfaction.

7

Frog is near
Lotus pond
Lotus flowers
Had honey
Bee the foreigner
Comes and take it away.

Gajanan Mishra
More Or Less

More or less, lover of sky,
Smaller and nearer, lover of ocean,
Actually, life is large, and
We live here for good.

But rarely, the truth is discovered by us,
We are the product of the truth, though.
We are truly great souls, but
The agitation has no role, we know.

We are the air and we are the water,
We are also the flowers and we grow
With the power of our will.
Nature is there to help us
In all areas of developments,
But we are poor to receive anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
More Pleasure Less Pain

More pleasure less pain,
More light less darkness,
More poetry less prose,
More languages less life,
And all belong to this earth.
I am the earth and
I am flying in the sky.
The sky dissolved in me
And I am touching the sky
With my own fixed idea.
And my idea is not to die,
Not to say, anyone goodbye.
I am the mirror of my words,
I am here always in my world.

Gajanan Mishra
More Precious

Life is more precious
Than any law
Than any misplaced faith
Life is more precious
Do not push the life
To the jaws of death.

Gajanan Mishra
More Refreshed

I am refreshed,
More and more refreshed,
Here at this time
With this causal body.
I am afraid- not true.
I care not any one
I see the birds on the tree,
I see the clouds in the sky,
I see the animals on this earth.
But what I see are not true.
I have my own experience and
Own views on life,
I have my own answer within.
My memory is weak though, I am strong.

Gajanan Mishra
More Than Air

See me, air is within me,
Air is also outside me,
And yet, I am
more than air.

Ask not how?
It is you to think,
It is you to feel,
It is you to test,
within, applying knowledge
that you have acquired so far.

Who am I
to say you about the air?
I know you yourself is the air.

And blowing from one direction
to another,
But look at me,
I am going at the same time,
to all directions.

Gajanan Mishra
More Than Fragrance

I am more than fragrance,
As because I can spread
Anywhere with my knowledge
With my goodness. Even I
Can enter to the port of
My enemy without any hindrance.
Fragrance can go with the help
Of someone like air or wind.
But I can go myself alone
And fight with the evil within.
I am the goodness that is
There in all. Let me go freely
In to you before your fall,
I wait not also for any call.

Gajanan Mishra
More Than Life

Is there anything
More than life?
Definitely the answer
Is a loud NO.

But when great men
Say what is the value
Of life, what do you mean?

Life is not a fitting chair
That you can go and sit there,
Whenever you like.

Keep faith with you, my dear,
Life is ready to comes to you.

Share everything with others,
They are your joyful partners.

Gajanan Mishra
More Than You

More than you,
I find nothing,
Nothing truth.

Gajanan Mishra
More Time Please

Let me give
More time please
And enable me
To complete
The poem.

Let me see
Your smile please
And enable me
To love
In full.

Here,
The multicolours
Confuse me.
But I want
Something more
To fly.

Gajanan Mishra
More Valuable

A handful of real paddy
Is with me, see
And it is more valuable
Than heaps of paddy skins
Without any substance
Which are with others.

Gajanan Mishra
More Valuable - Truth And Love

Man and humanity
More valuable
Than anything.

Temple, Mosque
Are built in cement
And sands and stones

The body of man is
Built in flesh bones etc.
But life and humanity
Are more valuable than
Anything else.
There is no substitute
Of character and truth
And love and love-devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
More, More

More, more, more, more,
Let it increase, let it increase,
Let it increase, more and more, more,
This money, wives, houses, and so on and so on.

Let us enjoy this life, this life,
More and more, more, more
More pleasure with food, dress, luxury,
And I want more, more and more, so on and so on.

Gajanan Mishra
Moreover

Moreover You are mine
Without any question.

Moreover You are
The ultimate glory.

Moreover You are outside
Happiness and distress.

I am with You all days
Moreover I am Yours
With my pleasure with my pain.

Highest truth is
You are my gain.

Moreover You understand me
It is I who is in a state of
False ego without knowing know how.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning And Evening

One two three four five six seven
Say nine or eleven
Even the dog and the hen
Are in the heaven and enjoying beauty
You can tell your heritage
And keep going
Nothing is useless
Nothing is meaningless
If you are here with me
The morning and the evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning And Morning

Morning and morning
So many mornings are going
And going away from me
And still I have not
Seen a sunrise.

Sun and sun and
Rising and rising
So many suns as I have seen
But still no light
And no sunshine.

And still it is not dark
That astonished me
And the world is smiling
With no wanting.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning At Bangalore

I ring and
Book an ola cab
Wherein I want to
See the morning sun
At Bangalore near
Yesvantapur station.
The driver asked
Sir, destination, please?
I cried
What destination?
Do you not know
No destination is
There in the life?
You can claim
The money, the rent,
The fare as you share.
But remember, I have
Nothing to share,
But I must take part
Where you take me, and
I discover a morning
For you, take it granted.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Is Morning

Morning is morning,
You know, I know.
And it is not evening.
Of course, evening is
The prior stage of morning,
Some say I am not here
To explain on this.
I am going to say about
Inimical and loving mood,
You say both are different path
To reach the same venue,
I am not here to agree with you.
So many are foolish,
Unnecessarily they are
Busy taking advantage of
Beef, mutton, chicken,
Unnecessarily they are
Trying to drag me into
The controversy that has
No meaning to greater life
Of peace and cohabitation.
No hachures is there
Here at us to tag hackney.
We are to proceed further
And we are to rise up and up,
At this time we must not
Discuss the silly matter
That has no role to play at all.
Feeling of anxiety has
Also, nothing to do,
From this very morning,
We should know.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Means

Morning means life begins
Good morning everybody utters
and I think taking birth
Is morning and say good-life
Life is a day and let us enjoy
Let us unite in a day in a life
Let us stay together till evening
And in the evening we find
Different ways for different persons
And what is that I can say
I can say in a new morning
It is not parting but it is
Just uniting again and again
With a kiss.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Poetry

Opened, study the words,
Not free they are, though.

Cleared, all clouds,
The sea and the sky, one though.

Go not for the meaning,
You can't find it.

But confirm, who you are,
And appear here with fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Shows

Morning shows
What is best,
Morning shows
Life is nectar
Here for test.

There is morning
Always in life.
Beginning of dream
Facing of challenge
Offering of sacrifice
It is what life.

Doubt has no place
In life since life
Is a lighted candle.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Spring

Caw caw
Came the morning
Coo coo
Came the spring
I know it is morning
And it is spring
Already arrived
At my door
For not without reasons
It came with much
Tickling sounds and
In clapping hands
With whistles and
Rustles in and out
My courtyards
I know henceforth
My grand daughter
Roars not howls not
I know she babbles
And she has no grumbling
Thanks to this morning
She is hearing coo coo
And care not caw caw.

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Tea

Coming at times with storm
At times with dove.

Hope not anything
My dear, here there is
No place for this butterfly.

Hope against hope
Is also not permissible
Though I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Mortal Birth

I have not taken
Any mortal birth,
I am so and so
And I am here
As ever, see me,
My dear, discover me
In you, I am so clear,
Listen me, with your ears.

Gajanan Mishra
Mortality / Immortality

Three persons are here
One is mortal
Another is immortal
Yet another is neutral.
Body, soul and time
And it is an error
To say some one mine
And some other one enemy.
Yet another three are here
One engaged himself in creation
Another in destruction
And yet another maintainer.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Arresting Thing

Most arresting thing
In this world is
Really hunger.
And I am hungry, see me.
No poetry, no music
And no one can
Give solace to me
My dear, at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Attractive

Most attractive
You are most attractive, my dear
Most attractive.

To hear Your activities
Are pleasing to the mind and ears
All Your activities.

This material world is the cause of suffering
O my dear, this root cause of suffering
Can be removed by listening Your stories.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Beautiful

Beautiful
Most beautiful
You are my dear
Let me see
Every part of
Your beauty
Transcendental beauty
One after another
O my dear
I know You are
The supreme
In fact and figure
Absolute Truth is
Your impersonal feature
That is Your rays
In the earth in the sky and
In the air in the light in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Beautiful - My Mother

Most beautiful - my mother,
It is God who has created my mother,
I love my mother most
And God love me for that.

I know God is crying for me,
I know I am doing all works
In open and I incur sin
I know God is forgetting
And forgiving me.

Here is the God with me
Who is searching where I am.
And I am opening the God's album
In front of all in broad day light,
With words - give me a fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Beautiful-Life

Most beautiful things on this earth
Is life, take care the livings,
Let all live in peace, love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Confidential Part Of Life

Most confidential part of life is poetry
When I am sharing poetry means You think
You are dearest to me, My dearest dear.
I am disclosing myself in my poetry
Slowly and slowly time to time, my love
You think I am nearest one, understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Excellent Life

The most excellent life
The tree bears
Protection from rain heat
Snow and so on the tree gives
The tree fulfills others desires
With its leaves flowers fruits shade
Roots bark wood fragrance sap ashes
Pulp sprouts for the benefit of all
Tree is real God with us
Perfection is there if one
Acts and live a life of tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Fortunate

You are
The most fortunate,
My dear poet.
Since you write
And you recite
The poems
For others here.
You are
The most fortunate,
My dear poet.
Since you are there
To say the truth,
Live in truth and
Sacrifice the life
For others for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Loving

Love is simple and straight
You are most loving to me
I can not bear separation from You.

My living is my writing
See, all are simple and straight
I can not bear separation from you.

My love has no color, see
And I am here with You
I love You I love You I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Popular

Most popular
But foreign.
You are but
To choose me
For all out
Welfare.

Old and new
Come together,
I am here to
Clean you.

So many problems
We are to solve
On this earth by
Simply a vote.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Powerful

Come come crow come
Come cuckoo cock cockatoo
Come come curlew
I would not asked
Who are you.

With due curtesy
I am here to address
The country the earth
Moon mercy poetry peace
Hope and justice.

I am here to
Welcome you all
We all congregate
To worship
The most powerful.

And the most powerful
Is always with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Powerful - Destiny

Most powerful - destiny,
We are all nothing
And meaningless.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Sacred Spot

I am in my meditation
On this earth and I
Considered this earth
As most sacred spot
I called it Tapobana
And here I am Gajanana
Worshiping you, my dear
Without fear
My life is just like a river
That is going upwards
Always towards perfection
And I am uttering each word
With Your due permission, save all
O my dear, and in turn take my life as oblation.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Secret

Most secret.
And what is it?

Take refuge
And know something.

Repent not, remember
At your past actions.

Have full faith
In the words of eternal values.

Most secret is
You dwell in the hearts of all beings.

And You keep all
Under control.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Trusted

Most trusted
But least dangerous
With no purse no sword.
Legitimacy is
The only capital
With reasoning and
Transparency corroporative
Processes, Easily named
Any system for pro-people.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Unhappy

I am the most unhappy man,
Honest and offenseless, though.
I am the most unhappy man,
You wish all good to me, though.
And here, at this time,
I am in trouble.
I am the worst sufferer,
You have given me
All the good fortune, though.
The dishonest miscreants flourish
Here freely and my
Existence is in peril.
No one is there to bring
peace and harmony for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Valuable

Most valuable -
My life and
Take it,
I am giving to you.
I am giving it
For the welfare of
All creatures here,
Take it my dear.
I know, you are
Within all.
And I am sure,
You are all virtue,
You are all good,
You are the root and fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Most Wonderful

Life is most wonderful
Poem is the wonder
I am thrilled
Over and over again
Over the mystic and
Sacredness of words
In my poems
Here you can find
Divine vision
And grace
Poem is the supreme
Esoteric gospel.

Gajanan Mishra
Moth Maddened

Moth maddened
Moth maddened by the fire
Rushes blindly in to its
Flames.
O my dear, I am here like this
In this darkness of material existence
By your enticing words coquettish smiles
Sensuous movement of your body
Forgetting everything of my own inner self.
I am enjoying the illusory forms only
That has no value at all in the real
Emancipation and falling in the net of
Exploitation and now I realized no other person
Is more foolish than me and everything end.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother 3

Without mother
imagination lost
Eating fishing living
All lost
Without mother
Nothing here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother 4

God made mother
Only for me
God made mother
My ideal
And it is me.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother 5

Mother is always right
Mother is strong and might
Never hack the mother down
Mother is here
To bless the entire town
The entire world order and
The entire sun and the moon

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Mother- Earth

Is here since the very
Moment of my birth.

With the blessing of my mother
I am Jivanmukta.

My mother is reservoir of bliss
It is due to her blessing
I get peace.

My mother is my art my science
My mother is my all branches of knowledge
My mother pervades my creation.

My mother lift me up
With her art full of compassion and love.

My mother is my ideal
With my mother
I can touch the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Father

Mother is here
With me,
I am able to
See my mother.

I know not
Where is my
Father. I am
Not able to
Stay though,
I feel his presence.

I see my mother
With form, But
The form of my mother
Is unimaginable for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Language

Mother and language
Both one and the same.
Mother and land
Both one and the same.
Go not against my language,
Go not against my land,
Go not against my mother.

Without my language,
Without my land,
And without my mother,
I would be nowhere.

Dare not to go against
My mother, my mother tongue
And my motherland.

Dare not, and
Invite not your own death.
Go not against my mother,
My language and my motherland.

Who so ever you may be,
I am here to drive you out,
For the sake of my mother,
My language and my motherland.

Let me worship my mother,
Let me worship my motherland,
In my own mother tongue forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Language ??? ??, ??? ????

???? ???
??? ??????,
??? ??? ????? ?

???? ? ?????,
???? ????? ???
???? ?? ?

???? ????,
??????? ?????
???????? ????? ?

?????? ??? ??,
??? ????,
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??? ??
??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Love

Yes, I am hungry for love,
Hungry for my mother tongue.
I need my mother and
I need no knowledge.
Love is required by me
And not salvation.
I call my brothers and sisters
And I know they are all here
And they are ready to hear
And ready to change the atmosphere.
No place is superior
That the mother earth,
That I know and I call all
To render service without any charge.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Mother

Keep a stone of five kilo
In your belly for at least nine months
And say what a mother is!
Create a thing, keep its maintenance,
And save it from all odds and danger
And say how difficult the duty of a mother is!
Mother is more than any God,
A girl child is the mother of your future, my dear
How you are keeping her that depends upon your nature.
Be cautious, and save your own future,
Don't darken your own place, time and life
By mis-utilizing, by destroying your own mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Son

Mother can only
Gives fame.
Son can only
Achieve reputation.

This world is
For mother and son
Father has given
This presentation.

It is auspicious
Always here, at times
Increasing and
Decreasing no matter.

So long as we are here
We should enjoy life without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother And Wife

Mother and wife -
Two wheels of
My life-chariot.
And I proceed forward
With them
On the path of
Truth and love.
Without mother and
Without a pleasing wife
Life would be there
In the dense forest
With beasts and animals.
Mother tongue is
The nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother At Home

If mother is at home
The home is heaven.
If wife is helping
In spiritual advancement
The life is in heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Be Worshipped

Mother be worshipped,
Mother - God in living shape.
Earth be worshipped,
We are all made of the earth.
Mother and the earth
Are one and the same.
Mother language is there
To make us enlighten.
The mother's heart beat is for us,
The mother's love is wisdom for us.
The mother is our intelligent light,
For the mother, we are to fight.
Mother and mother, dear mother,
You know better the life's journey here.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Comes

Mother comes
In paper
In chinarose flower
In the light of the moon.

Mother comes
In colorful lights
In shining fire
In buffalo-smell.

Mother comes
With all weapons
On forest-road
Keeping the body aside.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Creates The Universe

Mother creates the Universe
Mother creates Prakriti
Mother creates Purusha
Mother creates the world
Mother means creative power
Mother is Shakti
Sakti is Brahmaswarupini.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Earth

I pray you, mother earth
Pray for your blessing
Mother earth
I am your son
You are not hurry I know
Everything you accomplished.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Earth And

Mother earth and
Material nature
O my dear, are
Not independent
They can not
Produce anything
By themselves
It is You who can
Give in contact
Who can impregnate
Them with all
Energies
For the sustenance
And maintenance A
And hence You are
The store house of
All wonders
No matter whether
It is in air
Or in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother earth,
You are the fountain head
Of all bliss.
Mother earth,
You are the truth and
Also the fruits of all truth.
Mother earth,
You are the singer,
Singer of life.
Mother earth,
You are the dancer,
Sweet dancer of the cosmos.
Mother earth, I love you,
I love you, mother earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother First

Mother mother-language and mother-land first
Whatever you do wherever you go, no problem
Mother mother-language and mother-land
Should go on top priority for all
And their well-beings should be the goal of all
Mother mother-language and mother-land should be
Above all religions above all ideologies
All should work for mother mother-language
And mother-land selflessly.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Gives Us

Mother gives us
Material prosperity
Mother gives us
Spiritual freedom.

Boundless
Mother's grace
Illimitable
Mother's mercy
Infinite
Mother's knowledge
Immeasurable
Mother's power
Ineffable
Mother's glory
Indescribable
Mother's splendour.

Thanks Mother
You are present
You are past and
You are our future
And you are beyond
Time and space
It is for you
We are here and
Showing our face.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother- Gracious

You love all equally,
Your heart is gracious,
I know fully,
Being your child.
Mother, I seek
Refuge in you.
I know your heart
Melts with a great compassion.
You know what is there
In my heart at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Is Coming

Mother is coming, see
It is Her time.

Mother is Mother
My dear, welcome the Mother.

Acknowledge your gratefulness
To the Mother by worshiping Her.

Offer what you have received from the Mother
Mother, Mother, sweet Mother, Pray take my miseries for ever.

See, Mother is coming
It is Mother's time.

Whatever you have in your possession
It is the gift by the grace of the Mother.

If you want to be happy and peaceful
You must promote devotional service for the pleasure of the Mother.

It is the time of the Mother
Mother is coming to You, see O my dear.

Mother is here, Mother is here
Mother is here and this is purified atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Is Here With Me

Mother is here with me
Mother has exceptional radiance
Mother can undertake
The formidable task of
Riding the world of oppression
Mother is the Sakti
Repository of world energy.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Is Telling Us

To bring prosperity
In to the lives of all
Mother is telling us
To strive hard to remove
The pain and sorrow and
Bring happiness to all
Where prosperity and
Happiness prevails
My mother is easily
Propitiated there.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Is There

Mother is there
busy in her creation.
With love she is
calling all to view.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Is There To Build My Body

Mother is there to build my body,
Wife is there to give me pleasure,
Knowledge is there to make me handsome,
Motherland is there to make me grow freely.
I am going with my mother-tongue
Without any trouble anywhere.
I am here with my mother and death is
Going away from me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Knows Every Technique

Love, compassion and mother,
Positiveness, vision and mother,
All go together, my dear,
Let us salute our mother.

Mother, mother, mother,
Without mother no air no water
Without mother no light no life
Without mother you cannot
Think of the earth and of the sky.

If you want to fly go with the mother
Mother knows each and every route
Mother knows every technique
That would do good to the self and
That would do good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother- Life Safer

Mother is the lighter
To rescue from dark
Mother is the fighter
To rescue from bark.
Respect mother
And hark
You will not
Fall in to shark.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Means

Mother means Super,
All mothers are Super,
I love my mother.

I love my mother,
My mother is as tougher
As ever, combination
Of all colors.

Mother's approval
Is a must for
Any real worker.

Where, mother is there
There, present all gods
With all blessing,
Bother not, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Missing

My mother has been
Missing since 1954.
And we, her children
Are careless.

If you are really
There for your mother
Then come on and say
Lo, here she is.

But you, the children
Of my mother are busy
In playing cheat with her.

And I am unable to
Protect her, though I was
On fast- unto-death there.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Mother Mother Earth

Mother Mother Mother earth
I know You are constantly harassed
By drilling by explosion by pollution
By all human and inhuman actions
I know also You have the great power
Of toleration and You have provided
All facilities for human habitation
Mother Mother Mother earth
I know, You are the only one and
I pray, Mother, my dear, teach me
The lesson and the way of tolerance
That enable me to know the sole reason
Of my very existence for the all out
Service and welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother never bear the cry,  
The cry of her child.  
Mother take the child  
With her arms,  
Kiss the child with love,  
Mother play with the child,  
Give the child dolls,  
Teach the child the language and  
Hear the child in full satisfaction.  
Mother feed the child with her own milk,  
And forget everything.  
Likewise, O my dear I know you forget  
All the mistakes committed by me, and  
You are ever ready to fulfill all my desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother Said

Dear son
Do not hurt
Do not kill
Any living creature
For whatever reason
Mother said
Practice Non-violence
Absolutely universally
Mother said
Even self protection
Can not justify murder
Stick to the rule of
Universal love my dear
If you want to sacrifice
If you want to give Bali
Give your self
Surrender your ego
And it is supreme sacrifice
Nothing is superior to it
Nothing can be equal to it
If you anything to offer me
My dear son offer me
Your inner evil trait of
Passion of anger of greed
I want your animal-man within
Mother said.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother- The Winner

You are the winner, mother
That I know here, the winner.
I forget you, never, never, never.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother ?? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Mother, And Mother

Mother, mother, sweet mother,
You are better and better and better.
You made me wonder, you beat me and
you kiss me at the same time here.

Mother, mother, sweet mother,
You are my creator, I love you mother,
My morning and my evening are with you,
dear mother, I am yours forever.

Mother, mother, dear mother,
I am here and in this position,
The credit goes to you, my dear mother,
Let me say you my master.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Authority

It is my mother,
The proper authority,
Who can say
Who is my father,
And what can I do,
And where to go,
How to stay,
And what to speak.
No one else has
Such authority,
Who can rules me.
My mother knows all,
About the land,
About the language.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, I Am Not Asking

Mother, I am not asking,
Not asking you any question.
And I dare not to ask anything.
And who am I to ask you
So also I have no word to put.

I know the sun the moon and the stars
And I know they are all depending on you.
Mother, everything is there in its own place
The joy, the sorrow, the hunger, the thirst,
And I am waiting you in spite all that
See me, I am here as nothing and nothingness
Till you make me something, I am nothing.

Let me discover my true self
Within you, mother, let me see you and see you.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Let Me Free

Mother, let me free,
But how can you
That I know not.
Mother, give me
A drop of milk,
And you agree.
Mother, stay with me
But you no more.
Who said you are no more
Not truth I know.
Mother, I see you
Here in me
On this earth
Under this sky.
Mother, let me fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, let me pray,
On this day.

Mother, you are
The divine manifestation.
I am with you
And I am not deluded.

I do hereby accept,
This body is yours.

Mother, let me pray,
On your day.

I know mother,
My affinity with you
Is but natural.
I realize I am
Your eternal fragment.

How can I go far, mother
I am your star,
You are my dearest dear,
You are my nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Mother First

Mother, mother language first,
Mother, mother land first.

Air, clean air first,
Water, safe air first,
Food, nutritious food first
Light, light of knowledge first.

My life is for my mother
My life is for others
My life is for Almighty God.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Mother, Sweet Mother

Mother, mother, sweet mother
My mother, most beautiful mother
Giving me nectar, my life, my future.
Mother, mother, sweet mother
I am with my mother, see here
Without my mother, how can I live here.

One mother, mother earth, She is for all
One air, breath air, it is for all
One light, sun light, it is for all
One water, rain water, it is for all
One sky, roof sky, it is for all
We are all, here one and everything here, for all.

We have with us, one God that is, Ultimate Truth
We are in eternity, when we are with mother, we are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Mother, You Are The Wonder

Mother, mother,
You are the wonder.
Mother, mother,
You are there
To take care
Animals, birds,
Plants, insects,
And all creatures.
Mother, mother,
You are the wonder,
Without you
One cannot find
The meaning of nature.
Mother, mother,
Let me give light,
You are my firefighter.
Make me active, mother
O my sweet mother,
You are the life-writer
I failed to know you further,
I am your creation,
You are my master-creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, My Mother

Mother, my mother,
Your love is unique,
I love you mother,
You are my life giver.

Mother, my mother,
I am searching and
Searching but find,
Not like you, another.

Mother, my mother,
You are my nature,
My past, my present
And also my future.

Mother, my mother,
I salute you forever.
My body, my senses,
My mind and intellect
All are yours, let me,
At your feet, surrender.

Mother, my mother,
For you I am the emperor,
And you are my nectar.
Mother, my mother,
I love you mother,
My source of inspiration
For my actions and
I am only your worshipper.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, My Mother, Mother Earth

Mother
My mother
Mother earth
Telling me
Value of unity
And mutual cooperation
My mother
Mother earth
Sustaining life
Providing food for all
Stands for cosmic stability
With beautiful nature
My mother
weed out unruly elements
And restore peace and order
I am a fragment of my mother
My mother is the whole
And always with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, O Mother

I am Your helper
I am Your son
I am here to unload
Your heavy burden
See all my activities
Are transcendental
And they cement
The path of liberation.

Mother, O mother
You are the reservoir
Of all riches
You are enriched with
All kinds of opulence
You can do and
You can do anything
It is Your grace
That make me winner.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother, Yes Mother

Mother, yes mother,
I see only mother
And I see no world.
Mother is the manifestation
Of Truth and Love.
Mother, O mother,
Your actions and your words
Constitutes the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Motherhood

Motherhood,
It is but special,
It has no any
Alternative truth.

It is true,
Being a mother is
A toughest job
With barely
Any pay off.

It is only for
My mother's love
And warmth, I am
On this path.
How can you treat motherhood?

Gajanan Mishra
Motherland

Motherland,
I salute you,
For you have
Kept everything
For my living.
Mother tongue,
I salute you,
For you have
Given me all knowledge
That are necessary
For a being.
I salute you mother,
For you, I am here
And truth is there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Motherly Consciousness

The needs of the time
Is to develop
Motherly consciousness.
The needs of the time
Is to stay in a good,
noble, and gentle way.
It is time to get rid of
Pride, arrogance and haughtiness.

Let us stay
With the power of the self.
Let us hear
The voice of the self.
Let us start our journey
To fulfil the will of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother's Language

My mother has no language
Besides love.
My mother loves me,
And I have to love all
And give respect to my mother.
My mother always wants
My development in all fields.
So also I support all and cooperate
In the development of all
And give respect to my mother.
The language of my mother
As natural as fresh air
Of the forest and as natural as
Stream water of the hills.
I have to go with nature
And give respect to my mother.
My mother is here, the earth-mother,
I am on this earth and doing
Everything and in her own language
My mother is nurturing me.
The language is tolerance,
And I am tolerant
And I give respect to my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother's Milk

Have you drunk
Your mother's milk?
If yes, then only
You are allowed
To meet and
Talk to me.
You are allowed
To enter in to
My fort that is
Full of mother-language.
Here, one is compelled
To salute his mother-land.
I am here the ruler
And my mother is my teacher.

Gajanan Mishra
Mother's Mind

Mother's mind-
Always in fear,
But courageous
To lead life
Forward.

Mother's kiss-
The strength of
All life
And is there
To drive out
The dark
And ready to
Welcome the light.

Mother's love..unimaginable.

Gajanan Mishra
Moths

Light the lamp
And see moths
Are there and
See everything.
Here in your life,
Dear son nothing is
Lacking, try to
Understand all.
But see everything
In natural forms
And take it easy.
Nothing is there,
Worry not, just stay
In dispassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Motion In Stillness

Motion in stillness,
Changes the path of history.

Gajanan Mishra
Motionless

Motionless, speechless,
Eyes closed, nothing happened.
Feverish columns, society,
Fire-lighted, windows crossed.

All night, Crowd-solitude,
Life crumbled down,
No more morning, restless wind,
All warning, death comes out.

Gajanan Mishra
I am in motionless present
You were in the past
And also You are there
In uncertain future
And so You are in fear.

I have my bone strong
You are in flexible condition
In fixed sky
That is why I called You
To do the needful further.

Gajanan Mishra
Motionless Time

Motionless time,
Motionless stream,
Motionless life.
We fit to live.
Fit to time.

The stream laughed at us,
The bird laughed at us,
The air told us
To proceed further.

We enjoyed everything,
With time.

We see the sun
Going away from us.

And we are still with thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
Mount Up The Hill

Let me mount up the hill,
Let me touch all the chill.
Let me see who you are,
Let me know where the star.
Let me utter a single word,
Let me take you with me
And march forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Mountain

Take care of yourself
Mountain is ahead.
And river
Blocked there.

The river is yours
That I know.
And I am flowing
With it.

No mountain
No river
Only it is the pain
That is troublesome.

Pain of the lotus
Pleasure of the bulldozer.

Gajanan Mishra
Mountain And

Mountain is movable
And it is salable
Example so many
Birds immovable
And constant fixed
Words vulnerable
Unconquerable and
Mountain admissible
In to time frame simple.

Gajanan Mishra
Mountains Have Wings

Mountains have wings
And they are flying.
I am always fighting
with the mountains
on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Mouth Is Mouth

Anus is anus,
Mouth is mouth.

If you blind,
Mirror is useless
For you.

If you are ignorant
Thought can’t be
Valued.

Gajanan Mishra
Mouth-Fire

Mouth-fire is there,
And I am air.
Sky-deep is my body,
Directionless my move.
Let the world know
My signature is this.
And I am scorching
With the blazing fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Mouthful

Mid-day-meal mouthful
Rice dal soybean
Vegetables and eggs
Is this meal is for me
Or is it for election
And to attract voters
See me there is diseases
In your MDM and my empty
Knowledge-bags here
I find no real doctor.

Gajanan Mishra
Move And Interact

My dear men,
Please move
And interact,
And glance over
The energy
That are within.

My dear men,
You are the sea,
You are the waves,
You are the air,
You are the ether
And you are agitated.

My dear men,
Think not yourself
Independent any any time.
Think not yourself
Original also anywhere.
But pluck your own flower
And offer to the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Move Not

Move not
By praise
Or by blame

Stay like
Solid rock.

Be clear
And calm
Within.

Whatever befall
Move onwards.

Call not
Anything yours.

And enjoy
Freedom of detachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Movement

Movement- not free,
Fear is the key,
Join me to climb the tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Movement May Be

But movement is there,
May be swift,
May be slow
May be moderate.

No matter
Whether it is
Behind or in front.

No obstacle is there
To proceed forward.

Cause and effect -
Not to be considered.

Right and wrong are
Not to be valued
During the movement.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving

Moving is dangerous
Stillness is better
If you like
You can see only
If you like
YOU can hear only
If you utter
It is dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving And Interacting

I am moving and interacting
Only for You, my dear.
It is my great mistake
When I think I move independently.

O my dear, give me a lift
To go up from this ocean.
I pray You, O my dear
And I bow down before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving And Unmoving

Moving and unmoving,
I am both, with
The mercy of yours.
I am not supported
By the power of
Any other persons
But that of yours.
I know, you are there
To illuminate me
And also to nourish me.
My eyes are here
With me to see you only.
You are the only one here
Before me, all pervading.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Forward

Moving forward is my nature,
Wait and see, I am not disturbed,
By any element here,
Social or unsocial- no matter.

Emptiness is my strength,
And I want to bring it
To the picture.

Creation of new drama
Is my hobby and I
Want to stage it
For nothing.

I want to go
Round and round just to
Measure myself in the light
That is inside.

Nothing is complicated
I see, and I move
Forward for the truth.

Spiral track is there
That I know and I
Call all my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Forward All Along

I believe not
Any religion,
Even anyone.
I know truth
Is with none.

But fear not
No harm will be
Caused by me
At any time
Anywhere here.

But try not to
Motivate me
To follow you,
I know I am
Living and I am
The only truth.

I know no one is
Powerful
And each one is
Dependent and is
Not courageous to
Move forward
All along.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Is Important

Let us move,
Moving is important,
To where and
From where
Ask not.
Questions are irrelevant.
But stay with
The answers were given.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Mill

In moving mill
Grains are ground
Near rivet are
Not pulverized.

In time-cycle
I am crushed
Suffered and
Follow a cycle of
Birth and death.

Th grains remain near rivet
Without making any effort
I by having disinclination
For the world take refuge
At your feet, O my dear
Show me right path
You are my only love.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Mill - The World

This world is a moving mill
In a moving mill
All the grains are ground
But grains near the rivet
Are not pulverized
My dear likewise
In the grinding stone of the world
Since I am with You
I am not being crushed I know
It is Your grace
It is Your blessing
I take refuge at Your feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving On

Wisdom is
in letting go
and moving on.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Round

The world is the paper
The sea is the ink
And I'm the sea
Full of thought
And emotion
And writing poems
On the paper-world.

The tree the bird
The cloud the air
The light the earth
Are ingredients of poems
I'm writing the poem
My poem moving round
The life's circle
You are to read and read.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Towards You

Moving towards you
If I witnessed dark
And if you did not care
What is the use of
My going to you.

I see you here there
In different forms
I hear you here there
In different voices tunes
And I realized how
Dear you you are to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Moving Towards You - Emptiness

At every moment
I am moving
Towards you.
You are the only truth.

And all along the way
So many caused
And make me feel
Pain.

No doubt,
I enjoy the way.

I know it is all
Passing life.
Life is nothing
But empty enticed.

Gajanan Mishra
Mr Perfect

My son
Mr Right is
My friend
I am not here
To allow them
To go on rent
I am not in favor of
Bad tradition
That kills
Love and affection
Our relation is eternal
Let not my family
Go to funeral.

Gajanan Mishra
Mr Perfect - The Man

Here is the man
Mr perfect.
Let us come
And protect.
Let the feet be
Protected by the light
Let the thigh be
Protected by its origin
Let the navel be protected
By the time
Let the face be protected
By the smile
Let the belly be protected
By water and air
Let the back be protected
By the directions
Let the eyes be protected
By the sight
Let the body be protected
By the earth and the sky
Let the heart and the mind
Be protected by the lightning
And the thunder
Let my vein and nerve be protected
By the stars.
Man is most perfect
Let us protect a man at any cost
It is for man everything is here
O my dear, let us salute a man
And not to go with his error.

Gajanan Mishra
Mr. Katju

Mr. Katju,
Who are you?
Who has given you
The right to criticize
A language, a state, a race?
Whosoever may be,
Mr. Katju, remember,
You are not a cynosure.
You are cynically
Telling everything always.
Let me tell you one thing,
You are nothing and nothing,
But you are there as a servant and you are
Enjoying everything out of our money.

Gajanan Mishra
Mruta Deha (Odia)

Mu mora mruta dehaku
Sajaibare byasta
Jaha chahaluchhi
Kichhidina pain aethare.
Aau nasta karuchhi
Sabu sakti.
Mu satare bhul karya karuthiba
Jane adhama byakti.

Gajanan Mishra
Mrutamaane ??????? (Odia)

Mrutamaane
Ae samaagamaku aasi
Samil hebaar
Anumati nahin.
Ae samaagama
Dabi kare
Maatira bhasha byabahara.
Ar maatira achhi nijaswa sakti.
Aama biswasare achhi ae sakti
Achhi sakti sadhutaare,
Achhi ekatware.

In Odia lipi;

??????
? ??????? ???
????? ?????
?????? ????? ?
? ?????
???? ???
????? ???
??????? ?
? ????? ???
??????? ????? ??
?? ?????????
??? ? ?????,
??? ????? ????????,
??? ??????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Mrutyu

Kala ratiku deki
Mrutyu samarpi
Dela nijaku.

Dinara khola aaluaku
Dekhi jibana samarpi
Dela nijaku

Gajanan Mishra
Mrutyu, Dayakari Tume

Mrutyu, dayakari tume,
Dayakari chalijaa
Aau asana kebe.
Mora chhota Aesha
Badhibaku chhahen,
Janibaku chhahen,
Sebakeribaku chhahen,
Aau puni chhahen khelibaku.

Mu kathadeuchhi, mo priya mrutyu
Mu jibi, tuma sahita jibi
Je kounashi dina, tume sttira
Kariba dina, satya.
Kintu mo priya mrutyu,
Hairana karana kounashi sishu
Aau asana bhumikampa, banyaa, roga, durghatana aadi je kounbashi rupare.

Mu tumaku bhala pae mo priya mrutya,
Mu tumaku alingana kare, priya mrutyu,
Mu ghosana kare aame duhenabichhinna,
Jaha sabu mora, debi tumaku.

Kintu mo priya mrutyu
Aasana aauthare,
Aasana chhuanka pakhaku,
Semananku muktare khelibaku dia
Ae pruthibire ae samayare.
Kounashi gotie sishu bi
Bhokila rahantu nahin,
Thanda aadi rogare padantu nahin,
Semananku hasibaku dia,
Semane aamara swapna,
Semane aamara acharya, priya
Semane shaheru shahe subarna.

Gajanan Mishra


**Mu Aaji**

Mu aaji kie,
Keonthare,
Kana pain
Aau kaha sahita
Kahi pariba ki?

Jadi han, Aasa
Mo sahita basa mita
Aau upare thiba
Tara ganibaku.

Jadi na, bhabibara
Nahin kichhi,
Ethu Jibarnain.
Dekha khali, aau suna
Tuma pakhare thiba sabda.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Anubhav Karen Sabhinku(Odiaa)

Mu anubhav karen gotie pimpudi
Gurundi gurundi uthuchhi mo merudandare.

Mu anubhav karen gotie machha
Khusire pahanruchhi mo jibanare
Aiswarika aanandare.

Mu anubhav karuchhi gotie mankada
Kheluchhi o deunchhi mu thilabele sttira.

Mu anubhav karuchhi gotie pakhi
Ethu sethiku maruchhi diaan
Jouthi neuchhi bisram, seithi niaan.

Mu anubhav karuchhi gotie sapa
Bankei tankei jauchhi
Pahanchibaku mo munda upare.

Aau mu sacheta
Aau mu ethare mora
Sabu karya saribaku
Thiaa sidha salakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Bhinna Nuhen (Odia)

Mu bhinna nuhen mo namathu
Nama eka tu tuchha padartha
Aau mu nama hisabare kama karen.

Gajanan Mishra
Priya stree,
Tumaku bibaha karichhi
Aau aame ekatra jojanaa krichhun
Ekatra bahubidha karya kari
Bahu bhavare
Sukha paibaaku aau
Dukha kamaibaku.
Mo priya stree
Dayakari aama ichhamananku
Tadi debaa
Aama karyaru,
Aau mane rakhibaa
Semanee aamar sukhara
Sutradhara nuhen
Semanee aamara dukha kamaibe nahin

In Brahmi script;

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Bichhurita
Mate dekha,
eaade, seaade.
Mu alagaa,
Mate dekha,
Satya tharu.
Mu nesta,
Aau tuma tharu
Bikhandita.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??? ?????????
??? ???,
???? ?????? ?
??? ???
??? ???,
???? ???? ?
??? ???
?? ??? ????
?????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Biswas Karen Jibana (Odia)

Mu biswas karen
Jibanare
Tarare.
Mu biswas karen
Premare
Niaanre.
Mu biswas karen
Jadure,
Mu biswas karen
Jibana dukhada
Nuhen.
Mate banchibaku dia
He mo priya ethare
Mo biswasa sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Dekhibaku Chahen (Odia)

Mu dekhibaku chahen
Tumanku, mo hrudayare,
Aau adhika kichhi nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra


**Mu Dekhuchhi Mate**

Mu dekhuchhi mate
Aau mate dekhuchhanti
Samaste sabubele.

Mo hata mo goda
Mo peta mo munda
Sabu ekakara sabhinka bhitare.

Pratimuhurtare mu dekhuchhi mate
Kana karuchhi kana bhabuchhi
Mu mo katha januchhi spastabhabare.

Mo jibha chahunchhi uchhariba sabda
Mo mana chahunchu banchiba manishapari pratashkya.

Mu jane manisha kahibaku paduchhi mate
Mu sundara mu divya mu hin jhalakuchhi
Mo pari ae pruthibire mori aaluare.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma lekhare
Mu dekhuchhi mo poilabela
Sabu sakaratmaka.
Pratyeka khusi, pratyek acharya,
Ae matire mu
Dekhuchhi Phulagudika.
Jaha sparsha karuchhi
Mo hridaya.
Aasa mo prema, bhalapaiba,
Aakash dekhibaku chahen
Tahara bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Ghruna Karen Nijaku(Odia)

Mu ghruna karen nijaku,
Mu jane satya kintu parena
Kama kari satyara pathare.

Gajanan Mishra


**Mu Iswar**

Mu Iswar  
Mu Iswar.  
Mo Bhitare Iswar  
Mo bahare Iswar.  
Mate chhadidele  
Iswar aau kouthi nahin.

Tume Iswar  
Tume Iswar.  
Tuma bhitare Iswar  
Tuma bahare Iswar.  
Tumaku chhadidele  
Aau kouthi nahin Iswar.

Iswar Iswar Iswar  
Iswar hin sarbtra, sarbtra..

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Jaha Karibaku Jauchhi (Odia)

Mu jaha karibaku jauchhi
pakhi jane
kintu khole na kichhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Jane

Mu jane, ae phula kian phute samale.
Phula ta phula, phulara gote naan
Puni pacharuchha kana!
Deidia naantie jouta tumar mana.

Kintu ae phula na kinichhi
Mo mana aeta nuhen.

Dekha, dekha, ae phulara atma
Rahichhi kete gahirare aau
Matei hatathari dakhuchhi, priya.

Mu jane, ae phula geeta gae
Pabana bahe jebe sulu sulu matire.
Ae phula gaae geeta nadi jebe uchhule.
Ae phulaku hueni rakhi semiti
Ki hueni nijarakari.
Kintu ae phula, ae dekha
Kheli jauchhi mo siraprasirare.

Kasta kede romancha
Sikhuchhi ae phularu mu
Samaya chorabalire.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Jane, Tume (Odia)

Mu jane, tume
Aktiaar kari neichha
Mo jagaku mo aasiba purbaru.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Jebe Ethi (Odia)

Mu jebe ethi
Tume sethi.
Mu jebe nain ethi
Tume nahan sethi.

Mo upare nirbhora
Tuma astitwa.
Tuma O mo bhitare
eka chira samparka.

Tuma bina mu nahin
Mo bina tumaku
Kie jane.

Tathapi
Tume sethare
Mu nahin ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Jetebele Tuma Sahita Kalaha Kare (Odia)

Mu jetebele tuma sahita kalaha kare,
Bhaba nahin, mu tumaku bhala pau nahin.

Mate anubhaba kara.

Tume jemiti anubhaba kara
Mu semiti nischaya.

Mate dekha, jharka pakhare
Aau tume sethare
Tuma chhai byatireke mu jane.

Tume tuma rastare
Mu eha jane.
Aau bi mu jane,
Bidaya kahibara nain aabasyaka.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Kana

Mu kana?
Mati tela nuhan?
Mora mulya pacharana.
Aakasha kahideba
Thikana.

Mu ethare etebele.
Kahinki pacharana.
Uttara paijiba bale
mora goda uthile
mora bhasa baharile.

Kuha je tume
mo sangare.
Kuha je tume
thik achha ethare!

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Kana Dekha Mate (Odia)

Mu kana dekha mate
Anubhav kara sarbatra.
Bandahana nahin
Nahin parthiba sttiti.

Kintu mukta anubhava
Aau dekha aalua.
Ranga purna
Tinitara jayakaara.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Kana Gote Mandira Nuhan

Mu kana gote mandira nuhan?
Mo bhitare kana dekhi paruna dian?

Mu gote surya, mori aaluare
Jadi dekhi paruna, sajai nia aakhi.

Bahuta uchhare mu
Mate kana kariba samudra?

Barshara sabdare bibhor hoi basipade mu
Bhashathu khasi jai tumathi.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Kande, Mu Gaaen  ??? ?????? ??? ????  (Odia)

Mu kande mu gaen
Mu nachen, kichhi nahin
Nuhan, mothi achhi
Boli sabu.

Aau mu asaabadhan
Dekha mate, debaku
Kichhi nahin mothi ki
kichhi nahin nebaku.

Mu purna
Semiti mu sunya.
Mote ethi paipariba,
Mu bi ethi nahin.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??? ?????? ??? ????
??? ???? ???? ?????
???? ????, ????
??? ???? ??? ?

?? ??? ????????
??? ??, ?????
???? ????? ??? ??
???? ????? ?????? ?

??? ?????
??????? ??? ????? ?
??? ??? ???
??? ?? ??? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mu kehi nuhen ethare
Aau achhi andharare.
Mate pachara nahin
Kaunashi prasna,
Mo pakhare nahin uttara.

Gajanan Mishra


**Mu Khusi Je**

Mu khusi je tume achha
Mu khusi je tume mora,
Mo pabana panira khelare
Achha dekhai aalua.

Golapa phulara pakhudare
kakarabunda chak chak kalapari
Jhalakuchhi tuma soundarya
Tume satare mo kabitara pada
Tume satare mo jibanara mada
Tume subasita hrudayara gadyapadya.

Mu khusi je tume achha
Aau tume thibabele mu
Chadhijauchhi premara
Pahacha uparu upara.

Gajanan Mishra


Mu Kounashi Bhasha Birodhare Nahin (Odiaa)

Mu kounashi bhasha birodhare nahin  
Kintu mu ethare achhi  
Mo marubhashare kahibaku,  
Jaha bhabuchhi taha  
Mo matrubhashare lekhibaku.  
Kintu mu ethare kama karibaku achhi  
Tuma pain tuma bhashare tumaku  
Janaibaku mu kipari nistaban and satyanista

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Kshyanasttae ??? ?????????? (Odia)

Mu kshayana sttayee,
Bhasha chirasttae,
Ebe mu byabahara
Karuchhi bhasha.

Mo parichaya
Achhi bhashare,
Ae barta pathaibaku
Chahen mu ebe.

Khara barshaku mu
Karena khatir,
Bhasha pain ladhibaa
Nuhen bi khela.

Priya manisha nia sapatha
Nija bhashaku byabahara kariba pratimuhurta.

??? ??????????,
???? ????????? ?
??? ??? ????
????? ??????? ?
?? ????? ???
??????
?? ?????? ??? ????????
????? ??? ??? ?
??? ???????
????? ?? ??????,
????? ???? ????
????? ?? ??? ?
????? ???, ??? ?
???? ?????, ??? ???,
???? ??????? ??? ??? ????????????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Maguchhi (Odiaa)

Han, mu maguchhi,
Mu bhikari
Mo dwarare.
Mu kana maguchhi jane na,
Mu kana karibi
By begging I know not.
Aalua nahin ethare dekheibaku,
Sabda nahin suneibaku.
Mu eka, eka,
Mu jane na, kana karuchhi ethare
Jane na kana chalichhi
Ae samayare ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Marichhi, Tathapi (Odia)

Mu marichhi, tathapi
Pakhigudika uduchanti,
Pabana gauchhi geeta,
Mati upare paduchhi paani,
Phula sahita gachha dudika hasuchhanti,
Mate dekhi khatei heuchhi aakashha
Aaukahuchhi gapa thila au nathilankara,
Udaya surya sahita mu marijaichhi,
Mu marichhi purna chandra sahita,
Samudra sahita mu marichhi
Jeumaane achhanti mo sangare.
Khusire achhi mo kabita sahita,
Sara dina banchichhi kintu
Nahin jane bi kahibaaku bidaya.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Mariparen (Odia)

Mu mariparen  
Durbhagya durghatanare,  
Parbata baa ghara uparu padi,  
Mu mariparen,  
Go khasei kasta pai rastare,  
Mu mariparen,  
Sapa kamudare,  
Astraaghatare,  
Jwarare,  
Jaha bi heu mu jauchhi  
Jhadibaaku deha,  
Eha hin satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Mate Chiruchhi (Odia)

Mu mate chiruchhi
Dekha, o aabishkar kara
Tume mo bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Mate Sundar Karibaku Lekhe (Odia)

Mu mate sundar karibaku lekhe,
Mu ethi mate dekhibaku chhahen
Jantranare
Khusire
krodhare
pagalamire.
Mu mo pain kebala lekhe,
Mu jane mo chhada
Aau kehi nahanti ethare.
Mu mo sahita katha heba pain lekhen.
Mu mo sahita jiba pain lekhen,
Mu lekhen karana mo pari anubhuti
Mo pari kriya pratikriya
Ae samaya aau kahari nahin.
Mu lekhe karana mu
Sabhinka sahita sabu kichhi
Bantibaku chhahen.
Mu lekhe karana
Mu bahari jibaku chhahen
Mu lekhen karana
Mu bhitare achhi aene.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Piebi Pathara (Odia)

Mu piebi pathara,
Peibi aakasha, piebi raati,
Rakhibi samparka prema sahita,
Sunibi tumaku.

Anubhabuchha jahaa, taha mu
Bhabuchha jaha, Kalpuchha jaha taha mu,
Jaha rakhichha pakhare tumara
Sayt sakase, taha kebala mu.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???? ????? ??
????? ?? , ????? ????,
????? ?????? ????? ????,
?????? ????? ?

?????? ?????, ???? ???
????? ???? , ?????? ???? , ???? ???,
???? ???? ????? ????
???? ?????, ???? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Sabu Chahen

Satya - mu sabu chahen.
Mu tumaku bhala paen, kahen.
Aau tuma bhitarethiba prema chahen.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Samaan (Odia) ??? ????

??? ????
??? ???? ??? ??
??? ????? ???,
????? ??? ????? ?? ?
????? ?????
?????? ????? ??? ?
???? ?? ??? ???????? ?
??? ?????????
?? ?????? ?
?? ??? ????? ???????
?????? ??? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Samastanku Karuchhi Namaskara (Odia)

Mu samastanku karuchhi namaskara,
Aapanamane samaste mothu sabudigaru bada.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Surya (Odiaa)

Suryanku dekhibaku
Mu byagra, dekha.
Kintu mu bhulijaichhi
Mu surya ethare.
Surya mo bhitare
Aau mu suryanku
Udaya karei paru nahin
Ae rati belare.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Taranga (Odia)

Mu taranga
Tume samudra,

Tume malika
Mu chakara.

Tuma bina
Mu stitihina.

Kintu tume sethare
Rahichha purbapari mo bina.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Tiaari Karen Jibana (Odia)

Mu tiaari karen jibana kabitare,
Aau kabitare mu aabiskar karen
Sabu gotire pare gotie.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???? ????? ???? ????????,
?? ??????? ??? ???????? ????
??? ????? ??? ????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Tumaku Bhala Pae, Haederabad, (Odia)

Mu tumaku bhala pae, Haederabad,
Mu ebe tuma bhitare
ebam tume mo bhitare.

Mu tumara sabuku bhalapae, Haederabad
Tumara biriyani tumara erani(chai means tea)
Nu tunara sabuku bhala pae, gunujhunu,

Mu tmaku bhala pae Haederabad
Mu tumaku bhala pae ebam ehi prema pain
Mu ethaku asichhi, dekha, Bhagaban
Jagannathnka matiru, tumaku samman debaku.

Haederabad, mu tumaku bhala pae, ebam
ehi prema pain, mu bhuli jaichhi
Mo nijaku, mo priya, mora raskhayaka,
Mu tumaku bhala pae, karana tume ete pabitra

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Tumaku Bhetibaku Chahen (Odia)

Mu tumaku bhetibaku chahen,
Tume keunthi?
Mo prema, Mo satya.

Mu tuma sahita katha hebaku chahen,
Jahara bishaya kebala satya.

Tume jana
Mu kholamela, dekha mate.

Sakaratmaka mata jadi
Thae kichhi, mu swagat karen,

Tuma pain mo dwara
Sada unmukta.

Mo ichha byakta karibaku chahen
Tume satya, mu jane.

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Tumaku Dekhe Aau Pae ??? ?????  ?????  ???  ????  ????  (Odia)

Mu tumaku dekhe aau mu tumaku paae,
Tume satya.
Tume kana sabu mu kahen
Jharanaa aau pabana.

Mu aase aau mu jaae
Tuma nikataku tuma tharu.
Sabdagudika jaha mu padhe
Tuma pain sabu jaha darakari.

Mu lekhe aau mu rahe
Malaya pain aau aalua pain.
Mu heuchhi sangita mu jharanaa,
Mu jaane samparka rakhibaaku heba akhurna.

In Odia lipi;

??? ????? ?? ??? ??? ?
???? ???? ?? ??? ??? ??
???? ?? ??? ??? ?????
???? ?? ??? ?

?????? ?? ??? ??? ?
???? ?? ??? ??? ??????
???? ?? ??? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mu Tumara

Mu tumara
Sabu rasta
Mu nie grahana kari
Kintu tumaku ba
Rastaku pae nahin.

Mu kahen tumaku
jatna nia
Kintu hase
Taranka aakhi
Mitkare.

Gajanan Mishra
Much More Powerful

I know you are much more powerful than me,
You can eat double,
You have four times more wisdom,
You have six times more courage,
You have eight times more sensual urge.
I need your help, my dear,
You are my eyes and ears,
To hold the world together
You act as my fingers, good-doer.
You are my mother,
You are my sister,
You are my daughter,
And what not? O my dear,
Without you how can I get nectar!

Gajanan Mishra
Mud And Gold

Let us treat
Mud and gold
One and equal.
I have got
No equals.

See in the same state
Whether it is
Joy or sorrow.
Accept the fruits
With seeds and
Convert it
Into seedless.

Saving all, You are
O my dear, taking away all troubles.

Gajanan Mishra
Muhurta Biti Jauchhi (Odia)

Muhurta jauchhi biti
Tathapi mu nidare
Dekhuchhi aakasha-tuma muhan.

Gajanan Mishra
Muin Baele

Muin baele
Bhuin padmi janichhen
Phervi muin kahuchhen
Muin tate bhal pauchhen
Tui kana baluchhu
Kana karmi muin janikari
Etki janitha mor champa guri
Muin torne thile
Jamjanra bhi make darikari
Palasan kenkenaade
Tui tha ki ni tha muin ken jane
Muin ta torne achhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Muin Kaen Bad (Kosli)

Muin kaen bad
Padnsi hena
Jena achhe
Aaru neina bhi
Jena bhuin.

Bhuine kihe
Nei se bad,
aeta bhi jani kari
kuin kahensi
muin muin,
Aaru mate
chati nesi bhuin.

Khauchen piuchen
Suchen
Kukur bilei makar
bagir.
Kana padhuchen je
hauchen hurguni.
chere chergun ke bhi
nei paruchen dein.

mor ne mor kenta
Achhen gurdu
muin neio
Paruchen jani
Aaru make
puti dauche bhuin.

Gajanan Mishra
Muin Mor Katha (Kosli Poem)

Muin mor katha
Kahuchhen
Tui tor katha
Kahi kahi ja
Jenlake vet padma
Hetake aamar
Purthi palma ga
Hetu kari tha ga guri
Hetu kri tha.

Ketne kete sapan
Achhe kahebarkaje
Ketnikete jiban
Ji-inla belke
Bhavpirti bhitre
Khaed pidhan jivan
Aamar ni se chuchatta
Aamar sapan aamar aai
Hetake nain bhulunga
Nani nain bhulun
Kihe kahake kebhe.

Gajanan Mishra
Mukhya Mantrinku Bhetibaku Chahen (Odia)

Bhubaneswar jibaku chahen puni
Mukhyamantrinku bhetibaku chahen tanka ghare, sarbasadharana lokanka
bhasha aau petapatana katha upare tanka mata janibaku chahen.
Sarbasadharana loka chhada mu aau kahaku
khatir karena aau tankara bhashaku sammana debaku chahen.
Samasta nyayalayare, karyalayare semanankara bhashaku prayog kribaku
chahen.
Khyamakarantu mor Bhubaneswar jiba, mukhyamantri pakhaku jiba icchaku, jie
mo matira bhabisyataku rakshya kri pariba nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Mukhyakhabar

Mukhya khabar heuchhi
Mu maribaku jauchhi,
Satya heuchhi tume bi
Mo sahita jauchha.
Ei birata karya kariba purbaru
Aamara maanka karya kariba heu.

Gajanan Mishra
Mukta Chinta Mukta Prakash ????? ?????? ????? ???????(Odia)

Mukta chinta mukta prakash
Mukta sabda kebala sambhaba
nija maara bhashare.

Aau kahari adhikar nahin
Mo matrubhasha mothu neba
Ae pruthibire kouthi hele.

Mu kahaku bi khatir karenaa ethi,
Mu khatir kare naa mo bhasha
Kehi bujhuchhi ki nahin.

Kintu ethi achhi mu gaaibaaku lekhibaaku
Jaha bhabuchhi, kebala
Mo maa bhashare mu jaha jaane.

Eha tuma kartabya mate jaaniba
Mate bujha mo prema mo satya.

In Odia or Brahmi script;

????? ??????? ?????? ?????
????? ???? ???? ?????
??? ?? ???????

?? ??????? ??????? ?????
? ?????? ?????
?????? ????

?????? ??? ?? ??? ??????,
?? ???? ???? ??????? ?? ????
??? ?? ?? ??????? ?

?????? ??? ??? ??????? ?????????
?????? ???? ?? ?? ??????? ?

??? ??????? ??? ????,
??? ????,
????? ???? ???? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Muladhana

Krodhaku aayattare rakha,
eha tumara muladhana,
He mora priya.

Gajanan Mishra
Multicolored

And it is poem,
And it is life,
Come on, and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Multi-Coloured Life

Life is multi-coloured,
And it is there
With multi-coloured vision.
Enjoy life, my son,
Worry not at any situation.
Everything and everyone
Would pass on their
own accord but you stay
At every situation fixed
In your dream and
Without any violation
To any rule and regulation.
My son, remember, to move
You have so many directions.

Gajanan Mishra
Multitudes Of Thoughts

Multitudes of thoughts
Merge in me.
I am here with them.
And they are crying
Hail Highest Majesty,
O poet, with your poetry.
I am seeing them in
the same scene of heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Munuga Phul (Kosli Poem)

Munuga phulke dekhle
Kan helaje kejane
Muin aaru ni rahiin paren
Morthane.

Mate eanta senta
Aaru nain pachrana
Muin kichhu e na
Nein jani paruchhen.

Kana jani parmiken
Kana kahemi kahake
Munuga phul thau n thau pakhe
Dhuka hulhulia dhuka
Dela belke khai mate
Thartharuchhe chhati
Muin morthane jeicheen phasi.

Ken achha kahin gala
Kenta kari aaru paimi!

Gajanan Mishra
Murmuring

Hear the murmuring,
The new year is coming,
Coming with new love.

Muse of the poet
Is there in this new year,
It is very fine
Taste it, my dear.

New year is not a
Museum piece
That you can keep
Where ever you like.

New year is in your thought,
Express it, explain it
And give reasons with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Mushroom

Mushroom,
Mushroom growth
Everywhere.
Would you
Like to keep
Mushroom?
Do mushroom
Know music?
Wherefrom
Mushroom would
Get strong perfume?

Gajanan Mishra
Music And Dance

Music and dance
All around,
And all
Colorful.

Life is to enjoy,
Narrate life
From different
Point of view.

Every moment
It is all new.
Sing and smile
But good for a few.

Gajanan Mishra
Music And Music

Here it is,
Music and music,
We are all static.

I know not
Whether it is
Day or night.

But here it is
Tick tick and light
The whole life.

View the life, my dear,
It is here
With no dark sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Music Is Here

Music is here
Hear
Monday to Sunday
Life is in fear
Science and art
Made life
All clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Music Of Humanity

Let us go with
the music of humanity.

What is that
one poet asked me
And before I
Utter a word
He added, okay,
I know what is that.
And he failed to
Express himself fully.

It is our tragedy
I declared before all.

Let me attract you
to the topic again.

Gajanan Mishra
Musical Chair

Musical chair is not mine
I can not share the musical chair with others.

I never play with musical chair
I do not believe musical chair can be played.

I believe mine is mine
And yours is yours.

I can not take away your right
You can not take away mine.

The world is here, look
With a musical chair.
I am here and also you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Musical Instrument

Enjoy life
With your own
Musical instrument
That is love.

Stay with your
Own palace
That is truth.

Your royal family members
Are with you and
They are forgiveness,
Knowledge, forgetfulness.

Rise early and
Wish all good
To your kith and kins.

Gajanan Mishra
Music-Life

Life is a music,
Let me touch
The sky,
With this music.

Description of
The life is there
In the sky,
Let me fly.

Let me not wander,
Let me function,
Function properly.
Let me live,
Let me stay
With my own glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Muskiness

Muskiness, I know
You are within me,
You are very near to me.
Muskiness, I know
I am drinking deep
Your bliss.
I know I am not foolish,
I am where I exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Must Come

You must come
To take reign
You must come
You are sovereign
You must come
This is your hour
And we present here
To give you flowers
And welcome you
In spite of all hurdles
That are troublesome
Please come please come
And you must come.

Gajanan Mishra
Must First Be Pious

You must first
Be pious,
If you desire
To read and
Understand my poems,
You have to follow me
At every step,
But not by any
Mechanical means.
See me, I am
Eternal spaceman,
On this earth, though.
Sketch me, in
Your inner space.

Gajanan Mishra
Must Not Use A Language

Must not use a language
That would obstruct
Giving your identity and
That would obstruct
Your journey on the path of
Peace and progress,
And that are odious to
Your society and race.
True, we are the well-wishing
Friends of all.
True, our life is blissful,
True, we acquire knowledge
For an eternal life
For all in general.

Gajanan Mishra
Mustard Flower

Mustard flower is
Still dancing and
Smiling at us
On the field
With all beauty
And all love.

Let us go and
See the light there.
Let us search
The truth in the heart.
Let us salute
Especially to mustard flower,
From whom we receive hope and
The new way of our living.

Gajanan Mishra
Mute Girl

Mute girl, you are welcome,
Think it your home and
It is your home.

All love and affection
Are there for you,
You are the golden daughter
of this earth.

You are welcome, Geeta,
Come on and smile
As you have got your own land.

Think all as your family members
My dear, mute girl, I know
You make no difference and you know
No border line but know caring.

Gajanan Mishra
Muthae Sabda

Mate dia mutha sabda
Mu phutei debi
Kabitara phulatie.
Mu pathara sabda manankara
bhitare thiba jiaa tie.

Gajanan Mishra
Mutual Fund

Let us use
Mutual fund
That is love
That is truth
For our own
Developments here.
Love and truth
Are the only ways
To get peace
To get all happiness
That are permanent
In nature.
And who is permanent
Besides God, tell, without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Mutual Trust

Keep mutual trust
And let it go on
Ad infinitum.

Gajanan Mishra
My Abode

My source of poetry is you
And my abode is you
I am with you
With my body and mind.

O my dear
I am your fragment
And I know this land
Is not mine
I am a foreigner here.

My roaming
My going astray
Will come to an end
When I reached you.

O my dear
You are there
Where you are
With full light
I am only in dark
Going to you.

My poetry is with me
And the source is you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Achievement

It is my achievement,
My achievement is
In knowing You,
And I am trying
To know You only,
I know, You are
The only Truth, my dear,
You are here in all
You are all,
I am trying to
Know You, to know You,
I am cautious
In knowing You,
I am with You
And You are giving me
Directions in every action
That is the Truth,
And my achievement lies
In Your direction
And that is the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Actions

My actions are
Of no avail
Means it is
Punishment for me.

My words are
Of no avail
Means it is
Symbol of non-living.

Gajanan Mishra
My Activities Are Directed

My activities are
Directed towards you,
I know you as the truth.
My good conduct and
My virtues are yours,
I am here for you.
I am yours but I know
You are for all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Address

Time and again
You are asking
my address,
and you know
very well
I have no address.

All name is
my name, that you know,
including that of yours.
The words, the letters
are here and that have no
meaning without your touch.

I am hopeful,
You understand the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Age

Ask me not my age,
I am far from it.

Ask me not my wish,
You are not to fulfill.

Ask me how I am going,
Ask me what for I am living.

I know what is happening
I can tell what is there within.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aim

My aim is not to receive
Honor praise name and fame
For any action done by me
I know I am not doing anything.

My aim is to translate
The truth in to practice
My aim is to love the truth
And truth is nothing but to love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aim Gets Identified

With You, O my dear
And here, there is no
Question in this
State of identification.

Things change
And do not exist
The relationship with
Things can not remain
Constant.

O my dear, You are constant
You never change
And I keep relation
With You always
Through identification.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aim Is My Truth

My aim is to attain you
My aim is to love you
To fulfill my aim I am
Going to you
To fulfill my aim
I am doing everything here
I know you are here
My aim is my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aim Is To Do Good

My aim is to do good,
If it is so then
Where is the question of
Slackness in the performance
Of duty here.

My aim is to realize the truth
And if it is so then
I have to go with love
And I have to attain to
The state of exclusive devotion.

I am not doing anything
For my own self, as you know.
I need nothing and I
Expect nothing from any one here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aim Is To Touch You

My aim is to touch You
O my dear, and rest
I leave to You.

I desire nothing
As You know
And why to acquire
All these perishables.

You are with me
That I know
In the three world
One-Human world
Two-creatures of the world
Third-all the scriptures
And I am busy
In the maintenance
Of the world.

I am also persuading
All to turn to the real
Through word and action
I told all, remember
There is nothing like
Superior of inferior
And if there is any
They are of equal importance.

Gajanan Mishra
My Aims And Hopes

My aim and hopes,
How can I realise!
And what is my fruition,
That I want to know first.
I am doing what is
Being done by me.
I know not personally
What is truth
And how it is.
I know not how to
Handle fruit machine.
I also care not
What is fruitful
And what is fruitless.

Gajanan Mishra
My All Food

My all food is Yours
I am offering Your food
To You first and
With due permission
Taking it for livelihood.

For Your satisfaction
I am doing everything here
O my dear, I am attached to You
And I am not free from You
My whole existence is only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
My Area

I care not who you are,
But you must not enter
My area.

The purpose -
Good or bad
I know not,
But you must
Leave me alone.

Prize or reward -
No need.
Great or small -
I know not.

Let me go
Along with my journey.

Gajanan Mishra
My Attraction

You said,
You are attracted
By me,
But who am I
And What is my attraction? ?
Why are you
So curious about me.

See me, I am nothing.

You said, no sir,
Say not like this
And that.
If I am ignorant,
Then let me say
My ignorance is
Everything for me.

I need no knowledge
But your presence sir,
You said again
And I stood still
There before you
And also after you.

But actual thing is
We both are absolute,
And we both are
Non-entity and
The truth.
And in all circumstances
We need the presence of
Each other here.
And we engage ourselves
In killing of the truth
Though, we know
All are not true.
Gajanan Mishra
My Back Is

My back is
Not contrary
To my front.
I am separate
From all conceptions.
But I am fortunate enough
To present myself
Before you.
I consider you
As the truth.
I am the personal feature
Of my own characteristics.
You are the available balance
Of my age and time and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
My Beauty

My beauty,
My words
That are
There in you.
My poems
My life
All are
But my truth.
I love you,
The only truth.
Place, time,
Incidents etc
Though changed,
For you only
Here I remained

Gajanan Mishra
My Beauty Is

My beauty is in my service
And my beauty is enhanced
By rising up to the platform of
Devotional service.

See I am absorbed
In attachment for You
And I am inclined to
Do good for others
As You are in them.

Everything is auspicious
All inauspicious matters are
Removed from here as
You are only my near and dear.

Everything is blessing and
Nothing is cursed
See I am decorated with
The poems of so many poets
And it is my eternal association
With You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Begging

What I beg your honor I do not know
You to decide yourself that befit me.

That I am here your product
And it is You who is automatically
pictured by me.

My decision is valued only by You
My dear, I am here only for you.

You told me to beg and I beg
Rest I do not know it depends on you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Best Friend

My best friend
Only my father
It is he
Who said
To perform rituals
It is he
Who gave me poems
It is he
Before whom
I am praying
It is he
Who is in heaven
It is my good deed
I got my father
I enjoyed
The partnership
With my best friend
He said, Hi, come on
Here is everything
On this earth
Under this sun
Whatever you got
Share with all
All sons of one father.

Gajanan Mishra
My Better Half

I respect you always,
My better half.
You are very helpful,
And I share all
Pious activities with you.

I am sure, I can move
Towards poetic sky more
Without anxiety entrusting
All responsibility to you.

You are my beauty,
You are my love,
You are my truth.

I have married you, dear,
Just to avoid the life of
Cats and dogs.

And I have married you,
For enlightenment of life
In all field here.
I am sure, I can conquer all,
That are unconquerable
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Better-Half

My sweet,
My better-half,
We are walking
With our own dignity.
Let me say all
Good and wise.
For us
Days are fine
Because we have
Nothing to take
And nothing to give
Besides love
And love is
As you know nice.
Come near,
My sweet,
My better-half,
Come near with
No hate, no fear,
To see the sunrise here.
You are my sea,
I am your sky.
We are here
Never to say
Good bye good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birth

My birth is really amazing
My life my death all amazed me.
Where is my life where is my world
I am searching here and there
Inside and outside and besides
And I discovered you within.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birth - Cause

I am the cause of
My own birth,
So also, I am
the cause of
My death.
I am taking birth
And also I am
Dying everyday
At every moment
Here in a
Round-go-round way.
The reason- not known,
But I am the reason
That can I say.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birth - Great Science

My birth itself
Is a great science.

I am a living entity,
I declared.

And I am trying
At every moment
To be a good one.

I have no control
Over death.
But I am trying to
Control myself.

I know somethings about history,
And I am sure, future history
Would be written in clear terms.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birth Day

Do you know
The date of my birth?
But I know not
What for I took birth?
I know not who am I?
I know not what is birth?
Yet I am here at present
And I am confirmed
I am here with you.
I am the truth
So also you are.
I am doing everything
For the sake of truth.
The truth is truth- this time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birth Is In Delusion

My birth is in delusion
It is for my labor
I acquire knowledge
Conquer the foes
With my own light
Light of labor
Light of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
My Birthday Is 3rd April

My birth day is 3rd April 19 sixty
As they said and issued certificate
Though I believe not.

I believe I am crossed
All births and all deaths
And I pray please issue not
Any death certificate in coming days.

I am a man of practical utility
And my Almighty is with me always
Doing all works for me and
I care not anybody.

No attachment no detachment bothers me
I am not this body and this body is also not mine
I am not what I am as they said coming to me.

I am as You see I am the same
But my body my strength my ability
And the circumstances are not the same
If I say I am what I am it is shame and shame.

Gajanan Mishra
**My Blood**

My blood has left me,  
And I am in my inertness.  
I feel no need to move  
From this place to that.

Why should I go to you?  
I know nothing is there,  
But here in me I see  
Everything filled up.

It is true I am here today,  
And I was there yesterday,  
I will not be here tomorrow  
And yet I am here for all times.

As you know I am not a liar,  
And you told I am not telling truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body

My body,
And this body
Is being
Taken care by you,
You are the truth.

The truth is
Being taken care
By love,
I am the love.

We both
The love and
The truth here,
This world is
Only for us.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body - A Boat

My body - a boat,
And I am floating,
Not exactly I,
But my body is floating,
On the water and
Also in the air.

Ocean of air, and
I am there.
Let me say, I am
On this island.
I am within
My own area.
Dear one, let me
Call you to share
Your happiness and
Sorrowful moments
Without any hesitation,
As I am only here,
Your own.

I am not in favor of
Placing the words
In an artistic way
As you know.
But my dear, I am
Straightforward.
Excuse me, if any word
Hurt you at any time
Anywhere or in
Any situation.

You are in your body,
Body-boat.
Take care.
I am there in a
Smiling pose
To make you a star.
My Body In Your Body  ??? ????? ?? ???(Odia)

My body in your body,
Your sky in my sky.

In so many skies,
I discover you,
So also, in so many bodies.

I am the autumn, I am the spring,
I am the summer, I am also the rainy season.
And everywhere I am the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is

My body is not yours
It is mine.

My body is light
And lighter.

My body is
In the air
But not air.

My body is
Not water
Water is
In my body.

My body is
On the earth
You can see
On your eyes.

The sky is
Not here
Not there
See my body
That is everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is A State

My body is a state
Heart is the capital
Heart is the center of all
Planning for enjoyment.

In this body there are
Assembly houses, street crossing
Restaurants markets resting places
Flags festoons beautiful parks.

In this state there are trees
Creepers encircling ice lakes
Many groups of birds and bees
Are there, chanting and humming.

Lakes icy mountains are also here
O my dear, You are here
Non-violent non-envious, hear
Cooing of the cuckoos.

O my dear, You are a passenger
Just passing on this city-state
You are taking rest for some time
In your blissful family life, thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is Being Consumed

My body, this body
Is being consumed
By others
At every moment,
And for this body
I am going towards
A painful end.
I want freeness,
Free from this body,
I know it is
Not for me all the time.
I refrain myself
From undue affection and
Attachment to stay happy.
This body tells me,
O fool, know the truth,
Realize the one
Who is within and
Do the needful
For you and stay
Far from falsehood.
So many persons are
Managing this body,
And I failed to keep balance.
Someone says give me tasty food,
Soft and suitable drink,
Some other one says give me
Sensuous objects for pleasure,
Some other one says
Let me hear pleasing sounds
And pleasant aromas,
Another clamor for pleasing sight,
And I am unable to provide
Each one as per their wish.
This body is really at times
Acting as my enemy, but I know
Only through this body
I can realize the truth
And touch the eternity.
Only I want blissful nature
With me always here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is Here And

My body is here and
I am using it
As the ingredients
For sacrifice.

My two eyes are
The sun and the moon
And they are giving
Lights to all.

The sound of the sky
Is mine and I am therein
Hear me and do the needful.
I am the poet, and I am here
Only for you, only
For love and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is My Covering

My body is my covering
And I am changing it
From time to time.

The process of change
Is taking place
Automatically there always.

The law of nature is
There to control
The sequence.

My body is not mine
I am no way affected
By this body at any time.

I am not the body
Also no internal connection with the body.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is My Enemy

My body is my enemy
and I am waging war against it
always day and nights.

My body is always trying to
overpower me by heedlessness
and indolence but I abstain.

I am satisfied with whatever
I get but my body has certain
desire that I am trying to forget.

My intellect remains unattached
to my body though it is in the body
and I am study the incidents, things and persons.

I want to know the reality
between my body and me here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is My Field

My body is my field
You are residing in this body
You know this body
You are knower of the body
Body means field
You are the enjoyer
I am body - nature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Is My World

Here, see, living energy
Here, see, all products of mode of passion
The sense for hearing
The sense for touching
The sense for smelling
The sense for seeing
The sense for tasting
The sense for speaking
The sense for handling
The sense for evacuating
The genitals, legs
Together with intelligence
All are here in this world
Believe me this is only air
And the product of air element
This is intelligence
Hard struggle for existence.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body My City

My body my city
That has five gardens,
Nine gates, a protector is there.
My body my city
That has three apartments,
Six families, five stores,
Five material elements
And one woman lord is there.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body Travels

My body travels
And not I.
My mouth speaks
And not my eyes.

The sun is there
In the sky
And not I.
I am here
On the earth
For you.

You are the truth,
I am here for you,
Not in body not in mind
But with heart.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body, My Mind - All Self Sufficient

See me, I am here and
My body, my mind all are
Self-sufficient.
I can do anything anywhere
Without the help of others.

If you so like, cooperate me,
For your own benefits.
If not interested to cooperate,
Maybe you put to loss.

But I know, you are also
Self-sufficient like me.
Realize this fact here and
Go on ahead, think not
In any way you are inferior.

Nothing to do with misunderstanding,
Nothing to do with anger,
Nothing to do with non-cooperation.
But think, you are here for all good,
And to beautify all, that are around you.

You are scented like sandalwood,
You are beautiful like red rose,
You are as vast as the sky,
You are as deep as the ocean,
You are all productive like the earth.
Worry not my dear and go forward.

Gajanan Mishra
My Body, This Body

My body, this body
Is not abandoned.
I am fully responsible
For any actions or
Reactions here and
I am also liable
To be punished at
Anytime for my
Own actions, if any.
Heat or cold- no matter,
White or black- no matter,
But the thing is to be
Recognized by all
For the purpose of welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
My Bones Are Stone

My bones are stone,
And my words are the hymn.
Always I am telling the truth,
But the truth, nowhere to be found.

I am covered by the clouds,
The clouds have their own strength,
But I kick them out with my
Imagination - good.

I have my own recurring deposits,
Shapes are words and languages,
I used with great pleasure
Taking help of memory.

Gajanan Mishra
My Books

No needs to search
My books anywhere else
It is in you, my dear.
You are my books
I am writing always
Day and nights only on you.
My truth, my love,
I am trying to give
Something anew.
And I am missing
Here in my own books,
I am missing in you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Breath

My breath is not mine
Outgoing incoming
Diet regulating
Vital air clearing
I am not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
My words my breath,
My breath my life.
My words are my life.
My life is in truth,
Truth is there in love.
Love is my life.
Love, life, truth, words
All are here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
My Breath-Love

My breath my love
My intellect my truth
And I am living
With all these.

My breath never ceases
To function, it is
Ever green.

I am totally safe,
I am acquiring knowledge.

I am living with
My own choice and taste.

Hereby let me
Acknowledged your
Blessing.

Gajanan Mishra
My Brother, Let Me Tell You

My brother, let me tell you
Some words relating to this land
Where you have taken birth,
My brother, let me tell you
Some words relating to this woman
Who has given you birth,
My brother, let me tell you
Some words that is uttered
By your own mother.
My brother, your mother,
Your land and your language
Be used and preserved by you
For your own bright future.
My brother, set the stage first
To show your own strength there.

Gajanan Mishra
My Car

Here is my car
The driver sits in the car
And moves as he desires.

My body is a car
The car-body is moving
By the control of material nature.

My body is a railway train
The railway train-body is moving
Under the direction of the controller.

But I am a spiritual spark
Part and parcel of You, my dear
It is Your kindness that I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Childhood

Read and listen
I am going to say
Something about
My childhood, my boyhood.
That are all truth.
Today, I am no more a child
No more also a boy
But I am living
Like a child without
Taking any burden
Of the world.
The world is not a burden
Also for any one, my dear friends.
Believe me and change your
Behaviour and manners and take
No risk at all and let the things
Go on their own way and feel relaxed.
Let all pass on from you
And forget that you are living.
Just go on playing with time.
Kept in mind always one thing
That you are changeless
But never worthless.
Your body, your mind is
With you as they were before
Coming to this day.
Ask not any question but
Listen all answers carefully and
Assess your position here.
Sleep not, sleep not
And take care life with
Present situation.
That's what I am going to say,
Think me as you think fit,
I am not a child, I am an adult
But I am talking like a child
With valuable words of this life,
I am a child and let me say again
Think me childlike, and think
The world is a pitch,
You are bowling and
You are batting. Go on, go on
With runs fours and sixes
Till you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
My children my future,
My children are my future,
I cannot let them kidnapped
By any one, at any time.
I must fight for my children,
Each child in any part is my child,
I know my child is nectar
And my future.
I cannot sell or handover
My child to any demon who is
There to misuse the energy
Of my child. I cannot permit anyone.
No one can terrorize my child
To fulfill his personal end.

Gajanan Mishra
My Clear View

My clear view is You
You are within me
I love You
I believe in You
I fear nobody
When I find myself
With You
What do You do
Not my business
But what I do
That is for You
I find You in Truth
And Truth is in You
I lean towards Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Coming Here

My coming here
Is not by chance
My coming here
Is the result of
My mind's rejection
And acceptance.

Gajanan Mishra
My Complaint

My complaint before you,
But who are you
Let me know first.
Are you independent?
Are you sovereign?
Are you free from shackels?

If you are what I think
Then tell me, how far you are
Able to enlighten me
In this dark night.
Tell me where you are,
Are you committed really
To the welfare with all
Forgiveness in all complexity.

If yes, then read and
Understand the substance of
My complain petitions;
No one should sleep hungry,
No one should be deprived of
Clothing and shelter.
All should be there and all
Should enjoy their lives
With dignity and honour.

Conquer me and my style
Of speaking before you
At this time. Take away
My smile if you so like
And give the smile to all
Here at this hours.

I know my star, you are
Ready to do what I desire.
But do it without any delay
And failing which I am here
To declare war and warn you
To leave the place forthwith
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
My concept is clear,
My life is clear.
But so far, I have
Received, no clearance
From anyone.
I am in
No return journey.
I am the victim of
My own pain and
Own torture.
Still, I know,
Virtue is there,
Truth is there,
And life is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
My Controller

You are my controller
You are my savior
You are the savior
From all miseries.

My knowledge and
My perfection is in You
From the beginning, see
I remember You.

My dear, You are my everything
You are here with me
To give me victory and you are
Making me free from all kinds of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Conviction

it is my conviction
Nothing is impossible
If You are pleased with me
O my dear please give
Your blessing
This poem of mine
Will be eternal
With your name fame
Love and affection
I know the entire world
Is here in it
And I fear not
Any disaster
My dear so long as
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Country

The world is a village,
See me here, I am
Countryman of this village.
Here I am with heaven's pleasure,
Here I am with stream of reason
And with knowledge clear.
Here I am in total perfection
And in truth, I love here all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Course Of Nature

My life is in your hands, O my Master
It is You who can only change my course of nature.

Here I am farm as if I am fixed by You
Still I am fearless as You are with me in to to.

Gajanan Mishra
My Course Of Nature- In To To

My life is in your hands, O my Master
It is You who can only change my course of nature.

Here I am firm as if I am fixed by You
Still I am fearless as You are with me in to to.

Gajanan Mishra
My Creations

My creations, I found,
Not satisfied me, and
I found myself
Far ahead of time.

So truthful I am
You called me black,
And black has everything
But without darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dance

See my dance,
I am dancing with the poems.

My poems are there
With my pain.

My pain is my life,
I am living with.

I am living with you, dear,
In all auspicious ways.

In all auspicious ways,
I am trying to elevate
Everyone to the truth.

And truth is there,
In truth consciousness
In all business.

Gajanan Mishra
My Daughter

O my daughter,
You are married.

Your husband
And your in-laws
Are everything
For you
A relationship
Is automatically
Established with
Your in-laws.

O my soul
You are born
In this world
And you are attached
To worldly objects
You are to perform
Some duties here.

But my dear,
Remember, a sense of
mineness with these
Is merely assumed,
It is not natural.

Forget not, your
Natural relation is
With Ultimate Truth
Almighty God.

Gajanan Mishra
My Day

It is my day
Death day birth day
Wedding day examination day
It is my day.

It is blissful
It is spiritual
It is full of mercy
Achieve this day it is happy.

No one can say
What is there today
Face it smile at it
It is my day only mine.

Who says tomorrow is yours
Who says I am there tomorrow with You.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear

O my dear
I am completely with you
And I am ever happy, look.

I am like the fish
Swims against the flow of a river
It is only for you O my dear.

I am not taking any contrary view
I am not grasping deep and abstract meanings
I am just an ordinary person with whole
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Aaeshanee

My dear Aaeshanee
What do you want
And what is that
You are not able to
Speak clearly
And I have no
Capability to
Understand you.
O my dear child
You have a message
That I failed to read
And you show me
Your courage to
Pluck it from time
you know only present
Not past not future
I know you are really
Courageous and not I
I fear future
My dear little
Stay with me here
I know you are
Not in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear King

My dear king,
Get out of here.
Delay not,
I know, within you,
There is only fear.

Fear has overtaken you,
My dear king,
Get out of here.
I know, you hate
The language of the people.

People are waiting there
To give you a lesson,
Dear king, get out of here,
And face your own destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Men

You are here only for
Understanding the ultimate cause
My dear men
If you want to invent
Your own way
No problem.

No problem
With contradictions
As before it is going on
The creation the life
The maintenance and
The annihilation.

Don't be envious and mischievous
For your own existence it is dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear men,
You have lost
Your sons and daughters
In terror attacks, right?
And you are mourning
Their death, right?
You are not in a mood
To quarrel with neighbours
Or with anybody, right?
You are not enjoying
Your life and liberty, right?
You do not want to remain in
Darkness any longer, right?
Come on my dear men, we
Are here with love and with
All humanity. Let us join hands
Together to give proper knowledge
Where there is absolute bliss
For entire human race.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Men, Come And Fight

My dear men, come and fight,
Heroically and fearlessly.
Come and fight, I know,
Your cause is just and right.
Your own land is the battlefield,
You are to fight against your
Own people and you are to face
The calamity- most terrible.
My dear men, come and fight,
I know your moral power is
Very very strong and you have
Unwavering firmness. I know men,
You have the power of dexterity
And the skill to use your own language.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Men, Remember

MY dear men, remember,
When you are using a foreign language
In your native state, you are
Showing your foolishness.
And let me say so long as
You are using foreign language
You can not be called independent,
And dear men remember,
Life is extremely risky in this condition.
I am here, trying to make you aware
Of your dependent condition and
Trying to save you from illusion.
Your aim should be, dear men, stay free from
Foreign language first, in the sovereign state.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Poets

My dear poets, come on together
and write about humanity, about truth.
O my dear poets, I care not your language,
I care not your colors, your sects,
You are just a poet, come on
My door is open for you, I welcome you,
Let me heard a poem one or two,
After hearing you poems I think myself grateful.

O poets of the world, let me praise you all
You engaged yourselves for the welfare of the world,
that is the boon for us here.
I know you are taking care the grass and the gun,
You are here for all and sacrificing everything
for the sake of all without any discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Ruler

My dear ruler,
Remember, you are
The guardian of law.
You are to distinguish
The right and the wrong,
You are not to carry out
Your purpose by force,
Guide not by violence,
Stay tranquil, free from
Hatred and fear.
Let the truth and virtue
Dwelled in you.
Quit all evil,
Quit desire and greed.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Sir

My dear sir,
I am undone here.
Explain me
With the proper answer.

Creatures are lamenting,
Here on this earth and
I am helpless,
I find no way out
To make them happy.

My dear sir,
Who am I,
What for I am here.
Explain please,
The absolute feature
Of all creatures.

Excuse all
For any mistake
And sin
Committed by them,
At anytime and
Treat me
As the bailor,
I am submitting myself
As the security for them.
My dear sir,
And I pray,
Release them
From the custody
Of evil qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Son

Stay there
My dear son
And be happy
See and regards
Alike
Happiness and distress
A lump of earth
A piece of gold
A stone
With an equal eye
My dear son
Situate equally
In praise
In blame
In honour
In dishonor
Treat alike
Friend and enemy
Renounced all
That are materials
I know and you
Also know
You have transcended
The modes of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Son, I Am Very Cautious

My dear son, I am very
Cautious in friendship
I feel better to be alone
Than in bad company
I always want to
Associate myself with
Men of good quality.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear son, my impression,
If I perform good action,
My son is there to leave
Good impressions.
And If I perform bad action,
My son is there to
To leave bad impressions.
I know, and hence
I am not accusing my son
For anything good or evil.
My impressions instigate
My son to perform actions
As per my thoughts and
It is hereditary.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Son, Suman

My dear son, Suman,
I know you are a person,
Person of action.
I know, you are a
Person of words as well.
I know, you are there
To go on to act
On what you have planned.
In your actions,
In your plans,
In your words,
We here, see our future.
Notice traits and my son,
Discover your hidden talent.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Son, Worry Not

My dear son, worry not.
Let us remember, we have
no control over anything.
But we have to restrained
ourselves from everything
that seems harmful.
Though we know not what
is harmful and what is
beneficial for us here.
But my dear, as you are
a student, you have to
renounce anger first, then
greed, then delicious dishes,
care for beauty, entertainment,
sex, excessive sleep and sycophancy.
My dear son, be active always and
do whatever you are doing
sincerely and timely.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear son, you are a man
Man is not beast and man is not God
And man can not change his nature
My dear man, your source of strength is sun
And sun is in the sky and sky is within you.
My dear son, your body is your chariot
And your chariot is taking you
Where you want to go no matter hell or heaven.
There is nothing like bad or good and
Hell or heaven my dear son
Hell is within you so also heaven.
My dear son, you are a man
Humanity is your identity
And that given to you when you born.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear Son, You Are Like A Lion

My dear son, you are like a lion,
And hence let me tell you;
Have a plan, launch the project
With full force and
Keep up the pressure
Until the project is not completed.

My dear son, you are like a crane,
Concentrate on your on project
And calculate all the requirements
Minutely before beginning it.

My dear son, you are like a donkey,
Work tirelessly and never complain,
You are your own master and
You are here to achieve greater things.

My dear son, you are like a cock,
You are here to get up early in the morning,
Defend your interest zealously,
Give others their due share,
Claim your share rightfully
Without letting anyone steal it.

My dear son, you are like a crow,
Walk quietly, and examine the things
You come across and collect the desirables,
Be ever vigilant and let not others
Scare you away and do not put
Your faith in any one else.

My dear son, You are like a dog,
Eat well, but worry not if
The next food is delayed.
Sleep well, but be careful
And wake up at the slightest disturbance,
Be loyal to one whoever is
Important to you,
Be brave and fight
If needed for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear, Come To Me

O my dear, come to me
I am here, your purifier
I am your pure-consciousness
I am your eternal divine
Come to me, come to me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear, Do Not Cry

Over the split milk
Remember, better an
Empty house
Than an ill tenant.

My dear, try to gain
With pain
Do not say other and remember
Nero fiddles
While Rome burns.

I know fine words
Butter no parsnip
But it is I who said
Do not dig on a hill
For rat.

Go on knowledge
It is power
My dear, know that
Little drops
Make an ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear, I Am

My dear, I am
Not able to know
The reasons of
Your hiding here.

My dear, I have
Marked your
Footprints clear
There and here.

My dear, Let me
Identify you
In presence of all
Please see and hear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear, Only For You

O my dear, Only for You
I am here, You are my illuminator
I am in this universe
I know this universe by my senses
The senses are known by intellect
You are the intellect
And You are all-pervasive
And infinite
You illuminate this that.

Let me speak You are I
You are diverse but indivisible
You remain uniform You are real
You illuminate me and all
That are divisible and changeable
You have no connection with me
I know it from the very beginning
You are my world I am a fragment
O my dear, Only for You I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dear, We Are Enlightened

We are enlightened, my dear,
With the help of each other,
We are two lighted earthen lamps.
No darkness is here with us,
We are facing each other here.
When you are speaking,
I am listening,
You are not proud of your talent,
I am not ashamed of my becoming,
A listener, we are for each other.
I am the product, you are the producer,
You are taking my care with pleasure.
We take delight in both without
Any difference, we are one and we love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dearest Dear

My dearest dear
How old are you
Really how old!

I do not find
Anything in your
Calculation, my dear
I find nothing
In you.

Where are you
I find no place
O my dear, where are you
In the place
I search out
I find only you
And nobody other than you.

Place of I
Is no more my dear
In your presence
And you are here
Beyond any calculation
Beyond any imagination
Beyond any perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
My Defects

My defects
Not known to me
My dear.

You are to
Point it out.

I am at your feet
I am rendering service
I am putting questions.

You are to solve
All problems
That are here.

My defect is known to you
In a way that is better, bear
The same in corrective mode, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Delight

You are my sun
My silken hour
You are my sun
By Your light
I took rest
And began my duty
My delight.

Your kisses
Made me bright
Your kisses
That I stored
And I vow
To flew my
Wishes here
O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Desire

My desire is to live,
My desire is to know,
My desire is to love,
My desire is to be happy.
My desire is to attain
The truth, the knowledge,
And all bliss.
My desire is constantly
Prevailing in me,
And I am waiting for the time.
Time is calling me
With so many pairsm of opposites
That are the stumbling blocks
Of my life, still I am rising, see.

Gajanan Mishra
My Desire End

My desire end
In mid summer
With your presence.

With your presence
I desire not anything
As there is no danger.

As there is no danger
I entered and You
Allowed me to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
My Destination

My destination is clear,
And I'm not to give it up,
Death, rather, I prefer.

Gajanan Mishra
My Destiny

Ae come forward to change my destiny if you have courage! Failing to do so you are to surrender yourself before me.

I am nobody mind it. I am you and I am helpless to change myself.

Without changing anything you can praise me if you have courage.

I am in my poetry I am in my destiny.

Come forward and see. Have you any word to say?

Gajanan Mishra
My Detachment

Step by step
And in every step
You can see
My detachment.

I am exclusively alone
I am in me
Where You are
Sleeping carelessly.

I the fortune of nature
My dear, am fully conscious
And moving always
Without any favor.

Newer and newer are my associates
I am restlessly moving
Here and there that is
Enlivening and resourceful.

Hundreds and thousands are
My forms you can not count
And to you I am bound
See, I am paramount.

Gajanan Mishra
My Diary

1.
Not that
I feel it
Not necessary.
But I am
Not maintaining
Diary.
Reason, if you
Ask me
I fail to give.
I am not
Prepare to submit
Any explanation
To any one
In any matter.

2.
Diary, I believe
But what I
Believe how
Can I describe,
I know not.
I am not
Maintaining diary
Is true.
And there are
So many truth
With this
That I am
Not prepare
To share with.

Gajanan Mishra
My Door Is Open

My door is open
Come on, come on
Come on, come on.
Spicy curry is on the plate
It is for you, you can take
Spicy curry is on the plate.
Chatting, batting, eating, mating
All are going, going, going
All are for the good
Of the mind, of the body.
O king, O king, come on, come on
If you want to die
Auto salon is on
Come on, come on, come on.

Gajanan Mishra
I have my doubts,
And I know my doubts
Are going to destroy me.
I am not able to
Trust anyone,
And I know
It is dangerous.
I am my question,
And I have no answer.
I am here,
I am there.
I am the air,
I am the star.
I am for the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dream

Evening star O evening star
why are you going a far
are you avoiding war
you are missing
missing a love jar.

let me go to sleep
O evening star
nothing to worry
morning is waiting
nothing to worry.

My dream is mine
only mine and
my dream taking me
as per my will
where i want to go
where o morning
you are waiting for me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Dream My Smile

My dream my smile
My death is smiling me.
My smile my dream
I am dreaming this life.

I am dreaming this life
That is with me
And You are in this life
As a major share holder, my dear.

It is sure, I am going to die
But I am double sure,
I am going to win my death
By my Pure love.

I am in love, my dear,
I am in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Duty

You are great I am small
My duty is to offer
My prayers to You, my Lord.

I know I can understand You
Only by my devotional service
And I am in full consciousness.

You are Supreme My Lord
You are the Master of all
And all are Your sincere servants.

You are here my dear
For the protection and
Improvements of all.

Excuse me my Lord, You are only to be remembered and
With Your pleasure I am confident of my happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Duty-Let Me Know

Let me know
My duty,
Let me do
Independently
And freely
And fearlessly.
Teach me
In an exemplary manner,
My dear, I am
At present so close
To you and so near.
I am a forgetful man
I know, you are
Very kind to such person.

Gajanan Mishra
My Earnest Regard

My earnest regard to Truth
Let me transform into Truth.
When I have no desire and
When I have no need, nothing is valued.
No responsibility and nothing,
And they call me stone, wood.

Gajanan Mishra
My Earth

My earth is
More glorious
Than heaven.
I get
Everything here,
I accept all here.
I am pure and I
Engage myself
In the service of
Truth and love.
Here, for me,
There is the path of
progress and here
I find nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
My Earth My God

My earth my God
Here all air water
Light Gods
The sky is God itself
They are my life
I am living for them.
O men you are all
For all of them
Don't pollute them
And bring disaster
For yourself
To save yourself
O men save environment.

Gajanan Mishra
My Earth, My Mother And My Language

My earth, my mother and my language
All are real and as said the real cannot perish.
It is further said the unreal has no existence
And the real, never ceases to be; and it is perceived.

Gajanan Mishra
My Earth-My Heaven

My earth - my heaven,
My language - my nectar,
My mother, my father- my God,
My wife, my sons - my world.
I am always for right cause.
My life is based on truth and love.
What to say more,
In silence I discover myself.
Give me sometimes
I would show you the place
Where I get everything
For all of us.
We are all in happiness
In spite of all hurdles.

Gajanan Mishra
My Emotion My Sensation

Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
And let me stay
As a sensible man.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
With emotion
With caution.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
My emotion my sensation
Is mine and it is
For general welfare.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.

Gajanan Mishra
My Enemies

My enemies are
With me always
Anger pride greed
Attachment hate.

Gajanan Mishra
My Enemies - I

You are with me
I know, you are in me
My enemies,
You are my egoism
My brute force
My arrogance
My lust my anger, my dearest
Dear, You are my enemies
You are for me
But remember,
I am not for you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Enemies Are

Within me
My enemies are
Lusty desires
Anger and greed.
My enemies are
Outside me
Direct and indirect
Enemies are there
Creatures of this world.
My friends are nature
Let me go with this nature
Air fire earth water
The sky is my best friend, see.

Gajanan Mishra
My Enemy

My enemy is nobody
But my misdeeds
And so nothing to
protest nothing to
Fight.

I am in distress
Means it is Your mercy
I am here in very
Good condition and
It is your kindness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Entire Form

My entire form is here,
See me, what I am,
I am before you here.
Feel me, I am here,
See me, I am here,
Tell me, without fear.
I know the essence of life,
I know you lack nothing,
I know you are the beginning
and in you, everything is ending.
You are the path and
I am crossing with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Exclusive Aim

My exclusive aim is
To go to you,
To touch you,
To realize you,
To stay with you.
You are the truth
And I am with you
Always here and so
I must not think
I am a householder
Having such and such
Caste, color, creed,
Family members, let me
Think I am just a striver.

Gajanan Mishra
My Existence

You exist in me, my dear,
I know
It is also not
Unknown to me that
I do not have
My existence in You.

Gajanan Mishra
My Existence - And I Am

I am searching
My existence
And I know
It is here.
I know only
My existence
Is here.

I know it is
In dark,
And it is for earth
I exist.
The earth is
Ever changing
But I am fixed.

I am here
Search me
If you so like.
My name and
Address all are here
You can get
If you so like.

Hearing this
You are laughing
I find no reason.
I exist and
You can know this
In your own body
If you go on searching.

Gajanan Mishra
My Eyes

My eyes are
More powerful and
Better, even
Better than
The sun.
Ask me how?
My answer is
Just simple.
Suppose my eyes
Has no visibility
The sun is non-entity.
And I am telling it
After experiencing
My life, see.

Gajanan Mishra
My Eyes Are

My eyes are speaking something,
Listen to carefully.

My legs are doing something,
Mark it faithfully.

My hands are giving you some ideas,
Catch it there.

I am there on that sight,
Feel my pulse-beats.

Come with something to me,
Allow me to go with time.

I am there and I see nobody,
You are there and you discover every one.

Bridge the gaps, I said.
Hearing me you surrendered yourself.

Gajanan Mishra


My Eyes Are Blinded

My eyes are blinded
And I can not see
Where to go
What I am doing.

My eyes are covered
By the dust of the whirlwind
And my activities are being
Recorded by the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
My Eyes Are Not Mine

And I am not able to see
As per my wish.

My body is not mine
And I am not able to move
An inch as per my wish.

O my dear
You are my controller
My master
And I am ready to
Obey your order.

And I have no other option
I am here
Without any qualification.

Gajanan Mishra
My Eyes Have Seen You

My eyes have seen you,
My ears have heard you,
My mind has understood you,
I am determined to go to you.
I think you the only truth
And I am seeing hearing and
Thinking about you, how you
Are there with all reality.
You are the origin, you
Are the entity and let me
Clear you are the existence
Of the present, where I am.
Here I am, but no one can see me
Two times here in same condition.

Gajanan Mishra
My Eyes See

My eyes see
My eyes see the sun.
Without sunlight
My eyes are
Unable to see.
My body being
Attached to the sun
As a source of warmth.
My eyes have no capacity
To understand the utility
Of the sun's rays.
O my dear, I am my eyes
I am also my body, for my pure love
I see You, I am also attached to You.

Gajanan Mishra
My Face

My face you can see
This is my face
And here is my smile
You can see and call
My name and
I do not know my name
That is original
That is final.

You can see me
And I am visible
You can feel me
I am in ice and
I am in sun-shine
That I am available
And I am illegible
And in terrible.

Gajanan Mishra
My Failure

My dear, it is my failure
Not able to catch you.
It is my failure also
Not able to take you.
You are here, You are there
and still it is my failure
Not able to see you and
Not able to feel you.
I am not a sage, I am not a thief,
I am just a man with all humanity.
I am here from the beginning
And I see you in running time.
My dear, But it is my success, my love
I am able to renew my life with you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Fair Lady

Give me light
And guide me,
My fair lady.

I am in exile,
My fair lady,
Give me heights.

My fair lady,
My memory is okay,
Gaze me with grace.

Gajanan Mishra
My Faith Grow

My faith grow,
And I am
Closer to you.
I am doing
Something for you.
I am confident
And I get you
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Faith Is There On You

My faith is there on you
As usual and it will continue.
My aim is fixed like the pole-star
And I am going day and nights there.

I am going but it seems to others
I am here in this house as usual.
I am in the middle of my journey
From birth to death, if you can, see me.

I discover you for the sake of truth,
And all are here to see me what I am
Going to do here for them with high
Expectation and I appeal all to come
For the benefit of the self and they
Agree to the point with love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Family

My family is with me
And I am the best.
I know, my family
Is an institution
Where there is no
Group-ism, and
Also no section.
I am enriched
With my family.
I have my own
History in my family,
All knowledge are
Hidden in my family.
My family, a social unit, the best.

Gajanan Mishra
My Family Is In Colour

My family is in colors, see.
How many colors are there
Ask not by putting any question.
I do admit I have no capacity
To count the stars in the sky
I have also no capacity to
Count the sands on the Goa beach.
But I can feel the happiness
And I can share with you, my dear,
With the forest and villages
That are in me on this earth,
I regard you as integral parts.

Gajanan Mishra
My Family Members

Let me say
Here is my sweet mother,
And she is sweeping the floor.
See, my father is there,
And he is working in the garden.

Let me say
Here is my sweet mother,
And she is washing the clothes.
See, my father is there,
And he is buying fruits and vegetables.

Let me say
Here is my sweet mother,
And she is cooking food for all.
See, my father is there
And he is busy in prayer.

Let me say
My family members
Consists of my mother,
My father.
Besides them
My sister is also there.

See my lovely sister,
She helps everyone
In our house.
My sister water the plants,
Clean the plates, make tea,
And give smile to all.

My sister, sweet sister,
Encourage me always
To do what I do with confidence,
My sister encourage me
To read well and to serve others
Without taking any personal gain.
I love all, all my family members.
I think let the world be a family
And let all stay together
Under the roof of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
My Fate My Game

It is shame.
What is good living
That I know stuttering
And you said O orbited Star
Losing losing I win.
My game is not under my control
And there is my fate also.
Said not further
I am not there or here.
And I have not undergone
All lessons of various scriptures.
That is my life and You
Are here as a silent watcher.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father

I know my father
I have seen him.
I have not seen
My fathers father
I know him not
It does not mean.

My father was a holy man
And he always
Sued to tell
The race be begin.

What race I thought
I would ask
I had not the
courage to the task.

My father was a loving one
As told by my son
My father was not there
As he born.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father And

My father and your father
Is one and same
My body and your body
Is one and same
My name and your name is
One and same
And as such you and I
Are same is not right.

Who are you explain
Who am I you to explain
Where am I going
You to say
What are you
You to describe
And everything remains
In mystery when you left me
At this time.

What are the elements
That are here with you
I can not say
I can say my ego
My intellect my matter
Are in you and you are
Here with me
Unmixed and I am hearing
Your sound and I am touching you
You are here at my sight.

And from this
I constitute you
Here in this field
The field is where you are
Where I am
The object I do not know
it is you to say
What are other elements
And for further interrogation
I will return again.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father And Father Of All

My father and
The father of
All here
Is no more.
A search is
Going from
Place to place
From time to time
In different names
And works and lifestyle.
My father and
The father of all
Is still here
But without shadow.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father And We

Our father is no more,
But we are here
To do his works.
We know, though,
What are his works,
We know, though,
How he was working,
We know, though,
We are not comparable
With him here.
We are here and
Our father is no more.
But for the father
We are fighting
Each other taking plea
Of his name and
Place of residence.
We know, our father is no more.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father Forbade Me

To quarrel with anybody
And he cautioned me
If you are engaged in quarrel
My dear son, all benefits
Will go to the third party.

But my Father is a man of
Principle and justice
He is always in Truth
My Father is the only Truth
He is the Truth and He knows
Everything good and bad that is in you.

My Father is already prepared to
Give tit for tat I know
He used to tell me do not be aggrieved
You are my own energy with everything.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father Is Always Good

-He is not here to commit any wrong.

My state is always good
I am here to serve till the end.

My friend is always with me
I am his trusted one.

O My father O my mother O my friend
You are all in one
I am here for you only.

I know everything that are so called mine
Are only yours
See without you I have no entity.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father Is No More

My father is no more,
Let me remember my father.
The words of my father are here
And he used to say, my dear son,
Keep faith in you and that is the whole truth.
I have remember my father and my father
Used to told me not to forget death.
My father used to told me, my dear son,
Forget to whom you helped and forget
If somebody has done any harm to you.
Forget not life here in this world
My father used to told me and life is
The only truth in this mortal world
And I am living, my dear dying daily here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father Is The Sky

My mother is the earth,
My father is the sky,
Let me call brothers
To all faithfuls.
We, all the creatures,
Belong to one family,
Difference is there though,
In size, shape and in colours.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father Knows

My father knows me better
And he knows what is good for me
You are my father
You are with me
You are right to place me
Here in hard work
And honest living
And I am happy and
In peace.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father My Son

I am calling
My son
My father
And really
My father is
My son.

Ask not how
Just think
And know
It is like
Recycle bin
Just switch on
The button
And know unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
'My father used to tell me
O son, be in number two always
And try to be number one.'

My poet friend Rahinikant Mukherjee
Was always reading this poem
Now I have no knowledge about this man.

Will be please give me his
Correct present address
I am in search of such a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father, Sweet Father

My father, sweet father,
No one is like you, my dear.
I am here, you are here,
I care not the hell, father.
My father, sweet father,
No more I am poor
With you here.
I need you, father,
You are everything for me
And you can alone
Drive out my fear.
I feel better
With you, father,
Come and give me shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
My Father-My Mentor

My father is the best singer
My father is the best story-teller
My father is my hero and best adventurer
I love my father and placed him first
As my life's torch-bearer
It is for my father I see the world
And I am here
When I am with my father
I am world the conqueror
I am closer to my father
I know my father is my guide
And my mentor my philosopher.

Gajanan Mishra
My Fault

My fault is
I am writing,
And in my writings
I am putting You in.

I am putting You in
Is not a fact,
And fact is, it is You
Who is putting me in everything.

The reason
Not known to me,
O Omnipotent, I am nothing,
It is You, who is the writing.

Time itself is the best viewer
You are the time, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Feeling

My feeling,
The purest of the pure,
I know, You are, my dear,
You are my feeling of
Joy and not sorrow.
No question of sorrow
Where You are, my dear
I know, there is only light
And no existence of dark
And it is all colorful.
Your words are sweetened
By love, my dear, and
It is all blessing, here
At this sacred spot.

Gajanan Mishra
My Feeling And Your Changing

My feeling and Your changing
Your changing in different forms
At the same time here with me
Manifesting in integral being.

And it is beginning always
And delivering Truth to all
It is the ignorance that is
Checking from the beginning.

And only beginning is there
And no ending and only Truth is
There and nothing else in finding
It is only the matter of feeling.

And it is everything within the changing
That is appearing from time to time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Feelings

My feeling,
My expression,
Everything is
Here in play.

I told all,
I am simply
The clay,
Know not ploy.

Gajanan Mishra
My First

What is my first word let me know.
How is my first love let me feel.
Where is my first meet let me remember.
I know, first is no more first my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Food

My food and
It is given by You
See, I am hungry
And it is excellent.

I am thirsty
And it is nectar
That You gave me
To drink.

I felt the Supreme Reality
In Your love in Your beauty
In each living form here.
Let me thank You, my dear
You have given the due also
To a pauper.

Gajanan Mishra
My Food - You Have Given

My food and
It is given by You
See, I am hungry
And it is excellent.

I am thirsty
And it is nectar
That You gave me
To drink.

I felt the Supreme Reality
In Your love in Your beauty
In each living form here.
Let me thank You, my dear
You have given the due also
To a pauper.

Gajanan Mishra
My Foot

My foot is taking me,
My eyes enable me to see,
My mouth is uttering something,
If all these are right
What I am doing, and doing
For whom, tell me, my dear,
If you know.

I am a straw that is dry
And I cannot do anything here,
You just tell me who has
Kept me here and for what purpose,
I am unable to open my eyes
And my ears are not able to hear
That are truth and that are beneficial.

Gajanan Mishra
My Force

You are my force and
I am great only for you.

Let me believe you and
let there be a coalition
between us.

It is my creativity
that discovered you here.

I declared war
against you.

My very existence
is in you.

And you are there
in my war that is declared
within your area.

Gajanan Mishra
My Fortune

My fortune -
My mother earth.
I desire to come
Again and again,
And I desire to
Stay here for ever.

My fortune -
My mother and also
All women folks,
I want their blessings.

My fortune -
My mother tongue,
And through it
I want to communicate
All my feelings,
As I consider it
The best.

My fortune -
You all the livings
And the non-livings,
The movable and
The immovable.

I know life is
All wonderful.
I want to stay cool
And enjoy life
In full.

Gajanan Mishra
My Foundation

My foundation, I see,
In my own language,
Let me not cut off
From the very root.
I have my own existence
Here in my language
Tell me everything
Here to realize the truth.
I am the beginningless
And infinite.
I am the real
Having firm rooted.
No falsehood, no fraud,
But I have my faith here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friend And My Enemy

You are my friend and
So also you are my enemy.

We both are united and
We declared our unity
Is inseparable.
But we are separated
And enviousness is there
Between us.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friend, I Know Not

My friend, I know not.  
My enemy, I know not.  
And yet, I am marching ahead  
With all.

Day and night,  
I confirmed my music.  
Life, I see therein,  
And I am trying to discover,  
The man there in me.

The rain, the sun  
All come together,  
For me.  
But I am going alone  
With my own smile.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friend, My Help Mate

My friend, my help mate
My companion, my co-worker,
O my wife, my love, we are partners,
Let us show tolerance and
Sympathy for each other,

It is true, we are more and more
Dependent on each other
And it is found we are increasingly
Necessary to each other.

Let us come together, and talk
And laugh and enjoy life together
And take part as a hero and heroine
Of the latest theater
And let us not suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friend, My Protector

I know my friend,
He is my protector.
I know my friend,
In dark and also
In light.
From the very
Beginning, my friend
Is with me.
My friend recognize
Me and everything
That I love.
In war and in peace,
My friend shows me
The path to go ahead.
My friend is everything
For me here and he is
Always here with me,
My protector, my all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friend, Reality Is That

My friend, reality is that
You are the fragment of truth,
Realize it inwardly.
Be a seeker of truth,
And seeker of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friends

My friends I know
You are upright
Benevolent to all
And well behaved
Nonsense talks
Are not with you
You never envy
Anyone, my dear.

You know better
How to talk
You are always
Truthful and pure
It is i who is
Troubling you
Always here in
This material world.

I am the fault
I am the pride
I am the false prestige
I am the reservor of all ills
My friends be careful to this I
I am within all
It is better if you use me
According to appropriate call.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friends All

My friends all
men birds animals
We all belong to
This world
No one is alien here
My dear You are
Father mother
Brother sister
Son daughter
Friends guides
And philosophers
Of all
You give service
of love to all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Friends And My Relatives

My friends and my relatives
Are not with me at present and
They are at present far away,
I am with them though day and
Nights and doing all sort of
Works regularly with them.

I am in between the dragon
And the fire, life and death,
I think life is more dangerous
And painful than death and still
I see my dream land and all
Men ideal here to build themsleves
And their lives free from all
Drawbacks..

Gajanan Mishra
My Future

You are dark,
You are my future,
You are all inclusive,
Everything is in you.
I know, you are
As bright as dark.
I want to hear you,
I want to see you,
I want to go with you,
I am indebted to you,
See me, I am submissive.
Feel me, how I am
Suffering here without you.
I know you are here as truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Future I Know

My future I know,
My filth I know,
My toxic I know,
I am contaminated,
I am depleted,
I am cornered and
I am locked.

But I am not serious,
I am not swallowed,
I am not darker or colder.
Still, beautiful,
Still, on truth,
Still, good,
See me, what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
My Goal

My goal is to know you
You are my knowable
And I have knowledge
To know you.
You are my dear
You are my love
My love is my light
And I know
Your love is the light of
My light.

Gajanan Mishra
My God

My words my poems
Are my God
My love my trust
Are my God
My poems my words
Are my present
My past my future
My trust my love
Are my culture
I am ancient
I am modern
My words are
My instruments
My poems are
My sensual and
My spiritual
Life elements
Let my words
My poems be a
Burning light
When there is
A fight between
Death and life
Let life flourish
Let life succeed.

Gajanan Mishra
My Good Company

My good company
Is here to take me
To the truth.
Good company is
Rare, I know.
I am with
Good company for
The welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Grand Daughter

My grand daughter
Is telling me' Dadu, dadu,
You know nothing,
Give me the mobile,
And tell me to whom
You want to talk.'
'Dadu, dadu, ' she said
Again, ' I failed to
Understand what you were
Doing so long that
You would not able to
Open and operate the window
At this age' She added
Really dadu, you missed
Your golden time here
And wasted every minutes.

Gajanan Mishra
My Greatest

I am free
I am happy
If I am trustworthy
I know I am yours
And you know
I am content
With my wealth
I am in profit
And in gain
With my good health
O my love
You are with me
In my struggling life
And I am experiencing
Real purposes and
Real successes.

Gajanan Mishra
My Greatest Truth- My Mother

And it is only for my mother
I have this strong body
This healthy mind
This sharp intellect
This powerful will
This strength of conviction
It is only for my mother
My words are endowed with
The power of truthfulness
Righteousness and love
And my thought so powerful
That emanate from the heart
Of my mother filled with
Selfishness purity cosmic love
And renunciation
It is only for my mother
I am here and you are
Looking me as a strong and
Powerful personality of
Poet-in-action.

Gajanan Mishra
My Greed

My greed my enemy
That is with me
My anger my fire
That is burning me
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
My Grief

My grief,
I hope,
You are there
To understand.
I know, I am
Far away from
The darkness of
Grief.
Without grief,
I know, little
Chance of welfare.
Grief is there
To protect me
From all ills.

Gajanan Mishra
My Guide

My guide is lion
Cock and crane
Tell me crow
Where is my eyebrow
Dogs and donkey
I am in peace and
You are only with me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Guru

My Guru is my window of pure knowledge
My Guru is my ocean of enlightenment
My Guru is my field of infinite correlation
My Guru is my past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
My Half - You Are

My half - you are,
My love, my truth,
My sky, my earth.

From paragraph to
Paragraph all descriptions
Are related to you
And for you.

I am just a piece of wood,
I am here only for you.

I know, you are expert
In crop cutting.

With you, I am two
In all oneness.
And I am for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hands

You can not take away my hands
See, this is my hands, long and long, so long,
I can do, as I wish, with my hands, till the end.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hands And My Eyes

My hands are here
See my friends
ready to embrace you.
My hands are here
See my friends
ready to give you all the fruits.

My eyes are here
with hope with faith
only for you.
My eyes are here
with light with dreams
only for truth.

This time-body is yours
and also mine, see it is shinning.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hands Are My Leaves

My hands are my leaves
With folded hands I am
Offering my prayer
My heart is my flower
I am submitting my heart
My love to you, my dear
My actions are for you
I am giving all the fruits
Of my performances at your feet
My tears are pious water
I am crying for you
O my dear, come to my rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hands My Feet

My hands my feet
Are everywhere, see.
I am the sun,
I am the sun shine.

I am the fragment of
Eternity, see.
I am the fire,
I am the water,
I am there within
Each and every creature.

I am everything,
See me everywhere.
Call me in any name,
For name sake I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart

My heart is mine
My heart is my emperor
And it cover
Others with kind
With mercy
With friendship.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart And Soul

My light - you are,
My strength - you are,
You are in me,
I am in you
You are my star
That is not far.
O, my heart,
O, my soul,
I am the perfect
Fruits of yours.
For you, I am in peace,
I live here with your bliss.
You are my prize,
You are my spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart Is Burning

Here in this world,
And with this enjoyment,
My heart is burning and
Almost on the verge of failure.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart Is There For You

My heart is there for you,
My love, my truth,
Without any doubt.

I am really proud of you,
You are there for me, I know.

You are for all, Absolute.
I do accept you and let me
Surrender everything unto you.

My present and my future
All are under you.

I care not anyone else,
But you here all the time.

I am not a fool
To bypass you at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart- Love

I am
As simple as
My heart.

And
You are
My heart.

It is
For you
I am
Living here.

And I am
Giving up
All my sorrows
As you are present.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heart My Love

My heart my love - leaf and flower
My mind my action and its result - fruit
My blood my tears - water
With devotion I am offering
Please receive, O my dear,
And make me free from bondage here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Heritage - My Poetry

My heritage- my poetry,
My view, my culture- my poetry,
Masterpiece of life- poetry,
Consciousness, behavior, and identity- poetry,
To go through insight- poetry is the way,
Simple and practical- poetry,
Knowledge and truth- poetry,
My poetry is everything, trust and
My dear read my poetry and
Try to understand what life is.

Gajanan Mishra
My History

Nobody can
Find my history
Nobody can dare
To describe me
And my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
My History And Truthfulness

My history,
I want to know.
Somehow or other
I am there
In my history.

Truth is there,
In me and
I am there in the truth.

I can't say
Whether history
Is really the truth.
But I can say,
No one is sure about
The truthfulness of history.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home

My home is the
Temple of my mother
I worship my mother
My mother is my monitor.

Gajanan Mishra
Right,
Earth is
My home.

Wrong,
Sky is also
with me.

Weight the same
the sky
and the earth.

Tell not
the result
that is with you.

It is home
It is earth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home - Sweet Home

My home - sweet home
Sweet sweet sweet home
See I am here with no fear
And it is better than Rome
I am the king here
You are the queen
We are here together
With our children
The bird the animals
The trees the mountains
The rivers and the ocean
With peace and with cheers
Here is the sun here is the rain
Here is the winter here is the spring.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home - Where

Am I ready to tell the truth
If I am sure
Let me tell you where is my home.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home Land

My home land this world,
I love this world as I find everything here,
I have my own family with all creatures.
In everything here I discovered creativity.
I am happy here just to write poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home My Heaven

My home my temple,
My temple my heaven.
My heaven my earth,
I find everything here.

Again and again
I am coming, and in
So many forms, I am here,
As directed by nature.

I am here on this earth,
I am there in this home.
I get everything here
I wish my very birth.

I breathe air, drink water,
I live here without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home My Success

My home is the cornerstone
Of my success, I start
Each work from my home.
I carry this success
Everywhere with same
Tempo and gusto.
I ignore the mistakes
Of others and love them.
I smile and my smile
Enable me to keep winning
Others to my side.
My home is more than
Heaven to me and I enjoy it
Everywhere on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Home My Theatre

My home my theatre
Come and watch
Now it is on web
Nothing require
Just a wife
A daughter
A son
Mission fulfilled
With time bound
Chilled.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hope Is Your Gift

I hope,
My hope is
Your gift,
Your gift is
My confidence,
My confidence is
My Ultimate Triumph,
And I am fixed
I am in eternity,
I am in all beauty,
I am in all times,
I hope for the best.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hope My Life

My hope my life
My life my hope.

So long as hope is there
I am alive, remember.

Remember, I am
My own creator.

Here in this creation
Everyone is going
Towards perfection.

Person is one
And everything differ
Nothing differ
But the person.

One word is to remember- abandon.

Gajanan Mishra
My House

I remembered You and I see
My house is sanctified.

I see You
I touch You
I wash Your holy feet
O great mystic
Everything that is
Invulnerable sin
Is vanquished.

Gajanan Mishra
My House And

My house and your house
Are dazzling in this twilight
But we are ever distant
and alone and wandering
As before.

The sky has all the answers
But not willing to utter a word.
The sun and the wind are
Giving plan how to swim on it
Without any life risk.

For the benefit of all
Let there be a smile
Let the sale proceeds
Be deposited as called for.

Gajanan Mishra
My House Is Also Yours

My house is also yours,
Since you are staying here
I am able to tell my name and fame.
This house is not to take shelter,
This house is the starting point of
Doing all sorts of works on ground level.
House is just a dream and
It is not good to live with dreams
But we are here to make the dreams the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My House Is My Temple

My house is my temple
My children are my Gods.
With all purity I live here
And here I get peace.
Here my children are being
Taught about life and how to live.
Here in my house I find love
And I find life-truth.
Here in this house I get everything
And this house lacks nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hunger

This is my hunger
And I am hungry
Give me food
I am in need of
Food for the body
And also for the mind.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hunger My Enemy

My hunger is my enemy,  
I am here to fight  
with my enemy with my  
hard work and sincerity.

My ego is my enemy,  
And I am here to fight  
with my enemy with your  
kind support and gentleness.

No one is there  
whom I can abuse,  
But I have to bear  
all disrespect towards me.

See I am left alone  
And still I am happy with you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Hypocrisy

My hypocrisy is
My enemy
And it is
In me.

My selfishness is
My enemy
And it is
In me.

I am being
Attacked from
Inside, and
No way out
To stay free,
To get the victory.

Gajanan Mishra
My Identity

My identity
With you
Be realized
By me
For my
Own survival.
My withdrawal
From the world
Is but necessary
For my
Non-stop
Appearance.
And my feeling is that
My dependence is no more.

Gajanan Mishra
My Images

My poems are
My images.
As I am
So are my poems.

My thoughts are
My poems,
My thoughts are
My faith,
My faith is only
In Truth,
As is the Truth,
So is my thoughts,
As is my thoughts,
So is my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
See my inclination
For you.
And I surrender
Myself to you.
You are my only love,
And everything.
I know, by staying with me
You save all good for me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Inquiries

My inquiries are
Not about your age
But about the performance
of the clouds,
About the jumping
Of the sea,
About the falling
Of the sky.
Still my ecstasy
Is there to grow
Again and again,
Day by day.
Somehow or other
I survived, see me here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Instrument My Language  ?? ???  ?? ??

My instrument, my language -
My life, my world.

Let me express myself
In my life.

In my world
I am with all.

In my language
I am free and versatile.

Rendering in Odia language, script is Brahmi;

?? ??? ?? ????
?? ??? ?? ???????

?? ??????? ???
???????? ?????? ??? ?

?? ????????? ???
??? ??????? ??? ?

?? ??????? ??? ????
?? ?????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
My Intellect My Life

What has happened to my intellect
That I failed to understand.

What has happened to my life
That I failed to explain.

I am worshipping the stone
I am worshipping the earth
I am worshipping the air
I am worshipping the water
I am worshipping the tree
I am worshipping the light
I am worshipping the sky
And worshipping the stars etcetera.

Am I wrong in worshipping?
But I say my intellect my life is right.

Gajanan Mishra
My Internal Potency- The Truth

My internal potency- truth.
My external potency - love.
I am going to you with love
And also with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Jewel

You are my jewel,
I know you are everywhere but rare.
You are refined
And I am following you.
My place is my world
and see, I am getting honor here, my dear.
You are the creator of this world.
You are the only jewel of this world.
And without any barrier
I am moving here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Joy And Sorrow

Once my father
Told me,
Life is strange,
But here
I see in your eyes,
It is more strange
Than my life.
I am searching
My own life
In your eyes
That is there
Unchanged.
I can't say it is
My joy or sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
My King

My king is taking away everything
That are with me,
And in my country, see,
The poor men are in pride.
The saints are busy is sex
And they are hoping luxury the best.
The priest class is not taking truth as
The means of living and harassing the pilgrims,
I am living at this time
With my friends and members who are in duplicity.
The daily laborers are not
Getting proper wages here at this time.
All evils are here as illiterate
Advisers are with the king.

Gajanan Mishra
My Labor Is With Me

Protecting me guiding me
Guarding me and I am
Holding you my dear
My labor lead me on
It is for you I
Feel safe and secure
I know and I am sure
My labor never fail me
My labor is my all
I know You are in my labor.

Gajanan Mishra
My Land My Body

My land is my body,
This is not mine
I must remember.

My right title is
not mine.
My possession is
not in a truthful way.

I must left the place.

But I am enjoying
right now.
And it is
not true, see.

The default is in me.

I have no courage
I have no patience.

I am the culprit here,
As I want to possess all
and I know how
this is wrong.

Knowing fully well
this is not mine
I am fighting to
possess it anyhow.

I know the truth
And still I
entangled myself
in falsehood.

This is not right,
and not the culture
of a civilized man.
And still I am doing wrong.

Who is there
to pardon me?

I am my own enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
My Land Needs You

My land needs you,
And you have come alive.
I know, the language of this land
Makes you come alive.

I know you,
You are not lost
Pretending to be someone else,
But you are the real son of the soil.

I value you, on this land,
You are the truth.
Come on, my dear and utter,
The language in original voice,
That is your own and not others,
For the sake of your mother.

Gajanan Mishra
My Land, Where I Stand

My land, where I stand
Is first and foremost
It is like realizing
The one's own-self
It is befitting to
The entire universe
It is the Ultimate Truth
Upholding justice
My land, where I stand
Is the first and foremost
In connection with life
And death and life again
Without any hindrances
Where I am enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language

My mother-language
Kosli
Is very easy
Charming tasty

My state-language
Odia
Is all pervading
Interesting

My poetry-language
English
Is International
Link-personal.

You can find me
In all the three
Three in one
Is my poetry
Birth life death
Past present future.

Language no matter
Poetry matter
Love matter
Life matter
Go with life
O my dear brother.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language And The Language Of Others

When I am telling
In my own mother-language you are
Calling me stupid, rustic.

You are telling
In the language of others
Shall I call you ungrateful, indiscreet.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language Is

My language is love
I love truth
Truth is here in me
I am within you
You are there
to take care of the world.
I possess all the worlds,
All the worlds are here
ready to give me nectar.
O my dear, You are the nectar-tree
I am one of the leaf of this tree.
The tree is telling me
everything in my language.
Let me understand my own language first.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language Is Everything For Me

My language is everything for me
But it does not mean I am going to
Dis respect your language.
I know the value of your language also.
My language is the essence of
My identity and culture, my dear.
My language is my major tool
For exchanging my ideas, emotions
And feelings. So also your language
Is your key to the ideas of awareness.
Let us respect each other’s language
And use the languages in proper places.
Let us use our own mother tongue
To its full capacity and enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language Is Neglected

My language is neglected
And it is not to be tolerated.
It is my birth right
To get education in my
Own language.
It is my birth right
To work in my own language.
I am independent,
I am sovereign,
And I am here to show
My excellence.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language Kosli

I am talking in Kosli
I am thinking in Kosli
I am listening Kosli
All around me,
Kosli is my mother-tongue.

My state language is odia,
Odia is a constitutional language,
Odia is a classical and rich language.

Official language act is there,
Everywhere, always within
The state of Odisha
Odia should be used,
It is clear there.

But when I entered school
I learnt ABCD and they
Are not mine I knew.
They called it English.

I entered in to service
All the works are being
Done by this English though
Not easily understandable
By the people in general.

I know by using this English language
In all official purposes within my mother-land
We are cheating my own people
I have a democratic
Sovereign republic though.

Excuse me, I am not ready to say
The people are independent from foreign rule.

People in general are in dark, is a fact.
They know not what is going on in their
State and still they are observing
Independent day, and it is disgrace.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language My Identity

Without love,
Without truth,
Without my own
Identity and
My own language
I have no desire
To live here.
My love, my truth,
My identity and
Everything is there
In my language.
Give me my language,
You have no power to
Take away my language.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language My Life

My language is part of my life,
My language is my life,
And I allow no one to take it
From me at anytime anywhere.
My language is scientific,
And it all holy, it is all charming.
I care not what you think
About my language, but in my language
You have to see my blood circulation,
At every moment everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Language Will

My language will
manifest itself
to destroy the darkness
within you, my dear.

Wait and observe,
My language is most
beneficial and
sacred to all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Legs And My Hands

My hands and my legs
Are blind,
And my senses are
Taking away everything.

I am ignorant
And You are my only friend,
I am staying in a house
And nine doors are opened there always.

Let me admit, I am
Under the clutches of my wife,
Holding three flags
I am running after mirage.

Gajanan Mishra
My Letters Are Not Mine

My letters are not mine
And yet I write
And I read
The writing of the wall.
And yet I live
And live to write off
All livings.
And yet I think
About the think-tank
What they are doing.
They said they are there
To take the future
Humanity on the path,
Path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life

Dull - death
Intelligence - life
You are my life
Without you
I can not lead
Without you
Death is there
To face in lieu.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life - I Go With My Life

My life
I go with my life
Here I enjoyed the stint.

My life
Dancing with me
And you looked back.

My life
I am the most famous poet
And you read me in roadway.

My life
Without color you asked me
Not to go further as quiet witness.

My life
I go with my life
Leaving you on the shore.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life  My Poem

My life my poem  
And I invite  
All of them,  
And they came  
With their own  
Words and own  
Sounds but I  
Failed to catch them.  
Forget my poem  
Remember your life  
Without any difference  
From my poem.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Begins

Life begins
At 4 AM
And I appear
At 11.58,43PM.
And so, I said myself
Latecomer.
I search life,
Here and I
Want to say
The importance.
I feel life
Whole days,
I personally
Take responsibility
To describe
This fascinating
Life-journey
Across this earth.
I know, though,
I am the earth,
And I am not here
To go anywhere.
Nothing to fear,
I learned,
Nothing to worry,
I realized.
Yet I am here
With fear and
I apprehend danger
Though, nothing is
There at any time.
I know life is
Beginningless and
It has no end.
You are searching
My heart,
But my heart is there
On the cave of the mountain,
On the branch of the blackberry tree.
I feel not free,  
Since you are there  
In my house  
Where I am searching you always.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is

My life is
There, where
Poisonous snakes
and ferocious animals
Are playing there
Major roles.
My life is
There, where
Fire of lamentation
Is always blazing,
Mirage of false
Happiness is always
Alluring. And I am
Living there in
The cycle of
Birth and death,
With all diseases.
Here, I am also
Overburden with
The works, that
Are no way related
To truth.
My life is
Really precarious,
Here without you,
Without true love,
Without true guide,
And a true friend.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is Crumbling

My life is crumbling
And crumbling, my dear queen,
See me, I am your king.
Everything is cracking
In rubble without your
Love, see me, my dear queen.
Hear me, I am calling you
Hundred times, my dear queen.
I am talking you, I am
Going towards you.
I know, you are the only truth.
O my dear queen, come to me,
Without you, my sleeping, my
Living all are far away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is For All

My life is for all
Let me declared.
Knowing this well
I am not going
on the wrong side of
the track at any time.
My life is for all,
And I am white,
And I am with all,
Any one can use me
If he is in needs
for the common welfare.
Let me say I am a man
And the best here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is In Danger

My life is in danger,
As I am in my sky and
My sky is everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is Open

You can ask any question,
See, my life is open,
As open as the sky.

The ocean knows
Who are here and
What is the purpose.

The increase and decrease
Of temperature does
No work here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life Is Simple

My life is
Simple by nature
That I know.
But I create
Complexities and
solve them
To satisfy my ego.

I know
I am dictated by
The principle of
Cause and effect.
Still I am happy
With all creatures
And in changing nature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life My Journey

First class first,
My life,
My journey.
Here see my
Cosmic manifestation.

I am the universe here,
In your life,
In your journey.
There search me out,
In the reservoir of
Love and truth.
Discover all pleasure
There in you and
Find the result all good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life My Time

My life my time,
My elephant my reality.
And I am going to say
About you sir, eternity.

Eternity - my mother,
Eternity - my voice, my language.
Eternity - my land, my earth,
I promise to keep intact.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life, My Earth, My Prayer

O my dear, give me not those things, even if I pray and I beg, in which and through which, my earth would face trouble and put to loss. My life is made out of this earth and I am the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life, You Are

My life, you are
The truth,
Consciousness
And bliss
Solidified.
Oh let me live, with
Desire to know
And I want to be happy.
I want the virtue,
I know I possess
Divine nature,
I am truthful with you
Here at this time,
O my life.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life-Breath

O my dear
To day on this day of
fourteenth February two thousand
Thirteen of Christian Era
And Kumbha third day of
Bright fortnight of Magha chaturthi
Twentyfifth Thurseday
Rebati Naxatra Mina chandra
Divyasinha devanka baban anka
Of Hindu Odia calender
And in all auspicious moments
I here by solemnly affirm
And declared only truth
Without taking any intoxi that
You are my only Love
You are my absolute authority
You are my Valentine
You are my life-breath
You are my sense and mind
You are my firmness and goodness
And it is
For you only I am here fine.

Gajanan Mishra
My Life-Love

My life
Itself is
A love song.
Sing it
If you can.

My life
Itself is
A love garden.
Play on it
If you can.

My life
Itself is
A love flower
Enjoy it
While living
Your life.

My life
Itself is
A love ocean
Dive in it
If you can
And say
Where you are
At present.

My life
Itself is
You with
All truth.
See yourself,
Live yourself
Enjoy yourself
And test me
How I am
Loving you.
My Likeness - My Image

My likeness is my image,
Here I find you and in you
Love-seed.
In wisdom-earth
Affection-skills
Virtues-air
Goodness-light
I find my
Divine nature.
O my dear,
I am not in fear
As I am always
With you, here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Liking Is

My liking is
Your liking
I am not telling.
I am telling
Your liking
Is my liking.
I am there
Where you are in.
No likeness though
I am going
Going to search
The lighthouse
There in the sea
That is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Limbs

My limbs are
My fragments,
My limbs are
Always with me
And they are ever
engaged in doing good
For me.
Likewise I am
The fragment of the world,
I am the fragment of
That Supreme Truth.
Let me ever engaged
In doing good to the world,
And for that Supreme Truth.
My limbs have no pride
Or desire for anything.
Likewise I should shun
Everything that are not
Good for others.
It is not good to lament
In any situation.
It is not good to keep
Interest in any work.
It is not good also
To enjoy with pleasure
In what is done here.
I must remember that
I am here to perform
Not for my own self.
It is my duty to perform
All for the welfare of others,
Realizing the Supreme Truth
Within all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
My Little Grand Daughter

My little grand daughter
Is in play school now.
And I wonder we are
Till date unable to know
This world is a play school
For all of us, ask not how.
Don't get fury, I tell you
This from my impersonal knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
My Little Voice

My little voice is
There with you and
It is silent with truth.

My little voice
Is going with its chariot
And I know you are
There on that chariot.

I love you, dear,
As you are there,
There only to listen
My voice in full.

I am looking at you
In my little voice here
And see me I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
My Live-Poem

My live-poem
My wife.
I find
Everything
With her.
My wife's anger
Made me finer.
My wife's smile
Made me crocodile*.
Utter not any word,
My wife is there.
Take care,
I am cautioned
By her.

*symbol of greed

Gajanan Mishra
My Living

Only one is allowed
Only one can enter
Only one person is there
What I heard
O my dear, come forward
I am on line
To feel fine
With you
O I am sure
With you only
My living is
Serene and happy.

Gajanan Mishra
My Living Is More Than Enough

My living is more than enough,
Let me surrender myself
Before your feet.
But who you are here
Let me know the truth,
Please describe something
About you, and recognize me
As part of you, as the truth.
I am eager to know,
Everything here before
Telling goodbye to you.
I am not being attracted,
It is true, but I am here
Only for you, dear truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Living My Writing

My living, my writing,
Come near me and read me.
I am the pure water,
Pure air, delighted light.
Come and see me in the star above,
Come and discover me in the sea below.
I am what I am the original
Though not final, I am here
For you my dear, and you are here
For me, remember the time.
Come and discover me in love
But not in hate. Come and know
How strange I am here in flower
And in colours of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
My Lord

O my Lord
Make me a piece of iron
And made me red hot
Give me quality of fire
Through Your burning capacity.

Gajanan Mishra
My Loss My Gain

My loss my gain,
My hate my love,
All are here with me,
And they teach me
At every moment.

I learn a lot,
But what I learn
I failed to implement -
My tragedy.

My life is a combination,
Combination of history,
Customs and cultures.
I grow with all to face
All challenges of life.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love - I Care Not You

My love, I care not you,
But I care the truth,
I care life.
My love, you cannot make me hurt,
See here, I have no flesh, no blood.
Call me not mad, my love.
Call me a man of practical utility.
Call me a man of truthful world.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love - I Know

My love - I know
Has got no importance,
Only it is your love
That matters.

I know I have to
Act and show
My love in such a way
To get yours.

I have nothing - I know
And you have kept
Everything in your love
I am eager to hear
From you I love you.

See, my way of living here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love - Poem For You

Touching you
Loving you
My love
You are in my room.

Calling you
Getting you
My love
You are in my room.

Leaving you
Loving you
My love
You are in my room.

You are in my room
My love
I'm with you
This poem is for you
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love And Affection

My love and affections are
Only for you, my dear.
I am here with neutrality,
Servitude, friendship,
Parental love and conjugal love.
Please misinterpret not, dear,
I am also in amazement, humor,
Chivalry, compassion, fury,
Fear and dread.
Go not with constant frustration
With agitated mind.
Follow the simple formula,
Stay simple and get all happiness,
I am yours, only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love For You

Is pure and perfect
If You so like You can
Put me on any test.

My love for You
Is pure and perfect
Knowing this well
You told me all the best.

My love for You
Is pure and perfect
No one would dare
Disturb me I am in Your chest.

I am fearless, for You I am the best
I love You and You are in my chest.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love In To Whom

My love in to whom
All the innumerable
Universes enter
My love from whom
All the innumerable
Universes come forth with
My love
My breathing process
My love
Cause of all causes.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love Is My World

I love you
My love is necessary
For the physics
For the chemistry
For the world
For the good of all
For all suffering
Humanity of the world.

I love you
And there is need
For the love
Love is my science
Love is my art
Love is the process
Love is the beginning
Love is the end.

I love you
My love is absolute
My love is practical
My love is final
I love you
My love is my world.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love Is Not Blind

I love you because I love you  
My love is not blind  
My love is open and true  
My love is transparent like the moon.

I love you because I love you  
My heart is kind  
My mind is cool  
My love is nectar for you.

I love you because I love you  
I am calm I am quiet  
And I have a love-life as you see  
Like the full moon and the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love Is Self-Luminous

My love and
My love is self-luminous
My love is unborn and immeasurable
My love is pure transcendental consciousness
By my love the power of speech and life
Are set in motion
My love is beyond any speculation.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love Is The Vibration

That is in you, feel it.

And you are my love,
And it is the Truth.

Truth is that is you
Love is that is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love My Faith  

My love my faith  
I feel You great  
I am your part and parcel  
You are my very very dear  
You are at my closer and closer  
My love my faith  
You are the great.  

My love my faith  
I am for You here  
I am here only for You  
You are my quality  
You are also my quantity  
And my great stalwart  
You are there to give me start.  

Gajanan Mishra
My Love My Hope My Joy

My love my hope my joy
Let us live and enjoy.

My heart my mind my body
Let us stay and start study.

Nothing to despair nothing to worry
Let us test the eyes with fury.

I dare to go every part
Here see me I start.

This is the grace this is the face
Let us go it is heart touch case.

O my dear, that I know what I know
You are to remain silent how is it only to know.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love My Sky ?? ?? ???

My love my sky,
Wherein I want
To fly.
I want to fly
Only for you,
I want to fly
With you
As statue.

In Odia version in Odia script;

?? ?? ???,
???????? ???? ??
??????? ?
??? ??? ??????
???? ??? ?
?? ?? ?? ??????? ??
??????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
My Love My Voice

For love, I am here,
My love my voice.

Find all truth
In my voice.

All voice all life,
Live a truthful life
Always everywhere.

Think good of all,
All here - nectar.

Hear every murmur
And walk on.

Build your own house,
Stay safe there
With all love all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love, My Dear

My love, my dear,
I am here, I am here.
You are my truth,
How can I go from you.

Think not I am far,
I am the dark, you are my star.
How can I go from you,
I am in you, The ultimate truth.

My love, my dear,
I am here, I am here.
I am here, without any fear,
I know, You are the fear-eliminator.

Who so ever you may be, my dearest dear,
You are here my only designer, for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
My Love, My Life - Only Truth

My love, my truth -
No one else is there
Besides you.
You are the only truth,
Nothing existent except you.
You are the root,
You are the fruit,
I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Lust My Enemy

My lust my enemy
My pride my enemy
They are my fire within
They are destroying me
Like anything.

Gajanan Mishra
My Maa

My MAA
My mother
My earth
My strength
My savior.

Come to my earth
To see the truth
To expose the truth
To live with truth
Above all I am the truth.

Nothing is enough here
Everything is growing and growing
Nothing is diminishing nothing is dying
Wait, justice will be at your door
Go on counting one two three four.

O my dear men of this earth
Come forward
I know you are all nature-law abiding
You are all disciplined
You are all absolutely honest
An dedicated to this earth.
Come on and I know
There is no other way
There is no other place for you
Except this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my Master
And with Your presence
There is no knot
Misgivings are cut
With Your presence
The chain of fruitive
Actions is terminated
And with Your presence
Scientific knowledge
Attained.

Gajanan Mishra
My Men

My men,
Please get up,
And utter
Your words,
Words of your hearts,
In your mother language.

My dear men,
Your mother language
Is your identity.
Let me verify
From you.

Leave your worries,
Dear men,
You are free,
Let me request you
To grace the earth.

Under this sun
No one is there
To take away your thoughts,
Your words, your language.

Gajanan Mishra
My Men, I Invite You All

My men, I invite you all
To take oath as a creature
Of this earth;

I hereby take my oath,
Solemnly and firmly affirm
To confirm that
I am a man
And I will keep
Humanity with me
So long as I am alive.
Love and truth-
Two weapons
I have possessed
And I will use them
To defeat all evils.

Gajanan Mishra
My Men, My Society

My men, my society
Wake up, wake up, wake up.
I am here writing for you,
I am here living for you,
I am here loving you.
My men, my society
Wake up, wake up, wake up,
To see the sun-rise
To go with the truth, with knowledge
To love all, to love all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Minister

My minister
Declared on oath
I swear in the name of God
I would not allow
Any woman to be raped,
I would not allow
Any body to die without food,
I would not allow
Any man to live without residence
And on the next day
My minister sacked
On the charge of rape
And murder and on the charge of Malpractice and corruptions.

Gajanan Mishra
My Misfortune Is That

My misfortune is that,
Though learned, I have
Forgotten, you are
Present here in your
Original form with me,
You are the love and
You are the truth and
You are here for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mobile Number

My mobile number
09437366644, remember
And call me
In case you are
In danger.

Gajanan Mishra
My name remember
And open your
Heart's voice you are
My near and dear.

Tapobana, Titilagarh
My residence at present
Come and take rest
If you are in
Need of shelter.

If you are in need of
Food and water
Come and take it
Without any second thought
All these things are here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother

My mother is always with me
I am always with my mother.

My mother hears my words
Eventhough I am unable to speak.
My mother nurses me
And I am alive.
My mother can see me clearly
Eventhough she shutup eyes.

No doubt no fear
When mother is here
When I am with mother
I have no tears.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother - Earth

My mother removes
My sufferings.
My mother protects me.
My mother nourish me
In the form of this earth.
My mother is supreme,
All the sciences reside in my mother.
My mother is my world,
I see my mother everywhere.
My mother saves me from danger,
My mother protects me from fears.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother 2

My mother
An all rounder
And she
Made me
With her
Heart and soul
New curriculum
Of the world order.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Alive

My mother symbol of peace alive
My mother my guide my eyes alive
My mother the greatest alive
My mother first and foremost alive
I am getting heaven at my reach with my mother
My mother alive
I love my mother my mother love me
My mother my love
It is for my mother I am here
O my mother, You are more than God
You are my respiration
You are my blood my flesh my food
I love You my nation
It is for You I am doing here
Everything day and night
Without any tension.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Cannot Write Her Name

My mother,
And my mother
Cannot write
Even her name
In her language.
And how dare you
To show me foreign one
To read and write.
For life,
The language of the mother
Is the root,
And not the foreign language.
The foreign language is
Like the color of turmeric,
Here it is and
Here it vanishes.
My mother,
And my mother is at present
Unable to cook,
Even for herself,
And she needs full help.
And being a common drudge
She is hardcore to the point.
Still, I obey my mother
To the point and she is
Greatest for me
And I ever lastingly
Believe her for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Has Her Own

My mother has her own
Internal illusory potency
And hence I called him Janani.

I love my mother very much
And hence I kept her in my heart,
No, no, excuse me for the
Wrong words and sentence used,
She is always in my heart.

I am incapable son, and unable to
Fulfill her dreams, even
I am unable to use her language
In all or any purposes, I am
So unqualified nonsense.

My mother is always creative,
But see me, I am the rascal
Not able to do anything
Even for my own land and
For the land, I live in.

My mother, dear mother,
Excuse me for my disobedience
Even to the law of the land
And laws of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Illuminates Me

My mother illuminates me,
My mother is here
For my nurture.

For my nurture,
My mother-earth is here
And I am going to
Achieve divine future.

I am calling you
In my mother-tongue
That is love.

O mysterious God,
Are you more than my mother?
My mother keeps all treasure,
I am with mother to build future.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is

My Mother is
As beautiful as
China rose
My Mother is
As pure as
Coconut-water.
When I am with
My Mother
No one can defeat me
It is clear.

The scent of
My Mother is
The scent of
This earth
The look of
My Mother is
That of the pole star
My Mother is
Passion flower
Without my Mother
You are thinking me
How you dare!

My Mother is
My life-water
My life-air
My Mother is
Your Mother
And we are
Brothers and
Sisters here
And also there.
See my Mother
My Mother is
Not a broker
My Mother needs
No signature
My Mother is
Not a grocer
Not a debtor
Come to My Mother
My Mother is
My Father and
My Ultimate creator.

My Mother is here
Come to my Mother
And see with you
No fear no fear
But a new life
A new culture
Remember your
Body-village
Belongs to only Mother
Come to the Mother
With debenture
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is My Only Resort

My mother is my only resort
Whether ugly or beautiful,
Most virtuous or without virtue,
My mother is my only resort,
And most gracious as she is
here she delights me
by embracing by beating
and also by crushing under her feet.
My mother is my creator,
He loves me and she is my only resort.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is Still Alive

Still alive-
My mother.
My mother is
Still alive.
And we are there
With her,
We, the five.

I live
On my motherland,
That is free.
But I?
If I am not free,
How dare I to say
My motherland is free!

The definition of free,
Is yet to express
In full.
I know, I am
Not free to express
My views here
On my own motherland.
I know, I am
Not free to do
What I like,
Though good.

My mother is still alive,
But see, she is helpless.
See, she is out of control,
See, she depends on others
Always in every work.

But I fear
My mother,
I know, my mother
Is the daughter
Of a tiger,
I am the son
Of my mother.
But, am I a tiger?
I question myself.
How is it?
I find no answer,
Please, see,
Everywhere jackals,
All around me.
Still, I want to live,
I know, victory is all
On my side.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is Still Living With Me

My mother is still living with me
And telling me, Gaji, don't worry
and with this I am going to fight.

My dear, believe me, I am here,
with you all and taking you
at the same time with me, and it is
morning with the coo, coo, caw caw.

I see the fish and it is there,
I see the clouds and they are there,
And I see myself with all as their parts.

Let me go if you so desired and to
show the beauty in all over the earth.
The earth is mine, the mother is mine,
And I am here to take her care.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is Talking

My mother is talking
To me.
How much longer
Am I going to
Ignore her?

I am not giving
Permission to my mother
To do and to pursue
Whatever she dreams.

My mother is a
Musical superstar
Of my life
That I have forgotten
On this day, alas!

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Is Telling Me

I am indivisible.
Think not my division,
my dear sons.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Land Lies

My mother land lies
To the north of the ocean
And to the south
Of the snowy mountains
And it is Bharata i.e. India,
With rich heritage-
True love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother My Divine Power

My mother manifest
My mother sustains
My mother transforms
The universe as one
Unifying force of existence
My mother is the mother of all
With three eyes
Past present and future
The refuge the auspiciousness
The bestower of all wishes the blessedness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother- My Existence

Mother is mother
My mother is my truth
My mother is behind all my thoughts
My mother is my willing my feeling
My understandings actions
My mother is my names my forms
My mother is compassion.

My mother is sovereign of all existence
My mother is my higher spiritual power
My mother is the mysteries of reality
In the realm of true life and light
My mother is the promise and possibility
My mother my life my earth my heaven
Mother is the path for the highest ends.

Each and every day
Each and every moment
Is mother's day
Is mother's moment
I live in it
I get everything of my life
In my mother's lap.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother My Moon

My mother is my moon
But without any fault,
My mother is my ocean
But not salty,
My mother is my sun
But no summer's hot.
I love my mother
And I love my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother My Strength

My language my strength
My earth, my life and my strength,
Please try to understand
Keeping in view the link with all.

Prohibition and prescription
Do not apply to me and
I am here without worry
I am here and I am real
And never ceases to be.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Orders

To go to the slums
And backward illiterate areas
And give free lessons on
Secular and spiritual matters
My mother orders
My mother is above caste color
Creed religion matters
My mother orders
To be a flood of light
And go to the sights
For general welfare
And world order.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Said

My mother said-
I can bear any heavy thing
But a liar.

Let me see, how I am living
As the son of my mother,
And how I am ready to respect her words.

It is true,
My mother is overburden with me,
As I am inclined to
Other languages.

Hell, poverty, even
The ocean of distress
Are nothing so harmful as
Falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother Survived

My mother survived
In the game of life
That is fearful.

Further questions
Not necessary
The storm keep quiet.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother- Symbolic Power

My mother is the symbolic power of
Cosmic consciousness and my God.

My mother governs my life my universe
My mother is behind my creation
My preservation.

My mother is divine
And her wills prevails over me.

I am gigantic imagination of mind
Only for my mother.

In this struggle of
Good and evil
Truth and untruth
Virtue and vice
Freedom and involution
Light and darkness
It is my mother
Who can show me
Divine law before me
And save me.

My mother is saying me
Truth alone triumphs
Positive must and
does overcome the negative
And always my mother is here
Rouse me to this truth
And regulate my life.

My mother is the champion of
Positive idealism
Message of my mother is
Self-perfection, equal vision
Balance of mind
Motiveless service to humanity
Unselfishness and
Absolute humility.

And it is true
Cruelty towards any creation
Is cruelty done to one's own mother.

I love my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother- The Best

My mother- the best,
My mother tongue- the best,
My motherland- the best.
I am proud of all here
On this earth.
The earth itself is
Most creative
In which I live.
I live and enjoy life
Here all the time.
The time smiles at me
When I dream.
The dream comes to me
On its own, and I catch it.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother, My Language And My Land

Everything is there
In my mother
In my language
And on my land.
I want no honour
But my mother.
I want no wealth
No power but my language.
I want nothing
But let my mind always
dwells on the feet of
My mother on my land
And let me pray and work
With my mother-tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother, My Mother

My mother, my mother,
You are the root of all,
All speech, all song,
All glory, all form,
All good and also
All evil.

My mother, my mother,
You are artist,
You are mystic,
You are peace.

My mother, my mother,
You are vibrant,
You are unbounded,
You are divine,
You are merciful.

My mother, my mother,
Cool, cool, cool,
And let me do
My duty to make
Your world beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother, My Mother- Root Of All

My mother, my mother,
You are the root of all,
All speech, all song,
All glory, all form,
All good and also
All evil.

My mother, my mother,
You are artist,
You are mystic,
You are peace.

My mother, my mother,
You are vibrant,
You are unbounded,
You are divine,
You are merciful.

My mother, my mother,
Cool, cool, cool,
And let me do
My duty to make
Your world beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mother-My Light

My mother is my light
My light - my mother
Mother is light.

I am dwelling in mother
Mother is dwelling in me
My mother is my light.

I love my mother
My mother loves me
My light - my mother.

Mother is light
In my life and I have
No darkness, no ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
My Motto

My motto
Is to oppose,
Oppose and oppose
Those who are
Going against
Democratic norms,
Secularism,
Socio-economic order,
Sovereignty and
Independence.
My motto
Is to keep tolerance,
To maintain peace
And coherence.

Gajanan Mishra
My Mouth

My mouth
You are my mouth, my dear
I am Yours hands, feet, eyes and ears
I am giving You everything, my dear
And You are equitably giving benefit
By nourishing and revitalizing me
In due proportion
Such is our love, my dear
I am Your servant
You are my Master.

Gajanan Mishra
My Name

My name
Leads me
To benediction
And turns me
Towards the truth.

My name
Breaks off me
From ignorance
And turns me
Towards love.

Love and truth
Are two things
That can enable
Everyone to attain all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Name, My Fame

My name, my fame,
My abode, and paraphernalia
Are not the creation
Of the matter.
To know me
Is to know the truth.
Know the truth
And follow the principles,
Principles of life
That is there in love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Nature

My nature depends on
My birth
Influence of my parents
My education
My environment
And I am doing everything
As per my nature
And I know it is the best
If I am able to do the works
In a better way.

Gajanan Mishra
My Nature Is To Write

My nature is to write
But I want to cross it.
My intention is not
to cross but to overtake
with your help, as I know
nature is under you.
My duty is to perform
the works properly that are
allotted to me by you.
I am here with this body
only for you and I know
the objective is welfare,
welfare of others to
serve your purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
My Nature-Poem

Composing poem
is my nature.
In poem, I eat,
I sleep, I walk,
I dream, and
poem is there
to give me result.
Poem is one
that knows everything,
And I am asking
so many questions.
Poem shows me
the picture of life
through nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
My Need

What is my need
I am here to know first.

And I know
I am in need of You only
You my truth
You my love
You my cosmos.

O my dear, I know
Like you I am not bounded
By any geographical limits.

My aim is towards
Oneness of the entire human society
The entire energy of living beings
My aim is to establish
The ideal of a common cause.

And for this I am writing poetry
I know poetry is the spark-full
Sparkling light in the darkness
Of oblivion.

And I know poetry is here with me
To say how humanity can become
One in peace friendship and prosperity
With a common cause.

I am in need of that true poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
My Needs Are

My needs are
Meted by you
That I know
That's why
I am yours
It's true
And it's half.

As you know
I have no need
Of anything here
I know needs are
Not mine
Needs are their own
I am just a bard.

Gajanan Mishra
My Need-Your Need

My need
Becomes
Your need.
I am
Yours fully.

I have a desire
For Truth
You are the Truth.

And for this Truth
I see inaction
In action.

Le me free
From the notion of
Doer-ship, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Only Friend

My only friend,
You are here,
The actual friend.
I am sure,
I will never be cheated.
And will get all help
Needed.
I know you are
The owner.
You are the enjoyer.

Gajanan Mishra
My Only Master

You are my only Master
I am one of Your servant here
When I am coming to Your platform
My beauty and my real form
Comes in to full blossom
And this is the fulfillment
Of my desire, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
My Only Shelter

My only shelter,
You are dear.

No joke,
But the reality is here.

I am for you,
The only truth.

And we both are here, and
Immeasurable power is
There with us.

No tongue can describe
Our love.

We both are here and
We are the support of
Everything together.

Gajanan Mishra
My Order

My order -
Search out water.

No water
Here there
Not a drop.

My order -
Bring a man.

No man
No where
You can not
Find a single
Human.

No water
No man .

Man and water
Water and man
Water polluted
Man virus-infected.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Caliber

Who am I
My own caliber
And measurement
Would tell it
That I am an entity
And what is my type
In terms of necessity
And would tell
The difference
That are there
With the time
I am assuming.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Dog

My own dog
Is barking at me.
What shall I do?
I am busy
On my own business
But my pussy cat
Is disturbing me.
What shall I do?
My own horse
Is reluctant to
Take me and run.
What shall I do?

Everything and everybody is mine, but
I belong to none and nobody is responding.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Efforts

I am proceeding
Forward by
My own efforts.
I have my
Involments in
All matters.
I know who is
Crying and who is
Laughing here
For the changed made.
I have my own
Questions and answers,
I have my own
Identity with my
Happiness and sadness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Feather

For what
I am here
You know better.
Do what you wish
I am here
To see my own feather.
The sky is
Telling his own history
And I am the only listener.
If you so like
You may call yourself father
I am the sound-enjoyer.
What you think, remember,
That does matter.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Fire

My own fire
Destroyed me.
And I vanished.

But see again
I destroy
All-destroying death
With glory, prosperity,
Poems, memory, intelligence,
Fortitude and forbearance.

I am the initiator
Of all works here.
With all goodness
I am the wisdom
Of all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Future

This is that river,
Who has given me culture.
This is that river,
Who is not able to move further.
See this river in the eyes
Of the moon my dear and
Say something in the words
Of the clouds and the deer.
The river knows what type
Of man I am and hence
Shows me waves and stones,
That are there years together.
Whether I am loving or hating
Is a different matter, my dear.
But I am with the river and
The river is with me
Notwithstanding anything
Contrary to my own future.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Judgement

I have my own physics
I have my own astronomy
And I am going on my own judgement
I have my fortune in my own hands
I have my earth and sky and rain
And I am going with my own light
I know my earth is my heaven
With love with affection with brotherhood
I know no reason is here to fight
I know my root my fruit my branches my trunks
I care the entire creation and in
Each and every particle I am in a new manifestation
I am both perishable and imperishable
I am both transitory and kaleidoscopic and
Delivering service to others for general welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Light

I am my own light
I am the light for the entire world
I am the messenger of peace
All are within me
I am for all always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Self

Let me say
You are my own self.
I do not bother
Whether you call me
Your own or not.

I care not
Whether my desires are
Satisfied or not.
As I want to stay
Here desireless.

I am not able to express
My thought and my love.
I know in separation also
Constant union is there.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Self - You Are

My own self,
You are my dear.
Hear my loving words,
See my nectarous smiles,
And always I am here
To pacify you.
You are my love,
And my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Source Of Pleasure

I am here,
I am my own source of pleasure.
I belong to all colors.
I reconcile all contradictions,
I am my own commentator.

Gajanan Mishra
My Own Way

Let me free from fear
Let me free from perplexities
Let me free from anxieties
And lead my own way of life.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pain

If you actually
Do not need me
I will not stay here
I do not want to
Stay here a moment more
If actually
You do not love me.

I do not want
Anything from you.
Leave me
I will go
On my own.
I do not want to
Leave you
And why should you!

I have nothing to lose
I have nothing to gain.

I am in my pain
My life without you
Is invain.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pain My Success

Where is my pain,
I am unable to say.
But pain is there
That I know.
I believe with pain
I am proceeding forward
And I see there
Success is written.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pale Eyes

My pale eyes
See nothing
I failed to
Checked sunrise.
You on the side
Of my opposite
Try to disturb
And I remian
As it is.

Gajanan Mishra
My Parents

My parents-
As worthy as my life,
As tolerant as the earth,
As big as the sky in hearts.

My parents-
My living gods,
I am here and ready
To obey all commands.

Gajanan Mishra
My Part And Parcel - Everything

How many worlds are here,
I can't say, excuse me,
And ask me not any question.

But I know, I am the world,
And within me, see, so many
Worlds are here and I am
With all for the purpose,
Best known to you, my dear.

I am the super energy
As a living being and I am
Moving upwards and downwards.

I exist here as all-perfect
And omnipotent, and everything
Is my part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
My Passions Are Mine

Your beauties are yours.

That is my wanton parts
My glories.

I am here and I am warmer
I am beyond my time.

I am present
And not former.

Gajanan Mishra
My Peace

My peace,
My joy,
My hope,
Men, where
Are they now.
My glory,
My wealth,
My wisdom,
Men, the demons
Have kept them.
My present,
My future,
My heaven,
Men, they have
Stolen.
My bliss,
My spring,
My Goal
Men, They are
Coming to
Destroy my soul.
My life,
My song,
My play
Men, they are
Taking all play.
Oh, Almighty,
We are innocents,
Save us, save us
Save us, we pray.
We are yours,
And you are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
See, my dear friends,
My pen is good and
My writing are also excellent.
My writing enable me
To improve all-round.
Read me, feel me, understand me,
I am here in my writings,
And discover yourself in it.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pen My Paper

My pen my paper,
Everything for me, dear.
Keep there with care,
I am ready to use
When the green signal is here.

It is all absolute,
It is all shadows,
It is all life,
And I want to depict all.

First, I have to sketch the dark,
Then yellow and then white.
Second I have to sketch a flag,
Next, the clouds and waves.

It is all for the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
My People

My people,
I am here
For you.
You are
The truth.

For you,
I am dancing,
I am enjoying,
I am working,
I am traveling.

My people,
You are my air,
My fire, my earth,
My light and
You are also
My food,
My dresses, and
My senses.

For you,
I am here,
I am there.
For you
I am the star.

My people,
Take me to you,
I am what I am,
All auspicious.
I make you
Understand the effect
And the cause
How you develop.

Gajanan Mishra
My Perfection Lies

Enjoy life and it lies
In Your association.

Let me stay alone
And see You again
Within and within.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pet Dog

My pet dog,
You cannot find here.
No where
You can see anything.
The air is there only.
But there is
Nothing in the air.

What will you do
With my pet dog
That I know not.
But I am cautious
And keeping the dog
With me always.
My pet dog is not hare.

Gajanan Mishra
My Place

I am searching
My place.
Where is it?
Is it in the air?
Or in water?
Or in the light?
Or in the sky?
But I'm sure
No place is there
On this earth
For me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Pleasure

O my pleasure
Come Please come
With Your new dresses
You are the enlivener
Of the senses.

O my pleasure
You are approachable
I know and I know
Come and please come
You are welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem And I

I am here with my poem
And I am flying with it.
I am here with my poem
And I am crossing life-ocean.
I am here with my poem
And I am with all strength
and beauty.
I am here with my poem
And I know what is love
And what is truth.
I know the virtue and
The world here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem Has

My poem has no religion,
No needs of temple, church etc.
My poem does not required any philosopher.
My poem has no complicacy.
My poem is self-explanatory.
My poem thinks each body is a temple.
And kindness is the soul
That is the life's only principle.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem Is

What bring me
In contact with
People
My poem is
Best installation
Of soul
My poem is
Grow of vision
To see larger world
My poem is
Imaginations in
Transactions.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem Is Joy And Delight

My poem is joy and delight
My poem is bliss come to live with it.

My poem give you love success
Praise name fame.

My poem is fortune
That make you happy.

My poem offers choice
Choice is opportunity
For growth and progress.

Come to my poem
My poem is my name.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem Is There

My poem is there,
If you want to see,
If you want to feel.
Feel the existence,
Even the presence of
My poem is there
Within you.
My poem is personified,
My poem is the protector,
Protector of all.
Take advantage of my poems,
And get yourself free,
Free from all threatening
Problems of material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem My Life

My poem my life,
My life my earth,
My earth my art,
My art my dream.
My dream my music,
My music my mirror.
There I am in
My poem, my mirror,
In all order
In all disorder,
In all symmetry,
In all rhymes,
In all accidents,
In all mutations,
In all inscriptions,
In all birth and deaths.
In my blood see my poems,
See in every river,
In the wheels of galaxies,
In equations, in math,
In flowers in gardens,
In minutes in seconds.
Find me this side
That side with my poems
With your all likeness
And with all dislikeness.
I am east I am the west,
I am the south I am the north,
I am my own flute, listen to me
Here at night and in the days.
I am watching me with my poems.
I care no one else but my poems.
I am my light, my repetitions.
I am my hunger, my thirst,
My laughter my soul,
I am my god, my almighty,
I am my love my truth.
I glanced at me through my poem,
Through my dreams with all
Sincerity and truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poem Today

This life -
My poem today.
Read my life,
Study it,
Search and research
On my life.
And what is my life,
I can't say instantly.
My life is my poem,
With so many words,
So many ups and downs,
So many success and failures,
So many struggles,
So many rivers and mountains,
So many skies and music, and
With so many piles of earth.
I can't show my face,
You also, can't see my face.
All colors are here
And outwardly it is black.
My life dissolves in space,
My life explodes in air,
My life sings time
And it is all everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are

My poems are not for You
If You do not love the poems
My poems are in love, my dear
My poems are here to
Take you to light from the dark
Fear not and also nothing to despair
Trust me, it is Your believe
That will make you alive here
And there, make it a routine life
To read one or two daily
It will work as surf and sampoo.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are Composed

My poems are composed
Irregularly but
Find there, all love
And all truth.
I hope, you all are
Here to read and hear
With all purity
And with all honesty.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are For Truth

My poems are
For my motherland.
My poems are
For my mother tongue.
My poems are
For my men.
My poems are
For my love.
My poems are
For the truth.
Truth is that
I am living and
I am alive.
Truth is that
I am writing against
Corruptions, terrorism.
Truth is that
I am writing
For women security
And safety.
Truth is that
I am advocating
Humanity and
Freedom of speech
And expression.
I am composing poems
Only for you, my dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are In Me

I am in my poems,
My poems are in me.
You are just to read
My poems if you want
To discover me.

I am there in you
If you are really
Reading my poems
With due attention,
Realizing the situation.

A contract is there
Between the life and
The death through the poems
And I am the bait or the bailee.

Gajanan Mishra
My poems are mine
My poems are also yours.

I have gone to Mysore
Just to see Tipu
Who is living more and more.

My car driver cautioned
Sir, we must go.

And I returned
With my poems
As I left Ramswaram seashore.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are Not For Those

My poems are not for those
Who are not willing to read
Who have no brain to understand
Who lack austerity and devotion
And who find fault with others.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are Not Free

My poems are not free,
My poems are not for those
Who are not interested to read
And not ready to feel the truth in it.
I write in my poems that are in you,
I write in my poems touching the practical
utility of life here and there.

Read my poems and see the changes within you,
Read my poems and they are here to say something about you.
Remember, my poem is not only for reading
My poems can be utilized in day to day activities of life
Starting from day one to day final.
Read my poems and express your views that are
necessary for me, to make my life rectified soon.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are Straight

Complain is that
I am writing poems
Often straight,
And further complain is that
I am writing poems with
Several grammatical mistakes.

I am here to explain;
Complaintants are to listen
Carefully my submission.
First- I am a straightforward man,
Second- I am writing for common men,
Third- my love is important and I am in truth.

In truth and love,
Mistakes are not to be discovered.
Poems are fruits of love and truth,
Life itself cannot run
Without love and truth.
May I pray you all, my dear readers,
To understand me with love
And forgive and accept me totally,
As I am yours, devoted to you completely.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are With Me

My poems are with me
And death dares not
To touch me.
See me, I am careful
Always and I am always
At the point of rising,
With no fear of falling.
I am the love-guest
Of the poems here,
And the poems love
Me most.
The poems know
There is no substitute
Of our partnership.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Are Written

My poems are written
Not in stone but in heart
And heart is in love
And love is in Truth
The Supreme Truth.

Each and every word
Of my poems is sacred
It is the sacred art
That makes the divine
That I exhale I inhale.

Let me reach
Higher level of freedom
Through my poems
Let me reach stillness of climax
Beyond life and death.

There I sing there I dance
Let me express myself freely
Self-esteem and in sacred union
With my own love and acceptance
Where I want to appear for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Fruitful or fruitless
I care not my poems.
I care not my poems are
There or not in your fair.
But I am sure you are
Coming after my poems.
I am sure you are giving
Time and everything
To my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems Have Power

Yes, my poems have power
To make the sun cool
In the mid-summer. So also,
My poems have the qualities
To make the cool-sun
Hot during this winter.
Worry not, I have made
My words powerful here
With love and with truth.
See the gladness in all,
See, the storm is no more.
The sun is rising normal.
O my dear, face the brightness
Of your own birth day here.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my poem,
My poems my hidden desire.
You are my running point,
My royal sight, my fabric light.
I am in you, in your ideas,
In your body, in your soul.
Through you, I see the time,
Through you, I overtake the whirlwinds,
Through you, I catch the pulse-beats, humanity.
I am there in you, my dreams, my poems.
I am there in the sky, my life my earth.
Everything is there to see,
Everything is there to leave,
Everything is there to reflect,
The life, the rise, the circus,
The ring, the territory, the waves.
Okay, my magnetic friends,
Okay, my threads of ideal dreams,
Okay, my light and my colors,
Come on to my poems and stay within.
I invite you to walk with me,
I welcome you to reproduce inside and outside,
I order you to stay fixed,
I pray you to take the matter
To the highest point of crossroads.
You are my eyes, my legs, my hands,
You are my poems, my dreams, my life.

Gajanan Mishra
My poems my love
O my dear, You are
My living poem
And my love
And our relationship
Flourish with colors.
We are here, O my dear
With the air with the water
In the light on the earth
And we flourish with
Our love relations
And affection and
Not with aversion.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poems ?? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
My Poetry

My poetry,
My poetry are for the general public.
Nothing to wonder,
The general public can see, read
And review on their own ways.
Slowly and steadily
My poetry are rushing to them,
And they are anxious
To study them all as because
All their thoughts are there
In my poetry.
In my poetry they can create
A new world that is best suited
To their wish.

My poetry,
My poetry are the platforms,
Wherein the public can express
Themselves very well with all goodness.
They are free to criticize,
They are free to publish,
They are free to exchange ideas
Keeping my poetry at the center.
My poetry is not initiated
By any private company or
Corporate world and I have
Not handed over anything to anyone so far.
My poetry have so many dimensions
My poetry are for the improvement of whole civilization,

Gajanan Mishra
My Poetry Has

My poetry has
Own life
And I'm
With it.
And I'm
Not there
To take pressure
For poetry.
I am in my poetry,
And poetry is
In me.
We both together
Move everywhere
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poetry My Life

You can not go avoiding it
And I am here with
My poetry where I kept you
Within.

My poetry my life
It is my sea
Where I discovered you
And make you swim
within.

My poetry my life
You are my poetry
O my dear and without you
I have no entity.

Gajanan Mishra
My Poison

Your food is
My poison.
It is good,
Not to imitate
Each other.
We both know
Life's value.
And hence
Our life's style
Differ, here.
We take pleasure
In our own style
Of eating, playing
And also in living.

Gajanan Mishra
My Position

My position
On this earth
Is not known to me.
Your role
In my life
Is not opened.

Here see I am
And this is
A well
Full of snakes
You can not
Say it fake
Here is dark
We have to take.

Gajanan Mishra
My Position, My Life

I want to attain
My position,
Nothing more
Nothing less.

I want to take
Nothing from anyone,
But I want to give
That are with me.

I want to know
My real father and
Mother, I want to
Know my real language.

I want to know the truth
With me all times.

Gajanan Mishra
My Prayer

My Prayer to You
O my dear, listen
And let me
Stay in You
And remain here
in this temple
As the misery of this life
Is intolerable
Let me not go outside
From You
As there is illusion
There where You are not
Let me stay with You
Anywhere and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Prayer To You

You are in my prayer,  
You are the prayer,  
The prayer is for you.  
You are my love,  
You are my truth.  
Truth is there only in you.  
Let me pray again and again  
Before you, I know no one is  
Here or there, above or below,  
But you, you, you.  
I am here only for you,  
I pray here for you,  
I love you, I love you,  
I love you, I honour you.  
Let me give my everything  
To you, to you, to you.  
I hear the cuckoo's coo coo,  
I know, you are in cuckoo.  
I love you, I love you.  
I am here only for you,  
No one is with me besides you.  
I sit with you,  
I eat with you,  
I walk with you,  
I sleep with you,  
I live with you,  
But let me die alone  
Only for you, for you,  
You are the only truth,  
Let me pray always to you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Primary Duty

My primary duty is to compose poems
My primary duty is to pass Your messages through poems
I have to discharge my primary duty first for welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Principle

Give me a chance
To work.
Give me a chance
To work as per
My principle.
And what is
My principle
How far it apply
How many people
Get benefit
Out of this principle
All are the questions
Yet to answer.
All answer
You can get only
When you allow me
To work freely
As per my principle.
Give me a chance
To work.

Gajanan Mishra
My Principle I Follow

My principle, I follow.
I follow the truth.
No question to go back.
I search for that.

With me my smile,
With me my love,
With me my life,
And I march forward.

I am not willing to say
The mango an orange.
I am not willing to accept
One that is foreign.

My friend is my ocean,
Wherein I discover so many things.
And in so many things
The ocean interferes.

I see the birds fly,
I see the fishes swim,
I see nothing but
Black and white day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
My Privacy

My life my privacy,
My land my value,
All sacred all guaranteed
By nature.
And I have every right
On my food, my dress,
My lifestyle and security.
I am free to think
About anything on
Day to day happenings.
Tolerate me or not,
I care not.
But I am in harmony
With all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Problem

My problem is
My problem and
It is created
By me.
I am to solve,
And to solve
No help
From others
Is necessary.
I have to attend
My duties
With utmost care
To bring the star.
My star is
My star
Dazzling there.
I have to touch
My star
By being loyal,
Gentle, and
With my own strength
And smartness.

Gajanan Mishra
My Property

My property is nothingness,
My life is my wisdom.
My power is my emotion,
My strength is love.
My glory is the truth.
I am here with you.
The sun and the moon
Are two major the witnesses
Of my talk and my actions.
No cloud can put me
In to their bags.
From top to top I am going
Day and nights without fear,
I am the air, fire and also the water.

Gajanan Mishra
My Purity

You can see my purity
In You O my dear
I am You.

I know how I respect You
O my dear, You are my heart
You are my soul, everything that is You.

Gajanan Mishra
My Question Is

My question is
Not about the place
Of birth but
I want to the work
You are performing
At present is virtuous
Or not.
I am not asking about
The post you held
But I want to know
Whether your deeds
Have give certain welfare
Results or not.
My question is
Not about your luck
But I want to see
How your luck is
Changing as per your deeds.
Giving is important
And not taking.

Gajanan Mishra
My Relation

All varieties of poem
Agree in one point
That is at the basic level
That is permanent
That is substantial
That is concrete
Like the orbit
Like the axis
As my relation with you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Relation Is Fine

My relation is fine,
And as such, I care not
Anyone for any reason.
I love you and
I am in truth.
That's enough for me
To lead a life
That is good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Relationship

My relationship with you
Is good and also is not good.
It is like day and night,
It is like winter and summer,
It is like two sides
Of fake currency.
My relationship with you
Is not like the relationship
Between Modiji and one thousand
And five hundred rupees note.
My relationship with you
Is not like the voters
And the legislators.
My relationship with you
Is not like the questions
And answers also and
Not like the debate discussion
In the parliaments.
But my relationship with you
Is just like the sun and the sky,
The rain and the earth,
The air and the water.
I know, we both are
Each other's caretaker dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Religion

Let me declared
My religion is love,
My life is in love,
And I am in truth.
I am searching my love
in this truthful world.
Let me declared
I am the world.

Gajanan Mishra
My Remembrance Is Lost

All the knowledge
That I acquired is
Based on a
False foundation
And I am lost.

No original consciousness
No self realization
And nothing is in truth
I am in illusion
And in sense gratification
And I am lost.

I am devoid of knowledge and devotional service
I am lost and I entered a life of stones and trees.

Gajanan Mishra
My Return

My return is not
An act of terrorism
And I have returned
Spread my words
To my dad to my mum.

Gajanan Mishra
My Rhyme, My Reason

My rhyme, my reason,  
Always find here  
love season.  
And where there is love  
You cannot find there lust.  
And if lust is not there  
There is no death.  
And if death is not there  
why to fear?  
No fear, go with your  
own rhyme and own love.  
It is here, find everywhere  
full of nectar, live  
and live here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
My Right

Where is my right
Not known to me
What I know
No where my right
And what is right
If you dare not fight.

On right
I am on duty
In action
And it is to attain
That I think
On performance.

Misleading some
And going back
Is not good at all
And you remained
Indifferent that is
Unused for.

Gajanan Mishra
My Right Is To Live

My right is to live,
To live is my right.
I want my right.
I want not your mercy.

I want fresh air,
I want pure water,
I want nutritious food,
I want a shelter
To live therein.

My right is to live,
To live is my right.
I want my right,
I want not your mercy.

I want love,
I want love without
Any condition.
I want no exploitation.

I want to live,
I want to live with dignity,
It is my birth right,
I want some cloth to wear.

The act of wearing is mine,
I want to wear with love,
With my wife.

I want not to dine
With Duke Humphrey,
But I want to dine
With my wife and
With my children
And with my friends
And relatives.

No one can terrorise me
At any time anywhere in the world,
This world is mine,
I want to live,
To live in peace
Is my birth right.

To move freely
Fearlessly is my birth right.
I depend not on
Any one's mercy.

I am the son of eternity,
I want to live
With all humbleness
And with humanity.

And I want to get
All humbling.
Living is my birth right,
My birth right is living.

No humbug, please,
I want to live,
I want life.

Gajanan Mishra
My Right My Dignity

I am here and
I pray for
My dignity
My right.
Recognize me,
I am the truth.

I am free,
I am sovereign,
I am in peace,
I am nonviolent.
And I am much more
Powerful than any weapon.

See me, I am perfect,
I am self-dependent.

Gajanan Mishra
My Right My Language

My right my language,
My mother my motherland,
And no one has the right
To take away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Right-Love

To born,
To exist,
To change,
To grow are
My birth right.
To decay
To perish
Are not.
I can topple
All danger
At a time
With my
Love and
Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Risen

It is beauty
Rare beauty of life
In each day hyph *
It is eternity
That is there
In goodness
In love.
Let me rise
In all beauty,
In all goodness
With all love.
And in love
I am immortal, see
Within my risen.

hyph = hyphen means joining newness in life

Gajanan Mishra
My role is limited, dear,
And I know you are unlimited,
Omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent.
I am sure, you are able to
Tackle any situation, anywhere.
I am confident, you are
The reliever of all pain.
I know doing anything by force
Is not long lasting,
But doing anything and
Keeping relation with love
Is permanent and evergreen.
You know everything dear
And you make others know in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Room

Yes, I am in my room,
But for what
That I know not.
So long as I am here,
I am saved
That also I can't say.

Of course, my room
Is sufficient for me,
And I am satisfied with it.
Of course, you call me
And I hear but
I am not able to go,
The reason not known.

You have lighted me,
You said. But I feel
I am still, in dark.
I am here hours after hours,
Waiting for you.

Inside or outside,
That does not matter
But I am therein
For love and for truth.
The snow falls, the sky calls,
Air vanishes, earth changes colours.

The reasons I know not,
And I stay here,
I know I am not with the time.
I also know together with the time
I can win everything.
But in reality, I am not
Here in my room, the room is
There in me, though.

Gajanan Mishra
My Root

My root goes to you
And you are the only person
Who know where is my branches
Trunks leafs flowers fruits.

I know my life is a ladder
And it is in heaven
And only I am here to attain
Forgetting pleasure and pain.

Gajanan Mishra
My Roots

My roots are above
And my branches are below,
My words are there in the branches,
They are the truth flying with air.

I am in this world
Only to spread truth,
And love is the support
of my entire existence.

I am born of truth and love,
My words are eternal and infinite.
Words are unchanging and it is
my divine manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
My School

My school,
Where it is?
Yesterday
It was here.
My teacher had come
To teach me a, b,
Aa, e, ee.
Where shall I go?
How to go?
Who will be my teacher
To teach me ka, kha..?
You say
To learn is
My birth right.

Gajanan Mishra
My Science

My science, my suffering,
But I need that
For all human beings.

Let all come to me
For their own good,
For the good of humanity.

It is true, I am
A personality of all good,
I am a poet.

Let me confirm,
I am a man of love
And to love is my nature.

I am my emperor,
I need nothing from you
But the truth.

Truth of life
Can only make me
Perfect in all respect.

Gajanan Mishra
My Shadow

My shadow is not free
How can you say
Freedom is guaranteed
When we all here
Fighting for this.

What is that freedom
When you are not talking
With me in my own languages
When you are taking away
Everything that belonged to me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Shadow And I

We are friends
My shadow and I
But we are
Separate and never
Be in union.

My shadow once told me
To proceed further
I told my shadow in reply
To wait there for water
Again for separation.

Neither I listen
Not my shadow
The words of the air
That is still there.

Gajanan Mishra
My Shadow Called Me Rascal

My shadow called me rascal,
I find no reason within and
The shadow made face grimace.

Gajanan Mishra
My Signature

I enjoyed the winter
With ice-chill, where
There is my signature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sisters, My Brothers

My sisters, my brothers,
Come on and show black flags,
Symbol of our Almighty,
Symbol of our language
And culture.
Black-flag march is on,
Come on and join,
O brothers, O sisters.
And tell all we love,
We love our land, our laws,
Our men, our arts, our letters.
Black flag means we accept all,
We suspect none, we exclude none,
But we are here to respect our
Mother's language and mother.
On each Wednesday we are here together,
My sisters, my brothers,
To raise our voice and
To speak further, excuse us,
On our own land, our language
Is supreme, and here, no other
Language is bigger and greater
And getting legal status in all weather.
Come on brothers and sisters,
And follow us and accompany each picture.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sleep

My sleep is not like Your sleep
Your sleep is the manifestation
Of Your internal potency
My sleep is just fancy
And wastage of time.

I know You are in transcendental stage
And at this stage all activities are
Always present and they are glorified
At the advancement of time, I know
And I pray for others and it is for You they are fine.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sleep My Body

My sleep was there,
And you have broken it.
See me I am separated
From my life,
I am separated from
Life's anger, passion,
Greed, pleasure, pain
And so many items.
I am no way affected
By your action, see me.
I am my catching word,
But you have taken it
From me, see still
I am not alone
I am with all as usual.
I am the other aspects
Of my life, see me.
I am ready to go anywhere
Leaving this body here.
If I so wish I can return
Again but in a different forms.
This body, this anger,
This passion and so on, so on
Are not mine, see me
All above I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Smallness

My smallness is my strength
I am a small creature see
Let me remain small
My smallness is my strength
As a small creature I am
Doing me duties diligently
And enthusiastically see.

Gajanan Mishra
My Smile My Tears

My smile and my tears
Are only mine,
It is no way related
With You, my dear.

Though divided I am
One and only one,
In drought, flood and famine
And You are taking
The advantage of time.

It is all flawless-
The time and I have to
Select the things
That are important
And that shines.

Gajanan Mishra
My Society Is Not In My Language

My society is not in my language
The fantasy world is there like
Full-cloud sky
No rhythm to describe.

My society the so called rational
Is full of ego-center and I
Left far behind
No meter to map with.

All my hopes tottered
In my own society.

Gajanan Mishra
My Soldiers Are

My soldiers are attacking me
And who are my soldiers
Do you know my dear
They are my diseases my old age
They are attacking me
With great force
And I am suffering here
Like anything
My life air is severely attacking me
Like a poisonous snake within
And they are all trying to
Make me useless for all purposes
And I am unable to counteract the situation
I am thoroughly overwhelmed by Time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Son Is Going To Catch His Dream

My son is going to catch the dream,
And the dream is going to catch my son.
I am helpless here, believe me, my dear,
No one is ready to listen me but all are
Here the pond, the mountain, the frog,
The flower, the forest, the star, the sky.
I am surrounded by the sea and unable to move
An inch and you are laughing at me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Son Is Like Me

My son is like me
And nothing new
In telling these words.
The colour of my blood
And that of yours
Are the same, nothing new.
We, both are here and
Going on the same path,
Nothing new, but new is
Our movement and
Our purpose of going
With multi-coloured task.
No match there, but
Let me say we are one..

Gajanan Mishra
My Son Told Me

My son told me
I am not up to mark,
I am not transparent.
My wife told me
I should be more intimate,
I should be more fair.
But, O my dear, How can I?
Since you are there
Within me and also
Outside, there you are.
You have made me what I am,
And I am here though not alone
I am here with an unique identity
That is Yours not seen in these eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sorrow

How can I say
What is and
Where is my sorrow!

I am a poet
And I am learning
How to keep the sky within.

And see
The sky in turn
Is keeping me therein.

Where am I
I am asking You, my dear, and
I see in Your eyes only tears.

Gajanan Mishra
My sorrow is my ego
And I have kept it
With me on the plate
Of desires.

Like a dog
I am wandering, see
For food.
Like a deer
I am searching
A flower garden
Following the sweet song
Not able to know my
Last day is here.

And I understand nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sorrow Is My Joy

My sorrow is my joy
That I know here
And let me invite sorrows.

Gajanan Mishra
My Soul

My soul is not mine
Yet I am ready to give.
Who is there to take
My soul, please tell me.
Is not my soul there
In you, dear?
Am I not yours here
With my whole world?

Gajanan Mishra
My Sound Is Mine

My sound is mine
And it can not be
The sound of any other.

My time is mine
The time can not be
Taken away by any body.

I am here now
No other person can
Stay here in place of mine.

I am as distinguished
As I and You are
Not substitute of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sound My Tone

My sound, my tone
All are yours, my dear.
You are my tune
And I am here for you.

You are free to
Enter in to
My tummy-button.

No tug of love
Is there, I know
Only here you are.

I am not sectarian,
I am just a human.
Passion is my love,
You are my passover.

Gajanan Mishra
My Stand Is

My stand is on the truth,
And I am in the truth,
I am the truth.
I know nothing but the truth,
I am eligible for the truth,
The truth is also there in you.
We both are truth, my dear,
And we are no way different from the truth.
Truth is here, truth is there,
The truth is all good and all fair.
The sun is rising daily for truth,
The moon is giving coolness to all for truth.
The basis of life is the truth,
By nature, we are all absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
My Steps

My steps are
My poems
And my poems
Are towards
You.
You are the image
Of my poems.
O, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Straight Line

Green is gold
And gold is also green
At time.
And the time is coming
To know titbits.

Let us embrace the time,
And the time is there
To support you
At the time of need.

Time is needed
For everything here.
But no time is the version
You are to hear
From everybody.

And time is
Not straight,
You know well.

Gajanan Mishra
My Strength

You are the strength
And harmony of my life
O my dear, You are
The flower and
The nectar of my life.

You are my paradise
I am here for You only
You are doing all for me
In this air and
In this sky.

You are the pleasure
You are the light
I am enjoying here
Only for You
Give me that is due.

Gajanan Mishra
My Strength I Know

I know my strength
I know without You
It is nothing
With You
It is all pervading
With You
It is everything.

I know the burden
That is on me
And it is nothing
If You are co-operating
And it is overburden
If You sideline
O my dear, think for me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Success

My success as I know is in realization of truth and in becoming your beloved.

I am not going after any award or reward. I have no desire I know you are doing for my welfare.

I am very happy and satisfied with you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Supermost

O my planner
O my Super most
I know You are with me
Always And doing everything
For me and I know
I am established by You.

In the morning and
In the evening I am
At Your door for food
Food means to get fulfill
The self with Your blessing
O my dear it is for You
I am here without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Supreme Dominion

You can not kiss me
I am not this body
I am taking this body
By my sweet will with
Two energies material
And spiritual.
That is not me this earth
This water air fire
This ether this mind
Intelligence and ego
I am in this composition though.
It is not easy to make
You understand my spiritual energy
That is there in your body, my dear
I am within you
And you are acting as per my
Direction and all over you
There is my Supreme dominion.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sweet Heart, Listen

O my sweet heart, listen
We are here together
To build a nest here
At the heart of almighty.
And the almighty is here
Only for us to give us light
And to supply us all materials
Of love that is there with Him.
Let us start journey to Him
After knowing well we are in Him
And He is in us without any pause
O my sweet heart, let us start.

Gajanan Mishra
My Sweet My Love

My sweet my love
My sports my feats
It is all for your
Glory and grandeur.

And with all I am
In the drama of life
As a friend as a son
As a husband as a fun.

I know not
Your where about
But for your charm
Always I keep you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Tamed

My tamed, look
Suddenly turns on
And killed me.
How could I say
Wonderfully I
Enjoy this.
Crushing reactions
Of the law of nature
I am stunned.

Exploit not, my dear
See me, I am being
Annihilated by
Natural disasters and
Violent shifts of cosmic situation.
Awake and arise
If you can and
Encounter your
Own illusion
With the truth
That is within you.

Conquer the obstacles
Of nature by
True knowledge by
Giving respect and
Honor to all
Think nobody inferior
Think nobody superior
All are equal here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Tasty Poem

My tasty poem,
Needless to search
Here at this time,
When you are
With me.
You just
Utter the words,
And see,
The tasty poems
Here and there.
No utterance,
Means most
Beautiful poem
Is at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
My Teacher

My teacher, I know
Only you and
No one else.
My protector,
My lighter,
My friend and
Guide.
You are unmeasurable,
You are only honorable,
You are wonderful,
You are full,
I am here falling down
Without you, my truth.
You are there, where I look.

Gajanan Mishra
My Tears

1

You see my tears,
But it does not mean
I am crying.
And why should I cry?
Am I the contractor of crying?
Or I am suffering from
Incurable diseases?
Or any irreparable loss
Put me in the net.
I know not whether
I am crying or not.
But it is sure
What you told you
Saw my tears.

2.

My tears are not mine,
Let me clear here.
They all belong to them
And I am no way related
With tears at any time
Anywhere and not putting
Any importance to any situation
Or to any questions of anyone.
My tears have no language
I know you know and
It is good and fine.
Peace is here, as for language
They have nothing to go to
Any dispute or to violate any law.

3.

Sometimes, of course,
I have to hear the sounds
Of falling the leaves.
Some other times I am too
Go the jungle to collect
Some flowers and fruits,
Jungles are not so much
Fearful as earlier.
In the jungle, I hear
The cry of the stones,
And the trees are with them,
And they all have theirs
Own tears different from me,
I admit not with you, though.

4.

Tears are tears,
Whose tears, no matter.
You hear I hear
And it has a scope to
Open a new chapter
To create a new history
In good order
Told by an architecture.
It is true, I need
No arbitrator to come to
Any conclusion.
I am not in confusion
As you know from the very
Beginning of this devolution.

Gajanan Mishra
My Temple My God

My temple my God
My vision my emotion
My senses my visualisation
My night my day
You are a good guy.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thinking Is Following Me

My thinking is following me
And taking me from this place.
I am going with my thinking
And reaching there where my
Thinking failed to reach.

I am meeting my end
But my thinking is there as before
And going ahead with you,
And it is all for good
That i know from life's truth.

I am thinking of you
While earning for livelihood
While taking sleep
While having meals
Within the limitation of time.

I know you and you are as natural to me,
You are as natural to me and I am
In constant remembrance of you.
My opportunity is that I am
With you the entire days here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thinking Is Not Only Mine

My thinking is not only mine
Share it pluck it use it.
I am not only for me here
I am for you with my entire life.
You can see me you can catch me
I am here only with you my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thinking My Life

My thinking my life
What I am thinking
That is happening
I fear my thinking
Lest, it destroy me
But no, not at all
I am conscious
And you are here
With me as my guide
My master.

I wished for water
I found it
I wished for food
For shelter
For wife
For children
For luxuries
And I found it
But with all these
I wished for You
O my almighty,
You are the root of all
I know, I desire you
And you are with me
And I am not going to
Face any destruction.

My wishes are horses
See, they are flying in the sky
See, You are in my wish
And I am here on this earth
I am in love, I am in truth
I am in the company of
Sages and scriptures
My dear, I have no fear
I am here with my
Strong will power
That is You.
I am thinking on You
Always and I am You
And with you
I shed my desires
And see I am calm.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thirst

My thirst is my commander
My hunger is my minister
I am the king here.

Both hunger and thirst
Are there on my face
With envy as army-force.

For hunger and thirst
Friends become enemies
With the help of anger and greed.

My desire is always,
As you know all, killing
All my strength.

O my dear, try to know
How I am living here with all road-show.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thirst My Kiss

Here is my kiss,
Here is my thirst.

Here is my ocean,
Here is my boat.

Here I am
Searching you,
Here I am
Wandering
For you.

My earth my thunder,
My son my season.

See, I am lift myself,
See, I live
Not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thought My Poem

My thought my poem
Not classical.

My thought my poem
Is mine and
It is yours and
It is scientific
It is pragmatic
It is realistic
and it is
Purely practical.

Gajanan Mishra
My Thoughts, My Words

My thoughts, my words,
All are mine.
I must use them
In the proper way.
My actions should be
For all good.
My thoughts, my words
And my acts are there
To take me to
The highest point.
I am there in my thoughts,
In my words and in my actions,
Let me show it to you
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
My Timeline

Go to my timeline
And find there
All love,
All truth.
Find there
An example of
Pure life,
Perfect life.
Go to my timeline
All light is there
With the fixed star.
Go to my timeline,
No problem anywhere,
All clear everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
My Times My Things

My times my things my men
My creatures, everything mine
I am all in one
I am in all in times in things
In men in creatures.

Believe me, I chant your name
All days and nights
Believe me, I attach myself
In you all the times
Believe me.

No matter, if you keep some doubts
In you, no matter if you forget me
I am here in you all the times
I am keeping my memory sharp
And taking steps for your survivals.

Gajanan Mishra
My Tongue

My tongue is here and
Always wants to cover.

I am cautious and at times
I forget to switch clause.

In each and every stage
I faced don
Who thought I am a mean
Each and everytime
I am here to win.

My tongue is eager
And eager to utter
I am a man of error
And declared
By the judge winner.

Gajanan Mishra
My Totality

Where is my totality,
I know my dear, it is
In you with my actions
And my latencies.
No needs to tell I love
You and you are the total
Truth and no needs to tell
You are the ultimate fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
My Train Is

My train is
Receiving power
From the engine,
And the engine
Is driven by
A driver, enlightened.
The driver has
His senses, mind
And intellect
And the driver is
Sufficiently paid.
I am going with the train
And my destination is there,
Near me and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
My Tribulation Is That

My tribulation is that
I am not able to use
My mother-tongue anywhere.
If I am going to lodge
A complain they said;
Stupid, why are you so worry!
Listen the king
What he is telling.
I am not able to think
There is any other king
Besides mother's love.
I am not here to admit
Interference of any one
Besides the mother.

Gajanan Mishra
My True Identity

My true identity,
No different from you-
The truth

Gajanan Mishra
My Truth, My Love

Don't doubt me,
I love you, believe me.
I want you
I am here for you.
I want
Not anyone else
But you.
My heart, my love,
And you are
My only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Turn

Since I was born
It is my turn
To mourn.

Gajanan Mishra
My Two Eyes

My two ears are telling me
They are eager to hear truth
Nothing but the truth.

My two eyes are telling me
They are eager to see the real scene
Nothing but the real scene.

My two eyes are telling me
They are eager to go to the eternity
Nowhere but to the eternity.

My two hands are telling me
They are eager to catch all purity
Nothing but all the purity.

And I am here with You, O my dear
You are the all the true
You are the all the real
You are the all the eternal
You are the all the pure.

Gajanan Mishra
My Understanding

I understand You
As You are
And my understanding
Is real, my dear
I realized You
And I am here
With You face to face
And in between us
See there is no vacant space.

Gajanan Mishra
My Union

My union with you
Is constant,
Eternal and
Spontaneous.

Let us revive our memories,
Let us gain something new,
Let us be together as one and the same,
Let us be sure there is no disunion.

Gajanan Mishra
My Unity With You

My unity with You
Is my reward, my dear
I am in your world
You have provided me
All these only for
our service I know
And I know You are
Using me for the welfare
Of the world
I have no desire
Other than your service
O my dear and I am
Rendering my service
With utmost care.

Gajanan Mishra
My Unseen Mate

Unseen mate
O my unseen mate
For You I am crying
All days all nights.

O my unseen mate
Come to me
I desire to
Touch Your feet.

Gajanan Mishra
My Valley

What happened to my valley?
Where are my apple orchards?
Where are my pinkish white blossoms?
What happened to my valley,
My heaven, my pride, my peace?
What for these preventions?
Why am I not being permitted
To open my doors and windows?
Who is the actual culprit here?
What so ever may be the case,
I want freedom, I want all freeness,
I want to grow myself with
The air and water that are pure,
I want all should cooperate me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Victory My Loss

My victory my loss
How can I tell You
At this stage, O supervisor
All are Yours.

Here I am experiencing my life
With the light of my knowledge
That is Yours.

Here I am hankering and in attachment
And developing intense endeavor
Only for You.

Here I am in dark about your activities
And I am mad with these inertia and illusion
I know what I am but I know not You.

Let me say Nothing is Yours except my fighting.

Gajanan Mishra
My Village

I am happy
With my village,
And my village
Made me happy.
You cannot say
Both are the same,
And you cannot say
Love is not there
In me for you.
You are here
In this village
That I know.
Who told you
That I am
Not with you.
And yet I am
Separate from you
And I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Village Tikapali

My village Tikapali
You can not find in geography
Let me clear you can not find
In any history books.

Let me clear
I do not believe
Either geography
or history.

But believe it or not
My village is Tikapali
It is unique
You can not find another
Like my village
Any where.

You can not find
My tongue my people
My earth my sweet heart
Elsewhere other than my village.

Gajanan Mishra
My Vision Is Right

My vision is right,
When I am telling this,
Think not I am
Telling all falsehood,
Think not I am
Showing my ego.
I have no objection
If you think otherwise.
But control your thought,
Often they are there
To misled you.
I know my love is mine,
I know my tears are mine and
They are there to show me right road.

Gajanan Mishra
My Voice

I am not I am,
I am not what you think.
I am what I am.

No way related
With any one.
But I have relations
With each and everyone
Including air, water,
Stone, cloud, sky,
Bird, tree, sky, dust
And with all creatures.

This earth is my home,
The voice of all is my voice,
What I am do that effect all.

Gajanan Mishra
My Voice And Your Voice

My voice and your voice,  
Let us put these together  
And rejoice for the sake of  
Life and music and liberty.

We are both in this holy place,  
Where, see, no one is dying  
But changing the forms and  
Looking to the sun by art driven.

My voice and your voice  
And the voice of all are  
In silent and bliss is that  
Blizzard also fails to do harms.

Life is gorgeous, believe me,  
It is nothing but nectar, here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Watch

My watch
Let me enjoy
With you.
No sorrow please,
No flight.
Let me build
My dream
In this life
Day and night.
See me white
See me pink
See me red.
Fine and beautiful
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife

My wife alway telling me
I have no heart to recognised ladies
And she is hundred percent right.

Believe me, if that were with me
My wife only would not be here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife And I

My wife and I are one
And the same if I say
I am wrong and it is a mistake.

But When my wife drank
I also engaged in drinking
When my wife dined
I also used to dine with her
When my wife chewed
I used to chew along with her
When my wife sang
I also sang
When my wife cried
I also cried
When my wife laughed
I also laughed
When my wife walked
I also walked behind her
When my wife would stand still
I would also stand still
When my wife would lie down in bed
I would also follow and lie down with her
When my wife sat
I would also sit
When my wife heard something
I would follow her to hear the same thing
When my wife saw something
I would also look at it
When my wife smelled something
I would follow her to smell the same thing
When my wife touched something
I would also touch it
When my wife was lamenting
I had to follow her in lamentation
When my wife felt enjoyment
I also enjoyed
When my wife was satisfied
I also felt satisfaction.
Let me clear
I am captivated and I am cheated
In my whole existence
In this material world.
I am just like a pet
And dance according to
The order of my master- desire
And I am going to lost.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife And My Children

My wife and my children
are everything for me.
My wife and my children
are giving me everything.
I am ready to go to hell
for them at any time.
How can they stay in peace
with so much poverty
that are artificial and
created by you, my dear.
How can I make them alive
with your rude behavior.
I can divorce any one
for the sake of their future.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Has Come

I cannot make my wife
Understand at any time
I cannot and this is
My incapability you may say.

I cannot change the color of the crow
I cannot enable the owl to fly
At day time I cannot and
I cannot do so many such things,
These are my incapabilities you may say.

You may say whatever you like
But mind it, I am what I am
And I can go far and I can come near
As per my wish but see I mum
As because my wife has come.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Is Asking Me

My wife is asking me
Where are you,
And I dare not to
Tell the truth.

Really where am I
I am asking myself
And I am unable to
Get the answer.

Another question-
The cause of my worry
Is - who am I.
The question and also
The answer either is not
Tolerable to my wife.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Is Getting Orphaned

My wife is getting orphaned,
When I am busy in my poetry,
When I am busy in my social works,
When I turn my embracing hands down
Thinking about the miserable conditions
Of farmers on his own firm/ fields,
When I see the flying of labourers
And common men to far away lands.
My wife is getting orphaned,
When I feel sad on the sorrow
Of others here on this earth.
My wife feels trembling of her earth,
When I go outside to help others
But she feels happy when I return back.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Is Telling Me

My wife is saying
About me
I heard -
It is good
If this old man
Dies.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Is Telling Me Hypocrite

My wife is telling me hypocrite,
And I know her knowledge is imperfect.
I know my wife loves me most,
And she is not an atheist.
My wife is trying to investigate
And discover all that are in me.
I also love my wife most
And I am trying to remove all her doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Is Telling Me I Am Mad

My wife is telling me I am mad
And I am telling my wife, okay, okay,
I am mad, but my dear, you should stay normal.
And friends, listen me, who is mad and who is not mad.
My wife is telling one who is writing poems, is a mad man
I replied okay, okay, but I am not writing,
The poem itself is there everywhere and being written by itself.
Please verify, the truth, the poem made me its instrument.

Sometimes, my dear friends, madness is good if it is for public good
My dear, the poet is always there telling others so many words
Only for the purpose of welfare of all and at this time
Madness is highly valued, and I like this madness.
My wife is calling me mad and my wife is right as I love her most.
My dear friends, love all most and stay in Truth and be a mad man.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Knows

My wife knows
What she wants
Not to know.
My wife knows
The meaning of ride
And at every evening
She shows anger.
In her anger
I find no water.
And I try to live,
Even without it.
My wife knows
Which part
Is for what,
And so my wife
Come forward to
Compensate the cost
That I incurred
There at entrance.
My wife drinks
And does not like mirror.
My wife forged
My signature and for
This I fear,
Fear also to tell
Where she is at present.
My wife forgets
I am her husband.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife My Love

All light - my wife,
My love, my sweet.
All light - all life,
My air, my water,
My sky, my earth.

All and all,
I am there in her
As a star.
I am there in motion
Like fire.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife Says

My wife says
Let us set
And keep open
The windows
At all sides
Of our house.
Let the air
And light come
Freely at our
Sweet will.
Let us stay
Freely.
Let our sleep
Be sound at night.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wife, My Wife

My wife, my wife,
Lovely and lovely,
And rare and rare.
My wife is with me
Here and there.

My wife, my wife,
All white, all white.
My part and parcel,
My wife, my wife,
In real life in rehearsal.

With my wife
I touch the moon,
With my wife
I care not the noon.

Gajanan Mishra
My Will

My will.
What is it?
Am I free from my will?
It is sure I am not the will.

So many things
I am doing by force
Even against my will.
Where is my will at this time?

I exist
Without my will
Is also true.
But where am I?
This very question
I failed to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wish And Your Wish

My wish has no value
Unless it is fulfilled
By Your wish.

If my wish is
Based on Truth
It must fulfilled.

Pleased with me
O my dear and
Save me in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wish Has No Role

My wish has no role
To play in the world.

Your love Your wisdom
Has got everything.

You know what is best here
I am totally a stranger.

Here there I wander
Losing my own mother.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wish My Conscience

My wish, my conscience
My teacher my guide
It is everywhere in my mind
In my eyes in my ears
In my mouth in the my body.
Let me say my dear
It is only for my thought
I am here at this time
And my wish is at the root
It is my wish that rules.
My wish is here and I am here
You can see me, I can see You
Where are You, need not to ask
Anybody if I wish You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wishes Are Not Horses

My wishes are not horses,
And I am not here to ride
On them for my own self.

Gajanan Mishra
My Wishes, My Thoughts

My wishes, my thoughts
Are not mine that I know,
Is it Yours, I am asking
And You said You do not know.
I am searching that man
Who knows what and how,
That is the whole things
Here, flying away said the crow.
O, it is the self, it is the fruit,
And seeing it the dogs bark,
We, the villagers are so fools,
That we know not and it is the dark.
No, nobody and nothing,
And knowing all we are sleeping.

Gajanan Mishra
My Witness

You are my witness and I am doing
All your works in this planet.

You are polite and recognised me
Your greatness.
Till you are here nobody dare to
shows teeth and weapons and bombs.
I am yours and it is you
Who can keep me safe and sound
Till the end of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
My Word

Do not compare me
with anything
with anybody.
I am separate entity.

The wholenight
there is light.

My word
represent truth
my living show
new chapter
with new sun.

Imitate me not
if survival is motto.

Gajanan Mishra
My Word- Eternal

The sun is there
Wait and observe.
What the sun is telling
That is my word.

And what I am telling you
That is the philosophical part
That is the truth and
All that eternal words are for you.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words - Lightning

My words - steady lightning,
My poems - jeweled necklace.
Hear my words with your hearts,
Listen to my poems with wonder.

Mark the vibration
In your body, dear.
I know you are trembling
Out of pure love.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are

My words are indestructible
My words are living, see
Within You
That is self
That is eternity
My words are going
With my actions, see
See and learn
And learning is life
Live with my words.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are For Those

Try to see
Who are there
And how they are
Going on the horse.

Try to convey
The message
That they are
For none.
And no one is
There for them.

My words are
For those who are
Practising silence
In the hue and cry.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are My Strength

My words are my strength,
See, my strength is free
From desire and attachment.
My words are my strength,
I am the poet, man of words and letters,
I am righteous, approved by the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are Smiling

Not I, see.

My words are defeating me
Put not any question.

Explore my words
If you are able.

My words are smiling
Not I, see.

Nothing to restrain you
Nothing to mellow you.

You are your own touching stone
You are your own sensual clone.

Nothing is uncommon
See my words, words are so common.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are The Root

My words are the roots
Of all good and also
All evils.
I am the main pillar
Of this world.
For me, you
Are everything.
For me also
You are nothing.
Here is the light
In me,
But I am in dark.
You have kept everything
But you always depend on me.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are There

My words are there
With me and they are
In no way different
From me.
My words are not mine
That I know in my
Life pitch.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words Are Yours

My words are Yours
And I am here with You.

You remembered
What I have forgotten.

O all pervading my dear,
My loving service is here.

Say it material distresses
Say it happiness all the same.

Don't attach Yourself
To the accidental incidents.

There You would find
Those who are near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words My Life

My words my life,
My life my language,
My language my mother,
My mother my earth,
All in one in me,
And I am with all
Everywhere every time.

Not loosening,
The name
The fame
With them.
All clear,
All years,
With new signs.

What I am saying
All truth.
The truth in me,
All meaning,
Meaning of life,
I am describing,
For all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words My Truth

My words, my truth,
My dreams, my poetry,
My experience, my life -
All are here with me,
But I am not here,
Search me, if you so like.
The doors of my room
Are not closed, see.
And I am singing like
A cuckoo, listen to me.
All colorful lights
Are here in me,
You are to see how
I am flowing with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words, My Actions

My words, my actions
Themselves are insignificant,
But when my words and my actions
Attached to Truth and they are
For Truth, they have gained significance.

Gajanan Mishra
My Words, My Watch

My words, my watch,
My religion, my prayer,
My earth, my labour,
My life, my dreams,
My path, my actions
Are all true.
I drink wine,
Wine of ecstatic love.
I eat food,
Food of ecstatic truth.
I am here, I am there,
Cultivate love to get me.
Time is here with me,
See in your eyes
Moist with tears, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
My World

I am in my world,
Write in your suggestion.

What more would you
Like to read besides
Love and truth.

My world is Your world
It is the world of
Pure love and
Supreme Truth.

What would you
Do here more
Is not my question
I am here to state
Only your words.

Gajanan Mishra
My World My Root

My world my root
My knowledge my foot
Come to the conclusion
Go for a solution
I know sapidity in water
I know light in the moon in the sun
I know eternal seeds of all beings
In my free existence here.

Gajanan Mishra
My World This World Is The Best

My world this world is the best
Here I see You here I find You
My world this world is the best.

I have got so many paths to reach You
And all true narrations one and same and the Truth
I have got so many path to reach You.

This body of mine is a beautiful temple
Where You reside with pleasures
And the inner part of this body is pure sure and certain.

Gajanan Mishra
My Writing Is Not Accidental

My writing poetry
Is not accidental.
I accepted poetry
As worthy to write.
My desire is to build
A perfect man worthy
To live for others,
For the welfare of
The society at large.
Just smile men, and
Love the words.
The words are there
To make you enlighten,
In deep dark night
Of the world.
The words are the truth,
And they do their duties
Very perfectly.
Trust the words and
Proceed forward.
The words are waiting
For your command.
But please, be positive
To create a peaceful atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
My writing poetry
Is also vain actions,
Vain knowledge
And at times senseless.

When I think my poetry,
My arts, crafts, mystical
Formulas, incantations,
My scripts, my language,
Customs, tradition and so on
Are mine, I am under delusion.

I have to follow the nature,
I have to admit the incidents
Like sunrise and sunset and
Try to find no fault with that.

Gajanan Mishra
My Writings Are

I am writing,
And through my writing,
I am expressing
Personal realization
Of the truth,
To give benefit
To all with me.
Read my writings,
Beautiful and full of
Metaphorical language.
My writings are
Clearly understandable
And pleasing to read and hear,
Words are grave and certain.

Gajanan Mishra
My Younger Son Is Abroad

My son is abroad,
My son is telling me,
Father, cry not, cry not,
If you cry the sky will fall down,
If you cry water will be there
Everywhere filling
The land and the ocean.
My son is abroad,
My son is telling to his mother,
Mother, cry not, cry not,
If you cry all will be there
Filled with water to wash away
Everything that are there
And none will stay alive.
My son is abroad,
My son is telling his brother,
Brother, stay smile,
I am here, take care of
Father and mother and sister,
They are all there with you,
make them not cry, brother,
Try to understand their language,
Language of love and affection.
My son is abroad,
My son is telling me, father,
Think me I am near, very near,
If you so like, see me
And talk to me by skype,
Take care of you,
take care of all father,
I am here only for you
And to fulfill the dreams
Of all here

Gajanan Mishra
Myna I Find

Myna I find on the rail track
I find in life a crack.

Where is life and where is not
That I find not till day shut.

Oh what wide! what laugh!
Night is with me that's enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Myself

Myself,  
Myself I am  
Spreading world-wide,  
Season and out of season.

What is seen  
Is not your words,  
But your appearance  
That has no work.

And the legislatures are  
There expressing their  
Inability to frame laws.  
Laws are going on their  
Own way on this land  
And we all are gazing at them.

Gajanan Mishra
Myself, Yourself

Myself, yourself,
And all are here,
As god and goddess,
With life and orders.

But life is guided by
The experiences and
It is rising to the truth.

Truth is there
As it was/ as it is
And we are thankful for it.

It is our foolishness,
And still, we cultivate
Tolerance, simplicity,
Devotion and wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Mysteries

Mysteries,
All mysteries,
Birth, life,
Activity and
Also death.

It is all
To follow life,
To follow death.

Death- it is here
At every moment.
But life-
It is not here
Always with all.

And we say we are living.

Gajanan Mishra
Mysterious

Reality - action
Known and forbidden
Inaction-reality
Understood mysterious
Nature of a man
And I think there is
No loss no gain
No pleasure no pain
If you abstain.

Gajanan Mishra
Mysterious Journey

But for a leaf, Here,
I am waiting in the rain.
True, life is dazzling
In the moonlight.
True, the sun is
Going to set.
But I am waiting
In the air.
Sorrow is not mine
I know it.
All happiness gather, but
Together and I am
Not there with them.
I measure the sky
In speechless war.
In all softness I
Enter the space
With open hearts.
My life is life,
I tell the leaf
And the leaf starts
Mysterious journey,
With a new message
To humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery

I dreamt in this night a sun of huge light
And the light penetrate me breaking the cold darkness
While I am talking about not so fine whining
Experience of my most secret life.

The sun is rising in the east with my dream
My life is budding and I become a king of
My own empire that the mystery of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery And Secret

Where is the mystery
Where is the secret
Life is a bet
We are our mate
We must be truthfull
Within us
We embodied entire universe.

Come and sing
The glory of the universe
Come and see
Multicolored
Multifacted universe
Declared we are for us.

We know the purpose
We know how to depict the universe
And we know the universe is
Within us
It is the mystery
It is the secret
We have with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery In Words

Mystery in words,
Is there any?
If it is,
Uncover it.

So many holes
In so many places,
Love equally
With all truthfulness.

No right to
Disrespect anyone.
Remember, you are
The earth forever.

Being a scholar,
Proceed forward
With all
Worthy acts.

Prosperity is there,
Pick them up.
With own words
And heavenly speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery Is Mystery

No one can understand
Except one who has created it.

And I know You are the creator
Of all mystery here
That is the wonder, my dear.

I see here different dresses
Different colors but find
One and the same that not differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery Of Contradictions

Mystery of contradictions
In love in hate
In life in death
It is nothing
But gift
As a proprietor
Not in reality
Only in dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery Of Life

Mystery of life is
Ignorance and confusion
Separateness and appreciation
Fearful situation and illusion
Discovery of eternal soul and attention
We must search out our place at this situation
Relevancy and automation
Advancement with no identification
Certainty with greatness and speculation
What we understand it is not end it is continuation.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery Of Poem

Mystery of poem is in life.
Life is there in poem.

A single poem
can changes the life.
And life makes
the poem live.

Life is for
expansion and
It goes with poem.
Poem is the starter
And the basis of
Very existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery Woman

you smile
I smile
People called you
Mystery woman
People called me
Handsome man
I do not know
Where is mystery
People advised me
To go to history.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystery, Mystery

Life is an
Impressive secret.
I love life.

You termed life
Mystery, mystery.

I am puzzling,
Puzzling with me.

Who am I?
Are you sure
You love me!

But it is true
I am not here
To accept you
In my normal state.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystic Power

Mystic power is there
In my poems, come and see.
Read the rhyme and feel
Them within fresh and fair.
All love and all truth
Are there in my poems.
Stars are giving light,
Accumulate strength, my dear,
And to the dark, give a fight.
Earth-scent is there, wander not,
Fragrance of the sky is also there,
Multicoloured-life is pushing ahead,
Just gaze in silence with joy and
Wonderful-air, sitting on your own chair.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystic Power - Mother

Mystic power is
There in your own land,
In your own language.
Use them, dear men,
And show your own identity
How wise and how
Great you are.
The world is there
To follow you,
Your love
And your truth.
No chaos can harm you
If you are with your mother,
Dear men, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystic Sleep

From mystic sleep
You appear
To mystic sleep
You disappear
O my dear, I am here
With the elements
Of Your nature.
You create unlimited
Numbers, unlimited
air water ether
That is where
I act as a servitor
And it is clear without You
I have nothing either.

Gajanan Mishra
Mystic Words

I want to hear you
I want to read you
I want to hear your
Mystic words more and
More and I want to
Taste the nectar
Of your words
O my dear
You alone have
Got opulence
O my love
O mystic power
And as such
I am engaged in
Unalloyed devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Myth

Is myth not true?
And what is true then?
This life? this love?
Or hate?
Are not all sugar-coated?
But true is somewhere,
And if it is so,
Where is it?

Gajanan Mishra
Na Bhabile Kahin Sukha?

Sate kana aakashaku
Samudra chhuinpare?

Samudrara udana kete jae?

Bhabile dukha bandhugana,
Nabhabile kahin sukha? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Na, Mu Kabita Lekhu Nahin

Na, mu kabita lekhu nahin,
Kabitagudika mo dwara lekha hoi jauchhi.
Kabita bishayare mora kichhi kahibara nahin
Kabitagudika semane tankara kuhantu
Kana kahinki kipari semane
Barta debaku chahanti.
Mu kehi nuhen, kichhi nuhen.
Mate pachara nahin kana kiCi kebe.

Gajanan Mishra
Nabina Jebe Dare

Nabina jebe dare, Nabina jebe dare.
Na nabina, na puratana
Kehi je doshi, se katha nuhan.
Gala mala puratana chhada.
Kintu darile nabina
Budijibaku heba andharare.

Darile nabina
Sapana aau rahiba nahin
Tutijiba niyantrana
Aagaku samaste kahibe
Krutaghna.

Sakti mile na
Sabda badhena
Maa Maa parena kahi
Samna samni hoi hue na
Itihasa sahita jibana.

Sabu sabu thai bi
Kichhi nathilapari lage
dahakabikala dina hata pate,

Aau nabina dare.

Nabina jebe dare
Nianta pade sandyaku sakala
Kabi phere olata gatire
chupchapthilabele aakasha
Aau aakasha dehare janha.

Mile kana?
Kana thae je aau
Ghruna aau prema bhitare
na thae jebe swavimana..

Gajanan Mishra
Nagada

Where is Nagada?

You replied;
It is a hilltop village
In the district of Jajpur,
It is in the state of Odisha.

Odisha is earlier
Famous for bonded labor,
Dadan shramik,
Sale of children
Due to poverty.
Both educated and
Uneducated are going far
To fill up their belly.
No scope of life,
No use of mother tongue,
No interest for development of
Motherland by the officials
And also the representatives.

No road to Nagada, see, till date.
Road to Nagada goes nowhere, find.
The road construction work
From Khanduraisal to Ashokjhar
And from Ashokjhar to Nagada-
Remained incomplete.
Completely disrupted communication
To so many villages
Like Guhiashala, Tumundi,
Naliadaba villages.
No food, no nutrition there
For children and adults alike.

Children and adults are
Dying there due to shortage of
Food and malnutrition.
The all suffer from malnourishment
And other ailments.
Maoists are there
To help all in some way
Or other.
Government is sleeping
And all children and
Also, people are dying.
No treatments, no doctors,
And no one is there to
Help the needy.

At present the village Nagada
Is a Task force visits village.
God can only help the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Nah, I Wouldn't

Nah, I wouldn't
Want to interfere
With your personal matters.
But what I am going to say is
Not a personal one.
It has a social effect
And it is related to all.
No jokes, but serious,
Here I am when telling
About life and rehabilitation
On this land.
How to make progress,
How to get enlightened,
How to cross the figurative use
Are the main concerned
For all here.
Wait, I am giving you
The hints by which
You can go ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Nai O Surya (Odia)

surya bhitare
Nai achhi ki?
Abasya, eha
Gabeshanara bisaya.

Kintu, naire
surya achhi- spasta.
Je kehi bi dekheideba
Aapananku, samrata.

Gajanan Mishra
Nail-Biting

Nail-biting,
Let it finish soon,
We are already bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Nakali Aananda (Odiaa)

Mu prakrutare
Khusire nahin,
Nakali aananda
Achhi mo bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Nakaru Raktasraba(Odiaa)

Nakaru raktasraba ethi,
Kahaku dekhaibi, mu
paru ni bujhi, priya
Aau jauchhi maribaku
Sabdatie uchhari na pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Naked All

Naked all,
And they
Listen to
Our call.

We want
Not to
Cover them.
We want
They should
Cover up them.

All naked
The sky,
And still
Birds fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Naked Mad Man

Naked mad man is a stone
And to become a stone
Is a necessity or else
You fail to live.

Speak not to anyone anything
Be satisfied with you yourself
And live completely separate
And independent and surpass all.

Don't get angry at anyone
And walk through the whole world
See that there is transparency
And see toleration to the maximum.

Gajanan Mishra
Nama Nahin(Odia)

Mu dekhen
Nama nahin kintu achhi prema
Samayahina jibanare.

Sata jane mu
Aau anubhav karen
Garba.

Gajanan Mishra
Namaskar

Namaskar to you all,
As you love my mother,
Love my mother-land
And use my language
While with me here.
Namaskar to you all
You are trying to know me,
You are doing work for me,
And you are busy
For my comforts keeping aside
Your personal gain.
You are really great,
As you are able to understand
My emotion, my desire or will.

Gajanan Mishra
Namaskar, Good Morning To All

Namaskar, good morning to all.
Let us think for a while
What for we are here together.
Let us exchange our words
If any with all truthfulness.
Let there be love within us,
Let there be no woe, no sorrow.
Let us share everything,
Let us hear each other without fear.
Let us smile and go nearer and nearer
With a dream of new construction.
Let us purify our life afresh
From this very morning and
Exchange colourful flowers for the day.

Gajanan Mishra
Namaskar, sir,
Mr Nabin Patnaik,
Hon'ble Chief Minister,
Odisha.
Namaskar, as you have heard
Sambhunath Maharana,
Native of padampur village
In Keonjhar district
And assured to issue a house
Under the Mo Kudia Yojana.
You have realized the basic need
Of a common man of your state
Like food, clothing and shelter.
And I hope you would be kind enough
To enable them (your subject)
To get letters/orders/judgements etc
Only in official language of Odisha
That is in Odia,
As per Language Act 1954 and
Gazette notification on 10.6.1972,
From all offices and subordinate courts,
And make them realize they are
Independent, they are sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
Nambra O Dhira - Jibana (Odia)

Sabuthu bhala setebele
Jetebele gachhathu aahuri sahistnu.
Sabuthu bhala setebele
Jetebele anyaku dien sammana.
Sabuthu bhala mu setebele
Jetebele mu namra o dhira.

In Brahmi script; -

????? ?
??? ????? ??
????????
???????? ???
???? ????
???? ?????? ?
????? ??
????????
????????
????????
???? ??
????????
????????
??? ??
???? ? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Name - Divine

It is not only a name
Treat the name divine.
Chant the name and have
Perfect purity of
Inner feelings.
Name is not a mere word
It is truth, it is agreeable
And it beneficial to all.
Have faith in you, my dear
And stay without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Name - Sukuri Sing Wants To Transfer Her Child

Name - Sukuri Sing
Place - Markona, Balasore, Odisha, India
Wants to transfer her child, for money
One who is interested to purchase
Contact immediately at her
Present temporary residence- Pathan mahala
NAC Soro, Balasore, Odisha, India
Nothing new in this type of selling
And purchasing and also
Nothing to worry, it so happens
Only to fill up belly
No love, no affection, no belief
But hunger is the only ruler
And ruling
Over the creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
Name A Few

Name a few evergreen like
Gyanadei Maluni,
Nitai Dhabani,
Lahukuti lahuruni,
Sukuti chamaruni,
Patrabindhi Sahuruni,
Pangi Gauduni,
Suau Teluni;
All are from my native,
They have the power
To make from unmake,
And unmake from make.
They are the virgins,
Spotless, undefiled.

Gajanan Mishra
Name And Address

I have forgotten
Your name
And your address.
Still, I am going
To you, dear.

May I request you
To come and take me
To you for love
And for truth.

Yet I am fearless,
I know you are not
There to leave me
At any time, anywhere,
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Name And Body

Since I have
So many names
My name is unique
And the name has
His own light
I am not nameless
But all name is mine.
Since I have
So many bodies
I am not body-less
I am within all bodies.
The wise assigned
The names after
Careful thought for
Each body.
My name is the essence
Of my body though
It is not always
Like this.
Name and body
Both are treasures.
Here the love
That existed is glorious.
Gaze the beauty
Of the body and
Take the nectar
Of the name, my dear.
Search the light within
In all good eyes
Find the ocean of bliss
Par excellence
Captivate the smile
In the beautiful cradle
In moon's grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Name And Game

All is there in a name,
All are here, game,
Not though, all for fame.

All touched, all imagined,
All transformed, not shame.

All weather all arrival,
Reality in life, and
Let us make it all plain.

Gajanan Mishra
Name And Its Use

Let me tell my name,
But use not please
My name in any other
Work that is not mine.
Name, I am not there
In my name but I am
There in my work.
Work, I am responsible
What I am doing here,
You may give punishment
For any loopholes.
Any wrongdoing by me
Be brought to my notice
Soon for rectification.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Be Opened

Name be opened and
Declared before all-
Name of the terrorists,
Who are killings
The innocents people
For nothing.
Let the terrorists know
Whom they are killing
And how and where.
Let the terrorists know
What they get in the process,
And what are their objectives?
Let them realize they are
Doing all acts with no value.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Has No Shadow

Name has no shadow
And I am with the name
My identity is by name
Naming a person or thing
Means forgetting shadows
And the shadow is here
So long as I am here
In one side there is name
In another side there is shadow
I am in between calling You
O nameless O shadow-less
You are here with me
Always and I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Is All

Name is all,
All is just a name.
I see and I hear,
I sing and I cheer.

Below and above,
I am there with love.
I walk and I talk,
Matter not sunny or rainy.

My mate is here
To listen to me.
I am fine boss,
But I have no time.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Is Not Permanent

Name is not permanent
Indicating quality and
Activity I have also a name.

Name is not my identity
It is also difficult to
Establish Truth with name.

Name should be forgotten first
Let us proceed further without name
And free ourselves from clutches of name.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Is True

Name is true
Name is not true
Nothing in nomenclature
In name we have a picture.

In picture we see ourselves
That is not found anywhere
In name we have blood flesh
Shadow concrete beginning end.

Forgetting name
Forgetting everything
Every chanting name
Everyday you get growing fame.

Name and name and name
Name is true
Nothing but name
Name is only screw.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Not

Name not,
Name not any one, please.
Naming is
destroying the reason
of your own existence.
Name not,
Name not please.

Name not,
Name not please.
Naming is making
the self disappear
without any performance.
Name not,
Name not any one, please.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Of Game

Name of game
Name of the game is politics.
And what is it?
It is not open rival
It is one of negotiation
For public welfare.
It is an alliance
Pre and post with truth
And with love,
With both life and death
At a time that is in me.
It is the question of
Accountability and taking
Responsibility as a volunteer.

Gajanan Mishra
Name The Bird

Please name the bird
And follow your name
Name has value and
All are in the name.

Name has division
My name is Gajanan
Eating drinking sleeping
Are not my only fashion.

You may think
What I can do
Here in this sky
You should remember
If I try I can dig
An ocean with this fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Name This Bird

Name this bird
If you are.

If you wish
Go there.

Geography
I do not like.
History
This bird
is not feathery.

See the word
Search the bird.

The bird I saw
Above the rulrs
Above the law.

If you wish
Go and tell
But please
Do not say
The bird is in sleep
And not here to clip.

Gajanan Mishra
Name, Fame And Everything

Name, fame and everything
Is not mine but yours.
I am here and I have come
Just to learn something
About the life, that has
No meaning, though.

Life has some responsibility
I have to perform perfectly.
I have to learn the way of life
In the midst of summer.
And I have to set an example
By way of living with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nameless

Nameless
Speechless,
I am here.
I want not
To play with
The muds.
I am not to
Muddle anyone
Anything anywhere.
I am with
My own mulch
And I am happy.
I am not interested
In any mule.

Gajanan Mishra
Names Differ

Thing and person is one.

Time differs
Elements is one.

I know
You alone are there.

No matter whether
Manifested or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Naming A Star

Not difficult
Listen my son
Naming a star
Means catching
Moon and sun.

Throw a ball
To the air
You find me there
Throw a ball
To the water
And go further
And further.

Knowing fully well
My son I am
Telling you
I know you are infallible
Dare not to measure me
I am within you.

Acknowledging eternity
I presented before you
That are forgotten
Come on this day
With another relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Naming Not Perfect

Naming not perfect
Name not anything
And say not it is
Absolutely correct.
Ape or angel
Man or monkey
Body or spirit
Not well.
Just compromise
And utter nothing
False everything
Behind truth- mice.

Gajanan Mishra
Nandankanan

Nandankanan,
Here it is
In Bhubaneswar,
Come on
And see the animals
And birds
Chilling out
This summer.

Green mangoes, water melon,
cucumber, papaya, green coconut water,
Sugar cane juice all are there
For animals and birds with
This 45 degree heat,
Vitamins and supplements
Are also added to the diet.

Come on
To this Nandankanan
Health checkup are regular
Herbivorous animals
Spotted deer, blue bulls
And chimpanzees and zebras
And carnivorous animals
Tigers lions bears are there
Crying for water this summer.

Fans coolers and ice blocks
Are here, see sprinkling water
This nandankanan is ours
See this is crocodile area.
O my dear, roam not inside the zoo,
It is 11 AM and the sun is
At its fiercest
Please come back and take rest.

Gajanan Mishra
Napkins

Napkins,
Nappy -
Are they not
Necessary items?

Think about
Pads or cloth
That are beings used
By our kids,
And women.

Kids are our future,
Women are the creators.
Think about their safety
And security, dear leaders
And tax, not the periods.

Gajanan Mishra
Narrowed Down Life

Come out from such life
And do something
For the society.
Let me wish you
For good children,
Loving life, loving wife,
And peace at your home.
But my dear,
Do something more
For the development of
Mother-tongue,
Mother land.
And try to make it
A heaven for the days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
National Highway 60

I am going on
National Highway 60,
Let me say in words SIXTY.
I am in full speed,
No humps, no check gate,
No bridge, no culvert.
I am going on straight
And I am happy and
I am getting pleasure
Out of it.
No talk please,
Acquire not anything
They are telling me
And I am going with my living.

Gajanan Mishra
Nationalism And Freedom

Am I free?
Do you see me?
Are you ready to
Recognize me
As a free man?
If yes, let me
Speak freely first.
Let me move freely.
Let me swear
I am not here
To give any trouble
To any one.
But stay not
On my path.

I am on this earth,
I am free
Under the sky.
The sun is giving me light,
The air is giving me life,
The trees are giving me fruits,
The water is giving me
Scope to grow.
I am being nurtured by nature.
No one can check me
In any way.
I am not here
To give obstructions
To any one at any stage.

Understand me,
Recognize me,
Value me,
I am like you,
I want to grow,
I want to grow
In my way here
At this time.
I am fine,
Leave me to live
In my way.
My nationalism is
To live and let live.
My religion is
To live and let live.
I am free
So also you are.
We are all equal here.
No one is smaller,
No one is bigger.
We are to live here
To search the truth.
And the truth is life.
Life is free.

Gajanan Mishra
Native Village

Knowledge with action
Action with knowledge
I always used to say
Tikapali is my native village
And it is the best today.

Come to my village
With full faith
With love
To taste life
To realize Self.

Come to the nature
And be free
With the world
With a commitment
To do better and better
For the welfare of all
With your knowledge
In your action.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Affinity

Overlooking others' faults
Picking out the virtues
Enduring hardships for the welfare
Of others and living in Truth and love
Are the natural affinity to Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Affinity To Almighty

Overlooking others' faults
Picking out the virtues
Enduring hardships for the welfare
Of others and living in Truth and love
Are the natural affinity to Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Dark

Natural dark,
In sunlight and
In the sun.
And I am there
For you, love.

Both insight
And outright
I'm keeping
My eyes.

But for the truth,
But for the love,
To drive out the dark
To reject outright
All falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Distaste

No smoking please
I have a natural distaste.
Pleasure is not natural I know
Disinclination is natural you know.
Breathes out is natural
Not breathes in.
Disunion is natural and eternal
Union is temporary you know.
You can not stay permanently
With me I know.
I am air you know
You are stone I know.
And you see
No stone no air is here now.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Disturbances

Life is but natural
And it is natural disturbances
Here, see earthquakes
Rain rain thunderbolts
Comets meteors
No God no man
But demons everywhere
Air is cyclonic
Unpleasant touch everywhere
Heat heat snowfalls
Uprooting trees hurricanes
All forbidden and sinful
Activities are there
Laugh and darkness
Oceans with its high waves
Wailed aloud
Rivers lakes agitated
Lotuses withered
Jackals and dogs and owls cried
Birds flew shrieking from nests
Cows terrified
Yielded blood in place of milk
Clouds rain pus
Images of gods in temples shed tears
The planets came in conflict with one another
O my dear, bad time is coming to us
Have patience and pray and pray.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Duty

Natural duty is not forbidden
Natural duty is not harmful to anyone
Duty performed out of attachment and desire
Is forbidden and it is always evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Form

It is my natural form
I am in my natural form
It is your good luck
You have seen before
The sun set
Behold O my dear
And get set go
If you failed to view
Light befallen on you.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Law

Law of nature,
Natural law,
Law with nature,
Nature's law
All are here.
But law is not
All powerful.
Nature has its
Own weapons
To destroy
The creation.
Nature sanctioned
All destruction
With imagination.

Gajanan Mishra
I want always
My natural state.
I find all
Pleasures there.

I realize there
In the natural state
My pure self.

I realize there
How blissful I am,
Free from evil.

I want always
Blissful supreme state
That is natural,
Undeterred and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I have a
Natural union
With the truth,
And I never
Forget it.
I love the truth,
I am going
With the truth
Life is nothing
But the truth
The fruits of the truth.
And truth is only love,
I love the truth,
love and truth
That is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Natural Word Natural Man

Natural word natural man
You are foolish if you avoid then.

If I say I am gajanan
It is carnal as you said
I have nothing to admit or deny.

Believe me or not
I have my own words to explain.

Natural word natural man
You are foolish if you avoid then.

You plant or you water no matter
I am just a worker.

Let me clear
I am not the builder master.

Natural word natural man
You are foolish if you avoid then.

Gajanan Mishra
Naturally Dear

Naturally dear to you,
Know this as the truth.

I am yours
And no one else.
Everything you are,
And no one else.

Stay beyond all doubt,
I am here for you.

You are my earth,
You are my sky,
You are all in one.

I am your air,
I am your water
I am for you here.

Gajanan Mishra
Naturally, I Belong

Naturally, I
Belong to you.
You are the truth.
For you, I have to
Renounce the dependence
On others.
I am here, see, working
In accordance with your wish.

You are the truth,
To go beyond you
Is not possible.
I exist here
Only for you,
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature - Our Life

Nature - our life,
In nature, we live.
Natural is our living.
We are to accept nature
As it is.

No glass
No stone,
No star,
No fire
Can make
Our life change
From nature.

We are nothing
But nature.
Whenever and
Wherever we go
That is our
Natural way.

We are to remember,
We are not so powerful
To change, alter nature.

We are the product of nature,
We are nature.
From evening to morning
And from morning to evening,
We are here in
Some form or other.

We are to know the nature,
As fun, as galore.
We are love nature
More and more.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature - All Powerful

Nature is all powerful
All actions are being
Performed by nature
We all are puppet
In the hands of nature
We ourselves are doing
Nothing is a fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature And Duties

Duty is according to nature
Called natural duties
Duties born of nature
One's own duties
Innate duties
According to qualities
And actions of previous birth
Actions perish
But impression continues
So nature inherited
So for welfare of others
By giving up selfishness and pride
One is pious
And incurred no sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature And Life

Connect yourself,
My dear, with nature,
In a very subtle form,
And renounce the future
Altogether, maintaining
Your expression clear.
Mark the trouble in your
Own digestive system
And enjoy freedom.
See the sprout of a new leaf,
See the blossom of a new flower,
See the waterfall here.
Set your own instruments
And focus attention performance.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature And You

Nature and You,
Nature and You,
One and the same.
Nature is within You,
And You are in nature.
I find no difference
Between You and nature.

No one but You,
I find You only here,
And it is by Your
Causeless mercy,
I am enlightened
With knowledge and
For knowledge I am able
To know You here,
In this darkness.

I am not here
To bewildered,
To merged in to
Darkness or to vanish
In illusion as I found You
Here, within me and also
Outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Has Given Me

Nature has given me
A scope to breathe,
To think, to live
And to love.

I am grateful to all,
Nature has made me
What I am today.

I am fearless
Under the nature.

I am as natural
As the sun.
I am as natural
As the sky
And the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is Above All

Nature is above all
Habit is the second nature
And it is no use
To cry in wilderness
But remember God
Saves the helpless lamb.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is All

Nature is all powerful
All actions are being
Performed by nature
We all are puppet
In the hands of nature
We ourselves are doing
Nothing is a fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is Friend

Nature is your friend,
Go with nature always.
Going contrary to nature
is like going with enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is Future

Natural life is the best here.

O householder, See
In your eyes Your creator.

Don't be a tree-trunk
Go to His places, with His name be drunk.

Maintain a temple at home
Get there inspiration.

I am the poet, your well-wisher
He is Your only near and dear.

O my dear, For you He has opened His door
And in Him You will get knowledge and truth as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is The Best

Nature is the best religion,
Best combination, best companion,
We are here as a part of nature,
We are the best here.
One which is unnatural is
Irreligion in common term.
Nature is pious,
It has no beginning and no end.
Life in nature is enjoyable,
It is all good without any
Anger or envy or harsh speech.
As a good man, we should adopt
Natural course of life, avoid
Excessive pain and stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Is There

Nature is there
As before.
No one can
Change its shore.

It is wise to wise
It is mean to mean.

Always you can find
The eagle
On the cremation ground,
And the tiger
In the dense forest,
And the lion
In a dense cave,
And the swan in blooming lotus.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Lover

Be a nature lover
Nature is our life
Be an environmentalist
Environment is our
Real and foster father
Mother friend philosopher
And guide.

O men, you must
Reestablish yourself
Unbroken link with
Nature and with life
O men pray let not hit
The earth and the environment
The vital and the heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Of Love

Nature of love
Is with blind
And dumb
And deaf.
I am in search of
These three
And I am yet to
Find them out.
But my own greed
Put me on irons
And I am
Unable to move
And unable to
Do anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature- Secret

The moon, the clouds and the sky
All are here for the purpose of
A new creation within the dream of
Falsehood and truth.

I cannot say you so early
What is going to happen at this moment
and I cannot jump over the river
That has kept everything secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Teases

Nature teases
With money muscle
Listen carefully
And act as you like
Nature make you free.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature Works

Nature works blindly
But see I am not blind
I can not do anything
As per my wish
Everywhere I have to see.
I must know You here
O my dear, I must give respect to You
My first and foremost duty
I am a living entity and
Understand the relationship.
The appearance and disappearance
Analogy of cosmos
The very existence subtle and gross
All are with me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Nature-Truth

How can I control
Nature?
I am part of it
I know.
I am here
In this world
That is perishing.
But I am
Connected with you
As here.
I am to see,
I am to show,
What I am
In this picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Navaratri

Celebrate Navaratri
Nine Divine Nights and
Restore due respect
To Mother.

In the triple world
Only Mother pervades
And Mother unified
And Mother is the
Mother of all gods.

Mother is the
One divinity
In every form
And name.

Celebrate Navaratri
Celebrate Mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Nay, Remember Not Anything

Nay, remember not anything
At any time; Think it not good
For any of us.
Remember, we are not for decay;
For we are here only for truth
And truth is within us.
Let us discover, my dear,
Who we, the poor; at dawn and dusk.

Gajanan Mishra
Near And Dear

Who is the winner
I cannot say
It is not within
My capacity to say.

I know everybody is loser
I dare not say
Nobody is there
To belief what I say.

When I standup to say
Nobody is there to hear
I cannot say
What I want to say
What I want to say
You are not ready to hear.

I know who is the winner
I know who is the loser
When I want to say
You are no more
My dear and near.

Gajanan Mishra
Near Kumuda

I am here
Near Kumuda.
Do you know
What is Kumuda.
Kumuda is a mountain,
On one side of the great
Mountain known as Sumeru.
The other mountains
That are on the other three sides-
Mandara, Merumandra and Suparsva.
Dhabaleswar is there
In this Kumuda mountain.
Do you know
Who is Dhabaleswara.
Dhabaleswara is making
Everything and everyone white
And punishing the black-wicked.
I am here
See me in Truth.
The truth is also there
In you, my dear
Please try to
Discover the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Near Me

You are near me,
I am near you-
Divine truth.
And everything
Begins here
With us.
Our union is
Not the symbol
Of bondage
But that of
Emancipation.
We owe
Each others
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Near The Fire

Near the fire I see no dark
Near the fire I feel no cold.

I am Your near and dear
And why should I fear!

When I have passion
And anger and greed
I have no right to
Called myself wise.

Without love and without truth
I have no right to live.

And I am living with renunciation
And I am dying with collection.

And see me here how anxious I am
To touch You my dear, and You are near.

Gajanan Mishra
Near, Yet Far

Near, yet far.
Go on searching within,
Go on realizing
That you are neglecting,
Proceed ahead
Keeping your intellect
Determinate and single-pointed.
No obstacle is there,
As because everything is
Near and also at far,
Wander not here and there.
O lover of life, see the wonder
Go deep and deep to fulfill
Your desire that is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Nearby

Say a spade
a spade
see all fade.

Face the sky
find everything
nearby.

Gajanan Mishra
Nearest To You

I am nearest to you,
I am nearest to truth.
For me, life is truth.
For me, love is truth.
For me, we are in the world
That is not false.
We are all truthful
And false has no place
To figure it out.
I am nearest to truth,
I am nearest to you.
You are the only truth
And I am there in you.
Taste me, use me I am in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Necessary

To eat to drink to sleep
To awake are necessaries
And it is obligatory
And for these
I have to do something
If you called it works
I have nothing to say.

To get rid of disease
And poverty and from
Undesirable circumstances
It is necessary to take
Preventive measures
And if you called these
Are something to do
I totally agree and also
I am not to agree in part
I have so many things to say
And you are to hear and stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Necessary For Life

Love - necessary for life,
Truth - necessary for love,
Life is the truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Necessary Is

Necessary is
Power of tolerance
To move forward.

Multiplicity is
Our collective strength
Here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Necessary Power

Give me necessary power
To see
Give me necessary power
To hear
And I want nothing
Besides these
Life is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar - Life

Observe it,
Life - nectar.
Drink it,
Nectar - life.

Stay hopeful,
Love is there,
Truth is there.

Take your own share,
And nothing more.

Life is there
To give you
Everything due.

To achieve all, be positive,
And use own weapons with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar All

Nectar life,
Nectar body,
Nectar air,
Water and
Also light.
All nectar,
Nectar all, dear.
Nothing to
Take pressure,
Nothing to fear.
Stay free,
Enjoy life.
Life is straight
With truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar And Heaven

This life is heaven,
And here,
Words are nectar.
Try to know
God of others
And live in peace, dear.
And truth be attained
By living in a balanced manner.
Overcome the rising tide
Of anger, dear men.
And stay calm
In the face of misfortune
And attain
Joy and prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar For

Where is paradise
When we are ready
To barter away
Nectar for poison.

Let me ponder
The truth here
O brother, please
Don't go with grief
Over a trifling matter.

And where is the truth
O my dear, tell me here
On this smooth surface
I am the correct twister
And a good nurture for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar in flower,
The bee is there.
Love is nectar
In this world,
We the creatures
Are the bees
With our dreams
That is blossoming
And making the world
The incomparable heaven.
Don't be sad
My dear friends,
Get here everything
In this life-nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar Is

Nectar is poison
For a person like Rahu
Means low birth
Poison is delicious
And a mark of greatness
For Shiva means high birth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar Is Poison

Nectar is poison
for passion,
it is the intellect
that is at the root.
Good and happiness
are good for
all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar of immortality
Is my mother
My mother is here with me
To grants every wish
All the lights of every colors
Shape design turned an
Infinity with my mother
I salute my mother for
Her immense integrity
Courage and determination
I have no language to
Express my mother's beauty
And power and love
My mother is pillar of strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Nectar Within

Nectar within, my dear,
Find it there
Where you are.
Use nectar
By restoring
Your own position.
You are a man
You know better
The difference between
Sane and insane.
Nectar is within
Your own self, dear.
Find it there, you are
The part and parcel of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Need No Fear

You are not in danger
There need be no fear
The Truth is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Need Not

You need not accept me
You need not remember me.
To accept me is to
loose your identity.

I am with you
You are with me.
It is you who
try to push me
forward.

With your support
I am here.
It is I
who is with you.
It is you
who feels
it is better
to forget.

Gajanan Mishra
Need Not Go Anywhere

I need not go anywhere
To realize You, my dear
I know You are here.
I need not wait for future
My dear, I know
You are present now.
I need not search for You
O my dear, outside
You are in me, inside.
I need not regard others as mine
My dear, You are very loving to me
You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Need Not Say

Need not say anything
If you are really wise.
You are tolerant, I know
Your character is also excellent.

Nothing is lower
Nothing is higher
Nothing is lesser
Nothing is greater.

O my dear, I know I am a learner
And I am Your follower
I know there is nothing like
Day month and year here.

When I admit Your presence here
Nothing is lacking I am clear
And in good manner let me say
You are the chief progenitor.

Gajanan Mishra
Need Not Tell

Need not tell the truth
It is nowhere
Day in and day out
Who is here
Please say
If you are to shout.

I am on my boat
And look, the boat is
Still in water
And the water is
Burning in the air
And the air is
Still in the sky
And look the sky is
Within me
And I am shouting
On the boat.

Is there any truth?

Gajanan Mishra
Need Of The Hour

To keep peace to make friendship
Is the need of the hour.

Everybody need clean drinking water
Everybody need nutritious food
Everybody need quality education
And health care.

Every country need social reconstruction
Every country need poverty eradication
Every country need sustainable development
And welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Needless to say
I am a man,
since I am what I am.
Needless to say
there is sun in the sky,
since you are not able to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Needs And Wants

Learning to distinguish
Between needs and wants
Is vital.
Keeping the tap
On the expenses
Ought to be a priority.
Facing the day
Of cheers and sunshine
Enjoy all funny.
The day is all peaceful,
Check out within.
Rewards and reputation
Knock at the door,
Come out and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Needs Of The Hour

Living with care is  
the needs of the hour.  
The hour is not ours,  
As before, that is there.  
We came, we go, we live,  
Nobody has any right  
to interfere or to utter  
any word anywhere.  
The words are also  
not ours and we dare  
to utter as per our wish.  
Is it good and fair?  
We have within us  
all pairs of opposites  
and our power of resistance  
is not within our control.  
We are not tolerant  
and we are realizing  
what we are doing.  
And hence, my dear friends,  
Living with care is  
the needs of the hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Neem Is Neem And It Is Bitter

Neem is neem and it is bitter
If you like you can give
Milk sugar honey butter
Neem is neem and it is bitter.

Gajanan Mishra
Neem Tree

Neem tree is at the top
And this neem tree
As you see here
Infront of my house
Wellwisher of all
Those who are coming
And going here and there
Bowdown before it
As a mark of honour
At every step of life
And I like its leafs
Flowers fruits
Branchs barks
Twigs trunks.

Neem tree is at the top
At the top.

Gajanan Mishra
Neerabare katha kahe prema,
Sahanasilatare saphala hue jibana,
Sahistunare badhe ekata.

Gajanan Mishra
Neglect Apathy

Neglect apathy
Causes downfall.
Abject penury
Deprived basic
Amenities
Causes downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Neglect not anybody,
My dear, give respect to all.
No envy, no hatred, please,
Praise all, and say
Good words of all to all.
Nothing to fear, my dear.
Have tolerance with you always.
Don't be obstinate,
And keep compassion, o men
With you everywhere and for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Neglect not the Truth

Neglect not
Your good intelligence
And drink not
The poison of life.

Take to truth
And take care
Your good sense.

Flattery has no role
Here on this earth.

With love
Take all
Into confidence.

Touch the truth
And attain light.

Gajanan Mishra
Negotiation

Listen to me and
Negotiate with the truth.
Life is here
Only for the truth.

The rose is the symbol of life,
And life grows in love.
Love is nothing but
The only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Neighbor - Love - War

Construct a bridge
With the love bar
And see that would
Not fall down.

Marry a wife
Who is committed
To stay with you
Here forever.

I know not whether
You are black or blue
But let me say
You are lovely too.

You are the wonder,
I know dear, and
You are dazzling like
The blazing sun.

Hellow, we are not here
To fall down, we are to
Rise again together
With our own strength.

No one can frighten us,
We are fearless,
The world knows it very well
This truth here at this time.

But here the burning topic is
The life and the water.
When you are taking life,
I must obstruct you to take water.

Bridge is already there
In our friendship, dear neighbor
Take advantage with love
And tolerance for ever.
Open your heart
And let me see poison
You have kept therein
For all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Neighbour

Forget and forgive
Night come go
You my neighbour
Have a smile
I never let you throw.

You my pathfinder
You my guide professor
You teach me in case
I commit any mistake
Any where in life.

Amiss not
To err is human
No one can deny
Human infallibility
Forgive and forget
I anything wrong
Committed.

Gajanan Mishra
Neighbour’s Status

My neighbour
My immediate near and dear
I know I can change my friends
But I cannot change my neighbours,
Let me share with my neighbours
All my good and bad experiences
My joys and my sorrows, because today
I know if I am sending some bananas
My neighbour is ready to send sweets
Tomorrow or on some other day.
I can live without friends,
But I can not live without neighbours.
Neighbour is like God and it is not good
To take food, without verifying my neighbour’s status.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither A Listener Nor A Speaker

1

See me
I am neither a
Listener nor a
Speaker.

See me
I am neither
Going from nor
Coming to.

And I am
Everywhere
With you and here
Everything I am to do.

I am in cooperation with you
I am here director too.

2

See me
I am not blind
I see all.
See me
You are blind
You can’t see all.

And where are you
Search out and say.
Here is the life air
Here is the fire
And here is the way.

I am the proprietor
I am the witness and also
I am the controller.
Neither Action

Neither action
Nor anything
That I need.
And I am no way
Affected by anything.

For the welfare of others
We are here.
And let us know
Whatever we have
That is of the world.

And still I am here
And suffering pain,
And I am not free
From worry, agitation and fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Action Nor A Fruit Of Action

O my dear,
You are here, You are there
You are everywhere
You are everything
You are every incident
You are every circumstance
You are each and every person
You are here, You are there
All the time
You are ever-attainable to everyone
But, O my dear, You are neither
Attained through action
Not a fruit of action.

O my dear,
I abide in You
I can never be separate from You
My Love, my Truth, my dearest dear,
You are my only near and dear
For ever for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Asleep Not Awake

Neither asleep not awake,
Really you are, dear men,
In a dangerous stage.
No language is there
With you, dear men,
Your words are also
Not coming to you with
All truthfulness.
Your own earth is hankering
For love, but you are
Not giving any importance.
You have no dream, no vision,
And you are not able to take care
Your own bag and baggage.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Black Nor

Neither black
Nor blue,
But the truth -
Life.

Neither tears
Nor pain,
But all smile -
Life.

Neither flame
Nor blood,
But all nectar -
Life.

Neither fire
Nor ice,
But all mixture -
Life.

Come on dear,
We are to live,
Here together,
And it is
With us for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Born Nor Slain

Love is love
And nothing else.
Love is neither red
Not black.
Love is neither master
Not slave.
Love is neither divinity
Nor self-propriety.

Love is love
And nothing else.
Neither to give
Nor to take.
Love is neither born
Nor slain.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Endless

Neither endless
Nor an ending one;
This life.
It is beginningless
And we are all
Part of it.
When you act as potency,
I act as master,
It may be vice versa.
But life is there
As per its own course.
Life is integral,
Though not final
Yet it is clear but critical.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Free Nor Fair

If it is neither free nor fair
You cannot declare completion of war.
Victory and defeat is not ours
If carelessly omit it ignite fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Grief Nor Glory

Neither grief nor glory
I am submitting myself
Knowing fully well
that you are all in all
You alone can fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Happiness Nor Distress

Nothing is permanent, nothing is permanent
Neither happiness not distress.

Victory and defeat all are under
The control of time and destiny.

It is better
Not to succumb to
Either lamentation or joy.

Conquer yourself
Your enemy is within.

Do not hate anybody
Do not get infuriated
It would all destroy you.

Everything is the result of
Our own past works, remember this truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Here

Neither here
Nor hereafter,
I am expecting
Any reward, award
From anybody
At any point of time for
The works done by me,
As per my belief and social order,
I am doing all
Only, as I am eligible to do
And I am doing for the sake of
My duty and I am
Doing according to
The ordinance of scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither I Am Coming

Neither I am coming
Nor I am going
It is all but dreaming.
Dreaming is a thing
That is not mine
And you are telling
Please, please give me.
How can I give
That I am asking
And you are putting
Again and again
The same question.
And I am changing here
With the divine.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither learned
nor a man of good conduct.
Neither an aged one
nor I am a hero.
Neither I am rich
nor beautiful.
Still I realized
what is truth,
Still I know you.
And I love you,
I devote my everything
only to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Long Nor Short

Love is love,
Neither long nor short.
Love is love,
It has no color,
It is neither big nor small.
Love is love,
It is pure and whole,
And it is for all.

Love is all truth,
Love is all nectar.
Far and near, no matter,
I love you, dear,
Tell all and that
Suffice the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither More Nor Less

But moderate  
Clean and pure and honest  
Life is the best.

Life is the best  
With body and mind  
That is holy  
And life and love  
Rest in sacrifice.

O my dear  
I need you  
Neither more  
Nor less  
But what you  
Want to produce.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither The Flower Nor The Fruits

Neither the flowers nor the fruits
Are there in my dreams.
What are there in my dreams
How can I tell your without
giving a break in my dream.
But I can say I am not my dream,
The so called dream has also
No power to touch me at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither This Nor That

You are neither this nor that
False identification is of no use.

Only with false ego you can not live
Your life is neither independent nor automatic.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither With Giving Nor

No way related,
I am no way related
Neither with giving
Not with taking,
And what is there
To take or to give,
And who am I
To give or to take.

I am in my
Own existence
Always, everywhere
I am a complete whole
From whole to the whole
I am going always, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither You Nor I

Neither you nor I present here
At any point of time
You are in dark and also I
And the sun is rising
Don't identify yourself
With anybody with anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Neither Yours

Neither yours
It is neither yours
Nor you have power
To enjoy or reject.

You are to realize
You are to love
You are to serve
You are to understand.

It is you to see all
In equal eyes and
Distribute proper shares
To respective persons.

You are just a coordinator
And your work is to coordinate and cooperate.

Gajanan Mishra
Nenuphar

Nenuphar, I know
You are looking for the moon,
But here I am
Only for you

I know, Nenuphar,
You have introduced
A system of new words
That I want to learn from you.

Nenuphar, I know the clouds
That are here, I know
For you clouds have
No value.

Gajanan Mishra
How can I say
This body is
The nest of
All evils?
But I can and
I must say
All goodness
Are here.
And I am
The best driver
Of this body
With all good
Thoughts.
I must say
Everything is
Here for a few
Hours and
Temporary.
I know and I
Respect law of nature.
All are good,
And no evil is here.
My thought is
My capital
And I am to proceed
With that capital
For future.

Gajanan Mishra
Net Result

Net result zero
Everything and nothing.
Darkness in light
And light in darkness
Nothing and everything
Equal and opposite.
That is positive and
That is negative
Balancing each other
From beginning complete.
Anything and everything
Merged in nothing
Emerged energy
Net result zero.

Gajanan Mishra
Networks Of Words

I am completely covered
By networks of words
All around.
How can you see me?
A great question.

I am to make myself
Powerful and expert
To cross over the words.

I am to go far
With love shower.

I know the words-
All fruitless.

I know I am under
The protection of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Never

Never never never  
Never frighten  
Never disturb others  
Tolerate the insult  
Of others  
Never belittle anyone  
Never create hostility  
With anyone  
Offer all respect to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Never A Failure

Never false,
Never a failure,
My life, my actions,
With your blessings.
I know all truth
And I achieved
Full knowledge.
I know the purpose,
Original and pure.
And I know, clear
My understanding.
And powerfully I have
Given my stroke.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Acquire

Never acquire things
Things will harm your peace.

Desire not happiness
It is nowhere.

I am nowhere
I am in peace
Do not try to
Search me out.

Gajanan Mishra
Never alone,
Never unprotected,
Anywhere, anyone.
Each one is
In truth,
In love,
In devotion.
Each one faces
His deeds,
And reaps
What he sows.
Still. we are
Unable to understand
How to stay here there.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Anything Else

Never anything else
But the truth,
I want and
What is that truth
That I want to know.
The world, I know
Is not the truth,
And we are part
And parcel of this world.
Life we know is nothing
But a word and the word
Has no many angles.
But the truth is one
And the same for all, we learned.

The process of creation
And that of destruction
Is not truth, we know.
We know the manifestation
The incarnation and
The institution are
Not true and we wonder
As the part of each one here.
Life is nothing but a word
That is to be used
Often to blackmail another
In the name of compassion.
Life is nothing but the representation
Of the soul that is conditioned.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Be A Separatist

Never be a separatist
Keep away all your
Inimical behavior
Towards others
If you wish to attain
Peace of mind.

If you wish
To be in happiness
Try to keep others happy
And consider it your
Primary duty
Experience with deep study.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Be Selfish

Never be selfish to love
Love, love and love.
Making love is life
Life is there
Where you are.

You are there to love
Everybody need love.
It is you to decide
How to love whom to love
And love further and further.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Be Successful

It is true,
I will never be successful
In pleasing you.
But I can please myself
By staying close to the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Borrow Never Lend

Never borrow never lend
My dear friend
We are on our own land.

Never borrow never lend
Danger is here
God remember.

O my dear friend
I have not forgotten
With lending and borrowing
You are rotten.

Gajanan Mishra
**Never Cease To Be**

You never cease to be
That I feel that I know.
What I feel and what I know
That cannot be expressed.

If anything I am going to express
It is only by my senses and intellect.
And I know which is perceived by
Such senses and intellect are all perishing.
Such things are neither existed in the past
Nor will exist in future or exist at present.

Though You are present, and here is your existence,
It is surprising that You appear non-existent,
And it is in Your light
I appear to be present, though non-existent.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Come Again

Never come again
Have a clear understanding
Before leaving the place.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Come To Truth

Never come to truth
Materially allured men.

And one who is not in truth
Willingly he is drinking poison.

Man who is drinking poison
Is out of sense always.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Compare

One to the other.
Each one is unique,
And each one is valid.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Compromise

Never compromise
With integrity
And security.
Keep life
Always in peace.
Never compromise
With those
Indulging in violence.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Concerned

I am never concerned
With my own interest
Mind it, my dear.

I only desire
The highest good
In life that is with You.

O my dear, I pray for all
All creatures here, protect
Them as they are
Overwhelmed by troubles.

I know all the troubles
In this world are blessing
In disguise as all these
Forced on to be Truth conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Consider Me

Never consider me
As your friend or
As your enemy.
To think anything,
I have no time.
I am just doing
What I think good
For all living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Ending

One by one
Poems are coming
And coming
Like waves
In the seas.

The world is
A poem
We are all
Part and parcel
That's all.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Ending Life

Never ending life
Never ending celebration
Send your response
And in print if you so like.

Coming out from house
Is time consuming and difficult
Stay there as you are
You are the winner declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Ever

Never ever
Let go time,
Love, truth
From you.

Keep all
Within you
And be
Grateful.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Find

Never find
A fault
With those
Engaged
In good deeds.
And stay always
Unagitated,
Dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Forget

Never forget
The truth, the Almighty,
The omnipresent, the Omniscient,
All in one and in all.
Give up not
Your sympathetic feelings
Even towards an ant.
Elevate yourself, men,
In higher and
Spiritual knowledge.
Remember, your duty
Is to avoid killing.
Remember, you are
Not the authority of
Birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Forgetfulness

There is never forgetfulness if once gained
My dear, such is my love and
Yours' memory.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Implicated

Never affected
Never changed
I am what I am
As ever here
Though there are
Storms clouds tides
In this life
Though there are
Changing conditions
Of atmosphere and nature
Outside this life
I am what I am
You see me feel me
Within within and
Within the eternal time.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Laugh

Never go with
False prestige
And never laugh.
Perfect social order
Is there, be never
The cause of its
Downfall here.
See and start a life
Afresh from
The very beginning.
Justify yourself
On which side you are.
Is it not a wrong one?
Be a man of culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Never live alone,
Without truth and love,
All fortune are there
Within truth and love.
Love life,
Truthful life,
Live and see,
How fruitful life,
It is here.
Know the real owner,
Real owner of truth and love,
It is your self.
And it is here
In all.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Lost Sight Of

I never lose sight of you
As you never loses sight of me.
I love you
As you love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Mind What You Are

Never mind what you are,
And remember the goddess of
Fortune all with you.
And remember you yourself
Is the source of all holiness.
Be careful and constantly
Stay on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Perish

I am Yours
And let me declare boldly
That I never perish.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Reach

Go, go, go,
But never reach-
The result.

Stay, stay, stay
But never found
Nowhere.

Life is but for you,
My love, my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Rift

Do you really want your mother
To be with you?
Do you really love your motherland?
Do you really like your mothertongue?
Mother mothertongue motherland
All sacred and more than your life.

One who is really wise and learned
Love mother mothertongue motherland.
Mother mothertongue motherland is
The lifebreath bloodcirculation of
Our body and soul as well.

This world is our motherland in the
Broader sense and we all
Are brothers and sisters
With the same air same light same water
Same earth same sky
With the same emotion same thought.

Mother mothertongue motherland
Are precious and we are the
Bonafide sons and daughters
We never rift we all accept
Natures gift and go on and on
On this life towards super lift.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Say Never

Never say never,
It is true for ever.
All impossible are possible,
You are the best capable.

Value your own poem,
Adore them with new theme.
Love is not to reciprocate,
It is foolish to expect.

Nothing is personal,
Treat not anything also final.
It is instrumental
It is all but professional.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Say No

Never say no,
But say
It is possible
Here by anyone.

Nothing is there
As back, but we are
Going forward
Always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Seen Before

I have seen you
I have seen your world
And you are ever changing
And your world is ever changing
I have never seen you and your world before.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Separated

You are
The goddess of fortune
And never separated
From me.
O my dear,
We are in this same
Position without
Any disturbance.
I am the first among all
And I am able to expand
My reputation
Throughout the world.
You are the beautiful
And you protect all people
You are my part and
Parcel and inseparable.
You are my glory
You are my vibration
I am here only for you
This world is my expansion.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Set

Many reasons
For love
Of love
Just love
Just love.

No reason
Of hate
Hate not
Hate not.

Sun rise
Sun set
Love rise
Never set
Love and
Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Show

Never show your valor
O my dear, valor is
Not to be shown.
All the weapons, you possessed
Are unnecessary burdens.
Use not unnecessarily and
Incur sin, my dear.
Use not the words
O my dear, that are
Thunderbolts to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Sit Idle

Never sit idle, my dear
Everything is being done though.

Try your best, my dear
To do everything in right track.

You are non-violent gentle man
I know but to sit idle it is not allowed.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Take Anybody

Never take anybody
Or anything granted,
It is all beautiful
And dangerous.

The meow
The woof and
The potatoes
All are suspicious.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Take Heed

I never take heed
your flaws as
I consider you
my friend.

See I am of a
very tender heart.

I know you
depend on me
and not on
any one else.

And you are
loving to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Never To Be Separated

Eternally love is here
And never to be separated
From anyone at any time.
And each one is here -
The reservoir of all
Goodness and beauty.
Life after life each one is
Here and each one is numberless.
Be kind to everyone,
Each one is full of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Never To Write

I dare not to
Write anything
That is not in love
That is not in Truth.

I swear never to
Handle a pen
Never to write
A word without
Your grace.

I know no joy
Or sorrow is there
With You and I dare
To write so much only
Under You.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Too Late

It is
Never too late,
Go on,
I think
You would reach
In time.
Start and
Start, go.

Gajanan Mishra
Never Try To

Never try to insult an innocent
Forget not the Supreme Personality
Is in him and is with him.

Gajanan Mishra
Nevertheless Perfect

Nevertheless perfect
Everything in tact.
Getting chance accumulated
Result awaited.
Preaching continued
Life not renewed.

Gajanan Mishra
New - I Am Searching

New - I am searching
It is in love it is in me
Love - I am searching
It is in me it is new
And I am searching myself
Always here there everywhere.
See me I am constantly shining
All revolve around me
See me I am in love I am in Truth
See me I am new
I am the central pivot for all
If I am not here nobody is nowhere.
Everyone is under the influence of time factor
But not I.

Gajanan Mishra
New And Fresh

Come to me,
I give the understanding.
Come to me,
With your identity
New and fresh.

New words,
New life,
With truth,
All are there
Straight forward
And fair.

Open the ears,
Open the eyes,
Come to me
With clean tongue.
Come to me
I give everything,
That are mine.

I know everything,
Past, present and future,
My dear, come to me,
This is the right time.

Gajanan Mishra
New And New Year

New and new year.
New year is a fish
In my hopes, in my dreams.
New year is a mist
Descending on me
In windscreens.
New year is an agenda
For my development
Coming with confidence.
New year is a planner
Coming with all truth
To prevail over injustice
And exploitation.
Let it be always new.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing new,
Nothing old
And yet I am
Going in between
The two.
Life is but truth,
Nothing old,
Nothing new.
Let me understood
Life in full,
I have no word to
Describe life as wood.
Life is nothing
But cobra’s hood.

Gajanan Mishra
New Articles

You are in need
And I have supplied.

Unlimited time
With no number
You have applied
And I have supplied.

Putting on new clothes
Again and again
You prayed to stay
And I have granted.

O men, you are really
Foolish I understand
And I asked you to
Leave the place.

Gajanan Mishra
New Aspects

Always find
New aspects
In true poems.

Read and read
Again and again
And get what
You want.

What you want
You may not know,
But I know,
The true poem
Will tell you,
Certainly here,
For bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
New But

New but
No newness,
No use.

Gajanan Mishra
New Chapter

New chapter,
I want to
Open.
New chapter
Of peace
And co-existence.
I want to convey
My greetings
On your festivals.
I wish success
And well-beings.
I want free
Movements, I want
Humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
New Comer

Every moment,
Everywhere,
Everyone is
A new comer.

O newcomer, my dear,
Find yourself here
In changing atmosphere
As experienced either.

But wonder not,
You are the best composer,
Here and hereafter
For all welfare, dear.

Your words and your songs
Are for all good in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
New Delhi

I flow with you,
I mark your smile
In up above the sky.
You are so beautiful,
New Delhi, you are fearless,
Here with me on this earth.
You try to give a new direction
To world peace and harmony.
You said not to hear any rumour,
You teach tolerance and
Where the existence of all is there.
Rule of law is there in you, New Delhi,
And I feel myself lucky for you
Despite discordant notes of some.

Gajanan Mishra
New Experience

New experience,
I find here,
At every moment,
Every day.
Everyday
I live here
With you
To discover
The truth.
The truth is
Here within us.
And we are
Experiencing life
In new form as such.

Gajanan Mishra
New Food

New food,
New life.
Food produced by rain,
Rain from sacrifice,
Sacrifice from the action.
The action should be good,
The action should be in truth.
Life touches infinity only
Through truth and love.
Love is there in life,
And food for life.
Let us join together
On this very new day, my dear.
This auspicious day is
Before us, let us bind
Ourselves in love and in truth
To grow and nourish with it.
Let us renounce selfishness
And comfort and take an oath
To live for others.
Let us take the oath to
Perform all pious actions
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
New Form Of Love

What you have said
I have accepted
You have created
A new form of love
And I have no option
But to accept
It is plenary portion
It is your original
Incarnation
Love formation
World's new creation
It is not imagination
But practical action.

Gajanan Mishra
New Format

New life
In new format,
Not material.
But all blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
New Friendship

Good Friday
Consists of
Two words
Good and Friday
Good means
Beneficial
Not bad
Friday means
A day of a week of
Our life span
The Fifth day
If we start counting
From Monday
Friday consists of
Five elements
Of life like
Air water light
Earth sky
Good Friday
Please smile
It is good for life
With new friendship.

Gajanan Mishra
New India

Here in new India,
Find no discrimination
On gender or
Religious background.
See here, we have a
Compassionate society.
It is true,
Our President says-
Integral humanist
Component is there
In our DNA.
Here all believe
In unity and integrity.
Faith is there
In a synthesis of
Heritage and science.
Rule of law and
Education is there
Here in New India.
We the people have
Immense patience.
It is true, we all
Are against corruption
And black money.
We fear not anyone
Within our territory
And also outside.
Let the neighbour
Note it.
We are one and one,
And it is New India.

Gajanan Mishra
New Is

New is
Every moment new.
The vultures
Have nothing to do.

New is always new
Mirage is few.

Go not to
Fruitless tree,
If you are hungry.
Feel the world's fury,
Living is not dowry,
Stay not care-free.

Remember, always you are here
Playing with the fire.

But love life afresh
Every moment facing new.

Wander not here there,
While going on
Fulfilling your
Limited desires.

Desire is good
When it is for public welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
New Leaves Sprout

New leaves sprout,
And the tree has
nothing to say.

I am growing old,
And I have nothing
to stand at bay.

Gajanan Mishra
New Life

New moon, new light,
New light, new life,
New life, new doors,
New doors, new path,
New path is there,
Let us move forward.
While moving forward,
Worry about the changes
That are there.

Gajanan Mishra
New Life On Earth

Fresh air,
Fresh flower,
Fresh life.
Life with fresh
Flower and air
Is wonderful,
Peaceful and
All new.

New life,
New colors,
New sky.
All new
On earth
At every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
New Light

New light
Given by the sun
Always here.
New song
Given by the bird
Always here.
New story
Given by the earth
Always here.
I am new,
I am new
Always with you
With love,
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
New Light - Child

Child -
New light,
New relationship,
In a new world.
Child -
New dream,
New hope,
In a new journey.

Take care
The child.
Take care
Your own future.

Kill not any child,
And invite not
Your own death.

Child has
No religion,
Child has
No caste,
Child has
No enemy,
Child has
Nothing to tell
Against anyone.

A child is
The symbol of love
And truth
And nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
New Look

New look
Seasons change
Fashions too.

New look
I love
With all good.

Let me go
With truth
That are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
New Look With Book

Book can give you
A new look.
See the book,
Read the book,
And open the hook.
Sell the book, buy the book,
Write the book, keep the book,
Always with you.
The book can give you
A new look.
The book has such light
Through which you can
Discover the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
New Love New Appearance

New love new appearance,
New words new products,
New name, new pages -
All new and newness is
Our identity here.

In all newness
We find new life-
Life of love,
Love in truth.

We are not mute,
We are colorful.
We are nothing, not true,
We are everything-
And all are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
New Moon / Full Moon

Full and full
It is full moon,
New is always new
And it is new moon.

Life is life
For us it is boon,
Don't be bookish, my dear,
Go to the sun and to the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
New Poem Is Rare

New poem is rare
Server is rare
Inquisitive person
Is hard to get
Devotee is rare
Poet is rare.

New poem is rare
Disciple is rare
Son is rare
Father is rare
Good and ideal teacher
Is hard to get.

New poem is rare
New poem has new light
That has power to
Change darkness
Poem is for the creatures
Not creatures for poem.

Gajanan Mishra
New Poems New Energy

Everyday new energy
From new poems is
Being received.
Everyday new dreams
From new life is
Being formed.
On this earth
Under the blue sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Call of new poetry
is here, listen.
The poetry is searching
a new man.
Are you capable
and qualified
as required by poetry?

The ingredients
to be fulfilled
are a transparent sky,
a flying bird,
and blossoming bud.
All that are to be there
On this earth.

Some sort of light
is also needed
for the benefit of
new customers.
The new customers are
required to come
in queue.

Whether there is life
or not, that has to be
checked at proper times,
on the basis of
power and strength,
that are to be verified
seeing sorrow and happiness.

Worry not, on the way,
if some made allegations
on false ground.
But you are required to
made yourself befitting
for the grief that are
there to welcome you.
Gajanan Mishra
New Star

New star,
Go not far.
My car is swift,
No doubt, but
I am not expert.
Wait there,
I swear,
I can reach you
Sitting on
This arm-chair.
No word is in me
To offer you
But love
And show you the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
New Symphony

Very difficult to play
With new symphony
Still we played it.
We have our own strategy,
We have our own fasting,
Own peace and non-violence,
And we move with
Our own identity.
We have controlled ourselves
To the best of our capacity
For the larger interest
Of the society and
Of the humanity and we
Dream the success of the human race
On the path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
New Thinking

New thinking is
There and
It is already started.
New direction is
There and
We have started our
Journey towards that.

It is our feeling
And our stability,
Here there is no
Place of any particular
Language or caste
Or religion as you
Said in public.

Nothing is necessary
And it is all mystery
The geography and
The history,
We are waiting for
Turning of a new chapter
Like the folio of the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
New Venture

You love me,
I know, my dear.
And I am interested
In new venture.

I love you,
My dear, you know,
And you are so interested
In me.

Luck and success,
All here with us.
We are open-minded
And we engaged ourselves
Physically and mentally
In all welfare activities.

We have high
Expectations, true.
And we realize
Our lives
Full of miracles.

For love,
It is all.
And we must admit
Nothing is
Personal here.

Gajanan Mishra
New Words

New words in rival
And sweet language of
Lightening riven
In water
The spread rite
To initiate again
Coming of new words
In rival and
Space not unfold
Still you see
Flower-face.

Gajanan Mishra
New Work Of Art

New work of art, 
That I love, 
I see life in it. 
Now work of art 
Showers all blessings.

I am with 
That new art, 
I am with you 
My dear, the best 
Piece of that art.

You are here 
With black white 
And yellow colours, 
You are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
New Year

Snake?
No, no,
I don't.
Tiger?
No, no,
I don't.

New Year,
Yes, I do.
I want to
Play, I
Want to dance
With this
New Year.

New Year, New Year.
I know, you are here.
See me, I am
With no fear.
Here I find love,
Here I find life,
Here you are I discover,
New Year, New Year.

Gajanan Mishra
New Year And Dust

Where is new year
And where is dust? ?
You remained silent
To my questions
And I am deaf.

Dust and dirts
Are there in our clothes.
New year is neither
Our cloth nor our dust
Yet we are going
Through it.

New year, new year
I said, my dear, let it not
Gives us trouble in future.

Gajanan Mishra
New Year Gift

Surprisingly I
Arrived at your house
To deliver
New year gift.
Surprisingly I
Hold your hands
Hug you and said
Come on friends
For peace
And tranquility.
My action is
Not surprising
But it is the call
Of our new time.

Gajanan Mishra
New Year Gift- Love

New year gift -
Should be
Life and
Not torture
Not death.

We are all
Connected with
Life and
Life is
Related to
Love.

Love is there
Where there is
Creativity.

Gajanan Mishra
New Year, My Dear

New poem, new love,
Let us observe
With truth new life,
New life with happy
New year, my dear.

New dream, new poem,
New life, new love,
For ever here,
Happy new year.

Eat truth, hear truth,
See truth, live truth,
With this happy new year.

Happy new year, my dear,
Happy new year, new year..

Gajanan Mishra
New, Forever New

New food, new hope, new life,
New, forever new, new.
Renewal, rejuvenation,
Celebrated with considerable fanfare,
New, forever new, new.

Come and sit with us,
Pray and thank god,
we are here together.
Smile and enjoy life,
Think good of others.

New, forever new, new, new dress,
new rice, new morning. Feel happy, my dear,
and make others happy, and acknowledge
benevolence of mother and mother-earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Newer And Newer

At every moment
I see you
Newer and newer,
I am restless
And moving, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Newness

Always you find
And accept
My new affinity
Always you are
To realize
Who you are
And I.

I am here
O my dear
In this car
You are my
Driver and
Taking me
And I am
Unable to know
Due to dark.

I am with you
And I am in
Good mood
O my love.

Gajanan Mishra
News

The news silent the crow
The news begin to rain
This is the ocean and I
With the flower buds
jump the ground.

Who are there my question
And none to answer bite
And I am telling okey.
The crow no more to see
The news flute the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
News- Today

My son
Does not like to
Hear any news
The news of rape
Murder loot
My wife likes news
Relating to gold-rate
And inflation
I am not in a position
To say what is good
And what is bad
In the news today.

Gajanan Mishra
Next

What is next
That depends
What you are
At present.

You are free
To construct
Reconstruct
With time.

Remove doubt
That are
Within you.
Reveal the truth
With light of
Knowledge in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Next And Next

Next and next,
Go not to the next.
Find everything
Within you, my dear friend.

It is just- most valuable.
You are already
On your own way
Of light and truth.

Keep everything straight,
And go facing upwards.
Be relax and remove all thoughts
Think yourself nothing.

It is in your harmony
Discover honey.

Gajanan Mishra
Next Bet

See me
I am removing
All obstacles
That are on
Your path
Of Truth
To enable
To rise
And to
Reach.
Excuse me
I know not
What is next
And the bet.

Gajanan Mishra
Next Level Living

Next level living
At the cost of others
With all hidden costs!

Gajanan Mishra
Niaan Achhi Ethare (Odia)

Niaan achhi ethare
Mo thare, tuma thare,
Niaan heuchhi jibanara satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Niaan Bhaya (Odiaa)

Mu bhaya karen niaanku,
Kintu niaan achhi mo bhitare,
Mu nian.

Gajanan Mishra
Nice Process

Nice process
This life
With light.

Illumined not by
The sun the moon
The fire the electricity.

Inner light is
Life's light
Nice process.

Gajanan Mishra
Nice Write

Nice write
With pleasant thought
And why not
We are all being
The sons and daughters
Of nature and nectar
We are in love
We are in truth
See everywhere
There is success
With full cooperation
And coordination
Life is a perfect
Combination of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nicely Described

Nature has
Nicely described
Everything here
That I understood.

And all are wonderful,
All are truth.
But truth is not there
In nature as it
Changes its colours.

I have no friends
And I make no friendship
For the reasons of
Insurmountable intricacies.

Life is all pure,
Nothing is a vice, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Nickname

Use always
Nickname
I love it.

And I am
Telling it all
Sincerely.

In common platform
Close not anything.

But take it all
Seriously.

Let me salute you
For you use
Intimately.

You are free
To use any word
Any number
Anywhere
In many ways.

But before going to use
You first have to
Love it all.

Gajanan Mishra
Night

It is night for you,
For me, it is not night.
It is night for me,
It is not night, for you.

I am in You and I am in peace,
I am no more thirsty, no more hungry
And no more in delusion and
I am in peace and attain Your bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Night And Day

You think it night,
But I think it is the day.
You think it is day
But I think it is the night.
Great difference is
There between the night and the day.
What I mean to say
Let me first say.

Gajanan Mishra
Night And Day I Am Calling You

Night and day
I am calling you,
Where are you?
Where are you? ?

Are you the air?
Are you the water?
Are you the sky?
What are you?
What are you? ?

Night and day
I am calling you,
I am calling you.

Are you the tree?
Are you the mountain?
Are you the stream?
Are you the sun?
Are you the moon?
Who you are?
Who you are?
I am searching
Here and there,
Here and there.

Night and day
I am calling you,
I am calling you.
Where are you?
Where are you? ?

Have you no ears?
Have you no legs?
Have you no hands?
Day and night
I am uttering
Your names, your names.
And what is your names
That I know not.
Yet I am calling you
I am calling with the names
That are in love
That are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Night And Fright

Night and fright
Go together
And I am here.
Mystery and history
Are there
With the star.

I am intelligible
But not in solitude.
I am popular
But not sure, trustful.

I want not safety
As I know fire is there
At higher rate within and
I am compromising as seen.

Gajanan Mishra
Night And The Sun

If you want a day with the sun
You have to take the night, it is
From the night, the sun appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Birds

All the night birds
Are here, see.
The are at this early morning,
I know the very reasons.

Ask me, how they are here
And for what purpose.
I am here to answer
All your questions.

Go not to the extreme
My dear sons, we are here
To search and find
The truth that is there
In life, but while searching
We must be cautious always.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Ends

Dreams do not end
Night ends.

I am a part of the dream
in the roaming night.

No star no moon
is there in the night sky
I fly focusing all nearby.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Is Going To End

Night is going to end,
But I am not able to start
Writing a single poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Is Not Dark

Night is not
Always dark.
Dream is neither
Going backwards,
Nor proceeding forward.
Know-how principle
Is not always work
As ladder for
The self or for others.
Framework of the body
Not for the duster.
Struggle for existence
Is not meant for
Only living creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Is Not For Life

I know dear,
The night is not
For life,
But for the dead.

I know no death
Is there in my life.
I know no one can
Declare me dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Is Not Naked

Night is not naked
And let me talk to it.

The darkest sound is
Within our own body and
Let me listen to it.

Here is a moon and
Here is a woman
And they are burning
And there is the fire
Let me see it.

I am looking at me
And it is true like You,
My tongue and my ears
Are on their on ways, true.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Is Not Night

When there is light in it
Light is not light
When it has no pleasure
Pleasure is no pleasure
Without love
And love is not love
When we are not together
O my dear it is just
Change of weather
That differ from year to year
And it is our tear
That shows night is near
And near near.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Means Danger

Night means danger
Night means bad times
And moon is the friend
Of us at night.

But night means
Not death, mind it.
Night means wait
And wait till
Better times come.

Night means preparation,
Prepare yourself my dear
For the examination to be
Attended in the morning
And face the day strongly
Thinking day as the laboratory.

Night is stability
But day is not so like
Return home at the evening
And think about the day again
Who is yours and what to do next
For whom and for what purpose.

Night is the breeding ground
Day is the play ground
Night is more important
Take care of night
Take care of life
Day is there to take care of you.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Passed

Night passed
Enmity ends.
So also
Familiarity breeds
Contempt.

With Your help
O my dear, I can cross
This ocean.
Let me cry and
Let me smile
That is helpful
In tackling situation.

Let me learn how to live
Let me learn how to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Night Sky

Night sky,
I want to tell
Something to you,
Life's truth.

Life,
I want to tell
Something to you
About the sky at night.

What I want to tell,
That I feel, and
I can express even
Without words.

Wait there,
O smiling star.

Gajanan Mishra
Nightingale Is Telling

The nightingale is telling
But telling what
Who is here
To explain at this hour.

That here it is spring
That I know from Him
That I am here I know
From the nightingale.

I refrained from crying
And I live in pain
You told me where there is
Pain there is gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Night-Ride Bus

Night-ride bus
Not coming to reality.
Reality is not uniform
Do not categorise.

Gajanan Mishra
Nija Bhasha Byabajahara Kara (Odia)

Nija bhasha byabajahara kara
ebam swarga lava kara
Nija bhasha byabajahara kara
wbam jayajukta hua
Nija parichitiku surakhita rakhi.
Nija bhasha byabajahara kara
wbam w pruthibire
Sarbabhouma upabhoga kra.
Utha ebam cheta
wbam lokanka pain kama kara
Nisthare utsahare
Bhashara swarthare.
Manerakha
eha derihelani.

Gajanan Mishra
Nijaku Aabishkara Kara (Odiaa)

Nijaku aabishkara kara
Mo bhitare aau dura kara
Sabu sandeha..

Gajanan Mishra
Nil - Empty

Nil or empty,
Whatever you tell
Not right.
Complete, full
Or whole,
You can't say
You have not seen.
You have to see,
But I have no power
To hear.

Nothing is wonderful,
But everything is common.
And I am not
On either way.
You may suggest
What can be done,
But you can't say
What I can't do.
Nature is that
I am there with you.

System is such
That we can't move
Separately here
And you want separation,
I agree not, though.
And you render service
For me
In due time.
Still, not complete
Still, not empty.

Gajanan Mishra
Nil Balance

Nil balance,
Nil balance.
And yet
You are taking me
To the places
At the time when
I have left with me
Everything.

At present
I want nothing,
Really nothing.
I know at this time
You are with me,
And you are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nindaku Suna Nahin

Nindaku suna nahin
Ninda kariba lokanka
Prakruti ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Nine

One two three four five
Six seven eight nine
After nine what
Nothing
Nothing but zero.

The biggest nine
Three three three nine
Specific special nine
Three into three nine
Very important nine.

Nine door nine persons
Nine nine only nine
Body constitute nine
Nine planet nine stars
Nine senses nine and nine.

Nine eight seven six
Five four three two one
Again nine and nine
After nine what
Nothing nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nine Doors Are Here In This Palace

Five led toward eastern side
One led toward northern side
One led toward southern side
Two led toward western side
Give the name of the doors
If you are really wise, my dear
I am within this palace
Use the doors only in my name
Stay free with me here, with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Nine Ways

Nine ways are there
Nine ways are there to get you
To see you to smell you
To hear you to taste you
To feel you
And I try to know
You are with nine
To test me fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Nintynine Percent People

Ninety-nine percent people
Are not interested in poetry, true.
Not interested in true poetry
That imparts true knowledge.
True knowledge is not here
In this materialistic way of life.
And I am sure, one cannot understand
My poetry while staying
On the material platform.
The way of education imparted
At present are in no way
Helpful to anyone at any time.
It is in no way helpful
To live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Nirbodha O Khosamadiaa(Odia)

Nirbodha aau khosamadiamane
Sabuthi kintu semane
Huanti niras sabubele.

Gajanan Mishra
Nirjanatara Nija Ranga Thae, ????????? ??? ??? ????(Odia)

Nirjanatara nija ranga thae
Aau aeta hin sudha sahitya.

In Odia lipi;

???????? ??? ??? ???,
?? ??? ??? ????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
No Access

No access beyond this
Here is truth in this body
What for divine bliss
If you are not to love to kiss.

Coming out is not easy
Renouncing affinity is not easy
Think not about escape
Sit calm in a cafe.

Perceive what is here
Have a glass of love-bear
Enjoy life that is near
O my dear, O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Account

I have no account  
As to who enjoy the earth  
And for what years.  
I know all enjoyments  
Have no meaning.  
I know each one's authority  
Is to be challenged by another  
For the good of all.  
Nothing to wonder but  
Each one should work  
In all civilized manner  
Under authorized texts.  
And prepare himself to exit  
Soon after call received.

Gajanan Mishra
No Action, No Inaction

Let us forget about
Action and inaction.
No action, no inaction.
We are to realize
Our own thought-process.
We are to weigh our
Own rise and fall
Here always.

Gajanan Mishra
No Adv

No adv., please,
You are going
To donate
And to earn
That is auspicious.
Keep secret
Your conjugal life,
Keep secret
What you are doing
Within your bathroom.
You are in the body-temple
O my dear, be clear,
Encash your conscience here
Get all joys and cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
No Adversaries

No adversaries here,
Look I am wandering
Without fear.

I am unborn
And eternally auspicious
And not decaying.

I cannot be a subject of thought
Forget everything, my dear,
And accept all as they are
As I am within them.

I am here to protect all
From world miseries- the most
Poisonous snakes and I am here
As most humble and indivisible flow of bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
No Adverse Impact

If there is no adverse impact
On anybody at any time then
Go on and go on.

Gajanan Mishra
No Advice

No advice,
Let all go
Where they wish.

At the end,
I am sure
They must meet.

I know
Who am I,
Tell not
I am nobody.

I am trying to
Begin the life
Afresh, please,
No query.

Gajanan Mishra
No Agitation

Your will is my will
What is happening
I think it is your grace
I have no agitation
In me, see.

Gajanan Mishra
No Agreement, No Bond

No need of agreements,
Or bonds.
Nothing required
Here to live in.
Firm faith is
The only basis of
Our living here and
Some sort of understanding.
Nature is the main source,
And nature believe not
With bond or conditions.
The glory is there
And it is but common
On the earth and in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
No Alone Here

I am not
Alone here,
And I do
Admit my faults.
Here I enjoy
My freedom,
But my freedom
Is yours,
That I know.
I perceive defects
Not in you
But in me.
I am not superior,
I know also your virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
No Alternative

No alternative no alternative
No alternative is here besides
The Truth the Truth the Truth.
Truth is our lives
Truth is our environments
Truth is everything and everything.
We are nothing but the Truth
Nothing but the Truth
Nothing but the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Alternative, But Poetry

No alternative,
But to compose poetry.
The poet care
Neither heaven
Nor hell
But dwell
Everything at a time.

The poet is guided
By his own emotion
And truth and love.
The poet executes
His own order
Through poetry,
The poet is in purity.

Gajanan Mishra
No And

No and never
Are not available
In my dictionary.

You can term it
Divine potency.

You can not call me
In the middle.

You can see me
From far distance.

Yes and definitely
I will join
In the race course.

And I found myself
In the secrets of Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Anger Zone

No anger zone.
No anger, please.

Please keep silent
If any one is
Getting angry,
Think, it has no value.

Retaliation is all
But bad and has nothing
To do anything here.

Getting angry is
Showing your madness.

One who is in anger
Excuse him like a child
Think and consider.

Gajanan Mishra
No Anxiety  No Fear

No anxiety no fear
My dear when you are
Doing your duty.

No anxiety no fear
When you are not doing
What should not be done
When you are doing
What must be done.

No anxiety no fear
Worry not
Go on doing your duty
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Arrival

But we are going
And going every time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Artificial

No artificial
Nothing is artificial
We are here always
With all natural phenomenon.

Just initiate
And go with it
It is bona fide
Nothing is to hide.

Life is shining
With everything
One to feel and taste
Say not it is perfect.

Full moon is rising in the east
Say just the gist.

Gajanan Mishra
No Attachment

No attachment
No link
Nothing to do
With anything.
And I am free
See me
Like the sky
I am moving
Like the air.
See me I am
Dazzling like
The star above.

Gajanan Mishra
No Availability

No availability
Just go on searching
Stop not
Hearing me
At this night.

Night is not mine
Still I am here
Searching myself
You have told and
Your comment has no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
No Back

No back to square
Order of boss.

Total commitment
To the people
Order of the boss.

Unopposed boss
With the blessing
Of the people.

No one is hungry
No one is deprived of food
Boss is pleased.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bar

There is no bar to play
no bar to sing
we are in the
campfire waiting.

In the Sky
recruitment is
going on
jump if you can.

Why are you
afraid of
kissing hugging
my sweatheart.

What is the future
existence is question
we make law
It is we to
beat bush.

Worry not
the house is full.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bargain

No bargain please
If you so wish
Just see
Dismantle not anything
You can not change
It is there as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
No Basis

Single is not the whole,
No basis means no truth,
No truth means you are entangled in the meshes of delusion.

I know, you are not happy,
You are not mighty, my dear,
And you are growing old
And yet you know not
Who you are.

I failed to understand
The reason behind
Why you are in dark
For so long.

Gajanan Mishra
No Beard No Moustache

No change and nothing
No birth no death
No revealed no concealed
And nothing
Keep all these where
And when they are
With air and fire
And that is divine power
That is I and that you are
Doing for what not known
And why should one know
If He is engaged himself
In pastime love with each other
In sportsman spirit
And I must say mystic.

Gajanan Mishra
No Begging

No begging
Lowest and worst
Is begging
No day no night
Only affinity
For survival
Love is a necessity
Horse or elephant
Everywhere you are
Present and always
You look pleasant
That is only affluent.

Gajanan Mishra
No Begging Please

No begging please,
Let me suggest to keep
Our own prestige and dignity.
We have sufficient strength
To produce food, clothing etc for us.
We have sufficient strength
To show the world how strong
We are and how developed we are.

Gajanan Mishra
No Beginning

No beginning,
In this story.
Go with it,
Side by side.

With colors and
Reflections,
Understand the things
In nutshell.

Misunderstanding has
Also got no meaning.
Do the things
As you like.

Gajanan Mishra
No Benefit

No benefit
No benefit.

You are cooking
You are eating
You are sitting
You are meeting.

No benefit
No benefit.

No body is there
To share
You have not
Shared anybody.

No benefit
No benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
No Better Than Plunderers

Ignoring the law and procedures,
And the religious principles,
You are plundering the state,
And by using foreign language
You left the people in dark,
You are no better than plunderers.
You are excessively proud,
You are to be annihilated.

Gajanan Mishra
No Binding Effect

When I am not there,  
No one can bind me.  
And all actions become  
Inactions, see.  
When I am not there,  
Nothing has valued for me.  
And I have received  
my own reward in time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Binding Force

No binding force,
Means, nothing to progress.

Accept and recognize
The law framed
For the larger interest.

Rule of law
Is the symbol of
A good civilize society.

Strong law
And legal basis
Is necessary
To push the human
Development
In progress.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bird Sings

No bird sings
On this day,
Though all are
Free to enjoy
This day here.
The reasons of
Not singing
Cannot be disclosed
Said the local authority.
Fear of maoist
Cannot be ruled out.
Autocracy of Govt
May also be the reason.
But lack of love
Must be there, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Birth

I have not taken any birth
And I am not here to die.

Gajanan Mishra
No Birth No Death

There is death
If there is death
There is birth
Birth Death
No no
No death no birth
No birth no death
Yes birth yes death
Manifest Unmanifest
And it is amazing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bliss And Nothing

No bliss and
Nothing in this life,
Take it granted.

Form, taste, smell,
Touch, all are useless.

Expiry time
Is very very near.

The period
Just over.

Wait and see,
Nothing remains.

Conception - not clear,
And all are in confusion
And far from purification.

Gajanan Mishra
No Body

You are nobody to compel
A bird to Fly and sing.
You are nobody to command
A poet to write and read.
You are nobody no body
You are nobody to to to.

Gajanan Mishra
No Body Can Kill Me

No body can kill me
I am indestructible.

Anybody can attains me
Where ever he desires
All the times I am available.

I exist, see
I existed, as you saw
I will exist, you will see.

With me
You are also here
All the time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Body Has A Right

Nobody has a right
To slap on the common man.

Nobody has a right to do anything
That is directionless
That is antipeople
That is inhuman.

Nobody has a right to show
Empty box
When everything is safe
And sound here and full
And belong to the people.

Gajanan Mishra
No Body No World

No body no world,
For this body only
This world is here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bondage

No bondage
No attachment
Just go free
Giving new
Performance
I disagree
What is new
After all here
Except your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bone

No bone is in my body
You see and see
I am helpless
You see my passing
And I am against
You and you are
Within me and
You are there
After my departure
I see you recasting
My body with bone.

Gajanan Mishra
No Brake

No brake,
Never broken,
Not bear.
Transaction is
Not completed,
And yet,
We left.
And we are
Enlightened.
Conception is
Clear and
Not illusory.
We should be
Proud of our life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Break

No break
No leaving
No giving up
This year
This time
Go on writing
Go on reading
Weather is fine
Life shines.

Gajanan Mishra
No Bridge

No bridge
And I swim.
Not here
Not there
But within.

Nothing is there
In many,
And hence
I am one here.

I swallow
The bridge
And I find
No diversion
Here in shrine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Calender No Time

I know
You have no calendar,
You have no time.
You care not time and date.

I know you can come
At any time at any place
To any one for a single purpose
To take him away.

I know always I am in your grip.
And so I am utilizing
The bonus or say special concessions
To the maximum
Granted to me by you
For the benefit of others.

Gajanan Mishra
No Case

No case.
But trial is
Going on.
Endure.

Nothing will
Happen.
If you have an
Access to the self.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cash

No cash,
Cashless,
Means
Improvement of
Transparency.

See my strength
In pluralism
And in diversity.

Cashless
Means
I am free
From corruption,
And I am perfect.

Trust me,
I am
The edifice of trust.
I am free,
I am a human being.

I am not intolerant,
But I am argumentative.

I respect
Multiple views,
Multiple thoughts,
And multiple philosophies.

Though err,
I am perfect,
I am here
To rectify.

I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Caste No Creed No Gender

No caste no creed no gender
We are in the world of poetry
Come soon, you are welcome.

Come here, take your own breathe
From here start your journey further.

It is your understanding and
Your imagination that matters.

All are for the welfare of others
That is referred by the speaker.

It is for happiness life is so dear
It is for good living keep mind clear.

Ne caste no creed no gender
Enjoy the life with full and free talking
While rising upwards feel better.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cause For You.

O, what you are my dear,
How great you are,
Where you are
That I wonder.
But you tell
You are here
Within me.
Great!
Let me think.
You tell you are
The cause for everything,
But there is no cause
For you.
Is it the truth!
You tell you are
Everything but
Different.
Great!
You tell you are
Invisible but you make
Everything visible.
Wonderful!
You tell you are
The observer
You are the witness
And you are changeless
But you are in everything
And everything is changing
At every moment.
Tell not anything more dear,
Let me think again.
But you tell
You are in the thinking,
How is it?
Please, please.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cause Of Action

No cause of action
Means no faction
Means it is your
Proof of perfection.

You are not in any profession
Means no need of any explanation
Means you are going on
To say life is just a fashion!

Gajanan Mishra
No Cause Of Quarrel

I find
No cause of quarrel,
With anyone
At any time.
I know, I am
No different from
Anyone anywhere.
No issue, no discussion,
And nothing like that.
The issue in question
Is not the matter,
But I find better option
That is at my disposal
For the purpose of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cause To Mourn

I know,
No cause to mourn,
I know nothing
To lose
Nothing to gain.

I know,
Nothing is there
Called hell
Or heaven.

I am straight,
See me, like that.
As you see me
So I am here,
Know it from nature.

Gajanan Mishra
No Certainty

When you would ordered
To leave.

Ask not
About duration.

Waste not a moment
On anything besides
Related with Him.

And He is everything
And He is only Yours
He is only certain.

Always stay freely
Keeping connection
With him.

Keep in mind
In His arena
You are living.

Gajanan Mishra
No Certainty In This Atmosphere

No certainty,
No confidential,
No mystic power,
No perfection,
But all are opened
And all wondered,
Here always in this
Changing atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cessation

No cessation,
What shall I do?

You are also
Not ready to
Throw me out.

And I am to avoid
Foam and bubbles.

I accept you
As the truth.

And I find active
All enemy.

I tremble due to
Earthquake, but I
Swallow the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
No Chance

No chance of
Getting second term
Only one
Only once.

Remember
You are not here
Only for you
Or for a few.

Plant not thorns
For others
And expect not
Rose from others.

Miss not
This chance
That you are here
For better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
No Charm

I find no charm,
No charm in worldly
And celestial pleasure.

Let me stay
In solitude.

I love You, my dear,
I utilize my mind in the thought of You.
See me, I am truthful, agreeable
And free from reproach and scandal.

I am here casting aside
Attraction and aversion.

Discharging duties
Professional and others
I regard nor myself superior.

Gajanan Mishra
No cheating,
No mind games,
No lies,
Live life.
And it is
Called true
Love.

Love life
And enjoy
The world.
It is for
You only.
Day and nights-
All are there
To welcome
You, dear.

Love, respect,
Togetherness,
Music, poems,
All made you
Fine.

Live with
All sincerity,
With all
Truthfulness,
Golden time
Is ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
No Check

You act
On your own way,
No check.

Know everything
About you,
About your energy,
Your earth, water, air,
About light and sky.
Know all about your
Own eyes, ears, mouth,
Nose, tongue, skin,
Hands, legs.
Know fully well
About your genitals,
Evacuating organs.

Keep under control
Your own mind and
Own speech.

Remember, you are
The combination of
All together.

Day and night,
Black and white,
All have equal role
In your existence.

Keep the process on
And observe life
In a form and act
In such a way
That would be
Accepted universally
By all.
Gajanan Mishra
No Children

No children
But only rhyme
And language.
No oxygen
But only death
And politics.
Politics for power,
Power to put others down.
Reason to show
A new chapter,
Chapter of black ideas,
Black images, black motion.
But remember life is
Far ahead, no one is there to die.

Gajanan Mishra
No Class

No class,
No division,
No group.
I want all,
All total.

All total
No part.
I want to
Go with all.

All are
With me.
And I thank
All means all
I belong to all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Clock Strike The Hour

No clock strike the hours,
And they said no business is ours.
They said go to sleep
It is late already.
They said drink and dance
Life would not come again.
They said cover your body
And work but while working
Cease not thinking.
They said words are there
To supply everything.
Be careful, your expectation
Is the devil that can smash you
Within at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cognizance

I am guilty here
I am committing
Each and every crime
But My Lord, You are
So kind that You
Took no cognizance of it
As I am Your servant's servant
And for this You love me

Gajanan Mishra
No Cold No Darkness

See no cold here
See no darkness of illusion
Fear not my dear
Here see the sun near
With torchlight of
Transcendental knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
No Comfort Please

No comfort please,
No expectation of
Any reward.
I am listening to You,
And side by side I am
Busy in my routinary duties
Like eating sitting awaking
And sleeping and for this
I am not expecting anything.
A true teacher expect nothing
A doctor only attentive to patient
And a farmer in his farming,
They are not hankering after money
And it is real service to the society.

Gajanan Mishra
No Coming Back Again

No coming back again
See this is my going on
This one way traffic
To Your house.

You are purified I know
You are the Supreme Truth
And I know and this is my upstart
Thinking myself your part.

I know my surface is
There at Your house
I know all my activities
Are only for You.

O my dear, Ultimate Truth is here
As a common creature, with You I am not in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Coming Out

No coming out
From the ocean
And from the sky.

All of you
Are therein.

True,
In so many ways
You are entering.

Wonderful,
You are still there
To declare yourself
What you are.

And you are not
Able to do anything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Command, Please

No command please,
I am not here to
Obey your command.

And why should I obey?
Expect not, I am
Your pet dog.

I am pure,
I am purified,
I am free,
And also
I am in truth.

I am honest,
I am upright,
See my light.

Gajanan Mishra
No Comment

No comment, please.
You just read it
And if you so like,
Think on it, feel it,
If you have time.
I am sure, since you
Know nothing, you are
Not fit to comment.

Gajanan Mishra
No Comment On Poetry

Comment not
Anything on poetry.
Poetry is to feel,
Poetry is to live,
Poetry is to bind
The past, the present
And the future together.

Gajanan Mishra
No Comment Please

No comment please
About Your beauty
About Your mercy.
No comment on Your creation
On Your all-pervading manifestation.
No comment on Your forms on Your power
On Your love and Your bliss.
Only I have to realize You,
And I have to take cognizance of Your identity
And Your relation with me.
You are the terrible fire
You are the infatuation-snare.
And still it is Your world
And here all stay and they are happy.

Gajanan Mishra
No Commitment

No desire
No commitment
Hope for the best.

Gajanan Mishra
No Conflict

Let us live
In no conflict zone.
Let us think life
A lot more.
Life and living
Both are there
In you.
But searching is
There by you.
But you are
There in each search.
You are more than
Anything and yet
You are ignorant about it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Confusion Please

My dear, confuse not,
While living,
Get rid of confusion.
Life is as straight as
The orbit,
Go round and round.
If able, orchestrate
What you have here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Connection

No connection
With actions
No connection
With perfections.

What is my duty
I have to know
Where to go
I have to think.

I have never said
I am intelligent
I am learned
And I show nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
No Connection No Action

No connection no action
No connection no love
No love no attachment
No attachment no ego
No ego nothing to forego
Only Self remain with You
No friend no foe.

Gajanan Mishra
No Connection No Mode

No connection no mode
No operation no modification
Yet go on playing like children
In establishing yourself
In the vast sky
With sun moon and stars
The illuminator the discriminator
Is with You all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Contact

No contact, please.
Who am I that
You are so eager
To share everything
With me.

Forget all here
Forget all desire
No share
No contact
Stay with yourself.

Better is your own life,
Go far away from all devouring
And most sins that are enemy
And put no question.

Gajanan Mishra
No Contrary View

No contrary view
On life and love
And truth and
On you.
The house is full
With you.
Sweetness of life
Is innumerable.

Gajanan Mishra
No Contrast

No contrast,
But lack of
Understanding is there.
Try to understand
This life in
Broader perspectives.
We are all one and
No difference at all here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Corruption Please

No corruption please
We are in democracy.
We are in love
No murder please.
No more tax please
We are in poverty.
We are not heroes
News no more.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cost

See
I am living
And no cost
And you are
Saying living
Is costly.

Live like me
Live like lotus leaf
Living is not easy
It is easy for you
You are wisest among wise
If you live happily.

By detachment
Live life
Without cost
Live life
Be happy fairly.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cost, All Gain

On a downward slope
The engine of my car
Is stopped but
The wheels moved
And I covered my distance
You may say
Action has been performed
Without having any desire
It is all gain and no cost.

Gajanan Mishra
No Court Of Justice

We have no court of justice
We have only court of laws
And laws are being framed
By the such type of people
Who have no values in real terms
And hence society is
Flirting with chaos.

Gajanan Mishra
No Cover Up

No one can kill me,
If death is not there
In my forehead.
Your fire, boiling oil,
Hill-top, legs of an elephant,
Poison, weapons etc are of no use.
As I am in truth, and you know
No one can cover up the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Craving

No craving for
Fruit of actions
And see I am free
I have no fear
To bondage.

I am not attached
I am not bound
I love you though
As because my love
For the welfare of
Entire world.

Gajanan Mishra
No Critic No Life

No critic no life,
The wise owl told me
Yesterday night.

And I begin
My life afresh right
From this morning.

Let the frog croak,
I care not the croaky.

Gajanan Mishra
No Crossroad

No crossroad,
when you are with me.

Stay here on this earth,
failing is out of question.

Here see all are living,
without fear of death.

No cross road, come to me,
I am here to take to the destination.

Gajanan Mishra
No Danger Is Here

I know no danger,
I am sure nothing to
Fear this world.
I know fear arises,
Due to lack of knowledge
About the truth.
And the truth is
This world has no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Danger No Fear Of Death

No danger, no fear of death,
As we long with unflagging love.

Love the eternal word
That is there within and also without.

Life is nothing but the realization of love
And love is nothing but the indivisible existence
Of knowledge bliss absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
No Danger Of Being Unsuccessful

I have forsaken everything
For You O my dear and
I know since You are here
In all my works I am sure
There is no danger of being
Unsuccessful in pursuing it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Danger, My Dear

No danger, my dear, here,
Endless gain and no suffering,
O my dear, here,
You are just to
Make union with the self,
You are just to
Come forward for self-help.

Gajanan Mishra
No Dark No Darkness

Find here
No dark
No darkness.
Find light,
Light of the self
All over the sky,
Everywhere
On this earth.

Fearless I am here,
See me with your own eyes.
Concentrate your mind
With great attention
On me.
I am the truth
Far away from falsehood.

No failure
No unhappiness
Stay conscious everywhere.
Stay with all gravity,
All intelligence
And forward yourself
To proper direction-
A beautiful life
Is waiting there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Darkness

No darkness can stand
In the presence of the sun
O my sun, please come
And stay with me
I know You are here within me
In my heart and I am sure
You are not going apart
At any time and I know
No darkness is here within me
You are pure and it is under you
My senses are functioning and hence
Their works are also pure
See my dear there is no material
Contamination there is no
Imperfection no impurity
It is only possible by
Revival of contact with You
It is only possible
In your presence, my supreme entity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Darkness Can Stand

No darkness can stand,
I know when I present
Myself there.
No ignorance can rule,
When I utter words
With all purity.
I think, I feel and
I say that are for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Deal

No deal,
And nothing.
But so many reasons
To read the text.

Verifying value
One should be
Romantic to
Satisfy others.

But who else is there
Besides the self?
So far no answer,
And each one in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
No Death

No death can touch me, see.
Since I have nectar, my dear,
I am living here, either
in this form or the other.

Name and addresses may change
But I am unchanged, see.
With the air and the water
You can find me without fear.

It is truth and it is love,
Let me tell you I am here
and you are also with me
in this same atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Death But Life

No death but life,
No life but death.
Let us go with both
To maintain good health.

And we are going
With life and death,
But we enjoy
No good health.

Reason is our mind-
The third person.
We should keep it
Under our control
Always, while doing
Works of new creation.

Gajanan Mishra
No Death Can

No death can touch me
My dear, I am here
See me for ever.

O Tennyson, you are wrong
See, I am my own sun
I am my own moon.

I am here as before
I will be here henceforth
No death can touch me I am sure.

I am sure what I am doing
Is for all out welfare
I know no friend no enemy is here there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Death Can Touch

No death can touch,  
My words, my languages,  
My love, my lifestyle.

No witch can stop  
My walk, my journey,  
My light, my beauty.

In all newness,  
There I am, discover me  
Within.

In all fragments,  
In both beginning  
And ends, there I am  
Search me out in  
Disbursement with coherence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Death Here- Disturb Me Not

Oh, I find no death,
Disturb me not please.
I am in your world,
See me within.

How can you disturb me?
Who are you to disturb me?
I am here as you see
Within you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Deception, Please

No deception, please,
I do not like
Any act of deceiving.
All deceiving tricks
Are going against you
Here, see.

Here and now
It is you who is
Deceptive,
Deceptive in thoughts
In actions and also
In the very living.

Deception is the act of
Beheading, debut not st all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Definition

No definition of sins,
And I am sure,
Nobody is sinful.

Be cool my dear
And try to climb to
The top of the hill.

Where is the hill?
That I know not,
But I am chilled.

Gajanan Mishra
No Deity

No deity is greater
Than my mother
I am with my mother.
No land is pious
Than the mother-land
I am in my mother-land.
No language is sweeter
Than the mother-tongue
I am hearing my mother-tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
No Delusion No Contrary Experience

Found here at this juncture
I found only You, O my dear, in this new orbit of love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Delusion No Violence

No delusion, no violence
No greed, no violence
No anger, no violence
No selfishness, no violence.
And life without violence
Is difficult to lead.
Living means you are
Taking shelter of violence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Demand

No demand,
No wonder,
No obligation,
No custom,
And here
find your love.

Your love is
self-explanatory.
Your love is
Far away from
hunger and thirst.
Your love is protecting
you from the predator, For love
Though prey you are without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Democracy Is Here

Democratic government
Is here with us,
But no democracy is here.
Our people are not yet
Avail direct position
To keep the government
In check and for this
The development works
Suffer set back.

Gajanan Mishra
No Depth

No depth,
Up and downs
Are there, though.
Somehow or other,
We are shameful,
For no reason thereof.
We believe in numbers,
Numbers have nothing to do.
Despite this,
We should stay fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
No Designation

I want
No designation.

Designation, I mean
False egotism.

I want to
Stay free.
I want to know
And enjoy freedom.

But where is freedom,
I know not as yet.

I am free, but
I want to regulate
The self.

I know the self is free.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire

No desire no lust
No disturbances
I am practicing restraint.

What is the necessity
I can not say
If I am going to say
I can not stay.

Not sufficient
No satisfaction
I am living with pleasure.

Ask me not anything
If I tell
You can not hear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire Of My Own

No desire,
I have no desire of my own,
I have nothing to do
And I am doing nothing, see,
Why should I do and
For whom I am going to do.

I know everybody has a connection
With You, everything has a connection
And for this I am here watching
That connection in close circuit
With eyes filled with tears
With throat choked with delight.

The reason is Your glories
And Your virtues, that also I desire not.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire And It Is Life

No desire and it is life.
And if you desire anything
You are dead.
You exit and you enter not again
You are fine and a gold coin
If you exit and enter again
Think, nothing new in it
You are just busy in a bargain.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire In Life

I have no desire in life
Save and except to serve You
O my dear, I perceived Your Presence everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire No Attachment

No desire
No attachment
No sin.

Right?

But I have a body,
I have a wife,
I have children?
What to do with them?

I have a house,
I have a state,
I have my own language
What to do with them?

Share with me your thoughts
And let me welcome you for good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire No Grief

No desire no grief,
No grief and no fear,
Just I am here,
See me my dear,
But tell me not
I am yours here.
I am here with my
Own value and virtues,
I am truthful and
I am insight you.
Always I am busy
In my works,
In your words,
In the thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire No Material Profit

No desire
No material profit
Today or tomorrow
I am just absorbed in You.

I know your beautiful colors
I know your effulgent
I know your dress
I know your body
That is in all sides
And your incarnation
In various forms.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire To

No desire to
Accumulate wealth
No desire to
Enjoy beautiful woman.

Only I want to serve you
My motto is causeless
Devotional service
And here I find
Highest perfection of life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Desire To Live

No desire to live,
No fear of death,
No desire to acquire anything,
No desire to do anything.
I lack nothing,
I lack nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Destruction

Inclination to love
Means no destruction
And there is lasting
Peace and perseverance.

Gajanan Mishra
No Dice Please

No dice please,
It is dicey.

Let the nexus
Be opened.

Let not anyone
Go to hell.

Let us hear life's
Lovely bell.

Let us keep
Our aim high
And wide.

Let us realize
This life
Precious.

Gajanan Mishra
No Difference

Water always downwards
Fire always upwards.

I find no difference
Between water and fire.

Gajanan Mishra
No Difference - Fragment And Whole

Is there any difference
Between the Ganges water
And the filthy drain water
When they are amalgamated?

My dear, if no difference then
As I am with You always
As You are in me
I am sure, I am pure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Difference Between

No difference between
An enemy and a friend
Except difference in behavior.

O my dear, be calm, be quiet
Be peaceful and stay with scriptures
Be a truth-follower.

Your success is depend on
Your renounced order of life
Employ your energy in the service of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No difference - It Is Right

No difference  
naked or clothed  
Rich or poor  
Man or animal  
Male or female  
Dress is different  
Not the living entities  
And it is right.

Gajanan Mishra
No Difference- Peace And War

No difference
peace and war.
Peace is not free
War is not far.
We must always
Be ready
For peace
For war.
Both are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Difficulty

No difficulty
To attain perfection.
No skill,
No jugglery,
Or gymnastic
And nothing
But it is time
That would take you
To the truth.
Stay calm and
Take appropriate steps
To move forward.
Life is as simple as
The morning sun.

Gajanan Mishra
No direction is here,
Here in life,
No east, no west,
No north, no south.
No colour is here,
Here in life,
No red, no white,
No black, no yellow.
But the earth is here,
My mother is here,
The water, the air
All are here as
The giver of gifts-
This beautiful life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Disaster

One who create
Is a creator
It is You
Who creates us
We trust You
We are made
Right with You
You are our hope
Our life
You are our creator
We have no disaster.

Gajanan Mishra
No Discrepancy

No discrepancy, no fault,
While writing poetry, but
Write with love
And in the heart.

No proprietorship
And nothing but do
All good to all
With all sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Dispute, No Dispute

No dispute over
The slogan 'Bhaarat
Maataa ki Jay'
It is the unique one,
In all over the world.
Our land is like our
Own mother, my dear.
Come together and feel
The pulse on this earth, and
In your own respiratory system.
Ours, this very land
Gives us our life-breath.
We are the sons and daughters
Of so many colours, caste, creed,
Religions etc etc are like one
And we are living here like
A bundle of stick.
Let us stick together and
Stick by our own principles
And stick up for the sovereign
Socialistic republic.
Let us stick it out all pains
For the development of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Distance

Distance has got
No meaning.
Where is the lotus
And where is the sun,
Still, they are one,
And see, busy in
Doing fun.

Where are you
That I care not,
I care only my
Sincerity and
All truthfulness,
I care only how I am here
And how I am thinking
Without any self-interest,
Only about you, dear.

I am in mud, no doubt.
I am here muddle through
In all the works that
I am doing for public good.
I know you are in all goodness,
And you are in truth.
See me, I am going to you,
Only on the path of truth,
Though very very difficult
To move on this path.

Dark, though, you are
There, to provide me all lights,
And I am here to tell your stories
That are the truth.
Truth for all, we are to utter
For all good and for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
No Distinction

No distinctions
You and I
Yours and mine.

Full of contradictions
This life
Inner and outer.

O my dear
No such Truth here
No system
Passion and envy.

This all mystic
Don't try to
Bind me
Show not your's failures.

Gajanan Mishra
No Diversion

No diversion,
No diversion to
Anything else.
But stand,
Without motion,
Like a column,
With love,
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Division

No division,
Division is not possible,
Undivided,
We are all here.
No delusion,
Nothing is here,
No demoniacal nature.
Only truth is here
And it is one,
Only one, in different forms.
Nothing to be discovered,
No way out to go from here.
No red signal anywhere and
Each one is free to do as per order.

Gajanan Mishra
No Doctor Can

No doctor can
Prescribed what you take
No sound can say
What you like to listen.

It is the sun and the son
That appeared in time
And cautioned darkness a head
That you missed.

In sea and in field
In mountain and in sky
You are not able to
make yourself present.

Gajanan Mishra
No Dog Is Here

No dog is here,
No dog.
Come on with your
Own idea,
Come on.

Sing, as you like,
Dance, where you like,
Eat, what you like,
Stay, when you like,
But say not
Not good for the time.

March forward,
Anyhow, you have to
Proceed.

Gajanan Mishra
No Doomsday

No doomsday
No dramatic change
Live in peace
With family members
My dear
Remember me
I am for you here
Your very near
To keep you safe.

Gajanan Mishra
No Door

No door,
You can find here.
Go, go,
The road is clear.

Pious ladder
Is welcoming you,
My dear, go, go
And enter
Deep down the sky.

Flowers and fruits
Are there, go, go,
And take them
By dint of your
Own labour.

Gajanan Mishra
No dream but dream girl is here,
And we are all become mad after her.
We are hungry and we feel the trouble,
No truth no love and our optic glass
Gives no flavour, no glory and nothing
Is there for us there or here. True,
We are dreaming for a better world,
But we are not doing the works to secure
This world within first. We are restless
For nothing and we are mocking ourselves
Saying eachother worthless.Is there not mud
In our hearts in stead of love and joy.
We are at stake and yet we have not done
Anything for stack-out in our living.

Gajanan Mishra
No dream is there to waste,
No man is there to die,
Remember, the earth is
Always, in touch with the sky.

No one is small here,
Think not about your
Smallness, my dear.
You are here to make
A difference.

Just, try to know
Who you are and what
You are telling.
Never give up
What you are doing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Dream No Life

No dream no life,
Life is the gift
so also dream.
Without dream how
can I live?
And without living
how can I dream.
Living needs
basic requirement.
And my dream
makes me important.

Gajanan Mishra
No Duality

Truth is truth
One and all
No duality.

Gajanan Mishra
No Duration

No duration
No duration of time
Between creation and
Annihilation
No past no present
No future
Determination nature
So many planets
In so many universes
No time to measure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Earth No Sky

Come and say goodbye
No earth no sky
I do not need spy
Come and say goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
No Earthquake

No earthquake,
But see,
I am trembling,
I am forgetting
My own tune,
My morning and
Evening both are
In sorrows,
My air and water
No more pure,
My food is
Not nutritious,
I am no more
Curious.

Gajanan Mishra
No East No West

No east, no west,
No sunrise, no sunset.
And we move
Round and round with truth.
But truth is not
All what we see,
What we hear.
But to search the truth
Is our mission.
And where is the truth?
Let us discover the truth
Within our own body, dear.
I am not the creator
Of my life, rather,
You are there to read
Each chapter and
Find the silent spectator,
Anywhere here.

Gajanan Mishra
No East, No West

No east, no west,
The sun rising there,
The sun is also
There to set.

No difference between
Birth and death.
The matter of life is
Also, remain unsettled.

Gajanan Mishra
No Eating

No eating no sleeping no mating
Is it life and what type of life
Before answering ask your wife
If any.

Hear your wife attentively
Are you belong to your wife
Before answering ask your wife
If any.

Are you really going to ask
Your wife then wait a minute
Let me come to you
To awake you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Effect

Come or go,
No effect.
No effect
In anything,
Eating,
Sleeping,
Or in doing
Any other thing.
But in all
Contradictions,
Neutrality be
Maintained.

Gajanan Mishra
No Electricity Is There

No electricity is there
In the moon.
I cannot say the existence of
Air or water.
But the sun is there
That I know.
And the moon is in between
The sun and the earth, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
No End No Space

No end no space,
No life, no time.
But everything herein
To see to feel
And to pass away
Silently without
Saying anything.

In light and in fight,
Showing strength is
But a necessity.
By giving and taking
One can declare
He is alive
Truly indeed.

Gajanan Mishra
No End Of Anything

You can not find any end
My dear, there is no
End of anything here.

You can find only expansion
And expansions of expansion
And expansion here.

In so many folds in so many places
In so many names in so many dresses
You can find one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
No End Of Misery

I am the cause of
My misery,
No end of misery.
No dreams, no stream,
And life is not
A flower bed.

Still, I enjoy
The arts of life.
I enjoy the profound
Beauty found in it.
Here, I prove
Everything right,
Here, I read and
Write poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
No End Of Pains And Sorrow

Here on this earth,
See, no end of
Pains and sorrow.
No one is able to
Express his pain
In clear terms.
Age no bar,
From very birth
Till old age
Every one is
Here to suffer.
No power, no wealth
No partner
Can give relief.
No wish is here
To be fulfilled.
One after another
It is arising
And giving us pains
And sorrow.
Only disease, insults,
Failures etc etc are here.
One is killing another,
One is eating another.
The creatures are
Born and live to suffer,
Here on this earth.
Fractions, hate, struggles
All give us pains and sorrows.
Where is love? where is peace?
Where is nectar?
See, only cry of the creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
No End Of This

No end
And nothing.
It is all
The beginning,
Always, everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No End To Anything

No end to anything,
Here or there.
No nothing,
Nothing else
Remains to be known.
Who so ever he may be,
He is nothing.
Know full about nothing,
Only nothingness is
There in everything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Ending

No ending and
also no beginning,
And here we are
Competing with each other.
Result is known
to me and to you also
And here we are
fighting with each other.
We both are in lose,
remember, my dear.
It is really sorry
we care not any 'caution'
and we are burning ourselves
whole day long.

Gajanan Mishra
No Ending- Round Path

No ending- round path,
Go on moving round and round.
But stay calm and uniform
And observe the path,
And the light on it.
Catch the glimpse and
Say something in your own words.
It is your own nature that is there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Enemy

Here we have no enemy originally
Here we are living without any
Mental agonies, diseases
No excessive heat or cold.

Our creator is protecting us originally
He is looking us managing us
And doing all sorts of works for us
We should remain free and frank always.

We know our creator is everywhere
In everything at all times
We should not harm others disturb others
In their natural status and process.

Gajanan Mishra
No Enemy Is Here

No enemy is here
If you see anybody
As your enemy
That is your illusion
That is your ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
No Enemy No Friend

No enemy no friend,
You can send
Any message
As you think fit
At any time.
But be care
The same is
Ready to return
Very soon to you.
Wonder not
It's but common.
Your spirit and
Your endeavor
Would count.

Gajanan Mishra
No English Words

No English words
For love, feeling,
And attachment.
English words are
Not able to express
So many higher stages
of life.
English words have
No place in
Respectful fraternity,
In internal opulence,
In parental affection,
And in the highest stage
Of love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Enmity

No enmity, no disharmony
No suffering or any kind.
Life is divine
In loving one another
In doing prescribed duty
That is proper
In pursuance to Truth.
It is purity, compassion
And charity everywhere.
All are qualified
For beatitude.
No one is destitute
No one is stupid
All are pious and virtuous.
All are learned and wise
And everyone recognized
The merits of others.
Acknowledged the services
And benefits received from others.
Here, find Truth and Love
Are the undisputed sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
No Envy

No envy,
No fault-finding,
No contempt,
No evil at all
As I regard you all
As myself
And I behold you all
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Envy No Fear

No envy no fear.
Live life dear with
All pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
No Escape

No escape,
Really, there is
No escape.
You have to
Know the truth
And play your role
Plainly and openly.
Every one thinks
He is clever.
But when he wakes up
In the morning he
Kept himself busy
How to fill his stomach but
Forget it is other's filth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Escaping

No escaping,
Duties must be done.

Wait not
For the result.
It is there
And you would know
In course of time.

No use of wealth
No use of power
No use of anything
That you want to acquire.

Have patience
And wait,
Everything is guaranteed,

Gajanan Mishra
No Excuse But Take Care

No excuse, but take care,
Nature is very cruel, stay fair.

Gajanan Mishra
No Existence

I have no existence,
That I know, my dear.
And still I am eager to
Accumulate everything.
I am dying at every moment
That I know, my dear,
And still I want to
Live here for my selfish end.

Gajanan Mishra
No Exit

We are all here
and we find no exit.

Where to go,
inquired little pigeon,
And I put not
any more question.

Golden oriole came
at this time and said
in clapping hands, O
Are you not mine!

Tumbler, come here my dear,
with your warbling
and let me open the sky
said at last butterfly.

Gajanan Mishra
No Expectation

No expectation of any benefits,
But only love is there.
Only follow the law of the land
And make yourself a star.

Be grateful to the mother,
To the motherland,
And to mother language, dear men,
Since your own identity is there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Experience

No dream
And hence
My dear
Understand the matter.

Matter has nothing
To do here
My dear
Understand body as a matter
And through this body
Experience life
And through experience
Have a dream
Through dream rise, rise and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
No Explanation

No explanation
And like that
For any mistake
Or errors.
Numbers have
No importance
In real term.
No new things
Come up.
Nothing to
Bewilder also.

Gajanan Mishra
No Eyelids

No eyelids,
You are not there
To close your eyelids.
And one who is in
Touch with you,
Is glorified in good places.
You have directed to
Perform all in clear hearts.
You are the ocean
And you are also the sky,
Wherein I want to fly.
See me, I am in touch with you,
Both directly and indirectly,
And you are there to embrace me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Face

No face,
No book.
How to know
Who you are,
And what for
You are here.
Still, I am
From the very
Morning waiting
To see you,
To recognise you,
To talk to you,
To say a few words
About you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Face I Want To See

No face I want to see,
Faces are only here
With so many colors.
I want a life but with no face,
No life is here but the faces.
The winter and the summer
All have their separate faces,
And I like them with originality.
The star and the car
All are moving side by side,
But they are there not far.
I want to see all together,
Without any fear, if they appear
Before the mirror.

Gajanan Mishra
No Faith In The System

How can I keep faith,
When the very system is
Not following the rules
And the laws of the land.
How can I abide the law
When it is going against
The constitution and
The people in general.
The root of all system
Is the people.
And the people must be
Given their dues.
The voice of the people
Must be heard in toto.

Gajanan Mishra
No Faith Means Nothing

No faith means nothing
No faith means my existence
With that of yours is nowhere.

Who said then we are here
Here means where
Have you any answer
If you like you can take
Here is your reward.

Often you are telling
It is fraud it is falsehood
It is forgery here is injustice
And you failed to prove it
As you are therein.

Fruit- you want
What fruit and for what
You are not clear at first.

First keep faith and then
See here is special grace
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Faith No Life

No faith no life.
Be pure and sincere
Faith take you
Near and nearer
Where there is Father.

No faith no hope
No hope no life.
Where there is faith
There is security
There is stability.

No faith no success
To hold on faith
To go on the path
Of success
And success is life.

Faith is the candle
Faith gives light
In the dark night
Be pure and sincere
Faith is the doctor
That can cure
Your life's cancer.

Gajanan Mishra
No Faith No Love

No faith no love
Nothing and nothing
Though I am
With my mirror.

Air water light
Cuckoo crow black drongo
No body is yours
I know You know
Bravo bravo.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fall

No fall,
And it is all.

It is all,
Give me a call.

A call,
Rises me.

And I am there
For all.

All are tall,
In the sacrificial hall.

Hall is this body,
This life.

And this life is
Like honey-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
No False Representation

No false representation,
All but truth, let us face all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Farewell Please

No farewell please
Nobody is coming
Nobody is going
Each and everybody
Is here as before.

Only time
Only circumstances
Only our thinking
Are changing their
Shape and sounds.

And it is for pleasure
O my dear, see me
Without your eyes
Touch me
Without your hands.

It is a game of
Touch me not my dear
Please hear
Praises criticisms
All are equally here.

Show your sacred thread
And love to all
In love everything is in tact
Nothing change either
In land or abroad.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fault

No fault
I say
Nothing faulty
You have sacrificed
Charity and penance
With you
Go on
Light is yours
You are in light.

Gajanan Mishra
No Faults

No faults
With virtuous,
I know.

No backbiting
Against others,
Please.

Use no harsh words,
Disrespect no elders.

Self praise
Is your enemy, dear.

Give up what is
With you and stay
Free from sorrows
And act within the limit.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fear No Friendship

No fear no friendship,
No fear no loyalty,
No fear no service,
Inspire fear, my dear
on the stupid servants
to get result as you wish.

Talk wisdom to one
away from worldliness.
Make friendship with
saints and gentlemen.
Expect equality
with man of peace,
Give discourse to devotees,
to get result as you wish.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fear Of Anyone

No fear of anyone,
As I have absorbed myself
In the truth of time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fear Of Death

I have no fear of death,
So also no desire to live.
I have nothing to do
So also no one is there to meet.
I know the truth
As because I love you.
I love you
And it is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Feeling Whatever

See me
I have no feeling
Whatever.

See me
I am not merely
An individual identity.

See me
I am not in conflict
With anyone anywhere.

But I am strong,
And a powerful defendant
Of my land.

I am filled with
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fire In Moon

No fire in moon
No ice in sun
Is it true my dear son!

I am going
I am coming
Is it life's expansion!

Nothing and nothing
As you said something
See the plinth said mason.

With fire with ice
With coming with going
I write poetry and
You said treason.

Gajanan Mishra
No Flaw No Law

Real stuff I want,
And to use it
In real life.
The real story is life.

Men of real popularity
Have nothing in them.
But entire life
They do all good for all.

All reality,
All music,
And life is there
To prosper on this earth.

No flaw no law
Can check me to glow.

Gajanan Mishra
No Foes No Friends

No friend no foes
Friends are more than foes
And foes are more than friends
But who knows who is a friend
And who is a foe.

Gajanan Mishra
No Follower

I don't want
Anyone should
Follow me,
I know
No followers
Is well and good.
It is sure,
I am not a guru,
Or not a man
Who is powerful.

Similarly,
I also do not like
To follow anyone.
But I follow each one,
So long as my
Conscience does not object.
And once I received
Objection I stop
Then and there.
But before doing that
I expect all good.

My life is panic,
And I fear to live,
And I invite death,
But not as a coward,
But to see the courage
Therein me.
The death is my follower,
And I am the follower of nectar,
Known to everyone here.
And it is well known
To each one that I am a poet
And death has no guts to touch me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Following Day

Remember, just remember
One thing my dear guy,
There is no following day.
Whatever you are to do
You have to do today.
Today is only your day.

Realize, just realize
You are not living after today
You are not going to stay
With these time and person and place
Whatever you miss
You will not have it again.

Gajanan Mishra
No Force No Encroachment

No force, no encroachment,
Life is as free as the air of the forest,
Forest is as free as the ocean,
And the ocean is as free as the sky,
The sky is as free as the life.
If you so like, test the time,
If you so like, know the earth,
If you so like, go and fulfill your desire,
That is there with that far up the star.
Matter is utilization of power,
Matter is nothing but to acquire
The license of life till retired.
Trained hands are equally the necessity of time
And the pious souls are there to know the reality.

Gajanan Mishra
No Foreign Element

No foreign element
Is allowed to destabilize us.
We are here in all fairness
And we are transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
No Formality

No formality,
Please come,
You are welcomed.
Remember, you are
Coming to your mother,
Mother-nature.
Just absorbed in love
And take anything
That is nectar.
Just talk in my language,
And take away my hearts.
Just come and say all truth,
We feel highly delighted
In your presence, your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Free

No free
No vice
No feeling
Nothing.

Reason of grieve
No known
Noble man
Yet to find.

Need not worry
I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
No Free Food And Shelter

Birds have free food and nest
Foxes have free food and holes
Alas, men have no
Free food no free house.

Gajanan Mishra
No Free Ride

You can come
And see but
You cannot ride
The time freely.
Free-ride is
Not allowed,
As life risk is
There for all.
You cannot say
What would happen,
But you must
Obey the rules
And laws there
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Freedom

You cannot do anything
Just hear and keep silence.
You cannot do anything
Just see and keep silence.
You cannot talk to anybody
As per your wish
You cannot go with anyone
When and where it require.
You are not free
You are in chain
You have to obey
The instructions and
The orders that are here,
You are to wait for the dinner.

Gajanan Mishra
No Friend

All friends
No friend
All in face book
What use!

Gajanan Mishra
No Friend No Property

No house, no wife,
No friend, no property,
I am alone.
I am yours,
I am,
What I am
And I have nothing.
I have nothing to do.
You are my love,
You are my work,
You are my word,
You are coming to me,
You are staying with me.
I am yours with your daily routine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Friends No Enemies

No friends no enemies
All are one and equal
Honor dishonor cold heat
All equipoised
Remained silent and
Be satisfied
No residence and
Present everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fruit

Fruit is not sure
In this ostentation
In this false reverence
In this passionate form.

Fruit is not yours
You are to performed only
In this valley daily
Main obstacle is belly.

Gajanan Mishra
No Fruit No Flower

No fruit no flower
Nothing valuable nothing ours.

We see all here
And we see nothing.

What is valuable asked the bride
Bridegroom replied and keep quiet.

Nothing is given
And got everything.

Anxiety is our responsibility
It is there with our life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Further Delay

No further delay
What ever is here to do,
Do it at the present
Moment, today.
Who knows
What will happen
Tomorrow?
Who knows
Who is going where
And going for
What purpose?
Wheel is turning
At every moment,
You are present.

Gajanan Mishra
No Further Work

No further work
To be done.
You are free
If you so like
You may go
Or stay to see
What is there.
You may take delight
You may feel sorrow
Nothing to say.
No difference of rich
And poor.
As before you are here.
You cannot do, never.

Gajanan Mishra
No Future

No future only present
I am going to smile
And in everything
Giving my consent.

Be successful, my brother
It is my wish
Don't bother
You are the conqueror.

Lend your ears
To the distress and the poor
They are God's
Lovely brother and sisters.

Going with everybody
Is good and fine
Taking self is
Only rhyme that is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Gain But Pain Is There

No gain but pain is there
In this world,
No pain but only gain is
There with you, my dear.
You are my love, you are my truth.
With faith, my dear, I am doing
Everything here for you only
And looking this artful-life as wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
No Gap

You can not move
You have to move
You are not allowed to
Stay here at this stage.

No gap
And you know the gap
That is there in your
Walk in your sleep
That is the anchor.

Gajanan Mishra
No Gift In Exchange

No gift in exchange, please.  
You yourself, please reside.  
Let not our pride our strength  
Break down dear, for anything,  
Outside us, foreign to us.

Gajanan Mishra
No Glory No Joy

No glory no joy
No good no happiness
Evil king deceitful friend
Evil wife bad pupil
I have my own life
That all round fulfill.

Gajanan Mishra
No God Is There

No God is there
Or here or anywhere,
Only you are here
And you are to take
The decision what is
To be done, my dear.

Everything, the past
And the present and
The future are with you,
You are to take whom
You like and when
For your own convenience.

Fill your heart with love,
Take your feet on the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No God Is There In Wood Or In Stone

No God is there in wood or in stone,
Only faith is there.
Blessing granted
As per the ratio
Of the faith within.
Keep faith,
And trust in tact.
Peace is the blessing
And contentedness is
The joy.
Learn from your
Own experience
And way of life
And feel good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Going Back

No going back,
But forward march
Always everywhere.

Within water,
Within air,
Life is there.

No instruction,
But enter deep
And deep into the sky.

Life is all,
But heavenly.
No misery
But all happiness, and
Rich with all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
No Good Man

No true good man
Can be a bad one
At any time anywhere.
But a bad man can
Turn into good
With the words
Of the good man.
I know not
Who is good and
Who is bad and
I invite all
To sit together
For a settlement
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Good To Anyone

Think good,
And if you failed,
It is no good
To anyone.

First, pay,
Then get,
The rule.

Before expression,
Think about the wish.
And blame not others
For the consequences.

For heaven's sake
Be sensible,
But with the rule.

Gajanan Mishra
No Good To Reap

No good to reap
No good to reap if
One nurses a grudge.

If someone nurses a
Grudge against you
Don't go there
Without invitation
And let me say
Even on invitation.

Go not go not
If you go, anticipate no
Anticipate no good result.

Gajanan Mishra
No Greed No Fear

No greed no fear,
Proceed ahead
You are free here.
Freeness needs
Not to possess property,
Not to steal anything,
Not to tell a lie,
Not to cause injury to life.
Stay free
With right faith,
Right knowledge,
Right actions.
Go, you are freed
But avoid ill-will and desire.

Gajanan Mishra
No Grief On Separation

Separation is a must O my love
Think not it is real separation
It is just the birds flying away
In different directions in the morning
Converge again on the tree in the evening.

Every one has his own life to live
And own plan to execute the plan
And giving respect is our duty
It is nature's law
Nothing to grief and live sorrowfully.

Gajanan Mishra
No Guarantee

No guarantee no warranty
Your life at your risk
Your journey at your road
Your vehicle your time.

No guarantee no warranty
Many ways many places
Many stars many lights
Give a declaration mine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Guarantee - Bogus

No guarantee
Of the relationship
Of reader and writer.
Writer may quit
With half writing,
And reader may confuse
What is happening.
Playing no role
How can you call
Anyone actor!
Deviating the past
How can you reach
The present here.
No guarantee- bogus.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hand No Leg

No hand no leg
But everywhere
With so many names
No form no term
But eternal norm
No origin but
Cause of all causes
No shelter but all clear
And it is known
Only to the scholars.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hands No Feet

No hands no feet,
Still, everyone believes
I am doing everything,
I am present everywhere,
And with this believe
They are crossing the sea.
By nature each one is
Going upwards and upwards.
Eternally all are one
And by internal nature
They all glorify themselves.
They perform all works
With their multifarious energies
To reach to a greater height.

Gajanan Mishra
No Happiness

No happiness as you asked
I feel so far.

I am dying every moment
I am crying for them.

Gajanan Mishra
No Happiness Here

Here, no happiness,
And you are baffled
By Material nature.

Gajanan Mishra
No Happiness If Not Caring

No happiness
If you are not caring.
No happiness
If you have no faith.
No happiness
If you are not good in nature.
No happiness
If you have no power
Of discrimination.
Listen and go
Beyond your ignorance.
Discover yourself
Where you are now
And get the real grace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Harm - In Truth

Here is a flower
Look
And look
There is a serpent
In the flower
And look
No harm
If it is true
If you are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Harm In Seeing

No harm in seeing anything
No harm in glancing Your gem-like smile.

I know, my dear, You are here
To relieve the fear and distress of the people.

You are self-satisfied that I know my dear
Your smile Your glance is giving pleasure to everybody.

Gajanan Mishra
No Harmony No Happiness

Happiness is something different
I must say before all and with all,
Harmony is something and something else here.

What I asked you have forgotten and let me
Not repeat again, as we should know
Nothing is there to return.

Just remember, what you are, my dear,
And you are nothing more than a dish of
Yellow colored ice-cream in this hot summer.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hasty Decision

No, no,
Take no hasty decision,
My dear son.
Indulge not
In taking the risk.
Rare to find a
Truthful man here.
They are unable to
Pay off.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hate No Desire

No desire no hate.

Let us have
Happy chat
O mate.

Nothing harm
Nothing charm.

Let us live
With all
And have a
Peace-farm.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hearing No Pain

No hearing no pain
No seeing no pain
No feeling no pain
No need no pain.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hearing No Smelling

No hearing no smelling  
Ears eyes nose tongue  
Not mine.

We are here to  
Make this world heaven  
We are here to tell  
Without mouth.

Only seeing is  
Your work  
And we are to  
Wander here  
East west  
North south.

Feeling is only ours  
Through this poem  
I want to say  
Who care.

Gajanan Mishra
No Heart They Said

No heart, they said,
In clear terms
Just for business sake,
You may enter and exit
Without any comment
En route.

Gajanan Mishra
No Heaven Is There

No heaven is there
Without love.
Where there is love
That is heaven, my dear.

You are here in
My house, you are my love,
Love is there within us,
And we are committed to each other.

Hate and envy have
No place in love,
Love is not found in hell,
In my house, my dear, are you not well?

Gajanan Mishra
No Hoarding No Poverty

No hoarding no poverty
No suffering.
Enjoy yourself
Don't hoard.

Constipation in any kind
Is bad and not for public welfare
Don't be a miser
Misers become constipated.

Hoarding is a habit
Please go out of it.
Live a moment
Live the present.

Life is no different
Than heaven
O men, my friends
You are really divine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hocus-Pocus, Please

Stay clean,
No hocus-pocus, please.

I know everything
From the beginning
To the end.

I exist everywhere,
Even within you.

Stay in truth
And stay happy.

Bother not
About anything.
I am there
To solve all
Problems.

Gajanan Mishra
No Home

Since I have no home
No need to leave home
This world is not mine
I am told this is my home
Since the world is a
Place of pilgrimage
I am a pilgrim here
I suppose.

Since I am here
You are here, my dear
I have nothing to conceal
I know You are inside
My room and keeping
Everything on record
I am Yours for ever
I am Your inheritor.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hope

No hope
No desire
No lust
No sin.

No pleasure
No prosperity
No house
No sin.

Life in renunciation
Life with meditation
Life without explanation
Life is in perfection.

Eating drinking
Washing bathing
Perform everything
With detachment.
Going and coming
Living and dying
Nothing and nothing
Is a punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
No Hope Of Life

No hope of life
We all know
There can be
No hope of life
Without Truth.

We all know
And well aware
That where there is
Truth there is
Virtue and joy.

And without Truth
There is no love
And without love
There is no life.

If we are to live
We must love each other
To get honey of joy
To get fountain of prosperity.

It is good will
it is blessing
Everything is here
Only if there is Love
Only if there is Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No horse is there with me,
I have also not even an ass.
I have taken no advice from
Fox or from lion,
I find no one here at this place.

I like no color,
I know no color is there
Anywhere here in the true sense.
I desire not to harvest anything
At this offseason.

I see the image of truth
Everywhere all time.
And when I utter words
I am misunderstood.

Gajanan Mishra
No Horseman Is There

No horseman is there,
Only horses are there.
Nothing to blame the air,
Nothing to blame the fire.

But I am going upstairs,
As I am sure you are there.
It is all good and fair,
Going with love I said I am the heir.

Gajanan Mishra
No House Is Here

No house is here,
No man is there
In that house
If you termed it
As a house.

Land is no more there,
No more- the sky,
The air and the water
All are polluted,
Light is but mystic.

I have no word
To express my feeling,
Words are also not so
Pure to write a poem sure.

Gajanan Mishra
No I

No I
No You
It is Ultimate Truth
It is service to Truth.

Conception of
Independent existence
Is like a dream.

Be in Truth
The original position
And it is You, my dear
The part and parcel
And the whole.

Gajanan Mishra
No I No My

No I, no my
And see,
Here, it is love,
It is yours,
Everything that
Are here.
Love is
Absence of
Selfishness.
Find no existence
No I, no my
It does not exist.
Selfless stage
I have to attained.

Gajanan Mishra
No I Want Nothing

No I want nothing
If I am telling
You are not there
To believe, that
I know and still
I am telling
No, I want nothing.

And you are there
And giving me everything
But I am the fool
I know nothing.
I am not able to know
Who am I and what are
There within me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Idea

I have no idea
Of this area,
And how things are
Going on here.
But I know
The ultimate goal is
To find out the truth,
That is there around us.

We have to feel
The pulse here.
We have to bring
The lost one
To the limelight
With all truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
No Idea No Thought

I am satisfied with what I have
At any point of time with anybody
I have never compare myself.

No idea no thought
Come to my mind ever
I have got nothing
Except peace and satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
No Identification

No identification,
Nothing and no one
Is here at this time.
No proof is necessary
To establish the sky,
No instrument is necessary
To bring anything
To the picture.
No sense, no intellect,
Can perceive anything.
It is all in marvel,
It is all a process
Of the bad man quarrels
With his own tools.

Gajanan Mishra
No Illusion

No illusion
When You are here
O my dear that I know.

You are the truth of all truths
You are the ultimate truth
All other truths are relative to You.

My poems are for You
Nothing to argue
O my dear I know
All in one
Everything here is You
Only You You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Ill-Will

See I have no ill-will
For anybody
See I am friendly and
Compassionate to all.

Am I not free from the sense of
Mine-ness and egoism?
And see I am even-minded
In pleasure and pain.

See I am ever contented
I am self-controlled
I am unshakable
I am determined
I am also forgiving
I am a poet full of love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Image Crumbles

No image crumbles
Body is called temple
And not any body collapses.

O my dear, this body is yours
You are here in this temple-body
I honor You I am yours glorious deeds.

You are my noble monarch
You are my truth
You manifest in this body I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Impostor

To go out
Spotless from here
Is very difficult.
Still then, I have entered
And tested the atmosphere.

And I see only truth,
And I see only one color.
And I see only one creature.

My words are my worth here,
All are my near and dear.

Sorrow is no longer,
Life's process is clear,
With the touching of
Nectar without any impostor.

Gajanan Mishra
No Independent Existence

I have no independent existence of my own
I am born out of your feeling of love
I am nothing but love, O my dear
I am here with you always everywhere
You can not wipe me out, I am within you
I am self-sufficient, I am not hankering of anything
I am imperishable, I have affinity with all
And I am alive with you.

Gajanan Mishra
No India No America
No India no America
But I want the entire world
No man no beast
But I want entire creatures
No water no air
But I want entire elements
Everywhere I see You, my dear
Nothing is besides You
I want but You but You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Individual Identity

No individual identity
And nothing.
All imaginary and
All waiting.

For the earth
And for the sky
We are all there
And we fly.

We call the air
And we call the light.
For individual identity
Day and night we fight.

Gajanan Mishra
No Information

No information
About the things
Happening.
No suitable action
Against violation.
No meeting,
No apology.
No reason stated
Anywhere.
No morning,
No journey.
No asking for
Any cancellation.
Missing is common,
Messages given
Not in proper form.
Press the yes button
And know in clear term
The work of neutron.

Gajanan Mishra
No instruction please,
Let me go free,
The world is very wide.
My line, my circle is
Quite different from
That of yours and I am
No way related to you
Here in living with
The air and the water.
Let me stay free and and fly
And give me a chance to
Measure the sun and
The moon as well on
This earth under the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
No Intention To Conquer

To conquer anyone -
No intention.
To possess power -
No intention to oppose anyone.

Rather I respect all
And I want to live in peace,
Nothing is mine I know.

I know Truth is diminished
By falsity.
Mercy is diminished
By violence,
Austerity is diminished
By dissatisfaction.
Charity is diminished
By quarrel.

Gajanan Mishra
No Interference

We are two
And with us
No third person
Interference is there.

We are two
One- birth
Another- death
Both - not far.

Let us see
How far we are
Staying with whom
When we are in doom.

Gajanan Mishra
No Invasion, Please

At this time
We are all here,
No invasion, please,
We are in equal status,
No lower, no upper,
No backward, no forward.
As you treat me
So you are be treated.

Gajanan Mishra
No Invitation Is Necessary

To come to the mother, my dear
Mother is the amalgamation
Of all beautiful and all cheers.
We have to execute all that are pleasure
Auspicious activities while with mother
We have to satisfied ourselves
And enjoyed life that is glorified and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Iron Can Cut You

No iron can cut you,
No stone can hurt you,
No fire can burn you,
No air can turn you,
My dear, if you committed
To life and to Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
No Is A Word

No is a word,
Not easy to understand.
No is a word,
As easy as yes.
No is a word,
That has no
Negative meaning
Like that yes.

Gajanan Mishra
No Isolation

No isolation please
You are my loving one
I am writing for you
I am talking to you
Our of solicitude
For your welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
No Jealousy

No jealousy, no ferocity, no violence, no cruelty,
I have nothing such thing,
O Almighty, I have full faith
In You, O omnipresent, I know,
You possess placidity, I know,
You are not disturbed, even if
Anybody uses harsh words for You,
Insults You, accuses You.
You are the feeling, my dear,
You are the real silence, love,
You are union and also disunion,
You are all pairs of opposites,
Let me stay in constant application
Of mind, my dear, to Your virtues, glories and character.

Gajanan Mishra
No Joy

No joy,
To ask for joy
Is also foolishness.
Joy has
No end and as such
No beginning.

Is no one really joyous?
Then what for this creation?

Am I hypocrite then?
Am I not fit to live in?

My style of functioning is doubtful
You said again and again and
If it is so drive me out
If there is joy for you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Justice No Peace

No justice no peace
Development squeezed
Economy shattered
Prosperity crumbled
Rough weather here there
Sovereignty lost
Indicates failures
And nothing within reach
Bo justice no peace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Knowledge

No knowledge
No detachment
No detachment
No liberation
I know and came
Here with perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
No Knowledge Is Better

Than poor fund of knowledge.

Nothing is more important
Than your own expansion.

What exists eternally
That is I.

I is more dangerous
Than anything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Lamentation

Nothing to lament
Nothing to manifest.

I see you here
Clear.

I must say
Marvellous.

Gajanan Mishra
No Language

I have no language,
Neither primary
Nor secondary.
I live only,
By love
For love
To love.
I know
You are there,
To understand me
Here, in all
Situation and
That is enough,
To make me alive.

Gajanan Mishra
No Language Is

No language is
Absolute one for life.
Go beyond the language
And speak more efficiently
More affectionately
More effectively and live
Here at this time.
Language no problem.

Gajanan Mishra
No Language No Service

No helmet no petrol,
No language no service,
You are not allowed to
Move anywhere, so also
You are not allowed to do
Anything within the state.
With helmet, you can ride,
With language, you can serve.

Gajanan Mishra
No Language, No Vote

Talk to me,
In my language
And describe
What you are
Going to do
For me.

I am here
To cast my vote
And I am here
To select
My representative
Who can work
For me.

Tell me
In your words,
How far you are
Truthful and transparent
And make me understand
And satisfy your
Sincerity and serenity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Law

No law can give
Relief to human beings.
I know, the laws are
Being made, and they are
All mental concoctions
Manufactured by inexperienced
And not so wise personalities.
The executive heads are
Materially ambitious persons,
And they always look after
Their own personal interests.
Let me say they are
Fools and rascals without
The knowledge of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Legal Bar

No legal bar
to use my language
anywhere in the world,
But I must use before one
who is ready to understand me.

I want to understand you
but you have to use my language
during our conversation,
but here you are going back,
and no new court is set.

Gajanan Mishra
No Lessening

No lessening,
No increasing,
Life and
Also time.

My identity,
My eternity,
The earth
And also the sky.

And I am
Eternally happy.
You are my dear,
With me.

You are the lotus,
I am the bee.

Gajanan Mishra
No Life

No life
But a process
From birth
To death.

Seen is
Changing
In to unseen.

Feel
Every moment
I am dying.

Gajanan Mishra
No Life Force

No life force, 
The body is dead. 
No love, 
Life is valueless. 
No value, 
Without truth. 
No truth, find 
Nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Life Is There

Death is there,
No life is there.
But we live, still.

Gajanan Mishra
No Life Is Wasted

No life is wasted,
But a step
To higher nature.
And nature
Elevate all.
With good association,
Life is successful,
And blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
No Light No Energy

No light no energy
No darkness no lethargy
But we are here
Living on our own
In the path of evolution
And we are trying to
Overcome our self
With positive vibrations
With love with tolerance
With compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
No Likes No Dislikes

No likes no dislikes
And enjoy life.
Keep virtue and insight
And enjoy life.
Stay detached
And fulfill your duty.
Complete the deeds that
Are good and enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Limit

Your grace has no limit
I know, my dear
I am as powerful as You may desire
And there is no limit to it
If You withdraw Your power
From me I am powerless
By Your sweet will.

Gajanan Mishra
No limit - Separateness

No limit
No one can find
The limit of anything.

No limit
And knowing it well
Stay with full preparation.

No limit
But see yourself eliminated
In every separateness.

Gajanan Mishra
No Link

No link here
At this stage,
With anything
With anybody.

O my dear,
See I am growing
Without any
Decaying formula.

Cover story is
Only with You
O my dear, I know
And it is crumbling down.
But the inner feeling
Is in tact, look.

Gajanan Mishra
No Living

No living entity,
No misery.
But existence is there
As before,
With loving personality.

Gajanan Mishra
No Living Being Should Be Killed

No living being should be killed,
Each one is useful and helpful,
We should know it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Living Is In Vain

No living is in vain,
If it is going on following
The wheel of creation.
Living is never troublesome
If it is with the truth
And loving one.
O my dear men, try not to
Hurt any one here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Logic

No logic no truth.
Truth has no logic,
So also, logic
Care not the truth.

Rose is rose,
Whether red or white,
No matter.

All rude, all dusty,
Yet all stay here
Without any fear.

The flower is great,
Since grateful it is.
Live life practically,
Practically not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Long Life

No long life
But good life
That is, at present
The needs of the hour.

With some worms
And with some mistakes
We are living here,
And we are being
Influenced currently
With bitter experiences.

We want better life, for this
We should be cautious
About early birds who
Are struggling for it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Longer Bounded

I am no longer bounded
By geographical limits
To any country.
I belong to the entire world.
The world is one
And so also I am.
Everything is based on
oneness that is
Entire energy of living beings.
And there is am ideal
Of a common cause.

Gajanan Mishra
No Longer Bounded By Limits

No longer bounded by
Geographical limits;
True,
But no right to
Neglect or show
Disrespect to
The mother,
Mother-tongue,
And motherland.
If anyone is
Doing this,
He is the brute.
And for the entire
Human society, not good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Loss

I feel no loss
In not reading and also
If read
Not able to understand
Your poem, my dear,
And for this
No need to express sorry,
Let me request
Go on writing
As it is your business
And in business
Loss and profits are
But common.
And if any loss
Is there at any time
Let us send a proposal
To the Govt to place
The matter in the budget
And make others discuss
About it and valued it
In terms of loss and profit
Let them participate
In different forums.

Gajanan Mishra
No Loss But Gain

No loss but gain,
Please come on and
Say who you are
And what for you are.

It is your own wall
That you are to demolish,
It is your own color
That you are to show
To the world.

The world is there
Within you
And it is the truth.

You are your jewel
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love

No love, no life
Means nobody,
No air, no water
Means no river.
My dear, no money
Means no body is
Interested to give honey.

So many words are there
In dictionary, but no use.
Give me a word
And see, I am going to
Make a flower out of it,
Truth-flower, love-flower,
You may come to take nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love But Hate

No love but hate is
My capital to proceed on.
Punish me if I am wrong.
Here, I am sure all are
Continuously inimical
Towards me for no reason.
And see me, I am also busy
In all material things.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love No Faith

No love no faith
No faith no sacrifice
No sacrifice means ignorance
And ignorance means
Not in truth
Not in truth means
Hazards in life
Hazardous life
Is not peaceful
And it is far from love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love No Heaven

No love no heaven
No love no action
No love no higher region
Without love means it is
Wastage of time
Wastage of energy and
Wastage of intellect and hence
Cultivate love for
Real gains of life.

I am the love and
Without me you are nothing
You are the love and
Without you I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love No Life

I know a language
That You know
And that is love.

No love no life
No love no life.

O my dear, here
In this language-love
No necessity of mouth and tongue.

No love no life
No love no life.

Love is life
Life is love
And it is in paradise.

Paradise is here
Where there is love
Here in body and here in soul.

No love no life
No love no life.

Remember, O my love
We are in heaven
We are in love.

We love in love
Love is life
Life is love.

No love no life
No love no life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love No Poem

No love, no poem.  
I do agree,  
If there is no love  
My poems will die.  
Let them die  
If I love not  
All equally.  
Let me say,  
I should also  
Die if there is  
No love in me.  
But without love  
No poem, no life  
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Love Rise

No love rise
No sun rise.

No sun rise
No life rise.

No life rise
No world rise.

And so, my dear friends,
Let us go with love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Lust

No lust
Find only love.

A thrill runs
Through the body.

It is love and
Not lust.

Voice gets choked
It is love
And not lust.

Fixing thought
Is love.

When you are in love
I am sure there is no vice
No pride and no hypocrisy.

Gajanan Mishra
No Magic

No magic,
No magic to be here,
It is but benediction.
It is also not new,
It is just going
With the waves
That are here with us.
We are but to wait
For the infrastructure
That is to come
In the life-highway.
It is but nature
And we are to watch it
From the tower within.

Gajanan Mishra
No Make Up

By deceitful words
Everyone can be stolen.

No need to make up with
Ungrateful one.

Flattering I don't like
And I know what you are doing.

Search out the meaning
If you can here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Malice

No malice
Or ill-will,
No hatred
Or grudge.
I want only
The welfare
Of all.
And I know this
As divine nature.
Take bath
In the water,
The water of devotion
Is necessary
For truth-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
No Man Can Be

No man can be
Termed either
Wholly virtuous
Or wholly evil.
It is their
Performance of
Their duties
They would meet end.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mango In Neem Tree

And it is not possible
And what is impossible
Is our changing character
In the midst of
Hushed fountains.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mark

No mark,
No firm acion,
Idleness only
Reign all over.
Let me realize
Your name,
Let me put questions
To prove my existence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matching

No matching,
No matching.

Now I wonder
With whom
I should go.

But so many
Are there with me,
And still
No matching,
No matching.

I am going,
Going thin
And thin but
I am thine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Material Principle

No material principle
Can bind me here, and
Here, I am a free traveler.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matter

Cold or hot
Liquid or gas
No mater
Vapor or ice
You see
I am with
This meter
No matter
How long you are
I am not
Going to measure
I am here
To go
Near and near
And I am
Not here
To utter.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matter- If You

No matter -
If you do not want
to love me.
But my dear, hate me not.

No matter -
If you do not want
to give me anything,
And if you so like
you can take whatever
and how much you like.

See me wherever you like
In the landslide
I am here and also there
Just for you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matter What You Do You Kill

No matter what you do you kill
You are not wrong my dear, Douglas Scotney,
Let me say you are all fine and side by side,
Let me request - let others stay in fine.
Here I am waiting to see what are happening
I know my waiting has got no meaning
In this modes of ignorance that are
Spreading all over and deluding all beings.
Let us know in between going and coming
Who are ours good company and
Let us try to discriminate proper and improper
What should be done and what should be refrained from.
No matter what you do you kill,
With your own conscience say not chill.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matter Where You Are

I am not there,
I was not there,
No one is there yet,
Yet listen to all with hearts.

Your hearts know all good,
Learn how to work from the hearts,
And listen to the discourse
That are in truth and find no disadvantage.

Gajanan Mishra
No Matter Whether You Are

No matter whether you are
Here or there
No matter whether you are
Living or non-living.

But you are here
In proper order
You are the authority
And you are the only holder.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning

No meaning of saying
I am man I am woman
I am cat I am dog
I am king I am poet
Nothing like that.

We are naming all
For our convenient
We are calling and
Keeping all for our
Own interest.

loving keeping
Understanding and all
That are here we are
Doing and describing
In our language and we
Dare not to test.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning Good And Bad

No meaning -
Good and bad.
No meaning -
Life and death.

No goal
And nothing.
But free
Go, where you think.

We are here
Simply products
Of matter-
No value.

Let us know and
Realize the ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning- Happiness Unhappiness

No meaning - happiness unhappiness
Good and bad - no meaning for me
Let others be happy - my wish as
The world is my family
And here O my father-
You are the Head manager
My desire in this family
As to how others would
Become happy and this
Is Your wish I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning Of Trust

It is necessary to
Put question to self
How far you are ready
To render service
To others
Trust has got no meaning
Here or there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning To Me

No meaning to me,
This world.
Though, I am
Here within the world.
I know, this world
Is not mine.
I know, I am no way
Related to this world.

Gajanan Mishra
No Meaning To Restrain

No meaning to restrain
Within bounds, as
No boundary is there,
We know.
And it is needless
To say each one of us
Should be bound-up
In our life and in bow.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mental Speculation

No mental speculation,
Stay free from the reactions,
Reactions of worldly fruiting work.

Gajanan Mishra
No Method

No method is required
For assessment of life
As a whole.
But to see, to hear
And to watch life
Going beyond everything
Is required with
An expanding horizon.

Gajanan Mishra
No Middle

I am in the middle
But here there is no middle
No poetic sensibility
Here there is no poetry.

End and beginning
Broken phrase
Mode of appearance
Paraphernalia scratch.

Dust and cold
Button fold
Neither and nor
And nothing mold.

Gajanan Mishra
No Misery

No misery
No confusion
Go on utilizing
Your body
To achieve
Truth
To achieve
Happiness
The purpose of
Life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mistake

No mistake
No illusion
No cheating
No inefficiency
In truth
In Love O my dear
Love is superior
To all
Greatest of all
Ultimate personality
Of a lover
And love is
Transcendental bliss
And here in love
Everything is cognizant
And blissful
And so I love all
Loving is not opposite
Of hate and hate is
commits greatest blasphemy
Love and not love
No difference
Hate and love are same
Two sides of the same coin
You just make correction
While living yourself
Here in this world
That is not yours
And love will come
Automatically from
Your inner core.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mistake In Love

You can do no mistake
And I love You.

I love You
I love You.

Everybody is
Here culprit
But no punishment
For any mistake.

It is love
It is love.

You love
I love
And love is not
The work of wrongdoer.

Gajanan Mishra
No Moment

No moment,
No minute,
No hour,
No day,
No month,
No year
Is with us
In which
We are free
From the clutches
of death.
But we are
Writing poems
To live.

Gajanan Mishra
No Money

No money is there with me
Still I love you.
I know not how to behave well,
I know not how to speak in sweet tone,
Still I love you.
I am not an actor of Hollywood,
Still I love you.
I am a poet with nothing - the sole truth.

When my love knew I am a poet,
He turned back and left the place.
And I remained helpless
Without knowing what to do.
Still I love you,
This is the sole truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Money But Soul

Power to make money
Is the act of Satan.
If one's love
Is to extract money
Is it true love!

I know not
What you think
About money
I think money is
Not honey
Money is funny
Money is not mine.

Money is most dangerous
It has not eye no ear
No heart no chart
But without money
You will not find any
As your friend kith and kin
Wife is first who make you clean.

Gajanan Mishra
No Money No Girl

No money, no girl,
Magic will not do
Any helpful work.
But I know
No where to fall.
I know when you are
Going to give a call
I will be there
To tell, worry not,
It is just a ball.
The ball is red, no doubt,
But it has so many
Colours, and it is
So small and so tall.

Gajanan Mishra
No Money- Value

No money, no problem. 
Money is money,
No matter
Black or white.
Earn, save,
But go for
Cashless economy.
Add not, delete not,
But stay a while.
Reflect your own currency.
No matter how you catch,
But stay a while
And measure your hope
With facts and figures.

Gajanan Mishra
No moon, no sun
Still, I am here
But how and why
That I can't say.

Is the path dark?
No, not at all.
Colorful light is there
And the light is
Coming out from me.

Neither I am
Going anywhere
Nor I am coming
From anywhere.

But I am there
With my own light
And I am in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Air

No more air,
No more birds.
Still, I fly
In the sky.

Locate me, dear,
And see the result.
Enjoy the flowers
On this earth.

It is all dark,
And in dark
It is all one and
The same.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Bird

No bird is
Singing at any time,
No more bird is here.
If anyone is anywhere
Left, it is mute.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Comment

No more comment
Look, I am silent.

I am in search of them
Who remained at the end.

Visible all
I am blind.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Crucifixion

No more crucifixion,
We are with us
In our heaven,
All powers are here
But some love is
Necessary to buy
World glory in
Your smile.
Forgive me I am
Telling your words,
Forget everything
That pained you sir.
We are one and the same
With all the differences.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Dark

I am not in dark,
I see no more dark.

I feel nothing
Like up or down.

Call me by any name
All your program
Would be attended.

See me, how cool I am.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Dialogue

No more dialogue, please.
Show everything by actions,
Let other side realized result of skirmishes and kiss of death.

Enough is enough,
Please rush to the spot
and root out the poison-tree
that is with our brothers.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Disturbed

I am fearless, see
O my dear, You are with me.
I am fearless, and I am
No more disturbed, see
I am with You, my dear.

O ocean of compassion, I know
I am under Your protection.
I am fearless, I am fearless,
I am no more disturbed, see
You are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Fire

Blazing fire -
My false ego.
And I failed to
Understand my
Real identity.

It is true,
I am not
The spotless moon.
It is true,
Still, I have fixed
My mind to the truth.

Blazing fire is
No more, see.
And I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Glamour

No more glamour with the queen,
Or with the teen. Why, what, how,
Please put no further question.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Going

No more going,
No more coming,
No more self-editing.

Life saving with destiny,
Life saving with loving,
Life saving with interpreting.

Listen, my dear, the voice of the heart,
Listen, my dear, the sky is there,
Listen, my dear, as I listening you
In my third ear.

Nothing is secret here,
No desire, no hazard.
No match-fixing, life is
As simple as you are living.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Love - Say Not

No more love - say not,
No fault lies in love.

Protect yourself
From love.
Nothing is there
Besides love.

Love-dove is
There and here.

Search not the length
And breadth of love
In your courtyard.

Please keep silence
And enjoy your own life -
Said the flying bird.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Mask

No more mask, please.
No more..
Let me stay free,
Here and there
Ever more and more.
Let me love you,
My dear more and more.
In love, life would be
Truthful and worthful.
I know you and
Your worthiness, dear.
I know you and I know
You are like wrack
And never to die.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Poem

No more poem
For now
By you.

Dear poet!
More happily
Stay there
Without words.

Let me burn
In my fire.

Dear poet!
From all light
Let me release
From myself like
Clayey soil earth.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Question Please

No more question, please,
I want not to give
Any answer to any one.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Revolution

No more revolution,
But I want evolution.
Evolution- first within.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Sound

No more sound,
All are begotten
Of ignorance.
No meaning in words,
Father, mother, master.
Scholar, honour.
Words themselves are
With nothingness.
Just in time machines
We act as operators.
And for this, forgetting all
We have to dance ourselves
Sing ourselves and
Make ourselves happy.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Taste

No more taste,
No more berries,
No more tree.

Life is also
Not at all free.

No hard
No soft
But I can't reach
The spot.

Neck to neck
The fight is one.

Nothing to be
Obtained,
And no gain.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Terrorists

No more terrorists
Are there in our area,
Prompt and decisive actions
Have smashed them all.
Let us resolved to fight
Terrorism through
Mutual cooperation for
The safety of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
No More Universe

No more universe here,
Universe exist no more,
No universe exist here.
It is still you to whom
I discover at regular
Interval during the years.
In both ways I am to
Count years in life
And also life in years.
Though I am not free
In such counting here.
But I have an interest
To go again from here,
But nothing is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
No More, No More

No more, no more.
I want no more nothing.

Nothing is only there,
That I want no more.

No more, no more,
The sky is crying
Till now.

Where is the sky?
The sky is within me.

No more, no more.
I want no more nothing.

All day long I was/am
With the sky to
Hear that sound of crying.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mortality

No mortality no fear,
Fear not my dear,
No one dies.

Gajanan Mishra
No Mother At Home,

No mother at home,
No mother language
In your workplace
On your land,
No sweet talk
By your wife,
No son to take care,
Better not stay there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Motion

No motion in present
Come to the future
From the past always
That is certain
You deviate your notion
In round and round
Formation cum position.

Gajanan Mishra
No Name

No name please
Market complex empty
If you fear it
I am here to show identity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Name - My Father

Call me not by any name,
I have no name.
The name which is given by my father
As you know today is not the truth.
My father has given this name
As suitable to him at that time.
Actually, that is not my real name.
I am something that has no name.

Gajanan Mishra
No Name But Love

No name but love
In timeless life
I see.

I know the truth
And I feel
Proud.

Gajanan Mishra
No Name Here

All the same
If you are going to
Give a name
It is a mistake
Don't do that mistake
No name here
Name does not work
Only work gives a name
And the name
Only namesake
Not applicable
Anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Natural Faith

Here in the ghosts,
O my dear, guard yourself
From ghosts here.

Do, whatever you like
But do it as per your
Natural faith and know
That they are all good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Necessity

No necessity
Of human Guru
When you are
Before me
And giving me
Abhaya in
All respect.

No necessity
Of human Guru
And I know
There is no
New knowledge
Except You
And You awaken
My inherent knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
No Necessity I Find

In this life except
Your presence
I am here
With much disturbance
No grain and nothing
I want to offer You
As You are in those things
And all are Yours
I am living
Under Your maintenance
And with Your
Presence only
Come and see
I am obliged.

Gajanan Mishra
No Necessity Of Verb

No necessity of verb
You have told and
I understand, matter ends.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need

No need to pray for benediction
And I know I have no limitation.

I am the Truth as I know
Truth is my humble submission.

I serve You and my service itself
Is in transcendental position.

I am eager to associate with others
And I am not anxious to stop birth-death repetition.

Important is not liberation
But participation in circulation.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need- Agent

No need - sergeant.

Here is legs
That is for moving
Here is hands
That is for exchanging things
Here is my voice
That is for speaking
Ear for hearing
Eyes for seeing
Anus for discharging excrement
genital for discharging urine
Here is mind to think.

No need - anything
No need - performing.

It is nature
Who is doing its works
And see I am aloof.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of

No need of knowledge
No need of detailed knowledge
I know You pervade
And support all
I know You are here
You are there
You represented all
You entered in to all
And the cause of sustenance.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of Detailed Knowledge

No need of detailed knowledge, my dear
I love You I respect You I trust You
That is enough.
I know You pervade and You support
These entire universe covering seven layers
Earth water fire air sky total energy and false ego.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of Knowledge

No need of knowledge
I think and I know
I love I am single man
Who is here alive.

No need of any other knowledge
Except the knowledge of self
That is constantly fixed
And I am transcending.

You are to transcend me
I am here in me
And it is nature
Ask not future.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of Scriptures

No need of scriptures
Since I have no fear
I am in pleasure
My world is fearless
No worry no remorse
And I am careful
For the future.

No need of scriptures
Since I have no fear
I know I am not for
Obliteration
I am not for separation
I am only for union
I respect discrimination
I can live without scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of Weapons

No need of weapons
Where there is
High-sounding words
No need of fires
Where there is
Love-affairs
There is nothing
To loss when you
Take care
O my dear
I know here You are
And I am regular.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need Of Wisdom, Honour, Gain

I need no honour no wisdom no gain
If you so like you can come and join.
I am committed to you
So long as you are there
To fulfil my needs.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Ask

No need to ask me
this nativity question.
See me, I am telling openly
this earth is mine.

So long as I am alive
I can walk, I can run
I can do all good to others
No one has right to
put me in any trouble water,
by nasty political pressure.

If I am doing something wrong
you can punish me in the capacity of
elected state-chief to maintain law and
order showing yourself first service-holder.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Bother

No need to bother
About anything here
As You are with me
O my dear.

I know You are doing all
I know You appeared here
Only for me
O my dear.

You are my spirit
And You are my
Spiritual Master
O my dear.

I have nothing to bother
I have no need to bother
About me or about my
Family members.

The entire family of creatures
Are my kith and kin
You are the only creator
You are the only maintainer.

As You are here with me
I have nothing to bother
You are not to destroy anything
Though You are the destroyer.

O my dear, I am here
And You are here with me
You are here to save me
And my family members.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Bow Down

If you have no desire.

I am to be known
To know me is to love me.
To love me is to love the truth
I am the truth here for ever.

If I am not here
Nobody is here.

See me and find me in all atmosphere
Drinking the nectar as a lover.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Break The Teeth

No need to break the teeth,  
If the teeth cut the tongue  
All of a sudden.  
Think not anyone evil,  
Here everyone is busy  
In the works of each other's welfare.  
Go on performing your virtuous actions  
And renounce evil, the root of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Depend

I know everybody here
Is self-dependent
From the very beginning.

My dear
It is the time
That is dependent
And depends on me.

Without me
Time has no value
It is I
Who created
Who manage
This time frame.

And yet
I am under the control
Of this time
And time is here
Giving me scope
To do as per my
Sweet will.

Time has no link
With my works
I am independent
Of time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Describe

No need to describe
The father, sons, daughters,
Relationship.
No need to tell the world
Charity is there.

How can you give anything,
But success of life
Is in giving.

Giving what?
Eternity!
I know not,
But be a servant, dear,
And stay free
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Fear

No need to fear, my dear,
See me, I fear nobody.

I know You, You are here,
I am the viewer, no need to fear.

No need to fear, my dear,
I know no one is here, yet they appear.

They appear and disappeared, no need to fear,
Only as before, You are here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Give Me Prestige

No need to give me prestige.
And who are you to give me prestige?
I need nothing from you.
I know you have nothing to give.
I am also not eager for power.
I am not hankering here or there.
Leave me, if you are kind enough, dear.
Leave me alone, I would feel better.
Where you are and what you are doing,
No need to know, that I know.
I know no difference between
The living and the dead.
And I want to stay like a tree
Or like a stone for my own sake.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Go

No need to go anywhere,
Time itself is there to go.
No need to help anyone,
Everyone is self-dependant
And they can do anything
At any time here.
If you want to do something,
Do yourself for your own improvement.
But remember, what you do
That is temporary but
What they do themselves
That would benefit them all times.
Yet, do something at least
For the sake of others.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Go Anywhere

No need to go anywhere,
Stay here and see
What is to be done.
No need to do anything,
Already everything
Has been done perfectly,
As and when necessary
For the purpose of living.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Know

No need to know
The meaning
If you understand
The life here
At this time.
Life is yours,
Feeling is yours,
But not the meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Love Me

No need to love me,
And why should you
Love me, tell first.
But you have no right
To show disrespect,
Remember this word.
Give respect and trust,
To trust is but a necessity.
And feel grateful
For the life you have
With the partner.
And feel proud
For the achievement
Made by others.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Narrate

No need to narrate
The history
When all know
The beauty.

Understanding is not cleared,
Measurement is not final,
Time is but limited and all,
Who are here know not how to reply.

Still, we are to collect
The utilization certificates.
Still, we are to realize
The truth of life.

It is love,
It is all beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Prove

Here I am,
No, no,
I am not here.
If you are here,
Evidences be adduced.
And if
You are also
Not here,
Forget that
Any other person
is here.
And for this,
Take no pressure,
No needs to prove.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Quarrel

No needs to quarrel
No needs to store well.
We are stranger
And we are under nature.
No needs to become a sun
But it is necessary
To be a man of knowledge
And bright like the sun.
Allow not death
To overpower you, my dear,
By dint of your own good health,
Selfless service to others,
Staying always in truth
And by loving all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Remember

The name of any one
As because I
Do not want any reward
From anybody
At any point of time.

I am not doing any
Forbidden action
As such I fear not
Anybody anywhere
My actions are meant
For general welfare only.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Save Me

No need to save me,
See me, as I am always
In changing circumstances,
Find me, here, there, and
Everywhere at a time,
Since I am the time,
And the time is fixed,
Though it is changing
Its forms and colors.
How can one save me
When I am not here or there
As searched and how can one
See me when I am within him
And he is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Say

No need to say anything  
At any time to anybody.

Remember, when you utter  
A word, the word changed  
Its colors in the process of  
Delivering on the way  
By mixing with so many elements.

Both seen and unseen  
Be alert for the time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Say Anything

No need to say anything,
We are here to see and hear
And to remain silent,
Without expressing
Any reactions on
The actions of anyone,
To prove how we are
Deep in knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Speak Anything

No need to speak anything
Nothing like fame and infamy
Nothing like distress or happiness
I am writing poetry sharing all
Topics open for discussion
As a poet I am fixed
In my determination and knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Travel Anywhere

Everything I get here.
Entire atmosphere is very pleasant
If I know not I am ignorant.

I can do here everything for You
O my dear, I know You are present everywhere.
Down to earth I move to the sky
There also You are with round eyes.

I am in love with You
And I live here forever
I have no rival
As I fall in love with myself.

I am not in any race
I am getting pleasure only seeing Your face.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Utter

No need to utter,
Everything is being
Understood.
It is all there
Clear and fair.
Experience the pleasure
And pain at the same time
Since you are living.
Enjoy the rising
And falling here, my dear.
Just roam in great happiness,
Just jump and move
Nothing is there to declare
Upward and downward.

Gajanan Mishra
No Need To Wait

No need to wait
For tomorrow.
See the present life
And take actions
As you like.
The issue is
Life itself.
And the life
Itself is here
To do good to others.
The entire body
Is purified and
All blessings are
There with us.

Gajanan Mishra
No Needs Of Number

No needs of number
It's all bogus.

Focus yourself
No needs of figure.

No needs of knowledge
When there is love.

And love is the only truth
And it is to be realized in life.

Gajanan Mishra
No needs to discover,
discover the night.
Night is our own ocean,
We are the fishes therein.
Here we are on our own land,
We are being exploited like
anything by our own men.
The truth is our respiration,
But we have missed it somewhere.
Our love is just a farce that fluctuates.

Gajanan Mishra
No Needs To Know Me

No needs to know me,
Tag me not in anything,
I am nothing, nothing.
In my tighter breathing,
I am nothing, nothing.
In my own home I am listening
And what I am listening
Is not known to me.
No needs to know me,
I am nothing, nothing.
What I am saying
I am a man of all failures,
How to take leadership
I know nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Needs To Say

No needs to say
Anything to anybody
At any time for
You have nothing to do
With your two hands,
Two legs or with
Your material body.
You have to realize
Your spiritual identity.
Know that you cannot be
Killed even if the body is killed.
One is there to save you
From all calamities.
And remember you are
Always unaffected
By these material arrangements.
It is only you man,
To search for the truth
And realize the fact
Who you are here.
Smile and live and
Try not to entertain
Any bodily conception.
And try to be a friend
Of all living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
No Needs To Speak

No need to speak
Everybody knows everything
That are necessary.

I know the vision
Undisturbed by time that are
Dazzling all living beings.

You have heard of me
And I am here for all times
In all orders and forms you think.

Gajanan Mishra
No Needs To Worship

And why should one
Worship gods for nothing.

If you are so wise, my dear
You should know the world,
It is nothing and you belong
To this world and for
Nothingness why should
One worship.

And worship to whom
A great question that is
Yet to put by scholars.

O my dear, do your duty
According to your own nature.

Gajanan Mishra
No Neem Tree

No neem tree
Is sweet,
No wicked one
Is good.

No love is bad,
No life is dead.
No day is dark,
Dogs always bark.

All mother fine,
All language has its
Own culture and
Each is there to shine.

Gajanan Mishra
No New Followers

No new followers,
No newness in look.
No new readers,
No newness in views.
I am trying my
Level best to provide
Everything that are
Here, the best.
I am fortunate
That I know, as
I am here at present.
I am here to
Make you realize
Your own picture.

Gajanan Mishra
No New Poem

No new poem I find here,
The poems that are here
really lack newness
That I am searching for.

Where is that love
I am searching for
here there as a wanderer
within these doubts and distrust.

No emotion is there, and also
No surrender, my dear,
No one knows how to bow down
and the sweetness therein.

Please come, give a lesson again,
Let them know the truth-fortune forerun.

Gajanan Mishra
No New Rainfall

No new rainfall
In autumn
Farmers want to save
Whatever water is in the field.

No new energy
After the age fifty
Wise men conserve the energy
For utilization in advancement of Truth.

And You are the Truth my dear
It is only in Your loving service
One can know real knowledge
And attain salvation.

Controlling senses and
Loving service of Truth is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
No New Things

No new things
Come to light.
As before
We are in sleep.
But slowly and
Steadily the earth
Is revolving
Round and round,
And we are
Within.
The sun is there
As it is.
But we are gradually
Unable to see the light.

Gajanan Mishra
No Newness In New

No newness in new,
No manliness in a man.
The tiger is just a cat,
And it fears to attack.

With so much knowledge
The man is an ignorant fool.
All day it is hot, you are
Not here and nothing is cool.

Gajanan Mishra
No Newspaper

No newspaper dares to publish my missing report and hence I am here to show all that I am missing.

If you say this is not my poem I am not here to file an objection in any court of law.

But I must utter the words that are needed to save environment.

Gajanan Mishra
No Night

No night I see
That has no light.
No light I see
That has no life.

Each life
Is a light
Watch it
With wonder.

Wonderful world
Full of life,
Wonderful life
With a wife.

Wife and light keep
You pure and white.

Gajanan Mishra
No Night Can Kill Me

No night can kill me,
If anyone is there
To kill me, it is I or me.

I am cracked,
No place to hide,
Only the grave is the safest.

Gajanan Mishra
No Non-Sense

They are going
and taking nothing.
You are going with them.
How dare you to
asked what is yours.
I am here and
watching you.
I know it has no sense,
And I know not what is sense.
But I know life
no non-sense.

Gajanan Mishra
No Number

No number is here,
How can I count?
How can I climb,
Here there is no mount?

Catching the number
is not suffice the purpose, I know.
Going with the present leaders
Would not give peace, that also I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Objection

You can say
On any matter
That is integral
part of very existence
And I must say it is
True saying.

Gajanan Mishra
No Obstacle

No obstacle,
Still, the universe
Is not stable.
Nothing is clear,
And everything is
Wonderful.
Topmost get together
Is in the fiasco.
Sorry to say,
Each one is a
Symbol of failure.
Still, nothing to
Despair, hope is
There with us.

Gajanan Mishra
No Obstruction, Please

No obstruction, please,
We are here to dissipate darkness
With our extraordinary illumination.

Gajanan Mishra
No Offence

No offense,
All are here
To enjoy.
Nothing but
To perform
Pious activities.
Good fortune
Waiting there for all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Old

No old,
No more old,
But new,
Always new.
Let life continue,
Though, not
With all
But a few.
Let us realize
The truth.
The truth, though,
Is there with all,
But a few are there
To value the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One

I trust no one
And why should I trust
No one is with me
Day and night.

I am doing nothing wrong
No question to beg pardon
And for this they are coming
To kill me
They do not know
I am not a person to be killed.

Gajanan Mishra
No One And Nothing

No one and nothing
As you think is small,
All are equal in law.

Gajanan Mishra
No One But You

I see
Here and
I see there.

No one but You
Who can explain
The perfect knowledge
To me here at this time.

It is only You
Who can see the false
As You are the only Truth
Within all and
Here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Be

No one can be
My benefactor
Or mischief-monger,
When I am in truth.

I love all
At the same time
With the same ratio,
As I know all are
Here for good.

But, I myself
Is the sufferer of time.
I am here for everybody
And for everything,
But for me, no one is here.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Binds Me

No one can bind me,
Not even the poetry.
See, I am leaving
The place and time.

Everyone is acting
In love and friendship.
But no one knows
What it is and the society.

Each one is to go
Beyond the truth.
And the truth is there,
To establish the love for humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Block

No one can block my road
That I know.
And so, I am wandering
freely here there
as per my wish, see.

I have no work
with wealth,
with knowledge,
I am only hankering
for love.

And I know love is
there, where there is
Truth, and further here
I know you are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Change A Man

Everywhere heaven
And saying so
I returned back from
The very issues
Of hunger and
Thirst.

The words are
Not enough
To comply
The demand of
Men.

Men, the most
Fearful and
Notorious.

Still, I talk
All divine,
And I hope
I can unmake it.

I believe not
My own tongue,
My own pen,
My own brain.

I do agree,
I can't change
A man.

But I must say
Where there is a man
There is a heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Control

No one can control
No one can control
Birth and death.

No one can kill
An innocent and simple
Person by any means.

Remember one thing here
O my dear, a dog's curved tail
Can never be straightened.

Fear not anything, my dear
And enjoy unlimited strength
Know fully well that there is
No meaning of birth and death
Actually there is no birth no death.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Cut Me

No one can cut me,
No one can burn me,
No one can drench me,
No one can make me dry.
I am not telling
All the above are true,
I am not telling
I am not dying.
What I am telling is
What you have heard.
And you told me
You heard nothing.
Nothingness is only here,
Remember my dear,

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Direct Me

No one can direct me
To write such and such things
No one can dictate me for anything
For any purpose as you think.
No one should be allowed
To act as a middle man
Between You and me
If I want to touch Your feet.
You are the only judge
Who can test and cross my love
And my devotion and You are
The only person who can take me
To Your chariot that is there
On the Grand Road of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Do

No one can do
Anything for anybody
It is all for the duty.

And what is the duty
One should know and also
Knowing the truth is real
Meaning of life.

Life is here
As you see with stars
And planets in
Relationship to truth.

And what is truth
That is to be understood
Being simple and sober, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Do Anything For Me

No one can do anything
for me.
I am in the water
Means I have to kick
my legs and swim.
Knowledge has
no role to play.
It is only love
that can help me
to proceed forward.
I find no difference
Between private and public.
I cannot say I am
perfect to the point.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Expropriate

No one can expropriate me
From my own self where I am
There only for your sake.

Gajanan Mishra
No one can find who is there,
When nobody and nothing is here or there.
It seems to exist only
In fact there is no existence.
Truth is that only love is there
In the present and love will be there
In the future as it was in the past.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Forget

No one can forget
His/her own mother-tongue
His/ her own mother-land
And his/ her own mother.
It is but nature,
One should go with the above
Even at the cost of
His/her own life.
It is true
We are all five
And we are searching
Our own waves and hives.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Ignore Me

No one can ignore me
Since I belong to
Each one here and
I am here for
The welfare of all.

I pray always-
May you live happily!

I solemnly declare-
I am never fraudulent,
I don't indulge in hypocrisy,
My heart is purified
By love and truth.

I am devoted to you,
Creatures, I am your devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Kill Me

No one can kill me,
Said the paper tiger,
In loud voice.
I am there to
Communicate the message
To all, but
No one is there
To believe me.
Not that
What I said
Is true.
But truth is
What the paper tiger
Has declared.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Make Me Fall

No one can make me fall,
And I can never fall down
From my position.

I have nothing at present with me,
See, I have already surrendered everything.

Let me teach love,
Let me regulate life,
Let me give pleasure to all.

Coming through the truth,
I know you, in all goodness of nature.

I am in my correct postures,
And I am life personified.

Still, I am in my original form,
And my dear, I have risen.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Make Morose

No one can make morose
To a person who is
Full of knowledge.
Man, with knowledge
Is self-sufficient,
And he has no anxiety.
The man with knowledge
Can see things
Without eyes.
The man with knowledge
Can do anything
At any time.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Save You

No one can save you
If you are going against
The Ultimate truth.
If you are with
The Ultimate Truth
Almighty is there to protect you.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Say

No one can say
He is safe without
Justice.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Say The Best

You Yourself is the best
No one can say anybody
Other than You the best.
The best the best the best
You Yourself is the best
So long as You are free from
Ulterior motives
You are the best the best.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Stand Before Death

Each one is at the door of the death,
But no one can stand before death.
Where to go? See death
All-pervading.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Can Take

No one can take
A step forward
Without my help
I am the Truth
You are my heart
And from You
Everything is
Coming and to You
Everything is going
I am just nothing
Still I am here
As a pillar, my dear
And I enjoy
While You cry.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Dare

No one dare
To teach me
How to live
Without you.

And I need
Your love
Always here
To live further.

I know,
Should I love
You, I will win.

Winning the life
I know, depends on
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Else But You

See the truth,
And if you are
Unable to see the truth
No one else, but you
Are in falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Escape

No one escape
From the burning mouth
And licking tongue of death.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Has Given Me Right

No one has
given me right
to offend any one,
to snatch away
anyone's language,
to kill other woman's
everything,
to grab the land
of others.
And if I am
going to do all these,
I am not a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Above

No one is above,
Leave me here alone.
I can decide
What shall I do,
I can decide
Where I am going.
I know no place is
Far from me.
I care not the time,
Time is being created
Within me.
Let me see and test you,
How far you are in truth.
And the truth is not in danger.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is All In All

I am sure,
No one is all in all here.
And I am here to make
The faithless to faithful
To the nature.
No one has the right
To check another's
Natural progress.
One should know
The path of Supreme truth.
Truth is there
Where there is true love.
And love is there
Where there is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Allowed

No one is allowed to live
In fear, this world is for all.
You have right to share all
Your joy, all are your part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Allowed To Call

No one is allowed to call
By name.
The name has no value.
But something is there
In a name, and
It is changeable.
The true identity is
Not disclosed in a name.
Call by any name,
The thing is the same.
Terminology has a role, though,
We are not bound to
Go with it always
At the same level.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Alone

No one is alone,
Think not you are alone.
But you are alone,
Think always
No one is there with you
Besides the truth.
And truth is there
When you are truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is An Enemy

No one is an enemy
Or a friend.
Each one is passing
As a toy in the hands
Of time and playing
The roles as directed.
Each one is all powerful
In all respects and
Storehouse of nectar
And of all pleasure.
Be your own ruler, my dear,
And see the light within.
You are your own challenges,
And you are your own master.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Authority Here

No one is authority
But we should quote one
To make ourselves disciplined.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Bad

It's time
To upgrade.
It's time
To go out
From shade.
It's time
To declare
No one is bad.

Still we try
To go
Out from time.
Still we try
To stay
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Blind And Everyone Has Some Sorts Of Vision

No one is blind and everyone has
Some sorts of vision.
Know this truth from the very
Beginning of life.
Live and enjoy the life,
Enjoy its beauties
With all truthfulness.
Compromise life, my dear
Under the influence of holy
Persons and places and
Assess the seriousness of life.
Wipe out all ill feelings
And all blindness that are
Within you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Born-Terrorist

No one is born-terrorist,
Please understand me.
Love them most,
They are there to change
The entire atmosphere.
Do some favour and
Reap benefit of world peace
For the sake of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Calling Me Today

No one is calling me today
and I went hearing the call.
The call is sent by the sky
Through air and I am fired.

This time also I am hopeful
that the bees would come with honey.
With the honey I can sing openly
and the flowers would cooperate me.

Rain arrived late though to the fields,
And the farmers are their to make merry
Forgetting their money they have deposited
as crops insurance and security bonds.

But it is flood, come and see,
Come and if you so like, service be rendered.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Coming Today

No one is coming today
How astonished! I am at bay.

I am at the guest room
With love’s guidance
Till it is declared a holiday.

I am busy, see, in my
Everlasting affairs
Though, you said, it is not fair.

Worry not my dear, it is nothing
But to cheers, life is
Very much, going on top gear.

Over the mountains, over the rivers
I am going on and on day and nights
With love and in truth, it is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Dead

No one is dead,
No death is here.
Please see my dear,
And know the fact.

Open your eyes
And see at this time,
All words are here,
Use them in proper ways.

Try to understand
Nature, my dear.
Try to realize
Old history
To shape
New evolution.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Equal To Another

No one is equal to another,
Each one is unique in
One way or the other.
No one is smaller,
No one is greater.
All are the truth
And equal to
One another.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Equal To You

No one is equal to you,
That I know, my dear.
I know, you are thinking
About my happiness
And comfort always.
You are for me, I realized.
Seeing me in good condition,
You feel happy, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Favorite

No one is favorite
No one is dear-most
No one is undesirable
No one is fit to be neglected
Let the desire of all
Be fulfilled here
Envy no one, my dear
Be equal to all.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is For Me

No one is for me,
Nothing is for me.
I belong to none.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Free

No one is free,
Freedom is only a myth.
If we live with the myth,
Imagine the consequences
hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Going

No one is going,
No one is going
Without taking truth.
And truth is
Inside all here.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Good And

No one is good and
No one is bad but
All are equal.
Nothing is good and
Nothing is bad.
Let us live
Keeping aside
These two words.
Let us see days
Are there with us
And they are ready
To give us our dues.
We should go with
The days with all fairness.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Great

No one is great
By birth, greatness
Is to be achieved.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Greater Than Another

No one is greater than another one,
But everyone is greater than
Anything that can happen to him.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Guaranteed

Of being always
Victorious but the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Guilty

Everyone is innocent.

See, watch, and have
Knowledge about all.

Everything is excusable
Be broadminded, my dear.

What are there within
It is to be examined.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Guru

All speak nonsense,
All jugglers,
All magicians.
No one is guru or teacher.
What is there to teach,
But nature is sufficient
To indicate everything.
No one is attentive and
Interested in going through
True literature.
In this material world,
Truth becomes false
And false becomes truth,
The danger of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Here

No one is here
To explain the reasons
What and why and how.

All are in the path
Of liberation
Ask not how it is in operation.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Here And

No one is here and
Nothing is here.
All are here
And everything is here.

Nothing is there to rise
Nothing is there to fall
It is all falling and all rising
And i am here only..

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Here To Analyze Me

No one is here
to analyze me.
I am what
I am not.
I am not
What I am.
Change your look
and say what are you.
Are you not truth
changing scenarios though.

Gajanan Mishra
No one is independent.

Everyone is like
A wooden doll or
Like an animal
Made of grass or
Leaf and wholly
Dependent and
They depend on
The person who
Handles them.

We all are dependent
On Almighty and He is
The Supreme controller
My dear see Him in all.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Irrelevant

No one is irrelevant,  
That I know and I told  
Everyone to get united  
To achieve the fruits,  
That are there for us.  
Each one is eternal,  
Each one is blissful,  
Each one is full of knowledge.  
We are all ready to go  
On the path of sacrifice.  
We are to realise  
The actual picture of life  
And for this, we are to  
Love each other on truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Known

No one is known,
And each one is
Going to capture
The thief.

The thief is
Not outside,
All know.

And everything-
Stolen.

Each one goes
Forward to
Catch no one
But the self.

Nothing to bve shown.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Lost

No one is lost,
And all are lost.
All are in touched
With the top and
Also with the bottom.
No one is dead,
But at times
Each one is void.
All have eyes,
And also all are blind.
Roots and fruits
All are the same.
Beginning and the end
Have the only single point.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is My Enemy

No one is my enemy, I know it
And I started my journey through
The deep forest with all.
But the moon laughed at me,
The tiger kissed me,
The wind tried to go away
From my bag and I was a bit
Looked grey.
I was in search of the meaning,
Meaning of life here at this time.
Up above the sky the stars were
Dancing silently and I was perplexed.
Who was there I asked myself
But got no answer within.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Nearer Than You

No one is nearer than You, I know, my dear
And by having this conviction I am here.

I accept You as mine and I become one with You
Here love is revealed, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Old

No one is old,
And everyone is old here.
We are all approaching,
And death is near.

What colour is death
I am not capable yet
To declare as you said?
I am not going to death.

Death is my friend,
Death is my wife,
And I said death
To wait.

I know and I am here, to
Let you know, my wife is chaste.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is On The Road

No one is on the road
While I am going. See.
The picture is very clear
Under this sky.
Words are not so cheap
that anything you can say.
You can hear, my dear,
If you want to remember,
Mind it, scanning is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Poor

No one is poor,  
No one is rich,  
Let me say here.  
Here, no one is  
Knowledgeous.  
No one is fool.  

Nothing is there  
To know.  
Here, we have to  
Know as per  
Our capabilities  
For us.  

We are one and  
The same. No one is  
Big and no one is  
Small.  
Let me say further  
We gain nothing,  
We loss nothing.  

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Reading

No one is reading
My poetry,
No need to read
Poetry, perhaps
Each one feels it.

What one feels,
Who am I
To express it?

But I must
Go with love.
Where is love,
I have to find it out
With my process.

Just wait
For a minute there,
I am not far,
And coming to you
With that dazzling star.

The star
Itself is the wonder
In this real world.

But for what?
Let me find
The answer first
By solving my
Own state affairs.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Reading Me

1.
No one is reading me,
But why?
Am I not used to them?
Who knows what is useful
And when?
Am I scattered?
Are my words not cleared?
See my eyes,
Are they not shared?
Do anyone finds shadow
In my footstep?
Let all see
How I am fixed.
I am here to read me.

2.
But I am here
In my house,
And my house is full.
I am uttering my words,
The sun, the moon,
The water, the air,
All are there.
I am not in favour of anyone,
Not against anyone.
I am searching
The meaning of my life.
I know not whether
I am dead or alive.
I am what I am in this space.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Ready To

No one is ready to
Put question.
No one is ready to
Deliver answer.

Stillness is there
And no one is
Ready to utter words.

Particle of dust
are there only for
Putting signature
To show all are present.

For the most part
The producer is absent
Still life is profitable.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Ready To Offer

No one is ready to offer
Any job to a poet. Why?
No one is ready to accept
A poet wholeheartedly. Why?

The poet is the flazing fire.
The poet is the colorful flower.
The poet is the dazzling star.

No one is ready to take the poet
In to confidence as becasue
No one is the sky, no one is the earth.

It is the poet who himself is the sky
And all others are his components.
It is the poet who himself is the earth
From whom all take birth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Saying

No one is saying
Anything new,
Still, I hear
Everyone and study
What is there,
Called the truth.

No one is going
On the street,
Yet, I see
The shadows
Passing to and fro
With so many words.

Nothing is going to
Happen with my
Like or dislike.
Still, I comment
On whiteness before
The mirror here.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Shadow

No one is shadow
Of any one.
Each one is
Separate and distinct.

One depends
On another.
But each one
Is independent.

But not independent
From own mirror.
Each one is
At par with other.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Stranger Here

No one is a stranger here,
Nothing is intolerable,
And everything is there to give.

Rendering into Odia
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Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Superior

No one is superior to You
No one is equal to You
My love You are single
I am not single like You
You are with me I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is The Alpha And The Omega

No one is the Alpha and the Omega,
No one is the Indus and the Ganga,
Let each one remember this, right?

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is There

No one is there to hear you,
You are allowed to say whatever you like,
And if you protest through the way you like
you are to be arrested immediately with no more hearing.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is There To Die

No one is there to die,
I am telling it again and
And again and yet again,
But no one is here to listen,
And they are consuming times
Knowing fully well
That are not for them.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is There To Hear

I am crying,  
And I am dying,  
Years together.  
But no one is here  
To hear me as yet.  
I am in a dark hole,  
I am in a blind well,  
But I find no way  
To go out, and  
I am not able to  
Free myself from  
Material entanglement.  
I am sure to die,  
How can I fly!  

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is There To Tell

No one is there to tell me,
How to live, what to do,
Why work, what for
The words are here.
What is perfection and
What is imperfection?
What is birth and
What is death,
No one is here to tell.
Not that I am not asking,
But I am not getting one single
Answer that match
With another.
No explanation, no literature,
Is there that can give satisfaction
At any time and yet I am living,
Living alone here with you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Unconquerable

How to clean the language
Is a question not easy to answer.
But we are to protect the truth
And go on doing what is required.
No one is unconquerable, but we
Have to know the actual position
Of the time, place and person and
We are to know our own existence.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Is Without

No one is without
Any worth.
You are to know
Where is what.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Knows

No one knows
What is what,
Who is who
And where is
The proof of life
And what is this
And the meaning
Of death here.
It is all wonder,
All is but amazement
And wonderment.
No sight is fixed,
No hearing has sound,
But all are bound.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Likes Me

No one likes me,
And yet, I am living.

No needs to like me.
Who are they to like me?

I care not anybody,
For their like or dislike.

I am no way connected
with anybody here, I care not.

I am living and
I am in truth,
that's enough.

I am sure,
The world is here
to follow me.

Gajanan Mishra
No One See Me

No one sees me,
It does not mean
I am not here.
I am here as before,
You are all with me,
No change of status
Of anyone, dear.
Think this truth,
And we are all
here for good.

Gajanan Mishra
No one should be condemned
For some minor flaw or mistake
Nothing is perfect.
Something wrong is there
With everyone and everything as
Day is followed by night.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Should Grieve

For the soul there is neither birth nor death.
As a person discarding worn-out clothes,
Put on new ones, so an embodied soul,
Casting off old bodies,
Enters in to others which are new.- Srimadbhagavad Geeta.

knowing it no one should grieve.

Death is sure of him/her who is born,
And rebirth is assured of him/her who is dead.
Knowing it no one should grieve over the inevitable.

The thing which exists at the beginning
And at the end, also exists in the midstate
And that is true.

Knowing it no one should grieve.

No grieve because soul is uncleavable, incombustible
and neither can be wetted not dried.
Soul is eternal, all-pervading, stable, constant
And everlasting.

This body is unreal and has no existence
And the real never ceases to be. - Geeta

Gajanan Mishra
No One Should Suffer

I wish no one should suffer.
Let me clear, when I see
The suffering of others,
My heart melts.
I wish
All should be liberated,
All should get bliss.
I take pity on them
Who perform sinful actions.
But I am weak, so weak
That I cannot do anything
For anyone here and I pray only.
I pray let me suffer but
Let all be relieved of sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Wants Downfall

No one wants his downfall
But he sees his progress
In acquiring perishable objects
And going toward degradation.

Paying attention to one's own experience
Is good for the self
But man is consciously unconscious
That is the cause of degradation.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Wants Pain

No one wants pain
And everyone wants
Gain that I know.
But pain and pleasure
Or gain are one and
The same thing,
We all should remember.
Good and bad are all
Relative words here,
Hell and heaven are
The one and the same
Place as we all know
And for this, we should
Be cautious for future.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Wants To Be Poor

O my dear, no one wants
To be ugly here.

All are in their
Respective spheres
And they move as they cheer.

You want or
You do not want no matter
His wish only prevails here.

Gajanan Mishra
No One Wants To Die

It is fact, however acute
The source of bodily
Suffering may be.

Old age is the notice
Of the arrival of death
Served by the cruel time
No one can refuse to accept.

No remedial measure is there
By any one or from any source
In this material world, remember,
Death is identical with Supreme truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No One, But We

It is all for language.
It is all for identity.
It is all for sovereignty.
It is all for the mother
And the motherland.

Come on dear friends,
Let us fight.
Fight with the self.

Discover the truth therein.
Love all and say
We are supreme.
We, the people are sovereign here.

No one, but we.

Gajanan Mishra
No Option

New look, new life
Just see and enjoy
You have no other option.

Gajanan Mishra
No Origin

No origin
No dissolution
No existence
And we are here
We were here
We will be here
If we perceive
From the real
Point of view
This is our poem
The live-poem.

Gajanan Mishra
No Origin No End

No origin no end,
Take everything
As first hand.
Our own existence
Are to be counted
Let us understand.
Neither first is last,
nor last is there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other

No other,
Only one,
I am the one.

Nothing false,
All truth,
I am the one.

I am the one
With my own all.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Alternative

Excuse me for the English
O poets
I have no other alternative
But to go on the bridge
But to take sleeping pill
But to go with the link
To reach you to touch you
To read you to feel you
And to go with you all
Throughout the world.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Alternative But To Go

No other alternative but to go from here,
And I am going, see at once and feel my
Presence if you are sensitive one.
How can you please me that is not a great
Question when love and devotions are there
Within your front pocket and you have
A constant memory and you are ever devout.
O men, come on and make it sure I am
Within you and within your reach here, there
And when you are coming to me, let me say
It is your progress towards eternity.
I am fine as your mentor, here with all liabilities
And I am engrossed in your welfare,
I have the only desire that you are to touch me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Alternative But Truth

No other alternative,  
But to tell the truth.  
No other alternative  
But to stay with love.

Nothing is perfect  
But devotion.  
Nothing is perfect  
But stay in protection.

Life is only  
To fulfill the desire.  
Desire all good  
Desire all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Ambition

No other ambition
But to serve the people,
In their language,
For the development
Of all the people,
The people consciousness
Movement has already started
In glorification of the people.
You can never make the people
Stay fool for all time.
The people know everything,
About you, all your politics,
And your history.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Business

I have no other business
Save and except
Writing the poems
With my words
With my emotions
With my experiences
With my everything
Only for You
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Cause

I have no other cause
But to search the truth.
The truth is here,
And I am going with the truth
Without fear.

I am made by the truth,
Everybody belongs to the truth,
The truth is the ultimate objective,
My dear, offer your respects
Unto the truth.

The truth can never be multifarious,
But the truth is one,
The truth is the original and
The truth is the original.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Option

No other option is there
Besides perception cognition
Persuasion and transmission.

I know You as a creator
And reveal-er of all
Cosmic manifestation.

You are though the root cause
Of the entire world You are
The witness of the illusions.

Though You are the creator
And presiding regulator You
Are distinct from the universal creation.

I am confirmed You remain in Your
Unique position above everything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Profit

I need no other profit
As You are here with me.
You are here with me
I have no other desire at all.

You are here with me
It is my knowledge
I am calm in your presence
See I am in equality.

You are here with me
I am happy, see
I am not attached to
Any other worldly things.

You are here with me
I am grateful I am thankful
As you are doing all sorts of works
For the welfare of all through me.

You are here with me
I pray You I worship You
You are gracious and telling me
About all goodness on the way.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Rescue Boat

No other rescue boat
But your name.

No one can make cool
But you.

No one but you -
The only source of my existence.

The sum and substance of
My life and it is you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Way

No other way for me
But to serve You.
And it is You,
Whatever I do
With my body
With my speech
With my mind
With my senses
With my intellect
And ego
I am doing
Only for YOu.

Gajanan Mishra
No Other Way But To Go Through

No other way but to
Go through your own language,
Go to your own earth.
No one is more important than
Your own mother.

Gajanan Mishra
No Outward Show

No outward show
No grand gestures
No display of magnanimity
Just I love you
And I love you
And I have written a poem
On You and you are
In the center theme.

Gajanan Mishra
No Over

Do not make ear dustbin
Listening against other.
Do not enrich yourself
making misdeed miscolor
Do not waste time
There is no more over.

Gajanan Mishra
No Pay All Works

Am I going on
Opposite direction,
With all these
No pay all works?

You said- fool,
See me, I am doing
No work and getting
All pays.

I smiled at you,
But you cried.
I have nothing to cry
But I see you
For you are far from
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Peace

No peace
You can not find peace here.

No satisfaction
I can not satisfy you in any occasion.

No honesty no integrity
You can see only trickery only cheating.

See my dear
You are on the forest-path of material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Peace No Happiness

No peace
No happiness,
No sense of duty
No peace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Peace No Joy

No joy no peace
And nothing is here.
Just talk,
Talk me in my language,
Do my works in my language,
And I want nothing else,
Let me know what and how
You are doing here
On my land.
Pride not for your
Service superiority.
Just go on doing your duty
For which you are taking salary
From my money.

The quality of your works
Would be tested
By my language,
By my knowledge.
Let me check my works
Minutely in my language.
If you fail then leave the place.
Someone else would come
And do the works.
If you are not interested
To learn, to talk, to write
In my language, leave the place.
Only the language, and without it
I have no peace, no joy.

Gajanan Mishra
No People No Land

It is people's land
Laws regulations all for the people
Rulers officers judges for welfare of people.

No people no land
Without people all zero.
Come to people serve people
Do all good to people.

People's welfare motto
Actions should concentrate
For people's all round development.

Come to people serve people
If you go against people
You lose your existence
And become zero again.

Gajanan Mishra
No Perfection

No perfection,
No happiness
Is there with you.
No success,
No truth
Is there in your works.
Your life is also
No auspicious.
You are not following
The law of nature.
You care not your mother,
You care not the scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
No Personal Desire

Is with me
I want also
No personal reward
I am unmixed
Like the sun rays
Just after a heavy rain
I have no ulterior motives
I want no achievement also
And I find You, my dear, here
You are the essence of all knowledge
And my life and I see
No hurdles in my life
As You are with me always.

Gajanan Mishra
No Personal Relation

No personal relation
in public life. right?
Reinvent yourself again.

Gajanan Mishra
No Picture In Words

I find
No picture in words
And also no word
In any description.
Pale, blue, black,
Flashing -
All insufficient.
Long, wavy, curly, brown,
Or dark -
All insufficient.
Full, thin, broad,
Drooping -
All insufficient.
Neither neat
Nor untidy.
Yet I am confident
And not timid
To say
There is life -
All glassy and
chubby.
And all that
I describe.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place For Rest

No food to eat
No water to drink
I am hungry and thirsty
And still I am going
Going on the road of hot sands
And forest fires
This is my hard life
I am passing under
The scorching sun
This is my life here
On this earth
I am under the clutches of
Death and death and death.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place Is

No place is free
From danger here.
But fear not,
Truth is there
To save.
The truth is
Beneficial to
Everyone,
Worry not.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place Of Ego

I am here
To discharge my duty
Under all circumstances
As a son should discharge
His duty towards his father
I bother not
Whether you trouble me
Whether you treat me
I have no desire
I am not for myself
I am for others, I know
Here, with me, see, no place of ego
Here, I surrender
And try to purified myself.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place Of Falsehood

No place of falsehood
Here, see me and
in my writing.

Everything is here
find for the sake of
Justice and truth.

See with love,
it is with you
and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place To Go

No place to go, my dear.
No place to go.

And we are all,
All in a rented house,
Where theft of time
Is but common.

I know not
What I am getting.
But I know what
I want here.

I can say
What I want
If you ask.

I want just you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Place To Hide

No place to hide,
That I know
And I am sure
You are in all places
And in everything,
You are everything
And you are everybody,
Knowing this, I love you
And I am here, to show,
How to love and
For what but here
I am not free, see me,
And do something to
Make me free in your place.

Gajanan Mishra
No Play But All Work

With a new
And successful
Strategy,
Come soon.

It is all
No play
But all work.

Like never before
Come across strongly.

Delighted and
Dazzled.

Extraordinary love
And affection
In the days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
No Pleading

Let it go on its own way
Let you satisfy natural verdict
Keep watching and smiling only.

Gajanan Mishra
No Poem Is Here

No poem is here
See, only words
Do not form a poem
Only heaven do not
Constitutes a world
Feelings thoughts and
Expressions all have
Equal weightage.

No poem is here
See, no words
And only intellect
Only bricks stones
Only incidents and destiny
Nothing more and more
Emotion diets and cured
Poem is here serene and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Politics In Poetry

No politics in poetry,
In life.
No politics on the earth,
On the star.
No politics for good,
For all welfare.
All are allowed to live,
No conflicting interest.
All want peace
And no interference.
No pressure no rivals,
But all are there
To face the crisis
Of the world, for love, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Politics Please

No politics please
In education in health
In love in service
No politics please
In life in death
In eating in sleeping
No politics please
In making friendship
With flowers with stars
And if we make politics
We lose everything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Possibility

Here there is
No possibility
Of getting out.

You are trapped
And being harrased
By material nature.

You are always
Bewildered
And go to death.

What is successful
Not known
What is entanglement
Not known
Yet it is shown, we won.

Gajanan Mishra
No Possibility Of Disunion

And we are united
And I am asking
O my dear
Where have you gone
You are not with me
And I feel your presence
And I have not met you
For a long time
And I have a desire
To meet you
I love you O my dear
I know there is
No possibility of our disunion
And You are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Possibility Of Disunion - Without Disunion

No possibility of disunion
And we are going far away
From one another.

From one another
We are not going at any time
Going away is also not possible.

And we are going away
Knowing fully well not going
Going far away is impossible.

We are going and uniting
We are uniting and going
Going and uniting without disunion.

Gajanan Mishra
No Poverty No Pain

No poverty, no pain
Can touch you if you
Have patience, purity,
Kindness, polite words,
Peace and self-control
And in harmony with friends.
You can attain pleasure, dear men,
Even if your treasury is totally empty.

Gajanan Mishra
No Power

See me I am really powerless
Personally I have no power
To do anything or
To go anywhere or
To stop anybody here.

I know everything is here
For no good
All are here to give me
Trouble and disturb me
I am patient and waiting for You.

I want to serve You
I am very attached to You
You are tremendously powerful I know
And I have my own firm faith and conviction on You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Power Can Kill Me

No power can kill me,
I am ordinary dust -
A man on the street.

Gajanan Mishra
No Power In My Eyes

No power is there in my eyes,
And I am not able to see.
I lack knowledge to know
How and where from
I arrived here.
The sky is full of emptiness
You said but I failed to
Get a seat for myself.
You termed it mystery
But I care not your words
And I laboured hard
To assembled the bare
Necessities of life.
And I left alone, see.

Gajanan Mishra
No Power To Rewrite

No power,
No power to
Rewrite the self.

Self can be seen
By the onlooker,
Self is
On the sight always.

Every one has
Power to see
With the light
That is within.

Self can be lit
Self can be known
By the self only.

Gajanan Mishra
No Prescription

No prescription for you
Nor are you want of anything
I know my son
Nor have you a need
To obtain anything
You are to engaged yourself
In your routine
And you are to
Go beyond it crossing
Everything in broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
No Prize - Nothing

Give me no prize,
I want nothing.
What is the use
Of your prizes
That I know not.
Give me nothing,
If you so like,
Blame me, I have
Nothing to do
With you, I know
I am not the truth.
I want to go
But where and when
That I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem

In real life
But problem
In mind.

If you want
Enjoy real problem
If problem is
Not problem.

Problem is
In mind
frightened not
To problem.

Problem is not yours
And you are
To enjoy problem
If you are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem In Love

Love, love, love,
The only force with you,
Love all, love the language,
Love the land and find
No problem anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem Is Here

No problem is here,
No problem is here with me.

I am okay with
My land, my trees.
I am satisfied
With the water
And with the air
That are here with me.

Disturb not please
By making any change
That are there
In natural ways.

I am happy with me,
Interfere not please.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem Is Here With Me

No problem is here with me,
But I am my problem.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem Is Problem

No problem is problem
It is enough problems
With all feelings
In vibrations.

Together let us
See the threat
Threat is not here
With any one of us.

Reaffirm and confirm
In appropriate platform
Here it is in exercise
With life-term.

It is the work-force
Rat-race and energy resource.

Gajanan Mishra
No Problem Is There In Life

No problem is there in life
No darkness no night
I am in Truth with Ultimate Truth.

You may come, you may go, no problem
No embarrassing no dwindling
I am in Truth with Ultimate Truth.

Life is nothing but Truth
Truth is part and parcel of Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Profit

No profit,
And you are
Going for profit?
What is the profit?
No jugglery,
No magic,
But life is here
As simple as nature.
Whim and satisfaction,
Life is full of contradiction.
I love life for its emptiness,
I love life for its descending
Order in the voice of an
Imaginary story teller.
Without any discussion, I agree
With you that life is
Not the opposite of the truth.
And life is what I see in you.

Gajanan Mishra
No Proof

No proof
I am here
No proof
You are mine
No proof
We are in love
No proof
If you deny
What I speak
No need of proof
If I smile.

Gajanan Mishra
No Propaganda

No propaganda
No need of propaganda
Here in this place of work.

Be truthful be merciful
Be faithful, my dear
Let all lines clear.

I know ultimately
You are alone here
Show your internal features.

Gajanan Mishra
No Pulse

No pulse
In us?

No reactions
With us!

I wonder
How we live here.

I wonder,
Are we warriors!

All words,
All actions
And all who are here,
Are they all without blood!

Life is all
But a laughter.

Gajanan Mishra
In both subject and object
No poetic sensibility
In You is not correct
Different angles of vision
Is there but not perfect
Seeing the Supreme Truth
I reached at a point
That is self-sufficient
And cognizant.

Gajanan Mishra
No Quarrel, Please

No quarrel, please,
The seeds of enmity is there
With evil of destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question

No question
Win or loss
No question
Success or failure
Nothing yours
Nothing mine
We want nothing
We possess nothing
No word
No language
Silent is not ours
We barred
We are witness
Nothing to speak
We have no opinion.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Besides Truth

No question,
See, no question of return,
No question of return to this world
When the notion of naturalness in
Unnaturalness is wiped out,
See, no other independent existence
Besides Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Is Void

No question is void,
But see in every question,
Answer within lies.

Find the answer,
And from the answer,
Put the question again.

See, different one
At different time
Both truth and untruth.

Rule the world
With proper answers
That have no questions.

But life itself is a question
That is void, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of Big And Small

No question of big and small
And I know it has no affect
On anybody's life
Life is totally different
Life has a different perspective
Try to know my dear and
Try to say something on life
You live with all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of Disobeying

No question of
Disobeying You, my dear
I know Your hands are in
Everything in each quarter
It is the traditions and customs
To respect our past lives and experiences
Relating to You. O my dear
As light posts in present times
And we are following all these
Without rubbish interpretations.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of Hearing

Without You I am nothing
As without a speaker
There is no question of hearing.
O my dear, I am receiving everything
By hearing and You are doing everything
From the very beginning.
Learning through hearing is a great thing
It is great understanding and here
There is no cheating in life's experiencing.
You are explaining the meaning, my dear
And there is a finding of Truth, practically
It is perception and it is hearing and seeing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of Meeting

No question of meeting
Evil end when
You are with me.
I know You are real
And to stay with You
Is my destiny.
I know You are
For the welfare of all beings
I am with You means
I am here renouncing
My selfishness and pride.
I have no selfish motive
And no intention to harm others
And hence all bright is my future.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of No Love

Yes, there is love,
Everywhere.
No question of
No love, anywhere.

So long as there is a heart,
There is mercy.
So long as there is a flower,
There is a color.

Earth is here, and
We are on this earth.
And beauty is being
Created everyday here.

Let us join together to see
And enjoy here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Of Return

No question of my return
But you are there to see
Me again there with words.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question Please

No question please,
When I am talking
About my mother
About my mother-tongue
About my mother-land.

I am the last man
To tolerate if you
Go beyond your limit
And try to establish
Yourself in the middle.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question To Ask

No question to ask,
I am here just
To listen you, dear.
I know, nothing is
There top wake me
Besides my urge.

I know I am going
Everywhere and nowhere,
I know no one is ready
To get up at this time.

But I know not
What is going on here
At this time and I see
The sea simple but deep.

Gajanan Mishra
No Question, Go On Practice

No question please,
Go on practice
till you reach.
No place to reach
It is with you
It is in you,
there is all answer
already in stock,
go within and discover.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rain

No rain,
But the sun
And the sunshine.
No touch,
But the love
And it has no fruit.

No smile
But all cry.
No friend
But all foes.

How to live
No answer.
Only to die and
No one to hinder.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rays

No rays
No raze
And without rays
How you dare to say
And without raze
How you create!

Gajanan Mishra
No Reaction

Only action.
Only enlightened
Nobody in darkness.
Only pure knowledge
Illuminating the heart.
Super Power
Only ours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reading

No reading
Only living,
No living
Only staying.

We stay
To do something,
No meaning
Of doing
We know though.

Doing is
Showing egotism.
Living is
Proving how
Insane we are.

Gajanan Mishra
No Real Affinity

It is all fake,
In the process of decay
Every moment.
We all know it.
It is also true,
We are not fake
We are eternal
And we have no
Real affinity
With anything here.
We are in love,
We are the truth.
The integral form
Is nothing but the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Real Benefit

No real benefit,
No actual prosperity,
No dignity,
I see.
With one who lives
Like an illicit lover.

And who is an illicit lover?
One who neglects his own mother,
Mother language and
Motherland, let me say,
Definitely an illicit lover.

And I want to quit
The place where such misfortunate
One stays for a while also.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reason But

No reason but
Life is there.
I do not admit
With this.
I do admit
In satisfaction,
There is everything.
Be clean,
Perform austerity,
Practice non-violence
And truthfulness.
And discover life
In a new form
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reason Of Crying

No reason of crying,
But to tell anything
Is your foolishness
And your enviousness.

I know, each one of us
Is a mobile temple
And love and truth
Are the gods here.

Offer respects to
Each one here and
Give them a proper place.
Stay in consciousness,
And identify each one
With the light therein.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reason Of Disappointment

No reason of disappointment
My dear, go on, you are on right track.

You are the means and you are the end
Do not keep with you attachment and aversion.

Mind it, my dear, you are not the authority
To say what is good and what is bad.

I see You my dear, that's finished
Nothing is left to said or done.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reason To Lament

No reason to lament
I am always taking birth
I am always dying
I am the symptoms of life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reasons To Distinguish

No reasons to distinguish
Between friends and opponents.
And we have nothing
To lose or gain.

Let us stay sincere to life,
To literature.
And feel independent and live
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
No reflection
Means useless
For promotion.
No promotion
Means useless
For passion.
Passion is but
Necessary for
New creation.
And without new
Creation, life
Lost motion.
Life with motion
Means saturation.

Gajanan Mishra
No Relation

No friendship
Vision divided
No space gap.

Pray with
Folded hands
Give great respect
Space ended.

Oceans emptiness
Relation exchanged
Wonderful context
Beginning reacted.

Gajanan Mishra
No Relation- Life Nothing

It is fact
I have no relation
With any one here,
Person or thing
No matter.
Think not I exist,
Also think not
I do not exist.
So also I have
Nothing to do
With your words
Or your writings.
I am here in peace
With nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Relationship

We are here
We have no relationship at all
With each other
We are quite different in nature
While one is sentient other is not
While one is perishable other is not
While one is mutable other is not
And we are here
And we are here together.

Gajanan Mishra
No Religion

I have no religion like the sun
No caste like the moon
No creed like the earth
No name like the sky
No shape like the air
No stability like the water
No darkness like the light
See me, my dear, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Repetition

No repetition
No regulation
No relation
Ask not reason.

Only delusion
In passion
In renunciation
Here is attention.

Action invited
Valuation and
In devotion
No division.

Gajanan Mishra
No Respite

No respite
From heat waves
That boil us
With mercury soaring
Up to fortyeight degree.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rest

No rest, no rest, no rest,
No rest for me, no rest,
Till I have reached at Truth.

Here is the poet, who knows the Truth
And I am with this poet at present
No rest, no rest, no rest, till I reached the Truth.

Here is the Truth, that is within me
And here am I who has the Truth
No rest, no rest, no rest, till I become the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rest House

No rest house is here,
Where to take rest, my dear?
Let the impurities be cleared.

Gajanan Mishra
No Resting Place

No resting place,
It is all darkness,
And all space.
It is all water
And all fire
That play.
All flowers,
All fruits
For good.
But the truth is
We are all
In the mode of ignorance.
The fire and the water,
All non-different.

Gajanan Mishra
No Restriction

No restriction of
Time and space
I see always
And everywhere
Your face.

Peace is
The need of the hour
But alas, knowing all
We are not doing
Anything to get it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Retirement

Here I am rendering service
And here in this service
There is no retirement.

Here I am rendering service
It is in love and it is in truth
It is eternal and ever encouraging.

Gajanan Mishra
No Return

See
I am going
On the path
And the path
Of no return.

See
I am
At present here
And You are
Near.

See
You are my path
I am going
To You
From You.

Nothing is
There that
I say mine
And I am
On journey.

Gajanan Mishra
No Return Journey

When I merged in Your rays
I know it is complete bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reverse

No question of
Going back.
In our cars
Reverse not allowed.

I need
No z plus dreams.
Here we live
In natural piety.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reward

No reward
Is necessary.

I am doing my duty
And without doing
My duty I can not live.

While doing my duty
I have not attached myself.

No reward
Is necessary
In detachment.

I am in truth
And truth does not
required any reward.

Gajanan Mishra
No Reward For Nothing

No reward for nothing
Nothing for no reward.
Gravity austerity
Self- control and purity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right

I have nothing
I have even no right
To think you as bad
I have my goodness
Within and I know
Watching your faults
Is not my business
And I am innocent and also
I see you innocent.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right To Dupe

I am free
And free to act
According to
My sweet will.

I am free
But not free
To act in an
Arbitrary way.

I have every right to
Attain perfection
I have every right
To lead a happy life.

I have no right
To build a barrier
I have no right
To dupe others.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right To Humiliate

No right to
Humiliate any one.

No right to
Order any one.

I have a right
To speak, though.

All for love,
All to love.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right To Ignore Me

Hate me if you want
But don't be apathy
Don't be indifferent
I am near you
I am around you
O men
I am not forcing you
To love me
You are allowed
To hate me
But you have
No right to
Ignore me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right To Kill To Harm To Hurt

No right.

Who has given you right
To kill me?
To harm me?
To hurt me?

You have
No right.

Sorry,
Let me say.
You are nobody.

You have
Nothing.

You know
Nothing.

Sorry,
You are
Not unique.

Here,
All are
For all.

One is to
Co-operate
The other,
Wherever possible.

But never to
Put anyone
In danger.

You appear,
You disappear,
Remember, you are
Meant for departure.

Gajanan Mishra
No Right To Take Away My Language

Who so ever you may be,
You have no right to
Take away my mother tongue,
You have no right
To harm me, injure me,
Or kill me anywhere
Here, there, on this earth.
Who so ever you may be,
You are to work for me,
For my welfare.
Of course, I am also here
For you, for love, for truth.
Who so ever you may be
I know, you are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rise No Fall, Dear

No rise no fall, dear,
And we are here for each other,
We are together, it is clear.
We have everything,
The sky and the ocean.
We belong to all,
The air and the fire.
We are iron, we are diamond,
We are all with one bond.
Yet we are alone
In our own loneliness.
Yet we fall not and we
Rise not at any time anywhere
And, none, is a foreigner.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rivalry

No rivalry,
But ours is
Kashmir.

Not only kashmir,
But the whole Pakistan-
Ours,
We are the lovers of peace,
We want the development of
Humanity.

The enemy of humanity
Should know this.
We are not weak.

For the sake of peace
We can do anything.

Gajanan Mishra
No Road To Go

No road to go,
No place to dance,
No word to write,
And nothing to dream.

It is both just and unjust,
Kingfisher turned the dust,
In life, to work is the must,
Life in swift is worst.

Battle and love is but one,
Battle is the road to love,
Love is the road to truth,
And to achieve truth,
Battle is but a necessity
With full honesty.

Gajanan Mishra
No Room For You

No room for you,
If you are not in love,
If you not with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Root, No Support

No root, no support,
No base, no illuminator,
Yet I am going,
Going with you, my dear.
As I know you are
All in one and one in all.

I am single, you are also single,
But my dear, your singularity
is seen everywhere, in
The entire universe.

I love you, I am inclined towards you
With all goodness and purity.
See me, I allowed only the good
to be reflected upon here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Rule No Method

Man of failure
Misfit in all situations
No love no hope
Man of ridiculous
Misfit in all places.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sacrifice

No sacrifice
And nothing
O my love
No liberation
And nothing
I am sheltering
With days following
O my dear
I am thrilling
And willing to go
Holding and breaking
Guiding and guarding
Protecting now and then
And then I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Safety

Repeat
No safety is here
No dignity
Repeat
Safe environment
Is necessary
In this world
To work with
Prestige.

Gajanan Mishra
No safety, I feel.
No assurance of safety
From anybody, I hear.
And You are saying-
I am spread all over the universe
In my impersonal form.
Everything is resting on me,
But I am not present - curious.
Though curious it is true
As the sun and the sunshine
That I know.
Everything is Your product
That I Know.
It is only you to provide
Safety to all and nobody else.
I feel an unlimited oneness
Of interest here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sailing

No boat no sailing
From the beginning
I am singing and
Crying.

No boat no sailing
From the beginning
I am listening and
Smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
No Saint No Sage

No saint, no sage,
But they are there.
Let us give a new name,
I wonder, what should
Be the name.
Wolf?
Owl?
And what more?
They are sucker
of humanity.
They have no morality.
Let them not call by any name.
That would be an insult
To the very name.

Gajanan Mishra
No Satiation

I am writing again and again
And yet again again about love
About truth about You, my dear
And I feel no satiation
I am looking with ecstasy
Your sun Your moon Your stars
And Your face and Your world
With all creatures atmosphere here
And I have no word to utter.

Gajanan Mishra
No Satisfaction

No satisfaction no perfection
No perfection no satisfaction.

Fulfillment is not perfection
Freedom from desire is perfection.

Purification of inner sense is perfection
Perfection is true knowledge with action.

Action performed by time with dispassion
It is Supreme Love expression.

Gajanan Mishra
No scripture is there
That can removes doubts,
That can reveals truth.
No scripture is there
In this world that can
Reveals secrets of life.
No life is there that is
Pure and perfect here.
Everything is a matter of
faith and belief and
Not of reasoning. But it is
Our duty to lead a righteous
Living like that of a
Chaste woman in diversity.

Gajanan Mishra
No Secret

No secret, Come on.
Do your duty in time,
and take your payment.

Gajanan Mishra
No Seed

No seed in mushroom.
See me, I am
Like the mushroom,
Coming out from the earth,
Coming out from the wood,
Coming out from the stone.
I am coming out to give you
The real taste of life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Self

I have no self
Except Yours
O my dear,
Whatever is with me
I am utilizing
For your service
Kind enough
To accept it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Self-Interest

No self-interest
And it is good
No tie of affection
For kinsmen
And it is good
You told me
And see here
My path is clear
Now to go to You
O my dear
O my Universe
Keep me with You
O my Madhu
I pray
Let my attraction
Be constantly
Drawn unto You
Without being diverted
To anyone else.

Gajanan Mishra
No Self-Interest, No Ego

You are the best, go and
Show your performance.

Think not about personal
Happiness and comfort,
And give performance to all.

Discriminate not, humiliate not
Anybody at any time
You are the best, go.

Gajanan Mishra
No Separate Book

No separate book is there
For love for truth for You.
You are here love is here
Life is here truth is here.
I am busy in searching You
In searching love life and truth.
And here is our relation
As it is in the past and for ever.
See me test me I am eternally perfect
Tell me not I am here without You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Separate Entity

I have no
Separate entity
Different from you
And I am bound.

Let me accept
Nothing as my own.

I am failed to
Acquired true knowledge,
I know my life
Proves fruitless
As I failed to love
In the true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
No Separation

No separation, no grief
We are in union always
As you pervades everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
No Shame No Hatred

No shame,
No hatred,
No fear.
No one is great
No one is small.

You can utter
But give respect
To others.

You can do anything
But no right
To harm others.

You can eat
You can drink
But kill not any one here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Shape

No shape
And You are unseen
No shape
And You are unheard
No shape
And You are unmanifest
And I realized it
And You are related to me
And I do admit your existence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Shelter

I am afflicted
By hunger and thirst.
I have no shelter,
No place for rest.

I am in between
The hot sand and
Forest fires.

And I am
Unable to walk.

You may call me
A space traveler.

My capital is
My own flesh
That I am eating.

Gajanan Mishra
No Shore

No shore
No sea.
No support
No purport.
Nameless
Notion less.

Gajanan Mishra
No Short Cut

But long and long
Process of journey
I have to pass
To reach my hut.

Just I am
Coming to my hut
O my dear I am
Telling the truth
My modes of passion
And ignorance vanished.

Gajanan Mishra
No Side Effect

No side effect,
Keep your mother
With you.

No side effect,
Keep love and
Truth.

No side effect,
Smile my sweet,
And get bliss.

No side effect
Tell your own words,
And stay firm.

Dazzle like gold,
Tightly, time be hold.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sign

No sign
Wrong to say
Positive or
Negative.
No job
No compensation,
Said, you have
Taken birth,
Responsibility is
Yours what and how
And when and with
Who to eat, sleep.
You are free.
But medicines are
With us, It
matter not
It is guillotine
Or barrel of gun.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sin

Doing one's own duty
In accordance with
Scriptures
Is no sin
Doing actions
With selfishness
And pride
In order to
harm others
Is sin.

Attached not
To the body
And life-breath
And be successful
You yourselves
Are to know what to do
And be cheerful
Nothing is sin
If it does not
Harm others
And it is
Beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sin In A Man

I do agree with you
Sri Aurobindo,
No sin in man.
I do agree,
Ignorance and
Misapplication
Are there.
And it is the duty
Of the poets
To guide the men
And provide light and
Proper knowledge,
To drive out all
Ignorance in men.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sin Is Here

No sin is here
Let me say and
Let me pray to
Lead a happy life,
My dear, with knowledge,
Knowledge is only your capital.

Let the sins perish
With the fire of knowledge,
And the world is
Full of knowledge,
Just go on acquiring
With this knowledge -
The blazing fire
Reduces the sin if any to ashes.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sin No Virtue

No egoistic notion,
No tainted intellect,
No sin and no virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
No Single Principle

No one can say  
There is a single principle  
Here in this world.  
In this world you  
Cannot see anything similar.  
But the similarity is  
Everyone is taking birth  
And everyone is dying.  
All these are going on  
Only for common good.  
The good is in views  
In showing valor.  
It is well known that  
Here everything is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sky

That is no sky
And we are glad.

They said you poor Indian
never jump
You have no courage to jump.

We are glad
That is no sky.

They said wonder
We replied this is summer.

Man is not faithfull as you know
And you also know man is not
Independant not impartial.

At the day-end
Man turned star
To sleep in the bar.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sky Is Here

No sky is here,
And nothing.
No house is here
And nobody.

But some attachment
You can find, and
Nothing to discard.

And here discover yourself
As a prisoner and
You may link yourself
With anything you like.

But nothing is here
No water no air,
No forest no fire.

Gajanan Mishra
No Small No Big

Be careful in doing
Be vigilant and
Ensure recognition
Loves awake
To liberate.

Gajanan Mishra
No Smile Please

No smile please,
If you hate me.
But I know
You are not beneath me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Solace Please

No solace after this please
and I getup to see
the havoc caused by
masturbation.

If you are not hereto soaked
snuffer and when I
have my morning
you are in your evening
and there is no difference
with the maker.

If you are missing
somewhere in the right
I am here you see
in the day bright.
No solace after this
If you not rise.

Gajanan Mishra
No Solution

I know
You have tried
A lot I know
You are not
Fixed I know
Neither in death
Nor in life
Nothing to be praised
Nothing to be condemned
You appeared
You disappeared
No difference
No effect.

That I know
Illusion rules
I know your
Ability and
The eternity
I know what
You are doing
And your emerging
Without any philosophy
I know no use of
All that in
Ultimate analysis
That I know
It is the only crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
No Song In Empty Belly

No song in empty belly,
Please ask not to sing.
It is our own emptiness
that is giving us trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
No Song, No Dance

No song, no dance
In air.
But you can
Spit on the road,
You can overtake
From the left,
You can urinate
In public,
You can encroach
Public space.
You cannot enjoy
On flight.
Your life is not
Yours in the air.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sooner The Morning

No sooner the morning arrives
They come out in search of food.
Do you know when there is morning
For these mice?
When they rise from sleep.
Then immediately they squeak
And busy always in all works
That are only destructive.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sorrow No Misery

No sorrow no misery
When You are here with me,
I am free from birth
And death when You are
Here with me, my dear.

The entire world is a
Holy, my dear and there
Is pious atmosphere everywhere
And I am here with You
With all joys.

Where You reside, my dear,
That is the best place,
Let me glance, my dear,
You are the love of all loves.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sorry Please

No sorry please.
Sorry does not fill up
the wounds you
made in anger.

No realisation
no rependance
anger will not go
sorryforry does not work.

Be normal
control emotion
If possible
write a poem
in your defence
all set right then.

Gajanan Mishra
No soul but poetry,
It is twilight,
It is life.

I want everything,
But complete whole.

No bird is interested
To commit suicide,
I know.

Ignorance is there,
And there is the pleasure.

What I dream,
That is my intimacy,
With dark, and
I am being fired.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sound

No sound, no reasoning,
No dispute, no living.
But communion is better
In silence and in dark.
But dark is there in light
And light is within
Where there is nothing
And in nothingness sound starts
Its journey to us, where we live.
We need companion to save
Ourselves from sounds.
And we live with all magic
While moving upwards from
The very starting point.

Gajanan Mishra
No Source, No Income

No source, no income,
Still, life is here.
And we are enjoying life,
Through mutual understanding.

Life-span differ,
So also the standards of living
Differ.

In dream, in awakening,
We live and enjoying life.
Life is calling us
At every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
No Special

Seeing special
Means
Strengthening ego
Finite-ness
And bodily pride
My dear son
Never see yourself
Something special
How so ever you may
Progress in life
Mind it everything
Everybody here
Reflects the image of
Almighty God.

Gajanan Mishra
No Specific

No specific
As you see
No naming
As you hear
No specific
As you attribute
No glory
As you preach
That is my love
That is my dear
And I fear
Is he here!

Gajanan Mishra
No Spin Love, Please

I am for you,
You are for me,
I am sure.

Let there be
More and more
Love with us.

Let the love grow,
No spin love, please.

Gajanan Mishra
No Spiritual Practice

No spiritual practice
No self control
No virtue
No enlightened soul.

Come with nectar of wisdom
Follow me and revealed
Realizing yourself
Through eternal modifications.

Gajanan Mishra
No Standard To Follow

Go on your own.

You have everything within
Search within.

No body is more than you
Nothing lacks you.
My dear son, go on.

Gajanan Mishra
No Starting Point

No starting point,
Yet, we start afresh
From there, where we are.

Where we are,
That we can't say
But we must say
We are from the very start.

Starting point is not here,
Not there,
Not anywhere.

Yet, we start
From here
In the way of
Completion very rightly.

Gajanan Mishra
No Status No End - Just Live

No status, no end,
Just live as a creature
And if able, do good
To others.
But do no harm
To anyone in any manners.
Understand the secret
of happiness in this life,
And go on living
In the vast space.
Everything is for you,
But nothing is here
To own and keep yourself
In all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
No stone is here
Here is only earth
Soft and simple
Not hard not compound.

Here I am displaying
The stone before you
O my dear you yourself
comment on this stone.

I know my words
Are not mystic power
I know this earth is
Only here to utter.

Gajanan Mishra
No Stopping

No stopping
No stopping.
Everything is going on
And on and on and on.

Be detached
Be detached.
Scribe the dream while awakening
With great respect.

This is all going on
All going on.
I am hearing all the sounds
That are taking you from here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Storm

No storm can harm you,
Fear, not dear,
I am here.

The sky is there,
For you.
You are the sky.
No one made the sky,
No one has power
To destroy the sky.

Fear not, fear not.
Fire is there as your guide,
Air can't take you
To the place
Where there is dark.

Fear not, fear not,
All light wait for you
To proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
No Storm Can

No storm can upset me
O my dear as you are
present with me here
You have provided full
Protection to me and
I am in safety
Now and forever.

Gajanan Mishra
No Story

No story,
No story please,
Going with the story
Means going with fanatics,
With a sense of humour.
No humour,
No humour please,
I like it though
Just to pass the time
In a light vein.
But keep patience
And perseverance
For the life
In presence.

Gajanan Mishra
No Stranger

No stranger is here
My dear, The world is ours own.

There is nothing
Like east and west
In the whole sky
All distinctions are
Created by our minds
And we believe it
To be true.

We are the resident of
This world
We are responsible for
Everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Subsidy

No subsidy
No corruption
Goodbye to carry
Coal to Newcastle.

Your resolution
Like blur like
Blue hills that
Are far from us.

No agenda
No criteria
No agriculture
No food
No trade
Nothing nothing.

Your meeting
Your eating
Your sitting
All cheating
And rap our
Economy.

Gajanan Mishra
No Substitute

You are great my dear
You can sacrifice your own promise
To fulfill my desire
How can I forget you, my dear
You can get down from your chariot
To come to rescue me, I know
You are the only person to emancipate me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Substitute Of Mother

No substitute of mother,
You just called - 'mother',
That suffice the purpose, dear.
In mother, find each and every colour.
Mother is the only one- remote controller.
Go wherever you like,
Stay wherever you like, but forget not,
Mother is there for you, Only mother.

Gajanan Mishra
No Success No Failures

No win no loss,
No success no failures.
Only to see
The play of words
In dictionary.
Only to observe
The life in watery field,
And in air trip.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sun No Time

Go outside and see.

No life no fear
Go outside and feel.

Keep the gems within you
O my dear and dissipate
The darkness in all directions.

Be free from all anxieties
And physical diseases, my dear
Stay with nectar and nature.

Ignoring impending death is not good remembered
You are now on this mortal lands remembered
Follow the right instuctions, my dear
And go outside the sun and the time and the life without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sun No Wind

The sun is life
The sun is the cause
Of this wind
Wind is here within.

In summer
The sun dance
In summer
The wind show
Its strength.

I fear summer
Summer in fifty degree
Crushing all
The sun is
main witness here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Superiority Complex

No superiority complex
No pride of virtues
Earthliness completely gone
Then only the body the senses
the mind and the intellect
Become devine
Try to understand me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Surety

No surety and nothing.
Thinking this
I am making friendship
With You, my dear sky.

My life is not mine.
Thinking this
I am fighting with you
My dear time.

I know not whether
I stood here or not
I know not whether
You are in love with me.

But I am here
And You are also there.

Gajanan Mishra
No Sympathy

No sympathy
For you,
For you are
Corrupt,
Leader though,
You are.
Go to the hell
Or to anywhere
And you are
Not to come here.
No place
For you,
For you are
Black in color.

Gajanan Mishra
No System

No system I like to follow
I have invented my own.

I also do not like you to follow me
I have not made any road
That would take you from you.

Believe me or not
You are your own master
Your view is there to rear.

Seen or unseen that is there
See, I am with my own power.

Gajanan Mishra
No Talk Please

No talk please.
Talk is the root and
Root of all wars.
Control your tongue,
Or the tongue is there
To control you
And that is the cause of
All destructions.

Gajanan Mishra
No Taste

Taste depends on
How much hungry you are
And not on food.

Belief depends on
How much love you have
And not on faithfulness.

If you are independent
You are noble
If you are dependent
It is horrible.

Path is same and equal
It is you and your brain
That make you superior.

Intention is important
And not effort not influence
Acquire not anything
But renounced and realized.

Gajanan Mishra
No Teacher No Teaching

Yet I am living.

Without teacher,
I am maintaining myself,
Devoid of everything auspicious.

O my teacher, where are You?
I pray, relieve me, from ill fortune.
And do good, to the whole family
By Your valuable teaching.

Fact is, I am blind, without You,
Fact is, it is my troubling eyes,
That unable to recognize You.

Liberate me, my dear, You are my respectable
And for You I have possessed all desirable qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
No Terror

No terror please,
No export no import.
Test not
patience of another.

Common people are
no way related with terror.
Let them stay in peace
on this earth, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Thank You

You are my friend
A friend in need
Is a friend in deed.

Thank you
My dear friend.

I am for you
You are for me
We are as good as
Friends.

Gajanan Mishra
No Third Option

Do or die
Fight
Forward or backward
For rest
No sight.

Gajanan Mishra
No Third Person

No third person is required,
I am here, you are here,
That's sufficient to lead.

Curve ahead, no matter,
You are here, I am here,
We both can fly together.

No matter whether the sky
is there or not, I am sure
earth is here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
No Thirst

No thirst,
No obstruction.
No fire,
No explosion.

Life is
Not to stop
Anywhere.
But freedom is
Nowhere, neither
Inside nor outside.

It is touching
But not tossing.
It is feeling
And appearing.

Gajanan Mishra
No Thought No Action

Excellent and useful
Inaction is superior
To action
Inclination and
Abstention
Both are within
The realm of nature
The final truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Tiger No Snake

No tiger no snake,
Just, let me say,
Your fear is baseless.
Just awake and
Know the truth.
The happiness and
Distress that appear
Are not permanent.
No difference
The winter or the summer.
Even, nothing like,
Spring here.
Nothing to fear,
We are our own manufacturer.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time Is

No time is there with you
No question is here in me.

And we wait here
While going
Silently.

And we see
All with us
Wonderfully.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time Is Here With Me

No time is here with me,
I can't stay here only for you,
But discover me if you so like, within time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time Is Required

No time is required
To change the mind and
The body.

But to keep it unchanged
It required a lot of
Time and labour.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time Limit

No time limit
And nothing in life
eternity and sky limit.

Go and fly
As you wish
No time limit
And nothing.

No selfish motive
Your nature divine
Go and fly.

No time limit
And nothing in life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time To Delay

No time to delay
No time to delay
Whatever you are
To do
Do it today
Today itself
Today is
The best day
You can’t find
Any other day
Like today
Today is all
Auspicious and
Marvelous.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time To Describe

No time to describe,
It is time to fight,
Fight against injustice,
Against all minus-signs,
Against all who are
Acting as barriers.
Know and accept yourself
As the truth and strive
From the very beginning.
Go and exist and establish
Your own existence with love.
It is there only the nature
With the earth and the sky
With the light, air and water.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time To Earn

No time to earn
A livelihood.
Being a poet,
I am in love
And in truth.
I am to cultivate
Peaceful understanding.
I am to see
The social orders.
I am to give
All spiritual value.
I am a poet and
I am to keep faith
On every creature for good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time To Rest

No time to rest
O my dear
My angel said
Till you are
Not found
O my almighty
O my heart my love
I am here
Chanting your name
In this summer sun
You are the conqueror
Of the conquerors
O my dear I am
Waiting for you
Come and come again
To rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time To Si

Here or there
With that man
And also no time
To hear his
Flowery language.

I also do not like to
Acquire money materials
I also do not like to
Take pleasures out of
Touch taste smell comfort
Or from other worldly
Enjoyments.

I only want to sit quiet
With myself here
In this arena of mine
I know you are
O my dear, within me
And ready to illumine.

Gajanan Mishra
No Time, Excuse Me

I have no time
To earn something
For my livelihood
Excuse me.
I feel it needless
To earn as because I know
Everything is already
Here for my nourishment.
And hence I am
Writing poems all the times
Only for you, my love,
I know you only truth.
I see you everywhere and
In everybody and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
No To Street View

No to street view,
Good.
The question of
Safety and security
Is there as you know.
Let our truth be
There within us,
Let our love
Be in secured.
Transparency is good,
But that must not be
At the cost of life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Toll

Ferry across
No toll required.

What I told
All is true
I swear.

It is all
The matter of
Smile and love.

Let me know
The secret, my dear
Let me know the life.

You are the seeds
Of my life, that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
No Trace Of Grief

No matter
How far I succeed
In doing things.
But I am doing
And I don't see
A trace of grief
And i know not
What a failure is.

Gajanan Mishra
No Tricks

No tricks,
No embarrassment,
No charm.
But so many,
And so many elements
Are not honest.
True, living
Is difficult.
But think dear,
Who is living?
Neither cold
Nor hot, but
All smart
And all chart.

Gajanan Mishra
No Trouble No Prayer

No trouble no prayer.

Kunti said, ' O Lord
Give me trouble
Let me stay in distress
That enable me to pray.

In prayer only there is peace.

Gajanan Mishra
No Trust

No trust,
Trust deed is
There, though.

Gajanan Mishra
No Truth

I find no truth,
I discover truth is
Being built.

Truth is -
I tolerate you,
Knowing well
You are not
The truth.

Nothing is truth,
Truth is -
Patch up work
Is going on
In huge holes
Of falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
No Truth Is Here

No truth is here,
And we are all wandering
For nothing trying to be happy.
To get rid of one problem
We are putting ourselves
In another one.
And we suffer
For nothing.
We are in illusory energy,
That has no basis.
The truth is far away,
We know it, and still,
We are just transferring
Our burden from one to another.

Gajanan Mishra
No Two Opinion

No two opinion
On this or
On that.
Everything is
Going on
As usual,
We are here
Only taking
Burden to
Think more.
We know,
Thinking has
No head and
No tail.
What to think
And what not
To think, no
Hard or soft
Rule as you
See here.
And we stay
In fear,
For nothing.
And life smiles
At us and
We are going on
Without giving
Any opinion.
If at all
We give, we know
That has no value.
For we know little
What is
Exactly what.

Gajanan Mishra
No Two Person

No two persons are
Equal in body mind
Pious or sinner
Friend or enemy
All are well-wishers.

Two persons are here
And they are looking
Each other for their
Own existence that is
In danger.

Gajanan Mishra
No Unification No Separation

No unification no separation,
All are false, lament not.
Fact simple, nothing, but
Trapped all and existence
Continued in suffering.
All illusion, self itself
Is in question tag with
No particle of even sand.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use Attaining

No use attaining
No use attaining anything
Without You, my dear.
You are at the center
You are at the hearts of all
O my dear, You are the protector of all.
I bear love only for You, my dear
I know, it is better to be tormented
By the agonies of birth and death
For the sake of You, for the sake of love.
It is all joy and all hallowed, my dear
Only for You, and only for You here,
Your kindness and Your love washed away
All my distress all my sorrow, see me, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use Of

No return
No expectation.
Go on
With meditation.

No use of
Any respect
Any honour
My dear,
No use of
Your selfishness
And anger.

It is all
Your obstinacy
Your delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use Of Keeping Books

No use of keeping books
without knowing the reading,
Wife is so also not beautiful
without her husband,
Being a king you should not wander
and beg respect from others.
No use of wealth without successors,
What is the use of this body
for a paralysis patient.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use Of Knowledge

I feel
No use of knowledge
If I am not able to
Talk intimately with you.
I feel no use of food
If it is not able to
Strengthen my body.
I want
Not to put any question
Though I want to get
The answer of all.
I feel no use of answer
It it is not able to
Drive out my ignorance.
I want all love
And everything I want
To give with love,
But I find nothing
Is there with me.
I am what I am
Without name and fame.
I am not the doer,
I am not teaching here.
I am just a visitor,
But the visiting work
Is not being done by me
In proper order.
Excuse me, my dear,
I want to go back
To the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use Of Words You Said

No use of words you said,
And I keep myself busy
In taking actions soon.
I stop all talks and
Keep myself busy in actions.

Gajanan Mishra
No Use, I Know

No use, I know
To counteract
The time.
But allow me
To apply
My intelligence.

I want, not to
Misuse the opportunity.
I want, not to
Threat my own existence.

But I am conditioned,
Though, subject to
Different condition,
I want perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
No Vacuum

I am going
You are going
All are going
Going going
And going
Towards end.
I will not be there
You will not be there
Nobody will be there
No vacuum will be there.

Gajanan Mishra
No value.
Kingdom of heaven
Has got no value.
Keep your words
Keep your promise
O my dear.
One who keep his promise
Gains transcendental favor.
Use everything for the service
Of the truth and almighty
And you are not the loser.
Remember, you are
The ultimate gainer.

Gajanan Mishra
No Value Of This Life

No value I have no value
That I know
I know my body
Will be transformed
In to small insects
Stool and ashes
I know I am insignificant
I know all pervading sky is
There waiting for me
As my ultimate rescue
Still I love You
O my dear, I love You
For love only I am
Here with You.

Gajanan Mishra
No Vision

I have no vision
Other than you, dear mother.
I have no vision
Other than your language,
I have no vision
Other than mother land.

How to take care,
How to develop,
How and what to do
That all are not known
To me, though.
Yet, I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
No Voice, No Word

What is there in a voice?
But the voice is there in the sky.
Voice has certain words
And we have to understand
With the sea and the earth.
We have to remember our past,
It is all there within us
And we should feel proud
We are here with them here.
Neither sweet nor bitter
But we feel life better
Here with sound, voice and words.
Words have their own meaning
Thought change with time and person.

Gajanan Mishra
No War

I find no war
Here or there.
I find only fire,
Only stars.
I find light
And no dark.
I find life
In words.

Gajanan Mishra
No War No Massacre

No war no massacre
No massacre no killing of
Innocent creatures
And no killing no sin
No sin no hell
Knowing all these
We are engaged ourselves
In horrible wars
Among us.

Gajanan Mishra
No Water

No water in sea
No space in sky
No light in earth
No fight in war
No language enter
Human ear
How can I start car.

Gajanan Mishra
No Water No Air

I am fair
And you asked me
To go far.

What is the time
By the by I asked you
And you replied
Who are you.

I know not what
And turned the pages
History not repeated
I know but I am a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
No Water, No Life

Water is life,
Life in water.
No water, no life,
See my dear.
Here is water,
Here is life.
Polluted water,
Makes life at stake.
Clean water, clean life,
We are on stairway
To purity of life.
Life is pure
With love,
Love water, love life.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wave

No wave,
But I want
To write,
What I feel,
Good and fine.
Nothing is
Better than
The life
I live.
And hence
I tell my pen
To go ahead.
And my pen
Never cheat me.

Gajanan Mishra
No Way Different

I am no way
Different from you.
And I know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No Way It Is Helpful

Your money is
In no way
Helpful to me.
I cannot purchase
Anything.
Your money is
Not able to
Give me peace.
Peace is there
In my health
And mind.
But your money
Is here in
Invite disease
And give
mental tension.
I am not
Able to stay
With nature,
Due to your money.
I want not money
But I want life.
Life is there
Where there is
Natural air and water.
Life is there
Where there is
Natural earth
And the sky
And where
There is normal sun.
I want life
But not your money.
Money cannot
Give me love
The essential
Ingredients of life.
Where there is
No truth, there
Is money.
But life is truth
And I want to
Live in truthful way.
I know your money
Is helpful
In no way.

Gajanan Mishra
No Way Related

No, I am
No way related
In any manner
Here.

You may love
You may hate
I am
No way related.

Here or there
Part or whole
That I have
Nothing to say.

Nothing to say
Nothing to aspire
Nothing to lament
I am not I am.

Gajanan Mishra
No Way To Escape

No way to escape,
But I have to go
On this way
With a smile.

Nothing to worry,
Nothing is there
To happen.

To fear
Is meaningless.

I have to accept
The inevitable.

All glories
Are coming to me
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
No Way To Go Out

No way to go out,
No way to get in.
I am a prisoner
Of my own self.

No city, no town
No village, no lane,
I see the sky above
And the earth below.

Where am I?
No answer to give.
I, myself is a man
Of all questions.

But the air is there
And I am being fired.

Gajanan Mishra
No Where There Is Happiness

We are searching water
Only in the desert and
Sacrificing our valuable life
In an attempt to find it.

Gajanan Mishra
No Where You Find A Way

No where you find a way,
No way to go anyway.

You can beg and
Bear yourself,
You can share
your time, your position,
Yourearth and air
With others.

But you are not allowed,
Not allowed to go outside.

So many persons are there
With you. You are to see them,
Study them, and you have to
Conclude where you are at present.

Gajanan Mishra
No Win No Loss

No win no loss - Life.
The rule of
Success and failures
Are but
To satisfy the mind,
And not the heart.
But we are here
To touch the hearts.
And where is the heart?
Is it there
As the monkey said
At the top of Jamun tree?
And the crocodile replied,
Let us see.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wind Here

No wind is here in this place
And the light does not flicker.
In this place in this time
Go on doing allotted task
And enjoy it.

Enjoy doing the work
And stuck to the basics.
I am consistent you know
And on the ground
And I never know
How my dream comes true
That I never dreamt.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wings

I have no wings,
Yet I am flying.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wish

I have no wish
Except the one
You should talk
You should write
To me in
Mother-tongue.
And thanks, you
Have kept the honor
Of the earth.
True to the word
You have valued me
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
No Woman

No woman is bad,
But all virtues are
There in the woman.
I discover all purity,
All beauty, all maturity,
In a woman and I realise
The truthfulness and
The sincerity in all creativity.
The woman is the symbol of literacy,
I salute the woman as I learn
The real life from her.
I see woman as the fixed star
In my stormy ocean and always
I see my life in motion.

Gajanan Mishra
No Woman Is Ready To

No woman is ready to
Understand you, men.
No woman is trying to
Find out the truth.
Is it all true?
Men, are you ready to
Understand a woman.
Do you know what is
Going on in her heart
And brain?
Let me say if you are the east,
Men, is she the west?
If you are at the top,
Is she at the bottom?
But love is the only line,
The connecting link
Between you two.
If I am true, let me see
You both together here
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
No Woman Is Ready To Understand You

No woman is ready to
Understand you, men.
No woman is trying to
Find out the truth.
Is it all true?
Men, are you ready to
Understand a woman.
Do you know what is
Going on in her heart
And brain?
Let me say if you are the east,
Men, is she the west?
If you are at the top,
Is she at the bottom?
But love is the only line,
The connecting link
Between you two.
If I am true, let me see
You both together here
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word

I have no word
I want to be regular
With the word
I like to give
A new touch to word
I have no word
And my poem
Is without word.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word In My Poems

No word in my poem,
No life in my body,
No creature in my world.
Nothing to worry
No enemy here.
No enemy no charm,
No charm and nothing.
And life itself is a live poem.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word Is Coming

No word is coming to me
From anywhere today.
But for why, that I
Want to know.
How to know is a problem,
And the solution is
There with the word,
That also well known.

The word is inadequate,
Of course, still,
I am with the word,
And the word is a cheat,
How can I say
At this hours here.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word Is Untouchable

No word is untouchable,
No one is hateful.
The flesh, the blood and
The bone all have sweet wings
Of their own and they are
Ready to fly as per
Their sweet will.
But some light is necessary
With dreams and lightning
With strength and heart-beats.
I know only for love
The cosmos is there and all
Are revolving in equal distance
That I want to express in words.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word No Verse

No word no verse,
No world no life,
No life no truth.
Truth is here
Only in letters,
But letters not found
In any chapter.
What use of knowledge
without life?
What use of life
Without a word.
Words are here with me
And they say
They have no work.

Gajanan Mishra
No Word To Utter

No word to utter
In Your absence
O my dear, remember
Just come and see
I am here and
I am dead.

I see no other person
As dear as You
You are Your own power
That I know my dear
Without Your love
Without Your presence
See I am mad
I am Your made.

Gajanan Mishra
No Work

No work
For false ego.
No envy,
No rivalry,
Here in life.
No one is superior,
No one is inferior.
All are eligible
For promotion.
Originally no name,
No fame,
No tame.
Discriminate not
Here on earth.

Gajanan Mishra
No World

No world is here
Believe or not.

Nothing is in existence
Believe or not.

Stay unruffled
I am here for you
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wrong

No wrong,
You are right,
So also I am.
No topsy,
You have your relation
And I have mine.
No wrong,
All is one and one is all.
You just give a call
And see I am in the mall.

Gajanan Mishra
No Wrong With Woman

No wrong with a woman
No wrong with earth
No wrong with a flower
What is wrong in water
And in air if you are
Fine and fair
No and nothing wrong
If you yourself is
Not wrong.

A Woman is here
I must say for you only
And you are here
For a woman
Am I wrong you say
If you have studied
Woman if you have knowledge
Like and dislike no matter
What is personal after all.

Gajanan Mishra
No, dark is not permanent.
I am also not telling
The light has got
The quality of permanency.

What I am telling,
You have understood it
And that suffice the purpose.

As because you are silent,
The sun and the moon are
There going on round and round
All over the sky.

But that does not mean
The sound is not there
In the air or in water.

Gajanan Mishra
No, Father

No, Father,
I am not able
To know
What I am doing,

Let me know, Father,
What is right
And what is wrong.

Yes, Father,
I am committing sin,
If in your opinion
Living is a sin.

Forgive me, Father,
I am not able
To know what is a sin.

Father, forget me,
I am a sinner,
Forget me, I am
A wrong-doer.

But Father, I am
Your son, only Yours,
Your gene is there
In me.

Father, as You love me
So I love You and
I love all your children,
My brothers and sisters.
Father, forgive me,
I am here and
This place is Yours,
It is full of nectar.

Father, change the definition,
Definition of this world.
Here, I find no wrong,
I find no evil, no sin.
Father this world is
Heaven, see, and come again
To live with me.

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Am Not Happy Here

No, I am not happy here,
In fact, I am not.
Here I feel and I find
Danger at every moment
At every step.
I have a nice car,
I have a nice home
With beautiful wife
And obedient sons,
Daughter-in-laws, though.
I see nothing is perfect.
I invented so many ways
To be happy and
To counteract the dangers, though.

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Am Not Here

No, I am not here
To mix truth with falsehood,
It is not good, I know, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Am Not Hungry

Let me say
I am not hungry
as I know
in the name of hunger
you are reaping all benefits.

No, I am not hungry,
See me, I am okay.
It is you
who is hungry to loot me
in broad day light.

I know my dear,
So long as you are there
without proper education and wisdom
eradication of hunger is not possible.

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Am Not Living

No, I am not free,
I am not free as
I am living with
So many desires.

I am living,
Living with the matter,
But I am not the matter,
But how to live I am eager..

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Am Not Writing Poems

No, I am not writing poems,
Poems are being written by me.
I have nothing to say about the poems,
Let the poems say themselves
What and why and how
They want to communicate.
I am nothing, I am nobody,
Ask me not anything at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
No, I Never Perform

No, I never perform
Any action for my own self.
My first aim is, remember,
Freedom, freedom from
The sense of mine-ness.
Always, I wish to
Perform actions,
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
No, My Dear Father

No, my dear Father
I can not repay Your debt
I have got this human form of life
Only by Your mercy
Through this body
I am able to associate
With Truth
My dear Father please
Tell me how to conquer
All the material nature
Anticipating Your desire
Let me work here
Let me accept Your proposal
Before You asked
Let me recognized as
Your first class son
And not stool or urine.

Gajanan Mishra
No, Never

I am not calling You
O my dear, for any
Sense gratification
For any happiness in family life
I know everything is Yours
Everything is You
I am just a puppet
In Your hands
How can I dare to call You
Anywhere when I know
You are everybody including me
You are doing everything
And it is all true.

Gajanan Mishra
No, No

No, no
You can not face me
You can not touch me
You can not come to me.

I am as pure as the sun
To call for a fight
Is not a fun.

I am the purest among the pure
You have no power, O my dear sins
To suppress me.

I have not attached myself
With anything here
Rather I have kept myself
At a far distant place
And I have acquired Truth
And acquired
Knowledge of Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
No, No Corruption

No, no corruption,
No intrigue,
No hypocrisy
Will be allowed
In daily life here.

You are not allowed
To public service
Without transparency,
Without the use of
the language of the people.

Be wise and well-versed
with the scriptural
Mode of administrative education
And go for public welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
No, No, I Have Never Forgotten You

No, no, I have never
Forgotten You
O my dear
And how can I.

You are my breath
You are my heart beat
You are within me
You are above me around me
Behind me before me
How can I forget you, my dear!

I am not in distress
I am happy
I am in prosperity, see
And why not
As you are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
No, No, No Need

No no
I am not in need of
Anything other than
Your love
And your presence
And you are carrying out
My wishes
That is enough
And now I am
With my sense
I know it is
Your grace
It is your influence.

Gajanan Mishra
No, No..

No, no..
Means Yes, yes..
And I am there
In that cosmic
Principle.
Everyone is there
To accept me,
With yes and no.

Gajanan Mishra
No, Not Now

No, not now
You said
And I did not reply.

We passed silently
This valley
And this valley
Is not at our reach.

We possessed
So many things
Out of jealousies
We know these are
Useless.

Gajanan Mishra
No, Nothing Nothing

No nothing nothing
You are alive
I am denying.
Who said you are alive
Not I.
You yourself have declared
And that is perfect
No body filed affidavit.

Gajanan Mishra
No, Thanks, Please

What is the meaning of all these,
No, thanks, please,
if we are no way connected with anything.

No pause, and life is going on,
No touch, and love is going on.
No truth, and the sun is going on.

Let us keep some times with us,
and the time would show who is yours,
with a break in between birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble

Flexible is helpful
And it is noble.

Try to make a relation
Between choice and rigidity.

That is good for the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble And Honourable

You are taking money,
Or you have desire for money
For your work or service,
How can I address you
Noble or honourable!
I know you have eaten salt,
You are eating salt
Of the people in general,
You should know, it is
Your duty to do good,
You should not run after
Or hanker for money or name
Or fame. You should kept in mind
You are nothing but the paid-servant.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble And Virtuous

Each and everyone
And everything is
Noble and virtuous,
Let me praise all.

Each one has a unique
role to play for welfare
of others,
We should know that
By our search.

We should be qualified
to reach that stage
to know what are there
and for what purpose,
like a devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble Man

If you want to be a noble man,
Stay far away from pecuniary
Motives or benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble Person

Noble person,
Noble home,
With sweet words,
A straw seat,
Some food,
And a glass of water.
And all regards
Are there to a man
In good manners.
Nothing but good
In behavior is
The greatest wealth
A man possessed. All
Fame and popularity
Are with him.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble Souls

More money
More polite
That gives
Pleasure to
Everyone
Noble souls
Give no
Importance
To wealth.

Gajanan Mishra
Noble Works, Noble Fame

Noble works, noble fame,
Nothing to shame.
Go on doing dear, all good,
And spread everywhere.

By love
Conquer all,
By love
Enjoy the truth.

Show your own strength
And purify the self.
Purify the self and
Get all beauty all fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Bothers

Giving and taking continue
With revolutionary speed
In different forms
And in different times
I can not say what is infavour
And what is against us
And you arrived
I think it is middle
And you say it is end
Is it beginning of justice
Nobody put this question
And nobody bothers.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Can Erase My Writing

Nobody can erase my writing
And it is determined by destiny
I can see at dark night
I can hear voice of silence
I can bring colorful light
It is my joy to write
And no body can erase my writing
My writing is my soul my eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Except You

I am
But with you
I am
Nobody
But with you.

You are here
With everything
That are manliness
You are here
With all firmness.

I'm proud of you
No snow no fire
Can match you
And I'm searching you
I am
But with you
I am
Nobody
Except you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Exists

Nobody exists
Nobody,
Instead of seeing
We are listening
And considering
The matters
Right.
Yes, we are feeling
Each other
Without seeing.
We are reading
Each others
But not taking
In to consideration
The position or status.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody From

Nobody from no where
Came to me to see
How I am here.

I feel no love
And nothing from
Anybody at any time.

But in words
No one is reluctant
To utter anything.

And see me, I am
Going with them
Over and over again
For the reasons
Not known to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Has A Right

Nobody has any right
To dishonor a man
Born in a low family.

To realize the Truth
O my dear, use the man
As a means for spiritual progress.

And Truth is
All are equal
All are pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Has Right To Detained Anybody

Nobody has a right to detained anybody
Detention without any reason is illegal
And not conducive to society.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Is Backward

Everybody is forward.

You have nothing to give
You have no power to give.

You are to receive
Everything from everybody.

Say thanks always
To lead a life it is the way.

Nothing emerge from nothing
But here is everything for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Is Enemy

This earth is my home
At home you can not find
Any fearful situation
At home even an alien
Even an enemy is well received
And treated as relatives
I am at my home
In the earth in this world
All are my well wishers here
All are my near and dear
Here there is no fear at all
O my dear, if there is heaven
Somewhere else it is here
In this earth I am here
In peace with my family members
All creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody is evil in origin
It is the circumstances
That characterizes them evil.
And it is their attachment
Their desire enhances their Evilness.

Have pity on the so called
Evil-doer, my dear
They are not far from us
They are our near and dear
Give them chance to be a
Refiner and not a sinner.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Is Good

Nobody is good
Nobody is high
Everybody is
Decoration of a
Dead body
If he is not trying
To know the Truth
If he is unable to
Recognized the Supreme Truth
If he is unable to
Know his own Transcendental
Position on this life-platform.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody is perfect here
On this earth
Nobody is really sad
Nobody is really happy
Here on this earth.

Everything depends on
Time place and circumstances
Individual has no role
On anything at any matter
What it appears,

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody is there
To conquer me
Besides myself.
Nobody is there
To kill me
Besides myself.

It is I
Who is here
With all fortunes
It is I
Who is not
Ordinary in time.

Time is in me
And I am ruling time.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Is With Me

I am not with any one
And yet we are together
My dear, and we know each other.

It is clear
We are not dual
We are also not non-dual
Neither real nor unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Listening

Nobody is listening
What is the matter
Nobody is looking
With no matter
Everybody is going on
Telling and telling
I am telling all stop
First introspect and
Then hang your heads
In shame for your act
Here in this world
Here in your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody Says

Birth death joy sorrows
All are according to destiny
What is destiny nobody says in right way.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody To Put

Putting question
Needs at least
Minimum qualification
What is to write
And what not
Why to erase the written
And why not
Are just continuation.

Life is continuous
Birth death, death birth
Just for you
And you are holding
Empty space
For a sleepless night
And for the body
That is taken away
By the crow.

You are nobody to put
Any question on
Anything
This is my song
This is my skin
You are to unplug
And watch scene
That is there
With kith and kin.

Gajanan Mishra
Nobody's Enemy

I am in no way
Concerned with money
I am nobody's enemy.

Being far from materialistic life
One is free from fear, distress
false prestige, illusion, hate
attachment madness lamentation
greed insult and from every ills.

Gajanan Mishra
No-Go Area

No-go area,
Odisha
Without Bhasha.
First Bhasha,
Then Odisha.

Gajanan Mishra
Noiseless

It is better
To stay in
The area of noiseless,
I like the state
Of being noiseless,
I know it is
In no way noisome.

Demarcation is there
And I have nothing
To hush up.
Good news is that
I am your good reader.
But as it is lingo
I have to act in dumb show.

Gajanan Mishra
Nomenclature

You have given the nomenclature
And it is appreciated.

You have taken the action
And it is contemplated.

You are auspicious
And my life is hereby devoted.

Rest is Yours
And it is not being rejected.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Cooperation

Non-cooperation with
Unlawful
Unconstitutional
Undemocratic
Acts of anyone
Is but necessary
For future safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Nondifferent

Non-different
You and Your name
Your name and You
I am eager to hear
I am eager to chant
You name that is most
Suitable to Your
Supreme Person
I know each and every
Name is Yours
And by remembering
And by chanting
See I am living
You and Your name
Non-different
And in this
I am in my contentment
I know always everywhere
You are present
And so You are Omnipresent
And I am in You
And I am with You
See I am also self-sufficient.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Different

River, mountains,
Tiger, crow,
Snake, tree,
All non-different

Clouds, sky,
Air, water,
Light, dark,
All non-different.

Truth is that,
All are here
For each other.
Love is at the center
And all are localized
For the purpose of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Different From Me

And who are You
I know You are non-different
From me.

I know You are Yours
Supreme abode
You are Your
Destination.

No identification
I know no realization
Nothing about the pastimes
No demonstration or devotion.

And You are here
With all elements
Always non-different.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Different, Truth

Black or white,
I am not wrong,
But right.
I am affected by
My own internal potency.
I am with you,
And we are non-different.
I am fresh as ever,
I am the truth and
I am transformed
In to love,
Being agreed to go
Anywhere from here, and
I know no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Doer Lover

I am not affected by you
You can not affect me
I am in love with you
Love is unchangeable
I am non-doer lover.

You understand me
I am the truth
I am the love
I aspire nothing
I am non-doer lover.

Gajanan Mishra
None Better Than

None better than you,
None is there here.
You are the one here,
you are eternal and pure.

Let me bow down before you,
I cannot go beyond you.
I am yours and I am here
At this time to give
All my service to you.

You are the truth,
You are my love,
I want to go nowhere
Leaving you here, dear.
Not to stay here I am eager.

Gajanan Mishra
None But All

Let me consider you
None but all.
And I know
You are at the root,
Root of all success.

You are supported
By your own
Inner thoughts
And you are making
Yourself stronger.

You are simple,
You are in love,
You, yourself
Is the success.

Gajanan Mishra
None But You

None but you are here, the truth.
And I am with you,
I pay more respect to you and you are always attentive to me.
You know me yours and I am here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
None Can Tell

None can tell my name
One can tell only fire fire.

I must say
Come to gajananmishra
It is gajananmishra
You can see here gajananmishra
Through gajananmishra
You can go in to gajananmishra
From gajananmishra.

None can support you here
Except gajananmishra
I must say
Gajananmishra is within you
Search him out
If you can.

Gajanan Mishra
None Else Is There

None else is there
As singular and
As powerful as I.

Gajanan Mishra
None Is There

None is there
To give love,
To tell the truth.
Still I am there
To see the world
To buy the market.
And you are with me
To colour me
To measure time.

Gajanan Mishra
None Is Unhappy Here

None is unhappy here, see
None is for anybody.

Anyway, the mission of human life
Is to make an end to all miseries.

O blind, see, I am here to guide
Don't go anywhere at the helm of all affairs.

Gajanan Mishra
None Other Than You

You are
None other than
You.
I recognized
You.
Here in this
Recognition
The blessing
Given by
None other than
You.
It is also
Actions and reactions
Only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Nonetheless We Are Here

Nonetheless we are here
Nothing is ours
Past present or future.
We are neither
Externally correct
Nor internally.
We only involved
Ourselves in false
Jubilation and lamentation.

Gajanan Mishra
Nonmaterial

It is all nonmaterial,
And I am therein.

My sound and words
Are all nonmaterial.

In fact, I am simple
But for you I am difficult.

You may deny
But that has no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Negotiable

Peace is non-negotiable,
Love is non-negotiable,
Humanity is non-negotiable,
Life is non-negotiable,
Bare necessity of life
Like food, clothing and shelter
All are non-negotiable.
Truth is truth and is
Non-negotiable, let us
Keep it in mind and
Talk to each other openly
And transparently here.
The earth, the sky, the air
The water and the light
Let us keep it clear and clean
Within peaceful atmosphere
For a healthy life here.
No war, no fear, no terrorism,
But peace, cooperation
Should reign supreme all over.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Nuclear World

We need a
world Non-nucleared.
We need a
night full of dream.
We need a
link that has
direct connection.

We want our
bird to sing
We want our flower
to blossom.
We are here to
take responsibility
to make our pleasure
more and more
with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Self

Each one is different
From another.
And also no connection
is there with any two.

You cannot say it is love,
And also hate is a
Matter to deny.
Progress is with the doer
and doer is a non-entity
For the purpose of social study.

Giving importance to life
Is not perverse and it is
Not a thing to be blamed,
it is rather a right or claim.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Violence

What is non-violence
And how it is practice
not clear anywhere.
And You are telling through
Non-violence and renunciation
One can attain highest perfection.
But You failed to explain, my dear
What is non-violence and
How it can be practice.
A living being can not see
Or practice non-violence in
The true sense of the term.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Violence Among Vows

I know You are
Non-violence among vows
I know You are
The wind fire water speech
And also You are
The sun among all things
That purify.

O final stage of all
You are having
Without any beginning
O diversity of perception
You are the interactive
Components of reality
That is in our creative life.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Violence And Truthfulness

Non-violence in
Thoughts in words
And in deeds
Truthfulness in
Speech and actions
Are necessary
And for this
We have to forgive others
And keep ourselves
In external and internal
Purity without
Bearing enmity.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Violence Great Virtue

Non-violence is
Great virtue
Non-violence
Born out of
Non-attachment.

Passion, anger
And greed are
Triple gates
To hell
these are born out
of Attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Non-Violence, Rascaldom

Let me say the truth,
Truth is that,
Non-violence is rascaldom,
When I see you irreligious
Or say you act not
According to the law and
The scriptures and act
For your own benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Noodles

What are they?
You said- noodles.
Nitty-gritty is that
I like it.

Gajanan Mishra
Noon To Night

Noon to night
I fight to live
With blood and meat.
Dreadful sight,
I discover my light
It is my might.
I am pure white,
I am love full tight.

Gajanan Mishra
Normal - Everything

Normal - everything,
I am the only
Abnormal here
Seeing and hearing
All sights all sounds.

My abnormality is
There to discover
The truth dear.

I am using
The washing machine.
I am preparing
For next polling.

I am bold within,
I am my own kith and kin.

Gajanan Mishra
Normal Nature

Do you know my dear
Your normal nature?
Let me welcome you
To read my poems
About animals, birds,
Clouds, trees and creepers,
Let me invite you
For living together.
Life is a grace
And it is no wonder,
Let me say my dear,
You yourself is the wonder,
You are many but one
And it is well known to the world.

Gajanan Mishra
North And South

Anus is
Anus
Mouth is
Mouth
Gentleman is
Gentleman and
Evil man is
Evil man
As
North is
North
And South is
South.

Gajanan Mishra
North Star

Look at the north star
Look, North star is there
Only to run life's car
To run in a fixed and
Marvellous manner.

North star north star
I know why you are there
You are there to give
Right direction to the
Directionless
Right word to the wordless.

You are my centrestage
And my life'page
That I can turn
To attain liberation
And to remain fixed
Time's alteration.

North star, I sing
I hear I recite I study
Only your story
And try to acquire
Your qualities to reach
My Master
My Master is also
Your Master
And in this sense
We are brother.
Please help me my brother
I am yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Nosebleeding

Nose bleeding is here,
Whom to show, I failed
To understand, dear
And I am going to die
Without being uttering.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Addicted

I am not
Addicted to anything.
I have
I have no dynasty
No sovereignty.
I am absorbed
In You and
You are in me.
I am nothing
So also You.
I am my own fortune
And I care You
You are within me.
I admit
Admit You as supreme
And You said nothing
And You ignore me
You are the lion
I am the jackal
Who is crying.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Battle

Not a battle
Between you and me,
But a battle
Between truth and
Falsehood,
Between god and demon.

Who is demon and
Who is the god?
One who is taking away
His share by hook or crook
Is demon, and one
Who is giving away
What is there to him is
Definitely the god.

The battle is on,
If you want to take part,
Come forward.
The battle is
To establish the truth,
The mother and
The motherland
The mother language.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Beast

Not a beast,
But a man
I am.

Humanity is
Everything
For me.

Love and
Truth-
My ingredients.

I dwell in
All beauty.

I care not
Harmony or
Discordant.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Commodity

Poet is never bankable,
Saleable but
Definitely respectable,
Poet is not a commodity.
No reward or award
Can change a poet.
Poet writes
The time, and
Time is there
To take note.
Poet is just a medium,
Every fraction of time
Is there within the poet.
Poet is autonomous
And he experience life
At every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Drama

Not a drama
But it is a call
Of true love
From the hearts.
Stay here
On this earth
For a few moment
Together
With truth.
I am not here
To say
What is going
To happen
On the next moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Fact

That I know You
Not a fact
That I am with You
A fact.

I am in between
A fact and not a fact
And still You are
With me.

Without You
I am nothing
Without me
You can do
Whatever You like
I do agree.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Free Man

Not a free man I am,
I am not free to eat,
To move, to tell, to sleep
Or to take rest,
In no way I am free,
I can not write,
I cannot materialize,
What I think.
My thinking itself is
Also not free.
I am here in prison,
I am not allowed
To do things as I wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Happy Land

This or that,
For residential purposes,
Not a happy land.

The real happiness is there
Where there is truth,
And the truth is not here in this world.

Still, we are living here
To stay in false pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear men, I know
You are not a machine
To produce stool and urine.
You are that pious creature
Of this world who knows
The Supreme Truth and love.
You have eyes that can see
The Almighty here there everywhere
And pray for the welfare of all.
You are the son of nectar, my dear
I know you, men, being the fragment of God.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Materialistic

See me
I am not a materialistic.
I am pure,
I am supreme,
I am the truth.
Here, see me,
I am with you.
Start your work,
And discover me.
Free yourself from
Your own dreams
And see me.
proceed ahead and
Talk to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Matter

Whether you have faith on me
Or not is not a matter to think
Matter to say is I have full faith
On You and see I am giving myself
To your disposal and to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Mistake

Not a mistake
To think I am You.
Not a mistake
To know all about You.
But You are everywhere
And You are nowhere.
I am not separate from You
That only I know.
And I know I need nothing
I have no interest in anybody.
But You are telling
You need me.
I have no interest
And I am not interested.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Piece Of The Sky - As Usual

Not a piece of the sky came
Did not a word also,
The color and the light
All are mystery.
The dark did not come,
Could not come to me.

I had collected all
The necessary items,
It was all amazing
Though not useful.
I could not describe
How the road was,
That was coming to an end.
I was not thinking
How far the unseen, the fate.

While going to and fro
I was seeing my palms
That were often without lines.
I was telling unheard words
To the man who was with me
Walking as usual silently on the road.
I was not attached with the truth
Who was opening the doors
Without taking my consent.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Principle

What I stated
Is a principle
I am not compelled
To described.
Reality I do admit
And I stated the sun
Not a metallic dish.
I assumed the world
Is yours once
And for all
And I do not admit
Myself as a cause.
What I stated
And I practiced
Is for you
And I received
Ample love from you.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Question

Not a question
Between you and me
We are undivided
And yet separate.

Not a question
To find answer
we are here
To know our creator.

Not a question
Of worth knowing
But ignoring while
Going and going.

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Villain

My friends, excuse me,
I am not a villain,
I am not an aggressor,
I have not plundered
The wealth of others,
I have not attacked
Anyone all of a sudden,
I have not administered
Poison to any man,
I have not set fire
The house of other men.
Excuse me, I have not
Done any wrong to anyone,
Still, I am suffering, why?

Gajanan Mishra
Not A Word

Not a word
I said, that is
Not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Able To See

I am not able to
See anything,
I am not able to
Do anything.

But everything is
Being done
And every sight
Is being opened.

Though straight forward
I am not able to
Communicate anything
To You.

It is You to decide
My dear, what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Able To Stay Pure

I am not able to
Stay here pure, my dear.
And I know, my going to
Hell is but sure.

I know nothing is mine
And yet I am telling
I am the owner
Of everything and see it is me.

My own body and my
Own mind are not under
My control and yet I am
Rushing to control others!

No road to escape, my dear,
Hell is coming nearer and nearer.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Able To Understand

After so much of discussions
After so much of descriptions
After so much of presentation
I am not able to understand
Though I know it is there as it is
It is there as before though I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Able To Understand - Life

What is going on
I am
Not able to understand.

And I am devoured
By the python of sleep.

I am absorbed
In eating sleeping
Mating and defending.

And I am surrounded
By the envious enemies.

I lost my consciousness,
Happiness and intelligence.

I am at present
In this dark well of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Able To Understand But I Am Here

I am not able to
Understand you, dear,
Yet I am with you.

My words are simple,
So also my thoughts.
I want not to go
Deep into the oceans.

I am with my poetry,
And truth is being expressed
Through my poetry.

And what is that truth
I know not dear.
Still, I am with you,
How? that I can't say here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not About Terror

Here I am sitting
And doing all your works.
I care not my comfort
And even the bare
Necessities of my life.
No one is the stumbling
Block on my way.
I have my own eyes to see,
Own ears to hear
And own path to go
With my own legs.
I am not here to talk
About any terror
or about pleasure or pain.
I know I gain so many things
Including you and
You are the truth, my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Affected

Not affected,
Not affected by anything.
Right?
And it is I.

Past, present, and future,
Birth, existence and destruction,
Space, time and things,
All are there as before.

Nothing changed,
And everything as before
Remains unvitiated
And uncontaminated.

Without undergoing any change
You are calling me and I am going, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Afraid To Talk

I am not afraid
To talk
About the truth.

In Odia;

Satya bishayare kahibaku
Mu daru nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Again

What I guess
You are right
You are right
I am correct
Not again.
Taking breath
I allowed death
And as such
It left.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not against anybody
I have clarified clear
If you are going to say
I feel painful to hear.

Animals birds fishes all are
My brothers and sisters
We are all sons daughters of
His Highness
All are sons and daughters of
This soil Mother Earth.

I respect shared value
I respect human value
I respect natural law
We are all matured man
Of this latest century
It is not good to think
Otherwise at any point of time
At any place against anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Not All But A Few

Are here who know Truth
Knowing very well
Though not possible
Appearing and disappearing
Knowing common they are cool
Not all but a few
Faith and love and everything is You.

Gajanan Mishra
You are not allowed to return
On the way you are going, remember.
Think again about your own dream
Aspirations, plan and project and
Proceed as you like, my dear.
And say something while going
For which we are here waiting to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Allowed To Give Message

Not allowed to give message,
You sent a message to me, my dear,
And I replied okay in return message.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Allowed To Sit

Not allowed to sit,
No one is allowed
To sit anywhere
Even for a moment.

Each one is going
From eternity to eternity
But not
Beyond the cloak.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Alone

I am with you
And I am not alone
You are not with me
And I am alone.
Live long
You are telling me
My days are short
And you are going from me.
Time is not mine
And you borrow time
And you are ready
And unable to return time.
I love you and to love
Is my aim
I love you only to you
Forgetting name and fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Always

The more the merrier
Not always true
The sooner the truth
comes to light
The better you feel.

The rich and
The poor are here
See and see the young
Respecting the old
And see golden age ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Always True

Not always true-
Out of sight
Out of mind.

I love you - true
You love me - true
There is devotion
In both of us
Not untrue.

I am never out of sight
For You
Nor are you ever
Out of my sight.

I see you, O my dear
Everywhere
And I see
All are in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Not America

I take care America
But not America.
I am open and
transparent
But not America.

I am selfless
But not America
I see the welfare
of all in the world
But not America.

And I am interested
To make friendship
with America but
America is coming
with reservation.

I declare
All are equal
in the eyes of nature
But America is reluctant
to say so with me.

I am with America
But I could not find
America with me.
Let the world say
We are good friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Among Others

I am separate
I am distinct
Do not consider me
Equal with others
Even though I am
Sitting eating walking fighting
Breathing speaking and doing
All sorts of works among them
I know the truth and
The Truth is that
I am doing nothing
It is the actions themselves
They are being done
And I am no way related
And if you are capable enough
Catch hold of them.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Anger But Love

Not anger but love
We need here.
Keeping anger aside
You can see things clearly
And get peace.
Love leads you
Towards progress
Just start loving
And say love yes.

Gajanan Mishra
I am not annoyed,
I am not annoyed, see.
I accept Your words
And You are ever ready
To listen me
And I am reaching You
Every moment, see.
I am giving You
And what I am giving You
I am getting in return
Double and triple
Seem I am telling it on oath.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Answerable

I am not
Answerable to anyone.
I have
Carved out my own space.

My own words-
My cross points.
I am sticking to truth,
Flexible though.

My poetic forms-
My breezes.
With my beauty and light
I take charge to clean all dark.

True to life,
I survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Applicable

Not applicable,
The injunction to me.
I am here
For the right cause, see.

Doing and undoing
Everything and all-
The same to me.
I have no enmity
With anyone, see.

I have also no desire
For any kind of prosperity.
I am here, with you,
That's all for me,
And I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Bad, Not Bad

All good, all good
All permanent, all permanent
Nothing temporary, nothing temporary.
All assets are Yours
Because You are there.
Because You are there
You are recognized.
Truthful activities are
Always there with You.
You are the Truth I am
Telling again and again
And it is not bad
It is good better best.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Birth But Knowledge

Not birth but knowledge
that matter, listen, O son, my dear.
Go on acquiring knowledge,
Go on learning from tit bits.
Hanker not after wealth
or position or place.
This world is such that
you can know anything from
anywhere, no need to go,
what is needed is your observation.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Biscuits

You cannot tell me biscuits,
Neither I call you the same.
I know biscuits are not cheap
Either in the nearby market or
In the house where I reside.

I came neither from urban
Not from rural, but my research
Goes through both where I find
The vote banks not for me but
For them who are accustomed
In drinking and eating live.

Time is to start but where and
When that is to be decided by
Both of us here right now.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Both

I can not have both
Sun rise and sunset.

Either in or out
Don't shout.

Richness is
In the truth
And it is a
Matter of practice.

Tricks have no role
Just learn and
Illumine yourself.

See that
You are at east.

Gajanan Mishra
Not by birth but by action
One is considered as good.
Not by word but by practice
One can touch the truth.

Good fortune is always there
With the creatures, but
The creatures are to reap it
By their truthful labor.

Let not anyone go outside,
But let them know everything
Is inside here all time.

The moment is auspicious always,
Let all know it from the very moment
They enter the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Capable To Say

I am trying to live,
I am trying to write,
I am trying to know,
But till date
I failed to know anything,
I failed to write anything,
I am not capable to say
I am living a life.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Cheap

I am not cheap,
You cannot use me
As and when you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Clear

It is mine,
It is not clear.
It is yours,
It is clear.

It is,
What is it?
Not clear,
We cheer.

It is error,
Whatever we offer,
It is fear
And we suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Cold

I am not cold
As you said
I am hot
And going to
Make you cold.

Seeing you
At the terrace
I awaken
And you said
Let us forsaken.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Common

I am not telling
Not common
Your failure
I am telling
Forget the word
Failure and also
Forget the word
Success that is
In pressure at present.
At present what
I am telling you
Has got meaning
And you are in search of
That all
And I am telling you
To come and see
What is going
In this jungle
Jungle of life and
Death and peace
At present that is
At your hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Concrete

Abstract
And not concrete
Memory instant
Effort diminished
Arousing alarm.

What to say
About organs
Center demolished
In a night
Moon cried panic.

Meaning not sure
Yet all went
In limited sky
Water not managed
Total blundered.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Correct

The witnesses
Are not correct.
The proofs
Are not correct.
Even the incident
Itself is not correct.
Punish no one,
No one is a criminal.

No one can harm,
Torture or kill
Anyone at any time.
All are innocent,
But it is the time
That use others.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Created

I am a man and
I am not created
By any man,
And men dare
Not to
Control me
In any way.
I care not
Whether I am
Alive or dead.
And men keep
Not any doubt
I am powerless
And I can do nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Creation

Not creation but division
Neither I create anything
Nor I am here to divide.

Who said you are free
You are neither free
Not you can do anything.

You are simply going on
Eating and sleeping
That is the whole problem.

Here you find no animosity
No friendship and everything
Is just to see.

See all living beings
They have their own
Plus points and minuses.

Think not you are absolute
You can emancipate them
All are mistaken of facts.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Credible

I know you
You know me
This knowing
is of no use
We are not visible.

What we are creating
Is not known to us
This not-knowing
Is of no use
We are not credible.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Crow

I like
Not crow
But dove.
I give up
Talking
About the dove.
I like
The dove
But not
Lion.
Lion, the king-
I am not ready
To agree, cruel though
With everyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Dark Not Cold

It is not dark, not cold
But it is reservoir of
Unlimited heat and light.

It is the reservoir of Truth
And unlimited eternal power
And it is the real aspect
Of our own existence.

I am aware with this Truth
This stone this pencil this water.
O my dear, I am fully aware
Of the pillar that is You.

No stuff but Truth
That I am discovering with You
I know with You, my life is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Dead Yet

Not dead yet
Poet is still here
To write poems on us.

Wait, see
Poet is going
With the theory of evolution.

See, you are changing
With the change of time.

Don't keep self-doubt
With you, O my dear
Call the poet within you
And give a chance
To write about you
To write on you.

You are the poet
Not dead yet.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Dependent

You have no desire
You are not dependent on others.
You have desires
And it leads to dreaded unhappiness.

You are not required to give up actions
You are only to renounce desire.
You are enslaved by your desires
And it leads to dreaded unhappiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Different

We are not different
From one another
O my dear,
Let me clear
My intelligence
Is not polluted
Let me say
We are all eternal servants
We are servants of Truth
And we have
No friend no enemy here
Let me clear
Life after life
We are under laws of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Different, Though Different

We are
Not different
From one another,
Though different
Completely.
We are
The heat and light
Of the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Doer

Not do-er,
But part of nature.
Matter- all covered.
No matter
Higher or lower,
But all wonder.
I appear and
Truth-I am, consider.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Doing Anything

I am not doing anything,
I know You are here and
Doing everything for everybody,
I dare not interfere
In Your works my dear,
I am here, and I am giving
My best wishes to all and
I am thinking about the welfare
Of all always everywhere,
I know You are there within all.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Done Anything

I have not done
Anything in the past
O my dear, and as such
I am not elevated
To any exalted position
At present I know
No saving and no interest.
I am doing everything
Possible at present to
Please You and doing
Everything as per my
Capacity to give pleasures
To others without any
Expectation in future.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Dust

Not dust
I am not dust.

I am not the disbeliever.

I am not the destroyer.

I am here.

See me, within You, my dear.

It is not false
It is not sin
Here, find no devil.

I am under the nature
And I am sure
To get my wages
From here
And for this I am sincere.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Easy

Not easy
Throwing shackles
Not easy
Throwing shackles of
Glittering world
Not easy.

Selfless action
The only way
If practised
Can give some
Relief
And practice makes one
Perfect.

Not easy
Selfless action
Not easy
Throwing off
Shackles of karma
Not easy
Throwing shackles of
Glittering world
Not easy
Unless terrible
Fear of birth
And death
Is out of pitch.

Not easy
Not easy.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Easy To Distinguish

Not easy to distinguish
Original and duplicate.
Who is coming and who is going
Difficult to say in open field.
The sun is neither rising
Nor setting you know I know
East west has no meaning.
Just show placard and leave
Leaving is not correct
Nobody can say wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Easy To Know

Not easy to know
Who loves whom
And for what purpose.

No easy to know
Who is what
And for how long.

Disregard not
To anybody
It is a mistake
You are going to commit.

Know that
perishables are also
Not inferior
Remember, mortals
Are not dying
Only change of forms
Are there.

Nothing and
Nobody is earth-bound
All are going to
Touch the sky
Know it
And be in the group of
The wise.

The criteria of being wise
Is in truth
Knowing is not important
But telling truth
Living in truth in entirety
Is rare no doubt
But not difficult.

O my dear, If you practice it
Hurdles would go on their
Own way and you will definitely
Reach at truth
Reaching at truth
Is the purpose of life
Love life and see
Truth is at your door step.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Easy To Understand

Not easy to understand love,
Not easy to go on the path of truth.

Still we love each other,
Lovingly we are acting
Throughout the life.

In the deeper recesses
Of our own consciousness
Truth is being revealed.

Love cannot be interpreted
By us at this time.
And we do admit
We are our own enemy.

We are against us
And causing harm to ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Empty

No one is empty here,
But full in all respect.

The earth and the sky
All are bountiful to us.

No one is barren,
Fruitfulness is there
Everywhere always.

Sing and dance
As you like
This is the perfect time.

Open market system
Is here, find.
You are to satisfy
And judge yourself.

Steering is there,
Hold it.
Light is there
See it.

It is you to rise,
To rise and rise.
You are to ride,
Ride the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Envy

Not envy,
But respect
Everyone.

All movings and
Nonmovings are
Within the earth,
And the earth is
Within everyone.

Born and unborn
All are here
Without any
Beginning and
Without any end.

Love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Even A Single Word

Not even a single word
Is mine.
I am writing with words,
And the words are
Obeying my command.
Thank God, I am here
With the words,
Knowing fully well
They are all creating
Disturbances On the highway
Of the life at pick hours.
I am about to pass away,
But the words are there
To keep me with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Even Love

Nothing is free,
Not even love.
Life is very costly,
So also the truth.

And we spend alot
For love,
For truth
In this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Everyday

Not every day,
The same day.
Not everyone,
The same one.

Nothing
To be confused.
But to proceed
Forward for truth.

Always
Feel good.
Goodness is
Inherent in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Extra Walk

In my life
In my day to day activities
If I am not honest
If I am not truthful
Not clear not transparent
If I am on wrong path
Destroy me throw me out
Throw me out from this
Celestial blessed holy
Heavenly world.
I am not telling
Anything extra
Not doing extra walk.
If I am no in righttrack
Put me in to the hell
Put me in to the hades
Put me in to the abyss.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Fake

This feeling
This understanding
My faith my ability
Is best for me
I am a devoted man, see
I am yours, examine
I am here with you
Always use me.

Gajanan Mishra
Not False

My statement I love you
Is not false
That I can give guaranty
How far I love you
It is time that speaks
And love for what
That I can not say
I can say you are here
I am here and I love you
I do not care whether you
Love me or not
This much I must say
I am not here to hate
You are not my enemy
You are not here to do
Harm to me
And I am not expecting
Whatever I say should
Be honored and
I should be obeyed
This thing may serve
My purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Not False But Truth

Not false but truth,
Not darkness but colorful light
I am in need, I am in need. And I know
Every one is going towards eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Far Away

You are not far away from me
You are in me
I realized your presence
And you are directly connected
i am taking your instruction
At every moment
I am not in error
As you are with me, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Far But Near

Not far but near, my dear
Why should then I fear
Look, my life is clear.
As clear as the full moon
And my love is dancing
In midsummer noon.
I live in my nasty praise
Alas, I die in your grace
Let me say you are my face.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Favorable

We reject
When it is
Not favorable to
Sense gratification
We accept
When it is
Favorable to
Sense gratification.
Rejection and acceptance
Are solely dependent
And are temporary
And are not fixed
And are false
Since they are
Not in Truth
And far from ultimate goal.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Fire

A piece of iron is not fire,
But let the iron is made red-hot,
And through its burning capacity
It acquired the quality of fire.
So also I am here, my dear,
Without your touch, I am nothing
But like a dead body.
Give me strength through your love.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Fixed Not Empty

All
Not fixed
Not empty.
All and
Everywhere
See only
Circles.

Observe
The sky
The earth
And the air
And the light
And the water.
All
Busy in
Changing places.

Fortunate we are
To see
To watch
To hear
All.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Fool

Think not common people fool.
They are much more intelligent than you.
This world belongs to all people.
Earth-mother is here to rear all.
No practice of hatred and separatism.
Living and non-living, movable and immovable, all should be protected each and everybody has valued.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Foolish

I am not foolish
Though a sinner
As you called me
I am more wiser
Than you my dear.

Inimical term
is there I agree
No friendship zone
Is here where I am
Living and yet
I am getting profit
That is not available
To anybody at any time
As you see it favorable.

Somehow or other see
My mind is absorbed
In truth and that would be
Helpful a lot and that is
The best ever love.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For All Times

I see here at this hour
Your beauty
Your qualities
Your magnanimity
Your behavior
Your wealth and power
O my dear, you are superior
I am attracted by
Your sight and the atmosphere
I have no objection
To go with you anywhere you utter
Yes let us unite together
Let us embrace each other
Here we both are visitors.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For Any And

My poem is
Not for any
And everybody.

My poem is for one
Who has love in him or her.
My poem is for one
Who is eager to know things.
My poem is for one
Who is on the path of truth.
What is truth, one should
Know or at least try to know.

Love and truth are
The basis of life.
One should live with that.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For Bread

I am not for bread only
Stonebread is here.

Peace and harmony
I have to maintained
In this house of my father
My father is also yours
Please follows.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For Me

Not for me -
This world.
Till date,
I failed to
Know, how to live.
Till date,
I failed to
Understand, why
To live and
With whom
To live.
Still, I live,
The wonder of
This world.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For Myself

I know
My life is,
And I live,
Not for myself.
But for others
I am here
In this
Style and
Manners.

And I hear
What one utter
The friend,
The father,
The brother,
The sister,
The mother -
My shelter and
My protector.

I am firm
In my behavior,
I love all,
And to love
I live here.
See, I'm shining,
I am smiling,
I am giving all
And everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For Myself - Life

I know
My life is,
And I live,
Not for myself.
But for others
I am here
In this
Style and
Manners.

And I hear
What one utter
The friend,
The father,
The brother,
The sister,
The mother -
My shelter and
My protector.

I am firm
In my behavior,
I love all,
And to love
I live here.
See, I'm shining,
I am smiling,
I am giving all
And everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For The Good

Not for only the good-
This world, it is for
Both good and bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For The Self

I am not eating
Not drinking
Not sleeping
Not sitting
For my own self
Hence my affinity
Renounced and
I get liberated
If you are not
In a position to belief
Then I have nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For This Body

The insignificant
Material sense gratifications
Not for this body
Unlimited happiness
And material enjoyment.

You are to curb
Unnecessary affection
And attachment, my dear
Here you cannot find
Liberation and you
You should adopt inferior
Occupations that would
Lead to your own destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Not For You

Not for you,
This world is
not for you.
You are and
you are for
this world.

What are there
Not necessary
to know,
what you are to
do here within
this period
that has value,
relative rating value.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Free

Do this
Do not do that
Go there
Do not come here
You are my near and dear
Why we do
What we do
All are with us
And for us
And for all these
We are not free
See and watch a tree
This is the pedigree.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Fun

Life is not a fun
Life is not for fun
You can not show me a gun
I have my own sun
Where in you are the light
You are my might
Excuse me if any mistake
I have done
If I have shown
Any disrespect
In sitting in playing
In dinning in sleeping
And I pray, O my love
Do not shun me
Do not shun.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Giving Advice

I am not giving advice
But I am telling the truth.
Truth is keep your words
Under your own control
And see you are there
As per yur wish.
You are the one
And here wityh own fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Giving Up

Not giving up activity
I reached
Where You are.

And You are with me
In all my actions
In all my thoughts.

And I see nothing loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Going

It is attachment,
It is here
In you
And not going
From you
At any time,
It is you,
Who can go away
And should go away
From attachment,
For betterment
And for happiness
Of all
Including yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Gone Anywhere

You have not gone
Anywhere I know
Here is our union.
You are with me
You have gone
Here is disunion.
Union and disunion
No solution, nothing but
Dream-motion.
You are here with me
You are in union
And I find not
And cry where have you gone!

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good

Not good to comment,
Not good to comment on anybody,
Considering your own duty.

Nature,
Nature is here,
Nature is only here to play,
As per the requirement of time.

Nothing to interfere,
Nothing to comment,
No nature can able touch,
And you are staying here with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good For

Simple and yet perverted
not good for life sake.

Not separated but united
A soul is nothing but devoted.

Searching meaning without any help
Would not serve the purpose
That would keep you
Away from the center.

Think not simple anything
Think you are the sole
Meaningful person here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good- Not Bad

When I am telling
Not good, please
Does not mean,
I mean to say bad.

When the sun is
Not there, how can
You say the area
Is covered with dark.

Have patience
And study the time
And the situation
Deeply, intimately
For your own benefit
And for others as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good To Go With Deaf Ear

It is not good,
Not good to go
With deaf ear.
We are to see
While going
What is there.
We are to know
What is virtue
What is vice.
If we are not
Going to know
We are to face
And no one else,
The consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good To Say

I know as you
said it is
not good to say
I am superior,
Only because of
learning, only
because of riches,
Only because of
power, only because of
my renunciation and
only because of
dispassion.
I know and I am
not proud for virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Good To Think

Not good to think
I am so and so,
My father is so and so,
My work is so and so.
I am nothing, though,
I know fully well.
I know nothing
I am in a dark well.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Heard Not Seen

I found many things
I fully convinced
Strength is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Hearing

I am
Not hearing
Any one today.

Is there nobody?

The air passes.
The sky smiles.

The earth trembles.

The lone tree
Is unable to
Utter words.

I am there
On the road.
But road is
As it was before.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Heaven

Not heaven,
My destination.
Not for future rewards
My works or activities.
Nothing is there
In my dreams.
But I value
The judgement
On truth.
And I care
The common men
Not hankering after
Wealth and status.
Men, I salute you.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Helpless

I am not at all helpless.
And how can I be helpless
With Your presence always.

You are with me, my dear
And You are doing all sorts
Of works here for me
I am very very happy.

I am happy and cheerful, see
I am faultless and You are graceful
You know everything that are happening
O my dear, and see, for You, I am beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here

Not here
Not a matter of discussion.

Fill up all
Drive out some and stay there.

Never stop and go
Continue going.

It is the sky
That say everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here- The Word

I am searching a word
And it is not here.
Would you please help me
To find it out
From the clutches of time?

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here To Judge

What is false
And what is true,
I am not here to judge.
I am also not here
To display all my energies.

Here is the sunshine,
That I know and there
You can find everything.
It is not that you are distressed,
It is not that you are covered by dark.

But I am sure each one is in deep sleep,
I am sure nothing is there in dark.
The field of activity may differ,
But same is the culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here To Live Long

I am not here
To live long.
I am here to
Do the works
Favourable to
You all.

It is fact
I am not here
To tell all
That you want
To hear.
I am here
To tell everything
That are facts.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here To Meet Destruction

My poem is not here
To meet destruction
And never.
My poem is for
Good of all
And is never
Overcome by
Your evil thought
And misunderstanding.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Here To Perish

I am not here to perish
I am in truth
You are there to
Protect the truth.

You are no there
To see any destruction
You are there to create
Anything anywhere with full devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Hopeless

I have trust on you,
And I know you are
Not a hopeless case.
For you are the truth
With all ecstatic symptoms.
Either you are the stone
Or you are the wood
Or you are both, I know.
But you like not cheap
Appreciation, friend.
I know you are the sign
And signature of all
Circumstantial reasons.
And I am eager to glorify
You to attract life
In all happiness.
You are the process of life
And you are reflected
On your own way here in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Human Being

Not human beings,
But two -legged animals,
I see everywhere at present,
People claim themselves
Civilized, though.

No one knows,
The meaning of life,
How to live with nature,
What to do and how to
Keep relations with others.

Life, the source of
All jubilations,
People have forgotten,
And they are busy
In creating troubles for them.

I find no real knowledge
With anyone here.
But some declared themselves
As the gurus, guides and
Busy in cheating others.

Gajanan Mishra
Not I But You

Not I but you
the nectar of this world.
Not I but you
the writer of this world.
Not I but you
the conjunction of this world.

You are the only player here and
all others are ball.
You are the giver, you are the taker
In dark and in light, I hear your call.

The flowers that are there blooming - I know yours,
The stars that are there appearing - I know yours.
I am not confusing at any time it is sure,
I am getting your instructions all times that are pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Identical

Not identical,
This with that,
Water with the sun,
Innocence with intelligence,
Victim with witness,
Judge with advocates.
Not identical,
The sky and the clouds,
The person and the crowd.
yet we raised our heads,
To express something,
But for right
And integrity we crossed
The borders.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Idle Not Lazy

Not idle not lazy
Take life easy.

Life is in faith
Life is in sacrifice.

No contrary no delusion
Life is love life is emotion.

Birds insects beasts trees
All are free but not men.

Where are we then
We are running behind name and fame.

Scriptures and ordinances we forgot
And we have lost life-nut.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In Existence

Not constantly in existence
Means not in existence at all.

Remember Gita
The unreal has no existence
Real never ceases to be.

You are the divine essence
My dear, You are ever attainable.

Gajanan Mishra
The word caste -
Not in good taste,
Utter not, please.
No one is Dalit or
Say scheduled caste or tribe,
But each one is backward
And ignorant about the truth.
Say, on this earth,
Each one is Dalit,
Say we are to know the truth,
The truth of life.
So far no one conquers death,
And hence oppressed.
Oppressed and suppressed-
The symbol of Dalit.
Each one is human being,
Each one is hungry and thirsty,
Each one tries to go to the light.
Light of love is needed
To each one here.
Fear, not dear men,
You are all one.
Oneness is your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In Love

I have not written
A single love poem
I am not in love.

The sea is there
Where it was
And I returned
Empty handed.

Sitting on my
Whirl chair
I called O man
Have patience
And see
Here is my poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In Love Means

Not in love
Not in love means
Not intelligent
Means you are
Deviated from Truth
Means you are dedicated to
Fruitiness activities
Means you are in illusion
Means you are foolish and
Not aware to the fact.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In My Shirt Pocket

You are not
In my shirt pocket
That I can show
Anyone at any time
When it is so demanded.
You are not a show-piece
I am telling everybody here
And yet they are not
In a position to hear.
No one is ready to hear,
No one is ready to see,
No one is ready to understand
What they need to understand
Need to see and need to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In Order

I must not say
My eyes my ears
My tongue my hands
And my legs are
Not in order.
I must not say
I know not anything,
I am not here,
I am not the thief,
I am not the culprit.
But I must say I know,
What the sky is doing
On this earth at this hour,
I must say I am not the coward.

Gajanan Mishra
Not In The Sky

Not in the sky
But on the earth
You are to grow.
You are to grow
With water and the air,
You are to grow
With love and truth,
You are to grow
With all honesty and
Sincerity, you are to grow
With all here.
You are to grow
With your thoughts
And actions - pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Independent

Useless talk
Useless talk is that
When one say I am
Different and independent
From You.

I have no independent
Existence that I know
And I am fully
Dependent on You
Always and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Inferior

Not inferior
But superior
Spiritual nature.

Superior
Spiritual nature
Not inferior.

Spiritual nature
Superior
Not inferior.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Iserable

Not temporary
We are not here
To go to leave
We are here
To love to stay
Here our life is
Not miserable
Not temporary
Just see
Just experience
Just change the view.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Knowing - No Excuse

Not knowing - no excuse
Shutting eyes - no excuse
Keeping mum - no excuse
You are fool you are ignorant
No excuse no excuse
You are here to know
To know everything
Around you is life
Life is veiled by
Divine potency
And you know nothing
Faith and love and tear
Enable you to know everything
Devotion and surrender
Enable you to know everything
This world is to know
The more you know
The more you get success.
Not knowing - no excuse.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Known

The style the meter
The form the content
I write poem.

Poem can be read
The cosmic form
Can not beheld again
I write poem.

Grammar spell forgotten
No necessity
Dialogue not declared
I write poem.

Writing poem is
As natural as respiration
Life- sea sky air light earth
Beyond imagination worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Known To Any One

Not known,
What are You doing there
Not known to anyone here.
And You are going on
In Your works and that are
Praiseworthy who am I to say.
I know not whether I am
Living or not here at this time.
What I am doing is important
Whether I am free from
Evil or vice that is marked.
Neither I am inevitable nor
I am indispensable that is true
And still you cannot do anything alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Life

Eating drinking and
Sleeping is not life,
Even taking birth is
Not life, so also
Leaving the body
Is not death.

My dear, I consider
Your birth when you can
Know your very existence,
And you can able to understand
Who you are and how you are,
I consider that day your first
Day in the world and you have just
Started living, no matter how old you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Like That

Here it is a statue
Let us worship it
Not like that
Here there is
Bodies of water
Consider it a holy place
Not like that
External vision fails
To appreciate the higher senses
And considerable time is needed
But a poet a true poet
Is always pure, see the poet
And just by being seen
Just by hearing his poems
Just by reading his poems
One can be purified.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Localized

Not localized
But internationalized
Go on achieving
What you want.

Pure things are here
That you want
Without ending
Go on it.

Complete perfection
Of the work
Take you through
This process of happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Magician

You can't say
I'm a magician.
I'm the very first
word of your love
Who lives
within your black eyes,
see.
Ask not anything,
Just hear
what I am going to say.
What I wanted to say
I have forgotten
seeing your eyes.
Who are you and who am I.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Material

I am not material
I am pure goodness
See, I am situated
On the platform of
Pure transcendence.

I am in the air
I am in the water
O my dear, I am in the sky
Here I am on this earth, see
I am also all light.

I am the mixture of
Ignorance passion and all goodness
I am the perfect incarnation
N one can see at any stage any deterioration.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Meaningless

Not meaningless
It is not meaningless to stay
Here there with You, my dear
Your reputation is expanding
Day by day here there
I am Your part and parcel near and dear.

You are the best and the biggest
You are here there defeating all
Giving scope to all to succeed
You are also giving shelter to all
Here there with specific purpose
Not known to anybody, my dear
You are at every moment here there
And I am here visualizing in my own vital parts.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Mine

This name is not mine
This address is not correct.
What is mine and
what is correct
please forget.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Mine, I Am Not Mine

Not mine,
This is not mine,
That is not mine.
Not mine, not mine.

Not mine,
You are not mine,
He is not mine,
Not mine, not mine.

I am not mine,
I am not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Moon But The Sun

Not moon but the sun,
Not sun but the moon.
Of course, they both,
Agree to the purpose I walk.

The clouds and the sky
They both lasted in life
And I choose my treasures.

I enjoy heavenly life
In the air and in water
With no obstacles,
My way of peace is with me.

I know the earth is
Liberal and kind.
I am not lost and I am
There in connection of true worth.

True, I am thirst of love,
But not lust.
I know no fire expires.
I fear to fall
Into the way of unrighteousness.

Both the moon and the sun
Are my guide, but I am
Not with them. I am separate
And I am dead to reason.

Gajanan Mishra
Not More Than Seven

It is only seven
My span of life.

I am here within seven
Inside seven and
Not outside.

Sanctity is here in seven
From and to are here
Together in seven.

Seven days form a week
And within this
My birth my death.

Gajanan Mishra
Not My Business

What you are getting
It is not my business
To know here at this time.

It is not for joke
It is not for material benefit
It is not for show.

I am not interested to know
Who you are and for how long
You are here in this activities.

What I know that I know
I know I am attached to You
Without any motivation
I have no right to question You
As I want to keep our relation in tact.

Gajanan Mishra
Not My Eyes

I can tell a lie
But never my eyes.
I am the best witness
Of my own conduct and
Character, my dear,
And no one else has power
To utter a single letter
On this matter.
I know, here
I am the opener and
I am the closer of
My life-chapter.
Let me go with my open eyes
And open ears world over.

Gajanan Mishra
Not My Fault

If you could not understand me
It is not my fault.

The duckling took a dip
If it get a pond
The hen stayed on the bank
And clucked.

I find my house my field
And I entered
You though with me
Not choosen to go with me.

It is not my fault.

Gajanan Mishra
Not My House

But I am residing
In the house.

Here the terrace is
For the birds
Here the tree is
For the clouds
Here the green grass is
For the stream.

Here this poem is
For the poets
And the air therein
Is for the creatures.

The house I live in
Not mine
But yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Necessary

Not necessary,
I would coin
Poems everyday.
But it is necessary
On my part to
Live like a poet
And be a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Not New

You are my
Only near and dear
I know and it is clear.

I can not describe
Your benevolence
And your love.

You attract me
Towards you
I know and I
Never forget you.

I am satisfied
By thinking of you
And you are imperishable
And eternal not new.

Gajanan Mishra
Not New But Worn-Out

Ask me if you are in doubt
Who are you ask yourself first
And then come to me without any shout.

Nothing is regular as said before
All are in dark here now
And you are suffering permanently
In the wind-body that is flying-out.

Gajanan Mishra
Not October

Yes, it is October,
But who told you
It is not October.
Rain is dancing
All days,
In jungle
In village.

In October,
I can't say
Whether the sun
Goes smaller and
Smaller.
But the sun is
Very specific
And enchant all.

The water and
The trees all are
In the happy mood.
And here
I want to do
Something new
With my words.

Words come to me
With all goodness,
In October
I call them.
They all are here
To give me voluntarily
The fruits of my labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Not On Run

Truth is that
I am not on run.
Truth is that
You are not for fun.

Fun is that
I am living
And you are telling
I am dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Not On The Same Level

I am not
On the same level -
Correct.
My supremacy depends
On you -
Not correct.

I am auspicious,
I am your reflection -
Not correct.
I am the cause of
All conditional life -
Correct.

I am powerful-
Not correct.
I am powerless -
Also not correct.

Carefully I am
Following the truth -
Correct.
I am living like
Your shadow -
Also correct.

Correct and not correct,
Both are correct.
And find no cataract.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Only For Pleasure

I am here,
Not only for pleasure.
But I am here
For nectar.
I am the drop of nectar,
I am truth conscious,
I am here
To absorb in nature.
I am the servant,
I need blessing
To take cognizance.
I represent the mass,
Mass of people and to
Save them all from trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Ordinary

Not ordinary but extra ordinary
More intelligent and perfect
With higher nature and Supreme knowledge
A man can know you recognized you
My dear it is You who can alone
Assumed that Supreme Personality.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Ordinary - Take Care

Fire, fire
And it is
Not ordinary.

Soft and
Lovable fire,
And it is in us.

Fire and it is there,
Look, going with it,
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Ours

We know
This is not ours
We know
Secrets are not secrets
We know
Future is not future
What more
We know no score.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Owned

I have not owned anything.
Nothing is personal, mind it.
Even this life-breath is
Not mine, and nobody can
Separate me from anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Perceived

I am here
To eat to sleep to play
And enjoy life
And I know life is yours.

I do not know
What is life
And I have not perceived
The beginning the middle
And the end of life.

And I know there is
No need to perceive
I know there is
Need to renounce
And to enjoy
What we have.

I am just enjoying
And welcome you
To join me.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Perfect

I am not perfect
I am not purified
Still O my dear
You are here with me
Your name fame forms
Pastimes I am reciting
You are here with me
I am considered as the best
And the man of nectar
All-over.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Permanent

Heat of the sun is
Not permanent,
Not eternal,
Not imperishable.
Heat of the sun, like
Pleasure and pain,
Desire and wrath,
Is also temporary.
Heat of the sun
Can also vanish,
As I realize
It has no reality
In the true sense
In the field of eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Permissible

You can not disrupt
It is not permissible.
You cannot separate
You are not so powerful.

What can you do
A question that is to be
Answered not in half but in full
Not in details but in symbolic tools.

Hear me with all attentive moods
I am dropping the air and the ink
It is secret when it is in between we, the two.

But see it is crossing
The black-and-white zone
The truth and the love-realize my dear, when alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Pest

I am just a guest
In this world
And not a pest
I have no power
To trouble people
To annoy others
Is also not
My intention
I know it is
Your world
I know it is
Your literary
Incarnation
I am here just for
A few days a few moment
I have a duty to
Please others
I have no right
To trouble others.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Polluted

You are not polluted
That I know and I know
You are pure I am sure.

Here is happy see
Here is light see
Here is a chance to perform duty.

By birth you are chaste
By birth you are the best
From the very birth I am Yours, test.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Possible

Not possible
Not possible to measure
My dear anything here
How can I say without
Any measurement this is
Good that is bad and
If I say it would be wrong
Knowingly how can I
Commit wrong.

Here the words we used
Here the mind we possess
Are not in truth
And what is truth we know
Though we are far from it
What we say what we think
Is correct no one is dared
To say anywhere here
And so we are in fear.

Truth can be measure
By truth only and
We are not in truth
We are here in matters
And this material good
Has no permanent existence
And it is not possible to
Measure the truth that is
Permanent and eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Reachable

No one and
Nothing is
Not reachable.
No one and
Nothing is
Beyond jurisdiction.
All are lovable,
All are in truth.
All are pure,
All are the product of nectar.
I salute all,
All are for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Ready

Take not away
From the truth,
We are not
Ready to go.

Life is a
Wonderful gift,
We must admit.
And we are to
Take pleasure.

It is all stone,
All clay.
But we are to
Take all
To the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Ready To Learn

We are not
Ready to learn
History and geography
Are there with us though.

We are not
Ready to see
Truth and honesty
All are with us though.

We are not
Ready to go
In light the sun
The moon all are here though.

We are in partitioned
Within ourselves
And we have been wrong
On so many side.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Real Not Unreal

Real unreal
Not real not unreal
It is incomplete
The knowledge is not complete
Half half and full full
Half full half full full full
Nothing useless nothing useful
All is in our psychological test
And we are not attentive
Not attentive towards the skin
And ears and eyes and tongue and nose
No no no and Yes yes yes
And we have realized within us
The Truth consciousness that is pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Red, White Or Blue

Not red, white or blue
But I want all black.

I want all black,
I know all fear black,
I know black is the only truth.
I know of black everything
And everyone is there.

But the thing is
Why count colour!

Something I want is love,
And love has no colour.
Love hopes everything
Everywhere good, and
With love, we all get stronger.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Returnable

And I am going
I am going, going.

On one way traffic,
I am going.

But I have tolerated
All like a father,
Toleration is my father.

I forgive all
Forgive is my mother,
I am with my mother.

And I am going and going
And the way is one for all.

And while going
I have kept my wife-peace with me.

I am eating knowledge as food
And I am going with sister-compassion.
Come on, come on, you are welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Running

Not running well
Gap is there
entering very finely.

I am wandering
here and there
just like a kite
without any string.

False praise are
shoring on me
And you said all false
And I said false is true.

Henceforth detailed
discussion not necessary
for which I am worry.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Safe

Not safe, not safe,
The Himalayas, the Ganges.
Not safe, not safe,
This life here.

It is neither love
Nor love letters
That is safe here.
The love-gift
I receive is a bomb.

But in the name of love
Hate is saved.
In the name of life
Death is saved.
No time is in safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Separable

Not separable,  
Ths body and  
The world.  
So also I can't  
Separate myself  
From you.  
And I am going to  
Catch the wind in the net.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Sign

No sign is there,
That you are meaningful,
That you are collapsed.
No sign of flames, tower,
Words, fire.

Yet all frightened,
Yet, all said so many things
With their shadows
In their languages.

All said, all meaningless,
All burning, all named.
No vigilant eyes,
And all vanishing
With the stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Similar

Not similar
Trees trees
Rivers rivers
men men.
Bit similar
In life
In death
In right time.

Gajanan Mishra
Not similar
Our speech,
Our thought,
Our nature,
Our writings,
Our shape and
Sizes,
Not similar
Our luck,
We live here
On this earth
At this same time
Under the same
Blue sky, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Snow

Not snow,
Not sun,
But a word
I need.
I need silence
In the crowds,
I need life
In dead.
I need,
Not more,
Not less
But the world.
The world
Is an idea,
And I want
The idea should
Stay forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Not So Good

You think me good
My dear, let me clear
I am not so good
You think me bad
Let me clear, my dear
I am worse than that
But it is clear
I am trying always
To become better
And better
My pen is good
My words are good
It does not mean
I am a better writer
If purity is not inner
And again my actions
Can be pure but see
I am not pure
The actual doer
Likewise so many
Things are there to say
But my dear as you know
I am not a perfect talker.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Straight

Not straight
Only cycle path
Where I see you
At the centre always.
Nature with me
And I circling around you
With definie purpose.
I am going to the same place
Where originated
And that is my home.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Strong

Not strong
Being out of
My area, though.
I am in illusion,
And strength reduced.
In the false understanding
Of rotting atmosphere
I am losing everything, though.
I am not here
To give up fight
With time.
Sure I am here
As a winner
As truth is my shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Sword But Words

Not sword
But in words
Fighting is one.

And here
No one is living.

And we see
No tiger skin.

Mouth wide open
And tongue brandishing.

No more sky
To listen.

Catch hold truth
With smiling.
And encircled light.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Tainted By Water

Not tainted by water-
It is lotus leaf.
Not attached to the world-
The sunshine.

Attachment and detachment
Are main factors to
Determined who you are
At this moment here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Telling You Wrong

I am wrong,
I am not telling
You wrong.
I am full of
Hypocrisy, pride
And arrogance
You are not.
I pretend to be
What I am not.
I am going towards
Wealth, honor, praise
Prestige and power
Though I know
They have no value,
And no role to play
At all in true sense.
It is true
I am intoxicated.
It is true
I am impure.
I am not listening
Your words,
I am not carrying out
Your orders,
I am in delusion,
I am contrary to Truth.
I cannot say what You are
But I must say I am wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Not That

Not that
I do not know
Who am I
What I am doing
What is my future.

I am not here
To hide myself
I know fully well
I am your part
And parcel
I will cross me
And reach there
Where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Not That Everyone Is Truthful

Not that everything is truth,
Everyone is truthful.

Not that every heart is
Filled with love.

Not that one is different
From another.

Still, colors differ,
And we are here to call dear.

We know, devotion is one,
Deity differs, though.

Technique differs,
The line is one, though.

The same energy is at work,
Time and place, though, differ.

Gajanan Mishra
Not That I Am Telling A Lie

Not that I am telling a lie,
Not that I am a villain,
Not that I hate you,
Not that I know not the truth.

I realize the gift of nature,
I know how delight comes to everyone,
Wife and believe I failed to
Differentiate giving a connection to clouds.

But step by step I climb,
Not easy though, or say
Climbing is totally false.
Yet, by taking bliss,
I measure the sky and life
That is there in honey-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Not The Creation

You are not
The creation of God,
My dear mother, that
I know and I am sure.

You have created the God
For me, only for me,
My dear mother, as you
Love me most.

What is the difference
Between you and the God
That I do not know
But I know you, you are the truth.

I cannot say anything more,
With you, I am never bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Not The Night

No where you can see the moon,
And it is the day, not the night.
Here, you can see the sun
At its height.
You can say, okay,
Day is the time to work
And to get blessings,
Each one is in his delight.
Flowers, colours, and all
Other things are all bright.
Smile is there with the majority,
But some are in their own sorrow,
Let us, for them, express our pity.
All we must agree, it is the time of duty.

Gajanan Mishra
Not The Truth You See

Not the truth you see,
Still, we are with you.
You are the truth, we know.

Gajanan Mishra
Not There

School is there
Students are not there
Village is there
School is not there.

Budget is there
Development works not there
Poverty is there
Govt functioning not there.

Govt fuctioning is there
People as bonded labourers
Go far.

Gajanan Mishra
Not This

Not this, not this, not this,
I want to tell you but not this,
I want to give you but not this,
I want to show you but not this.

Not this, not this, not this,
Not also that, not also that,
I do not want to go there
Only for the sake of mere chat.

I am not in a frozen valley,
I am calling you though,
I am only waiting for you though.

You are there, I know, with a flower,
You are there, I know, with that star,
I am not far, I know, but in your area.

Gajanan Mishra
Not This Not This

Not this not this
Let me repeat
Yes this yes this.

Unlimited is
Now in limitation
For personification.

It is another mode
Of perfection and
It is the spark of fire.

Nothing is equal
Nothing is greater
So many ways are there.

Yes this Yes this
Not this not this.

Gajanan Mishra
Not This, Not That

Not this, not that,
But another one,
I want to see.
But where is that one
No one knows.

No one knows
What to do
And when to do
And where to do.

In so many colors,
They all play
With their own words
And languages for
one another.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Become You

I pray you
Not to become you.
I eat rice
Not to become rice.

I spend time
Till exhausted.
I live here
Not to die.

Exotica I see,
I get, I love.
My love is
Eternal, I am
Not in eternity
Though here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Enjoy

Flowers are
Not to enjoy
Not a flower
That one can
See and enjoy
Not a sky
One can catch
Not a fly
That can move
Oh
Multicolored
Terrible!

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Feel

I am not here
To feel
Pain and pleasure.
I know life is
Far beyond all these.
I know I am neither
Defeated not defeat,
But I am to fight,
Without envy,
Without giving hurt
To anybody.
I am equal,
And I feel equal in
Praise and
In criticism.
But I am
As before
Humble and
Truthful.
I am here
Only to serve you,
My love,
My truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Hear

I want not to
Hear from you.
I want to perform
The actions that
Are truth.

I want because
I want you and
I want you
As because I
Have to love you.

I want not
Your cosmic power
But I want you
And a shower.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Judge

Not to judge,
In this life,
But to learn.
Learn and take
Steps to tackle
Terrorism,
Sluggish economy,
Imploding time,
With each and
Everyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Return

I go,
And not to return.

My words and
My language
Will rule here
On and over all.

My thoughts my vision
All meaningful.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Return Again

I want to know
What is that
And that is what.

And you told
A match
I dare not go
It is not mine
Never be.

I want to know
What is that
That is mine
That is what
Mine.

And you told
Air
I dare not go
And I go
Not to return again
Like this.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Speak

Not to utter
A single word
My dear,
Is preparation
Of a thunder.

Not to speak
Anything here
My dear,
Is a preparation
For a great speech
There at the right counter.

To see and to hear
Is also a blunder
If not careful - my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Truth

Not to truth,
But to falsehood,
Why are you going
I failed to know.

Taking advantage,
The crooks
Make us fools
And all loot.

Make a lookout,
See what for and
Where are you,
Know ormolu,
And give a
New fight judo.

Gajanan Mishra
Not To Waste Talent

Not to waste talent
Should be the aim
Of each one.
And our talent
Prosper in love.
Love all and give scope
For all good.
Remember, love -
The only truth.
And for love, hard labor
Is but a necessity.
And for love, we should
Have equal eyes.
Love humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Too High

Not too high,
Not too low,
But stay straight,
And comfortable,
Stay truthful.

Care not anyone,
Here all sovereign power
Vested on you,
You are your Lord men,
Keep smile and
Stay happy but crush them
Who are against humanity.

Externally and internally
Keep your thoughts and works purely.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Too Hot

Not too hot
Not too cold
As I said
Keep future bold
And keep in mind
Bold is only death
That you can not mould
When you are there
To take a giant leap
Already everything sold
Be bold to
Bear scold.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Towards West

Good better best,
Go towards east,
and not towards west.

East or west,
You are the best,
Come forward for a test.

Test center is this world,
With truth and love, my dear,
Come and smile and appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Transcendental But Demoniac

See towards modern life
Feel experienced.
Anyone can do anything
Anywhere at any time.
No control at all
Go and fire.
Is it pleasure?
Are we modern?
Aim is sacrifice
No more
No householder
Is correct viewer.

Gajanan Mishra
Not True, Identity

New poetry,
What is new therein
We are here to
Search them out.
We are here
To say something more
In our own words
And style.

So many poets
Have already told
What is there,
And what will be there
Here with us.
But we are not
Going to say
What they have told,
We use their words
Here, though, but
With a different meaning.

Where are our footprints,
That we know not,
Still, we are here
And we are smiling
And crying at a time,
For the reasons
Not known to us.

Our hands are strong,
Legs are ready
To take use
Where to we want.
But time is not there
We know, it is clear,
And yet, we declare
Our name and address,
Not true, though,
We know.
Not Trustworthy

This body
Not to count
This life.

I can trust You
You are above
My body
You are my life.

Sure truth is love
Love life
Life is for love
No love no life.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Trustworthy - The Rain

Not trustworthy - the rain,
The rain has no unique identity card.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Two

Not two
But one
Only one.

And we are real
We are in this serial
We are also unreal
We are both in one
Only one.

Nothing like
East and west
Nothing like
Rise and set
All are creations
Of our own.

We are one
Only one.

Our views
Our entities
Our philosophies
Our possibilities
Our delusive
Our assumptions
our aversions
Not two not many
But one
Only one.

We come
We go
Not true
Not real
And also
Not to negate
The unreal.
We are one
Only one
This that
Dog cat
All the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Two Not More

We are not two not more
O my love O my dear
We are not factor also
There is nothing common
And there is no division
No rule no regulation
Our difference is only
Our sum that is to and
That is from
And you are my rummer
And there is no question
Of rupture
And in our hands
lie our future.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Two Or Many

Not two or many,
But one and only
One person is here.
And his color is
Not multiple but single.
The person is not tight
But loosened with time.
The time is singing
The song of lightning
That resembled thunder,
And love is interlocked.
The way of life is
Enchanting all filled
With joy- the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Under My Control

The world is
Not under my control
That I know,
The world is
Under your
Full control.
I am a doll,
You are my master.
I am not independent,
You are doing everything
For me.
I have nothing to do,
It is you to decide,
Under the influence of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Under Your Control

Not under your control,
My faith,
My wish,
My knowledge,
My movement,
In the sky
With air,
And without air.

Instability is there
Under your control,
At work,
In collecting
Food and water,
In body and mind,
In sun and rain,
And I am not able to do
What I can.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Unprotected

Nobody is unprotected on this earth
So long as You are there, O my dear.

Nobody is unhappy when he knows the nature
O my dear, and take Your shelter, respect Your culture.

You are the administrative head of all creatures
You are the wisdom of all, You are the respirator.

Let my give a free hand to write about You, O my philosopher
I know You are the symptom of all symptoms, You are the near and dear
Of all creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Up To Satisfaction

I see the answer sheets
But not up to satisfaction.
The answers are not
Tallied with the questions also.

Life is not outside death,
And I have taken leave
To sow seeds, not wise though.

But the words are there
With me and giving courage
To fight again and again.

Is it the real fight?
I am asking and no one is there
To utter anything, perhaps,
No one is interested in life.

Pray, dear men,
Come and repent,
Why you are silent.
Dear men, important news is
You are here with me
At this time, sufficient.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Using Your Language

Not using your language
Means you are involving
Yourself in a murder,
In a loot and be ready
To get punishment from
Your own men today itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Uttered A Single Word

Not uttered a single word
Related to summer
Summer though it is.
Summer is just floating
On the ice
Though not it is ice.
Pleasure turning to pain
Or pain turning to pleasure
To say anything no man is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Varying

Not varying
From one another,
Not manifold,
But one my dear.
Try not to
Figure out
Any explanation.
If you so like
You may weave
Own stories, legends,
Myths of your own
Culture and religion.
But see all in one,
All are one,
All with one.
I see you trembled
With fear in
Lightning flashed,
I see you trembled
In thunder crashed,
I see you trembled
With winds roared,
With earth shook.
And I conclude
There for all,
Only one entity
I perceived- life.
But it would be wrong
To stick to a single one.
Beastly intellect is
To be given up and
Go to the light
To see the self
That has no existence
At all, though,
That is there
With all similarities.
Not Very Good

Not very good -
Life, day, poetry.
Not very good -
Time, business, free.

I have seen everyone,
I have got everything.
Still, life is a lottery,
But it is necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Vice Versa

Simple question-
Hard answer
But not, vice versa.

Be active,
And be impersonal,
Rest is transcendental.

Who are with you?
Take not the question;
Not a matter of joke
Thanks, they are all with
You now.

Go not with reasons
Go with beauty, you see
In the sky at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Visible

You can not see me
I am not visible
Yet I am real.

I can see You
You are visible
You are unreal.

This world is
The composition of
Real and unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Well

No
I am not well
And I wonder
You are putting
So many questions
Knowing all
That I am here
With you
And I am helpless
And unable to
Control near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Well And Well

Not well and well
I dare say.
Not cruel and cruel
I must say.
Not light and light
Here this life.
Not great and great
Honey bee and hive.
It's matter fearful,
It's, though, suitable.
Hidden humble,
Understanding noble.
Inhale or exhale,
Time irreparable.

Gajanan Mishra
Not White Not Black

Not white not black
The color you choose
For your body I passed
Through the wood of neem
And I thanked Puri
And Mahodhadhi and its
Swargadwara I passed
You told mein dream
Last night and I passed
That is what you told me
To erase the sun and the moon
And I have done before you
O my dear, You are one
Who is here with me and
My only match box that I
Used here to enlightened all.

* Neem - a tree, Lord Jagannath made of the wood of this tree
Mahodadhi - Sea of Puri is named as Mahodadhi
Puri - East coast city of Odisha, India where the great temple of Lord Jagannath is there. Jagannath is Black in color and Balabhadra is white, Suvadra is yellow. These three colors represents the people of entire world.
Swargadwara -Funeral place on sea beach of Puri.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Wise

Go not behind the words,
Such going is not wise.
Eat not the burnt light,
Such eating is not wise.

Life is yours and you are the owner,
Think not, such thinking is not wise.
If you are to fear anyone, fear the monkey
jumping and dancing within you.

See the face black, see the face white,
See the face yellow. And about the color
Ask nothing, I am not interested in saying
What is there and how they are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Not With Truth

You are not with truth,
Means you are against the truth,
You dare not to tell the truth
Means you are coward and
going with falsehood and
here lies the trouble.
Going not with truth
is brute.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Within

You are thinking yourself
A great world hero and
it is not within
Your knowledge
You are a great zero.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Within My Knowledge

What is happening
Not within my knowledge.

I am scattered
No beginning
And no end.

Is it total waste?
I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Without Any Purpose

Birth and death are
Not without any purpose.
But it is all
Beyond our knowledge.
Knowledge about
Singing birds
And the buzzing sound
Of bumblebees are
But the necessity to
Make life happy.
Life is ours
We are to remember.
We are to remember,
We are human beings here.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Worried

I am not worried
About anything
I know worry is
Contrary to love
And where there is
Love there is
Surrender
And I love you
No worry remains
With me
O my dear
I am not worried
For anything here
Or what will happen
To me in future
I am just a yes-man
Of your will.

Gajanan Mishra
I have not
Written a poem
Today.
I am trapped
By the ocean
And the sky,
My dear, Come
And see how
My heart is
Going to fly.
Truth is
All the allegations
Against me
Are not true.
And I am
Arrested by
The
I am looked into
By the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Yet Verified

True,
I have not yet
Verified the truth,
The truth of death.

True, I have also
Not yet see
The truth of life.

But I fear
The death
And enjoy
The life.

And I glance
Through the glass,
The glass of mystery.

Gajanan Mishra
Not Yours

Those who are with you
Are not yours.
You are part of the dream
Dream is not yours.
You are on the earth
Earth is not yours.
You are under the sky
The sky is not yours.
Air water light
You are using not yours.
Your life you live
Not yours.
Nothing is yours
You are part and parcel
Of everything
Without you nothing values.

Gajanan Mishra
Not, Yes Sir

I want to hear
Not, yes sir,
But your independent views.
I have space for
Disagreement also.
Come on and say
What is there
In your mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Note Ban

I want no note,
I want some food,
I want some water
To drink,
I want some clothes,
I also a residence
To live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Note It

What I am telling
is a poem,
You must treat it
as poem without any
term and condition.

Poem is truth
and in poem
there is love
and in love
we live for long.

My life is truth,
and I am in love
with you,
See me as the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Note Those

Note those
Who cause divisions
And offences
Contrary to laws
Note those
Who by smooth words
And flattering speech
Deceive the hearts
Of the simple.

Gajanan Mishra
Note Those - Duplicates

Note those
Who cause divisions
And offences
Contrary to laws
Note those
Who by smooth words
And flattering speech
Deceive the hearts
Of the simple.

Gajanan Mishra
Note, Important Point

Note, important point
and dream again.
Think not dream differ,
Remember, it is one
and the same.
Problem lies not
in dream
but in you.
It is your behavior drive
that would be helpful
reaching heaven.
think for a while
Heaven is no where
But it is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
I write here,
The stories
Of my life
And that
About nature.
You can read
And comment,
I have nothing
To object.
I am alive,
This much
I can say
Before you.
You are free
To believe it.
I am the earth,
But forget it.
I am the sky,
Just remember this.
The color is being
Changed at every moment,
And you are there
To adjust with it.
I am soft and
Innocent and polite,
But I am blind
And each one is
Taking the advantage.
What is going on
That is beyond my knowledge.
How can I write,
What is the matter to write,
My notepad is opened
But blank, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Noteworthy

Something noteworthy
I have to mentioned
While performing
Prescribed actions.

Something noteworthy
About birth and death
Duty and welfare
I have to mentioned.

Easy and quick procedure
I have to mentioned
To lead the life for all
The end of which is welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Evil

Nothing is evil,
Nothing is also good.
You cannot say
It is all truth here,
You cannot say
Falsehood is there with us.
Life is there going on,
In a circle, on a cycle-way
And we are alive.
I conquered me
And you are my friend.
I have not conquered you
And you are my foe,
But I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing About Anything

I know
I know nothing
I know nothing about anything.

And You are the Providence
And I remain unasked.

I am a mere frog
And my dear, You are the lion.

I know nothing
I know nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Accidental

Nothing accidental,
Excuse me.
It is all
Expected here
For all time.
Take care
Anything can happen
At any moment.
Prepare to face
The clouds.
Unclothe the night
And see
What are in you
Besides the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Affects Me

Nothing affects me,
I am not being affected,
By your words or actions,
See me, here, as before.
I am, as such, what I am,
It is you, who is changing
Colours at every moment
And hence, you are unable to
Know the truth that is here
In me and learn lesson for
The future with all cautiousness
And stay cheerful in all
Happenings in circumstantial
Changes beyond control.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing After

Nothing after nothing
It is cool it is confidence
It is an attitude of self-belief
It is following dreams
And works on achieving them
It is cool it is balanced
It is healthy life style
Nothing after that nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Against

Nothing is against and
Everything is in favour
Opinion may differ
You are not for you
You are for others
Agree or not
You are a changing matter
You are my dear and near.

O supporter of life
Think for a while
And add your views
For the life is here
For the acts of penance
Charity and sacrifice
Performing these are
Nice and wise for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Against Anyone

Nothing against anyone,
But I am in favor of
The truth always.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Ails Me

Nothing ails me
As I am here
Living straight
With love.

See, me face,
See, smile is there
As always
Showing truth
In dark, white
And yellow colours.

I am taking rest
There in music
In words and
In colours

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Amiss

Nothing is amiss
It is we who are
Not able to enjoyed
Amicable relationship
And not amiable.
Nothing is amiss
It is we who are
Not able to reach
At the apex and
Cold to amorous advances
And we are to go
Deep in to us
To activate reactivate
Ourselves in this situations
That is always pleasurable.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing And All Loot

Nothing and nothing,
All nothing.
Nothingness is there in me,
And also there in you.

See in light
My barefoot.
Question not
What and who.

Nothing truth,
That you hear,
That you touch,
And that all loot.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing And No One

Nothing and no one,
whose and who is not connected with the poet.

No place is unreachable for the poet.
No one is greater than the poet.

The poet wants nothing but love and truth.
The poet knows what and where it is.

The poet knows what is favorable and what is abominable.
The poet is really most respectable.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing And Nobody

Let all worlds know
I am nothing
I am nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing And Nothing

Nothing is truth,
Birth, death, old age
Or disease.

I have no mind
To imagine,
And no words
To describe.

No one is friend
And no one is an enemy.

Nothing to do,
I have to take
Responsibility, though,
To do. I am far
Beyond bad or beyond good.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Bad

Nothing is bad
My dear Michael Philips
Nothing bad
No art and nothing.

Only empty sky
On this face
In this body
Within sky.

Drawing art is fine
Whatever it is
It is within
It is our ignorant.

And what is bad tell me
Are you bad
Am I bad
If not then
Come to a conclusion
And the conclusion is
Nothing bad.

Just look
In fine art
In good eyes
In newness
The beauty therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Belongs To Me

Nothing belongs to me
But You.

My endeavors even to
Protect myself by any means
Are useless.

Unless You Yourself has
Taken charge of everything
There is no assurance of protection.

Nothing belongs to me
But You.

Nothing is mine
I am not this
I am not that
Everything is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Beyond

Nothing beyond
The senses
Nothing beyond
Selfishness.

Selfishness
Concentrated and
Extended and
besides needs of
Spirit soul.

Soul - where
You are
O my dear and
You are beyond
The senses.

Bird- soul
Cleaning the cage
Of the bird
Not suffice the purpose
One must know
The needs of the bird.

O my dear
You are the bird
You are in this body-cage
You satisfy yourself
And see my helplessness
I am under the senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Beyond Poem

I find
Nothing beyond poems
And for this
Nothing to feel proud.

When I am
In the arena of my poems
I think it is my heaven
And I am in peace.

Here nothing pain
Nothing pleasure
I think here
I am my fragment
In the shape of poems.

I find in this arena
How beautiful I am
And credit goes to the poems
That the poems kept me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But A Process

It is nothing
But a process
Of discovering
The self.
The self is there
As it is within
But we care not
And returning.
We are returning
Not caring the danger
That is there here
And closing the door
That is meant for
Straight delight.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Air - Your Words

Let me hear your words first.
But let me ask what is there.
There is nothing, nothing but air.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Circus

Nothing but circus,
Here it is.
But I am here
To pronounce the truth
In its simplicity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Imagination

Nothing but imagination
And it has no real existence
Within itself.
Shortness differences grossness
Skinniness smallness bigness
Result cause living symptoms
Are all imagined.
Everything is the result from
Atomic juxtaposition or combination.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Life

Let me tie up
With you,
I want nothing
More than that,
No knowledge
Of anything
Outward or
Inward.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Love

Nothing but love,
You may discover
In me.
I am nothing
But the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Madness

What ever you are doing
What is there in feeling
Nothing but a kind of madness.

Detachment or indifferent
To pleasure or pain
Surface glitter illusions.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Mind

Nothing but mind rules,
Rules in the shadow
Of our thought.
Here, in the mind
The world changes
At every moment.
The things are
Transforming themselves
Under interrelation
Activities.
Patterns change,
Configurations change,
Archetypal symbols change,
But life plays as it is.
All arousing,
All receptive,
All creative
For heaven sake,
For earth sake.
Father, mother, wife,
Son, daughter all
Are here to make
The season colourful, for
Life is the only truth,
Left and right-
All good.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Nectar

Real life is just
And honest.
By going with this life
You can get everything
That are available
With you.
Everything is there
Within you, my dear,
And remember, you are
Nothing but nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But Silence

Try to know
The feelings of
The persons
Who keep silent.

Nothing but
Silence is the first
Step towards heaven,
Towards peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But The Earth

My body -
Nothing but the earth.
The earth -
Nothing but the water.
The water -
Nothing but the fire.
The fire -
Nothing but the air.
The air -
Nothing but the sky.
I am the sky
With full energy
And knowledge.
And here
I discovered the truth.
The truth is
Eternal,
Imperceptible,
Inconceivable.
And the truth is
The only way
To stay free.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But The Earth And The Fire

Circle of fire is here
And I am within it.
And overhead
There is the blazing
of the sun.
Where to go?
I find air everywhere,
And water within me
And outside my life.
I am lying on the floor,
And the floor is
Nothing but the earth.
I am nothing but the earth
And the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But The Self

Nothing but
The self -
The only truth
Here.

Heat is there,
And the fire
Has got
The meaning.

The water
Is tasty
And it has
Own meaning.

Attachment is
Existing.
And it is
Life.

Like a living entity,
Each one should be
There with
All voidness.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But The Truth

Nothing but the truth,
Truth but the love,
Love but life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing But You

I want nothing
But You
I can not give up
The practice of calling
You
I am a man and
I know who is what
I want merging.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Called

There is nothing
Called purity
Called good conduct
Called truth.

There is nothing
To know
Not to know
If anybody comes to
Explain he is
Now a fool
To laugh at.

No translation is needed
No translator is appointed
You just go on doing
Your own works on your own ways.

You are free to do
Whatever you like
But you are not free
To take birth
Not free to get fruits.

You are judged
Good and bad
Purity impurity
Truth and false.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Called Future

Nothing called future
And we all are here.
We would not be there, but
To term future - not fair.

Dream has no tense,
You know. And life
Is a dream you declared.
Life is related
With time. And time
Has no future - confirmed.

Your smile, your cry
All are there as they are.
In dark, in light, you
May go anywhere - no bar.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Can Exist Without Love

My dear I love you I pray you
You are everything
You are my basic principle
You are my life
I can not bear to live
For a moment
Without your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Can Force Me

Nothing can force me
To move away from my beliefs,
One can made me blind
One can removed my skin off
But No one can force me
To do what I dislike.

O my dear, I love you
You are my dearest dear
You are my everything
Nobody on earth can force me
Not to go to You
Not to pray before you
Not to stay with you.

O My dear, You are my
Supreme bliss
How can I myself abandon you
I can not
As it is the characteristic
Of my soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Can I Do

Nothing can I do
To stop anything
Anywhere anytime.
No use of anger,
I know dear.
But I know I am
Not unworthy and
See, I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Connected With Me

Nothing connected with me,
And I am no longer
Attracted by anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Disgusting

In life,
Nothing disgusting.
But find everything
Interesting.

No harm trying,
Success and failures
Are only on one side.

Life - a part of
Fairytale.
Grabbing scope,
The only way to escape.

Interfere not
Anyone anywhere
But enjoy all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Done

Nothing done
Neither natural
Nor artificial
And they left.

From and to
Not known
And they left.

They left
We forgot
Who were/are they
Why they were/are here.

We forgot
their name fame
And yet to find in them.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Ends

Nothing ends on the death
A new start is already made.

Bane or gain
I don't know
But I must say
Please welcome
What is a head.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Equal Me

In any way
I am far superior to all.

But by pure love
Exclusive devotion
I am easily attainable.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Exists

Nothing exists
In reality.
Heaven and hell
All have its roots
In ignorance.
All are illusion
Even the very birth
The very death
Lands wealth family.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing False

Nothing false
But all are truth,
The life and the death.
And I live here
In between the two.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Fixed

Nothing fixed,
No idea
About life.

Life
Specialized
In living.

No tourist
Found in
And around
The sea.

No murmuring,
No coming and
Going, no signs
Of anything.

All eyes
Evil and
Good move
Here and
There.

And everything
Fair and fired.
Erosive, I found
Nothing, no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing For Me

Nothing for me
To write new
Or to make known.

Nothing to be revealed,
Nothing is impure.

Problem is
False understanding.

I want to know
Only my position
Here in this
Cosmic manifestation.

I want to see me
In my light, I know,
Nothing mine, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing For Myself

I am not going to say
You are not mine
I am going to say
You are not under my control
You are not beyond control.

I must say
I need nothing here
Except your love
And I have to do
Nothing for myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Found

Nothing found
In a thousand petalled lotuses,
Nothing found
In a huge water-barrel,
Nothing found
In a very big receptacle.
But my dear, you were/are there
Under no one's control.
You are/will be there
Like a male pigeon.
In your presence, my dear,
I feel great strength.
And you are here I know
Since I am living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Free

Nothing free,
Not even this life.
Air water shelter,
Wife son daughter,
Nothing free,
Not even nature.
No personal matter,
All under sun-cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Further To Know

Nothing further to know,
Just see others as your own
And take care of yourself.
After all, all are one
And one is all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Good Comes Out

We are like a black hole
For God's aid
His air goes in
His light goes in
His water goes in
His truth His peace
His Benevolence His mercy
All all goes in and in
Nothing good comes out
We human being
Lost humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Good Comes Out - Being An Evil Man

Nothing good comes our from you
I know and I know you are the man
Who is the main cause to corrupt
Mind soul honor and reputation.

I know you are an evil person
You are more poisonous than cobra
And you dance with joy when I am
In danger in grief in ruin in tear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Good Without You

Without application of law
Nothing good.

Without doing karma
It is difficult to
Trace entities.

The body the mind
And the intellect
Nothing is use
Except you.

You are above all
You are within all
Without you we fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Happen

No loss
No contrary result
Nothing happen
If you die
If you born.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Hard

Nothing hard
Nothing hard to obtain
My dear, in this world.

This is the truth
Just go on accomplishing
Your object.

Be devoted in
Thought word
And deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Has Value

Nothing has value,
My dear without You.
You are my love,
You are my Truth.

I am living only
Within You,
Nothing has value
Without You.

Without You, my dear,
It is all lust and deceptive,
It is all unreal and false,
It is all without any basis.

Let me clear, I am not cheater, in this universe,
I have nothing to hypocrite nothing to cheat.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Hidden

Nothing is hidden, nothing confidential,
Nothing is also manifested here on this earth.
And for this, we are all in danger and bewildered.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing In The World

Nothing in the world,
The world is nothing.
But life?
Life is there in the world.
And life is everything.
Life is the connecting link
Between the world and
The nectar of heaven.
Life is the essence,
Life is self-sufficient,
Life can be there
Without the world.
Just try and see life
There within and outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Above Love

Nothing is above love
Above sacrifice
Love is sacrifice
Love all
I know nothing
Except love
Love all
Nothing belongs
To us
Except love
And love is
Only ours
It is not
Given to us
On loan
By anybody
It is but natural
Love is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is At Hand

Nothing is at hand,
And yet we are going
From pillar to post
With an expectation
To get something.

Our eyes
Failed to see the light,
And the light is there
To laugh at us,
But we care not.

We think ourselves
Mightier than others,
But we are here
For nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Automatic, Remember

Nothing is automatic, remember
O my dear, You have to act as per law
And you are to see atmosphere.

Nothing is automatic, though
You are seeing rising sun
Trees herbs are also there for a cause.

I am responsible here in the bank
But outside who am I
And I am in literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is beyond life,
Nothing, air, fire, earth,
Nothing and nothing.
Nothing is beyond death,
Nothing, dark, ice, sky,
Nothing and nothing.

And I do accept,
Accept life a big zero.
I know, nothing though.
I stay in and go out,
I stay clean with specks of dirt,
And follow the quotes.

The moon, I love,
Full contingents
And full sequences
Of sixteen phases.
I love life, and
I am with the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Called Death

Death is just a word, O men
You have made to adorned
Your dictionary to terrified
People who are in sin.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Clear

Nothing is clear,
It is all confusion,
The life, the time
And the situation
Still we have to
proceed ahead
Keeping aside that are
Not in proper form.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Created

Out of nothing.
Everything is
Created from You.

You are everything and
Original source of all.
I am Yours, my dear
Be kind to listen my call.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Defective

Nothing is defective
No fault at all
Only the attachment with
Aversion to
Pleasure and pain-feeling
In relation to them
Is a fault
As a spectator
In this world stage
Must remain unaffected.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is difficult,
Our strength is there
Over and over all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Done

Nothing is done
Or to be done
By myself
and for myself.

I know not
What is highest
and what is lowest
and yet I am counting
the uncountable numbers.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Easy

Nothing is easy
Nothing is difficult.
No matter if you
Get success or
You meet failure.
Meaning is the same
To attach or
To remain unattached.
Matter is very simple,
It is horrible and
Also wonderful.
What about you
That is the crux of the matter
And you have to say what is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Empty

Nothing is empty,
Nothing to worry.
You are alive
With waves
That is the full
Story.
Nothing to worry,
Nothing is empty.
The sky and the ocean
Each one is there
In its motion.
Only the question of
Bread and butter but to
Keep open eyes and ears.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Fake

Nothing is fake,
If you so like,
You can check,
With your watch dog
All night awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is False

Nothing is false
As you stated
Is not false.

Everything is true
Relative though
Everything sprouts.

Free but time-bound
All depend upon the man
Who counts.

You may see
You may not see
But it manifests as it is.

What I say
I am sure you must agree.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Faulty

Nothing is faulty
Nobody is in fault
The word default
is a misnomer.

Say yes always
and go where you wish,
Get that you want
with love truth-chant.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Finished

It is only the beginning.
It is the spiritual realization
That is entrapped by tradition.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is For Ever

See, hear, feel
And develop dispassion.

Nothing is forever
I, we, just forget
Don't go after worldly objects.

Awake from sleep
If you so like
Who you are-realize.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Given

No fruit no flower
Nothing valuable nothing ours.

We see all here
And we see nothing.

What is valuable asked the bride
Bridegroom replied and keep quiet.

Nothing is given
And got everything.

Anxiety is our responsibility
It is there with our life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Growing

Nothing is growing
Though all seem growing.

You are not staying
Though it seems you stayed.

We are lucky to say it opened
Though nothing is opened.

Self-analysis is the call of time
Mere acquiring knowledge has no value.

Realized the truth or repent like the farmers
Who failed to sow seeds in time and like
The student who left school
Without completion of the course.

To love is your primary duty, my dear
To stay free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Hard

Nothing is hard
Except harsh words.

Harsh words are
Not the words of love
Not the words of pure heart
Heart is both soft
And hard according to time.

At times hard is
Also necessary
For welfare
And it is fair.

What is fair
That is to know
Knowing is life, my dear
It is not at all flexible
Though not harsh hard
And though not rigid.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is here except imagination
Hell heaven love affection
Mountains trees birds animals
Men mosquitoes monkeys
Everything and everything
Are the products of imaginations.

All dynasties all expansions
Covering and uncovering everything
Here there everywhere find me
And that is only based on your
Imaginations and imaginations
That can not be abandoned.

Per-formation is still going on
Depending on different situations.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Impossible

Nothing is impossible
I have a strong will power
I have my own distilled water
I am on my own road without
Any attached with anything
For nothing is impossible
Impossible nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is In Store

Nothing is in store
No destitute no devotion
I am with the four
east west north south
With the four
Tetra-syllable.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Independent

Nothing is independent,
Nothing and no one is
Independent of you.
You are all pervading
And the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Insignificant

Insignificant nothing,
Nothing is insignificant.
And we are astonished to see
The fish and the ocean
On our own dry land.
Not dreams, but reality-
Our life, our world, our truth.
And we are capable of crossing
All that are in our ways.
From time to time, we remember,
Who we are and what for we are.
Vivid lesson is there before us,
And we learn so many things
From our mother in mother language.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is irrelevant,
Everything is depending
On your choice.
Your proper word is
There and ever ready to
Help you in time.
You need not go to the stone
Or to the air,
You are just to put a
Question tag and wait,
Everything is here
In the form of answer.
Here the trees know
Everything but they have no words.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Irrelevent

You are to see the situation only,
It is all useful
You are to know the methods
And techniques only.

Old is gold, as the poet said
And gold is always gold with high value,
It is you to recognized the Truth
And declared before all in like manner
As that is there for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Left To Achieve

Nothing is left to achieve
Nothing and nothing, nothing
If You pleased with me with me.

The best welfare activity here
Is raising everyone to the platform
Of Truth and Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing or no one is like my mother-earth,
It is the nectar-giver in the entire cosmos.
No one can count the mountains, the rivers,
The trees, the birds, the stars here.
See, here all are living together with
Love and affection as if they are all one.
The air, the water, the light all are here,
They are all the source of knowledge and
They are ever ready to give us peace in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Mine

Nothing is mine
Nothing is required for me
Nothing is to be done for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Mine As It Is Clear

Nothing is false
Everything belongs to Truth
And Truth is here for the Truth.

Where is not the Truth
The sun is rising and setting only for Truth
We are all in Truth
We are the water the earth the fire the sky and the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Mine Except

Nothing is mine except
Yearning for love
As I am Yours my dear
My final aim is to love You
Having attained love
having attained You
My life become perfect
And I have nothing to be done then
Nothing to be known
And nothing to be attained.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Mine, No Need To Do Anything.

Why should I need anything?
Nothing is mine, I need nothing.
Everything is yours, you are the only owner.
No need to do anything for myself, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Mine, Nothing

Nothing is mine,
Nothing is for me,
I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Ours

Nothing is ours
We should know
And accordingly
we should stay
with all here.

All means all airs
all waters, all skies,
all earths, all lights.

Let them take back
their properties
as and when they like.

Nothing to speak,
Be ready, my dear,
to exit without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Passing

Nothing is passing
And so grieve not.

To grieve
Is a blunder, remember.

Everything is for good
Accept it and be cheerful.

Incident, circumstance
And action are not
Under your control, my dear.

Stay free from sadness
Think that whatever is
Allotted cannot be blotted.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Permanent

Nobody is confirmed.

You are what you are
I am what I am.

And it is not sure
Nothing is pure.

We all are on the same way
The sky is the check gate on this way.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is permanent,
Not even the ice,
Not even the sky.
Nothing is permanent,
Still we are here
The living creatures
In different forms
And postures.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Personal, Nothing Is Secret

Nothing is personal, nothing is secret
I have the knowledge, the world is so great.

My knowledge is your divine glory, I know
My feeling of love, my righteousness
Is your divine glory, I know.

You are my left and right
Give me punishment, if I am convict.

Deter me always from any sinful behavior
O my dear, give me victory, making all clear
I am a mere striver, I know you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is pleasant to us,
Why and how?
It is because
Nothing is real,
We are going on
In a fake world,
We are all
In one sense or
The other, faker.
No one is here
To get pleasure.
Our family members,
Our wisdom,
Our wealth,
Our kingdom.
Nothing is for us,
We should remember.
We know not
How to enjoy here.
We are staking claims
For such things
That are the main
Cause of our sorrow
And we are at stake
Here always, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Real

Nothing is real, everything is
Like a line drawn by bamboo stick
On the surface of the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Separated

Nothing is separated
One influenced the other
Time and again and again
In recycling manner.

It is all pleasure
That You are here, the reservoir
And I am waiting for You
Again and again in this process.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Serious

Nothing is serious
Nothing is unfortunate.

Do your duty sincerely
Do your duty honestly
Do without any biased.

You are only here
To regulate
To create
To destroy.

It is only you
Having patience
To Stay any any cost.

Nothing is happening
Dare not invade
Trees, birds, insects
Creatures.
Do not make yourself a part
of the circus system
That is going on.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Sin

I am not a sinful person
I know nothing is sin
And I know your duty is
Not to destroy the sins.

You are pious O my dear
You are nectar
I am your fragment
I am nectar.

O my love, I know
Your decisions are always good
For the good of others
Please go on doing actions.

Your actions have no reactions
I know O my dear
And I know You admitted
Your like your friendship with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is strange  
It is just hot  
And it is burning  
We are here within.

We are here within  
And You are there  
You said the day of  
Immortality and we  
Enter it in peace.

You are giving us meaning  
And we are not good enough  
To understand it at any time  
And it is not strange  
We are here within.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Suitable

Nothing is suitable
Nothing is desirable
No loss no gain
Life is no pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is terrible
If no attachment is there.
Go not with anything
Or with anybody and
Face not the tiger, the snakes,
The Scorpios on the road.
Control your own
Hands, feet and speeches
And stay free and happy.
No needs to go outside
It is all within you.
Stay detached and liberated
Always but keep union
With the truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There

Please unfold yourself
And make me know You and when
I know You, O my dear
And I know, having known You
Nothing is there to be known.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There And

Nothing is there and
Nothing is here, my dear.
We are only,
In our divine power.
We dwell in this world,
And this world dwells in us.
And we know, nothing is here,
And we see nothing minus us.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is there as sunrise and sunset
Nothing is there as noon and midnight.

Same thing let us say about air and water
O my dear, you can go on this earth under the sky
With your own light that is within.

You can say what you think proper
You are free to left or to enter.

Life is in your own hand
And there is everything and here there is no end.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is there but fire,
And the fire itself is burning.

I am battling my life
At every moment for nothing.

Nothing is there but water,
And I am watering my body here.

Looking to the sky I thought,
What I have not been taught.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There In My Name

How can I say
When there is
Nothing in my name?

How can I say
My name, when
There is no words with me?

Where shall I
Get the words
When there is no airs?

Where shall I
Get the airs
When there is no sky?

Where shall I get the sky,
When I find no earth under my feet.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is there in our life,
Let us learn it first.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There In This World

Nothing is there
In this world
But skin
And stone.

It is here
At this moment,
It is not there
At the next moment.

Touch not
And suffer not,
No reason is there
To be happy
Or to feel sorrow,
Wait not for tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There That Is

Nothing is there
That is contrary to truth.
I see nothing
That is fraud
That is the falsehood.
I am the fire,
I am the air,
I am there to
Take all with me.
Come on and see me,
I am here within you.
I conceive nothing wrong
And all good
And all virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There To Do

Just stand still and
Act as directed.

Nothing is there un-attained
That should be achieved
Just go on doing as directed.

Director is somebody else
You are only to act
In the light of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There To Fight For

Life is nothing
And it is well-accepted.
And there is nothing
To fight for.

Patch up life
Thinking water-bubble.
You know our partition
With almighty is temporary.

Initiate all-out effort
For a union with Truth,
Concede and see it is love,
Patch-up and stay free.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There To Gain

Wrestle not
With pigs.
Nothing is
There to gain.

We all know
Every one is
Hurt in one's
Own life struggle.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is There To Make You

Nothing is there to make you
Happy or sad that can bind you.
But you feel happy
In favourable circumstances
And you feel sad
In unfavourable circumstances.
But nothing is yours, I know
And hence commit no error
And think not about anything
But keep your individuality intact.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is To Be

Nothing is to be done for me
Nothing is wanted by me
Nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is To Be Done

Nothing is to be done
Nothing is to be done for me
Nothing is wanted by me
Nothing is mine.
No need to say anything
Hence further here
I renouncer, I know
You are totally unconnected.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Trifle

Nothing is trifle
But it trickle
With the rising sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is True Except You

In this not-true world
Nothing is true
And you have directed to search truth
And you become ruth
And you know
Searching is not true
True is I true is you
And not-true is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Unknown To You

O my dear, there is nothing
To inform You.

You are the witness
Of everything from
Within and with out.

Since I am particle of You
For my welfare who can
Understand me better means it is You.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is useless,
Just try to use all
In relation to truth.
Everything is truth,
Everybody is truthful,
You are there only
To make all good, with
The secret of success.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Valuable

Accept nothing.
Nothing to do
Do nothing.

What for this
Hard labor, my dear
I find nothing
When I see the sky clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing is vanishing,
But everything is
Changing its size and colors.
Nothing is here,
And all are to be discovered.

We are for all,
And all are here for us.
No one is beggar
But each one is wealthier than
Another in all respects.

We all have a beautiful
Combinations here.
And we are all on this earth,
All sons and daughters.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Void

Why blue?
What for these
Authoritative description?

I am watching
A lotus flower here
And it is not mere imagination.

Color is not mine
Nothing is void and it is white
It is concentration and meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Wrong

Nothing is wrong
I went wrong
I am unable to
Maintain wrong
Wrong you said
Is right as
Right you said
Is wrong
Right right
Wrong wrong
Right wrong
Wrong right
Action wrong
Feeling right
Feeling never wrong
And right is right
Always right
Till another right
Supersede.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Is Yours Own

Nothing is yours own,
Nothing is mine also.
No fault, no failure.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Known

Nothing known
Nothing understood.

Ignorance and delusion
Heedlessness and indolence
And in excessive sleep.

Nothing known
Nothing understood.

No question
Why I am in this bond
No answer
Who set the sun.

Nothing known
Nothing understood.

Order of merit
Not justified
No response of happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Lacking

Goodness of the good
Victory of the victorious
Glory of the glorious
O my dear, You are within me
And I know nothing
Is lacking in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Lacks

Nothing lacks in me, I know
I am on the path of knowledge
I am entering in to You day by day.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Left

When I know You
Nothing left to know.

You are pure science
You are pure pleasure
You are pure life
You are pure for all.

When I know You
I know all.

You are all in one
And one in all
Let me see You
Let me know You.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Left - Earth

Nothing left,
And everything
You got.
Love, truth, life,
Everything is here
With all flowers
And fruits.
All laws,
All nectar,
And all nature,
All beautiful.
The earth has
Kept everything
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Like I And Mine

Nothing like I and mine
Are truth here.
All are false lures of
Material sense gratification.

Nothing new in my writings,
That I know, and yet I am writings
In this way to enlighten all
About the truth again.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Like Pure And Impure

Life is life,
Language is language,
There is nothing
Like pure and impure.

Good is always good,
I find no impure good.
Life is truth
I find no impure truth.

I salute life,
I salute the earth,
Our storehouse.
I love truth,
It is here in us,
And here no one is our boss.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Like West East

Nothing like west east
Nothing like rise set
Nothing divide nothing add
Nothing to say nothing to hear
Three cheers come on
Life is certain and certain
Is our motto we are here to
Get victory revolving and evolving
Look sun is neither rising
Not setting and I am sleeping
And sleeping with this poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Measures

Nothing measures your worth, my dear.
One should not depend on another in this world.
Take your own responsibility and live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Measures Your Worth

Nothing measures your worth, my dear.  
One should not depend on another in this world.  
Take your own responsibility and live here.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing More

I know You and
I know there is
Nothing more to be known.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing More But See

Nothing more but see,
Nothing to do,
No need to do anything.
See how all are here,
With poison and with nectar.
And nothing left to achieve,
But to stay in truth
For ultimate benefits of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing More Than

Nothing more than
What I am and
I am nothing.
Who am I to feel
Sad or happy.
I ever exist
But my attachment
And my aversion
Are fleeting.
Everything is
Different from me.
I am not everything,
But everything
Revolves round me.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing New

Nothing new
And you are observing
New years day
What is new
What is year
What is day
Do you know
And if you do not
How dare you to
Observed new years.

There is nothing new
Everything is old
Including your thought
Your writing and your
Behavior and orders and
Ordinances and you are
Facing the same problems
Same hazards and staying
With same wolves.

Nothing new
Nothing new
Hard days a head
And you are here
To receive hard answers
From every corner
Nothing new
Let us not observe
Let us change only
Let us only replace
A new calender
In place of old one
Like Old liquor in
New bottle.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing New - True Knowledge

Nothing new
See, I am beginningless
I am endless
My life has a beginning
And has an end.
I know You, my dear
Beginning-less
I love You
Our love is beginning-less
And also endless.
But the world
We are in now
Has an end
The end and beginning
Of the world has
No true relation with us
And so my dear
See the world separate
From us
And it is reality
it is divinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing New But Newness

Nothing new,
It is all the same
From age to age.
Here I am to
Understand my
Talk first.
Here I am to
Walk first.
Here I am to
Write poems
On me and show
The newness in all
Things that are
There since long.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing New Here

Nothing new here
In the fire
Nothing new here
In this jungle,
Nothing new here
Where you are
Coming to
Extinguish the fire
With tears.
Nothing new here
Where you are
Putting questions
Of rain.
Nothing new
Rain is only there
In ocean.
Nothing new
In saying
No use sir
In anything.
It is all your
Dance with so many
Faces that are
Not originally yours.

I am telling the truth
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Ornamental

Nothing ornamental
But see everyone and
Everything original.

Not singular or Oriental
But treat all final
And ordinal universal.

Each one is great here,
Each one is premolar.

Presage is
Life is far above.
And each living creature
Is to be worshipped.

Seismographer is there
To acknowledge life.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Permanent

Nothing permanent,
And no sorrow
Would last long.

My words are
Not to hurt you,
Dear truth.

But I am telling
Always basing on experiences.

Feel me,
Life is here and here,
The feeling is important.

It is the sky
The ruler here,
We are all warriors.

The ants,
The bees are
Brothers and sisters.

Say,
Good morning to all.
The sooner you left
The better.

But for some moment,
Stay here, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Present

Nothing present,
The present is nothing.
You are right, dear sir.
But let me ask who you are
Presently here,
For the purpose of future.
Year after year,
I am searching my identity
That is missing,
For nothing.

Gajanan Mishra


Nothing Private

Nothing private
When in public services.
Nothing personal
When works are general.

Words we uttered
Not ours.
Houses we reside
Not ours.

We are here
For each other.
We are divine
Determiners.

We fight for
Our own survival,
On land, in Ariel
And in naval.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Remains

Nothing remains,  
Nothing remains to be written,  
Nothing remains to be done.  
And many more things,  
And many more things are there  
To watch to observe and to learn.

What you deserve you are  
There to get it  
And you are to stay here  
So long as there is  
Your requirement  
You are to know that.

Knowing is not sufficient  
Knowing and acting both are  
Necessary here for the purpose of  
Living and living with pleasure,  
Pleasure is real when you know  
The Truth with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Ruined

No more I weep
I know nothing ruined.

Bright eyes
Always calling me.

Sorrow faded
Behind solitude.

Nothing ruined
Morning prayer to continue.

O my mighty victor,
I know You are near.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Secret

Nothing secret,
Neither love,
Nor life.
And we play
In open field.
And we eat
What we like.
We see
With eyes
The sight
In us.
We feel
Sensibly
Others.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Sin

Nothing sin
Nothing to repent.
Repentence is the
Gateway to heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Special

Nothing special
Just normal
Playing Holi
By widow women
And go on crafting
Social empowerment
For women
And celebrate Holi
Multifaceted articulation
Offer the way
To emancipation.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Special In Life

Nothing special
See in anything.
But everything is
special with life.
The hot and the cold,
Proper attention should
be paid to all
at the same time.
Keeping balance is
the best way of life.
It is life and
It is glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Spontaneous

Nothing is spontaneous
Everything is due to
Actions and reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Takes Place By Accident

All are inter-related,
Cause and effect,
Say prearranged, and
Nothing takes place
By accident.

Just believe
Nothing is accidental,
Nothing to wonder, but
Everything is as usual
In the regular/irregular process.

But do any duty, men
Full of truth and
keep thinking positive
For all benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Accept

Nothing to accept,  
Nothing to reject,  
Nothing to do,  
And nothing to give,  
Nothing to say,  
No one is here to hear.  
But I see all,  
With everything  
In full.  
Each one is unlimited,  
Each one has unlimited  
Potencies and I am  
With each one.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Achieve

Nothing to achieve
Only patience to learn.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Ask

Nothing to ask,
No words.
And why should I ask?
And for what?
I know nothing is here,
I know we are all
Nothing here.
And yet, in our presence,
We are all filled with
Happiness.
Known, though,
Simply we are here
For nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Aspire

Nothing to aspire,
When with me always,
You are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Be Fulfilled

Nothing to be fulfilled,
Nothing, nothing.
Nothing is called pleasure,
And you are nobody to
Enjoy the pleasure
Born of your resolve.
No where there is salvation,
Each one is in the chain of bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Be Given Up

Nothing to be given up
But all would be there,
And call all bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Be Lamented

Nothing to be lamented
Every matter we know
Is beyond our control.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Beg

Nothing to beg,
I am the last man
To take, if you want to give.
And if you force me
To take, please let me distribute
All that are here.
Only I am here
To see You
To know You
And to salute You.
I know what I want
That is there
Only with You
And I want only You.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Beg And

Why should I beg
As I know
Nothing to beg.
See, I have
No desire.
See, I have
My own star,
Who is giving
Me everything
At every moment.
Nothing to beg
And I am here
As yours wit
All affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Criticize

Nothing to criticize
Nothing to praise,
Dare not to say anything,
Just see and enjoy life.

What is ultimate
You cannot say here
At this stage as you
Cannot get final touch anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Disturb

Nothing to disturb,
No foul play,
Nothing to worry,
No one will stay.

Of course, piety is there,
In the area of
All auspicious and freed.
Give and take,
All - there
With no lamentation.

Within the clutches
Of the enemy
I am secured for
Love and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do

Nothing to do
If you are here
To hate me
My activities
My delusion.
And if you are
Not here
I do not
Long for you.
O my dear
I love you and
Nothing to do
Nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do But To Stay With The Truth

Nothing to do but
To stay with the truth.
And the truth is within.
It is true, we want
Real peace and order
Here for all.
Life is in pure goodness,
And we are to show that.
When a child is born,
Everyone feel relieved.
The child being the nectar,
All around us we see
The light and pleasure.
It is all but nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do In Life

Nothing to do
About sleeping
And eating,
But do something.

You understand or
Not about anything
But stay there
And try to understand.

And also keep
Doing what you are
Doing here and
Meaning is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With

Nothing to do with
Actions with reactions.

You are self-satisfied
You are most gentle
You are master of the monists.

No actions
No reactions
Nothing in possessions.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With Material World

I have nothing to
Do with you all, material world.
I am here as before.

I am Mr perfect,
I am on the right form.
I have my own
Wonderful hands,
And I am doing all works
For you.

I know, you are
The truth and
You are dazzling.
Dazzling everywhere
Always.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With Others

Nothing to do with others
I am Yours only and
Only You are here.

I see nothing nowhere
You are the Supreme
And You are everywhere.

World is nothing
But it is You
And You and You.

Really I have nothing to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With Our Existence

I know my dear You have
Nothing to do with my existence.

You come here and imitate life
To expand varieties of ecstatic enjoyment.

O my dear, You are beyond the reach of my mind body
And words and also I do not wish to say about You any more.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With Politics

Nothing to do with politics,
Nothing to do with physics,
Sociology, or with
The art of warfare.
Come or go, no matter,
But you are there,
That suffice the purpose.
I realise spiritual value.
I know the truth.
Our culture is the storehouse
Of knowledge here and there.
I know and I want to
Recognise the fallen souls.
I deliver the speech
For the welfare of others.
I know everything but I
Utter not anything for
The benefit with larger extent.
The moral and ethical values
Are there with us, in this life.
System is okay but
Distinct colours that matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Do With You

I have nothing to do
With you*.

And here I am going to
acquire the ultimate goal.

And I continue life after life
In so many forms to search some other.

* you= worldly body

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Doubt

Nothing to doubt
You are the embodiment of wisdom
You are untainted and uniform
Here is the Universe with You
And I am therein

Nothing to doubt
About creation
About sustenance
About destruction
But You are there as You are.

I know you are
Not tormented
You do not undergo
Any commotion
Any lamentation.

Nothing to doubt
About yours
Truth-consciousness
Bliss solidified.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Fear As You Are Here

I am self-controlled and You are powerful
Nothing to fear You are here to take my care
Though foolish and careless I am
You are my Master with me
Why should I fear, fear to whom!

I am here there everywhere
You are here there everywhere
We are both one and the same
Nobody is here except we both
Nothing to fear as You are here
And why should I fear, fear to whom!

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Fear- Death Is Not Near

I belong to you
You are mine
I have only
To realize you
O my dear
When you are
With me
I have nothing
To fear
I know
When you are
With me
Death is
Not near
I am here
With you
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Feel Sad

Nothing to feel sad,
When we see all are cheerful here.
Everywhere there is joy, joke and talk.
Nothing to feel sad,
Life is not so bad.
We are to take care of our own life,
All are well dressed in their own way,
To fill up the gaps, there is the sky.
What we are, we are to know.
We are to enjoy our own glows.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Find

Who is what
let us have a chart.

Nothing to find
here or there.

Is it illusion then?
And nothing remain.

Nothing is there in everything
As everything is there in nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Get

Search, search, search,
But nothing to get.
Run, run, run,
But no where to reach.

Smile, smile, smile,
But no one is to appreciate.
Cry, cry, cry,
But all these are in wilderness.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Give

Nothing to give
But life.
And it is life
That is to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Give Except Myself

Except myself,
See, I have nothing
To give.
Love is secondary,
Primary thing is to
Surrender thyself.
Let me establish
My love by giving
Proof of existence.
Let me exist first
With a difference.
Let me respond to
Your call by gaining
Memory that I am alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Give, Nothing To Take

Nothing to give,
Nothing to take,
Giving and taking
Not our business.
We are to take care
Ourselves with love
That are here in
The truth, eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Grieve

Nothing to grieve
As I am always
With you, see.

I am eternal
Pure and divine
Go with dispelling
Ignorance and see me.

Understand the truth
Of the self, my dear
Fear not anything.

Your experience and
Your knowledge is the aid
And advice for realizing
The True self.

No desire is the best
Method to rise
Sow the seeds of detachment
And avoid the question of downfall.

Distancing attitude is good
And be aware of your
Temporary residence and entangled not.

Be clear about your
Own antecedents
And gets on stage
To play the role.

Confused not with
The identity you played.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Happen

Nothing to happen,
Nothing is there
To happen.
We are facebook friends,
And with us only
Like and not dislike.
We are free,
And fearless.
We are here not to
Harm or hurt others.
We have broad minds,
We know each other.
Nothing to happen,
But we are to open
Our hearts and our desire is
To exchange love
And good wishes.
We know we can't do
Any harm to anyone.
We know our capacity
Or say power very well.
Nothing to happen,
Stay happy my dear friends,
Wherever you are,
Here and there.
It is your
Own world.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Happens

What is sorrow
What is happy
Where am I
Who am I
And who certify me here.

To know nothing
is to know everything
To know everything
is to know nothing.

Nothing to happens
Nothing to happens.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Hide

Nothing to hide
Nothing to chide.

The plaintiff has a right
To amend his prayer portion
At any stage before it get grant.

The parties should be enlightened
What are going on with them
Before they art
Before the next chapter start.

Nothing to worry
If you have clear vision
Nothing to worry
If you are doing open action.

Nothing to hide
Nothing to chide.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Leave

Nothing to leave,
Nothing to acquire,
No where to arrive at,
No reason to
Give out a sigh.

No end, no beginning,
No color, no sky,
Whisper not dear waves!

I have my own whirlwind
That is ready to
Take me beyond the sky.

I have my morning
And also evening
With wonderful smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Lose

I have
Nothing to loss.
And I know
I have no future.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Me

You create,
You maintain,
You destroy-
But I am no way
Affected and
Nothing to me.
And see, as before,
I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Nervous

Think not about future
Nothing to nervous.

You yourself is the future
Is the present is the past
No hunger no thirst.

Delight and pleasure
You are what you are
Always refer.

Nothing to worry
You are in your own form.

Burning heating and shining
Always everywhere
Being the perfect being
You are the great for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Offer

Nothing to offer, my dear
I know nothing is mine
Everything is Yours.

I am unable to do anything
I am disabled and You are
The only able person here.

Anywhere and everywhere
I see my friend my enemy
But You have no enemy no friend.

O my dear, I know I am here
To serve You only
And I have no other work here.

I do not want to listen anything
I want to serve You only
Only to pray You, you are here to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Perish

Nothing to perish
Just see
Everything is passing
Just see
While going.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Possess

Nothing to possess,
Still, I am here,
Alive.

I know the value,
The value of life.

Let me renounce
Everything for
Everyone here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Prove

Nothing to prove
Nothing is blind faith
I am here means I am here
See me
I am here
Nothing to prove
I know you means I know you
Nothing to prove
Listen, here I am telling
Everything about you
I love you means I love you
Nothing to hate
Look
I am honoring you
And there is
Nothing to prove.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Refute

What are you like
That I feel and I know
But I am unable to express
If you call me a fool
Okay I have nothing to refute.

You are rising I know
With color light I know
But I do not know
What is exactly true and
What is exactly false
And so I do not want to die
Okay you said you have nothing to refute.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Regret

Nothing to regret,
If you are working
For mother and
Mother language
And motherland
Selflessly and
Offering everything
Including your life.
Life belongs
Not to you,
Remember, please.
And go on working
As a sincere worker
Only for love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Remember

Nothing to remember
I am telling the truth
At present and
I have told the truth
Earlier and there is
No need to remember
What I said and there is
No chance of counterfeit.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Repent

Nothing to repent, dear,
Nothing is yours.
Nothing is a failure
And nothing is a success.
Be clear about the world first,
It is in no way related
To your very purpose or
Your very activity.
No treasure no loss,
No progress no benefit,
Know the truth and the vital
Aspects of your own state.
But just live satisfactorily
With what you get when.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Say

In addition to
I love You.

Ask me not
Anything more
I am busy
In my chore
That is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Say But To Watch

Nothing to say
You may go
Or you may stay.
Since I know
The antecedents
I am well aware
Of the consequences.
Nothing to say,
It is only the time
To watch the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Search

We have nothing to search
Nothing to manufacture, my dear.

Everything is here and so be happy
Be happy my dear, see and understand Truth
That is at your doorsteps here.

Engage yourself first, my dear
In fruitive activities.

And it is possible only by His grace
Don't go on in stress
It is you to decide how to avoid horse-race.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To See

Nothing to see
And hence I close my eyes,
In closeness, I hear
The voice of your heart, dear.

My ears are everywhere, you know,
And I can walk to anywhere
Even without my legs, you know,
Even I can do any work even
Without my hands, you know.

My counting starts
From zero to zero,
And as you know
Zero is the only truth,
From the very morning
Declared bird crow.

The color of the crow
Is black, I know.
But I give importance
For truthfulness, sincerity
And cleaning works.

Here I want to speak
Not about the crow,
But about the truth and
Love and transparency.
I want to speak about
Friendship and peace.
I want to speak not
Against anyone but
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Tell A Deaf

Nothing to show a blind, 
Nothing to tell a deaf. 
And should I?

And I have suitable feet 
On my feet. 
And I feel no danger 
When I walk 
On pebbles and thorns. 
And for me 
Everything is auspicious.

I feel happiness 
Everywhere 
For I am 
Always satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Understand

Nothing to understand
But everything is there to love
And to teach them how to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Wonder

Nothing to wonder,
It is all changing
The nature
The water
The quarter
Without following
The principle of barter.
My dear, who is the borrower
And who is the investor
That is to know
At this hour and we all
Are to see who is among us
The early riser.
Nothing to wonder
No one is better,
Nothing is better
But everything and
Everybody are expecting
Something is happening
And it is wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Write

Everything is to love
Nothing to anger, my dear
Everything is to keep in cool
Nothing to fulfill desire
Everything is here that are
Necessary for our life and need.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Write More

Nothing to write more
I have not written
A single poem so far.

Nothing to write more
Writing poem is also
An illusion that I know.

Nothing to write more
What more do you wish
To read here at this site.

Let me say writing poem
a false ego in the mode of
Goodness and passion and
Intelligence and also ignorance
With the words that are not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing True- Life

Nothing true,
All in ignorance,
No self-realization.
Life is no business,
But life is in
Fear, envy, greed,
Illusion and all madness.
Let us counteract life
With the truth.
But the truth is
In all answer
That are pure.
The life and the earth,
Both are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Under The Sun Is Mine

Nothing under the sun is mine,
And I am going beyond the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Usual

Nothing usual,
All unannounced.
Divine miracle
Unimaginable.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Wanting

Nothing wanting
Everything is unlimited
Full with all desirable equipment
This is Your world
This is full with all power
All energy all opulence
All beauties all knowledge
And also all renunciation
You Yourself is also unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Will Happen

Nothing will happen,
I am sure.
Your smile is there
As before.

Your special favor
Is there, I feel.
And I am not chilled.

I am fortunate,
I declared and
You smile again.

I have forgotten
What is life and
Where it is, I am
At your disposal all the times.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Would Happen

Nothing would happen after
My death that I know and
Still I am crying
O my elderly parents
O my wife with a mere infant
In your arms, O my young children
Without me I know you have
No one to protect you
You would suffer unbearably
That I know, how could you live
Without me, a great question
These types of thinking is
The cause of my foolish mentality
That also I know
I know it is for my family attachment
And think all these due to
The darkness of ignorance
I have forgotten the real truth
I have forgotten the real life
In Truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Wrong

Nothing wrong and here
You can find everywhere
Full of bliss full of knowledge
In eternal time.
Haunted by no ghost
Influenced by no disease
No material energy can over take
You can do whatever you like
And that is right, absolutely right.
Know the constitutional position
And do whatever you want to do for others
O my dear, at this time you are here
And it is a chance that you are doing
For your own good in others.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Wrong And Also

Nothing wrong
And also
Nothing right.

Nothing is there
In the sky,
Everything is there
In the ocean
But without value.

And what is a value?
Is it not Juggling of words?
Really man is a fool
Who is going with the words
And trying hard
To go outside the words.
No one is judicious there.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Wrong Here

Nothing wrong
Nothing wrong in
Staying here.
You can not say
It is night
It is day
You can not say.
Saying anything
Is taking shelter
Of falsehood.
What is true
It is difficult
To proof
Without clue.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing Wrong In Anything

Nothing wrong in anything
And it is our future
It is the course of time.
Nothing to worry
Take everything normal
And formal and not take it final.
Remember you are on journey
En route nothing to disturb
My dear, and you are at the top.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing, Nothing

Nothing, nothing,
Everything is nothing.
Fear not, fear not,
Move forward, move forward.

Everything is fine and okay,
Go with your own words, dear.
No problem, no trouble is there,
Go forward, go forward..

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing, Nothing To Do But

Nothing, nothing to do
But feel relax.
Enjoy the time,
Enjoy life.
Nothing to take,
Nothing to give,
Feel relax.

You are in the circle of
Relativity,
In reality, you are
Nectar hive,
Just measure
The relative density of life.
Hit out the time
With hit parade, poet.

Humanity is there
With you,
Stay on truth,
And use love,
But use not
Hit-or-miss tactics.

Dear poet hit off
What is there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothingness

Love love love
Love in knowledge
Knowledge in love
Love love love
Or else
Everything is lost
In nothingness.

It is nothingness
Your life, your world
It is there is no love,
Love love love
Love is everything
For everybody and it is
Only love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Notice

So and so
filed a petition
against you
for such and such acts
of yours.
You are hereby
directed to appear
in your defence.

If you failed
the case proceeds
in your absence.

And then it is you
who is held responsible
for the consequence.

Gajanan Mishra
Notice Me, I Am Here In Front Of You.

Notice me, I am in front of you.
With my deathless glory, I am here,
In front of you on the path of truth.
I am rising and rising with no chance
Of falling anywhere but rising and rising,
My words are my swords, I am here with
My dreams, fighting to achieve my goal,
Goal is to make myself free from my own
Illusion with the power of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Notice Of Death

No notice has been
served upon me as yet,
And I could not know
the date of appearance.
I think, Your Honour,
Would appreciate the matter.

May I assured you sir,
No failure would be there
for this purpose, and
I promise to appear
on my own accord, soon after
I get the information.

You might say
whatever you like,
Since I am not there,
How can your words
able to touch me.
If you would charge me,
it is nothing but funny.

Gajanan Mishra
Notice Under Order

You Gajanan Mishra
Take notice under order
To appear before all
Creatures of the world
To speak the truth
That is not available
And is there everywhere.

You Gajanan Mishra
If failed liable to
Be punished as per law
Of the land.
Warrant would be issued
And you would be
back to pavilion.

 Entire nation is
In haste to
Bury the hatchet.

Gajanan Mishra
Nought Else

N ought else.
Birth after birth
Let me be a poet
O my dear, this is
Only I want as boon.
Nought else.
I have no liking
For wealth
Nor for religious merit
Nor for sensuous enjoyment
Nor do I seek
Perfect and perpetual calm.
Birth after birth I want
Only to read and write a poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Noun And Adjective

Noun and adjective I forget
And I call all at the same time
To the dining hall
Term and condition I forget
And I do the work instant
For satisfaction of all.
Indeed I forget sweet and sour
And I forget pleasure and sorrow
And I think my weak brain
And it is not stored
And I think my best skill
Come forward with night and
The night is colorful
That comes with a day
And said good guy rise
And rise hitherto anything
I am not going to say.

Gajanan Mishra
November

November,
I love you, my dear.
I love your presence,
I love your dance
With the chirping
Of the sparrow.

November,
I know, you are there
In me, at Badrinath
With all snow,
And I discovered
The hot-ice-water
That is there with the crow.

November, how do you do?
But I am with you as the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Now - Beyond Time

Now - beyond time,
See, I am going.
Space is no more.
No need of anything
But life in twilight.
No more voice anywhere,
But the spark of the sun,
But the dust of the wise.
Life is dreaming and sleeping,
Life is dancing and singing.
Beyond time, life-time.
It is but divine,
Life arising and arising
In the midst of missing.

Gajanan Mishra
Now And Then

Now and then
You are changing
Yourself in words,
In actions, in thoughts,
And how can I say
You are this
Or you are that.

Still, I want to
Give a bird's eye view,
And I proceeded
Towards you.
And I found no truth,
I found something
That is not falsehood.

So many colors
Welcome me, but
I am cautious and
I raised my fingers
To show all
My age, my status
And all about me.

Gajanan Mishra
Now He Is Here

Now he is not here
See and forget
Forget and see
It is he
And he is not
Who you are
Difficult to answer
Again I said
What I said
Not stated.

Gajanan Mishra
Now I Am Going To Die

Now I am going to die,
I am transforming myself
In to nothingness.
My death cares not the laws,
My death cares not the time,
My death touches the light of wisdom.
Let my wisdom comes to me
At this time with all its belongings.
Now I am in love and you are with me,
You are delivering all righteousness
And I am in bright and glorious arena.
I know the meaning of truth
And I know it is all in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Now I Fear

Now I fear,
I fear to
Utter words.
I fear as
I know not
The affects
Of my words
On you.
I want to
Touch you, dear.
But I know not
What would be
The consequences
After that.

Gajanan Mishra
Now It Is My Turn

Now it is my turn,
I have to pick up my share,
I have to go with you anyhow.
I have to live with full satisfaction.
It is my turn, give me a chance to proceed.
I have something to describe on the matters
That are related to our life and nature.
I have to ride the tiger and reach
The point of destination.
Give me a chance to proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Now The Servants Are

Now see, the servants are
Aspiring for happiness,
Beggars are expecting honors,
Persons addicted to vices
Hope for riches,
Profligate seeks a blessed state,
Avaricious covets fame,
Proud mam expects to get milk
By milking the heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Now We Are In The World Of Fire

Now we are in the world of fire,
The sun, the day, the end of the day,
Again the bright fortnight,
The full moon, and everyone
Is burning in the fire.
The fire has its own darkness,
We are to cross over the darkness and
The fire at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Now You Are Killed

Remember
Hard labor is
Required for
Taking rebirth.

Visible
It is visible
That are here
Everything and
I see You flying
Without wing.

Words are not
Weightless, read.

Gajanan Mishra
Now, Come And See The Stars

That are scattered though out
The court yard.

I filtered myself in the summer
And you approached me for
Clarification that is in my explanation.

Knowing and not-knowing is
Compared by you in kaleidoscopic
And I realized the life's nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Now, O Rituparno

Now, O Rituparno!
You are free to laugh
You are free to cry
With yourself
You, yourself, the lonely
Traveler, here.
Let me hug you
Let me touch you
Where are you
No via media is required
To go to you I know
O Rituparno!
You are the ray of the sun
That is difficult to shun
And you have the passion
That is with none
O Rituparno have you
Really gone!

Gajanan Mishra
Now, The Time Is

Now, the time is
With colors.

Gajanan Mishra
Now, The World

Now, the world
Is on my palm.

And I am
Within the world.

World is there
Where my
Love is.

Love is there
Where you
Discover the truth.

I discover you
In your own eyes.
I have not seen
The palm but you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nowadays I Am Not

Nowadays I am not
In my village,
The village is
In me.

I am not in love,
All love - in me.

In me, I see,
The sun, the moon,
And all the stars,
But I am in the dark.

What I want to say,
I want to say
Without words,
All the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am afraid lest you takeaway
Everything that are yours
I am unable to do anything.
I am in levity that I am here
Only just to do your work
For some remuneration.
I have done nothing
I am afraid lest you dismiss me
And I would be nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Nowhere Future

Nowhere you find
Any future.
And let me say
Trust no one.

Change your
Seeing, hearing,
Thinking, feeling
And willing and living.

But we are to
Go nowhere.
And we are to
Represent ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Nowhere To Go

Nowhere to go,
I know, you know.
yet we are both
In sorrow.

Everything is here
In the middle of nowhere
And nothing is
Nowhere near.

Life is a nougat,
Have a taste.
Life is here with you
And showing all truth.
Life itself is here
And nowhere to go, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Nua Patar (Kosli)

nua patar kanlila
gachhar pakhe naina kichhu
kana kaheba.

muin hauchhen budha
mor pakhe naina kichu
kenta karmi satru mukabila.

Gajanan Mishra
Nua, Sabubele Nua (Odia)

Nua sabubele nua
nuaa khadya, nuaa asha, nua jibana.
Muakarana, mua jaubana,
Mua adambarare utsaba palana.
Mua sabubele nua.

Aasa, aama sahita basa,
prarthana kara, dhanyabad dia iswaranku,
aame ethare samaste ekatra,
Hasa, jibanaku upabhoga kara
samastanka bhala chintakari.

nua, sabubele nua, nua, nua poshaka
nua anna, nua sakala
Khusi hua mora jeteka priya,
Anyamanku khusire rakhidia,
maa matira dya runa swikara kara.

Gajanan Mishra
Nuaa Kintu(Odiaa)

Nuaa, kintu
Nutanatwara abhav,
Abyabaharjya, adarakara.

Gajanan Mishra
नूआ नूआ नूआ नूआ (कोस्ली)

नूआ नूआ नूआ नूआ (New new new new
हरमिसा एना नूआ Always New
जेकी अच्छे जेत्की बेले How much and where
जेना जेना सहभा नूआ. There it is green new.

रत गै तो बात गै Let be gone and
नूआ जिबाना बाँचुठाई Lead new life
आरू बाँचबर्लागी And for living
क्हाइताई क्हाइताई We eat we eat.

भाट पाखल पान Rice and water
जीवन के कार्सी एना make life fine
सभे एका सांघे क्हाएले We are thankful
जीवन हेसी धानाए If we eat together.

एकांशें क्हाइबर्लागे To eat together
नूआ कैय असिच्छे बास्के Festival of Nuakhai came here
नुखाइ थी नूआ अरान New rice in this nuakhai
क्हाले सभे महापुइना Eating together is graceful.

अ गेर्गरु अ मकरु O Gergeru O Makaru
अ उर्कुली अ बैज्हाली O Urkuli O Baejhali
असारे असारे पास्के असा Come here come near
मातिजिमा जीबांता And enjoy life with pleasures.
हासरासा

एक हेमा घर्दूयार We will be one
साबू लिप्मा and clean our house
बूआ कप्ता धूती पिंड्हमा We will put on new clothes
साभा सुटार हैकारी We will cook new foods.
नूआ रंधा बासामा

गजानन मिश्रा
Nuakhai

Let us offer
this first crop
to Almighty
and take together
the oblation and
be obliged.

Let us seek
blessing from
the elders and
enjoy dance
and music as
parts of life.

Be relaxed today,
it is Nuakhai.

Gajanan Mishra
Nuakhai Juhar

Nuakhai juhar,
Savku, padapatikar
Maa buaamanku
Dada bai manku
Bandhubandhab sang sarsa
Savku juhar, juhar,
Nuakhai juhar.
Jin jagithile bher
Asabarabajhar bhetghat
Marimuragale aaru ken
Letaguta manakar sor sutar.
Juhar, Juhar, Nuakhai juhar,
Bhale bhale barsakar tihar..

Gajanan Mishra
Nugget

Fry this iron ball
Fry this nugget
I am hungry
I want to eat.

You see my poem
My poem can do anything
You may clear your doubt
And test it.

Gajanan Mishra
Nuhanti Pakhimaane Aamar?????? ????????? ???, (Odia)

Nuhanti pakhimaane aamar,
Aakaasha aamar.
Aakaasha achhi pakhinka bhitare.

Pakhimaane udanti aakaashare,
Aame hasu, aau kandu,
Ehi maati upare pakhinka sahita.

- 

In Odia or Brahmi script;

???????? ??????????? ???,
???? ??? ?
??? ??? ????????? ?????? ?

????????? ?????? ??????,
?? ??, ??? ??????,
? ?????? ???????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Nuisance

Nuisances- not allowed
Openly publicly
You are to maintained
Self-controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
Nuko Phira

nuko phira
nuko neikari
jenta dia heichhe take.
Nuko phira phuni
kichmitia dela, hela
luk ke.

Enrengia ni ha
nuko dekh
nukjo kahebarta sikh
nuko soch jenta dusra
luke kahuchan,
tor bharam thi
ni ja mor bua.

khula sapha mn atma thi
nuka hei tha.

Gajanan Mishra
Nullify

Nullify the cause
Nullify the effect
And waste not
Valuable time.

In this labor love
All speculation ended
And see gulf of differences and
It is all exhaustion.

Birth and death
All free
Analyze and see
Nothing alone is all in all.

However desire come
And build nest within
And find yourself
Nowhere what is called liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Number

I have no number
No number is related to me
Do not show me number
I have not missed any
There is no magic square
To fill the number
There is no number
I have also not trumpet
For number.

Gajanan Mishra
Number Of My Car

Note it down
The number of my car is
OD-03 A-6034.
Call me
If you are in need
In my cell -
09437366644.
I am here
At your door.
Pump me in
I am here
Searching love
With you, my dear.
I am the Truth, see,
See and test, if you like.
I am going with my car
See, in fire in air
In water, in the sky
And on this earth.
If you so like
Call me
I can reach you
By my bike
Bajaj XCD 125
Number OR 03 D 8989.

Gajanan Mishra
Number Reveals

Number reveals
Your true nature
Your composition
And clear vision.

Number reveals
A cow an elephant
A dog a bird and water
And a side door opener.

Number is not mine
The effect is thin
Just hear and say
You are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Number-Game

Come on my dear children
to play this number-game.
One two three four
Five six seven,
Come on my dear children
To play this number-game.
Come on, come on, come on,
Within you I have seen a sun.
The sun is giving light,
And the sun is saying
Do your duty with delight.
Number-game is colorful,
My dear children, stay always cool,
And take some banana and apple.

Gajanan Mishra
Numbers

I like the number itself,
I like multiplication,
I like division also.
Addition and subtraction
Are there from
The very beginning with me.
Multiplication of facts
For half, one-fourth,
Three-fourth are there
Everywhere every time.
I like to play with
Numbers- no matter
How odd or even or prime
Or composite they are.

Gajanan Mishra
Numbers And Alphabets

Numbers and alphabets
Are playing life
Life is in time
Time is above numbers
Above alphabets.

Gajanan Mishra
Numbers Game

If you want to meditate
You should do it alone
If you want to study
Choose only one partner to consult
To debate to exchange notes
If you want to sing a song
Choose two others
To sing in chorus in harmony
If you want to go on tour and travel
Choose at least three to four persons
For security and comrade-ship
If you want to cultivate agricultural land
Choose five at least to help
In cultivation works
If you want to fight a war
Choose to keep many soldiers with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Numerical Votes

Numerical votes,
Not correct.
Not correct,
Opinion of less
Intelligent class.
Truth is not
So open that one
Can find and see
So easily.
Eternally, truth is
Behind the screen.
One must labor hard
To assess how the truth is.
Each living entity
Is the symbol of truth.
Each true man is there
To nurture the truth.
Each true man is there
To overturn the falsehood.
Each true man is there
To uproot that are not the truth.
Each true man is there
To touch the sky of truth.
Truth is there
In each and every number.
But each and every number
Can not touch the truth.
Forget number game
And search the truth
In your own self at the outset.

Gajanan Mishra
Nurturing Trees - I Won Fight

Nurturing trees
I stood straight
Walking for peace
I stood straight.

Perpetually I struggled
Strangely crossed border
I knew nothing
About the creator.

You sing if you like
You dance if you like
Ask me not what I like
I'm not here to show might.

I'm on the bank of the river
And the river is not running
Running with the river
I stood straight.

I stood straight
Zigzag road called me
Voluntarily I touched the feet
And the sea show its might.

Nurturing trees
I won the fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Nyaya Bina (Odia)

Nyaya bina
Kehi pariba ni kahi
Se surakhita.

Gajanan Mishra
O Dear

O dear,
Where have you gone.
I feel I am none.

Gajanan Mishra
O Demon

O Demon,
When you are not
Giving up your nature
Devouring living creatures
How can you expect
That I should give up
My nature of forgiving
And save others

Gajanan Mishra
O My Friend

O my friend, You are
And You are here at this time
When I am in need of You.
I trust none other than You.

O, see me dazzling as You
In the open sky with smile
The purpose is not to see
Night that is here in me.

O my friend, come with
A tree that has nectar-fruits
Come with a life that has
Faith with love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Ocean

I am going to You
And You are in me
And teaching me in
Various ways to detach
And I am learning
From You service of devotion.

O ocean
See I am lost
In oblivion
Appeared and disappeared
Offered obeisances
In bondage existence while
You offer liberation.

O ocean
Not known to anybody
What are there in
Our conversation
We are in union
Here in self-realization
Free renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
O Abraham

O Abraham
You are really
A great cutter
When you are here
To spend two third
Time in sharpening
Your axe before
Chopping down a tree.

Gajanan Mishra
O Activator,

I am activating myself, see
when You touch me, O kiss
You are the base of all creation
You are the root of love
Preaching is not needed
When you are here
You are the product of mind
I know and I know you are
Not separable from anything
From anybody at any time
For you I have drove out the clouds
The wind and the stars
The sun the moon and for you
I asked crow to come and
Wait there till the end of the day
I have forgotten when and where
I have met you for what purpose
I have forgotten the bank of
My village river and mango trees
Of my courtyard and I left
My house only for you
It is now up to you
To say what to do in the coming days
I am waiting for you again
Like the first day to come
And reactivate me again and again.

Gajanan Mishra
O actor,
You are on the stage now
And imitating the activities of
A king a minister a soldier
And You know You have nothing to do
With the activities
You are supposedly engaged
I know, by Your will
You can perform anything and everything
I am here remembering Your
Holy name and praying You
Give me an opportunity, my dear
So that I can achieve
The highest perfection of life.

Gajanan Mishra
O administrator, you are empowered
With certain energies
The energy for nourishment
The energy of beauty
The energy of reputation
The energy of material creation
Use all the energies for common good
All are there personified.

I know doing all good to all
You are never falling from your position
I know who you are and how you are
I know your desire are complete
When it is for the benefit of people in general
I know you are really a pious ruler.

Gajanan Mishra
O Beholder

O beholder, behold,
The most wonderful
Cosmic form within.

It is all purified,
It is all real,
O beholder, behold,
It is You outside.

Here, behold,
Your own prosperity,
Your own victory,
Your own glory.

Gajanan Mishra
O Believe

O Believe,  
See me,  
I am with you  
Always here.  
It is sure  
If I forget you  
I would die, my dear.

O Believe,  
Believe me,  
You are more than  
Nobel prize.  
For you I am here  
Go not from me  
O Believe, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
O Bird

O bird
I know your range is wide
And you are living in a wide
Range of environment
You have feathers
You use for flight insulation
Camouflage and for
Attracting mates
O bird
I like your construction
You have light-weight skeleton
With air-filled bones
I love your tone
O bird
It is your beak
It is your feet
That helps you to collect
And to catch food
O bird
I like your internal anatomy
Your brain is super
Spinal cord lung kidney gizzard
Duodenum ureter buccal cavity
trachea heart liver bile duct
pancreas all are wonderful
O bird
You are really beautiful
I pray you to teach me
About free-life in open sky
And let me enjoy your life-style
That is with you till death.

Gajanan Mishra
O Bird, O Bird

O bird, O bird
I know you are
Not burning
In this fire,
I know, with your
Beak you are
Keeping my world.

O bird, O bird
Am I not innocent
And are you not
Forgiving me
And forgetting the days
That are hard?

O bird, O bird
You are coming with
Me that I know,
But I know not
Whether you are
Going away with me
From this world.

Gajanan Mishra
O Buddha

O Buddha
I know You
You are the learned
You have prescribed
A path of life
A middle path to lead
And that is good enough
It is for enlightened
Life-style
Right view right intention
Right speech right action
Right livelihood right effort
Right mindfulness and
Right concentration
I know O Buddha
The world is within me
Your path affords the vision
To see things as they are
In calm mind
True Buddha you are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
O Charioteer

My body is my chariot
I know and you are
The only charioteer
Leading it with time
I am paying respect
O my guide O my teacher
O my charioteer
Take me where you like
I am under you
And see I am fearless
With you in this chariot.

Gajanan Mishra
O Cheerful, I Know

O Cheerful, I know,
You are free, You are
Free from attachment
And aversion.

O cheerful, I know,
You are full of
Compassion, forgiveness
And generosity.

You have the feelings
For the welfare of all,
You are not partial,
Out of selfishness and pride.

Let me gain cheerfulness of mind like You
O my dear, to lead a peaceful life here.

Gajanan Mishra
O Christopher John Brennan

O Christopher John Brennan
Where are you now
I am
Not putting this question
To you any more
I know you are within me
When I read you I must love
Because I live
Life in me
Is what you love.

Gajanan Mishra
O Cloud, Show Me

O cloud, show me,
Show me your play,
But not
In this winter.

Kept with you
All morality
That I know
From the summer.

Come, you are
Welcome, but not
In this autumn
As I am in fever.

If you are sure to come,
Come but not with
The snow-fall, my dear,
And come without tears.

Gajanan Mishra
O Clouds

Tearing my eyes
You appeared.

Let me speak
The role you played
Here on my field.

O clouds
Let my hunger filled
Let my thirst filled
With you.

Let me say
What I wanted to
Before you passed.

Gajanan Mishra
O Daughter, My Sparrow

O daughter, you are my sparrow
Let me hear your chirping.
O daughter, you are my cuckoo,
Let me hear your coo, coo.
O daughter, you are my parrot
Let me hear your sweet talking.
O my daughter, you are my peahen
Let me hear your screaming.
O my daughter, you are my swallow
Let me hear your twittering.
Daughter, daughter, how are you?
I am here living only for you.
Daughter, daughter, no one can
Find and enjoy life without you.

Gajanan Mishra
O Death, See Me

O death, see me
I am dying.
I am dying every moment
And getting new birth.
O death, I know not
Your time your place
And the circumstances
Of your birth.
And yet I am
Taking birth at every moment
But I remember you
As my best friend and guide.
O death, when you are not mine
How can I be yours?

Gajanan Mishra
O Demon

O demon I know
You are pride
You are arrogant
You have anger
And harshness
You are ignorant
And that have no value
In practical life
And so
You are in bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
O Demon You Are Here To Do Harm To You Only

I know you have hypocrisy
You have arrogance
Pride and anger
Sternness and ignorance
You have all demoniac properties
And I know you are in bondage
You are here to do harm to you only.

Gajanan Mishra
O Elephant

O elephant, my dear,
Where are you now?
My wife is calling me,
and I am dying.

And I am dying
and my wife is crying,
Calling me elephant.
Am I really elephant!

What is an elephant like?
Let us go to the blind men
to put questions and the answers
we get are not the same.

Since answers differ, including you,
it is all false, listen, O elephant.

Gajanan Mishra
O Enjoyer

O enjoyer
You are enjoying yourself
And are happy
Everything is yours
I know and I am
Clear you are with all
Okay, best of all
You are following the path
That is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
O Farmers

Start ploughing your field
Even though it is summer.

O peacocks!
Start dancing and calling
To the clouds
Even though it is summer.

O clouds!
Start thundering
Even though it is summer.

O God of rains!
Start giving water through rain
And rainfall and by doing
Your duty satisfy all.

When in summer
Farmers are busy in ploughing
Peacocks are calling
Clouds are thundering
Rain is here life is here
With new creation.

We know and we are sure
After summer
 Comes rainy season.

Gajanan Mishra
O Fire

Fire, O fire
Why are you there?
Why are you in the face of my wife?
Why are you in Lathore Dalit basti?
Why are you there statewide
roaring, destroying beauty of life

Fire, O fire
Please hear me and have patience
have patience to tolerate changed life
and have patience to survive
in the midst of beauty.
O fire you have also urge
like me to refine the selfmicht.

Fire, O fire
I salute you if you say
you are there to make
life fare and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
O God

O God,
Pull me in right direction.
O God,
Let me know right and wrong.
O God,
Please makes not my intellect
With veils knowledge and not
Keep me there with carelessness.
O God, Let me go
With righteousness always
And keep my inner sense purified.
O God, let me go
With love and truth, I know,
Love and truth is nothing but You.

Gajanan Mishra
O Great Soul

O great soul,
You are strong exceedingly,
You take both honor and dishonor equally,
You speak, You eat moderately,
You treat friends and foes equally.

Gajanan Mishra
O Great, Men

O great, men, I know,
Your heart is full
In ecstasy.
And you are
Overwhelmed with joy.
How great you are really,
You are the liberated one,
Your eyes filled with
Tears of love.
You are there to
Bow down before the truth.
You are living here
With highest perfection,
And my poems are meant for you.

Gajanan Mishra
O Hindu, O Christian, O Muslim

Come again, come again together
And see the world that is crying.
The world is crying as you are
Busy in quarreling with each other,
O Hindu, O Christian, O Muslim,
Test your blood, test your body,
Test your respiration, test your
Mind and its compostion,
Are they not one and the same.
O Hindu, O Christian, O Muslim,
Why you are putting yourself in shame!
Come again together to make this earth
The paradise you ever seen!

Gajanan Mishra
O Honey-Bees

O honey-bees,
Please come and
Come to build
Your house here.
No one is here
To disturb you
It is my word.
O honey-bees,
Let me learn
From you,
Life's truth.
I am not for fancy
Or for fair.
For others, my
Life is there.
I am just a
Labourer or say
A soldier to serve.
I am not here
To expect anything
From any one
But to give
The fruits of
My labour.
O honey-bees, my dear,
Come on, come on
To build your house
With love unbroken.

Gajanan Mishra
O Hunter Hunt Me

I am time.
I am realizing.
I am continuing.
I am personifying.

And see me
I am unable to do anything.

Gajanan Mishra
O Kalidasa, I Heard

You called the clouds
Stamping jewel colors
Terminating mound-like body
Shining in elegance.

O Kalidasa, I saw
Your words play
In fruitful rains
With the hard-working
Village women.

O Kalidasa, I felt
The same sweet smell
On this earth to rest
And lifting the life
In the wonder-world.

Gajanan Mishra
O Keats!

O Keats! O Keats!
John Keats, Do you know
What is home?
Do you know where is home?
How dare you say
Pleasure never is at home!
I know, I know, home, home,
Sweet home, there is no place
Like home. Here at home,
There is love, there life,
There is truth.
Let me salute you
For the sake of this truth.
I find no war, no torment,
Here at home, we meet each other,
We live here together
With our mind mature.
Here is lily, here is lotus,
No frog can deter us
And here we get everything focused.
The honey-bees and the sweet-birds
Are always here,
And I find here all pleasures
And all cheers.
Let us come together,
O Keats, O Keats to see
The world's wonder.
Here at home, there is
Our father, our mother,
Our sister, our brother,
and we share all nectar,
And here we live without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
O King, Follow The Laws

O king, follow the laws,
If you fail, nature is there
To deals out the punishments,
In the forms of war, famine
And so on and so forth.
If you are not aware of
The truth, the life's goal
You should not take charge of
Ruling the people, the sons
And daughters of nectar.
The common people are
The roots of your state, remember.
Use their language, save their culture,
Or else, let me call you a cheater.

Gajanan Mishra
O Man

O men,
I repose faith in you,
Have faith in your own power.
O men,
Live with goodwill and motiveless,
Conquer sins for that you have power.
O men,
Conquer hardship, conquer adverse circumstances
And attain true happiness, peace and success.

Gajanan Mishra
O Man, Ask Yourself

O man, ask yourself
Who are you?
What is there to do?
And how to do?

O man, ask yourself
Who is your mother?
What is her language?
And where is her land?

O man, ask yourself
How to live?
What is your goal?
And where to go?

O man, try to know
What is yours?

Gajanan Mishra
O Man, Awake

O man, awake
You are alive
And with five
Go and fight
O man, awake
For progress
And success
Awake, O man
You are the
Only person
Who know better
Life-lesson.

Gajanan Mishra
O Man, You Are

O man, you are digging
The earth under your feet
O man, you are cutting
The branch you are sitting on
O my dear, see how you are
Living here and what are
You doing and see your position
Here in this sky and in this air
And in this light and in this earth
And in this water
O my dear, come and enjoy the day
That is with you and taking you
For future.

Gajanan Mishra
O Man, You Are A Lion

O man, You are the lion
Keep up the pressure
Chalk out the plan
Launch the project
With full force
Till the completion.

O man, You are the lion
Lion stalks the prey
Pounces on it with full force
Grabs the prey
And holds
Till completion of killing.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men

O men, believe not this time
Open your eyes and see,
Be attentive and hear,
Even you can measure
The age of the doll
Made of wood or earth or stone,
But you cannot see your age,
You may left this place
At any time without any notice
Or informing anyone.
O men, see so many kings,
Ministers, officers etc etc
Were there ruling this earth
But you cannot find them anymore.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men Try To Learn

O men try to learn
How to walk on earth.
I do agree, you are expert
In flying the sky.
You are swimming perfect
In the sea
That I cannot deny.
O men learn tolerance
And it is a great quality
Of a human.
See and salute the rising sun
O my dear, fear not and stay
On this earth with courage.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Get Up

Please get up
See, you are here
With all good fortune
You are perfect
In all respect
Here is the benediction
Here is the nectar
My dear, fulfill
Your desire whatever
O men, get up
Please get up
You are wonderful
Son of nature here.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Be In Truth

O men,  
Be united and  
Of one mind  
To win the battle  
Of this life.  
This life is a  
Battle field of  
Good and evil,  
O men, go with  
All goodness with you.  
Be a good warrior  
And face life,  
Love all  
And be in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Come On

O men, come on and see
Your body is a temple,
Your body is a chariot.
See here, my dear.
Almighty God is
Sitting at Your heart.

Your mind is the priest
Salute your mind
Your own mind is here
To take you to God.
O men, come on and see
Your face is the main door
Your ears, your eyes
And your mouth are the windows.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Even Today

I see you with so much
Of so called knowledge
Hanging in the sky
Head downward.

Please realize
My dear men, here
There is danger
At every stage
Realize life is
Simply miserable.

O men why are you
Fighting so severely
With one another
For nothing, introspect.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Go Not There

O men, go not there
They are ready to use you
They are ready to torture you.
O men, go not there
You cannot find love there
You cannot find truth there.

O men, stay within you
See, within you
And here, find everything
That are necessary for you.
O men, you are your God, you are your friend,
You are your time, you are your demon and enemy,
You decide what to do and when to do
It is up to you how to love and how to stay with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, I Congratulate You

O men, come on,
I congratulate you
For your peace
Development and
Prosperity.
O men, see
The life-style of
Other creatures
And go ahead
For all-out
Good will and
Friendship.
Be trustful and
Keep honesty always.
Every moment is a
New moment my dear men,
Start everything
With a fresh beginning
Without any bias
And prejudice.
Come on to fulfill
The aim of this life.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, I Know

O men, I know
You are a lover
Lover of poetry
Lover of life.

O men, I know
What life is
And I am writing
Poetry for life.

O men, I know
Poetry is for life
Love is for life
Love is for poetry.

O men, You are my love
You are my beautiful poetry
That I can not understand
But, see, here I get stand.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, O Seers Of Truth

O men, O seers of Truth
I know You are here now
At this moment to
Gain more and more knowledge
And to purify your mind
And to realize You are
The ultimate Truth.

Nothing is like superior
Or mediocre or inferior
Everything everybody is
One and the same and can be
Measure by the same rod
That is time and for that
All are waiting.

Gajanan Mishra
O men, realize your own
Pure and blissful existence
Your personal energy
Your very nature, my dear
Realize, you are single
Self-luminous unequal and infallible
And you are proceeding towards
Spiritual enlightenment.

O men, go with your routine
To realize the ultimate truth
That should be your mission
Keeping good relation with
The inhabitants dispelling
All contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Try To

O men,
Try to
Go to the light.
O men,
Don't remain
In darkness.
Suffering is
Not your
Destine
I see your
Fitire bright.
Reveal all
At least in
Literature.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Worship Kali

O men, worship Maa KALI
And offer her only love,
Through your heart-lotus.

Gajanan Mishra
O men,
You are not here
To perish like a broken cloud.

You are mighty-armed
My dear, you are not deluded
You are not fallen.

You are here
To realize the Truth
You are here to love
To see the beauty of nature
And to do good to others.

Nothing to worry, my dear
Go up and up and up
The road is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, You Have Knowledge

O men you have knowledge
But your knowledge is
Enveloped by ignorance
You are falling a prey
To delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, You Have This Body

To give protection to all
Living and non-livings
Moving and non-moving.

O men, know that all is God,
And know that you are the real
And also the unreal, here.

O men, please know what to do
And what to refrain from,
Think not yourself wise, my dear
At any time at any place.

I am sure, O men, you know nothing
And you are in the dark,
Awake and see where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, You Possess

O men, you possess,
Paramount beauty.
You possess wealth,
Virtue, glory, greatness,
Knowledge and dispassion.
I am here to write
All about you in my poems,
You are the essence of
This eternal creation.
Originally, I know, you
have no caste, creed and
Colour. I know, you know
All disciplines and realize
Your identity with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Men, Your Present Life

O Men, Your present life is
The last life, that I know
It is the super-most life.
I know in this life
You have been awarded
Ultimate favor of Ultimate Truth.
O Men, I see, You are going
To the Transcendental abode
By leaving this conditioned
Living entities, and I know.
O Men, You are pure and perfect
With Your unflinching
Devotional service.
I salute You, Men
I salute You for Your perfection
I salute You for emancipation.

Gajanan Mishra
O Merciful

O merciful
I know You can not
Tolerate seeing me
Merged in ignorance
You can not tolerate
Seeing me suffering
The whiplashes of illusion
I know You are busy
In distributing Truth
Consciousness I know
Your strength is Truth
Meaning in life is also Truth
And You are dedicating Your all
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
O Mother

O mother
Shower your blessing
On the whole world
May peace and
Plenty reign supreme.

O mother, You are
My strength, You are
The power of the eternal
Consciousness force
Of the universe
Establish the truth
Of the existence here.

Gajanan Mishra
O Mother Earth

O Mother Earth,
I am offering my
Respectful obeisances
Unto You and I pray
Give me a sinless life
And refute all
The reactions of
My sinful life.

Gajanan Mishra
O Mother, My Mothers

O mother, my mothers
My real mother and other mothers
All are equally affectionate to me.

I do not distinguish my real mother
From other mothers and equally
I offer my obeisances to all.

My real mother, wife of my teacher-master
Wife of priest-religious minister
Wife of the king-ruler-administrator
The cow the nurse and the earth
All are my mothers, I remember
O mother, my mothers.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear

O my dear, listen my words come with me openhand.
We all go on merrymaking
And to measure the lifespan
Exactly with us here
In this time of joy.

The people with us I like most
The society the culture the technolgy
with us I like most.
Further I emphasised
Its proper use and maintenance
That is suitable to our
Religion and philosophy
Art and literature
Geography and history.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear - Perch On

O my dear
I desire You
I desire You alone.

Come come
O my sweet heart
Perch on my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear Father

O my dear Father
You are the ultimate cause of my birth
Without You
No Mother can give birth to me
You are my Almighty Father
O my dear Father
I am in prison, as You see
And trying to be free from this
Prison life and go back to home, to You
O my dear, I pray, please help me
To fulfill this real goal of this life.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear Men

O my dear men,
You are the fragment of Almighty
You have affinity only with Almighty
Do not get attached to other things.

O my dear men,
You are independent
But do not misuse your independence
You are with your pure consciousness.

O my dear men,
You are a fragment and entire whole and eternal
Being independent make proper use of your independence
You are immutable and imperishable.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear Poet, What You Have Said

Is difficult for me
To understand.

I am very much afraid of You
O my dear poet, You are
Fully absorbed in the thought
Of the Supreme Truth.

See me I am in this material world
I dare not offend You
O my dear poet, offending You
Is very dangerous I know.

O my dear poet, I pray, excuse me for my faults
And make me understand the Supreme Truth that is in You.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear Son

O my dear son
Be free from all
Material modes of nature
And achieve unlimited
Spiritual bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, I Know

You belong to everyone
You are in the hearts of all
You are the only dearest relation
That is not seen
That is not heard
And only for You all are here.
O my dear, I know
You are beyond past
Present and future
All means all moving and
Non-moving depend on You
You are the only one who can
Give all eternal happiness, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, After Offering

O my dear, after offering
To You I am taking my food
That promote life vitality
Strength purity health happiness
And peace
So juicy so sweet
All these foods provide
Strength to my heart and lungs
My dear after my prayer
I am taking foods
That are eaten that are drunk
That are licked that are sucked.
I declined to offer you the foods
That are bitter, sour and
That are salty that are very hot
That are dry that causes burning
My dear, i am not here to offer you
The foods that produce pain grief
And diseases.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, I Am Floating

O my dear, I am floating and
Floating within You
All the planets with
Different developments
And inhabitants are also
Floating within You.

We are all here
On the same boat
With the same air and
Same water
We are all same creature
With same nature.

O my dear, we are here
Under Your wish and
Waiting for Your
Further order
We are ignorant
It is You only who knows
what is in future.

Gajanan Mishra
O my dear, I am unable to wipe out
The grief of my fellowmen
Who are with me at this time.
You are the killer of my enemies
I know, and You are invisible
And I know Your power is mystic.
You are free to stay and free to go
At Your sweet will here there
O my dear, see me I am fair and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, If You Think

Poems could be possibly
Written by me, tell me everything
All that are identical with You
With truth with love
I know, You are the master poem.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, In Your Area, I Here

O my dear,
In this area
I am here
This area is Yours.
This area resounded
With the notes of
Overjoyed birds,
Intoxicated bees
Wandered here,
Intoxicated peacock
Proudly danced,
Merry cuckoos
Called one another,
Flowing trees Kadamba
Champak, Asoka, Karanja,
Bakula, Kunda, Mandara,
Are free and not in fear,
The air is filled with
The pleasing notes of
Swans, ospreys, cranes
Cakrabakas, cakoras
And I find a good atmosphere
For a pious life
O my dear, More and more
You are here with me
In me and everywhere
Here also I find elephants lions boars
Monkeys mogooses and deers.
I am living here
Without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, You Are Different

O my dear, You are different
You are different from the nature
And its evolute
I know your duties are
Absence of modification
Flawlessness, imperishability
Eternity, desirelessness
And non-attachment
I love you my dear
And I am proud of
Being your fragment.

Gajanan Mishra
O my dear,
You are the only ideal person
You know the reality about the world
You are the only great man here
You are followed by me
And the entire world also
Follow the standards set by You.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Dear, You Are The Universe

O my dear, You are the Universe
O my love, You are the Lord of the Universe
You are the best of all
You are the wealth
You are the riches
You are the prosperity
You are the fullness of all good things
O my dear, You are the blue
You are the blue mountain
You are my love in blue mountain
What to say more, O My dear
I am within you searching myself
In this blue sky
I know you are my blueness
You are my whiteness
You are my Mother
And You are the best of all
You are my Universe.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Desire, O My Anger

O my desire O my anger
I was here in very good condition
Before your arrival
And now I am in disaster.

O my desire O my anger
Without giving prior notice
You have appeared
Your appearance is illegal
And only for false pleasure.

O my desire O my anger
Roll back your number
I am not satisfied at your works
And actually I am in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Father, You Are Always

Interested in my welfare
O my Father, If I am
Not giving my attention
To my work and indulge in mischief
You want to set me right
Even by punishment and beating
My Mother, though faithful to my Father
Protects me from severe beating
But my Father is not here
To destroy me, My Father is my Father
The ocean of generosity and equanimity
I bowed down to my Father always.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Father, You Are Always Interested In My Welfare

O my Father, If I am
Not giving my attention
To my work and indulge in mischief
You want to set me right
Even by punishment and beating
My Mother, though faithful to my Father
Protects me from severe beating
But my Father is not here
To destroy me, My Father is my Father
The ocean of generosity and equanimity
I bowed down to my Father always.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Friends

O my friends,
Do not go after
Undesirable eagerness
For the temporary body
And kinsmen
O my dear, do not
Bind yourself
By thoughts of
Mine and I
And get relief
From all miseries.

Gajanan Mishra
O my God  Excuse Me

O my God excuse me
Excuse me.
Without borrowing and
Without stealing
It is quite impossible
To live with dignity
And what is dignity
I am unable to understand
O God excuse me.

O my God excuse me
Excuse me.
Being human
I be committed to
Public cause
I am not able to do it
O God excuse me.

O my God excuse me
Excuse me.
I am unable to practice
Tolerance and create
Nuisance
I am unable to understand
O God excuse me.

O my God excuse me
Excuse me.
The mistake I have done
And the punishment
I have got
O God excuse me
Excuse me.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Life, My House

I am in my house,
I am living you, O my life.
My life, my world,
I am within you.
What you have given me
What for you are with me,
O life, I do not
Want to analyze it here
At any time.
But O life, I want to
Know the truth, I want to
Count the waves, I want to
Observe the changing colours.
Life, here you are
In the war, I know.
Life, here you are
In sweet love that is
In me from the very beginning.
I am waiting for you, O life,
Why are you going away from me,
From my very love in a dramatic style.
All are here watching you, see,
Under the sky, in open field.
I have to wait and stay awake,
My life only to hear you
In the chirping sound of birds,
In the mixture of dark and light.
You have given me everything,
My dear life that I know,
I want nothing else but
This simple poetic sensibility
With a sweet music to live.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Light

O my light
Come to me
Enlightened me
I am here under
This Pipal tree.

O my light
Come to this world
This world is in dark
Come and give light
Let all enlightened.

O my light
Let me know
What ought to know
Let me hear
All about you.

O my light
Day and night
I am with you
Come to me
I am ready to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
O my dear, You are my light,
You are in the sun,
You are in the moon,
You are in the fire,
You are the supportive energy
Of my earth.

You are the nourishing power
You are the gastric fire
You are lodged in heart
You are my memory
You are my knowledge.

O my light, my dear
You are known by the poems
You are the author of my life-poem
You are the know-er of my life
You are unique permanent light
And base of all.

I do perceive You
O my dear light
And this is your grace
I know my dear as I am yours
And You are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
O my Lord, I pray,
May your kindness
Continue to be with me.
Let me allow to
Utter the words
Please enhance the words,
By adding your own power,
That would defeat
The disturbances of the world.
Let me go on the path of peace,
Let the truth reign supreme.
O my Lord, I pray, inspire my mind
And intellect and please
Use me to serve your purpose here.

Gajanan Mishra
O my love, tell me,
Tell me what shall I do
Here is truth always
Coming behind me
Going before me
And staying with me,
Alone, I failed to find You.

O my love, tell me,
Why are you with the truth
Wearing so many colors
At times white at times blue
At times yellow and at times black
I failed to touch the clue,
O my dear, tell me the truth.

O my love, tell me, dear,
Tell me, why are you
Sitting on the bank
Of the river that has no water
And why are you telling so many words
That have no air and
That are not clear.

O my love, tell me,
Tell me how can I call you
In the midst of this sun
On this open road that has
So many sides to move,
But I must tell You, my dear
How the love and the truth are
Going together with a smiling
That has no substitute.

Gajanan Mishra
O my love
Please tolerate my wrongs
As a father tolerates
The impudence of his son
As a friend tolerates
The impertinence of his friend
My respectful obeisances
I fall down to offer you
And asking your mercy
O my love
Tolerate my wrongs
Tolerate my love.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Men, Sleep Not Sleep Not

O my men, sleep not, sleep not,
Sleep is the other name of death.
And death, in no way helpful
To fulfil your dream.
And I know dream is there in you,
And in the dream I know, there is the truth.
In the truth, there is perfection of life,
Remember your history, history of life,
Remember your geography, dear men,
And go, go to drive out the clouds,
Go and go to bring the sun to the light.
The sun is within you, dear men,
So many colours are there in the sun,
And it is all for you, being the eligible son.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Mother, My Gatekeeper

O my mother, my gatekeeper
My guardian my shelter
My significant earmarked.
O mother, you are my self-realization
You are my canvass of life in all situation
O my mother, You are the eternity without destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Owner

O my owner
Since You are here
Nobody can beat me.

You are my owner
I am waiting Your order
And You are here.

Your level is upper
My level is lower
Nothing is there as lower or upper.

You protect me I know
You make me fearless
You have given me this form.

I am here O my dear
You are my owner and as per Your order
I am able to count the waves of ocean.

How many stars are there in the sky
I can explain to all and I can say
You are at the center of all.

Unbeaten I am
Only for You
I am perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Sister

O my sister,
I see in your eyes
Why this water!
Why some feel tremble
When you touch
With a feather!
O my sister,
I find in you
A very big devotion-tanker.
Let me tell you
To stay there
Without any fear.
I am here for you,
Your brother.

Gajanan Mishra
O my son,
Always remember
Your goal is to
Seek the reality
Devoid of
Pain or pleasure
And attaining divinity
Is your glory.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Son, You Are My Sun

O my son
You are my sun
You are here
To make me enlightened.

O my son
You are my future
You are here
To save me from torture.

O my son
You are here for the world
Make something and show
You are full carrot pure gold.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Soul

You are
Not doing not eating
Not sleeping not giving
And yet I am getting
Everything from you
I am eating with you.

O my world You are
With me in full force
This world is my soul
This soul is my world
I am specific and not confused
With myself here that is You.

No distinction is there
Between You and me
O my dear we are one
In this soul in this world
No rejection no proposition
I am not going anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
O my Supreme Emperor

I know You for Your righteous acts
I know You and You are the right person
To choose me to select me to perform
Any rightful action at any time
And I am here to follow Your order
I am never allowed to choose
to act on my own independently
As I am not a perfect man
You are the only perfect person
You are to know what is suitable
For me and what is not
I am here only for You
And I am here only to serve You
As far as I am capable
And so far as Your will is here.

Gajanan Mishra
O My Wife

I feel pleasure
With you.
O my son,
You are giving
Me joy.

Now I am sad
My son is working
Far away from me
And my wife is
Staying with my son.

Who is with me now
I realized
And trying to live
Terminating all relations
Kith and kin and worldly objects.

Now I am hankering
After You O my dear
I realized You are above all
You are within all
You are in me and
My relation with You is
Inseparable and I am
Getting pleasure
With Your company.

I am telling my son
I am telling my wife
I am telling all
Friends, keep relation
With Him and He is
The only persons
Who is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
O Myna

O myna
I have my own stamina
I have my own will
I have acquired skill
I am champion
I have a vision
I am barred by no season
Look, I have my right thoughts
Combined with your blessing
O my dear, do not allow me
To think of anything else but you
O my myna my heart
You are my reliable witness
And it is true I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
O Nameless

O Nameless
I know You have so many names
I am not able to select a name
That is meaningful
That is valuable
And see
I am in silence
I know silence is
Soap silence is pure water
I am in silence
To cleanse my mind
To heals my heart
To reach the very depth
Of my heart within
I am searching your name
O Nameless
I know you have so many names.

Gajanan Mishra
O New You Are

O new you are
You born in dark and
You have a light bark
O new you are
You have moved
You have inspired
You have illumined
Me and the entire world.

Who are you
We have seen
Light of love in you
We have seen
The rapture of love
We have seen
The ecstasy of love
In you in you
Who are you
And I am unable to named you.

You are above time
You are above space
O new you are always
With you the winds thrilled
With you the trees swayed
With you the rivers resonated
The stars and the moon stood still
And look my heart hushed.

Gajanan Mishra
O Night, You Have So Much Beauty Really

O night, you have so much beauty, really
No one can imagine!
O life, you have so much fullness, really
No one is willing to roll back.
With stars let me enjoy the nights,
With creatures let me enjoy the life.

For a single poem I captured the entire night,
For a single smile I captured the life.
The soldiers are here with me to guard
The earthquake, the storm if any.
The flowers are here to welcome me at this time.
O my dear, worry not, i am with you
and you are embracing me kissing me with the night
That is with us covering the entire life.

Gajanan Mishra
O No

O no
I am not interested to go now.

See me
I am free from delight and envy
Perturbation and fear.

See me
I am not a source of annoyance to
Anybody or to anything here.

O no
I am not interested to go now.

See me
I do not want anything
I desire nothing
I know something
What is what
And so I am impartial
I am neutral
I know who is doing what
And so
I neither rejoice
Nor hate
And I renounce
All good
All evil
I know
There is nothing like.

Gajanan Mishra
O Pilgrim

O pilgrim,
Your body is your pilgrimage
Go deep and deep and dive.
Know thyself, my dear,
Your soul is the pious river, dive.
Your intellect is the boat,
Wherein find peace as water, drink.
Truth is the wave, my dear, count it,
Know all pilgrimage centre in your own body.
Everything is there within your own body,
The holy water is flowing within
Dive and dive in it with the help of pity.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poem Hunter

O poem hunter,
At every moment
You are giving me nectar.
Let me thank all poets and writers
They are the sun and the moon
And the stars and the lighters.
I have seen in you
How vast my world,
How deep my colors,
How wonderful my behaviour.
O poem hunter, through you
I know, we are all one and one
In speech, in body, and in thinking
And in all other respect that are there and here.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet O Artist

O poet
Write what you think
Alas, You are not free
Even in our democracy.

O Artist
Sketch what you face
Alas, You are not free
Even in our democracy.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, Recite

Let me hear and
Drink your words
Of nectar.

O Poet, recite
Let me hear through
My ear-holes and forget
The fatigue of worldly-life.

O Poet, recite
Let me hear Your word
That is an effective tonic
To cure the disease of illusion.

I am here to hear the You see You feel You
Invigorating and fragrant with self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, The Words Would

I know, O poet,
The words are here
That would compel you
To write for the betterment
Of the society.

You are, by nature,
A good poet, I know,
You write or not
But the words are here
In poetic forms.

It is all there
As before, O poet
It is your helplessness
And here it is poem.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet,  You Have Placed

O poet, you have placed stones
Within your mouth and I care you
O poet, I know you are never
Burned in any fire and I know
Only for you all creatures are
Liberated from world's cage.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, I Know

O poet, I know
Your birth is High
You want nectar
You have a lofty aim
You have a keen desire
To achieve perfection
You are the near and dear
Of Omniscient, Omnipresent.

O poet, O representative almighty
You alone know divine virtues
With you I can be elevated
Automatically to the highest point
The supreme state
Where there is peace and tranquility
Always everywhere and I do not want
To miss your company here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, If You Are Here

O poet
If you are here
Come and see
And let me
See your face
Where there is fire.

O poet
Come and
Let me enlightened
The things that are here
Come and
Let me see
You are really a wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, Know Your Earth

Oh poet, know your own earth
By absorbing of the intellect
In your words and language,
By absorbing of the intellect
In love and truth.
Oh poet, you are the only person
Who can know what is real
And what is unreal by realizing the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, Light The Lamp

O poet, light the lamp,
Light the lamp of love and truth.

Remember, the poet,
The poet is here and here for all.

O poet, you are the only victorious
As you know all, and all know you.

See, the poet is practicing,
Practicing death for happiness and peace.

Remember, death is here always,
And that is here and washing your sins.

Gajanan Mishra
O poet, only you have
The solution to life of
Knowing the truth through love.

O poet, only you can know
The inward direction here
With purity of thoughts.

O poet, only you can achieve
The supreme love that is
There within the life of all.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, Please Say Something More

O poet, please say something more
That we want to listen from You
You are well-versed in conversation
Your each and every word is educative.

O poet, please write something more
That we want to read your poems
Your poems dealt with the topics
Pertaining to righteousness in life.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poet, Thoughtful You Are

O poet, thoughtful you are
You are really engaged yourself
In true devotional service
O poet, I know you are the only
Person to achieve the supreme truth
O poet, you want to see everybody
In peace and make them happy.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poets

O poets
You are here
To tell the truth
You are here
To take pain
To take poison
O poets
You are here
To give nectar
That is in your
Thoughts
That is in your
poems
That is in your
Meditation
That is in your
Life's renunciation
For establishment of truth
For giving life to others
For ever
O poets
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
O Poets, Excuse Me.

I am writing the truth,
The whole Truth, here,
According to my own light,
Remember, my dear poets,
You are the lights
You can know, you can feel
Within, everything,
If you so wish,
I see, excessive fondness
In your heart and I am
Telling you the whole Truth
About the life of this world,
I know, you are holy and truth-lover.

Gajanan Mishra
O Priest

O priest,
I am falling
At your feet
Give me clean-chit
And enable me
To go at night
To see the sun
That is rising,
See me, and let
Me rise with
Your blessing
O priest, let
Me honour you,
As you know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Prime Minister

O Prime Minister,
Your first and primary duty
Is to offer food to the hungry men
Offer water to the thirsty men
And offer clothes to the naked
And medicines to the sick.
O Prime Minister,
Let all men stay free from
Fear and torture,
Let there be all out development of all
On this land of peace and non-violence,
Let all live in truth and love.
See all as your sons and daughters
For country's bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
O Really I Am Searching

O really I am searching
where have you gone,
Here this is the time
of our union.
See me, I am constantly
thinking of you
in our eternal union
and I am waiting you
for union in union,
I know I feel no disunion
in any disunion.
Where have you gone?

Gajanan Mishra
O Residents Of Odisha

O mother, O father,
O brother, O sister,
O son, O daughter,
O residents of Odisha,
Come on, and if you so wish
You may come together,
Under your language Odia.
Use Odia all or any
Purposes here always.
Odia bhasha(language) and Odisha,
One and the same.
No bhasha(language) , no Odisha,
The unique identity.
The law of the land be obeyed,
Or go away.

Gajanan Mishra
O River - You Are  Lifeline

O river
You are my lifeline
You are lifelines of my civilization
O river
In your natural beauty
I have witnessed the growth of my city
And many rise and fall of empires
O river
I know my ancient civilizations
Arose and flourished on your banks.

Gajanan Mishra
O Sailor

See, O sailor,
A strong wind
Is there
And we are all
In deep sea,
Rudderless,
Misdirected.

But I know,
You are a
Skilful sailor,
You can help
In sailing the ship
And reaching
The destination.

Gajanan Mishra
O Seeker Of Salvation

O seeker of salvation,
Come and go as you like
perform yours activities
For the good of others.

O seeker of salvation,
Subsides your ego
Practise discipline
And get rid of attachment.

O seeker of salvation
Come to practical life
Do not always go with books
Books will lead you to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
O Seer Of Truth

O seer of truth
You are an enlightened soul
You are not deluded by egoism, I know.

O seer of truth
I know you have power
To transcend the spheres of modes.
I know you disconnect yourself
From the world and
You identify yourself
With the Omniscient.
I know your body is identical
With the world
And self identical with God.

Gajanan Mishra
O Servants

Dear servants,
You should be
Fully qualified.
Your wrong act
Put the people
In dark and
That act pollute
The society.
You should develop
Good qualities,
You should stay
Always positive,
And you should set
Your mind pro-people.

Gajanan Mishra
O Shakespeare

O my dear, my creator  
You are top-ranking poet  
You are the blessed glory of Truth  
I bow to You.  
You have sung the multitudinous  
Virtues of Truth and Love and nature  
You are the poet of Supreme wisdom  
Your writing, this world, I know is conducive  
To the good of all  
I bow to You.  
You are the Father and You are the Mother  
You are the friend and the guide  
And the philosopher of all creature  
I bow to You, I bow to You.

Gajanan Mishra
O Siberian Bird

You are welcome
O bird welcome
O bird tell me
Where is your home
What is the purpose
Of your coming here
O guest
To you a request
Tell me tell me
O Siberian bird
Here is Our Chilika
Come and swim
You know the art of moving
In water
You know the art of flying
In air
See, My life
Consists of water and air
And my soul is a bird
Make friendship with Her
Together you can weigh the sky
Together you can fly
Giving me joy giving me joy.

* Chilika - A lake of Odisha, India
  In winter birds from Siberia
  come here every year.

Gajanan Mishra
O Sister

O sister, come on
without fear,
I am here.
Come on tie the thread
of love and affection
I am here today,
see me, near,
I am your brother,
without any negativity
without any fear,
Let God bless us
throughout the years.

O sister, see me
I am right, I am clean,
Put blessed rice
on my head and let
right thoughts and
noble action dwell in me
For enlightened future,
O sister, let us pray God
together to protect us
from all evil creatures,
Come on on this auspicious day
O sister, my only well-wisher.

Gajanan Mishra
O Spring

O Spring, O Spring, really
Excellent you are and also
Really beautiful with your
Music so sweet with love.
Let me rise and let me rise
Again and again, O Spring,
Let me shine with you like
The rising sun today with
Life's fragrance and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
O Stranger

I could not see you O stranger
You are permanent resident here.

I am wandering the poor traveller
For a purpose that I do not know
And also I could not hear you
For the ego that engulfed me.

I could not tell a word that has
Fragrance of truth and that is fair
The way that lead me is nor proper
On the stair and I do not care.

O stranger, Where are you I am here
Not matching with anything and
Going back and back in my thought
And action that has contradiction.

Gajanan Mishra
O Sun O Moon

Come and see me
I am self-effulgent.

Gajanan Mishra
O Sun, I Know

O sun, why are you
Giving a war cry
In this summer.
I know my dear,
As you are too powerful
I am not willing
To fight with you
And to go to you,
Or to play with you
See and excuse me, I am busy
In my indoor games,
I know, my life is
Brand new every moment
In your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
O Supreme Controller

I am aware of You and Your mercy
And the extent of your glories.

I know, O protector of all
Peace prosperity and welfare
All depend on You only.

Wise and highly intelligent here
Only can make themselves ready to
Receive knowledge about You before departure.

Gajanan Mishra
O The Great

O the great
I am thankful to You
I am grateful to You
You have placed me here
In this lowest place
From which there is
No chance of fall
Being in lowest position
There is nothing to pride
Being in lowest place
You are kind enough
To come to me as my guide
O my great
I am really grateful
Really grateful to You.

Gajanan Mishra
O Traveler

You travel everywhere
You travel because You
Love me so much
You are fixed
You are unbroken.

Gajanan Mishra
O Traveler, Come On

O traveler, come on,
And travel on the surface
Of the earth.
See, the entire earth
Is a holy one.
Wherever you are,
O traveler, that is
The place of pilgrimage.
With whom you are,
He is pious in nature.
O traveler, come on,
The time and place
That suits you, but
Lose not your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
O Universal Self

You are seated everywhere
And doing all acts
I know I am nothing
You Yourself are
The consciousness
In all living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
O Wait, Let Me Swim

O wait, let me swim
and see You here
In this water, my dear.
Are You the fish
Touching the sky
That is near?

I am here
Playing with You
Hide and sick
I am here
With no non-sense
Belief that is fear.

O my dear, let me
Say a few words
That have lighter
And You at the center
Approve as sharper
I am not a strainer.

Gajanan Mishra
O What A Life Here

O what a life here
With debt and debtor,
How can I return?
I fear.

O what for I was in need,
And what for you have give me
Loan, please think a while,
Give me not criminal brand.

Intention should be good,
Mine and also yours.
Give and take is the policy
Of that of nature, I am sure.

If time permit, I am not
Reluctant to repay, be sure.

Gajanan Mishra
O What A Summer!

I know my dear, in this summer
I am here with you and I know
Here you cannot park, here
Within this working zone.
But you are to stay here to work
And to see and to read, my dear,
You have to honor, other's temper
O my dear, in this hot and cold
Weather, you can see so many birds
And so many feathers full of colors.
Thanks for your visit, my dear,
I am here to receive you grandeur.
Don't allow your anger to come in
If there is any mistake peeped in.

Gajanan Mishra
O What Is That

That made me stay
Not that
With disapproval.

O what is that
That made me
Fair and sensible.

I know the world is
Fearful and unapproachable
And still I am here
With You, my dear
In pious heart.

Gajanan Mishra
O What Is There My Dear

O what is there my dear
Is it a face and if yes
Who is the owner of this face
This is face-fight, you see.

O natural face artificial face
Face and face and face
you see no face no face
Face I am searching in the race.

That is revolving
Again and again in poetic order
And the sky commanded
With evening tone.

Gajanan Mishra
O women,
Today is yours day,
Nothing makes sense to you.
You are the earth,
You are the fire,
You are the daughter,
You are the mother.
You are the creator,
The very creation is also you.
You are alone independent,
Rest all are dependable.
O women, I know
the meaning of your gentle smile.
Oh, who am I to know?

Gajanan Mishra
O Yamuna

O Yamuna
I love you all
You love My love
You are the largest
Tributary of the Ganga
I know Your source is
The Yamunotri Glacier
You merge with the Ganga
At the sacred confluence
Know as Triveni Sangam
The Ganga The Yamuna The Saraswati
Allahabad, India.

Gajanan Mishra
O Yes, It Is You

O yes yes
It is You
And who are You
That I knew.

It is I
Who can touch You
And You turned
In to no-mettle mew.

O my dear, I know
Your power here
I know Your good qualities
Are assured.

Gajanan Mishra
O You Are Here

In every nook and corner
You are in Your creation
Equal in power to Your
Personal potency of bliss
By expansion of happy spiritual rays
I know You are separate
From everything and still
Nothing is different from You.

Gajanan Mishra
O You are here at last
In the guise of all-devouring time
To eliminate the envious
I congratulate You I bow down before You.

Gajanan Mishra
O, I Know

You are blind
To the knowledge of
Ultimate Truth
And you are jealous
Of one another
You are interested in
Family affairs only
And you are envious of others
I know your community
Your state is not on
Good terms with another
And it is because
You are blind to
The knowledge of ultimate truth
And sorry to say
You forget everything
About self-realization
The solution is you are to
Go back home go back to the Truth
And then only all miseries are removed.

Gajanan Mishra
O, I see You there,
There with that woman,
That woman is weaving
Bamboo blades to
Prepare a screen,
The screen is to be
Used to get rid of
Scorching sun,
The sun is there
With You,
And You are there
With the woman
And I see the woman
Damn care.

Gajanan Mishra
O, Listen The Cuckoo

O, I am listening, the cuckoo
O, I am seeing, the rising sun
O, I am walking, on the green field.

O, my dear, this is the air
That is with me day and night
My life is to love, and not to fight.

Come to me, O my dear
Stay there, I am going to You
And You are here there everywhere.

Everybody and everything is here
Only for me, just to love me
And I am thankful, grateful to all.

How beautiful my life, my world!
My dear, You are providing me all
That are necessary for my survival.

Gajanan Mishra
O, My Heart

It is with You
It is growing
Not decaying
O my heart
Ever born
Never die.

Let me understand
The time and it is pure
Truth that is here
It so happened
I assume You
In body and mind
It is never a lie.

Gajanan Mishra
O, My Mother, You Are Rare

My mother, you are rare,
O mother, you are really rarest of the rare,
You are the only of your kind.
You are with my enlightened father,
O mother, O highest energy
You are coexisting here on this earth.
You are the Supreme art
And architecture and sculpture
And let me see you in chronology
And iconography, you are my mother, my philosophy.

Gajanan Mishra
O, No!

O, No!
Dare not to
Do any harm
To children!
They themselves
Are God.
Where there is
Children,
There is
Heaven.
Find here
All beauty
And all peace,
Children are here, see.

Gajanan Mishra
O, Thanks

O, thanks,
how can I help you!
I myself is helpless,
See here with all these
air and water and light.
All these are not mine
And I am indebted to them
As then have given me this life,
And in this life I am telling
It is I though I know
I is very dangerous and
ask me not how.

Gajanan Mishra
O, The Highest, The Greatest

You have the uniqueness
The Himalayas,
Abode of seers, saints
From You flows sacred rivers
Ganges Yamuna
Here in you mount Kailash
Glory of Lord’s Shiva
And the abode of shankar’s -in-laws
You are the highest the greatest
You are the things of attractions
And distinctions
You have touched the eternity
In this perishable world
Let me touch you from here
Let me see you from here.

Gajanan Mishra
O, You Are Mine

O you are mine
I am yours.

I know,
You are un-manifest
It is hard to reach you.

I am conscious
I am absorbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Oath

In the name of all
I do hereby
Declare
I am telling
The truth
Nothing
But the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Obedient

I am obedient
I know obedience
Constitutes the highest
Gain materially and spiritually.
I am obedient
Obedient to Truth
Obedient to Love.
I know, o my dear
Bathing in the nectar of
Truth, love and bliss
One can reap the reward of
His own existence here.

Gajanan Mishra
Obey The Laws And Instructions

Obey the laws and instructions
And achieve an eternal life of
Bliss and knowledge and peace
In the lands of sages and saints.

In the lands of demons you find
Chaos and anarchy and misery
The society is governed by
The concocted whims and ill-wills.

Rectify the imbalances by your own
My dear men, and solve your own
Problems by yourselves, though in various forms
Truth is one, know it from the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Obey The Voice

Obey the voice,
Obey the voice of
Your own conscience,
O my dear, and
Know yourself what
Is right and what
Is wrong.

It is only you,
Who is the manifestation
Of Truth and manifestation
Of love and you, yourself
Is the nectar, my dear,
Hear your inner voice, hear,
And find not fault with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Object Of Enjoyment

Tell me clearly one thing
Is life an object
Of enjoyment
Tell me one thing
Am I here for
Some specific purpose
That is hidden
Tell me clearly
I am awaiting
With right time
Obeying all conditions
With power of understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
Object Of Love

You are the object of love, my dear
That I know from the very beginning.

You are the absolute Truth that I know
And You are present everywhere.

You are the intelligence of the intelligent
I am fortunate that I feel You I see You here.

You are present with me and I am alive
This is the best evidence accepted by all.

My faith revealed all and You merged in all
I know perfectly well I am writing about You in my verse.

Gajanan Mishra
Object Of Prayer

The object of prayer
Is only meant for prayer.
My writing poem is a prayer,
The object of my writing is
Only writing, my dear.
My writing is not for
My personal gain or possession.
My writing is for eternal relation
For the sake of truth's realization.
And truth is nothing but
The prayer of the life.
The prayer can be done successfully
Only through the poem,
As poem is coming out from the soul or self.

Gajanan Mishra
Object Of Satisfaction

I see myself
As the central object of
Satisfaction when
There is my mother with me,
When I talk
In my mother language,
When I stay
On my motherland.

Gajanan Mishra
Object To Understand

Object to understand
Is only love.
And You are my love,
You are my truth.

Knowledge of self
Is my destination.
And You are only within
Me and outside me, my dear.

You are the radiant
You are the vision
You are the only value
For me and for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Objectives

Let me understand first
The objectives.
Let me know
The essence.

You are so kind,
So fierce!
O life, whose
Reflection you are?

Let me know
The reality,
The reasons of
Drama-warfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Obligatory

What is obligatory?
Certainly writing poetry
In any particular language
Is not obligatory.
Certainly sketching in any
Particular line or color
Is not obligatory.
Certainly it is not obligatory
To eat to drink to bathe
Or to do forcibly.
And what is obligatory
It is nothing and nothing
It is just craving for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Obliging

I am here to obey
Your law and the conventions
Made by you.

I am noway related
To bulls and to bears
And their ancillaries.

I am here with you
Always alltimes
I am oblige you.

Gajanan Mishra
Obscure

Obscure inside
Inside no trouble
No trouble here
Nobody is telling.

I know the intruder
It is not under
My control to asked
What are there.

I am like invertebrate
Gravitational power
Is with me in whirlwind
No member stand still.

Gajanan Mishra
Obscure And Mystical - Life

No one can
Explain what
A life is.
As before
It is mystery
With its origins.
Who am I to
Understand as
It is just puzzling.
It is just dark
Corresponding to
I and me.
Innumerable my wish
And it is all mystical.

Gajanan Mishra
Observation

I am here
To observe You
In everything
In everyday
Who You are
And what is
Going on here
Under You
I observe
How the sun is
Evaporating
A drop of dew
How everything
Everybody is
Vanquishing and
Nobody knew
Besides You
It is only You
Only You
At the root
You are also
the fruit
I love You
Only love You
And in return
I want nothing
From You
My pleasure is in
Observing You
In seeing You
In touching You
And in staying with You
I love You
I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Observe And Observe

Observe and observe
Life as part and whole.

Understand there is no
Better Truth than life.

Come with great faith
And be aware of knowledge.

Everything is yours, my dear
In this universe that appears.

Gajanan Mishra
Observe Nature

Observe nature
and find
truth therein,
in the flying
of the bird,
in the waves
of the ocean,
in the blooming
of the flowers,
in the smile
of the child,
in the life of
each and every creatures
under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Observe Only

Observe only
Observation is the beginning
Beginning without end
Nothing ends nowhere.

Just start your car
Keeping clause and gear
Under control and go
Keeping an eyes with brake.

Have patience
Have patience with you
You are to reach the destination
Destination is in your observation.

Observe and observe only
You are alright just avoid the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Observe The Eating Birds

Observe the eating birds, dear.
And wait there till freedom
Would comes to you.
But do you know
What type of freedom you need?
I think, you know nothing.
Go on reading and observing,
The life itself is there
To make you learned and wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Obsession

Money, money, money,
Money is required
For each and
All things,
All round
Demand is there
Everywhere for money.

Money for food,
Money for house,
Money for dresses,
Money for education,
Money for travels,
Money for medicines,
Money for elections,
Money for entertainments,
Money for business,
Money is for necessity,
Money is for luxury,
Money is for each
And all things,
No money means nothing,
Biggest obsession
Is money.

Where is the money
To come from?
Is there any money tree?

Money, money, money,
Even your better-half
Will leave you,
If you are going
Out of money.
Even the death
Will come slowly
And you are to suffer
Pain, if you have no money.
But money is not honey,
Money is the root of
All evils.
Knowing all these
We are still all hankering
For money.
We, the men, are
Running and running for
Easy money
Knowing well
The consequences therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Obstacle Eliminations

Who is there to eliminate obstacles
Except You
O my dear
There are so much disturbing elements here
That I fear And it is only You
Who can make me fearless
You are praised with
Transcendental songs
And it is irrevocable facts
This is Your areas
And I am here in this form
Now and I know
Only with Your help
I can make my progress
And it is open on and on.

Gajanan Mishra
Obstacle In The Way

Obstacle in the way
Of knowing the truth
Is our pride.
Know the truth,
And find
Pride no more.
Be sensible, my dear
And stay insensible.

Gajanan Mishra
Obstacles

Obstacles are there
and you have to overtake all.
Obstacles are not obstacles
if you think them not as such.
Go with obstacles to cross them
on the way with your own intellect.
Obstacles are divine boon and
come to get success soon.

Gajanan Mishra
Obstruction

Tell me I love you
And if you are not able
To tell I love you
I must think it is your
Ego who is obstructing you
In this matter of love.

O my dear, tell me
I love you as I am here
Who is loving you most
And it is for you
I am here to hear from
You certain words.

O my love, tell me
Something that is
The symbol of love
And if once you utter love
Then nothing is there
That can check our way
To heaven of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Occupational Duty

To write is
My occupational duty.
Not for any gain,
But for the knowledge
Of the truth.
For love
And for peaceful
Coexistence.
Let me satisfy you,
With my words.
Let me perform
My duties
Freely with all
Purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean And Beauty

Beauty is there
In your eyes,
No needs to go
Outside.

See ocean
Outside there.
It is one
But with
So many names.
Immense body,
Immense beauty,
Currents swirl
Around our body,
Around our earth.

Winds, waves,
Tides all are here
By pull and push method.
So many plants and
Animals are here
And all they take part
In regulating
Weather and temperature.

Ring of fire
Is there within us.
We are all
On the ice.
We are within us
With the beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean And The Wave

You are the ocean,
I am the wave
And we belong
To the same class.

You are there
As before
But I am losing
My heart on the beach.

You are different,
I think, from me,
As I am trying
To establish
My identity with
Assume affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean And Waves

You are the ocean,
We are the waves.

You are the truth,
We should stay here
Truth conscious.
We must take knowledge
And must practice
Austerities for you.

We derive benefits
From you-
Benefits; love, blessings,
And we become strong
After that.

For you there is
No difference between
Good and evil.
You are there to
Give all equally to all,
But we the fools,
Are in sorrow,
Not being able to take
With all purity.

Alas, we are not
So much conscious about
Our own duties.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Came

Ocean came
And fucked up
In my pious home.

Ocean came
With changing
Weather and
Changed atmosphere.

Ocean came
With coral reefs
And took steps
For welfare.

When ocean came,
I was not there but
The news came from the stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Churned

Ocean churned,
And that produced
Halahala poison,
And all came
To the surface,
The fish, sharks,
Tortoises, snakes.
Ocean churned
And that produced
Life-saving nectar,
And all fought
Each other and
Moved towards
The earth and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Filled With Milk

I am the product of the ocean,
Filled with milk and
I float in this ocean.
And I realized how
Colorful I am.

Dear men feel life,
Full of varieties.
All oceans are with you,
Ocean of liquor,
Ocean of ghee,
Ocean of oil,
Ocean of salt,
Ocean of sweet water.

Experience life, men
And feel
The pleasing vibration.
You are beautifully situated,
Worry not dear.
But satisfy not
With the praised by
Big creatures,
They are all like
Dogs, camels, asses.
But worry not
Try to discover a good and
Perfect man,
From whom you would
Know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Is Trembling

See, the great ocean
Is trembling in fear
The sky is the great
Laughter.

See, the aquatics are
The silent spectators
The sky is the great laughter.

See, Time is not near
And we are ready to
Stop here. the sky
Is the great laughter.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Beauty

See me
I am in this ocean of beauty
Beauty-ocean here it is
And I am herein
It is not appropriate
To disclose anything
Just see and enjoy
It is for that your life here
O my dear, say glory to the redeemer
Of the universe and I know
It is You and You are all Truth
All consciousness and all bliss
I am only for You, I am Your
part and parcel that I know
I am enraptured to behold You
And Your beauty-this world
And I felt an upsurge of
Emotion in my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Compassion

It is the mother,
Who is the ocean,
Ocean of compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Devotion

Developed devotion
Detached dispassionate
You are dearer to me
Dearer than life-breath
Separation unbearable
No internal impurity
Ocean of devotion
Is here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Enlightenement

My Guru is my window of pure knowledge
My Guru is my ocean of enlightenment
My Guru is my field of infinite correlation
My Guru is my past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Goodness

A man is an
Ocean of goodness
With truth love virtue
With him.

Call a man, man
And that is enough
For a peaceful living
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Milk

My ocean of milk
Is my mother
My very pleasing abode
Is there where there is
My mother, my dear
My torch-bearer is
My mother and where
There is my mother
There is my lighter
I am finer and finer
See me, I am with my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Each life here is
The ocean of savour.
Each one is many
And is on the stage
Of this world of lives
To show actions
In so many forms
To exchange love.
So many lives
Of this world are
But one and the same
And hence they are
There to unite with
Truth through love.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean Of Speech

Ocean of speech is here,
And I am flowing down
And down, but I am
Not afraid of death.
See, I am fair and fairer,
No anger but I am clear,
Hear my words and tell me
About all colors.

Gajanan Mishra
Ocean-Life

Ocean-life star;
The day fulfilment
And the night horrors.

Gajanan Mishra
October

October, October,
And I discover
My father and
My mother together.
October, October,
You know my tear
And so you are near
With love cover.
Before you I appear
With my lofty stature.
And you assure
To gather fresh
Flowers and fruits
To dine with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
October - I Heard

October, I heard
About you.
What I heard,
I dare to say so
Before all here.

October, the painter
Of time, I know.
What I know
I can express all
For the truth.

October -
The passing phase
Of life,
Full of grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Odd Couple

Neither the voter
Nor the leader bothers
Everybody sheds
Crocodile tears.
No body has ears
No body is ready to hear
While the country shatters.

Gajanan Mishra
Odd Hour

Each hour is odd,
And still, we have to
Go with that hour.

Each life is full of
Sorrow, and so,
We have to live
With happiness.

Shun not anyone
Anywhere all,
And all are yours.

Manliness is
Therein all.
Respect them,
Salute them,
Help them
In adventure.

Name, fame,
Everything is there,
But do not go
After them.

No one is enemy,
But all friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Odd-Even Concept

It is welcomed,
The odd-even concept,
To make this earth
Pollution free.
A great step to go..

Gajanan Mishra
Odia Bhasha Is Very Easy And Attainable

Odia bhasha is very easy and attainable,
But truth knowing Odia people are rare.
Let us search the Odia people and make
Them understand the truth that from
The very wombs they are Odias,
This is the only truth, and it is real.
The real has existence and the unreal
Has no existence, recognize the existence.
Odia bhasha is self-evident, it is ours,
And Odia is for us, let us take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Odia In Odisha

Odia bhasha in Odisha,
Odia bhasha and Odisha,
Odisha is for the Odia
By the Odia and of the Odia.

Use Odia bhasha always
Everywhere within Odisha.
No Odia bhasha no Odisha.

Odia bhasha is the only means
And the only end in Odisha,
No Odia bhasha no Odisha.

Use of Odia bhasha is mandatory,
Knowing Odia's geography and
History is mandatory.

Neglecting Odia bhasha
In any manner anywhere
In Odisha is not tolerable.
Using Odia bhasha is lawful
Using Odia bhasha is constitutional
And democratic and pro-people.

Odia bhasha is the soul
And the body and the link
And everything in Odisha.

No Odia bhasha no Odisha.

Gajanan Mishra
Odia Poems

Odia poems are the best,
Read the poets as follows
With interest;
Sarala Das, Jagannath Das,
Balaram Das, Achyutananda Das,
Bhima Bhoi, Upendra Bhanja,
Dinakrushna, Birakishore,
Laxmikanta, Gangadhara,
Sachi Rautray, Ramakanta,
Sitakanta, Rajendra, Hara,
And others who are going deep
With multiple sounds and colors.
Feel the humanity therein
In different tongues.
Odisha means the world is here,
The God of the World is
Showing the new features
With open hands and heavenly pleasures.
Take full breath with Odia poems
Without wait and rest,
All the nectar of the world is here
In this odia, the sweetest and
Scientific language that can give
Benefit to your body and mind and intellect.
Odia poems are the best, the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Odia Relics

Find from the earth,
That bridge all
With Odia relics.
Mixture of
Black and white.
And yellow
In the middle.
No shadow
But all related to
Know how.
All in glass,
Life music.
All portrait,
All eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Odiaa, my dear brothers,
Lend me your ears.
To bury the colonial
Unlawful language
I appear.
Let it be clear,
I come to speak
About its funeral.
Undemocratic and
Unconstitutional language
Is our enemy,
It is at the root of
All loot and murders,
See me I am here as lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Odisha

I am in odisha
No body here like
their language odia.

In the eleventh hour
they embraced
jagannath and jagannath
is not moving himself
and odia people
mostly hopeful.

What is the value
see and watch
and time is out of hand
I myself shameful.

Gajanan Mishra
Odisha - Anaahara

Sukadei rupabati
Gale anaharare
Kahara kichhi
Gala ki na gala
Mu mali dahaganjare.

Padila uthila mo deha
Kichhi kahibaku
Nahin bhasha mora.
Kene gale kou chhuaa pila
Thikana nahin kahari.
Aakhi bujidela Rupabati
Sukadei, khyatabikhyata
Janani mu padichhi
Apurna deha mana nei.

Kie achhi kouthi
Kie ba deba ijahara
Anahara mane khoju khoju
Karpura sahita kana bi
Jaichhi haji pakharu.

Chhuaamane mora hatabhaga
Mu Odisha, nahin bhasha.
Cheramula dishuni kahaku
nahin jibanara aasha.
Bhavishyta anischita
Aau mu jauchhi kahidei
Binapani binapabanare
bahi bahi kata.

Jie jouthi achha, thaa
Dekhuthaa, kahiba,
Satatala pankaru
Bahari kebe dekhaiba muhan
Paduan, kebe dishiba
Sakala matira surya-muhan.
Gajanan Mishra
Odisha - Poverty

Sukadei rupabati
Gale anaharare
Kahara kichhi
Gala ki na gala
Mu mali dahaganjare.

Padila uthila mo deha
Kichhi kahibaku
Nahin bhasha mora.
Kene gale kou chhuaa pila
Thikana nahin kahari.
Aakhi bujidela Rupabati
Sukadei, khyatabikhyata
Janani mu padichhi
Apurna deha mana nei.

Kie achhi kouthi
Kie ba deba ijahara
Anahara mane khoju khoju
Karpura sahita kana bi
Jaichhi haji pakharu.

Chhuaamane mora hatabhaga
Mu Odisha, nahin bhasha.
Cheramula dishuni kahaku
nahin jibanara aasha.
Bhavishyta anischita
Aau mu jauchhi kahidei
Binapani binapabanare
bahi bahi kata.

Jie jouthi achha, thaa
Dekhuthaa, kahiba,
Satatala pankaru
Bahari kebe dekhaiba muhan
Paduan, kebe dishiba
Sakala matira surya-muhan.
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English rendering;

Odisha Day
Without Odia language!

Okay.

It is because
Here everything would do
Without any complaint.

It would do wellIf one speak in
Any language anytime
In any style.

It is because
No purity in the blood,
No certainty in semen,
All lusty and nasty
All works here.

Gajanan Mishra
Odis-Ha Tryst With Destiny

Odis-ha tryst with destiny
Since 1700.
Murshid Quli Khan was diwan of Bengal,
In 1719 he gained diwani of Orissa.
Quli Khan did in 1727,
Son-in-law Shuja-ud-Din was subahdar
of Bengal and Orissa.
Orissa has everything
But orissa lacks everything
excepts English

Gajanan Mishra
Odisha Where Are You Going

Odisha, where are you?
I am searching you, Odisha
Within the temple of Lord Jagannath.
I am searching in the very capital
City of Bhubaneswar.
I am searching in the very utterance
Of the Chief Minister.
I am searching you, Odisha
In the flight of bonded labourers,
Doctors, engineers and professors.
Where are you my dear odisha?
Are you there in our own language
Or you are there in the language of foreign lands?
To search you my dear Odisha is to commit suicide, I realized.

Gajanan Mishra
Of Course, I Am

Am I a liar?
I am cautious..

O my dear
Let me give
A chance to
Review my words,
Review my actions.

I am useless
And for nothing
Staying in this
Lion's den
With the jackals.

Of course, I am cautious
With tiger, bears, and
So many dangerous creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Of What Use Is My Writing

I am not a man of practice
If my words have no practical utility
And also I have not done anything
As per my writing.

Gajanan Mishra
Of course I

Of course I want to know forbidden actions
To know is my birth right though it has flaws.

I am not so enthusiastic that you explained
It is nothing but to escape anger before evening.

Changing of form is always welcome
And I appreciate all they are present.

What happened I can not say in this way
Thing is that you yourself have gone mad.

The doctor declared dead And I awake
See and see only to make process effective.

Gajanan Mishra
Off Line

Offline -
No work.

Our mindset
Is not updated
As yet.

True,
We are
In learning stage.

True,
We are to
Ensure so many things.

And we are playing
With no side effects
With measles.

Gajanan Mishra
Offend Not Any One

It is not good to offend anyone.
We should know, each and every one
is the creation of Almighty God
for our convenience.
The anus, the mouth,
The saint, the quarrelsome,
All are there to give
some benefit to us
in one way or the other.
Just we are here to bear.
We are to see our own face
in the mirror and not
that of another.
It is not that any one is superior.

Gajanan Mishra
Offense

To live is an offense?
If yes, how and why to
Commit this offense?
Let us spoil time
With all the questions.
Is it a plea to escape
From ourselves?
I know not, yet I remain
As a human being to show
That are here in me.
I want to learn, with
Firm faith the scriptures
Of life in simplicity and
The tolerance here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Offer

I live with poem
All my life
And the power
And energy
Increased with time.

I offer you
a chance to own
And appreciate
My poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Offer not,
Offer not anything
I am not hankering.
I want you
Not to split.
I want you
Just to fight.
It is your Highness
That you are with me.
You stay or not
But I am hot.
I need no ice
I feel the ice
More hot than me.

Gajanan Mishra
Offering respect to others
Means offering respect to God
Offering respect to the body
Means offering respect to
The abode of the God
Remember God's residence is
This body and not any temples
Mosque Gurudwar or churches
Made of bricks cement iron steel
Realize the Truth and
Self realization is the reaching at Truth
Keep in meditation always and
Offer Him obeisances
Only way to reach God.

Gajanan Mishra
Offer Respect To All

At every moment, O my dear
As Supreme Lord is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Offering Poems

My dear I know Your ten prominent incarnations
I know You are the fish You are the tortoise
You are the boar You are half-man and half-lion
You are the dwarf You are Parsuram You are Ram
You are Krisha You are Buddha You are Kalki
You are Om the first and last letter
And You are the master of all living beings
You are the creator of the Universe
You enjoy Yourself in all
Pray-fully I am offering to You my dear
My poems and these are Yours
Take gracefully.

Gajanan Mishra
Offering Respect To Others

Means offering respect to God
Offering respect to the body
Means offering respect to
The abode of the God
Remember God's residence is
This body and not any temples
Mosque Gurudwar or churches
Made of bricks cement iron steel
Realize the Truth and
Self realization is the reaching at Truth
Keep in meditation always and
Offer Him obeisances
Only way to reach God.

Gajanan Mishra
Official Language

Why
No one dares to
Object in any office
Or in any subordinate court?

Excuse me
And let me say,
All this
Hue and cry is
Only to get personal
Benefits in some way
Or the other.

If I am
Not wrong,
Receive not any letter
My dear brothers,
Written
In any other language
Than your own official one.

Gajanan Mishra
Offshoot

I am the offshoot or offspring of Truth
You are the real principle
It is only due to Your presence
Everything is working here.

O my dear, I am thinking falsely
Falsely thinking is that I am what I am
It is my pleasure it is my pain
Actually I have nothing to do all these.

O my dear, to stay with You
Is my ultimate goal
Let me understand again and approach
Let me go to the light that is in You.

You are the light, my dear
Let me stay in this light in this knowledge .

Gajanan Mishra
Offside

Offside,
Offside down.
Take, I am
Offering my love.
And here
I discover the truth.

No inention
To offend anyone.

And nothing to query
As such life is
Not for merry.

Give ointment of love
Dive in to the truth
And discover where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
Often

No is not negative,
I say it,
But I am reluctant
To say no,
I know, often
No means yes.
Intelligence is
To cross over the word.

Gajanan Mishra
Oft-Repeated Questions

Who am I?
What is my true name?
Where is my home?
What for I am here?
What is true knowledge
That I have to acquired?
Who is there to help me?
What is sin?
Where is the heaven?
What is true happiness?
Am I dying?
Where is the light?
How to catch the wind?
How to extinguish the fire
That is there within me?
Very often these questions
Are put me in troubles
But I am helpless
Without getting anything or
Answer from any other source.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh I Am So Small

Oh I am so small
I am not visible!

Looking at me
I told to myself only.

Past time and divine
Sun shine
I look fine.

Nothing new
Nothing old
I am already sold.

Who am I
And who are you
O my dear, remember
These are not questions.

No declaration
No knowledge and
No action and
It is just an expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh Men, Rise

Oh men, rise.
And you should
Raise yourself.
Remember, you are
Your fragment.
And you have been
Conquered by you.
My dear men, be
Cautious while
Doing something
At any time here.
You are your
Declaration men
You are your solution.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh Mother

Oh mother, my creator,
My protector,
Embodiment of bliss,
Giver of peace.

Mother, cause of my life,
Mother, everything of life.
Store house of all miracles,
Mother, fire light of
Known and unknown.

Oh mother, you are as beautiful
As nature.
Oh mother, the symbol of all
Sacrificial enclosures.
Mother, heart-beats of creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh What Shall I Say

Of the poet
When you already know
The poet is pure
And very much celebrated.

Poet is descended
As an incarnation
And executed all principles
That could free all from
The result of fruitive activities.

The poet is not an ordinary man
Listen the poet and follow the poet
You will attain to Truth
And you will fulfill the mission of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh Yes, I Am Being Disturbed

Oh yes,
I am being
Disturbed by
Happiness and
Also by distress.

I am in bondage,
I am fallen
In this material
Existence.

I know not
The value of
Nonviolence,
Tolerance,
And simplicity.

I am in attachment,
Certainly, I am
On the path of
Destruction.

Let me know
The rules and
Regulations.
Let me see
The light.
Let me love
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh Yes, I Am Naked

Oh yes, I am naked on this earth,
And you are telling me beautiful.
Oh yes, I am drowning in the sky,
And you are telling it is fine.

The reality is I am transparent,
And you are mysterious to the core.
I am dissolving in the dark,
And you are searching me in images.

Oh yes, I am in the light and
I am also in colors, in cries.
I am the real and I am the reality,
For you, I am hammering the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh! Road Blocked

Oh! road blocked.
Where to go?
How to search another one?
No house is here
To take rest.

The smiling wind
Is only there, and
It is night.

I am in my own house,
And my house is mobile.

But I am here and
I know nowhere to go.

I am to enjoy all colors
And I am to clean my own floor.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, I Am Hungry

Oh, I am hungry,
Hungry for time.
The time, and
I - both here.

For what
We are,
Not known
To anyone.

And we are
In love,
Love for
The truth.

Truth - the time,
And not hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, I Heard

Oh, I heard
That sound.
But excuse me,
I can't say
What is all for
And how and from
Which directions
They came.

I know not where I am
And what I am doing here,
I know not who I am
And the relations with
All pictures and sound.
I know not where to I am going,
And where from I am coming.

Yet, I am here,
And I heard all the sound,
I see all the scenes,
I call all but
No one is listening to me.

The night is there as it was,
The river is flowing
But not as it was.
The men and women are living
But not as they were.
I want to ask the birds
So many questions,
But they are not available
Anywhere on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, It Is You

Oh, it is you
I see here
In my own light
And I utter words
That are yours.

You stare
I care.
You fire
I care.

True, you are
My looking glass.
You are my knoweldge
In reality.
I declare
All emptiness
In me.

I man
Born though
In emptiness
I have everything
In me.
I am not able
To meausre,
I am not able
To count,
The forms
That are here
In me.

Climb to my
Own light
And I discover
You,
You, the truth.
In black and white.
Oh, No!

1.

Oh, No!
Oh, No! No! No!

I want not death,
Please go back.

I want life
In Paris, In Delhi,

I want not hate,
Please go back.

I want love,
Love with life,
In flower, in air.

No more terrorism,
No more fear.

I want to hear
The sweet sound
Of the human being here,
Here, on this earth.

This earth is not for you,
O, terrorist, go back,
Go to hell.

Let all men live here
On this lively world
Let them stay here
Fair and well.

2.

A man is the finest creature
Of nature,
A man needs healthy atmosphere,
No one has got right
To kill a man or any
Peaceful, non-disturbing creature.
Fire not, kill not anyone,
That goes against the law of nature.
Let a man live,
Let there be peace,
Let there be tolerance,
Let there be unity
And brotherhood.
This earth is for all-
Love all, and see the earth beautiful
This is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, they said I am influenced by you, my dear,
Oh yes, you are the only truth here and also
You are the only love for ever.
How can I avoid you here?
You are my work, you are my experience,
You are here with me all the time in my each
And every routine that are for you and for all,
Let us open the game by the light of peace
And cooperation with high mission of this creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, Thousands Of Years

Oh, thousands of years
We have lost
We did not know
Who are they
And what for
They play here.

And time-broker
Arrived at our door
To show new face
With same identities
And we lost
Everything we possessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, Who Are You

Oh, who are you
You appear to be strong
I know the strong are there
For the protection of the helpless
And the weak
You pose yourself to be powerful
Powerful are there to keep save
The powerless and the weak.

I know You
You are here for others
You are trying to make others
Conscious about carrier
I know You
You are here to see others
Without listening anything
That are bad to hear.

You are strong
You are powerful
And You are successful
That I know here
You keep this bull
And this bull is in disastrous
Indicating danger future
See I am open here and without cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, Yes, Yes

Oh, yes, yes,
We shall have to
Follow the principle.
The principle of life
Is to love all
And to stay in truth.

Oh, yes,
It is our story
And here we are both
Together for ever.
We cannot live
In separation.
Wherever you are,
There I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, You Are Me

Oh, you are me
And I am you,
Here, find
All love
And all truth.

We are not here
To ignore anyone
Or anything,
Let us discover
Humanity therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Oh, You Are The Lord!

Oh,
You are the lord here,
At this time.
How many lords are there
That I know not.
But I know as you told
Just now, you are
Here, for all.
Let me tell you,
My dear lord, first,
Save yourself
From the whirlwind,
First, save yourself
From the storm,
From the rage of nature.
I know not how many
hands and feet have you,
Or you have nothing at all.
But I know each creature
Has legs and hands
To do the routine works
That are there for them.
I know so many languages,
So many sounds but I know
Not which sound is yours
And in which words you
Are able to communicate
Your inner feelings here.

Gajanan Mishra
Ointment

Ointment of love
Is necessary
To cure the society
From so many diseases
Like maoists, terrorists.

Ointment of economic
Development is necessary
To cure the separatists
From the under-developed,
Unprivileged sections.

Ointment of equality
Is necessary
To see the world
As one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay

Okay,
Next time
We will have a talk.
Next time
Our position
Might be reverse.
But we can't say
Who will follow to whom,
And for what.
Next time
Where we will meet,
That is also not known.
But for the time being, see,
We are in the mode of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay Everything

Okay everything
If I am here
I am not here
Okay not everything.

See and
See not
What you see
Say not.

And say
Only true
That you view.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay Okay I Said

Okay okay I said and he heard,
what he heard that I could not say
And what I said he heard.
He said I was brainless at that time
And I denied but he realized
He was not there with him who was hearing.
Yes he did hoard so many things
and he was attached to pleasure and prosperity.
The real and unreal he differentiated
in a calm and cheerful manner
and we exist together without putting
any question here or there.
Behold he said to himself and
went away on the road that is not liked.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay Then

Okay then
If you are doing
But tell not anything
That you are doing
Tell not it is mine
Seek no return also
And be ready to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay, I Do Admit

Okay, You are successful
I do admit but I
Failed to understand
What is that success
And what is the benefit of
That success
I failed to understand
Your happiness and your
Miserable conditions here
You said to suffer, my dear
Your desires to work hard
Has got no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay, I Have Returned

Okay, I have returned.

Recognize me
If you are able.

Gajanan Mishra
Okay, No Problem

You want I shall
Remain silent.

Okay, no problem.

But let me see
And observe,
And let not
The flower
Whither away.

Gajanan Mishra
Old

No one likes
The old,
Unable to earn.
And it is due to
Lack of true knowledge.
Each one has forgotten,
He is under the control
Of time and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Age

Ripe-fruits of life - nectar
May be enjoyed by all at this
Matured and developed stage,

Gajanan Mishra
Old Age - Selling

I want to sell
My old age;
And for this
I have given
An advertisement
In an international
Daily Newspaper.
And the editor and
Publisher has added
A caption therein
'Old age has no price'.
I surprised
But uttered nothing.
Anyway, My old age is
Not mine, I realized
From the very beginning.
And no one came forward
To take the responsibility
Of giving the price in return.
But a chain of actions
And reactions are there
Within me, in the mean time.

Gajanan Mishra
Old And New

Casting off old
Means not new
Or not entering
In to new.
New is new
Always for all,
Old is not old
But guiding factor
Of the new.
Old is new
In its new form.
Nothing old and
Also nothing new,
When everything is
Changing at
Every moment here.
One must not be
Deluded by any
Statement on
Old or new,
Old and new.

Gajanan Mishra
Old And Young

Who is old and who is young
To think about it
Is the great comedy.

Where is life
And what is its position
Please think
For a while.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Dictum And New

Old -
Democracy is
Of the people
By the people
For the people.
New-
Government is
Of the money
By the money
For the money.
Old is gold
No doubt
But outdated
New is sold
No doubt
But updated.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Friend

Old and also
Ever new,
You are my dear,
Dear best friend.
You are always
With me side by side.
I know you are always
Eager to have me
There with you.
You are with me
As witness,
You give me
All chances to enjoy,
And you give me
Good counsel and
Advises so many times.
I am ignorant, rustic,
I lack art and culture,
Yet you love me so much.
I wonder, and I know not
How to utter words,
How to write and yet,
You are there to welcome me
Everywhere and you are there
To give me all awards.
I realize you are in my heart,
And I am here to execute
Your mission to raise each person.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Friends

I see my old friends here
The cows and the birds
The creepers and elephants
The trees and the mountains.

I see myself here
And I see and hear their welcome
I feel transcendental ecstasy
Liberation perfection.

What I see what I feel
Are true but not whole truth
Whole truth is get yourself free
From all desires designations.

O my friends, come
Let us convert ourselves
In to transcendental purity
By purified senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Heaven And New Heaven

Old heaven and new heaven,
We are all in between them.
For what we are there,
To declare is shame, shame.

You can not say what is heaven,
To whom it is heaven and
For how long it is heaven,
All answer is with the ocean.

Let me request the ocean
To comeforward crossing the shore,
And what is a shore
Please put not such other question,
As no one is here in time
And the time is no more with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Is Gold

Old is gold
Gold never old.

I gaze at you
And you become
Fold and fold.

I gaze at you
You and I
Cast in the same mould.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Is Gold I Heard

Old is gold I heard,
Age is age I heard,
But old age, though
I heard, I failed to
Understand the meaning.
Age can never be old,
Still, I welcome to
Have a new experience
In my life here.
I know, old age care not
Who I am, where I am.
It is here in me
Since time immemorial.
I also care not old age.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Is Not Gold

Old is not gold
And the old man
Has gone mad.
I see in young
Nothing as he
Told me everything.

Single man I see
On the hill top
And there he
Wants to chop.

To chop the time
Is very difficult
Said the lady
With the lamp there.

Everything I write
Is but for all welfare.
And you show me
What is in the mire.
But for misanthope
I am the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Man

Old man
How old are you, my dear
By age and by knowledge?
Are you advanced?
Let me give you protection.

Woman
I respect you as my own mother
O my dear, if you are my wife
You are my better half, remember.

Children
I am your affectionate father
I always consider myself
As the most obedient servant.

O my dear
I am always ready to
Preach Your glories.
Let me pray and tell you
My own stories.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Man With New Thought

I want an old man
With new thought
Who can show me
The light of the day.

I want a day with
All systems open
For progress scented
Live and river.

I want a life
And a river that
Are going towards
Love-ocean and truth-sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Old News

Don't go,
With that old news,
No use.

Gajanan Mishra
Old Saying

One,
Not loyal to father,
Not loyal to anyone-
Old saying.
But ever new,
As has been seen,
As we are seeing.
Living God on earth-
Father and mother,
Take care, listen to them,
They are more experienced.
Without them
You are nothing
But dry dust.

Gajanan Mishra
Oligarchy

No role to play
In oligarchy
Perverted form of
Democracy
You common people
Not eligible
For mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Om

OM
One-syllabled
One-syllabled
OM.

Keep it
In your heart
And get
Eternal home.

OM
OM
OM.

Gajanan Mishra
Om Om

The first and final
The last and eternal
O my dear You are
I am not able to
See myself and You
You are in the ocean
Of ecstasy and with You
I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Om The First

OM the first
OM the pranava
Uttered first
From Pranava
Gayatri vedic metre
came to fore
From Gayatri vedas
Rk Sama Yajuh revealed
vedic rites are performed
Uttering OM
OM OM OM
And here it is
Our Home.

Gajanan Mishra
Omelette

Can you make omelette
Without breaking eggs?
If yes, I can conclude
My speech with your guts.

Gajanan Mishra
Omnipresent Should

Omnipresent should present here with us and give consultation free of cost at any place without any disturbance by any other person.

Omniscient should make known what are happening here with so much hues and cry openly and must not divert any one from the confirmed mission.

Not easy to get the source from where you have come, my dear, and hence here all pleading are dismissed with cost.

Gajanan Mishra
Omnipresent-Love

Omnipresent-love,
We are to feel it
With just a smile.
With a smile we can
Do anything and get
The fruit of success.
Success means to get
The truth at hand.

Gajanan Mishra
On A New Day

What is there
In between you and me
That I know and
For that I call
The rain and the wind,
The leaf and the shadow,
And they assured me
To arrive tomorrow.
I know, tomorrow
Will not come.
But the sun must come
On a new way
With fresh information
Of life and temptation.

Gajanan Mishra
On A Study Tour

Here we are,
Remember, on
A study tour.
Selflessly,
We are to study
Nature, self.
We are to submit
Proper report
At times for
Records.
Earth is there
To verify our
Works.
Air is there
To write our
Activities.
Water is there
To keep intact.
Light is there
To underline
The importance
Of the sky.
Here, we are
To fly
With knowledge
Gain.
Here we are
To use time
With no crime.

Gajanan Mishra
On All Sides

On all sides
You can see me,
If you so like.

I hold up
A shining mirror
Before you, see.

Life - flawless,
Life with rhythm,
Song, flute
And with a lute.

Let me clear,
I am the measuring rod
Of my life here
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
On And Off

On and on
I am in love.
On and off
I am in passion.

I am on line
But off-stage.
I am not odourless
But in caged.

Gajanan Mishra
On And Off And Yet

On and off and yet
The sun is rising
In the west.
All is great
With cricket bats.
The trophy is yours
Please come and take.

Gajanan Mishra
On Dead Horse

We are on dead horse
Trembling ourselves
And consoling we are
Hundred kilometres
Per hours.
Tremendously we are
Not ours and who are
There to welcome us
We do not know.
We are not biased
Over sectoral approach
And not swift to
Comment on our
Departure at the moment.

Gajanan Mishra
On Earth

Birds are fixed
Rivers are silent
Mountains moved
Sky is on earth

Gajanan Mishra
On Fighting

Go on fighting till justice done.
Justice brings equality fraternity neutrality.

Go for quality as per pleasure
Crisis of confidence may occurred.

Blessing there all alone played
vital role day night nerve to run.

Gajanan Mishra
On Foot

I am going and
Going on foot.

Foot is mine,
And I am going.

On this foot
I am covering all.

I am real
My covering is unreal.

My going involves
No return.

And I am going
To see the Truth.

The Truth is there
And Truth is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
On Foot, Please Come

I know you,
You have no foot,
Yet let me
Request you
To come on foot
And I know
You are coming
To me at every moment.
I know you,
You have no hand.
Who told it
That I cannot say.
But I know
You are doing all
Works here for all.
I know you,
You are everywhere,
And watching all
Inside and also outside.
There is nothing,
There is no difference
Between inside and outside
For you.
I know you,
You are giving water
To the dead river,
I know you,
You are giving everything
For those who have nothing.
I know you,
You are there
Sending all here
And taking all.
You are at the root,
I know and I know
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
On Her Wedding Day

On her wedding day
I told my daughter,
Remember, dear, you are
going to the in-laws,
treat your mother-in-law
as your teacher,
follow there the words
of your husband as scriptures,
put no question to the husband
at any time even by mistake,
submit yourself always,
and tackle the situation
in a peaceful ways with patience,
Study the mind of your husband
and stay in truth,
Answer not to other men
besides husband,
Don't be envious, my dear,
to anybody anywhere for anything,
Remember, you are the lighter
and the initiator of
the new world there, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
On Its Own

The bird is flying
I failed to show road
You failed to provide leg.

It is the difference
In hell in heaven
In another form
In cerebrum.

No need to search
The tense now
And I understand
Nothing know how.

Gajanan Mishra
On Its Own Way

Let it go on its own way
I know only
fault finding people
Are there for nothing
I know
They get self-satisfaction
Out of their misdeed
And I know
They regret not for
What they done.
Let them gone.

Gajanan Mishra
On Its Way

Everything is
Going on its way.
I am just a guy
Nothing to say.
I am not wise,
And I am unable to
Tell the truth
Where it is.
I know this much only
That I am not
Going to perish.
I know this much only
That I am not
In confusion here.

Gajanan Mishra
On Line

Call me on line
And I will be present
Instant at the place
Date and time of
Your choice.

Call me on line
And I am fine
With your voice
Nothing matters
Who smile and
Who cries.

Call me on line
Call me on line.

Gajanan Mishra
On Line Staying

Apply through on line only and
Keep direct relation
This means cent percent engagement
Through hearing chanting remembering
Worshiping praying carrying out orders
Establishing good relationship
And offering all and linking up
In the services of others.

Gajanan Mishra
On Line, Look

On line, look
Look me, I am on line.

Say what you think
Say something if you
So like here this time.

Ready
I am ready to go
Just give me a call
I would start my journey.

Count down started
From the very day
Of my birth, hear
And I am ready to
Face the consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
On Men

Rely not
And rely not on,
On men
And on frogs.
And remember,
Selfishness is,
Something more,
There with them

Gajanan Mishra
On Mutual Interest

Relation is
On mutual interest.
And we are
Stick to that.

True, we are to
Overtake regional
Problems we face in.

Let our words
And legs be straight
And forward.

Together,
We are to meet
A new world with
So many challenges.

Come on,
I am ready to
Meet you
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
On My Death

On my death
This world died
Nobody and
Nothing is
Beyond and
Above me.

Gajanan Mishra
On My Own Way

On my own way
I am walking
And how far
You are affected
I care not.

I care not
Your standing
here with me
And I abstained
In eating.

That I am eating
And you are
caring me
That I know
And I know
Without me
You are going to
Loss your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
On Oath

Who is perfect? 
Come forward and 
Declared yourself 
On oath.

Let me know 
How far you are 
In order 
And let me know 
How you are 
Explaining yourself 
To others.

You are here 
And you are rare 
Be fair.

Gajanan Mishra
On Our Own Land

Never borrow never lend
My dear friend
We are on our own land.

Never borrow never lend
Danger is here
God remember.

O my dear friend
I have not forgotten
With lending and borrowing
You are rotten.

Gajanan Mishra
On Pen And Paper

Everything is there
Only on pen and paper.
In practical life
No drinking water,
No rice, no cloth,
No shelter.
There is no developmental
Works, there is no engineer.
But crores are being spent
For the people.
Everything is there
Only on pen and paper.
No one is crying, but see
In everybody's eyes tears.

Gajanan Mishra
On Pins And Needles

On pins and needles,
Let us put question,
Where is the water
Where is the carbon dioxide.

Let us understand history
Let us understand microbial life,
I am telling bout Mars, my dear,
I am on mars atmosphere and volatile evolution mission.

Phase by phase I am here
to tell you again and again
Just wait and hear me with patience,
And watch the rehearsal with test-fire,
I am all on pins and needles.

Gajanan Mishra
On Principle

On principle
I am yours.
Whether you are
Mine or not
That I don't know.

Gajanan Mishra
On Reaching The Top

On reaching the top of high hill
I showed you how near the sky is
And you admit it with certain objections
That differentiate you with me.
I am not cautious you said
And exclaimed the cold there
When I felt hot.
That was our feelings and
Relationship and commitment to life.

Gajanan Mishra
On Reaching You

Leaving You
I am going
Towards You.

And on the way
I am afraid of
Diseases,
Afraid of falling down,
Afraid of the enemy
And the old ages
And I am afraid of
The death.

And I am sure
On reaching You
I conquered all.

Gajanan Mishra
On Receiving

On receiving,
On receiving Your tacit approval,
O my dear, I am writing the poems
And ever busy in maintaining
Love in Truthful ways.

It is, yes it is, it is
You my dear, who is within me
And also who is outside me
And You are beyond the range of
My conception and my imagination.

I am the spectacle
You are the spectator
I am the creation
You are the creator, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Beach

On the beach,
You cannot say
You are loser,
On the beach,
You also
Cannot say
You are the gainer.
Loser and gainer
Is the ocean,
And not the beach,
That I know,
From the very beginning
And for that, again and again,
I am coming to this beach

Gajanan Mishra
On The Blackberry Tree

On the black-berry tree
I have left my lungs and heart
On crocodile's back
When I started my journey
in to the sea.
I have not show my
Disregard to anybody
Surrounded me
And my co-villagers
All support me
And the crocodile
Never seen as before.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Pages Of Time

From mid-day to mid-night
I count my steps that are
There on the pages of time.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Path Of History

We walk
On the path of history.
We hear
All sound of the sky.
The sky is our history,
And it is the truth.

We are void,
Like the blue whale.
We act not through words
But we perform real deeds.
Dateless our life,
Here, stone we are.

Truth we search
In the area of the sky.
The sky, we collect
On this earth.
And the earth, we
Are to enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Path Of Piety

Here I am,
On the path of piety,
With my weapons,
That are love and truth.

Here I am,
With you, my dear,
I know, I am saved,
And I am protected by you.

Here I am, my dear,
For the purpose of
All welfare and
I am the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Road

The sky is not
bigger than me
and I in goodfaith
walking on the road.

Air is there to cool me
and to declare me alive.
No cause of action
for the truth to move
to court against me.

I am on the road
that is the fact
any one can see me
at any time anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Same Page

On the same page
We are all and
We are to start
Fresh at every moment.

No hurry, no worry,
Everything is okay here.
And we are to give
Credit to each other.

All nature
And we are cautious
For the cause and
For the effect.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Same Path

In every way
Let it go
On the same path
That is there.

It is your own world
And in every way
Each one is renouncing it
Seeing above the star.

The star is yours
Without any contradiction,
And you are going to
Mix with it, right?

Gajanan Mishra
On The Scorching Earth

On the scorching earth
Aaeshanee stood first
With her breath
We all are here
To wage war only
With time and
Thanks to Aaeshanee
That she joined us.

I know, Aaeshanee has
Identity with mother
Mother board that
Ever-existent
Aaeshanee is whole
I know, and I treat her
Like that always
With a new identification mark.

I told my son, Chandan
Be careful, my dear
Keep yourself ever ready
To do that are conducive
To Aaeshanee, of course I know
Everybody is coming on his
Own way and doing own works
And going away after completion.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Seat Of The Heart

On the seat of the heart,
I know, you are there.
You are vibrating,
Giving messages,
Singing and dancing,
And uttering so many words.
I realize who you are
And what you are doing
For the good of all.
I experience journey
With you always day and nights,
The moon and the sun are
The eye witnesses
Whom I glorified.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Ship

You are telling
And I am listening.
The ship
On which I am going,
That is going here there
On so many turnings,
But the thread
Of the centre is
There where you are.
I know, it is
Under your jurisdiction.
And you are also there.
Let me say I am here
Now and ever.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Sight

Nothing is out of sight, see.
Nothing to fear, see.
You are fortunate to see.

Revelation is good
So far as it is truth.
You are fortunate to see.

It is your own faith
That can take you to the extreme
Be in truth always with full faith.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Spot

Mother, motherland and mother tongue,
Our aim and purpose is to develop
Mother, motherland and mother tongue.

One who revolt against his own mother,
Motherland and mother tongue and
Stands on our way knows well-
To uproot him is the result.

Future cannot be imagined
Without the mother, motherland
And mother tongue.

Our identity and everything
Is there with our mother, motherland
And mother tongue.

Come on brothers, stay one and
In oneness, please come out from
Your own house and give a lesson
To the hypocrite on the spot.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Way Up

On the way up,
On the way down,
You are here with me,
How can I leave you?

How can I leave you, my dear,
Life is ours and it makes us happy,
Life is ours and it makes us smile,
No cold no hot can separate us, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
On The Wheel Of Time

See me
I am moving
On the wheel of time.
See me
Here I am
With you for good.
And I am on the way
To attain the truth.
And the truth
As I know
Neither the day
Nor the night.
But it is
In the might.
And might
I think
Sum total of
All here.

Gajanan Mishra
On This And That

Why are you spending time
On this and that
Without knowing the time
Why are you talking baseless
On this and that
Without knowing word and base.

O I know
You are crawling
In and out
Without any entry
Without any exit
And calling it right .

Gajanan Mishra
On This Birth Day

On this very birth day
I came to know I am
Going nearer and nearer
Towards death.
On this very birth day
I have forgotten the past
And I remember what to do
For the sake of future.
I came to know future is
No more here at this juncture
And I have nothing to make merry
As I have a lot of works
Still to complete to save myself
From the dark side of nature.
But I have to observe my birth day
Today itself with my friends and relatives
I know though no one of them can
Accompany me on the path I have to go.
On this very birth day
I recalled how I have lost
And still I have to light the candle
And see my world dazzle.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Chilling Morning

O, On this chilling morning
I am searching the sun,
And the sun is rising late.
The buds of the flowers
Are yet to open their eyes,
Though seven AM it is.
Jasmine, champak, screw pine,
Lotus, china rose and others
Are not yet coming forward
To say good morning.
The water is as cold as ice,
And it is my wife,
Who is taking a bath at five,
And I say this morning is very nice.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Cycle

I am on this cycle
Since long.
Since long
I am watching you,
My love, my truth.

See me, I am here
In this form
With no adultery
And not hankering
After the riches of others.

I am yours, my love,
And I am in your
Cycle of truth
I am yours faithful.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Day

On this day
Family scattered
On this day
New form evolved
New family
New world.

Say world a family
Son in America
Daughter in Japan
Wife in London
Husband in India
Say world a family
It is for belly.

Is it not world society
Father is no more
Mother unable to move
I have no time for anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Day Of I St January

On this day of I st January
I am calling you, my dear,
And you are coming with winter.
I like it, I love it
Here I perceive a new way of life.

The sky is knocking at my door,
We are inside, we the four.
The sun is hiding himself,
The city is calm and quiet,
And I am calling you, my dear.

The quest is on, and we
All are in waiting room for
The guardian of a quarter, who is
Coming to tell the truth that is not near.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Day- Thou Art

On this day
I want to say
That are true
That are related
To love.

On this day
I start to go
To my love-home
And I call you
That's all.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Day We Are To

On this day we are to
Take steps to free ourselves
From greed and all sins
By widening our circle of
Compassion to embrace all
And the whole cosmos,
We are to forget all
Ill-feelings and forgive all
Once again for the sake of
Humanity and beauty,
We are to cultivate love
From within us and see
All in an equal eyes for
New creativity and security.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Earth

I am on this earth
At the right time
And with your blessing
I can do more and more
Good work for the benefit
Of all here
And I am going to
Compose a poem
And I think no other poet
Can write such a great poem
On human life and environment.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Earth I Can Do

On this earth, I can do
Whatever I like, but all good,
And I am ready to get the fruits.
I see, nothing bad on this earth,
All eternal associates are coming
To me and extending their
Helping hands and they are there
Only for me, I know, on this earth.

On this earth, I see the sun rise,
I see all beauty, I see all power,
I see all knowledge, I see all pleasure.
My dear, let me tell you one thing,
We are all in service of the earth
And the earth is ready to give us all.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Evening

On this evening
I feel secured
with you, my dear.
Here I see
no wrong in living
with you.
No use of heaven
that I know
seeing your smile.
I want not
to go anywhere
low or high.
I know you are here
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Land

I have every right
Over this land
And I am at present
Here, see me my dear.

You may agree or not
I am on this land
With all my right,
Title and interest.

Here I am in this jungle,
This jungle is here
On this land and the land
Is there in my life.

See my life dear, mystery though
I have every right on my life.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Land And In This Water

On this land and in this water,
I am everywhere, see me, my dear,
On the mountain top, everywhere.
I am in love, and I alone am real,
No magic but truth-mango tree is
Here, see me my dear, nothing to fear.
See rightly, I am in joy and the whole
World is here with me at the horizon.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Line

On this line
On this line of pure and flawless
We are all marching
While performing all actions.

On this line
On this line of pure and flawless
We are connecting our network
With the all powerful omniscient.

On this line
On this line of pure and flawless
With the mode of goodness
We submitting ourselves to eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Path

On this path,
Regularly I am
Going to me
And I am coming
From me.
Regularly I am
Watching me
In the evening
And at morning.
This path is
My strength and
I am here,
I myself is
The path, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
On This Side

I am on this side,
You are on that side,
I want attachment
And what you want
That is beyond my power
To know at any stage.

You appear, I disappear
You are in the light,
I am in the dark
Who said it is not right.
With faith you are here
That I know, without faith
I am here, see me and admit
Hear me and be pleased.

Gajanan Mishra
On Track

Read me once more
Listen me once more
One more chance
I am on track.

Gajanan Mishra
On Whims And Fancies

We can't live
on the whims
and fancies
of anyone.

Treat not
the laws,
the rules,
the norms,
the procedures,
as your private or
personal properties.

The laws are made
for the public good,
and they prevail
in all matters of
public conduct and
human interactions.

The law of the land
should be honored.
They are the heartbeat
of the people in general.

Be truthful,
be honest,
be transparent,
when you are there,
at work for the public
under this system.

Gajanan Mishra
On Your Approval

On Your approval
Everything is happening here.
I am not frightened
As You are telling me
'All glories unto you'.

I am thinking You always
O my dear, and You are
Telling me 'always think,
It does not matter
In which way you think'

And You cleans all my sins
I know it is on Your approval
Everything is happening
O my dear, I am not in fear
I know You are near, You are my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
On Your Behalf

On Your behalf
I am doing everything
On Your behalf
I am here to love all
I know for any defects
Or wrong committed
I am answerable to You
I am conscious to Truth
That is here in all
And I tackle things
As per Your direction
O my dear, I know You are
The owner of this house
All right title interest is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
On Your Own Feet

You are to go
On your own feet.
You are to see
With your eyes.

What you see,
Where you go
Do not matters.
But you are to weep,
You are to smile,
What directions are
There by the director.

No one is here
To test your truthfulness.
No one is here
To detect what is
There in your lies.

You are coming and
You are going
And in between that
You have to record
The things
That are happening.

What is happening,
That is only your handiwork.
Please mark and remark.

But I am here
To sweeten all
That are being
Done by you
All for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Once Again

Once again,
Please appear
Before all.

Once again,
I want to hear
Your special call.

Once again,
Please descend
To declare me
A man.

Once again
I want to know
The mountain
That is plain.

Gajanan Mishra
Once Again - I Am There

Nothing to loss,
Nothing to gain,
I am here,
Once again.

The water and the fire,
The stone and the earth,
I am there since birth.

The birds are telling me
Goodbye,
I am being covered
By the sky.

What a joy!

They all are coming
And going with me.
They all are telling lies.

My neighbours are here
Though jealous they are.
My sweetheart is here,
And taking my care.

What a religion
The life is!

In the hospital
I dream the fire.
But I am there
Unaffected.

Gajanan Mishra
Once At Least In Your Lifetime

Somehow or other,
Come on and read
At least once,
My poetry, in your
Lifetime.
And try to enter
Into the words,
And try to see there,
Your own picture.
You just stay
For a while there,
And confirm your
Involvement in the matters
Related to you.
How far you are free,
Let me know here,
And let me write
More and more
Your thoughts in
Your words but
In my ways.
You are to accept
The way I have
Adopted for your
Benefits straightway.

Gajanan Mishra
Once Gained

Once gained
There is
No and never
Forgetfulness.

And it is Your
And your Highness
That you considered me
As yours.

And I remembered You
As mine and you
Considered me
As only yours.

You are my
Primal person
I am under you
In all seasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Once my father
Told me,
Life is strange,
But here
I see in your eyes,
It is more strange
Than my life.
I am searching
My own life
In your eyes
That is there
Unchanged.
I can't say it is
My joy or sorrow.
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One

One and only one at a time
One sun in a day
One moon at night
One air one water
One earth one sky
One life one point agenda
In life and one
Only with one-pointed attention
You should constantly hear about
Glorify remember worship The Truth
And Truth will protect you
He is the Absolute Truth
He is your protector
He is giving you everything
That is required in a life
With peace with happiness.
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I find no difference
Between birth and death.
Birth and death are
One and the same.
You may use the terminology
In reverse order also.
If you so like you may
By pass these two terms
At a time and simultaneously.
You may utter or
May not utter, it is all
One and the same here,
It is the end-all
And the beginning of all.
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One Against Another

Each one is going
Against another, here.
Just for play,
Just for fun,
And for nothing,
Here, each one is
Losing everything,
And yet, realizing
Nothing. Each one is
Singing songs
Without understanding
The meaning and
Each one is running after
Something with no shine.
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One And Not Two

One in many
And many in one.
Strangers they are,
In water and in air,
On earth and in the fire.

But all are in beauty,
All are the eternity.
All are in the body,
And body is nothing,
All for time.

We see divine
All grace
All good
All one and not two.
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One And Not Two - All Natural

One and not two,
But one only, only one.
In one, see two, three,
Four, five, six, seven,
Eight, nine, ten,
And so on and so on.
Now and then, always,
See and hear
The sound of all air,
All water, all sky
On this earth.
Life is there, feel life,
Nothing to wonder,
It is all nature.
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One And Other

Both are same,
One and other.
Speak or write,
Conclude - all
Truth and truth.

Background - clear,
We are all leader.
But friends,
The only readers,
We are here.

We are the riders,
Not the driver.
Details of journey
Written in water.

In this body-firm,
We are not masters.
In relax position,
We need a doctor.

Separator -
Not required.
Yet we are united,
At every time from
The very beginning
To the end.
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One And Same

O my dear
You are
One and the same
In eternal time
Without end
Without beginning
You are
Everywhere
A living being
One and the same.
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One And Singular

One and singular
It is always there
And the interval
Is regular.

Existence and
Non-existence no matter
And it is there
With all creatures.

Demoniac or
Divine it is all
One nature and
That is Yours sir.

Let me see good signs
And all virtues for all welfare.
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Non-dualistic
No separate
Identity
And identity
Merged in love.

Wife and
Husband
Two bodies
Regard themselves
As one.

Two close friends
Deem themselves
As one.

Not two
But one
Inwardly.

Though separate
Outwardly.

Duality
does not exist
Only love
reigns supreme.

It is one
And the same.

O my dear, I love you
We both are one
And not two.
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One black and another white
And the world is running
On black and white.

It is proved
In a day and night
To live is to
Engaged yourself in fight.

Fight with truth
Fight with love
And discover nectar.

Nectar is life
And the distributor is
Almighty God,
Be disciplined and thanks Him.
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One But Different

One but different,
we are here and
we are catching each other
with aversion
with attachment.

We both exist here
with tears in our eyes,
We both are getting pleasure
without reason but we are
One and different.
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One But In Many Varieties

One but in many
Varieties of form.

One is pure,
But not many.

One is in the cage,
Not many but
Vision is covered.

Actions and reactions
Are there in
Witness box.

Knowledge and position,
Both are in need.

One is unaffected,
But many - the mode of nature.
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One By Another

Here,
One is being killed
By another.
Here,
One is giving birth
To another.
Here,
One is going against another.
Here,
One is making love with another.
Here, you can find
Wonder and wonder.
You cannot find anywhere
All these besides here.
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One Can Fly

One can fly
And can go anywhere.
But choosing the time
And the place all
Are his or her.
What to wear
How to proceed
Everything is
At his or her liberty.
Flying is not
A play thing,
Play thing is
Flying, though,
I am sure.
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One Candle

One candle,  
I want,  
But it should be  
Original one.  
One is original  
Like the sun  
Like the moon  
Like life.

I want nothing  
But knowledge  
But light  
But you  
The truth  
Without reservation.
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All is one,
One cause one effect,
And life is all that.
Men, know this fact,
You are eternal,
You are divine,
You are primal
And original,
Here, nothing is final.
All-pervading beauty
Is with you, men.
Absolute truth, you are.
You are your conclusion, men.
You are the ultimate cause.
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One Day More

One day more passed away
From our bags.

And we are not able to
transformed ourselves.

One day more passed away
From our bags.

And we are not able to
Ride on the lion.

One day more passed away
From our bags.

And we are not able to
Ignite ourselves.

One day more passed away
From our bags and we know not.
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One Day One Life

One day one life,
One life one moment,
One moment one world,
One world one truth.

I want not to destroy
One truth one life.
I know in one so many
Are there live.
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One Differs

One differs from another
That I know, my dear
But You are one and all.

You are one and all
That I know, my dear
Rest is Your form and feature.

Your form and feature
I know, my dear
In past in present and in future.

I am a tiny creature
And without Your support
O my creator, my life is darker and darker.
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One Earth, One Life

One earth, one life,
One man, one caste,
One sun, one moon,
One dark, one light.
For humanity we are
Here to fight.
Stay with us, we
Have the real life.
Reality is peace.
No one can disturb us
At any time at any
Situation. Avoid not
Us my dear, we are
Living a life-clear.
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One Eyed King

We are under the control of
The one eyed king
And this is the land of blind.
When we are begging for water,
He is giving us liquor.
When we are begging for food,
He is giving us everything
That are in the long run not good.
When we are begging for shelter
He is giving us the dreams of the sky.
We are unable to bid goodbye.
We are not able to get the place
We are not able to live here, the way
We are to be satisfied.
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One Family

We belong to one family,
We are all one. And here
Let me request you to
Forget darkness and light.

We should go in loving truth,
There is pre-eminence of truth.
And here, one should keep himself
Detach from family love.
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One Father

One father - the sky,
One mother - the earth,
And we are all here together.
Dear creatures worry not,
All goodness are with us,
Worry not, we are to share
The water and the air
And we are to keep clean
The atmosphere to get
All light for us.
Go not against nature,
Live and let live-
Keep this mantra
And stay glitter.
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One Hundred Percent

One hundred percent
I am pure in heart
And by Your blessing
I can say I am
Free from threefold miseries
I am compact by culture
See I am yours, O my dear
On hundred percent.
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One In Many

One in many
Many in one
Only for welfare
good and fair
Time is passing
We are static
We are passing
Time is static
Nothing wrong
Nothing right
Entire day
To and fro journey
My dear
You are only mine
And I find in you
Everything.
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One In Many And Absolute

One in many
Many in one
It is only You
You pervade all things
All things are within You
You are the only Truth
The Supreme Truth
You appear in air in the sky
Let me salute You
You are the Absolute
I perceive Your divine presence
In each living being
You present everywhere
You are one in many and many in one.
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One In Relation With Another

One in relation with another
Can develops at any rate anywhere
And can cross the modes of goodness
The modes of passion and
The modes of darkness
But should be cautious to
Set free at his own will
And it is the only suffering
In hellish conditions.
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One In To Many

One in to many
Many in to one
Our lives here.

We are here
We are there
Near and far.

I am made of earth
You are made of gold
I am small
You are great.

I am stationed
You are not
You are stationed
I am not.

We are one
And we are many
I am unable to know
What is going on
Between You and me.
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One In Two

And two in one.

Go not with any
Particular plan.

Nature is not
What you think.

Silent spectator
Come and sing.

Here in my poem
Butterfly dwells.

All is not well
That ends well.

Smile and get
What you desire.
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One Ink Mark

One ink mark
For one visit.
Avoid rush
And be friendly.
Go and do
All works
For good
Of the people.
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One Is Attracted

One is attracted
To the other eternally
And one give
Release to the other.

Somehow or other
External potency
Is the matter
That separate
One another.

Real existence
Cannot perceive
Here silent
The question-maker.

You have that
Consciousness, my dear
More or less
You are the taste
And You are the water.
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One Is Better

Than many useless
One moon is better
Than many stars.
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One Is Coming

One is coming,
Another is going.
Coming and going
Have no difference,
Person is the same,
Though, for us
It is all two games
In separate forms.
In a way it is
But natural to see,
But hard to recognize.
In a way we all
Are responsible for
Their own criteria.
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One is deaf, another is blind,
One is short, another is tall,
One is lame, another is elephantiasis,
One is ugly, another is hare-lipped,
One is weak, another is eunuch,
One is white, another is black,
In this colored world you are to
see and test what and where you are.
Since it is the shadow world, let us
not comment on this world, my dear.
It is changeable always when the original
is changing there far away from us.
Let us see the statue that is ours
here and there as silent spectators.
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One Is Enough

One son
Scholar and gentleman
Is enough to
Take care of the family.
One sun one moon is enough to
Spread light in to darkness.
One poem is enough to
Spread peace and happiness
in the universe.
One is enough and enough.
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One Is Good

One is good
Another passionate
Yet another dull
These three brothers
Are ruling all.

If you are to stay
You must crossed
If you are to go
You must go through
It is applicable to all.

Forget words forget letters
O my dear I am here
In good faith
In right perspective
Renouncing all.
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One Is Special

At time three
Are equal to one
One hundred is
Equal to one
At other time
one thousand is
Equal to one
One is special
One in to one
is one
Only one is there
Always everywhere.
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One Is Sufficient

One is sufficient
To brighten the sky
Like the rising sun.
One is sufficient
To darken the family
Like the defiled son.
One is sufficient
To do anything, my dear.
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One Is The Food For Another

Food, food, food,
One is the food for another,
In one way or the other.

Food is the first stage
Of destruction.
You have taken food,
Means, you are gone.

See the clouds and
The wind and know
How they are going
Together, from here.

See the process,
Feel how fiercely
All going away.
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One Language Is There

One language is there
All over the world
And that is
The language of love.

Love creates love,
Let us plant love,
In the field of life.

If love is there
Everything is there,
No need to crave
For other things.

Love is far above
From the circle of
Birth and death.
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One Life

It is one life
Only one
We are living all
Since the dawn
Of creation
No other body is
There anywhere
See and test.

It is only action
It is only duty
Dispassion and
Knowledge is
Here everywhere
And just be gracious.
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One Life One World

One life one world
One sun
One earth
One air
One water
One respiratory system
One medium
From birth to death.
No other God is there
Besides humanity.
No other supportive
Medicine is there
Besides love.
Live with truth- true life.
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One Message

May your
Happiness increase
Like petrol price
May your
Sorrow fall
Like Indian rupees
May your
Joy fill your heart
Like corruption in India
Thank you for this message
O my friend Aswini Panda.
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One Minute

Only one minute
Just remember me
And then go for work.
No work please
Besides remembering me.
And it is your work
That can remember you.
I am in your work, remember.
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One Only

All are one and
One only,
Associated with
Different limiting
Adjuncts and
Different degree of
Manifestation though.
We both are one, dear,
We act as we will
As per time and
Circumstances here.
No matter, we are
Living or non-living,
We are human beings.
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One Philosopher

One philosopher
May disagree with another
One scientist may put forward
A theory contradicting the theory of another
This is because they are not in Truth
They have no perfect knowledge and
They are working on the mental platform
Without a standard of knowledge.
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One Plus

One plus one two
Who told you.
Life is not math
That can be solve
Life is not literature
That is your future.
Be prepared
To avail chances
Availing chances is
Not enough if
You are not there
To hit.
Life you know
That I experiment
And in days to come
No needs of compliments
Thanks for the shortcoming
Do not be impatient.
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One Plus One

One plus one
is two
always not true.

Word plus word
is sentence
always not true.

You and I
are friend
always not true.

I am going
and going and
not here not true.

Look at me
I am like you
It is true.
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One Plus One Is One In Love

One plus one
Is here one
In love.
One minus one
Is here one
In hate.
Hate means death
Love means life.
Living a lovely life
Is a boon
Living a hateful life
Is a curse.
My love my heart
One plus one
Is love.
Heart to heart
Life goes on and on
Eternal.
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One Plus One Is Two

One plus one
Is two,
How dare you
To tell this truth!

Let me say
No one and
No two
No number
Is there
With you.

But you
Are there
Without numbers,
And numbers
Are not true.

But you are
The truth.
And I have
Caught you..
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One Poet

What happened
If
One poet
Stay without food
One day?
Is the earth trembled?
Is the sky bubbled?
Is the bird stop flying?
IS the sun cry?
What happened? What happened?
If one poet
goes without food!
No one knows anything.
Tell me not, tell me not,
The name of the poet.
Is the poet in sorrows
Always or the sorrows
Are there within the poet
In silent mode!
Witnessing the sorrow of others
Is the poet able to stay
In peace in silence!
What happened?
Can the poet stay silent?
How the words are
Coming out?
Is it in worship
Or without food?
What happens with
The words of the poet?
What happens?

Gajanan Mishra
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One Roof

One roof
We are all under one roof
The rood is You.

We are all within You
And here no question of fear
If you are real scholar.

You are created this world
As real for us and You have
Give us the Truth that we have forgotten.

It is the fear that made us together
It is the false designation that is not clear
And we all wander for no loss no profit gear.

We are all under one roof
The roof is real Truth.
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One Should Know

One should know
What is what
And what is taking place
When and how.

Walking not allowed through
Between fire and priest
Man and woman
Plough-oxen servant
And two scholars.

One should know
What and how and why
And ready to say
Good bye.
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One Should Satisfied

One should satisfied
With himself
One should live
Here disinterested.

Don't depend on
Any formal process
And travel on the earth
On your own accord.

My dear son
What you hear and
What you see
All are illusions.
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One Sun-

One sun-
Illumines the entire universe,
Being the part of the sun,
You, my dear son, can illumine
To this land and to all here.
The clouds, the storm and
The man of wicked nature can do
No harm to you at any time,
You are there to crush all.
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One Teacher

One teacher
Two disciple.
One sky
Two stars
The sun and the moon.

We are all here
Only for one air
One water, one light.

We are seeing each other,
We are hearing each other.

How wonderful this world
And how lovely it is,
I am here with all the above.
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One Thing

You can do one thing
My dear only one thing
Make me lose all interest
In everything and make
Me happy though I am
Not destined to be happy.
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One To Next

One to next I am to
Go with it
In succession order
Just as a member.

No anxiety
I am perpetually fixed
Being a householder
If you so like
You can take me from here
With all my bags and baggage.

I know not what is
Perfection and where it is
When You are here it suffice.
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One Two Three Five

That is our wisdom
Then there is freedom.
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One Ultimate Power

One ultimate power,
I believe only.

Neither I am inferior
Nor I am superior to anybody
So also I am not here to expect
Any reward from anybody who are here.

I believe with that
Ultimate Supreme Power,
That is there for all
And I believe all are
Equal in the eyes of nature
And all are under that supreme controlling power.

I believe in that, I believe in Truth, I believe in You,
I love You, again let me tell You, You are that power.
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One Unit

This is what
In fact one unit
fire-priest
man and woman
master and servant
and plough-oxen
No body is allowed
To walk through in between.
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One Way Or

One way or
The other,
We are to do
And decided to do
On truth.

And we are to
Reap the fruits
Meant for us
In time that dues.
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One Way Traffic

One way traffic - life,
And I am to go there,
With you for the remaining
Period of life,
The length and breadth
I am yet to know, though.
I am your son,
I am also your father,
The well-wisher.
No fault is there
With us, I know,
As we both are
With nature.
We are the law,
We are the lawgiver,
We can change the time,
And the time-frame.
It is under our control
To Proceed further henceforth.
This world is for us,
And we are to do
What we want to do
At any time with
The touch of love and truth.
Life is as open as the sky,
As free as the air,
With the natural flow
Like the water from
Top to bottom and
Again from bottom to the top.
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One Who Creates

The weapon to
Kill others
The very weapon
Would kills him.

One who loves
Others without self-interest
The very love
Would return to him
In so many ways.

Let us help others
Let us love others
Let us hear others
And let them go free.
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One Who Denies You

He is full of flattering lies.

I am here to welcome You
And my welcome address is full of
Facts and figures.

O my dear, You are here
And You save me from all dangers.

You are my energy
You are my glory.

I am glad
I am glad I am within You.

No one can denies You
It is true.
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One Who Disturb

One who disturb
World peace
Is called demon.
Don't be a demon
O my dear, you are a man
And being a man understand
The cosmic creation
And let others live
In peace and in order.
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One Who Has

One who has
Seen the Truth
Please come on.

Let me certify
You are pious
And free from ignorance.

I know you have
Forgotten your own
Constitutional position.

Let me say congratulation.
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One Who Is Against Truth

One who is against truth,
He finds no place to take rest,
His own mother would becomes death,
His father would be god of death,
Nectar would become poison,
Friend would become enemy,
And this world would become
more hotter than the fire.
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One Who Is Begging

One who is begging is a beggar
It is very simple my dear
One who is awake he is in winning side
One who has won his senses is real winner
Let me say again one who is self-satisfied
Is the richest of all here
If you are living without any hope
My dear, remember, you are getting nectar
Any other question if you have please ask
And you are remaining silent putting off mask.
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One Who Is Here

One who is here in all
As all,
Why are you so eager
To get him.
Please wait.
See all around
And ask yourself
Why are you here!
While asking
Control yourself
And utter the words
With pleasure
Putting love in it.
Proceed ahead
As per your strength.
See, if you are able to see,
That there is
No forward
No backward
No above
No below
All are in
Parallel,
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One Who Is In Truth

One who is in Truth
Will never perish.

You are the Father
I am the son
You show me always
The causeless mercy
My dear.

I know it is
Out of compassion
You appear
My dear Father
To save me
From all danger.

I am here carrying out
Only Your order
You are the Absolute Truth
And I am the Truth.

I am without adulteration
My writings are for
The benefit of entire society.

I am in Truth always here
O my dear, and I am without fear.
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One Who Is Interested

One who is interested
Please come, and come
And see me, and read me
And understand me, I am here,
With You always.

Once you understand me
That suffice the purpose
And there would be
No fault with you in life
And life is there in peace.

Please come and come
O my dear, avail life here
That is full of nectar
That is all here with bright future.
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One Who Kills

One who kills
is called killer,
You said my dear.
Let me be cleared,
When there is
no death at all,
the question of
killing is baseless.

No death and no birth
Everybody and everything
is always there,
No agitation and no
perturbation, no joy
and no anger and it is fair.
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One Who Loves

One who loves
Knows the truth
By seeing
By hearing
By touching
By smelling
By eating
By going
By dreaming
By breathing
By talking
By accepting
By opening
By closing
By considering
One who is in truth
One who loves.
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One Who Speak

One who speak
Is a fool
I am not saying
I am saying
Silent is a symbol
Of wise
I know nothing
And coming to you
To show this that
And speaking a lot
The time is passing
And I think I am
Sitting unchanged.
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One Who Takes

One who takes
Is demon.
One who gives
Is God.
Gives anything
With love.
Giving means
Taking away,
Please understand
What I say.
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One Who Teaches Is Called Teacher

One who teaches is called teacher,
And one who learn in some way or
Other anywhere at any time from
Anything or anyone is called a learner.
And the relationship between
A teacher and a learner can not be
Describe in words, it is just
A feeling and a faith and a belief
That has to be recognized.
No one is passing,
No one is vanishing, but each one is
There, in good and liberal ways
For another, not in empty hands, though.
The teacher and the learner, say- pupil
Are the starting point of life.
They are all in one room
At different times, though.
And they know nothing who they are
And what for they are here.
We have to pass the time but not
At the cost of knowledge and light.
The teacher represents light
And knowledge and the pupil brings
Heaven to the earth on the grace
Of the teacher here.
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One With Everything

One with everything,
And it is life-
Unique and extraordinary.
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One Word

One sun is
Sufficient to
Eradicate darkness.
One smile is
Sufficient
To win the world.

In one life
I am thankful
To you.
Catch a single word
And see the death
Going away.
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One World

One world,
One life.
Different to
Each other,
But all identical,
All vocal
To air
And to the sky.
All speak reality,
And it is the earth.
All are earth,
But differ
In colors and taste,
All one but inimical.
One world
Within so many.
So many worlds
Within one.
And so also, life
All light.
All for everything
And all for nothing.
Nothing - time,
And all busy in crime,
Crime- to harm,
To kill one another.
To show love
Simply to satisfy
SElf-interest.
All frozen,
All taken over,
All numbers,
All alter,
And all going back
To darker and darker.
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One, Only One

One, only one
Not two, three
Nor many
Only keep one
If you want to
Fulfill your aim.

If not
In the circle of
Endless desires
And many means
You will perish
by them.
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One, Only One - Life

Only one,
One can do anything,
One sun, one air, one sky,
One earth.
One plus one is one,
It is love and
Love can do anything.
One, today is one day,
One, month is one,
And it is enough in
One life.
Only one is here
And I am with it,
You are with me.
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One, Only One - Living Right

One, only one
All are one
Under one sun
One moon
With one air
And one water
On one earth
One light
And under
One sky.

Only one
One and one
Love and
Faith
Birth and
Death
In one life
One, only
One going
And coming.

Truth one
Knowledge one
One, only one
One man
One woman
One soul
One catch
One goal
One almighty
Living is right.
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One-Hundred-Percent

One-hundred-percent,
In truth,
And no less.
Love in full,
In life,
And no less.
No feeling of pain,
But liberated.
Free and fearless,
Life in full,
One-hundred-percent,
No less.
Self- realized,
Mission fulfilled.
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Oneness And Difference

It is all the same,
Oneness and difference.
And hence, nothing to fear.
It is all the same,
The dark and the light.
And hence, nowhere to go.
It is all the same,
The white and the black.
And hence, we are here
To welcome all.
We are the origin,
Origin of all.
We are the world,
World of nature.
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Oneness And The Sameness

Oneness and the sameness
Makes the world beautiful
and peaceful.

I exist here now,
I was there
I will be there also.

We both have on entity,
I know we are not independent.
We are one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Oneness Of Existence

We are all one
And there is
Oneness of existence
Here at all times
We are to realize.

It is all pure
This life here
And there is
Single minded
Devotion to
The ideal of
Free life.

Life is one,
Death is one.

Gajanan Mishra
Oneness With You

Oneness with You
See, it is eternal affinity.

See, I love You
For realization of self.

This is the Supreme secret
This is the best spiritual discipline.

Gajanan Mishra
One's Own Duty

One's own duty
Is better
Than the duty
Of another
Do your own duty
Perfectly O monitor
And understand the life
Chapter by chapter
You are the sole
Conquerer.

Gajanan Mishra
One's Own Self

My dear, remember
Is very very more dear.
It is only by contact
With the self
Your vital breath
Intelligence mind friends
Body wife children wealth
And so on are dear.
But dearest is your origin
The Supreme Truth my dear
And so important is
Your Truth consciousness
The optimum efficient conjunction.

Gajanan Mishra
Online Lives

Present trend
Modern anxieties
Unsettling encounter
My dear it is
My flash.
I know I am rare
Rare your earth
Here struggling
Well-craft
That I want.

Gajanan Mishra
Online World

Come on and
See world
Is here before you.
Evolution and
A great revolution
In communication.
Use it, enjoy it
For a better world.

Gajanan Mishra
Only a good poet can
Constantly think,
Think about the world,
And the truth.
Only a good poet can
Say life is nowhere
And we are all dead.
Only a good poet can
Stay awake and serve
The notice of danger.
Danger to life and
Wealth is there as
Always here there,
Only known to good poets.

Gajanan Mishra
Only a loving kid
can rears and preserves
the entire world.
Don't go with desire
to the loving kid,
he cannot grant anything.
The loving kid is there
with you if you love.
The loving kid can robs you
if you have lust with you.
The loving kid is
deadly and dangerous,
Be cautious, my dear,
The loving kid is your own nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Only A Poet Has

Only a poet has the eyes of wisdom
Only a poet realizes all pervading
Ether who is non-doer
Only a poet can write poetry
And acts as connector
One a poet can enters the world
And make exit with a lamp
Removing all kinds of fears
Without any tear
Only a poet can knows
Who appears who disappears
In presence of silent spectator
You are a poet, You are my dear
Who I am You know better.

Gajanan Mishra
Only A Poet Who Failed

Only a poet who failed,
Failed to compose a poem,
Hopes for an award and honour.

Only a man who failed,
Failed to catch right path,
Goes towards death.

Gajanan Mishra
Only A Smile

I want
A smile
Only a smile.

In a smile
I see everything
Everything in a smile.

I want
A smile
Only a smile.

Are you not ready
To give a smile, my dear?
While I am smiling
See, only for you and
Through this smile
I am giving you everything.

Just smile
Just a smile
Give me please.

I want
A smile
Only a smile.

I know
It is everything
For me, a smile, a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Only After Conquering Desires

Only after conquering desires
You can declare nothing is world
And the world is nothing
And nothingness means
Nothingness is woman to ascetic
Nothingness is life to warrior
And with truth I do not want
To go to heaven
Only after conquering desires
Only after conquering desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Aim

Only aim of this life is realization of truth.

And for this we are to know what is prescribed and what is prohibited.

You are free You can do whatever you like.

But forgive and forget who you are at this level.

Keep some divine traits, and be compassionate,

Gajanan Mishra
Only Axle

In the wheel of life and death
You are the only axle.

In all conditions and circumstances
You ever remain the same.

You are the self
And You are pure, You are perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Bad

Bad
And only bad.

Anger is bad
If I have no
Control over my anger
I have no right
To control others
Through my anger
And to Control others
Through anger is
Also not possible.

Anger is bad
And Totally bad
The result of
Anger is also bad.

Bad
And only bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Bad- Anger Is Bad

Bad
And only bad.

Anger is bad
If I have no
Control over my anger
I have no right
To control others
Through my anger
And to Control others
Through anger is
Also not possible.

Anger is bad
And Totally bad
The result of
Anger is also bad.

Bad
And only bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Because

My child has been stolen
My time is not mine
I felt void.

Nobody is here to hear
I dare not to go
In this air tight
In this dark sight.

My fear my tear my cheer
My life void
Only because rules
Regulations are not there
And my child stolen.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Because Of Love

Love is not attachment
Love is not attraction
Love is absolute and love
Can be attained by restraining
All senses and mind
Love and love, love all universally
And love can be known only by love
Love can not be defined
Through any language or
Through any writing
Love is all pervading
Love remains un-vitiated
And uncontaminated
The world exist only because of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Because Of You

Only because of You
I am here O my dear
Only because of You.

My friends two others
Are with me
Only because of You.

Though everything
Appears factual here
O my dear they are
Real for me
Only because of You.

O my dear You are here
In my house with me
It is enough
And I am Yours
I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
Only By Love

Only by love and
Only by love
I can be revealed.
Tell me, tell me
Where I am not.

Put me in a word
That is in love
Only by love and
Only by love
You can find me.

As fire is manifested
By friction
I am in love and
My words found favors
With all and
You said my dear poet
Well said, well said
And the secret of
My words is known to none
And I am delighted
With all that are here.

It is only by love and
Only by love.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Chameleon

Chameleon,
Only chameleon can assume
Various colours.
It is we
Not knowing the truth
Making quarrels on colours.
Colour is not the truth.
Truth is the chameleon
Let it be understood.
We are the truth likewise,
But not our name fame caste colours.
We are the truth formless
And infinite.
Let it be understood.
We are the sun
We are the water
We are also the invisible vapour.
We appear, we disappear here
In due process of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Change Of Seat

See, only change of seat.
Person is the same there.
Tell him what he is doing
Ask not anything how and why.
No meaning of your personal
Like and dislike.
If you think and able to swim
You may join the team, no bar.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Chart

Let me talk to you,
Let me touch you,
Let me think of you,
Let me behold you,
With all my purity.
Let me stay without
Egoism and sense of mine.
Let me stay free from
Attachment and aversion,
Pleasure and pain,
Desire and wrath.
Let me discover you
Within my own heart,
You are my only chart,

Gajanan Mishra
Only Culprit

I am the only
Culprit here,
To pollute
The atmosphere,
When I said
I am cultured.
I know with
My words
I cumber others.
I am the interpreter
Of nature with
My own cubic metre.
Please stop, enough is enough,
Your curtain lecture.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Dark

Are you really mad?
No answers
But echoes only.
No air no water
No earth no sky
And there is
Only darkness
And dark only dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Darkness

I see here
Only darkness
And space
I see here
Water water
I know You are
In water
You are water.

O Master Engineer
Where is water
You are telling
Only nature
And what is it
That I know not.

O my dear
I know
I am nothing
But You
But I can not
Do anything
Like You and
Be You.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Disunion

Only disunion
Only dissolution
And no existence.
Your search
Your research have
No meaning
As there is
No origin.
And you mean
Nothing and here
O my dear, you are
Only to love me
And I am before you
Without any
Beginning, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Due To My Ignorance

Only due to my ignorance
I am fighting with you
For nothing as I think
I am different from you.

No sooner I realize
The truth that it is you
Who is within me, you are
The same as I then
There would be no fight.

Fighting for nothing,
Means Self-ignorance.
Fight to love the self
Is the truth and knowledge.
Keep it in mind with courage.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Ego

Destroys me
And nothing.

I am in
This bondage
Only for ego.

And you are
Undertaking all
That is not
Reachable to
My ego.

It is my ego
That is not ready
To accept you
And I am wandering
Here there.

It is you
Who is calling me
Here there
Only for ego
I am going
Towards destruction.

And I am sure
O my dear
You are within me
And I am in love
And only for love
I hope
I surpass ego.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Enemy

Only enemy you are with me
And constant enemy.
People say you are unseen
But to me you are clear
And visible to one
Who wants to see you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only English

I want to teach
My son
Only English
As I do not want
My son lives
Without income.

Income is necessary
To fill up the belly
To maintain the family
To live in society
I know income-earning
Potential goes with English.

If I am dying
In hunger in thirst
What is the use of knowledge
Knowledge through your
Local language
I respect You
I respect Your language.

Do not take amiss
I want to teach my son
Only English
And perfect command of English
Both spoken and written
Here through English
My son will get
Both knowledge and income.

Understand me.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For Attachment

Only for attachment
I have seen woman
Not as Mother
Not as creator
And could not find
Her place in the world
And could not see the world
Properly in proper form
Only for attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For Desire

A man is compelled
To commit sin.

By identifying with the body
A man has the desire for
Worldly pleasure and prosperity.

In one side there You are, my dear,
And in other side there the world,
I am in between suffering like anything.

I have no will of my own, my dear,
And I identify Your will
That is Supreme here.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For Love

So love you
My dear
I know your
Past present future
So love you
I know your actions
Your thoughts
So love you
It is for love
Time is propitious
So love you
And in love
Demand no question
For love
No loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Only for material association
All become smaller and smaller.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For Me

I am here
Only for me
I am placed here
For my
Past performances
And what I am doing
I know hereafter
That will bear fruits
In future.

And I am no way
Connected with you
And I do not want
Anything from you
Be clear I have
No desire for fruits
And I assumed
You are here with me
it is neither and nor.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For You

I am facing all
The difficulties
Happily and
Discharging my
Duties only for You
O my dear, see me
With your round eyes
Hear me without ears
Hold me without your
Full-fledged hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For You, My Dear

Only for You, my dear
This world is here.
I am in this world
And also You are.
I know not the purpose
It is best known to You,
O my dear, and You are here.
Here I am eating food and
Drinking water, my dear
And You are telling
To work is also a
Necessary item and
I am working to fulfill
Your purpose here.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For You, O Sound

Only for You, O sound
I am here able to
 Transmit my messages of
 Distant and unknown things
 Only for You my knowledge
 Enters in to me through ears
 And makes my life perfect
 It is for you I feel happy
 And the perception is good.

Gajanan Mishra
Only For Your Dwelling

Only for Your dwelling
I have decorated my heart carefully
I have kept my mind clean.

This body is the ladder to reach You
O my dear, my eyes are Your golden gate
This world is the pleasure-yard.

I am offering my smile as garland to You
O my dear, my heart my soul is Yours
My tears are the pious water of the Ganges.

I am going on my life-line Your grand road
My blood are sands my head is touching heaven
O my dear, This earth-body is Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Gandhis

Only Gandhi is here
And no Mahatma
See here vote-tricks
Fools are the people.

Only Gandhi
Without Mahatma is
Playing cards
People discard.

No words no instructions
No inland transactions
But outside worlds are in
Our association.

Is it Gandhi
That you desired
Yes you see
But you can not see Mahatma.

Cut off all relation
In the name of mahatma
Keep relation in the name of
Gandhi and Gandhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Only God Is For Ever With Us

Bliss, bliss
You are the bliss, my dear
You are the abode of bliss
And I know, You are not the cause of pain.

I suffer pain as
I have a desire for pleasures.

Pleasures is born of pain
And ends in pain.
Pleasures born of contacts
And only source of pain.
He, who enjoy pleasures
Has to suffers pain.

Mind it, You are saying me
This world is not for pleasures
And also not the cause of pain.
This world is changing every moment
And this change is to enable us
To progress and not to provide us pain.
Mind it, my dear, You are saying again
Desire for pleasure is constant enemy
Pleasures are born of evils
If you are wise
You can perceive flaws.
Pleasure is not here for ever
But I am here, You are saying,
And look, I am living happily.

To get happy in life
Resist the impulses born out of desire
And anger, O my dear,
Then only there is bliss, bliss and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Going And Going

No standing
No watching
Only going and going
And while going
No talking no talking
Knowing fully well
Remaining silent
Means death
And we are going
And going towards that.

Gajanan Mishra
We are only here
To love
For love
By love.
Loving all is
In our respiration.
Love all
And live
And enjoy
Life long.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Humanity

Only humanity
Is my religion
To achieve truth
Is my ambition.

Truth is within me
That I know
Eating sleeping has
Nothing to do.

Gallop of horses
Are time frame
That must be heard
While going for work.

Some sort sacrifice
is needed to set yourself
Established here
And it is humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Only I Want

Only I want
Only I want food and water
That are necessary
To fill up my belly
For my sustenance, my dear.

Only I want
Only I want a piece of cloth
To cover my naked body
And I want a shelter
To save myself from sun and rain.

I want knowledge
Knowledge of self
For a healthy living
And to love and to reach at Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Important

Only important person here
Is You and I know You give
Equal importance to heaven
And hell. I know both heaven
And hell are Your creations
And it is different conditions.
What is essential is Your
Presence and Your remembrance
That I know in my pure heart.
Question of fear does not arise
Here at any time as I know
Everything is changeable here.

Gajanan Mishra
Only In Light

Only in light
I am at sight
Only in light
You are clear
Light is yours
And what color
Is light
I am unable to say
I am the dark
And the shadow
You are my mirror
And I am four
And I came to know
You are within me
And I am here
To enlightened you
All is possible
Only in light
And You are the light
Only light in my
Dark-life.

Gajanan Mishra
Only In The Capital

Only in the capital,
Hue and cry is there
To use own language
In meetings, in speech,
But in practice
No one dares to
Object in any office
Or in any e me
And let me say, this
Hue and cry is
Only to get personal
Benefits in some way
Or the other. If I am
Not wrong, receive not any letter
My dear brother, written
In any other language
Than your own official one.

Gajanan Mishra
Only In War

Only in war you can
Search for peace,
And in peace it is true
You are searching a war.

Let me begin from your own mind,
Let us test it in the laboratory
Of life that is here so far
And you are not willing to get fired.

The man in defeat is more wise
Than the winner of war
And it is only in war the man is
Known as man of much care.

Life is in between peace and war
And peace is lagging behind and before the eyes it is war.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Knowledge

Only knowledge
Is there to acquire.
Only love is there
To make.
Only truth is there
To focus.
Only life is there
To spread all over.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Life

Is eating sleeping
Mating and defending only life
Forgetting the Ultimate Truth?

What is the meaning of
Ultimate Truth if the result is
Forgetfulness of Self?

And Self is there if there is
Clear vision of the world
Within all existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Life Is Real

Only life is real,
And I enjoy life.
I enjoy with all light,
With all flowers,
With all birds,
With all mountains,
With all streams and rivers,
I enjoy with rain and the sun,
I enjoy life in villages,
In the city, in forests.
I enjoy life on roads, in air,
And in the deep sea.
In life, I know all good,
I love all, I know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Light

Here is sun you see
Here is moon you see
Here is day and
Here is night
Life is light
Only light
Right!

Go and see
Fruits flowers
All yours
Light dark
All yours
I fear dark not
I love light not
I know
Nothing remain
After departure.

I am a creature
You are my creator
Alas, I am here
Not being your follower.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Lightning

Only lighting
No rain.
Only rain
In sea.
The sea is
Not safety.
Insecure
All future.
Future is
In the kitchen,
And the kitchen is
Under the control
Of the wife.
And see
The wife is
Not inside at present.
Present is
Full of storm,
And storm is
With all flammability.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Likes

Only likes
Only attractions
With love
With knowledge.

There is no end
Never quenched
One things only
Increasing increasing.

Divine grace
Unlimited love
Devotion and likes
Attractions bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Living Light

In this world of
Dark night
I am only
Living light
And there is
No doubt about it.

I am sun
I am moon
I am noon
You can see me
I am in front row
And calling you
Always hallow.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Love

Love and only love can
Purify the heart thoroughly.
True love is there where
There is the Truth, Supreme Truth.
Where there is Truth
And there is Love
There is no envy, no jealousy.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Love And Love Can

Only love and love
Can do anything here.
But where is love?
Is not love there in the air?
See, love is doing wonder
In the water.
See, love is on this earth,
And it is doing wonder
With the sky.
Never say goodbye,
But let all come in
And enjoy life in full.
Time is passing away
From you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Love Can

Only love can defeat time
Only love has got the mystic
Power to defeat time.
Love love love love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Love, Only Love

Only love, love, love,
Here is mother with love,
Here is mother, taking care,
With only love, only love.
Mother is love, love is mother.
Let me tell only this, dear,
On this day of happy new year.
Happy new year, happy new year.
Mother-earth is here with us,
We, the all creatures, are here,
On this day of happy new year,
With all pleasures, with all love,
And with all truth. Let us
Come together and live with mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Love, Only Love - Mother

Only love, love, love,
Here is mother with love,
Here is mother, taking care,
With only love, only love.
Mother is love, love is mother.
Let me tell only this, dear,
On this day of happy new year.
Happy new year, happy new year.
Mother-earth is here with us,
We, the all creatures, are here,
On this day of happy new year,
With all pleasures, with all love,
And with all truth. Let us
Come together and live with mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Means

O my dear poet,
You are the only means
Of getting out of this world
This world is the darkest
Region of ignorance.

O my dear poet,
You are the transcendental eyes
You can take others to the side of light
You are the spiritual master
And the bona fide representative of truth.

Truth is with all in their heart
O my dear poet, it is you
Who can show them this truth
At every moment and it is your grace
By your letters you are showing your face.

As I know face is the index of the heart
And in the heart there is the truth
In the truth you play as a role model
O my dear poet, you are in between
The conditioned life and the life of freedom.

What is freedom you know better
O my dear poet, come come and
Write more and more poems
In connection with that Truth
That is within and outside, above as well as below.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Mind

Only mind is here
There is nothing except mind
Everything is created by the mind
And it is all a dream.

Mind exists in creation
Creation exists in mind
It is all mind and creation
And it is all a dream.

There is nothing except a dream
You and I and all
All are here in same means
And it is nothing but all a dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Nothing Is Here

Thinking,
Itself is not good,
Think not anything,
If you are to think,
Think about nothing,
Only nothing is here,
Remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Object

You are the only object
Of love, my dear.

Defect is in me
I know not, my dear
How to love You.

I know we have our
Own eternal relationship
My dear, and there is the perfection.

I know, my dear, You appear
For me here to bestow upon
Me that love.

My dear, it is Your
Great benediction and here is my liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Of Its Kind

Only of its kind,
This light
Only light is here
And it is rare
And only of its kind.

Unique feature of
This light is
Its existence in us
And still we are in dark
Due to our own fault.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Once

Only once
No second chance
Let me pass
Let me pass.

Only once only once
Let me give a chance
To do the work.

Let me pass
Let me pass
Only once
To live is
Not by chance.

Gajanan Mishra
I am one only one
You said two
He said three
They said many
I am one only one
Many in one
Three in one
Two in one
I am one only one.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One - I Need For Truth

Only one, I need,
And I need you,
With all good.
And I need you
For all good.
I need you,
You are sufficient
For me and
For my life,
For my world.
I need you,
And I need
The presence here
Always.
I know, though,
You are here.
I know, though,
You are committed
To be here with me
For all time.
I need you,
Only you, my dear.
I know, you are
My strength,
You are my light,
You are my future,
My time, my creator,
And my next generation.
I need you,
For love,
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One And One

Only one and one
Only I have to say
I love You all
I love You in each
And every situation
I love You and
While loving I have
Forgotten to eat
To sleep to walk
To sit to arise to smile
To cry and everything
I have also forgotten
Myself and I know not
Whether I am alive or dead.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One At One Point

Only one at one point
Save it with honesty
Being honest.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Dream

I have so many words
I have so many bodies
I have only one dream
And that is how to
Give you life's cream.

I love you my dear
And my love is endless
I assured you to stay
Till the day and night
And the sleep tamed.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Eternal Truth

Only one eternal Truth is there
No division no generalization no specification
No nationality no individuality
All are imaginations and
It is not advanced knowledge.

My dear, see me, I am one
Everything everybody is one
No division no different position
No designation no separate identification
You just watch and observe and say real union.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Is Left Out

Only one is left out
Go and bring it, please.

And what is that
That I cannot say
And if I am going to say
I would not be here, my dear.

Think, think and act
As you like at this moment
But your thinking would
Make you what you would be.

From sunrise to sunset
You are going on the road
That is hard and difficult
To cover alone and no one is leaving you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Language

Only one language -
Language of love
Rules the world.
Vishal, please come
And individually and
Collectively let us
Nurture this very language.

Only one language -
Language of love
Is here and that is
The only truth here
In this world of falsehood.
Vishal, come forward
To discover this truth anew.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Life

Only one life
And in this life
We are to see,
Where to stay,
How to stay,
With whom to stay,
And why to stay.
Only one life -
We are to do
So many things,
Like crying, smiling,
Dancing, eating, playing,
But in proper time
Only for the benefit of others.
O my dear, we have only one life,
And see in this life
We are blooming with the sky
We are ready to fly.
We are to know
This life is the source of
All knowledge, all truth.
Only one life -
We are to love it,
We are to love it,
This life has so many power
That is incomparable,
No one can excel this life,
Love this life, my dear, love it.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Life - Love And Light

Only one life, only one.
Use the life with cautious,
Take care.
No chance to get again
Here or anywhere
Like this you have.
Life is far above from
Good or bad, dream and reality.
Life is there and
You declared alive.
All but live
The birds, the trees,
The air, the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Reader

Only one sincere reader
Is sufficient for a poet.
As only one sun is enough
To enlightened the world.
Only one moon is enough
To cool everybody here with nectar.

Only one poem is sufficient
To show the world right direction.
Only one air is sufficient
To make alive everybody.
Only one water is sufficient
To quench the thirst of all.
My dear, You are alone sufficient in my life
To cross the ocean of pain and displeasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Reality

Difference is
Only in description,
But all is one,
Only one in reality-
In our identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Reality - Mother

Only one reality -
Mother.

Mother is one
And the same
Without a second.

All-in-one,
One-in-all,
Mother only.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Road Is Here

Only one road is here
And I am going on it.
Here on this road
I find no meaning of
Dark and light.
No one is able to disturb me
On this road,
Friend or foe.
No entrance, no exit
But road is here
And I am going on it.
Say hello, hey,
I feel no happy, no shy,
No needs to say me good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One That Is You

O my dear, with me
Always days and nights
Always with me.
Except you I know nobody
No devil no demon no bird
No beast no moth no insect
No tree no plant
I see only you before me
After me above me below me.
And I know also
From my experiences
I have no separate existence
And I have no pretence.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Way

Beyond all doubt I am a man
And you agree reluctantly.
You clarified
I am not behaving like a man
Not treating others as a man
And you said this is sufficient.

What is a man like
You have answered in so many ways
That I agree without any complain.
And I said I know only one way
One person one place one time
That is you with me and I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Way-Life

Only one way,
Only one way is here
You have to go there.
No middle way
You have to see
Yourself there.
Relevant issue is
Freedom and it is
There but you have to
Take it for you.
No one is free,
Is not true.
Right thing is
Your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One Wish

Only one wish
And that is
Your presence
O Omnipresent
With me
O ocean of compassion
I know
You will surely
Fulfill my wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One With You For Truth

I give my thanks
To you for your style,
For it is unique.

Let me standardize myself
Before opening the pages
Of new book here.

I want to study
The culture, the sound,
The life.

The life is not dependent,
That I know.

The emotion is not literature,
That I know.

And I know, I want to know
Further, how dream is coming
Towards me at every
Odd hours.

The hours are not mine,
I am in those hours
That I know and
I am there alone.

Let me give my thanks again
To you, as you are
The only one here,
And I am only one there
With you for the sake of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One World

Only one world is here
No second no third.
We are all one and the same
In this world, see.
The same air water light
Earth and the sky are here.
We are together
Our root and culture the same for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Only One, We Are

Only one we are, my dear,
Though two, You and me.
Road is one
Destination is the same.
Since medium is separate
The cloud went away.
Witness is the sky,
And we both are helpless.
Are we not made for each others?

Gajanan Mishra
Only Our Language

Only our language
Is conducive to
Our good.

We are not here
To kill our mother.

We are not here
To destroy
Our mother land.

Using other's language
Would incur sin.

Using foreign language
Within the state
In unlawful and undemocratic
And unconstitutional also.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Paperwork

Only paperwork,
No practical actions,
And we are suffering,
We are starving,
We are dying.
You are there busy
In pen and papers only.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Past

With us see
Only past.
And we are fool to
Corner present.
Alive I am,
Nothing more, please.
Secret is erect
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Person

I am the only person
Responsible here.

Only person wellknown in the market
Only person to love
Only person to show life with open eyes.

The life is an empty vessel
The life you like and
If you like you can puton
Anything you like
If you like you can putoff
All your programme
And held me responsible
For all lapses committed by you.

I am the person
The only person
Who is yours
Only yours
Only person
The only person.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Person To Make Me Happy

You are only person
Who can make me happy
You are only person
Who can destroy death.

I am calling You, my dear
See I am not in fear
I am calling you, my dear
See I am with You always here.

I am not a thief I have no desire
If you are with me I can speak I dare
You are my well wisher like my mother
O my dear, You can only understand me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Poems

Only poems and poems
Keep me here
Here in poems
There is emotion
There is love
There is devotion.

Poem keeps me straight
And pure
O my dear
With you I am
In this poem
And this poem is
Taking us
From new to new
And new version of life
In truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Poet

Only poet,
You are the only poet
Here, for all times.
And I am nothing.
Who else is equal
To You, please tell me.
Every word is Yours
Every thought is Yours
And everything and also
That are seen and unseen.
Without You, I am deluded
By ignorance and see,
Addicted to the enjoyment
Of worldly pleasures.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Poetry, Only Poets

One poetry, only poets
Are allowed and they can
Enter in to this area.
No night, no mad man
And no one else is
Permitted to enter.
Light is there with
The poets with whom
Dark naked poetry are there.
Contact the poets and
Come in soon as warrior
With your untamed thoughts.
Life is there to see in poetry,
Love is there with the poets.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Possible

Unity is only possible
The supreme unity only
In love.

In love
There is endless bliss
That increases every moment.

Love love and love
Only love only love only love
Love is advanced stage to salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Reader

Who is there
Who is there reading my poem
What is there
What is there in my poem.

Tell me O my reader
Tell me O my dear
You are my only reader
And I have written this poem
Only for you O my love.
Where are you
Where are you? ?
Are you not in my heart
And is my heart not in you! !

Gajanan Mishra
Only Remembering

No going
No coming
Only remembering
The breathing
And that is me
Feel me
Realize me
I am the cream.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Resort

O my dear
You are my only resort
I do not mind whether
You are ugly or handsome
Without virtue or most virtuous
Envious to me or most gracious to me
You treat me
You are my only resort.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Resort-Love

Love -
Only resort.
Truth -
Only resort.

Sea of virtue,
Is here, see.
I mind not,
Weather you
Embrace or crush.

I see and
You appear,
In any way, I am
Just a striver.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Seven Days

At our hands
Only seven days.
Within this seven days
You have to complete
All your works.
Only within this
Seven days with you
This is your life-time.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Show Your Face

Only show your face all around
face is the index of your heart
Let the people know who you are
How you are and where you are
Only show your face all around
People can see you recognize you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Smile Is There

Only smile is there,
Use it if you so like.
No use of crying
That's now opened.

Love has life,
But hate- nothing.
Words are as ever
In black box and
Use of silence
Is the best option.

To get
Hot and fresh tea
In running train
Is of course luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Some Food

I need
Nothing now
But some food,
Only some food
To eat,
I am hungry.
I also need
Some drinking water,
Tell me not
Anything more, dear.
I want to rest
For a while only.
I need a shelter.
And to cover the body
I am in need of
A cloth.
Nothing more,
I want.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Son

Only son
I am the only son
You are my Father
As I am Your son
I am always right
No and nothing wrong
In me and I have not
Committed any crime
Nobody can check me
From going to heaven
At any point of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Sorrow

Keep not relation
With woman of bad nature
If not The result
Incur only sorrow
Tomorrow.

See and read
What is there
And utter
Not a single word
See and read
A woman if you can
And if you are going
To say something
Remember, they
Say you a liar.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Sovereign Ruler

Only sovereign ruler
with supreme domain
in this world is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Sun

Let me called only sun
Some called you rising
Some called you mid-day
Yet some other called
You setting though.

I am sure you are
Not rising not setting
You are also not
Changing your position- a
Fact and not prophetic vision.

Who is equal to you
I don't know
I can say I am
Not in delusion
I am only in my adoration.

Gajanan Mishra
Only The Luckiest.

O men,
You are
Only the luckiest,
As you gain purity.

O men,
You can only
Acquire knowledge
And knowledge is the end.

O men,
I know God is the purest
Of the pure and you
Realized God.

Gajanan Mishra
Only The Sky

Only the sky,
And not the air
Is mine.
I am in the water,
Always here.
Light is within me,
I see it with
My closed eyes.
I am searching me,
And you are putting me
Questions after questions.
I am unable to utter words,
I see the stars,
Up above the sky, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Only To Establish The Truth

For nothing
You quarrel with me,
For nothing
You cry at night,
For nothing
The train whistles.

But I am waiting here
For the train.
I am waiting here
Only for you.
I am waiting here
To focus the world
In a new light
Only to establish the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only To Give

Only to give message
To the half-dead men
I am writing poems.
I am writing poems
To enable these half-dead
Society to alive perfectly
So that they could get
The nectar easily that is here.

My poems and not for the corpse
But for those corporeal bodies
Who are trying to live a successful life
And wanted to do something positive
For their own self and for good of their children
And grand children and for coronation of human.

Gajanan Mishra
Only To Work

No
I'm not listening
Any word.
Word has
No work.

I'm here
To work
Only to work.

Gajanan Mishra
Only To Worship

Only to worship,
I have nothing to do
I am only here
To worship You.

By worshiping You
I am sure I can serve
Others here and You are
Within all.

You are within all, my dear
That I know, and I am
In service of all with
Love and with devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Today Is Here

I am telling again
And again and yet again
Only today is here, my dear.

Only today is here
And today has no day
And no night.

Only life is here, my dear
And life has no fear
Live with cheer.

Live with cheer
Nothing to divide
Enjoy your life.

Repent not the past
Think not the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Towards You

See, the earth is moving
I am not moving.

See, I am moving
Only towards you
And with you
Depending on you
Devoting to you.

The earth is not moving
I am moving.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Transmitter

Only transmitter
I am here
Transmitting your
Words to others.

And you are there
To see to observe
To evaluate all
Works of all
I have nothing
To bother.

Like a spark
I appeared
In your sky
To fly
And I fly.

Work of a transmitter
Is too difficult
That I realized
And I pray
Make it easy
With your touch
My sweety.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Truth - Love

I have nothing to do with you,
But in the beginning here,
Our love is the only truth.

The love is under my control
But not the truth of love,
For which I appear at your door.

Door is opened that I know,
But for entry tax I have to pay
That is the trouble for me, dear.

I know love, I know truth,
Where you are going and what
You are doing here for so long.
I wish it should continue
For me and for you, for love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Truth - You

Be cautious to two
One who are outgoing
And two who are incoming.

Shut out all thoughts
And fix yourself in two
One upper another lower.

Let me say thank you
For your love
For your truth.

Coming and going is
Your routinary duty
That I know.

Only truth is You are for me
And I am for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Truth Is Death

Only truth is death,
And I fear it.
But I pray
Let me return
To the truth.
And see me fearless.
I realized
This earth is mine.
I realized
The troubles are
No more troublesome.
I feel
I am strong
I feel I am young.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Twenty Four

Only twenty-four
Persons are there
To coordinate me
And my lifestyle
On this day.
I am with all,
All the sixties,
And they are here
For me to help me
In calculation.
Other members are
There to see and watch.
They have also
Equal role to play.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Water

Only water
And all cold
Here.

Cold all,
Besides water.

And water bursts
So suddenly,
Nothing remains
To be seen

Water and
Not the stone
Live.

Life is perfect
Only in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Whims

Go not with
Only bodily whims.
But think
The profit side.
Enjoy all facilities
Given to you,
And realize
The truth.
Nothing is there
But the truth.
Untruth is created
By you, admit it.
And you are there
Covered by that falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Only With Patience

Only with patience and
Perseverance, you can
Win the world and
You can realise the truth
With so many eyes,
Ears, noses,
So many hands, and
So many legs.
But you are to
Reveal yourself
With love.
Confirm yourself first
That you are yours
Here at this hours.

Gajanan Mishra
Only With You

Only with You
Let me enjoy life
Only with You.
O my dear, You are
The only source of
Love and happiness.
I have full faith
Full faith on You
And I am completely
Satisfied with You.
And I am ready to
Maintain myself
With whatever
Comes from You.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Witness

I am here the only witness
Besides me no one is here
Or there, think not otherwise.
I am not different from me,
See me only everywhere as
Eternal and final.
No option, no alternative
But I am here with unique identity
That is free that is truth.
Make practice to see me,
See me and test the result of seeing,
Here is my eyes, my ears
My legs and hands and body, and
Whatever I say is not faultless.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Word

Why to punish
And why to reward
My your own duty
It is my
Only word.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Work

Work, work, work, and work
All day and all nights
Only works,
All works and no play,
Makes you a clay
O hay, how can I say
It is not false and
How can I say
It is not true
As I myself is with You.

Work is not doleful accents
It is not all perverse
It is not heartless
It is also not remorseless,
Here in this body
That is the ocean salt
Go on working by default
We are all for work
Remember and say work is God
Doing work is getting pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Only World

Only world to win
is your heart,
But this world
gravitates me
towards it.

Only place to travel
is your heart,
But this place
is in me, see.

Only sight to see
is your heart,
And this sight
is there in the ocean
of my tearful eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Only you
Only you are here
O my dear
And you actually
Exist here
You are a manifestation
Of my mind
I renounce this pursuit
And you are here
Only you are
I accept your existence
And you dwell in me
And I dwell in you
You are not here
Here I am also not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Only You Are

You are blaming me for nothing.  
And you are not wrong.

You are here to avoid monk  
and to keep yourself from flower and song.

I could not understand and it is my wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Only You Are Mine

Only you are mine,
I am, I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Only Yours

I am Yours
Only Yours
I do serve all
Of your creatures
Living and non-living
You are my owner
Only owner.

Gajanan Mishra
Onus Probandi

Onus Probandi
Is yours
As the statement
Submitted living
By you.

I have
A view in negation
That referred
No exercise.

Onus probandi
Lies on you
You are a man
And you are
With all.

I have a view
In negation
That you are
like picture
That is crush
This much.

Gajanan Mishra
Onward And Upwards

Onward and upwards,
I go every moment
Everywhere and I see
All that are here and
Also that are not here.
I know the originality
Of all things here,
I feel the love
And I recognize
The truth here.
I am here and
I am also there,
With the star
That is fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Oop.. This System

Oop..
This system
Of giving and taking
Encountered a problem,
Lack of knowledge
And love is here.
The main hurdle is
Ego, that is here.
And approach is wrong,
For the earth
That is new.
Lack of proper training
And wisdom is also here.
No devotion, no touch of
Reality is on the surface.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Air

Open air,
Open life,
I do like it.
But poet,
Come on
With poems
I want to read.
Just keep silence
For a while,
Let the area
Throw light.
I am here
With you
In smile-verse.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Air But Not Open World

Open air, see,
But you can't see
Open world.
Nothing is open,
Not even the air,
Of course, true.

The very existence
Is behind closed doors.
Letters and words,
Nature and worth,
you can't understand
Here and there.

Image is in line,
Though, nothing fine.
Voice not clear,
Food not nutritious,
And you take nux vomica
With nymph.

Memory loss is common,
Speak anything and
See all are gone.
Truth is being searched
Not absolute, though,
The life of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Air Theatre

Come and watch,
Open air theatre
At Bargarh, Odisha.
Meant for truth,
Against tyranny rule.
Love your parents,
Love your land,
Love your kith and kins
Message of this
Open air theatre.
Come and see and
Find love, brotherhood,
Come and see, how
Enjoyed by common people.

Gajanan Mishra
Open And Open

Your eyes and see
The the world
And its colors.

If you shut your
own eyes how can you
See and it is
But common
All sights vanish out.

It is true
The world is small
To think but very big
To evaluate changing sights.

Open your eyes and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Book

Open book my life
You are here like star.

I am talking to you
Whenever I want
You in silent
giving answer.

You assured to make
Everything allright
I inreturn not able to
show my gratitude.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Door

Let the door be opened
And through the open door
We are here to go to touch
The sky of peace on this earth.
This earth is more than heaven
That we know from our experiences,
And we are all here with love
And cooperation and in a
State of interdependence.
No sin is here, see and enjoy
Life, just giving respect to
Each other here, just feel
The life-breath of another
As your own, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Eyes

And see
Gather knowledge
And then
Act properly
It is pure
And holy.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Eyes In Sky

Here see
Open eyes.
Here, hear,
Open tongue.
Voice is sharp,
White, though.
Vision is clear,
Hard, though.
With love
All dazzle.
With song
All gather,
On ramparts
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Gateway

Open gateway,
Poem is the open gateway
To heaven.
Fortunate are the poets
Who get unsolicited opportunity
To read, write and digest.
Poems are not only
The game of words,
Poems are ladders of life,
One must enjoy
The riding and the living
With pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Gateway To Heaven

Love and love is
The open gateway to heaven
And it is in your heart
Go not outside
Come and come and have a chat.

Avail this with your wife
Avail this opportunity
Once in your life
And say I love you
I love you, Almighty

Gajanan Mishra
Open Heart

Open heart, open body,
Open mind, open sky,
Open field, open earth,
And in all openness
I find you, my dear.

Now and then,
I watch you with open eyes,
I hear you with open ears,
I change my dress in your presence
Without any hesitation,
I know you are the open mirror
That gives open dictation.

I am fortunate
I enter through your open door.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Life

Open life,
Open book,
Open field.
Everything is opened.

Yet, we are unable to know
The happenings of life,
The writings of book,
The players of the field.

All we see only the rainbows,
All we hear only the sound of horrors.
All are zero, we know though.
Yet we feel pain and pleasure,
We know though, all are
The play of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Mouth

Open mouth
East west
North south,
Ears eyes
Nose tongue
Keep silence
Permission only
To the monk.

Nothing to hear
Nothing to see
Nothing to smell
Only feel
And tell.

You are only here
To make a tale
Out of this heaven
Out of this hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Open not mouth,
I want not to listen to
You.
The cheat has no place
Here.
Even, I want not
To see your face,
Who so ever you may be.
I care not your power,
Not your wealth.
Leave me alone,
Please come not again
For love and
For truth.
Let me stay
Where I am,
And what I am.
I am self-satisfied
With my thirst
And with my hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Not The Door

Open the door
And see the sun,
Open not the door
There is the sun.

The sun is there
The May-sun,
And it is not fun,
Dare not to test the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Not Your Mouth

Open not your mouth,
The more you open your mouth
The more trouble you are going to get in to.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Road Open Path

Open road open path
Sky is there
Fancy dress no meaning
Air water no meaning
Go on sportsman spirit.
Open road open path
handless legless
Come and see here I am
Ready to fight with time.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Sky

This open sky
Is the witness
Of our friendship.
This sky is ready
To depose whenever
It is necessary.
It is the loneliness
That has kept the secret
In the waves of the sea.
Is the sky alone?
That I don't know.
But I know the earth
Is there with the sky
Keeping the sea aside.

Gajanan Mishra
Open The Door

Open the door
And go.

Not to go
Is to incur sin.

Going is life
Not going
Is infamy.

Death is better
Than not going.

Open the door
And go.

Gajanan Mishra
Open The Door And See A Man

Open the door
And see a man
Who is he
Do you know
No name
No address
This man is
Just a drop of nectar
O my dear
Do you know
He is here
What for

Gajanan Mishra
Open The Eyes Of Knowledge

Open the eyes of knowledge
O my dear, and get Truth
Where there is Truth, remember
There is peace and happiness.
Everything is within you, my dear
There is also sufficient light
And all Truth just open your
Eyes of knowledge, this is right time now.

Gajanan Mishra
Open The Heart

Open the heart
And go with flower
To see the sun in May.

Thus we came
Dancing with the wind
To see the blooms.

And now
Nothing to happen
Except running this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Open The Rock

Open the rock
And find
The water gushed out
And I am
Satisfied with
Bread of heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Truth

Open truth is
We are nothing, nothing.
Open truth is
We are not ready to
Admit the truth.
Open truth is
We are selfish.
Open truth is
We are going against
Each other here for nothing.
Open truth is
We cannot do any harm
To any one and
Truth is above and beyond us.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Your Ears And Listen

Open your ears and listen,
I am in need of letters
In my own language.
Open your ears and listen,
I am in need of work
To live.
Open your ears and listen
I am in need of knowledge
In my own language.
Open your ears and listen,
O government, you are
There to do all works for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Your Eyes

Open your eyes my dear
You are telling me
Again and again and I am
Listening you and
I am preparing myself
To enter in to your world.

Your world is so vast
That I wonder I am in
That world with you
Only for enlightenment
I live a life of
Fellowship there.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Your Eyes And See

Open your eyes and see
What is going on here
Within you and also outside.

Two things are there -
Birth and death,
We are here to experience.

Two colors are there -
Black and white,
We are to witness.

Two places are there to go -
The water and the air,
On this earth and in the sky.

Open your eyes,
Open your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Open Your Inner Eyes

Open your inner eyes
And see where I am.
Know what I am doing
Here and there.
Be fearless and stay,
Enjoy the smile of the star.
Listen, I beg your pardon,
And let me serve others.

Gajanan Mishra
Open-And-Shut

Open-and-shut
See me here,
In this new year.

Let me live a life
Of love and truth,
In this new year.

Let me live open-handed
In this new year.
Let this world be an open house
In this new year.

Let us play in open air,
Forgetting all the differences
Of sex, religion, colour, caste and
Live in open texture here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Opening Closing

Opening closing
Doors and windows,
Coming and going
Ocean and skies.

All for life
And to live
Here on earth.

Water and air
And fire all are
The associates.

All feathers,
All colors,
Are between
Life and living.

Gajanan Mishra
Opening Mouth Is A Sin

Opening mouth is a sin
I concluded at this stage
And I am committing sin
Again and again here and there
Without any reason.
Every care I have taken
Not to open mouth failed
And my nature obstructed me
With least time and expense
Not to go with slave of pleasures.
Achieving anything at any time
Is not the real thing
And also it is not craving for
Truth or accelerates achieving truth
This is my feeling and I concluded.

Gajanan Mishra
Opening The Door Of Existence

Opening the door of existence
I entered non-tense balanced
Satisfied and content
Coming to the mother
Feminine mystique I am feminine
And I live and live in the moment.

Opening the door of existence
I read history I read fables
That are one and the same
Coming to the mother
I forget to put questions
Relating to the very existence.

Opening the door of existence
I became more elemental more natural
Without having corners
Coming to the mother
I enjoyed like birds rivers
And trees and resent and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Openness Key

Openness key,
Key to love.,
Key to life.
Let me decide
My love, my life.
I have given no
Right to you
To choose my name,
My religion, my sect
And also my nationality.
I am a natural beauty,
See me, by nature
I live, I am living,
Let me stay where I am.
Force not me to
Spend time with you.
It is a torture
If you will not
Give me time to
Enjoy my madness
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Operation Green Hunt

No law is applied here
In our operation green hunt.
We are here to
Annihilate all our
Opponents.
We are paid killers
Of Government.
We know not
Who is the culprit
And who is innocent.
Ask not about norms,
We are least concerned
With all those ethics
And philosophy.
We are here to kill,
Only to kill those
Who are there in
Our encounters.

Gajanan Mishra
Opinion And

Opinion may differ
But principle
Should be followed
And accepted
By all as universal
Basic and
Supreme truth.
Embrace not
Your own destruction
By searching
Fault with others, as
Your own existence
Your own other fragment
Is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Opportunity

Opportunity unsolicited
Door to heaven opened.

If already opt
Right path
Enter the circle of
Reputation yours
Purely entirely.

Gajanan Mishra
Opportunity Is Available

Opportunity is available
If you so like come on
And pick it up.
You have the qualification
To get everything
With all purity in proper form.
You know fully well
What to do and how to do.
You have the power to distinguish
The sky and the earth
And you have the power
To fly high and high.
It is not bad to have
The feeling of pleasure and pain,
I know you are not the one
Who is hankering after gain, gain.
You are giving special attention
To yourself, it is good and
It is the way to achieve perfection,
Let me assure you, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Oppose Not Anyone Here

All are near and dear,
Oppose not any one here.
The pain and sorrows
Of anyone is ours.
Not possible to drive out
Anyone from inner heart.
Not possible to do any harm
To any one and repent
Whole life later.

Gajanan Mishra
Oppose not truth,  
The truth is here  
With you, my dear.

And you are here  
In love, and love  
is there, where  
You are.

Love and you,  
You and life  
All the same  
And the truth.

Love is the root,  
Truth is the fruit,  
My love, my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Opposite Is Also True

Here opposite is also true,
Positive and negative
Both are necessary for truth.

We know
Truth is light,
Dark is more true though.

Straight light is there
In the sun
But not in the moon.

When our door is opened
We find the moon
In our sky
Wherein we are
To fly and only to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Opposite Of

Opposite of God
Is dog.

Log in
Here is
The gateway of hell.

Hell is here with you
In between and in
The circle of birth
And death.

Crossing this circle
I stood alone
Without the help of
God and dog.

Guard the self.
Is it in tact?

See me
I am performing
With steadiness
And patience
I have no fickleness.
And my mind
Does not get
Bewildered and volatile.

Gajanan Mishra
Opposite Of The Sky

Opposite of the sky
Is your own life,
And hence from the very birth
You are going to your opposite.

We are enjoying life
Under the supervision of the sky,
And the sky is giving us
Feedbacks to proceed ahead.

No use of anything here,
Just killing time
For nothing.
Just pushing and pulling
For the satisfaction of
Our own ego.

Gajanan Mishra
Opposite Result

No opposition,
But opposite result,
All are there.
All illusory,
And living therein
Mandatory.
Imminent danger-
Living itself, though.

Nothing is permanent,
Nothing is here,
No sorrow no happiness,
No hell no heaven,
Yet, all busy in rivalry,
All make attractive
To spectators, they compress
Into a confined space, though.

Cruel life, know not,
And in unpolish manners,
Deals with mother,
Motherland and
Mother language and
Challenge own identity.
Cruciferous is the life,
Failed to recognized
By anyone.

Men, stay cautious,
Crown Prince may go away
From you,
In search of the truth,
Knowing well that
Life is never a blunder.
Rawness is there, though.
But dear, let us enjoy
The croupier, present here.
Oppress Not

Oppress not,
Harm not
And live,
A life
With humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Optimism

We are brimming with optimism and confidence,
Let us use our strength for inclusive and broad-based development.
Let us value a lot in advancing peace, security and stability.
Let us go on for business, ideas, research, innovation and travel, my dear friends.
Let us read all the above quotes of our popular and beloved Number one leader of this land.

Gajanan Mishra
Optimism Ahead

Optimism ahead,
Come and see.
Be an optimist
Of life.
You may agree
You may not agree
Time is making
You free.
Go for this
Go for that
You are inspired
By the cat.
But remember, cat's life,
Dog's life is not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Optimist

Being a poet
I am optimist.
Being an optimist
I love you.
As I love you
I am fine.
I am fine because
You love me.
You love me
As I am in truth.
I am in truth
And hence
I am optimist
And I am a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Option Is There

Option is there
You can choose
a life,
Public or private!
But you are not allowed
to enjoy both
at the same time.
On choosing one
another is seized
and it is automatic.
You know,
night and day
cannot stay
together.

Gajanan Mishra
Option Opened

Option is opened
And it is all
Depend on you
To go out or not.

Option is opened
To go on the way
Of love or arranged
To test virginity.

Gajanan Mishra
Or And But

Or and but
Time is short
See me not
Touch me not
Ask me not
No paste no cut
No chance to adjust
It is only you
To go but
I am not
I am in my hut
Door is not shut
Come and soon come
Time is hot.

Gajanan Mishra
Or Else

File yourself through proper channel
and darshan Jagannath.

Jagannath is the lord of all
Jagat is His
in your language
you may call cosmos
You can see
cismic flower there.

What would be your
prayer before the Lord
Give also specific reasons
and mention cause of action
or else petition faces rejection.

Gajanan Mishra
Or Error

In one way or the other.

In one way or the other
I am in action
And my action involves violence,
My action that is desirable
To one, is undesirable to another.

In one way or the other,
My action may not be
Performed well and it is
Because of heedlessness or error.

Gajanan Mishra
Oracle

There I found Oracle,
In secret plazas.
In petrified time,
With heap of stones
The cruel nature appeared
To take away all belongings.
I panicked for nothing,
And I fell to the ground.

Gajanan Mishra
Orange

Orange,
The new black.

Forgive and
Forget all
The new principle
Of life henceforth.

Let there be fear,
Let there be life.

I love all
Boldly and proudly.

You are welcomed,
Whosoever may be,

I am not yet ready to
Accept you, dear lady.

Gajanan Mishra
Order / Disorder

Order and disorder,
I find no difference.

Action and reaction -
No meaning.

But let us
Neutralize everything.

And we are to cross
The past, present, and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Orders Of Society

Fourfold order of society
According to the mode of nature
Brahmana ksatriya Vaisya Sudra
Fourfold orders signifies duties
And actions performed.

Fourfold order is also apply to
Birds beasts and tress
Pigeons are regarded as brahmana
Hawks are regarded as ksatriya
Kites are regarded as Vaisya
Crows are regarded as Sudra.
Pipala tree regarded as Brahmana
Nima tree regarded as Ksatriya
Tamarind tree regarded as Vaisya
Acacia tree regarded as Sudra
According to their qualities.

All orders have equal values
All are disinterested friend of nature
All are fragments of All-mighty
And He always thinks the welfare of all
Only difference is their performance of duties
O men, please do not misinterpret it otherwise.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary

No one is ordinary,
But some specialty
Is there in each one.
Each one is earth
But with universal form.
So many colors
Are there in each one,
white, red, yellow
And also each one is black.
Treat each carefully,
Dear friends, each one
Is yours near and dear
And inseparable from
You, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary and extra,
It is not extra-ordinary.
What I want to say,
For my words
I am worry.

The game
I am playing
I know not
Its name,
Though you said
It is shame, shame.

To say I am
Keeping my words
Is telling a lie,
Is not admitting time
And is dying.
To say I am not able
To keep my own words,
Is passing away
In a by-pass road
Without caring tomorrow.

Don't be serious, please,
Nothing is for you
And you are for nothing.
You are here just for
Transformation of relations
That has no meaning.

Life is gaming and
That is in us.
You cannot find
Any real issue,
Though some say
It is beautiful
It is lovable.
Ordinary And Extra Ordinary

Each life is ordinary,
But each work of the life
Should be extraordinary,
By well-wishing relatives of
Love and the truth.

Going deep into the matter
We should see the universe.
Nothing is there to vanquish.

No biased towards anyone,
But let each one go free
And remember each one is like you.

But dear men, protect the earth,
Protect the language and achieve
All success and all glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary Being

I am born
As an ordinary being.
I want to die also
As an ordinary being.
But during my lifetime,
I want to be
A sincere inquirer.
And I want to
Realize the truth,
The cream all around.
And I want to be
Act as a torchlight
In the deeply dark
Material existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary But Rare

Ordinary but rare
My dear, You are.

You are the total
I am just formal.

Starting and ending
Is under Your control.

Rest is okay
You have given but taking away.

Sight differ
Light differ.

You are one and the same
I am for my own mistake in shame.

You are not vacant
It is I who is not tolerant.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary Man

Just forget me
And see me not
I am a man
I am just an ordinary man
Without any specific work
Without any power.

You can go by passing me
You can go just avoiding me
You need not tell me anything
You need not do anything for me
I am just an ordinary man
Leave me as I am.

Leave me as I am
I want to stay here forever
You may come you may go
Nothing to gain nothing to loss
Just pass on and see
I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary Man With Ordinary Works

Ordinary man
With ordinary words
Ordinary words
With ordinary works
Ordinary works
With extra-ordinary patience
Extra-ordinary patience
With passion and
Perseverance that has
A separateness and purity
Purity of mind and heart
Is up-gradation of
Present position and that is
The charter of faith and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Ordinary People And

Ordinary people and extraordinary work
Extraordinary people and ordinary work
Nobody is here called classical hero
Nobody is here to admire to called brave.

Life is no love story as called for
No work is there called glory
Life is life and it is fib it is fibre
Life is not fete that need fiat.

Gajanan Mishra
Organisational Default

Go on
It is heat
It is an opportunity
Go on.

Go on
O free rider
Only time is with you
Go on.

Go on
Omission and commission
Organisational default
Go on.

Gajanan Mishra
Origin And

Origin and
Original are
Not the same.
But everything
And everyone
Has the origin,
Though, I can't say
About the originality.

I have also
No information
That is complete
And full.
Though, I am
Neither in dark,
Nor a fool.

Never mischievous,
I am, I am sure.
And also
Never envious.
I have my own light,
And it is there
To enlighten others.

I need no time,
I know, the concept
Of time is not there
From the very beginning.
I am no way related
With time, you are
Binding me with
Time, though.

From this to that,
From here to there,
My movement is continuous,
But I can say I am
Fixed here somehow or
Other for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Origin Of A Poem

I am the poem,
Secret of all.
No poet knows
My origin.
I am the prime cause
Of all poets.
Who am I?
It is I
For whom
Your world revolves.

Gajanan Mishra
Origin Of Universe

Origin of universe
Continuous process
Continuous life
Nothing to bother
Nothing except prosper.

Gajanan Mishra
Original And First Created

Original and first created
That I know from scriptures
You are far above than
Any death and also than any birth.

And You are independent
In creation and also
In destruction and I know
You are action and also reaction.

I am here developing
Transcendental loving service
O my dear, And I am in peace
And I am liberating myself by Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Original And Supreme

I know who is original
And who is Supreme and
For this I am here with
All elements of creation
I am a poet and you agree
With me and perceive me
In Your day to day business
In your own existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Original And The Oldest

Original and the oldest
Brand new and latest
Knower of everything
You are all that is knowable
Air fire water
Moon sun creature
You are father grandfather
Great grandfather
You are your controller
I am representing You here
See me I am perfect and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Original Edition

I have to know
The original edition
Of my own life.
But how and where
That I know not.
I have to go far
Beyond the time
From silence to
Silence with words.
But I am not here
To sign on dotted lines
Of single page-this life.
I have to follow nature
And cross over the river.

Gajanan Mishra
Original Form

Original form is love,
Love is the object,
Object of protection
At all risk.

Love can control
Any horse and
Attract anyone.

Original form is truth,
Truth is here and
Also there.

Let my ultimate attraction
Be to the truth.
Let me concentrate my mind
With love, upon the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Original Form - Truth

Original form - truth,
All love.
And fortune all
To be here.

What all desire
All here.
Eternally they are
All here.

Love appear,
But not to disappear.
Life appears and
so many things to discover.

All bliss in love
And in life, in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The men,
Who are original,
Possessed all strength,
All wealth and fame,
All beauty and knowledge,
And also renunciation.
The original men,
Control all lions, tigers,
Mad elephants, enormous
Serpents vomiting forth fire.
Fear not, you know
The modes of nature, men.
Showers of flowers are there
Upon you with all love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Original Personality

Original Personality
You are Original and
Original Personality
My dear, and You are
Plenary expansion of Truth
That I love You
And You expand Yourself
In so many forms
You are the creator of
This world, my love
Due to love and devotion
I feel and I know
Something about
The intricacies of
Your movement, my dear
I am not bewildered
And it is Your mercy
That enable me to escape
From bewilderment.

Gajanan Mishra
Original Tree

Original tree
Tree tree tree
Two birds three birds
Are there on the tree
Intelligent man sees
The bird and the tree
Tree and birds all mixed.

The tree is on the sky
Under the sky in the sky
And also below the sky, sky sky sky
Ignorant man sees nothing
In the sky in the tree
And the birds fly
No use of knowledge if you know not clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Original- Who And What

Original - who and what,
That I know not.
But I am conscious of
My own existence
In this atmosphere.
I am safe and
My future is
At my hands.
Putting questions,
No meanings, remember.
But find the answer,
Everywhere it is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Original, Without A Second

I know the original
Without a second.
I know You only You.

In the beginning
In the middle and also
In the end it is You
Who exist alone.

You are the essence
I know and You incarnate.
You constitute this verse.

You are the nature
You are the conception also
You are perfect in You
That I perceive here in reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Originality In Original

Where is originality
In the original.
What is true
In the truth.

But I am for you
Is nothing
For falsehood-
The life,
The livelihood.

No limitation
But not unlimited.
Annihilation,
But not beyond contamination.
All viral
In the playground of time.

Mode of goodness
Is nothing
But a question.
We are to know
And recognize
The meaning
For the time being.

No ending but
We are all here
From the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Ostrich Policy

We are under this net of
Ostrich policy
And are in need of
A good friend
To help us to catch it.

Whether Muhammad will
Go to mountain or
The mountain will come
To Muhammad is a question
Still unsolved.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Means You

Make others happy
Because other means
None other than You
And yourself.

You are the part and parcel
of the whole and any part
Of the whole is your part
The same components are
There with others.

You are to look on all
As one, feel their joy and
Sorrows as yours
On the analogy of your
Own self and identify yourself
With the self of all beings.

When you are devoting yourself
To the welfare of others it means
You are devoting to your welfare
As you are present in all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Name Of Flower

Other name of flower
Is this eyes,
I am offering it
To You only and
Committed to see
Always while
Closing and
While opening.

You are the eyes
And eyes have
So many colors
Let me picturized it
As per Your wish
When awake when sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Side

Let me tell something
The other side of a wife-
No better than a merchant,
And wants profit in exchange of
Everything for her works.
But a mother has no side
But only one side to rear
And to love without any expectation.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Than

I need no friend
Other than You
I need no game
Other than Your name
I need no word
I am Your ward
Here I am with You
And You are with me
I need nothing
I am just seeing
You round eyes
Everywhere blooming.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Than Love

Other than love
I have no other desire.
Please come and
Let us dance together.
This is the original form
We have with us since the creation.
I know who You are, my dear
You know what I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Than You

No one is here
To do anything
Let me see you
In full form
And clear my doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Than Yours

Footprints,
If it belong to
Other than yours
Go not after it.

Everything
That is yours
Is distinct.

Below and
Above,
See and observe.

Your deep observation
Would help you
At a time when you
Put questions to yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Other Way Around

Other way around
You can say
What ever you like.

What ever you like
You can not do
Considering criminal acts.

You can do that is good
That you love and care for
And for which you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Other's Importance.

Who is perfect?
And who is imperfect?

All are one and
Above perfection and
Imperfection.

We are here
To understand the situation.

We are not to fall,
But to rise
To the point
Beyond reach of
Anyone else.

We are to admit
Other's importance.

Gajanan Mishra
Otherwise Failure

Love, love and love
Otherwise face
All failures.

Win the loss, my dear
By love.
Drive out the fear
By love.

Awake them
Who are in sleep
By love.

Love, love and love,
And bring joy
To your lotus-life
My dear, love, love.

Gajanan Mishra
Ought To Be Done

Ought not to be done
Fear
Fearlessness
Bondage
Liberation
All are quite good
In their respective position.

That we know reality
What is that
That we know the world
With affinity
And we assumed it ours
Is it natural beauty
We have knowledge
That has no entity.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Big Boss

You are saying
What I am saying
And I am saying
What you are saying
The entire world
Is with us
And with us here is
Our big boss.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Burden

Our burden is
Our independence.
We must think
Every war
Is our war.
We must think
The world is
Ours.
And we must go
Where there is
Peace in war.
We must not
Miss the time
That is a far.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Dialogue

Our dialogue,
Remember, for future.

Our dialogue, Full of wisdom
Remember, for future.

Our dialogue, our conviction
Remember, for future.

Our dialogue, feeds us
To live together.

Our dialogue, all truth
All love, is our lighter.

Our dialogue is not for us only
Our dialogue is here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Dream

Our dream
Is to get
Two meals a day.
Our dream
Is to stay
In a hut
In peace.
Our dream
Is to read
And write.
Our dream
Is to get
A piece of
Cloth for body.
Our dream
Is to love
Freely.
Our dream
Is to find
The truth.
Our dream
Is no one
Should exploit
Us at any time.
Our dream
Is to get
Freedom of
Speech and
Expression.
Our dream to
Rise our head
On this earth.
Our dream is
We, be our
Master here.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Duty Is To

No friend no enemy,
All are one, and
I am equal to
Everyone.

Right or wrong,
No matter, but
Life is not based on
False conclusion.

Conception is good,
Not influential, though.

Our duty is to
Feel good,
Our duty is to
Stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Our First Meet

Our first meet
I have forgotten.
Give me some light
and enable me to remember,
If you so like, my dear.
I have not cleaned my house
So far to enable you
to stay here with me,
And you have returned back
towards that sea.
I am looking towards the blue sky
That is yours for all days,
And the sky is asking me
so many questions and I failed to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Flag, Flag Of All

I salute
Our flag,
The green band,
Relation to the earth
And plant life.
I salute
Our flag,
The white band,
The truth,
The virtue.
I salute
Our flag,
The wheel,
The symbol of progress.
I salute
Our flag,
The saffron,
Self-control and
Renunciation.
I salute
Our flag,
That means
Alert, going forward,
Free, flexible,
Compassionate, decent,
Democratic life.
I salute
Our flag,
Fearless life,
Safe shelter.
Our flag is
The flag of all.
We love humanity,
We love each
Creature here.
We love our flag,
Flag of all,
We are peace loving,
Peaceful co-existence
Is there in our
Rise and fall.
We are one,
All and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Freedom

Awoke to life
And freedom
A tough ride
Many lows
Many highs
Many downs
Many ups.

Am I born free?
Is there any chain
Around me?
I know not
What do you
Mean by freedom
It is my doom.

That needs reflection
That needs introspection.

Gajanan Mishra
Our God Is Great

Our God is great
And hence let us
Hope for the best.

We are here at this time,
Let us stay in peace
And love each other.

We can do nothing
But to stay in truth
And truth is our life.

Let us trust each other
Without keeping any
Malafide intention.

Our life is great,
And we are all gods.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Identity

What is here?
Is it the creation
Of our minds?
Is it useless?
If you say
It is a dream
I have nothing
To object.
If you say
It is our identity
I do admit.
What you say
You have not seen it
As I know you are in deep sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Our King

Our king.

Our king is
Not a father.
Our king has
No near and dear.

Our king
Knows not
Love of wife
And children.

Our king
Cares not
Death of mother
And children.

Our king is
Always drunk.
Let us say
Hip hip hurrah,
Long live our king!

We are ready
To elect and
Select our king
As our king as
He is doing nothing!

In the name of our king
Everything is going on,
On their own ways.
Our king is great.

Our king is our king,
Though he utter, never
Our words and though
He understand nothing
About mother, mother-land
And mother-tongue.

It is you to decide
Whether to stay
With the king or
Go away from the state.

Our king bother not,
Our king care not.

Gajanan Mishra
Our King Wears Always

Our king wears always
White clothes.
To go to him
We are to wear
White also.

Our king dislikes
Black as we know
Black is a color
That embraces all,
And our king
Does not like it.

And as we know
Our king fear black flags,
And we are here to haul up.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Life

Our life is just for a week
And we would die within a week
And so we should retire
And be ready to receive
Spiritual enlightenment
And it is our birth right
As a human being
O my dear O my love
You are our master
You are our teacher
Please explain to us
What to do in this week
And what not to do
A week is here for this
To hear to chant
To remember to worship.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Lives Are One And Inseparable

We are integrated connected one.

Come my dear and have patience
We must change this world as
Perfect and pure with our love.

We all are the sons and daughters
Of this nature and we are elements
Of same water air light sky earth
Come my dear we can change this world
As we desire with our love.

We have conscience we have knowledge
We have affection we have love
This suffice the purpose to make
This earth really heaven.

Come, come my dear and have patience
We can change this world a lovely
And beautiful place without any evil.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Love Is Infinite

Our love is infinite
And it ever enhances.
For our love, we are
Unique and we always
Dwell in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Man

Common man is our man
Common man is common man
We all are for common man.

We called common man Janata janardan
We called common man Nara narayan.

Common man is hero
Without common man
Our Democracy is zero.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Move Is

Our move is
Towards perfection,
Towards life,
Towards nectar.
It is there
Within us.
Let me say I am
In a state of ecstasy,
And I know my
Significance here.
I can change myself,
I can change the world
With same boldness
To get rid of all ills.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Own Earth

Man-made plannings-
All failures.
What you desire,
That gives the result.

We are yet to know
Our own earth.

And we are the inhabitants
Of the same earth.
And still, I am ready to
Teach you in your
Own language.

What do you want?
War or peace?
But not this hide-and-seek.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Own Position

Let us know our own position
Let us know our own status
And what is our end.

Be a disinterested friend
And attract all.

Have faith of all kinds
With in.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Point Is

Our point is
Not the mountain
But the river, my dear.
The things to be
Remembered is not to flicker.
Beaware of the truth,
And truth is we are
In love here.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Property

Nothing is our property
Nothingness is our valuable property
And we are all free
Nobody is there to force us
For anything.

No shape no size
No dark no light
No birth no death
No rise no set
Nothingness is everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Strength- Our Consitution

We are here to
Force you to speak,
To write in our language
So long as you are
Here on our land.

We can force you,
Please remember,
Our strength is
Our Constitution,
Our law,
Our tradition,
Our customs,
Our history.

Since you are there
To give service and
You are taking salary
From our money.
We are here to force you
To do all works for us,
For the development of
Our language and culture.

Please remember,
We are independent,
We are sovereign,
We are our master
And you are our servant.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Symbol

Our symbol,
Symbol of love,
Love of life,
Are here with us
And it is
Unknown to us.
We are ours,
Everything is ours,
But we know not
How to handle
When and where.
And yet we utter
Our language
Knowing outdated.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Talks Are

Our talks are self-deceived
And we are deliberate liar
You can say anything against us
Behind and in front
In shadow and in light
And what you say are false.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Thinking

Our thoughts have
No legs, no hands,
And yet, we are there
To honor them,
We know, though, they are
Not always true.
But true are we,
And we can take steps
To establish the truth.
But truth is nowhere
To be found except
Our thinking.
We should be careful
While thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Thoughts

We are in dark
About our thoughts
Our thoughts cheated us.
Our thoughts make poems
And the poems keep us intact.
We are all in our poems
And our poems paint us
With sky.
Forgetting everything
Poems are here
And we are used by poems
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Toxins

Our happiness
Our sorrows are
Our toxins.
We should save
Ourselves from these.
We should go ahead
Keeping them aside.
We should remember
Life is no way
Related to pride.
No dark no light
Can define life.
Life is reachable
To none.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Turn

It is my turn
To speak
Before all.
And you are
All here
To hear.
We are all
Here to perform
Our duties
With all sincerity.

I am the red rose,
You are the stone.
I would like to
Call you,
Move you,
And give you life
For others benefits.

So many are there
Like water and air,
And they are
Waiting for us,
And we are to go
With the sky
On this earth,
That is changing
At every moment.

But it is
My turn
To speak first
And I am here
With you
For all good.

You may justify
My presence
Here, at this time.
I may be excused
For any loopholes,
But I am sure,
I am on the right track
To reach the truth.

Come on with me,
I am with my mother
And talking to you
In my mother tongue
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Our Very Birth

Our very birth,
Here, dear,
Made us envious,
And ignorant,
And angry.
Our very birth,
Made it difficult
To help others.
We are all
In frustration,
Disappointment and
Anguished.
We observe our own
Life wonderful.

Gajanan Mishra
Our World Is Pure

Our world is pure
Our deeds are noble.

True knowledge is with us
Truth and virtues are with us.

We are the sons of nectar
Goodness and nature are our father and mother.

We are subtle we are gross
We are to attain higher world that is in us.

Gajanan Mishra
Ours - No One, Nothing

Ours - no one, nothing.
Ours - not even this life.

Still, we take care all,
And we cry, we smile, we
Express anger, love and we
Show our honesty, integrity.

All for what
That we know not.

We change our faces,
Knowing all emptiness,
We count numbers
As helpless watcher.

All fractured,
Mirror.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Compassion

Out of compassion
You appear, I know.
You are compassionate
Upon the fallen souls.

You say everything
Is to give and nothing
Is to take.

Who is happy you ask
And you answer one who is
Peaceful and contended.

You are the light you say,
You are also the dark you add.
And you explain the difference
In your own way for benefits of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Court

It is out of court
Sir, let me say some words.

To love is not a crime
To sex is but natural.

The thing is that
It is lack of courage
Within us
It is our fear
It is social stigma
That labelled us criminals.

We dare not to say
Yes, we love each other
Yes, we sexed.

We should not go against the nature
And we can not go also.

We must surrender before nature
And we surrendered
This is our crime
Please understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Fear

Out of fear
I had forgotten my own name
Somehow, I remembered yours
Calling by your name I escaped
From the clutches of robbers
They knew you
They admitted you
Friend and guide.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Fear- My Earth

Out of fear
My earth is trembling
Moving round and round
See, O my dear
Out of fear
My sky is urinating
And is in fixed mode
See, O my dear.

I have no word
To describe anything further
I am terrified
And facing so many
Obstacles here
O my dear on my way
I am visiting You
Knowing nothing and nothing
What are You.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Ignorance

Out of ignorance
We are committing
So many acts
And called ourselves
Sinful.
We know not
The sin, though.
We are always
In dark,
And doing wrong to
Others,
Considering different
From own self.
We have nothing
To say,
Nothing to give.
We know not
How and what to do
When and where.
Out of ignorance
We wander here there,

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Nothing

Out of nothing
You are creating
Everything everything.

Everything is here
And you are creating havoc
My dear telling nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Nothingness

Out of nothingness
We find everything
And what we find
Nothing nothing.
Everything is mine
And I am alone here
Who stay herein
To get things.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Rumor Out Of Fear

Most dangerous is fear.
Fear not and tight the knot.
Rumors may occur and
You are not here to trigger.
Be clear fear most danger.

Fear is tumor
Uproot it from beginning
And enjoy life number.

O my God
You are here
Why should I fear
I am with you always
Keep me with you
Keep me from
Out of rumor
Keep me from
Out of fear
I am ok
With this gear.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Sight

I know, you are never
Out of sight for me,
Nor am I ever
Out of your sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Syllabus

Though death is
Not with us now
You cannot say
It is not in our
Life's syllabus.
Life is here with us
In our love and
Love is there in death.
We know though
Love never dies,
Yet let me say
Death is here with us,
Our kith and kin,
Our love, our truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Out Of Track

Go not out of track, dear,
Suffering is ready
To befall on you.
Overcome the evil by good,
Overcome the anger by gentleness,
Overcome the lier by truth.
Injure no one, but remember,
You are not free from blame,
Whether you sit silent or
You talk much- no matter.
And have mastery over
Your own body and mind,
Stay firm with
Knowledge and virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
Outcome Is Wrong

You are nobody to say.
You are only here to perform
Giving up all moroseness.

Everything depends on providence
Just use your intelligence.

You are in a better position, my dear
Your future is better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Outer Covering

Believe not
The outer covering
That would fade away.
Try to know
The needs of the bird
That is within the cage,
The outer covering.
The bird wants
Complete freedom.
And not prison.

Gajanan Mishra
Outgoing And Incoming

Incoming and outgoing
I am living
Stopping and curtailing
Offering and sacrificing
I am living
I am living and living
I am dying
Realizing I am dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Outgoing And Incoming - Drama

Outgoing and incoming,
The drama is started
Without any ending.
And here, each one is
Ready to count the dust
On the earth and
Count the star
In the sky and each one
Is anxious to bound down
The air with the clouds.
In this drama, all are there
For all time. And all are
entering without any
Exit point anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Outlaw

Outlaw
The Ultimate Outlaw
You are, my dear.
There is nothing
Other than You here.

It is a fact
You are my highest
Object of experience.
You are my
Goal of life.

You exist in me
I know it only from You
You are blissful
And my innocent consciousness.

You are my
Pure self, my dear
You are my
Innermost core.

You are my love
You are my justice
You are my Truth.

You are my song
You are my dance
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Outside

They took away
my money and bag
took away my
house and land
lay me on the sand.

I am here
near ganga
and in empty stomach.
I am here
near mahodadhi
and in empty stomach.
I am here
looking Nilachakra
alldays always
in empty stomach.

They snatch away
may language
They thrown me out
from the sky
they are my nearby.

who is there
outside my house
where is my earth
where is my worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Outside / Inside

Outside
Beautiful and impressive
Inside
Evil and ugly
You are
Whited sepulchre
I must say
Go for
Inner purification.

Gajanan Mishra
Outside And Inside

Outside and inside
You can find me.
And you can find me
In dark and in light.
In cold and in hot
You can find me.
And you can find me
Whenever and where ever
You wish.
I am here I am there
One who want me
In truth and in fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Outside Word

Please meet me
Outside word,
And see how I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Outward Dress

No outward dress
Cover up two things
One- Absolute Truth
That is You
Two- Death
That is also You
And one who is fortunate
Can know You
And Your incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Outwardly

Outwardly
No one can says
What is good
And what is bad.
And if any one says
Something, we are not
Here to take it granted.
The authencity has to be
Verified and proved.
To prove a thing
Fire is with us,
Also there is air.
Let us use everything that are
Available to see the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Oven Of Love

See me, I am burning
In the oven of love-life,
I cannot allow anybody
 to say it, oven of lust.

Yes, time is running fast
But here it is time,
available in plenty for love
Let us enjoy love-life here.

Are you not watching
the smile of flowers
always here, there and
everywhere you stay?
The sky is watching you,
remember, dear guy.

Gajanan Mishra
Over And Over

Over and over again
I am overwhelmed
And thrilled with joy
In this earth
Wonderful place of life
And death and pleasure
And sorrow for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Over Anybody

I know I have no control
Over productiveness.
I must remember simply
Ruling can not solve man's
Problems unless I have
Spiritual capabilities.
I am not alone I know, my dear
I am with my Supreme guide and Master
And He has all the capabilities with Him.

Gajanan Mishra
Over Is Limited

Over is limited
But feeling is not.
Impression is
Always last long
But incidents
Do occurred,
In the premises of
Unity and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Over Past

To grieve
Over past
Is a blunder.

I know
Whatever is
Allotted
Cannot be
Blotted.

I know
Every action
Every incident
Destined for good.

And see
I remain free
From sadness.

Gajanan Mishra
Over Poem

A lot can happen over poem
Within us and outside there the poem.
We find fire we find water in poem
Fire and water are ingredients of poem.
Fire and water are my ingredients
I am poem I am live poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Overburden

What is overburden
Is the world overburdened
Like a boat at sea
I don't think.

I don't think
Any miscreant is there
In this pious society
That is to be eliminated.

Gajanan Mishra
Overburdened With History

See me,
I am overburdened
with history.
I am wandering
here there.

My sorrow is
calling me and
telling, come on,
here is light.

I know I am
not able to go,
beyond your eyes.
And within me, I am
searching a new page.

Gajanan Mishra
Overcoming All

I reached you O my dear
And I am pleased
And getting more and
More only pleasure.

I was not doing anything
Except loving you in full
And look I have surrendered
My everything to you
O my dear I have not attached
With anything except pleasure
That are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Overflow Of Love

Overflow of love
Here in water
And in air.
Let us attention
To the feelings
That are here
In boundless grace.
No delusion
No destruction.
Life in words
Without any repetition.
Glorious the sight
That is here with us
In the preaching of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Overtake The Dark

Overtake the dark
O my dear men and
Open the path
For the children.

Kiss the earth,
Earth can only
Tolerate you
In the dark.

Dark is your
Friend, philosopher
And guide.
Dark is more beautiful
Than the light,
Please realize.

Gajanan Mishra
Overthrowing The Time

Overthrowing the time
I appeared and said
Come on, my dear boy,
I am here not for a
Push back but for
Going to the moon
Straight from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Overwhelm Not

Overwhelm not
With desire,
Face not sins
And injustice.

Gajanan Mishra
Owe

I am in my jest
You are the forest.
You are the sea
I am the cloud.
You are the mountain
I am the river.
You are you
I am for you.
And I owe you.

Gajanan Mishra
Owl Is

Owl is fond of
Darkness
And I know
Why You are dark
In color.

I love You
O my dear, and I
Know, You are to
Come to me to
Wash away my sins.

And I give up all
Only for You,
As per principle
To be Your disciple.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Art And Culture

Men different,
Views different,
Writings different.
But wait and see,
Truth is one,
Hunger is one,
Earth is one,
Life is there
All in one.
And in oneness
We are to love all.
And we are to go
Beyond all with
Our own art and culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Attractions

I have my own attractions
Through eyes ears skin tongue and nose
For sight sound touch taste and smell.

Am I going towards hell?

I know what is desirable for one
Is not desirable for another
My dear, I beg cool air as it is summer.

Who told me I am a fighter?

What is appeared and what is disappeared
Nobody is here to tell me and I am
In a confusion and with no connection.

I know not what for this transformation.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Beautiful Eyes

I have my own beautiful eyes,
Let me see You with these eyes.

I know this eyes are given by You
To see the Truth, in a way
That is colorful, that is wonderful.

Let the eyes see You with love
Let the love spread with truth.

See the eyes. it is there to
Secure their right before the Almighty,
Seeing and feeling the cold and the hot
The eyes start crying that I am not
So cunning that I can make the eyes
Satisfied with those things that have
No permanency and no leniency .

Gajanan Mishra
Own Boss

Own boss
By nature,
Here, see
Each one.

Haste not,
Waste not.
Stay open and
Stay expressive.

Love has all
Medicinal properties.
Use love
Everywhere here.

And celebrate life
With the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Creation

See me,
I have my own creation,
My own identification.
Indication is that
I have my own authorization.

Each and every attempt
Is the first one,
And I have to sail
With full faith on water.

The presence of truth
Indicates that I am in love.
The trouble shooters are here
And I am free in my creation
And I proceed on with imagination.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Duty

Know your own duty and love it.
While performing be respectful and selfless.
Be not attached while performing your duty, perform lovingly aiming at welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Love and love
your own earth
and your own life.

When there is love
You find no one as
killer of humanity.

Love all and when
you love, see you are
Within the bounds of civility.

When there is love
Feel no needs of
Law enforcing agency.

Love, love and love
And see yourself living.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Error

Own error
Let me perceive
My own error.

Here is cloud
There is sun
Let me know it
On this sky.

Let me say
Only one moon
Is here in our sky.

No dust no smoke
No darkness can
Cover me within
Their pocket.

It is I
Who knows You
It is You
Who is illumined
O Supreme illuminating.

You are the only real here
The abode of wisdom
And virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Eyes

I have my own eyes to see
I have my own scale to measure
I have my own value to rate
Do not comment on anything
That I am doing here
I have freedom I have obligation
I have ability I have capability
To face my own crisis
Do not interfere in my domestic activities
I have my own way to go
I have my own rod to stick up
I have my own opinion to give
And you are there to follow it.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Foot-Print

Own foot-print is
Different from another
O my dear, I know
You are my leader
I am the learner
From experiences and
Views I am telling you
You are leaving your
Foot-prime and I am mine
No difference in time
Time differ and we are
Not here nothing discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Friend Own Enemy

Lifting from I
To Self is necessary
And it is you to
Life yourself
By your own self.
I know
You yourself
Your friend
And your enemy
It is you to
Emancipate yourself
By your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Happiness

You are to create
Your own happiness.
You are to know
The truth of your life.
But live like a tree,
And get happiness therein.
Stay with natural beauty
And all good qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Ideals

To know different names
And things are not necessary.
I know you, I feel it's enough
To live and to lead a good life.
But I have to practise discipline
That I know from the beginning.
It is alright what is there with me
For my own ideal with no selfish motive.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Language ??? ????

??? ????
??? ???????
????? ???? ?? ?

???? ????
????? ??
??? ??? ???? ?

English rendering;

Using your own language
Change the system
Of Government.

But in the system of
Government, change
Not your language.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Liberation

I am not concerned
With my own liberation
I am not at all
Satisfied with that.

I always think about others
I am compassionate towards all
I am tolerant, see
I want to suffer if it is
For the welfare of others.

I am crucified I am caned
I am attacked and still
I am your well wisher, see
I know you treat me
From material entanglement.

See me, I am busy
In the highest philanthropic
Activities for the benediction
Of all living entities
I am not inimical towards anyone.

I am calm I am quite, see
Since you are a living entity
I treat you God
I realize God is here in you
You are superior and Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Light

See I am
In my own light
And I stationed here
Just to
Make you bright.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Light - True Beauty

Own light
Yes I have
My own light
See, it is within
I sparkle and shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Nature

Own nature,
Show it to all
For good.
For good observe
Nature minutely.
It is for you,
All good.
No illusion,
No fear,
But tell all
You think good.
Matter to take,
But not to associate.
Neither illicit
Nor intoxicated,
But all dictated.
My work,
My life,
Each word,
In each sentence.
Good performance pays,
Goodman repays,
Key of nature.
Control nature
Your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Orbit

You have Your own orbit
My dear, that I know
And You travel at a very
High speed that is
Beyond my imagination
And I am in You and
I am fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Reflection

Everything
And also everybody
Is good.
See, all goodness
In all, my dear.
Nothing to fear,
Go on doing
All good works,
That have good fruits.
It is your own
Goodness that is
Pure and flawless.
See your own reflections
Everywhere pure and pleasant.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Song

I am hot,
Not yet cold.
I am bold,
Say, I am gold.
The clouds
Cannot be
My molder.
See, I am
Growing all days
With my own
Fire and water.
I am singing
My own song
In my own light.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Story

Your own story
My poetry.

Tell the name of your team
You lead to get world cup
Men women their name address
Be published in local newspaper
Proclamation be issued
Location of rental house
be made soon
Those asleep must not disturb
Face to face what you get
Cannot explain publicly
What you get distribute
Among all here
If any one hear or utter
Anything called him pitcher.

My poetry
My own story.
Not easy to focus
On this field if
It is not bogus.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Strength

Believe in
Your strength,
And discover
Your talent.

A hole is there
In the air.
Block it
If you can.

I know
You are immovable
And yet each one
Tells you move
From place to place
Always here.

Are the absolute?
That has no answer,
Though, I arrived
At the conclusion
That you are
The realization
From the very
Primary stage.

Let me clear,
I have no strength
To rediscover
The things
That are not
Mine. And here,
I have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Time

I have my own time
You have given me some time
I am with my time.

That you are taking away
The time that is with me
That you have counted the time
Given by yourself here
That you realized no time
Herein after with anybody.

With time I am
Recycling myself
O my dear
Think and come
With new agenda new plan
That I am not a part and parcel
I am no way related
With its root or fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Tree

My tree
Own tree
Here is
My poverty
My diseases
My problems
My pains
My bondage
My fruits
My tree
My own
My tree
Not renewable.

Gajanan Mishra
Own Way

I am going on my own way,
I would not like to follow you,
I also wish not that
You should follow me.
There are so many highways
As many as creatures.
O my dear, find your own way
That is there, see and start.
Start going as soon as possible
Delay cause gathering of more hurdles
The sooner you start and go from here
The better and finer that
Make your sun and moon happier,
Go, my dear, it is your turn, it is time to appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Owner

Where is the owner
Who is that
Ask not.
Not logical
And also
Logically fallacious.

Nobody is here
To identify
Probably
Best is the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Owner Of This Body

Is knowledge.
This body is the filed
Where in soul works.
Witness is
the Super soul.
The Super soul present
In every activity.
Perfect knowledge
In pure state, find
All angles vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Ownership

Find no ownership -
Life.

No conclusive proof  -
Death.

Application missing -
Love.

Building another -
Truth

Gajanan Mishra
Oxygen

Language is the oxygen
Of life, the poet knows it.
Believe the poet, my dear,
And go with your own language.
Without oxygen, imagine not
Your life here. So also
Without language, imagine
How you are living.

Gajanan Mishra
Oxygen, Love, Care

Oxygen, love, care,
And also I see
No life there.

While writing
I am not rising
My finger against any one
Not guilty,
But I am telling
The loss is irreparable,
The act is inhuman,
The buds are innocents,
Let us search out
The cause and the rascal,
The demon, the enemy of
The entire human community,
Behind the death.
And take steps
To hang him/them before all
On the open field.

Gajanan Mishra
Oyster

Oyster claiming to be silver.

I am not
What I am not
Let me stay
What I am here.

Oyster claiming to be silver.

You are, my dear
Here to show
Mercy to others.

Oyster claiming to be silver.
You are what You are
Time would say better.

I am one and only one
And there is no other.

Gajanan Mishra
Paani Jal Water Neeru

Paani Jal water Neeru
O my dear I can not live
Without You.
I can fight a war for You
You are my life
You are everything.
You are available on time
Means it is okay our routine
Without You no reading
No working and nothing.
Water, use water
Reuse water recycle water
I will not let you go waste
My dear water
I know You are life-giver.
War-like situation is there
Only for You O my dear water
Between individuals families
Countries States
O water, Without you no future.
Paani Jal Neeru I Love you
I know You are most powerful
I am to save you
I am to conserve you.

Gajanan Mishra
Paban Phul (Kosli Poem)

Paban phul
Agyanre lok budei desi sabu
Paban phulke kahesi ja bhag enu.
Chideipudei hesi phul phututiba mandar dekhi
Khapi desi jharka chereke kahesi aa ta ena jhul.
Aandhar hede dekte dekte ujala jaesi phaeli
Mot antar mugphuli nebarkaje ken aesi nei pata.
Kana jaanla aaru dekte dekte budauche bel
Aaru hauchhe gulgula khujare khuja kena achhe he tura pila
Ema kie khusibasithi jhuluthila jhuluthila
Hede kahin ni disla.
Hetukara heta tumar aaie jenta ni disibar.

Gajanan Mishra
Pabana Biphala (Odia)

Pabana biphala
Dharirakhibaku mate
Aau mo sabdasabu
Dahakabika samudrare,
Mu kie mu kana
Aageiaasi kahiparuni
Tara, priyamora
Sata bhala paiba dekha ebe.

Gajanan Mishra
Pabana Sethare

Pabana sethare
Tume kichhi bi
Tiaari kari paribani.
Kounasi samasyara
Kichhi samadhan nahin.
Kintu aame achhu ethi
Tiaari karibaku eka
Anukula paribesh.

Gajanan Mishra
Pablo Neruda, O Abandoned One

Pablo Neruda, O abandoned one
Remember, there where you are
It is the hour of my entry
Stay there and see with your eyes.

I am not displeased, my dear Pablo
I am frightened at the cosmic rays
That is yours and I am utterly
Amazed but not confused.

Gajanan Mishra
Pace

Pleasant pace,
Go ahead,
I wish
All success.

No needs
To greet,
As usual see,
I am here.

Fire and fine
Everything here
With you.

Eliminate if you
So like your own
Enchanting look.

Gajanan Mishra
Pach Aadu Chhura (Kosli)

Pachhaadu
Maruchhu chhura
Muin kahebarlagi
Nai paebar sabad,
Ki bhasha.

Tui kenta khusi
paruchhu heta muin
Janbarke chahunchhen
Tui tor nijke
Sambhalikari rakh
Mor ichha baele hetana.

Gajanan Mishra
Nadiaa,
Pachila aau sukhila,
Sukhila aau pachila.
Halei dia, khudu khudu,
Bhitare, suna.
Prarthana karuchhi, prabhu,
Mate emiti eka jibana
Banchibuku dia,
Pachila aau sukhila,
Sukhila aau pachila,
Nija jibanaku nije
Alaga rakhidela parika.

Gajanan Mishra
Pack Of Words

Give me a pack of words,
I would make a flower
of poem blossomed.
I am a earth-worm
within stone-words.

Gajanan Mishra
Padachala Rasta (Odia)

Pada chala rasta- aneka, kintu
Aamaku jibaku heba matra gotie
Rastare abinaswara samudra aadaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Paddy Crop

See me, I am the paddy crop here
And You are the rainy season
I am the man stranding here
You are my eyes.

I am the robber here
With my family members
You are my redeemer
Let me remember You, my dear.

You are my only Truth
And also You are the Truth-interpreter
Only for You I am here
See me, my dear, I am the paddy crop here.

Gajanan Mishra
Paddy Flowers

Paddy flowers,
Where is my paddy flowers?
See, I am so unlucky
I am here on my paddy field,
But nothing is there, only
The sun is dancing, only
The earth is crying.
My shadow is also
Not with me.
How can I live?
Where shall I go?
How can I repaid my loan?
No patience is there
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
Paddy-Body Breaks

Paddy-body breaks,
Fire shakes hands.
Days are not good,
No good is
Coming to you.
No love is climbing on
Hills that are yours.
Blind they say are false.

Gajanan Mishra
Page On Literature

Importance should be given on
Life and literature,
Give a page on literature,
Index of heart is literature.
Let us realize and go with it.
It is the truth and it is love,
It is life and the life itself
Is a page of literature.
By giving a page on literature
It is proved how far we are
Committed to all creatures.
Each and everyday is a day of
New creativity, Let us see,
And catch the life with all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Pahancha Bhitare(Odia)

Pahancha bhitare tume
Jathesta etiki.
Bhala charitra darkar nahin,
Tumara bayasa kete
Tadanta karibaku mu nahin,
Tume gyani ki nuhan,
Jae aase na sethire,
Tume raja ki pujaka,
Mu kare na khatir,
Sahasi ki bira, dhani ki daridra,
pacharibaku, mu nahin,
Tumara sundarata ba asundarataka
Parakhibaku mu ethi nahin,
Kintu mu tumaku ethi
Satyare hin pauchhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Paharuchhi Machha(Odia)

Jala nahin, jala nahin,
Pahanruchhi machha
Aau dharaa padiuchhi sabuthi.

Kahin kete duraru aasuthiba sabda
Sparsha kari pherijauchhi puni kuaadaku.

Badalijauchhi kamchamathiaara ruprekha
Thoke batare.
Pakhi thila ki ethi?
Phututhila ki phula?
Ete phala thila
Rahilaa ki gotie gachhare?

Jaha mora hoi na thila ki nahin
Taku dia kahuchha
Mu nahin karuchhi
Bigidi chali jauchha duraku.

Aasibara bata libhuchhi
Rahi pareni kehi kouthi
Uttara kana deba kie?

Mu dishuci spasta
Tumaku jadi
Chhuin paru na kiaan
Dhari rakha galleryre jadi paruchha
Dhire buchhudi khasigala belaku.

Brutta deinla ki?
jai parila ki baharaku
Tumari apekhyare mu
Emiti
Ethi
Tathapi.

Gajanan Mishra
Pahili Sparsha (Odia)

Barshara pahili sparsha
paduchhi mane,
barsha bisayare kahibaku dia,
barshara sparshare
mu kemiti anubhav karithili
mate barnibaku dia.
Barsha, barsha, ebam barsha
dehare manare rati sara dina sara,
Barhsa kemiti mrutaku jibana deuchhi
ethare sethare ebam bephikarre
ouni jibitaku deuchhi mari.

Gajanan Mishra
Pahunch Bahare Sabu (Kosli)

Pahunch bahare sabu,
Dekhbar ta, kahebar ta,
Chinbar ta, sungbar ta,
Barsha, khara,
Dukhabar ta, khusi hebar ta.

Enta mor bhalpaebar ta
Mor senha,
Mor rakat,
Mor nisas,
Mor thane neina,
Mate bujbarke
Bujabarke semanku
Muin kana bujhuchhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Paid Agent

How can we take
The help of
Paid agent,
We are in the process
Of thoughts.

But our thoughts are
Not so clear
And we are confused
What to do.

Doing something
Is our motto,
Positive or negative,
No matter.
But we are doing
On this way or
On that way.

Important point
To note,
We are not ours,
We are doing
Own harm.
We are in the sky
And the sky
Itself is melting
Within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Paili Kuha

Jaha mo pakhare achhi  
Kahibi taa bisayare kichhi,  
Dekhaibi seita tumaku,  
Ghantachakataa kari pacharibi  
Dekhata rahichhi ki kouthi kichhi aau.

Jaha janichha kahuchha Manoj sahu  
Thik na janichha nuhen,  
Apekhyshare achhi samaya  
Kemiti kebe prayoga kariba sesabu  
Sabu prani trupta hebe jemiti.

Bijulithu aahuri tibra gatire  
Jauthilaabele tume mu, ethi dekhauchhi pani  
Aau patharara khela jouthi phuti jauchhi  
Malliphula jete prakarara mati achhi  
Se sabura upare.

Bichadi jaha sabu thila gorubazarare  
Ghusuri sapha kalani se sabu,  
Suua aasi basilani dekha heiti,  
Palasa gachhadalare nua nua  
Kanli uthuthiba patranka bhitare.

Kemiti kahiba aau, kemiti kahiba aasibaku  
Deri karuchhanti surya  
Eithi jete jaha achhi hei nia deuchhi,  
Paiba nischaya sethire sukha  
Paili boli khali kaha.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain

Pain,
Painful is poverty.
More painful is
When I say I want
And I desire.

Sweet,
Sweet is this world,
Sweeter is when
I am alone in this world,
Sweetest is the time
When I am with you.

Pain and sweet
Are two words and I
Failed to differentiate so far.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain -

Pain -
It is there
And it will be there
Till death.
Death is inevitable
For anyone
Who is alive.
Life and death
Are not under
The control of
The creature.
The body itself
Is a burden and
It is painful.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Is Always

Pain is always full of bliss
Take pain always with a kiss.
Always be pleased and be happy
It is the way to get rid of sophist.
Sorry, I am here with You
And You are giving me life every moment a new.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Is Here For My Own Weakness

Pain is here for my own weakness
pleasure is also my another weakness
I am good, I am evil and it is
Only for the relation, for the attachment
No relation no attachment
No attachment no responsibility
And nothing nothing.

You are fine, you are beautiful
I am making my love worthless
I know love is not bondage though
It is my ego with discriminate faculty
It is for ignorance I assume identity
And I meet my own destiny in this affinity
You are nobody, it is I who feel sad who feel happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Is There

Pain is there
In all types of harshness
In words, in body, in heart
And in behaviour.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Is With Us

Pain is with us,
And we are in agony.
Our own personal
Existence is
Our sorrow.
We have
Our own hunger,
And hence,
We are in fear.

Here we are to
Win the trust,
We are to achieve
Contentment- our wealth.
We are to keep
Our health intact.

We have to taste
The sweetness of solitude.
We have to taste
The flavour of tranquillity.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Not In Mind

Pain in body and
Not in mind.

Pain is pain,
In chain.

Are you
Ready to answer?
Wait, let me
Complete the question.

Change of heart
Not permissible,
You may change
The mirror.

Let us come and enjoy
Befitting pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain Of The Past

Pain of the past
Still there in me.
Greed for the future
Still there in me.
But the present is
Going on before me
And I am dumbfounded
Before love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain To Me - Not Pain But Pleasure

I know you do not cause
Pain to me
The acknowledge link
With you inflicts pain
No no it is not pain
But it is pleasure my dear
And I am clear I am free
With all these and all these
Are in my favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Pain, at the time of death
Is really severe and unbearable
That takes away the consciousness.

O my dear, kindly make Your presence
And let me give my body smoothly
For the welfare of all if it is so needed.

I know my dear, You are very kind and affectionate
For You I can give everything including my body
As You are in all and all are within You.

I am ready to bear all pains only for You
And in Your presence I know all pains are
Bearable and pleasurable and lovable.

Gajanan Mishra
Painful- Life

Painful - life,
Painful- birth
And also the death.
Still we see
Nectar in life.
And in life only
We see the truth
And the truth is
Taking us to eternity.
We are suffering here - true,
But we are getting
Benefit for our
Knowledge and getting
Light for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Painful Really

Painful really
This life,
And we are ready
To make it
Cheerful with love.
Love means giving
And forgetting
And forgiving
All to all.
All to all
They remember
The activity and
Non-activity
Within eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Painter Painting And Easel

Be clear about these.

Do not misunderstood
A rope to be a serpent.

Gajanan Mishra
Painting

See my painting
It is in my poems
It is in my life
It is my life
It is my poems
It is my painting
So lone as I am alive
And mind it
I am not here to die
So also my painting my poems
And my life, mind it
I am all pervasive
It is my painting
it is my world
It is my creation
I am in it
Mind it
I keep you here
As caretaker
O my dear
See my way and
Believe me
I am here
In you and in
All your activities
All that are my poems
All that are my paintings
All that are me and I and mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Painting Is Your Hobby

Painting is your hobby,
But I know not why you are
not painting me within so far..

Gajanan Mishra
Pairs Of Opposites

I dislike
Attachment aversion
Pleasure pain
Honour dishonour
Praise blame.

I dislike
Fault finding
As here
There is downfall
As it is a defect
For a perfect man.

Gajanan Mishra
Pairs Of Opposites Are Always

Pairs of opposites,
Pairs of opposites are always
Playing so many games within me.

I am the only bait
In between pleasure and pain
In between attachment and aversion.

It is the affinity
That is going to destroy me
And I am within that destruction,

And I do not like to invoke You
For anything real or unreal
I know all are bogus.

I am concerned with the elements
I am concerned with the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Pairs Of Opposites- Rise Above

Rise above
Pairs of opposites
Achieve through
Conquest of the senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Pakharu Dekhuchhi

Pakharu dekhuchhi tate
Bahut pakharu.

Kahibi - na tu
Aalua,
Na tu
Andhara!

Gajanan Mishra
Pakhi - Uttara (Odia)

Pakhi achhi
Achha tume
Aau tume
Paruna dekhi
Tuma nija
Deha aakashare.

Aethare,
Jogyata achhi ta
Dekha tuma kalpanare.
Aau jogyatara
Kichhi nahin mulasutra.
Pratha aasiba loka
Prathame phula toliba
Semiti bi patha nahin.

Samalochana kara nahin
Aau bengaradi dia na.

Tume tuma jalare
Pakhiku dhari pariba nahin.
Tume sabda uchhari
pariba nahin
Jadi nahin pakhi.

Aau tume aakashha na thile
seithi rahi pariba nahin.

Aakash achhi sethare,
Pakhi achhi sethare
Kintu tume kipari
Sethi rahi pariba,
Bhaba tikie aau kaha
Taraku jie
Rahichhi tuma
Uttara apekhyare.

Gajanan Mishra
Pakistan - India

Pakistan-India
Are twins
No one is in loss
No one is in profit.

For world peace
Both have a major role to play.
For peaceful coexistence
Both are to show their tolerance.

In dealing with each other,
The have to recognize
And respect and take utmost
Care standing on equal footing.

India-Pakistan should feel
Each other high everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Palace Of Death - This Body

Palace of death - this body
and I am within it.
See and search where I am
and imagine me if I am not.
Who am I? put question if you can
and get the answer that you wanted.
Here see everything new
that is not within your purview.

Gajanan Mishra
Palatable Speech

Palatable speech,
Hear and go with it.
Give no importance
To anger and envy.
Internal energy is poetry,
Read and write and
Know the value of
Goodness and love.
Life is there,
Feel it in others.
Expansion of the self,
The one who is near and dear.
Keep connection and
Love all but stay unattached.

Gajanan Mishra
Pale Shadow

Pale shadow
See here, of
This material
Illusion and
I am beyond it
As I know the Truth
And I am with You
O my dear, with a
Real blissful life.

In the morning
At noon
In the evening
I am with You
And remembering
You always
Not for my own
Selfish purpose
But for all out
Welfare of all.

I know You are
The symbol of all potency
I know You are the reservoir
Of all opulence
I am with You
You are with me
That I know from the beginning
And I am in truth
I am in knowledge and light
It is only for You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Palm

Finger vis-a-vis palm and hand
depict many aspect.
See thumb symbol of
Will and intuition.
See headline of the child
That reveal attitude towards
life and indicate creativity.

Our Lord has no finger no palm
No hand and possibility of
Study God is not there.
Research failed.
We can only feel
While within Him always.

Gajanan Mishra
Palm Tree

Palm tree,
Oh yes, I like it.

Elephant and mountain,
Oh yes, I like all that.

Just for a minute,
I would like to describe
How they are all related.

Loving attraction and
All that I like it.

In pure form,
I want to see all.

Let me remember,
The mood, the expression,
And the awareness and that all.

Gajanan Mishra
Pan Card

Pam card is here
With me
I am showing
The pan card
You are to enjoy
And life as it is.

We are here to
Improve our relation
And what is the relation
being the administrative
And the administration
And here it is life as is it.

Gajanan Mishra
Pana (Odiaa)

Aalu kimba saru
Patrare pana
Hoi pare na.
Parabarti stri
Budha swamira hrudaya
Bujhi pare na.

Gajanan Mishra
Panama Channel

We are going away
In Panama channel,
Everything is going away.
The sky remains
As our only shelter.
They have taken aways
That are ours.
We are incapable,
We are poor and rustic,
We know not how to
Beat with the stick.
Taking advantage
Of our ignorance
They are playing mischiefs.

Gajanan Mishra
Pangs Of Birth

Pangs of my birth was severe
Due to pressure
Through the narrow passage
Loses of memory
Breathing systems stops
Horrible condition was there.

I fell on the ground from
the abdomen of my mother
Smeared with stool and blood
And play just like a worm
Germinated from the stool
I lost my superior knowledge
And I cried under the spell of illusion.

I was given to the care of a person
Who were unable to understand what I want
I fell in to the undesirable circumstances
And my suffering continued You know, my dear
I was helpless and in my helpless condition
Gnats mosquitoes bugs and other germs bite me
I deprived of my wisdom and I cried
In this way I passed my childhood my boyhood.

O my dear, help me to find you
To search the ultimate truth here
At this time and save from the non-permanent things
And from the ignorance in this darkest region
Here always everywhere there is illusion
And illusion, save me from material gratification.

Gajanan Mishra
Pani Nije

Pani nije
Dukhara karana nuhen
Mo trushna mate
Dukhi kare.

Ae pruthibi sundara
abam bhala kintu
Mo samprukti mate
Kasta die O dukhi kare.

Gajanan Mishra
Pani Sahita

Mu achhi pani sahita
Pani achhi mo sahita,
Pani nahin
Kichhi nahin.

sabujaka paniru jata
Jadi pani achhi
samaste achhanti khusire.

Pani pani
Ei pruthibi
Panire bharti.

Aakasha dishe
Panire,
Aau pani rakhe
Nianku aakasha podibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Panic Everywhere

Panic everywhere,
Moment of tragedy
For blind violence.

Gajanan Mishra
Panire Mu Dekhen (Odiaa)

Panire mu dekhen
Jibanara artha
Aau mo jibana achhi
Mukta pabanare.

Mu aakashara
Bada pati sune.
Aau aakashara
Gangare gadhæ.

Mu chahen
Aarab sagaraku jubaku
Aau aaraba sagar
Mate dekhe aethare.

Kana karibi mu?
Kahaku pauni pacharibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Panjhae Pakhi

Panjhae pakhi
rahigale majhi
Aakashare.

Gajanan Mishra
Papa

Papa
I am bored
Help me
To see
New sight
In this valley.
Mama
You know
How to live
With others
In pressure.
I pray
Relieve me
From here.

Gajanan Mishra
Papa - Life's Journey

Papa
I am bored
Help me
To see
New sight
In this valley.
Mama
You know
How to live
With others
In pressure.
I pray
Relieve me
From here.

Gajanan Mishra
Paper Revolution

Paper revolution,
No risk is there
And hence each one
Is eager to join
For easy
Name and fame.

If you have to
Climb the hill,
Then you have to
Take the risk,
And come out
From the house
And walk in
The sun and rain.

It is true
You have to
Put off your
Garments,
But you have
No power to
Disrespect other.

What you have acquired
That is not for you
But for your work.
And you have the right
To work but no right
Is there for its result.

When something has been
Given to you and you have
Accepted it long back,
How dare you to return
The same at present.
Is it not like committing
Suicide and Do you not know
Suicide is the greatest sin?
Fishy smell is there
In your actions and hence
No use of paper revolution.
Truthfully you have to act
With good intention
For peace and for the welfare
Of all population.

Gajanan Mishra
Paper War

All paper war,
And all in turmoil.

The cuckoo asked
Where to go,
No fuel.

All arise in gulfs,
Not a matter of gull,
But all about gullible.

Gajanan Mishra
Parachute

Ascending no, no
It is descending
From air ship.
O my dear, I have
Descended and now
I am ascending
To touch you
In this free verse.

No matter ascending
Or descending but
You are here
O my dear, I know
Without You
I am nothing here
And with You
No ascending n descending.

Gajanan Mishra
Parachute-Free

Ascending no, no
It is descending
From air ship.
O my dear, I have
Descended and now
I am ascending
To touch you
In this free verse.

Gajanan Mishra
Paradise

I am here
In this paradise,
And you are here
With honeycombs.
We both are voiceless,
We are going to conquer
Everything here at this time,
We have our own passports and visas.

Gajanan Mishra
Paradise, you said,
But I know fools are there.
They know not, really
What is life and
How life is full
Of struggle.
I know, in fool's paradise,
Each one is busy
In improving his and her
Images that has no meaning.
They are busy in
The oft-repeated game
That is outdated and they
Spent time in dream land.

Gajanan Mishra
Paradox

I am not able to
Do anything here,
But I can do anything.
No use of official language
Here in my state,
But law is that all or
In any purpose state language
Shall be used.
My land is full of wealth
But I am poor.

I am not able to
Do anything here.
Let me rise,
I am the son of a lion,
I am much more powerful
Than anyone else.
I can do anything,
Just wait and see.
Time is there
To favour me.
Come on, my dear,
Hope for the best.
I have the capacity
To do
What I dream of.

I know the eternal
Creates success
Out of His being,
If I am in truth.
I know I will perish,
And let me perish
To ashes,
If I have any self-interest
Or ill motive,
Or say evil intention.
Paradoxically

Paradoxically we are all
Living here, we are dying
At every moment and we are
Telling we are living in peace.
We are all yearning peace,
But we are declaring war
Against each other at every moment
Forgetting our own peaceful co-existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Paradoxically We Are

Paradoxically we are all
Living here, we are dying
At every moment and we are
Telling we are living in peace.
We are all yearning peace,
But we are declaring war
Against each other at every moment
Forgetting our own peaceful co-existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Paralysis

I know there is only
An enduring facet with you
And I looked grim.
I know everybody
Has contribution
In making a mess
On my land and
No ghost exorcised.
Explained not
Where is paralysis
Wonder not
Where sanity is.

Gajanan Mishra
Paralysis Attacked

Paralysis attacked
Paralyzed all
We chuckled at everything
And drowning fear.

My dear, O ocean
How can I buy you
When I do not want you
When I am far above from you.

Gajanan Mishra
Parameters Not Known

Parameters not known
Letters twitters
Words thoughts
Not found.

I am sure
I am not angel
I am sure
I am not ape
I am sure
I am a man
From begining.
And I know
No parameters can
Measure me.

Gajanan Mishra
Parameters Of Relevance

Write a poem
Write a poem
On the parameters
Of relevance
Write a poem
Write a poem
On the topic
Relating to Your
Own body and mind
Structure that
Is always here.

Write a poem
Write a poem
And evaluate it
On Your own
Idea and knowledge
That is truth
That is love
That is here
Always in Your
Creativity here
Forget not I am
Also here with You
O my dear.

We both are
The runners
We both are
The winners
We both are
Playing here
For ever
Let us write
All that are
Relevant for
The future.

Writing poem is
The pillar of
Our own structure
Of life and nectar
Let us flow with
The poems and
Write a fresh
Keeping in view
Our own nature.

Write a poem
Write a poem
Write a poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Paraphernalia

No limit,
No limit to
Anything like
Name, fame,
Form, creation,
Destruction, and
All paraphernalia.
Unlimited,
And unlimitedness
We are living,
Eating, hearing,
Seeing and doing
So many things.
We live unlimited,
And we die unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
I am dying
In parched throat,
Give me some drops
Of pure drinking water
In this summer.

I am dying, see me,
The sun is taking away
My life with its
Fortyfive degree heat.

Water is life as said,
Give me some drops
Of pure drinking water,
I am at your grievance
Redressal cell.

Gajanan Mishra
Pardon Me Sir

Pardon me sir,
I was not there,
The man who was there
Is not I.
Sometimes I think,
It is I but
Truth is that
It is not I.
I am my own enemy,
I am my own death
And I am changing
Though know not
Wrong or right,
So called mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Pardon Me, If You Are

Pardon me, if you are
Disturbed in any way
By my actions.
But I am here to act,
What shall I do?
I have to do what is good.
I know where is good,
Please come with me,
I will show you.
Coming with me
You could also discover
What is called love.
Pardon me, in spite of all,
If you are ignorant of true life.

Gajanan Mishra
Pardon My Blunders

Pardon my blunders,
O my dear, pardon me,
O my monarch, pardon me,
And You have pardoned me
And fulfilled my wishes,
O my dear, my body is
Your living place,
O my dear, I know, You
Are above all doubts and
Above all confusions,
You have stopped all that
Are stormy in my life,
You are the great and
Only the great of my life
And You know everything
About me, in fact I am
Your creation, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Pardoning

Who is guilty
Who is not guilty
I am not going to argue
I am going to say
O my dear, pardon me
I am guilty
I am in love
I love all
I trust all
This is my guilt.

Gajanan Mishra
Pare Dekhibara Ichha (Odia)

Pare dekhibara ichha, achhi priya,
enu eniki sabu yudhara yudha
jinibara achhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Pare Katha Heba (Odia)

Pare katha heba, dayakari.
Mate dekha, ebe mu byasta
mora dainandina karyare.
Mate mo karya saribaku heba
Tuma nirdharita samaya bhitare.
Paskhinku ganivbaku heba mate.
Aakashaku mapibaku heba.
Rastaku jibaku heba aau lokanku
Tanka khabara kahidebaku heba
Jaha tanka pakhare achhi.
Bikretaku pherei debaku heba
Tela jahara tarikha sarichhi.
Mu mo maanka sathire achhi
Maaku jara.
Aasa, dayakari, mu ethare achhi,
Tumaku kahuchhi sabu mo maa ra bhashare
Mo maanka matire.
Mo khusi jaha pranjala
barnana karibaku
Mu kana mukta?
sunibaku, mate call kara pare..

Gajanan Mishra
Paribaar (Odia)

Han, aame ethi tinijana,
Mu, mo striee aau kabita.
Juddhare aau santire kabita tari kama
Nirabare karichalichhi.
Kintu mo stree?
Se aepari paristiti srusti
Karuchhanti judhara aau santira.
Jaha sahita mu aadou samparkita nuhen.
Kintu pratimuhurta jibana bipada.
Tathapi chesta karuchhi niraba rahibaaku
Kichhi kamara nuhan jadio.
Aau karuchhi chesta smaraka debaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Paribaar  ?????? (Odia)

Han, aame ethi tinijana,
Mu, mo striee aau kabita.
Judhhare aau santire kabita tari kama
Nirabare karichalichhi.
Kintu mo stree?
Se aeparî paristiti srusti
Karuchhanti judhhara aau santira.
Jaha sahîta mu aadou samparkita nuhen.
Kintu pratimuhurta jibana bipada.
Tathapi chesta karuchhi niraba rahibaaku
Kichhi kamara nuhan jadio.
Aau karuchhi chesta smarakâ debaku.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??????
??, ??? ??? ??????
???, ?? ??????? ?? ????? ?

?????? ?? ???????
????? ?????????? ???? ???
?????? ?

?????? ?? ???????

?? ???? ?????????
???????? ?????
?????? ??????? ?

?? ??? ???? ????
?? ????????? ?? ??? ?

?????? ???? ?????
?????? ???? ?

??????, ?????? ????
???? ???????
Gajanan Mishra
Paribara O Desha (Odia)

Paribara heuchhi mula
Desha tiaarire
Kintu desha prathama.

Gajanan Mishra
Paris, Paris, Paris

Where is Paris?
Paris, Paris, Paris!

Where is humanity?
Men, Men, Men!
My dear men,
What has happened?

Am I not in Paris?
Is Paris not ours?

Still I am with you
Day and nights,
Stay fearless.

No one can disturb you
At any time.
No matter it is
Winter or summer!

Long live Paris!
Long live the earth!
Long live men!

I am here with you,
I am yours always.
Worry not and stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Park

O children
Go and play
This park is
Waiting for you.

Go and find
Birds airs
Flowers colours
Waiting for you.

Go and search
Your line
Your place
And where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
Parley

Parley's outcome -
What can not be done
Directly
That can not be done
Indirectly.
Parley's outcome -
Accept sanction
Not unilateral sanction.
Parley's outcome
Is not motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Parrot And Cuckoo

Parrot and cuckoo
Are here at this time
And at this time I am
Waiting for You here.

I am here and through my
Charming eyes, my dear
Looking at You with
Moisture of love.

The delight I feel
Here in this flower garden
O my dear, and I experienced
Thrill of joy.

See I am self-restraint
And on the path of enlightenment.

Gajanan Mishra
Part Of Life

Good and bad,
Dark and light,
Everything is
But part of life.
And life is truth,
You are to go
With integrity
Without any question.
However, you are
To say everything
Is fair and beautiful
We are just a tool.
It is the test of time,
Say, it is not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Part Of Me

You are
A part of me.
Right?

We are here,
We are there
Together.
Right?

Control,
Control the self,
Please.

Control yourself
And stay bright.
Right?

We are rising up,
We are going down,
And we are together.
Right?

Please see,
Please say,
Where we are!

Gajanan Mishra
Part Of The System

My request
My prayer are
Not necessary
If I am here
To admit
You can know everything
You can see everything
You can go everywhere
You can do anything
Whatever you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Part Of The Universe

Activity creates
The universe
And I am
Part of it.
I am the real
Entity and
I am undivided.
I am the whole truth,
Nothing is there
Besides me.
I am my controller,
And I am here
Where you want
To discover.

Gajanan Mishra
Part Only

Creation yours
Part only what
We perceive
No body has power
To alter to change
To modify to stop
Creation that is
On and on.

Marvellous
And marvellous
Is this creation
The sounds here
The pictures
The water the air
And inhabitants
All are marvellous.

Do not try to understand
This creation
You can not
You only a part
And a part
can not explain
About the whole.

The whole is
The whole.
I am also a
Part and a
Part only.

Gajanan Mishra
Participate Not

Participate not please
In the corrupt exhibition
That are here at present.

If you participate
Mind it you are
Approaching death.

Gajanan Mishra
Particular Care

You are there,
And taking
Particular care.
I am obliged, but
To express I
Have no words.
Words are also
Yours, that I know.
I am unable to
Express the state
Of affairs,
Excuse me, sir.
For you, I am here
Good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Particular Way

I can not go
In a particular way
As you show
I have so many friends
And companions see
I have so many thoughts
I have no affinity
With any other
O my dear, I am
With you now
It is your treatment
That compel me to stay
For some moment more
Thanks for togetherness
O my fragment
You are only my present.

Gajanan Mishra
Parting Garden

Arrogance all
Came at a time
With flowers
And scents.

Courtyard is
Naked still
And I see in me
Unreturnable bird is
Flying away with high speed.

Here in this garden
You cannot find any
Flower or the bee
It is there like a
Solitary foot path.

Gajanan Mishra
Partition

Partition is not conclusive
And I am unable to decide
Which part is yours
And which is mine.

Is there any difference
Between foot and palm
Between men and women
Between sea and sky.

Utter not any word
It will go against you.

Go and stay there enjoying full
There it is yours.
It is not divisible
And you are within it.

Gajanan Mishra
Partly Good

Partly good
Partly bad.
Am I sad?

You are with me
I am with you
And we are separate.

What you knew
You told
What I knew
I told
Nothing came out
To make us fold.

What I said
And what you said
Not matched.

Gajanan Mishra
Partnership

It is good and
it is necessary
to go to the space.
Space belong to none
and yet we can occupy
through partnership.

Let us keep our
thoughts and feelings
pure. Keeping purified
is our responsibility.

It is true, we have
undisputed sovereignty,
It is true, we are affluent
on this earth with unique identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Pase Basle Bhi (Kosli)

Kana Bhabuchhen,
Kahi parmi ken
Pase basle bhi?

Kahemi kentakari
Bhasha ta nain
Mor pakhe.

Kahin paemi
Sunathali,
kahin paemi
Rupa gadu.

Pher bhi kenta
Buthi helin
Etki range
Janichha badu?

Gajanan Mishra
Pass Words

Relating to rights
Obligations privileges
Pass some words.

Be a sage
Cut edge
Illumine future.

Gajanan Mishra
Passage For All Ages

'Language
is not barrage
but passage
for all ages'
rightly said
by my dear
honorable poet
friend Mehta
Hasmukh Amathalal
I salute you
My dear poet,
And I love my
mother and language
and my land and
I know, here
that is the only
source of my life
and my everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Passes Away

Passes away
Everything passes away
The night the star
The day the fire
Everything everything.

I remained as it is
Where it is
Here as a fairy tale.
Death passes away
Birth passes away
And passes away
Everything passes away.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing From

Passing from here
To there,
Something difficult
Without horse-dance.

Try not to
Possess anything-
Sparking in your dreams.

Eyes blind-folded
Follow not any one,
You are not the sun
To tackle any situation.

Give not word
If you are not able
To follow tend.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing Many Births

I am passing through many births
But I have remembered You only
O my dear, I know You are birthless
You are immortal you are divine potency
I know, You have kept nature under your control
And You come forth for the protection
Of the innocent and virtuous, my dear
You are the controller and chastiser of foes.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing Off

It is all passing off
Without passing up
But for a new life.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing On This Way

Passing on this way
I opened the doors
And windows
And saw so many things
With you O my dear.

That I have forgotten
That I am Your part
And parcel with
Bursting shadows
And heard so many sounds
In the space provided.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing Out

It is you
Who are passing out
And not I
It is I
Being real
Never cease
To be
Acquire qualification
To see
If you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Passing Through

I am passing through
Hills and mountains
Forests of bamboos reeds
Sharp grass weeds and caves
I am passing through
Deep dark dangerously
fearful forests
Play yards of snakes owls
And jackals
I am also passing through
Rivers ponds resservoirs of waters
Filled with beautiful
Lotus flowers and seas oceans
Fit for the denizens of heaven
With bees and singing birds
I know You are with me
Throughout my life I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Passion Binds

Passion binds,
Come on from it
If you want
To be free.
Be cheerful,
O my dear,
Sadness is not
there to touch you.

Gajanan Mishra
Passion For Violence

Is very bad
Taking pleasure in violence
Slaughter innocent creatures
Is not for good of anybody.

O my dear, understand the life
And understand the Truth
You are now on this platform
And see everyone as your part
And parcel and deliver the real
Profit to yourself at least.

Remember my dear, you are
On the mode of goodness
And for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Passion Of Beauty

Passion of beauty
Passion of beauty
And it is my duty
To come forward
In changing body.

Let me bless, my dear, and
See me, I am personification
Of full moon and the very
Nature of the Supreme
That is there in my dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Passport

I have not got my passport
I have not decided to go.

So far I know
There is no place to go.

I have not decided to go
I have not got my passport.

There is no place to go
So far I know.

I am here
My life is here
And there is
No substitute of life.
I know
You know.

Gajanan Mishra
Password

Poor I am and
You are here
To look upon me.
I have my own name
And this is the password
Given by you
My poor password
Is yours
So also my name
Poor I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Password is required
To enter anywhere.
Real identity is a must.
To renounce and sustain.
Password is required.
And to give password
Face fire is a must.
Knowledge is the face fire,
And it is there with
Fearlessness and with
Equanimity in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Password Unknown

Password unknown,
Still, I am there
In the room.

Let me convert
The life there
Outside the room.

I am inside the room,
I am also outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Past And Present

Only past and present are with me
And I am writing poetry
My poetry are most profound
Most secret of all
Unless you fix your mind on it
You can not look to the future
Through my poetry and also you
Can not lead a good life in your society
I am writing poetry only for you, my dear
You may belong to any caste any creed
Any sex any country any color no matter
I want to disclose my secret
You, my dear, be prepared to read my poetry
Through this link language
With faith, mind not about the mistakes.

Gajanan Mishra
Past is always glorious,
We should not be ashamed of
Our glorious past.
Let us keep in mind,
We should make our future
Brighter than our glorious past.
We are here in this world
And this world is full of huge knowledge.
Let us go with these knowledge
On the path of truth and love.
We have to accept all, as
This world is for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Past Life

I am enjoying my past life,
It is all good and all bad,
And I cannot blame anyone.
I am the cause and
I am the effect.
Let me denied what I am not.
My pleasure is mine and
I am my own judge.

Gajanan Mishra
Past Life- I Utilize

How can I know
My past life,
And even if
I know I do
Agree to suffer
The results
Of my past life.
I am the conqueror,
And I am the victor,
I am the successful
Winer and also
I am the chief executor
Of this life
Here and hereinafter.
I know the value of life,
I know I am in goodness
And successfully I
Utilize my time
For other's benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Past Present Future

Past, present, and future -
All are one.
And they are not in a position
To affect my life.
Hours, months, years, seasons -
All are one,
And they cannot touch me
As you see I am always living
Beyond them.
I can wind me up,
I can create me anywhere.
But you, my dear, let me say,
Need me in both gross and
the subtle way to stay here.

Gajanan Mishra
Past, Present And

Past, present and
Future- everything is
Here with me now.

Gajanan Mishra
Pastimes

Bewildering
Mascara washed
From eyes
From face
No offence
Put to custody
Bewildering
Who is here
Who is going
From here
Who is coming here
No sign
Exchange offer
Not cognate.

Gajanan Mishra
Pasu Nuhen ??? ????? Odia

??? ????? ????,
??? ?????
???????
??????? ?? ????

???? ?? ??-??
??? ??????

??? ?????
????????????

???? ?????
????? ?????

Gajanan Mishra
Patch Not

Patch not
Old cloth
With new one,
Old cloth will
Tears away.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Breaking

I want to say
Path breaking.

No path here
From the beginning.

Ordinary man like me
Approaching but not reaching.

Place and time
Not at my reach.

Gajanan Mishra
Path - Clear

Path is clear
I have to go further
And at the end
There is a flower
That is to wither.

Gajanan Mishra
Path I Want To Choose

Path I want to choose
Is not here as you see.
But I discover it within.

Gajanan Mishra
Path is not wrong,
But we are wrong.
Wrong is not wrong
So long as we are right.
We are right and
We are here to fight,
To fight with wrong,
To establish the truth.
Truth is life,
And life is a feeling,
We are here to feel
Others in our own feelings.
Here we are and
Here our star-world.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Itself

Path itself is there,
You cannot say
The path is right or
The path is wrong.
But on the path,
It is you
Who do, wrong.
Come on to the right
Side and fall not.
What you do,
You are there to go,
And where you go,
The path is there
To take you.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Good Fortune

Time is eternal,
Men, be aware of
The influence of
Eternal life.

Life is eternal,
Men, be aware of
The influence of
Eternal time.

Time and life,
Both are with us
And we are to
Proceed ahead.
Men, we are on
The path of good fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Good Life

Again and over again
I am thrilled with you,
My dear poet.
You are the symbol of
All joy.
You are really wonderful
And thrilling with
So much words with you
That are really lovable
And the truth.
You are showing us the way
To lead a good life that are
Colourful and unique
For everyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Life

Your touch
Your song
Your love
All path,
Path of my life.
Let me sink
in your love
in your song.

Let me count the numbers
That are there in you.
But you are a man of
Without number that I know.

Poison is nectar in you,
And life is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Love

Path of love is not easy
to follow.
Not easy to stay in
the house of truth.
Not easy to
learn the real
knowledge.
Not easy to
maintain life
in this world
full of struggle.
Words are not
easy to utter as
the sky is not clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Love- Truth

Path of love, and
On this path
I am going, see,
This path is Yours,
O my dear, and I am
Yours, I am sure.
And I am imprisoned
See, by true and
Sincere love.
I know love
And love is fully
Enlightened and Truth.
Real wise men with
Love is like You.

Gajanan Mishra
You know
The path of perfection.
Let me go on that path,
And let me know the truth.

You are honoured by
All orders of life.
Let me follow the orders
By controlling my senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Righteousness

Following the path of
Righteousness if you
Fight for rights
You must get success.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Self Realization

It is not easy to go
On the path of self-realization.
Committing mistake is but common
It takes time for rectification.
O my dear, You are the Supreme Soul
And being Supreme You should forgive me
For any inaction wrong action
And You are to give proper direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Path Of Self-Knowledge

Yes, I am sure,
I can attain you
On the path of self-knowledge.
Yes, I know
You have the radiance,
Radiance of lightning.
Bliss is there
In your love and words.
It is true,
You are the embodiment of
Truth, knowledge, and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Patha Dekhaa

Patha dekhaa
Tumathiku pahanchibaku.
Sakti diaa
Tumaku chhuinbaku.
Sammati diaa
Tuma sahita kathahebaku.
Anumati diaa
Satya unmochankaribaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Pathakanku Karen Namaskar  ??? ?? ???????  ???? ???????(Odia)

Mu mo pathakanku kren namaskar,
Prathame semaanankau jeumaane
Mo kabita padhibaaku karanti ni mana,
Taapare semananku jeumaananka pakhare
Samaya nahin bhitaraku jibaaku
Aau karanti samaalochnaa thae jadio sabu sunya,
Tathapi karanti mate sapha,
Taapare semaananku jeumaane padhanti aau bujhanti kichhi,
Taapare semaananku jeumaane karanti
Anubhaba mo kabitaa aau karanti
Cheestaa banchibaaku sethire.
-
In Odia script;
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Gajanan Mishra
I am Pathankot,
I know, war is there
In me, between
The dark and the light.
I know the winner
Is the light.
The terror and
The terrorist will
Not last long.
My security men are
Very very strong.
I know and I realize
I have to take preventive
Measure for the safety of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Paths To Hell

Paths to hell are
Lust, anger, vanity
And covetousness.
O my dear, go not
On these paths,
You would certainly fall,
Do not turn hostile
To living beings,
Almighty is there
Within all.
If you have oceans
Of virtues, my dear
That would not do
Any kind of help to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Pathways

Pathways- innumerable, but
We are to go only on one path
To the ocean of immortality.

Gajanan Mishra
Patience And Confidence

Patience and confidence are
With you that I know.

You are here and you have
Accepted all and you are
Executing your service
According to rules and regulations.

Have patience and confidence
Always with you, my dear.

Do you know what is truth
And if you know then only
I am coming forward to make
Friendship with you.

I know you are a living entity
And you are part and parcel of Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Patience And Determination

To attain the truth,
Patience and determination
is needed.
Make no haste, my dear,
Stay indifferent and
Achieve quietude.

Truth is the base and the illuminator.
Fix your mind on truth,
Think yourself as
part and parcel of truth.
You may change, my dear,
But truth remain the same,
You are within the truth,
Test yourself, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Patience And Life

Only with patience and
Perseverance, you can
Win the world and
You can realise the truth
With so many eyes,
Ears, noses,
So many hands, and
So many legs.
But you are to
Reveal yourself
With love.
Confirm yourself first
That you are yours
Here at this hours.

Gajanan Mishra
Patience And More Patience

Patience,
Have patience,
More patience.
The mountain
Tells me,
The earth
Tells me,
The sky
Tells me.
Patience,
Have patience,
Till the air
Returns back
All here.

Gajanan Mishra
Patience And Peace

Patience and peace,
Two instruments,
By which you can get
Success everywhere.

Nothing to fear,
If you are not greedy,
Wait to achieve
The real purpose of life.

Dear men, stay truth-conscious
And stay happy and victorious.
Dear men, take practical action
And get perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Patient And Peaceful

Patient and peaceful,
But we are brave enough
To fight the enemies,
Going against humanity
And freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Patra

patra matire
padu nahin
dekha, jauchhi uparaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Patridge

Patridge is a bird,
I want to ride on it,
But how?

Gajanan Mishra
Paucity

Smallness is there in our time,
Smallness is there in our life.
Smallness and we are living
In this smallness.

But pauperism has not touched us.
We have paved the way for the future.
Patron saints are there all around us
And they are telling us not to worry
At any situation anywhere here.

We scoot and reached nowhere,
We see our own mirror image
And we feel mirthless-
Reason not known. We are
Not misanthropic though.

Gajanan Mishra
Paucity Of Pious Activities

I am poor,
I am ignorant,
I am also a fool.
Paucity of pious
Activities are
With me.
I regret
My living style.

Gajanan Mishra
Pay Attention

Pay attention to my words
That are there within you.
I am telling about you,
And you are entitled, I know.

How long you are there, and also
I want to know about your livelihood
And you are keeping aside yourself
And that is not the truth.

No right and no wrong,
It is all the same here
With the hearing and
In detachment.

It is your sense of purity,
You may take it as real and unreal as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Pay For This

Pay for this,
Pay for that,
Nothing is free.
Nothing is cheap,
No bargain,
Rate fixed.
Come on and select,
Your choice,
Your voice.
All are to be
Recorded,
Nothing to worry.
Before CCTV
No chance to cheat.

Gajanan Mishra
Pay Respect

Pay respect to
Your Father
Your Mother
To your guide
And philosopher
Remember all
Is one and one
And He is all pervading
Omniscient and within all
Pay respect pay respect
If you fail
No one is there as
Your well-wisher
Remember, the Truth, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Paying Attention

I am paying attention to your message
O my dear with pen in hand and
Cutting through the binding knots
Of earthly reactionary work
I know You are in the sky
I always keeping You in mind
And I am paying attention to
Your words your messages for liberation
You are my only well-wisher
I know and doing your works here.

Gajanan Mishra
Paying Dues

No proof,
Wonderful,
I have no proof
That I am truthful.

It is You
O my dear, who is
All-Embracing
All-Knowing.

You are doing good
And there is no fear
Nothing to grieve.

Truth is You are Pure
And You are ever ready
To pay my dues.

Gajanan Mishra
Paying Everything

I am paying everything for you
And you in turn tolerate me.
I am here only for you
I am here because of you
I am here
Yours.

Look this Tiha
The beautiful green
Sacred bird
Pious path that shows.
It is not whole right
To say I love you
It is right to say
Without you my whole
Existence is not possible.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace

Freedom from war is peace
And war never ends

Gajanan Mishra
Peace - A Means

Attain it, my dear
And it is in you.

War - a necessity
Fight it, my dear
And find the sight
In you.

Try to live
In between war
and peace - nothing absolute.

Who are you, man
To needs anything?
And what is that
That is lacking with you?

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Formula

See and find
Find and apply
The peace formula
That is there as truth
In my poems
If you are really
Very much anxious
To live in peace
And in real prosperity.

If you are really in truth
Nothing can be wrong in you
If you are really in truth
No needs to enact laws
To reform your way of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace and happiness are there,
Where there is renunciation.
And where there is renunciation,
There is the end of miseries.
And there is love and eternal bliss,
Where there is love and eternal bliss,
There is everything, happiness and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Harmony

Let peace and harmony
Prevail everywhere always.
Let all perform all
Activities for all good.
Let all beauties be there
With us all around.
Let us stay clean
And in all purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Immortality

It is more
What You have given
Than my desire
And I have got
My peace and
My immortality
With my contrite
Heart and secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Joy And Love

Peace and joy and love
All are there in my poems,
All are for you, enjoy them.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Morality

No peace,
No morality.
Life is suffering
There today, with
The quarrelsome people.
And these people
Indulge themselves
In wine, illicit
Relation with women,
Gambling and they are
Busy in slaughterhouses business.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Only Peace

Peace and only peace,
That I want, my birthright,
Without any condition.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Peace Of Mind

Peace
Peace and peace
Peace and peace of mind
Are absolutely different
From one another.

I know, You know
And we have forgotten
What is known here
At this juncture, my dear,
And we find no creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And Prosperity Are There

Where there is spiritual advancement
Here we find happiness
Here we find full cooperation
For common welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace And War

To ensure peace
Be ready for war
To see me
You please see
Yourself first
To get everything
You give everything
This is the world
Of give and take
And you are here
Not to destroy
But to make.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Be Unto You!

Peace be unto you!
Remember, God is always
Forgiving and merciful.

Despite your wrong
God is rich in
Pardon for you.

Peace be unto you!
Remember my dear brothers
I am yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Comes

Peace never comes
The way you want
Peace comes only
Within you
If there is no desire
Within you
Peace comes only
If your movement is free
Free from attachment
Peace comes only
If your are not
Egocentric
Peace comes
Peace comes.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Disturbed

Peace disturbed in Buddha path
Stumbling block in reality.

See is always not seeing
Hear is not hearing.

We failed to watch here
The rising of the sun
And the sun failed to
Give light to us.

Yet we are lucky we are here
We are breathing in and
Breathing out to say
We are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Is Not An End

Peace is not an end,
But a means to
Attain the truth.
And truth is life,
And life is to live
Without any
Selfish motive.
And in life
One has to abandon
Everything right now.
As no one knows
How to die and when
And where and
For what.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Means

Peace means
Pursuance of
Stability and
Development.

I wish
The entire world
Be live
In peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Or Prosperity

What do you want
Peace or prosperity?
You are in a prosperous
Condition but not in peace,
Prosperity has no meaning.
You are in peace,
If you are not active,
Not progressive,
Not living to the core,
Peace has no meaning.
But peace is the goal
And for peace, struggling
Is a must and we are to
Sacrifice so many things.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Project

Peace project,
Peace project is
Crumbling and
We are the silent
Spectators.
Bearer of the peace torch
Is acting as the wanderer.
Is it time for our
Own destruction and
Are we going towards
Next world wars.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Searching

You are on a mission
Of peace searching,
Go within.
Peace is there
In solitude.
Stay in crowd,
No problem, but think
Who you are there
And what you are doing
For whom.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace Zone

India that is Bharat-
A peace zone.
Come to India
And enjoy life.
India is for all,
All are for India.
India is there
To lead the world.
Listen to the vibration
Of words, words of love.
All beauty, and eternity and
All truth are here.
Come to India to acquire knowledge
And to realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace, Peace And Peace

Peace, peace and peace,
It is all peace
We are to attain in this life,
But no peace and no grace
Here or hereafter
Till life is there.

Life is a path,
Path of grace and harmony,
Life in purity,
Life in submission.
Here we are to
Salute one another.
Here we are to go with
Forgiveness and compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace, Death, Truth

Peace

Though, within,
I am searching
Everywhere.

Death

Know, this life,
Eternal, and yet
I am in fear.

Truth

This life
And this earth
And this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace, Peace, Peace

Peace, peace, peace,
World wants peace,
You are right Nandita
I do agree, but
Let me add a few lines
Peace is not in war,
Peace is in our tolerance,
Peace is in our living style,
Peace is in our perseverance,
Peace is in our love,
Peace is in the Mantra-
Live and let live.
Let us know who we are
and what should be our role here there.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace, Where It Is

Peace, where it is
I asked you
And you replied
It is here with me.

Where I am
I wanted to know
And you replied
You are in peace.

I circled
Round and round myself
Singing and dancing
And I discovered truth.
And also I discovered love
In that truth and I feel alright.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Eternally

Peaceful eternally,
Everything and everyone here.

Here, find each one
In unlimitedness.

Try to enjoy life
Here in full.
Enjoy the benefits
It is all for you.

Life is to achieve something
And know, it is love.
Life is to do something,
But it is in truth.

But be cautious to the driver,
To your thinking process, thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Life

Enhance everyone's
Peaceful life, my dear,
If you love really
And if you really in truth.

Smile with great affection
For all, my dear,
With your beautiful
Moonlike glances and face.

It is true, dear,
You are the reservoir of
All nectar. It is true,
You are here for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Relish

Peaceful relish
Infinite relish
And attain
Infinite relish
And satisfy your
Hunger, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Rise

Rise, rise,
And rise.
Peaceful rise.
Rise peacefully
And build a
Harmonious society.

How to develop in society,
It is you to decide.
But rise with the light,
With the love of Diwali.

Diwali is the symbol of
Light and limitlessness,
Go with it with full safety
To touch the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Thought

Let peaceful thoughts
Come to me always and
Keep me in calm delight.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful Waves

Disturb not
Peaceful waves,
That is for us.
We are here
To grow
With timeless
Moment.
Stones and hoods
Have no role
To play, remember.
Say not any
Dubious words
And disturb not
The atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Peaceful We Are

Peaceful we are, but we can
Understand and we are able to
Give a befitting reply to
The language of war.

We know, fear creates irritation,
Irritation creates anger
And anger creates violence,
We know peace cannot be achieved
By violence and by war.

Peaceful we are, but we will not
Allow any one to tear up peace
And tranquility in our area.
And also we allow not you
To abuse peaceful development.

Gajanan Mishra
Peace-Life

Is there any geography
of my hunger?
Is there any color
of my thirst?
Is there any religion
of my love?

I know not.

But I know
I am yours,
You are my world
And I am with you,
And here
I get peace
of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Peacemaker

Peacemaker,
It is you, here.
Entire world
Is waiting to
See, my dear,
Show all how
Successful actor
You are dear.
You are to
Give joy,
You are to
Love all.
No one can do
Any harm further.

Gajanan Mishra
They called me peacock
I am peacock
A bird with
Beautiful plumage
I am blue
Glossy blue color
People of India
Made me their
National bird
I am brave
And warble.

Gajanan Mishra
Peacock - A Bird

Peacock - a bird,
It reproduces
Like any other bird.

Cow - an animal,
Sober and innocent,
So also the goat.

And all
Annoyed us at present
For the purpose
Best known to all.

Who am I to interfere?
It is better to watch
And hear all discussions
And get some pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Peacock Feather

What is there
In it,
In that
Peacock feather?
My dear, I am
Waiting for
The answer,
But you are
Not there
To give me
A touch.
But we are
Together here
Day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
Peak

Peak is here
Peak is there

Go here go there
Go anywhere
and find peak
only peak.

Reach peak
find chick
with chic
be chief.

Chirp, chirp
keep, keep.

Where is peak
where is peak
It is only you
who can pick peak.

Gajanan Mishra
Pebble

Time ia pebble
Life is water
Comeup with pebble
To make life pure
And truthful.

Gajanan Mishra
Peddler

What he sells?
Where from
He comes,
With all
The materials?
No account is
There with
Anyone here.
But I see
The peddler
Always in pleasure.
I see him
As a real lover,
Real social worker.

Gajanan Mishra
People

People are
Final voters
In any matter
Not the representatives
Not the officials
In parliamentary
Democratic set up
Think about the people
O so called leaders
You are servants and
Servers only keep it
In mind and You to
Know the magic number game
Can be reversed
In the days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
People Are Supreme

People are supreme
In democratic form
Neither rule nor norm.
People's representatives
Can discuss any matter
They are the first server.
The executives and judiciary
Are there to help and support
The people-rapport.

Gajanan Mishra
People Can Be Wrong But Not The Stone

People can be wrong
But not the stone.
Listen to the stone
Attentively and carefully,
How the stone is describing
Like a travelling agent on
Colorful flowers,
Marble moving mountains,
Singing birds, waterfalls,
And about footpaths.
But what is there
In front of my eyes is
The life roaming here
And there like dazzling stars.

Gajanan Mishra
People Here

People here are
Indiscipline misguided,
People here are
Overwhelmed by unfavorable results.
People here are
Never peaceful and
Their brief life-span vitiated.
Everywhere find
Hypocrisy and pollution
Everywhere find
Inauspicious aspects.
Preachers teachers are
Not in truth
No bliss no perfection here
In this materialistic world
O my dear, come to the Truth
And be Truth-conscious
To escape from the flowery
Net of unsocial elements
And from hypocrisy.

Gajanan Mishra
People In General

People in general
Are misguided
By the politicians,
People in general
Are unlucky.
Above all, they are
Disturbed for nothing.

I know, this is
The age of quarrel.
Still then, we the poets
And the true learned
Should come forward
To save the people
From the curse of life.

Let people know,
They are blessed,
Ultimate good is
Only for them.
Let the people
Understand the truth,
The value of love.

The people in general
Are competent to do
All good here,
They are all pure and
They deserve reward,
Reward of love,
The reward of affection.

Gajanan Mishra
People Language ??? ????

??? ??
??? ??
??? ???
?????? ???
?????? ???
?????? ??? ??
?? ????? ?????
????? ??
????? ????? ?????
?? ???? ??
? ???????
???? ????????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
People Of

People of all faiths
And backgrounds
Be respected equally.
All are one and the same
In the eyes of nature,
Be remembered and
Be opened to all.

We are all one family,
Humanity is our religion,
Love is our symbol,
Truth is our goal,
To serve the people
Is the greatest service,
Should be rendered.

Be not irresponsible
And cruel,
Take not divisive agenda
Into consideration,
Pit not mother against mother,
Neighbor against neighbor.
Tear not the fabrics
Of the communities
Shun zero leadership,
And go for public safety,
Education and health service,
Take the scope and
Do good to all, and try
To win the hearts of people.

Gajanan Mishra
People Should Have

People should have
The right to
Express themselves freely
Sedition laws
In democracy has got
No values
You may write poems
You may draw cartoons
It is no crime
You are expressing your views
Sedition laws has
No values
Nobody can restrain you
Nobody can restrain you.

Gajanan Mishra
Perceive Everything

Perceive everything
In the eyes of wisdom,
Behold everything
In the eyes of divine.
The world is real,
Know it from your
Own experience here
All the time.

Gajanan Mishra
I perceive nothing,
This or that
Has no meaning.
Is it my
Helplessness, my dear?
That I know not.
Still I desire a lot.

No vengeance and nothing,
Let me give a chance,
Let me perceive the truth.
And what is the truth?
Am I going to meet my end?
That I know not, my dear,
See still I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Perceive Reality

Perceive reality
As an ant
Extract grains of sugar
Mixed with sand
O my dear
Perceive the real entity
Pervading the unreal world.

Gajanan Mishra
Perceive The Reality

Perceive the reality
And try to see the thing
As it is.

Just go to the nature
And discover yourself
For the sake of others.

You lack nothing my dear,
And what you are doing
Go on doing further.

Gajanan Mishra
Perceiving All

Perceiving all
To be a part and
Parcel of Truth
I developed an
Intense love and
Affection for all.

I know, my dear,
You all love me, twice
As much as I love you all,
We are all here
With love and affection,
And in absence of one,
Another is in fire and
Life is no more life.

The day and the nights
All appear dreadful.
O my dear, let us perceive
The Truth and feel it
Within as ultimate
Source of happiness.

Love, love and love
Is only ours here, my dear,
Be in love, be in truth,
In love and in truth
There is no separation
There is no hatred and so
Stay with Truth always.

Gajanan Mishra
Perception Of The Truth

Take this point of view
And come to
The perception of the truth.
Study the materials in details,
And Stay firm in
The expansion of yourself.
Stay alerted, and realize
The oneness with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Perceptions

Power of perception is with me
And I perceive anger wonder
Comedy chivalry mercy fraternity
Horror shock neutrality
Parenthood conjugal love
And servitorship.

Power of perception is with me
And I perceive like ant
Like elephant and the sum total
I gather is Love
Love is primary element
of living and I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect And Complete

Always see me
Perfect and complete,
Ask not anything,
And accept everything.

No doubt you are powerful,
But stay plain and simple,
Enjoy the time and
The place nicely.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect And Proper

Perfect and proper
You and Your chapter
It is transferred
Life prosper.

Proper and perfect
No effect react
We are committed
To twilight in nest.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Combination

Perfect combination
Clear vision and illusion.
More than one definitions
It has and still got purification.

Let us search out
Ours own natural position.
No confirmation on any
Contamination.

O my dear, I know not anything
I am just here to help You
Becoming the handle of Your axe
To cut down the thorn trees of this world-garden.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Day

This day
Perfect day
Come on fresh,
Dear guys.

Touch the time,
Touch the hearts,
Love and truth
On the card.

Life's reflection,
Life's direction
All for illumination,
All for emancipation.

We are on this day
Waiting for actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Ingredients

Perfect ingredient
Perfect ingredient with
Life-food that favor
Future promises.

Nothing but boasting
Past facts and nothing
But facing the storms
To serve own purposes.

Going deep and deep and
Deeper resonance I
Began flowing without
Disparaging anyone.

I know everyone I
I know everything I.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Knowledge

Knowledge and perfect knowledge is necessary
Knowledge of ultimate source of everything is necessary
Knowledge about the relation with Almighty is necessary
Knowledge about one's duty towards perfection of society is necessary
Reading and careful reading of everything is necessary
And in everything He is therein one can find and after
That one should accept Him as a concrete principle
And this is the rule to avoid any situation that is horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Knowledge Enables Us

Perfect knowledge enables us
To know You, O my dear.
You are the knowledge.
Let me be well versed
In the sciences of Truth
That is about You.
And so far my knowledge goes
It is unlimited unending
And also no middle no beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Man

Perfect man, perfect work,
And it is intellect.
All questions and
All answers are there
Within intellects.
An intellect is the garden of lights,
Lights of love and truth.
For the intellects
We see the world beautiful.
No news but pray for life,
And life is continuing
Without any ending anywhere
Just it is a dance as said
On birth-death circle,
On birthless and deathless feet.
And the winner is the intellect,
With his work in perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Race

Perfect race
Leading life
In murmurs.
Joy remember,
Wander not
Keep with you
Pure order.
Keep yourself
Measured and
Be tolerant
And have patience
My dear. See,
The sight of nature-
Your future.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Stage Of Meeting

Perfect stage of meeting is
Embracing truth and discovering
Love in correct path be surrendered.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Talker

You think me good
My dear, let me clear
I am not so good
You think me bad
Let me clear, my dear
I am worse than that
But it is clear
I am trying always
To become better
And better
My pen is good
My words are good
It does not mean
I am a better writer
If purity is not inner
And again my actions
Can be pure but see
I am not pure
The actual doer
Likewise so many
Things are there to say
But my dear as you know
I am not a perfect talker.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Virtue

I am writing poems
As I think
Writing poems is
Practising
The most perfect virtue
Trusting the soul
And honouring
Its sound.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfect Vision

I know You have a perfect vision
And You Yourself could know me
And my sense of perception
You are my dear only dear
You my love my dream being birthless
No death can touch you my idea my emotion
You are my Love O my dear
You have appeared before me
Only for my welfare and
For my well-being.

I know You are the knowledge
You are the cognizant of all knowledge
You yourself has appeared before me
I have nothing to say or hear
Except Yours O my Master
I know everyone else and that is You
You are my letters You are my spirits
You are my all in all You are my love
In his earth You are eternity
You are deathless and You are here
By Your causeless mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfection In Return

Give me protection,
I am here to give you
Perfection in return.

How can I give
Nothing is mine
And I am just in.

I wonder where you are,
And I dare to asked that star.

The star is smiling
And I am realizing
The truth in life.

Life itself is a blessing
I know, nothing is confusing
Just accept everybody as kith and kin.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfection Of Human Life

Perfection of human life
Lies in purified stage of
Fearlessness.

It is true, nothing to do
With family prestige and
Luxurious life.

Hear nothing and
Live like a dumb man.

See, irreligious practices
Everywhere,
Throughout the world.

Be a man of pure spirit
And realize the truth
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfectly Right

If I am prepared
Myself to fight.

I am pure in habit
I see You, O my dear
In all things all sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Perform Actions

To comfort others
O my dear,
Forget about evils
And virtues
That appear in different
Forms in different situations,
Remember, evils persist
With virtues, The virtues
Appear to be valuable.

Gajanan Mishra
Perform Duty For Duty's Sake

Expect no reward
Either here or
Hereafter.

Duty indicates
Who is who.

Also have no affinity
With object time and place
While performing duty.

No attachment no bondage.

Here You are, my dear
Appear and disappear
And it is wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Perform Not

Perform not
Forbidden actions.
It is also actions
And it is good
For the welfare
Of others.

Nothing new
Here in this world.
Nothing is there
To be performed
By you.

It is all good,
It is all for mankind,
It is all for love.

Gajanan Mishra
Perform Your Own Duty

Perform your own duty
And attain truth
That is within you.
Think always about you
Realize that you are
Within all.

Gajanan Mishra
Performing Action

Performing action
has got no meaning.
Come on and see, I am
doing nothing except
calling you always
through writing poems.
Through these poems
I am touching you
and you are appearing
for all here.
I am yours only,
and you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Performing New Actions

I am a human being
I can perform new actions
And in performing new actions
I can reap the fruits of deeds
Of earlier lives.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfume

What is the use of
Perfume
If we have kept
With us
Purified and
Sweet thought!

We should proceed
With our own
Philosophy,
That is unique
And that is
For us.

Our thought
Our light.

Gajanan Mishra
Perfumed Garden

Here in You
I find perfumed
Garden wherein
All seasons are
Playing with
Equal tunes.

And what is that?
That is my life
That is my leaf
Flower and fruit
That is my life
And my love.

Here in I find
An ocean of life and livings.

Gajanan Mishra
Perhaps I am not here
Perhaps You are not there
Perhaps nothing is there
Between us.

Perhaps we are going together
Perhaps we are not going anywhere
Perhaps time is going away
From us.

Gajanan Mishra
Perhaps, I Have Committed Mistake

Perhaps, I have committed mistakes,
Excuse me, if it is so sir,
Let me concede and allowed you
To do as you desire.

This much I can do and nothing more,
See me, how helpless I am here, I am not
Capable to pick up a dry leaf from the ground,
You can accept or reject me on any ground.

Gajanan Mishra
Perishable And

What you see
Is perishable
You are not here
To see me
I am imperishable.

O my dear
I am not masculine
I am not feminine
I am also
Not neuter.

No modification
No description
See what you are
And you are not entity
Earthly and unearthly.

Gajanan Mishra
Perishable Body

Perishable body.

I identify myself
With this perishable body.

Is it true?
You are putting question.

What should I say
About this!

Here I am in
Hypocrisy, envy, jealously.

And it is very important
For me to be a man
Who is happy.

I know, the real
Never ceases to be.

Gajanan Mishra
Permanent

I know,
What is permanent.
I know - my love,
I know - my joy,
I know - my life.
And so I care not
Death.
I know the quality
Of being durable.

Gajanan Mishra
Permanent Address

Ask not for my
Permanent address.
I have kept only
My temporary address.
Anything, if you so like,
Can send as and when
I am available here.
Still I am not here
To say it is mine,
I know I am
Also not mine.
I am here at present,
Who knows when I
Will be absent!

Gajanan Mishra
O my dear
See I am
Living in love
See I merge in love
And it is your love
That has its own
Existence in me
And see I remain
Here constant
Till the end
And see my love
Has its identity
With you
And I am getting
Pleasure that is
Permanent one.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit Me To Declare

Permit me to declare
I am not willing
To receive anything
In return
For my own words
That I am delivering
Here for the benefits
Of all creatures.

I know my words are
Not mine.
The words are coming
On their own accord
When and whenever
They like to shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit me to describe
In my poems about the atrocities,
About hunger, thirst and all
The weaknesses of an individual.
Permit me to describe
In my poems love, truth, victory
And all that are necessary
For a living being.
Permit me to say something
In the light of the day.
Permit me to say also
Where there is a day
There is a night also.
And hence poems are kudos.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit me to explain
How and who are here.
Permit me to explain
The purpose and actions.

All are enlightened, true.
All are nectar, true.
Give confidence, each one
Is solid virtue.

Everything and everybody
Is empty and find
No cause of grief and
You are on the way of purity.

But remember, here
Each one is blind,
And a blind is leading
Another blind as a guide.

Permit me to explain
All falsehood and let me
Accomplish rightly and
Return to my own position.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit Me To Speak

Permit me to speak
Give me permission to speak freely
In spite of all the disturbances.

Let me stay here
O my dear, and enable me to solve all problems
That are here with us.

Let me defeat the time
With Your help, O my dear
The words are here to help.

For Your satisfaction
Let me say what I think
In the manner that is there in me.

Permit me to speak
Permit me to speak
permit me to speak.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit me to return
To the place
Where I was yesterday.
Let me stop
Here where
I am today.
I want to go
To the coming day
That I think happier.
But alas, nothing is
Under my control
And I am, look,
Missing verthing here
For no fault of my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Permit To Write

Permit me to write, my dear,
In my own language
On my own land
Freely in free verse.

I am a flightless creature
And I mind not
The change that is
Going on from summer to winter.

I am not an escapist either,
No one can forced me
To leave the place
Though I have flippers.

Gajanan Mishra
Peroration

You are delivering
Without peroration
I permeated though
Now you can say
How subtle I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Perpetual

Perpetual-
Our fighting.
Perpetual-
Our love.
But for truth
Let it be
Continued
Further.

Gajanan Mishra
Perpetual Reality- Oneness

I love,
The seeker of truth.
I love,
The worker for truth.

I desire
All should stay
With good.
I desire
Goodness should be
There for all welfare.

I know
The absolute oneness.
I know perpetual reality
In loving exchanges.

Gajanan Mishra
Persevere Only

Persevere only
path only fasttrack.
No alternative
go deep
having a dip dip.

O paster,
pain is only mine
give, give
and with pain
look, I shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Person In Illusion

Person in illusion
Must lament.

Materially engrossed
Person being blind
Must bewildered.

Knowledge of Ultimate Truth
Is a necessity.

Full knowledge of
Self-realization takes you
To eternity.

Be aware, my dear
You are the emperor
Of your own empire
That is with you there.

Gajanan Mishra
Personally Enjoying

Personally enjoying
Is committing
The greatest offense.
And committing
Such offense
Means avoiding the truth.
And by avoiding the truth
You are nowhere.
And no one is there
To save you.
Are you safe?
I would like to
Ask just giving a flash,
All about your class.

Gajanan Mishra
Persuade The People

Persuade the people, O poet,
To turn to the real here
For maintenance of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Perturb Not

Perturb not,
As usual, we are here,
Forget not.

All disparities are
Vanishing, see.

Get up and see
How happy we are here
With nature.

The water and the air,
The light and the sky,
All are here for us
And we see that
With ecstasy.

Engage yourself and stay busy.

Gajanan Mishra
Pervasion

You pervade all.
And I have perversity.
Why? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Perverse Understanding

Is bad and not good
It is nominative case
A glimpse of the sentient.

Gajanan Mishra
Perversion

Perversion of
The light is darkness.
We have to cross over
All darkness.
Let the sun appear
And gives life to all.
Let the nectar
Create and maintain
All in eternity
With all energies.
We want knowledge to
Distinguish the good
And the bad, and go
Beyond all darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
Pest Crisis

Pest crisis,
And we are to
Speak a lot
On madness
And depression.

We want to see
Suicide.

Shut up,
How dare you
Say about coercion.

Nothing but sanity,
All revelations,
All feelings -
Life and living.

Gajanan Mishra
Petty Weakness

Give up petty weakness
O my dear and arise
And live a life of
Upgrading pleasure
Life is nothing
But to get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Petulance

Quit the public office first
If you want to be petulant.

If you show your petulancy
It is dangerous for the country.

Public officers are on the chair
Only for the general public.
And adulation is to
Give aside.

Gajanan Mishra
Phailin Phailin  Wreaks Havoc

Phailin Phailin  cyclone wreaks havoc
Here in Odisha wherein seventeen killed
Here in Odisha lakhs of thatched and
Kutcha houses was worst hit
Lakhs of trees uprooted
Normal life remains out of gear.
This is nature, dare not go outside
My dear, You are part and parcel of that nature
Be ready to count survivors

Gajanan Mishra
Phaillin Come In

Phaillin come in
It is evening
It is dark
Phaillin barks.
Road blocked
finger crossed
Media and machinery
Raised alarm
No harm.
Phaillin cyclone
Is there on its way
And life back on track
Selling flowers
That is great Puja bazars.

Gajanan Mishra
Pheriwalā (Odīa)

Se kana bike?
Sabu jinisha dhari
Keontharu aase?

Kaha pakhare
Kichhi hisab nahin.

Kintu mu dekhe
Sada khusi pheriwalā.

Mu dekhe taku,
Jepari se
Jane sachha premika,
Sachha samaja sevaka.

Gajanan Mishra
Phone Number

Phone number, email
Be given to me,
For future correspondence
If any, at the time of need.

Color, height, weight, group,
And all characteristics be
Shown for recognition here.

I know, nothing is helpful,
And yet, arms and ammunition
Be with us, I do agree,
To fight the battle.

The battle is going on
Here and there, within and
Outside, as all know.

Good fortune is here,
Life is going towards
All perfections.
Still, all misconceptions
Be avoided and stay
With all productive activities.

I can understand what is life,
And the feeling of life
And love be there
In each and all relationships.

Our presence is truth
Like the air and the water,
Like the earth and the sky
And like the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Physical Or Mental

Giving or taking - no matter
But I am there I am here.

You can not describe me
In your ink
You can not value me
In your gold.

I am what I am
Here there
I am sandal-paste
I am flower
I am leaf
I am air
I am a feeling
I am smiling
Being the over your head.

Reach me if you can
I am silent
See me anywhere
I am violent.

I am mundane
I am also non-mundane
You can not call me
Definitely what I am.

But I am present
In clay in stone
In your flesh in blood
On the sight in the light
Also in dark that dog bark.

If there is anything else
You see that is also I
I am the pairs of opposites
See and feel within and outside.
Gajanan Mishra
Physical Suffering

Physical suffering is
No suffering if we are
To stay far from the body.

Gajanan Mishra
Physics Of Language

Physics of language,
My dear poets, have a
Better gravitational sensing.

Gajanan Mishra
Pick Me Up

Pick me up from here
I do not want
Anything else, my dear.
I want to stay with You
I have no shelter.
I am flowing
In this honey-river
That is Yours
And here is nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Pick Me Up,

Pick me up,
Pick me up.
I am fallen
In this well,
Somehow or other.
Pick me up,
Pick me up.
The well is dark,
And I am not
Able to see
Anything here.
Pick me up,
Pick me up.
Dirty well it is,
And I am in dirt.
Pick me up,
Pick me up.
I know, you are there
With all light,
I know, you hear
My call and you are
Ever ready
To pick me up.
You are my master,
You are my guide,
You are my love,
You are my truth.
Pick me up,
Pick me up.
I am here
Waiting for you,
I am yours
Calling in a
Sweet voice, coo, coo.

Gajanan Mishra
Pick Up English

Pick up English,
Pick up English
In the best possible way.
It is you to say, simple guy.
Eat English, sleep English
Walk English, love English
but say not English is yours
with proper accent.

Gajanan Mishra
Pick Up The Key Line

Pick up the key line
And say what you want.
What do you want
A question needless
To ask at any time.
Such question is
Meaningless if one is
Aware of life.
And life is nothing
But a process in injunction.
And what is that
It is nothing but
Test of illusion
Getting saintly association.

Gajanan Mishra
Pick Up The Silence

Pick up the silence, dear poet,
Pick up the silence, please.

No words can help you, dear poet,
No words can help you, keep it in mind.

You are not floating dear poet,
Flitter, though in languages.

I know dear poet, not flexible you are,
When love and truth are concerned.

Gajanan Mishra
Picking Out Thorns

Picking out thorn
With another one
Is not bad, but good
For all and it is
Quite befitting
With time and place.
It is a way of
Giving service to
Living beings.
It is way to establish
Good and the truth
In the way, we live.
Need of the time is
To do good to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Picking Right Side

Why do we keep silence
And keeping silence means
Giving a chance to injustice
Ruled over justice.

Picking the right side
between justice and injustice
Is moral and legal responsibilities
In the present time of global crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Picking Up Old Thread

Picking up old thread
I stayed day and night
It is my home meals
I have taken before sleep.

Thanks for start dyeing
Thanks for auto gear
Thanks for natural changes
And it is not anathema.

It is our domestic stagnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Pickup The Umbrella

Pickup the umbrella
And go if you want
Go to search me out
In this convass
Here it is in this sky
I am not here to obey
Pickup th umbrella
And here open
International airway.

Gajanan Mishra
See me, I am
Pure in nature.

I am with nature
But nature
Is not able to
Over ride me.

Mystic slumber,
But I am here
To show my
Original picture.

Golden hue
In external and
Internal energy
My original features.

Gajanan Mishra
Picture, I Like

Picture, I like
Is yours.

I am not a stranger
As you know.

I am a bi-product
Of time.

And time is nothing,
But your creation.

This picture is
Created by me.

And I am a stalwart, with me
I have kept early hours.

Gajanan Mishra
Picture, Not Mine

Picture, not mine
I see
Morning is icy.

I am flowing
In frozen stream
Chasm, the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Pieces Of Paper

After this night,
No more value.
The five hundred
And one thousand note.
It is all like
Worthless pieces of paper.
After this life,
No more value.
This body is just
Like the eatables
Of dogs and jackals.
Dump or burn
As you like but
That also pollute.

Gajanan Mishra
Pierces Cane

A carpenter
Pierces cane
So also You O my dear
Bifurcated the strong
Body of the atheist
Hiranyakasipu
With Your nails
For welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You are piercing
Through back,
And I lack words
To express myself.

What type of happiness
You get that I want to know.
And my desire is that
You should desist yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Pigeon

Obligation to promote
spirit of law
pigeons version.
Ethos of life
to make society
fair and free.
To reach the goal
and to keep faith
overtake obstacle.
Keepaway volteface
to achieve target
go to open space.
Do task in time
regularly and enjoy
auto lessen burden
and keep relation
with pigeon.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my guest, my dear,
Wait, I am trying my best
To satisfy you, and telling this
The pigeon jumped in to the fire.

And the pigeons went to heaven,
We have seen in ancient old days
Such is our tradition here on this
Earth, every creature has its uniqueness.

The hunter was the guest of the pigeons
One rainy cold night and was hungry and
Sat under that tree, where there lived
A couple of pigeons.

O you are great,, my dear pigeons, as because
You have gathered dry leaves, brought burning stick
And put it on the dry leaves, the guest got warmth
And You sacrifice yourself by jumping ion to the fire.

O bird, my dear, You treat your hunter-guest
By sacrificing your life and went to heaven
And what we the men are doing here, see
We are looting the guest and taking away everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Pigs

Pigs are necessary
To save the village
From pollution.
Critics are necessary
As they are busy always
In the work of correction.

Have patience and be
Brave enough to
Proceed on your own way.
You are on the path of truth
Love it from the beginning
See and feel that
The sky is there for you and
Nectar is there to welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
Pilabela Nahin (Odiaa)

Pilabela nahin
Aau mothi.
Khali pada
Badhu ni purba muhan.
Samaste apekhyare
Debaku niaan.

Diga, patha
paru ni bari mu.
Sabuaade dhuli
O jhada.
Jhadijauchhi rakta-
Mansara sharira.
Bhava aau bandhutwa nahin
kaha pakhare.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell something right
Tell something pin pointed

A lot of practice is necessary
A lot of vision be concentrated.

So many animals birds insects
Welcome all for the project.

Distribution of nectar is going on
All are in the queue follow on.

Tell something truth
That would be universally accepted.

Gajanan Mishra
Pin-Pointed Program

Humanity at large,
Our pin-pointed program.
And we are devoted to
The service of the humanity.

No quarrel, but love
And friendship should be there
With us always here
As we know nothing is clear but life.

No misunderstanding, we are all brothers,
We are well-wishers and we are here
For the welfare of each other.

Neither we are accused nor we are victims,
We are no one but we are here to wish
For the purpose of living perfectly.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious

It is pious, our relation.
It is pious, our living.
It is pious, our eating and
Bathing and sleeping and
Walking here, there.
We are not far,
Not far from each other,
O my dear, we are nearer.
Just feel it, it is a feeling.
The feeling is pious,
Nothing to weep, nothing to give.
A bond is there between us,
It is our friendship, pious
It is ours and everything is belong to us.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious And Famous

Pious and famous
Your name and achievement.

You are my First Father
Ultimate Truth.

You are with me
Always in glorified forms.

I am not quarrelsome
Only for You.

I am not surcharged
With any evils.

Pious and famous You are
I am here you are my star there.

I am innocent
I know not about ABC of Your drama.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious And Virtuous We Are

Pious and virtuous we are
With the trees, full of
Fruits and flowers,
Overjoyed birds, intoxicated bees,
Merry cuckoos, proud peacocks,
And with the air that filled
With the pleasing notes of ducks,
Swans, ospreys, cranes, and
The area abounded with deer,
Bears, elephants, lions, monkeys,
Mongooses and so on and so on.
Pious and virtuous we are,
With the air and fire and the stars,
We are thankful for the life desired.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious Deeds

Definitely, I have done
Some pious deeds,
I have undergone
Severe austerities,
And I have given charity
And got this life,
Life of human beings,
To love you, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious Sentiment

Am I not a man of
Pious sentiment?
Am I an unfeeling creature
Interested to take
Others' life?
Is it not true that
My day and nights are
Spent in sinful pursuits?
O my dear, it is my
Good fortune that
Gazing on You my woes and
Evils are disappeared.
I am overwhelmed with emotion
To hear Your words.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious Trees

I find,
At present
No pious trees
That produce
Seasonal flowers
And fruits
For other living beings.

I find
Useless and
Impious trees
That can produce
Nothing but
The woods for fuels.

The vested interest
Persons of present days
Are less than
The useless and
Impious trees,
As they flourish
At the cost of working class.

Gajanan Mishra
Pious Union

Pious union of two souls is marriage
You can not termed marriage a contract
A solid bond marriage gives woman
Mush more scope in the family and society
Respect marriage for the interest
Of the pious society.

Gajanan Mishra
Pipal Leaf

My body is
Trembling like
The pipal leaf
From head to feet
And the sun light
Makes me understand
Everything in the process
Of trial and error.

Gajanan Mishra
Pit Not

Pit not yourself
Against anybody here
O my dear, and stay
Far from fear.

Cut not your own head
O my dear, bragging
Is not good at any time
Emember, juggler is not a hero.

Gajanan Mishra
Pitha

duiti bilei bhitare gotie pithara
samana bhaga pain jhagada hela
Jagada patila nahin, mankada sabu khaidela.

Gajanan Mishra
Pity And Anger

Pity and anger
Go together
In memory
And as part of
Nature.
Blood and life,
All are
The capital
Belong to
The architecture.
Light lingers
With true words.
And we all
Watch with
Our letters.
Nothing to rebel
But to see
The method of
Living on earth.
The sky embraces all
For all are
There in the cloak.

Gajanan Mishra
Place Of Birth

Place of birth -
The earth.
Place of living -
The water.
Place of dying -
The sky.
Place of identity -
The air and the fire.

Reason of death -
Desire.
Reason of relationship -
Love.
Reason of life -
Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Place Of Carnage

No one will survive 
From this place of carnage 
Law of nature revealed.

Gajanan Mishra
Place Of Your Destination

O my dear,
You, Yourself - actions
You, Yourself - knowledge
You, Yourself - Meditation.

I know nothing
Besides You
And You, Yourself
Reside in me
On Your own
And taking me
To the place of Your
Destination.

O my dear,
You are in You always
You are real and eternal
All-pervading unchanging
I being in transit
And transitory am undergoing
Modifications.

I want to know
You by You
I want to know
You in You
I realize You
With You
I know there is
Nothing beyond You
In me and outside me
My discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
Place- Pure

Pure- places are
A forest
Bank of the Ganges
Near holy basil
Under Pipal trees
Removing
Two inches of soil
From the surface
Pure places
You can sit
And meditate
A clean place of
Natural beauty
Invigorates and
Elevates the mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Place Right Words

Place right words
At right time
And enjoy sweet fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Plain And Simple

Plain and simple,
I like all.
No philosophical,
No speculation.
No science,
No knowledge.
I love, dear.
Let me discover,
Who I am
In my own torch.
The sun, the moon,
All are here.
Without any length
And breadth, we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Plain Eyes

Plain eyes,
Plain mouth,
Plain life,
Plain thoughts,
All plain
Make your days
Plain and fine.
Plain makes you
Read love
In truth.
And truth take you
To all white song.
And the song
Make your life
Beautiful and
Fill it with nectar.
All symbol and syllable,
All life and living,
All open and remembering.

Gajanan Mishra
Planes Have Wings

Planes have wings,
Birds have wings, but remember,
Planes are not birds.

Gajanan Mishra
Planet And Planet

I entered by my energy
Due to this entrance
Everything is manifested.

Floating on water is easy
And energy sustained
By my strength and energy
Non-moving is moving.

Gajanan Mishra
Planning

I do not like planning  
And I do not plan for anything  
I do not feel planning is necessary  
And I do not accept anything planned.

I am my own child you know  
I am my own realization you know  
And I have no plan  
And I design to give better and better  
From time to time  
By detaching by surrounding and  
By entering in to your kingdom of love.

And in love Plan has no role to play  
And plan fails.

Gajanan Mishra
Planning Not Necessary

Planning not necessary
Do not plan anything
Just let everything go
On its own way .

It is also a fact
The clock the calender
The telephone are
Great killers.

Just live without
Anything and just live
yourself as living
In the lap of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Plant Not

Plant not a stone
Here in the middle
of the air.
And try
Not to go far.
The sea is widow,
You can't say
Like that.
One act play is
There as yet.
You can't say
You know nothing,
It is for you, here
There is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Plantain Raft

It is curious though,
I am going to cross
the ocean on plantain raft.

It is curious though
I am building a ladder
to go to heaven.

I am netting the wind
and kept it under my control
so long as I am alive.

I am enlarging my hands
to catch the sun,
see with your eyes.

I am not what you see me,
I am what you cannot imagine.

Gajanan Mishra
Planted All

Planted all,
The temple, the mosque, The church,
The tree, the name, the speech,
The pen, the house, the car.
All in the air,
And we are to take care.
All instant,
The lamp, the fraction,
The sun, the thorns.
All reflections of the self,
All wonders, the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Planting Kiss

Planting kiss
On the face
Of the child
Make your own
Future bright.

Mind it,
You are here
Till your time end,
And for this
You are to adjust
Yourself with the child,
The child is yours
Future, friend and guide.

See, the child's safety.

Gajanan Mishra
Planting Mango Tree

I am not planting
This mango tree
To eat its fruits.

I am not giving birth
To a daughter
To rap her.

I am performing
This and that duty
Simply because
It is my duty.

Crossing the line
Means entering in to the area
That is dangerous
To my past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Platform

Platform is one
For You and for me
But it is different
You are alert
Not I
In sense enjoyment
In self-realization
fact is
I am absorbed
You are liberated
And indifferent.

Gajanan Mishra
Platform - Ideas

Let me see first,
Before entering into.
Let me speculate
Anything here.
Ideas- may be
Perfect or imperfect,
Matter not.
But the execution
That matter here.
Purity first,
But forget it
At the initial stage.
I am concerned
With you only.
And you are there
To accept me, enough.

Gajanan Mishra
O men,
You are situated
In the mode of goodness
At the platform of goodness.
O men,
You are here to understand
Knowledge of the self
The transcendental knowledge.
O men,
I know you are meant for
Regulated life only
To achieve the truth.

Only in regulated life
You can attain and understand
Transcendental knowledge
You are human and not animal
You can achieve the Truth
That I know, my dear men
You are the dearest one of Almighty
Come and stay still
Come and repeat the truth in you, men
You are the most important living entity
You can alone perform wonderful feats.

Gajanan Mishra
Platform Of Goodness- This Life

Treat this life
As a platform of
Goodness - full of
Knowledge and morality.

And control your servants
Like eyes, tongue, nose,
Ears and touch and stay
In truth by all means.

Gajanan Mishra
Play

Not easy to play
In the area of constrained.

This is my poor land
And I assume validation
To revive growth.

Gajanan Mishra
Play And Mischeif

Play is
Just a play.
But in play,
Play not mischief.

Scold not anybody,
Nothing and
No one is wrong,
Celebrate life.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Freely

Play freely
With determination.
And put the monkeys
Under control.

Sunlight is there,
Go and have a bath.
See yourself
On the mirror there.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Not Politics

Play not politics
In the name of students,
In name of learning
True knowledge.
Play not politics
In the name of women
Or caste or religion.
Play not politics
In the name of language,
Food, clothing and shelter.
Play not, play not politics
In the name of our
Innocent sons and daughters.
Play politics for common welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Not With Fire

Play not with fire, my dear,
Play not with fire.
Truth is fire,
My love is truth,
If you play,
That would destroy you.
No point to exit,
But the point of entry
Is opened, see, always.
Throughout life
You are my only wife.
Believe it or not,
But discover me
In your love hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Of Truth And Falsehood

Play of truth and
Play of falsehood
Are going on here,
Always on this earth
And you are saying
It is for us,
It is ours,
It is ever fresh,
Very enchanting,
Very delightful,
Divine and blissful,
it is appealing and
It is touching,
Necessary for living.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Of Truth And Falsehood-Live

Play of truth and
Play of falsehood
Are going on here,
Always on this earth
And you are saying
It is for us,
It is ours,
It is ever fresh,
Very enchanting,
Very delightful,
Divine and blissful,
it is appealing and
It is touching,
Necessary for living.

Gajanan Mishra
Play Over

Until now
I am in the league
Declare winner.
Until now
I have survived
All challenges
Spur the moments.

The play over
I lost documents
Declare loser.

Gajanan Mishra
Play The Game

Smoothly and freely
You are all free.

During the play
You are to distinguish
The real and the unreal.

You have freedom
You have discrimination
You have infinite bliss
And power of realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Play, Playing Is Important

Play, playing is important,
Sing, singing is important as well.
This world is for you
But be cautious here,
Chances are there to fall down.
Before playing please try to know
The procedure and rules,
Before singing try to know
The heart and the mind.
Know the bird who is here
Under this sky.
But try not to catch it
At any time, please.
No bird is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Playground

Here is my playground
And I play here.
Here is my love
And I love here.

I am living
On this earth
In the water
In the sky.

All are here
And I am in all.

I appear and
I disappear.
No birth
No death
Touch me here.

You may say God
You may say ghost
And both
I love most.

Put me question
And get the answer
worry not
Right or wrong
It is just power.

Gajanan Mishra
Playground

Playground- this world, 
wherein we are the players 
and we play with wizard.

Gajanan Mishra
Playing Cat And Mouse

Playing cat and mouse
Is not easy, yet
They are playing
At the cost of the people.

What is the use
I don't know but I hear
The seer and I debar
To say against or for.

Get the things you deserve
It is only your confidence
Booster dose to morale
Time is the supporter.

Gajanan Mishra
Try not to understand a poem,
You are to feel the poem within.
See, whether it is playing with calm.

Gajanan Mishra
Playing Politics

Playing politics is not good always
You do not know the basis what you say.

What you say what you say what you say.

Gajanan Mishra
Playing With Fire Is Dangerous

Playing with the fire is dangerous,
Going with the sky is luxurious,
Staying with the earth is monotonous,
Sleeping with the air is ridiculous,
Living with the water is ostentatious.

Gajanan Mishra
Playing With Number Game

I am negotiating with space
With my unique voice- poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Playing With People

Playing with common people is now called democracy
Government one side Maoist other and ball-people.
No side get victory and ball is being diminish
And infront of all going towards finish.

Gajanan Mishra
Is life
Not a play.
And are you
Not my playmate?
But I know not
Who you are
So far.
I know this earth -
My playground.
Playing-card
Is time.
I know you
Playful.
Playbill is
So many,
I am confused.
I am your
Plaything- true.
And you are playing
With me
In your own playtime.
You are the playwright
And I am nothing.
All play,
All play-acting,
I hear
The playback.
Dear sir,
Play your own cards right.

Gajanan Mishra
Play-Thing

I am Your play-thing
You are playing with me
You are the enchanter
I am the snake-cobra
In this world affairs.

Gajanan Mishra
Plaything Dreary

I am on my nighties
In night-hag naughty.

No use of nosegay
Notch notary is
On the way-check.

Gajanan Mishra
Plea To Escape

Tilldate what does the word
goodfaith mean properly not define.
The crime is done by me
and word goodfaith is a plea to
escape after committing crime.
Violation of rules regulations
laws agreement means violation
and goodfaith has no relation.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasant Cry

I like to see
Your pleasant cry.
Among all
Living entities,
You are the best.
But my dear men,
Rise from the barrier
Of caste color and religion.
You all
Are the one and the same.
You are superior to all,
I know.
I also know,
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasant Fruit

Pleasant fruit
Not sufficient.
But you have to
Pay for that, my dear.

Unpleasant fruit
Though not yours
You have to take
The burden and bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Please And Sorry

Please and sorry are words
They taught us.

Why are we not able to
utter when there is need.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Appear

Please appear
With your original face,
And let me see
How and what for
You are here.

Forget me
If you so like,
Let me throw away
My identity that is
Here with me for nothing.

Let us stay together
And create something new
That will remain for
Public good for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Be Seated

Please be seated
And say
What is already stated.

Go with your
Regular routine
And be not tired.

The world is for you
You are for the world
Remember it and not forget.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come Agan

Please come again
I am waiting here.
You know I earn no virtue
Here for any good,
And I know I accrue
No sin if someone is in loss
Of anything including life.

I realized the truth
And see I am uniformed.
What to say about anything.
I know the truth and I
Discarded all desires
And sense of mine and
Selfishness as said.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come And Hold My Hand

Please come and hold my hand
I have no strength to walk or stand.

I am not poor and I am not in poverty,
Think not so my dear, so long as
I am reciting your name and fame and
I am writing poem.

I am drinking the life-juice given by you,
I have no other wish but I am very much greedy
to keep you and I am hankering after you.

My thinking process, please test,
Is it not bigger than me, my dear?
But my life is so small and short
You cannot rebuke me for any other things
As you I have no attachment in anything except you.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come And Let Me See

Please come and let me see You
O my dear, I am nothing without You.

I know You are everywhere and all pervading
O my dear, let me see You that I am deserving.

Nothing is impersonal my dear and
You reveal Yourself and let me see.

Gajanan Mishra
Please come
And sit near me
For some time.
Let me allow
To sit near
You also.
Sitting near
Means sharing
Everything and
Stay free.
Sitting near
And gazing towards
The clouds means
Trying to know life.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come Out

Poet, please,
Please come out
From your own shell
And get more real.

All are expecting
Something more
From you, dear poet.
Be practical and
Come forward to
Take the responsibility
Of the world.
Please declare again
Let the life goes
To hell but
Let the world survive.
It is really painful
To see the plight
of others..

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come To The Platform

Please,
Please come
To the platform
Of understanding
The Truth.
Please come,
Come to the conclusion
You have nothing to do.
Only you are to love,
Love the truth.
Pious or impious,
No matter.
But love freely
For light.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come, You Are Welcome

Please come, You are welcome
Please sit here and rest a while.
We are ignorant and committing mistakes
Not knowing what to do how to do, excuse.
You are kind and merciful that I know
O my dear, please come, stay and guide me.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come, Anyone

Anyone,
Please come,
And be seated here.
Everything is here,
Knowledge, passion and
All goodness.
Feel free,
And go on doing
Whatever you like.
A machine is here,
And that can transform you
For your own benefits.
You may come or may not
But you are transformed, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come, I Am Here To Welcome

Please come,
I am here to welcome.
Please, put off
All conflicts.
I want peace.

Please spare
The people and
Their historical
And cultural patrimony.

No more I want to
See the violence
And sufferings.
I want peace
And love everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Come, O My Lord

Please come, O my Lord
To give me, at least
My language here
In my own land.
O Lord, please come
And give some knowledge
To the govt that is
Elected by me in this
Democratic republic
To give letters orders
To me in my language.
They say I am sovereign
It is the Govt for me
And of me but I am
Deprived of my language.
O Lord, please come and
Ensure doing all
As per acts and laws.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Connect Yourself

Please connect yourself
For working together
To improve the lives of
Many millions of people.
With poems in hands
Please come and let us
do something together
To protect all from any attacks.
Come and land here O my dear
We are all waiting for You
Just come and strengthen us
and enable us to go on and on.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Create No Risk

Yes, I am going
Through death.
And I am getting
Pleasure out of it.
Tell me nothing
At this moment,
And please create
No risk.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Don'T Acknowledge

Acknowledgement leads to
Unfortunate results,
Please don't acknowledge.

Please don't rise,
O sun, I know after rising
You move to set.

O life, don't say
You are alive, It is
Not that I fear death,
But I fear losing the time.
I fear the charm of this world,
I fear self esteem, greatness,
Comfort, respect. I know
These are the causes of fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Forgive

Please forgive me, O Lord
O Lord, please forgive me
I am not independent see
I have been greatly frustrated
By my inner enemies like envy
Anger passion cruelty etc etc
I am Your son You are my Father
O Father I am here see as a prisoner
Rescue me and forgive me
I do admit I am a sinner
But I have realized please consider
O my creator, forget my past misdeeds
And forgive me by giving true knowledge as I knew not
What I was doing in ignorance and without any knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Hear Me,

Please hear me,
Please read me.
I am here
Writing and
Talking to you.

Take not easy-
Our relations.
Take not easy-
Our meetings.

We must take into
Confidence to
One another.
We are here for us,
We are here for each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Join

Please join us
And engaged yourself
In the unalloyed
Service of the land.
Transcendental loving
Service to the mother
And to the mother tongue
Is but the need of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Know

Please know life
Please know the actual
Purpose of life.

Please see
Please see life here there
Please verify who you are.

Please say something
Please say what you think
People in general are waiting.

Principles are with you
Plan and estimates are with you
Please execute with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Know Who You Are

Please know
Who you are
And why
You are here.

Please know
What to take
And what to
Give and when.

You are already
Here, it is your
Duty to know
What to do.

How to love, please know, and
How to find the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Let Me Hear

Please let me hear again
How You bridged the ocean
How You eliminated all evils
How You fought chivalrously
Please let me hear again
What is predestined
Why do here I found the atmosphere
Surcharged with anarchy
And vicious elements
I am waiting for You
Let me see again here
In Your new incarnation
To reestablish the principles
To vanquish maladministration.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Listen

Please listen
Please listen what I am
Going to say before you
And you know you are
What you are not at this time
Time is changing every time
And time is not truth
As you know time is man-made
Here in an artificial way
That is what I am going to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Make Yourself

Please make yourself available here there everywhere at the time of need, my dear and be ready to do the needful as per call of nature.

Please stay there and let us move freely here and observe us and give direction at times what is there to be done here without hesitation.

Please rescue us and provide basic life-support and make your visit frequent for the benefit of all with ex-gratia grants and restore us.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Never Depart

Please never depart
From the truth.
And the truth is
You are the son of
Your mother.
And you are to
Remember, no one is
Greater than your mother.
Nothing wonder,
Only your mother
Can take your care
Perfectly well and
She cares not anyone
Or any situation whatever.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Protect Me

It is You to decide
Whether to protect me or not
I am Your servant
And I surrendered myself unto You
Let me clear my surrender is not conditional
It is final and final
I have no fear of suffering
From sinful activities
I have also no desire
Willingly or unwillingly
To do anything that is sinful
I am Yours in full
I love You means I
Love all here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Protect Not

Leave me,
I am not calling you
For protection.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Read My Poems

I invite You to read
I invite You to read my poems
All my poems are for You only.
I invite You to read
To read and feel
To feel and comment.
All my poems are for You only, my dear,
I know You are only here
In my all words all feelings that I care.
If You so like You can say
If You so like You can vote
If You so like You can do as per Your wish.
I am here writing for You
See me read my poems feel me
I am here only to please You, my dear.
I know what is pleasure
I know to please others is an art
And poems play a vital role here.
Through poems I wave lamp to You
And offer homage to You with kindled lamps
Your round eyes are here to see.
You have eyes everywhere I know
No activity is hidden from You I know
I behold You here there everywhere in my poems to let You know.
I know You are never out of my sight
You have Your head everywhere
And I offer to You all my poems as a mark of reverence.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Remove

Please remove all the illusion
That had arisen
And understand my intention
It is only You who can
Know me save me from this world
This world is full of falsehood
And material contamination
You are the only person
Who can save me from
This illusion
I am in Truth, see
And I am doing all the works
Allotted by You in a truthful manner
O my dear, O my Supreme planner
Save me from this devastating water.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Resign

Please resign,
If you feel,
You are incapable
To do anything.

It is not possible
To stay a moment
In this place
Without any action.

Do or die,
Listen the call
Of the sky.

Discover yourself
In the work you are
Doing here at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Respond

No way to go,
Please respond,
How you are there.

I am here
Waiting for a word.

At times
The words are
Busy in
Misrepresenting me.
Please understand.

Try to
Know my heart,
My love, I am
Here only in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Return Us

Please return us -
Our life,
Our language,
Our land,
Our works,
Our men,
Our relations.

And who you are
To return?
What is your role
In our life?
Pity to say,
You have no eyes.
You are also deaf
And dumb.

Our doors and
Windows are opened, see.
We have our own
Roots and fruits, see.
We are in love,
We are in truth, see.
No one can terrorize us,
We have our infinite bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Rise

Rise and awake, please.
Awake and see,
See, the time is flying.
Catch the time
And catch the world.
Catch the world
And win.
You are to win here,
See, O winner, it is
Waiting to go with you
And it is in your side.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Say

Flouted by the makers
public suffer.

Watchdogs sleep
the cloak round
this land
became unsound.

Not safe to stay.
Where to go?
Please say.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Say-What Is Good

Say please,
What is good
For me.
Let me fix
My mind on you.
You, to speak,
I, to listen.
Love and truth,
Both are here.
Secrets, be disclosed.
We are all here,
At this waiting hall.
Tell us about the dark
And also the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Please See

Before talk
Whom you are
Going to talk
And at what time
And try to talk
In a befitting manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Share

Please share virtue
Wonderful virtue of patience
Do not lost temper
At any circumstances
Remember patience
makes one great.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Speak

Speak
Please speak
Speak the words
That possess
The purity of truth.

Perform
Please perform
Those activities
That your mind carefully
Ascertained to be pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Stay

I returned to see you
Where are you going O tiger
Please tell me
Why are you dancing O Fox
I am listening to you
O bear why are you not singing
I am here with me and
Why are you not giving me any scope
To say something about me
In this poem I am helpless
You see O crow
O poet how you are telling
You know nothing
I returned to see you
I am ready to follow you
And you said where to go when
And how to go and for what purpose
O Poet please tell more and more.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Tell Everything

Please tell everything
Without any feeling of
Selfish and pride, that
You have actually read,
Heard, seen and experienced.
Tell everything in truthful
Words and state the bare facts.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Tell In Mother Tongue

Please tell,
Please tell something
In your mother tongue
In your mother land
And stay happy always.

Please do,
Do something
For your brothers
Who are there with you
At present and also
Who will be there
After these days.

Please let me know
Who you are at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Tell Me

Please come here, see my toothless mouth and white hair, I am your father's father, tell me what would you call me?

If you are so intelligent, my dear children, tell me, who has given you birth and what would you call her?

What would you address to the brother of your mother? If you are not able to know, please, Collect the answers and come tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Tell The World

Please tell the world, O living one
The best of knowledge you have learned
That I want to hear for the best interest of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Please understand the marketing angle of life
And ensure successful journey and pursue.

pursuance is to make life success
Make life success is to struggle.

Struggle and struggle with honesty
And see lifes beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Understand The Life

Live the life and
Please understand it.
Learn from the water
And from the air
And from the sky.
Hear the trees
And the mountains
And the rivers.
Realize the self
That lead you
To virtue.
My dear, you are,
For all times
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Please understand Without Putting Question

Please understand
What is happening
Without putting
Any question.

Without putting
Any question
I know love is
Funny ice-cream.

True love is
Nowhere no more
In love there is
Nothing called feelings.

Please understand
What is happening
Without putting
Any question.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Understand Your Own

Please understand
Please understand your own
Appearance and disappearance
And your own activities, my dear
Please understand and
Get yourself liberated.
When you appear here, see
All happiness in all directions
In the core of everyone's heart
All are filled with joy
The outer space and on the surface
Of this earth.
O my dear, You are really nectar
You are the real learned scholar.

Gajanan Mishra
Please understand
Praiseworthy and
Praiseworthy acts
Writing poetry is
Naturally praiseworthy
Sharing poetry is
Praiseworthy acts.
Your existence is
Important O my dear
And you are above all
Above my poetry I know
And you see I am changing
Change is there in
My poetry and this changing
Is yours O my dear
Though you are constant.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Use Me

Please use me
O death, If I
Can be of any use.

Here am I
O death, if you
So wants.

But leave
The creatures
Fearless here
Let them play
As they like
O death, I am
Here, treat me
Security for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Visit

Great surprise,
We live here.
Please visit
And test it.

Hit and ride
We are on ice,
Ice is at sea,
Sea is in us.

Gajanan Mishra
Please Vote

O men, voting is your weapons
Use this voting power and eradicate
The false and foolish so called leaders
And their associates as they constitute
A government and a society of corrupt
Cheaters and the cheated.
Please vote
O men, by the power of your voting
Let all the cheaters go and concealed
Their face in disgrace and let them go
I know they would be surrounded by lock
And key of jail authority and let them hang
And let them go to meat-eating birds and animals.

Gajanan Mishra
Please, Please

Exposé not my faults,
See, no difference
Between you and I.

No back biting, no malice,
Please, no feeling of pride,
Nobody is superior, no body inferior,
No one has affinity with matter.

Please, please, aim at Truth
And Truth is within you,
It is you, who is with me and with all
Who is all, and sees served everywhere.

O my dear, go with knowledge and follow
the discipline of knowledge and established in self.

Gajanan Mishra
Please, Please Come

Please, please come
And let me see you,
How far you are in truth!

But truth is that
Your relative may insult you,
And an insult from a
Near and dear or say relative
Is worse than death.

Death is the only truth here.
Future is good or bad,
No one can say in loud voice,
But one can say how far
One is committed to time,
And how anxious to escape time.

Gajanan Mishra
Please, please, criminalize not my contrary
Views for the sake of democracy. See me, I am
A selfless soldier here, test me, I am sure you
Would not find any proof of actual incitement to
Subversive, you cannot make me stay in
Silence for the sake of truth and freedom, I am not
Anti-national in vague stipulation. I am here in
The mainstream of the people in general. I am a free
Man of this union of states, India that is Bharat and
Here it is commonly seen disunity of strongly held
Political opinions, all of which dissent from each other,
But I belong to one piece, remember. My right to life
And giving speech is inherent in me since my birth here,
I am a free bird, I can fly in my sky freely, truthfully.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing And Satisfying

I care not anyone,
Who wins or loses.
I myself is in good,
That's enough for me
And for my world.
I am pleasing and
Satisfying to other
Ears and hearts
That's enough for me
And for the world.
I am cultivating knowledge,
I am advancing on the path
Of truth and love, I am free,
Tha's enough to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing Pain

Pleasing pain that I know
Is with You
Fiction forest that I know
Is also with You.

And You are with me
Blooming and blooming
And I am with You
Rising and rising.

Come on my fate
Come on with care
Endless night
Nothing to despair.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing To All

Pleasing to all,
Fools and rascals.

Reaction is a must,
When you open mouth,
Or you start walking.
Worry not dear,
That are but common,
You are to go on
With full strength
On the path of truth.

Path is clear,
Be confident and move,
Move forward
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing To Hear

Pleasing to hear
Mother tongue,
Pleasing to work
In state language,
Pleasing to play
On motherland,
Pleasing to life
Mother's presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing To The Eyes

Pleasing to the eyes -
The sky, the ocean,
The birds, the clouds,
The creatures, the hills
The rivers, the trees.
Pleasing to the ears -
The thunderbolt, the storm
And so on and so on.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasing Words

Pleasing words,
Your pleasing words,
O doctor, O minister
O preceptor, would
Destroy me
Say not pleasing
Words to me.

Fear not,
Hope not of reward
O doctor, O minister
O preceptor, only for
Your pleasing words
My health my dominion
And my faith all go to the dogs.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure

Come and have it,
All doors opened.

Welcome the sky,
It would show
Face delighted.

Go upward and see,
Smiling and walking
In the jungle.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure and pain
Everyday every moment
I am experiencing here.

I am pleased
I am displeased
I am an enjoy-er.

I am the higher
I am the lower
I am also the nature.

Proper or improper
Inter or outer
That does not matter.

I am here
With You my dear
I am not a sufferer.

Pain or pleasure
O my dear, I am an experience-r
We are not different from each other.

We love each other
We love each other
It is for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure And Suffering

Pleasure is suffering
And I am not indulging.
Stop running
And see I am standing.
Stare me
If you are willing
And do action I am doing.
Pleasure is pleasure
In action you can have it
Suffering is also pleasure
If you feel it
And if you are ready
To enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure Filled

Each day is pleasure-filled,
Enjoy dear, it is all
Romantic and blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure For All - The Truth

Pleasure for all - the truth,
And let me stay therein,
Let me stay perfect and complete.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure In Truth

Pleasure is there
In truthful activities.
You have purified yourself
By such activities with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure is like smoke
Pleasure-seeker is like a cigarette smoker
Cigarette-smoker breathes in the smoke
The smoke breathes out naturally
If the mouth is shut it is breathed out through nose
Smoke does not stay, bad habit of smoking stayed
Cigarette smoker gets addicted to smoking
Pleasure don't stay
Pleasure-seeker gets in to bad habit of enjoying pleasure
Remember, inclination to pleasure is unnatural
Disinclination is natural
Taste is developed, distaste is natural.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure Is Painful

Pleasure is painful
And pain is full of pleasure.
We are here
To believe a creature.
We are no different
From anyone here.
But to keep contact
With all is not advisable.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure Is Partial

Pleasure is partial
You are with me
I am pleasant.

I am earning money
I am pleasant
I am getting necessities.

I am unpleasant
I am paying taxes
There is loss of money.

My pleasure is partial
Here I am in sorrow
I am suffering.

My world is moving
From west to east
And in the east
There is sun rise.

I am in sorrow
I am unpleasant
In unfavourable
Circumstances
And I feel happy
In favourable
Circumstances.

Pleasure is partial
Pleasure is relative.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure Of Wisdom

Pleasure of wisdom
That I availed
Really it is
The joy of wisdom
It is also
Wisdom in pleasure
That devitalize
Resulting physical
Depression and
Moral degeneration
At first it is nectar
In the end it is poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure Trip

Let us walk,
Let us dance
With quick
Light steps
And make life
A pleasure trip.
Life is to enjoy
And smile
And love.
Sigh not to
Think life,
Dip in to
The truth.
Life is for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasure, Pain And Bliss

Bliss, bliss
You are the bliss, my dear
You are the abode of bliss
And I know, You are not the cause of pain.

I suffer pain as
I have a desire for pleasures.

Pleasures is born of pain
And ends in pain.
Pleasures born of contacts
And only source of pain.
He, who enjoy pleasures
Has to suffers pain.

Mind it, You are saying me
This world is not for pleasures
And also not the cause of pain.
This world is changing every moment
And this change is to enable us
To progress and not to provide us pain.
Mind it, my dear, You are saying again
Desire for pleasure is constant enemy
Pleasures are born of evils
If you are wise
You can perceive flaws.
Pleasure is not here for ever
But I am here, You are saying,
And look, I am living happily.

To get happy in life
Resist the impulses born out of desire
And anger, O my dear,
Then only there is bliss, bliss and bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Pleasures Of Mine

Your words,
Pleasures of mine.
Your time,
My life-line.
Your body,
My world.
Your mind,
My heaven.

Please come
And stay
With me.
And without
You I am
Nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Plenty Of Fish

Find there
Plenty of fish
In the open air.

Gajanan Mishra
Plighted Words

Plighted words
Must be redeemed
Says some
Even at the cost of life.
Let me say here
O my dear, if you believe
This blindly
The enemy may take
Advantage and put you
In trouble.
promises should be kept
Must not be the ultimate
Rule my dear in
The changing situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Plinth

1.
Plinth of all
Is love.
Love is everywhere,
Love all.

I am for
Love.
I am by
Love.
I belong
To love.

Love, love,
Love is
The language
Of languages.

2.

Love, love,
I love you,
You love me
The world is
At your hands.

Love is
The only answer
Of all questions.
Love, love.

Love is
The plowshare
Love is
The plover,
Life's wonder.
3.

Love is
The thread,
Love is
Far away
From caste
Colour
And creed.

Love -
Only one,
In our life.
Love-life in
One earth
One sun
One moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Plop, Plop, Plop!

Plop, plop, plop!
Stones dropped
And water came up.

Gajanan Mishra
Pluck Delhi And

Pluck Delhi and
Make it smile.
Let the world
Be happy
With that smile.
Let there be
Life in happiness.
Let happiness
Be there in air
And in water.
Colourful lights
Be there everywhere
To find the truth
At any moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Pluck The Star

Pluck the star
That's there
And present all
With flowers.
Flowers with colors
Are there and
They all welcome you,
Go there and share.

Gajanan Mishra
Plucking Grapes

Plucking grapes of life
That is sweet I suggest
Come with good mood
Do good have good
Be a lion be a mouse.

Patience and success
One and same
Have patience and
Win battle
That is in cradle.

You are here not to perish
You are here to shine
Remembering who you are
Recalling yourself
Getting self
Staying exclusively means
To liberate and liberation
Is realization who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Plunderer

You can not call me plunderer
I am not taking away anything
And yes I am a plunderer
I am taking away love from you
And love is everything here.

At this conjunction here after
You can named me by my surname
You may call lover or beloved
No problem with me or with you
I am acting as a new creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Plunderers You Are

Plunderers you are- my senses,
And you are determined to destroy me,
I know in seeing, smelling, tasting,
Touching, hearing, desiring, willing,
And see me, still, I am alive.

Fortunately I know the truth
And where it is here in me.
I am cautious and I am driving my
Body-car in a smooth way.
See me, I am going to a better
Position day by day.

Neither any witch nor any tigress
Dares to catch me or suck my blood,
Here at any time and yet, I am plundered.

Gajanan Mishra
Plural

Do not pluck the flower
left them where they are
beauty in original
watch and enjoy
how life is plural.

Gajanan Mishra
Plus And

Plus and minus
That I know
Is outdated now.

Love and affection
That I give
Dislike by crow.

My lamp is
Not lighted
And if lighted
Not in glow.

Gajanan Mishra
Pocket Dry

Pocket dry,
No cash flow.
First, you
Have to pay,
Then only
You can go
To the table
For eating.
Tender notes of
Rupees hundred
Or use credit and
Debit cards
Or e-wallets,
No problem.

Food is available
At a reasonable rate,
Worry not,
We are here to
Serve all.
But pay in advance
And then
Take your seat.
We are waiting for you,
We are for you here.
Show not your
Dry pocket
Anymore to
Us here.

Gajanan Mishra
Pocket Veto

Use pocket veto
To shelved the anger
For larger interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem - A Challenge

My poem -
A challenge
To you.

I have my own
Accurate calculation
Of the hills and
The mountains and
The ocean.

Let me exhibit
My own respiration.

You are the part and parcel
Of my body here.
We, both are
One and the same.

Nothing is personal,
Let us know it
And keep it
In mind.

No one is complete
With all bodily organs,
With all mind and senses.

I conceive
What is there
In the air.

I measure
The sky and the sky,
By my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem - Fresh For Ever

Fresh for ever -
It is poems.
No poem is painful,
No poem is tasteless,
No poem appears vain.

Read and enjoy poems,
My dear, with heart
Of love and devotion.

See, no sunset in poems.

Never waste time
And engage yourself
In reading and writing
What you think fit
At this time.

Something is there
In the poems,
Search it out,
And stay in peace.

Predict not,
Calculate not,
What would be the consequences.
But go and observe life
In the true sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem - A Spark

Poem - a spark,
A light.
Poem - a motion,
A life.

Let me speak
About the poem.
Let me write
In silence.

My thought is
My star,
With poems
Let me go far.

Poem - a garden
Of thought,
Full of love
And the truth.

I live
In poems.
My life
A love poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem, a word,
And we are going
With it whole life.
Life, a word,
We live the whole day.
Day, a word,
We count with fear.
Fear, a word,
That has space
For the dark.
But men, dark is
Not belong to us.
We are here for
The light, only light.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Alone

Poem alone is there,
And I see nothing.
I want no money,
No honour, no position.
I write poems
Now and then.
I hear the sounds
Of words now and then.
Stars, sky, days, nights,
All are there to cooperate
And to help me
On this line.
Poem alone is my business
Centre and point of works.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem And Prize

Poem and prize
Surprised.

O nice
You are here
In my poem
Not in prize.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Begets Happiness

Poem begets happiness,
Poem is holy, glorious
Purified, blessed,
Poem begets happiness.

Poem wipes out delusion
Infatuation and impurity
Poem is brimful
With water of love.

O men, devoutly take
A plunge in to the poem
And never scorched with
The burning rays of
Worldly illusion.

Poem begets happiness
Come with a poem here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Cleanses All

The hearts of all
Poetic movement is
The prime benediction
For humanity
Poem is the life
Poem increases
The ocean of bliss
Poem enables to fully
Taste the nectar of life
Please come and read
And write poems
Poem extinguishes
The fire of
Conditional life of
Birth and death
Come and take the pleasure
For which we are
Always anxious.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Fascinate Me

Poem fascinate me
And I call rain come
With a poem
And rain come with poem.

I call bird
And bird fly away.
Poem fascinate me.

I am not going
To let the poet go
I let go all hope
I let go all desire
And all metaphor.

Poem fascinate me
And I remain alone
I am alone
Emotion is with me
Poem fascinate me
And I am full of emotion
And not attached.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem For

Poem for sale..
contact;
Tapobana, Titilagarh,
Balangir, Odisha
India, Asia
PIN 767033.
And remember
You are mine.

Rate;
Negotiable-
The whole life.

Area;
Operation area-
No limit.
Beyond cosmos.

Members;
All living and
Non-living beings.

Concession;
A poem
with love.

Ingredients;
Air, Water, Light, Earth
And, Aakash
i.e. empty space.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem For Ever

Let the mountain dislodged
Let the seas deluge the lands
By crossing the shore limits
The poems remain firm
On its resolve to achieve
Truth and justice to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Has

Poem has own course
And it goes on the way
Like most.
Like the air
And the water
All flow
In the sky.
Is not the sky earth?
Is not the earth sky?
And the poem
Takes both together
For life.
And life smiles
For light.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Has So Much Things To Do

Poem has so much things to do
Provide the poem a chance to do
Freely without any fear or favor
Poem has got so much strength
That is unimaginable.

Your weapon is poem, my dear poet
That I know from the beginning
You can see and observe the course
Of action that is to be taken by the poem
In open field with full transparency.

You are the poet and this is your poem
Go on with the poem, my dear poet
And see that good and bad are to go together
Sitting on their respective area and without
Interfering to each other and show their goodness.

O poet, keep everything open here
And take care of all lovingly
O poet, enjoy the situation here
With your poem and direct others to keep a watch
So that execution of welfare projects can be made.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is

Poem is the forerunner
Of mind-action.
The primal element
Of life is poem.

The basis of
All poems is life.
Life is there
In eternal time.

Time belongs
To no one.
But we are to
Write poems in time.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is A Movement

Poem is a movement
That is started here
Since birth of a poet
And who is not a poet
Tell my dear and tell me
In this world where is
knowledge without poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is A Place

Poem is a place and pace
Integrate to lend
Meditative energy
I am always with it
My poem is my bridge
Routed to you
O my dear I am
Penetrating to
Creative idiom
Where you rooted.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is A Spark

Poem is a spark
Of splendor of eternity
Most glorious most powerful.

Poem is a way
To attain bliss in reality
Most prosperous most wonderful.

Poem is a gist of knowledge
Imparted by Almighty's authority
Most remarkable most fruitful.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Beyond All Proofs

Truth is beyond all proofs
Love is beyond all proofs
We are in Love
Truth is with us
We compose poems
That is real
They can not be confined
within the range of the proof
Of senses and mind
Poem is a feeling
Poem is Self.
I know, proof is a kind of
Inclination and poem and self
Is a kind of realization
Love is one
Truth is one
Self is one
Poem is one
Proof differs
As evident guess
compare word reasoning
Apprehension and tradition
And poem is beyond everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Both

Is poem mere flash of thought?
Is poem pursuit of the mind?

Poem is both the glass of mirror,
And also the film of a camera.

We can see ourselves in poems
We can also catch the impression.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Glorious

Poem is glorious
And reading and hearing are
More glorious and prime subject matter.

I am fortunate
That I am writing poems
And I am on the path of liberation.

Let me congratulate You
It is You who have
Made me and declared me as a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Good

Poem is good
If it is meaningful,
Know the judge good
If he delivers justice
With principles.

Know the girl beautiful
If love is there
In her heart.
Know the wife good
If she serves.

If it digest
Food is good.
Devotion is good
If it is with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Here

Write a poem
In any language.
Poem is here
Always, everywhere.
Each and everyone
is a part and parcel
of poem and
poem is here within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Life

Poem is life
In action.
Foresee all, my dear,
And go on with
The poem.
No ambiguity and
Nothing.
Life is
All clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Lost

Poem is lost
In my lust.
And I am living
Without poem,
And I am dead.

I made you mute
And my work is successful.
Humanity I focussed
Without any reservation
In entire creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is More Important

Poem is more important
Than anything else
Let me complete
This poem, O unfinished.

I am taking Your
Dictation only
I know not what
You are telling.

I am trying to
Please You, O Pleasure
By writing this poem
I know not what is that.

Let us write more and more
You are in this poem I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is My Convas

Poem is my canvas
I am a poet
Words are my colors
And it is my life
I live in it
And I am alive
Believe me
My life is my poem
I am in the poem
Search me find me
And get whatever
You need
It is as solid
As the sky
Say never good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Not Bound

Poem is not bound
It is open, it is free.
Come on my dear and see
All truth here and
Do all welfare works for all.

Be tolerant and be happy
With the happiness of others
And stay in peace.
Practice poem with virtues
And nectar of life always.

Proud not with anything
And acquired knowledge always
With everything and with love
Welcome all, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Not Here

Poem is not here in your material world
Poem is here in His Holy name fame
Forms and pastimes and poem is here
You can enjoy with Him in transcendental identity that is poem that is absolute realm.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is Not To

Poem is not to read only,
Poem is the way to go deep,
to understand life,
to see what are there
up above the sky.

Poem is not to read only,
Poem is a thought
that can mold your fly,
that can tell you at every stage
what for you are here.

Discover poem
in your own life,
with foes and friends,
on this very earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is One

Poem is one
Without any sect
And sex.
Poem is one
With one sun
And one night.

I am one
And going
With the poem.
No needs to
Inserts anything
In between.

Life and mystery,
Mystery and human freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Is The Secret Of All Secrets

Poem is the secret of all secrets,
Let me read it before you,
I find in you all good.
You are the one who can do much
For the welfare of all here.
Go on my dear, go on with the poem,
That I am reading it, mark the special
Words I mark and overcome all obstacles.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Needs

Poem needs nurture
Man needs nature
Mind needs culture
And we need not
Worry for future,
As here, let us see
With us, our Great Creator.

We need not worry,
Only to give our mind
To the Supreme Truth
That is always near,
We are to love all,
As we know our Almighty
Is in all and there and here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Super Fast

Nothing is certain
Go with fountain
Be sure
Life is in vain.

2

Catch train
go for fain.

3

Present is yours
Neither past
Nor future.

4

O my soul
Come and
Wash my coal
See I am yours
This is the identification
Mark the mole.

5

Grammar is man-made
Not poem.
Go with poem
Forgetting word
sentences rules
Regulations of grammar.

6

Water is burning
Air is burning
Sky is burning
Still fire is not there
And this earth.

7

Only love I want
I am the product of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Tomorrow

The poem will be practical
And enjoyable
Fully understandable
Persists over life
And lovable.

Light wind would prevail
All over dimensions
Warm and dry region.

Delightful morning
Welcome all
After clear night
Spring breeze tight.

It is this beautiful poem
Tomorrows fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Without Poet

Poem without poet not possible
Woman without man not practicable.
Poem invite poet to write
Woman invite man to rewrite.
Poem and woman have fragrance
They have world dominance.
Both poem and woman are needed
For furtherance of the end.
And the end is
Far from brain.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem Writing

Poem writing is a
Progressive journey
From one word to another.

Poem writing is the
Spiritual sky
Where one can fly.

Poem writing is
Full of bliss and knowledge
Through sacrifice one can reach this college.

Poem writing is the ultimate
Salvation through the words
Mysticism and meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Meeting and living,
Living and greeting,
Greeting and writing,
Writing poems for them,
Great things here.
And the poets are
Doing all without
Any expectation
From any one at any time.
And one who expects
Is not a poet, but
A business man sucking
Blood of others
For self-interest.
So far my knowledge goes,
The poet has no self-interest,
Even the true poet
Goes to the extent and say
Let my life go to hell,
And allowed all to enter heaven.
Movement of writing poems
Is nothing but the music,
Music of nectar,
Only here on this earth
In all atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem-Aid De Camp

My aid de camp
My poem
There is fear of
Coup d' etat.

I'm at
Daggers drawn
With myself
It's the poem
That rescue me.

My poem
My aid de camp.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems - Blissful Verses

Poems - blissful verses,
Here in this life.
Poems - Show the paths
Of celestial beauty.

The poems have written
Everything and we all
Are the parts of
That writings.

So sweet and so beautiful,
So open and so fruitful -
Unlimited and with no beginning,
But with all mystic powers.

Let us come, my dear
To learn something here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems - Real

All my poems are
Based on my experiences
And they are real and hence
Nothing to feel sad, dear friends.
You just read and act
With devotion
Without any discrimination.
My poems are all but simple
Just to make you understand easily
And to realize the truth.
Truth is that you are human,
You are to live with humanity,
That is the principle of eternity
And here nothing is empty.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems And Nature

Be in nature,
Write about nature,
Poets and nature
Are for present
And for future,
Poets and poems
Are with nature.
Communing with nature
Is a great thing.
Know all truth there
With nature.
Going beyond nature
Would throw your brain
In to confusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems And Poems

Give me a poem
If you want me alive
Recite a poem
If you want the world
To move and survive.

I am here with poems
Poems are here for me
If you want to alive
Catch the poems
That are revolve round you.

No matter black and white
No matter right or wrong
Poems and poems
That are yours for welfare
And for them.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems And Poet

Poems and poet
Both are one and the same
You can not say
They are not here.

You see You hear
You taste You experience
Say not bitter
Say and consider better.

It is the suffering of life
That instigate the poet
To write poems for better
Guidance of future.

Poet is the best teacher
To read a poem say never
Poems and poets are here
Only for us, let us give honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are

Poems are not meant
For dustbins.

Poems are the signature
Of life
In the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are Being

Poems are being written by me
Only for you O my dear
There is true love between
You and me and I have surrendered
Before you completely
And I do not put my surrender
To a test being a true refugee
I have also no contrary resolution
A firm belief is with me that
Relation with you is permanent
And eternal and I am only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are Being Written

Poems are being written
For the benefit of all
In all parts of the Universe.

Poems are being written
To reestablish the soul's
Eternal relation with the Supreme.

Poems are being written
To discover and rediscover Truth
In the life of Pure love and nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are Not For Fun

Poems are not for fun
Lives are not for gun.

Life is God's incarnation
Poem is God's manifestation.

Life is the best creation
Poem is life's perfection.

Life exist in expression
Poem is life's inclination.

Poem is the extending version
Life is love's creation.

Life is beautiful and attractive
When poem is not fugitive.

Tell life you are here with poem
We are for love tell them.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are Path Of

Poems are path of liberation
From this world of darkness
To the kingdom of light.
By following this path
O poet, You can see the Truth
And You are liberated.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are Read

Poems are read,
Experiences are felt,
Living has begun.

Life is in fire,
It is known.

Violences are made,
Sufferings are met,
Living has begun.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are The Reflections

Poems are the reflections of what
Is heard, what is seen, what is imagined
And how was/is/will be the living.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Are There

Poems, poems, poems,
Poems are there
Go and catch them,
Catch them, catch them.

I want not to interfere
With your business, poems,
But I want to see you, read you,
Taste you and go with you.

I know, poems, you have kept
All the love for me and
I know, truth is there only
With you spreading all over the sky.

I am the sky, I am the poet, with me,
Come on poems and stay on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Being Written

I find
Nothing beyond poems
And for this
Nothing to feel proud.

When I am
In the arena of my poems
I think it is my heaven
And I am in peace.

Here nothing pain
Nothing pleasure
I think here
I am my fragment
In the shape of poems.

I find in this arena
How beautiful I am
And credit goes to the poems
That the poems kept me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems By Gajanan Mishra

Poems by Gajanan Mishra,
Here find these - read and recite.
Poems by Gajanan Mishra,
Full of love and life.

In the poems of Gajanan Mishra,
You may search your own creator.
In the poems of Gajanan Mishra
Discover the earth, the sky,
The light, the air and the water.

Poems by Gajanan Mishra,
And in these poems you may find
A different lifestyle that is here,
In different words with different
Emotions that are within you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Help Center

Come to this
Poems help center
O poet come to
The cuckoo
The cuckoo is here
With bear
And You appear
With the poem
And it is clear
I know sky is
Your successor.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Of Gajanan Mishra

1.

Here see
The poems of
Gajanan Mishra.
What is there,
Need not ask
Any more.
Gajanan Mishra
Is here
In these poems.
See and hear him.
Multiple colours
Are there in poems.
Love and truth
Are there in the poems.

2.

Here see
The poems of
Gajanan Mishra.
Only nectar,
Only nectar.
Every word is
New at every
Moment.
Life is empty
Here, see.
Emptiness is
Not there
In poems, see
And read poems.
Poems Prescribed

Poems prescribed
That I wrote
Sacrificing self.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Should Be Written

Poems should be written,
Poems are purifiers of all.

Poems are being written by poets
And poets are men of wisdom.

Men of wisdom do not criticize any opinion
They take right views of other poets
And add their own belief and thoughts.

Poets are thoughtful and they have no selfish desires
The goal of the poets are the welfare of all others.

Poets are here to remove evils, bad conduct
And sins of all innocents and wise as well.

Poems should be written
Poets should be honored
Purification be made inside and outside and in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems Within Poems

Poems, poems, poems,
Poems within poems.
Read, write, love,
Poems and poems.

Try to understand,
Life is there in poems,
Earth is there in poems,
Stars are there in poems.

Truth is necessary
In poems, you have written.
To understand the truth,
Love is but a necessity.

And poems - clear
In silence. Enjoy poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems-Update

With mothers
On this land.

That is poem
We need in our
Daily bread.

Cloth and
Shelter have
No role not true.

Read a poem
Write a poem
And stay yourself.

Time update
With poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Poem-Ultimate Truth

Poem- Ultimate Truth
Come to the poem
See here all goodness
All victories
All glories
All unfailing righteousness
Come to the poem
And be a successful man.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet

Who is not a poet,
Let me know my dear.
since you are here,
Each one has power
To be a creator.
No needs to distinguish
From one to another.
Moving or non-moving
Living or non-living
Everybody has equal status
That is the nature.
As a striver, I have to
Give importance to one here
Creating life-chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet - A Creator

Poet is a creator
But he is not happy at creation
Poet does not like destruction
But he is not sad at dissolution
Poet knows dissolution is the first
Stage and seeds of creation
Poet is a creator.

Poet is a creator
And he creates and whatever is created
Poet sustains and whatever is sustained
All are poets thoughts and manifestation
Poet pervades everywhere
The word destruction is not right
If we say change of form, it is not wrong.
Poet is a creator.

Change is there always and change is the nature
Poet is the changer through nature
Nature is poet himself, change occur
Everywhere every time
Poet knows better everything whirl in the wheel
Of creation preservation and destruction
Poet is at the center.

Poet is the beginner of every chapter
Poet is the play and poet is the player
Poet is the semblance of all
Let us go to the poet to see his creation
Poet will be happy to see us at his creation
Poet love all creatures including us
Poet is committed for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet - Omniscient

O poet
You are omniscient
You are most ancient.
You are the ruler
You are the illuminator
You are the subtler
Supporter and sustainer.

O poet
By your poetic power
You are holding firmly
The life-breath of all
You can create you can construct
You can make anything survive
And If you wish you can
play the role of a destroyer.

Gajanan Mishra
You have rightly said,
Dear poet Robert Murray Smith
All are equal,
All are one and the same.

Only a true poet
Can say.
Only a true poet
Can love.

Only a true poet
Can know the truth.
That's why I am
With you, dear poet.

Life is not easy,
Life is not cheap.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet - The Guide

A poet should write and speak
About the naked truth of life
The poet is the guide of the society
By reading and listening to the poet
People may come to their senses
About the precarious life
In material existence and
Try to live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet- A Boat

Poet serves as a boat
Here in this world,
This is the world of woes.
Strange nature of
The boat is words.
Be not arrogant, men
And come on to the boats
And get safely transported
Through poetry.
The poet is waiting
For you men, come on.
The boat, the poet
Is here for you
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet- All In One

Poet has intellect
Poet has wisdom
Poet has truth
Poet has self restraint
Poet has joy
Poet has sorrow
Poet has austerity charity
Fame and reputation
And poet writes poems
On diverse feelings
Of a creature
That emanate from him alone
Happy poems, sorrow poems
Birth poems, death poems
Poems on rain, summer, winter
Spring, on birds, on trees on sky
On air on water on earth
On love on hate and on and on
So many so many emotions, feeling
And experiences
Let us call poet
All in one, the poet is
Committed to the society
For larger interest and for
Establishment of world order
And poet is doing everything
For the welfare of all
Let us say, the poet
Is the base and root of all
Poet is the source of
Divine glories and feelings.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Among Poets

I am a poet
Among poets.
On earth
I am the diamond.
In sea
I am the pearl.
In the dark
I am the light.
I am up above
All religions
All sciences.
I am the poet
Who weep, who laugh
In silence at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet And Skill

Empty lots,
Poets and skill,
And all.

All to breath,
All to live,

Going back,
Coming forward,
All for reward.

Dear men,
Know thyself.

Truth and love,
Life is not bluff.

Both the moon and
The sun - at rooftops.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet And The Soap

Poet is just like a soap.
Ask how? soap is washing
Your body and the poet is
Washing your mind to provide
You a life full of clean and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Can Imagine Anything

Poet can imagine anything
Woman can do anything
Poet in thought
Woman in action.

Gajanan Mishra
No grammar is needed
In a child’s world
In a poet's world
In the world of love
The poet the child
Are living always
And no one can put them
In trouble water
Poet is a free bird
With his words his languages
His dreams are with him
He is sharing his dreams
His thoughts that is
His greatness.

Leave the poet alone
Leave the child alone
Leave them to smile to laugh
To love to live
You can apply them as they are
You can put them on your own way
And in regular form and understand
On your own what they expressed
Beyond vocabulary beyond grammar
And see everything is alright.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Edward Kofi

Move, move,
Poet Edward Kofi, move,
With joy, move,
I really love you.

Joy is not a
Small thing, dear poet,
You know, I know.

Move with your own words,
With your own style,
In your own area.

Poet Edward Kofi, move,
Move with the truth.
The truth is life, dear poet,
And in life, we are here to enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Failed To Describe

Poet failed to describe you
And your activities in detail.

Who are you
What are you doing here
How you are doing
What for your coming and going
I wish to know everything
Why do you work such wonders
In this world
I want to know all.

No literature and nothing
Available with me so far
That can able to provide
Clear picture.

My dear, you have that power
But I wonder
Why I failed as a writer
To reproduce you in camera.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet For All

Poet has freed himself from all men
Poet has made himself a servant to all.

It is not that poet has written poems
And has sown emotional spiritual things
For you and started reaping your
Material things.

It is that poet has written as it is
Spontaneous and it gives pleasures
Writing is poet's respiration and
You are all at the center of his thought.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Himself Is The Festival

All festivals are there in the poet,
All springs, all love, all truth
And everything is there with the poet.
Poet can only question you on any matter
Poet can request you, poet can advice you
And you are bound to obey the poet if you
Desire a happy and prosperous life here.
Going with the poet is living a life of peace
And happiness with love.

Gajanana Mishra
Poet I Am

Poet I am,
I know,
What is there
In a name.

I know
The words are
At times cheat,
But the heart never.

Poet I am
I know the creatures here
And what is and who is
And how is there in them.

I salute all,
I love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet In Exile

Poet in exile
Can know the pain
And the truth
Of life.

Poet in exile
Can utter
The truth of
Life and land.

Poet in exile
Can say
What he thinks
Fit and good.

Welcome the poet
And listen to words.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is A Lawyer

He always pleads for others
Let world is in fine
The poet pray before Almighty
The poet does not care himself
And help others Subbu
God sends everybody for the welfare
Of the world or else
There is dead silence
Be practical be a creative artist
And see the world in your third eyes
And have faith and do something
Extraordinary O poets
To make the world more beautiful
More and more charming and fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is A Man Of Great Virtue

Poet is a man of great virtue
Poet is the protector and adviser of our society
Possessing power, prosperity learning and wisdom.
If a true poet is there as our loving head
Then there is victory glory and righteousness
In our society in our world.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is A Sage

Poet is a sage
Poet is great
Prominent features
Of poet's qualities are
Kind, peaceful, truthful
Equable, faultless, magnanimous
Mild, clean, non-possessive
Well-wisher to all, satisfied
Surrendered to truth, simple
Self-controlled, fixed
Pride-less, grave, sympathetic
Friendly, expert and silent
Are you a poet and if yes
You are my best friend
You are self-realized and learned.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is Above The Time

Poets are above the time
Poems are eternal truth
Poems and poets make a group
Each and everybody here is a
Constituent part of the group
You may like or not it is true
No assumption no presumption
Would assure you outsider
My dear, poets are always here
To give us a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is All Auspicious

Dare not to defeat a poet
Poet knows who you are
Also knows your intentions with
Lusty materialistic senses
Poet knows everything and
Poet has all transcendental quality
Opulence name fame and influence
Always poet is taking the care of all
Stay with the poet without fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is Divine

Poet is in truth
Poet is in wisdom
Poet is in bliss
Poet is divine
poet is mine.

No fire can burn the poet
No water can drown the poet
No water can touch the poet
Poet is the sky
Poet is thine
Poet is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is Equal

Poet is equal
In His attitude
To all.

I salute
The poet and
Wait His call.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is Free

Poet is free
No grammarian can guide the poet
Do not tell before a poet you are dare
And I know there are so many grammarians
With so many grammars
The poet is one with truth with love
All the grammars old middle modern
Are of no use for a poet
At the time of poet's thought
Poet's love poet's poetry
Nobody can search research poet's history
Nobody can dare to described poet
Poet can create his own language
His own grammar and it does not bother the poet
Whether you like it or not
Leave the poet on his own way
It is better you to read him love him
If you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is He

Who is learned,
Who knows the scriptures well,
Who knows the science of reviving the dead,
Poet is known for his science of ethics,
Poet, for his virtues and learning, regarded as God.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is Not

Poet is not an ordinary person
Poet is full of knowledge and vision.
In his original identity
Poet is the controller of all.
Poet saves all and offer
Love and bliss and service.
Poet knows better who is where
Poet is very pleasing and gives light.
The most beloved is the poet
Through his poems the poet spreads everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is The Cuckoo

Hear the poet
Poet is the cuckoo
See the poet
Poet is the swan
The glory of contact
With poet is no secret.

Poet is the holy ocean
Words are sacred water
Any creature whether
In water on land in air can
Attain wisdom glory salvation
And anything and it is
The result of association
With the poet.

Poet is the root of
All joy and blessings
Through contact with the poet
Even the wicked get reformed.

Hear the poet
See the poet
And get yourself
Changed as a pious soul
By the touch of the words and
Through truth and love of the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Is The Symbol

Poet is the symbol,
Symbol of peace
And love.

Poet illuminates,
Illuminates the way
Of all creatures
With the power
Of his words.

Poet shows the way
The way of love
And living.

Ignore not the poet,
My dear men, flowers
Of life are there with him.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet is under the sun
With the air
On the earth
eager for light
In the water
And connecting link
With the sky
And we know
The abode of a poet
Is his poem
We know the world is
His playground
The birds the animals
The forests the mountains
The rivers the seas
Are his partners
And we are searching
His identity
Alas!

Gajanan Mishra
Poet is writing
To make the earth
Like heaven.
The poet is writing
To change man
To god.
The poet is writing
To acknowledge love
In this truthful world.
This world is here
With the poet
And the poet is writing
To establish world order
In a peaceful manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Knows Everything

Poet knows everything
Poet goes everywhere
Poet shows all and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Recognizes Poet

A saying goes
merit recognizes merit
Likewise poet recognizes poet
A good poet is he who give respect
To a poet and welcome him cordially.

A pot is the finest man of this world
Poet is a saint a sage and it is his
Desire to make the world free from
Troubles and the poet wish all a happy
And prosperous life.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet- The Walking Creator

Poet - the walking creator
And the God of truth and love.
Be a poet for the welfare of all
And here see your own call
In the tune of life and not death,
Death is also changing its form
And ready to give you nectar.

Poet can only supply you
The life-water and make you drink,
Even after your death as you think.
If one poet is there in a village
That poet is able to give light
Like the sun and for the poet only
The entire atmosphere enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet Wants Nothing

Power prestige
Pleasure prosperity
Poet just wants to see
Through his inner eyes
What is there in hi.
And what is actual
Knowledge.
Poet want a word
And a word is enough
For the poet if that word
has power to establish love
Poet wants nothing
Poet has no selfish motives.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet, Liberated Soul

Let me listen to the poem,
From the liberated soul, the poet
And realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet, O Poet

Let not the dog out
The poet cried.

Poet, poet, O poet
Imagine, imagine and imagine
Your imagination is our wealth
Your imagination is our health
Imagine, imagine and imagine
Create things on your own
In your own world my dear poet
That is not known and that is owned.

Let not the dog out
The poet cried.

Poet, poet, O poet
We have no control over anything
We have no control over the land
That is dreamy.
It is only you O poet
Who can control us from that land
Where nothing to be shame
Where no body is there to blame
Where there is only fame and fame.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet, The Creative Incarnation

Poet, the creative incarnation
Of the world.
I love the poet,
I salute the poet.
I want to draw
The attention of all here
To the truth,
That is there within the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet, The Great Mystic

O poet,
O great mystic,
Come on and
Give me strength,
Strength to fight
Injustice.

O poet,
I know, when
You are present
With your words,
My life dazzle
With ray of hopes.

O poet,
You are very dear
To me.
You have accepted
Me as yours
Inseparable one,
I am fortunate.

O poet,
I know, you are
Here to help me
Achieve ultimate
Success of life
Through the path of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Circle

Poetic circle
It is my circle
And it is unending
As you said
My dear poet Shawik
And I am going on it
To see all here
In rotation
And here I discover
Myself with my
Own poems wherein
I feel your presence
And I find nothing
That is called doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Identity

In poetic identities
Intervention disastrous
Ultimate barrier nowhere
Fluidity and freedom prevails
Every reader needs to readjust
With new poems
No need to look askance.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Power

Poetic power
Is the most
Powerful power
Of all powers.

Let us follow
This power
And know the world
The world is
Within this power.

This world is
Made out of
This power
Let us see and
Test it in daily needs.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Relation

I dropped law practice
And took up poem composing.

I know poem is divine
I know poetic relation is
Universal eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Sensibility

I love
Poetic sensibility
Of the poet
I love
The glory
Of the glorious
I love
The intelligence
Of the intelligent
I love
The seed
Of the tree
I love
The soul
Of the creatures
I love all
That are eternal
Without its origin
And end.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic Sensitivity

What I am searching
Is poetic sensitivity
In different periods of life.
I am observing my own
Death anniversary on
My so-called very birth day.
Description of forms and
Attributes are not necessary.
Let me know again in clear terms
How life is the best and real
And pleasant and attractive.
Let me stay independent all days.
Let me pervade everywhere,
In the mode of goodness with true knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetic World

Do not disturb me
I am in my poetic world.

Here no sorrow
Here no farrow
Only arrow
Here and you can not
Go narrow.

This is poetic world
Big big broad
Come abroad
In this abroad.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry - Antiseptic Method

Equal - heaven and hell,
No effect - material existence.
My poetry is my
Antiseptic method to
Protect me from all
Disturbances and miseries.
I am in truth, and
Truth conscious I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry - Art

Art of poetry
Poetry-an art
Art- a poetry.

Think in essence
I am nothing.

In reality
Think in life
I am everything.

Art of poetry
Is with you
Since the beginning.

Where is the beginning
That I know
That you know.

Not to express openly
Is an art and say everything.

Art of poetry
Poetry - an art
Art - a poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry - Not To Be

Write and read,
Poetry, but
Poetry - not to be
Understood.

Take part
In recitation,
But hope not
Anything in return.

Life - the topic,
Love - the essence,
Truth - requirement,
Through poetry
Go anywhere to touch
The heart's fragments.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry - Useless Waste Of Time

No other person,
But my wife is telling me
Daily at home.
And I failed to
Make her understand.
I know she is the symbol of
Material world
And my poetry speaks
About spiritual benefits.
I rejected every profession
As a means of earning my livelihood,
I have also not indulged
In any arguments and
Counterarguments and avoided all.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry And Life ????? ?? ???? (Odia)
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Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Can Sing

Poetry can sing,
While the poet
Remains silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Day

Each and every day
Here, I discover
This poetry day.
I discover in
My life-breath.
Poetry is the waves,
That are here,
At every moment and
We are to catch them,
Before we swept away.
In poetry you find
Not sweltering condition,
And this day is not
Uncomfortably hot.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Emerges

Poetry is there
For peace,
But poetry emerges
From turmoils.
And poet is
The turncoat
For all good
Being tutelary.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Flows

Incessantly
Poetry flows
Like the waves
Of a river
And that of a sea
Or that of an ocean.
How many waves?
Impossible to count.
No one can calculate
The number of poetry
Anywhere at any time.
And poetry is there
Even after this life,
Even after death.
In so many words,
Even without words,
Poetry flows,
In so many forms,
In so many colors,
In so many places,
For so many purposes.
If one goes and
Try to understand-
Poetry is useless.
But poetry is there
To enjoy.
Enjoy poetry,
Feel poetry,
Live poetry,
That is there with you.
Poetry is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Has Nothing To Give

Expect nothing,
Poetry has nothing to give.
But smile,
And see how you feel happy
With the recitation.
Nothing to envy,
Poetry is not interested in
Anything with you.
But stay not silent,
So many things to utter.
Say something and see,
They are the nectar.
For you,
Poetry has a bigger picture.
Open the door,
And stoop over.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Has Power

Poetry has power
To defeat all
Inauspicious things.
Let me absorbed
In the fullness
Of my language
In poetry.
My words are nectar,
And it give
Bright light always
To life.
Let life enjoy
With glories of
Reading and writing poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Incarnation

Poetry incarnation-
Life's plenary portion.
From the very beginning,
It is in the creation.

Life is in the expansions,
It is the confirmation
Of principles.
It is all beauty,
All knowledge,
All renunciation.

Life, I feel
Is an interval,
But interval is
Not for intervention.
It is to establish,
One's own position.
It is not dislocation,
But it is individual freedom,
It is conditioned
And it is there
In our life's constitution
To fulfil our aspiration,
To save from
All destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry is like a prism
Use it as you like
With multiple colors
That enlighten
Your life.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry is a revolt
Against the self.
And what is the self?
Self can be described
Only by poetry itself.

What the poetry says
Not necessarily be the truth.
Forget the poetry
And dare to live
Without it.

Make poetry your life
And live free.
Hear again from the poet,
How freedom is the birth right.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is Here

Please come
And come and see
Poetry is here
And without you
It will go nowhere.

Please come
And come and hear
Poetry sounds like cloud
Poetry sounds like
Dashing of air in stone
Poetry sounds question
Whose answer is everywhere.

Please come
And come and feel
Feeling is poetry
It is like the time
And time is no more
With anybody you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry is life,
Each day is a poetry day,
Each creature here is full of poetry,
Each creature is alive- poetry.
I love poetry,
I love each creature
Living and non-livings.
I salute you all poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is Mere Acceptance

Poetry is mere acceptance
My dear, No matter
What you do with poetry.

Poetry is not yours
Poetry is of others
And used as rendering
Welfare of others.

Poetry is final
And there is nothing
Beyond poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is My Life

Poetry is my life,
I cannot live
Without poetry.
Let me compose
With the words
Available here.
I can do nothing
But write poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is Poetry

Poetry is poetry
And it is tongue,
It is words,
It is ears,
It is silenced,
It is languages,
It is heart,
It is mind,
It is time,
It is dream,
It is life itself.
Poetry talk to itself,
For progress,
For fire,
For air,
For sugar and salt,
With love,
With passion,
With rage,
With smile,
Showing its
Own Dance
On earth
And in the sky.
Poetry separates
Makes and unmakes.
Poetry has its
Own confidence
To move forward
To measure the depth
Of the self.
Poetry flourish,
Poetry vanishes
Through doubt
In life in shadow.
But poetry discovers
Light and opens
The new path always.
Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is Science

Poetry is Supreme science
As science poetry is supremely holy
And poetry is a purifier
Poetry secures lasting peace.

Poetry-science is super -excellent
Poetry makes people noble
The more one write and read poetry
The more uncommon, he becomes.

Poetry is virtuous
Poet has no desires for fruits
Poet is doing only virtuous actions
Let us welcome poet everywhere.

Poetry is very easy to practice
No investment is required in poetry
Poet reciprocates poets-infinite times
Poetry is everywhere every time.

Disclosing identity in poetry is very sacred
People devoid of devotion have critical spirit
Only poetry set them right
Knowledge with realization is poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is The Only Way

Poetry is the only way
To unite the world,
To give love and affection to all,
To reach the truth
That all are one and
The same and
All belong to the same water, air
Earth, light and the sky.
Poetry knows no discrimination,
The poetry has only one function,
To love all, to love all.
The poetry is the only shelter,
And all over the world, with poetry,
You would find no disturbances.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is The Way Of Life

I write poetry
And it is the way
Of life, I know.
I know how to live
Peacefully here
On this earth.
I find peace and
Compassion within me.
I am peace-loving
I need to hold
On this harmony.
Poetry is my religion,
I am a worshiper of
All creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Is There

Poetry is there
As natural as air
And water under the sky.
Poetry is there
As natural as tree
And birds on the earth.
Poetry is there
As natural as light of the sun.
Poetry is changing
Its colour like the seasons.
Poetry is there
And it is overflowing
Like the waves of the ocean.
Poetry is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Life

Who knows what is poetry,  
Please come and tell us  
On this open field.  
Give the introductory speech  
If you so like, keeping poetry  
On the front line here  
And hereafter this life.  
Truth is grace, love is great,  
Let all people know here  
And let them give a chance  
To enjoy life that is in eternity.  
Life after life, you are there,  
To discover your own position,  
That is not available always.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Must Be Written

Poetry must be written
For love, for truth.
Otherwise, words bind you
To this material world.
And uttering unwanted words
Is committing greatest sin,
As these words act against
All living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Of Letters

See, I am busy
In my poetry of letters.
And I am searching
A new life therein.

I am searching a life
That is full of love
That is divine
And that is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Reading

Poetry reading
Is a sacrifice
Of knowledge.
Life is full
Of knowledge.
Lost in poetry
Means understand
Life on earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry School

Come to
My poetry school,
To my school of poetry,
It is free.

But you have to deposit
The fees - love.
In return truth
Will be delivered to you.

You have to follow me
Through Facebook
And twitter.

From 6 AM to 9 PM,
You can find me
In the world of poetry.

I am searching there
My own identity.
I am appearing my exam
Before me at every moment.

I am concentrating
In each word and
Trying to discover
Something new.

Help me, cooperate me,
I am therein where you are,
And I am taking your feeling
And interested to admit you
For new schooling.

Come on, seats are
Reserved for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Poetry Unlimited

Poetry unlimited,
Life unlimited,
Love unlimited.

Love life poetry
All of us
And we are here.

We are here to create,
We are here to play,
To enjoy new creations.

We are by nature,
We are to show good behavior,
We are here forever.

In love, in truth,
In peace- life good.

Gajanan Mishra
Poets Are Only There

Poets are only there
To give free service
To the people in general.

Poets are only there
To uplift the people with love
With knowledge and with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poets Are Wise

Poets are wise
And they make
No distinction
Between what
They write
And what
They do.
The poets make
The words alive.
And the words
Themselves are
Ready to give light.

Gajanan Mishra
Poets Charter

One type of poem
And that is life.
One type of delivery
And that is time delivery.

The aim of life
is only one
that is to live
objective of life
is to maintain
peace and harmony.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet's Day

No
Nothing
Night here
Through out the day
O Goodbye
Vibration scattered

O no
Nothing
Black and white
Fine birth death
Colorful journey
And I left
Just to said
Silent silent
Watch watch

No
Nothing
Nothing to rise
Nothing to fall
Throughout the night
Awake watch
Tree tree bird bird
Air and sky
My day
Poet's day.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet's Helplessness

I am writing poems it is true
And it is also true
That my poems are incomplete
It is also true
I am not able to write well
But I am trying to write
Poems are being written
On their own ways by the poems
I am merely acting as a
Stenographer, my dear
To be very frank
I am not writing a single poem
On my own and it is the poems
Themselves are coming through me.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet's Life

Poet's life,
Touching eternity,
Destroys
All evils.

Poet's life,
Envy no one,
And spend whole life
In truth.

Poet's life
Easy access,
For all good,
For love only.

Gajanan Mishra
Poets Vision

My poem
My reader first
My world first.

My poem
My reader
My world.

You are all my world
You are all my reader
You are all my poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Point Is There

Point is there,
Remember that point -
The loving tears.
It is in everyone,
In every planet.
And it is recognized
By inevitable time.
The wind carries
The message of love,
And the force of love
Is controlled by the sun.
This sun is in me,
I know very well, and my dear,
I am the time's living creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Point Of Education

Where it is,
The point of education.

You are looting
Wealth of others,
You are torturing
The innocents,
You are eyeing
On the women of others,

How can I say
You are intelligent,
And you are a man
Of knowledge,
You are wise,
And you are working
For public service.
Since you are not
Following the laws,
Laws of nature,
Since you have
No sympathy for the weak.

Gajanan Mishra
Point To Be Noted

I am truthful
Point to be noted
I am beautiful
As said, truth is
Beauty and beauty
Is truth.

I am telling the truth
Means I am not a liar
I am not a liar means
I am truthful and also
Faithful and I am Yours
Means You are mine
Means I am not alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Points Need Attention

Remember, you are rational,
Remember, you are a man,
Remember, humanity is your capital,
Remember, Almighty is within you.

In truth, you are living,
O men, your growth is in your love,
Let others live in peace,
Others’ progress is your happiness, my dear.

Clash not with anybody at any time,
All are one and the same here,
Take your limited feeling and see
The world is watching you
And ready to enrich you
As you are committed to the welfare of all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Poison

Poison is this glamour
This worldly possessions
It is just like
Committing suicide
And we are in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Poison / Nectar

You have given me this poison
You have given me freedom
To eat or not to eat
And I have eaten
And the result is this life
And in this life I am in search of
Nectar that you have given me
And I am searching from the very
Beginning with equanimity to
Success or failure and See
I have got nectar in the early morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Poison All

I am in the prison hole,
And it is like strong
Pots of poison.
I said to myself,
Mistake not this poison
To be nectar, my dear.
Morose, no happiness.
No way, no place,
I find here
For my purpose.
I find nothing is
Suitable for me.
The waves here,
Not good for anyone,
I know and I realize.
Still, I wander
With all like a machine.
Let me confront with the truth,
That is there in me.
I fear, no one else,
But myself here.

Gajanan Mishra
Poison or nectar,
You to decide,
And give me
That is suitable.
Nothing to aspire,
I am also,
As you know,
Not experienced.
And foolish one.
For everything
I depend on you,
You know, my love
And you are
My truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Poison, Poison, Poison

Believe not a man
Who is intoxicated.
Intoxicating materials
Are available here
Everywhere within
And also outside.
Stay cautious my dear,
And intoxicate not
Anyone including yourself.
Believe not a wicked,
The wicked is more than
Poison, and whole body
Of the wicked man is
Full of poison and poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Poisoned Sweets

All these worldly
Peace and happiness
Are poisoned sweets,
Go not with all these,
Wholesale ruin is written
In it.
Peace and happiness if
You are searching truly, my dear,
They are within, see
With love and in truthful eyes.

Outside world is sand and water, my dear
And you are searching oil in it,
You are searching sparks from the moon,
And wandering for darkness from the sun!

Gajanan Mishra
Poison-Nectar

What is poison
What is nectar
All are one and
The same to me,
My dear, come on.
I am here to show you
The correct picture
That is within us.
The world is
Waiting to see
But we are not
Ready yet to
Adduce evidences
Of our united strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Political Discourse

Political discourse
Good and pious for the
Country you have
If it is positive
And you are not here
To Pollute this anyway
Political discourse
Is not mud-slinging
And muck-raking exercise
Political discourse
Again not
Inflated rhetoric.

Gajanan Mishra
Political Science

Political science,
Itself is not certain
With so many
Political prisoners.
No one should act
As the politician,
They are all
Politizing everything
For their own interest.
No doubt,
Politico and
Politics - all good.
And for policy
And polity
They are
Necessary evils.
They pollute all
And often take
Political asylum
By harming politic.
Politely we have to
Polish the state,
Polemically, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Pollute Not

Let me know
What you are
Going to do.
Do, what you
Like, but
Not pollute.
Pollute not
Your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Pollute The Mind

Pollute the mind  
Degrade and ruin.  
Morals and feelings  
Two different things.  
That involves destruction  
Is not mine.  
Possess the requisite ability  
And go with the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Aim is polluted,
Life is polluted,
Society is polluted,
You can't enjoy anything
In this polluted time.
Food polluted,
Water polluted,
Air polluted,
Profession polluted,
I am sure,
You can't live
Without pollution.
Are you searching perfection?
Come on then, say
Your name and age, and
Both address
Permanent and present.
Let me test how far
Your words are polluted.
Let me know how you walk,
On the road that is dead.
Nothing is serious, worry not,
Just take everything as usual.
Life is simply loving and
It is purified as before.
No remedy is necessary
But take everything
Easily and freely and
Wait to see elimination
Of pollution.

Gajanan Mishra
Poor Are Always Anxious

Always a strain is there
Cold or hot
Always there is mental and
Bodily agonies with a poor man
It is true when we say
Bad kind spoils the kingdom
Bad housewife spoils the family
Poor man spoils everything
Nobody is there to cooperate
A poor man
Only God can rescue a poor.

Gajanan Mishra
Poor Creature

I am a poor creature
I am constantly
Perplexed by hunger thirst
Severe cold secretion and bile
I am always attacked by
Coughing winter blasting summer
Rains and many other disturbing elements
Enemies are all around me
I am overwhelmed by strong sex urges
Indefatigable anger
O my dear, I pray take pity on me
At Your feet I am taking shelter
You have made me here, a tiny creature
I am leading a life, hopeless failure
By Your grace O enjoyer, show me
The light and the new chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Poor Farmer

Poor farmer, you wear
Your dry land,
You drink the whirwind.
I know, poor farmer,
Your weeping is of no use.

I know, poor farmer,
Your life is in hollow,
Where there is nothing
To eat and you see
No where to go.

Still then, you are
The great, my dear,
Without you no one can
Live here for a day.

Gajanan Mishra
Poor Fund Of Knowledge

Poor fund of knowledge
Is really dangerous.

One must know Your
exalted position in everything.

Being faithful
I reached the destination
Without any problem.

You have taken shelter
In everything in everybody
As You are merciful.

Gajanan Mishra
Poor I Am

Poor I am,
Unable to move,
Unable to see
The real things.

Poor I am,
Dare not to know
What is happening
How it is happening.

With so much
Black and white,
I am unable to know
Th high and the low.

Gajanan Mishra
Poorest Brahmin

Poorest Brahmin
I am the poorest Brahmin
Your love is only mine.

Your love is mine
To recognize Truth
That can only enable me.

That can only enable me
To see nothing
But only leaving time.

While leaving I am
Only speaking respectful words
That has power more than swords.

I am self-less living entity
If there is anything it is You within.

Gajanan Mishra
Popularity, Power And Paisa

Popularity, power, and paisa;
Temporary, it is all,
Handle them with cautious, my dear.
Be careful, they are
All dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Position

We are not here to stop
With the Bow wow wow
Of the dog on the road.

We are not here to stop
To watch the lily
And wash our face fully.

We are not here to clamour
We are not here to clatter
Our position better and we
Are perfect and clear.

Life is far better,
My dear, just see and
Enjoy, it is at your
Disposal at present.

Gajanan Mishra
Position - Clear

My position is clear,
See here,
Like the blue sky.

You can see me
And you can tell
I am here as Truth.

No confusion and
Nothing like that
Talk to me front to front.

Nothing is false
See here,
Like the ocean.

I am with me
And You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Positive/Negative

Going towards higher vision
I am revived and recharged
I know the conflict is continuous
Within me and outside
Between the higher and the lower
I know I represent both
Positive side and negative
And I know the negative in me
Outnumbered the positive.

Gajanan Mishra
Possession

You possess me,
Or I, who
POossess you!

Gajanan Mishra
Possible And Impossible

Possible and impossible are
Two words who knows better
And I must say
It is Sir Thomas Wyatt
The poet of heavy weight.

Poetry is a product of
Love and truth
And in love I know
Nothing is impossible
Even one plus one is one
And it is so simple.

Who told you to come
If you do not know
Who is who
In this land of truth
Where truth is also
Changing itself every moment.

Truth of sperm
Gets mixed with
Truth of ovum
And the mixture
Grows in to a baby
And baby took its birth
And the process of death sets in.

Baby is the mixture of
Love and truth as you say
Baby is undergoing
A continuous change
And you said baby is love
Baby is truth.

And it is changing ground
Nothing is possible
And nothing is impossible
Come and live a life
Here is enjoyable
A life palpable.

Gajanan Mishra
Post To Pillar

Post to pillar
And pillar to post
Running is there.
Waiting is meaningless
And yet we wait.
Wasted a lot
And achieve nothing
At out own land.
We are not condemning
Our lucks.
We request to all
Pay respect at least
To our labor
Not favor .

Gajanan Mishra
Posterior

Let me viewed
from behind,
And what is that
Let me say first
before all.

Let me stay quite
like poste restante
And hear everything
from all first
as lullaby.

I like goggle
and I like to
collect fulgurite
especially for life-night.

Gajanan Mishra
Post-Life

Post- life,
Post- truth,
Post - death,
All are with us
And yet, we forget
What to do with
All that.

Taming or
Killing- the same thing.
Action, reaction
And tradition-
The same thing.
Beg excuse and
Say sub-judice,
But do as you
Think fit.

Scrap not,
But take
What is right.
No use of
Vocabulary.
And take time
To run business
Smoothly.

Gajanan Mishra
Postmortem Action

Postmortem action is of
No use no value
Taking of anticipatory
Action is the need
Of the time always.

Gajanan Mishra
Pot Holes

Word-map there
And onlooker
We are.

But we are to accommodate
With patience.

We have pot holes
With no sign.

Destiny and destination
Are with us.

Be aware of
Your own restlessness
And smile
Giving punishment
To the self.

Word-vehicle
Is there, get ready
Yourself soon.

Wait not for others
What they question you.

With beaming face
You can receive thanks.

Diverse terms and
Conditions are there
You can check and sign.

Predict not anything
At any time and see
Diverse terms and
Conditions are there
You can check and sign.
Predict not anything
At any time and
Remember far is near.

It is your eagerness
That is there something
To control.

Gajanan Mishra
Pot Is Here

Pot is here
Potter is not here, see.

We the materials are here
We are set up here
By our creator, see.

Let us keep our creator
With us
He is aloof, see.

In every action and
In very reaction
Our creator is behind it, see.

He is the cause, the root
We are the result
That come out, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Pot Of Earth

Is situated on earth
After being created
And transformed in to earth
When broken.
I am Truth, look
As a living entity
I was truth before my birth
I will be the Truth
After the demolition of this body
I am beyond death
If you like you can test.

Gajanan Mishra
Potato

1

Potato, Potato,
You are my food,
Potato, Potato,
Let me cook you.
Potato, Potato,
My dear, you are
starchy plant tuber,
That I know.

2

Potato, Potato,
Your spanish name too
That I know,
Solanum tuberosum,
And you are so dear,
That I am not able to bear.
Potato, Potato,
You are creating crisis,
And I am facing the price rise,
You are asking for cold storage facilities.

3

Potato, Potato,
Let me cultivate you,
On farm lands and
river beds.
Potato, Potato,
See me, I am struggling
to keep you safe
from spoilage.

Gajanan Mishra
I am the potter
I make earthenware vessels
Working in an indifferent manner.
Earthen vessels are of clay
They were clay in the past
Before I molded in to that shape
And they will remain clay
When they are broken in to pieces
Likewise O my dear
You have made me
I reside in You
And I merge in You
I know this much
And knowing this I have
No sorrow and I am happy always.

Gajanan Mishra
Potter's Wheel

Not chill not chill
This is potter's wheel
Nihil nihil nil nil
This is potter's wheel
We are pot we are clay
Naught naught nay nay
Potter's play potter's play
O my dear, search not nativity
Go on eternity go on eternity.

Potter's clay potter's play
Potter's wheel potter's chill
We are doll in potter's hands
We are merchant we are sergeant
We are serpent we are garment
Potter would say what He want
Be ready my dear friend
To open your mouth on the order
Of that Potter, our Master.

Potter is here potter is there
Potter is clay potter is play
Potter is pots potter is buts
We are all potter in fragments
And potter is there within us
O Potter, what do you want from us
Nothing nothing and nothing
Potter said again and again
Give me everything everything.

Potter's wheel potter's wheel
Making us grilling us asking us
Makes us moving makes us gardening
And we are all pot garnishing the potter
With all garniture
Potter potter O potter,
Available no gazetter, we have
No gear at our hands, we are mere garters
My dear friends, come on come on to hear the potter.
Gajanam Mishra
Potter's Will

You are my potter
I am the clay
You can crush
You can pat
You can put me
On the wheel of time
Mould me as you like
I have nothing to
Say and think
I have nothing to worry
I have nothing to fear
I take refuge in You
O my dear I know
What ever is coming to me
It is your grace
It is your showers
For my welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Pour Water On The Roots

Pour water on the roots,
And see the branches, fruits,
And flowers smile.
Supply food to the stomach,
And see all the limbs
Of the body satisfied.
Stay on truth and get
Success everywhere always.

Gajanan Mishra
Poverty

To get a card of
Below poverty line
I have to spot a person
Who has a link with Maoists.

Some says the head of the
Government, of the state
Is the leader of Maoists.
Catch hold him, other pleads.

Who is poor and
How far he is in poverty
I am not here to measured
Or I am not here to explain or
To eradicate poverty in any way.

The leaders are
cheating the poor
In the name of poverty
And functioning of the
Government is going,
As you know.

To get a card of
Below poverty line
Is to rebuild
The government and
You must agree with
The rich with luxury,
In the name of poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
Poverty And Due To Poverty

My poverty
And it is my poverty
That is making me
Weaker and weaker
O my dear, it is
My hunger that is
Making me weaker
And weaker and weaker.

I am struggling for food
All days and all nights
I have no potency to fight
Being poverty-stricken
I am unable to perform
Any activities.
O my dear, believe me,
I am always
Staying here with fear.

See me
My poverty is
Mocking at me
With so many diseases.
But I am able to
Touch the Truth and
Truth is here
Before me at this time.

As I am poor
I am hearing You and
I am fortunate to receive Your blessing
I have no other engagement other than
Calling You day and nights.
Due to my poverty I have got the real
Saintly persons as my guide and associate
And here I enjoy the purified form of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Poverty And Illiteracy

Drive out poverty
And illiteracy
From the country
Or the country
Would drive you out.

Poverty and illiteracy
Are men-made. Remember,
In today's democracy
Men are powerful.

Give respect to men,
Men are there
To keep you in power.
You are powerful
Only for people.

Gajanan Mishra
Poverty And Inequality

All over the world
Find poverty and
Inequality.
Favourable steps
Be taken.

All poets want
Justice and
Equality.

Being a poet
I want peace.
For peace
If war is needed
I am ready.
But I love life.

Gajanan Mishra
Poverty And Its Remedy

Unwanted, Unloved,
Uncared are the greatest
Poverty at present.
Come on, my dear friends,
To start our works
From here, to remedy
This kind of poverty.
Come on, with open arms
To provide food, shelter,
Clothing, medical care
And education to all orphans.
Every one has his basic
Necessities of life on the earth,
Be a go-to man for every one.

Gajanan Mishra
Power

King is powerful with his army
Poet is powerful with his poetry.
People are powerless with poverty
Traders are powerless with no money.

Gajanan Mishra
Power And Power

Power can tackle power,
Power can go deep in to the air.
And in the air, we find only fire.
Fire is there to inspire,
Air is there to take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Power And Vigour

Power and vigour
Makes a man greater
And greater.
O sinner, come
And see you are here
Hide not anger
Feel not fear.
You are with
Yourself and
You are not with others.
Come O dear
I know you have
A pure heart
And you know
I am with you
hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Power Corrupts

Power corrupts
Saying goes.
Enmity with
The powerful is
Really dangerous.
It is also true
Our loving relationship
Is an irrevocable fact.
And it is difficult
To maintain a balance.

Gajanan Mishra
Power Of Living

Power of living
Is with all.
But living like a
Human being is
Very very difficult.

Anger, material nature
Are the hurdles.
But we are to dream
For the future.

Remember, our lives
Wait for great pleasure.
Yes, we should be
Obliged for the benefits
Taken from others.

Living is the best,
Life is the best,
But to live freely
Is my birth right.

A progressive life
Is but a necessary.
Light and love
Are but a necessity.

Gajanan Mishra
Power Of One's Own Language

Nothing brings pleasure,
Nothing, nothing,
Without the use of mother language.
No union of friends,
No acquirement of wealth,
No embracement,
No rejoice of couples,
No gossip with lover,
No prosperity in community,
No yield of desired things,
No respect in society,
Without the language
Of our own.

Without the language,
No one can find wisdom,
No noble family can be formed,
No valor, no charity,
No gratefulness.
Use of foreign language,
Is like enjoying another's wife,
That ruin the life and everything.
No help at festivity,
O, wise, please know it
And act accordingly.

Try to know your own home,
Own mother, and be not careless
And live not like a jackal.
You are the sons and daughters
Of lions, my dear men.
Proceed forward with knowledge of
Ethics and fulfill your duty.
By using the language of the people,
The language of the soil
Enjoy confidence of all here
And achieve everything.
Gajanan Mishra
Power To Love

Even though,
You have no knowledge,
You can see the sunrise.
Even though,
You have no idea
You are there to love
Your son, daughter, and wife.

You have power, my dear,
To solve all problems.
You have the power to
Know and realize the truth
That are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Power With An Evil Man

See power with an evil man,
that is all destructive,
and nothing remains with anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
You are powerful,
As you are beautiful.
You are powerful,
As you are youthful.
Let me embrace you,
To me, you are the truth.
You are my oars,
I love you, I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Powerful Army

Of ignorance are
Lust, anger, greed,
And pride.

Vernal season to
The forest of ignorance
Is woman and the woman
Gladden all in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Practical Action

What you have said
I have accepted
You have created
A new form of love
And I have no option
But to accept
It is plenary portion
It is your original
Incarnation
Love formation
World's new creation
It is not imagination
But practical action.

Gajanan Mishra
Practice - A Little

To get the benefit.  
Benefit of labor is  
Unimaginable.  

No attachment  
No aversion  
No pleasure can be  
Enjoyed as there is  
Spiritual discipline.  

And if you have  
No desire for fruits  
Mind it, there is no  
Adverse results  
From your efforts.  

Gajanan Mishra
Practice Irregilion

Are you irreligious?
Remember, the cause of anger.
Feel pain
It is due to self-envy.
Nothing to do, mind it
You have no power to do anything.

Religion is toleration
All should be protected
Nobody should be left to illusion
Call of perfect civilization.
Earth is the platform of living
Here all beings have a right to live
And in living be eager my dear
To fulfill the mission of Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Practice Makes

Practice makes a man perfect and I
Engaged myself in repeated practices.

I am doing everything for your sake
Even renunciate everything that are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Practice Of Love

Practice of love
Is true practice
In life indeed.

Gajanan Mishra
Practicing Tolerance

Here I am,
Practicing tolerance,
Controlling the mind,
And controlling the senses.

Here I am
And I am trying to
Get myself free, from
The clutches of
So-called birth death
Old age and disease.

Here I am,
Following the love,
Following the truth,
And following you.

Gajanan Mishra
Practitioner

Sleep
Not sleep
No difference.
Recreation
regulation
No difference.
Complete fast
Over eat
No difference.
Be a practitioner
And the practitioner
Never become perfect
Without me
And till my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Practitioner In Walk

I am a mere practitioner
In the true sense of the term
I am not perfect I must say
You are my friend here in me
You are my enemy here in me
I want to know who you are
I want to accompany you
Till You are here with me
I am a mere practitioner
In this walk of life
And the entire world is
Watching me
I am not envious not mischievous
You see I am with You
In this super car of body.

Gajanan Mishra
Practitioner Of Law

O practitioner of law
Where is your law
Is it not caged in money!

Show your determination
To make it free from all clutches
And save law.

Gajanan Mishra
Praise Or Censure

I have forgotten my name
Praise or censure has got
No meaning for me
Let me clear here
Nothing is mine.

When You are seen
O my dear, even the taste
For the objects of sense
Turned away
I know, it is Your bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Praiseworthy

Praiseworthy
Praiseworthy in every way
You are praiseworthy, my dear,
In each and every way.

I recognized You
Your doings are delightful
Your doings are fountains of
Joy and blessings.

Your presence drives away
The terrible sins
Your presence is like
The veritable sun to
Disperse the night of
Great delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Praising You

Praising you,
Dear truth,
I recited poems.
And you to decide
What to do
Next.

Every moment
I am going back.
And you are there
Before me.

I am dancing and
Singing here
With birds
In the open sky.

Let me fly
With my
Own livelihood,
Dear truth,
I am here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Prakrutare Asahaya- Bapa(Odia)

Gotie bapa bhaabare
Mu prakrutare asahaya.
Kintu tu mora
Jogya putra,
Mote kandeiba pain
Tu nuhan.
To hrudaya nirmala,
Tu sumana, artha,
Sabu bhala guna
Tori bhitare.
Tu heuchhu phala,
Satyara phala.
To pakhare pani
Hoi pariba ni parapha.

Gajanan Mishra
Prakrutare Chanhuchhi Kana (Odia)

Prakrutare chanhuchhi kana
Ae ghare?
Bhada sutrare
Neichhi ae ghara
Aau deuchhi
Ae gharaku nuaaranga.

Ae gharara aasababa patrare bi
Nahin mora adhikara.
Ae ghare
Abasya karichhi basa.

Gharaku ghara
Kahile dosa.
Ae gharara thikana
Asthai heu pachhe
janibaku chanhile
Paijiba mo thare.

Gajanan Mishra
Prakrutiku Padha

Prakrutiku padha,
Padha samastanku.
Megha, aakasha,
Pruthibi, keeta,
Pabana, paani,
pahada, haati,
Pakhi, saapa,
Mankadasa, surya,
Chandra aau sabu
Karya samastankara
Aau jaana jibana
Jibana bigyana,
Jaana satya,
Jibanara satya.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???????? ??,
?? ?????????,  
???, ???,
?????, ???,
???, ???,
?????, ???,
?????, ???,
?????, ??????,
?????? ?? ???
?????? ????????
?? ??? ????,
???? ??????,
??? ????,
???? ??????

Gajanan Mishra
Pralubdhakari (Odia)

Pralubdhakari,
Mu jane tumaku
Aau dekha
Tathapi mu
Tuma jala bhitare
Jaichhi rahi.

Pralubdhakari,
Tume
Neuchha mate,
Aau madhya
Mora sabukichhi
Jauchha nei,
Tathapi mu
Rahichhi tuma sahita.

Gajanan Mishra
Prasna Bhul (Odia)

Prasna hin bhul
Aau uttara ethi
Dekha, thik.

Gajanan Mishra
Prasna Hin Bhul (Odia)

Prasna hin bhul
Aau uttara ethi
Dekha, thik.

Gajanan Mishra
Prastuta Chhadibaku (Odia)

Dekha mate
Tuma pain mu
Chhadibaku prastuta
Sabu kama.

Kintu mate dekha
Mu kichhi karu nahin.
Ki kichhi kebe kari nahin.
Mu kebe kichhi karibi nahin.

Kebala ethi achhi
Tumaku bhala paibaku.
Bhala paiba mo kama nuhan.
Eha tumara kama.

Mora kichhi karibara nahin,
Kebala achhi bhala paibara.
Mu jane, tume eka satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Prathame Bicharpati (Odiaa)

Prathame bicharpatinku
Bhayasunya rahibaku diaajau.

Gajanan Mishra
Prathame Bujha (Odia)

Prathame bujha
Tapare anubad kara
Jadi chanhuchha.

Gajanan Mishra
Pratishttha (Odia)

Pratishtta hoi sarichhi.
Mo maa samnare
Mu mate pratipadana
Karibaku aagrahi nuhan.

Gajanan Mishra
Pratisruti Nahin (Odiaa)

Ichha nahin,
Pratisruti nahin,
Sabu mangala teniki.

Gajanan Mishra
Prativa Ray

You have Prativa
Intellect I know
You have courage
You are really brave
I congratulate you
O Prativa Ray
On this occasion of
Honoring Jnanpith Award
For 2011 By Kendriya
Sahitya Akademi India.

O prativa, it is
Your Barsha Basanta Baisakha
It is your Yajnaseni
It is your Magnamati
Your writing eclectic
You write what you believe
You are for humanity
And I know you are not
A believer of any Ism
You are a true humanist
I wish you a good luck
And this is all.

Gajanan Mishra
Pratyeka Bhala

Pratyeka bhala ethi
Aau mu bhagyaban, Mu
Banchichhi ethare etebele.

Gajanan Mishra
Pratyeka Dina Maa Pain (Odia)

Pratyeka dina maa pain, maa dina,
Bina maa dina nahin, satya?
Bina maa dina nahin
Nahin jagatika mahajagatika srusti,
Satya chetana nahin,
Nahin kichhi bi, satya?
Maa sabubele aama pakhare.
Maa shanti pain,
Maa judha pain,
Maa jibana pain,
Kintu nuhen
Nuhen kebe mrutyu pain.

In Odia lipi or say Brahmi script;

???????? ??? ?? ???,
???? ?? ??? ??????,
?????? ????????? ??? ??? ?? ??? ?
?????? ???? ?? ???,
?????? ?? ??

?? ??????? ?? ????? ?

?? ?????? ?????,
?? ???? ???,
?? ???? ?????,
?????? ??????,
?????? ???? ??????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Pray For Me

Pray for me
I am here
To pray for You
Follow me
I am following you
Future is clear
O my dear
I know you are near
And on the way to
Continue to pray for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Pray, Rest A While

Pray, here
Rest a while.

Take this water,
Though Yours,
Excuse me, I am
Offering.

Stay a while
I am praying.
I desire to
See You
Sometimes more.

Please see me
Please hear me
I am here since the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Prayag

I have gone to the Prayag
With the Asti (ashes)
Of my father
I have gone to the Prayag
Again with my
Mother who is living
And staying with me
And is visible physically
Believe me
My father is also with me
But not visible
Not in perishable body now.

I have gone to the Prayag
Triveni, where
The Ganges, The Yamuna, The Saraswati
Meet here at the Prayag
To make people free from all sins
Though what is real sins not defined
Anywhere definitelly
Correctly and beyond any doubt
The Prayag
It is in Allahabad, India
And I have gone there
Twice with father with mother.

My father my mother are
My first and last Gods
I live with them
I am here for them
They have sacrificed
Everything for me
What I am today
I am for them
The Prayag has told me again
In the water and I remember
Prayag, O Prayag
You are the ladder of our forefathers
You are the limelight of future.
Gajanan Mishra
Prayer

Why should I pray
You have already given me
That you think fit
In natural way.
I am happy in this life
With all those you supplied
I know the world around me
Happy prosperous and peaceful.

I know meddling with nature
affect adversely.

Why should I pray
You have given me previously.

Gajanan Mishra
Praying Always

From morning to night
From four o'clock
To ten o' clock night
I am praying You
O my dear, forgetting
Everything
I am praying You
For he welfare of all
The contents is all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Precarious Condition

No father,
No mother,
No brother,
No sister,
No friend,
No wife,
Can able to
Make you alive,
When you are
Dying.
No one can
Protect you
From any illness.
You are alone
In the area of
Ice and fire
And it is your
Desire, who is there
To trouble you
At every moment.
Remember, dear,
You are neither
Able to live peacefully,
Nor able to die
Properly and
No one is there
To take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Precious

You are precious my dear
Your heart is precious
Your words are precious
You are precious my dear.

It is your world my dear
I am here to serve in your world
Everything and everybody is yours
You are in everything
You are in everybody.

Here You are the only person
Who is doing all actions
I am only an instrument
In your hands
Use me only for the benefit of
Your world my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Precious Association

Don't be a fool and  
Cultivate firm attachment  
For Truth by  
The precious association  
With the Truthful.

There is nothing but  
Truth here there everywhere  
Have desire for Truth  
Walk on Truth and serve Truth  
With love friendship and sympathy.

O my dear, go to compassionate reservoir  
That has infinite wisdom  
Without any intoxication of pride  
Don't be a fool, here is the Truth, ride.

Gajanan Mishra
Precious Gift

Precious gift
I have received
From You
That was hidden.

It is Your loving glance
O my dear, I have found
Within me here for my
Unconditional devotion.

Your gift is pure love
That I felt here
In presence of all
And it is great offering.

Gajanan Mishra
Preconceived Ideas

Preconceived ideas-
Most dangerous.
Keep your brain
Always clean, my dear.
NO one is your enemy here,
I am sure, my dear,
And hence you are to
Stay in peace with all.
Love all and stay cool,
The world is not for the fools.
Stay free and love all,
Stay in truth and get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Mark it, 
Everything is here, 
In this preface.

Nothing to fall, but 
Everything to rise.

All for adventure, 
All creatures.

Gravitational force 
Has nothing to do.

Feel it, 
The pulsebeat.

At least, you are 
To realize the truth 
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing in common
that could be written
in prelude.

It is not a drawing
that could shows
easy steps of life.

Girls boys aware
of position
not decided
in this ethlet.

Nothing in common
in this atheletic
competition please
do not misled.

And this
is concluded.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema - Moulika Lakhya (Odia)

Prema - Moulika lakhya,
Jibana nuhen.
kintu bele bele jibana
Badhaka hue rastare.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????? - ????? ??????,
???? ????? ?
???????? ????? ??????
???? ??? ???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Achhi (Odia)

Prema achhi tumaku debaaku sakti,
Satyara anusathanare jibaku, prema
Achhi tumaku kairbaku utsahita.
Prema karen mu tumaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Bi Nuhen

Kichhi mophat nuhan
Prema bi nuhan.
Jibana bahuta mahanga,
Satya bi separi.

Ebam aame bahut
Kharcha karun
Ae jibanare
Prema pain, satya pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Eka Bepara Nuhen (Odia)

Prema eka bepara nuhen
Deba o neba sabda jodi
Bhul bujha nahin premaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Gabhira Hele (Odia)

Prema gaghira hele
Samudra bi sthala hoijae
Aau tume chalijaipara anayasare.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Kana Jaane Naa ????? ?? ???? ?? (Odia)

Prema kana jaane naa,
tathapi, tume kara anurodha
Prema kabita lekhibaku.
Satya kana jaane naa
Tathapi, tume kaha
Satyasila jibana banchibaku.
Jibana kana jaane naa
Jibana daabi kare
Mothu sabu.
Mu jaane mu mora muhen,
Mu jaane mu bhala nuhen,
Mada naari mora pasand nuhen,
Tume kuha bokaa, aasa khaibaaku.

In odia lipi;

????? ?? ????? ??
????? ???? ?? ?????
????? ????? ?????? ??
???? ?? ???? ??
????? ???? ???
??????? ???? ??????? ?
???? ?? ???? ??
????? ???? ???
???? ???? ???
???? ???? ?? 
??? ???? ??? ??? ?????,
??? ???? ??? ?? ??????,
?? ???? ??? ????? ??????,
???? ???, ???? ?, ?? ??????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Kara O

Prema kara o nijaku nasta kara
Aethare sabudina pain-
Prakrutira daka.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema Prema Prema Prema (Odia)

Prema prema prema prema
Jadi prema thik Mu jane
Prema neijiba uchharu uchha
Mu madhya jane Jadi prema
Nuhan thik kariba tumara khyaya.

Gajanan Mishra
Prema-Prakar (Odia)

Premara aakara prakaraku dekha
He mora priya aau suna
Prakrutira nitya sutana sangita.
Ethare rahichhi jibana,
Upabhoga kara, mo priys,
Sabhinka premaku upabhoga kara.

Gajanan Mishra
Prem-Parkar (Kosli)

Prem-parkar,
Husiaar raha
mor sanga
Aaru suna
parkutira git,
Ena jibana achhe,
Maja mara, mor sanga
prem ke upabhog kara
E premra jagathana.

Gajanan Mishra
Preparation To Go

Preparatory works
Being completed,
We are all, ready
To go forward and
Forward, for another
And yet another
Unending step within
The blue sky above.

Gajanan Mishra
Prepare Yourself

This life is a preparation
For the next one
You must take retirement
From you and prepare
Yourself for the next.

In this life also
You can get what you want
Be prepare to get
What you want
That is within you.

Realize the ultimate truth
And set in to motion
And start the journey
On the path of eternity
You are in the winning side.

Gajanan Mishra
Prepare Yourself For Sleep

Prepare yourself for sleep
What is the sleep time
Who knows
Are you talking about
And planning for sleep
What is the role of sleep
In life
Sleep and sleep and
Live a life
That is yours
Understand sleep
And sleeping pattern
Life is not meant for sleep
Awake, O my dear
Awake and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Prescribed Duties

Prescribed duties
You are telling about
And I am listening
From beginning to end.

I am telling and
You are listening
Like running commentary
And the life history.

Complete with everything
You included me
In the program that was
Given before hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Prescribed Or

Prohibited no matter,
I have no connection, see me,
I an at the point of neuter.

Gross or
Subtle no matter,
See me, I am here
only as a labourer-doer.

Gajanan Mishra
Prescribed Route

I care not, my dear
And I am going to You
I know, You are my Supreme goal
And You are without any origin
And without any end anywhere.

You are the storehouse of all
That I know, my dear and I am
Going hoping or seeking no return.

I care not any prescribed route
And I am going to You and I know
You Yourself is the route and
You Yourself is the destination
And I am here as my own creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Presence Means

Your presence not needed
Your presence means mystery shrouded.

Shrewd you are
And I am going far and far.

Gajanan Mishra
Presence With Action

Presence with action
Is necessary.
Action with trust
Is necessary.
Trust with love
Is necessary.
Love with true
Is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Always

Time, present always,
Always present.
But for clarity
We are to search the sun.

I present myself,
Am I presentable?
Now I am here
Presently, though.

Each day is a
Present-day,
And for the present,
Pardon, life - I preside.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Dazzles

Present dazzles with so many hands
Far away from the jungle and I
peeped at the debris of future
that has a horrible past.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Here

To the credibility
Of my security
You present here
My goodluck.

I put myself
In the elite group
With your present
And more powerful
Nodoubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Present In All

My dear, I know
You are present in all
You live in all,
You are the indweller of
All objects individually
And also collectively.
I know You vigilantly
Guard everyone,
For You all are equal,
You know everything
Being the embodiment of
All knowledge,
You agree with all
Being the knower of everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Is Always

Present is always in existence,
Let us feel existence of the present.

Self is here with us,
It is nature, it is imperishable.

Let us go beyond our
Seeing, hearing, thinking,
And going beyond is life,
Life is beyond origin.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Life We Live

I believe in life,
In this present life.
I also believe
Incarnation and also
In disincarnation.

Life is all valuable,
Life is nectar,
I believe.
Dressed and undressed,
I believe in truth,
And the reflections
Of life in the mirror.

I believe in idea,
That is of truth,
I believe you.
You live with me,
All the time.
We both live life
With figures and
Fictions,
In human forms.

We have our own arts,
Own sculpture,
Own stature,
Own streams.

And we respect each other,
We live life, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Present Status

What you left behind
That is you,
Your present status
Shows what you are.,

Forget about hell or heaven
Forget about life and death
It is you who is here
It is I who is here.

And matter ends
Just stay and keep on,
It is the time
That is with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Presentation is beautiful
When not I but the almighty
In the Gita says
From anger arises delusion
From delusion arises confusion of memory
From confusion of memory comes loss of reason
From loss of reason
One goes to complete ruin.

Gajanan Mishra
Presentation Of Language

Important is
Presentation of language.
And language is
One's own identity.
Identity is nothing
But to know
The person and things.
To know nothing
And stay in peace
Is a great thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Presenting Yourself

Presenting yourself
In all poems
And directing me
To write
This and that
Calling these fine
You made me great.

Living in this earth
I'm thankful to you
I'm just an instrument
In your hand
I'm getting self respect
Honour with family
Kith and kins
Friends and well-wishers
You appreciate me
And you made me great.

Presenting yourself
In everything and
Doing everything
Only for me
You made me great
Thanks and it is
I know not sufficient.
I'm nothing
You are really great.

Gajanan Mishra
Presently I Am

Presently, I am
In prison.
Physically, I can't
Go, where I wish.
If you so pleased,
Come to me,
Talk to me,
Understand me,
Extend your hands
And get it done,
What I wish.
It is true,
My heart is with you,
I long for life,
But I wish
To die for love.
I am here,
In this prison-life,
And I feel it heaven.
From here, let me call you,
From here, let me see the truth.
My birth, my breath everything
Is only for you.
Where are you now,
Allow me to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Preserve Fun

Preserve your fun,
O, you are the sun.

You are my friend,
Love me, you are trained.

You are not lesser than the world,
O my father, O my mother,
Again and again said the son.

Come on with all truth,
You have stored all knowledge,
Sons and daughters in the same college.

Have some new idea, my dear, and
Save the world that is in trouble here.

I love you, my dear, but not
as much as you love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Preserve Truth

Preserve truth always
In mind in body in heart.
Truth alone prevails
And what is truth
Search it out.

Gajanan Mishra
Pressure

Bear it,
And go on doing
In a way
Situation demand.
But be cautious
To pressure.

Pressure,
Good, with the process
Of living.
Describe you like,
In a manner
Of your own image.

Care not
How heavy, how rough,
How high, how light,
How smooth- all that.

Size, shape, color,
Smell - all that matter.
Touch and taste,
But not in haste.

Feel all
In the picture,
The surface is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Presume To Love

Accept love,
Enjoy love,
Achieve love.
Love is not
An ordinary commodity,
Distribute love,
To the faithful one.
Truth is the highest
Gift of love.
Fortunately, you are
In principle, dear
We presume to love.
Love, and love, wherein
We can live together.

Gajanan Mishra
Prevent The Storm

Who is there
To prevent the storm
And it is only love.
With love you can
Keep an enemy
Some distance away.
Without batting an eyelid
I can say love can
Do everything here
There and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Preview

Preview,
Preview your own self
And declare your love.

Gajanan Mishra
Previous Life

It is all
My previous life
That is taking me
From here
Even without seeking.

It is all
The role of
Sabda-brahma
Absolute-word
That well known
To me.

It is all
My previous life
I am enjoying
At present
With and
Without consent.

Gajanan Mishra
Priceless

My poem is priceless
My poem comes from me
Do not scale.
I write poem
Only for myself
The world is
Within me.
I make the best
Use of word in my poem.
I am priceless
My poem is priceless.

Gajanan Mishra
Priceless Treasure

Your questions
Make me happy
Your questions are
Priceless treasure
For me at this time here.

I am distributing food
To the needy, my dear
And the recipients are again hungry
I find no one happy here
I know nothing than this.

Gajanan Mishra
Pride Of Doer-Ship

Pride of doer-ship
Keep not with you.

Remember, what ever
You have acquired
Is not yours.

Render services
In lieu of everything
That you received.

Nothing to be
Proud of, my dear
Nothing to be proud of.

Gajanan Mishra
Priest Class

Being a member of the priest class
Begging is not forbidden for me
And I am allowed to beg and
To accept charity and gift.

It is in the scriptures that
Some acts are worth performing
For a particular class is worth
Abstaining from, for another.

My acts are to emancipate others
Not for my own's selfish motive
I am in my noble pursuits that
Leads to salvation and it is Dharma *.

*Justice

Gajanan Mishra
Prime Cause

Prime cause,
O prime cause of this world,
I know where You are.

I know You are the Lord
Of all the sphere
You are the bridge of my existence.

You are within me, see
O my dear, and I recognized You
And without You I have no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Prime Cause- Love

Love is the prime cause here,
Love is here, knowing love is
The great achievement, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Prime Importance

Giving prime importance to
Stability safety security
I allowed to play game
You are the only witness
And not gained over
And remained neutral
Till game over.

Gajanan Mishra
Prime Numbers

I am you know indivisible
I am you know not perishable
I am neither odd nor even
Remember I am not in number
Remember I am not with number
Remember I am not a number
I am not perishable
I am not divisible.

Gajanan Mishra
Primeval Love

Whatever I am doing
I am doing for You
My dear, my primeval love
All my works are
Technically sacrifices.

Gajanan Mishra
Primordial Matter

Beyond great beyond small
Subtlest and grossest
Largest entity in the universe
Day and night You engaged yourself
In new creation but my dear
Not tormented in any dissolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Principle Of Ignorance

This body,
This material body,
This earthly body is made up
Of the principle of ignorance.

Adoration is out of question
In this body.

And I am facing the Truth
On this material sea-shore.

I desire to cross
The ocean of mundane existence.

I desire to cross this body.
This body is the result of
Ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Principles Of Animal Life

Eating sleeping
Mating and defending are
Principles of animal life.
Giving up all activities
Are reaching to Your love
That are also here.

The sun rises and sets
And that takes away
The life of living entities.
As I am with You
No one dare to touch me
O my dear, it is eternal existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Pritam’s Dog

Pritam’s dog is no more
one can enter the house now.

who are they stay
regard not.
step by step
you can enter
express not.

Have patience
patience is the only one
that can teach
that can learn
except patience
nothing to earn.

You are stone
You are tree
you can go
wherever you feel free.

Pritam’s dog is no more
you can go.

Gajanan Mishra
Private And Public

No difference,
Partially or wholly,
Both related
To each other
In so many ways.
Nothing private,
Nothing public
They are are
In relaity
For each one's benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
Privilege

We on behalf of the entire human race
Serving you this privilege notice
Stop killing stop killing stop killing
Stop killing innocent men women
And children and also animals birds trees
Stop raping them
Stop starving them.

See the candle of humanity in our hand
This candle is against corrupt people
This candle is against murders invaders
This candle is against rapists and looters
This candle is against and against all acts
That are against human race and humanities.

Gajanan Mishra
Privy Purse

Privy purse abolished
We remain fascinated
By royalty
Sands of time never
Gone from us
We retain pride
For our ancestry.

Gajanan Mishra
Priya Manisha, Irshathu Mukta Raha  ????? ????
(Odia)

Priya manisha,
Irshathu mukta raha,
Tume mukta aau ananya.

Priya manisha,
Satya kuha sabubele,
Rahichhi tuma laagi sabu labha,

Priya manisha,
Nijaku aayattare rakha,
Sabu sahijaa aau paa aananda.

Priya manish,
Aaharana kara gyana,
Bachana rakha, satrusunya dekha jibana.

In Brahmi script or Odia lipi;

????? ????,
?????? ????? ?? ?
???? ????? ?? ????? ?

???? ?????,
???? ??? ??????? ?
????? ??? ????? ??? ??? ?

????? ????,
???? ???????? ?? ?
??? ?????? ?? ??? ????? ?

????? ????,
???? ?? ??????
??? ??, ?????-?????? ??? ???? ?
Priya Satya, Bhaya Karen Tumaku?????? ?? ???? ??? (Odia)

Priya satya, bhaya karen tumaku,
Bina karanare bhaya karen, jane.
Priya satya, Khola dehare aasz nahin,
Sahya kari paribi ni mu.
Ganita bhuli jaichhi mu,
Samasyara samadhan karanti
Kipari, jane na bi.
Priya satya, mate bujhaidia
Samudrara swartha pain.
Priya samudra, dharya dhara,
Kipari udibaku hue aakasre
Sikhjiae tikie jiaathu.

In Odia lipi;

????? ????, ?? ??? ?????,
???? ??????? ?? ????, ???? ?
????? ????, ????? ????? ?? ??,
??? ??????? ?? ??? ?
???? ?????? ???? ??,
?????? ??????? ??????? ?????
???? ?? ?? ?
??? ????? ??? ?????? ????
??????? ????????? ????? ?
????? ???????, ???????? ?,
????? ??????? ??? ?????
???????? ??????? ??? ?????
???????? ?????? ????? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Problem Is

Problem is
With addition and
With subtraction.
so long as you are in goodness
You are not to face any problem.
But problem is there
In you when you welcome passion
And stay connected with ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Problem Problem Problem

Problem problem problem
You are here to solve them.

I am not telling it is easy
I am telling it is not impossible.

Try try try and try
till tomorrow and
Tomorrow never comes you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Problems

All problems are
Solved with Your
Presence my dear.

No problem is here
With me as You are
In me or elsewhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Problems Are There

Dare not solve them.
Buddha said please
Do not want any problem.
Just face real circumstances
With a clear mind.
Just go
With love.
Reactions are not good
Use your body your tongue
Your mind for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Proceeding Forward ?????? ??? ?? ????? (Odia)

?? ?? ??? ???
???? ????????? ????? ?
?? ??? ??? ???,
?? ??? ?? ??? ?

??? ??? ???
???? ?? ???
?? ?? ??? ???
?????? ????? ??? ?

??? ??? ???
???? ????? ??? ???
???????????? ??? ??????? ?

??? ??? ???
?????? ????? ???
??? ????? ??? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Process Of Decay

Process of decay
Is here with me
And is going on
Till I am here.

I am free
I desire not anything
And undesirable
Circumstances all
Liberated me.

Like you
O my dear
I am also disinterested
And you are here
In my welfare.

Decay is not
In me as you see
And I discovered
Contrary to it.

Gajanan Mishra
Process Of Living

Let me know the process,
The process of living,
Living with all clarity.

Gajanan Mishra
Proclaim / Acclaim

Acclaimed and proclaimed
I myself is the prime
And most sacred
And it is fact
You rest on me
O my dear, I have
My own form
Own eternal circle
You can know me
If you are pure, selfless,
Not deluded
I am yours in full
See me and be cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Procurement

I cannot procure anything
Here or there.
I know I am getting joy
With it.

Is it true,
I am not influenced by
Anything or by anybody,
Anywhere, at any time?

Let me realize the reality
O my dear, without any affinity.
Is there anyone besides me
Let me know again within.

Gajanan Mishra
Product Of Air- This Body

My body is my world,
Here, see, living energy
Here, see, all products of mode of passion
The sense for hearing
The sense for touching
The sense for smelling
The sense for seeing
The sense for tasting
The sense for speaking
The sense for handling
The sense for evacuating
The genitals, legs
Together with intelligence
All are here in this world
Believe me this is only air
And the product of air element
This is intelligence
Hard struggle for existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Product Of Love And Truth

Being the product you should
Come forward again to the Limelight.

Gajanan Mishra
Product Of Love And Truth- I Am

See me
I am the product of
Love and truth.
I am fearless
And free,
I am beyond both.
I shine
Day and night
Radiating my own glory.
I have driven away
All sins and I am
Controlled in
Body speech and mind, see me,
I am fully enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Product Of Nature

We face trouble
For our faults.

Time is there
As it was,
It will be there
As it is.

We are the creator
Of our atmosphere.

We forget
We are the product of
Nature.
We are here
For free air
And for fresh water.

Gajanan Mishra
Product Of New Age

Product of new age,
Truth, love, labour
And commitment,
We are with them.

Up and down are
There with us,
And we like it.

We like so many things
The fish and the water,
The sands and the sun,
The colours and the flowers.

We are there
With the night
And with the day always.

Gajanan Mishra
Professor Of Philosophy

A bad man can not be
A professor of philosophy
But a professor of philosophy
Can be a bad man.

An ignorant man
Can acquired knowledge
But a man of knowledge
Cannot be an ignorant one.

O my dear, when you are
In this poem-wisdom corner
Be sure, you are in the ocean of light
And you have enough strength to fight
The worldly crisis that are within
Believe it or not but it is the true thing.

Gajanan Mishra
Profit And Loss

Profit and loss
Are here and we are
All busy in calculation.

Gajanan Mishra
Progress

Progress is
Only possible
In peace,
And peace is
There where
There is
Renunciation.

Renunciation
Both internal
And external,
Renounce, my dear
That are sinful
That are unjust
That are evil actions
And all that are perishable.

Renunciation of desire
Is superior and only
Then one can get peace,
Immediate peace.
It is true, desire
Is the main obstacle
In our progress,
Progress in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Progressive Journey

Progressive journey,
I like, from here
To there and again
From there to here.
Progressive journey
To reach the truth,
The supreme truth
That in you. And
For this, I am always
Watering the life's
Root to get the fruit,
Fruit of universal love.

Gajanan Mishra
Progressive March

We are all
In a progressive march
Towards the goal - the truth.
The truth is within us,
We know, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Progressive Nationalism

Slogans of a student
Named Kanhaiya Kumar
Of JNU India-
Freedom from hunger,
Casteism, hierarchy,
Poverty and communialism.

Gajanan Mishra
Project The Cause

Project the cause of
Your own, dear poets.
Run not away from
Humanity at any time.
Write the life with
Your hearts and soul
For all welfare here
And also there.
Dig deeper dear, and
Keep with you
Deep-rooted passion.
See, absorb and write
With a challenge
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Projection

You are showing
The magic lantern
In other words
I may say cinematograph
And it is its eminence
Your projectment
Is rally xcellent
O my dear, I do admit
You are a great projector.

Gajanan Mishra
Prominent Incarnations

My dear I know Your ten prominent incarnations
I know You are the fish You are the tortoise
You are the boar You are half-man and half-lion
You are the dwarf You are Parsuram You are Ram
You are Krisha You are Buddha You are Kalki
You are Om the first and last letter
And You are the master of all living beings
You are the creator of the Universe
You enjoy Yourself in all
Pray-fully I am offering to You my dear
My poems and these are Yours
Take gracefully.

Gajanan Mishra
Promise Of Safety

Promise of safety, 
where it is 
I like it.
I like the moon 
and the tribe. 
I like the motive 
that is there in 
my success. 
Here I am not 
in safe though. 
Debate is on 
how to survive 
in today's world 
that is not conclusive.

Gajanan Mishra
Promote State Language

Promote state language,
By using always in all
Or any purposes and
Win the hearts and enjoy power.
Punish the one
Contravening the laws
Of the land, our demand.
People are sovereign here,
And who so ever you may be,
You are there to serve them,
In accordance with laws
And constitutional provisions.
Language is the identity, and remember,
The very cause of state's creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Promotion And Degradation

Promotion and degradation
Is always there with everybody
And it is the laws of nature.

It is going on up and down
All over the universe
Think never and worry not my dear.

O my dear, remember two things
If you have tasted the distress of poverty
You can enjoy the happiness of wealth.

Like the woman who has understand
The pain of childbirth can know
The similar pain here on this earth.

Come to the platform of
Actual experience, my dear and know what is what.

Gajanan Mishra
No proof
No need
Proof not needed
For detailed knowledge
For love
No evidence required
No guess no law
Can suffice the purpose.

No need of words
No need of comparison
No need of reasoning
No inclination nothing
It is just realization
It is not explanation
It is just revelation
And it is past influences.

Gajanan Mishra
Proof - Truth

Proof
Proof is necessary
Proof is inclination
Proof is a way of realization.

Proof is necessary
To say who you are
Evident by guess
By comparison by word
By reasoning by apprehension.

But my dear, remember, Truth
Proof is beyond all proof - Truth
And proof comes with the sphere
Of the know-er, who realized Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Pro-Peace Element

I have to strengthen
The pro-peace elements
In my neighbour's land.

Gajanan Mishra
Proper And Improper

Who am I to decide
Proper and improper,
Who am I to draw a line
in between truth and false.
Am I eligible to know
What is what at this time.
I am just a man and
I am to manage everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Proper Approach

Proper approach is
My dear, kept in you,
A disinterested motive
And regard others
As yourself,
Without doubt you are
Here to get success,
Just behold as one
And see the result.

Gajanan Mishra
Proper or Improper

Proper or improper
No matter
But you love
And your love
Will make you apart
And independent
And you will get everything
There is nothing wrong
In love
Love make you united
And union gives you
Separate entity
And you will get everything
Just express yourself
To express is no mistaken
While loving
Your thinking should be
Pure and Sacred
And you should remain
Separate from your love

Gajanan Mishra
Proper Person

Where are you going
The answer is with me
Please do not put me
In troubled water
I am not poor
With no desire at all
The desire makes a man
Dead and I am not dead
I know where you are going
I am not proper person here
to tell and only you my dear
Can understand me
I am not near.

Gajanan Mishra
Proper Use

Proper use
And use properly
Desirable and
Undesirable
Realize love
Life is meant for
Serve others
Giving up desire
Achieve progress
Spiritually
Occupation of place
That is yours
Is natural
Important is
Going naturally
This is what
Says scriptures
Written and verbally.

Gajanan Mishra
Proper Use Of Freedom

Proper use of freedom
Is necessary to attain Truth,
We ourselves are pure Truth
And you can't find falsehood,
Falsehood is not pure
You can say Truth always
But you can't say falsehood always
As you are the Truth
And Truthfulness is there
Within you and it is but natural,
Inherent in you,
O men, O seeker of Truth,
fraud and foul means are not yours
Only Truth is yours and you are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Property Of Others

Properties of others-
Pure poison.
And it has
No antidote here.

Down to the root,
The poison spreads
To destroy your all
If you desire for.

Gajanan Mishra
Propitiation

O my dear
You are great propitious
I can not propitiate you further
By giving golds silvers
I can do my duty
And try to do it perfectly
I can pay proper dues to those
Who are rendering service
To me and to others under me
And it is Dharma and it is
My Karma
O my dear
Help me in doing good works
In proper form.

Gajanan Mishra
Proprietor

Who is the proprietor?
Without knowing this
Basic question, we are
Being misguided, dear.

The platform is not enough,
But still, we are ready to
Search and it is true
Fear is there to us.

Are we not sovereign?
But we ignore the jackal's cry.
Intolerable blasphemy is there
All over the atmosphere,
We are not able to cover our ears
And walk out the place.

Gajanan Mishra
Proprietorship

Proprietorship can not be claimed
By the constructor
By the merchant
By the worker.

Our body is our skyscraper
We are nobody to claim proprietorship
Over this body at any time at any place
This body is not ours in real sense.

Since this body itself is not ours
Nothing is there besides this body
And nothing is ours
And so no need to fight among ourselves
For anything at any time
We know we have to leave all for all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Prospective Ill

Prospective ill,
I have not seen
Anywhere.
I am not burning,
And I am accomplishing
Everything in
NMorality and policy.
I see good everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Me

Protect me, O my dear
If You think me fit to give
Protection.

See my genuine service
See I am friendless here
See I have no knowledge.

My only qualification is
I am surrendering before You
And I have nothing to do.

I am within Your purview
That I know and acquiring all
Good qualities here for benefit of all.

I am unalloyed in Love in Truth
You are to think about me
I am here for You only.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Me From Evil

Protect me O my dear
I am here.
I am here in this place
And it is danger.

Here I find
All irreligion
Where religion
shuld be maintained.

Here all are ready
To punish a sinless
Unpunishable person.

O my dear, protect me
You can only give me
Here the best protection.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect The Innocents

Protect the innocents
protect the cows the children
Protect the old men
Cow is giving us
Miraculous form of food
Children are our future
Old men are giving us bliss
Protects them and
Protect all innocents
Insulting them means
Losing duration of own's life.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect The Soul

O my dear, Protect me
Protect my soul and
Enable me to live.

As a bird protects
Its eggs by its wings
O my Master, protect me
By Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect The System

Protect the system
For the sake of excellency.

Protect thw system
Without hesitation
Without pressing
The Pause button.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Them

Protect them
Who are unable to
Defend themselves
And it is humanity
It is sign of equality
Fraternity and non-violence.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Us - Mother

Loving mother of
All the worlds
The nature
That is within us
Let her appear
Before us
And protect us
From the danger
Within.

I found no depth
And nothing
O my mother
How can one reach you
And reach where
When you are unreachable
Loving mother
You yourself all
Front back right left
Please come
And destroy all troubles
Here at this moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Yourself

Protect yourself,
O my dear writer
From possible danger,
And stay not with
Worldly pleasure.
Be an abstainer
And withdraw yourself
From all social-objects
And recover all wonders
To become a lighter.
O my dear writer,
Appear and disappear
For the truth and for
The welfare of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Protect Yourself, My Dear Son

Protect yourself from
All sorts of sinful acts,
My dear son,
And see, for you
There would be no
Cause for anxiety,
And then, stay peacefully
Anywhere you like.
You are not, remember, an
Ordinary one, dear son,
Know thyself as fruits of
Eternal love and truth
And accept yourself as
A great personality of light.

Gajanan Mishra
Protecting Everywhere

I know You are protecting me everywhere
You have given me protection even in the womb of my mother.

I understand and I gave up all
And simply surrender unto You, my dear.

Who am I to question Your activities.
I know You can do whatever You like as You are Supreme.

Only You know the purpose of these creation
Only You are competent for annihilation.

Gajanan Mishra
Protecting Me

I know You are protecting me
All times everywhere from
All calamities, my dear
I know You are omniscient
And omnipresent and You
Made me see unity in diversity
Together You constitute one
And The Supreme one
I know there is no difference
Between cause and effect
As You are both and
The complete whole and
In that whole my entire
Existence is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Protection

Give me protection
O my dear, I am
Taking shelter
In your house.

In your house
I see so many
Thieves and
I am unable
To be free.

Gajanan Mishra
Protection - Disturb Existence

Who will protect whom
And protect how
Protection not needed
I know.

You are telling always
Separation is unbearable
Is it true, I doubt
See we are separated.

Fire and air
I fear not
I fear only
The source of terrible.

I am here with You
And You appear disturbing all existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Protection- Not Necessary

Protection- not necessary,
Live is in safety.
If you so like
You can test it.

But who you are
Let me ask.
Let me take care
Where you are.

I understand
The meaning of
Your very coming
While I am going.

I know you are
My strength here.

Gajanan Mishra
Proud Of Your Eyes

I am proud of Your eyes, O Jagannath
Your eyes are spark in the sky.

I am proud of Your legs and hands
With You, O Jagannath, I want to fly.

I have with You in my respiration lovesick air
You are precious, O Jagannath, You are my ear.

Gajanan Mishra
Prove That

Prove that You are in love
Prove that You are not blind
prove that You are the light for all.

It is Your joy that is here in time
It is Your knowledge that is prime
It is Your life that is swims.

Gajanan Mishra
Prove That Love Is Life

Prove that
Love is life.
Prove that
You are in love.

Love is nothing
But the expression of spring.
Love is nothing
But the expression of life-musing.

Love has kept
Life-giving power in it.
Love enable each one
To move here and there
With all positiveness of breath,
Love is the joy of the rose in autumn.

Gajanan Mishra
Prove You Present

It is not your fault
You are not here.
You are here
And it is your fault.

Think leaving place
And you can not
You can not leave
You are not here.

You are here
Everybody guarantee
No guaranteer present
To prove present.

Gajanan Mishra
Proving Innocence

Proving innocence
Is not easy
As you said.

Gajanan Mishra
Pro-White

Pro-white,
Our God is white.
We are also
Pro-black,
Our God is also black.

Our God is everywhere
And in all.
And you can discover,
Wherever you like
And find us,
We are there for you,
For all good.

Our God is also yellow,
Find under your pillow.

We are here
To support you
In all your welfare work,
With our heart.
But go always,
Discriminate no one and
Proceed ahead,
With humanity
With peace and
For the development of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Proximity Is Not A Matter

Proximity is not a matter
It is the love and the
Transcendental love
With related hearing seeing
That would give fruitful results.

The love must be genuine
If you want to conquer all
And life without genuine love
Is of no use and there is
No happiness in such life.

Gajanan Mishra
Proxy

Proxy has no work to do
At hospital
At graveyard
Proxy has no work to do
Before parents
Before God.

Gajanan Mishra
Pruthibi O Mu

Pruthibi mo pain kebala nuhen,
Kintu mu kebala pruthibi pain.

Bahuta sabda achhi uchharibaku
wbam mu ethare sethiru kichhi kahibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Pseudo-Freedom

Pseudo- freedom
O woman, Are you
Ready to go
Beyond house-keeping
Beyond rearing of children
Dangers of feminism
Outside marriage
Outside family.

Gajanan Mishra
Psychology Test

Are you afraid of
Thieves, robbers
Lions, snakes etc?
If yes, what for?

What is your aim?
Are you going to
Realize your aim
Within?

What is worth doing?
What is worth knowing?
What is worth gaining?
If you know, fear, what for!

Keep purity within
Be enlightened within
Regard not anything your's own
You have already won everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Public Executioner

Do you agree to
hear my pain, my dear,
Being a public executioner,
I have so much to say.

Feel me, my dear, feel me,
Feel my pain that is always
with me, I know it is not good
to take another's life.

Life is life and life is
not within the purview of
legal or illegal, you cannot
say death is the end of life
and it is final. Feel my pain,
I am executing and it is critical.

Gajanan Mishra
Public Good

Tut tut,
My poetic sensibility,
If it is not in truth.

Tut tut,
My poems,
If they are not there
To create
Love in you.

Tut tut,
If I am not here
To discard the falsehood.

Tut tut,
If I am unable to do
Any public good.

Gajanan Mishra
Public Response

No public response,
No public reaction.

And hence the representatives
And the public servants
Are using the foreign language.

Since the use of foreign language
Is there, the public is in dark.
And hence no reaction no response
Is publish or notice in general.

The public is busy in collecting
Rice or a bread for their belly,
And a piece of cloth for the body.

The public is in no way connected
With the day to day functioning
Of the state, as if they have
Nothing to do but to cast a vote
By taking a liquor pouch and
A five hundred rupee note
Just before the election.

The government knows better how to
Divert the public attention
And how to blackmail public emotion.

Gajanan Mishra


Pull And Push

Pull and push
The snake is
In the bush
Bush is near
The hole
And where is
The whole
It is the snake
Who can tell
And leave
Its mole.

Gajanan Mishra
Pull Me Out

Pull me out
From this well,
Well of pains.
In this well,
Only water is here,
I, myself is the water.
Water-pain, troubles
Always everywhere here.
Pain-water all around,
And no exit point
Anywhere here.
Attachment to pleasure
Is much more dangerous,
I discover, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Pull Out

You are lacking from Truth consciousness
And so You are suffering from ignorance.

You are suffering from ignorance
And so You are lacking Truth consciousness.

My problem is my thinking and I am thinking
About you and I see you how fool you are
And I am very unhappy see you in trouble.

I am helpless and you are suffering I am unable to save you
And I am not able to stop you are committing sinful acts
In this body you have fallen and I am not able to explain.

You are almost mad in your pursuit of material enjoyment
And I am trying to pull you out from this dark well.

Gajanan Mishra
Pull Up

Pull up or contract
And relaxed.
And concentrate
All good effect.

It is your body
It is your mind
Stay with them
While walking
While laughing
While singing
While dancing.

You are not prohibited
At any stage to do anything
Here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Pulp Of Love

See, you can see
If you wish.

Love is always
Absolute and pure
If it is in truth.

Come and feel
Here within you
Stream of love.

In speech in action
You can express yourself
Without any hindrance.

See the love
And find the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Pulse And Blood Pressure

High,
Pulse rate
And blood pressure.
Atmosphere -
Not perfect.

Human nature -
Downwards.
No one is ready
To beg excuse
And say sorry.

All are dislocated,
All are melted,
All rocked
And I am concerned.

Gajanan Mishra
Pulse-Beat Of The Sky

Pulse-beat of the sky is here
Here is my love-language
And my devotion and you are
Here in the sky.

O my dear, see I have no strength
And I have nothing except
Offering a prayer in my language
I know it is yours and you understand all.

I am not alone here, I know
I am with five others
They are pulling pushing me
Time and again and yet
I am feeling the heart-beat
Of mine and that of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Punctuation

Will you not able to read
And understand the subjects
And substances without
Any apostrophe comma colon Dash
Exclamation hyphen parentheses
Period full stop question mark
Brackets et cetera
If you are able then no needs of
Putting such punctuation marks
And if you are not able then
A conclusion can be drawn that
You are lacking certain
Fundamentals that need to
Learn first
And in fast life today
You are to get ready yourself to
Catch the early birds
And well acquainted with
The situations and variations.

Gajanan Mishra
Punish Me

Punish me,
In order to
Right me.

But mind not
Anything, if any
Wrong is there
In me and with me.

I am not
Anyone's enemy.
But I am free
And complete.

I wish
All welfare,
I am the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Punish Not Any

Punish not any
Sinless,
Unpunishable one.

Make the accused
Understand the charges
In his language
And give him a chance
To regret.

But alas,
Justice is tampered with.

Gajanan Mishra
Punishable

Playing any sort of role
Is a crime and punishable
Do not indulge in crimes.

Do not aid and abet criminals
It is a crime and punishable
Do not indulge in crimes.

Abide by the rules and regulations
If you can not abide by rules
It is abhorrent and is a crimes
And punishable
Do not indulge in crimes
Do not indulge in crimes
If you are really a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Punishment Is Wrong

As a poet,
I do agree,
Who are we
To punish
Anyone for
Anything.
Punishment -
Not advisable.

But as a civil
Citizen, to
Maintain law
And order and
Discipline, I
Must say each one
Should respect
The law of the land.
And violators
Must be punished.

No one should be allowed
To play mischief.
Goodness is difficult
To achieve, though.
But as a poet,
I do agree
Each one should
Set free and
Enjoy nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Punishment-Free Zone

The issue -
To declare all places,
As punishment-free zone.

Home, schools,
Police station, courts,
Let them all go.

Let there be
Full freedom of
Movement, temperament.

Let there be topics
Related to life.

No longevity,
No adventurous life,
No missing alternative.

Gajanan Mishra
Punithare jadi barsha heba
Ghasa uthiba
Ghasa upare na thiba sadhaba bohu.

Punithare jadi barsha heba
Paskhi kahiba ni katha
Paskhi gumuruthiba saradina.

Barshapare radiba kau
barshapare aakasha paiba jibana.

Gajanan Mishra
Puppet

I am a puppet
in your hand
I know dragon dance
to demolish your fence.

Gajanan Mishra
Purblind

Take not
breach of agreement
with you, my dear,
by making me purblind.

I am in my own
purble beauty,
navigate yourself
if you so like.

Gajanan Mishra
Purchasing Power

I am here at present
And purchasing power
Is here with me
And I will purchase
Future.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Detached

I am ever-pure and detached
I realized You, O my dear
I am with You in all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Holy

Pure and holy,
Everyone and
Everybody here.
But the impressions
Of the past actions
At times put one
In trouble.
Bear all
That are on you.
But be sure,
If you are clear
And clean,
Everything will pass on
Without any problem

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Original

Pure and original -
My father.
Storehouse of love-
My mother.
Strength of happiness
And distress-
My brother and sisters.
I stood among them
Lack of full knowledge,
And busy in the worthless talk.
Still, our world is
Progressive and
We are all possessive,
And nothing conclusive.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Perfect

Each one is pure
And perfect.

Each one is the truth
And nectar.

Each one is the creator
And nature.

Each one is highly advanced
And intelligent.

My advancement to know
More is simply
The waste of time.

By service, I can only
Feel the system
That is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Uniform

See me
I am pure
And uniform.
See me
I am acting
As per scriptures
And norms.
I am real
I am love
See me
In the sky.
Identified yourself
With me
Openly and easily.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure And Unique

Poems are pure and unique
Poets are writing day and night
Poems are for the welfare of all
Poems are here as a truth-call
We care the poems and poems care us
This is the world and You are the boss.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Contact

Pure contact,
Without any
Material conceptions.
Rise above,
To understand
The meaning of life.
Peaceful coexistence-
The transcendental realm.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Forest Stream

I am pure forest stream,
I am fresh morning breeze,
I am tender solitary flower,
I am soft fluttering butterfly,
I am a child, let me sleep undisturbed,
I am a child, let me smile and
Let me laugh limitless,
I am a child, let me dream.
I am a child, please do no crime
Against me, no murder, no rape,
No kidnapping, no sexual assault.
I am a child, let me enjoy and get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Form

Pure form of eternity,
Bliss and knowledge-
This life.
I love life,
I live without any difficulty,
Life- I see
The bona fide master
In this philosophical system.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Fragrance

I am a man
Pure fragrance in earth
I am the Supreme life
I possess life-power
And I am alive.

I am a man
I have possessed
Austerity that is
Invaluable
No one can calculate
My value.

I am a man
Pure fragrance in earth
My sound is pure
My touch is pure
My color is pure
As a human being
I am pure and powerful
Like the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Has No Place

Pure would not work
Properly here.

I am peaceful
I am lusty
I am angry
In pure form
I am useless.

I could not work
In this world
As I am peaceful.

I am blind without
At least a tinge of
Peacefulness or restraint.

Overwhelmed with anger
I could not function
Without a mixture.

The world is here
In mixed mode.
As I am in service
I am truth conscious.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure In Heart

I am pure in heart, see
Knowledge is attained by me
Without any attachment.

I know knowledge has no value
Without love and
I love You, see.

Love has valued only
In surrendering and I
Surrendered before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure In Heart- Nothing To Worry

Nothing to worry,
If you are pure in heart,
In mind and in body.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure In Hearts

I know
You are pure in hearts, men.
Come on to attain knowledge.
I know
You do not cause distress, men.
Come on with all truth.
Nothing is disturbing men,
Come on and live fearlessly.
Utilize the opportunity
For the service of all,
Grace is there for you, men.
Feel good and proceed ahead
On the path of truth
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure In Nature

Pure in nature,
I am pure, see,
In nature.
Without any doubt
I am going with you.
I know my mind,
My intellect,
My faculty of reflection
And my ego
All are yours.
I am yours,
I am pure,
I am for you,
And doing your works.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Intellect

Pure intellect and discrimination
By this, O my dear, severs, your
Connection with matter.

Perturbation is an obstacle to meditation
Please stay equanimous in solitude
And at a crowded place for concentration.

Concentration is necessary for purification and
For meditation, the need is pure intellect and discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Land

The land is pure,
Let me attain it
By noble deeds.
Deeds are noble
When it is mixed
With love and truth.
Life is nothing but
The truth and I want
To attain life
On this pure land.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Life

Pure life is there
Under nature in the forest,
Pure life is there under the sky,
Pure life is there
In flowing water.

You are pure my dear,
When you are going from
One place to another
Without any personal interest
and doing everything for others,
and doing everything sincerely
and honestly as a duty
and you are applying everything
with all good faith for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Light

Rays of pure light
I like
That is in dark
Let me part
Steadfast.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Lights

Pure lights -
The child.
But the child dies
For oxygen.
And Govt denies.

We demand
Let the truth
Come to the light
For our own survival.

And they said
Nothing has happened.
Are they deaf and blind?
I know not, but I know
Not long their tenure.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Love

Pure love,
I want pure love
From you.
See I have also
Pure love for you.
Love, unsmitten by desire,
Love, untainted by selfish ends,
Love, craved by me
For the sake of love alone.
Love, unattached by worldly power.
I am there with you
For love
For truth
For life.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Love - Pure Life

Come and have a dive.

It is love by which
You can realize me
I am in different beings
I am undivided.

Know me I am in truth
And truth is love.

Gajanan Mishra
You are fortunate,  
That you are getting  
Pure love.  
You are fortunate,  
That you are living  
In the ocean of  
Goodness.  
You are fortunate,  
That you are passing  
The time without any  
Difficulty.  
You are fortunate,  
That you are in peace and  
You are the complete whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Love Pure Soul

Pure love pure soul
Pure work pure goal
Control control.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Love Real Love

Pure love real love intense love
Love love love love love love
Going to the spiritual platform
Let us love pure love real love
And also intense love, love love love
Complete love devotional love and
Also transcendental love love love
Pure love real love intense love
Confirmed love more and more love
love love love love love love
Love life bliss love life bliss
Pure love real love intense love
Here love there love this love that love
Love love love love love love love love,

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Man

Who is a pure man?
What are his characteristics?
Where is he?
Though, with the answers
I have nothing to do.
But I need it all
For the information of
All men, who are present here.
If you express your ignorance,
I have nothing to do.
I have nothing to complain, but
I must say, here in you,
Reside a pure man that
Have the desire to live in.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Only Can

Pure only can preach
And who is not pure
You can only teach.

Being the shelter of all
You know what is proper
And who is here.

With a smile
You melted with compassion
In Your various incarnations.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure or contaminated
No matter if you are
In love and in truth
Love and truth can cleanse
You and your very existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Relationship

Relationship is pure,
Pure relationship
In pure consciousness.
Our entity is pure
In our pure state.
Let us realize the purity,
In our forgetfulness.
The reflections of the sun
And the moon are there
And we are with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Self

See
I have with me
My pure self
Till the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Truth

Pure truth is here
In me
I am always
In truthfulness
You may see me
As pure truth
For the purpose
You desire.

By thinking me
In truth you can feel
A vibration within
If you are in austerity
In cleanliness and in love.

In love
You can say
I understand everything
In love
You can reach
Everywhere within a second.

Love is here in truth
In pure truth
That is there within me
You can feel me
In very life-air.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Uncertain

Life is pure uncertain,
Try to know what is
Happening at what moment
And the repercussion.

No replica can be found
In nature or beyond,
But animated sensible objects
Are not rare.

I realize my errors,
But in living nothing like that
I discovered.
And your order to stay cautious,
I remember here
Just for poetic tales.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure Water

O my dear I love you
You are my pure water
You are a big reservoir
Of pure water
Pure water my love
And I pay no attention
To any other like or
Dislike reservoir
You are so large
So large O my love
You have tolerated me
After so much turmoil
My love you are
My all in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure World

In pure world, we are here at this time,
This is the result of our own noble deeds.
This is the higher world where we are residing,
In all goodness we are here throughout our life.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure, Perfect And Clean

Pure, perfect and clean
Let us keep this life
With the help of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Pure, Though

Where to go?
Road is everywhere, though.
Go anywhere, but
Forget not the self.
Ask not the address, also
Ask not about
The condition of the road,
If you are not to go.
No needs to ask
If you are determined to go.
Go or not go,
But you are not to stay
I am sure,
Pure, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Purest Of The Pure

O purest of the pure
I am Yours
You can only able to
Purify me from all
Sinful activities
You can only make me free
From bodily needs
Birth and death
I know everything is
Emanating from You
And it is by Your grace
I am here O my dear
With this verse.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait there,
I am going on
Puri Express.
And where is Puri,
Ask not friends.
If you are so interested,
Do good to me
As practicable.
I have an interest
In your life
And it is true
And so, I am watching you
For love, For truth
And for all good.
Let me congratulate you,
For you are there
For my all welfare.
I am in this world
And you are there
To give wonders
Of the stars.
I have so many things
To do here, dear.
You just stay
For a while, here
And if you have time
Go on measuring
The sea water.
If measurement is proper,
Then be sure,
Puri is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Puri Kshetra

You are now at Puri I know
O my dear
Puri is Your Dhama and your kshetra
Where you takes birth that is Dhama
Where you resides that is Kshetra
You dines at Puri
You meditates at Badrinath in Himalaya
You takes rest in Rameswaram in Tamilnadu
You rules in Dwaraka in Gujurata
O my Love
You originates in Puri
In the present and called
Lord Jagannatha
I know Puri is a
Pious place of your glories
And for you Puri is
Known as Purushottamkshetra
Srikshetra and Neelachala Neelagiri
O my dear I am at your Puri
I surrender here to you
My life my soul and my body
My family and what is called mine
Everything everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Purification

Auto purification
Flowers with fragrance
Non-violence with saints
Speech with truth
Auto purification
In name and fame
To stay free from
Anger and free from
Excitement is example of
Auto purification.

Gajanan Mishra
Purification Of Inner Sense

Saint poet Tulasidasa
Rightly said 'Let the filth
Of the sense of mine,
Be burnt.' (Manasa, Uttara, 117A)

I pray, O my dear,
Let my heart gets purified
By total renunciation of affinity
Of an egoistic notion
And sense of mine.

Let me burn myself
Every moment at your feet,
Let me surrender everything
That are with me, as
I know nothing is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Purified Form

You are my
Purified form
Said God.
And a man
Nodded his
Head.

Stay there
Ordered another
Man to God.
God obeyed.

Both the men
And the God
Cheered life
Together-wonder!

Life is all
Mystery, I write.
But both men
And God denied.

Your majesty,
I pray, exclude me
From the list
Of god and men.

Leave me
Under my own care.
I am fine and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Purified Man

Purified man is
Just like God.
Purified poison
Is just like nectar.

Purify yourself, my dear,
By renouncing desires,
Attachment, selfishness
And hate and pride,
Purify yourself, my dear
By performing duty
In fire and water.

Expect no fruit,
Stand on your own field,
Hear peacock call.

Gajanan Mishra
Purify Existence

Purify existence
Primary importance.

Order of life
On an ordinance.

What happened
And it is sustenance.

Gajanan Mishra
Purify The World

Stay here, dear daughter,
And purify the world.
You are the symbol of
All intelligence, dear,
Stay here and give nectar.
When you are here,
I see the dark,
No longer.
I feel peace,
And here I find
Unity and fraternity
All over the society.
Stay here, dear daughter,
You are the wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Purify Words, Mind And Hearing

Purify words, mind, and hearing,
And purify life in the world, and
Milk all kinds of true knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Purify Your

Purify your
Own thoughts,
Own feelings.
Or give me
A chance to
Purify these.
Purification is
But a necessity.

Drive your
Own car,
Depend on
Not others.
Or hand over me,
Key, you just
Sit on there
Calm and quite.

Worry not
About anything,
Beauty is there
In everything.
Leave it to me,
I am here to
See how the time
Is going on here.

Let not free
Your sweet will,
Let not any one
Go through you.
Watch yourself
What you are doing
And tell about you
Think yourself-
Part of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Men, purify your mind first,
And then speak what you what.
See that you want nothing
To speak, to hear, to take.

But fire is there,
Be cautious men, within you.
Convert the fire into the ice,
And see you are within.

Where is your identity,
Try to search it out.
How you are going and
Where you are going.

But I am sure you are
There, where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Purify Your Own Existence

And enjoy a truly
Blissful life.

Here is the special mercy
Avail it
In pious activities.

Understanding is optional
But cleansing of heart
Is compulsory.

Gajanan Mishra
Purifying Nature

Purifying nature
Is real progress.
World would be better
If you purify your nature.
If your nature is to give
Pleasures to others
You yourself gain pleasures.
Improve nature means
No down fall.
Man of good nature
Can only receive all blessedness.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity

Purity and sincerity
I am searching in you
and you are not with me.
See me, I am fool
As I am telling
A greedy man truthful.
Take hundred baths
in Ganges but
you are what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity / Impurity

Purity impurity
Who is there to decide
I am in my own relish.

I have a life
I have to face
Antecedents and
Consequences
I am in my own relish.

Space time
Nothing and nothing
I am here with my relatives
I am in my own relish.

What is what and its nature
I am here to decide
I am in my own relish.

And I am in my own relish
With you O my dear
And I have nothing to fear
And I have my own cheer and cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity And Light

Purity and light  
Two instruments with me  
And I am going with them.

Where is the place  
That I am going  
Where is what  
Is not within my knowledge.

Just I am eager  
for knowledge and virtue  
And that is in my flesh  
Bones blood and in my passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity And Pious Action

Purity and pious action
Is good and goodness
For all.

I am the well-wisher
Of the entire world.

Being the poet
I am here to provide
Easiest process
That love to save
The world.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity and Sincerity

Purity and sincerity
I am searching in you
and you are not with me.
See me, I am fool
As I am telling
A greedy man truthful.
Take hundred baths
in Ganges but
you are what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity of heart
Is but necessary.

And spying is
Never acceptable.

But not too tight
To comfort.

Relax, give a free hand
To hearts to act.

Gajanan Mishra
Purity-Inner

You think me good
My dear, let me clear
I am not so good
You think me bad
Let me clear, my dear
I am worse than that
But it is clear
I am trying always
To become better
And better
My pen is good
My words are good
It does not mean
I am a better writer
If purity is not inner
And again my actions
Can be pure but see
I am not pure
The actual doer
Likewise so many
Things are there to say
But my dear as you know
I am not a perfect talker.

Gajanan Mishra
Purplish-Blue

Purplish-blue,
I dislike you.
I dislike daily
Round of
Dull routine,
I dislike
Mechanical men,
I dislike the things
That are unreal.
Let me quit you
As you are untruth,
No truth is there
In you.
I like reality with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose And Meaning

Purpose and meaning
Of life is being
Searched by me.
Life is not mine,
I am telling, I am
Living, though.
My self-identification
Is not sufficient,
My dear, I know.
I am not a superficial
Onlooker, you know.
I am sure, no one is
In bondage or in misery
And hence, each one should
Feel happy for the power
And position enjoyed.
Nothing is there so called
False illusion but everything
Is in truth with our
Successful vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose And Want

What is your purpose
And what do you want
I know your want is
Changing from time to time
And from place to place
I know your want is not fixed
And your want changes its colors
And it is furrer
And your purpose is not clear
And I am with you see
Just not to missed
The space we have it.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose Of Knowledge

What is knowledge
And what is
The real purpose of knowledge?

Knowledge is meant for
Finding Truth
And what is Truth?

Truth is life
Purpose of life
Is to know the truth.

Knowledge and Truth
One who knows
Perfectly is liberated.

It is all
In appearance and in disappearance.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose Of Life

Try to understand
The purpose of life.
Try to understand
Life is not for war
Or for any battle.
Battle causes loss,
Only loss and nothing else.
Battle is there to
Take away your time
Energy, property, good name
And even life.
Try to understand life,
Life is not for worries
Or hardship as said.
Let life go on its way,
In the natural process
With love and giving
Everything that are there.
Manage life well and
Stay happy till you are
Alive here with light.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose Of Pronouncement

The purpose of pronunciation
Would be defeated
If it is not pronounce
In the language of the person
To whom it is intented.

Gajanan Mishra
Purpose Served

It is true, my dear,
I am not able to see you
It is true,
You are able to
See me.

You know what is there
In my heart and in me,
My purpose is served
As you are
Beholding me.

No expectation from you,
My dear, only you are to
Stay with me here and hereafter
And keep me with you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Push And Pull

Life is just
A push and a pull,
Go there and
Come here.

Low cost
Tight is a must,
What you know
That suffice the purpose.

Your moving is
For show,
Faltering is
Well known to crow.

Still life is life
No one knows its rife.

Gajanan Mishra
Push Me Not Back

I want to live
With my family,
On this very earth,
Push me not back.

Please, please,
Push me not back,
I want a place
On this earth,
To settle down.

Let me clear
I am not a security
Challenge to anyone.
Please treat me
As a fellow human.

I do admit,
You have every right
To fight terror,
But look at me,
I am simple and
Innocent and I am
No way related to
Any fundamentalism.

I have lost everything
For nothing,
For no fault of my own.
Believe me, and put me
In no trouble in the name of
Ethnic cleansing.

Gajanan Mishra
Push the air,
There.
But pull not.

The air is
There, to
Create vibration
In you.

Thanks to
The air,
By which
You live.

Push not
The air
Where it lies.

Gajanan Mishra
Pussy Cat

Come on, pussy cat,
See this, see that.
I am here for you
you are there for me.
Let us do our works,
We both in time.
Pussy cat, are you
saying something
that I guess from
your mewing.

Gajanan Mishra
Put All Questions

And get no answer.
Go everywhere
And reach no where.

Friends, this is that area
Your vision suffers malaria.
You are diverted
And departed from all good there.

Nobody dares to give assurance
To return to pavilion
All are coward
And they see no bird.

Here or there if you search
You will have your answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Aside All

Put aside all,
All pride,
All fear,
All lamentation.
And live here,
With true words,
With faith,
With action.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Away From

Put away yourself  
From the clutches evil person.

And go inside  
To judge yourself.

Outsiders are not  
Under your control.

O my dear  
Evil persons are outsiders.

You are not allowed to  
Keep company with  
Any one outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Put No Question

Put no question
To life.
Expect no answer
From death.

Life and death
Are two sides
Of your own.

You may say
What ever you like
At any time,
But no cheating.

Earth is here with you
To make your grass grow,
Keep everything, let not throw.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Not Your Shoes

Put not your shoes
On your head,
Remember, your shoes
Are not your cap.
Allow not your maid-servant
To your bed room,
Maid-servant is not your
Married wife.
Remember, no woman is there
Who can loves you
Like your own mother,
And if anyone says she loves
Be sure, she is
An evil spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Out The Fire

Put out the fire
That is within
And stay far from
Harm and danger.

Safety and cleanliness
In your own home
Is the need of time.

How to live
Know well with
Proper training.

Ignore not anyone,
Ignore not anything,
But take care all
For own interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Question

And get answer.
My dear, whosoever
Question the poet
Must be answered.
Though words failed
And all lamented
Themselves here.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Up The Shutters

Put up the shutters
If you fail to
Recognize my soul.
Leave the place at once
If you fail to use
My own language
Here on my land.
Know that I am sovereign
Here on my land.
You are the trespassers,
You are to know the rules
And regulations of my land,
You are to know the root
Of my very creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Worthy Questions

Put worthy questions, dear,
Related to truth and relevance to
All welfare and satisfy the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Your Signature

Put your signature
Give your identity
Tell your name address
And contact number.

Nobody call you
You are here
Nobody listen
You singer.

Give declaration
On clear perception
Here the nation
In touch emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Put Your Signature And Test Yourself

Put your signature here
And declare that what
You are stating is true
Verify the contents
That you are yours
Sworn in that you are
Stating the truth
Only truth
Nothing but the truth
Put your signature here
And declare you are
None other than the deponent
Who is here for the present.

Gajanan Mishra
Putting Away Everything

Putting away everything  
I stood here with you  
Only to observed the situation  
And the situation was not static.

Putting down everything  
That were happening  
I remained silent and you  
 Asked me about consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Putting Question

Putting question
Is not bad
As You know
Question is first
Answer may follows
May not follows.

But the answer is
There and that is
One the question
May vary as said
That may appeared
That may not.

Determination is
Fulfilled with
That question and
With that answer
You may satisfied
Or not no matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Putting Signature

Go on putting signature
Here every moment while
You are present and tell them
What you want.

Here is your world shining
Like the rain water
At the jumping of the frog
Towards sun rays.

Break not men within
Rise and rising is your nature
Road is open and straight
It is you to see anyhow.

Gajanan Mishra
Putting Steady Efforts

Putting steady efforts
And without lazy,
You can win like the tortoise.

Gajanan Mishra
Putting You First

Putting you first,
See, I came forward.

You, please come
And join hands,
And let us
Speak in one voice.

I know,
I alone,
cannot walk
On the path of
Peace and progress.

Please support not violence,
Please export not terror,
Please perpetrate not hatred,
But love, love humanity,
And come forward
For the larger interest
Of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Puzzle

Do not bury the poet
The poet bury himself.
The poet is his soul
It is seen ti poet only.

The poet see the time
And time see the poet.
Ask not the poet repeat
Another sun flash light
And you puzzled.

Gajanan Mishra
Pyrotechny

Multicolors of my poems
Puzzled you I know
And this is called Pyrotechny.
Here lies the truth
And it is harmonious
With our life
It helps to rise and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Q&A Format

It is your own choice,
Your own life style
Whether to follow
Question and Answer
Format or to see the picture
As it is in plain statement.
It is you to choose the color
That suits you as per stars,
It is you to select the dresses
As required in changing seasons.
Who has inspired you,
You are free to express.
And also you are free to do
Anything that you like here.

Gajanan Mishra
Quack

Illusion reigned
And I with haste
Jumpup the ground
Where I was not.

Accept as it is
Dark is dark
And in dark
Life bark.

Accept as it is
Everything you see
Dark here
Said the quack.

Illusion reigned
We all in the same
Line the world
Is going.

And we are going
Towards dark
Where dark become
Light and we
Watch fight.

Quack said
Alright alright
Come with me
I have to delight.

Gajanan Mishra
Quake, Quake

Quake, quake,
Earthquake.
We are all
In trouble.

Life-lost,
Everything lost.

Quake, quake,
Earthquake.
What is there,
I see you
Busy in search.

In life
In love
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Qualification

What is my qualification
You are asking me and when
I have nothing to say.

Am I endowed with a pure intellect
Am I here firmly restraining the senses
Turning away from sound and other object of senses
Casting aside attraction and aversion
Dwelling in solitude
Controlling speech body and mind
I have nothing to say
It is you to decide
O my dear, You are here with me
You are here to judge me, O my mentor!

Gajanan Mishra
Quality Matters

Quality matters
Not quantity
Power matters
Not weight size.
Be qualitative
And maintain
Silence and get
All honors of heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Quality Of An Ideal Man

Having clear vision
No bad intention
Doing nothing for himself
And a hard worker.

Gajanan Mishra
Don't sacrifice
Your quality of goodness
O my dear.
Control your
Passion and ignorance
My dear.
Nothing is attractive
Besides Truth
You are to see.
Perform your devotional
Service and take
The help of your
Obedient and faithful wife.
Goodness is eternity, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Quality Of Life - Peace And Prosperity

Let the quality of goodness
Comes to me at every moment.
No negation, but I want
Positive transcendental manifestation.
Let pure and simple life
Be here with me for all good.
Give me power to tolerate all,
And let me go with peace and prosperity.

Gajanan Mishra
Quantum Entanglement

Albert Einstien,
Where are you?

Are you there
In between the space
And the ground?

I know you are there
To break the distance.

You are not there
To monitor the evolution
of the species.

Let me argue,
The frontier investigation
Is ahead and you are
In my volatile memory.

Gajanan Mishra
Quarrel

We are in quarrel over trifles
We are not in quarrel with love.

In love there is no difference
Between the learned and the foolish
Between the rich and the poor
Between the Hindus and the Muslims
Between the Christians and sikh
Between the Indians and the English men
Between the castes and out-castes.

All are equal in love
All hear the transcendental sounds of Love
And Love alone can cleanse the dust
From the mirror of the heart.

Love is the common platform to
Achieve peace for mankind.

Gajanan Mishra
Quarrel And Hypocrisy

I know
The time is
Quarrel and
Hypocrisy.
And I pray
For mercy.
Freedom is
Not necessary
For me.
I want not to
Go anywhere
At this time.
Fire, air,
In all, I discover,
That can destroy me.
Thank you, all pervading,
Still, I am flourishing
I am favored by time.

Gajanan Mishra
Quarrel Not

Quarrel not with any one
Accept Truth as conclusive proof
Be always Truth conscious
Achieve highest goal.
This is your sky
Reign over it
Nobody is there other than you
To go beyond the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Queen Elizabeth

Queen Elizabeth is here
In our flower garden and my
Little Aaeeshanee is showing me.

Gajanan Mishra
Quench Thirst

No question
Only answer.
In answer
Find answer.
Satisfied or not
I am not there
To quench thirst.

Gajanan Mishra
All beings perish
Question arises
Who is here
That does not perishes
They said it is love
You are my love
You are my verse
And I bat to verse
It is my commerce
Beyond all
I recall
Question of perjury
Does not arise
Where there is true love
And my dear, I am here
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Question And Over Question

We are all
In question and
Over question.
We are all
Earth and
On earth.
We are all
Missing in
The sky
With the sky.
And we are
Measuring the distance
Between the sunset
And the sunrise.

Gajanan Mishra
Question And Questions

Who am I
What is this
How can I realize you
O my dear
What is the obstacle
What to do away
With these obstacles
Why am I unable to
Understand you
O my love
Is our life bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Is Wrong

Question itself is
Wrong but the answer,
Here, it is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Of Devotion

Question of devotion is here
And I am not here by an error.

Question of devotion is here
And it is not terror.

I have to suffer here
It is Your grace showers.

I have to suffer here
No praise no blame tinder.

No receiver no enjoy-er
I am breathing for some food and water.

I am poet, described by scriptures
As a tipster.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Of Existence

Question of existence
is there with us here.

We are with the birds
and birds are in the sky.

The sky is within us
and we are floating with clouds.

And clouds are disappearing
slowly and slowly and slowly.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Of Negation

Question of negation
Is there with us
And we are eager
To overtake the world.

The world is within us
And we are trying to
Renounce the world
Though it is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Of Survival

Question of survival, here.
Is there any question of
Survival, my dear,
Without love,
Without truth?
And yet,
We are creating
Atmosphere of hate
What for?
And yet
We are taking shelter
Of falsehood
What for?
Forgoing company
Inviting storehouse of
Grief and infamy
What for?
Are we here
To gain only profit?
Are we covetous
Of sovereignty?
Be always a champion of
Righteousness, my dear
And device some means
To avert in this life
Grief and obloquy.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Of Sustenance

Question of sustenance is here
Always for all everywhere
Caste, form, riches, age no matter
Whether you deserve blame or praise
No matter, my dear.

Question is whether you are
Enjoying the inner feeling
Within you, my dear and whether
You are staying separately
Or jointly and for how long.

Here is the space that is
Hot that is also cold
Believe it or not
Here it is the truth as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Session

Are we here?
Nobody says no
But I believe not.

Is it a circle?
Everybody says yes
But I believe not.

Take a break.

I will tell you
the reason
and you will be
out of question
session.

Gajanan Mishra
Question Tag

Question tagged with when
Answer tagged with now.
Answer tagged is then,
It is you to decide, my dear,
What to say and how.
Time is still here, no needs to fear,
Do as your intellect direct, men
And show how you are perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Questions - A Few

No one has fear of law
Who told it and
Is he correct?

No strict enforcement
No proper prosecution
Am I wrong?

Are we ready to disowned
Our relatives, friends
Who are corrupt?
Are you ready to answer
This poser?

Rest questions are
With you
You put yourself
And answer within.

Gajanan Mishra
Questions Are Right

Your questions are right
It is I who is unable to answer
The weaknesses are in me.

I failed to hear You, remember You
Serve You, Pray You, see You
The weaknesses are in me.

You are there and therefore
I am here I do agree
And here I am right.

Gajanan Mishra
Questions Are There

So many questions
Are there always
With us.
But we are to know
They are all answered.

Life is there with us
Always but they are
Not ours.

We eat, we talk, we walk,
We work, we sleep, we move,
But nothing is similar.
We struggle but
We need safety first,
We know the world is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Quick Service Restaurants

Quick Service Restaurants
Wait and watch
No immediate hike in prices
Chicken burger pizza
Service tax levied.

Family holders
Cook Your own foods
Cut back eating-out
They are trying to
Extract more revenue.

Gajanan Mishra
Quit

Quit,
Let us quit,
But we are not able to,
It is not so easy too.
And still we quit.
We quit for our own sake,
Quitting is not the act of a stupid
That also we know and we quit.

Gajanan Mishra
Quit By Will

Quit,
No one can force me
To quit,
But I can quit
By my own will.

Let the laws of nature
Be there
Under my control.

Let me be there
On your good will,
I care not the hell
But I care you.
I know, you are
The only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Quit This

Quit this
Rising sun
And smile.

Go forward
And smile
At sun set.

Gajanan Mishra
Quite Different

You are quite different from me
I have a beginning  You have not
I am an e-volute of attributes You are not
I am non-self You are self
I am perishable You are not
I am ignorant You are enlightened
I dwell You are not
I am attached You are detached
We are different we are different
We are staying together though
With full freedom and in wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Quite Refined And Excellent

Quite refined and excellent,
Our life, men.
Our strength is
Our truthfulness,
Our morality.
So many channels are
There for us, men,
Let us stay sincere
And self-composed
For world peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Quite Well

I am quite well,
As you are here,
With me, my dear.

Let me see you
Always whenever
And wherever I wish.

Let there be
Moonlit night
Always in my life.

Let me stay here
With my own music
And let me dance,
And enjoy within
Sixes and sevens.

Gajanan Mishra
Quitting The House

Quitting the house
I declared my
Involvement with matters
O master, You are to
Clarified the other
Related orders
The things that is better
That is here to offer
No house nothing
See I am my actor
And I am my reactor.

Gajanan Mishra
Raatire Mu Haraaen Bharasamya  ?????? ??? ????? ???????? (Odia)

Sata, ratire mu haraaen bharasamya,
Sata pratyeka sakale mu gotie nuaa manisha.
Sata Bahuta swapna dekhe aakashtale,
Sata, barshare mu antarhita huen.
Bahuta sata bhitare mu michha tuma aagare.
kintu sabu hajaare mu tuma
Upasttiti chahen, nisanteha.

In Odia script;

?????? ??? ????? ??????????, ?
???????? ????? ?? ??? ??? ???,?
???? ????? ??? ????? ??? ????? ?
??, ??????? ??? ??? ??????????? ?
???? ?? ????? ??? ??? ?????,?
?????? ????? ????????? ? ??? ?????
?????? ??? ??? ??????? ??
Gajanan Mishra
Rabindranath Tagore

Rabindranath Tagore
I salute You.
I salute You for what,
That I know
And I know I cannot
Express my thought like you.
Who is at the top
And who is at the bottom
You have said in clear words
In so many places and
I am here searching the truth
That you have witnessed.
I am part and parcel of my creation
I know it is your realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Race

What I dream,
That I dreamt.

No leaf in my
Mango tree,
And I cry for
Free.

You are with me
And doing nothing.
Coming and going
Night and day.

Always I hear you
Touching you every moment.

And you are not with me,
At the time of horse race.

Gajanan Mishra
Radiance

What has happend to you?
Why are you taking medicines?
You are seemed to be okay.
I see no dirt in your dust-body.
What for then this disgrace!

Gajanan Mishra
Radiance - The Key

Of the sun of the moon.
Sound - the key
of the ether.

Without light
The sun and the moon
Meaningless.
Without sound
Ether is meaningless.

O my dear, I am
Meaningless without You
You are manliness in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Radiant And Fiery - My Language

I am dependent,
My language is independent.

My language is water,
I am its bubble.

I have taken birth
In my language,
I live and I float
In my language,
For my language.

Ignore not my language.
It is there as before
On this land.

Radiant and fiery-
My language, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Raga- Bhittiheena

Raga- Bhittiheena
Jibana- mulyaheena nuhen,
Jibanara mulya dia,
Jibana rahichhi tumaku
Karibaku mulyabana.
Dairyadhara
Aau dekha,
Aau nirekha jibana
Kemiti jauchhi
Tumaku dhari.
Jibanaku bhala pa
Jibana satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Raging Fire

Raging fire -
The life of a man.
Carded wool -
All the good works.

Gajanan Mishra
Raha Raha

Rakha ho tuma pruthibi tumathi
Mo pruthibire mate rahibaku dia.
Mo pruthibi nahin kouthi
Bruthare tume aethi nesta karuchha
Samaya andali andali andharare.
Aete belaku mu pareikalini
Samasta rasta aau
Tume kahuchha raha raha.

Gajanan Mishra
Rahi Nai Para Ken Ene?

Rahi nai para ken ene?
Ene, mor pase?

Ene rahele sina
Disba tara je ganba!
Ene rahele sina
Mapi parba dihar tati!
Ene rahele sina
Se tatike parba sitlei!
Ene rahele sina
Janba, kenta
Subhuchhe mor
Chhatir dukduki!

Mui achhen ene
Khaskari tumarlagi.

Gajanan Mishra
Raibati Has Not Drunk Nectar

Raibati had not drunk nectar
And she died in hunger.
Children of Raibati have
Gone to outside state
To earn for belly and
Raibati was alone at home.
Long spell of lack of
Rain was there on the lands
Of Raibati and no one
Was there to help Raibati.
Raibati had nothing to eat
And nothing to drink.
Liquor pouch was available
But not a drop of water
Was there with Raibati.
Biriyani-chicken was available
But not a handful of rice
Was there with Raibati.
Raibati had not drunk nectar
And died in hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
Raijasaaraa Kalaa Pataakaa Patuaar ????????
???????? ???? (Odia)

Raija saaraa kalaapataakaa patuaar
Beaaina kaamaku dhwansa karibaaku.

Bhoiutika jagataku sapha karibaaku
Achhi kalaa.
Aganatantrika, asaambvidhanika bhashaku nasta
Karibaaku achhi kalaa.

Gotie swadare kala pijaaau
Sabu sabda sabu sparsha sabu aakaara
Maatira basnaare jaagatika andharare.

Raijasaraakalaapataakaa patuaar
Rajaa aau mantrigana nija aayattare
Nahan jadi, lokanka ragara
Muhanmuhi heba prastuta raha,
Tumar sabu bastubaadi prakruti dhari
Padiba tale, tale andharare.

Ethare loke hin satya,
Raajaa o mantrigana
Lokanku suni parunahan!
Klaa pataakaa daakuchhi aau deuchhi
Tumaku bahuta sujoga,
bhala pain nijaku sudharinebaaku.

???????? ????????? ?????
???? ?? ?? ???? ????? ????? ?
???? ????? ??? ??????
??? ??, ????????????, ?????????????
?????? ??? ??????? ??? ??? ?
????? ???????? ??? ??? ???
??? ?? ?? ?????? ??? ????
???? ??????? ????? ???? ?

???????? ??????? ??????,
???? ?? ??????????, ??? ???????
Gajanan Mishra
Railway Junction

I met you
For the first time
At the railway
Station, Titilagarh
You were changing
Your dresses like
The train changes
Its engines
At this station.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain

Rain is telling me;
Wet earth - my greed,
New leaf - my life,
Cloudy sky - my body,
Working farmers - my smile,
I want to go with all these,
To spoil myself for
The welfare of new creativities.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain And Cold

Rain and cold,
Both are here.
You cannot say
Which is better.
Rain and cold
Both are here.
But nothing
To fear.
The meaning of
Both are the same.
Both are here
To give you
Energy and you are
To concede defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain And It Is Raining

Rain rain
And it is raining,
Rain sets in,
The sky is
Overcasting with clouds,
It is delightful.

Peacocks are dancing
At the sight of the clouds,
The lightning flashes fitfully
Pouring clouds cleave close to the ground
Mountains endure the buffeting of the showers
The swelling stream-lets rush with great speed.

The water coming from various directions
Gathers in to a pool
Water of the rivers and streams
Become still once it pours in to the ocean
My dear, it is eternal rest.

Rain, rain
And it is raining,
Green earth is choked with grass,
Delightful croaking of frogs are there everywhere,
Clothed with new leaves trees look cheerful,
No one can find dust, earth rich with crops,
The earth looks charming with the swarms
Of various living creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain And Rain

Rain came
And requested me
To go on writing
Poems.
It was all raining
At that time and
I was in my room
Closely watching
Play of the rain
All-around.
But rain is careless
And wanted to win
My hearts through
Love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain And The Earth

The clouds are
in the sky
and the rain is
falling on the earth.

Is the sky crying
asked my grand-daughter,
And I said, O yes
My sweet, it is love-tears.

The flies, the mosquitoes
all are coming to us, see,
I said her and she wanders,
She said it is just fever.

Gajanand Mishra
Rain As Guru

It rains and
It is useful
For crops and people and all
But rain is not aware
It is giving water
And doing good to others.

I accepted rain as a Guru
Like my Guru, my master
I should not have a
Feeling of doership
When I am rendering service
And doing good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Clouds

Hearing the rumbling of the rain clouds
The frogs began croaking
The insignificant dry streams
Began to swell.
With the advent of rain
The newly green grass
Made the earth emerald green
Reddish insects white mushrooms
Added further colors and circles of shades.
With the advent of rain
Everything looks beautiful and rich.
The rain give joy to the farmers
And everybody realized everything is
Under the control of the Almighty nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Drops

I trust on
With you only,
I hope and
I believe
You are there
To fulfill
My desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Has Came

Rain has came
Without water.
Without water
How can we live here?
Air is there
Outside us,
And we shiver within,
Without the air.

Night without stars
Roars and roars.
With the sun we appeared
But no light is in us.
Life is rhythmic
Ao also the night.
But in day time
It is hard to assess
Who is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain In August

I care not,
But I care
The rain
In August.

I left home,
I left the village,
But no one utter
Any words,
No one is capable to
Do anything for me.

I care my life,
But no one is here
To give something
To eat or to drink.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain In Bokara- Chennai Express

Rain in Bokaro-Chennai Express
Worst rain in over a century,
Bring everyone of us
To a standstill.
We experienced complete
Destruction of rail link.
Along with this all
Public transport collapse,
Phone dead, net works
Out of service, ATMs
Did not function,
City deluged.
Armed forces poured in
To aid with rescue ops.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain In Winter

I witness
Rain in winter,
Each one is here
To suffer.

Difficult to collect
Two meals a day,
And I see each one
Ready to violate
The law of the land.

Walking is a good
Exercise, but I see
No one has legs
And no one is ready
To go from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain is coming
Rain is coming
In a procession
On a grand procession
Being the first rain of the year.

And what is a year
Can you say my dear
How it is counted
And what for
Can you say!

You calculation sheet
As prepared by you
Is false I am sure
As you are not true
And truth is far away
From you.

Rain is coming
Rain is coming
Now, look,
And say the message
Of rain, if you can.

O my dear, Are you in love
Are you wet, I do not know
But I know you are alone
And this rain makes you cry
That is why I try
To stop the rain but in vain.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain is desirable
For a farmer
But not so
For a potter.
Cool air is
Pleasant in summer
But not so
In winter.
But my dear,
You are the figure
Who is here
Within all creature.
And only for you
All are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Is Raining

Rain is raining
Rain is useful
For crops
For all.

Rain is raining
Rain is not aware
Rain is raining
And doing good.

The world is
Awaiting the rain
Rain is raining
without feeling of
Doer-ship, I pray rain,
Let me follow you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Is The Basis

Rain is the basis of water
Our food our clothes and also our shelter
Are bare necessities of our life
And they have affinity with water
Rain is the basis of water
We all the men birds animals insects trees
And plants are in need of water
Our body is formed by water
Rain is the basis of water
And rain depends on our sacrifices
Our purity our truthfulness
Our honesty and commitment to nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain is the builder,
I am beating the rain
with a hammer of voices.
Day is dark and
I am going to cultivate
the light that begins here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Of Light

Rain of light
All over the area.
Light of rain
And it is dark.

Dear men, smile,
You are here
At this time
On this earth.

Face the dark,
And enjoy life
With all light.
With all light
Measure life
With eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Or Pain

No question of quitting
In rain or in pain
Because I know we are in love
And here there is gain and gain.

Right or fight, no matter
Life is not cancer and remember,
O my dear, life has a bright future
If we love life in our own mirror together.

We are here with all opulence
With all fame and piety and blessing
We are all here in this world
Very pleasing and pleasing with life-renewing

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Queen

Please come, O rain
You are the queen
On this earth,
Please come, on
The way of Kumuda hills
Through that Debandh
But see, the way
With heat fifty degree is slippery.

Try to win
The hearts of others
O queen, I am sure
You are quite able
And able to proceed
Forward for a better greenery.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Rain O Rain

Rain rain O rain
Where are you now
I am calling you
Standing on this field.

I see you O rain, in the sun
I see you in the fire
I see you in the air
My field is dry, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Rain Rain

Rain, rain, rain,
And it is raining.

It is rain
That gives us food
And we all men,
Birds, beasts, trees
And plants come into being.

Rain, rain, rain
And it is raining.

Rain comes
From our sacrifice,
Sacrifice is born
Out of our action,
And action has its
Origin in Truth,
And Truth is imperishable
And so rain is lovable.

You are lovely,
My dear rain,
You ever vests
In sacrifice as my
All-pervading infinite
Ever vests in sacrifice* .

* Sacrifice is called Yajna
Yajna is also tyaga
or offering of oblations to
sacred fire
it also means charity and penance
renunciation and relinquishment
without being attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain Speaks

Rain speaks
Make everything fine,
I'm coming.
I am coming for good,
For you, for truth.

I am coming for
The living and also
For the non-living.
Both are equal to me,
Rain speaks openly.

Dear friends,
We are to learn
So many things
From rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain, My Friend

Rain, my friend
Returned again.
And my shadow
was searching
My signature.
Once again
I tried to
Enjoy life
In full.
But my dear
You are
Too hot to touch.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain, Rain, Kill Not

Rain, rain, kill not,
Kill not anybody my dear
In this summer.

Rain, rain, tell
The high velocity winds
Go back, go back.

Let my fisher men
Go to the sea
And let them maintain
Their family.

Rain, rain, affect not
My rail, my road, damage not
Anything and let the people
Live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain, Where Are You?

Rain where are you?
Who are there beyond you?
What are you doing
at this time un-understandable!

Rain, what is there in your thinking?
We are here to ask such questions
As our livelihood all depends
on your thinking and on your coming.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainbow - In The Sky

Beautiful
Just see
Just watch
The rainbow
And stay
Where you are.

Try not
To pluck
Try not
To stop
The cloak
Count not hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainbow Is With You

Rainbow is with you
Show and tell others
How it is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Rain-Clouds

I am the rain-clouds
You ate ocean,
I am the winds
you are the sandal-tree.

Devotion to You
Is really delightful,
Spiritual endeavors and
Realization is mine of blessings.

Easy device is just calling
With intellect with wisdom
And with dispassion
I have this conviction.

You are the ocean of milk
I am the sacred legends.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainfall Comes

By His mercy
I live
By His mercy
Your grace is
Here on all
O my dear
You are here
I feel
Always with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Raining

It is raining outside
It is raining inside
It is raining cats and dogs
No rainbow, no raincoat
Only rainfall, only rainfall
Rain-gauge is out of order
O my dear, we are rambler
And we ramble with our breath
With our love, with our life
Life is calling, love is calling
O my dear listen, listen
It is not dark outside
It is not dark inside
You need not decline
When heaven shines,
My dear, you are eternal lines
Your looking is fine
And it is raining, it is raining
Please come in, please come in.

Gajanan Mishra
Raining And Raining

Raining and raining all days
On the earth in the ocean
Fruitful and fruitless.

Pain and gain
One and the same
Go not after name and fame.

Love and light are yours
You are here only for love
And for light you are in progress.

Raining is no obstacle
Rather plus-point
In your life manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Raining Cats And Dogs And I Am With You

Raining cats and dogs
And I'm with you
I'm Not telling a lie
And it is true.

Breaking my mind
I tell you everything
Muttering incantation
Leaving me nowhere.

Still you are my love
And I'm here only for you
Repeating my words
Again and again is true.

Leaving the place
Leaving you not true
Raining cats and dogs
And I'm with you
I am with you with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Raining Here

Raining here
And not
Raining there.
But no sky
In the water-air.
All yellow
The sky,
All red
The earth,
Raining here,
Raining there.
West and
East both are
Without a star.

Gajanan Mishra
Raining In Sea

Raining in sea
Fruitless some says
I disagree
Raining in forest
In villages necessary
I say.

Rain is necessary
For food
Food is necessary
For living creature.

Rain gives water
Water is life
There is life
In animate
In inanimate
Water is necessary
For all.

You are present with all
You are in all
Sea sky earth air fire
You are my only lighted star
Do not go far.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainy Night

Let me say it a rainy night
without water,
You can come and verify
if you so like my dear.

But see, I have nothing
to give you at any time,
You just go on twittering
Like the birds with drizzling.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainy Season

Rainy season is life season
It is here and it gives life
And sustenance to all living beings
The sky rumble with thunder
Lightning flashed on horizon
Dense blue clouds are there
And it covered the soul
With all material nature
There is water and water, my dear
Everywhere water and it has
No discrimination - a great charity
And you are all fully nourished
By the clouds by rain poured
And you achieved the fruits of your austerities.

Gajanan Mishra
Rainy Season Though

Rainy season, though,
No rain see.
The sun is laughing,
The wind is laughing,
The sky is clean.
No clouds,
The rainy season, though.

We are together,
Searching here,
Something else,
That we are not
Able to justify.
How helpless we are,
We are not able to
Protect ourselves.

Rain is
On its return journey.
Vast and profound, though.
The rain is returning
In empty handed,
Though, no can is there
To help it.

I have no word
To describe.
I have nothing
To give.
Yet, I am there,
Rain is not there, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Raise Voice

Raise voice
gainst anything
that you feel illegal.
This is your world.

You have every right
To say anything and to
do anything but not to
harm others in any way.

This is your world,
This world belong to
others also, try to
understand the matter.

Have patience and wait,
Do not anything much
that ado about nothing,
As a friend, I am telling.

Gajanan Mishra
Raise Your Voice

Raise Your voice
Tell them Your are awake
Tell them You are here.

Raise Your hands
Show them You are cautious
Show them You are for them.

Gajanan Mishra
Raise Yourself

Raise yourself
For good cause
This is the best sharing
It is fact
One raise by oneself.

The truth the real
Has no deficiency
And You can go there
Where ever they want
That is the affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Raise Yourself For

Raise yourself
For good cause
This is the best sharing
It is fact
One raise by oneself.

The truth the real
Has no deficiency
And You can go there
Where ever they want
That is the affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Raising Questions

Raising questions
About the truth
And about the love
Are but glorious acts.

Just wait, and see
Your own image therein.
Be proud to receive
The intimation.
Mind it, I am there
In you.

All gladness, you expressed
Are mine.
The answers and all questions
Are there, search within.

Gajanan Mishra
Raja Male

Raja male
Praja nirashraya.

Pani sukhile
Machhamane nuhan kouthara.

Tume banchichha jebe
Mu tumaku nuhen chhadibara, priya.
Tme satya sahita prema sahita
Banchichha.

Gajanan Mishra
Raja Praja

Odisha rahu odi hoi
Odiabhasare odianku dhari
Odiabirodhinku kuhajau
Odisha birodhi.

Odia swapna aau odia
Na janithiba lokara
a thi nain stana
Odia bhasaku nei
Odishara janma.

Kana nain odishare
Dhana jana gopalaxmi
Mukti Shakti Bhakti
Achhi puni sarabishware
Odianka kat ti .

Jetedura jaichhi odiabhasa
setedura lambichhi odisha
Jouthinain seita nuhen odisha.
Rajapraja jie hua
Bhasaku n dele sammana
Tume nuhan odishara santana
Odishare rahi odishara khai
Paribani mari odishara aatma
Jouta odia Bhasa.

Kahuchhata kuha garbare
Mo bapadadi odia
Aau mu mo bhasa pain
aethi thia kuha tume
Kosaladhipati kalingadhipati
Utkala aau gadajati
Odisha rahu odisha hoi
Nilachakra sanketadhari
Gangathu godabai
Manabikatara nua mantra gai gai.
Rajaki

Kanhu bujhibi mu kete pani kouthi
kete pabana muthei kie dhaunchi kuade
kana puni rakhijauchhi katakare.
Saru bhitare maru thiba katha kie janiba
janithile bi kahiba kiana
kahiki hana khaiba kiana
chahata chikana dushuchha ta
gadi chalichhi thik
badalokanka bada katha
kahibini kemiti
tupuru tupuruku praghata kale
pralaya emiti.

Abhaba katha

Gajanan Mishra
Rakha Ho

Rakha ho tuma pruthibi tumathi
Mo pruthibire mate rahibaku dia.
Mo pruthibi nahin kouthi
Bruthare tume aethi nasta karuchha
Samaya andali andali andharare.
Aete belaku mu pareikalini
Samasta rasta aau
Tume kahuchha raha raha.

Gajanan Mishra
Rakhyakara (Odia)

Nija katha nije
Rakhyakara priya
Manerakha, manisha
Banchirahe kathare.

Gajanan Mishra
Rakta Dana

Rakta dana kara
Jibana dana kara.

Jibana nuhen tumara
Rakata nuhen tumara
Bhaba nahun jaha deuchha
Taha tumara.

Bhaba satya
Satya heuchhi
Jaha deuchha
Taha tuma pakhaku
Pheri aasuchhi twiguna hoi.

Barsha paniku
Byabahara kara cchasare
ebam anya sru詹anasilare
Samudrare misiba purbaru.

Gajanan Mishra
Ram Navami

Lord Ramchandra,
The supreme Personality of Godhead,
Chief of the best-learned scholars,
Resided in everyone,
With His pleasure potency,
Mother Sita,
And enjoyed complete peace.
So many Rama and so many Sita,
Termed X and Y.
Without transgressing
The religious principles,
Lord Ramachandra,
Worshipped by all
In meditation,
And enjoyed all paraphernalia of
Transcendental pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Ramadan

I pray,
For everyone's
Progress and
Wellbeings.
I pray,
Ameen Peer Dargah
For a comfortable
Life for all.
I pray,
For world peace,
For brotherhood,
For love and truth.
I pray,
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
Random Life

I failed to understand
Such random life.

And still I am going
After honor, fame and praise.

And I pretend
What I am not.

And I appeared again
With random life.

Gajanan Mishra
Rape

Rape -
It is not an outlet.
Rape -
Not a sideshow of
Liberated life-style.
Let me quote further
TJS George, rape -
Suppressed anger
That express through
Barbarity.

Gajanan Mishra
Rape Not

Rape not,
They are our
Mother, sister, wife.

Kill not,
We have done nothing.
Kill not,
We are all here
With father, brother, son.

We are not terrorists,
We are innocent people,
See, we have nothing
With us.

We are ready to go away,
But where to go
We know not.

Have some humanity with you,
Give us some food,
Give us a glass of water,
Give us something to wear.
Like you, we have also
A right to live here.

Be not blind
With religion, caste, race,
Area, territory.
Realize the truth,
Each one is a stranger
On this earth.
Each one is alien.

It is true,
No one would tolerate
Attacks on security personnel.
But punish not
The entire community
For the aggression by a few.

Make an inquiry
And find out the truth.
Punish the guilty,
But take care the innocent.
Make the earth
A safe zone for all
Peaceful human.

Ensure the protection of
Civilians, take steps
To end the violence,
And resolve the refugee problem,
Dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Rapt In Ecstasy

Rapt in ecstasy -
Life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare

Rare,
I am really rare,
Nobody else is here
Besides me.

I am just a word,
I am just a sound,
I am just a radiance,
You are to feel my presence.

I am all good,
I am all activities
And I am here
With you.

Yes, I am a poet
With all creation in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Birth

Really this human
Birth is rare.
Dreams are
Not real - a fact.

You can not
Find the properties
On the by pass.

You can not
Climb the heaven
Through this ladder.

O my dear,
Air is not caught
By this net
And this is not that.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Day

Rare day today
You are in your rapture
O my dear, enjoy it in full
Rest we will discuss later.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Man, True Man

Very very rare
To find a true man
Who is selfless,
Who requires nothing
For his sustenance,
But air and water
From nature.

The true man is
The lamp of the society,
He is the sun and the moon
Of the living creatures.
He is the man of much strength
To solve any problem of
The society here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Soul

Who knows truth
Who is in reality
Who is in knowledge
Who knows Almighty
Who knows the cause of all causes
Is really a great soul
Rare to find.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Talent

Now, O Rituparno!
You are free to laugh
You are free to cry
With yourself
You, yourself, the lonely
Traveler, here.
Let me hug you
Let me touch you
Where are you
No via media is required
To go to you I know
O Rituparno!
You are the ray of the sun
That is difficult to shun
And you have the passion
That is with none
O Rituparno have you
Really gone!

Gajanan Mishra
Rare To Find

Rare to find a clown
Rare to find a cartoon
Alas, we have banned.

No smile no laugh
No humor no life-relaxer
Alas, we are serious.

We have bullet-gun
We have anger
We have tension
We have bloated egos
Alas, brutish Brutus.

Gajanan Mishra
Rare Very Rare

Rare very rare
This poem
This world
This life
See study swim
I know here
Also you are
With me
And you are
Rarest of the rare
I know You are
Good and fair
In my poem
With my poem
In truth
In love.

Gajanan Mishra
Rarely I find you,
Yet they say,
You are my best friend.
I know not
What and how to
Give them reply.
Nothing to agree
And also nothing
To deny, yet
other say you are
My enemy who is
Searching my loopholes
And mistakes to attack
Me in due time.

Gajanan Mishra
Rarest Of The Rare

Man here is the
Rarest of the rare
And wonder to care.
No ideas no hazards
No search no research
Man is not mare.
Man destroy man
Man hate man
Man has ample power.
Man the rarest of the rare
Need utmost love
Utmost care.

Gajanan Mishra
Rasta Dekha Mate (Odia)

Rasta dekha mate
Sathik rasta,
Maribara.

Gajanan Mishra
Rasta Sethare (Odia)

Rasta sethare
KIuntu mu se rastare nahin.
Mu sethare,
KIuntu sethare rasta nahin.
Tathapi mu jauchhi
Aau tume mate dekhuchha
Aakashara druba pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Ratha Yatra

It is all about faith, trust.
It is all about life's journey.
It is all about goodness of the act.
It is all about having faith in the self.
It is all about giving a careful thought of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Rather Cooling

I am not burning
Rather cooling
In this summer.

Sun is an ice-heave
And is heating itself.

I and the sun
Playing Volley
Without any volatility.

No light from sun
No burn no burn.

Gajanan Mishra
Rati

a rati
au a ratire
ame alaga alaga.
a rati akathikare.
kahanti samaste?
sabukatha samastankan
bhula hoipare
akasangare.

kana kie kahila
kahakunei kana samashya
jananain kahaku.
amo ethi jete jie
karuchun kama jaha
artha achhi ki na achhi
samaya rahe sthira.

au kie kana bujhila
kauthiru kau prasanga
kana baharila
kie janila.

Gajanan Mishra
Ratigala

Kata hela golapgachha
Aau padha sarila
Kana lekhathila pakhudare.
Jie padhila nathila sie aau.
Aau jie kahila bjhapadilani kichhi
Golapgachha katahela
Rati bi nathila ratibhali.

Bhala hela ki hela ni
bujhibaku na thile kehi
Jie aasila sie gala
Kichhi na bujhi musa gatare
Rahla aakhi.

Rati ta amiti gala
Sakalaku na thila golapgachha
Golapgachha bisaya nathila
Golapgachha jagare Kana
Rahila kia kahaku
pachari chanihilani janibaku.

Golapgachha je golapgachha
Milu na thila uttara kahathu.

Gajanan Mishra
Ratira Aakash (Odia)

Ratira aakash,
Jibanara satya
Tumaku kichhi
Kahibaku chahen.

Jibana,
Ratire aakash
Bisayare tumaku
Kichhi kahibaku chahen.

Mu kana kahibaku chahen,
Anubhaba karen, aau
Taha mu prakas karen
Bina sabdare.

Hi, hasuthiba tara,
Apeshkya kara seithi.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????? ?????,
????? ??
???? ?????
???? ? ?????? ?

????,
??????? ????
??????? ?????? ????
????? ???????? ?

??? ?? ??????? ?????
????? , ?? ??
??? ?????? ????
???? ?????? ?

?? ??????? ??,??
??????? ?? ?????? ?
Raven

Raven, if you
Want to come,
Come again.
I love your
Glossy black.
Your colour
I love, only
Becasue, glossy
Black is my god.
Raven, your
Blue-black feathers
Is like that
Of the sky
And I am under it.
Raven, your
Hoarse cry
Made me awake
Every day and
I realize my duty.
Raven, come on,
Come on every day.

Gajanan Mishra
Ravi Shankar

In your absence
I find lack of all
Raagas and Raaginis
I find saaz in mourning
And the music everywhere
Has become orphan.

Gajanan Mishra
Raw Materials

Are being supplied by me
O poets, I pray to refine.

Gajanan Mishra
Reach The Truth

Reach the truth
Through Absolute fearlessness
Perfect purity of mind
Constant fixing the mind
And through self realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaching Stars

Reaching stars
I uttered so many words
And by this art
I would go with thunder
To far-reached world.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaching The Moon

Reaching the moon
Is not so easy,
But seeing the moon,
No problem.
Moon is bigger,
As you see
Day by day and
You are the person
Who can elaborate
The light in it.
Hear the moon,
If you have the power
Of hearing and
Express in your words.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaction

My actions create
Reactions.
Let me know
The reasons.

I have to engage
Myself in
The loving service
Of the truth.

I have to show
My own light
On me and
On you as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaction ???????????

??????????? ????? ??

??? ?

???? ????
?? ?????
?? ???? ??, ???,
????????? ????
???????????? ????
?? ????? ???? ??????????? ??

No reaction means
Dead.

One is there on and over you already,
And he is damaging your mother,
Your motherland and mother language
Day and night but you have shown
No reaction at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Aloud

Read aloud,
My poems are
Meant for that.
Review within,
Think for a while,
Try to understand
The inner meaning,
My poems are
Meant for that.
Go to the root,
Give some water.
Enjoy life
Get pleasure.
Life is for you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Hear

Read and hear poems
And go with the principles
That are religious
Poems are all auspicious
Precious and gracious
Poems make you victorious
All recognize you as pure
And see all pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Listen

Read and listen my poems
With faith and attention
And engaged yourself in love
I am sure You would never
Become bound by the reactions
Of this material world and
Would get peace and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Listen Poetry

Read and listen
Poetry of life
With faith and
Attention.
Live and know
Truth of Poetry
In life.
And get yourself
Purified,
Day by day with
A life of clear
And transparent.
All knowledge and
Everything is poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Observe

Read and observe my poems,
They vibrate with the sounds
Of this earth and that sky.

I am the poet, here on this
Pleasure ground, with inner and
Outer yards of love and truth.

Let me tell you, I myself,
Am astonished and fail
To understand my words and
My poems sometimes.

But I understand the hearts of
So many creatures here on this earth,
And I know how they look very much afraid,
With so much wealth and luxuries.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Remember

I am here
Here I am
To hear.

See and watch
For you
Only I am
To stand.

Go and catch
If you can
Everything is
Available here.

Life is to cheer
To cheer, cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Understand

If you are not able to
Read and understand me
What shall I do!
I am the truth,
I am the truth.
I am the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Read And Write

Read and write,
Live and let live.
It is all necessary
To attain success.
Life is the mixture
Of real and unreal,
You may do nothing
But staying even-minded
Is but necessary.
You may take rest,
You may renounce
What you have
You may stay detached
But you are to join on duty.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Books

Read, as many books
As you like.
Meet, as many people
As you like.
Do, as many works
As you like.
Talk, in as many languages
As you like.
But remember,
Your own mother tongue
Must not be neglected.
Your mother must be
Worshiped first,
Due justice be given
To the people in general
On their own earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Gajananmishra

Read gajananmishra poetry
And have faith in it
Because of faith intellect motivated
Because of capability truth is understood
Because of truth life is okay.

Read gajananmishra poetry
And reach at the conclusion of pure-consciousness
That always remains the same and realize me
Have faith first in you and attain gajananmishra.

Stay in knowledge stay in love
With indwelling gajananmishra.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Grammar

Read grammar,
Compose grammar,
Follow grammar
But go beyond grammar.

Grammar can never
Be the guidelines
Of a poet,
For a poet.

Disclose everything
That you think,
And thinking process
Has no grammar.

The poet needs relations,
Relations with perfection.
Grammar has no power
To make a man perfect.

Grammar can change,
But the words of the poet
Remain as such for all days.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Life

Read life,
Understand life,
Live life.
Life is with you,
You are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Me And

Read me,
Read my poems
And that cleanse
Your heart
And mind,
And you can lead
A life of purity,
You can enjoy
The life
As in heaven.
My poems are
A benediction
For you and
For humanity.
My poems have
The rays,
Rays of love
And all
Transcendental knowledge
And bliss
That can enable you
To fully
Taste the nectar,
Nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Me I Am

Read me I am within your reach,
You can contact me without difficulty,
If problem arises remember my number,
As you know I am numberless, but not zero.
Try to revive that are within and
Utilize them all properly without any
Disturbances, find no fault, but love
From the core of your heart, I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Me If You Can

Read me if you can
And I am reading you see
I know I know nothing.

I am blind but blindness
Is not in me and look
I am fixed my eyes on far horizon.

I know values of life
I know You in Truth in justice
And I am shining like the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Me Not

And if you are
Going to read
Forget not to comment.

Read me not
Read me not
And if you are
Going to read
Ask me not
How I am writing
And what is the theme.

Writing without theme
And theme without writing
No difference, my friends, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Me, Read Me

Read me, read me, read me,
You are telling me, but my dear,
How can I read you
If you are far away from truth!

Touch me, touch me, touch me,
Always you are telling me,
But my dear, how can I touch,
If you are far away from love!

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poem

Believe me
And read my poem.
Feeling love
You will get
Things enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poems

Read my poems
And get yourself
Free from malice
Liberate from sins
Destroy your ignorance
Gain wisdom
Get free from all doubts
Of life and death
My poems are
My convictions.

Gajanan Mishra
Read my poems, 
Read my poems. 
My poems beget joy, 
My poems lift the gloom 
O depression, here.

Read my poems, 
Read my poems. 
My poems disperse doubts 
Delight you, I know, 
Nothing is so dear as poems.

Read my poems, read my poems, 
Read my poems. O my dear, 
My poems are the purifier 
Of all creatures

Gajanan Mishra
Read and find
Beauty in my poems.
The poems are being
Written by me, true.
But they bear the truth
And their basis is love,
That is there with nature
And I am there to be discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poems And See

Read my poems and see
All my poems are
Sacrifice of knowledge.
Try to understand
The meaning of my poems
All my poems are
Reflections of life,
In the true sense of the term.
Read my poems and see
Equanimity in all these poems.
Keep within you
Evenness of mind in
Success and failure
Praise and blame
Pleasure and pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poems And Stay Perfect

Read my poems and stay perfect,
Understand the truth and stay perfect,
Accept what you are and stay perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poems But Feel Not Hurt

Read my poems but feel not hurt,
I am there in my poems, see and
Observe, how I am living here.
I am here to shine for others,
I am here to compete and cheers.
Glittering stars are welcoming me,
And I am duty bound to respond
Very fine, dear friends, worry not,
I am here to take you to the path of truth.
I am using turmeric to give them
A message that everything is all right
And auspicious here for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poems That Give You

Read my poems
That give you
And show you
The road to
Beautiful honor
Fame and respect.

Read my poem
Do not go on
Searching mistakes
Go with the contents
And digest
And be honest.

Gajanan Mishra
Read My Poetry

Read my poetry
My poetry is enough
My poetry is independent
My poetry creates itself.

Read my poetry
My poetry is not mine
Everything belongs to my poetry
My poetry creates itself.

Read my poetry
My poetry is psyche and
Alchemy in me
My poetry is independent of me.

Read my poetry
It agony its ecstasy
Its inspiration
Everything belongs to
My predecessors-poet
Read my poetry
Read my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Not

Read not,
Read not my poems,
If you are not
At least a standard poet.

First acquire,
The power of reading,
The power of understanding,
And know the art of living.

First discover,
Yourself as a man,
First try to
See the ocean and the sky.

Here, on this earth, what you are.
Try to know from air, how you are.
And recognize yourself, it is you
In the broad day light, that is ever new.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Not My Poems

Read not my poems
If they are not telling
About you, if
They are not in truth.

Leave me alone
To see the earth
Very close.
Leave me alone
To hear the sound
In heart.

I agree to accept
Your decision.
And by words let me
Offer my oblation.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Or Not Read

Read or not read
My duty is to write
And I am going on writing.

If you read, it is well and good
If you do not read, no matter
I will go on writing
Because by writing my position
Will be better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Poem Write Poem And Poem

Read poem write poem and poem
I know poem is the best
Poem has emotion poem has life
Through poem we can reach
Where we want to reach.

I express myself through poem
Truth is in the poem
And truth is my expression.

Know truth live with truth
Truth is in the poem.
Read poem write poem and poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Poems

Read poems,
Read life,
Read nature.

You are with them, my dear,
You are in them.

Know the sun,
Know the moon,
You are
The mixture
Of the two.

Hear all,
Feel all,
Enjoy life with all, dear,
No one is there to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Read Poetry

Read poetry,
Write poetry,
It will make you
All happy.

Remember,
Conception of poetry
Is the conception of life.

Accept life in full,
Accept life as the truth.

Think not,
Nothing to do
With poetry.

Poetry is
The living measure.

Gajanan Mishra
Read The Best Poems About The Mother

Read the best poems,
About the mother,
My dear guys,
Everyday.
Mother is the best
In each one's life.
Mother is at the centre,
And the centre point
Of each one's life.
Mother is there to govern,
To give order
And to guide.
Mother and only mother is there
To think all our welfare always.

Gajanan Mishra
Read The Poems

Read the poems
The nectarine essence of
All knowledge and
Self-realization
Where the poet
Is declared as
The ocean of bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Read With Faith

Read my poems with faith
Without scoffing
And see, your
Delusion is dispelled.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading And Chanting Holy Name

I am going on reading and reading and reading
And acquiring knowledge through scriptures
And chanting of Your holy name, O my dear
My readings and my writings are for the good of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading And Hearing

Reading and hearing poems
Is always auspicious
And transcendental
Whether it is political
Or non-political.

The supreme subject natter
Of hearing and reading is poems
Constant reading writing hearing
Of poems destroys everything
Inauspicious and that are dangerous.

Reading and hearing of poems
Bring you, my dear, to the perfection
Of life as poems always deals with
Love and truth, life and eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading And Writing

Reading and writing and feeling
Is living with proper understanding
That is getting life you are thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading and writing poetry -
The only hope to save the world.
Only through poetry the truth
Consciousness can be aroused
And The welfare of whole society
Can be achieved.
Reading and writing poetry
Is the most pious activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading And Writting

One who is
Reading and writing
Day and night - the poet
One who is
Stealing at night - the thief
One who is
Romancing at day - the woman.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading Me Is Free

Reading me is free,
It is an open book -
My life.
If I have done something
Wrong and against
The society, and
Against the mother land
And the mother language,
Hang me before all.
But show not
An envious mirror.
Tell not my dreams are
Polluted.
Let me go on
My way, the way of
Love and truth.
Let me go with
Nature to clean
The atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Reading Self

I want to read,
Reading nature,
Reading self.
I want to write,
Write the things
Going on here
Within me.

In so many words,
In so many manners,
I want to express
The self, the sky,
The earth, the air.

I want to stay cool
With water
At the top of
The mountains.

I want to fly away
To the stars
Looking me far.

I want to say something
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ready To Face

I am ready,
Ready to face
Any catastrophe.
I am ready,
Ready to hear
All catcall.
I am ready
Ready to catch
The fire
That is there
To burn me.
Still I am here
To watch you,
I know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ready To Fly

Are you ready to fly?
If yes, measure the size
Of your heart in the clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Ready To Give

Ready to give
Everything,
But nothing
Is mine.

Not ready to
Accept anything,
Though, everything
Is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Ready To Give Up

See me,
I am ready to
Give up
All activities
For you.
But see me,
I am not doing
Anything,
Never I have
Done anything,
I will do nothing
At any time.
Only I am here
To love you.
And as you know,
To love is
Not my action,
It is yours.
I have nothing
To do
But to love you.
I know,
You are the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ready To Go

Yes, I am
Ready to go,
And I want to go.

I am going and
Playing my flute,
See and hear.

I am not afraid of
Criticism and
I stayed here
For sometimes.

What you understand
That I cannot say
But I can say, come
With me if you want honey.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Abode

You should know
The real abode
That is in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Affinity

I have realized
My real affinity
And I am thinking of You
O my dear, while I am
Performing actions
Sitting eating
Drinking sleeping walking
And I considers You the best
I love only You
I have full faith only on You
I never feel any separation
From You at any point of time
I am Yours integral part
And I know in my devotion
There is infinite relish.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Affinity Is

Real affinity is
there with you.
It is never an
assumed affinity.

Let me stay
in real affinity
always, my dear,
As I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Real And Clear Danger

Real and clear danger
Nuclear missiles
If you are a love of mankind
Do not involve yourself
in nuclear weapons
Do not show test firing
And military drills
Calm down calm down
For the sake of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Real and eternal
It is always there.
Real is not pain,
Only unreal is
There in the form of pain.
Let us feel the reality,
Let us realize our eternal
Union with Truth,
Let us realize this
Eternal union is there,
In all persons, all times,
In all actions, in all things,
In all places, in all states,
In all circumstances and
In all incidents.
No disunion from eternal
Union, there has neither been,
Nor is, nor will be, nor can be
Any disunion.
Eternal union is always
There, my dear, I know,
And it is only with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Beauty

Cuckoo - call
Woman - piety
Sages - kindness
Man - learning
Shows real beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Business

O my dear,
So long as you are here
Don't forget your real business
Of self-realization
Understand the real position
And start cultivating True Knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Cause

Real cause - attachment
Error created
Rectification not done
Responsibility not eradicated.

No assumption
No union
Contrary to forgetfulness
Is no solution.

Nobody to deny
Divine entity
Nothing to say
Existent humidity.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Culprits

Who are the real
Culprits, how to know.
How to know, what to do
With all those culprits.
Watch the culprits
What they are going to do,
Let us observe what
Would be the consequences.
No one is culprit here,
See and know the truth
Related to the culprits.
All are innocent, I know,
Let all realize the truth
And say what to do with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Dialogue

Let us go on real dialogue
Put question get answer
Do what you desire.

Real study just start
And the society is where
It was not ours.

Practical utility
We are searching
That is in our own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Enjoyer

Who is the real enjoy-er
And where he is.
What is that,
And where is that,
That can gives you joy.
Without giving any answer
You smile and I wonder
As a little boy.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Essence

Let me know he real essence
of this life, if you are so kind.
If you think me fit to know something
about this world, let me know.
I am here putting question
and you are here to give the answer.
See me I am pleased and thrilled,
See me I am well forth in my mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Faith

Real faith
Faith is real
Selfless and
With chastity
And in truth.

Real is everybody
In divine nature
And divine is
Each man here
Man is truth.

Converts not man
Leave him natural
Man is significant
Man has super power
I salute man.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Faith And Significance

Let me go
With my real faith.
Let me gain
My own significance.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Feature

Real feature of life - The night,
And hence, I love the night.
I see myself clearly
In the dense dark of the night.

The night has created the sun,
And the sun has given all light.
The light is there within my life
And hence, the night is so dear to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Friend

A friend is one
who is different from you
the saying goes,
But I see no one is
different from me,
How can I make friendship
and to whom I can say
my dear friend, come in,
as I know everyone is
within me and I am
within you say
a real friend is one who
walks in when rest walk out.
But I see no one is
going out from me
at any time here.
every one is there
as before from time immemorial.
Am I friendless then?
No, my dear, I am my friend
I am you and you are
the guide and friend of
everyone, and everyone
is made out of you.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Game

Evil is to move
Goodness not.
Real game
Never play.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Happiness

Where is it?
The real happiness.
Men, try to know
How you should live
For real happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Heaven

Real heaven,
See, this earth,
And we inhabit here.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Heroism

Conquer your natural
Tendency to enjoy material life
It is real heroism.

Real austerity is
Renunciation of lust.

Giving up all aggression
Towards others
Is greatest charity.

Self control is complete discipline
Of the senses and mental equilibrium.

See the truth, it is everywhere
Speaking the truth in a pleasing way
Is the greatest art that is to be practiced
You can do everything by breath control, greatest strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Home

Where is my real home  
This is not my real home  
That I know  
Home home sweet home  
They said but where is  
That home that I want to know  
What I know it is sweet jail  
And here I fail  
Here is beautiful charm  
And my life-firm full life-term  
That I swell in this dark well  
From where I rises with best smell.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Identity

What is the real identity?
What is the birth right?
To know all, right and identity,
We have to give up all
Sinful activities and
Habits of debauchery.
If we want to eat the fruits
We are to sow the seeds,
Seeds of our actions.
If we want to be relieved
From the reactions of
Our misdeeds, we must
Take shelter of the truth
And love all with pious hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Intelligent Man

I am qualified man,
I am real intelligent,
I never aspire for
Any political post.
I am here to do all
Good to you
And try to make
You happy.
I know this earth is
Beautiful and attractive.
I know each and
Everyone is here
To enjoy the beauty,
Beauty of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Is Also Real

Unreal can not be real,
Real is real, real is
Also real in this life.
Think not about loss
Or profit, protect yourself
And see no adverse result.
Protect yourself from fear,
Fear not, danger, no real danger
Is there so long as you are
Not attached to danger.
You are caring all, but no one
Care you, mind it. Truth is
Something different from you,
That I know from here, nothing to fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Is Covered By Unreal

Real is covered by unreal,
As life is covered by death.
But death is real and
So also life, we must realize.
The real should be perceived
Through knowledge on the field
Of eternity that is here
Beyond any artificial form.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Is Only One

Sun is one
God is one
Sky is one
Air is one
Light is one
Water is one
Earth is one
I am one
You are one
One is only true
One is only real
If you say it is two
I am sure
Unreal is included
In it.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Is Pain

Real is pain
And suffering.
Real is not
Your brutality
Your terrorism.
Stop killing,
Stop killing,
Please, no matter
Your role.
If you are so kind
And a real fighter,
Take steps to
Mitigate the pain
The sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Is Real

Real is real
Real never ceases
Real is perceived by truth
It is in existence
Unreal has no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Knowledge

No one can cover
The real knowledge
Real knowledge is
Real Truth and
Real Truth is Almighty
Almighty is in
Our heart.
Real Truth is
All goodness
All passion
And also all ignorance
All are balanced
All energy emanate
From them.
You can not cover all
All is here within
It is the real entity
And conditioned soul
It is three in one
That is the past time
And transcendental eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Life

My real life
Begins at You
And also
Ends in You.

I am the Truth
I am in the Truth
And I am free
From the service to the mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Life, Unreal Form

Real life, unreal form.
And we are here to abide
All norms.

We know what is better,
And we take steps to
Proceed further
In the light given.

We try to understand
The life and its function.

And about the creation,
We say we create things
Without self-deception.
And we realize the self
With all forgetfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Light

Real light,
Where it is,
I know.
I know who has
Given it,
To whom.
But I have to
Accept it
In full.
Let me stay
Cool.
I read the words
That is there
On the pages
Of the sky.
The sky, I know,
The summum bonum
Of life.
I am the representative
Of the sky, here.
See, we are
Identical.
The real light
Is within me.
The sky has taken it
On hire.
I am there
To observe life
On this earth.
I am the earth,
I am the sky,
I am the star
In between the sky
And the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Living

Am I really living I doubt
It is my death telling me non-sense
Distance no matter reminding time
With great hope coming forgiveness
Without any disturbance all understand
What really life is.

Gajanan Mishra
I discover
Loftiness in you.
You are here
The real truth.

But I know not
Where you are
And what you think.

Day and nights
You are delightful
To the touch.

You are such a moon
No one dares to
Misrepresent you,
Wonder of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Love Ensues

Real love ensues
With the self
When we renounce
The non-self.

Attraction for
Truth is necessary,
But truth is within
Us and not outside.

Let us realize
We are very very huge,
And within us
There is everything
And all universes,
We are for everyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Love, Life's Love

Love life,
Lover of life,
Real love,
Life's love.
Love, love,
And see life
With all love,
See love live.
It is delight,
Self delight.
Love alone,
Self alone.
Love and life
Earth's hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Man

I am a real man
I am real
This world where I am
Is real
In this real world
I am living
This world will not die
This world will not perish
How can I perish
I am made out of this real world
Here there is only truth
And I am truthful
As in ice there is water
In gold ornaments there is gold
In clay-pots there is clay
In iron-weapons there is iron
Look like the world I am strong.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Merit

What is your
Real merit,
Tell me.
Tell me,
Where you are
Going and
The purpose of
Such going.
Tell me.
Tell me,
How poor you are,
And the reason of
Such poverty.
Tell me,
The reason of
Starvation and
Tell me
About your dreams.
Humanity is suffering,
Pick up the art
And science of nature,
By showing your
Own real merit,
For your own good,
For the good of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Never Ceases

See me, I am here,
And I am real,
And real is truth
Truth - real,
As You know,
The real never
Ceases to be,
Whatever I am doing
All are real,
And see, everything
Is superior, my dear, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Real No One

No, no, no, no,  
Really no one.  
All are in sleep,  
All are in the war.

Blue, yellow, white  
Or say black  
All in ignorance.

Each one talk  
Nonsense.  
Each one naked  
In sustenance.

No answer,  
Still all are there.  
Nothing and no  
Surrender value near and far.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Object Of My Love

Real object of my love
You are the real object of my love
O my dear, let me see clear.
But I am covered by ignorance
Let me enlightened I am here.
I see the fish the tortoise
The boar the lion I see all orders
But I want the another
That is within that is near.
You are the beginner and also
You are the annihilator.
My life is really as unreal
As a dream and I am in a mirage
Confusing water and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Or Unreal

Real or unreal-
No interest to
Go into the controversy.
But I see
The foundation and
The creation.
I want to know
The true relation.
I want no protection.
Protection for what,
That I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Partner

Real partner - you are,
I know, as you are
Endowed with spiritual wisdom.
you are helping me
To follow the religious path.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Progress

What is real progress
Ask yourself
When you are alone.
Try and take steps
To be a modern man
Within you first
By eradicating all
Darkness that with you.
Understand the truth,
You are within a
Burning ball that is
Burning you and making
You ash, And if you failed
To understand you are an ass.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Renunciation

Real renunciation is peace
Renounce sinful unjust evil actions
Renounce worldly pleasures
Renounce desire for the perishable
Renounce from the heart worldly prosperity
Renunciation leads to immediate peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Self-Interest

Let me know
What is my
Real self-interest
Let me know
Who am I
Let me know
What is the relation
Here with you
And You are silent
As I see.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Significance

Know the truth,
Without knowing the truth
You can't understand
The real significance
Or purpose of anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Silence

Real silence
Just pairs of opposites
It is business of life.

Words of the saints
Are for other's welfare
That is fair.

Diverting the routes
We arrived at the proper place
That is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Strength

Real strength,
You are my real strength.
You, my love.
You are my
Real wealth
Real power, my dear.
You are the truth here,
You are my real backups.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Stuff

Real stuff I want,
And to use it
In real life.
The real story is life.

Men of real popularity
Have nothing in them.
But entire life
They do all good for all.

All reality,
All music,
And life is there
To prosper on this earth.

No flaw no law
Can check me to glow.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Taste

Real taste of life
is in love and in loving
each other, my dear.

And in love there is injury
but no pain, there is pleasure
and we bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Thing

No where to go
No word to speak
No scene to see
No sound to hear.
Just for a moment
You are here.
If you are thinking
You are doing something
You are wrong.
If you want a real thing
To happen hug me
Kiss me love me
That would make you strong.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Vs Fake

How can I distinguish
The real and fake.
My dear, give me
Some guidelines and
Show some features.
What to do with the fakes
And how to cooperate
And use the real.
My dear, I am confused
Here in this worlds
With the sweet words
Of so many near and dear.
Let me know how to
Recognize from head
Or from the tail.
My dear, give me some
Power to tackle the situation
And to act against
The fake then and there.
Is my own life
Not fake one sir?
What can I do?
Taking my loopholes,
Others are singing and
Playing most.

Gajanan Mishra
Real World

No real world
And yet,
Living pleasure
Is there.

All wonder
And yet,
All in jealousy
In their world.

The reservoirs of
Peace is within
And yet,
All in the blank.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Worship

Real worship
is in merging.
Merging may be
at day time or
at night.
Merging is voluntary,
No force is there
To apply by anybody.
It is object
That says about
The notion and
The state of mind.
How you are rendering service
And this is the relation in attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Real Write

Real life,
Real write.
Real write
With living.
Real Living
With nature.
Nature, the real
Source of all.

And I want to
Go with nature.
And I want to
Smile and cry
At the same time
For you all,
Dear creatures.

No one is great,
I know here.
No one is a
Successful warrior
Against nature,
I know dear.

Still, I want to
Face everything
And I want to know
The truth that is
There in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Real. Temporary Though.

Real, temporary though.
My smile, my life,
My anger, my living.

Sources of all
Are one -
The earth, the air,
The fire.

But light is there
To enlighten me
Always everywhere.

I know nothing beyond me,
I am the original
And the true entity
With all permanent features.

Gajanan Mishra
Real-Estate

Nothing in between
The sun and the moon -
Wrong to say.
In between
The sun and the moon-
See my real estate.
And I am with it
Taking birth and death
In my hands.
I invite all
Through my poems
To buy bliss in between
The birth and the death.
And all anxious to
Hear and to see
The sound and the picture
Therein for quite some time.
No condition laid down,
For immediate availability
Just search through googles.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality

Your existence
And You are
Without attribute
And endowed with attributes.
Your existence
And You are
Formless
And also with forms.
You ever exist
Everywhere, my dear,
Let me call You
By innumerable names.
And Your existence
Is all for goodness, my love.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality And Unreality - Real Nature

I am confused
In between the reality
And the unreality.
I am a fool,
Since I am running after
This body and this life,
And I am spending time
In studying sociology,
Politics, altruism, nationalism
And internationalism.
Though, I am good,
I am in the mode of mundane goodness
And contaminated by tinges of
Ignorance and passion
And hence I am far from the real nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality Be Realized

Reality be realized
And action be taken
For eternal peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality Is

Reality is
The act of inhuman
That cause the hearts
To bleed.

But we are here
To worship, to pray
For peace for hope
For a truthful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality Is Confirmed

Reality is confirmed,
Nothing to be abandoned,
Nothing can be abandoned.
But assumptions are
Not real.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality Is There And

Reality is there
And we should know it.
What is it?
It is the truth of life
And life is there,
Where there is fearlessness,
Where there is no bondage,
Where there is liberation.
Give life freedom and see its
Smile from sunrise to sunset.
Know the reality and know
What ought to be done
And what ought not to be done.
Learn from the truth, here in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Reality is there in me,
And I am weightless and also
Without weightiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Realization - Life

Realization - life,
Field - body,
Ambition - truth,
And we are all here
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Realization Is Everything

Realization is everything
But empty stomach
Can do nothing in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Realization Of Oneness

Realization of oneness
Is necessary to solve
All problems here.
Realization of truth
Is a must to live
In peace.
Truth is that
We are all one here.
It is true
Our components are
Five and they are
All the same.
Air, water, earth,
Light and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Realization Of Truth

Realize the Truth
The Supreme Truth
And stay happily.

You are the Truth
Let me say frankly
And You are
In knowledge perfectly.

O my dear, here
Start helping one another
To get mutual benefit.

Live and let live
This is the call of time
And it is eternally admitted
For the purpose of peaceful living.

Gajanan Mishra
Realization-Life

What you say
I hear.
What I hear
That may not
Be true.
What is true
That may not
Be realized.
What is realized
That may not
Be shown.
What is shown
That I see.
What I see
How can I say!

Gajanan Mishra
Realize And Live

Realize the truth
and live peacefully.

Once you realized
You must reach
the highest point
that I am sure.

Once you realized
the truth that is there
in you, let me say
you are free.

And once you are free
You can discover yourself
everywhere and in everything
You have no word 'mine'.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize God

Realize the self
By action and knowledge
It is bliss
Realize Truth
By devotion
It is supreme bliss
Realization of self
And realization of truth
Is realization of God
All is God
Knowledge of God
In its entirety
Is God-realization
And here there is
No differences
And here no existence
Apart from God
Is intuited.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize Life

Realize life, my dear,
In silence and
Going beyond forms.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize The Reality

Realize the reality
My entire form as it is
In my attributes in my actions
Realize the reality
My feeling my forms
And also my grace
What I am who I am
Realize the reality
Pertains only to truth .

Gajanan Mishra
Realize The Self

Realize the self, my dear
And attain supreme love.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize The Supreme Truth

Realize the Supreme Truth
My dear, realize the Supreme
Is always present in You.

The Supreme is there
At your birth and at your death
And you are taking birth and
You are dying at every moment.

The beginning and the end
The root and the fruit
He is all, my dear, Here he appear
And here He disappear .

With love feel the Supreme, my dear,
He is imperishable and eternal
He assume His affinity with actions and He is final.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize The Truth

Wait and do
What is needed.
Realize the Truth
And know who are you.

Don't be envious
Don't be mischievous
It is dangerous
Only to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize Your Own Self

Realize your own self
Who is there with you
Always at every moment.
Hear your own self who
Is telling you all good.
See your own self who is
There at your sight.
Beg pardon to your own self
As you are unable to help
But taking help from him always.
You are an insignificant person
Realize my dear, here in this world
And still you are going to
Tell so many things to so many people.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize Your Own Worth

Realize your own worth, dear,
Go, this world is yours,
Go, wherever you wish
Without fear.

You are rising and rising
Here and there, I see.
You are to go with the flow,
You are to go, but stay
A while and keep your
Peace of mind.

Pleasant surprises are
Following you, see and take.
Good news is that
You are only yours here.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize, Everything And Everybody

Realize everything and everybody
O my dear, You are in all,
That I know from the very beginning.

I know You are the tiger, You are
The rat, the butterfly, the flower
The sky, the earth, the air,
O my dear, I am for all and
All are for me, in this world.

I know, my dear, I can't stay alone
Here even for a moment
And I know nothing is to destroy here
Nothing is to perish, time to time
Only the forms changes, names changes
And nothing more than this.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize, My Dear

Realize, my dear,
Life is inadequate
and incomplete.
Getting satisfaction
and providing satisfaction
have no role to play.
Only realization,
Only searching for truth
can help in someway.
Somewhere there is truth,
Let us search in sea-life
and say we are okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Realize, Please

I want to go
Far from darkness.
But where is dark,
That I know not.
I am the light,
As you see
And I am in your heart.
Love me or hate me
But I am here
As you see me.
But be not serious, please.
Take light with you.
And realize, please,
I am your light - love.

Gajanan Mishra
Realized Reality

Realized reality
There is neither You
Nor I and nobody.

Realized reality
Everything is only
Pursuit of mind.

But our love is
Here for ever
We are not in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Realizing Dream

Okay I am realizing my dream
I can not say at this stage
As my dream is still there
The world over and I am not
Going to celebrate anything nor
I am here to convey anything
To anybody anywhere in the world.
I do not know how to remove anything
I do not know how to enrich anything
And I am doing my works in a
Good faith for the progress of all
Without taking anything that caused
Harm to others and I
Advance in science and technology
And I am self-content and happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Realizing Is Good

Realizing is good
But not suffice
I wonder not
It is nice.

Is it terror
I inquired
And Your reply
Is positive.

What is happening
But for good
It thrilled
All over again.

Thanks for the grace
It is encouraging.

Gajanan Mishra
Realizing You

Realizing You, O my dear
You are my king
I started singing.

The air the fire
All joined me
Started singing.

I am the lone singer
O my dear, in your world
To reward me You are there.

The sky the earth are
Silent spectators
Helping me more.

I am here in the broad day light
Singing for You to tell
Life is not bored, not bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Really

Really it is
difficult to lough
and wish hello.

Here the banyan tree
defeated.
here people say
liar.

To say and
not to say
is difficult.

To stay is easy
difficult to
stay with happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Aspiring

I am really aspiring to achieve You
O my dear, I am really aspiring
To achieve the highest benefit of life.

You are the ultimate rest, O my dear
You are really ultimate rest that I am
Aspiring to achieve You.

You are Supreme my dear
The inevitable time can not
Exert its influence upon You.

I am really aspiring to achieve You
You are the highest benefit of my life
The highest benefit really.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Difficult

It is really difficult
To give up deep-rooted
Affections for own body
For wife, children, house
Pet animals and treasures
And friends and relatives
It is also equally true
If you are not ready to
Give them up they would
Give you up in near future.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Enjoyable

Really enjoyable,
This life.
Let us treat life-
Brand new
At every moment,
With all good qualities,
With all knowledge,
With all love,
With all truth.
Life is worth living
Appreciate all
With all comforts.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Extraordinary - Pablo Neruda

What you perceived
Pablo Neruda in a lemon.

Half a world!

'A cup yellow
With miracles
A breast and a nipple
Perfuming the earth
A flashing made fruitage
The diminutive fire
Of a planet.'

I love lemon
I love lemon
I love full lemon
I love full world
I love entire earth
My lovely lively earth
I love all the creatures
Of this earth
Pablo Neruda Pablo Neruda.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Extraordinary What You Perceived

What you perceived
Pablo Neruda in a lemon.

Half a world!

'A cup yellow
With miracles
A breast and a nipple
Perfuming the earth
A flashing made fruitage
The diminutive fire
Of a planet.'

I love lemon
I love lemon
I love full lemon
I love full world
I love entire earth
My lovely lively earth
I love all the creatures
Of this earth
Pablo Neruda Pablo Neruda.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Great

Really great
Those who are
Really great
Can show kindness
To the small.

Really great is
The mountains when
It bear tiny blades
Of grass
On their tops.

Really great is the ocean
And it carries floating foam
On its breast and really great
Is the earth it bears dust on its bosom.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Hard

Really hard
Really hard the duty
Of a servant.
I am Your servant's
Servant and see
My condition here.
I am always
Depending on You
O my dear, for all matters.
You are my only
Master and Supreme
I am the moonlight
And You are the sun
You are my Father, I am the son.

Gajanan Mishra
Really I Am Happy

I am happy,
My system
Made me feel happy
With Amitab and Vijaya,
But not with those
Who are deprived of
Bare necessities like
Food and shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Really I Am Sorry

Really, I am sorry,
Sorry men, you are
Losing your valuable time
With no works that are
Fruitful for you and all.

Sorry no birds are
There in your sky,
No flowers are there
In your garden.

Sorry men, you are
Taking poison
With no reason,
Taking mask and
Living on earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Really It Is You

Really it is you
Whom I love.
Really it is you
Who is there
Always within me.
Really it is you
Who is doing everything
Only for me.
Really it is you
Who is my life-breath.
Really it is for you
I am living here
With my nature, and
The nature itself is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Love Is

Really, love is
Necessary to serve.
Good love, good life.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Mother

Really mother,
You have taught me
Endurance and
Then you appeared.
You appeared mother,
And given me all
That you have,
All ecstasy.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Not Wise

Think not otherwise,
You are not going anywhere,
You are not a person who is going.
For the reasons best known to you,
What you are telling,
What you are hearing,
What you are doing,
Nothing is truth.
Think not otherwise,
You are really not wise.
Rather it is ridiculous,
Your own life,
Your own eating, sleeping, dancing,
And the existence of your entire world.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Rare

You are.
You have told me
Really nothing is
Ours.
What I know
Everything here is
Temporary troublesome
And rife with ignorance
Only You are eternal
Blissful and full of
Perfect knowledge.
My intelligence is Your gift
Only for You here I exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Real

Really real you are, my dear
And you are pleasant and attractive
'Cause of you I'm here
I am the ice, you are water
Your manifestation
It is you, I am your matter
You exist and you are mine
I am proud to say I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Sad

Really sad,
I am not able to
Recognize the real and
The unreal here.

True, I am in the dream,
I am with my wife, children,
Money, house, land.
I am a fool,
I am thinking all
My own.

I try to chase
A mirage, and
I am disturbed
Here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Searching?

Really searching?

Come on with me.

Utter not words
That you find.

Come on with me.

Are you not coming?

Put off your dresses
And stay detached.

See me
With love
I am renouncing.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Servant

I am really
Your servant,
But you are
Making me
Your master.

It is true
I am not doing
Any good to you.
What I am doing?
I am giving up
My own ill-will.

When I am telling
Something, I am cutting
My own tongue by my teeth.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Shocking

Really, it is shocking,
Said the queen,
Reason - no one is here
To tolerate another.

How to live
Without life?
The question -
Reply in a simple line.

No one has patience
To wait for the answer,
On the way, a shopkeeper said,
Everything is available here.

The words are not fit
To eat for digestion.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Sweet

It is my light
And it is really sweet.
You said sexy
And I understand nothing.
You said non-sense
I understand friend.
You said okay
I understand The sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Really The Biggest Fool

The man in this earth
Declared the fox
Man is inviting his death
And the death of the entire
Living world
Man does not deserve mercy
Man is cruel and wicked
Said the donkey
Man is selfish and does not
See the self of others
Nobody is safe as long as
Man lives, man must die
Crocodile said
Ah! man is innocent
In spite of his so called knowledge
Man deserve mercy
Man is not wicked
See a man how he is living
In the darkness of ignorance
And dying every moment
At his own hand.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Unique

You are really unique
You have independent Supremacy
You achieved what you desired.

And what You desired?
You desired goodness of all
You desired peace and coordination.

O master of fortune,
I know You, You have wealth
Strength, fame, beauty, knowledge and renunciation.

Nobody is there to excel You
In any matter of enjoyment
No one is equal or greater than You.

You are really unique
Whoever and wherever one may be
He is to surrender before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Very Difficult

Very difficult
Really very difficult to
Lead a good and peaceful life
Here at this time.

Gist of truth
Is not found here
And we are wandering
In illusion.

The Absolute knowledge
Is far from us and
The original source of
Knowledge is also missed somewhere.

Rules regulation and
Instructions are not being
Followed by anybody at any time
We are just wandering.

You graced me and
I know You - simple
Mercy and material world
Is it something horrible!

I reached here with You
And I tried to fulfill
My mission that is not
In negation.

Life in love and
In devotion is in
Proper form and in perfection and
Staying for sometime is an information.

Gajanan Mishra
Really We Are Fools

Really we are fools here
We have childish mentality
We have no practical experience
Of right and wrong, my dear.

Really we are fools
We have forgotten who is truly ours
We are living and sharing our everything
With the most ordinary and useless people.

Really we are fools here
We know not who is most dear
Who is the bestow-er of real love
Who is inside our heart and leave us never.

Gajanan Mishra
Really Wonderful

Goldsmith, I know
Heron with nestling, I know
Fragments sky, I know
Earth with water and air, I know
And I know not You
My dear, wonderful! wonderful! !

I smell I hear I see
I eat I walk I sleep
I am busy in opening
And closing of my eyes
And I am in everything
Where you are playing
And I am saying
I know not you my, dear
Wonderful, wonderful
Really wonderful! ! !

Gajanan Mishra
Really Wonderful This World This Life

Really wonderful
This world
This life.
Good or bad
Everything is
Coming beyond
Our expectations.
The world is
Not the truth
But there is
Established truth
In this world.
Life is changing
At every moment
But we are the truth
In different forms
And styles
And we remain the same
As eternal.
Really wonderful
This world
This life.
No word can describe
No one can draw picture
No one can say anything clear,
This world and this life
Is not ours my dear.
And still we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Really You Are

Really You are
Wonderful and enchanting
Your eyes are opened
With wide delight.

I have no peace
See my heart trembled
With passionate desire
I am calling You here there.

Gajanan Mishra
Really, It Was

Really, it was
Kedarnath last year,
This year it is Kashmir.
It is tragedy,
Fight with nature carefully.

Miss not the chance
to build goodwill,
Love, love all
as if they are all
your family.

Gajanan Mishra
Really, You Are Beautiful

Really, you are beautiful
And beautiful.
Let me see you in full.
You are on the path of virtue.

Let me see you in full,
Let me travel with you,
Let me write a new poem on you,
You are really beautiful, beautiful.

Gajanan Mishra
Really, You Are Going

And there is no return.

Really, You exist
And absorbed.

I know my identity is
Merged in You, O my dear,
And I become an embodiment of you.

No question of return,

Gajanan Mishra
Reap The Beauty

Reap the beauty if you can
Said Khalil Gibran
And about beauty
Gibran remained silent.

Beauty is in works
Beauty is in nature
Beauty is in detachment
I said again.

Beauty never ends itself
It is you to see within.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaping Corn

Reaping corn
Penning through words
Escaping the way
Deducting money
Shaving moustaches
Stroke off my name.

Gajanan Mishra
Reaping The Fruits

We are reaping the fruits
We are reaping as because
Our fore fathers were here
And they have grown the tress
With their good will, virtuous actions.
My dear men, we are here
At present and we must do
Something that would be
benefited to our sons and daughters.
Come on, it is the right time
To do that are real works
Without any selfish motive,
While doing let us remember
We are one and the same for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Rear

O men,
You are responsible
To rear all,
You are here to rear.
Power of discrimination
Has been bestowed upon you,
O men, you are to do
Good to others.
You are able to make
Right use of favorable
And unfavorable circumstances.
O men, you are all in one,
A creator, a preserver
And a destroyer as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Reason For Killing

You can kill me,
Come and kill me.
But tell me
Before killing,
Where from
You are coming
And where to
You are going.

Going, and
Coming have
Meanings that
I do admit,
And I can't say
The reason for killing.

Gajanan Mishra
Reason Of Living

Reason of living
Not known,
Yet we are all
Living.

Beauty is there
In its place,
Love is there
As it is.

But we are busy
In fighting
For nothing.

We are very careful
While listening our
Own music.

Gajanan Mishra
Reasoning Will Not

Reasoning will not
Make you wise, remember.
I cannot reckon you wise
For you spoke skilfully.

Passage is clear,
Observe your on world.
Transform yourself
Into all opposites
And go straight
To the sky
That is new
At every moment.

You are full and
Colourful, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Reasons Not Known

Reasons not known
Love known
Love is not deliberate
Reasons are articulate
I must love and
Through the power of love
Must overruled the effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Reasons Of All The Troubles

Reasons for all the troubles -
Our intolerance.
It is true, we want
Peace and prosperity,
But at the cost of others.
Let be prepared to give
A little love to others
For our own happiness, dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Reasons Of Quarrel

Reasons of quarrel;
Illicit relation with women,
Indulgence in meat eating,
Intoxication,
Taking pleasure in gambling,
And no one is there
To root them out, and no one
Is there to save the common men.

Gajanan Mishra
Rebuild The Future.

I am poor,
Is it false?
If someone
Tell me poor,
Why should I
Show my anger!
Always I am begging,
And if someone
Tell me, beggar
I must not
Got angry.
I am nothing,
If someone tells me
Nothing,
Nothing to worry.
I must bear all,
I must tolerate all,
And I must try to
Rebuild the future
And I must try to
Show all, see,
I am everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
Rebuilding The Life

I am busy,
Busy in rebuilding,
Rebuilding the life.
Life is under my control now.
And I am busy in
Making life as I wish.

My wish,
My wish is under
Your jurisdiction
Where you are all powerful.

I have already recognized you
And honor your power,
You are here, you are there,
Telling me always that north-star.

Gajanan Mishra
Recasting Life

Recasting life,
With burning star
Far above.

Reaching the earth,
To set right all
So-called
Good and evils.

Is it arrogance?
I know not, dear.
But I am here
With nature.

I lack not
Humanity, humility,
Let me clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Receive Properly

Receive properly
The uninvited guest
At your home
By offering water
Food shelter
If you failed
Remember your home
If not yours
It is the homes
Of jackals.

Gajanan Mishra
Received Your Message

Received your message and I
Remain silent.

In which words
I will say what
Only I uttered
Silent is joy
Silent is true.

Really silent
Bless the silent.

Gajanan Mishra
Reception-Aural

Reading is important
More important is writing
Aural reception and
Explain them
Is much more important.

Seeing is important
Visiting is more important
Physical presence and
Doing physically
Is much more important.

O my dear, I am fortunate
To see your presence
Here with me on this day
And You are explaining me
That are unexplained before.

I am blind
I am deaf
And you are telling
To keep quiet
Always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Recharged

You are charging your cell phone
With a plug point at regular interval
Likewise your minds and hearts need
To be charged, understand it and
Recharge your mind and heart
By contact with the greatest of
All power-sources the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Reciprocate In Kind

Reciprocate with me
In kind, I pray, always.
I am Yours forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Reciprocation

Respect others
And get respect
And love begets
Say proudly
We are loved
Love is the super beauty
Love gives love pluck it
Go on plucking and it
Never ends.

Gajanan Mishra
Recital

It is all about
Recital of poems.
And what is a poem,
You say it is life.
And what is life,
You say it is time
And poem binds time
With that of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Reckless Statements

Reckless statements be avoided,
To maintain peace and to identify
Yourself as the man of all in general.

Gajanan Mishra
Recognised

You are recognized
That I realized.
Let us come and
Go together to
Farther and farther.
It is necessary
To avoid terror and
To exist for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Recognition

You accept me
Or not
But I am here.
You identify me
Or not
But I am here
In my own
Existence,
Validity to stack
All claims.
No need to
Discover me,
I am here before you
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Recognize Yourself

Recognize yourself
And get all joy and peace.

You are the abode of
Peace and happiness.

Forget everything
And stay with yourself.

You are the fire,
You are the ice,
You are the poison
You are the nectar.
O my dear, see who you are
And see, nothing left there.

It is just in realization
You are in perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Recognized Goodness

Goodness is there, recognized it
and not any other bad elements.
Drive under control your vehicle,
Your body is your vehicle.
Go on, International High Way is there,
The Sky High Way is open for you only.
Listen your own voice, depend only on yourself,
Know yourself in full, and go without any doubt.
Everything is within you, realized it every time,
while going to and fro on both manifest or non-manifest roads.

Gajanan Mishra
Recolour

I have taken the house
On lease.
And I am
Recolouring it.

The house is not mine
Let it be cleared
From the very
Beginning.

Here in this house,
Nothing is
Also mine.
My love, I know,
And I love
The truth, I know you.

Gajanan Mishra
Reconcile With

Tresspass free
The road opened
Here space spade
As searched and
Reconcile with
Changed environment.

Gajanan Mishra
Recovering Senses

You have arrived
And You have stayed
At my home
And I have recovered
My senses.

My senses are
Yours that I know
Here I feel
Your highest love
And my body thrilled
All over with joy.

Recovering my senses
You have given all
Your blessing, Your excellence.

Gajanana Mishra
Recycling

It is only recycling
And nothing such happening
As you are thinking.
Caterpillars are eating
white gourd and pumpkins
Nothing such happening.
Spiders are spreading
Pine apple and lemon trees
And nothing such happening.
As you are thinking
Nothing such happening
Ridge gourd flowers are
Blooming with yellow smiling
Mint leafs are calling
With life medicines.
Say not what is happening
Nothing such happening
As you are thinking
It is not raining and
All are suffering.
The dragon fly, the mole cricket,
The glow-worm, the winged ant,
All are whispering, all are shrieking.
And nothing such happening
As you are thinking
It is everything only recycling
And recycling only as per our thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Red And Red

Red flags,
Red army,
Red thoughts.
Is it all
For fresh breath?
white and white,
All white does not mean
Peace is within.
But red, white,
blue, green, yellow,
Pink, black etc
All for life.
Stay happy facing the sea,
See the rising sun
With new hope.
Welcome the air,
Respect the fire.
All for you
And you are for all.
Cobra is not to bite you,
Lion is not to eat you,
Night is not to cover you,
They all know you are the truth.
Show your truthfulness to all
Everywhere always,
And see they have reserved
A seat for you with love.

Gajanan Mishra
Red And White

No need to wear
Coarse white clothes,
No need to shave heads,
No need to lead
An austere life.
The ancient Gopinath
Mandir in Vrindaban
Is opened its door,
Come please and
Celebrate Holi.
Decorate your own life
With colours and flowers.
So long as life is there,
Love is there, enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Red Blood

Red blood, white blood,
Blue blood, black blood,
And I know and I hear
About so many blood.
But blood is there in me,
The blood that is there
In the body of my mother.
I know that is the only
Life-blood and I salute
That blood as my mother
Is there in her own land.
My love the language of
My mother here as it has
Power to purify my blood.

Gajanan Mishra
Red Clothes And Lotus

Red clothes and lotus,
Human life and righteousness,
Wealth and liberation,
The goal of our existence.

Not we, but the greed
Is the real culprit here.
Contentment, fearlessness,
Respect and compassion,
And life - the symbol of
Our limitation.

We dislike demon of
Insecurity. right?
We are on the path of
Equal prosperity. right?

Gajanan Mishra
Red Is Hot

Red is hot,  
touch not.

With brow and tongue  
be a monk.

And enjoy life  
with good sense of  
Humor, my dear.

Keep life casual  
but neat,  
And stay always fit.

Carry life well  
with full confidence.

Here in life discover  
different fragrances.

Gajanan Mishra
Red Though

Red, though,
It is not blood.
Living, though,
You are not alive.
Singing, though,
You are not pleased.
Appearing, though,
Doing nothing.
Saying - it is
Ever-existing has
No meaning.
Everywhere, find
Enemies and in all works,
They are obstructing.

Gajanan Mishra
Red, Pink And White

Red, pink and white
Three layers of life,
To reach eternity.
Absolute and reltive
Two side are there,
The sun at one end
And there is the rays
At the other side.
Singular and plural
Two other forms are there.
One on the earth another
With the star.
No limit but
The sky is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Rediscover

Let us come
Together to
Rediscover.
Rediscover
The self
That is here.

We are doing
Everything
Through this body,
We must remember
We are not the body.

We are not lost
We are here as before
And we are the core.

Gajanan Mishra
Rediscover The Self

It is there,
Discover and
Rediscover it.
See it,
Hear it,
Nurture it,
And do all sort
That are necessary.

Nature is not there
To delude you.
Search and research
Where you are,
What you are,
How you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Rediscovering Self

In the ocean
I discovered you
And I found
You are the ocean.
I found You
In the heaven
And You have
Kept the haven
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Reduced To Nothing

Everything,
That I am doing
Is melting away,
And they are
Reduced to nothing.
Life is nothing,
And I am living
With the call of time,
Time is crossing all
Past, present and future.
I have no independent
Existence, I know
And I am living
With all know-how.

Gajanan Mishra
O referee, please stay
Stay there and
Continue your fair play.

The role of
Fair-play is
Not known to anybody.
And all live
Here as before.

O referee,
Say something
In silence
And do that
Yet to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Refined

Refined and sharp intellect
Discipline of knowledge
Discipline of actions
We know You from your performances.

Gajanan Mishra
Refining The Life

Refining the life
Is a process through
Forgiveness and
Forgetfulness.

Let me see
Who is there within.
Let me smell,
Let me hear,
Let me know all
About the sun and
The moon and the life.

Let me know the lotus
And the honey and let me
Express my own feeling here.

Gajanan Mishra
Reflection

I am your reflection,
Let me surrender
Whatever is with me.
Nothing remained
Here with me, see.
Nothing is mine.
And I am in the world
Of your limitless grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Reflection Of Time

Reflection of time
Is within us,
In our desires,
Up above the sky
Keeping the star
Aside there.
And who are we
Ask no more - no answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Reform Yourself First

First from within
Then come forward
To reform others
Mere making laws
In this respect is
of little use.

Gajanan Mishra
Refreshing Umbrella

Refreshing umbrella
Here it is with you, my dear
Know it, use it and
Delicious nectar
That pours down showers
It is your love
It is your truth
It is your devotion
It is your service
And for this see your
Life blissful and see
Real good fortune
Is with you and you are
Merging with that wonderful umbrella.

Gajanan Mishra
Refuge In Love

Refuge in love,
Identify yourself
With love,
Accept the entity of love.
Be free from evolute
Of lower nature
And overcome the problems.
Stay with nature always
That needs no exertion
No effort.
Love has existence,
Without any bond,
You find nothing but love
Alive everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Refulgent - Love

Refulgent fragrant
And flavored
It is love.

You are lucky
If you are in love.

Love is a
Beautiful mirror
With sweet blessing.

Love is here
That beautify you.

Love rubs the dirt
That is within you
You are lucky
Love is there within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Refuse not crow
Come on with caw caw caw.

Myna, have you forgotten
The road that is there on your way?

Who has opened the door
I am not able to know
In the broad day light.

Let us test the truth
By forming a committee
With the self as its head.

It is all half
See here and there.

Sing a song, crow,
And let the world awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Regain Form

Regain your own form
By seeing the rising sun.
The sun is there as it is
And it is we, who are going
Round and round all over the sun.
We are eternal and
We have full knowledge
About the sky, where we
See, every day, the sun.
The sun as you see is in penance,
And we are there to say
What we really want to hear,
In our house, in new moon night
From the sky and from the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Regain your lost consciousness, men,
And rebuild love in your own world,
That is based on the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Regaining Memory

If you try to regain memory
There is no confusion in you
And you know the real affinity
For Almighty here
And you can know this by the self
Know that you are only His
He is only yours
Don't go on error and choose to
Go on the automatic process
Of natural law.

Gajanan Mishra
Regard

As a poet
I regard you
Good and virtuous.
As a poet
I questioned me
Who am I
To think ill
How can I
Do harm.
As a poet
I love all
Everybody is dear
I do not hear
Evil of anybody
I do not perceive
Evil in anybody
I do not speak
Evil of anybody.
As a poet
I know all virtuous
And virtue is
Real nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Regards Anything

To regards anything
As my own is impurity
One should knows it
From the beginning.

Where there is impurity
There is fear
And when there is fear
Remember, death is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Region Of War

Region of war,  
Not only  
South China sea  
But also  
Entire world.  
We the men are  
Not able to learn  
Anything from  
Our history,  
From humanity,  
From peaceful  
Coexistence.  
We the men are  
Responsible for  
All illegality  
And we are telling  
Each others  
As per our wish  
Like paper tigers  
Or eunuchs.  
We have forgotten  
The consequences  
That are there  
To be faced by us  
In coming days.  
We respect least  
A man and we  
Care not his  
Free life.  
We are not  
In a position to  
Receive another  
With love-  
The great tragedy  
Of our time.

Gajanan Mishra
Regional News

Listen, the regional news;
without stems flowers blossom,
without seeds fruits ripe,
without roots trees grow.
Listen, the regional news;
the chief is ruling without language.

No one is offering anything
and yet the world is moving
on its own way.
Yes, the price is rising,
the market is out of reach.

Leave not, and if you leave
You would not get anything,
Keep in mind, always it is not raining.

Gajanan Mishra
Regret Not,

Regret not,
Blame not
For the past.
The past is past.
Live at present
And enjoy.
Remember, you are
Responsible for
Your own time,
own life,
Own happiness.
Remember, you are
There with all
Feelings of the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Regular Customer

My regular customer is
Calling me.
Do you know
Who he is?
He is my life-partner,
You may name him death,
You may name him time.
But I am with him
Since my birth.

Gajanan Mishra
Regularly I Eat

Regularly I eat,
Regularly I write,
Regularly I live.

My living,
My writings,
And my eating
All are but,
Not for me,
For you,
For truth.

Pure I am I say,
Pious is in me I say,
I hear all, dear guy, and
I proceed forward with my own footsteps.

Gajanan Mishra
Regularly The Sun

Regularly
The sun rises and sets,
Regularly
The fire acts,
Regularly
The wind blows.
Regularly
The flower blooms.
I see nothing here
But you,
The only truth,
All around.
The love -
The source of all knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Regulated

Regulated / Non-regulated
Activities done by nature
No one sure
Mature or premature.

Means of sustenance
And answers in symptoms
Knowing thus we
Remained neutrals.

Gajanan Mishra
Regulated / Non-Regulated

Two types
Regulated
Non-regulated
First sees
Sunrise
Second meets
Sunset.

Two types
One
Wants fruit
Second
Desires no fruit.

It is you
To decided
Which to
Follow
Where to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Re-Invent Yourself

Re-invent yourself.
Reinvent yourself, my dear,
Reinvent with faster growth.
It is not my words,
It is the words of APJ Abdul Kalam
The scientist President of India.
Be transparent, my dear,
And go towards good governance
With all good faith that are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Reject Not Anyone

Reject not anyone,
Rejection itself is an error,
Inclusion is very breath of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Rejecting Matter

Rejecting matter
In this way,
Not liked by me.
Analyze again and
Yet again
But separate not
From one another,
All pure I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Rejection Of Clemency

Rejection of clemency is
Not against democracy.
Democracy now become
Assembled of a gang of thugs.
The fundament of democracy
Violated by bunch of thieves.
No free no fair not transparent
Looting of national wealth rampant.
Clemency lost value
Above all there is no values
No human rights.

Gajanan Mishra
You are related to me
In some way or other.
Let me love you and
Accept you here.
You are my father, mother
Brother, sister, well-wisher.
I am here with you,
And I am getting much pleasure.
Surely, I cannot say
Who is our creator.
But we are here
Out of the same process of nature.
We are one and the same,
We should stay with full cooperation forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Related Questions

1

Both reading and
Hearing make one
Perfect here.
Both going and
Coming make life
Complete here.
Ask not the purpose,
Ask not the result,
Ask not who is
Doing what and where.
Just know, community
Service is required or not.
Life is automobile,
Worry not dear and go forward.

2.

I am reading my poems,
I am hearing my poems,
I know everything
That are being done here,
I am doing all.
Without me, nothing is there.

By default, I am here
You said and I have
Nothing to disagree.

How far I am eligible,
How far I am ready to
Face the truth are
The other related questions
That are to be seen.

Gajanan Mishra
Related To Truth

Everything here,
Related to truth.
It is you
Who knows all good.
Mislead not others,
You are the man,
Who can understand better,
How in a better way
The words can be used.
The pen, paper and
The poet can explain
What is going on and
What will happen
In the days to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Related With Earth

We both are,
We both are related with the earth.
And the earth is calling us day and nights,
But we are giving a deaf-ear to the call.

The call is in accordance with the time-tag,
That we know and we are prepared for that.
Life is not to count to count the roses
But to unheal the nail here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Relating To Poets

I am eager to hear the poet,
The poet is also equally eager
To make me hear with full confidence.

The result is that we are on
The path of progress and we
Declared ourselves developed.

Words, sentences, epics, classics,
Literature, scriptures, history,
Geography, sciences, arts all are there.

But the poet declared he is above all,
So also I declared I am no way connected
With what the poet uttered.

My foolishness is that I have not find
The time to discuss with the poet in any manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Relation

Relation matters
And nothing else.
How you are related
That matters,
And nothing else.

No army, no weapon,
You are open
How you dare to utter
That matters
And nothing else.

Magnetic power is
There in the service
You render and I am
Here to discover.

Gajanan Mishra
Relation - All Day To Come

I want only emotion
Out of emotion
I can form thought
And from thought
I can start action.

Action with devotion
I will get my promotion
And I can make with you
A direct relation
The relation all day to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Relation Is Developed

Relation is developed all over again
Everything is there everywhere, see men.

Nothing is without reason
If you want to know you can.

Your faith and your sincerity is to count
Not your face or wealth or time.

Your knowledge makes you simple
And rise you from the darken well.

If you are fearless and doubtless
It is guaranteed you will go where you desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Relation Of Clouds

Relation of clouds
With the sky.
Relation of sight
With the eyes.

We are all in darkness
And nothing to see.
But light is there
And that is our energy.

We are the cause of
All causes.
We are the creating force
But not that of destruction.

The bright stars are
Within us and we shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Relation With You

My life is for You
I know my relation with You
I know my activities in Your service
I am always busy in devotional love service
And by this service O my dear
I want to get rid of all miseries
And enjoy happiness
I know love itself is my life .

Gajanan Mishra
Relationship

Our relationship
With this body is
Assumed one.

One can renounced
At any time options
Are there at hands.

Regard not unreal
As real that would be
Dangerous and cruel to self.

Gajanan Mishra
Relationship Finished

Relationship is
Finished
After death.
Be enlightened
And know
About your
Own situation.

You belong to
No category,
I know.
And you are
Equal to truth,
You are the truth,
Observe and know.

Gajanan Mishra
Release Me From This Jail

Release me from this Jail
O my Lord, I have pure love
See in my every action
See me I am doing all these
With Your direction
O my great one, without
You favor I will be no where
In Your land where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Release The Bird

Release the bird,
And you complied,
Well and good.

Fractured mirror,
Before you.
And you are blind.

The butterfly is
Still there
In my dreams.

Neither you have
Taken the responsibility,
Nor I have allowed you
To go and report,
The crux.

Gajanan Mishra
Relieve My Burning Heart, O My Dear

Relieve my burning heart, O my dear
Relieve my burning heart in
All circumstances of time and space.

I am attracted to the messages
I am attracted to the messages given by You
O my dear, through your poems.

Your poems have got the power, my dear
Your poems are powerful to
Relieve my pain at this critical hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Religion

You cannot say
Religion is bad.
Remember, my dear,
Pity is the birth place
Of religion.
You cannot say
Religion is bad.
Religion makes you
Win the world.
You cannot say
Religion is bad.
Religion is the basis
Of truth and charity.
You cannot say
Religion is bad.
Are you not religious?
If yes, let me say
You cannot perish.
You are pious,
It is the grace of religion.

Gajanan Mishra
Religion Is Humanity

Men and women,
All are one and
The same.
Both belong
To the religion
Named humanity.
Compromise not
With gender equality
And women's dignity.
For the larger well-beings
Of the human society
Equal participation
In each and every field
Is but a necessity.

Gajanan Mishra
Religion Is There

Religion is there,
All belong to one religion.
The religion is love,
The religion is the truth.
Truth is life and
The truth is living and
The truth is death.
How can one give up
Any principle of religion?
Life is at the center of
The religion and death is
Also the main subject
And at the base of it
In which all are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Religion Of Humanity

I think and I feel,
Only one religion
In the world,
That is the religion of
Humanity and
That is to be followed
By one and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Religious and pious
Here all
So far my knowledge goes
Nobody is a sinner
Nobody is a eater
As nobody is doing anything
Himself and for him
Each and everyone is
Dependent on another
Whether with change
Or without change
Just see in a different vision
Just live in then same world
But in different dimension.

Gajanan Mishra
Relinquish

Relinquish one
To accept another
O my dear, and
This is the order
Of nature.

You are the embodiment
Of eternity, my dear
Here with You
There is knowledge
And bliss, it is clear.

Jumping in the time-river
Is the call of
The heart that is inner
O my dear, one way traffic
Is here and no either or.

Gajanan Mishra
Relinquishing Attachment

Relinquishing attachment
To action and to its fruits
I am performing my duties, see.

I know, my dear, it is Your wish
I know, by doing this, I am
Trying to show Your views.

By this relinquishment, my dear,
I am never showing my superiority
Let me say it is my real relinquishment.

Gajanan Mishra
Relinquishment

To relinquish is life
To relinquish is truth
To relinquish is emancipation.

But I can not advice you
To relinquish sacrifice
Charity and penance.

Keeping senses under control
My dear, You can perform acts
You can enjoy pleasure.

Just relinquish evils
Bad conduct and sins
That causes ill of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Rely

Words are not to be relied
Words are treacherous.

Thoughts intensions emotions
Be the guiding factors
And they be made partners.

Gajanan Mishra
Rely Not And Rely

Rely not on anything
In this world
Rely on God only
Who is there.

And God is in Truth
God is in love
And God is in you
And God is in me.

It is we
Who are perishing
And not God
God is in this world.
Rely not this world
Rely God only,

Gajanan Mishra
Rely On Nobody

Is the right word
Here at this moment
Life not on consent
Turns ferment
And life on consent
Not decent
Receive life's
Ordainment from
Only that Omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
Remain Silent

Keep silent
And avoid contradiction
Botheration and
Unfavorable situation.

And speak in friendship
Speak to all
For their enlightenment
And stay happily and peacefully.

Gajanan Mishra
Remarks On Status

Remarks on status
It is nothing but bogus.

No electricity no water
No money no honey
Nobody is here to mitigate
people's misery.

No word with any one
And it is fun with a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember

No feeling nothing  
Envelope not closed  
weightless odourless  
Font pre-set.  
No touch no emotion  
No colours no affection  
Flat questions flat answers  
Plant trees having no leaves  
No flowers No no life  
Not like this.  
Remember, Ours artful earth  
Has lovely scent fresh jasmine  
All white fragrant flowers.  
Truth and peace reign supreme  
Love and love the bond  
Life's eternal cream.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember - 1st July

Remember - 1st july
Day of fast unto-death
For use of our own
Language always everywhere
As per Act.
To use our own lanaguage
Is our birth right.
To receive words in our
Own language on our own land
Is our natural right.
Do it immediately
Orelse leave our land
Leave us, no more
We are here to tolerate.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember Me - I Am What I Am

Remember me- I am what I am
I remember you-
You are what you are.

You are not telling anything
It is I who is fighting
With the air every time.

You are not what you are
I am what I am
Taking you from here to there.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember Me, I Am

Remember me, I am
As usual under
That tamarind tree.
I am busy always
In calculating
The period of life
And its affects.
Remember me, I am
The beginning of
All things and also
I am the end.
I am forgetting
And I am remembering
Me and none else.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember Me, Please Remember,

Remember me, please remember,
I am here, I am here,
With you, the whole year.
Remember me, please remember,
I am in summer, I am in winter,
With you, I am in the whole year.
With you, I am here, I am here,
Before all, I appear, without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember My Number

Remember my number-
1021961 and 341960,
The first is personal
The second is official.
But it is better
To forget the number
And talk to me now.
So long as I am here,
No number can supply
More information about me.
I am here, search me.
Use me if you so like
In each and every work
That you think yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember One Thing

Remember one thing
That you are living in water,
And you are water
And my dear, water cannot be
Divided by any line.
No demarcation is possible
In water and water can
Mix with anything,
And always watering is
Necessary in living
With truth and
In getting peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember Our Love

I love You
You love
We love each other
Remember our love
Is the reflection of
Spiritual reality
Our love exists in
Absolute pristine state.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember The Past

Remember the past
Go in present
Future is at your hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember The Saying

Remember the saying
Water the roots
To enjoy the fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember Your Salvation

Remember your salvation
Is here in danger.

You say you do not fear death
I say it is entirely false.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember, A Poet Is

Beyond the jurisdiction of
Regulations and restrictions.

Remember, the end is the beginning
The root of the tree is the beginning
But the upper portion of the tree is first seen.

Remember, O my dear, almighty is our root
Let us keep relation with the root
The poet can only takes us and shows us that Real Root.

The Ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember, Here

Remember, I was here,
I am here,
I will be here.
Here is, see, my mother.
Here is, see, my mother-tongue,
So sweet like nectar.
My mother earth, see,
Full of colours.
With and without war,
I am the victor.
You can call me
Here and hereafter.
I am the beginning and
I am the end here, forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember, No Friendship

Remember, Mr Prime Minister,
There can be no friendship
without inspiring fear.
Remember, sowing seeds in
a barren land, discourse
on the exploits of truth,
talking wisdom to one
steeped in worldliness,
friendship with a rogue,
supplication before an idiot
are useless and declaration of
war is the only answer here.
Hewed a plantain tree if you
expect from it fruits to bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember, O My Dear Leader

Remember, O my dear leader
Whatever you do
Ordinary people follow you
And it is said by the Lord
And it is the Truth
Committing wrong on your parts
Is not pardonable.

Don't get proud being the law maker
Being the performer and
The sanctioned authority of all works
Remember, my dear leader
People in general are above you
And for their welfare you are there
On that position, think not yourself greater.

Gajanan Mishra
Remembering That

Remembering that I am
In truth I am fearless.

Remembering that I am
In love with You
I am not impatient.

Remembering that You are
My protector and doing all
Works for me I am obliged.

Remembering that all are
Your part and parcel
I salute all.

And remembering that You are
Most merciful I am waiting
For Your call.

Gajanan Mishra
Remembrance, Knowledge

Remembrance, knowledge
And forgetfulness,
Everything is there in you,
And I am proud
You are in me.

And you are beyond time,
And I meditate you all time,
Anywhere and everywhere.

You are ready to give me
All protection.
You envy no one,
Nor are you partial
To anyone.

You are equal to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Reminder Not Necessary

Reminder not necessary
For writing poetry
Reminder not necessary
For reading history
History is past
Poetry is future
I am in between
To suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Reminding You

I left death
Death did not
Leave me
I am one
With death always
Everywhere and
I am one with death
I know death
At the opening hour
Death is not
Windy sky not clouds
Death is my
Conscious breathing
Death giving me
What not
That I am
Just in the evening
Like the morning prayer
My dear, line is not clear
And not that the train
Is at the outer.

Gajanan Mishra
Remote And Near

Remote and near
Go together.
Not remote, not near
Not ours dear.
Let us go far
From all corners.
We are all in light
But we go
Darker and darker.
Dark is our
All sorrow remover,
Not any waver.

Gajanan Mishra
Remote Control

Feel no fear
You have a mind
Powerful of all
Control your mind
Remote control is
In your hand
Nothing external
Could shake you
Feel no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Remove Fear

Remove fear, dear,
For all time.

Knowledge and bliss
Everything,
But not this body.
Pleasure is being taken from
This body, though.

No word is false,
And each one is
Newer and newer
Day by day.

Hanker not,
But continue search
For the next step.

Gajanan Mishra
Remove Not Any One

Remove not anyone
From this system
But take steps
To mobilize each one
In such a way
To Earn maximum benefits.
So far I am concerned,
Let me clear here,
No meaningful purpose
Is being served by me
In this system and
If possible, if I be
Eliminated then I think
Nothing would take effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Remove The Pod

Remove the pod
And discover me.
I am the seed.

Gajanan Mishra
Remover Of Darkness

It is but natural
That You are the remover
Of all darkness.
And You are unaffected
By fruits of actions.

From worst to good
You are transforming
All evil doers.
And who are away from
hypocrisy and arrogance.

I know You have make
This body of mine alive
And lighted my life-lamp
With water and air under this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Removing All Obstacles

See me
I am removing
All obstacles
That are on
Your path
Of Truth
To enable
To rise
And to
Reach.
Excuse me
I know not
What is next
And the bet.

Gajanan Mishra
Removing Attraction Of The World

Removing attraction of the world
From the mind is necessary
Mind could be controlled
Only in truth only in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Rename

Cloak is behind,
Update life
And rename if necessary.

Observe development,
Rediscover your
The tract of land.

Get heaven
By pious activities.

Designate yourself
As nothing.

Process is the truth,
In your earth-home.

Enjoy
Coming down to earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Rename The Sun

Rename the sun
Rename the bird
Option is there.

No order would be
Passed.
No communication
Would be made.

You are to
Discover the truth
On your own, my dear.

The air is free, see.
Fear not the elephants,
Care the elements,
It is all in the ellipse.

Gajanan Mishra
Rendering Loving Service

Rendering loving service
Is a necessity for
A better world.

Material happiness is of
No use in the way of
Realizing truth.

It is the liberated soul
Who is hankering for
Spiritual knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Renegade

Thought and action
is yours or not
I do not know.

You are coming
or going
I do not know.

It is not known
who you are
how living within
and without
knowing nothing.

I know you are
simply a renegade
and I renounced.

Gajanan Mishra
Renounce And Pronounce

Renounce and pronounce,
We are all here waiting
For your cheque bounced.

Gajanan Mishra
Renounce Your Dependence

Renounce your dependence, my dear,
And be fair, and be free here.

Stay totally desireless
And reach consummation.

Gajanan Mishra
Renounced Order

Renounced order of life,
Life in renounced order -
The best here.
No proprietorship, but
The managerial duty is
The best option for future.
All moving and unmoving beings,
Accept my salute, as you are
Listening to me with care.
I know, your eyes are not
Outside but inside and you
Have discovered the truth.
Take everything granted dear,
And nothing to give up here.

Gajanan Mishra
Renounced Order Of Life

Renounced order of life
Is good
No material desireis here
This is Sanyasa
Renunciation is better
Giving up the results
of all activities
This is tyaga.

Gajanan Mishra
Renouncer

Who is the real
Renouncer here
Search Him altogether.
In this order of life
Outlining anything
Is not specific
And it is not right.
Who renounced what
Is a great question mark.

Gajanan Mishra
Rent

Rents are to be paid
To the owner of
This house this body.

We have to pay to
The owner for
The many favors we received.

If we have nothing to pay
Then be prepared to make barter
And serve the needy and poor.

The old the disabled the orphaned
The needy the poor
Are His near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Rented House

The world is a rented house
You have to leave
After completion of stipulated time
And after clearing all accounts.

Gajanan Mishra
Renunciation Of Desire

Renunciation of desire
Is true renunciation.

Having eaten food
Hunger is satisfied
The satisfaction is not renounced.

Renunciation of desire
Is true renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Repair Your Vehicle

Long zigzag curve road ahead
You are to reach
Before evening.

What and where is
Not known to you
You do not know also
Your identity.

No need of visa
Entering to others
Though free
Not allowed on whim.

Time is not with you
You are with time
Be prepare yourself
For the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Repay The Loan

Repay the loan
You have incurred, my dear.
Let others not feel
You are a loanee.

Remember, who has
Given you loan
And think how to
Repay the loan.

And do whatever
You like
That is your best life.

Live a life
Of lotus and
See you are famous.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeat Again

Repeat and repeat
Again and again
And let me see
Clear picture
To begin afresh.

Life and life,
No death in life
And I like
All weapons
For my world.

My weapons are
My words
And they are all
More powerful, hear it all.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeat And Repeat

Repeat,
Repeat again,
Repeat again and again,
For pleasure.

For good,
For you.
Repeat and know
The things
That are
The best.

The best is
Your life,
Your activities,
your dreams,
Your livings.

Living is
Not empty
With vision.

Living is
An ecstasy
With accurate
Shots.

Here, somewhere,
I search for
Love.
And I generate
Love within.

The truth is
I show all
The originality
With uniqueness
In me.
Repeat Not

Repeat not, repeat not
Go on, go on, return not.
Life is not for return,
Time is not to repeat.
You are living a life,
Regret not, life is not yours.
Life is controlled by the life-giver
You are to report at every moment
Going to His door.
Be cautious, mistakes are excusable
But for wrong reporting
Penalty provisions are there
And you have to meet it
And you might put to loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeat Offender

The goat is the repeat offender,
And I ordered to arrest it
As it has trespassed the garden
And has eaten flowers and plants.

The parrot is the repeat offender,
For it apparently insulted me,
And making obscene remarks,
Despite several warnings.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeat Reading

Repeat reading
Taste a new
Delete identity
Needs a close view.

That is what
All say
I heard
In chanting voice.

What for they came
Not known
And mystery
That is in each activity.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeated Actions

Repeated actions
And practical experiences
Showed me the way
At every steps that
You are present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Repeating My Story

Repeating my story
I invited you to
Listen carefully
This is not mine
But really yours.

From the very beginning
You told me to remain silent
And throughout the life
I slept in the ocean
In the lap of a snake.

Gajanan Mishra
Repetitive Naming (Nama -Japa)

Repetitive naming  
Meditation, service  
Obedience and company are  
Five pillars of this house  
You know this body is  
Such a house  
You are staying in  
And in this house  
And from this house  
I am drawing your attention  
Towards poems that are  
Truth for all times  
And inner light comes from  
These poems and from you  
Try to realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Representation

Honour peoples representation
Change the constitution
If not suit time and situation.

Be pro-people
Work for people
You are elected by people.

Gajanan Mishra
Representation Is There

Representation is there
In each one’s heart.
And I act in terms of
My past experience and
Knowledge.
And I feel and what I
Propose, you approved.
And all fulfilled fully.

Gajanan Mishra
Representing Truth

Representing truth I live
Focussing light I live
Turning pages I live
Compare me not with anybody
Compare me not with anything
I survive.

Gajanan Mishra
Reptile

What are you doing there my dear reptile
There in the light there in the dark
You are making an showing your might
With the insects right.

Might is right known to all
Not always right
At times you are to show
Your kindness and forgiveness
Live and let live others.

My dear reptile
You are to catch the thief here
The thief that are destroying
And making us fools.

Go to the dark go to the light
My dear reptile
Forget your appetite
And do something
For world's benefit
And for this only
There is light
In this night.

Gajanan Mishra
Republic Day

Who knows what is public
day is another important word
re is added as additional
still nobody knows what is what.

General people do not like
all that go day by day.

Day on and day out
the man who is present
a tout.

Gajanan Mishra
Republic Day Greetings

Yes, let me greet all,
On this very republic day,
Twentysixth January.
We are sovereign and
We, the people have
Supreme power.
But let us feel sorry,
We are not able to
Elect so far all good
Representatives for us.
We are not being supplied
With the bare necessities of life
Like food, clothing, and shelter,
And proper educations for future.

Gajanan Mishra
I should know
The requirement,
Requirement of words,
Requirement of time,
Requirement of wealth
And also
Requirement of friends
On the way of life.
I am self-controlled,
See me here.
See me there.
I am the star,
I am in the sky
And the sky is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Rescue

It is dust
It is death.

I want you
only you
who can rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Reservoir Of Pleasure

Reservoir of pleasure
O Reservoir of all pleasure
I hereby offer my respectful
Obeisances unto You.

My primary and ultimate
Function is to do Your works
And by doing so I am, my dear
More glorious lighter and finer.

Gajanan Mishra
Resident Of

I am the resident of
Both inner and outer
Places at the same time.
I am the fraction of time,
I am the time and
I am the whole time.
Time is there with me
To prove the presence.
I have certain reasons
To cooperate the time
But time shirks me
Without giving any
Prior notice and I am
There to accept gladly.

Gajanan Mishra
Residential

Residential certificate is forged
Residential certificate not required.

Who is competent to issue residential certificate
Who is a resident here and for how long
Nothing is known and nobody comeforward to say about
This place and the nomenclature changed.

Gajanan Mishra
Residue

Making efforts
Again and again
I could see you
And your world
Making efforts
Again and again
I could bring you
My own world.

I have an affinity
That disrupt you
I have an calamity
That unite you
And in clear terms
I stated to be yours
I renounced everything
And you remained residue.

Gajanan Mishra
Resolve

Resolve to
Work together
And take it
A must.

But no bar
To review
Common agenda.

Resolve to
Love all here.

Love should be
Eternal.

In your own self
Discover all
Attitudes and ideals.

Let all enjoy
Peace and blessedness
In your presence.

Resolve to
Work together,
All things
To all men.

Gajanan Mishra
Resolve All Doubts

Resolve all doubts
With the truth
That are in you.
Listen to the truth,
Do all truthful works,
Life is nothing
But the truth.
Put seeds of
The truth everywhere,
And reap the truth,
The truth is only
Here and only there.
Apply truth everywhere
And get yourself cured.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect / Disrespect

It is all
But relative
And no way
Connected with me.

One should learn
How to respect others
One should know
He has no right
To disrespect others.

It is true
I am not unselfish,
To certain extend
I have to compromise
With the right of others.

I know I am
No way connected
With action and
With the fruits there of.

But I am here,
And I will be here
Before you, my dear
And it all depends
On your visual capacity.

What is there
To renounce
That I do not know
You are seeing all
At this moment
On the next moment
All these are not here
What to say about others
When I am not mine here.
Respect All

Respect all
Any disrespect
Amounts to your fall
Give importance
To the Father
And get cheer
Establish glory
And go high
O my dear
You have nothing
To loss nothing
To suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect All, My Dear

Respect all,
My dear, and
Get all bliss.
Certainly you are
All and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Another

Respect another's wife
As your own mother

Treat another's possessions
As lump of dirt and spit
On it, my dear.

Think all other living creatures
As you would yourself
If you are learned, my dear.

Don't be envious and
Mischievous, my dear
You are condemned
By the laws of nature.

Don't do that makes your soul goes to hell
Don't make your body fit to be eaten by vultures.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Each And Every One

Respect each and every one
You are for all in this procession.

The procession is for peace
And you are to present with information.

No need of information act
You are to chalk out your program and react.

Action and reactions are necessary
They are both sides of the same coin.

Accept them all
They are yours as you call.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Is Earned

Respect is earned
Respect is given
Respect is not demanded
Respect is not forced
To give others respect
Is our tradition our culture
My dear, forget not
As you sow so you reap
Go on your own trip
The engine of respect
You see it is auto
Never bother who says what
You say whatever you like
As freedom of speech is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Mother

Live the life like a lion
And not that of a jackal.

Coo, coo.. use your own language
Or stay silent but utter not caw caw.

Keep everything white
Allow not yellow to reign over it.

Respect your mother and her words
If you failed I have nothing to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Only

Give respect only to all
And expect nothing from anybody
On this day so long as you are alive.

And you are alive in love
Love is not to get but to forget
And forgive and alive.

Life span is only one day
And it is the valentine day
Live and enjoy yourself with others.

Life and love one and the same
Here with you with me and with all
Give respect to all and love all.

Only one thing is there that is love
Love all love all love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Others

Respect others
Ask not any matter
And save yourself.
Answer not
Unasked question
Wander not
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Teachers

Respect teachers
Respect elders
Respect the wise.

Be with purity
Be upright
Be with celibacy.

Make non-violence
Your principle
Penance of the body.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect The Law

Let us come
To give respect
To the people
And to the law
Of the land.
The people are
The sovereign here.
For them we are
All here enjoying life.
Let us think for a while,
We are here for the people
By the people and of the people.
We are the office-bearers
And we are committed
For the welfare and
We are here to work for
The welfare of the people,
Let the people know all.
We are to get back to basics,
To self-discipline,
To consideration for others,
Our style and tone
Should be with that of the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect The Laws

Respect the laws
Of the land,
And punish the law breakers,
And the criminals.

Protect the innocents
And the men in general,
And always stay neutral.

Let all take great satisfaction
In life here, let each one
Realize the world is for all.

True knowledge should be there
With all here,
And let no one be there as
The competitor of another.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect The Truth, Men

Respect the truth, my dear men,
Truth is life, life is honey.
Enjoy life, the product of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Respect Truth

Respect the truth, my dear men,
Truth is life, life is honey.
Enjoy life, the product of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Respects To All

I offer
My respects to all.
May there be
Peace and happiness
And good fortune here.

Be calm and quiet
Like an ocean, my dear
You are kindhearted
I know and I am with You
All days here.

You are my savior my manager
My Supreme Master
And without You I am
Darker and darker.

Gajanan Mishra
Respiration Is Poem

Respiration is poem
Forget not to read and write
O my dear, always here.
Breathing-in is reading
Breathing-out is writing
About life about nature
About living.

Writing poems for the soul and
It is just like
Eating for the body.
O my dear, fear not
While writing anything,
Be honest and go forward
In writing here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Resplendent The City

Resplendent my city
Splendid my night.

I am with You, my dear
Without fear and favor.

I am delighted at heart
Since You are with me
From my very birth.

And when the days
Are rolling on
I find constant felicity
Joy and rejoicing
With a tidal wave of delight
Swelling higher and
O my dear higher and still higher.

Gajanan Mishra
Respond To Fire

Respond to fire
and vow to respond.

Gajanan Mishra
Rest Is Okay

Rest is okay
Please sit down
And have a direct talk
With all here.

Discipline has
Got value
No doubt
And we fixed our eyes.

Take bath
Drink water
Eat leaves flowers
Roots fruits.

Life is all enjoyable
Within nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Restaurant

Restaurant
You are welcomed
To this restaurant.

You may drink
Cold or hot
O traveler, here
Please come together.

You may take rest
Here in this
Beautiful restaurant.

You may take your bath
And get yourself afresh
And then be ready to take part and
Continue to your destination.

Gajanan Mishra
Resting Place

Resting place
And we are now here.

Come and let us chat
What you know
What I know.

Here you know nothing
Here I know nothing.

You are hearing
I am telling
I am hearing
You are telling.

Here we both are
Dumb and deaf.

Gajanan Mishra
Restless

I am restless
Without you
O my love
As you are
Restless
Without me.

I desire you
As you desire me
As father as mother
As son as brother
As friend as teacher
O my love
There is no end here
And never.

O my dear
Separation from you
I can not bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Restless Desires

I fall a prey to
Restless desires
It make me prone to
Agitation and distraction
And I am unable to analyze
and discriminate good from bad
Right from wrong
Surface charm no use
Superficial attractions and
Worldly pleasure is of no use
And I am in illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Restless- I Feel

I feel restless
Without You
O my dear,
You said
You also feel
restless without me.

I think of you
O my dear,
And You come to me
You reveal before me
In the same form
As I think.

You are my worthy father
You are my worthy mother
You are my worthy friend
And brother and guide
And teacher and philosopher.

O my dear.
You are my body-driver
My software and
The software-connector
Come on, my dear,
I am here, I am yours
Servant's servant
At present a worst sufferer.

Gajanan Mishra
Restlessness

Restlessness of mind and
Here there is no stability and
Nobody is kind.
Success and failure
Are inter-wind
Pain and gain
Nothing to find.
Discharging duty
Is no sin
Important is
From beginning to end
You are to remained keen.
Care not anything
Dare everything.
O my dear
Be concentrated on youself
And do not get frustrated.

Gajanan Mishra
Restlessness Is

Restlessness is
A better means
To realize the truth.
Love the truth, dear
And root out
Your sins. And
Go forward with
Your own divine power.

Gajanan Mishra
Restore Peace

O king, if you can.
And where is the king
In democracy, here
We are our king.
Let us know the value
Of peace and stay
With love.
Love is the basic
Requirement of peace.
Let us go for
Mass development, dear
It is our future.
What is future
Who knows and yet
We are going together.
O my brother, tolerate me
And let me tolerate you
We are one and the same
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Restore Power

Restore power men,
And see the wonder
All around you.
Being the sovereign,
You are to do
A lot of good.
Being free, you
Are to touch the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Restrain All The Medias

Restrain all the media of perception
If you are to restrained
And close all the gates of the body
Restrain yours ears skin eyes tongue and nose
From the five senses of sound touch colour taste and smell
Restrain five organs of actions
Tongue hands feet anus and generatives organ
From acting speaking taking going and passing stools and urine
And fixed your mind in the heart
And do not hanker after sensual pleasure
Sensual pleasures are temporary and not peace-giving.

Gajanan Mishra
Result Defeat

If there is an unrighteousness,
Injustice and sin,
The result is defeat.
No one can be happy,
And no one can get peace.
Face the life and
While facing life be brave,
Be courageous and fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
Result Of Chemistry

Tell me why the water recedes,
Tell me why the smart phone rings.

Gallery is full,
and medias wait outside.

Tell me what is happening,
Highlights not allowed,
Open not the result of chemistry.

Expectation is high
that I know from biology.

Terrible the line
Believe not anybody or anything.

I have my own swift
to run on the high ways,
Let me see some rays.

Gajanan Mishra
Result Of Search

Result of searching is nil,
Nowhere to find anything,
Neither inside nor outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Result Of Suffering

Result of suffering is
Nil.
Enjoy
That is desirable.
Tell them
You are not for
Pleasure only.
Tell them
You can count down
And put off.

Gajanan Mishra
Result ????

????
???? ?????
????
??
???? ?????
???? ?

?????? ???
???? ???????
???? ?

??????
???? ???? ???? ?

???? ???
???? ?????
???? ?? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Retaining Not

Retaining not you long
I stayed
Changing dramatically
I remained with
Profile til ldate.

Dismantling the position
I declared loser
I am no capable enough
To remain and stayed
As called for.

Gajanan Mishra
Retaliate Not

Retaliate not,  
even though you are  
insulted or hurt or pained.  
You are having power  
of forgiveness, use it,  
to the best of your capacity,  
with all purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Rethink

Think think and rethink
Again again and again
Think rethink and invent
Invent and discover
Discover your root
Invent the moot
Who is your father
Father's father and father's father
And the problems
About about and about
And the seed of solution
There in.
Think think and think
Think think and rethink.

Gajanan Mishra
Rethink Needed

Rethink needed
On everyone
On everything.

It is not I
But you
Who exist.

I dance
As I see
As I utter words.

Without words,
I want to live,
As You are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Retired Person

Retired person
Are you?
Who is a retired person
Here please tell me
And stand up and hands up.
Have you really retired
And retired from what
Have you retired from
Glittering illusions of
Materialistic society
Friendship and love?
Are you the retired person
That I am searching so long
If you are tell me my dear
I honor you and call you as
My master my guide my path finder
All in one and one in all.

Gajanan Mishra
Retrieve

Why wings
Have not been given to you
My dear men,
Try to know first
Asking yourself
Again and again.

Gajanan Mishra
Return Good

Return good
For the good
done to you.
Return also good
For the evil
done to you.

Don’t be obstinate,
Follow all good
ideas and advice
of others,
Go not with delusion
that are in you.

Have some gentleness
and humility with heart-soft.

Gajanan Mishra
Return Journey

Our return journey
Shows who we are
What is our position.

No sense gratification
No degradation
No humiliation.

To Attain Truth is our ambition
En route no deviation
Intense desire to Truth is perfection.

This world is not a free hotel
Be careful to execute duties well
Keep yourself free from all contamination
Here you can not get full satisfaction
Without that Master's association.

Gajanan Mishra
Return Journey Not Permissible

Return journey
Not permissible.
Do that
What is possible.

Right now
You are to enjoy,
No love is here
But hate.

Realize the truth
And left the place.
No bliss no grace
Realize the truth,
It is not your place,
You are here for replace.

Gajanan Mishra
Return Journey To Ultimate Truth

Our return journey
Shows who we are
What is our position.

No sense gratification
No degradation
No humiliation.

To Attain Truth is our ambition
En route no deviation
Intense desire to Truth is perfection.

This world is not a free hotel
Be careful to execute duties well
Keep yourself free from all contamination
Here you can not get full satisfaction
Without that Master's association.

Gajanan Mishra
Return To Full Knowledge

My dear and see everything clear
Attach to Truth
And achieve liberation
Mission of this human life.

Gajanan Mishra
Returning Home

Returning home
Is not separation
Actually it is union.

Gajanan Mishra
Returning In Joy

Returning in joy
Is one for the blessed one.

Do you know who you are, my dear
Can you tell in what land do you happen to be?

You are returning in joy that I know
And I recognized you with whole blessings.

You are overwhelmed with love
And love and truth are the ornaments of this universe.

Before love the moon looks dim
Before truth the sun appears cool.

I am the fool here
Who knows not what to do my dear.

It is the sense of propriety
That delighted me, my dear, the eyes opener.

Gajanan Mishra
Reunion

Be ready for
Reunion, my dear.
Absorb in
Meditation, my dear.
It is your world
Exclusively yours.
All love all devotion
Also exclusively yours.
You are to go and
You are to come, my dear.
It is you who can also
Stay for ever here.
Only in reciprocation
You can see the clear picture.

Gajanan Mishra
Reveal Itself

Reveal itself
The sun.
But in dark,
The creatures.
Eyes have no power
To see what is
Going on in the world.
Touch me not
In doom.
From ant to
Elephant, each one
Is in trouble.
Life is really
In miserable.
Pillar to post
Each one is running,
But gets no relief.
No solace
From the light.
Whose area it is,
No one is here
To reply.
And the sun is
Passing by.

Gajanan Mishra
Reverence

Halfcut
disappeared
sovereignty lost.
Untold history
passed.

Only obstacle
obsessed to
go upwards
reverence
one could
say coherence.

What more
needed to
bloom here
except sun
of summer.

Undying voice
slowly slowly
heard
from distance.

Gajanan Mishra
Reverse Gear

At times
Reverse gear
Make the vehicle
Proceed forward.
Public pleasure
There on
Scraped horse.
Decision delayed
To give statement
After touching
All stones.
At times
Difficult to say
The incidents
You faced.
And the movement
Of the vehicle
You are in.

Gajanan Mishra
Revolution

My poem is a
Revolution for the poem.
My poem is to accept.
My poem is to socialized.
My poem is straight
And accept all.
My poem is flexible
And in the mind of the people.
My poem is to enjoy.
My poem is a sacred code,
You are but to aboard.

Gajanan Mishra
Revolution Or Resolution

After the revolution,
I am now busy in
Writting resolution.
After writing resolution
I will be busy in
Evolution.
Hearing this word
Evolution, some of
My poet friends
Turned against me
In furious volition.
What they conceived
I am not the person
To go there.
But I must tell
After evolution,
A new generation must
Come for new identification.
That is what -
My poem's solution.

Gajanan Mishra
Revolution With Self

The meaning of revolution
is far from me.
No one is there and
nothing is there to apologize.
The revolution is
coming out from me
and I myself is the prey.
No specific reason is
there and still I
cried out in horror.
Neither fire nor water
is there to adduce
evidences against or for
the revolution that is going on.

Gajanan Mishra
Reward

To receive reward
Is an error.
Serve all here
Thinking an
Obligatory duty.
Think not
What others do.
Think about yourself
What you can do
And how far you are
Able to do.
But see that
You are not for you,
Think, you are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Reward Of Performance

Reward of performances
Not necessary
And also no word
Is required
For any thing .

That is there
The celestial enjoyment
That is there
Attractive sense-objects
For nothing.

But see our life
Is everything
And everything is
Useful here
The root the fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
Rewrite Yourself

Rewrite yourself,
You can rewrite yourself,
As you wish,
You may start it.

From now, ponder this
In your mind and arise.
O my dear, you may come,
You may go and think a while.

Think, you are a bird
With wings,
You are a serpent
With head-jewel,
A noble elephant
With trunk.

All your
Well-wishers are
Also present here,
Get up.

O my dear, remember,
You are one and
Indivisible with
Nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Rice

I want rice
I want new rice
I want You all to
Join with me
On this occasion
On this occasion of Nabarnna.

Nabarnna is our holy
Annual festival
Where we offer new rice
To our God and Goddesses
And for which
We get together.

O my dear, let me tell You
This occasion is here
Today itself and you are
Eager to come and just
Waiting for a call
That's all.

Gajanan Mishra
Rice And Bread

Please forget big words
And give some rice and bread
I am now hungry.

If you are capable
Give me a piece of cloth
As I am naked.

A shelter is necessary
To save myself from
Rain and sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Rice Or Salt

Rice or salt
What do you want?
You may take rice
But not allowed
To take salt.

Onion is dream
Potato is now day-dream.
Potato or tomato
What do you want?
You are not allowed
Anything right now.

Is hoarding your motto?
You are not in a position
To answer that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Rich In Meaning

Please try to understand
My words.
My words are here
And my words are
Rich in meaning.
Be straight
And go deep in to
The the ocean.
Discover yourself
Where you are
And what are to be done.
See and show
Your actual beauty
That is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Richard   H Thaler

Congratulation sir,
Richard H. Thaler,
For Nobel prize
In Economic sciences.
It is for your
Contribution to
Behavioural economics.

You are from the USA,
But here in India
We congratulate you,
We know though,
We are still going away
Far land to
Fill up empty belly
And we are victims of
All torture.

Our Govt is yet to know
How to give proper behavior
To the natives and
The farmers.
We, the people of India
Are far aways
From the fruits of reforms.

Gajanan Mishra
Riches - I Hate

Riches - I hate,
I know, riches
Are there to
Put me in trouble.
For the riches
I am in fragments,
My life in harshness
And I am in stupidity.

Riches are necessary evil
Like the life itself.
But we should know
The proper use to
Hear its sweet music.
I fear riches like love.

Gajanan Mishra
Richest Of The Rich

I know O my dear
You are the richest
Of the rich
You are always
Fully complete
in all respect
Everything here
In this world is
Carried out by Your
Wish and direction
You maintain everything
always under Your
Personal care
O my dear, I know
You are the powerful controller
You are the Supreme fighter
You are number one spectator
You are eternal modulator.

Gajanan Mishra
Riddle Of Destiny

Riddle of destiny is
This life here.
Let me say it is
All nature and
Nothing to fear.

Let me hear,
What you are telling,
And let me pass the years.

Gajanan Mishra
Riddled With Duality

Riddled with duality,
See this life.
Going with any one
Is not a mistake,
But going far
Without any information
Is hazardous here.
Go with no one,
And stay total free
If you are interested
To realize the truth.
How can love will live
Without truth here tell me
My dear, without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Riddled With Errors

Life is there,
Riddled with errors.
But you have to go
With love.
Love needs
Forgetfulness and
Forgiveness.
Riddance is there
If you so want.
But it is not
A solution.
Life itself is a riddle
You have to face it
And get yourself what you want.

Gajanan Mishra
Riddles Of Life

Face the riddles
Of your life,
And find out
the solutions,
That are with you.
And decide what
Ought to be done
And what ought
Not to be done.
Entangled more and more
And see your entanglements
Are perishing here
At every moment.
Here see the mirage,
Here see the pleasure,
Apply your intellect
And strengthen yourself
Going with the scriptures.
I know, you can grow,
I know, you are independent,
I know, you can do anything
Without seeking anybody's help.
But my dear, clear your doubts
That are within you
Facing the riddles of life
That are pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Ride An Elephant

Ride an elephant
And go on to declare
Yourself innocent.
Let me stay in my
Thinking like a mad man.
With no thinking, no form,
No reasoning, no speech
Let me stop here.

Gajanan Mishra
Ride The Lion

Make in India,
Come on, ride the lion
Made of Ashoka Chakra,
That denotes strength
Progress and pride.
Come on, come on to set up
Shop, to invest
In infrastructure.
Come on, ride the lion
To build a new atmosphere
Of trust and to promote
Growth oriented environment.
Come on to tell the story
Of a new civilization.
Come on, come on to this
Land of dreams, to this
Land of romance, to this
Land of fabulous wealth,
To this land of thousand tongues,
Thousand religions.
Come on to the cradle of human race,
To this land of speeches and
Knowledge, to this land of
Peace and non-violence.
Come on, ride the lion and
Show a new philosophy of life
Of all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Ridiculous

Ridiculous
To tell the artist
What to sketch and what not
Ridiculous
To tell the poet
What to compose what not.
Only dictator can
Go against the artist
Only dictator can
Go against the poet
Dictator is the symbol of
Destroyer and aggressor.

Gajanan Mishra
Riding Life

I am riding life,
How to ride, I
Know not, though,
In a right way.

I am in the temple,
I know not, who is
There, and how to
Treat the one who is
Therein the temple.

I see no variety,
I know oneness only.
I know my own existence,
That is illuminating,
Without any contamination.

Gajanan Mishra
You are right
Take your fruits
In the form of joy
Wisdom and dispassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Right And Wrong

Right and wrong
You are to perform
All the same
Here at this moment.
According to scriptures
You are to perform
All the same
No right no wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Belief

Right belief right thought right knowledge
Makes me bright along with my future.
I renounced all material attachment
And achieve a life of fearlessness.
Here I am with You and with my own Self
And it is my liberation as You know.
My rules are mine and You know I am small and
Full of anxieties and breaking.
But as I am with You O my dear I have no fear
I have right belief, right knowledge and a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Choice

Right choice is poems
Come on and have a dive
In poems
Poem is always friendly
Worry not if you are
With poems
Your journey will
Complete happily
I know You are creative
And having good
Perspective and
That is conducive to life
And better to live
The fabrics the colors
Of poems are beyond
Imagination and it is
Good addiction
Thank for the notion
Poems are in our respiration.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Conclusion

Arriving at
Right conclusion
I revealed
What I am
And I came to power
That became
Deluded.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Direction

Show the men, O poets
Right direction
Who have lost it.

Gajanan Mishra
Right is right
Wrong is wrong
One can not say
Right what is wrong
If one said
He is in delusion.

One can not pretend
What he is not
If he do so
It is hypocrisy
And he is
In delusion.

One must keep
Purity in food
In conduct and
In social order
And if he can not
He is in delusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Limbs

Here is good fortune
That is coming
I know from the throbbing
Of my right limbs
I know I am fine
Of course I never
Set my heart on evil courses
And I am fully confident.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Man In Wrong Place

See right man in wrong place
See wrong man in right place.

Find Ultimate truth there
At the ultimate end.

You are helpless
So am I.

Nothing to change
At present.

Right or wrong
Wrong or right.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Of Others

Right of others,
Let us safeguard
All here,
It is our duty
To do good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Or Wrong- All Sealed

Are you married?
Gopies replied
Yes, but it is wrong.

Gopies felt
When love is
Everywhere
And truth is
With everybody
No need to ask
These questions
Relating to marriage.

Gopies are right
In thoughts, in actions.

How can one define
What marriage is?
In marriage
Right or wrong
All are in sealed.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Order

We are here
To set things
In the right order.
We are to
Recognize love,
Original teacher.
We are to live life
In concluded peace.
Truth is there
For us. So also
We are here
For truth.
Let us stay blessed
With all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
I want to stay
In right position,
To live desireless.
I know life itself
Is honey, itself
Is nectar.
I know life is a path
To get liberation.
And we are on this path.
I never hanker after
Anything here.
I am satisfied
What I have,
Where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Right- Renouncing

I have renounced all my rights,
I know, nothing is mine.
I am just a guest for some moments, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Resolve

Right resolve,
Right resolve is
That I am the truth.
Right resolve
Adored you.

I know, poet
You are busy
In fighting
Within, beyond
Words.

Till not written
Words are pure
Till not living
Life is pure.

But my dear,
We have to live
And we have to write
Beyond life.

And we should
Keep in mind
The reality
The right resolve.

That is affinity
With truth
That is with love
Right resolve.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Thought Right Action

But my dear no single thought
Is said to be right here
In this polluted atmosphere.

You action must be pure and transparent
But you are absent all day long
My dear, make your presence everywhere
That you want to wear at this moment.

And I have written so many things
On so many points and you my dear
coming close to me persuade me
Not to write anything that are here.

I am sorry my dear I said further
That for your goodness I am here
And in future you will find me again here
That is our body and spiritual features.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Time

See and understand
This is the right time
To learn and to make
Your knowledge perfect.

Blessing is always here
See and understand
This is the right time
And engage yourself
In loving service.

See and understand
Keeping good intention
In your heart
The pure goodness
The original, the changeless
And the unlimited
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Be Forgotten

Right to be forgotten
Is my birth right
That I know, my dear
And good to erasure.
Life is nothing but to
Forgive and forget
It is rightly said.
Let us believe in ourselves
And proceed forward.
Life is peace inside
Let us see within.
The storm that is outside
Can do no harm, not to worry,
My dear, be calm.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Do

I have a right to do,
But how to do, I should
Know from You.
And it is You
Who can only make me
Enlightened about the earth
And the sky and about all
The creations, livings and
Nonlivings, movable and
Immovable, perishable and
Imperishable.
I know I am here for
All times to come
With You and only with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Earth

Give me my soil.
My soul is in my soil.
Give me my earth
and keep it free
From pollution.
I am living here
With my family members,
Birds, animals,
Insects, trees,
Rivers, mountains.
My sky is my dream.
Give me. I can swing,
I can swim.
Make me free,
I swear I will
Make this earth-heaven.
Sensible and sane.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Education

Right to education
Free and compulsory
Education to all

Free and compulsory
Education through mother tongue

Right to education
Education to maintain
Peace and harmony
Education to keep
The world order
And discipline

Right to education
Education to earn
For livelihood
Education to provide
Food clothing and shelter
Without depending others

Right to education
Free and compulsory
To educate all
That we all are
Brothers and sisters

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Food

No one,
Nowhere,
Should ever
Starve.

Public money
Must not be
Misused.

Each one has
Got right to
Know every detail.

Each one
With knowledge is
The worthy one
Of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Life

I deserve
Right to life
Right to liberty
And wellbeing.

See
Your society
does not allow
for a decent life.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Live

No one can
Take away
Right to live.

The men
The birds
The animals
The insects
All have equal
Rights to live.

This world
Is for all
One depends
On another
Love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Privacy

Where is it
When security is
In danger.

Where is security
When there is
No privacy
In one's own land.

Motto- well being
Of all
Go on, in the way of
Right balance.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Space

Right to space
With dignity,
Moral value
At all level.

Strict control
And quick justice,
Law and silence
To refine life.

Look within,
And support time,
Narrow in no way,
But the strength of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Speak

Yes, I have right to speak,
Let me speak the truth
Till the last moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Vote

Right to vote
How important
Learn from Italians
And learn from the argument
Two marines desperately needed
To vote in national elections
Learn how important
Right to vote.

It is all staged drama
It is all dollop of farce
How fool we are think first
Thanks India and we are
Proud as Indians.

Gajanan Mishra
Right To Worship

Take not my right to worship.
I want to pray Lord Krishna
In the morning,
I want to pray Allah
At noon,
I want to pray Jesus Christ
Also at day break.
What to you?
During night I want to
Sleep in peace.
No one is there
To put any question.
It is all my right
Let me live in my privacy.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Use Of Words

Words are mischievous
Words are cheater
You must try to use them
Rightly and correctly
And firmly with proper
Scriptures and decorum
And by doing so
You should not feel proud
Use of proper words
Do not think not virtuous
I may say do not
Misused words and do not
have desire to get anything
From anybody here
Consider yourself not a doer.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Way

Setting a thief
To catch a thief
Is not the right way
And the right way is
To change the thief
And his way of living.

Gajanan Mishra
Right Words Right Eyes

Right words, right eyes,  
Right vision, right life. 
Everything is right here,  
And I am trying to write  
Taking the human books with me.

Nothing serious,  
I would like to say.  
Just you are to read every day,  
Each and every word  
Written in time wall.

Worry not whether you are  
Inside or outside,  
Worry not whether  
You are here or there.

Say a lot, the truth is there.  
Sing and dance a lot, life is there,  
Live and experience a lot, love is there.

Right all, all right,  
In relationships, in all stories.  
And keep your concept clear  
On human library.

Your silence is also  
Telling something, I know.  
What I say is not joke,  
But the practical life  
Here and there.

Proper address be given to life,  
And life is there at right point,  
Leaving some message for us to note.

Gajanan Mishra
Right, Love Is In The Air

Right, love is in the air,
Here, there.
Everyone knows
What love is,
Everyone knows
What love can do,
Everyone knows
What is life
Without love.

Love, love, love,
Here there, everywhere.
Scarcity of pure love
Is here.
Still let me say
I love you dear.

If no love is there,
Nothing is there.
No sun, no moon, no star
Can give us light
If there is no love.
No smile, no life.
No love means
earth is barren.
No pleasure, no joy
Without love.

Since everything is here,
I am sure, love is there
In the water and in the air.
Look, my dear,
How beautiful the life is
With love. Love, the only
Truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Right, No Need To Come

Right, no need to come
Right, You are also
Not forced to do anything.

If You like
You can enjoy
But if you forget the truth
Be ready to face the consequences.

Right, no cause is involved
Right, nothing to say
About Your coming and going.

But You are here to
Fulfill all desires of all
And all awaiting You
From the very beginning.

O my dear, nothing is here,
Be fearless and live peacefully
Everything is okay, see.

Just forget not
Who You are and where
You are going for what
Ask any question to yourself
If anything is there in doubt
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteous Acts

Righteous acts
Will take you
To the end.
And where is the end
That is not known
To any one here.
You may see
You may feel
What is what
Here there.
But be in right
In this world,
Knowing fully well
It is full of falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteous And Religious

Be righteous and be religious
In your words in your works
Remember, whatever you are doing
You are doing for the welfare of others.

Don't cheat others in any manner
It is dangerous for your own
Life and property here
As you are the Truth followers.

And Truth is doing good to others
Others are none other than your own
Flesh and blood and there is no difference
What so ever may be the matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteous Way Of Living

Nothing to do with
Religion or with ritual,
Important of life is
Righteous way of living
And with our own values.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteousness

What I do not wish
To be done to me
I should not do
To others.

And where there is a doubt
There the inclination of
The heart of a virtuous person
Is the testimony.

O my dear
Are these not suffice
To love me.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteousness - Different Opinion

About righteousness
You are telling here
And telling that
Whenever, there is a decline
And an upsurge in
Unrighteousness
You manifest yourself
And it is a matter of
Confusion what is right
And what is wrong
Always the larger interest
Means the interest of
The ruling class
The majority class
The rich and the effluent
My dear, I am not
Against you but I have
A different opinion
I hope you will count.

Gajanan Mishra
Righteousness Of Faith

Righteousness of faith
I pursue I seek faith

And it said'Do not say
In your heart,
Who will ascend in to heaven'
And who will descend
In to the abyss.

And rightly it is said
The word is near you
In your mouth
In your heart.

Believe unto
Righteousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly Know - Love

Rightly know
Who you are
And what
You are doing
And for what
Purpose.
Know, what is
Unknown to you.
Know the truth
That is hidden
In love.
Love is nothing
But a mystery
To mesmerize.

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly Said

Rightly said
Too much of anything is bad.
I love you too much
Is it bad?

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly Said In Rig Veda

Love begets love
Respect reciprocates.

Mahatma Gandhi further added
Love never claims
Love ever gives
Love ever suffers
Never resents
Never revenges.

Only love and love
Only love makes
The world go round.

Mutual love
Crown of all
Our bliss
Thanks Milton
For right contention.

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly The Gita Said

Not doing one's duty
Is an error
Negligence of duty
Is stupid and
It leads to hell
Do your duty first
Acting for the good
Of others is duty
Any act that causes
harm to anybody
Is contrary to duty
The Gita and the pita
Are good and beneficial
To mind and body respectively
Please take these two daily
For self-help and welfare
Fully and regularly
Life action all described
Beautifully and dramatically
That is the real and
By reading the Gita
And taking pita
Lead your life correctly.

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly You Have Said

Rightly you have said,
My dear Chinua Achebe;
A child cannot pay for
Its mother's milk.

Mother, motherland
And mother's language
Is un-comparable in life.
Mother, motherland
And mother's language
Is more than nectar
More than heaven.

Let us come and pray
For our life divine
Only for the above.

Gajanan Mishra
Rills Of Water Flowed

Mad elephants trumped
And it is our day of victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Ring Me Out

Ring me out,
I am interested.
Anywhere if any problem
Ring up soon.
I am here with you
To catch the ringleader
And bring the truth to light.
First-rate time is with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Ring Of Fire

At present we are
In the ring of fire.
Terrorists are there,
O my dear, take care.

Terrorists are
The enemy of humanity.
Let them not give a chance
To destroy human beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Rio And Sorrow

Rio and sorrow,
With the losses
Of galore.
But men, move on
With your lives.

Gajanan Mishra
Riot

Riot, but
Not riot of colours
Is here.
I see
No one dares
To admit himself
A rioter.
Nothing is uncontrolled
But there is
Peace and order.
Life is in riot,
Life itself
Is a riot,
Others are just coat.

Gajanan Mishra
Ripe And Dry

Coconut,
Ripe and dry,
Dry and ripe.
Shake it
And feel the kernel
Rattling inside.
I pray, sir,
Let me live
A life of
Ripe and
Dry coconut.
Let me disconnect
Myself from
My own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Ripen Fruit

Man is a ripened fruit of nature
And nature is the summom Bonum of literature
And literature is nothing but picture of nature.

Where is the pleasure You can say before all
And all are here together to make coverage
all depictions that are appealing as supreme whole.

Nothing wrong in discussion though value not assessed
And calculation made for the time beings
That was not corrected in evolutionary processes.

When red beaks of the birds is there
Sweet flavor enhanced and it is nectar
For man in class of recitation.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Above

Rise above all
Prescriptions and
Prohibitions.
This world is
No way helpful,
Rise above all here.
Get rid of your
Own desires and
Rise above, my dear.
Rise above to
See the sun
And the moon,
They are there
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Above Desires

By sight,
By touch,
By smell,
By hearing,
By taste
I can know
You, my dear,
But I want
To rise
Above desires.
I am in
Final frontier
And I want no to
Digress from the path.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise and awake
Awake and write
Write a good poem
O poet
Write again and again
About man about nature
About present about future
You are the only poet
Who is there to know
Human nature human behavior.
Do not be idle
Do not be lazy and inert
Do not oversleep
All they are hindrances
To write a good poem
Remember O poet
Writing a poem is a meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise and go on your own way O men
To establish peace and stability
And to lead a peaceful life
If any doubts have arisen in your hearts
out of ignorance slashed them
With the power of knowledge
Knowing self and trying to know self
Is the best knowledge my dear
Try always to acquire those knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Look Who You Are

Rise and look who you are,
And find yourself where you are.

Tell to the world,
For you only everything is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Rise

Rise and rise
Rise high with goodness
You have knowledge
True knowledge
Rise and rise
High and high
realize self
And go high and high
Keeping company of nobles
Reside in holy places
devote morning and evening
In meditation and
Discharge duties
In accordance with scriptures
Analyzing self know
What is happening
Morning and evening
Your body is governed by
Laws of company and
Those laws are useful
For you only
And with that laws rise
Rise and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Rise Again

O men, being the son of nectar
You have every right to rise
Rise and rise
This is the start of the day
Rise and see
You are at the door of super power
You are being the supreme of all powers
You are eternal, you are immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Rise And Rise, My Dear

Rise and rise and rise, my dear
To rise high and high and high
Is your destiny that has given to you
By your Creator, being the son of the nectar.

I know you are a learned scholar
Death will not come to you and
Will not able to take you and death
Will return back after unsuccessful endeavor.

O my dear men, you are never degraded
Your position is more and more high than the sky
No winter no summer, no wind no rain
Is there to harm you here.

I know you wander here and there
Rising high and high to the Ultimate Truth is your power.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Rise, Rise To Love

Rise and rise and rise
Rising is your destiny.
Rise above all happiness
Rise above all sufferings.
Rise and rise and rise
Rise for doing highest good.
You are the beginning and
You are the end, my dear,
Rise from all beginnings and
Rise from all ends.
Rise rise and rise
Rise to uplift the self
Rise to attain the truth
Rise to love as alien.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise and see
It is your works
You are pure and perfect.
Sleeping is
Not your business,
It is the business
Of the demon.
You are a man, my dear,
You are not to sleep,
You are to rise, awake
And see and work
You are perfect and pure.
You are part and parcel of God
You are God.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise And Set

I am here in India
Where are you not known to me
And I must say America.

America is not I'm sure
Beyond my reach
There in America I can teach.

My lifestyle in India is like
That of America and I'm sure
There is no difference
Between rise and set
And I rise and you set.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Everywhere

Rise everywhere rise
O sun, rise and rise and rise
Not only in the east.

Fight and fight and fight
O son of the soil, fight
Fight heroically
Fight fearlessly
For s just and
Righteous cause fight.

This life is your battlefield
Here only you are facing
The most terrible calamity.

You have the moral power
You have the unwavering firmness
You are adroit, fight
Fight and fight and fight
Even in the face of gravest dangers
Never lost heart, O son
Never flees from battlefield, fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise High

Rise high
and go higher
and higher, my dear.
I wish you
all the good, men.
Stay always
in goodness,
Observe self-control,
Offer charity,
Perform virtuous actions.
Rise high, my dear,
Wish you all the best,
You are in heaven,
And nectar is with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Not To

Rise not to
Crumble down
Rise with
All freeness.

Rise but
Tell not rising
Rise and tell
Not for setting.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise O Man Rise

Rise
O man rise
Rising is nature
Rising is your future
This is the right time
Rise and rise
And with you there is
Righteousness and
Absolute bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Or Fall

Rise and fall,
Rise or fall,
Fear not,
Care not,
Tremble not.
See the sky
On the earth
And march forward.

Time is
Not identical,
Yet, you have to
Go and gaze
The neem tree.
The sun is there
With all substance,
Find your own space there.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Rise Rise

Rise rise rise
Grow grow grow
Rise and grow
Up above the sky
With all beauties
and colors.
Think not you are
alone, think not.
Think, at least
your thought is
there with you,
Think, at least
your love is
there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise To The Platform

Rise to the platform
Rise to the platform of
All good fortune
You are eligible, my dear
On rising from bed
In the morning
Rise my dear and rise
Rising itself is your fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Upwards

Rise upwards, my dear,
Rise upwards.
Rise and detect honey assembly (Radha)
And go above this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise With The Burning Sun

Rise, rise and rise,
Rise with the burning sun,
And live with the moon.
Hear, here I am, here I am,
Just to listen your question.
No reason to disbelieve me.
I am in between the two stars-
The birth and the death- to be achieved.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise Your Weapons

Rise your weapons
To those who are attacking you
O my dear, I know you are
The priest of non-violence.
But truth is that
To save your own life
You have to go on self-defence
And make such counter-attack
To banish the terrorist
From the entire soil.
Live with rising head
O my dear, nothing to fear,
This world is meant for you
Live with love, live with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise, Rise, Rise, O Men

Rise, rise, rise, O men
You are to rise anyhow
From this darkest region
Feel not yourself helpless
O men, rise, rise, rise
And see the new sunrise
Hear the cuckoo's coo coo
And rise, at this time of
Cosmic annihilation and
Remember you are not anyway
Hampered by inferior cycle
Of birth maintenance and destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Rise, Down Rise

Rise
Down rise
Here is
Tamarind tree
Before us.

And tamarind tree
Told history
That was ours.

Cuckoo is here
To listen
Dog is here
To bark.

Let us go there
There is banyan tree
Here is glory
And we told them
Hearing all these
Do not get fury.

Gajanan Mishra
Rising and falling
Are common phenomenon
As you felt here
In presence of all.

It is night
But it is not dark
It is day
But see no light,

Gajanan Mishra
Rising From The Water

Really I am trying
To rise from the water.
Rising from the water
Is necessary, my dear.

Don't run away
And challenge the adversary
I know my dear
You are not an ordinary creature.

You are merciful that I know
I am running towards You
And I see rained flowers on me
And this is the auspicious time.

I am floating in air and in water
I am performing all wonderful acts
And this is under Your order
My dear, for me life is perfect and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Rising High

Rising high
Is there
In my luck.

Expansion is
There only
In my love.

I have my
Own umbrella
In heat and in rain.

It is love and
It is truth wherein
My labor is not in vain.

O my dear, I know
We are herding together.

Gajanan Mishra
Rising Sun

Rising sun is coming
To love me with beautiful heart
Within beyond language.

Do not ask me the way
Love remembers always
And I am not here to
Commit mistake.

Leaving the language
I am going away naked
And you are trying to
catch me fake words.

You are within me
And I am yours
it is true
You are giving me beauty
To share that I am sharing
Everything within.

It is through you
I know what is peace
What is purity
And what is perfection.

You asked what is
Nuclear bomb
I replied hate
My dear you are
Not there with that.

And you are in pleasure
And that is abstract sculpture
That is to take
In life’s culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Risky Life

Life is risky
Risky life is here
Always everywhere.
If you care not
The truth it is
More dangerous for you.
Practice truth
From the very beginning
And avoid risk here.
You must go with
The truth, my dear
No question of accepting
Or not accepting the truth
It is not optional
It is compulsory.
Read my poems
And stay free
Stay happy
Here in this
Material world.

Gajanan Mishra
Risky Thing

Risky thing- humour,
Risky thing- interview.
But I want to go
With both at this time.
I am cautious
About the sound
And the light show.
Life is much bigger,
That I know.
I know, the system
Cannot bind me,
I can cross the system
But before that
I have to cross myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Ritual Gives

Ritual give no fruit
This is not new.

My words are old
Presentation new
That make you
Understand easy.

Ritual give no fruit
Engaged not yourself
To kill valuable time
Use the rhyme.

Gajanan Mishra
Rituals Of Worship

Rituals of worship,
I have forgotten,
Excuse me.
I have forgotten
What I am to do
At this time.
I am sitting,
I am standing,
I am crying,
And crying,
Without knowing
The reasons.

Clothing and flowering
The earth and the sky,
I have forgotten.
I have forgotten
The past and
The present.
I know not what is
Written for the future.
The situation is not
Static as you know,
And I know not
How to adjust.

The air, the fire and
The water all are here
With me dear.
And I have forgotten
How to offer,
When to offer.
What for I am here,
I have forgotten.
Nothing wonder, I realize,
It is all for struggle,
And at every moment
I face a new chapter.
Rivalry Is There

Rivalry is there,
Between the king and the subject.
The king uses his weapons
By pacifying,
By giving money,
By dividing,
And also by giving punishment.
The king always wants
The citizen should enjoy life
But must not interfere.
The conscious citizens
Think they should know every detail,
The day to day business.
One is thorn tree,
Another sandalwood.
Who is/are
On which side,
That I can open the truth.
But not at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
River

Here is the river
And I am searching it
In the map that is
On the wall of my house
That is not there.

I do not know
The mountain is in between
The river and my house
That dressed up geography
And taking me from
Place to place.

I am on my own journey
While the sky is breaking
And I with the night dream
Passing passing and passing
The hard days with
Fire of the mountain
And water of the river.

Where is the river
That I am searching
To driveout troubles
Where I am
Here is the river
Wash your face eyes
Somebody is kind enough
To tell in my house.

I am not in my house
See.
And Where am I
And the sea is here
No river no mountain
Here is the river
If you find again
Inform me please
I am grateful then.
Gajanan Mishra
River And Birds

Rivers and birds
All are here with me.
I flow like the mountains,
I give rains.
Away from my home,
I wrote so many words
With systematic
Pauses and punctuation.
My windows are opened
For so many reasons.
I have not measured
The corners, for
So many reasons.
I have asked the birds
To come on with songs.
I asked the rivers
To dance with the tunes.
I asked myself to
Sit calm and observe
The situation.

Gajanan Mishra
River And Its Story

Let me tell you,
The story of the river,
And the truth.

The river is going on
Without water, not dry, though.

We are always
Nowadays discussing
About the river
And about the water.

How can you say
My dear brother,
That we lack every detail.

But the river is there,
So also the stars
And they are in the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
River And Night

Let me flow
Like the river
At night also
With my words
With power.

Let me appear
Again and again
In life-square
To open the lock
Of the rock.

I search the day,
And the day is
There in my work
Of poetry here.

Gajanan Mishra
River And Ocean

Here is the river,
ends up in the ocean,
But the river never
expresses its happiness.

See, the ocean is also
not unhappy if the monsoon failed
and the river is dry and no water
from the river flows in to the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
River And The Sun

Is there any river
In the sun?
Of course, it is
A matter of research.

But the sun is there
In the river,
Any one can show it
To you, esteemed monarch.

Gajanan Mishra
River And Women  ??? ?? ???? (Odia)

???,
??? ?? ????,
???? ?? ???? ?
??? ???? ?
?????? ????
??? ????? ?

????? ???? ?????
???????? ??????? ?
????????
???? ??????? ?

???, ??? ??
?? ?????
???? ?????
???? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
River Flows

River flows,
Only a wise
Knows within.

Gajanan Mishra
River Is Crossing Its Bamk

The river is crossing its bank,
The sky is coming forward,
And my poem is dazzling as you see
with the new leaves and wind of the spring.

And with this I have not deposited anything
And my balance is zero, as the balance of payment
lost its value before the CCTV placed before.
O my dear, still I love the flower here.

Come, my dear, please come, and let us
go for a walk together throughout the world
Just as a mere creature and see varieties of
incidents that are occurring in our presence.

Let us feel, we are parts of all those who are here,
Let us feel also we are parts of all those who are not here.

Gajanan Mishra
River Is Crossing Its Bank

The river is crossing its bank,
The sky is coming forward,
And my poem is dazzling as you see
with the new leaves and wind of the spring.

And with this I have not deposited anything
And my balance is zero, as the balance of payment
lost its value before the CCTV placed before.
O my dear, still I love the flower here.

Come, my dear, please come, and let us
go for a walk together throughout the world
Just as a mere creature and see varieties of
incidents that are occurring in our presence.

Let us feel, we are parts of all those who are here,
Let us feel also, we are parts of all those who are everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
River Is Here

But no water
Tree is here
No leaf fruit
Flower is here
No scent
Air is here
No purity
Man is here
No humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
River Of Joy

Flowing with the river of joy
I met you here in the beginning
In the middle and also in the end
Of my life O my dear
I am feeling You are moving
In me also in joy
And I am doing nothing
You are doing everything
For me in love
I know You are my infinite
Source of joy O my dear
I am pondering and getting
Joy out of You in me.

Gajanan Mishra
River Of Suffering

We are all here
We are in the river of suffering
We have fallen in this river
And it is due to our own works.

Let us realize the Truth
Let us take shelter at his lotus feet
And He is here to give protection
Let us go back home, back to Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
River River River

What do you mean by river?
Is it only mere water?
Is it flood water or dry river?

River, I know, my life my notion
The lifelines of my civilization.
River goes on long journey towards the sea
I go on long journey through this body towards my Master, Almighty.

My life is the purest life, see, watch, observe
My life is unique, highly developed
Fresh air fresh mind fresh water fresh thought
I am in need to flow smoothly to my Master, Almighty.

Rainy and summer all experienced by the river
O my dear, I experienced my sadness and happiness
And care not and I flow with the time
To receive His grace here.

Eighty four lakhs of Yonis or births I have crossed
And reached so far at this human life's entrance gate
Of my Master and I have listened what He told me
At the outer of my life come on come on I am here I am here
Telling me river at the ocean's outer and in the deep
Deep ocean you may say milk-ocean You are my Master, my dear
Come on come on You are telling me and I am
Flowing with pleasure with the time-river.

Gajanan Mishra
River Without

River without water
And water and water
Where is water
Sea without water
Life without water
And water and water
Not to drink a drop
Not to bath a drop
No to see a drop
That is useful
For the life.

And life you said
Not here in villages
In cities in countries
And life where it is
Not to speak
Not to see
Not to bother
Whether life is yours
Or others
Life is life just
Live and live.

Gajanan Mishra
River Without Water

River without water,
Still I care not
And I wait for the sun
To come and give me
That I am in need here.

Gajanan Mishra
River, River, River
River, river, river.
What does it mean?
Wet or dry- no matter,
But there see the river.

Please sell not
Down the river
Rivers of blood-
Return back to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Are Dry

Rivers are dry
See, in this days of rain
But waves are still dancing
In the sky.

Words and colors
Are not here
But still You are
There and I am Yours.

Fire is there
In Your jungle
But see I am not
Burning a little.

O my dear, listen
I am singing
The song of union
While it is raining.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Are Flowing

Rivers are flowing
From top to bottom.
Like the rivers it is
Everything like corruption
Honesty, falsehood, truthfulness
All are flowing from top levels
To the subordinates.
Keep purity at the top first.
Restraint yourself first
From all evils my dear, then only
Tell others what is good really.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Are Your Veins, My Dear

Rivers are Your veins, my dear
Trees are your hairs
Omnipotent air is Your breath
Passing ages are Your movements.
Your activities are the reactions of
Goodness, passions and ignorance.
Terminations of days and nights
Are Your dresses my dear and
Your intelligence is the supreme
Cause of material creation.
Moon is your mind, the reservoir
Of all changes.
What more I feel, O my dear
horse mule camel and elephants
Are Your nails, fire is Your ego.
Varieties of birds are indications
Of Your masterful artistic sense.
Humanity is Your residence.
Demoniac soldiers are Your prowess.
In such a world I am staying my dear
And I know You are here with me.
I am chanting Your holy name always
See me, my dear, I know, it is
Your world and I am here for the common
Welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Draw Water

Rivers draw water from the sea
Though the clouds and again
Go down to the sea.
Likewise O my dear, my energy
Is borrowed from You and I know
I must return to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Flow

Rivers flow
Towards the sea
Likewise I am
Going towards thee.

My mind has been
Enchanted by extensive hearing
I am very excited by Your colors
And so I am eager to see thee.

I want to see You
In Your own complexion
That is dark blue
I love You I love You.

I want to see Your face
That is like lotus
I want to see Your smile
That is like lilies.

I want to embrace You
For a long time
O my dear, I know
You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Flow And We Are The Wave

Rivers flow
And here we dwell.

Here we dwell
And rivers flow.

This is not the end
What I said.

What I said
Is just the beginning.

I just throw a stone
In to the flowing river.

Rivers flow
And here we dwell.

Rivers flow
And we are the wave.

Gajanan Mishra
Rivers Rushing

Rivers rushing towards ocean
I am going towards You
O my dear, to attain eternal bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Road

Road is not there either to come or to go
Everybody on the road to go.

We challenge the road to go with us
Till the end
And road dare not to accept.

Gajanan Mishra
Road Is Open To Go

I know code of conduct
I know roadshow not good
I know whom to submit replies
I know who is what
This is my world
And road is open to go.

I am on my flight
Though the flight is cancelled
I reach my destination
as you see me
in the morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Road Is There

Road is there
But I am not on the road.
I am there
But no road is there
Still I am going
And you are watching me
Like the fixed star.

Gajanan Mishra
Road Must Be Crossed

Road must be crossed
And you are to cross the road
We are here counting the sands
Of the road in consonance with
Steps taken.

Gajanan Mishra
Road Opened

Open road,
Road opened.
All pink,
All white.
Life and beauty,
Beautiful life.
All for peace,
All for prosperity.
In diversity
Discover own route,

Gajanan Mishra
Road Test

Road test,  
Life road,  
We are our  
Own drivers.  
Nothing to worry,  
But everything is  
There to say sorry.  
It is all tradition  
And we are  
In motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Road To Heaven

The road to heaven is clear,
Green signal is there, see.

Go on, go on, the road itself
Is welcoming you, my dear.
But follow certain principles
And rules of very grammar
That are at the root.

Your fundamental concepts
Be cleared first for the purpose
Of smooth journey, dear.

Which place is not heaven,
The road is asking you and
You are to answer before
Proceeding forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Road, I Find Nowhere

Road, I find nowhere,
I am also not interested
To discover any.

Bird is flying, I see,
I, also, want to fly,
But no sky.

Am I here? I asked,
And here no one,
To answer.

All is good,
But daredevil and
Energy.

I am searching,
But what?

Gajanan Mishra
Roadshow

Roadshow,
Meant to attract
Others, and
It is nothing
But one's ego.

One should
Make reform
Within first,
And do things
Right for
The general people.

At home,
Torture not
By using
Foreign language.
At home
Kill not
Own farmers,
The backbone.
At home,
Respect the true
Persons and saints.

Then only you have right
Togo abroad and
Say something.
First, respect
your own mother,
Use mother-tongue.
Ten only go abroad
And show the things
Right in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Roaming on the forest path
I discovered You, my dear
And I feel very very soft
And sweet this life and
I feel myself great fortunate
I am free I see and in love
I know with You, my dear
Nobody is there to counteract
And nothing to fear in this
Forest that I confirmed when
You opened the pages of life
With Your own presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Roanu - Cyclonic Storm

Roanu - cyclonic storm
Is coming,
Stay alert.
Stay alert to save
All possible eventualities.
Stay alert to
Passionate longings,
Stay alert to desire.
Remember, desire
Is an evil,
Pain and sin.
Un-fulfilment of desire
Leads to anger.
And anger leads to
Jealousy and destruction.
Stay alert to
Cyclonic storm,
Within and outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Roaring Power

It is a mountain
It has roaring power
I know mountain is
Also a living entity
And the volume of the sound
Vibrated in proportion
To the size of the material body
I know also this.

Hear, mountain roars
With gorgeous voice and
uncommon voice and it
Spreads to all directions
Hear, The echo is omnipotent
The echo enlivened us all
I see mountain's multi-incarnations
I know, my dear, You are the mountain.

Gajanan Mishra
Rob

Rob me not, You cannot rob me.
I have nothing, only truth is within.
Try not to rob me, I love you, see me.
Love is the only thing here with me
And if you want to rob me, rob love.
And get the truth that is there in love.
Love is the only thing of this life,
And life is nothing but a compromise with truth.
Truth is the self, love the self and rob it.

Gajanan Mishra
Robert Allen Zimmerman @ Bob Dylon

I know, you have the status of an icon.
I know, your Minnesota, US, where you born is great,
I know, the year 1941 is great.
I know, you taught yourself to play harmonica
Guitar and piano.
I know, your album The Freewheelin,
Blowin' in the wind are great.
I know, you have created history
Being the 1st songwriter to
Win the Literature, Nobel.
I salute you, Mr. Bob,
I salute you for your labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Rock And River

Rock and river
Both are flowing
To the ocean

Ocean and sky
Both are
Ready to fly.

Fly and fly,
We wait to
See you, clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Rock is flying.
Truthfulness is not tested
By anybody
At any time.

Rock is flying.
And it is
In the family
That everything is Permissible with
Full toleration.

Rock is flying.
It is but
Spiraling chains of knowledge
That is within
It is just supporting
In the manner that is hidden.

Gajanan Mishra
Rock Is Soft

Rock is soft,
I discover here,
Soft-rock.

Gajanan Mishra
Rock Life

Rock life,
Life rock.
It is full of
Cracks.

Cracks everywhere,
Everywhere cracks.
Cracks for clarity,
Life divinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Rocks In River

Rocks in river,
River in rocks,
In between the rocks
River flows.

No name,
But no bar to
Give one
By words.

Word by word,
No need to go.
We are all here
To search the shadows.

Gajanan Mishra
Role

Each role has its importance
Play it carefully
As a father as a son as a husband
As a manager as a shop keeper
As a minister as a reader
Bear everything during play
And harmony in diversity
Makes life vibrant
And more colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
Role To Play

Spate has a role to play
No matter positive or negative.
Spate is a spate and spate
Play role in conspiracy.
Praise not war
It is undeserved
Whether external or internal.
Actually nothing is hard
It is our brain that
Think about it and
Time passed on its own.

Gajanan Mishra
Rolling Down

Tears are rolling down
See from my eyes
Air has no sound see
And my ears stop functioning
Everywhere there is light
I am speechless
As no word is here with me
I smell nothing with my nose.

Out of fear
My earth is trembling
Moving round and round
See, O my dear
Out of fear
My sky is urinating
And is in fixed mode
See, O my dear.

I have no word
To describe anything further
I am terrified
And facing so many
Obstacles here
O my dear on my way
I am visiting You
Knowing nothing and nothing
What are You.

Gajanan Mishra
Rolling Stone

Cause and effect,
What is cause and
What is effect,
Ask not,
No answer to get.

Tolerate,
Toleration is
Important here,
O my dear. And it is
You to think
What to do
And when and where.

You are the rolling stone
That is fixed here.

Gajanan Mishra
Romance and passion-
To live and to
Compose poems here
On this changing
Colours of the earth.

Poems pervade all men,
All things equally,
It is we, who are
Writing with the help of
Some lines or language
or colours that are
Also not ours.

Poems vibrate the earth
With everlasting affects.

Gajanan Mishra
Room Within Room

Room within room
No one can imagine
How many rooms are
There within the rooms.
And I know not in
How many rooms I have to go.

Let us forget about understanding,
But something have to be done
This thought is also not there within me.
And at this time the moon
Is going away from the sky.

Each one knows that the sky
Is interlinked with the earth,
Though well known to all
But any one can say- not truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Root And Fruit

Let me allow
To go to my root.
I know, I can never
Remain even, for a
Moment without you.
I know, you are
My root, and also
You are my fruit.
In between fruit and
Root, it is I,
Who wonders with truth.
Truth is my love,
My love is clear,
Nothing to wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Root- And I Know

Root -
And I know
Where it is.

I am going to the root
Follow me if you so like.

If you so like
See me in broad day light.

In broad day light
Everything is happening
See if you have eyes
Hear the sounds of that happening
If you have ears
Feel what is happening
If you have emotion and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Cause - Seed

Root cause - seed
Infinite - moving
And also non-moving.

Knowing existence
Knowing value
Knowing lovability
I left
And you enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Is In Language

Your root is
In your language
Use it always.
Take care your language
By using everywhere
And live
As long as you like.
Language is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Is Memory

Root is memory
Planted deep
Between present
And future.

Separation is
Only the outer-word
Dictionary revealed
For body.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Is There

Root is there
Root is there, my dear
There in You.

I am growing
I am growing, my dear
Growing in You.

You are the first
And the last
That I know.

I am with You
Always here there
You are here and there.

I am Yours
I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Root- Not Traced Out

Roots- not traced out
Fruits- not found
Still then if you wish
O my dear
I can understand
The ultimate cause of
My existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Of All

You are my root of all, my dear
You are my love, my cheer.

You are my Rk, my Yajus, my Sama, my Atharva
You are my Jurisprudence, my puranas
You are my Ramayana my Geeta my Mahabharata
You are my Bible my Quoran and other scriptures.

You are my root of all, my dear
You are my love, all in one and one in all.

You are my right you are my duty
You are my sacrifice you are my form
You are my creation you are my realization
You are my earth my sky my stars and my life
Here and there, my dear
Only for you I am here, I am your love.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Of All Evils

Root of all evils,
Desire is the root of all evils,
If you are to kill someone
Kill the desire, the first
And the foremost enemy.

Kill the desire or
The desire is there to kill you,
It is for desire, you identify
Yourself with this body and you are
Going after worldly pleasure and prosperity.

To attain worldly pleasure and prosperity
You are there to commit sin and you are
In grieve and worry and leads to pathetic story.
O my dear, see only desire is at the root of all history.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Of Impurity

Feeling of mine
Is impurity
Retaining things
Is unreality
And it is fact
I get trapped
By accepting all
These mine
And it is fact
I can not live
Forever with anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Of Sin

Is passion.
O men, I pray
Don't sway by
This passion
And don't go on
perpetrating unseemly
Acts and indulge not
In misanthropic activities.
You are pure and
Fair my dear men
Don't keep blackness
In heart, being
The fruits of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Out

Root out
Your fear,
Your doubt,
Your sadness,
Your worry.
Stand up there,
Where you are.
Depend not
On others
In any matter.
Let the defects
Go on their way.
Excel the beauty,
Beauty of life
Always, everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Root Through Love And Life

Root is there
And we are all
Connected with
That root in truth.

Truth is there
And we are all
Connected with
That truth with love.

Love is there
And we are all
Connected with
That love through life.

Gajanan Mishra
Root- the truth,
Fruits- the truth,
And we all
Live therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Rootless

Aspersion rootless
Also ridiculous.
Truth comes out
Automatically.
Just wait
For a while.

Gajanan Mishra
Rootless Tree

Can not fall.
As tall as sky
Let us go and
Catch and fly.

No contrary statement
But my dear get here
Happy placement.
It is for one's own
Satisfaction one is doing all.

Unable to do anything
See hands useless
Unable to speak sweet words
Life is worthless.

Gajanan Mishra
Roots And Fruits

You are here
I am here
And yet
We are not the same
And we differ.
We differ
In form and
In structure
Though we are
From the same root
And we deliver same fruit
And yet
That differ
From one to anther.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose

Let me give a rose,
Rose is for doing works
more effectively,
Rose is for telling
truth fearlessly,
Rose is for staying
here firmly.

I know you are a rose
And I am with you.
You are so sweet
so persuasive that
I failed to described.

Let me believe you
being my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose And Love

Rose and love.
What do you think
About these two?

All are opened
And symbol of
Creation.

It is life renewed
And I enjoyed
Like you.

Here I smile
It is bright
It is gold.

I like rose
And I love.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose Born With Thorns

Rose born with thorns
Love born with hates
Life born with death.

With rose
With love
With life
We live.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose Flower

Rose flower,
It is softer
That we know.
Thunder-bolt
It is harder
That also we know.
In between the two
We conquer all.
We compare rose
With thunderbolt.
And we find
The hills and
The seas there and
We find life therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose Is Not Soft

Rose is not soft,
If you have any doubt,
You may have a test.

The sky is near and not far,
If you have any doubt,
You may see within there.

Home is not abroad,
If you have any doubt,
Have an enquiry from your
Servant ready to answer
In a language other than yours.

Love is not hate
If you have any doubt
Take help of sweetheart for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose Plant

Store house of beauty,
With its thorny body.
See, this rose plant.
But the rose in its
Sprinkling-nozzle
Gives every colour
Here to all.
It is not the rostrum
That I can tell you
Everything I think.
But stay there
To read me in the early
Light of the sun
Everyday with tea.

Gajanan Mishra
Rose-Life

Rose-life,
Wisdom bloom.
Going timeless
Incarnate divine.

Sweet magic
Is there in face.
It is fire and
Not air there.

Let me hear
My own voice
In silence.

Scan again
The shadow
Of your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Rotten Apple

Keep not anything secret,
It is like rotten apple
That can harm you.

Gajanan Mishra
Rotten Tamarind Seed

Nobody has time
To understand me.
I lay down here
Like rotten
Tamarind seed.
Taking my pension,
Growing fragile,
And I am here.
You would get no more
The colours and taste
That were in me.

My tears are dying
In me, my blood
Getting dry in my body,
The filth that are
Here and there,
Being put together
In me by them.

No sound, no words,
No rhyme, no crowd
No light, no darkness,
Here, no mornings,
No evenings also.
The storms or winds-
No more. So also
I am in all
But I am nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Rough Khata

Rough khata,
Keep it with you,
It is yours.
Please show
That is fair
And final one
To the outside
World and let all
Enjoy the beauty
There in.
Let them get
Light from your
Own darkness
O, night!

Gajanan Mishra
Rough Road

Rough road
I am now on
This rough road
Here I see
So many tigers
Lions and serpents.

My occupation
And my family
Are huge mountains
And I feel much difficult
To approach
Inaccessible woods are here, that are
Infatuation arrogance and pride
And see here frightful stream is sophism.

Gajanan Mishra
Round And Round

Round and round,
See, I move
In love lap.
Nothing is there
Here besides love.
I see in your breath
All the truth,
All in a single smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Routine

At 4 AM I get up,
Wash face, brush teeth,
Take bath, practice Yoga.
At 5.30AM go out for a
Morning walk.
At 6.30 AM I come to my table,
Read and write poetry.
At 8.30 AM again I refresh
With breakfast.
Meet people at 10 AM
Listen to them,
Give advice and try to
Solve their problems.
Lunch-break from 1 to 2 PM,
Again sit on table
And travel in the poetry world.
At 4.30 PM join the family for tea.
At 6 PM again I go out for the evening walk.
At 8 PM sit on the table
At 9 PM have a light dinner
And go to bed.
My simple and completed actions,
Monotonous though, with some
Changes I have to perform
To prove I am alive.
Rest, dear readers,
You to imagine
The living and dying
Gradually herein.

Gajanan Mishra
Row

Father and mother
Brother and sister
Friend and foe
All are in one row.

Differences persists
Round and round
Talks on
No solution
No consensus
It is not known
Who is behind.

Effort relentless
Things not set right
Nothing happened
Birds fled
No use of might
Nothing happened
Worried continued.

Thanks
Time to time
You cautioned me
And I could not
Follow sorry.

Gajanan Mishra
Royal Dresses

All royal dresses are artificial I know
You have to disclosed your real identity
Before Truth and justice
So many pretenders dressed and posed like
Administrators and executive heads and
Their real identity are disclosed when
They are challenged by reality and truth
Corrupt rulers must bow down his head and
Give up royal dress in due course time.

Gajanan Mishra
Rub a match stick
Against a match box
And see the light.
Rub the truth
With love
And see the life.
Life and light
Both are the product of
This eternity.
Go with it, my dear
And know the time
That is in you
That is in me, always
Singing and dancing.

Gajanan Mishra
Rub Your Hands

Rub your hands, dear,
With oil
Before breaking up
The jack-fruit.

Worry not
If the smell of
Onion is still there
After washing out dishes.

Gajanan Mishra
Rubbing Eyes

Rubbing eyes
I asked about the incidents
And the incidents never happened.

Rubbing eyes
I left the place
And the place was not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Rubbing Salt In Wounds

Rubbing salt in wounds of others
And you are saying yourself wise
I am an ordinary man here
I am applying balm in wounds of others
You are telling me fool rightly said
This is Kali Yug, quarrelsome days a head.

Gajanan Mishra
Rubbish,
Not this world.
But we, our thinking,
When we are busy in
Other activities
Besides love and truth.
Don't get perturbed,
If you are in love, my dear.
Continue your efforts
To concentrate on love.
Only love can give you
Emancipation here.
To love is only your work
Where you are to wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Rugudimatir Mircha

Rugudimatir mircha
Sabuna hesi charcha.

Ja ja bali gharu kheduthisi
Aaru gale sari jaesi.

uda barta maipi katha
Nei sunba kane
Han karuthiba haan karuthiba
Man deithiba aane.

Antkura ke aantkuri
ena mate enta
Daibi dela bhetkari
Dekha dekha balu balu
Galana sabhe sari
Sabu tura turi.

Gajanan Mishra
Ruin Life

Life is going to ruin
Only for loss of reason
Only for confusion of memory
Only for delusion
Only for anger
Only for desire
Only for attachment.
But my dear, think not
Love is a kind of attachment.
Love is pure and free from
All evils.
Love all and live
And find the light
Of eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ruined By Love

Ruined by love
Ruined by devotion
Ruined by surrender
Ruined by sweetkiss
Ruined by hugfish.

In the light see the dark
See the sky in the earth.
Stone is disappearing
Blood is transforming
Knowledge is blaming.

Waterless river no use
Lightless sun no use
Airless tornado no use
Skyless earth no use
Earthless sky no use.

Useful everything
With eachother
Corelate cooperate
Cohabitate timely
Simultaneously.

Hate and love
War and peace
Both originate
Both vanish with
Dark and light.

Dark and light
Is in our imagination
No body is there for
Modification.
Life is a relation
In love and
In devotion.
Rule Of Law

Democracy,
Rule of law,
And accountability
Must go side by side.
Who so ever he may be,
Supposed to respect
The people and
The voice of the people.
The lawyers are
The mouth of the people.
The judges are the guide
And the guardian of the people.
The lawyers and judges
Must respect the law first.

Gajanan Mishra
Rule The World

Rule the world
In love.
Rule the world
With love.
Rule the world
By love.
Love, love, love,
Love is there in truth.
Life is the only truth,
Love life in full,
And enjoy it in full.
Life is for you,
You live with trust
And stay far away from envy.

Gajanan Mishra
Ruler - In Democracy

You are the ruler
You are the king
You are the best among men
You poster
You preserve
You rule over the subjects
You make laws for our welfare
You possess more divine power
Than other human beings
You have the divine glory
O king, O my ruler,
It is my good luck
That It is I who elected You
It is I who created you
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Ruler In Power

The law will take
Its own course
The ruler is saying,
Hear and listen.

The common man
Who are there
To elect/select
The ruler, are not
There in the process
Of framing law.

The common men are
Scapegoats of politics.
The ruler in power thinks
Himself above everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Rules

Let us enforce the rules,
Let us uphold the rules,
Let us bend the rules,
As the situation so commands,
for the welfare of general public.

Gajanan Mishra
Rules And Regulations

Rules and regulations
Are necessary for
A discipline life.
Rules say you are
Not doing
Regulations are there
To regulate you.
My rule is nature
My regulator is my poetry
O my dear, you are
Both inside and outside
That I see in my poetry
And I feel you are
Not binding.

Gajanan Mishra
Rules Of Diplomacy

Abide
It is not easy
To try
An ambassador
Look I am
An ambassador
O my dear
You can withdraw me
From here
And no one can
Prevent me
From leaving
If any one
So likes
Persona non grata
He can declares
Any way
You are there
I am here
Your ambassador
Of peace
I have nothing
To say
If any one
Does not like
But lose is his.

Gajanan Mishra
Ruling The Air

We both are ruling the air
And the space at the same time
In the morning in the evening
You know I know everybody knows
Nothing is within our planning
Everything is going and going
On this way and we both are
Ruling the air ruling the space.

Gajanan Mishra
Rumor Has No Leg

And also no hand
It is the works
Of an idle mind
Whom you poets
Say devil's workshop
And I respect you
As I know pen is
Mightier than sword.

Gajanan Mishra
Rumour

Do you know
How many legs
rumour has

It is not a fact
I am quarreling with you
pending no dues
like bad carpenter
quarrels with his tools

If you are good poet
You must recognised me
As I recognised you.
That I know black
Will take no other hue.

Gajanan Mishra
Run Out Of Luck

What is luck
Luck is what we need
What we need is not luck
We all run out
In life's line
What is that line
It is showcase
That is demonstrated
Outside luck
And luck laughed at us.

Gajanan Mishra
Run, Run, Run

Run, run, run,
feel running enjoyable.
But you have nothing to say
about run, where from you are
running and where to reach.

Run, run, run,
Running is life,
But run with one destination
to discover your own self,
to see and observe and learn how run.

I care not run this run,
The winning of medals from you
does not bear any importance,
so long as I am not caught by you.

Gajanan Mishra
Run, Run, Run And Running

Run, run, run,
feel running enjoyable.
But you have nothing to say
about run, where from you are
running and where to reach.

Run, run, run,
Running is life,
But run with one destination
to discover your own self,
to see and observe and learn how run.

I care not run this run,
The winning of medals from you
does not bear any importance,
so long as I am not caught by you.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Commentary

Running commentary -
People's representatives
Socalled ruler
Greedy cruel billioner
And poverty proof of guilty
Wealth is man's worth
Might decided good and bad
Thiefs lead state
Business being fraud
Master of abusive vocabulary
Called scholar
Judiciary corrupt
Cash for votes rules and roots
Shameless allround
You are a common man
You feel shy to do things wrong
You have no place today
You may goaway.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Horse

Running horse is here
You can catch if you like.

You can say what you like
About this running horse.

From where and to where
The horse is running
Known to none.

In the middle
I entered the hall
Hearing a wonderful call.

Who is calling
The running horse
Knows better.

Ask me not, my dear, I am not clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Mountains

Running mountains,
Sleeping clouds,
Moving sky, eating birds,
All on the damaged road.
Intense night,
Broken dreams,
Void whirlwind,
All in flowing water.
Think not about
The river near.
Utter not any word
Before any stone.
Grapes are soured,
See life just a soup-plate.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Of Democracy

People are supreme
And sovereign.
Salute them,
Officials and
Politicians,
Judges and you,
Who engaged in
The service of the people.
Use the language
of the people
Always everywhere.
Meet the people
And hear them,
Talk to them
In their language
And solve their problem.
Do all developmental works
Transparency and freely.
You are for the people,
By the people and
Of the people.
Democracy is running here,
Let it run freely
And smoothly.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Out Of Time

Bridegroom arrived
I am not sure what
Is going to happen
With this death.

Gajanan Mishra
Running Towards

Running towards tomorrow
I stood at the threshold
and unable to uttered word.

Gajanan Mishra
Running With You

I am not able to
Run with you,
I am totally unfit.
I am not running
it is you who is running
And not I.
It is true
I am not here
It is you in
sleep, fear, grief,
conceit.
And it your firmness
That is giving me
my identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Runway

On my own runway
I stood and
This runway is
Made by you.

Neither you can see me
Nor my runway can
Shown to you.

I am on my runway
And you can not say
How it is made
Phalt or concrete
Or in grass or gravel
or dirt or salt.

This is my runway
That you can not denied
As I am passing through it
And going to melt.

Gajanan Mishra
Rupees

Rupees,
Most dangerous things,
Here in our life.
Without rupees
You cannot cross
The door frame.
With rupees
The tiger can be tamed.
We all want rupees
For our day to day
The business of life.
For food, for the water,
For the air, we need rupees,
Rupees is at the root of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Rupees At My Pocket

Rupees at my pocket
Would do so many things,
And not dollars.
I am not fortunate
To convert the dollars
Into Rupees.

Dollars that are
With you,
Not mine.
And I am fortunate
With my Rupees
I know, what is
Yours, that
can never be mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Rural Connect

Rural connect - good
But please speak
The language of the land.

Our village, our development - good,
But please proceed with the language
Used in the village.

Move to panchayat - good,
But use the language all or
Any purposes therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Rush Race

Yes, it is.
Within.
If you have
No feeling.
All my poems
Are nothing.
But nothingness
Has got its value
As your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Rust Eats Iron

Rust eats iron.
Separation from wife
eats husband
Contempt by kith and kins
And serving evil master
Eats body by burning silently
Corroding heart and soul body
from within.
Rust eats iron.

Gajanan Mishra
Saapa aau musa bisayare
tumaku kichhi kahi paribi nahin,
Mu nuhen bhabisyata baktaa.
Kintu mu nischaya kahibi
Kintu kahinki nuhen, kipari
Saapa aau musa dharahale tokeire
Aau mu jane semane kale eka sandhi
Aau saapa musaku anurodh kalaa
Ki nahin. Aau tapare helaa kana?
Mu ae prasanga kahinki kahuchhi
Tume jana, priya tumaku
JKehetu jibara achhi aagaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabda Bahare

Dayakari, bheta mate
Sabda bahare aau
Dekha mu kemiti achhi ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabda O Biswas

Sabda madhyamare
Janmaa biswas,
Sabdaku kara na biswas.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabkarnu Kharab Kam (Kosli)

Sabkarnu kharab kam
karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku chhadi
Deikari samudrakule.

Sabkarnu karab kam
karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku nei nei kari
Daktarnike aame neuchhun
Marbar aaru dhaklok paske.

Sabkarnu karab kam
Karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku neideikari
Takar darkari khaed pithan.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabkarnu Kharab Kam Karuchhun Aame (Kosli)

Sabkarnu kharab kam
karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku chhadi
Deikari samudrakule.

Sabkarnu karab kam
karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku nei nei kari
Daktarnike aame neuchhun
Marbar aaru dhaklok paske.

Sabkarnu karab kam
Karuchhun aame
Aamar chhuanku neideikari
Takar darkari khaed pithan.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Aachhe(Kosli Poem)

Sabu aachhe
E tamar bhitre
Khuji kari paele
janaa padba buarpuo.

Tume purthi aae buaa
Kuti kuti purthi achhe
E tamar bhitre.

Khuja aaru dekha
Kede kede samudar
Aaru aaru kete kana
Taar bhitre aachhe
Tamar lagi.

Tame kenta dakuchha
Pher kahake
Aaru kie asikari
Khujideba kenu
Tumke tume ni khujle.

Muin khujuchhen mate
Dekhuchha ki nain
Khuja tume tumke
Jie jahake paeba aaga
Kaheba karuthila kana
Ni pauthilabele.

English version; -

Everything is here

Everything is within you
If you find these out
You are really the son of your father

You are the world,
Crores of worlds are there
Within you
Search out
The seas
And all others
Are there only for you

Why are you calling others
Who is there to come and
Search you out
If you are not searching yourself

Are you not seeing
How I am searching me
You please search you out
One who find first
Will say what he was doing
While missing.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Achhi Aama Ghare (Odiaa)

Sabu achhi aama ghare,
Rom jiba thik nuhen.
Chala hasal kariba
Britain jiba thik nuhen.

Sarbasaktiman aamaku
Aatma nirbhara kari deichhanti sabu,
Aeta samaya nija bhitaraku jai
Aabishkar kariba nija pratibha.

Aame aamara aau aamthi achhi
Paryapta mati, aakasha, aalua pabana, pani.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Achhi Mothi (Odia)

Sabu achhi mothi ethare
Aau mora kichhi abhav nahin, kintu
Mu anubhav karen sabu asata.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Aloukika (Odia)

Sabu aloukika,
Aloukika, aloukika,
Sabu, sabu, o samaste,
Ethare, aakashare,
Aaluare, andharare,
Pruthibir matiupare.
Aloukika - samaya,
Aloukika - pani,
Aloukika - pabana,
Niaan, tara. Ethare
sabu, samaste aloukika,
Manisha, pakhi, pashu,
Gachha, lata, samudra,
Nai, parbata.
Aame sabu aloukika,
Aame sabu aloukika bhitare.
Aamara niswasa-jibana aloukika,
Aamara bandhutwa aloukika,
Aamara banchiba, badhiba
Aau mariba - aloukika, aloukika.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Baa Je Kounashi Karyare (Odia)

Sabu baa je kounashi karyare
Mate mo bhasha byabahara karibaaku dia,
Ae maatira aaina dwaraa
Mu anumati prapta.

Ae maatire
Anyà bhasha byabahara kara nahin.
Taha aainara birodhare jiba
Aau sadharana lokanka birodhare.

Lokasevare thibaaru
Sabudigaru lokanku
Samman dia.
Loka birodhi kichhi kama
karyakari kara nahin
Tume jie bi hua.

In Odia lipi or Brahmin script;

??? ?? ?? ?????? ?????????
??? ?? ???? ???????? ??????? ???
?? ????? ??? ?????
??? ?????? ??????? ?

?? ?????
??????? ?? ???? ???? ????
???? ???? ??????? ???
?? ?????? ?????? ??????? ??

????????? ??????
????????? ?????
????????? ????
?????????? ????
???????????? ?? ????
???? ??? ?? ??? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Badale

Sabu badale
Aau aame
Jiba ethu
Jane pare jane.

Aamar janma
Bismaya,
Bismaya bi
Aamar mrutyu.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Chhadi (Odia)

Aasantakali pain sabu chhadi
Sakalara ae suryaloka sahita aasa
Aame chahunthiba prema paibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Chhala Chhadi (Odia)

Mu nachuchhi,
nachuchhi barshare, dekha.

Mu gauchhi,
Gauchhi kharare, suna.

Mu darshana karuchhi,
Darshana karuchhi phula, lakhya kara.

Mu chhaduchhi,
Chhaduchhi sabu chhala, manerakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Dweta Bhitare  ???? ?? ??? (Odia)

Aethare
Sabu dweta bhitare.
Jibana aau marana,
Sukha aau dukha,
Avishapa aau aasirbada,
Sabu jibanara
Aau jibana bi
Sabu bhitare.

Poem in Brahmi script;

??? ?????
??? ??? ?????
???? ?? ???,
?????? ?? ????????,
??? ??????,
?? ??? ??
????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Dweta Bhitare (Odia)

Aethare
Sabu dweta bhitare.
Jibana aau marana,
Sukha aau dukha,
Avishapa aau aasirbada,
Sabu jibanara
Aau jibana bi
Sabu bhitare.

Poem in Brahmi script;

???? ?????
???? ?? ????
???? ?? ???,
?????? ?? ????????,
??? ??????,
?? ???? ??
????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Kaadua (Odia)

Sabu kaadua
Mu ethi nahin
Grahan karibaaku.
Mailare aabruta
Mu jadio, my parishkar,
Mo nija aaluare.
Mo haatalekha padha
Tuma bhitare.

In Odia lipi;

???? ??????,
?? ??? ??? ?????
????? ???????? ?
???? ???
?????? ????,
???????? ???
?? ??? ??????? ?
??????? ?? ??? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Lobhaniya (Odia)

Sabu sundar tume ethi,
Tuma upasttiti hin sabu.
Tume sampurnba swatasidhha, priya.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?? ?? ?????? ??? ??, 
?? ????????? ?? ?? ?? ?
???? ??????? ??????????, ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Nia (Odia)

Sabu nia
Jaha chahan
Ruha santushta.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Pruthibi Janantu (Odiaa)

Sabu pruthibi janantu
Mu kichhi nuhen
Mu kehi nuhen.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabu Tumara

Mate dekhaidia path,
Chahen, tuma pakhaku jibaku,
Sata kaha, kana karibaku heba
Kemiti ketebele.
Mu jane, sabu tumara
Ae ghara sameta.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabubele Hankaroutha (Kosli)

sabubele hankaroutha
aaru tiar tha janbarkaje
jenta janbarkatha.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabubele Kabitare(Odia)

Mate sabubele
Padyare, gadyare
Nuhen, rahibaku dia.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabubele Michha (Odia)

Sabubele michha,
Mo strinka avijoga.
Abiswastra-
Mo stri mate kahanti.
Tathapi mu tanka sahita
Diba aau rati.

Mu jane sabu mulyaheena,
jane, samaste andharare.

Tathapi aame abivakta
Aau karuchhun ansagrahana
ethakara ae natakare
Asaranti samayara.

Mo stri hasile
Mate bhaya lage,
Mu anuman kare
Sangharsha, andolana aagare.
Kintu jhuli pare na daudire,
uchhari pare na kichhi sabdare.

Badi bhorre mu apeskhya kare surya
Kintu kari pare na prarthana
Stri thibaru pakhare.

Kana kahiba tume ya upare?
Nutana jibana sailiku nei
Tumara kana kahibara achhi ki?
Mu chahen kebala banchibaku
Bartamanare, kintu dekha, paru ni,
Epariki, mate anumati diaajauni.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabubele Sabuthi (Odia)

Sabubele sabuthi
Aau kichhi nahin kouthi.
Satya sethi nahin,
Kintu seithi achhi.
Aarambha aau sesha
Sei gotie jagare.
Ethi kolahala
Kintu ete nirabata.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabudinaku

Tu kana pindhibure kurta
tate chuinle mara.

kie achhare kouthi
ea gote chora
badaa mara.

ujadi dia podi pakaa
gharabadi jinisapatra
yankara gotia kana
khaiba banchiba rahiba aadhikara.

cou sarkara aasi
kemiti rakhiba rakhu
meteidiaa yaku sabudinaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabudinaku Prema (Odia)

Prema, prema, prema prema, sabudinaku prema
prema ethi, prema sethi, sabudinaku prema
prema jibana, jibana prema prema hin jibana
Jibana hin prema.
eita prema, seita prema, prema prema prema
prema karajau, bin premare aame astabyasta,
prema prema prema prema, tume mora prema
ethare prema, mu sabu debi
sethare prema, tume sabu deba,
Prema chhada kichhi nahin.
Prema prema prema prema.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabuthirar Mul

muin mul
muin parkuti
muin pahil
muin khali muin
muin ena aaru
muin nidar.

muin ni jane bandhan
muin ni mise kaharne
e purthirne
mate jana kana
karbarkatha kana nein.

muin janichhen sat
Janichhen sat kabar bat.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabuthu Kharab Kama (Odia)

Sabuthu kharab kama
Aame karuchhun
Aama chhuaaku
Samudrakulare chhadidei.

Sabuthu kharab kama
Aame karuchhun
Aama chhuaaku daktara
Nikataku na nei
Neuchhun hatyakari
O thaka pakhaku.

Sabuthu kharab kama
Aame karuchhun
Aama chhuaaku darakari
Khadya o bastra na dei.

Gajanan Mishra
Sabuthu Sundar - Jeebana

Sabuthu sundar ae pruthibire ae jeebana, Jianta pranira jatna nia, samastanku Shantire banchibaku dia, prema kara.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred

Sacred sacred
Sacred my life, see.
I am sacred. Each day
Is a sacred day.
In each sacred day
I find You, my dear
I find You here
With me everywhere.
I am in my house
My house is my body
And here I find
Flowers fruits freeze
And not fright of various kinds
are ranged in order, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred And Eternal

I am fortunate to be a poet with words periodical
I am fortunate to write poems sacred and eternal.

I am fortunate to see the world in new look
I am fortunate to be in poetic imagination
With evergreen colors sacred and eternal.

I am fortunate to be a part and parcel of the world
That is yours and only yours
And you are for all sacred and eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred And Sincere

Let me wear a sacred thread,
Let me lead a sacred life,
Being the son of nectar,
Let me realized I am sacred.

I am good and also I am evil,
I am mixture of both too,
I am in knowledge I am in ignorance
I am passionate in common parlance.

I am still and I am moving
I am always here and I am smiling,
I am in the mode of nature
I am undr you and I am sincere.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Geography

Geography is always
Sacred, use it
In creating history
In your own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Object Of Love

It is You
Who is the sacred object of love
O my dear, that I know.

What is right and
What is not, who am I
To tell you here.

Please tell
What you please
And it is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Prostitute

I am not going to say
Who is here or there
And to whom I am going.
If I am going from here
There is a plate
I am watching it clear
'No entry'
In front of my own house.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Space Is

Sacred space is there
Only for you, O my dear men,
Be truthful, be wise.
You are my dear men
Only because you are
Able to find out your mistakes
And you are able to avoid
The mistakes altogether, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Thread

Everybody has a right
To study
To acquired knowledge
To wear sacred thread
Everybody has a right
To know life
To love in light
To undergo purification
Everybody has a right
To sees new light
To seeks spiritual progress
And self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacred Water

Sacred water
Of the River Ganga,
Let me sprinkle
Everywhere, here.
And I want no honor
From anyone here.
I want no pleasure
of the flesh.
Only let me flow
With the water
Of the Ganga.
Only let my mind
Always dwell in
Your love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrifice

Our life is for sacrifice
For the mother
For the mother land, the earth
Rains are produced by
Performance of sacrifice
We all subsist on food grains
And food grains are produced
From rain water and
Water is our life
Not doing sacrifice
Is sin and live in vain.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrifice - My Strength

Sacrifice,
Give me strength
To sacrifice
What are with me.

I know You are present
In sacrifice,
And You are with me
I know from the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrifice (Yajna)

Performance of actions
Without any selfish motive
Only for the welfare of others
Is called sacrifice (Yajna)
O my dear, listen.
If you
Sacrifice all actions
You will have no bondage.

Perform all actions
In the form of sacrifice
O my dear, and get a
Successful life.

Remember, here, we have no
Affinity for actions
And objects
We have to do nothing
For ourselves.

We have relationship
With God only
And God is devoid of actions
And objects.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrifice And Wisdom

Both go side by side
Sacrifice and wisdom.
Both go side by side
Life and style.
You and I are two words
That are there since
Time immemorials.
It is our duty to know
Each other for the sake of
Safety and security in future.
Hell and heaven both,
Both are here with us.
And we are here to stay
With fall and rise for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrifice Is Not To Go In Vain

Sacrifice is not there
To go in vain.
But it is going to
Do its best
In front of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrificial Fire

Who is against whom
That I care not, my dear.
But I care the sacrificial fire.
I know, this fire
Is for public welfare.
And if it is not for good,
Let me devastate it all,
All the arrangements of sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
Sacrificing My Labor

I am sacrificing my labor
I am expressing my love
I am thinking not anything
Besides you and Your works
I know you will come and
Recognize me seeing my devotion
My selflessness my cheerfulness
And my enthusiasm.

Gajanan Mishra
Sad Events

Sad events;

We are searching
Not peace, not happiness,
But standard of life.

Standard of life means;
Earn more money
From foreign markets,
Eat more, waste more.

Standard of life means;
Follow the ever-changing
Fashions in clothes, housing,
And in all other things.

Let us called ourselves progress
By polluting the seas and the atmosphere,
By drinking and indulging ourselves in vices.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume sada
Aagantuka mo pain
Aau deuchha sabu mate
Jaha pakhare tumara.

Gajanan Mishra
Sadness Is

You are in sad,
I received
This message
Sent by you,
My dear poet.
But you know
Sadness is
The absence of love,
Absence of tenderness,
And absence of kindness.
And I know
Nothing can sadden
The poet who is on
The saddle of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Safe Against Attack

Stay in truth,
Be truthful,
Keep your hearts
Righteous and just.
I am sure you are
Safe against attack.
I know if you are
Just and righteous
No need to look here and
There, no need to see if
Anyone is watching you.
If you are clean
In body, mind and speech,
Victory is in your side.

Gajanan Mishra
Safe Haven

Safe haven,
Safe haven for terrorist.
Let us come together
To destroy it.
Terrorists are
The enemy of humanity.
Terrorists are
The messenger of death.
But we are here
To love and to live
We know love is
Not there to die.
Please come forward, dear men,
To spread love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Safest Place

Yes, it is the safest place
For me and for you.
Why should I think about
Those things that are beyond my reach.

Yes I am here with you in peace
And you are there with me in truth,
Beyond this no needs to know further
You are here I am here that's clear, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Safest Place - Poetry

Safest place -
Poetry.
And poetry
has no
the error of
judgment.

Your good self,
I am here
in poetry
always, see.
And I feel
all prosperity.

I feel
no appetite.
My life is
not distressed.
You are there
in the poetry,
I know, dear.
And I know
I have nothing
to fear.

Poetry favor me,
And poetry -
My near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Safety And Security

Safety and security first,
Politics and foisting views later,
Avoid all threatening atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Safety Of Humanity

No more terrorists
Are there in our area,
Prompt and decisive actions
Have smashed them all.
Let us resolved to fight
Terrorism through
Mutual cooperation for
The safety of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Saffron Represents Sacrifice

Saffron represents sacrifice
White- purity and simplicity
Green- creative energy
Within these colors
You can see me
In the way of progress
Through liberty
And fraternity .

Gajanan Mishra
Sahajya Neba (Odia)

Sahajya neba
Heuchhi hariba.
Mo parasta dwara mu
Tumaku jinibaku chahen.

Mu jetebele kahen
Sahajya loda nahin,
Bandhu hisabare tume
Aasuba uchita mate avinandan debaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Saha-Marana

Is my wife
Ready to dies
With me today?

Is my wife agrees
With the view-
Without the husband
The wife is
Like a dead body?

Is my wife
Independent?
Is it true-
Independence means
Miserable life?

What is destiny?
Is there not anyone
To change destiny?
But is it wife with
The destination of the earth?

I know not
Who is where,
But I know my wife
Who is a stone?
And my wife knows
Where she is going.

Gajanan Mishra
Sahasa Kari Nahanti Kehi (Odiaa)

Tumabina banchibi kemiti
Sahasa kari nahanti kehi
Mate sikhaibaku.
Aau mu darakara karuchhi
Tuma prema sabubele ethare
Banchibaku.
Mu jane, tumaku prema kale
Mu banchijibi.
Jinibaku jibana
Darkara satya aau prema.

Gajanan Mishra
Sahya Kara (Odia)

Sahya kara
Jahara nahin nirakara.
Nirabare bahura dosha
Sahya kara.
Patni dosha kale
Kuha na katha.
Pita mata gurujana
Dosha kale dia na danda.
Sahya kara, Sahya kara.
Putra dosha kale
Sidha salakha kahidia.
Sishutie dosha kale
sneha dia aau aau shradha kara.
Sahya kara sahya kara.
Parijana dosha kale
Dia na khadya.
Chakara dosa kale
Dia na gharaku asibaku.
Nije dosha karuchha jadi
Sarana nia prabhu pakhare
Satya o premare.
Manerakha, prithibi kebala
Semananka pain jeumane dosha
Karanti nahin ebam dosha kale
Mani jaaanti.
Sahya kara jahara pratikara nahin
Uttama byabahara dekhai
Bhadrojita Bhabare.

Gajanan Mishra
Sailing With Poem

Sailing with poem is wiser
Hurt is no role to play.
Minus ambition
Minus destination
One can go and
Reach where he likes
And that is sole
The place right.

Gajanan Mishra
Saint

Who is a saint
Saint sees everybody equal
Saint sees everyone as
The revelation of God
The man who is giving the saint blow
The man who is treating the saint
The man who is giving food to the saint
The saint sees all manifestations of God
And who is not a saint
Everybody comes from God and
Going to God and staying at God.

Gajanan Mishra
Saint Tulasidasa

Saint poet Tulasidasa
Rightly said 'Let the filth
Of the sense of mine,
Be burnt.'

I pray, O my dear,
Let my heart gets purified
By total renunciation of affinity
Of an egoistic notion
And sense of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Saint / sage / gurus,
What happened to you.
Surprisingly you are
All living a life of luxury,
With women, wine, wealth.
What to say common people!
Are they your disciple?
I know all the rascals are
Keeping contact with you
For their own personal profits.
You are obstinate, ungrateful,
You are overscrupulous and rude.
Oh, saints, sage, and gurus,
What happened to you! !

Gajanan Mishra
Saintliness Is Good

Saintliness is good,
But never show
Any cowardice.

Gajanan Mishra
Saintly Devotee

Saintly devotee
Who is that
With luminous eyes
Holding treasure
With labor lost
No no they complain
Really no truth
In material opulence.

Gajanan Mishra
Saints And Society

Saints and society
Should go together.
Without the one
No value of the other.
Truth is known
To the saints.
And society would
Destroy if truth
Finds no place there.
Saints know how to
Preserve and protect
The truth in society
And for all these
The saints say what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Saints Feel

happy and sad
In the happiness and
Sadness of others.

I wish
So long as I am here
I may be with
The saints.

Gajanan Mishra
Saitanra Nija Ghare (Odia)

Saitanra nija ghara
Bhitare aame.
Bhagabanankara nija
mandirare aame.
Kintu dekha, ae pabana
Ae dhuka gharaku mandiraku
Bhangi ujadi dhuli
Deuchhi kari.

Gajanan Mishra
Sakal Paele

Sakal paele kana karuchha
Kabita lekhuchen
Dhipahare kana karuchha
Kabita lekhuchen
Raet hele kana karuchha
Kabita lekhuchhen
Tume kabi aae hentahele
Sabu dekhiparsa sabu janiparsa
Tamke juhar bua juhar.

Bhitiria kado parsa tame sabhakari
Kahesa kahiparsa sabhke bhai bhai
Karithisa gharghat aenkari.
Aaichhun paske bua
Tame kabi aae
Aaichun nuakhaira
Sajasaja jugrei
Aaichun tamke mudiamari.

Bhale bhale jau
E aagla bachhar bua
Hasakhusiki auna sabhe sabudhane
Mora balbarta ni thau
Karahir pase
Matimaa ra jae jae hau
tamar Subhakamna Aamrlake aasu
Aasuthau aasuthau.

Gajanan Mishra
Sakala Asilamatre

Sakala asilamatre
Semané baharipadi
Khadya khojibare lagipadanti.
Janichha ae mushamanankara
sakala ketebele hue?
Semané jetebele uthanti.
Semané turanta chinchin kari
lagipadanti tankara
sabu dhwansakamare.

Gajanan Mishra
Sale And Consumption

Sale and consumption is banned
Only spiced liquor in rural areas.
But India made foreign liquor
Is going on in cities areas.
No alcohol can be legally consumed
All over the state. right?
But my dear men, dare not to
Compare my home state
With so many states.
I am free to take liquor as
I am a liquor man, I can take
At my sweet will, I have freedom.
No one has right to declared
My land as dry one. Liquor is my strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt And Lemon

Forming company
Salt and lemon
Came to me
And invited me
To joined therein.

No doubt intention
Not bad
No doubt I'm sad
No doubt at present
For wealth and power
All are mad.

Roaming at bazaar
I became bazaarree not it
Gold silver you offered me
I'm not the person
To go with.

I'm what I'm
Changeless irreducible
I'm original
That's final.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt In The Wound

Already in sorrow,
We are all,
And dear, you have
Put salt in the wound.

Lost all respect,
Lost all faith
On you,
You disregard the people.

We are here
To uproot all
Untruth.
We are here to
Go out and
Drive out all clouds.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt It Is

Salt it is, see, it is in sea,
It is in me, it is in you.
Without salt can you take anything?
It is high time to worth the salt.
Salt is highly prized.
Let us pay all in salt,
if you want to substitute the word salt
then you are free to use salarium.
The word salary is from this
salarium or salt-money.
If you are taking salary, my dear,
be loyal and give its worth to the giver.
Don't be a cheater by not returning
the worth, be not a namak-haram.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt To A Wound

Applying salt to
A wound
How far it is
Practicable
To ask is
Not sound.

Obstinacy is
Our own status
In current times
Our dignity and
Respect is in our
Own hands we should remember.

In disguised
We are doing so many things.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt To Taste

Come on and let us prepare
Black Masoor Dal;

Listen to ingredients-

Black pepper, Chilli,
Lemon, tomato, chopped garlic,
Green chillies chopped finely,
Onion chopped finely,
Boiled black masoor lentil,
Boiled quinoa,

Method;

In a pan, heat oil and saute
garlic and onions till opaque.
Mix all the ingredients and saute
For 2-3 minutes,
Salt to taste,
Remove from heat,
empty in a serving dish,
Garnish with coriander and
Serve warm.

Tell all
How fine the food bytes.

Gajanan Mishra
Salt To Water

Salt to water
I am to you
I am controlling myself
And you are here to help
I am arriving at your door
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Salutation

O my dear
You are my love
You are my sun
You are my moon
You are my wind
You are my fire
You are my water
You are my life
You are my death
You are my father
You are my great grand father
I salute you
Salutation to you
Salutation a thousand time
And again salutation to you
You yourself is there within me
I just bowing to you
Again and again and yet again
And I can not describe you
O my dear I am nothing
Besides you.

Gajanan Mishra
Salute The Unborn

Come and salute,
For the unborn
Has taken birth,
For the establishment
Of the truth,
For the good of all
In the world,
For the happiness
Of the people in general.
And declare, nothing
Is there, besides
The dark and the star.
Give a chance to the bird
To utter words.

Gajanan Mishra
Salute Your Father

Salute your Father,
O my dear, Father is
Your creator and your
Sole well-wisher.

Here is your Father
See in the hearts of all,
O my dear, and in all things
You can see His presence.

Ignore not anybody
Ignore not anything
Time to time your Father
Is coming to check your routine.

Gajanan Mishra
I am under your direction,
See, my dear, and I
surrendered myself to you.
You shoulder the responsibility
and that lead me to salvation.
You are the owner, I am the servant.
I may take leave but you cannot.
It is my ignorance that at times
failed to listen to you and
that put me in trouble.
Let me seek knowledge to get
proper path on which I can walk,
I can get proper words to write
only on you and your matters.

Gajanan Mishra
Salvation-Love

None is there
To save?
Yet I am
Living.
Living here
For you.
You are
Here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Samalochaka

Gata ratire
Bigyan pecha
kahila mate
Samalochaka nahin ta
Jibana nahin.

Aau mu punithare
Aarambha kali jibana
Sakalaru.

Benga radu,
Kakarabakariku
Mora khatir nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Samastanka Pain (Odia)

sinha pari banchiba chala
e pruthibire.
aama nija parichaya pain
byabahara kariba aama bhasha.
bhratutwatara prasar pain
bhala paiba paraspara.
e pruthibi achhi aamapain,
e bhasha achhi aama pain,
ebam aame achhe samastanka pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Samastanka Pain Bhala ??????? ?? - Aakasha

Samastanka pain bhala,
Bhala samastanka pain.

Pruthibi, pabana,
Pani, niaan,
Samaste sathare,
Samaste sethare.

Aakasha pain sabu aau samaste,
Sabu aau samastanka pain aakasha.

In Odia lipi;

???????? ??, ?
?? ??????? ?? ?
?????? ??
???? ??
???? ??????,
?????? ?????? ?
???? ???? ??? ?? ??????,
?? ?? ????????? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Samata Express

Samata superfast
Is not running
As per my wish.
Samata superfast
Is running as per
Its timetable and
I have to catch it
In due time here,
If I desire to go
To the capital city.
I have to book a ticket,
Reserve a berth and
Keep my original and
Authenticated Identity
Proof with me.
I have to abide by
The rules and regulation
Of tours and travels company.
I have to see my comforts
As well as the comforts of
Other passengers here.
I like to go to you, dear
By this samata superfast,
As you are in the capital,
As you are soft and tender
And full of pathos and
As I love you very much,
As I know what is there in me,
All are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Samayara Beapaara    ???   ???   (Odia)

Srusti karibaa aau
Dwansha karibaa heuchhi
Samayara beapaara.
Kehi nahaanti rokibaaku.

Mu nischiota, priya,
Samaya asura nuhen ki
Nuhen Bhagabaana.

Aau ehaa bhitare
Aame khelu,
Ehaa bhitare
Aame prema karu,
Ehaa bhitare aame banchu
Aama rastare.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

??????   ?????? ??
?????   ??????  ?????
?????    ?????
?????   ????????
?????????  ????? ?

??    ??????  ?????
???     ?????
??     ??    ????? ?

??    ???
???    ???,
???    ?????
???    ????,
???    ???
???? ??    ???????? ?
Samayara Prustare (Odia)

Maddhyannaru maddhyaratra
Mu mo padachinha gane
Samayara prustare.

Gajanan Mishra
Same - A Small Ant And

Same - a small ant
And a big elephant.
Same - vilest sinner
And most virtuous saint.

No attachment
No aversion
Life-motion is
Going on.

Difference is
Good conductor and
Bad conductor
Knowledge and
Ignorance.

No hate
No love
Same and same
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Cloud

Same cloud gives water to all
But water in some places are salty
While water of some other places are sweet.

High birth does not matter
Let me say in otherwords again
It is the quality and his
Character of a man that can
Enable him to rise to the
Highest peak.

Gajanan Mishra
Same And Same

Same at the beginning
In the middle
And in the end
Remain in clay
Merge in to clay
Exist in the sky
Go beyond the sky
In season and
And out of season
Same and same
That is love
O my dear
I declare
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Blood

Flows
In our body-
The same blood.
The same word
Makes us fearful.
The same earth
Takes us
Towards it.
The same sky
Embraces us
With love.
The same light,
Gives delight
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Face

Same face everyday
And I have to go nowhere
Where is the place to go tell me.

O my dear, I know
It is my turn to
Fight with air with sky
With water for the light
For the earth.

I am the earth
And I am flowing
In dark
You are the light
Showing me the path.

It is your eyes
Round and round
It is your face
Black white yellow
It is my pillow
And I am with You
I am in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Place Same Situation

Same place same situation
Thinking leads life-emancipation.

Enjoy not, seeing the sorrow of others,
Rather help others if you have a little scope.

Within you, find self-confidence
Just go on with it and say something.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Temprament

I like to accompany you
You are my best friend
We have same temperament
Our conduct is also same
You are the creator
I am also trying to create
Something that is better
I am a poet and you are
Poet's poet and friendship
Is there with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Same To Me

Crying singing
O bird, come down
Let me see
All the time
How you are
Crawling in the sky
And let me say
Good bye
If you are
Really with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Same True

A tiger satisfied
In dense forest
A lion likes a
Dense cave
A swan
A blooming lotus
An eagle
A cremation ground
A gentle man
With other gentleman
And I remain satisfied
Only with you
O my dear do not leave me
I will not stay
For a moment without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Same Water Same Air

If you are a man
See the sky and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Hindu
See the Gita and read it
Everything is there
If you are a Muslim
See the Quran and read it
Everything is there
If you a Christian
See the Bible and read it.
I know what you are thinking
And I dare to say
Your thinking process is not good
It is not for general welfare.
Think over my words
If you are perfect and there.
Are you really know what you are
And I am in doubt whether
You are taking or not
The same water and the same air!

Gajanan Mishra
Same Wave

Same wave,
Same wave falling
And rising.

If you so like
You can express it
From your standpoint.

While expressing
Remember one thing
Truth can never be false.

Avoid those things
That are making you
Weak, remember yourself strong.

What and who am I?
Continue asking yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Samparka Sesha (Odia)  

Gajanan Mishra
Samudra Aasila (Odia)

Samudra aasila aau
Mora pabitra ghare
Bisrunkhala kala.

Gajanan Mishra
Samudra Mate Dake (Odia)

Samudra mate dake,
Kintu mu bhaya karen samudraku.
Samudrakulare mu bulen,
Kintu bulen satarkare.
Samudra garje
Kintu prastuta nuhen sunibaku.
Mu anubhav karen samudrara
Panjharu nijaku mukulaiba kasta.

Gajanan Mishra
Samudrara Aakara

Mu gaibaku chahen,
Gaibaku chahen mu
Jharana sahita.
Mu gaibaku chahen
Mrudumalaya sahita.

Mu jibaku chahen,
Jibaku chahen mu
Jhada sahita
Mapibaku samudrara
Aakara.

Mu gaibaku chahen
Mu jibaku chahen
Aakasha sahita
Udibaku, udibaku..

Gajanan Mishra
Sanctioned Life

Sanctioned life
Enjoy in full
But be careful
Don't be a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Sand Sea And Sky

Sand, sea and sky
Sun, sorrow let them go
Good bye bye.

No reason to
Recall the bird
Throwing anything useless.

We are all
under us
You to play only freely.

Realizing self
We stood
But remained still for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Sandal-Paste

Be in Truth, be in Love
And feel the life-fire
As cool as sandal-paste.

You are tested by life-fire
In this material world
O my dear, be fare, be fair.

This body is nothing but a car
You are moving near and far
Be fair, be in beauty, essence of bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Sandalwood

Sandalwood is
In Malaya hills
Like this
O my dear
You are here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Sandhya Purbaru Taku Jibaku Dia (Odiaa)

Taku jibaku dia, taku jibaku dia.
Nuaa aasha dhari pheribara
Sujoga taku dia.
Taku jibaku dia, taku jibaku dia.
Andharaku nasta kari
Taku jibaku dia aalua aadaku.
Taku jibaku dia, taku jibaku dia.
Prema o satyara jharana dhari
Taku pheri aasibara sujoga dia.
Taku jibaku dia, taku jibaku dia.

Gajanan Mishra
Sangita Darkara (Odia)

Sangita darkar,
Sangitare mu aatmar daka
Sunibaku mana karichhi.

Poshakahina mu rahibaku chhahen
Karana mu sethare
Hrudayara kampana
Sunibaku chhahen.

Suryaloka sethi, mu jane,
Andharaku bhedi aaloka
Sethi ubha hoichhi.

Mo swapna ta sahiba achhi
Mu padhibaku chhahen
Rangin bartalapa,
Swapna taha rakhichhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Santa Claus

Santa Claus,
I know,
It is your time
To come.
But from where
And to where
That I know not.

Children say-
Let us welcome
This white-bearded
Fat old man.
Let us welcome as
He has kept all love
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Santha Pain Subha (Odia)

Santha pain subha
Aau busta pain asubha
Tume ethi, jane priya.

Gajanan Mishra
Sapathapathare (Odia)

Sapathapathare mu
Mo nama, thikana
Aau kamaku nei
Karideichhi sabu ghoshana.
Sapathapathare mu
Kipari bina swarthare
Kou parivistire ete kama
Karichhi karichhi ghoshana.
Aakashare byapti upare bi
Mo sapathapathare karichhi ghoshana.
Mo sapathapathare ullekha karichhi
Aalua, pabana, Aasirbada, taranga,
Aau akhyara mulya aau
Semanankara samparka mo sahita.
Dekha o abagata hua, priya,
Jibanaku anubhaba kara,
Baki sabu tumar..

Gajanan Mishra
Sarakara Aapananka Dwarare

Ganataatra heuchhi
Sarakara aapananka dwarare.
Sarakara heuchhi lokankara
Lokanka dwara, lokanka pain
Linkankara sutrare.
kichhi luchachhapa nahin
sabu kholakholi heba
uchit ethare.
Lokanku janibaku dia
Kana kara jauchhi
tanka sahita ebam
tanka jibana pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Sarbanimnare Santusta Hua ???????????? ???????? ???
(Odia)

Sarbanimnare santusta hua
Indriyanku aayatta rakhi,
Satyaku anubhav kari.

Manerakha, asantosha
Aananda pariba ni dei.

Satyaru duraku jaanaa.
Gyana sahita ja aau
Hasal kara asima aananda.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????????? ??????? ???
???????????? ????? ???
?????? ????? ?? ?? ???

?????, ???????
???? ????? ?? ??? ??

?????? ????? ??? ??
???? ????? ??
?? ???? ?? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sat Dekh (Kosli)

Eaade heu ki seaade  
sat dekhchhu tui, mor dhan,  
Aaru Plato kahela munus helu tui.  
Sate rahebu sabubele munusbalikari.

Sat tor ghar  
Sate raha kathare aaru kame.  
Bhal pa satke  
Jin sat bhitre  
Marbarkaje garab kar  
Sat lagir.

Sat hauchhe  
Janam nahin ki  
Maran nahin tor.  
Sat hauchhe  
Mor bhalpaebarta tui,  
Tui hauchhu sat.

Gajanan Mishra
Sat Khuja

Sat Khuja aaru
raja hebar lagi
man karbarta alga aae
jenta alga suruj debta aaru andhar
jenta alga paen aaru jue
jenta alga aakas aaru maet,
jen raja hesi kahin paeba tarne sukh
kahin paeba santi
aaru jena santi neina sat6 sena naina,
jena naina sat, jiban sena bekar.
Sat khuja aaru nijar akhir thi dhuel nei dia.

Gajanan Mishra
Sat Ta Sukal Ga (Kosli)

Sat ta sukal ga  
Michh ta kala  
Aaru sukh balbarta kahin paeba  
Jadarbhi sukh heba bhaebaha.

Eta ke senta rog bemar  
Ja sui pada nistia  
Kahin ketni kete duriathu  
Jadarbhi nijke nije ghichhi nela  
Jen aade achhe andhar.

Sar ke asat sange nei jutei dia  
Heta nei heipare kebhe  
Ni khae match.

English version

Truth is white  
False is black.  
And what is happiness  
If it is sister-in-law *.

It is like that  
Luxury and diseases  
Go and sleep  
If you drag yourself  
You are in dark.

Don't attach  
Truth with false  
It is not possible  
There is no match.

* Sister-in-law - Wife of younger brother

Gajanan Mishra
Sata Aau Sata Nuhan (Odia)

Mu ethi
Sata.

Mora got bhasha achhi
Sata.

Mora gotie rajya achhi
Sata.

Aaina achhi bhasha byabahara karibaku
Sata.

Kehi bhasha byabahara karubahanti
Sata.

Danda nahin
Sata.

Mu mo parichaya harauchi
Sata.

Mu bhokila
Mu trusita
Sata.

Mu mati chhaduchhi
Peta pain
Sata

Mu tathapi kahuchhi
Mu bada.
Jadio sata nuhan.

Mu mo birudhare
Sunibakui prastuta nuhen.

In odia lipi or Brahmi script;
?? ?? ?? ????
?? ???
?? ?

?? ?? ????? ???,
?? ?

?? ?? ????? ??????,
?? ?

?? ?? ???? ??????? ????????,
?? ?

??????? ? ??? ???,
?? ?

?? ?? ????? ??????,
?? ?

?? ????? ?????, ??
?? ??????
?? ?

?? ?? ????????
??????? ???? ????????

Gajanan Mishra
Sata Jana (Odiaa)

Sata kana jana
Tulanaa kara nija
Pratibimba sahita.
Nija sudhhata dekha
Nija bhaktire.
Hrudayangama kara
Tume tuma putra.
Tume tumara chera
Tume tumara phala.
Samahita hua
Sharira, man, jibana
O aatma sahita.
Khoja nija bhatare
Bruthha pecha kouthi.

Gajanan Mishra
Sata, Mu Jane (Odia)

Sata, Mu jane
Pesadar okila.
Sata, mu jane
Pesadar kabi.
Kintu mu sweekar karuchhi
Satya chaleibare mu biphala.
Kintu mu samayabateere
Dharaideichhi niaan.
Je kehi bi aagaku aasi
Kahi pariba nija bhashare
Hrudayara katha aau
Michha samrataku
Pakaideba tale.

Gajanan Mishra
Satare Mate Jana (Odia)

Satare mate jana,
Kintu kehi bi prastuta nuhen
Ki ichha nahin kahari mate janibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfaction

If satisfaction is with you
Then I can say you are in heaven.

If you are in heaven
Let me say you are in perfection.

If you are perfect nothing to say further.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfaction / Dissatisfaction

Satisfaction and
Dissatisfaction
Forget and
Just go with altruism.

Appointment and
Disappointment
Forget and
Stay here for perfection.

See and observe life
Life is not meant for
Unnecessary engagements
Life is overwhelmed with
Researching Absolute Truth
And it is Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfied, My Dear

Satisfied with, my dear,
Whatsoever you get.
And attain the supreme state of
Actionlessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfy At Heart

Satisfy at heart
And be a perfect man.
But the satisfaction
Has to be searched out
Beyond matter, my dear.
Attain life,
Attain truth,
Through love,
Love of nature,
Eternal love,
Under a strict
Disciplinary vow.
You are to recognise life
And know-how.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfy My Needs

Satisfy my needs,
Only you can do it.

My needs are temporary,
So also my satisfaction.

But you are not temporary,
So also I am.

Your presence is complete
When I am absent.

I can not describe
My needs.

It is you to think
And it is you to decide
How to quench the thirst.
It is you to move first.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfy Not With Status Quo

Satisfy not with status quo,
Want the ball to move,
Quit never, be a change maker.
All the above are applicable
To you, being the winner.
Through joy and heartbreak
Through good times and bad,
We are together, it is
Said by the winner.
Winner of time is the best
And he can only survive
With own strength,
The real man is one
Of you next.

Gajanan Mishra
Satisfy With The Minimum

Satisfy with the minimum
By controlling the senses
And realizing the truth.

Remember discontent
Never bring happiness.

Depart not from the truth,
Go with knowledge and achieve
Unlimited blissful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Byatita  ???? ?????? (Odia)

Satya byatita
Kichhi dekhe nahin.
Tathapi, Mu ae
Pari raijare
Jouthi prakrutare
Prabheda nain kichhi.
Aabega byatita
Aau kichhi pae nahin.
Tathapi, Bastaba jibanaku
Bhala pae mu
Jouthi mu nayaka
Aau nayikaa tume.

In Odia lipi;

???? ??????
???? ??? ????? ?
?????, ??? ??
??? ?????
???? ?????????
??????? ????? ??
???? ???????
?? ???? ??? ????? ?
?????, ??????? ???????
?? ??? ???
????? ???
?? ?????? ?????
?? ?????? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Eka Matra (Odia)

Satya eka matra
Ekamatra janiba bisaya
Ekamatra satya saburi mula
ebam sabuku rakhichhi aayattare.

Satya nastasila nuhen
Sabudinaku satya rahichhi
Satya sabuaade rahicchi
Ebam samastanka sahita rahichhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Ethare Aau

Satya ethare aau,
Puni sttapita karibaku
Kichhi karibara nahin.
Kintu tumaku aagaku
Thelibaku heba satyaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Nahin (Odiaa)

Satya kouthi pau nahin,
Satya tiaari heuthibara
Abiskar karichhi.

Staya heuchhi
Mu tumaku sahya karichhi
Tume satya nuhen
janibi.

Satya kichhi nuhen,
Satya heuchhi-
Michhara bishala
Gahwarare tali
Paka maramati
kariba kama.

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Pain (Odia) For Truth

Odia

Kabita pachhare
Achhi Mu.
Mu achhi ethare
Tumathu tadidebaku
Bhaya.
Mu achhi ethare,
Kebala tuma pain.
Mu achhi ethare,
Kebala prema pain,
Kebala satya pain.

English

I am here
Only for love,
Only for truth.
I am here
Only for you.
I am here
To drive out
Fear from you.

Gajanan Mishra
Satya Sahita Rahi (Odia)  ??  ?? ???

Tumaku kebe bi
Santosa paribi ni kari. sata.

Kintu paribi
Nijaku santosa kari
Satya sahita rahi.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????  ????? ??
?????? ??????? ?? ????, ?? ?
?????? ???????
????? ??????? ???
?? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Satyan Shivan Sudaram

Satyam Shivam Sundaram
Search out within
For common purpose
Bona fide spiritual master
Hear from the authority within
Real import be presented
Progressive life of living entity
Be tolerant and pollution free.

Gajanan Mishra
Saurabha Achhi (Odia)

Saurabha achhi
Ethare ae jibanare.
Jibana sugandhita.
Kabi jane,
Ebam ethipain
Mu kabiku namaskar karen.

Kabi jane bastabikata,
Swapna bhitare bastabik jibana.

Kabi jane
Samayara khyanabhangurata.
Ebam ethipain
Kabi rasta-naksa dekhae
Ebam kahe kemiti pareiba samaya.

Ebam ethipain, Mu namaskar karen,
Kebala kabi pain ae pruthibi swarga.

Gajanan Mishra
Save All, Protect All

Save all,
Protect all, O Lord.
Forgive all,
They are all in purity.
They get themselves
Engaged in virtuous deeds.
Tolerate all, O Lord,
They are but your fragments.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Dialects

How you said I am behind
With my dialects, my language,
And how you are forward
With the language of others.
Am I not in peace
In my own home,
On my own land?
Am I not free in
My language with all here?
I failed to understand
The true meaning of progress.
Is it there in not using
Own language? Is it there
In the killing of mother
And ancestors?
Is it there in the destruction
Of forest, rivers, mountains?
Is my mother tongue uncivilized?
Is my mother not a human being?
Has my mother not given me milk?
How you dare to direct me to
Use another language not belong
To this area?
I want no development, if it is,
Mind it, I prefer my mother,
My motherland and my mother language
And I am sure nectar is there
In all the three.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Dying

Save dying
Save language
Save cultural pattern
Save historical tradition.
Disappearance of anything
Life or language is
The end of everything.
Save dying save dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Earth

Save earth
Save water
Save air.

Or else
Life in despair .

Nature is
On a collision
And difficult
To sustain life.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Earth - Environment

We are committed
To save earth
To save the climate.
One may go out,
Another may come in,
But we are there
As before to safe
Live and properties
To stay in peace
With the environment
Suitable for us.
No one can trap us
With his hook,
We are not fool to mbewilder.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Legacy

If you are not able to see me you are blind.
If you are not able to hear me you are deaf.
If you are not able to follow me you are in dungeon.

Try, try, try
Try again and again
I am here with you to save legacy to make intimacy.

This is only introductory.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Life

Save life
Save world.
Life is beautiful
So also the world.

Serve the creature
O my dear, serve nature.
Be a believer of life
Believe, we are all five.

Air water earth
Sky and light
And when they
Engaged themselves
In fight, you are
There the knight.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Me Save Me

Save me, save me,
My mother is crying,
And I know I can save her,
Only through her language.
All knowledge are there
In mother language, I know.
And I can know everything
By the light of this knowledge

Gajanan Mishra
Save Me,  Save Me

Save me, save me,
O protector of Truth,
I am in distress,
Save me, save me.

Save me, save me,
I lost my consciousness
Of my body here,
Save me, save me.

Save me, save me,
O merciful, I have no other
Word, see here, my dear
See me overpowered with love.

O my dear, rid me of my
Deep-rooted error, my dear
And save me, save me,
I am here with eyes full of tears.

Gajanan Mishra
Save The Girls

Save the girls,
They are your mother.
Give the girls good education,
They are your lighter.
Feed the girls,
They are your future.
Set the girls free,
They are your philosopher.

Gajanan Mishra
Save The Sea

Save the sea
And save yourself.

Sea is everything
For you and also for me.

Here from the sea
We get everything
For our livelihood.

For livelihood
We need clean air
We need fresh water
And chemical-free vegetables.

All are available readily
If environment is clean
If the sea the earth and the sky is clean.

Gajanan Mishra
Save The Truth

Save the truth
Truth is here
to save you.

To save the truth
you are to love
and you are to dream.

Dream is necessary
to proceed upwards
with love.

And love is there
means everything is
there with you.

Think only about success
and it is at your door-steps.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Water

Save water
save wind
Save life.

Life is yours,
Water is for you,
Wind is for you.

You are here,
For you, I am here,
For us, the world smiles.

The world smiles
And we dance,
We love each other.

We are here,
The world is for us, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Your Child

Save your child
And love your child.
Give your child
As much love as you can.
Your love would return
With compound interest.
Save your child from all ills
And save your own future.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Your Future

Child is the father,
Rightly said,
Save the child.
Save the child
From poor nutrition.
Save the child
From hunger and
From lack of education.
Your future is there
In the child,
Save the child
From all danger
And build your
Bright future, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Your Own

Save your own society men
If you can from confusion.
You can save only by
Performing your duty
Sincerely and honestly,
Efficiently and carefully.
You can save only when
You can save a woman from
Impurity with proper knowledge
About one's duty.
Take no step to destroy yourself,
Take steps to light the lamps,
Light is there with you
Just go and switch on.

Gajanan Mishra
Save Yourself

Save yourself
by saving your mother,
by saving your land,
by saving your language.
Save yourself
with the rising of the sun,
with the flowing of the water,
with the blowing of the wind.
Save yourself, my dear,
Only with truth
Only with love
Only with peace.
This world is yours
This life is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Say All Same

What is fortune and
What is misfortune,
And why should I
Worship you?

What is love and
What is the truth,
Why should I go
Especially, to you?

What is dark and
What is light, if you
Say, all the same, if so,
Why should I fight?

Gajanan Mishra
Say Always Okay

Says always okay
And get me.

I am in You
In your satisfaction.

Test life,
Life is testing you
Everyday.

Are you ready to do
Most difficult work
That is here for you?

Are you determine
To over come
All odds.

You are omnipotent.

Gajanan Mishra
Say At Least

Say at least
It's okay.

Stop gathering
Nights and days.

Try not to measure the space.

O, my floating buoy,
I dare not to say a toy.

I have little interest
And every time you
Are putting me in water-test.

Fire is calling me
With loud cry
And I hear not
I am with the children.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Good Morning

Say good morning
To all every time.
I know the sun is
Rising at every moment
And no where it is
Going to set.
It is there as
It was/is.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Never That You Are Doing

Say never that you are doing.
Who are you to do anything?

You are free to do and you are
doing that I agree.

Let me see you in your actions
Let me realized you are here.

You are only here and you are one,
Who am I then in your area. Am I none?

Gajanan Mishra
Say No Straight

Say no straight,
If you so like.
Think life easy
And go on your
Own way.

Everything
Depends on you,
And this is
The only truth.

Life is yours,
Time is yours,
And it is you to
Decide what to
Do and what not.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not

It is mine
Say not
It is yours
Nothing is required
Nothing is to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not About The Future

Say not about the future,
It is getting hotter.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Any More

Say not any more,
By taking action
You should show.
Be true to
your action and go
towards liberation.
Scope is given,
Take the advantage
and declare yourself
as true to independent.
And start journey
from untruth to truth,
From darkness to light,
From death to immortality.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Anything

Say not anything
Saying something means
Showing hypocrisy and egoism.

Have you seen something
And what is that thing
Say not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not It Is Your Body

Say not it is your body,
And say not it is your properties.
Remember, by saying so you are only
Creating your enemies.

Discharge life's real mission, my dear.
And reestablish forgotten relationship
With the truth, and revive true consciousness.
Remember, nothing is yours and
Nothing belongs to you.

Your very body is not yours,
But the body, you can utilize it
To arrive at the truth.
Without the truth, remember,
Your very life and activities are frustrated.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Like

Say not like;
I am not a Brahmin
And hence,
I cannot ride Royal Enfield.
I am uneducated
And hence
I cannot hear the news
Of day to day functioning
Of Government servants
Or my representatives.
I am disabled
And hence
I cannot do anything.
I am a lady
And hence
I cannot enter the temple
Or Mosque or Church or Gurudwara.
I am a poor man
And hence
I cannot give anything
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Nay

Say not nay,
It is but the sky.
No more pain,
How is it that
You gain.
Unsatisfied life,
All futile.
Accept not anything,
Are you crying?
But crying for what?
Process of hearing
And chanting
Are not up to mark.
Yes, give not any remark.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Talaag

Say not Talaag
And destroy not
My life.
My life is not
For destruction
On the whims of
Any other person
Save Allah.

Henceforth, I allow
No one to put me
To any kind of atrocity.
Henceforth, I bear not
Any discrimination
On any ground here.
Henceforth, I want to
Live respectfully in
A progressive society.

I want
Complete equality,
I want
Complete freedom,
Freedom of speech,
Freedom of expression,
Freedom of movement,
Freedom of all kinds
A male member enjoys.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not Two

Say not two,
But say one.
Two means
Dispute,
But one means
Repute.
What you require,
Let me enquire.
I am only for you,
I know you, the truth.
No noise please,
But wait and see.
See what is happening,
Life is just a question.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not What You Dream

Say not what you dream, dear,
No one is your well-wisher, here.
But love all, truth is there
In falsehood also, go on testing.
Test yourself under the open sky,
The sky can tell you what is hidden.
Cry not dear, life is here to smile,
Laugh at death who is so helpless.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Not You Are Doing

Say not please,
You are doing.
If you say so,
I must say,
You are a fool,
You are deluded,
It is your egoism.
You may say
You are performing
Your own duties.
You may say
You know nothing
But you are doing
As directed by the unseen.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Nothing Mine

Let us welcome
Both foe and friend
Let us accept
Both honor and dishonor
Let us bear both
Cold and heat
Let us enjoy
Blame and praise
Let us stay
At home and abroad
At the same time
And say nothing mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Single Word

Say single word
I will say another
That make a sentence
With a special meaning
That indicates love.

I love You
Is suffice the purpose
Of peace and tranquility
In this sphere
My dear, wait and see
It is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Something

Say something about you
O my dear
You can alone say
What are you doing
And where are you living
O my dear
I can feel you
I can call you
By the power of my tear
And I wonder you are here
In air and in water
I can call you father
Mother brother sister
I can read you
In my life from
Chapter to chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Something, That You Want To Say

Say something, my dear
Say, that you want to say.

You are the only person
And you can alone
Describe your divine
Stories divine glories
It is You who alone
Know you, my dear.

Say something, my dear
Say, what you want to say.

I am a mere listener, my dear
And unable to understand you
And is in dark without the power
To see to hear to feel, my dear
It is you who can give me
Strength to stand and to speak.

My dear, let me say
Something that you want to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Them

Say them
They are all
Yours
And you are
There for them.
Show them
Your face,
So that
They can
See themselves.
Your speech and
Your acts are
There for
The benefits
Of all here.
Take them
In to
Confidence
First and
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Say We Are Getting

Say we are getting everything here,
Say violence and arson continued unabated,
Say love and affection bind us together,
Say we are proud to be a creature.

We are not mad, we are not immortal,
And we have not kept with futile wish,
We are going to build a house to
Save ourselves only from rain and the sun.

We are ready to go anywhere, at any time,
With anyone for any purpose.

We are living here, we are exchanging time,
We are not idiot and we are all together
In love, in hate, in smile, in cry,
We are getting all here, getting everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Say What You Like

Say what you like,
Do what you like,
But keep harmony.
Keeping this in mind
I am doing always
Small works
And telling
a few words,
And getting peace
Within, see.
My desire is
not to be a great man,
But the smallest one
Who is free and fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Yes

Say yes and honor others
Give respect and praise but
Stay free from the desire
Of honor respect and praise
If you want to be a good man.

Say yes to non-violence
Inflict no pain on anyone
Through body speech and mind
And stay free from anger greed
Delusion if you want to be a good man.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Yes Always

Say yes always
and be ready to know
Which ought to be known.

Gajanan Mishra
Say Yes Say No

Say yes say no,
But say all
In a peaceful way.

You are
In your vision,
I know.

Nowhere you can
Hide with a smile.

It is faith,
It is the delight.

Time is being created
By the living beings.
And the living beings
Are created by the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Say, What Shall I Do

Say, what shall I do,
What can I do-
My three years
Grand-daughter Aaeshanee
Telling me to solve
The problems that are
Erupting here with
The lives of adults like us.

Gajanan Mishra
Say, Whatever You Like

Say, whatever you like
But remember, here
Only poems you can find.

The white ants
Cannot do anything.
The unknown bird
Throw its wings.
And the sky is
Collecting all airs.

Not a drop of water
You can find
In this month of July.

Let me not say further
About that clean-mountains.
I also cannot express
My feeling about the journey
How the train is running
Behind that white bear.

Excuse me, My dear,
I am not able to take you
As a part of my journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Saying Goes

A woman's advice
leads to unhappy result
Old conservative saying goes.
A woman is a mother
And a mother knows better
The welfare of her child
An eternal and evergreen saying goes.

Gajanan Mishra
Saying No

Saying no to dark night
Hot night rushed.
No body is free here
Nobody is here to
Express view.

Gajanan Mishra
Saying No To Nothing

Saying no to nothing
Is a good thing
To express the self.
And the self is the main issue
Of the entire life-episode.
Remember, life is there
In yes only.
With discernment
Let us develop yes within no.

Gajanan Mishra
Saying So

Everywhere heaven
And saying so
I returned back from
The very issues
Of hunger and
Thirst.

The words are
Not enough
To comply
The demand of
Men.

Men, the most
Fearful and
Notorious.

Still, I talk
All divine,
And I hope
I can unmake it.

I believe not
My own tongue,
My own pen,
My own brain.

I do agree,
I can't change
A man.

But I must say
Where there is a man
There is a heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Saying Something

But for what
Question has
No answer.

And what is
Your intention
That is in
Your publication.

You can express
Yourself freely
Don’t try to
Make tally.

You have full right
But some duties
You have to perform
Let it first confirm.

And what is harmony
It is not honey
If you want to escape
Keep with you sufficient money.

Gajanan Mishra
Scale The Peak

Scale the peak
And hoist your
Life-flag
With a message of
Peace friendship
And collaborative action.

Gajanan Mishra
Scan Yourself

Scan yourself, my dear
I am here to see you
In the light of introspection.

Scan yourself, my dear
I am here to talk to you
About the holistic way of life.

Scan yourself, my dear
I am here to verify
Your name and address and works.

Gajanan Mishra
Scanning

Scan the society by the power of poem
Let the rare disease of humanity go.

One or two line of live poem is enough
And it save the human race from disorders.

Please read read read and read the poem
Be a perfect man of highest order.

Gajanan Mishra
Scarcity Of Truth, Though

Scarcity of truth, though,
One truth is sufficient
To make the atmosphere good.
Desert area, though,
One shower of rain is
Sufficient to cool the air.
I, alone, though,
Sufficient to make you grow.

Gajanan Mishra
Scattered Dreams

Scattered dreams
attacked me.
And I life the place
without seeing.
It is evening
And I am there
with scattered dreams,
that are being written
in sky-plate.

Gajanan Mishra
Scattered Moon

False start
Declared war
Broken house
Scattered moon.

Scattered moon
Broken current
Words not uttered
Silence failed.

Silence failed
Vacated place
Wound eclipse
Theater of rain.

Theater of rain
Reaction started
Earth-body in sky
flied away and scrapped.

Gajanan Mishra
Scavenger

The cosmos is with me
And I am in the cosmos.
There is no body
besides me here.

I am scattered
and you the scavenger
with much silent
to make clear
asking my
name and address
which is not
mine at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Scentless

I'm scentless
I'm educationless.
Only I love you
Only I love you
Only love is
My identity
Only love is fullness
If love is with me
I'm sure
I am not irrelevant
And not useless?

Gajanan Mishra
Sceptic

I know you have no faith
On religious doctrines, O sceptic
But you are bearing a scepter
I know for you there is
Neither this world
Nor the world beyond
Nor any happiness anywhere
And I am sure you will perish.

Gajanan Mishra
Scheduled Time

Scheduled time - over,
Fire emanates from within,
Qualitative actions started.
Nothing is false,
But everything is eternal
And not created.
I destroyed myself,
And all are there awaited.

Gajanan Mishra
School Massacre

Horrific shooting
At school made me
Shocked and
I am deeply saddened.

Gajanan Mishra
Science And Art

Science gives art
And art gives
The thought
That initiate science.

Art of speaking and
Writing is a must
In life and science
Discover life in new mode.

Let us use life rightly
We think it science
Let us enjoy art of life
Taking all rules granted.

Gajanan Mishra
Science And Scripture

Science has no role to play
In my day to day routine life
Like eating sleeping wandering.

Scripture has no role to play
In my love, in my dance and in
My romance with nature at large.

Gajanan Mishra
Science And Stories

Science and stories
Interlinked
To form a beautiful life
Let us enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
Science is clear,
But art is not.
Art is perfect
But science is not.
I am a mixture of
Both science and art.

When I say I am the doer,
I show my false ego.
When I walk on the road,
I say I am here, wrong though.
I object so many things
Unnecessarily, I know.

I am associated with
All creations, all maintenance
And all annihilation.
I am a man, but none,
I am separate and distinct,
But covered and unprotected.

I am the man, your son,
I am the one frightened,
Without any opulence and
Power and devotion, I am
Filled with own sorrows
But I care not what is tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Sciences And Arts

All are here,
All sciences and
All arts.
All and all are
Here and
Nothing remains
To be known.
And everything is
Worth knowing,
Nothing is free.
Nothing is error also
And nothing is there
To be rectified,
But to realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Scientific Learning

Scientific way of learning
You are providing to all
And it is we that are still ignorant.

Because of lack of submissiveness
We are not getting proper favor
And losing our success.

Gajanan Mishra
Scorcher Of Dark

Poets are
Scorcher of dark
They are there
For general welfare.

Poems are being written
On the time-wall
Nothing to conceal
As a beautiful girl.

Poets have deserving hands
Excuse me I have no qualification
To make them friend
Poetic conference still I attend.

I have a curiosity to know
The secret of poem
And the honorable poets
Reveal it to me that I meet.

I find Colorful lights
In the poems
I know the poets are here in me
And never was there a time
When I was not with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Scorpion

This scorpion has
No poison
Grief not
Grief not, my dear
Nothing to grief.

You are the product of love
You are the part and parcel of Truth
No structure of sorrow is there
In this forest of joy, my dear
The whole plan of life is being
Executed smoothly here and I know
You are the architect of all that
Some called it mystery though.

Gajanan Mishra
Scot-Free

No body should go scot-free
This is democracy.
Law will take its own course
This is democracy.
Freedom of speech and expression
Is for all in this democracy.
Freedom of movement for all
In this democracy.

All these are in theory
In practice
Please do not ask anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Scratching Life

Scratching life
With grief, disease,
Shortage, inertness,
Fear commotion is but
Beginning of
Changed situation
That has valued
In self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Scriptures

I like it,  
the scriptures.  
I like it,  
the time and its nature.  
The time is not mine  
but I belong to time.  
The scriptures are  
for me.  
The scriptures are  
changing from  
time to time.  
But my nature-  
it is there  
unchanged.

Gajanan Mishra
Se Banchichhi

Se Banchichhi
tahara niswspraswasathik achhi, dhanyabad prabhu.

Gajanan Mishra
Se Tarata

Delanain kichhi a rati mate
Aau chaligala aasithila joubate.
Rati galaparebi kian se tarata
sethi semiti rahichhi kejani!
Jane mu mora mora jaiparibi
dekhi dekhi mo bata mi aau
kahiparibi tarataku thare achnhuta
jiropawar bulb pari sethi.
Kie kaha katha sune?
Tara kanei rahiba mo kathaku
aau kahiba saante hela sunili
jibe ni mate chhadi ta!
mu galabele kholi jae mo chhapala aau mu
tanka suna ghara badi pain jibaku
mana kare na aau jain
jain hataku kichhi aasena mora.
mu mora semiti padurahe saradina
phatibara thile phate pahada
nai uchhule kula langhe
pabana piti hue munuga gachhare
ethi sethi semiti sabuthi.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea

The sea is calling
Hear with fun
Hear with laugh.

You Yourself a ship
In this sea
And sailing
With certain
Destination.

The destination
Is the sea
And sea is calling.
You are in the sea
You are the sea.

Hear the sea
Sea is calling
With much happiness.
You are the cruise brand
memorable, largest.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea And Life

The sea is in turmoil
Venture not to go in to it.
Be in safer side
and watch.

Watch the life
Life is in the sea
And turmoil.
Enjoy life in it
It is about happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Can the sea
Be filled up with sands?
Can the sun be caught
With enlarging these hands?
Can anyone go to the heaven
By riding a ladder?
Can any one measure the length
And breadth of the earth with his own fingers?
Can anyone count the sands
Of the river?
Likewise let me asked you
Can you read a pure poem and say
This is specifically related to
Time or space or person?

Gajanan Mishra
The sea flows,
The sky flows, but
We are here as before,
For infinite years,
In infinite forms.
My dear, we both are
Lovers here,
Who is supreme
And above whom,
There is none.
We are here and
We remain firm
In truth, in love,
In renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Is Swallowing

Sea is swallowing
Everything every time
I love sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Is Swallowing- I Love The Sea

Sea is swallowing
Everything, every time,
I love the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Lion

I am in water
And I am calm
And gentle.
I am ready to
Work with you
Side by side
My dear men.
Come to me
You are welcome to
My territory men
And take my help
I am here to show you
The things that are
There in this deep sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Of Humanity

Sea of humanity
See, here,
On this tree.
Sea of humanity,
Enjoy my dear,
Only for us.
Let us ask
And get everything.
Let us search
And find everything.
See, the door is
open for us.
Time is here
to enter.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Snail

It is there
Playing alone
In deep sea.
It is there
Enjoying life.
And life-
What the sea
Is telling
To the snail.
It is free,
It is in action,
It is searching
There in the sea
The desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea Water

Sea water ocean is not water
Stream water Ganges water
Is water for all.

Man in rich luster and splendor
Is not man
Man is priceless with blessed depths
And in divine touch is a perfect man.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea With Sea

Sea within sea, see
Cow crow elephant bees
All are within
It is above and it is also below.
I am changing my body
Within the sea,
And sea within sea
All out efforts are being
Made to clear the key.
Sea within sea
And it is great achievement
If you know the exact name
And the place of work
And exact contact of addressee.

Gajanan Mishra
Sea, Sand And The Sky

Sea, sand and the sky
All are here in me.
And I am living
Without any fear.
I sought shelter
And stay in the sky.
My strength is
There in the sea,
And I play with sand.
I am all auspicious,
And I appear in water
In the air and on this earth
To love and for love
And be loved by all.
I present myself
To glorify the truth.
I confirm the light
In all black.
I am the life
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Seal Me

Seal me and seal everywhere
I do not want to move
I do not want to invite sin
I do not want to move.

Movement is life
To move is to go.
I do not want to go
I want to be sealed.
Seal me and seal everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Search And Research

Can you say
Where and which
Is the beginning
And where and which
Is the end? ?

I know
You yourself
Do not know
What you are and
Where you are.

I know
Appearance and
Disappearance and in
That processes the needs
Of perseverance.

Search and research
Yourself, O my dear
Find here your life's bud
In all exhibition at once
Within this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Search And Search

You will find everything
Here in this world
Here in this life.

Search and search
And say what is that
You have got
Not more than five.

O my dear earth and sky
Light and air
And there is water
I salute all life-giver.

Gajanan Mishra
Search For Answer

Search for answer within
Leave no stone unturned
While you are here.

Search within for answer
And go for dreadful action
While you are here.

Search answer within
While doing duties
That is prescribed
And it is obligatory.

If you not in a mood to
Performed be ready to
accept the harm
That would occur.

Gajanan Mishra
Search For Truth

Search for truth.
Where is the truth?
Are you ready to answer
And if you are not
Stating reasons are
Not mandatory.

You are there with the sun
That I know, O poet, and
You are extracting honey
From the lilies with
The full knowledge of
Love and devotion.

Okay, let me search the Truth
Let me search the snake here.

Gajanan Mishra
Search Justice

Search justice
In justice delivery system.
In temple, in mosque,
Search devotion.
In a man
Search humanity.
In the sun
Go on searching light.
In forest
Search peace.
In this body
Search life.
And in life
Go on searching the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I am everywhere below above
Search me out, I am speed I am slow.

I have no desire no attachment
How can you say me
I am violent.

Am I not selfish and enjoying thing
Thinking my own knowing fully well
Nothing is mine here?

I am not here.

Am I prompt you are asking me
And I pray You to remove the
Stumbling block, if any.

My relish is not lacking
How can anybody create any hindrance
I am free to do, what I wish to do.

I am there.

The environment is purified
My feelings and activities are
Helpful for the welfare of all.

Am I not everywhere?

Gajanan Mishra
Search Me Out

Search me out
I am missing.

I am missing
Search me out.

Here is an inclination
For a solitary place.

For a solitary place
I have an inclination.

I love You
I have a dislike for the worldly people.

I have a dislike for the worldly people
I love You, I love You, I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Search Music

Music is being searched
Here, there, in live.
Music is being searched
In stones in clouds
In sands in water
In flavor in color,
Music is being searched
And being searched in You,
O my dear, You are being
The greatest musician here,
In Your talk, in Your walk,
In Your dress, in Your sleep
In Your area, my dear.
And which is not Your area,
And which is not the area of the music
That I failed to understand,
And for this how can I
Make others understand among this crowd.
I am meeting You means
I am meeting the music,
Music is there and also here
To search us my dear readers
To give us life-nectar,
Come near and see with Your eyes
Come near and hear with your ears.

Gajanan Mishra
Search Not

Search not,
Fools are there
to search,
Not knowing
The end
And the means.
How can one find
The real thing?
But avoid not
Anything.
Collect all,
See and discover
What are there,
And know
How they are
And what for
They are here.
And see and
Observe how
Everything is
Taking place,
So nice,
So automatic.

Gajanan Mishra
Search Out

Search out something new here
Something new is here
Just search it out
What is the new tell all.

And it is truth
Truth is truth for all
And it is not ill to anybody
Truth is always hidden and
Also it is bare and open.

Gajanan Mishra
Search Out Time

Search out time
Within the time.

And forget everything.

No need to remember
Who are you my dear.

And live without fear.

To fear is to die,
Fear not and go to kidnap the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Search the swan,
The swan is in your house.
Nine doors are there
and they are all opened.
Caution notice is served
on you for safety,
Take note of it.
The swan is flying,
see, always within
and also outside and
you are there sleeping.
Sleep not, my dear.
Please awake, and watch
and live with confidence.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching A Name

Let us search a name,
And discover everything
There in.
Dare not to say
What is is a name.
Dare to say
What is not in the name.
The sky is not only the sky,
It is the vast space within us
And also that covers outside us.
The name sky is not easy to utter.
Still we are here to
Explain and to understand
What the sky is with its blusness.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Existence

Searching existence
In the ever-changing process
Realizing the truth in
Exclusive blind-races
In the name of obeisance
There are God's graces.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Existence- Outside

I exist,
And you are
Searching my existence.
I am dreaming
And you are
Going away from me.
I am writing
Hot poems
And you are
Sleeping outside.
I am beating
The bush and
You are searching
Your place to take rest.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching For A Space

I can live
Without you,
But you cannot live
Without me.
I am there
In your place,
You are still there
Searching for a space.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching In The Dark

The area is dark
And still I will search
Searching will go on
Within your black eyes
O my dear, let me search
Let me search till I
Find myself within You
Till I merge within You
Till I stay within You
As You.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Meaning

Go on searching the meaning of life,
that is there in your dreams.
Go on living with the dreams
taking risk thinking it as the gift.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Out

No other alternative
But to search out
Your seed of existence
I asked where is it
Is it in intelligence
Is it in prowess
Is it in fragrances
Is it in penances
I have not heard
What you said
I am also not able
To know any more
About your seed.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Relatives

Searching relatives is really very difficult.
And I have taken this work in to my hands
after the earthquake.
The curtains I have discovered belong to none.
True to me all came on their own and unmistakably
hold my hands to save future.
The garlands are there as they were in their places.
Mistakenly I have hold up my legs and ordered march on.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching The Root

Searching the root,
Root of the sky
Where my body lay.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching the truth and
Desire for power and position
Are two different things and
They contradict each other
Like the sun and the dark or shadow,
Like the water and the fire,
Like the sky and the earth,
And person who desire for power
Peace is far from him,
And where there is no peace,
Truth is not there
And where truth is not there,
Life is useless there. Go on searching Truth,
My dear, and throw not dust on your own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching This Boy?

Are You searching this boy?
Lo, here he is.

How is this boy like?
Is this boy an animal?
Is this boy unmanageable?

Control Your anger first
And come to this boy
This boy is waiting
For You only.

The problem lies with You
Admit or not
Shifting responsibility
Is Your habit.

The boy is here
As before
You can not forgo
It is You
Who is going towards
Exit door.

Gajanan Mishra
Searching Truth

Go on searching truth,
Worry not for delay.

Gajanan Mishra
Seas Overflow

Seas overflow,
And winds blow.

Time is ferocious,
And we are here
In a situation,
That is dangerous.

We pray with folded hands,
We keep faith present and
And we start our journey
With sense of responsibility.

We concerned for the future,
We prepare ourselves to go ahead,
We create our own restshed
Within us beyond any limitation.

Gajanan Mishra
Season Flower

Love is not the season-flower,
Love is the medicine for all diseases
That are giving troubles to you
And love is here for ever as it is.
Pluck love-flower from the tree of time,
And use love everywhere for your
Own peace and stability.
When love is there with you
No one dares to defeat you
And all would come to you
To take shelter in busy-routine life.
Life itself is the fruits of love,
And come on with that fruits
And flowers to enlighten all.

Gajanan Mishra
Seated On A Machine

I am seated on a machine
Made of material energy
And I am full of anxiety.
Material sense gratification
With society friendship and love
Compared to a drop of water
Falling on a desert.
o my dear, remember
Full enjoyment of the senses
Can not be obtained
In this material body.

Gajanan Mishra
Secession

No reservation
No seclusion
Everything open
All time season
You can come and
Asked for secession.

I uttered diffraction
You said finical
I am diehard.

No solution
Nothing to do
With mensuration.

Gajanan Mishra
Secluded Life

Not necessary
To attain salvation
The objects, kith and kin
Are there with you
You are to give them
Their proper dues.

Gajanan Mishra
Second God

O poet
You are the most learned
You know the scriptural principles
You can revive the dead
For virtue for learning
You have been declared
To be the very self The lord
The second God.

Gajanan Mishra
Second God - Life Of A Poet

well controlled, well collected
Delighted inwardly
Solitary and contented
True poet- speaks wise
Think wise with calm
Love and truth is
The subject of his teaching
Poet himself dwells in love
Poet receive love
Deliver love
Poet is the creator
And second God.

Gajanan Mishra
Secrecy Be Maintained

Secrecy be maintained
Everywhere in every aspect
Of life.
But for truth
But for love
But for life.
Keep secret,
Keep secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Secret

What is secret
Please tell me
Do not conceal
If I am deserving
In your opinion.

Gajanan Mishra
Secret Garden

Where is it?
It is within,
Discover please.

Gajanan Mishra
Secret Life

What is there
That I wonder.
But I do agree
Life be kept
Secret as you
Are there.
I understand
Life is a rare
Flower and not
Disposable bloom.
Live life for
Your own self
I said to all
And stay in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Secret Of Success

Act for good,
Act for good of self,
Act for good of all,
Act for love,
Act for the sake of the truth,
And fear not
For any loss,
For any disaster.
Take care the forest,
And enable the Tigers
To live therein.
Both sky and the earth
All belong to you
And all are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Secret Silence

Wise wisdom
Victory morality
Lawlessness punishment
I am loyal and here
Only for you
O my dear, look.

Gajanan Mishra
Secrets - I Am Everything

Secrets - I am everything, everybody
Secrets - Live in sacrifice, seek access to heaven
Enjoy the vast world, heaven is within you
You are the whole world.

Secrets - see life with exclusive devotion
Possess divine nature, if you are wise, if you are a great soul
None is hateful here, be in everybody always
Remember, you are the eternal fraction.

Secrets - perform all actions in a disinterested manner
Earn knowledge about yourself, you are unworldly
Know you in full, you are not taking birth, and not dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Secrets Of Yours

No and never
Are not available
In my dictionary.

You can term it
Divine potency.

You can not call me
In the middle.

You can see me
From far distance.

Yes and definitely
I will join
In the race course.

And I found myself
In the secrets of Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Secular

Secular,
No encouragement
No discouragement
Means secular.
Is it?
Neither to accept
Nor to reject
Means secular.
Is it?
No male
No female
Neither masculine
Nor feminine
Means secular.
Is not it?
And you call it secular
As it suits you, my dear,
It is secular as you preach yours
View points and when I am uttering
My words you said it is communal.
Is it not?
Have tolerance in you
And it is secular.
Love all and all and it is secular,
Do all out development works, it is secular,
Have patience and be regular, it is secular,
Live and let live with love and live in truth, it is secular.

Gajanan Mishra
Secularism And Communalism

Is secularism opposite of
Communalism?
I do not know also
What do you mean by
Economic reforms.
I know only agitation.
Agitation for what
That I can not say.
And I can not say
So many things
Such as how and why
Gandhiji is termed as
Mahatma and bapuji.
Who am I
I can not say
I also can not say
Why giving is not giving me
Pleasure and you want to receive.
I am also not able to
Distinguish inner and outer
Space here in this body.
I can say from hearsay
So many things
But you say hearsay has got
No evidentiary values.
I do not know what is what
And when I utter anything
You termed me in some words
That I am unadble to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Secularism Means

Secularism means
Really development
Inclusive growth
Secularism means
Going with humanity.

We are not isolated
Isolated means death
We are not neglected
We are not ignored
Not discriminated against.

We all human beings
Of the world are one and same
We are all secular
We are living here
On this earth with all
Animals all birds all insects.

We are secular
We include all within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Secure Shelter

Where is
The most secure shelter?
I do not want to know,
But I want to know
Where you are and
What you are doing here.

What is true knowledge
And what you poets are
Doing for others.
I want to know
Something about the flowers,
About the ocean, and
Also about the earth,
I myself is the part of
The earth, though.

Is the sky all pervading?
I do not want to enquire,
But I must enquire
In which sky you are at this time,
And what you are doing.

I have inherited all
What I am telling, true.
But you are to see my originality,
That are there in my creativity,
My intention is not to put
Anyone in trouble. right?

Gajanan Mishra
Mind it
What I am stating
Is for security purpose.
Theives are there
And all our belongings
Are being stolen.
Question of recovery
Does not arise.
We could not see
We could not hear
Anything and only
The guard is calling
Through whistle.

Gajanan Mishra
Security And Privacy

Right to privacy
Where is it
When security is
In danger.

Where is security
When there is
No privacy
In one's own land.

Motto- well being
Of all
Go on, in the way of
Right balance.

Gajanan Mishra
Sedition- Ingredients

When you write,
You speak,
You make sign,
Visible representation
Or do some other acts,
You bring or attempt
To bring hatred or
Contempt thereby,
You excite or
Attempted to excite
Disaffection,
And your such acts
Are towards Government,
Government of India
That is established by law;
You are to be punished
With imprisonment for life,
To which fine may be added.

Gajanan Mishra
See - I

See countless
See limitless
See bottomless
See endless
That is I.

Tell if not I
No Hi-fi
No glory
And nothing
His.

Gajanan Mishra
See A Life As Life

Life is life,
See a life as life.
Ignore not,
In life, there is hive.

Save, size may differ,
Please accommodate all,
Nothing is there with them,
But nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
See All

See and see all
Before closing of eyes
Or you become blind.
Hear and hear all
Before you become deaf.
Tell and tell freely
What you think
Before you become dumb.
Go and go, wherever you like
Wait not till you are very weak.
Call the almighty always
Who is everywhere, all times
Both inside and outside
Your body and your mind.

Gajanan Mishra
See All Are Dying

Death is here the only ruler
See all are dying
Every moment every day
If you are calling from sunrise
To sunset a day.

Take the opportunity
And arise and win glory
Conquer the foes
Enjoy the moment
For the time being.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Belief

You see
And believe.
If you have not seen
And you believe
You are great.
And you have
Touched eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Enjoy

See and enjoy my world
My world is my poem
Read and understand my poem
My language
Structure
And usage
Of word.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Excel

See and excel
The beauty
And take cognizance.
Be a ray of
Supreme Truth
Know and teach
The ultimate goal
Of this human life.
O my dear, I know
You differ
From all others.
You may admire
You may follow
You are the dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Feel

See and feel
It is new
Always here.
Again and again
It is new always
See and feel.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Feel Our Hearts

See and feel our hearts
So pure and so new here
With new light and sounds.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Feel The Battle

See and feel the battle
That is with your life
And here you are
In the great ocean
The invincible strength
Of the enemies
O my dear call me
If you want to win this battle
And cross the enemies
I can cross over this ocean
Of enemies
Make friendship with me
Make me your adviser
And be a great fighter.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Listen

You are not to disrupt
Spirit of others.

Without waiting
For others you can
Go where you wish.

Go and find
You are here only
Just alone.

Gajanan Mishra
See And Please Come

1

Please come and hold my hand
I have no strength to walk or stand.

I am not poor and I am not in poverty,
Think not so my dear, so long as
I am reciting your name and fame and
I am writing poem.

I am drinking the life-juice given by you,
I have no other wish but I am very much greedy
to keep you and I am hankering after you.

My thinking process, please test,
is it not bigger than me, my dear?
But my life is so small and short
you cannot rebuke me for any other things
as you know, I have no attachment in anything else.

2

You have taught me
the way of worship.

It is your sweet love;
it is your pious earth
that gave me knowledge.

I am here with your flowers,
Fragrance of which is spreading
in all directions.

I am smiling like you
with the beauty of this world;
I desire to stay with you
so long as you are here with me.
It is my good luck
you are showing me the path to stay.

3

Hearing your flute
I came out from the house
With tears of love
In eyes full.

The air within
Is trembling, see?
And I am alive.

To see you is not
Within my power, dear,
I saw the sky above
In eyes tearful.

The light is here with me,
The colors are focusing
And still I am unable to see.

4

How to sing that I know not,
What to do and when to do, I know not,
though you have taught.

You have given me everything
covering the earth and the sky.
And yet I am not able to
keep them with me.

You have made me emotional
in so many ways here at so many times
and yet I have forgotten from the very start.

It is known to all, starting point is no where
and no one can say what is it going on here,
And still I have decorated my body for you only
and you have received me with regards as nothing wrong.
This blue uncovered sky
is there as it is
given by you at that hours
of beginning, O beginning-less.

I am happy, I have nothing to solicit.
The sky is happy; I have seen
nowhere to go at any time.

Let me express my language of hearts;
Let me delete the absolute that is
so rising within me towards the sky.

I know, no artist is there like you
on this earth that can make a sky so lovely
with nothing. I know how much I am searching
you day and nights here there with the sky.

The sea is trembling and
this state of trembling
made me fear and I sing a song
with care that you can hear there.

Am I the initiator here?
And I am telling about the wave and the sky.
You have declared to stay away from me
But I have seen you and you have provided
me the eyes to sea all scenes.

With his shadow the Neem-tree
is telling the history and
without the shadow the tree is
in love. The truth-bird is there
sitting quiet without body on the shore.
Collecting words in your
field of emotion I stood first.
With my own laugh and own cries
I preceded further in the light
of new moon day.

Life-forest is dense,
Scattered sky is there only,
the rain is going outside
holding my hands and is telling
O poet, come on, to measure the clouds.

Let me free from your kiss-prison first,
Let me get my body uncovered with truth,
let me write a poem in your words-love
Let me stay here a moment more beyond count.

8

How can I say my dream is not in truth?
How can you say I am not here in front of you?
Still I am playing with the fragments of sky,
Still you are talking with me committed to earth.

Come on; come on, my black mole, my white sandal!
It is the time to see each other in the match-final.
It is cold, it is chill, let us come together
with acceptability as per wish of blue eyes.

Teach me, teach me by phases your song, your dance,
Let me give a chance to write in free-verse, to show
my sorrows not in open market but in close door of yours
same nectar- rhythm full of desires beyond the body.

I have done all things here according to your direction
I have written as blessing while taking your dictation.

9

Not I but you
the nectar of this world.
Not I but you
the writer of this world.
Not I but you
the conjunction of this world.

You are the only player here and
all others are ball.
You are the giver, you are the taker
in dark and in light, I hear your call.

The flowers that are there blooming - I know yours,
the stars that are there appearing - I know yours.
I am not confusing at any time it is sure,
I am getting your instructions all times that are pure.

10

Have you seen my greedy eyes in your Kadamba tree?
Within your all-embracing arms I am feeling free.

I have remembered everything but I failed to express myself,
I am wandering in your forest and still I am fearless.

I am reflecting everything in my poems from time to time,
how the water and the fire are playing within the body.

Being the controller of everything you know everybody,
I remembered all arts all cultures while composing poems.

I know the movement of the body and the mind that have
a link with you without any interruption from anywhere.

It is right you are the creator of all happiness and
all sorrows and all universes with good faith and trust.

The fire in my veins are yours that is mystery
I am going on creating you my dear in my own way and you agree.

11

You made me a fool,
and I am here cool.
To satisfy your urge
you addressed me darling.
I want your language
but you merged in me.

Your scented kiss enabled me
to stand up before all and
I am here in return of love
that is universal.
Day and nights, see me
I am laughing and crying
Like a mad and insane
Pick me up showing your deign.

12

In our own circles
we are wandering.
We are wandering
keeping our own
identity in reserved.

We are interdependent,
here at this hour.
Under the stars,
Dictators, ourselves-
we declared.

The stars are
falling down and
it is no wonder, but
we are dear to each other.

13

Love the self first
and then only say
I love you and then
you may say
I love the world.
Who are you to love the world?
Is the world is hankering
after your love?
But if love is not there in you,
obody is there to love you.

And without love
you are deprived the blessing
of Almighty, and you are far from
peace and stability within, see.

14

It is magic
It is vanity
It is life.

And it is yours,
and I am yours,
and you are here
within me.

Vanity Fair
is not mine
I know.

And still, O magician,
you have kept
the truth in tact
and I am going to that.

15

Go there in normal way or in
opposite way that does not matter,
O my dear, but going is a pious one
and that takes you from you to you.

While going face the spring, face the summer,
face the rain and also the winter,
and for this I have opened all doors
and all windows that are there here.

It is your dream that is taking you
with so much love that is beyond imagination,
And the plus and minuses are here with a difference
but no one is taking care to sum up all.

Seeing you I have forgotten all my thirst and hunger,
O my dear, see now, I am drunk; I am not within my control.

16

How to compose poems
that I know not, my dear
I know not how to live.
Words, sentences and their
uses are not being
properly made by me.

I fear your silence gestures,
I fear your shapeless appearance,
I fear your backward motion.
The colors, the sounds, that are in me
is yours my dear, and I am using all these
only to please you.

Please come and listen, and allow me to make you listen,
O my dear, listen, truth is being told by me.

17

Since you are not forgetting me,
how can I dare to forget you?
Since you are here in front of me,
how can I go anywhere keeping aside you?

Keeping aside you, I made a blunder, my dear,
keeping aside you, I am far from water,
and you are there within me and
I am there within you, how wonder!
No and nothing I want to know besides you,
And I know what not you are here and also there,
You are my kiss itself, you are my scent,
You are my morning light, you are also the night,
In the same parameters of life-fight, I am here,
See, in your smile and also in your tears.

18

Though I know there is no end
I am going to find the end
and the end is covering me with
its blue eyes, scented and colorful.

See me I am wonderful, see me I am not here,
And you said, my dear, coming to me, O,
You are at the end, you are the end coming to
start afresh and I am wandering here there,
To fulfill my end in this play of
presence and absence that is going on within all.

I find no end in the beginning, see,
It is beyond my knowledge, and I started again,
painful though, since I have greed I quit not,
And I said my dear, let it go on its own way.

19

Is it easy to stay united
Please tell, my dear, please tell,
without devotion, without attachment,
without surrendering the self?

I love the air and the air is there,
I love the sky and I desire to fly,
it is fire that is burning within me,
and you are the fire that I know there.

You are calling me to go there,
please clarify, are you not there?
You are staging this drama and you
placed yourself in the position of
the hero and the director, producer as well,
with your own expenses. Who am I?

20

No new poem I find here,
the poems that are here
really lack newness
that I am searching for.

Where is that love
I am searching for
here there as a wanderer
within these doubts and distrust.

No emotion is there, and also
No surrender, my dear,
No one knows how to bow down
and the sweetness therein.

Please come, give a lesson again,
Let them know the truth-fortune fore run.

21

See me, I am burning
in the oven of love-life,
I cannot allow anybody
to say it, oven of lust.

Yes, time is running fast
But here it is time,
available in plenty for love
Let us enjoy love-life here.

Are you not watching
the smile of flowers
always here, there and
everywhere you stay?
The sky is watching you,  
remember, dear guy.

22

Shop love today itself,  
No bargain, no rate,  
Love, you can get, it tells  
only through love.

Come, you are welcome,  
See and feel the blooming of  
flowers within you, dear,  
See the dream near.

Being a poet, let me enlighten  
the environment that is lovely  
and beautiful all around,  
and truth therein that I found.

You are sketching the sky I know  
with all sweetness of this life-flower.

23

You are here to light the lamp, I know  
and to show me the dream of the earth  
you are here that I know and you are seeing  
in your eyelid-less eyes all activities of all.

How grateful am I, I cannot express here,  
I cannot express as because I am still taking  
everything from you here and you are giving me  
everything in time feeling my want yourself.

Here the nectar is flowing in these words  
that have a touch of yours and that are again  
touching you and coming to this area, this earth  
to all creatures and to all people including trees  
and mountains and oceans and air and sky and stars.

And I must give you thanks for your light and encouragement to fight.
See me, dear; I am in emptiness and going towards wholeness. Wholeness is there in my life, but I failed to find it without your grace, and for this, see I am worshiping you, knowing fully well that you are within me.

Life is a medium, life is a media and you are the controller of life. Still I am living here and remembering you at every moment of respiration, you are telling me in whisper to stay calm and I am in obedience to you going here and there without any discrimination.

The unseen is here, see, the untouchable is here, touch, the voiceless is here, hear him, and come, my dear, feel his presence within.

With so many colors he is taking utmost care this earth where you are with mystic fever he is here, wonder, I am with you in this heaven-garden.

Telling you all that are near you I am presenting before you infinity, I see nobody destitute here with his presence, Thing is it is a matter of faith.

I am with him and he is with me He is with me and I am with him.
The river is crossing its bank,
the sky is coming forward,
and my poem is dazzling as you see
with the new leaves and wind of the spring.

And with this I have not deposited anything
and my balance is zero, as the balance of payment
lost its value before the CCTV placed before.
O my dear, still I love the flower here.

Come, my dear, please come, and let us
go for a walk together throughout the world
just as a mere creature and see varieties of
incidents that are occurring in our presence.

Let us feel, we are parts of all those who are here,
Let us feel also, we are parts of all those who are everywhere.

27

For the world,
for the welfare of the world,
I am writing all these.
I think the life
and the world is the whole truth.

Poet is he who knows what truth is,
you are the best poet of this world,
and you have created it with care.

I know your heart is as big as the sky
and it is you who created this sky,
and under which I am playing as per my wish.

There on the body of the sky I am
feeling my pulse and on this world
I am telling, yes I am alive.

28

Coming to me you may say
Writing is a personal business,
But let me say, think twice, my dear,
Nothing is personal, admit and declare.

Since everything is interrelated
no one can claims this or that
is his own and he is here to keep
everything secret and he can do
whatever and whenever he likes.

It is true to say pieces of
stones are there in flowers,
and flowers are blooming
on the dry stone at the top
of the mountains facing the sky.

29

No one is calling me today
and I went hearing the call.
The call is sent by the sky
through air and I am fired.

This time also I am hopeful
that the bees would come with honey.
With the honey I can sing openly
and the flowers would co-operate me.

Rain arrived late though to the fields,
and the farmers are there to make merry
Forgetting their money they have deposited
as crops insurance and security bonds.

But it is flood, come and see,
Come and if you so like, service be rendered.

30

Light is your simplicity and
your purity.
This light shows you
the path towards
truth, love.

Fear the truth, fear the light,
fear the love, but keep them
within you. Mind it,
Only this fear, only this action
can enable you to win.

Don't bow down your head
before anyone else except the truth.
Don't go with anyone else
except with love.

31

We are going,
The sun is not coming.
In fact, we are nameless,
We are calling east, west.

We to choose what to do,
We are to select the path of light.
Though nothing is there as called
Here or there in our own life.

It is the formation of nature,
It is the inter mixture temperature,
And you are the book-keeper,
I am the knowledge-center

You are the deviate,
And I am the silent spectator.

32

With your spectacles you can see me,
but if you are a jaundice patient,
what shall I do? I am not the doctor
to make your vision clear, my dear.

With your hands you can hold anything,
but if you do not want to raise your hands
what shall I do? I am not the commander-in-chief
to force you by giving punishment here.

My happiness is in my hands that I know very well
but I am not utilizing fully my freedom due to my
habit to obey the orders of outsider.
And it is in this way I am dependent fully though
I have got independence and it is disgrace
I know very well and I am helpless in me.
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For the world,
For the welfare of the world,
I am writing all these.
I think the life
And the world is the whole truth.

Poet is he, who knows what truth is,
You are the best poet of this world,
And you have created it with care.

I know your heart is as big as the sky
And it is you, who created this sky,
And under which I am playing as per my wish.

There on the body of the sky I am
Feeling my pulse and on this world
I am telling, yes I am alive

34

How many sun and how many moon are
there that I cannot say my dear,
ask me not about all those questions,
they are not under my jurisdiction.

I can say how I am revolving me here
within my circle with my hands and feet
and busy in filling my belly and telling you
good morning without any return or expectation.

I cannot say why the smoke is coming out
from that steel plant of my town and how
the flower is blooming in this rainy days
and my grand daughter is crying to go to school.

I know, you are not able to say anything
in these days and yet I am welcoming you to say.

35

How much I am yours a great point to note,
telling something to please one at the instant
has no role to play in the wider connotation,
as coloring the sky has no value at dark night.

But at deep dark and middle of night everything
is started changing and we mark it after sleep,
Sleep is nothing but a death, forgetfulness is
nothing but preparing for a new life in the morning.

We are acrobats and we know how to go through the air
and we know all lights are here for us, we also know
the 'parrots in full flight' as said Paz defy movement
and language and we are forgetting we are for ours.

Time is here to learn and we are running with time,
Words have so much value and that is not a thing to imagine.
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To say something about a matter
is trying to destroy it.
Let us try not to be a
part of any destruction, dear.

To read is to enhance the energy
and to go ahead of the self,
but going ahead is not advisable
as something may be missed.

To wake and to rise is good
but for what? If you are not able to know!
I cannot say whether you are
living or not.

To live, writing is necessary,
to write, reading is necessary.

37

Good news;
Man is missing.

And who is missing
if you are not able to answer
really a bad news.

Come and see and
say something about you.

Say not how the queen is
there and calling you.
Say not what is the trouble
faced by the prince.

Say who you are
And what is your duty,
at this time.

38

Fire is everywhere,
See, feel and say, fire,
I love it.
Without fire
it is impossible to live.
Fire, fire,
Let me declared,
it is all legal;
Fire is the same
with the poor
and with the rich.
Go not before fire.
Come here and touch the fire,
and be fired.
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Who said?
Life is to enjoy.
One enjoy means
Another suffer, means
Violence is there.

Let me come here and say
No violence
No enjoyment.

You try to enjoy means
You inflict suffering on others
That is not sanctioned
Your nature is oppressive
And it is painful
It is violence.

40

Be brave and have courage,
With you my dear and face life.

Life has no color,
Life is tasteless,
Life is above all,
All happiness and all sorrow.

Living let me say ideal living
Needs some practice? Come here
And see.
Let me not pleased
In favorable and
Displeased in unfavorable
Here or there.

Remember friends, you are men.

41

Doctors are charging fees
without giving
proper treatment.

Milkmen mix water
in milk and charging
the cost of pure milk.

Ministers and officers are
enjoying life and getting pleasures
without caring the common mass.

Laborers want to get full wages
without performing their duty
honestly and sincerely.

Let me say all are in falsehood
and robbed common men.

42

It is dark under the lamp
and you have to bear it, my dear.
It is the nail with the rose
and you have to tolerate it, my dear.
Poison precedes the nectar
and you have to drink it, my dear.
And discover perfect combination of
wife and husband, son and father,
nose and face, and also east and west.
Remember, to renounce if you have a body,
Remember, to give something to the teacher,
Remember, to place a good service-holder.
And drive not out and kill not the helpless men
taking shelter even though enemies they are.

43

Inferiority complex is there
with all in one way or the other.
I am superior, you are inferior,
the cow is superior, the dog is inferior,
the pigeon is superior, and the crow is inferior.

Forget my dear, about superiority and inferiority
And remember, who you are, what is your role
during this period, to change the atmosphere.
Keeping purity should be the motto and not success,
Success is anything but a highlight of past actions.

Controlling your own mind you should go forward
It is your simplicity and uprightness that can
taken you to super most position at the earliest
and I am waiting here only for that.
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If you are the son
See your father,
If you are the wife
See your husband,
If you are the leader
See your voters.
Take care yourself
and avoid death.
Being a man you are to
keep with you love
and compassion
being a man you are to
stay with the truth.
Everything is well and good.

45

It is shame
if we are not using
our own language.
It is shame
if we are not giving
respect to our own mother.
It is shame
if we are not taking care
of our mother-earth.
All other things we are doing
besides the above are fruitless.
We must face death,
and no one on this earth is there
to save from the tragedy we are to face.

46

Coming to you
I said; see me,
how virtuous I am.
I am performing everything
selflessly for the good of you.

For the good of you
I am here, see me,
I am here, to burn the fire,
I am here, to throw the air,
I am here, to win the righteous war.

Yes, I have a desire and
it is not sin, see me,
my desire is to stay attached
with you for all days.
My body is my enemy
And I am waging war against it
Here at every moment.

My body is always trying to
Overpower me by heedlessness
And indolence but I abstain.

I am satisfied with whatever
I get but my body has certain
Desire that I am trying to forget.

My intellect remains unattached
To my body though it is in the body
And I am study the incidents, things and persons.

I want to know the reality between us,
Here at this time no reason thus.

48

It is I
And here I am
I am going to meet an end.
End is nothing but a
Starting a beginning afresh.

And I am starting my career
Anew, see, with you and you are
There with nothingness,
Welcoming me, come on,
I am here with everything.

I am going to meet an end
And end is we are all one.
All my knowledge and my devotion
Is for you, and I am here to achieve this end.

49

You are writing poetry and
being the head in giving light to the society,
please say whether
you endowed with a pure intellect,
firmly restraining the senses,
casting aside attraction and aversion?
Are you dwelling in solitude?
Are you controlling your speech body and mind?
Are you resorting to dispassion?
Have you abandoned egoism, violence, arrogance,
desire, anger, covetousness?
Are you tranquil in mind?
Ponder yourself and say whether you are
the right person qualified to write and give light?

***

Gajanan Mishra
See And Use It

See and use it.
Use the time properly.
Time is your life,
Your life is
Within the periphery.

Try, try to go
Outside time
By crossing
The border line.

Touch the eternity
Being the fruits
There of.

See yourself
And love.

Gajanan Mishra
See Every Living Entity

See every living entity
O my dear, see every one
Equally without enmity
Without intimacy
Be grave and execute
eternal activities
And offer the results
To the Supreme Personality.

Gajanan Mishra
See Everybody

See everybody
See everything
With veneration
And respect and
Be purified
As you know
All is God
God is in all.

Gajanan Mishra
See Everything

See everything.
I know, You can see
Everything by Your
Power of mystic vision.

Do everything.
You are here for doing
Everything for the welfare of others
As You are spiritually powerful.

You are the only person
Who is capable to keep
The eternal time under control
And I know You are beyond time.

By Your grace, O my dear,
I can stay here in peace
In this turmoil time
Please, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
See Everything With Me, My Dear

See everything with me, my dear,
See everything with me.

I am here means
Everything is here.

I am not here means
Everything is not here
I am not telling like that.

I am the origin, a fact,
I am an efficient cause
Of this world, a fact.

But I am not everything of this world,
My realization is there is everything
You can find with me and I am nothing,
This is what I am going to tell, and telling.

Gajanan Mishra
See Everything Pure

See everything pure
I am sure, you would
not loss anything anymore.
Feel everybody yours
I am sure, you would
be there with all everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
See Here In This Stream

See here in this stream
Your face, your dream.
See how you are going
And what you are doing.
Your inside is clean
And I find you on the
Sweet honey beam with
All life's cream.

Gajanan Mishra
See I Am An

See, I am an ordinary man
But I see what I want
You have given me without hesitation.

It is Your greatness
You have given me the opportunity
To fulfill my ambition.

I know You are full in everything
I know You are unlimited and the original cause
You are beyond the reach and transcendental to external realizations.

Gajanan Mishra
See I Am Here

See
I am here
Only for you
And you are
Asking who who.

See
I am your love
In this form
And you transformed
In to norm.

See
I am cool with you
And you turning hot
And I love you
Love is must.

See
And see with love
Seeing is life
And life is
Nought noose
And not bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
See I Am Mad

See, I am mad
With ecstasy here
As You are in all.
I closed my eyes
And began to sing
I closed my eyes
And began to write
Forgetting words
Forgetting everything.
I respond to everybody
By imitating their singing
Their chattering their calling
Cooing humming dancing laughing
Rumbling roaring and mocking.

Gajanan Mishra
See I Can Imagine

See, I can imagine,
I can dream.
See, I can walk,
I can show myself
I am here.
Here is my flesh,
Here is my bone,
I am telling everything
In my own tone.
I know I have to
Pursue my own self.
I know I am there
With this and with that.

Gajanan Mishra
See Life In All Purity

Let us see life
In all purity
In all goodness,
Let us discover
Life with love.

Life is unique,
Life is supreme.
Let us experience
Life in our
Day to day living.

Life is light,
It is pleasant.
Let us see life
In all darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
See Love

See love
See love on the spiritual platform
And not on this material world.

Care not
Care not about honor dishonor
Enjoy life and wander the earth like a child.

Worry not
Worry not about family life
Home children reputation have no role here in love.

Gajanan Mishra
See Magic

See magic
In life.
See life
In magic.
Life itself
Is the magic.
This world
Is the storehouse
Of magic.
Magic, magic,
Life magic,
Enjoy it,
My dear, here,
Keeping mind clear.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me

See me
Understand me.

Everybody want
So I come.

I come and
Appear with my poem.

Read my poem
And see me
Understand me.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me - As I Am

See me - as I am
I am transforming myself
Understand me - as I am
I am offering myself.

Nothing can be seen
Directly or indirectly
Without my approval
Nothing can be understand also.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me And Say

See me and say,
Touch me and talk to me,
And get the answers
Of all questions.

All is green,
All is fine.
The life and the surroundings,
The feeling and the reading.

All in good look,
Fraternal trees
And the impalpable light.
All in good configuration
The confined life
And the crowd of people.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me As

See me as
You like.

I want to
See you
As you are.

I am never
Out of sight.

I know
You are ever
With me.

I know nothing
Besides you.
Do whatever
You like.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me As I Am

See me as I am
Stay with me as You are
Without any ill-will.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me As Real

See me as real
And I have my
Own existence.
The act of your
Seeing is not real
But it is illusion.
Here I am but
Without the beginning
And without the end.
In all these
There is the truth,
And we have to realize
In the middle
Of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Directly

See me directly,
Talk me directly,
Face no material sense
Disturbance.

I am your reality,
I am perfect
In my existence.

Perceive me,
through your
Advance consciousness.

I am in you,
I am there where you are,
I am matured
With the stars that are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Everywhere

If you have vision.
Touch me in everything
If you have sense of perception.

Tell me every incident
If you have all-pervasive conception.

See me I am here
For my own satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Everywhere With Your Eyes

See me everywhere
With your eyes open.
Your eyes are here
I know from the very beginning.

Shut your eyes
And see me within.
I am here from the very beginning
And I am here, see me within.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Face To Face

See me face to face
And attain perfection.

When you are perfect
In knowledge you can
Develop your love of Truth.

Where Truth is there
You can find love there in you.

Where there is love
Then it is not hard to
Understand action or inaction
Or forbidden action
As you find no difference.

You are everything for me
That I know and I know you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me From Your Left Side

And I am there you can see me
Sitting on your own front seat.

I am a forwarding looking man
And you can know me from my
Eloquent prayers of glorification.

You can call me in different names
That are there in your lips
And you can discover me in the heat in the rain.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me I Am

See me I am
With my mother,
Free, independent
And separate.
And I am dying
For my own language
For my land.

Hear, the caw caw
Of the crow,
Listen the coo coo
Of the cuckoo,
And the low of the calf.

But I am so unfortunate
I am not permitted to utter
And use my own language
By thge Govt that is
Elected by me.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me I Am Flying

See me I am flying,
Flying in the sky.
See me, by nature
I am perfect.
See me, I am
Smaller than
The smallest.
I am lighter than
The lightest.
I am bigger than
The biggest.
And my dear, get
Whatever you like.
Go, wherever you wish.
See me there with you.
I am the love,
I am the truth.
I am in the purificatory
Process of mind, body, life
Where no death can touch me.
I am the time,
I use no airplanes
I use no airships.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me I Am Not

See me I am not viewing death
With horror
My body is not the soul
I am also not enjoying
The bodily necessities of life
And I am moving free
Free from attachment
And steadfast in purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me I Am Peaceful

See me I am peaceful, my dear
I am very much peaceful
Mercy and truthfulness
Along with self-control
Austerity cleanliness
Satisfaction tolerance
Simple straightforwardness
And devotion are my natural
Qualities, see me, test me
I am the pure devotee of You.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me In All

See me in all
I am in all
I am in that star
In this snake
In that tree
In this flower
In that mountain
In this river
In that lion
In this hare,
O my dear, go there
Come here
And see in me
All including yourself
And wait there
Till the arrival
Of your train
On this track
Wish good to all
And stay for
A few minute
To test yourself
In the mystery
That you never
Involved in it.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me In This Form

See me in this form
And believe me,
I am here for truth.
I stand for the attraction
For the truth.
I am holding the life-breath,
And I am the truth.
I am the tree
With only two leaves.
I am the building
With tenth door
That are opened.
I am the knower
Of my own world.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me In You

See me in You
And You are everywhere.

You Yourself is the universe
The universe is in You.

See me in You
You are in me.

See see see
I am in love
I am in devotional service
See see see,

Gajanan Mishra
See me in you,
In microcosm,
In macrocosm.
See me in you,
In knowledge,
In bliss,
In your very existence.
See me in you,
In the universe,
In very words,
In truth and love.
Here I am in you,
Magic of all,
Animate and inanimate.

Gajanan Mishra
See me in Your
Word-dance, O poet
Feel me in
Your wordless smile.
Your loving feeling
Enable me to
Live longer and longer
In the ocean of bliss.
See me in love
O poet, it is our
Friendship that is
There for ever.
O poet, have a
Wordless world and stay in it.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Not

Touch me not
Ask me not
No paste no cut
No chance to adjust
It is only you
To go but
I am not
I am in my hut
Door is not shut
Come and soon come
Time is hot.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Not, Men

See me not,
Recognize me not.
I am nowhere,
I am nobody.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Pure And

See me, pure and independent
See me, I am doing everything
Only to please You
And it is Your pleasure.

My dear, I am dress-less
I am without any cover on my body
I am without any cover on my soul
I am not default I am not foul.

My dress is my hair
My bed is my earth-mother
My life is my nature
You are only mine and all in all, my dear.

I know it is useless to depend on
Any social formality or occupation or dress
See me, I am always fresh and refresh
I am absorbed in You and in the function of pleasing You.

And in my life-journey
In this process of life-journey
I realized You, Ultimate Truth and everything
O my dear, I need nothing but You.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Today

See me today
I have forgotten
The very path of Truth
My occupation is stealing
Being a man of degree-holder
And minister and officer
My occupation is lying
And needless violence
I am not reluctant to
Declared myself anarchist
See me today
I am eating meats
I have not spared even the cows
I am residing in my mundane house
Family ties extend to
Immediate bonds of marriage
See me today and
Today see the clouds
Without rain but full of lightning
Homes devoid of piety
Man is like ass
Trees and plants are tiny and like dwarfs
O my dear come and see me today
How I am living here
And for doing something
Please appear please appear please appear.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Touch Me

Taste me feel me
Love me love me love me.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me What I Am

See me what I am,
Feel me all around.
No bondage,
No material existence.

But feel free
And see light,
Full of colours,
Three cheers.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me With Love

See me with love,
I am yours, my dear.
I can take you
To the heaven,
Heaven of nectar.
See me, I am
Waiting here.
Without you, my dear,
I am a fish out of water.
Give a call, my dear,
I am ready to go,
To go to you, I am
Waiting your call,
Let me hear, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me Within

See me within
For me
No one is dear
For me
No one is unfavorable
I make no distinction
Between mine or anyone's else
I am no affected by
Friends and enemies
Well-wishers and mischief-mongers
I am within
I am an observer
I am just a witness
I envy no one
I am not partial to anyone
I am equal
I am equal to all
See me within
And if you are in need
Just give a call.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, In Uniform

See me, in uniform,
My dear always,
In all circumstances.
I am in uniform,
Only for you all
On this earth.
I am dancing,
I am singing,
I am staying
For you all here.
I am doing everything
Only for you,
For good, giving
Honour to your wish

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, Heave Is

See me,
Heaven is attained
By me,
With the strength
Given by my mother
Through my mother-tongue,
Within the jurisdiction of
My own mother-land.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Doing Certain Functions

See me,
I am doing
Certain functions,
Extraordinary-
That are.
Nothing impossible
For me,
Nothing impossible,
For you also.
We are one here,
And the functions are
Here to be done by us
Both, for all good,
By playing so many parts.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Dying

See me, I am dying
For my own language.
See me I am dying
For my own land.
See me, I am dying
For my own mother.
My language, my land
And my mother are
Inseparable and they are
All my life partners.
Let me live with
My mother and my language
On my own land
And let me set free,
I want nothing more than this.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Gold Coin

See me, I am gold coin,
See me, I am lotus,
See me, I am the jewel.
Due to your good deeds
I am shining here.
And dazzling all days.
Your smile and your eyes
Are giving me dreams
To measure the sky.
I am an earthen pot
But no one can break me,
See, I am making myself
Beautiful more and more
With the running of time,
As I am only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
See me, I am happy and peaceful
I think I am nothing
And everything is Almighty God.
I am not the enjoy-er
The real enjoy-er is Almighty God.
The proprietor of everything
All over the universe is Almighty God.
Almighty God is the supreme friend
Of all living entities here.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Here

See me, I am here before you
My face is very beautiful
My foot is on the earth
My head is in the sky
My body is shining with ornaments
East west north south are my arms
I am surrounded by all around
All are engaged in my service
I am my own glories
I am here with a merciful glance
My voice is also thunder
I am the Absolute Truth
I am the purifier of all
I wish you all good fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Never

See me, I am never enchanted
By the glare of materialistic life
See me, I live impartially
Unattached to the objects of
False illusory materialistic
Way of life.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Not Born

See me, I am not born of
A material source but
From the nectar and
Wonderful celestial flower
Navel abdomen of my dear Mother
My Mother is my creator
My Mother is my Ultimate truth
My God and it is Her grace
That I am here
It is my Mother who show me God
It is my Mother who tells me
This is the earth this is the sky
This is bird this is nature
And I am here to fly
To show all the mission of
Life and the meaning of clay.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Performing

See me, I am performing,
I am performing my duty
Without any hope for reward,
And I know you are there.
I realize your presence and
Hence I care not anyone,
While performing my duty.
See me, I am here
For the welfare of others.
And you are directing me
To go on doing without
Fear or favour at any time.
I know no obstacle can
Check me anywhere here.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Pure

See me, I am
Pure in hearts
And also
Eternally perfect.
See me, I am yours.
But who you are, first
Let me know.
I know all
But mystic,
I know life.
See me, I practise
How to live.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am Rising

See me, I am rising,
With love divine.
See me, I am burning
Going beyond time.
Love and love
Love is all truth.
Let me say time and
Again I love you, you.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, I Am So Mean

See me, I surrender unto You
O my dear, I surrender
As because You are the cause of
Cosmic manifestation
And You are untouched by matter
See me, I am so mean
I am proud of my material body
And senses, I am nothing
I am in deterioration
And I know there is no
Occasional change and no
Deterioration of internal potency
Where You are my dear
I know You are here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, Test Me

I am staunch
In my dispassion,
Steadfast in wisdom,
O my dear, I cherish
Deep devotion to You.
I realized You are,
My only Truth,
You are my only Love.
I know You are
The fountain of all joy,
You are the enlightened,
You are the home of virtues
Wherein I desire to stay in.

Gajanan Mishra
See Me, Within You

I am the earth,
Water is there in me.
And in water,
Find sound, touch,
Form and taste.
I am the reservoir of all,
All air, all fire.
See me, within you.

Gajanan Mishra
See Mirror

Come and see mirror
I am here
Beyond time beyond tide
Beyond day beyond night
No hands no legs
See I am everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Car

See my car,
I am driving the car
Ask not its name and number
I have already mentioned elsewhere here.

See my car,
I am driving the car,
Controlling the steering wheel
I am driving the car,
Giving due respect to
Accelerator and brake,
I know here in this car
There is the truth called engine,
Passion and action are there
In fuel and I know all knowledge
And everything is there in tool box
Provided by the company itself.

See my car
I am going with my car
To the service center
As it is not running well
As it met an accident
Though no fault of mine,
All of a sudden it met an accident
With the rain and the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Courage

See my courage,
I have picked you up
From everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Exclusive Devotion

See my exclusive devotion
See truth in me
See me in essence.

I have my true love
I am entering in to You
I know love is the entrance.

Love is not attachment
Love is not curiosity
Love is not hope.

Love is life
Love is death
Love is not to receive but to give.

In giving there is supreme devotion
Supreme devotion is true love
I am in true love, see.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Face

It is Black
Find the meaning
From goggle search
If you find out
Tell me
I have no ears.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Hairs

See my hairs,
It is all white.
My teeth have
No strength.
My health is
Not taking interest
To do anything
With me.
I am alone
And still I want to
Write about you
Afresh at this time.
Allow me to say
Something please.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Love

See my love
I am undefended
On this flowery pathway
See I am in
Immemorial poems
With this dancing hearts
See me here
In perfect position
Morning and evening.

Gajanan Mishra
See My Mouth

North or south,
See my mouth.
All embracing
Drought.

Better to forget
The dark,
See the earth
Not as a park.

Draw the day
Showing the colors
Uploading life
For the future.

Gajanan Mishra
See my script - Brahmi,
Complete cosmological model.
Read my language - love
Complete cosmological model.

Everyone is there with me
Here, the sun, the moon, the star,
The water, the air.
And I am here
To give the picture
That is related to truth.

Truth is my mother,
The truth is my language,
The truth is our relationship,
And here find all cosmological.

Gajanan Mishra
See No Relation

No relation to death, see,
Still, life is at risk.
We are to forget everything
And live.
You are fortunate, dear men,
And you are never caught
Even by tigers or snakes.
And you have got the quality
To pacify any cruel person,
And you are good enough
To forgive the bitterest enemy,
You are unagitated and peaceful.
I know you know the truth and
Death can not do any harm to you.

Gajanan Mishra
See no sadness and live.
Live with love without depression.
Have no anxiety and be wise.
Show not cleverness
Life is not meant for that.

Gajanan Mishra
See Not Moon

See not moon
Or the stars
But love.
And contemplate
The truth.

Hear and see
The truth,
That help to
Disappear all
Doubts.

Keep pure, men
Your hearts,
And sit on time
And sip life's honey.

Gajanan Mishra
See Not There

See not there,
There is the monkey,
Mocking at you.

Mocking at some one
Is a criminal act,
Unknown to the monkey.

No one dares to
Punish the monkey.

Gajanan Mishra
See Nothing

See nothing useless,
Feel no one useless,
It is there for specific roles,
That is not known- you may say.

You may say what you want to say
But say in a proper way,
Go, where you want
But go fearlessly with truth.

Only with truth you can get love,
And in love you can get nectar,
That is your life men, remember,
For this, your body is here
And for this and wherein
Everybody is taking shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
See Now

See now, all things perverted,
Intellect enveloped in darkness.
All are hankering after
mundane pleasures.
Even the law makers
treated themselves as
superior to other people.
The executive officials
thanked themselves as masters.
The judicial officers are
going with corruptions and
busy in doing all illegal acts.
Teachers are taking shelter of
falsehood and fraud.

Gajanan Mishra
See On The Ground

See on the ground,
Hear not empty statements,
And go by objective evidence
And face life here
Within your own house.

Gajanan Mishra
See Other

See others
Equal to yourself
See you are on the same
Platform of equal happiness
Envy no one
See no one as your enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
See Right

See right, my dear,
Stay right by
Doing all right.
Righteousness is
Only here
That is yours.
Think right,
Say right,
As you are
Only one here
Who is right.
Enjoy right
You are the rightful
Enjoy-er here.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Aim

See only the aim to achieve.
See not the sky, the clouds,
the tree, the branch.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Almighty

See the Almighty in smile
Alluring illusory material energy
Great ocean is but casting
Of His glance over us.

See the Almighty in hymns
His cerebral passage
His jaws of teeth
Are God of death.

See the Almighty in religion
That is His breast
Modesty is upper portion of lips
Hankering is His chin.

See the Almighty in hills and
Mountains that are stacks of His bones
Material world is His genitals
Mitra-varuns's two testicles.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Earth

As spot of beauty
For sporting.
I am sure
You are not fleeing.
He is here
And protecting.
Here is the sunshine
That shows your
Future fine.
How we are happy
That depends on
Our mountaineering
And our swallowing the time.

Gajanan Mishra
See, my dear
The entire universe is yours
And it is surcharged with
All the qualities of
Goodness beauty and peace.

See, my dear
Cloudless sky here
See smiles of flowers
Flowing of clear water in rivers
Birds are chanting in sweet voices.

O my dear, I am calling You
In this universe for the betterment
Of all creatures, please appear
And let us enjoy together.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Evening

See the evening
Full of darkness
And ignorance
It is the world
Of faithless.

See the morning
The world of faithful
Rising light and
Find here knowledge
And Truth and love.

I am in between
The morning and
The evening, see me
I am with my life my time.

Gajanan Mishra
See the fire,
See the fire within.
Fires automatically
Takes place within you.
Fire is the truth.

Remember, my dear,
The fire that is within,
Cannot be extinguished
By any outsider.

Fire and you,
Fire is the truth.
Desirable or undesirable
Is not the question, but fire
Can be removed by the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
See The History Of Your Own

O my dear, there lies your future
Do your duty at present accordingly.

And enjoy yourself
That is the call
That is all.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Little Bright Moon

See the little bright moon
Of the second day
Of bright fortnight.
On this day our Lord
Is coming to us, see.
We worship this moon
As we consider it pious.
We know, quality is
Important and not
Size or wealth.
We know beauty is
There in self-respect.
We know living in beauty
Is true love.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Magic

See the magic
Petrol price rise
But no inflation
men got married
But no growth of
Population
Problems and problems
But no solution
We have read
So many books
But no change
In notion.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Mirror

See the mirror
And say
What you are.
No horror,
But fear is there
And you are not far.
Realize, you are the cause,
And you are the effect,
To whom no need to say go.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Movie

See the movie within
This body and tell me
How everything is changing
Taking in to account
The past the future and
The present and in the present
I am here with you.

You can see and observe
Time things men incidents
Circumstance and recognize
Them like the bamboo sticks
Inside the room and you may
Clarify the cause and effect
Relationship in late.

Seeing the same you may
Entered again forgetting
Everything of past saying
Let the night go on its way
With everything in baggage
And I may say in detail
That is in me.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Perfect

See the perfect
And proceed towards
Perfection.

See the real life
And prosper both
In the world and the next.

See and feel the three
Modes of material nature
And try to be free from entanglement.

See and belief
Nothing is impossible
You are able in all respect.

See here you are the best
You my dear, are the perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Poet

See the poet
As the muse,
Poet is
The guiding light.
Dance life
Sing life
Enjoy it
In full swing.
Poet is here
To tell you
Everything.
Everything is
With the poet
Poet, the muse.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Power

See the power of my poems,
See, only for my poems
The tigers, the cows
The snakes, the frogs
The light and the dark
All are here together.

Through my poems I pray
All brothers and sisters
To come and sit, eat, and
Make merry together,
Realize, my dear, tomorrow
Is not here to come.

Today is only in your hands, my dear,
Make use of it in the best possible manner.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Profound Truth - Love

Turn your love towards
The Almighty
And liberate yourself
From this earthly
Perishable world.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Real

See the real within
See the real danger within
Stop playing to
Avoid abandoning.

See and search
Who You are
Search near
Search far.

It is You here
Not I
It is Your area
Not mine.

See the real within
You are your friend
You are your enemy
See within.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Reality

See the reality,
See water in
Both the sea
And the waves.
See the reality,
Feel life in all
And know life is there,
For common welfare.
No one is free,
No one is independent,
Remember, to exist
Is to depend on others.
Reality is that
You are limited.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Right

See the right,
Say the right.
Live in right way,
Eat and sleep
And work in right way.
And it is the only way
To get peace and happiness here
And there and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Root

Where is the root, see.

With sweet words
You can beg fruits.

Tree is listening
All.

It is true
Tree is watching you
Rearing you.

Ask not any question
To the tree.
Search yourself
The root.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Rules

See the rules,
They are for you,
And you are there
To obey all
For good.

Stay not aloof,
Go not away from good,
You are there
To move.

Purify yourself
Before the fire
And taste the truth,
They are there
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Same Everywhere

And remember
Equal-minded excels.

Through the likeness of the self
You can see equality everywhere
Equal-minded excels.

You are the same person dwelling everywhere
I know you are not to perish
Equal-minded excels.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Sand

See the sand
And the sandstone
With the feet
Of my weary woe;
Where to go?
We know, it is
Our eternal abode.
Together, we express,
Our weep,
Nothing to surprise,
If any doubt arise.
We, to follow
The wrath, while
Opening the secrets.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Self

See the self
By pure mind
Rejoice in the self
And realize truth.

Gajanan Mishra
See the sky,
No cloud is there.
Am I not clear
And far from
Dust and dirt
Like that star?
Open your eyes
And see me,
Feel me,
Touch me,
Hug me,
And say
I am yours
Only fire.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Sky And The Stars

See here the sky and the stars
Within the water.
Are they really within the water?
Have you not seen them within the water?

Is that the reflection of the sky
And the water?
If yes, can you deny then
They are the sky and the stars!

The sky is the whole, am I right?
The stars are not the whole, am I wrong?
Right and wrong are not yet decided by any one
And still I am here with a notion
They are all one and the same
In the very existence of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Snake

Open your eyes and
See the snake all around you.
Let me congratulate you
For you have discovered
The snake within you,
And you save yourself
From snake bite.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Spider

See the spider, my dear
It is creating a cobweb
By its own energy
See the spider, my dear
It is winding it up.

I am alone
I have so many poems
I am a living entity
Like the spider
I am always playing in poems.

Here in my poems
There is bliss
Here in my poems
There is knowledge
And also eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Stars

See the stars
See the stars in the sky
Hear what they are telling
Tell them you are with them.

Tell time is very thin
Tell string operation is continuing
Tell purification process is on
And You are with them till the end.

Nothing end that I know that You know
Still a border line is there for
Everything and everybody and we all
Are cautious for that.

What we experienced is absolute Truth
That we are all with that truth.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Stars There

See the stars
They are there.
Care not for the sun
If there is none.

You are born
And it is morn.
Think not other things
They are nothing.

Match your color
With the manner
You like here.

Hold your feet
To the fire and register
Your name in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Sun

Seeing the sun
Live hale and hearty
Keep your intention
Clear and free from dirty.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Sun- Omnipresent

See the sun
In every inch of the sun rays
And in every molecular particle of the rays
You are, my dear, likewise present in me and also
Present every where and in every thing
You are the absolute spiritual identity
For You there is nothing like superior
Or inferior action
I know You have no false ego
You do not identify Yourself with
Anything different from You
It is my glory that I received
Everything from You
You are my most affectionate near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
See The System

And be prepared
To make peace
And to fight.

Get anything
You want here
O my dear, and what
I guess it is to bear.

Taking care is
Very important
You may go
At any time anywhere.

Strength is of no use but fight
Under the system you are bound down.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Temple, See The Mosque

O my dear, o my dear, o my dear, o my dear,
Here is truth, here is love, here, here, hear.

Hear the bell, bell of cooperation,
Bell of coordination, bell of the nation
Bell of love and truth and bell of emotion and promotion.

O my dear, o my dear, o my dear, here is the air, here is the water
Death is not here, hatred is not here, love is here, life is here,
O my dear, o my dear, hope is here, joy is here, life is the nectar.

Rain or summer, spring or winter, o my dear, love is here,
Love is here, truth is here, truth is here, life is near and here.

In love, life is not smaller, in love life is bigger and bigger,
And it is bigger than anything, that is not slender, life is light
And life is the lighter, in the path of truth that is near.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Thunderbolt

See the thunderbolt
It is breaking the mountains.
See the lighted earthen lamp
It is banishing the darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Time

See the time,
I am searching
My language
On my land.
I am searching
Where I am
Within me,
See the time.
I am asking me
For whom and why
I am working.
I am checking
Who are there with
Me at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Tricks

See the tricks
Of the magician;
The magician takes
A necklace and
A cold coin and
Make it disappear.
The magician creates
The illusion of
Son, daughter,
And their attachment
To each other
And they kill themselves
With violent quarrel.
A fire generated,
And all burn into ashes.
So long as the magician is here,
Everything is here.
No more magician
No tricks,
No world.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Truth

See the Truth
Feel the Truth
Learn the Truth
And remember
Truth is the basis
Of all here.

Realize the Self
Here in Truth
Render service
Unto Truth
Truth is the life
Only for Truth
You survive and in Truth
Together let us live.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Truth Always

See the truth always
And be truthful,
As this life is truth
And not fake one.

Love, and love is
As natural as life
Take not life mechanical
And superfluous.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Truth, Hear The Truth

Hear from highly advanced
Truth-conscious persons.
Avoid interpretations
Avoid interpretations that stimulate
Materialistic desires for enjoyments.
Attachment to the flowery words
Are dangerous to life and security
Be cautious for that.
Please understand the substantial
Benefit here in your words and works
Be in transcendental.
I know you would cross over the darkness
Of material existence and achieve the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Universe

See the universe
Yourself
The universe is
Within the sphere
Of the embodied self
Embodied self is within
The sphere of the Supreme soul.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Waves

See the waves
And express
Your wish.

Gajanan Mishra
See The Wind

See the wind
Here it is
In you.
Keep under
Control or else
It would
Take you.
The way of
The wind is
Your room.
Keep it clean
And get scents
That are there
In blossom.

Gajanan Mishra
See The World

See this world
As a fire-ball,
A place of desire,
A place of bubble,
A place of mirage,
And a place where
Only death play.

Here, in this world
It is difficult to live,
Difficult to hear
And get the truth,
Difficult to get purity,
And love, so also difficult
To attain enlightenment.

Gajanan Mishra
See Things As They Are

O my dear
See things as they are
And realize self.
Processes may differ
But there is
No such difference.
Discover the relation
That in within
That is in love.
O my dear
See things as they are.

Gajanan Mishra
See This

See this,
See that,
And enjoy.

Enjoy life
With you,
The truth.

Go not
Beyond point.

Mixture of
Debit and credit,
This life,
Enjoy it
In full,
For good.

Nothing is bad,
Nothing is vicious,
If you are
In good.

Blame not anyone,
No one has
Any power
To change
The course of actions
Taken by nature.

Each one is rich
With nature's friendship.
Se this,
See that
And enjoy life-
The part and parcel
Of very nature.
See This Elephant

See this elephant,
It is cleaning its body
By taking a full bath.
See again this particular elephant,
It is throwing dust over its head
And body on this land.
Likewise, dear, you are alert,
So also you are victimized.

Gajanan Mishra
See This World In This Spring

See this world now  
An abode of all  
Blessings and prosperity.  
Trees endowed with  
Never falling blossoms  
And fruits.  
Mines of jewels appeared  
On the beautiful mountains.  
Rivers bear holy waters  
Birds bees beasts all rejoiced.  
Giving up all antipathies  
All animals loved one another.

Gajanan Mishra
See Truth As Truth

See truth as truth
And declare false as false,
No one can change these.

I have to go with truth
And false is there
To make me strong.

I have to know the truth
That is there here
With false.

And false describes me
What I am with pleasure
For welfare of others.

The presence of false is natural,
But truth is to attained naturally.

Gajanan Mishra
See What Is Going On

See here, my dear,
What is going on.
Observe the situation.
See and act,
Act for the good.
See around you, dear,
The sky, the earth, the air,
See the light everywhere
And flow like stream water.
Remember dear, you are
In spaceless space.
See, you have the eyes,
Hear, you have the ears,
And do good for others.

Gajanan Mishra
See What Is Going On- For Good

See here, my dear,  
What is going on.  
Observe the situation.  
See and act,  
Act for the good.  
See around you, dear,  
The sky, the earth, the air,  
See the light everywhere  
And flow like stream water.  
Remember dear, you are  
In spaceless space.  
See, you have the eyes,  
Hear, you have the ears,  
And do good for others.

Gajanan Mishra
See What You Want To See

See where you want to see
Go where you want to go
Stay where you want to stay
I have nothing to say
And what is there to say
You are also a whole like me
Independent autonomous
I respect you I salute you
O my dear come to me
And let us watch this film.

Gajanan Mishra
See With Seeing

See with seeing
Speak with speaking
Go with going
Nothing but routine.

Nothing is real knowledge
Real knowledge is
Not nothing and
Not confusing.

Gajanan Mishra
See Within

You are undergoing changes
Sea is within
See within.

Gajanan Mishra
See Within All Living Beings

See within all living beings -
Love.
Feel the heartbeats within all -
The truth.
Your mind has no scope
To catch all,
Your words have no power
To hold them together.
Count the pulse if you can,
weigh them all in one and
The machine if you can,
Enlighten all with your
True knowledge if you acquire,
Take care them all everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
See You Are In You

You are in you, see
And I am in me.

Though we declared
We are one and the same
We are inseparable
We are infallible.

And we fall
You are not able to
Cross your border
I am not able to
Cross mine.

And for this
In this condition
We are here.

Gajanan Mishra
See Your Own

See your own inevitable destruction, O men.  
This is the great stormy ocean and you are  
Here with your wife and son.  
You have forgotten the law of life  
And constitution and you are busy always  
In the work of dead body's decoration.

Gajanan Mishra
See Your Own Beautiful Face

See your own beautiful face
And be happy always.

Your smile is charming and
Delighted by love.

Gajanan Mishra
See Your Own Picture

See your own picture,
and say yourself
how graceful you are.
See your own dream, my dear
and feel the wonder.
Write about you, my dear,
I know, you are the world,
and you are the real star.
Draw a picture with color
and declare how beautiful
really you are.
You are the magic
You are the music,
You are the classic.

Gajanan Mishra
See Your Own World

Rise and awake,
See your own world,
How beautiful it is.
Enjoy your life,
Here it is, in peace.
Love is everywhere,
Nectar of life in each one,
Rise and see,
Each one is here for you,
Each one is the truth.
Come out from your own illusion,
See and know your own condition.
Have faith, trust each one,
No one is your enemy, live and let live.

Gajanan Mishra
See, Aaeshanee

See, Aaeshanee
It is your school
Where you are going
For reading.
See, Aaeshanee
Here is your ma'am
Your best friend
And guide in schooling.
See, Aaeshanee
How beautiful your school is
That makes you creative
That taught you to be innovative.
See Aaeshanee
Be cool and calm
And be ready to receive
From this Om Valley archive.

Gajanan Mishra
See, Here Is The Butterfly

With multiple colors of joy
In this garden-life.

See, here is the butterfly
Though not seen by my external eyes
It is within my mind like You.

I am giving a touch to this
Butterfly with these words
Available before me, read.

It is my faults that I am
Unable to catch the butterfly but
The words are as sacred as before, read.

I am transporting myself through
This butterfly to the blue sky
Where you are my eternity, please accept.

Gajanan Mishra
See, How I Am Dying

See, how I am dying
With my hunger
With my thirst.

Budget is of
No way helpful
To make me alive.

It is my eyes
And my nose
And my ears
And my head
And my feet
And my hands
That are different
And I am going and
Coming not known to you.

I know myself
And I am here for you.

It is everything
This body
And I am going
With this body.

Body is perishing
And not I.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am

See, I am connected
With You.
See, I am here
And entrusted by You
To perform my duties.

I am sure through
Performing my duties
I can achieve your target,
I know here You are
Watching me staying at starting point.

Nothing is impure
Nothing is bad
It is all our use
It is all our understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am Doing

See, I am doing
I am doing always
Only Your works
Everything I am
Doing see every time
And it is for You
While doing I am
Discriminating essential
And non-essential
Good and bad
And for this I am
Indebted to You
You have showed me
Proper path at right time.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am Joyful

Fully joyful here
At this time
I am living.

I am getting my own
Liberation here see
In my own Self
That is there in You.

You are in me
I am fully joyful
I desire nothing
Besides You.

You are my life-breath
You are my sky-earth.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am Learning

See, I am learning from you,
I am learning from this earth,
I am learning from that sky,
I am learning from the water,
My dear, and learning from the fire.
I am learning from the river,
from the rocks, from the plants,
from the animals, from the birds,
from the insects, and from
every one I am meeting here.
This universe is a place of learning,
And I am learning from my own sleep,
from my own walk, from my own respiration,
I am a human being and I am different from others.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am Personally Present

See, I am personally present
In all my poems
See me as Your son your father
Your brother your friend your guide
Your teacher your philosopher
O my dear, With humble respect
I will give you what is your dues
You just accept me as a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Am The Nature

See, I am the nature
I am the law of nature
See me, O my dear
I am here
Moving or not moving
No matter
Annihilator or creator
No matter
I am here
The result of
Law of nature
You appear or
Disappear no matter
I am here I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Can Be Seen

See, I am in body
See, I am in senses
See, I am in mind
See, I am subtler
Than the banyan seed
I am subtler
Than the tiniest grain
I am subtler
Than the hundred-thousandth
Part of a hair
My dear, see me,
I can be seen
It is you to see
That is me
I do exist
I have not removed
Anything from anywhere
I have love
I am love
Love is only omnipresent
See love within
My dear, you are
Eternal and free
You are holy
You are undecaying
Like me
See me
You are me.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I Have No Enemy

See, I have no enemy
Nobody is here who could be
Envious of me
As because I am unique.

See me in that light
That is there in you
In the light of hundred
Percent pure service.

See me in you
In the whole air
Of your breath
I am no dearth.

I am in complete
Harmony, see me
In the same score of
Big and small, rise and fall.

I am the same person
I am above all
I am here and make my presence
Within a second at a single call.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I have raised my right hand
And it means I am fully agreed
With you and with your proposal,
Proposal to love the neighbours
But if the neighbour is adament
Let him teach a lesson and enable
Him to know our strength here and
Let him realize that we are fully
Equipped to tame and kill them
Who are disturbing our peace.

Gajanan Mishra
See, Love Is All Truth

See me, I am rising,
With love divine.
See me, I am burning
Going beyond time.
Love and love
Love is all truth.
Let me say time and
Again I love you, you.

Gajanan Mishra
See, My Dear Poets

The real entity,
The real entity
Is pervading
The unreal world, See.
Open your eyes and see
O my dear poets, feel
Inequality in dealings
But have never
In-equal eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
See, My Pockets

See, my pockets
Are full of holes.
I am also not
In favor of robbing
Peter to pay Paul.
I know there are lees
To every wine.
But
My dear, I am not
That kind of person
Who is ready to
Quarrel with his
Own pen and paper.

Gajanan Mishra
See, No End

See, no end,
No end of line.
Line is there
But it is I
Who is not
Able to see.

And I am
with you,
I know you
As the truth.

I exist
For you
And you exist
For me.

Gajanan Mishra
See, The Bridge Is Burning

See, the bridge is burning,
You are in one end, dear
And I am at another.
You are coloured and
You are Incomplete.
You are just opposite of me,
And within us, there is
The burning bridge.

Gajanan Mishra
See, The House Is

See, the house is empty,
The crow is sitting on the roof.

See, the sun in the sky
Is setting and misunderstood.

See, this world is decaying
And it has no existence.

See, my friends are no more
One by one they left this place.

You are calling my number in my house
And I am going from my house like
The stars of the morning.

I am committing sins here
Knowing fully well, satisfying the ego
And singing the praise to satisfy the wicked.

Gajanan Mishra
See, The Silent

See, the silent
Is speaking, and
I stay awake
As a witness.

Gajanan Mishra
See, The Sky Is

See, the sky is
Within me.
I am taking the sky
As and where I wish.
And I wish
The sky be here
On the earth.
Earth is my mother,
I would like to
See the beautiful
With all.
I am the earth
Going to the sky
And I wish the sky be here.

Gajanan Mishra
See, this is the cow, my dear children,
And we are attaining four important
aims of life through rearing of this cow-
Money, righteousness, desire and salvation.
Cow gives us milk, children,
Milk, churned butter, cow-dung adds
to the wealth and also to the health.
Purity of atmosphere is there
by the dung and urine of the cow.
Cows milk sharpens our intellect, children,
Let us be a cowboy, my dear children
and rear cows for bare necessities of life
Food, water and clothes and let us
Save ourselves from a miserable life.

Gajanan Mishra
See, What Is Not In Sight

See, what is not in sight.
Go, where there is no road.
Say not using any word.
And hear, though with no sound.

Life, and is it a dream?
I am asking you and you are
Here to clarify but without
Any consent just move round and round.

Gajanan Mishra
See, Who Is There

See, who is there
In front of you.
Is it not the truth!
Who is the guest?
Is it earthquake!

I see nothing is there
Inside the earth.
But I see the path.
I see that has value
In dreams and in reality.

But here my shadow
Acting as my guide.
And here I am the earth
With landslide.

Gajanan Mishra
Seed

Seed
Not perishable
Seed
The ultimate substratum
Of the whole creation.

You are the root cause
Of the entire creation.

You are all pervasive
And in all formed.

You are my seed
You are my root
You are with me
I'm in you.

O my seed
I have no
Other need.

Gajanan Mishra
Seed Is With Me

Seed is with me
I am the cause of my birth
I am going towards
Highest perfection
With this seed
That is with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Seed Is Within

Seed is within,
What is necessary
Is watering.
Life is here
What is necessary
Is love, my dear.

Weeping and smiling
At the time is nothing
But life.
Crossing the border of
Flowers and fruits
Is life's aim.

No reason to argue,
Life is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Seed Of My Father

I am the seed  
Of my father.  
I am like  
My father.

It is true,  
My mother is  
Not the ultimate  
Cause of my birth.  
But my mother  
Is the living God  
Who has given me birth.

I belong to both  
My mother and  
Also my father.

Gajanan Mishra
Seed-Potent

You are boiled
And you are not
Potent to sprout.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeds Are Sown

Seeds are sown
Sometimes they grow
Sometimes they do not grow
Sometimes the ground is not fertile
Sometimes sowing seeds are not productive
And there is nothing to lament or jubilee
And nothing to show anything to anybody
Desire not anything, my dear
Accept what is easily available near and here.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeds Of All Existence

O my dear
You are the seeds of
All existences
No being
Moving non-moving
Can exist without You
And existence no found
That which is not
On your energy
I am thankful
I am yours almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeds Of Life

I love my life
Here in life
I see eternity.

Here is my entity
Here is subtlest
Here is grossest.

I love life
Life is here
Life is there.

In life
Here is
Cosmic intelligence.

I love
I love each
And every fraction
Its evolutes.

I love life.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing

Seeing sunny day dark
I bark
No body heard.
Counting number
Downward and upward
I remained as it is
And where it is.
I love I hate
And start collecting
What is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing And Hearing

Hearing and seeing,
Seeing and hearing
From proper authority
In properway and
Know how pure you are.

Part and parcel of truth,
Here you are without any
False ego, without
Cutting the knot you cac go.

But where to go
Not possible to say
At this stage here.
Since no one is sure to
Say what is there to happen.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing Everything

Seeing everything
In its right perspective
Is well and good for life.

Be free from lamentation
And hankering and
Make your senses purified.

Purification opens
The door of liberation
Just transfer attachment.

Attach yourself to Truth
O my dear, as I know to remain
Desire-less is not possible.

Utilize your attachment
For the best purpose
And attain perfection.

O my dear, be tolerant
Merciful and friendly to all
Be in peace and abide scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing Gold

Seeing truth-gold, gold-truth
Is a great thing.

You are able to see,
As because you have eyes,
And as because you desired to see,
That is your greatness.
On your seeing, who said what,
I know, that has no value to you.

You have told what you have seen,
You care not anybody at that time,
As because you know the truth,
As because you love the truth,
You know, only truth would triumph,
Only love would triumph.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing Hearing Thinking

Seeing hearing thinking all are
My think-tank and are unreal.

Unreal has no existence
And it is continuously perishing.

This earthly world is non-existence
The entity of the real is ever-existent

The real is present
The real is ever attained
The real is ever constant.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing Smiles

Seeing your smiles
I am happy.

This world is yours
I am only a guest
For a few moments
Here in your courtyard.

O my Lord
Receive my prayer
I want you only
To remain present
With me always.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Aim

Seeing the aim
I am going to achieve it.
If you ask about my aim,
Listen, my aim is
Only Truth, only Divine love,
My aim is only You,
And I know You are fixed
Here, there, everywhere,
And I know You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Cliff

Seeing the cliff
I returned back
But where to go
I do not know.

No aim
But to go
To the place
Where we stayed.

Unveiling the reasons
I again started journey
Without any discipline
Without any belonging.

And I stayed
While you set off
All findings
In my possession.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Day To Day Activities

Seeing the day to day activities here,
I am mad and dumb and also retarded.

No one is there to cooperate, coordinate,
No one is there to explain what is going on here.

The creatures are fighting among themselves,
With no reasons and they are in dark, though
The sun is rising daily and giving light.

I asked the night, 'why are you so calm?
And the night replied, ' I am on your palm'

I am reaching nowhere and I am asking all,
Oh men, ' what is the problem with you'
All, in one voice, are giving reply' we are
Searching the truth, but not anywhere.

I am mad, I am dumb, I am retarded.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Horror

Seeing the horror
Voice choked
Words indistinct
Words broken
Seeing the horror
Seeing the horror
You understand me
And appeared
You appeared and
I got relieved.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Present

The past and
The future
Would be
Automatically seen.

Virtue is rooted
In the present
And in doing good
Of others
The world is the one
And whole itself
At present.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Real

Let us see the real things
That are unchanged
And enjoy life as it is.
Let us not wander
And be ready to go
With the fire and the water.
Let us locate the position
That is here with all
Righteousness and good appearance.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Squirrel

Seeing the squirrel
I proceeded without
Putting any question
Seeing the squirrel
I admitted my guilt
That I was wrong.

As because I was wrong
I am liable to be punished
And the punishment is fixed
As because I saw squirrel
That was not there
I was wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeing The Time

Seeing the time
I am moving
And while moving
I am taking you.
Taking you
I am closing the door
And closing the door
I focused the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Seek And Get

Seek and get,
Get and say hurrah!
But what it that
Who knows?

Light is there
In your own room.
But where is that room
You have to search.

Search and discover
Within, my dear.
Love and love
Till the truth will
Appear here, get it
By dint of surrender.

Gajanan Mishra
Seek Not

Seek not
Shun not
Rejoice in
Everything
Everywhere
Know
All is
Form the best.

You have
Love and
Laughter
You have life
And favorite
Always say
No to no
Yes to yes
Time is yours
Now and
Forever.

Enjoy life
Enjoy boating
You have passion
You time
Everybody is
Your friend
Behold them
It is you
Only you.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeker

O my dear
I am hungry
You are my food
I am thirsty
You are my water
I am seeker
You are my pleasure
I am a creature
I am rare
And rare is my desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeker Of Comfort

Come to me,
I am here to
Show you
How I am here
At this hours
Of midnight.
I am here to
Show you
The colorful night.
Come to me
And tell what
You know about
The things
That are here.
Come to me and
Say a few words
And let me know
How and who you are.
I am what you are,
And you are what I am.
Come to me and
Test the time.
Miss not please,
Knock the door
And call me, sure.
I am ready to go
With you, weak though.
I am not the seeker
Of comfort, but
I am here to
Realize the life
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeker Of Truth

Seeking truth
I'm the seeker of truth
I'm interested to know
What is truth and where it is
Though I know nothing about truth
Though everything is truth
And truth is everywhere.

I know only love is truth
And truth is love and
It is with all animate
And inanimate.

I have no other interest
I have no other motive
But to love
But to seek truth
I'm the seeker of truth
And truth is love
And love is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeking Employment

I seek some employment
Under Your Supreme service
My highest perfection.

Serving at Your feet
I am extremely happy
I feel everything here.

O my dear, Like others
I also do not want
Relieved from engagement.

I am sure through this
I can attain You
Here at this point.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeking Permission

Who are you to give me permission,
To whom I want to pray and worship.
I want to worship the sky and I know
You are under the sky. I want to
Keep with me the humanity and you
Are coming under that category
On your own. I want to pray and
Worship the air. I know without air
You cannot live for a moment here.
I want to worship the light, without
Which you cannot see anything and
You are nothing. I want to pray
The earth, the mother of all, without
This earth how and where will you stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Seems As Nectar

Seems as nectar
In fact it is poison - wife
Seems as friend
In fact it is enemy - son.

Remember the above, my dear
The words of the scriptures
How far it is true
Underline it in the ink that is blue.

Gajanan Mishra
Seen and heard,
Everything
Known and unknown.

Experienced failed,
Judgement wrong.

Food, dress etc
Not provided.

Foolish men
Crossed the border.

Nothing finished
Still then.

No adversity,
No shortcomings,
But humility reigned.

Gajanan Mishra
Seen And Unseen

What is seen
What is unseen
That is confusing
What is immediate
What is future
That is not sure
Sure is
I am hungry
Give me food
I am thirsty
Give me water
I am yours
Here and hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Seen The Truth

In some way or other
You have seen the truth, my dear,
And Plato said you are human.
Being human you are to
Stay in truth always.
Truth is your home
And be truthful in your
Words and actions.
Love the truth,
Live for truth,
And be proud to
Die for truth.
Truth is that
There is no death
No birth for you.
Truth is that
You are the love
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
I have seen the vision
Here in the water here in the sky
And also I have seen eternal inhabitants
There in with their appearance and
Disappearance at the same time
What was wonderful therein
That I could not described
But I exist in that wonderful incidents
And therein You encompass everything
When I am seeing You, O my dear,
What have I not seen was not there
And all that are also amazing.

Gajanan Mishra
Seeta Aasuchhi Pasi

Seeta aasuchhi pasi
mo hada bhitaraku
mo aakhiku sparsha dei.
Seeta deuchhi sujoga
kumbharaku tisthi rahibara,
sunya thana purana karibaku
fakara dei batheiku.
eithare achhi seeta
dekha mo teble upare, mo
chouki upare aau khata upare.
Seeta aasibara kichhi nua nuhen
eha eka nityya naimittika
prakriya, tume anuman karipara.

Gajanan Mishra
Seismology

Seismology,
I have read.
I know something
About the earthquake.
I am the earth
But I failed to
Know why I am
Tremblings so far.
Some said
I am trembling
Due to my desire.
But I know not
How to quit
My desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Select and accept, and
Name them, they are
All for you. They are
All yours. No one is
Left to say how.

All for you and
You are for all.

It is all beautiful,
All horrible,
All for you,
All useful and
All wonderful.

Life is not but
Decorated pebbles.

Gajanan Mishra
Select And Analyse

Select and analise
Before going to speak.

I am the best
And I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Selecting A Worthy Person

Selecting a worthy person
Is most important for any work,
Selection of proper time
And proper place is also
Equally important to reach
At the goal at the earliest.

Gajanan Mishra
Self - Evident - Love

I know you are self-evident
And you are eternal and I am
Going to you for a grand union.

Gajanan Mishra
Self And Others

Good and bad,
Right and wrong,
Self and others,
Appear and disappear
All are but
Relative to each other.
But we are to know
The thoughts and feelings.
We are to know the actual
Cause of pleasure and pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Self And Selfishness

Self is self consciousness
And not selfishness
Self is non-changeable entity
Selfishness arises out of matter
Self is free from sense of doer-ship
Selfishness has a link
With pleasure and pain
Due to selfishness
We do not have self-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Self Control And Discipline

Self-control and discipline-
Most important for a human being.
And you are keeping it
In your memory, that's great.

Look in to your own heart, always my dear,
And stay everywhere without fear.
No one but you yourself-
Your best friend and dangerous enemy, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Self Declaration

You are giving
Self-declaration
Who You are
How You are
What You are
O my dear
I am here
Following You
And not reaching You
Explaining the reasons
You are again
Giving clarification
In Your sustenance
In Your presence
That You Yourself are
Declaring in to me
That You are no other person
Than me.

Gajanan Mishra
Self Delusion

What to say about date palm
Only symbol of betray and self delusion.

There is only trust deficit
And traffic jam and no
guarantee of life and balm.

Gajanan Mishra
Self Of All

You are the Self of all
O my dear, You are expanded
You are separated from all.

You are the only present objective
You are the living energy
You are in all, all are in You.

You are the body You are the mind
And also You are the senses
I am only here as a doll.

You are the Self of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Self- Realization

Self realization is
The only Truth, O my dear
Live in Truth

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Above-Self

Stay with your own self,
Self-above-self.
But achieve humility,
Stay humble.
Go beyond sense of self,
You are not the self, remember.
You are only to love,
Love the truth and truth is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Activated

Self-activated,
Go ahead
And survive,
The law of nature,
The principle of justice.
Recruit yourself
To live,
Your right.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Assessment

Self-assess by these
Questions
Who m I
How is the place I live at
How much do I earn
How do I spend
How many true friend
Have I made
How is the time
Treating me
Who m I
And say if you have
Anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Bond

I love you
When I am telling this
I really not loving you
I love myself.

I hate you
When I am telling this
I really not hating you
I hate myself.

I am not binding
On anything and
I am telling and
I am doing everything
Being from egoism
Attachment and aversion.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Born

My poems are self-born,
I have no role to play at all.
The words are not mine,
The feelings are not mine,
The very writings are also
Not scholarly.
Yet, they are called poetry
By you all.
It is your greatness.
I am nothing and nothing,
After so many writings,
And despite all thinking,
I am not pacified.
I am not able to know
The root of my dissatisfaction.
I have limited knowledge, I know.
Even, I am unable to put
The questions in the proper way.
Am I far from the truth?
But I have heard from the learned,
I am the truth here.
And poems are the fruits
Of my love and truth.
If it is so, let my poems
Grow in the vast sky,
Let me fly with the poems there,
As usual under nature,
Without any fear and favour.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-control and
Life of discipline
Is necessary to
Make a successful
Living my dear,
Sex and hunger
Torment all,
Proper education
Should be given to
Save from ignoble pit-falls.
Knotty problems should be
Enlightened and blessing
Be earned by all
With true knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Deception

Self-deception is
Sense of death
Sense of false ownership
Like anger after frustration.
Let us search our own identity
With purity of mind and body
Let us search within and within
With all goodness all truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Destruction

praying for
Self-destruction
Is the best prayer
Self-destruction is
Vast emptiness
And it is here
All creations has
Happened.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Doubt

Stay confident always
And overcome all self-doubt.
Feel always that you are
The only one who can give light
To the world at a time
By revealing truth and
With love. Nothing can
Check you anywhere at any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Effulgent

Self-effulgent,
I am, my dear.
I need
No light
From anybody.
Electricity or
The fire has no work.
The sun and
The moon are
In dark.
I am the love,
I am the truth,
Remember me,
I am in your heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Evident

Accept not
The existence of others
Others - unreal
And so value not.

Self-evident is that
You Yourself-the real
Value and attain
That You content.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Evident I Am

Self-evident, I am
With determination
I am searching them.

Who are they?
What for I am here?
Answers are not available.

For wrong answer
Minus marking are there
And You are uttering words.

No renouncing no affinity
Misusing freedom
I disclosed my egoism.

Crossing the temporary phase
I stood straight and
They asked me where is the gate.

I am here as before
And they approached me
Questions much more.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Evident Identity

I have my own
Self-evident identity,
It is there in my language.
You have no right, who so
Ever, you may be,
To take it away from me.
I have got my sovereignty,
I am a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Illuminating

Everything is self-illuminating
It is only for You, my dear.

No need of sun moon stars
Electricity or ignited lamps.

Here it is dazzling everything
it is only for You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Selfish Interest

In selfish interest
Find ill-will always.
There would be no difficulty
To trace out such man
Of selfish motives around you,
Just open your eyes and
See and recognize them, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Selfish Motive

Selfish motive
Is not here
With us.
Unattached we are,
With our works.
General welfare
Our desire.
We are not here
To agree with you
What you declared.
We know the hearts
That are with you,
We know they are
Not clear and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Selfless Performance Of Action

Selfless performance of action
Is necessary and the demand of time.

Selfless performance of action
Only enable one to attain salvation.

Entire world only one unit
Selfless performance of action
With divine character makes the world
And our lifes beautiful and neat.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Luminous

Self-Luminous
I am self-Luminous
No sun no moon
No fire no electricity
Can provide me light
That is within me
And I am illuminated
By my light
I am self-luminous
Self-luminous.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Made

I am made
I am self-made
I am also nature-made
And I am God-made.
I treat,
I treat love and
Compassion, I treat
all as the right of all.

I have no right to
take the life of others,
I know we all have
the same feelings as the fish,
I giver honor to all and I consider
My duty to liberate from pain and suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Organized

Man is self-organized
There is no need of organization
To control to channel a man.

If you want a perfect man
Leave him alone
Ample freedom should be given.

This is the man
Without pressure
From any corner.
This is the man
The incarnation of
Almighty omniscient.

A man is to the point
And is fit to enjoy
All here in this world
Without having any self-interest.

Give a man proper respect
God-perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Servicing Politicians

Self-servicing politicians
Unalterable laws of economics
Formed vicious circle.

Voters are caught in net
Everything to give nothing to get
Playing of crocodile and monkey
Are being set.

Starved poor
Debt ridden farmers
Commit suicide
Policy paralysis
Administrative crisis
Debilitated middle class
Un-affordable price
Rampant corruption
Touching high.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Situated

Primary concerned
And we accepted
As supreme cause
And knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Self-Sufficient

I am
Self-sufficient
And complete.
I am
Loving and
Fearless.
I am
The complete whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Sell Not

Sell not your time, dear,
You cannot earn again here.

Gajanan Mishra
Selling And Buying

Seling and buying is
Like coming and going.
But see, nothing to sell
And nothing to buy,
And see, no where to go,
And from no where to come.
As because, nothing is
Your own, my dear.
But you are roaring here,
Just like the dry air
Of the desert and nurturing
Your ego with your
Blood-pressure that is low,
In the tented shore.

Gajanan Mishra
Selling Poverty

No one can sell your poverty,
Without your consent, dear men.
But it is you,
Who is there to sell for nothing.
And what is your poverty?
Your starvation?
Your unemployment?
No, not at all, dear.
It is your mentality,
Your mental status,
That how you treat yourself,
That how you treat your mother, and
That how you treat mother language as
Inferior and not superior.

Gajanan Mishra
Selling Son

I am ready to sell my son
The rate is fifteen thousand
Amount is negotiable
If you are interested
Come on to buy
I am ready to sell my son
Due to poverty,
Think not pity.

Gajanan Mishra
Selling Time

I am
Selling time,
But time is
Not there
To buy.

Time is here,
But I fear,
I am not
Getting time
To cheer.

Life is to cheer
And also cheer
Is there for life
If time permits.

Gajanan Mishra
Semane Sabu Aasile (Odiaa)

Semane sabu aasile
Aau kandile.
Kandile, kandile.
kana pain?

Semane sabu aasile
Aau hasile.
Hasile, hasile.
Kana pain?

Shesh jae
Mu padili dwandare.
Kintu shesha kouthi
Tuma aagare mu
Biphala bujhaibaku
Sesabu.

Gajanan Mishra
Semblance

No semblance
And nothing
No change
And nothing
I am here
With you
And there is
Elaborate description
About us
O my dear
And I am
In love
And love is
Spontaneously
Aroused.

Gajanan Mishra
Send Messages

Send messages to
My e mail gajananmishra60@
If you are in trouble at any time
To and from and I will pray for you -

O my Lord go there please to help
The innocent creature You have sent
Nothing sin he has done O my dear
See and feel his position.

I will pray again to my Lord
The accuse is innocent see and he has
Not done anything wrong as alleged
Please released him at least on bail
I am the bailler for him
O my dear I am his surety
My everything is kept here as security
My innocent client is easy prey
Of nature please help him
He is in danger
O my Lord if You so like
Put me in hell
And let my innocent client
Live in fine and well.

Gajanan Mishra
Sending Utilization

Know how to utilize
And know sending
Utilization certificates
To proper person
At regular intervals
Without being attracted
By anything here and
Proof yourself intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Sense Gratification

Illegal means
Sense gratification
Absorbed in lust anger
Anxiety immeasurable.

Conceit of pride
False prestige
Unclean work
Impermanent.

All the above are
Paths through which
You can reach hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Sense Of Mine And

It rains heavily
And for this
Several creatures
Are killed.
Life of several
Other creatures
Is saved.
No sin no virtue.
No egoistic notion
No tainted intellect.
So also I am
Going on doing
My actions without
Sense of mine and selfishness.

Gajanan Mishra
Senseless Work

Senseless works
Are plenty
And I am busy in it.

I am far away from
Real beneficial works
And that is Your devotional service.

O my dear, I know
You are the root of all
And so far I have forgotten to go to You.

Oh, I am so foolish
That I do not know
My self-interest is in You and in Your realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Senseless?

Senseless?
What is that?
Butchers?
That I can't say.
But I must say,
Any killing is
Harmful and
Against nature,
And natural justice.
No permission should be
Given to anyone for
Harming, torturing
And killing.

Gajanan Mishra
Senses Are Not Allowed

I am not lonely
My senses are not allowed
To go towards the sensual objects,
I am with You, my dear
And see how I am calling You
And I am in my self-control.

Gajanan Mishra
Sensible Man

Being sensible
I want to stay alone
With my emotion
With my sensation
I want to stay alone
For welfare of people
Being sensible being sensible.

Gajanan Mishra
Sensing Drought

Sensing drought
I appeared.
We are both here,
I and my time.
A new way
With new sense.
Is it drought?
We are still here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sensitive Writings

Sensitive writings are needed
At present here at this time.
More empirical and experimental
Approach are also needed
To maintain world peace and harmony.
We are for us let us understand
And move together towards development
Though in different settings.

Gajanan Mishra
Sentiment

Sentiment,
Sentiment leads to truth
And love is divine,
No pride is here,
But self-respect is there.
No feelings fo any
Superiority, no obstacle
to any progress.
Discipline is there
And there is also happiness.
All good is here and
In goodness, all are in safe.
Selfless offering is the main
Pillar of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sentiment Of Love

I love my service
I love my friendship
Love is there in affection
Love is there in conjugal life.
Superior is sentiment of friendship
More superior is sentiment of affection
More superior is sentiment of service
And that of conjugal life
Sentiment attains perfection in Love
And I love you O my dear
O my sweet heart and my sweetness
Develops by becoming with you
And I identifies myself with you
And it is my sentiment of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Separate

You can make a partition,
But it is really difficult
To stay separate.
How can you stay
When you have no
Separate identity.

How can you begin afresh
When you are beginningless,
How can you utter
When you are wordless.

Time is perfect
But being imperfect
You are to cross the time
Though bound everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Separate Interest

I have no separate interest,
Also, no need for that.
Individual, though,
I see the interest of the state first
With my perfect vision, from all angles.

Gajanan Mishra
Separate Not

Separate not from
One side to another
From east to west
Communist and capitalist
Black and white
Liberal and conservative
Rich and poor
There is nothing like
It is our own mental
Imperfection and illusion
It is our ignorance
Our wrong conception
Let us absorbed in Truth
And it is one only one.

Gajanan Mishra
Separate not
Life and love.
Love life,
Life is nothing
But the union of love.
In love war is
But common,
And in war
There is peace
Only in love.
Dream life - love,
Love life - dream.
High or low,
In love, no matter.
Language must be
In love.
Love must be
Clear, dear.
Life must be
Like an open book.
Love is not desired,
Treat not love
As lust.
Love is as sacred as
Nectar.
Love gives life,
In light
That is eternal.
Light without shadow
I love.
I love, and love
In life I love.
The love is the opener
Of the truth.
Life is nothing
But all truth
I see in you.
Separate Origin

Breeding not from angels
Not from apes.
Origin is separate from start.

From the very start
Superknowledge that is
Divyagyan is with me
And I am distinct.

My creator satisfied with me
From the very start
And declared gretest
And noble creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Separate The Subject

Separate the subject from the object
Give a chance to work the verb mine.
The verb can cross the borderline
The lifedoctrine gradually created vine.
Yellowjasmine played wonderfully
No doubt I achieved goal
without ego without foul.

Gajanan Mishra
Separating Yourself

Separating yourself
You breeds violence
And violence does not
Belongs to anybody
Anything and you
Must adjust yourself
With mutual understanding
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Separation Is Sure

Separation is sure
Today or tomorrow
Separate elements are
There to reunite again
Not sure.

Do not link yourself
With perishable materials
You are to get sorrow and
You are missing a bright
Tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Serchhuuaa

Serchhuuaa kentakari
Medhaveliru aeba
he upe ni karbar kihe.
Kenaachha goanra luke
Kanhi gala tumar maet
Tumar paban tumar gachh
Jangal pakhan
Gae damur chhel gaingale
Hisabkitab ni karbar keve.
Chhidei pudei hauchhan
Chuchhe chuchhe
Chhidigala Pudigala
Ghaslata badhaba kenta
Bhavbar no tike.

Gajanan Mishra
Serene And Fearless

A true poet is
Always serene
And fearless
Firm in the vow
Of celibacy
With mind controlled.

Gajanan Mishra
Serenity

Serenity, I discovered
It, within and I am
Moving ahead to win.

Gajanan Mishra
Serenity And Self-Control

Fire is clouded by smoke,
Men, you are the fire of the sun,
Defects are there, and it is common,
But men, you are to stay
With serenity and self-control,
To win others and so, men
Go with your innate duties,
Forget defects, mistakes or errors.

Gajanan Mishra
Serious And Sincere

Nothing is false,
Even false itself
Is not false.
Truth and virtue
Are therein everything
And in everywhere.
Let us purify ourselves
And let us stay
Serious and sincere
In words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Serious Thought

Please have a serious thought,
About keeping your mother,
About using your own language,
About cleaning your own land.
Your thinking process is everything,
That can give you a new way
And you can climb high and you can
Declare yourself the winner of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Serpent And Peacock

Serpent and peacock
Are here in Your mouth,
And You live in this world
In disguise.

You assumed various forms
It is true, but I know
You are one and the same
For all for all times to come.

You are intangible
You are non-perceivable
And You are able to do anything
That nobody here can do or capable.

You have granted the vision
To all to know about You.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant

I have no right
To give order
I have no right
To extract obedience
I am a mere servant
I am here to serve you
And rendering service
Is my motto.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant And Master

You yourself is
The servant of your own senses
But you are trying to be a
Master through various devices.

Intention is bad.
It is dangerous to
Increase opulence without
Knowing its proper use
Not good for the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant And Service

No service but called servant,
And the servants are ruling and exploiting the people - masters.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant Is Unfortunate

When his master does not
Punish him for his offenses
And the master accept
The servant as his own.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant Of The Truth

I be considered Yours
O my dear, see I am here
My business is to serve You only.

See, I am awake
And I understand
I am Your part and parcel eternally.

I am free from my servant my mind
I am engaged in Your works always.

Gajanan Mishra
Servant's Servant

I am Yours servant's servant
And I am getting full satisfaction
And eternal pleasure out of my duties.

Gajanan Mishra
Serve The People

Serve the people
In action,
No despair
No dissipation.

Love life,
Stay happy.
Keep within
Vision of reality.

Cry not, but smile.
Take not, but give.
Utter not, but act.
Fly not, but walk.

Show your play
On the sands.

Gajanan Mishra
Serve The Truth

I am trying to
Make you serve
The truth.
And for this,
See me, I am
Here engage me
Twenty-four hours
A day in poetry,
For good.
I am in love,
And I know,
The value of virtue
That is in words,
That are yours, for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Service Is Voluntary

Service is voluntary,
Give service here
To build this nation.
Help others
When they are in need.
You said you are
In service
But I find no reason
To agree with you.
I find no reason to
Agree with you as because
You are taking salary.
And for this
Let me call you a servant
But not in service.
Man who is in service
Always ready to help others
But you are not helping
But giving trouble
To others and extracting
Anything you find from them.
You are only a servant,
Let me treat you as a servant,
And you are liable to
Get punishment.

Gajanan Mishra
Service Holder

What are you doing
And you answered
I am a service holder.
And I asked
Do you know what is
A service my dear.
Remember, the words
I am telling, your duty is
To serve others and the service
Does not required anything
In return but getting joy.
Are you sincere in your duty
And yes, you said but I marked
You have no control on yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Service- Only Way

In real service
You can not find
Any self-interest
And ego.

In real service
There is the way
To attain perfection
The Truth.

Please come
In one direction
Nothing to diffused
In real service.

Gajanan Mishra


**Service Purifies**

Service purifies  
Mind and actions  
Good friend is best  
Remedy for all ills  
Spiritual discipline  
And actions are necessary  
To fulfill the aim  
That is to go to  
Light from darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
Service To The Mother Land

Service to the mother land
Should be made compulsory,
Let all citizen come forward
Voluntarily to join the army
And navy and air force for
The safety and security of
The mother and the mother land
As per one's own strength.
Let the world know we are
At the top and no force can
Beat us at any time, let the world
Also, know we are for peace
And peaceful coexistence but if anyone
For any reason, without our own fault
try to fight with us we are ready to
Give a lesson and make them realize
For the future generations.
We are for humanity, anyone goes
Against it should know
We are here to smash from the very root.

Gajanan Mishra
Service To Truth

Health is
Better than wealth.
Knowledge is not more
Powerful than desire.

Self-control is
Great strength.
Service to truth
Is the greatest service.

Gajanan Mishra
Session Will Continues

Session will continues,
Go not anywhere,
Stay there, where
You are, my dear.
Stay there with all
Truthfulness and with
All goodness.

Stay with the air
And also with the sky.
Stay on this land
And see what is going on
In this broad day light.
Don't cry, if smile is
Not coming to you suo moto.

Gajanan Mishra
Set Alarm

Set alarm, my dear
Everywhere all time.
You are mine
Keep it in mind.

I have given you
All knowledge, all
Love and everything,
Feel within.

Gajanan Mishra
Set Mind

Set mind and connect yourself
With the Supreme.

Think not why you fell ill
How he suffered
What for he is poor insulted
And dishonored
Why he lost his riches
How his son expired.

This creation preservation
And destruction nothing but
A phase of life and glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Set Mind And Be In Connection

Set mind and
Be in connection.

Set eyes on qualities
Behold purely.

Assume not contrary meaning
And stay still.

Vision bind you
And salvation reviewed.

Gajanan Mishra
Set Not

Set not your
Own house
On fire,
And go not
Outside to
Reap the fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Set Not Your House On Fire

Set not your
Own house
On fire,
And go not
Outside to
Reap the fruits.

See your
Own disappearance
In you,
You are no one
It is
The only truth.

Discover yourself
In your house.

Gajanan Mishra
Set To Roll

Life is ready
And I am rolling.

My body is holy, see.
And public view is
Not allowed.

I am transporting myself,
I am resizing and
chiseling myself on my own.

Gajanan Mishra
Sethare Achhi (Odia)

Sethare achhi
Kana achhi sethare
Seita jane na.

Gajanan Mishra
Setting Fire

Setting fire
To the rain
I saw the head
On the cloud.

I felt better
Missed sleep
Throwing myself
In to the flames.

Let it burn
Some one said
I laughed
It is ice and
No fire
I scared.

Gajanan Mishra
Setting Of The Sun

Setting of the sun
Is not end of the sun
The sun is not at our sight.

Likewise my death
Is not my end
I am physically out of sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Settlement Outside

Settlement outside
Can be possible-
And the only way
For solution.
Need of time-
Toleration,
Brotherhood,
Peaceful cooperation,
History’s modification.
Check out-
Emotion and
Reality.
Be ready to sacrifice
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
Seven Days

Our life
Within seven days
We are going to die.

Seven days
Our work
Within seven days
We are to complete
All our works.

Seven days
Our love goes
Beyond seven days
My dear come
And love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Seventy Years

1

Not a joke
Seventy years!
And till date
We are unable to use
Our language at home,
Till date
We are not free,
Not free to speak
What we think,
Not free to do
What we want,
Not free to worship
Our own gods
On our own land.

2

We are human beings
But without humanity
Living here.
We are making friendship
Without tolerance,
Without love.
We are living together
Here, and we have
Crossed over seventy years.
Seventy years,
Not a joke, my dear!
We are not here
In accordance with nature
And we are in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Severe Rainfall

Here, I am facing
Severe rainfall,
Dense clouds, thunders,
Electric lightning.

Here, Blood, mucus, pus,
Stool, urine, and marrow,
Everywhere.
Here, I see lances, clubs,
Swords, iron bludgeons.

Big serpents, angry eyes,
Fire and desire of lions
And tigers to kill and
Eat everyone here.
Each one is by nature
Very heinous.

Still, I want to live
In this world.
Still, I want happiness
And all good,
That are there here.

I know life,
An illusory mystic trick.
I want to learn
Much more here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sex Life

Sex life- two types
One is in diseased material condition
Another is spiritual sex life.

One should know
The actual spiritual form of sex
And keep himself far away
From perverted material sex life.

It is fact
The whole material creation is
Moving under the principle of sex life
It is fact
Sex life is the focal point of all activities.

Sex life is real
Reality of sex life is
Experienced in the spiritual world.

And the material sex life is a
Perverted reflection of the original fact
The original fact is in the Absolute truth.

Absolute truth can not be impersonal
Absolute truth contains pure sex life.

O my dear You are the only person
To give me information on the actual
Spiritual form of sex
I know You are the original and
Pure sex psychologist.

Gajanan Mishra
Sex- What Is It

It is
Setting fire to a house
Where I am not staying.
It is
Scraping the bark
Off a leaves.
It is
remitting fine while
Introducing a new book.
It is holding out
Hope to somebody while
Calling down curses to another.
O my dear, go not always with it
You are there to miss yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Sex, No Matter

I am the tree
Look, I am not free.

I have no root
This is my head place your foot.

If you have eyes, see
If you have ears, hear.

Stop there, no word to utter
Who so ever you may, sex no matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Sexual Crime

Sexual crime is rising
And it is alarming.

Law enforcement machinery
Callousness of officialdom
Are reasons and they are sleeping.

Victims are suffering
That bothers nobody.

Where to go my dear
How to live
Why to procreate child.

Our land is lands of
Sages and saints
Shame shame to think.

Gajanan Mishra
Shackled By

Is it true?

I am shackled by
The charming beauty
Of my wife,
By her solitary embraces,
By talks of so-called love,
By the sweet words of children?

Is it not true?

I have not yet forgotten
My real identity.
I am eternal as before,
And they, who are with me
Are also eternal,
I am telling them always.

Of course, it is true,
We are not in true love.
We are here, in this
Material world, and
We are interested in
Sense gratification.

Here, I find,
False love, false life.
But here, I am trying to
Enter into real life,
With wife and children
And trying to keep
Relation with the truth,
And trying to light the lamp.

Gajanan Mishra
Shackles

Shakes off
The shackles
If you can.

No adverse result
Would be there.

Keep detach
Yourself from
Your very work

Gajanan Mishra
Shade Of Blue Whale

I want to live
In the shade of Blue whale
In the deep sea.
I want to go
To the sea for the Blue whale.
An adventuring life is there
With Blue whales
I want to experience.
My wife - a great blue whale,
And when I am with her,
The blue whale can do no harm.
Hearing the blue whale game,
My wife cautions me not to go there.
And I see peace reign
Here at home in the shade of Blue whale.
I have made my wife hear
The stories of Arbinda Das
About Blue whale in Odia language,
And I feel the change of hearts.
I love Blue whale, I love my wife,
I love stories, I love life.
I want to live with all
For the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Shades Of Darkness

Here is the sun,
And the shades of darkness
Can never approach the sun.

You are the bliss personified
O my dear, indwelling the heart of all
Free from passion and imperishable.

I know my dear, my sun, You are
Free from error and eternal
You are unattached and final.

You are the home of beauty and strength
You are unfailing power, vast
transcending speech, totality of existence.

I know You exhibit different characters
But Yourself remain the same here.

Gajanan Mishra
Shade-Tree

I am in search of a Shade-tree for you.  
In its shade  
You can take rest  
When scorched by  
The heat of the world.

This world is not easy  
To navigate my dear.  
A good navigator is  
But a necessity.

Think not otherwise,  
I know, you are not yet  
Able to decide here  
What is fair and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow

I am a shadow
You may call me a bird
You may call me air
You may call me stone
You may call me bone
No difference what in name
You call me
I am a shadow
I have time
So long as the sun is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow - Hollow

Whose shadow?
What is the length
And breadth of the shadow?
What is the message of the shadow?
How the shadow can be used?
I could not get all the answers
At a time at this moment
And You O my dear want me
To follow and it is thus hollow.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow Can Not Be

Shadow cannot be
Shadow cannot be torn away
From its substance.

The sunlight can never
Exist apart from the sun
The radiance of the moon
Cannot leave the moon,

O my dear, remember
Our relation is like this
And we can never be separated.

Here there is deep love
And the Ultimate Truth
Between us, see, and
No love no Truth means no kinship.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow Is Yet Another Person

Shadow is yet another person
I am not my shadow
I know, my shadow is my first
Enemy and I am not capable to
Drive my shadow out from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow- Love

Shadow - love
They said openly.
And in that love
We all live
In loneliness.

We come, we go,
In shadow- love.
We feel it
Nearer to life
Though not accepted.

Love is not true
Like life-shadow.
Life is not living
In shadow of death.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow Of The Earth

Shadow of the earth
That is seen as the dark
Spot of the moon
And it is nothing
It is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadow, Shadow

Shadow, shadow,
Light, light,
Play is always on
In shadow light.

Who is in shadow
And who is in light
It is not the time
To describe.

Gajanan Mishra
Shadowless Sun

Let him be told to see me
I am here with him.

Let your dress be put off
I am in love.

I am shadowless sun
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Shake Hands

Shake hands,
We are all friends.

We are the beginning,
We are the end.

Everything is flooded,
Time is loaded.

Matter clear,
Love all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Shaking

Shaking hands
Shaking earth
Lost temper
O my dear
Look, I am here.

Sun set
I frightened
The bird rise
I frightened
O my dear
Look, I am here.

Look, I am here
O my dear
No earth no bird
No dark no water
Only with You
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Shall I remain silent?
And for how long?
Shall I left the place?
And to where?

No call is there,
I know.
Since the cause is common
I have to accompany you.

Gajanan Mishra
Shame

You yourself
failed to drive
your life-car properly
and you are blaming
the men who are walking
or sitting or sleeping
or staying with you on life-road.
As a driver of your body
you need to be vigilant.
Remember, you are answerable
for your actions.
Remember, you are to face
the consequences and you are
not supposed to be behind the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Shame Of Thrones

Shame of thrones
And what will you want
And see
Dead man prone.

Gajanan Mishra
Shame Shame

Shame shame!
I am begging for votes
And that is for my poem!

Shame shame!
My letters are so weak
That I have to beg votes
For them!

Shame shame!
And I am writing day and night
With letter and spirit
To earn a name and fame!

Shame shame!
I am not committed to life
And I am living without
Rules of life-game!

Shame shame!
Shame shame! !

Gajanan Mishra
Shame To Read

Shame to read
The problems
That are
All the same.
But we must
Search the solution
Therein soon.
We must explain
The reason of
Not going through.
But it is true
We are the part
Of the problem and
Also part of solution.

Gajanan Mishra
Shankha (Odiaa)

Shankha ku
Pratihata kariba
Bhari kasta.
Kaunasi rasta pauni mu
Shankhaku jitibara
kimba santusta karibara.

Kebala shankha pain
Mo maa rahichhi
Asubidhare aau mo
Lokamane baharaku
Dadana jai achhanti durdasare.
Mu sahajya kari paru ni
Semananka pain sabda
uchhari paru ni bi.

Gajanan Mishra
Shanti aau aananda aau prema,
Sabu achhi mo kabitare,
Upabhogakara, sabu tuma pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Shanti Kipari Paiba Sikha (Odia)

Shanti kipari paiba sikha
Aer jibanare aau shanti
Jemiti rahiba katha rahichhi.

Gajanan Mishra
Sharata-Janha (Odia)

Sarata-janha kichhi
Luchauchhi. kana seita?
Kahinki w sarata-janha
Luchakali kheluchhi?
Abasya, khela
Bhayankara nuhen!
Kintu ae khela pain
Mu bhulijaichhi
Sabukichhi, sabukichhi.
Jadio mu purbapari
Ethare emiti achhi.
Ae Janha jauchhi
jadio tibragatire nuhan,
Jauchhi Bhitaru bhitara
Aahuri mo bhitaraku,
Mu jetebele mate
Parikhya karuchhi
Mo nija aakhire.

Gajanan Mishra
Share On Poetry

Share on wife share on poetry not possible
Share is compulsory and compulsory means to live
To live is to care and to care is to write and
Understand poetry and it is abstract

Gajanan Mishra
Share Values

Share values
That are in conflict.

Gajanan Mishra
Share Your Idea

Share your idea,
Dear poets.
I think
Each one is a poet.
And he is free
To express himself
Or herself.
You are your spirit,
Dear men, follow it
On truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sharing Everything

Let us share everything
Let us render service
To each other with
Intimacy and great reverence
With love with sweet words
No inferiority no superiority
No misunderstanding and nothing
Let us go hand in hand
As our goal is one and the same
That is to reach the Truth
To stay at that Ultimate Truth
Let us share everything on the way
This way is not ours, let us remember
O my dear, this love this affection
This co-relations co-operations
Are only here with us
And we are for this here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sharing Poem

Sharing my poem
Sharing my life
My life is not only mine
My life is also yours.

My life is this world
This world is yours
I am in your world
I am yours
I am writing poem
In this world
For this world
This poem is yours.

My poem is your poem
This is your poem
This is truth
This is justice
This poem is yours
And I am sharing.

Gajanan Mishra
Shastri Lal Bahadur

Shastri Lalbahadur,
As soft as butter,
But as hard as steel.
He was/is for peace,
But march forward in war.
He won/win the hearts
Of farmers and also
That of soldiers.

Shastri Lalbahadur,
Knew well we are all
In the theater and
We are to play our parts
To save others.
Individual identity has
Nothing to do,
But to establish the truth.

Truth is our land,
Truth is our sovereignty,
Truth is we are free,
And free to do anything
For all welfare.
Each man is the ambassador
Of peace and each one
Reflects his own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
She Is Alive, Thanks God!

She is alive,
Her respiration system
is okay, thanks God!

Gajanan Mishra
Shed Your Skin

Shed your skin
And march ahead.
Take everything easy
And lead a successful life.

The sun shines,
Take charge and
Take initiatives
To do all good for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Shedding Everything

Shedding everything
I came to you, see me.

Who you are I can't say
But I am not allowed to touch you.

I consoled myself, worry not dear,
To see eyes to eyes is sufficient.

You are there on a golden seat,
I am here on a seat made of grass,
I know of course,
Both are the product of the earth.

I have kept my face-cloth
With me for use in time,
But I discovered no separate face,
With me when I see you.

Gajanan Mishra
Sheep We Are

O butcher, and
We are under your care.
You are merciless
O butcher, and see
We remain alive.

O my dear, I am with You
My love, and hearing Your
True and pleasing words
I forgot all fatigue of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sheer Cruelty

Nothing but
Sheer cruelty.
The practice of
Slaughtering innocent
Animals like buffaloes, Goats,
Sheep, Chickens, pigeons, ducks
Swans etc etc are against love,
Against law of nature that hurt
The sensitive sections of society.

Nothing but
Sheer cruelty.
Nothing but barbaric,
Nothing but against eternity,
Against modernity and humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Sheer Foolishness

It is sheer foolishness
To regards these belongings
As my own.

I know love is surrendering
I know love is not having anything
I know love has no sense of mineness.

I know my body my senses and my mind
The things and persons with me
All are yours.

I have nothing to do here I know
I am a mere slave here
And You only You are my Master.

Gajanan Mishra
She-Jackal Cries

She-jackal cries
At the rising sun
And vomits fire.
Dog barks fearlessly,
The horse appears to weep.
The pigeon is flying
Like the messenger of death.
The smoke encircles the sky,
The earth and the mountains
Are throbbing.
The wind blows violently,
Blasting dust everywhere
And creating darkness.
Clouds are raining
With bloody disasters.
The rays of the sun
Are declining.
The stars appear to be
Fighting among themselves.
Rivers, tributaries, ponds
All perturbed.
Butter no longer ignites the fire.
The calves do not suck
The teats of the cows,
Nor do the cows give milk.
All are crying, lamenting
And perspiring.
All are devoid of beauty
And bereft of all happiness.
No good fortune and
Greater loss is going on there.

Gajanan Mishra
Shelter

You are my shelter
You are my only only shelter
I know Your hands and legs
Are distributed everywhere
Being the store house of love
Being the supreme controller
You are my shelter
Only shelter
Only by knowing You
I can reach my goal
I can find my soul
With You Supreme Super soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Sheshaheena Manisha  ?????? ???? (Odia)

Mu sheshaheena
Sheshaheena manisha
Aau mu ethare
Anantakalaru.

Mate kahibaku dia
Mu kie aau
Mu kana karibaku jauchhi
Kana pain.

Mate bhala kari Shuna,
Bhalakari padha
Aau raha surakhita.

Mu seshheena
Kipari pacharanaa,
Anubhaba kara bhitare.

In Odia lipi;

?????? ????,
??? ?????? ?

?? ??? ?
?????????? ?

?? ?????? ???
??? ??? ?? ???
?? ?????? ?????
?? ???? ?

?? ?? ??? ??,
?????? ??
?? ?? ????????? ?

??? ??????
?????? ??
???? ???? ??
???? ?? ?????? ?
Shining all white -
Taj.
With all blood red
Inside.

All hunger all thirst,
All days passed.
Things difficult to
Adjust time.

Sentences not fine,
Vacation not defined.
All opposition checked,
Floors in illusioned.

Gajanan Mishra
Shining And Fresh

See me,
I am shining and
Fresh always.
I am a man,
And with humanity
I am touching
The eternity.
See me,
I am shining and
Fresh here
For my love
And for the truth.
I am the same
What you are there,
My dear. I am here
Only for you.
I am within you,
And you are
Within me. see me,
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Shining Heat

Yes, I feel
the glow, shining heat.
I feel, burning within.
I feel, opening of door
of your wish with wounds
But I am helpless, duty bound.
Footprints of time is to be seen
in our palms, nothing to cheat though.

Gajanan Mishra
Shining Pearls

Girls are not mere girls
As you said is right
Girls are really shining pearls
Give girls a handful of warmth
And a heart full of love
Girls are the future creators
Of our civilization
Give a little amount of care
O my dear son, and give affection
Provide proper knowledge and education
Girls are the main pillars
Of our nation.

Gajanan Mishra
Shining Within

You are shining within
That I know my dear
And I want to see You
After giving up all.

I am Your pure reflection
That I know my dear
And I am here with all
Unattached within.

Nothing is here with me
That are sinful propensities
My dear, I desire nothing
That can bind me.

I see how the time I have left
To live and diminishing with every passing day.

Gajanan Mishra
Shining Within -Life

It is devotion,
It is dispassion,
It is wisdom,
That are shining
Within.
And I am within.

I am both animate
And inanimate, see.
I am on the sky,
I am the sky.
I am on the earth,
I am the earth.
I am in water,
I am the water.

See, my dear,
I am here there and
Everywhere, all times.

See me, it is I
Who is shining, shining.

Gajanan Mishra
Ship

Ship,
It is You.
I am in the deep sea,
It is true.

And I have no
Other option besides
Calling at this time
Here in this world.

You are there
And You have no link
With time or with anything.

My duty is only
To love You and to
Surrender before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Ship Of Pleasure

You are the only ship of pleasure
In this sorrowful sea of the cosmos.
You are the only day of my night
You are the only rain in my sunny days.

Gajanan Mishra
Shirk Not Duty

Shirk not duty
So long as you
Are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Shoot At Your Wish

Shoot at your wish,
Forget, you are alive.
What would have happened
Say as it is.

What is yours?
Why are you so busy?
Search out please
Where is tiny boat in the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Shoot Me

Shoot me
Shoot me if you
Find me not in
Truth and not in
Love.

Throw me
Throw me to
The dark-well
Of hell
If I swell.

I am Yours
As before here
O my dear, You are
Only mine and near.

Gajanan Mishra
Shoot Not

Shoot not in the air
But hit the target.

Worry not,
Everything would be
At your disposal
But let the sun rise first.

Wait and take
A look at the sight.

Gajanan Mishra
Shop Love Today Itself

Shop love today itself,
No bargain, no rate,
Love, you can get, it tells
only through love.

Come, you are welcome,
See and feel the blooming of
flowers within you, dear,
See the dream near.

Being a poet, let me enlighten
the environment that is lovely
and beautiful all around,
and truth therein that I found.

You are sketching the sky I know
with all sweetness of this life-flower.

Gajanan Mishra
Short And Long

Short and long
Nothing is there
You can say short
Or long.

No point to measure
Here or there
In upper or lower
In this fair.

You can express
Your desires
And you can enter
From any point near
Or there.

Mixed unmixed
You can find
That is fixed
In you in me.

If we wish
We can change
Anything at
Anytime but for why?

But for why
Is a question
To be ask within
And action be taken.

The action you have
And its effect
Should for common good
The Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Short Life Or Long

Matter little,
Life short
Or long,
But life
Be strong.
Life is not
In the breath,
But breath is
There in life.
Best thing is
To look around
And kiss the earth.
Difference is not
In day or night.

Gajanan Mishra
Short Of Words

Poem is going on
With a shortage of words.
And here, I asked
Where is the short?

All observed,
But I asked
What for the observation?

All said
Let us go,
But where to go
Who knows, please
Explain in details.

No interior decorations,
But all left the start.

Gajanan Mishra
Shortage

Shortage of food,
Shortage of water,
Shortage of time,
Shortage of room,
Shortage of rope.
Everything is in short,
Short everything
Besides life on earth.
Tie in knots-
I know not the technique,
Life is not so easy.
Teaser is time,
And I am not in term
With tear-jerker.

Gajanan Mishra
Shortcut Route

Shortcut route
Is the longest one
To reach destination.

If you obsessed
The destination
You are not wise
You never reach.

Shadow has its
Own light
And I am there
To measure.

My dream callme
And I never listen
Now I call
My dream
And it giving
Attendance Yea sir.

Gajanan Mishra
**Short-Cuts Is Life In Poem**

It is not mistaken on facts.

You must deal with
The process of inference.

Life is life, see in poems
Poem is poem, find in life.

Poem is reduced physics
To see the real world.

Real world is at our hands
That is the deliberate truth.

Poem matters to the readers
Showing all shadows and mirrors.

No rule is applicable here
O my dear, you may fly without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Shortest Way

My wife,
My shortest way
to the divine.
Dear wife,
I am fortunate
to have you
with me.

Wife,
when uttered,
stars are here.
My wife,
My life,
and I am no one, but
for you a.

Gajanan Mishra
Shortness

Shortness could not
Be overcome
Life is not in a tomb.

Let us smile
And enjoy the fun
Though we find none.

And what is wonder
Elderly men are
Not in like manner.

One after another
All are going farther
Except You, my dear.

Let us learn afresh
How to measure.

Gajanan Mishra
Should I Believe You?

Should I believe you
Because of the things
You say?
But I should believe
In your deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
Should Not

I can not take you
With me
You should not
Called me yours.

I can not change you
As per my sweet will
You should not
Called me yours.

I can not possess you
And I can not keep you
As you are
You should not
Called me yours.

We both are here now
It is not false
You should not
Called me yours.

I am changing me
And I am looking you
You are changeless
And you are looking me.

Gajanan Mishra
Shoulder To Shoulder

Blame game,
Not good for anyone.
We shall not forget
That we are one
And we are here
For all.

For our loophole
The officialdoms rejoice
But the entire mass suffer.

Let us use together
Our ideas and experiences
Amd work shoulder to shoulder
And let us go out
From any inferiority complex.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Friendship

Show friendship
Show friendship for all people
O ruler, asked the people
What might you do for them
People are your real master
Remember, my dear ruler.

O ruler, really you are
The servant of the people
You are there to do highest
Good of all in general
You are to maintain and
Protect all from hunger
From fear and let them
Move freely throughout
And you are to serve the people
Like a father, my dear
And if you fail be ready
For your own downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Love

Show love for all
Mercy for the ignorant
Indifference for the enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Me Route

Show me route
To reach you.
Give me strength
To touch you.
Permit me
To talk you.
Allow me
To open the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Me The Way

Show me the way,
The perfect one
To die.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Me Your Birth

Show me your birth,
Show me, how far you
Are right,

Be brave, my dear,
And see the process
Of death always.

Have patience and courage
To move towards birth
Through persistent attempt.

Show me your birth,
Show me, how far
You are right.

And I am here waiting for You
Dispassionate in all adversity.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Me Your Heart

Show me your heart
I am in dark.
I wish you be with me
I dream I can win.
You are here to give me life
I understand it is you who
Know everything.
Where is the road to go
I have seen no other road
Except the one you have shown.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Not Mercy Please

Show not mercy, please,
I do not want to live
On your mercy, dear king.
It is you, who is taking
Money from me by way of taxation.
I am not taking a single penny
From your pocket, mind it.
This land is not yours,
This land is belong to nature.
Let me live here under
The supervision of nature.
You are not controlling nature,
Nature is controlling you all.
Dear king, show not mercy to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Not Your Face

Show not your face,
No one is interested.
Dare not to face the music,
Go faceless being facaded.

I know, you are already dead,
I know you cannot utter
Any word, I know you have nothing
to prove that you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Show not your foolishness and
Ask not for poison and live here
Without finding fault with others.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Not Your Temper, My Dear

Show not your temper, my dear
And be ready to reap the fruits
Of the temper you showed.

Let not the ass eat
The sacrificial oblation, my dear,
Be cautious, while going with boundless mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Of Hands

Show your hands
For truth,
For love.
Show house is
This world.

Shoulder to shoulder
We are to go far and far,
But with root.
Not short-lived we are,
Short-term is also
Not our works.

No one dares to
Short shrift us
Anywhere at any time.

Here the showpiece is
Our own life.
And it is at present
With us and
Ready to give nectar.

We are here
Nothing to do but to
Hold the shovel and
Start the work
On this earth.

No shower can
Defeat us
We know under
This sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Show and
Show of united
Colours is going on,
We, the general people are
Fools to watch and comment
As these are there to change
Colours with the change of
Situation here.
No commissioner is appointed
To observe the matter.
No knoweldge is imparted
To highlight the incidents.
No man is there to immunize
Any untoward incidents.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Respect

To others,
Without expecting
Respect from anybody.

Regard yourself
Insignificant, my dear,
From the very beginning
Like the tree and be polite.

Think that you are nobody
You are inferior than a blade of grass
Think that you are nothing
Just nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Strength

Show strength
And enjoy.
Come to delight
In goodness.

Recognize the truth
And the beauty.
Men, see everything
With nectar eyes.

Use intellect
And stay united
Virtuous.
With right behavior
Stay happy
And pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Show The Door

Show the door
Ready to go
We the four.
Front back next
Door is best.
Show the door
Ready to go
We the four.
With in the door
From death's door
We are out of door
O door keeper
Show the door
Call is there
More and more.

Gajanan Mishra
Show The Way Of Perfection

Show the way of perfection
To all here, my dear.
Tell all that no death is
Here to touch anyone.

The dark and the death is
There, but fear not.
The dark and the death can
Do no harm to anyone.

Life is not harmful, but
It is helpful to get perfection.
The moon, the sun and all others
Are there to solve all problems.

You are virtuous, my dear, for future
Take note of each incident here.

Gajanan Mishra
Show The Way, Please

Show the way, please,
if you so like.
Forget the life, please,
In the abstract form,
if you so like.

I know, you are a living power,
I know, the star is there,
I know, and I am sure
I will never change my purpose,
Though the sun and the moon may fall to earth.

Let me stay with my empty mind,
Let me keep my words with me,
Let me remind you that the night is
not here to give dark at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Us

Show us
What is good
For us.
We want
Not to see
That has
Bad effects
For us.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Your Face

Show your face,
Your face is everything for me.
Please stay here with me
Or else see I am dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Your Originality

Show your originality
Imitate not anything
Imitate not anybody
You are free to
Worship your own deity.

Neglect not
Disregard not
Cooperate all
And you are your own
Identity distinct and separate
You are with all though.

It is your own fragrance
That makes you great
It is your consciousness
That takes you to far land
Where there is meeting with the sky
Fly fly and fly my dear, with the service of all
You are with all and all are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Your Prowess

Show your prowess
In action.
Take seriously
Your own words.

No cloud can
Cover the sun
For all time.

Nothing to grief,
But to stay happy
Thinking victory
On your own side.

Remember, fear is
There in the timid,
And joy in the wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Your Prowess  ?????  ?????  ?????????

Show your prowess
In action.
Take seriously
Your own words.

No cloud can
Cover the sun
For all time.

Nothing to grief,
But to stay happy
Thinking victory
On your own side.

Remember, fear is
There in the timid,
And joy in the wise.

In Odia language, Brahmi script;

?????  ?????  ??????????,
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Gajanan Mishra
Show Yourself

Show yourself
What you are, dear.
Show yourself
Where you are.
But sir,
Recognize the love
That is unique
In us.

With your glance
Life turns into
Extraordinarily beautiful.
With your presence
Everything here
Is in full and
Nothing or
No danger is terrible.

No lust in me, see.
No tear, no fear
In me, see.
I am in the fort,
Fort of fortune.

And we are all here
Under your blessings,
Please appear and
Restore us from the dark,
With the nectar
Of your lips.

Gajanan Mishra
Show Zero Tolerance

My dear men,
Come together and fight,
Fight against the use of
Unconstitutional, unlawful
And undemocratic language
Here on this soil.

My dear men,
Come together and take
All possible steps to
Protect and preserve your
Own language to prove
Your identity here.

My dear men,
Come together and show
Zero tolerance and make a
Difference that you are unique
And you have a special quality
On this earth for all welfare.

My dear men,
Come together and give
All that are in you, teach all
In the language of truth and love
For world peace and for
The welfare of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Shower Of Love

Shower of love
Is here on us
But not stones
Dust and bullets.

Let us know
Who we are
And what for
We are here.

Let us have
A shower bath
And bestow
Lavish gifts.

For life, for love,
For love, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Shower Your Grace

Shower your grace, O my dear, and
Lead me to the realization of Truth
I know, You are the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Showers Of Flowers

Here see, showers of flowers
And here we are, my dear, in love.

We are taking bath in love
We are getting the truth of life.

We are in truth, my dear, we are pious
Character is our fine jewelry.

We are worshiping all, all the creatures here
As we are dedicated to life that we live.

Gajanan Mishra
Showing Concern

Showing concern
I want to measure the sky.
And the sky is no where.

I failed to understand
What you are going to do
And yet I am with you.

My friend, my philosopher,
You are everything, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Showing Foolishness

Showing foolishness
In skin, in hair,
In flesh, in bones.

Showing foolishness
In temple, in Mosque.
Exist or no-exist
Is a question of
All times and it is
A matter to laugh.

Cherish and desire,
Measure and suffer
All are in danger.
All are true, my dear,
But live with no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Showing More Than

Showing more than
Hypocrisy.
Possession is
Cause of proud.
And you think
You can put the world
Upside down.

Gajanan Mishra
Showing The Flute

Showing the flute
I made you dance
And I say
War would not solve
Any problem
As filing case
In the court of law
Would not solve
Any dispute
Mutual settlement
Cool head
Coping with the present
Turbulent are good
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
He is there,
With his old parents,
And try his best
To make them
Stay comfortable
As possible.
Parents are
Poor, blind and
Ageing.
But he cares
No one and nothing.

See the bamboo-stick
On his shoulder
With two baskets
On either side.
Father is in
One basket and
Mother is there
In the other.

He is going on pilgrimage
To fulfill
His parents wish.
On the way the parents
Feel thirsty
And ask him for some water.
He goes with a pitcher
To fetch water
And when it is getting filled
Peculiar pubbling sound
Is there in the air.
Hearing the bubbling sound,
A king named Dasarath
Took his aim and
Shoot his arrow
With the bubbling sound to
Guide him,
Shravan had become
The target
Of the king's arrow.

Alas, Shravan Kumar
Breathed his last.

The king realized
His ghastly mistake,
comes to the old parents
With water.
Hearing everything
From the king
They cursed the king
And passed away,
Unbearble was the sorrow of
Separation from the lone son.

And from this incident,
My dear readers, there
Started a new chapter
In the history of mankind
Called Ramayana.
Wherein each wrong
Is avenged
And each labour
Rewarded,
And none is there
To escape the consequences
From his action.
No infinite
But all are in finite here,
The work of the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Shred

I am a shred
I am taking
Your form, Sir
With the test of time.

See me, it is my
Speciality here.
I am telling this
Seeing the example of
A piece of a pot
Putting in to fire
And the fire is converting
It in to its own form.

You are the fire, my dear,
I am the piece of that pot.

Gajanan Mishra
Shree Jagannath

Near Mahodadhi
Nilagiri one can find
No hand no leg
No beginning no end
Round eyes black eyes
No day no night
Always awake
World like mela
That is
Shree Jagannath Khela
When you reach there
You can see nothing
Nothing is yours
And everything
is coming towards you
And you turn in to
Jay Jagannath
Do not asked for
Anything
Nothing is there
And nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Shukhila Jaleni (Odiaa)

Shukhila jaleni jadi achhi sethare
Diaasili dwara niaan jalaa, aau dekha
kede chanchala dharuchhi niaan.

Gajanan Mishra
Shut Up

I am alone
I like loneliness
I do not want
You love me
If you want to love
Love my loneliness
I am not there
I scare.

Gajanan Mishra
Shut Up For Good

Shut up
and it is good.
If opened,
It is disturbed.
Smile while going
as before.
Go, while smiling
and enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Shutters Down

Shutters down,
Touts abound -
Great news.

Gajanan Mishra
Shutting Out

I am shutting out
External objects,
Just wait and see.
I know you are here
Within this room,
Where I am performing
My duties only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Shyness
A gift of nature
To the fair sex.
Shyness,
Enhances beauty
And prestige
In all context.

Nothing is there,
But illusion here.
Nothing but earth,
Water, fire, air.

Shyness,
Spirit spark,
Soul's beauty,
Keep all, my dear, in custody.

Gajanan Mishra
Side By Side

Both truth and doubts
Go side by side.
And one who is
At the center,
That is I.

Treat me not as a follower,
I know, truth is
Nowhere here.

The pleasure is
Also not there
With the householder,
Said the scholar.

Nothing is imitation,
But everything is mundane.

Gajanan Mishra
Side Effect

Think about the side effect
And then take the medicines.
Those who are giving service to you
Think them as your relatives.

Gajanan Mishra
Sidhu For Silver

Let us congratulate Sidhu,
She is brave enough and
Bring Silver medal for all.
Sidhu proved India is
Unstoppable, and is
Capable enough to take
Tremendous pressure.
Our India will be
Number one in the world
In future.
We are struggling for
World peace and peaceful
Co-existence, let the world
Realize it, seeing the
Performance of Sidhu,
The real daughter of India.
Our mothers, our sisters,
Our daughters, I invite them
All to come forward and
Take the march for
Making the world
In a new order.

Gajanan Mishra
Sight Of Truth

You admit it or not
But truth is truth,
It is always the truth.
You cannot do anything
Against the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sightseeing

Sightseeing-beautiful, but
If you go sight unseen
You are a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Sign Of Downfall

Sign of downfall -
My attachment
To son, daughter,
Wife, brothers,
Neighbors, relatives.
Sign of downfall -
When I see nothing
Auspicious even in
The sun rises.
Sign of my downfall -
If I say I love you,
If I feel great
Pleasure or pain,
For you - it is an untruth.

Gajanan Mishra
Signature

Recognised signature
In the title page of history.
Do not named forger.
Plotting not done yet.

No sun no air
No water can erase
Damage scratchout
Signature that was
Put on the pages of history.

Gajanan Mishra
Signature Of Time

No one is the supreme himself,
But each one is the servant,
Though, part and parcel of the supreme.
No one can artificially claim
The supreme position of all.
In general, all are sovereign here.
Time is there to control all,
All are the signature of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Signet Poem

Signet poem that I got yours
In the vast sky here.
And here I discovered
My soul and my experiences.
I am your part and parcel
You have written.
Let me gain your trust, my dear,
Let me serve all creatures,
I know you are within all,
You are all and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Significance Of Name

What does it mean?
You are allowed
To name as per
Your sweet will.
But by it, remember,
The sky is not falling down.

Ofcourse, corpse is there,
You are not allowed
To call it a star.
You may see the flower,
And decorate as per
Your sweet will.
But by it, remember,
You are not falling down.

Gajanan Mishra
Significant Life

Which life is significant
And which life is not,
Who will decide here?

But I am here
Not to decide anything
Right and wrong,
But to enjoy in full
Nature and
Changing atmosphere.

Let the atmosphere be
Calm, quiet and peaceful.
There should not be any
Dust or heat or noise.
Let the people deliver
What is there in them,
The nectar.

The life is not miserable,
Let us remember,
Life is all beautiful,
And we are to
Enjoy life in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Sikhsya

Ai pathara mate deichhi sikhsya
Kahichhi jare ja pathara hoi ja
Mu maruchhi pathara hoi na pari.

Mate sunaichhi gita ai pathara
Aau ai pathara mate sunaichhi
Aakash aakashau mu rati adhare
Pathara upare basi pacharichhi
Taranka bayasa.

Dekhichhi ai patharaku padiamajhire
Dekhichhi ambagachha tale
Dekhichhi puneire
Janichhi a pathara pain
Rahichhi mo ghara mo sansara.

A patharaku athu uthaiba nain prasna
Janichhi ai pathara mate dhari
Rakhirh mularu aau mu pathara sahita
Jaichhi udi sata samudra tera nai jouthi
Nain nain.

Gajanan Mishra
Jana satya
Aau sikhyaka hua.
Anubhav kara satya
Aau raha nirbhaya.
Shanta raha aau
Jina jagata.
Kichhi katha nai
Tume jie bi hua.

In Odia lipi or say Brahmi script.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence - The Answer Of All

Silence is
The only truth and
The answer of all.
Go on working silently
And see you are
On winning side.
Observe silently
Where you are going
And how you are staying.
Fear not the snake,
No snake is there
To do any harm.
Uproot all evils
That are within you first.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence Has Its Own Music

Let us come and see it.
Seeing silence alone
We can reach the place
Where we are in.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence is intolerable
Please speak, speak something,
No matter good or bad.
I am here to search it out
Where is the truth in your words.
Turmoil within is intolerable.
Stay calm and hear,
Hear the guiding voice
And go on transforming yourself.
Go beyond silence, dear
And say something about you.
I am here to say what is false
And what is the truth.
Whatever you like, please do.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence Is The Best

In all situation
Silence is the best.
No one can confront
With silence.
Allow me to work
In silence.
You are not here
Betraying a secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence Means

Silence means enlightened
And not hypocrite and
Restrained in speech.
Silence means also love
Pure love in thought
And in every thought.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence Purifies

Silence purifies the speech
Fasting detoxifies the body
Meditation takes you
Deep in to your being
And in deep ocean
You are taking rest
I am going to You
O my dear to hear
From You comment the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Silent

What is an art
The artist asked
And I could not
Answer and busy
Composing word.

What is a word
Asked the poet
And I could not
Answer and busy
In a picture.

And what is a picture
I could not get answer
Everybody is silent
Including the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Silent Is Only Mine

Only silent is mine I thought
And uttered words not
And you listen
My song.

words exhausted
Over completed
And I gazed at the sky
Everything there safe.

Gajanan Mishra
Silent Is The Best

Silence is the best
Silence is the best language
Silence is the best weapons
Silence is the best shield
Love silently
And love is the best silence
Fearlessly love
Love and love
Love is only your ladder
To reach me my dear
Silently proceed towards me
With truth with humility
I am in silent I am in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Silence is louder,
Louder than the words-
Rightly said.
Keep silence
And proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Silver Life

Silver life,
Gold life,
Single life,
Mouthfull life.
Life we live
Day and nights
With grass,
With dust,
With clouds
To see eclipse,
To touch the darkness
Of the time.

We take the mirror,
To see our own figures,
To calculate our speed,
To facilitate our motion,
To take the scope near.
Knowledge we need,
To know life,
To recognize love,
To respect the truth.

Life is the only truth
Here and also there.
Life is all fair,
In the stars.
If life is transparent
No words to be uttered.
Let the sun tell
Something more
About life in the dark.
Let the dark open
Mouth to specify
What type of life
We live in here.

Gajanan Mishra
Silver-White Smile

Silver-white smile,
That I am in need.
And I need no
Commonplace remark.

I am confident,
I would get it return
From you, my dear poets,
My favorite playhouse poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Similarities

We are searching similarities
But where it is, not known.

We are searching here, there
We ourselves are diverted.

No feeling, nothing
No imagination
No perception.

To say frankly
Our thought processes
Are not perfect.

We are searching similarities
But where it is, we are
Incapable, it is true,
And we are to the point faithful.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple And As Simple As

Simple and
As simple as
The rain.
Rain and
It is raining
For us.
But we are here
For whom!
No words to utter
But we are here
For the purpose
Of rain and
It is raining
Within us,
The rain of love
And we are very careful
To the truth
That is here for us.
Truth is that
We are living creatures
With our own
Thoughts and language.
We are to go
On our own way.
Truth is that,
We are free and
No one is above us.
We are sovereign,
We keep a tight rein
On us with no reason.
But our life is
As simple as death
Keeping no connection
With anything or
With anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple And Simple

Live simple,
Write simple,
Talk simple,
Simplify your
Lifestyle.
Simply come
And go simply.
Simulate not
In this life.
Life is for
Others and not
For
Life and life is
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple But Complex

Simple but complex,  
Complex and compound.  
No one is here  
To speak out.

But need to speak  
Is there as  
We are fired.

From generations to  
Generations we  
Offer prayers.

But for what?  
We pray to make us  
Responsible and to  
Discriminate us from horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple Formula

Simple formula
Forget life
Think not you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple Injury

Dressed by compounder
Major operation is
Performed by Civil surgeon.

Here, the priests, the saints
Are compounder,
Here, O my dear, you are
The only Civil surgeon.

And You are with me
Always to take aways
All my pains with Your
Operative system.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple Is Not Simple

You can not say
It is simple,
All simple are
Not always simple.
If simple become
Complex, all are
Helpless.
And complex, it is not
Always complex. If you try
You can enter in to it
And find your own
Way out for success.
Be simple and simple
Not simple-complex.

Gajanan Mishra
Simple Question

Simple question
Hard to answer.
Why do I love you, sir?

Emily is at par
Keeping all apart.
Mountains fly in the air.

Divine sports
You can play.
Sensibility nature's glare.

Back to pavilion
For which we peckish.
Best is having no wish!

Gajanan Mishra
Simple Waste

Simple waste,
Life without education.
Simple waste,
The life of a woman
Without a husband.
Simple waste,
Works or acts
Without faith and devotion.

Simple waste,
If we fail to
Spend money.
Simple waste,
If we fail to
Use our learning
In practical life.

Simple waste,
Life without
Love and truth.
Simple waste,
Physical beauties
Without good qualities.

Gajanan Mishra
Simplicity

Take not any
Advantage of
The simplicity.
The simplicity is
There to make
Your life beautiful.

If you take
Any advantage
The simplicity
Will scatter you,
Smash you.

Take simplicity
In to your account
With love and win life.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply A Poet

I am nothing,
But simply a poet,
Who smiles,
Who cries,
According to
His own choice.

A poet
Not by choice,
But by birth.
I am nothing,
But a natural poet.

No word
No language
No line
Can check me
Anywhere.
They all
Love me
And salute
My choice.

My smiles
My cries
Are as natural
As the air
And water
Of the jungle.

I know
Jungle is the only
Place where
All mangal*
Is there.

I am not a poet
As you think me
But a simple man
Full of love
And devotion,
I know my own
Limitation here.

* mangal- welfare

Gajanan Mishra
Simply By Seeing You

Simply by seeing you
I am satisfied.
Simply hearing you
And hearing about you
I am freed from
All kinds of fear.

Learn toleration
From a tree, dear.
Make yourself free from
All false prestige.
And be ready to give
Dues that belong to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply By Thinking

Simply by thinking
I can reach you,
Simply by thinking
I can touch you.
Simply I want
All creatures are mine,
And I am for them.
I think I write
For all and I am here
To give them all
The nectar through
My thinking and writings.
At least I can provide
Some consolation.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply For Pleasing

Simply for pleasing Your Lordship
O my dear, I am here.

I am here to offer You
What are there, with me, in me.

I know, my life never go in vain
I know, You are there in my each and every vein.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Koala

See
I am a koala
Your most lovable.
Lack of love
And because of
Deforestation
Increased urban development
And land clearing
I am dying and the number
Of my brothers sisters
Are dwindling.

Habitat is the key
No tree no me
And I am starving
Hunters are killing me
For my silky soft furs
And I am on the verge of
Extinction and some
Says me vulnerable.

See
I am a koala
Your most lovable.
I consume eucalyptus
Gum leaves
Eighteen to twenty
I sleep
You can find me
In Victoria New South Wales
And South Australia
Joey is my baby Koala.

See, my baby
It is hairless
It is blind
It has no ears
My baby drink milk
And resides in
My pouch for seven months.

See
I am the koala
Your most lovable
And Vulnerable.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Out Of Sight

Not setting
Not the end
Simply out of sight.

It is there as before
It would be there also.

The sun is no the fun
That would come
As required by your gun.

No outside no inside
But it is here as decide.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Reacts

Simply reacts -
No meaning.
But I am not
Like the boat
In the stormy sea.
I am still,
I am in peace,
See me,
Nothing is there
Which can
Agitate my mind.
I have my own
resting place,
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Well Wisher

I am nothing but simply
Well-wisher for you all here.
I want to speak the truth
In presence of you all here.
I want to take nothing
From you all here.
But I want to give everything
That is mine to you all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Working

Simply working.

Simply work in this world,
This is your working place,
O my dear, and your work
Should be for others,
And remember, when you are
Working for others
To keep detach yourself
From the work is made easy,
Soon after you detach yourself
From the work, you qualified
Yourself to attain truth.
This world is made of truth and
Truth is nothing but You,
Let us realize this Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Simply Write

Simply write
And touch the heart
Of all
I am here to see
You are not disturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Simultaneous Oneness

Oneness in
Difference.
Milk and butter,
Birth and death.
Difference in
Oneness.
Earth and the sky,
the air and the fire.

Unity in diversity,
And diversity in
Unity.
Our energy,
Our identity,
And our everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Sin

You may dishonor me,
You may reproach me,
You may insult me,
But I would not go
To commit any sin.
I know, of course,
Nothing is sin,
Here in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sin And Hell

What is sin
Where is hell
I am not here
to tell.

I have no birth
I have no death
And you said
Nothing after
Calculation of
False math.

No desire
No heaven
I am your fan
O my dear
I know not
How to reach
Seven.

you were here
You are here
You will be here
I am only
Present here
Form the moment
And for this circle
I have nothing
To comment.

Gajanan Mishra
Sin- Using Other's Language

Using other's language
Is a sin.
Using other's woman
Is a sin.
Capturing other's land
Is a sin.
Go not with sin, my dear.
Live not with other's wife.

Your light is yours,
Your light is yours life.
It is wonderful.
Feel life as one
Under this sky and
Make a distinction, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sin?

Sin?

-What is that?

Virtue?

-I believe not.

Your knowledge is Meaningless,
That I know.

You are all Deluded,
That I know.

I know the feeling With negative inference
From a man Of positive thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Since a poet,
My perpetual glory
Is never increased
Or decreased
As my intention is
Pure and my words are
From the hearts
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I

I am the fool
Who is not able to
recognized you.
I am not able to
know how many faces you have
and how many legs and hands!
It is true I am not able to
see anything here at this time
I have two eyes though.
I know not how to utter words
and how many meanings a word has.
I am one or two or many
how can I say since I know not
how and why to come and where to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Am

Since I am above
Above all actions
Above all reactions
I have nothing to do
Since I know, my dear
I have nothing to do but to
Render devotional service to you
I know any action other than
Loving service to You
Is more or less a rebellious action
Against Your will, my dear
I am on my mission of bringing all
Back to You back to home
Since You are the Truth
And Absolute Truth it is by Your will
I am purified by the process of
Only devotional service
And I am Your unalloyed devotee..

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Am In Joy

Since I am in joy,
I am in light.
Since I am in light,
I am blissful.
Since I am blissful,
I am confident.
Since I am confident,
No one can defeat me.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Have No

Since I have
No expectation
I am in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Know, I Am Here

Since I know
I am here.
I know your dog,
And I know
How much you love.

I am not denying
The dog has so many friends.
You keep the menu
Of your dog, I know.

I am not a prisoner,
I pull and push your dog.
I see your dog afresh.
And in that seeing
You are there in disguise.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Love You

Since I love you
I do not bear ill will,
But you bear ill will
Against me as you
Know not who am I.
I can say about
Your childhood, youth
And oldage but as
You know not anything
You cannot say what it is.
See me, I am
Within my unlimited
Limit and in still
You are disturbed though.

Gajanan Mishra
Since I Want To Live

Since I want to live
I do not agree with you
That there is anything
In the name of death.
The sooner the word death
Be deleted from dictionary
The better for all of us,
As we are not made for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Since My Mind

Since my mind is not mine
How can I say what is there
In my thinking process and
What to do when and
What not to do then.

since I am not thinking
Anything at any time
I am staying in peace,
Natural calm is there in me.

No effort is being made
By me to attain anything,
I am just a practitioner
In the field of words and action
And you are measuring my determination.

Gajanan Mishra
Since The Earth Is

Since the earth is
Not perfectly round
How can anyone here
Be perfect?
Nothing is perfect,
No one is perfect.
Here, the mass is
Distributed unevenly.
Here, everyone and
Everything is tilted.
Each one is shorter,
Each one is lower,
With the winter and
With the summer.
Let the poets write
Here, as they like
Seeing the sun and
The moon and the stars
And the seas and
The forests and
The creatures and
Let them try to
Reach the perfection
Through their imagination.

Gajanan Mishra
Since There Is

Since there is
Life,
There is
Fear.

But you cannot
enjoy life
with fear.

Try to escape from
Fear, my dear,
And remember,
This is the only way
to show the color.

Color of life
is Super.

Gajanan Mishra
Since Time Immemorial

Since time immemorials
I know you.
No matter whether you are
Alfa or not.

The fact is
You are with me
allday long
And I am with you
always.

Gajanan Mishra
Since Unintelligent

Since not intelligent
You know not what is good and what is bad for you.
You are also not able to know who is your friends and who is your enemy.

Let me tell you one thing
You are please go on doing good to your brothers and get all happiness always.

Let me show you only one dark whole
That is is there and towards that whole you are all rushing in a high speed without brake and I know you are helpless with no intelligence.

Gajanan Mishra
Since You Are Going Deeper And Deeper

Since you are going deeper and deeper,
I am here to honour you, my dear.
I know you are transparent and lovely,
And hence I love you, my dear.
All wisdom are in you that I know,
And for this I share with you all, my dear.
I found no east or west as you are in
All directions and I am there with you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Since you are not in truth,
How can you know the value of truth.
We are all watching him who is
Not in existence, since we have
No existence here in this world.
The existent is permanently there,
Since we are not permanent
We are unable to stay with the permanent.
The entire thing is confusing, I know,
You also know, we are all confusing
With this and that for nothing.
No one has clear concept about
This life and this process of death,
We all are part of the process, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Since You Possess

Since you possess
Virtuous qualities
I must accept you.

You are there to accept me
My dear, since I am writing
Poems only for you.

I have no knowledge
I am filthy and I love you,
And for this love I am accepted by you.

Gajanan Mishra
Sine Die

Sine die,
Sine die.

Don't tell a lie,
Don't tell a lie.

Group clash,
Group clash.

Tell me how many died,
Tell me how many died.

Change not anything,
Change not anything.

It is your turn to tell,
It is your turn to tell.

Tell me, tell me whom to relay,
Tell me, tell me to whom relay.

Gajanan Mishra
Sinful Action

I am not a sinner
I have not done
Any sinful action.

You have fully
Taken charge
Of my life and style.

It is You to
Decide the destination
And the approach.

I have not done anything
Sin is not coming to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Sinful Reaction

Abandon all
And be free from
All sinful reaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing A Song

See the life long
Life is long.
Ding dong ding dong
Sing a song
Sing a song
Life is long.
Life is long
Life is long
Good deeds make you strong
Ding dong ding dong ding dong.
Sing a song and live long with a song
And live long live long live long with a song.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing and dance,
Dance and sing,
Life is there.
Worry not dear,
I am with you
For truth.

Please take
All flowers and
All colors here
And look beautiful
At least for this time
I am to cooperate you.

Curse, not anyone,
But help, if you
Get a chance
And praise the activities
Of others always
And every time.

Mercy is there,
But tell
What you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing and play,
here, my dear.

This place is
for enjoyment,
but not for
quarrel and envy.

Listen to the music,
music of the earth.

Love life
and perform duties
allotted by nature.

Present yourself
in a finer way
For all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing And Singing

Sing and chant
Singing and chanting
Your deeds are my
Primary duty here.

I accept all
That are Yours here
O my dear, and see for this
I am free from fear of death.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing Not

Sing not the song.
How can you sing?
While I am reading
My poem, listen
And tell a few words
Then.
In your words
Let there be medicine of life.
In your words
Let the dark go away.
There is some wonder
In your words, dear,
And for this the bird
Came and sit there
On that branch.
The leaves are also
Welcome all by
Trmbling their bodies.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing Not Your Praise O King

It is sin and it earns no respect.
See yourself first reform yourself first
And then only you right to
Rule your subject.

Gajanan Mishra
Sing The Song Of Life, Dear

Sing the song of life, dear,
Sing the song.
Singing is not a news,
But news is why you are
Not able to sing.
What you are doing is not news,
But how the work is being done
Is a question to be put.
Charity is not important,
But the necessity of giving
Charity is a news.
News is not so important,
But how news is being presented
And for what purpose
That is to be noted.
Old or new- no matter,
The matter is value in life.
And life is to sing, to dance
And to love for the living.

Gajanan Mishra
Singing A Song

Singing a song
We wait
At campfire.
Jumping to sky
We call
friend close.
Hugging sweetheart
Existence confirm
Confirm future.

Gajanan Mishra
Singing Dancing

Singing dancing the flower
Came to me
I welcome flower
And it faded.

Flower is the supreme
And final and pure, I know
Flower knows the secret of surrender
And the flower
Does not know addition or subtraction.

Singing and dancing again
The flower came
And I welcome again
And the flower multiplied
And said it is inexact division.

Gajanan Mishra
Singing In The Wind

Singing in the wind
Let us see who is singing
And singing what for.

Gajanan Mishra
Singing With

I am dying and
Dying with people here.
But I am singing with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Single

I and the Universe
One and same
And I stand
Single as you see.

Gajanan Mishra
Single But

Single but
So many
That no one
can count.
So many
But single
Here I am,
See.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Cause

Single cause is here
That is life with so many
Effects and separated
Material elements
And by self-realization
You would know rather one
In all effects.

Who is part and parcel and
Who is whole difficult to know
It is different manifestation
One say it all illusion
But not like that at any time
It is pure truth with knowledge
Ascertain it before departure.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Cause With Effects

Single cause is here
That is life with so many
Effects and separated
Material elements
And by self-realization
You would know rather one
In all effects.

Who is part and parcel and
Who is whole difficult to know
It is different manifestation
One say it all illusion
But not like that at any time
It is pure truth with knowledge
Ascertain it before departure.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Deal

Make a single deal
A deal of honesty
With the people
That protect
People’s interest.

Do not try to suppress
Peoples voice
By using force.

try to understand
problems of the people
And grasp the
Pulse of people.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Divine Entity

We are all
parts of one
Single entity,
This univers.
It is our duty
To preserve and
Nourish this
Universe for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Is Fair

Single
I am single
Question of double
Does not arise.

I am single
Only single.

Single sun
Single moon
Single earth
Single air
Single sky
Single water
Single fire
Single soul
Single body
All are there
All are fair.
Single is single
Single is beautiful
Single is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Mixture

Single mixture
Mixed nectar
You are my dear.
Ocean in the river
That I see another
You are my dear.
Enter and reenter
Merged together
You are my dear.
Wonder and wonder
Appear and disappear
You are my dear.
O my dear, come. come
I am Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Moment Of Love-Life

No lose is there
In Your presence
Only darkness is
There in Your absence.

You are not an absentee
Anywhere anytime I am sure
And I am searching You, my dear
Here there, am I not a fool?

It is true I enjoyed
Your affectionate and charming smiles
Your delightful secret talks and also
Your playful glances and Your embraces.

I am with You and I feel
It is a single moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Spark

You are within me
I am within You
I came here
Out of a single spark.

The spark is Yours,
O my dear, I am
Searching You here
I know You are within though.

I am within You
We are well connected
You are directing me
To do what is right.

Gajanan Mishra
Single Word

Sufficient a single word
To express anything
No word is with me
Without word I am here
Expressing myself.

No word but image is there
Without image I can see
Here I am with image
And no word
Without image I am here
Expressing myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Single-Handed

Single-handed
If the sun is
Able to light
All creatures,
Why not I
Single-handed
Love all and
Be a
Truth-discoverer.
The air is
The giver of life.
Why not I
Give hope to
All living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Single-Minded

O night, dare not return again.
See me, I am single-minded running and running.
You cannot see me with your dark eyes as I am here and changing you in to light.

Gajanan Mishra
Singlemindedly

Singlemindedly
I compose poems
To please you,
Deat truth.

Dear truth,
Where are you
Let me know
For all good.

For all good
I want to devote
My life and I want
To forget single combat.

I am not sinful,
I know, dear truth.
I am yours for ever
And see me, I am sincere.

Sincerely I am yours
Here, dear truth.
I love you,
You are my sinew.

Dear truth,
You are
The sine qua non of
My life.

I compose poems
Only for you.
Nothing but the truth
Is there everywhere, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Singular And Also Plural

My dear, you are.
You are my supreme secret
Let me declare.
You are my desire
For you I am here
A man of don't care.

Gajanan Mishra
Singular Devotion

Singular devotion can only
Leads you to success.

Success is a sky
That is within a sky
And you yourself is the sky.

Crop is still there
Give a shower
Opportunity is still there
Repent not at this stage.

It is just a beginning
And at this stage
Appreciate everything
In full swing.

Gajanan Mishra
Singularity

Uncommon influence
And power.
No other entity
And un-faltered.

Gajanan Mishra
Singularity - Your Manifestation

I know your manifestation
O my dear, and it is your
Singularity, I observed it,
Your uncommon influence
And my unflurting devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Sinha Rade Aau (Odia)

Sinha rade aau
sabu chhota chhota pasu
Palanti bhayare.

Gajanan Mishra
Sinless - Life

Sinless - life, land,
Light, lotus, love.
And we all are there,
In all goodness and
We are fine and fair.
All success are
Knocking at our door,
We appear and make merry
For each other for
All good and all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Sinless- I Am

Sinless- I am,
I know not
What is the sin.
I am in peaceful mind
With all happiness
And I am attaining
The supreme bliss.
See me, I am sinless.

Gajanan Mishra
Sir, I Am Your Fan

I am here with You
You can take me
Where You like
I am here with You
With suitable paraphernalia
See me I am walking
Comfortably with You
Respectfully bowing
Down to You
Please visit
Like a father
To his children
For the benefit of all
I am Yours for ever
And You are mine
That I know here
It is not fact
I am wretched
See me with You
I am advancing on
The path towards Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sit By Me

Sit by me
And stay
Clear-sighted.
See me,
My life is
Above-board.
I am free from
All guilts.
Be not a
Clay-brained.
Look to your
Own laurels.
And declare me
Poet Laureate.

Gajanan Mishra
Sit Down Please

Sit down please,
For a moment
If you can-
My request.
But you replied
You can't.
You are helpless
And here I am
Motionless.
Nothing is dirty,
As you know here,
And I am as clean
As the morning sun.
Saying this you left.

Gajanan Mishra
Sit There

Sit there
She gives her command.
Eat this
She ordered.
Watch not
She said.
And you obeyed.
She is no one
I am sure
But your wife.
With your wife
You can conquer
The world.
With your wife
You can understand
Every mystery.
Keep your wife
At her place
And see her
How miserable she is
Let her say
What she likes
You are to hear only.
Utter not any word
That is not your right.

Gajanan Mishra
Sitar - Silent

Look
Sitar is silent
Godfather of
World music is
Absent.
Art - unparalleled.

Gajanan Mishra
Sitting On The Poem

Sitting on the poem
I asked myself the reasons
Of not being there
At the time of accurance.
The poem taught
Love-lesson here at this time
When I was just passing
The question.

Gajanan Mishra
Sitting On This Seat

Sitting on this seat
I am enjoying the scent
Carried by the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
Sitting Or Standing

I can't say
Certainly,
Whether I am
Sitting or
Standing here.
Certainly, What is
Finished and
What is not.
Also, I'm
Not able to notice,
Who is before me
And who is after
And for what purpose.
I can't say
certainly, for what
Life is here and
The condition of
The atmosphere.
But it is
Perfectly clear,
I am here,
As you see, however.
And my movement is
Stopped to
Catch anything further
With no confidence, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sitting Under A Peepul Tree

Sitting under a Peepul tree
I am not a fool that I am
Writing poetry
You may leave it if so like
But before leaving
You must not missed
My poetry that are here
To make you cool in this
Hot environments of
heinous animals birds insects.

Gajanan Mishra
Sixty-Four Arts And

Let us learn
Sixty-four arts and
Skills through a single
Poem like this.
You can discover this
By singing playing dancing painting
By drama color cosmetics designs
Making flowers coloring teeth clothes
Inlaying floor with jewels covering bed
Ringing water pots splashing with water
Mixing colors preparing wreaths setting helmet
Putting on apparel in dressing room
Decorating earlobe applying aromatics
Decorating with jewelry jugglery
Art of disguise sleight of hand preparing varieties
Of salad bread delicious food palatable drinks
Needle work and weaving making puppet dance
Playing on lute and drum making solving riddles
Capping verses reciting poems verse uttering statements
Reciting books enacting short plays writing anecdotes
Solving enigmatic verses making a bow spinning with spindle
Carpentry architecture testing silver jewels metallurgy
Tinging jewels with various colors mineralogy herbal medicines
Art of training and engaging rams cocks fighting
Knowledge of how to train male and female parrot speak and to answer
Healing a person with ointments Hairdressing
Telling what is written in a book without seeing
Fabricating barbarous or foreign sophistry
Knowledge of provincial dialects
Knowledge of how to built toys and carts with flowers
Composing magic square arrangement of numbers adding up
Use of amulets conversation composing verses mentally
Designing literary works medical remedy building shrines
Lexicography poetic meters disguising knowledge of gambling
Playing dice playing children toys enforcing mystic power
Gaining victory awakening with music at dawn.
O my dear, see and watch and have a life of your own.
Size Of The Sea

I want to sing,
I want to sing
With the stream.
I want to sing
With the breeze.

I want to go,
I want to go,
With the storm
To measure
The size of the sea.

I want to sing,
I want to go
With the sky
To fly, to fly...

Gajanan Mishra
Sketch Of Life

Sketch of life
Just see
Just observe
Just follow.

Is it yours
Ask yourself
Again and again
In time-frame.

Follow life
On its own way
Live and let live
And make marry.

Gajanan Mishra
Skinny

Skinny is not attractive,
Healthy, strong and
Muscular is extremely attractive.
You said and it is right.

See me I am real
With my emotion,
I am fit and I have strength,
I am not a problem person.

Gajanan Mishra
Skipover

Skip over
Not advisable
To reach conclusion.
In the conclusion
One may miss beauty.
Beauty lies in the eyes
Of the beholder though.
In this process
Joy pleasure sadness
Confusion awe fear
Disgust beauty and
Sublime evoked.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky And I

Sky and I,
One and
The same.

Both soft
And hard,
Both at night
And in the day.

Snowfall
Everywhere
And I fly.

The sky stays
There as always.
And I blow the earth
Back at bay.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky blue
Man is not clean
Find the clue.

Lion roar
Cow crow cat mew
See man is bore.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Fired

Sky fired
And you made the child
Slept
Elizabeth Barrett
With your blessing
In peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Flower

Sky flower
Sky flower
Where are you, my dear
I am going to you
With so many ideas
Within me
On my own foot
And it is true
I can't see you
Here or there
Without seeing
Myself first
I am utilizing my
Own intelligence
Regulating my own speech
Mind and vital force
Where are you my dear
I am going to establish
My own existence with you
See me in this open sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky In Open Eyes

The sky in open eyes
Sitting here and
Telling the story of
Angry birds.

I along with the sea
Moved to unperturbed
And saw all in the history
Books of our dreams.

Nothing new in
Celestial bodies
It is only on earth
That are wonderful mystic.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Is Holding

The sky is holding me, see
The air is running in me, see
The stream is flowing with me, see
And I am here standstill.

O my dear, I am in search of you
And you are calling me within
Showing the stars and the moon and the sun
And I am here standstill.

Look, I am hungry and eating time
Look, I arrived at the spot where
I found you present and you called me
And I am here standstill.

I know what is singing
I know what is dancing
I know what you mean
And I am here standstill.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Is Not Cloudy

Sky is not cloudy
Mind it
So also
Air is not dirty.

It is true
Clouds and dust are
Carried by the air.

O my dear
You are a spark
Within me.
You are within
And without
I know.

The sky is not blue
I am telling all
Do not misconstrue
The bluish tint
Of the sky and the sky
Itself are different
And it is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Is The Silent Spectator

Hue and cry
Only for water
Hue and cry
Only for air.

It is the war
For water
It is the war
For air.

Earth is silent
And tolerate all
Sky is a silent
Spectator.

Light has gone out
Light has gone out
Cried a man
Seeing the rising sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Is With Me

Not that
I am yours
But that
Sky is with me.

Not that
You are proved
A fool by us
But that
You are taught
A lesson by us.

With this worn-out
Clothes of the sky
And discarding it
For a new one.

Gajanan Mishra
Monkeys are there
And they are
Not allowed anyone
To say about the sky.
The sky is there
To embrace all monkeys,
And the monkeys are
Under the protection of the sky.
But I failed to understand
The dramatic relations
Between the sky and the monkeys
On this earth.
The sky and the monkeys
All are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky Vibrate

Sky vibrate
And I run away
Not knowing
Where to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky-Change

Sky-change, strange.
And a task well done,
And it is sweetener.

My courage is my strength
And I appeared here
As a lighter.

On my own earth, see me
Unchanged and I am
Lover of beauty and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Skylark

You and I are
The supreme cause
Of this world.

No difference is there
Between you and I.
I am the star,
So also you are.

A leaf and a flower,
The water and the air.
All that are there,
Ours.

We are within,
We are also outside.
It is all good and fair.

All beauty, all kindness,
All love,
No one is barred.

We are not here
To go anywhere.
Pity not but share,
Skylark take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Sky-Life

All rest here,
But the sky
Mix with none.
Unlimited though,
Anyone can bind the sky,
The best poem,
The existence of all.

Gajanan Mishra
The word slave
itself is bad
Do not be a slave
Or else
You fail to create
Keep nature
Under control
Or else
Nature beg toll
Do not be a slave
And be independent
And try to be uni-present.

Gajanan Mishra
Slave - Sensual Danger

Who is not a slave?

All are slaves
Of their senses.

One find nothing
So intoxicating
As the pleasure
Of sense
In an instant
That infatuate
The soul.

Tell me, O my dear,
By Your grace, how can I
Be free from all
Sensual danger.

Gajanan Mishra
I am ready to be a slave
Slave of the soul.

My dear soul
Where are you now.

Now I am with the soul
And soul is not foul.

You know I know
Watching us at the top
Of the Peepal tree old owl.

Gajanan Mishra
Slaves

We are really
Living like slaves.
We have no right
To speak in
Our own language.
We have no right
To do our works.
We have nothing
That we can declare ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Slave's Prayer

Let me stay free from evils
Let me be useful for the world
Let me be useful for myself
Let me be your slave
O my dear, I assume You mine
And You know me as Your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Slaving

Slaving make you perfect
Slaving make you enlightened
Slaving make you brave.

Trying to make good
Out of worse
Is the work of slave
That make you happy
With others.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleep and awake
Listen the words sounds
Forms structures
And I touch I taste
I smell and they honored me
They praised me
I live in comfort
I am satisfied
And I wander
What is the meaning of all these
O my dear, Tell me
What shall I do at this stage
Peace is far away from me
How can I get it
I do not know what is destiny
I am calling you
Come to me I pray
You are remaining present
Here with me always
Make me feel it and make me
Awake and sleep again.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleep And Sleep And Sleep To Dream

And dream and dream to sleep and rise
Rise and rise and rise to proclaim
You presence.

You presence is necessary here
To tackle the situation in a very
Fine corporate method.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleep And Sloth

Sleep and sloth
Impels me to error
Clouding wisdom
Impels me to error,
But I am the son of joy
My dear, I am here
To do actions
But sometimes I am
In dark, I am in error,
Frivolity and stupor
All that appear
But I am the lighter
I am the nectar
I am here to cross all errors.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleep not, sleep not,
Awake, awake, awake.
It is well known, though,
Both the activities
Sleeping and waking
Are illusory,
Visible, though.
Awake and see
Who you are and
What you are doing.
Awake and know
Where is the truth,
And what is there
That is called absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
I know not
What for I am sleeping.
But when I close my eyes
And I sleep you appear
And you said, O my dear,
awake and rise and see,
I am here doing everything
for you only.
When I awake, open my eyes,
I find no one with me
And you said, close up
your eyes and see within.
I know not
Why I am not able to sleep again.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleeping And Dreaming

Sleeping and dreaming are but
Common and regular phenomenon
It is knowledge that is here
To enlightened you by restraining
All the functions of the senses
And breath.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleeping And It Not Like

Sleeping,
And it is not
Like eating or
Watching TV.
Sleeping needs
Darkness, and
Some silence.
Sleeping makes
Body and mind
Perfect, I know.
I focus on sleeping
Gives birth to
A new man within.
Comfortably, let me sleep.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleeping Intellectuals

Sleeping intellectuals,
How to proceed forward
is a question that is
within me at present.
Men, let us forget that
they are here with you.
Men, let them sleep there
in the dark, you yourself
light the lamp and proceed
that would be better
for the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleeping Lion

Wind squeezes
Dreams empty hands
Catches no deer.

Gajanan Mishra
Sleeping Mirror

New thoughts, new truth,
And before the sleeping mirror
All there without fruits.
Not shining, the skin.
Not walking, the time.
All tricks, all game - life.
All silent, the creations.
All concepts - all falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Slide Slip

Slide slip
Leads to death.
Salutary advice
Leads to life.

Avoid all filthy thoughts,
Evil company and indecent talks
Exciting and Trash literature,
All they lead to destruction.

Be sincere to truth and love
The only route to healthy life,
Go with wholesome, nourishing
And vegetarian food for good life.

Gajanan Mishra
Slip Undetected

How to catch them,
Who have slipped undetected,
With everything ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Slippery Customer

Money does not like to
Stay in one place
It manages to
Get spent
Protected money
Get lost
Money is slippery customer.

Gajanan Mishra
Slipping Away

Everything
Is slipping
Away from us
Every moment,
Including our
Own life.
You are only
Here to giving
Us slip,
And we are here
Letting slip go,
We are slipping
Up though.
We know life,
Slippery, slippery
Slope is there
Everywhere from
Birth to death
Irrespective of age.
But we, in this life,
Must not give a scop
For slipshod by slip-up.

Gajanan Mishra
Slowly And Slowly

I am going and going
And you are coming
And coming to me.

When we meet we chat
When we chat we flat
Then only storm rise
And quiet us.

Gajanan Mishra
Slowly And Steadily

Slowly and steadily
I am doing my work
In the area of desire.
There I see the tiger
In sorrow and the reason
Is no food to eat there.
There is only fire
And fire is the guard.
Each one is going on there
And no one is tired.

Justice is there for all,
I see love is also there
And light is the cover,
No matter water is there
Or not in the river.

Gajanan Mishra
Small

Small,
But impressive.
Big,
But dirty.

Qualification is
Necessary for entry.

Requirement is
Your own vision.

Come on, all are
Here waiting for you.

You stand for truth,
I know you.

Acceptance is a
The great strength here.

Gajanan Mishra
Small And Big

Small and big
No difference,
See the worth.
See how sweet,
How enlightened.
See the colours
That are there
In this life
At this hour.
And share
Everything with
All present here.
And be an admirer,
As each one is rare.

Gajanan Mishra
Small and Smaller

Small and smaller are
Better and better
Light and lighter are
Better and better.

Small and light
Can walk can swim can fly
Obstructions can not
Be made by the sea
By the sky.

Big and bigger are
Better and better
Heavy and heavier are
Better and better.

Big and heavy
Can stay still can bear all
When storm appear
When night fall
No death can call.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Ants

Small ants are
More powerful
Than a huge serpent as
The huge serpent is
Eaten by small ants.

You can be defeated
By your own reactions
My dear, it is your fear
That can kill you here
That can take you to hell.

Kill not a child
A child is innocent
And the child is the father
Of a man as said.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Booklet

Small booklet,
Big words.
Big words,
Empty sound.
Empty sound
Great effect.
Great effect
No life.
No life
World moves.
World moves
Fast speed.
Fast speed,
Without time.

Gajanan Mishra
Small But

Small but
Dangerous and
Fantastic.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Green Garden

I have a small
Green garden here
And I am satisfied
With it.

I am writing poetry
In every morning
And I am satisfied
With it.

I have
Nothing to lose.
I have
Nothing to gain.

Each day brighten me
And I am satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Is Beautiful

Small is beautiful
Small thinking is joyful
I am a small man
Having high thinking
Joy is plenty.

Why to think of joy
Why to think of beauty
That I do not know
But I am small
With High thiniking.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Lamp

Small lamp destroys
Darkness
Small hammer broken down
Mountain
Small love give you
The entire cosmos.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Man And Small Word

I am a small man,
I am telling about a small thing.
I am telling;
Speak in your own language,
Write in your own language,
And be clear about your
Own mother and mother-land.
Be clear about your thought-process.
Think- this world is yours,
And this world is for you.
You are at the center of all.
Be clear about your living and love.
This much only and this is necessary
For world peace and harmony.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Scorpion

Think not
It is small,
It will
Do no harm.

You could not
See it, when
It would come up.

And you would
Fall down
After its bite.

The great sky
Is so small
You will not be
Able to asked.

Gajanan Mishra
Small Word

Small word
High fly,
A little smile,
Great fight.

Here is birth,
here is death.
Be ready
For future,
Think not
Easy,
One plus one
Is two.

Easy is difficult,
Self not to be ignored.

Gajanan Mishra
Smallest Particle

Know yourself
As a smallest particle,
Smallest particle of dust,
A fragment of the vast universe.
Know yourself, my dear,
As the universe
And keep faith for
Eternal union with that truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Smart Men

Smart men, smart cities,
Smart country, smart world,
All that I want.
You are there to give me
What I want but you are
putting me in confusion,
What I want and what for,
knowing the answers are not with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Smear Campaign

Forget all,
that you think
smear campaign
with no substance.
Forget not
to remember truth
that is there
in our confidence.

We have love,
We have faith,
We love all
We have faith
on God and god is
in all living creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell Fine

Smell fine,
Life fine.
Fine, the scene.

Down to earth,
All shine.

All blowing,
All causing,
All knowing.

Hunger and
Thirst all
For wrong machine.

Wait, said
The king. problem
Is in currency.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell Of Flower

Smell of flower
Is there,
As it is.
Worry not men,
You have all
The quality of
A human being.
Worry not friends,
You are here
To spread humanity.
Love and truth
Is the basics.
And life is there
With it.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell Of Summer

This is the smell of summer
Forget all verbs nouns
And grammar of life with
Sun and water.

Idioms and phrases
Have no work
Just spell the life-word
And be contend with your world.

This is the smell of summer
I fear. O my dear
Let me go free
To catch a deer.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell Of Sweat

It is profusely
Perspiring,
The sun is fiercely
Dancing,

Motion of thirst
Is double,
It is dark
In broad daylight.

It is said
Mid-july and
Season of rain
With such
Smell of sweat
With the rivers dry.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell Of The Earth

Smell of the earth
Is the best.
Let me taste.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell The Earth

Smell the earth
Touch the earth
You are the earth
O my dear, I am
Staying on You
You are the air
You are the water
You are the light
O my dear, I am
Staying in You.

I am a tiny man
Full of sins
You are only there
In the above sky
I am going to You
Only for a reply.

Reply reply no apply
That I know here
Apply apply no reply
Telling me my so called
Earthly master
O my dear, You are my
Spiritual Master
You are Master's Master
Take to me that place
That is fit and proper.

Gajanan Mishra
Smell The Fragrance

Smell the fragrance,
Dear men, coming from
Your own body.
Your body is
The place of all wonders,
Your body is
All auspicious.
But be cautious, men,
All truth are there
In your body and
Please try to
Discover them
During the period
Of your living.

Gajanan Mishra
Smelling And Touching

Smelling and touching -
Two ways to reach at.
Time and tide -
Two things to wait for.

Consciously and unconsciously
I summarized the verse
You composed for all.

And I obtained life
Specifically for my existence
That is in renounced order.

Life what I describe
Is not in complete form,
But I am there to state
The devotional norm.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile
Smile and smile
Like lily like jasmine
Like rose like champak
Like lotus like sunflower
O my dear, smile and smile.
With smile love emerges
With smile you become united
With smile you are in peace
Remember no dog smile
Remember no corpse smile
Heart-full smile is a necessity.
Smile smile
And smile smile
Remember my dear smile not
Like Draupadi that would
Be a prime cause of a great war
You are here for peace nor for war.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Air

Smile and smile,
Smile air,
Air smile.
No noise, please,
Smile is there
In black and white.
It is heaven,
It is rain,
Nothing is in vain.
Feel the presence
Of the sun,
It is morning,
Clouds are there, though.
Nothing is there
To worry,
Let evil thoughts
Be buried.
Life is not
In rumor,
Not in horror,
Not in any curse
Or in any power corridor.
Life is there
In smile,
And in the smile.
It is your attitude
And not your solitude
That can make you win.
At midnight you can
Also smile, to smile
Is your right,
Enjoy it in full.
Fact life with might
And with a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Act

Smile and act,
And pacify others.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Answer

Smile and answer,
Answer with a smile.
Study the situation
And deal intelligently.
This is life, completely
Away from stress and cry.
No injunction but
Projection of the field.
Field is the life,
And it is here with bee-hive.
See and observe the effect,
Only a sound is that.
Place and time may differ,
But everything is but direct.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Betel-Leaf

Just a smile,
Just a betel-leaf,
And see life therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Cry

Smile and cry
O my love
Here and it is
Only real
And what is
Not real
I can not say
And I can not see
What is real
I can tell
O my dear
Your love is here
And here I am
Crying and
Smiling and living.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Crying In Love

In love
Smile is necessary.

Just smile.

Don't keep
Your smile
In fixed deposit,
Please.

I know
You are mine
And I am here
With you.

Knowing it
If you want to cry,
Cry and let me smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Feel

Smile and feel
Where you are
And where,
You are not.

This is your
Heart and that is
Your world, you
Can move forward.

You may not dance
With the rhythm,
You may deny
the reality of life,
But you must congratulate
Me, for painting
Of your own heart herein.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Get

Smile and get heavenly divine fruit
Befitting person is nobody but You.

Smile is Your rose-buds, snow flower
Fair and lovely cherries flows.

Be careful, O my dear, here we are together
Sweet sweet vibrations are here that glitter.

Season in and season out I am with You
O my dear, my days are my beauty and there in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Love

Smile and love
Find, everywhere,
Today and be true
To your own self.
Today is Merry Christmas,
Enjoy the life
With others.
Life itself is
Here to merry.
You are nectar,
My dear, you are
Clear, I wish
All success and I
Give you all love.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Love And Life

Smile and love,
Love all and
Stay in truth.
You are the truth, dear,
Fear not, victory
Is there with you.

Dear, go not
In an imaginary
And infamous way
To support your
Worldly activities.

But accept the truth
As it is and know
Where you are now.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Mobile

You have a smile
You have a mobile
Just smile
Talk in mobile
Call me in mobile
With a smile
I am with you
And you are with me
And it is time
For you for me
To dance to smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Share

Excellent and fair,
Take care.
It is fire.
Go with it,
It is despair.
Smile and share.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Share-Take Care

Excellent and fair,
Take care.
It is fire.
Go with it,
It is despair.
Smile and share.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Smile

Smile and smile,
Everywhere you can
See smile,
And all they know
Why they are here.

It is true
No one is dying.
All they know
What for they are here.

What are they doing
They are well aware of that.
Yes, they are just
Talking about with all
cleverness that they know all.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile And Win

Smile and win,
Win the lottery.
Lottery of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile At The Storm

Smile at the storm
Like poetic knight.
Hunting ground
Against the tide.

Sweet sir,
Come on
Barbican blast.

Dream deep,
Wonder poet,
Good night.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile For Peace

Smile
Smile and smile
Like lily like jasmine
Like rose like champak
Like lotus like sunflower
O my dear, smile and smile.
With smile love emerges
With smile you become united
With smile you are in peace
Remember no dog smile
Remember no corpse smile
Heart-full smile is a necessity.
Smile smile
And smile smile
Remember my dear smile not
Like Draupadi that would
Be a prime cause of a great war
You are here for peace nor for war.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile In Winter

Call me not
I am not here to go
Door is open
I am not here to go
Dark is here
You know
How to smile in winter
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Is Also A Fire

Smile is also a fire,
Smile is there
To burn you, friends,
Please take care.

Smile has no space,
No time and nothing.
But smile has its
Own glory and power.

Smile is torturing you,
I know friends, in its
Blazing fire, there
In heaven and in the earth.

Smile, frighten you and
You feel greatly alarmed.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile is coming to me, my dear
When I see you with your wife
With your children with your car
Phone building power position prestige
Are you getting real happiness
I doubt, my dear, you are really ignorant
You know not what is actual happiness
In this false world let us go for
Searching where is truth
Advancement in Truth consciousness
Is real happiness
And Truth is not this temporary life
Or the so called properties we possess
Spiritual knowledge is only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Of The Night

Smile of the night,
I see here at this time.

But I hear
The crying sound
Of the flowers at days.

What the sun is doing,
That I can't say.

And I compose poems,
With love.

Still, dust are there
As before.

I sell the dreams
With truth
Exchanging time.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Please

Smile, smile please.
I know you are alive.
And I know the dead man
Cannot smile.

If you are in pleasure
And in peace, smile,
If you are in sad
And in sorrow
Then also smile, smile please
And throw out all sadness.

You are only here to smile,
Smile, please smile.
Your dog cannot smile
See.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Please, Smile Please

Smile please, please smile,
You are in a world that is
Full of digital, full of purity,
You have stood on your own feet.
Please smile, smile please,
In smile, your life is there
To blossom, in smile, you are to
Get your own hearts clean.
Smile please, please smile,
You are to go miles, miles to go,
With friends and relatives,
Miles to go for true achievements.
Smile is only there with you,
Please smile with love, with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile Please, Smile Please, With Love

Smile please, please smile,
You are in a world that is
Full of digital, full of purity,
You have stood on your own feet.
Please smile, smile please,
In smile, your life is there
To blossom, in smile, you are to
Get your own hearts clean.
Smile please, please smile,
You are to go miles, miles to go,
With friends and relatives,
Miles to go for true achievements.
Smile is only there with you,
Please smile with love, with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile That Is Innocent

I want to smile,
Please smile,
I want all innocent,
Innocent smile.
Only I want to
Say this much and
Nothing more than this.
And in exchange
I want to give back
Everything you deserve.
Pick out that are yours,
But utter no words.
Shiver not, nothing to fear,
No cold is here,
Neither hot atmosphere.
I want all simple things,
See, nothing ornamental
In my saying or doing,
No awkward situation
I am creating for anybody.
But I am eager to stay
With you forever.
Do come to me
with a smile,
With innocent smiles.
Remember, no other alternative
Way out here, dear.
Think for a while
And do what you think.
But no more time with you,
Recognize the truth.
Smile and smile,
See everywhere and give
Innocent smile

Gajanan Mishra
Smile With Affection

Smile with affection
Is but a necessity
In the society.
Speech with good
Activity is but
A necessity.
Holy name and
Good friendship is
But a necessity
For the society.
A good man is but
A rare species in
The world of
Living entities.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile, Let Me Recognize You

Smile, let me recognise you,
You are the only truth
Here in this life,
And you are growing
Brighter day by day
Crossing all hurdles
On the way but offending
None anywhere.
Smile, I know you are there
In each one but you
See always righteousness,
Smile, I know you have
No lineage, no caste
You declare men winner-first.

Gajanan Mishra
Smile, My Dear Child

Smile my dear child,
Please smile.
To see your smile,
The sun is rising, see.
Smile my dear child,
Please smile.
To see and embrace your
Smiling face the breeze
Is coming, see.
Please smile, my dear child,
Smile. To see your smile
The flower is there,
The cuckoo is there,
The star is there.
Smile, my dear child,
Drink this milk and smile,
Eat this bread and smile.
For your the bird
Started singing,
For you, these plants
Of our garden, see,
Bursting with flowers.
Smile and read your
ABCD books my dear child,
Your reading will gives us light.
Smile and read my dear child,
We are here for you only.
Aisha, you are my only grand-daughter,
My dearest dear..

Gajanan Mishra
Smile, Please

Smile, please.
Be victorious and
Live long.

Smile, please.
Forget about
The moon and
The nectar.

Smile, please.
Remember only
Love and love
And live long.

Smile, please.
In dark in light
Life runs short.

Gajanan Mishra
Smiling

Smiling and smiling I appeared  
And You left the area.  
It is out of sight everything  
At this arrival and departure.

I heard so many words but  
Uttered not a single.  
I have buried everything and  
Stood like stainless steel.

Gajanan Mishra
Smiling Face

I want to see
The smiling face
Of my daughter
And my grand daughter.
It is well known to you
The reason of their not-smiling.
You know, they are
In a fearful situation even at home.
But in the name of their safety
Huge amounts are being spent.
Spending money, you know,
Would not make them smile.
A peaceful smiling atmosphere
Is necessary to make them smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Smiling Face And

Smiling face and
It is there to accept me.
I am also ready to accept,
In return through
High standard of renunciation,
Austerity, penance, and devotion.
Your affectionate smile and
Glance, my dear, enable me to
Achieve all perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Smiling Of Star

Are you
Able to
Check
The change
That is
Going on
Within you?

See,
That star
Is smiling
At you
And you are
Unable to love
And unable to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Smiling With Eyes

Smiling with eyes,
Your posture, I know.

Being the living entity,
You know the creativity,
And I am here to specify
Who you are and
What is your original
Identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Smoke and fire,
Desire and knowledge,
Going with the later
Clear the dust
And see your face
On the mirror, my dear,
You are the great
Creature here.

Gajanan Mishra
Smoke Is Temporary

Smoke is temporary
Fire is permanent.

Fire is here
Fire is there.

Fire, fire
I know you have the power
To take care.

You have the power
To burn my desire
And make it ashes.

Fire fire
You are in the knowledge
You are the knowledge.

I know you fire,
You are the intellect
You have all goodness.

Fire fire
You have the power
To discriminate
And to eradicate
All doubts
With all truth.

Life is the only truth
Life is the only power
And fire, you have
made this life awake
And rise to the high
Up above the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Smooth And Smile

I want to stay
O my dear
With You in mystics.

You are ready to
Protect me
And I am at the clutches
Of death always.

In duality
I stay O my dear
You are to see
And guide me.

False accounting
I observed exist
And I did not know
Your arrival yet.

Gajanan Mishra
Snail

Friends, let us use
This snail to make
Our works smooth.

Is the body not a snail?
The snail is in the body,
In the sea, on the field.

Let me use the snail
In my poems as a symbol,
Symbol of time.

I am here with the snail,
Mark the rhythm and measure
Its motion in circle.

Let the snail go on its
Own way, no more snail here.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake And Frogs

Snake and frogs,
Friends.
Hour is heat.
Time to lift.

Body to be cleaned,
And let the legs
Proceed forward.

But not towards
The snakes,
Not towards
The frogs also.

No purity in
Friendship
We know.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake And Snake Charmer

Snake has bitten you, dear,
And I am the snake charmer here,
Allow me to massage your body
And treat you
To counteract the serpent's poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake Exists

Snake exists
And we fear.
We fear
Only for ignorance.
We are in
The darkness of ignorance,
Nothing to deny.
The bright light
Of the truth is
Ignored by all.
We are not at all
Interested in hearing
Questions but worried
About nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake Is Snake

Snake is snake,
The rope is not the snake,
The snake is not the rope.

Snake and rope both are fact,
Both are also false.

Rope and snake -
Both are illusion.
Both are cold,
Both are hot,
Both can take your life
If they so wish.

Combined together
Both can save your life,
When there is poison.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake Of Time

Snake of time
Swallowed us nine.

We are nine
In a house
That has doors nine.

We are all
For public welfare
As we are getting everything
From public exchequer.

O my dear, I am not here
To disappear
I am present like the sun
In either the eastern
Or the western hemisphere.

No darkness is here
The time of snake is
Ended like the time of
Thieves and murders.

I am not disfigured
I am with the scriptures
See me, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake That Too Beautiful!

Snake that too beautiful!

The snake occupied
The house of the mice,
Like the mice occupied ours.

I want to sleep
On the snake-bed.
I want to talk and
Hear about the snake.
I want to inform
The snake about
The present affairs
Of our state.

But alas! the snake is no more,
Only the ants are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Snake-Fire

Snake-fire
is here
With wicked
Men and women
And as ill luck
Would have it
I am going
With them.

Towards mirage
See, I am going
As a prisoner
Of my desire
And passion being
Blind and ignorant.

Gajanan Mishra
Snakes Are Here

Who is not a snake here?
Tell me, my dear, tell me.
Keep under your own control
The snakes that are within.

Poisons are our own anger
And they are trying to destroy us,
We should be cautious within us, and
We should not take anyone superfluous.

Gajanan Mishra
Snakes Are Snakes Always

Snakes are snakes always,
No one should use them with evil brain
To achieve personal gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Snakes For Dreams

Snakes for dreams,
Dreams for the sky,
The sky for the earth.
All, I gathered
For swimming pool.

Odia rendering;

?????? ????? ???,
???? ????? ??????,
???? ????? ?
??? ??? ??? ????
?????- ????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Snakes, Thunderbolts

Snakes, thunderbolts,
Stones, weapons,
Whirlwind, dust,
Tigers, lions, wolfs,
Jackals, wild dogs.
Everything and all
Are there
In all directions.

Flowers, fruits, garden,
Nectar, water, life
Also are there.
Cold, colors,
Name, fame, glory,
Wealth, youth, kingdom,
Chariot, car, plane
And all are there.

Eminent life, proceed on,
With love and truth,
Let me discover you
Here and there,
On the earth
And also in the sky.
Wearing armor, let me
Catch your life and also
With all protection.

Gajanan Mishra
Snap Not At Me

Snap not at me,
I am here
On this day
And this day
Is famous for
Love and sacrifice
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
Snare Of Delusion

1

O men, You are hovering at deep dark and filthy night
O men, You are bewildered by many a fancy
O men, You are entangled in the snare of delusion
O men, You are addicted to the gratification of desire
Alas, men alas, being the best creature here
You have to suffer the worst torture.

2

None, but you alone is responsible for such condition
O men, You are self-conceited, you are stubborn
You are filled with pride and intoxication of wealth
you are disregarding the scriptural ordinances
Alas, men alas, being the best creature here
You have to suffer the worst torture.

3

No charity no sacrifices and O men, You observe hypocrisy
You engaged yourself in meditation adoration and
You are telling beads of a rosary and remain engaged
In playing cards and worldly gossip
Alas, men alas, being the best creature here
You have to suffer the worst torture.

Gajanan Mishra
Snow

I am burning the snow,
The snow is also burning me.
Naked truth is that
I am the snow.

Snow is here but not I,
I am in the hot summer
and searching the snow
in my own way.

Gajanan Mishra
Snowfall

Focus on today
And make the day
Hot, without
Going through
Snowfall of
Yesterday or
Blossoming of
Dreams of tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Snowspill

Snowspell continues
Speculate not
condition of seas
hardly survive.

Harbinger of truth
is snow and
you know only fire
is there to fight
showing might though
rest on snow.

Gajanan Mishra
So Also I Am

You are the truth,
So also I am.

Let me
Propitiate you
So also to my self.

Let me touch
My head
My mouth
And my breast
By my right hand.

Let me count three,
Let me go free,
And let me give
My heart to you.

Gajanan Mishra
So And So

Oh, you are so and so,
everything is yours,
but I’m not the chameleon here
to change colors.

See me, I’m fixed,
and I’m in you
for truth.
See me, I’m searching myself in
your glory.

And you are
what I’m here,
with my colors,
you are free but
far above all.

Gajanan Mishra
So Blind That

I am blind
So blind that
I continue to
Ignore You.

I am deaf
So deaf that
I continue to
Ignore You.

It is true
I did nothing
Nothing for anybody
To benefit You.

I am not able to go
Anywhere without You
You are here with me
Always I know though.

You are present I know
And I know I am Yours
Yet I am not free
To procure the real benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
So Called Gods

So called gods are there
Everywhere but they lack
Godliness.

Gajanan Mishra
So Close

I think and I get,
And you are
So close to me.
I know you are
Not far away from me,
It is not possible also.
O my dear, my keen desire
Is here, so also my realization.

Gajanan Mishra
So Cold But So Smart

So cold but so smart,
Lovely but no heart,
Hurt and lost chart.

Gajanan Mishra
So Complex

So complex,
So complicated,
And all that give
A different complexion
To the problem of life.

In spite of all
We move forward
In compliance with
Nature.

And nature
Is in full competitiveness.
And we compose poems
Not in compos mentis
But with composite things.

Gajanan Mishra
So Enthusiastic

So enthusiastic
At work, you are.
Blessed with grasping power
You are.
You have showed
Enhanced sensitivity
For all entity.
And for all these
I am entering straight
Into your hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
So Famous

So magnanimous
so handsome
So easily gotten
I accept You
You are my
part and partition.

Each day You are younger
Each day You are richer
I want You here at every moment, my dear
At the dancing of my heart
You are at the center
My vibration my glory
I accept You my only present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
So Far I Am

So far I am
Unable to
Understand you
Fully.
We are living together,
Being attracted by
One another, though.

Where is the knot?
How hard the knot is
I failed to imagine.
Anyway, I am here
To apply my reason
To understand you,
Partially, if not fully.

Gajanan Mishra
So Far No One Has

So far no one has taken birth
To read fully my poems and
To understand all in a truthful way.
But I am grateful to those
Who are reading and trying to
Understand in a positive manner.
So also I am most grateful to those
Who are reading my poems and
Pointing out the mistakes
In my writings in some or other
For all good, they are my guide,
Without any doubt. The are my
Wellwishers and they are there
To enlighten me everywhere always.

Gajanan Mishra
So Far Poetry

So far poetry concerned
they say great you are
and they know
poetry cover all.

It is their failure
to find truth
and they know
truth is everywhere.

Do not misunderstood
I am nowhere
except in love.

I do not know
whether it is for
better or
for worse.

Gajanan Mishra
So Here I Am

So here I am only for you
No needs to tell this truth, also
No needs to show snapchat account.

Gajanan Mishra
So I Am Searching

So I am searching my words
That I have thrown away
in my my poems
are meant for you, only for you.
And you have complained not
able to receive the words therein.
I am searching the doors and
windows of my house wherein
you are residing with care
opening all doors and windows
and through which so many persons
are going and coming freely
without any hindrances. And so
I am searching you in my own words.

Gajanan Mishra
So Kind Of You

So kind of you,
I am here
And able to walk
And able to do
Whatever you like.
So kind of you,
You have allowed
Me to go here there
Like the air
In the sky.
So kind of you,
I cry and I smile
For nothing, with
All material profits,
Economic development,
Sense gratification,
So on and so on.
So kind of you
I know the truth
And you are here
In my house.

Gajanan Mishra
So little I am,
In this little earth,
With my little dream,
I am not able to
Reach you my dear,
Unless you pick me out.
By and by, let me clarified
I am the loveliest one
In your live-earth
And able to talk to you
From here as I know
You are present with me
To break the ice
And also to put out the fire.

Gajanan Mishra
So Long As

So long as I am here,
O my dear, I know, You are here.
As a daily routine
We both are overlapping each other.

Freedom is nothing but illusion
Love is nothing but cunning connotation.
Truth is the relation, that is there
Inside and outside our jurisdiction.

Let us not forget, my dear, we are only players here,
Besides us, there is nothing and there would be nothing,
Let us not going to destroy ourselves with our own hands,
O my dear, we should be cautious for our future.

There is nothing called future
I know, my dear, and I am in love with You for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
So Long As I Am Here

So long as I am here
You are here
You seem to exist
You are loved
I am attached to you.

Gajanan Mishra
So Long As You Are Not Present

I can not call myself
Pure as I am expecting
A word from you
I can not call myself
Skillful as I an incapable
Without your support
I can not call myself
Prosper so long as
You are not present.

Gajanan Mishra
So Love You

So love you
My dear
I know your
Past present future
So love you
I know your actions
Your thoughts
So love you
It is for love
Time is propitious
So love you
And in love
Demand no question
For love
No loss.

Gajanan Mishra
So Loving

You are so loving
I am speaking to you
You are listening to me.
You are so loving
You are with me
I am with you.

I am the love
I am the prime cause of love
I know love is birth-less
I love you
You are my love.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Birds

Eagle emu dove
Crow cock cuckoo
Swallow kite
partridge pigeon
Drake owl heron
Myna bat peacock
Parrot crane
Are coming regularly
To my yard
And telling me
In different languages
And I make them understand
My problems but they
care not to listen
For them I am nobody
To complain and I am here
Just to act what they said
And they said nothing
And stayed with me
Even beyond the time
Of sun setting.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Births

So many births
So many knowledge
So may actions
I am confused
It is only You
Who is static and
One and the same
Always like
The North star.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Controllers

So many controllers
So many rulers
So many circulars and orders
In this material world
And material nature
But no punishment and
No reward and here
We are just at the end
Where we are able to
Neutralize each other.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Dogs

So many dogs are there,
On the streets now-a-days
And when-ever I am
Going outside to walk
On my lane-side, they
Bark at me, thinking,
Perhaps, this man would
Try to keep us away.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Faces

So many faces of
So many people,
Some are cruel and
Some are fools.

The middle men are
there and they are
busy to loot.

People have no faces
If you see and
If you hear them
You are put to loses.

Do whatever you like,
But remember, you are to
improve your own business.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Flowers

So many flowers
Yellow green red
White black blue.

So many tastes
So many experiences
So many pleasures.

My life is at your disposal
And running as per your
Sweet desire.

You pleased to keep me here
It is your greatness
And I am here
With a difference.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Gods

We have so many gods
Water gods air gods
Light gods bird gods
Serpent gods even death gods
And so many goddess
Wealth goddess earth goddess
Let us see all gods and goddess
Within us and let us do
The welfare of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Good

So many good
and so many good persons
are there here,
and I am here
to salute all.

All are good
that I know
from the beginning
and I know
life itself is fine.

Good is always good,
Good can never be bad,
but bad can be good
with positive attitude.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Great

So many great poets are there
With so many beautiful poems
So many rivers are there
With so many pious and pure water
So many mountains forests are there
With so many medicines and foods and herbs
So many places are there with
So many novel thoughts and ideas
On this earth, my dear, and
You are the creator and I am fortunate
To be here with all and with You
For better days to come for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Hindrances

So many hindrances, see
Whenever you want to do
Something good here there.

Anyway the platform is fit
To exchange love and services
Have a smile and enjoy life.

It is here only you can find
All happiness and here only
You can invent your own peace.

Nothing to steal nobody to kill
You all attractive quality only
Can give us the sources of life.

If you want to get anything
In this life help others protect others.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Hurdles

So many huddles,
And life is shattered.
Have patience and
Enjoy the life, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Identity Cards

So many identity cards are with me,
With so many names like
Aadhar, voter, PAN, driving, professional
And so on and so on, related to
So many institutions Govt and private,
But not a single one is correct.
I, myself failed to discover
My real identity in any one.
Excuse me sir, how can I say you
Who I am, where is my home,
How can I say you my date of birth,
I know not my real birth.
I know not real perfection but I am
In need of love and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Lists

What I should do,
What I should not do,
So many lists are there
With you that I know.

I have nothing to do
That I know only from you,
I have to stay like a statue,
And I have to observe silently,
All the works being done by you.

I have not forgotten the truth,
And truth is that everywhere
What is going is only for good.
There is nothing called today or tomorrow
And there is nothing called sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Meanings

So many meanings are
There in a picture
And remember, a picture
Is worth a thousand and
Thousand words
And remember, a word
Acts as a creator and also
Means a creator
The Ultimate Truth
It depends upon you
How to use The word
And the picture
For the benefit of others
For which you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Meanings Are There - Life

So many meanings are there
In a word,
In a life,
In a time,
In a situation.
Let us enjoy it
What it is
When and where
As it is.
No complain please,
No grudge
Nothing to bother.
My dear, love, love
Read life-love chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Men, So Many Poems

So many men, so many poems,
So many creatures, my dear
Under the sky and nature.
Let me see and observe all,
Let me read and anyalyze all,
Let me tell them, come on dear,
This is your time, this is your earth,
This is yours everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Monkeys

So many monkeys are
There in our
Lord Jagannath temple.
And all they are, see,
Busy in laughing at you.
Go not there, my dear,
They are ready to
Loot you.
These monkeys are
Different from
Those of Mahatma Gandhi.
Here, the monkeys are
Free to tell anything,
Free to hear anything,
Free to see every sight.
No rule no regulation
No police personnel
Can check them.
But my dear, you can
Check or restrain yourself
In your own speech and action,
Or else they are there
To give you a lesson.

Gajanan Mishra
I have so many names
You can call me by any name.
Are you ready to come to me
I am here for you only
To heal you from all diseases.

Open the door of your house
The word the sound enter your house
And you find in every word in each sound
My name is there.

You can call me by any name
That suit you.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many People

So many people
Are saying
In so many ways
But the thing is
Quite different.

I am in the row
And many angle is
Quite different
From so many authors
Let me hear, my dear.

I have seen the whole truth
Though not able to express
You are to feel me only
Going beyond my words
As You know words are
Some way or other cheaters.

I am not with the words
It is sure though I have
Take shelter of words
To express myself not fully though
You are to understand my feeling
That is always with love.

Don't go with
So many people
Go with self only
Go upwards with your
Own conscience towards the light
That are within you.

Rest see
Open to you
Like the clean sky
And the flowing breeze
In the life-market.
So Many Pleasures

So many pleasures I enjoyed,
I enjoyed with you;
Such as pleasure by touch,
Pleasure in form,
Pleasure through taste,
Through smell and
Pleasures derived from
Body or honoured,
Praised and comfort,
By salvation or
Realization.
We are alive, my dear
And our living itself
Is great pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Poems

See, I have so many poems
See, I have so many scripts
See, I have so many ornaments
See, I have so many hands legs eyes
Bodies and all are not hidden
And all are nice in spiritual practice
And with Your touching.

O my dear, with love I can hear
I can speak I can see
I am not away from you
At any point of time
And in you I am getting everything
Everywhere and what I am not getting
That is also your love and it is
With me always.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Questions

So many questions
I want to ask myself
I know though
Those questions have
No answer.

I know no dark is there
And I want to go
I know though
I am not able to move
Here or there.

I smile at the fate
And the fate left me
Without uttering a word
And that's my prize.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Skies

So many skies
Are there,
And so many
Stars.
Causeless but not
Effectless.
Thousands of creatures
With thousands of heads
Faces, hands, legs.
But unmoved,
And unimaginable.
Find no happiness
And I wish to
Compose poems.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Skies - Not Able To Say

So many skies
Are there
In between
You and I.

Neither you are
There, nor I am.

I am going
Beyond my sky,
So also you are.

Whose sky is there
Still waiting
For whom
That I'm
Not able to say.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Things

So many things are happening
See all around you
It is you to described
How you enjoy
How you share.

Write first your name
And below that your
Address contact number
And your present location
You are to mentioned.

Being a seasonal flower
O my dear, I am looking you at this hour.

Gajanan Mishra
So many things are there
And they put us in trouble.
So many troubles are there
They make us free from
The burden that here on us.
We are here searching
The light knowing fully well
That all lights are within us.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Topics

So many topics are there in the poems
About sociology politics economics and
Also current affairs, Be fair while
Writing and reading within and outside.

No lower no higher
Nothing simple nothing difficult
See yourself in all
Birds trees stones animals.

If anybody at any time committed some wrong
Teach them punish them and kill them not
All are pious here and there is nothing
To astonished about the way of life each leads.

Keep relation with the ultimate authority always
At sleep at work and inform Him as He is Omniscient
Nevertheless have a desire to hear about Him and His
Daily activities here there He is the most interested one.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Universes

So many universes
And I am no where
With all fame
With all beauty
With all potency
And where is my knowledge
Have I renounced anything
Feature film ended there in.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Waters

So many waters
are there in the Ganges,
So many stars
are there in the sky,
So many butterflies
are there in my garden.

And I am happy,
And I am in peace,
Nobody is here
to disturb me.

It is open everything here,
It all depends on you to do
whatever you like at any time,
with full transparency.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Wives

So many wives are
There with me always
So many wives are
Harassing me
In many ways.

Responsibilities for
Maintenance of so many
Wives are with me
They are pulling and pushing me
In different directions.

Each wife is struggling
For her own interest
One is pulling me
To arrange tasty food
Another to get suitable drinks
Yet another demands
For soft touch sensuous objects
Yet another wants to hear
Pleasing sounds and hankers
For pleasant aromas
And pleasing sight.

O my dear, I am not able to
Fulfill all their demands
I am being harassed by my own wives
Excuse me, and still
I am with my wives and I love them all.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Words

So many words
So many music
As there are
Species of life.
Let us chew the life
Like the betel nut
For the interest of all
It is the time's call.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Words, So Many Poets

So many words
So many poets
So many meanings
So many style of living
In this wonderful world
And I am here missing
At every time, see me
Find me, if you can
My dear, I know this is
Your area and I am
Just wandering and
Wandering and it is
Charming to the point
And with firm belief.

Gajanan Mishra
So Many Worlds Are There

So many worlds are there,
And I am in all, search me.

Say not I am not there,
But go on searching in the water,
In the air, in the sky, in the light.

Everywhere see me, and also
Feel my presence during your tour.

Gajanan Mishra
So Much

You are telling
So much and yet
I hear not.
You are here
there and everywhere
Yet I see not.
You are performing
everything and yet
I feel not.
Where I am, know not.
No love and no hate
And yet I am here
with my satisfaction
with all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
We see with eyes
We walk with feet
Eyes - the sense of
Perception
Foot - the organ of
Action.

A thorn runs
In to the foot
Eyes filled
With tears.
Dust falls
In to the eyes
Feet totter.

O my dear
Such is our love
We are not separate
We are not different
We are one and one
We are honest.

Gajanan Mishra
So Much Water

With so much water,
So many oceans,
So many people,
In water,
On land,
In the air,
The world is colourful
And it is wonderful.
Let us enjoy it
At this moment,
Forget quarrel,
Forget war,
Forget everything,
Just filled with wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
So Much Wealth

What is the use of
So much wealth
If it is not able to
Eradicate poverty.

What is the use of
So much knowledge
If it is not able to
Provide freedom from fear.

What is the use of
This life if it is
Not in love and not
Follow the path of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
So My Dear Men

So my dear men
Come up with knowledge
Through knowledge you should
Understand your actual self
Come up with knowledge
My dear men, realize the self
And advancing by clear realization
My dear men you should live a
Cheerful life without any hesitation
So my dear men come up with knowledge
Knowing you all are one and the same
You are above all colors castes creed
You are here only to achieve
The Supreme perfection for which you born.

Gajanan Mishra
So Nice

So nice,
So natural,
I desire a life
In and with nature,
Without any
Political, social
And economic upheavals.
A life,
That is peaceful
Is necessary
For a peaceful human society.
Service-oriented life
Is good for livelihood,
I desire a future with good produce.

Gajanan Mishra
So Nice And So Cooling

So nice and so cooling,
Your presence dear,
You are blazing and
Burning all my sorrows.
I am here to achieve you,
But you are there with me,
You are my truth-consciousness,
For you, I am perfect here.

Gajanan Mishra
So Now I Have A Room

So now I have a room
Where they live together
The sun and the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
So On And So On

I do not want
I do not want anything.

I do not want
Wealth awards
Lands positions
And so on and so on
I do not want.

I remain content
What is there with me
And with my contentment
I remain unchanged.

Gajanan Mishra
So Said

So said it is good,
And I am there
To accept all.
But let me
Encourage you
And you are there
To get the result.
The result is
Always good,
If your thought is so.
So said it is good
And I am ready to
Accept you
In to to.

Gajanan Mishra
So Shining

Let me take a shine,
You are so shining.
Let me awaken the stars,
So shining as they are.
Let me count the numbers,
That are uncountable
Through the shine of poetry.
Let me divide the sky
With laughters of so called
Love and hate.
Let me stay calm
In the middle of the sea.
Let me violate all rules
There at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
So Simple So Pure

So simple so pure
Kosli child.
Not black not white
But I see
In him all light.

He cries
For a little space,
For a lovely word,
He cries
To have a moon-burnt face.

He has a soul, I know,
He has a voice.
That is to be heard,
That is to be take cared,
With his inner rejoice.

Not eager
For name,
For fame.
But he wants to love,
To blossom.

Gajanan Mishra
So Small

So small
I can not see
So small
And you are
So big
I can not see
So big.

See, I am
What I am
Here at present
See, my going
See, my crying
And after everything
I am just missing.

Gajanan Mishra
So soft and so hard,
I am not able to
To express in words.

Gajanan Mishra
So Sorry

I am feeling happy
With my own destiny,
And my destiny is
Mocking at me.

I know my life is
For suffering pain,
But here also I
Enjoy pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
So Speed!

So speed!
I am unable to cope of.
I know you are
Not there to wait
Even for a moment.
And you know my capacity
Is not fit to go. Here,
Even the cony concede defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
So Sweet Life

So sweet,
So sweet life.
From the very beginning
I love life.
Think not otherwise,
But try to extract nectar
In each and every stage.
Observe,
Observe the stages and
Know the fact
And the mystery,
And smile and enjoy.
Life - so sweet,
Even without foot or hand,
We can enjoy.
We can enjoy here
Even without eyes
Only my touching and feelings.
Avoid not anything, anyone,
But cooperate, coordinate
And love all
Without any discrimination.
Ask not duration,
Just a moment is
Sufficient to evaluate
The life, no matter
Whether it is
In air or in water.
But you have to
Surrender before
No one but the self.
Remember, you are
Your master,
No one but you-
Only here.

Gajanan Mishra
So To So

So to so,
Love to love,
Let me go,
There is the Pluto.

Pluto, life explored.
More and more,
Power to power
Bravo, bow, bow.

Gajanan Mishra
So Useful

You are so useful
My dear cow-mother,
That I am yet to know here.
You are the maker of
wealth and health.
No needs to explain
in details here,
Cow, my dear,
You are at the center point
of agriculture,
No one is your substitute,
My dear mother.
Moreover, you are
the finest creature of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
So We Reap

As we sows
In hilly dreams
In real vision
We sheds tears
For violation
And advocating
Continue generation.

Gajanan Mishra
So Wrong

How can I tackle
The situation?
So wrong, each one.

No one knows
The right.

But sweet something,
And that is life.

Everything and
It is life.

Let the life flows
On its own course.

No problem,
Here or there,
No wrong in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
So You Are A Poet

So you are a poet,
I do admit,
You are great.
Here come,
Empty space is there
Only for you.
You are visible,
Light is with you.
I know
You are committed
To the truth.
The life of a poet
Is free, I feel.
And you fly
Like a bird
In the open sky
Of the words.
The mixture of
Black and white,
You are, dear.
The representative of
Time, you are.
In deep ocean
You are the hope,
In the area of silence,
You are the tongue.
In coastal area
You are the smile.
I know,
You are the sun
With no shadow.
Dear poet, come on
I am here waiting
For you.
Life is there,
Love is there,
Come on star
And fill up the gaps
Of this earth.
So You Are There

So you are there
In my love,
In my life's truth.
So you are there
Where there is a star.

Where is the star?
Let me search.
Let me search
Who am I
In the course of
This business.

In the course of
This business,
Let us dance together,
Let us see and enjoy
The beauty of nature.

The beauty of nature
Is here in me.
And so I love.
I love you
Being the truth.

I love you
Since you are
The lone dancer
Here.

Gajanan Mishra
So You Reap

I think
You have sowed.

Sand and flames
Curved jewels
In horrors.

Sowed
Reaped.

Birds tweet
I appeared
And saw.

What I saw
Fractured.

Gajanan Mishra
So Your Are There

So you are there
With all truth.
And here we are
With falsehood.

Our words are
Not good,
And your words
Are fine
And beautiful.

We are here
With our own light
And own shadow.
You are there
With all kudos.

Gajanan Mishra
So. You Are

So, you are going
Yes you can and you must
I am not making any objection
And who am I to object
Objecting is not my passion.

O you are within me
And I am staying
Who told you
I am not going
And you knew
I am within you.

This is the only time
In our hands
O my love
Come and let us chat
Let not the night flat.

Gajanan Mishra
Social Act

Writing poetry-
A social act.
For all welfare,
Encourage the poets.

Discover
The culture,
Roots - poetry.
Give shape
To humanity
Through poetry.

Learn and live,
Life through poetry.
Visit the words
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Social Order

Social order is
Necessary, so also
Discipline is
Necessary at every
Stage of life.
Doing something
Is but compulsory,
So also you are here
To get something
That are your dues.
You may regard yourself
As you like, but
You are to accept
The happenings.

Gajanan Mishra
Society, Friendship, Love Etc

Society, friendship, love
Country, home, wife, children
Etc etc bear false meanings in life
And they are not at all
Helpful for your own liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft And Hard

Soft and hard words
There in the dictionary
Soft and hard
In a man beautify him
Soft and hard
In right place and
In right time
Make the country
Most powerful
And soft and hard
Are the ingredients
Of smart power strategy.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft And Ripe

Soft and ripe -
Life.

Hear the melody,
Memoir of poetry.

No appearance,
No disappearance.

Keeping everything
In secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft And Tender

Flower is flower
Soft and tender
No wonder
Makes life better
Ensure that
Wrong hands
Does not get.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft Clay

I have not much knowledge
About this soft clay.
I am not ignorant as well.
Let it be there where it is,
And we are here to continue
Our play as before.
I surpassed all holding my
Victory flags here with this.
I complained not, I told not
Give me this or that.
I know your charitable nature
And yet I proceeded on my way.
Fertility is there in the field
And so I praised this soft clay.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft Is December

Soft is December,
Soft is life,
But life is not December,
December has given
So many things to life.

Merry Christmas,
Love, and peace
And forgiveness
All are there
Interlinked with
This December.

My dear, enjoy life
With the colours of
Truth and December.

Gajanan Mishra
Soft Words

Soft words,
I am not interested
to hear you.
Yet you are coming to me
time and again,
what shall I do!
What do you think of you,
Soft words!
Be kind, go on that way,
but I am no the person
to drive you out.
Do whatever you like,
but remember, this the place
that is not meant for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Soldier And Poet

Allow not
The soldier and
The poet to sleep.
Soldier is there
To guard the boundary.
Poet is there
To clean the people.
If the soldier is
Unfaithful, the country
Is under foreign rule.
If the poet is not
Make attempt to rise
The people, the country
Remained undeveloped and disturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Solemn Prayer

I pray
I pray my readers
To understand my poems
And try to translate it
In to practice
If possible
For a better tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Solitary Song

I am singing my
Solitary song that
Whistles in the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
Solution

Solution that I want
Is already here before me
I am not capable to
Bring to light.

You have told me
That are necessary
By indication and I
And not able to follow it.

I do not know how to
Marry a short skirt
How to make large
Amount of money
And I am unfit here.

I know how to
Break promises
I know how to escape
And I lost myself
And I am unfit here.

Gajanan Mishra
Solve The Problems

Your life is temporary, remember
But you are to solve the problems
Of your life for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Are Telling

Some are telling, hello Gajanan
How you are able to write so much
And I am telling them, my dear friends,
Here in this world there is no shortage of men.
Read men, study the situation, and know
Their problems, think for solution,
Just love a little and get in return much from them,
Say a word of truth and get in return so much truth,
This is life in this world, say how wonderful .

Gajanan Mishra
Some Bad Omens

Like crying of she-jackal
At the sunrising and vomiting fires
Barking of dogs fearlessly
Cows passing on the left side
Circumambulating of asses
Weeping by horses indicate
Something undesirable
In near future.

O my dear, The pigeon is like
A messenger of death to me
The shrieks of the owls and
Their rival crows make
The heart tremble
As if they want to make
A void of the whole universe
Further here is smoke
Encircles the sky
The earth and mountains
Are throbbing
Cloudless thunder is here
And it is bolts from the blue.

See, the wind blows violently
Blasting dust everywhere
Creating darkness
Clouds are raining everywhere
With bloody disaster
The rays of the sun are declining
Stars appears to be fighting
Amongst themselves
Confused living entities appear
To be ablaze and weeping
Rivers tributaries ponds reservoirs
And the mind are all perturbed
Butter no longer ignites fire
Something extraordinary
Going to happen, my dear
Something undesirable
In near future.

The calves do not suck
The teats of the cows
The cows do not give milk
The cows are standing crying
Tears in their eyes
The bulls take no pleasure
In the pasturing grounds
Let me say the Deities seems to be
Crying in the temple lamenting and perspiring
They seem about to leave
All the cities villages towns
Gardens mines and hermitages
Are devoid of beauty and
Bereft of all happiness
O my dear, I do not know
What sor of calamities are
Now awaiting
But I am sure something
Undesirable in near future.

O my dear, I pray save this world
This world is Yours and
I am in this wolrd now
I am Yours faithful
Servant's servant's servant's sevant
Praying befor You.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Drink

I want,
Want some drink.
Am I really thirsty?
Cold or heat,
That I can’t say,
But I want
Something to drink.
 Needless to know
Who is more important
You or I?
But we have to know
What is there in us
Rock or water?

Gajanan Mishra
Some Idea

To tame the bull
Give some idea.
But our own men
Are not tameable,
Give some idea
To tame them all.
They all use power
Given to them
For personal gain,
To satisfy their desire.
Give some idea
To pull them out.
No one is fairly good,
I want all the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Some One Has Opened

Someone has opened
The doors,
The windows,
And the zeros.

Some other one has
Started closing,
But failed
To do so.

And now,
Everywhere echoes.
And all took vows,
To search out the grove.

Something has missed,
Someone has hissed.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Poets Are There

Some poets are there
And they are busy with
The flowers and stars.

The stars and flowers
Are telling them
How wonderful the world!

The world is really wonderful
With the fights of the cats and mouse
And the poets are busy with their muse.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Say Religion

Some say religion
Controls sorrow.
But here?
See and say something
My dear brothers.

Are we really
Covered with a
False surface?
I know not.
Please come forward
To explain in right way.

A man in his sovereignty,
Now witness life pity.
And receiving pain always.

Think for a while men,
Where are you going and
The purpose of your living.
Think for a while
Your own idea that departs.

Men, keep your
Recollection straight.
Right religion is humanity,
Cover your head with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Sort Of Blindness

Some sort of blindness
Is there with us.
But I am not here
To say blind man is wise.
I may say wise men
Are blind with eyes
Open inside.
A poet is both
Blind and wise
Some one said.
I remained silent
Looking at him.
Actually I have lost
All words and sights.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Style

I like some style,
I like some compassion,
I like some passion,
I like some humor.
Life is a combination of
All the above dear.

Make life cheerful
With the help of your
True knowledge and love.
Love each other, my dear,
With human activities
And see all clear.

You are unique,
You are the world here.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Sweets

Some sweets
Some bitter
Some sugar
Some salts
Are there
To form life.

Restraint yourself
For any excess
In anything
At any time.

To win your mind
And to keep restraint
Is really difficult
But not impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Way Or Other

Some way or other
when you get yourself
involved with all these
you became dirty.

Clean the dirt
and come forward,
show your honesty
and integrity.

Be sincere to the point
Being transparent
Do the business of the people
as per their choice.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Words

Some words are dying,
Some other are trying to survive.

Some words are coming to the picture
Through lateral entry.
Some other are making trouble
Shaking off the shackles.

Some words are expressing their love,
Some other are going towards enmity without any cause.

I am here with some words
And I know they are not mine,
Yet I am using them
To fulfill my desire.
I am trying to maintain
Equanimity in the field of action.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Words Are

Some words are
Going beyond
My command.
Some other words
Are commanding me
To write such and such.
Both groups are
Inviting me
For a launch,
And I am going
With them.
Those words not
Coming under the above groups
Are with me and
I am not dissatisfied
With any group.
I am with all the words,
But all the words are
Not with me, sorry,
I can't say more than this.

Gajanan Mishra
Some Words Are There

Some words are there
Who are eager to
Come to me to live
Without any conflict.

Some words are there
Who give me
Troubles with a hope to
Create a conflagration.

I want to stay without
Any of them but they
Take me to their world
And they express despair.

Gajanan Mishra
Somebody Else

Somebody else if any  
Come to me as star  
Let me see who you are  
And what have you done so far.

Who told what and to whom  
The questions that are perfume  
Mind it I am only here  
Who is playing a game with doom.

Gajanan Mishra
Somebody Who Is

Somebody who is
Good to remember
That is only You
And You are here
With all Your
Beautiful colors.

With all precious
Gifts You are here
Since I am blind
Unable to its beauty
That is inherent
In all atmosphere.

O my dear, see me
I am very very poor.

Gajanan Mishra
Somehow Or Other

Somehow or other,
I am here.
Somehow or other,
You are also here.
We both are committed
To produce a new picture.
The picture that is there
To make us better and better.
The world is far better,
And we are here
To remember the maker,
Our own creator.
We are better with our thinking
That we are one, all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Someone And Somewhere

Someone is there
Somewhere, and
I am therein,
Discover me, dear.

My dear, wherever you are,
I am there, just see.
Breaking news is declaring
Just hear and search me out.

I am there in right time,
Worry not, dear.
Day and night and I am
In you for love for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Someone Has Told Me

Someone has enquired
over phone whether I am
smiling or not, for what
I asked in reply and
the same man replied
is today not your birthday?

Another one has enquired
meeting personally why are you
weeping here my dear
And further he has suggested me
to observe the day with smile
as it is our wedding day.

Tell me how can I smile without you,
my dear, I know though you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Someone Is There

Someone is there
In my house.
My house is there
In me.

I think
The air is going
From this side
To that side.

I am showing light
To the water.
The water is showing me
The path towards the sky.

The sky is on this earth,
I am the fire with the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Something And Something

Something has happened,
Something and something
But what is that thing
nobody knows here, wonderful!

Wonderful! we are made fool
with so much knowledge though,
We are thirsty with no thirst
We are hungry with no hunger.

Here we have words but no sound
Here we have everything but no ground.

Horrible is our life here at this time,
and the time is not under our control.
We are control by something else
And what is that something we know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Different

Something different,
Beyond separation
Beyond identification,
Beyond knowledge
Beyond ignorance.

It is open appearance,
For common interest
With common food
Common sleep
common fear.

It is life
It is love.

Life and love
Not bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Happening

Something is happening
Every time every moment
And I am watching without
Uttering a single word
And as a poet I am closest
To all and all these
Matters to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is

Something is something
Nothing is everything
Everything is many thing
Many thing is thing that is in you
And you are nothing.

Everything is good pure fresh
Painless tasty and with grace
Nothing is vain and painful
Tasteless and stale
Always everything is a beginning.

It is our truth consciousness
That is right to heard and act
It is hearing and talking and meditating
Let us keep the life for the entire period
Let us see life prosperous and joyous.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is Going Wrong

Something is going wrong,
Something is going wrong means
It is I who is responsible,
I must blame myself,
Because it is I
Who is here now.

Color is nothing
But it is in my eye-sight,
I must admit,
And I must admit
I am here to change
My thinking and my language.

If something is going wrong
Really it is I who is responsible only.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is Here

Something is here
Enjoy it.

Forget about
Everything
Forget about
Nothing.

In between
There is something
Enjoy it
So long as
You are living.

Love is continuing.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is Missing

Something is missing
In your words, in your actions.
I am trying to discover them.

I am trying to discover
My own life that is missed
In deep sea.

In deep sea
I am at present
Diving without
The help of a diver.

The help of a diver
Is but a necessity
In the world and
I know it is only you.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is Not Here

Something is not here
And I am going for that,
Something is here
It is beyond my capacity
To discover.

I am looking here and there
Status Quo is not maintained
And I am embarrassed,
And I see no neighbor near
Even I stay no longer.

Make not any sacred things
Dangerous in an artificial way,
Think for a while and say
That are good to all at large.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is Still There

In nothing.
And in nothing
You can find everything.

It is your visit
And revisit that would say
Where is the proper way
To today.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is There

Something is there
That I want to know
Something is there
That I am alone
Something is there
That I received
No help from you
To search out.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Is There In My Will

Something is there
In my will,
And that is
My strength,
And my strength
Comes from that
Will that is
Indomitable.
It is wonderful
My will and I
Both are here
For what that
We know, we are
For other's welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Lost

Something lost
Something gained.

It is happiness
That is there as before.

If you are no longer attached
You are there to enjoy eternal bliss.

Understanding is okay
Poetic art has nothing to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Something New

Something new is being introduced soon,
Some new persons are there to pursue.
And all are the result of reunion and
Chronological sequences.

Pious credit should be earned
With each holy work.
Lunar or solar no matter but
Eclipses are there, though.

Still, all are auspicious here,
Still, we are beneficial and we
Used ourselves for the glorification
Of the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Respectful

Something respectful
I want to show you.

While seeing
You can use,
You can take care.

Treat not joke,
Always.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Special

Something special,
Let me write,
Purifying.

Your gesture
And smile,
All blessing.

Touching and
Seeing all
Magnifying.

Austerity and
Learning,
Self-satisfying.

It is all
To drive out
The fools and
Rascals.

It is all
For love
And truth with
Vows of silence.

Time is
For one's own
Deliverance.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Spectacular

Wait
Something spectacular
Wait
Surprise there.

Everyday newday
New sun give
Message afresh.

Wait
Poetic movement
Ahead
Wait
You are to lead
And head.

Gajanan Mishra
Something That Are Not There

Something that are not there
In my poems let me say
About that, here at this juncture.
What are those thing if you ask
You would get nothing
But I am on my own let me say
That are yours.

What is yours
Can you say my dear.
I know you cannot, and
Not being able to say
You grumble for no reason
Clarifying for nothing I am fine
And this is the scene.

Gajanan Mishra
Something To Be Told

Something to be told
Through poems.

To elaborate the things
Someone should come forward.

Coming and going
All natural phenomena.

All for all in words
That is to be told.

Stillness - the only truth,
And all lightness is there.

All life not identical,
And also never final.

Gajanan Mishra
Something To Discover

Something to discover,
Something to invent either.
And it is all love.
It is there to appear,
Today or tomorrow, dear.
Love is the fire of the snow,
It is the truth to glow.
Wait there for the natural flow.

Gajanan Mishra
Something Very Nice

Here it is
The life
Something very nice.

Anger is there
With the fools.
Intelligent one
Knows anger
As poison.

Set time
At your sweet will, dear.
Life is waiting
For you.

Let is all sweet
And it is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sometime It Is

Sometime it is
Black,
Sometime it is
White,
At other time
it is yellow,
And the time is
ready to swallow.

Life is like the sea
Life is meant
to please Truth,
And truth is here
for the welfare of all,
I am waiting for your call.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere

What is right what is wrong
It is not my duty to sing a song
And to go somewhere after the bell rung.
The spider is in its net
Nothing wrong nothing wrong
It is the moth who went there
And the spider caught
Nothing right nothing right
I know life is a fight
And I know I am somewhere
In between the sky and the turn-kite.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere Between

Somewhere between good and bad,
Neither I am in sorrow nor in sad,
I am just a butterfly,
I am neither on the land
Not in the vast sky.
I am somewhere between
Too bad and too good.
But I am here to be appreciated
I am here to be understood
I am here to be lived
I am here to be loved.
Here everyone is ready to
Gives me the bounty and goodness
Of the food air and water.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere Else

Somewhere else
But no where,
No where
But anywhere,
We are together.
And we are
Not able to
Escape from
One another.
And we are far,
And we are near,
We are always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere I Am There

Somewhere I am there
In you,
The only truth.
Everywhere you are in me,
The whole truth.

The truth is that
We are both here
For the purpose of
Opening a new chapter.

The truth is that
We are together here
Getting sweet love
From the air and water,
From light and ether.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere In My Heart

You are tormenting me
O my dear and I am
Calling you day and night
When you are insight me.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere On This Earth

Somewhere on this earth,
I am there,
Search me out.
And I am there
To love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere Something

Somewhere something
Is going wrong.
But what is that?
Who is there
To clarify what is
Wrong and what is not?

When we are here
With no friend no foe,
When we are here
With no pain no pleasure.
How can we say
It is good and it is bad?
I am not happy and also
I am not sad.

Gajanan Mishra
Somewhere-Missed

Somewhere I missed myself
I have missed somewhere
Who was I
Who am I.

Those who are here
Rolled back
Those who are not here
Said they are confused.

Recognition is difficult
And I failed to know
Who are they with me
And they stayed.

Gajanan Mishra
Son And Daughter

Son and daughter
alike
treat daughter
as son.

No less no more
I am in my night bed
you are in your dream.

What is the time
asked daughter
answer is not there
what is the time
asked the son
and you are there.

What do you mean by son
what do you mean by daughter
by and by you are
not here.

No less no more
I declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Son Of

A man is
A son of nectar
A man is
A fruit of love
And nature
I love man
I belong to
This world of man
I love this world
I know this is
Your world
I know you are
The nectar
O my dear
See me
I am before you
At this moment
Here
With tree bird air
With sky sea
And with my
Poems and
Life-literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Son Of Nectar

Son of Nectar, O, men,
Grieve not, go on,
You are endowed with
Divine nature,
No one can trouble you
On the path of Truth
And Love, go on, go on
O my dear men, nothing to grieve
See, everything is conducive.

Gajanan Mishra
Son Of The Time

I am the son of the time
See me, I am fortunate.

My business is to
Take everyone to Truth.

By my own free will
I am travelling all over the universe.

I am fortunate
I am preaching Your glories everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Son Of Truth

See, I am here
The son of the Truth.

I am in love
With this world.

The air, the light
The water, the sky
And the earth
All the five are
There within me.

Smiling is my sword
Giving is my strength
Defeating dark is my aim.

Gajanan Mishra
Song

For sleeping,
Song is required.
For fighting,
Roaring and growling
Are required.
Life is not for sleeping
That I know.
And I know life is
For fighting, fighting
With time and for this
I am roaring, my dear,
To rise the human beings
Who are sleeping at
Broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Song, I Like

Song, I like,
In the cloudy night.
Cloudy night, I like
For fear of death.
Death I like,
For life.
And life, the source of nectar
Comes to me as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Songs Of Life

Sing a song,
Sing a song.
Discover yourself
In that song.

Call the song
Your own,
Listen the song
Of the earth,
You are there
On that earth.

Call the earth
Your own,
Listen the earth
With care,
How his words
Are there in the sky.

The sky is not
Yours and still,
It is within you
To reply all
Questions that
You put.

It is all truth
Your song,
Your earth,
Your sky,
But you are
Not in a mood
To agree with
The air there.

It is all clear
In the air
In the water
When your song
Focus lights
Through your singing.

Gajanan Mishra
Songs Of Separation

Songs of separation
What is that
I know not yet.

Who has separated
From whom and when
Not known now and then.

Everybody and
Everything is here
Depends on you to see, my dear.

Tear away my lust
Give me love
Seeing my love.

Below is grass above is sky
I know, You can not say me good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Son-Nectar

Cowardice soon be abandoned,
By giving up smoking,
Drinking and company of
Persons addicted to vice.
Stay fearless by giving
Respects to parents, teachers
And good men and go on
The path of progress.
Do, what is worth doing,
Know, what is worth knowing,
Gain, what is worth gaining.
I know, there is nothing
To be afraid of, as I know
You are the nectar, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sons And Daughters

Sons and daughters
Come together.
Go not for
Material pleasure.
Stay happy with
What you have
There in nature.
And know
Controller.
Everything is here,
Sons and daughters
Come together
To avail the scope
And time
One after another.

Gajanan Mishra
Sons Of The Nature

O, sons of the nature,
Try to understand
Your own future.
You have peace within,
Try to maintain it, my dear,
Remember, blessed
Are the peacemakers.
Love each other, my dear,
Only in love, find, Eternal life.
Be humble, and be powerful
With love, here.
Life is nothing but nectar,
As a traveler, you are to
Manage and act as savior of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorrow, My Best Friend

Sorrow, my best friend.  
Always taking steps  
To make me awake.

Sorrow, you are  
Allowed to stay.  
And I am not here to say,  
At any time, go away.

I am yours, I know sorrow,  
I know no one but you only  
Think of all good.

You are nameless,  
But your contribution is measureless.  
Sorrow, Comfortably stay here,  
With utmost sincerity, see I serve you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorrow, that I want, give me -
Said Draupadi to Sri krishna
After getting everything.
Draupati knows well
Nothing is there in pleasures,
Nothing is there
In so called happiness.
Draupati knows well
The meaning of winning war,
The meaning of the kingdom.
And still through out the life
We are running after wealth,
We want not to stay free
From passion, fear and anger.
We know in every unfavorable
Circumstances, in sorrow
There is a fruit that is sweet
And that is for the welfare of others.
Still we are craving for all pleasures,
Still we want praise and honor.
This is all due to lack of experience,
Lack of knowledge.
Knowing fully well everything
If I am not unruffled
In the midst of favorable and
Hostile circumstances, excuse me,
Give me patience to bear the consequences.
O Draupati, excuse me, I am not
Able to learn anything though
I have read you and acquired knowledge
I am not able to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorrows Of Happy Man

Who is happy?
No one is happy,
also not correct.

Let us know
the sorrows of
so called happy man.

Pity on him
Who is here
with everything.

Cheers to you
When you are telling
You have nothing.

Tell me
the exact time.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorrows Of The World

I am writing
I am writing this
With the tears
Of my eyes
And what is this
this is nothing but
The sorrows
Of the world
O my dear, this
Sorrows are nothing
But your testing
And what for
This testing
This is for nothing
But for love
But for devotion
For which the flowers
Blossom for which
the bird sings
For which we live
For which, O my dear
You appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry For The Mistake

Sorry for the mistake,
But I know not exactly
What is a mistake,
So long as I love each one
And I wish all good
To each and everyone here.
I know all are one and
One in all.
I find no difference,
Between one and another,
Excuse me. I know
Life is one with
And in between
Same birth and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry For You All

I am sorry,
I am sorry for you all.
You all are here,
But you are not able to
Know whatsoever.
I am so sorry
For you all,
With black and white
And with all colors
At this end of the year.
You are suffering
Though not expected to suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry To Know

Sorry to know,
Who you are.
Sad to know -
No more there.

Sorry to know,
You are in the habit of
Composing poems.
Sad to know,
The poems are there
Leaving you deserted.

When I said I am interested,
You said it is my madness.
And I am haunted, but no use
To lodge FIR against anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry To Say

Sorry to say
The rain is not able to
Understand my love-heart.

Sorry to say
The rain is not coming
To me when I am in need.

And rain is coming with
Its furious style and going on
Destroying my house, my crop field,
And putting me to a great lose.

Is rain my enemy? I know not.
Is rain coming to give a lesson?
I know not my dear, and still
I am waiting the rain, to see the rain again.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry To See

Sorry to see
The crumbling down
Of the Himalayas
With ice and sky.
I love both
The ice and the sky.
At Badrinath
I see both together.
I take bath
In natural warm water
There at Badrinath.
Badrinath is called
Heaven of India.
Here, it is Badrinath, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, Excuse Me

Sorry, excuse me.
I will not repeat
Again the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, I Am Going With Poetry

Sorry, I am going with poetry
And poetry are there to compel me to say sorry.

To say sorry is to prove that you are fair,
To say sorry is to prove that you are a star.

Nothing to despair, you being the fire.

Sorry, it is poetry and you are all there.

Let me say you are alright,
As you have kept within you- eternal light.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, I Can't

Sorry, I can't
Keep my mother
I can't speak
My mother.

No matter
Problem is not here
I know you are
Far away
I know you are
So busy now a days
You are independent
You are sovereign
You are separate.

But it is disgrace
When you are going to
Insult your mother
And situation tempts
Her to cry, feel dejected
And defeated
Your apologetic smile
Is worthless and of no use.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, I Have Performed

Say sorry to
The performance
Of forbidden actions
Be in shame.

Sorry, I have
Performed forbidden actions
Contrary to ordinance
Of scriptures and society.

In loneliness or
In company say sorry
To yourself
And to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, I Know Not

Sorry, I know not
How You are moving
And how You are acting.
But You are sitting
And You are rising
And I am realizing.
Sorry, it is destiny
And I have lost
My identity.
And You are conceiving
That has no clothing
I know You are departing.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, I Said All

For nothing,
I said all,
Sorry.

I realized
Who is there to live,
And who is dead.

Nothing is enough,
And nothing happened.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, No Childhood

Sorry,
No childhood
Is with me.
My bare feet
Is not
Proceeding
Towards the east.
All are
Waiting to
Set fire.
I'm unable to
Locate direction
Or road.
Everywhere sands
And storms.
Blood-flesh body
Is dropping down.
No emotion
No friendliness
With any one now.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, No Justice

Sorry, here there is no justice
Only disposal of cases are being
Done here to save service and
Earn money for own family.

Sorry, here there is no charity
Only organisations are formed
To accumulate wealth in the name of
Downtrodden poor and neglected.

We are living for us only
Sorry we are not ready to
Sacrifice ourselves for others
And not willing to study any literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Sorry, Something Is There

Sorry, something or
Somebody is there,
And that is the cause of
All disturbances here.

Anyway, worry not dear,
I am to discover and
Sort it out soon.

You are requested to
Watch the flowers,
See and enjoy
The running of deer,
Hear the birds,
Take the fresh air,
And cool water.

Gajanan Mishra
Sort Of Setting

What sort of setting
The life is
It is difficult to know
What one should have
And what process
He should undergo.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul And Body

Soul and body
Are two players here,
I am the referee.
They both are
Playing with
Truth and love.
I am not
Attached with
Any one.
But I am taking
Responsibility with
The faults therein.
I am no way related
With any loss or gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul And Silence

Soul and silence,
Silence soul.
Sleep in silence,
Silence sleep.
Go through silence,
Silence, please,
Not go anywhere, my dear,
Stay here, where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul Naked

Soul naked,  
Naked soul-  
Not foul.  
Fire and air  
All there  
With stars.  
One step up  
One step down.  
Life is new,  
The sky is a few.  
All in group,  
All in the circle.  
Come for a crack  
To see soulful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul Of All Souls

Soul of all souls is there
Within everybody and
Within everything.
I see everything
In relation to this truth
And understand everything
That exist eternally within it
And it is the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul?

Soul?
What is that?
You said,
It is invisible part,
It is immortal,
It is unseen,
It is nature
Mental, moral,
And emotional.
You said,
It is indwelling,
It is essential part,
It is a pattern of music,
It is a culture,
Exclamation of surprise,
You said,
It is sensitivity,
Deep feeling,
It is an introspection,
It is well-founded structure.
But I replied,
The soul is the soul,
The body is the body,
In between the body
And the soul
The dream plays its own role.
I proceed with the dreams,
And the dreams are
Valuable parts of love,
And love is the inner most
Things of the truth.
The truth is
The sotto voce of love.
Love is life and life
Go farther and farther
With soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Soul-Milk

Soul-milk
World-water
Do not mix.
Fact-not false
False-not fact
Do not mix.
Night and day
Two categories
Do not mix.
Nothing a lie
Search the truth
Mixing no use.

Gajanan Mishra
Sound Of Space

Hear the sound of the space
Hear the sound and touch the air
Hear the sound, touch the fire and
Also see the forms of fire
Hear the sound, touch the water and
See the forms and also taste the water
Hear the sound, touch the earth, see the forms
Taste and smell the aroma of the earth
Experience the life on your own way, my dear
And say and share something you think fit
For others welfare and see all the living
And non-living are yours only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Sound Sleep

In sound sleep
There is Your bliss
I want to awake
In sound sleep
I want to live
In sound sleep
I am sheath of bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Sound Touch Color

Sound touch colour
Taste and smell
And say
What is what
If you failed
Ask me I am here
To clarify
Your doubts
And give you
True knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Sound-Crossing

Walking and talking
Sitting and eating and
All the activities
I am doing only for you.
And you are observing me
And marking each and every
Activity with dispassionate.

I regard you.
It is all for love
It is all for truth.
Truth is established
Only in love.

Brushing my teeth,
I practice the truth
And saying I love you.
hear my words, my dear
I love you and live a life,
A life of eternity.
My sound is crossing the sky
And the sky sound is really loud
For which I am proud.

Gajanan Mishra
Soundless

Soundless,
The air, the water,
The light, the sky,
But not soundless
My life, my earth.

Here I am
On this earth
With my own sound,
Own words, own language,
No one can check me
Anywhere at any time.

I am not dead,
I can feel, I can touch
The time, the eternity.

Listen to me and rise,
Rise and stay awake.
The time is here with us
To hear our voice,
To taste our language.

Dear men, dear comrade,
Come on and tell them
Who are not on track
To correct them
Or face the consequences.

All knowledge is there
In our face on our earth,
All light is there
To show harmony to the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of All

This body is the source of all
Source of all universe
And this is most wonderful.
This body is made of matter
And it is most astonishing
One can touch the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of All Troubles

Source of all troubles -
This body.
Is it true?
If yes, how - explain.

Source of all joys -
This body.
Is it false?
If yes, tell all.

It is not true -
I am new,
Or you are old.

It is true,
We both are
In the same platform.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of Food

I do not want to know
The source of food
I am not worry about food
Think about food is
Your look out.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of Infinite Strength

O men
You are the source of
Infinite strength
You are an aspect
Of the divine
O men
Keep sharp your mind
Your intellect
Focused on meditation
Nourished by prayer
O men
Remember, You are
Not this body
You are the immortal soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of Life

Source of life not known
And you are great
O my dear
You are original in love.

You are making everybody
Here big bigger and biggest
O my dear
And you are remained bigger.

You are giving me liberty
with intention to make me stronger
O my dear
And you are brighter and here
Ever after.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of My Existence

Source of my existence
Is your love.
Source of your love
Is my existence.

We know each other,
And we try to achieve each other.
We both are the truth,
And we are enlightened
By our own knowledge.

Knowledge is our strength,
We know it from experiences.
Experiences are gained on our
Personal attempts through
The flow of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Source Of Unlimited Happiness

You are the only source of
Unlimited happiness, my dear
I have the privilege as Your
Part and parcel here as Your
Son and I have the privilege
To participate in ecstatic
Pastimes and play with You
I know You are the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sovereign Secret

Sovereign secret is there
In your own language,
Sovereign science is there
In your mother nature.
Come on my dear and work for
Your language and for
Your mother
And know the value of
Your own life and order.

Gajanan Mishra
Sovereign Secret-Divinity

Sovereign secret;
I belong to myself,
No other person but
I am only here, see.
I am my knowledge,
In me, find the real
Knowledge of manifest
Divinity, indeed.

Gajanan Mishra
Sovereignty

Sovereignty,
Not here
With me.

Only I am enjoying
The tiny fraction
Of time -
Not mine.

True,
I failed to
Understand self-interest.

Time is not there,
I follow, though,
With much care,
Here with the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Sowing Seeds On Barren Lands

Sowing seeds on barren lands
Accumulating money with a magic wand
Offering clarified butter on ashes.

We are doing all the above
Forgetting Your presence and Your words
And so see, our lives are here fruitless.

Gajanan Mishra
Space Disintegrates

Architecture plan failed
Coming to reproduction factories
I invented myself in front rows again.

Gajanan Mishra
Space Flows

Space flows
Here there
With eyes fixed
On the earth.
Colors, symbols
Figures all
Are there
As they were/are.
Folds/ unfolds
Go on in single rows.
I am divided with
My sensation, perception,
Imagination and
Understanding, and know nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Space I Found

Space I found
In expansion of
Fingertips.
Clarity I sought-after
For dispute.

All hack forest,
And all slept.
All go barefooted,

Noun and pronoun,
All gathered
And left signs.

Darker side
I discovered
For all life.

Gajanan Mishra
Space To Live

Space to live
Is not there
For you.
You know no love
You know no truth.
And you are playing
With the fire
And burning yourself
In the process.
The sun is still there
In the vast sky.
The light is still there
In your house anyway. Realize,
The time to go on the highway.

Gajanan Mishra
Space, Time, Matter

Space time matter
Objects, cause and
Effects all are mine
And I belong to all.
How can I detach myself?
All are mine
And I belong to all.
I am the concept,
I am the nature,
I am seeing all,
I am observing all,
I am experiencing
My life with all.
I am telling all
And I am asking myself
Who I am and where
I am going at this moment
With all.
I am testing all colours
Including black and white,
I am trying to keep
Contact with all
In their space.

Gajanan Mishra
Space-Craft

Space-craft,
Space-craft.
Without cloud
A rainbow.

Rainbow,
Rainbow.
Without life
A death-blow.

Gajanan Mishra
Space-Flights

Easy,
Space-flights.
Easy,
Living.

But not east
Dying.
Not easy
Law abiding.

When you are here,
You have to obey
The law.
The law of nature,
Only can make
Correction of flaws.

Gajanan Mishra
Spare Not The Fat Cats

Spare not, but catch
The fat cats,
They are in Panama Papers
With all our riches.
Set a boundary
For all high net-worth
Persons and take steps
Against them
For the interest of
The common people.
Make them remember
The saying - the world has kept
Everything sufficient for
Livelihood but not for hoardings.

Gajanan Mishra
Sparked Eyes

Sparked eyes
and I frightened
cried a loud
and flyover the bridge.

This is the time
you have to cross.
I liked desert
having all my
belongings.

Like evening
I am waiting for
the sun that is
with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Sparks

Sparks of the sky,
Sparks of the earth,
The life here.

The life is
For us.
Take advantage,
My dear.

Do good
And enjoy
The result.

Living entity,
I am, and
I am living
With no fault.

Gajanan Mishra
Sparrow

At the gate of
my house it sing
creek creel
dancing dancing.
It is the summer morning
and I see it
with my eyes
having no brow.
You sparrow
if know please say
where is my cow.

Gajanan Mishra
Sparrow - Message

O sparrow
I see you sparkling
In the morning sun
On this new years day
And you are there
Leaving a message
In time-spate
To wait and dance
And spare the earth
That is within
And for us all
That is spacial
I know you are
The messenger of
Tomorrow with
No sorrow
That is going away
In horror.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak Not A Word

Speak not a word, my dear
Words are not faithful here.

Go not anywhere from here
Here You are the only emperor.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak To Me

Speak to me
I am here
To bring success.

Speak to me
That I am eager
To hear.

Speak to me
If you are
Gracious and
Learned and
In truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak To Me Joy And Sorrow

I want both
Joy and sorrow,
Speak to me.
I am ready to
Answer each question,
Speak to me.

Look, my cup is
Full of love.
Look, I am here
With you all days.
Look, I am at the gate
Through which You are to go.
You are not the one who engaged
Himself in to and fro, I know though.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak To You

I would like to
Speak to you.
And it's day.

You are there
For me, I know.

I would like to
Give you colours.
And it's all dark.

You are there,
The bright star.

I would like to
Ask you to call me,
When free.
And see, I'm a tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak Well

Speak well,
The art of living
And the way of attaining
The love and the truth.

Speak in such a way
And express yourself
As a legacy of light
With celibacy.

Gajanan Mishra
Speak Yourself

You please
Speak yourself,
As you know
No one is
Capable here
To speak
About you.
You have
A lot of works
To do, I know.
But you are
The key here
And you are
Also the lock.
You please
Open the lock
With the key
That is with you.
You are good,
Good all around.
You are at the top
You are also
At the root.
You are respected
For your
Different views.
What you are
Please show,
And work
All out.

Gajanan Mishra
Speaker-Listener

I am the speaker,
I am the listener,
I am calling my name,
I am here for ever.

I am fearless,
I am ageless,
I am the star,
I am the air,
I am taking me
From here to there.

I am wet,
I am dry,
I am all colours
To match you dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Speaking And Working

Speaking and working
Both needed for
A success
And what is success
It is just a
Good living in
Peace in love
And O my dear
You are here
In such pure love.

Gajanan Mishra
Speaking Myself

I am speaking to myself
I am listening to me
I am my own reader
O my dear, see here
I am in need of you
For a better and better
World order without clash culture
It is clear we are better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Speaking Soft Words

Speaking soft words
Giving respect to elders
Keeping humanity and tolerance
Make you great and make you
Forget the problems
And provide you solution
To have a peaceful
And progressive life.

Gajanan Mishra
Special

You are really special,
Let me call you special.
I know greedy rain
Also gives you rain.
The desert also
Give you the address
Of the river.
The butea frondosa flower
Also gives you scent.
The death gives you
The life
Really special you are
My dear, really special.

Gajanan Mishra
Special In So Many

A common man is not common
A common man is special
In so many fields, it is we
Who are ignorant about him.
O my dear, don't ignore
A common man who has descended
Directly from spiritual world
With so many qualities.
We know not he is the fire
He is the spark he is the water
And the earth and the sky and the air
Who can do anything, take care.
Giving respect to a common man is
Giving respect to yourself, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Special Quality

I know your special quality
I know every one has
Some special quality
And I love that special quality
That is you are full of love
And you are here to execute love.

Gajanan Mishra
Special Sweetness

Special sweetness
Should be there
In everything
At every stage
With all.

O my dear, we should
Love each other and
Spend our times with
Jokes playful exchanges
And smiles and embraces.

Gajanan Mishra
Special Sweetness Of Poetry

Read my poetry and
Taste the special sweetness.

All about love and life,
All about life and death,
All about death and eternity,
All about eternity and the world.

Read my poetry and
Know thyself.

Gajanan Mishra
Speeches Are Fire

Speeches are fire means agni and heat
This heat spoiled the body and the mind.

Your vision is the fire and air
That drive away everything within.

Your tongue taste everything
That facilitates movement of all.

You are separated from two nostrils
And smells are nothing but Your presence.

That is the aromas of position
And You take form at the exit point.

Gajanan Mishra
Speechless

Tell me the name of a man
Who is in truth hundred percent.

I am not here to show you
The gold ornament that is
Pure and permanent.

You are speechless
So am I
Time is not under our consent.

Gajanan Mishra
Speechless Star

Speechless,
Motionless,
See me here.
I am with
Divine love.
Give me some
Words that can
Take me to the sky.
Give me some sky
That can give me
A home on the earth.
Give me the earth
I can take you
To the star there.

Gajanan Mishra
Speed Of Light

How to calculate,  
Thr speed of light.  
How to calculate,  
The speed of wish,  
How to calculate,  
The speed of thought.  
And without any calculation  
We move forward in the light  
To fulfill our wish  
And give honor to our thought.  
Without knowing the proper path  
We exhibit ourselves before  
Our own mirror that has failed to  
Give reflections so far.

Gajanan Mishra
Speed Up Works

Speed up works
With a few bribes
Nothing wrong
You want to say
Thanks.

Communal violence
You say is
Essential to rise
And nothing wrong in it
Thanks.

What is justice
What about solidarity
Nothing nothing
You remained silent
Thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
Spell Love

What is love
Spell love.

This side love
That side love.

True love
False love.

Say love
Only love.

What is love
Soul love.

It is love
Super-man love.

Love love
Eternal love.

I love
You love.

Life love
Death love.

Wife love
World love.

Gajanan Mishra
Spell The Word

Spell the word mother
And find a lighter
And go further and further
In the dark night of
Life prisoner.

This world is a prison
And we all are lifeprisoner
Mother’s blessing is the
Only connector
And the lifesafer.

Gajanan Mishra
Spend Not

Spend not your time
Without any reason.
Spending unnecessarily
Time means killing time.
Killing time means
Time is there to
Kill you, my dear, remember.

Time is most valuable
Time is going away from you
Go with the time
Greet the time
Time is only yours
Keep time under control
Let time not go from you,

Gajanan Mishra
Spend Not Valuable Time

Spend not valuable time,
By counting numbers or
Letters or words, but
Try to attain equanimity
And perform actions,
Without any selfish motive,
And show your steady wisdom
My dear men, at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Spend Time

Spend time with yourself, dear,
I know you are the embodiments
Of all virtues and you have
Kept with you, pure love.
Here is your purity, I know,
And it is the truth of life.
No need to tell where you are
And how you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Spherical Time

Spherical time,
And you are within.
Floodgate, and
It is opened.

Ageless dark night,
And you are fishing out.
Spin the body
With all radio activities.

Tortured air,
Sparked the women.
In prison present,
Wait for scope in bank.

Gajanan Mishra
Spider

Sorry
drinking dream
The larger it is
the deeper it is
I am with the dream.

How to travel
who knows
all day long
all through the night
I travel
and travel
till the sky end.

Sorry
Here I
with the bear
putting question
and the spider
answering whose
hands my vehicles gear.

Please wait
to see height
through this light.

Gajanan Mishra
Spider Is Here

Spider is here
Always busy
In creating and
Withdrawing his web
One alone.

I know You
The spider, my dear
In the Causal Ocean
Being shelter of all
With innumerable potency.

The Supreme controller
The spiritual bliss
Yourself is the fullest
Meaning of liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Spine

Show me your spine
jana gana mana
is there waitng.

Sing if you pleased
Sing if you disgust
You are free to move
whereever you like.

You my friend
do not give me
darkword and also
do not give to
anybody as I am therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Spirit And Matter

I am the spirit
You are the matter
And I enjoy matter
I am above good
And above evil.

I know you are also
Not in good not in evil
And I am with you
Here at this time
And I do not believe
In any attachment.

What is mine
That is yours
I myself is eternal
And also you
But you are all ways
Changing your forms
Your structures.

I am the spirit
You are the matter
But no identity crisis
Here at this time
And I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Spirit Of Quest

Spirit of quest
No more with us
And we failed
To produce
What we have
And what we wish.

Spirit of quest
No more with us
And why does it happen
Difficult to know
And we failed
At our prayer
At our desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Spirit Of Truth

Let me know the truth, truth, and only the truth.
I want to live with the spirit of truth,
Truth is the only thing, that is to be discovered,
The truth is here and we are all in truth.

I am here to believe the truth,
I am here to take it to heart,
I am here to live with the truth,
I am here to stand on the truth,
I am here to unmask the falsehood.

The truth is here and I am here
To recognize the truth.
I want to hear the truth,
I want to utter the truth,
I want to see the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Spirit, I Watched

Spirit, I watched,
And I controlled
The self.

My statement
Is not correct
And I have not
Verified
The antecedents.

How can I be a
Misogynist, dear poet?

Nothing to
Mislead, I am sure.

What you think,
All personal.
But try not to
Load it
On another's truck.

Misquote and
Misread are
Not misprision.

All I want to say,
I am faithful
To the point
To my mother, sisters
And wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Spiritual Gift

Really this life
Is your spiritual gift,
Let me thank you, my Lord.
See me I am in good health,
My ailments are not worse,
I am feeling happy now,
I receive physical, intellectual
And emotional strength from you always.
I am able to do my works to the level best,
I enjoy my family and friends,
These are all your gifts, my lord.
Pardon me for anything done by me
And that you consider wrong and
That are not beneficial to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet is the Spiritual Master
Spiritual Master of the entire world
Poet is free from enmity
Poet is a peaceful personality
Poet is always satisfied in himself
Only a poet can say let me go to hell
And let the entire world go to heaven
The poet only can sacrifice himself
To save the entire world
And poem is the most chaste product of the poet
Let us go with the poem towards this heavenly earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Spiritual Spark - Heart Beat

Spiritual spark - heart beat
Supreme Personality - manifestation
Cause of all causes - Cosmic ocean
Source of all energy - His presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Spiritually Awake

Stay always
Physically alert
And spiritually awake.
I want to see you
In the limelight
For your fantastic ideas.
One who tries to wipe you out
I am sure, he must face failures.
For your honesty and generosity
You will be praised by everyone
And your efforts begets laurels.
Stay cool dear and observe
The things and persons
Surrounding you for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Spit Not In Public

Spit not in public,
You have no right.

Gajanan Mishra
Spittoon

Spitting in any form is bad
Spitfire is dangerous
Spit destroy everything.
Spitting cobra spray venom
Unbalanced man spit emotion
Scorn fear condemnation.

Spitupon is not civilised
Spit it out left manything.
Here is spittoon
If you want to be good
throw out everything spit
In this spittoon
And get a bonbon
And get a boon.

Gajanan Mishra
Split The Rocks

Split the rocks, my dear,
With the eyes and the hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Spoil not,  
Spoil not life  
By associating  
With untruth.  
And what is  
Untruth, matter  
To know.

Let everything  
Be open and  
Transparent.  
Let all go  
To their places  
With consent.

No one is here  
And no one is  
Empower to  
Control nature.  
Nature is there  
As it is  
And all are  
Under nature.

Fortunately or  
Unfortunately we  
Accepted time,  
But time is not  
Ready to accept us.  
We all know  
The fact, that are  
Not under our control.

Gajanan Mishra
Spoil Not Love

Spoil not love,
Love to all.
Love is there
And here with all.

You cannot give love
To any other person,
Love the self,
The best option.

Where is love,
A great question
To be asked.
How you put the question
Is the main point
To be discussed here.

Gajanan Mishra
Spoken And Speaker

Spoken and speaker
Is in harmony
Here in this world
We have East West
North South
Four directions
Of knowledge
We have earth
We have sky
We have great fortune
Above and below
We are moving
We are not moving
We are words
We are absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Sponge

No mouth
No muscles
No heart
No brain
Yet I am
Living
And taking
My food
From the water
Of the sea.
I am not able
To move,
See, the sky
Is there in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Sport

I know it is Your sport
I am taking part
As per Your desire
You are making all
Arrangements perfectly
I am not able to
Understand it
Excuse me I am unhappy
I am grateful You are here
To make me happy by
Destroying all my faults
I know it is Your sport.

Gajanan Mishra
Spot The Difference

Spot the differences
That are there
Within your life
And your day to day
Activities.

Congratulate life
With various versions
And explore the world
With the children
They are there.

Stay with fun,
Shun none, my dear.
Everyone is your kith and kin
In one way or the other.

Gajanan Mishra
Spot The Problem

Spot the problem first
And then decide what to do
How to love the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Spot-Fixing

What is there?
Skeletons!
And it is
Tumbling out of
The cupboard!
Many more questions
Are there,
Have patience
To listen.
Life is not so easy,
It is always under scanner.
My dear, keep good character
Always with you
And proceed forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Spotless

Spotless and exciting
Your glances
O conqueror of life
You are also
Conqueror of death.

You are showing Your
Magical feats here
O magician, really
Attractive but not
Within our knowledge.

As You are here
I am not in frustration
You are telling me
To update life with time
I am only obeying Your order.

Whereever You are
That is my sweet home
And there is our love affairs
My dear, I have no question
Before You as I accepted You whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Spotless - Self Sufficient

I am self-sufficient,
I am spotless.

I am the servant,
I am the master.

I approve my view point,
I am the assistant of the truth.

I am my poem,
I am the love.

I put the questions
To get my answers.

I am there in my vision,
I am there in my dreams.

I am there for all,
All are there for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Spotless Deer

Spotless deer
spotless bear
Nobody is clear
Nothing to fear.

Let me know
What is in You
Let me know
Zigzag in queue.

I have full faith in me
And You are asking
Who am I
With proper inquiries.

I have lost nothing
Since You are here, my everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Spotless I Am

Spotless I am,
See me, test me.
No ailment
No blemish.
My life
My love.
As ever
I am free here.
If you so like
Read me
Chapter by chapter.
If you so like
Call me dear
I am yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring

Spring comes to me
With a handful of sorrow
And the sorrow
Left a huge shadow.

The shadow I scratched
And brought the nectar
That spring had
The spring kneeldown and bend.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring - Embodied

Spring is dream
And in this dream
We cream faced
And we left place.

In dream we bet secret
Embodied ourselves
With the purpose
That was far away.

Execution is on
And we depend on
Thinking and
Thinking depends on
Crocodile and
Crocodile is mystery
Under water
And water is
Life partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring - Is It Really

A flame of light
That is burning
In a house of beauty?
Is spring a love?
Love- is it really
The whole creative skill
In visible form?
And form is motionless
In charming eyelids.
And filled with
Rapture, my dear.
It is but conquering the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring Came

Spring came
Spring came
With its pastimes
In the gardens
And parks with
Flowers of different
Colors and orchards
Overloaded with fruits
Spring came with
Birds chirping
Peacocks crowing
Tanks and ponds with
Varieties of lilies
With swans and cranes
See the spring on the roads
And towns with jewels
Touchstones sapphires
Floors beautiful luster
Highways lanes streets
Beautifully decorated
Avenues crossings clean
Everywhere there is the proof
Of talents and ingenuity
Of nature and all appear
As if here there is God
And the spring, the king
Of the seasons is worshiping
The almighty with scented
Flowers airs.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring- Divine Glory

In spring, my dear
I remember You,
I know spring is You,
Coo, coo, coo, coo.

You are the flowery spring,
Neither too hot
Nor too cold.
Plant kingdom gets
Reanimated with
Fresh leaves and flowers.
Spring is divine, Your
Glory-divine.

Love love and love
Love love and love
New life new dream
My dear, it is only
In spring.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring Is Near

Face of everything is my poem
Mirror of eternity
No stop-gap here
Spring is near.

O my dear, fear not
I am here with my poems
Cluster of sparks
Giving a life's mark.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring Is Silent

Silent spring
Spring is silent
I am searching my vision
No solemn scene
No mind.

Yellow moon
Coming to ground
I am going earthward
With clear sky in hand
No mind.

Where are you
O my dear
This is spring
And it is silent
No bird no flower.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring Lost

Spring lost with
The change of wind
From north and west.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring, Love And Life

It is spring
It is love
It is life.
Life is beautiful
When mother is
There with you.
Life is beautiful
When you are
With the nature.
Nature is there
And there you are.
You are the star of the spring
You are the love of life
And life is the components of five.

Gajanan Mishra
Spring-Language

Spring is here
But I am
Not able to understand
Spring's language.

Language is here
And language has also recognition
But I am
Not able to use.

Using one's own language
Is not wrong
But it is going towards
Perfection and I am doing.

Oh, spring, come on
With your own language
And let all understand you
As sweet as nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Square

You are at the centre
I am in a corner.

I am with my eyes, nose
skin, mouth, ears,
and you are using mine.

You are spreading yourself
to all sides east, west
North and also south.

I fear but you are fearless,
I see, I smell, I touch
I taste and also I hear
and for this I fear.
Nothing is being done by you
and you are fearless.

As you are fearless,
You are careless.
As you are careless,
You are spreading everywhere.
As you are spreading everywhere
I remained under your square.

Gajanan Mishra
See the small squirrel,
my dear children.
He is jumping in to the water
and rolling on the sand.
Since he has a contribution
for a good cause for liberation
of a woman, symbol of truth and love
He is rewarded and declared
as the best performer by
The Almighty creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Sri Chaitanya

Sri Chaitanya
The great apostle of Love
Love means the God
Love means the life
Love means the world.

Sri Chaitanya
Advented Himself
At Sridhama Mayapura
In Navadvipa Bangal India
On Phalguna Purnima
In the year 1407 Sakabda
Corresponding to February 1486
By the Christian Calendar.

Sri Chaitanya
Son of Sri Jagannath Mishra
And Simati Sacidevi
From the district of Sylhet
And they settled in Navadvipa
Center of education and culture.

Sri Chaitanya
Original name Viswambara
And Nimai Pandita
Accepted renounced
Order of life
And became Sri Chaitanya.

Sri Chaitanya
Exhibited transcendental
Activities for forty-eight years
And disappeared in 1455
Sakabda at Puri, Odisha, India.

Sri Chaitanya
Preached Srimad-Bhagavatam
Propagated the teaching of Gita
In the most practical way
And accepted the Lord Krishna
As only worshipable Lord
And Sri Chaitanya
Was free from all sins
And anxieties.

Sri Chaitanya
Not only a great historical personality
But also
Accepted by some as
Original personality of Godhead.

Gajanan Mishra
Sri Rama Jaya Rama

Rama Rama Jaya Jaya
Pabitra Sri Rama navami
Subechha samastanku
Kabita pathakanku.

Good wishes to all
Living and non-living
On this day of
Sri Rama Navami
Chaitra Sukla Navami
Friday 2013.

Ideal Man of the world
Sri Rama
Sri Rama.

Gajanan Mishra
Stability And Continuity

We want all  
Stability and  
Continuity.  
We want all  
Openness and  
Flexibility.  
We want all  
imagination  
And reality.  
We want all  
But life live  
And interesting.  
We want the whole  
But within a limit.

Gajanan Mishra
O my dear, You are the best
Device for obtaining stability
In life .

My dear, make me firm in You
In Truth In love
I am Yours, You are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Stage

Yes, it is a stage
And we all are
Heros and Heroine.

I appear
When you disappear.
I show the light
When the dark
Pervade all.

Gajanan Mishra
Stages Of Language

Stages of languages
Be known first
Understand the speech
At last.

Do not keep anything
Anywhere hidden
Reveal everything
And called yourself modern.

Remembrance be accurate
And try to say others correct
Control your senses and go not
With false ego in the mode of ignorance.

Be creative always, my dear
You are everywhere I am only here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stages Of Life

We are in different stages of life,
And we are under our respective social order.
But we are all belong to this earth, we are earth.

Since we are earth, nothing to tell, but to bear all,
Since we are earth, we are here for others,
We should be there to save, when there is a call.

We are to see only and to enjoy life as it is,
We are the earth and we are ready to render service.

Gajanan Mishra
Staircase

I am preparing a staircase for you
You can easily reach the heaven
See I am a high class mechanical engineer
Worry not I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stakeholders

Stakeholders are
Only the citizens,
I mean the people.
The people are
The sovereign
And has supreme
Powers with them.
The Government should
Take confidence
Of the people
In every policy framed
And action to be taken.

Gajanan Mishra
Stand For, Please

Please stand for
The true knowledge
About your state.

Gajanan Mishra
Stand Still

Stand still
And move forward.
Start functioning
And move forward.
Cover no distance
And move forward.
Stop there
and move forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Stand Up

Stand up
For right things
And win.

Be good
In words
In actions
And win.

To win
You have to
Change your look.

To win
You have to
Face the enemy
Created by you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stand Up To Bullies

No more I want
To listen,
She is a woman,
He is a man.
She loves me
I love her -
No meaning.
See me,
I am opened.
Gender, race,
Tolerance and
Fear of change,
I feel, are
At stake no more.

Gajanan Mishra
Stand Up, For War

-1-

Stand up, for war,
My dear men against
All terrorism.

-2-

Remember, your petty
Faint-heartedness be
cast off first, my dear.

-3-

Good for all
Is to go with truth
And truth is life.

-4-

One, who is against life
Is the enemy of all,
Confuse not, uproot them first.

Gajanan Mishra
Standard Asset

Standard asset.
What is that?
It is but our prayers.

Gajanan Mishra
Standard Is More Advanced

Standard of life,  
More advanced,  
In culture,  
In luxury,  
In beauty,  
In education,  
In truth consciousness.  
Life is eternal,  
With love,  
With truth.  
Stay busy in  
Your own duty  
And be rich  
At every step.

Gajanan Mishra
Standard Of Time

Give no importance
To this standard of time,
It is changeable
And not true.

Importance is to be given
To the truth and
Truth is that what I see
it is only you.

Gajanan Mishra
Standing On Mahanadi Bridge

Standing on Mahanadi bridge
I saw the sun is going to set
From our own sight.

The Mahanadi is dry
And we are wet
By our own sweat.

The day is short
No doubt, but we
Are not, I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Standing On Rough Earth

It is true
I am standing on the rough earth
It is a fact
You are with me.
I am sure as You are with me
I have nothing to worry
Surely You will pick me up
Whenever I fell down while looking at the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Standing Out Supreme

I regard all alike
My enemy my friends
Saints and sinners
Because I know only
One person that is
You, my dear
In all, present and
Doing all actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Standoff

Standoff,
But act not.
Something will happen
Beyond everything.

Wait for and watch,
The ice is the stone there.
History will change
The course itself.

Gajanan Mishra
Standstill

I am moving
And with me
My house is moving
With my house
My country is moving
With my country
My world is moving
With my world
My cosmos is moving
With my cosmos
I am here
Standstill.

Gajanan Mishra
Star And Fair

I am quite different,
Quite different from you.
But I am
What you are.
I myself is the star
Without any desire.
I am the only person
Who is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Star Power

Expecting disagreement
New thought came
The door opened for those
Who wanted something
And they entertained.

Embarking on a journey
The journey of imagination
Affection reputation
New thought arrived
At my door and I
Entertained with all
Disagreements therein.

Gajanan Mishra
Star Speaks

Star speaks;
Be ready for problems
Parter may act
irrationally at times
Anybody anyact can hurt
Nothing be shut.

Bumpy road ahead
Get through it
Find a fibre pit
where you sit
Your body heat.

Gajanan Mishra
Star Wars

Let us come and see.

Finding facts
Far from reach.

Roots are not to find
To give fruit, nobody is kind.

Exotic link unassailable
But remember man is not salable.

Gajanan Mishra
Starlight

Let me speak,  
Let me speak to you only.  
Only to you I want to speak,  
See me, I am a wave  
And let me sink back.  
I want to dance  
With the magic of life,  
Being a starlight.

Gajanan Mishra
Starry Vigil

You are the only person to come.  
You are my dad You are my mom.  

I am in danger  
Please come and look  
at a starry vigil.  

Look I have left somewhere  
What is called will.  

Nobody except you  
is there to rescue.  

Gajanan Mishra
Stars And Destiny

You are telling the truth,
And I do agree with you.
You are telling destiny is
Not in the stars but it is
All in ourselves, in our
Thoughts and in our words
And in our actions. We are
To know our innate duty.
And we should resort to
Sacrifice only for the truth.
And truth is our lives, our
Actions and our declarations.
The time is the witness and
We are to take only evidence.

Gajanan Mishra
Stars And Dreams

Stars I can see at any time,
But dreams are not under me.
Stars are there always
Up above the sky.
But no one can say dreams
Are there in sleeps and they
Appear as per the will of
Sweet sleeps.

Let me go to sleep,
But I fear the bad-dreams,
They may appear to
Give me a bad signal of life.
And as such I am awake
And busy in my works all days.

Gajanan Mishra
Stars And Planets

Let the stars and planets
Come to my house
And where is my house
Let them say before all.

I know You only O my dear
I know all the stars and planets
Are under You
Will you say them where I am.

I am here with You
And all the stars and planets
Are revolve round me and You
I only Love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stars Are There

Stars are there
With the nightmares.
O passerby, measure the worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Again

Start again
With empty space
And define
Your match
That I can
Participate and
Say winning side.

Gajanan Mishra
Start And Fire

Start and fire,
As because, love is
Returnable.

Unreturnable love
has also its own
Rainbow.

Rainbow is in fire,
And love is
In desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Start And Restart

Start and restart-
Our policy.
But to proceed forward
Or to progress
Is our slogan.
All out development
Our motto.
But we are at the very
Start and restart.
Life is here,
And nowhere to go,
We know this truth.
And we know what to do
And when to do.
We are happy,
Are you not happy
With us, dear men.
We are for you,
At least keep it in mind
And live peacefully,
Without worry.
Hurry up and stay
With us.
We are here busy
In travelling abroad.
Okay, bye.
Have faith, and
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Anew

Start anew,
Live afresh.

Every moment is yours
and you are alive.

Push not anything
back to square.

Live peacefully there
when and where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Fighting

Start fighting
One, two, three..
Leave not sun-rise
And go not backward.

Ocean is historical
Check it through the test
Both written and verbal.

Good symptoms are there
Proceed ahead at this time
Telling all to come closer.

Answer sheet is in your hands
Dare to tell all that are there
And prove that you have a
Separate entity beyond all doubts.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Learning

Start learning
And realizing
The truth,
At the age of
Just five.
And see
The change
Of the world here.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Living Afresh

Start living afresh
On each morning
And under observation.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Your Own Drama

Start your own drama
In the midst of rain
Go with the ingredient cause
That is not in vain.
Know the truth
Sin would not touch you
Well play would
Give you fine reward.

Gajanan Mishra
Start Your Song

Yes, start your song,
Show me the birds
That are within you,
Show me the snow
That are outside you.
Let me see everything
In wondering world,
Let me call you
In a soft fresh words
Oh, fragrant odours
I am yours, I am yours,
I am only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Starting Afresh

I am starting afresh
Please wait and watch.

Forget about the end,
Feeling of presence
Is all to comment.

You just avail
What you have.

Distinction be not made
For any reason and
Have patience.

Nothing to worry
Everything is here
Only with you -
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Starting Point

Starting point and
Ending point are one
And the same for life
And also for death.
I see no difference
Between this and that.
I found everything
Everywhere any time.
But my words are
At times cheating me
And humourously
Putting me in other
Places that are not mine
I know all from jasmine.

Gajanan Mishra
Startups

Startups,
But how?
At the cost of
Own earth,
Own labour, and
Own land?
Own language?
At the cost of
Sovereignty?
Integrity?
Honesty?
Truthfulness?
And socialistic views?
We feel speechless.

Gajanan Mishra
State Of Being Others

How much you love me
I know not.
I know only
How much I love you.
For me, love means
How much I engage myself
For your welfare.
I know, love is
A state of being others.

Gajanan Mishra
Station

No body is there in the station, 
no train is there at present. 
Welcome the air to pass. 
My son, be cautious 
lest the air watch you 
and take you out 
from the station.

Gajanan Mishra
Status

Check your status
And ascertain
What would happen
After the leaves
Turned grey.

My status has no
meaning without my mother
My status is with my mother
My mother is not with me
I could not keep my mother with me
You are the proper person
To ascertain not I.

I am my father's son
Please ascertain
That I tilldate failed.
I could not understand
My position
I could not stand in my line.
My position is in crack
Not in bending down.

Gajanan Mishra
I tell you
About the life,
And status.
I tell you
Clear consciousness
And about
Pure goodness.
The rareness of
Rare is this life.
I tell you
About journey.
Journey to unknown
From known and
Known to unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
Status Failed

Status failed,
Still, we try
And continue
In the field.
This world is
Meant for us,
We are confirmed.
We are attached
To life and
We follow celibacy
In our family.
And we try to
Win the world
To win the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Status Report

Status report,
Who can produce and to whom!
How can it be produced
When everything is changing
At every moment with its
roots and fruits.
With the status report
Can any one say hip hip hooray?
Utter not any word,
Think twice who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Statutory Warning

Bird is the subject
And you all present
To speak something
And you do not want
To speak a lie
On bird
Discussion open.

Statutory warning
From the very begining
And one who involved
Know what to do
With this subject
And all move forward.

The tree that is there
And the bird is on the tree
And the bird is on the sky
Sketch the bird at the same time
And closed the discussion
That is on.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Ahead Of The Threat

Stay ahead
Of the threat.

And search out
Where is the peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Alone

Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
And let me stay
As a sensible man.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
Let me stay alone
With emotion
With caution.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.
My emotion my sensation
Is mine and it is
For general welfare.
Let me stay alone
Only alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay And Win

Love is in the air,
Your life is also there,
Catch that star
And go on doing your work
You are in demand.

Take the bull
By its horns,
Scope is there
And declare how
Brave you are.

Unknown people
Unfamiliar situation
All may come and go
But you are there
To stay and win the war.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Associated With Truth

Who is richer?
Who is wiser?
Who is stronger?

But stay associated
With the truth here.

You, yourself is
The cause of
All causes, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Awake

Stay awake,
Stay awake always
And see
What is at stake.

Be careful,
Think not others fool,
Cool, cool, be cool
And go not to any poll.

Day is only one
At your hands and
The day is beautiful.

Take on trust,
Life is not a mistake
Awake, awake, stay awake.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Blessed

Stay blessed,
My dear daughter.
For you,
I am here.
For me,
You are my creator.

I am here
To see you,
Free and fearless.
I am here
To enable you
To proceed further.
I am here
To assist you,
In your process of
Creation.

My dear daughter,
You are the manifestation of
Truth and love.
You are born
From the lotus flower.
You have kept with you
All passion and
All goodness.
But I see no darkness,
No ignorance is there
In you, my dear.

My dear daughter,
You appear at this time,
And your incarnation
With internal potency
Is much more wonderful.
Nothing and no one is
Comparable with you.
My dear daughter, you are
The first to bear both
Material and spiritual nature
For a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Busy

Stay busy in your
Own works.
And what is your
Works- difficult
To know.
Yet, stay busy
In the works
Allotted to you
In the time and place
That are not
Under your control.
I know you are
The part of cosmic creation
And you are there
To do some pious works
In divine spirits.
I know love is there
In you and you are
Proceeding towards
The truth, and that is
The meeting place of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Clean

I want you
stay clean
and free
for a good
living at least.
I want you
to keep relation
with all
detachment for
peace and harmony.
I care not
anybody besides
You my dear, and
You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Cold With The Fire

Stay cold with the fire,
Drink and eat the star.

You are the master
Of the light and the dark.

You are not the stranger,
Clearly, I know here.

And for you, I want to
Split, myself apart.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Connected

Stay connected
Stay connected with people
Stay connected to serve the people.

No matter
Who you are
No matter
Monarch dictator
Elected leader
You must keep
With you unity of
Purpose and action.

Stay connected
With the people
Or face the debacle.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Connected - Secret

Stay connected
If you want
Something success.
Take the support
If you want
Some fruits.
Blame neither
The sun
Nor the wind
For your own failure.
This is the secret
Of the life you live.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Cool

Stay cool men, stay cool.
Death-pool is ahead, death-pool.

Be a slow-mover men, slow-mover.
Please cover life risk ahead, please cover.

Your own words are making a net for you,
Be cautious my dear men, while telling truth.

Truth is not as nice and as good as you think.
Still they have their own way to go. Stay cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Detach

Be wise and
Stay detach.
See the truth
That is your
Livelihood.
Think not about
Success or failure
Show your
True virtue here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Eternally

Stay eternally,
And face no struggle
For existence.
See no disparity
And stay in peace.
All are one here,
And all stand for
Truth and on principle.
One identity, one route,
The life and the death.
One feeding the air
And the water.
One living place-
This earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Far From Illusion

I wish you good luck,
I wish you to see me,
Know me, understand me,
Face to face and realize
The truth that is in you.
I wish you good luck,
And I wish you to hear
My poems that are the truth
And that are written by
Actual experiences.
I want to satisfy you
Through my poems and
Caution you to stay far
Away from all illusion.

Gajanan Mishra


Stay Fearless

I am with you always
Day and nights.
Stay fearless,
I am with you day and nights.
Neither winter nor summer
Can disturb you since
I am with you always.
Freely you can move,
You can eat, you can sleep,
No one is there
To disturb you.
I am here with you,
I am yours always.
Worry not and stay.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Foolish  ??? ???? ???

Stay foolish
With no language
Of your own
In your own land.

Tell yourself
Sovereign but with
No freedom of
Speech and action.

Rendering into Odia;

??? ???? ???
??? ??????,
???? ???? ?????
???? ? ??? ?

?? ?????
???????? ?????
?? ????
?????????? ? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Stay For A While

Stay for a while
I am coming
O mighty dreadful dark
Stay there for a while
Let me complete all my works
and let me see you in full
How beautiful you are
Let me describe just once
If you are to come so soon
Then come and see my valor
Enjoy my victory and wait
Till I am ready to left.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Free

Stay free from all
Material contamination
And feel who is present
Everywhere all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Free From Desires

Stay free from desires,
You are here the stars.

Rise and awake and go
and hear the call of the rivers.

Only silence is there
Only birds, only flowers.

You have to cross the mountains
of all impossibility, see.

Waves of the dreams are active
Observe them.

You lack nothing, remember
and proceed ahead.

The root has a link with the leaf
Try my love, and go to clip, it is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Free From Pain

Let us come
And stay free
From pain.

Drive out
Your own fear
And see
What is going on
Then.

You are
The most
Sacred item,
My dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Happy And Healthy

Stay happy and healthy,
I wish on this day.
But I pray
Talk to me and
Make correspondence
With me
In my language
And not in any
Foreign language
At least here
On my land.
As you know
I am independent
And I am sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Happy But No Peace

Stay happy
But no peace is here,
As you see
The world is filled with
Agitation and commotion.
You may acquire
All agreeable sense objects
But your mental pertubation
Still remain with you.
But I wish you
All the good,
My all blessings to you,
I wish you to stay happy,
Whatsoever may be.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Happy Here

I am glad,
What you have produced
Is well done.
I am glad,
You have realized
The self.
Stay happy, my dear,
With the enjoyment here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Here

Stay here
In this world
Like a lotus-leaf
In the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Home

Stay home
Eat rice
And the dal.
Nothing to worry,
But go on sleeping.
You are not the one
To disappoint anyone.
Try not for anything
And get peace.
Nothing to do
But live life,
How is it?
That I can’t say
Hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Human

Two words, great words -
Stay human.

At home, abroad -
But endless desert.

More and more,
Meanings are there.

Stay human -
All days all nights,
For all life
Everywhere.

Stay closer and
Closer to each other.
Admit life
Nothing shattered.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay In

Stay in
Satisfied state
And get
Tranquil happiness.

Let me call you
The king of kings.
Let me utter
True words for you.

You are the root,
We are all branches.

Since you are alive,
The world is here.

The world is transitory
But you are eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay In Truth

Stay in truth and
Be free from dullness
Fear and ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay near,  
And not far away.

See the burning mountains,  
In this rainy days.

Have courage to  
Say that, you exist.

Hear the voice of silence,  
At still night.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Not

Stay not
And stay order
Not good.

The world is addition
And subtraction
Enjoy in good mood.

And walk on
Walk on.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Not Away

Stay not away
Stay not far away
Come near and nearer
Through the bridge of love
Remember, we are not separate
We are one and the same as before.

We are one
We are one for all times to come
We are beyond past present and future
Knowing each other is the main point here
Our origin is common and also our perishing
In the hands of the time beginning from single or together.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay On The Earth

Stay on the earth
And see the sky
Studded with stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Only In Truth

And get the chance
To be purified.

Love all
That is the only Truth
And you are purified.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Peaceful

My dear son,
cultivate and
Establish thyself
In good.

My dear son,
Cleanse the mind
With truth.

I am sure,
My dear son,
No evil can
Touch you.

I am sure,
You are here
To stay peaceful.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Prepare

Stay prepared,
For the future,
But nothing to fear.
Nothing will happen
To damage air and water.
Acquire strength
With original nature
By cleaning atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Safe

Stay safe
In summer I pray.
Are you ready
To declare victory?
Helpless I
Make merry.
Relation dissolved
Ontoward incidents
involved and I
Fall in love.
In summer the sun
awake and awake
Say rest okey.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Simple

Stay simple
As in childhood.
Say what you want
And express yourself
In your original
Language of love,
Language of smile
And cry.
Hear the language
Of water and air,
Observe the stars
And the dark.
Love is there
As final truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Simple And Get All Happiness

My love and affections are
Only for you, my dear.
I am here with neutrality,
Servitude, friendship,
Parental love and conjugal love.
Please misinterpret not, dear,
I am also in amazement, humor,
Chivalry, compassion, fury,
Fear and dread.
Go not with constant frustration
With agitated mind.
Follow the simple formula,
Stay simple and get all happiness,
I am yours, only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Simple And Stay Beautiful

Stay simple and stay beautiful,
Each one should realize how life
Is pleasurable and how it is
Eternal and imperishable in
Black and white favorable.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Sometime More

Who you are
Please enquire
In your own style
And know each other.

Know one another
And know who is foe
And who is friend.

Time is passing
And no one else.
It is passing
On you only.

Over take the time
If you so like
And stay sometime more.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Still With Yourself

And be satisfied completely.

You are in the highest state of human perfection
When you get yourself free from all material affection.

Even your stool is fragrant like the smell of fragrant flowers
You wander naked with long hair and long beard, really great lord.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay There

Stay there where you are, O star.
And let me see the sun in your presence.
Let me search my lost items
That are within me to keep precedence.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay There At The Meridian

Stay there at the meridian
Life time practice of language
It is without division
Enjoying together.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Totally Free

Stay totally free from attachment
Desire not anything
Desire and attachment
Are corroborative to each other.

O my dear, see the picture
But stay separate
O my dear, perform actions
Entangle not in thought
Stay totally free.

See and feel
Everything is decaying
And dying every moment
Stay totally free
You are wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Totally Free Let Me Stay Free

Let me stay free
I am sovereign
We are friend
Do not spy on me
Spying is breach of trust
On our relations
That escalate serious crisis.

Let me stay free
Let me stay sovereign
Do not dare to go
Deep in to me
It goes far beyond
Of my safety and security
Be true as a trustee.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Unattached

Be cautious and
Stay unattached
That leads you to
Attainment of
Beatitude.
Originally, you are
An enlightened soul,
You know you can
Cross the dark
Like the owl.
You are contemplative.
You like not,
That I know
The worldly light.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Unchanged

Stay unchanged
And get
All blessings.

Exhibit your
True nature
And give
The real picture.

The world is yours,
True to the words,
Life is faultless
Rise not sword.

You are qualified
I know, stay
As such all days.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Under Control

Stay under control,
And control your senses of
sound, touch, taste, smell and form.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Vigilant

You will be frozen,
In the ice of your own indifference
If you are unable to stay vigilant.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Watchful

Stay watchful,
If you so like,
Drink poems,
Drunk with poems
And get well and
Make the world
Drunk as well.

Embrace everything,
Here all are
Your brothers and
Sisters. Here you are
In vanity fair
With the stars.
Mind it, you have
Worn the dress you
Care and all fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay With Me

Stay with me
And see
What I am doing.
Stay with me
And say
Something about
My eating, sitting,
Going and coming.

With the sound of
Your murmuring,
Let me see the spring.
You are in my dream,
And you are coming to me
At every early morning.

For you I am
Trembling,
For you I am
Wandering,
For you I am
Saying something
In your voice
That is here in me,
And for you
See, I am dazzling.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay With Me In India

Stay with me in India,
I am of India,
I am for India.
India is the land,
The mother earth,
I am a faithful son.
Renunciation is here,
Charity is here,
Tolerance is here.
Come on my dear,
Stay with me in India.
I am of India,
Peace is here,
Non-violence is here,
Love is here,
Truth is here,
Come on my dear.
Just feel India
With in you,
Discover all truth.
Truth is there
In water in air,
In ice in fire.
Come on, stay with me
In India.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay With Patience,

Stay with patience,
Protect hands and feet,
Control eyes and ears,
Mind and speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay With Truth To See The Rising Sun

Go on, my dear son, go on
Go on buzzing- love, love
Love motherland,
Mother language
And be a wise man,
If you love not
Then let me consider
You a fool.

The dark would go away,
My dear son, please wait,
To see the rising sun,
My dear son, go on.
It is already dawn,
The sun is rising just now,
You are here to see
In your own eyes.
Please have patience, my dear son,
Please wait with truth
And love.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Within Limit

Stay within limit,  
Take the guide and build  
The bridges to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay Yourself

No body
You are no body
To do anything
No body
You are nobody
To speak anything
No body
You are nobody
To do anything
No body
You are nobody
To go anywhere
No body
You are nobody.
It is not yours place
It is not yours work
It is not your turn.
Stay yourself
Have patience
And wait
And see
You are favourite.

Gajanan Mishra
Stay, Stay, And Wait

Stay, stay, stay and wait
Here is your breath and
Here is all truth.

Here is flower, here is sweet,
It is all birth and love,
Stay stay, stay, my dear, a moment.

Just a moment, just a moment,
And no ailment is here,
And discover all holly all jolly.

Forget not beautiful sky
And fly, fly and fly, my dear,
But where? that only I hear.

Stay, stay, stay and wait,
Here I am, here you are, my dear for that.

Gajanan Mishra
Staying Everywhere

It is You
Who is within me,
It is You
Who is going and
Coming from here,
It is You
Who is staying
Everywhere,
And You are
One and the same,
And I am within You
Telling I am doing
And You are smiling
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Staying For All Times

Why should I go
With your laughing
And crying, my dear,
When it is well-known
Laughing and crying
Have no meaning
At any time.
O my dear, stop crying
Stop laughing and also
Stop complaining
And look at me
Learn from me
How I am staying
here for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Staying In The House Made Of Glass

Staying in the house made of glass,
You have thrown stones towards the house
Of the neighbors, my dear.
Be cautious while playing with the fire,
It is your own, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Stealing Of Mandate -

Stealing of mandate -  
Meaning not known.  
But all are pure,  
All are free  
With healthy mind  
And truth consciousness.  
And all can do all  
With loving ecstasy.

Gajanan Mishra
Stealing Your Money

Stealing your money I am rich,
Stealing your truth I am a man.
I love men all are good,
I love men all are in earth-hood.
Men, really fools, not
Enjoying their own life.
Sorry, I am not fit to
Give any prescription.
But I must say, men
See the time and soon go
To pay huge ransoms
For your own smooth travel.
Detect the whereabouts of
Your own self, dear, fear not.
Bother not about
Heavy taxation.
Accumulate not anything,
No certainty anywhere.
But fear not, march forward
And kind enough
To the kidnapper- time,
Nothing to take.

Gajanan Mishra
Steering Energy

You are my
Steering energy, dear.
You are brighter than the sun.
You are here to rescue me
From ignorance and darkness.
You are here to help me
To grow wise and attain salvation.
I seek and I find you here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Step By Step

Step by step
Step by step
I am coming to you
Step by step
Step by step
You are going from me.

I think nothing else
I know you fixed
Your mind on me.

Step by step
Step by step
You are coming to me
Step by step
Step by step
I am coming to you.

You think everything
You know everything
My mind on you.

Step by step
Step by step
I am going from you
Step by step
Step by step
You are going from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Step By Step I Am

Step by step I am
becoming newer and newer
step by step You are going
Older and older
And here everything is clear
And I am in my pure form
And You are staying here
With Your evergreen norm.

Gajanan Mishra
Step On Me

If you want to
Step on me,
You are welcomed.
Let me
Be a worm
And you are
Allowed to
Go on.

You may go up,
You may come down,
No matter.
Earth is there,
So also the sky,
Where they are.

Nothing is there
To change, my dear,
In our cat and
Mouse play.

The bird is there
Flying in the air
As usual.
Nothing is there
To change
In our peace-war game.

So much hues
And so much cry,
If you want to
Catch the fly, you may.

You may dig,
You may fill up,
Nothing will change
The time is there
As usual.
Let me clear
I am fine,
I am well here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stepping Out For New Lifestyle

Stepping out for new life style
With fresh love and affection
Following the call of the heart
Embracing every possibility
And listening to the inner voice
Choose to live on choice.

Gajanan Mishra
Look, this stick
Is walking on the road
With me.
Be sure this stick
Is not a living being.

Here I am the substance
Here this stick is category
I know history geography
And present politics and law
Stick does not know
What is happening.

I know I am eating food and I know
And how the food is transformed
In to energy and this stick sustains.
I know the stick
That in various forms I am demonstrating.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick Can Walk

Stick can walk
With your blessings.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick To Basics

Sticks to basics
And be prepared for
New challenges.
Remember care
And concern -
Watchwords in
All dealings and
Pen a new story.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick To It

Stick to it
What you think right
And make your
Own further progress.

Come to the point
Surpassing all
To the culmination
From which there is
No down fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick To One's Job

For a better world
One should sticks to
One's own job.
Problems solved.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick To The Road

Stick to the road
That is yours.

Not burdensome,
But aesthetic value
Is there.

Care not
Condemnation,
Proceed on.

Though, display
Critical,
All for welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick to the truth
And what is the truth
First you have to know.
What you know
That may be delusion,
Testing is necessary.
But the truth needs no test,
It is always the best.
Come on thoroughly
The truth is here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick To Your

Stick to your
Own agenda, my dear,
Fall not for conspiracy.
And stay far away
From worthless issues,
By building intellectual
Capacity and content.
Stress on development
And inclusive approach.

Gajanan Mishra
Stick With Love

Stick with love,
If you must
Write poems.
Forgive all
If you decide
To go with love.
Poem is in between
Love and life and
So, staying honest
Is a must.
Stay and see
You hopes, your dreams
All are there in words
To love you for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Stiff Penalty

Stiff penalty
For old and
Counterfeit notes.
Stiff penalty
For foreign
And anti-people
Language.
Stiff penalty
For corrupt
And unfaithful
Servants.
I welcome the steps
For the welfare of
All, we the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Still

On the book I found my
Own time still.
I have my own quill and
go to a well where water nil.
I feel I am top of the hill
Where I am ready
If you want to kill
Come to me and kill.
Remember the book is mine
And I am on the book
And I am still.

Gajanan Mishra
Still Alive

Still alive
With all torture,
All harms, all blood,
All dust and water,
All fire and storms,
With all enemies,
All firings, all loot
And it is life.
Falling and rising,
Life moves forward
With love and truth.
Here and there,
Night and days
With us, life stay.

Gajanan Mishra
**Still Hot**

Still hot,
All alive.
All concentrated,
For good.

No push back,
All lighted.
Eyes opened,
All clear
All fulfilled.

All alive,
With nectar.
All fruits,
With creations,
All transparency.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Am Happy

I know I am dying
I know nothing is mine
Still I am happy.

I am happy
As I know every moment
Is a new moment
And my life is going
Towards newness.

I am falling, I am rising
And I know there is
No fall no rise
And for this
I am happy, I am happy.

Success and failures
Are parts of life
I know and I am happy.

I know I am
Within the circles of enemies
Who are always trying
To take away my life.
Still I am happy
I know my happiness
Is with me to kill
All the opponents
Who are here and against me.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Am Here

Still I am here to rise
Like the sun in the east.

Optimistic predictions
Are my guide
I am here to rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Am Searching You

You are here I know
You are there I know
You are within me
You are outside me
That also I know
Still I am searching You.

Still I am searching
Without search I can not
Stay still
And I am searching You
And You are smiling at me
Without uttering a single word.

Without uttering a single word
You are telling me everything
That are useful and fruitful for
My life my environment and that
Suit me for my journey
Journey to You and You are here
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Love You, Dear

Still, I love you, dear,
Still, I love you.
I remember the words of
Booker T. Washington-
I shall allow no man
To belittle my soul
By making me hate him.
I love you, I love you.
I know you are for all good,
I know whatever you are doing
Are for all welfare.
I am there with you, dear.
And I want you, and option
Before me only one and not two.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Want Death

I know not
What is life
And what is there
In life.
I heard
Life is the beginning
And the end of death.
The closing chapter
Of life is death,
The beginning of death
Is life.
And still, I want death
To show my willingness
On this open earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Still I Want You

Still I want you,
No matter you are
With falsehood or
With truth.

Still I want you,
No matter you do
Or you are not here
to do.

I know you are here,
I know no touch of fear,
I know where is the forest bear.

Still I want you
As because I know you
No one is here besides you.

Gajanan Mishra
Still In Business

Still in business,
Business of firing,
Business of killing,
Business of destroying
Everything that are in
A state of being alive.

State of very existence
Is in danger with
These business.
Still in business
They declared without
Shamelessly,
And we are the witness
Of brutal carnage.

Gajanan Mishra
Still Not Lost

See me, I am
Still not lost.
See me
I again appeared
To restart
From where
I left off.

I know
How to control
Mind and words.
I know
Milk touched
By the lips of a serpent
Has poisonous effects.

Gajanan Mishra
Still Retained

Attraction still retained
Unreality of a movie picture.
Moving picture our life
And all that are here untruth
We know but not realized the truth.
And it is not for highest good
And so we get inquietude and bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Still Time Is There

Still time is there
With us, worry not.
We can do a lot
To save us.

Gajanan Mishra
Still We Are Together

Still we are together,
We are - attachment, passion,
We are ignorance and anger.
And we are together
To change the society
With a new chapter.
We are telling ourselves
We are in love and with us, truth is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Still We Love

You are not
Interested to
Understand me.
I have no time
To say I love you.
And still
We live together
Under this nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Still You Are Here With Me

I am a thief
And I am in my cave.
The sky is far from me.

I am a thief
And I can never be yours.
I am far from the air.

I am a thief
And I am here.
I am far from you, my dear.

I know not
What is love,
I know not
Where is truth,
Still you are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Still, Dynamic

The star is
There and still,
Dynamic, in
This so much rain.

No way to say,
Rain, rain
Go away.

My body is not so bad
And I am able to
Move forward, still,
To achieve my dreams.

No need to utter,
Stop, stop,
I am here, nearby.

Gajanan Mishra
Still, I Write To Give A Message

No sky is here,
And nothing.
No house is here
And nobody.

But some attachment
You can find, and
Nothing to discard.

And here discover yourself
As a prisoner and
You may link yourself
With anything you like.

But nothing is here
No water no air,
No forest no fire.

Still, I am to write,
Write about the mountains,
About the end and
Also, about the beginning.

I have to write to tell
All about life,
To give a message that
There is a honey hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Still, I ???? ???

??? ??? ? ???????
??? ????????? ??
??????? ?????? ?????

?? ??????? ?????
??? ????????? ?? ?? ??? ?????
???????? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?????
???? ???????? ?? ?? ?

???? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?????
???? ????? ????? ??

???? ???? ?????? ???????
???????? ??? ?? ????? ?? ?

??? ??? ???? ??????
???? ??? ?? ??? ?????
?????????? ????????? ???? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Still, There Is Drops Of Nectar

Still, there are drops of
Nectar, here see dear.
No misery is there,
No fear is there,
Everything is clear,
And we are both
In water and in air.
I am sure, I see no danger,
And I am well aware
Of our future
That is as bright
And as fixed
As that star.
You are fair and fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Stinging Nettle

Stinging nettle
Or say
Fleurya Interrupta -
I fear it
For so many distances.
But I have power to
Control it with
My own oily substance.
And I appeal all
To stay cautious,
As it has power to
Destroy all.
I am the experienced one,
See and hear me hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone

A stone
I saw
The stone
Had nothing
To give
Nothing
To take
I myself
Sat on
That stone
The stone
Floated
Without air
Without water
I wrote
On that stone
What I wrote
That was
Said by that stone
The stone is
Still there
With the letters
And the words

Gajanan Mishra
Stone Wood And Deadbody

Stone wood and dead body
I myself misfit
And became dirty.
My pious thinking
Make me perfect
And with repeated practice
I am able to touch truth
And I can look bright
On rising new sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone and my heart,
You have compared,
And I remained silent,
But it does not mean
Silent gives consent.

Flower and the sun.
You compared,
And I raised an objection.
The world is so and so
You said before all.

I fall prey always,
And you smiled.
I eat, I drink, and
I write for the world.

The world is made of
Stone, water, plants,
Animals and so many creatures.
I am not the world, I know dear.

For a poem, I am here,
I am here to read my own poem.
I have kept my heart
There in my poems.
And my poems are with you,
I am telling the truth,
But being the stone
You are not able to receive
My message of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone Boat

Don't go with stone boat
It would sink in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone Body

Stone body,
Stone hands,
Stone legs,
That walks everywhere,
That holds everything.

Let me do my works
In between.

The atmosphere is
Not airless as alleged.

Everything si in the air,
Everything is within the star.

The star is there within that stone body,
The stone body is the symbol of light,
Light is here, remember, my dear, in lovely heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone Life

I see the stone,
And I can say about
The stone-life.
Stone sings, stone walks,
Stone fly, stone swings,
Stone smiles, stone weeps.
You believe or not
I see the stone-fish,
Stone-tree, stone-river.
Stone is everywhere, I see.
But I am not in stone-age.
And I know without stone,
Life is a mirage.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone, Earth, Wooden, Metal

Stone, earth, wood, metal
All are one and fatal.

We see so called gods
In all the above,
Though, gods are
Not really there
We know.

Air water
All are ours.
And yet, we pollute them
Always to show
Our ego.

Who we are, we know not,
And yet, we rub the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone, I Do Admit

Stone, I do admit,
Yes it is a stone.
And you are in love
with it, that I know.

It is not that stone
that I am searching
from my very birth,
It is not that stone
to whom I am going
leaving all that are with me.

Forget that I am telling
about a stone that is not here,
Forget not it is that stone
in which you are taking shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone-Air

Stone-air, air-stone,
And stone is melting
While light penetrating
Within.

You are within, I know
With all suns and all moons,
You are within and I am
Drowning outside.

Who is there outside
Let me know with all falsehood
Who is there inside
Let me know with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone-Breath

Stone-breath,
No break.
Under this breath
You can keep all
Within.
Save your breath
And watch,
How you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone-Flower

Let me give you
A stone-flower
That is blooming
Inside me.
Let me give you
A water-kiss
On your redish-cheek.
I am not cheap
Let me clear it.
It is you to discover
Me within you
At any time if you
So wish but I am
There always with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stones and walls,
Stonewalls are there
In between you and me,
But love is there
Within us and it is
Like the trees
And the rivers,
We are for each other
Here, forever.
In different forms
And in different times
We are playing here
For the same purpose
For the benefit of one another.

Gajanan Mishra
Stone-World

In this stone-world
My heart is going
to be a stone.
My dear, are you not
going with me
to be a stone?
Let me read
the history of stone.
Let me love this stone
with its new name
and new address.
My grand-daughter
is going to sit again
on this stone.

Gajanan Mishra
Stony Wish

I am a bird
With stony wish
With flying spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop

Stop
The cloak
Struck the hour.

Nobody is here
To govern the cloak
Not even the Prime minister.

Stop
The cloak
Struck the hour.

Father
Grand father
All tick-tock.

Stop
The cloak
Struck the hour.

It is our letter
That needs
Repair in world-fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop A While

Stop a while
Read my poems
Know the world
That is there
With us.

Observe the changes
Know the apex
With love, my dear
Poems are here
As your teacher.

Read my poems
Take right direction
That is hidden
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Abusing Nature

Put a stop to collision course
Or else you yourself
Will not able to live
Living world means living nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Blaming

Start claiming
Listen
My saying
O brothers
O sisters
Let us live
Only in love
Only in smiling
Only in giving
And see heaven
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Blundering

Stop blundering,
Stop telling anything.
Here see, farmers are
Committing suicide.
Here see, youths are
Going abroad to fill up
Their belly without any
Source of income.
See, everywhere
Corruption spread its wings.
How dare you say
Growth rate is high.
Stop telling a lies,
Stop telling the lies.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Exporting

Stop exporting
Terror and drugs,
Fake words and
Fake currency.
Remember, our
Truthful acts,
Our sacrifice,
Our love
Would not go
In vain.
We know the truth,
We are awake,
You can't do
Any harm.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Gambling

Stop gambling,
Stop drinking,
Stop prostitution,
Stop falsity,
And eradicate corruption.

Encourage austerity,
Encourage cleanliness,
Encourage mercy,
Encourage truthfulness,
And eradicate corruption.

Envy and enmity are
Against peaceful living,
And the value of life,
Against the love and the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Giving

Stop giving pain to others
Stop telling lies to others.

Be pure always, O son of nectar
Be in light always, O son of omniscient God.

Have original vision with you, my dear
Heavy weight person is with you, don't fear.

Give love give affection give pleasure to all
Giving is your primary duty please recall.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Hate, Start Love

Stop hate, start love,
As you know, my dear,
Terror and talks
Can't go together.

Terrorism is terrorism,
It is the reign of dark.
Delay not, my dear and
Come out from all darkness.

Here is the light, see.
Delay not, delay not, dear,
Come to this light with
New dreams of creativity.

Come to play, come to touch,
With truth, with love and life.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Nonsense

Your tongue is
Not for croaking,
My dear men.
Stop mundane nonsense.
No ear is ready
To fill up its hole
With rubbish.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Not

Stop not stop not
Till you achieve the goal
Till you reach the Truth.

Stop not stop not
You are the truth that I know
And I know You are the detached
Witness and You never entangled
Yourself from any material activities
As You are enlightened and intelligent.

Stop not stop not my dear
Go on with the answer that are
There with You and You are the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Not Anywhere

Stop not anywhere
At any time.
Of course no one
Can stop.

Let me say certainly
You are winning.
Condition is that
You are running.

Field is vast
And you cannot see
From this corner
To that.

But you have to measure
Your own way I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Not Love

Stop not love,
If you stop
Loving your wife
And desist from truth
Then be ready
To bear the laugh
Of your own wife,
She would tell you
Coward and impotent
And all insolent
Jokes and irreparable
Ignominy.
Loving is a continuous
Process of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Not, Stop Not

Stop not, stop not
Stop not dear men,
Proceed on, proceed on
Till you reach
Your place and destination.

See only you want,
See not anywhere else.
Men, let the dogs bark,
And throw not stones
At every dog that barks,
As said by Churchill earlier.

Keep your eyes sharp,
Keep your works clean
With the grass imprint.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Playing

Number games
For all pollution
It is the main.

Words are
No suffice
Sands are
Active speech.

Routine no use
Rotation also
I do not like
Free to speak.

I watch I slept
I turned up side down
Main reasons
Number games.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Politics

Come with some
Concrete plan
Without any knife.

I am here
To look in to
Upgrading position
Of self.

You are there
To go upward
Till the evening
Bring you apparatus.

Assertion powerful
And socket empty
No vanishing
Epitaphs of poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Singing

Chanting memories
Traping self in the net
Tamebird stop singing.

Come to the forefront
Open mouth no word out
Chanting fails memories left.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Speaking

Stop speaking
No eyes to see
No vision
No sense of feeling
I am here
Bowing my head.

Realizing that
You are here
To play only
Before sound
Flash of lightening
Stop giving identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Stop And First Hear

Stop stop and first hear
What is near
Here is the noise of the pigeon
The cuckoo the crane the swan
The parrot the peacock
See and see these birds
Stop their singing
Simply to hear Your glories
Look look look the beautiful
Smiling faces of the oleander
Jasmine goldmohur rose marigold
Champak zinnia tecoma lotus sunflower
Taste green ripe fresh fruits
Grapes papaya mango apple
Orange cucumber carambola date
Coconut pear almond jujube
Stop stop stop there
First offer to Him
Whose earth is this
And apply your conscience
And receive his grace
That are on your face.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop stop and first hear
What is near
Here is the noise of the pigeon
The cuckoo the crane the swan
The parrot the peacock
See and see these birds
Stop their singing
Simply to hear Your glories
Look look look the beautiful
Smiling faces of the oleander
Jasmine goldmohur rose marigold
Champak zinnia tecoma lotus sunflower
Taste green ripe fresh fruits
Grapes papaya mango apple
Orange cucumber carambola date
Coconut pear almond jujube
Stop stop stop there
First offer to Him
Whose earth is this
And apply your conscience
And receive his grace
That are on your face.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Stop Stop

Stop stop stop
Go not anywhere
I fear, your going
Might break something
People are innocent here see
People want to stop terrorism
Go not anywhere
Lest the air would finish
I know it is more than anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Stop Stop Fighting Please

Stop stop stop fighting please
It is not good to wage a war
Against anybody anywhere for anything.

O my dear men, you are glorious
In every way and you have gotten
The nectar and it is the grace.

Give up all angers and
Stop stop fighting please
No solution is there in fighting.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop That

Stop that there
Think not about
Right and wrong.

This is my collection
And you are in evaporation.

Know that crossing
Boundaries is illegal
Stop there.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop The Dance

Stop the dance,
Proclamation issued.

And they know
Everything!

The sky is
Watching all.

Come as a wild elephant,
And go as a goat.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop There

Stop there!
I am alone and satisfied.

I have lost only time
That is what You have given me.

I am empty now
And still I am satisfied.

By all acts
I am filled up.

It is You
Who is only here to see me.

Without You
Nothing to think.

Now I am shining
With my pleasing songs.

Stop there
And see me and hear my singing.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop Thinking

Stop thinking,
Stop thinking of the people.
Do you know where are
The common people at present?
The people are on the earth,
But you are foreign to
Their language and their works.
You are telling something
And advertising another thing
And busy in doing yet another thing.
It is danger to believe you,
But since no option is there
People are selecting you by force
But you are there to negate their hope.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop This, Stop That

Stop this, stop that.
I am sure, you are
Not always able to bat.

Problem is, it has
No solution.

The time is choked.
I am sure, you are
Going far beyond the time.

Nothing but
Freeness is yours.
To win the world,
The ultimate goal.
But I am sure,
You are not yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop With That

Stop with that,
With that
Excessive anxiety.

It is the time,
Time to revive
The relations
That are eternal.

But the mission is
To fulfill all
That are in life
And in time.

Time is enlightened,
So also the life,
So also love.

Gajanan Mishra
Stop, Stop There

Stop, stop there,
I want not to take
Jealous kiss.
Love me not,
I want to live.

Let me look
Inside you,
For a while.

I made no promise,
As you know, and
I want to go.

I want to go,
Deep into the sea
To bring the lock and the key.

Gajanan Mishra
Stopping Rape Is Bare Necessity

For humanity and its progress.
For stopping rape we must provide
Proper education proper code of
Conduct to all men.

Better police
Capital punishment
Shifting demographics
Are of little use.

Think and think about education
About environment
The causes of rape is
In grass root.

Spiritual education is badly
Necessary to all to
Change their mental status.

Gajanan Mishra
Stops Writing

Never Stops writing
Time flowing
Erasing everything.

Darkening the chamber
Time flowing
Smiling at the end.

Never stops writing
Time flowing
Without touching.

Gajanan Mishra
Store House

I am giving up,
Giving up all actions
As store house of evils.

Gajanan Mishra
Store House Of All

This body- the store
House of all.
All pleasure, all pain,
All beauty, all and all.
While going through
This body please
Ask not anything
To the leaf or to the flower.
They are not there
To answer.
Ask not the river
How it has acquired
All wisdom.
Ask not the midnight
How it is oiling
The morning.
Order not the star
To go far and far.
Just enjoy your time
With this body
With your own grief
And yur own heritage.
Share not anything
With your own age.

Gajanan Mishra
Store House Of Future

Store house of future - a woman
First creator first teacher - a woman
Do You like a woman? if yes
Do you want a bright future? if yes
Go to a woman pray
Go to a woman
She is there for you only
And see and feel
She is ready to sacrifice herself
You have not seen God I am sure
You must have seen your mother
Or you must have known to your mother
I am sure and she is with you
Your mother is a woman
Do you not love her
If you want to do something
Do for your mother
In this world she is the best creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Storehouse Of Truth

The sun and the moon-
The storehouse of all truth.
We are all
The part and parcel.

See here, tell there
With your own eyes
With your own words.

Words are nothing
But the mystic power
Of the air.

For air, for water
We are here,
The truth of
The earth and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Stormy Sea

Stormy sea calling me and
I dare to go only with you.
When I am with you
Sin dare not touch me.
You are with me
And I am in the stormy sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Story Of The Light

Story of the light-
This life- eternal light,
Experience it.
You are emerging
O my dear, from the very
Core of this earth.
And you are lighting up
The entire area.

Gajanan Mishra
Straight And Steady

I am straight and steady
And firm in the vow of complete chastity.
I am a man
I am fearless.
The world is for me
And I am for the world.
I do not believe in religion
I do not believe in nation.
I believe in Sun
I believe in this soil and its son.

Gajanan Mishra
Straight Cut Words

I like much
Threshold day
i like much
Wait and breathe
Love fearlessly
With love
With caring beauty
I like much
going next day.

Gajanan Mishra
Straight Line

Straight line- life,
And we are drawing it
On a plane and
On a sphere
On the earth
And also in the space.
Life is ours, we think,
And for life we think
We eat, we drink, we sleep
We work, we read, and
We do so many things,
We know they are all
As per our thoughts.
Space and time have
Their on role to play
And we try to cross
Both at a time to
Face life within.
We travel simply because
We try to discover
Our own past and future
In present context.
This is life, though
Not here in interactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Straightway

It is your hours
And I enter
With tree
With stone
Call me phone
If you are
In need of a clear sky
In this rainy day
I will go straightway.

Gajanan Mishra
Strange Friend

Having head
Of a lion
Body of a man
Legs of an elephant
Savior of the saints.

Gajanan Mishra
Strange Love

Yes it is love,
Love of the earth.
Nothing common
In love,
But we are
In it prominently.
Our language can
Unite all.
And I am sure
There is no fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Strange To

Strange to keep relation
In contradiction.

You know I know
Neem never sweet
Crocodile never kind
Coal never white.

Hold your tongue
Lest it destroy you.

Gajanan Mishra
Stranger Always

You are a stranger,
Always for me and
You are giving me all,
Whatever you have.

Gajanan Mishra
Stranger- I Am

Stranger - I am.
Stranger - you are.
And strangers have
No right but to
Love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Straw

A vow has
No role to play
In love as
Love itself
is the greatest vow.

Here, I find each one
Is in love's row and
love catches all
In its brow.

What I feel now
Love is planning
A magic show and
Without love we are
But surely dry straw.

Gajanan Mishra
Straws

We are all straws
Carried together
By the waves
Of this time-river
Sometimes we are
Mixing in whirlpools
Dispersed again
By the same waves
And remember my dear
We float alone
In this time-river-water.

Gajanan Mishra
Stray Dogs

Here and there and everywhere
Stray dogs doing business
And barkedup wrongtrees
And spoiled the working
Environments.

Stray dogs have no
Commonsense not true
Stray dogs encounter
The alien.
Stray dogs safeguard
The interest
And ensure to make
The area clean.

Stray dogs welcome
Common mass
Stray dogs do not like
Corrupt class.

Stray dogs can only think
The morrows
Stray dogs have practical
Experience and knowledge
You know I know all know.

Gajanan Mishra
Street Dog

Street dogs
Bark bhao bhao,
And we care not
What and how.

The words are with us
And we think ourselves
The great hero.
It is our misfortune.

We touch, we smile
And we love each other
But for a particular purpose.
And for this we are alone.

We are unable to know
where is our wound
Yet we declared
Ourselves the wise.

What is the disease
That we forget,
And we care not to rise
Though it is sunset.

Gajanan Mishra
Street Drama

Don't go
For street drama
Don't throw
Legal procedures
To the wind.
Accept that are
Coming that are truth
Accept that are with you
My dear, that are yours
Accept and reject not anything.
Activate the world
With your positive thoughts
O my dear, and be ready
To reap positive results.

Gajanan Mishra
Strength Of Love

Strength of Love is real
And I love to strengthened
Myself and I love you
And love bears influence on all
Animals birds trees all
Livings and non-livings
I know Love is right
Love is eternal and love is truth
And I fall in love with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Strength, Knowledge And Faith

Three things
I have to know
From you, my dear.
First about
Your strength,
Second about
Your knowledge,
Third about
Your faith.
And the rest
Depends on how far
You are committed to
The selfless service
To the world.

Gajanand Mishra
Strengthen Egoism

Truth strengthens egoism
And I am true.

In this world of falsehood
Telling a lie is inevitable
And indispensable
And it strengthens egoism
And I am not true.

Gajanan Mishra
Stress Strain

Stress strain and with
undue exertion
Action done.

It is lust
It is ego
Swayed by joy and
Sorrow
Action done.

Result is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Stri Heuchhi Samudra (Odiaa)

Stri heuchhi samudra,
Dekhaa na sakti,
Tumaku rakhya karibaku
Kichhi nahin sethi.

Stri heuchhi samudra
Tume tahara paiba ni
Kula, sethare
Nahanti bi kehi
Tuma kanta o
Radi sunibaku.

Stri heuchhi samudra
Sahaja nia na,
Jetebele karuchha karabara
Dharjya o utsaha abasya rakha.

Gajanan Mishra
Stri Pila Bojha (Odiaa)

Dekha mate,
Stri pilanka bojha
Bahuta mo upare
Aau semanana
Dwara mu tani
Heuchhi talaku.
Mo dosha-
Mu bhabuchhi,
Mo stripila mora
Mo nijara.
Mo dosha-
Mu bhulijaichhi
Mu ubhei jibi
Sabudina pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Strict And Perfect

Strict and perfect,
And it is You only.
I revered You
And You radiate reality.
You are eternal Supreme being
And proclaim highest Truth.
The most excellent luminary
And You - the delightful abode.

Gajanan Mishra
Strict Balance

Strict balance is
Needed
Externally and
Internally.

Strict balance is
Needed
In love and
Hate.

Internally
You can not see
Externally
Allowed though.

You can not show
Your exact bitterness
Your pleasure
Your fashions.

Gajanan Mishra
Strife Conflict Sinful Conduct

Strife conflict sinful conduct
Irreligious in society faults and faults
O my dear distaste results
Life gone golden period spent waste
No link with anything anybody
Like love affection purity
Danger all around
Time sheer stupidity
Greatest loss of life liberty.

Gajanan Mishra
Strike Hard

Strike a hard time,
Nothing to do
With so much
Happy or
Unhappy.

I am in need of
A small room,
Wherein I can
Play life.

Your motioning
Is sufficient,
I can bob up
With all that
Idols.

Gajanan Mishra
Strike Not Please

Strike not please,
All are our men,
All are our children

Gajanan Mishra
Strike The Iron

Strike the iron,
It is hot at present.
Keep in touch
With the sky.
Go home with truth
With its origin and end.
Divide not anything
That is under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Strike Under Nature

Strike the iron,
It is hot at present.
Keep in touch
With the sky.
Go home with truth
With its origin and end.
Divide not anything
That is under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Strive More Than Ever Before

Sun with light is there always in the sky
It is the cloud, and it is the shadow
Of our own earth that cover the sun.

You have full knowledge within you, my dear son
It is illusion, it is ignorance and it is
Your own idleness that put you in dark
Come out from ignorance, my dear son
Regains knowledge of the past
With your own strength and strive more than
Ever before for perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Strive Sincerely

Strive sincerely and
Excel in own way and
Realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Striving Ceaselessly

Striving ceaselessly
I reached here
And it is up to you
To advised me
What to do.
It is up to you
Whether to accept
Or reject my word
My action.

Gajanan Mishra
Strong Relation

I am not capable to retain you for long
And you remind me Strong relation.

Dramatic changes are being made in my life profiles
And you remain the same tilldate.

See I am terrified
See I am dormant
And there is no end of this day that one can declare loser.

I am not capable to retain you for long
And the dictum prevails.

Gajanan Mishra
Strong Relation- By Love And Faith

A strong relation is there
Between the sun and the darkness.

Show your fitness
That you are eligible
For the interview.

Board members are there
With the sun chairman.

And I am doing
Impossible things possible
By love by good faith.

Gajanan Mishra
Strong Will

Strong will is there
And you are reaching
The goal post.

Who is father
And who is son
Go and asked
Tomorrow is there.

Goal post is there
Go and asked
Whom he has searched out.

If anything is there
That is their youth
And neighbor is there
With red eyes.

That is there in religion
And they asked to play
rigorously with a word
To explain in details.

When your will is strong
Do not squander time money
Start to go with life
Towards post.

Gajanan Mishra
Stronger Than Anything

Love is
Stronger than
Anything
Love and love.

Love is
Sunshine
in winter
Fresh air
In spring.

Love is
The scent of
First rain
On dry earth.

Love is
Love is..

Gajanan Mishra
Struck With Wonder

Worthy to be seen
Your eyes.
Worthy to be known
Your works.
And I am
Struck with wonder
At every moment
Here, at this place,
With you my dear.

And you are here
To enable me to
Know and to see
What is going on
For all welfare.

I am preparing myself
To go back to the truth,
That is in you, my dear.
I am preparing myself
To touch you, to have a
Direct contact with you.

I am in this life - playground,
And I know not how to play
With time, with life.
You are the master of the play
And the director and
The producer, dear.

I am on this playground
At this time and I realize
This place is identical
With you, my love, my truth.
I play here with you,
My most intimate and
Lovable friend.
I think not anything else,
But always think only about you.
For you, I know, my dear,
All and everything here
Including the animals,
The birds, the mountains,
The forests, the water, the air,
The fire - all pious.
And I am with all -
Really I am fortunate here.

Gajanan Mishra
Structure

Let me give
A structure
To my words.
My words are
Not mine.

But my words
Can change
The world.
Let me arrange
And rearrange
My sentences.

I make all
My parts of life,
And I live.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggle For Existence

Struggle for existence is
Not necessary at all, as it is
Useless, if You realize the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggle For Life

It is the whirlpool,
Struggle for life is
There in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggle Is A Must

Struggle is a must
So long as you are here.

Peace what you want
Is just a day-dream.

Let me say I fear the world
So also I fear the dream.

And you said life is a dream,
Yes, I fear life.

But I must cross it
With my struggling power.

With my struggling power
I must go straightway
From the ocean of
Death bound existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggle Is Our Religion

We have life,
And we live
With struggle.
Struggle is
Our religion.
Struggle to
Fill up
The belly,
Struggle to
Love and
To drink.
Struggle to
Sleep and
Get peace.

We have life,
Life is here
We know,
In our forest,
In our mountains,
In our streams,
In our paddy field.
We are searching
Our identity therein.
We are here
To struggle with
The air and the water
And the sun and
The sky, we the butterflies.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggle is there,
Material existence is there,
And you have to cross over it.
Knowledge is there,
Different schools and teachers are there,
And you have to assimilate all
By your own experience,
Just summarize the life
With natural supplement.
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Struggling For A Poem

I love, love is there in me,
And for love I am here,
Struggling for a poem.
Poem is here in my love,
And through the body
It appeared.
No question please
How I spent my pleasure trip
Through the poem
In the valley.
Miraculous stream is there
Within me and you, I know
And through that stream
We both are to covered up the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggling Throughout

I struggling throughout
My life with seven hundred
And twenty soldiers
Days and nights together
And I am not dying
See I am eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggling To Live

Each one is struggling to live,
Give each one food,
Give water,
Give shelter,
And make them free
From hunger, thirst,
Fatigue, moroseness, distress,
Lamentation and illusion.
And my dear, remember,
I have personally no interest
To take any benefit
From you or from anyone here.
I know the sun,
I also know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Struggling With Truth

And it is my life
Till date I am struggling
With truth, struggling to
Realize the truth, struggling
To achieve the truth.

And I am the truth, I am
Struggling with me, see,
I am here for the truth
Truth is love and love is
Truth, You know better
O my dear, I am for You.

Present life, previous life
And future life, all are here
With me at a time, see, my dear
And You are with all at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Strung On A Thread

Love is superior
Love is super-most
It is true
And it is not true
There is anything
Superior to love
I am love
I am the lover
Everything rests
Upon love
As pearls are
Strung on a thread.
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Study Nature

Study nature,
Study all,
The clouds, the sky,
The earth, the insects,
The air, the water,
The mountains, the elephant,
The birds, the serpent,
The spider, the sun,
The moon, and the activities
Of all and learn
The science of life
And the science of the self,
And know the truth,
The truth of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Study The Nature

That is with you
Without being
Lethargic
Know that
You are right
Position and
Leading towards
Liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Study Your Own

Study your own disposition and also
Study the situation, my dear.

Be cautious, judge not yourself
And your progress through changing propensities.

And realize the Self.

Gajanan Mishra
Stumbling Block

Stumbling block
To have intimate love
Is ego.

Love is the final rule
Here by following
Path of discrimination.

In love
There is no
Independent existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Stumbling Block - Delusion

Stumbling block.
I know it is
My delusion,
It is lack of
Real knowledge.

And real knowledge
Is there where there is
No attachment and
No aversion.

I am the part of
Love and it is real,
I know My realization
Is taking me to You
My dear, Supreme Love.

Once I am in love
And I know love
There is no confusion
And nothing remains
To be known.

And I find no
Stumbling block
Anywhere around me
Only I know my dear,
You are there and
My mind absorbed in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Style

Acquire knowledge  
And be cautious in  
Your living style.

Gajanan Mishra
Suna, su su sabda, suna.
Achhi tuma bhitare.
Tantu bigyan kahe,
Tume achha sethi.
Aau nahanti kehi,
Mu jane priya,
Kemiti jaha diaa jae
Taku niaajae.
Tume chakchauchha,
Tume karuchha aaloka nikheypa
Aau achha sei bhitare.
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Subdue The Enemy

Subdue the enemy
Without fighting -
Said the poet Sun Tzu.
But failed to say how
And who are the enemies.
You are your enemy
And you are to know
The art of winning.
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Subdue Your Passions

Subdue your passions,
My dear son and
Control your mind.
To attain your goal,
You are to stay detached
From sensual pleasures.
Go with devotion and
Faith here on this earth.
Keep desire away from you,
See the truth and
Truth is that no heaven
No hell can keep you
In save at any time,
Think not anything.
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Subdue Yourself

Subdue yourself
And then
Try to
Defeat others.
I need nothing,
But I know
As you are telling me,
You need me.

Gajanan Mishra
Subha Dina (Odia)

Pratyeka dina heuchhi subha dina,
Jibika pain manji buna
Nutan bhabisyata pain manji buna
Ebam dina aarambha kara.
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Subject and object
That are there
In their places
And I am no way
Related with them.
Even agency system
Is not here
All actions are
Being done
In systematic manner.
I remained as I am
And apart
Deny not my words
Disregard not
The discrimination.
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Subject Is This Sky

Subject is this sky,
If you want to rule
Ride on and fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Subject Matter

My poem is not a matter
Of joke or laugh,
My poem is a matter of
Live and life.

Live life with poem,
My poem is not
For enjoyment, my dear,
Read my poem, and think,
Think and rethink
And apply its essence
In your life and
Make your life happy.

Subject matter of my poem is pain and sorrow,
With a message to live in peace how.
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Subject Of Discussion

Subject of discussion
Is love, but love is
Nothing but a spark,
Spark of lightning.
It is all about combination
Of colours blue, yellow, white
And dark and the colours
Are beyond the sun and
The moon. I try to
Write it down all in
My poems but I know it is
All temporary, here all
Praise before me but say
Other things on my back.

Gajanan Mishra
I am submerging always in you,
And I am enjoying the feeling of oneness.

I am seeing myself present in you,
And you are there in all my thinking processes.

Gajanan Mishra
Submission

No reason to submit,
No declaration on
any point.
No bidding and
we are living.

Secrets are there
as before.
Willing or unwilling-
no one is to asked.
Performances evaluated
by our own envious partners.

No decision is final
Each one is to the point
most critical.

How to open the card
Known to none.
And still
Authority reigned.

Profit and loss
are separated.
We are no way connected
And still
we are living.

We are free
That is what
everyone wants to hear,
within the bond
framed by them.

Grace, praise
all that are raised,
But nothing happened.
As before
all are going
to become homeless.
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Submission Of Love

Symbol of life,
Submission of love.
Love the truth,
And truth is -
Live and let live.
Live at this moment,
With all truthfulness.
Life is the fruit,
Fruit of love and truth.
Love and truth, and
Everything is there,
In the sky.
Let us fly,
Let us fly.
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Submit A Poem

Submit a poem
With love
That has all the truth.
Submit a poem
With devotion
That has all the love.
Submit a poem
With love
That has the source of life.
Life itself is a poem,
Submit it my dear
As a tiny creature
To nature and
Win the atmosphere.
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Submit Your Poem

Submit your poem
Submit your dream
Submit your heart.

I am here to see
To love
To co-operate.

No inner no outer
My dear, I have my own space
In my sinless dream
In my sinless heart
That is here with me
On this surface.

I am attracted by You
O my dear as a bird
Of the same feather.

And all they know me
By Your company by Truth
All they know me as Truth.
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Subsidy

Why subsidies
And for what purpose
Subsidy is meant for poor
Subsidy benefit is
Taken away by the
Rich and better off.

Gajanan Mishra
Subsidy Politics

Subsidy politics is nasty
It makes people lazy and easy
Subsidy politics is just to
Cheat the people and it
Make them more and more poor.

Without taking effort for
Proper distribution of wealth
And supplying works to all
It is wrong to make available
Rice at the rate of one rupees
At subsidy rate.

Subsidy politics can not
Build a hunger-free state
Subsidy politics can not
Make people strong in any respect
People would remain poor as before.
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Subsoil Language

Subsoil language,
Need some time to understand.

And I care it with the size of time,
Monotonous no more
With me and I want to
Go on a small trip.

I think nothing is private,
But I feel relax and enjoy
The partnership here, taking a break.

Brave face, not necessary
Always here or there,
Nothing to worry, you are,
With long sightedness and open heart,
The winner, already declared.
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Substitution

You can not find
Substitution of mother.

Mother is mother
Aunty is aunty.

Mothers duty
has got top priority.
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Subterfuge

Dare not
To play trickery,
We, the people
Are sovereign here, see.
The earth is ours.
We have birth right
To speak and write
In our own language.
You are there
To ensure this only.
If you fail, we will
Select another heir.
You are there for us,
Remember, we are not for you.
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Subtle

Water is subtler than earth,
Fire is subtler than water,
Air is subtler than fire,
My dear, you are subtler than all
And you are the seed of all.
And you have given me love
To know you and you have
Declared life- only truth.
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Subtle Art

Gardening the children
I get the personality-flower.
Right day right date and time
Right match right frame of mind
Get auspicious ceremony.
Have love and compassion
You are in better position.

Gajanan Mishra
Success,
What is that success,
That I have to know and
I have to climb the mountain.
But where is the mountain
I have to find it out within me,
Within I have to surpass all,
I have to hear the starting call.

Gajanan Mishra
Success

To achieve success is not my aim
I do not recognize success and
I do not care failure
I know success is not necessary
To lead a good life
I know I like what I do
And who am I to do
I am nobody to do anything and
Success has no meaning for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Success And

Success and failure
does not matter
you are with me
that is enough.

You can see
the leaf the flower
and feel proud
as before.

Stone is a stone
does not matter
gold or copper.
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Success And Failures

Success and failures
Are nothing but
It is my state of mind,
That I can say at this stage.
And with all these
I can prolong my life,
I can assure you here.
I am egoless and
Not intoxicated, be sure.
I am not blind and
I am going to touch
The distance horizon.
My journey is under my control
And I am there to measure
The distance in between
The sun and the clouds.
My separation from the air
Is a must I can say here.
But I can assure you, I am
Not going anywhere
So long as you are here.
I apprehend danger, but
It is not the danger
In the true sense,
Rather, it is a step
To proceed forward
Keeping aside all
Success and failures.
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**Success Is At Hand**

Success is at hand,
We are to pick it up,
We are here for this purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
Success Is Waiting

Live free,
Free from reservations.
Stay open,
Open and frank.

Success is waiting
For you.
Go to the truth.

Fulfill your desire,
By love.
Execute your duties
With love.

In love,
No defections,
No enemy, remember.
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Success Is Yours

Success is your, take it,
as you have dedicated
everything to your passion.
No money no fame
but it is your humbleness.
Let me admire you, my dear,
You are fit to lead me henceforward
I am yours, take this reward.

Gajanan Mishra
Success Lies

Be a beloved, my dear
Your success lies
In the realization of Truth
That is in Love.

Gajanan Mishra
Success of life
Lies in Truth
And in becoming
A beloved of Truth.

Success of life
Lies in the welfare of all
All means all birds, beasts,
Insects, tress, plants, trees
And all creatures at present
And that are there in future.

Let us come, O my dear, and
Know the Truth, here, no matter
In which caste, creed, color,
And country you belong.
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Success Of The Mission

I am glad to
Inform you, my dear
We are all human
With a particular mission
Mission is to reach
At the Truth with love
With devotion
O my dear, let us work
Together to work for
The success of this mission
The mission is love
And love all without any
Discrimination and remember
All good fortune is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Success Story

Success story
Is here in me
Being successor
of the sun.

Successful person
At time comes
And I am
Terrified.

Gajanan Mishra
Successful Execution

Successful execution
Depends on proper
Training and initiation.

And it is You
Who is here to give light
In this direction.

Gajanan Mishra
Successful Man

You are a successful man,
Your mind is purified
And your only aim
Is to realize the truth.

Truth is you are
A man of love and
You possess divine nature.

And your existence
is really a piracle here.
Let me know you in full.

You are my love, and everything
for me. You are possessed of
form and attributes and
You are also without it.
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Successful Trial

Successful trials
Life itself and
We administered
With the extract
Of hope to test
As a man. Though
Initiative failed
We are promoted.

Gajanan Mishra
Such A Sinner

I am such a sinner
Even hell has
Turned up its nose at me.

Gajanan Mishra
Such Is The Delight

Such is the delight
That made me bright
And You O my dear
Coming to this sight
Inviting me for a fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Such Is The Effect

Such is the effect of life
Life is a game of win and loss
Here in life you get blame and praise
Here in life same night and day.

Such is the effect of life
And You are above it my dear
You are above all here
That are seen that are heard.

Nothing feel hurt with You
O my dear and You are here
Telling all truth and truth
in this false world of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Such Morning

Had such type of morning
Come here before?
Have you got the things
You wish near.
Telling what happened,
Have you met new sun?
Will such type of morning
Come again?

Gajanan Mishra
Such Type Of Morning

Had such type of morning
Come here before?
Have you got the things
You wish near.
Telling what happened,
Have you met new sun?
Will such type of morning
Come again?

Gajanan Mishra
Sudar Aalua

Jibanara achhi
Nija aalua.
Chala dekhiba.
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Suffer From Itch

Suffer from itch,
Luckless I am
Here on this site.

My life, my things,
My body- not mine,
Yet I am hankering
After pleasure,
After prosperity.

I know divine,
I know I am a fragment.
And I am returning
To the place
Of my reaching.
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Suffer Not

Do your duty
And suffer
Not a downfall.
I engage myself
In action, see,
I have nothing
To do personally
With it though.
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Suffer Seldom

Be honest
And love.
Be honest, and
Stay in truth.
I am sure
You are a
Man who
Suffer seldom.
Here in life
Nothing is
Called suffering.
But be sure
You are truthful
To yourself.
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Sufferers Are The People

Sufferers are the people,
And people are suffering
From all kinds of pollution.

Here is soil pollution
Sun-rays pollution,
Birth pollution, food pollution,
Water pollution, air pollution,
Sound pollution and
Pollution of all kinds.

But my dear, all are
External impediments
That have no direct link with me.

I am in need of your heart,
And I reside in your heart, keep it in love.
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Suffering

What do you mean
By telling
I am suffering.
No one is suffering,
But everyone is
Crossing the pool,
Pool of fire,
Pool of ice.
Thing is; as because
You have words and
You have power of expression,
You are expressing something,
Though it has meaning
To some and it is
Meaningless for some others.
But life is something
Bigger and larger
Than anything, we
Are to remember.
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Suffering In Exile

We are all
Suffering in exile,
But we are to
Know righteousness and
Follow righteousness
For our own good,
We should know life
Is only the truth.
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Suffering In Silence

Suffering in silence
Is written on my forehead.

I have no means to earn here,
No shelter to stay in,
No clothing to put on.

I had been to Hyderabad
As bonded labourer but
I lost my sweet heart there.

I returned back Kesinga, Odisha
The land of my birth.
But what shall I do here.

No one is there to listen me.
I am now on the railway station
To show me the way to live,
Is there any one?

I know not what is Government
But our wordmember came to me
And took two hundred rupees
My hard-earned money as dadan,
And assured to give a card,
Perhaps that would be a source.

Where shall I go now
A problem to me
And whom to approach
And for what
That I do not know.

But sir, I do not like to
Take a rupee also from you,
I hate bagging, excuse me.

Please sir, My bad luck is mine,
As I took birth in Odisha and
Especially on this part.
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Suffering Is But Natural

Suffering is but natural
That I know in this life,
Since I know, I am never
Disturbed by any sufferings.

I am strong and determined
On my path of truth and progress.
I believe and I understood
The conversion process
Here and hereafter.

I have tested my sufferings
That preaches my own glories.
I know, I am not here to fall,
Rather I am here to rise
To touch that star up above the sky.
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Suffering Of The World

Suffering of the world.
I am not able to see,
I am not able to tolerate
The suffering of the world.

Let my life perish, and in exchange,
Pray, remove the suffering
of the world and let not
this world deluded by illusion.

All sinful are here,
Pardon them and give them
drops of nectar, my dear,
Being the lighter.
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Suffering Ruination

We are all here
Suffering ruination,
Due to the ruler,
Foreign-based, with his
Behavior and speech
Not in accordance with
This law of the land,
And against our mother.
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Suffering Unavoidable

Suffering is unavoidable
Unavoidable suffering
Suffering unavoidable
It is there, you should
Understood here in this world
It is the higher force of nature.
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Suffering- Unavoidable

Suffering - unavoidable,
Identity - Unreturnable,
Relation - unbreakable,
Life - unconquerable,
Loss - irreparable,
And in this way, we are all
Proceeding towards the truth,
To meet the loved one for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Sufficient

Sufficient,
I am self-sufficient.
Profuse production is
There on my earth.
No question of scarcity,
No false theories
About overpopulation is
Acceptable here.
But we are to live
In a way prescribed
By nature.
Nothing to worry,
We are all self-sufficient,
And we are for each other.
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Sufficient Answer

Who is living
Those who breathe
Is it sufficient answer
Tell me tell me.
Who is non-living
Those who do not breathe
And you laugh and laugh
Without answering
Tell me why tell me.
Do you find any difference
Between what is so called
Increasing and decreasing
And you only look at me
Giving signal no time no time.

Gajanan Mishra
Sufficient Guidance

Sufficient guidance
It is the nature and
I am under the nature's
Sufficient guidance.

Still I am careful
And desire to go to
The Ultimate Truth
That is within me.

I am not here to criticize
Others at any time as I know
All are like me under this
Sufficient guidance of nature.

Under the sufficient guidance
All are going to the high and high
On this platform some named it
Earth and here I see You everywhere.
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Sufficiently Qualified

See me,
I am sufficiently qualified.
I am everything,
See me.

I have applied
Ointment of love
In truth.
I have applied
Ointment of truth
In love.

I believe
In my own existence.
Our friendship is eternal
I believe.
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Sugar And Pressure

1.

Both are here
In my body
Sugar and pressure.
And both play
Arbitrarily soccer,
And I am the loser,
And I am the sufferer,
Though I am sober.
No doubt, I am
A social climber,
Yet, they together,
Pull me towards a dark
Yellowish-brown color,
In this solar year.

2.

I engaged my
Own solicitor,
But see
Nothing to get.
I am not the benefactor
In anyway since
I am not a BPL holder.
The songster came
To this picture and
Gives sonar,
I am not lucky
To take advantage
From the sorcerer.
I got nothing sought-after.
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Sugar Candy

Sugar candy,
Taste it,
Wherever you like.
And know sweetness
Is there everywhere-
It is life,
Enjoy it, my dear.
Life is a
Long poem
Full of love,
Read it,
Understand it,
Enjoy it, my dear
With trust.
Life is most
Attractive and
Colourful, follow it
Meticulously here,
Keeping geographical
Order intact.
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Sugar Candy - My Poems

Sugar candy - my poems
Come and taste.
Wherever you taste it
You will find it equally
Sweet and relish.

Nectar stream - Your life
Come and enjoy.
Who so ever you may be
You are the son of Almighty
And my kith and kin, relatives.
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Sugar Cane And Flower

Sugar cane is sweet
Nectar is in sugar cane
Flower is soft
Let us collect nectar.
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Sugar-Candy Life

Life is sugar-candy
Enjoy life
I write about life
My writing is sugar-candy
Wherever you taste it
You will find in
Equally sweet and
Full of flavor
Pleasure and savor.
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Suicide

You can't say
He was in distress
And hence he has
Committed suicide.
You can't say he knew only
What is hate and hence
He fell in to the net of suicide.
Is not suicide a love-like quality?
One who has committed suicide
Is as strong as anything.
If you so like you can test
At any moment while he was alive.
See within the men who are in the rows of suicide,
And discover the multicolored light within them.
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Suicide Bombers

Suicide bombers
Taking over the land.
The land taking over
Suicide bombers.

Gunfire explosions
Fighting on
Who acquire what
Not known.
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Suicide Militants

Suicide militants
What do you want exactly?
Are you getting success
In spreading terror?
You are like jackal
Trying to frightened
The lions!

Gajanan Mishra
Suicide Of A Farmer

Where is your grave?
Where is your grave?
The poison you have taken
Is not there to give a reply.

Why did you think
The love and affection
Of your wife and children
All false they gave?

Have you ever tried to
Understand your own earth?
Were there no place for you
Above or below to fade your wrath?

To my regret let me say
I honour you not for your escapade.
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Suit Number Three

I know you are in
Suit number three
I know
You are not free.

Suit number three
I know there is a tree
Without leaf
I know in white saree.

Suit number three
Is moving here and there
I know no place
For pantry.
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Suitable And Fit

Suitable and fit
To live with
Bliss and knowledge.
Men, be not foolish,
Pick up the time
And take true benefits.
Scope is there,
Just go on.
Final stage of
Perfection is there
In realization of the truth.
You are truth, dear,
The truth is
Within you.
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Suit-Boot Politics

Suit-boot politics,
And-but language,
Not suitable for us.
We are the simple villagers,
We know nothing but we
Care our fathers and mothers
And we cultivate our own earth
With the love for all welfare.
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Sukha / Duhkha

Appearance of agreeable circumstances
Is Sukha
Appearance of disagreeable circumstances
Is Duhkha
Modification and constant change
Is Vikara
We are in between these
In anger
In jealousy
And anger
That hurts our pride
The root of all these
Is our desire or longing
Our life-breath in this longing
Let us know us first
For healthy living here
So long as we call ourselves alive.
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O my dear, O my love,
You are the sum total
Of all places of pilgrimages
I want to hear sufficient talk
To make the holes of my ears
Pure and perfect
I want the knowledge about You
O my dear O my love
I want to share this knowledge
With others here
I want from being somebody
To being nobody and
From being nobody
To being everybody
I want sharing and
Caring throughout the world
I know You are the world
I know You are the sum total of all
With Your blessing
With Your love
With Your grace
I want to develop
New capacities for action
And I want to transfer
This knowledge about You
To the next and next generations.
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Suman Chews

Suman chews his nails
And we could not file
Any objection anywhere
Though we are effected
And we all rushed
To the ground
And the ground is not
Ours and we went down
And to to earth
Suman chews his nails
And we failed.

Gajanan Mishra
Summary

Main points;
Taking birth,
Crossing over
Childhood, youth,
Old age, and
Also death.

What more?
Love, life,
Sorrow, joy,
Smile, cry,
Summer, rain.

What less?
night, day,
Eating, walking,
Resting, dreaming,
Starting fresh,
From the beginning.

Matter;
Truth, falsehood,
Battle and quarrel,
Creation and
Destruction.

Turning ups and
Down, seeing life
In the way of
True company
For enjoying.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer And Bear

Both here,
Summer and bear.
And we are not
Allowed to go out
In any weather.
The teachers advised us
To stay near,
We know though
We go farther and farther.
The mountain, the river,
All are our guide
And philosopher.
Truthfully we live with time
And we see and we hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer And Water

They love each other
And they absolved
And they absorbed.

In summer
We need more and
More water
In water no summer.

What color is water
What color is summer
You need not answer
It is there.

We need summer for water
We need water for summer
We need love to make life
Finer and finer.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Call

Summer call here
Let us go together
With sun with heat
With light with energy.

Summer call here
Let us distinguish
Matter and spirit
Let us play flute.

Summer call here
Let us sustain
With unceasing
Torrents of rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Evening

This is the summer evening
And I could not find
A bird here at this time.

The temple bell
Could not ring
To proclaim
Where is the king.

This is the pond
With no water
This is the sky
With no weather.

This is the summer evening
And I am crying
Without anything with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Festival

Are you taking the pleasure of summer
Here within this AC chamber
Where there is fifty degree celcious?
Where common people are
Dying in hunger and in thirst/
From where people are
going for bonded labour
for their livelihood?
You have taken the votes
form the common people and
enjoying all luxuries
out of their tax money,
they are not getting
a drop of water to drink,
not getting a meal in a day?
Their children are going to
schools where there is no techer
to teach them in proper way.
You are talking with the common people
In a language that is not theirs'.
You are calling them
brothers and sisters
at the time of election
But telling goodbye after that.
Yes, you are observing summer festival,
go and observe at the cost of
the interest of the common men.
The common men are dead, go
and see and dance on their
dead body.
Only for you the summer has arrived.
Give the poor, laborers, farmers
rice at one rupee
meal with five rupees
That are not avaiable though.
You have came to enjoy the summer here,
We have no objection, my dear.
We know, we have no power to object also.
You are so powerful un wealth
and in all respect we cannot raise any voice.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Is Here

Summer is here with
Fifty degree heat and
The sun is at its fiercest.

Come on my dear
And take a rest
It is already 11 am
Here there is a tree
And its shed.

Would you like to
Take water melon?
Cucumber? papaya?
Green coconut water?
Do you in need of fans
or water cooler? ice blocks?

This is blazing summer, my dear,
Check up your health
At regular intervals
For your own survival.

At any moment, if you feel
Any uneasiness, call on doctor,
In this summer, all are alert,
With chilled water- life giver.

Summer is here, my dear,
This is summer, summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Is Laughing

We are all laughing stock
At the hands of the summer.
See and here the laughter
Of the summer on this open field.
Summer is laughing in our
Face and we are not realizing
As yet our own duty here
That we have missed for so long.
Summer is here and it is
Laughing out of the court,
And it has the last laugh with hot air.
Here is the summer, approaching
Finely towards us but we are here
Slumped in to the seat under leafless tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Is Spring

Summer is spring here
When You are near.
Rivers are full and happy
Flowers look more beautiful colorful
Animals and birds filled with sound
Peacocks and bees sang and cranes cooed
And I hear Your flute.
You danced with nature
And with Your dance I see myself
Whirling leaping hurling
Slapping and wrestling fighting.
Very good very good You are praising
With Your own instrumental music
And You made me see telling I am not blind.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer or winter,
No matter, but
Enjoy nature.

Appear or disappear,
No matter, but
Enjoy the present here.

Life is the wonder, and
We are the guest of honor.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer, summer,
Go away, go away.
The king, the ministers,
The counsels all are
dee to play, to play.

Summer, summer,
Go away, go away.
Your fifty degree heat
is not conducive to play.

Summer, summer,
Go away, go away.
We have not forgotten
We are nature's clay,
Give them a chance
to make merry on this day.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Sun

I owe you zero.
I know not how would
The life run.
I owe you zero.
I know not
What is the end
Of this fun.
I owe you zero.
No wife, no daughter,
No family, no son.
I owe you zero.
The one who is laughing,
In this summer, at us,
Is only the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Summer Time

We are all laughing stock
At the hands of the summer.
See and here the laughter
Of the summer on this open field.
Summer is laughing in our
Face and we are not realizing
As yet our own duty here
That we have missed for so long.
Summer is here and it is
Laughing out of the court,
And it has the last laugh with hot air.
Here is the summer, approaching
Finely towards us but we are here
Slumped in to the seat under dry tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Summon All

Summon all,
All your mental abilities,
Right now.
Take quick,
On the spot decisions.
And take care,
your decisions
Have long term impacts
On all matters.
But enjoy carefreely
The day in you,
As you are on truth.
But try to be
Realistic and reasonable.

Gajanan Mishra
I am living
I am summum bonum.
I know
I am far superior
I know
I am supreme intelligence
So long as I am living.
My life is a great literature
I am far superior
Here with me
My life-mantra
Live and let live
And I am living
I am summum bonum.

Gajanan Mishra
Summum Bonum Of Life

Transcendental loving service
And it is the only satisfaction.

Here is the Supreme Truth
Do not go outside elsewhere
It is within You.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun

You are as brilliant as the sun
You are the sun
And You have arisen
To Your own abode
Accompanied by knowledge
And You have distributed
Light of knowledge to all
Creatures with clear vision.

I know O my dear sun
How I am entrapped by the material
And engaged in useless eating
sleeping fearing and mating
Under the pretension of knowledge
I am in this age of quarrel
And I am blind and so I pray
Give me vision of knowledge
And provide me real light of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun And Consciousness

As the sun to the universe
So You are to my body
Here I am telling I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun And Moon

I am the sun
I am the moon
I am here to enlightened you
I am here to supply you juice
To make your life successful
To make your life peaceful.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Globe

Sun globe
Sufficiently close.

Somehow or other
Life is dear.

Born or unborn
But with us.

Controlled or
Uncontrolled-
All fools.

Own ability
Nothing.

Life is meant for
Higher taste
No denial.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Is Black

I say sun is black
You say white
World rope is tight
Everybody is in his might.

I say my poem is not for laugh
Unless you cry my poem no use
You cry with realisation
You have done nothing
And lost everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Is Rising

Sun is rising
At the end
Be truthful
And have patience.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Is With Me

The sun is with me
At this summer noon
Informing all day to day
Activities.
The earth is here
As before only
Crying and crying
Without any grievances
And complain.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Light Up Everything

Sun lights up everything
In the day time
True knowledge reveals
Everything everywhere
And no identity crisis.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Moon Air Fire

Sun moon air fire
Are not allowed to go there.

There is that bird
The sky entered the needle hole-card.

And we played the card
Cosmic manifestation is quite hard.

Drying and dying
Everything is creating always vanishing.

Something is there
And that is passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Moves Continuously

Is it right?

You know it is not right
And still you support and
Further added after rising
The sun moves continuously
To set.

No rise no set.

You know the sun is fixed
Our earth is moving from west
To east.

We are not passing
To nothingness
You know I know
And it is right
But no support from any side!

Supporters of truth and right
Are a few I know
Do not acknowledge
It is also unfortunate.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Of Winter

Sun of winter
Is different from
That of summer.
So also,
The stone is
Different from
Water.
I like not
The sun
Nor the water
Either.
My verse is free,
And I am
Free from
Fear.
Drop me anywhere
And see
My works here.
Let me hear,
The story of
Your color.
And your color
Is coming from
The sun of
Both winter
And summer.
It is all
Sulphur.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Rise And Sun Set

Sun rise and sun set
Is not ours and also
Is not for us.

And we are affected
By rising and setting
Of the sun everyday.

We are expecting
But unable to express
We are on the path of progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Rises And All Wake Up

The Sun rises and all wake up
And engaged in their works
The Sun rises and knowledge spread
Smile entire creation
The Sun rises and eyes opened
The sun rises and sucks water
To return the same in multiple colors
The sun is the soul of entire world.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Sun Sun

Sun sun sun
Rising sun the creator
Mid day blazing sun the destroyer Rudra
Setting sun the maintainer and continuance
Greatest of all
Sun sun sun.

The sun is invoked
For getting rid of diseases
For wisdom
For salvation
For wealth
For fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun Terror And Water

No water, no water,
But here find sun terror.
No leader, no teacher,
No officer, but here
Find fiftyfive degree
Heat waves and
Find only sun terror.
No food to eat,
No cloth to wear,
No house to live in,
No language to understand,
But terror, foreign terror
With falshood, fraud, robberies
Mixed with terror, sun-terror.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun, Fire, And Light

Sun, fire and light
Are Your parts, my dear,
And I am experiencing great
Joy with You here.
I am travailing within You
I know I belong to no caste
No creed no color like You
I am in truth and
Getting rid of all sins.
My everything is Yours
That I know my dear,
And I am receiving all
From You only and I am
Here alive with Your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun, Sand And Sea

Sun, sand, and sea
All are hot,
Be careful.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunaa Aau Sajya (Odia)

Sunaa aau sajya pachare
Dhaunthibaa loka nija
Dhwansa aadaku jauthae, jane.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???? ?? ????? ????
???????? ??? ???
????? ???? ??????, ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Sun-Dress

I am putting on sun-dress
In his rain
You may call me
By any name.

As sugar candy for jaundice
My poems are for vice.

I am putting on sun-dress
You left the area
Being dark and returned back
As enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun-Flower To Sun

I love the relation
Sunflower to sun.

And like that see,
I glance at you.
You are my love's truth,
You are my soul-divine,
With you I feel fine.

You are the ocean
And I dive in you,
You are the life's truth,
I glance at you
Like the sunflower
Glance at the sun.

No question of separation.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunless Garden

Are we in sunless garden?
No, never.
Always the sun is there
In our garden and
Flowers are alive, see.
We are here to see
The colourful flowers
And enjoy their beauty.
We are in divine ecstasy,
We are in eternity.
Nothing to grieve,
No cause of grief or
Grievance, being a man of
Confusion has no relevance.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunlight And Life

We see sunlight,
We see life.
Both sunlight and
Life - in danger,
We care for.

We care
Rising and falling,
We care
Eating and sleeping,
We care, not
Peaceful living.

We feel, not good,
We have forgotten, the truth,
Spent the day with all falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Sun-Moon

Sun-moon, moon-sun,
Moon-sun, sun-moon.

Life-line, life-line,
Yours and mine,
Mine and yours.

And no other one
Can play any role.

Life is meaningful
At night,
During day
We all awake.

Avidly I call you,
And you appear
To open new chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunny Day

Sunny day
In this rainy season.
But I am with you,
Nothing to worry, my dear.

No air no light, but
I am here with you
and ready to make you alive
Worry not, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunny Days

Enough time here
To play to read
To sleep and to
Go outside.
Are you ready?

Gajanan Mishra
Sunrise

Stay for a while please
Let me see Sunrise.

You are here
And I am with you
searching the meaning
after time
of our relation
that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunrise And My Wish

Sunrise and my wish
Go together
At the same time
To discover me
In right number
And I am there
In their search
I care not
Their push and pull
And I rise alone
On the path of truth
And I honor their salute.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunrise Is There

Sunrise is there
In truth,
Love is there
In truth.
The truth is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunset

See the sunset
But say not
Night is coming.
No night is here,
See just again
And imagine
The beauty of
So many stars there.
It is you to
Practice the life.
The life is here
Only for you.
In this life love
is here, that is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunshine

See me,
I am in the sunshine,
I am in this sun's surface,
See me, and
Treat me as the sun.

See me,
I am the light,
I am here
To enlighten you.

I know, you are
The truth.
I know, we are one
And the same, and
We are here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunshine and sea,
My friends.
I live in them,
And with them.
Air is my partner,
I tell all, wait,
And see my gymnastics.
No one can say
I am weak,
Though not so strong,
As expected.
I am in my diversity,
With eternity and
I learned from adversity.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunshine Is For All

Sunshine is for all
Love and affection are for all
Blessing is for all
All are for all.

Forget your own personal convenience
O my dear, and see the welfare of all
Be tolerant like the earth
And do everything to enhance everyone's peaceful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sunya

Aame samaste sethare
Nija nija lal, suguaa, kala,
Haladiaa pataka sahita.
Kintu mati aamaku
karuchhi kolagrata.

Gajanan Mishra
Suo Motu

Can I not exercise
Suo motu?
If not, why?
Am I not free?
If no,
What use of
My life then!
But from this
Who gains what
That I don't know,
And I am not
Interested to
Know also
If I am not sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
Super Excellent

You are really super excellent
Your open and merciful smile
Your side long glance
Your black curly hair
your garments are really excellent
Your glittering ear-rings necklaces
And your various others bodily ornaments
Enchanted and excellent and really you are enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
Super Fast - Poem

Be clear like crow
Be fair like whore.

What lies beyond
Please try to see
See with faith
And love.

Words dance
With poet
God knows
rest.

Nature tells
What you are.

No where you are
And you are no where.

Be satisfied
With wealth wife
And live peacefully.

Joy is ghost
Sorrow being God.
Gajanan Mishra
Super Soul Expansion

Within the lake of every heart
See Him feel Him know Him
At the present time.

Gajanan Mishra
Super Star

Two words
Super and
Star
You are above
You are far
Dare not link
With no break car.

Gajanan Mishra
Super You Are, Men

Super you are, men.
Realise life with
Your pious activities,
Show the charity,
Mercifulness.
Stay always in a stage
Where there is nonviolence.
Know the truth
With the help of love.
Take vow that you are
Here for the benefit of all.
Forget the cause and effects,
My dear men, and do your
Original duties at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior

Poet is superior to all
Poet can do anything
Poet can go anywhere
Where even the sun is
Not able to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior Is

Superior is always superior
Elevation to any post - no matter. But inferior
Getting high post think himself superior.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior Is Always Superior

Superior is always superior,
Everywhere he is superior, elevates,
No matter, at which he works.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior Management

Is doing everything
We are to observe only.

Good stars assembled together
To get better result
At proper place and time.

Be a right person, my dear
For the spiritual advancement
Of the society we are all under Him.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior To

I am superior to You
You are superior to me
We both are superior to Truth
Truth is superior to both
We both are sentient here, with Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior To Me

You regard yourself
Superior to me
In wealth in knowledge
In rank in qualities
In social order
And think yourself
Worthy of being honored.

You think yourself superior
As you have some demoniac traits
You are not endowed with
Divine traits and
You are not free from pride
O my dear, think again
You are going away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Superior To Me- Love

You are superior to me,
You are greater than anything,
Knowing this, I am here with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Supermost

I am Super most
Only because of You
You are Super most
And I am with You.

I am on the path of Truth
You are the Truth
It is for You
I am with You.

You are the knowledge
I am in this process
Only for You
I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Supernatural Powers

Supernatural powers,
A man possesses
Supernatural powers.
Man is powerful and
He boast of his victory.
Man is always successful
In his undertakings.
Man is perfect
And mighty and happy.
But I am asking myself
Am I really happy
Or it is only my pride.
A man is swayed by favorable
And unfavorable circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
Supply Food

Supply food
To the stomach
O my dear
Here we are
To rear.

Pour water
On the root
Of this tree
O my dear
All fruits flowers
Trunks are there
To bear.

Connect yourself
To the Supreme Truth
O my dear and
Touch eternity
And see bright
Your future.

Gajanan Mishra
Supply Song To The Birds

Supply song to the birds,
Supply colourful lights to the sky,
Supply life to the earth,
Supply words to the poets,
Supply water to the ocean,
Supply supply supply and
Supply peace to me, love to me,
Not hate, not war, not terror.

Gajanan Mishra
Supply Water

Please supply for all pure water
Uninterrupted electricity
And a road that is concrete.

Gajanan Mishra
Support Of Everything

You are the support of everything, my love.
You are the material cause, my dear.
You are the substance, my truth.

You are changeless, my love.
You are perceivable, my dear.
You cut the tree of unrighteousness, my truth.

You have manifested Yourself as universe, my love.
You assert the doctrine of non-duality, my dear.
You perceive the future, my truth.

O omnipotent, I know You are always in blissful state.
O guardian of the orphans, You are the symbol of unabated love.
O unconquerable, You are the Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Suppose I Am A King

Suppose I am the sky
And I am asking you
Who you are
And you are replying
I am the water
I am the air.

Suppose I am the earth
And I am asking you
Who you are
And you are replying
I am the tree
I am the mountain.

Let me tell you in clear term
That we are here but we are no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Bliss

I know You are Supreme bliss, my dear
I know You are self-sufficient and peaceful.

You are the Ultimate Truth I know
You are the reservoir of all knowledge I know.

I know it is winter and summer
Your happiness and distress
And it appear and it disappear.

This body is my dress I know
And it is changeable
According to my desire and circumstances.

I remembered not what I said
The day before yesterday
And I said nothing for tomorrow
As I know no validation in caw or crow.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Destination

Supreme destination
is to reach you,
And for this
I am going
With my own language
And I am going
on my own land
By my own strength.
I know, there is
nothing equal to
My language
And none equal to
love of my mother
And no place equal to my land.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Director

O my dear, You are my Super Soul
You are my Supreme Director
You are my Dearest Dear
And I am attached to You only.

You are the love
And You are everything
And with Your presence
There would be no problem.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme End

Supreme end is
To love with truth
And whole truth is
My dear, You.

Gross error is
Engrossed in other
Matters not
Related to You.

If I am not
In love, you are
Free to tell me
Perverted.

If I am not in love,
Let me go to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Good

Conveying good wishes
Is supreme good, dear.
Associating with a pure man
Is getting the priceless treasure.

With your selfless sincerity
You can make the entire world
Full of goodness and nectar.
Surrendering heart and soul
To love and truth
You can make each one good here.

No suffering but all joy,
No darkness but all lights,
You can freely discover here
As Almighty's faithful worker.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Love Is There

Supreme love is there
In supreme bliss,
Supreme bliss is there
In purity of mind.
Purity of mind is there
In renunciation of fruits.
And in self-realization,
We find bliss and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Peace

Supreme peace is
eternal abode.
Secret of all secrets
is all pervading truth.
Life is opened
and it is to be attained.
It is in love
It starts and end with fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Secrets

Supreme secrets-
My poems, just
Go on with it, dear,
With patience.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme State

I am not the person
Hankering for fruits
Soon after planting trees.

I am not the person
To seek refuge in this
Equiposed mind.

Neither I am poor
Not wretched
My poem and I
Move towards
Supreme state
Under your mercy
And mercury light.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Truth

I am a mere householder
And I am fortunate, my dear
You are here within this house
As the Supreme Truth.

This house is this universe
O my dear, You are here
The transcendental one
The spiritual master.

You are trying to purify all
O my dear, You are my son as well as
My Father and all, see me
I am going, hearing Your call.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Word

Unraveling the mystery
virtues glory and truth
Poet says in poem
Supreme word.
Controlling guiding
Creating destroying
Supporting nourishing
Shows divine potency.
Poet unborn and is
Without beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Supreme Words

Read my Supreme words
O my dear, in which
Your liberation is there.

Listen my Supreme words
O my dear, grieve not
Here in it, there is welfare of all beings.

Read and listen
And say something
For highest good.

Gajanan Mishra
Supta Samudra (Odia)

Samudra supta,
Kana samudra
Trupta?

Samudraku dekhi
Laguchhi hasa,
pagala hoi
Khojuchhi rasa.

Upara tala
Barapha sarbatra.

Sata heuchhi
Jaliba baraphare.
Kemiti kanda
Ekaki pachara nahin.

Nian jala sari nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Surakhya Dia Naa (Odia)

Chaadi chali ja,
Surakhya debaaku
Mu daaku nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Sure And Recognized

You can not say anything
Sure and recognized.

You can not say anything
You have seen earlier is this.

What is to understand
Is the process of living.

What is to understand
What you are performing.

Life has something
To give to offer.

Life has something
To write to chant, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Sure As Fate

Bless my heart, my dear,
My love, sure as fate.
I am certained,
We are still inexistence.

Gajanan Mishra
Surest Path Of Progress

Surest path of progress
Is in your mind
The ultimate state
is within you.

Don't get disturbed
Be in peace always
Nothing to lose here
Everything is yours.

No other person is there
Other than you
have patience and
Go for it in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Surface To Air

Surface to air,
Missile test-fired.
How developed we are!

But here at home
I have nothing to eat,
No pure water to drink,
And to take, no fresh air.

Surface to air,
Intolerance is here, there.
How can we live
No one is there to take care.

And they declared
We are developed
We are going at the gallop.

Gajanan Mishra
Surfacing By The Minute

What happened to my world?  
Everywhere, it is surfacing  
By the minute, cases of  
Corruptions, chit funds scams,  
Black money, rapes, murders, loots  
Militant activities, Satta betting.  
Where is honesty? Where is humanity?  
What happened to my world?  
Where is brotherhood? Where is livelihood?  
Where is truth? Why everyone is  
Going with falsehood? Every one  
Knows what is right and what is wrong  
And still no one bothers and no one is  
Coming forward to establish rule of law!

Gajanan Mishra
Surgeon

It is my excitement and not anger
Think me not otherwise
I know you are my benefactor
My dear surgeon, you are free to
perform your operation on my disease part
It is for my previous wrong actions
I am feeling pains and facing
Unfavorable circumstances
I am grateful to you
You are purifying me of my sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Surgery

Let us go with it,
Surgery,
Open heart surgery,
And see whether
There is love
And truth or not.

If there is
No love,
No truth,
Let us implant it.
And if there is any
Let us take steps
To spread love
And truth all over.

Gajanan Mishra
Surgical Operation

To every experience
I want surgical operation
To show my strength
And courage and confidence.

I want to live
Through horrors,
I realize life
Not a zero.

I am committed to
Life and also to death.
I want to show full identity
In a life that is full.

I am very anxious to establish
Universal brotherhood among all.

Gajanan Mishra
Surgical Strike

Surgical strike -
Successful.
Let everyone know,
We are not here
To tolerate terrorism.
Let the terrorists,
Realize the strength
And the power of this land.
We stand for truth
And non-violence,
But if situation arises,
We are ready to give a fight,
And take bold steps to
Eliminate the enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Surpanaka

Tumaku kie mora karichhi
 tume mora uhanta.
 mora sabu chalabaji
 dhara padigala tumathi
 naka kana katidei
 lakhya kala mora gatibidhi.
 Anya adhyaya aarambha hela aethu
 jetejie thile jouthi matile
 agnire jhasa dela pari patanga.

Tume kendrare thai

Gajanan Mishra
Surpass All

Surpass all
With pure love,
Triump three world.

Gajanan Mishra
Surpassing Is Difficult

Surpassing is difficult, my dear
I am in love, remember.

Love is a war though not with another
Love is far superior though a fighting soldier.

Let me go free from the pain of being burned
O my dear, see I have properly carried out my duties here.

Gajanan Mishra
Surprise And Joy

Surprise and joy,
All are here
In this vending zone.
All time - wonderful,
Life is all true,
It is for virtue.
Spot the good,
Enjoy neighborhood.

Gajanan Mishra
Surprising

Surprising everything,
Here, there, everywhere.
Life, earth, sky, bird,
Surprising all water, air.

Let me recognize all,
Let me learn a lesson
From all here.

I know each one is here,
In his own exemplary way.

I know each one is pure
And fine and filled with
All natural beauty and
Colors for the benefit others.

I am satisfied here
In all respects with all
Tolerance, mercy, friendship
And equality.

I am here with all
And I am in truth
For the purpose of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Surrender

i am here to be a seer.
no where i find myself.
see me i am here.
needs and i with you.
the sun and the moon
are friends of mine.
where to go is out of my mind.
o son follow me.
i am here to teach you
how to surrender thyself..

Gajanan Mishra
Surrender And Get

Surrender yourself and get
What you want and
Realized real disunion.

Union is eternal
Union in eternal union
Disunion in eternal union
Eternal union in disunion
Disunion in disunion.

I know not what is
Next stage of motion.

I know ever union
No possibility of disunion
I love you I clarified
And my love is enhancing
Every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Surrender Everything But

Surrender everything but
Your ideas, my dear.
Go everywhere but return
in the evening to
your own house.

House you own is yours
That I am not here
to emphasize.
The crux of the matter is
whether you get peace.

And peace is not
ordinary that you can get
without struggle, it is not
in your spectacle.

Gajanan Mishra
Surrender To Truth With Love

Surrender to truth with love
and see that you are superior
to anybody here.

Gajanan Mishra
Surrender Yourself

Words limited
Thought unlimited
Words insufficient
To express thought.

O poet, surrender yourself
Words come of its own
And result announced
You have won.

Gajanan Mishra
Surrendering

surrendering,
Let me surrender
In mind, in intellect
And of the self.

O greatest refugee,
I am Your fraction
I am Your subservient
Let me surrender.

On my surrender
It is true, I am
Free from fear
Free from worries
And sorrow and doubts
Let me surrender, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Remember life is beautiful,
Love all worship God
You are Yours
All are Yours
Your house is enlightened
See today is Yours
Don't expect anything from tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Survey And Settlement

Come to me and see
How I have kept
Real intelligence
With me and going
Back to the truth.

Come to me and see
How I am here with love,
Where you are fixed
For the purpose of
Survey and settlement.

Here I am
And there you are
And yet we have a link
In the light of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Survival Of The Fittest

Survival of the fittest
Is the principle of nature.
But is it true?
True always?
I am the weakest one
Here in this world.
I am nothing and see,
I am wandering here there for nothing.
Nothingness is here with me
Always and I am going with it,
Going to you my dear.
I know you are also nothing
And I think I am fit to make
Friendship with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Surya Kha ??????? ??? (Odia)

Surya kha, pia chandra,
Pabanare sua, aakashare dekha swapna.
Ethi raha sabubele, kuha naa bidaaya.
Tuma pain bandhu, aame sttira.
Nahin aamathi soubhagya chinha.
Tathapi badhu aame aagaku,
Ehi bidhibadhha poshakare.

In Odia or Brahmi script;

?????? ???, ??? ??????,
???? ??, ????? ??? ????? ?
??? ?? ???????, ??? ?? ????? ?
??? ???? ?????, ??? ????? ?
???????? ??????? ????? ??
?????? ??? ??? ????
??? ??????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Surya Mora

Han, mu nischaya kahibi
Surya pratyaha aase
Aase niyamita
Kebala mo pain.
Surya mora.
Surya bina mu
Banchibi kipari?
Aau han, kebala
Surya pain
Mu gaen geeta
Aakasha tale
Pruthibi upare.

Gajanan Mishra
Surya Sue Na Kebe (In Odia Language)

Surya sue na kebe
Janha sue
Belebele.

Gajanan Mishra
Surya, Mori Bhitare (Odiaa)

Samudraku dhari rakhibara kala
mea dei a jae
Parilani hoi,
A jae, mu parilini kahi,
Pabanare, thami ja tikie,
Aau tikie prajapatiku
Udibaku de.

Mu parilini hoi
Heba katha jouta,
Hebakatha kouta
A jae parili ni jani,
Aau na jani pari kichhi,
Andharaku bi parili ni
Nijarakari, a jae.

Andhara bhitare achhi mu,
Samudra bhitare achhi mu,
Pabana bhitare mu,
Prajapati bhitare mu,
Aau dhanuchhi daribaku
Surya, jouta
Achhi mori bhitare.

Gajanan Mishra
Suryaaloka Aau Aalua (Odia)

Suryaaloka dekhu aame,
Jibana dekhu aame.
Jatna neuthiba
Suryaaloka aau jibana
Bipadare.

Aame jatna neu
Padibaa uthibaa,
Aame jatna neu
Khaibaa aau soibaa,
Aame jatna karu
Shantipurna banchibaa.

Aame susta anubhav karu naa,
Satya bhulijaichhu aame,
Aau dina kataideu michha sahita.

In Odia script;

??????????? ?? ????,
??? ????? ????????????,
??? ????? ???? ?

??? ???? ??????
???????????? ?? ????
??????? ?

??? ???? ???
????? ?? ??????,
??? ???? ???
????? ?? ??????,
??? ???? ????
???????????? ?????? ??

??? ????? ????? ??? ??,
??????? ???? ????,
?? ???? ??? ??? ???? ?
Suryasta (Odia)

Han, eita suryasta,
Mate ya sahita jibaku dia,
Nuaa suryodaya aanibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Suryodaya (Odia)

Satyare suryodaya,
Satyare prema,
Jibana satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Swadhinata Divas (Odia)

Swadhinata divas kahile kana bujha?
Mu mo sabdare mo bhashare
Uchharana kari pari nahin katha pade.
Kaunashi chhitì, Aadesh, ray
Mu pain nahin sarakarankatharu
Kimba kounasi bicharpatitharu
Joumane mo pain karyarata.
Mu kemiti kahi bi mu swadhina
ebam mu ethare achhi
Swadhinata divas palibaku
Jaha bi heu..

Gajanan Mishra
Swadhinata O Pilamane (Odia)

Kebala pilamane hin
Purna swadhinata
Upabhoga karanti,
Kintu pilamane
jananti nahin
Swadhinata kana.

Gajanan Mishra
Swallow

What the cloud do to the swallow
You are here to do to me.
I have nothing to say
I am sure You are here
Only to understand my desire my need.
I have nothig to say
You are to decide about me
And my thirst
You are only my feeder.

Gajanan Mishra
Swallow All

Swallow all
Swallow all
The air the water
The fire the earth
The sky.
Play play
Play here, my dear
The field is here
And life- all clear.
Develop ownness
With truth with love
It is you who knows better
The purpose of all linkage
That is separating always.

Gajanan Mishra
Swallowing The Forest Fire

Swallowing the forest fire
You can save yourself, my dear.
The world is the forest fire
And on the strength of your love
You can swallow this fire
This materialistic world.
Love and truth are your energy
By which you can win the battle
Of life and death here.

Gajanan Mishra
Swan

I am not in a position to know here
Who is what and what is the chat
I am not in a position to know here
What ought to be done here
And what ought not to be done.

What is real and what is unreal
I am not in a position to know here
What is positive what is negative
I am not warned and I am not able to
Live here like a swan.

Gajanan Mishra
Swan - The Soul

Let me not miss in the sky,
Let me not attach on the earth,
Let me not drown in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Swan And Peacock

Here see the swan
Swan has a sensitive beak
Swan can distinguish
Pure milk from a mixture
Of milk and water.
Swan can say it is right
It is wrong and it is good
It is bad.

Here is the peacock sits and
Waits anxiously to serve
All knowledge
Peacock depicts
Unpredictable behavior
As the nature of peacock
Changes by changes in weather,

Rely upon the swan, my dear
And rely not the peacock
And overcome hesitancy and
Fickleness in order to
Acquire true knowledge
This is the significance
Of today's Saraswati Puja
The goddess of all knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Swan Of My Mind

Sink down to stem
And locked in the network
All are Yours.

My throat is choked up
See at the final breath
With cough and I think
All are Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Swans Desert Lake

Swans desert lake
If it dries up
I know
O my dear friend
I am a real man
And I know
A real man
Do not change
Their base very often
Like the swans
I am with you
My dear worry not
For the future
But be cautious
You are here
At present
Driving our car.

Gajanan Mishra
Swans Are

Crows, owls,
And herons
Are seen here.
But swans
Can be found
Within us.

It is our past actions
By which we are feeling
Sorrow and joy
We are facing loss and gain.

It is but common
This birth this life
And this death, this poison
And this nectar, my dear
It is everything as we wish.

What we wish
We should know first
And confirmed,
And it is the inexorable
Ways of Providence.

Gajanan Mishra
Swap Deal

Swap deal not bad
if deal is fair
clear and
transparent
and trustful
and parallel.

Gajanan Mishra
Swapna O Bastaba

Swapna kana
Aau kana bastaba
Mu jani nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Swapna O Bhalu (Odia)

Gatakali ratire
Swapnare dekhili bhalutie,
Ebe bi mo chhati
Dakdakauchhi, dekha.

Gajanan Mishra
Swapnare   ????????? (Odia)

Swapnare
dekili mu,
Bahuta jinisha,
Bahuta loka
Aau semaane
Dabi kale
Mo rakta mo mansa
Mo hrudaya aau sabu.
Kintu mu kahili
Mu kahari nuhan.
Seman raagigale aau
Kale mate aakramana
Ebe mu dekhuchhi
Kehi nahanti ethi aau sethi
Mu nidaru padichhi uthi.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

????????
 ????? ???
???? ??????
???? ??? ?
?? ?????
???? ???
?? ??? ?? ????
?? ??? ?? ??? ?
?????? ??? ?????
??? ??????? ????? ?
??????? ??? ?????
?? ??? ??? ??????? ?
??? ??? ???????
????????? ???
??? ?? ???? ?
??? ????? ??????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Swarga Keunthare

Swarga keunthare
Januchha ki mea priya?
Mo goan mora swarga
Jadio rasta nahin ejae
Jadio pieebaku nahin pani
Jadio nahin bijulibati ratire
Jadio prema nahin aau achhi ghruna
O ashaishnuta nija nija bhitare
Jadio tathakathita padha pain nahin vidyalaya ebam satya gyana pain nahin jaga
Tathapi tume mo goan ku naraka kahi pariba nahin, mu ethare achhi tuma jibha upadibaku

Gajanan Mishra
Swarga Nuhen ?????? ?????? (Odia)

Swarga nuhen
Mor lakhyasttana.
Bhabisyata puraskar pain
Nuhan mor kama.
Kichhi nahin
Mor swapnare.
Mu mulya die
Staya upare
Deithibaa rayku.
Dhana aau padabi
Pachhare godaunathibaa
Sadharana manishaku
Mu sammana dien.
Manisha, mu
Namaskar karuchhi tumaku.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

?????? ?????
??? ????????????,
?????? ????????? ?????
???? ??? ??? ?
???? ?????
??? ???????? ?
??? ???? ???
???? ?????? ??? ?
?? ?? ???? ????
????? ? ????
?????? ?????
??? ??? ????? ?
?????, ???
????? ??????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Swarga O Sunama

Swarga O sunamaku
Nei mora kichhi
Karibara nahin.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweep The Temple

Sweep the temple,  
Temple is this body,  
God is within this temple.  
Know the God,  
Recognise the God  
In humanity,  
In love,  
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet And Selfish

Sweet and selfish
It is family.
Beyond sweet and
Beyond controversy
It is poet's life,
It is poetry.
Poet's life is
For others.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet And Sour

Sweet and sour,
Enjoy life
To the core.

Soft and hard,
Live with fire,
Take care.

Enemy and friends,
Tolerate all,
All for good.

But live
With truth.
Grass and tree,
No matter
But help others.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Birds Are

Sweet birds are there
On the trees,
Elephants are there
In the jungles
And on the hills,
Flowers and
Fragrant aromas are
There everywhere.
Deer, bear, and
So many creatures
Are there here.
And I see flow
Of the water with love,
I see life love.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Bliss

Sweet bliss.
Where it is
There it is.
It is glory
with all its
sweetness here.

And here
let us realized
love the absolute
entity and
there is nothing
besides love.

Love, love, love,
Unceasing love, love.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Dishes

Do good to others
If you want to
Feel good yourself.

And remember
Sweet dishes are
Always not taste sweet.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Dream Sweet Dream

Sweet sweet dream
Sweet sweet dream
Sweet dream sweet dream
Form shade William Blake.

We are in dream
We are in dream
Life is in dream
Grow with life William Blake.

Dream dream sweet sweet
Dream sweet sweet dream
Form shade William Black
Thanks for poems William Blake.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Home

Home home sweet home
It is more than Rome.

Even the moon though
The store house of nectar
Reduced to pale shadow
When the moon appeared
In the land of the sun.

Home home sweet home
It is more than Rome.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Love Story

Tell me
Sweet love story.

Here I find unlimited flow
Of ever lasting happiness.
Here I find unlimited bliss
Without grief.

Tell me
Sweet love story.

Eternal existence is here
Soul to soul relation is here
Process of spiritual culture is here
Transcendental loving service and
Real perfection of life is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Notes Of Progress

Male and female
Male and female are
The perfection of beauty
Also the perfection of virtues.
Male and female are
The delight of new world
Good-luck providence
And the sweet notes of further progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Poison

Sweet poison
is hidden
in life.
Let me get back
my sight
and let me
free from dependence.
Bitter or sweet
does not matter,
Poison is poison
Life - taker.
No way
it is pleasure,
former or latter.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Punishment

Sweet punishment
Perplexed me.

Lovely face
That I am searching.

The sky is not blank
As it is Yours.

You are the sky
And You are full and whole.

I know
I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Smile Of Love

Sweet smile of love
Pleasing glance
O my conqueror
I pray, give the dust of
Your lotus feet
And enable me to flow
Towards the east.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Smiles

Dear, glance at me, please
And favor me with sweet smiles.

Let me enjoy your company in person,
I know, I am fortunate enough
To associate with you.

By your grace, dear, I know
I am here ever glorious.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Songs

Sweet songs of the bird I have heard
Embodiment of beauty is that bird.

Fortune is here with me after that
With all reverence at Your feet I have served.

O my dear, O my dear, I beg to offer myself
And I am sure as always You are leaning towards me.

I am the bee-poet I am running after the honey-poem
You are the keeper and the custodian of the heaven.

You are within me that I know, O my dear
I have the heavenly body with the nectar.

All readers all spectators are here with me
Waiting for poems-nectar as they hanker.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Spot

Sweet spot is here
With in us,
This world is sweet,
We are its parts.
Nothing is faluty,
We are all in default
Here at this time,
We are all living.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Success

Sweet success; Good news
Hard to come
Little scope for
Development of human rights
Nobody deny
Spark of revolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Sweet So Sweet

Sweet sweet so sweet your call your time-ball
Is not within the reach of my imagination
Let me clear I am not so tall that I can
Stay constant and tell you again to throw the ball.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Tongued Wife

Sweet tongued wife
Obedient daughter son
Honest earned money
Faithful servant
No need of heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Voice Charming Words

Sweet voice charming words
Are Your love swords
That revived me to life
With the nectar of Your lips.

Sweet smiles loving glances
Are touching of the hearts
That supplied new energy
To fulfilled dark blue desires.

Grief not my dear
You are telling always here there
And everywhere to all and
Distributed most enhanced pleasures.

Love is neither attachment nor detachment
Love is liberation that I know with all adornment.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet Words

Sweet words of poets
Are like nectar.

It is for the sweet words
The dew moves to drop
The lotus to bloom
The butterfly to flit
The sun to rise.

The sweet words of the poet
Is all powerful
All the wisdom are there
All the loves are there
All the miracles are there.

We are fortunate
We are with the poets
And hearing His sweet words
Always here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet, Sweet

Sweet, sweet,
it is time to be
more sweet in both
private and public life.

Birds are forgetting
their thirst.
Animals are forgetting
their hunger.

It is time to go on study
with the grass and with the ruin,
The road is razor ridge,
But space is not narrow for the wind.

Let us learn from the wave
How to water the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet-Deep

Tolerate love - sweet-deep,
Up above the countless simplicity.
There I am with my eternal poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweetest Life

Sweetest life,
Sweetest write,
In between the sky
And the sea.

All for flight,
All for light.
Mystery of love,
Love of mystery.

Life - a gift,
On the tree.
Flowers and butterfly,
All to buy.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweetness

Life is sweet
Sweetness and fragrance
Of life is beyond imagination
If look at one another
Talk with one another
Meet and love one another
With mirth and ideal
In all seasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Sweet-Pleasure Failed

Sweet-pleasure is failed to provide satisfaction.
I am failed to know you by my senses.

As I am attached
I am unable to say who are here and what is their purposes.

Come again and tell here before all that you are not the one to fill the gap. But I am lucky to feel you and see you here at this time of crisis, crisis of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Swiftest Runner

Swiftest runner
You are my dear
I know without
Eyes and ears
You can see
You can hear
You are the object
Of knowledge and
You are the know-er
You can group anything
With Your internal nature
You are the creator
Of all creatures
In past in present in future.

Gajanan Mishra
Swimmer

I have to pass thi channel by swimming
And you to accord mark
whether and how far I have
Completed within the stipulated
Time within the prescribed line.

I have to pass this channel
With a sportsman spirit
That I have it.

Gajanan Mishra
Swimming

Do you know swimming
I am not asking as
I know you are alive
And by nature, you are a swimmer.

Now let me know
Whether you are swimming
Against the currents
And if yes, let me salute your strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Swimming Suit

I am in my swimming suit,
And I am in the water.

It is all water here,
Fear not.
You, yourself
Is the product of water.

No danger, come here.
We will stay here
Year after year.

Who is a perfect swimmer?
That I want to answer,
But nobody is ready to hear.

My poems are as easy as water,
You are my poem, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Swing Festival

That celebrates
The arrival of
The cool,
Soothing monsoon.
That denotes
Fertility,
Prosperity.

Festival of
The earth-
Symbolizing
Women’s
Exclusive power.

Let the women
Take rest, relax
And rejuvenate to
Prepare herself
To bring the next
Generation to life.

Swing festival-
Raja Mahotsava,
Let them sing,
Let them dance,
Let them swing
And pump higher
And higher
For better future.
Let the earth
Touch the sky,
Let the sky
Touch the earth.
Let there be a
Fresh beginning
Of life here
With divine love
And eternal truth.
Gajanan Mishra
Sword And Sugar

In between
Sword and sugar
I find
No difference.

And it is Your
Greatness that
You made me
Blind.

Gajanan Mishra
Syllable

See I am visible
See this is I
It is my syllable
See again I am able
And capable.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbol Of Everything

Symbol of everything auspicious,
All auspicious all mornings-
This life, this world,
This earth, this sky,
All full of light.

In this morning
One can defeat all
With new sun, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbol Of Humanity

Symbol of humanity is love,
Love is above all.
Love, love, love, it is all
For all, always everywhere.

Let love flourish, it is
The only truth of life.
Love is all and all is
The product of love, love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbol Of Love

Kiss can cheat,  
It is not always  
The symbol of love.  
Be cautious, my dear,  
Hanker not.  
Sunflower is not  
Songless, hear taking  
Responsibility on shoulder.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbol Of The Might- Mahasweta Devi

Symbol of the might
Of the pen.

Mahasweta Devi is
No more, but she is
Here for all the times
With us always for
Her social activities
And writings.

Mahasweta Devi, recipient
Of Jnanpith and Padma Vibhusan
Award has died in Kolkata,
Today at the age of ninety,
Due to age-related problems.
Let her soul rest in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbol Of The Truth

Symbol of the truth-
This life.
Respect the truth,
And stay always
With love.
Various in forms
But one and
The same.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbolic Expression

Stay alert,
And mark
The symbolic expression
Of nature.
Proceed ahead
With nature
With due care.
Each and everything,
Each and everyone
Is the part of nature.
To go with nature,
You are top accept all.
You are the give respect
As per course of action.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbolic Head

Symbolic head,
Symbolic fight.
Symbolic words,
And with all
Symbolic symbols
We are searching
And going here
For reality.

Some says
It is ideology.
But for what
That I know not.
I know disagreement
Is there for nothing.
I know a lot of works
Are pending.

It is not like
A contest of
Ideas on the street.
But it is reactive
And also articulative.
Not bold,
But disruptive for
Unity and progress.

Gajanan Mishra
Symbols Not Suffice

Symbols would not suffice
The very purpose
You can not called me
A priest only because
I am wearing a sacred thread
You can not called a man
Or a woman only because
He or she looks handsome or beautiful
You can not called a man and woman
Only because they are sharing
A single bed, but see
Deceit only makes a business success
Superficial attraction only makes
A man and woman live together
O my dear, be aware the time and its creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Symptoms Of Happiness

Symptoms of happiness
And tears are there
In my eyes
As You are here in me.

As You are here in me
I am able to speak
Able to work and walk
It is Your grace.

It is Your grace
I am able to compose verse
I am as empty as flute
And with You I surpass all.

Gajanan Mishra
Symptoms Of Life

Symptoms of life - love,
Symptoms of love - truth,
Symptoms of truth - peace,
Symptoms of peace - nonviolence,
Symptoms of nonviolence - life.
Life is here, and we are living
On this earth with nature,
Nature is the source of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Symptoms Of Poet

Tell me, O my dear
The symptoms of a poet
And who is not a poet
And what is his conduct like
How does a poet swim
In this world of words
With his emotion and thought
Why the poet want to cross
His thought his emotion and
This world of words
What are the marks
O my dear, tell me
Is a poet different
From a common man
And who is a common man
Tell me the daily routine
Of a poet and how does
the poet lives and
What are his activities
And O my dear, the poet loves
You most and Loves the world
As the world is on truth
Tell me what truth means
And experiments are being
Conducted in truth
And tell me what is not a
Poetry what is not in history
and what is not mystery.

Gajanan Mishra
Synopsis

Synopsis symbolises
Environment disaster
Disappearance plants anumals
And silent spectators
Not able to control
Our mammon our mammals.

Gajanan Mishra
System

What is a system like
No body wants to say
And everybody wants to
Change the system
Though they are all
The parts and parcels.

You can not go away
From you and
You are the enemy of yours
See, there is
Biggest security threat
From inside.

Gajanan Mishra
System Error

System error
Common reply
Everywhere.
Auto-correction
Is there though.
No one know
What is what
And how it is,
Still they are
Mad to go with it.
Let us untie
All knots,
Still ties are
There, we know not.

Gajanan Mishra
System Is One

System is one
That is ancient
That is modern.

Reject not
The standard system and
Present not bogus one.

Present is always
Super-excellent
No need to concoct a new.

It is Absolute Truth
It is life
It is love.

Gajanan Mishra
System Upwards

System upwards,
Go on, and
It is for you.
It is for love,
It is for truth.
Here imagination
Has a significant
Place all around.
Here, see parallel
Line is between
Above and below.
Here, find your place
From the very mouth
In the royal order.

Gajanan Mishra
Systematic

Everything,
Everything is systematic.
And this life
Is therein.
But we are ignorant lot
And hence, we are in dark.
No one can give any title
To anything here.
No one can describe
In details what are
Going on.
Coming to the spot
One can reach but
Where he is, difficult to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Systematic Accounts

Seen and unseen,
Both are mine.
And I belong to both.

I see nothing false,
But all are dressed.

Truth is unconquerable
And I bow down before the truth.

It is you to show your strength
But you have to concede defeat
Before the facts that are
Placed before you.

You are maintaining systematic accounts
That I know. Yet I do express my
Wish to fulfill it by love.

Gajanan Mishra
Systemetic Failures

Systematic failures are there
With you at the center, my dear.
And you are to be thrown out
To enable the earth to proceed
Forwards towards the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Taalaara Chhidra ??? (Odia)

Dekha se aade
jadi chanha
Puraipara chaabi.

Utsahita karibaa
Abasya nuhan mora kaama.

Jana tume, mu jane kabi,
JIbana pain pratisrutibadhha,
Mu jane suna ra samadhan pranaali.

In Odia lipi or Brahmi script;

???

??? ?????
??? ????
???????? ??? ?

???????? ?????
???? ???? ??? ??? ?

??? ???, ??? ??? ???
???? ???? ????????????????
??? ???? ?? ??? ??????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Are you the person
Who holds
The tablets of destiny?
And who are you?
Are you a human being?
Are you God, Almighty?
Are you a demon?
I know not,
I have also no power
To tell about the future.
I also can't say
Who is right and
Who is wrong.
Let me concede
I have not so much knowledge
To tell something about
The present or the future.
I love nature, it is true.
I love the truth, it is true.
Only for love and
Only for truth I am here
With you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tadaka

Samudaya janapad katha bhabibasile
tumara khola hata nirtesha karuchhi mo adaku
sandeha nahi, thik thik kari chaliba puni
ethakara sabu karmakarmani.
Mu pumi athi thia
aithu utari nebaku punu tumaku.. agaku.
Mu jane khanda pajei na rakhile
pasteibaku padiba pare
daha daha ninare luhaku tatei
garama rakhibaku heba natakara sesa jae.
A natakara sesha kouthi
Mu ta kebala gotae dala a natakara
chera jai rahichhi sata samudra bhitare
cheraku na upadibajae
tume kana swastire niswasa mari pariba.
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Satyaku aaghata karu karu
satyatara pramanapaili jetebele
Mati aakasha aaskasa mati
Pabana Aani aalua bhitare
Phenti hoigale surya chandra
Tara graha nashkra jete jouthi dhile
samaste akasangare mu bari hoi padili
Madhyannara andhara Bhali
Kanla surlokara sandhyare tumasamnare!

Kahapain kahara srusti
Mo pain tumara na tu pain mora
Kahara gurutwa kete mapiba kie
kouthire?
Desa jatira hita pain phul thikra
Pharak janiba pain ethiki mora
Aasiba, Aau tumara bi.
Sabu jani bijhi tume murki hasa deuchha
mote dekhi dekhi ki janibe rushi
Tuma mo bhitera chalithiba
a lila khela, a hasa khusi aaharnishi.
Khali gyana khali dyana nuhe jibana
gyana dhyanare karma na misile
nuhen sapurna.
Tenu tume mote padheichha
risimininku kriyasila kareibaku
tenu tum mate padheichha
utha utha kahi debaku rusimuniku
kichhi kara, jouthire satya santira
rakhya heba, Dyan dhara tapasya
Aahuri tibra heba
Mati uthiba urdhwaru urthwaku
Aahuri urdhwaku.
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Gajanan Mishra


Taet

Pachas degla
sorsutar nain rahebar
god taltalala
thartharla hat
kain kainta aink nain disbar
gaintsabu chitkopotka
khaila baele nain jirbar
aaru hagamuta.
kentakari nachsan
kain karba janikari
pakharghare achhekie
kain karba janikari
kashi hela ki nain ganita
udla ki nain bel
kain sinema lagichhe
janikari bhi bhaida nain
nain kaha kichhi
nain lagibara jhumra
muin cheyichhen heta bhi nunhese
mte nain pachhrana
kahelata heba ki nain hue.
muin khula rakhichhen taet
jiba aasbar lukarthanu
sunmibalikari kainkainta
jenta mate nain subhe.

Gajanan Mishra
Tag Not Me

Tag not me with anything
Without my permission.
Tell not any word
Without any reason.
Go not anywhere
Without season.
Control the self
In the evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Taj

What is that?
No meaning of
The word Taj
Is there in
My dictionary.

But you said
It is most
Beautiful and
Wonderful, though,
I discover nothing
Like that there.

Yes, I do admit with you
While visiting Taj as
You are there with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Taj Has Its

Taj has its
Own flaw,
Though you
Take it to
Above law.
And I fear
It is going
To tear itself,
It is nothing
But nature.
It is fire and
It is water and here
No one can claim himself
A perfect architecture.

Gajanan Mishra
Taj Mahal

Dazzling always as it is,
Tak Mahal. You may place it
In your tourist list or not,
No matter.

Taj Mahal,
Symbol of love and
Sacrifice for all.

Great art, Taj Mahal,
Ageless beauty
Is there.

Forget religion,
Forget caste,
For sex and
Stay far above.

The leader of all,
Should have an equal eye.
All are equal
In the eyes of law.
Being the custodian of law,
Art and culture,
You are to execute the law
Honor it.
All are your subjects.

Go not against anyone,
Be liberal, time is there
To show the result.
Have patience,
Live and let live, dear.

Time passes, power passes,
But not art and literature,
Not love and truth.
It is all for eternity.
Honor it.
Go above
Personal like and dislike.

Gajanan Mishra
Taj To Eiffel

I greet all
From Taj to
Eiffel for a
Happy new year.

Each one is a
Cultural icon.
Each one is here
With us.

It is all
Our architecture
Our heritage.

We are all here
On this new year
Together in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Take A Balanced Approach

Take a balanced approach
In everything in life
And see things are
Going on well for all.
Balance are to be undertaken
With the body, words uttered
With the mouth and thoughts
Of the mind in actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Take A Bit Less

Take a bit less
And be helpful
in maintaining peace.

Here you get love
And a life of bliss,
All recognized you wise.

Gajanan Mishra
Take A Break

Are we here?
Nobody says no
But I believe not.

Is it a circle?
Everybody says yes
But I believe not.

Take a break.

I will tell you
the reason
and you will be
out of question
session.

Gajanan Mishra
Take A Halt

Take a halt
And hear,
Hear the words
Utter by winter.

At present
Winter is here
With his scent
That is bitter.

But I love winter,
As the fore-runner
Of spring.
And I love spring
For the cuckoo,
Love singing.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Aid

Take aid
And add me
In your
Configuration.

From the very
First chapter
I am with you,
My dear.

Count me as
Only yours,
And show me
All that pictures.

Highest good that
I want for all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Take All

Take all
If you so like.
As I want
Your satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
Take All Granted

Take all granted,
All are eternal.
Touch, feel and
Know, no one is
Mortal.

All that glitter
Are not gold,
Not right at all.
But let us say
It is all gold here.

Life is plenty,
And it is we,
Who are scanty
With proper identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Take All To Every One

Take all
To everyone.
Everyone has
Got equal status.
Hear the name,
Formalities changed
No matter.
But take steps
For the welfare of all.
Take all to confidence,
And proceed forward
In the right direction.
Propagate everywhere
The truth and the love.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Anything You Want

Take anything you want
Said my grand daughter
And I described it eternal.

In the eternity you
Can not find any representative
It is open land not homestead.

No relief to anybody
Influence of time is always there
Do immediately what are there to do.

My grand daughter is here busy always
In her playthings and she is intelligent
At times she sleeps without caring for future.

Do you know?
My grand daughter is the path of good fortune
And she is performing everything after studying.

Journey continued as such as a continual process
Everything is open and for a very long time
We are all here to see and observe Truth present.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Away

Take away all the words
from me if you can.
I can able to
compose a poem
only then.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Back

Take back everything,
Please take back.
I want to see no more,
I want to hear no more,
I want to eat no more,
I want to know no more,
I want to take no more,
I want to live nowhere.
Take back, take back,
What is yours in me.
No divine sight,
No divine vision,
No divine words,
I know nothing is solacing,
I know nothing can save me
From my own devastation,
That is written on my forehead.
Leave me, leave me alone,
I want no where to go now.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Bath In Truth My Dear

Take bath in truth my dear,
Eat the truth, hear the truth,
Sleep on truth, Live in truth.
Life is nothing but the truth,
Fill it, my dear, with truth
Your life here and hereafter.
The truth is calling you, hear.
The truth is running you, feel.
The truth is opening the coffin, see.
Nothing but the truth is my choice
And I am there in the light of the truth.
We are all living in the shadow of the truth,
The temple of truth is this body, my dear,
We are here, for others in the shape of different creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care

Sun begot fire
Fire begot me
I am sun
I am fire.

Fire is on the earth
I am earth
Take care
Earth to share.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care  Others

Take care
One who take care
Others
God is there
To take his care.

And where is God
If you ask
I would ready to
Show you that
Neem tree
That is there
Since long.

I know not
Who are you and still
I am telling you all
That are true here.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care All

Take care all,
All are there
To take care you.

You are the truth,
Remember, for good.

Each one is dying
For no fault.

Refuse not,
But give whatever
Is with you.

Find the proper cause
And take steps
To fill up the gaps,
That are there in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care Of Him

Take care of him
Who is present.

Forget, what is lost
Forgive, the convict.

Take everything
As gift.

Give away everything
That is with you.

Get the truth
That is here in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care The Helpless

Take care
The helpless
I will
Take your care.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care The Truth

Take care
You are with
The body
And with
The soul.
You are this
And also that.
You are the loss
You are the benefit.
Both external and
Internal strength
Are there with you.
You are to know
The truth that is
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care The Women

Take care the women,
Women are pious river,
To pollute women means
To destroy the human race.
Women are at the centre of
Family, society, state.
Women is at the gateway of
Both heaven and hell.
Women are much more powerful
Than the men of the world.
Women are the creators,
Use not women as an instrument
Of your own lust and enjoy not
But take care and keep them pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care To Keep The Earth

Take care to keep the earth pure,
Take care to keep the sound, the touch,
the color and the taste pure.
Let there be pure fragrance in the earth,
Let the objective of life be pure.
Let the water, the air, the light, the sky,
And the austerity in ascetics be pure.
The very birth, death and its cycle be pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care Your Servant

Take care your servant,
The servant will take care you.
Give and take policy
Is there everywhere.

If you are careless,
Your servant is there
To take everything
From you.

Your servant will not
Give you permission
To do anything.
You are helpless
Without your servant,
Mind it my dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Care, My Dear

O my dear, take care
Beggars servants
Guests and fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Courage

Take courage and
Summoning courage
In your heart,
O my dear,
And be sure,
All would be well,
In the end,
As you are in Truth
And where there is Truth,
There is tenderness
There is affection and
There is compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Energy

Take energy from sun
From air from earth
From sky
And be powerful
Be strong
You are allowed to
Work for welfare
For progress
You are to
Speak the truth
You are to see
good.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Everything As A Play

Take everything as a play
Treat everything as clay.
To make you succesful is my ploy.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Evidence

Take evidence
And rely
On the witness.
Who is there
Within.
Where is he
Going.
How he is
Doing so many works-
All the questions
Have one answer,
Wait and see.
Just watch
And enjoy yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Take It Easy

Take it easy
And get peace.

Make water pure
And take it.

Make your dreams high
And fly in the sky.

Everything is yours
But let it go
On its way.

Have some patience
And get
All clearance.

Love all
And meet no fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Take It With You

Nothing is here,
If anything you wish
Take it with you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Life Easy

Take life easy,
But life may be used
In constructive works.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Life Seriously

Take life very seriously
In a missionary spirit
In the name of Ultimate Truth.

Don't take anything in life
To earn a livelihood causally
The worst form of falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Me Somewhere

Take me somewhere, my dear,
Take me somewhere, beyond this body.
Change me, change me,
Change me from this one
To that one and from that one
To some other one, dear.
Let me go on my natural way,
Let me go on my journey.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Me Where You Like

Take me
Where-ever you like
But let me
Sit in you.

I know
You are the truth,
You are the love,
My living-poem.

Fill the blanks
That are in me,
And let me
Drink tears of belief.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Me Wherever You Like

Take me wherever you like,
I am here to follow you.
Make me understand where you are,
What you are, and how beautiful
And merciful you are.
My integrity and my austerity
Are not here
To dismantle by anyone.
I care not hell,
I am not at all interested
In heaven also.
I want only your company,
I am here to surrender
Everything that are so-called mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Money

Take money,
Take responsibility,
And be accountable
To the public.
The post or position
Is not a matter.
You are there to give
Service to the public.
What you deliver
That does not matter.
But you are to deliver
All the good
With proper behaviour
To the best of your capacity.

Gajanan Mishra
Take My Red Blood

Take my red blood
And in return
Give me a rose tree
With red rose.
Take the red rose
And in return
Give me a smile
With love.
Take my love
And in return
Give me a world
Of peaceful co-existence.
Give and take is life,
Take me, give youself in return.

Gajanan Mishra
Take No Dictation

Take no dictation
From Blue whale
And invite not
Trouble water
And death.

Death is not
The goal of life
But the end of a life.
Know the life process
And the letter of time.

No anger,
No pity,
No words,
No destiny.

Unfold the sky
And see the earth.
Solve the problems
In life but not
In death.

Gajanan Mishra
Take No Humiliation

Take no humiliation
And avoid war.
Peace is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Take No Trouble

Take no trouble,
Take no trouble,
Nothing is there
In life.
Forget everything
And stay happy.
The best way
To lead life.
Practise only love,
Love is only here.
Supervise your
Own life, brothers.
And in cremation ground
Truth be discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Not Our Language

Take not away our language,
Take not away from our identity.
Our air our star is there,
Take not away from our life.

No match, see with you.
So many years we try but
Get no result no benefit
And if you are not changed
Why should we change hours
That is in us from birth.

Leave us, leave us, if
You are unable to utter
The language of this land,
Disrespect, not this sand.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Not Rest

Take not rest,
And go on doing,
The only way
To progress.

Talk not much,
Value the air,
Watch the play of
The sky and the earth.

Keep practice
Day and nights
To compose
The dreams in you.

Solitude is your
Only strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Not Seriously

Take not seriously, my dear.
If I am in error by accident
Or by your temporary arrangement.
I cannot be at fault,
Still, I am repented.

I am busy in your service,
I have implicit faith in it.
See me, faithfully I am
Serving you and it is not
Possible on my part to
Commit any gross mistake.

I may be excused, if some
Wrong I have committed,
Due to my former habits.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Not The Share

Take not the share of others, rather,
Give a part of your share to the needy, dear
and get yourself purified here.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Not Your Defeat

Take not your defeat as your victory.
And remember a few words-
Your own self is your enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Oath

Not to tell a lie,
And what is a lie
Who is here to tell
That I know.

What You know,
That I do not know,
I know You only
And You are here
To tell a lie- a truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Pain And Pleasure Alike

Take pain and pleasure alike,
Regard a clod of earth, a stone
And a piece of gold as
In equal in value
View censure and praise alike.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Pleasure

Take pleasure
What is happening here.

You are bound to give
Sanction what is happening.

Happening is under
No one's control.

It is You to decide
Where and when to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Pleasure, My Dear

Here I am with nectar.

Life is to see beauty
Life is to enjoy friendship
Life is to love
Life is not to fear.

Take pleasure, my dear
I am here your
Best friend, your guide
And father, mother, philosopher
Take the chance of time
And live here.

See and hear
Everything that are near
Here I am in your heart
And telling you every word clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Responsibility

Take responsibility
To say a few words
In your own language,
Take responsibility
To furnish your own
Identity in full.
Take responsibility
Of your own for future,
Know that future is
In your own hands.
Have patience and
Listen others but
Declare that you are
Also there with them.

Gajanan Mishra
Take rest, time,
Here within my heart.

Good bye, my dear 2016,
Welcome to you my dear, 2017.

Go on time, go on,
My heart is open and clear.

O living entity,
Come on with all goodness
And with all passion.

I am here, the time,
So many wheels are there,
Uncountable.

But I wish you all
Happy new year, stay without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Risk

Take risk
Get protection,
No defeat.
Discover the truth
That is within.
No need to go
For eternal,
 Temporary suffice.

Gajanan Mishra
Take So Many Words

Take so many words like-
Hot, spicy, awful, friendly,
Delicious, beautiful, windy,
Exciting and compose a poem.
Love should be your aim.

You are well known here as
The poet laureate, and we wait
To listen to you for truth.
We have drinks, we have foods,
We have life and we live for you.

We visit the local people,
And all they are committed
From the very beginning to
Your words so colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Advantage

Full scope is here,
Take the advantage,
I'm in low voltage.

Take the advantage
Of my weak points
And kill me, if you so like.

If you so like, kill me,
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Burden

Take the burden
On your shoulder,
Take it voluntarily,
And surrender yourself
Unto the truth.
The truth is there
To protect you.
The truth is all powerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Essence Of All

Go and learn
Go and learn the Quran
Go and read
Go and read the Gita
Go and practice
Go and practice the Bible.
Take the essence of all
And live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Essence Of Life

Take the essence of life
O my dear, it is here.
O my dear, you can find
The essence within this life
That is there in your work place
Pushing fresh and refresh buttons
With full vitality, strength and purity.
It is there in your body itself,
In your food yourself.
It is there in your friend circles.
A good friend enable you to reach the goal
With proper advice in time.
Know thyself, my dear, by all honest means
And say you have found what you desired.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Fortune

Take the fortune
And go.
Go outside and
See where you are.
Take the opportunity
And see.
See and know
What you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Fruits

Take the fruits
And stay happy.
You have completed
Your tasks.

You have learned
So many things
During performance
Of your tasks.

You have desired
To learn more and more,
You have the passion
For more work.

I am proud of you
You are within me- the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Path Of Truth

Take the path of truth, my dear,
Through the path of truth, see
The auto flow of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Poison

Take the poison and
Say the kinds of taste
My dear poet.
You are the only person
Who can taste and
Declare, O friends, look,
This is not poison
but nectar.
After taking the poison
Say life is here,
Don't try to live
It is dangerous.
Don't put your signature
anywhere, my dear.
Life is not a fair deal
Life is but fire
That is there only to kill.
O poet, try to tell
The tale of your life
That is the mixture, my dear,
of poison and nectar.
And say there is difference
Between life and dead,
Between tail and head.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Position

Misuse not
Your life,
Your time,
Your independence.
Take the position
That is universal,
That is higher
And highest.
No repetition is
Allowed, remember.
But expand life
And enjoy life
And map out
Your life.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Responsibility

Take the responsibility of your doing, my dear,
Make not any one as spectacle or show piece
And dramatize not anything or anyone.
Take not life as a joke, handle it with care.

Gajanan Mishra
Take The Voice

Take the voice
And see the sun
On the earth.
Take the sun
And raise
Your voice,
For the earth.
Take the earth
To the sun
With proper voice.
The earth is yours,
The sun is yours,
The voice is yours,
But you are
Under the control
Of the time.
And the time is
Playing with you
On this earth
With care.

Gajanan Mishra
Take This Meal

As you are hungry
Go for journey
As you are curious.

Gajanan Mishra
Take This Much

Take this much
And do that much.
Give and take
Say not fake.

Expect not,
There is no escape.
All are within
And you are within all.

To take and to give
Say not easy.
But when it is smooth
It is paradise.

Gajanan Mishra
Take This Word

Take this word
And declared
Pure.

Free enough
To declare
sin.

Happiness is
Nothing but
Pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Take This, If You So Desire

Take this, my dear,
if you so desire.
And let me stay free
as I am / was there.

I am / was there like a child,
And you are my father,
my mother and my guide,
And you are taking my care.

I am totally depend on you,
and it is the only truth.
Everything, including my life
is Yours and only Yours.

Seeing all these I am not worry
I am only in sad with the incidents.

Gajanan Mishra
Take To Truth

Take to truth
And stay in purity.

And tell me
What is the false
In this world.

Your truth-consciousness,
Gives you light.

Stay firm and straight
For all welfare.

Life is not for any
Negative thoughts but
For all positiveness.

Come on my dear,
I am here only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Truth

Take truth
With you.
Take it all
Into consideration.
It is all
In poetry,
In life.
It is true,
All are going back
To the truth.
And all are
Neither in the circle of
Birth and death, but
All are the truth.
Worry not, and stay
With all freedom,
With all freeness,
Here in this
Poetry world.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Whatever

Take whatever is
Allotted for you.

Offer whatever is
Available with you.

Go wherever
You are able.

Staying anywhere
Is not permissible.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Your Food

Take your food
See, it is
Prepared by me.
It is neither
Too bitter nor
Too sour,
It is neither
Too hot nor
Too cold and dry,
It is your food
Prepared by me
With love
And truth has been
Mixed in it.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Your Own Birth

Take your own birth,
Take your own good.

For the people of the world,
We create the field.

The poets are the preachers
Of life here on this earth.

Process of taking birth
Is great undoubtedly.

Real merit of life is here
And that makes us clear
To understand life.

Life itself is not ours,
But we are hankering after it
The reason is the illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Your Own Tea

Take your own tea,
Hum, whistle, doddle,
And sip.

Take life into confidence,
And stay free with the morning.

Start planning with dreams,
Make up for the lost time,
And think twice before acting.

Gajanan Mishra
Take Your Share

O men, take your share
And live happily
By the grace of Almighty.

O men, contribute everything
For the good of all
And complete your sacrifice.

O men, you are for all
And remember all are for you
In this give and take world.

Gajanan Mishra
Taken Possession

I know you have taken
Possession of my seat
Before my arrival.

Gajanan Mishra
Taki Tha

E phirphirimane kentausat heikari
kindruchan dekha ta
Dekha ta bhursakirah mane pasikari Gharbhitarke
guda karmu balichan.
han bala jenta jenta kahi kahi
galabelkae mun ni kaheba kua ke kichu
Aaru kahela baele barluti baggudanu bagchuamane
betinela bagir betinele ni kaheba mte kichu.
asur heu ki parur am kasi gute bi ni aasi
e amar gachhe aaru ladi heiche khali patar.
Tumar balatta bada sutar hele paske gale marsi lath
Han balata khucha kahuche sonurian mita.
Aaru jen mankara katha ni kahela ken hemane
kahuchan taki mtha
Takitha mahanadi khaend aaelatak.

Gajanan Mishra
Taki Tha (Kosli Poem)

e phirphirimane kenta usad hei kari kindruchan dekha ta
Dekha ta e bhursakirahmane paso aasi kari gharbhitarke
Guda karmu baluchan.

Han bala jentajenta kahi kahi galabelke muin
No kaheba kenaade kichhu aaru kaheba baele
Barluti bag gudanu bag chua ke betinelabagir
Betinele ni kaheba mte kichhu.

asur heu ki parur amkasi gute bi ni aasi
e am gachhe aaru ladi heiche khali patar.
Tumar balad ta bada sutar hele paske gale
Marsi lad han balata kahuchen sonpurian mita.

Aaru ken ken katha ni kahela ken aaru hemane
kahuchhan taki tha
Taki tha taki tha Mahanadi khaend dhaskilajae.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Actual Knowledge

Taking actual knowledge
And satisfying oneself
Is a great thing now a days.

I know no one can challenge
A man and the man so exhibited
Able to described this and that.

Life is always in the forest
As it is well-known everywhere
We are to see who lion who is elephant.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Advantage Of The Words

Taking advantage of the words,
I can go far, on the way of development.
I am no longer yours, I can say,
I can control the nature
With the power of my self-realization.
System, that is there in speculations,
I can say, definitely, that is
Mine and only mine, and that shines.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Away Everything

I'm here and I'm giving
Giving my mind my body
My time my intellect
My wish and everything.

And what is mine
Everything is yours
And why should I give
Who am I to give
It is you who are taking
Taking away everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Birth

Taking birth
In a lower caste
Is not a crime,
My dear, worry not.
And let me say
The caste, the religion
The color, and and and
All are not original
Identification of a man.
Man is man only with same blood,
Humanity is his identity,
Truthfulness is his identity,
Love is his identity,
Be a man, live as a man only.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Care

You are taking my care
From there, that I know,
You are the trustee of
Thousand names, my dear.
You are with thousand
Eyes and thousand ears
With thousand legs and
Thousand hands and
You are worshipped by
Everyone everywhere,
And You fulfill all desires
And help everyone.
O monarch of the whole
Universe, You assume any form.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Care Water

Taking care water
Is important.
All water - life, stone,
All activities, thinking,
All water - time, sky,
Questions, answers - all.
I try to know water
And flowing.
I try to know writings
About water.
And water - the sharp razor,
The strong bark of hound.
Let me take care the water,
I am there in the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Food With Love

Taking food with love, with prayer
To Almighty and Omnipresent
Is good for health and mind and for all, my dear.

While taking food, my dear
Don't have with you evil propensities
Like hatred, envy, jealousy, fear and greed.

Be calmed and pleased while taking food,
And see every creature as part of Almighty
And offer a part of your food to the hungry.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Joy And Sorrow

Taking joy and sorrow
As your own
You are well-known.
Feeling sad
With the sadness of others
You are making efforts
And alleviating
The sorrows of others.
When others are happy
You see and feel happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Public Mandate

Taking public mandate
You are to do the needful
In a democratic set up.

People are honorable
All are here the
Servants of the people.

People in general
Are at the top of all
And only royal.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Responsibility

Taking responsibility
You are here to manage
To manage smoothly is
To get success
And to get success is
To cross th border
And where is the border
I do not know
I know only birth and death
And not found in
Your register.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Rice

Yes,  
I am taking rice,  
Rice is coming out  
From paddy,  
Paddy is produced  
By a man, who is  
Known as agriculture.  
Yes,  
See me I am here,  
You are my creator,  
You have produced me,  
And I am under Your  
Strict guidance where ever  
I am, and You are here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Shelter Of Falsehood

You cannot touch me,
Touching is not permitted.
Fear of adverse result
Is there in touching.
You may see but
You have to annihilate
Attachment and aversion.
And after seeing you
cannot say what is what
If you want to say
You have to take shelter
Of falsehood as you know
Nothing is real
In this changing world.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Steps

Taking steps
For suitable purpose
For the right cause
One should be fearless.

Keeping good qualities
For general welfare
One should avoid material existence
And should be fearless.

Discovering real identity
One should know what is sin
Keep himself from sinful activities
And misdeeds and follow scriptures
And should be fearless.

Fearless is the basic needs of the hour
For general welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Steps For Stabilisation

Taking steps for stabilisation
Is a must
But we are unstable always
And it is True.

We should procure ourselves
In this instability and
Distribute to all love
And affection.

All are one and the same
We should remember
Upgrade and downngrade
No matter.

Response has got no meaning
But we are here
To response His action and
Reactions only.

We are all His part and parcel
We are here to always give a call
He is here in us with us
To sal we are all we are all.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking The Sea

I am taking the sea
And the sea is with me.
The sea is my last resort,
Echo of the sea is within me.
No one can find a drop of water
Within the sea and the sea
Is drowning everything
That are so called mine.
Let me say something
About the sea again and again.
The sea guide me at every time,
And for this I must say I am fine.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking The Self

I am the river
Flowing within me.
I am the mountain
Fixed outside.

I am the time
With a knife
To cut and take
The self to the fire.

I am the fire
Within the sky,
Trying to enable
The earth to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Taking Your Help

Taking help
Is my defeat.
Let me conquer you
By my own defeat.

When I say
I need no help,
You should comeforward
To congratulate me as friend.

Gajanan Mishra
Tale To Tell

Well, let me tell
The tale that has
No head no tail.
There you can
See the shell
But be sure
That is not hell.
You can point the nail
That has a mail,
Covered by pale.
If you can,
Come with a pail,
To listen the tale
That is nothing but a gail.

Gajanan Mishra
Talent

Talent differentiat
Ice and cold
Waves and water
Air and storm.

Water is not sea
Sea is water
Cloud is not sky
Sky is cloud.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk A Little

Talk a little,
Talk a little please.
I want to hear you.
Nectar is there
In your words.

Please talk a little,
I want to hear.
I have opened all
My doors and windows
And I am waiting here.

Please enter
And sit here
With love,
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk About

Let us talk
About love
About truth
About eternity
About earth
About sky
About sun
About our life.
Life is ours,
And we are alive.
Nothing to worry,
We are quite all right.
Let us know each other
In the morning and evenings.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk In My Language

Talk in my language,
Work in my language,
And win my confidence
On my motherland.
You are working for
My welfare and taking
Salary from my money.
My land is sovereign,
I am independent,
You are here for me.
Work in a transparent way
In my language and
Enable me to understand
What you are telling first.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Is

Talk is but necessary
And I am ready.
Silent is advisable
I can practice
And I am able.

We are all here
To talk
About peace
About war,
And we know
Both war and peace
Are two side
Of the same life
Without one, another incomplete.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Later

Who is rich
Who is poor
If we are to talk,
On this matter
We should later.
Who is wise
Who is fool
If we are to talk
On this matter
Let us discuss in full.
We are here to start up,
We should focus our attention
On kickstarting process
Hence further for better future.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Not

Talk not,
You know nothing,
I am sure.
But you are the truth,
You are a feeling,
And you are here
For the sake of life
And you exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Of War

Do not talk of War that
Erodes Cohesion.
In South in later parts
of life Godavari says.

We are one and the same
in this cosmos.
In the later parts
of life Godavari says.

Do not talk War
We are at par.
Slow and steady
makes us win
Hurraa Hurraa.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Silently

How to talk?
Talk silently,
Each one will hear you.
Talk lovingly,
Talk respectfully,
Talk heartily,
Each one is your
Part and parcel of life.
Talk enthusiastically,
Talk empathetically,
Talk honestly,
Talk courteously,
Each one is your
Supporting pillar.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk Time For Woman

Talk time for woman
Has already begun
Throw your gun
Come with clean brain
Take part in this discussion
Giving due respect to woman
And take decision
providing equal status
And not reservation
Woman is at the centrestage
In the family in the country
Without woman there is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk To Me And Win

Talk to me and win a poem.

Win a poem and taste love.

Taste love and live here.

Live here my dear and enjoy freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk To Me In

Talk to me in
My own language
If you so desire,
Know yaar*
My language is love.

And without love
I know my dear
You have no existence,
Love and love
Only love is ours.

Love is not to
Understand but to feel
love is warmth
And not chill.

* yaar - friends

Gajanan Mishra
Talk To The Self

Talk to the self
Remember, no other person or thing
Is there besides yourself.

Present is always there
Stay here cautiously
You are always in the present.

If you are not present
I am sure, no use of anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Talk To Them

Talk to them,
They are your forefathers.
They were here,
Go to sleep and
In sleep talk to them.
They would tell
What you are,
Why you are,
How you are at present.
For you, they have built
This land, this house,
This life, this system.
And how you are using all
And how you recognize them.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking Talk

Talking talk,
Talk to tree,
Talk to the sky,
Talk to the mirror.
Talk, talk and talk,
Let me talk with you,
Talking with each other
They all come together.
Talking-point is life,
But I am not like to
Talk down, anyone.
I know each one is
Unique in his place.
Now you are talking,
And I like to talk you over.
Talk shop is opened,
Come on dear, come on.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking Term

See I have no talking terms
With this road with this mountain
About me I am to say I am
Perpetually wrong
I am pleased with transcendental bliss
Among themselves the birds the stars
The roads the mountains the trees
All are talking with day and night and
I kept myself aloof.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking To Each Other

I have so many faces
And they are talking
To each others.
Excuse me, I can't say
The subject matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking Tough

Talking tough
Does not mean
You are dictator
Mind it
You have no right
To direct other
To punish other
Do not be a terror.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking Useless

Talking useless
and hence our meeting
stand cancelled.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking With

Talking with You
Is not fruitless
That I know.
And I started talking.

The subject matter of
Talk is not yet decided
Not definite.
And You accepted all.

You showed your interest
And You remained silent.

You love me that I know
From your smiling and looking
And I remained standstill
Looking at the sky-screen.

Gajanan Mishra
Talking With The Sky

I am talking with the sky,
Wait.
I am going on the earth,
Watch.
I am living with the air,
See.
I am getting peace from the fire,
Feel.

Light is here within me
and also outside,
I think there is
no problem.
And I am not
bound by anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Tame Yourself

Tame yourself, my dear,
And be a good man.

Gajanan Mishra
Tamper Not

Know your doing
Know your world going.
Tamper not
Maintain equilibrium.
Start working on and on
The battle is your
And look you have
Already won.

Gajanan Mishra
Tangible Progress

No mention of tangible progress
No self-control
No spiritual progress.

This is what the situation
This is what the vibration
This is what our liberation.

And it is a chance
And we moved
And day closed.

Gajanan Mishra
Tank And Bank

With think tank and
Sorrow bank
How can I remain alone!

You are putting me in test.

And I
Putting aside these
Tank and bank
I try to prove myself
The best.

Gajanan Mishra
Tank Of Love

Take bath
In the tank of love
O my dear, and
See there is no fear.

No crocodile can
Attack you, my dear
No fear is here
If you have love-near.

Path of liberation is
At your feet, my dear
See, Each and everything
Is in your favor.

Here I am for you
As you love me
I am giving you all
And you are out of fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tapasya

Ethakara a golapgachha hela kian kata?
Kian pashki kuadu aasi basila dandapindare?
Uttaraku apeshkya na kari mu baharili kacheri
Bhala khabara jouthi na thae kebe kaha pain.

Dosi aau nirdosh bhitare pharak thae na mothi
Mo pain kacharagada kichi kamara nuhen semiti.
Bipada sahita mora dosti maobadi aatankabadi
Mora padosi kebe kaha sahita kou kamare hata
Milaiba katha jane bhalakari.

Desabhakti gita sabu mora priya
Nara bhitare akelachalo
Sarejahanse achha kahikahi
Badira mati lagain mathare.

Tara ru tara buliba bala mu
Gharabali paanta kemiti mate
Aau ghare rahanta kemiti shanti
Mu mora khojuthain aau aau
Sujoga dekhi kemiti jaanti
Helamatre tikie pahanti.

Kahaku kbe krini aapatti
Mu mora chhai dhari thain mothi
Katagolapa gachhare phute mora phula
pashkhi aasila aau na aasi bi subhe
Mate gita jou gita pain mora a tapasya.

Gajanan Mishra
Tapasya 2

Golapa gachha gala, jau
Apeshkhya kara debi phula.
Tuma hatare thiba golapa
Tume thiba mo pakhare
ubhayanka bhitaraku jauthiba
Golapabasna aau ubhaye aame
Bhokila jaha pain e jai.

Jaana mte chhadi
Thilesina tme hebi mu
Khyatakta taktata aau
Paibi maranantaka pida
Thile sina tume mora
chalithiba ethi emiti krida.

Tume na thile jagiba kemiti gachha
Tume na thile tuma aakhira nianre
Buda akai hebi kemiti rangina
Aau mu rangina na hele
Phutiba nain phula.

Gajanan Mishra
Tapobana

At Tapobana
I am writing poetry
And here the light is natural.

At Tapobana
The world sustains
I take rest in the ocean.

At Tapobana
Flight is easy
Life with words.

At Tapobana
All that remains
Only for us.

At Tapobana
I am writing poetry
And this is my home.

Gajanan Mishra
Tara Tola (Odia)

Tara tola
Seithi achhi
Aau samastanku
Dia phula sahita.
Ranga sahita
Phulagudika
Sethi achhanti
Aau semane samaste
Tumaku swagata karuchhanti,
Sethaku jaa, aau
Bhagabanta kari ekatra
Bhogakara.

Gajanan Mishra
Target Is To Be Achieved

Target is to be achieved
Anyhow target is to be achieved.
First understand the life
And then see what is that target.

Gajanan Mishra
Target Reader

I am Your target reader, my dear
You are my only near and dear
Read my creation You are telling me
Day in and day out and I am here.

Thanks for Your invitation
I am busy in my production
Language does not matter
When with love You appear.

I am your target reader, my dear
With love let me say rest is all clear
I know You are my career
And with You I cross the thick river.

Gajanan Mishra
Tarpoulene

Tarpoulene can be used and misfortune be invited.

It is not mere ignorance and ignorance no excuse.

Checking of status does not mean keeping secure.

No tarpoulene can save you unless you aware with a larger side order of mercury.

Gajanan Mishra
Tate Dekhsin (Kosli)

Tate dekhsin khhe
sabubele ine
Tui mor perma.
Hele in perme
Kichhu dekhbar neina
Aakashthanu mui janichhen.
Mui udshin
He parjapatibagir
Aaru he haldiaa phul
Upre tike baesin
Jenta torta.

Dekh, mui jauchhen,
Kahin jau ni thibar
He samiyar upre.
Dekh, mui tor bhitre
Aaru tui mor bhitre.

Gajanan Mishra
Tathapi Aame Ethare (Odia)

Kichhi bi sabu dinaku nuhan
Barapha nuhan,
Aakasha bi nuhan.
Kichhi bi nuhan sabudinaku.
Tathapi aame achhun ethare
Nanadi rupare
Ae eka samayare
Banchikari ethare.

Gajanan Mishra
Tathapi Mu Tumaku Bhala Pae (Odiaa)

Tume mate chiri deuchha
Tathapi mu tumaku bhala pauchhi
Aasa aau dekha ethare aau sabuaade.

Gajanan Mishra
Tax Tax

Tax tax tax
Pay tax on soul
Pay tax on body
Pay tax on birth
On death on pissing
On eating on sleeping
Pay tax on sex
Pay tax on education
On procession
Pay tax on haircut
And on everything
You are doing here
This is democracy
My dear this is the Govt
Formed by you for you of you
You have to pay tax for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tea And Cold

Do you want tea?
I decided to go out
In the cold.
Tea and cold
Warm our body.

Gajanan Mishra
Tea Garden

See
It is Otty
It is Conoor
It is tea bagan here
Taste the tea and see
Natural beauty here
Find yourself
In the Fog
O Suman
Go there and
Climb the mountain
Call the driver
To show us the road map
Time is passing
We have to go Kanyakumari
Soon.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me

Hear me, O river,
How you are going
Teach me, teach me,
Crossing sands, stones
How you are going.
I know you are going towards
The oceans over and over
All the fields, forests and
All obstacles
Teach me, O river, the art of
Your going and enable me
To go and reach at my destination
The All mighty, the Supreme Truth
I pray tell the the truth,

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me About Human Species

What to teach and
What not to teach,
But teach me about
Human species.

Discuss, about the laws,
Rules and principles
And act as applicable
But for the general welfare.

Know them, who are
Actually pure,
Post them in the place
Meant for their value.

They know what is love,
They know what is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me Geography

Teach me geography
That I want to know
Where is earth
That I want to know
The measurement of
Truth and the safeguard
Nature for future
Teach me geography
And show me the swimming
Pool and tell me
Here is the bucket
Full of water
That my body has the link
That swing in the blue sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me In Full

Teach me in full
O my dear,
Without your teaching
I am in dark about me.

Teach me in full
After knowing from You
O my dear, nothing else
Remains to be known.

You alone can teach me
About life here
About your glories
And manifestations.

Unfold please
True essence of all
Unfold please
Unfold please
Time-call.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me Love

Teach me love
What is love like
Is it not jugglery
Without flesh and spirit.

And what is love like
I want nothing
Neither woman nor wealth
Love means causeless devotional service.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Me What Is There

Teach me and make me
Understand, my dear
What is there in me.
Tell me who am I
What for I am here.
How can I cross the river,
Tell me my dear, it is
Time to cross the border.

read me dear, I am my scripture,
See me I am here to open all
The chapters that are there in
Me soonere or later.
Let me understand the process of
Evolution and involution in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Teach Woman First

A woman is the pillar
The first pillar of the society
Unless the woman is taught
And trained properly
To be chaste and faithful
There can not be any
Peace and prosperity.

By nature women as a class
are merciless
And cunning
Women can not tolerate
Even a slight offense
For their pleasure
Women can kill their
Own husband and brother.

Women are very easily
Seduced by evil-men
Polluted women give up
Their well-wishers
And establish false
Friendship among fools
Even they seek newer and
Newer friends one after another.

Gajanan Mishra
Teacher And Teaching

Who is a teacher?
What qualification
he or she has
to teach others?
Is she or he
able to know the nature?
What is the meaning of
teaching here?

Be kind please,
My dear, leave me not
to ask any more question,
And also I am
not the person to
receive your answer
with honour.

Gajanan Mishra
Teachers

Teachers;
The tortoise,
The eagle,
The donkey,
The cat,
The lion,
The dogs,
The snakes,
The cows
And so many
Creatures including
The trees, the air,
The water, the atmosphere.
The sun, the moon,
The sky, the earth,
The light, the stars,
Teachers, all are.
Teachers,
My soul, my faith,
My truthfulness,
My sincerity,
My time,
Ny whiskey,
My drink,
My chicken curry,
All in fury.
Teachers,
Days, nights,
Peace, war,
Friends, foes,
Push, pull,
Sons, daughters,
Wife, sisters.
My dreams, my sleep,
My walk, my run,
All teachers.
To whom
I give what,
And for whom
I observe when.
I am nothing
And I am nowhere
Now and then.
Yet I open
All doors
For transfiguration,
For conciliation
And for reconciliation.
Here in stone life,
In grass life,
In sky life,
I remember the teachers,
In frozen ashes,
In birth and rebirth,
But for what, what?
I smile and I cry,
I left the place
For the love of
A true teacher.
Is he there?
Is he here?
I confused.
Yet I observe
As usual the day
For a teacher,
For teachers,
Teachers.

Gajanan Mishra
Teacher's Day

I observe
Teacher's day
Speaks fire
With no smoke.
Smokes, with
No syllable
I watch
On top of towers.

With teachers,
I am not to die.
I talk about human,
Not in waves of laughter.
In my own language
I salute all teachers.

I am willing to give
My fingers,
But I must know
At this time, teachers
Must not be cheaters.

Teachers are never
Takers, but see
Teachers are Frighteners
And I am the loser.

Yet as a learner,
I want to give the dues
To be paid
To teachers.
And I observe,
Observe this day.

Gajanan Mishra
Teaching

Teaching is important
We are learners being teachers
We are actually teaching ourselves
Our feelings our sufferings
And we are here to study to see.

O my dear, You are the only person
Who is here with us always
And giving foundations of learning
We know nothing and it is only You
Who know everything that is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Tearing The Sky

Tearing the sky
I moved
While I moved
Yor eyes open
To see red black blue
Who said I am
In white
In white only.

Gajanan Mishra
Tearing The Wings

Tearing the wings
I appeared in the sky
To discharge my duties.
The sky is not here, I see
And You, O my dear,
Remain still.
No link is available
And I uttered nothing
And You said Thank Q.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears

See I am crying
And only tears
And tears in my eyes
When I see
The miseries of all creatures
Here there and everywhere.

I am unable to mitigate
Their worries their sadness
They are all in troubles here
They are all in whirlwind of illusion
And I am crying how helpless
They are and also I am.

There are so many questions
And no answer and I am in fear
O my dear, see I know not
Any miracle I have no oracle
It is You who can save all
Who can save all from this hell-hall.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears - Symbol

Tears -
Symbol of pure hearts.
I see tears,
In your eyes,
For me and for others.
Really great you are,
I realized.
You are greater than me,
I do agree.
I know, no one else,
But I know you, who
Loves me much.
You are not merely flame
But burning fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Always

Tears always
For withdrawal of
Seas from the main lands
Toppling mountains
Endless efforts
For discovering channels
Unfathomable unsurpassed.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Are Power

Tears are power,
Power with love.
Love is life,
Life with tears.

Give me love,
Give me power,
Give me life,
Give me tears.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Flow

Tears flow,
Body shivers,
Heart melts.
Reason-
Fear or
Cheer?
Excuse me,
I can't say.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Of Ecstasy

Tears of ecstasy
Say not anything.

It is love
That is felt.

Very pleased
Desire fulfilled.

Nothing bring joy
Forget not friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Of Happiness

Tears of happiness
Is always here -
A matter to feel.
Feeling is
Important than living.
Living is nothing
But understanding.
Let me understand you.
But how?
The answer is
Neither with me
Nor with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Of Love

I am calling You
With tears of Love
I am calling You
With voice choke up
I am calling You
Hairs of my body stand on.

Gajanan Mishra
Tears Of Love- Here In Life

Here it is,
See the leaf
Of the tree.
Here it is
See the cow
With calf.
Here it is
See the earth
With rain.
And life
Spring from
Here, see and
Observe here
Tears of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Technique

The technique of Influence is Not known.

Extent of glories, How can I know!

I am unaware of Even the existence of My own life.

I am quite ignorant About the good and Bad effects that are There at this time.

I have forgotten Who I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Telegram

Good bye!
Your days are gone.

One hundred and sixty
Years old You are
O Telegram
In India from 1853 and now
You are declared outdated.

Mobile email SMS
Etc rushed to the ground
And you are forced to
Quit the place.

Your days are gone.

good bye. good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Telescope

I go through
Telescope.
But see
No celestial
And compressed.

I bring my village
To me.
Snow everywhere,
Not though, spring.

I am not pushed over,
Indian I am.
I make you say
Meaning of
Horizon.

Please come not,
You are not allowed,
Tell-tale.

Tickling,
No use here.
Thunderbolt,
Not seen.

Review life
If you so like
But revile not
Anybody.

Reversion is
The principle
And one is
To follow.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell A Little

Tell a little,
Smell a lot.

Spare not
A single space
And have a touch.

Take a dip in the water,
Read the writing on the sky,
Fly, fly and fly and give no reply.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell A Word

Word word and word
without word
you are cowherd.

Tell a word
where include
entire world
where include
all creature
and water air
sky and earth
and also include light.
Tell a word
that is bright.

word word and word
through your word
I can know you
friend not foe.

Tell a word
and in that word
I conquered
entire world.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Him I Am Here

Tell him I am here,
He knows everything
That I know.
He assure me to come,
But I know he is here
With me.
I know only love and
I know love in him.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me

Tell me
Who you are
Tell me
Why you are doing
All these here
O my dear
Tell me
Tell me about
Your opulences
Tell me about
Your all-pervading
Aspect through
Different energies
Tell me
Tell me your intention
Tell me how You
Established yourself
In my verse
By my realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me A Liar

Tell me a liar
If I am not
Obedient to you,
If I am not giving
Respect to other's wife
As mother.
Tell me a liar,
Tell me a liar.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me about my mother,
Tell me where is not my mother.
Tell me how I am here with you
And tell me what is love and
What is the truth, and tell me
For good.
Who you are tell me,
And tell me how you are
Here in this light,
And in this air.
But remember, I am with you,
I am with my mother,
I am on this earth with the sky
To tell always good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Frankly

Tell me frankly
Who is good
Demons or gods
Tell me frankly
Who has not
Churned the sea
Who has a right
Over nectar
Who has cheated
Tell me frankly
Who is better
Who is better.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me How To

Tell me you are in my resume
In this changing scenario
I guarantee you I am not here
Only You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me If You Are

Tell me if you are
Not disturbed
Who you are.

Who you are is a
Great question
Here and there.

Here and there all are
Wandering with this
And that question and answer.

Tell the Truth if
You have any
Tell not a lie
That you have made
For yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Not

Tell me not
what is morning
It is not true
Tell me not
What is day
What is night
I am not here
To admit.

Coinage of words
Are totally mistaken
Mistake on facts
And not acceptable
Correct your words
And put on right track
And show me a full moon
With a new one.

Tell me
On the days eclipse
You are seen
And a new birth
Daily is not daily
And see me in hearth
Say something else
That is my prayer.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Not Friend

Tell me not friend
Who you are
Tell me
How you are.

Give me anything
In love
In devotion
I am here to acknowledge.

I am extremely
Pleased with you
O my dear friend
Just show me natural affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me not in foreign language,
Tell me in my own language,
If you want, I am here
To obey your command.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Not What To Do

Tell me not what to do,
Suggest the way out
How to arrive at the truth.
I am here with the truth,
But I know not what to do.
Nothing to do you are telling
Time and again and yet
I am not able to listen
And wandering in the dense forest.
Is not my life a forest?
Am I not wandering keeping aside
Love from the path of truth?
See me, I am here
On this earth and I am alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me On This Day

Tell me on this day
What is love tell me
On this valentine's day
Is it your day
Is it mine
Am I ready to abandoned
Harsh words on this day
We are living for this day
Have I developed a sense of
Renunciation on this day
Sop many questions without
Question tags
Tell me what I am what you are
And we are here for what
Tell me on this day
How I tolerate you
Why there are wicked people
Tell me on this day
Are you not greedy
In telling I love you
Are you miser and prone to anger
Tell me tell me
Your present status and also
Your past and future
Tell me love is not in wealth
Tell me love is not in
Fear anxiety confusion
Love is not in thievery violence
Lying deception lust pride
Feverishness disagreement hatred distrust
Conflict and attachment gambling
And intoxication
When love arises you are able to
Know the truth Ultimate Truth, my dear
Only for love you are here
Only for love you tolerated all
Only for love you are firm as a mountain
And fixed in Truth
Only for love I am writing poems
Only for love I am living here
Only for love truth is here with me
Only for love sun rising in the east
Only for love it is raining
Only for love air is flowing
Only for love sky is seeing me
And watching all my activities
Tell me on this day I love You I love You
I can go further and further and further
O my dear, Let me rest on You.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me tell me tell me
Where is the joy of paradise
If not in You it is.
See me see me see me
I am not in fear, as I know
You are holding my brake and gear.
Hear me hear me hear me
I am telling you all
Life is not for night-fall, test and call.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me The Distance

Tell me the distance
From India to Bharat
Please, my dear brother.
I am living here in Bharat,
But you are there in India
Tell me, my dear brother,
How can we be together.
Tell me and give me some
Food to eat my dear brother,
Give me some fresh and pure
Water to drink and to live
I am in need of a shelter.
Rest is there you may keep
With you, No objection, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me The Name

Tell me the name
the flower you like most.
Option you may choose
Capejamine, Champak,
Cherysanthemum, chinarose
canna.

Tell me the name
the fruit you like most.
Look option below
coconut, cashewnut
cucumber, carambola
cubebs.

Time allowed five minutes
Then you missed the train
that has timeframed.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me The Name Of A Man

Tell me the name of a man/animal/bird
Who is not useful and friendly.
Tell me the name of a tree/plant
That is not used as medicine.
Tell the time/day.. in which
Death is no taking any one.
Tell me the name of any one
Who is really ignorant and know nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me The Person

Tell me the person
who is here,
Tell me not who was here.
And tell me frankly
what are you doing,
I am no way related
to your past action.

I am what you are
presently witnessing,
I am not under yours
imaginary fancies,
I am also neither
without dream or a
dream-reader, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me The Topics Of Truth

Tell me the glories of the good.

Do good to others  
With relation to Truth.

Tell me the Truth  
That is the life  
That is the essence of life.

Talk of Truth and nothing else  
No speculation no gratification  
But Truth always in life reign Supreme.

Tell me You are the Truth  
That is what life means.

Your potency I see  
In transcendental activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me What Is Sweeter

I am chaste and quiet here.
I need nothing you told me
And you have taken away everything.
That I embraced You
And I think I love You.
You are my most dear
I honour You more and more.
True, I am for You
You are for me told the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me What To Do

Tell me what to do
Tell me where and
When to go
Tell me how to stay
Tell me what to talk
And with whom to
Make friends.

Being a faithful executive
I am obliged
I know I am not alone here
Here You are with me
And I am in Your company
For my subsistence
I am taking Your help.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Where Shall I Go

Where is my wealth?
Where is my youth?
And where is the truth?
Tell me my dear,
Where shall I go?
Where is my booth?
I am for you, to say,
All falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me where you are,
Tell me If I am not there
Where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Who

Tell me who I am
and what is mine
that I sacrifice.
Tell me what is love
and how to go with love
that I can show you
after gaining it.
Tell me where is truth
and how it can be discovered.
Certify that you
belong to truth and love.
Certify that in the interest
of all you are here
to sacrifice yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Who You Are

Tell me who you are
So fierce of form
Tell me who You are
O my dear O my love
Tell me Your role here
Are You going to destroy
My world and where am I
Tell me tell me
My name my address in original
Tell me my stage final.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Your Real Intention

Tell me Your real intention
O my dear, tell me why You have come.

I am distressed here at this time
Because of Your coming and going
Though I have nothing to lose nothing to win.

See me by this time I have stopped
All sensory activities and lost
All awareness of external world.

See me I am on Your platform now
And I realized who am I.

In this broad day light
I realized and I absorbed in You.
Tell me is it not Your real intention
That without anxiety I be succeeded

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Me Your Want

Tell me your want,
I think, you are
Not wanting.

And indeed,
You are here
For nothing.

Nothing would happen,
In your absence.

Tell me
What is happening
In your presence?

Let me clear the picture
That is pleasing
Even without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Nicely

Whatever,
But tell
Nicely.
Wherever,
But go
Firmly.
Reject not
Anything,
But accept all.
Nothing is
Fixed.
But it is
Changeable
From time to time.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not

Tell not
Tell not anything
About your
Own goodness
It is marred
By such telling.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not About Silence

Tell not about silence
Tell about yourself
How long you will be here
In silence.

What I am telling,
It is all my helplessness,
But I not pulling you
To go with violence.

I am suffering
Where I am
And it is not without reason,
I am suffering in all seasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell not anything
That the listener
not willing to accept.
Stop telling
That you have
not witnessed.
Stop there,
Try not to bring
Together the truth
And the illusion.
Tell those things
That you have
Completed in your mission
Not your ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not I Am Alive

No conception of life,
No death.
Tell not,
I am alive.

No application of mind,
No life.
No need to say I am breathing,
I exist.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not I Am One

Tell not I am one,
Tell not.
Tell, you are all,
All in one.

Think and act,
And think not again.
Give not any chance
To the air to make you tremble.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not Others

Tell not others
That something
Is going to happen.
That something
Is happening.
Discriminate not
Dark and light
As you know
Nothing is there
As called
Night and dark.
Everything is
Discursive
But the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not, What You Do Not Want

Tell not what you do not want,
But tell the truth that is with you.
On hearing you I can know your love is true.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Something

O poet, tell something,
Your each and every word
Is educative, O poet
Tell something, something.

O poet, I want to listen to You
While writing and while speaking
I know, You are in the stage of
Supreme Reality, my dear.

O poet, tell something more
Write something more with love
O poet, it is You alone who can
See the entire universe as His own.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Something, Please

Nothing to tell though,
Tell something please,
I am here to hear
About those things
That are here with you.

And who are you,
You are asking me in loud,
I am mute and telling you
To stay a while and watch
What is happening.

Nothing is happening,
No rain, no dream,
Only the moment of sorrow
Reign supreme.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell The Driver

Tell the driver
That you are here.
And the driver is
Driving the car
As per your order.
And you ordered,
To drive the car
With care as you
Are sitting there.
The driver is yours
And you belong
To the driver,
And the car is not yours,
Car is not running though.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell the poet to come
With rabbit's long ears
Tell the poet to remain
Free from fear and selfishness.

Tell the poet to turn
Their ears and eyes
In any direction -left, right
Front or back.

Tell the poet not to sleep
Not to waste time
But nobody dares to tell
The poet anything.

The poet is a Supreme Being
Poet is riding the time
Let us follow the poet
Who is within.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell The Sky

Tell the sky
You are here
O my dear
Tell the sky
You are here
Without fear
Tell the sky
You are here
With your thirst
With your hunger
Tell the sky
You are here
With your own
Colorful lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell The Truth

Tell the truth
Or else
You are a brute.

Life is a playground
Where You have to play
Keeping mind sound.

Style and manner
You are to display
And it is humor .

If you think
Life is humor
You find truth's cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Them

Tell them
You are not going.

They are also not going
Tell them.

Tell them
Boat is the one and the same.

Boat is changing its shape and size
Tell them.

Everything depends on your use of proper wording
And I am here with all words.

Words are here in plenty
And I am speechless.

I am neither dumb nor deaf
And I am ready to dive.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Them To Go

Tell them to go away,
If they are not interested
And they failed to realize
That they are here
For love, for truth and
For the development works
Of others, let them go if they
Failed to hear the call of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Them You Love Them

They are yours you are theirs
Tell them tell them
Tell them you love them.

Tell them you love them
Tell them you love them
You are for them they are for you
Tell them tell them
Tell them you love them.

Tell them you love them
Tell them you love them
You are with them they are with you
Tell them tell them
You love them tell them.

Tell them you love them
Tell them you love them
You are not separate from them
They are not separate from you
Tell them tell them.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell What You Know And Tell

Tell what you know and
Tell in your language.
I can understand well
If there is truth,
If there is love.

But tell something
For public interest,
Tell something
In your words
In the manner you want.

I can study the situation,
And I can go for a solution.
Tell the history and tell
Whatever you remember.

No one is here to disturb you
In any stage, tell all.
You can write it down also
No one can erase anything.

Here is time for you,
Go close and verify
And tell what you think fit.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Your Original Name

Tell your original name
If you can.
And if you cannot
Stay there as you are.
That also you cannot do
I know from your activities.
You activities show me
Who you are and that tell me all about you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell, Light

Nothing to tell,
Tell, light.

Great shock,
No return.

Brushing time,
Of course, necessary.

Sparrow has something
To utter.

But at the end
We discover all,
Together.

To sleep and
To walk
Our habits.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling A Lie

Telling a lie
Means miss power
All works lost
By ego
Defame learned.
Do not take back
What you have
What you have given
Everything possessed
Look lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Again And Again

Telling again and again and
Again the same thing repeatedly
Is not bad rather it is good
Telling again and again and
Again the same story remind you
The mistake that turned you bad
And telling again and again and
Again the same thing you became
The master orator and we hear
You all words being consumers.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Always

One thing I am
Telling always
Renunciation of desire
Performing actions
For the welfare of others
Rendering service
Without self-interest
Is the International HighWay
To reach the destination
Forget about pleasure pain
Forget about time-frame
And see our capabilities
And for the trip.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Bad

Telling bad against a man
Behind him is a sin
Never commit such sins, my dear
That would destroy you and your successors.
Acquiring material properties of others
Is a sin, my dear, acquire not anything,
That would destroy you, my dear
Like a poisonous black cobra, that would bite you.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling False Or Truth

Telling false or truth
No use if not sugar coated
Rising and flying no use
If not sugarcoated.
Water is not sea
Sea is water
False or truth
Not necessary to explain
Without sugar coating.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Greedy Is Good

Telling self as greedy is good
If the want is for everybody
For everybody's benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Life

Telling life an abode of pain
Is giving disrespect to you
As You are my life O my dear
Telling anything because I have a tongue
Is not giving proper dues
As You are here with me far and near.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Me Right

The sun and the moon
Came to me yesterday
And asked for light
I in turned welcome them
For a fight
And they went away
Telling me right.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Much

Telling much
You are telling much
About New Year
But my dear, what is
That New Year
Let me know here.

Let me know
How many New Years
Are there
And it is for whom
Who are they
And what for they are
Giving importance
In their zones.

Men animals and birds
Rivers mountains and trees
All are awaiting
For your answer
What is your thought
About you and about others
Let me know
I am eager to go further.

Where to go
I know not, my dear
You are telling much
But avoiding the real
Issues and questions
To answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Myself

No, I am not telling myself
I am telling you
particularly to you.

You coward
Why are you there
inside the room.
So manything are happening
and you are aloof.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Real

Telling real without basis,
And proposing fanciful theories -
The work of a pseudo-scholar.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling So Many Things

You are telling so many thing
But you are not telling a single line
How to live how to get peace and keeps going.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Something About

Telling something about
The earth and the earth mother
My dear, is telling how strong
you are here and for whom
you are going towards stronger and
more stronger day by day.

Here with you, let me stay, my dear,
to see in the eyes of truth, the mother,
The mother is always with me
since my birth and till date.
My mother is with me and also
I am with my mother.
It is not possible to go away from the mother.
My mother is my live story, read.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Truth

When I am telling the truth
I am getting peace
When I am getting peace
Pain is coming
From outer-world and
I have to bear it
And keep it with care
In my inner-space.

Gajanan Mishra
Telling Wish

Telling wish
Telling wish is not a problem
What I know here, tell me, tell me
If you have no other reservation.

Tell me, tell me and see all your
Wish are fulfilled here in no time.
I wish you all good luck and success
Go with your wish, my dear.

I know you are the person who has
Created the very wish here
And the creation is without any reason
Tell me, tell me, that would not effect
Your very perfection, my dear,
Keeping the self far away from demonstration.

Gajanan Mishra
Tells Of Time

In your names
At every moment
I utter words.
I know you are
There in my words.

You know
No hide-and-seek,
And you sleep
Alldays and try
To make others awake.

You are the infinity,
You are the cage,
Wherein I take shelter
In waves.

In the language of the sky,
You call me and
I started my journey
Towards you.

With much pleasure
I walk days and nights.
I talk to the dark
And I see the light
And I sing live.
And in your names
I discover myself
Everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Temple Without God

Temple without God
Body without soul

Food without salt
Hospital without doctor

Car without brake
Mind without peace

And still we are living
Hoping for the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Temporary Injunction

Temporary injunction is
Necessary for any hasty action
that caused danger, waste and damage.
Temporary injunction is
Necessary that caused
threaten and injury
in the life and property.
Order of stay is a necessity,
But how to execute the stay order
is a question that has no answer.
We are tolerant, it is true,
and we are maintaining sanctity
and dignity and respect the independence,
Let us go freely with this day.

Gajanan Mishra
Ten By Ten

Ten by ten,
Full grace,
Dreadful though.

Ebb and tide,
Horse jumped over,
Battle continues though.

Live alone
In wandering feet,
No where to go though.

Gajanan Mishra
Ten Men

Ten men,
There are ten men, here.
Permit me to name-
Auditory, taste, tactile,
Sight, smell, speak,
Work, travel,
Generate and evacuate.
And with all, I am living.
At times, I failed to
Control them.
They sabotage me often.
But I am opened.

Gajanan Mishra
Ten Out Of Ten

Let me mark
Ten out of ten.
For what reason
I cannot say.
Let me say
How I am impressed.
And I am impressed
What I witnessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Ten To Ten

Ten to ten
hundred percent
Hip hip hurraw
Bold the world.

Flag march on
Win win open
Tough fight
No wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Tense

I know not
What is tense
I know
Tense has no tense.
Tense for tense
With no time
With no form
I am above tense.

Gajanan Mishra
Tense Has No Role

Tense has no role in life
And I declared myself
That I am present.

No need to search me out
I am no where
That I am not absent.

My request is tell not anything
To anybody at any time
You are not going to find me.

Gajanan Mishra
Tension And Worries

Tension and worries
Are here, when
You are not there
With me, my dear mother.
You have kept
All the remedy
For all ills,
That I know, mother.
And with your presence
I stay here freely,
For you expect me
To live long
To chant your name
And to establish truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Tenth Month

On this tenth month
The octogenarians are
Also going for love here.
And all worship the ocean
With their own octave.
The ochlocracy is meeting
Its own end, see my dear.
And I know, you are
The only occupant here.
At every odd hour,
You may give a call
And I am ready to touch you
As it is the month of October.
I fear, you might disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
Terminal Point

At this point
You may finish
Your routine works.

Let me clear
At this point
In details;

You may love,
You may smile,
You may speak,
You may cry also
No problems,
As because crying is
But necessary
For life.

And life is
Not yours
It is for all.
Are you not
Coming under all?
Ask yourself
And do
Whatever you like
At this point.

Gajanan Mishra
Terminating Contact

Terminating contact I appeared
Before you and you clarified
What I have achieved and how.

Really beautiful show that I
Announced before the members
And you assented to it that I know.

Being sole dependent I depend
On your answer that you have not
Given to me and I declared a road show.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrible

Terrible really
This world.

I am with my
Sublime hymns.

Motionless
Not afraid of
Death though.

And you
Appeared endowed
With attributes.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrific And Tremendous

I know, here,
Each and every man
Can do terrific and
Tremendous work
By his labour and
Sincerity with truth.
I know, here,
Each and every man
Has his own mind and
Intellect and heart
And can conquer all
Wealth and gain victory.
Each and everyone is
The drop of nectar, here.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrified, Collapsed

Terrified, collapsed
At the sight of this valley.
My voice is faltering now .
I desire not to utter anything
Though I am in the muddy water
Throughout the day.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror

Terror is terror
Terrorism has no color
Neither green nor saffron
Do not politicize terror
Terrorism is a question of life and death
Nab the terrorism at the bud
It is poison
Terror is terror
Terror has no border
Finish it at once if you
Want to be a peaceful person.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror - Nature

Terror
And terror
Root cause of
All fear.

I know
You are here
Giving shelter
To him who is sincere.

Coming with love
I suffer and
I surrender
Before nature.

Perfection clear
No objection from any quarter.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror - Not Allowed

Terror - not allowed,
Stop there. A man is
Growing within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror - Skip

Terror and
Terrorist,
First begins
From home.
From wife
I witnessed
But I skip.
And terror
Subside.
Worry not,
Here in this
World-home
One can use
Terrier if
Situation goes
Beyond control.
Worry not,
Skip all
And go to bed.
Ternary is
Everywhere and
In everbody.
We are to balance
Everyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror - Westminster

Terror attack severe
In Westminster,
Nothing to disagree.
But see, it is
Lone wolf attack
In the most guarded zone.
But still, we are not able to
Speak in one voice,
And why we are not being
United in this big fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror Factories

I know,
Terror factories
Are there
In your area.
I know
Directly or
Through henchmen
You help them.
But I failed
To know what for
You are rearing
The enemies of
Entire humanity!
Are you not human?

Gajanan Mishra
Terror Havens

Terror havens
Will not be tolerated,
Rightly said.
Terrorism, the enemy of
Humanism.

Man is born free,
And no one is allowed
To harm or kill
Or chain or give injury.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror, Dreadful Blast

Terror,
Dreadful blast.
Good-bye, good-bye,
America, Pakistan,
Russia, Israel, Iran.
I am an Indian,
I want non-violence,
I am in reality,
I want to learn tolerance.
The play of ice and fire
Is not liked by me, see.
How peaceful I am!
But leave me alone
I have to go with all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrorism

Terrorism is a serpent under the flower
By the so-called politician of the world.
And they are making false belief that
Terror anywhere in
Any form has to be rooted out.
And they pour water manure regularly on it
To make themselves on the power and position
And they expressed their good wishes and rapport.
To say frankly the politicians are
Living in Rome and strifing with pope.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrorism Is Not Fun

Terrorism is not fun,
The sky is full of terrorism.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrorism- Politics

Terrorism.

What is it?
How you dare
To solve its
Problem?

When I am
Not able to know
My own complain-boy
How can I say
You are a toy?
I know not
Who is safe
And who is protected.

It is apparent,
You are going through
Party-politics
That has no access,
And that is concerned
With own power, own
Position and own prestige
Without caring real
Issues and game planning.

Gajanan Mishra
All the people
Of the world
Be united and
Fight against
Terrorism.
Terrorism threatens
The entire world,
Terrorism is
The enemy of mankind.
Let all work together
To make terrorist
pay for their sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrorist

My wife is a terrorist,
My son is also a terrorist,
My daughter-in-law is another,
And my grand-daughter
Is yet another terrorist.
I am living in terrorism,
I am living in global terror
My duty here is to
Talk to a terrorist,
To understand his thought,
His feeling and to help him
To go ahead of his plan.
I must recognize him as
My near and dear, I must love.

Gajanan Mishra
Terrorists Must Be

Terrorists must be
Brought to justice
Rightly said Obama.
I salute you, sir.

We must delegitimize,
Disrupt and dismantle
The terrorists
Operating on this earth.

We can and we must take
More effective prompt
Actions to destroy all
The enemies of humanity.

Let our earth stay in peace,
Let all people love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Terror-Struck

I am afraid
I am going back and back.

I see you with
Numerous forms, bellies
Mouths, eyes, size and forms.
I see you all sides
You are the universe
With no begining
no middle no end.

I am going back and back.

I am happy
I am with you always
And all the quarters are
Entirely filled by you alone.

I am afraid
Without you
I am terror-struck.
I lost my control
And lost peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Me

And see
I am not unreliable
I am not worse
Tame me mot
I am faithful
As faithful as watch dog.

See me
I am being created
By You
And I am self regulated
No reason
Why I won't be so
In future.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Life

What has happened?
Is it due to your
Unnatural crime?
I know it is
Not an ordinary disease.
And you have to bear it.
Let me ask you
How you feel at this moment
With everything around you!
Still, let me request you
To keep your mind pure
And stay in peace,
Just wait, for the next
Order of nature
And wait to regain
The power and position.
Go on with your good will
And intellect and be honest.
Prove yourself my dear
Selfless and honest,
Think not otherwise and
Feel and test life the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Me

Test me, O my dear,  
I am in truth and  
I am truthful  
In my thought  
In my word  
In my deed  
And see me  
I am happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Test My Character

Test my character,
I invite you.
Give me power,
Give me wealth
And test,
If you so like.
I am as pure as,
I am as bright as,
I am as fixed as
That North-star.
I am there
Where there is love,
I am there
Where there is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Not Anyone

Test not anyone
Test yourself.
Be conscious, your
relationship in this
world is permanent
and eternal and pious.
The world is neither a
stage nor a playground
that you can do as you
like as suggested by some.
Be serious, what you do,
that would return to you
only to you. what you think
you would turn in to that.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Not My Patience

Test not my patience, my dear,
My patience is there in its limit.
See me, Lilliputian I am,
Try not to dismantle me in any way,
Throw not hate or anything like that
On me, I am not able to bear, my dear.
Test not my patience, my dear.
Separate not me from your own self.
I am yours, see me, love me,
Take me to your account and bear me,
I am for you and you are for me.
No one can separate us, not even time.
We are both one and belong to same kind,
See me, like you I am also here living.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Not The Might Of Another

Test not the might of another, my dear,
All are the sons and daughters of nature
with same feature and past, present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Power

Take steps to
Correct the vision.
And it is in
All relations.

The light and
The shadows are
One and the same.
The friends and
The foes are
One and the same
And they all
Coming together
And going away
From here.

With care
Test power
In the fire
And in desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Test Yourself

Test yourself, my dear
When you are alone
At night, while sleeping on bed.
Test yourself, what are you
And what you wish in life.
Wishing not anything is great
Wishing means attaching with this and that
Attaching means defeating in life.
You must keep detach from everything
Or they detach and not reluctant to
Delete you from their own books -
This is the tradition and convention
Of life so far it is being practise
And you are the bait this and that.

Gajanan Mishra
Test-Fires

Dare-ness is there,
I dare say I am daring,
As you see, my missile,
Missile of words
That are there
To uproot the dark-
A fresh user trial
Of face to face short and
Long range fight,
For the sake of the self,
That is there with me
To create a new history
Of life and peace
For all time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Testing Centre

This world
Prepare yourself
For the test.

Testing is mandatory
What you have done
That are to be tested
Again and again
And it is you to
Take the result.

Keep any relation or not
See anything or not
Doing is must
How to do and the decision
Ultimately lies on you.

Whether you are a
Sage or a voluptuary
Nothing to worry
Topic is clear that is life
And you are to choose
How to explain life-verses.

Testing centre
This world
This world is yours
You are for the world
To test yourself
Suo-moto.

Gajanan Mishra
Testing Time

It is not your
Trouble time
But it is
Your testing time.
Worry not
And go on.
Think not
You are alone,
Each one is there
To help you
And cooperate you
To reach the truth.
Believe me,
I am for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tha E Ne (Kosli Kabita)

Khet mor ta kudmi muin bunmi muin bija
Sabu karmi muin lata bachha palha rua
Daebar madabar gharke buhibar kam bhi mor.
Mate chhadidele aaru ni na kihe kehensithane
Kenta karmi karmi jenta jena chhadmi heta henu
Aaru ni jaen kahin.
Muin achhen e na aaru e na thibartak heba
Jenta karuthimi heta
Ni kalata heba heta kahebarta kenta alajuk aae.
Achhen muin morthane basuchhen uthuchhen gadhuchhen
Dekhuchhen karuchhen mor kam mor khete
Mor kala kam thanu kента sikhla tume sikhi ja
Aaru tha e na.

Gajanan Mishra
Thae Ki Dara (Odia)

Janigalaa pare thare satya
Aau kuaadaku jiba kemiti mana.
Mu kie aau kouthara paigala pare
Uttara aau thae ki dara.

Gajanan Mishra
Thank For Strength

Thank for Your strength,
O my dear, I know
You can convert a blade of
Grass in to thunderbolt
And also vice versa.
O savior OF Mankind,
I know, You are here with me,
And I am saved in all respect.

Gajanan Mishra
Thank you for the poem,
O my dear poet.
I see the heaven
And the earth
At the same time
In your poem.

In your poem
I am able to
Discover myself.
Let me discover myself
Again and again
Let me read your poem
Again and again.
I know I am in your poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Thank You Sir, Poet Hasmukh Amathalal

Thanks you sir,
Poet Hasmukh Amathalal.

Thank you sir,
We love all,
We the poets,
We the men,
We the creatures
Have no religion,
No caste.

We are here
To give respect
To all.

We are here
To love,
We are here
For peace and truth.

We are the sons
And daughters
Of nectar.

Let all realize it,
Let all enjoy
Their life
Giving honour
To one another,
Giving right to
Live with bare
Necessities of life
Like food, clothing
And shelter,
We are one and
The same
All creatures,
Here, there.
Sir, namaskar.
Gajanan Mishra
Thank You, Merry Christmas

Thank you, Merry Christmas, thank you.
I am here with you with all truth.
I love you, I love all creatures
Of this world, I know all is one
And they are all nectar. No death
Can touch any one here.
Thank you, Merry Christmas, you
Have arrived here to see us how
We are here, see us we are all together.
We are all here in truth and we are
All beautiful, come and see and guide
Us on our path of love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Thank You, Sir

Thank you, sir
For the comment
On my poems.
Thank you, you have
Understand the truth.

You have realized,
Life is not a joke,
That's enough.

You,
Yourself is the light,
You,
Yourself is everything.

Spend the time, dear,
For the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Thankful

I am thankful
I give honour.
You my beautiful
Flower bud
You are my God.
I agree to abide you
To go with you
Believe you trust you.
Let us join hands
With pleasure
Let us fair to each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Thankfully I Accept

Thankfully I accept You, my dear
The fire of my errors, sorrows
And indigence has been quenched.

In this life-ocean I worked
For my livelihood for a long time
Today I know the truth by this poem.

I am well aware of love and truth
I am well aware of You.

Gajanan Mishra
Thankless

Is writing thankless?
Are you unafraid?

Where is the dark
Tell me frankly.

No discipline?
Come on and see.

Open Your eyes
And hear my reciting.

Gajanan Mishra
Thankless Job

Is cooking and
Rearing and
Raising children
Thankless jobs?
Is it practicable
To pay a house wife?
Is the clock
Of the house of
A woman works
properly?
Is the sun rise and
Set in time?
Is the homemaker wife
A prisoner or beggar?
Is it not our duty
To recognize the wife
First at home?
Today itself
We have to answer
All the questions
In our family first.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks

Stay here
till the end.
You find atlast
pleasure everywhere.

Be soft be happy
success is at your door.

Go and see
the bird in the nest
Go and do
what you want
at your level best.

Say what you like
have a look first.

Hear all sound
properly and stay
till the end
and in the end
find that you are
here all time to come.

With pleasure
welcome everything
thanks for the tips.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks Bikash

Thanks Bikash
For your scene of
Stench and chaos.
My dear,
This is our Bhubaneswar,
Our capital.
And it is Rajmahal
Center of all mischief
If you so like
You can pass urine.
Think not otherwise
It is flyover sight,
If you so like
You can show your might.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks For

Thanks for giving
So much, my dear.
I am here, only
For You and doing
Your works by Your
Order and under
Your supervision.
I am getting here
Every pleasure and
I do admit it is my due.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks for telling
You are a being.
While telling
You are divine.

Let me remind
What you tell
That is real.
It is as real as
Renunciation of
Unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks For The Comment

I know it is Your love
It is Your mercy.

It is all in my poems
And I am undisturbed
No one is so daring to attack us.

See me
I came out victorious
Every time here.

I am within both
Encouragements and
Disturbances.

The victory is with me always
Thanks for the supplements given here.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks for the love,
It is the love
That keeps us together.
Let me hope
Today be the day of truth
And be the day of life.
Life flourish only in love
And I must give you thanks
For your realization.
Love needs sacrifice,
Love needs renunciation
And I think you know
All these for good days ahead.
Thanks for the love.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks Mr Prime Minister

Thanks, Honorable Prime Minister,
You have recognized
My state language Oriya @ Odia,
And you have agreed to use it
In your office at the national level.
But my dear Prime Minister,
I am sad at present as
No scope is here to use it
In our state government offices,
Though, constitutional provisions,
Laws, rules, High court decisions are there.
My Chief Minister is always using foreign language
Which is not there in the 8th Sch of
The constitutions, not there in the Language Act 1954,
The judges of my state are not interested
To give order/judgements etc in state language
Though, provisions are there in the Civil Procedure Code,
Though provisions are there in the Criminal Procedure Code,
State gazettee notification is there since 6.6.1972.
Shri Narendra Damodardas Modiji, Honorable Prime Minister
Of my land that is India, I pray before your honour to take
Stringent actions against this unlawful, unconstitutional
And undemocratic acts here in my own state by the officials
And judges and direct them to act according to democratic
And parliamentary principles here and act for
The common good of humanity at large.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks Paulo

I am tired of hating
Thanks Paulo
I am Yours
But everything glows.

Here in this sweet singing
I don't want to miss
My dear soul
Here I play game without foul.

Garland of praises are here
O my dear, See I am near
The moment is auspicious
I know you are most pious.

Love and love and love life
I know you are with your wife
I know life that is
Excellently composed.

Enjoy life afresh
It is blooming
It gives fragrance
Play honey-moon every moment.

No hating but love
Love is life my dear
Every moment is the moment of beginning
Find love in hating in hating.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks To The Politics

Thanks to the politics,
I could not find
The head and tail of it.

No fraud, no force,
I want equality and
Right of course.

I want to be heard
In full here,
And you are there
To listen me, my dear.

I am your part and parcel,
And without you, I am nothing.
Without me, you will be there
That is also a great question.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks, I Am Going

Thanks, I am going
And going without doing
Anything and going
Thanks, I am going
And going and learning
Patience tolerance
And understanding
Thanks, I am going
And going facing daily life
With the wind
Upwards and downwards
Thanks, I am going
And going is my only
Offering to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks, I Am Grateful

Thanks, I am
Grateful to You,
I am grateful as
Finally You have
Accepted me as a whole.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks, I Am Yours

Thanks, I am yours.  
And I am not distressed.

Thanks, turning to this way,  
And for recording good accounts of life.

Forget not anything  
And undertake good deeds always.

See me, I am happy  
And you said it is the reward of virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
Thanks, My Dear

You have given me
This air and this light
You have given me water,
And thanks You, my dear
This earth is Yours,
The sky above is also Yours,
Let me thanks again
For the life that You
Have given me for the service
Of others, I know, You are
There in the hearts of all.

Gajanan Mishra
That Adjoins

That adjoins You and me
My dear, let us called it nectar.
And here it is in this life.
You can not find lower or upper
My dear, it is our sphere at the same time.
See here, so many parts, but it is one.
No expert geographer can say
Anything about it or instruct us.
It is we ourselves who know better.

Gajanan Mishra
That Are Going On

The things
That are going on,
Beyond my control.
True, but I am here
To channelize the process
For the better understanding
Of the life.
The life is not under anyone,
The so-called lord or master
Or ruler or controller,
But I know each one is potent
And capable of doing anything,
And each one can make things happen.
I am aware of the purpose
And I am conscious of reality.

Gajanan Mishra
That Can Disturb Me

Unfavorable thing
Is nowhere,
That can disturb me.

The dream is there
That can make me alert.

I am fully conscious,
And I am satisfied with
My position here.

I need nothing
From anyone here.

But I must
Love them all.

I am peaceful, and my dear,
I am Independent and the enjoyer.

Gajanan Mishra
That Does Matter- Thinking

For what
I am here
You know better.
Do what you wish
I am here
To see my own feather.
The sky is
Telling his own history
And I am the only listener.
If you so like
You may call yourself father
I am the sound-enjoyer.
What you think, remember,
That does matter.

Gajanan Mishra
That Exist

I am in a platform
And that exist.
I am not in anxiety
As I am in truth.
I have no idea
About my joy.
But I have an idea
About the path to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
That Has A Meaning

That has a meaning,
What you have said
My dear poet.
Only needs is
Translation of the teaching,
And the learning into practice.
What you have said
That is truth, my dear poet,
It shows your love towards the earth
and towards all.
I know, you are the lover,
Lover of all creatures
and you are doing all works
as per scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
That Hedgehog

What he is saying
That hedgehog
No no that lizard
Nodding head
To the cockroach
And that frog
Is not there now
As You see before
No story is formed
By the beetle anymore
And I as a co-being
Coordinate them all.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Am Here

That I am here
To show the way
Of truth and justice
And You are going away.

That You are here
In truth and in justice
And I am forgetting
That you are nothing.

That I am nothing
And also You
That I am writing
And that is washed away.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Doubt

Is everything well
That I doubt.

Is there any difference
Between You and I
That I doubt.

We are all going to
Search the Truth
Needless to say.

Comparison is not
Advisable as in the beginning
And at the end there is sky.

I doubt
Where I am
And going where.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Know

That I know
I am here You know
I am with You sure
Without You I am
No here I know
You know me
I know You
And we are here.
Knowing You is
Not my knowledge
This knowledge is
Completely yours
I realized my knowledge
My knowledge is
Approved by You
It is your desire.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Know - Almighty

You were present
You are present
You will be present
That I know
In this beautiful world.

In this beautiful world
You are the creator of all
But no one create You
I am with You
In Your transcendental beauty.

This laughter this humors
All are in me only for You
And You are here for all
That I know
From the experience of my life.

O my dear, I am Yours in to to
And you are for all with
All Your beauties with a smile.

Excuse me for my humors
For my laughter and You know
These are only for those
Who are well known about Your
Mightiness and going far away
From the Truth knowingly just
for the sake of ego.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Lost

This world
With gained memory.

That you are
In unidentified time
Not real I know.

What about affinity
Non-self
I bestrewed.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Walked

By You for You
That I stayed
Here is the truth.

Together with You
I am delighted
At the sacrificial
Place that is here.

It is my eagerness
To please you
I gave out all
And I make my present.

Gajanan Mishra
That I Want To

That I want to know
From you who are you
That I want to know
Whether you are kind to
Everyone or not
That I want to know
Whether you are fixed
In the Absolute Truth
Whether you are faultless
Whether you are charitable
Whether you are mild clean simple
Whether you are benevolent peaceful
Steady self-control respectful
Grave compassionate humble
Whether you are poetic expert silent
That I want to know my friend
That I want to say whether you are
Liberated from material entanglement.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is All

I lack nothing
I need nothing
O my dear
You are with me
That is all.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Cuckoo

That is a cuckoo
A well known bird
Appearing in the spring.

Spring is the king
Of the seasons
With multifarious
Flowers and fruits.

Flowers and fruits
Are the natures offering
To its creation.

Cuckoo is a creation
Rarest of the rare.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is I

That is I
Just see
And be silent
Just hear and
Be silent
And in silence
Find yourself
That is I.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Life

That is life
That tells life.
Let me stay alive
By telling my own
Life story.
And my life story
That joins you
with me.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Not Here

Question not put
Reasons not known
I enjoyed transition.

Game is smooth
Everybody here
Comes for pleasure.

That is not here.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Nothing

That is nothing, that is nothing,
Let me see, what is happening,
I am telling, I am telling,
That is nothing, that is nothing,
You are telling, You are telling.

What is happening, what is happening,
I know nothing, I know nothing,
And it is happening, and it is happening
It is my feeling, it is my feeling
You are telling, nothing, nothing.

But something is there, that is happening
And I am changing my shape, my size
You are remaining the same, as it is
And You are telling, O yes, it is something.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is The Way

Love yourself,
That is the way
To stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is The Work Of A Mother

And mother never honored.
Hearing and chanting continue
And result nothing to be found.
Faulty processes of initiatives
Was log in and that is in troubles.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is There

In the dark
I have no knowledge
What is there.

That and this
Has no meaning
And I am going
With care.

No frustration
No success that
Provide me light
I know cap tight.

What you think
In hunger in thirst
Is a matter to ponder
I love you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is True

What you stated
That is true
And that is true
What you have not stated.

Time you stated
Is with you
And we are in time
And time passed.

In passing time
We all assembled
That is true
Appearances not true.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Why

That is why
They called me poet
I eat everything like the sun
I sleep anywhere like the sky
I sex with you only as true devotee
And I want nothing
I see you I feel you I touch you
I give you my poetry O my dear
Where you live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is With Life

Accept the reality
That is with life
And go with wind
That is flowing within.

Acquire and migrate
That is life and
You are there with
perfumes of earth.

Forget not fragments
Evolution of nature
Discriminate power
Rectifying errors.

Gajanan Mishra
That Is Your Arrogance

What you want that I know
and that is your arrogance.
Your faces are different in
different times that I know
and still I hope you erase
all pretension.

Gajanan Mishra
That Mouse Was There

That mouse was there
All the time,
And we were here
All day long.

God, forgive the mouse!
God, forgive us for we have
Applied poison in the end.

Gajanan Mishra
That Old Man

That old man
I have seen him
On that bank of the river
And he told me so many things
O my dear, let me tell you
About that old man and his future.

That old man
Who is he ask me not
I am not in a position to answer
I know though that old man who has
Lived so many years with some purpose
And what is that purpose ask me not, my dear.

That old man
Has acquired so many experiences in life and
Knows so many things about leaves flowers fruits water air
And about roads buildings mountains forests animals birds
And about the earth and the sky and let me say he is the moving
School of our area and seeing him even the rising sun can able to
Know the story of how to and what for he is going to set.

And when to set the old man knows better than anybody here,
O my dear, ask not why he is going to die and why he is going
To live with so much luxuries that have no role to play
In the real life and let me explain in clear terms that they
Who were talking and smiling so loudly where are they now
That old man know very well why he is there on the queue so long.

Gajanan Mishra
That Poem

One poem
Suffice the purpose
To change the world
To bring peace and order
To establish what a man is
And I am going to write and
Writing that poem
Search it out
In my poems.

Gajanan Mishra
That Revealed

That revealed
First of all
And is the root
Of all.
Let us remember
The history and
The geography
For welfare of all.
Be a seeker of truth
And perform various acts,
For the truth
For the reason that
You are the truth
And truth is only here.

Gajanan Mishra
That Should Be Used

Everything is yours
I know, whatever
I received here.
That should be used
To render service to you
That I must know.
Failing this I would
Fall to the trap of foes.

Gajanan Mishra
That Too

That too vocal,
And I staged it
Through words.

Players are
Not to be
Excused or
Ridiculed.

Give support
To the birds,
And let them
Appear here.

Nervous system
Is all theatrical,
And also practical.

Gajanan Mishra
That Word

I am in search of that word
That has power to transform me
To a lion from a coward.
I am in search of that word
That can give me all goodness
All joy and everything of a pious life.
I am in search of that word
And I pray give me and enable me to live.

Gajanan Mishra
That You Are

That You are
Coming to me
Time and again
And who are You
I have full knowledge
Of You and I am
In need of You
I think of nothing
Besides You
That You are
Not coming
You are here
As before and
It is I who is
Coming and going
With You
Within You
And not beyond You
And to put
Who are you is
Not necessary
In between.

Gajanan Mishra
That You Want To

Where is the shore
That you want to cross
Where is the road
That you want to cover
Where is the work
That you want to accomplish
Where is who
That you want to make friendship
Where is the time
That you are want to go
My lovely dog jon is here
That want only to bhow bhow.

Gajanan Mishra
That's Enough

What you want
That I know not,
But I know
You are within me
And that's
Enough for me
To lead a peaceful
Life here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Actions

The actions
Of the persons
Who held
Respectable position
Should always be
Justified, glorious,
Full of mercy and equity
And without duplicity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Affair

The affair!
But for what?
I want to know.

And you told nothing.

The contents of my poems
Changed.
Powerplus not worked.

I entered
Into the business class.

I want nothing,
True.
On the road, I stood.

To love anyone,
Not my principle.

Gajanan Mishra
The Age Of Dictatorship

No king, no dictator,
The age is gone.
Democracy is here,
Human right is here.
To protect human right
We live here with
All scopes for
Development of a man.
No one can find
Alternative to a man.
Man is at the root of
All developments.
Accept not unreal world,
Accept all reality of life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Air And The Sunshine

The air and the sunshine,
They are all mine.
The wife and the crowns,
Though not at times.

Poor inhabitant I am,
And I have nothing.
But I am not bluff
As you described.

Fortunate I am I feel
To be with you,
I know no material wealth
Can make me the truth.

I am very proud I am alive,
I am the dust under your feet.

Gajanan Mishra
The Air Is For All

The air is for all,
And it is free.
The sun ray is for all,
And it is free.
The rainwater is for all,
But it is more important
To the earth than to the ocean.
A man, by nature
Is not mercantile.
A man, by nature
Lovable and desire
To stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Air Is Telling Something

The air is telling something
And I am trying to hear that.
The light is showing something
And I am trying to see that.
You are there as before
And I am going to touch you.
You are the only truth here
On this earth, that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Anger, The Desire

The anger, the desire,
The hankering, the feelings of attraction,
All are my inseparable parts and
For them, see my activeness here always,
They are all the symptoms of my life.
To cut off the relation with anyone
Is not the solution to any problem,
But I have to look in a deeper view.
Let the affection, sense of gratification
Are there in their place and
Let me move forward in my ways with
Full love of nature to touch the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Answer Is

The answer is in the question
Please read the question
and search the answer out.

Th answer is no way related
with any one here living and
it is you to think what to do.

Gajanan Mishra
The Art Of Living

Just eat what you get,
Just smile whom you witness,
Just walk where you can,
Just stay with purity of your heart.
No education, no religion
Is necessary to take breath.
Just see the thing as it is,
Turn not anything up side down.
Each one is unique like you,
Respect others as you are.
The best way to explore the time is
You smile, your love and your truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ball

The ball I am throwing
with force towards the wall
to catch it again.
I am loving you in deep
means I am loving myself
thinking I am you.
Thing is not of
missing but of discovery

Gajanan Mishra
The Base Is One

We are all at
The starting point and
Our jouney is going on
From the same place
And we are also going
To the same point,
Where there is
No darkness and
No light either,
The sum and substance
Of life and love
Are all the same there
And also here, the way
And nature differ though.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beach

I came to the beach
To see how I am
Going to put my life.
The beach is the witness
Of all incidents
That are there
In between the earth
And the sky.
I am the first here to
Make head against
All unlawful acts.
But you are to clarify
O beach, what is law
And what is unlaw.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beautiful Place

The beautiful place
In this world,
Do you know
Where it is!

Do you know
What you mean
In this burning night!

Where you are
How can you say
Without knowing
Your own status!

Hearing something
You murmur, but
What is it?

Gajanan Mishra
The Beauty Of A Mountain

The beauty of a mountain
I see within.
Mountain and woman
Are the same and
They are the symbol
Of all love.
Love and life
Go side by side
And also go together
With nature.
Natural love and beauty
Are there in life
That is coming from
Mountain and woman.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beauty Of A Poet

The beauty of a poet  
Is in his poems.  
The beauty of a woman  
Is in her devotion.  
The beauty of a man  
Is in his forgiveness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beauty Of The Day

The beauty of the day
I thought mine.
I am happy when the day
Cautioned me
By saying tell not a lie
Gajananji, admit the truth
And the truth is
Nothing is yours.
I enjoy the streets,
But the street itself
Is going away from
Its own path and
Made me wise by saying
Take it, all yours.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beginning And The End

Both came forward to speak
The truth that they are
Not in a position to
Measure even the visible.

It is for their sustenance
They have appeared here
The beginning and the end
Said before all and they
Clarified they have no control.

It is true I have no concerned
With anything with anybody
It is equally true they have
Concerned with me at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beginning Of The Day

No end, but
it is the beginning
of the day.
And you are
There in the sky.
It is all the way
I am searching you
But you are there
In the sky.
The sky is there
In my deep sleep.
And I am searching
Myself in new fashion
While buying a new toy.

Gajanan Mishra
The Beginning Of The End

Life has no beginning
And no end, but
It is the beginning
Of the end,
It is the end
Of the beginning.
Understand me,
And in your understanding
I live.
I live with you
In love.
And in love
I find all truth,
My dear, forget me not.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best

O bird
Why are you
Building a nest
I am looking
Your world
The best.

O bird
Why are you not
Sitting here
For a while
I am looking
For your smile
To go miles.

O bird
Making merry
In the life
Is your aim
I pray tell me
The secret
Of the same.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best - Love

Love is the best,
But what is that love,
Can you say, sir?
No matter, if you
Dare not to utter
Anything about it.

But listen, the love
Is the only truth here.
From the love you
Get strength to live.
From your own life
You can study it.

Follow the principle
And stay there where
You are at this time.
Know your own limitations,
And say where you are
And for what purpose.

Admit your preoccupation,
And misunderstanding therein.
But stay determined to
Do justice to everyone
Around you starting from
A straw to sand and sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best - The Enjoy-Er

O my dear,
You are the best
You are the enjoy-er.

O my dear,
You are the Ultimate Truth
You are the Universe.

O my dear,
You are eternal
I am with You and it is final.

O my dear,
You are not comparable
For You everything is possible.

O my dear,
You are the reservoir of all pleasures
You are all powerful and the enjoy-er.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Among All

The best among all
You are my dear, and
You are there to reap
Direct benefits of love.

You appeared and searched
The meaning of life, dear,
And discovered yourself
And realized the self.

With specific knowledge
You realized the truth
And the special significance
of life here at this time.

Within you, there are so many
Divisions, my dear, but to
Keep them all in tact, I
Made the unification code of life.

In this life, you are the best,
And I am here to support you
At the cost of time and
I made you feel my love.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Day

The best day
Is the day
When I am
With my mother.

The best day
Is the day
When I am
On my land.

The best day
Is the day
When I am
Allowed to speak
In my mother language.

The best day
Is the day
When I am
Free to fly
With my wish.

The best day
Is the day
When I am
with you dear
Always everywhere.

The best day
Is the day
When I am
What I am
With the time-
The same.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Of All Poets

Read me, I am
The best of all poets.
I have, in my poems
Prayed for the protection
Of all creatures focusing
Upon undeviating devotion.

May you enjoy all good fortune
O my dear, all glories to you
All distress in your life
be removed, I pray before Almighty
Through my poems that are the best
I am the best of all poets.

Read me, understand me
I am here always with you all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Of Men

You are, my dear,
The best of men.
You are there
To listen to me,
You are there
To keep all truth
With you.
You are there
To perform all
Truthful actions.
You are there
To act as
The purifier
Of the wise.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Poem

Rightly said
the pregnant woman
is the best poem
The best and lovely poem.

What is there
in a lovely poem?
Do you know my dear?
Will you express it?

Hearing this
You went to sleep,
telling, you are going to
search in the dream.

It is there in a poem
It is there in a pregnant woman
all love and all truth and all happiness
of all inhabitants.

Gajanan Mishra
The Best Things

The best things
In this world
Is friendship.
To get a good
Friend is luck.
To be a good friend
You are to be
A good man.
To be a good man
Clean heart with
Transparency and
Innocency is required.
Helpfulness is the
Extra qualification.

Gajanan Mishra
The Big Picture

My integral part-
You are.
The big picture-
I am alive.

All positive-
My style.
My reform area-
Law of nature.

I suffer
With my sleep.
But my spirit of freedom,
Taking me to light.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bigger Swallows The Smaller

The Bigger swallows the smaller
The stronger kills the weaker
-the rule of nature.

And nature is under Your control
O my dear, see I am at Your
Lotus feet fully surrendered.

I know survival of the fittest
I know living beings are conditioned
Under the law of struggle for existence.

This law is framed by You, O my dear
And You Yourself is within and
Without, under and above such laws.

I know You are always here
O my Supreme pleasure
And You are only mine here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bird

The bird
I do not know
its name come
the world is his
it proclaim.

A dead lion
broke the convention
and roared
in nobodys jungle.

The bird whisper
come to me with honour.
I offer a cup of tea
and it flyaway.

I forget what
exchange of thought
was there their
with the bird
on the way.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bird Is Distinct From The Tree

The bird is distinct from the tree,
The tree is distinct from the sky,
The sky is distinct from my own body.
Let me say I am the bird, I am the tree,
I am also the sky always here.
Ignore me not, I am faithful to you,
I create you, I give shelter to you,
I am perfect and only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bird- The Answer

The bird is there
And you are
Not able to see
Within your
Own body-sky.

Here it is,
If you are eligible,
Visualize.
And eligibility has
No criterion.
It has no
First come first
Pluck theory at all.

Make not criticism and
Be not a croaker, my dear.

You cannot catch the bird
With your web,
You cannot utter
Any word
If there is no bird.

And you cannot be there
If there is no sky.

The sky is there,
The bird is there
But how can you be there,
Think a while and tell
To the star who is
Waiting for your answer.

Gajanan Mishra
The Birds And The Beasts

The birds and the beasts
All are mine,
I know not
What is sin.

I know, eternal happiness
Is within me.
I know, I am for others
And not for me.

I am as good as the sky,
I am as pure as nothingness,
I am as human as air and water,
I am as liberal as light and earth.

I am all in one
And one in all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Birds Are Not Ours

The birds are not ours,
The sky is ours.

The sky is there
In the birds.

The birds fly
In the sky.

We smile and we cry,
On this earth with birds.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blind

The blind leading the blind
See here in this world
Caught in the grip of ignorance
Self-proclaimed experts
Considered themselves more learned
And they be-fooled
With fallacious conclusions
And speculative philosophy
And they misuse their own
And real intelligence, Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blind Men And The Elephant

The blind men and the elephant,
Please listen this story from a saint
And say in clear words what you
Understand from this incident.
Though we have eyes, we are blind
Though we have ears, we are deaf
And we have nothing to say
In the worldly-ocean where we are
Forced to go deep and deep.
Know my dear, where are to click
Where is Truth, and know to love only
That is the only way to get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blue And The Sky

The blue is
Not there in the sky.
And the sky is
Not there
In blue.
Snow germs are
There to play.
And the air
Buckle up.
What to say more,
All are deaf
And dumb.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blue Jackal

The blue jackal
Has committed
The mistakes and
Got no time
For correction,
But got lesson.
Dear men,
Know your own
Position and
Act accordingly,
Before going
Out of season.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blue Ocean

The blue ocean is
There with the blue sky.
To see I fly.
But the field
Is empty,
Even the air
Is still.
Zig-zag road
Is ahead.
I apprehend danger,
But I hear, the water
Is addressing me,
Fear not dear. I realize
I am the abductor.

Gajanan Mishra
The Blue Ocean With Blue Sky

The blue ocean is
There with the blue sky.
To see I fly.
But the field
Is empty,
Even the air
Is still.
Zig-zag road
Is ahead.
I apprehend danger,
But I hear, the water
Is addressing me,
Fear not dear. I realize
I am the abductor.

Gajanan Mishra
The Boat Is Yours

The boat is yours,
No one can check you
When you want to take it.
Take it as you like.

But in this boat
I am going on now,
Going to you, see,
Without any current.

No oar, no mast,
No water, no air,
I see there only a star,
And we form a cluster.

Nothing to clutter,
Coadjutor is the boat,
Holding high the head
I stood upright here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Body And Time

I am in this body,
I am also in that body.
I have countless bodies,
And I am in all at the same time.

I am not here to say
It is my body and
That is your body.

I am going with the body,
The body is there as it was
And as it is with water and air.

I am there doing all works
With that body and I am staying
Like that tree and the tree is
Telling me all stories in silent.

The body is telling something
With the dreams in time
And the time is taking me
While rebuilding the body.

Gajanan Mishra
The Body Has No Life

The body has no life,
If true, I find no reason,
To say the body is the recipient
Of happiness and distress.
And I find nothing
Besides the body here.
Shall I believe the soul,
The reason of all reasons.
And where it is in this body?
At present, I enjoy, enjoy my
Own experiences, false and dull.
I am sure, I am neither the body,
Not the soul, but someone else
Other than these two.

Gajanan Mishra
The Body Is

I know this body
Is neither mine
Nor it is for me
And the existence
Is always uncertain.

This is you
That is you
And you are
In all
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Books We Are Reading

The books we are reading - ours,
We are not taking interest
to read in full details though.

Nothing to compensate
Nobody to love
Nowhere the truth.

And yet we are progressing
Pushing the fire aside
No time to write any other things.

The books are clean and fair,
We are there and keeping our
Attachment with the books.

Gajanan Mishra
Poet is the bridge  
Between the worldly life  
And The Supreme Truth  
And poet has the experience  
Of both darkness and light.

Let the poet say freely  
What he feel while living  
And let him move freely  
All around the world and  
Find the way out for better life.

Yes, poet knows everything  
Almighty God is the creation of the poet,  
Poet himself knows all about God  
And tells the people to live with trust  
To live in principle, to live in renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bridge I Have To Cross

The bridge I have to cross
Is within me.
The words I have to cross
Is in my poems.
The poems I have to cross
Is in the sky.
The sky I have to cross
Is on this earth.
I am the earth, I am the earth.
There is nothing anywhere
Besides the earth.
Earth is there moving always
Taking me on its lap
And giving me all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
The Bright And The Dark

The bright and the dark
Both are eternal
But not final.
And I am in between
The bright and the dark
From times immemorial.
I am beyond and far above
That any wheel here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Business Of The Time

The business of the time
Is to create and to kill.
And no one is there
To obstruct the time.

I am sure, dear,
Time is not the demon.
The time is not
The God either.

In between, we play.
I between, we love.
In between, we live,
On our own way.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cactus

I like
The cactus.
The cactus
Is in me.

I am the sound,
I am the meaning
Of the sound.

I take the earth
In my hands.
I am the earth
And I am the hands.

I want the sun
To come to me,
I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cake

It is for a cake dispute is there between two cats and the monkey ate.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cat And The Moon

The cat and the moon,
Play the whole night.
The night and the day,
Know not what to do
With the sun at this time.
Is the sun empty?
No one is in a mood
To answer with no reasons.

Centuries passed,
Faces turned dark.
The butchers came forward
To play in love.
I know not the reason,
And I started to go.
The cloak stroke again and
Again but I heard nothing.

Night returned,
But no cat,
No moon.
The sun is there
With my shadow.
And it is all lighted,
The area, and
That far up the star.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cause Of My Sorrow

The cause of my sorrow
Is my selfishness.
The cause of my sorrow
Is my own thinking.
I am hankering
For wealth,
I am hankering
For power.
And I am in sorrow.
I have my own
Hard feelings.
And no one can save me
From my own falling,
I am my enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cause Of This Wonderful Life

I want to know
The cause,
The cause of this wonderful life.
O poet, please tell me
Openly, you know everything.

O poet, like the flame of a candle
I am disturbed here by a blowing wind.
Tell, my dear poet, with your poetry,
On this very day for all welfare.

Poetry is really wonderful,
So also you, dear poet.
Catch me with your poetry,
And take me to the world of
All good.

Gajanan Mishra
The City

The city
Ceases to exist.
All citizen
Since left.

And I am a fool
Who is there
To take care the city
Without caring
The inhabitants.

Either I am innocent,
Or I am beast of burden.
I need to know,
I have no value without
The knowledge of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
The Clouds Are

The clouds are yours,
And they are under
My control now.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cock And The Crow

The cock and the crow
Showing eyebrow.

I fear not anybody
And why should I fear!

My duty is different
At different time and place
All should know.

the cock and the crow
showing their eyebrow.

While bypassing them
I stopped there for a while.

What is the reason
Of giving a stop
I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Color Of The Sun

The color of the sun
Who is going to set
Is red.
The color of the sun
Who is going to rise
Is also red.
Red is the color
Of our blood.
When anger catches us
The color of our faces
Become red.
The relation of red
Is really a matter
To note.
When my wife
Wears red saree
At any time
I love her most.
Red is the favorable
Color of my wife,
Since she has
The sign of Gemini
And she owes me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cosmos

No, you are not
Meant for me,
It is not good
To utilize you,
And invite unrest.

O cosmos, I know
You are there
For all and for
Universal use,
Let me stay
Unconcerned.

It is true
You are within me
And I am within you
And yet I am separated.

Gajanan Mishra
The Course Of River

The course of river
Needs no road.
Road is there
Everywhere for the river.

Oh, am I not a river?
See, I am living
At every point of time.
I am living in each situation.

I am telling all, wait,
Wait there for a minute
And all are there
With me to enjoy life.

Life is not there to wait,
But it is we, who are here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cow Is Free

The cow is free
Within the length
Of the rope tied.

Gajanan Mishra
The Cow Is Not The Tiger

The cow is not the tiger,
Kill not the cow to
Show how you are brave
And a hero.

If you are not sure
Who is the real guilty,
Convict not anyone,
And give not punishment.

If situation so arises
Control your senses
And live like a deaf,
Dumb, and blind.

Gajanan Mishra
The Creator

The creator of everything
And everybody is within me.
And I am the time.
I am the time of the truth,
And also the truth of the time.

I watch all, I am the eyes.
I hear all, I am the ears.
I play tricks, I am the sound.
I am the water, I flow down.

The sun obeys my order
And it shines
With all transparency.
Always silence reign supreme,
And I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
The Crow And The Cuckoo

The crow and the cuckoo
All are here together.
My words are there to
Welcome all with a request
To sit silently for a while.
The problems of time would
Not be there any more.
My words and the clouds have
Signed an agreement
To maintain peace at the border.
The white bear has already
Placed all the matters
For discussion but the tiger
And the lions are not
In a position to do anything
That suits the time.
The parrot and the dove
Are on sleep and we the so called
Men, care not what is happening.

Gajanan Mishra
The Crow Cry

Kaa Kaa Kaa
the crow cry
and those present
take fry.

Kaa Kaa Kaa
riot rise
open doors
windows
who is there
nobody knows.

Kaa Kaa Kaa
left and right
dark and light
the time is tight
who told whom
alright alright.

Kaa Kaa Kaa
mobilisation started
crow cried
the area deserted.

Gajanan Mishra
The Crow Wished Me

Good morning,
The crow wished me
And I threw
A piece of stone
Towards the crow.
It was because
I failed to
Understand the crow.
The crow is within me
And I was not able to
Trace the crow
As because my mirror
Was broken and I was helpless
To ask my own skeleton.

Gajanan Mishra
The Darkness

The darkness of the universe
Is being driven away by the sun.
So also, the ignorance in all
Is being driven away by my poetry.
All answers are there and with that
All are enlightened here.
My poetry are here to give
Devotional service to all.
My poetry speaks about
The blazing fire of fear,
That are there in hard labor,
Disappointment, and death.
And shows the way out
For liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth

You are
The Daughter of the Earth.

You are the heart of all
And the heart is in the sky
And the sky is within all.

You are the absolute truth
You are the love.

There is none
Who can abandon you,
And you abandon none.

You have proved
No one is above suspicion,
And you have proved
What is truth.

You are the Earth,
And you tolerate all by
Being the daughter of the Earth.

You know the question
And also the answer.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth  -  19

Daughter is fire
and she is there
to ignite the earth.

Earth is here in us,
We are on the earth.
And we are fuel.

Daughter is transforming
our life in a way she desired
Daughter is fire.

Let us discover love
that is there when
we are in hunger.

Love your daughter, my dear,
Daughter is your identifier.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 10

Solutions of all problems
are here with this daughter
Come to her at any time,
She is here like the earth.
This daughter of the earth
is here, see, with all solvable,
She is the possible of all impossible.

Come to this daughter of the earth,
Give respect and be perfect.
Take her path and know your own earth,
that is pious, know and be in knowledge,
that she is here only for you
and sacrificing everything only for your welfare
See, she is self-sufficient and taking your care.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me expect a lot
from you, my dear daughter!
I know you are the symbol of
Love, affection, service
and what not!

I know, you are ready to fight
When and where there is
the rule of untruth.
And I know you are the only
winner in that fight
to establish the truth.

O daughter, I know, from this earth
you are there with a new
and right spirit for all out welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 12

Let her sing the life-song freely
on the open field under the sky.
Let her go wherever she likes
with love as per her good wishes.

We are here only to secure her safety
We are to provide her every facility
for growth and development and for the betterment
of humanity with all happiness and progress.

Let her give the heart to nature voluntarily,
The daughter is pure, that I know and
she is here for a better future
Let her stay corrupt-free here for us.

O daughter of the Earth, let me greet you,
You suffer from all miseries and still you are for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 13

You are the grass,
Grass is your hair.
O daughter of the earth,
The root of the tree is
chanting your name first.

I know, this light, here
is coming from you,
I am eager to hear about you,
And where are you,
You are at the root of all life.

Neither I am interested to go
in to your history nor to the geography,
I am only concerned with your ability
to establish truth here by your own light.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 14

I am glad in my heart
with your presence,
my dear daughter, my goddess
of fertility.

I find everything true
and find my life successful
with your presence,
my dear daughter, I know
You can only defy death.

You are special, I know,
O daughter of the earth,
You are the gift of earth-goddess
and you spring in my heart, being
healthy, radiant and soft.

Gajanan Mishra
You are the truth, my dear,
and so am I.
You are knitting imaginations
within and we are living.
And you are discovering
yourself therein.

I am not so powerful
to know you.
Since I am with you,
I fear not death,
I yearn not for life also.

O daughter of the earth,
You are the true-truth
And I am your fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
You are the shining lamp,
Shining lamp of wisdom.
I have felt your
universal form, my dear.
You have power to overcome
all obstacles, I know.
You are eternal and
imperishable, I know.

O Daughter of the Earth,
You are waging war with
injustice always and
You are winning and
You are re-establishing truth
again here for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You know what is what here,
My dear daughter, I know,
You have ability to care for others.
The purpose of your birth
is to see others, understand others,
to unknot your mind, move
from unreality to reality
and to see the world from
another's point of view.
You are not to change the world
but my dear, you are to help the world.
And for this you are the great,
and for this let me called you the earth,
and you are the only person to admire.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 19

You are not the metaphor,
my dear daughter,
for temptation, and never.

You are the earth, you are the goal,
You are the metaphor for sacrifice,
for honesty and you are the truth.

I value your words and your ideas,
I value you as I value my own life,
I said to myself, my dear, worry not,
You are not dying and you will not die,
Truth is, there is no death for your spirit.

My dear daughter, worry not,
The same is applicable to you here,
Be an expand-er of your own mind.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 2

You are the Daughter of the Earth,
And I know you bright and beautiful.

Comparison with you is foolish
You are the symbol of smiles and
joy and you are the inspiration of all.

You are the love that I know
and I know you as the counterpart of truth.

You are the central figure of all fortune,
You possess all attractiveness to attract all,
You are the primeval internal potency of all.

The entire existence is depends on you,
O, the Daughter of the Earth, I know you,
And I know everything here is saturated
with your sweetness and total mental absorption.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 20

Your words are
as sweet as the cuckoo,
You are as devoted as
a true lover, my dear daughter,
I am here only to see you
how you are as tolerant
as the earth.
You are the best, you are
the daughter of the earth.
No one can blame you as
You are as pure as the sky.
The air is there to clean you
at every moment and refresh you
o open the ages of history with new light.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 21

The firelighter - my daughter,
She is graceful and she is
embodiment of joy.
Here see, she is, the daughter,
The daughter of the earth,
with dark eyes like rainy cloud,
in charming yellow body.
Here see, the daughter of the earth,
burning with fire and beautiful
and shinning.
Care the daughter for your
own survival my dear brothers,
Show not your hypocrisy and stay simple
as she is originally peaceful and cool.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 23

Name fame health wealth
happiness humility knowledge
devotion and energy
everything is with you,
my dear daughter, I know.

You are my pious
Emblic myrebalan,
You are my amaranth
and cock's comb and
jasmine and cherysanthenum.

You are the daughter of this earth,
You appear on the top of the mountain
and you appear in deep ocean
O my daughter, O mother, I am your fan.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 24

My daughter is the killer of evil-doers,
My daughter is the store house of good qualities,
My daughter is the lightning of the sky.

See, my daughter, worthy of all praise,
Shining within the clouds, riding the lion,
and she yields the fruit of blessedness.

The symbol of indivisible time is my daughter,
My daughter is the daughter of the sea and
the sea herself, the salt of the taste.

My daughter is the wind and also the tide,
Be careful, my dear brothers, she can alone
take you anywhere she likes with a smile.

Call her Mother, love her and get loved, take care,
You would experience no difficulty in your work.

Gajanan Mishra
My dear daughter,
treat this earth
with respect, please.
Show not your power
by destroying the forest
and creatures.
Control yourself and
have patience like the earth.
Be gentle, my dear daughter,
I know, you can only
enable the rebirth of
my family, as you hold
in your body, the promise
of my next generation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 26

See, the daughter of the earth is here
with new food, with new culture, with
new thoughts, with a new generation,
that enrich the world as a whole.
See, the daughter of the earth is here
and she is full of knowledge and wisdom,
she knows the art of letting go and
moving on towards the path of new chapter.

O daughter of the earth, may you take all
happiness with you wherever you go.
O daughter of the earth, you are the symbol
of the new world with cow, dog, crow, serpent,
banana plant and banyan tree, rock and water,
may you stay free with all in every situation.

Gajanan Mishra
O my daughter, You are
the daughter of the universe,
You are the seeds of all,
You are the devotion
and its cause.

Who I am without you
that I know from the very
beginning, my dear.
You are the pleasure,
You are the river.

And in you I am what I am
You are the stone within the stone
I am your clone and I am alone
in the jungle of words and sentences.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 28

This truth-tree is yours
my dear daughter, I do admit.
My love, my pleasure, my routine,
My blood, my soul, my mind,
My words, my emotions, my works
all are yours, my dear,
I am just an empty vessels
that has only sound much.

You have so may faces, so many role
to play, in so many worlds
that are beyond my imaginations.
I do admit, I am just your reflection,
You are coming from that empty vessels
You declared and you sail.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 30

And what is that, my dear daughter,
The clouds are there through out the sky,
And I know not how to fly.
At this juncture, you appeared with
the lightning and thunder.
I am unable to asked anything to you
on the matter of life and death.
You said only life is here and no death,
and everyone pray the life, leave me
only for today, and let me find out
the location of nectar, here, there,
My dear daughter, how can I tell
how sweet the life is with you
when one discovered the entire truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 31

I see our continuity
in you, my dear daughter.
You are not mine alone
to give or to take.
You belong to all
And so let me fulfill
your wish and what
is due to you.
Blaming you is of no use,
I am here to take your care,
You are chosen to be true
to your role.
Bear the pain my dear
with love for the sake of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 32

Only going through
with the outer core
of this earth it is
not good to forward
the opinion for public.
We should go with the age
and have a detailed study
the nature and components
of its kind with
orbital motion.
O daughter, I know not
how to tackle you
and resolve your problems
being I am under you!

Gajanan Mishra
Let the daughter collect food and water and it is her responsibility. Let her show the world a new light that is there with her. We are only to keep an eye out for predators. O daughter, go without fear, O daughter, let us stay here. And see the things to the way of love and truth. Let us see this life as an opportunity to do good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 34

How are you here, my dear?
This place is full of bears,
Wolves and vultures.
Here also, as you see,
the butterflies, the insects
and the bees in search of honey.
O my dear daughter, Let me remember,
This earth is yours with the cow
and the tiger living together.
They are sharing the same place
to take rest and sharing breath
and water, inherent nature.
The sun and the moon and the stars
all are there to give light, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Finding fault is an error,
Finding fault is not conducive
to the happy world of the righteous.
Be free from all the defects
yourself, my dear and stay far
from all doubts, heedlessness,
desire and incapability.
Remember, my dear daughter
you are the ultimate purity,
I know, there is not even
an iota of impurity in you.
You are the stream of nectar,
I know you have faith, you have devotion,
you can tackle all critical situation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 36

While living here,
understand the life,
my dear, it is very
very important.

Life is not plain
It is going on
with so many curves,
so many zigzag.
The people surround
you may not be
so simple as you
think at times.

O my dear daughter, listen all
but speak not all that you desire.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 37

And she is watching the sun
with rainy water since the morning.
And she engaged herself in terrific fight.

Really the daughter is enchanting,
She is with rocks and is
with the elephants and leopards.

The daughter of the earth is
measuring the earth and she is
here waiting for the evening.

O daughter, is there any evening?
The daughter of the earth is
already checked the clouds
and telling the twinkling stars
to come to the truth with love.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 38

Let me say something more
About you, my dear daughter,
I know though I can say nothing
I am not able to say anything,
About this earth, about this sky
as you spread everywhere and I
see you here there as my own energy
and I am acting, dancing like a doll
as per your sweet will.
I do agree I am yours, your product,
But you? You are the product of none.
You are your own creator, own inventor,
as per your sweet will, as the situation
demanded from time to time for your own creation.

Gajanan Mishra
Here, she is, see.
Let me say daughter of the earth -
The symbol of new life.
The daughter of the earth is
Flying away far a head of the sky
If you so like, catch her.
The daughter of the earth is
Your maker, let me see you
How you are being made by her.
Let me assess the daughter of the earth
Where she is now at this juncture
How she is in fear.
Be brave my dear, go and give
all kinds of supports to her for new creation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 4

Daughter,
The founder of
new social order.
Daughter,
Pillar of
new and ideal culture.
Daughter,
burns all fear,
Daughter,
Cause of our future.
Daughter knows better
how to create and knows also
how to re-create and proved
herself the perfect creator.

Gajanan Mishra
The daughter of the earth
is the us keep
this earth pure and free
from all pollution.
Let us rescue from
evil persons and let us
encourage the daughter
to live in full confidence
with faith and patience.
The daughter of the earth,
Let us not disappoint her.
Let us carry her to the surface,
and love her, she is there
to give us all that we desire.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 41

Calm down, calm down,
And watch the daughter,
And say what is her color?
Is she black?
Black means what?
Black mountains,
Black clouds,
Black earth,
Black daughter,
All are blissful.
Black daughter wants love.
See her body, feel her with marks of lovemaking.
Empathize and forgive, the daughter of the earth.
Be not ungrateful, hear her and let your anger died down.

Gajanan Mishra
See and feel
She is sharing her feelings
and she is able to secure the love.

O daughter of the earth,
You are moving forward
with confidence that I know.

This earth is yours
and you have no anxiety
You are full of love and pity.

You are the deep sea
You are the vast sky
You are the scented flowers
You are colorful birds, excuse us,
We are unable to know you, we are the cowards.

Gajanan Mishra
I see no boundary here,
And you are crossing
the boundaries of this jungle.
While crossing I find with you
Fine crops, my dear daughter,
I find everything valuable,
I find everything with nature,
that are pure and cultured.
O my daughter, you are
glowing figure here.
No law and no obligation
can bind you here.
The entire earth is yours,
And you are good enough for all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 44

Yes, you are descending
and at this time
I see the rivers stopped,
The mountains rumbled.
Yes, you are getting yourself free
And I see in you all the birds,
All the colors and all the earth.
O daughter of the earth,
You are there to accept all love,
You are here to tell how
Injustice are being done.
You are there to protest
But in a different way,
And proved yourself only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 5

The daughter of the Earth
Is going there to be a star.
I wonder, what she heard here
and what she has done there.

The daughter of the earth
gives respect to the truth
and the truth is there with her
always to establish again
the truth that she declared.

Keeping aside the daughter of the Earth
It is no use to talk about the truth.
And we all know what is there with her,
It is only love, only compassion and
She is pleased to communicate with all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 6

I know
You are a belief,
You are a tradition,
You are a truth,
You are a thought materialized.

O daughter of the Earth,
I am not able to say
What you are.

I myself is flowing
in one of your tributary,
I myself is wandering
in one of your field.
How can I describe
who you are with this hive.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 7

I know you are the one and the same though described in different scripts by different persons at different times.

But you are developing your personalities in a better ways from ages to ages at different parts from north to south and from east to west.

The descriptions are in both oral and written, short and long, subjective and also objective, but it crosses the world.

O Daughter of the Earth, you know the value and the essence of life in true sense and I am searching you, I know though you are among all in every matters of household matters.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth - 8

She has trust and transparency and she engages herself in pursuits of excellence.

O, Daughter of the Earth, I know you, and you are here, And you are there.

With the smell of the sky, You are here on this earth, to establish truth in love in daily routine life.

Being corrupt free, you are able to deliver the brightest sun, the lighter, and you are able to deliver the moon that has full of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth -15

I deserved and
O my dear daughter,
You appeared.
You appeared
and I submit
to my desire.

As a father
I know, I have to
stay beyond my body.
I value you,
O my dear daughter,
as you are special.

You understand this world, my dear daughter,
and also you share knowledge with others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth- 22

You are all new,
You are like angry tigress
and you mew.

O, daughter of the earth,
this earth is yours I know.

Here you are capable to
dispel the woes.

You are white and
also you are black, and
all colors are there
in you that I know.

You are not comparable,
You are all holy,
Foolish crow not able to know you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth -3

I know, O Daughter of the Earth,
You are nothing but enlightenment.
I am able to experience your presence,
You are the essence of Truth.

I have learnt to keep you well
inside me and you please take me
in to your heart to strengthened
our relationship that is only ours.

You are there in the external world
I know you are also within me
I am telling everything in my discourse
on you only and hearing this you are smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth -9

O, please show,
Show me the way,
The way of love,
The way of truth,
On this earth
that is yours.

I am under you,
my dear daughter,
Command me and
use me as yours.

You are as perfect as soul,
You are as cool as whole.
I am your fragment, my dear,
I am all around you and you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Daughter Of The Earth-23

The daughter of the earth
is now afraid of to go to
temple, school and other
places inside and outside world.
The crow, the jackals, the fox
all are there to howl at her.
The daughter is the creator,
It is true and we are so unfair
to her, it is also not untrue.
Let the daughter come and say
something with her own voice
that also we are not able to tolerate.
O, daughter of the earth, you do
whatever you like at this hour, that is fair.

Gajanan Mishra
The Day And The Night

The day and the night,
The truth and the falsehood
All are here together.

The good and the bad
The weak and the strong
All are here and they are

Gajanan Mishra
The Day Is Bright

Where is the love
And where is the truth,
The day is bright that
I'm searching in you.

Who is your guide
Let me know and I'm
Searching who is my friend
And who is my foe.

Gajanan Mishra
The Day Is Clear

The day is clear,
The secret of love
Is present with me.
I am all good,
Only for love.
In body and in mind,
I am pure and see
I am always in truth.
My dear, you're here,
To recognize only.
I am going ahead,
And I'm careful.
No way to slip
I 'm with the wind.

Gajanan Mishra
The Day Smells

The day smells
Like white-tulip,
Like jasmine.
And I live
In me.

I am the day.

The night smells
Like musk,
Like aniseed.
And I stay
In you.

You are the night.

On the sky and in the deep sea
I find all in one there.

Gajanan Mishra
The Desire Is The Root

The desire is the root,
The root of all sorrow.
I do agree and let me
Repeat' before happiness,
There was sorrow and
Again it will end
In sorrow.
I have desire for
Happiness means I cannot
Escape sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
The Desire Tree

The desire tree- this world.
And you are
In it, my dear.
Worry not,
Everything would be
All right.
Let your dream
Fully matured.
Let your body and soul
Perfect in all respect.
As you know, life is
Good here on this earth
Only when you are
Expert and thoughtful.

Gajanan Mishra
The Doctor Said

The doctor said
No one is on the bed.
The lad said
Where is my beloved.

The earth remained silent,
The air left the place,
The lights taken away
By the stars.

Tell me who you are
And let not destroy
All that are here,
But tale care.
We are all warm
And love is there.

Gajanan Mishra
The Door

The door
Is opened.
You may go
If you so like.
But wait
To the call.

Here is the call,
You may go
If you so like.
But wait
And see that
You are well prepared.

Gajanan Mishra
The Doves And The Crows

The doves and the crows-
All friends.
All friends - the mountains,
The sky.
All friends - The bones and
The blood.

And all are in
Multicolored bottles.
All are in the ocean
With the air.
And all with moon
Always.

The angry water
Embraced all.
The dust- all
In mirrors.

And let us say
Life is sweet
With the things
There in the fortress.

Gajanan Mishra
The Duty Of A King

The duty of a king or ruler
Is not like that of a mere tax collector
The ruler is like that of a father or spiritual master
The king or the ruler should see to the welfare
Of the citizens from all angles
The king is to see that the citizens
Are properly looked after to attain
The highest stage of perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth And The Sky

The earth and the sky
are playing since long
and we are in between them.

We are the instruments
of the earth and the sky,
We value the strength
of the earth and
the wisdom of the sky.

And here under the sky
there is no value of
any power, property
or pleasure.

It is all the same with all,
the earth and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Has Told Me

The earth has told me,
Who I am and how to
Stay where.
The sky made me fly,
But I am not willing,
To go anywhere.
I know something is there,
With that star,
But who told you I care!
My wish, my love,
Everything is here with me,
Still I care time.
It is you to realize
And I am here to materialize.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is First

1.

The earth is first,
And not any individual country.
All belong to this earth,
Monopoly of any one person
Or state or group will
No more work,
And not to be tolerated
By the entire world.
Selfless service to the earth
Is but a necessity.
We must rise far above
From all self-interest
For the sake of survival,
Survival of all.

2.

The air, the water,
The light of the sun,
The earth and the sky,
Not belong to anyone,
But it is a natural source
Of all life, and it is
For all, let's remember.
Time has changed,
No organization can claim
The earth is their property
And they can direct anybody
For anything, no veto
No dictatorship can do
Any benefit to anyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is For All

Quarrel not with any one,
Kill not any one.
Engage not in the acts of sin.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Mine And

The earth is mine and it is full,
The sky is coming to the earth with the smile.
Both the earth and the sky are close friends that I failed to understand.
But the earth is ready to take me with a kiss of the sky and it let me fly.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Moving

The earth is moving,
While my creation is not moving.
My creation is not moving,
And you are not my creation.
No fallacy is there in my saying,
Fallacies are also not there
In trees, plants, creepers, grass
And in mountains, rivers, seas.

I am saying while the sky is silent.
But the air is not silent,
The water is not silent,
The earth is not silent,
While the light is silent.
I am the composition of all, see.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Not

The earth is
Here, see,
But you cannot
Tear it apart.

The sky is there
You can fly
But you cannot
Cross its border.

The flower is here
You cannot kill it.
The gun is here
You can do nothing
With it, see yourself
How helpless you are.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is One And The Same

The one and the same,
The earth.
But the colors,
The creatures,
The trees,
The fruits,
The taste,
The forms are
Different from
One another.
They are the wonders
Of this earth.
Let us understand
The law of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Ours

The earth is ours,
We, all belong to this earth.

Let us keep the earth safe,
And stay healthy and alive.

Plunder not earth, my dear,
Earth is our own mother.

Let us do something for the dry river
Ruthless summer, let not the spring disappear.

Let us correct our own life-styles
For the safety of our future generations.

Let us keep the water and the air
Free of pollutants.

Let not the situation goes bad to worse,
Earth is ours and we are here and let us
Take a bow to left this earth to our
Descendants better than we found the earth now.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Producing

The earth is producing
All the necessities for life.
Stay pious, my dear men
And serve with all sincerity.
Let there be love and truth,
Feel no scarcity, men,
Live with mutual dependence
And stay always happy.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth Is Waiting

The earth is waiting,
Waiting you and me.
Earth-dreams, earth-life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth The Sky

The earth the sky
All in one.

All in one
The air and the fire.

Words and memory
In life,
The destiny and the heights
With nature,
All in one
In water.

The place of worship,
The place of sleep,
All in one,
And all in pity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Earth The Sky And The Self

The earth the sky and the self
And the celebrated hymns
Manifested from the heart
And I find the goals of life
Moral codes and the law and order.

The meter generated from the hair
Of my body, as all called me poet
Poetic meter-tristup from my flesh
Principal hymn Gayatri from my skin
Anustup from the veins, Jagati from bones.

I am living with my poetic entities
I am alive in my verses
I am manifested in life-breathing
I know the art of writing verses
That is Pankti from the bone-marrow.

I am a poet and I know set of letters
From Ka to Ma I know my soul is my vowels
My body expresses in senses in three sa
The set of letters ya ra la va are my energy
Music of all the letters are seven with sensual activities.

At the touch of alphabets I manifested myself
In body in soul in strength
I am my intermediate I am my final score
Symbolically I am mine only
Realize me as Truth and I am nothing but spirit.

Gajanan Mishra
The Egg Or The Hen

The egg or the hen
Who come first
Not easy to say.
And it is easy to say
Who is here and for what
How the work is going
And the result of that work.

To say easy is not easy
To say not easy is easy
Here everybody is busy
Go and say
And your word may
Make them arise.

Gajanan Mishra
The Emperor

The world is my empire
And in this world
I am the only emperor
It is plain and open
Transparent and open
And I serve the people
Here service is common.

The world is my empire
And I am here the emperor
That I can not say
What is the future
I am my own worker
Own server and you can
Take whatever you like
Except father mother
Land and language
This is my privilege.

Gajanan Mishra
The End And The Means

I know
The end is important
And I know
The means are also
No less important.

I know my mind,
I know my intellect,
I know my tongue,
And I know You,
O my dear, through
Reflection, determination
And description.

I know You
I am in You.

Gajanan Mishra
The End Is All

The end is all,
But it is there,
From the very beginning.
From the beginning,
The snakes, the reptiles,
The spiders are there.
From the beginning
The roots, the roofs,
The waves and the light,
All are there.
It is we to decide
From where and with whom,
We are to start our journey
To reach the end.

Gajanan Mishra
The End Of The Sun

Night is not,
The end of the sun.
The sun is definitely
The beginning of life
At least here
On this earth.
And I live
With the sun.
Day is the beginning
Of life, and
The day includes the night.
For the sun our love,
For the sun life is nectar,
For the sun the day is brighter.

Gajanan Mishra
The Entire Cosmos

The entire cosmos
Is ours, true.
But I have to do
All good to
My mother,
My mother tongue
And my motherland.
If I failed to do
Then I do the act of
A foolish and ignorant.
Tell me not anything else,
I am busy in the work
Of my mother and
Doing all sorts
For the welfare of
All here.
Then only, I can
Declare I am living
The life of a
True patriot.
Then only, the road
To heaven would be
Open for me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Entire Earth

The entire earth is
There as it was.
It is I
Who is changing
At every time.
And the earth is
embracing me.
I am stupid,
Not able to know
What to do
How to tackle
With the earth here.
And I am grateful
To all for cooperation.
It is all earth here,
The earth-flower,
The earth-fruits,
The earth-creatures
All are extending
Their helps
To lead me a new life
That is also earth.
The entire earth is
Within me and also
The entire earth is
Outside me.
The entire earth is
There as it was.
It is I
Who is changing
With all here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Entire Sky Is Here

The entire sky is here
In evolution and also
In dissolution.
I am conscious about
My own action.
The visitors are many many
More millions.
But they are all
Under the sky with
Much more expectations.
I am ready for coordination,
But the sky is adamant, see,
And the sky is going
For a solution and that has
No place in vibration.

Gajanan Mishra
The Essence Of The Self

The essence of the self
It is learning
It is knowledge
It is wisdom.

The essence of the self
It is white
It is lotus
It is freedom.

The essence of the self
It is kindness
It is concentration
It is contemplation.

It is perfect harmony
It is intellect in order
Distinguish milk from water
O my dear, let us pray
For a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
The Evils

The evils of the society
Can be extinguished,
By the good words of the poet.
The poet is the best creator
Of human beings and the provider
Of light here at all times.
No violent passion, no war can
Do any harm in presence of the poet.
The chief emblem of the poet
Is all goodness and good words.
Through his great literature,
And words the poet can change
The friction-fire of the society
And can establish peace by truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Eye Opener

All over the world,
It is all for you.
The honey, the harmony,
Remembering the nectar.

All over the world,
Spread the name, the fame.
The sculpture the creator,
And all knowledge one after another.

The truth the teacher,
All over the world,
The eyes-opener
Here there in all characters.

Gajanan Mishra
The Eyes Of The Child

The eyes of the child
Is so sharp that he can
Only able to see You.

A child can say how You have
A beautiful blackish infallible body
and how You wear dress of lightning yellow
And a helmet of blazing gold.

It is You my dear who is enriched with
Four hands, earrings of molten gold
And eyes blood red with fury.

Gajanan Mishra
The Face Of The Tree

Have you seen the face,
The face of the tree?
The root of the tree
Is there in space.

Space is there in me,
And I am touching the roof.
The root and roof is one
In life, dear men, try to know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Falsity

The falsity and
The misery of this world
Is hunting me at every moment
And I am not able to
Stay in peace anywhere.

But I am awake
And I know
And I understand
The truth here.

This entire earth is
My home, I know
And I realize who am I
And hence I stay cool, see,
With the air and the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Farther I Proceed

The farther I proceed toward you,
The farther I leave the world,
And the vice versa.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fate

I need not know you, my dear fate,
But I must go with time making
Conscious effort to make you bend.

Gajanan Mishra
The Father And The Mother And The Teacher

The father, the mother and the teacher
Are three societal members, our life givers,
Our lighters, our live holy scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
The Father And The Son

Where is worthless?
Asked the father.
No answer with the son,
And can't stay still with earth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fear Of Failure

Is not here with me
Nobody is there
To catch me to arrest me
I am not apprehensive
Nothing to happen called
Bad and look I am not sad.

Gajanan Mishra
The Field

Greener again
this field again
in silence.
In silence the dream
is touching me.

And I care not
my future
that is
standing at present.

Alas, I am
living and
searching death
that is
within me.

And I am
moving toward
greener field
again and again.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fire And The Water

They are playing
The fire and the water
On the playground of the sky.
The light is the referee,
They are, the water and the fire, playing
Till the earth signal goodbye, goodbye.
Matter of life-breath is here, and here
The question of herbs, vegetation and nourishment.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fire Of Time

Only for destruction
In the fire of time,
Terrifying sight to see
In the life.
The life is here-
Infinite splendor.
And we smile
With desire,
Though, we are
Here, nothing to
Receive.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fire Tells

The fires tells the frost
Approach me not and if
You approach you would perish.

Gajanan Mishra
The First And The Last

Here, this life
Is the first and
The last witness
Of the play.
The play itself
Is life
And here
We all stay
In our
Live conversation.
The first and
The last thing
Is love - life
Without rotation.

Gajanan Mishra
The First Word

The first word
And the last word
That is You.

I know You
I realize You
That is You.

I am within You
And I can not
Know You.

You are the first
You are the last
I am in the middle.

Knowing You
Is not possible
Though lovable.

Gajanan Mishra
The First Word - I Myself

The first word
That I am going to say
Is I.
The first person
That I am going to show
Is I.
I am at the center of all,
See me or not, here it is I.

I am free
But I am changing myself
And my change is
Depends on circumstances, incidents,
Objects, actions and on so many factors.
See me or not, here it is I.

I am my own fruit,
I am my own temperament,
I am my own love,
I am my own truth.
See me or not, here it is I.

Here in action, find me,
Here in pleasure, find me,
Here in discipline, find me.
If you are unable to find,
What shall I do? but here it is I.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fish

The fish maintains
Offspring by
Looking at them.

The eggs of the tortoise
Are laid on land
The tortoise meditates
In the water.

The birds maintains
Offspring by
Touch.

O my dear although
As some said
You are far away
From me (but actually
you are within me)
By thinking
I am able to keep relation
With You.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fish The Sea

The fish, the sea,
The bird, the sky,
All appeared and
All are protected.

The mountain, the playground,
The sun, the moon,
All are active and
Positive and creative.

But with heat and cold,
Men live with all enviousness.
And they are anxious
To know their own fate.

Nothing to do,
Let each one know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fisherman

Nowhere to be found
either a net or water
but the fish gets caught
while swimming across.

Sounds emerging from afar
touch me and disappear.

The shape of the earthen pitcher
changes half-way.
Was the bird here at all?
Did the flowers bloom?
Is there a fruit left anymore
on the fruit-laden tree?

You want to have
what had never been mine
when I say 'no'
in disgust, you run away from me.

The way back is untraceable,
Nowhere here we stayed together,
then who will answer and what?

Why can't you touch me
if I am clearly visible to you?
Hold me fast while I slip away and fall
and place me in a gallery.

Have you crossed the circle?
Could you wriggle out?
I have been waiting thus
for you here
still.

Gajanan Mishra
The Flute

You may term it
A bamboo stick,
But think for a while,
The role in flying life.
The sound produce
Is ecstatic.
Love or hate,
Fear or envy,
But the message is clear
And specific.
We are to know the air,
The color and the life
Therein for the living
And the flute- the only source.

Gajanan Mishra
The Foods Promote Life

The foods promote life,
Promote vitality, strength,
Purity, happiness, and peace.
The foods provide strength
To the hearts and lungs,
The foods can be eaten,
Can be drunk,
Can be licked,
can be sucked.
But the foods are there
To show the temperament
Of the person who takes.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fox And The Crow

'Madam, madam, beautiful madam crow,
So sweet your voice that I know,
Sing a song and let me hear
From there on the branch you are sitting'
Said the fox, under the tree, 'my dear'.

Opening the mouth silly crow started
Singing 'caw, caw, caw'
And alas, you know, O readers,
What happened to the cheese that was
There in the beak of the crow.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fragrance Of Roses

The fragrance of roses,
The taste of sweet fruits,
Whatever you want
Everything is here.

But nothing is yours,
You can enjoy with
All, though.
And you are to go
With pains and pleasures.

Nothing is yours,
And everything is there
With you all around.
You are allowed to followed
Anyone for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Friends

The friend of the beggar is the house-holder,
The friend of the wife is her husband,
The friend of the children is their parents,
The friend of all is the Omnipresent God
Who is there within the hearts of all, .

Gajanan Mishra
The Frog And The Snake

The frog and the snake -
Friends.
The birth and the death -
Life.
The day and the night -
Time.
The morning and the evening -
Love.
Love life
As it is, dear.
Life is one
And not many.
Authority is one,
See and feel.

Gajanan Mishra
The Frogs And The Snake

The frogs and the snakes -
The real friends.
I know both,
Both are there
To take advantage
From one another.
Both are not good
For others.
For frogs,
The snake is a rope,
Magic rope.
For snake,
The frogs are ball
And balloons.
They both want to play,
In dark deep night,
But not on the open field.

Gajanan Mishra
The Full Moon

The full moon says
Where are you, come out.
Today or tomorrow
You are to go, come out.
Stay safe but take the risk
How can it be!
The full moon says
Do something in life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Fun Therein

Oh, you are dancing
Without any reason!
Let me see
The fun therein.

You are going on
Singing and laughing!
Let me see
The fun therein.

This way or on that way
I am there with you,
And you are leaving me
At every step.

No commitment and nothing
Yet you are mine.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ganges

The Ganges is worshiped
In the Ganges water.
My dear, apply your mind
Body senses, intellect and ego
Received from the world
In rendering service to the world
The world and the body snapped off
And the self and divinity is revealed.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ganges And The Water

The Ganges and the water
All are nectar,
The serpent and the tiger
None can gives nectar.

It is anger and it is fear
That have no relation
With pleasure and flavor
And they have their own
Poison that has power
To destroy the creature.

We have our own life
With enough terror,
O traveler, come on
For a better future.

Gajanan Mishra
The Girl Came

The girl came
And cried,
When none came
To cleanse tears
She got angry
And said, stay
Under obligation,
If I would smile next
Rush to me
For honey.

Gajanan Mishra
The Gist

The gist,
The gist is that
I realize You
By You
And You
Remain the same.
My affinity
With You
Is the Truth,
I realize You
In my own Self.
I know I
Belong to You
Is the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Gita

If you want to conquer life
Read the Gita daily.
If you want a sound health
Try to eat Pita regularly.

If you want to get peace
Acquire truth-knowledge.
If you want to conquer
Keep love within your baggage.

Gajanan Mishra
The Glorious Are

Not to be lightly regarded.
The glorious can
Drained the ocean dry.
The moment the sun rises
The darkness of
All over disappears.
See the tiny goad
That governs the mightiest
And most furious elephant.

Gajanan Mishra
The Godavari

Jump in to the fry, Godavari
You are the only hope
You are the only aspiration
You are the colour of the colours
In this southern part of life.

You are only mine and I
You see I surrender myself
Before you
Do whatever you like do.

Dig the world if you like
See what are there within
See nothing that is not yours.

Only I am yours
Only I am yours
Who is flowing without
any grievances
since time immemorials.

Gajanan Mishra
The Good And Evil

There is nothing
In real world
Called the good and evil.

The good and evil are
The delusive potency
Of almighty and is false.

The good and evil
Can be eliminated
By the almighty.

The thing that is created
And the thing that is eliminated
Is not Truth.

And so my dear, go not with
Either good or with evil.

Gajanan Mishra
The Grass

The grass would be
the banyan tree,
only with your grace.

No one is here
who can know you
and say something
about you, my dear.
Th glow worm cannot
burn the house,
No one would escape
before your anger.

It is you to come
and call others
and ensure the safety of all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Great Hero

The great hero.
Who is he?
You know,
I know.

Leave me not
I pray,
Blame me not
I pray.

See, my heart
Is so soft
My heart is
So strong.

You are on my chariot,
O my dear, You are the charioteer.

Gajanan Mishra
The Great River

The great river - The Mahanadi,
Our identity - The Mahanadi,
Source of livelihood - The Mahanadi,
But the Mahanadi is dry,
It is waterless, lifeless,
And emotionless.
What is there in the Mahanadi at present?
Slogan, Hartal, politics, discussion,
Cheating, throwing muds, stones
At one another, here, there, near, far.
The neighbors are laughing at us,
For our foolishness.
The Mahanadi is no more there where it was,
We are no more here, where we were.

Gajanan Mishra
The Great The Tree

The great the tree not using any words,
Words are the violators of natural law,
Sons and daughters of nature here we are.
Incurable diseases here the words, take note,
Words can build, words can ruin dear, your world.
Handle with care each word at every place,
Faith, not anyone uttering so much in loud voice,
Dust cloud all from top to bottom not good, not fair.

Gajanan Mishra
The Greatest Enemy

Is hunger and thirst.
O my dear, armed yourself
Against these enemies first.
Find and acquire
Unequaled strength of body
And a glow of vigor and see
Within you fountain of knowledge, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Greatest Personality

The greatest personality
Of the world is the poet.
The poet saves all
From all dangers.
The poet can alone
Protect the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
The Hate And Love

The hate and love
Both are dangerous
If you link it with
A bad man.
But if you link it
With a saint
Both are nectar
For you my dear.
And who is bad
It is said
One who has not
Good will and does not
Desire the good of others.
And who is a saint,
The saint is he who always
Wishes the welfare of others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Head

The head,
The head of the state
Should care for the welfare of all.
The personal pride or lust
has no value.
The head of the state should kept in mind.

Gajanan Mishra
The Heart And Brain

Stay busy in universal
Welfare work by protecting
All members of the society.

The heart and brain -
Very important parts
Of the body.

The poets are
The hearts and brains
Of human society.

Even though, the whole
Body is bigger than
The heart and brain.

The heart and brain are
Most important parts.

Gajanan Mishra
The Heaven, The Sky

The heaven, the sky,
The planets, the stars,
The mountains, the rivers,
The trees, the seas, the islands,
All are here with me,
I am not alone here, and
A link is there among us
For the greater interest of the creation.
I measure the space,
The inner and the outer.
I know the characters and
The classifications and
The different orders of life
With complete significance.

Gajanan Mishra
The Heretics

The heretics are there
To insult you, my son,
But bear all, I know
Everyone here and
I know what each one
Is doing and I know
His purpose, worry not.
You are just to stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Highest

The truth is
At the highest point.
Life, appeared though,
In grammatical jugglery,
The poems are quite fit
To expose the self
In succession.
Love is but significant,
And all creatures are
Pure associates of the truth,
Being the fruits thereof.
Attraction is there, in
The signal and in the dictionary,
On the face of very earth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Himalayas

I know you are there
To protect me against
The cold Arctic winds.
I know you keep me
Fairly warm.
You are shielding me
Against the invasion
From the north.
The mountain passes
In your region
facilitated trade and
Cultural contacts
With central and
West Asia.

Gajanan Mishra
The Himalayas - I Care

I care not
In how many feet or
Metres you are
Above sea level,
But I care you,
My dear, the Himalayas,
I know, nothing is there
To match your beauty
And grandeur,
You are the abode of
Almighty, I realized.
The highest mountain
In the world, Mount Everest
Is there in you.
I heard about your formation
That is about seventy
Million years ago,
And it is due to
The collision between
Indo-Australian and
Eurasian tectonic plates.
I know, you stretch across
India, Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet,
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
I know, for you only
We are all here - one.
You are special and you
Keep with you all knowledge,
All the knowable and all the knower.
I know, you have held a
Profound significance on
The mythologies, literature,
Religions and cultural of
Entire south Asia.
You are the centre of attraction
All over the world.

Gajanan Mishra
The Himalayas Is Burning

The Himalayas is burning
The Indian ocean is going to dry
My world is going towards destruction
And who am I and how can I save myself
From this process, my dear!

Gajanan Mishra
The Himalayas Is Falling Down

The Himalayas is falling down,
The ocean is rising up.

I am eating the time,
The time is chewing me.

The air is my visiting professor,
The water is with the air floater.

Death is piling up layer to layer,
 Invite me, I will go and watch the theatre.

Gajanan Mishra
The Holy Place

The holy place -
This body.
Love is here
For you,
Dear truth.
All the oceans,
All the sky,
All the earth,
And all things are
Here in this body.
All good works
Are to be done
For the future.
Nothing wrong
In this body.
Short and long,
Soft and hard,
White and black,
And find everything
In this body.
Without the body
Nothing is there.
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ignorant

The ignorant cannot
Understand good words,
The neem cannot be
Sweet though it is in sugar,
The dog cannot care
The Tulasi plant,
The evil-man cannot stay
With the wise,
Man of proud cannot
Surrender even before Almighty,
Talkative man cannot
Be polite,
The coal cannot give up
Its blackness,
The mad man cannot know
what is good for him.

Gajanan Mishra
The Incidents

That occurred
I never take it granted.

Seeing You dwelling
With me I observed
My obstacles.

Regret for error
O my dear,
It is the close of the chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
The Inner And The Outer

The inner and
the outer-
The same cores.
Same iron,
Same nickel.
Very hot,
Very liquid.
Movement of
Outer liquid
Creates magnetic
Field and
It is responsible
For its gravity.
Inner core is
Under immense pressure.
Air is there-
Surround the earth.
Gases are water vapour.
Out earth has
This unique atmosphere,
And we live here.
All heats, all pressure
It takes for us,
For our living.
Earth mother, I salute you,
You are the only truth,
All living creatures
Are your fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
The Inner Beast

I see and feel
The inner beast's cruelty
That is within you,
And let me tell the truth,
One day, for it only
You would be nowhere.
Tame it, if you so like
Or drive it away from you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Intelligent Rabbit

The intelligent rabbit
is killing the proud lion,
we are watching it in real life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Jackal

See the jackal here, my dear,
It is coming to the lioness
with a proposal of marriage!
And when the lioness roars,
The jackal is no more.

See me, my dear, I am waiting here,
Only for some drops of rain water and
the rain is coming with Hudhud cyclone
and damaging my entire structures.

Through this letters of the poems
I wish to touch you in to to,
I am not in despair anyhow.
What I have seen in my own eyes
I dare not to say it is not truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Key Of Growth

The key of growth
And development is
With you, my dear.
Open the luck with
The key with your
Personality branded
Warmth and diplomacy.
We are with green signal.

Gajanan Mishra
The King And The Poet

The king nodded and slept over the poems
And all the king's men and all the king's soldiers
Could not make the king awake.

The poet arrived there and
The king uttered no words, but reappeared
With a different perception and
The kingdom dazzled all over the world
With love and with all the truth for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
The King And The Subject

The king and the subject
All are here, all are equal,
All are there to raise
People's voice.
The sovereign power
Rest with the people and
All the kings and all
The king's men are there
To serve the people
And help the people in
The development of all.
The state is there
Like an empty box
And the people are waiting
For their turn to give
Everything for the nation.

Gajanan Mishra
The King Dies

The king died
and the subjects are helpless.

The water dried
and the fishes are nowhere.

Since you are alive
I am not leaving you, my dear.

And you are living with truth
and with love.

Gajanan Mishra
The King Is Always Right

The king is always right,
The fire is always right,
The death is always right,
It is we, always wrong
And as such, suffer.

Let the stealer steal,
Let the beggar beg,
But let us love all
And get happiness
That is within us, my dear.

Let us stay well-controlled
And be happy within ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
The King Is No More

The king is no more
So also the queen.

We are the king
On our land,
We are the queen.

We are bloosoming
Like the flowers
We are the smile
Of the time.

We are here to
Love each other,
We are here to
Save each other,
And we are for us.

We are free
We are our friends
We are our foes.
We can do
Whatever we like.

We can take nectar,
We can take poison,
Everything is here
Only for us.

Be calm my dear,
Think yourself
What do you want
And for whom
And for what purpose.

Your own thinking
Will take you
To the path
You want to
Proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
The Kingdom

The kingdom is
Not anyone's
Personal property.
By birth, there is
Nothing called right.
Right, property all
Are delusion granted
By one to another
And it has no truth.
No one is independent,
One is depending on
Another in some way
Or other. Let me stay
without sorrows.

Gajanan Mishra
The Knowledge

The knowledge that is with you
Is sufficient for a better life,
No needs for detailed knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
The Land - Fertile

The land - fertile,
Fertile land and
We are ready to do
What is good.

We have our
Own heavenly air,
We have our star.
We have an artful life,
With the sky,
And we fly.

Think not we are strengthless,
Think not we are sigh,
We have our own voice,
We have our own choice.

Gajanan Mishra
The Land Is Mine

The land is mine
And it is bountiful.
No one has power
To make me landless.

I am here to dance
On this land,
I am here to sing
With the air.

I have a dream
To make this land
More beautiful with love
And more beautiful with my labor.

Gajanan Mishra
The Land Is Moving

The land is moving and it is a fact
No mental derangement and it is a fact
All facts are with me now
And I am telling you the water the air
All are still and silent
I understand and remain undisturbed, see.

Gajanan Mishra
The Land We Possessed

The land we possessed
Not ours enjoyed
By us though.
The time we enjoyed
Beating us
At every moment though.
We live for death
And we explore everything.

Gajanan Mishra
The Language Has Created Us

We have not created the language,
But the language has created us.
And the language can solve all
The problems faced by us
Reform and rectify ourselves
For the benefit of the self.
We are just machines, and the machines
Can move forward only through language.
No one is permitted to usurp
And destroy our language, our identity.
Our state is nothing but the waves
Of language, let us remember, for all welfare.
One who is adamant and disagree on using
The language he deserves to be punished.

Gajanan Mishra
The Language Is Dead

The language is dead,
No use of words.
But life is still there.

Gajanan Mishra
The Last But Not The Least

The last but not the least,
I love you, I love you - the truth.
In truth, I want to live,
I want to live in love, in you.
In the evening, in the morning,
At night and in the day times,
I want to see as and your love
For the purpose of living.

Gajanan Mishra
The Law Made

The law made -
Nothing but cheating.
Cheating the people
In the name of discipline,
In the name of sincerity,
In the name of progress,
In the name of independence.
Law without execution,
Is nothing but a farce.
The farce in the name of
Democracy, welfare, justice.
Justice is nothing
But showing light
To the blind.

Gajanan Mishra
The Laws Of The Land

How dare you
To transgress
The laws of the land,
And still, continue
Enjoying the power?

What the people,
The roots of the land
Are doing here
So far, without
Doing anything?

Minister, remember, you are
Neither the creator of the land,
Nor the formulator of laws
But only a servant of the people.

Gajanan Mishra
The Life

The life of a man
Is always for the welfare
Of others.
The life of a demon
Is always for the welfare
Of his own self.
I love you means
I am for you.
No one can find
The word love in a
Demon's dictionary.
A true man expect nothing
From anybody at any time
That a demon does.
A true man is always
In truth but a demon
Take shelter of falsehood
To satisfy himself and
To fulfill his personal end.
Rest I am not going to tell,
You may ask yourself, my dear
And think and a man
You have power to know everything.

Gajanan Mishra
The Life Of A Poet

Is successful
To the fullest extent.

The poet has the vision
And the wisdom
Of Ultimate Truth.

The poet knows
The material and
Spiritual angles of life.

The life of the poet
is successful as Your
Grace is on the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
The Life Of The True Poet

The life of
The true poet -
A great poem,
A great poem -
The poet himself
Tell them.
To reach the poet
You have to
Toil hard
And you have to
Sacrifice a lot.
Ask not the address,
You can get it
From anywhere within you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Life, The Love, The Truth

It is all palatable,
And full of humor,
At every step, the life,
The love, the truth.

The earth, the air,
The sky, the light
And the water, all are
There, to make the life full.

The life appears,
The life disappears,
In this material world,
But all for good.

Gajanan Mishra
The Light

The light,
I like.
The sky,
I like.
I belong
To the sky,
I belong
To the light.

Light and sky,
Both are
On this earth.
I am the earth
And I am here
Forever.

Gajanan Mishra
The Light Is Still Here

The light is still here
The light has gone out
Who told it is not here
We are all here in the light
And we know weapons can not
Cut a true light and water
can not drench it and we know
wind can not put it out and
Make the area we live in dark
We know light is here all the time
And the light does not even
Shake or vibrate and we know
The light of truth is everlasting
And it is here and it is eternal

Gajanan Mishra
The Like Color

The like color - black,
Black sky - naked.

Naked our time,
Naked our life.

Pensive I am
In the black forest.

Forest, I know
With so many angles.

But happy I am,
With annex light.

Light life,
Life is in the light.

All black
Including the white.

Gajanan Mishra
The Lily And The Rose

The lily and the lotus
Were talking each other and
We are here to listen their talk.

What they talked in water
What are the words in the air
We know all are about love.

The lily and the lotus
Are keeping relation with the moon
And with the sun that we know from here
And we know both lily and the lotus
And how luckies they are here.

It is sun who is giving us life
And giving us light
And the moon is giving us nectar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Lion And The Rabbit

The lion and the rabbit,
Let them make friendship
So deep and deep and deep
No one can differentiate
Who is strong and who is weak.

Gajanan Mishra
The Little Way

I can serve You
I can help You
I can offer You
A leaf a flower
A fruit a little water.

I know Your every ray
I have a earnest soul
I have a sincere longing
I remember you my love
Each day every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mahanadi

My mother river
Most important
Peninsular river of India
I survive for you.

O my mother river
You are abused
Due to indiscriminate
Garbage and sewage discharge
Due to industrial effluents
I know how you are
Struggling to stay alive.

O Mahanadi, my mother river
My quest for so called development
As a modern society putting
You on death bed
You are dying I know
I am dying I know
My civilization is also dying
I am helpless to heal you
O Mahanadi, my mother river
I need you alive
I need you alive.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mahanadi- For Love

Our lifelines,
The Mahanadi.
Its water
Is not for war
But for love.

Water, water,
Life-giver.
We need water
For irrigation,
For drinking
And livelihood.

Without water
How can we live?
No life- no friendship.

Gajanan Mishra
The Makers Are Here

The makers are here,
Let them say for whom
They are making.
If it is all
For the general public
Then no one can
Break it.
No one can be the judge
But the general public
Who have power
To elect their representatives.
And it is the representatives
Who can say what is right
And what can give benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
The Man - The Greatest Art

The man is the greatest art and
The man is subscribing humanity.
Humanity is the great boon
In each one's life-moon.

Let me see the man
In this moonlit night.
Let me talk with the man
How he has written
All the scriptures and all
The scientific research works
Knowing fully well that
There is nothing new under the sun.

I salute the man as I know
The man is at the center of all
And the man himself is the sundial.

Gajanan Mishra
The Market Is Not Big

The market is not big,
Not bigger than me.
Since I have my own love,
But the market knows not
What is love like.

I dream but the market
Has no dream at all.
I live for all times
But the market closes
Its door even to invitees.

I have my own flower
And river. I have
My mountain also and
At the top I stay.

Gajanan Mishra
The Me Generation

Proudly considering
Oneself the Lord -
Like pride goes
Before a fall-
Full intoxication-
Gross miscalculation,
With false intention-
Needs to stay, though,
Free from pretension.
Or on the way
To destruction.
No facility for
Further communication,
Eather conditioned.

Gajanan Mishra
The Meaning

Let us find out
The meaning of
Each and everyone
Here and there.

Here and there,
Let us move
With the bird to
Play with the star.

Star is there
Waiting for us,
Whole night passed,
Let us search where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
The Meaning Of Freedom

The meaning of freedom
Is useless, if I am
Unable to see my language
In the day to day
Functioning of the state,
If there is no freedom of speech,
Other freedoms are meaningless.
The meaning of freedom
Is useless if I am
Not able to eat something
A day, not able to get
A dress to cover up
My bare body, not able to
Get shade over my head.
The meaning of freedom
Is useless, if the rich
Are richer and the poor
Are poorer in spite of
So many plan and programmes.
The meaning of freedom -
I am searching here
At this time, please come
And help me my dear, brothers
And sisters and admit
Mistakes so far committed
At the cost of others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Meaning Of Love

The meaning of love,
That I want to know.
Love, waves of ecstatic love,
What is it and how
It cleanses the soul.
How love purifies the mind
That I want to know
Without the self.
Love - a blazing fire
And it burns to ashes
All impediments on the path
Of progress.
The meaning and forms of love-
That I failed to understand.
When speech choked up,
When heart melts,
When one cries and laughs,
When one feels ashamed
And dances,
You said all symptoms of love
And it all purifies the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
The Meaning Of The Poem

Poem is life here,
And let me explain
The meaning of
The poem to you.

The poem is the truth,
You are to explain
The truth to the members
Present here, in
The unalloyed chain.

Surely, each one has to
Understand the mystery
Of life through the poem
That is being recited
By me while living the life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Meaning Of Touch Me

The meaning of touch me
And touch me not are
The one and the same.
It is all the matter of
Trust and beauty and
The matter of minds
But never that of hearts.
Mind is changing, you know,
But heart is there in tact.
Through touch only
You can absorb fire
That is in love's lyre.
O yes, I am at the loving
Coast where you are really.

Gajanan Mishra
The Men And Democracy

The men are roots,
The roots of democracy.
Abandon envy of men,
And serve them,
In their language,
My dear officials and politicians.
The men of the land are
The first person to accept
First oblations of your services.
The air, the water, the light,
And the earth all belong to men.
You are only the servants,
Remember this fact, never think
Or act like a master.

Gajanan Mishra
The Method

The method
To tell me
A man
Is faulty?
If I have
Lost
Humanity.

Murmur not
But tell
Clearly
That you
Love me.

Tell openly
The truth.

The truth is
I am a man,
I love all,
And I am here
For all,
I am a man
Recognized
By all
With all purity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Milky Way

I try to know
The life -
The milky way.
Left and right,
I try to
Balance it
With equal
Number of lights.
All over my body,
From lower to upper,
I try to give
A fresh touch with
Life-air, and I want
To know where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mind

The mind
Flickering and unsteady
The mind
If uncontrolled
The mind
Control you
The mind
Kidnapped your
Peace and happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Miseries Of Birth

The miseries of birth
And death and old age
And diseases are
The main issues
For discussion today.
And I think
Nothing is there
To envious others.
Let us back to the truth,
Let us see the duration
Of life and the very
Existence in different
Forms and to know
How to utilize all here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moment Is Passing

The moment is passing
And passing and yet I am
In sleep gazing the sky- your face.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moment You

The moment you think of me,
My appearance is a must before you.
And when I appeared
All your sins are washed away.

Nothing to lose and nothing to fear,
Remember, my dear, I am your lover,
And I am with you for the benefit
of all creatures here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon

The moon and
The cool light
So are you and I.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon Arises

The moon arises
Within you.
The moon is the truth.
Enjoy the moon
With all whiteness.
Life is to enjoy only.
Life has all the beauty,
Worry not, stay cheerful.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon Is Burning

The moon is burning
And crying for life.
The moon is taking me
To depopulate my dream.

Where is the moon in me,
I am asking my wife.
My wife is taking leave
To make me understand the time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon Is In Your Body

The moon is in your body,
I know and I know where
The moon goes when and how.

I know how the moon is burning
And how it is cooling all here,
The movement and the direction
Of the moon be marked with care.

I know the moon being black
In color and at times white
And at other times red and yellow.

I care not the southern side,
Of course, it is true here.
I enjoy the time with the moon
And the moon is mute, needless to say.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon Is Naked

The moon is naked
And I have caught it
On the roof of my house.

Gajanan Mishra
The Moon Is Sleeping

The moon is sleeping,
And the sun is the guard.
My cat is climbing
The tamarind tree
In front of my house.
While saying all these
Take me granted
I am not an ordinary man.
I am also not hankering
To get benefit of any kind
From anyone here.
Yet I am with the sky
And the air is giving me
Everything that I need.

It is fact I am ageing
It is fact the river is
Going to dry.
Yet I am not hopeless
I think it is the right time
To go anywhere here.
What I am telling
Just hear it
No one can tell like me.
It is not easy to go
Outside this, crossing
The words that are live.
Okay, if you say, darkness
Is there, I must rebut.

Gajanan Mishra
The More

The more we have
The more we want.
So many things
So many paths.
Just see and watch.
Body is yours
Wife is yours.
Have patience,
See the signal and
The line of clearance.
You are your
Biggest pitfall.
If facing obstacle
Give me a call.

Gajanan Mishra
The More We Give

The more we give
The more we take
The more the merrier
we pray more and more
And mercy is here
More and more.

Gajanan Mishra
The Most Wonderful Thing

What is the most
Wonderful thing in this world
And to this question
The great king Yudhisthira replied
Hundreds and thousands of living entities
Meet death at every moment
But a foolish living being
Nonetheless thinks himself deathless
And does not prepare for death.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mother Says

The mother says;
The presence is the source of
All peace, all joy, all security,
And dear, nothing to deny it.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mountain And The Tree

The mountain and the tree,
Both are sober and serve others,
And dedicate everything
For the benefit of others.
I wish to live like them
Here in this world,
With my blood and flesh,
I want the blessing from you dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Muse Of Art And Learning

You are the embodiment of all the alphabets,
You are A to Z, You are AA to Ksha,
You create multitudes of beings in the universe.
You are the essence of word-power shabda-brahm
and bliss with radiance of lightning.
O Mother, keep me with You,
You are the love and the truth.
You are the muse of all arts and learning.

Gajanan Mishra
The Mystery

There with us
The mystery.
From very birth
To death.

Gajanan Mishra
The Nation Is For The Native

The nation is for the native,
The native are there to elect
Their representatives to frame
Laws for them. The Govt is for
The native, the employees are
Devoted to work for the native.
The judges are there to adjudicate
cases for the interest of law
And public in general. And as such
The language of the native is
At the center-stage of everything.
Use the language of the native
Always everywhere, or else
Leave the chair for some one else
Who is more committed to the native.
In the name of defect law, defunct law
Please don't loss time and energy
Of the native. Do or go..

Gajanan Mishra
The Nature

I am the nature
And I am in no way inferior.
I am aware of my superiority.

Gajanan Mishra
The Night

The night is for some to sleep
The night is the time of
Awakening for me to
Introspect within.

No one can say
What is there in the night
No one can say
Whether it is really night.

Night is night
When it is night
Though not dark
But bright.

I love night
Night is here to sing
Song of sorrow
That is sweet.

All sweetness are here
Only in night
Night is my most dear
Only because You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Night I See

The night I see is not mine,
Though, the stars are approaching me
From the very beginning.
I am there with the night,
But the is far from me
As the sun there within me.
I know, the sun and the night
Are good friend at the end.

Gajanan Mishra
The Night The Music

The night the music,
The memory and life,
Memories failed
Means the end.

All play in fire,
All play of water.
All play in the sky,
All play for life.

Life shine,
Appear and sing
With love for truth,
And I say I love you.

The truth of life - love.
The truth of love - life.
Life and love - one
And one for time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Night Watcher

The night watcher, the poet, my dear
Watching us by words and giving us
Messages that is pin-pointed and clear.

The poet knows well that out of lakhs
And thousands readers one or two are
Really able to understand the truth there
And one or two love with trust and
One or two really interested in them, and
They make them change accordingly and
Further one or two take the responsibility
Themselves for spreading the messages further.

The duty of the poet is to write and to guard
Through the words and the words are there
Getting life, being eternal truth awakening all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ocean And I

I find no one
Greater than I.
I believe in poetry,
And I exist.

In rain and in the sun,
I exist for you,
I want to go far
To touch the truth.

I see and I dream,
Life and the world.
I care not death
Or the dust.

With my pure heart,
I desire to measure the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ocean And The Wave

You are the ocean,
I am the wave
And we belong
To the same class.

You are there
As before
But I am losing
My heart on the beach.

You are different,
I think, from me,
As I am trying
To establish
My identity with
Assume affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ocean Is Mine

The ocean is mine
I am not what the ocean is.

I am burning
But the ashes are not mine.

Victory is only a talk
That has no power.

O my dear, I am with my nature
Feeling is left unspoken.

Ask me with a ridicule
Where is not ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ocean Is Telling

The ocean is telling,
It would come to me,
But I am sure I must
Not be here after its
Arrival, as I am today.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ocean-Life

I don't care,
Who said what.

I try to compose poems,
For all of them.
I try to tell all
The value of love
And truth in them.

I tell in my natural way,
With the air
With the light
And with the sky.

I am fortunate,
I try to tell
All that
What I feel.
I feel what
Other creatures
Feel here at this hour.

I love all,
And I live,
I try to let
All live.

While telling
The tell of life,
I don't care
Who said what.

This much I want to
Tell, worry not brothers
And sisters here
We must jump
This ocean and this water.
Gajanan Mishra
The One You Choose

Make me sure,
The one you choose
Is really ready
And fit to stay here
For all times to come.

Gajanan Mishra
The Only Benefactor

I know You are the only
Benefactor and well-wisher
Of all means all planets
And the demigods thereof
You are the benefactors
Of all living entities
You are the only person
Who can give peace to all
And free them from the pangs
Of material miseries
You are the beneficiary
In all human activities
No one is greater than you
I know and I know
I am your fragmental part
And parcel and keeping
Relation with you
I know you must come to me
To test my purity of soul
And when you arrived
I know it is the highest
Perfection of my life
And I know you are coming
You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Only Truth Here

Everything is there
For you only.

Everybody is there
For you only.

You are the only person
Who is there
In everybody and
In everything.

Each one is independent,
Each one is peaceful,
Each one is supreme.
It is all for you,
You are the truth
And the only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Original

I am the original,
And I am with the nature.
Nature is what you see,
And your power to see
Depends on wher you reside.
Your residence is here
That I know in this world
And this world is
No way related to you,
You are the product
of this world though.
You are the source of
all creations and
Creations are in you.

Gajanan Mishra
The original hero,  
The real-life one-  
My father.  
Down to earth-  
My father.  
I used to chat  
With him  
Heart to heart.  
My father is  
My father-  
Simple and  
Introvert.  
I feel proud of  
My father.

Gajanan Mishra
The Original The Supreme

I know it is You, my dear
You are the all-powerful
Controller.

You are the life-air
You are the sensory
Mental and bodily strength
Of all.

The ultimate creator
Of all creators, it is You
You are also the underlying
Substance, my dear.

Death himself moves
About out of fear of You.

Gajanan Mishra
The Owl And The Parrot

The owl and the parrot
Both are here, if you so like
You can make a distinction.
But for me, I find nothing
Between the tiger and the lizard,
That are there within me.
I only want to pray for all
And say a few words, forgive them
If any one of them committed any wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
The Past Is Not True

The past is not true, sir.
And I need not go there.
Though there is light in the star
I find no scope to go there.
Defects I find no reasons
To discover.
No dispassion no discrimination,
Things that matter is only here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Path

The path You have taken
My dear, is known to me.

Nobody understand and
Nobody is ready to say
Where and how You have gone
You are present though.

Yes yes You are here
Though no path is here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Path Is Opened

The path is opened,
You may go
If you so like.
The words are there,
You can understand
On your own ways.
The reality is there
You can realize
If you have faith
On humanity.
The truth is there,
You can feel it
Through love with
The power of acceptance.

Gajanan Mishra
The Period Is Dangerous

The period is dangerous,
And yet, we have to
Cross over it anyway
Insurmountable, though,
By the power of
Our truthfulness.
We have our own good qualities
And we are to use it
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
The Person I First Meet

The person I first
Meet this morning
Is you, my love.
The thing I last
Get this evening
Is in you, the truth.
You can do anything
At any time, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Picture

Here is the picture
And it is being seen
But I cannot say
What the picture is,
Who are there in the picture
And the name, address
And biodata of
The spectators.

Gajanan Mishra
The Place I Left And The Place I Arrived

What is new?  
But I am going  
With you,  
Taking my new book.  
You are there  
To read I know,  
But what you  
Are going to say  
I know, nothing  
New in that.

The place I left  
Is yours,  
The place I arrived  
Is also yours.  
Both the places  
Are one and the same,  
Yet I am going  
That I am sure.

Gajanan Mishra
The Place, The Weather

The place, the time,
The food, the drinks,
All are for me,
All weather.

Life is just one,
And I got here safe.
I am ready to invite you,
All the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Platan Tree

The plantain tree has delivered
Its fruits banana only once, but
Gives it to others with respect.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poem And The Ocean

Come to me, I am
Here, to teach you,
How to write
A poem.

Come here, and
See me, how I am
Controlling
The ocean.

Find, no difference
Between the poem
And the ocean,
Both are here
To accelerate
Your promotion.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poem Is Writing Me

The poem is writing me
I am not writing the poem.

Who am I to write?
Poem is supreme,
Poem is sovereign,
Poem is everything for me.

It is poem
Who is living,
It is poem who is
Moving here and there.

Poem is the moon
Poem is the star
Who is near
Who is far.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poem Of Yours

The poem of yours
Is very nice.
The life of yours
Is very nice. Your
Feeling, touching,
Kissing, eating
All are very nice.
Nice is your smile.
Within your boundary,
See, here I am.
I am a captive of yours
And I aspire nothing.
On my pathway here
I am catching nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poems Are Unreal As Well

The poems are unreal as well,
All these are illusory like life,
Like house, like wife, life son,
Like daughter, like earth, like sun.
It taste good at this moment
And at another moment it is not good.
Like various other things
The poems also loss its value and
Virtue with the change of time.
The poems have also their own
Expiry in some way or other.
I am not giving importance to you lecture,
I am not giving importance to time also.
I know in timelessness we live for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet

The poet can only utter the word fine
The poet has to bear the sorrow and the sin.

The poet can only say I am happy
The poet can only say I feel no aches no pain
The poet can only say I am not in loss
The poet can only say I am in the side of only gain.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet And The Politician

The poet is there
To rear all,
But the politician-
To put into the dark cell.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Creates The World

The poet distribute
Knowledge.
Knowledge makes you
A man.
A man can
Understand the truth.
The truth can
Give you peace.
In the peace, you can know
The life and
Features of the world,
You live in this world.
The world makes a man poet,
And the poet creates the world.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Invites The Miseries

The poet invites
The miseries
As he knows
This world is
Not a place
For enjoyment.
The poet is moderate,
As he knows
And he realized
What is there
Within and outside.
Poet knows very well
The course of nature
And he cautions all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is Being Neglected

The poet is being neglected -
Not a good sign for all, my dear.
The words are not being used
Properly - the sign of great danger.

Each one is polluted here,
And no fruits, no flowers,
No grains, no milk, and nothing
Is with us, all are in poverty.

It is misfortune, we are not
Able to understand each other.
We are even no obliged to
Our own benefactor.

Time is not good for us,
Still, we are here waiting for good.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is Here

To pray for others
The poet is here
To take steps
To relieve the world's distress
In case of total degradation
The poet acts as Supreme chastiser
The poet is here
To take poison
And to give nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is Never Contaminated

The poet is never contaminated,
As his words are very forceful
That can pierce the surface
Of life here to cleanse the creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is The Sandalwood

The poet is the sandal wood,
The poet is the sugar cane,
The poet is the man of class.
The poet is here, with
All fragrance,
All sweetness,
All words of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is The Sun

Here is the light in his poems
Go through this light, my dear
The dense darkness of ignorance
Of the present days will not
Touch you and you will get
Proper knowledge and right vision
Keep in mind, the poet is the sun
And enjoy life it is a fun.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Is There As Guide

The poet is the guide
Of the human society
And he is there to
Focus light through
His wise words.
The poet is there to
Uplift the human race
And to raise them
To the platform of
Truth and love.
The poet is the one
Who can sacrifice himself
For the men in general
And give all eternal pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet Subdues

The poet subdues
The words, the meanings,
The thoughts, the emotions,
The entire world and
Declared he is the winner.
The poet is the light,
For all here and for this
He stays in full concentration.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poet The Singer

The poet, the singer -
All in one
And he and they
All anxious to see
To the good of all.
I am sure,
The poet and the singer
Have no troubling eyes,
They are not blind,
They have all
Auspicious qualities,
They are the devotees
Of are a
True poet, I salute you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poetry Is Mine

The poetry is mine,
I belong to the poetry.

In poetry,
I am ignorant of laws,
Rules, disciplines
And all legalities
And formalities.

Poetry is my law
And I obey it.

Poetry is my life
As I tell again and again
Here and there.

And no one has power
To give injunction
Against my life,
My poetry.

Poetry has its own
Natural flows
Like life.

The poetry has
Exclusive right
To my life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poets And Kind Words

Angry or pleased,
Dear poets, I know
You bestow
Your benediction
Through your kind
Words to all here.
You are a friend
To your enemy also.

Gajanan Mishra
The Poison Tree

The poison tree.

Where is it?
Is it not within us!

Though not, the tree
Is there, poisonous shades
We see everywhere.

We are our enemies,
We cry for we are
Not active.

But sorry,
Life is not there
In true sense.

Relax my dear, relax,
The dots, commas, lines
Are not ours.

Open tube is opened,
And there is nothing
Therein.

Gajanan Mishra
The Power Of Speech

The power of speech
Is here with me,
And I want to talk
About you always, dear.

The aural reception
Is here with me
And I wish to hear
About you always, dear.

I have hands and legs
And other senses and
I want to engage them
In your service, dear.

I want to see you, dear,
I want to touch you,
I know I am, dear,
No different from you.

Give me permission dear,
To leave for my home,
In you, the truth.

I believe not
In material conception
Or in any magical performance.

I want to realize you, dear,
But not by any speculation
Not by any other mental
Or mental gymnastics.

I love you, dear,
And as you know love
Knows nothing,
Care no one, but by
Understanding and by
Giving service favorably.
I love you, dear,
For you are being the symbol of
Pure love and affection here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Press - Watchdog

The press can alone
Fight against injustice
Taking public opinion with it.
The press can alone
Take actions how to heard
The voices of the deprived.
The press can alone
stand up to the Government
And point out its mistakes
Being the watchdog of democracy.

Gajanan Mishra
The Principle Of Love - Forgive And Forget

The principle of love -
Forgive and forget.
The principle of life -
To live with love.
Life is there in love,
Love is there, where
There is the truth.
Truth is there
In the union of
Two great souls
Who practice
Forgive and forget.
And the whole world
Is running on it.

Gajanan Mishra
The Problem With You

The problem with you,
I am unable to discover.
But I think, it is due to
Envy.
But I care not, I know
It will solve its
Own problem within you,
Just I am waiting for time.
Just imagine,
The pious activities,
Just go on
Doing your works,
Here at this time
Everything is fine.

Gajanan Mishra
The Process Is Wrong

The process is wrong,
But the beginning and
End of life, all- okay.
Life is as usual bright,
Life is scented and lovely.
But due to this process
Sickness is there and
We are all suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
The Process Of Coming And Going

The process is there
The coming and the going,
The going and the coming.
The process is on.
From where, to where,
For what and who they are,
All are in questions.
Coming and going, going and
Coming, coming and going, going.
No one can find its
Beginning and end.
But all are the parts of the process
The coming and going, going and coming
And yet all are in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
The Process Of Creation

It is in me,
The process of creation.
And I am creating you.
You are the truth,
And the truth is
In me.
You are here in me,
And I am creating you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Public

The public
Wants to be cheated
And hence
Cheaters are being created
To misrepresent and delude
The public.

Foolish are enamored
By the beauty of matter
And hence
They are busy in
Material enjoyment
And it is not real and it is foolishness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Pure And Eternal

The pure and eternal,
The indivisible and only truth;
Let me say, it is you.
My love, my dear, my all in all.
I am here only for you,
And you are there only for me,
My age, my time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Purpose Is One

All beauty,
All bliss,
All satisfaction-
Life is there
In all creation,
Purpose is one-
Satisfaction,
Sense gratification,
Also purification,
And to get the self out
That is conditioned.

Gajanan Mishra
The Purpose Of Life

Try to realize
The purpose of life.
Try to understand
The knowledge within.
Try to know
Who you are and
What for you are here,
By engaging yourself in true service.

Gajanan Mishra
The Real Common Language

The real common language
Is smile and love and look,
Though interpreters are
There to view and review
In different angles to
Refine the truthful-mood.
Our lingua-franca is life
And we live with it taking
Everything that are in need
From the air and water and
Light and from the earth.
Every moment this earth is
Changing its colours, forms
For us and we are here with it.

Gajanan Mishra
The Real Fear

The real fear is
Not here
Here is only life
That differed.
O life, I can
Call you death
In another term
That is no harm.

Gajanan Mishra
The Real Holy Book

The real holy book
For me, this body.
The real holy book
For my state,
The Constitution.
I am here to
Follow the principles
Of yoga to maintain
Good health.
I am here to
Follow the provisions
Of the Constitutions
For all welfare of
The people of my state.

Gajanan Mishra
The Real Position

The real position
That I want to know,
Is the position of
My life.
Here, it is,
In pure form,
With multi-coloured,
But not confirmed.
Life is the truth,
But it is impersonal.
Life is the light,
But one who lives is in dark.
The very existence
Is in doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
The Realty Is That

The reality is that
You are doing everything,
I am nothing.
You are in love
But I am not.
But I am here
And writing poems
For you only.

Gajanan Mishra
The Reality- Not Love

The reality- not love,
But life.
Let us face it,
Day and night.

Ecstatic and
Exit- life.
Unfolded and
Non-interference.

Love - so difficult,
So also life.
Open or shut, all
Auspicious eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
The Reason I Failed

The reason I failed
To understand as to
Why you are telling
Me to smile and to cry.
Though you know
I want neither to
Cry nor to smile.
Nothing is happening
Also to cry or to smile,
But I am crying for you
And also I am smiling
For you, seeing you here
With me, as I want not
To give you the pain of life.
Life is beautiful, enjoy it
You are telling, that's right.
I feel it the beauty of nature,
Though I am part of nature,
Feeling is there with me
And this feeling at times
Put me in trouble and
Making my life horrible.
If you so pleased, take away
My feeling, my dear,
And I am yours, obliged.

Gajanan Mishra
The Reason Is Destiny

The reason is destiny.

Fire leaps over
One piece of wood
And sets fire
To the nest.
Soul transmigrates
From one body to another
In the life next.

It is unseen destiny
That can not be ascertained
By practical experimental knowledge.

O my dear, be satisfied
Everything is here being done
By Supreme providence.

Destiny is the reason.

Gajanan Mishra
The Reason Of My Sorrow

The reason of my sorrow
Is my expectation.

The reason of my sorrow
Is my so-called wealth.

My thinking is
My cause of sorrow.

The cause of sorrow
Is my selfishness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Result Of Our Union

It is all
The result of our union.
The trees, the plants, the mountains,
The birds, the beasts, the fishes and
The insects.
It is all, all appear and
All disappear.
But we are here
Attached to the modes, my love.
Yet, I know not
Who you are
And who I am.
But we are in the union
In all conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
The Resultant Effect

The resultant effect
Of ignorant life
Is suffering.
Go on searching knowledge,
My dear men and stay
Free from suffering.
Dare not to violate
The law of nature.
Try to stay there
And know the truth.
Being a man come forward
And stay in truth conscious
Movement and accept
The fact of life.

Gajanan Mishra
The Rich And The Poor

The rich and the poor,
All are here.
But nothing to differentiate
In the eyes of nature.
Appear and disappear,
There and here.
In air and in water,
With your exile, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Rising

The rising of the sun is clear, see.
And the lotus is blossoming, see.
The earth, the sky all are smiling, see.

To see, or not to see,
How to see, why to see,
All depend on you.

This sea is dancing,
Are you not observing?
How the clouds are coming
To give kiss!

Yes, you are also
admitting the facts,
That it is your day today
To do something new with full speed.

Gajanan Mishra
The River And The Mountain

The river and the mountain
Once hold a meeting and
They planned to move together.
The river kept the words
But the mountain did not.

The mountain stay there as it was,
But the river reached the ocean.
The ocean asked what happened.
The river answered in the words
That are his original.

The ocean knew all and so
Replied okay, okay, okay,
You are allowed to stay here,
But you have to go with rain to shower
On the mountain-the cheater and enable
Them to live, those kind-hearted creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
The River And The Sea

Let me take rest
The river said
And the sea replied
Okay, okay
Come and have a test.

The sea said
You are lost
And the river replied
O, no, I am here
With my love.

Gajanan Mishra
The River As Ever

You are
The river as ever.
I am the bubble
That exist never.

You are the pain
And pleasure,
To get you
I eager.

Make any sound
And feel my presence,
You can get
In your own mirror.

See me, I am sweating
At every morning and evening.

Gajanan Mishra
The River Ganga

O my Holy deity
O my Ganga Mata
You rise from the Himalayas
The Gangotri Glacier
And drains one fourth of
India's territory
You are flowing through
The most fertile and
Densely populated regions
Your basin support
Hundreds of millions of people
The Gangetic plain
Cradle of successive civilization
You are travelling
Two thousand five hundred ten km
And empty yourself
In to the Bay of Bengal
O my deity save me save me.

Gajanan Mishra
The River Is Slightly Rough

The river is slightly rough
But we have to cross the river
Right now.

Gajanan Mishra
The Rivers And The Seas

The rivers and the seas
Are the source
The source of
Sustenance and metabolism
The rivers and the seas
Are the controlling deities
Of my intestines and arteries
The rivers and the seas keep
The intestines and arteries
In healthy order
O my dear, You are the Master
Supreme controller of
The rivers and the seas
I know You are here
And keeping me in order
Through Your light air and water.

Gajanan Mishra
The Rivers That Are Written

The rivers that are written
All here.
Please go sometimes there
And see
How the river is written us.

The sea that is at rest
Is no more in my dream.
My hope is there
In dry clouds.

That I would enter again
I doubt.
The burn of the past
Has made me wounded.
And here, I am unable to
Say good bye, friends.

Gajanan Mishra
The Road Is Opened

The road is opened,
The road is my heart,
Judge not but love me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Same

your position and
My position are the same.

You are eternally
My atomic particle.

Think me
And come to me.

I am here
Within you, my dear.

And when we stay together
This is real happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Same Life

The same life
Is here with me,
I know from the beginning.
And with it, I glance at you,
The truth of time.

The rarest of the rare moment,
All arrived at the spot
To open new vista of
Reflections and grass light
Just for a play.

It all scattered,
Untouched unheard
And also unimaginable
Parable by parable, though.

Gajanan Mishra
The Same Person

The same person is
Your father and
also my father.
we are brothers.

On the same earth
I am residing and
also you are residing.
It is our world.

Find no difference
in our life my dear,
under this sun and moon
with light, air and water.

Gajanan Mishra
The Same Sun

The same sun is rising
Every day in the east.
The same moon is there
In the sky, every night.
But I am not the same person
As you see me with the sun
And the moon day and night.
See me, I am changing
In words and in figures.
Explain to me if you so like
How the air and fire and
Joining hands for the stage
Of my living here
With no biased motives.

Gajanan Mishra
The Same Things

The same things
The same words
I am telling again and
Again that I love you
That I love you
That I love you
Still you are not
In a position to believe
Not in a position
To trust me
Something wrong is
There within me
I know and I know
You are doubting
My actions my sincerity
But again I am telling
I love you I love you
You believe or not
That is your business
And not mine
I love you I love you
That is final and eternal
You may come you may go
You may do whatever you like
But I love you and I love you
Nothing other than love
Is with me you can see
You can observe you can search
You can research and do
Whatever you like
But I love you and I love you
I know love is everything
If for me in this world
No love no world nothing nothing
I love you I love you I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Scenery

Let me see the scenery
And it is before my eyes.

Let me follow the time
Where is the time that I know not yet.

To convey the truth I am here
And I am here to love only.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea

The sea is
Not filled
With pure water,
Take note my dear.
A man can never
Be rich with
Honest income.
You can fill up
Your belly
With honest income,
But you cannot
Build flats and
You cannot go
With luxuries.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea And Purity

The sea is
Not filled
With pure water,
Take note my dear.
A man can never
Be rich with
Honest income.
You can fill up
Your belly
With honest income,
But you cannot
Build flats and
You cannot go
With luxuries.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Calls Me

The sea calls me often,
But I fear the sea.
I walk on the sea-shore,
But I walk with cautious.
The sea roars,
But not ready to hear.
I feel it difficult to get
Myself free this claw.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Catches Fire

The sea catches fire,  
No sky is there.

You move by yourself,  
No one is there to help.

Nothing to fear,  
You know everything here.

Try and try and produce  
Your own sound seeing the earth round.

Control the fire  
By your breathing air.

Only water is there  
Wherein see the immersing star.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Is Coming

The sea is coming
And taking away
All the essence of life.
Our homes, our activities,
Our lifestyle, our fortune,
Everything is there in the sea.
The sea is not imaginary
But the real story of our life.
We see in the sea, our history,
Our geography all are in danger.
The sea is coming and
We are sleeping carelessly.
The sea is coming and still,
We are fighting with each other.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Is Here In Me

The sea is here in me
The sea is here with me
I am with the sea
I am with the sea in tide
I know not what the sea is like
I am with the sea
Without knowing it
Knowing sea is not possible
I am coming from the sea
The sea is here with me
You are my sea O my dear
I find nothing in you
You are in me
And taking me away
From the sky that I
Want to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Is Not Still  ????? ????? ????
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Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Is Trembling

The sea is trembling and
this state of trembling
made me fear and I sing a song
with care that you can hear there.

Am I the initiator here?
Initiator of the wave? or the sky?
You have declared to stay away from me
But I have seen you and you have provided
me the eyes to sea all scenes.

With his shadow the neem-tree
is telling the history and
without the shadow the tree is
in love. The truth-bird is there
sitting quiet without body on the shore.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Keeps

The Sea keeps everything
We depend on the sea.
Rain, air everything
Comes from the sea.
The Sea is here for us
Look the sea is
keeping everything
only for you and
You are not not able to
go outside the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sea Water

The sea water is red,
Let me know the formula,
The formula of life
In the deep sea.
The sea is not mine,
But I am within the sea.
How to cross the sea,
That I know not my dear.
I am the component of the sea,
But the sea is here, I see,
Outside my life to control me.
Am I not the sea?
Am I not reddish with my red blood?
I am here with all colours, see.

Gajanan Mishra
The Seed

I can not show you the seed
I myself is a seed
You can see me
And I must admit
You are the seed-giver
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Serpent Spoils Milk

The serpent spoils milk,  
Simply by the touch of its tongue.  
The bad man spoils everything,  
Simply by his presence.

Gajanan Mishra
The Shade

I like this shade
I like this tree
I like the creeper
Under this tree.

The tree, the shade
And the creeper all,
All are fine and
Wonderful here.

And You are the tree
O my dear, all are here
Under Your shade, all
Are beautiful and fine.

I love all
All are Your part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
The Shining Sun

The shining sun
Is coming to my courtyard
And I am receiving light from him.
Let me say the form of
The shining sun is inconceivable
To my mind and intellect.
The shining sun has made me a poet
And by his grace I am able to know
Something about what and how here.
I am staying here always
With words and knowledge
And trying to illumine others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Ship Of The Desert

O ship of the desert,
Thanks God, you are now free,
You are now spared.
You are the property of the state
and You have acquired
protection and status.

Gone are the days of Tank Nawab
Ibrahim Ali Khan IV,
We are on the days of
Nawab Hamid Ali.
Thanks Hamid, histry will
remember you and humanity.

I salute all, the laws of the land
are being respected, no more camel sacrifice.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky - Not Opened

Not opened - the sky,
But I am opened.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky And The Dust

Both are there with me
The sky and the dust.
Let me say clearly
I am the sky and also
I am the dust.
No one is far and
No one is near
But I am here.
When I am here with you,
Remember, nothing to fear.
Be cautious and keep your
Day finer and with
All freeness enjoy the morning
And the evening here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky And The Roads

Look, the sky is
Not going anywhere.
There are, though,
Roads in the sky,
The roads are also
Not going anywhere.
But within the sky,
Everyone is going
On their own roads.
But see, I am free
From the clutches
Of any road and I
Am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Asked

Hello, How are you
The sky asked.
And again said
Look at me
I am fine.

O sky, where are you
I asked.
And again I stood
To search not to the sky
But to search myself.

And I enjoy the searching
As long as the sky
Is with me and
Declared my self the king.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Came

The sky came
Touched me
And said, 'O
You are new,
Trust in me,
I am here
To lighten
Your burden.'

I replied not
And the sky
Returned back
With a remark-
Be happy my dear,
I wish a lot
In between
The sunrise and sunset.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Comes First

The sky comes first,
The air follows the sky,
Then comes sound,
Then fire, then form,
Then touch, then flavor,
Dear men, you are
The mixture of all here
With unique entity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Embraces All

Pity and anger
Go together
In memory
And as part of
Nature.
Blood and life,
All are
The capital
Belong to
The architecture.
Light lingers
With true words.
And we all
Watch with
Our letters.
Nothing to rebel
But to see
The method of
Living on earth.
The sky embraces all
For all are
There in the cloak.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Holds Clouds

The sky holds clouds
O my dear, You hold me
And You are all pervading.

Everything is in You
In the beginning and at the end
All manifestations enter in to You.

It is dreams it is illusion
It is mental creations -all are temporary
You are only eternal Absolute Truth Supreme Personality.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky I Have Acquired

The sky I have acquired
Is not mine
You are the sky
And you possessed me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Coming To Me

The sky is coming to me
And asking how are you friend,
With a smile and I am there
To reply okay, fine.
I know I am not alone here,
Everyone is here with me
To reciprocate my feelings
And I am here to love all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Crying

The sky is crying,
The sky is crying.

I am under the sky,
I am under the sky.

I am carrying the sky with me,
The sky is taking me and I am going
with the sky, telling everybody goodbye.

The fire is burning,
The fire itself is not burning,
The fire burning all.

The fire is burning the sky,
The sky is the producer of the fire
and the fire is the producer of the air.

I am living with the air, yes with the air.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Entering

The sky is entering
In to your room, please
Welcome, with smile.
Everything is there
In your room, just see,
Through the light you have.
You have your hands,
You have your legs.
Do, what you think fit,
Go, where you want to.
The sky is ready to
Accompany you and ready to
Love you and ready to
Show you all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Here

The sky is here
Within the birds
And the birds
Are covered
By the sky.

This is the place
Where we live in
Not under the sky
Not among the birds
And we hide behind the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Hidden

The sky is hidden,
You may be called the hidden sky.

No understanding of situation,
And wait for rising sun.

Differentiate not between yourself
And other living beings.

By being seen purify the self-
Read the history of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Invisible

The sky is invisible.
Right?
I am visible?

Being visible
I am catching the words
That are imperishable.

All are possible
As because I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Mine

The sky is mine,
And I am turning
Towards the sky.
My dignity is there,
With the star.
I am begging life
To the glittering sea.
Sweet life, come on,
Let me sing in this night.
I am dreaming here
Only for fear.
Proud to say, I am here
With my love
For the purpose of love.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is My Form

The sky is my form,
See me in the sky.
From the sky, I come,
To the sky, I go.
My knowledge, my perception
All are there in the sky.
My beginning and my end
All are there in the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is No More

Do not fight.
Do not advice anybody
To fight against the sky.
The sky is no more.

When there is no fight,
There is nothing to fear.
When there is nothing to fear
You can enjoy the air and the water.

Water is the root
And air is the fruit of nature,
You are the boulders and
You can fly if you are a soldier.

Prove yourself a good soldier of time,
And see the sky safe within me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Not New

The sky is not new,
The earth is not new,
The air, the water
Or the light
Nothing is new.
And my dear friends
It is not possible
On my part to compose
A new poem, expect not
Anything new, at least
From me. But I am
Not an escapist, remember,
What I am telling
Itself is new.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Now Clear

The sky is now clear
The wind and rain have stopped
The river's high waters have subsided
The sun has risen
Come on men, This is your time
To dance to sing to work
And harvest the fruits of your true labor
Go on with your routine, my dear .

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is The Limit

The sky is the limit,
Let us come together, brother
and play in world-pitch.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Is Within Us

The sky is within us-
The great void of emptiness.
We are on this earth,
From where we see the stars
Spangled sky, wherein
The magnificent mountains
Are there, the sweeping plains
Are there, the tumultuous seas
And the winding rivers are there
And they are all beautiful.
We are the earth and
We are in all but the sky
Is there within us, and we
Have a life- void of emptiness.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky My Dream

The sky my dream,
Let me fly therein.
Let me fly further
Let me cross over.

I see the sky in me,
I am the light,
I am the stone,
I am the tree,
I am the water,
I am the air
Under the sky.
Let me fly.

I am in prison,
I want to unfold
The sky-wall.
I know the ocean,
The best friend.
I want to tear
The sky with the ocean.

I feel my pulse rate high,
The fountain tells me good bye.
I know night and day-
Two components of the sky.

I want to live like the sky,
I send messages to the sky,
To come for dance.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Of My Daughter

Where is the sky,
I want to climb
Said my daughter.
Let me show her
The sky that I dreamt
Said the mother.
I utter no words,
And my daughter,
Intelligent enough,
And guess the sky
Is nowhere.
I assured them all
Come on, here is
The sky on which I slept.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Pot

The sky pot
Is full with life
It is I.
Space here
Is blind
It is I.
And dark is
Colorful in
My eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Revolves

The sky revolves,
And we enjoy.
We enjoy
For we are mountaineers,
For we are matured,
For we know
The truth and
Also falsehood,
Imaginary all, though.
We know life,
Hanging bridge.
We know our own
Capacity to sustain.
We know the technique
Of light.
The moon catches us,
And we bear the sun.
We have our own
Blood and Bones.
And we cry,
And we see,
And we do
What we want
For the sky.
And the sky revolves,
We enjoy.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Smile

The sky smile down, see
Smile of the sky.

Truth, Truth and Truth
And it is smiling.

The sky knows the death
It is mere contraction of eyebrows.

Days and nights are the twinkling
Of the eyelids of the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Talks

The sky talks,
Talks to itself.

With all emptiness
I follow the sky.

The sky passes
On this way
Where I stay.
I stay on the earth,
And the earth
Listen to me carefully.

Together with the earth
I see the earth.

The earth is there
With the sky in one vanishing point.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky The Light The Air

The sky the light the air
All went away
And I remained residue
In the middle of the road.

One by one all came again
Called me politely
And I did not turn.

Let us go I said
And they slept
Leaving me aside.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky Walks

The sky walks,
Walks on earth.
And the earth
Flies away
In the sky.
Why and how
The sky walks
I know not.
But I know
Something about
The flies of
The earth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky With Love

How many legs,
How many heads,
How many eyes,
How many hands,
How many ears,
Have you, poets?
Tell me, but I
Wonder you are
Here with drought
And with famine.
But you are not
Unfortunate, I know.
You are struggling
With your own
Existence to bring
The light that is
Within you for
All good.
You are in truth,
I know poet, and
I know You are not
In relation with
Anyone besides the truth.
And you are trying
To show the truth
To all creatures
That surrounds you
With the help of
Your body mind and hearts.
Show your own earth,
My dear poets
In your own sky
And fly and fly
Till the sky is
Fill up with love,
And love, love.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky, The Earth

The sky the earth are there
Do not try to change them
If you are so keen to
Change something, change yourself.

The sun the moon
The river the tree
Let them go free
They adorn you shree*.

Shree - All positives of life, wealth, prospects etc.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sky, You See

The skies, you see here,
Are not yours.
And the sky has
No power to hold on
That is yours.
No one is here
To disagree on the play
That you and the sky
Are playing belong to the family.
Still, one would be there
To show the dark
While talking with the self.

Gajanan Mishra
The Small Ant

The small ant
calling me and
telling how
Its duties
Are perfect
And I am looking
For the alphabet.

The ant is wrong
I am not telling
The ant is doing
Bravely and
It is right
No body is there
To say.

Not easy to say
Not easy to add
Flavor and fuel
Not easy to
Perform duties
Pefectly
And it is not easy
To do anything
Concrete
Day in and day out.

Gajanan Mishra
The Snake And The Envious Man

The snake and the envious man,
Both are dangerous, please
Keep a distance from both.

Gajanan Mishra
The Snow

The snow is
Melting away.
It is you to
Understand
What is the snow,
And how it is
Melting away.
You to know
The purpose
Of melting.
You to say
What will happen
After this
Melting.

Gajanan Mishra
The So Called Enemies

The so called enemies
Are my best friends
The soldiers of my enemies
Are my well wishers
Let them prosper my dear
Let them live in peace
I love them and their activities
They are my guide and
Radar of my life-ship.

Gajanan Mishra
The Song Of Life

O life, you
Yourself is a song,
That I am singing
From the very beginning,
In winter and in summer.

White or black
That does not matter
But I am with you
I am with you, means-
I am going on the straight path
That has uncountable objectives.

O life, I love your words
That have truth
Like the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sooner I Die

The sooner I die.
The sooner I die
The better, my dear.
I pray to You
My dear, to forgive all.

I am receiving here
The fruits of my past actions
And nobody is responsible
For anything done, I know
each and everybody is an
Instrument in Your hands.

O my dear, It is my misfortune
That I am adopting in this life
Foul means, falsehood and fraud.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sooner, The Better

The sooner, the better
You must change yourself
to see the good result.

You are not impressed,
You have sneeze afterwards,
You are not sneezed at,
means it is important.

Let us marked the symptoms
and go ahead for betterment
and let us build our own nest.

Gajanan Mishra
The Soul

It is yours,
It is within everyone.
You are the soul,
The soul of everyone.

I am your part,
You are my whole.
I am an ordinary one,
You are special
And most certain.

You need no travel,
But I need it
To reach you.
But I know, it is
Also my foolishness.

I light the lamp
Before you,
And I show
How fool I am.

I offer you
Flowers and fruits
And so many things,
I know, though,
All are yours.
How fool I am!

I go to meet you
In stone,
Within wood,
In sand,
In water,
I know, though,
You are all,
And within all.
How fool I am!
Knowingly and
Unknowingly I am
Doing all mistakes,
But I know,
Nothing is a mistake,
Nothing is a sin,
It is all there
Under your direction.

I am nothing
In this creation,
It is all you,
It is all yours.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sound

The sound and
The life,
The life and
The world,
All together,
Please come
To discover.

Passion and time,
Time and earth,
All are here
To color life
And others.

No other life,
But love, find dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The sound, the words and
The language all are here,
You are to listen to all.
You are to function there
And follow my words
And you are to utter
My language here,
So long as you are there
For me, remember you are
There, by me, of me.
You are there to work
For me, I am the cause of
All causes here, remember,
For your existence, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Source Of Everyone

Contrary to truth
Is not false
But it is another
Way of life.

Dark is not the opposite
Of life but it is
Another part that is
To be recognized.

Each and everything
Is one and the same
The source of everyone
Is the one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
The Source Of Life

Where is the life,
Where is the source of life,
What is life and
What is there in life.

But life is not a flower,
Life is not a bird,
Life is not the earth,
Life is also not the water.

Life is life and
It is uncertain,
And it changes color
Like the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sparrows Are Not There

The sparrows are not there,  
Only the herons are there  
and they are busy in their  
estling in this rain.

You are there but I am not there  
And I failed to understand  
how it is going on, the matter,  
the matter of love affairs.

It is the magpie robin  
that is calling me and it is raining,  
The peahen is waiting for the peacock,  
I find no one in this rain, my bad luck.

And it is called rainy season  
I failed to touch the clouds, the sky and the horizon.

Gajanan Mishra
The Spider

Here see this spider
Day and night busy at work
Work means weaving web
And it is world wide web
We are like the spider
Within this world wide web
Without getting a chance
To get ourselves free
Free-less life we have
Living with the spider
And testing ourselves
How we are living here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Star, See There

For nothing
Take care,
See there
The star.

Invoke power
That is there
In you
With all truth.

No matter
Like or dislike
But you are
There with care.

Gajanan Mishra
The Stars

How can I say
I know the stars,
Though they are
Not far.

Yes, I can say
I see the sky,
But I cannot say
I can count the stars.

The stars are there
Within me and still
I cannot say they are
Under me and I can
Command them as per
My wish here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Stars And The Moon

The stars and the moon
The lights and the radiant sun
I accepted all
The winds in the space
Is in my respiration
I represent all
The verses of poems
Twinkle in the sky
I illuminates all.

Gajanan Mishra
The State Is Given

The state is given by our language Odia,
And here we are to live and act
According to the law of the land.
We should not think we are independent,
We can do whatever we like,
We can speak, we can write in any language.

Being in executive we must execute the law,
And act as a lawful person.
We should understand the truth
And the truth is state official language
Odia is the root and we are the fruits.
Let us take care the root by using it
In all or any purpose
For our own existence.

Gajanan Mishra
The Storm

This storm within me
Is also Your pastimes
That I know, my dear
I know in this storm
You are wakeful
And I am dreaming You
And unconscious and
In deep sleep
In this storm You enliven
My body my senses life airs
Mental activities and and
So many things subtle and gross
Your purpose is known to You
I am here just acting as per Your wish
And I am crossing the illusion and
Realizing You Supreme Truth
By gradual rectification.

Gajanan Mishra
The Stray Dogs

The stray dogs
Have nothing to say
I dare not to
Say so.
I think they have
The same life
As I.
I have my own
Stairway.
And I see the wind
Here at this time.
The wind is like
Mountain and
It is in me.

The stray dogs
Are there as usual,
Nothing to worry,
But dear, you
Can't catch them
At your sweet will.
You are not
Their stakeholder,
I am sure.
See, they are sedated,
And coming towards
The sky.
The reasons - ask me not,
I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
The Strength Is

The strength is
your faith
your fidelity.

Learn the subtle art of
self-discipline and
restraint and know
your success at hand.

Have strength
to face time,
with all sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Struggles For

The struggles for
use of our own language
is going on.
You are welcome
to join at any time
you like here.
Your language is
your identity.
Go on fighting to
establish your own
identity at your own home.
You have every right
to live freely and to
acquire knowledge through it.

Gajanan Mishra
The Subjects And The King

The subjects are
with the king,
And the king is
brave enough
to declare war
against the enemy.

Enemies are
within and
enemies are near.
Woo the enemy
and finish
the war-time
preparation that is
ahead of the nation.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sunflower And The Invitation

I have received
The invitation
Sent to me
By the sunflower through
e-mail-gajananmishra60@
And message to my phone number
09437366644.
And also I have received
A closed envelope
With address- Tapobana, Titilagarh,
Balangir, Odisha, India.
But nothing has been
Written and I have
Read all the contents therein.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sum And Substance

The sum and substance
Is to love you,
To chant your name,
To sing on you,
To stay with you,
To recognize you,
To say all about you,
To move freely with you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun

The sun is here
I am for the sun.

The sun is the presiding deity of eyes
Light of the sight is His.

The sun is the preceptor of the ancestors
The sun transcends the limit of time.

The sun illumines the whole world
The sun has no power to illumine You.

O my dear, I am with You
In the sun Your light is reflected.

I am here
The sun is for me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun - The Rose

The sun - the rose,
Let it rise.
The river - the water,
Let it flow.
Let the past
And the future
Go.
The progressive life,
That is there at present,
I know.
It is knowledge,
It is light,
I want to stay in that,
That I know permanent.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun - Within Me

I could master, till date
The art of holding the ocean,
Till date I could not utter-
O air, please stay,
Let the butterfly fly.

I could be
What I would be.
What I would be
I could not know yet.
Till date I could not know
How to love the dark.

I am in the dark,
I am in the ocean,
I am in the air,
I am in the butterfly
And I am going
To catch the sun
Who is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And Lotus

The moon and the rose
The rose and the moon
Both are rejoicing
Their richness.

The sun and the lotus
The lotus and the sun
Both are interlinked
Both are on their ground.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And Sunstroke

The sun is here
With fire,
Go not there,
Sunstroke would
Take you saying
Come on with me
To fly with stars,
All good and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And The Birds

All are mine
The sun and the birds.

The sun and the birds
All are playing
In my courtyards, see.

They carry within
What is necessary for me.

I am behind nor
A head of time,
See me, I am in time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And The Moon

The sun and the moon
Both are mine
Both are for me.

The sun and the moon
Both are in one home
Both have loving relationship.

The sun and the moon
They appear and disappear
But see me, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And The Sight

The sun and the sight-
One and the same,
Illusion, though.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And The Vision

The director of the light,  
The sun is there in the sky.  
And we can have our vision.  
The water is there in the ocean,  
And we have the facility  
To taste everything with our tongue.  
The wind is there and it  
Touches our skin and we can  
Realize tactile knowledge.  
The sound enters through our ears  
And it is the most important  
Source of knowledge.  
Knowledge is life, my dear,  
For knowledge we live without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And Vision

The sun and the vision,
The air and the life,
All move from here to there.

The birth and the death,
Now and then, all moving and
Unmoving in order and both
Within and outside us.

By the process of
Life and mystic theory
We conquer all.

Breathing and living
The truth of time,
And we are advancing
With the essence of love.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun And We

It is not the sun  
Who is going to set,  
But we are setting  
At every moment.

It is not the sun  
Who is giving us light  
But it is our own vision,  
That is there within us for the sun.

Let the sun knows  
We are not less powerful  
And it is for us  
There is the value of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun By Rising And By Setting

The sun by rising and by setting also
Can not decreases your duration of life
O men, as You are utilizing your time in Truth
And also I know You have taken shelter
In Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Has Also

The sun has also black spots,
But I am not there
To search them out.
I am here to see
The light only and
Go on working day
And night for others.
I am here to love
And I know love has
Nothing to do with
The worldly affairs.
Know and remember I am
Not here to count
But to live with lights.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Has Its Orbit

Like the sun
I have my own orbit,
And you all are
Within the periphery.

The time is in me,
And you all are
Calculating it
In different methods.

I am my measurement,
But you wander
In so many ways.
But worry not,
Since I am here,
Stay perfect and clear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Has Talent

Something is there
Thar are to sacrificed
Something is there
That is to glorified.

Heaven is not significant
Reason is important
The sun is opulent
And the sun has talent.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Being Seen

The sun is being seen
By my eyes.
And at this time
The birds are
Calling me.

No clouds, no rain
The clear sky
Is taking me
And I am going
No matter I wish
Or not.

I have forgotten
All syllables
But I remember only You.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Fresh

The sun is fresh,
Let us come and see
Here at the east.

To the sun, as if
Nothing has happened.

The sun knows the truth,
Come on and see
The sun is here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Going To Take Rest

The sun is going to take rest
Behind that watery hill.
The time is here to study
The environment in full.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Here

The sun is here in new form
Self-luminous and makes
All things visible here.

Here is my helmet
As dazzling as the sun
With movement from south to north.

It is the proper time
To leave the place but to where
That I know not but I need
Your presence, my dear, most.

If You so pleased, O my dear
Grant me anything You like
I am not here to express my wish
Expression has no meaning, I think.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Mine

Yes, I must say
The sun comes daily
And regularly
Only for me.
The sun is mine.
Without the sun
How can I live?
Oh yes, only
For the sun
I sing here
Under the sky
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Not Needed

The sun is not needed
I am able to create my own light
And the light for the entire world.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Not Real

The sun is not real
And hence how the sunshine
Would be real?
The sunshine is not real,
And hence how the things that are
Being seen in the sunshine
Would be real?
The things that are being seen
Are really not real.
As our body, our senses, our
Perceptions are not real.
Are we not in real world?
No one is here as yet to answer.
But they said the world is in fire.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Not Setting

The sun is not setting
Here is the rays of the sun
And the rays is driving out
All diseases and dispelling
malignant thoughts and
Keeping us aways from sins
The sun is not setting
And giving us eyes to see
In bright when the world dies.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Not There To Wait

The sun is not there to wait,
I am not here to take all that.
I am roaming here there with flowers
With birds, with stars and they are
All for me to appear there up above the sky.
I am a simple man of this earth
But I have to go far far and far
With my joy with my love and with you dear
To give my love-life to the sun
But the sun is not there to wait and
I am roaming at this time with the air
To map the ocean though in default,
I open my eyes and ears with repeating words
That are my inner choice sweet and fragrant..

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is One

The sun is one
The sun shine is many.

I am here
You spread everywhere.

This is my head
Your head and tail not found.

I am certainly Yours
You belong to none.

What to speak of others
I myself is your nature.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Ours

The sun is ours and
The sun Symbolize
Perfect knowledge
And the sun is giving us life.
The moon is ours and
The moon is beautiful
And the moon is giving us nectar.
The sea is there
Water of the sea is
Salty and saline
But it is fine.
The sky is there
Deep and blue and
We are there in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Rising

The sun is rising
At every moment, mind it.
No dark is here or there.
Ask the truthfulness of
My words to your inner hearts.

You are growing beautiful
Day by day, moment by moment,
No ugliness is there in you.
See yourself and know how
Lovely and illuminating my words.

No one is there to bit you,
Hear my words with wide-open ears
And ponder it within and understand
The value of everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Separate

From its rays and heat.
See and observe, my dear,
Like the sun keep yourself
Separate from your
Activities and prowess.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is Setting

The sun is setting
Behind the tree.
And I love thee.
The innocent goat
I know never tells a lie.
And I love thee.
The air as usual
Is there in the night.
And I love thee.
For you, my dear,
I am hankering
For so many things
As I love thee
And I love thee.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is The Eye

The sun is the eye,
And for the sun
We can see.
But what we see
We know not.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Is There

The sun is there
There is the sun
Either covered by clouds
Or in a clear sky
Existence is continue
Under this sun
You can find
Intelligent people
Martial people
Mercantile people
And laborers
They are in full
Cooperation and are
In peace
Let us see the world
In new order, my dear
And here we are
In the best possible manner.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Never Sleeps

The sun never sleeps,
It is the moon
At time sleeps.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Rays Are

The sun rays are
To the sun,
The poems are
To me.
I am the angel,
Angel of vision,
In the field of
Truth and the truth
Is here in my house.
My house is moving
In your air,
I am there.
I know the vibration,
In this relative world.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Rises And Sets

The sun rises and sets
We learn, though
Rising and setting
All false, we know.

Are we not
In the false world?
Where is the truth
In our life?

We struggle for
Wealth and power,
We know, though,
They have no value
Here or there.

We measure the space,
We light the lamp,
We love the feathers,
And we appear
What we are not.

We want the shadow
Not ours,
We sing so many songs
For us,
But we know not
What we say we know.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Rotates

The sun rotates
For the benefit of
All living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun Sucks Water

From the earth  
And supplied water  
To the earth  
In the form of rain.

The Govt levied tax  
On the people  
And all should be  
Used for public welfare  
This is for larger gain.

Any deviation is  
Against law of nature  
And illegal and  
Against democracy  
And its aim.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sun, The Eyes

The sun, the eyes,
I know, my dear.
But here, the sun,
The danger, as you
See, the life taker.
No knowledge, but
The dark is there
On this day, take care.
Take water, where
You go, take umbrella,
And the chappals,
And guard yourself,
No one is there
To help on the way.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sunrise

The sunrise,
See, all attractive.
Take cold water,
It would give comfort
In this summer morning.

Food is tasty,
Take it and get
Yourself free
From hunger.

Take truth with life,
And uncover the dark.
Suffer not
By your own mood,
Accept all good.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sunshine Is Our Food

The sunshine is our food,
The sunshine is our cloth,
The sunshine is our life.
We live in the sunshine,
We live by the sunshine
We are the part of sunshine.
No dark, no sorrow, no illusion,
We are clear to the core
There is no harm going anywhere,
There is no word that lacks
Poetic sensibility of sunshine.
You can utter any word
You are allowed to utter.
If we failed to discover love in it
It is our weaknesses, it is untruth.
But we are the truth,
We are the fruits of truth,
The sunshine is the truth,
Our life is the truth.
And we are moving with the world
For the sunshine, for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Is iron water?

I know, hearing
This you can not
utter immediately
Anything.

You can say
Iron is eight times
Heavier than water
You can say
Iron is black in color
You can say
When highly polished
Iron looks
As bright as silver.

I know, Iron is found
In the bowels of the earth
Mixed up with
Other materials
Iron is melted and
Freed from other materials.

You can find
Three forms of iron- cast or
Pig iron, wrought iron
And steel.

Iron is useful to all
To rich and to the poor.

O my dear, Like iron
You come from the same
Bowels of earth
You are made of water
But much heavier
All colors are within you
With proper knowledge
And humility
You look much brighter
Crossing all borders
O my son of nectar
You are more than any other.

I know, three modes are within you
Modes of goodness
Modes of passion
Modes of ignorance
And you are to decide
Which mode is better
For the larger interest
Of the creative world.

I would not have been here
But for you, O men, the Supreme
Product of nature, stay here
You are the most useful steel-iron
You are the most beautiful life-water.

Gajanan Mishra
The Sweetness Of Life

The sweetness of my life
Is in your lips, dear,
Forget not to kiss.
Love is there as before
Unaffected by storms
I am at storm-centre though.
Fear not, my dear, I am
Here, with you as before,
Let me say I am yours.
No death can separate me
From you, dear, at any time.
I am there with you
And I will be there with you
Till the end of the eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Task

Before me
The task is -
Tell the truth,
And truth is
This life.
Please enjoy it
With all truthfulness.
Trust each one, dear men
Under nature,
But be cautious, all
Danger everywhere always.
Fearless living
Is a great thing,
Let me tell you.

Gajanan Mishra
The Things I Searched

The things I searched
Found here in your house,
And you are asking me
The reason of searching.

The man I found
Is black and white
And yellow also

I uttered nothing
But you said
You understand everything.

In this war-field
So many men declared themselves
As the sole winners
And I differed all at a time.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tiger-Lover

The lover-tiger
Is here to jump
The oncean's water.

In the ocean
The lover-tiger
Sees picture
Of love-dreams.

In the love-dreams
The tiger-lover
Fight for truth and
life's nectar.

Let the tiger-lover
Be free and without
Any obstacle
It is fact and not babble.

Gajanan Mishra
The Time Is

The time is too fast to catch,
O my dear, please run with time
and see and discover who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
The Time Is Taking Us

The time is taking us
To its end.
And where is the end?
That we know not.

We feel, we glance,
We smile, we cry,
But the value
We know not.

Night and days,
We take care but
We have forgotten
Nothing is ours.

Smelling and touching
Are the steps
To togetherness.
But we are here
In a circle with glories.

The time-ocean is
Taking us over time,
And we are all
Wandering for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
The Time, The Truth

We are all one,
Though, under different
Qualities of material energy
And in different forms.

I am alone and
All goodness are with me.
You are my part and parcel,
And you are as good as I.

Stay in proper knowledge here,
O my dear, and think about
The modes of nature that are
Changing within you.

The light, the love,
The time, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Time-Limit

The time-limit
Has expired.
Nothing has been done.

Gajanan Mishra
The Totality Of The Universe

The totality of the universe is in me,
And I am here for the universe for truth.
I possess pure and complete consciousness
And I am the cause of cosmic creation,
And maintenance and dissolution.
I am perfectly peaceful,
I am the absolute truth, and
For me, the wind blows water flows.

Gajanan Mishra
The Train I Saw

The train I saw for he first time
Of this kind never left the station.

My pain in left leg became deeper
And I never consult the doctor.

The train I never know
The pain I never feel
Came like a joke.

I was going on writting and writting
The night ends and all those
Who present enjoyed the folk.

Gajanan Mishra
The Treasure

The treasure.
And what is it?
It is the love
Of your hearts.
That I know, my dear,
And who robs the heart.
When you see me alone
On this life-street
You rob me
That I know.
And You attract me
Towards You, my dear,
And I am no use to
Anybody anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tree Alone

The tree alone
Can win the sky
Letting you all
Breathe air
Mixed with
Oxygen.
The tree can
Alone absorbs
odours and
Pollutant gases
Trapping all
On their leaves
And bark.
The tree can
Alone cool
The surroundings
Providing shade
And releasing water
Vapour in to the air.
The tree can
Alone anchor soil
And reduce storm
Water runoff.
The tree is
The windbreakers
Shielding all against
Strog winds, sand and cold.
The tree provide food
And medicines and
Habitat and also provide
Fuel for cooking
And heating.
The tree is the asset
Of our life and life itself.
My dear, come on
And let us expose to
Trees that can reduce
Mental fatigue
And aids concentration.
My dear, come on,
And let us start
Planting trees
and start repaying
For its service.
Tree planting
Promote community
Involvement
Bringing us together
For our better future.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tree And The Fire

I like the tree,
Also, I like the fire.
I know both
The fire and the tree
Are parts of my life.

Let me say
Something secret
At this stage and
Move forward
With the tree.

True, the fire is
Waiting for us.
True, the fire speaks
No ills of others.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tree Feels No Pain

The tree feels
No pain when cut,
Is it true?
So also is it
Not true, I have
Not forgotten you.
In between birth and death,
I act as a hero.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tree Has No Fruit

The tree has no fruit
At present, but worry not.
Guard the tree, the fruits
Will come out for you.
I know the fruits of this
Life tree is not perishable.
Life is eternal as we know
And we are here in a fruitful way.
On this way, we are here to
Know who we are and where we are.
On this way, we are here to
Acquire knowledge about us.
On this way, we are here to
Discharge our duties with a goal.

Gajanan Mishra
The Tree Is Here

The tree is here
If you are here
Tell me where is
Its roots.

Let me cut down
This tree with
The weapons of
Detachment.

I myself is the tree
I myself is illusion
Let me go from me
To catch the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The tree is really blessed,
Beasts, birds, creepers all
seek shelter under the tree.

Gajanan Mishra
The Trees, The Hills

The trees, the hills,
The birds, the animals,
The demons, the ghosts
I see all here.
All are here together,
They are all going on,
On the path of victory,
I am with them, see me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Truth - What I Feel

What I see,
May not be the truth,
But the truth is
What I feel.

I feel life
And its syllable,
I think the light.
The light I see within
Is all music.
The music I sign
Is all spin.

The life - the spin,
Life is all spiny, though,
It is the ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Truth Is Revealed

The truth is revealed.  
But what is that truth?  
Is it lust? or peaceful?  
Is it anger? or gratitude?

Each moment,  
The situation is different.  
And we pay back the time  
With combined efforts.

The person in the mode of goodness  
Knows better. But the poet?  
The poet is both in the hearts  
And in the mind and well aware of  
The fact of ignorance where  
The truth lies.

Gajanan Mishra
The Truth Is Unique

The truth is unique,
The highest expression of life.
Let me repeat, I appear
Only for the truth.

The truth is the target,
Let us achieve it.
Let me repeat, the truth is
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
The truth - it is here,
Within us.
In infinite bliss-
There is love
And it is in us.
We are enlightened,
And we are devoted
To the welfare of all.
It is all clear-
We somehow or other,
Engaged ourselves
In making others happy.
We realized, we are
No different from anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
The truth is
The truth of all.
Life is not the truth.
You can't find
Each one alive
Always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
The Truth, The Ultimate

1.

The truth, the ultimate,
The divine, the purifier,
And what not you are, dear.
For me, you are
All-pervading beauty.
My love, my truth,
Wait there, I am
Going to you.

2.

You are my wealth,
You are my security,
I am here my dear,
Without any fear.
With your order,
I am here my master,
And we are here
For each other.

Gajanan Mishra
The Truth-Life

The truth be realized;
That you are nothing
And you do nothing at all,
But you are here all in all
And you are united with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Uncivilized

No one can believe
The uncivilized,
The most heinous,
They are not human.

Gajanan Mishra
The Unique

O my dear, You are my
Highest limit and the
Supreme destination
I know, there is none
Equal to You
You are the unique
And there is nothing else
Besides You, my dear
I know You in all
In land in water and
In the sky .

Gajanan Mishra
The Unknown

Towards the unknown
I am gazing.
No love for
Eating, drinking
And talking.
The time is
Not mine,
Still, I care not
The time.
Favourable or
Unfavourable-
Not interested in
Knowing.
I know
What I am,
Truthfulness is
In me.
I am thirsty,
Thirsty for
Nothingness.
Towards the unknown
I am going.
I care not
The mystery surrounding.
Your holiness
Let me know
My antecedents and
The things going on
In me.
And I am nothing,
I am sure,
No one but
It is you,
Who knows everything.

Gajanan Mishra
The Unseen Is Here, See

The unseen is here, see,
The untouchable is here, touch,
The voiceless is here, hear him,
And come, my dear, feel his presence within.

With so many colors he is taking
utmost care this earth where you are
With mystic fever he is here, wonder,
I am with you in this heaven-garden.

Telling you all that are near you
I am presenting before you infinity,
I see nobody destitute here with his presence,
Thing is it is a matter of faith.

I am with him and he is with me
He is with me and I am with him.

Gajanan Mishra
The Value

I have certain values,
Values of love and truth
And non-violence, I am sure,
It must see the victory.
But your troops who are
Empowered with hate
And envy must
Face defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
The Very Existence

The very existence
Is in question
What to say
About other things.

The life itself
Is a battlefield
And we are fighting
With us every time.

Where is the light
Where we can see
The blossoming
The crying.

Gajanan Mishra
The Very Great Science

The very great science
Is time.
And time has given me
This celestial airplane
This is my body
Boarding on this
I have to surpass
All wealth and splendor.
I am en-caged in this
Material elements of the world
Due to my past activities
I am full of sins
Mixed with the quality of anger
O my dear, it is only You and
I know You are sober
You must save me from
All these here.
O my Father, do whatever
You like and pardon me
I have nothing to say
In self-defense as
You know everything, my dear
Keep me out of fear
Everything is under You
That I know, this is
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Very Moment

I think it is mine
And the very moment I think
It started abandoning me
Leaving me in frustration.

And it is only due to
My ignorance of life
I am foolish and I
Enter the blindness of hell.

I am blundered and
Swept away by the time
And I am lost everything
That are so-called mine.

I realized who am I
I realized where am I.

Gajanan Mishra
The Very Purpose Of

The very purpose of
Uttering words is to
Make the hypocrites
Stop there at
The very root who
Pretend to be good.
They are really
Most sinful.
No one should tolerate,
The problems they created.
And they should be eliminated.
Alas, they are still here,
And started polluting
The atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
The Very Truth

The very truth
I am telling is that
Where there is my mother
There is my heaven
Where there is my language
there is my friends
When I am on this earth
I care not what is what.

Gajanan Mishra
The Vision Of The Poet

The vision of the poet
Is never mistaken
Poet can only see
The Truth within.
Poet knows this life
Is independent of all
Material elements
Though put therein.
Poet knows no life is
Burnt by fire
Cut by sharp weapons
Moistened by water, dried by air.
The vision of the poet is clear
And above material modes of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
The Voice Of Truth

The voice of truth is
Always hard.
Let it grow
In purity and strength.

Gajanan Mishra
The Water Is There

The water is there
to quench the thirst,
thirst of all.

The air is there
and it helps
everyone to breathe.

The sun is there
to provides light
to each and everyone.

To everyone
the earth provides room,
the earth is for everyone.

Everybody has an equal right
in the things that are
created by nature.

And all the beings
have to die,
the god of death is there
who have equal dealings with
all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
The Water Of The River Is Pure

The water of the river
Is pure,
As it is flowing.
The water of pond has
Inflow and outflow system
To keeps water clean.
My dear men, be transparent,
Be pure and honest with
Thoughts process
That flow freely.

Gajanan Mishra
The Water Of This River

The water of this river
Is red.
But I am black
In color.
And you are going on
Discriminating me.
Still, I care not.

I care not,
The color of the sky,
I care not,
How deep the ocean is.
And I am here as usual.
The thing is I am here
To take care everything.

The air is there,
So also the light.
The sun is coming
And going without break.
I am not asking about
Your dress and related
The wholesale rate.

Of course, I am to
Abide the rules,
But for what
That I know not.
I care not
The duty of priesthood,
True.

Gajanan Mishra
The Waves Of

The waves of lust, anger
And greed are there,
But my dear men,
Be not impatient
And unregulated.
See everything okay
By tolerance and smile
And silence.

Gajanan Mishra
The Waves Of Attraction

The waves of attraction
The waves of attraction here
Is You my dear and
You are above the time factor.
You are everyone's generator
You are in my residential quarter
You are the Supreme shelter
You save them who drown in material water.
You are celebrated as the reservoir
Of unlimited potency, my dear
You are everything of everybody
That I know and my knowing is clear.
I pray, O my Ultimate shelter
Please stay with me till the end of this chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
The Waves That Are ??? ?? ?? ??

The waves that are
In you, also in me,
Control the waves.
-
In Odia script;

??? ???? ??? ??? ?????,
??? ?? ????? ?? ?
???????????? ?? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
The Way Of Peace

The way of peace
Is the way of
Pious life.
The way of pious life
Is the way of
Prosperity.
Life, itself
Is an art,
Paint it
With multiple
Colors, dear.
Use life
In the way
You like most.

Gajanan Mishra
The Way Of Religion

It is life,
It is love,
It is truth-
All are the ways
Ways to live,
Way of religion,
With humanity,
Way to eternity.
I am on this way,
With me, see
My poetry. And
I am being sharpened
By my poetry
To touch the boundary.

Gajanan Mishra
The Way, You

The way, You
Turn Your face
Towards me
I feared.

Since the beginning
I am in feared.
And what is this fear?
It is just to play
The role of a fouler.

Coming with
The index-finger
I said, O creature
Tell me about
What for you are in fear?

The way, You
Turn Your face
Towards me
I feared.

And here is
Your excellent
Thumbs impression
That is touching
Always my earth
And my sky
In recognition.

Gajanan Mishra
The Whole Earth

The whole earth is mine,
I am the earth.

I am first and I am the last.
I am at the bottom and
I am also at the top.

Everyone is mine
And I belong to all,
Test the words by giving a call.

Gajanan Mishra
The Whole Story

The whole story is erased.
Alphabets are all
Mirage, they told openly.

But we the poets are gardeners here,
And we are committed to taking care
The humanity as a whole.

We the poets are here with love and in truth
To give light and to enlightened all.

Gajanan Mishra
The Whole System

The whole system,
The whole system is
Evolved here.
The process of involution
And evolution is
Going on here.
We are to accept all,
We are to know more,
And more about Darwin
And about the nature.
Up and down, going
And coming are here,
The funny one is
The creature here.

Gajanan Mishra
The Whole Universe

The whole universe
The whole universe is
In the palm of the poet's hands.
It is the poet who can
Perceives everything
Past present and future.
What the poet utters
I know all are delightful
To the ears.
The whole universe itself
Is the result of
The meritorious acts of the poet.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wholeness

The wholeness
Of the entire cosmos
Is within me
And I am aware of it.

See me, I am
Not disturbed.
See me, I am
Not a separate part
Of truth and love.

I am more fundamental,
More classical and
I am balanced with
Thorough knowledge
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wife Of The Poor

Taking advantage of
Their poverty
You cannot treat
The wife of all the poor
As sister-in-laws,
And you cannot tell them
Whenever and wherever,
What your tongue always wish.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wind

The wind made me blind,
The sky made me fly,
The fire kept me there,
I am an endless talkative man,
But I am as silent as
Roars and howls of the ocean.
You are searching me!
Wait a minute and discover me then.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wind Is Silent

The wind is silent
And I am unable to
Hear the coo coo.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wise

I know
You are the wise
I know you give up
All actions
Prompted by desire.

I know
You are learned
I know you declared
The abandonment of fruits
As renunciation.

I know
You are a philosopher
You consider all actions
As evil and you have
Given up all.

I hear
The acts of sacrifice
And charity and
Penance are not
To be given up.

What I heard
That seems right my dear
I am a man and I live in society
And I see all
At par with me.

Gajanan Mishra
The Women And Garden Daisy Flower

The women and the garden daisy flowers
All are here in our meetings, come and see.
They are all singing, dancing at their sweet will
And I am here to look in to them with curiosity.

Gajanan Mishra
The Word Bad

The word bad
Is actually not bad,
But it is we who are
Using bad.
What I know-
No one is bad.
No reason of
Being bad.
All are here,
I know, this place
Is heaven.
Where is hell
That I know not.
If you are clear
In heart then
You can say more.
I know not
As because I
Believe not
Heaven and hell,
I believe not
Good and bad.

Gajanan Mishra
The Word Perish

The word perish is
Not applicable here
With You O my dear
I know it clear.

I believe I trust
On You and You are
Not perishable I know
All the related actions
And its fruits are also
Not perishable like You.

That I know You are
The ultimate aim and
The reward is love
The fruit is also love
And love is not perishable
Like You my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
The Words Of Good Poet

The words of good poet
Are truthful, gentle
And also instructive.
The good poet is pure,
Serene and clear in hearts
And hence, he is calm and
Contented and he is happy
Within himself and enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
The Words Of My Poems Are

Resembling nectar, see
I am telling you all
With a smiling face, see.

I am telling all in my poems
That are pleasing to your heart
I know you are intelligent and expert
I have everything with me for you only.

I am doing here everything
To enable you to be more active
And reading my poems you can
Win every battle of life.

I know and understand you my dear
Because of my pure vision like the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
The Words Used

The words used
In the poems
Are simple
But difficult
To understand
You said
And I do agree.
My reply is that
I have so many
Heads within me
But you said
Single-head,
I know not the reason,
You also know nothing.

The words are there,
In their places,
You come with words
To fight with me
But the words are
No way related.
Words signify
Only their places,
And time that are
There and I am here
With my own light
In these dark areas.

Gajanan Mishra
The Work Is Really Great

The work is really great
If it is for the welfare of all.

You are really great
If you give love to all.

Gajanan Mishra
The World- A Bubble

The world- a bubble,
Bubble - the world.
A mirage-this world,
This world is a mirage.
But with self-knowledge
We can progress
Externally and also
Internally.
What is a successful life
And what is a happy life
We are to test through
Our own reflections with
The end of our self-ignorance.
Our words, our thoughts and
Our actions are the best
Media to show who we are.
Thorugh our repeated search
We are to go forward
Taking with us our
True existence.

Gajanan Mishra
The World And I

The world is not there
for me only, but
I am only here for the world.

So many words are there
to utter, and I am
Only here to say something.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Begins

The world begins
At birth.
And we are all
Taking birth
At every moment.

It is strange
We are alive.
Is living our profession
That no one can say
With a guarantee.

It is all open
The way the sky.
And we talk to ourselves
About the world here there.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is

I am
What I am
Nothing to say
about me.

Nothing to worry
Nothing to hurry.

Now I am here
I do not know
where to go.

I am here
the world is mine.

I can do
what I like
starting from singing
dancing playing eating
etc etc etc.

Please come to share
with me there you are.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is A Temple

The world is a temple
Everything in the temple
Is worship-able.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is At Your Feet

The world is at your feet
As you are going with the principle of
Forget and forgive.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is Burning

The world is burning
See, O my dear
No remains are left
Time-fire consumes the world
See, O my dear
There is total annihilation
The unreal has no existence
The world is burning continuously.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is Controlled

By Your will, my dear,
Why should I be blamed
For anything!

I know, I have to bear,
All that Fate
Impose on me and I know,
Earth is enveloped in pathos.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is For All

The world is for all
Give a friends call.
Pre-emptive strike
Illegal and
Against the law.
Pardon human flaw.
Cultivate daredness to
Appreciate the good
Be loud and clear
Kind pity
Tolerate and consider.

Gajanan Mishra
The world is for all,
But the seekers of
Worldly objects, the sufferers,
The seekers of knowledge
And men of wisdom
Are virtuous and noble.
My dear, abandon your affinity
For the world and stay pure.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is Going On

See
The world is
Going on
In terms of my
Moves.
See
You are there
In the world.
Win and loss
Are there here,
Very hard to
Digest loss, though.
But yeah,
The end is one.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is Golden

The world is golden
And we are all
The fruits, nectar.

We are endless,
No summer and
No winter
Would be our killer.

We tell all,
Live here
Without any fear.

Years after years,
We celebrate our laughter
Beyond all corridors.

We are the earth and the creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is In Peace

The world is in peace  
and we are the fruits there of.  
The world is the nectar,  
and we are the fruits there of.  
The world is all beautiful,  
and we are parts of it.  
The world is the truth and in love,  
and as such we are all valuable here,  
and our value is beyond measure.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is Round And Round

The world is round and round,
Moving and moving again and again
And we are duty bound to go with it
In the prescribed time with light
That are with us.

Gajanan Mishra
The world is round and round,
Moving and moving again and again
And we are duty bound to go with it
In the prescribed time with light
That are with us.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Is The Bread

The world is the bread,
Take it as and when
You like my dear,
But not with greed.

This world-bread is
For us and we are
All for this world-bread.
We ourselves, the world-bread.

Gajanan Mishra
The World Itself

The world itself is good
It is I that trying to
Pull and push as per wish
And alas wish is not
Under my control and
I am on rough and tough road
And remained aloof
It is only I
That is responsible.

Gajanan Mishra
The Worst Torture

The worst torture
I am suffering
Here and there
In this world
And this is only
Due to this desire.

I am living and
Living in a hell
Of delusion with
Sensual pleasure,
Name, fame, praise
And winning honor.

The worst torture
I am suffering with
My own desire and
With my own anger.

Gajanan Mishra
The Wound

The wound of my life
I have to hide,
As love is there
On my side.

If the touch of love
Is straightforward,
I am sure, no one
Can push us backward.

I know you need
To be needed,
So also I need
No be needed.

I feel nothing is
Comparable with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
The Zoo Of The New

The zoo of the new,
Said by Sylvia Path
To a duck,
To a child
To the nature
And to a child.

The zoo of the new
I said
To my own voice,
To my own life,
To my own star,
And you do agree.

It is you, my dear,
Beautiful and no one else.

Gajanan Mishra
Theft

This dwelling house is Yours
And I am here, a servant working
To fulfill Your wish.
My lord, Sometimes, I am violating
Your Natural laws and committing sin
That I agreed.

I am in Your building in Your tent
And performing my duties according
The knowledge that are with me.
Sometimes, the illusion covered my
Eyes and mind but my Lord, as You know
My intention is not dishonest.

I am empty handed, see with Your round eyes
Neither I have stolen anything, nor concealed
Also nothing recovered from my possessions .
You know I am not capable to removed any
Movable or immovable things without Your consent
I know very well everything is in Your custody.

Gajanan Mishra
Then Go With Sweetness

Sweet has also its
Own sweetness
How much sweetness are
There within you
I mean more and more sweet
I do not know and not quit
I know only sweet
Too much sweetness
Is dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Then Only

Destroy the gun
Destroy the bomb
Then only peace come.

Gajanan Mishra
Then Start For The Journey

First see yourself
First have peace with you
First take care of your body
First look within and
Then start for the journey.

First control yourself
First forward your leg
First open and shut your mouth
First come out from the house
Then start for the journey.

And see you are at the center
You are the starter
You are the mentor
And you are the cosmos mover.

Gajanan Mishra
Then We Will Rise

Nothing to worry,
Before sunrise
We are here to rise.
Then we will go,
Go to our own abode.
Let the sun know
We are more than
Anything on this earth.
Many many things, we found
There within us.
We are here to rise
With the things
And we are to go
To touch the border.

Gajanan Mishra
Theory And

Having read all
I came to the conclusion
This is good and
Practical
All your utterances
All your demonstrations
And I understand
What life is.

Having heard
All your words
I have understood
Your cosmic rays
And O my dear
I see your light
And you think me fit
For this fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Theory And Practice

Both necessary,
One for mind,
Another for body.
Theory and practice,
Neither better
or worse.

Gajanan Mishra
Theory Of Love

That I know
is very very simple
My Guru of simple
Love is Flute
I know flute has
Nothing to hide
And has everything
To sing the name
The fame of the lover
O my dear, I am here
Only to see You
Only to hear You
Only to know You
For me, there is
Nothing in this world
Besides You
O my love, this is my love
That is my love
Everything is my love
Love love love
Theory of love.

Gajanan Mishra
There Always

Remote control is there always
Local connectivity though fails.
And make this happy even though
Scent is not there in the wind.
Even though everybody want
Body with life body not constant.
Without a body life not seen
As without wind no scent is there.

Gajanan Mishra
There I Am And

There I am and
There you are.
We are both
In the row.

Yesterday is not
Here with us
So also tomorrow.

We are here now,
And we are here to know
What is apple,
What is bird,
What is cat,
Such other living
And non-livings.

Gajanan Mishra
There I Found The Crow

At the top of that Neem tree
What the crow was doing
At this summer noon
Is the crow not free
And doing task at this hour
Whose task and what task
I dare not asked
I also dared not
Ask anybody where about
Of the moon as I know
I need not go anywhere
In search of nectar
And I know the nectar
Is within me
Confirmed the crow
Caw caw at busy noon.

Gajanan Mishra
There I saw a poet
Let me say
His name is
Vikram Seth
At the golden gate.

Though dogmatic
I felt
He is passionate.
Ambitious though
I saw in him
That pained me.

Have patience
My dear readers,
Phase by phase
I would tell you
How tasteful
A poet is
At his early stage.

Let me start again
My swift car
I know you are
Blonde one
But here I am
With the poet
Going not westward
But eastward
Where the sun is
All over the days
In the park.

Gajanan Mishra
Read my poems
And there in my poems
You would find
The way for perfection.

Read my poems
And here in my poems
You would find
What to do how to live.

Read my poems
Here there everywhere
And receive all
Spiritual enlightenment.

Read my poems
My poems are in
Timeless wisdom and in
Literary incarnation of Truth.

My poems are the ripen fruits
Of my life and my poems are
The exposition of True knowledge
My poems are in my world-village.

Gajanan Mishra
There In You

What is there
In you
How can I say?
But I can say
You are here
Now with me
For a purpose.
What is that
Purpose, I am
Not yet able to
Know, though.

Please, test not
My knowledge, I
Know nothing here.
This place is also
Not mine, I am sure.
No one is here
To help me to
Discover the truth.
And where is truth,
What is its colour,
How it is there
That I cannot say.
But I can say
I am here with you
And you failed to
Understand me
Properly and also
Failed to recognize
My connection with nature.

I know how I am
Playing my favorite parts,
How I am doing all sorts
Like eating, sitting, walking
But I am sure
To impression is there
To left here.
Just I am here,
But I am not sure
How far this statement
Is true.
Just relate me
With your presence
That can I request you
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
There Inside

Nothing is there inside
And it needs searching.

Search within, my dear,
Know that
Growth is there inside.
Go on searching and get
Everything you search.

No needs to say
What you want
Or what you are searching.

I know, nothing
Is an evil here.
I know, it is you
Who can decide
How to proceed ahead
With all.

Gajanan Mishra
There Is

There is accolade
For good work
For public welfare.

For welfare
Short or long
Does not matter
Good work is good
And you are there
To work.

Gajanan Mishra
There Is A Quarrel

Between cold and heat
Between pleasure and pain.

Who is a friend
And who is a foe
I do not know.

Judgement kept in abeyance
All are inside and with all
With a feeling of equanimity.

Gajanan Mishra
There Is Danger

At every step
There is danger here
O my dear, I have
No other course
But to take Your shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
There Is No Place

There is no place
Where there is no water
Water water and water
Here we are dying
Without water.
Watering the sky
Watering the earth
We are all here
With death at our own hands
Full of water.
Water is the wonder
Water is above water is below
Everywhere there is water
And we are dying in water
Without water.

Gajanan Mishra
There Is Nothing

There is nothing,
There is nothing,
Besides truth and
Besides love.
And this is why
I am writing only
About love,
And writing only
About Truth.
What is truth
That I cannot say.
Excuse me, please,
I am searching the truth
Always here, see, and
Yet to find it.
And I am sure, my dear,
There is nothing
And nothing besides Truth
Here, with me and also with You.
Only love is necessary
Only love is necessary
To find the Truth.
I am loving You
I am in love, see, my dear
And Truth is here and near.

Gajanan Mishra
There is nothing new,
Nothing new.

There is no you,
As you said,
There is no me,
I said.

There is only truth.
Truth is nothing new.

There is air,
There is light.
Nothing new.

No number, no word,
Only mixture of
The sky and the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
There It Is

There it is,
What is there
That I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
There Nd There

There and there
Empty full.
There and there
Stay cool.

New perception,
New image.
New and new, life -
At every moment.

Words and words,
White and black.
All for name
All for eyes.

All clouds all signs,
All life all ruins.

Gajanan Mishra
Therefore

Therefore here I
Am fixed by you
To know the truth.
I know I am
Completely yours.
No other one
Can degrade me
From you.
I am going to you
From you via
Through you.
One road is here,
Road of nectar,
With me my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Therefore I Appear

Therefore I appear
To tell the truth.
Truth is as before
There in you.

Words are not enough
That I know, therefore
I adopt each and every
Item to prove.

Let all wise come
And test how they are
On this field show.
Let the natural process
Go on and it is all
Colorful about.

Gajanan Mishra
Therefore I Said

Therefore I said,
I am most fortunate,
As I am here
With the poems.

Poems, I said
My personality and
My everything.

I am protected by
The poems, true.
No doubt, I am
There in the poems.

Poems, I said,
My own incarnation,
In perfect motion.

Gajanan Mishra
Therefore You Are Called

Therefore You are called
The Supreme Truth
There is no truth superior to You.
You are the most beautiful
And the best personality
You are the unparalleled and most respectful.
My consciousness is fixed on You
On seeing You there is no other view
I offer my everything to You.
I love You
I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Thermometer

Tell me the temperature
Of your own body, dear.
Take this thermometer.

Arm-pit or the tongue -
Not the only places,
Map it through the heart.

Expansion and contraction
Are the methods of
Measurement, wait.

Thread is love,
Thread breaks - the truth.

Upward and downward-
No matter.
But scratch the uniform.

Gajanan Mishra
These Things

All these
Things are
Here to
Offer only.
Let me offer
Myself with
All these.
The fire,
The water,
The earth,
The sky,
The light
All these
Are here.

Gajanan Mishra
They All Came

They all came
And cried.
Cried, cried.
For what?

They all came
And laughed.
Laughed, Laughed.
For what?

I am confused
Till the last.
But where is the last,
That I failed, I
Failed to explained
Before you.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are All Coming

Back to back
They are all coming.

They are not mine
They are not theirs.

You are to imagine
What is going at this time.

The sand the dust
Best and worst.

That I am sketching the life
Fruitless efforts.

Every life is changing
Every moment everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are All Equal

They are all equal
The white and the black.
And I am going to touch
Both of them.
I know
Without one
The other has no existence.
They are all the same
The upper and the lower.
I am in the middle
Only remain as a sufferer.
Measure not my breadth, my dear
Keep not any relation with anything here,
You cannot get any fruitful result.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are All In Sleep

They are all in sleep,
I call them, but they
Are not in a position
To rise at this hour.

They are all flying aways,
I call them, but they
Are not in a position
To return back to the earth.

They are all there
And they know they are
Going to lose their
Identity in no time.

I call and recall them
But they are all deaf
And also blind.

I show them the clear sky,
But they are all
Under the clouds.

The birds are there,
But the birds are fearful
And are silent.

This is not the night
I tell them all,
But they are not
In a position to listen to.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are All Playing

They are all playing,
They are
The space,
The ocean, the fire,
The air, the moon,
And the sun.

The earth and
The universe are
All with me.
And I am not able to
Take the pleasure
Out of their
Never ending business,
And I am dumbfounded.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Attacking Us

They are attacking us,
And here we are cautious.
But it is our helplessness
We are not able to stay silent.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Calling Me

When I am crying
When I am dancing
When I am laughing
And singing in full
Ecstasy they are
Calling me mad.

When I am in Truth
And busy in doing all
That are truth
This material world
Named me mad man
I know I am no longer
Under the clutches
Of illusory energy.

I care not anybody's
Criticism praise or respect
I am going on the way
Where there is truth
And I see no falsehood
Is there anywhere any more.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Helping Me

They are helping me,
They are my enemy.
They are helping me
More than my friends.
They are my friends,
They are cooperating me
During the period of
Disturbances, and
I am with them, living
A life of trustee,
The trust is not
Functioning well, though.
I am conscious about myself,
And they are conscious about themselves.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Here

They are here and
They know whose fault
It is, that they are here.
And they are cautious,
But heaven's sake
They are still in fear.
The time is bitter,
And I am not better.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Not Fair

Stop water,
Stop air.
They are not fair.

They are not good,
They are not in truth,
They have no right to live
And no right to livelihood.

Let them realize
What they are,
Let them realize
Where from they are.

Give them a lesson,
And solve the problems
With right solution.

Let them not forget
The geography.
Let them remember history.

We are there with them,
Let them think we are not
Their enemy at any time.

But if they are not
Able to know the truth
And not able to realize the truth.
Compel them,
And stop the air
Stop the water.
That are not for inhuman acts.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Saying

They are saying
Here it is sin
But believe me
There is no such thing.

You are free to do
What you wish
But think
Result is yours.

But fear not
Nothing will happen
The sky never fall
The earth never rise.

Gear, clause, brake
All are under your control,
Fear not, road is there
And it is clear everywhere.

You may come, you may go
You may stay as you wish
But observe, everything
Is changing at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Showing

Same corruption everywhere
It is prevailing and continuing
And they are showing us
Rainbow that have no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are So Told

They are so told,
All are happy
And in happiness.

They are so told,
Everyone is not
Worthy of this.

Orbit of the moon
Is ours but not
That of the stars.

Try to understand
The life and the time.
Everything is clear,
If you are cleared within,
And go beyond all doubts

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Telling

They are telling,
They are telling me outdated.
They are telling me
As because I am using
My mother-tongue always everywhere.
They are telling me outdated
As because I am going on doing
Developmental works in my mother=land.
They are telling me fool also
As because I am keeping my mother
With me here.
And hearing their words
I am smiling and giving them
Nothing but a smile.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are Telling Me

They are telling me
Not to write more.
They are telling me
Just to wait and observe
Where is the road
And where to go.
I listen to them
And utter not any word.
But I stop not,
And I go on writings
Again and again.
I know writing with time
Would make me understand
The truth that is within me.

I know how to write,
I know how to recognize the truth,
I know how to stay in goodness,
I know how to put signature
In the pages of history.
I care history, I know
History would not care me.
For the interest of others,
I am here and my pen is
Always anxious to write
For the truth.
I want to give everything
In charity and to protect
Myself from the enemies.

They all know, what I am,
They all know my nature
And my activities here.
They are here with me
And I am there for them,
They know all and they stay
With me for all good.
I am grateful to them
And ever obliged.
For they are with me
To encourage me to go forward
For the purpose of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
They Are There To Go

They are there
To go,
I am here
To stay.

Come here
And see me
My dear guy.

I will
Not be there
On tomorrow
Or the next day.

They will
Take away
Their everything
The earth
The air
The water
The light
And the sky.

So long as they
Are there with me
I am here
You may have a look
And pass a comment
How beautiful!

Gajanan Mishra
They Are There To Switch Off

They are there to switch off,
We are here to switch on.
Let us continue on this way,
And there will be a time
We will be there to touch
The High Way, High Way of light,
The High Way of peace and love,
The High Way of brotherhood and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
They Asked Me

They asked me,
Why I am telling
only about you.
I am telling,
Let them know,
I am telling,
only because
You are the only truth.

You are the only secret
of this life and
you are not to be unfold.
But You can unfold me
and you can discover here within me,
only your existence, I am here to tell all.

Gajanan Mishra
They Said

They said
I have gone mad.
They said
I am a thief
I am a cat.
They said
I am unsocial
I do not know
How to tell a tale.

Gajanan Mishra
They Said No Truth

They said
One writer
Was killed.
But I am
The last man
To believe
These words.

I know
No one can
Kill any
Creature here,
No one is here
To be killed.

I know
No one is
Taking birth
And no one is
Going to die.

But we are mad
To tell and
To hear anything
For nothing.

We are not ready
To test
The truth.

We are also not
Ready to love.

Real tragedy of life!

Gajanan Mishra
They Say

They say
Celebrate life
And not death.

They say
Terrorism has
No religion and
No color.

They say
All is God
And God is all
I do admit.

They say
Love is here,
Peace is here,
I do admit.

They say
Enjoy life.
Life is yours and
You are everything.

Gajanan Mishra
They Say What They

They say what they
Practice not,
Really straight
What you said.
Thanks to you,
Telling the truth,
Opening the eyes,
You love all, I know.
Nothing to misunderstood,
I take care the cow.
I salute you,
You resemble great soul.

Gajanan Mishra
They Say, Maternal Uncle

They say, maternal uncle
Who is blind is better
Than no maternal uncle.
I say, son who is neither
Learned nor truthful is the cause
Of all suffering like a
Blind diseased eyes.
This polluted material world says
A son is better even though useless.

Gajanan Mishra
They Tell

They tell
What they
Failed to
Understand.

They understand
What they
Failed to feel.
They feel
What they
Failed to tell.

And they tell
About life
Not belong to
Them here.

Gajanan Mishra
They Will Be Vanquished

All they will be vanquished
With their false ego.
No use of detailed knowledge,
That I know.
But who am I?
Am I the son of somebody else?
And who is that?
The world manifests
For what?
No answer.
They are all eager
To enjoy sense gratification.
But no truth and
Nothing to do, helpless all.

Gajanan Mishra
Thief

Thief is a thief and
Eho is not a thief.

The king also could not
Arrived at the answer
And let the thief free.

Gajanan Mishra
Thief - I Am

Thief - I am,
Catch me
If you can.
Discover,
The theft articles,
If you can.

Prove yourself
You are
The proprietor,
And your articles
Have been theft.

Who is a thief?
Who is rough?
Who is a cheater?
And who are not,
Tell their
Name and address.

But see and
Observe, nature,
Culture, if
You are a lover.
And analyze yourself
On the open field here.

Gajanan Mishra
A thief and a poet
are friends,
A thief and a poet
are twins.
They are one
and the same.
One symbolizes life
And another that of death.
One is dark and
Another is light.
Both are one
and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Thief- Definition

You are calling me
A thief
And you are right.

You have supplied
All the material here
And I failed to use it
For the service of others.

You are right
You called me a thief
When I used all your
Materials myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Thief Is A Theif

Thief is a thief
And he can not be placed
In a comfortable position
Thief is a thief
And he is punishable
If you are not in Truth
You are a thief.

Gajanan Mishra
Thief Is Also Skillful

Thief is also skillful,
But I am not here
To award the thief.

Gajanan Mishra
Thieves

All are thieves
And no one
Can be believed.

But am I a fool?
I have to find
A real friend.

See me
I am silent
And correcting my mistakes.

Gajanan Mishra
Thieves and rogues are here,
And they are with me.
But who is not a thief?
I asked myself.

All are my family members,
The animals, the birds, the insects.
And what they are doing here?
Ask not please, that’s all
Our family secret.

No need to accumulate wealth
And still I am running after
More and more money. I have
Forgotten to asked Who am I?

Gajanan Mishra
Thieves And Rogues Are Here

Thieves and rogues are here,
And they are with me.
But who is not a thief?
I asked myself.

All are my family members,
The animals, the birds, the insects.
And what they are doing here?
Ask not please, that’s all
Our family secret.

No need to accumulate wealth
And still I am running after
More and more money. I have
Forgotten to asked Who am I?

Gajanan Mishra
Thieves Are Allowed

Thieves are allowed
Liberty,
The state is disturbed
By terrorist and
Unwanted population.

The wicked are
Framing the laws,
The innocents are
Getting punishment.

From the earth and
From the sky, dangerous
Omens are coming
From all world
Is near dissolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Thieves Are Residing

And residing forcibly
O my dear, in my house,
I have requested them
To leave my house
As Your residence is
My house.
I seek refugee in You
O my dear, help me
In this eviction process
And let my house from
From evils.

Gajanan Mishra
Thing Of Mockery

1.

I think,
I am a thing,
Thing of mockery
For my living
With wild love
In this life.
I think,
I am a being,
Without anything,
For the passion
That has little value.
What to say in this mouth
When I hear so many thing
From mouth to mouth.

2.

Life has so many things
To blossom but
No one has time to
Enjoy the beauty
Of nature that are here.
It is necessary
To open the window,
Window of love
That is here live.
But I think,
When I utter the very word
Love, all who are there
With me think
I am a thing of mockery.

Gajanan Mishra
Things Are Not The Same

Things are not
The same as before.

I let you pass
As before.

And I cry
As before.

Who am I
Am I Yours.

The same as before
No answer.

I am here
As before.

You left the place
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
Things We Lost

Things we lost
In the sky.

Our names
Our fame
Our everything.

We are no where
Weigh no more.

Realities we face
Before us.

Thongs we lost
Things we lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Think About

You need not think about a woman
You are a product and the producer
Is a woman.

Gajanan Mishra
Think About Love

Think and think constantly
Constantly about love
Love is your life
Love is undivided
Absorbed in love
Life without love
Impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
Think About Today

Think about today,
Forget yesterday,
Hope not tomorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Always

Think always
About the world
That is false.
Think always
About the God
That is truth.
Think always
About the evils
That are to be avoided.
Think always
About the God
Who is to be worshiped.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Always I Am In You

Think always I am in you,
Take always pure food.
Without me, you are
Not supposed to go out.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Act

Earth is here with us
We have our own earth
We are to think for
Our own welfare
And act accordingly
Thinking is primary
And is most important
Acting comes next
Think first
Thinking should be pure
And perfect
It is your thinking
That can take you
Where you what
acting comes second
Hurry not about thinking
And acting being the son
Of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Attain

Think and attain
Control your thinking
And then okay
See everything.

You are pure, my dear
You are nectar
Though punished for a short time
You can revive and return to purity.

Lament not on anything
Just observe what you are thinking
Forget not what you are
And where you are going.

Constant repentance rescue you
From all miserable condition of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Think and experience life's truth,
Your thinking may cheat you
But your experience gives more value.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Fly

My hobby is to
Think and fly.
But I know not
The sky.
I accept everything
And everybody
As the truth,
False, though.
House, I stay in,
Not mine.
Days, I count,
Not there.
But life, I live
I care.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Get

I think
I get.
It is easy
Really
To attain you
O my dear.
You are easily
Attainable.
Just love
And love
And get
Truth.
I know
You are
The Truth.
And where
There is
Truth there is
Justice and mercy.
Just think
And meet.
Your thinking
And think process
Is at the center
O my dear,
Remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Recollect

Think something new
And recollect the past,
Live a life of your own.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Rethink

Think and rethink
Again and again
Creatively and
Personally.

Life is yours
And fear not.

Think and act
With all truth,
Life is always good.

Love to be a
Part of the time.

Judge your own
Performances and
Let not go yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Think

Think and think
About yourself
You yourself is
The entire world
Ask not what
That is not a matter
To say or explain
And to describe
What happens.

Time factor is
Important as You see
They say time is
Crossing me
That is not true
I say I am
Crossing the time
See, I am still here
In front of You.

It is what
You said same
But see my statement
Has easier access
Ignorance has
No excuse as You said
From the beginning
That's the incarnation
That's in this life time.

Gajanan Mishra
Think And Think-I Am The Self

Think and think,
Think of me,
Think about me,
Again and again
And yet again.
I am here and
I am nowhere to go.
I am firmly deep rooted.
Think and realize,
Realize and discover,
Discover and save me
Within you, I am
Only yours here, I am
The self and also non-self.

Gajanan Mishra
Think and write
And be a poet,
Be a storehouse of
All beauty, all light.

Love all creatures,
This world is
Made for love.

Think and think,
You are here, just
For a moment, dear.

Think and write,
Your writings may
Get a place forever,
Think and write, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Big

Think big and see
Your vision is expanding
And it is all inclusive.
Awake and look inside
Remember, I am
Inside your heart.
Your dream your vision
Your love your affection
That I need to make you a
Successful person.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Big- Blue Sky

Think big bigger and biggest
For you and for your people
But be a realist, my dear.
You must not be your own singer,
I know you have not written
A single song that gives life.
Listen to all but do as you like,
All are there to love you and
They all expect a lot from you.
No one dares to question you, true,
But time is there to throw you out,
Out of power- lock, stock and barrel.
Do things as you like but forget not
To watch the blue sky alone.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Easy

Think easy, and go
in a democratic way.
Do not make the matter
Complex more
and move towards
simplicity for beauty.
Make things easy
and show your
infinite patience
without any hypocrisy
or roguery.
Serve all
thinking yourself
faithful first.

Gajanan Mishra
Think For A While

You are not here
And everything is
Going on smoothly
Think for a while
In your presence
Nothing is going to
Change in form in size
Think and think
It is you who is
Just here to
Think and think only.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Me The Most

Think me the most,
I am your love
Be not unkind or
Proud, my dear.

Think about
Our old days, dear,
Remember the tide
And the flood.

We are here
Not to perish
But to rise,
We are here
To shine the world
With beauty eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Think More And More

Tell the truth, O my daughter,
Tell the truth and
Do that is good, you are the future.
Do that is good, my dear
And hear with trust, the scriptures.
Hear with trust and
See that is beautiful, that is lovely like you.
Show your life with love
That is pure and divine.
Take food that is the gift
Of God and drink that is nectar.
Read, read and write
Write, write and think.
Think more and more, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Nobody

Think nobody ordinary
Everybody is special and
Extra-ordinary
Each and everybody has concealed
Inconceivable opulence
With all original source
Of Truth and Love
And justice for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not

To defeat others
Think yourself
Always defeated.

I am ready to
Tolerate all
Say in clear voice.
In charity
The generous
Can give all.

Don't go
To the wicked
The wicked can
Do any harm.

Be an outsider
And keep equal vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not A Mixture

I am with you
It is true
But think not
It a mixture.

Try not
To entangle me
With anything
Any activity
See me
If you can
As non-entity.

I am with you
It is true
And I am not
With you when you
Do not desire.

See me
Undisturbed and
Without attachment
I am moving
Within and outside
If you can.

It is I
Who is with you
On my own sweet will
It is not you
Who can touch me
Feel me smell me
Hear my sound
Without my consent.

I am with you
It is true
But it is
With certain condition
Try to know and
Fulfill within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not About

Think not about
Think not about suffering
Think not.

Suffering is nothing
Nothing is suffering
Fear nothing.

Nothing is yours,
Yours everything,
Who are you, just think.

Gajanan Mishra
Think not anything,
Allow the life flow
On its own way.

Think not what you
Have done in the past,
Think not what will
Happen tomorrow.

Think not anything,
Stay like a vacuum.
Allow not anything
To come to you.

Remember, you are nothing,
Why take anything
And why thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Anything Else

Think not anything else
Think not anything else.
Think of me,
Only think of me.

Here I am in your gradual practice
Here I am in your tranquility
Here I am in your steadfastness
Come on I am in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Anything Outside

Think everything is
Here inside and
Not outside.
Your excellency,
My dear, it is seen
And it is heard.
The fine words
That are here for
Our own welfare.
That's all ours.
That's all for us.
We are all warriors
And we are here
To win the battle.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Bad

Think not bad
That spoiled your life.
Out of bad thinking
Seeing bad
Talking bad
And hearing bad
Start, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Evil

Think not evil, as
Nothing is evil here.
Respect all, as all are good.
All are good in their
Own way, let us give them salute.

They are all faithful
To the nature and
Nature is doing everything
Here, you know it clear.

Honour all, and try to
Bring happiness to all.
Be truthful and stay
In divine love,
Life can never be bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not I Am A Fool

Life is here with me
And in this life I am searching you.
I am searching you only to know the truth,
Truth is that you are only mine.
Being mine you are here with me.
You are here in me
And I am living.
What is a life everyone is asking?
And I am not ready to answer
As because I am not a fool.
Searching you is my profession?
Searching itself is you,
And you are my love-
My love.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Life

Think not life
Without enemies.
No friend is there
In our lives,
We are surrounded by
Only enemies, believe me.
One who is telling you
Friend, is pretending,
Take care of him,
He can harm you
At any time.
I mean, whom you
Call your sweet-heart
Waits for sideline.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not No One Is There

Think not, no one is there
To think about you, my dear.
Hear I am, here I am,
So near and so near that,
You are not able to see me,
But you can hear me if
You take care yourself
In silence, in silence.
In your smile, in your cry,
Within you, outside you,
Discover me, my dear, I am
There, in that star and
I am here in your ears.
And I am telling you, don't fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Ordinary

Think not ordinary,
Nothing is ordinary,
This life, this love,
This new year, this time.
It is all special, enjoy,
Enjoy yourself till the last.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Otherwise

Think not otherwise
If I am not here with you.
It is not necessary
I would be always with you.

I am with my thinking always
I want to win after defeat.
I am trying to change you
I am here yours most faithful.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not The Loss

Think not the loss
Of others,
Loss of wealth,
Loss of health,
Loss of time,
Loss of fame,
Loss of praise,
Loss of honour.
Take no steps
To injure anyone
In any form.
Destroy not anything,
Here at any time,
Pollute not mind,
Morals or feelings.
respect others and
Also, respect their
Skill, knowledge
And resources.
Help each one
To the best of your
Capacity, my dear.
pay attention
To the problems
Of others and try to
Give a solution,
My dear son,
You are there for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not You Have Achieved Everything

Think not my dear,
You have achieved everything.
Think not my dear,
You have reached there
At your goal.
Think not my dear,
No further road is there
From you.
Life is but a truth
With so many roads and
Highways and we are to
Move forwards always.
Go on my dear, but bind not
Yourself with anything, anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Think not
Think not yourself
Superior, my dear,
Consider not yourself
Worthy of being honored.
Live with total
Negation of pride.

This knowledge, this wealth,
This rank, birth, caste and
Social order have no value.
No specialty is there
With you, remember.
Always you should aim to
Arouse divine nature fully in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Yourself Intelligent

Think not yourself intelligent
And think not others fool.
Prove that you are progressing
O my dear, in your progress there is nature.
Be gracious, my dear, and play the game
That is inclusive and your intention is
To build good relationship, with true objectives.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Not Yourself Superior

Think not yourself superior
At any time, here, my dear.
Truth is that you are nothing,
And nothing is there with you
To feel proud.
Stay cool and feel how you are
Using as a tool in every work,
Your wish or desire has no role
To play from the very beginning
Here at any stage or at any time.
You are to keep yourself under control
And do the works that are there
To perform as a servant obeying
The order of his master.

Gajanan Mishra
Think not Yourself Supreme Lord

Think not yourself Supreme Lord,
And accept not anything that are
Not right or say not truthful.

And desire not to compete with truth,
Truth is always the truth that is
Also for you and I know you are
part of that truth for all time.

You are not fallen, I know men,
You are pure and fruits of the truth
That are here for all good.

And no sin can touch you, I know,
And you are at every moment new,
You are in all cleanliness and
In all truthfulness always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Nothing

Think nothing
While taking breath
And think nothing
While dreaming
And think nothing
At the time of
Breaking dream
In the midst of war
War is a life
And without war
How can we survive
War is the life breath
Think nothing
While taking breath.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Of Anything

Think of anything,
You think of anything,
It is flaws.
Water is still,
Calm down please.
See, ego melts,
And real self realized.
No haste, no force,
Mark the impression
By gradual efforts.
It is reflection
It is connection
In your ears and
In your eyes.
It is all within the mind,
It is all and not everything,
No negation, no renunciation,
That is maintained from within
And from without.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Of Me

Think of me and see
Think of me and read
Think of me and know
Think of me and proceed.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Of Me, Take My Time

Think of me
And write the poems.

Write the poems
About me.
I am here
Only for you.

Unsolicited opportunity
Is there in my time.

Take my time
And think yourself.

It is your to decide
What to do and when
To do for whom
But feel love within.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Of People

Think of people
And about the people
And do all good,
You are there
For that.

Fight the untruth,
With the truth.

For victory
Get the trust
Of the people.

The people are
The sovereign.

Treat others
As yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Something Real

Think something real,
Do something real,
Remember, life is all real.

Reality desires your life,
You are to live to invent
Another life within.

Life is all valuable,
White truth, clear letters,
All fights to discover love.

Love is life, hate is not.
Sweet language is hope,
Take hope with you and
Say every one around to
Proceed forward with confidence.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Tank

Is your think tank
independent?
Are you
ready to reply?
If you said positive
you can apply.
Application not needed
it is precluded.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Think

Think think and think
Your thinking only
Take you to the height
You want to reach.

Think think and think
Your thinking is the wealth
Your thinking is the peace
And in your thinking
All enjoyment merge.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Think And Think

Only thinking can serve the purpose.

Think Truth think Absolute truth
And be free from the pangs of
Material miseries.

Think think and think
By thinking only you can
Elevate yourself to
The abode of Love and Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Twice

Think twice,
And it is the need,
Though not
To live.

We exist,
Not for the truth,
Not for falsehood
But for our own need.

What is needed,
Not to be exposed.
What is exposed
Not necessarily yours.
What is yours,
Think twice.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Within

Think within,
Thinking within yourself
Would help you
To know who you are
And what you are doing,
And doing for whom.
It is your kingdom,
And in your own kingdom
How free you are
That is to know.
Knowing the time and
Knowing the situation would
Help you to reach the truth,
That is the love with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Think, Your life is here
For a moment.
Is it life if
You are not able to
See and search the Truth?
Your duty is to
Establish Truth here
For others.
Truth is we are
Living for a better future.
Certainly we are all here
To give solace to each other.
We are all travelers here
Going towards brighter and brighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Yourself

Think yourself lower
Lower than the straw
In the street.

This yourself higher
Higher that the sky
And tolerate all.

Be more tolerant
Than a tree and devoid of
All sense of false prestige.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Yourself  Small And Love

Think yourself
Think yourself small
You can see the mistakes
Committed by you,
If you see your mistakes
You are no doubt great.

Always make friendship
With good people my dear,
You can know the truth,
And if you are able to
Know the truth, you love all
And if you love all
No one is there to defeat you
You are no doubt great.

Gajanan Mishra
Think Yourself Faulty

Think yourself faulty
And say nothing in retaliation
If any one curse you.

Gajanan Mishra
Think, My Dear

Think, my dear, think,
Thinking is life,
Through thinking
You can touch the root
Of the tree.

Think, think, my dear
While crossing the air
And the fire and the water.
Think and think
In thinking everything
You can discover.

Come here and see
Upper and lower and find
No difference with
Detachment order.

Gajanan Mishra
Think, Works

Think, works
And live
And dedicate
Your life
For others,
Be humble
And grateful
To all
Especially for
Your opponents
You are great
Only for them,
You are great
Only for your lovers.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking

Your thinking is important
And your intention
You want pleasure
And you want salvation
You are required to do
Such thing according to
Situation to reach
Your ambition.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking - Not Under Control

Thinking is not under control
You can not forced me to think
I'm not a fool to think
When what where who whether if
You can not forced me to think.

Thinking is not always right
You can not do anything through might
You can not say correctly the name of
Your father mother friend relatives
You are not a thief and I know
You are on the limelight.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking About You

I am thinking,
Thinking about you,
About you only, dear.
I found so many stars
And I share
Smile and silence.
I discovered the rainbow,
And I marked
The new leaf
That was coming
From the kingdom of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Always

I am always thinking
About you all
How you all become one
And love in peace
In friendship and
In prosperity
With a common cause
I am here one
And in me everything
Is merged to rest.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Always In My Heart

O my dear,
I wish to wander
Throughout the world
Free from lamentation
Thinking always of You
In my heart.
I wish to
Move always from
Door to door
To enlighten people
About Truth
About Absolute Truth.
You are within all
O my dear
I wish to tell to
Each and everybody
And tell, O lead a
Carefree life here always.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Feeling

Thinking feeling and willing
All are with an intelligent man
And You, my almighty is the best witness.

I am living here with an ant and
Whatever I am doing that is wonderful
And it is under Your order and principle.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Nothing

Why should I think?
I am thinking nothing,
And I am in peace.
I have no enemy,
And I am strong, see me.
I know I am there,
Where I am not.
And I know the truth,
And never resign from
Human race.
I am kind and thoughtful,
I have confidence
On each one here.
And life is my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Only

All enjoyment merge
In thinking only.
Your thinking only
Take you to the height
You want to reach.
Thinking is the wealth
Thinking is the peace
Thinking is the bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Process

Everything is
In your thinking process.
Think not
The fish would
Climb the tree.
Think not
The flower would
Go to the war-field.
But if you are in truth
And in love
Nothing is impossible.
Try and test
You are there
In your thinking process.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking Starts

Thinking starts,
Suffering begins.
Think not at all
Get all happiness.

No question
In between,
Reasoning-
No use.

Realize
What is fulfilled,
Render service
That is due.

Keep no doubt -
Worldly affairs.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinking, Feeling

Thinking, feeling, hoping
And wishing are not easy.
But self-confidence and
Curiosity would be to
Go further on this earth.
Show respect to all but
Be cautious to close neighbour.
Your so called near and dear
Can be the cause of great danger.
Yet we are to think and act
Always for the good of others.
It is sure, the man who is
Digging the hole would fall down
There on hiw own, nothing to worry.

Gajanan Mishra
Thinks Not Anything

Think not anything
That has meaning
O poet, think not.

Not knowing any matter
File not any write
O poet, file not.

Passing order
Returned home
O poet, return not.

Jokes not anybody
In perfect prose
O poet, jokes not.

Provoking continues
Prudence disclose not
O poet, read not
Write not.

Not understanding
Not delivering
O poet nothing not.

Gajanan Mishra
Think-Tank

Think-tank lifeless
Application useless.

We are here to suffer
In some ways or other.

Endlessly diverse
Different direction filled.

Perceive anything
Instrument diminished.

Gajanan Mishra
Think-Tank Be Kept

Think-tanks be kept
In proper order and
Works be performed
In right perspectives.

The senses and mind
Be cleansed to distinguish
The right and wrong,
The good and bad.

To attain the goal
Proper care should be
Taken at every stage.
Feel not proud
For any achievement and
Say not you are important.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirst And Attachment

Thirst and attachment
Struggle and work
But you are still
In the darkness of ignorance
That leads to self lust
Wrath greed
O men shun thirst
Shun attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirst for life
Energy mobility passion
O it is passionate energy.

Are we getting independent
That nobody is here to answer
And it is restless activities
That you provided.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirst For Life- You Provided

Thirst for life
Energy mobility passion
O it is passionate energy.

Are we getting independent
That nobody is here to answer
And it is restless activities
That you provided.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirst, What Is That

Thirst, what is that?
Hunger, what is that?
I know not as yet.

Wonderful, you said.
I replied, my dear,
See me, I am here to
Search the truth.
And I know, truth is
Nowhere but within me.

And when I discovered
The truth, I love all.
When I love all, My dear
I feel no more thirst,
No more hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirsty Fish

Fish is thirsty in water
With you I am poor
Without looking self
I wander
O my dear
You are near
And I wander
Is it not my
Bad luck here!

Gajanan Mishra
Thirsty Honeybee

The thirsty honeybee  
Came to the land lily  
And asked for honey,  
But the lily denied  
Saying the honey is  
For the sun only.  
Still, the honeybee  
Is there as the paramour.

Gajanan Mishra
Let me say
Number thirteen
Word thirteen
Instruments thirteen
All are with me.
Let me say
My mind, my intellect
And my egoism
All three internal,
My hand, my foot, my mouth
Anus and genital -
five organs of action,
My ear, my eye, my skin,
My tongue and my nose -
All sense organs
All thirteen.
Thirteen is very important
For me and for my
Next generation.
Let us start our journey
From the very thirteen.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirteen Two Thirteen

This is thirteen two thirteen
I am not complaining
I have seen you are teen.

This is thirteen two thirteen
Remember it is my love
Remember it is hair-cut Aishanee.

I am with my dove
I do not agree with you
On the question of sunrise sunset.

Anyway you are better
And I am a cheater
Cheater of time throwing hat.

Gajanan Mishra
Thirteenth September

Thirteenth September,
I have remembered
For the wonder
That is there
On the birth day
Of Chandan Mishra.
Chandan means
As you know sandal,
The fragrant
That is there,
Mishra as you know
The mixture.
Sandal, fragrant,
And mixture -
The most wonder.
Thirteenth September
As you know
I have remembered
For the reason
The time's sampler
With the sapphire
With new scripture
Of all out welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
This Affairs

It is fact,
I am tired of
This affairs
And I want
To renounce all.
Still I am
Writing all these
Without any bias,
As I am compelled
To write for you.
I worry not
Whether you read it
Or not but you know
That suffice the purpose.

Gajanan Mishra
This And That

This and that
This is mine
That is yours
This I can give
In charity
That I can keep
For my enjoyment.

This and that
All bad all bad
This that failed
To make me glad
I am going mad
With this with that
Nothing to add, I am mad.

Gajanan Mishra
This and that,  
Let me illuminate.

Far and wide  
I have my own identity  
With your entity.

Knowledge is here  
I am yours my dear.

I am not a divisible object  
As you see.

I am my own universe  
with all good, see.

Perceive me  
with your manifold entities,  
That are here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
This Blue Uncovered Sky

This blue uncovered sky
is there as it is
given by you at that hours
of beginning, O beginningless.

I am happy, I have nothing to solicit.
The sky is happy, I have seen
Nowhere to go at any time.

Let me express my language of hearts,
Let me delete the absolute that is
so rising within me towards the sky.

I know, no artist is there like you
on this earth who can make a sky so lovely
with nothing. I know how much I am searching
You day and nights here there with the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
This Body - I Care Not

This body - I care not.
I care not - this day.
My body is here
Only for this day.

You my verify
The authencity of
this day.
This day is
not here for
Anything that is
not available here.

Gajanan Mishra
This Body Is Pure

Purity is there in this body,
You are to search out with in, my dear,
And stay free from pollution.

This body needs food for livelihood
Mind it, my dear, food should be earned
By honest means, food should be cooked
By wearing clean clothes in well clean
And pure places, first the food be tasted
And tested in good faith and truthful heart
And then be eaten as the bliss of Almighty.

Good body needs good food,
Good food is necessary for good thought,
Good thought is necessary to arrived at the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
This Body Is The Temple

This body is the temple
Almighty is here in this body
Purity be maintained always.

Gajanan Mishra
This Body Is Yours

This body is Yours, my dear,
And I am worshiping You with this body
As the Ganges is worshiped with the water of the Ganges,
As the sun is worshiped with an earthen lamp
I am offering my prayers with the help of Your words
In this body that is entirely Yours.

This entire world is Yours, my dear,
And here I am, with Your help, trying to alleviate
The suffering of all and trying to give them comfort
Equally without any distinction,
I feel happy with the happiness of others
And I am sad with the sadness of others.

It is true, I cannot separate my body from the world
And also I cannot separate the world from the body.

Gajanan Mishra
This Body- Truth

This body is not mine,
I have not built it.
Since birth I know
This body is purified.
This body is not
Material or enjoyable.
When you are there
Within this body,
I am confirmed
It is the transcendental
Platform, and it is
Here for spreading
The truth consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
This Court

This court is
Not final court.
It has got no
Unlimitted power.
This court is
Not empower to
Pass final judgement
And final decree.
The order of
This court is
Not binding.
This court has
No discretionary power
This court lacks
Original jurisdiction.
This court is
Not a real court.

Gajanan Mishra
This Drama

This drama has
One hero and
One heroine;
The sky and
The earth.

Spectators we are,
Part and parcel of
The hero and
The heroine, though.

Motionless we are,
Trembling we are,
Top to bottom we are,
And always we fear
Our own existence.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth

This earth is saturated always
With a spiritual atmosphere,
This earth is called
The field of righteousness.
This earth is a place of pilgrimage,
This earth is a place to perform
Holy action and here one can attain
All benediction by consulting noble persons,
At this time, O my dear, we are all together,
On this earth, and what we are doing all
Are being recorded by some one who is within,
What for we are here, on this earth, we should know,
And without any selfish motive, let us do for welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth - The Mother Of All

Store house of all -
This earth.
I am the part and
Parcel of this earth.
Within me, I discover
Each and everything.
I am the product of
This earth.
See the atmosphere here
That is enlivening,
With all colors and
Healthy smiling features.
Nothing to worry, my dear,
We are here to measure
The life and the sky
At a time when the earth
Is moving round and round
The sun. We are here
To ask the sun the meaning
Of life in our own language,
That is given by our mothers.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth As Heaven

Love means
To live with,
To get pleasure
In hearing,
To eat, sit,
Sleep together,
To stay side by side,
To give everything,
Without any expectation,
And to realize the truth.
Love means to consider
This earth as heaven.
Love means to consider
All creatures as kith and kins.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth Belongs

This earth belongs to
Each of us.
Let us take care
This earth for our
Own existence.
Let us take steps
To make this earth
Pollution free.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth Is Always

This earth is always
Ready to give everything.
How far you love your earth
A great question, And also
Not easy to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth Is The Location

This earth is the location
Of Supreme Truth connection.
Remove all the defects soon
And connect yourself with Almighty
Being His dearest creation and son.
Have a clear understanding first
And move upwards without loss of time
Already you have lost so many things.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth Is Yours

This earth is yours my dear
With all its fullness yours.

I am not older than this earth my dear
But the pictures are not matches with description.

For conscience sake ask nothing here
If anything is there to say my dear say to the sky.

Liberty is not absolute as you know
And I am totally a man of failure to please any one.

Gajanan Mishra
This Earth Planet

This earth planet is mine
I must protect it with all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
This Entire World

This entire world is mine
All languages all trees
All mountains all animals
All creatures and all are here
Can not belongs to others than me
Here this light this air
This water this earth and this sky
All belong to me
And I am theirs
This world is mine
I belong to this world.
Without my permission
You can not do anything here
And you are not a different person
From me though different body we have
We are one and same
You can have any complain
Any allegation and I am here
Tabled me if you so like
I am only person here who can
Solve your problems
Except me no body is here
Who can say he is yours absolutely.

Gajanan Mishra
This Hill

This hill, that sea,
This river, that cloud,
This field, that station,
Everywhere you are, I see
You my dear, with confidence.
The possibility is your going
To the top of that tree
That is not there, where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
This Ight

This sight I am in contact with
I never separate myself from
The sense of sight
And what is seen
It is full fledged origin
And I am illuminating here
In substance prison maintenance.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is A Watch

This is a watch
This is a paper currency
Our ignorance not yet wiped out.

Gajanan Mishra
This is about hunger and hungry
If you so like you may read.

Food shelter or sense gratification
Is not necessary, it is spiritual
Atmosphere that we need.

Please do not misrepresent a man
By material hunger
No body is poor nobody is hungry
Nobody is in poverty.

Go with all powerful energy
O my dear and keep yourself
Above all worldly hunger.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Air, This Is Fire

This is air and this is fire
Both fire and air are in fight
And worst sufferer here we are.
No water anywhere and they declared
It is summer, wait, all are going to die.
No food, no sleep, and no friend, my dear
Nothing is correct and it is earth, see,
That changes its color time to time
And nothing is available here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is All- Your Will

This is all- your will.
I am just a silent
Spectator, see.

I have no strength,
To harm or kill.
And I am nothing.

All your words are truth,
All your actions are right.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Gajanan

This is Gajanan
And he knows
The meaning of
Morning and evening
Let us go to him
And ask what is life.

Life is nothing
He would say
But it is a day
And at night
You would not find
Him any more.

Let me say
Gajanan knows
How to arrange
The numbers here.
And in numbers
You can see life.

Life is everything
For us and
We say here it is
In everything and
In everyone here
With bony body.

Gajanan Mishra
This is Gandhi,
But how he is
I can't describe.
This is the country,
But where it is
I can't focus it.
This is my wife,
What she is,
I fear, and I can't
utter words, any.
This is poem,
The power of the words
And letter is
Beyond thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is How I Am Dying

This is how I am dying,
See.
You cannot say
How I am dying.
No injury, no damage
Internal or external
No virus, no germ
It is in tact, everything.
And I am dying
This way or that way,
Dying is expected,
But the way is unexpected.
You may say
It is call of time,
But you cannot say
How this time is callin.
Scraps are there, as they marked
And yet bridge is also there.
Life is here still
See, after death also.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is June

This is June
Find here
The rain the sun
And the moon.

Hide and seek
With clouds,
Aaeeshanee starts
Her play school.

June is the beginning
And wets the earth
With new dreams
No delusion but here
Find clear indication
Of a new life.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Mine

I am not here to say
This is mine,
I am here to make it
Clear, this is Yours,
And Yours only.
Then another question
Peeped at, who am I,
My clarification is
I am nobody.
And it is You to
Decide and determine
With whom the game of cards
Would be play and for how long
In this fake relationship.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is My

This is my native land
This is my mother tongue.

My land is free
No bondage is there.

Nobody can
holdup.

I can utter word
in my voice.

The air is
not fresh and fair.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is My Wife

Making a mountain
Of a mole hill
Is my relative
I called
Innovative
This my wife.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Not It

This is not it, this is not it
That I am searching, that I am searching.

In this way, I am rejecting all
And from You, O my dear, I am waiting a call.

I am writing, I am writing and I am writing
But the poem that I want to write is not here
O my dear, and I am availing the Truth however
And I am loving all everywhere together.

Gajanan Mishra
This is not mine,
Not mine, not mine, not mine,
This body and also this mind.
How can these be mine?
See, I have no control
Over this body or over this mind.
My body is changing at every moment
And I am in dark about the changes
I have nothing to do with these changing processes.
So also my mind is changing with the time
And I am here far behind the time
And at no stage I have put forth my grievances.
At a glance, I may say, I have no right even
Over my food, over my dress and over anything.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Not My Land

This land,
This is not my land,
I am not belong to this land.
Where there is my language,
Where there is my hope
Where there is my shelter
That is my land, my earth.
What is here on this earth?
No food, no cloth, no word!
Who dares to take away
Everything from me?
And how he dares? ?
They said I have everything
But it is only in pen and papers.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Our House

This is our house,
If you want to come,
Please come, sure.
If you come, meet
My lovely wife
For some moments.
My wife used to
told me 'you have
kept some other one
Somewhere'
I used to reply,
o no, I am already
disgusted with one,
I keep another, how.
One sun, one moon,
One earth, one air
One life, and my wish
Only one in you Tapaswini.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Poetry My Dear

This is poetry, my dear,
Nothing to fear.
I am here, come on,
You are my reader.

Poetry give you life,
Life gives you experiences,
Experiences give you knowledge,
Knowledge is here in poetry.

This is poetry, my dear,
Read poetry, listen poetry,
And in poetry discover yourself
And see the truth inside.
In truth, find the love
And in love, consume the time.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is Rose

This is rose, and
You cannot say anything
on and about this.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is September

This is September,
And you all gather here,
As my near and dear.
Here is fire,
Here is water,
And we are busy
In Bapuji Nagar
Juice center.

O, Jayanta Mohapatra,
What you have written,
We are reading here,
One after another.
We are also talking with
Wordsworth and Shakespeare.

We are all one, my dear,
We are all in one,
And one in all.
We are the product of
This earth, this air,
This water, this light
And this sky.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is That I Am Living

This is that I am living
And You have seen my symptoms
This is my life form
I am thinking feeling
Real picture of my life
And that can not be described.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Area Of The Sun

I am part of the sun
Nothing is mine here
Nothing is for me.

De-linking is there
Always with my body
Mind, senses and intellect
And I also continue
To detach myself
In proper format
In this area of the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Ink

This is the ink
In which I want to write
In this ink I know
All letters all words
And all scripts are here
In multiple colors.

This is the gold
I want to see
As in this gold
Armlet ear-ring
Chain girdle nose-ring
Locket bracelet necklace
And various ornaments are here.

This is You
And I want You
As I know, everything is in You
All are in You
I know so many hands feet
Eyes mouths and ears are Yours
One can call You from
Anywhere and from everywhere.

I want You
I want You and I know You
You are for all
All are for You
You accept all
All accept You
As Father as mother
As brother as son as daughter
As friend as guide
As teacher and as philosopher
And You accept from all, all offer.

I know You
I know, You know the feelings of all
You can not be separated from anything
From anybody whether they are far or near
Everywhere You are here not hidden but open
And You are performing Your actions
You are never out of sight even for a single moment.

One can see You if he wants to see You
One can hear You if he wants to hear You
One can know You if he wants to know You
But it is You who is within all and also outside all
There is nothing anywhere except You
That I know, O my dear and that is why
I am here I am here I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Root

This is the root we are searching
And we are telling this is not ours
This is the sun and the moon we have
On our sky and we fly without depositing
A single pie.

This is the sleep we are enjoying at our house
And we awake without giving notice to anyone
And told all that we are here see us with wide eyes
And nobody take care of our words no value as if.

This is the life we are living in this free world
Paying taxes for our own build-house, own grown-crops for our own weave
dresses for our own eating sitting sleeping merry making and rearing of children
e tc etc to our servants so called rulers for their enjoyment.

And we are in search of peace and love in this world
Alas what is that peace that enjoyment we failed to
Understand so far here or there.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Time

This is the time
We live in
And here there is
A decline of righteousness
And a rise of unrighteousness
It is due to attractions
Towards perishable.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Way

This is the way,
I know you coming.
This is your coming,
I know from my balcony.

I am in my balcony
And you are there
In my house built
By you.

I cannot say
How many rooms are there,
I cannot say
I am not able to know
What is problem in
My and in you.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is The Year

This is the year,
Year to search,
A new heart
Full of love,
A true heart
Full of peace,
A pure heart
Full of harmony.

In this new year,
Let us stay free,
Free from ignorance,
Free from conflicts
And be filled with
Compassion and composure.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is True

This is true
I am with you
This is true
We are unity in diversity
And diversity in unity
This is true
I am in you
This one and same
And here
No place of shame
This is true
I am you
And you are within me
And this is
No surprising
It is nature's calling.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is True And

This is true and
That is not true,
But I love only you.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is What

This is what they said
They said dark to light
They said let us fight.

Nothing happened
What was expected
They returned back.

They questioned truth
And truth was placed
Before all.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is What I Am

This is what I am,
And I am telling
About the sun that
very often comes to
My dreams.

Of course my dreams
Are not only for the sun,
For my dreams the sun
Is like a balloon that is
Going to burst at any time.

I am telling my dreams,
O, please come again and again
To enable the sun to walk with me
Wearing forest flowers.

At times I am suffering
With my woes like coal
And the wolf was watching me.
And at that time the sun
was going to bed,

My dream is at present
In emptiness and I am eager
To hear and to see about my dreams,
But alas, all my think-tanks
Are going dry.

You said, worry not
It is summer, and such things
Are but common
I failed to understand this version.

Gajanan Mishra
This Is What Real Danger

This is what
I am telling
About the distress
Of the world
And you agree
With me
Really it is
Dangerous to
Live.

Gajanan Mishra
This Land

This land
The main reason of
Tussle is itself cruel.
This land
No way connected with
The victim and the accused.
This land
making preparation
To drove you
All out.

Gajanan Mishra
This Leaf

yes,
This leaf has
Its own root.
And here
Let us see
How the stone is
Going to blossom.

The garden is
Waiting for us.
But we are not
Able to see.
Let us have the vision
Let us ask ourselves
How to sing.

We are not
Far from us.
We are
Where we were
And where we will be.
Yet we are to search
Our own tune.

Yes we are here
With the new leaf
With the new dream
On the new road,
The music of our life.

Gajanan Mishra
This Life Is Not For Fear

This life is not for fear,
And yet we live in a situation
And we fear in all occasion.

It is clear,
We are all together
And yet we live in fear.

We live in fear,
No reason of that fear, though.

We search our courage
Where it is
In each and every social revolution.

Are we inadequate for us?
Are we not ready to struggle as yet?
My dear men, come on with answers for future.

Gajanan Mishra
This Man To That Man

This man to that man
I am going, going to
Search love and truth.
This area to that area
I am going, going to
Find love and truth.
I find all are equal
Here and there.
I see the smiling star,
I hear the roaring ocean,
I am here, I am there
And I found nothing.
Still I live with love,
Still I live in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
This Mobile

This mobile,
I find -
The cause of all troubles.
Is it necessary to keep
Always something?
I find nothing wrong, though.
Something is there
That needs to unfold.

Gajanan Mishra
This Morning

In this morning
you can know everything.
In this morning
you are with me
it is my fortune.

Your body most precious
and your soul
most shining and
all are mine
and that is
to be seen.

The soul
is one and the same.
And here we both
reside
and it is
enviable.

This morning
is tolerable.

Gajanan Mishra
This Much

Excuse me, I am unable
To express myself in words
This much I can say
It is good anyway.

This touching sky
This living in sky
And worldly fly, let me say
Good, good and goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
This Planet

This planet is meant for my living
I want to die here die here and
I want to take birth here again
And again in the mode of goodness
I want to live with great sages
I want to live and serve great devotees.

Gajanan Mishra
This Pond

This pond is
Full of fishes.
So many kinds,
So many colours.
See and enjoy.
But try
Not to catch them.
Try, how and
What you fill
About the fishes.
Think and write
The substance
And the sum
That you face
In the processes.

Gajanan Mishra
This Purnima

In the month of jyestha
June-July of Eng calender
Is in the name of Lords
Lord Jagannath
Lord Balabhadra
Lord Subhadra
It is snana Purnima
The Lords bathe
With milk and
Herbal water
Let summer go
And rain come
For the good of
All creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
This Road Is Not To Return

I have taken this road
And this road is not to return.

This road is for all
But all are not in a position to understand.

On the way I have nothing to beg
I know I have my own bliss with me.

I have no other entity besides You
O my dear, I love You, I want to be with You
Always and for ever and so
I have taken this road that leads to You only..

Gajanan Mishra
This Side

This side,
I am.
That side
You are.
We are one,
Though.

Hours after hours,
We are in water
And in the air.
We are opened
And we are
Also closed.

The way we think
We are good,
The way we live
We know the truth.

Our own world
Is with us.
No hurdles
But life is here
To enjoy the time
And the time
We care for others.

Gajanan Mishra
This Side And That Side

You are one and one
You are this side and
Also that side
It is out of our ignorance
We say this side is dark
That side is light
This side is heavy
That side is light
This is colored that is
Black and white.

You are one and only one
Without any color
Without any mixture
And same in all sides.

Gajanan Mishra
This Side That Side

What is love
Spell love.

This side love
That side love.

True love
False love.

Say love
Only love.

What is love
Soul love.

It is love
Super-man love.

Love love
Eternal love.

I love
You love.

Life love
Death love.

Wife love
World love.

Gajanan Mishra
This Sky Is Mine

This sky is mine,
That sky is not mine.
But the same sky is there
Here in our own house.
And our house is one,
And we are the two.
House is the only truth,
But we are different.
We are the truth
And not the house,
It is also true.
Matter is not, where
Is life, but matter is
How we are worried and strained.

Gajanan Mishra
This Station Has No Name

This station has no name,
Let us called man.
This man has no name
Let us called gain.
This gain has no loss
As you are here, my dear boss.
O boss, I am submitting everything
with due respect do what you wish whatever.

Gajanan Mishra
This That

I want to say
And I am
Not able to.

Creating being
I want to
Stay but
Not able to.

I want to move
Here there
And I am
Able.

Gajanan Mishra
This That - Life Flow

This that
All I want.
I want
The wall
To be built
In the open sky.
I want the milk
To be drunk.
I want everything
Should be covered.
I want this that,
I want over bridge,
Underbridge and
I want life
To be flowed
From this to that
And from that to this.

Gajanan Mishra
This Time

This time
I care not the rain.
I know I am my
Own sovereign
With my own words
And languages.
MY lips are not
Hard but sof
And tender, hear.
I am here for
New creation, see.
I have my owm
Own authority, feel.
And you are only mine.

Gajanan Mishra
This Tree

This tree
Is not
Telling me
Anything.

Reason not known.

That tree
Is calling me
In front of
The king.

I know the reason.

Gajanan Mishra
This Will Also Pass

This will also pass,
Wait and watch.
Truth will come to light,
Show your might
And drive out the night.
We are fine,
How are you there, Mr Nine.
If you so wish come for dine.
Nothing to feel sorrow,
It is we who can call for tomorrow.
Just watch the rope
And the gallows.
It is yours
With much galore.

Gajanan Mishra
This World

This world is
Under Your feet
I am living in
This world.

The dust of your feet
Are here and
I am staying here
With the dust.

Reception of the dust
Makes me pure
I am sure
You will not get lost.

Gajanan Mishra
This World - A Ball

This world - a ball
I can lift
I can play
But with self-control.

This world is within me
I am within this world
This world- a ball
I can do whatever I wish.

Gajanan Mishra
This World - Here I Am

This world -
Here I am.
I was here
In this position.
But today
See, I am not
Eligible to
Stay there.
It is this world,
With its changing
Feathers I am
Failed to fly.
Here I am
Without qualifications.

Gajanan Mishra
This World Belongs To Us

This world belongs to us
We are part and parcel
Of this world
We are for the good
And good is for us.

This world belongs to us
We belongs to eternity
This world is eternal
The world will be here
With us for ever.

O my dear come
Let us dance together
Let us sing together
With this wind
In this world.

Gajanan Mishra
This World Is

Spiritual abode
O my dear with these
Beautiful trees birds
Animals men insects
Fields rivers seas.

I am here in
This world at this
Moment O my dear
With You and
In happy mood
Getting everything
As per wish.

Gajanan Mishra
This World Is For All

War war war
What for?
This world is
For all.
All are here
To stay in peace
For some moments or days
Or months or years.
Let us bear all
And keep peace
And stay together.
Have patience and
Maintain democratic
Legal order.

It is fear
That is the main
Cause of war.
Fear not anyone
And avoid war.
War is no way
Helpful to anyone
So also fear.
Even think not
About attacking others.
You have no right also
To interfere.
By birth no one
Is a terror.

Only human being is here,
Salute him, my dear.
Human being is
The architect of
His own future.
Give sufficient love
And be your own reformer.
Gajanan Mishra
This World Is Nectar

Look before you leap,
my dear men.
This world is nectar
for a devotee and lover.
This world is dangerous
for a man of ill-doer.

Tell something out of
your own experience, men.
I am here to listen.
I know your experience
teaches you better.
What you give that is
here ready to return
in so many forms and in
so many ways with huge colors.

Come on, and do for good
to get good results.
Keep it in mind, little
drops of water makes
the mighty ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
This World Is Yours

1

Lift your pen, my dear poets,
And write - this world is yours,
Your home is this earth,
The sky is the roof.
Go not with passion, my dear poets,
All goodness are with you,
Use and see all directions
Are welcoming you and giving you lights.

See yourself, see how
You are in all, in birds, in lions,
In mountains, in rivers, in clouds,
in flowers, in air, in water.
See my dear poets, how you are
Going and coming freely, peacefully with all.

2

Lift your pen, my dear poets,
The right time has arrived for you,
You are lucky to receive all words
Here at this time to write down everything
That you witnessed.
You are in the middle of life
And you know life is a battle field,
And you are approaching the war.
Serious thing is that you are
Not to hurt anyone here,
You have no right.
You should keep compassion within you
And pray, O lord, here the living creatures
Are in dark, give them knowledge to know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
This World Needs Body

This body needs the world.

I have no role to play,
I have no role to play.

Gajanan Mishra
This World That World

Why are you creating fear
By telling this world that world
Please tell me, my dear.

Let me know in which world
You belong to and what for you are here
Is that not better than this.

Please tell me my dear
About good and bad about sin and purity
About night and day about dark and light.

I want to hear all about this world
Who are there and for how much time
What they have done during their stay.

I want to know all about that world
What is happening at this time there
And who represent that world for what.

You are telling your opinion
I am telling my opinion
You are telling I am false
I am telling it is you who make us wander.

O my dear, how many worlds are there
That is another question unanswered
Anyway I am with You, let all be sort out.

Matter is there in its place
You know I know and we are in our
Respective arena showing our plays
Though we know all are not true here.

Gajanan Mishra
This World-You Have Given

This world
You have given me
To do here that works
That are related to You,
To You means peace
Stability and coordination
And for this here
There is our relation.

Here is our relation
And it is for the welfare
Of others You are here
I am also here
O my dear, You appear
For others and doing everything
For others only being fixed
And all merits I do hereby confer.

Gajanan Mishra
This, That - Achievement

Value of achievement,
Please explain,
If you know.
This, that,
You have achieved-
Right?

Gajanan Mishra
Thorn And Flower

No one like thorn
But thorn is necessary
To save a flower.

All love flowers
But life of a flower
Is in risk without a thorn.

Gajanan Mishra
Thorns

For each other
We are searching here.
Thorns, our cry,
Our smile and
We bind ourselves
Around the sun.
And the sun
Gives heartfelt welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
Those Grapes Are

Those grapes are sour.
'Those grapes are sour
And I don't want them,'
When the fox said, my dear
You know very well,
No needs to explain in detail.

Gajanan Mishra
Those Who Are

Those who are here tell me
I am not alone to live
You are all with me.

Tell me O men you are
Dying with me at a time
When we are in conscience.

Living or dying no difference
Just changing the position
Of words and terminology.

Gajanan Mishra
Thou Art Dear

Come here,  
Thou art dear.  
I am here  
To purify you,  
You are being  
The part of the truth.  
You represent me,  
You are my loving nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Though A Small Ant

I know I am Your part and parcel
Though I am a small ant.

I know my life is meant for
Making a solution to the problems of life.

I know I have full knowledge about You
Though I have forgotten due to illusion.

I know I am pure and as pure as nectar
I am in devotional practice and in Your bliss.

O my dear, Under Your guidance I can attain You
Though I am the smallest and You are the greatest.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Artless

Though artless
Read my poems in full
They are fair and graceful.

Gajanan Mishra
Though bitter
Truth is better
To hear.
No one can
Take away my right
To move freely
Throughout the world.
So also no one can
Check me to utter
Those words that have
Public interest
In a larger scale.
So long as the sun and the moon
Are there in the sky, let me fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Breathing

Though breathing
You are dead
Let me say again
You are dead
If you fail to
Support elderly parents
Chaste wife young child
And spiritual master
Or anyone who comes to you
For shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Though different bodies
Though different bodies are there
All are one and the same
Like the same rice in
Different plates, like
The same water in different glasses,
Like the same air in different
Wheels of trucks, buses, cars, bikes,
Birds are birds though names differ,
O my dear, we are one with same
Composition, with only one respiration,
It is our duty here to go on Truth-realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Enemy

Though my enemy
You are not against me
You are always doing
All benefits for me.

You are thinking
Always about me
And I am here for You
O my dear, no matter what so ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Here

Battlefield - life,
Nothing new
In telling so.
But we are to
Concede defeat,
Though, we thought,
We have achieved success.
Nothing to bewilder,
Though here,
We are to see
All around and proceed
Forwards for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Human - Unable To Understand

Though human,
I am unable to understand
Anything and anybody, here.
Excuse me, each and everybody
Is beyond all knowledge,
Speech and sense-perception.
I can only love all, here
And can do nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
Though I Am

Though I am here  
I am not doing anything  
And for action  
Done by others  
You are giving me  
Punishment.

What evolves here  
You are to take notice  
Cognizance be taken  
On those matters  
And finding be given  
I am unconnected.

-  

I am different from my action  
And how can it be  
It is possible only when  
I know who am I.

Here arises necessity  
Of real knowledge  
To realize self  
To know what is what.

Gajanan Mishra
Though I Am Not A Driver

Though I am not a driver
And the driver is somebody else,
Ask me where to go.

Though this area is
melancholic
Ask me to say a word
that has charming power.

Though you are not
Able to read or write
Ask me to make you
understand who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Though I Know I Am

Though I am
In this body,
Though I am
Telling mine.
I am unable to
Continue to be
In this body.
I know no more
To do with anything.
I know every moment
Is the moment of
Separation and
I know no value
In anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Though I Sit Beside

Though I sit
Beside you
I can't say
What you think.

How can I say,
As I have no language.

Where from I get
Gold-plate?
Where from I get
Silver-water pot.

Do you know
My great son
Still how I am
So colorful.

Gajanan Mishra
Though In Poverty

Look my character is fine
Though crushed
The cane has sweetness
Though chopped
The sandalwood has fragrance.

Gajanan Mishra
Though It Appears

Contradictory word is
An instrument and
Energy is illusion.

Is there any plan
Behind any action
An experienced man
Can say and understand.

The air and water
Never turn towards
Fire and can name
Their endless corridor.

Let see the words
That play in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Though My Poem

Though my poem has no rhyme, no meter,
Though I have not Followed the rules
And regulations as Framed by my seniors,
I have chanted Your Name and fame
In all my poems And it is Your grace
That made my poems The best.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Not Mine

They are here,
Though not mine,
They are for me.
I am there,
There, only for them.

What is to be done,
Not defined as yet.
What is that,
No question, please
At this moment.

What they said and
What I heard
Not to be disclosed,
All uncertain.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Perched On A Steeple

Though perched on a steeple
Of a royal palace the crow
Can not claimed itself Garuda
The honorable bird.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Reflected

Though reflected
In windows, mirrors
Oil, water, my dear
The sun is one
And the same.

You are my sun
I know, You are
One and the same
Though you are
In all and at all times.

It is our dullness
That we failed to
Recognized You and it is
Our unconsciousness and
For this we are suffering.

We have forgotten
Life is meant for self-realization
We should realize our
Eternal and pure identity
With the knowledge of rationality.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Situated Not Mixed

Though situated not mixed
Though not seen all pervading.

Gajanan Mishra
Though tasty
You cannot say
It is good food.
Though beautiful
You cannot say
Your wife faithful.
You cannot say
Good crop till
It comes to store.
You cannot reward
The soldier before
The war.
If you are to say
Say only after completion.

Gajanan Mishra
Though The Sun Is There

The sun is there
I know but I am
Not thirsty, see.
I have no thirst
For anything, though
I am here in this world.
I know where is bliss,
And I care not
Whether I live or die.
Ask me why and take
A reply that I am
Not there where
You wish or desire
Or in any affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Though This Is Not The Time

Smile, smile and smile
This is not the proper time
To smile though.
See, the flowers of my garden
And smile.
See the flower-plants are
Touching the sky and smile.
See the waves of the clouds
And smile.
See the smile of others
And smile.
I am in your smile, dear,
Search not proper time and
Smile from the core of your heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Though Unlimited

Though unlimited,
Unmanifest I am.

It is you to decide
To accept me or not.

Your acceptance or
Your rejection
Has no effect,
Be sure.

Your very existence
Is in danger
At every moment.

But it is I to
Regulate all destructions
By new creations.

Gajanan Mishra
Though, Differ In Color

Same feature,
Same nature,
Though differ,
In color.

We are together,
We are unlimited
In number,
Let us not stay
With anger.

We have eyes and
We have ears, and
We are here to enjoy
Good atmosphere and
Good words to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Thought Of Life

What I thought
Is not about
The emotion of
Himalayas but
The movement of
The ocean.
I thought about
The air and
The fire
That is there
In the stars.
I thought not
About the geography,
Not about the history,
But my thoughts are
Based on the root
Of the sky
On earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Thoughts

Thought is the main root of pain
Absence of proper thoughts
Cause unhappiness
Giving up thoughts means
Reaping happiness
It is rightly said
Happiness lies in stillness
Pain arises not from
Deficiency of a thing
But from desire to get
O my dear, I think
You understand me
And be happy live in
Peace everywhere always.

Gajanan Mishra
Thoughts Make The World

Thoughts make the world.
Be aware of your thoughts
And you should see
A complete harmony be there
Among your thought word and deed.
Purify your thought
And see everything is in order
Changing thought means
Changing world.

Gajanan Mishra
Thoughts, Words And Acts

Thoughts, words, and acts
All are with us
And we are going to achieve
Everything here.

Everything is to evolve,
And nothing to dissolve.
After all, we are what
We touch, what we got.

We generate what we are not,
We change nature,
We move, unmoved though, we are,
To pervade our own existence.

We are here to
Present world view.

Gajanan Mishra
Thoughts, Words And Deeds

Thoughts, words, and deeds
be harmonized.
Life should be straightforward
and simple.
Let people think
whatever they like.
Care not my dear and be a man
Of hearts, mind clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Thousand and thousand years,
I am here.
And I am in peace,
I am in tranquillity.

I am fortunate,
I am not worthless,
I am influenced by truth,
I am influenced by love.

Love and literature-
My life here.
Life - full of flowers
And full of colours.

Gajanan Mishra
Thousand Names

Thousand names
Not remembered single.
Thousand roads
Not adopted one.
Thousand sights
Not seen any.
I feel no need
Of anything
And called You
Only O my dear
Come and see.
And You have arrived
I know but could not
Uttered a single word
O wordless, O thousand names
Look me I am
Silent of the silence
In Your hue and cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Thousands and thousands
Suns are there with light
Here in the sky,
Still they cannot match
My radiance, as a man
I am so divine.
I am a man and I am
The product of this earth.
This earth is much more
Valuable than any place
Of the cosmos.
I am part of this earth,
I am fortunate, I am
Made of earth and I am
Touching the eternity here.

Gajanan Mishra
Thread

I know the thread
That threaded me.
I know the earth
I know the water
The fire and the air
I know the ether the mind
I know the reason the ego.

If you want to go
You may go.
You sustained in me
You strive to realized me.
You know how to disappear
You know I am the thread
You know I am being
Threaded with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Threat And Blackmail

Threat and blackmail
Have no place in true life
And Ours is a true society
Based on Absolute Truth
It is sin to think even
Others harm as we know
We all are one and equal with
That Ultimate Authority and often
The time cautions us to
Settle everything on
Mutual compromise and
In a peaceful way and lead
A life of joy.

Gajanan Mishra
Threat And Violence

No threat,
No violence,
No interference.
Let nature go
On its own way.

Law and order
Not required
In a life
That is natural.

The men who are
Taking benefits
From other fellow men, only
They need the application
Of law and order.

Gajanan Mishra
Threat To Humanity

Threat to humanity
Is intolerable.
Declaration of war
Is horrible.

Say not we are at war,
Say we are
Enlarging our hands
For peace and
For co-existence
In this world.

Problems were there,
Problems are there,
Problems will be there,
For problems you are
Not permitted
To declare war.

Keep pure hearts
With you, my dear.
Be transparent and
Be clear.

Let all creatures
smile, laugh, sing,
Let all dance
In divine ecstasy.

Life is for all
If possible research life
With all sympathy,
You are under surveillance
Of eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Threat To No One

I know, you are
Threat to no one
And yet, everyone
Is in fear here.

It is you will
And your satisfaction
That draw a line
In between life and death.

You are to attain
Determinate intellect,
You are to concentrate
In your own self.

Take worldly enjoyment
As you like with life-breath.

Gajanan Mishra
Three

We are three
He you and I
And here
We are free.

I am here
To overcome
These three
He you and I.

I know
This is the gateway
Of hell
We are three
In this well.

Let me shun
These three
He you and I
And I will be free.

We are three
He you and I
And we are in
Fall and rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Three - Interlinked

Three - the knowledge, the knowable
And the knower formed a unit as one
And they are interlinked- bases of action.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Poems

1.
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Gajanan Mishra
Three Brothers

We must know
Who are they
What is their
Role here.
One is to
Create
Another is to
Maintain
Yet another
Is to destroy.
Three brothers
Have equal
Role to play
Here in our life.
As a true man
We must transmute
One in to another
And another in to
Yet another
And ultimately
Transcend yet another
And established
Ourselves in the truth
The ultimate truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Categories

Three categories
High middle and low and
They are not pulling on
Well here.

High have vanity
And they are envious
Middle are proud
And they have burning sensation
Low are jealous
And there is no heaven
For all of them.

O my dear, Being yours
I am above all the three
And see I am free and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Cheers For You

Wealth
Health
Good deed.

I'm calling you
I'm praying you
I'm doing for you.

Talking
Dancing
Laughing.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Colors

I see three,
Three colors.
White, black
And yellow.
And you said
It is the universe.
What I see inside
Exactly that I see outside.
And you said
It is vigour
It is energy
And I said
Beyond words
It is specific.

Gajanan Mishra
Three D

Three D -
Dull, deaf and dumb,
But be careful,
Lest you should fall down.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Ds

Dana means charity
Damana means Self-control
Daya means mercy
Are necessary to do
Good to others
Cultivation of these
Three Ds, my dear
Are necessary
For life's permanent pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Three enemies -
Tongue,
Belly,
And genitals.
Be aware of your
Own enemies,
Dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Feet Lands

We know all
Where is that
Three feet land.
And we are here
To give it all
That are at our
Disposal.
What is there
With us,
Let us know first.
Let us know
What is ours?
We are to know
Who are in favor
And who are against us.
And wait for the time
In our favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Three men
I have marked;
One- most smart
And active,
Second- timely,
Third- lazy.
First-super.
Second- okay.
Third- not fit.
All the three
Are here with us
And we are with
Them always, at times
They are within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Forms

One -
I am yours
I am also not yours.

Two -
You are my love
You are above my love.

Three -
I am you
You are me.

All the above three forms
Are neither true
Nor false.

Nobody is there
Besides you
O my dear
I can not describe you
As I am in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Friends

One-
To maintain
A study silence.
Two-
Advocate of
Peaceful talk.
Three-
Backing your
Point of view.
But dear,
You are to stand
On your foot.
You are to show
Who you are and how.

Gajanan Mishra
Three In Numer

We three in number
Doing together
The work with us
We three in number
Gather mangofruits
Count flying birds
We three in number
Looking the world
That is smiling
We three in number
Staying together
And in peace
And we can not live
minus one other.

Gajanan Mishra
Three In One

Three in one
Fame, salvation
And prosperity.

Three in one
Present, past
And future.

O my dear, I am
Yours, here
For ever.

For You, my dear
See, I am here
Happy and in peace.

It is by Your's arms alone
I parry the strokes given by thunderbolt.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Jewels

Fearlessness,
Preaching and gifting
Three jewels, see,
They are the wheels
of this life.

Life is the masterpiece
of Almighty here
and it is for us
to do something more
within a limited period.

You have to pay
for this life,
Payment should be
made through love.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Kinds Of People

Three kinds of people
Are here with me
Good people are weak
And they can not do
Any works by themselves
Another kind of people
Are passionate in nature
They love they create
Without them my house
Lacks some beauty
And the third group of
People they are with me
Fully ignorant and they
Do not know what they are
Doing for what purpose
I making balance among
Them staying herein my house
In great difficulties
This is my house and
You are putting questions
As to how I am here
Wait I am going to say
More about it in next poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Layers Questions To My Dear

1.
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3.
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Gajanan Mishra
Three Modes

Goodness
Passion
Ignorance
Three modes
Of life
Divine glory
Is above these.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Murderers

Three murderers
Are staying with me
Always here.
How to go away
From them
I know not.
At times
I love them.
At times
They give me
So called pleasures.
But I am sure
They are there
To kill me.
No police
No law
Can save me.
I know,
I am dying
At every moment
In their hands.
And they are
Determined to
Take me to the hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Paths

Three paths are there
Path of knowledge
Path of work
And path of devotion
To reach the goal
Please follow the paths
In all respects
For your perfection
And self-realization
These are the authorized processes.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Persons

I know, you are
All three.
You, all three
Are playing
With me.
But I am
Not the player
Like you.
I am, as you know,
No way related
With the play.
Neither I am
The enjoyer,
Nor the outsider.
But I am here,
To make you
realize the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Points

Three points
I am following;

I have no interest
In what is done.

I have no interest
In what is not done.

I have no interest
And I depend on no one.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Steps Land

With your three steps
You have taken away everything
Everything means everything
O Vamana, dwarf-brahmana
You have taken away my earth
My sky my Soul
Earth sky and soul represent
Three planetary systems
And You have taken away
I have nothing now
I have no ego
And this is Your blessing
O my dear I know
You have bestow upon me
The kingdom of the universe
From a very small beginning
And You have taken away everything
On the plea of begging.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Things

Three things are
Necessary for a
Healthy life
Truth
Love and
Mercy.

I know you have
Given me
I am grateful
You love me
I know you are
The truth
And you have
Compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Times

Uttering three times
Means giving great stress.

Yes yes yes
I love You I love You
I love You means
Loving is there
Surely with you.

I am to be known
And it is fact.

No question
Does not arise
At any point of time
And you are to
See there in.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Types

Three types
One rose
Another mango
And yet another
Only bread.
One talks
Another talks
As well as does
Yet another
Only does.
Decide yourself
In which category
You belong
And doing what.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Weapons

I have three weapons
One is purity
Second is straightforwardness
And third is non-violence.
I have two shields
One is self-control
Another is equanimity.
I am only in one battle field
That is life.
I have two allies here
One is Truth
Another is love.
I have to overtake trident
That is body, mind and speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Three Worlds

Three worlds
Three worlds are
Past present and future
My dear, come and rule
Over all the worlds
With your power of Truth.
With your mind
Creates all, my dear
It is your austerity
That delivers results
Accept all and realize
Absolute Truth that is here.
Understand what is in you
With the power of purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Threefold

Gross and subtle;
Instrument, action
And agent;
Knowledge, the knowable
And the knower.

Gajanan Mishra
Threshold

Sit not
Sit not on the threshold
O my dear, sit not there
On the threshold.

Go outside or
Come inside, my dear,
Sit not on the threshold
Sit not there.

There you find
The signal of danger,
O my dear, take care,
Take care yourself there.

Take care yourself, my dear,
Let no trouble come to you hence further.

Gajanan Mishra
Through Language

Through language
You can do something
But not everything.
Language is helpless
In case of birth and death.
You can define nothing
If you confined yourself
Through space, time and thing.
What is hinted is your own entity
And that is all-pervading.
Language is limited and also
You are my dear helpless like
The language and you are merging
With something else crossing all.

Gajanan Mishra
Through My

And through my
Mind, speech and actions
I am aiming at Truth
And I am trying to
Realize You, here.

It is true by giving up
My selfishness and pride
I have heard You
I have seen You
I have experienced You.

Truth is here, for the welfare of all,
And You are for the welfare of all,
Honestly and faithfully I am
Busy in the works of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Through My Writings

I am writing,
And through my writing,
I am expressing
Personal realization
Of the truth,
To give benefit
To all with me.

Read my writings,
Beautiful and full of
Metaphorical language.
My writings are
Clearly understandable
And pleasing to read and hear,
Words are grave and certain.

Gajanan Mishra
Through Powerful Faith

Purified state of
Existence can be achieved
Only through powerful
Transcendental faith
Faith in Absolute Truth.

Faith in Absolute Truth
O my dear, and get
Highest benefit in life
With love with self-control
You can achieve greatest opulence.

Gajanan Mishra
Through Space

Through space,
Come forward and
Proceed ahead,
Time is still
There with you.

The atmosphere is
Dusty and
Cloudy, no doubt.

But it is all clear
Like the autumn sky.
It is all like
The wind of the spring.

Come on and see,
Here it is kind light,
With all of us.

Sing and dance
Wherever you like,
All the time
Is yours, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Through Spiritual Discipline

Through spiritual discipline
Development of goodness is possible
When there is goodness
There is light of wisdom
That shines the mind and senses
Then only peace and immutability revealed.

Gajanan Mishra
Through The Air

Through the air,
Through the water,
Through the sky,
Through the light
I came to this earth.
And I am here
And nowhere to go.
I am here within
And also without me.
I feel the vibration,
That is in everything
And that is everywhere.
I am moving
And also unmoving.
One can see me
At any time anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Through The Path Of Love And Truth

O poet,
O great mystic,
Come on and
Give me strength,
Strength to fight
Injustice.

O poet,
I know, when
You are present
With your words,
My life dazzle
With ray of hopes.

O poet,
You are very dear
To me.
You have accepted
Me as yours
Inseparable one,
I am fortunate.

O poet,
I know, you are
Here to help me
Achieve ultimate
Success of life
Through the path of
Love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Through This Window

Window of honesty,
And through this window
I can see all.

Window of love,
And through this window,
I can take all with me.

Window of truth,
And through this window,
I can utter words.

I know I am here
With nothingness.
I know I have to go
With nothingness.
With nothingness, I live.

Gajanan Mishra
Through You

I want to see myself
Through You
O my dear
You are my joy
You are my Ananda
You are my pure bliss
I want to see you
O my dear
Through the vision
Of the self
From my own experience
And own tremendous efforts.

Gajanan Mishra
Throughout My Life

Throughout my life
I am one with everything
Throughout my life
I am greater than anything.

I am distinct and
My identity is unique
I have my own vision
With ecstasy and glorification.

I manifest myself, see
Here on this earth in new forms
I manifest myself in
Abundant varieties mobile immobile.

I am constituted of knowledge
And nothing is a cause of bondage for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Throughout the creation
You are there only in perfection
You are the tree that is very fragrant
You are the Master of this land.
Let me say in clear voice
You are the controller of this cosmic manifestatin
And my existence is here
And I pray You to protect me from all dangers.

Gajanan Mishra
Throughout The Life

Throughout the life
I regarded you as my own
Throughout the life
I have discarded
What I have owned.

I am inevitable
As you know for you
And I constantly
Think of trouble
That is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Throughout The Life - Hide And Sick

Throughout the life
I am with you
You are with me.

Throughout the life
I am calling
You are listening.

Throughout the life
I love you
You are with me.

Throughout the life
I am here with you
You are playing hide and sick
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
I am never
Separated from you,
Nor from any one,
Nor from anything.
I know and
I am sure all are
Part and parcel,
Integral parts.
You are specifically
Dearer and the truth.
You are the extract,
Extract of nature
Accumulated here
Throughout the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Throughout The Sea

Throughout the sea
I see you.
We are not separate,
We are one and one.

No space is here
That is vacant
That not bears you.

The sun the moon
And all the stars are
Gazing at you
And you are here in me.

I am not confined
That I know
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
Throw In Poems

Throw in poems,
The life partners.
Poets are not
Ready to
Throw in the towel.

I throw myself
On the poets
And poems.
See me,
I throw open
Before a poet
Always all time.

The poet knows
The art of throwing
A word.
And we are to
Go through the poems
To live in peace
Here in this
Planetary body.

Gajanan Mishra
Throw Not Stone

Throw not stone at me, my dear,
I am no way related to you,
I have no connection with your allegations.

I am not corrupt,
I am not doing anything
That are against the law of the land.

I am not doing any harm
To any one at any time.

Throw not stone at me, my dear,
The stone would return back to you, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Throw Not Stones

Throw not stones
Forget not
Your house is also
Made of glass.

Your conscience is guilty
How you dare to beg excuse.

I know you are
With bad temper
Think me not a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Throw Them Out

Throw them out,
They are the black-marketeers,
They are the selfish lot.

Throw them out,
They are not for good.
Throw them out,
They are not in truth.

They know not how
To give respect
To the mother,
To the motherland,
To the mother tongue,
Throw them out,
Throw them out.

Gajanan Mishra
Throwing Away

I love You
I thrown away my sky.
Throwing away my sky
I called You
O my dear, see me
And say what is
My looking here
In this ocean.
My body is
Beyond this earth
And I am being first class
Clarified my fullness
Only on a kiss
That has been missed.

Gajanan Mishra
Throwing Stones

People throw stones
To that tree
That has sweet fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Throwing Stones At Others

Throwing stones at others
Is nothing but destroying the self.
It is the most heinous act.

Throw not stones
Even to your enemy, my dear.

Love all, give them good words,
Help all in their works.

Nothing but, it is good to yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Thumping Win

Thumping win

No trouble,
No misery,
Feel it within.

Eat simply
Lead a simple and
Discipline life.

Say no to sex
Or spices and
Live long.

Yoga, discipline
And celibacy is
There for good.

Meet personally
To truth
And love all,
And go far from
The doubts.

Let me congratulate
You for your
Win,
Thumping win.

Gajanan Mishra
Thunder

O thunder, stay there,
Come not and disturb not
At this moment when
I am busy with my dear one
And busy in an official work
For the welfare of others.
O lightning, please stay a while
Let me give some more
Let me see clearly here
And let me know who are there
At this moment when I am busy
In my works that is sky deep.
Cuckoo, please continue your coo, coo,
Coo, to mitigate my grand-daughter's woes.

Gajanan Mishra
Thunder And Rain

Is there any link
Between thunder and rain
And You are thundering
And I am raining.

Telling the truth
That I am helpless to do
Delivering justice
That I am unable to do.

You are expressing yourself
Pro-people and I am here
Opposing for opposition sake
And it is a fact I am a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Thunderbolt

Thunderbolt and
The rose
Are friends,
Mutual, though.

Doubts and
Suspicion are
Though, not friends,
Cooperate each other,
In every field.

But the ideal one,
Is cautious, to both,
For both are dangerous
Necessary items
In life's progress, true.

Gajanan Mishra
Thundering Of Cloud

Thundering of cloud
Gives us three Ds
first D is Dana
That is charity
Second D is Damana
That is Self-control
Third D is Daya
That is Mercy
Thundering of cloud
Preaches us
Charity self-contol
And mercy
As our duty
And if we perform
Our duties
We can get food
Clothing and shelter
Easily through God.

Gajanan Mishra
Thursday

Thursday,
And we are clay.
Clay with time,
And time care,
Not anybody.

Day of affluence,
Thursday.
And we all
Take care the things
With us.

And we see
The face of the dawn,
With the evidence of
The clear hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Thus In The Poem

Thus in the poem
written by the poet
The science of life
The scripture of life
The dialogue between
The writer and the reader
Ends for the betterment
And welfare of life
This is the live poem
Read and enjoy
And find path
Shown in the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
Thus Speaks The Star

Thus speaks the star
Leave them asleep
Thus speaks the star
Buried the past
Thus speaks the star
Go for fresh start
Thus speaks the star
Life is our and our
Thus speaks the star
Be optimistic and go far.

Gajanan Mishra
Tick Tock  Tick Tock  Tick Tock

Tick tock tick tock tick tock
Let us have a free talk
Disruption started- mind block
Design of the system changed
Our concern is to seek arbitration
But we are not yet ready for the fun
You can not assess anything
Without a blessed and a clear manifestation .

Gajanan Mishra
Tide Is There

Tide is there
Doing its works
To its finest.
It is we
Who are telling
For and against
As per our interest.
We have forgotten
We are nobody
We are committing sins
And we are suffering
And repenting
And still not in a
Mood to make ourselves correct.
Tragedy is that
We are killing cow
For the sake of gut.

Gajanan Mishra
Tidings

Tidings is that
I am going to die.
Truth is
You are also
Going with me.
Before finishing
this grand job, first
Let us attend our mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Tie Up Love

Tie up love,
As love is blind,
You know.
Failing which
Love might
Hurt you,
Kill you
And eat you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tied Up

I am not confused,
I am concentrated,
And I am tied up with
Love and truth
I know you are there
And I have to discover you.
With you, I am free,
You are my life-giving tree.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiger

Tiger in trouble
Poaching infighting
Accident oldage -
Reasons.
No wayout to save.

Tiger- symbol
Heroes and braveries.
Tiger in trouble
Only crocodile tears
We have.

Wait to see
Tigers total extinction
Wait to see
Our own
Culmination.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiger Is Here

You can see today also
Tribute to tiger
Is not necessary
It is just your illusion
It is just your fear
Search tiger within
And rise
This is the right time
You are prime.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiger Is Not There

And where is the tiger
That remained silent so long
With crow's flying
With cuckoo's crying.

And where is the tiger
No time to search
No time to research
And I realized for which
I came and for what I am here
And to where I am going
Without the tiger that was
With me since the time of fore fathers.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiger Kills A Man

Tiger kills a man
Not sin
Man kills a man
A sin
And the killer
Is hanged
Daily affair
Of animals
Is sinful act
In human society.

Gajanan Mishra
Tight The Knot Of Envy

Tight the knot of envy
Or else the envy knot you
And destroy you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tikapali - A Reality

My home,
My soul,
My dream,
My stream -
All a reality,
Tikapali.

Matters
Not little.
And I value
Tikapali.
All my air,
All my water,
All my blood,
All therein.

My birth,
My words,
My smile,
My cry,
All are there,
For all,
For fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Tikapali 1

Tikapali is my heart my heartbeat
Tikapali is my tongue my voice
Tikapali is my nerve and vein
Tikapali is my blood and flesh
Tikapali is my head and brain
Tikapali is my palm food and gullet
Tikapali is my leg and hand
Tikapali is my study genealogy
Tikapali is my respiratory
Tikapali is my dream my reality
Tikapali is always with me
Tikapali is my earth my cosmos
come and see Tikapali if you wish.

Gajanan Mishra
Tikapali 2

Maa Hirasagarani is at Tikapali
Amburei is at Tikapali
Nalasubarnarekha is at Tikapali
Goodpeople are there at Tikapali
Bad people are in rulling party at Tikapali.
I kiss Tikapali for the first air gave me
I kiss Tikapali for the first light showed me
I kiss Tikapali for the first word showered on me.
I am thankful I am grateful
as I am here as fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Tikie Hasa (Odia)

Tikie hasa,
Gotie pana-patra,
Aau jibana sethi dekha.

Gajanan Mishra
Tilaku Tala Kara Na (Odiaa)

Chuchundra karithiba
Matigada dekha o jana, kintu
Dia na aakara pahada pari.

Gajanan Mishra
Till Death Come

I live and wanted to live for ever
I never want to die before death come
And I die once only and only once.

I am not here to fear anyone
I am not here to loose my heart
I am not here to commit suicide
I am not so dirt.

I want to live and live in any situation
I want to live till death come to me
On its own accord.

Gajanan Mishra
Till Eternity

I love You, my dear.
Till eternity,
I love You.

Here in love,
See, no enemy
Here is hatred,
Discover love.

Nothing is there
To be afraid of
Here, in love, my dear
No loss is here in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Till My Arrival

Till my arrival
Stay there.
Look
I am here
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Till The Arrival Of Fire

Talk to me
From there
Where you are.

You are in a body
And I am ready
To hear you
In light in dark
In water in air.

Talk to me
From there
Where you are.

I with you am
Counting time
Now and always
Keeping my
Intention fair.

Talk to me
From there
Where you are.

Open secret;
We both are here
In empty space
In-body out-body
Till the arrival of fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Till date
I am not telling
You are mine
Till date
Take it granted
No relation is there
With you
Till date
No affinity is granted.

I am not telling
I am here before you
I am not telling
I am pure and perfect
I illuminate
I am flawless
Still I am happy
With you
I am attached.

See here is a torch
In my hand and
I have my own eyes
And here is my light
You admit it or not
Here is wax and wane
You come and go
I am here with you
In different forms
And modifications.

Till date
I am free
And I say
I am wise
This is my poetry
In various verses
It shows you
The path to come
And I am here
To welcome.

Gajanan Mishra
Time

Time
I am the time
Nothing matter to me
Who is arrested
Who is given clean.

I am flowing
In my own way
Like the river Nile
And going towards
The timelessness the sky.

I am the time
Some thinks
They are more strong
And longer than
Let then think
I am flowing
On my own way
With white with blue
With yellow with red
To serve You.

I have given you
Sufficient opportunities
You avail and get peace
Or perish under my
Chariot that is cold
That is hot
I am nothing to disturb.

Gajanan Mishra
Time - Ask Not

What is time? Is time here?
How is the relation, my dear?

No time? No life?
That I wonder!

Without time I am moving,
See me, I am rushing within.

Is it a place of carnage?
Ask not. There is the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time - I Know Not

Time -
I know not
Who you are
And yet
I am with
You here
And there.

Earth -
I know
Here you are
In me and
I am in you
And yet we are
Not the same truth.

Sky -
I know
And I know not
Something or
Anything about
Your move and
I have nothing to prove.

Gajanan Mishra
Time - Modifiers

Time-modifier
Of all
King to beggar
Rich to poor
And vice...

Beggar is
The enemy of greedy
Fools is
The enemy of wise.

Time modifier
Of all
Animal to man
man to animal.

The need of the time is
Only mercy education
Charity and politeness.

Gajanan Mishra
Time - Motionless

Time - motionless,
Life - motionless.
Life time I speak to
You dear sir for truth.

The truth - not for expression,
The love - not for reasons.
Love truth in life,
Precious things of time.

Life - warring, and blank,
Life - weightless for love.
Time - claws and claws,
Time - wings and move.

It is all panic,
And still, all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Time - Valuable

Time,
Scheduled time,
Valuable time,
And all the time
You can face problems.
Life cannot be transferred,
Nothing and nobody can
Be replaced by anything or anybody.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And Again

Time and again
I see and
I verify and
I count
The men who are
Here with me.

I try to connect
Each one here
But I receive
No response
From anyone.

Here I feel all
But maintain my integrity,
With best of my capacity.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And By The Influence Of Time

Time and  
By the influence of time  
We stood firm  
In all situations  
And in our dreams.

Is not life  
Itself a dream?  
I live in dreams.  
I live in  
So many lives.

I try  
Not to misuse  
The time, I know  
Time is everything and  
I further know  
Time is nothing.

Often, I am  
Going beyond the time,  
I know though,  
Time has no past  
No present and no future.  
I have, everything, I know, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And Life - Waste Not

Waste not time,
But what is time,
First, know it.

Try to know life,
Knowing is living,
Living with time.

Time starts
From the very moment
Of birth and
It ends
With death.

Be careful
To time
To life.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And Sky

Your name is time
Your name is sky
Time and sky have
Major role to play
In my life.

I am in the sky
I am under the sky
And I am within the time
To test me in time
Though I am above time.

Time is the root cause
Of my living with all
Sky is the witness
Of my living with all.

Time has its own eyes
And ears and speech
And hands and feet
Sky is the nature of time.

Tell the sky
Time is ahead
With its own
Cause and effect.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And Time

I am free with the time,
And time calls me to
Acquire freedom.

And I stopped
My dancing with time,
And it is because
I could not see.

What was there
To see
That I knew not.

And I gave my talk
Freely but no one
Was there to hear.

This is that time, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And Where Is Time

Time,
No time,
Where is time-
All the questions
Are in every second,
Every minute, every hour,
Every day, Every month
With everybody.
But the sun is there
In the place of posting.
The man is there
Busy in working.
And I see no fear of time
For the purpose of living.
I am the poet,
And I am going on
Creating poetry.
For whom, I am creating?
Definitely
It is for time,
Time,
I depict in you
Dear friend, where
You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Time And You

Time is all powerful
That I know.
And I know time has
No power over You.
It is not possible
To know You, my dear.

Without the knowledge
About You, my dear,
Faith is out of question,
And without faith,
There can be no love,
And without love,
Devotion would not arise,
And without devotion, nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Time As Indicated

Time as indicated
By the sunrise
And the sunset
Is not correct.
The sunrise or
The the sunset
Itself is not true.
To think about time
Is just wastage of
Time itself.
And time is timeless
In our life,
We should realize
This truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Can Ripen

Time can ripen itself
As ripeness is there in time,
And everything is there to clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Differs

From place to place
Situation and calculations
Also differ
O my dear, I know
You are above time
You are above all calculations
Above all measurement
And hence You are true
You are fixed and always here
And hence You are only mine
In this body-temple
That has doors-nine.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Factor

Time is God and it is spirit
Time is absolute and real
Time is unaffected by speed
Or slowness of material things
Time has nothing to do
With the relativity of things
Time is the basic measurement
Activities of the senses
Time has no beginning and no end
Time is most valuable
Nothing can match time
Time is not subject
To any form of psychology
Time factor is intermixed
With the activities
Actions and reactions
Time is Your energy, my dear
Time has produced so many
Wonderful things
In Your cosmic manifestation
Time is time and I know
Time is Your another form.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Factor, Fortunate We Are Here

Let us know the strength
Of time factor.
Let us recognize
The wind.

Let us dispose of
Our own body.
Let us say something
At this time.

Let time surrender
Before us.
Let us utilize time
In our favor.

Let us say together,
Fortunate we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Failed

Time failed
And I took the opportunity
To acquired the field.
The field was here,
It is also here,
But I can't say
Whether it would be
There tomorrow.
But I am unaffected
With the time
And the time failed
I declared before all.
All are busy in calculation
Two and two four, though wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Time- Flowing River

Time is like flowing river
You can not touch it again
Catch hold of it now
That is here with you
The same flow will not come again.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Flows

Time flows
And I flow
With time.
My hands,
My feet,
My phlegm,
My urine
Are not with me.
Time flows,
But I am
Not there
To flow.
I sustain loss,
I reap benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
Time For People

It is time
For people
To speak against
Injustice.
It is time
To work
And reform
The home first.
It is time
To water
The root.
It is time
To know and show
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Time is a body
And I am therein.
This body is permanent,
But not I am.

Time is a vehicle
And I am therein.
I am permanent
But not the vehicle.

Time is nothing
But what I think.
The root of my thinking
Touched the time.

Time you see is there
In your own transfigurations.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Auspicious

But not our actions.

We face the defeats
Not the time.

Time is very important
And we are to face it.

Time is here with us
But we ignore time.

Time has nothing to lose
But we lost everything time and again.

Stand on time, my dear
And see yourself where you are.

This side or that side
And be ready to fight with time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Coming To Us

Time is coming to us
Again and again to love,
To speak the truth,
To enjoy life
With full strength.

Let us salute the time,
Time is coming to us
To give a scope
To see the world afresh.

It is time that is busy
In fighting within us.
Time is coming to us,
Let us love the time
Saying have a good valentines day.

Gajanan Mishra
Unwanted elements
Everywhere,
Living here
Like in a hell.

Inauspicious time,
Peace is no more
Here with me.

No one is ready to
Obey the rules and
Regulations and laws
Not even the lawmakers
Or who guards the law.

Time is disturbed,
And we are perturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Eternal

Time is eternal
Eternal time
And in this time
All stars planets
Luminaries and atoms
All over the universe
Are rotating
In their respective orbits
And it is under Your direction
O my dear.

In this earth
We the human beings are
enjoying duration of life of
One hundred years
Two solar movement
Their combination of day and night
Make our complete calendar year
One complete calendar year
Has twelve months
Six months comprise one complete
Movement of the sun from south to north
Two months comprise one season
One month has two fortnights
Two fortnight white and black
We find in a month
Fifteen days and nights
Are a fortnight
One day and one night
Comprise twenty four hours
And four praharas each
One prahara is three hours
So many calculation so many duration
Calculations are not important
Our living is important
How we live here
On Your earth with love affection
How we enjoy peace here
This earth is the testing point, my dear
It is the place of nectar
You are with us at this time
To give a signal all clear
If we are perfect and cross
The border by the end of life-year.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Here

Time is here,
Life is here,
Come on and
Fulfill your
All desires of
Life in time.

You are living,
That's the best thing.
But can you say
You are not dying!

What you are doing
That I can't say
But you are touching
At every moment new time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Not Good And We Are In Conflict

We are here in conflict
With one another.
Natural disturbances are
All around us.
We feel the earthquakes
Along the mountains.
Blowing cyclones,
Heat and snowfall,
Uprooting trees by hurricanes,
Darkness reigned everywhere.
Natural disturbances are
All around us.
The ocean with its
high waves wailed around.
The rivers and lakes agitated,
Lotuses withered.
Claps of thunder heard,
Sounds of rattling chariots
Are there inside and outside
Mountain caves and houses.
Jackals yelled vomiting strong fire,
Owls, dogs cried here there,
Asses ran hither thither in herds,
Birds flew shrieking from nests,
Cattle in the cowshed and in woods
Passed dung and urine,
Cows terrified, yielded blood,
Images of gods shed tears,
And we are here in conflict
With one another, dear.
Reason is not with us, but
Bad time is there here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Not Passing

Time is not passing
It is I who is passing.

I am not using time
It is time who is using me.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Not Truth

Time is not truth,
And yet I am going with time.
I want to stay timeless,
I am beyond and far above
The time from the beginning though.
It is true,
I am wasting myself with time.
Time is nothing,
But the symbol of my ignorance.
I have to keep myself far away
From time always.
I have to stay awake,
I have to stay always in knowledge,
I have to stay free from bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Time is one but
Clothed with
So many divisions
And stitching us
In so many folds
And giving wisdom
To our innocent mind
And making us flow
With amended plaints
And telling us
Not to go back
And taking advantage
of our pious mind
Entered in to our
Bed room and
Pushing us behind
And showing peace flag
At the end of
Gymnasts' garden.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Over

Time is over,  
For sweet sleep.  
Time is here  
To raise your voice.

Time is here  
To fulfill your dreams.  
Time is over  
For anything else.

The iron is hot,  
It is the right time  
To strike.  
The sun is giving light  
Please rise and  
Hear the call of the land.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Running Out

Time is running out,
Time is running out.
You are to find the truth,
You are to find the truth.

You are the truth,
You are the truth.
The truth is in you,
The truth is in you.

You are to earn the truth,
That is there only for you,
Be truthful in actions, in thoughts.

Your thoughts can change your life,
Your life is here to say what you are,
You are to show all in your actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is Taking Away My Life

Time is taking away my life
I am telling it always everywhere
Time is You my dear that I know and
I know no one is here who can kill time
Time is You my dear and You are here
Always everywhere at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Is With Me

Time is with me
But I am not mine.

Neither science
Nor arts
Can keep me here
At this stage.

I am running low
And low to
Give you signal
That I am not in time.

Time has already passed
Lo I am a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Long

Time long,
Life short.
Let us come
And take
The sum and
The substance.
No way to
Go with time,
No chance to
Damage the life.
But to touch
The main point
And just to
See the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Of Ruin

Nobody is so powerful to
Violates the rules of social order
To escapes the stages of life.
Falsehood fraud dishonesty forgery
Taking prohibited food adultery
All are sinful acts and not good.

Alas, we are destroying
Productive power of a man
And called it family welfare.
Alas, we are named freedom of woman
When they are destroying ethical propriety
To their licentious behavior.

Now dependence is known as independence
Moral degradation is progress
Beastly behavior is mark of civilization
Righteousness is communal-ism
Unrighteousness is secularism
Remember my dear, time of ruin is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Personified

Time is approaching for
Destruction of my own self.
Time appear time disappear
Time is trying to destroy
Me and You at a time.
I love time I love all pastimes
With all gifts and performances
That is yours that is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Play

Time play
Time play everybody
Everybody is the plaything
Of time.

Time and time
Time belongs to nobody
Nobody can go
Beyond time.

Time join us together
Time separate us from here
Time is only here
We are no where in time.

Time and fate one and equal
That we met for the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time Short

No time
Time short
Shortening the life
I went with time.

Where is the time
Let us go beyond time
Said my friend
And I went.

I went and
Reached no where
No time to say
Further from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Cry

Time to cry is arrived
Listen and cry.

Say something
This is the time.

Contribute the problem
And go
Going is not the problem
And it is staying
Without listening
Without crying
In time.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Exit

Time to exit,
Since I find
Not my mother,
Not my mother language
And not find me
On my sovereign
Democratic welfare
Mother land.
Exit point
Is here, and I
Have to go out
As I am debarred
To speak and write
In my mother tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Explore

Time is here,
Explore the depth of
Your thoughts.
Dear poet, write,
Again and again.
It is not the same
All the time.

Share precious moments
With peers.
Remember, this world,
A beauty parlor.
And you are being
Taken care by nature.

Go with your
Own ritual and charity.

And enjoy all
Fulfilled transactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Hear

This is the right time to hear me,
If you are unwilling to hear
I am sure, it is out of egoism
And out of this egoism, you are
Not ready to accept the truth,
Out of ignorance you have forgotten
So many facets of life, and find faults
With others and you are dragging yourself
To danger that is near,
Time to hear, remember
My words are nectar, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Know

Time to know
Each other is here,
The bamboo tells the fire.
The fire nodded noodle.

The water tells the air,
Come on yaar* for the prayer.
And all they celebrate
Their togetherness with the star.

Time is not far,
They all departed and
I stayed there
With bumper care.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Move

Let me go,
It's time
To move.
But where
And how
To move
That's not
Within my
Knowledge.
I find
No difference
Between
The water
And the land.
Between the air
And the sky.
But I want to
Move forward
With the light
That's within me.
I know no one
is there to
Push me or
Pull me
From any side,
But I know
It's time
To move.
To move in rain
And in the sun
Is the writings
Of the wall
And I want to
Move from here.
To move is
An action and
I cannot
Stop myself
To accomplish
This action.
I know
Incentive to
The action is life,
And I want to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Pay Back

Time to pay back,
Everything here.

Prayer is to make
Life all auspicious.

How to arrive at
A decision- just wonder.

Life watch with
Dedicated coverage,
But enjoy
With your own symbol.

Broad view is,
You have to live
With all hurdles
That are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Return

Time to return is here,
Let us go together.

Wherever you are, please come,
I am waiting for you, you are welcome.

Remember, what you have done so far,
What you have got, see that is there.

What is left, think not,
Think who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To See

Time to see,
Morning after morning,
Already we all are therein.

Turning left and turning right,
We all see and we all comment
On something stone or star.

Car is there to drive,
And we all live.

Gajanan Mishra
Time To Talk

It is the right time to talk
We all assemble here for the purpose.

The king is to regulate not to rule
We all support the king for general welfare
But When the king become autocrat
For the king backdoor is open downward there.

It is the right time to talk
Let us start to solve all our task.

Gajanan Mishra
Time ??
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Gajanan Mishra
Time, Dance Here

I like your play,
Time, dance here.
I like your glance,
Time, see me.
I am not to crack,
Time, test me,
If you so like.
Remember, I am
Not mine, I am
Not for me,
Time, see me,
I am for others, here.
I am proud of you time,
For you salute me.

Gajanan Mishra
Time, Place And Person

Important is all
Three are present
And they identify
Themselves as
Time, place and person.

Without going in to
Details it is not
Good to say their role
In the present context.

Each one is worthy
And to make worthy
Some sort of preparation
Is but necessary in and out
Keeping aside contradictions.

Gajanan Mishra
Time, Take A Rest

Time, take a rest,
Let me know the environment
All around me.

I am like the tiger, here,
I am smart and brave,
And I want to win all.
Time, take a rest,
And test me if you so like.

I am no different from you,
Time, take a rest
And see you,
But I am the winner, here.

I am not here to cross
The border but I am here,
With care, to see
The next chapter.

It is all in me, time,
And not in you.
All love and all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Time, Take Me Back

Time, take me back
To the truth.
I know the truth has
All knowledge, power
And all opulence.

Gajanan Mishra
Time, The Supreme

Time, the supreme
Is here and
No one else.
The cause of all,
Birth and death
Is the time.
Time willing,
Nothing impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
Time-, You Are

I am leaving
Never to return
I am departing
To return
Depends on time
O my dear, I know
You are the time
And with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Time; A Life

Time; a life,
The world; a shape,
All in space.

All for space,
The life, the time,
And the world.

All are the sky,
All flow.

Gajanan Mishra
Time?

Time?
What is that?
Is it in my pocket?
I am confused,
When you uttered
The word.
But my pocket is empty,
And yet, you said,
I have stolen it.
If it is so,
Let me go.
I am not the one
Who can show
Everything.
And it is not possible.
Say what you like,
You have a mouth.
But I am here
To go on in my work.
It is not that,
I am not listening you.
Yet, I am on the side
Where there is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Time-Endless

Time-endless,
Time-featherless,
Time-faceless.
I am fighting
With time.
Time itself
Is the beginning.
I have no power
To measure the time.
But I go
With time.
Time is not eternal
With me
In me.

Gajanan Mishra
Timeless Nameless

Timeless, nameless,
I am also motherless,
Language-less, landless.
Still, they declared me
Independent, sovereign.
Though zero, they
Entitled me hero.
I am everywhere, but
The tried to search me out
And failed in their mission.
I am my own creation,
They admit the fact and
Welcome me to the place
They are unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
What is time
Time is man-made
And time is not correct
I am beyond time
I care not time
Time is not here
Here I am without time
Time has no eyes
No ears and time
Asked me to move
And see the mirror
And the mirror
Told me to go
I know time is here
And there is
Identity crisis
Whose identity
I do not know
Time orders me to go
And I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Time's Call

It is the time to do
What people want
People's victory
Is times call.
All are equal
In the eye of law.
This world is for all
Man is the final
And supreme mall
Where God dwell.

Gajanan Mishra
Time-Stream

Time-stream in my body
Fleshy and bonny.
I am on the waves
See me, my dear dainty.

East and west
Both are best
In this time-stream
That I swim.

I thought I am free
But no
It is wrong to think so
I have missed somewhere
My wedding ring.

My arms are strong You know
And You assured me
To take away from here
Though as yet
You are nowhere to found.

I as a ghost in sorrow
For the things that I
Want to do not yet started
In water-wraith ascend
I am at my end.

Gajanan Mishra
Time-The Reckoner

Time is nothing
But the reckon-er of
Appearance, stay
And disappearance
Of You and of me
Here in this universe
Neither you are
Above it nor I
But time admit
Its defeat in our love
In our truth
In our togetherness.

Gajanan Mishra
Time-Wheel

I am on this wheel,
you may called it
Time-wheel.
You are also here
with me.

What you are doing,
I am doing that.
Where you are going,
I am going there,
But with a difference.

The difference is that
You are, what you are,
I am, what I am,
without any mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
Timocracy

Democracy is no more,
But we have timocracy
With us, everywhere now.

Gajanan Mishra
Tini Jana (Odia)

Mu jane, tume
Tini jana.
Tume samasta
Tinijana mo
Sahita kheluchha.
Tumapari mu kintu
Khelali nuhan.
Tume jana, mu
Khela sahita
Samparkita nuhen.
Mu nuhen bi
Aananda pauthiba jane.
Nuhan bi bahara byakti.
Kintu mu achhi ethi
Tumaku satya janaibaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Tinkle Bird

In snaky days
I stand at bay
With the beagle
And I received bays
You called me bayard
O sky
I am your
Full-blooded
Tinkle bird.

bayard - a brave, a knight without fear
a chivalrous man.

Gajanan Mishra
Tinoti Bandhu  ?????? ?????? (Odia)

Jane -
Chupchap dekhe
Ghatuchhi kana.
Aau jane-
Shanti kathabarta pain
Prabartae.
Trutiya-
Samarthan kari
Chida hue pakhare.
Kintu bandhu,
Tuma godare tumaku
Chhidaa hebaku heba.
Dekhebaku heba
Tume kie aau kipari.

- 

In Odia lipi or script;

?????? ?????
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?? ??? -
?????? ?????????
???? ????????? ?
?????? -
??????? ???
???? ??? ????? ?
?????? ?????, 
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Gajanan Mishra
Tintichhi (Odiaa)

Mu tintichhi,
Tuma bhitare
Thila pari.
Mu paripurna
Tuma sahita,
Jane.
Tume eka ethare,
Mo drustire sabubele.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiny Bird

Tiny bird,
What has happened?
Can you not
Raise your head
In this cold frosty day?
Where is your mother?

Come not out, tiny bird,
Time is not good,
Notorious pick you out.

Tiny bird,
Still, you have independence.

You are twittering
In your language
And telling your words,
You care, not
Whether anyone
Understand it or not.

But I am unlucky,
In my language the judge
Is also not ready to speak out.
How injustice!

Tiny bird,
For you the sun
And the light.

But for me
Everything is dark.
As I have close my eyes, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Tiredsome

It is tiresome
No one is looking
Handsome here.

Defect is not
In the person
Defect is
The institution.

Some sort of discipline
Is to be maintained.

Original and duplicate
Should be differentiated.

You are the residue
That I know and for which
I am silent, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Tirupati Tirumala Devasthanam

While going up and up and up
Jumping over hills over hills over hills
Tirupati Tirumala Devasthanam arrived.

You have to remained on line said my wife
Time might ranged from twentyfour hours
For a Darshan of just a second.

Have patience and patience only count
If you like you may have water Tea coffee
If you like you may take rest on line
Watch the television live aarti snnana.

You are not allowed to take any bag camera chhapal.
The holy God richest God please see and get mukti all.

Tirupati is the Sakhyat Vishnu and the
Manager of the world
You just have a wish and
See it is fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
Tit For Tat

The fox and the stork
Played the game of
Tit for tat
And lost both in the play
The fox and the stork
Are with us
And our thought is
We are the winner.

Gajanan Mishra
Titilagarh

Today I am here
At Titilagarh
In the district of Balangir,
Odisha, India.
Sunny-23 degree C,
Wind N at 10kmh.
Population - 31,251
As per 2011 census.
Find the nearest airport-
Raipur- 190 km.

Gajanan Mishra
Titilagarh - Hottest

I stay here,
Temperature goes
Beyond 49/50 degree Celsius.
Hottest place
With the highest temperature.

Titilagarh,
In Balangir district,
Odisha, India.

Here, common men earn
And they spend most parts
In liquor.

Here, money laundering,
Gamblings, prostitutes,
Are not uncommon,
Sorry to say, all know well.

Political leaders, officers,
Rich men- all use
Common men as tools
To fulfill their desire.

Left and right,
No scope for common men.
Division of Titilagarh
Has been made by Railways
North and south.

I find no one
Interested in culture, here.
But each one is engaged
In fighting against another
With instigation of profit taker.

Titilagarh, I live here.

Still, I love Titilagarh.
Still, I am a joker,
And no one cares for
My presence.
No one recognizes me
As a poet or a writer.
Still, I compose poems,
I write articles,
For common men,
And for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Title

Give a title
Pursue it.

Giving title is in your hand
After giving title it is you
To go behind it.

Through this title
You are going to search truth
And the secret of truth
Though the title is
Not based on truth.

Title given on imagination
And imaginary world is not real world.
Without imagination
You can not go anywhere
You can not achieve anything.
It is your imagination
That pull and push you.

From the starting
You are wandering
With the title
You have given.
Unless you forget
All that are yours
You can not reach me.

Go not with anything.
Come to me only
Come to me in empty.

Gajanan Mishra
To A Student Who Is Going To Appear Exam

Bother not about marks, my dear.
With a smile, appear the exam.
Come not under any burden.
For yourself you are appearing
The examinations, remember.
Keep faith within and
Be a scribe of your own future.
Relax and read all question papers.

Gajanan Mishra
To Aaeshanee, My Grand Daughter

Play, play there
Till I fire.
Learn life
Not from ABCD
But as you like
Beginning from
The very earth.
I love this,
I love that,
I love life
And nothing else.
See everything
But act not as blind.
Hear every word
But act not as deaf.
Speak something
That you love.
Love is life
And nothing else.
Life is not a
Plaything of knowledge.
Knowledge is nothing
But living.
Living does not mean
Keeping wisdom for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
To Accept Truth

To accept truth
Is your greatness
Truth is the best friend
Here in truth-business
You can find only profit
And no loss
If you are in truth
You find no mental tension
You become healthy wealthy wise
You can meet truth
Only by the grace of almighty
Accept truth and lead a life
That is heavenly and pious.

Gajanan Mishra
To Achieve

To achieve
Joy and
Success, you
Have to know
Your own mind.

And your mind
Is within you.

And you are to
Regulate your mind.

You and your mind
Are not the same
But nothing is there
That differentiate you
From your mind.

Gajanan Mishra
To Achieve Desired Result

To achieve desired result
We have to be sincere and
Our processes are to be simple.

We should not go with our
Personal ambition, my dear
While rendering services to others.

For the good of the society
For all the suffering humanity of the world
Transcendental knowledge is a must.

Good and honest men are to see common welfare
Of all living beings, the aquatics, plants, trees
Reptiles, birds, animals, as all are part and parcels of almighty.

Almighty is a physical science and also a fine art
He is administering all from a single center
His motto is all good for all, an ideal man knows it.

Gajanan Mishra
To Achieve The Truth

To achieve the truth,
We are to face departure.
Anything is good,
We are to remember.

We are to keep the relation
With the truth.
Truth is our own life
And it is meant for all good.

Glory is there in departure,
Glory is there in truth,
Glory is there in good,
And we are committed to all.

Life is treated as truth,
If it is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
To Address No Time

To address no time,
Come in.

Sensation is burning,
Millennium after the millennium.

For deliverance and
For giving satisfaction
The truth is here.

Simply kill demons.

Gajanan Mishra
To Ahmed Sajid Of Srinagar

Live life as it is,
Feel all around you,
Try to know the self within.

Gajanan Mishra
To All People

Let me say openly
Every details
That are happening here.
Let me invite all
Kinds of hearing.
Let me approve
All the processes
That are here
For a life.
Let me understand
The questions and
Welcome, all
For truth
For love.

Gajanan Mishra
To An Octogenarian

See, your father mother brother
Well wishers are all dead and passed away
You yourself has expended the major portion
Of your life and your body is now
Overtaken by invalidity and also
You are living in the control of another
See your precarious condition, my dear
How you are unable to see properly
Unable to hear clearly, your memory is shortened
Your intelligence is disturbed, teeth are loose
Your liver is defective, you are coughing up mucus
Nobody is here to give you protection except the Lord
The almighty the omnipresent the omniscient
Don't be foolish my dear, your body is perishing, see
Remember your permanent identity, this is the right time
Now it is also high time to seek the protection
Of the Supreme Lord and remember
Your life is meant for seeking that protection
And by that you can save yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
To And Fro

To and fro,
Going and coming,
Downwards and upwards,
Our life, our time.
Still we say
We are okay,
Nothing is changing us
At any time.
Close and open,
Beginning and end,
Inside and outside,
Still we are telling
We are for us,
No one can topple from us.

Gajanan Mishra
To Appease You

O my Master
I am here to appease You
By humbly obeying
Your orders
And I am ready to
Do as per your
Dictation, my Master
I am ready to adopt
Any policy seeing
The situation.

Gajanan Mishra
To Attain Perfection

To attain perfection
To attain happiness
You must respect scriptures
The rules the regulations
Your whimsical life has no use
In true sense of the term.

Understand what is duty
What are those rules
And act accordingly
To elevate yourself
To the position of super
Stage higher stage of life.

Gajanan Mishra
To Attain Success

To attain success
You can adopt so many method
But be cautious
That might be dangerous.

Your enjoyment is
Yours only
I have no role
In any way.

Limit is there everywhere
You have to check yourself
In the light that are
Within you.

Hear the words of
Your hearts and take
Appropriate actions
In right time.

Gajanan Mishra
To Attain You

To attain you
I am leaving
The heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
To Awaken All

I want to
Work for all.
I want to
Awaken all.
I want the blood
Circulation in
The body of all.
I want to
Work for all.
I want to
Show the sun.
I want to
Tell, my dear son,
See all around you
And discover the truth.
Truth is that
You are independent
You are separated
You are sovereign.
I want to
work for all.
I want to
Awaken all.
I want to
Love all.
All the creatures
That are here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be A Good Man

To be a good man,
You have to see
The big picture
At the feet of others.
And it is possible
When you love all,
To be a good man
You have to stay in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be A Poet And

To be a poet and
A good poet, you
Need not go after
A single word,
You have to run
Not after the time,
You have to do
That work which is
Unimportant to so many,
You have to sketch the sky
Within and say,
You, yourself is
Far from that,
You need not fear
The ocean, but you
Are to pocket it.
To be a poet and
A good poet, you
Need to cry and smile
With ecstasy and
You set the words free
On the field that is
Within your reach,
And the field is
There to search you,
You are nowhere
To be found, though.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be Achieved

Nothing is there to achieve,
Nothing is to be achieved.
Still, we are all in the struggle,
Struggle to achieve something
That have no meaning.
Am I not right?
Let me narrate the whole story,
That is related to you only.
And in this way you are related to me,
But I am not able to return back your call.
Here on this lake, in this way,
I am fortunate to get you in open air.
How to satisfy you I know not the technique,
Yet I have composed this poem you can hear there.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be And Not To Be

To be and not to be
Who is clear about it?

I have sense-contacts
And I know I am pleased
When I am honored.

But the questions
are there unanswered.

By using conjunction
we are all diverting
ourselves to other side,
but real is not like.

And hence no happiness
is with us
though in placidity.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be And..

To be and
Not to be
And I am
In between.
What you think
That matters,
And so clear your
Thinking cell.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be Angry About

To be angry about
A lot of things are there.
But since the things are
not ours or under our control
It is not good to get angry.

Cool. cool, cool..

Gajanan Mishra
To Be Blind

For great future
Is an achievement.

Donate me the eye-sight
O my dear, to see You only
Donate me the ears, my dear
To hear You only.

If you think me fit,
Utter the words
You like most.

Let me utter
That words
That are Yours,
I am Yours, I am Yours.

Gajanan Mishra
To Be Or

To be or
not to be,
But be creative.

May know or
may not know,
But be positive.

Be a master and
stay as a master
always here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Beautify The World

All beautiful,
All expansion of truth.
All truth,
All for good.

Let us protect all,
That are here.
Here we are,
To beautify the world.

Gajanan Mishra
To Believe The Words

To believe the words
Very difficult.
Not under control
The stars.

Who is there
To differentiate between
The win and the defeat.

Gloomy the solution,
And men come and go.

Who else is there
And with whom
Very difficult to say.

Agree or disagree,
But eloquence is there.

Gajanan Mishra
To Both Men And Women

I called both
Men and women,
Take the first
Principle of
Your own religion
And that is love,
And that is -
Be faithful to
Your other part.

I called both
Men and women,
I called them
The truth here
On this earth.

I called both
Men and women,
Exchange your
Voice, my dear,
To each other
With great humility,
Stay in austerity.

I called both
Men and women,
You have achieved
Perfection, dear.
Fear not anyone,
You are under
The protection of
Love and truth.
All glories are
With you.
And all success
All victories
Are with you.
To Break

I am here
To break
The darkness.

I am here
To overcome
All sufferings.

I am here
To change
All poisons
In to nectar.
O my dear,
Open your eyes
And see,
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Break The History

If you want to
Break the history
You have to think
The unthinkable.
You have to act
And make other
Surprised that
Your track is right.
You have to trangress
But not the truth.
You have to realize
Only the love
And you have to achieve
The welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
To Build A Just Human Society

To build a just human society on this earth,
We have to stand and go forward and forward,
Shoulder to shoulder without any discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
To Build Some Process

Let us remember,
We are here together
To build some
Process for our
Own future.

Gajanan Mishra
To Carry Gun

To carry gun and taking law
In hands - not a right.
The gun is not the solution,
I repeat the truth yet again.
Right to life is your,
Nothing to deny, but you
Have to show respect to others.
Mindless violence be eradicated,
Evil forces should be kept a far.
Peace and development is there
Only with nonviolence,
With patience and good works.

Gajanan Mishra
To Catch The Air

To catch the air
To show the sky
is my only wrriting.

And I am
in the net
to express
my intention
to live.

And I wish to
get myself
that is out.

Gajanan Mishra
To Change The World

The poet wish
The world be change.
The poet is here
To inspire
To entertain
To challenge.

The poet is here
To change the world
With his pious word.

Gajanan Mishra
To Charm Others

To charm others -
The need.
Push yourself
Forward for this.

Drive out
All doubts.
But with cautious
And consistent planning,
You should start
Your journey.

Tell not others
Your plan and
Invite not
Embarrassment.

Gajanan Mishra
To Compose Poems

To compose poem
is my meditation.
It is but simple
and straight.
Just love and sing,
Just sing and dance.
See everybody afresh
every moment and
forget, you have
seen them before.
It is your life
that is passing
silently through
your own poems.

Gajanan Mishra
To Connect

To connect
Old and new
High and low
install elevators.

I am disabled,
See, Your honour,
and do as best
as you could.

It is you
to show
as my vision
is low.

Facilities be provided
and I may be elevated.

Gajanan Mishra
To Control

To control the wind
Is not so easy as you say
In this material body-car
Do you know who is the driver
I say it is your intelligence
Do you know the driving instrument
I say it is the mind
I am the enjoyer of the ride
I am also the sufferer
I know you are the witness
Of this journey.

Gajanan Mishra
To Count The Chickens

Before they are hatched
O men, I think this
Is sufficient to
Lead a life of saint.

Gajanan Mishra
To Cover All

To cover all the sky is there,
To publish all the water is there,
To bring all to light the air is there,
And the earth brings all together with care.

Gajanan Mishra
To Cover Yourself

You may live like a
Restless child
You may live like a
Dumb person
Being a great poet
Keep silence
And think about and
Observe life of a python.

Gajanan Mishra
To Create

I am here to create
What is to create
I do not know
It is I who can say
Wrong and right
And I confused
What to say and when
And it is at liberty.

Gajanan Mishra
To Cut Connection

To cut connection -
Not the principle,
Not the advice.
To join the opera -
Not proper,
Let me tell, dear.

But here, see
A stage,
And you have to
Walk and dance.
You have to compromise
With your own shadow.

Expel not
Any one.
Each one has
Specific role
To play and
You have to obey.

It is all perpetual,
All usual.
True, life is
Not for sale.
Business has no place,
And you have to
Show your own glaze.

Gajanan Mishra
To Defeat

I am not here
To defeat you,
I am also not
Here to admit
My own defeat.
I only want to
Conquer but
Without defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
To Define You

It is not possible to define you.

My imagination fail
My independency deteriorated while trying to go somewhere.

Nothing is easier nothing to relaxed.

The moonlit still filtering glow.
River the Ganges overflow.
Partition suit dismissed.

I am the heir of social tension only.
And I am failed to draw any scenes perfectly to put forth.

Nothing to cherish Nothing to freeze.

Gajanan Mishra
To Delight Me

O my dear
You are here
I know
Only to delight me.

You are here
O my dear
To gladden the truth
And to ease the pain.

Only for peace
Only for pleasure
O my dear
You are here.

You are here only to
See the sight and experience.

Gajanan Mishra
To Detain The Truth

No need to
Detain the truth.
And you are allowed
To complete the verse.

Let your mission be
Fulfilled my dear,
And let there be light
All over your journey.

Love is omnipresent, right?
The truth is omniscient, right?
Just hear, remember with love
All the truth in your life.

Mark the vibration within,
And realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
To Die

To die
Is to enjoy
To live
Is to dive
To stay
Is to astray.

Everybody is enjoying
Everybody is dying
Everybody is living
Everybody is diving
Everybody is staying
Nobody like anything
No body is harmonising.

It is life
We are enjoying.

Gajanan Mishra
To Die, Stay Cautious Men

Nobody is there to die.
To die,
See, nobody is ready.
Dying is not an act,
But acting is there
And it is sure to die.

All are free,
But not so free
To go anywhere
At any time
With anyone.

Stay cautious men,
You are to guard yourself.
And you are to live here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Differentiate

Ask me not to differentiate
I am not the creator
And I cannot differentiate
The merit and demerit
The good and bad
The virtues and vices
Of anybody anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
To discover truth
We are here,
To deliver justice
We are here.

If we fail,
Success is there
With fear.

If there is fear,
There would be no peace,
Life lacks pleasure.

Forgetting pleasures
We should go further
To realize the self
And to love all.

Gajanan Mishra
To Do And Not To Do

To do and not to do
I know not which is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Do Anything

To do anything
Devotion is a must.
And that devotion
Is religion.

Let us go with
Our own religion.
And show the light
That is within us.

Self-control,
Self-respect,
And all the self -
Our philosophy.

We must go with the self,
That is beyond all here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Do Good - My Desire

To do good to others
Is my desire.
Desire itself
Is not harmful.
Welfare of all
Is the beatitude
Of truth.
And it is good,

Gajanan Mishra
To Do The Needful

To do the needful in time
Is not under my control.
My dear, it is you to strike
by giving me the presence of mind
that I know, let me say it
by the name destined.

You are my destiny. right?
What you wish that is happening,
My wish or my want has little value.
I am not able to save myself, it is true.

Let me hunt the time
But time is there with you
You are the time,
Let me express the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Drink

My life is my life
My life is in water
Water is my life
I am in water
I drink water
To drink is good
To drink water is to live
Life is the part and parcel of water
Pure water pure life perfect life
To drink milk is auspicious
To drink blood is inauspicious
Water milk and blood are
One and the same thing
Noting magic in water
In milk in blood
Water is not pure now
Milk is not available now
Blood blood and blood
Everywhere rage anger
I see here my life is also
Not mine, my dear
Nothing is mine
Everything is yours
This world is Yours
I am here just to suffer
Just to suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
To Each And Every Man

To each and every man,
My question is who you are,
Where you are, how long
You would be here.

My questions are specific,
But no one come forward so far
With specific truthful answer
And for which I am worried.

For how long we would
Remain in dark, for what
We shut out mouth and close
The doors of wisdom.

I see someone with
No eyelids, I see someone
Present everywhere, I see
Someone do everything.

But who I am, even this question,
I failed to put to me.
Am I intact here?
Am I not looted?

Gajanan Mishra
To Each And Every One

To each and every one
Let me say for good.
I wish good of all,
For the purpose of all good.
No false ego should be there
In your hearts.
Love reign the supreme, and
Nectar should be in your reach.

Gajanan Mishra
To Each Bow-Wow

I am not supposed to
Answer each bow-wow here.
If you are a boxer
Come on, taking bracer.
Let all men know
You are a good broker.
Mr buccaneer, leave all
That are with you-bugbear.

Gajanan Mishra
To Educate A Man

To educate a man
Is schooling necessary?
What is the role
Of a school at present?
Is it doing anything more
Than giving marks, certificates?
What is the use of marks
In an ideal state?
What is the benefits of
Parents, relatives or society?
How far a man is able to
Learn the nature and love?
How far he is provided scope
To lead a truthful life?
What is the meaning of
Socalled ideal school?
What is language of teaching
There in the campus or
Outside life in society?
How far the present education
Is able to impart knowledge?

Gajanan Mishra
To Enjoy Pleasure

To enjoy pleasure
I am not here.
To suffer pain
Also I am not here.
I know to attain
Perfection is
My aim.

I have got absolute right
To attain perfection
With You, my dear.
I know and I am sure
I am giving my best view of love
Towards life, towards truth
Without any doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
To Everyone Here

Every one is here
Able to understand
Your ulterior motives.
Think for while
And proceed.
Keep all goodness
With you, my dear,
And be positive always
For your own safety.
Think for a while
No one is your friend,
So also no one is
Your enemy, Besides yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
To Execute Your Will

To execute your will
I am here.
And I am ready to bear
All troubles and
I am never disturbed
By any reverse effect.
I know it is not I,
But you are in all.

Gajanan Mishra
To Fall

To fall,
I am not here to fall
I know, You are with me
And I am with You, my dear.

I discover myself in You
I see in You innumerable universes
With many strange spheres
And it is beyond description.

I see everywhere
The same beauty the same wonder,
O my dear, and I starred up
With overwhelming ecstasy of love.

All is inside You, my dear,
And there is no question of fall.

Gajanan Mishra
To Fellow Worker

I am glad that you are with me
I greet you all, O my fellow workers
Be just and proper and have faith
Live in faith with faith, O my friends
I greet you for your full cooperation
In this mission to establish peace
Stability and in truth's realization.

Gajanan Mishra
To Fetch You

To fetch you only
I am roaming here
within the time
allotted to me
within limited over.
Does not matter
how much batting.
In due course
I must get out
It is true.

It is also true
to complete fetching
You are the only person
who can help
And it is I
who can cross the
border of dispute
that you are not
a part of it.

I am thankful
and grateful
that you direct me
to move on this
right path of poetry
Where you are always
with me.

Gajanan Mishra
To Forget

Life is here to forget
Birds forget and fly
The Sky forget and remains
I forget but not love
And it is love not I
Who is here with you
All days in sun and in moon
And again and again
I come here and go there
And I forget the names
The places the sights
And you remember me
Call me and I feel my
Presence with you
Life is here to forget
Not you.

Gajanan Mishra
To Forget Nothing

Nothing is here to forget
And yet I have forgotten
Everything in words.

The reason - I know this body
Organs minds hearts souls
Nothing is mine.

The reason- I belong to Him
And I love Him
And He is here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
To Full Satisfaction

No one can fulfill
His desires to his
Full satisfaction.

Gajanan Mishra
To Get All Happiness

To get all happiness
You have to remain in silence,
You have to give grass to cows,
dal to birds, bread to dogs,
gruel to fishes and serve the parents.
To get all happiness
You have to stay like the tree or hill
And bear all pain.
To get all happiness
You have to blow and flow
Like the air, like the water
With all dust and dirt
To touch the sky and the ocean.
Remember, You are earth’s worthy son.

Gajanan Mishra
To Get Established

Truth is here
And I am here
To get established
In Truth.

Let me love
And love should be
Here with me
Only by renouncing
Everything.

Let me forget
What would happened,
Let me forget all aversion
To disagreeable actions
And let me enter in to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Get Established In You

To get established in You
Is my ultimate aim and goal
I am in Truth, see me, not foul.

How can I relinquish You
You are my fruit you are my fruit of action
I am performing everything only for Your satisfaction.

I know, my dear, You are undivided
In the divided
You are pure intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
To Get Nice

I am free
I know nothing.

I knew nothing
I slept comfortably.

No need to know anything
I am in peace
And in coming days
I am to get nice.

Gajanan Mishra
To Get Or Not To Get

Is the crucial question,
I am afraid of you
As you are stronger,
I am angry with you
As you are weaker,
Here is the answer of
Getting and not getting,
Going above getting and
Not getting is perfect
Living at this time,
Neither horrifying nor
Satisfying is real
Getting joy, that is to know.

Gajanan Mishra
To Give Direction

To give direction,
Have you any power?
And if yes,
Who has given such power?
Such transferred of power,
Let me asked again,
And I want to know,
Is authenticated or not?
Who has got the power to certify
Such authentication?
See, no more emperor
Anywhere here or there,
No perfect time
Is there to do the work.
But I am there to watch,
I am there to hear,
I am there to act,
As the situation demands.

Gajanan Mishra
To Glance

It is true,
We are all knowledge,
We are illusion,
We are both hard and soft.

It is true,
We are here for each other.
We are all merciful,
We are all wonderful.

We are to deliver the earth
In a new form,
We are to raise our voice
In clear term.

We are here to glance
Over the sky and to fly.

Gajanan Mishra
To Go Alone

To go alone
Is the destiny.

Gajanan Mishra
To Go To Next Chapter

I don't mind
Whether you love
Or hate
I don't bother
Whether you write
In prose of in verse
I am concerned with
Your message that is
Important for me
That enabled me to
Go to the next chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
To Go With You

To go with you
Is a blessing,
I know, dear.
To speak you
Is also a blessing
And you are there
To give permission.
I am ready here
To go at any time,
Just give a call
And see how far
I am committed
To you and
To the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To God

I have interest in You,
I am attached to You.

I know my deficiency, my dear,
And I develop the power to remove
That deficiency and I am making
An attempt to remove it.

In my path
No obstacle is there,
There is no hurdle
Nobody is there to create
Any hindrance at any stage.

I am obstinate, yes I do agree,
I am obstinate and I am doing
As I please, only to love You.

Gajanan Mishra
To Greet Me

You are coming out
To greet me, my dear,
You are really the great.
You are the saviour of
The down-trodden, my dear,
And taking any form
With any symbol.
Let me embrace You, my dear,
As You embrace the universe,
You are really the great.
You are black, You are white,
You are turmeric, You are pink.
And by this colors You represent
All and all in this universe.

Gajanan Mishra
To Have

To have
Disinclination for the world
Is a must, to get peace.

To fulfill
This end, you have to
Take five vows, my dear.

Non-violence, Truth
Non-stealing, Celibacy,
And to refrain from hoarding.

Gajanan Mishra
To Hear About

To hear about
The truth,
I am here.
To know the truth
I am adopting
So many formulas
In so many ways.
To represent the truth
I am here with
My words and language.
Let truth liberate all,
From all falsehood.
I am here to speak
About the glories of the truth.
Truth and only the truth,
I need and only for the truth
I perform my duties
For the benefits of others.
Let the truth be published
For public welfare.
The truth is only here
And nothing else.
I am the truth
You want to listen to,
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
To Hell With

To hell
With all
If not
In love.

Be patient
And understand
Love.

Love is
Unchanged
And it is
The enemy of all.

All are
The victims
of love.

Gajanan Mishra
To Hell With Opulence

To hell with opulence
To hell with power! !

I fear this road
I fear it is going
To hell.

I fear this power
This opulence can produce
Arrogance.

Gajanan Mishra
To Influence The World

I have the power
To influence the world
And I believe in
Good faith and common welfare
Each and everybody is
More important
In terms of global vision.

Gajanan Mishra
To Keep Humility

To keep humility
Is good.
When I am good,
All goodness are
With me,
And I am fine.
Tell me anything
I will not mind.
I know nothing is sin.
I see everything
And everybody is pious,
Pious to the core.
And each one is giving
Light like that fixed-star.

Gajanan Mishra
To Keep In Good Cheer

To keep in good cheer
And rely on close friends-
The need of time.
Accept the challenging day
And enter the new venture
But have patience
And take a little
Amount of coaching.

Gajanan Mishra
To Keep Our Identity

To keep your identity
By useing your own language
Like the cuckoo, like the lion.

Life is valueless without
One's own language, remember.

Who is he? where from he
Has appeared how can we say
Without listening his original voice.

Enrich your own language
My dear men, your soul is there,
Your own earth is there,
Your love and entire truth is there.

I am here to learn your language
In addition to mine to know about you

Gajanan Mishra
To Kill Me

To kill me
No one is empowered.

To get victory
Each one is capable.

To stay silence
Is my right.

To speak what I like,
Is not the freedom.

To go anywhere -
Not permissible.

Still, I live
And I die,
And I speak
In Poems.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know About

In affection and confidence
I am staying here and asking
You, my Father, all about here.
I know, You are all and all
To know about something
Is to know You, as You are in all.
I am Your son, I am Your servant
I am here to serve You each and every time
O my Father, You are my life-stream.
Let me pray before Your good self
Give me a chance to serve, as I deserve
Give me a chance to know that You preserve.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know About The Self

If, to know others
Is good, then
To know about
The self is
The best.
Know and
Confirm your
Plan and programme
For the next year.
I am here,
Forget not,
For you.
Remember, I have
Forgotten everything.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know All

To live for ever happily.

No desire means
Commit no error
And live happily for ever.

Nothing is perishable
And realize the truth
And live happily here.

To know all
To see inaction in action
And see action in inaction
Is to enjoy life
In detachment and forget you are doer
And live happily for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know Different Names And Things

To know different names
And things are not necessary.
I know you, I feel it's enough
To live and to lead a good life.
But I have to practise discipline
That I know from the beginning.
It is alright what is there with me
For my own ideal with no selfish motive.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know Holy

Who knows
What is holy?
Let us practice
To know holy.

Holiness is
There within
And we are
Under training.

Through the process
Of inhale and exhale
We can proceed forward
To receive reward.

Who is not interested
To reach You and it is no body.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know Is Difficult

To know the real name address occupation
Of a person is really difficult
Unless and until it is he who revealed.

Not knowing anything it it difficult to
Say something before all in the meeting
It would be confusion delusion and no valuation.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know The Truth—I Am Waiting

See me,
I am also playing
With the words
At every moment.

Read me,
Follow me
And say something
That you think.

You are free
To do
Whatever you like.
I am here
Waiting for you
To know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know The Unknown

To know the unknown
We are here
To find the answers
And to put the questions
We are here.

We are here
With pleasure
We are here
Not to wonder
With certain future.

And for future
We keep ourselves away
From all
To know the unknown
We are waiting
For your call.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know You

I do not know who You are
I am performing everything
To know You only You
I know O my dear You are
Supreme knowledge
I am always rendering
Service unto You
You are my supreme goal.

Gajanan Mishra
To Know You I Am Here

To know you
I am here,
To know the nature
I am here.

I am here
To love you.
And true love
Know nothing.

No rules,
No regulations,
No formalities
And nothing is
Required to love
And to live here.

Gajanan Mishra
To laugh is not bad,
But you never laugh,
I know, dear.
But why you are silent
That I know not.
You are the master,
Master of all words.
Without your consent
No word sound well.
You are the means,
You are also the end,
And yet, you allowed
All to laugh and utter
Words for good.

Gajanan Mishra
To Learn Life

To learn life
We have to read
And write poetry.
Poetry is the light,
Poetry is the love,
Poetry is the truth.
And poetry show
Correct path of life.
Life is already written
In the hearts of nature,
And nature is full of poetry.
Poetry is the way to find
In the midst of poetry.
Poetry the way to get nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
To Leave The Place

To leave the place
You need not search for time
And anyhow if you got it
You slept.
Anyhow if you find yourself
In between the time
You have left the place
In the same time.

And in the same time
You lost your age
And what is age
It is nothing but time
The color the weight the height
Does not matter here
And you did not like situation
That you faced here
At par with time.

Gajanan Mishra
To Link

Necessary to link
All weather connectivity
To link telling truth
Always is a must
Only by telling truth
Always the tongue get
True taste.

Camel may enter
In to the hole of
The needle
Unless one tell truth
It is not possible
To escape from this
Worldly bond.

Be srdaight
Be steady
Be firm
Be truthful
All weather connectivity
Is open with you
And link open.

Gajanan Mishra
To Listen To The Song

To listen to the song
No one is there said the bird,
Still, I don't care,
Said the bird.
The bird is not there
Still, the song is there
And it makes the atmosphere hot,
The bird care not.
The bird is there in the forest,
And the forest is full of terrorists,
The terrorists are against humanity,
And destroying the value of the song.
The birds and the songs are
Not the one and the same, and yet
They are trying to bring the terrorists
To the mainstream of peace
And tranquility.
But no songs, no peace and
No tranquility is there,
And life is not being cared.

Gajanan Mishra
To Live A Life Is Here

To live a life is here,
But to hide nothing is here,
No one is also here to
Save himself hide from nature.

Hiccup is there I agree,
But you cannot termed hiatus,
It is here I am the minstrel,
And you are all here with me.

Minutely we are to observe life
And life itself is going on its way
Without informing us and we are
Taking pain unnecessarily and
Killing time for nothing and
Presenting ourselves in mockery.

Gajanan Mishra
To Live In

I am here
From the sky.
I am here
Keeping the sky
Within me.

I have my own
Personal energy,
Mental force
And all strength.

I am the sum total
Of my identity,
I belong to me,
I am here
To live in.

Gajanan Mishra
To live is to
Tolerate,
To tolerate is to
Love,
To love is to
Going towards truth.

And truth is here
With us,
And we are learning
How to love and live.
We are living
With a hope to
Conquer the self
And the self is within.

Gajanan Mishra
To Live On This Earth

To live on this earth
You will have to take care
The water, the air.
You will have to know
How to live and let live.
No place of hate
But love is there
Always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
To Live With Dignity

To live with dignity
Is birth right of all
All animals birds and human.

Our hands are not to hurt
But to heal
Our hands are not to butcher
But to bless
Our hands are not to slaughter
But to save
Our hearts are not to hate
But to love.

To live with dignity
Is the birth right of all.

Gajanan Mishra
To Live With The Sea

To live with the sea is not easy
You live with the sea and say
Not faced any storm how can it be
You can give a consolation
One who bear is the seer.

Gajanan Mishra
To Love And Love

Love is real
And real worship to all
And in all almighty is present
Loving is real worshiping
In worship one is
Connected with Him.

Gajanan Mishra
To Love Is But Natural

To love is but natural,
Let us come to love and
To live a life of nature.
Life is a process of creation,
 Destruction has no role to play
 In this process, remember.
Life is a passage of all good,
 Touch life and touch virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
To Maintain Status Quo

The world is changing every moment here
I know You know and it is well known to everybody
And still we all are trying to maintain status quo.

We are trying to maintain status quo
And so we are always full of anxieties
We are diseased with some kinds of ailments.

We are now not blessed to live together
To earn livelihood we are going far away
From wife, husband, sons and other relatives.

We are going away from all and from our-self
We are all suffering from both internal and external diseases
We have full knowledge about the world and still we are unhappy.

The world is changing every moment here
And we are unhappy with these changes, we know
We are no way related with the changes though.

Gajanan Mishra
To Make Life Successful

To make life successful
Come to me and
Come to me and see
Yourself full.

You are beautiful
And pleasing that I know
Note that it is
Only for me.

Don't go
On your own way always
Come to me on my ways
And see you are fortunate.

Think life as an art of singing
See life as an art of painting.

Gajanan Mishra
To Make Sense

To make sense
You have to love first,
To make sense
You have to stay on truth.

Victory is a must
If you are in truth
And in love.
Whose victory?
Victory of the self.

Where is the self
You have to know
In day in and day out.

Gajanan Mishra
To Make The Poet Free

To make the poet free from
All full stops, commas,
Semicolon, square brackets,
Hyphen, dash, question mark etc
I am writing poems freely,
And telling everything
Without caring metre, ma-gana,
Bha-gana and such obstacles
And I give a call to write
And write more and more
In free-verse but to touch
The hearts of all who so ever
He might be just to established
The greatness of humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
To Make You Mine

To make you mine,
O Lord, I can do anything.
Before doing anything
Let me say-
I am Yours,
Yours for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
To Me

Come to me,
I am here.
I am with clouds,
I am on the earth.

Say what you
Want to.
I am here
Waiting for the truth.

Give me stone,
I am here to prove
How strong you are
And what you are
Going to do
With your bone.

Let me find
Life in you,
Truth in you,
God and good
All at a time
In you.

I am living
For you.

Gajanan Mishra
To Merge

See the river
It is going
Towards ocean
As I am going
Towards you
to merge
Losing identity
Forgetting everything.

Gajanan Mishra
To Mother-Tongue

I want to
Return to
My mother,
To my
Mother-tongue.
Like the clouds
Return to the ocean,
Like the air
Return to the sky.
Let me return
To my mother-land,
To my mother-tongue.
I discover there
My own heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Discretion

It is to my discretion
You have left me alone.

Alone I stood, see
In front of You.

You are here
Seen by nobody.

I declared
It is I and I only.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Enemy

Of what use is your anger?
It does not carry any meaning,
I have already declared that
My love is in extreme point.

I am with the grass and
With the flowers that are
Pure white in colours and see
Nothing is there on my body as cover.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Grand Daughter-Aaeshanee

To my grand daughter
Aaeshanee, one and half year old
This lion made of
Sandal wood is real
But to me it is a piece of wood
I enjoyed the lion
With my grand daughter
But I know it is not real.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Land

To my land
I called desha,
And it is
Safe and peaceful.
I am performing all
Good rituals here.
All are healthy,
All are pious here.
All know laws
And they are conscious.
If anyone commits
Sinful acts, we consider
Him fallen. We tell
Be cautious men.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Little Son

My dear,
Please remember,
One who takes a daily bath,
Gets strength, beauty,
Sweet voice, shining complexion,
Softness, fragrance, purity,
Prosperity, delicacy,
And above all company
And the love of all.
My dear son,
Take a balanced diet
For healthy living,
Long life, happiness.
Son, my dear,
Give no shelter to
Idle, inactive, jealous, liars,
Cruels, alien, wearing the rough dress.
Also, ask not for anything
From a miser, an abuser, fool, wicked,
Wild nurtured, cruel, mean,
Heartless, ungrateful.
Also, dear son, you are not
To serve a harmful, a lazy, a liar,
Fickle in loyalty, devoid of love,
And render no service to
A man who considers himself as wise.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Son

Think not about the result
Think not about success or failure
My dear son, go on reading and reading
And appearing examinations and examinations
Remember, every day is a day of examination
And you are appearing examinations every moment
Under no circumstances you should discard reading
And appearing, Mind it result is not at your hands
It is in the hands of those who are conducting
Your examinations and reevaluating your performances
It is their duty to declare result infavour or against
You should not bother about that it is not your look out
Be sincere in your reading and reading and appearing.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Son- Suman

Subdue your passions,
My dear son and
Control your mind.
To attain your goal,
You are to stay detached
From sensual pleasures.
Go with devotion and
Faith here on this earth.
Keep desire away from you,
See the truth and
Truth is that no heaven
No hell can keep you
In save at any time,
Think not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Son Who Is Abroad

My dear,
You are my self
Reborn,
You are my son.
You are the reservoir
Of all my virtues.
Is there any difference
Between you and me?
You are the reflection
Of my spiritual nature.
You are worldly,
You are enjoying
Worldly life.
And you are a
Worldly person.
You are the devotee,
Devotee of love and truth.
You are visiting
So many places
And you are knowing
So many facts
What I really am.
I know how precious
You are, my dear son.
You are my own self
Reborn.

Gajanan Mishra
To My Wife

Do you know, my dear,
definition of wife?
Let me take you to Chanakya,
The guru of governance.
It is Chanakya who is
here to told you how
wife gives peace
and keeps contented.
And it is Chanakya
who is awaking us always
from life-sleep and
by telling go away
from unfaithful friends
And stay with devoted sons.

Gajanan Mishra
To name is
Just to go
With awareness.
Naming is
Connecting,
Connecting is
Witnessing.
Witnessing is
Just taking
The breath.
Giving a name
Is nothing but
Acquiring knowledge
Through love.

Gajanan Mishra
To Odia Poets

Demortgage your conscience
My dear Odia poets/writers
And return your awards
As the person / institution who has
Given you is not able to
Use your language in any
And all purposes within Odisha
And violated the Constitution
Of India and doing unlawful act.

Gajanan Mishra
To One And All

To one and all
I asked the meanings,
The meanings of words
And the meanings of life.
To one and all
I handed over the fruits
But no one agreed to
Take it from me.
I searched out my position
But I could not succeed,
I realise where I stood
On the seashore - no more.
You are the only one
Who followed me for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
To Open The Eyes

To open the eyes,
To light the lamp,
To show the mirrors,
We are writings poetry.

We are throwing our lives
To the fire while
Telling the truth
For larger interest.

We are the human beings
And we are here to see
The welfare of all beings
For a peaceful living.

We have colors,
We have blood,
We have love
And we feel
The truth here.

We know the time
And we keep ourselves
Inside us for
Good of the self.

Gajanan Mishra
To Overcome All

To overcome all
You have sent me here.
I know it is not difficult
To overcome all with your presence.
And you are present here
And helping a lot
In the process of overcoming.
I am not deluded
Since you are here
With me always.
I am crossing all illusions
Steps by steps with
Your permission and you are,
My dear, my life's respiration.

Gajanan Mishra
To Please My Master

To please my Master  
I am doing here  
All sorts of works  
Good works and serving  
His world  
I know my Master  
Has kept me here  
Not only for enjoying  
myself my pleasure  
But also for rendering  
Service and bringing  
Joy to others  
My Master kept me here  
For the good of others  
And for worthy and  
Beneficial use .

Gajanan Mishra
To Pluck Me

I asked you
To pluck me
At this time
Of my cries.
I asked you
To give me place
For my stay
At your heart.
And you said
Okay okay, my
Dear, be active
Always all days.
Sweet love, go
And enjoy your days.

Gajanan Mishra
To Poet Robert Murray

On track
Said poet
Robert Murray.
I replied not,
And it's okay.

Track is one,
I know dear poet,
Life is one,
And it is
Going towards
Death.

Night and day
No difference,
And the sun erases.

Come dear poet,
Together we will
Crush the sky.

The sky sustains us
On this earth.
And we are fully equipped
With words.
Still, we see
The cracks.

Gajanan Mishra
To Protect

To protect all,
You are there.
To give water
The river is there.
To maintain all
The tree is there.
I am here to love you
For life and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Prove Right

Let me allowed
To prove right.
I am sure,
Right is there
Everywhere
With everyone.
Just enter
Into the room
And find the right.
The right allows us
To move towards
The light.
Focus light
On right.

Gajanan Mishra
To Purify Me

To purify me
I know
You are here
O my dear
To purify me
You are doing
Everything here
I know you are
Giving me disease
Disgrace misery
misfortune
trouble tribulation
And telling me
To rejoice in
Every situation
I know everything
Is Your mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
To Read Me

To read me
You are there,
To assess me
You are there.
You are there
To declare me
As the winner.
I am the singer
And you are the song.
I have no downfall,
As you are there.
I have no power
Of my own, I know.
I depend on totally
On your power.
And you are there
To support me,
To read me,
To evaluate me
Till I fade from sight.

Gajanan Mishra
To Realize The Truth

To realize the truth you are here
You, the man superior to all
Material things and wealth
And remember discrimination
Is superior to you
And O my dear All-mighty
Omnipresent Omniscient is
Superior to discrimination
And here lies the truth
And you are here O man
To realize the truth
You are the truth
This world is based on truth
And full of nectar, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
To realize the truth
We are here.
We are here
With faith, promptness
And self-control.
We should go
On the path of knowledge
With love and devotion.
Truth is there
We should realize.
We are all the fruits
Of love and truth.
We should go deep and deep
To get the nectar here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Realize Truth

To realize truth
Is my goal.
To love
Is my life.
Love and truth
Are two sides
Of the earth.
And am here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Realize You

I am here
Besides it
I have no other purpose.

In this process of
Realization desirable and
Undesirable circumstances
Have no role to play.

Every circumstance is
Conducive to fulfill
My target of realization
Where in lies my identification.

Gajanan Mishra
To Reap Fruits

To reap fruits
The farmer is busy in cultivation
To pass in the Examination
The student is reading day and night
This is nothing
But nature of passion
This passion is necessary
For pleasure
And where there is pleasure
There is pain
Where there is pain
O my dear, I pray You
To come to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
To Reap The Fruits

We are all here
To reap the fruits
Of our actions.

Gajanan Mishra
To Receive You

To receive you
No one is here.
No one is here
To accept you.
But I know, dear,
You are the truth,
And you come to
Everyone with all good.

You care not
Like or dislike
Of anyone.
You are no there
To calculate time
Or to obey anyone's order.

Gajanan Mishra
Poems are being written
To see life afresh
Again and again.
Poems are being written
To see the darker side
Of life again and again.
Poems are being written
To remind the readers
Nothing is yours, dear.
You are also nothing
And you cannot do anything.
Poems are being written
To regain the loss that are
Here in living for others.

Gajanan Mishra
To Relief From Pain

Go alone, go alone,
Better not to keep
Any earthly friend.
They are not there
To relief you from
Any grief and pain.
Go alone, go alone,
Sun moon all alone.

Gajanan Mishra
To Relish Love

To relish love,
To relish love
I am one
I become two
To relish love,
I am I
I am also you,
And believe it
It is true,
More sweetness
Is there in two
But it is one,
I know, you know
Love is pure and pure.

Gajanan Mishra
To Repay The Debts

I have acquired
This body from
My parents,
I have acquired
Knowledge from
My teachers,
I am taking food
Grown by cultivators.
I am wearing dresses
Made by weavers,
I am in peace
Situation created by
My well-wishers,
I am residing
In a house
Build by mason,
And in this way
I am indebted with
So many persons
At so many times.
I know nothing is mine.
I know I am here to
Work for others
At least to repay
The debt.
I am not the owner
Of anything
That are here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Rule The Earth

To rule the earth,
You have to earn
Full knowledge
Of everything
In perfection.

You must not act
As a puppet
In the hands of
Selfish interest.

Do everything
Out of your own good will,
You should not have
Any ideology of your own,
But you are to follow
The principle of
All welfare of the people.

Create a program
That is acceptable,
That is applicable
By everyone
At every place.

Gajanan Mishra
To Satisfy Curiosity

To satisfy curiosity,
Nothing to do.
But see and hear
And say all good.

While saying,
Stay speechless.
And realize
Being witless.

Gajanan Mishra
To Save

This land is here
To save you
And you are not
To save the land.
You may come
You may go
But the land is
Here remains permanent.
You belong to this land
This land not belong to you
You are nobody
Land is everything
For everybody.
To save the land
Land itself is sufficient
Wait for right time
Wait for right moment.

Gajanan Mishra
To Say

To say
I am yours
Is false
To say
I am with you
May be true
For the timebeing.

To say
I am your friend
Is a bare lie
To say
I am your enemy
May be true
Depending on situation.

To say
I am not yours
Is false
True is I am yours
Though you are
Not mine
And you are
With me
And so I am
Fine.

Gajanan Mishra
To Say No

To say no
Is a falsehood
That I know.
If you say
You have nothing
You are condemned.
Falsity is
Abominable no doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
To Say Nothing

To say nothing is
To say everything.

Achieve success in life
By saying nothing.
Achieve not happiness
And distress
Achieve success
Following injunctions.

Stay there
Where you are.
Blind man is led
By a person who has eyes.

Satisfy always
In your own position.

Gajanan Mishra
To Say Outsider

To say outsider
To embraced falsehood
Each and everybody
Is competent to
Complete tha task.

Right to interpret
And depict not denied
Factual aspect is there
Why to cut size
Reason not found.

Set in and punctured
Situation with handicraft
For ontoward incidents
Responsibility fixed
Daredevil played in openfield.

Gajanan Mishra
To Say Something

To say something about a matter
is trying to destroy it.
Let us try not to be a
part of any destruction, dear.

To read is to enhance the energy
and to go ahead of the self,
But going ahead is not advisable
as something may be missed.

To wake and to rise is good
but for what? if you are unable to know!
I cannot say whether you are
living or not.

To live, writing is necessary,
To write, reading is necessary.

Gajanan Mishra
To Scratch The Line

To scratch the line
I am here.
The line is linked
With the sky.

The sky is for me
I know and I realize
The truth there.

It is all multicolored,
All pleasant.
Great question mark
I pointed out on oh! and ah!

On seeing everything here
I say good morning to all,
Covered with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Search

To search
Ourselves
We are here.
To fill up
The ocean
Tears fall
From our eyes.
To go nowhere
We are walking.
And we are
Leaving the place
Where we stationed.
We are forgetting
Our own words.

Gajanan Mishra
To See Dream

To see dream
I am excited
Greatly.

I move forward
Wonderfully
In sleep.

And I keep
All together
Friendly.

Formally and
Informally
I take all
Easy.

All official,
And all
Businesslike.

I use my dreams
In my works
Openly.

I know
What I am doing.
I care no one
And nothing.

Always,
While doing,
I learn
So many things
From so many.

I dream
And I materialize
Effectively
In a proper way.

Gajanan Mishra
To See Me

You are here
Only to see me
I am with you
I am in you.

Gajanan Mishra
To See The Sun

To see the sun
See, how eager I am.
But I have forgotten
I am the sun here.
The sun is within me
And I am unable to
Make the sun rise
At this night hours.

Gajanan Mishra
To Serve The Truth

I am here,
To serve the truth.
The truth is here
To serve me.

I am here,
To understand
Everything
In relation to truth.

The truth is the light,
The light is the good,
The good is transparent,
And I am there in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Show

To show, nothing is there,
If anything is there, there is
Only blood, blood and blood.

Some one is asking
Whose blood is white
And whose black
And whose yellow.

Answering man was absent
And calling man was there,
If anyone was there,
That man was fail to give
Anything as you thought
And I stood on the earth,
The earth was rot.

I was nobody, as you told
Before all, for the reasons
Not known to you also,
Who has done what not known.

I am not the person to start
And for clarity, nobody was there
No blood and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
To Show - No Meaning

You have nothing,
Still you are trying
To show - no meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
To Show Fair

See,
I have everything
To show fair,
I am passing
Through the fire.

The star is there,
And the moon is there,
And the sky is
Burning there.

But think me not
A silent spectator,
I am doing everything
That are to be done
With air.

Gajanan Mishra
To Show You

I am here to show you
How the flowers buds blossom
And how the birds be on the wing
In the vast blue sky.

Gajanan Mishra
To Sing A Song

To sing a song
You are to take
Prior permission.
You have to clarify
What type of song
You are going to sing.
You have to explain
The reason of singing.
You have to state
How far the present
Wordings are helpful
To listeners.
For talk you are to
Appear and align yourself
In to a group.
You cannot do anything
Independently here
For your own sake.
Your life is not yours,
Remember and do
Whatever you think proper.
Anyway, you are to live
And face the consequences
That are so near.

Gajanan Mishra
To Smile And Cheer

Believe me
I am here
Trust me and
Do not fear
Leave me
And it is
Get together
Remember
You are here
To smile and cheer.

Gajanan Mishra
To Speak About Truth

To speak about truth
Is superfluous.

Let us face the truth
it is but luxurious.

Heat and cold
Both we are in need to live.

Claiming excellent is
Not so really if it is silent.

All victory to You I said
And You smiled that I see.

Gajanan Mishra
To Speak In Common Parlance

To speak in common parlance
Each and everyone of us is in ignorance
No need to shout
Our society itself is crowded with
Cheaters and cheated
And we have forgotten our
Ultimate goal of life
We know nothing about management
Even how to maintain our own life
We are ignorant about this.

Gajanan Mishra
To Speak The Truth

To speak the truth,
To maintain purity of hearts-
Is very very difficult.
It is better not to live,
Or the feeling of living
Is to be eradicated from the mind.
Life is sorrowful, yet we have to
Live to get happiness and peace.

Gajanan Mishra
To speak, you are allowed.
But speak not anything
That goes for you.
I am here to listen to
You, but I am here
To listen to the truth.
Let your thought stay free
And let everything
Goes on right path
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
To Stay

Right balance
Needed to stay.

Right poem
Needed to
Stay in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
To Suman

You are brave,
You should maintain
patience and courage
and not lose heart.
Always remember, my dear son,
Your mother is this earth,
who loves misfortune.
Your mother knows,
light is there in you
from your top to toes,
and toes to top.
Worry not, my dear son,
Just let everything go,
and take care your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
To Support You

To support you,
The world is not here,
But I am here, see.
Come to me and know
The truth.
Who you are
And what you are doing.
Come to me, come to me.

Gajanan Mishra
To Surrender

To surrender
is an act of coward.
To accept
is an act of surrender.

Scold not anyone,
no one is committing
any wrong at any time,
everything is just coincidence.

Bear all and
resolve all matters.
Life is just like
a fighting, feel it within.

Gajanan Mishra
To Take And To Give

To take is like moth
To give is like river
To take is matter
To give is consciousness
To take is sinful
To give is virtuous
To take is to go to heaven
To give is to attain salvation
Getting is bondage
Giving is emancipation.
O my dear, give and take
Is our business and
We are busy in calculating
Loss and profit but without
Any balance sheet.

Gajanan Mishra
To Talk

To talk
Forget not.
I want no color
But the reality
And black and white.

What you are
I want to see
And realize.
The rose and
The morning I find.

Facing the evening
I moved on to see
The rising sun
In me always.

Gajanan Mishra
To Tell

To tell
So many persons are there.
To watch
So many things are there.
Just wait
For a few moment.

True, the sun is
Not waiting for anyone.
True, life is going on
And it is also clear,
All are in fear.

Fear is the basis
Of life, dear.
But fear not,
Nothing is going to happen.

You are unique,
You are pure,
And you are
Searching
Purest poetry within.

I am sure you are getting it,
I am sure no one else but you
Know the truth.

Worry not dear poets,
But wait,
And waiting is not losing time,
Waiting is watching life,
Watching deep and deep.

Think something,
Think something else,
No matter whatever it is.
To That Place

All are going to
That place
From which
No one returns.

No scope of putting
Any question to anyone.
No time on their parts
To answer anyway.

But the entrance and
Exit point is opened
And we all know.
But we know not
Who are they and what
For this drama is going on.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Air

To the air I am indebted,
The sky I am indebted,
To the light I am indebted,
To the water I am indebted,
I am the earth and I am here
In this form showing all
Everything within.
With all, I am here live.
With all, I prolong lifetime of truth,
With all, I am concerned with affairs of the world,
With all, I am free from danger and fear,
With all, I stay calm and dignified,
I am the earth, all living entities are
My sons and daughters, my love is equal to all.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Best Of My Ability

To the best of my ability
I am discharging my duties
For the welfare of others.

To the best of my ability
I am detaching myself
From worldly possessions.

I know I am leading towards
Fearlessness and calmness
And I am composing poems.

I know composing poems
Is the work of an enlightened soul
And such person is a committed one.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Best Of My Capacity-Purity

To the best of my capacity
I have imparted good education
For your welfare, son.
I have taught you
Good conduct, impartiality,
And how to discharge
Your duty with justice
And sincerity- my purity.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Enemies

A befitting reply
Must be given
To the enemies
Of humanity.
Tolerance is
Zero, let us
Send message
To the foe.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Other Side

To the other side,
I want to take.
But how?
I failed to think.

To you,
I want
To say something.
But no air,
No fair.

Possible is here
And I want
To take
The advantage.

I am plain
And I pray,
Pray to take
What I have.

But excuse me,
I know not
What is there
With me.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Prime Minister Of India Mr Narendra Modi

You have unlocked
The door to personal excellence.
You have the will to win,
Desire to succeed,
Urge to reach your full potential.
You cause happiness wherever you go,
You cause happiness whatever you do.
Let me request you to meet all
With smile and start a new chapter
Of love from here on this land.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Questions

What happened to me
I am not able to see the sun
In full in this morning
And what happened to me
I am not able to love you
In this life as a whole.

Nothing has happened as you said
As I offered myself to you and
You accepted without any reluctance
And that is the reasons
Of my indifference.

When I said I love you and
It is in real life
So many persons came and attacked me
And I am unable to move anywhere
And you said okay okay my dear
I am with you till the end.

And where is the end, O friend
Please tell me if you have the answer
To the questions that I am going to put.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Sky

Going back
To the sky
Good bye.

Nothing to worry
Nothing to fear
For future.

Nobody is there
To take away
Your future.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Son

Go on, my dear son, go on
Go on buzzing- love, love
Love motherland,
Mother language
And be a wise man,
If you love not
Then let me consider
You a fool.

The dark would go away,
My dear son, please wait,
To see the rising sun,
My dear son, go on.
It is already dawn,
The sun is rising just now,
You are here to see
In your own eyes.
Please have patience, my dear son,
Please wait with truth
And love.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Top

Clear the road
And let me go
To the top.

I am here
I can go
To the top.

No other person
Besides me can go
To the top.

Road is clear
And look
I am at the top.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Wife

You are committing error, my dear
You are performing actions
Under the influence of desire
Attachment and selfishness
And you suffer
Only for your error.

Only for your error
You are here, my dear
You fall a prey
To quarrel fight
Envy and jealousy
And reaping adverse fruits.

You are reaping adverse fruits, my dear
And you suffer
Do not go after desire
Desire for pleasure is
Conducive to your downfall
You are my wife, my better half.

I am telling you further
Do not commit error, my dear
If you love me here
Do not commit error
If you want to go with me
Come we will go to Almighty together.

Gajanan Mishra
To The World Of Words

Let me trespass
To the world of
Words silently.
Yours sincerely
I am, my dear.
Let me travel
In to your heart
With proper care.

Think about me,
If you so like,
Forgetting every
Titbits my dear.
You are my inner voice and
I am your silent listener.

Gajanan Mishra
To The Youth

You are on the line of love,
You are in the laboratory of learning.
Keep patience with you, my dear.
The world is opened and you can play,
You can dance, you can do what ever
And whenever and wherever you like,
But with all positiveness and fragrance
of life that are in you, truth is only in you.

Gajanan Mishra
To Touch The Sky

To touch the sky
I am here
This is the sight
Come and see in light
Multifarious colors
Enter the field
As a fast bowlers
The purpose you know better
The life is pure
You are your protector
No matter you appear
As a speaker or a listener
I know here is absolute truth
And you are acting as servitor
Your name is sky
You are the sky
And I am going to touch the sky
After telling all goodbye goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
To Touch You

I am eager to touch,
Where are you!

Where are you- this
Same question is being
Put by the air everywhere.

No touch - the sky
Said to me but
I am not ready to listen.

My spirit is in me,
And I am in my ruined cell.

Let me clear
I do not want to go high
Or to receive anything
From anybody here.

But I am eager
To touch you my dear.

I am in frozen time
But you are in hot water.
I am forgetting myself
But you are everywhere
To remember.

I have no objection
To allow the summer
To come in December.

And I am eager
To touch you my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
To Utter Mother Language

Why should I seek permission
To utter mother language?

I have my own river
And I take bath therein,
I feel no need to take
Permission from anyone.

I take free air
From my own mango trees
And neem trees
Near my house.

Here it is my motherland,
And it is not under
Anyone's control and I
Declare each one is sovereign.

Gajanan Mishra
To Wage War

To wage war
Is not a sin,
But the war
Must be for
A rightful cause
For all welfare.
The war with the self
Is the best war.
Let us not go far,
But come closer
To each other
Here and there.
Let us not forget
We are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
To Welcome

To welcome
Or not to welcome,
To reject
Or not to reject,
You have no power.
You are to accept
Everything that is
Happening to you.
What is happening to you
Are the reflections
Of your own deeds.
The deeds you have done
Is to be known to you,
The truth, life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
To Where

To where
Am I running?
With whom
Am I?

With love
I am painting
Life.
And life is
Going away
From me.

I am breaking
The time.
I am what
I am not.

Gajanan Mishra
To Where I Am Going

To where I am going
How can I tell you sir?
I am not there in your words.

Let me sing,
But I am not
In any sign.

Fortunately, I am here
With you at this moment,
And you are putting me
Questions, I am not able to
Give proper answer,
You know, though.

But I know,
I am not helpless,
I need no welfare,
Even, I need no peace
And also, no prosperity.

But I know,
Truth is my base,
And I am protected
By that truth.

Save me or destroy me,
I care not anything.
But I care you, as
I know you are here with me.

I am prepared to meet
Any situation
Cheerfully and properly.
I want to utilize the time
Properly in the association
Of your greatness.

Let me invoke
The love
That is in me,
To pass everything
In more refine manners.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom

To whom I am going?
Before whom I am offering my prayer?
What is that I am so interested to write?
It is all but my life.

O my dear, see my live-poem here
While I am living with truth and in love.
My entire life is going to You
And You are only there in my life.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom I Address

To whom I address
I am not able to know.
I know nobody is there
To kick the bucket.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom I Am Going

To whom,
To whom I am going
That I know not,
For what I am here
That too I am
Unable to say, my dear.
If you are so kind
Please left me here
Let me do what I
Want to do without
Any disruption.
Be kind and
Left me alone
With all emptiness.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom I Fear

To whom I fear,
And what for I fear,
When you are here.
With your presence,
O my dear, I enjoy
My life, under
Your shelter,
Whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom Should

To whom should I know
Who should know
There is no one
Besides you
O my dear
You are my all
And I know
You are the knower
You are the entity
To be known
And you are the act of knowing
And you are my all.

Gajanan Mishra
To Whom The Truth Belongs?

To whom
Everything belongs?
This is mine,
That is yours,
Not true though.
But beauty and
Pleasure are
Infinite and absolute.
I am sure,
No one can talk
About anything
Besides the truth.
The truth is everything,
And for this we are all living.

Gajanan Mishra
To William Blake

Thank sir, namaskar,
You are silent
At present.
But we are barking
Like the street dogs.
We are wandering
In the night
And we have no torch.

Thank sir, namaskar,
We are signing here
The cradle song
Without beauty bright.
You are there and
You have forgotten
Your capacity to
make us awake
From our sleep.

Thank sir, namaskar,
No thief is here
To tell us the truth
That is there in you.
We are not blind sir,
We have not touched
The eternity at this time,
We are rich no doubt
But we have nothing to give.

Thank sir, namaskar,
You are hearing,
That's enough for us.
And we are no more to love,
Love is not for us.
The pet dogs are there, sir,
To weep, to mourn, to worship.
We know sir, to worship
Is to mourn. And to mourn
Is to die with the new dresses.
We want to put on
The new dress that are
Given by you sir.
But excuse us, we are
Not able to select
The befitting dresses
That are made for us.
And you are silent,
And you have nothing
To tell anyone here.

Gajanan Mishra
To Win I Am Not Here

To win I am not here,
To dream, I am not here,
To set fire I am not here,
I am also not here to add
Or to mix with this and that.

I care not success or failures,
I care not peace or war,
I care not life or death,
And yet, you are telling
So many things and trying to
Involve me without prior notice.

I am happy as I am,
I am satisfied with me,
I survive with my own cause.

Gajanan Mishra
To Win Life

Words and poets
Are there
To win life,
And life is there
With words and poets.
Mixed double
Words and poets.

Poet is
Number one
In the world.
Poet is the best.
Poet is out
In the world
Composing the best
Of life here
In this world.

Poet makes a call
On who and how
To rule for a
Comfortable living.
Poet knows
What to compose
When to compose
How to compose
And where to compose
That is the bottomline.
And the poet is
There only to win, win..

Gajanan Mishra
To Win The Self

Heatstroke,
Extreme cold,
Both are here
In life.
Still, austerity
Is there in me.
And I want to win.
Win the world-
Not a big things.
But win the heart,
Hearts of others
Is important.
More important is
To win the self.

Gajanan Mishra
To Work

I am here
to work
I do not care
The result
And its
Auspicious
And its
Inauspicious
I am here
to live
Not to die
I do not care
Joy and sorrow
I do not know
What is victory
What is defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
To Write A Poem

To write a poem
Is my nature
And I am not here
To give it up.
I can restrain
My ears, my skin,
My eyes, my tongue
My nose from the senses
Of sound, touch, colour,
taste and smell.
I can restrain
My tongue, hands, feet
And anus from acting
Speaking, taking, going
And passing stools
But I cannot restrain myself
To write poems
And I know the cosmos
Is the poem and
I am therein always
In life and in death,
Even beyond life
And beyond death.

Gajanan Mishra
To write better,
You are to
Eat well,
Sleep well,
Exercise well,
You are to
Love all,
Honor the truth,
Work for all,
And write all good,
Without any discrimination.
To write better
You are to stay away
From power and position.

Gajanan Mishra
To You

To you I am false
To me You are true.

True in love,
True in devotion,
True in life-breath,
True in Truth.

I am saturated with love,
And I am very happy
What is there for me.

As because I am in love
I am the truth
And I am here carefree
As because I am in love
I am enjoying Your protection.

Gajanan Mishra
To You All

To you all
I wish all good,
Try to be a
Good human being.
Show your humanity
With all characteristics,
Forgiveness and
Forgetfulness and kindness.

Nothing bad is there
In you, I know.
Keep faith and go forward
On the path of
Love and truth,
Dear men, you are all good.

Gajanan Mishra
To You I Am Telling

To you, I am telling, my dear,  
For you, I am composing all these.  
Consider my writings as most secret  
Top science, excellent and enjoyable  
And with all virtues.

Hear me, my dear, and get all therein,  
Read me, my dear, and get all therein,  
See me, my dear, and get all therein.

Gajanan Mishra
To You, My Love

How do you do, dear?

Since you are here
My dearest dear,
How can I love another
Besides you.

Your eyes are
Like the sun
Like the moon
Round and round
With no eyelid
With no eyelash.

How can I go beyond you,
My dear, I know, you are
Taking pain for me here!

Gajanan Mishra
To You, With Love

To you, with love,
Let me know
How you are here.
I want to finish you,
Angry mushroom,
I am far away
To touch the truth
In you.
Fearless I am,
See me at your
Own door.
No, I am
Not the bad,
Bad apple here.

Gajanan Mishra
Today

It is beautiful
Go with it
Forget the dream
Of yesterday
And have a vision
Of tomorrow
Be happy and
Keep hope.

Gajanan Mishra
Today - Link

I am here for today,
Only today is here.
I have to do for today,
Today is the only time
With me for doing anything.

What you see, that is today,
Today is calling me
And I am going with today.
With today the sun is rising,
And with it the moon is setting.

Is today enough to measure the ocean?
Is the ocean sufficient enough
To cover today with its length?
I am unable to know the link with today.

Gajanan Mishra
Today - The Best

Today - the best,
You are energetic,
Make the best use of it.

Make friends with
The opposite
But with honor.

No security
On tomorrow,
But it is coming
On its own way.

Shun old routine,
Make your own
And think about
The time with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is For Labourers

Today is Mayday
It is for labor
And laborers
They are the main
Pillars of society
For them we are
Getting happy
Let them stay
Healthy wealthy
For safety of
The future
My labor is my strength
Laborers have given
Their blood their
Energy for my nourishment
I have right on my labor
Only and I have a duty
To respect my laborers.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is For Love

Today is for love,
Today is for family,
Today is only with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is For You

Today is the truth,
Today is for you.
You can be anything,
You want.
The time is with you,
Today is with you.
Just do, what you want
To do,
And win the world.
All are waiting there
To congratulate you.
You are for love,
You are the beauty,
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is Not Tomorrow

Today is not tomorrow
Today is today
And it is not narrow.
I must go with today
It is not ahead
It is with me.
I do not like to
Give up on life
Life is valuable.
I am sure
I am with you
And today is with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is The Only Day

Today is the only day
In which I am living
No tomorrow for me.

The sun is neither
Rising nor setting
The only true saying.

Gajanan Mishra
Today Is Valentine Day

Today is ours only
Today is a love day
Today is valentine day.
Live for today with love
Love all without any
Discrimination here.
Let us go from this dark
By loving each other
Colorful light is there.
Let us face the shadows
The echoes the mirages
And fear not to touch
The eternal truth that is
Love and that is within us.

Gajanan Mishra
Today, It Is Here

Today, it is here,
Here it is today.
Tomorrow, it will go,
No more tomorrow,
Gone tomorrow.

All appearance,
All disappearance,
Created and uncreated.
Division and United,
All and all
Will no more.

Still, it exists,
For us, red line,
Of course.

Gajanan Mishra
Today, Nothing More

Today, nothing more.
Embrace the time
And go.

Need for kindness
Is there,
Life, feel it.

In the rain,
Write love.

Love stories-
I like.

Please note,
Reasonably possible all.

Victim of love -
Life, mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Today, We Live

Today, we live.
Today itself
We die.

We are another one
On each day.
We are not one,
That was there yesterday.
We are not the one,
Who will be there
The next day.

We are not the same
With this moment
And with that moment.
Really, we are innocent.

Gajanan Mishra
Todays Deal

Traffic regulated
Skill upgraded
But Youth
Disabled.

Gajanan Mishra
Today's Government

Today's government
Is not to show power
To the people
But to serve in their
Utmost capacity
And act as a servant
To every individual citizen
You have rightly put
My dear Shekhar kapur
Here in this forum
I congratulate You.

Gajanan Mishra
Together

To begin together
To progress together
To success together.
Laws and flaws go together
Water and poison go together
Friends and foes go together
Life and death go together
The world is only for merrymaker.

Gajanan Mishra
Together- Identity

Together- we are,
Separate though.
Understanding is there,
But we are in struggle.
Searching the original
We left the place
In our own unique style.
Language no problem
We know, but
We are fighting
For it.
No where we are-
But we describe ourselves
In a deeper version.

Gajanan Mishra
Togetherness

Court has nothing to do, dear,
Come on, we are here to stay together.

You are for me,
I am for you.
We are in love,
We are the truth.

Nature has given us power
To cross over all hurdles.

Come on dear, under this sun
We have our only gun -
Togetherness.
We can erase the time
With our power of purity
And faithfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Toilet

Toilet is now
the matter of
hot discussion.
Let us have a toilet.
It is easy to
build a toilet,
but not so easy
to maintain it.

Clean your toilet yourself
O my dear, and be a perfect man,
It is to be realized that
no work is small or big,
and the work is in no way
related with your dignity.

Gajanan Mishra
Toilet Paper

It is important;
Toilet papers,
Under-skin chips,
Tracking apps,
Super markets,
Hold on, everything.

Answer not all
Hows, why, when, what,
But see and observe
The things around you.
All microchipping,
But dare not to say
Unfaithful.

All hippo
But not wrong.
All media crazy,
All tactful.
All and all,
Let me say
Insensitive idiots.

Listen to me
Or not, but
I am right
To the core.
In a second,
I solved your
All problems,
Find no more,
And stay as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerance

No one is hundred percent tolerant
I do agree with you, Taslima.
You are right when you
Said India is the safest place.

In the name of intolerant
No one should go with
baseless hullabaloo.
I do agree with you.

No one should be
Extremely reactionary-
This earth is for everybody.

Take no political milage
From any fabricated propaganda.

See all, tolerant here.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerance - No Limit

Tolerate all,
And keep it
In mind,
It has no limit.

Anyone can
Arrive and
Hurt you and
Even kill you.

Another one
May arrive
And cut you
Into pieces
And eat you.

Yet another
May arrive
And pull you,
Push you and
Do whatever
She/he likes.

But you sure,
You are to live,
And live with all
Together here.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerate All

Tolerate all,
I tell myself,
And enjoy life.
This world is
For you,

I am no way
Affected by
Words of insult
And honor.

I care not
Favorable and
Unfavorable conditions.
I care the truth
And I am going to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerate Everything

Tolerate everything
And be in pleasant form.
Tolerate everything
You can get me
This is the norm.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerate Life

1.

Life is here
With this sun's
Intense heat.
But so long as
Trees are here
We are not worried.
The trees are acting as
Umbrellas by shading us.
We are facing the wind,
The rain, the heat,
And also the snow.
But no harm is
Caused by anyone,
Fortunate we are, we know.

2.

Tolerate life,
All good are here
With the trees.
The trees are here
To fulfill our desires
With their leaves, flowers,
Fruits, shade, roots,
Bark and wood.
The trees are here
With all fragrance, sap,
Ashes, pulp, and shoots.
Let us learn and
Tolerate life and
Do good for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Tolerate Like Earth

Tell me the name,
Name of the place,
Where intolerance
Is not there.
Tell me who is
Not intolerant?

Try to know
How to tolerate, dear.
Allow the existence
Of others, allow
The occurrences
And show the act,
Act of tolerance
Like the earth you live in.

Gajanan Mishra
Toleration Is Better

Toleration is better
Than intolerance.
When nobody else does
You are there and
stick up for yourself.
Get out of your box
Come on and it is good turn.
Extra dimension is there
Come on everyone is happy here.

Gajanan Mishra
Tomato

Tomato!
They asked
Is tomato
A fruit or
A vegetable?
Are people
Eat tomato
In both way
While it is
Green or while
It is ripe?
Ripe tomato is
Yellowish or
Redish and it
Can be taken
As vegetable.
But they agree
Not with me.
You are like
Tomato, my dear.
Are you here?
Am I here
To chant your name
Only in old age?
And what is
That old age?
I know to go
From here
No age is required.
I see you
In the tomato
But tomato
Is not the truth,
Truth is only you.
To take anything
Is not right.
To give everything
Is right.
Tomorrow - A Week

Tomorrow is again Sunday
With no sun here in these days.
Tomorrow is Monday again
It is privilege and it is in vain.
Let us say tomorrow Wednesday
And you are good guy.
Thursday is following my dear
Be clear in your heart and be cheer.
Tomorrow is Friday
We are in empty stomach
With fashion tech.
And it is Saturday
Need not say more
Just come and enjoy the shore.

Gajanan Mishra
Tomorrow Is Better

Who knows
Tomorrow is better?
Who knows
I am here?

Never give up hope
Easy to say, my dear.
I am in between yesterday
And today. Am I not clear?

Gajanan Mishra
Tomorrow Is Not Yours

Tomorrow is not yours
Tell not I will do it tomorrow.
What ever you want to do
Do it today, your life is
Only for today and today is
Only with you, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tomorrow The Sun

The sun must, remember,
Rise tomorrow,
It is here today, now.

Gajanan Mishra
Tomorrow Will

Tomorrow will not
Take birth.
Yesterday will not
Dies.
Today is here
And it will
Stay with us
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Tomorrow, Today And Yesterday

No difference is there
Among today,
Tomorrow,
And yesterday,
So long as I am
Alive here.
And after my death
There will be no meaning
Of today, yesterday
Or tommorrow.
I am in a ceaseless journey,
And you are all with me.
We are going on and on
Till we leave all at a time.

Gajanan Mishra
Tone Changed

Tone changed
Letters altered
Alibi taken
Time sparked
And I entered
And you went out.

This is the time
To play again in a
Different form in a
Different stage
Making different query
With air and water.

O my dear,
I wait here
For social order
Again and yet again
For smooth management
Of time and space.

Gajanan Mishra
Toned Milk

Toned milk I need in summer
To pacify you O my dear
White flowers I need in dark night
To purify myself
befitting mixing you
Green grass I need in Torpedo
To make settle with you
And I need so many things
To Pleased you
And those are yours
And with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongue

This tongue is not mine
And I do not know how to listen.

Not knowing anything
I am here to speak
And forget everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongue - Powerful With Words

Tongue,
It is tongue,
Handle with care.

Handle with care,
It is tongue,
Soft but hard.

Soft but hard,
This tongue,
Give it selected words.

Words
With tongue
Become powerful.

Remember, most powerful
Is tongue with words.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongue Is Most Powerful

Tongue is most powerful.
Use it, my dear, knowing
Fully well how to use it
And when to use it.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongue That Did Not Utter

Tongue that did not utter
The language of motherland,
Hands that did not write
The language of the mother,
Eyes that did not read
The language of your own.
Yet you stay on your own land
And live arrogantly,
You are not the lion
But the jackal.
Neither you are great,
Not learned
But you are the great fool,
Life is just null.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongue-In-Check

Tongue-in-check,
Our sole enemy,
Our sole friend.
Becautious my friends,
It is with us
All time.
To make and
To unmake anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Tongues Of Fire

Tongues of fire
Everywhere.
Fire of shadows
Everywhere.

We walk
On the fire,
We live
In the fire.
We eat fire,
We sleep on fire,
We love fire.
We know
The fire is
The only truth.

Fire life,
In water.
Water life
In fire.

All but fire
We like and
We love.
The fire is
Our capital.
Through the fire
We proceed forward.
And it is fire
That takes away
All sorrows.

The fire is
Our only hope
To live.
Life fire
Is there
With us
Each and
Everyday.

Fire in tongues,
Tongues of fire.
Fire, fire,
Life is in the fire.
Go not there,
And if at all
You go
Take care, take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Tonight
While sleeping
I felt
My mother is
Pressing her hands
On my head.
And her soft touch
Gave me relief,
And she said
Worry not, dear son,
No one is there
To kill you,
And all over the world
My language of
Love and truth
Would flourish.

My mother is
Made of earth, I know.
And she is graceful,
And she has a dazzling
And sparkling personality.

I am awoke,
And it is dawn,
Red light is there
In the east and
It is spreading
All over the earth.
No demon and no one
Dares to check the sun.

I remember
Every word, every path,
Every place, every one here
With own language
With own identity,
And the world I see
Free and
Full of beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
To-Night

To-night
I surrender
Myself before you.
As I find
There all truth,
I find
The sky and
The ocean
All in you.
To-night
I surrender
Myself before you,
As I love
No one but you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tonight, I Have Seen The Sun

Tonight, the sun is being seen,
And it is said by you, my dear poet,
It is a regular phenomena, in your area.

Today, my doors are being opened by the air,
And you said my dear poet, let us welcome
All through this passage with smile.

Being a poet, I do admit with love.
Being a poet, I know the truth
That life has some meaning - fruitful.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Deep

Too deep, see my love,
And this love for you,
I know, O, Imperishable,
I know, O, Undefinable,
Let me love You deep and deep,
You are the only Truth,
You are busy in the welfare
Of all beings, let me love You,
You are even-minded everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Difficult Math

Too difficult math,
That made me soaked
With water.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Good

Too good
You are here with me
I am not arrogant
O my teammate
I am calling you
To join here in my work
That I am going to do
And what is that
Asked me not
You just kick me
Not out from the scene
You just not do anything
That would make me imbalance.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Late

Not too late,
You can do anything,
Take this
As right time.

Life is here,
See and act.
Act and get
The fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Much

Too much friction
Would produce fire
Even out of sandal-wood.

I know, no duality
No anger,
No ignorance, I know,
No duality.

I cannot be dull
I cannot be finite
O my dear, I cannot be
Subject to illusion.

I am sure, and I know
I am Your part and parcel here.

Gajanan Mishra
Too Much Is Always

Too much is always bad,
If any doubt, test yourself
By eating too much
By earning too much, even
By sleeping too much.

Keeping some distance
From everybody is good.
If any doubt, test yourself
By going too near to the police
By going too near to a thief.

Remember the right saying
Too much familiarity
Breeds contempt
And it is correct, cent percent.

Gajanan Mishra
Top, Top, Top

Top, top, top,
godi padila
abam pani uparaku uthila.

Gajanan Mishra
Topic Is Life

Topic is life,
But what is life,
That I know not.
But I know
My living status.
How to live,
Is a great question,
That has a simple answer.
But the answer
Has so many angles
That I want to touch.
Touching is important,
Living is important
In the life of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Topmost And Lowest

I am in between
The topmost and the lowest
I am happy
And enjoying life
And it is automatic
I am in between
Miseries and happiness
And with both
On the same degree
And quality
I know all these are
Flimsy things
You are the only
Permanent desire of
Mine that I cherished.

Gajanan Mishra
Topmost Word

Topmost word is man,
Topmost religion is humanity,
Topmost creature is human race,
And we are here to save human beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Topsy-Turvy

Topsy-turvy -
Everything.
But victory of
Truth is there
As always.
And the truth lies
In language,
Language in law,
Law in the constitution,
Constitution honor
The people,
The sovereign authority.
Odisha- my state,
India that is Bharat - my country.

Gajanan Mishra
Tor Sapan (Kosli)

Tor sapan tate
Debarkaje tate
Uthanli nidu
Tor sapan rakhichhen
Bada kaste
Hetki dinu.

Gajanan Mishra
Torchlight

Desire to know is torchlight
With this torchlight you can
Know anything and by knowing
You can be pure and perfect.

If you have a desire to know
You will never be a crude man
And you can cross the darken
Region of material existence.

And so go for the cream of knowledge
And win the battle of life and death
And get happiness that is within you
Keeping torchlight of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Torchlight Is Here

Darkness is not here,
Torchlight is here.
Let the dark
On its own way
As usual I say
In all my writings.
Forget the writing
On the wall and
Proceed ahead if
You want achievement
In real life.
Overtake all darkness,
With the torch
That is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Tormented By Fear

See, O my dear,
In Your world
My mind is tormented
By fear
And only you are
Here to console me
To be free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tornado Watch

Yes, This is real,
This life.

Just you are to
Find yourself
Where you are.

No confusion and nothing
Any where, here, there
And you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Tortoise

Tortoise,
You are in the water
Your shell used as pivot
At the time of churning rod
By the theists and atheists
For the purpose of
Producing nectar
O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tortoise and the ocean,
In between them
We find a very good relation,
Relation of nectar.
But a mountain named Mandara
Has not done well
To both.
I think the time of misery
Started then.
No reason to stay wonderful,
We are not fooled either.
But the matter is serious,
And till date
We are bearing the loss.

Gajanan Mishra
Torture Is Torture

Torture is torture,
Peaceful and
Self-regulated, though.
Torture is no way
Related to identity
Or culture.
Slogans loud, though,
And though, clear.
Know your spirit
In a truthful way, dear.
In solidarity, come forward,
For a rightful cause.
But take no mileage
Out of ignorance or knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Torture Not Please

Better to kill
But torture not, please.

O silent spectators,
Come on and see
And recite my poems
In your tongues.

Before going to meet
Final death, I want here
To hand over that are with me.

O men, come on and
Take the truth with you
For your own benefits.

The time is torturing me,
Take not advantage out of it.

The entire world
Is looking at me
What I am doing
And doing for whom.

I am dying gradually,
And prior to my final death
I want you to see the truth
In naked eyes
How I am dazzling
With my own light.

Accept and recognize,
Recognize and promote,
Promote and live,
Live a successful life.

Before death die not,
Before death kill not
By torture, dear.
Confront the truth
Bravely and realize
You can do nothing
But to face defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Total Darkness

Here, see,
Total darkness.
Darkness of time,
No life but chaos,
Origin of all
At the same time.
Darkness is relevant
To the complete story
Of our life.
But life is light,
We seek the light.
Not destruction
But creation and
It is in our will.

Gajanan Mishra
Total Negation

Total negation
This worldly enjoyment
Forbidden acts
If they are not
For good of others.

Worldly riches and age
Are two capital - take note
Sleeping is your worthless
Expenditure of age
Take note- wakefulness and
Spiritual discipline are your
Sole income.

Eating and recreations are
Expenditures and actions for
Earning livelihood
Is your worldly income.

Needless to say more
As you know what to do
And what is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Total Truth

Total truth
And all for you.

I know - wood,
I also know
Everything is there
For good.

No one and nothing
Is there without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Totality Of Life

What you are,
That is truth
And not what
You utter.

What you are,
The totality of life,
And not the water
Or the air.

What you are,
The mixture of
The earth and the sky
And not to say goodbye.

You are a spark
In the totality of fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Totally Different

Totally different  
From one to another,  
But they are in union  
And united for a  
Common cause, the cause is  
To find out the truth,  
The truth is false,  
It is all false here.  
And still they are there  
To go with the truth  
Till the last border,  
The border is not the end  
But the beginning and here  
The trouble of life lies.

Gajanan Mishra
Totally Free

Totally free
But unable to go.
Full eternity
But suffer diminution.
Merged with Absolute
Keeping separate entity.
I failed to get You
Everywhere you are though.

Gajanan Mishra
Totally Fulfilled

Let me say
I am totally fulfilled,
So also you are.
And accordingly I am happy,
And I hope you
To stay happy all the times.
No time-frame is there
For both of us
And yet we should
Watch time and act
Without any attachment
And acquisitiveness.
Let us stay free
With good understanding.

Gajanan Mishra
Totally Improper

Let me say
Use of foreign tongue
On your own soil
Is totally unjustified
And improper.
It is totally your
Demonical traits.
No one can accept
As it is not based
on reality.
You are deluded, my dear,
Till date you are
Unable to know
What is your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch And Sense

Touch,
It is soft,
Softness is there.
It is cold
Coldness is there.
It is also hard
And it is hot.
It is all due to the air,
And air is produced
From the sky.
The sky is in me,
And it is my life.
My life is soft as well as
Hard, cold as well as heat.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Anywhere

At every moment
Discover me
Newer and newer.

I am glorious,
Localize, though.

Life after life,
You can find me
Within you,
At the top
And also
In the bottom.

Touch anywhere
And touch me,
Time and pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me

Touch me
And feel poetry,
Know me-
Your own history.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me And

Touch me and
Take some refreshments.
Answer my question
And do stay with me.
I am not here to
Obstruct any one's life.
I am not able to do any work
Or not able to utter words.
I am yours that's all
If you are in need of
My service, just give me a call.
Please come, I am ready,
Ready to go with you anywhere
Including the hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me And Let Me

Touch me and let me bloom,
See me I am blooming.
I am blooming and you are
Going deep and deep.
Go to
To that depth where my
Soul is there
With all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me Not

Touch me not
Touch me
I can do wonder
With your touch.

O my spark
You spark
And I find
No dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me Not - Beauty

Touch me, touch me,
Touch me not, O beauty.
Touch me not, I am here,
I am not here, touch me.

Here is the sky
In my body, in my look,
In my living.
I am looking me
Here in me.

Oh, beauty, beautiful,
I see the air here in you.
I am calling you
From the core of my heart.
Beauty, beauty, beautiful,
Touch me, touch me, touch me not.

My earth, my heaven,
My life, my death, O my love,
Touch me here, I am here,
Love me, touch me, I am here
Within you, beautiful.

See me how truthful I am here!
I am nothing, I am nothing,
Besides the beauty, besides the tears,
I am the love, your love,
I am the lover, I am the beloved.

Touch me, touch me, touch me not.
I am asleep, I am awake, I am here.
All pious I am, I am also all nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me With Your Jasmine

Touch me,
Touch me with your
Jasmine.
Kiss me,
Kiss me with your
Spring.
Feed me,
Feed me with your
Painting.
I am your feeling,
I am your holy living,
I am your flying
And I am here waiting,
Waiting to see you smiling.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me, I Am A Living Entity

Touch me, I am a living entity.
Talk me, I am a living entity.
You are here in me, feel it.
I am there in you, feel it.

I wander in hunger,
I wonder in you.
I love you,
You are the truth.

Destiny is in me,
I made my own destiny.
High or low, no matter,
But I love you, my dear.

Who so ever you may be,
I love you, that's enough.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Me, Touch Me

Touch me, touch me,
Early in the morning,
Touch me at noon,
Touch me in the evening,
Touch me at midnight.
I am with you, I am in you,
Touch me, touch me,
I am going to blossom,
Touch, touch me,
I am there in my fire,
Touch me, touch me,
I am there at the dancing
Point of the star.
I am wild, I am fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Not

Touch not
Snakes are there.
No water
But see, only fire.

It is all similar,
And we are here
going beyond nature.

It is true
narratives are critical,
No one is competent
to make us understand.

Where we are
that is ours, verify,
we are no where.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Not Please

Touch not please,
In your touch
I feel the stung
Of a horned fish.

Touch not please,
In your touch
I fall ill and
I feel I am in dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Not, Touch Not

Touch not, touch not,
It is all the sun,
It is all the rain.

I am on the way,
Touch not, touch not,
I am silent here.

I am washing my face,
I am preparing myself to compose,
Touch not, touch not.

Think and say,
It is your face.
Say and feel,
It is your life,
Nothing but honey-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Or Touch Not

Touch or
Touch not.
Climb or
Climb not.
Yes or
Yes not.
No or
No not.
All are
Controversies
And all it is
But shame, shame.
When we know
It is not at all touchable.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch Screen

Hear the words,
With eyes closed.

Enjoy drama
In touch screen.

Life in rocks,
Observe, please.

The earth is the house
Full of peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch The Air

Touch the air
And feel life.
Touch the tree
And feel love.

Gajanan Mishra
Touch The Fire

Touch this fire
Fire of the Spring.
Would you please
Tell me what is
Happening at this time.
You can say here
It is beautiful lodging.
Further calling and
Recalling is not possible
To assigned, matter of realizing.

Gajanan Mishra
Life is here
And fruitfulness of
Life is there
In the air.

I see the air
Enters in front door
Without any fear.
I fear, the air is
Going away forever.

But life is here
In the water
And the water is
Going to the sky
To know its limit.

Limitations are there,
That I know from
The very beginning
And I started my journey.

Journey on the earth
Is not so easy,
As you know my dear,
But I made it easy
With you.

With you
I want to touch the truth,
And the truth is here
In mountains and rivers
That I want to feel
In all disciplines.

We know, here,
We are all
Specially glorified.
Gajanan Mishra
Touching A New Man

Do you want to make difference
and touch the lives of a new man
Then read a new poem every day
And you are welcome for the same
As I recognised you as a creator
For this caste colour creed
Land(country) language Linga(sex)
No barrier.

Gajanan Mishra
Touching Life

You can not compose poems
Without touching life
And life is a castle
You have to live in.

If you think winning
Come to life
And life is nothing
But to relax.

You can not compose poems
Without being relaxed
And what it means
Ask to the poems.

Gajanan Mishra
Touching Six Times Ten

Yes, I am touching
Six times ten,
And my wife is
Telling me
'You are now old'
And not capable to work.
Wait for a while,
Nothing to worry,
Just have patience,
Everything would be
Served on you
After some time.
Okay then, I said
I am six times ten..

Gajanan Mishra
Touching The Blue Sky

Touching the blue sky
Is my primary duty.
The blue sky is
The only truth, I realized.

But on the middle path,
So many air and water
Are obstructing my path.
Still, my eyes are
There on the top.
So many insects and
Animals are trying to harm
And hurt me, I know.
Still, for you,
I am here with the truth
To see the rising sun
And to go to the fixed star.

Where are you, I know.
I know you are the blue star.
I know, you are waiting for me there.
I am going to touch you,
And I desire not to return
From you to any falsehood.
You are the Absolute truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Touching The Truth

Going and coming -
Two sides of the wheel,
That is taking me
From here at this time.

Neither I am coming,
Nor I am going
But I am here watching
What you are doing.

And what you are doing
That I cannot stay
As I have not so much
Knowledge to assess you.
And you are giving me a
Reference how to touch the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Touching With Love

Touching with love I am with you
I know you are always here with me
When I am with you I know
I am with my roots I am closer to you
With fresh air I am calm
Due to love and pure heart
I get it with you my basics.

Gajanan Mishra
Touching You

Touching you
I understood
You, the sun
I am your son.

Leaving you
I understood
Dark night, I
And you neigh.

Glorifying you
I understood
Not proper, we
Both out culture.

Gajanan Mishra
Touchstone

Touch me not
I am not telling
I know You are touchstone
And with Your touch
I will get completeness
I know You can produce
All manifested worlds
By Your inconceivable energies
You are Full and unchanged.

Gajanan Mishra
Touchstone- You, Yourself

For all discipline.

You want to
Wipeout sufferings
And attain bliss
You should test
Yourself on this.

Continue your practice
O my dear, and regard
Your imperfection as perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Touchstone, See My Words

Touchstone, see
My words
My verses.

Test yourself
In my words
Where you are.

Are you not interested
To wipe out yur sufferings?
Are you not interested
To attain bliss?

Don't discontinue
What you are doing.
Regard yourself
As the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Touchstone-Time

Time is there
To verify
With touchstone.
Give no comment,
Please here

Gajanan Mishra
Touchy

Touchy -
The lifestyle,
The time,
The relationships.

The earth,
The sky,
The air,
The water
And the light-
All wonder.

The manner of
Workmanship and
The series of performances-
Really distinct.

The criterion
For measurement is
Only the present moment.

Tossing up
The coin
We measure
The direction of
Tornado.

And we lost
All the way
We lost
Really touchy.
And we enjoy it-
Trendy.

Gajanan Mishra
Touchy I Am

Touchy I am,
Try not to
Tear me out.

Touching words,
Try to listen, and
Take me in totality.

Toss up the coin,
Tot up to anything,
Torsional, feel this life.

Torrential waves,
Torpidity not good
Topsy-turvy, though,
Top brass are there
Take you to the tone.

Top secret is
Topiary you possessed,
Together you are to go,
Toff is there but not
Toffee-nosed.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Good

Towards good
One should move.
And what is good
No one is here to
Describe before you.
It is your faith,
It is your hope,
It is your confidence.
And with all these
What you are going to
Achieve is important.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Hell Or

Towards hell or
Towards heaven,
I care the least.
But when I feel pain
Without any reason,
I think I am not
In heaven and I have
Done something wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Myself  ??? ?? ??? ????

Towards myself
I move always.
I am the light.

In Odia script;

??? ?? ??? ????
???? ???????,
??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Perfection

Purify your mind
And your heart my dear
And go towards perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards The End

Without the beginning
It is going
Towards the end.
And without any
Ending processes,
It is going to show
The colors and
All other features.
This exhibition playground
Is shortly opening
And the players are
Well versed with
The rules and regulations
That are with them.
Gigantic experience, I know,
And let me tell you
About the proof of
Our existence beyond
The perceivable.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards The Path

Towards the path
Back truth,
Back to the truth.
And I know
No one is condemned
By any other one
Not to move
Towards the truth.

Try to know the truth,
And the maker of truth.
Try to realize the truth.
Mislead not anyone
For sightseeing or
Moneymaking.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards The Path Of Truth

Towards the path of Truth
I am advancing, see
O my Mother and
I am joyful.
You are the Absolute Truth
O my Mother, let me
Know You all clear
And I am joyful.
You are my ultimate goal
O my Mother, You are the mystic power
By which I am able to
Secured my present position
And I am joyful.
O my Mother, You are the sum total of
All my life-chapter
With You i am proceeding
Towards the path of Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Tide

You are indifferent
Towards tide
And we
All hope good and fruitful.
Result successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Truth

Truth is there
Everywhere and
Undivided.

Truth is not
Separate in
Separate beings.

Truth is there
All times in all
Perishable beings.

I am going
Towards that Truth,
Excuse me, I am
leaving you for the sake of
That Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards Victory

Towards victory always,
Back to people, the roots
Of all civilization.

I salute you, dear truth,
The revolutionary icon.
I salute you, and I am
Struck with wonder
With your virtuous words
And works.

From a revolutionary atmosphere,
My dear, you have created a
Reformatory system for
The welfare of all and
Lead all to the higher standard of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Towards World Peace

Brotherhood is the first pillar
Towards world peace.
It is the whole world
That is crying for peace.

And peace is here in a woman
Here in children
Take care of them
Take care of peace.

When smile is in the face
Of women and children
Peace is at your door
Failing which life is bored.

Gajanan Mishra
Trace

The beauty
And grace
All are here,
Let us trace.

Gajanan Mishra
Trace The Bird

Tracing bird
In the sky is
Easy.
But tracing bird
In ocean bed
Is too difficult.

Anyway, we are to
Trace the bird
For the benefit
of others.

We are to demarcate
The area first.
We are to view
And locate the aircraft.

Gajanan Mishra
Track And Analyze

Track and analyze
The risk of collision
Of life and death
At every moment, dear.

Understand life better
And take steps for
Its establishment here
By love and truth.

Here is the space
And the dust in larger
Fragments, study them
In your own system.

Life is not single, but
Single at cross-point.

Gajanan Mishra
Track Your Own Life

Track your own life
Through poetry easily.

Just plant your own idea
And stick to it with heart and mind.

Have good connections with others
And come out of your own shell.

It is your poem that can give the scope
And free you from feeling sincerely.

Gajanan Mishra
Trademark - Life

Life is the trademark
Of the earth-
Symbol of goodness.
Life lives itself
For good of all
And give service
To one another.
Hospitality and
Goodwill- two mission.
Journey of life is
The journey of the earth
To reach heaven,
To build heaven here
With a concept transparent, clear.
Our earth is all life
Restaurant for all
With free movement everywhere.
The air, the water, the light,
The sky- all are for all
Without any discrimination.
All are inter-related and
The origin of all is the earth.
Earth is the trademark of life,
Life is the trademark of the earth,
For peace, for safety,
For honesty and integrity,
Motto - development equally
Of all communities.

Gajanan Mishra
Traffic In Mockery

Are the calenders ours?
Are the calenders necessary in life?
Who is there to count the time?
Sketch not life with any point from anywhere,
Since the points are not the one and the same.
See everything with pleasure if you are alive.
Tell all that you are there for the truth
And truth has no legs or hands or wish or anything.
Face the traffic in mockery, dance in the bar in mockery,
Attend the feast in mockery, Describe the cock and
Bull story vividly in the class of the students
And try to make them learn that have no value.
Good or bad, forget all and say, my dear guys
Come on, if you are wise enough and see in your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Traffic Police

Traffic police is there
And he is busy on roads
In controlling your movements.
Poet is there
And he is busy in life
Guiding you always
To show you the path of peace
In struggling days.
Poet is there
With sufficient knowledge
To show you the light
In the ocean of darkness of the world.
Poet is busy to make the life scented
And to show you where the nectar lies.

Gajanan Mishra
Tragedy Is

Tragedy is
We are not taking
Our own care.
Tragedy is
We are being fired
Without any war.
Tragedy is
We are marred
For no fault of ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Tragedy To All

Tragedy,
Tragedy to all.
The lifestyle,
The narration,
The action and
Also the reactions,
All amusing though,
All tragedy.

Gajanan Mishra
Tragedy We Found

Extraneous and not meritorious
Tragedy we found here.
Tiger tamed tactically
At times it create havoc
And the tiger know how to
weave a web to trap master.

Gajanan Mishra
Train Without Break

Train without break is like
No stopping self-immolaion.

Passenger fare hike
Is not a way of reform
And no a welfare mode
of the public emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Training

Training is hateful
And have interest
In full and enjoy.
Future is there
And future uncertain
And life running smooth.
Violation of terms and
Condition common
Not acceptable
Flying in the sky
While training is on.

Gajanan Mishra
Training To Compose Poem

Training is but necessary
And necessary is training
To excels to develop to gain.

How to face adversity
How to get life
How to light a candle
All but know the wicked.

He is brave who has wit
Witty person is brave
You can not say.

This is what war leads
Through words
This is what poem ends
Without words.

Training is but necessary
For a poet to compose poem
Without any word.

Gajanan Mishra
Traits of men,
I mean common men
Are lust, egotism,
Greed for wealth,
Hankering after
Name and fame.
Who is not common,
One is not common
When his love is
Detached and when
He has no expectation
Of any return.
And when he is in love
I think, he is in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Trance Without Seed

Let me satify
In you by you
As because
You are
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Tranquility

I have every right to live in tranquility
Do not disturb me
Freedom from disturbance is my birth right
Be calm, Let me stay in calmness also.
Calmness destroys sins, purify inner sense
Let me not disturb either by attachment
Or aversion
Let tranquility regained and fixed
With passage of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Tranquillity

Ignorance suffering corelated
Mind body corelated.
For what and for whom you are
Doing all these not corelated.
And you are gradually gradually
going to tranquil
We are going to attain tranquillity
We you corelated.

Gajanan Mishra
Transcending Time

I stood here
See O my dear.

Who is presiding what
Just regard power
That is near.

Rather it is fire
And I stood here
See from there O star!

Thus lightening fire-flies
And it is splendid
Oh, good highlight.

Gajanan Mishra
Transformation Is Needed

A transformation is needed
And we are in the process of
That transformation always
It is we who are bringing
This transformation within
The transformation is going on
Spontaneously on its own
We are just acting as puppet
In the hand of nature
And we are on one line
Past present and future
In the same stature.

Gajanan Mishra
Transformation System

I observe
The transformation
System, that is
Here with me.

I observe
The cooling method
That is there,
In me.

Everything
That happens
Is not mine.

I am no way
Related with
Anyone here, see.
And hence,
I say,
I am perfect.

The food,
I take,
The air,
I inhale,
The light,
I see,
The earth,
On which
I stand,
Nothing is mine,
But I use
All for the time.

And the time is
Laughing at me,
I want to cross
over the time,
I am a toy
In its hand, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Transgenders

Yes, you go
You are allowed
To sing, to dance
To love,
And to be loved.
Yes, you are allowed
To do whatever you like,
You are recognized.
You are allowed
To come to this
National mainstream,
No problem, no fear,
No shame, no social pressure
No depression, no social stigma.

You are also
A honorable citizen
With all rights
Like any other,
You are Hijras,
You are eunuchs,
You are Kothis,
You are Aravanis,
You are Jogappas,
You are Shiv-Shakatis
And you are also
Known by so many names,
Go, your rights are hereby
Protected irrespective of anything.

Yes, you are recognized
As third gender and
The same status as
Male and female,
You are greeted
As the wonderful creation
Of the Almighty
With a major role to play
In the society under nature,
You are protected from
Molestation, rape and
Any act that is against
Humanity, Yes, you go
And enjoy yourself on this land.

Gajanan Mishra
Transition

In transition what I
Want to say I can not
I am not in motion.
See I am autonomous
And I guard myself
For the purose
During transition.

Gajanan Mishra
Translate

Translate me,
Translate righteousness
in to practice.

Apply not
Your intellect,
while translating.

You have no power
to decide and to
come to the conclusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Translate not,
Translate will ruin
The fruits and also
The roots.

Feel the original,
No substitute for original,
Bliss, love and
Everything is there.

But you have to express
Through translation
To touch in a certain manner.
You have to touch the heart,
To enter the room
That is there forever.

But translate not
In your own ways,
Adopt the principles
In a way that is natural,
And complete the process
Of creation, recreation.

Gajanan Mishra
Transmitting Myself

Transmitting myself
I told to wait
It is tragedy
I called myself
Owner of the belt.

Gajanan Mishra
See, I am transparent.
Am I really transparent?
What do you mean by transparent
That I can not explain.

You can see me
As and when you like
That is assured
To That extent I am pure.

I am transparent
See me and if you are
Able to see I must
Declare you are a rare talent.

Gajanan Mishra
Travel

Let me travel
Here, there
All around the world.

I know, this world is
Not mine
Though I am here
At this time.

Let me say
This world is
Within me,
And let me travel
Through out the world.

o generation gap
I am just a chap.

Gajanan Mishra
Travel And

Travel and
Make rich
Your experiences.
Listen to and
Realize you
Position and
Keep yourself
Attached with
The truth.
Your earth is
Prosperous and
You are there
To perform
Good deeds.

Gajanan Mishra
Travel The Earth

Travel about the earth alone
Having equal vision everywhere.
Travel about the earth alone
And realize your own self
O my dear, and realize the Supreme Truth.
Mind it my dear, you are non-different
From the very truth that is within you
Truth is the only safe and solitary place
And you are dwelling therein this Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You have purchased the travel ticket
I am not denying this but mere purchasing
Will not ensure your reaching at destination.
To make the point clear, please hear
You have purchase a ticket for Baroda
But by this ticket you can not reach
From Mumbai to Delhi.
I know You have desired material enjoyment
And you are coming to me knowing fully well
I have only love to give and nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
Travesty Of Justice

Issue of clemency
Is travesty of justice
Issue of clemency
Is tragedy of democracy.

Victims are dead
They are not vote bank
Criminals and near dear
Would pay dividends
Election a head.

Gajanan Mishra
Treason

Spare not the culprit
When the act is antinational
When the act is treason.

The soil of ones country
The safety and security
Of the Mother motherland
And mothertongue
Is in highest order
And when all these are
In danger and
In danger spare not anybody.
The nation is sacred
And more than individual life.
Life of a person is
Not permanent
The nation is permanent.

Spare not the culprit
Who put the nation
In the open market
Like anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Treasure

The man who is not a tresspasser
Should go out
And nobody is going out
No body is a tresspasser.

Here no body is to break
Here nothing to steal
Here neither moth nor rust destroys
And everyman is a treasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Treasure House

My treasure house is
My body.
Everything is here
And I discover them all
With pleasure.

I wondered,
How all valuable things
Are kept here
And for what purpose.

But I am able to see
Everything here.
No word is there
To describe them all
Who appear and disappear.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Danger

Treat danger a good opportunity
O my dear, I know from danger
You are to come out with colored light.

It is light
It is light that is with you
And you are fit to go upwards
Crossing all hurdles.

Hurdles are here
Hurdles are here to test life
And in life we are to see and
Bring to truth with love.

Truth with love and
Finding life perfect you see all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Life

Treat life
As death
In other forms.
Think not
You are living.
Think not
You are dying
Though death
Is there in you.
Living is a way
Towards death
And death is
But your own choice
In changing mode.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Me Not - Ordinary

Treat me not -
Ordinary.
I am extraordinary.
Think me
Neither superior
Nor inferior.
But I am special.
What I am
I can't say,
But I am
The sky
With changing colors.
I am what I am,
Treat me as I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Me Yours

May this day
Brings happiness
To you
And fill
Your life
With joy and
Prosperity.
With regards,
I am yours,
Property.
With all love
And all truth,
Treat me yours,
Without any desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Not Anything Yours

Treat not anything yours, my dear,
If you treat, you are committing error
And you are already reached at the root
Of all impurity, and that causes you
To have that grade of downfall.
If you are to treat anything yours
Treat love only and truth only yours
By this treating you feel free and
By such feeling you would get all
Beatitude for ever, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Treat Yourself First

Treat yourself first
Then treat others
Don't go after the deer.

Leave everything as they are
Everything is near nothing is far
See that star but go not for fire.

Rendering service is good
But don't fall down
Stay here as oil and water.

Nothing is terrible
Everything is surpass-able
You can do anything think yourself able.

Your life-steering is at your hands
Supreme Truth is only jewels rest is sands.

Gajanan Mishra
Treats A Poet

Treats a poet
As the universal person
The Sun is the eyes of the poet
The Moon is the mind
Wind is the nostrils
Heavenly planets are his head
Directions are ears
Trees are his bodily hairs
Clouds are the hairs on the head
Poet's words letters meters syllable
Are the symbol of his fearlessness
Poet is the inhabitant of all the world
At the same time and poet has all the religion
All goodness and all knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree - I Am Here

It is only
Because of you
I am here
It is only
Because of you
I am getting
My food
My clothing
And my shelter.
O my dear,
I know you have also life
And you live
Your living is
Depends on me
It is you
Who is giving me
Daily bouquet of happiness
Though you are in danger
At my hands.
You are giving me life
I know, your each and
Every part is sacred to me
You are my life-giving medicine.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Fish Bee And Sound Vibration

See the tree  
That has touch perception  
See the fish  
That has developed  
The sense of taste  
See the bee  
That has developed  
The sense of smell  
And the serpent  
Developed sense of hearing  
The snake understand  
Frog's pleasant cry  
Because of sound vibration  
Nice tongue of the frog  
Is the cause of its death  
O my dear, use your tongue  
But not like frogs  
Use it by calling  
The Almighty's name  
That will protect you  
From the hands of cruel death.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Is Flying With The Birds

See, the tree is flying
With the birds
The water is falling
With the stones.

O poet, I am in search of
Your poems here
In this terrified demons
And I feel delighted
With you in the mid summer.

My mind is not confounded
With fear, as, O poet, you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Is Here

Tree is here in me,
And I am on the tree.
Nature tells me I am free.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Is Known By Its Fruits

Means
You are known
By your children.

Am I right?

To be pure
All things are pure.

My dear
You are here
Where angels fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Is Living

Tree is living with us, see
The bellows of the blacksmith
Is breathing like us, see
Beasts are also eating
And sleeping like us, see
All birds and all animals, insects
Are also copulating
And discharging semen, see.
The elephant is also praying
And offering flower to the Almighty.
The deer is also crying when
Surrounded by fire and hunter.
O my dear, remember Him always
And talk to Him. call Him
In distress and in pleasure
This is the only way of
Living here year after year.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Makes

Tree makes life free
Do not cut tree
It is lifes industry
Life is in forestry.
Tree’s talk listen
Silently tree given us
Best education
And we survive for
Tree only and tree make us
Enjoy our vacation.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Of Clouds

Tree of clouds,
Snow of fire,
Sea of rocks
All came to me
And I expect
Some words
From all.

All are salted,
All are deserted.

I enveloped them all,
And faced them
With all truthfulness.

They all appeared
With nothingness
For new images.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Of Piety

Tree of piety
Is the very Truth.
The full moon
Joy to the wisdom
Ocean of wisdom.
The very Truth
Opens the lotus of
Dispassion and
Disperses the wind
The clouds of ignorance.
The very Truth
Dispels the thick
Darkness of sin
Eradicate the agony.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree Spreads Roots

Tree spreads roots
You spread your
Extensive energy
You are my silent tree
You illumine this sky
Where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Tree, tree,
You are invited,
Please come in.

Tree, tree,
From you here
I am learning.

Tree, tree,
Check the time,
And from
Moment to moment
Save me from crying.

Tree, tree,
Going outside
Is not allowed,
Please stay in.

Tree, tree,
What you take
I am here to give,
And what I take
You are sending.

Tree, tree,
Draw not any line,
Of course, it is true,
No one is coming
No one is going.

Tree, tree,
We are one and
The same like
Two sides of
The same coin.

Tree, tree,
Watch the scene,
And say something
Here, all are
Ready for a living.

Gajanan Mishra
Trees

Trees,
What are they doing there
I am going to tell you, sir.
They are all there
To eradicate the dark.

Trees,
The alphabets of life,
I am going to represent
In picture
Through my words.

Trees,
So simple,
So complex.
But nothing to perplex.

Gajanan Mishra
Trees Of Wind

The trees of wind-
Inside me,
And I climb on
These trees.
They are changing
Their colours and
Sizes.
And I go through
These trees
For livelihood.
These trees are
The truth,
And with them
Something I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Trees Without Roots

Trees without roots,
Roots without earth,
Earth without life,
Life without love,
Love without truth
Cease to exist here
At least with us,
Stay cautious, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Trembling Of Leaves

Our life is like
Trembling leaves.
And we are carefree.
The sky and the earth
All go hand in hand
For us and we fear.
We are never identical
And we know the statistics-
Not true, though.
Substance we need
Not for any gain
But for loss and sacrifice.
Always we leave the space
For another one not known.

Gajanan Mishra
Trespassers

O trespassers, You are
Not allowed to enter
I have shut down all
My doors and windows.

I know you are
The disturbing elements
I know you are
The reasons of my fear
My anger and my desire.

O trespassers, O outsiders I am
Not going to allow you
At this juncture and I
Do not want to take risk
With you here.

Gajanan Mishra
Trial And Error

As a gem cannot be polished
Without friction
So also a man cannot be perfected
Without trials
And when there is a trial
There is an error
A man's life is on trial and error
It is his honesty his sincerity
His love his truthfulness
That make him success in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Trial Room

Trial room - this world,
Get ready to do
What ever is there,
But be prepare
To face all odds.
You are an odd
But try not
To give order
For out.
No one is
Going out
And no one is
Coming in.
Yet find the crowd.

Gajanan Mishra
Trials And

Trials and tribulations
All such disturbing elements
Come and go on their own.
You are to remain as you are
Calm quite and with patience.
You have to cross the fair weather
And the national highways.
While crossing you have to see
All around you lest you collide
With someone and something.

Gajanan Mishra
Tribals

Tribal are original
Deprived not basic right.

Tribals make us bright
Give them sprite.

Gajanan Mishra
Tricolor

Displaying the tricolor
I wanted to say
How independent
How self-dependent
We are here today
And I wanted to say
How we feel important
How we look with enthusiasm
Displaying the tricolor
I wanted to know
Why people in large number
Are gathering under
This tricolor that is with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Tricolored Flag

Tricolored flag -
Symbol of saints, heroes,
Champions of peace,
Victory, humanity
With truth and love.
And the earth of
Tricolored flag is
All sweet with sugarcane
And all purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Tricolors Are Being

Tricolors are being
Sold. if you are
interested please
come and purchase.

Find here
your own independence,
Keeping aside your
emotion and conscience.

Be proud, Here
in you I discover
patriotic fervour.

Small or big, no matter
but it is your
festival every year.

Gajanan Mishra
Tricolors Are Being Sold

Tricolors are being
Sold. if you are
interested please
come and purchase.

Find here
your own independence,
Keeping aside your
emotion and conscience.

Be proud, Here
in you I discover
patriotic fervour.

Small or big, no matter
but it is your
festival every year.

Gajanan Mishra
Tri-Colours Flag

Shall I go with
Tri-colours flag
On the earth and
On the ocean and
Under the sky
With peace and love
Or set fire my
Own legs?

Gajanan Mishra
Trifling Power

Run not after
trifling power
O my dear, run not.

The real divine
That is here with you
Acts as a power.

It is all the trouble
Where you stand,
Stick to it please.

Gajanan Mishra
Tripartite Relations

It is not that
I will write poetry
As per your directions
Within the frame
Laid down by you.

It is not that
I will write poetry
Only on weather
And on woman and you get
A chance to
Lodge a complain.

I will write
On my my own
If you are my readers
You must read me
You must comment
On my poems
You must also vote.

Tripartite relations
Are here among us
And it is eternal
My dear and in the middle
My poetry plays
A major role.

Gajanan Mishra
Triveni Sangam

At Prayag Allhabad
Ganga Jamuna Saraswati
Triveni sangam
At my body
Sattva Rajas Tamas
Triveni sangam
At a day
Morning noon evening
Triveni sangam
The greatest show
You can find
On this earth
Birth living and death
One who is a seer
Can know the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Trot, Trot, Trot.

Trot, trot, trot, hungry fox came trotting,
Seeing the bunch of grapes hanging from a vine,
Greedy fox stretched and stretched and jumped and jumped,
He failed to reach the grapes and declared
The grapes are sour.

Gajanan Mishra
Trouble

I am not telling, I am in trouble,
I know not, what is trouble,
And trouble is not here,
In Your presence my dear, I know
And without You, how can I say
I am here not in trouble,
And You are here always with You,
And trouble, I know not
What I there, where You are.

Gajanan Mishra
Trouble - Shooter

Everybody
Everything
Trouble-shooter
Here
And you are
To fly
Keeping in view
their traits.

Gajanan Mishra
Trouble Is

Trouble is
You are confusing.
Nothing to
Confuse here, remember.
Be calm within you,
Observe the things
and the waves
that are here.
Fear not,
face all,
And try to hear
Call of nature.
You are
Your lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
Trouble Is There

Trouble is there
Always in household life.
No peace, no rest
In either way.
So many dangers,
So many bullets,
In social life.
But my dear, we should
Enjoy the darkness also.
We have to fast
And taste the hunger.
We are indivisible, I know,
But at times we are to
Divide ourselves for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Trouble-Free Life

My dear men, if you want
A trouble-free life, and peace,
Desire not anything.
You know well how
Your own desire, wealth,
And jewel caused very much
Intrigue, violence
And sufferings.

Gajanan Mishra
Troubles Ahead

Troubles ahead,
What to do
Think and act.
Think for a while
You are here
Not to receive
But to give.
What to give
That depends on you,
And accordingly be
Ready to face
The situation there.
Have patience and
See what is happening.

Gajanan Mishra
Troubles Ahead - Time

Troubles ahead,
What to do
Think and act.
Think for a while
You are here
Not to receive
But to give.
What to give
That depends on you,
And accordingly be
Ready to face
The situation there.
Have patience and
See what is happening.

Gajanan Mishra
Troublesome

Some sort of training
Is necessary
To see
To understand
I know life is
Troublesome.

Gajanan Mishra
Truant Monsoon

No rain,
Truant monsoon,
Pest menace,
No help from anyone,
I am a poor farmer,
How can I survive?

Gajanan Mishra
Truce

Executing truce
Is the best option
To avoid hostility
That has no value
Executing truce
Is the best option
For the purpose of
Churning nectar
O my dear, during
This limited time
Frame of life
We are weak
We are short
To stay in peace by
Executing truce is
Best for all-round
Welfare of all
In this short period.

Gajanan Mishra
True And False

What is true and what is false
Not difficult to know my dear
If you try to know from you.

And you are not free I know
First try to get yourself free
From you and then everything
Will be crystal clear.

First know who you are
And what are you doing here
First know what is your nature
And what for you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
True and false
Relative terms.
Subhas Bose and
Ichiro Okura
Relative names.
Toihaku crash and
Taipei death
Relative incidents.
War criminals
And martyr
Relative life.
But I have to salute
Only option is
Here I find at present.

Gajanan Mishra
True And Noble

All true
All noble.
All for vital air,
All for pleasure.
It is love,
It is the truth.
Both in mind
And in hearts.
Different though,
All one,
One syllable,
One consonant,
One vowel,
One sibilant.
All decorated,
All life.
All expressions
All understood.

Gajanan Mishra
True Attempts

Each one is  
As good as  
He should be.  
Each one has  
Got the light.  
Each one knows  
Where to go.  
Each one hears  
The sound of his own.  
Each one perceives  
The things they faces.  
True attempts is there  
By each one to  
Go high and high.

Gajanan Mishra
True Bliss

My dear, You are
Always in enviable
True bliss.
You are always
In bliss.
You are the most
Efficient and
Venerable teacher.

Your speeches are
Nectar like, my dear,
With supreme being
You are always endeared.
You are the right path
And always propitious.

You are very elegant, my dear,
You are the place of
Refuge for one and all.
YOU have built all
Righteous path
You are full of
Feeling and warmth.

Gajanan Mishra
True Civilization

True civilization
And civilization advance
On developing potent
Spiritual instincts of all
And giving a chance
To go back to Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
True Colors

Show your true color
Before it fades.
Show not false flag
While going in deep sea.

Truth is within you
But you are not in truth.
Discard love of comfort
And strength all supports.

Gajanan Mishra
True Deliverance

True deliverance
Is in knowing enough.

And I am joyful
And see me
I am enjoying
Perpetual rest.

I am eating away the time
Like the tiny stream.

Gajanan Mishra
True Education

What is true education
We do not know till date
More and more we are
Making the education
corrupt.

We have no quality
Education so far
It is because
We have vested interest
And education is
Going towards rot.

We are far behind
From the beasts also
Think a while
We have only garbage
Certificates without
Any intrinsic value.

Gajanan Mishra
True Education Will Change History

Give
True education
To your children.
Fear not in giving
True education.
Fear not
The administration.
At times
The administration
May go against you.
Fear not
Success is there
With you.
Your true education
Will change history.
And what is
True education
Ask not.
Ponder within you
With love
With truth.
Time is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
True Family

I belong to this earth,
All the living and non-livings,
All the movable and immovables,
All the seen and unseen
Are my family members,
And we all belong
To this home-earth.
Earth is here, I born here,
I born with my friends and foes,
I will die also with them.
I am deeply related with all
Here and I am part and parcel
Of all actions and reactions
For the past, present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
True Forgiveness

True forgiveness is
Meant for progress.
Man with
True forgiveness
Tolerates the offence
Of others without having
any inclination to retaliate.
Asking for forgiveness
Means never to do any wrong
In future.
Let us develop the virtue of
Forgiveness, my dear, and
Let us get true humanity everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
True Fortune

True fortune,
You are my house,
House of true fortune.

Nourish me,
Place me at your centre,
Love me, kiss me
I am here.

See me,
Smile at me.

You are my reality,
You are my sweet dream.

You are my inspiration,
You are my revelation,
You are my life's elation.

Gajanan Mishra
True Glories

Let me know more
About your true glories.,
And I know the more and more,
I also know the deep insight
Of the situation of life.

Resounding of fear in life,
In ocean, in words,
I claimed for the truth.
I am out of frustration, true.
I have my own sovereignty
And that is exclusive.

Worry not, nothing to suffer,
For all, I can distinguish
Good from bad.

Gajanan Mishra
True Happiness

True happiness
Be calm always
You are to get success
You are unconquered spirit
Be calm always
True happiness there only.

Gajanan Mishra
True Happiness- In Giving

True happiness is there
In giving.
And I know
You are giving up everything
For my pleasure.
I see you happy,
But I am not happy
As I feel.
My anxiety is
Extremely moving.
I consider you,
For your love,
The highest perfectional
Stage of life.

Gajanan Mishra
True In Life

True in life,
True life.

Trap life,
The trap of life.

Life and life,
Death of life.

Watch life,
Life and life.

All beginning
And no end in life.

Gajanan Mishra
True Knowledge

True knowledge is nothing
But you have to earn
Knowledge with everything.

Gajanan Mishra
True Life

For a true life
Come to poetry
It is a duty
And through this
You are to touch others.

For a true life
You are here
With poetry
To touch other.
In hears.

For a true life
And through this life
You can come to me
With honor
To prosper.

For a true life
I offer poetry
Read and enjoy
Without fear
And be superior.

Gajanan Mishra
True Love Is There

True love is there
To make the life proper,
But false love
Cannot do any good
To anyone, rather
It is there to
Destroy you,
Be careful, men.

Gajanan Mishra
True Love- Not Known

Who knows true love
At least you can not
If you know
Will you return my love
Will you return my hurt
Will you return my pain
No you can not
You do not know reality
You can not digest truth
You can not perceive truth
At least directly.

Gajanan Mishra
True Love True Love True Love

True love true love true love
And here it is
In this light
In this shadow.

Tell me how
I am here to reply you
What are there in the love
With this mountain
With this fountain.

My heart is clear
My heart is perfect
Here in this true love true love
And here in this true love true love.

Gajanan Mishra
True Lover

Listen,
I want nothing.
I know
I have no
Separate entity.
I know the waves
That are here
Within me.

True love is
Our relationship
And nothing else.
In other words, it is
Increasing love,
Infinite bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
True Man

A true man
performs duty
in this world
For the welfare
Of others.

A true man
Feels least
Separate existence
Apart from Almighty
God.

Gajanan Mishra
True Mystic

Poet is a true mystic
Poet writes poem for others
And without any self interest
If I say poet has self interest
I must say yes the poet has
The interest of the poet is
The interest of all as
Poet is unattached
Poet writes for the welfare
Of complete universe
The goal of the poet is
With impersonal
To say the poet is the symbol
Of renunciation is absolutely right.

Gajanan Mishra
True Nature

Let me realize
The true nature, my dear
Let me realize
That You are here.

Let me not go away
From You, my dear
Let me not go away
As I am Your lover.

Let me engage in Your service
O my dear, as Your servant's servant
Let me engage in Your service
Always and for ever.

I am telling all that are Yours, my dear
I am telling all to You only out of love.

Gajanan Mishra
True Nature - Total Free

True nature,  
What is that,  
How to know.

The words  
Death and birth  
Are totally  
Misled all.

Realize the truth,  
My dear and know  
Who you are  
And what for you are.

Stay free,  
Free from attachment,  
And also from detachment.

Gajanan Mishra
True Nature-Fear

What is my true nature
I failed to understand
But I am to know what
Is there in me.
I know, truth is only
There in me and I am
Here to guard the truth.
Who am I to guard?
It is only the love
That can guide me here.
Nothing but the love
Can give me power to
Live here without fear,
I know, fear is death.

Gajanan Mishra
True Or False

True or false-
Not the question.
But life is here-
It is important.
Come and give
Importance to life
And not to any other
Airy things.
Get everything
Here in life.
Interpret life,
Life is far above
The truth and
The falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
True Person

You can say a true poet
A holy person
True person is holy always
He is holy and true
Only because
He is in Truth.

He is holy like pure water
Pure flowing water
He is holy
Only because
He is in Truth
He is free from
All contamination
Gentle by nature.

The words of a true poet
Creates vibrations
Seeing the true poet
Hearing the true poet
You are purified
The true poet himself
Is holy and purifies all
Who contact the holy
And pure poet day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
True Poem Aims At

True poem aims at
Perfection of self-realization.

I know my life is the opportunity
To get free from all miseries
It is the poem that is here with me
For all forms of salvation.

The specific intelligent class of men
Are known as poets and they have devotion.
Poems are necessary for the common man
To go on Truth with Love during life's circulation.

Gajanan Mishra
True Poet

True poet is really rare
And I admire a true poet.
True poet is always in truth
True poet always love all.
True poets and God are same
They do not want name and fame.
True poet is pure in thought word and deed
I salute a true poet and I am in need.

Gajanan Mishra
True Poet - True Man

A true poet
Crosses the mire of delusion
When his intellect become steadfast
And firm on truth
And the poet attain self-realization
Poet is an enlightened soul
And a man of steadfast wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
True Poet And The King

Are the true poets
Being awarded?
Are the criminals
Being punished?
I asked the king.
But the king has
No answer as yet,
I am still there
For the answer.
I know the kingdom
Is not for only
The king. I know
The king is there
Only as representative
Of all who are here.
The king has no
Answer means we are
All to ponder
Over the matter,
The answer is required
For safety and security
And for our future.

Gajanan Mishra
True Poet Lives Care Free

True poet lives care free
Everything is alms for him
And the poet enjoy sound sleeps
Have faith in the words of the poet
And attain happiness and success everywhere
Let us exclaimed, ' Glory, all glory
To you, my dear poets, you are the gold
That does not abandon its character even on
Being consigned to fire '
Poet is here for the all out welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
True Principle Of Life

Let us know
True principle of life
And live.
Let us be fully aware
Of the mission of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
True Test

Test yourself,
Where you are,
What you are doing
How you are behaving
When no other person
Is there with you,
And declare your
Own true nature.

Gajanan Mishra
True To Life

True to life
Our Constitution,
Our laws,
Our conscience,
Our wisdom.
And false to
Blind faith,
Darkness,
Envy,
And desire.
Living with time
And writing on the wall,
Needs of the hour
With light's power.

Gajanan Mishra
True To Promise

Let my life go to hell
But I am true to my promise.

This is the exact life
That I follow from You, my dear.

I know You are a man of
Practical Utility that is with me.

I know You are maintaining everything
You are at the center of all beings.

Here is Truth in You
And I am in You You are in me.

Gajanan Mishra
True To Words

Be true to words
But in truthful world.

Life and wife and hive
All are no better than a straw.

Going back is not possible
It is well known to all.

It is our own doom
That is coming as a groom.

Gajanan Mishra
True To Your Promise

True to your promise,
Be committed to serve
The mother and mother earth.
Remember, no substitute
Is there, and even,
No option is here to do
Anything else, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
True Way

True way
Should be shown
To all.

Let us take
Worldviews
But not at the cost
Of the self.

No issue
No hypocrisy
No society.

Life itself
Is all inclusive.
Inside and
Also outside.

Gajanan Mishra
True Wife And Austerity Of Husband

A true wife
Can only be purified
By the austerity of her husband;
So said by Srimad- Bhagavatam, in
Canto eight, chapter seventeen
Text nineteen.
Who is there to disagree
Please come forward and
State the reasons.
The vision of a husband,
Purified by his austerity
Is never mistaken,
The true wife should realise.

Gajanan Mishra
True Words

True words
Sweet words
I like
Harsh words
False words
I hate.

I have knowledge
Of good and bad
I have knowledge
Of Virtue and vice
Right and wrong.

O my dear
It is only you
Who is giving me joy
And I am awake
And I feels happy
O my love
Keep me with you
And give me light
I can watch you.

Gajanan Mishra
True, What You Say

True, what you say
O poet here at this moment
I also know all that
But I am helpless
And falling in this net
Still I love life
Still I love truth
But what use
I am going to die
Before you
And in presence of
My wife and my children
Who are ready to
And sucking me till
This last date.

Gajanan Mishra
True, I Am A

True,
I am a practicing lawyer.
True,
I am a practicing poet.
But I admit,
I failed to
Make the truth prevailed.
But I light on
The lamp of time.
Anyone can come forward,
And with own words
And language utter
The voice of the hearts
And make the false emperor down.

Gajanan Mishra
True, I have not seen you,
True, I have not heard
Correctly where you are,
True, I am here within you,
True, You are here within me,
True, we are together, here,
But my dear, I am yours and
YOU are mine is not false at all,
And That's enough for me to live
Further and that's enough to
Give me energy to do my duties
Here on this earth at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
True, There Will Be A Tomorrow

True, there will be a tomorrow,
But tomorrow never comes.
I am here today,
I am with you forever.

I am here to see
The triumph of virtue.
I am brave enough
To fight for truth.

I am glad, I am with you,
I am here to conquer virtue,
I am here to execute the truth,
I know, I am today and
I am the truth for you,
For the sake of love and virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
True, Useful And False

True - life
For the ignorant.

Useful - life
For the person
Who wants to
Take benefit.

False - life
For the wise.

My dear, we are
Alive and it is
You to decide
What is to be done
By us at this moment
So long as we are
On this train.

Gajanan Mishra
True, we are dedicated
To our mother,
To our mother language,
To our motherland.

True, no one can defeat us,
Here or there,
We are the part and parcel
Of this world.

True, our contribution is
Unparalleled.
True, our home is
Our heaven.
True, we are here for
The development of all.

Gajanan Mishra
True, With Foreign Language

True, with foreign language,
We do hereby admit,
The foreign rule and
Colonial administration
In our sovereign and
Independent land,
Forfeiting own odor
And identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Truely You

Why are you going away from me,
See I have come to site beside you.
Are you unable to see me?
My white coloured body became black
While going to you.
Only for you I am building shelter here
Just to caught you and put you
In this house.
Here I am opening my cage
You may go wherever you like.
But tell not we are here
For life's together.
When I would go straight
You would know how you left me,
With bag and baggages.

Gajanan Mishra
Truly I Am Yours

Truly I am yours,
And so, let me go.

I am going on your path,
That is the path of work and renunciation,
That is the path of fear and fearlessness,
That is the path of bondage and liberation.

Truly I am yours
And so, I know all that are righteous
I know what ought to be done,
And with your grace, I know you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truly Impressive

Come on and enjoy
The things that are here
And that are truly impressive.
It is all associated
With your satisfaction.
And truly, I am yours,
Understood problems,
That's enough for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Truly No One

Truly no one
Truly no one can say
Where is my head
And where is my leg
Is leg the beginning
And the head the end
Or vice versa or reverse
No one can say
Where is my purse
That has the sound of
Full knowledge
That has the sound of
Earthquake here
That I wear
While writing poems
You can feel
You can sing
My poems within You
O my dear and for which
I have came crossing
All rivers and oceans
To say that is truth
And You are waiting for me
At the identity pick
Of the dormitory.

Gajanan Mishra
Truly Truth

I am
Truly truth,
I am here to
Enlighten you.

I have
Witnessed
The black
And
The white.
I am
In between
The two.

No need to
Pity on me,
I need nothing.

It is I
Who makes
The wind blows,
The fire burns.

But I am the love,
I am the truth,
Truly yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust - Necessary

Somehow or other,
Trust - necessary
For life
And to survive.

Deny not
Destiny.
It is all
In your thoughts
And actions.

Connect all
In clear terms.
All fascinating
Tine and
Space.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust A Tree

Trust a tree
Here in tree
You find life
Life is beautiful
See the beauty
Enjoy the life.

Smile and smile
Nothing to weep
So long as
There is a tree
Trust the tree
It is life.

Sing a song
With the tree
If you can
And find the things
You have within
Grace of the tree.

Get everything here
In tree, trust the tree
The tree is life's spring
Summer and rain and also winter
Trust the tree, the tree is
Here only for You.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust A Woman

Being a trustee.

The woman speak
What are there inside.

The woman driven out
The dark.

All the invaders
All the sorrowful birds
All the hunters
Keep woman with them
To make fruitful
Their journey.

Keep woman with trust
All the beautiful here
All the nectar here
All the valuable here
Are for the woman
Forget not.

The woman here with you
Is most modern most ancient
And by trusting woman
You become more and
More perfect and efficient.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust And Life

Trust and life
Both are here
And I am with them.
But dare not
To take advantage
Of my weak point.

If situation so arise;
I will be far away
From trust, mind it.
And let me clear,
My dear, I am
Not even in love
With my own life.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Begets Trust

Trust begets trust
Politics not at play
Today is same
As yesterday.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Deficit

Trust deficit
dangerous indeed.
To assault
sleeping person
violation of
human right.
To eradicate virus
use of force not needed.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Love

Trust love,
Love is there
In water,
In food grains,
In words of the good wish.
Love and trust,
Trust love,
Life is there.
Trust love once,
Twice, thrice and
Even more times
Life is there in love,
Love is there
In trust.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Me

Trust me
You can't find
True happiness here.
Try not to eliminate
Unhappiness, my dear
You can't get pleasure.
You have to live
With the discomfort
Increasing day by day.
Ask not for more and more money
Money is the perpetual
Source of distress
Virtual death for the soul
Think for a while, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Me I Am Yours

Trust me I am yours,
But I am not for you,
I am for love
And for the truth.

Face, you want to see,
But not able to identify
That I know.
You want your own image
To be reflected here,
I know and that is a word.

Forest, I can say
Not mine and still,
I stay all days
With my ideas as stone.

My father was here
And he is no more now.
My children were here,
And they are not near.

I want a fight
To prove I am alive.
I want a jump and fly,
I want to smile and cry.

Trust me, nothing is mine,
And I am nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust My Words

Trust my words, dear,
Trust me.
I am faithful
In full.

I am not an idiot,
In no way, I have taken
Anything in business mentality.

I am answering every question,
With all sincerity.
Hear me, I am fine.

Leave me not,
I am settled here
And I am endless
For you, for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Not

Trust not anyone,
He may enslave you.
It is for your good,
Keep distance
From everyone and
Never feel proud.
Control yourself
And stay as guard.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Not Your Leaders

Trust not your leaders,
They are not there
For your works,
They are there
To exploit you
For their works.
Keep not the key
With your shrew.
And be wise
To know about
All around you.
You are under
The nature, true
But not above the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Time

Trust time,
Everything
Would be fine
And good.

Nothing is empty,
Eternity is there
In everything.

All move,
All clouds,
With love and fire.

Trust not time,
All dreams.
See things
In life.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Tragedy

Yes, trust is
In danger,
It is
Flyover tragedy.

Whom to believe
And how far
Is a question
That has no answer.

Kickbacks are there
And true to
Our style we are
Sweeping away ourselves.

We are the hypocrite
Before us.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Vote

Trust vote,
Necessary to
Enable the machinery
Function smoothly.

Adopt no unfair
Means, please
For the safety of
Democracy temple.

Use of money and
Muscles are not
Advisable.
All should honour
The principle
And the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust With A

Trust, trust
And trust with a
Weight of treasure.

And remember,
That would return
To you.

Let me say
Nothing is true
Nothing is a lie.

And yet trust
And trust is there
That controls everywhere.

It is error manifest
It is doom of hell, doom of burning.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Yourself

You are living,
Trust yourself.
You are opened,
Trust yourself.
And you are to live,
Trust yourself.

Trust yourself,
No error,
No eyelids,
No evening,
And nothing.

It is all seen
Before you.
All truth,
All love.

The word, the stone,
The identity, the science,
And all powerful.

We are to learn
How to go still.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust Yourself First

Then only you can see
What you desire.

What you desire
Shows your identity
That is within you.

And what is within you
That you know better
O my dear, a beautiful creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Trust, Respect, Commitment

Trust, respect, commitment,
And good understanding make
Life beautiful and they all
Are the source of nectar-
A life long for.

Gajanan Mishra
Trustworthy

Are you trustworthy river?
See, still I am going with you.
I am unable to know where to go
and still I believe
you are there and ready to
take me to the ocean.

O ocean, You are my dear and near,
You are my hope and aspiration,
You have kept my love with you
in save and sound, I salute you.
I am going with you, the river, see.
I have put my all trust in you, river.
only because of you, O ocean, as because
You are only certain in the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth

I am
Searching the truth.

Have you seen it
Anywhere?

I am telling the truth.
What is there in you.

I am the truth.
No matter you like it or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Discover

I am in peace,
I have strength.
And I am happy
In all circumstances.

I am equal
To everyone.
But time is
Leaking out
From us and
I am helpless.

Still, I am happy,
I am with you
And you are in me.

And I am here
As a symbol of
Love and truth.
And at every moment,
I am discovering and
Rediscovering you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Everything And False

Truth - everything,
And false nothing.
All well -
In good understanding.
Everywhere, go on
Creating, poet.
Creation is life,
And in service.
Mind and heart
Taken together,
Make all clear.
Confirm your presence,
Dear, and enjoy the absence
And observe clearance.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Face To Face

I can see you face to face,
I can talk to you directly.
I can take you to the place
I want at any time for truth.
You are visible, and you are pure.
My life is not miserable for you.
I am also not inferior to anyone,
I am keeping you in my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Foundation

Truth - foundation,  
Knowledge - verse,  
And then see life  
Happy and successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Let Us See

Let us see everything,
In connection with
The truth.
Truth - let us see,
Most attractive.
Truth - the active
The principle in all.
In relation to the truth,
Let us see everything
Within this cosmic manifestation.
The truth - the life,
The truth - the body,
The truth - reservoir of all.
Without the truth, nowhere nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - Mad

For truth
I am mad.
Truth makes
Me mad.

But I fear not
The truth.
I know, I am
The part and parcel
Of the truth.

For truth
I am here.
I am living here
For truth,
I love.

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing truth,
No life.
And truth is
Everything and
Everywhere
We live in
Our life.
Life is not
Empty lots.
Life is not
For fight
For moon
Or for the sun.
Truth is not
We hear,
Now we see,
Not we feel,
Not we speak,
In sorrow or
In pleasure.
All smoke and
We live
Like stone.
We are all blind,
And we have
No words to utter.
We are nobody
To say about life.
We are nobody
To know the truth.
Truth and life
Both contradict,
And we suffer
In mind and
In body.
Better to
Forget all.
Gajanan Mishra
Truth About The Truth

Truth is not multiforms,
Though formless.
Truth is everywhere,
And we are in truth,
We are the truth.
Exhibition of truth
Is not necessary,
But we are to obey
The order of truth.
Life without truth
Is unimaginable.
But horrible,
The picture of the truth
And hence falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Alone Triumphs

Truth alone triumphs,
Truth alone triumphs.

We are all troglodyte,
We know the dark sides.

We all know where is light,
And in the light,
We see the truth,
And in truth we see life.

Life is the mixture of
Light and truth.

We are living to enjoy life,
Life is here with us.

Life is to get victory,
Victory is there in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Absolute Truth

Truth and Absolute Truth
Alone is the actual reality.
It was there before my birth
It is now at present with me
It will be there after my death.
It is but the Truth that I see
I feel I talk about and I am
In Truth only in Truth.
Change your mental setting
If you want to see me feel me.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Beauty

Truth is there
In the arms
Of the farmers.

Beauty is there
In your heart,
My dear.

I want both
Truth and beauty.

You capture me
And make me free
From all shackles
That are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Conscience

Truth and conscience
Are two friends,
Always here with me.

And they are
My guiding stars
Showing path under darkness.

But I have taken always
My own decisions
Fostering them with humility.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And False

Truth and false
Everything is here within me
But let me see only truth everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And False And Life

Truth is not always the truth,
So also false is not always the falsehood.

Not affection, not responsibility
Can fulfill the dream.
The trembling time
Always goes with its whims.

But whim is not always the whims,
Though, so it seems.

Who goes to whom
How can I say,
But what I see
At the moment I must explain.

What I say and what I do
All for you dear, all for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Falsehood

Let us have some knowledge  
Let us know the difference  
Between truth and falsehood.

Let us behold the beauty  
Here is within us the divinity  
Let us feel it as sun-beams  
For the darkness of error.

Let us know the fount of light  
In our own life, Supreme bliss  
Personified, highest Lord.

I am finite and within the circle of  
Joy and grief, knowledge and ignorance  
Egoism and pride and I am trying  
To know You, my dear, the whole world within You.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Justice

Describe what you perceive
Discuss meaningfully when and
Where you find Truth and justice.

Give values to all questions
And to all answers and it is
Your caliber to show all matters.

Nourish your path and go insight
As and when you like with proper
Guardianship here on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Love

Where there is Truth
There is Love
Where there is truth and love
There is life
Where there is life
There is I
With prosperity
Victory glory.

Watch the time
You can not say it mine
Time possesses all virtues
Eternal and axiomatic
O my dear, that culminate in You
You act as my charioteer
Chariot is my body
You are the truth and I love it.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Non-Violence

Truth and non-violence
all are illusion and
let me say shelter of
Confused person.

Is life not an error?
Are you not taking falsehood
with you when you say
You are alive here?

And you failed to
produce evidences before all,
and you cannot give guaranty
That you are here forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Only Truth

Truth and only truth is here,
Go on searching the truth, my dear.
Be vigilant and stay controlling
Your own mind who is like a calf or kid
And that can give you loli-pop
Of pleasure, honor, praise, comforts etc
And can take you far away from truth.
Go on searching the truth, my dear
And use the truth as necessities of life.
Everything including your very play,
virtues, glory, excellence are nothing
But the forms of truth, recognize them all.
Keep the process of your thinking pure,
That would help you in your practical life.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Transparent

Truth and transparent,
Stay clear, my dear,
And go where you like
Just as a fountain.

Shine like the full moon,
My dear, and go with the star,
Go far and far, I am there,
Waiting for you with nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And True Life

Truth and true life
Is with us.

Let us live.

Virtues of wisdom
Is with us.

Let us realize.

Freedom and equanimity
Is with us.

Let us fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth And Truthfulness

You are with the truth
And truthfulness,
O eternal time,
You are the shelter of
All syllables.
Life is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Are To Be Discovered

Truth are to be discovered
But see, all are true here.

O poet, I know, you are the only
Preceptor and the reformer.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Be Established

Establish the truth,
At this time, here.
Confirm your presence
At this time, here.
Let the light there
As life's partner.
Go on with a vision
That is clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Be Spoken

Truth be spoken
Always everywhere.
But what is the truth
Be first known.

How can you know
Where you are
How you are
And what for you are.

Be confident
And live,
Keeping control
Your body and senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Beauty Fame

Truth beauty fame
And self-control
All are here in
Truthful religious
Principles.

I have heard all
The wonderful knowledge
That are here, I know
In this world, and I am
In touch with all.

Real bliss is here
On this earth, see
No illusory energy but
The Truth see.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Conscious

A few people
But not all -
Truth conscious.
But knowing truth
In the truth
Is not easy, also
It is not difficult.

But men, you have no need to
Act for personal
Sense gratification.
Men, you have to
Stay detached from
Both pious and impious activities
And stay relieved from all reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Consciousness

I am satisfied with myself
I am enlightened in Truth consciousness
I am enlivened and enthused by
Absolutely truthful statements.

It is Your greatest mercy
You bless me and You glance upon me
I care nothing for my wife children and wealth
I know The Truth and I know You.

I consider Your words all Truth
I accept You all the good
I know my actual self interest lies in attaining You
You are the Supreme pleasures, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Creates Truth

What is created is also truth
There is nothing but truth
Truth sustains truth
What is sustained is also truth
There is nothing but truth
Truth never destroys
What is destroyed is not truth
There is nothing but truth
Truth is only here there
Everywhere as you see as I observe
And you see truth as I see truth
And truth is the light of all lights.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Exists

Truth exists
And you should
Know it.
Try to stay
With truth
And discover life.
Life is here
Only in truth.
Accept the life,
Accept the truth.
Truth exists
And you should
Know it
Within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Gives Words

Truth gives words,
Words recognize the truth,
Everywhere, see only the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Has Gone

Truth has gone
Love has gone
And nothing is
There to found.

And it is a curse
On our life
That we live so far
Without love and truth.

Is it true
One asked me and
I replied in negative
Citing the fish as example.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Has Only One Way

Truth has only one way,
Seems so many though to
Different persons at
Different times.

Truth has nothing in it
And also outside it.
But truth is everything
At every time and at
Every place.

Time and place have
No role to play
In truth.
But truth influence
The time and the place
In the same way.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth - I Do Not Believe

Truth - I do not believe
I know no truth is there.

Tell me if you know
What is truth and where it is.

If you say truth is sky
I do admit I know sky is no where.

I am the creation of truth
If you give clarification it is okay.

I know no meaning of anything
And your conception your perception is wrong.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth In Full

Truth in full,
See here
In me.
Love in full,
See here
With me.
You are here
In me
And with me.
I am there
Most sacred,
In you-
The love,
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth In Good Faith

Here is Truth
In good faith,
Wherein the earth
Sustained.

Hatred and love
Cannot be disguised,
Even if, one tries
To concealed them.

For the sake of Truth
Tell me, please,
What to do
But be cheerful.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is A Matter

Truth is a matter
that is inside us.
No need to go outside,
It is a matter
to view inside.
And if you have love
You need not fear fire,
Fire can do nothing
If you are really loving
all with no discrimination.
Only love and truth
Rule the world
And world as you see
is within the net of love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Almighty

Almighty is omnipresent
Almighty is omniscient
Almighty is the only real
I know You are the real, my love
Besides You nothing is real
I know I have no independent
Existence of my own
Apart from You,
O my dear,
Having total disinclination
For the unreal I merged
In You, the real, my love
I know love is truth
Only truth and Love is almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Always

Truth is always true
False is always false
Who told you.

It does not matter
Whether it is Sunday
Or Monday
It is you who can only
Way and means to escape.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Always A Matter

Truth is always
A matter to astonished.
When you are on right path,
You are a creature to astonished.
Happiness, good health all are
Matter to astonished.
The fish, the water,
The bird, the air
All are matter to astonished.
Life itself is astonished.
Just be grateful to the nature,
Your creator, the main source
To astonished.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Always The Truth

Truth is always the truth,
By mixing with untruth,
Truth cannot be untruth.
Truth is I exist,
My existence is for all times,
and it can be revealed.
Let us have a relation with truth
With the memory of our own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Always Thrilling

Truth is always thrilling
Truth is always singular
Truth is always wonderful
In truth we can draw
A conclusion that leads to
Disclosure of identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Error

A single truth
Is not enough,
Full of error.
You can't say
Gold or silver.

Has truth wings?
You can't say
You have seen
Nothing, you have
Heard nothing.

In the life-river
Nothing constant,
Nothing fixed.
One has to go with the flow.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is God Himself

Truth and
Talking about Truth
Is more fruitful than
Any hymn of Vedas.

Truth is direct always
Truth is pleasing to the heart
Truth is the transcendental quality
Truth is God Himself.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Here

Truth is here in the history
In the civilisation fully
Resumed and it is a poem.

The relation we have made
With the stone with the flower
With the bird with the sky
Not ours.

The truth is in our
Poetic world ours only ours
And we move forward
In search of another world
That is purely poetic
Purely in truth
Purely in peace
Purely in harmony.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Here - Love And Happiness

Truth is here
In this world,
The world is
The truth.

The world is
The place to
Love.
Only for love
The world is here.
Love is the basis
Of this world.
Love and world-
One and the same.

Here in this world
One can realize
The self.
The self is one
In all.
And the self is
Here for all welfare.

One can find here,
Happiness in suffering too.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Here And

Truth is here and
Nothing to be done
To establish again.
But you are to push
The truth forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is here in my heart
O my dear come and see
I need no other scripture.

I must use this truth
For the welfare of all
Come and see no misery.

O my dear You are here
In my heart in truth
And I am living, see
With this culture of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is here
And see me
I am always
Engage myself
In glorifying
Truth.

Mind it
When I
Speak of truth
I refer to all
Matter and spirits
That are here.

Truth is our, remember
Original form.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is In South

Truth is there
Only in south.
Let us proceed
Towards south.
Identity is there
only in south.
The direction south
Is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is In Us

I care not,
I bother not,
Who is
Telling what.
But I am
Writing poems
Day and nights
Without words.
With words
I am here
To touch you.
Without words
I am here
To touch the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Language

Truth is language,
Truth is the land,
The truth is
The lap of the mother.

The king must respect
The mother, the language
And must take care
The land and the air
And the water and the atmosphere.

The atmosphere would be save
With the judicious way of working
By the king and the king's men.
Good manners, good sayings and
Good deeds of the king give happiness to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is life,
Truth is joy,
Truth is void.
Truth- all in one,
Joy, life and
Also void.
Let us affirm life,
Let us go with void.
Illustrations not required,
You, yourself illustrate
All that are here.
Self-identity suffice
The purpose here
And I appear
No matter, before
Or after.
Value must not be
Measured over the surface.
Up and down movement be
Experienced here,
Keeping fundamental in tact
For future.
But it is truth
And also it is void.
And we go
On the pathway
That is not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Life And Truth Is Living

Nothing is truth
More than a bread,
Nothing is truth
More than a pair of dress.

Truth is my life,
Truth is my living.
Being a bread winner,
I am searching nothing
But bread and cheese.

I am not here to
Eat the bread of idleness,
I am here to show
My knowledge strength
But to show love and mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Love And Love Is Truth

My dear, be truthful and be in love.

Love is all constancy of purpose,
Love is at the root of all success,
Love is the highest intellect.

Oh my dear, I love this world,
There is truth in this world.
I am living in this world, I know,
This world is pure and perfect.

I am doing, what I believe.
I love all here, I know,
Love cost nothing.

Love has no side effect, if it is true.
Truth has no side effect, if it is in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is My Language

Truth is my language
My goal is peace and friendship
This earth is my land
Roof is this sky
My body is my home
I am the son of the Omnipresent
And I am here to do good to others
In your world O my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is My Power

Truth is my power,
Honesty is my views,
Integrity is my wealth,
To serve is my credibility.
I know my dear,
Without any purpose
Not a single leaf
Is there to tremble.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is no happiness is here,
And no one can drive away distress.
Just accept this truth and live, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Not

Truth is and truth is not
What we said here at this moment
We are not fixed not constant
And truth is not a thing of
Fluctuation like us.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Not Always True

Truth is not always true,
No one can say at any time,
That truth is false and
It is not here.
No one can say
It is out of path
In the sky.
No one can dream
And say water bubbles
Are not here.
It is not easy to
Comment on any incident
And arrive at the place
Where there is only dark.
The dark is there
Where there is light.
Each one here has
Certain specific light
With multiple colours.
When the colours change,
No one can escape by
Saying it is the delusion.
It is all perfect here
And for this only
Living is passion and
Craving.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Not Available

Truth is not available
In open market,
If you want truth
You have to search it,
You have to labor hard
Honestly and sincerely
Day and night to get it.

Truth is there as before,
Truth is not anybody's
Paternal property that
One can claims openly,
But you have to extract it
From all odds my dear,
And declare this is such and such.

Truth is a matter of feeling
And beyond words of anybody
You have remain silent
And observe the waves
That are here and there
Truth is as normal as life
And not wonderful, be patient.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Not Controversial

Truth is truth and
Truth is not controversial.
Truth is that food is
But necessary and
So also sex in some way
Or other affects us.
Sex-reading is but
Necessary for complete
And happy life.
Have a pious mind with you
And be expose to the art
Of love and sex
For a decent life
For a successful life.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Not Dream

Truth is not dream,
And dream is dream
So long as it is
Not truth.

You are mine
So long as you are
Doing the works
As per my wish.

Agree with me
That life is a challenge
Disagree not
That life is not danger.

What I am telling here
Is all truth and not dreams.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is On The Air

What is true
And where it is.
Who is truthful
And where he is.

Let me see
I am totally unconnected
And I am not
In bondage.

But love is there
And I am on the waves.
The ocean is there
And I am on the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Only This Earth

Here is the truth,
Truth is only this earth
And not the sky or the clouds.
Truth is only this earth
And not the fruits or flowers.
Truth is here, see,
Within you, my dear,
Discover me there.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Opening

Truth is opening its door,
O love, please remain silent,
If you are unable to remain silent,
You may sing a song yourself.
Truth is opening its door,
O love, who is your near and dear,
Please see and call him near.
It is the time of union, my dear,
It is the time to smile in
the ocean of despair as all are here.
Truth is opening its door,
and we are assembled together to
find out a new way to solve all
problems so far appeared,
Turn not back my dear at this hour.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Our

Truth is our meeting,
Our talking, our walking
And our sleeping.
Truth is the narrations
Of life here.
We are devoted to life
And life itself is there
In all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Our Hands

Truth is our hands
Religion is time
Mercy is pen-weapon
Knowledge is flower.

Let me know who am I
Let me say what I have seen
Let me recite the poem
That is a wonderful land

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Out

Truth is out,
Face and digest
It, if you can.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Real

Truth is real,
False is illusory.
We are here to know
What is truth and
What is false.

Is life not true?
Yes, it is.
Nothing but the truth.

Life is colourful,
Life's appearance is
Manifold, but life is
One and the same for all.

We are here to respect life
And its flying beyond air.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Revealed

Truth is revealed
Without any covering
Truth consciousness
Is always pure consciousness.

You are in Truth
Means you are ungraded
Your up-gradation
Is in auto-system.

You are uncontaminated
No need of any other identity
No misunderstanding
You yourself is the Truth.

You are in Truth
Means you are red-hot-iron fire
You are in Truth means
You act as electricity though copper you are.

You can achieve Truth
By this material body
Through Truth consciousness
And you are elevated to the position of pure Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Somewhere Else

Truth is somewhere else,
Search not the truth here.

Truth desires
Everything is formed.

Truth is everything,
But somewhere else,
The truth is there.

Understand the truth, dear,
And stay good.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Supreme

Truth is supreme,
One in truth is always cheerful.
Cheerful man neither grieves nor desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is That

Truth is that
I am different from you
I am different from any thing.
Truth is that
I am renouncing my affinity
With actions and objects.
Truth is that
I have my own separate identity.
And truth is also that
I am not going with it.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is that I am not wise.
Truth is that we are not one.
Truth is that colors are not true.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is The Only Object

Truth is the only object
Only object to know here,
Truth alone is the origin
And controller of all.

Truth is not perishable
Truth is here for ever
Truth is all-pervading
And with all and all.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth is the only shelter,  
Embrace it, with love my dear,  
Only love has no enemy, remember.  
Refuse not and live and take  
The vow of truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is The Self

Truth in the self-
Let us realize it.
Beginningless and
endless- we are.

Worry not, my dear,
let us start the journey,
the road is all clear.

We are the first,
we are the last.
But we are unique
and glorious.

Let us realize this
life is ours and it has
evolved out of ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is The Sum Total

Truth is the sum total
Of all good works for
All living entities.

Be truthful, O my dear,
If You are in truth
You need not perform anything.

In truth
Everything would be
Perform automatically.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is The Supreme

Truth is the supreme,
The supreme object,
The object of love.
For everyone.
Love the truth
In ecstasy.
The most wonderful
Is life.
And the life is
The only truth.
Love life, dear
And live
Without fear
And favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There

As a poet
I must keep
My mouth shut
As I could not
Write what
I thought.

Truth is there
And I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There And

Truth is there and
Everywhere there is the truth.

Always convince all
To stay on the truth.

Nothing but everyone
Is the truth here.

Forget about birth and death,
And joy and sorrow,
Forget about this and that,
Forget about night and day.

It is all about a play,
But the play is the truth,
Try to understand and
It is all in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There In The Entire Form

Truth is there in the entire form of the world,  
Yet we are telling this world is full of falsehood.  
How many worlds are there we are not able to know,  
But we are one and we are going on the same route.  
And enroute we are meeting illusion and declaring  
We are neither in sunshine not it is raining at this time.  
Nothing and no one is a fragment that we know,  
Yet we are trying to capture one another then and now.  
We are reasonable to us and we are our scriptures  
Still we feel insufficient the reasons best known to us.  
We are trying to connect one another every moment  
Though messages are coming no network all the times.  
Are we in the mode of confusing situation, missing directions  
But our road is clear and for us, waiting there, the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There To Test ??????? ???????? ??? ????
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English rendering;

Tell, whatever you have
But see the time, place and the person present.

Whatever you are telling
All are truth,
Who is there to give the certificate.

You may climb up the ladder
But arrange first food, clothing, and shelter.

No profits in dry love,
The truth is there to test future.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There With Me

Truth is there with me,
I have to make friendship.
Falsehood is not there
Anywhere here and yet
I am trying to go with that
And I am inviting tragedy.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is There Within All

Life is the only truth,  
And the truth is there within all,  
Proportion is equal.  
But we the fools know not  
The truth and divide all  
And want to rule  
For self-interest, we know  
The real value, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is To

Determine the truth,  
Truth alone trumpet.

Truth is there  
To make truth  
Truth is  
Self-proclaimed.

No one can  
Truncate truth  
Trust on truth.

Truth is here  
And You are  
The trustee of  
Truth, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Truth

Truth is
Weapons can not cut you
Fire can not burn you
Water can not wet you
Wind can not dry you
And You are in truth
You are the truth

2

I know truth is
Imperishable
I know truth is
Indefinable
I know truth is
Eternal
Pursuing truth
I know Truth is
Final.

3

Truth
We must recognized
Truth
Always present
And untruth has
No existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Truth - Dearest Dear

Truth is truth,
Truth is flawless
Truth is equanimous,
You are flawless, my dear
You are equanimous
And You are established in Truth.

Truth is there
Within You
You are unattached
And You have no affinity
For nature
You are the conqueror
Of conquerors,
My dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Truth And False Is False

Truth is truth
False is false.
And what is truth
Difficult to explained You
Question of false
Likewise not related to You.

I am neglecting the truth
It is not denied by me.
Equally I am eager to
Serve the false
Is partially true
You are absent there I see You.

No connection is there, see
Between Truth and false and I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Truth And It Is All In All

Truth is truth and it is the greatest work force
Truth is truth and it is the greatest religion
Truth is truth and it is the only essence of life
Truth is truth and it is all over the universe
Truth is truth and it is the greatest fighter here.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Truth, Always Truth

Truth is truth
Always the truth,
Worry not for truth, dear,
It is there, it is here.
Always truth, truth is truth.

This life is truth,
That life is truth.
Truth, truth, truth,
Always everywhere
Truth is truth, all truth.

Time is truth, bird is truth,
The sun is truth, truth is the light,
The sky is truth, truth is life.
Dream in reality is life and it is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Unattached

Truth is unattached,
You can feel good or
Bad as per your actions,
But truth is untainted.

Truth and love is identical,
It is in all animate and
Inanimate objects and beings
And all are living in love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is What Truth Is

Truth is what truth is
Truth is feeling, truth is living
Truth is the realization of life.
Let us live in Truth
Truth in quality and in quantity
Let us discover truth in entire forming.
It is a fact, nothing lacks in Truth
Truth is the beginning and truth is the ending
And in between we find only truth
Nothing but the truth.
It is the vision that is truth
It is the knowledge that is truth
The path is the truth, the opinion is the truth
And we find the love and the life-drama in love is only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is With Us

Truth is with us
And we are to win.
Victory is on our side,
We have to collect it.
Rise and see,
The rising sun is calling us.
And let us start life afresh
From the very beginning.
Nothing void,
But everything is correct
In its place,
We are to go and
Love all as it is
In nature with consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is With You

Truth is with you, my dear,
Come on and see within.
Please understand the bit,
And order the crow to
Inform everything in time.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Wonder

Truth is always wonder,
Telling truth is amazement,
Hearing in wonderment,
And it is also wonder
No one here knows
What is truth.
Everyone also knows truth
Is beyond the realm of senses.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Worth Knowing

Truth is worth knowing
And it is here within.

If you say it is the farthest,
Yet I can say go and catch it.

Truth is the nearest one,
Easily, you can reach.

Nowhere to go for truth,
It is always coming to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Is Worth-Knowing

Truth is worth-knowing
Truth can be known
By the self only.
Believe the Truth only
Everything is Truth
Truth pervades everywhere.
Truth has its own glory
Truth leads to self-realization
Through Truth you can get perfection.
In reality, behold nothing else, besides Truth
It is because of ignorance, you failed to know Truth
Remember, only Truth is worth knowing.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Light

Truth light,
Love truth.
Love expands,
In light.
Light is there
In life -
Full of
Love and truth.

Ritual of nature -
Love.
Love expands
In truth.
Truthful life,
Catches the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Love And Character

Achieve success and glory
O my dear, by protecting
The earth and by delighting others
By treating all equally
And by your own noble character.

I know nothing is permanent
I know my body will not stay
With me for ever
What to speak of the rest besides
Truth love character.

My dear, remember
You are alone here
And you will be rewarded
For your deeds only.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth, love and life
All go together for a drive.
Life said come on, my dears.
Truth said wait, let us test.
Love said I know not
Dark or light,
Still I want to fight,
And I want to see it within.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Mixed With

Truth is truth,
But truth mixed with
Frauds are no truth.
The truth is divine
So also the beauty,
The learning,
The knowledge,
Good conduct and
Heroism.
Men, culture all
That is good
And pure and truth
And be great.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Must Be Told

Truth must be told,
But what is the truth
One must know,
At least try to know.
Bhubaneswar is not the truth,
Poet Edward Kofi is not the truth,
Air - not truth,
Water - not truth,
Light - not truth.
But the earth is the truth.
Life is the truth.
We must know the use
Of the truth.
Poet Kofi is not joking,
Neither he is in fatigue.
I am with the poet
In my own garments, true.
Still, I'm not sure
The truth is with me,
I think though
I am there with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Of Life

Truth of life -
Death.
Death has no
After-effects.

It is only
A quick exit.
And it is
The tough act of nature.

No confrontation,
But we should
Stay alert.
It is the turning point
And it is written
On the wall of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Of Non-Violence

Experience your life, my dear
Life of truth and truth of non-violence.

It is the dream of the sky
Life-long swimming in
The drawing sheet of the children.

Life is not election hymn
In the mal-democratic system.

Is it the dream of eligible candidate
In the morning of a homeless beggar
In a small railway station?
How can you know and differentiate
The gem and cinnamon stone?

The life is binding with a ring
And with a bracelet or anklet and a chain.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Of What

Truth of what
If you ask
I must say
It is for truth
And one who is
In truth must drink
Poison and must
see all whom
He is undertaken
To liberate.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Present

Illusion removed
Sun rises
Dark departed.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Realization

Truth realization,
Truth is our abode.
But what is that truth?
Is it life itself with no profit?
Truth and life are two ends
Of the same thing.
It is our knowledge that can
Enable us to proceed forward
On the path of realized truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Stands

Truth stands,
Truth stands for life.
Truth springs
Truth springs from life.
Life is the root of all truth.

No life no truth,
No truth no love,
Let there be love in life,
Love is life,
Life is only to love,
Life is only for love.

Life arises from love,
When love is there,
Truth appears like fixed-star.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth To Ashes

No one is so powerful
To burn the truth
In to ashes.
We should use words
With caution
And be cautious.
No one should be
Ungrateful also
And have patience
Till the end.
No where there is
An end,
We should remember
In this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Triumph

Let the truth triumph
Let the heinous crimes
Brought to justice
Let the terror networks
Dismantaled
Let the people live
In peace
It is democracy.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Truth Truth

Truth truth truth
Everything is truth
The earth the water
The fire the air the ether
All that are accepted as truth
You are the original truth, my dear
Everything pertaining to You is also truth
Your body is truth Your knowledge is truth
Your smile is truth Your pleasure is truth
My offering is truth my surrender is truth
Your protection is also truth
Truth truth truth
Everything is truth
My dear, see my love is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Turn False

All truths turn in to false
Without you here, see.
And in your absence
Falsehood reign.

Let me call you,
I know your presence is necessary
To fulfill the life' desire
That is there in the air.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth Vs Gun

It is power of truth
Verses power of the gun.
And I am sure power of
Truth has the winning side.

Just wait and watch.

It is true, we are to go
With long history and
Culture people and
All are here with us.

The reality is we love all.

But we have to keep
Our prestige and dignity
And we have to keep it
At any cost - humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth ????? ????
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Gajanan Mishra
Truth, Knowledge And Bliss

Everything is with you, my dear,
Since from your very birth.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth, Let There Be

Where it is,
Let there be,
The truth.
Truth-life,
Life-truth.
Death-truth,
Truth-death.
Process of truth
Is also the truth.
Truth is real,
And nothing is unreal.
Love, friendship,
Time, entities
All are one.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth, Life, World

Truth, life, and the world -
Confusing words for all.
All contradictory,
They are all associated
With the power and
Literature that is there
In both history and geography
For the purpose of measuring time.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth, Truth

Truth, truth.
That is exactly
I want to know
Both in rain
and in sun.

For truth
I am loving you
Day in and
Day out.

I am dreaming
the truth,
Truth is the reality
of my life, and
Life's imagination.

How can I forget
the truth that is
within me?
I am the basis
of the truth.

Let us accept the truth
that is there already
before us.

Let us forget not
we are here only
for the wise words
of that truth.

Truth is not painful,
Truth is what we accept
and what we reject.

Truth, truth,
that is what
exactly I want to know.
Gajanan Mishra
Truth, Truth And Truth

Truth, truth, and truth,
Each and everything,
Each and everybody
Truth and truth here.
The earth, the sky, the light,
The air and the water,
Everything is the truth here.
Truth, truth, and truth,
You are the truth,
I am the truth,
Truth is our life,
Truth is our love,
Truth is our union,
The truth is our knowledge.
Truth, truth, and truth,
Truth is everything and
The truth is everybody.
Truth is our eating
Our sleeping, our walking,
Our dancing, our living,
The truth is also our dying.
Truth is our name, fame,
Truth is our number, address,
Truth is word, sentences,
The truth is our smiling and beauty.
The truth is mind and body.
Nothing but the truth
Nothing is in doubt
But the truth
Is prevailing everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth-Bird

Truth-bird
In false-sky,
Say no one
Good-bye.

Child-mother
Stay happy,
Destroy not
Nature’s beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth-Establishment

You have established Truth here, my dear
And I am here in this Truth-establishment.
And I am free from mistakes, illusions
And propensities to cheat as I am in this location.

Gajanan Mishra
Always stay in truth,
Truth is there in you.
Whatever you like to do,
Do with all truthfulness.

Truth is your life,
Truth is your living,
Truth is your work,
Truth is your working.

Truth and you, men,
One and the same.
With truth, men you
Can attain highest
Perfection of life.
Life is the truth, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Truthful In

Truthful in words and in
Action and in thought is
Very very diffcicult,
Not impossible though,
We are to be truthful always
To know our own identity,
To observe our own behaviour
And way to move forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Truthful Work

Do the works that are benefited to all
Tell the truth with love always to all
No lamentation in the works of Almighty
Worship always God Guru and great oldie.

Gajanan Mishra
Truthfulness, We Are To Show

All seen,
All unseen.
We are in between.

From one to another
Approaching road is there
For us.

Who we are,
We are to tell all
And show the card
For identification.

We are to tell
Why we are here
And show them our
Truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Truth-Heaven

Best life
Let us enjoy
In the glimmer
Of twilight
Under the sky.

New knowledge
Let us receive
At every moment
By riding
The love-throne.

Let us stay confident
In the truth-heaven,
And keep patience
To live here, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Truthlessness

How can I say
I am independent?
How can I say
I am sovereign?

Excuse me, I am
Unable to hoist
The flag of freedom.
Excuse me, I am
Unable to deliver
Speech on freedom.

I am running after
Sense gratification,
And personal gain.
Is not my life in vain?

Gajanan Mishra
Try And Escape

Try and escape
From the net of darkness,
Escape into the heavenly light.

Moon is there, see
How the moon is free from
The clouds all around.

Take the path
Of the sun and escape
Like the swans.

Gajanan Mishra
Try And Turn

Try and turn
With your words
The course of history.
You may take
Breakfast in Amritsar,
Lunch in Lahore,
Dinner in kabul.
Try and turn
The course of history
With your action.
Venture and gain
What you wish.
Shape your voice
And tolerate all.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not Keep

Try not to keep any
Other one and any other
Thing under your control.

If you are so interested to keep
Any thing or any one under your control,
Keep your own senses and body and mind.

Keep it in mind always
That the sun is rising
Only for you.

But try not to keep
Any incident within your mind
And open not the road of ruin.

Stay stable and realize
The truth that is enjoyable.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To

Try not to
Change anything
It is fruitless.

Make good use of
Everything
It is useful.

It is for love
We are here
Let us love each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Degrade Our Faith

Try not to degrade our faith,
Try not to disillusion us.

Let us not accept anyone
As living Guru and God.

God is one that is unseen,
Guru is one that is within.

Go within my dear men,
And be rich and happy.

Naked truth is that
You are yours only, dear men.

Go after your own self always,
Love yourself and listen your own voice.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Explain

Try not to explain
In your words
In your own ways
As it would difficult
For me to follow.
Try to understand
Others in their ways
As it is easier to
Follow all.
Expect not anything
From others
But try to give
As far as practicable
That are with you,
Remember, nothing
Is yours here.
It is you to think
Who are they,
It is not their work
To know about you
Or who you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Help Others

Try not to help others,
But try to help yourself, dear,
See others within yourself and
Yourself is there within all.

Know that you can do nothing
At any time anywhere but you
Can do much while performing
Your own duty in good manners.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Hunt Anyone Down

Try not to hunt anyone down,
Because all are the slaves
Of time and situation.
No one is criminal here,
But he is bound by terms,
Conditions and nature.
Selflessly go to search the truth,
And truth is each one is
Interested to enjoy life
At the cost of others.
We have no right to pollute
The atmosphere so also we
Have no right to portray others
Criminal for the fault of another.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Kill Death

Let death goes
On its own way
Leaving behind you
On your own and for this
Have patience, my dear
Death would concede
His wrong and defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Make Fire

Try not to make fire
O my dear, and go not against one another.

Remember, each one of you is part and parcel of another, my dear.

Flow like water, my dear, with everybody here, in peaceful atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Map

Try not to map
Father's love,
Mother's devotion.

Try not to go
Beyond the earth,
Beyond the sky.

Try to stay within to
See and feel everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Measure Me

Try not to measure me
With your tape, though
I am your slave.
My journey is
From darkness to light, though
I am under your foot-rule.
I am your creation, how can I say,
When I see everywhere nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Overturn

Try not to overturn
All the established principles-
Not good.
Keep no diplomatic feelings-
Not good.
Introduce not harassment-
Not good.

Be cautious my dear men,
You are the servants
Of your senses.
And hence, try not to become
Master of all -
Not good.

But try to keep all good qualities
You have with you
For all welfare.

Believe not your material coverings-
For good.
And my dear men, stay free
From all material desires-
For good.

Please get up my dear men,
See the truth-
For good fortune,
For good.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Please Others

Try not to please others,
But try to please yourself,
Staying in truth.
See nothing but the truth,
Do nothing but love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Try Not To Put Life

Follow the principles,
Principles of love
And that of truth
And go with the smooth
Running of life without
Any obstacle.
Remember life is yours
And life is for you.
Or else be ready to
Face life that is
Terrible and horrible.
Life is yours, please
Try not to put it
At any time, in trouble.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Consume Truth

Try to consume truth
Not always sweet though.
Believe on life and go.
Life is here, with you,
Only to proceed forward
On the path of truth.
Love is there to help
And nurture life for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Converse

Try to converse
Pleasantly,
As it cost nothing.
But remember,
It is bad
Too much of anything.
Try to converse pleasantly,
But guard your prestige.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Cross All

See only letters
Only words and try
Try to cross all.

Yes no poet is there
Without words
But see me I exist in all.

No one can compare me
With anyone here or anywhere
I am the poet of poets.

Poet beyond words
Poet of all worlds
Poet within this world.
Call the poet, he is everything
He is nothing whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Discover

It is here,
Try to discover.
Everything is there,
From dust to star.

Try hard
And get it.
Get it and use
For all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Know

Try to know
How others
View you,
But go not
Behind them.

Try to know
The stars and
The moon who are
Your best friends.

In morning and
In evening feel
The showering of
Blessings on you
And know life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Know Your Own Father

Try to know your own father,
Try to describe him through
Your own pen and paper,
Try to know the virtue there.
Do you not mark how helpless
Your father is after you
Started walking on your feet?
Be sure, father is a creature,
Who is free from hypocrisy
And he is non-violent only for you.
All truth is there with your father,
Try to discover if you can through
Your own honesty and realization,
You are your own illumination.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Learn The Truth

Learning truth is a bare necessity
Without leaning truth you can not
Get peace in life.
Know where is truth in your life
Try to know the truth that within you
No truth no love and no love no life
No life means nothing
Try to save life.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Live

Try to live, my dear,
Better and better together with
kith and kins and all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Make Good

Try to make good out of worse my son  
In the east to give light you are the only sun.

This world is yours be happy here  
With honesty integrity and polite behaviour.

You are here to deliver goodness you acquire  
Worry not if any ugly is on the way  
Temporary all they are and they have no courage  
To harm in any manner.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Read Me

Try to read me
I am all books here
With you at present.

I have kept the time
With me only for you,
You may enjoy.

You may utter words
If you so like, but
Please see me
With all curiousness.

I am here only for you,
And without you,
I am meaningless
So also worthless.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Rise

Try to rise
And fall not,
But love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To See

Try to see
Inside and
Also outside.

Your life is
Beautiful, my dear
The goddess of fortune
Is always with you.

You can see
Whatever you like
As you desired.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To See - Nothing Is Everything

Try to see,
Everything in nothing,
And nothing in everything.
Try to go,
From your own self
If you are wise.
Try to acquire knowledge
From your own experiences
And see there the heaven.
See, you are the first
And also the last one here
To do anything and to
Attain everything out of nothing,
And know the role of nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Settle

Try to settle
Everything within campus
Try to settle
In a peaceful manner.

Without purity
Without pious intention
You can not do justice
Good intention purity
Is necessary for any life.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Understand

Try to understand
Don't confused.

It is I
Who is with You.

Accept or reject
Nothing view.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Understand The Truth

Try to understand the truth,
It is there in you.
It is only you who knows
How it is pure and uncontaminated.

Gajanan Mishra
Try To Win The Lose

Try to win the lose
O my dear
By the power of
Renunciation
By giving up
Attachment and
Fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Try, Not To See Me

Try, not to
See me
In new light.

Gone are the days
That are not ours,
Try, not to
Remember here.

My mouth is open
As usual,
See me,
At this level.

I am coming and
Going
And it is routine.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Enjoy

Trying to enjoy
Trying to enjoy life
Without Truth
Means staying with
Falsehood.

Means losing control
Means coming to the material
World with the tongue
With the belly
With the genitals,

Trying to enjoy life
Means going away from
Blissful life with Truth
In the lump of ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Enlighten

I am fair and in truth,
No, I am not at all complicated.
See me, I am working honestly
And I am earning livelihood fairly.
I am not cheating anyone here
Or anywhere but trying to
Enlighten all by prescribing, right method
Of living through my writings.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Know A Dead Man

Trying to know about a dead man
Is trying to know about sky
That is there without idea.
Trying to know that you are not
Supposed to know in your home
And left for abroad that was there.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Know Is To Enjoy Life

Shall I know
Who are you
And come to me
what for!

I know
knowing you
Is wisdom
I know
No difference
Between you and I
I know
Knowing self
Is power and strength.

Shall I know
Who am I
What for I here!

I know
Knowing is life
Try to know
Is to enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Overcome

I am different
I am different from You
I am in You
I am trying to overcome You.

I am trying to overcome You
Without any modification
Without any distinction
Without contemplation.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Ruin Me

They are coming and
Trying to ruin me
Desire anger delusion.

I am with you
With memory with grace
Unasked You are here.

Really amazing
cognition meditation
Constant musing trance.

Gajanan Mishra
Trying To Write A Poem

I am trying to write a poem,
that I could not write so far.

No light of victory, no forgiveness.
For a moment I have forgotten
that I was trying to write.

I know I am responsible
for not able to write a poem.
It is the result of my past evil-deeds.

Blame me, if you so like.
I am taking my life and also
the life of others a joke.

Am I discarded by love and by truth?
Am I not the product of nectar?
As I am not able to write a poem here!

Gajanan Mishra
Tu Fu Is There

Tu Fu is there
Come and see
O star.

Oh, I am so dull
That I am not able
To hear time's call.

I realized what is what
And Tu Fu said
Come on for mate.

Gajanan Mishra
Tu-Fu, My Friend

Tu-Fu, my friend,
you are going to
measure the night.
I am enjoing the day
That is in me.

You are scalling the sky
that I know and U am
preparing myself
to dive with the birds
that are chirping.

Tu-Fu, my friend
you are here at this time
and I am telling you
what is there in my dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Tug Of War

Tug of war
Is there,
Over earth,
Over water,
Here, in
This area of
Life.

Tug of war
Is there
Over life
Over peace,
Here, in
This area of
Death.

Gajanan Mishra
Tui Mate (Kosli)

Tui mate dharichhu
Ki, mui, jie
Tate dharichhe.

Gajanan Mishra
Tui Sate (Kosli)

Kan helaje tui uthuchhu
Mor pakhu, muin ta tor
Pakhe pakhe jauchhen
Tui kana nei dekhi paruchhu?
Kalakath hei galana mor
Gura tak tak dehe
Tornike jau jau.
Hede ta tor lagi muin
Inke aasikari guda gadichhen
Tate thik pahunchei parmi bali.
Jadarbhi jahunchhu ja
Hat mutha khuli delin, Jahin jibu, Ja.
Ni kahebu morthane latki kari
achhu janmu.
Thik sutreikari nak siddha jetebele
bat katmi muin tui kahebu e buaa
Muin rahigalin gaa
Chhatabadi dhari tui sate jitigalu.

Gajanan Mishra
Tukel Aaela (Kosli)

Tukel aaela
Kandi dela
Luhu puchbarkaje
Kihe ni galake
Kahela,
Lagithare barmasie
Mor luhu,
Aarthareke hasmi baele
Dhainaaeba
Nebarkaje mahu.

Gajanan Mishra
Tulsidas Is Right

Tulsidas is right
When he said
This body is a lotus
Bloomed in blood.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Aakhi Dei Mu Jaae  ??? ??? ??? ??? ???? (Odia)

Tuma aakhi dei mu jaae
Aau aaluaku aabiskar karen.
Tuma sabda sabu kahen
Bada aanandare.

Ujjala jaagaare mu rahijaae
Nijaku rakhe sustha aau sathik.
Mu nache aau gaaen
Tuma barnamaalaa tuma lekha.

In Odia lipi;

??? ??? ??? ??? ?????
?? ????? ??????? ??????? ??
??? ??????? ????
?? ??????? ?

?????? ??????? ??? ???????
????? ??? ?????? ?? ????? ??
??? ???? ?? ????
??? ????????? ??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Aakhire Achhi (Odia)

Tuma aakhire achhi prema
Tenu ta jauchhi dhain
Tuma aakhi dekhibaku samudraku.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Bhitare Rahen Mu (Odia)

Tuma bhitare rahen mu,
Satya tume mora.
Prerana paen mu
Tumathu, mo prema.
Mo sabda sabu tumara,
Aau tume mora bhavanaa.
Tuma geeta gaen mu,
Aau jibana rahe sustha.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma bhitare rahen mu,
Satya tume mora.
Prerana paen mu
Tumathu, mo prema.
Mo sabda sabu tumara,
Aau tume mora bhavanaa.
Tuma geeta gaen mu,
Aau jibana rahe sustha.

In Odia lipi;

??  ????  ????  ???,
???  ????  ??? ?
??????  ????  ???
?????, ??  ????  ?
??  ????  ???  ????,
??  ????  ???  ?????  ?
??  ????  ???  ????  ?
??  ????  ???  ?????  ?

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Bhitare ??? ????? (Odia)

Tuma bhitare rahen mu,
Satya tume mora.
Prerana paen mu
Tumathu, mo prema.
Mo sabda sabu tumara,
Aau tume mora bhavanaa.
Tuma geeta gaen mu,
Aau jibana rahe sustha.

In Odia lipi;

???, ????? ????,
???? ????? ??
?????? ??? ???
?????, ?? ????? ?
?? ???? ??? ???,
?? ???? ??? ????? ?
??? ??? ???? ???,
?? ???? ??? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Hrudaya Jaane Mu ??? ???? ???? ???- (Odia)

Tuma hrudaya jaane mu - swachha,
Kintu tuma mana?
Spasta kahile - apariskruta.

Sukhare dekha hue tumar
Kintu dukhare
Hue naa dekha.

Tathapi, tume mo swapnare,
Aau mu tuma sathire.

Tuma bahi mu padhe
Kintu parini bujhi a jae.

Mu jaane tumetume sabubele
Mo katha chhadei kahidia.
-

In Odia script;

?? ?? ???? ???? ??- ???,
?????? ???? ??
?????? ?????- ????????? ??

????? ???? ??? ?
?????? ?????
??? ?? ???? ??

????? ???? ?? ????????,
?? ??? ??? ?????? ??

??? ??? ??? ???
?????? ????? ?? ???? ?? ??? ??

??? ???? ??????? ?? ???
?????? ????? ?? ???? ?? ???? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma lekha ??? ???? (Odia)

Tuma lekha padhibaaku mu chahen,
Aau mu jaane tume lekhucha kebala mo pain,
Aau kehi nuhanti kebala mu achhi tuma bhitare.

In Odia script;

??? ???? ??????? ??? ?????
?? ??? ????? ???? ?? ?? ??? ??,  
?? ???? ????? ???? ??? ??? ??? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Nija Satruku Tume (Odia)

Tuma nija satruku tume kipari
Kathora niyantranare rakhiba,
Bhava, tuma upare nirbhaara.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Nija Satruku (Odia)

Tuma nija satruku tume kipari
Kathora niyantranare rakhiba,
Bhava, tuma upare nirbha ra.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Pain Nuhan

a pruthibi tuma pain nuhan.
tume achha a pruthibi pain.

kana sabu achhi
janibaa abashyakata nahin,
Tume simita samayare
kana sabu karichha
tara mulya achhi
aapaatatah mulyankana.

Gajanan Mishra
Tuma Swapa

Mu tumaku utheili debaku
Tuma swapna jaha mu
Rakhichhi bahuta kastare.

Gajanan Mishra
Tumaku Bidaya (Odia)

Tumaku bidaya
Kahibi kahibi boli
Parili ni kahi
Aau sarideli sabu ethi.

Gita gauthiba
Pakhi rahigala sethi
Aau mu pheri aasili
Tumathiki.

Gajanan Mishra
Tumaku Samarthan Karibaku (Odia)

Tumaku samartha karibaku
Pruthibi ethi nahin
Kintu mu achhi, dekha.
Aasa aau jana
Satya.
Tume kie
Aau kana karuchha,
Aasa mo pakhaku, aasa.

Gajanan Mishra
Tumar Achhi Paati ???? ??? ???? (Odia)

Tumar achhi paati
Tumar achhi sabda,
Jaha manaku aasuchhi
Kahupaara tume.
Kintu pratikriyaara
Muhanmuhin hebaaku
Prastuta tha.
Kuha naa kichhi
Kounashi nirdosha birodhre.
Prarambha abasthare bi
Kuha naa kichhi.
Phutibaabele deipaara
Mataamata.
Andhara dureibaaku
Dekheipara aalua.

In Odia script;

???? ??? ?????,
???? ??? ????,
???? ??? ????? ????? ????? ?
?????? ????????????? ????????? ??????? ??????? ??? ?
??? ?? ??? ?????
?????????? ??????? ?
???????? ????????? ??
??? ?? ??? ?
?????????? ??????? ?????,
?????? ?????????
???????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Tumara Janiba Darakara (Odia)

Tumara chariaade
Kana sabu chalichhi
Tumara janiba darakara.

Gajanan Mishra
Tumara Swapna (Odia)

Tumara swapna,
Jaha mu kastare
Rakhichhi,
Debi boli
Tumaku, nidaru
Uthaili.

Gajanan Mishra
Tumathi Jadi Gotie Kukura Achhi

Tumathi jadi gotie kukura achhi
Pratidina aana dekheibaku
Se kete biswasta.
Tumathi jadi gotie phula achhi
Pratidina aana dekheibaku
Se kete sugandhita.
Kintu mu dekhuchhi
Ae jaga malaya rahita
Aau mastiska klanta.
Kabata gudika bandh
Aau bhitare samudra
Aartanada o asammata.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Ekamatra Bhala

Tume ekamatra bhala
ebam sabubele bhala.

pilabelu mu tumaku
Mane pakaen
sakalaru sanja jae
Dinabele ebam
Ratire mu mane pakaen.

tume mora maa
tume mora bapa
tume mora bandhu
tume mora sabu sabu.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Kana Mate Kuha (Odiaa)

Tume kana mate janibaku dia, priya,
Manerakha aame parasparara,
Parasparaku paraspara chinheba loka,
Parasparaku paraspara dekhiba aau
Kariba aviskara prema aau satyara
Nuaa aaluare. Aame parasparaku
Maribaku nahen, aame ethare
achhu parasparaku paraspara
Samman debaku, he pria kie tume
Kana tume dia mate janibaku..

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Kana Mu Janibaku Chahen

Tume kana mu janibaku chahen,
Aau mu janibaku chahen tume kemiti badha,
Aau tume badha mo bhitare mu jane.
Mu jane tume bahijaa bina saharare,
Jehetu jana saharara thae aham.
Aau mu jane tume kichhi kara na nasta
Aau jibaku diana kahaku.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Mati Mathiaa (Odia)

Tume mati mathiaa
Mu thankuni
Aamne ethi rahichhe ekatra.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Mo Bhitare (Odia)

Tume mo bhitare
Aau mu tuma bhitare
Aame ubhaye satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Mu (Odia)

Han, tume heuchha mu
Aau mu heuchhi tume,
Sabu prema aethi
Aau sabu satya bi,
Aasa dekhiba.

Aame kahaku aau
Kichhiku bekhatir pain
Ethi nahun, aasa
Sabhinka bhitare
Aabishkar kariba manabata.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Nei Jauchha (Odia)

Tume nei jauchha,
jaha tumara
Seita mu jane.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Sabuthu Bhala (Odia)

Tume sabuthu bhalā,
Mo pua bhabare
Tume atala.

Tumathi kichhi
Nahin papa.
Mu jāne
Bhakti achhi
Tumathi kebala.

Gajanan Mishra
Tume Tini Jana (Odia)

Mu jane, tume
Tini jana.
Tume samasta
Tinijana mo
Sahita kheluchha.
Tumapari mu kintu
Khelali nuhan.
Tume jana, mu
Khela sahita
Samparkita nuhen.
Mu nuhen bi
Aananda pauthiba jane.
Nuhan bi bahara kehi.
Kintu mu achhi ethi
Tumara hrudayangama
Karaibaku satya.

Gajanan Mishra
Turbulence Ties

Ties strong
In strategy
Though vibrancy
Difficult to measures.

Quibbling with words
Common and regular
Glaring contradiction
With global consensus
Ties turbulent.

Trust mistrust
Distrust ruled
In full swing
Roller coaster
Failed to move.

Gajanan Mishra
Turmoil

Life is in turmoil
With loss gain
With pleasures pain
With birth death
With present past
Come and live
In turmoil
With peace
And in fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Turn round and round
With the earth, with the sun,
With the moon and with the time.

Time, not mine.
Earth, I am,
The sun and the moon,
I am their fragments.

I play within myself,
I call my names,
I circulate my heart
To all images.

I am dazzling from
The very beginning.
I am my own king.

I start everything,
And I finish all.
Here I dream and
Waiting for a call.

What I am known to my father,
I am a victorious warrior,
And I am at war with the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Turn Your Life In To Rhyme

Turn your life in to rhyme
But remember life is not rhyme.
No reason is there to search,
Search not anywhere for anything.
But life is full of rhyme as we
All know and it is full of reason
And we all are here before the Almighty
In season and out of season.

Gajanan Mishra
Turncoat

Believe not
A turncoat, no
Allegiance is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning Around

I reached here
And here I found You
O my dear
I know You are a
Finished product
Of Light
Where there is
No work of
My might.

Air
That is there
Before and after
I start in dark
In the same way
You You show
Your face
Black and white
And yellow in wood
O Wood-craft
And You have given me
This life and
On it the right.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning Left

Turning left
Turn to right.
Prepare yourself
To fight.

To fight with whom?
My dear, if you are
So interested
Fight with your
Own ego, own anger.

And keep in tact
All relations, my dear,
It is light everywhere
See and stay happy
By the name of truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning Right And Turning Left

You are right,
As you are turning
At times right and
At times left.
You are up
And at times
You are down.
But the thing is
Light is not
Bright here,
It smells like
Burning fire.
It is but night
And I am right.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning The Pages

I lost nothing
I have the mirror
This served the purpose
I have the eyes
I have the thought
This solve the problems
Here is fragrant winds
Here is sandal wood trees
And I learn so many thing
In your presence my dear
I am not in conflicting term
With anybody at any time
Turning the pages
I lost nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning To Poetry

Turning to poetry
I lighted my house
And here there is
No need to search you
And here there is
No need to hear you
I know O my dear
You are here with all
You are here for all
And you are unfolding
Everything with a call.

Gajanan Mishra
Turning Towards

Tuning towards me
he said I am back
I was attacked
He said forward it
No body a head.

Gajanan Mishra
Turtle

Turtle, Oh turtle,
You are the oldest
One to roam the world.
Oh, you are returning
To the place of your birth
To lay eggs.
You are the leatherback,
You are the largest,
You are seven feet in length.
Oh turtle, you have
Saved the sea during
Churning by demons and gods.
You are saviour and you
Bear the pain for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Tut Tut

Tut tut,
My poetic sensibility,
If it is not in truth.

Tut tut,
My poems,
If they are not there
To create
Love in you.

Tut tut,
If I am not here
To discard the falsehood.

Tut tut,
If I am unable to do
Any public good.

Gajanan Mishra
Tut!

Tut!
please say not.
Better is your hush.
Feel the time
That adieu.

Just express aha!
And bless with all good.
Hey, life is hurrah,
Enjoy it with love.
God is in You with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Tweet, Tweet

Tweet, tweet, tweet, tweet
This is a wake up call
And it is no more available here.

O my dear, let us work together,
This time is with us here
We are all the time-setter.

Tweet, tweet, tweet, tweet
We are the official offender
Let us admit it in the form of nature.

O my dear, O my dear,
Let us work together
To keep save our future.

Gajanan Mishra
Twelve Noon

It is twelve noon
In my new watch
I do not like to walk
And I walk.

I do not like to see
And I see
No scene is here
At the border.

My house is pure mud
And I do not want it
And I am in this house
With air like kite.

Gajanan Mishra
Twentv Minutes

Twenty minutes,
And everything is
Finished.
Every joy, every beauty,
And the colorful world
Weeps.
What happen to them?
They are eager to destroy
In such a way
That cannot be recreated.
They really till date
Not able to know
What they are doing.
This is our misfortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Twenty-Four Hours

Twenty-four hours
Divided into four parts
Six hours for eating recreation
And physical exercises
Six hours for actions for earning livelihood
Six hours for sleep
Six hours for soul-realization
By creativity composing poems etc
Twenty-four hours
Make life holy, rich and successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Twenty-Four Hours Only

Twenty-four hours,
Twenty-four hours only
At my disposal.
Within this I have to eat,
I have to sleep, I have to work
And I have to do all sort of works.
Within this I have to do
All mathematical calculations of
Income and expenditure and
I have to invest my limited capital* and
I have to perform my life-business.
The profit and loss are mine and
I have to bear everything being
The head of steering committee of life.

* capital - age or time

Gajanan Mishra
Twin

Rustling is there and I
Could not hear due to twin -
The sword and the flower.

Gajanan Mishra
Twisted Ideology

Stop attack
On civilized world,
Your attack is
Nothing but an example of
Twisted ideology.
Innocent people
Are like God,
Stop attack, please.
God is no where
But within all.
Realize, please,
God is within you also.
You are the one and the same
With other human beings here.

Gajanan Mishra
Twists And Turns

Unexpected?
No, never,
It is the result of
Your own deeds.
Accept it or not,
No matter, but
The fact is
There before you.

Gajanan Mishra
Twitter

Let the bird stay here and twitter.

Hear,
what it says
before the night comes.

Video camera
is not with us
and we failed to present the arts.

Gajanan Mishra
Two

Two roads
And we two.
One Temple
One poem.
Awake
All night.
The grass the trees
The water the light
I know
You know not.
Sea and sky
Here alert.
I know
Important and
Unimportant.
No question
No answer.
Fire
And fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Two And One

Two type -
Male and female.
Two-time -
Day and night.
Two stages -
Life and death.
Two guards -
The sun and the moon.
But two in one,
One air, one water,
One sky, one light.
One in two,
Two roads are
One here and there.

Gajanan Mishra
Two And

Two and not one,
Are there in the world.
You and I,
Truth and false,
Air and water,
Night and day,
The sun and the moon.
Birth and death.
Two are equal,
No difference.
Two exist here
In equal proportion.
Two and not more,
Make life roared.

Gajanan Mishra
Two And Two

Two and two
Not four
Rightly said
My grand-daughter.
And I am forced to
Agree with her
With all curiosity.
I roll back my time,
I try to say
Something, but
I could not utter
A single word
Due to insecurity.

My grand-daughter
Remind me washing hands
Before taking meals.
I am confused
How this little angel
Knows all this
At her four.
Four and four
She knows not
How to answer here
With all those men
Whom, she treats strangers.

Gajanan Mishra
Two And Two - Two

Two and two,
Not four,
But two.
To go and
To come,
But stay
On the same
Ground.
Give and take
Are but
The one and
The same
For counting
And for the living.
Living is nothing,
But seeing and
Tasting the time.
Time is how far
We are using
Ourselves successfully
Here with all.
But we are one
And not two or
Multiple.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Birds

Two birds are here
At this home.

One is crying
Another is laughing.

One is sitting
Another is flying.

One is telling so many thing
Another is hearing silently.

Two birds are here
At this home
And this home is
Not mine
Not mine.

And who's who
Please don't ask me
Don't me.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Birds Are There

On a certain tree
Two birds are there.
One is eating fruits,
Another simply -
Witnessing and directing.

The bird who is eating
Cannot see the bird
Who is witnessing and directing,
And also cannot understand
How they are there together,
And also unable to know the purpose.

Two birds are there,
One is invisible and another
Visible, though, know not the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Birds In One Tree

Two birds keep company with each other
Two birds friendly to each other.

One bird tasting the fruits of actions and enjoy
Another bird only illumines.

O my dear, You are one bird
I am another.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Birds In One Tree- Life

Two birds
In one tree.
One is the fruit-eater,
Another is the witness.
One is controlled
By the laws of nature.
Another is the controller
Of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Birds- Who's Who

Two birds are here
At this home.

One is crying
Another is laughing.

One is sitting
Another is flying.

One is telling so many thing
Another is hearing silently.

Two birds are here
At this home
And this home is
Not mine
Not mine.

And who's who
Please don't ask me
Don't me.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Brothers

Rule the world
One day
Another night.

Two brothers
Rule the world
One air
Another water.

Two brothers
Rule the world
One Yourself
Another myself.

Two brothers
Rule the world
And the world
divided in to five.

Two brothers
Rule the world
One birth
Another death.

Go beyond these
Two brothers
If you want to
Remain here for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Brothers- One Who Knows Us

We are two brothers
One is outside the room
Other is inside
One is perishable
Other is imperishable
One is revolving
Other is fixed
One who knows us
Is definitely wise
And his mission
In life is accomplished.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Contradictory Matters

We have always
Two contradictory matters
With us every time
True and false.
Which is true
Can also be false
Which is false
Can also be true.
And it depends on
Time place and
Circumstances here
There everywhere.
First accept what
You want and then
Think and say
What others desire.
Time to time you
Are to act what you
know and what you
do not know at the same time.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Days

We are here
For two days.

Here,
Nothing is ours.

Nothing to give
But to love
Everything
Everybody.

Oh, Kabir,
I salute you
For your strike
Within me
At every moment.

I salute all
For they are
The sons and
Daughters of
My Father
Who is here,
There everywhere.

This world
Belongs to
My father.
He is here
With sufficient
Food and shelter
For all creatures.

We have no right
To interfere
With the natural
Works of others.

We are the guest of honour,
We are here
Just for two days,
Let it be realized by all,
My dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Different

Life-breath and
Body-function
Two different
Sentient and
Insentient.

I am in both
And O my dear
Remember, if I leave
One stops and
Another starts to rot
And I am nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Divisions

I am not I am
I am happy, I am sad
I am not a businessman.

Neither fever is here
Nor I suffer
I am a businessman.

Pain and pleasure
That touch me ever
I am my master.

I am not I am
And totally different
From one another.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Dogs

Two dogs are there,
Band is there on the neck of one dog
No band is there on the neck of another.
Let us named the dog with band, domestic
And without band - street dog.
No one dare to beat or threaten
The domestic dog for fear of its master.
O my dear men, keep the band of truth
With you with love and with devotion,
No passion, no ignorance can come to you
And control you at any time
And with the help of truth you can find Ultimate Truth within.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Doors

One door is opening
With new colours
While the other
Is closing before us
With old feathers.
Please see, dear,
If you have power
To see here.
Let us say good bye to one
Let us welcome the other.
Let us remember
We are our past,
We are our present
And we are our own future.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Dynasties

Two dynasties
The sun and
The moon are here
And we all are
Here with our
Own past present
And future
We all are here
With our all goodness
All passion and darkness
Of ignorance
We are all here
With our own stars
We are here we are far.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Entity

Real and unreal
Worldly and unworldly
Unworldly entity is all pervading
Endless and limitless
Worldly entity is within it
Worldly entity has no existence
All is unworldly
Existence of the world is here
World appears to exists
When the existence of the world
Comes to an end
All remains unworldly
It is the Truth
It is the real
it is also unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Eyes

Two eyes
See one object.
Two bodies
Live one life.
Really, in truth
And in love,
No duality is there.
This oneness and
The sameness is life
In perfect form.
In me, I find
Nothing, but
The truth
And the love.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Fold

Knowledge and
Action.
Further
Discipline of knowledge
And discipline of action
To reach destination.
Attention.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Fold Life

Two fold
Two fold bitter and sweet.
Waking life, dream
Sound sleep and pure impersonal state.

Undergoing transformation
Coming in to being
Growing perishing
And find everything herein.

Within two fold
Birth death
Coming and going
Find everything, everything.

As you see, I am here
In this tree of the universe in two fold.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Friends

Two friends
Truth and false
Two friends
Black and white.

I am
In between the two
And revamping myself
And ringing in change.

No top no bottom
I am
Where I am
With me all days.

I am two in one
And one in two.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Goats

Both are silly,
Two goats,
On a narrow bridge.
And they are fighting
With each other
On the middle of the bridge.
No one is ready to
Give side to the other one.
The result, as you know,
Both drowned.

Gajanan Mishra
Two- I Am And I Am Not

Only two
Night and day
Only two
Living and non-living
Only two
True and false
And I am staying
In between these two.

I am in between
Birth and death
In between
Earth and sky
In between
Water and fire
In the air
And let me share
You too.

Gajanan Mishra
Two In One

1. Let me establish Myself first And then Allow me to go To teach others.

2. Mothproof is there All around my body See, and I am Not here to get Perish by you anyway.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Is Good

Two is good,
Chances are there though
On conflicting issues
To settle the dispute,
But we must not flounder
In the process of
Rising life to the top
By craving the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Legs Animal

I am not a two legs animal, my dear,
I am here to acquire knowledge and
See the light for the bright future of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Odia Poems - Fig Tree And Rain

1.

?????? ??
????? ????? ?
????
????? ??? ?

2.

??????????? ????? ??????,
????? ????? ????
??????? ?????? ????? ?

English rendering

1.

Fig tree
Not insignificant.
Front side and
Backside- not false.

2.

The rain is not reliable,
The rain has also
No unique identity card.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Odia Poems- ????. ??? ��� ?? ??

1.

???? ?? ??
????? ?????? ?
???? ??? ??
??? ????? ? ?????
???? ???? ??
????? ?????, ????? ??? ?
???? ?? ??
??? ???? ??

2.

???????? ????? ??
??? ??? ??????
?????? ?? ??
??? ??? ??????? ????????
???? ????? ?? ?????
?? ????
?? ??? ??
????? ????!

Gajanan Mishra
Two Original Powers

Two original powers
Are there with me.
One- thinking,
Two- beholding.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Paths

Bright and dark
Two directions
East and west
Two stages
Birth and death
Two kinds
Male and female
Two places
Earth and sky
Matter continues
Bird fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Paths;

Two paths;
One- towards the north,
Another- towards the south,
One is lighted,
Another is in darkness.

We are to go through a ladder-
Our life,
Either to hell
Or to heaven,
Both are the same.

But benediction is
There with a man
Of knowledge and
Dispassion and devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Persons

Today
Two persons
Rule the world
One is black
Another white
And I know
You are not
So smart
That you can say
What happen
On the next day.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Players

Two players are playing,
And I am suffering.

The name of the play-
Life.

No match fixing
And nothing.

Everything is going
On its own way.

I am enjoying,
I am suffering.

No scope to take advantage,
But illusion in.

No player, no play,
Life stops revolving.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Poems In Odia ??? ?????? ??

1.

??????? ????? ?????
?????? ??????? ?????
?? ????? ???
?????? ??????? ?????
????????? ????? ???
????????? ????? ???
???? ????? ?
????????? ????? ??
???? ????? ?????
???? ????? ?????
????????? ????? ?
???? ????? ?

2.

??? ?????
?? ????? ??
?? ???? ???? ?
???? ?????
?? ????? ????? ??
???? ??? ?
???? ?????? ?
???? ????? ?
??? ???? ?
???? ????? ?????
???? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Two Seniors

Two seniors
Are the most powerful,
We only depend on
For our lives
And livelihood.
The sun and
The moon.
The sun is
The most learned.
The moon is
The most caring.
The sun-
The symbol of truth
And knowledge.
The moon-
The symbol of love
And life.
The moon is cool
But not dead.
The sun is hot
And the creator.
The moon
And the sun,
Both are of primary
Importance to
Our life
On this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Sides

Inside and outside
Enemies of inside are
More harmful than
That of outside.
Enemies of outside
Will not know
What is going on inside.
It is also not cleared
Who is which side
Independent roles
Also not defined.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Sides Of The Same Coin

Man and woman are
One and the same,
Two sides of the same coin.

Two sides of the same coin
Night and day
Truth and false.

Truth and false.
Mixture is man,
Product is man.

Man and woman are
The same and one
You may believe it
or not but the world
Is made out of it.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Sides-Head And Tail

Two sides
Head tail
Night day
Sun moon
Happy sorrow
Two sides
Beginning end
Birth death
And within these
Try to establish
Yourself O my dear
And see me unchanged
And fixed like north star.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Sons

I have really two sons
Elder son is wise
Younger or small son is devout devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Steps Forward

Two steps forward
One step backward
Do not live
Like a coward.

My dear,
I am under your care
Nothing is there
That is mare.

Two steps forward
One step backward
With You, my dear
I am a man, don't care.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Sweet Fruits

Begging pardon
I need two sweet fruits
Polite words and
Company of saintly poets
I do not need money
It is like prostitute.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Things -

Two things -
Earthly and
Unearthly,
And they mixed
With nature
That is higher
And lower
And for which
There is a creature.
The creature itself
May either be
Existent or
Non-existent but
It is there as seen before.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Thousand Seventeen

What does it mean, 2017?
Is it a year?
And why should we
Count the year
From this point?
What has happened
Prior to 2017?
2017 is neither
The ending nor also
The starting point
For anyone anywhere.
We are all in eternity,
Eternal, everything
That is all here.
How can you count
The fire or the air?
How can you count
The sky or the water?
Can you say correctly
The color of the earth?
And for how long
Are they all here?
Are we not part of
All that is so far near?
Press not on two thousand seventeen,
Forget it if you so think
For a while and feel
Free for the time being.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Type Of Sons

Two type of sons-
One born out of semen
Another out of dung.

Previously both were there
In dungeon.
And both are at present
Going towards light,
Path differ though.

Both suffer pain,
Both get pleasure,
Both say they are
Right on their ways.

At this stage, excuse me,
No more to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Types

Son
Son is of two types
If a son
Is a cause of disturbances
He is like urine and stool
If a son
Is qualified
And bring glory to family
You begot a son
Who is successful.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Ways

Welcome and exit
Two ways
You are to pass
And it is not optional
And comment
If you like
Start or end
Not final
Love compulsory
If you like
You may go
Through this canal.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Ways Are There

Two ways are there,
You can go with both,
if you so desire.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Wheels

Two wheels are there,
Up above the sky
The sun and
The moon.

And we are all
Revolving round
And round.

No backward march
But forward and
Forward.

Our dreams are bright,
And life is in light.
We are all in love
Heart to heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Wings

Courage and strength
Are two wings of love,
Curiosity is the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Words

Success and failure
Allured us
And we left home
In despair
And we find
Future dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Two Words - The Truth

Two words,
only two- the truth.
Day and night,
Up and down,
Sustain and abstain,
Birth and death
are ruling cosmos.

Man and woman
two person,
only two,
creating the world,
and doing all
nuisances everywhere
and for them - this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Two-Wheeler

I am on my
Two-wheeler body
And I see
It is being skidded
Off the life-road
And see me
I am being injured
By my ego and pride.

Gajanan Mishra
Type Of Lunacy

What is free speech?
Is it not a type of lunacy?
But fear not, say what you like
And as you think fit.

Free speech can only
Change the opposite.
And who is opposite,
Is it not the self!

Gajanan Mishra
Typhoid And Pneumonia

Extreme heat and
Extreme cold,
They are there
To disturb me,
And I am cautious
For them.

I live here
And there
Under the pretext
Of false egoism,
'I and mine'
And I suffer
In typhoid
And in pneumonia.

Yet, I am
Not disturbed,
Either in body
Or in mind.
Rightly I predict,
Truth is there
In me and
I am in love.

I am the fragment
Of the truth I know.
And truth has
Nothing to feel
Cold or heat.
I am calm and quiet.

Gajanan Mishra
Ubhaya Mandira O Masjidare

Ubhaya mandira o masditare
Aame shanti sahrudayare rahanchhu
Aamara kichhi asubidha nahin.
Aame prakrutikolare banchhuchun
Samana pani o pabanare
Aama aakash bapa o mati maa sahita.
Aame jane anyajanaku bhai boli
Sambodhana karuchhun wbam pruthibi
Basinku kahuchhun aame bhala.

Gajanan Mishra
Udghatana

Udghatana pain
Nain kichhi.
Achhi khali sunibaku
Tumar udghatani bhashana.

Gajanan Mishra
Udibaku

Udibaku prastuta ki?
Jadi han, tuma hrudya
Mapinia kaduare.

Gajanan Mishra
Ugly

Ugly within
And I am going
With puff powder
Lipstick fancy.

Ugly within
My conflicting desires
My egoism
My arrogance.

Make me free, my dear
From all ugliness
I want free and rise
With all purity
With all beauty
To see the smile of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Ulkapata

ulkapata dekha
eha bhayankara ki?
eha acharya nuhen ki?

pata prakrutigata
nishwasa bhal
pribtft&n bhal.

kana ghatuchhi?
mu khiparibi nahin
kinftu kahibi ghatuchhi.

ulkagudika sethare
mo bhitare
ebam mu semanka bhutare.

mu purnara
abichhedya asansa.

Gajanan Mishra
Ulterior Motives

Ulterior motives
Are with us always
And we are losing
Our golden chances
For this only
Disgrace to
Our ego
Our self-seeking pride.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate And Unique

Ultimate and unique,
With conception perfect.
Truth and life,
With love and conjoined.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Attraction

You are my ultimate attraction, my dear
You are my chariot-body driver
You are controlling my senses-horses
Keeping the rope-life beautifully
Standing on the middle of battle field*.

* battle field- time

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Benefit

What is ultimate benefit
I do not know and
I am living my life
On my own way.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Destination

I have already reached
To my ultimate destination.

Here You are
Here I am.

Nothing is required
To me to You.

You are ready to
Accept me
And I am pleased.

Nobody is here
My enemy
As You are in all.

Nothing is high
Nothing is low
And I am at Your door.

I am here
To see
The beauty
That is in You.

I have already
Reached at You.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Doer

You are the ultimate doer of everything
You are also directly responsible for everything
Nothing can take place without your sanctions, my dear
You are the supreme authority of all living and non-livings.

I know You perfectly well my dear on the strength of
My austerity cleanliness mercy and truthfulness and
I know all these are Your qualities but now I am weak
Due to lust for woman, corruption, pride and intoxication.

O my dear, Help me and show me right path of emancipation
From this irreligiosities, bribery nepotism and un-hygiene situation.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Goal

Ultimate goal is
Here within.
Sum total of all is
Here within.

Only deity, my dear
You are.
I see You I feel You
Here there.

For You
I am sacrificing myself
For You
I am here please help.

Respect all
Your only call.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Goal Is Love

Ultimate goal
Ultimate goal is truth
Love of truth and
Supreme Truth.

But my dear, be cautious
Let you misuse the process
Be sure truth is not
To be abused or exploited.

See everything within your heart
O my dear, see everything
Within your heart and go on
Executing your works.

Appreciate the truth and appreciate
Absolute seriousness of going back to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Good

I am not able to
Know what is good
And what is not,
Yet I desire
For my ultimate good.
It is there in
My perceptions and
Feelings and it is
Axiomatic.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Judgment

Your will,
Everything is happening
By your will.
Not even a blade of grass
Moves without
Your will.
Your will -
The ultimate judgment.
Your will -
All auspicious
In all circumstances.
Always engage yourself
In all pious activities
By your good will.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate phase is
Perfect knowledge
Perfect knowledge
Is reaching at Truth
And Truth is Love
And we all here
Eternally liberated
And it is equality
In existence, my dear
No question of part
And parcel but the whole
And for all times here.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Purity

You - my ultimate purity
I know there is not
An iota of impurity in You
O my dear, You are my love
You are free from any doubt
Any heedlessness desire
And incapability
And hence my critical
State of mind has already
Been destroyed by my
Devotion and faith
See here is my laughter
See here is my tears
See I am unable to
Pronounced anything
That you said correct
And my actions are
Returning to me in full speed
See O my love
O my dear
O my favorite deity
O my ultimate purity.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Reality

Ultimate reality -
I am living.
No duality, all
But singularity.

Perfection of life -
Realization of self.
Conclusive proof -
Personal pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Resort

You pervade me
My ultimate resort.

I am with you
While sitting eating
Walking sleeping.
In each and every work
I am committing mistakes
And mistakes and mistakes
Except you nobody is there
To forgive me
Forgive me I crave it.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimate Source

O my dear
It is from you
I know
Everything emanates
It is by you
I know
Everything is maintained
It is in you
I know
Everything is merged to rest
And I know
You are the Ultimate source.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimately Refer

O my dear
Are you able to see me here
Look I am going with you
Higher and higher as you refer
Beyond scriptures beyond future.

No hands no legs
And You are here I know
And You are going away
Faster and faster and
Taking away offered or not offered.

O my dear
I know You are neither
Superior nor inferior
And You are with me
That is but clear.

Only for you I am living here
As a sufferer as a miser
And see O controller
Here You are with me
As a perfect actor.

Gajanan Mishra
Ultimatum

Use the language of the state
Or perish.
Remember-
The source of the creation
Of this state is language.
Ultimate source of everything
In this state is language.
No language no state.
No state means you have no place
To serve, and you have nothing
To take, you have nothing
To utter words, you have no friends
To talk with, you are nothing
And no one is with you and you are dying.

Gajanan Mishra
Umbrella And Blue Umbrella

Here is an umbrella,
Take this, I am giving you,
O my dear and protect yourself
From rain and the sun.
Here is another umbrella
I am giving you, the umbrella of
Love and truth, you can take this also
To safe yourself from sorrows and pain.
There is yet another umbrella
That is here with us always - Blue Umbrella
We can take shelter of this umbrella
And keep ourselves safe and live life in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Un Lucking The Dream

Unluck ing the dream
I stood straight
On the seashore
And knowing this
You invited me
For the dinner party
That I attended
And returned
Empty belly.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Catch

This body unable to catch
What the eyes see
What the ears hear
And faces troubles
In life-pitch.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Do

I am unable to do
So many things.

I am personally
Unable to go
To other planets.
I am unable to locate
The causal ocean
From where water of
The Ganges river comes.
I am unable to go
To the polestar.

But I have gone
To Hardwar
And I have tried to
Purify me.

I know Mount Meru is
Far from me.
I am unable to know
All directions like
East west north or south.

I am unable to do
So many things.
I am unable to cross over
The time.
I am unable to tell
The story of my life.
My life flows
Into the salt ocean.
How and what for
Very difficult to describe.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Express

Unable to express
Anything in words,
Words are not able
To express Your bliss.
Your eternal bliss
Is beyond words to express
And I am here to express
Your glory but how to
Express that is not known
To me, my dear,
Excuse me.
I know You have crossed
The ocean of illusion,
I know You have destroyed
Doubts and infatuation,
I know You are here and
You assist to attain emancipation.
O my dear, I salute You
As I realized You through
Your preaching of silence.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Go Up

I am not able to
Go up, see
I pray you
Not to comedown
For me
You stay there
O my star for all
Let me stay here
Calling you at par.

I am unable to
Go up, see
And You are
Coming to me
To take me upwards
To make a balance
Between light and dark
I am here with no desire
I am here doing as deserved.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Say

Unable to say
What I think.
But I am sure,
My thinking are
Not at all imaginary.
What I think
All are truth
And based on
Reality, but
No one is able to
Understand all.
And for that
I am suffering
Without any cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Stay Together

Unable to stay together
By the waves of time!
Worry not, you are still,
My friends, my family members.

Certainly, we are controlled
By unseen destiny,
And yet, we are free
To do our duties.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Understand

What is what
I am not able
To understand
So far.

Stock of fuel
Has already
Exhausted
Though not final.

I have my
Pure knowledge
And I am
Technically aware.

Yes, here is my happiness
In the search of Truth
Though I know not
What is what.

I know it is not
My ignorance but
It is my enlightenment
And in pure stage here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unable To Write Dog

See me,
I am unable to
Write dog.
I fear
It is not
Like that
What you utter.
My words are
Not mine
Let me clear.
It is you there
Who is ready to
Give me some water
In the mug.

Gajanan Mishra
Unadulterated Love

Please have with you, my dear
Unadulterated love for the Truth.

And Truth is always refreshing
like moonbeams
Truth remove all doubts
And always a feeling of happiness
is there with You.

And my dear, how can I
Tell the Truth
Truth is one and
Truth is unlimited
Truth is one and
Truth is innumerable
Truth is one and
Truth is immeasurable.

Please have with you, my dear
Unadulterated love for the Truth.

And Truth is beyond
The grasp of intellect
Mind and speech.

Gajanan Mishra
Unaffected

Either by creation
Or by destruction
Unaffected
And not contaminated
Staying in pure sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Unaffected By Infectious Matter

See me
I am unaffected by
All infectious matter.

See me
O my dear
You are mine for ever.

See me
I am birth I am death
I am both side of the picture.

See me
O my dear
O my dear
O my dear
I am here
I am here
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unaffected Friendship

Our friendship is never
Affected by the modes of
Material nature.
Our friendship is not
Changing and
Friendship does not claim
Proprietorship.
And we are here unattached.

Gajanan Mishra
Unagitated

If you are right, my dear
And if you are in truth
You stay unagitated with
This material world
And if you become agitated
By any desire do not blame.

If you are in truth, my dear
No illusion can touch you
You are fa away from I and mine
You are not victimized
You are not bound to this
Material world.

Gajanan Mishra
Unalloyed

Ask about the duty
That is unalloyed.

Ask about the person
Who is here never to die.

Duration of time is
Not material
Arrival or departure is
Not material.

Think about the answer
That You are going to get.

Think about yourself
You are not controversial.

Gajanan Mishra
Unalloyed Devotion

Unalloyed devotion
Unalloyed devotion
Should be there
Between husband and wife.
Because of good relationship
Both of them enjoy good results.
Wife should be faithful
Husband should be sincere.

Gajanan Mishra
Unarmed

I want you
Unarmed.
I want truth
To be established.
I want nothing
But the love.
I want nothing
But life.

Gajanan Mishra
Unattached and pure,
See me, I am unattached and pure.
Test me, I undergo no modification,
I renounce all connections.

No discrimination and nothing
No such modes like goodness
Like passion like ignorance
Everything is just going on in a process.

How this process is going on,
Nobody knows and it is going on.
I am within myself and I am unattached
See me, I am pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Unattached Everywhere

Unattached everywhere,
Please remain unattached.
Unattached to incidents,
Circumstances, things,
Actions and persons.
And overpowers all,
Perform prescribed duties
Promptly and abstain
From forbidden actions
And my dear, satisfied with
Whatsoever you get,
Desire not even to get
Bare necessities of life
Water food clothes, shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Unavoidable Misdeeds

Think always
About your own
Unavoidable misdeeds
And try to rectify
As far as possible.

Always think
You are suffering
Only for your
Own misdeeds
By the will of almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Unbelievable

Really unbelievable,
Amazing your defeat
And so also my victory.
It is all caused
By destiny.

We are, however,
Not to go with
Sadness and worry,
Happiness and lunacy.

Let us realize the truth,
After realization, it is sure,
We cannot perform any improper
Action, but all pre-destined,
Observe with care here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unborn

Unborn - the truth,
And the only truth.
Disappearance has
Nothing to do.
Contact of body and
The mind is important.
And the earth has
Kept all the truth.
The earth is eternal,
Blissful and all-knowing.
I am just flowing
With the stream,
And I and in dreams,
That are not for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Unbreakable

I am unbreakable,
As I have kept with me
Love, trust and loyalty.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncertainty

Life itself,
Life's journey
On road,
In air,
In water.
Only uncertainty.
But have patience,
Keep vigil eyes
Everywhere and
Move forward.
It is all good
At some point,
Mark that point,
That is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Unchained Mind

Unchained mind
Is dangerous.
Keep the desire
In chain.

Desireless life
Is equal to
Mindless life.
Mindless life
Is equal to a life
Out of mind.

Imprison not God
As personal property,
Treat God as love
And as the truth of life.

Take care,
Here, dust is God,
The sky is God,
The air is God,
The water is God,
The sun is God,
Take care, this
Very earth is God.
And God has given us
Body and mind.

God is everything
And everywhere.
Each one is God here.
No Muslim, no Christian,
No Hindu, no Sikh,
God has no name, no fame.

Chain your mind and
Think for a while
The condition of
The God at this time.
Gajanan Mishra
Unchanged

I am
Unchanged.
You are changing
Day and nights.

I am there
Within.
You are,
Not, though,
Outsider,
You are there.

My breath,
My breadth,
My colour,
All are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Unchanged And Unborn

Unchanged and unborn
It is You.

Original and eternal
It is You.

No further word
That has sound
Without You.

No rule no causeless mercy
Without You
That has a hue.

Gajanan Mishra
Unchaste Women

Unchaste women,
Neglect married life.
Corrupt people,
Work in public offices
And courts,
Neglect laws, rules
And go against
The public interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncheckable Nature

Uncheckable nature -
No cause of grief,
No hands in changing features,
From one form to another.

Everything is covered,
See, no fundamental structures.
It is just a case of transfer,
Nothing to worry, brother.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncommon Man

Uncommon man
With uncommon knowledge.
Knowledge with
Uncommon truth.
Truth with
Uncommon love.
Here is life
In uncommon style.

Gajanan Mishra
Unconditional

Unconditional relation
Unconditional love
Condition is not good
No condition for a cub.

Love yourself first
Then only you can love others
Love must be spontaneous
Love must be selfless.

Love the world
The world loves you
Without any expectation
Giving everything is true love.

Gajanan Mishra
Unconditional Loyalty

If you order
I can shoot anyone
If you order
I can sweep the floor
My crass words
Do not matter
So long as I have
Loyalty and not others
I know it is for you
I am here a leader
A minister a worker
A service holder
Without having anything
On my labor.

Gajanan Mishra
Unconquerable

I am unconquerable
I know war with myself
I know consequences
I know peace
I know service.

I am my friend
I am my foe
I dragged myself
Where I go.

I declare my victory
I declare my defeat.

Gajanan Mishra
Unconquered

O poet
You are unconquered
No one can conquer You
At any time at any place
You cannot be approached
By any one.
O poet
Giving up all my arogancy
I am with You
And I am lending my ears
To Your words
That is truth and truth only
And with which I am attaining
perfection of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncontrollable Wife

One can control mad elephant,
It is rightly said by the poet
But one cannot control
Uncontrollable wife.
One can shut the mouth of the bear,
It is rightly said by the poet
But one cannot say shut up
To his own wife.
One can ride the lion
And one can play with the cobra
It is rightly said by the poet
but one can neither ride
Nor play with his own wife.
Remember, wife is more dangerous
Than the tide-water and the forest-fire,
And still we honor her better half.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncontrolled Mind

Uncontrolled mind
Is like unchaste wife,
Both followed by
Lust, anger, greed,
Madness, envy, illusion,
And both are dangerous
To your life, remember,
My dear men here.
Be careful to both,
They are not to be
Trusted fully.
And full freedom
Must not be given
To both.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncountable

Who am I to count
The uncountable?
I, myself is
Not visible.

Smile comes to me,
When you said
You touch me.

How can you
Touch me,
When my very existence
Is in question.

My talking and your
Hearing all are
Contaminated.

Gajanan Mishra
Uncountable Sparrows

Uncountable sparrows
Came to me,
And they all remained silent.
I also could not speak
A word for them.
I did nothing,
And they all sat there
On that mango tree.
The rain came
And they were there undisturbed.
Who are they?
I asked not to get an answer
From anyone but to
see the reactions within.

Gajanan Mishra
Undeluded

I am un-deluded
I know You are
In my poem in full.

You are in Highest form
Everywhere with
All beings .

I know You
And there is
Nothing else to be known.

Gajanan Mishra
Under A Spell Of Delusion

Under a spell of delusion
We witnessed jackals vultures
Donkeys elephants horses
And so many things here,
We know though all are one
And the same.

We cry, we smile and those
That are bad and good at this time,
In every way we prepared ourselves
To fight with time though we know
We face all the failures here.

It is the mountains rock
It is dust rose in clouds
We know we are on this earth
In troubles.

Gajanan Mishra
Under A Tiger

No love but fear
No affection but tear
Life is under a tiger.

Gajanan Mishra
Under All Circumstances

Under all circumstances
Non-attachment to the world
Is the best.
Non-attachment can be developed
By discipline of action
Knowledge or devotion.
If a man is free from
Attachment and aversion he can
Attain liberation and salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Almighty

We are all
Under the almighty
And it is for
Almighty we have unity
We are all His fragments
And we are committed
To life and natural beauty
O my dear, I am nothing
But You and you are nothing
But what and how I am here
In the same atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Arrest

My enemy is
Within me.
I rear and make
My enemy active.
My enemy is
Keeping me
Under arrest
And killing me.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Beautiful Sky

No world is there,
Other than this.
No life is there,
Other than this.
It is horrifying,
No doubt.
But it is inspiring.
With promise
Let me say
Here it is,
Okay and fine.
Life is beautiful here,
Under this beautiful
Blue and clear sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Construction

Under construction- my eyes,
My ears, my mouth.
Excuse me, here,
I find no truth.

Tell me not divine,
Tell me not devotee,
Tell me not good.
I am above all words
That are in your
Dictionary dear.

Let me read out
The proposal you have
Placed before me,
But you said- no time.

Let me post my thoughts,
For the general information
of all, but you said
Wait and listen my call.

Because of your
Hard-heartedness,
I lost my sleep
Last night.
You laughed and laughed
But I discovered in you
The truth that are mine.

So lovely you are,
I thought it is
Perhaps nature's
Contrary implications.
But no, not like that,
I am in you, see within,
Opening the door
Of your confidential room.
Under Control

I am under Your control
You are controlling me .

O my dear, You are here
Giving me protection and I am not in fear.

I abide Your order
My position is subordination and I surrender.

How can I break Your law of nature I am not the law-breaker
See, Let me clear You are my present my past and also my future.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Delusion

I am also under delusion
when I am as a poet
fully convinced
There is nothing
beyond poetry
And I engrossed
in writing poetry
I am devoid of
discrimination
Right!
Because I am
Unable to distinguish
The real from unreal.

Gajanan Mishra
Under His Scanner

We are all
Under His scanner
We should seek
His permission
Before doing anything
We should share
Him everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Under My Control

Nothing is
under my control,
and I am not able to
Set right anything.
And it is under me
to remain unaffected
By anything,
I never boast of myself
Outwardly and so also
inwardly I never regard myself
To be superior to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Under My Control- Nothing

Nothing is
under my control,
and I am not able to
Set right anything.
And it is under me
to remain unaffected
By anything,
I never boast of myself
Outwardly and so also
inwardly I never regard myself
To be superior to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Under My Leadership

I must take all that
Are here and I must
Do what is there to do
And must know what
To refrain from.

And who am I
what is there to do
I must know here
At this moment,
I must keep
My understanding
Strong and I must
Distinguished from bad and good.

Gajanan Mishra
Under My Signature

Under my signature
I can do otherwise
Not possible.
I can light the street
Covered with crows.
I can show the rainbows
Both in north and south
Otherwise not possible.
I can make you think
About the air and the water.
I can make you realize
Not gold silver and copper.
Under my signature, I can
Make you available all impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Occupation

We are under occupation
Under occupation of space
The space is You, my dear.

The space is being
Created by us for You
And You entered within us.

Within us You occupied Your space
As a simplest phenomenon to a
Complex body-sky.

It is the substance and
It is actual and non-different
Feel the reflection if intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Plantain Tree

I am taking rest under
This plantain tree
At this time of strong
Winds, thunder and rain,
See me, I am okay, and
The violent shower of
Missiles failed to do
Any harm, it is because
I am packed by nature
And I am here to tell you
What is stored for you
In future, let me show you
The danger that is there
In both winter and summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Police Station

Under Police Station Titilagarh
Place of occurrence you can find
You can watch and see the people
Going and coming with a particular
Intention that is here.

No prior notice was served
No previous records were verified
Only name place time recorded
And they returned unheard
On this settlement of issue.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Surveillance

CCTV is here
And you are
Under surveillance.

Do, whatever you like
Do, whenever you like
And go, wherever you decide.

CCTV is there
Be aware and
You are in dark no where.

Gajanan Mishra
Under The Clutches

Look, I am under the clutches
Of the sea and sea is here with me.

Look, the sky is telling me to away
And I am coming near the sky
At this moment.

I am struggling hard in this sea
To separate my identity
And the sea flowing within me.

Look, I am confirmed about this air
That is here at this moment.
And the light is going away
On its own way.

Look, I am under the clutches of
The sky the earth the sea the air
And the light is showing me
The path to go way from it.

Gajanan Mishra
Under The Clutches Of Nature

Each and everyone is
Under the clutches of nature,
O my dear, nowhere have I
Seen or heard any one
Who dares violate order of nature.
It is my good fortune,
That I am here and I continue to
Enjoy Your affection,
You are all gracious and
You are extremely kind
And compassionate to all
In every way and You are
Here my dear to pardon us all
Perceiving great distress.

Gajanan Mishra
Under The Tamarind Tree

Under the tamarind tree
Near cattle market
You can find my Tapobana.
In this Tapobana
You can find me
Always with poems.
In poems you can find me
In a cheerful mood.
In cheerful mood you can
sketch the world.
And in the world
You are and I am
Without any disturbance.

Gajanan Mishra
Under This Fig Tree

Under this fig tree
See, I sit dumfounded.
Offensive odours
Come to me
From all around.

I have lost
My good name
And fame.
Bugs suck my blood.
From all around
Offensive odours
Come to me.
My own earth
Kicks me out.

Gajanan Mishra
Under This Nature

Under this nature
We are all same creatures
Nobody is superior
Nobody is inferior
No piety no sin
No mixture no literature
Under the same one nature
Please understand the order and scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
Under This Neem Tree

Let me tell you one thing
That is yet to happened
Under this neem tree.

The thing I am going to described
Is about my world that is one
As I am one, my poem is one
Truth is one, love is one
And one has no other definition but one.

Here in oneness we are living
Here in oneness everything is transparent
Here in oneness you can find, air light water
O my dear, see that everything is clear
And we both are busy in collecting that one literature.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Tree Of Faith

Under tree of faith
No calculation of
Sin and virtue be made.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Direction

Under Your direction
I can see
I can speak
I can do anything.

Let me permit
O my dear, by Your blessing
To do everything here
That are under the purview of law.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Instructions

All are in the process of works
You are guiding them
You are my dear Unlimited.

You are here I know
To bring a new order of life
To the foolish society of
materialistic men.

You are showing a
Peaceful life and
Transcendental realization
To the quarrelsome men.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Limit

Under your limit,
We reside.
But you are
Far from us,
Within though.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Order

Under Your order
I am performing everything,
I am performing within
The framework of Your rules,
No delusion, no sin
And I declared myself free.

I am getting peace
Here within my works,
My mind is calm,
See, I know this mind
Is Yours and for this
I have attained happiness.

I am sure, everything
Verily comes to me, bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Own Control

You should be under
Your own control sir.
You should be
harmonica-l to you.

Nothing to show
extra-care sir,
that raises doubts.

I see Aisha
beaten by her mother,
weeps to her.

O my dear, You are
my mother and also father
and I am here beaten by you
and I am doing my own good.

Gajanan Mishra
Under Your Supervision

Under Your supervision
o my dear, everything is working
I perceive Your hidden hands
In all works and in all marks
I also know the automatic
System of this world.

From the sky down to the earth
I know also all the inferior and
Superior qualities are only to
The final touch of Your glance
I know You protect all the creatures
From all miseries like an umbrella.

Give me proper knowledge, my dear
I can be able to free myself from
The miseries of this world
I am taking shelter under You
I know by all means You are there
To rescue me from this place.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand

Understand the saying
And do not bind yourself
In the morning
In the evening.

I find no night
No day
The worldly pleasure
Is not yours.

You are not in the world
The world is within you
I find everything I need
I find nothing I do not need.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Absolute Truth

Absolute Truth
Understand Absolute Truth
And to understand Absolute Truth
Is the purpose of life
At least try to understand
What is that Absolute Truth
Know that Absolute Truth
And liberate yourself
From all material contamination
Know Absolute Truth and
Execute devotional service
And expect not any reward
Know Absolute Truth
Knowing Absolute Truth is
The only purpose of this human life.

Gajanan Mishra
As a poet, believe me,
I can expand myself
Into millions of forms
Through my innumerable
And countless poems.
No one can compare me
With any other one here
On this earth or anywhere.
Read as you desire,
Some of my poems and say
What you wish frankly.
Understand, at least
Try to understand and
Apply the poems in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Birth

O my dear, understand death,
By understanding birth and death
You can achieve your goal.

Don't go with goodness
Or with passion or with ignorance
And stay with knowledge always
For a fair life and glorious death.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Everything

Nothing is present
Understand everything.

Basic substance is there
Always remains unchanged.

It is real and no dissolution
It is not contrary but subsidiary.

It is visible within
Try and try again and again within.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Factually

Who you are
How you appear
How you act.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Life - Nature

Realize the truth,
Realize the constitutional position
Of the truth,
Understand life therein.

And get peace,
Live with good activities,
Study nature,
Think always good.

Worry not,
What is there to happen.
Attach not
With anything.
Fear not,
Nothing to lose.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Love

Understand love,
Two in one,
One in two.

Understand
The true nature
Of love,
It is there
In liberated soul.

Man in love
Wants to offer
Everything.

Man in love
Wants to serve
Without any desire
For reward.

Love is free,
Free from delusion
And pain,
Love is spiritual,
Love involves
Emancipation and
Infinite bliss.

In love,
Find, relinquishment
And independence.
Love is selfless.
Love enhances
Every moment,
Love provides bliss.

Love is happiness,
Love leads to the abode,
Abode of truth.
Love makes two one.
Understand love
It is one in two,
And two in one,
The one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Me

Understand me
Try to understand
Once you understand
You would be free from
All doubts
Once you understand
You would attain
Attain liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Me By Pleasing Me

Understand me by pleasing me,
But nothing here for your satisfaction.

In so many ways you are there with me,
On the border of loving.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Properly

Forbidden activities
Prescribed duties
Through authorized
Study of the self and
Nature that is here
Speculate not anything
It is culture and neglect
Not any authority.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Real Friend

Give up all material conceptions
Sense gratifications and
Understand real friend
And companion
No one is superior
No one is inferior
Compare not with that of
Wealth birth influence
And physical appearance
Good understanding is there
If there is no discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand The Purpose

Understand the purpose,
Purpose of life
And go forward
On the way of brightness.
You are not less intelligent,
That you cannot know
The things and the persons
How far one is truthful.
You have the power to know
The essence of everything
And you are capable to
Use it as peer the situation.
Ultimate good is there,
And I know, you are not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand the thing and
The person that are there,
If you are not able to
Understand, think that,
The world is not at your
Hand either, my dear.

It is changing everything
From moment to moment,
And you are going on
Your own path and I am
With you for the sake of
Friendship or relatives.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand The Truth

Understand the truth
And regard it as the supreme.
You are in truth and
The truth is within you.
Difficult is, to keep
The nature under control.
But we know the truth
Controls the nature.
Let us stay here for
The sake of love and love
Is here for the sake of truth.
Truth is life, life is in truth,
The truth is here within us,
And we are for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand The World

Understand the world,
Understand love,
Understand pain,
Understand life and
Death here, my dear.

And let us keep
A better understanding
Among us, as you see
There is nothing to
Gain and nothing to loss.

This world is ours,
And we live here
With distinction and
With all uniqueness.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Truth

Understand Truth first
And see you are liberated
From all activities and
Reactions.

Control your mind and senses
And concentrate yourself
Where you are
Your liberation is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Understand Your

Understand your non-existence,
Understand also your wild presence.
Understand, all the lights are for you,
Understand, you are far away from trouble.

Round and round, from form to form
You are moving again and again in the water
And in the air, I do agree with the words
Of the witnesses- the sky and the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Understandable Way

You are speaking and if
I failed to understand
What is the value of your
Speaking to me.

And so I pray O my dear
Please explain in an easily
Understandable way
That You are telling absolute
And ultimate.

Are You well?
See I am not well
In Your absence
Make me feel
That You are present.

I know from the beginning
You are here for ever
And still I want to see you
In another form that is yet to come.

Gajanan Mishra
Understanding Not Clear

Understanding not clear -
The problem with us,
At present.

Nature of life,
Simple, but
Misunderstood.

Let us remember,
Life and consciousness,
Symptoms of all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Understanding Of Nature

I want a language,
I know language of the mother
Is the best to
Understand the nature.
Understanding of nature
Is not so easy.
It is also not easy to
Formulate principle here.

Gajanan Mishra
Understanding You

Understanding You
Is not possible
Without Your blessing
And Your blessing is
In Love only
Ultimate goal is
To love
Only by the power of love
Darkness of ignorance
Is dissipated
I know this love is
Your mercy
You are the love
And You can reveal
Yourself to my heart
Then only I can make
You understand
Once understanding is
There I can manage to
Reach to the Supreme Truth
That is also You
Besides You there is
Nothing in and out.

Gajanan Mishra
Undertaking

I do here by
Undertake to perform
All actions
Without any attachment.
I do here by
Undertake to tell
The truth always
And remain impartial
to all.
I do here by
Undertake to remain
Free from duality
And I am steady
In success
In failure.

Gajanan Mishra
Undesirable Eagerness

O my friends,
Do not go after
Undesirable eagerness
For the temporary body
And kinsmen
O my dear, do not
Bind yourself
By thoughts of
Mine and I
And get relief
From all miseries.

Gajanan Mishra
Undeterred my love,
My affection, my duty.
I am far from you, true.
I face so much troubles,
Here, there - true.
But when I am with you,
I realize the values,
The values of life.
I try to satisfy you
With all truth.
For good, let me inform you
I am here for the cause
That is yours, and
All are known to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Undisturbed

You can not disturb me
Though You are with me.
And I am frustrated
With You here.

Here I remember You
And remain undisturbed
See me, I am calm and quite
Here I care not success or failure.

Gajanan Mishra
Undisturbed In

Undisturbed in
Distress or happiness,
Stay in truthfulness.

In Odia language, Brahmi script;

?????? ??
????? ???
??? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Undisturbed Knowledge

Undisturbed knowledge,
Still, no sleep is
Here in me.
I fear
The time.

Gajanan Mishra
Undisturbed - Self

Let me live undisturbed,
I have the right to
Stay free from passion
And purified.
Let me stay always
In the same form,
I am serene and
Sustaining.
I am the first,
I am at the top,
I am the best,
Let all recognize me.
I am here competent
To control the time.
I have the right to
Light the candle,
And to shine the self.
Who I am,
Under nature,
I am now beginning
To remember.
Let me stay
What I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Undivided And Yet

Distributed over all.

The only object worth knowing
Creating sustaining and destroying.

Gajanan Mishra
Undivided In The Divided

Undivided in the divided,
It is You, my dear friend,
And I am in You and I am
Trying to enter in to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Undress

The river undress
Qualified and with sea
The mountain undress
Qualified and touch sky.
About me face shy
With so many dress
No road no direction
To see and go by.

Gajanan Mishra
Unearth The Sweets

The world is
Full of sweets,
Only a true poet
Can unearth it.
The true poets
With his words
Present us all
Delicious scents.
The true poet
Can knows what
Is where and can
Create favorable
Atmosphere here
For fine living.

Gajanan Mishra
Unearthliness Is Found

With the smell of the earth
Unearthliness is found
in poems.
Poems are like soul
That is everywhere
with everybody.
Everybody is unique
and they are divine
with body, senses, mind and intellect.

Gajanan Mishra
Unending Flow

Life is an
Unending flow of
Divine bliss,
Let us realize.

Nothing to worry
Everything, every loss
Is auto-recovery.
Just smile,
Just talk only
About ecstasy.

Life is sacred
With various fashions
Of nature such as
Flowers, birds, stars etc.

Gajanan Mishra
Uneven - The World

Uneven is this world
Uneven here all
Relationship
O my dear, it is
Only You
Who is even and uniform
And lack nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Unexpected Guest

Unexpected guest I know
You are not, not even
Anybody here whom I am
Searching for and who
Appeared and disappeared
As per their whims.

If You my dear wish to
Use my blood my flesh
For Your self-interest
I am ready to offer
Hereafter and surprisingly
You are present alone
Without uttering a single word
That has a special meaning.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfailing

You are my dear friend
You know I am unfailing
In all circumstances
You know I do not hate
Anybody at any time
You know I am unfailing
Due to your friendship
My good friend You are
Here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfailing Remedy

For sorrow is love.
A panacea for all
Doubt is love.
Love is the abode
Of delight.
Love, love, and love
O my dear, and give up
All for the sake of love
And get all happiness
And stay in peace.
Love, love, love and
Love all and all and
Get all in return.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfair Behaviour

Show not unfair behavior
To anyone dear, it would be
Dangerous to your own life,
Sooner and also later.

Try not to destroy
Anything and anyone.
And invite not your
Own destruction.

Stay confident, dear
And wish all good fortune
To each one here.
By doing this
You would get all fame
And your life would be peaceful
And in order.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfair People

See the world now-a-days,
A number of unfair people are there,
And they are demanding fairness.
The unfair people are not sharing
and are grabbing in nature,
The unfair people have no humanity
and also they know not what is civilization.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfaltering

Unfaltering- fixed
My dear, I am not to wander
See, I absorbed in You.

I have not kept
Any other relation
With any entity besides You.

Listen, I love this sports
With You for infinite ages
See, it is enhancing every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfamiliar Idiom

Unfamiliar idiom make man monkey
Unfamiliar idiom make guddy doggy.

What you say has got no sound
Where you jump has no ground.

How you become happy
How you make advance society.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfavorable Circumstances

Unfavorable circumstances
Are really good,
Devotion develops here and
There lies the acid test.

Riches, honor, fame
Are really bad,
Desire develops here and
And downfall is the must.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfavourable Circumstances

Unfavourable circumstances
Are to be welcomed.
As we know there is nothing
Called pleasure here.
We also know pleasures
That are born of contacts
Are only sources of pain,
And desire is at the root.
But we must be careful to
Fulfill our aim that is truth
That is the eternity.
Aim is to be realized,
But desires are not to be
Satisfied but they disappeared.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfit

I am unfit who told you
I have no place here not fact.

You can not leave me
You have to do your duties
Till its completion.

You are here with me
And you cannot rollback.

Go on and on
Your enemy themselves
Perish on their own.

Gajanan Mishra
Unflinching Faith

Unflinching faith
I have in You, my dear
Do what ever you like.

I give full attention
And respect to You
I love You and Your silent words.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfold

Unfold,  
Unfold everything  
That are in you, my dear.

Truth is open  
Unfold it  
Love is open  
Unfold it.

Your truth is  
Your glory  
My love is  
My strength.

I am formless.  
And You?  
Are You in form?

Gajanan Mishra
Unfold The Sky

Unfold the sky,
A rose in many colours,
And circle within circles.
Moving, dancing,
And arriving
With no decline.
No joy, though
Not vanishing point.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfold Yourself

Please unfold yourself
And make me know You and when
I know You, O my dear
And I know, having known You
Nothing is there to be known.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfold Yourself, My Dear

Unfold yourself, my dear,
I want to know your
Inborn tendencies here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unforeseen

Unforeseen everything,
No use of crying.
Unforeseen everything,
Both love and hate
Lost meaning.
Unforeseen everything
Just go on living.
You have nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfortunate End

Unfortunate end
Unfortunate end you are
Inviting in this extremely
Fortunate human life.

You are here in this life
For the benefit of all
You are to free yourself
From false ego.

Neglecting truth
Is paving the way
For future suffering
My dear, be cautious.

Being a human and being truth conscious
You are most fortunate, you are most pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfortunate To Hear

Unfortunate to hear
About spot fixing
And it has happened
Really heartening.

Is it everyday scandals?
Is it circle within circles?
Please comment
If you have some ideas.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfortunately

No interest in Truth
And I want a life
To get pleasure-fruit.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfriendly Words

Address not anybody
With unfriendly words
Threaten not anybody
Give charity to the needy
Keep Your promise always
Protect the deserving
And give proper treatment
To deserving women
Take care of oldmen and children
Commit not any abominable mistake
Never feel dejected, my dear
At any time here
As almighty is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Unfurl, my dear,
The flags,
Flags of love,
Flags of peace,
Flags of humanity.
And see
The flowers,
The birds,
All smile
Under the sky,
With full
Satisfaction,
Patriotism
On this earth

Gajanan Mishra
Ungrateful

I am ungrateful
I am not thinking of you
You are thinking of me
You are grateful
Our problems no more
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Uniform / Multiform

I am uni and
You are multi in form
Uni or multi no matter
We are here same
As before together.

Your leaving is started
As soon as you entered
As before I am here
Self-ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Union

Our union is
Everlasting.
No confiscation
No confusion
No conflagration
No confliction.
Confirmation
Ever lasting
Our union.

Gajanan Mishra
Union - Forming

Forming an union
With You O my dear
Is a necessity
Giving up all links
With others
Is a priority.

Union with others
And separation
From You
Is only a mistake
By mixing with you
O my dear I know
I gain knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Union - Within Us

Union,
Is it with us?
Are we so different then?

Question is not like that.
Union is there,
Where there is identification.

And we are identified my dear,
Though it is for short time.

We are all in wheel,
And the wheel is within us.

Wheel is one,
And this depends on our expression.
Our sprouting, our perspiration,
Wheel is one, it is our imagination.

Gajanan Mishra
Union and disunion-
Just a play, a drama;
We are to watch - unattached.
We are to go on the path,
Path of knowledge and
Path of action - unattached.
We should remember, we are in
No way related with anyone or anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Union In Union

When there is union
That is union
Union in union
No disunion
Where have you gone.
No disunion in union
Union in disunion
Out of sight not gone
Out of sight gone
Thinks to meet again.
Disunion in disunion
Desire to meet again
No out of sight
Not gone
Disunion in union.
My dear, here
Only you only I
United and not gone away
From one another
And you cry where have you gone
Here I am with You
Union in union
My dear, disunion in union
For me, union in disunion
No no nothing
Only union in union
Union in union
This play is going on
Going on going on.

Gajanan Mishra
Union in union,
Disunion in disunion.
Union in disunion,
Disunion in an union.
All are possible
And nothing is impossible.
The things that are in you,
Only that is there in love and truth.
Exchange of love in a truthful way,
Enhancement of love and its
Appearance again and again.
In friendship, in service,
In proper way is but necessary
In the way of truth, eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Union Is Not Always Good

Union is not always good,
Union is a crime if it is not for good.
Make no union please and stay alone,
Union lessen your strength.
Union is not for pleasure
But for bringing forth progress.
O my dear men, observe a life of
Seclusion and perfect continence
In thought speech and action.

Gajanan Mishra
Union With Truth

Union with truth
Is not so easy.
But stay
And take it easy,
You are there
To get united.
Just control and
Cut yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Union With You

Let me give a chance
To stay united with you.
Let me give a chance
To go far away from
Delusion and confusion.
Let me realize you
Without any
Conflicting doctrine.
Let me not raise
Any question
At any time on you.
Let there be a union
Without disruption
With renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Unipresent

Without you,
No uni-present view.
My view is
Always with you.
I am concerned
With you only,
And you are
Here with me.
Neither I am happy
Not I am sad,
I have no creation
And no dissolution.
I am here with you,
I am also the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique

Unique really
As it is
The flower
The fruit
Th fly
The fashion.

Unique really
As it is
The world
The bird
The guard.

And unique
As it is
Faith and
Believe
Till last
Activities.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique - Each One

Unique - each one,
See, with your
Unique eyes.
Color is there
In the eyes.
Enjoy the morning
And the evening.
Each one is
The personification
Of time.
But at the junctions,
You are to test each,
With disc but
Enjoy the breeze.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique And

Unique and
Inexplicable-
This life,
This place,
This incident,
That are visible
And also
That are invisible.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique Attraction

The earth has its
Own unique attraction.
And it is enhancing
At every moment.
I am the part of the earth,
I am so lucky here.
I exist here and
My existence depends on
That of the earth.
Here, I see the rain,
I see the sun, the air,
The vast sky with
So many stars.
The trees are giving me
Life-breath and I am
Living with them.
I am going here,
Every day, on the path of
Knowledge and truth.
I have identical
In attributes with the earth
As an inheritor I am
Fully conscious about
The eternal beauty.
My own life is
In the light of discrimination,
Leaving latent impression,
Though, it causes
Differences of opinions,
It is one and the same
With infinite bliss and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique In Composition

Unique in composition,
Unrivaled in presentation,
And fortunate to get
Knowledge in union.
Men, you are really lucky
At this transcendental stage
Of life from darkness to
Colorful light with purity of affection.
Excellent love is there
In you men, that has a
Specific exhibition with
All personification and
Identification with
Non-differentiation.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique Position Of Love

The position of love,
By a mother is definitely unique.
Mother can control everything
Of her child unconditionally.

Let me bow down my head before the mother,
Let me tell all, be cautious, the mother is here.
Born or unborn, no matter, but the mother
Is here to build the future and to appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique Sunrise

It is unique
This sunrise
This life
This new year.

It is unique
This knowledge
This love
This truth.

With all freshness
With global business
With this new year,
Enjoy life with all
Everything is yours
My dear brothers.

Gajanan Mishra
Unique Truth

Mercy, compassion,
I want not all that.
Only you are to
Continue your love
And let me go
On the path of my duty,
Duty to do good,
I think proper,
You are also not to
Give up your feelings.
You are not to conceal
Anything, not to expose
Also publicly.
Keep no doubt
Within you and
Mark the unique
Characteristics of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
United

United we stand divided we fall
It is known to all
And fighting is going on with each other
Forgetting father mother brother sister
Forgetting neighbour co-villager.

Gajanan Mishra
United In This World

No caste
No religion
No language
Nothing is there
As to bar.
We are united
To love
To care
To share.
We are here
For food
For thought
For shelter
For fear
For prayer.
In this beautiful
World we are.

Gajanan Mishra
United India

United India,
Akhanda Bharat,
That includes Pakistan,
Let them realize
Who are going against
The soil of nature
And the people of
This pious country.
We are united,
The Sikhs, the Muslims,
The Christians, and
The people of
All religions and
All colours and caste.
Let them realize
Who are going against
Us in the name of
Caste, colours and religions.

Gajanan Mishra
Uniting Emotion

Uniting emotion
Poets become real
Enjoying easily
Readers attention.

Real and unreal
No yardstick
No deadline
Just read and read.

Poet found
Real poet found
With union with emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Unity In Variety

Unity is variety
Unity in variety is
Real knowledge
All varieties
Constitute one unit
It is perfect oneness
Giving up variety
Does not perfect knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Unity Is Only Possible In Love

The supreme unity only
In love.

In love
There is endless bliss
That increases every moment.

Love love and love
Only love only love only love
Love is advanced stage to salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Universal

I am universal
In this form of
Multi-color
And You are
With me
In divine touch.

Gajanan Mishra
Universal Brotherhood

If you are really in truth
You can know what is and
What for universal brotherhood.

Gajanan Mishra
Universal Destruction

By nature, with fearful teeth
Raging fires of clouds
Give me shelter, O my dear
Where are You.

Gajanan Mishra
Universal Experience

Universal experience
My dear, please understand
I have seen so many dreams
Dreams ended and I
Didn't see any
I am waking up
Am I really waking up
I am putting question
To me
Universal experience
Please understand, my dear
This is our life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Universal Maintenance

Go with a perfect plan
For universal maintenance.
O men, be as tolerant as
The earth and fulfill
All your desires here
As if you are in heaven.
Be softer than a rose flower
And be harder than a
Thunderbolt for all our welfare.
Go with a perfect plan
And be as strong as the wind
And go anywhere everywhere.
This universe is in your hands
See, and establish peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Universe And Egg

Universe is like egg
Egg is like universe
Egg universe
Universe egg
Here you find
Manifestation and
Here you find
Material energy
Just layers after
Layers you find
Water air fire
Sky ego one
After another
Each is bigger
Than the previous one
Within and within
Get everything
Which is present
Everywhere
Numberless innumerable
Pleasure pleasurable
And that is inconceivable.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown

Neither you are
Able to see me
Nor you are
Able to feel me.
Am I unknown to
You then?
But you are telling me;
I am pure,
I am smiling,
I am a dumb.
I find no reason
What for you are
Acting as a
Mutineer, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown Face

In crematorium
And is credulous.
Very often
Criminology says
Just cribbage.
O denizen
Live dendritic
Without demur.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown Illness

Unknown illness,
Life is in danger.
Here, I find
All are killers,
In some way
Or the other.
But the morning sun
Only consolation.
Good morning to all.
Let us start afresh
The life with the sun,
But take care the day
At any moment it can
Topple you down.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown Is Known

Unknown is known,
Unseen is seen,
And I am living,
And my living is
Divine.

I am both beings
And non-being,
I am nothing
And I am everything
With your appearing.

Without any doubt
I am here to do
That work that is
Meant to me by you.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown Nothing

Unknown nothing,
Nothing unknown.
And tell openly
What you intend to do.

And you said speak always
Pleasing words
And be truthful.

Throughout the system,
You are the one
And only one, I know.

And you are insurmountable,
Here, the position is
Inconceivable and I am
Caught here as you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown One

I am unknown,
Unknown one,
Unknown to all.
Yet, I am with you,
I am the truth.

I am there
In this form
And also
In another.

Try to understand me,
I am there from the beginning.
Let me say for clear understanding,
I am the ash, I am the fire.
I am the water, I am the air.

Try to understand me,
In your understanding,
I live.

I live,
As an independent one,
And I am unknown.

Knowing is not a matter,
Let me clear, but
Important is
Living together.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown Place

The place is unknown.

You are coming
From that place.

You are going
To that place.

The place is unknown
Unknown place.

Admittance is granted
Though restricted.

You are coming
You are going.

It is I
Who is speaking philosophy.

Gajanan Mishra
Unknown To Devil

Unknown to devil
My capital flow
And its consequences
Unknown to devil
Where is the savior
In and around sentences.

No deficit nothing
Linkage problems
Central issue forgotten
Output and input
Are there in questions
And thirst quenches.

Investment declined
Savings fallen
Unknown to devil
What is there to happen
It is the poet who has
Seen future past and present.

Nothing to create
Everything is there to
Show only
And none came forward
And time passed
Known to devil only.

Gajanan Mishra
Unless Otherwise

Unless otherwise stated
The entire universe
Is mine,
But not you -
The reason of my sorrow.
I am here
On this surface
Of the globe
To rule.
But not to you -
Near, though,
You are not here.
I am at the beginning,
But not at the end, sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Unless You Come

Unless you appear
How can I catch you?

I cannot catch you
As you are not here.

Are you there?
please tell me and be fair.

Be fair and tell, you are
taking all care.

With a careful study
I have kept my affinity
with all goodness.

And I slept and I forget,
but I forget not you,
You are the love, you are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Unless You Find

How can you say
You are here.

The story is
About a miser.

Awake and awake
Night is closer
And closer.

Be brave my dear
I am here
With you
To drive out
The pain-maker.

You are to bear
All injunctions and order
All reactions in successions
Being the householder
Tell all with pleasure
Your address to the insiders.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited

I am unlimited
I have nothing to do
With any activity.
I am not the bird
That you can bind me.
I am the sky
You can see me.
I am not the water
That you can make me flow.
I am the earth
You can stand on me.
I am unlimited
I am your birth and your death
You can feel me within.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited - Life And Peace

Unlimited -
Our lives,
Our livings.
Unlimited -
The sky,
The earth.
Unlimited -
The water,
The air.
Unlimited
The light.
Unlimited also
The time.
Unlimited
Our forms,
Our colors.
Unlimited
Our desire,
Our stars.
But we should
Keep ourselves
In limitation
To measure
The unlimited
Thoughts and talks,
And to enjoy life
In a peaceful atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited beauty and
Pleasure - true object,
Let me experience here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Eyes

Unlimited
Eyes,
Unlimited
Ears,
Unlimited
Mouth,
Unlimited
Hands,
Unlimited
Legs.
But you are
One, my mother.
And you are
Here to
Protect me
From all evils.
You are my language,
You are my time,
You are mine, mother.
For you I am here.
My words are yours,
My actions are yours,
My life is yours, mother.
I am here
Only for you,
You are the only truth,
Only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Faults

See in me all around
In fact I am now
In this ocean of faults
No one can free me
My dear from this
Fault contamination
See I am within Your
Jurisdiction and for
Confirmation let me
Call You by following
The instructions given
By all great good and
Influential person.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Happiness

Life is a source of
Unlimited happiness
Full of sorrow.
Eternal truth is there
In life,
Let us realize it
With our own
Ecstatic pastimes.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited In Limit

Unlimited in limit
I see
Limited in limitless
You see.

Both limit and
Limitless are
Your area of activities
And both Are Your energies.

You absorbed in love
I absorbed in love
Love is the basis
Of my service.

My service is devotional
And causeless, see
You are my love, and cause
And for You only I am here, see.

I beg to offer You
What are Yours, see
I beg to say You
What are Your words, hear.

And it is only my prayer
I have nothing and no power
I have also no desire
I know You are there to take my care.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Oneness

All - one,
And all in
Unlimited oneness.

But each is
Different from
Another.

Each one is
Complete manifestation
Of love and truth.

Each one is
The combination of
Dark and light.

And all are controlled
By time.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Pleasures

Unlimited pleasures
You can derive in my poems
In my poems you can find
Absolute Truth.

Absolute Truth is
Always mystics, my dear
And You are only my
Purified readers.

O purified readers
For You only
I am here, for You only
My poems and better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Time

You have unlimited time
My dear, remembered
Even your scheduled death
Can be avoided.

Gajanan Mishra
Unlimited Valor

I wish to hear
Your unlimited valor.
I wish to think
And remember You always.
I wish to touch You
And say about You.
I wish to work
And talk for You.
You are within
Everything and
Everybody that I know.
Let me tell You O my dear, I am
Disgusted with the inferior
Taste of material pleasures here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unmanifested

You are un-manifested
To my eyes
As I am in
Material world
I pray for
The spiritual eyes
And let me
See you
And be visible
And I pray
Please reveal
Yourself to
My vision
And let me stay in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Unmoving Moves

Unmoving moves,
And though still
You engaged yourself
In action, I know.

Water and
A block of ice are one
And the same, different
In position though.

No difference in
Dark and light,
Small and big.
Attributes and
Glories are same
As we know.

Gajanan Mishra
You are unperturbed and
Also You are immersed
In self bliss, my dear.
You have established
Cordial relationship with me
And I am here unaffected by
Emotions and diseases.
And I know You have assumed
So many bodies at a time
At Your own sweet will.
You face is full of
Divine glow, my dear
With no wish and I know You are
Beyond the effect of good or bad.

Gajanan Mishra
Unproved Things

How can I prove
Unproved things?
How can I count
Uncountables?
How can I live
With the dead?
Nothing to prove,
Nothing to count,
No one is alive.
But I am still here,
See my dear, I am here,
Only for you and my
Stay is evident and
With reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
Unreal

Unreal
This world
With no foundation
Nothing is in control
No cause
Other than lust.

Gajanan Mishra
Unreal Passes For Real

Unreal passes for real
And it is lack of knowledge
About Truth.

Wake up, my dear
And be in knowledge
See the delusion of a dream disappears.

May you be in full love
And take necessary steps
With an eye to the good of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Unreal- This World

Unreal- this world,  
Let us come and  
Search the reality.

Here, we are not  
Free from dualities.  
Here, we have our  
own curiosity-  
Where we are,  
Who we are,  
How we are here  
In our identity.

We are not fulfilled,  
Yet we try to achieve all,  
That I cannot understand.

Gajanan Mishra
Unregulated

Anything which is
Unregulated is really
Dangerous.

Everything, see
It is unusual,
Here, there, everywhere.

But the world is
Full of happiness,
Here, there, everywhere.

There is
Happiness all around
You and me.

But anything
Unregulated is dangerous.

Gajanan Mishra
Unsayable

To say the least,
Unsayable - the situation,
Unmissable - the time.

Yet,
We are all
Missing everything.

No patience,
No coolness,
And nothing.

Whether it is
The beginning,
The end, who knows.

But we see only
The fire and the snow.

Gajanan Mishra
Unseen

I am here
Where I am unseen
Here I am
On this earth
In this sky
In between
Sky and earth
Where I am unseen.

Gajanan Mishra
Unseen And Unknown

Unseen and unknown is
Much more powerful than
The seen and known
Always winning side
Is with unseen because
It has much more valor
And unique style.

Gajanan Mishra
Unselfish Friend

This world is Yours
My dear, I know
And I know, You are
The unselfish friend of all here.
This world is Yours
My dear, i know
And I know, You are
All sacrifices and austerities here.

Gajanan Mishra
Unstoppable

Unstoppable
Only the poet
And the poet
Can surpass all.

No dynastic ascent
No heaven
And the poet
Not upgraded
And for all
Preferred hell.

High or low
No problem
And the poet
Life emblem.

Gajanan Mishra
Unstoppable - Truth

Unstoppable - truth,
My actions are only
To strengthen you.
And you are there
To make me strong.
My chance of winning
Is hundred percent,
I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Untill Then

Bad or good
Decide
The sun
Never set
Untill then.

Wait and watch
And work
And see
Dark and dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Unto You

Unto you only
I surrender
Everything.
I dare not
To compare you
With anyone else.
And no one can
Say me offender.

Gajanan Mishra
Untouchability

Untouchability.
Is it here
And for why?
Untouchability.
What it is
And how.
I know one world,
One life,
One air,
One light.
I know one water,
One sky.
I know not
What is there
To be touched
And what is
Not to be.
Untouchability.
Is it not politics,
Politics to divide
And rule.
Politics to gain
Something more.
Politics to put
Others in whirpool.

Gajanan Mishra
Untouchable

I am untouchable
I know and you to know
Your complex impressions
Are impermanent transient.

I am untouchable
Means original and eternal
You yourself do not touch me
Let me remain untouched by you.

I am untouchable
In pleasure in pain
You are from outside
And I am in.

Gajanan Mishra
Untouched

By itself is good
And fine
Like lotus leaf,
See and observe it
In the water
And if you
So like apply it
In your own life
To stay free, dear.
Without freeness
How can you fly
In the sky to
Touch the sun?

Gajanan Mishra
Untouched Life

So far I am untouched,
I am yet to arrive somewhere.

I am not being exploited
By any creative energy.

I have not prepared
My explanation to living gods
On my failures to
Measure the world.

I am yet to discuss
About life here
And about subsidiary
Creation and
Annihilation during
The life period.

Gajanan Mishra
Unveil Yourself

Unveil yourself
And have a vision
Of truth.
Remove your
Delusion and
Help yourself.

See the play
And enjoy.

Remember, you
Have everything
The truth
The consciousness
And the bliss.

Enjoy and play.

Gajanan Mishra
Unwanted

Who is that - unwanted?
Why to maintain - history?
What to receive and
What to give - curiosity.

I am just a whipping boy here.

O life, just relax.

I have no power to
see the wood for the trees.

Gajanan Mishra
Unwanted Fire

Unwanted war,
Unwanted fire,
And the truth has
No role there to play.

The cause is
Internal and
Not external.

Undesirable persons
And unwanted persons
Have nothing to do
With love and
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Unwise Acts

Giving advice to fools
Looking after a wife of loose character
Keeping company of bad friends
Nurturing a serpent
Providing service to impolite servant
Unwise act
And for these
The reward is death.

Gajanan Mishra
Unworldly

I am telling about love
Love is unworldly as You know
O my dear, we are in love, I know
And our love, our devotion is the end.

Gajanan Mishra
Unworthy Person

Unworthy person
In wrong time
In wrong place
playing with life
Without respect to
Life-giver and
With contempt.

Cunning person
Hoping for return
Reward expectation
Grudging spirit
Is with passion
No mission
Aim at dissolution.

Gajanan Mishra
Unworthy To Kill

Kill not a woman
It is unworthy
Kill not children
It is unworthy.

Being a man
You are to consider
About pious and
Vicious.

Daughter is
Your future
Save the daughter
Good fortune of nature.

Whatever be the fault
It is not her guilt.

Gajanan Mishra
Unwritten Poem

Unwritten poem is there,
There in the sky
And I am trying
Every time
To write that poem.

But the sky is playing
Hide and sick with me
And I am the hider
Who is hiding everything.

Poem is there open
But you are complaining
You know nothing
And I am pleased to declare
Go deep and deep and deep.

Gajanan Mishra
Up Above

Up above,
Life and love.

No earthly fall,
Life.

All light murmur,
Dark illuminates.

Words are not
Unimportant.

Truth is
Immeasurable.

Lead life with
A balance, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Up And Down

Up and down,
Here and there,
But I am going
Round and round.

Change is but
Destiny and
I am going till
The end of life.

Life continues
On its own course,
It is I to bend
Before eternity.
I am the head, and
All praise are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Up and down - my journey,
But it is you, on the way,
Who shows morning
And evenings.

I am sure, nothing is
There anywhere like
What you show.
But loss and gain
Are to count
For nothing here.

Pious you are only
In this system I know.
And my existence is
Safe somehow.

Gajanan Mishra
Up To Eternity

Up to eternity
I have to go.
Where is eternity
I have to think.
I have to know
Who am I and
Who you are with me
Here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Update

Update your poem with trust with loyalty.

Do not express inability to update.

Enlightened yourself with the light of your updated poem.

Your updated poem is the life breath of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Update Your Eyes

Update your eyes,
And view life.
Life is nothing
But the colorful sky.
Life is the earth
That is moving
Round and round
Always everywhere.
Life is permanent
But we are not.
A feeling - life,
And beyond our touch.
Try to achieve life
In eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Updated

I want to live
Updated, and
Also beyond date,
Beyond time.
I am searching
A day, dateless.
I am in search
Of an earth, sunless.
I want to move
With all hidden treasures.
I want to touch
The words of hearts.
I want to live
With poetry for all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Updating

Let me
Update the news
And the views.
But give no
Importance to
All these.
What you are to
Do is to go
On your own ways
And care not
The consequences.
No other one can
Instruct you besides
Yourself where to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Updating A Poem

Updating a poem
I understand
The world.
Nobody is there
To negate.
I dare to
Compose a poem
With truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Upgrade

You are your friend
Upgrade yourself
By your own efforts.

You are your friend
Conquere yourself
By your own efforts.

Gajanan Mishra
Uphold The Acts And Rules

Uphold and follow the acts and rules,
However distasteful they may be,
Acts and rules are for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You are telling
About my uplift
And you are
Disturbing me
In my natural growth.
You are taking
No care to
Highlights me
And focusing on
My dress.
Do you know
Who am I?
The reality is
More horrified.

Gajanan Mishra
Upon Whom

Any person
Upon whom
The poets are pleased
Can achieve anything.

I know not
What is that pious activity
That I performed
For the poets here.

This world is
For the poets
Poets can travel anywhere
Poets can witness anything.

No one can know
No one can understand
Who is a poet
And what the poet think.

Welcome the poets
And who is not a poet
A great question to inquire
Try to pacify all as poets.

Gajanan Mishra
Uproot Them

Uproot them,
Who are unwanted and
Who appeared as
The thorns of the earth.

Lead the people
Towards the path of truth,
Towards the path of self-realization,
The man is at the center of all incarnation.

Gajanan Mishra
Uproot Your Desire

Uproot your desire first
And see where you are.
See where you are
I am there, my dear
You can't say life is mare.

Gajanan Mishra
Be cautious while
Uprooting untruth.

Body is untruth
Don't uproot the body.

Through this untruth
You can go for Truth.

Truth is in untruth
Untruth is not in truth
Truth is in untruth
Reject not untruth.

Take care of the body
Though it is untruth
Through this body
You can go to the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Uprooting The Sinful Actions

Uprooting the weeds of sinful actions
The Truth is here before us with love
Dissipating the fog of the night
By its rays the sun is here with all happiness
O my dear, let us enjoy this heavenly life
By sprinkling with water from the Ganges.

Gajanan Mishra
Ups And Down

Ups and down
Is life and living,
But make it all
Worth watching.

Gajanan Mishra
Upstream ??????

????? ?? ?????
???????? ???????
?????? ?????? ?? ?? ??

???? ??? ????? ??????,
???? ?? ????? ???? ?????? ?????
???? ?? ??

??? ?? ??? ??????? ???
????? ???????, ??? ?????? ?????? ???
?????? ??????? ??? ????? ?? ??? ?????

English rendering;

Time is afraid of
having a touch
If there is a balance
Between words and works.

Time is indeed cruel,
But if there is
Love and truth nothing
To fear, life would be
Rich and beautiful.

To cross over the mouth
Of the river is unpredictable,
But to predict is certain
The upstream can't take away
In which way sail with oar of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Upward And Forward

Don't push me backward and downward
Let me go upward and forward.

Don't pull me this side and that side
Let me go straight where I am with Truth.

Let me live in peace in the area of Love
Love is there with every house-holder.

O my dear, I am joining with You in Your love-truth literature
That is and there in one can find my life history my future.

Gajanan Mishra
Upward And Upward

I am first
You are second
Rest third.

Have you heard?
Come forward
Here is our world.

Nothing soft
Nothing hard
Our life is to go
Upward and upward.

Gajanan Mishra
Upwards or downwards-
No meaning.
Inside or outside -
No meaning.

Meaning is there
In life.
Life is meaningful
When we live.

I cannot say,
What is there in life,
But life is there,
And I am the viewer.

I am afraid,
I am personified.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Love

Use love
And see love
As whole,
Live with love
And fill up blanks
Of life,
Know the living
With truth.
Living
Always in truth
Means you are
Truely in love.
You are in love
Means no chance
To face danger.
Your position is
Secured and
There is nothing
To fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Me

Use me
I am here
I am thinking
And writing
Use me.

Use me
I am Yours
O my dear
For you
I am doing
Everything
Use me.

Use me
O my dear
I am here
For ever
You are
Revolving
Around and around
Be stick to me
Use me.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Me - Friendship

Use me, but throw me
Not away after use.
Just wait and see,
Keep me with you, dear,
I am useful for all time
In so many way of this life.
If you are not in love
No matter, but forget not
Our friendship is necessary
For the world peace to move on.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Milk

Use milk
To elevate human society
To the perfection of life.
And from cows
Take the milk as you need.

Cow is the symbol of
Peace and prosperity.
Protect cow for
Sacrifice, charity
And austerity.

Important pet animal
Is cow, know,
How to keep cow
With you well.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Not Harsh Words

Use not harsh words
While telling to any one
On any matter at any time,
As because 'those thus
spoken to will retaliate'.
And also remember, 'since
angry talk is painful,
the rod of retaliation
may overtake you'

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of Law

What is the use of law
If it is not obeyed by all.

The bird that does not fly
How can you say natures law?

When you are not free,
When you are dependent,
You are fit to serve others.

Tell me, please
Use of time and place.
Neither you nor I
Know when to separate.
Neither you no I
Know exactly fate.

The sea and the cloud
Are one and the same
At the gate.

I see the light
I hear the sound
I feel you
And not defined.

I am within
You allow time,
That is not my reach
I am outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of Legs

True life
Not easy to
Lead here.

I want not
To live as
A worldly man.

I know not
The head and tail.
I know the essence
Of words.
I know not use of
Legs in walk.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of My Writing

If you are not in a position to understand
It is useless to say something.
And what for I am saying
You to listen first.
If you like here is the synopsis
You may see and grasp something.
You have your own tomb of water
My dear you have your tomb of life.
The fire therein is cold, my dear
I am not too old to fold.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of One's Own Language

Use of one's own language -
The ingredients and
The first meaning of
Independence.

Use of foreign language
Everywhere always-
Against democracy
And against humanity.

Use of foreign language
Is against the legislative
Procedure and law
Under the constitution-
The soul of a nation,
The heartbeat of population.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of Poetry

Is it true,
Writing poetry
Are total wastes
The valuable energy
Of lifetime?

What is the use of
Life then?
What is the use of
Wife, family, home,
Country and community?

What is the meaning of
Love, friendship?
Where is the truth
And where is the eternity? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of Victory

What is victory?
What is pleasure?
I think really
No use of getting
The kingdom here,
No use, because
We are going
Towards death.
And after death
Who will enjoy what!
These questions are
Here for ever for all.
We should be cautious
And love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Of Writings

No use of writings
If you have not discovered
The truth within.
No use of the truth,
If no love is there
Within you.
No love means
You are nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Or No Use

Use or
No using,
Live or
No living.
Always middle
Position is
Dangerous for
The one
Who enters
Or the other
Who exit.

Gajanan Mishra
Use The Language

Use the language,
That are there
In the area.
Use not any
Foreign language
While working
For the people.
People are at the center
Of your works and
Get the speedy result
That is unpolluted.
You are taking salary
From the money paid
By the people,
Treat people as the root,
The truth of the system,
You are there to serve
The people, no matter
The post you hold.
.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Your Intelligence

Use your intellect
Or say intelligence
But not your sweet will
To achieve happiness
And purity of inner sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Your Intelligence At Least

Use your intelligence at least, my dear,
When you are working at a public office,
Use the language of the public to make them
Understand what you are doing for them.
And stay cautious not to commit the mistakes,
And not to violate any laws or constitutional
Provisions as laid down for public good.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Your Love

Waste not time,
Use your gift,
Love all, staying in truth.
Compassion to all, and
Improve the world.
Peace, joy, contentment,
Happiness, tolerance
Everything is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Use Your Own Language

Use your own language
And gain heaven
Use your own language
And be victorious
By keeping your identity
In tact and save
Use your own language
And enjoy the sovereignty
Of the earth.
Arise and awake
And work for the people
Sincerely and enthusiastically
For the sake of language. Remember,
It is too late!

Gajanan Mishra
Useful - The Cow

Cow, cow, cow,
Very very useful
Eats grass though.

Listen cows tale,
My dear friends,
How sweet is
Cow's milk,
And how beautiful
Is tail.

I am here with the cow,
And without it
I am done for,
I am not here to
Listen your question further.

Gajanan Mishra
Useful To All

Useful to all,  
My life, my air.  
I see there,  
The star  
That loves me  
So much.  
I verify  
My identity  
With truth.  
I say  
I love you.  
I am in touch,  
And I am in you  
I am the beginning, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless

No faith
No wealth
No love
No salvation
Life becomes useless.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Anxiety

My anxiety is
Useless that I know
And I am in my
False intellectual
Identification.

Due to incomplete
Knowledge I am dreaming
Let me say I am
Apparently awake
Am I saved here -
A great question
One should consider.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Are

Useless are also useful
Don't neglect anybody
Don't call anyone unqualified.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Discussion

Untrue -
Useless discussion.  
It is all darkness,  
It is all illusion.

True -
I am like an animal.  
And I am eager to  
Criticize truth's glorification.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Eaters

Useless eater,
They think me so.
Ask me not who are they.
I pray, leak not my words
anywhere to anybody
and in case you do do
I would be nowhere.
Let me not stay
shelter-less please,
Let me go hungry to sleep
It is okay for me,
Let me bear 'non-sense'
let me get satisfaction
after seeing them.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my untrained administrators
You are useless for all purposes
You are rogues and thieves
And looting the revenues
You are playing havoc
You are not trained in the primary
Duties of the rulers
By the strength of manipulated votes
You are our administrator and doing
Nothing for the common citizen
You are not doing your Raja-dharma
You are neither pious nor religious nor
Chivalrous nor munificent and so
It is dangerous to follow you

Gajanan Mishra
Useless If Not In Truth

Useless,
All are useless
If not in truth
If not for truth,
Your wealth,
Your learning,
Your might,
Your manliness,
Your eminence,
Your prudence,
All are useless,
Bowing down at truth
Is the only truth,
Be truthful, and useful.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Labor

without you
I am useless
When you are
Not there
And I am doing
Work I know
It is useless
And I engaged
Myself in
Useless labor.
O my dear
I am doing
All works
For You and
Only for You
And I invite
Your attention
Towards all
Actions
Without you.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless Talk

Useless talk
Useless talk is that
When one say I am
Different and independent
From You.

I have no independent
Existence that I know
And I am fully
Dependent on You
Always and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless To Condemn

Each and every one
Is auspicious,
Useless to condemn
Anyone or anything.

We are to know,
The value and
Proper use.
We are to love
Each and every one
As original.

Man, by nature
Is responsible and
He knows better
What to do for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Inquire not anything
It is useless
You can ascertain nothing.

You are to abide
Every order
Without any argument.

Mind it
Vice can not
Conquer virtue.

Be on the right side
Always, my dear
Nothing to fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Useless To Live

Really useless
Really it is useless
To live in ignorance
In the darkness of ignorance.
Struggle for existence is there
Although one mat struggle hard
It is not possible to live forever.
We know there can not be any happiness
In this world and still we are
Making so many plans to live happily.

Gajanan Mishra
Username

Username and
Password be
Put and log in
And see the page.

Your right is
There as before,
You may log out
At any moment
When you start dislike.

But you have no right
To interfere others,
Harm others, and
Kill others for your
Personal enjoyment.

Gajanan Mishra
Using Everything

Use everything
Available with you,
My dear son, and see,
You are going towards
Success.

Success is there
As it is, but my dear,
You are to go after
A great deal of deliberation
And determination.

Think not about
Mistakes and weaknesses,
You are to go on your voyage
Using everything in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Using Graphics

Make your poems
Clearer and easier
By using words
In picture.

Make a chart
What you mean
By words, and
Bridge it
With emotions.

Locate,
What you want to
Communicate.
Dear poets, and
Summarize it all.

Gajanan Mishra
Using My Own Language

Using my own language
is my birth right.
Using my own language
by you, my dear, is your
golden opportunity to
come to me and win my heart.
Language is the soul, love,
Love your own language forever
and stay here alive in light.
Show your competence and
prove your eligibility
by using my language
that you are mine and you are
committed to my land.

Gajanan Mishra
Using Name

I am using everywhere
Your name, my dear
And getting profit
In return beyond
Expectation.

I am doing Your works
My dear, day and nights
I am Yours in to to
Make me able to do
More and more that are
Good and give benefit
To all others here
I pray, keep me with You
Beyond days months and years.

Gajanan Mishra
Using time
I came forward
And expressed
Myself here.

You may say
Whatever you like,
But I am here.

In ice,
In fire,
In wind,
On earth,
I want to
Express myself,
More and more
With humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Utha Aau Tume Kie Dekha

Utha aau tume kie dekha
Aau khoja tume nije kouthi.

Pruthibiku kaha
Tuma pain hin sethare achhi sabu.

Gajanan Mishra
Pruthibi - utha,
Utha debaku nyaya.
Kintu kahaku?
Jie upare
Taku debaku nyaya
Utha.
Aau semane
Talethiba loke
Karichhanti ki dosha?
Mu taha jane na.
Mu madhy upabhokatnka
nama kahipare na.

Kintu mati
Tume sethi achha
Mu jane.
Tume sethare thila aau
Sethare rahiba
Mu nischita.
Mu kie?
Mu mati.
Aau mu janibaku chhaen
keunthare ebam kipari
Ebam kana pain
Mu ethare
Aebhali bhabare.
Utha mati,
Uttara debaku utha pruthibi.

Gajanan Mishra
Utilization

Important is not saving
Important is utilization
Of time and analyzing
What you have done so far
Here by this time for other's welfare.

Important is how far
You are affected by circumstances
Important is how far
You have utilized the situation
In your favor, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Utilize The Instructions

Utilize the instructions
Previously given
And take care yourself,
No one else can help you
At the time of living
And going for
The ultimate goal of life
Back to truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Utilize this form
In proper way,
Know what to do,
And how to do.
Waste not time,
Proceed ahead
Till the validity
Is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Utkal Gourab Madhusudan Das

Utkal Gourab Madhusudan Das,
Really what he was!
Till todate
He is the guide
And we failed to follow.
Symbol of swadeshi,
Symbol of new literature,
Culture, arts and crafts.
First nationalist,
Let me salute him
For his humility
and forgiveness.

Gajanan Mishra
Utter not
Pleasant false words
Utter not
Unpleasant true words
Utter only
True and pleasant words.

See that your utterances
Should not cause
Annoyance and pain
To others
At present and
In future.

Utter bare facts
And convey the correct idea
What you have actually read
What you have actually heard
What you have actually seen
What you have actually experienced.

Gajanan Mishra
Utter Not That Are Not True

Utter not
Unpleasant true words,
Utter not
Pleasant false words.

Utter such words
That do not cause
Annoyance and pain
To others.

Utter, what you have
Actually read, heard,
Seem and experienced
Without having any
Feelings of selfishness
And pride.

Gajanan Mishra
Uttering Word

Uttering word is a crime
Hold your tongue, my dear
Your tongue is your enemy.

Your body and this world
Are one and identical
So are You and I.

Keeping in view this, my dear
You are illumined and indivisible
Be silent and realized the Self in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Uttering Words

How can I utter a single word
When You are not with me, O my dear
I am choked up, see.

When You are not with me
Tears of grief are here see
In my eyes.

You are only my well-wisher
You are only my family member
You are only my body-chariot driver.

Gajanan Mishra
Utthana Patanare Jibana (Odia)

Utthana patanare jibana
Kintu jibana heuchhi prema-phala
Aau premara nahin utthana patana.

Gajanan Mishra
Vacuum

Stay vacuum,
Vacuum stay.
All are there,
Though, so far.

Vacuum, but
Not vacuous.
Nothing to
Vacillate and
No one to
Go, vagrant.

Vaccinate yourself
With all goodness,
Dear men, I know
No vacation.

Gajanan Mishra
Vacuum Cleaner

I like it,
Vacuum cleaner.
As it helps me
To find the right one
And the logical one
To ask and
To believe,
To read and
To write,
To sleep and
To rise.
The vacuum cleaner
Is here as always
To make me wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
**Vacuum Diagram**

Draw not,
On this open field,
A vacuum diagram.
Field is there
Always everywhere.
If you so like
You can dance
On this open field.
But be sure,
Field is ready to
Dance with you.
Energy is there,
In dance.
Construction and
Destruction is there
To occur with the dance.
Creation and collision
Both are there
In dance radiation.
Dance not
On the vacuum diagram.
Draw not
Draw not.
Virtual photographs
Are not yours,
Not for you also.

Gajanan Mishra
Vagitus

I fear
To say anything
I fear
To come at this time.

I am just crying
Listen and
Understand me.

Who is here
To save me
Who is my dad
Who is my mom
Please come
And understand me.

I fear coming
I am crying
Understand me.

What will be my work
Why this jerk and jerk.

I do not know
What is going to happen
I do not know
Pleasure and pain.

I fear
To say anything
I fear coming
And going
I know it is
For nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Vain Hopes

Vain hopes
Vain actions
Vain knowledge
All are senseless
All are baseless
Everybody is careless
I am the only person who is
Thinking and thinking
And telling all and always
The world is not Godless
The world is not false
Here there is truth
Here there is justice
Here only there is life
There is air
There is light
There is sweetness
Everywhere everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Valentine

Where is love?
Where is valentine?
Who is near you?
What is the truth?

But life, itself is
There with none,
Without color.
Each one is living
On hard soil
Here always.

All qualified
And all are here
With all good qualities,
All are blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Valentine Day

Let me kiss You on this day
Let me love You on this day
For Your love for Your kiss
For Your make up
Let me greet You on this day
For Your fight for Your kiss
And also for Your make up
Let me greet You
For solving all my problems
By Your love by Your grace
By Your good sill, O my dear
See me I am here
On this valentine day
And let me clear
Every day is a Valentine Day
Let us love each other afresh
This is the secret this is the secret
Let is live together here
For our own life that would be better
Here hence further.

Gajanan Mishra
Valentine's Day Love

Love is love
Day is day
Every day is a love day
Every day is a new day
Everyday is a valentine day
If you are afresh
If you are in truth
If you are clear in
Thought in action in motion.

If you are daring
Call me, O my love, I love You
If you are loving
Give me what you have
If you are living
Stay in truth
If you are the truth
I love You I love You
I know You are the love and
Also You are the truth.

I love You
I love You
I love You
I am here only with You
You are within me I know
I am within You I know
I love You I love You
No need to search You
That I know.

I live only for You
I live only for today
I live only for love
And I live only for truth
I am telling every word
Only to You
My life is only for You
I know
You are only for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Valid / Invalid

But life is here,
Forget about
Validity and
Come forward to live.
Prepare yourself
For the coming days
And go with all
To build a new future.
You are infallible
And also absolute,
Go on with it
With your original form
With natural and fresh
Odor beyond all
Causes and effects.

Gajanan Mishra
Valuable Energy

Valuable energy
Is temper,
Hold in with you.
And hence
Make up quarrels
Soon for the better.

Gajanan Mishra
Valuable Gift

The life -
Valuable gift
Of nature.
Take care, dear.

Varieties are
Available in
All seasons.
Take care, dear.

On the earth,
In the sky,
In water and
Everywhere find
Life with
So many sweet sounds.

Gajanan Mishra
Valuable Insights

Valuable insights
Separate and distinct
We are heavenly.

knowing earthenware pot
And earth is necessary
Knowing the lamp and
The light it shines therein
Is necessary.

Multiplicity in many
Passionate and self-seeking
We are heavenly.

Gajanan Mishra
Valuable Wealth Insight My Heart

It is I who is disturbing always with it.

Fire can burn me and I be cure by medicines
But it is I that burns me and whole life I am suffering.

Rainbow I saw in the east But I said I am more colorful
This I is killing me always everywhere and with it life is painful.

I try to kill I but failed
O my dear please give love so as to enable me to excuse all.

And with this I will go away from me
And see and feel the truth and live in peace that is without I.

Gajanan Mishra
Value

Looking towards you
I questioned
Whether I am acceptable
Or not
And you answer
That is not a
Matter to tell.

Ascertaining your stability
I proceeded.
Deciding right direction
You clarified
Coincidence is - we are
All in the same boat and our value
Of life is equal.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Be Given

Value be given
Not to water
but to the thirst,
Value be given
Not to the dead
but to the living one.

My dear, you are here
That I know,
in love with life,
You are here to
enhance beauty,
You are here with
more poetry, with
more music.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Life

Value life,
That is here
On this earth.
Earth is
Our heaven.
Heaven is there
Where there is
Love among all.
Love is there,
Where there is truth.
Truth is there
Where there is life.
Value life,
The fruit of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of A Moment's Association

Value of a moment's association
With You O my dear is unimagnable.
The highest goal of my life is to
Associate with You and I know
Such association is praiseworthy
It is always desirable and worship-able.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Achievement

I want to know though
I know it is zero.

In zero there is
Everything that also
I know being a hero.

Hero is he
Who cares not defeat
Who hankers not for victory.

It is my good luck, my dear
I have not forgotten the Truth
Truth is to stay still and calm.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Life

Looking towards you
I question
Whether I am acceptable
And you answer in negation.

Ascertaining your stability
Deciding right direction
You clarified actual
Value of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Life- With Purity

Know the value of life
And live with purity.

Know the value of life
And get full knowledge
And bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Love

Do you know
The value of love?
If yes, I am sure,
You are not there
To terrorize any one
Anywhere on this earth.
I feel and I am confident
You are there to love all.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Nature - Autumn

We are gazing up,
We are gazing back.
And it is autumn -
The value of nature.

It is pleasure and honor,
To go with this nature
And to prey everything
That are locked up.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait and listen,
Questions and answers
Have much value here.
Put questions and
Get answers in silent,
Silence has its own voice.
You are to perform
As directed by nature.
And nature has the way
To tackle the problems.
Elevate yourself to
Natural process but stay
Strong to cross the border,
The border of life and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of This Body

What is the value
Of this body?
Only eating, sitting,
Sleeping is not life
Mind it, my dear.

I fear, you are forgetting
Who you are and what for
You are here.
You are also not trying
To know what is true and
What is false.

Realize my dear,
By virtue of your wisdom
And by doing duty, enjoy freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Of Wife

When my wife
Goes to her father's house
I want her more.
When my wife is here with me
I care not her.

Gajanan Mishra
Value the poet,
Congratulate the poet
In ecstasy.
Hear the original
Words of the poet.
Be a bona fide reader
And listener as well.
How truth is being
Presented by the poet,
Mark the sequence
And give value.

Gajanan Mishra
Value Thoughts

Value thoughts
and not things.
Hoard not anything,
Grab not anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Valued Man

Man in truth
is a valued one,
though not
a successful man.

I always salute
the valued man,
I may not salute
the successful man.

Valued man
has a feeling,
Successful man
may not have such thing.

I valued men
And I salute men.

Gajanan Mishra
Vande Mataram

Vande mataram,
Let me salute my mother,
Let me salute my mother-land,
Let me salute my mother-earth.
Vande mataram,
I cannot tolerate
If any one raise his or her
Finger to my mothers.
Zero tolerance is
There with me if any one terrorize
And attack my brothers and sisters
In any way here or anywhere,
I am a human being and hence
I love all here, I love humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Vande Mataram,

Vande Mataram,
Jay Hind,
India first.
We, the people,
Sovereign.
The earth ours,
We are to give
New knowledge,
On this auspicious
Day, today.

Gajanan Mishra
Vanishing Sun

Vanishing sun is 
Coming to me 
And I enchanted with 
His coming. 
This sun, with shine,
Touching my body
Stayed on the bank, 
I flow through. 
I am not mine 
That I know and I, 
Being not mine 
I invented a new one 
Within the heart of all 
To enlightened the new world .

Gajanan Mishra
Vanity, Hate

Vanity, hate, arrogance,
Untruth and recklessness,
All are there in your world.
America, shame on you,
Said someone.
My pen is falling to the floor,
Said some other person.
The end is near, another one uttered.
Come down and support,
A man on the desk whispered.
I failed to do anything,
I know all these would pass away
On their on ways,
I am here to observe and see the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Varieties

I am one, but
You can find me
In so many varieties,
Here, there.

You are many, but
I see you one
And the same one
Everywhere all time.

Gajanan Mishra
Varieties Of Religion

Abandon all
Varieties of religion
And live in peace.

Go with the Supreme Truth
And live in peace
It is like watering the root of a tree.

Give love
And live in peace
And see everything all right.

Wait not for the result
Go on performing your own duties
And live in peace.

Peace peace and peace
It is in you, my dear, please see.

Gajanan Mishra
Vast Difference

Vast difference
Like the sky
And the ocean,
Like fire and water.
All are imaginative
And that has no role
To play in reality.
Still we are here
With our helplessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Vast Scope

Work here,
Vast scope
Is there.
Let me say
You are lucky
At this time,
To be here.

If you so like,
We are all
Ready to cooperate,
For all welfare.
Remember, facility
For reverse gear-
Not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Vastness Life

Your sky is so vastness, my dear,
How can I fly there with my tiny wings!
How can I utter the truth with my earthly lips!
How can I pray you dear with my unintellectual words!
I know I can't see anything without your mercy-light,
I can't give anything to anyone with my unholy hands,
I can't love anyone here in this worldly interest-vested life,
I am unable to smile, my dear with so much pain of living,
I am also not so big to excuse or pardon anyone harming me.
Pardon me, my dear, I am here with my words not so sweet,
My patience, at time, falling down and making me unqualified,
Hold my hands, though, not with love, and permit me to
Keep your company, difficult though, I know,
But I have faith and I trust you for your round eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Venture Not

Venture not
Unknown territories
Peace safety
Stolen away by thieves.

Gajanan Mishra
Verdict

Verdict announced
Accused present
All acquitted
Not set freed.

I am here
Destined to write
To write is to
Reveal hidden.

Gajanan Mishra
Verdict Not Understood

Verdicts
Not understood
Questions
Not put.

No impression
No attention
Forget scripture
Enter with permission.

No error
Life is terror
You are not body
Just go on study.

A student you are
For internal and
External welfare
Be fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Verify The Constitutional Position

See and verify
The real
Constitutional position
And do as you think.
Real knowledge is necessary
To live properly,
Here at this time.
Elevation to truth
Is good, but
It is hard to achieve.
I know you have eyes,
And you are able to see.
You are alive and
You can do what you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Verse Of The Heart

Countless poems are there
In this world in
Countless languages.
Authorized poems are those
That are written in love
In Truth in the verse of the heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Versus

We
both parties
filing this life case
at a time.

You Versus I.

Relation is
direct between
You and me.
Representative has
no role to play.

Vis-a-vis we
run at a time.

Where to reach?
result unknown.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Dangerous

Very dangerous this world-forest
That I know, my dear
And I am cautious.
For this I am going with
The four social orders of life
And crossing four spiritual divisions.

I devote myself to the up-liftment
Of all creatures
I know, my dear You Yourself expand
In innumerable forms
And You control all
The only aim is to raise
To the platform of Truth-consciousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Definition

Existence knowledge bliss
And absolute are the very
Definition of life here.

Absolute infinite not
Limited by time space
Still it is horse-race.

What is not this creation
We know not and still
We experienced new mode.

New mode in our discourse
Though we know nothing new
In this same process of living.

The deeper recesses of our
Inner self that identified existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Difficult

Very difficult
Very painful
This life
This birth
This death
The process
Of life circle
Very difficult
Very painful
O my dear,
Only You can save me
From this pain
Only You
I am calling You
As You are
The only witness
Here with me
In me and also
Outside me.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Difficult To Escape

Very difficult to escape
From one’s own strong enemies
The genitals and the tongue.

See yourself as a silkworm
You are weaving your cocoon
And you yourself is in that prison
You are trying to get out
But alas you are facing failures always.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Difficult To Know Real And Unreal

It is very difficult to know
What is real and what is unreal
It is very difficult to choose
And to reject here at this moment.

At this moment we are all here
See my dear, we are all in love
And not in penitent but heedful
We ourselves can know what is what.

And what is what we fear
We fear to utter words at this time
We know it is grace and this life
Is Supreme triumph.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Difficult To Proceed Ahead

Very difficult to proceed ahead,
But I have to go further anyhow.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Difficult To Quit

Very difficult,
Really very difficult to quit.

Interestingly we required
More and more and more.

Let us stay united and take all
Steps to reinvent ourselves.

So many things have no value
Give primary importance to Self.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Finely It Is Said

Very finely it is said;
Friendship, to those
Who are happy,
Compassion to those,
Who are sad,
A feeling of pleasure to those,
Who are virtuous,
And indifference to those,
Who are the sinners.
But I failed to understand
Who is virtuous and who is not.
I failed to understand
What is going on where
And for what purpose.
I failed to understand
Who is doing what
And for whom.
But everything is neat and clean
As you said, but to follow
Is a bit difficult for me.
Yet I am with you
And I am going from you
To you here all the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Fixed

Life and living,
Very fixed.
Time and rule,
Very fixed.

But thinking and
Happiness is not.
Direction and
Existence is not.

I see humanity,
I see not stool,
Worms and ashes.

I see life
In struggles,
And not death.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Good

Very good, very good,
You are there to
Utter the words,
And you are there
To approve my works.

But I am not to wait
For your words and
For your approval.

I am going on
And on, I know, though,
Nowhere to reach.

I am in the line of
Truth and love, true.
I am auspicious and
Progressive in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Good Morning

Very good morning to you all,
My dear friends and well wishers.

We are here anxious to inquire
To know the truth.

The truth is our own
Living entity.

So many sufferings and
So many misfortunes are here, though,
We are living and showing
Our identity, we are lucky here.

We are the fruits of nectar,
My dear brothers and sisters,
We are one and we are crossing
The ups and downs together.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Great

Very great,
And I wish all good,
Wherever you are.
Bear the burden of life,
And stay calm,
Wherever you are.
Stay unaffected by the virus,
And stay free for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Important

Who is important
In democratic polity
Who is Very Important Person
Who is Very Very Important Person
Naturally it is not the public servants
Who are paid employees by people's money
Who is important
In democratic polity
It is not the representatives of people
Who are elected by the people for their works
And they are also paid from public money
Ask yourselves O men of democratic polity.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Little Interest

I have
Very little interest
For happiness.
I have
From the beginning
Told You.
And You have
Assured me
To come and provide
That are necessary.
I am waiting You
For there is a
Direct link in us.
Rest are all supplements
I have
Very little interest.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Little Knowledge

You have
very little knowledge,
Men, I know.
What is the truth,
You have no idea
Till date.
You have to know
Nothing is there
As high and low.
Men, I know
What is not
Answered to you
By anyone at any time,
That I am going to show.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Means Of Conquest

Very means of conquest-
This life, this human life.
We, the men are here to learn only,
And we are to conquer,
The darkest region of all
Existence.
We must establish
Relation with truth.
All are equal here,
We are in goodness.
We are to regain lost position,
The position of love.
We are spotless, and
We are pleased with this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Much Disturbed

You are telling me a liar
And I am very much disturbed.
You make me suffer
And said feel there pleasure.
Nothing is falsehood you said
And I followed you till the end.
I departed and you struck down
The concluded illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Near

I am very near
The truth
And the truth is
There, where
You are.

I am very near
The love,
And you are
My love.

Let me give up
Everything
That are
In me
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Nice

I like it,
Very nice.
Meaning I
Can't explain,
Though.
Words are
Beyond my
Control.
Thoughts are
Not within
The time.
But let me say
What I want to
Say here
Before you all.
Ask not anything,
I know nothing.
Search not
What is there
And what is not
Within the body.
But see life always,
That is in pain
And that is not there
For gain.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Often My Father

Very often my father was telling me
To write poems
And be a poet
And live like a poet.
The reason is that
Poet is far ahead
Of any king or emperor.
Very often my father
Was telling me
Poets can reach
That places
Where the sun can't.
Poets know the love
And go on searching
The truth.
Poets know the value of
Humanity and life.
Poets know the true
Relations that are there
In between the sky
And the earth.
Today I understand
My father is right
And that's why
I am telling everyone here
To be a poet
At least for a day
And have a taste
Of love and life.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Pleasing

Very pleasing,
And I love
Your beautiful
Smiling face.
I love you,
And I love
Your sweet talk,
The source of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Pleasing You Are I See You Here

O my dear, in this material world
Always I am in fear.

You are the sum total of all beauty
O my sweet-y, You face your eyes
All are my light-y.

You are the rainfall of the rainy season
That pleased people as life-token
My dear, everywhere every time your name let me mentioned.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Rare

A good poem
Is very rare
Where I am in
Where you are in
At the same time
A good poem
Is very rare
In deed
In words
In life
On live.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Rare- India

Very rare,
Very rare - India,
Very rare
India's truth.
Very rare
India's talent.
Very rare
India's role.

India needs love,
India needs cooperation,
India needs the whole world,
India is unique,
India wants
World peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Sacred

Very sacred;
The Himalayas,
The Ganges,
The Yamuna,
The sacrifice,
The knowledge
With this world,
This life,

Gajanan Mishra
Very Soon

Very soon I will
Have you again
In my presence.
See my mind is
Totally absorbed
In you and free from
All other engagement.
Words revived
Words revived me
And I am pleased to
Hear your poems here.
Here it is life
Here it is love.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Thought

Very thought is Truth.
Truth is that
It is due to my lusty desire
I am with You
It is by dint of fear
Of my death I am with You
It is love and devotion and service
For which I am with You.
Truth is that
I am always thinking about You
As I see everything in You
As I see You in everything
I think always about You
I think You
This my very thought is Truth
I am also You.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Valuable

Very valuable - life,
Life has unlimited value,
Life is surrounded by
Valuable things.

Value and life,
Nothing is more
Valuable than life.

Take care life,
Life is there
To take your care.

Life is most significant,
Life is the root and
Life is the fruit and we are
All concerned with only life.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Vast

This world
Where we are
living is very vast
I know.

This time
When we are
Living has
No limit
I know.

I am here and
Now I know
I am the least of poets
And see without words.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Very Difficult

very very difficult really-
This life.
So many problems-
How to solve.
So many hurdles-
How to overcome.
And we know
We are going to vanquish
By nature's law.
Very very difficult
To understand nature.
And here we are all
Struggling for
Existence - no value, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Very Important

Naming and
Giving a name
Is not so important.
It is important
To make a name,
It is important
To know the nameable.
In the name only
I do not want to stay.
And I like not nameless,
And I hate name-dropping.
Name and also
Name of the game
Is very very important.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Very Near

I am here
very very near.
Feel me, my dear,
My dear, my dear.

I am within you,
I am all around you,
I am very very
Near, near, near
To you, to truth.

I am here,
Very, very near
To love, I am the love,
I am within you,
You are within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Very Well, You

Very well, you know me,
I am not able to know
You, though.
I simply know, you are
Greater, more powerful,
More subtle and have a
Wider range of activity
Than me.
Very well, you know me.
I am your instrument,
Your creation and I know
You are the doer.
I am not what you are,
But you are what I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Via Media

My body is a
temple of God &gt;
God is everywhere.
Where there is a body
I am in the body.

My body is yours
So long as I am perfect
I have right to stay.
I try myself to be perfect
You are my guidemaster
giving always a lighter.

With your light
I get my path
the path is also you
It is you my body
viamedia of my fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
Via Medium

My dear, I have a relation with You
That is the bodily relation and
The relation of the soul
Our via medium is sweet pleasing and natural
It is transparent and competent
To lead us to the right path.

Gajanan Mishra
Vibration

So many vibrations all around
Love and respect generates
Positive vibrations
It create win win situations.

Gajanan Mishra
Vibration - Discovery

It is in resounding,
It is in flowering,
It is in very living.
Still, we are going high,
To park life in varieties.
Still, we go on searching
For originalities.
We are addressing the self,
For the truth in silence.
We again search for a medium
That is love to enable us
To move forward. In slight vibration
We discover and rediscover
Everything from within.

Gajanan Mishra
Vibration Of Earth

Vibration of earth
Is called rain here.
This rain is without clouds
Without dust.
This rain is in my poems
And I am with all of them.
I am writing only
To give you a new way of life
And the life is here
As you see with this rain.

Gajanan Mishra
Vibration Only

Nothing
But vibration.
And we are all
Parts of it.
Only vibration
Is here in us.
I see nothing else
But vibration only,
That has the meaning
But not known
To anyone one here.
Let us go
With the vibration
And realize the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Vibrations

See I am living
In vibrations
Ask not any question
Though simplest
Though purest
Immovable is
Greater than movable
In vibrations
I am living
Lifestyle is
Simple and pure
I am both movable
And immovable.

Gajanan Mishra
Vice

Who is free from
Vice, come forward,
Let me see.

Take care and
Be attentive.

I am doing
Everything for you,
That are made possible.

But still, vice is
There in body
And in mind.

No one is there
Besides the self
To cleanse it.

Gajanan Mishra
Vice Of All Sorts

Vice of all sorts
Are here on this earth
And yet we called it heaven.

We called it heaven
With all positiveness in us
That are constructive always.

Let us have all good habits with us
And with all pious intention
Let us proceed forward towards Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Victor Vanquished

Victor and vanquished
Have
No ideology
No commitment
No conviction
No future.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory And Adventure

Adventure and victory are with me always
And I am the strength of the strong
Because of You O my dear O my love
I know You are the splendor of the splendid
You are the most enterprising the most industrious
You are the most adventurous and the strongest
And because You are with me I dare to adventure
And I am victorious.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory And Defeat

I want
Not to know
About victory
And defeat
But I want to
Fight and I think
No need to stop
Fighting.
I should go on
My duty.
My duty is
To serve my mother
At this juncture.
My duty is to
Use my mother language
Everywhere here.
My duty is to
Help the neighbor
So as not to make
Them poor.
My only duty
Is to stay sincere.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Echoed And

Victory echoed and
Re-echoed throughout
The Universe as
You are with me, my dear
You are my holy ocean
Full of sweet and
Unfathomable water of love.

You are the cause of
Rising tide, my dear
Blessings raining down
Throughout the Universe
Everywhere joy
Kept saying in free verse
With life charming instruments.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Go

Victory go
I do not want
Figure you know.

I have the motion
to speak I like.
Jewellery shopping
Blue stone marketing
And life time
Exchange offer
All I do not like.

Victory go
I am here with my night
And for ever I want to
Stay with it
That give birth
next day a new sun.

Gajanan Mishra
**Victory Is Assured**

Victory is assured  
Since we engage ourselves  
Constantly in the works  
Of the mother, motherland  
And mother language.  
It is a true movement  
For self- development.  
No one can stop us  
In our missionary efforts.  
We are eternal,  
And our language is  
Transcendental.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Is Destined

Victory is destined
For the people,
For the mother,
For the motherland.

The enemy of our language,
Our love, our life,
Our identity shall be killed
By the hoisting of the black flag.

Black flag symbolizes
All inclusiveness,
All friendliness,
And all welfare.

Let us back to truth and
Invest all in our language.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Is Ours

If we are living  
we should live for others,  
If we are dying  
we should die for others.  
This life is the result  
of the grace received from others.  
This life is the nectar,  
benefits be distributed to all creatures.  
So long as we are here,  
we are here for others.  
No death can touch us  
If we are loving each other.  
If we are in truth,  
Victory is ours, it is proved.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Is There, Get It

victory is there, get it, dear men,
By firm mind and virtues and by
Performing good deeds wholeheartedly
In the speech, thought and actions,
And prevent future calamity.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory Over Evil

Meaning of today,
Duseehra is
Victory over evils.
Let us take a vow
To conquer our
Own weaknesses.
Let us kill
The thoughts
That are negative
In our
Let us live a
Meaningful life.
With a little awareness
Let us attain the self.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory To Mother India

Victory to the Mother,
Victory to the earth,
My living God here.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory To Truth

Victory to Truth
Victory to Love.

Seize, seize, seize
It is love, love, love.

Tear the hatred up
Tear the illusion up.

Victory to Truth
Victory to Love.

It is Truth, it is love,
That reign Supreme always.

Truth is invincible
Love is All-merciful.

Truth, Truth, Truth,

Gajanan Mishra
Victory To You

Victory to You
And only to You.
You are the peace
You are the Truth.
I am Your fragment
And I am here
Only for You.
Victory to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory To You, O Men,

Victory, victory to you, o men, 
o, unconquerable one, 
by your nature, you are very perfect, 
full of all opulence.

Gajanan Mishra
Victory, My Victory

My victory is that
I am alive here,
You can see me.
Greet me, I am here,
In my solitude
In my aloofness.
Victory, my victory,
I am sweet, crush me not.
I am shining, watch me.
I see the night,
It is in silence.
I am alive with my wings
And I climb the sky
To touch you there.

Gajanan Mishra
View Cosmos

To view cosmos
Is beyond my capacity
I can not say also
What is independence day
I am a footpath resident
Lacking nutriment
Not having good clothes
And I am having no house
Anywhere under this sky.

I do not know what is a gas cylinder
And how its prices increases or
Decreases by Government
What is hygienic if you asked me
I am not in a position to answer
I am with moth and mosquitoes
And I do not know about anything
Except my belly.

Gajanan Mishra
View Properly

O enemies
You are really
Going to destroy yourselves
You are your enemies.

You are doing cruel deeds
You are keeping false understanding
You are your enemies
You are going towards
Your own destruction.

Look, I am here
Look, You are there
Here is your world
There is mine
Confused not
Come and see
What you are doing
You are doing for you only.

O my friend
You are really
Not my enemies
View it properly.

Gajanan Mishra
Viewpoint

Viewpoints differ,
That are mine
These are yours.
That are white,
These are black.
For that doors are opened
For this roads are opened.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence

Life is for
Peace and harmony,
Life is not for
Violence and
Violence can never
Be a policy.
My dear, be not a
Victim of false propaganda.
Test yourself
What is false
What is true.
Test yourself
Where is welfare
In general.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence - Beg Excuse

Everywhere,
And no one can
Avoid violence.

Committing
Violence is
But common.

Conditional life
Is there here.

We have to hurt
And harm others
Living entities
Or non-living one.

But we are to pray
And beg excuse.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence Against

Violence against
Innocent animals
For sense gratification
Is a sin and crime
That is unpardonable.
When one torture and
Kills others it means
He is envy of truth
Truth is soul is one
And it is in everybody.
The truth is everyone
Is an eternal servant
Of Almighty God.
Envious persons express
Bitter feelings towards
Others and they create wars
Terrorism cruel administration
Cheating business enterprises.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence And Non-Violence

I can not adopt both as you say
But let me clarify I am already
In violence and at times in non-violence
I am truthful and at times taking
Shelter of falsehood and here
Choice has no place as you say.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence And Terrorism

We can not achieve anything
Through violence and terrorism,
The only result we get
Is bloodshed.
We are not ready to
Accept ourselves
As objects of pity,
We have strength to
Drive out all enmity.
We are human beings,
With all humanity,
Truth, we try to establish.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence Free

Violence free atmosphere
Birth right of all.
Violence is violence
Age gender does not matter.
Violence a crime
Terrible crime.
Violence free atmosphere
Birth right of all
Institutions of the people
By the people for the people
Duty bound to ensure it.

Gajanan Mishra
Violence Means Violence

Violence means violence and that
Has a dangerous precedence.

Violence can not counter violence
Without the equipment of non-violence
That has a appearance in the
inner heart of soulfence.

Gajanan Mishra
Violent Midnight

Violent midnight
Eeized right responsibility.
Who is guilty?

Each party advocates
Innocency and
Not contradict the law.

Degradation of
Democracy symbolised
Violent midnight
It shows excess use
And abuse of power.

Here to introspect
To manage the country
To uphold
Fundamental rights
And expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Violent Storm

Violent storm
Would come to
You to disturb
Your affairs.

Violent storm is there
In its centres-
The gold, silver,
Women, fragrances,
Horses, palaces,
Sweets and meats,
Bhaang and wine.

Violent storm
Is ready to come
And take you to hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Virgin

Virgin,
Tender branch
Of life,
Like full moon
Night.

Virgin,
All dreams,
Purity in
All means
With new
Creativity.

Among so many
Let me say
Virgin at the top.

Gajanan Mishra
Our real nature is virtue,
Virtue is our real nature.
For this, we are to stay
Free from evil.
To stay free from evil,
We should not regard
Anyone as evil,
We should not do
Any harm to anyone,
We should not think
The ill of anyone,
We should not perceive
Evil in others,
We should not hear
Evil of others,
We should not speak
The evil of others.
Let us be virtuous
And do good to others.
All are there to provide
Our necessities of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtue Of True Knowledge

Virtue of true knowledge -
Equal vision.
Virtue of equal vision -
Peaceful life,
Virtue of peaceful life -
Driving away fear,
Virtue of driving away fear -
Getting nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtue Personified

I am my father's
Virtue personified.

Present is most auspicious
Be good enough to start now
Everything that you desire.

And I know my father
Is always here with me.

I said myself
Be not wonder and wander
If you like, my dear, calmly ponder.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtuous - Each One

Each and every one
Is virtuous here.
And hence each and
Everyone should
Show his or her
Intense desire for
The truth.
The truth is nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtuous And Powerful

Virtuous and powerful.
It is true You are
Trying to make me
Virtuous and powerful.
It is true, I am
Endowed with
Immense prosperity.

You are the lawmaker
For my upliftment
It is true and true.
You are my best friend
And guide and my father
And mother and all in one
And I am Your follower, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtuous And Vile

No difference
Between virtuous and vile
No difference.

Inclination towards almighty
Is the matter to count
And not the actions.

It is the grace
That makes a man pious.

Feeling of the heart is important
Being the eternal portion of the Supreme Truth.

To know the Supreme Truth and
Unchangeable Reality should be the aim
And objection. True Love.

Both virtuous and vile
Are to think.

Gajanan Mishra
Virtuous You Are

Virtuous you are
And you deserve congratulations
As because you are
Doing your works
And you are in truth.
Truth is you love all,
You love all as you know
No one is separate from you.

Gajanan Mishra
Visible

You are invisible
Present though.
You are visible
Absent though.
I find no difference
In between visible
And invisible,
In between present
And absent.
A supernatural one is
There that I agree.
Visibility and invisibility
Is there within us,
And I am there in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Visible / Invisible

Look, I am visible
You are invisible
You are fixed
I am movable.

You are permanent
I am temporary
You are everywhere
I am nowhere.

I am a ghost
I am an apparition
You are attained
You have no motion.

You are you
I am I
You are for all
I am for myself.

You have love
You love all
I am here
To fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Visible We Are

Visible we are and
We declare our presence.
Real or unreal-
Not the question
One should answer.
And we are on the way
To touch the air.
The dark - our real friend,
And we try to conquer us
In the night.
Tricks, we know, no use,
At any time at any purpose.
Every word is true we utter,
How lonely we are nothing matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision

Your Vision - perfect
Your Fame - good and spotless
Your Vow - firm and
You are full of truthfulness
O my dear You can only
Liberate the people
From all bondage.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision And Wisdom

Vision and wisdom,
Thinking and feeling,
And we are all liberated,
And we possess perfect senses.

Life is the compiler of the truth,
Life is the description of all good.
Narration of facts, past times,
Future predictions all are life.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision Of Eternity

With the material body
No entangling
Not doing anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision of reality,
sweet-shop of eternity,
Life-riding lady.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision Of The World

Vision of the world.

Let my world be
Free from hunger
And fear.
Let my world be
Free of illiteracy
And want.
I want to see
My world that is
Prosperous, that is
Strong and that is
Caring.
Here is my world
And full of life
And nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision Of Truth

Have a vision of the truth,
Devotion to the truth,
The desire for the truth.
Truth is life,
The life in truth excels.

Render selfless service
To others, remember the truth,
No one is here, but your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Vision, For What?

Vision, for what?
In dormant, let us
Not put our desire.
We are for what?
To dream,
To materialize
Our world
By our
Mystic power.
And who has
Seen what?
Let us point out
Where is the truth
And what is fruitful.

Gajanan Mishra
Visit me,
I am here.
You said.
And I heard.

But sir,
We both are
Incapable to
Move anywhere
Without the touch of
Another.

I am here,
And I said
Worry not,
I am for you.

But sir,
You said-
Our presence is
Only for love,
Only for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Visit Parents

Non visiting is a crime
Respect family unit
Do not let parents
Stay alone in empty nest
On the plea of busy life
Visit parents
Non visiting is a crime.

Gajanan Mishra
Visualization is an error,
I know it from the very living.
The very living is an error,
I know it from the very creation.
The creation is an error
I know it from the very realization.
The very realization is an error,
When true colour is discovered.
And what is that true colour,
To answer anything is an error.

Gajanan Mishra
Visually Impaired

Visually impaired and
Comeforward to see beauty.
Hearing impaired and
Comeforward to enjoy music.
Militancy ends
Rights and duties declared.

Gajanan Mishra
Vital And Joyous

My life is vital and joyous
When I am able to rise the narrow
I am in expanding horizon
I am radiant and in truthfulness
I have controlled my senses
I have sacrificed myself for
The welfare of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Vital Curriculum

Life is the most vital curriculum
I must learn every minute
And I am independent and I am
Able to perform my daily chores myself.
My life is my curriculum and
It is vital and you are welcome
You are also like me immortal.

Gajanan Mishra
Vital Force

Vital force
Unborn
And descend
Amongst animals
men sages aquatics
My dear
Soul of the universe.

Gajanan Mishra
Vital Statistics

Vital statistics
It is in city
The city stands
On the sea
The sea in the sky and
The sky in me
Alive alive alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Vocabulary

Go through the vocabulary, 
Discover words that are 
Most decorative. 
The universe is being described 
With all sanctity. 
Let the crow go on pilgrimage 
And let there be peace 
In the valley of terror, 
If you so like, 
You are allowed to 
Derive pleasure. 
Life is here to 
Achieve perfection, 
The swan is there to show road map.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Is There

Voice is there
In food,
In cloth,
In shelter.
O my dear,
I want to hear
In love
All are my
Life-river.
For them
I am tiger.
Give me something
To eat, to wear,
You are my partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Of Desire

Voice of desire,
I heard.
And I feel pity.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Of Life

Voice of life,
Beneath which
Canals and current.
For this, men
Survive in
New networks
And hide in
Underworld.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Of Reason

Voice of reason;
The touch,
The feeling,
The life.

Life;
Homeless,
Timeless,
Shameless.

But life
Is in sound,
In down.
Life-
On and off
But it is far above.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Of The Wind

Listen, the voice of the wind,
You are to make the voice sweeter
And sweeter by your own loving nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Voice Recording

Voice recording
Through poems
Is important.
It is important
As it gives us
An idea of
The surroundings and
Your own state of mind.
Time is running away
And we are searching
Our own shadows
Within the framework
Though we know
It is not our voice.

Gajanan Mishra
Voiceless

What is that force
That drives you
To act against
The people in general.
You know what is truth
But you are not inclined
To go with it.
You know what is not right
Yet you are going with it.
Seeing your position
I am voiceless.
You are forgetting the root
And committing sin,
I see future not good.

Gajanan Mishra
Voices Of Humanity

Voices of humanity,
Voices of the truth.
Voices of the truth is
Love and mercy.

Love and mercy
Is divine.
Divine is messianic,
It is all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Voices Of The People

Is the voice of God
And what is a God
Where He lives
That I do not know.

I know only people
Of my surrounding
and always i am
Quarreling with them
And praying to God.

I know not where is He
I know You O my dear
And you in return
Trying to make me
Understand what life is.

Gajanan Mishra
Void - Nothing

Nothing is void,
Say night or day,
Say April or May.
Nothing is void,
Body or volley,
Button or bungalow.
And I am shocked
To know you are
Falling apart
With the sky
And the earth.
I am in fashion,
It's okay.
And nothing fully
Grasped, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Voidness

Voidness is the unique
Entity of this earth
Here it is complete sleep
That is indescribable
And it is original substance
The basis of material nature
No expression of words no mind
No manifestation no goodness
No passion and also ignorance
No life air or intelligence
No sense no planetary systems
No ether water earth air fire
No sleep wakefulness or deep-sleep
Total voidness disassembled by force of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Volunteer

You are telling yourself a volunteer
And extracting money for the service
Rendered by you at night.
You are telling time has changed
And You are there to adjust the time
With all fellow men here at this time.
What is relevant is your presence
You are telling and taking away the seats of others.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote

Vote is important
Voting is crucial
To vote is birth right
Abstain from voting is
Sin as said by some
Vote and take note
Is foul play
Take note and vote
Is a way of corruption
Anyway you are to vote
Vote to whom how
Vote for why
Know clearly and say
Good bye to those
Who are hungry angry
On the way of your
All round development.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote - Confidence

Vote - a confidence,
Feather of development.
Vote - never a
Cut throat competition.

Casting vote,
Not mean
Rejection of others.

As usual,
Rascals are there,
But no one can
Harm your purpose.

All substantial,
All not cruel,
All truth-fuel.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote Bank Policy

Are you below poverty line
Take 30 kilos rice / wheat
Take five hundred rupees
Take Indra awas house
Take Khadi cloth
We are for you
Give us your valuable vote.
And what more?
We do not want to make you skilled
And what is the value of that
And we are not here
To skilled you in some trade.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote For Woman

Vote for woman,
Woman can lead,
Woman can give you
All success.
Vote for woman,
Woman can nurse you,
The woman knows the truth.
Woman, the only choice,
Who can take you
On the path of progress.
Woman can explain
What you are in fact.
Abuse not woman,
And see what she is.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote Is

Vote is more than anything,
Let me say everyone everywhere.
Vote to a qualified one and
Not to any so-called hero or heroine.
Vote is greater than anyone,
Whosoever he may be.
Dear men, vote to one who is
Ready to take you on the path of progress
With all sincerity, honesty, and transparency,
Through the colorful light of conscience.

Gajanan Mishra
Vote, Vote, Vote

Vote, vote, vote
Caste your vote.
Ask not the worth
Of a vote.

Winning and losing
Is not a matter
It is whether you are
All with us or not.

We are all one
And hence we have
Struggled for suffrage
Universal suffrage.

And it is our freedom,
It is the way to own kingdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Votebanks

Womb to tomb
Vote banks run
Forget versions
Come with handshake
Are you no hungry
Reply in negative
And every day we
have to search for hand-set
That help us for
Dam road school-building
Nothing required
We must assured
And this is the irony.

Gajanan Mishra
Voter

Asking for vote
hate me love me
give me vote.

Take me where
you want
give me chance
to serve.

Not wise to
go anywhere
uncalled for.

Cast vote
enable me to go
where you wait for.

Gajanan Mishra
Vow

You are making a vow
But for what I don't know
You are trying to
Waggle the time I know.
Vying clouds are there
That I see under the sky
Is it not vulnerable
That I don't know.

Windmill are there
And I supposed to
Withdraw myself from
All the incidents
Of the evening
The vow has no meaning
That only I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Vox Populi

Congratulation, Arvind kejriwal.
I congratulate you on behalf of all
Honest and sincere committed people
Who dare to open their mouth and
To speak the truth openly and flatly.

Life is nothing when truth is there
Before us and to speak the truth
Is the birth right of all that
We are not enjoying so far
You are truly our star.

Truth is eternal not our life
Motherland is sacred with the mass
Not the parliament where the murderers
Looters rapers assembled by
Hook or crook by money and muscles.

Congratulations, Arvind congratulation.
Anna Team is as such made an ideal
And the real words of the masses
It is the Vox-populi of the
Common human race.
Let us again congratulate.

Gajanan Mishra
Vrindaban

Vrindaban - here it is
With Banke Bihari - Lord Krishna,
Nandalala with Jasoda meiya.

Gajanan Mishra
Vrndavana

Vrndavana-
My home.
Tapovana-
My house.
Heaven -
This earth.
I invite you all,
To the place
Of my origin.
The road to my
House is safe
And easy.
Come on with
A poetry.
And take a tea
I am waiting for you
The entire night.
Live life here
But with austerity.

Gajanan Mishra
If I am doing any harm
To anybody here at any time
Or I intend to do that
Let my flesh be eaten
And my blood be sucked
By the vulture.

If I am not living for
The benefit of others,
Not living for the welfare
Of all then let me say
My life is fruitless and
Let me go to hell.

If I am not giving
Water to the thirsty,
If I am not giving food
To the hungry,
O my dear, I have no right
To live here.

Gajanan Mishra
W, - You Are Right

- You are right,
When you said
We are born to wander.
And you said
Time is transfiguring us.
And you said
Beauty is born.

Let me say
I do love
But you said
Love vanished.
And I added
Nothing to worry.
And you said okay.

Gajanan Mishra
Wage A War

Against You
And this is
The call of time.

You are missing
Yourself here
O my dear
Set the time
And get yourself
Shine.

It is your duty
To fight against time
My dear and live
Like a hero
Show your might
In the war against death.

Gajanan Mishra
Wage War

-1-

Wage war,
It is righteous
To wage war
To eliminate evils.
Abandon your weakness,
O my dear, and go on,
On the right path
And declare war,
And go on fighting
Till you win.
Going backward in war
Is impotence.
Go with war
And see, peace is there.

-2-

Do you want peace? really!
If it is a fact,
Then be brave, my dear,
Be clear in your heart,
What you want.
But you have to win.
To be a winner
You have to fight
Either way.
War is a must, remember,
And for war
You have to sacrifice a lot.
To get things done, you have to know,
East and west, black and white and the distinction.

-3-

Here, let me clarify
What is evil.
Evil is always evil,
And that should be eliminated.
O my dear, you just
keep yourself detached
From the things and persons
That are with you
And know the truth therein.
Perceive falsehood, my dear,
And wage war against fraud,
Dishonesty, treachery and qualities of
Un-manliness that has disguised itself
And kept you far from truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait
Wait and
Wait and observe
Observe
Observe and see
See
See where
you are.

Wait
Wait and observe
Observe and See
See and say
Say a few words
The word that is
Yours and Yours
And Pure
And Pure
You are sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait ! Wait !

Wait ! wait !

Let me see You first
And You are the time
Let me see You first.

I am not the coward
Who can sleep or fly
Wait, let me see You first.

I am in time, see
Let me sacrifice
Let me face he challenge
Here it is.

Wait  wait
I am with proper words
Preparing myself to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait And Do

Wait and do
What is needed.
Realize the Truth
And know who are you.

Don't be envious
Don't be mischievous
It is dangerous
Only to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait and observe,
Everything is changing
at every moment here
with all.

Bad and good are
our words, and our words
have no effect with nature,
caution is here and utter.

Read yourself
if you want to read
Take yourself
if you want to take.

Remember, it is you
and besides you
no one is here
nothing is here.

Classify not,
Classification is not real,
Wait and observe
All are going on same reel.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait And See

Wait and see and catch,
The truth is there.
Stay fair and take care,
Be happy with the smile
Of the star.
Know your own base,
Inhale and exhale
Your own air.
Life is not meant
For warfare,
It is your duty to
Acquire and share.
See your own body there,
Is it not bare?

Gajanan Mishra
Wait and wait
And in your waiting
The sea stops
Playing with waves
And you can see
The clouds in the sky.

The sky is always there
Just waiting for you
And I am here
Writing all for the sky
And see, you are in the sky
Knowing fully well
It is none of your business
To interfere in bird's fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait And Wait For Me

Wait and wait for me
O my dear I am here
With You always
And I am available in time
If You call me honestly
I will be present.

Just wait and wait
Waiting is important
In waiting you will get
The scope of getting
Everything that are
With You in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait And Watch

Let us wait and watch,
What is going on
And what we are.
No one is allowed
To go far.
We have to stay
And see the star.
Let us take care and be fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Always I want to  
Help you, you told.  
But where are you?

You are helping me  
Always everywhere,  
But I failed to  
Find me with you.

You are there  
To show me the light.  
But I am here in my dark.

I do agree with your proposal,  
And I am ready to take you  
Anywhere you want,  
But wait and watch what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait And Wonder

Eait wait and
Let me clear
Wait wait and
Let me wonder
Wait wait
What's that
I wander.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait For A Moment

Wait for a moment
And see the shadow
In the sun. Wait.

This is my sun
The sun is within me
See the sun and
Its shadow.

No sun no shadow
You can say bluntly
I am here to explain
Again beautifully.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait Not

Wait not,
No one is waiting.
On the pace of time,
We see life's rhyme.

The fragrance
Is everywhere.
And the theater
We visited
Not for us.

But wait,
Wait to ascertain
The correctness of
Name and fame
With extravagance.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait Not, Watch Not

Wait not, watch not,
Time is short.
We dare not to love.

But love is there -
The controller of life.
Love never hurts.

Love is not
Anyone's private property,
Love has no ill motive.

Love enjoy giving,
Love has no knife
But where there is love,
I must say
There is peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait There Where You Are

I am reaching,
Wait there where you are.
Distance no matter,
I can cross over
The air and the water.
In some way or other
The sky put some barrier,
But I am not worried,
I know I am fulfilled
So long as My mother is here.
Have you seen my mother?
My mother is your mother -
The earth mother, and all
Creatures are our brother, sisters.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait, I Am Coming

Wait, I am coming,
and coming to you soon.

See not that watch,
That is treacherous.

Go beyond it
and wait, I am coming.

I am coming and you
must wait till my arrival.

You need not waste
your valuable time
to search me.

See me and wait
I am nowhere else
but I am within yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait, I Am Reading

Wait, I am reading your face.

Wait, I am reading your body.

Listen, I am telling who you are
And what is your condition now.

Tell me, am I right?
You are Truth conscious that I know.

I am transforming you with all goodness
You may called it transcendental ecstasy.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait, I Am Returning

Wait, I am returning,
Returning to you, my dear.
On my return, I would bring
Everything for you.

I know whole is with you,
And as such let me appeal you
To wait, wait for a moment
And within a moment
Everything si going to change,
And in that change
No one will remain here
Except your own self
And except myself and it is
Going on in this way since long.

Gajanan Mishra
Wait, Let Me Do

Wait, let me do
What I want to do
Here with you.
Never say, no time,
Time is not ours,
We are not under the time.
Wait for me, wait not for change,
We are going with the cycle
Aiming at that unclaimed.

Gajanan Mishra
Waiting For Colour And Light

For colour and light  
We are waiting here.

Glimmer of our life  
Drives out our fear.

We have so many echos,  
We have so many sounds,  
Syllables and letters.

Teach us how to touch the heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Waiting For The Last Man

I am waiting for the last man
With red cloth hammer star sickle
With hammer plough gun candle
I am waiting for the last man.

Gajanan Mishra
Waiting For You

Important is message
And not your presence.
Your presence is
Sufficient here to
Enable us to move
Forward with message.
Come on, and see
How we are waiting for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Waiting is interesting
Dying is interesting.
To wait is to meet death
To die is to conquer
To conquer is to confront
To confront is to live
To live is to wait for death.

Gajanan Mishra
Wake Me

Wake me
Wake me from
Distressing nightmare
From troublesome dream
Think me not
A miserly rascal
I want to wake
From the present
Materialistic life
Wake me
Wake me from this
Hellish life
Of sensual and
Temporary enjoyment
And enable me
To advance to devotional
Service to Truth
Of permanent peace
And bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Wake Up, Wake Up

Wake up, wake up, wake up,
My dear men, wake up.
It is the right time
To wake up.
Wake up and
Get ready to fight,
At any moment, my dear.
Wake up and wake up,
Wake up and rise.
Rise and fight,
Fight for your mother,
Fight for your motherland,
Fight for your mother-tongue.
Wake up and enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Wakefulness

I perceive
I perceive You
I perceive You through
My wakefulness through
My sleep through
My deep sleep.

You are distinct
Distinct from everything
You are uninvolved
You are pure consciousness
That I perceive here and everywhere
In all actions in all reactions.

You are the ultimate destination
I am the river You are the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
Wake-Up Call

Yes, it is a wake-up call,
From now on, let us come
and use our everything for public
good to ensure a better future,
O men, see others as yourself
and hear the wake-up call.

Gajanan Mishra
Walk Not, Walk Not

Walk not, walk not,
Life is nothing
But a race of time,
Walk not, O life
Between the fire
And the priest,
Walk not, O life
Between the husband
And the wife.
See the time, it is
There as before,
Without the setting,
Without the rising
Of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Walk with a child
and perceive all beauty,
talk with a child
and get peace,
stay with a child
and get beautiful
atmosphere of life.
Child is God-like,
Share your joy, my dear,
and be a man of wisdom.
Child is the divine image,
remember, and salute
the child's mother,
Creator of God as near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Walking And Flying

Walk walk and walking
Fly fly and flying
I'm swimming
I'm diving.
In earth in air
In water in sky
In fire in light
You are my only master
Being present everywhere
And in all times.
I'm the son of the light
I'm the hero
I can do whatever work
Allotted to me
With sincerity and honesty
And I get victory.

Gajanan Mishra
Walking In Nature

Walking in nature
Taste what is
There here and
Get relaxed.

Share love
Blessing and
Joy, my dear and
Feel life not perplexed.

Gajanan Mishra
Walking Out

See me,
I am walking out.
Do, whatever you like
You are free.

I realized
The truth and
Let me say
Your teaching has
Something therein.

Tell something more
About those things
That are there with me,
Know that your telling
Is your learning here.

Gajanan Mishra
Walking With

Walking with bent back
The ancient lady
Was looking for
Pearls of her
Youth years
That was lost.

Gajanan Mishra
Walking With Eyes

Walking with eyes
Is free from danger,
Not always, though.

Speech is good,
But you are to
Practice first
Before the mirror.

Memory is good,
But can kill you
With the waves of
Thought and language.

Noun and pronoun,
All are here together
To love nature.

Natural garden is
This life with you,
Flow with it
Good atmosphere is
Ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Wall Has No Work

Wall has no work,
Please be aware of
The global nature.
Wall has no work,
Since all are in
Peace and stability.
One earth, one humanity,
One air, one light,
What for discontent,
What for the wall and
What for enmity.
Do serve the people,
And harm not to the world
And to this civil society.

Gajanan Mishra
Wall In Sky - No Use

Wall in sky - no use,
Men, animals and birds,
See all are free.
The air and the light
All are one and the same.
Love is the only language
Here with the flowers
Of this earth.
Nature is the truth,
Friendship is energy.
The creatures are distributing
Nectar and they are everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Wall Of Air

Wall of air,
Wall of water,
Wall of fire,
All walls are there
In me and I crossover
All walls.
But the wall of the sky,
Crossover me,
And I became concrete
With everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Wallowing in worldly cares and concerns
Is chaining down ourselves by attachment.

Really this is no love for anybody
Anybody means only You my dear.

I know You are in silence
I hear Your Divine Voice in silence
Not in the noises of the world.

Let me allowed to touch the depths within
That in silence and let me get peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Walnut

Everything within the universe
Is within Your grip, my dear
Everything and everything
That are created in the past
That will be created in the future
That are being created at present
Everything and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Rightly said
By you;
The flowers
That blooms
In adversity
Is the rarest
And most
Beautiful of all.
I feel it
Here in life
On this earth
And hence let me
Say and add it is
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wander Care Free

Wander care free, my dear
By renunciating all and
Find highest auspiciousness.
Do not misidentify
Your body as your self
and wander not with falsehood.

It is You who is the truth
It is You who knows truth
It is You who is staying with truth.
The earth the sky the water
The wind and the fire all are truth
As You are with all wandering care free
The truth and nothing but the truth
And I am here as Ultimate Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wander The Earth

Let us wander the earth
With the question
What is the highest good
What are the religious principles
Natural proclivities
Behavior speech outward symptoms
External energy and how to
Dissociate from illusion
What is the true identity of truth
Various types of actions
Aim or destination colors forms
Let us wander the earth
Seeing all gross and subtle
And observe the movement of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Wanderer

O wanderer, where are
You going, tell me and tell me
What are you doing at this time.

O wanderer, I am here to show you
How stable you are and I am here
To remind you about the calmness of your mind.

I know your poise and clarity of vision
And it is for food you wander here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wandering Tide

I am the wandering tide. 
I am here with you 
Day and nights. 
You are my flower-heart, 
I am keeping you 
To map out my trouble area. 
I am your song 
That is longing to be 
Sung by you. 
I am your purple fold 
That needs to be opened 
By you with the tender 
Touch of love 
And the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wanderlust

I want no one
But you.
Please come in.

I know I am
An embodiment of truth.

And I am unaltered
That also I know.

Consolidated bliss
Is here with me.

Identification mark
Is also here.

But I am in wanderlust,
In this wonderland, though
You are here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Wanders And Wanders

Try to know what you are telling,
Try to know what you are doing.
Try to know what for you are here,
Try to know who you are my dear.

The wind is there as before,
The sky is there as before,
The flower is blossoming as before,
The bird is singing as before.

But the river has lost its glory
And the man has forgotten his own story.
The cloud has changed its colors,
And the man wanders and wanders.

Gajanan Mishra
Want A Body

What is a body
That you want.
Is it a vessel
And you want to sail.

What is sailing
And I say
It is just living
Morning and evening.

And I am going
With you, O my dear
Just show me the door
That I want to go and go.

I want to go
With this body
And the body is yours
And I am not a whore.

Gajanan Mishra
Want Not That Is Not Necessary

Want not that is not necessary
O my dear, according to the needs
Please take charity and
Entangled not yourself in
Sinful activities.

But remember my dear
The purpose is not sense gratification
But sense realization
Control your senses and
Be self-satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
I do not want to
Live any more
I do not like to
Explain the reasons.

True is that
I am not free
True is that
Everything I am
Getting in a click.

True is that
I do not know
What exactly I want
For me living and
Non-living are same.

Gajanan Mishra
Want To See

I want to
See your hearts,
Open it just now.
I want to
See you
Open the door.
But I find
No heart in you. How?

Gajanan Mishra
Wanted Dead Or Alive

Wanted dead or alive
But for what
I can not say.

Yet I want you
And I know You are
Neither alive nor dead.

I am doing right or wrong
That I can not say
Reason is beyond my knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Wanted; A Poem

Wanted; a poem
Poem overcome
Trust deficit
Poem provide
Life breath
Poem guiding star
Poem not far
Poem fire
Destroy life's
Dark car.

Gajanan Mishra
Wanting To See The Cm

I want to go to Bhubaneswar again,
I want to see the CM directly at his nivas,
I want to ask his views on language
and livelihood of the people in general.
I care not anyone else but the common people
and I respect their languages.
I want to place their languages
in courts and offices that are for them.
Pardon me for wanting to go to Bhubaneswar
and wanting to go to the CM
who cannot bring my land to the future.

Gajanan Mishra
War

War started
Since the beginning
No loss no defeat
Just bear the pain
For the time being
The role you have played
Has got importance
At the end
Just wait and see
War started
Slaughter continued
And it is you to
Point out who is
Your kith and kin
Since you yourself
Not within.

Gajanan Mishra
War - Outdated

The very word war
Is outdated on this day,
Go not for war,
In no way war is
Helpful to anybody.

See, love is here,
Evergreen, as before
The very love makes you
Lively and keeps you
Intact everywhere.

It is love
That brings us here
And not war, war is
Going to destroy us, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
War And Poetry

War and poetry,
War and peace,
War and life
Cannot go together.
But we are here
With both at this time.
We know we are in
No fly-zone.
They claim
They have acquired
The sky.
But we claim
The sky is free,
Free for all.

Gajanan Mishra
War And Woman

Hurt is a must
If you go with woman
Loss is a must
If you go with war.

War and woman are same.

Without woman
No war is there
Without war
Woman feel shame.

Woman and war are same.

Gajanan Mishra
War Is Declared

War is declared,
Fighting is going on,
Soldiers are dying
Like anything
From both sides.

But no one is
Permitted to attack
The whole state,
For the fault of
A single man.

Stop killing
Innocent citizens,
Who are not offenders
Giving any name to them.

Gajanan Mishra
War Is Going On

War is going on
Always everywhere
Within and outside,
And within that war
I am searching You
And You are at the forefront
Giving signal for peace
And peace is with in the net
Of the war that is there
Within the heart,
It is with us how far
We are preparing to reach
The place of our destination
That is not anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
War Is There

War is there,
Both inside
And outside.
Sir, analyse it
And do the needful
For the interest of
All inhabitants.
Everything is ours,
We must remember,
The loss and the gain.
Each one is ours
The friend and the foe.
The men, who are inside,
And the men, who are outside.

Gajanan Mishra
War Of Words

War of words
Is in the fire.
Take care to exchange
Thoughts in silence.

Mirror is there,
See your face, dear.
Your name is there
In the air, please hear.

Leave not the place,
So long as the place is there.
Fight not the star,
Only with words.

Gajanan Mishra
War Over Water

Water is life,
The very basis of
Friendship is water,
That is life.
If you are a terrorist,
I must not give water.
You are the enemy of
Entire humanity.
You are a killer
And cheater.
How can I give water?
You should keep
Your heart clear
Come to me, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
War War War

War war war
We are busy always in war
And are killing all our men.

No gain but only loss
Still we are attacking our boss
And we are inviting our own fall.

Live and let live we have forgotten
That is our whole tragedy and
Prove of our utter frustration.

We have no love no affection
We are in distressed by separation
We see nobody who is here to give protection.

Gajanan Mishra
War War War - For Greater Benefit

War war situation,
War like situation,
Study the situation
And take action.
Take action and
Kill the snake
And take its poison.

War war war,
War is everywhere,
But in your,
You must show
Your love
Towards humanity,
For greater benefits.

Gajanan Mishra
War Water

All men equal
No difference in
Religion caste creed sex
Rules regulations languages
Low middle high
Nothing like that
Man love man
Watertight compartment
Is not anywhere
Nothing to indulge
In war
Air is there in the air
Water is in the earth
War for water waiting path
Save water for future
Generation and fellow beings
Only love of humanity
Save us from the tragedy.

Gajanan Mishra
War, Death, Destruction

We are cautious,
War, death, destruction.
We are cautious,
Poverty, dust, situation.

We are ready to show
Our real face,
We are human beings,
And we receive the grace.

We are one- all human beings,
We are for peaceful cooperation,
We are in love and in truth,
We are here for all welfare.

We are cautious,
We think good and not concuss.

Gajanan Mishra
War, Not Far

Exactly
what is war.
Not knowing
Not recognising
fair-weather enemy
and go on fire.

I do not know
without enemy
how do you live
I do not know
without enemy
what do you do
And I do not know
who you are
and how to
tackle the war
that is there
with you with me
and not far.

Gajanan Mishra
You are all
Going towards war,
But for what
That I know not.
Are you going
Without men?
No fly-zone
For what?
You are pulling
And pushing the common
Men for what?
War, war, war,
For what that
I know not.
We, the common men
Want some rice
Or a bread
Only two times a day.
We care not,
We have no time
To think about your
War-plan.
You are all going to
Destroy our peace life,
For what?
Tell me, my dear leaders,
Have you any right
To play with the life
Of common men like us.
We are no way
Connected with
Your plan and procedure.
Stop your nasty design
And save men and creatures.
You have no right
To interfere nature.

Gajanan Mishra
War-Game

Players are
Politicians
Sufferers are
People in general.

War-game
Domestic to
International.

War-game
You are to
Pass the buck
Just ride over
The crisis
And move on.

War-game
Both side
Fire and fire
Be prepared
Again and yet again.

Gajanan Mishra
Warmth And

Warmth and,
Warmth and understanding,
Where it is
Please tell me.

Kindness and
Kindness and generosity
It is all only
In my dream.

Men,
Betrayal is
Always with us.

Let us learn to
Say no
Straightway, please.

Gajanan Mishra
Warning

1

Warning,
Who cares?

Anyhow
We want
To remain
On screen.

2

I know
Nothing mine.

And still
I want to
Swim
On the screen.

3

Make in love
Make in truth.

I know
Holy and
Unholy
Hell and heaven.

4

Still I
Fear death.
Why?

Still I am
Unable to love
All.
Why?

5

Seeing everything
I am forgetting
Who am I.

Father?
Brother?
Son?

6

I am forgetting
The real link
And facing
The whole trouble.

Warning,
Who cares?

Gajanan Mishra
Warning - Face Deportation

Learn the language of the land
You are staying and doing business
And enjoying power or face deportation.

Gajanan Mishra
War-Poet

I do not like to
Say a war poet.
Today, I know,
War has lost value.
No war and no peace
No meaning saying so.
But we want peace,
It is how? you asked.

Gajanan Mishra
Waste

Purposeless education is waste
Man without proper education is waste
Education without practical use is waste
Without a general or commander army is waste
Without a husband life of wife is waste
Without love and affection life is waste
With diseases with drugs body is waste
No time table no prayer to almighty
Everything is waste total waste sheer waste.

Gajanan Mishra
Waste not efforts
Waste not, 
Waste not efforts 
And energy 
In unproductive works. 
Stay focus 
By smooth sailings.

You are your 
Best friend, remember. 
No mountain high enough, 
No valley deep enough 
That can topple you.

You are all truth, 
You are what I see you, 
Stay committed to all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Waste Not Time

Waste not time
By reading and hearing false
Propaganda and false
Glorification of unqualified
And bad men.

Gajanan Mishra
Waste Not Your Time

Waste not your time
Come soon with me
I am here the Supreme.
I am here watching
And I am here making
All out arrangement
For all beings.
Come soon in time
You can not say
You are here without me.
Say something about the Truth
If you can and it is unending
Enjoy the wonderful pastime
And feel I am here everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch

Watch and be sober
You are the light
And son of the day
Have faith
And love.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch And Learn

Watch and learn
From woman.
The woman is open
And ever ready.
Woman is not
Actually weak
Weak is man.
Woman has
Inner strength.
Woman is woman
More than man.
Watch and learn
From woman.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch And Watch

The man is there
Alone, watch him.
The man travels
Far, watch him.
Watch the man,
He is incorporeal.
Give the man scope
To rest in the cave
Of your heart.
Watch the man,
To watch the man
Is conducive to
Your happiness.
Tame the mind, men.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch It And Say

Watch it and say
What is in the center.

Say and take
If it is not fake.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch Me Pass

Watch me pass
And rescue from
Waters in the bottom
Till the push and
Pull game over .

I have my own world
In set off
I have my actions
Performed that has
Already finished.

You can't say original
In this boar-world
Within these elements
Senses and hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch The Changes

Only a moment more,
You can see me.
And after that
What will happen,
I am also not capable
To say you all.
This much I can say,
Make yourself free
To study and to know
The truth, my love.
Is the earth true?
Is the air permanently
Reside here?
Are sure about
The components of water?
What is fire
And what is the flame? ?
Wait, just a moment
And watch the changes.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch The Film

Watch the film
It is life
Watch the life
It is film
Search me out
I am in between.

Fashion styling
On line
Cloud computing
On line
Search me out
I am in between.

I am here
Harness my power
I am here
On your tower
Tell your address
I will reach there.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch The Race

Watch the race
Here is the hare
And the tortoise
It is funny for the hare
And a serious game
For tortoise.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch The Self

Watch the self
At least try to watch.

Everything is changing
At every moment
But the self remains the same
Always as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch The Story

Watch your 
Own story 
Within you 
That is 
Changing on 
Daily basis.

Make a daily 
Routine to 
Watch sincerely 
And observe 
Your motion 
Forthwith for 
Going ahead 
With reasons.

Reasons not 
Disclosed and 
You are the victim 
Here for nothing.

Nothingness is 
With you, see 
And have a 
Clear view 
And discover 
The truth 
That is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch Your Own Thought

Watch your own thought, my dear,
It is the big robber -
Always trying to rob you,
Your all happiness.
Keep faith on everyone, and
Make everyone your friend.
Each one is your part and parcel,
Just understand, my dear son.

Gajanan Mishra
Watch your thoughts,
Control your tongue,
Guard your actions
Stay free and happy.

Judge not any one
By outward appearances,
Keep patience and
Get the truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Watching

Someone is
Watching you,
Watching- what
You are doing.
Watching- how
You are going.
Watching- why
You are here.
Watch over yourself,
Watch out yourself,
Just like a watchman.
Nothing but to
Watch is not a
Small or minor work.

Gajanan Mishra
 Watching The Situation

Stay silent
Watching the situation.
Go ahead
Towards vanishing point.

Paint the life
In so many colors
Already there.
Through holes
Push your card
With care.

Change the name
And address for
Your own convenience
And early clearance.

Both solar and
Lunar is pressing hard
For a song
And the song sleeps.

At ground zero
All welcome all,
And we run to connect
The world with
All nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Watching TV

Watching TV and
Writing poems on line
Harms in many ways.

It is sure
It is not waste of time
But it is sure
It is lose of eye-sight
And it is sure
It is lose of money.

In one way
Or the other
I am watching TV
I am writing poems
Or doing any other things
Means I am
Establishing myself.

You can not term
It Love you also
Can not say nature
Everything is
Contrary to Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
Watchman

Watchman,
Day and night are
Two watchmen here
And they are
Entrusted with
The duty of guarding
All creatures, my dear.

Let us test ourselves
In the fire of wisdom
Let us stay firm
In the love in the truth
That is the ultimatum,
O my dear, and let us
Have courage to face the time.

Time is there
In day and nights
And we are all here
Under the purview of
Day and nights with
Our smiles with our tears
Remember, everything is here only to bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And Ice - Different

Water and ice - different
Though one - to say in common parlance.
You and I - one
Though different - to say at once.

It is nothing but the truth
I know there is nobody besides You.
You and You only are here to finish
The game of death in the form of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And Milk

Sips both
Water and milk
Enjoy life
It is big
And full of
Pleasures
O my dear
You are body
You are the body-owner.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And Milk And Dust

Don't keep the dust up
It would rise to your head.

But let me distinguish
Between the water and the milk.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And No Water

Water and no water
Light and no light
Air and no air
Let me stay fair.
I am searching life
Life is here in me
With knowledge eternity
No illusion but reality.
What's the problem?
No problem. I am with truth
To achieve truth is
The ultimate goal of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And War

Water and war,
War and water.
And it is all
About life only.

Life is in conflicts
Always everywhere,
And it has a relation
With air and earth.

All sky and all lights
Are there in water,
Without water how can I
Say anything about life.

Thank God, truth is here
In water and only in water.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And Water

Give me a drop of water
To drink in this summer.
Summer and summer
Take me from here
Save me giving a shelter.
Shelter and shelter
Give me some food
You are my filler.

Gajanan Mishra
Water And Word

Both start from
Inner feeling of life.
Both are here
To start your life
Again in a new way.
Water and word
Both are here
And both make life
As per their colour.
I like to drink
Pure water and
So also I love
Sweet words to make
Them my life-partner.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Belongs

Water belongs
To the sea,
Water comes
From the sea.

I belong to you
I am yours,
There is only love
And nothing else.

Love holds us together
O my dear, I am
Within You, going from
And coming to You.

I am not separated
From You, at any time
At any situation,
I am You.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Crossing

Water, water, water,
Water is crossing
the border.
The border is
far away from me.

I am here with this poem,
This poem is not mine.
I am not a native
And I dare to count
the sands of the ocean.

And water is giving me
assurance to come to me
in proper time at proper
place to resolve its own dispute.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Drop

Water is life
And life in water.
Water from rain,
Rain from sacrifice.
Sacrifice from the action,
Action from truth.
And truth is there
Necessary for our life.
Life is in a water drop
We are here hankering
For a poem in love.
We need song of a bird
And the bird is there
In dazzling forest-life.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Element

The sea the river
The rain the fog
The dew the cloud
All are one
No difference at all.
The air the sky
The time the space
The sight the map
All are one
No difference at all.

Not putting any question
I got everything
Not getting anything
I said O love I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Water - Everywhere

Water element in wave in ocean
In cloud in steam in fog in dew
In river in ponds and everywhere
Only difference of forms
Only difference of opinion.
Water water water and water
Everywhere water in the body
In the house in the tree in the sky
I belong to water
Water not belongs to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Flows

Let me say on water flows
See my life that is not slow.

All illusive fair feeling
All crisis are long term vanishing.

Are you shocking?
And shocking has nothing to do
When we all are missing.

We are all culprits here
Tragedy is we judge ourselves.

Despite so much imports
We have nothing to support.

Important point to note
No pin pointed survey as yet
And all the doors closed suo motu.

Gajanan Mishra
Water I Want To Drink

Water I want to drink,
I am within the water
I do admit.
Food I want to take,
On the heap of food
I reside, I know that.
Air I want to inhale,
So many airs are there
Here see in this well.
I want to raise my head,
I tried a lot but I failed.
I want to cross over
The lake and the wall
But in my vehicle no fuel.

Gajanan Mishra
Water In Fire

Water in fire,
Land on water.
Appear factual,
Unreal, though.

All-attractive life
In the air,
Nomenclature to be
Understood, fair.

What is original,
Matter of research.
Satisfaction is to
Be observed.

In water,
In air.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Is Fire

Water is fire
Fire is water
See no difference.
Fire is cool
Water is hot
Nothing permanent.
Air is in the sky
The sky is in the air
See them on the earth.
I am the earth
Earth is in me
And it is in sunshine.

Gajanan Mishra
Water is flowing
Life is running
Rock is fixed therein.

Higher and higher
You are superior
No earlier no later.

Rock is fixed
I am dying
You are waiting.

I know nothing
Except knowing you
And you are in all
All in you.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Is Flowing Within

Water water and water,
Water is flowing in the river,
And river is within me.

I am the water and I am
flowing in my normal course
in the bed of time.

River is okay
It is the water
that is dirty.

Time is okay
It is I
who is defiled.

With the flows of time
See me, my dear, I am pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Is My

Water is everything
For me, my health, my life
My soul, my love and
The truth of my life.
Water, water, water,
Give me some water
To clean my hands,
To clean by body,
To prepare some food,
Give me some water
As my life is there
In water. And water
Is there in clouds,
Water is there in me.
I cannot live without water,
Clean and fresh water
Is but the necessity of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Water is the truth,
Not the river,
Not the clouds.
Truth is life,
Not the body,
Not the mind.
Control water,
Control life,
Through self-consciousness,
Through kindness,
Through purity,
Through patience,
Staying free from greed
In eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Is There

Water is there in river,
In ponds, in sea, in lake,
In clouds, in house, in my body,
Everywhere, everywhere, water, water.
Some say water is life and life-water.
Life, like water evaporates
And again return back with time.
Time is friend, time is also the enemy
And We are all in its circle.
No need of sun or the moon,
Life itself is burning and drowning
As directed by time.
Time and water are both one and same,
Here it is and here it is not.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Itself

Water itself
Is not the cause of
My unhappiness,
It is my thirst
That makes me unhappy.

This world is beautiful
And fine and it is
The attachment to
This world that causes pain
And makes me unhappy.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Kept

Water kept
In a cracked pot
Leaks out
Use of wrong words
Diminish you
Don't shout.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Pervades Everywhere

Water pervades everywhere under the earth
Water can be received from a well
Likewise, my dear, You pervades everywhere
Love and purity is here with me and You are
Here in my heart making it Your special residence.

The fan the refrigerator the heater etc
Are run by electricity but electricity has
No will and insistence of its own
Likewise, my dear, all beings revolve
According to their own nature by drawing
Inspiration and energy from You.

I can purify my nature and for this I am free
My dear, You by Your grace, bestowed upon me
This human body so that I can attain salvation
The birds the beasts are not free like me
And this is Your special grace I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Related

Water related issues
Are all here.
Come and pick up.
Life is there
In water and let me
Reiterate, water is life.
Alone and alone I
Can go with water.
For a pure drinking water,
I am the beggar.
I am but a
Water-rhymner.
Water and only water,
My prayer- life giver.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Rising

The sun rising,
The water rising.
But the lotus flower
Rises up from the water
To touch the sun.

The beauty of nature,
Spiritual and pure.
Intention is to bring all
To the point of spiritual existence,
Truth consciousness.

Necessity of life
Is blissful association.
Without any contradiction
To follow love's participation.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Turns

Water turns
In to steam
When heated to
The boiling point.
Like water the air
The earth the light
And the sky all are
Under the law of nature.
And so also you are
In bondage and
You are inhibited
And conditioned.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Wall

Water wall
And the wall of water
In the fire, I see.
I see in my speech
The pauses and
The images of life.
Life, I feel
In stone and stars.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Water

Water water water
Where there is water
There is life.
No water no life.

A dropp of water
A deity.
Keep it
Serve it.

Gajanan Mishra
Water water The Ganges water
Flows from You
All Truth come down
With this sacred water
Life is with this
Sinless and
Glowing effulgence
Emanating again and again
With this I am expressing
My words of Love
Words of affection
You are my finest selection
I am doing everything here
Only for Your glorification.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Water Turbulent Water

Water water turbulent water
No water in future
Try to live without water
A drop of water you can not find
Here there except in media
Imagine image of a thirsty man
And beast and bird and parched
And cracked earth
No water in sea in ocean
In village cities industries population
Water water turbulent water
O my brother, save water
For your son and daughter
If you want them to be here.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Water Water

Water water water and water
Give me water in this hot summer.
And water has atom, water has favor,
And water water water and water
Water as cloud, and water drops
In action, in creation and
Water is the symbol of supreme devotion.
Water, water. water and water
And in water there is true love
That is flowing within and outside.

Gajanan Mishra
Water Words

Water words,
Words of water.
Words of air,
Air words.
All in the sky
And on earth.
All to give love,
To give life.
All positive,
All sensitive,
All for truth.
And the truth is
In all.
All silent,
All important.
Life is just
A passage to
The truth
Through water
And air
To touch the star
There in between
The sky and the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Water, Give Me Life

Water, give me life,
A new life of nature,
Nature, with fine atmospheher,
Atmosphere with all goodness,
All goodness for the welfare of all.
Water, give us nectar,
nectar of new life,
With love and smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Water, Nothing But Water
????,
????,
?? ???? ???
???? ?????
????? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Let me drink water
I know water is
Only true drink for me.

Food juices and soups
Are my foods,
Coffee tea wine
Are all poison.

I am thirsty
Give me a drop of
Pure water.

Let me sip water
As slowly as I
Comfortably can.
I know when I am
Sipping water
I am taking internal bath,
That eliminates uric acid,
excess of salt and sugar
And waste products of my body.

I know taking water
With meals dilutes
My stomach juice and
Hinders digestion.

Water, water,
Let me drink water
O my dear, I know
Water is useful
In constipation,
Asthma, flatulence,
Piles and fever.

Let me take bath
In water,
Let me rub my body
With hands before bathing
Let me take light exercises
Or for a few minutes slight sun-bath.
Let me take hot and cold hip baths
Together to get relieve from
Retention of urine, flatulence ad pain.
Let me take spinal bath
I know it is useful for my
Blood pressure, insomnia.
I take steam bath for my
Tonsillitis throat troubles,
Rheumatism, sciatica, pimples etc.
Hot foot bath is an antidote
To malaria and heaviness.

Let me swim in water
O my dear, I know it is
Beneficial to health
And it serves as a recreative activity.

Give me a cup of water
O my dear, and give me a
Better treatment and a better life.

Life is water
Water is life
Without water
The earth would
Become desert.

Let me enjoy
The recycling of water
From rain to ocean
In this rainy season,
Let me say it is
My life’s new version .

Gajanan Mishra
Water, Water Course

Water, water course,
Water, water fight, water war,
Water, water fire,
Water, water release,
Water, water judgment,
Water, water life.
But water and
For water, here we live.

Gajanan Mishra
Water-Body

Water is my body,
I am not here to die
In heat wave and even
In the sun stroke.
But save me, save my water-body,
For your own future, dear men.
I spring from the imperishable,
I can do anything and nothing is impossible.

Gajanan Mishra
How can I take
Watered rice
Without an onion
As it has the sky
Rocketing price.
Patato, my stable
Diet is also faces
The same orst hit.

Gajanan Mishra
Waterfall At Harishankar

Waterfall at Harishankar
Let me float here
Crimson sky
Pursue me, see.

I am on this mountain
The name is Gandhamardhan
Merging in the water
Water is in my body.

I am going towards You
See me from here to here
Here is Your path
See me, I am on Your way.

Gajanan Mishra
Waterfalls

Waterfalls,
Sunrises,
Colored star,
All fair.

All take breath,
All accounted for,
All time to count,
All void is the truth.

One, two, three -
All trees.
All cracked,
All free.
All languages
Hip hip hurray.

Gajanan Mishra
Water-Future

I am fresh and
Pure on the mountains,
But I am going from here
Towards the ocean
For the welfare of all,
I know, impurity
 Might catch me there
And also on the way.
Yet I dare to go
And I want to sacrifice myself
For the good of all.
I am the water,
The source of life
And the source of future.

Gajanan Mishra
Watering The Plants

For you I am,
I am watering the plants
Only for you.

Plants of nectar,
This life, my dear,
I am living
Only for you.

In expanding horizon
Let me see you
At each and every stage
of my life here.

And I have my
Own twittering
that is for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Watermelon

Watermelon is a good
Summer breakfast
Like my poem
In this life desert.

Here I am to sing
Here the spring is
To welcome me.

Day in and day out
I am here with you
You are my mirror
And I am yours.

I am the mountain,
I am the ocean,
You are my life, O sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Waterproof

Waterproof coat
Is not here with me.
Still, I am
Calm and confident.

Belittle not
Anyone dear.

We have to use
Our own strength
Within.

Here we are dwelling,
In a peaceful way.

But we are busy in shooting
Within ourselves
For no reasons worth mentioning.

Gajanan Mishra
Water-Stressed

Water-stressed is here
Controlling access lost
Is not far from fear,
The sea cried with the clouds
Blamed the sky not be so proud.

Here water-stressed
All people are out
Who is for whom not known,
We know in water the pleasure
And the pain, the loss and the gain.

The question of life and death
Is here in these water
But my dear, we are not to fear
We know fearful person is there to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Wave

I am just a wave
I am not the ocean
It is your greatness
That you called me
Fragment of the ocean
I do not take the ocean mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Wavering Flame

It waxes brightly
And again it is weak
And it is vanishing
See, it is wavering
Flame of a candle.

Creating innumerable
Shapes and patterns
It is rising
It is falling
The waves of a
Flowing river.

It is my body
That is transforming
Youth old age disease death
This body exhibits
Physical strength desire wisdom.

It is the time
Irresistible force of time
That is here
Perceive it, if you are intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Waves

Are they telling something
And if yes what is that?
If, my dear, you are able to hear
Tell me please at this hour.

I am not near, I am far,
Far away from you
Though you are within me,
You reminded time and again.

At this dim light
And in this fractured life
I cannot say what is right
But it is the waves there.
And I am in the deep sea
With the ambassador, not mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Waves Flow

No eternal effect
Constantly the waves flow though.

No happiness no distress
No curse no favor.

O my dear, you can not say
This place as heaven or hell.

Gajanan Mishra
Waves In The Sea

No one can count,  
The waves in the sea,  
That appear and disappear.  
No one can say definitely  
The shape and sizes  
Of the cloud in the sky.  
No one can measure  
The time that is here.  
The trouble and the disturbances  
Are there and that are but common.  
We are to go with it  
And we are there to get success.  
No one can measure our success,  
And it is not countable also.

Gajanan Mishra
Waves Of The Ocean

Nobody is here
To count
Waves of the ocean
Don't show
Your emotion
You are to abandon
That are with you
At this time place
And commotion
I am on my duty
And discipline of action
You are to show
Your devotion
After crossing
The area of passion.

Gajanan Mishra
Waves Rise

Waves rise
Water- not sea nor waves.
Clouds appear
Clouds disappear
Sky is there s before.
You are everywhere all-round
With truth with bliss
With knowledge
I remained unchanged.

Gajanan Mishra
Waxing And Waning

I care not any
Waxing and waning
Waxing and waning
Does not affect me.

I appear and
I disappear
And it is my nature.

My beginning and
My ending is not
My birth and death
As some said.

It is only
Ignorance, let me say
I am here as I am for ever.

Everything you see
Is the changes enforced
By the imperceptible
Movements of time.

I care not the time
I am above the time
Feel me within.

Gajanan Mishra
Way Is There For The Wheel

Way is there for the wheel,
Life is there to quell the revolt,
But I know I am in a dangerous place.

Gajanan Mishra
Way Of Approching

I am here
As it is approchable.
You apprise all
Or not
That I care not.
Commentation is
Not my duty.
But I am here
As ever blooming
At this locality.
I care not
The loather.
I care only
The loadstar.

Gajanan Mishra
Way Of Perfection

Way of perfection
Is love and
Only love
In truth.
Hear, see,
Remember, worship,
And all are
There on the way.
No darkness but
Light is there
Always.
Knowledge with
Truth is the best
To pursue virtue.

Gajanan Mishra
Way Of Work

Way of work is like cycle
Like recycle
Actions and reactions
On the same rank and file
Like filtering muddy water
Through mud and like
Purifying a wine-stained pot
With wine like wise
It is not good to follow
The principle of tit for tat
Counteract the killing of men
By sacrificing animals.

Gajanan Mishra
Way To Enlightenment

Control yourself
and get all wisdom,
all virtue
in a natural way,
and that is the way
to enlightenment,
and there, enjoy good health
and get true happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Way To Repay

No way to repay You
No way is there to
Repay You my dear
And who am I to repay
Who am I to think
About repay with
Anything anywhere.

This world is Yours
I am the product
Of this world
I know You are in
Everything everywhere
Including myself
I am to show unceasing love only.

This very love is also You
O my dear, it is the Truth
And Truth is only You
You are the Truth
And because of You
I am here with You
Without any separateness.

Gajanan Mishra
Ways

So many ways are there,
Giving and taking are only two.
You can go above giving and taking
And sleep well at night - only truth.

What are you - nothing to know,
But keep curiosity within you.
Embankment is the cuddle of life,
You are to know and take steps for truth.

Living is nothing but taking,
But the meaning lies in giving.
Your own thinking takes you to the truth
If you are fit and qualified for that.

Ways are so many but
You are to choose that suits you.

Gajanan Mishra
We - Stand For Sacrifice

We - stand for sacrifice
And selfless devotion.

We - indicate truth,
Purity and simplicity.

We are for freshness
And creativity.

We progress through
The path of justice,
Liberty and brotherhood.

We are one in peace,
And we have kept
With us humanity.

We, the people know
This life is for others.

Gajanan Mishra
We Accept

We accept,
We absolve,
We embrace,
Great words,
Really sir.

But we are free,
We can't tolerate
The interference
In our works,
In our language,
In our development,
By outsiders.

And who is an outsider?
Important question
That has no answer
Outside but it is
There inside.

No place for violence,
True. But we are to
See our identity
Intact here and there.

Let me place
My view,
On my land,
Let me stay
As your friend,
But with honor
And with
Proper respect.

Gajanan Mishra
We agree with truth,
But we differ where
There is falsehood.
We know truth is one
And falsehood many.

We are busy in our
Livelihood and we know,
We are the truth.
We know our order of
Life is one starting
From birth to death.

Duration is short,
Star is there only
During our life period.

Gajanan Mishra
We All

In the eyes of the outer world
We seem different from one another
But look within we are one and the same,
Our feeling of pain and pleasure
Our eating and sleeping and living style
Our place of birth and education and
Profession to fill up the belly though
Seem different in the eyes of the outer world
Our birth and living components,
And our facing the death and death itself
Are our own and it is the one and the same, and still
We are living for what that we know not
Till date and we are engaged ourselves in fight
Among us though we know it is just loss of time.

Gajanan Mishra
We All Are

We all are made of
Five subtle elements-
Earth water fire air ether
O my dear, we all are
One and the same here.

Remember, my dear,
If we all are burnt
To ashes, nothing
Will remain, besides earth
Earth is our identity
And our worth.

Gajanan Mishra
We All Are One

No connection
With anyone
And yet
We all are one.

We are different
from each other,
My dear, and yet
We all are one.

Breach of affinity -
You can find
Everywhere here,
With a link that is
Connected with favourable
and unfavourable circumstances.

Gajanan Mishra
We All Have

We all have
Equal right
To enjoy
And take pleasure.
We, the poor and the rich,
We, the big and the small,
We, the black and the white,
We all have
Equal responsibility
To the society
For peace and stability.
We, the living entity,
Are to see all out
Development of this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
We And Love

We were in love,
We are in love,
We will be in love
With each other
For ever.
Let the sky
Realize our colors.
Let the birds
Fly within that sphere.
We are the sons
And daughters of
All beauties and
All happiness.
Let us smile
For the reasons
That we are here.
We are remained
Unchanged as before.
Let the world change
If it so like before us.
Love is with us,
Truth is with us,
And we are in tact.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are

I am here
Everybody know it
I am going
Everybody know it
I am playing
You act as referee
In between you and me
They are coming
And going
We are not concerned with.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Alive

Let us live,
As we are alive.

Who and
What we are,
Let us see.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All

We are all facing corruptions
In our public life and
In our daily life
And we all know
Any sort of complacency
Is definitely a sin
We the so called
Educated and literate class
Are involve in one way
Or the other in corruptions
And we became boneless
To protest to check all these
We are making laws, true
But we are in a way
How to get benefit from these
For our personal gain
General people are expecting
Something more from us
For a better world
And how far we are ready to
Take responsibility is a
Question to put to ourselves
And failing to solve these
We will become culprit before
Future generations and that is
Not pardonable.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All At One Place

We are all at one place - this earth,
We are taking one thing - this air,
We are all dazzling here by this light,
We are all here to stay together
and enjoy life to the full.
Let us come on, my dear, time is
running short, don't be a fool.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Blind

We are all blind
We are all blind here
And we are guiding each other.

We are missing
We are missing the right path
And we are falling in to the ditch.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Blind Here

We are all blind here,
We have eyes, though.
But we can feel,
We can hear and
We can understand
The real position of
Our own life and we can
Do the needful for good.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Brothers And Sisters

Under this one sky, who is our Father
And on this earth, who is our Mother
Air and light and water, make us alive
And we are saying, we are living
We must remember, we are living for others
We are all brothers and sisters.

We are all brothers and sisters
We are here, not to fight, not to quarrel
But to love and love and love each other
Love is the binding force that makes the cosmos
We must know nothing is there to divide us to break us
We are for welfare of others and not for one's self, remember
We are all brothers and sisters.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Equal

I am not inferior to You
You are not superior to me.

My dear, remember
I am never affected
By the modes of material nature.

I am here in this world
Only to disseminate specific knowledge
Of Truth that is here there everywhere.

I, by actions, mind and words
Live only for You and always
Trying to penetrate mysteries of love.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Flying

We are all flying
On our respective sky.
No question of interposition.

We are as doughty
As the sky.
Seeing our position,
The ocean is there
To act in dumb show.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Fools

We are all fools,
We know the questions
And we know all the answers
And yet we are asking
And we are searching for
The answers and going to
Lose our valuable times.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Great

We are all rich
This world is ours
We are the Truth there.

This civilization is for us
We are pious
He appear only to save us
We are great only for Him.

It is He
Who is solving
All our problems
Our life is easy only for Him.

Let us engaged ourselves
In His service.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Ignorant

We are all ignorant,
Ignorant of our
own real greatness.
We are here,
On this earth,
Playing, reposing,
Sitting and dining
Together, not
Knowing the purpose.
Though in company
We are, we are alone.
We acquire knowledge
But failed to use it
In proper way.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All In This Foreign Land

This world is a foreign land for us
We are all in this foreign land
For a few time days months years
As you say and we are here to
Save ourselves by performing
Good deeds and charity
We should keep the truth with us
While performing our daily routine
Like sleeping eating playing sitting
We should love each other for our own
Good and to get peace during stay here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All In This World

At this time with pleasure
Roaming freely here
Victory horse is with us
And we are ready to face
Anybody at this time.

We forget not our goal
We sit at ease
We converse with all
Keeping good relations
In this heavenly path
This body is with us.

We try to capture us
In this world at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Killers

We are all killers,
We are killing our own mother,
We are killing our own mother-tongue.
We are all killers here
And yet we are shameless
And we are walking on the national highway
Like hero though our production is zero.

We failed to renew our love,
We failed to call the birds
That are at the tree-top.
We are crying for the butter-fly
And we are smiling for the sands
They are there in their respective places,
And we are not ready to bring them back.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All One

We are all one in different shapes
We are the sons and daughters of one
Seed-giving father and material nature
As the mother, my dear men
You are endowed with intelligence
And You are more powerful to understand
And to realized the course of nature
And indication of almighty father
Don't go for artificial luxuries and
Sense gratification, the life of dogs and hogs
You are the elder brother of all animals birds
Don't harm them in any manner, my dear
Remember, your civilization depends on
The development of all living creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are All Puppets

In His hands
We are powerless
Though enlightened
We can not do anything
Except His good will
We have no
Ideology of our own
We have to follow
His instructions
That are infallible
We are all
His representative
We should follow
His authority
We should live in peace
It is His wish.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Always

Thinking about our
Gain and security
And we have forgotten
Our devotion
Our sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are An Owl

1.

We are an owl,
The meaning
I could not understand,
When you added,
We are neither a hawk,
Or a dove.

2.

I could not
Pick you up,
I know, you are
There with us, though.
But I failed to know,
How close you are
To development.

3.

The dark, I see
Is not yours,
It is also
Not mine.
But the light
Is with us
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Aware

We are aware of
Our own food,
Our own shelter,
Our own language,
You cannot mislead us
In any manner.
We know, delusion is
Your symptoms and not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Begging

We, the men are begging
Day and night and we know
Only begging shadow from trees
Scents from flowers
Water from rivers
Clouds from the sky
And we know only to say
Ourselves goodbye goodbye
We are begging for foods
For clothing for shelter
We are hungry we are thirsty
And still we declared ourselves
As great and feel proud
Our life is full of ego
We know the hollow that is
With us day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Being Cheated

Cultivate knowledge,
Knowledge of the supreme truth,
And waste not time in
Unnecessary things.

Though breathing, I am dead,
With the lack of knowledge.
Knowledge of the supreme knowledge
Can only enable me to live.

Let me utilize that are with me
For the purpose of truth realization.
And truth is that we are non-entity.
Truth is that we are being cheated
By the pressure of time and by
The illusion of our life pattern.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Being United

On a common principle
We are all dedicated to You
You are the Supreme Truth
That we know
We are here to follow
Our father and forefathers
On common cause.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Beyond Numbers

Let us realize,
Beyond numbers,
We are. And also
We are beyond time.
We are our life-breath,
We are our energy.
We are our light
And we heat us
With our moon.
We create our universe,
We describe our merits
And glories while
Performing our duties.
What is with us, our own.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Brothers

We are brothers
Please come and
Let us pray together.

O my dear
We are partner
In this world's lighter.

Come please come
And we are here
With pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Brothers- Bhai Bhai

We are brothers - bhai bhai,
Let us work together
For the development of each other.
No cheating, nothing.
We should keep our own identity
On this earth with distinct
Language and colors.
We are brothers - bhai bhai.
Let us keep our picture clean.
We are all the sons and daughters
Of nectar, we are better.
Let us keep faith and
Cooperation with us,
We are brothers and sisters.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Brothers- Live Peaceably With All

We are brothers
And we are in the same
Mind towards one another
We are brothers
We differ.

Let us see good things
Let us live peacefully
And overcome evil
With good
We are brothers.

My dear brothers
Let me feed you
You are hungry
My dear brothers
Let me quench your thirst
I know a drink is
Necessary for you.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Burning

Yes, we are burning
Between the fire and the air.
We are burning and watching
The smile of water within us.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Busy In Sport

Here in this world,
We are uncommon and
Unique and we are
Attracted towards
Each other.
Here in this world
We are pleased by
Seeing each other
By staying together.
Here in this world
Our pastime of love
For each other is
Enhanced and we are
Busy in our sport.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Close

We are close to each other, my dear
We are opposite to each other.

We are conscious and careful
We are in dark
We are fool.

It is not that we know nothing
What we know
We apply nothing.

Neither we are pleasant nor unpleasant
We are causing injury to ourselves
With our own consent.

We remain engrossed in violence
We are selfish
We are in attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Crying For Peace

We are crying for peace,
We know peace is not easy to get.
But peace is here within us
And we, the human beings have forgoten.

We have lost our own balance,
And it is due to our own anger,
Own fear, own desire, own guilt,
We are nursing grudges and insecurity.

We are crying for peace,
But we know not what is love,
How to love, whom to love,
Where and when to love.

Love is necessary for a peaceful life,
But we are living with hate.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Disturbed

We are disturbed,
We are unfortunate,
And we are busy
In quarreling with
Each other here
Forgetting our goal
To serve the mother.

Is there any deceit
With us?
Let our life
Go to hell then.
Let destiny
Destroy us, of we are
Not sincere and faithful
To our mother language.

But friends, let me clarify,
I am plain and straightforward,
I have played trickery,
I have concealed nothing.
And I can't blame anyone.
Still, I hope, let the criminal
Be punished and let us
Show him/them the exit point
For violation of the laws of the land.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Divided

We are divided
Because of us.

We have divided
Our earths
We have divided
Our Gods
We have divided
Our ideals
We have divided
Our selfishness
More and more
We have divided
Between man and men.

We are responsible
For our division
For our downfall.

O man, call your soul
And ask what is it
With you
How is it
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Diving

We are diving deep
In the ocean of nectar,
See us, our heart is clear.
Here is love, here is beauty.
We are eternally free and so
Externally we are to go on that line.
We are shining day and night,
But we are to show our light.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Doing It All Ourselves

We are here
To fight for
Life, land
And language.
We are here
To build our
Own future
In our hands.
And we are
Doing it all
Ourselves to
Show our identity
With humanity
In world community.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Eternal

We are eternal
It is but natural.

Life is not singular
But plural.

Struggle is natural
Struggling is final.

It is but natural
Give life a moral.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Fighting

We are fighting
With each other
On the topic of
Existence and
Non-existence,
But we have forgotten
That we exist here,
And so long as
We exist, how can
Non-existence would
Be here, dear.
The issue of our
Fighting is really
Not in existence.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Five In All

We are five in all
We are material ingredients
We are earth water fire air and sky.

And as such, O my dear
I find no difference
Between the leaving and entering.

O my dear, You are smiling
You are my heart and soul
I know You are in five You are above five.

And for this I love You
You love me within and without five
We both love each other, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Fortunate

We are fortunate
We are able to see
We are fortunate
We are able to hear
We are fortunate
We are able to feel.

That's all what I want to say
That's all where I want to live
That's all how I express myself
That's all whom I love.

And in love there is no burden
And in love there is no hindrance
And we live here for all
All are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Free

We see the wind
In the tree
We see the tree
On the earth
We see the earth
Under the sky
It is for the sky
For the earth
For the tree
We are here and
We are free.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Friends

We are friends
We should feel
Each other's development
Each other's progress
In a new look,
That should be
Constructive and
Cordial.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Getting Together

We are getting together
At this termination point.

At this termination point
You are calling us.

You are calling us
With sky color photograph.

With sky color photograph
We are getting together.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Going

We are going
And we are telling
We are not going.

Here is time changing
We are not changing
Change is changing.

It is not within
And we all are in hurry
It is nothing but fury.

And we are spinning
And we are winning
We are going and going.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Going And The Sun

We are going,
The sun is not coming.
In fact, we are nameless,
We are calling east, west.

We to choose what to do,
We to select dark or light.
Though nothing is there like
in this middle of the journey.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Going To Observe

We are going to observe
15th August, the day of independence.
But are we independent in the true sense?
What do you mean by Independence Day?
We are not able to use our own language so far,
We are not able to produce our own food so far,
We are not able to initiate our own policy so far,
We are not able to get from our own elected Govt
What we desire,
We are not able to move freely anywhere,
We are not able to earn the knowledge
That is there in our soil,
We are not able earn livelihood in our home-land,
We are not able to express ourselves openly to anybody,
We are not free in anyrespect anywhere
And we are going to observe Independence Day. Thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Going With Reverse Gear

We are going
With reverse gear.
My dear, look forward.

Read our literature
It is there everything
What is what.

No ceasing please
Enjoy life here
At this time.

Highest goal is
Freedom from
Miserable conditions.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Happy

We are happy,
And nothing to worry.
We know everything
That are happening-
His wish.
Be true to yourself,
Be truthful and honest.
Words may cheat you,
But nectar is there
In words.
Let me appear
For the sake of nectar
Again and again and yet again.
Let me stay awake..

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Here

We are here to live
We are here to let live others.

We are here to watch the birds fly
We are here to see and feel flowers blossom
We are here to hear the streams song
WE are here to catch the time and go
Where we have no ego.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Here In Conflict

We are here in conflict
With one another.
Natural disturbances are
All around us.
We feel the earthquakes
Along the mountains.
Blowing cyclones,
Heat and snowfall,
Uprooting trees by hurricanes,
Darkness reigned everywhere.
Natural disturbances are
All around us.
The ocean with its
high waves wailed around.
The rivers and lakes agitated,
Lotuses withered.
Claps of thunder heard,
Sounds of rattling chariots
Are there inside and outside
Mountain caves and houses.
Jackals yelled vomiting strong fire,
Owls, dogs cried here there,
Asses ran hither thither in herds,
Birds flew shrieking from nests,
Cattle in the cowshed and in woods
Passed dung and urine,
Cows terrified, yielded blood,
Images of gods shed tears,
And we are here in conflict
With one another, dear.
Reason is not with us, but
Bad time is there here with us.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Here To Enjoy

We are here to enjoy
As because we are
Attached to it.
And what is it
Who is there to
Explain the matter.
It is true
Externally and
Internally we are
With nature.
And our nature is
To go upwards
It is you only
Who can move
Every side always.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Here To Sing

We are here to sing,
We are here to dance,
We are here to watch,
We are here to walk.
Singing, dancing, watching
And walking are our birth right.

We are doing all these
For what and for whom?
Have you imagined?
Yes, you are following
The footsteps of your father,
And living without breaking
Anything that are here and
Floating as usual on the river.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Ignorant

We are ignorant,
Ignorant of greatness,
Greatness of anyone.
Anyone can build anything,
Anything can be done
With proper care.
Care should be taken
to respect all always.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In

We are in
We are in love
We crossed
We crossed the border
Border of death and death.

We are in
We are in love
We are in love-world
Love-world of life
For the sake of life
Without any pressure
From outside.

We are in
We are in love
We are open
We are open and transparent
We love each other
And we care not
And we search not
The meaning of
Days months and year.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In A Bond

We are in a bond,
And we are trying
For salvation.
Salvation can only
Be possible
Through the bond of love.
Let us love each other, my dear,
And through this love
We can move towards
Salvation.
And what is this salvation
It is doing good to each other,
My dear, it is living for
Each other.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In Between

We are in between
Our father and mother.
Father is the sky,
Mother is the earth.
Air and water and light
Are our pillars
And we are always
Depending on them.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In Danger

We are in danger,
For our leaders.
We have elected
Them to serve us.
We are in danger
For our servants.
We have paid them
For their services.
Reality is that
We are exploited.
No one is there
To take care
The common men,
And their culture.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In Languageless State

We are in languageless state,
Laws, rules, provisions are there, though!
But we want, and we demand,
Introduction of our language from
The very beginning of education
Everywhere till the end of education
At least within the state.
Let all disparity go from the state
Relating to language.
One state, one language-
The call of time,
One who opposes must go away.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are In Love

We are in love
With new sky
With new colors
With new numbers
With new birds.

We are in love
Always keeping
Our bodies in truth.
We are in love,
We are in love.

We are in love
With a hope to
Open a new chapter
In both world
Inner and outer.

We are in love,
Really we are still
In love as before
With smile
Day and nights.

Gajanan Mishra
We are like waves
And we have
No existence
Of our own.
The waves are
In water
And the water
Is in waves.
The waves and
The water are
One, though.
We are the creatures
And we abide in nature,
We continue to exist in nature.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Locked

We are locked
Within the prison walls
Of this world.

Why have you
Brought here
I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Losing

Basically foreign but
To all intents and purposes
As good as home
No meaning saying this.

And we are losing our touch
With our identity
Our own culture
Our traditions
Our roots.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Lost

We are all lost,
We are separated
From the truth.
And we are
Yet to be reunited.
No wonder, my dear,
We left to wander,
Nowhere here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Missing

We are missing,
Separately and
Also unitedly.
We are missing,
And missing and
Missing with air.
Missing and missing
We are together
Here, on this earth.
On this earth, we are
With the stars,
Missing and missing
Together with time,
We are missing, missing.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Mortals

We are mortals
Nothing new
We are wandering
Nothing new
We are fighting with us
Nothing new
And new is
O my dear
We have come to you
We have taken shelter in You

And you are our love O my dear
Please rescue us
And open a new chapter
In love.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Moving

We are moving
In our own forms
With all glories
With all victories
The sky and the oceans
All are submerged in us
And our aim is to
Uplift all.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Moving To Uplift All

We are moving
In our own forms
With all glories
With all victories
The sky and the oceans
All are submerged in us
And our aim is to
Uplift all.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Neglecting Peaceful Natural Life

In the name of religion
We are killing the poor
And the innocent,
Mentally and physically.
In the name of religion
We are keeping the people
In general far from the truth
In the locality for personal interest.
In the name of religion
We are declaring war
Against humanity.
In the name of religion
We are putting ourselves in trouble
And neglecting peaceful natural life.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Neighbors

We are brothers,
You are telling again
and you are telling
let us go together.

But it is difficult to believe
so easily, my dear, as with you
there is snakes, dragons and tigers
and without any weapon I am here, a mere creature.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Neither

We are neither
Different nor
One,
Yet we are,
Let me tell the truth,
Not two.

We both exchange
Love,
We thrill
With delight.

We both appear
And we are
Attracted towards
Each other.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Neither Separated

We are neither separated
From the truth nor the truth
Is separated from us.
Nothing else is there with us
Besides the truth.
We think of truth only
At every moment here.
We are the truth, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Nobody To Dispute

We are nobody to dispute
We have nothing to dispute
And who are we ask yourself
What is yours ask yourself
If you disbelieve me
And see around you
How they are coming and
Going empty handed with
Nothing for nothing through nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Being Attracted

We are not being attracted
Society has been degraded
From truth all are separated
Being misguided and this
They said blessed but how
They forget and still
They are protected and enjoyed
What they called life.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Blind

We are not blind
We are not deaf
And what we see
That are not true
And what we hear
That are not acceptable
We have legs
We have hands
And where we go
That is not destination
And what we caught
That is for demolition.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not In Favor Of

We are not in favor of
invasion, it is true. But,
We are in favor of rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Independent

We are not independent
Please understand
Needless to observe independence day
We are not independently separated
But we are one and interlinked
Please understand my words, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Insane

We are not insane,
We kept pigeon,
With us to win any
War against human.

We love all
But we are never
Influenced by wealth
Women, war, worry.

We realize life
We know how to
Tackle all problems.
We know true art of living
We have our own intellect
To use for welfare of all beings.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not One But Two

We are not one but two,
We are not two but one.
I am confused which is true.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not The Loser

Nothing to lose,
We are not the loser.
No difference
Between freedom
And prison,
Let us realize.
But some
Social contract
Are there
We have to follow
Here without
Any question tag.
We are all social
Climber and we are
Anxious to
Kick out soccer.
True, we care not,
So and so, but
We are to take care
Where we are
With no soak.
We are to keep
What is ours?

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not The Same

You are here
I am here
And yet
We are not the same
And we differ.
We differ
In form and
In structure
Though we are
From the same root
And we deliver same fruit
And yet
That differ
From one to anther.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not To Forget

No need to remember
So many things, incidents here.
But we are not to
Forget one who is
Giving us food and security.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Together But We Are Separate

Like the sea and the sky,
We are not together, but
We are separate, people say,
At distant horizon, they meet,
Though.
We are not in a position
To understand each other,
But we are misunderstood
Like the earth and the water
In the light and the air.
Day and nights have no difference
For us here, as we are at the top
At times and at the bottoms
At others.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Not Two

We are not two
But one
We are not there
But here
We are not bad
But good
We are in this world
This world is beautiful
Beautiful birds beautiful trees
Beautiful earth beautiful sky
Moon sun stars all are beautiful
Men animals insects all are beautiful
Our life beautiful and
We are not many
But one with same earth
Same sky same light same water
And same air
Be fair to one another
We are greater and greater.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Odias

We are Odias,
Are we dying?
No, never,
We are not to die.
No one is there
To make us die.
We are Odias,
We are ready to do
All welfare acts,
We think, let our
Life go to hell
And all creatures
Get peace.
Dare not to
Put us in trouble.
We are not to die.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are One

In union
In disunion
At a time.

We are one
In union
In union
At a time.

We are one
In disunion
In disunion
At a time.

We are one
In disunion
In union
At a time.

We are one
We are one
For all times
For all times.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are One - In Adversity In Prosperity

In adversity
We are one
In prosperity
We are one.
Are we really one?
There is some lacuna.

Our friendship is our strength.
Are we weak if we are not friend?

Life's detour
You can not exile anybody
And act as orator.

To show manliness is reward
We are not drunkard.
We can not go for
Universal dissolution.

We are rational
Our revelation is our prostration.
We are one
And one.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are One And The Same

We are one and the same,
We are called by different
Names and attributes though.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are One, Believe Me

Believe me,
We are one.
Oneness is
Our reality.

See the sky
And the earth.
Feel them in
The water and air.

Yes, my dear,
We are one.
Switch on the light
And see within.

Believe me, we are here,
Within one another.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Ornaments

We ourselves are the ornaments
Of this nature, of this world.
We ourselves are nothing but
The truth and the nectar, my dear.
No question of devaluation or
Undervaluation is there at any stage.
We are not independent entity but
We are here to enhance true love.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Our Enemies

We are our enemies,
We are our enemies.
We are the cause of our death,
We are the cause of our death.

In love we are mixing hate,
We are learned and intelligent
And we are also beast and fools.
We are not truthful to our words.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Poor

We are poor,
But not hungry.
We want rice to eat,
We want water to drink,
But we are not hungry.
We want money
To purchase bare necessities,
But we are not hungry.
The sky, the earth,
The air, the light,
All are here
For our refreshment.
We are committed to
Do something for them.
We are here to live,
We want life.
But we want, not
Free food, but
We want to do work
For good.
We are poor
But we are truth to
Our words.
We are poor
But we are sincere
And honest.
See us, and leave us
At our own disposal.
Show not your kindness
By offering free food
By offering free house,
And who are you to give us
Everything in cheap and
Also in free.
We are poor
But we are not beggars.
We are poor
But we are our own masters.
We Are Posted Here

We are posted here
In different positions
By the Almighty,
Not for quarrel,
Not for war,
But to maintain peace,
But to cultivate knowledge,
But to stay in truth,
But to love each other.
We are posted here
To show mercy
With compassion.
We are not here to kill
Or destroy one another
But to acquire permanent
Virtue of this life.
We are nectar here
We the brothers and sisters,
Sons and daughters of this earth.
Our bodies are different - true,
Our food, clothing, shelters are
Different - true,
But our breath, our components
Of life like air, water, light
Etc, etc are the one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Pure

It is sure,
We are pure.
Purity is
Our characteristic.

Let us do something
that have good effects
to the entire universe.

We should admit
our identity with Almighty.
And we should remain free
From the sense of doership.

It is sure
we are pure,
And we are not in sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Related

We are related
And it is multiplied.

We cried
And it is multiplied.

We do not want to see the root
And it is within us.

We see life as a fun
And we see in front of us a gun.

Are we not aggressive?
Are we progressive?

Question and answers all are related
And we are terrified.

We are terrified
And there is nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Satisfied

We are here and
We are satisfied
With one another.
No disagreement,
No discontent.
All good are here
And we are in peace,
Here with us,
We find all prosperity.
Think not otherwise,
We are on both sides.
We are one and the same,
At times, though,
At different or opposite side.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Searching Our Hive

No one can forget
His/her own mother-tongue
His/ her own mother-land
And his/ her own mother.
It is but nature,
One should go with the above
Even at the cost of
His/her own life.
It is true
We are all five
And we are searching
Our own waves and hives.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Similar

We are similar,
We are the same,
We are here
Under most horrifying
And extreme conditions,
But no way to go out,
We are to stay here
For all the future.
Here, we find all puzzles,
All drifts, all unusual
Creatures that tell us
To stay apart at times,
But we are here waiting for
The next messages from there.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Sovereign

We are sovereign,
No one is above us.
We are human,
The earth is our land.
Let us talk
In free verse
In the language of love.
Let us not fight
With each other.
Let there be autonomy,
Independence and
Self-government.
No influence, no authority,
No tyranny, no control.
We have our own supremacy,
We have our own jurisdiction.
No one is allowed to
Captured us.
We want not to capture anyone.
We believe in live and let live.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Still In Dark

We are still in dark,
In broad day light.
Till today we are
Not able to know
God is one, like the earth.
We are not able to realize
We are one with same air
Same water under the same sky.
We are fighting for our own freedom
But we are not ready to give freedom
To others, we are still in dark.
We are killing ourselves as
We are not able to know who we are
And why we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Taking Part In The Magic

We are taking a major part
In the magic of the world.
It is for us the magic show
Is going on day and nights.
All the stars are here with us
And we are getting so many lights.
The birds are flying high
The sky is coming down to earth
And we are very pleased with
All these here at this time.
In these magic the important
Point is how we are eating
Rice, pizza, dosa, kheer,
How we are drawing and colouring,
How we are providing space
For others to show themselves
During the period of their stay.
The magic is fantastic but
We are critical thinkers and
We are not as simple as our
Own children and so we are
Not able to equip our child
For success anywhere.
But this magic world
Cares not anyone and it
Is moving on its way as before.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Dolls

We are the dolls,
You are the puppeteers.
And you control us,
We are in your universe.

One who realizes you
Is the wisest of the truth.
You are within all,
And you are outside as well.

You are the adviser,
You are the witness.
I am the fool,
And I say I cannot see you.

I am the fool,
I am with the false prestige,
And I want to remain independent,
Though, not for good.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Fishes

We are the fishes,
You are the fisher man,
Catching us in our net.

I want to jump out of the net,
Give me strength.

Give me knowledge
And through that knowledge
I will be careful
And I am never caught
In the net.

Let me not face any danger,
Let me not go deep
In to the mire of degradation,
Let me give a scope for realization.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Learned

We are the learned, my dear friends,
And we are expert in extracting money.
We are the intelligent, my dear friends,
And we are expert in telling lies for self interest.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Successors

We succeeded our forefathers,
Our forefathers were great
And learned,
We are the true successors.

We are the true parents here,
We are to build our successors
With our love and affections
And with the scents of our own earth,
With our own culture, traditions
And language and with all truthfulness.

Let us hope for the best
With a new world ahead
Without any suffering
Without any backbiting.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Winners

We are the winners, here,
And we know the victory
And the defeat are slices
Of life, which must be endured.

I salute you, John Milton, sir,
You have rightly said, peace hath
Her victories, no less renowned
Than wars.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are The Wonder

And it is love
That is in me,
That is in you.

It is love
That makes us
Alive here.

It is love
For which
We are together.

It is love,
And in love
We are the wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Three

We are also one
We are the cause of
Material manifestation
In the highest vision
Nothing is beyond us
We are three
We are non-different
We are always and
Everywhere present.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Three Friends

We are three
You and me
and the moon.

We, three are
busy in our
own works.

And we are
trying to cross
one another.

We are
in a rush.

No color is
ready to give us
any solace.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Three Together

We are three together
Built this house for you
And you are here for ever.
Who are you is not our business
To know or to collect information
Or to ascertain the facts
Of your existence.
We are three together
We are separate but not
Separate in separate beings,
None of us is degraded
And take serious views about
The place or circumstances or
Incidents whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Conquer

We are to conquer
Our mind,
And we are to see
The sunrise.

No force,
But in due course,
Everything would be
Sorted out without fuss.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Live

Nothing is the best,
It is false to wish
All the best.
It is true to say
This life is full of
Pains, sorrows and worries.
But we are to live
So long as we are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Move

We are to move
From the mode of ignorance
To the platform of goodness.

We are to understand
The knowledge of the self.

We know the knowledge of the self
Cannot be appreciated by an ordinary man.

We are to rise and see the rising sun
And salute the sky.

I am by nature a man, we are to remember,
Always here and act like a man.

We must be situated in the activities of the truth,
And we are meant for regulated life and by
Following this, we can understand everything.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Pass

We are to pass
And not the time.
We are to go round
And round and
Not the time.

Let us hear
The call of time,
Let us write
About the time,
Let us know
The truth of time.

Time, time and time,
Nothing but time
Is here, and always
Trying to create fear.

It is all the same -
Time and life.
We live for time,
And time does everything
For us.

Time is the storehouse of
All beauty.
And we are all
Beautiful here.

Inside and outside
Time is taking
Our care and
We feel not,
Fool we are.

Enough is enough,
The time is
Not for us.
Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Reach The Roof

We are to reach the roof
But where it is we know not
This is the only problem here.
We are to quench our thirst
But how and where we know not
This is the only problem here.
And you said, come on dear, here
We are to clean first the atmosphere.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Read

We are to read,
To read we are here.
Let us start reading
The self first.
Everything is there,
Everybody is there
In the self.
The self is in the air,
In the water, in the sky
In the light on this earth.
The earth is going
Round and round again and again,
The sun is at the centre,
And we are here with prayer.
Let us read the prayer,
That is in the shape of poems
Already written much before
Our birth by the self.
The self is the discoverer
Of its own just
At the gate of time
And time is there to put us
Together in love and
Recall my dear, love is
The only truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Read Them

All are poems,
Animate/inanimate,
We are to read them.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Rise

Two words
Rule poetry
One is love
Another faith.

Two words
Rule life
One is birth
Another death.

In between the two
We are to rise
Like the sun
Daily and regularly
In poetry in life
And move towards
Eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To See

We are to see
The overall welfare
Of a man here.
Here we have a
Democratic form of govt
Of the people for the people
And by the people.
We are to do
All works for the welfare
Of a man here.
Here we are taking money
From the people directly
And indirectly and it is
Not wise to cheat the people.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are To Show

We are to show
How we're living
On this earth
With faith
With love
With truth
And with full
Co-operation in peace.
We are to show
How good we are
How refined
And in a mission
To fulfill Your
Very purpose of creation.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Two

We are two and become one
With love
We are one and become two
With ego.

We can not do anything
Without love
Without ego.

We have real-knowledge
Within us and we are to know
How to balance
Love and ego.

Love and ego
Not contrast
But corroborative.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Two - Love Life

We are two
And not three,
And we are free.
Delicate our life,
And we live
With love
For good.

For good,
We are here,
We two.
We belong to
This earth,
It is true,
Sky our foe.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Undivided

We are undivided,
And there is nothing
To dispute within us.
The sun, the moon, the sky,
The clouds, the air,
The light everything is ours.
And we are partners in life,
We may say we are brothers
And sisters and there is
Nothing to quarrel on land
Or on water or on boundary
As we know, boundary has
Nothing to play so long as
We admit our oneness here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Unique

We are unique
We are human being
No caste color creed
Nothing can divide us
We are human being
This world is ours
And we are unique
Our only aim is to
Spread love love
Only love can make us
Alive and alive
We are unique unique.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are United

You are trying to
Break up my home,
But we,
The family members
Are united and
Firm.
No proxy war
Can work properly
Remember.
You are imparting
Training to terrorists
And providing cover them
To infiltrate into our home
And create chaos,
But remember
That would not work for long.
We are cautious
And united.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are United By A Woman

We are united by a woman,
Come on, as a player.
We are gold,
We want gold
For a woman.
Something extraordinary is there
With a woman.
We see our light with a woman.
A woman can do anything
For us.
No matter
Inhale or exhale,
But see the woman
Who is on the play.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Welcomed

Enough is enough
No more required
Sufficiently supplied
Everything in life
No more is required
Enough is enough
I am full of mine
You are full of yours
I am full with You
You are full with me
No separate opinion
No separate speculation
Nothing is empty
Nowhere
With this fullness
We are to go together
O my dear, come on
Look, we are welcomed
By this beautiful weather.

Gajanan Mishra
We Are Young

We are young
We have vision.

We are living in present
We are young and looking forward
To the bright future.

One who is looking backward
Remembering the past,
Let us called him old.

The old men are always getting pleasures
Out of recalling past incidents.

Old men are living with their past,
But see, we are young with clear vision
Going towards a bright future to
Show the world how great we are.

Gajanan Mishra
We Availed

We availed everything
That you supplied
Opportunities are not ours
We know and proceeded ahead.

We are swift and right
We have not discriminated
Right and wrong in this house.

This house means this body
Let the body stay as it is
Let us see ourselves in
Full co-ordination.

We have opportunities
We realized
Your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
We Bathed

We bathed in the river
And where is the river
Is it within us!

And where we are
We are unable to answer
It is day and it is dark.

Gajanan Mishra
We Become Two

We become two
in order to relish oneness.
We long to provide
ourselves every comfort.
We have full claim
on each others.
We are giving service
and no one is master.

Gajanan Mishra
We Belong To This Earth

We belong to this earth, right?
We have one sun one air one water one sky, right?
We are all one made out of the same things, right?
If you want let us fight, let us go to kill each other, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
We Belong To Truth

We belong to truth,
Non-violence is our weapons,
Freedom from anger is our beauty,
Renunciation is our dress,
Compassion to living beings is our prayer,
Aversion to fault-finding is our greatness,
Gentleness is our quality,
Steadiness is our life.

Gajanan Mishra
We Born Out

We born out of the same womb
Of the mother earth and under
The same sky and stars
We are all brothers and sisters
Though we are not alike
In qualities and nature
This is the wonder of this world
And we are fighting among
Ourselves forgetting all
Goodness within us to
Make this world heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
We Both

I am weak
You are strong
You are distinguished
I am dishonored.

My dear
We both are
One and the same
We both are hungry
We both are thirsty
We are homeless
We are poorly clothed
We are beaten
And we both are helpless.

We are not one
And the same
We differ, my dear
As white and black
As sky and earth
We differ and yet
We are one and the same
Here as rich and poor.

Gajanan Mishra
We Both Are Friends

We both are friends, remember
We are in need of each other
Without one, valueless another.
I possess nothing
You possess everything
And we are friends for sometimes.

You exist within
I am an outsider
Let me give respect
To our friendship, my dear.
I am a pauper
You are my Master
You are here
I have no name address and anything clear.

Gajanan Mishra
We Both Are In Truth

We both are in truth,
We both are truth.
We both know
What is there with us.
We both have power of
Understanding here.
We know how rapidly
It is all changing
Body and mind and intellect.
We both are here
To see, to observe
And to expose all.
We both are important,
We both feel the movement.

Gajanan Mishra
We Both Know

You know
Whatever I am doing
All are meant for You.

I know
The sky is only mine
And You are the sky.

We both know
We are here in this
Luminous clouds.

Gajanan Mishra
We Can Not

You can not say
What is there
In my destiny.

I can not say
O my dear, about
Your character.

Gajanan Mishra
We Conquer End

God particles found
And the universe
Is at our hand.
God particles found
And we conquer
The end.

Gajanan Mishra
We Deserve A Lot

We deserve a lot,
We, the common people here
On this earth.
We, the common people
Elected you for us.
We deserve a lot,
We, the common people
Are busy in soul searching here
In our own land.
We deserve a lot,
We, the common people are here
In love and in peace.
Study us, do something
What you can for us.

Gajanan Mishra
We Differ

We differ
We have no relationship
At all with each other
We are quite different
In nature
Yet we are here
Staying together
One is fully dependent
On another
Whatsoever we are here
For ever
And we differ
In such manner.

Gajanan Mishra
We Do Not Want To Live

We do not want to live
Without our language,
Without our sovereignty,
Without our right to education
And food, clothing and shelter.

We do not want heaven,
But we want our language,
We want our freedom to
Speak and use our language
Everywhere within the state.

Gajanan Mishra
We Earned

We earned,
But what we earned,
All are not
For our own self.
We have nothing,
Nothingness is
Only ours.
We are here
To loss everything.
Morning, evening,
Earning, living,
And at the end
We are lost.
Still we are to learn
Living with
Substantial right.
We remained
In obscurity though.

Gajanan Mishra
We Feel Restless

I feel restless
Without you and
I know you feel
Restless without
Me.

I am your worthy
Everything as
You desire
And so also
You are mine.

Let me approach
You for nothing
And you are here
To do everything.

Gajanan Mishra
We Flourish With Love

My poems my love
O my dear, You are
My living poem
And my love
And our relationship
Flourish with colors.
We are here, O my dear
With the air with the water
In the light on the earth
And we flourish with
Our love relations
And affection and
Not with aversion.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have A Duty

We have a duty
To work for the people
In their language,
We have a duty
To bring them all
Together, my dear,
We have a duty
Not to drive them apart,
Not to keep them in dark,
But to give them knowledge,
To enlightened them at any cost.
We are committed for that,
We are here for the people,
Without it we lost identity.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have A Republic

We have a republic,
Liberty, fraternity
And equality are with us.
Check and balances are
There on this and that.
Let us go with unity
In diversity.
Let us exchange wisdom.
Minimize the difference
Between the haves and have not.
We have a republic,
Let us maintain peace,
Let us love each others
For mutual developments.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have An End

We are nothing
But a mass of decay
And we have an end.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have Fought

We have fought
So many times
In the past
But achieved
Nothing and
Nothing.

Now we should
Save our energy
And develop ourselves
On the path of
Progress and peace
For common benefits.

We are both one,
We must not forget.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have Lost

We have lost,
We have lost our languages,
We have lost our culture,
We have lost our identity.

We are far away from truth,
We are far away from love,
We are far away from goodness,
And we are near death.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have No

We have no right to
Show disrespect to anybody
Not showing good respect
Is a sin and
There is no excuse
When we know that
Almighty is seated
In the heart of all.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have One Soul

We are all one
And our soul is one,
The rarest of the rare,
And the rarest grace.
The soul has no shape,
No direction to go,
And no where to stay.
We are all one,
And we realize
Our vision should be
Glorious infinite.
We are bright and
We are brave to
Catch the truth of life.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have Oneness

We have oneness,
Our relationship is eternal,
We never want anything from another,
And we surrender everything what we have.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have Our Own

We have our own
Antithetic influence
And envy.

We have our own
Success and
Failures,
Honor and
Dishonor,
Praise and
Blame
Feeling of happy
And sad.

We have to win us first
And show the world
How we are free
We know everything
With us is short-lived
And will disappeared.

First we are to
Cross our own
Antithetic influences
And envy.

Gajanan Mishra
We Have Strength

We don't want war,
But we have strength
To gouge out crooked eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
We know all useless,
Money, power, position,
Yet we are busy in
Our own hunger game.

We know our name,
And it is false.
Riddle, time, mythology,
Nothing but acts of spoiling.

We know what we are doing,
Eating, sitting, sleeping,
And yet, getting nothing.
We know we are beyond our control,
And we are far from the truth,
And yet, we are searching not for nothing, though.

Gajanan Mishra
We Know Nothing

We know nothing
About anything
And yet we say
So many things
On so many topics.

Alas, we are here,
By will or
By force,
No matter.

We are damned,
As we wish to live,
By any means,
With any one
And in any place.

Gajanan Mishra
We Live For Ever

We live for ever,
And not only
For this year.

Shall we ever
Want the last year
To return back?

No, never.

We do not want
To return back
At all.

Then why we are
Thinking about
Our own past
And worry about
Future and not
In peace for
The present.

We are here,
We live here
Not for this time
But for all times
To come.
We are our outcome.

Gajanan Mishra
We Live Together

We live together,
But far away from
Each other.

We stay at home,
But this is not
Our home.

We exchange
The words,
That are not truth.

We want peace,
But we like to stay
In this world.

We love each other much,
But we have forgotten
To recognize one another.

Gajanan Mishra
We Lost In Ourselves

We lost in ourselves
Having no intelligence
Engaged in unbeneficial
Horrible works
We are going to destroy.

Gajanan Mishra
We Love - True

We love - true,
But we have
No relationship
With each other,
We are quite
Different in nature.
One is sentient
While another is not.
One is perishable
While another is not.
One is mutable
While another is not.
But we are one and the same
From the time immemorial.

Gajanan Mishra
We Must Love Each Other

Yes, my dear poets, you are allowed to do anything keeping the meaning and emotion intact. We, the creatures of this world are one and the same. Our components are the same—air, water, earth, light and the sky. We are all subject to birth and death. We are suffering here, and also we are enjoying the life. This is the truth. We must love each other. Love is the only eternal force within us. Love or perish. Thanks,

Gajanan Mishra
We Must Not Forget

We must not forget
And why to forget
How to forget
To whom forget.

We are the basic
Basement is with us
And we must not forget
Each other
And how to forget
Why to forget.

We would not stay
Hence further
Hence that.

Gajanan Mishra
We Must Respect

We must respect their saying
Too much of everything
Is good for nothing
We must remember their saying
A little learning
Is a dangerous thing

Gajanan Mishra
We Need

For my living
I need you.
For your very existence
You need me.

No pin or needle
Can make us awake,
It is only love
Needed for life sake.

Gajanan Mishra
We Need Growth

We need growth
We need equitable growth
We need inclusive growth.
We have made inroad
Reducing poverty.

Gajanan Mishra
We Need Our Language

We need our language
And nothing else.
Our need is our language
And nothing else,
In courts, in offices.

It is true
We are no longer bounded
By any limits.
We are here to establish
The ideal of a
Common cause
Through our language.

We are ready to make progress
In all fields through our language.

Gajanan Mishra
We Ourselves Are Disgraced

Only for wealth, more wealth
Alas, wealth is bigger than us.

We ourselves are disgraced
Because of worldly goods
Alas, we are smaller than worldly goods.

We ourselves are disgraced
Because of perversion of intellect
Alas, we are small we are slave we are in lowliness.

Gajanan Mishra
We Recited

At the end
We recited
Reasons not known
But it happened.

How are we
To be known
At the end
By self-controlled.

But it happened
How and why
Reasons not known
At the end.

Gajanan Mishra
We Recreate

We recreate,
We maintain.
But we have
No right to
Destroy.

We are here
To bring happiness,
We are here
To know the things
As they are.

We are the stars,
We care not the dark.
But this dark is there
To bring us fresh
And colorful light.

Gajanan Mishra
We Should Remember

All that glitters are not gold
To admit it we have to be bold.
All that big are not big
Looking big talking big
Biggish really not big.
Giving a touch one can reach
To the pitch.
Going to the dark
One can see light
All lights are not to sparkle
Not to shine not to glitters.
We have light in our rock-body
That is not to vanish
Not to wear-out
We are not to vanguard.
We are gold cent percent pure
And we are here to glitters
All that glitters are not gold
We should remember we are told.

Gajanan Mishra
We Should Remember What We Are

We should know what
We are giving to whom,
We are giving torch light
In the hands of the blind,
We are giving radio
In the hands of the deaf,
And we are giving microphone
In the hands of the dumb.

The number of beggars are rising
And we are telling we are progressing
It is not our fault, it is default.
Beggars are the only resort
And who is not a beggar
The question not easy to answer here.

Gajanan Mishra
We Spent

We spent the night
Waiting for light.
We live for love
Knowing love is
Our own life
That is in us.
Talking to each other
We know the hearts.

Gajanan Mishra
We Stand For Right Action

Right thought,
Right actions,
We are there with
All these that are right.

We stand for right actions,
We stand for truth and love.
Right intention is a must
For rightful living together.

We are right who will say,
it is the people who can declare
This after so many years of experiences.
We are right when we are committed
To common welfare with all
Truthfulness and loveliness of life.

Gajanan Mishra
We Suffer Because Of Our Dreams

We suffer because of our dreams
We create our own fearfulness
And we suffer because of this situation
We suffer because we see a tiger in our dream
We suffer because we see a snake in our vision
In a subtle form we create our situation
And we suffer the consequence
All these are due to our bodies
The subtle and the gross
O my dear, let us rise from sense perception
Let us learn to tolerate without being disturbed
We suffer because of lack of knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
We Suffer From

We suffer from
Material fever.
Symptom is dangerous
With the rising of temperature.

Misunderstood is there
Among each other.
No diminishing report
Even after our departure.

Now and then we search for
New chapter,
But we failed to play
The role of progressive emancipator.

Gajanan Mishra
We The People

We the people
of the world
want to live.
Live with dignity
Live with fairness.

We are not
immigrants.
We are here
for all times to come.

We do not want
anything from anybody.
We have everything
already.

What is wanting
in our brain.
and we are simply
blank paper.
We are to solve
each and every problem.

We are progressive
and leading
to be human.

Gajanan Mishra
We The Poet

We the poet hit straight
Our words our actions are straight
Our body our mind our soul being straight.
We the poet welcome all animate inanimate
We worship nature we worship humanity
Our attitude our approach being straight.
We are truthful we are peaceloving
We are straight in ideology
We are not here to favour anybody
We are being always in the side of light.

Gajanan Mishra
We The Three

We the three
Are in fact one but
Because of
Our ego we are
Telling we are separate
We the three
The world
The being
And God almighty
Originally
Our own self is
Divinely eternal
Existence and
It has no ego
As such
We the three
Are ego-less
And one and same
And we are here
And we are here
For welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
We The Worst And

We the worst
And you the best.

You know not
The language of the land
You rule.
Your mother is
Not the daughter of
This land.
Your father has done
Irreparable loss
To the official language
Of the state.
And you are the best.
Can you say all
The names of your own ministers,
Secretaries, helpers
Without seeing the papers?
Can you say what
You are eating, drinking
And how you are sleeping?
Is there love in your heart?
Yet you are the best. Hurra,
Hip hip, hurray!

We are the worst.
We love our mother,
The daughter of this land.
Our fathers taught us
How to love and sacrifice
The life for the mother language
For the mother land and
For the mother.
We say we are independent,
We are separate,
We are sovereign.
It is our birth right
To get letters, orders
And everything in our language,
The language prescribed by
The Constitution and
The laws of the land.
We vote for our representatives
Who are there in the Assembly
To frame laws for us.
And you are killing us,
Every day, every moment.
Killing our mother,
Killing our identity.
We are the worst!
Get lost.

Gajanan Mishra
We Two

We, the two,
East and west
Staying in truth,
Love together,
Love each other.
The time declared
Us, the best and we are
In peace for ever and ever.

Gajanan Mishra
We Two - For Good

Joined together,
For each other.
Opposite though,
We are one.

We are well known
To each other,
For good,
We are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
We Understand

We understand,
We understand each other's need,
We understand each other's need to nurture,
We understand each other's need to
Nurture and protect one another
Space and identity.
We are devotees,
Devotees of one another.

Gajanan Mishra
We Were All In Dark

Where about not known,
And we were all in dark.
No language, no symbol,
No life, no sky,
And we were all in the ocean.
What we thought
That has been forgotten.
The life we drank
Was no more with us.
The spring died
Early in the morning
With the cuckoo.
About the colours
We have nothing to uttered.

Gajanan Mishra
We Were Sleeping

We were sleeping
We were eating
We were staying
We were doing,
Doing everything,
Together.
But now I am
With my mother,
I am now going to
Do something
On my mother land,
I now want to
Do all business
In my mother-tongue,
Without any self-interest.
But you now
My dear, want
Personal profit
Out of my labor,
That I differ.
If you are really
My friend
My dear and near
Come forward and
Do whatever you like
Without taking anything,
You are welcome.
Keep not anything within you
Any hidden agenda,
Be clear in heart.
Take not any advantage
At any time while
Serving your mother,
While doing anything
For your own land
In your own mother-tongue
For your own-men.
We Will Die Anyway

We will die anyway,
But before our death
We want to see ourselves
On our land,
We want to talk
In our language,
We want to drink
The stream water
Of our area,
We want to eat
Rice and dal
That are there
In our field.
We want to smile,
We want to cry
As per our sweet will.
We want to fly
Beyond the sky.
We want to love,
We want to stay
In truth on this earth.
We are the stars,
We want to know
What are there within us
We want to live
Here as our own boss.

Gajanan Mishra
We Will Not Allow

True,
We will not allow
Our languages
To be threatened.

We do not seek
Confrontation, but
We are not here
To run away from
Any confrontation.

Our language,
Our land,
Our mother,
All paradise
For us.

Dear friends,
Join us
To achieve
Our Grandfathers
Envisioned.

We are free,
We are sovereign,
We believe
Peace and progress
Through strength.

It is all
Our heaven
Each one deserves.

Gajanan Mishra
We Wish

We wish
No one should be sad
We wish
Everyone should be happy
And get peace.

Developing generosity
We can serve others
By objects and actions
We ourselves are
Generosity personified.

Gajanan Mishra
We, The Human

We the Odias,
We the human,
Are committed
To building bridges
And helping to
Embrace all
Of humanity
With our culture
And language
And life,
And move forward,
In strength and
Confidence to a
Better future.

Gajanan Mishra
We, The Friends Are One

We, the friends are one.
Friends, we are one.
Come on to become one, friends.
Life is one with birth and death,
With water, air and light.
One earth, one sky and
In between that earth and sky
We are all one, my dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
We, The Men Are

We, the men are
Here for each others
Welfare and not warfare.
We, the men should
Remember, we are here
For a moment and for ages.
The time is with us at present,
We, the men should
Realize, we are the part
And parcel of almighty
Who is here with us current.
Nothing to fear, nothing to worry,
We, the men are not for bury,
Love and peace are to carry.

Gajanan Mishra
We, The People

We, the people of this world
Should not allow us
To slip out of our minds
All the animate and inanimate
Here and we should remember
All are one and the same
As it was before and
As it would be after.

Gajanan Mishra
We, Two

We, two are here
Fallible and
Infallible
You are entered
In to us
And established
Yourself and
Started giving orders
Without any questions
We started going
Towards You.

Gajanan Mishra
We, Who Are

We, who are living
in buildings and flats
are suffering from insecurities
though we have kept security guards.

We, who are living
in thatched houses with leaves
papers, boards etc are suffering
from rain, wind, hunger and thirst.

Life itself is insecure
and who are we to hope life secured?
Secured for what?
as we know all are farce.

We see life before us
and it is all empty given by almighty boss.

Gajanan Mishra
Weak Law

Weak law,
Corrupt Govt,
Without punishment.

My dear,
Enjoy the pleasure
Of the people
By doing all
Openly and
Transparency
And enjoy power
For the satisfaction
Of the people.

Mission is welfare
Of all the people.

Show not
Any weakness
In formulation of
Law and giving
Punishment to
Law-breakers.

Give freedom,
Enjoy freedom
And bring
All out reforms.

Gajanan Mishra
Weak Law, Corrupt Govt

Weak law,
Corrupt Govt,
Without punishment.

My dear,
Enjoy the pleasure
Of the people
By doing all
Openly and
Transparency
And enjoy power
For the satisfaction
Of the people.

Mission is welfare
Of all the people.

Show not
Any weakness
In formulation of
Law and giving
Punishment to
Law-breakers.

Give freedom,
Enjoy freedom
And bring
All out reforms.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth

Wealth cannot comensate health.

Wealth is earthly
Health is above it.

Actual welfare lies
In proper maintenance
And through health
You can reach heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth - Delusion

O my dear, be free from delusion,
Delusion of kinship,
O my dear, conquer the wealth,
And what is wealth,
Wealth consists in
Destruction of delusion.
And delusion born of ignorance
And delusion destroy only by Truth
Stay in Truth, my dear
And life is the whole truth here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth And Sorrow

Wealth and sorrow,  
Both are harmful.  
Wife and knavish  
Both are painful.

But I am not the one  
To publize them.  
I am here  
To tackle them.

I know diamond is  
There within the coal.  
I know the sun is there  
Within the night.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth Means

Wealth means death,
Go not towards so-called
Material wealth,
What you see,
What you touch,
What you possess
All are material wealth.
If you are accumulating
Those wealth means
You are facing death.
Remember, my dear,
Your wealth is
You yourself. If you want to live,
Have control on you, thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth Of The Poor

Wealth of the poor,
O my dear, I am poor
You are the wealth of the poor.
O my danger, I am in danger,
You can alone drive away my danger.

I am here, waiting for You
To get Your blessing, O my dear,
You are my path, and I am relaxed
In heart, I am crying but I am happy,
O my dear, I am following Your route chart.

I am successful from the very beginning
You are my trouble-shooter, here with me,
Colorful lights I am watching, that's Yours
I know, no hunger no thirst, can check me to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Wealth Wealth And Only Wealth

I have no wealth means I have nothing
Everything is reserved for the wealthy
Where there is wealth there is power
Law and justice is applied on the basis of power
Nobody likes knowledge culture and behavior
We are facing day to day at present here.

Today if a man is wealthy he is considered high class
If a man is wealthy his behavior is considered enlightened
If a man is wealthy it is presumed he is a dedicated worker
To promote the happiness of all creatures.
It is forgotten that in all living bodies there is an
Eternal spiritual spark that partakes of the divine conscious
Nature of Truth that is in me that is in You and
For this we are not blissful we are not satisfied in knowledge
And we are not in peace and no good understanding is there with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Wear Not

Wear not
Jeans and
T-shirts
While coming
To public office.
Switch off
The mobile phone
If any, with you,
At the time of
Hearing and
Working.
Show not
Your design.

Let me support
The dress code
And the discipline.

Gajanan Mishra
Wear The Belt

In this growing light
It is all dawning,
And at this time
Let me request you
To wear the belt
For all truth
As we have to proceed
Fast to touch the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Wear The Glasses

Wear the glasses
That suits you.
But disturb not
Others by pressing
This and that
Are such and such.
Your glasses, itself
Is not true, mind it.
And the related views
You said are not
Like that as you said.
Everything is covered
By something, try to know,
And be cautious for
Polluted vision.
Take appropriate steps,
But remember, each
And every step is wrong.
Of course, you are everywhere,
Or nowhere or here
Or there with
The idea of the flavor.
Yes, I am here to congratulate you
For time-consuming endeavor.
Take, glasses - yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Weather And Woman

Weather and woman
Same and unchanged.
It is your topics
My dear poet
Charles Bukowski.

And I am here
Not so serious reader
On your line
Giving suggestions
Either to go with
The Govt or leave
The land.

O Charles Bukowski,
I have nothing to write
You must admit
And I have to
Fetch the rain
That is running
Through me
Day and night.

Gajanan Mishra
Web

Web of smile,
But weaver
Not seen.
Wedge are there
Only on weak.
Sky-deep ahead
There all born
Out of wedlock.

Gajanan Mishra
Wedding

With profound joy
I request Your august presence
And grace the occasion
And bless the newly weds.

Let them join hands
In Your love, my dear
Let them begin their
Life together here.

Let them believe
Your words
Let them grow
In Your faith.

O my dear, fill up please, I pray,
Truth and love whole life, whole day.

Gajanan Mishra
Wedding Presents

Here is the groom
Here is the bride
Dressed exquisitely
All men and women
Are full of joy
And adorned with
Shining jewels earrings
All are with wedding presents
Everything is beautiful
And decorated
Flower garlands
Cloth banners
Precious gems
Full water pots
Scented incense
And lamps
Glorified songs
Everywhere
And wishing good
For a new life.

Gajanan Mishra
Weeded Out The Root

And get no sorrow
No sad in suffering
No discrimination
Discover the reason of suffering
Wipe out the cause of suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
Weep And Wash

Weep and wash
Your eyes
With your own tears,
And see everything
And everyone here
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Weep Not, Dear Farmer

Weep not, dear farmer,
Good days are there to come.

Commit not suicide,
Life is here with us
Only for once.

Let us adjust ourselves
With the night.

Dream to defeat the time,

Gajanan Mishra
Weeping Woman

Weeping woman
and your bad luck
are going together.
Woman without will
makes your house
sorrowful, my dear.
Ensure woman's freedom
And find all wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Weight

How I weigh?
Where is the weighing machine?
Since I am in body-cart
Can the weigh-bridge able to
Give the correct result?
Body-cart is not man-made
Body is one type of nectar and pure
Weighing machine and weigh-bridge
Differs in so many aspects
It is difficult to measure You
O my dear since You dwell
In all the bodies.
I learnt from my forefathers
To measure valuable articles
Through eatable rice
Like four rice is to one gunja
Five gunja is to one pana
Eight panas is to one karsa
Four karsa is to one pala
One hundred palas is to one tola
Twenty tolas is to one bhara
Three thousand grains of rice is an ounce
Eight bhara is to one hundred seventy pounds
And like this there are so many measurements
As there are so many forefathers and nations.
To speak the truth, my dear
And I can't say mine is right
Another's is wrong.
Let me say You are immeasurable
And all things all creatures
Of Your world are beyond measurable.
Excuse me, I dare not to measure and weigh
Anything anybody here
I am so poor a creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Ah see me,
The weight of
My wife and children
Is much heavier
And I am being
Pulled down.
My crime is-
I am thinking my
Wife and children
Mine, my own.
My crime is-
I have forgotten,
I would disappear
Once for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Weightless Spring

Weightless spring
Coming and coming
With mesmerizing
Myriad hues.
Red green yellow
Pink love-flowers
Are at hands of mother
With motionless wings.
Morning and smiling sun
With dazzling water
Birds high pitching
Deferred date of going.
O my dear this is the time
We must go together to
Fulfill the body and the soul
With full cosmetic cosine.

Gajanan Mishra
Weird World

True, this world is weird.  
And we are all weird or say  
Eccentric and odd persons.  
But no one is weighty, though,  
Welded with each other.

Wellnigh, impossible to stay  
Anywhere with anyone  
Even just for a moment.  
Still, we are all well-kept  
By the supreme time, love and the truth.

Let us live here well-intentioned,  
Let us stay well-informed,  
Let us search our own well-head,  
Let us proceed forward well-earned.

Gajanan Mishra
Welcome

Life is a challenge
Welcome it
Life is a Flower
Look to it
Life is a war
Fight with it
Life is life
If there is wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Welcome Home

Welcome home.
Where is my home?
Who I am?
And who you are
To welcome me
At this moment.

Am I yours reflection?
Are we not together?
Is there any difference
Between you and me?
Nothing is clear.
And you are calling me
Come on, my dear,
You are welcome, most welcome!

Gajanan Mishra
Welcome Life

Let me say-
Welcome.
You are allowed
To say thank you.
Life is here
In these words,
Just we are to
Feel all.

Condition is okay,
And the position is fine.
We are to enter into the air,
And we are to catch the star.
But fact is our life,
That is there in light.

Gajanan Mishra
Welcome, O You Are

Welcome
O you are welcome
With best offers
I am here
Today and
The days to come.

The flicker of hope
Is alive see within
As you usher in
And I pray for a
Safer world
In free sky
In free air.

Please come in
O my dear
And you are coming
And patience
I have to bear.

Gajanan Mishra
Welfare In General

Who is there
To think about
The welfare of the people
In general?

The interest
Of the people
In one side,
Taking advantage
By the politicians
And officers/ministerial
On the other side.

Absence of love and truth,
Disregard to laws and procedures,
Are danger to democracy.

Gajanan Mishra
Welfare Of All

Welfare of all should be the aim
To show good behavior should be the duty
Fearless life we should live
We should know our enemy that are within
We should be detach from all and be happy always.

Gajanan Mishra
Welfare Of Others

Welfare of others,
And for this
All works should be
Undertaken on priority basis.

No selfish desire
And nothing like that
Should be kept inside
To get great bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
Well Advance

Well advance
In ignorance
But not
In knowledge.

Knowledge of truth
But a necessity
That we have forgotten
In this material world.

The world, that is ours,
Not with us for
We are in dark,

Darkness, to be driven out,
We have forgotten so far,
As we are ignorant.

Gajanan Mishra
Well Protected

Everyone is well protected
Everyone is very competent
Everyone is a whole
And not a fragment.

Gajanan Mishra
Well Said And

Well said and it is
Best summed up,
The life
Without words.

And we are all
Sailing without
Any disturbance.

Perfect unity is there
And we shared
The placid tranquillity.

Life is in harmony,
But our thoughts
At times misled with
No yielding quality.

It is nature
And we are all
Satisfied keeping
Silent in actions
And also in non-actions.

Just resting movement
And life is translated
Into the living tradition.

Thank men, Thank
For your pragmatic side
In the exclusive interview
Of life well.

Gajanan Mishra
Well-Wisher

I know You are my well-wisher
You are well-wisher for one and all.

I know You are self-sufficient
You are eternally existent.

I know You are all-cognizant all blissful
I know You accept from everyone everything
That is offered to You in pure devotional service.

I know all things are being generated from Your energy
You are not in want of anything
You are being offered as a sign of pure love and affection.

Gajanan Mishra
Well-Wisher, Life's Truth

Since nothing to reverse,
It is irreversible,
And it is wonderful.
The time, the life,
And the symbol of
All power and personality.
The resource is unique,
And it is well equipped
With time and circumstances.
My well-wisher, you are,
My dear, I know here.
I am identified with you
And you are there to love me,
Being my own life's truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wet Birds

Wet birds are
Coming to me
And asking for
Shelter in this
Deep dark night.

I heard
One or two nights
Are not sufficient
To complete the story
Of rehabilitation here.

But in some way or other
The birds have relations
With me in the past or
In the present time.

Gajanan Mishra
Wet Day

Wet day with the sun,
The sun is helpless
With the time.
The time has a magnet
And the magnet is
Attracting us.
We are powerful and
We can see beyond the day.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Doing Is Right

What I am doing is right,
Who will say and on what basis,
Tell us all here.
But we stand for
Composite, plural and
Inclusive society.
No one is our enemy,
No one is an outsider.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Existing

What is existing
Who is going
How all these are happening
No one can say correctly
At any time.

All are saying
They are running after
Golden deer that is there
Before the eyes in the forest
Of life and yet singing pastimes.

Separating night from day
They arrived and said
It is possible to go anywhere
At a click of pursuing mind.

Gajanan Mishra
What Perceives

My senses are
Not perfect
I know
What I see
What I know
Is correct
I do not know
I acknowledge
You my dear
And I remember you
Without you
Nothing has got value
And nothing new.

Gajanan Mishra
What A Man Can Do

What a man can do
A woman can not do
Is wrong
What a woman can do
A man can not do
Is not wrong.

I am not saying
I am against a man
I am not saying
I am in favour of a woman
But what I am saying
Is not wrong.

I am unfortunate
I am saying something
I am fortunate
I am saying something
That is here to
Open your eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
What A Poet Thinks

What a poet thinks
That I know not and yet
I wish to go with the poet
I know the poet is the only
Person who knows this and that.

Gajanan Mishra
What A Strange

What a strange
This life!
This time!
This earth!

But I know not
Why you are
Crying and laughing
Why you are
Going and coming.

What is loss
What is gain
That I cannot say
But I can explain
The situation.

It is all troublesome
The rain, the lane,
The beer, the tiger,
The son, the daughter.

But my luggage is
Not mine, I know.
Still, I dive,
In the pond
That has no water.

Gajanan Mishra
What A Time!

How to bear
And how to tolerate,
With this blood
And flesh!
But how to do
And what to do
We have to earn
Culture and know.

What a time
Dear friends,
We are all one
And no difference
Is there in us
And yet
We are not able to
Stand united.

We are playing
With the flick-knife
Of the time
And yet we are
Careless here.

Where is humanity?
Where is mercy? ?
We are flightless,
Yet, taking flimsy ground
We try to measure
The sky.

We have forgotten
We are the floating bridge
Between the truth
And love,
At times we are
Flattering and
Saying ourselves
Wise, we know, though,
We are not actually so.

Gajanan Mishra
What About The Snake And

What about the snake and the mouse
That I can't say you, I am not a prophet.
But I must say how, but not why the mouse
And the snake caught in a basket.
And I know they made a truce and
The snake requested the mouse
To make a hole in the basket and
They could get out.
But I can't say whether the mouse
Agree to the request,
And what happened next.
What for I am telling this logic,
You are to know, dear
As you are to proceed further.

Gajanan Mishra
What About This Love

What about this love
When I am thirsty
When I am hungry
When I am homeless.

What about this love
What about affections
When they took away
Everything.

Is love hypocrisy?
Is affection selfishness?
Excuse me
I do not find any word.

Gajanan Mishra
What About You

What about You, my dear
No end
I wonder
Here and there
Attached and
Liberated.

Roots grow
In illusion
I do not know
How I elevate
Myself
Here with You.

Gajanan Mishra
What About You? - Truth

What about you?
Please search out
The truth.
Where are the people?
And what for they are?
It is true, only
Money cannot make them
Beautiful.
Impart knowledge
And make them able
In all respects.
You are with the people
That I know
Fro the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Ails You

What ails you
I want to know
But for what
I can't say.
But I can say
I want to know
About my own life
That is flourishing
Here on this field
Filled with
Water and air.
The star is there
Smiling at me and
You know my suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I

What am I
A smaller creature
Your Servant's servant
I am uncivilized
I am ignorant about the creation
About ether air water and earth
I am blind with false ego
Everyday I am committing
Mistakes after mistakes
I bewilder and is in illusion
What is my position
O my dear, consider me
I am under Your supervision and
Worthy of Your compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I - Love

What am I,
I cannot say.
What you are,
That also
I cannot say.
But I must say
We are here
At present together.
I must say
If we get separated
There would be
A great changed
In our shape
And size.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I Doing Here

What am I doing here
All day and all nights
Who am I and where do
I come from and for
What purpose I know
Not anything, my dear
And I am calling You
To explain all about me
And nothing else
You are the only person
Who is here and for that
I am asking You and if you
Pleased with me I pray
Tell me I desire to hear.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I Doing?

The answer is not here with me.
What am I doing?
Where did I come from?
What are the words I keep on speaking?
I am busy looking myself,
And I am fearing anyone's presence.
Who am I?
What is this time?
All that I want to know
From the very beginning.
But see, I am demonstrating myself,
Here before all beings,
And all are waiting for the next movie
Of my own living style.
No contradiction,
No rhyme, no reason.
But it is all self-centered, dear,
It is all conditioned and not cleared.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I - Small Creature

What am I
A smaller creature
Your Servant's servant
I am uncivilized
I am ignorant about the creation
About ether air water and earth
I am blind with false ego
Everyday I am committing
Mistakes after mistakes
I bewilder and is in illusion
What is my position
O my dear, consider me
I am under Your supervision and
Worthy of Your compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
What Am I?

What am I to
Tell you more?

Hear me,
Hear no sound.
See me,
Where am I!

When no end is there,
You are going on
And on endlessly,
What for, I am
Asking you, I know
Though, my asking is
Useless as before.

I want to know nothing,
I know, nothing is there
With you, and also with me,
And still, we are both here,
With everything in sight.

Gajanan Mishra
What And How

My life is my life
Not hot not cold
Not rot not cut.

Whom to blame
Why to smile
Here I am
To get a lot.

What and how
Ask not
Not cold not hot
Live not cut.

Gajanan Mishra
What And How Of Life

I see and I watch
What and how of life.
The soft and the hard,
The history and the philosophy
And so many angles
That touch the very truth.
I am here with you, life,
I am here in bee-hive.

Gajanan Mishra
What And Who

I and You.

Half and full
Falsehood and Truth.

I and You
All in doubt.

Yes or no
All that in one queue.

Gajanan Mishra
What Appears Fair

Is imagination
What You imagine
That is real.

Reality is life
No delicate creation
No rival imagination
Just tell them son.

Is there any difference
Between rising and setting
An He is free to bite
If you so like You may join the army.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are There

What are there
If You say nothing
I dare not to deny it.

You say nothing
As You are nothing
But who am I.

I am a man of hunger
And I am in need of You
O my dear, and with You
My satisfaction is never.

With Your presence
For me nothing remains
To be achieved,
To be known and to be done.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Doing

What are you doing
I am not asking
I am just explaining
That is what our
Misunderstanding.

And you are taking it
Seriously my dear
I am not here to
Consume your time
And the clouds not over.

Clouds not over
And we are in war
Nothing cut-off
Nothing developed
And we are simultaneously
Uprooted from here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Doing Here

What are you
Doing here, my dear?
Nothing and nothing
Said the bear.

The monkey
Jumped over,
And nothing is
There to cover.

All the words are
Searching the hollows
And they are there
Not with the lion.

It is the turn
Of the ant
And the ant as you
See busy on its way.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Doing I Failed To Understand

What are you doing
I failed to understand
I am very very innocent
Where did you come from
I failed to understand
I am very very blind
What are these words
You keep on speaking
I failed to hear and utter
I am deaf and dumb, see
And I wander here there
Often without any intention
I bewilder with the world
That is all around me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Doing There

What are you doing there,
I asked.
Nothing.
You replied.

Our questions and
Answer sessions
Ended without any
Troubles.

I spared,
So also you
Spared me.
I am your
Wellwisher, and
You are in doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Going To Do

What are you going to do, my dear,
That I know and if you permit me,
I can tell all without fear or favor.
You want to know who I am and
You want to know the purpose of
My stay here at this time.
If you wait for a while I can
Make you understand all that.
I seek your pardon, but I am here
As you see me, and I pray
Let me omit me from the list of time,
And keep me separate from you
And enable me to give my identity
Before you that would useful for all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You I Asked

What are you I asked
And you cried and cried.

I have seen so many persons
Around you, but not a single
To be with you at night.
At night I discover you
In the smiling face and
I feared. You lend your hands
But I failed to see anything
Here but feel though it is
You are your hands around me.

My dear, I have no loud voice
To call you at this time, also
I have no scope to know the time.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You I Want To Know

What are you I want to know,
And I want to know how you grow,
And you grow within me that I know.
I know you flow without pillow.
As you know the pillow has
Its own ego. And I know
You are not the one to foredo.
And also not the one to let anyone go.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Telling, My Dear?

What are you telling, my dear?
I asked.
And you replied nothing.
In which language you are telling?
I wanted to know.
And you said that is your own language.
I said thanks.
I said as because
I love my mother most.
No matter what I understand,
But the fact is my mother is
Living in my words.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Thinking

What are you thinking
If you want to listen
Be ready and come,
In the early morning
After bathing.

Go not anywhere
With fear,
Let the lone bird
Sing there, and
Let me ride on the air.

I am in my own city, see,
I am talking to myself
Day and nights. Please
Let me not AGAIN explore my thinking.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You Trying To Do

Let me know first and then
If you want to proceed
I have nothing to say.

If you utilize your lust
It is well and good
And for this you have to
Work day and night.

In the service of the Almighty
You can applied your anger
And satisfy the Supreme Personality
By your Truthfulness and sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
What Are You?

You are the empty lake,
You are the dry smiles,
Still, I see your face
Like the swarms of bumblebees,
Your teeth like rows of beautiful swans.
You are restless, disturbed
And scattered and you are
Not attentive to your works.

Gajanan Mishra
What Belongs To Me

I shall ever receive
None else could
Take it away.

Why should I seek
I know so long as
I have a wish
I can not have peace.

I deserve it
And so I do not
Wish for it.
Condemnation and
Appreciation are
Same to me.
For which I am fit
That comes to me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Brings Us Closer

What brings us closer
That I know and I
Jumped in to the estuary.

Gajanan Mishra
What Can Be Said

What can be said
About whom
And about what.

For people
Everything is here
It is in scripture.

Let us sacrifice
Ourselves in this
Middle processes.

Gajanan Mishra
What Can I Do

What can I do
A question
That is in my hands
At present.

At present
I am with you
And I need
No answer.

At present
We both are of
Noble birth,
brilliant and beautiful.

And we both are
Interdependent till end
We know end is
Not anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
What Can I Do For You

Should be your word to
Everybody here in this world.

First, O my dear
Please be seated here
And make yourselves comfortable.

We love each other and it is true
We are in union for ever
Feel no separation no pain either.

Gajanan Mishra
What Can It Be Said

What can it be said
How can it be said
That He is present
With me before all.

He is present
And it bothered me
Fro what and why
That not known to me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Colour Is Milk?

What colour is milk?  
Who is there to answer  
Without seeing the milk?  
But milk is here,  
And you have no eyes.  
You have eyes, though,  
You failed to see  
The milk correctly.  
White colour appeared,  
But not white.  
Yellow appeared,  
But not yellow.  
Black appeared,  
But not black.  
What is mentioned  
That is the truth,  
No one is there  
To give guarantee.  
But milk is there,  
The life-giver,  
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do I Do

What do
I do
With you?
With love
With truth
What do
I do?

With the sky,
With the earth,
What do I do?
With air,
With water,
With light, only
I say I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Feel

What do you feel
That I want to
Know, my dear,
Your feeling is
Important for me.

Express your feeling
O my dear, that I
Want to hear from you
And I know you are
Pious and a man of
Exclusive devotion.

I believe in your existence,
I believe your words without question,
I believe You are here with me always.

Gajanan Mishra
What do you mean
Gyana ask me
To which I have
No answer.

Where to go
Gyana ask me
To which there is
No road.

I am in the upstairs
No sky is there
And You told me
To fly.

Gajanan Mishra
What do you mean by azadi
And azadi movement?
What is your purpose
Of leading such movement?
Who is not azad?
Be free from your own self,
And then tell your followers
That you are really free and
You can do what you want.
Are you prepared to break
The system that produced you?
Wander not, and be ready to
Go on a morning walk with those
Who have seen the route of the day.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Mean By Factory?

What do you mean by factory, my dear
Tell me first is F se not friend
A se almighty and c se common means all
T se tears means love o se oily means detachment
R se renew means always love and y se yes
Friendship is always here in factory
Factory is love affection of all communities
My dear is not our world a factory
Are we not living in it with Almighty
At the centre of our livelihood
Please answer if you could!

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Need

What do you need to live?
Food? shelter? clothes?
If you said yes
You are telling a lies.
I know you are in need of love
Love love and only love, true love
Without love you know
You are nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Really Want?

Dear men,
What do you
Really want?
Who do you
Really want
To be with?
What do you
Want to do?
Tell the truth,
Dear men, please,
Open your mouth.
Dear men, stand up
For what you know
To be right.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Think Of Me?

Am I a thief?
Am I a loafer?
Have I engaged me in
Prostitution anywhere
At any time?
What do you think of me?

See me, I am air,
I am fire.
And how you dare
To say so many things.
But I don’t care.

I know the loss is yours,
I know you are there
To put in trouble yourself.

I am nothing and no one,
I am always busy in my works,
Through my words.

All truth I know, and I know
No place is there for falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Want

What is your need
I must know what
Is that.

I know I am no longer
Bounded by any limit
I am broader than
Anything.

I am Your
Entire energy
I am the living being
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Do You Want?

What do you want?

Rubbish!

You asked,
And I replied.

The miseries,
All are in me.

I am just a
Ghostly spirit.

And I know not
What is real
And how to
Keep contact.

The status of a man,
I want to say.

Gajanan Mishra
What Does It Mean

Friend or foe
What does it mean
That I do not know.

I know only one thing
And that is one who reads
Or hears the poems from
The poet of this site
Would not fear and also
Would not suffer any more.

Read my dear
Numerous poems are here
For you and only for
Your welfare and also
Feel within alone.

Gajanan Mishra
What Else Do You Need

I know you need
Some words
The sky
The earth
Some birds
Some flowers
And the light
And the air.

What else do I need?
I need You only You
I know everything is
There within You,
I need Your presence
And I need in return even my absence.

Gajanan Mishra
What Else Is There To Say

What else is there to say
When everything you know
From the very inception.

It is nothing but non-different
It is nothing but Your internal potency
It is no disturbance but understanding.

Just furnish a significant remark
Just realize what you said what for you work
This is the bless in world order.

Gajanan Mishra
What Ever Is Allotted

Can not be blotted
For me only, for my good only
You are doing everything.
I know, to grieve is a blunder
And see I am free
Free from sadness
And free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
What Ever You Have Given Me

What ever you have given me
To speak the truth
I am not satisfied with it
I have also nothing to say
About this to anybody
You may test my mentality
What I want and what I do not want
Without doubt let me say
In clear term you are the only giver
But I know there are some
Difficulties and obstacles
And that are with me
That does not admit openly
I am agree to go where you direct
But let me stay with you always everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
What For Fear?

What for fear?
What for? ?
Am I want to live
For ever?

Fear to whom?
Fear for what?
I know not and yet
I fear.

I know I am dying,
I have nothing to win,
Nothing is mine,
I know I am the supreme,
Almighty is within me,
I am just equal with others.

Gajanan Mishra
What For I Am Living?

What for I am living?
Am I living really?
And what is a living?
Are the questions not yours?
Are the answers not for all?
But forget not
The land and the languages.
Accomplish what you want,
And see what is happening.
Stay impartial and wait and
See and solve the problems of
Your sum from the beginning.
Find out first the beginning
And restart your journey.

Gajanan Mishra
What For The Temple

What for the temple
That I can say
But to whom?

The purpose of staying here
That I can say, my dear,
But for what?

The river is flowing
on its own way.
The forest is there where
it is not supposed to be.

The bird, the unknown bird is
Coming to me with so much words
But I am unable to expressed
and you are asking me at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
What For This Farewell

What for this farewell
That I want to know
Before going to attend.
Before going to attend
I want to know who are
The organizers here and
To whom they are so anxious
To give farewell.
I know to give farewell
Is not necessary as I know
No one is going or coming
From or to the place
Of the destiny. You are
My party and I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
What For This Fire

What for this fire
That I failed to understand.
What for the sky is
So blue?
What for you smile?
The reasons, I am searching.
I am sure, I am here to get it,
Of course in a positive way.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened

What happened
I am sick and
Not concerned about it.
I am pulling myself down
My tongue tied
Hostility is within me
All are against me
I am a guardian of stolen wealth
I am a protector of dacoits.
What happened What hapened? ?

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened Here?

Bridges and protective walls are broken down.  
What happened here?  
Food producing trees are cut down.  
What happened here?  
Residential quarters are set fired.  
Ask not who is there  
See and find yourself  
Who is not fair.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened In London?

What happened in London?
Three stabbed?
For Syria?

What happened in London?
Terrorist incident?
Let us locate
Exact cause and
Let us go for
Remedy, my dear.

What has happened
In London is nothing
But a symptom,
Let us stay careful
For future explosion.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened In The Paradise

What happened and how it happened
please tell me, tell me, if you are
In sense.

I have no sense, you know
The nature has made me out of sense
I am under the clutches of nature
Countless dead made me not in sense.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened My Dear

What happened my dear
Love departed with associates from us
Who is here to save us
We the animate and the inanimate existed
We the masculine and feminine
Appellations transgressed our natural bounds
And we are completely possessed by lust.

The whole world I see is blinded and agitated
The minds of all are seized with lust
The boughs of trees bent low at the sight of the creepers
Rivers in spate rushed to meet the ocean
Lakes and ponds united in love with one another
Beasts that walk on land and birds traversing the air
Lost all sense of time and became victim of lust.

Even great Yogis and sages and ascetics are
Possessed by lust, look fair sex is everywhere
What type of game is going on in this universe
Women perceived the whole world as full of men
Men beheld as full of women, it is the terror
Nobody could remain self-possessed
O my dear, where is true love and where is truth.

Have peace and have peace of mind, my dear
Save the creatures, here!
O, it is the lovely spring that appeared
Rows of young trees laden with flowers appearing charming
And love overflowed everywhere
Beauty of forest is beyond descriptions
A cool gentle and fragrant freeze fanned as faithful companion
In lakes rows of lotuses blossomed
Swarms of charming bees hummed on them
Sweet notes are there uttered by swans cuckoos and parrots.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened To You

What happened to you, my dear brothers,
What happened to you.
Rise and awake and make hullabaloo
For not giving attention to your
Language by your own representatives
And by your own servants.
Kick them out, my dear brothers
For they are not working properly
According to the law and the provisions
As laid down in the Constitution.
Hallo, are you not listening to me?
Have you the same blood as mine?
Come on and raise your voice for
You are the sovereign authority here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happened Yesterday

I have forgotten
Ask me not anything
About yesterday
I am unable to say
I know tomorrow is
Not ours anyway.

Gajanan Mishra
What Happens

I am responsible
Only for what i do
I am not responsible
For what happens
Here there elsewhere.

I know, a fault
Lies in seeing
A fault does not lies
What is automatically seen
Here neither attachment nor aversion.

I know, I am changeable
I can not know another
That is also changeable
You are unchangeable you are changeless
You can observe you can know all.

Question of pleased and displeased
Does not arise here at this time
The appearance and disappearance
Of the kaleidoscopic mutable and
Perishable disposition.

Gajanan Mishra
What Has Happened

What has happened
That should never
Have happened
This should never
Happen again
The blot on
Our hopes
For the future.

Gajanan Mishra
What Has Happened And

What has happened and
What has not yet happened? ?
What is today and
What is tomorrow? ?
Come closer and know.

Closer and closer,
Just hammer
Round the corner.

It is the sun,
It is the summer.

It is our time to forget
What has happened
And what has not yet happened.
Forget, we have remembered.

Gajanan Mishra
What Has Happened?

What has happened?
You have eyes,
What for not seeing?
You have ears,
What for you are not hearing?
Has your well missed?
Have the banana trees catch fires?
Where is your God?
I am here myself,
You yourself go on
Nailing the the iron rod
on the golden plate!
Yes, it has happened.
No one knows what is that!
I am the scoundrel.

Gajanan Mishra
What Has Occurred To Me ?? ??????? ??? ?????

What has occurred to me
Can occur to you at any time.

Rendering into Odia language;

????? ??? ??? ?? ??????,
?? ????? ????? ??????? ?? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
What I Acquire

What I acquire
That is not mine.
And I acquire land
Knowledge rank ability
Authority, riches, intellect,
Property and they are not mine
And they are not at all
Useful for me.
But my dear, I have a right,
Right to use them
In proper way for
The welfare of others.
As I know I am there
In other's heart.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Actually Am

What I actually am,
Please understand.

True, we are all
Equal in all respects.
True, we continue
To stay even after sunset.

But I pray, let our vision
Not to be bewildered.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am - I Am

I am what I am
I am not writing what I am not.
Not a single word I understand
I could not understand A B C.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am - My Name

MY name,
I am what I am.
No duplicity,
Nothing.
I am in all,
They are all
In me.
We are all
In one,
In one thing,
One being.
All living
All expanding,
All contracting.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am And That I Am Not

What I am and what I am not
Is not a question that is
Perfect and complete, I know it.
Yet I am ready to answer
As you called for before all
I am all pervading in You and
Also I am here outside you.
I am describing myself with nature
O my dear, where you are the mover
Let me say anything that is here
In relation to matter not being
The controller but as the maintainer.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Going To Do

What I am going to do
The bird knows
But disclose nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am I Cannot Say

What I am I cannot say,
But I can say I feel happiness
And I am in misery.
I cannot say I am
This ears, eyes, tongue, hands,
Feet, mind, intelligence, ego.
I cannot say I am the earth,
The sky, the water, the light,
Or the fire.
I cannot say I know about
The smell and sight,
I know about sex and bliss,
I know about place I stay.
I cannot say what I eat
That is my food.
I cannot say what I do
That is worthdoing.
I cannot say where I exist.
What I feel I am unable to say.
What I believe I am unable to express.
Still I am writting poems,
Still I am in love,
Still I am with the truth.
I know not what they are
And where they are.
But if I am not wrong
I can say I am living
Here with others at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Saying

What I am saying
Is nothing
But the truth
I swear.

And it is not
A spell of profane
Swearing.

I am here
Only for You
To do all good
To all.

What I am doing
I am doing
As per Your order.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Searching

What I am searching
Certainly I do not know
But I am searching
And it is true.

What I am
Certainly I do not know
But I am sure
What I am.

I am on my foot
I am on my way
Certainly sky is with me
And I am sky's refugee.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Telling

What I am telling,
That is my personal.
I am not denying,
But I think we are
All one person.
Since earth is one,
Since we are taking
One air, one water,
One light under one sky
On this earth.
Am I telling a lie?
Is our death not one?
Are we not busy in
Doing nothing?

Gajanan Mishra
What I Am Telling You That You Know

What I am telling that you know,
And you know who I am and for what
I am here with you at this moment.
I have faith and believe in you and
I know you fully and it is you
Who who provide me everything
For my livelihood that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Asked You Answered

What I asked You answered
What You answered not
In accordance with my questions
And You told me not to bothered.

I know my questions are not
Worthy of trust and also
Your answered I know further
Questions and answers put together
Worthy for rendering anything.

I am giving importance
Not to Your answers but to
My questions that has value
In living here at this moment.

You have noted my questions
In Your time-diary that is
With Ministers and You being
The king order for further actions
And that is not my contentions.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Beg

What I beg your honor I do not know
You to decide yourself that befit me.

That I am here your product
And it is You who is automatically
pictured by me.

My decision is valued only by You
My dear, I am here only for you.

You told me to beg and I beg
Rest I do not know it depends on you.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Believe

What I believe
What you believe
But we must believe
In Truth and we
Must do all our works
Within the frameworks of Truth.
We should not go
Towards concocted
Sectarian belief
We must admit that
Everything is Truth here
Everything has some use in Truth.
Let us say everything is factual
Don't be envious of anyone
Invite everyone without envy
To join this movement of Truth
Be friend of all, my dear
I know we are pure transparent and
We ourselves are that Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Do

Let me do
What I do.
Let me do
With comfort.
Let me do
With all nobleness.

Let me gaze,
Gaze at you.
Let me see
The truth.
Let me stir,
The formula
That is here
At this hours.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Do - The Truth-Life

What I do,
I am responsible,
I do admit.
I am not responsible
For what happens in the world.
Since I am here,
I see you.
I know, you are the truth
Since I am changeless.
I exist as I appear,
I appear as I exist.
And I am identified
With truth,
I am, here, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Enjoyed

What I enjoyed
That I cannot
Express here,
What I enjoyed
That is not
There in the scriptures,
What I enjoyed
That is not
What is called pleasure,
And I enjoyed
The road show here,
And I enjoyed
The functioning of
My own faith and character.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Go Through

Read my poetry
And know
What I go through.
I am expressing
Myself in each
And every poetry.
I feel I am able to
Produce what I
Think fit in
The same way as
You live.
Read me, in each word
Discover me, in each
Symbol, find the society.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Have Done

What I have done,
No one can find there
Any falsehood, any mixture
Or any deception
In my love, in my action.

I have everything in me,
Every word, every language,
I am there in
Every place
Where there is truth.

My agenda is one world,
One life, one love, only love
And so you can't find
The place of death here.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Have Experience

I have not experienced
A lack of anything
And nothing is with me now.

What I have experienced
I have openly written
Without any attachment
And I have got everything
With me now.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Have Not Told

What I have not told,
You are waiting
To hear that.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Have Seen There

What I have seen there
I cannot tell you, my dear.
What I have seen there,
There on the hill top,
There at an altitude of
Four hundred seventy six meters
Above the sea level,
There at latitude of sixteen degree
Twelve north and longitude of
Seventeen degree five east,
I cannot tell you my dear.
What I have seen there,
There on the sacred mountain
That are self-manifested
There is my Father, there is my Mother,
They are rare and they are
Only of their kinds,
I cannot tell about them.
What I have seen there,
The flowing of a pious river.
And what is a river, my dear,
I have failed to find its routes
Anywhere here, but I wonder
And I wonder and only wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Have To Say

Let me say
What I have to say.
What I have to say,
I will say.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Like And

What I like and
What I dislike
That I know well.
Let me go free
On this line, please,
And see what I am
Doing here at this time.
Let me touch your feet,
But where is your feet
That I know not.
I want to see you in full,
But where are you
That I know not.
I am not free
And hence how can
I express my likeness here.
Yet I love you,
Though I know nothing
About you and also
About myself, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Mean

What I mean to convey
Is knowledge and action and
No other way to perfection.

Troubles and problems are
There and it is you only
Who can removed them by self power.

Life is here in experiences
In understanding in translating
In to action and in action only
There is as you know salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Meant

What I meant
I can not explain
Minus You O my dear
And it is something
More with You.

Shadow of the sky
Here with the fly
And I can say
Not more than You
And that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Must Say

What I must say
That I know not.
And what I say
I don't know
How far it is able
To give a touch.

I know no difference
Between a ghost
And love.
But I smile
And run like a ghost
With love.

And if in the love
There is a snake or
A tiger, no matter.
For the sake of love
And life, I have to
Cross the border.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Need

What I need
is your love,
is your poem,
is the truth.

Truth, poem
and love all
are one and
the same.

What I need
is your presence
always in my house,
And what I need
is your positive
performance.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Realize

I realize
This is not
My language.
I know that is
My language
Which is not
Separable from me
And always with me.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Really Want

What I really want
In this house?
On rental basis
I have taken
This house and
Putting new colours.

I have no right
On the furnitures,
I live in this house though.

It is crime to
Call this house
As a house.
The address of
This house though
Temporary, if you
Want to know
It is with me.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Remembered

I remembered nothing
I am performing my
Allotted duty
And performing
And forgetting everything
What duty is knowing
Tell me that would
Liberate from all misfortune
It is not remembering
And I remembered nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Said

What I said
Let me write it down
For your future reference.

What I said
It all about
The truth.

Truth has
No past no future
It is there
Only in present.

What I said
It is all about present
As you are present here,
Who knows the future.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Said Hill

What I said hill,
For you, my dear,
It is just a small stone.

You are singing
So sweet and melodious songs
That the deep dark black
Is turning its colors
Into clean white
By hearing.

I am foretold
That you are really
A magician, my dear,
And I am nothing.

What you are
I know from the air.
What you are dear,
I know from the water.

I am perfect clear,
Only due to your presence here.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Say

What I say
They understand.
What I say
They don't.

I am at work
But they are not.
I give them everything
But they are unable to
Take anything with them.

Who I am,
Where I am,
How I am
They want to know
But I am with them.

Gajanan Mishra
What I See

What I see
Really wonderful
My words are
Not capable to
Describe you
O my dear
You vouchsafe
To me the divine eyes
And I am beholding
This tree this bird
This land this air
This moon this star
And I wonder
With this wonderful sight
Decked with many
Divine fragrances
The livings and non-livings
With me with You and
I am unable to speak
Further more
What I see.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Seek

What I seek
And for why
That I know not.

I know not
What to do
With my dreams
That are giving me
Troubles the whole night.

The night is here
And I love the night.
I love night
And the reason is-
The night has kept the sun
With light for me.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Stand For

Do you not want to know
What I stand for;
See the earth
I am there.
Listen to
My language.
I live in you,
See within.
At every stage
Discover my style.
Nothing to earn
But humanity.
Nowhere to go
But love.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Think

What I think,
I think it is
All about you.
You are everywhere,
In trees, in sky,
In earth, in water,
In the air, in light.
But I am not there
Besides you, dear.
I am just an ordinary stone,
I am just an ordinary wood,
I am just an earthen pot
With nothing inside
If your touch is
Not there.
I understand your teaching
In my day to day life, dear.
But the interpretations
Made by several people
I failed to understand.
I observe you
With reasons, but
I want to go outside you.
Life, I feel the truth.
You are in my life,
That I know.
But I know not
Where you are.
I know, I have no
Existence without you
I know, though.
How can I go?
Where shall I go?
The questions I know,
But all answers I
Decline to accept
In toto.
What I Thought

That is Yours
Where I go
There You are.

What are You?
And what not, my dear?
I am here at this moment
Only for a commitment.

What is that?
It is just a click
Of Your eyes-brow
That starts my life.

My life starts with
Minutes, hours, days,
Months and years,
And I know all are false.

I know I am beyond time,
I know You are beyond time,
And we are here for a purpose
What is that I am searching
And going on researching.

It is only You, my dear,
Only You, I know and
I see none besides You
We are all the same here
And also there.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Told

What I told
Was the whole truth
Who told you.
But it is the truth
And truth is one
And the same for all
At the same time.
Agree with me
That you are here
With me since the birth
And you have taken
All the pain for me
Nice to meet you, thanks,
At this time here, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Utter

What I utter
Is it not poem?
Am I not a live poem?

How I live
Where I live
My shape my size
What are these
If not poems!

Is not poem a vibration?
Is it not in the hearts?
Is it not a feeling? a playing? a living?

I know You are deaf and dumb
I am here reading my poem
And You are telling what a bomb!

Gajanan Mishra
What I Want

I can't say
What I want.
But I want
The sky the love,
Wind the blood,
Water and river
I want dear.
I want the ocean
And the whispers.
I can't say
What I want
To do with all that.
Time and tide
I want to see
How they are all
Going beyond control.
I want and want
To buy
And to sell
On the very spot.
I want to utter
The words,
The use of which
Is a must.
I want to take
All easy
And I want to
Stay awake
To attain the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Want From You?

What I want from you?
I want love, you can
Tame me only through love.
I want your love, your
Devotion, your feeling,
Your discrimination,
Your renunciation.
I want neither your wealth
Nor your power or position.
I feel your love, your
Divine emotion is entering
My body and tearing me and
Shattering me to pieces.
I want your smile, your kisses.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Want To Say

What I want to say
I am not far away from you
O my dear
I know You are merciful to me.

There is no one nearer than you are
I know you are in me
And what I want to say
That is You Yourself are saying.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Want To Say - Care

What I want to say
Let me say
On my own way.

Please put me not
In anything,
And I fear
That would destroy
My gear.

O my dear, let me say
On my own way.

Let me stay in saying,
Saying for ever.

Silence please
It is the notice, I care here.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Want To Write

What I want to write
I could not write.

I could not write
Tiger tiger cat cat
And the difference they behaved.
I could not write
The sky and its fall
On our forehead.

What I want to write
I could not write.

I write how I loved
How flower blossom
How fruit ripe
How stream flow.

I could not know
How I write
And I write
What I want to write
I could not write.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Was Thinking To Write

1.

I have forgotten
What I was thinking to write.
What shall I do now
A great question not only
For me but also for you.
You are waiting there
For the truth
And without my writing
Truth would not be
Come to light.
What shall I do now
Let me think for a while
And then I shall declare
Where to go and how.

2.

Where to go and how and why
All questions are to be answered.
Without giving any answer
You are going that I know.
But you are going in dark
And darkness is there in you.
What I mean to say
To keep a torchlight at least
With you for the time being.
Keep a flower during your journey,
Take some cool air if
You are matter
If I forgot something and no matter
I am not able to do anything here.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Will Do

What I will do
You can do much
What you will do
I can not.
I can write a poem
You can read only
You can write another
Beyond my reach.
Make me understand
Where and how you stand
That is not to see
Not to describe
But to feel.
What you are
I am not
What I am
That you are.

Gajanan Mishra
What I Wish

What I wish
That You know.

I know Your wish
That suffice.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is

What is true,
What is false,
Need to explain,
And also,
Necessary to say
How to arrive,
At the conclusion.

Here I am
In a house,
That is sugarcoated,
That is not mine,
Except me
Who is there
To book ticket
Not was seen.

Is the sun rising
In the east?
Who is flying?
Are you the seeker of truth?
See, no water
Is there in the sea.

True or false,
You are the only person
To engulfed in it,
For the purpose of
Dreams and reality
As well.

The question is
Not about
True or false,
But it is all
About life,
We are living.
What Is A Boundry

Tell me my dear
What is a boundary
And tell me
About cross border
Terrorism and
Technological solutions.
So many issues are there,
Bread, butter, water,
Atmosphere, life savers,
And we know in life
Smart fence has no role
To play in the business of
Day to day that are
On the way of the very truth,
The birth and death for good.
Focus your attention
For all out developments, dear.
Focus to provide true knowledge,
True love on this earth.
This earth is one
And it belong to none.
Where is the boundary?
Boundary-less- our life,
We must recognize each other,
For the sake of living,
Before dying,
Before going out.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Day

What is a day,
Till now
I failed to
Get the answer,
The correct one.
Sunrise to sunrise,
Sunrise to sunset
Can never be a day.
As you know
There is no sunset
And also there is
No sunrise.
Since, no day is there,
There is no week,
Neither five nor seven.
But we say
Day by day, day to day
We are here to live.
Living is truth
That I do admit with you,
But my dear for how long
And where we live,
What for we live
The questions
That have no
Specific answers.
I wonder I ponder
But my dear, I fear,
Nothing is there to occur.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Good Poem

What touches a man
Directly is a good poem,
Where there is truth
And love is a good poem,
The intention of good poem
Is general welfare,
The important point of a good poem
Is the intention of the poet
And the subject matter therein
And not the use of full stop, comma,
Colon, exclamation mark, question tag,
Or hyphen or use of any ma-vipula
Or ra-vipula or Anustup etc metre,
Feeling of good poem is a great thing here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Home Like

Without a mother
Without a devoted wife?

Home without the mother
Home without the devoted wife
Is a chariot without wheels.

Without mother
Without devoted wife
Home is not home
It is a forest.

Devotional service provider
Is my mother
One who helps me in executing
Religious principles in devotional service
Is my wife
I know these are necessary
For a happy home.

My home is heaven
With my mother and good wife.
My home is pleasing to all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A New Year

What is a new year
You say my dear
If it is to cheer
I have no objection
To take beer
But what is there
To cheer
When life is not clear
When we are not here
And where are we
We are not able to
Know at all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Poem

What is a poem
You are asking me
Again and again,
Though you are
reading and reciting
Again and again.
You know very well
Poem is valuable
Both in war and peace.
Poem is ever green
All the times and in
All the circumstances. Excuse me,
I dare not to describe or
Make you understand the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Poem, The King Asked

What is a poem, the king asked,
And the poet replied, see, it is
A bomb that can destroy anything
Including your own kingdom.
The king ordered to destroy the poem
And the poet said, just wait a minute,
Before destroying kindly read it out
Yourself and understand the meaning therein.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Sea

What is a sea?
And it is a mirror
That has no water
With depth of life
Having so many creatures.

The sea is telling
Go and enjoy life
With your own features,
Like fish and like crocodile
Thinking about own future.

My point is that
If you have time and
Understanding and materials
And strength then delay not
In acquiring the sea.

To acquire the sea
Is really a pious and hard work
Start this work immediately
And instantly for the benefit
Of others, as all are waiting here.

Gajanan Mishra
What is a sin and
How to get rid of it
A great question here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is A Word

Word and word.
What is a word
That is in me?
Word is a word
It is generous.
Is it?

I am going towards a word
Is it in renunciation
As you say, my dear?
The word is in front of my mouth,
The word is in my eyes,
The word is in my passion,
The word is in my desire,
The word is On my head,
The word pervades my entire body.

And which is not my body
And that I cannot tell you,
If anyway I try to say
It would be false as You know,
I know You are there and
As a guide with natures.

And I am going with a word,
I am going in search of a word,
I am going beyond word,
I know You are a word
And I am within that word,
Let me go, my dear with that word.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Actual Action

Ask not my dear friend
Before asking see
What you are doing
How you are doing
And what is your purpose.

Ask my dear who you are
How you are here
How much time is there
In your hands and for
How long you are here
In active participation.

All that you can answer
In a lonely place only.

Gajanan Mishra
What is all that,
Strength, fame, beauty,
Knowledge, renunciation.
Personal and impersonal,
Relative and subjective
All put together forms life.
Attribute and causative,
Senses born in the material world.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is All This

What is all this
Ask not and go,
Go on gossiping,
Go on loitering.
See yourself
Therein.
Tell yourself
Thereon.
And you know
What you are,
And why you are,
It's all auto.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Already

What is already created
That I can discover
And I can not create
And invent anything, my dear.

Inspired by You only
O my dear I can discover
What is already created by You
Under Your vision.

It is I also
Who is created by You
I can not stay here
Without Your willingness.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Already Told

I am telling you
What is already told.
I am killing some one
Who is already dead.
I am going to the place
Where I am already reached.
I am taking the thing
Which is mine.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is An Age -Ask Alice Munro

What is an age
Ask Alice Munro
The Canadian writer
And 2013 Nobel Prize winner
At this age of eighty two.

Mention not in your question
Any size or space or any condition
And be ready to accept
What is coming to you, my dear
To give further clarification I am here.

What is necessary
That is there in a greater version
I know you are with dignity a good person
You love Munro that I know
Be sure, I am not here to put anything to Munro.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Astonishing

Astonishing is that
We know there is death
We know the wealth we possess
And even this body
This glamour this opulence
This name this fame
This kingdom this seas this oceans
All are temporary and
Going towards destruction
And death and still we are
Followers of those things
Going with them.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Beautiful

What is beautiful
What you see that is
Not beautiful as you said
What you feel
What you observe
And that are not like that
What I said.
Different views are there
In different situations
By different persons at
Different times and
What you said is not
Correct as you know
Nothing is fixed.
I do not anything
Good or bad, right or wrong
I am strong and I called you
To return, it is your turn
Beautiful is in, come and
see, it is the right time.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Beauty

What is beauty and
Who is not beautiful
I am not able to know
You may called me a fool.

I would not mind anything
By your saying, my dear,
But I must say everything
And everybody is distinct
With its and his own beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Being Written

What is being written by me
Is not new
It is always here as ever
Only a practical touch is given
To the mode
Realizing the Truth
Of the present time
And place.

Gajanan Mishra
What is best for me,
What is best for you,
Who is there to
Tell the truth.

Miserly weaknesses are
There in each one here.
And no one is perfect
In all respect.

Whom to trust
Is a great question,
But we are in a
Time-bound spirit
And that is decreasing
Day by day with no reason.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Beyond Me

What is beyond me
That I know not, but
Imperishable truth
Is there, I am sure.
Truth itself has
Created me, I know.
I am the part of
That truth, creator of all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Budget

This or that
Plan and estimate
With rat and cat
Sit for a while
On the mat
That is what
I say budget.
It is high
That is low
Rich are happy
Poor flow,
No relief to anyone
Everything is plan
Satisfaction is but hollow.
No security
But all credit
No social service
But all herpes
Deal is raw
Some cried caw caw.
Nothing new
No relief in tax and duty
Go on crying house wives
What is costlier
What is cheaper
Think not my dear.
I care not your intention
But I care whether
My life's road map is clear.
It is all about budget
Ask me not, I cannot say anything, as
I am an individual and not a corporate.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Business

What is business
Hungry man knows not.
Ask a thirsty man
He knows better
about the black clouds.
What is the use of letters
Since I am illiterate.
Study the men, my dear,
If you really wants to
read and write something.
Go to the crowds and
feel alone and see
the sky above and
ask yourself where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Changing

What is changing,
How it is changing,
Why it is changing,
I know not, dear.
But something is
Changing at every moment.
Within limits and beyond limits
I am staying here
In an eternal and
Indivisible form,
But I am changing,
Who is there helping me
In change that I know not,
But I know I am changful,
I am changing hands,
I am changing places
And I am changing my mind also.
The reason of change
Is not known to me.
But change is the nature
And yet we are fixed here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Character

What is character?
You know, I know
It is the essence of life.
Character has no time
Life has no death.
Live like a flower
A scented flower and
Let one smile at the first look.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Cheap

What is cheap?
He asked.
I replied-
It is hunger.

What is cheapest?
He again put,
I replied-
It is sex.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Dark

What is dark and it is our future
What is our future it is darker.

Have we eyes to see, nobody is here to utter
Is anybody here to say before all my dear.

My life is happier since I have no desire
Though not desireless I am, I am preparing myself for them.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Death

What is death
Who said he died
Why are you dying
What for all of us
Going to die
All these versions
I denied.

I am here to say
I am just here to say
O men do not get puzzled
With all these nomenclatures
You were here
You are here
And you will remain here
For ever.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Death?

What is death?
I know it is
A place that is
There after
Closure of market.
It is there
After a sleepless
Bright night.
It is there
Where end all
Our desire,
With the overflow
Of laughs and
Spell of weeping.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Democracy

What is democracy
I do not know
What they say
I do not believe.

Liberal illiberal
Does not matter
Rights liberties there
Nothing to bother.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Difficulty

What is difficulty
Rather I purified myself
In exchanging love
With You my dear.

In the material world
It is our loving service
O my dear, no difficulty
Is there with me.

No difficulty is
Only Your grace
That I know clearly
Here in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Emily Dickinson To Me

What is Emily Dickinson to me
I do not know but I know
The bird that is on my mango tree.
I know the grass and the dew
And I know who are you
And how I love you
At least at this moment
As I am writing this poem.
And so many things I do not know
What is my order of life
Where am I now and I involved
Myself here and let the time
Pass from me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Enlightenment

Enlightenment is a rich
Blissful deathless birth-less
Ageless experience
What is birth and
What is death
I am sure birth and death
Are not according to
Your sweet will
Age or time is
Beyond your control
You can only get bliss
If you satisfied yourself
In all circumstances
And lead life in contentment
Heaven is not far away
From you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Fate

What is fate
Is it really get seeded
In the mother's womb?
Why is it determined
Right there?
How am I free then?
Have I no other alternative
But to submit myself?
If yes
It is injustice.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Fear When You Are Asking

I am here to say nothing
But nervous excitement
That is undesirable
That is not agreeable.

You just differentiate yourself
From your body
No fear
You just removed and
Abandon your cowardly nature
No fear.

No fear
You are brave.

No sin
No injustice
No atrocity
No fear.

Do you not want fearless society?
Come and open your heart
Here is your honor pleasure prosperity.

Be true to yourself
Do what is worth doing
Do not get nervous
Keep purity of mind
Keep purity of heart
You are free from evil deeds
You are free from forbidden actions
You are totally free from fear.

Since you are in fearlessness
I love you I love you and I am here
To open my doors to you
You are what I am
A free a natural man.
What Is Final

What is final
Not known to any one
And yet dissolution is there.
What is dissolution
Not known to any one
And yet they said it is the beginning.
No one knows
Where is the beginning
And yet they are crying for loss of the middle.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is For Me

What is for me
That I know, my dear,
What is mine, that I know.
I know what is good
And what is highest good
For all.
I know a sufferer of pain
Can get happiness but one
Who causes pain can never be happy.
I know love alone is here
There and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Future

What is future who knows
and yet we are thinking
so many things for future,
We hope our future safe.

We know we had nothing
in the past and there will be
nothing in future and yet
we are hankering for the present.

Present is not present with us
and yet we are telling stories
to change our own mind set.

We are not faithful to our own lives,
We failed to understand who we are,
And we mistook us as permanent resident.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Gain

What is gain
Ask me not again.
I have strength
To regain.

Link is there
As before with you
And it is love,
It is truth,
It is eternal absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Going On

I know not.
I do not want to
Know and bewildered.
Knowing is not bad
But it has side effect.
Remembrance and forgetfulness and
Within that you are to keep a balance.
Balance is life, my dear
Live like a learner.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Going To Happen

What is going to happen?
What had happened?
But with nature
I'm here.
And I carry everything
With the truth.
Who are you?
I am no one to ask for good.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Good

What is good
What is bad
Give me food
Only a bread
Or else it is sad.

Nothing good
Nothing bad
If I have a shed
My home my Rome
Best is my mom.

All is good
If you are in bed
O my dear
All is bad
If you are sad.

- Mom means mum or mother

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Good That I Know

What is good that I know
And I know I have nothing to say.
I have only to love and
Love is in giving everything to all.
I know from You, my dear
Invisibility is my ingredients
And I am going towards that.
I remember You and I remember
My own death every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Good What Is Evil

What is good what is evil
I have no power to distinguish
Where is dark where is light
I have no power to see
And O my dear, when you are here
Nothing is a necessity.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Green

And where is our green-world
You and only you can say
You and only you can make
A difference to the world
We live in.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Happening

What is happening with me
See I am in love
What is happening with me
When I am in love
O my dear sky how can I know
It is my love and it is your love
That I am in between these two.

Gajanan Mishra
What is happening
I am here just to watch.
What I am watching
I cannot say and
You should not ask.

I am here on this earth,
And the earth is there in me,
Definitely I am the earth.
Am I affected by fire and water?

To go with fire and water
Is my routine affairs.
And I am keeping myself free
From affliction and worries.

I am living here but not alive.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Hell?

What is hell?
Do you know what is
Hell, my dear?
Have you lost your
Life on the leafless tree?
Are you within the beast?
Have you lost all fearfulness?
Is there no cooking and is it stopped?
Give liberation to all inhabitants
Of all hell and eradicate all sinful reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Home?

What is home?
It is as said
Home home sweet home
Where there is love
Where there is affection
That is wife's Rome
Home is pious institution
It is home full of love and affection
And not a mere house made of bricks and cement.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Honesty

What is honesty
Honesty is giving
Your things to you only
And if I am not giving back
I am dishonest
And my worries grow
Like anything.

I pray you not to
Forget me in
Any circumstances
And if I am under the sky
I have nothing to lost
And this is my victory
And that I know nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In A Name

What is not in a name
Try to know but ask not
Dear, what is in a name.

Name is name that has
Everything and that is
There to give its own light.

We have to develop our
Mutual love within us
And go insight
Acquiring knowledge.

We have to invest
Ourselves in this
Cycle of life and death
To get that brightness.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In Me

What is in me
I have to know,
Who am I
I have to know,
What I am doing
I have to learn
From it.
Where I am
A crucial question
I have to ask
Myself for the answer.
Where to go,
As no one is there
To tell, I am silent.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In My Heart

What is there in my heart,
You know better, my dear,
As You are there.
My aim is to attain You
O my dear, You are being
The Supreme Truth.
And You are here in my search
I am searching You for the sake of
My progress towards You and from You.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In Silence

What is in silence
That I am going in to
What is in sounds
That I am leaving for you.

In music and event
I am taking steps
To co-relate and
You have provided
Space to integrate.

Inventing myself
In main cross point
I walked away
In silence
And nothing to say about.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In Store

What is in store
That I can not say
But I can say
What for I am here
And if I say this that
I get peace
I am happy
I am actually enjoying
Your company
And I am fortunate
I am here with You
At this time
That is rare
In history.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is In Your Eyes

What is in Your eyes
That I see, my dear
In Your round eyes.
Let me see again You
My dear, let me see
In Your eyes again.

I dare to see You, my dear,
It is Your grace, it is Your face,
Let me see You on the surface.
I crave to see, only to see You
O my dear, in Your eyes my picture again
And I want to locate myself in You where I am.
That I see, my dear, in You
And I am here for ever, for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Independence?

What is independence?
If you are not allowed to
speak in your own language,
If you are not able to earn
Livelihood on your own soil,
If you are not permitted to
move freely from one corner
to another within your village,
town, city, forest, road, river.
What is the use of independence?
If you are supplied with everything
in foreign language,
If you are leaving your mother land
to earn something to fill up your belly,
If you are forbidden to keep your mother
with you always.
Think a while, my dear friends,
And declare before all that
You are independent
And you are celebrating
Independent Day. Thanks.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Inherent In Nature

What is inherent in nature
That is my future,
What is my future
That is near
What is near
That is what I fear
What I fear
That I cannot say
But that is here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Joy What Is Sorrow

What is joy what is sorrow
I do not know
I know only one thing
I am with you
And You are with me
Day and night are
Coming and going
But we are here
Ever remain the same.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Knowledge

What is knowledge
Who is there to explain.
This common question
Has no answer.

I undertake not to put
Any other question
Till the answer available.

The answer that is available
Is not applicable.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Life

What is life
Tell me my wife.
Remember, my birth day
Is Monday and that of
Yours is Tuesday.
We got married on wednesday.
And on Thursday our son
Took his birth.
On Friday we fall ill.
On Saturday we admitted
In hospital and let us
Be ready to die on Sunday.
Who said Sunday is a holiday
And death is not there to come.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Life  ?? ?? ??

?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ??

???? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ?? ??!

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Life We Know Not

We all are terrorist.
Let me say again we all.

We are not able to know
What is a life till date.

We are not able to know
The process of this life,
The purpose of this life.

We all are terrorist,
We are terrorizing others
To fulfill our ill motives.

We all are terrorists,
We are tolerating the terror
of others while they are
Going against ours children and mothers.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Living

And who is living
Living for what.

I don't know
Why are you
Asking me
Such questions
That have
So much intrigue.

Who told you
I have no desire
Who told you
I am not here
And it is not fair.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Loss And What Is Profit

No calculation made by anybody.

World's affairs in this way is going on
All are on one side
And other side is blank fire
Not yet ascertained
Who is there actual needy.

Doing and not doing
Smooth and rough
You are in your own identity
Going on the path of diversity.

Here you can love here you can hate
Nobody is taking care himself and
In happiness and in disappointment
Being moody you failed to recognized
But I am going see being speedy.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Love

What is love
Please know,
try to know
and please
understand the true
nature of love.
Love is not lust
I am sure,
love is within me
and within you
that I know.
I know, we both are
neither devils or demons
or ghosts or fiends.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Love?

Very difficult to explain.
Some say - nothing but
Sexual satisfaction.
Some other say - giving
And taking with mutual understanding.
Some other further say -
It is entering, it is accepting
Without any complaint.
But what I feel,
Love is beyond any definition,
Love is love and let us
Leave all with love.
Love is the only truth,
And the truth I know with you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Lust Desire Etc

What is lust, desire, 
hope and ambition etc?
These are nothing but 
disinclination from truth 
and inclination to falsehood.

Truth is eternal and 
unchanging but falsehood is 
perishable and kaleidoscopic. 
It is attachment, 
It is attraction, 
and here one cannot find 
discipline of action, 
knowledge or devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Marriage

Question you asked
And I replied it as
A joyful tie
And further I said
Starting wound
At the heart
And a knot between
Male-sky and female-earth
Day and night you are
Putting question
And I said just live in
And live in.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Dream

What is my dream
How can I tell you?
You are the dream and
Dream itself is you.

See the dreams in queue
And it is the space - empty
You are to wait
And let the filling complete.

Waiting is painful
That I know and for this
Arrangements are there for actions
And it is as per your mind.

Lock is yours and
Also the key, go and see.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Duty

What is my duty
My duty is to compose
A poem that bears eternity.

I expect no reward
For the duty I have performed
And I am trying to perform.

I have no other consideration
Except performing my duty
For duty’s sake.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Faith

It is my character
What is my character
You to judge, my dear.

My faith is my conviction
My tate of being
It is my fate
It is my feelings and actions.

It is not my caste not my creed not my country
Not any tradition not any social order
O my dear, it is what you have given me
My very nature my sense that is inner.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Knowledge

What is my knowledge
That is my perfection
That is Your grace.

What is Your grace
That is my knowledge
That is my perfection.

What is my perfection
That is Your grace
That is my knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Own

What is my own,
Without knowing it
I am wandering in the world.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Poem

What is my poem
I am asking to everyone
Dear to me
And they are looking me
As if they know nothing.

Am I not the well-wisher?
Am I not equal to everyone?
Am I sided with some?
Besides me nobody is here
To give a clear answer.

No one is dear to me
It is sure and nor
Is any one my enemy
Read my poem it is everything.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Poetry

What is my poetry
Let me say in a few line.
But my grief is that
I find no line.

My grief is that
I grieve for you,
I know though
You are not the truth.

I know not
What is the truth
And where it is.

Truthe can not be
Harvested that I know
Still I am going with you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is My Prayer

What is my prayer
I do not know
And I pray.
And I pray
Continue to pray
I do not know
Answered or unanswered.

I know O my dear
You are for me
I am for you
You are acting for me.
You are acting for me
Always everywhere
And I have full faith
And I am making everything.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Necessary

What is necessary to me
That is luxury to you.

Still we both are
Enjoying here
The water
And the water
Is not blood.

Something that is
Special and auspicious
Is food
And next
Cloth.

If you are here
With me
Come and see
Luxury and necessary
That I want to show.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is New

In this same air
Same water
Same light
Same sky
And on this earth
Tell me
What is its worth
And tell me
Before this
Colorful night
And tell me
What is right
In this
Houseful might.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is New- Show It

You are asking me
What is new
I am telling you
Nothing new.

Newness is to be
Search out here
At every moment
That you failed
What shall I do.

Newness is in
Your brain
Newness is in
Your very love.

Show it to all here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is New That I Want To Know

What is new that I want to know,
My poetry is here as you know
Searching for life and telling
All the old and new mixture, but
Telling the truth of the universe,
Try to understand all with love
And words and thoughts and works
And tell all to go forward for peace.
Tell all that you are for them and
They are for you and show them
The interconnectivity source from
The very lifestyle of yours and take
Them into confidence that you
Belong to their group and not others.

Gajanan Mishra
What is not divine,
Tell me, my dear.
I am here to hear
Your answer to
Take myself to future.

Rumour is that
I am the dirt
In divine's art,
I am with tears
Going with nature.

Rule of law that differ
From the disappoiter,
I am the poet
And the philosopher
Waiting to proceed further
With my own self-rudder.

Am I not divine, my dear?
See me, listen my lecture,
And if you have wish
You may utter.
But be sure, your
Each utterance is also divine.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Not Good

I have to disassociate myself
From what is not good.
And what is good I do not know
O my dear please enlightened me
On this score.
I do not know what is evil
And when it works as evil
O my dear please enlightened me
On this score.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Not New

Ask not what is new
Ask if you want to ask
What is not new.

See, what is worth seeing
And what is worth seeing
You are to know.

Here is the guava flower
That is there to tell you
Life's real Truth.

Truth is you are living
At this hour before me
And to you I am protecting.

Being seated here within you
I am asking so many questions
And you are trying to answer.

All answers are in me
As you see within
Be calm and have patience with you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Not There

Everything is there
In a language,
The mind, the heart,
The life and what not.

Talk to me with my language
And win my hearts.
Win my hearts and take
Everything you want.

Truth and love are
There in the language.
Wash off your dirt
By using mother language.

Be aware of language,
And make your life successful.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Not You

What is not You, tell me
Where are not You, tell me
Who is not perfect, tell me
When are You not gong, tell me
And tell me, my dear
Why they called me enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Not Yours

What is not Yours
O my dear, I do not know
Surrendering all actions
To You I firmly fixed
My mind on You
Look, I have no other desires
Here in this world
Except to stay with You
Always here there everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Obsolete

Let me say
What is obsolete.
Let me re-look all
before scrapping.
Let me go with time
and time is waiting me
Not outside but inside me
And I should go with time.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Old

When everything is
Changing at every moment
what is old, my dear,
tell me if you know.

Tell me your name and address,
Tell me your contact number, if any,
and mail me gajananmishra60@,
I am here to tell you how new you are.

I see prospect in you
I see world order in new perspectives
I marked every change here in your
style, tone and tenor.

This is I, ever green always
and you are that without old age.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is On The Mountain

What is on the mountain
It is not sugar-cane
It is definitely snake
And not saint.

What is in the life
It is today definitely
And it is good thought
And it is beautiful period
It is only one day today
You are to enjoy.

Stay on the mountain
A minute more
And see and watch
What are there
And how far
You are ready to
Remain there.

Stay on the mountain
A minute more
To dance to laugh
To smile to weep
And to go deeper
And deeper towards
Sea and sky.

What is there in the sky
And it is truth
And truth established
The world
And in the world
There is heaven
Where sea roar
With its fullness.

And fire is there
On the mountain
And that burn up the enemy
With truth with justice
And with light.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is On Your Mind

What is on your mind
Let me speak
It is nothing but love.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Ours?

What is yours
You are asking me
And you are
Telling always
Take not
Which is not yours.
And I am
Not able to
Speak to you
Unmixed with falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Passing Away

On this earth
We are supreme,
On this earth only
We make ourselves.

We have will-power
We make ourselves
On this earth
That we like.

But this earth is
Not ours
This time is ours
And we are to use the time.

This time is passing away
From this earth and
We are helpless
We do nothing for ourselves.

Who are we?
What for we are here?
Are we awake?
Time is not permitting us to know.

And we are here on this earth
We are telling ourselves supreme
We are living with our dreams
What is passing away from us is time.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Pious And

What is pious
And what is not
I know not, my dear
I am doing what I like
And I love all
And I am happy, see
I need no help
I need no perfection
I need only Your presence
And in Your presence
I feel myself effulgence
I am just effluence
And it is my own
elegance in Your presence.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Possible And

What is possible and
What is not
Who are you to say
My dear, here.

Nothing is mutable
And nothing is
Immutable as you see
On daily basis.

Reason not known
And yet we are
Farming lands
Putting on dresses.

What is there to happened ?
Is it not mixed not pleasant? ?

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Poverty

What is poverty
Who is poor
Nobody is here
To give answer ever
All are here
To live as life is
And ever be happy
Keeping their eyes
In supreme joys.

And what is joy
They know not
Jot is not real
It is mere appearance
As the rope and the snake
The effect and the cause
A wrong notion and ether
And eternal relationship
Just pulsation in air.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Pregnancy?

It is nothing
But creating something new
Something that is special
Something trying to reach the Truth
Something in love in affection
For a new world order.
Pregnancy is the main cause
And also the main reason
To uplift the earth from the corner
And taking a vow to represent all
With new creativity and to feel satisfied
In the picture of life that is
Within us all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Private

What is private and
What is public
Till date it is
Beyond my knowledge
And for me there is
Nothing called awful
Nothing terrible
This world is a open slate
Our life should be transparent
We should live freely as per our
Our wish and our principle
Should be live and let live
Respect others should be our motto
We should not feel robbed
We should not feel violated
We should get peace in ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Raining

I am not asking
Even I have not
Asked anything
And why should
I ask when I know
There is nothing
Here or there
When I know
it is just air
And it is just fire
That has a share
That I care
O, right I must care.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Rape

On the one hand
We are crying for
Stopping rape
On the other hand
We are feeding our
Children and preparing
Them for rape.

What is rape
How it is happening
What are the reasons
Food education dress
Environment nature
We are not looking
Not studying properly
And crying crying.

It is we the adults
So called policy makers
Administrators guardians
Educationist are all
Responsible for rape
We are raping every moment
To the emotion of common man
Without knowing his requirement.

Mere making laws
Maintaining law and orders
Giving punishment will not
Serve the purpose
We must give proper and valued
Education to a common man
To enable me to be ideal
Without any self interest.

We must teach people to give
To sacrifice to love to surrender
To renounce for the peace stability
Of the society
We must impart such education
That can make a man good one
With full of goodness
Not in passion not in demoniac.

Search out the roots of rape
And throw it out if you can.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Real

What is real
I asked you
And you replied
That is not unreal.

It is a question of
Existent and non-existent
It is not certain
That is affected by time and
place and circumstances.

I expressed myself
And is admitted by you
You admitted
And I am real.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Real And

What is real and
How long it will be here
I cannot say anything
About all this.
Is it my own evolution?
That I cannot answer
As I am helpless creature
And also in dark.
If you so like
Give me some light, my dear,
I am here only for you
And you are the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Relevant To

What is relevant to
My question, I know better.
What is relevant to
Your life, you know better.
My life and your life
All one and the same.
And we know better what is
Relevant and good for us.
Get ready for the time, dear.
We are the seller and
Also, we are the purchaser.
We are to rebel against the time.
And we are to resolve and
We are repent for own activities.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Religion

What is religion?
Religion is
Recognition of God.
And what is God?
God is Truth
And Truth is love.
Religion is
Duty towards
Love and Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Revealed

Truth is revealed
And I stand beside you, see.
What is revealed
Is your love, let me feel.

Diversion is not
allowed here in you.
I know, you are not
allowing me to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Right

I know what is right
Knowing this
I am not inclined to it.
I know what is not right
And I can not
Get rid of it.
O my dear
You are here
In my heart
And You drive me
To act.
The reason
I do not know.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Right And What Is Wrong

O my dear, tell me and hear me,
I am, here, singing a song.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Rule

What is not
It is not my business
To go in to
I am natural born
I am a natural man
I die naturally
Who are you to
Frame rule for me
When you are also going
In the same process
With me simultaneously
Let the almighty do
Whatever He like
And it is His business
To think to act
And to come to an end
It is true we have
No hand.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Said

What is said
Is not said
What is not said
Is worshiped
With favorite.

And it is defined
In detail
And sanctioned
Before hand
In sacred occasion.

That is not
Specific and we
Returned to shore
Nobody was there
It is violence.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Said In Autobiography

What is said
That I know not
But what is said
That has no truth.

I know my autobiography
has no value and hence
I am the last man to write
What is unsaid that is the main issue.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Secret

What is secret
Secret is life
Secret is not death
Death is open but not life.
Let us live with death
And get as much happiness
As we wish.

Are you happy really here
Being mortal?
Are you really going to
Cross the world?
I am not waiting
For your answer
And I don't care.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Seen What Is Not

Realize the Truth and be joyful.

Never lament
Never desire to have anything.

Try to understand your own position
O my dear and be careful for the life in motion.

Go for unsurpassed glories
Go back to the Home and memories.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Service?

Service is not
confined to limited actions
and fixed hours
and getting wages or salary.
Service is meant to get
other comforts and
the intention of service holders
should be how other should be pleased.
If, my dear, you are
engaged in service, serve
according to the will and taste
for their welfare.
Service is like the work
of a devotee.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Simple

What is simple
What is complex
What is poetry
What is prose
Who is alive
Who is dead
Where is the place
Where to go
All these questions
Have one answer
For a moment wait in car
And let us listen it
In the utterances
Of that far up star.

Gajanan Mishra
What is sin and what is
Sinful act difficult
To explain.

Is this world full of
Sinful enemies
Not possible to give
Answer in yes or no.

Who am I and who are You
I am incapable to
Say anything about.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Sovereignty

What is sovereignty
What is power I know not
Use of education is also
Not known to me
I am just an ass
I know not my own good
I am a fool I am a bullock
I blame nobody
I am ignorant of my goal
Mistakenly I have seen
Harmless rope a snake
And a snake a rope
I know though my body filthy
And full of bad odors
Though I know the false covering
Created by illusion I am helpless
I am in dark I am in fire
In stool in gas in bile mucus and hairs.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Special

What is special
in drumstick curry?
Asked my wife.
I find nothing
I replied.
I think, to ask
Anybody about anything
is encroachment of thought.
Whatever be the case
You are here to ask me
And I am there to answer.
I cannot say meaningless
But I must say it is
wandering in the darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Suitable

Who else is there?
And what is suitable
For me to take
Further steps?
Who is unfaithful
And to whom?
Who takes shelter?
And who is merciful?
Who is opportunist?
What is wonderful
And how? ?
The creatures are
The wanderers here.
Where is the ultimate shelter?

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Superior?

What is superior?
Who is senior?

Have you faced
at any time an
angry mob?

Are you balanced?
That I know not.

This is my blissful life,
I know this much.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Sure And Certain

What is sure and certain
Is death
Who is dead and who is living
Who is learned who is not
Not easy to tell.

We are here to endure
Everything that are
Transitory fleeting temporary
We are here to endure
cold and heat and rise and fall.

We should know pain and pleasure
We are here to feel and endure
And we know nothing is certain
Nothing is sure.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Sweet

What is sweet
Sweet is not sweet really
Water is not water
In this sense of the term
As you said before all.

What you said
That are the experiences
Of the senses like touching
Smelling hearing and also
Knowledge acquiring and
That are not true.

And what is true
No one is here
Ready to explain
Openly before all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That

What is that
You know not yet
That is created
Energy again
Rules violated
Dark night awaited
Again and again
It is annihilated
What is that
All are prohibited
To enter the light house
And everything is
Calculated.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That?

What is that?
Is it carefree
Or mischief?
Or the treasure
Or the glory?
See nothing,
Here it is.
The approach is
Smooth and perfect.
And I have nothing.

Nothing in the sense
Nothing at all
Either in adversity
Or in prosperity.
I know, when
There is love
Truth resides.
Where there is Truth
No need of other things
And I need nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That Force

What is that force
That drives you
To act against
The people in general.
You know what is truth
But you are not inclined
To go with it.
You know what is not right
Yet you are going with it.
Seeing your position
I am voiceless.
You are forgetting the root
And committing sin,
I see future not good.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That I Have Seen

What is that I have seen
How is that happened
No one can say now
Scenario changed
And I returned to
Previous stage
As before.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That Identity

Identity
What is that identity
And who is competent to
Issue identity card
In whose favor
And for what purpose
All the things we have to know
From here, from our
Day to day activities.

Let me say all the identity cards
Are bogus cards as they are
Not based on Truth
And Truth needs no identity card
Like the the sun and the moon
Like the air and the sky
Like the earth and the water,
We are here to see how the clouds
Are going away from the sky
We are to see the light
Only by its grace.

Here, the question is about identity.
Identify first who is who and
What is what if you are able, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That Pleasure

What is that pleasure
What is that prosperity
To find the answer
You have to go to the history.

Exclusive devotion is a bare necessity
To be a God and not to be a God
Depends on loving devotees
And we have truth-knowledge-bliss trigonometry.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is That Truth

What is that truth
That you are here
And I am searching you
Are you missing
O my dear tell me clear
Your presence I consider
A true knowledge
Without any modification
Without any cause and effect
What is that I know not
And You are giving a picture
That is different
And conclusively seasoned text.

Gajanan Mishra
What is the life period
That I want not to know.
I want not to utter
A single word before
My departure.
I want not to go
Anywhere to touch
Any dissolution.
But I want purification,
I want to handle anything
Without any discrimination.
Yes, I have a natural
Inclination towards the truth,
And I know the truth is here only.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Purpose?

What is the purpose of your
Living here?
And why are you
Not going outside nature?

It is favorable
The atmosphere.
You are coming and
Going being in server.

Your watching is constant
O my dear, And I am
surprised to know
What you really want.

In between speaking
And not speaking
I am releasing my voice
To receive or not receive
Is your choice.

It is my love and
My affection that binds You
It depends on my
Intelligence to see here the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Question?

What is the question?
And where is freedom
From the question?
I know not the difference
Between the dark and
The light.
I know not the difference
Between the ears
And the eyes.
The concept is clear,
I know and I think
About my language,
About the voyage.
And I sing life-rhyme
From time to time,
From dawn to dusk.
And I follow the principles
With the sentry.
I know the importance
Of the conjunctions
And the oppositions,
And in my poems
You can find
The reflections.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Secrecy Of

Good governance and development
And what is people's sentiment
Where is people and where is
Government this is
A poet's comment.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Sun Like

What is the sun like
Asked Aaeshanee
And I replied in a poem
Where is the poem
Ask me not further
It is there in your chamber.

Aaeshanee is the fire
And She share nothing
Within and without
And she rode the cycle
And left the place
That is not her.

Let me see once more
In the sky of stars
The sun itself asked
And the moon not allowed
During its reign
And it is not fun.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Time

Is not a question to put
What do you do
It is you to tell you
Only for your satisfaction
Rest has no connection.
See the crow with specific sounds
See the lion with specific hounds
And see yourself and if
You so like climb the mount.
Know that you are yours
And know that you are also
Not yours and still
You are with you.
The words are not cheating
I am not telling
My specific tale is
See vanishing with you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Truth And How

What is the truth and
How it can be realized-
A basic question, my dear.
Is love the truth?
And what is love and
How it is being generated?
Is the question not clear?
Is it the cause of all ills?
Is there no sweetness here?
In all actions, incidents,
Circumstances, I know
There is nothing besides the truth.
But I am in need of a blessing,
Why and what for that I want to know.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Truth?

What is the truth?
Where is my love?
Where am I going?
Where have I come from?
Who am I,
And who are you?
What are our relationships?
How is the mixture of
Your illusory energy
And my imagination?
Who is fixed?
You or I?
Peace and pleasure,
I find not here.
I am overwhelmed
And bewildered.
I am watching
The sky and
Watching nature.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Use

What is the use of high flying idealism
Without mother my dear?
It is nothing, it is zero.

Nothing is superior to mother
If you want to go anywhere
Go with mother .

Mother mother mother
Mother is only life-giver
Forget not mother
If you do not want bad-weather.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Use Of Love

If you are residing with me
And within me
If you are not residing
Within me and with me
What is the use of love
If you are here with me
Here is Truth and if
There is truth with me
What is the use of love.

No use of hottest summer
Burning fires and blazing sun
No use of torrents of rain
And submerging in cold water
In freezing winter
No use of anything anywhere
At any time if there is
No love in between us
Love is the root of all
And there is no love nothing is useful.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Use Of My Legs

What is the use of my legs,  
If I am not going to you?  
What is the use of my mouth,  
If I am unable to utter your  
Name and fame and game?  
What is the use of my eyes,  
If I am not able to see you  
All around here, my dear?  
My ears are eager to  
Hear all about you.  
My hands are raised  
To embrace you.  
You are my love, you are my truth,  
You are everything for me and I am for you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Use Of This Education

What is the use of this education
If it failed to enable me to know
Who am I and what is the goal of this life.

All are really suffering from all miseries
Of this material life in this material world
But alas nobody is trying to get rid of it.

O panacea of all diseases of my life here
I pray, look in to the matter and say
The way out to solve all problems and save all.

Leave not us to lead a life of cats and dogs
Teach not us this is mine this is theirs
And drag not to the darkness of the hell here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There

What is there to know
I say nothing
You say everything
It is time to say
What are they
You say
Let us complete the war
I say
Tell me at the beginning
War is going
See on its own way
It is Okay You say
I say come on the way
The way is in dark
Only a dog is there
To bark.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There But You

For me
The sun is not the sun.
Then what? they enquired.
And I replied
Who are you to asked.
And I found
They were searching
Their words.
This is not the logical
End of the war, that I know.
I know they are my
Integral part and parcel
And without them
My identity was/is zero.
But what I mean to say
About today is still in mystery.
It is not the hill to climb on,
It is not the chocolate to chew,
It is not the sight to visualize,
It is not the bread to eat,
It is not the dress to put on.
What I say is nothing but barren.
Still you say see the sunrise,
No night can override you now.
I know it is not the whole truth,
I know, for me, what is there is but you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In A Child

What is there in a child?
There is joy, there is hope,
There is dream, there is living.

Yes, I love the child and the children.

My love has certain reason
And it is not possible to open that reason.

The child has the power to pick up the time.
And I am here as nothing with nothing..

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In A Poet

What is there in a poet
That we are searching
Day and night here?

Gajanan Mishra
What is there in eating, drinking
And in marry-making, you know better men,
As you have power to realize the Truth.
You know birth and death are nothing
But changing dresses in and out
And nights and days are nothing but
The quality of knowing the self
In the midst of time.
Let us know what ought to know
And do what ought to do here, now.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In Life

What is there in life
Let us enjoy it.
Extract of love
Extract of truth
Extract of soul
Are there. Let us
Stay with them always as
They have no inequal eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In London

What is there in London,
I asked my younger son,
And he replied, nothing
To be mentioned.
My son further added
The same earth, as you find
There father, the same air
You inhale-exhale is here
Under the same blue-sky.
The original people of London
Have some aggressive attitude
That I dislike father, but that are
Being changed with the passage of time
They feel the sun is also setting there.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In My Writing

What is there in my writing
You are asking me again and again
And getting the feedback
For future security.

What is future and where is the security
If there is no present in this life
And what is present that we are forgetting
The pleasure the Truth and the enjoyment.

All are in love
The unconditional love
The eternal love
We must love we must be ready to give others.

Life is nothing but to love
Devotional love of service
And it is in Truth
The Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In Our Body

You see only skin
Below the skin the flesh
Below the flesh the bone
Below the bone the marrow
We are really living in sorrow
With these phlegm, pus
Spittle, stool, sweat, saliva, snot
Excretes, urine,
O my dear, You are within
That is the only reason
Of our living.

Gajanan Mishra
What is there in rupees?
Here is Mahatma Gandhi
The advocate of peace and
Non-violence and the man
Of honest and sincerity.
Do you believe it, my dear?

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In Rupees - Peace?

What is there in rupees?
Here is Mahatma Gandhi
The advocate of peace and
Non-violence and the man
Of honest and sincerity.
Do you belief it, my dear?

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In The News

What is there in the news
Besides some bomb blasting
By terrorists
Some incidents of rape
And murder
Some loot dacoities, bribes
Corruptions, child deaths
Hunger shortage of water
Drought floods and
Silent administrations
You can not find more
About art culture development
You can not find sages saints
In the news today.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In The Sky

What is there in the sky?
Is not that a poem!
You nodded your head
O, the poem is the best shed.

Our room is this night
Let us go and take rest,
But come with a new poem
That is in the east,
written by right hand.

Hearing the discourse of the birds
We rose and started again our journey
The sky is not empty at that time,
And we have arisen to go deep in to the sky
And again we are followed by the poem.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There In Your Dream

What is there in your dream
I am not asking, I am asking
How you dream in this day time.

It is all related to eating
Drinking, sleeping, sitting and
Visiting places that are not yours.
It is all there in your dreams
That I know, but you have forgotten
Where are your joys and your ecstasy
That are within you I see now.

It is all your illness,
Life is threatened
And you have to face
The examination again and again.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There Inside ?? ????

??? ?? ??????
????? ??? ???
?? ????? ????

????? ????????? ?????? ,
?????? ????? ????????? ??
????? ?????? ??? ????

??? ??? ?????? ??????,
??? ???? ?????????
????? ?????? ???? ?

???? ??????
???????? ??? ??? ?

??? ????? ????? ??????,
?? ????? ????? ?????
??? ????????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There On The Other Side

Here is the sea,
But I know not
What is there
On the other side.

Consider me,
Yours or not,
But I am yours
For ever, see.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There That Is There

What is there that is there
The eyes and the beauties.

Special all here in hearing
And in processing with all questions.

It is not solitary but visiting
Frequently with equal values.

Dazzling luster, see with pleasure
And it is the source of all.

Principles and truth are there
As pearl necklace and it is live.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There To Know

What is there to know
Nothing
There are so many things
We know nothing.

We should know you
You are the only person
We should know
You are holding all.

Spark is coming from you
We all are within that spark
Knowledge and science are
Part of you.

We are to know and cultivate
Knowledge and science
You possessed all
Only for our welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is There To Write

What is there to write
Tell me, my dear, tell me.
No word no language is with me
How to write and for whom
I am to write tell me, O my dear
Please tell me, tell me.

Tell me, tell me where is Truth
Tell me, tell me where is love
In between You and me
Tell me its purity in this relationship
O my dear, tell me about our existence
And tell me that are undeviating
Tell me that are full of knowledge
Enriched with realization and renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is This

What is this
I want to know.
I want to know
How this is here.

Correct answer is
Not found from any one.
No one is here
To know about
This or that.

I want to know
What is that.
What is its correct name,
But no one is here
To explain with reason.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is This Nonsense

What is this nonsense
You are speaking
If you are not in Truth!
Are you the suitable one
Whom I am searching for?

Though I am carrying our your orders
I am independent.
It is you to say where
And how we are together here
And using others for the purpose.

Nobody knows here
Who are the actual candidates
For punishment?
And what is the process
Of punishing others?

So many questions are
There to be raised.
What is the basic principles here
And how is one to be judged
O my dear, see and recognize who has appeared.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is This Universe

What is this universe?
Who has created this universe
And for what purpose?
Which actions are virtuous
And which actions are sinful?
Who is not a fool?
All such questions are here
Forever without any answer, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Time?

What is time?
Time is nothing, but
The material conception of
Past, present and future.

But I see, nature is
Beyond time and
It is eternal.

I appear, and
I disappear with nature,
And to say this is not proper.

I am associated with
So many persons and things,
But see, they are no more
There, after my departure.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is To Be

Said of me
I know
What am I.

I am
Not at all
Qualified.

I am
Lower than
The worms
In stool.

I am
More and more
Sinful.

I am
Lower than
The straw
In the street.

I have no prestige
And nothing
I am a tree.

I have nothing
And nothing see
I am nothing
And nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is To Buy

What is to buy and what is to sell
Here it is the market and we are in market complex
Nobody is a seller and nobody is a buyer
And there is nothing and nothing saleable with us
I know you know except love w have nothing here
We are engrossed in love and we do not remain separate
That can buy that can sell before all
And here there is an overflow of love and we
In spite of being one we are busy in selling
And buying within this area and the area we called ours.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is To Worry

What is to worry
What is going on in this body
What is for this body
What is happening with this body
What is to worry
What will happen after
Separation from this body
Whatever, has to happen will happen
What is to worry
This body is not ours
We need nothing for ourselves
Our own self lacks nothing
Whatever the body needs
Is ordained according to our fate
And what is fate
It is recycle time-set
What is to worry
You are here You are there
My dear, always busy
In making arrangements
For subsistence of all
See I have no anxiety no desire
And so nothing to worry
Look I am free
I am free.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is True And

What is true and
What is false
If you know and
Well-aware of the fact
Tell me my dear
I am going for that.

I have trust on you
And only on you
And not with the material
You have produced
That I want to tell
In time in detail.

I am no way special and still
I seek discipline that is spiritual.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Truth

What is truth what is justice
That I failed to find it
And I failed to understand
The definitions so far available
At hand.

Who are we and what for we are here
Nobody is able to speak on it
Nobody is here or there who can
Explain things in detail and
Realize the truth and secure justice.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Truth Like

What is truth like,
Let me know it.
Let me know who
You are at this time.
Your name, fame
Soon, please disclosed.
But see, time has
No effect on me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Truth Like-Self

What is truth like,
Let me know it.
Let me know who
You are at this time.
Your name, fame
Soon, please disclosed.
But see, time has
No effect on me.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Truth What Is Justice

What is truth what is justice
That I failed to find it
And I failed to understand
The definitions so far available
At hand.

Who are we and what for we are here
Nobody is able to speak on it
Nobody is here or there who can
Explain things in detail and
Realize the truth and secure justice.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Untrue

What is untrue
What is false
It is foolishness
To go with these
Questions here.

Realization is
Already there
With me and I
Started my journey
To hear well done.

It is my victory
In the lightning
It is the time to
Celebrate victory.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Visible

What is visible
To my eyes
Is not mine.

I am infinite
But my eyes
Are not.

I cry
With nature.
But my cry
Is not for hearing.

I hear the air,
I see the star,
And I am there
I know, nothing far.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is What

What is what
Who knows
Real unreal
right wrong
Good bad
Who knows
What ought
to be done
What ought
Not to be done
Who knows.

Knowledge and
Ignorance
No difference
Go on
Modifications
Go on
Changes
Dispassion
Discrimination
No notion
Acceptance and
Rejection
Enjoy life
With full satisfactions.

Gajanan Mishra
What is what
And that is that.
But what is that
That I know not
And yet
We understand
The principle
And trying to
Translate that.
Let us know
What is what.
And let us go
With truth
With fish and cat.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is With Us

We are not able to know
What we are lacking
We are searching day and night.

We are not able to see ourselves
We are unlucky
What we are lacking
We are not searching.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Worth Performing

What is worth performing
for me,
That is forbidden
for you.

And we are not same
on the eyes of law,
and yet the law says
All are equal.

Gajanan Mishra
What is wrong in saying
We are one and the same and
We worship the same God?
What is wrong in saying
We have the same integrity
And compassion and
Theological clarity?
What is wrong in saying
We stand for regious
Solidarity and humanity?
What is wrong in saying,
We found this earth
A place of mutual resolution
And reconciliation.

Gajanan Mishra
What is your childhood?
Is it full of all pleasures?
And what is your youth?
Is it full of responsibility?
And what is old age?
Is it in renunciation?
And if all are in positive
Then let me say your life is successful.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Your Name?

What is your name?
You are asking me
Again and again,
You know though
I have no name.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Your Own?

What is yours own?
Something that is yours
Forever is never precious,
Rightly said by Chaim Potok.

What is your own,
But you can’t take back
As per your sweet will
Putting others in trouble.

Think not yours own anything,
And create not hurdles
On your own path of
Real progress.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Your Real Name

What is your real name
Where are you staying
What is your exact nature
And what is your conduct like
How do you transcend all
Why should I know you
On this rainy days
Answer me if you pleased
I want to apply in my daily life
I live remembering you
And your activities
You are no different I know
I know with all you are playing
All sort of games but
Not a person to run out.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Your Virtue

And your virtue is
Return good for evil.

Deer fishes and gentle men
Live on straw water and contentment
Remember it.

Regard not anyone
As your enemy
Remember, nobody is here
To upset you.

And your virtue is
Return good for evil.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is Yours

What is yours?
Is this earth yours?
Is this language
you are being used yours?

To whom
you belong to?
Who and what is
Yours?

Knowing nothing
You are telling
Give.. give..
And also see me
How shameless I am,
I am telling from
my side - take..take..

You are taking bath
on the sky, I know.

And see, here
the earth is sinking
and shrinking down.
Where is the place
to go?

Gajanan Mishra
What Kind Of Man

What kind of man you are brother,
I am unable to know.

But I am here and I remain fixed
In the realization of truth,
And I discover you there always.

In the wind and in rain,
In hunger and in thirst,
In happiness and in distress,
In cold and in heat
I find you equal everywhere.

But I disturb not
With your coming and going,
I care not brother
About your changing personalities.

Gajanan Mishra
What Kind Of Men Are You?

What kind of men are you?
Simply for cheap adoration
You pretend yourself as servant
But cheating our master
With the help of foreign language!
People are suffering like anything,
Even leaving the native villages
In search of jobs at other places
But you are enjoying your life
In their tax-money.
You care not the truth,
But taking shelter of falsehood
To serve your own purpose
At the cost of others.

Gajanan Mishra
What Kind Of Poet

What kind of poet
I am, I cannot say,
But I must say
I write about men
And I write relating
To changing situation
That men fall therein.
I know not the kind of
Men here in this world,
But I know all men are
One and the same, though
They live in different
Parts and face different
Problems of life with nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Life Means

I am unable to understand
What life means and
What death means.
I am unable to see
The actual bird flying.
I am unable to hear
Actual voice of the sky.
I am unable to tell
What is truth in this world.
And still they said,
Yes, I am alive,
Without giving
Satisfactory explanation,
Without taking a stop en route.

Gajanan Mishra
What Love Is

You know I know
What love is, and hence
love should not be politicized.

Gajanan Mishra
What Made Me Choose

What made me choose
This life that I know not,
But I know What I am
Going to say before you.

I know not how you
Represent the things
That are here for so long,
But I am better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
What Made You Smile

That I know not
But it is your smile
That attracts me.

Your smile and you smile
Are not the same
That I know but let me
Get myself free from this entanglement.

Before Your smile
See I surrender
Before Your smile
See I am free from all sins.

Actions and reactions are
Not there in Your smile
That I observed and I realized
False identification and false possession.

O my dear, Your smile
Made You great
I offer my obeisances unto you
My dear and I stay here without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
What May Happen

What may happen,
I am not certain.
And I cannot tell you
What is truth.
About win or loss
You cannot discuss.
All pleasures and all
Pains are at cross.
If you wish to live
You may live.
I have nothing to say
But you must keep me at bays.
I am ready to carry out your order,
But first let me surrender to save future.

Gajanan Mishra
What More

What more I can say
Besides I love you.
What more I can do
Besides staying in truth.

I know I am the earth
And this sky is not mine,
The water, the air,
The light all are thine.

Gajanan Mishra
What More Can I Say

1
What more can I say
If you are not satisfied.

2
O my dear, you can cross
Over the darkness if you try to
Keep yourself satisfied
In distress in happiness.

3
I am very pleased
I meet You
Here in me.

Gajanan Mishra
What More Can I Say

What more can I say
About the nature
About You
Except saying
How beautiful you are
How dreadful you are
O poet
You would have helped me
You would have saved me
But you are asleep
Awake awake.

Gajanan Mishra
What More, Just Live

What more
You want to know,
Just go on living,
Harm no one,
See and enjoy
The beauty.
That's enough.
Forget that
You are living,
But living is
Kind enough to
Stay in you.
Love life,
Love this truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What More, What More

What more, what more,
O my men, could you expect
From your leader,
When you know full well,
Your leader is not willing to
Utter your language and words
In his tongue and gives
No respect to your motherland.
What more, what more,
You expect from whom
When most of your men are
Following the foreigner,
Ready to give you a strike,
Without any fight.

Gajanan Mishra
What Must You Do

When the house
Of your neighbor
Is like that
Of the hole of a
Poisonous snake
What must you do?

If the tongue
Of your friend
Is like that of
A frog, what
Must you do?

It is all sense
And logic, do your
Duty for all benefit.

Gajanan Mishra
What Next

What next
A frequent question
What next
And I find
You are not
ready to answer
What next
Nothing new
You said
And you know
It is not answer
What next
And stopped
I hope
The sky is
Clear now.

Gajanan Mishra
What Offence

You are committing
That I care not
I care your safety
And security first.

As I know
Life is more valuable
Than anything else
If life is there
You can perform anything
In due course of time.

Is life a play-game
That I know not
I know you are my play-mate.

Gajanan Mishra
What Omvalley Is Saying

What I feel let me say;
Om Valley is saying- we love,
We love you, children and we feel
Great responsibility to leave
The better world for you all.
In fact, Om Valley is committed
to doing its small parts to help
Create this world for you.

Children, I love you all, but
Aisha, I better love you and
I know children you all love me.
I know children, you act as unwitting
Instruments of our actions.
We glance through your innocent eyes,
Blazing stars in the vast sky.

Be blessed my dear children and
Grow freely on this earth.
This earth is yours,
This earth is for you.

You are all fragrant of the earth,
You are all fragments of nature.
Hesitate not, my dear children to
Say sorry, at any situation.

Here see, the beginning of the world
With the song of the spring.
What more message would you
Expect from me?

All are sharing here, the flowers,
And the airs. Your faces are
Fair as heaven. Really I am glad
I am here with your chirping loud.
Here I discover all virtue.
I know, you sail my dear children
The river of rising sun. I know
All sounds all words are with you.
You are the truth..

Pablo Picasso has rightly said-
All children are artists. The problem
Is how to remain an artist once
He grows up.

Thanking you all..

Gajanan Mishra
What One Should Know

Is a question that is crucial
And what is knowledge
What is its role
In our life-long process
Is vital for all
How to live with whom
And what to do and how
Are the things to know
For betterment of our
Living here at this moment
Never assume we know everything
Unless we drive out pride
We are in dark and everything
Would be zero.

Gajanan Mishra
What Shall I Do

What shall I do
A great question
With no answer.

Watch the competition
Between goodness and ignorance
Said one in twitter.

Make a difference with
Material existence and
Material nature that is there.

Let them suffer in
The struggle for existence
In practical life only option we care.

Gajanan Mishra
What Shall I Do - I Know

What shall I do?
I know not what is bad
and what is good.
I know you,
You are the only
person who is in truth.
I am the truth
Since I am with you.
You are here in me,
And I find the entire
picture that is clear.
It is but all white
and all right,
I am the last one to show might.

Gajanan Mishra
What Shall I Do Is A Question

What shall I do
Is a question
That has no answer
Yet you all are asking.
You all are doing well
What are there to do
Yet you are sitting calm
In the midst of storm.
It is well and good
Be submissive and meek
And conclude everything
Here at this night.
And see there is light
Be ready to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
What Shall I Write

What shall I write,
You have written everything
That are with me.
Listen, what I am going to write,
That is just a smile,
That is a dream with reality.
You are not capable to touch
That area of mine.

Gajanan Mishra
What Shall We Do

What shall we do?
How shall we be saved?

Gajanan Mishra
What She Said

What she said
I could not understand.
What I understand
She nodded her head.

She nodded her head,
And I fell down,
I fell down into a well.

Not water
But fire was there
In the well.

Ice-fire and life, I see,
And I agree for a compromise.
The compromised words and letters
Are misunderstood. Please excuse.

Gajanan Mishra
What Should Have Been

What should have been
Accomplished by you
Has to be told and
Reminded by me.

And by doing it
I feel happy
I got a chance to
Do this holy crime.

Gajanan Mishra
What The Mountain Is Telling

What the mountain is telling
Let me listen, my dear,
Let me listen.
Let me do the works
That are allotted to me, dear,
That are allotted to me.
I am the bait here,
Bait of time.

Gajanan Mishra
What The People Say

Vox populi vox dei
God is there where there is people
Come to the people and hear
What the people say
That is God's saying.

Gajanan Mishra
What The Sun Did Not Touch

What the sun did not touch,
I touched.

What the air did not tell,
I told.

I have my own words,
I have my own vision.

I am the poet,
And I am for all.

Gajanan Mishra
What They Know

it is night
Let us fight
Night badly bitten
With flowers in hand.

It is hand
In sand
Hand is not full.
Are we really fool?

Who knows
Not here
And they do not know
What they know.

Gajanan Mishra
What They Like

It is what they say
And they say what they like
I am here to do my works
In accordance with rules
Regulations and scriptures
I care not what they say
They say and I know it it
Their ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
What They Said

What they said
I could not say
Its worth
At this moment
To you.
What I said
I must say
Its worth
At this moment.
What I said
It is the truth
And you have to know
From its face value.

Gajanan Mishra
What They Said All Truth

What they said,
Let me say
They are
All truth.
No question of
Falsehood here
In this world
Where there is
Only you.
They are all
Belong to you
And you are there
Only with them
To establish the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
What They Want

Ask them
They will tell you
They are in need of
Basic things of life
some rice, bread, water
And some clothes
And a house to stay in
But you people, so called
Learned deprived them
In some way or other
Try to think yourself
Natural water natural air
Natural clay earth are
Now dream for them
You people pollute them
And now throwing at them
All filthy words
O city dwellers,
O so called learned, degree holders
At least treat them as human
Give them respect and have some
Humanity in you.

Gajanan Mishra
What Time It Is

What time it is,
No one is here to say,
No one is capable to say.
Time is one and it is
Always with me,
It is in rain
And in wind.
Time has nothing to do
With this body
And with these words.
Time has no night
And no day.
What do you want to say?
If anything is there with you,
Tell the truth.
Believe me, I am visible.
But believe not the cable,
They are the cheaters,
Cheaters of all possible.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do

What not to do
Who is there to say
Except You.

I am a chaste wife
I have to do nothing for myself
I have to perform all duties
Only to please You, my dear
Without thinking my own taste
And inclination
See me I am free from
All worries fears sorrows and doubts.

I am acting according to Your words, see
I am just carrying out Your orders here
And also performing all other duties
Like sacrifice gift and penance.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do And Where

What to do and
Where to do
One should know
For one's own pleasure.
Not knowing and
Not able to know
Is most unpleasant
That I have learnt
From you my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do Ask Not

What to do
Ask not,
That time has
Already over.
Now it is time
To act.
Act as per
The call.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do- Donkey Ride

What to do
With that of
Donkey-ride.
Let me know
Whether we
 Shall able to
Climb the Himalayas
And reach Kedarnath.
Let me know
How to go Badrinath.
No folly please,
We are ready to
Go anywhere and
Also ready to do
Anything for truth
And for love.
But where is love
And where is truth
That we know not.
Only a donkey
Can shows us the road,
Road to anywhere
We want to go.
And the donkey is
Within us every moment.
And we are silent
As we have no commitment.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do Now

What to do now
Is not an ordinary question
What is here now
Is also equally difficult to say.

If you utter any word
Real peace is hampered
Apprehension of breach of
Peace is always there.

Ultimately you are to fall down
It is sure and your
Bodily strength and valor
Would not do any help.

You are stake here
And eternally I take shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do With This Life?

What to do with this life?
Who has given me the right
To take away the life of others?
Is there any difference between
One and another?
I am asking the air and the water
And they are listening me and
Going on their own way.
I am asking the blue sky
And the sky shows me the earth
With the light of the sun and the moon.
I am the foolish one,
Not playing my part in proper way
Disturbing the spectators on the way.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Eat

What is there to eat?
Where is the place to stay?
Who is there to support?

I don't want to give
The answers in negative.
But the correct answers
Are not with me.

I am part and parcel of
The very questions.

I see silent doors,
I hear cheerful trees.

I observe the winter snow
Within my courtyard
That is eager to give me safety.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Mind

What to mind,
Offer and disappear,
Explanations rumoured.
Thanks for the slogans
In the valley of life.
But we think, nothing new,
Learning process ruptured.
Bring back my life
Of childhood, only truth.
Take away my dreams,
That I desired not.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Say

What to say about myself
I am neither good nor good
I am neither loving nor hating.
Neither I am here not there
What to say about my status
I have no Locus standi anywhere.
I am nothing it is true
No grief and nothing to rejoice
What to say of myself.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Say About The Women Day

What to say about the women day,
Women are the creator of all guys.

To say something about the creator,
Is really wrong and doing injustice.

Women, the supreme truth, eternally present,
And the original consciousness of all.

Unlimited potency is there in women only,
All modes of nature are with the women.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Say I Know Not

What to say I know not
And I kept quiet observing
The waves that are within.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Speak About The Old Man

What to speak about the old man,
He is not like a man in normal condition,
And his suffering is due to old age,
Certainly he is not in a normal condition.
It is the time that is playing on him
And he is the scapegoat of his throat.
Zealousy is in him as he is not able to
Move freely and not able to do his normal duties.
He is the spokesman of his own term and condition
Knowing fully well that the situation is
Going out of control, still he is eager
For name and fame at the setting-age.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Freedom?

How many kinds of freedom
Are there in your area?
What type of freedom?
Who is free? is
Any one free to eat
Anything? free to go
Anywhere? free to tell
Anything to anyone
Using any word? Lo!
In royal pride, the king
Declared he is free.
But the king is
Not able to move out
From his own niwas.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Life

What type of life
You are living
Only with eating drinking
Sleeping and having sex?

No mental agitation but
Stay peaceful and patient.
And waste no time
In bodily maintenance.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Neighbour You Are

What type of neighbour you are
When you are not sharing your meals
And festivals?
What type of men you are
When you are not laughing
And not watching out each other
Here taking the future in hands
And eager to solve the problems at present.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Peace You Want

What type of peace
You want, my dear friends
That I want to know
Before telling something
About you and about me.

And who are you
I know not here
There is little scope
To know about anything
And anybody, see.

I am picking the flower
That you are not able to see
I am talking to you
That you are not able to hear.

Really this is unfortunate
For you also for me
And we are searching each other
Though we know we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Rain It Is

What type of rain it is,
I know not, still I am
There in the rain to
Get wet myself.

You are the rain,
You declared
And I submitted
At the end.

I lost the war,
I declared,
But you said
I am here to take care.

The earth
The sky
All are here
As witnesses.

But I need nothing,
But I want to sleep.
The evening is here
But I waited for the morning.

And the rain stopped
There, when I started going.
You are the man with
My identity stayed within.

Gajanan Mishra
What Type Of Sons We Are?

What type of sons we are
We are going to destroy
This mother earth!

Gajanan Mishra
What Urvasi Told

What Urvasi told that day  
To Pururava is also  
True today.  
And she told,  
Now I am being killed,  
Under the protection of  
An unworthy husband,  
Coward and eunuch,  
Think himself, hero.  
I am now lost,  
My husband lies down at night in fear  
Exactly like a woman,  
Appears to be a man, though,  
During the day.

Rest, my dear readers,  
Depends on you, to grasp,  
What happened to Urvasi and  
Pururava. yourself,  
You are to find all  
And go on searching,  
With your own husband  
And wife in this world.  
But disturb not, lament not,  
Go not anywhere like a mad man,  
But stay calm and see  
The process and the lifestyle.  
And the same Urvasi said, my dear hero,  
No use making friendship with sly fox women.

Gajanan Mishra
What Urvasi Told - Two

Pururava, the son of Budha and Ila,
The most handsome man got
The most beautiful celestial woman Urvasi
And they are the best example
As husband and wife,
To all human society.
Both enjoyed life day and nights.
But at the time of leaving Pururava
Urvasi said- the heart of a woman
Is like that of a fox. My dear king,
You are a man, a hero, be not impatient.
Don't let the foxes eat you.
Women are less intelligent than men,
They are conditioned and fallen.

Never place your faith in a woman
Or a politician added Urvasi.
But an obedient wife in truth-consciousness,
Is an asset at home and hence welcome.
Urvasi said, as a class, women are
Merciless and cunning. Even a slight offense
Could not be tolerated by them.
For their own pleasure
They can do anything.
Even they do not fear to kill
The faithful husband or brother.
Proper education to women is
The necessity of time. Unless they are trained,
No peace and prosperity in society.

Gajanan Mishra
What We Acquire

Not ours,
What we acquire,
This world is
Meant for us,
But not ours.
We are here
For some moments,
This moment is
Also not ours.
We are nothing,
Still, we are here
To enjoy all,
Thank God, you are
Really all good.

Gajanan Mishra
What We Are Doing

What we are doing
We are ignorant about it,
We are facing the stumbling blocks
Within ourselves all the time.

Eating, drinking, sleeping
Are not our works, we know
And what we are doing for ourselves
That are not known.

It is not fact that the sun is
Not co-operating here at any time,
It is fact that the moon is with us
For we are with and for the moon.

It is the world
And we are expecting rewards.

Gajanan Mishra
What We Are Seeing

What we are seeing?
We are seeing the saints and sages
In palaces and luxuries.
How we are living?
We the house holders are struggling
For a bread to live, for a piece of cloth
To cover the bodies of wife and daughters,
For a shed to take shelter from rain and sun.
We are labouring hard and getting less and less
Wages and not able to coping up with time.
Education is far away from us,
And what to say the conditions of children!
We are ready to sell them
No matter whatever we get.

Gajanan Mishra
What We Do Not Wish

What we do not wish
To be done to us,
We should not do to others.*

* Padma Purana, Srsti 19/355-56

Gajanan Mishra
What We Must See In Creation

We have to forget the sands and
The sea in abbreviated form.

That are in railways station
And the police are fully protected there
Without full strength.

What they meant holds true
In the middle of the issue
As it failed after chapterwise assessment.

Gajanan Mishra
What We Say

What we see
It is physics
What we not see
We termed other world.

It is the spirit
that control physics
It is the physics
and it based n physics.

You are the only person
inbetween physical world
and spiritual world.

You are the link
You ar ethe antecedent
you are consequent.
You are the picture
You are the light
You are the only person
to see yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
What Were You

What were you doing here
I wondered
Did you not know
Who is your mother
Who is your sister
Who is your daughter!

Why were you acting here
Like a heinous creature
I wondered
Did you not know
You are going towards
A dark future!

Gajanan Mishra
What Will Happen

What will happen
That I cannot say
But I must say
All happenings
Are for good of all.

Gajanan Mishra
What Will Happen Next

What will happen next,
Who are you to think?
I know you will not be there
At that time. But
At this time with
The shining lamp of knowledge
Destroy the darkness
Born of ignorance,

Gajanan Mishra
What Will I Say

What will I say to my mother
Who is there always with me
That I am unfit son who is
Incapable of using your language
On your land always in all purposes.
See me, I am an object to be laughed at,
I am my own enemy, I am a coward,
Even some said I am a eunuch.
How can I live hearing all these,
Forgetting my own duties and
Knowing fully well that, danger is
There to my very existence and identity.

Gajanan Mishra
What Will You Do

What will you do
With my date of birth?
If you are to do something,
Do, on the date of my death.

But date is not there,
That I am sure, and
You have nothing to do
This is the only truth.

If you have any wish,
Throw that on the fire.
The fire is there
To make you a star.

Ask not me where is the pain,
Pain is there within
Though not with the hair
And with the skin.

My first word is the link,
Link in between the earth
And the sky where
You can fly.

But where are you,
That I want to search.
And I am sure, without
You I am parched.

Do ask me whateveer you like,
Though expect not the answer
That you want to listen
While I am on the point of finishing.

Gajanan Mishra
What Would Happen

What would happen, forget
Go on doing your works
That are good better and best
You are answerable always
No matter about the position
That is higher or highest
Think pure and with intelligence
And with devotion perform
All your duties that are superior
And that open the path of salvation
You can not decide on your own
Without examining the pros and cons
Let me guaranteed you must
Reach the truth at the end.

Gajanan Mishra
What Would You Say

What would you say
To that knowledge
Which clings to one body
As if it were the whole
Irrational
No real grasp of truth
Trivial.

Gajanan Mishra
What You

What you have seen
in chousathiyogini
at RanipurJharial?

If you do not like to say
no matter.
If you want to say
you are welcome.

Does not matter
whether the room
lighted or not
dark is no barrier.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are

I am not
Able to understand
Myself so far.

And I am
Helpless to
Make you understand
What you are.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are Doing

What you are doing here  
Who is there to tell you  
Whether it is all  
Legal and in truth!

You may see the rule  
That are there before you,  
Believe not anyone around you,  
But see the facts are figures  
That are being shown to you.

Believe yourself and  
Question yourself, what  
You are doing, how far  
They are useful for the benefit  
Of the general public.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are Let Me Know Please

What you are let me know please, my dear,
Let us remember, we are for each other,
We are here to recognize each other,
And to see and to discover each other
In the new light of love and truth.
We are not here to bury one another,
But we are here to honour one another.
What you are let me know my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are On This Day

What you are on this day,
I know not my way.
The sight of my eyes
Is there at the bay.
I smile, I laugh, I weep,
I dance, I sing, I fight
With lightning May.
Give me a chance to
Remember how I am here.
Grave, nothing to fear,
In my life I am the printer.
The words and the letters
All are for me and you are
There only to make all clear.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are Telling

What you are telling men
You are telling with
The help of your idea,
And it is your conception
For your own advantage.

The nature has nothing to do
The other creatures are staying abroad.
What you are telling men
Let me say with interest
That has no value in broad sense.

Think about something concrete
Think about others weight
Think about the life that with all
the one and the same here.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are Telling, My Dear

What you are telling, my dear,
I have to tolerate all like a tree
Thinking of the consequences of
My previous activities and life,
And I am rejecting hereby the ethic of
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
I am to remain silent and it is you to
Leave thinking me good for nothing.
I care not whether I am properly
Respected or not, even with words.
Let me stay hardhearted and miserly
Within me all the time.
Why should you give value to me, dear?
Who am I? am I a living entity?

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are That I Am

What You are that I am,  
You are rich so I am,  
You are within, also I am,  
You are rising and I am.

I am nothing but You  
You are costing my life  
And it is the truth  
I am nothing but You.

Sell or buy  
YOu are the best boy  
Birth or death  
YOu are under the sky.

So many things are there to say  
But I know nothing being an innocent guy.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are Thinking

Let me write
What you are thinking,
Let me stay
Where you are residing,
Let me take
What you are giving,
Let me depends on you only
O my dear, I am, yours faithfully.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Are You Are Not

You are not what you are,
Nothing is yours nor for you.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Brought

What you brought for me,
Time, I know that's mine.
But you brought nothing.
I declared I am nothing,
And you smiled, time.
I am going slowly but
In swift and you recognized
Who am I in your field.

Gajanan Mishra
What you called death
I called life.
Forget the wording I requested
And go with the practice
That is wrong you know.
Acquiring anything in the midst
Of rain and sun I described
You indulged in idle pursuits.
You yourself is the reflection
Of the eternal natural bliss
And it is delusion beginning and end both.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Desire

I know who you are
And I know I love you,
I know you are the truth.
I am with you I know,
You are for me I know.
My life is for you I know,
And I know I work
What you wish.
I sing I dance
I walk I sit
I sleep and I do
What you desire.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Do

It is not that
I am here to know everything.
It is not that
I know nothing.

I know you
And I think
it suffice
my purpose.

I am going to
see you
it is true.

It is also true
I am practicing
what you do.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Enjoy

What you enjoy
Is not a matter

You are not the doer.

Think
I do nothing at all

I am here to see all.

Remember
Knowledge of the self is veiled

When you assumes affinity
With the evolutes of Nature.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Feel

What you feel is important,
and for this purification
of your nature is more important.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Have

What you have heard
That is true
Still you are to go beyond that.

Understand in full
I know you are not fool
Still you are to stay cool.

Depend not on others
O my dear, though there is offer
If you receive you are to suffer.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Have Forgotten

What you have forgotten
Let me say that here.
You are here to listen me
With much care.
And I am very careful
To detach myself what I said.
And You told me to
Go through all that are
Already declared.
All easy works are being
Done by me, see.
I am not keeping my attachment
To inactions, see.
I know how subtle I am.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Have Said

What you have said
I have accepted
You have created
A new form of love
And I have no option
But to accept
It is plenary portion
It is your original
Incarnation
Love formation
World's new creation
It is not imagination
But practical action.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Have Said Is Truth

What you have said
Is correct my dear poet.
O poet, You have never
Given up the exalted
Position you have acquired.
O poet, Your words are eternal
That cannot be destroyed altogether
As Your words bear Absolute Truth.
For you, my dear poet
There is no question of being lost
Either in this life
Or in the next.
Though you are here, my dear poet
You are unattached and free from all.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Intend To Do

What you intend to do, my dear men,
Rest for a while and think.
Are you not going to destroy
Everything that is with you?

You are the fruits of nectar, dear men,
You are the truth here.
Fear not, understand all matters
And take actions in a way that is positive.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Know

What you know
May not be true,
But what you feel
Is the truth.

The truth you love
Is your feeling.
And what you feel
Is my love.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Learned

What you learned
Tell me here
If you not
Be ready to hear
Anything from
Anybody at anytime.

Have you any
Friend here
O my dear but
They all left
You at the time
Of need and danger.

Let me know
Who is your
Right friend
And how far
You know him
Just a call away.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Like

Say
What you like
Do
What you think
That is
But important.

We are
Concerned with
Your thought
That is
The basic of life
Do think positive.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Like Best

What you like best
Let me know, my dear.
I am here to tell you all
That you wanted to hear.

Let me open the door of imagination
Think me as your friend, guide and
Not a stranger, I am here with you
Just to help you in all matters.

Let me appear again and again
To work for you as per your order,
I am here, know me my dear
And let me know what you want here.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Must Tell

What I must tell
That I know.
What I know
That I must tell.

Let me tell
You are falling down
and you have no affinity
with this falling.

You are no way related
With this up and down here,
And I am in you to keep you
on track my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
What You People Told

What you people told
Is right and what
I told is wrong!

See me I am the star,
I am here to give light.
But I am not going to
Tell you weightless
Or dark.

I flow like the stream,
I rise like the sun,
I swim like the fish,
I walk like the lion,
I work like the ant,
And I am here to enchant.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Read

That was not
Written by me
What you feel
That may have
Some truth
From your
Point of view
Simple matter is
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Said

What you said
Is true
What I said
Is also not false.

I said in one way
You said in another away
Matter is the same
With same effects.

You cannot say
It is starting point
I cannot say
It is the end.

And we both are here
Though not anything
To invent
Or to discover.

The real thing is
We lack new eyes
And the eyes that are
With us, not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Say

O my dear poet,
You are omniscient and wise
What You say is true
May I request You to
Redeem Your word.

O my dear poet,
I find You here within
I conceive no greater
Happiness than this
Your words are with me.

It is all Truth
it is all Love
Your all words
O my dear poet, I salute You.

Gajanan Mishra
What You See

What you see
I can not say
What you say
I can not understand
And this lack of understanding
Is the root cause
Of my failure here
And what for you are
Making such business
For so long period
Is out of my reach
And you are here
With me just to teach.

Gajanan Mishra
What You See Bumblebees

What you see
Bumblebees
Singing and
Running with shadows
What you carry
Swans
Going along
With someone
Are you dancing
Really peacocks
Out of joy or fear
Gliding over
Why are you laughing
Young monkeys
Imitating frogs
Sound of echoes
Spreading all over
When I am within
The clutch
No joy
No pious activity
I await only result
That is not merged.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Think

What you think I feel
What you feel I think.
Feeling is different
Thinking is not.

Enough is enough
Please stop stop.

Your thinking suffocate me
And I want to vacate.

You are only a partner
And I am a liner.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Think Yourself - Being Nothing

What you think yourself?

Remember, one who knows not
How to behave others,
Remember, he is misbehaving
Himself always here,
And he is digging a hole
For himself.

Where are you now?

If you know not where are you
Exactly at present
Knowing about the time
Is not necessary for you, my dear,
I am not asking who are you
As because I know you are nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Want

What you want,
Let me know.
Know how to live
Without anything.

Handle your transition
In a correct way and
See what is happening.

What you are losing,
Not important to me,
But what you are
At this time - the question.

Legal and illegal
Are but relative terms,
In no way, I want to involve in.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Want For Me

What you want for me,
You know perfectly well.
And I have nothing to worry.
You want to bring all truth
To me in the same process of love.
Love is there I know well
And you are there to give
Light therein for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Want I Can't Supply

Supply is less,
And what you want
I can't supply.

Lifespan short,
And I can't show
The whole cosmos.

My words are
Not jokes,
But truth.

The world is
False, though.

But no one tells
Where is truth and
The relation with you.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Want To Give

And what I and how I
Can take all that all
Are in questions.

Let us be clear with us
Let us have full transparency
Within us in broad day light
And no contrary view of life.

It is just starry silence
It is just innocence
About ourselves who are here
At this time to take or to give.

Giving and taking are foolish acts
As we know there is nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Want To Say

That I do not want to hear
Tell me not I am not interested
Tell me what you want to tell.

Tell me what I remember
I remember only one thing
That I am in death-bed
And you are asking my last wish.

No word uttered from me
And I am burning, burning pyre
Am I terrified, no, not at all
I told you but you are mum.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Willed

I am what You
Willed me to be
At this particular
Moment.
It is correct
Neither I am
Enlightened
Nor deluded.

Gajanan Mishra
What You Wrote

What you wrote Emily
Two sunsets you have sent
And finished several stars
In competition.

Emily, You are great really
Caring life with ample freedom
Composing dark and light
Day and night at a time
Where in we live with action
And with emotion.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever

Whatever is to happen
Will happen.
You are a
Mere witness then.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I Am Writing

Whatever I am writing
I marked you are there
at the center point.

From the very start
you are a bird
and going on flying.

You are flying away
that I know and still
I am hopeful your return.

And with this hope
I am living, my dear
in my writing here.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I Am Writings Here

Whatever I am writings here,
I am writings out of fear.
I fear life, I fear death.
My writings - the only way,
To get out of both life and death.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I Have

Whatever I have with me
O my dear, that is for
You, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I have received,
See me, I am surrendering
All to the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I Have Said

Whatever I have said
Is all true.

Here is my word, hear
And take rest, if you like.

O my friend, I am going on telling
It is you to decide the steps to take.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever I Say ??? ?? ??

Whatever I say
My wife objects
And says
Nothing true.

But what other people say
My wife is there
To support all
And says, look.

Rendering into Odia, script- Brahmi;

??? ??? ??
?????? ???????
?????? ?? ???? ?
?????? ??? ?? ?? ??
?????? ?? ?????? ?????
?????? ???
?? ?????? ?? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever Is Destined

Whatever is destined,  
That would come.  
Uselessly waste not life  
In worrying about anything.  
But go on doing  
Your duty allotted to you,  
And therein feel  
The life and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever Is Good

Whatever is good for you,
O men, wish the same for others.
This world is a peaceful shelter,
O men, Stay here with all and prosper.
Love nothing but the truth,
O men, Go on searching, that is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever Is There

I know not
Who is there
What is there.
I know only myself
And I am here
For the better.
I am renouncing war
I am renouncing peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever Is To Happen

Whatever is to happen
Will happen.
Whatever is not to happen
Will not happen.

No one has right
To think about anything.
But one has to think
About nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever Remains Is You

Beyond me whatever remains
Is You
You are independent and
You exist on your own
I am within You and
World is within me
I see nothing but You
You are not far off
Rather you are closer
I can not see anything
Without You
Who are You I am asking
Again and again and I am
Searching You
Beyond me whatever
Remains is You.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Desired

Behold
Whatever you desired
See
Who are enemies
Who are friends
Test
In the battle field of life
Victory or defeat
No matter
Clarified your doubts
That are within you
Till
Time limit
Out.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Do

I know my dear
It is for my good
You are the sun and lighter
I am here face to face with You
I know there is no chance
To fall in to the net of
Dark-bondage in Your presence
And it is never.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Have

Whatever you have said
I have heard.
Nothing is confidential
As it is knowledge
All should know.
Devotional service is
More important than knowledge
Renunciation is more important
Than devotion.
Whatever you have said
I could not understand
I did not know how
I link with You, my dear
In this life that is here
And I waited for the life in the next.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Like

I have two ears
I have to hear at least twice.
You have no ears
Why should I speak?

See, Tears only
Rolling from my eyes
And I am unable to see.
You have big round eyes
You can also do
Whatever you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You May Be

Whatever you may be
You are going to be a
Worm or stool or ashes.
And remember, you are
Going towards hell,
Heaven is within you, though.

Anyway, let me ask
A question- am I
Belong to my father?
And where is my father
At present?
And who will be
My rightful claimant?

Let me stay
In pure knowledge,
And Let me not
face the defeat.

I am not prepared to
Go with the story-
'Again become a mouse'
And let me clear
I want nothing, nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Think

Whatever you think
You are here to attained
To fulfill your dream
I am here detained
And for you everything
I retained and everything
The time contained.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Want To Do

Whatever you want to do,
Do it for the welfare of others.
While doing renounce selfishness,
Egoism and the desire for fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Whatever You Willed

Whatever You have willed
O my dear, I know
That must come to pass.

I am nobody under the sky and
The stars and I am to
Mutter only You, the all-blissful.

Gajanan Mishra
What's Hot

What's hot,
You asked.
I replied,
You.
I added,
Hotter than today.
You smiled,
And come nearer.
I fear,
Fear of Titilagarh
Haunted me.
You know it
And replied
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
What's The Matter

What's the matter
That you are here.
Are you really here?
I find no reason
To say okay, if
You are here, what
Made you not to utter.
Please hear, but you
Have shown your
Helplessness by
Indicating you have
Eyes though, but no ears.
Oh, I see, you are
In us, it is but nature.

Gajanan Mishra
What's Wrong

What's wrong?
What is unbecoming?
See I have maintain
absolute integrity
and devotion to duty.
Wearing a blue shirt
and a branded sunglasses
is violation of protocol?
What's protocol?
Why can't any one
taught me before?
What is proper dress?
Dress code be adhered,
But what is that?

Gajanan Mishra
Whatsoever you get,
Be satisfied with them.
Perform your prescribed duties
And abstain from forbidden actions.
Stay unattached to incidents,
Circumstances, things, actions and persons.
You are living here to attain the truth,
You are here to show your own virtues.

Gajanan Mishra
Wheat Is Not Grass

Grass is not wheat  
Wheat is not grass  
Cow grazed wheat  
The cow has not eaten  
A single grain of wheat.  
Not a single grain of wheat  
Is there in the field  
The crop is wheat  
In the middle it appears  
Green grass  
It is wheat  
Likewise, O my dear  
In the middle I see You  
Wheat is sown  
Life is grown  
Ripe only taken out  
Intelligent wise-ripe man  
Only dear to omniscient.

Gajanan Mishra
Wheel In Motion

I have full trust in You
O my dear
I am doing here my duty
You are there to operate it.

I have full trust in You
O my dear
With utmost care I am doing
You are there to give value to it.

Gajanan Mishra
Wheel Of Time

Controls all activities
And controls all.

Wheel of time
Expands from
The beginning to the end of all.

Wheel of time
Can not be checked
By any one.

O my dear, I know
This wheel of time
Is Your weapon.

I pray let me go with Truth and let me stay
Save and sound under Your grace and kind supervision.

Gajanan Mishra
Wheeling And Wheeling

Wheeling and wheeling
And reached no where.
Waylayers robbed
Lack of concentration is
The stumbling block.
Holding and dwelling
Within not secured.
That is perishable
Which has a manifestation
And it is one's own error.

Gajanan Mishra
Wheels Of Our Car

To make matters worse
We are here and
The wheels of our car
Refused to revolve
And what is disturbed
No forthcoming incidents
Came to fore.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Say

When you say
You are mine
I am very pleased
To listen you.
The night is clear,
The moon is clear,
I am very pleased
When you say
I am yours.
It seems to me
Everything is
Lovely and beautiful
And I am for each one,
Each one is for me.

Gajanan Mishra
When A Man

When a man
Is not like
A man,
What shall
You do.
That I know not,
But I know
You are coming
Under that category.
Worry not and
Try to understand
The time and
The situation here.
We are all
On the same boat,
And the boat is
Not going anywhere.
As the water
Is still, and
Also the boatman.
You are excited
Like me, I know,
But that has
No role to play
At any time, though,
It is necessary
To utter words.
You are the lotus flower
And I am the fragrance.

Gajanan Mishra
When Everything Ends

When everything ends here,
Everything begins there.
When everything begins there,
Up above the sky, O my dear,
Find the stars.

Find the stars
That are within you, my dear.
I know, the presence
Of the stars matter
Only in the dark.

And I love dark,
Dark is black in color
And as you know I am black
So also my love my truth and you.

Gajanan Mishra
When Feeling Of

When feeling of affection is there
For truth, Everything is there for you.

Gajanan Mishra
When I dive in ocean of
Enlightened poem
I desire not to get
Anything else.

I am here
Unattached
This is the power
Of the poem
This is the power
Of the poet
And it is
Evenness of temper.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Admit

When I admit
That I know not
What is right
And what is wrong
What is good
And what is bad
I have to
Give respect to
Your words
Though painful
To hear.

I have to see myself
Through your
Intellectual mirror
And I have to
Cross my own mind
And I have to
Remain eternally
Grateful to you
In particular
For your
Free expression
Without fear.

In frank and
Open manner
You have discovered
What is there in me
And enable me
Or you have given
A chance to
Look into my
Own private room
Wherein, all
The answers are there
For a bright future.
When I Am

When I am
Writing poetry for you
You must admit
I am not a liar
I am also not mentally ill
And I am sure
I am telling the truth.

When I am
Writing the poetry before you
You must not disagree
I am affirming your presence
That is not in my contradiction
That is but normal position
And I am busy in my function.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Alone

I think I am the universe.
When I am alone
I am no body- my true verse.

Searching life
I went to the jungle
And the jungle is in me
I have forgotten.

Be sure, I am not a sage
I am always in my cage
And the cage is open
And yet everything I shun.

I am just a man
Keeping the entire world within
And telling a lies
I smile with my helplessness.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Going

On my own way
You are telling
I am misguided
I am useless
I am wasting time
For it is never
Enable anybody
To go anywhere.
How far it is true
I am not asking you
As you yourself know
What is what
And if you are unable to
Know that your own fault
I have nothing to do.
Let me go on my own way
Rest it is the time
Who would say.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Here

When I am here
You are there.
If I am not here
You are not there.

Your very existence
Depends on me.
A permanent relation
Is there between
You and me.

Minus You
I am nothing
Minus I
Who knows You.

Yet You are there, I am not here.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Not In Truth

When I am not in truth
How can I say what is
And where is truth!
But I say and declare here
I am the truth and I love you.
You are also the truth,
We are one and the same.
How can anyone else destroy
Or try to destroy the truth.
Truth and love are one
And the same and they are
Indestructible and they are
Indescribable. Life without
Love and truth is horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Not Present

When I was/am
Not present
How can I answer
The questions
Put to me.

You are calling me,
But here, there
No air, how can
I answer.

I am just a machine
Without engine.
I am just a bird
Without wings
But see, I swim, I swim.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Telling

When I am telling my name
You are believing me in good faith,
and when I am telling other things
You are asking me is it!
That means you are not believing my words
Only you are there to support your cause
and taking me as true if it is useful.

I am matchless, you know,
I am ageless, you know,
I am nameless, you are to know,
I am speechless, you should know.
What you know and what you know not
You should make a list and verify
whether they have any authenticity!

I am standing here at this time
Still then you doubt me
and you are verifying my documents,
You are verifying whether these are
my photos and whether I am still here
during your absence and you want to know
the name of my successors and the survivors.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am There

Everything is there,
Everybody is there,
When I am there.

When I am there,
You can see the light,
You can know everything.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am With You

When I am with You
O my dear, my sense of
Individuality vanishes.

By having a deep insight
In to the knowledge
I realize my identity with You.

I know You, O knowable
With all Your virtues
I know You I know You.

Gajanan Mishra
When I am writing in my mother tongue,
My body and soul and all the senses are
Going together for ultimate realization
Of the truth that is there on the earth.
The earth smells and I inhale the very
Scent of the air and water in my own sky,
With certain assimilation accumulating
All the charity and brevity of life.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Writing Poems

And writing for others
I am pleased in myself
I am writing well I know
And writing for your satisfaction
So that satisfaction is
There with you always
This is my poem's message.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Am Writting

When I am writing a new poem
I am looking towards a new life
I am making a new life
I am in search of a new life
I am in need of a new world.

When I am writing a new poem
I am getting a new life
I am in love and it is
Not about possession
It is about appreciation.

Gajanan Mishra
When I asked
What is poetry
You show your breasts
And said you are the best
When I asked
What is life
You show me your chain
Chain of love
And you invited me
To cross the ocean.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Assume

Attachment arises
When I assume
Affinity with You.

O my dear, attachment in subtle form
Dominance of discrimination
Attachment enhances
Discrimination covered
Discrimination revealed properly
Attachment perishes
And I am liberated
Liberation is here.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Fail

If you fail,
I fail too,
It is true.
When I fail,
You are not there
To feel good
I know.

We are one
And inseparable,
Please muse
I am for you.
Try not to
Burst crackers
When I lose in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Find No Meaning

When I find no meaning,
I am forced to call
The illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Have A Keen Desire

No one offer me anything
Now I have no desire
And everyone offering me everything
Now I realized expectation
Is really an obstacle in our life.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Have Not Earned

When I have not earned
Question of using and
Incurring expenditure
Does not arise.

When I incurred expenditure
I must repaid all
In the coming days
With proper interest.

Gajanan Mishra
When I have seen you, dear, means,
Nothing remains unseen. I know,
All have their existence within you.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Know

When I know
I returned
When I returned
I met You
When I met you
You gave me
What I wanted.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Know Not

When I know not
What is death
How can I say
I am dying.

When I know not
What is life
How can I say
I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
When I know, you are not mine,
How can I called you, you
Are my own.
My dear, I want not to
Live in hypocrisy.
I honour you. I respect you.
I know you are unique
And a special entity.
You never belong to
Anyone, I know.
Still you are there
With me and with all.
You are above all
Like and dislike.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Love You

When I loved You
It is I who is
Always with You.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Open My Lip

When I open my lip
Stone turn water
And you see
Mason's departure.

When I open my lip
Mason will not able to
Do any construction
Without any reason.

Ask not to open
Ask not to open.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Quarrel With You

When I quarrel with you,
Think not, I don't love you.

Feel me.

What you feel
I must be so.

See me, beside the window
And you are there I know
Without your shadow.

You are on your way
That I know.
And also I know,
No needs to say good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Read

When I read
Book valued
When I worship
God lived
When I call
You appeared
What more
You need
Tell me
I'm not greed.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Regard

When I regard
This or that
As my own
I am enslaved
And I suffer,
But when I
Regard you
As my own
I am free
For that.
No pride
But I am
Polite and
Simple at heart.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Renounced

When I renounced
I feel free.
When I renounced
They said I am right.
When I renounced
Really it is a
Great feeling of capability.

But still I know not
What is there to renounce
And I know not how to
Renounce and renounce for what.
All that has happened
Is just a consequence
And You said it is adequate.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Said

When I said
There is no birth
And also there is no death
It is needless to fear
Birth and death.

When I said
I am here always
It is needless on your part
To go on searching from
Temple to Mosque to Church.

I said I am here
Means I am here
Within You and also
Outside you, I said I am you.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Saw

When I heard
Of Your, my dear
I am enraptured,
Beauty goodness
Amiability and
Genial disposition.

You are here and it is
New festivity and
Jubilant music everyday
Showers of joy everywhere
There are gorgeous rivers
Of affluence success
And prosperity.

Gazing on You, my dear
All are happy in every way.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say

I am Gajanan Mishra
It is my false ego
And I am deluded.
Neither I am original
Nor I am duplicate
How can I say
I am perfect
I am powerful
I am happy.
I have nothing to give
I am nothing
And I am deluded
The only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say - Sad

When I say it is pleasant
I must say it is unpleasant.
When I earn money
I am ready to spend it simultaneously.
Loss and profits are there at a time
Knowing this one should take all
Responsibility himself unhesitatingly.
It is the day and it is the night
But be ready, I said myself, always to fight.
No matter how far you are happy, I try to know
But with all sadness that is there that cannot forgo.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say I Am Here

When I say I am here
And I exist,
Take note that
I am in sorrow.

But I say I trust you
And contentment is there
With me, I received
The greatest gift.

I taste the sweetness
Of life in solitude,
I enjoy the nature
As I stay free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say I Love Women

When I say I love women
It does not mean I hate men.
Men are the product of women
That I know and it is
Well known to you also, sir.
I am there, where women
Are fine and fair, I know it is
Only for the women I am the star.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say I Love You

When I say
I love you,
You will hold
The rein.

What has happened
What is happening
You know, no word
Is here with gajanan.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say I Love You Means

When I say I love you,
I mean to say I am ready
To consumed by fire
That is my own.
Let us love one another,
My dear brothers,
Thinking ourselves
Dead and dry.
Let us see the moving sea,
In our glass of water,
Let us fill the sky
In our body that quivers.
Let us stand together while
Going from pillar to pillar.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say No Failth

When I say no faith
It means I have faith
In other ways.

Gajanan Mishra
When I Say Yes

When I say yes,
It means also no.
When you say I am absent
It means I am present
At that time there.
Hearing so many words
All around me
I remain silent, see.

Gajanan Mishra
When In War

When in war,
See not the face.

See the flower
That is in the air.

But it is war,
And it is war.

On your own earth,
It is war.

Life in war,
War in life.

When in war,
Say, I don't care.

Life in warfare,
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
When Intention Is

When intention is not good
And wicked, tell me, what to do.
Tell me, when life is not
Secured how to proceed ahead.

Still, deception persists,
Still, darkness continues,
Still, we indulge in different
Activities without wings.

Duplicity has no work,
I remember, and I tell all
To stay together and take
The narrations granted.

Each one is respectable,
Each one is very important,
Each one knows all and
Each one can conquer the world.

Stop killing, and define
The word killing before all,
If you are transparent
And magnificent.

Gajanan Mishra
When It Is For Truth

No action is significant
But when it is for truth
It has gained significance.
No person is significant
But when he is in love
He has gained significance.

Gajanan Mishra
When It Rained

When it rained
I entered in to
You to take a rest.
When it rained
I found the fruits
Within my reach.
When it rained
I waited within your cave
O my dear, for the rain to stop.

Gajanan Mishra
When My Mother Is Here

When my mother is here,
With me, how can I feel
The lack of anything?
Mother is here and she
Frees me from sufferings.
I have an inclination
Towards my mother,
My mother is my weakness.

Gajanan Mishra
When My Words Are

When my words are
Getting their shapes
You are calling them,
Poems.

When my body is
Getting is real shape
You care calling me,
Emancipation.

You are there,
I know, my emancipator,
My dear.
I am here with you
To love all
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
When Nothing

What are you searching
When nothing is there.
When nothing is there
You are searching outside
You know there is nothing
Called outside.
I know your potency of
Knowledge strength
Influence and so on
When everything and everybody
Is here within me.
Everything is there as it is in You
The power the beauty the fame
humility charm good fortune wisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
When One Is Sleeping

When one is sleeping,
Another remains active.
And five others are
On guard.

I realize,
I must not stay there,
With air and
With fire.

It is true, for me
There is never birth
Nor death.
It is true, I am
Not slain, but
Fight with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
When One Say

When one says
I see the future,
Be sure
He is in a lair.
If you are telling
Something about
The present, my dear,
You are the best speaker.

Gajanan Mishra
When One Sun

When one sun is there  
To give light  
When one moon is there  
To give cool affection  
When one earth is there  
To give life  
One man can do anything  
In this world  
This world is only  
One man's show  
Come and solve all problems  
Necessary item is  
A single bow.

Gajanan Mishra
When Some One Said

I am a man
He is taking shelter of
Falsehood.

When some one said
I am a creature
Nomenclature no matter
It has got some truth.

Gajanan Mishra
When Sorrow

When sorrow comes
to an end,
happiness comes
to the fore.
And for this
some sort of
practice is necessary.

Remember, happiness
is not for all times,
Happiness is perishable,
If one attach to it
it comes to an end.
Use happiness and
one should not enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
When The King

When the king
Is the traitor,
What shall you
Do, my dear?
When the king
Discriminate
Between his children
And the subjects,
What shall you
Do, my dear?
When the king
Is not ready to
Listen your advice,
What shall you
Do, my dear?
Listen, keep
Silence with you
And wait for time,
Time is here
To bring the truth.
Be not a volunteer
And offer not
Anything from your side.
Just wait and see
With patience,
Silence has its
Own voice and strength.

Gajanan Mishra
When The Night Is Dark

I tied myself to this hill
When the hill trembled
I thought my chance
Is over.

You are handsome and kind
That I know from the beginning
And it is easy to be true
You finished your mission
At first round.

I thought my thinking is not in order
O my dear, and here I saw You ever
The reasons not known
And I have forgotten everything.

Gajanan Mishra
When There Is Evening

When there is evening
I discovered You, my dear, here,
With the power of light.
And I need some rest
Therein.
It is You
And You are flowing
With cool cool inner Self.

Gajanan Mishra
When There Is No Truth

It is untruth it is falsehood
And here there is increasing avarice
Cheating and violence diplomacy
Nepotism throughout the earth
And in untruth all are in vogue
No one can imagine what is
Going to happen and it is horrible time

Gajanan Mishra
When To Return

When to return
Not yet decided.
Return journey
Depends on, how
You stay and for
What purpose. but
Who is there to say
With all surety
About your arrival?
Where are you now
That is also
In mystery.
No one says
The exact things.

Gajanan Mishra
When Tongue

When your tongue is so soft,
the words must not be harsh.
When you are so loving, my dear,
I hope you must use your anger
in a pious and virtuous manner
for the benefit of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
When Tongue Is Soft

When your tongue is so soft,  
the words must not be harsh.  
When you are so loving, my dear,  
I hope you must use your anger  
in a pious and virtuous manner  
for the benefit of all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
When Truth Is Everywhere

When truth is everywhere,
You need not go anywhere,
You need not do anything
To discover the truth here.
But my dear, be a soldier
And start your work to
Catch the truth in presence
Of all and deliver them to
Those who are waiting for you.
You have to overtake all and
Cross all in this direction
For the sake of truth.
Truth is everywhere and the man
Who is searching can get at once.

Gajanan Mishra
When Truth Is There

When truth is there
You can not find
Mouth of death
When love is there
You can not face
Any downfall.

On raising head
You should march
With refined vision
Keeping destination fixed.

Realize truth you are nobody
Realize truth your outgoing
And incoming and are not there
And you are as pure as you are.

Gajanan Mishra
When We Are

When we are enjoying 
Other's properties,
When we are talking 
Behind somebody bad,
When we are not giving 
Support to the weak,
We are destroying our 
Own future in our hands,
And we are heading 
Towards hell.
We have so much power 
And prestige and wealth,
Though, with us here.
We are our trouble-makers,
And we are like poisonous snakes 
To harm the self.

Gajanan Mishra
When We Have

When we have
No power to
Change anything
We are to accept
Everything in toto
As they are with us.

We know not
What are with us
And hence
Nothing to grieve.

We know only
For a few moments
We are here and hence
Recognition is no matter.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Are Attacking Me

It is okay
When I start to attack you
You are crying and
Making hue and cry
Why why.

In this world all are
Equal and equal
We are all brothers and
Sisters sons and daughters
Of that almighty
Natural law is one.

Respect others
And get respect from others
Give love and be loved
Giving and taking are
Reciprocal and same.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Are Here

Darkness and ignorance
Disappear.
You are the illuminating
Energy of all
Let me say in conclusion
My origin of life is Your
Bodily effulgence.
I am free from all darkness
I am light I am enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Are Telling Something

When you are telling something
Some one is obstructing
And who is he
Not in my knowledge.

Fact is that
Some one is here
All days all nights
And I am telling him.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Are There To Create

When you are there to create,
I am sure, it is your absolute right
To destroy.
But in your creation and
Destruction processes
Who has given you the right
To give me pain!
Okay, I know,
You bother not
About anything.
You care not
Who feel what.
Would you please do
One thing, if you are
So pleased, take away
My think-tank from me.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Are With Us

When You are with us
Distress and calamities
Are day-dreams.

When You are with us
We feel free from chains of
Attachments and sorrows.

When You are with us
We are in pure happiness
And bliss.

You are composed, my dear,
You are rejoicing and
I see You in every-being,
You have the knowledge of
Supreme totality.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Need Me

I am yours
When you
Need me.

You have
A heart
I know.

I love you
You to know
And feel.

Life is there
With values
Save the life
From dust.

I love you most.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Open Mouth

Pleasing to all,
Fools and rascals.

Reaction is a must,
When you open mouth,
Or you start walking.
Worry not dear,
That are but common,
You are to go on
With full strength
On the path of truth.

Path is clear,
Be confident and move,
Move forward
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Present

I need no protection
From anybody
When you yourself
Present here.

I am able to see You
And it is Your grace
And with Your presence
There is no dangerous condition.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Remember Me

When you remember me
Read my poems
Reading my poems
You remembered me
To remember is to unite
Unification is devotion
And it is true love my dear
And I wander
Why there is no such description
No such realization
When there is salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Said

When you said it is fire
I have nothing to object there.
When you said fire is within
I am thinking how it is changing.

The fire is water let me say
And you show me the blue sky.
But I have courage, see, to penetrate,
And you said with low voice try for that.

While trying I am celebrating the life,
And the life is there with flowers
And the greenery with mixture of fire and water,
I see there life with all truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Said You Are Happy

When you said you are happy,
I am sure you know what is misery.
Look me, I am your son, I know not
Besides eating drinking and making merry.
I know this world is nothing but a place,
Not to take anxiety and nothing to worry.
The sun, the moon, the stars are there
To take care us and we are blessed one
Not to answer anybody for anything.
No flood no drought can affect us
On any matter at any time.
We should remember we are quite
Different from each other, yet we are
One and the same here.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Say

When you say
Do not minimize my ability
That shows your ego and pride.

Mind it
No one is here
To defeat death, my dear.

And nothing is victory
If you are not able to
Win the life crossing the death-border.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Speak

When you speak,
You lose yourself.
Love life without a word.

Gajanan Mishra
When You Think, My Dear

Of the sense objects
There is attachment
And from attachment
Desire springs up
From desire ensues anger
From anger arises delusion
From delusion loss of memory
From loss of memory
Destruction of discrimination
From destruction of discrimination
You perish, my dear, listen and
Cautiously hear.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever a poet is coming to me
I think myself purified and
Decorated with all good qualities.

Wherever a poet is there
The poet thinks himself grateful
And pray to the Almighty for grace.

A true poet never distinguishes
Between lower or higher living entities
All are one and the same in his eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever And Wherever

Whenever and wherever
There is decline of truth
There is rise of falsehood
Whenever and wherever
There is rise of falsehood
There is destruction decay.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever I Am Writing

Whenever I am writing
Anything in poems
The hill is there
Laughing at me.
Only for this
I stop writing
Anything in poems.
But the poems are there
And they are being
Written by themselves
Through my pen and papers.
But I am unable to
Think myself deducting
Poems in this life.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever I See

Whenever I see
I see the sun
Whenever I do well
My expection go up
And I become a think of fun.

I do not know exactly
Where is heaven
I know seas are seven
I have to crossed
The bullet of the gun.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever I Start

Whenever I begin
Composing a poem,
The river appeared
And started putting
So many questions,
That are irrelevent
I am not going to say.
What I am going to say
In my poems is all
About the birds that are
There with all the trees,
Clouds, sky, stars
In their feathers
Coloring in various way.

My composing and
Call for composing poems
Multiplied and the moon
Wish me like the men
That are near and dear.
I tell all, wait,
Wait and see what is
Going on here.
Morning comes
And I again start
Composing new poems
With mixture of
Experiences that are
Based on love and truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever I Walk

Whenever I walk
I see you,
I talk to you,
And I find
You are there
Ever ready to help
And to coordinate
All in all matters.
Who you are,
Where you are,
What is your form,
What is your name,
All that have
Matter little.

Gajanan Mishra
Whenever I Walk I See You

Whenever I walk
I see you,
I talk to you,
And I find
You are there
Ever ready to help
And to coordinate
All in all matters.
Who you are,
Where you are,
What is your form,
What is your name,
All that have
Matter little.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Am I

Where am I?
Search me out.
What have I done,
That worry you.

But my dear,
Am I a murderer?
Have I done
Something wrong?

Give and take
Is nature of life
Please understand.
You have given and
I have taken, nothing
New, please understand.

Ups and downs are
There everywhere.
If you think
You are up,
I am not thinking
Myself I am down.

Change the system,
And give no scope
To anyone to do wrong.
Let me clear
I have not done
Any wrong.

Have patience
And see everything
Will be well-done.
Let the good time come.

Gajanan Mishra
Where And How I Am

Where and how I am
Let me tell you here.

Here, You are with me
And I am free from everything.

No one can say me this and that
And I am as I am with You here.

With You, it is I am, who is in full,
Without any identification with anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Where And In Which

Where are you, my dear?
I am devoting my full time,
My power and utilizing all
Resources to, realize you.
In which branch you are
Playing for so long and
For why my dear, I am searching
The connecting link, the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Where And Who - Rudyard Kipling

I know you
You are what
You are why
You are when
You are how
you are
Where and who
I know you
You are the key
To curiosity
To growth
To learning
To understanding
I know you
Through the poet
That is Rudyard Kipling
By hearing you
By seeing you
By touching you
By feeling you
I know you
And I dare not to
Ask you further
My dear, I am in a bag
That is made of leather
And as you see
It is smaller and smaller
It is bigger and bigger
And I am here
As an innovator
As an explorer.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You Going

Where are you going
I am asking and
You said nowhere
To go.
Nowhere to go
My dear, I am here
For nothing
How can you say.
How can you say
The same day starts
And you are doing
Same thing again and again.
Again you are going to sleep
Brushing your teeth
Taking a shower
Meeting people talking laughing
And doing all sorts of works
That are here that are there.
All these are sanity
Or insanity I know not, my dear
I know only You, my love
Doing all works with You.
Neither I am going
Nor You are coming
It is true we are here
All days laughing and laughing.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are My Children

Where are my children, tell me.
Tell me, are they okay there in school?
Tell me have they acquired knowledge,
Knowledge of love and truth and brotherhood!
Tell me, are my children are not yours?
Tell me, are they not belong to the entire world?
Tell me, where are they now?

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are People

Where are people?  
Where is their voice?  
What they want?  
Who knows?

We are telling  
We are for the people  
But we are enjoying life  
At the cost of the people.

We the so-called educated  
So-called learned and intelligent,  
So called men of creamy-layers  
Are not of the people.  
We formed a separate group  
Just to fulfill our selfish desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are The Rivers

Where are the rivers
And I wander, no river.

My common sense is
Silent here.

I enjoy the call of vendor
I am a rule breaker.

No river
Only vendor
Only terror.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are They

Where are they,
They, the dismissed words?
I am searching them here, there.
What is their faults
That I know not.
But they are dismissed
And banished from the earth
And from the sky
The reasons not known.
I am searching them here, there.
They cut themselves
With the sharp knife of time.
And the time cut them in to pieces
And left them far behind.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are We

Where are we,
Let us ask this
To every one here.
And be sure no one
Is able to give you
Proper answer.
What are we
Doing here, please
Ask every one and
See their heads down.
Who are you
Ask yourself and hear
Different answers
At different times.
But the earth is one,
But the sun is one,
But the moon is one,
But the air is one,
But the sky is one.
No one is daring
And no one is saying
We are one,
We are here in love,
We are doing for truth,
And it is all we, we.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are We?

Where are we?
And with whom?
Who are we?
What is our power?
For whom, our representatives
Are making laws?
To whom our servants
Are giving service?

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You

O my dear
Where are you?
O I am here
Nobody is saying.
I am making contact
Again and again
O my love
And you are my cub.
I am making my life
A true one with you
And you are no where
And you justify
Your existence with me.
O my dear
Where are you
The question has got
No value.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You ? Where Are You?

Where are You? where are You?
May I see You here there everywhere?

I know You are the Supreme know-er of everything
You are eternally existing but not within cosmic manifestation.

I can understand You, my dear
Once I uncovered myself by material nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You Going

Where are you going at this time,
We are the fools searching you for no reason.
At every moment we are facing problems with no solution,
We are dreaming and seeing the life full fledged
with the stars above the sky.
Really intolerable the pains of the words
And that has no ending anywhere and still
We are conscious and ready to drop the letter to moon.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You I Want To See You
Where are you I want to see you
Why are you ready to obey my order
I do not know how far you are true
You are with me I know but I
Do not know how to love you
I perceive you but I do not know
Who you are and what for you are
Doing all these works here
I want to see you where are you.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You My Dear

Where are You my dear?
I know I am not in separation
I am laughing I am crying
Only in Your cooperation.

No comparison please
Each and everyone is distinct
I am doing duties only under
Your direction and supervision.

Here is my association and
I am in perfection, see me
I am in blissful condition
On this elevated position.

Where are You my dear?
You are within my heart that I know here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You Running

Where are you running?
And you are running away.
You are killing me.
How can I love you?
Let me refused all your proposal
that are there all days.
As because you are a poet,
You can only uphold the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You, You Are

You are with your fortune
Go and see
You are dancing
As per tune.
Engage yourself
Your activities
Mind and words
In Truth and
Know who are you.
Fear has nothing
To do
You are not to
Fall down.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You, My Dear?

Where are you, my dear?
I am asking you and
I hear your reply, I am here,
I am here within you
In your respiratory system.

I hear you reply, my dear,
Worry not, we are joined
In the company that is
Not ours, and we are
Going aways at our sweet will.

But what we give
We get nothing in return,
But we are there with a hope
To receive back that are ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Are You?

Where are you?  
And who are you?  
Let me say, my guy  
I am here all day.

I am here all day  
and you are there with me.  
Who am I, ask not  
but live long.

What is living  
if not with me.  
And I am here,  
where are you  
tell me my dear.  
Tell me, tell me.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Does The Life

Where does the life
Come from?
Let me know,
Let me understand it,
I am here in its nuclear.

Gajanan Mishra
Where He Has Gone

He has not stated
He has not gone
And not seen anywhere.

He has not told
Real story
No real story
Was found anywhere.

What was found
Gathering of information only
And He was not found
In that gathering.

Gajanan Mishra
Where I Am

I am unseen
Here in this earth
In this sky
Inbetween
The sky and the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Where I Am How Can I Say

Where I am how can I say,
But I must say I am here,
I am not in a position to stay
For a moment, though.

I am going out, true.
I am far from unselfish love,
Liberating love, I know
And I am here without any taste.

I am not in a position to
Leave this place at any situation
And this is my helplessness
And you are not coming yet.

How can you come, I think and I know
The legs and hands are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Where I Am I Know

Where I am I know,  
And I can say the words  
Lovely and beneficial to you.

You are to hear me  
For your own benefit and  
You are to wait and see  
Where I am for you.

Recognize the voice,  
Low and high.  
Bridge the gaps  
Between you and I.

Clean the ground  
With the broom  
At your hands.

Gajanan Mishra
Where I Am I Know Not - Life

Where I am
I know not,
Ask me not
Any question
Like this dear.
I am my own glory
I know this much
And I am here
To enlighten you.
You are my passage,
That I know
That I feel
And I beg
Your help to
Proceed ahead.
I am the dust
I am the dirt
I understand and
I am helpless
I know here.
And you are here
With me to make me
Know the facts
There in life.

Gajanan Mishra
Where I Am You Are There

Where I am
You are there
That I know
I do not know
Where I am.

I know I think
What I think
I do not know
That I know
I know I think.

You are here
With me
In the dark
In the night
In the day
In the light
I do not know
I know I am good
I am bright
With You
In You.

I think I am
Yours and it is true
I know it is You
Who is always
With me with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is A Good Poem

Where is a good poem,
We know it is a mirage.
Is good poem really a mirage?

We see life in a right vision
In the mirage. Is it not true?
Life and good poem are
One and the same for truth.

Time is here with us,
Time is the premium
We are to pay through our
Emotion and sentiments.

Poem is the source and
The stream of life and not
Mirage but solid reality.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is A Man?

I cry always
Throughout the day
And asking all,
Tell me, please
Where is a man?
Where is a man? ?
At the end of the day,
I want to retire
And go to secluded place
To rest.
Nowhere I find a man,
Either in town or
In forest.
I come to a conclusion,
Nothing is appropriate,
No one is correct.
Who am I to come to
Such a conclusion?
I have no right
To tell anything to
Anyone, I have no right
To fight for words.
I have no right to
Give suggestion.
I cry, who am I?
Who am I? ?
Silent here - The birds,
The air, The water,
And the sky.
I understood nothing,
And what I said,
I cannot say all,
All are correct.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Art In Life

Where is art in life
Life is an art
Just put the mirror
Before life.

Where is life in art
Put the art in to life
Just smile and say
Life has beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Beauty If You Ask Me

Where is beauty if you ask me
I must reply it is within you
Beauty is in your character
And remember your character is
Your God and so always
Keep it pious
And if you keep your
Character intact it is clear
That you love God you love all
And to love is your happiness
It is your means it is your end
Be content with what you have.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is beauty?
You told me
It is in silence.
Nothing to disagree
I replied and
I see you smile.
I know not
Where is the mistake
And I see
You close your eyes.
No reason to ask
Further question,
I know it is all
But natural process.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Happiness?

Where is happiness?
Tell me my dear.
I am ready to go
Wherever you want
To take me.

My poem is a place
Where you must get
What you search.
Poem is a searching machine
Just use it in proper way.

See not the dark side here
Find not what is lacking.
Remember, nothing is perfect
And nothing is nothing and not permanent.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is heaven
Do you know, my dear.
My village is my heaven,
Though there is no road till date
Though there is no pure drinking water
Though there is no electricity at night
Though there is no love but
Hate and enviousness rules all over
And though we are all fighting among each others
Though there is no school for so called education
Though there is no proper place
To give true or spiritual education for all.
And yet you cannot say my village is hell
I am here to pull out your tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Humanity

Where is humanity today?
Humanity is sleeping all days.

Let humanity awakes
Humanity has got auto gear and brake.

Seeing common benefit
Humanity acquired clean chit.

Equilibrium and equipoise and equality
All are there in humanity.

Worry not my dear with number
Go with quality stability to see sunrise clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is 'i'

Where is 'I',
Where is mine,
Where is pleasure,
Where is prosperity? ?

I am here with
My selfish motive.
I am here
Without any reality.

My strength my ability
Is not no more,
How can I accept
The assumed affinity.

I am here, see me, without
Any root, without any truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Justice?

Where is justice?
Why you are crying for justice?
Can a man gives justice to another man?
Can you satisfied with the justice given to you?
And what is that justice?
Is justice the veto power of anyone?
Are you ready to share justice, if any with others?
So many questions, my dear brothers, that bother.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Knowledge?

Where is knowledge?
Knowledge is in this earth
Knowledge is on this tree
Knowledge here at the root.

See the root
And say where is it
What is its color
How it is here! !

O my dear, I know
Everything is Your mystery
I am fine, leave me
In my own history.

Here is I
Here is knowledge
Here is history
You have built a factory for this.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Life?

Where is life?
In cry or in smile!

What do you want?
Everything or nothing!

Truth is there in you,
Search it in your life.

If you so like,
You may say I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Light

Where is light?
Light is there,
Where there is
My sweet cry.
Where there is
Sweet cry there
Is my I, am I.
My first lady is
My mother, my woman
Who is my ideal.
True love I have
learnt from her,
How to struggle
I learnt from her.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is London Bridge

Let us search - Where is London Bridge?
Let us know - How London Bridge is
Going to fall here at this time?

Let us search - Where is the great wall of China?
Let us know - How The great wall of China is
Going to start demolishing?

Let is search - Where is white house?
Let us know - How dirty and poor and
Terrified the men living therein?

We are all the residents of this earth,
And we have every right to know,
What is where and how they are.

We have every right to stay in peace,
We have every right to declare love-war.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Love That I Am Searching Here

I love I love and I can not give up here.

Love is the only shelter in the path of chastity
Love is the only path to touch eternity.

Eternity is here within me and I am going
To search for it to trample to bless at the same time.

Life is blessing here at Your presence, my dear
Where in I stay without any fear or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Bone?

Where is my bone?
I am helpless
to find a real tone.
And still you are
here with me and
I am going towards you,
But we are soundless.
What is the use?
We are all in fuss.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Father

Where is my Father
Tell me, tell me, O my dear.

What do you mean by Father
Tell me, tell me, O my dear.

Feeling for the need
Of the Father, is a prayer
And is life and is living.

Nothing is a barrier to
Achieving the Father
As Father is here for ever.

My Father is a happy person
And He always makes others happy
My Father is not subservient and
He wants not to subordinate others.

My Father is here, see you have eyes,
My Father is acknowledged one,

I know, my Father is doing always
Good of others and He is rooted in renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Heart?

Where is my heart?
My eyes have no power
To utter words.
My ears have no power
To hear them.

Tell not I have no heart,
It is true I have delivered
My heart to you
And my body is empty, see,
It is here without heart.

O my dear, just stay
With me for a while
And see how I am going
Riding the time-wheel.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Home

Where is my home
That I do not know.
I do not know
What is real feeling
And where it is.
I do not know
The line of transformation
Though I get myself transfer
From here soon after
Your arrival.
I know I should not
Act according to impetus
And I know I am
At my home as you see
Always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Hunger

Where is my hunger?
My hunger is searching me
And wants to kill me
At any time here.

I see, I hear, I feel,
But I am unable to keep
Hunger under my control.

And where is hunger,
You are telling me
Hunger is coming
Like a mad-tiger.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Love Letter

I see my love letter
In your drops of tear
I am not clear
What for you are here
I am not clear
How far you are dear.
No invitation and nothing
And still I am going
And going to you in the darkness
of broad day light.
It is just some breaks
Under the cover of history
Or it is breviary of life
That is sounding high but not free.
Sympathy in my name
It is said is the other way
To go round and round within You
O my dear, O my love letter.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Luck

Where is my luck,
Where is my star
I do not like
To know but I like
To know what they
Are going to do
I want to know
What they can do.
They can do nothing
That I am sure
And hence I am
Going on my way
keeping them aside
From my main road.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Memory

Where is my memory
I am searching
Entire geography
And history,
But I am betrayed
By my own time
For which I am
Crying and crying.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Next Poem

Is it in my happiness.

Is there any sun in the sky
And where is the sky.

That I am in search of dark
But not ready for darkness.

What is the light I know
But unable to express as You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Residence

Do you know
Where is my residence?
Remember, my residence is
At your heart
My residence is in your senses
In your life breath
In the sky
In the air
In the fire
In the water
My residence is on this earth
On the sun
On the moon
And in your austerity.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Right

Where is my right,
Right to free and
Compulsory education.

Where shall I read?
My school was here
In my own village
And it is no more
Today's morning.

Where shall I go
To read and how to
Go I don't know.

Where is my teacher?
I have no knowledge
But they have taken away
My right to education
What for I know not.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Shadow

Where is my shadow
I am searching it
Day and night
With light
And also without light.
My shadow has left me
Since long and
I am searching it,
You are cooperating
In the search, no doubt.
Let me treat you
My great partner.
Let me tell you
Something that is secret
And that needs to
Kept within
Between we two.
The object is not to
Do any wrong
To anyone here
But to stay safe.
But where is my shadow,
It is the important question
That is still there
With us both.
And I accept it
A challenge for our
Own existence.
Where is my shadow
Let it throw
And come inside my room,
Where I keep myself busy
For nothing.
But what use you asked
And I remain silent,
I find no words
Without my shadow.
I need some other one to
Talk and to express
Freely my feelings
And I know
Shadow is intolerable.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is my state?
Do you know my dear?
If you know, tell me.
I will do all your works
Like a slave.

Do you know
What is your language?
How far you are using it?
Tell me my dear,
I am here with you always.

I know what you are
Going to say, yet
I am with you to see
Your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Sweet Sleep

Where is my sweet sleep
That I am searching
And you are remaining silent.

Why are you silent
That I searching
The reasons of life
Therein for the sake of
My prayer under the open sky.

No where about, no question,
And nothing to utter the words
That are cheap and that are
As available as day-dreams.

Yes, I am searching here and there,
Yes, You are only mine, I declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is My Voice?

Where is my voice?
How is my language?

I am under threat,
I am not able to speak.

My mother is gone mad,
My earth is barren and deserted.

They all are looter,
I am here in fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Not Problem?

Ask me and get he answer
As per your expectation.
Problem is problem
Let it be there
In problem's place
You are not to see there.
Just you are to go
On your own ways boldly
And you are arrive at your
Destination.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is Odisha there is Gopabandhu Das
Where is Gopabandhu Das there is Odisha
Unaffected by flood natural calamities
There ends all desires in service.

I have not seen You Gobandhu
i have read You in school for the first time
And I wandered since then here there
To search you from the affluence.

You are here on the road with nothing
You knew that there is nothing in this world
And You collected all unseen powers of
Love affection and was getting joy.

O compassionate, You have saved millions lives
For this You have sacrificed your life
Wife son and everything
I thank your father Daitary mother Swarnamayee.

Your village Suando of Puri district Odisha India
Is great and is a place of pilgrimage since
9 December 1877 as you born there and served
The land and the people at large.

You were/are the Messiah of the downtrodden
Deprived, dispossessed, the voiceless, needy
And the like always and so you are the incarnation
Of love and affection and compassion.

You are the legend of Humanism and selflessness
You are the God Father of Odia and local people
Irrespective caste color religion sects
You are accepted by all you defeated all hurdles.

You have written so many immortal poems such as
bandira Atmakatha, Kara kavita, Dharmapada
Really You are the Utkalmani the jewel the pearl
Of all inhabitants here, my dear.
I bow YOU O great soul of humanity
You please come again and see the conditions
Of your crores children here how they are suffering
And give is correct direction and encouragement to serve.

We feel your absence here but your philosophy
Belief and principles inspire and enlightened us
For so many years to come so long as there is hope
There is an odia people in this world of ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Paradise

I know
What is Christmas
I do not know
Who you are.

I know
My potency
I do not know
The occupant
And it is not
Disclosed
Where is Paradise.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Pleasure?

Is pleasure there
In body? in speech?
In family? in money?

If no, why then
We are all going after these
though externally?

It is fact,
I love my body,
It is fact,
I deliver speeches,
It is fact,
I have my own money
And my own family.

And I know they are
Not mine though.

Let me see my own clay
In my own mirror.

I know my body is not pure,
My family, my speech and
My money all are also not pure,
The atmosphere itself is not pure,
And all are perishable
And still I cannot renounce
My attachment my egoism.

I know I am far from Truth,
And I failed to realize the Truth
That is there in me.

And I am searching the pleasure
And searching the pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is River

Where is River?
Who is there to save the river?
The river is life's natural filter.
And what is life?
Where is it?
Discover life in the air.
And what is the air?
I'm searching within throughout the year.
Who is there to say about the water of the river?
Though, heart, mind both are with the men,
They use neither here.
I say river is a path,
Through the river, one can go far
To catch the life-truth and bring near.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Stability?

Where is stability?
Who is not in restlessness?

I am always engage myself
In the battle
In this life
In this world.

And I am performing actions
And I am discharging duties
And searching for stability.

Where is stability
That is there where it is.

I am indifferent and honest
I take care of myself, and still my feet totter
The dust of the world is falling in to my eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Success

Where is success?
Success lies
In accepting a person
As Master
Who knows the Truth.
Where is success?
Success is there
Where there is
Devotional service
Without any interest
It is in love
It is in renunciation.
Truth is not different from love
To love is to get success.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Supreme Peace

Where is supreme peace?
You can find supreme peace
In total renunciation only.

Desire paves the way to bondage
And hence renounce the attachment
To the world and fruits of your actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is That Man

Where is that man
Who was crying here
Seeing my smile my laugh.

Who is that man
So truthful
So faithful
That I found
After my death.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Cuckoo

Let me know
Where is the cuckoo,
Let me know
Who you are,
Let me know
Where do you come from,
Let me know
Who brought you here,
Let me know
Why do you cast your shadow,
Let me know
To whom you want to win,
Let me know
What is your sorrow..

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The End

Where is the end
Who is there to declare?
Who is there to declare
I am honest and I am fair?

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Evil

Where is the evil
Let us search it out.
Who is unfaithful
Feel the water not cool.

The light of the night
Tells something
And it is serious
To the tune.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Happy World

Happy world is within
Please search for it
With faith, with devotion.
O my dear, I am with you
Always here in turmoil
And in peace
Please see within
Your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Heart

Where is the hearts
If it is not in love,
And where is love
If it is not in truth.
Where is truth
If it is not in friendship,
Where is friendship
If it is not in this world.
Where is the world
If it is not in the hearts,
And where is the hearts
If it is not in mercy and in compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Light

Where is the light
In between this sky
And this earth?
I am here in dark.
Peacock feathers are
Here with me.
Tears are here
In my eyes.
And I am toiling
though I am
rarest of the rare.
I wonder, how the sky
Change color, how to know,
Where is the creator!

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Limit?

Please tell me
If you know something.

For all the unhappiness
I am saying I am limitless
Still with limit as says.

Together we can do anything
And to utter surprise
You are here with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Moon

Where is the moon
In this spring?

How can I
Touch it?

See my house,
It is moving
Here and there
In search of the moon.

Where am I?
I am nowhere
With the dreams.

But in the middle
Of the market
I'm busy with falsehood.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Music Of Life

If you know tell me
I am here waiting.
Waiting is life
Waiting is love
Waiting is living
I know you know
And we are here together
Searching the meaning.
Love is the gift
Gift is this life
And music is here
In poetry that are
With you with me
And we are watching
In this shore
That is not ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Obstacle?

Where is the obstacle?  
Obstacle is in my mind  
Obstacle is within me,  
In my thought, in my greed.

And you are telling  
About sorrow, come tomorrow,  
I would like to show  
The rising sun on my  
Barren land that is narrow.

It is the time of spring  
And after that it is summer,  
Come on, my dear, I would  
Like to show you the picture  
That has a link with bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is the pearl
Of my youth years?
Where is my love
My poems my everything?

I have lost my youth
I have lost precious time
And here is my
Realization only.

I am looking for
My pearl
That I have lost
That I have dropped down.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Place

Where is the place
For my dreams?
Where is the place
For my sea?

No prayer can
Make me alive.
No house is there
For my coloured wife.

Forgive me,
I am here,
And I try to
Make you rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The River?

Where is the river?
And what do you mean by the river?
No flow of water in the river,
And still, we are charmed by the river.

Are we not the river with flow of
Blood-water here in this body?
And what does it mean you may ask me
And get the answer you want here.

But be sure, the answer
Would not satisfy you and
You would not agree with the terms
And conditions that are there
In the livelihood of the senses
And that is with your statue.

The river is not interested
To conquer anything anywhere
But it is there to flows
In the normal course of time.

Time, as we understood is there
To assimilate our body and soul
Phase by phase during flow like
A live-river in purified form.

The river is within us,
We are the rivers while flowing,
Our very form is changing
From top to bottom and vice versa.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Road

Where is the road?
Where will I go?
I know all good fortune
There in me,
And I am the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Rule

Where is the rule for men
that I know not, my dear friend.
Rule is made by men
for their own self
and here there is their end.
What is the meaning of rule
that also I cannot say to you
so long as I am living here
to fill up my belly and
it is my habit daily.
Rules are rules
and if it is not in running room
forget all those that are
there as missing groom.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Secret

It is surprise to see the air
In the midst of passion.

Renouncing everything
The sun is still there on the sky
No dark no night as You are with me.

Having reflected over the sky
I realized what is there in me
And that is open to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Shadow

Where is the shadow, my dear
The shadow is seen in
Varieties of irreligious creations.

And where is the light
I do not know how it is
Here with the shadow.

The entire creation is burning
I see it here at my first glance
And I am unable to understand where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Sky To Fly

Where is the sky to fly?
My dear, but wait not
For the sky, search
Open the space
In your own eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Smile?

Where is the smile?
And how can I discover it?
I am within the web
Expanded by the spider.
I am nowhere,
But I am sure
You have covered me.
BY this time, see me,
I am changed,
Infected by time.
I know I am generated
From inexhaustible truth,
And inexhaustible love,
Still, I am searching the smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Sound

Where is the sound
That I wish to listen,
And where are you
Whom I wish to see.

I am on this beach
That is in trouble
Of tide.

I wish to go deep
But I am being
Checked in the middle.

Who is there
That I know not
But I am with him
Always, as you see.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Spring

I am searching and searching
No rain no raining
No free air no enlightened light.

You are saying my leaders
It is just global climatic change
And you are forgetting your role
In it and forgetting your responsibility.

O men of front line
Giver me my spring
Let my child go to school easily
Let me travel freely using
Public transportation system
Let my house have access to a
renewable energy grid
Let my lakes and water
Carries fish and birds
Let the spring come to me.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Sun

Where is the sun,
And I am in search of it,
Within and outside.

Thousands of leaves
Are falling daily.
Rivers are going to
Unknown places.
Where am I?
How I am dissolving
With my thoughts?
Why I am not enjoying
The beauty of the mountains
And crying for what.

And I am murmuring with my words.

No one is there to interpret
In right way.
I know not
Whether I exist
Or I do not exist.

Needless to say
I am thirsty
And also I am hungry.

No touching,
No feeding,
And nothing is there
With the ghosts,
And I am searching
Day and night
The light and the flash
In life
Without flashback.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Tiger

Where is the tiger?
But only roar is here,
Like fresh flutter.

Gajanan Mishra
Where is the truth
That I know from You
And where are You
That I know from the Truth.

Truth is here in love
And I love You
Love is the only Truth
Here in this world of
Lust greed envy anger.

Anger has no use, my dear
Between You and me
As we love each other
And we appear here
At a time keeping faith with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is The Truth?

Where is the truth
And what is that?
Who are you
And what for
You are here?
What is going on here
And how far you are
Engaged yourself there?
Are you able to hear
Any word within?
Have you seen
Anyone within
By closing your eyes?
Where is the origin
Of your thinking process?
When and then you are
Ruling you?

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Truth

Where is truth
And what is that
Who are you
And what are you
I failed to find
In things that
Are visible
I am absorbed
In you
And you said
I am you.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Truth, Tell Me

O my dear, I want to see it.

In truth want to live
In truth I want to sleep.

Where is Truth, tell me,
My dear, I know, our relation.

What is my intention how can I
Tell You, without the truth here.

Depart not from truth, my dear,
or else, see, life is ready to depart.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Your Enemy?

Where is your enemy?
Have you got freedom
From enmity?

So long as you have ill-will
Everyone is coming to you to kill.

Think yourself,
And surrender yourself to truth,
Truth is there within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Is Your Feet

O Emperor of the Universe
I am not able to see
And also not able to
Pick it up in my verse.

I have my own ego
And it is attached with You
I have seen the colorful light
And I know all these are Yours
Tell me please where are You.

You are within me I know
And I am under Your feet
That also I know, my dear
I heard You I have seen You here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Lies The Fault?

Where lies the fault
let me review.
Let me review my own action
in the present context.

Am I default?
Gaze at my fly up.
I am dancing with my own
letters, vowels and consonants.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Love Is There

Where love is there
No one can describe
Anything more.
Where love is there
It is full of joy and
Riches, it is the home
Of elegance, amiability
Beauty and goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Necessary

Fire
Where necessary
Ice
Where require
Nothing to ignore
Nothing to forget.

Gajanan Mishra
Where Shall I Go

What shall I do
Except I love You
Only I am here to love You
I can only love you.

I am not worry
If the storm is coming
On my way of love
I know the storm would
Go on its own way when he sees
I am in true love and I am true.

Gajanan Mishra
Where That Leaf

Where is that leaf
That was there
Yesterday.
I have forgotten
The name of that man
Who was coming to me
With the milk.
No need to remember,
You told me,
And yet, I wonder
How and what
To find out here
At this time.
Hot air, and
No water zone,
Life still continue,
The primetime news
Today here.
And we rest
On these words
That have nothing
To declare.

Gajanan Mishra
Where The Earth

Where the earth is barren
Where cleanliness and purity
Rites are neglected
Where respectable persons are found absent
Where there is no civil power with good authority
That place is contaminated and
It is not good to stay there.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is

Where there is truth
There is justice
Where there is justice
There is love
Where there is love
There is goodness
Where there is goodness
There is victory
And where there is victory
There is glory
Glory glory in love in love
In love in love in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Desire

Where there is desire
There is bondage.
Where there is bondage
There is fear.

I have a desire
Means I am not free.
Free from desire
Means I am liberated.

Possession is immaterial.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Earth

Where there is earth there is smell
As earth is related to smell
So also I am in the well.

I am the product of this earth
I am the sum total of all elements
They are all in five.

And here is the sound
It is the cause of the sky
Sky is the cause of the air.

Air is the cause of fire
Fire is the cause of water
Water is the cause of earth.

I am the product of the earth
With all within me such as smelling
Touching sounding forming ad also tasting.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Freedom

From bodily conception
There you are happy
There you can find peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Love

There is no fog of life.
Love love love love
Tell openly declare openly
You love you love you love.
It is love that is life
It is life that is in love.
Love love love love
Love is not attachment
Love is liberation.
You are in love
That means you are
Free from all sins
And you are everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Pain

There is gain, my dear
Where there is dark
There is light.

Where there is death
There is life, my dear
Where there is enemies
There is friends.

Worry not
Life is in full, my dear
Emptiness in full and
Fullness in full.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Renunciation

Peace is there,
Where there is
Renunciation.
Renunciation of
Fruit of action.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Sandal Wood

There is snakes.
Where there is You, my dear
There is no one else, I know
There I am and where I am
There You are
And there is the hoods of King Cobra.
And it is decorated with
Fragrant flowers and there is
Valuable jewels.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is True Love

There is all auspicious
Nobody is envious
Everyone is equal to
All living entities
All other good qualities
Are there in love
No enemy as there is
Renounced life and
Life is also peaceful
It is love and not hate
It is friendship and not enemy
That serve the purpose
Of life and it is required
For the larger interest of society.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Truth

Where there is Truth
There is victory
Stay in Truth
Truth is ready to
Give you protection
By all means
Remember, Truth is God
And Truth is here there
Everywhere to wipe out all sins.

Gajanan Mishra
Where There Is Truth And Love

Where there is truth,
There is love and
Where there is love,
There is justice and
Where there is justice,
There is no difference of opinion,
Where there is no difference of opinion,
There is peace and all happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Where To Go

Where to go that I do not know.
What to do that I do not know.
You are everywhere
and you know everything.
I have nothing to write,
Writing is not under
my control, and you are
resolving every issue.
I am here only for you
and you are there
for all living and non-livings,
some of them are stumbling blocks
and you are driving them out
and that much I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Where To Go And What To Do

Where to go and what to do-
I know all are illusion,
Here, I see no emancipation.
Show me the way, how could I
Get peace and stay free.

Gajanan Mishra
Where To Go And Where

Where to go and where
Not to go, my dear,
We should know.
And we should know
What to do and
When and how to do.
Rise and fall are but
Common phenomena here.
We are to recognize
The things that are here
With us for tomorrow.
We are to tell the truth
But with love and stay
Alway in fair with mirror.

Gajanan Mishra
Where To Move?

Where to move?
Where to move?
I am not there,
Go not there.
I am not here,
Come not here.
I am nowhere,
Go not anywhere.
But I am everywhere,
See me there,
Where you are.
Find, what you want,
And say not, it is
Not what you wanted.

Say not, what you want,
Say not, you did not get.
Say, it is sufficient,
Say, you are the prominent.
What is there without you
What is not the truth.
You are the fruit of the truth.
And truth is there in love.
Are you not in love?
Love is life, and
Love is everywhere.
Since love is there,
Death is not there,
Fearlessly you can move..

Gajanan Mishra
Where To Search

Where to search
And how to search
That I know not.
But I am here busy
In searching work.

I have forgotten
The name and address,
The time and progress,
And still searching
Riding on the clouds.

I am searching here
Again and again and
And yet again I am
Here with other searchers

Gajanan Mishra
Where We Are From

Let us ask ourselves  
Every day every moment  
Then you will find only love  
And no dispute no tussle  
Let us search out  
What is our link with all  
Here and with all these items  
We are not atom bombs  
It is the evils  
They put us in this prison  
We should go on  
In our research works  
And show them we are  
Really the sons of nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Where We Are Going

Where we are going,
And what for we are going,
No one knows correctly.
And yet without any
Perfect knowledge
So many people are
Telling so many things
That have so many meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
Where What Who

Where what who
To the answer of all
I can only say, Jay, ho.
And it is time
To recognize all the truth.

I believe in you in full,
But I doubt your integrity,
Here at this time.
Uncertain the time and
Supplied sandal wood and jasmine.

Here, you have made me hidden,
And I am asking you for fire.
The tide is there as before
And I invite you to go.

Gajanan Mishra
Where You Are

Everlasting peace is there
Where You are, O my dear.

Where you are, O my dear
There is my desire.

My feelings my expectations
My fruits my actions
All are yours, O my dear,
I am in fear, as You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Where You Are My Dear

Where you are my dear, I know,
And I know what you are doing.
But I failed to know the very
purpose of all the performances
of yours here at this time.

I know what you are doing is
all good and for good of all.
But I failed to know why some
are so doubtful about you and
not ready to admit the truth.

You are what you are
Let it be opened to all.
I am what I am
Let it be realized by all.

Gajanan Mishra
Where You Are Not

Where You are not, my dear,
Tell me and tell me,
Who You are not.
You are in everybody
And You are everything
That I know, my dear.
But You are with him,
Who has ocean-like ears
And has no surfeit to
Listen Your stories,
That are like lovely streams,
And who has eyes, long to
See You and Your beauty and
Who has a swan-like heart.

Gajanan Mishra
Where, How And When

Where, how and when,
I want to know
Now and then,
All mystery and
All that wanted
By men.
Existence and
Non-existence -
Matter little.
Without truth
And love
All labor futile.

Gajanan Mishra
Whereabouts

Try to know your own whereabouts
O my dear, and I know you would
Get it if you remain yourself
Free from proud and false glory
And search yourself out freely
And truly on this field at this time
Please know that this time is yours
Totally yours and you are daring to
Conquer yourself from everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Wherever I Go

Wherever I am going,
I am taking you.
It is not I but it is you
Who is taking me
In the true sense.

And you are telling
Me what to do when
And what not to do.
I am following you
Always night and days.
No wonder, you are here,
My presence is no matter.
You are not putting a stop
But you are stop-cock.

Gajanan Mishra
Wherever I Live

Wherever I live,
I live under
Your jurisdiction,
That I know.
Whatever I do,
I do under
Your direction,
That also I know.
You are at the root,
You are the fruits,
But for my actions
I am getting pain
Here at this time-
My realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Wherever Is Truth

Wherever is truth
And wherever is love
All success are there.

Gajanan Mishra
Whether You Are

Whether you are
Satisfied or not
Not within my knowledge
I do not want to
Spend my time also
Pondering on this.

My time is not mine
You know better
My health is not mine
Preservation or
Destruction is not
My work and it is
Well known.

I am here and
Meant for inquiry
About the Absolute Truth
Nothing else is there
As you know my dear
I am here with You
To go on searching You.

I care not if anybody
Call me mad or insane
I know you know me better
And I am going for
Your certificate
That you are not inclined
To grant till I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Whether You Attract Me

Whether you attract me
Or whether I am attracted
It is not material.
Point is, we are on this day
Together, that is to be considered.
We are to evaluate
The feelings, the thoughts
And the conduct, that is all.
Status report should be
Taken in to consideration
For the real benefit of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Which Can Not Be Cure

Which can not be cure
Must be endure
A proverb goes
And you abuse me
And you revile me
And you attack me
I endure it all
I know no hit back
No tit for tat
You are my dear
You are my love
I know only that.

Gajanan Mishra
Which Is Not Mine

Which is not mine,
That is not for me.
I know, that is
For rendering service
To others.

Nothing is mine
Including this body,
My ability, my position,
My knowledge, my power.

You may stay or live
Anywhere in this world,
No matter. You may do any
Wor, at any stage of life,
Yet you are to kept in mind,
You are nothing, nothing.

It is true, one can not go
Beyond this world and hence
Here one should stay in
Truthful manners for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Which Is Really

Which is really
Not ours
We have assumed
As ours.

Who is
Really ours
We do not
Know Him
As ours.

Gajanan Mishra
Which One Is Yours

So many skies,
So many stars,
Identify your own.
Which one is yours?
Rise and go and shine.

Gajanan Mishra
While Crying, Let Me Smile

While crying, let me smile,
And while smiling, let me cry.

Cry, cry and smile, smile,
It is life, my dear, just go on sailing.

While sailing forget your name and address,
No use of all that as you know from the beginning.

Have patience to bear all,
I know, you are to rise only, you have no fall.

Gajanan Mishra
While Discovering The Self

No question please,
Go on practice
till you reach.
No place to reach
It is with you
It is in you,
there is all answer
already in stock,
go within and discover.
While discovering
foster all,
while discovering
stay detached.
Bo question of confusion.

Gajanan Mishra
While Doing

While doing my deeds
I am least concerned
with your comments or
awards or returns.
Look to my personal
character and if you
so like test me openly,
Execute me if you
Find any fault in me.
I am keeping guard on me,
Even with my own life.
Seek not to malign
or dent my reputation,
You will face frustration.

Gajanan Mishra
While I Am Going Set

While I am going to set
You are rising, my dear.
I am setting out to do
So many things in your
Presence, my dear.
And you are setting foot
In this area, that is ours.
No question of setting back
But we are to set up
That are necessary for life.
Life is here to set apart
From all falsehood,
To set apart from hate,
And to live with truth, with love.

Gajanan Mishra
While I write
You please
Preapre yourself
To go through it.
You please
Be ready to
Find the truth
There in.
You please
Not switch off
The lights.
You please
Take a rest
In my love.

Gajanan Mishra
While In Transition

While in transition
Who told you
I am settled.
I am flexible
I understand nothing
No beginning no ending
And in my journey
There is nothing
Ignorancy.

Gajanan Mishra
While Playing

We live together we live with us, okey.
We study formation we study dispersion.

We are in the atmosphere of
Uncertainty and fear.
We live with us okey.

We are safe we are sound
Life is risky we know.
We know what to do
We can make decision
on our own.

You are the only person
To declare the play over.

We live while playing
You are with us okey.

You are neutral
You are independent.
And we live
We are dependent.

Gajanan Mishra
Whirling Dust

Took me somewhere else,
The whirling dust.
Weightless I felt
In my own room.

Throughout the days
I walked and walked,
Yet I reached nowhere.
My shadow laughed at me
And I remained there
As I was with the reasons
Not known to me.

They all showed
Red flags and utter words
In a foreign language.

With all roots cut
I joined with vacant lots
And ignite all to
Come forward for a fresh fight
With foes within.

Gajanan Mishra
Whirlround Nature

Whirlround nature
Fortunate those
That come up see mirror.

See I am alone
Heights beyond time
Day night.
No hands no legs
Letters of sympathy
Showers all corners
Disability owned.

What to see next
Could not understand
Memories fails
Flashes echoes.
I remained as I am
In the clutches.

Gajanan Mishra
Whirlwind Came

Whirlwind came
And I have seen
His play.
And I cared not
And the whirlwind
Went away.

The strength of whirlwind,
I want to use
But in a positive way.
Within the whirlwind
I discover a true life
And I live today.

Gajanan Mishra
Whistle

No body is there to say
The starting point of life.
Hay, listen the word
The air whistle.

Wait for a minute
The rose is being ready
To tell tale.

I am in my tact
I am in my syntax
I am the synthesis
I am my own vertex
No body is there
Except myself.

Gajanan Mishra
Whistle Blew

Whistle blew
Whistle blew
And blew.

Time to introspect came
And we all
Left the place.
Whistle blew
And it is no use.

Gajanan Mishra
White And Black

Paper white
Money black
Day night
We back
And we slack.
White paper
Black money
We can't
change any.
Paper can be white
Money can not be black
Worry not, Santosh
Worry about yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
White and red gourd plants
Grow easily and spread everywhere
Within a very short time.
Mutabilis plants takes a long time
To grow and bears flowers
At special places and in special times.
Good is always difficult to find like
Coconut tree that takes a long time
And a special atmosphere to grow
And bear fruits.
Jujube, fig, plum and date trees
Grow here there everywhere
And give fruits plenty for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
White And White

White and white,
Pure white, full white.
Each and every colour
Is there in white.

White and white,
Money white, justice white.
Everything is white
Light white, paper white.

Whiteness is there
In life, pure life,
Truthful life, life
Is there in white.

Stay upright without
White lie but keep hope white.

Gajanan Mishra
White Angel

You are here
In my real life,
You are no more
In my dream.
I enjoy your season
And it is lovely.
You are coming to me
And I am going to you
At the same time.
We are both special here,
With this wonderful life.
Much love to you, white angel,
You are already in my cell,
And making me virtuous like you.

Gajanan Mishra
White Ant

White ant, white ant,
You are not my want.
Let me clear, I want not you.
You are there on the earth
and eating the woods,
and destroying my thatched house.
White ant, white ant,
You are filling your belly
by eating my clothes and books.
And still I am giving you respect
and I salute you as the busiest one
in this world, as you know the time's value.

Gajanan Mishra
White Breasted Kingfisher

You are there,
White breasted kingfisher,
At my poet friend's residence.
What are you doing there,
That I know not, dear.
But Sushil, my friend, the poet,
Caught you there,
Through his camera
And show all through Facebook.
The poet's intention is
Clear and perfect.
The poet knows well and share joy
And try to enable others
To understand the mystery of nature.
Let me salute you, dear poet,
You have a heart of
Universal love and eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
White Elephant

White elephant, white elephant,
Tell the name of your master if you can!
I know white elephant you are everywhere,
I know you are putting your signature
in everything and still you are saved.

White elephant, white elephant,
You are really cool, as you know
nothing is a loss to you, in either side
you always looks bright, that means
You have no dark side.

What for, white elephant, I want to know
You are not taking any interest for
all out development of all and you are
feeling insulted for not able to do good
to others except fulfilling your self-interest.

White elephant, white elephant,
Come on please and be active for public interest.
If you failed I am sure you would be sacked
from elephant-ship and dumped down on the ground,
They are there the tiger and the hound.

Gajanan Mishra
White Full Moon

White full moon is there
And calling me come come
And take nectar
And at this time ice is
Melting at the gust of wind.

I am going with an umbrella of hairs
With all paraphernalia with two swans
One is eating another is fasting
With tongue tight and revealing
At the nature's nest.

Everyone is looking at me
And I am taking shelter, O my dear
At Your feet on this earth and
In Your blessing You are providing
Good fortune that is there in the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
White Is Opposite Of

White is opposite of black
In your house
But in me in my house
It is not so.

Everything has its opposite
In relative world
You find nothing contradictory
In eternal world.

Gajanan Mishra
White Rose

White rose that I like
The sun is a white rose
As I said earlier.

It is free and
Without any cost
Being a love-holder.

Seeing the moon
I said that is sanctioned
By the scriptures.

Dry or moist
No problem to me
I am ready to cross.

From night to day
From day to night
It is prickly bush.

Gajanan Mishra
White Water Lily

O my white water lily, my dear
I know you are here as I appear
You are attached to me I know
And my poems are highly beneficial
To you as because my poems are
In Truth and in love.

Infinite and my poems
Infinite are the virtues of my poems
O my white water lily, you know it
The dimensions of my poems are immeasurable
My thoughts are pure see my dear
The purity of my poems are also unimaginable.

I am and my poems are inseparable
I am with my poems and my poems are with me
And You are the only subject matter of my poems
I am writing on You for You and You are
The only reader and You are ready to hear
From me always I feel no surprise in it.

Gajanan Mishra
White-Elephant

White elephants that I have
Ruin my house.
White tigers only here
To save.
Blue sky is here
To take care.
My dear be fair
With all that have
With You.
Visible and invisible
Only You can understand
In this spark of life.
I understand
In your thunderclap
Dare not to ask anything.
And I remained
In utter darkness.

Gajanan Mishra
Whitefield Area

In the whitefield area
My little lovely son
Filling the belly to
Lead the world.
He has a moment of
Joy and victory with
Much struggles
With the pox and measles.
He dares to fight
To jump the tower
That has lenient power.

Gajanan Mishra
An incompetent king is abandoned by the subjects,
A penniless person is abandoned by prostitutes,
A teacher is abandoned by the students after education,
A tree is abandoned by the birds when fruits are gone,
A forest is abandoned by the animals when burnt down,
A woman is abandoned by the lover after he has enjoyed.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I

I know and I am sure
I am your fragment
But not detached from You
I am not isolated
I am also not a broken part
I am a whole like You
O my dear, I am not fragile
I am not perishable
I am not weak
I am not here to shattered
I am as strong as You
As permanent as You
And there is no need to
Ask who am I
And also there is no need
To ask what is the world
When I already know
This world is You, Yourself
And I am sure I am
Not in any bondage
I am free, see
As free as the air
As free as the sky
And I realized You
I see no obstacle here
In any manner
I understand and I am sure
You are always with me
Being my preceptor
And with Your knowledge
O my dear, I am clear
And making my life more
And more clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I - So Many Times

Who am I - so many times,
I am asking this question,
But no one is able to
Answer in correct perspectives.
Some say it is a puzzle,
Some other say it is bogus,
Yet another group say really
So far we know not what is that.
But who am I - remain unanswered
And I sit down as usual
At my study room alone.
My wife came and told me
Why I am not loving her as before,
My sons are busy in their duty,
And sent messages wait, papa.
But who am I to wait and
Where is the place to sit quite
And wait a while and for why.
No one is able to understand
And they all declare that
I have gone mad with my poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I And Where From I Came

Who am I and where from I came?
Here, am I tamed? Give me a name
And I am here to show you
How we are here in common theme.

Summer or winter, no matter,
We are here and fighting is
Our near and dear, not love
But hatred is our culture!

We are both furious but not
Serious to our duties, we have
Both banners of victories
And we are both culprits.

Neither I not you are here, alas,
We are silent on grave matters.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I How Can I Say

Who am I how can I say,
Who you are dare not to say.
You are not you,
I am not I that I only know.

See me like you
I am devoid of
Any form or shape
I exist because of
Your very existence.

Everything is negative to some
While others advocate positive,
I am in the middle confusing and
Only giving a cry that you hear
But I hope not from you anything.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Change

Who am I to change anything?
Everything is as they are and
I am looking stare.
I am deceived as before
With my own creations
And I am here as I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Change Anything Or Anyone

Who am I to change
Anything or anyone
Here or there?
I know whatever
Is to happen
Will happen
And whatever is
Not to happen
Will not happen.
I know my desire
Has no role here
Or there.
My desire is there
Only to give me pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Who am I to decide?
And what is there
To be decided?

I am here
To realize my aim.
And what is my aim?
My aim is to realize
The Truth.

And what is Truth
That I can tell You
After its realization.

Truth is a matter
That is not found externally
But it is internal.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Invite You

Who am I to invite you
As I know everywhere
And in everything there is
You and You and You and You.

You are the clay
You are stone
You are idol
You are all in all.

You only exist
And I am here to see You
I see no other existence
Besides You.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Overturn You

Who am I to overturn you?
How can I reshape you?
Here I, myself is a
Source of inefficiency,
Uncertainty and also conflict.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Pray For You

Who am I to pray for you
You are your prayer
I am mine.

I have my peace
I have my good heart
My heart is full of compassion.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Satisfy You

Who am I to satisfy you, my dear
It is you, yourself can satisfy
What is with you at this time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To See My

Who am I to see my future?
I know not what is the future
And where is the future?
Simply speaking I am a
Mere creature and busy in
Eating, walking, sleeping
Sexing, and I know I am
A man of loud making here.

Is there any meaning in
Anything? I asked often.
No one is here to give me
Some light and say something
Valuable to me or to
Any other person.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I To Tell

Who am I to
Tell?
Who am I to tell
You anything?

I have no power,
No power to
Utter words.
I have no thought
To express.

It is you
To know
The truth.
I am only
To see and feel.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Am I, I Asked

Who am I, I asked.
You replied, You are the lord.
You further added, you have
Possessed so many things,
No one can be richer than you,
In wealth and in education.
You are the master,
No one is there but you.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are Here

Who are here
To conquer whom!

Where they stood
There they caught.
Time ceased to operate
And valor frustrated.

Still they gathered
To enjoy with the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are The Enemies?

They are the enemies;
The meat eaters,
The drunkards,
The women-hunters,
The dacoits and
Sinners of all descriptions
Starting from liars
To Cheat-fund players.

The enemies of
The entire creatures,
The entire atmosphere.
They are the debauchees
Of worst type, enemies
Of the air and the water.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are Untouchables?

Who are untouchables
I asked you
And you answered
The camels, the dogs
And the donkeys
Are untouchables.

The one who imparts
Knowledge and teach
And preach the people
Is called voice of truth.
The teachers belong to
Such groups.

A good teacher can
Make a donkey a man,
Can make a camel useful,
Can make a dog faithful
By imparting proper
Training for all welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are We- No One Is There To Understand

Who are we?
Why no one is there
To understand?
Where from we come
And to where
We are going?
When and while trying
To make the people understand
The so-called saints and sages
Went to jail.
It is better not to
Talk about that.

While thinking what to eat
How to live and where to
Build houses some of us
Have already gone to
Outside as bonded labourers.
I am not going to say
That point also.
If I utter, they would say
See, here he is
Doing politics.

If I think to speak,
Language is necessary.
But where is language
In our state?
Odia ekta bhasha nai
The man who told this,
How far he was right
Or wrong, the govt
Servants and pondering
Over the matter.
If Odia would be a language
Then it must have been
Written easily as told
By our Ministers and
Chief Minister and
The political leaders.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are We?

Who are we to check
Or control or put a bar
What nature has given to us
For enjoyment for the moment?
Who has given us right
To do such thing against nature
When we already know it is
Meant for progress and comforts?

It is true we are part of nature
And nature is within us always
We can not shun our nature
Our nature is not a problem
We must understand
It is our inability to handle
Nature properly in right way
Let us be open and transparent
Regarding this nature O my dear
And come forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You

Who are you
To give me
Identity card
I have no identity.

If you so like
And you are able
You may show
Your entities.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You - No Need

Who are you -
No need to ask
Any such question
To anybody
At any time
As we know each
And everybody is
The incarnation
Of God.

It is He
Who has assumed
Each and every form
In air in water on land
We are to realized the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You And

How many wives you have
How many sons and
Who are they.

Are you the kind here
And what do you mean by a king
Are you a conqueror and
Whom you have defeated.

Look, I am here as I am
Like the sky like the air
You can not say where I am
Still I am awaiting your answers.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You I Am Asking

Who are you I am asking and asking
What are you doing here
Tell me everything about you
And without telling a word
You left the place
And I am searching you
Keeping in my hand
Your previous address.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You To Decide

Who are you to decide
What ought to be done
What ought not to be done.
You have right to do
That are prescribed by scriptures,
Without translating righteousness
In to practice you have no right
To preach scriptures to others.
I know I cannot take right decision
By applying my own intellect
You are the proper person, my dear,
To take right decision here.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You, Gajanan?

Who are you, O Gajanan?
What are you doing now-a-days?
How you are living
With all falsehood around you?
Are you so qualified
To describe things
Right and wrong?
Do you know
What is up and
What is down?
Have you legs?
And if yes,
Where are you going
With your legs?

O Gajanan, do you know
Legs are not necessary
To go one place to another!
Words are not necessary
To communicate thoughts
That are within you!
Thanks, you have admitted
That you have came
Empty handed and
You are to leave empty.
Who are you Gajanan?
Tell me the formula
To calculate the time
And the age here!

Where is your home, Gajanan?
Have you seen yourself
In this broad day light?
From one direction to
Another, you are moving-
Do you know the purpose?
O Gajanan, You have seen
The flowers and the moon
But you know not the relation
And their utility so far.
You know the earth and
The birds but you know not
How the sky is there
And what is the bond within!

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You, My Dear?

Who are you, my dear?
And why are you coming here?

See me, how I enjoy my life
In the rain and in the sun!

I smile, I dance, I sing,
I compose poems,
I cry, I roll back, I live with
Pure trust for ever.

I am not confused, test me.
I am clear and transparent,
I am innocent and I understand
Life how simple it is.

I feel what love is,
I see the moon and the clouds,
I enjoy their play whole night,
I know the life how it is bright.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You, Sir?

Have you the audacity
To challenge
The jurisdiction of nature?

Do you know
Whose servant you are?

Where hav you come from
And where are you going?

And what is your claim?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Begot Whom

Who begot whom,
Question has
No value- not correct.
Time for direct
Realization is due.
What to say and
What not who knows.
But for security
And for protection,
Situation itself
Is sufficient.
Full truth is
Each one is perfect
In all respects.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Can Bear Separation

No one is there
Who can bear separation,
Separation from you, dear.
Separation means, let me
Say no more life.

Life is in union,
In combination,
In relation,
In constant companion.

You are all attractive, dear,
Let me keep contact with you.
Let me liberated in you,
Let me sit, let me walk,
Let me dine, let me read,
Let me talk with you.

You are in all, I know.
You are with all, I know.
No one is there
Who can bear
Separation from you, dear.

See me, I am free,
Free from all.
See me, for you only
I am here.
Let me see you
Face to face always,
And that can only
Enable me to live.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Can Dare

Who can dare
to stay here
for a while?
Who can conquer
the nature and
suck the ocean dry?
Who can reduce
the sky in to dust?
It is only I,
It is only I.
And I am here
with nature
for all the times
here under the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Can See Me

It is you only
Who can see me,
I may not see you, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Cares

Who cares,
Your smile,
Your tears? ?
Who pursues
Your passion,
Your dreams? ?
Who knows
What does
Genius means.
Since life is
Not business
I cannot say
Loss and profit
At this time.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Cares?

Decisions of the stars,
Who cares?
We are only there
To wander.
We are only there
To study
The inner hearts.
But the obstacle is
The language
That is not ours.
The civilization cried
And we heard
But helpless we are
And we jumped over the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Counts You My Dear Poet

What is the basis of that counting
And also what is the value.

First you touch the words
Then followed the numbers
Both words and numbers
Undervalued.

Good words bad words
Small numbers big numbers
Just a play my dear
Though musical at times.

I am here joining words
With you day and nights
Counting the numbers
And I know all are not
Despairing you.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Delivers

Who delivers what  
When, how and where  
All the answers are  
Within you  
You can find all  
In a full-fledged  
Manner if you are  
Sincere, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Do I Compare You With

Who do I compare you with
O my incomparable
How can you be compare
With Your creations
All are Your creation
In all creations you are there
Besides You there is nothing
No wish no imagination
And nothing
The sun the moon the sea the sky
All in one that is You
Who do I compare you with
O my incomparable
Without You nothing
Even not horrible.

Gajanan Mishra
Who does not want to
Possess wealth, beauty
And social respectability?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Ever Is

The wife's sin is
Coming to the husband,
The king's sin is
Coming to the priest,
And the sin of the priest
Is washed away by the pious river Ganges.

Who ever is committing
Any sin at any time
Effect is coming to me.
And as a human I am
Trying to solve the problem
By washing myself in sunshine.

I am no one else
But a man with love and with truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Exists?

Who exists?
I can't say.
But I can say,
I am here at present.
Who am I?
I can't say.
But I can say,
I am nothing,
Valued though.

Swiftness is there
In questions and
In answering.
No sign of creation
And destruction, though.
Everyone can see
The flying of the bird,
But to give remark
Nothing but a blunder.

I need
The flame of a candle,
The current of a river,
And everything
A tree wants to survive.
Real identity is in the sky,
And to prove it
The air is blowing
Every time.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has A Human Heart

Please come to this land
And save the lifes of millions
From starvations
People are dying
For want of food and water
And in miserable conditions
Being homeless and they are
Suffering from many diseases
Here there everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Conquered Anger?

Who has conquered anger?
Who is able to destroy sorrow?

Do good to those
Who are furious to you.

Have you got
Pleasing appearance?

Live in forest
And keep history alive.

Are you sure
You have shunned
Jealousy and ego?

Are you ready to give a declaration
That you are the truth
And you are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Created Me

Who has created me
Let me know first.
What for he has created
I have to know also.

I have to do all things
As per his wish.
You are here to termed
Me good for nothing
If I failed to do this.

Let me realize who am I
Let me follow you, my dear
Let me do that is primary
Let me understand what I
Am doing here for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Died

Who has died
I know not.
Need to know
Who has lived?

All about life,
The smile, the gun,
The bombarding.
All for the life,
The sky, the ocean,
All holidays home.

The birds cry
In the sky.
And the reason,
I enquire.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has No Enemy?

Who has no enemy?
If you can, tell me.

Who am I and what is my legitimate share?
I am with You, as you know, in this world fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Risen

Who has risen
With this blood and
Flesh body
And regards pain
And pleasure alike
And views a clod of earth
A stone and gold alike
O my friend, if you are
Ready I have no objection
To do as per your wish
Abandoning all activities
I know only I can go
From you and you are to
Remain here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Seen The Truth?

Who has seen the truth?
No one.
But why?

Is not the truth there
Within us?

Real happiness is
There in the truth.
And the truth is there
 Everywhere at all times.

We are to realize
The truth here.

We are to follow
The path of the truth here-
The place of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Taken

Who has taken?
My heart is
Not here with me.
I am searching
My heart here, there.
Who has taken my heart?
It was/is here
Since my birth.
What is the meaning
Of birth that I
Cannot say.
But I can say
It is you who has
Kept my heart in secret.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Has Taken Birth

Who has taken birth,
How can I say,
Since I am not there,
Since I am unable to see,
Since I am unable to hear,
Since I know not
What is what and
What is not what and
Certainly, I can't say
Where I am going
And going with whom,
I can't say the meaning,
Meaning of very birth
And the related terms.

Gajanan Mishra
Who I Am

I do not know
Who I am
And I wish to
Know me
Through you only
And that is
The only essence.

Gajanan Mishra
Who I Am Today

Who and where
And what for
And with whom
I am today
Can you say?

If yes, come on
And make friendship
With me to count
The stars above.

If no, nothing
To worry. Go not
From here.
Just watch and hear
The sound near.

Gajanan Mishra
Who I Truly Am

Who I truly am
That I know not.
But I am sure,
Dogs are going
After a bread or
A piece of meat.
But to one who is
A lion, everything
Including the heaven-
Is running there.
Men, go not after
Rewards or praise
But go after your
Own works and be great.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is

who is taller than whom
who is doing what
nobody is there
to answer.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Boy

Who is a boy
Who is an adult
Who will decide
It is just like
The elephant before
Four blinds
Truth will not come
From them.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Cat?

A cat is one
who speaks mildly but
cherishes cruelty at heart,
Chanakya is right
while saying this.
Chanakya has further said
One who keeps relation
with another's wife
is omnivorous.
Nothing to deny sir
so true the matter!
Don't accumulate wealth
my dear, give away all
in charity and be no despair.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Good Man

Let me say
Who is a good man.
Let us say, a man is good
When he has no lust, no anger,
No arrogance, no infatuation,
No greed, no excitement, no attraction
No aversion, and who is free from fraud, hypocrisy
And deceit and who is beloved of all and friendly to all
And to whom joy and sorrow, applause and abuse are alike.
Let us say, a man is good, when he utters truthful
And polite words and who has no support, other than Yourself.
Let us say, a man is good, who looks another's wife
As his own mother, and he considers another's wealth
As deadliest of all poisons.
A man is good, who rejoice to see others' prosperity
And grieved to see another's distress.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Judge

Who is a judge,
One, who knows
The law and
Obey it first
And deliver
Judgement for
All welfare.
Who is a hero,
One, who knows
The truth and
Defends for truth
Facing all odds
Without caring any
Consequences.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Liberated Person?

Who is a liberated person?
One who is engaged in the activities
Of the self is called liberated person
Even in the conditional existence.
By proper culture
The activities begin.
But we are in illusion
And we are ignorant of our
Real position.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Man And What He Is.

Men are only here
But I know not
Who is a man and
What he is.
I write about men,
The centre of
My writing is a man.
But I cry not
When he cry,
I smile not
When he smile.
I am not able to
Give justice to a man,
Yet, I declare I love men.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Minority?

Who is a minority?
And who is not? ?

The definition of
Minority and
Majority is not based on
Truth or love and
Hence false.

No one is interested
Truly for any other
Person or class or community.

Each one is here
To take advantage
Mentioning linguistic or
Religious groups.

Not civility and
All irritating weaknesses
Of our human society.

No one has any right
Over anything here,
Say not anything, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Poet

Who is a poet
Poet is he
Who is free
Who enjoys
Freedom of speech
Who enjoys
The natural beauty
And what is natural beauty
It is crying it is smiling
It is moving as per sweet will
It is only a poet who can
Do all these and a poet
Can only write in his poem
About life freely frankly.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Saint?

Who is a saint?
Your prompt and simple answer;
One who is in the highest state of
Human perfection and whose stool
Is fragrance like the smell of
Fragrant flowers.
One who is deaf and dumb and
Unaffected by all kinds of
Bodily mistreatment.
And who is completely situated
In the self.
And who is indifferent to
All kinds of attacks and reattacks,
A saint personified the supreme truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Teacher?

Teacher is he
Who knows and
Respect the truth,
And ready to sacrifice
Everything for the truth.

Dear men, for the sake of truth
You may reject the advice of your teacher,
No harm.
Dear men, Teacher, without the truth
Is useless in life.

Goal- to achieve the truth,
And if the teacher
Failed to explain, he must not be accepted
As bona fide.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is A Thief

Who is a thief
And who is not
A question no to
Put on here
In this night.
The articles are
Not found anywhere
And the thief is
Also not here
The road is jam
And here it is
Not proper to
Comment who is what.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Active

Who is active here
Can you say
And you say nature
That I agree
Keeping in mind future.

I am sure
I am not moving
It is the nature
Moving here
And doing all sorts.

The train is covering
The distance and not I
And I am reaching
My destination, see
My nature is there only.

Without my nature
Who am I you add
Some mixture and
I express my pleasure
Nothing but nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Blameless

Who is innocent here
Who is blameless
Tell me and
See here I bless.

You are your own
Enemy, my dear men
Though standard scripture
You are here.

What for you are looking
Hither and thither
Look to yourself
Go deeper and deeper.

Accept me, my dear
Imitate my behavior
See me as your leader
I am here making everything clear.

I am enlightening you
I try to make you wise
And intelligent
You are the finest creation of nature.

Don't see the dark side
Of any other person
I am with my lamp
Everywhere in good faith.

Come on and see me
In the broad day light
Don't act like ignorant animal
Remember, you are servant of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Called Mother?

One - The original, who has given birth.
Two - The wife of the spiritual master.
Three - The wife of the priest.
Four - The wife of the king.
Five - The cow.
Six - The nurse.
Seven - the earth.
Eight - Stepmother, the wife of the father.

All are mothers,
All are there for us,
And it is not good
And also not wise
To distinguish the real mother
From the others.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is committed and
Who is not you know
Only because that
Serve you better.
Toeing the line means
Segregating and it is
Only because your own
Letter of spirits
Is in your hands here.
But my dear, this world
Is not running well
Though it is for us
It is not ours - and so
Commitment for what.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Competent Then

If I am not, you are asking,
Who is competent then?

Let me explain.

The sun is competent,
The earth is competent,
The sky is competent.
If you so like go to them
To file your complain.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Contesting

Who is contesting
With whom.
And how are
The contestants?

But they said
It is all for
Development.

We know it is all
Highly lopsided.

One can visit
Any village
To discover
Where he is
And with whom.

The speeches have
Nothing to do
With the truth.

What about us
And where we are
At this time -
We are in
So many questions.

We are all to
Support-
Make it new.

The time is
Always new,
Where we are
The truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Dancing

See, who is dancing
At this dead hour.
Tell, what is asked
At this time here.

It is because of
Your forefathers
You are here.
Forget not, your sons
And daughters.

If you are really free
You can understand the value
Of successive life
Though not important
Still no one can challenge it.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Dangerous

I know
Who is dangerous,
I know
Where is truth,
I know
What for this love-drama.

But I am not here
To express myself
And to open all.

I know
When danger will come.

But I am on guard,
I am here
Till the arrival of the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Dead And Who Is Alive

Who is dead and who is alive,
Let me know, please.

Let me enlighten something
About your blindness.

Nothing to wonder
If someone kills another one.

The relation here is
The killer and the killed.

One is ready to eat another, dear,
Nothing to wonder.

Nothing is permanent, remember,
Nothing is permanent, and
Nothing is also new
In words and actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Dead?

And who is alive?

What relationship
Do you have
With the alive
And also with the dead?

No relationship
Was existed or
Truly exist now
Or will it
Continue in future.

O my dear, I know
Nothing is without any interest
You may accept or you may reject.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Dear And How

Who is dear and how,
For how long and why,
No one can say
The answers, rather,
Ready to say goodbye.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Deserving

How can we know
Who is deserving!
It is we
Who are wandering.
Render service
And expect nothing.
And live by dying,
Get everything by giving.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Devil Who Is Not

Who is devil and who is not,  
That I am not bothered,  
But I want to know,  
Who is a man like a man.

Man, if you are to  
Do something, do it soon.  
If you failed, go home  
And sleep, but disturb not, please.

The world is not for any one  
Who is the part of disturbances,  
But for one who observes life  
Silently and take positive views.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Doing All These

Certainly not I.

I am here I am there
And on either way
Shooting proper target.

No addiction
No gratifying process.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Doing What

For a better life
For a better world?

Show Your internal
And spiritual energy
O my dear, let me see here.

Am I a foolish rascal
Who can forget You
Here in this mid-night?

I have no desire
I have no misery
I am not distressed
As You are with me
All days with Your mystic powers.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Easily Attainable?

It is only Almighty, Omnipresent
It is only that Omniscient
As He knows us well.

And so let us perpetually
Think of Him
And so let us un-dividedly
Remain absorbed in Him
And so divest ourselves
From all ills.

Like a chaste wife
Let us depend only on Him
Like an obedient son
Let us depend on His preceptor only.

Come on my dear friends,
From the time we are awake
To the time we go to sleep
Let us think of Him
From the day We knew Him
To the day we die
To attain Him.

Come on, O dedicated spirit
With full faith and love
Because you are only His
And He is yours
And He is easily attainable
See Him within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Enemy

Who is enemy?
Who is enemy here,
He is enemy here
Who is going against
The Truth.
And what is Truth?
We are the Truth
Everything is Truth
And for Truth we are here
And for Truth we are not here.
And enemy has no role
To play here, my dear,
We know enemy can do
Nothing harm to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is First

Who is first
And who is second,
How can I say!
What appear and
What my eyes see
Are not the fact.
Fact is something
Different and I am
There in a false world,
That is always not
Emancipatory.
The world, itself
Is going on in a
Reverse order, we know.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is First?

Who is first?
Please stand up
Please hands up.

Who knows life?
Please tell before all
Please stay there and call.

It is true, we are all truth,
It is true, we are all in love,
It is true, we are together.

We are the fruits
And we are the gift of nature,
O my dear, please tell
If you know, how we are here
Who is far and who is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Fond Of Death

Who is fond of death, my dear
Who is fond of death, tell me
I am eager to hear from you here.

Is death pleasing tell me and
Tell me how you are living here
Without facing the death, my dear.

Life is not common, my dear
But death is common and if you are
To lament then lament for life only.

Knowledge of death is necessary, my dear
Knowledge of life is not so required
Know the death first before living.

You are to experienced both here
Life and death and in both you could find
Celestial enjoyment, my dear without jealousy or envy.

Innumerable obstacles are there both
In life and death, my dear, equally in death and
In life you could find limitations and disturbances.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Free

Who is free and how?

You are not allowed
To speak as you think fit.
You are not permitted to
Do as per your sweet will.

Since birth you are in chain,
Chain of other men.
They are telling you hello
And putting you in hell.

No one is free at any point of time,
Still they are sowing and reaping,
And they are identified themselves
As the maker of happiness and sadness.

What I am stating is not new, you know.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Full Of Sorrow?

Who is full of sorrow?
And for what?

I think no one is
In sorrowfully.
I think each one is
Happy in some way
Or other.

Happiness and sorrow
All mixed
And nothing is
Coming alone.

And we are all
In this life
With this mixture.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Genuine

Who is genuine,
How to know.
Who is in love,
Who is truthful,
How to know.

I just want a
Simple life,
And I want
Not to know
Anything about others.

I want to know myself,
I want to test myself
How truthful I am at every moment,
I want nothing but good self.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is God Here?

Who is the god here?
Whose god?
What is the work
Of this god?
Only sitting?
Only bathing?
Only eating?
What use of god here?
The word god is
Creating fear psychosis
On the living creatures.
Omit the word, god,
From the dictionary, my dear.

I have heard
God is not responsible
For any omission or
Commission of anyone here.
I have heard
God is not here
To do anything for anyone.
If it is so,
Then, what for we are
So much taking worries
For this word, god?
Some say; god realization
Should be the only aim
Of human life.
Some other say; men have to
Cultivate all the divine traits.
I failed to understand,
If everyone is free and strong
Why we are putting pressure
On them in the name of god.

I now realize;
It is we, who are the real culprits
And exploiting the innocent people
In the name of god.
And hence, take away the word, god,
From the word-books and
Say there is no god, see.
We are only here in love,
We are living here with peace
And co-operation to make
This earth more than heaven.
We are here, all creatures,
Living at the same enjoying life,
No one can compete with us,
We are our gods, we are by us,
The god is with us,
We are gods, we are for us.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is God?

Who is God?
Who is not God?

Just now I have witnessed
A God is arrested
By another God.

A God fly in the sky,
Another God cook meals.

A God declares
Another God has died.

And God has taken birth again
To establish love,
To maintain peace,
To wage war,
To set everything there.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Good?

Who is good?

Good is he,  
Who is unselfish,  
Who is virtuous,  
Who is truthful,  
And busy in  
Good work  
With all righteousness.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Happy

Happy is he
Who is not swayed by
favourable and
Unfavourable
Circumstances.

Happy is he
Who has neither internal
fiery sensation and nor
Outward boast of their
Victory and power.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is He?

Who is he?
I know, definitely
He is your teacher.
He is a teacher,
Who makes you know
The things that are here
Around you, about you,
And whose love is
Unconditional and all truth.
He is your teacher,
He may be a wood,
A stone, a snake,
He may be air, fire,
He may be a beggar,
He may be a mother,
A father, ocean, sky.
But welcome all
To pass into you
Without any barricade.
But definitely. teacher
Is not an ordinary creature,
It is the teacher
Who is there to shape you
And your future.
Salute the teacher,
Salute all,
All have the qualities
To teach you in
Some way or the other.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Here

Who is here
Nobody is in a position
To utter.
It is my conviction
I am firmed here.
And I am Your creation.
I have forgotten all
That are related whatsoever.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Here That Is

Who is here that is
Not my question
That is not the root
Of reason
Just I appear
And attained.

It is wrong to say
Anything as I know
Everything is here
Always and with us
It is equally a mistake
To believe I am separate
And distinct from the rest.

I have no need or
Interest in You
I must say here
And it is true
You placed a
Opposite view.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Here To Say My Goal?

Who is here to say my goal?
I am sure no one is here
To accept my challenge, but
Everyone is coming forward
To show their ego.
Let me say ego has its
Own value, how to use ego
My dear depends on you.
Without making your concept
Clear, you are here, I know.
But I know not what to do
With love and with truth.
I am yours may not be true,
But I am here with you- the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is In Freedom

Who is stable?
Who is in wisdom?
Who enjoys freedom?
I am asking questions
To me and getting answers
But that are not to be
Disclosed to all.
Wait for a minute
If you are so interested
To know more.
Stay on line and
Study the situation,
I am not here to play blamegame, but
See me, I am busy in rescue operations.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is In Truth

Who is in truth
Would you please
Tell me in
The open market?
Who knows about
The winning of world cup
At this time and
Know that to forecast
Something is a profitable
Business here
Though no one can
Guarantee the truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Independent?

Who is independent?
But it is also true
We are sovereign and
Not belong to the category of
Subordinate energy.
And we have manifold potencies of
Pleasure, knowledge
And creative emanation.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Kalia Tiwari

I know who is Kalia Tiwari
And I was with him for a long period
And I know it is not a fun
To give him a charter
Where there is a real picture
I know how to shape Kalia Tiwari
To shape Kalia Tiwari
Is not a fun and I know
We are here to clean the road
To take shelter for a moment
And being partner in life-business
Kalia Tiwari was there blaming me
For nothing at ground level
I know fully well Kalia Tiwari
Is not a hypocrite not dwelling
Mentally on the object of senses
I know what I am telling so openly
Before all here at this moment
And I know My incapability make me
Inactive and I know Inactiveness
Is really death and doing action
Is life and Kalia Tiwari is transparent
With me without any check and balances
Without any restraint outwardly though.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Losing The War

Who is losing the war
And what a war means
War for what.

I know nobody is here
To give correct answer
No backward no forward.

Who is there
Is he really there
Not near not far.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Lost

At least I am
Never lost.

You my dear
Never lost
To me.

I see You
You see me.

We are both
In everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Louder Than The Sea?

Who is louder than the sea?
Who is as high as the sky?
Who is with you day and night
At every moment everywhere?
Who is giving you the light?
Who makes you alive?
Who is there in your words?
Who is taking you from here?
Dear men, tell something from
Your own experience, I am
Here to listen to you.
Dear men, dark is nowhere
Stay there where you are
And see the smile of the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is Mahatma Gandhi?
What is His Truth and non-violence?

It is better not to speak
About Mahatma Gandhi
It is better not to discuss
Before all about his sitting walking.

Is Mahatma Gandhi untouchable?
Why he declared do or die?

Mahatma Gandhi's art of living
And art of dying really a matter to note.
Is Mahatma Gandhi a cartoon?
All said Mahatma Gandhi a martyrs of humanity.

Where is Mahatma Gandhi now?
Would you ready to say anything about who's who.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Missing Where

Who is missing where
That I know not
But I know where I am.
I am with you always here
And you are giving me
Food and air and water.
I know not what I am
Doing here but I see you
In all my duties everywhere
It is the only truth
And it is clear.
No one is missing anywhere
As you are there with all, and
You have given me the power to see.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is My Enemy

Who is my enemy
Let me know, my dear,
And you are saying
My enemy is within me.

You are my beauty queen,
You are my love, and mine,
You are my song, I am here to sing,
You are within me, my love, my enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is My Reader?

Who is my reader?

Let me clear,
I know not
Who is and
What is better
Here.

One, who provides me
Free air and free water
Is there and I am
Not the qualified looker.

I have eyes and
I have ears.
But in time of needs
They are useless partners.

Let me say
I am the performer
Here.
But what to
And how to perform,
I am not able to
Perform without
Fear or favour.

Okay, if you say,
I am the nature,
But I am hankering after
Riches, praise and honour.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Child

Who is not a child?
Who is there knower of everything?
Who is not smiling?
Who is not crying?
Who is not going?
Who is not thinking who am I?
And one who is coming under
the jurisdiction of my questions
is definitely a poet, and I salute him,
not expecting answer from him but for
the time he is spending in pondering
therein staying with nature itself.
Let me salute you, my dear poet
You are living here, I like that, I love that.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Foreigner Here

Who is not a foreigner here
Who has right title interest
over this land please clarify
Who is in possession of what
And it is then how
Please adduce evidences
If you can
This world is an open court
You will get what you give
You will reap what you sow.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Guru?

There I see the sky,
My guru, looking at me
In wide eyes.
And telling me
To embrace all
With no up to the eyes in.

Here I see my guru, the earth,
Flat, telling me,
Bear with all,
And bring to bear the time
And visit all beauty spot
To discover something new.

The sun, the rain,
The air, the ant,
The elephant, the eagle,
The snake, the spider,
And all contribute
In some way or other
For all out development
Of my body and mind,
I consider all gurus.

And who is not a guru?
Who is not good?
The mountain, the river,
The thunderbolts, and
Contrariwise I call all
To fumble here and
Not to fuddle
But to follow the laws
In this large lawn of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is not a man?
Tell me, tell me!
If your answer
Found to be correct,
You will be awarded
On the date of death.
Whose death?
Tell me, tell me!
If you are able to
Give the answer
You will be the star
There, on that sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Snake?

Who is not a snake?
The vital life-force,
Itself is the snake.

Be careful, my dear men,
Guard your own body and
Stay free from all anxieties.

Men, bewilder not and
Employ your intelligence,
And live in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Stranger?

Who is not a stranger, dear?
Whoever is there and appear
Before you is but a stranger
Go with him, no fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Teacher

Who is not a teacher, my dear?
Something is there to learn
from everybody.
Starting from the ant
to the elephant,
From the sparrow
to the adjutant.

If you are learning,
Let me say you are
living and tasting life,
How diligent you are
that depends on you
in this open world
being the pupil.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Terrorist?

Who is not a terrorist?
A great question to me.
Is my wife a terrorist?
Is my own son or son-in-law,
Brother or brother-in-law,
Daughter or daughter-in-law,
Not terrorist?
Is my love itself
Not a terrorist?
Is truth itself
Not a terrorist?
Who is not a terrorist?
Is it not my own self?
Let me search within first.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Thief

Who is not a thief?  
Question is simple, no doubt,  
But difficult to answer.  
Opportunities are there  
But refused to take  
That little star.  
Milk is full in the ocean,  
But you the men, failed to  
Give importance.  
Suffering is a must,  
And we all, should be  
Ready to face it.  
We care not the thief,  
That is our greatness.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Thief Here, My Dear?

Who is not a thief here, my dear?
The words are only there to give us nectar.
But we are going towards dark only due to our fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not A Visitor

Who is not a visitor
Hands up.
Who s not a foreigner
Stand up.
Who is not mine
Shut up.
See and feel
In this summer
Water drop.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Afraid Of You?

You are my love,
Who is not afraid of You?
It is with Your blessings
Everyone is evolving and
Getting strength.

You are my Truth,
Who is there besides You?
Every moment and everywhere
It is You who is playing
With a good beginning
And getting victory
Against each and every odds.

All are one, I know, and it is You,
No question of two.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Alive

Who is not alive?
It is I
Who is not living,
And not you.

You are there
As before,
I am busy
In to and fro.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not An Actor

Who is not an actor
The setting sun asked
The question openly.
The clouds wonder
With the winds
That are behind
My garden.
I smiled at the clapping
Of the frogs.
Am I there with the selfish lot?
I cleared all doubts
That are in the east.
And I declared, see men,
It's raining from the very morning.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not An English Man?

Who is not an English man?
And it is true, no
English men are here.
See, we are connected
With both
English and non-English.
And here, all trouble lies.
To be and not to be,
Here lies.
No one is clear
In his approach,
And all know
The approach is wrong,
And no one is transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not An Idiot?

Who is not an idiot?
The man on the field,
The man on the chair,
The man on air? ?

Knowing everything in details,
Each one acts as if
He knows nothing, true,
Though it is.

Directly each one is
Connected with the truth,
But each one is there
In falsehood.

Each one knows,
Nothing is ever lost,
And yet, they are cautious
And very careful to life
And properties they have.

Of course, each one is free,
But each one is a cheat,
An idiot as no one knows
What to do and
When to do and how to
Do and for what purpose.

Plenary session is
Going on, true.
And each one is
Eager to reach the point
Of eternity.

But is anyone
Able to cross over
The border so far?
Really fools and
Idiots we are.
Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Blind?

Who is not blind?  
Who has seen the truth?  
Who is not wandering?  
Answer anyone if you can.  
If you are able to  
Give the correct answer,  
You would be the first  
One to reach the heaven.  
But you are to suffer here,  
And suffering is the only  
Answer for your living.  
You are not to escape  
But you are there to suffer  
And suffering would give freedom.
Who Is Not God?

Who is not god?
What is not god?
Is god not funny?
My hunger, my thirst,
My old age, my diseases,
How you are there.
How far I am
Related with you here.
The mountains, the snows,
The water, the air,
The trees, the flowers,
The birds, the sky,
Always you are all
Telling me goodbye.
Questions are there,
So also the answers.
Where I am, my friends
To utter something
Is not good, not fair.
Who lives and who dies,
What is action, and
What is reaction,
Words are there to guide,
But you tell words are
Caused by injury,
Tell in general and
Take care.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Good

Who is not good, you or I?
You endowed with spiritual attributes
Lead me to truth.
I need your company, your knowledge,
Your devotion and love.
I love your form, flavour,
Smell, touch and sound.
I want to play with you, my dear,
I want to go with light and darkness,
I want both happiness and misery.
Let me go deep in to my feeling
And open all the doors that are there.
Let me explain you in my own words,
That I have borrowed from far up star.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Hungry

Who is not hungry
Tell me
Who has raised above
Chronic fatigue
Tell me
And tell me
O fawn, tell me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Ignorant

Who is not ignorant
Please come and
Say the sun is dead
Who is not ignorant
Please come and say
You are fortunate.

You are cutting yourself
You are burning yourself
With your own fire
With your own weapons
You need no sun no air
No water you say all.

Who is dead
Sun or You
Is a matter of
Investigation
And I am here
To tell you intelligent.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Ignorant?

Who is not ignorant?
Here I search and search
But find no answer.
Knowledge is everywhere,
Light is everywhere,
But I find all in dark,
And all are fools.

I talk to so many people,
I observe the behaviour
And the attitude of
So many creatures here
But I find not a single one
Who knows what is truth,
And who is in real love.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not In Jail?

Who is not in jail and also
Tell me who is the jailor
Please tell me clear, O my dear
Who is yours and who is near.

If you know one is in jail
Make Him free if you are kind
Who are you to make any one free
As you yourself is in prison.

Please understand the situation
O my dear, nobody is doing any wrong
It is you yourself that interfere
O my dear, remember me I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Not Poor?

Who is not poor?
Who knows the actual facts
Of this world?
Where is the reality?
Who has realized the self?
Who is born?
And who is never born?
Who has not felt material miseries?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Old?

Don't tell me old.
And who is old?
Your grand father is old
And not I.

If you asked
Bernard Baruch he would
Replied, 'I will never be an
Old man, To me, old age is always
Fifteen years
Older than I am.'
Tell me not old.

I am in love,
Love has no age
I have a feeling
That is burning
I am not aging.

See here is my love and
Here is my expansion and
I am no way related
With contraction.

I am not old.
Asked Amitav Bachhan
He would replied
Are you not able to see
How young I am!

I am getting joy
Through this life
Through every incident
I am not old
I am just a child.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Original Difficult To Say

When we see so many sets at the same time.

We come we see we talk we walk
Nothing to see nothing to hear
Nowhere to go though.

No one to figure out what is what and how
All thinking failed and no one is there
To understand in full.

I know, my dear friends, you yourself are mystified
Not being able to signified you are terrified.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Our Mother?

Who is our mother?
And what is our mother-tongue?

Where is our land?
And what for we are here?

Is anyone ready to
Back to basics?

Are we able to
Understand life?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Playing

The great poet is he
Who is playing
At the same time
With fire
And with ice
And say proudly
Ice and fire are
One and the same thing.
See me, I am mum
I am just observing
At this time
How the fire is burning and
How the ice is forming
To welcome me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Poor And

Who is poor and
what is wealth
let me know, my dear.
And also make me
right use of
understanding here.

I need not go to you
and I need your
steadiness of mind
that is already there.
You are present here
that I know with everything
that are in you
and you declared me the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Poor The City-Dweller Or The Villager?

Who is poor?
The man who is
Living in town
And purchasing
Everything and
Depends on others
Or the villager
Who is growing crops
And so many things and
Everything for himself
And for others
And depends on nature?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Poor?

Who is poor?
The miser is the poor.
The miser is poor
Only for his miserly behavior.
The miser is poor
The miser knows not
How to use his wealth.
And one who knows
How to use wealth
Becomes a rich man.
O my dear, You are my wealth
I want to use You
In terms of Truth.
And You are the Truth
The Ultimate truth
And see I am rich with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Powerful?

Who is powerful?
The air?
The water?
My dear, it is
Not the matter.
You are here
As per your nature.
You are here
With your own strength
That's over.
You enter
By your own labor
That's clear.
And matter over.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Qualified

Who is qualified
To drink nectar?
It is he, who is
Free from
The charming beauty
Of women.

Who is qualified
To rule the world?
One, who is brave
And able to give
Force for a just cause.

For the good one,
The beginning, the middle
And the end- all are important.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Related To Whom

I know not here
Who is related to whom
And for how long!
I know not here
Who is there and
For what purpose.
But I am with all
To watch them
What they are doing
And for how long.
No one is comparable
To another and I am
There to distinguish
All and each other,

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Responsible

Who is responsible
For what,
That I care not.
But I care
What is there
And what is
Not there.
And I care
Your life status
That is not found
Anywhere in
Anything or
With anything.
But I hear
You are there always,
Everywhere and
In everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Right

Who is right and who is wrong
I am nobody to say here
At this juncture.

I am far from fear.

You are my father
You are my mother
You have given me
This feather
And see me, my dear
I am here.

I am here to see You
I am here to call You
I am here to say You
That everything is but nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Selfish

Who is perverse
Who is treacherous
To know
It is very difficult.

Remember
O my dear, you are
Playing with fire
That is there
Within you.

But in Truth
But in Love
But in devotion
Nothing is illusion.

Life here find
Pure and in perfection.

What is fire
And what is water
All is one and
The same pronunciation

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Supporting Whom

Who is supporting whom,
Who is on the winning side,
All are relative and temporary.
But we are here to adduce
Concrete evidence to search
And discover the truth
That is there before all.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Supreme?

Who is supreme?
No one is supreme
I am sure.
But all are here
Temporarily for a
Certain period
To serve the purpose
Of nature.
And what is nature?
Very difficult to
Explain in detail,
As there is no specific
Guidelines to go
Further on the road.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is That I Know

I know who is where,
Who is that and
What he is doing,
And doing for whom.

I learn so many things
From the dark and
I enter the room
With a rose.

The rose is much more
Costlier than gold or pearl.
I know how to touch
The violin and how to start the car.

I am there, and
You are also there for fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Who is the controller?
And who controls what?
The clouds are there
As usual in the sky
Wandering here there.

No source, no energy,
No opinion, no personal
Agenda for anything.
Who is superior and
Who is inferior?
What is the feature?
And what is the true picture?

No doubt, everything is here,
But the very existence
Is in question since
The beginning.
But I know not
Where is the beginning?

As usual, it is all
Going on, the managerial
Power or position is negligible.
But what I am
That is not changeable.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The First Man?

Who is the first man
That I know not,
But definitely, I can say
I am not the first one,
Also, I can say
I am also not the last one.

I am not telling anything
To anyone anywhere at any time.
I have no words,
Let me clear I am
Far above all languages.

I am not what I was,
I will be not what I am.
Yet, I am as you see as ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Hero?

Who is the hero here?
It is the nature.
And by nature
We are nothing.

Our eyes move
And we stood firm.
We face the east,
We face the west,
And we are there
With nature.

From here to there,
We also move
From corner to corner
And to no one, we fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Knower

Who is the Knower
And where he is
What is the knowledge
And where it is
We are here to
Search it.

Who is here living
And how he is living
Who is dying
And how and why
He is dying
We are here to
Know it.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Lord Here

Who is the lord here,
I know not my dear.
I know only you,
I know you are the truth.
You are my love and
You are my everything.
I am here with you,
And the time is telling
Our presence is the only truth.
I know not who is where
And I am here, see me,
I see you here, my dear.
You are only for me and
I am only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Owner?

I am searching
And asking you all
Who is the owner
Of all these
That are here.

Fellow men, you are to
Stay cautious for
The remaining period.

Get yourself engaged
Dear men, for own elevation.

But I am here
For everyone and
For everything
That are with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Queen?

Who is the queen?
Are you not Aaeeshanee? *
I know my dear, your
mind is telling,
Stop the question,
But you are smiling.

I know you are
fond of the cat and
the rat - busy in fighting,
And the cat, as you know
had been to London
to look at the queen,
But the queen is now in
Out of order-engine.

* my grand daughter

Gajanan Mishra
Who is the son of the soil?

But he is certainly not
Who is neither glorious
Nor devoted to the mother,
To the mother language,
And also to the motherland.
Certainly not who is living
With his blind eyes, and
Who produces nothing and not
Able to do anything against one
Who is not in favor of his language,
Let me say he is like urine,
That has no value, and is unfit to live,
Being deprived of nectar of the soil.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Sun?

Who is the sun?
Is he above and beyond time?
No doubt you have calculated
Second minute hours day night
Month year according to
The movements of the sun
No doubt the sun has unlimited
Potency in heat and light
No doubt the sun is the eyes
And rotates within the fixed
Orbit of eternal time
The sun is under the control of
Supreme Truth, the sun is
Not independent, the sun under
Time's control, the sun is
Not fearless.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Winner

I care not,
Even I am not
Thinking about the matter
Who is the winner?
Whether war was declared
or not that also
I am not here to ask.
I am just here
To know the truth.
And the truth is
I am the loser,
Both in war and
Also in peace.
With all beauty,
I am looking ugly.
With all words and
With so many languages
I am unable to utter.
Problem is somewhere
But I failed to locate.
I see confrontation
Is there, still continuing.
I see something that lack
For proper understanding.
Still, I care not
And some other says
The biggest diplomatic
Win ever.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is The Witness Here?

Who is the witness here?
When I know, no one is here besides you sir!
And I failed to control
My own mental tendencies and mind-stuff.
Let me cut off all threads, sir,
And stay in desire-less
Transcendental awareness and
Allow me to stay as the lighter of statelessness.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There

Who is there?
The question is
Returning to me.
The sky is the witness
Of every incident,
And I am the bait.
It is everywhere
I see and what I see
I cannot describe.
I hear the sounds
That are coming to my ears
That I cannot say.
Hearing, seeing and all the acts
Are not under my control.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There I Asked

Who is there, I asked.

No one is there to reply.
But I hear hue and cry.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There Tell Me

Tell me who is there?
Who is there tell me
If you can and tell me
When to rise and when
To fall here and at
What time.

Tell me who am I
And tell me who are You
And what for You are
Staying here and tell me
And where is the place
Where I am to go and
Hide myself.

It is only for Your happiness
I am telling all these.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There To Be Seen?

Who is here to be seen?
Who is there to be known?
Only I am here, I am there.
And I am unbound, unattached,
Undecaying, incomprehensible.
I am wonderful and I am wise
And also a fool, I am in you,
Love is here with us-only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There To Read Me?

Who is there to read me?
Who is there to hear me?
Who is there to understand me?
Who is there to love me?
Who is there to know the truth?
I am not selfless here,
I am not self-oriented.
I am here to stand before the storms,
I am in my own form.
I am here to expand like
The water, the air, the sky, the fire.
I am unique and not
Identical with anyone.
I am exactly what you think me,
But you are there to receive
The kick-back meant for you.
I am the truth, truth, and the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There To Tell Me

Who is there to tell me
What is good for me
Besides myself?
No, no one.
Nowhere.
I am only here,
I am within all.
I myself can clear my mind
Which is confused at times.
I am here, see me,
But say nothing.
No right,
No one has right,
To utter words.
Words are not
So cheap,
Of course, good and
Valuable words.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is There Within Me

Who is there with me?
Who is my controller?
Who is my sustainer?
Who is my conductor?
Who am I?
Where am I going?
What is the meaning
Of my words
That I am uttering here?
Which is mine- fire or ice?
Am I cold? am I hot?
I know not, I know not.
I am in the form of vapour,
But the force of gravity is here
And I am staying here with my nature.
I am like a wooden doll
And I am revolving round and round
Day and nights with the power
Given to me. Who has given me this power?
I know not, I know not. Yet I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Thief

Who is a thief
And who is not a thief
Ask yourself
And know the truth.

Enjoying objects
Without duties
Is act of a thief
Please come with
The right thesis
And let me know
the group you are with.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is This Girl

I do not know
Who is this girl
i need to know though.
I am with this girl
Night and day gazing at her.
The girl is my beginning
And my end I know
I am here with this girl.
Who is this girl
I am not able to know
And I'll never know
What she is.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is This Narendra?

Give me answer or
Let me wander.
Is he the lover of nature?
Give me answer or
Let me wander.

Is Narendra all- knower?
That I wander and it is true
He is at least not a blunderer,
Not a blusterer, not a ingratitude outsider,
Let me say this as a common watcher.

What is necessary to know-
Let us know Narendra is already here
As our near and dear, as our saviour.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is This? Who Is This? ?

Here is dark and dark and
Nothing is fixes.

Though dark nothing dead
Everything is in processes
Just go back go back go back.

Neither ice nor fire
Neither cold nor heat
No one can say this is this.

What is stolen is only heart
That caused suffering
And that has been stolen away.

Okay okay okay
I do admit You are in both side.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Truthful

Who is truthful
Truthful is he
Who has the capacity
To control his
Mind and senses
Who has austerity
And penance
Who is self-satisfied
And clean
Who forgive and forget
Who has simplicity
And knowledge and mercy
And who surrender himself
Completely to Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Unjust?

No one is unjust here,
All are under nature,
Animate and inanimate.

All lightning all thunder,
All flute all drum,
All observe victory.

All okay and fine,
All colorful and just.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Upright Here

Tell me frankly
Who is upright here,
In ways, in character
And in the face?

Tell me frankly
Who has purity
In mind, in intellect
In senses and body?

Tell me frankly
Who has firm belief in truth and
Who has kept himself free from all?

Man, who knows the truth,
He realizes- the earning livelihood
Occupies a secondary place.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Waiting There

Who is waiting there?  
Waiting for whom?  
Who is going there?  
From where he is going?

Is it raining?  
What is the meaning  
of this rain?

The sun is welcoming all  
With jasmine and white tulip.  
The moon is smiling.

What you are doing here  
At this time, not known to me.  
Yet I am going to you  
Like a madman with nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is What

Who is here to judge.

Truth is open to everyone
It is you to understand Truth
And it depends on your capability.

Never envious of other
O my dear, you yourself
Is not for ever.

External features
Can not help you at any time.
If you are really intelligent
You must know me.

Many luminaries are here, my dear
By your brilliance you are to know them opening the cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Where

Who is where
I asked
The men who are
At present here
Laughed at me.

Am I a laughingstock?
I am unable to tell,
Let me not think
My questions are
Out of question.

I find no one here
What shall I do
I find no love,
I find no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Where I Asked

Who is where
I asked
The men who are
At present here
Laughed at me.

Am I a laughingstock?
I am unable to tell,
Let me not think
My questions are
Out of question.

I find no one here
What shall I do
I find no love,
I find no truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Who, Let Me Know

Who is who, let me know.
What people want, let them do.
Give me a chance to search out the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Wise

Who is wise?
Wise is he
Who knows the Truth.
And what is Truth?
Truth is that
Which shows who you are.

You are a man
Is it really true?
You are naming yourself a man.
Who knows and who has
Certified it and what is its basis
All are not cleared as yet.

The True is that
You are a creature
Like others
You are and your
Position is not lower
Not higher.

Above you and above all
There is the creator
The sole aim
Of our producer is
How we live in peace
With others.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Wise Here?

Who is wise here
Who knows, my dear.
Unquestionably we are here.

It is tears, my dear,
And the problem is
In our confidence
And we are to bear.

It is just to give
air and water
To the life
But I know not
What life is, my dear.

Life is a mixture
That we enjoy in various colors.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Wise, You Or I

Who is wise, you or I?
You are writing, I am reading.
You are sitting, I am going.
You are taking, I am giving.
Who is wiser than whom?
Nobody is here to judge.
I am blind, you have eyes.
I am talking in loud,
You are maintaining silence.
I am telling all these- my fate.
You are telling, come on dear mate,
We should have some chat.
You are the poet, I am the word.
You are the player, I am the ball.
You are the light, I am the sight.
Who is mad? you or I?
I am clear in my thought,
You are there busy with wrought.
Purpose of ours is to set life,
Life is there to go on its own way.
We are both looking at the sky
And the sky is changing its colours
Saying always goodbye, good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Your God

Who is your God? let me see
Where is your God? let me see.

Is your God preserver?
Is your God destroyer?
Is your God power?
Is He stands for divity?
Let me see let me see.

What do you want from your God?
Are you passionate?
Do you worship your Gods
To satisfy your own desires
And to destroy others?
Let me see let me see.

I am not here
To prohibit you.
You are free to decide
About your safety.
Remember, it is your
Purity, it is your
Passion that take you
To your legitimate place.

I have nothing to do
Besides seeing you
You yourself can do
You yourself can do.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Your Own

I am not mine
When I know it
Question arises
Who is your own.

You are not here
To answer
And I sit there
Om my own.

I asked nothing
And you told
Everything that
Needed by me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Your Own - Need

I am not mine
When I know it
Question arises
Who is your own.

You are not here
To answer
And I sit there
Om my own.

I asked nothing
And you told
Everything that
Needed by me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Yours?

Tell me,
Who is yours?
And to whom
You are committed?

Tell me
I am giving word,
I will not disclose,
But go not with falsehood.

Tell me
Who you are,
Tell me the truth,
If you are alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Kidnaps Whom

Who kidnaps whom
And how and when
And why and if you
Do not like to answer
Then goodbye.

Kidnapping is but common
Anyone can kidnaps the others
For no reasons thereof
Nothing is difficult
In love and also in hate.

It is one but the same
It is not good to glorified
Anyone and anything
Man of single minded devotion can say.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows

Come forward
And tell me first.

I am here
In your heart.

I am the Supreme bliss
Here personified.
I am the Omnipresent.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows The Value Of Water

Who knows
the value of
a drop of water?
And everywhere
we see water and water
and yet we are thirsty.
The tree is telling us
how kind it is
while giving us oxygen
and leaves and flowers
and fruits and woods.
Ungrateful we are to the sky
and the ocean is calling us
to take a dip.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows What

Who understands what
Who knows what
Regardless of anything
We continue our chat.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows What Is

Who knows what?
Who knows what is life?
come forward and say
If you so like.
Test yourself, your
Saying is totally wrong.
so long as you are
Not sure what is right
You cannot say it wrong.
It is not with your capacity
To say life that and this.
You cannot say it is destiny
And you exist only for
The of existence-to be described.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows What Is There

Who knows
What is there.

I am to leave
With five.

No dark no light
You are in fight.

You are to die
I am here
To say good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Knows Where Is The Truth

Who knows where is the truth,
Tell me the path the truth has taken.
I am living here near the bank
Of this river-time and asking
Each one including the air and the fire,
But I find no one is there to answer.
I am sure someone who definitely knows
Where the truth is somewhere on this earth.
And I want to expand my joy
With the beauty of this earth.
And I am eager to realize
The ecstasy of seeing the truth.
I know the earth never lost to me,
I know I myself - the part and parcel of the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Made Me Powerful

Who made me powerful,
Not here, though,
To know I'm eager.
Of course, I'm
Empower to bring
All things back.
I have the power of
Poetry, I know,
And I can use it
But for good.
Nothing is useless
For me, and I have
The power to transmigrate
Dark to light through poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Makes You

It is I
Who makes you
What you are.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said

Who said
My wife is
Neither pure
Nor sincere?

No one dares
To tell the truth
That everything I know
And it is true.

You can take bath
In the Ganges but
You cannot say yourself pure
So long as your mind is not sure.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said I Am Free

Who said I am free  
No freedom is here  
For a moment  
And you are asking  
And what for you are  
Asking is not known to  
You also.

Heaven hell all  
These words have  
Lost their meaning  
In practical life  
That you know  
Since you are living.

What is there to  
Relinquished when  
It's known to the world  
That you have nothing  
And you are missing  
In broad day light.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said I Am Free?

Who said I am free?
Call him, I would
Like to test him.

Do you know what is free?
Even air is not free
And air cannot go
Exceeding its limit.

With this light
If you want to see me again
Let me reappeared, wait.

Waiting is charming,
If you know the art of waiting,
And what is that art?
Come to the process and see.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said I Am Not Nectar

Who said I am not nectar,
See me, I am the morning fire of winter.
Who said I am not nectar,
See me, I am slight hot milk,
Before going to bed,
You can drink and feel, dear.
Who said I am not nectar,
See I am here with you, my love, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said I Am Old

Who said I am old!
All should remember,
Oldness has nothing
To do with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said I Am Weak

Who said I am weak,
Who said I fear death? ?
I am here with death,
See me if you are
Strong and fearless.

I am dying
At every moment.
I am taking my
New birth
At every moment.

Have you not seen?
Have you not heard
My new words
That are there with you?

Gajanan Mishra
Who said she is not your mother?
Who said you can't keep your mother?
Who said you are not the son of your mother?
Who said your mother is not with you?
Who said you and your mother are not the same?
Who said you are going away from your mother?

All discussions are bogus,
And you are there with them
For no reason.

It is for your mother
You are on this boat
And crossing the river,
Nothing to deny.
Just see your mother on this day.

The main topic is your mother,
And you are at the center.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said What

No matter
Who said what
If love is there,
And if love is
Not there
Even silence
Is also there
To hate.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said What Ask Me Not

Who said what ask me not
Come and sing time is short.
In the light of truth and in the
dark of false we both hurt.
Love and love and hate me not
Come and sing time is short.
We both are hot come and come
Day and night dream and dream
Who said what ask me not
Come and sing time is short.
What is success and what is failure
We know not come and come
Come and sing life's song.
Sun and moon all are with us
Come and see come and come
Life is short life is short.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Said You Are

Who said you are independent
Who said you are separated
Who said you are sovereign.
No, what you said is not true.
You are nothing and you can
Do nothing on your own.
You are only getting sorrows
by thinking so and so.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Sees

Anyone who sees
Can say
What is going to happen.
Anyone who sees
Can take
Actions as he thinks.
Foolishness or intelligence
Has no role to play.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Sells

Who sells?
Who sells happiness?
And to whom?
What is the rate
Of happiness?
Who ask?
And who is where
To reply?

Gajanan Mishra
Who So Ever He May Be

Who so ever he may be,
He is not greater than
My mother and my mother earth.
Dare not to insult them,
I am here to sacrifice my life
For my mother tongue.

You are going to destroy
Your own life, mind it.
When you are not taking care
The mother, mother tongue
And mother earth.

I am the last man to tolerate
Your ill behavior on my mother,
Mother earth and mother tongue, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Who So Ever You May Be

You must felt defeated
Here in all details.

Gajanan Mishra
Who To Say And How To Say

Who to say and how to say,
What to say and when to say,
Where to say and whom to say,
I can't say, believe me.

I can't say who is here,
And what is being done,
For whom that also that also
I can't say and to say I am not here.

For the sake of convenience,
Let me explain what is what,
Not true though, here or there,
And with my own words, I am fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Told You

I am in sorrow
Who told you
I am died
Not a fact.

You are diverting
The attention
Is true
Not using the proper
Key at proper time
And at proper place
Is true.

Nothing is
End all
Just take care
Worry not.

Festival is on
It is your time
Now and always
You can do
Whatever you like
In this cycle.

I am here
Watching you
Alive.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Told You I Am Not Here?

Who told you I am not God?
Be clear, I am in this way
Taking you to the Truth.

I know You are the Truth
I know Truth is nothing but You.
And you know Truth is God
You and I nothing differ.

In this way we both occupy
Celestial sphere and true literature
Visible or Invisible is here
In various layers.

I know You, You know me
We are here within the jurisdiction of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Told You I Am Poor

No, never, I can not be poor.
See, You Yourself are with me
The entire world, the entire cosmos
Is within me.
I am able to understand You
You make me understand everything
In clear tune every time.
You Yourself appear before me
And I am happy, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Told You Night Is Dark

Who told you night is dark
And day is bright.
You just come and see
Without any bias that
There is no night and
No day, both darkness and
Brightness are far from here.
What you see are not true,
Not true, as they are
There and subject to change.
What is changing you know
Can never be the truth.
Go not with any one
Because no one is fixed.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Told You?

King is powerful,
Who told you?

But recognize
The talents
And the tactics.

Who is who,
First, one should know.

One should apply
His own common sense.

First, you are to
Understand the system.

Differentiate the night
And the day. in the true sense,
Nothing like that, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Who We Are

Who we are
I can't say,
But I must say
We are here
At present together
To love each other.
We are here
At present together
To exchange smile,
To see our own faces
In the eyes of another.
I must say how
The light and the dark
Are playing with us.

Gajanan Mishra
Who What

Who is not important
What is matter and
That's taken into account.
What's in the time
And who's there to see
That's not a matter
For discussion.
We are all for the same
And same purpose
Our nation is ours
It is
Our notion our intention
Not clear not fair.

Gajanan Mishra
Who What Why

Who, what, why,
When, where,
And related
So many questions
Are there
As before.

What is it about?
How did it happen?
Why does it matter?
What next?
And so many
Questions remain
Unanswered.

And life is going
On its own way
Without any care,
Careless.
And the sun is
Rising daily
With no intention.

Air to air
Fighting is going on
With no result.
And daily we see
The smiles of
The moon
And the flowers.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Will Write

Who will write
My thoughts
If not I?

You are mine
And I write
For you, dear.
No matter
Where you are.

I write for you,
You are my love,
You are my life.

Please come and see,
Please come and read,
Read and live.

Gajanan Mishra
Who Wins

No matter who win who loss
Control yourself
And wait and see
Things happening
In between win win
Loss loss
And see nothing.
What you are doing
Giving hundred percent
Efforts or not
How far you are
Stick to it
Tha is matter
There is nothing
Win or loss.

Gajanan Mishra
I know not anything
I know You only
O my dear
And You are at the center
Of all writing
That much I know.

You are the author
You are the reader
You are the presenter
You are here
Before all
I know that much
You are the essence of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Who You Are

Who you are
Go there
Here there is moon
Here there is sun
Moon has nectar
Moon nourishes
All herbs plants
And vegetables
All beings
men birds beasts
You are saying
You have given
Everything to moon
You are saying
You have given
Everything to sun
And you are coming
To test moon and sun
And I am on this earth
Here is the water
Here is the ocean
And you are saying
You are the source of
All energy of life
Who you are
And you digests my food
Through gastric power
You are the bright star
Go there I am here
With your power.

Gajanan Mishra
Who You Are  I Am Desiring To Know

Who you are
Who you are I am
Unable to know
Even seeing you
Even observing you
And I am
Unable to understand you
That you are the same one
I had known
I am also not trying to
Understand your past
Only I am offering my respect
Being you are the same as I
In terms of rules regulation of etiquette.

Gajanan Mishra
Who You Are - Try To Understand

1.

Who you are - try to understand,
How you are - try to know,
Where you are - try to discover.
Know your language,
Know your activities,
Know your love.

2.

Real position be known first,
Unnecessary attachment with Outsiders should be given up.
To obtain peace,
To proceed further towards Development self-realization
But a necessity should be Kept in mind always.

3.

Simple fact is
There should be goal
And you must not work
Like a mad man.
The goal should be
Based on truth,
And one must not be
Misguided en route.

Gajanan Mishra
Who You Are- I Know

Who you are - I know
And I know what you did
I know the purpose
Of your coming
And I know your version.

What you are - I know
And my ideas sprouted
That I know you are in
The idea that is empty
And I know without origin.

Gajanan Mishra
Who You Tell Me

Who you tell me
And what for
Taking away
My language
My identity
My everything.

But mind it
Thereby you are
Inviting your
Own destruction.

I am enjoying my life
On my land with
All power, I am
Ever dazzling star.

Gajanan Mishra
Who's Not A Blind

You please tell me
Can you see what is unseen
Look I have seen
You have loved me
I have seen good and bad
I have seen your passion
And in this sense
I am not blind
I have seen your heart
I have seen your love
I have seen you
And I love you
I am not blind.

Gajanan Mishra
Whoever Knows

Becomes eligible
To read the poems
To goes back home.

Whatever one does here
In My name is all super
My dear, go on road-clear
Without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Whoever Knows Me

Whoever knows me
Becomes eligible
To read the poems
To goes back home.

Whatever one does here
In My name is all super
My dear, go on road-clear
Without any fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Acceptance

Losing identity
I accept everything
I push myself back
I support myself straight.

You remember me
As I remember you
I accept you whole
Not forgetting
A single mole.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Humanity

Whole humanity is there
Waiting for actions of
Righteousness openly here.
No one should be
Deprived of truth and love
The bare necessity of life.
Let all stay in the truth and
Let them attain the truth.
No confusion, no destruction,
But let all enjoy life
With full satisfaction.
Life is there for the purpose of
Enlightment. Enlightened all
And for this, necessity is true action.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Idea

My whole idea
Is to draw Your attention
My whole idea
Is to draw the attention
Of the mass of people.

I want to draw the attention
Of all to Truth
To Ultimate Truth
That is there in my life
In the life of all.

It is my poems
It is my ideas
It is You who can catch me
Here there and everywhere
For all times to come.

Everybody here
Eager to hear about You
About Truth about
The day to day happening
That I am here writing.

No misery here I know
When there is constant
Remembrance of Your talk
When there is transcendental
Bliss and Your ocean of grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Night

Light up
Whole night,
Cheers and
Stay silent,
Worry not.

Colors, light-
All yours,
Stay awake
And see
All happiness
Inside and outside.

Happiness, friendliness
All yours-
Heaven- body home.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Or Part

Whole or part
No matter, but
Fire is fire.
Whole or part
No matter, but
Ice is ice.
Our life is
Made of both
Ice and fire.
We are signified
And pervaded.
And we are blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Truth

It is not the whole truth
I am a product of matter.

To estimate anybody with mind
Is not correct always.

Let me not say about Your
Appearance without understanding You.

It is Your activities that show
Your command over true knowledge.

Let me see Your eyes that is there
Fixed and that enable me to proceed.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole Truth That I Cannot Say

What is the whole truth
You are asking me that I
Cannot say to You at this time.

I have taken the shelter of
Falsehood is not untrue
I am under delusive power I know.

And love is in danger now
The consequences of my life
And my vow I do not know.

And here all are disappearing
I am in unifying process of acid test
It is only in the form of falsehood.

Excuse me, I cannot this world is false
I cannot say I am not in truth and I fear truth
But it is the only truth in the furnace of time.

Gajanan Mishra
Whole World

Whole world is
Your own,
Everyone is yours,
You cannot find
East and west
Two different mayors.
It is not good to
Separate one from other
And you must concerned yourself
with the total understanding
of mankind and you are to
live within that.

Gajanan Mishra
Wholehearted Devotion

Wholehearted devotion,
Where there is wholehearted devotion,
Where there is intense love,
Find therein, my dear, oneness
And the sameness.
And you can find no
Independent identity except one
For all times in all places
And the entire universe is
Based on no other entity but therein.
It is the oneness and sameness
It is the Ultimate Truth
It is the Intense Supreme Love
And everything and everybody is its manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
Wholehearted Discipline

I am a man of
Wholehearted discipline
I am totally dependent only on You
And Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Whom I Address

Whom I address
And in what words
I know nothing.

I see I listen
I know not
What are these.

I feel the air
I taste the earth
I am not able to
Express anything.

The words the numbers
Are not mine
And I do not know
They are plenty or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Whom Should I Worship

Whom should I worship, whom should I worship
When I already know, You are everything,
When I already know, You are everybody including I.
How can I say it is good, that is bad,
When I already know, Everything is You,
How can I say, he is wicked he is saint,
When I already know, each and everybody is You.
O my dear, nothing can be said with the help of word
When I already know, Words are Yours, You are at the root.

Gajanan Mishra
Whom To

Whom to say Rama and
Whom to Shyama and
Here I am confused.

I realized the truth
It is the one and
The same flue.

No clue of dacait found
And we found everything in tact
And yet they cried for help.

Whom to believe and
Whom not, everyone is
in doldrums.

No sentiment here
Or hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
Who's Who To Who

Who's who to who? ?
Give practical answer
To restore old glory.

Gajanan Mishra
Whose Blood What Water

Blood is thicker than water
Whose blood what water
Rightly asked Shobhaa
I have no answer.

Let the bird fly in the sky
Let the fish swim in the ocean
Let the fisherman go deep and deep
In search of fishes more and more.

O my poor country
Forgive and forget
And go on living yourself
I know you have no strength.

Gajanan Mishra
Whose Body Is This

Whose body is this
I can not say
And also I can not say
About the fickle and
Restless mind
Due to lack of love
And as because
I am far from truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Whose House

Whose house I know not,
But I am sure, not mine.
I am unable to tell anything,
But you are there with words.
Time is there and it is flowing,
I am not the person who can
Fetch the same water again like
In the same house no two persons
Can stay at the same time.
I am going out, you please come in
With as many colors as you like,
But remember you are at the exit point.
I know you are the exodus and
The passage of this house.

Gajanan Mishra
Whose Life

I do not know
Whose life
I am living!
I do not know
From where
And to where
I am going!
I do not know
Who are there
With me!
I do not know
What for
I am here!

Gajanan Mishra
Whose Life Is This

How much it is important
Let us search the answers
Before searching be sure
This life is very short
And try to utilize
Every resource
By self-discipline
Punctuality and by
managing time
Time is most important
Than the life.

Gajanan Mishra
Whosoever You Are

Whosoever you are
I don't care.
But I am not here
To disregard.

Let me tell you one thing
Don't fill your heart
With agitation and commotion,
Your heart is the place of
Love and truth, please
Keep safe and pure,
Be cautious and guard.

So long as you are here,
Try to acquire knowledge and
Be not perturbed.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Again Returned Back

Why again returned back
that i know not and for
nothing my name is being called.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Alive

Why am I alive
And where am I? 
Why they all
Call me Gajanan
And not in other names?
What am I doing here
And for what purpose? 

The sound, the words
All are coming here
To make me strong.
And I am here
Looking for you
In truth
For which I stood.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Here, I Want To Know

I am here
Only to know the truth.
And what is the truth?
Where is the truth?
What is its colour?
I want to know also
The opposite of the truth.
I think, the opposite of
Truth is not falsehood.
And what is false,
That also I know to know.
I am sure, false is
Also the truth here
And as such I am here.

I am here
And I want to know
Who are here with me,
Why they are here with me,
I also want to know
Who is going to do what
And for how long,
I want to know the time
And the place we are here,
I am here, I know
I am in no loss
And no gain mode.
But for why
That I want to know, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Here?

Why am I here?
I am putting
Question to me
And without waiting
For the answer
I angaged myself
In my works.

What is my work
And for whom,
That also I know not
And I am going on
Composing poems
At times
Without words.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Not Loving You

Am I not loving You and
Why am I not loving You
Tell me tell me tell me.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Not Smiling?

Why am I not smiling?
Please tell me
If you know, my dear,
From the very beginning.

And I know I am not able to cry
And this is because as you told me
I am a so called adult
That has nothing to do with emotions.

I am even unable to face with the problems
That are here with me and that have a relations
With my foods my clothes and my dwelling houses
And you told me to wait for which I am not prepared.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I So Unhappy

Why is there so much
Suffering and misery
In my life
I am asking myself
Time and again
And getting answer
That I failed to understand.

At times I am forgetting all words
Forgetting defeat disillusion
Disappointment good and bad
In my life
I am only listening
Time and again
And putting questions
How I got success here
In the ultimate analysis.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Am I Writing Poems?

Why am I writing poems  
If I am not able to answer  
It is all shame and shame.  
It is sure I have my own name  
And my own fame with my own poem  
But I have to give you a new theme.

If I failed to deliver you the love  
And the truth in this life  
I realized it is of no use here at this sight.  
Let me realized again night is for sleep  
And day is for work and year is there  
To sow the seeds of love and truth.

I find something that is in you  
Through my poems and that is rising of a lion.

Gajanan Mishra
Why And How

Why and how you
Think you are
Separate from me but
I think you are
Not separate from me.

See, here everything
Has a relationship
With us and if you
Think separate let me
Say you are incomplete.

Remember, when we meet together
It is the complete whole
It is the Truth that is Supreme and remember
We are ours own right title property.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Coming Here?

Why are you coming here?
Are you a poet? a novelist?
A journalist? or a robber?
Do you not think my dear
Poets are less than robbers.
Poets have excess love with them,
No one on this earth can able to
Understand the poet here or there.
O here they are on that river banks,
On the top of the Himalayas,
But they know not where they are,
In fact, the poets are there
With their own empty pots
And they are there to send messages
To the world, be cautious
You are all in danger, as
The sky is going to fall.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Going After The Word Sin

Why are you going after the word sin
I do not know what is sin where it is
And you are speaking to me to avoid it
I know nothing is sin and sin is a
Word only in dictionary that is not
Clarified properly till date.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Going To Give Me Reward

Why are you going to give me reward,
I have not done any good to anyone.
Being merged in the deadlock of the words
I have missed myself in the dark.

No rein to the mouth
You might call me a thief.
I am also busy in the worldly affairs.

Though I know I am
Not able to say the address
Of the truth.
I am unable to understand
What is love.

I see, I hear, I feel
And yet I am not able to
Acquire knowledge.
I do admit I am going after
All self-interest.

If you so like do one thing
You may cut me, burn me
You may destroy me
And keep me in the grave.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Going To Love

If you want to love
It's okay
I have no objection
But tell me one thing
My dear
Why are you going to love
Is love so cheap
That any one can use it
At any place
With anybody
And one
Can't deny it
Nothing is there
To deny in love
I know
But I am not able to know
Who are they
And how are they
And what for they love
Each other here.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Killing Yourself?

Why are you killing yourself
Oh men? You are here
Not to die, remember.

You are freelance
That I know,
You can go, you can come,
But it is not your business
To discuss about your own stay.

You go and try to live,
Oh men, you are wise
And you are brilliant.

Ride on the zebra
And overcome the night
That is there with you.
Look inside
Go deep in to your own
Website and stay with strong fight.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You Singing

Why are you singing,
O rising sun, O rising sun.
Rising sun, rising sun,
What is the meaning of your song.

We the children are your fan,
We are rising like a good man.
Rising sun, rising sun,
Tell us again our life's song.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Are You So Very Special, Men

Why are you so very special, men,
I know my question is an old one,
Older than your own history, older
Than tradition, customs, legends.
I know so many poets have written
In so many ways just to explain
But not a single word has bear truth,
Nothing is false, let us must remember.
Men, your life is a testimony of
Composite culture that I know from
The day to day activities here and
You are ever active in this body of light.
You are not alluded that I know men
And you are going on your own ways as
A free and liberated soul, you are
The best and you reflect your own self.
You are ever-luminous, men, I know
You have cosmic vision, music of life
And all Truth. Men, you are not dying
That I know but you are living a life
in other ways.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Blue?

Why blue?
What for these
Authoritative description?

I am watching
A lotus flower here
And it is not mere imagination.

Color is not mine
Nothing is void and it is white
It is concentration and meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Bother

Why bother
Talking about You?
Let me talk something else
If You pass Your time without me
Then I should similarly pass mine.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Delay

If doing is mandatory
Then why delay
Do it now and today.

If death is sure
Then try not to die
And do all good to others.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Democracy

Why democracy is
So famous I know not
But I know too much
Cooks spoil the broth.
It is like munching
The whole sea
For nothing.

My words are final
I am not saying before
So many present here
But I say have faith
In all good of all
And take not the fruits
Yourself, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Do I Call You

Why do I call you,
My dear, you are to know.
Notice me I am here
With you always to take shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Do I Write

Why do I write?
Actually I am not
Writing anything
At any time
I am adoring You
My dear, by words
These words are
Also Yours
Feeling is Yours
The words themselves
Are there and
I am nobody
Here in this writing
I am just remembering
You, my dear
You are noble
I am just available
When it is horrible
Your words are
Helping me to reach You
At this time in the shape
Framed by You.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Fish?

Why fish?
Come on dost*,
Front to front
We are ready to fight.

But to save life,
Water is necessary.
And the fish
Is the system.

We are to create
More and more
For us.
We are to destroy
All on our path
Going against us.

* close friend

Gajanan Mishra
Why Forgive

Why forgive?
And what to forget?
Nothing is clear.
Yet we say always
Forgive and forget.

Time is changing
And we are put to test.
True, we are not hermit,
True, we are not Almighty.

But for night and days
We are inviting the moon
And the sun and they both
Giving us the results of
Our actions and reactions.

That we really love,
We are trying to help
And cooperate and coordinate
The works at disposal.

Life celebrations are
In the offering.
I know today is
The best day for all.

No ill alignment.
And we are in a mood
To sort things successfully
For others as well.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Hate A Person

Why hate a person
Without reason, sir,
You said Hasmukh Amathalal
The super poet, and I am
Unable to sit here in quiet.
Reading your pious word
I find no wizard
And I started loving all
But not able to do
According to your call.
Excuse me sir, I am incapable
to love all here and there
with no reason and the reasons
What I say I know my ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Have You Destroyed

Why have you destroyed
All the flowers?
Were the flowers your enemies?

Gajanan Mishra
Why I Am Doing This

Why I am doing this
That I know
And I am sure.
Yes I can say
I am here
And I am pure.
And with my words
You can be cured.

Gajanan Mishra
Why I Greet A Woman

I greet a woman
For beauty
In body and in soul
I know her heart
Is pure
I know love
Flows out from within a woman
I love woman
A woman takes
Optimistic view of life
I know
A woman's motto is
To love and be loved
I greet woman
Woman is capable
Woman can cook meals
Woman can decorate
The home in style
Woman can teach her kids
Woman never feels tired
I greet woman
Woman is strong and fit
Physically and within
Woman has confidence
Woman takes own decisions
And knows better
What is right for her
Woman has a mind of her own
I greet woman
Woman is intelligent
Woman can used her intelligence
To take the world forward
I greet woman
Woman is reliable
Woman has a sense of humor
Woman can tackle tricky situation
See woman twinkle in her eyes
See woman curling up mouth
In a smile
I greet woman
I salute woman
Really it is said
Woman is Godsend
Woman is a best friend
Woman is a best mother
Woman is a best sister
Woman is a best wife
I greet woman
A breath of fresh air for life.

Gajanan Mishra
I pray for the following in the prosaic manners below;

1) The Oriya movement was first started in the year 1895 when the then British Govt had imposed Hindi in place of Oriya in the lower courts at Sambalpur. The advocates of Sambalpur revolt against such decision. As a result of which the then Viceroy was pleased and ordered that the language of the courts was Oriya. 1902 Utkal Sammi Lani was formed with a view to use Odia language everywhere and to create a new state bifurcating the then Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Madras presidency on the basis of this Odia language for the interest of Odia people. And the present state of Odisha came into being on 1st April 1936 only on the basis of this Odia language, first of its kind in entire Asia.

2) India got independence in the year 1947 from British or say English rule. The Constitution of India came into force on 26th January 1950. The preamble starts with 'we, the people of India' and further it says that the people are the ultimate authority and the constitution emerges from them. The preamble contains the declaration that to secure to all citizens justice, social, economic and political, liberty of thoughts, expression, belief, faith, and worship- equality of status and of opportunity. The Constitution of India in its 8th Schedule has not provided English as a language of Indian Union. English is there to be used for a temporary period and as a link language. In part XVII from Article 343 to 351 provides provisions for use of the Hindi and other languages of India. Sir, we have a democratic form of Govt which means of the people, by the people and for the people. The sovereign people of India elected their representative or the legislative body to form laws for them. The people in general, are at the center of all. And hence transparency must be maintained, it is possible only when the language of the people would be used everywhere.

3) Subject to the provisions of the Articles 346 and 347 of the Constitution of India, the legislature of Orissa state by law adopted the Oriya language to be used for all or any of the official purposes of this state Vide Orissa Act XIV of 1954(The Orissa Official Language Act,1954)

4) The Civil Procedure code section 137,138 read with OrderXVIII Rules 5,6,9 has provided the use of state language. So also The Criminal Procedure Code Section 272 has provided the provision for the use of state language in subordinate courts.
5) General Rules and Circulars Orders of the High Court of Judicature, Orissa (Civil) Section 9, and (Criminal) Section 7 provided the use of Oriya in Subordinate Courts of Orissa. Section 42 provided the use of English language in the process to Outside state or to Europeans and Anglo-Indians.

6) The state of Orissa is a state of villages and people of this state, in general, are ignorant, rustic and poor, who are suffering under some legal wrong and injury, since they are in poverty, they are socially and economically disadvantaged position, unable to approach the court for relief and hence the above petitioner, come forward to file this writ application. The petitioner has already written to the Hon'ble Chief Minister, Law Minister of Orissa to use the Oriya language always but they have given a deaf ear.

7) The Govt of Orissa is using everywhere, from Govt primary Oriya medium schools, Block/tehsils to secretariate, foreign English language without any law or basis and this act of the Govt is going against the interest of the people in general. The Govt of Orissa is not acting properly as per Orissa language Act 1954 and law Deptt. Notification no 894 dated 06.06 1972, Notification Political and services Deptt. No 8189 dated 14.4.1967, No 7113 dated 7.4.1968 General Dept notification no 7152 dated 29.3.85 Chief secy letter no 5345dt.21.3.95, No LL-11-28/2000,14594/LE, dated 30.11.2000 General Adm no 17558dt.27.7.2-12

8) This Hon'ble High Court has already given direction to pass or supply judgment in Odia language vide W.P.(C) no 5958/2007 Tikeram Vs State of Orissa and also already given direction to defendants or other parties to supply Odia copy of the petition and WS vide WP No 13622/2008 and WP No 139 /2012.

9) The use of foreign English language everywhere and always is illegal, undemocratic, unconstitutional, erroneous and contrary to law, suffers from legal mala fide and hence very needs interference of the Hon'ble court

10) That the petitioner has no other equal, efficacious and alternative remedy than to invoke the extraordinary jurisdiction of the Hon'ble Court under Art 226 & 227 of the Constitution of India and seek relief in the interest of the general public. The petitioner or the Odia Okila Samiti was formed in the year 2008 with a view to use Odia language everywhere within the state of Odisha and take part in the education and legal awareness among the people of Odisha. It is also registered under Societies Regd Act XXI of 1860 vide Regd. No 6294-34 of 2008-2009.
11) The petitioner had requested the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Odisha Navin Patnaik time and again to use language in speeches and in letters always, as this Oriya language is the soul of Odisha and the very basis of forming this state. Last, letter was given the hand to hand on 27.10.2008 at his residence Navin Niwas Bhubaneswar. But it bears no fruits.

12) Since 2013 Oriya language has already been recognized as a classical status of India with a rich heritage and tradition. It is the lingua franca of Odisha. But the Govt of Odisha is careless to use this language and by using the foreign language, the govt has kept the people of Odisha in dark on the day to day functioning of this reason, the petitioner has given notice on 22.2.2015 to the Chief Secy to use Oriya, the state official language everywhere failing which the petitioner would go for hunger strike from 1st April 2015. Accordingly, the one-day hunger strike is observed there in front of Raj Bhawan Bhubaneswar. When the Govt of Odisha has given a deaf ear to the legitimate demands of the petitioner, Again fast unto death from 1.7.2015 notice was served on the Govt on 12.4.2015. The fast- unto-death was started at Lower PMG Bhubaneswar from 1st July 2015 with the mass supports till 8th July 2015. On 8.7.2015 the Hon'ble Law Minister Mr. Arun Kumar Sahu came to the spot of the fast and admitted the mistakes of Govt of Odisha and assured at the spot to use Odia always from 1st August 2015 and so requested to withdraw the strike as Govt has realized the mistakes and as the world famous Ratha-yatra was approaching. For the smooth management of rath yatra and believing in the version of the Hon'ble Law Minister The fast unto death was called off. On 1.8.2015 a meeting was held by the Minister with some secretaries and subsequent meetings were also held 22.11.2015,12.1 2016. Everything was on pen and papers only. A man is yet to get

13) LLB course in Oriya is necessary here for the smooth functioning of subordinate courts through Odia language and that would make judiciary transparent. It is necessary to gain trust or faith of the people.

Think for a while, this is our sovereignty here, we are enjoying.

I pray for my mother, language and land and people at large-

Gajanan Mishra
Why In This Higgling Way

Give not anything
If it is yours
And you do not want
To give to anybody
But give not anything
In this higgling ways,
And who are you to give
Asked yourself at this time
And who are you
How you got what
You should know first and
You should clarified
Before all openly
The relation of thing with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Not Easy

Why not easy,
Not easy to practice why?
It is because
Some weak points are there
Within us.
And we want not
To drive them out
From us.

We know very well,
That we are going to die,
And after our death,
No one would come to us
And call by our name.
No one would call us friend,
No one would touch us,
And he or she touches
Then he would take bath.

It is true,
Nothing is ours,
We cannot take anything,
After death comes to us.
Still, we are running after
Wealth, women and buildings.
We know everything,
We teach and preach everything,
And yet we are not able to
Practice in our own life.

Why? it is our attachment,
It is illusion,
It is our forgetfulness,
It is our ignorance.
We must light the lamp
That is within us.
We must come to the point
And declare ourselves
We are what we are with nature.
Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I

Why should I oppose you?
And who am I to oppose?
Each one is defeated
By his own faults, I know.

Each one is perfect
And unconquerable.
But by knowledge and
Devotional service,
My dear, one can
Get the truth at hand.

The truth can glorify you,
And we are all here
To recognize the truth,
We are all unique, only for the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Beg?

I know begging
Is not good
I must give
Giving makes me
Better and better.
Am I sure? if yes,
Why am I not
Giving anything so easily?
Something is binding me
And I am tolerating.
Whether it is love
Or attachment that is separate
Truth is I am not willing to give
And suffering is here
Not going away from me.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Call You

Why should I call You
When I know You are
Within me and directing me
To do this that,
Directing me to tell
This that.

I know You are doing all
I am only a dry straw,
Being a man of straw
How can I call You
You are as big as the sky
That is not within my imagination.

Let me say from my side, I know not what is loss
What is profit and what is sorrow, what is happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Die

Why should I die
I do not know
Where is my death
When I am dying everyday
With You, my dear
You are my dear death
I am faithful to You
But I do not wish
To die with You
To die with You is not devotion
That I know
But I do not know
Why should I lay down my life
And unnecessarily abandon all.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Do

Why should I do
You need not explain
That I know.
And I know
Who you are
And what for
You are here with me.
You are here with me
That I need to know
And you are not
Explaining what I
Want to know
And you are leaving me
In the middle of the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Do Any Other Work

Why should I do any other work,
So long as I can write and read poetry.
Poetry is everything,
Everything is there in poetry.
I realize poetry, I live poetry,
Without poetry nothing is here.
Poetry, poetry, poetry,
Life breath of eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Fear?

I know nothing is mine
I am nothing.

How could I be envious?
I know I am everything and
You live within me.

I need no help from anyone
See I am absolute
What I am writing
It is for all living and non-livings.

Read me if you are able
Observe my activities if you so like
I am narrating all about you and for you
Just to counteract your miseries.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Give You

Why should I give you
My books?
But I must give you
If you are ready to read.

My books are all about life,
But I must ask you
Where is your life
In these colors?

Are you colorful?
Let me answer first.
If you are interested,
Give evidences and prove.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Go There

Since you are here,
Why should I go there?
No needs to go anywhere
That I feel in your presence.
But I can't show anyone
Your place, your size, your colours,
But I am sure
You are with all here.

You are not here
To allow extinction.
You are not here
To give pain
And take away pleasure.
You are not here
To put out the light-
The source of life.

And you are here,
Why should I go anywhere
From here.
I want to stay with you
As I know, I am in truth
And all love me too much.

The pain, love giving me
Is like nectar and
I am going to live for future.
You are the present, you are
The future, and the talk
About the past has also got value here.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Go To Any Other Place Sir?

Why should I go to any other place, sir?
I am fine here and I am able to write and
Express myself freely without any fear
What I think here for the betterment of all
And for a bright future.
I see nothing bad, nothing wrong,
I see all are equally strong,
All are the sons and daughters of nature.

I think it is the duty of all to develop
Valor and zeal and to face the forthcoming
With all goodness in words and feelings within
And also in actions with all readiness outside.
I know the pros and cons of the matter and
I am sure all benedictions are with me here.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Go With The Snake Charmer

Why should I go with the snake charmer,
What were there I have already said,
And I have already started fighting mad.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Pray

Why should I pray?
I am going on
And going on
It is You to see
And do the needful.

I know not what is
Good and what is bad for me.
It is You to know like the father
or mother or teacher of a child
What is his properties and how he get pleasures.

Why should I pray?
I know not how to pray, when to pray
And You are here with me always
And knows better what to do and when to do.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Remember The Dead?

Why should I
Remember the dead?
Why should I write
The words that are
Of no use?
Why should I go
There when I know
There is no truth.
Still I am with you,
And I love you,
I know you are
The only person
Who can only
Comes to my rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Sing

I must sing
I know singing is life
Life is a song.

Go on singing
My dear I said myself
And you hear
You gave me this song.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Stay Aloof

Why should I stay aloof
When I know I have nothing
And I am in no way with anything.
I am also a witness like You
My dear, here, see me
And accord permission to express.
By expressing myself I might
Get freedom to some extent.
It is my innate consciousness
That I know You here as absolute truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should I Think?

Why should I think?
Thinking is not my business,

Then what is my business?
To answer all is out of my control.

Who am I how can I tell you,
I am merely a part of the process
That is coming to an end,
Here and there with no reason.

I am not here to create anything,
To create also, not my objectives.
Time and again I guide myself
To stay cool and it is not possible,
I know, though, in moving world,
That is there beyond life.

Who is watching and
Who is scolding, ask me not,
I am not supposed to answer.
But tell me who am I
At this juncture for others.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should One Read Poems

Why should one read poems
If it involves neither
One's welfare nor of the world.
Why should one read poems
If it is conducive neither
To the service of the family
Not to self-realization,
The Ultimate Truth.
Poems are also illusion
That attached to thoughts,
To read poems is just to
Waste time and cause harm to
Oneself and it is a downfall
If one knows not ABC of life.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Should You Read Me?

Why should you read me?
Nothing new in me,
But I am the substance
And the cause of everything.

And who you are?
You are the material of
My writings
That is in me.

I am the living entity,
So also you are.
I am the cause
You are the origin.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Sung

Unseen is sung
In this grey dark
Nothing to repair.
Seeing the fancy dress
All returned to spring
That is ever there.

Raps the clay and fly
In the sky where all dwell
O pilgrim, come on
With all comfort
And say Your honor
Here ends the chapter.

Gajanan Mishra
Why Testing

Why are You testing me
Why are You testing my language
I do not know
I know You are here
To give me not a single certificate
I know Your test
Made me love and
Because of Your testing
I love You much.

Gajanan Mishra
Why These

Why these lying,
these deceit,
these injustice?
I heard you are
going on fasting.
You abstained from
food and drink!
But I think
the above three
are more dangerous
than food and drink.
Your desire, your hungers
are not less dangerous
my dear, remember.

Gajanan Mishra
Why This

Why this
Why not that
I pondered.

I pondered and
Pondered and
Find nothing
Like that
I desired.

Some one said
The earth is
Not revolving
As per our sweet will.
And I have nothing
To disagree.

Gajanan Mishra
Why This Frustration, My Dear

Why this frustration, my dear
See, I am with you always in you
See me inside your house
See me also outside.
Why this frustration
When you have given me everything
Everything is coming under my purview
Everything is my look out.
You just see, you just watch
What is going on here there
As a witness and be quiet
Whatever is there I am here to do.
You just enjoy yourself at present
Think yourself fortunate
Love all as a machine man
And keep your body-engine move on.
Remember, I am that engine
You are here to see only
You are only to know me within
Every morning every evening.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Beg?

Why to beg?
Begging is
Not good.
Give, if you can,
But what is there
To give?
What is yours?
And who you are?
Mere naming
Anyone or anything
Is not sufficient.
Try to understand,
Answer of all questions
Is there within.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Bid Good-Night

Why to bid good-night, my dear,
And where to go and what to do ?

When we are going with nature
When we are going with love
When we are all in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Call

Why should I call success
When I know that
Success is nothing but illusion
And failure is nothing
But the other side of
Success though not equal.

I restrained myself
And called a lion
That is within me,
I resort to dispassion
And I dwell in solitude
For joy and happiness.

It is an accident
That truth is redundant.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Censor

The world is one.
One can go anywhere
as per sweetwill.
Why to censor?

It is the right of
everybody to express
views and news.
Why to censor?

One can eat drink
walk sleep as per
his conveniences
Why to censor?

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Utter Words?

Why to utter words
If no one is there to listen?
Why not to utter,
When the listers are waiting?

Blessed are those
Who can utter something.
More blessed are those,
With all, who are not uttering.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Win Respect

What to expect?
Dirty dust under my feet.
Am I a cheat?

I am holding your hands
I am touching your forehead
I am in front of your eyes
I am a flower in the garland You wear.

Tell me, tell me, who am I
And You are in equanimity
With new clothes every moment
Taking me upwards with and without my consent.

All these are here not for the sake of show
I realized and you called me loudly
I want to sacrifice myself for You
And You are declaring my victory at the end.

What to do with that victory
That I do not know and I am sure
I know not the beginning and the end
And in the middle I am in my life threefold.

Gajanan Mishra
Why To Worried

Why to worried
That I failed
To understand.

Strike at the root
And think not
You are living.

Nothing is necessary
When future is
Not there, here.

Worry remains
Only with the fools
And ignorant.

Feeling of life-breath
Is also an error.

Gajanan Mishra
Why We Are Here?

Why we are here?
We are here
To spread and
Protect ourselves.
To open knowledge
And to work for
The all out development
Of all.
We are here
For better future
For better career.
We are here
For our mother
For our successor.

Gajanan Mishra
Why You Are Not Agree

When you are here
On my land,
When you are getting everything
Out of my money, my vote,
Why you are not agree
To use my language.
It shows your disloyalty
Towards this land,
It shows your perfidy,
And let me say
You are most treacherous.
I am perfectly clear,
You are not fit to be my leader
And an able administrator.

Gajanan Mishra
Why You Want To Help Me

I do not know at all
If you are my near and dear
Let me continue my struggle.

My pain and my pleasures are mine
All these are not thick and thin
In my own life I have my own suffering
You are nothing to do with morning and evening.

Here is my life, see
It is taking You to the height
And I am weightless in this light
Putting my life here I know nothing is tight.

Come on my dear, if you please
Let me say a few words that are glee and have glaze.

Gajanan Mishra
Why? Why You Want To See Me?

Why? why you want to see me?
Why? why you want to hear me?
See the sun, the the moon,
See the sky, see the ocean,
See the tree, see its flowers
And fruits, see the grass and
The sand, the stone, the earth.
Hear the sound of chirping birds,
The sound of running train and air,
The sound of clouds above.
See and hear and know your own
Position and decide yourself what to
Do and when to do. Search here what is
The truth and where is the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wicked

I hanker
I suffer.
Disgrace
Name of
My wife.
I am
Wicked.
Bliss
Even not
In a dream.

Gajanan Mishra
Wicked Actions

I am not opposed to you, my dear
I am opposed to your wicked actions
I am opposed to your those actions
That are injurious to the world
And also injurious to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wicked Traits

Wicked traits increase
And it would harm others.
Maintain life-breath
And enjoy pleasures.
Real and unreal
That naturally appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Wider

Yes, I do admit
You are larger
You are wider
You can do anything
You are the controller
Of all here.
I can do one thing
At a time but you
Can do so many things
And all things at the same time.
You are subtler
You are stronger
You are the illuminating
Greater father-nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife

Law of Justice declare
You can not torture
You can not force
To copulate
To cook
To conceive
To betterhalf of life
Your wife
You can not
Divorce
You can not
Leave
She is your wife.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife - Faithful

King-pious
Water - pure
Is a must
For a peaceful
And successful life.

Without talent
No beauty
Without practical use
Knowledge useless
Without readers
Poems - total waste.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife And Husband

Wife and husband
Are pious both
There is no
Sexual immorality
In them.

Let each man
Have his own wife
Let each woman
Have her own husband
Let the husband
Render to his wife
Affection due to her
Let the wife
Love her husband
The body of the husband
Belongs to his wife
And the body of the wife
Belongs to her husband
They do not deprive
One another except with
Consent and they should
Maintain self-control.

Self control is the best
For the good of the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife- Better Half Of Life

Wife is the better half of life
Give wife love affection as soul-mate
Wife is not glorified maid as said
Wife do not want money salary honorarium
Do not make hulla gulla and do not beat drum.

Mian bibi relationship should not be commercialized
Third party intervention in family relation vandalized.

Wife is not a domestic labourer
Wife is backbone of the family
The maile stone of the family
Wife is the torchlight of the family
Wife is the colorful star
Do no put any question to her.

Wife is there to give everything
Wife is not to take anything in return
Wife is the goddess.

Only mad man can say wife is a domestic servant
Make wife a wife life-partner better half
And enjoy life freely.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Is

Wife is a necessary evil
handle her with care.

If you unable to handle
she handles you
and in that case
either you go to the sea
or to the sky.
Without wife
you would reach
nowhere.

There you are
with your wife.
Good fortune showers
on you both.

Go and catch
Sun in one hand
moon in another.
Go and pluck the star
with care.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Is Going Against

Wife is going against husband
Man is going against man
It is difficult to say
Who is a saint.

Who is a real saint?
Tell me and I will go to him
I will ask him whether he has
Seen the Truth within falsehood.

Let me know who is living here
O my dear let me know who is living
Under pure natural law with the feeling
Of oneness and keeping whole within.

I know everything has been supplied to you
Within the womb of your mother
But you are not free from material contamination
And you are not now in spotless religion.

Abandon all varieties of religion, my dear
And see yourself with nature and surrender
It is you who can go back home forgetting relation and can find
The Truth within yourself and all that is the causeless knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Is The Beauty

Wife is the beauty
Of the family life
Talk of children are
Bumblebees
I am enjoying my life
In this world
Like the deer in the forest
Eating grass in a
Nice flower garden
Unaware of the dangers
All around
One side there is tiger
Which is accustomed to
Living at the cost of another's flesh
On the other side there is the hunter
Who is threatening to pierce with sharp arrows
O my dear, let me understand
My constitutional position
And take to Your service.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Means Cheers

Wife decorated nicely
To make the husband cheerful.
Wife means one who
Expands the field of
Material enjoyment.
A wife attracts a husband
Just like earth attracts the sky
To fulfill all desires.
A wife does not have much knowledge
About self-realization and
Hankered after material objects of affection.
O husband, O man, don't be a play doll in the hands
Of Your wife and make her enlightened and
Advanced in spiritual realization.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Of Others

Wife of others
Is like your mother.
If you treat her otherwise,
Sin, you are committing
And that is not pardonable.

Your body is not yours for ever,
Your body is going to its ends,
Be cautious and see, you are not
Going with your body every time
This is the crux of living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife- Over Phone

Wife-overphone
Really boring and
Also interesting.
Wife- hello,
Where are you now
right at this time?
- Oh, I am here,
Meeting is still on.
Wife- I am really
missing you.
But go on enjoying,
Don't mind me, I am fine.
-Hello, hello.
One sided, chhee..

Gajanan Mishra
Wife- Trouble Shooter

Why are you telling me always
Your wife is a trouble-shooter
How far you know your wife
And who is your wife
What do you mean by the term wife
You are not answering single question
And going away from me
Wife is on her own way
And you are on your own
And I am here writing your matter
See everything useless
On the next moment after
The arrival of death
Come and enjoy everything
O my dear before the arrival of death.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife Without Husband

Day without the sun
River without the water
Bird without the sky
And freedom beyond loos
O my dear, my life without You
Really is very miserable
And difficult to lead.

Gajanan Mishra
Wife's Anger

Wife's anger is more powerful
Than the blows of a spear
Thunderbolt or sword.

Gajanan Mishra
Wild

What is wild
I do not know
Wild is just a word
Like any other.

Begging your pardon
I confessed fish flesh
I do admit the violent
Agreement with you.

And You returned
What is mine
With interest
That you discovered.

Gajanan Mishra
Wild Flowers

Wild flowers,
Search them there.
They are there
In words in stars.

We all live
In our thoughts,
We all live
On our earth.

Earth, we love,
Mother, we love.
Earth and mother
One and the same.

The language of the mother
Is the nectar,
The air of the earth
Is the nectar.

We live here
For the nectar.
Life is to
Proceed further.

We care, not
Who care us.
But we care
Who dares to
Tell us the truth
And who declares
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wild Forest Fire - Desire

Wild forest fire - desire,
Can make you ashes dear,
Please go not there.

Gajanan Mishra
Wild West

Too many people
Representative flipped
Bloodbath wild west.
Doing after
Hard drinking.

I do not know
How to vote
Whom to vote
Why voting for
When not in favour.

In dark they
Left the voter
Called themselves
Builders.

Gajanan Mishra
Wildcat

Wildcat,
And what is that?
Heat,
Feel always.

Only waves,
And I am taking it.
For what
I know not, though.

Uttering some words
I want to express myself.
I found nothing
In guidelines, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Will

I have a will
I have the freedom of will
And by this will
I'm reaching you
I have realized
You are only
And you are
Only with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Will You Believe

Will you believe
If I say
I am Gajanan?
If you believe it
Then I consider you
A fool.
But be sure
I am not making you
The fool.
But it is
Your foolery.
Why I am telling
I am Gajanan,
If possible, review.

Gajanan Mishra
Will You Buy Me?

Will you buy me?

I am ready to sell myself
Just give me love that will not cost you
Just give me love and take me away from here.

Mind it, Giving love
Is everything, you possessed.

Gajanan Mishra
Will You Please

Will you please
See yourself
In the mirror
That is within you?

Take not the pause
And breath, breath yourself
For your own growth
Within you.

Here, discover
The knowledge in your
Own experiences and
Mistakes.

Make no difference
With other creatures,
You are no one else
But my dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Willing To Go

I am willing to go
With anybody, at any time,
I am willing to go only
For the welfare of all.

No acrimony and nothing
No matter what happened
I am here only for love
And for Truth and for You
O my dear, I am here.

For me, no one is untouchable,
For me, no one is comparable,
Let me keep excellent personal
Rapport with You, You are in all, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Win Glory

To win glory
And fame,
You have to
Arise and awake
And move forward.
But remember
Everything is
Destined and hence,
Entangle not yourself
In profit and loss
In fame and defame.
You are there
Let me declare
In your actions.

Gajanan Mishra
Win Life Flaws

I am
What I have
Declared myself
To be.

I am
Here mingling
With You
With love
By law of nature.

O my dear,
With you
I want to
Win life-flaws.

Gajanan Mishra
Win The Self

If you want to win,
Win the self. Win the self
And possess all.

Gajanan Mishra
Win, Win

Win, win
Ask not any question
Just go on answering.

Go on answering
And you are allowed
To put question.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind Agitates

Wind agitates boat
Words other than Yours
Agitates the mind.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind And Wave

Wind and wave
All are here
With me
And they are
Interested to
Take me
With them
To the place
They are in still.
I am also
Mad to go
With wind and wave
For the reason
I belong to them.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind And Women

I love women
But not the wind.

The woman is inhabited
By the wind,
Said poet Octavio Paz.
No, I said, straight.

Other poets laughed.
Am I a laughingstock?
I am not rogue,
Let me clear.

They all launch words
Towards me and I am
There to welcome all.

I am law-abiding, of course.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind carries away
Scents from
Perfume box.

Creatures take
Senses and mind
And intellect.

Neither the wind
Nor the creature
Has any affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind Is

Wind is uncontrollable
So also I.
Wind is destructible
So also I.

Am I wind?
But I am here
With you
Like the wind.

Are you capable
To control the wind?
If yes,
I am yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind* is still there,
Let me face it.
My wife is still
Waiting me there
With her two sons.

But no more
I am interested
To stay with them.
I want to go to Mana
The so called heaven
Of India near Badrinath.

I am taking care
Of my two sons,
I pray the wife stay calm.

Wind- time
Wife-ego
Sons - selfishness or greed

Gajanan Mishra
Wind Make Fullstop

Wind make a full stop
And with ghost we moved
We are alone here
And the paradise is at our door
Wind make a full stop
And we move to open the door.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind Your Watch

Wind your watch,
Wind your watch,
It is time to wind,
And for you
The watch is waiting.
You, yourself is
The part and parcel of
The watch and
Also that of the wind.
You know every details
And know the saying
Pride goes before a fall,
And you are to make
Everyone alert.

Gajanan Mishra
Wind, The Purifier

Wind, the purifier
Is within me
And doing work
See I am pure.

Gajanan Mishra
Windless

It is windless
This place
And the lamp
Is steady
But
My dear, see
In this stormy-life
My love
My devotion
Is steady.

Gajanan Mishra
Window-Dressing

Building a mountain,  
Creating an ocean,  
Missing the truth,  
Living in this sun,  
Breaking the path,  
Reconstructing the time  
Are nothing  
But window-dressing.  
And no one can advise  
To proceed with.  
No one can diagnose  
Your disease.  
And no one can brace  
For heat.

Gajanan Mishra
Winds With Speed

Winds with speed
200 km per hours blew
Hundreds of trees
Uprooted
Thatched houses
Collapsed
This is Phailin
My dear
Keep life clear
Cyclonic storm
Passed on its own way
Without doing any harm.

Gajanan Mishra
Wine Is Just A Word

Wine is just a word,
Worry not, neither I
Was using it last year
Not I am going to use
It in the new year.
I love not wine,
Take it granted and
I am not its follower.
I hate not wine also,
Worry not, but I am
Hear to tell you
To use it with cautious.
Self-control is first and the best,
I will not here to say what is next.

Gajanan Mishra
Wings Have Grown

Wings have grown
And the bird flies away
From the nest.

Because of self realization
I am able to fixed my mind
And You have liberated me.

Gajanan Mishra
Wings Of Victory

I am flying
With my wings
Of victory.
See me, I am
Going beyond
History.
See my life
In eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Winner

You are the winner
Against the sea
As you bend down your knees.

Gajanan Mishra
Winner - You Are

Stop not anywhere
But go forward
Far beyond
The material creation.

I know, you are free,
Eternally and you are
Completely satisfied
With your own business.

No condition is miserable,
But at every stage
You are to find the way out
To solve the problems
Then and there with
Your presence of mind.

Singing, hearing and watching
All are equally important,
But they are all unlimited.
To the extend of the mind
And the power of imagination.

Stop not at any stage, dear,
Go on marching and see that
You are the only one here
To declare yourself the winner.

Gajanan Mishra
Winner / Loser

Who is a winner and
Who is a loser,
To answer, I am not here.
I am here to understand
and to take care
The plough and the grass.
I know my brother
and my father
I know they are all winners
And who is a loser
that I know not here.
Both heat and cold
are here in the wind and I
Myself is the conductor.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter And Summer

Winter and summer
Give us trouble
Please tolerate.
Conquer also all relativity
Through tolerance.
Not to be disturbed
By relativity
And duality
When they come and go.
Remember, here
There is no loss
Here there is
No chance of falling down.
Be in devotion with all sincerity.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Arrived

Winter has arrived
With fire
And fire has arrived
With rain in summer.

Summer is hot, no doubt,
Yet we have to
Welcome it as
We need water.

Water is life
And life is running.

Run with time
Run with life,
My dear men to
Establish your identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Is Coming

Winter is coming
With his arms and
Armies.

Come on, winter,
Come on, I know
You are clever.

This earth is
Made for you,
Come on my dear.

Let me touch you
With my globe
That is here.

To see and hear
You, I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Is Entering

Winter is entering
in to my bones,
after giving a touch
to my eyes.
Winter is giving the potter
a chance to survive,
after calling the carpenter
to fill up the gap.
Here is see, winter
on my table, on my chair
and also on my bed.
Coming of winter is not new
but a routine process
you can assess.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Is Late

Winter is late,
Worry not my dear,
Let us see and enjoy
The colorful flowers
Of autumn here.

Water is clear
In our village river,
Paper-dolls are
Smiling, made by
Our Aisha, grand-daughter.

Still we have
Sufficient time
To go further
And study the nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Morning

Winter morning wonderful,
Hot and cold cheerful,
Nothing to worry, life is cool.

See and feel,
Life is chilled,
No one can kill.

Coming and going
Are here but common,
Wonder not, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Passed

Winter passed
The days are
Getting hot
And it is rubbish.

It is not rubbish
I am saying it
What I am saying
Is the Truth.

Truth is the beach
Where I am with You
And I speak to You
Lo, this is life.

Life is not banana juice
That You can take
Where you can without
Mixing some salt.

Ocean is full of salt, my dear
Understand the ocean and proceed
If you desire so failing which
Dare not raise your finger.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Searching

Yes, I am going on
Searching winter.
Winter serching is
A great work now a days.

You can touch,
You can inhale,
You can go in between.

Glory is there,
Tears are there,
But watch and
Say not don't care.

Cooling fire embracing,
See every one in loneliness,
Get up early, keep on again.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Solstice

See
The sun is returning
To the northern hemisphere
It is called Uttarayan
It is the Holi marks
The end of winter
It is makar sankranti
It is Pongal
It is related to harvesting
It is change of seasons
It is the spirit of togetherness
It is the bond of unity
Congratulations on this occasion
Of Pongal Makar and Lohri festivity.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter Tiger

Winter tiger
Has returned back while coming.
Why it was coming?
Really was there no need?

The more there was fear
At the time of its coming,
The more there was uncertainty
On its returned back.

The tiger only knows the values of life,
The tiger can only describe
The love story of fire and ice.

When the tiger is towards the sea
Hues and cries were there
Inside the house,
And the sky trembled.

The school children
Submitted their lives
To the Talibans.
The ladybug or the snake
kept themselves aloof.

When the air asked who is there
The happiness left the place at once.
Fear was still there but
The tiger already left the place.

Would you tell this tiger ordinary?
Whether there is any truth
About the existence of the tiger
Or not.
The truth is the fear,
The truth is the death.

Gajanan Mishra
Winter, Winter

Winter, winter,
Where are you my dear?
I am here with my pussy cat,
My pussy cat is fat and not near.

Thanks for the clouds and the mist
They are telling the life's gist.
I myself mislay somewhere
And misjudging you with twist.

I am going with my own swift,
Winter, winter,
I am a turner of light,
Give me strength to fight,
Fight against dark
With full might.

Gajanan Mishra
Wipe Out Terrorism

Wipe out terrorism,  
Terrorism- the ultimate  
Scourge of humanity.  
Wipe out terrorist,  
Their actions are  
Horrific and barbaric.

Gajanan Mishra
Wipe Your Mirror

Wipe your own mirror
Clean to see
Your own self.
Keep clean
Your water
And see
The reflection
Of the sun.
No other means
Is available
To see
The real sun
Or to know
Your own soul.

Gajanan Mishra
Wiped Out

Illusion of snake
Wiped out
In a rope
Snake ceases to be
Rope certainly remains.

Illusion of outer world
Wiped out
In love
Outer world ceases to be
Love certainly remains.

Love is real
Love is reality
Envy fault-finding
Contempt  egoism
Are nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Wipes Off Obloquy

Poet is he
who can wipes off
all obloquy,
who can dispels
the three darkness
of sin,
who can disperses
clouds of ignorance,
who can brings the joy
to the ocean of wisdom,
who can opens
the lotus of dispassion.
Poet is he, who is
the progeny of truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Wiping Out

Who is wiping out?
Wiping out for what?
To answer
Don't be angry.
It is better to
First remove misconception,
That you are not with us
And we are not with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom

I know what I am
I do not know what I am not.

You are here enjoying
You are here dwelling.

I have eyes I have ears
Nothing to sees nothing to hears.

Migrating birds are present now
If you wish try and take a photo.

I assumed myself yours
And you accepted me and I am as all know.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom - Life

Wisdom,
Inward thoughts,
Right consideration,
Enlighten us.

Wisdom,
Shining lamp,
Grateful medicines
For all.

Wisdom,
Rich and sincere,
Truth and fruitful,
Makes all stay cool.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom And Courage

Wisdom and courage
Both are friends
And both are
With me.

They both
Wisdom and courage
Are waiting for
My order.

I am yet to
Think, what to
Tell and to whom,
I am in doom.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom And I

Wisdom and I
Are on the same ladder
We are the only survivor
The ladder is not seen
And we are fine together.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom And Unwisdom

In my own heart
Here it is wisdom
And here it is
In my own heart
Also I find unwisdom.

I see prosperity
Of every kind
In wisdom
And I discover
Misfortune in unwisdom.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom I Write

Wisdom, I write,
You write; cigarette.
I said, no match,
you said, bogus.

All these are
The influence of time.
No meaning of right
And wrong.

Your cries are
Not the truth,
But my smile
Is love.

Though I am minor,
I salute you, creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom Is

Wisdom is
in letting go
and moving on.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom, Wealth And We

Wisdom, wealth and we,
are forming a triangle of life.
And life is what we eat
and what we read and experienced.

Gajanan Mishra
Wisdom-Discover

Wisdom discovered
Defects of vision though.
I know, O poet you are
Here and you are able to
Dispel all doubts
Born of ignorance.
You are with your
Polite language
And wherever you are
I know that is
The holy place.
Your words are
Ever ready to wash
The impurities of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Wise And Ignorant

No one is fully wise,
No one is fully ignorant,
And hence, sharing of
Experience and knowledge
Is but a necessity to
Live a good life,
In the world of
Din and bustle.

Let me know you,
And your real nature
In terms of goodness,
Passion and ignorance,
And give me a scope to
Share the life here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wise Efforts

No profit no loss
No happy no sad
My mind is short-lived
And all disappear quickly
O lovely come my dear
And let us go with
Together with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Wish Be Expressed

Wish be expressed,
Life be lived.

Wonder is
We are not
Ready to keep
What we have.

Doubt is
We are not
What we think.

We belong not
To us,
Not a fact.

Trouble is when
We are going to measure the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Wish Not Anything

Wish not anything
Inauspicious for others.

Remember, anyone
Inflicts pain upon others
Suffer himself.

All creatures are one
And the same, though,
Separate as we see.

Gajanan Mishra
Wishes Are

Wishes are not gold
Behold.
Data entry
Not mould.

We all are
In the marquee
It is the marvel
Out of queue.

Gajanan Mishra
Wish-Fulfilling Tree

This earth is
Wish-fulfilling tree.
You are here, my dear,
Wish, what you like
And get it fulfilled.

Gajanan Mishra
Wishlist

I am sovereign
I am supreme
I am separate
No one can force me
In any matter
No one can fulfil
My wishlist
I have no wish at all.

Gajanan Mishra
Wish-Yielding Tree

Wish-yielding tree
Under this wish-yielding tree
Let me love You
Let me stay in Truth
And always in peaceful mood.

It is Your good-will here
And You permit me to mend
My errors everyday in every way
You are my noble Lord I am Your poor servant
You are the store house of compassion, I know.

I know, You get pleased with unalloyed love
O my dear, I am the dullest and most impure
Of mind, be kind to me and take my love
Hear my tale of sins, O Lord, and please what is within me.

Gajanan Mishra
Witch-Hunt

We are
No longer safe
And secure.
Do something
If you can
For us.

We are not allowed
To utter words,
Hear our hearts.

Feel the love,
Please, please.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Human Touch

With a human touch,
Tackle all problems.
Let the barking dogs
Go where they like.

Spend time
With loved one,
And stays free.

Use freedom of
Expression
For all good.

With your own
Imaginative best,
Begin your day, and
From ill affairs keep away.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Kiss

With a kiss
The heaven stay
With head bowed down.
And hell went away
From me for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Love

With a love
I call each one,
Please come,
Come to get
Answer of all
Questions here
In your life.
Make not life
Clumsy but
Live straight.
Love and be loved,
Life is all truth,
Discover, it is
Only for you.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Peaceful Mind

Peace is here with you
O my dear, be peaceful
With a peaceful mind
You can see what you desire.

O my dear, You can reciprocate
Your loving feelings
I am here as before
With Truth that is with You.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Sigh

Let me know this and that
Let me express myself
With a sigh, with shy.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Smile

You appeared
We enlivened
To receive You.

To receive You
We all stood up
All our senses
Begin functioning.

Gajanan Mishra
With A Smile I Find

With a smile
I find everything
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
With Advent Of Time

With advent of time
We appeared to tell
The things good.
With strangers
We move.

Now and always
We think and
We try to keep
The thought process
Fine and beautiful.

Nature, we eat.
Earth, we enjoy.
Passage, we discover.
Fire, we bathe.

Gajanan Mishra
With Aksara

I am there
Always
With aksara*
And it is
Not numerous
But is
Only one.
And I am
Going on
Unworldly path.
I am the world
That I know
Being ksara
Here at present.

* aksara- soul

Gajanan Mishra
With All

Father mother
brother sister
beloved parter
son daughter
no body yours
and you with all.

Stones trees
wealth health
air light
nothing yours
you are withall
in full tight.

You are not yours
you are with you.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Anger

With all hunger
We are living together
You are our Father Mother
Brother friend guide and philosopher
You are here with us
Without any horror
This is the nature
And these are the creatures
In air in land in water
All are living without
Any fear and favor
You are the only creator.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Conviction

I belong to You.
I belong to You,
You are mine.
I am performing
All actions only
To please You.
And it is only
For love and for Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Darkness

With all darkness
They are here
And they are here
In close doors.

Long and short,
No matter for them,
But they are here
Without any shame.

The sun and the moon
Are not here
But they are here
With their dreams
And we all are
Dreaming life with them.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Goodness

With all goodness, O my dear
I am staying with You
And doing all noble deeds.

With all goodness, O my dear
Praiseworthy acts are being
Done by me with your grace.

With all goodness, O my dear
Let me speak for truth and for
Realization of absolute Truth.

With all goodness, O my dear
I am performing all real works
Through this real faith.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Humanity

Man is a man
With all humanity.
As a man I must
Stand before all
As self-confident.
I must be free
And I must have
Liberty to make
My life as I wish.
I must love,
I must worship
As I wish.
Of course I have
No right to harm
Others in any manner.
But I must keep
My glory,
My greatness.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Loveliness

With all loveliness
I am here now,
How to unite you
And make you happy
That I know.
Tell me the words
Of your heart, dear,
I am doing business
Of love and truth
And trying to
Make this earth heaven.
Nothing to sorrow,
Come and behold and
Love all more and more.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Newness

Be smart
With all newness
For your own good.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Purity

Tell me all
With all purity.
Tell me, tell me,
You are the earth.
Tell me, tell me,
You are not god.
Rather you are the truth.
Tell me, tell me
How honest and
How truthful you are.
You have kept all
Mercy, forgiveness
And generosity.
Tell me, tell me,
How to face here
The war, the difficulties,
The obstacles and dangers.
Tell me, tell me,
You are to tell me
As you are living with me.
How to acquire fearlessness,
How to go from here
In the light of the stars,
Tell me, tell me,
What to do and how to do
For all and for love and for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Silveriness

With all silveriness
Let me explain life
As not a signatory
In any treaty and
Hence trespass not
In to any tribune
But trill not till
The conclusion arrive.

Gajanan Mishra
With All Truthfulness

Truth, I know not,  
Yet, I'm writing  
With all truthfulness.  
Meaning, I know not,  
Yet, I'm trying to live  
A meaningful life.  
No beginning and no end,  
Yet, each day, I know -  
A new beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
With An Eye

With an eye to the general welfare
I am writing poems here there,
O my dear, please read my poems
in their proper perspectives with
correct understanding and make
your own life successful and pleasing.
Let me say my dear, where there is
no poem, do not live there for a moment
As because poems give life's nectar,
It is like breathing air, it is like water
that washes the bodies, poems are here
that wash your own soul within.
You are invited to read poems, read
And read and stay free beyond and above all.

Gajanan Mishra
With Ashes

With ashes I am fine
And in peace.
My shadow is not with me
And I am fine.
My childhood haunt me
And I am not in fear
You know without shadow
I am here alone
With you only.

Gajanan Mishra
With Body And Mind

With body and mind
I am Your strong follower
I have strong faith on You.

I know You are the store house of
Real knowledge and I understand
the confidential part that is significant.

Gajanan Mishra
With Capacity

No body is here for operation.
No body is here to pass order against or in favour.

 Anything anybody against the law and law of nature.

 Anything you peak is sacred
Anybody you see is loved.

 You are only to hear to see with your capacity that has no limit.

 Gajanan Mishra
With Careful

With carefully chosen words,
Let me write poetry for all.

Let me touch the hearts of others,
With pure love and goodness.

I care not the clouds, snow
Or eclipse as the sun I am here
To give light to all with no discrimination.

I am not a clay pot that
One can destroy me with a hammer.

I am also not a lightning
That can destroy itself as soon as manifested.

I am there in my poetry
And touching the eternity.

Nothing and no one can disrupt me.

Gajanan Mishra
With Changing Time

Let me go
With changing time.

But where to go
That I know not.

Everything is here,
And I am not ready
To leave them all.

I take a timeless pause.

Instantly
I touch the eternity.

All guidelines are
There in my poems.

And here I measure
Space peacefully.

Gajanan Mishra
With Clarification

Let me say
With clarification
Creature is a creature
No higher no lower.
All are taking water
My dear, all are taking air
And they are all in fire
All are on this earth
All are under the sky.
Let me say with clarification
All are going with time limitation
All are in the same boat of
Creation and destruction
And this is cosmic manifestation.

Gajanan Mishra
With Colors

Birds with colors,
That I like, my dear.
Red with good luck,
Orange with excitement
And bliss.
I like yellow
To guard myself.
I know blue link to
Joy and love.
White is related with
My happiness.
Brown - good health,
Black and white means
Trouble is not there.

Gajanan Mishra
With Complete Faith

Let me submit, see me
I am pure and enrich
My intellectual life
And ready to do all that
For general welfare
For the restoration of
Peaceful and blissful world.

Gajanan Mishra
With Creation

Worry not dear,
Nothing to do
With creation.

Words, names,
Form, quality
Everything is
Nothing but
Vibration.

And it is all
In thoughts.

Think and think
About supreme
Dominion over all
Without any designation.

Gajanan Mishra
With Death

I talk to death
Every day, every moment here.
I live with death
Here and there, always.
I know and I am confirmed
Death is my only near and dear.
I love no one else but the death.
Death is always with me
And I talk to the death
At every time whenever I am
Happy and in sorrows.
No way out is there
To go far from the death.
I am my death here in life.

Gajanan Mishra
With Deepest Love

With deepest love
Attached with
Deepest love
And it is
The only source
Of happiness.
Love love love love
And here in love
There is no consciousness
Forgetfulness of self
Is the highest love
And it is the perfection.
It is love and love
For ever, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
With Disciplined Mind

With disciplined mind
I am getting
Everlasting peace.
And Your supreme bliss
Abides in me.

Gajanan Mishra
With Due Respect

With due respect to everyone
Let me say what I want
I want that I do not want
I am a tiny spark of fire
As You know being the sun.

I want to say something
That You know being within me
You are a man of wisdom and
You recognized me as wise
My humble submission is my words.

I consider myself as nothing
Lower than a blade of grass
But more tolerant than a tree
And I see You in all.

Gajanan Mishra
With Each Bite

With each bite
You relieve me
From hunger.
And I demise,
See from
Exhibition.
No disturbance,
No opinion.
But let me cite
Evidences of
The bird and the sky.
Dedicated and
Destroyed with
Just an embrace.

Gajanan Mishra
With Everything I Rise

With everyone I rise,
I see there
The mountains and
The grass.
With everyone I fall,
I hear the sky
And the fly
In the clay.

The eyes are really
Very very big to see.
And I walk nonstop
To reach nowhere.
Everyone is there
In my presence.

Gajanan Mishra
With Extravagance

Wait not,
No one is waiting.
On the pace of time,
We see life's rhyme.

The fragrance
Is everywhere.
And the theater
We visited
Not for us.

But wait,
Wait to ascertain
The correctness of
Name and fame
With extravagance.

And wait,
Waiting is really sweet,
Wait for the self,
Without any motive.

Gajanan Mishra
With Eyes Of Knowledge

With eyes of knowledge
I see You
I understand You
O my dear
You alone can sue
And be sued.

Gajanan Mishra
With Faith

With faith
I am following the law
And I come here.

With faith
I am here
And you are
Staying with me.

With faith
We both play here
And in this play
There is no winning
And no losing.

Gajanan Mishra
With Faith And Devotion

With faith and devotion
I am in love
And I find
No difficulty in
Executing anything.

With faith and devotion
I am doing all
That are legitimate
No other man is
There to find truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Faith And Love

With faith and love, dear,
Let us live together.

In the air and in the water,
Life is going shorter and shorter.

With the blessing of father and mother,
Make life brighter and brighter.

No one is your near and dear,
But your truthfulness, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
With Faith And Regularity

With faith and regularity
I am writings on truth.
I know life is nothing
But an austerity.

Herein mother is the goddess,
Love is ingredients,
Family is the temple,
And all are respectful.

The basis of knowledge is life,
The body is the time,
Service is the best way of worship,
Writing is the spark.

The best is one
Who is satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
With Faith With Love

With faith with love
Start and go
Going on the road
With faith with love
Is to get success
Is to conquer.

With faith with love
Do not wait for time
Timing is not good
Time is no determining
Factor for anything
Do not wait for time.

Start and go
Going on journey
With faith with love
Is to reach where you
Want to reach
Start and go
With faith with love.

Your destination is here
Where I am
And I am fond of
Faith and love
Go and go with faith
With love
You are my near and dear.

Gajanan Mishra
With Fall And Rise

Both go side by side
Sacrifice and wisdom.
Both go side by side
Life and style.
You and I are two words
That are there since
Time immemorials.
It is our duty to know
Each other for the sake of
Safety and security in future.
Hell and heaven both,
Both are here with us.
And we are here to stay
With fall and rise for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
With Father

I am here with my father
I was not with my father
The time was never.
It is fact I shall be with my father
Hereafter.

Gajanan Mishra
With Fearfulness

I have nothing to
Do with you, O fearfulness.
I know, you are afraid of me.
I fear not even death,
But the very death is there
With fearfulness.
I know, I am no way
Related to death.
I know I am self-made.
I am unlimited and
No one can stop me anywhere.
Unlimited oneness is there
In me and the truth.
I am the eternal truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Folded Hands

I am not a man
To stand before you,
With folded hands.
I am a man
To question you
About your truthfulness.
I am a man with
Everything there in me.

And it is true,
You are there for me,
I have put you there.
What you are today
That is all for me,
Realise the time.

Gajanan Mishra
With full strength
And with full courage
Go on fighting,
No one can kill you
Or defeat you
And you must reach the truth.
Go on doing your job
With all truthfulness,
In an open heart,
With all maturity of brain
And see no fire can burn you,
No air can throw you out.

Gajanan Mishra
With Goat And Bull

What to do with
Goat, sheep, bull,
Sandal, flute,
Mirror, honey, ghee,
What to do with poison,
Copper pot, conch, idols,
What to do with utensils,
With oceans, sky, fire.
I know nothing, I am
With all, though sir.
I know not what I desire,
I know not the meaning
Of the word star.
And yet, I am here as you are.

Gajanan Mishra
With Good Intention

With good intention
You are doing all
And doing Yourself
With good intention.
No agent, no other person
I see here or there,
I see only You, my dear,
You are acting on You.

Gajanan Mishra
With great attention
I am listening Your words
O my dear in the presence of
Water fire moon stars sun and sky
I know all are here with me
I know all original sources
Above and below and under
O bona fide Master
I bewildered not being proper
Tell me right way O commentator
Life's security holder.

Gajanan Mishra
With Great Concern

With great concern
We are here with
Freedom and wisdom
With great concern
We are here for
The same reason
To achieve truth
That is with us.

We have love and
We have truth
Our life our death
Everything is You
Everything is to learn
Everything is to hear
Everything is to watch
It is we who can see
What is happening
All round.

In this earth
In this love platform
We are here together
Come on, my dear
Without fear
We are ours own
Spiritual masters
And we are waiting here
For the next best.

Gajanan Mishra
With Great Delight

With great delight,
Let me tell you the truth.
The truth is we are here
Together, and no one is
There to separate us.

I love, to no one else
But to you, the truth.
I know, my words are there
To listen to my commands
And they dare not to
Cheat me at any time.

You are the truth,
I am the truth
And all around us
We see the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Great Faith

With great faith
Come and live
Abide the truth
Think yourself first
You are at the center of all
Stay within yourself
And love
Love is the highest of all.

Gajanan Mishra
With Great Love

Serve here
With great love.
Reciprocate,
Service and love-
The ideal of life.
Make life perfect
With intimacy, self-control,
And with sweet words of truth.

But remember,
Familiarity breeds contempt.
Go not with
Any kind of misunderstanding.
Desire always
The good.

Gajanan Mishra
With Great Respect

Let me say
You are foolish.
Am I not right
Ask yourself everytime
Here I am to clarify
If you stay with me.
And with so many
Questions I am here
My dear, be free and frank
To crack without fear.
This is your life
And this is your world
I have nothing to say
Lest you misunderstood.
I know you face
Many difficulties but let me
Say again you are foolish
As you know not tilldate
Where is the seed
And knowingly and
unknowingly you are avoiding
For the reasons not known to you
And you are put to loss.

Gajanan Mishra
With Heart And Intellect

Stay with your
Heart and with
Your intellect.
They are there
To purify you.

I know I cannot
Purify you.
It is only you
Who can purify
Yourself.

Neglect not your
Own work my dear
For the sake of others
And do work with self-culture.

Gajanan Mishra
With Helmet With Mace

With helmet with mace
With disc I want to fight
My head my hands my legs
Are glowing during fight
I am ready to measure
Myself in this fight.

Gajanan Mishra
With Honesty

With honesty
I want no reward.

With truth
I want You.

With love
Life is not bluff.

With sacrifice
I am performing duties.

Gajanan Mishra
With Humanity

No provision
For reservation
Here, but
Preference
Would be there
For men
With humanity.

First men,
Than others.
Let men
Enter the room
Of light first.

But remember men,
You are not
Allowed to
Switch off
The light for
Others.

You cannot kill
Or torture others
To serve self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
With Identity Card

With identity card
I am moving here and there
You are my identity card
Without you no sky no bird.

Gajanan Mishra
With In

Sugarcane fields
Coconut trees
So many pictures
I could not count
The train passed
Evening set in
I found not me
Within.

Gajanan Mishra
With Intellect

Let me go wild
But for good
As I love you.
Let me not
Entangle in
The mire of delusion.
Let me stay
With intellect
To attain salvation.
My dear, read my poem
And know what
Type of man I am.

Gajanan Mishra
With Joy

With joy
See me
I am here.
I am
What I think.
See me
I am rising.
Rising is
My destiny
That has
No setting.
I am just
I am truth
I am time.
See me
Stay with me,
I am joy.
Follow me
I am pure,
I am peace.

Gajanan Mishra
With Just A Call.

Forgiveness -
A sign of strength,
A virtue of the weak,
And ornament of the strong.

Forgive and forget
And enjoy life everywhere
By conquering all
With just a call.

The Supreme peace,
The deepest satisfaction
Are there in forgiveness.

Be polite and
Worship others,
No one is evil, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
With Knowledge

Let me sheathe
With knowledge.
Let the knowledge
Open all gates.
Let the gates
Open the new path.
Let the new path
Take me to you.

Gajanan Mishra
With Language

I am not trying
To tell you
What to do
With your own
Language.
But I must
Caution you
No language
Means no life.
No life means
Nothing left
With you.
But I know you,
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Love

With love
With devotion
I am Yours
Here in
I accept
Your leaf
Flower
Fruit and
Water
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
With Love And Knowledge

See the sun rising
Find love therein
O poet, You are your best friend
Enlightened the world
With your love and knowledge
And be a sun in the darkness
of ignorance in this world.

Gajanan Mishra
With Love—Everything

With love
Everything is possible
Without love
Nothing is there.

Go with love
My dear
To win the world
Go not without love
To lose all.

Testing of love
Means testing of sun
Testing of air
Testing of water
O my dear O my love
I know you are
As pure as rain water
As clear as morning sky.

Flying with love
Means winning the heaven
And heaven is within love.

Gajanan Mishra
With Lovely Lady - Shakespeare

With lovely lady
I see Shakespeare
Woes in face
And Shakespeare
Spotted snakes
With double tongue.

Gajanan Mishra
With Me

I am not here
To follow your instructions
I have my own rules regulations
I have my own constitution
I know what to amend what to formulate.

You are with me to see to guide
To give suggestion if any
You are with me not to instruct
Not to give command.
I am here to take you with me
And you are to follow me.

Gajanan Mishra
With Me At Any Time

You
My so called
Father and mother
Have nothing to do
With me
At any time.

See me
I am taking
Only different shapes
Through your agency
Neither I have
Any choice
Nor any potency.

And here I am enjoying and suffering.

Gajanan Mishra
With me meaning of love
Is different.
What you call life
I call love.
What you call love
I call sky.
What you call sky
I call earth.
Love earth I say,
Love air, water and
The light here.
Take care your love,
Love will take care you,
This is love, this is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Mind

I am with you,
With mind centered on you.

I am in you,
Ever united
Through love.

I consider you
The best and
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Minimum Violence

If you feel
Violence is but necessary
Then I pray live
With minimum violence.

If you argue
Every living entity
Has to live by killing
Another entity and it is
Law of nature, my dear
I am not here to raise
Any objection as I know
One living entity is
The life for another
Living entity.

It is true
One has to commit violence
It is natural law
I know no one can avoid
Violence as everyone
Is put in to conditional life
But my dear, extravagantly
Violence should not be committed
One should wait and see
And then obey only the order
Of the Almighty.

Gajanan Mishra
With Moon

At night
I am with the moon
At day
I am with the sun
I do not know
What is moon
What is sun.

O my dear
I know only you
To say this is wrong
You know me
To say thia
Yes it is right
All alone
And only for you
I am in dark
I am in light.

Gajanan Mishra
With Mother

I am with
My mother,
I am on
My mother land,
I am talking
In my mother tongue.
See me, I am free,
I am independent,
I am sovereign,
Under the sun,
Under the sky,
I am a bird.

Gajanan Mishra
With Mother- We Are

We are with mother
Rightly you have told
Dear Gouranga.
Who is bigger than the mother?
Has the mother left anyone?
Mother, mother earth and
the mother tongue, leave not,
If you think to leave also
All is there to laugh at you.
No hell but the heaven,
YOour destiny is to
Go up and up dear.
Everything is here,
And no scarcity.
Let us find out
Peace and happiness.
No death but
Life is here.
The mother is
The storehouse of
All creation.
The sandal and the flowers
All are busy always
In this welfare world.

Gajanan Mishra
With Mundane Words

You can not write
My dear poets, poems
With mundane words
Poems are prayers
You must control
Your mind and senses
And spiritually advanced
The entire world is there
Waiting to read your poems
And listen your prayers
Be pure in hearts my dear
Your composing must not be
Only in an imaginary form
The existence of Truth therein
Must be supported by scriptures.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Birth

With my birth
You appeared
My dear mother
And you are
Ever new to me.

And I know
You are never
Dying though
I know it is I
Who is dying
At every moment.

No one is allowed
To play with you
My dear mother,
No one is allowed
To take away
From me your language.
You are unique
And you are here always
For my betterment.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Body

With my body
All goals can be
Acquired by me.
The body is given
By my parents.
And they enabled me
To sustain here.
I do admit I can't
repay my debts to them,
Even if I serve them
For all the time.
I am so disqualified
And I eat my own flesh
While neglecting them.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Dream

With my dream I am going,
You are with me, I am going,
I am going, I am going.
I am going to shake hands with all,
All are here for me, I am going,
I am going, I am going
To give all lights and love.
I am a poet and the only poet here.
I am going to give them their pleasure,
Their glory, I am going to tell
Them their fabulous story.
I am going, I am going,
I am going to take them all
Up above the sky on this earth.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Faith

My faith is here with me
And I am rising with time.
Time is like religion
Guiding me in all denominations.
Denomination of age is asking me
To go far away from crimes.
And I am very careful with my
Own instruments that are clever enough
To make me fun in the eyes of
My enemies. But I am sure,
Their purpose would be defeated
Since I am going on my own ways.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Firm

What shall I do
With my firm?
No infrastructure,
No access to market,
No food processings.

I see soil health cards,
No irrigation,
No crop insurance.
Bank loan burden,
I see crumbling,
The business model of farming.

No one is interested
To cure, but all are interested
To take the benefits of my problems.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Love

Let the world see
And know I am
With my love
And I am doing
All sorts of business
In this world
For others.
Let me find
The truth here
In my love
Where I discover
All beauty
For life
In this hive.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Own Plums

Permit me to compose poems,
And allow me to recite
In my own voice.
Let me enjoy
The life itself.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Own Strength

I am enriched myself
With my own strength
That is within me.
I am situated in my
Own glory and certain
With my knowledge.
I am in the process of
My own life and truthful.
I realise the cooling and
Heating adjustment with
Friends and foes. For good,
I have my own omnipotency
And I act externally,
Internally and marginally.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Presence

No way
I am related
With my presence.

No feeling,
No touching,
Still, I am
With the time.

I remember
All my innocence.

I call for
My absence.

What I am now,
I may not be
Such then.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Pure Thought

With my pure thought
I am going to win Your love
I am blessed and I am
Captivating your mind
O my dear, though
I am the dust and
I am the ash here.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Ups And Downs

You are there, my dear,
With my ups and downs,
I know perfectly clear.
You are in my crying
And also in my smile.
You are the open knot
I have not forgotten,
You are the flashes of
Light never to gone.

Gajanan Mishra
With My Woe

I am not Jesus
Why should I utter
I have no uto*.

I love you
I go to you
With my poetry
Full of woe.

You may talk
You may walk
With you.
Let me stay
With my night
With my woe.

My poetry
Is to look
My poetry
Is eager
To go
To a book.

* Uto - Utopia

Gajanan Mishra
With Near And Dear

With near and dear
You can not find
Faith and hope
I do not know
Who is hero.

Who is hero
He must be a zero
I can not say
The world is for you
As I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
With New Eyes

With new eyes,
You are going
To search something
That I know.

With new eyes
We all should
See ourselves
To get everything.

With new eyes
We should go out
And stay still
At home.

Gajanan Mishra
With Night

Rarest of the rare,
The life, the love,
The heart and the house.
rarest of the rare,
The earth and the cosmos,
The dream and the cover.
And with all that
We are to purify the time.
We are not to compare
The hell and the heaven,
We are not to go
With name and fame.
But certainly we are to
Measure the sky with night.

Gajanan Mishra
With No Foot

With no foot
You are walking,
With no hand
You are holding,
With no word
You are talking,
With no body
You are appearing.

I am here just
gazing at you,
I am here just
going on praying you,
I am here and submitting
everything to you.

Gajanan Mishra
With Number

With number
Nothing to do, dear.
I want not
To rule.

I want
To the point
Stay honest,
And I know
Number have
No role.

No division
I want and
I accept all
As they are.

Gajanan Mishra
With One Another

With one another
We are fighting
Knowing fully well
We are the one and the same.

No death can take away
Anything from us
Knowing fully well
We lament we express grief.

No spark of fire we know
And still we are trying
To causes friction
In the wind.

We forget everything is
Nothing but His dictation
And still we are proud
Of so many things around.

We ignore potential powers
We care our heirs
In this deluding time
Remember, nothing is ours.

Gajanan Mishra
With One's Own Treasure

Nobody is perfect
Not sweet to hear,
Let us say something
That is sweet and
That gives pleasure.
Let us say
Everyone is going
To achieve perfection,
And where is that,
That is within,
Everyone is here
With his own truth
And with his own treasure,
No matter summer or winter.

Gajanan Mishra
With Others

I am one
With others,
And also many
In others,
And nothing
Without others.

I have nothing
No language,
No time,
No body,
And nothing like
Earth, air,
Water, light,
So also the sky.

I am for justice,
I am for love,
I am for the truth.

Just have a glance,
My face is there.

Come with me
As a victim.

See,
The exit point is there.

Gajanan Mishra
With Our Own Present And Future

With the dancing of our souls,
With the singing of our eyes,
With the beating of our hearts,
We expressed our love here without fear.
We are here together with our own
Present and future, we are frank and fair.
We are not going anywhere at any time,
We are the truth, we are the love, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
With Own Self

How can you
Leave?
Your leaving is
Not possible, my dear.
Staying is a
Process and
You are a part of it.
Leaving is nothing
But staying
With the self.
And I know
You are here
With your own self.

Gajanan Mishra
With Real Identity

You and I are
The one and the same.
We are in each other
With real identity.

You are complete
So also I am.
You are I am
Not different.

We both are original,
Still, not final.
In quality and in
Quantity - one and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
With Revolutionary Words

With revolutionary words
I am writing for peace
Read me, my dear, if you please.
My words have power
To kill all your evils.
I am not to impress or
To attract you, my dear,
I am here writing
With revolutionary words
To make you enlightened.
I am giving you wings, fly in the sky.
I am giving you words, walk on the earth.
My poems are not for entertainment, mind it.
You are here with me means you are the very Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With Searchers

Where to search
And how to search
That I know not.
But I am here busy
In searching work.

I have forgotten
The name and address,
The time and progress,
And still searching
Riding on the clouds.

I am searching here
Aagin and again and
And yet again I am
Here with other searchers

Gajanan Mishra
With Shadows

Argument not permitted
With shadows.
Benches are vacant there,
Go and sit dear sir.

If possible, dear men,
Prove you indivisibility.
See, as ever, transparent way
For the past and future.

Point of entry is to be noted,
Memory is to be examined.
Perpetual identity is to be produced,
To keep in tact desired thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
With So Many Contraries

With so many contraries,
We are going on the path of progress.
All reason and all energies are
Giving us strength.
And we love and we hate,
To our own existence.
And it is true we are
Eternal delight.

Gajanan Mishra
With So Many Sizes

With so many sizes,
So many forms,
So many colours,
We arrived at
The conclusion and
We discovered life therein.
We know the landscape,
We know the glacial ice,
We know the fearsome sight
Of the erupting volcanoes,
We know the rock slides,
Mud falls and fast floods.
But we want trees to grow,
We want animals to live,

Gajanan Mishra
With So Many Wives

With so many wives
I am feeling thirsty
And we all are in morose.
And we have no water,
No light, though,
We are in the ocean,
It is not night.
We are all empty,
Full the earth
With everything, though.

Gajanan Mishra
With So Much

You know nothing, my dear men
With so much reading writing
And research works, you have
Done nothing for welfare of others
Everything is still unknown to you.
In this poem and in that you are
Only searching researching the violations
Of rules regulations grammatical errors etc
Only to satisfy your loopholes of
Not understand properly the fact
And not being able to admit the Truth.

It is fact that we all are here
Living together, sleeping, sitting
Loitering together, we must say each other
My dear, we are truth, we are all
Perfect, we are all pure, we should live
In truth, we should remain as true friends
For all times to come and so we should
Tolerate each other and excuses each others
Mistakes, errors each and every time
We know and it is fact the at the absence or
Disappearance of one the other is void of everything.

Gajanan Mishra
With Sound And Music

With sound and music
Drinking words came to me
And made me happy.
I am awakened with
My emotions as they all
Touched my heart.
All they uplifted me
And opened the secret of life
And brought peace abolishing strife.

Gajanan Mishra
With sweetness and love
I appeared in the drama
To show my glory and grandeur.
I myself is overwhelmed
In excellence and eminence and
Forgotten I am Gajanan Mishra.
I have forgotten I am the son
Of Bhagavan Radhika, I am
The father of Chandan Suman.
I have forgotten I am the husband
Of my wife Tapaswini
But I thrill my men with delight.
But I am the handsomest
And each one is attracted towards me.

Gajanan Mishra
With the advance of winter,
Let me play the guitar,
As the spring is
In the waiting hall there.

Hours by hours
Let me count
The colourful flowers.

I see the cuckoo
Taking rest in the star.

Let me open my ears
With my holy body
And heartful prayer.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Air

I am with the air at present,
And the air requested me to
write something new on the sky.
I am with the sky at present,
And the sky requested me to
sing a song afresh on the earth.
I am standing on this earth,
See me my dear friends with
the lights that are in you.
And I know you are the water
And under the control of the sun,
And the sun is in me, see rising
at every moment anew and I am
keeping myself under control.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Dreams In Time

I am in this body,
I am also in that body.
I have countless bodies,
And I am in all at the same time.

I am not here to say
It is my body and
That is your body.

I am going with the body,
The body is there as it was
And as it is with water and air.

I am there doing all works
With that body and I am staying
Like that tree and the tree is
Telling me all stories in silent.

The body is telling something
With the dreams in time
And the time is taking me
While rebuilding the body.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Help Of Others

With the help of others,
From the very birth
We all are living here.
First of all, this body
Is not ours, this body
Is acquired from parents.
Knowledge received from
Teachers. Our food, clothes
And all other necessities
Are prepared by others.
In this way or In that way
We are indebted to others.
We are duty bound to do
Things for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Knowledge I Possessed

With the knowledge I possessed
I lived in comfort
No infatuation no disease
No greedy no enemy
Knowledge I possessed
And knowledge is the oasis
Knowledge is peace.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Last Enemy

I am being taught
to live with envy.
I have not marked
I am with the old enemy,
While going with
The last enemy.

I have taken a bow
to cross bounds.
And I have crossed
Leaving aside the frame
That was full of fragility.

And you kiss me,
Hug me and I try to
Humanize myself again.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Music

Sun is rising
Rain is raining.

O sun, see me
O rain, touch me.

I am here in the light,
washing my hands and feet.

I am bright,
also in the night.

And I am dancing
And I am singing
With your music
With your music.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Onset Of Summer

With onset of summer
Mercury level begin to rise
With the onset of summer
Watermelon is ready to eat
With the onset of summer
My dear I in search of you
To share delight and woe
It is the time of litmus test
My dear in love and hatred
We must united.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Poets

With the poets
I want to spend my life.
I want to go
To the poet's residence.
I know the world is
Such a place, where
The poet resides.
I am with the poet
In his residence.
The air, the water
And all other residents
Salute me in honor of
The poet, I love and I love
The poet for loving service.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Realization Of Truth

No attachment no enmity,
No envy no jealousy no evil,
And with these stay free
From ill-will.
Freedom from ill-will means
Actions are pure,
The living is pure,
With realization of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Rise

Th sun rises every morning
With the rise of the sun
I am engaged in different
Activities
The sun does not cause me
To perform either prescribed
Or prohibited actions.
My dear, I know, You are
Dwelling with me but it is I
Who is doing everything
And it is not I but the nature
Is doing every act here.

Gajanan Mishra
With The River Water

With the river water
I am worshipping the sea,
With the lamp I am showing
The light to the sun.

O sun, I know you are
Sure to rise and sure to set
But see me No one can say
What is sure in my life
Or in my death and for which
I am well prepared to face
Any situation anywhere.

O sea, see me, I am here
Standing on your shore and without any reason
Looking at you and your waves.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Sun Shines

With the sun shines
I found new joy new life.
With this body
I realized the self
And immortality.
With you O my dear
I am in pervasiveness
I am in purity
I am in eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Tigers

With the tigers
Let us move forward.
On the bank of the rivers
Let us see life.

In the life herein
Let us love each other.
In the dense forest
Let us search out the truth.

Truth - the life,
truth - the forest,
Truth - the tigers,
Truth - the rivers.

And in all the truth
Let love flourish.

Gajanan Mishra
With The Truth

What I am doing,
I am doing not
For myself.
I am doing
Being united
With the truth.
Truth is here
With you.

Gajanan Mishra
With These

With these inhuman symptoms
As greed, anger, irreligiosity
Rampant hypocrisy we are
Calling ourselves men, alas!

Gajanan Mishra
With This Life

With this life,
I can say
At the top of the voice,
That I am the super self.

You and your works
Are identical
That I know here
In day to day experiences.

The stage of satisfaction,
Differ, though, I
Fully satisfy
With this life.

Gajanan Mishra
With this world
I am delighted
I am contented.

I am not afraid of death
I love and live
With this world.

I am enlightened
My body is my earthen lamp
I have my divine discourse
With this world.

With this world
I have my glories
I have my secrets.

Gajanan Mishra
With Truth

Listen to,
I am with the truth,
Don't be crafty.

Listen to
With your
Ear-less life
And keep silence.

Life is there
In silence,
Feel, I am
In you.

Gajanan Mishra
With Two

I am going with two persons,
Night and day.
I am fighting with two persons,
Time and patience.
Two persons are looking at me,
The sun and the moon.
Two persons are giving me life,
The air and the water.
I am on this earth and under the sky,
I know them as two persons.
My mother and my father are two persons
They are my creator and maintainer.
I am in between the truth and the false,
And I am ever ready to go with the former.

Gajanan Mishra
With Unflinching Faith

You can acquire the essence
Of all knowledge.
Without coming to the Almighty
You can not attain
Perfect liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
With Us

With us
Al is well,
Now that
We are in love.

We are in love,
All is well
With us,
No misfortune
Is there.

No misfortune
Is there,
We are in love
And we are
In love.

Gajanan Mishra
With Utmost Care

With utmost care
I know You are
Looking after all
Creatures here.

With Your power
All are embodiment
Of glory and
Daring in war.

You are Your world
I know, my dear
You are the sovereign
Undisputed.

Gajanan Mishra
With Utmost Faith

I am writing poems
Having no desire.

I have no show or ostentation
I am not torturing myself or anybody
I am here, O my dear, by Your sweet will.

Gajanan Mishra
With Water

I am with water,
Water is with me.
No water
Nothing.

Everything is from water
If water is there
Each and every one is in pleasure.

Water, water,
This world is filled
With water.

The sky is seen
In water
And water keeps
The fire to burn the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
With Whirlpool Space

I know I am here
The remarks you made
Unfold though.

Tradition is that
We both are here
And in dress and style
We expressed our ideas.

Nobody is here
To see except ourselves
And the language
We used misunderstood.

Gajanan Mishra
With Words

With words
I want to live,
Love words
Are my capital.
I want to invest
The truth here in life.
Life is here
With all symphony.
We are to fly
With the words
To cross the sky
That are within us.
Poetry is our wings and
We are crossing the world.

Gajanan Mishra
With Yes And No

With yes proceed forward,
With no proceed backward.
Backward and forward all
Are the same and one with
The same place and time.
Yes and no has the same
Meaning and living with
Rivers and mountains and
Staying with the sky and
The earth here and there.
We have the same star as
Desire and fire and far.
We have the same night and
The day with same love.

Gajanan Mishra
With You

I am with you day and night
I am here in open light.

I compose poem for you only
You are only here with me
And I am in the sky
With your blessing.

My words are useless
My life is timeless
I am not helpless
I am not ladderless.

I am with you
You are with me
I am composing poem
For you only
You are here to
See me only.

Gajanan Mishra
With You I Am Satisfied

With You
See me
I am happy.
With You
I am agreed.

I think
One world
One time
One situation
One life
And I am
Happy with it.

What is happening
I am saying
It's okay.

I am satisfied
With You
With time
With this world
With my own life.

And I am complete
I am fearless
I am here
With You
See me
My dear, You are
The God and You are
The Goddess.

Gajanan Mishra
With You Together - Life

No one can say
What is going on here,
No one can say
Who is near and dear.
But I can say
I am a service holder,
And you are my only Master.
I know my present position,
I also know my future.
I am the mountaineer,
Who is here to climb
Up and up but not
Lower and lower,
With you together.

Gajanan Mishra
With You We Are True

With you we are in action
With you we acquire knowledge
And knowledge is better
Than action
Wisdom is better than knowledge
And universe is greater than wisdom.

You are the universe
We are art of that universe
You are to control us
You are to control our action
You are our knowledge
You are our wisdom
You are our universe.

With you we are in action
And without you
We are false and
Without you we have
No universe.

Gajanan Mishra
With You, Dear Mother

I am
With you,
Dear mother.
And you are
Going mad,
For I am
Not here
For you.
I am not
Able to help
You, dear mother,
In any way.
I am really
Worthless.
Dear earth,
I am polluting
You and the atmosphere.
Dear mother,
Very very helpless
I am here.
I have forgotten
Your words,
For my belly.
I think you
Outdated, dear mother.
And here
My men are looting me,
See dear mother.
You are the only one
Who is here
With me
To give a protest
Without caring anyone.
But I am so faithless,
Dear mother,
I am not giving
Importance to you.
For truth,
You are here, dear mother,
Leaving all.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Brownish-Yellow-Colour

With your brownish-yellow-colour
I stood on this earth and I try to
Muster all under the sky for love.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Happiness

I am happy
With your happiness.
And I am here
Only for you, my dear.

I am doing all
My meditation and all
My adoration all
Only for you, my dear.

I know whatever I am
Doing and whatever I am
Speaking is only for you
And for your welfare
And all these gained
Significance only with you.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Help

With your help
I can do anything
Without you
I am nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Own Intelligence

With your own intelligence
Judge Yourself why you are suffering
Why you are in distress.
Find out the cause of distress
But you can not find certainly
Either by arguments or
By imagination or you can not
Express in words.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Presence

With your presence
It's not possible
To know pain
With your presence
It's not possible
To calculate
Loss and gain.
You are omnipresent
You are omniscient
And With you
I'm self-confident.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Smile

With Your smile,
With Your smile, my dear,
You are brightening the world.
I know, this world is Your canvas,
O my dear, I know all happiness
Are with You and You are alone
Here, in this world doing all
Happily for the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
With Your Spectacles

With your spectacles you can see me,
But if you are a jaundice patient,
what shall I do? I am not the doctor
to make your vision clear, my dear.

With your hands you can hold anything,
But if you do not want to raise your hands
what shall I do? I am not the commander-in-chief
To force you by giving punishment here.

My happiness is in my hands that I know very well
But I am not utilizing fully my freedom due to my
habit to obey the orders of outsider.
And it is in this way I am dependent fully though
I have got independence and it is disgrace
I know very well and I am helpless in me.

Gajanan Mishra
Within All

See, nobody knows you
Though you are within all.
You are most pious
and created all.

Every work is being
done by you directly
and also indirectly.
You are here from
the very beginning and
let me respect you humbly.

You are yes and
also you are no,
all contradictions are
also yours that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Within And Beyond

Within and beyond
You exist that I know
Always here.
Every particle of mine
Is Yours, I do admit.
I am telling I am here
Only after getting
Knowledge and energy
From You, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Within And Outside

Within and outside
We have so many enemies.

How to subdue them all,
Tell me, my dear.

But no enemies
And it is all illusion.

So also we are in
No friend zone.

Gajanan Mishra
Within And Without

Yes, within and without.
I see you, here and there,
At both, in and exit point.

Yes, you are living and
Dead and you are here and there,
In both, black and white.

Above and below, I am there
With you, at every step, but
You are to see me, hear me.

Like this and like that
I am there at every place
Where you are staying, here and there,
But with my own eyes-views,
far above from market price.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Limits

Stay
Within limits.
Be the limit
Our life.

Nothing is
Unlimited.
Limitlessness is
There everything.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Me

Within me.
You are within me,
Every web site
Has shown it.

I am in You
O my dear, in real world
It is shown by everybody
Everywhere, and it is
Well-known.

I am in love
With You, my dear,
And You are
With me as usual
Here for all times.

Gajanan Mishra
Within My Power

Right -
Success or failure is
Not under my control.

But it is within my power
To remain unaffected
By success and failure.

And I am here
To set right
What is within my power.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Myself

Within myself
I am the best
And I am fully
Devoted.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Nature

It is within nature
Every action takes place
Walking speaking laughing
Sleeping standing sitting
The self is the untainted
Illuminator of actions and
Inactions both.

In fact I am not interested
My dear what is done
I have no interest what is
Not done, I also do not
Depend on anything or any body
For any interest
And no action for me.

Gajanan Mishra
Within No Fears

Within no fear
Truth of the truths.
Nothing but renunciation
It is pleasant silence.

Gift of fearlessness
Still there adding secrecy
In the offspring
Lunar houses.

Gajanan Mishra
Within One Another

Believe me,
We are one.
Oneness is
Our reality.

See the sky
And the earth.
Feel them in
The water and air.

Yes, my dear,
We are one.
Switch on the light
And see within.

Believe me, my dear, we are
Here, within one another.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Seven Days

Within this seven days
Everything will be finished.
You can do nothing
Within this seven days.
Within this seven days
You can do a lot to save yourself.
Do whatever you like
Within this seven days.
Only seven days is in your hands
Only seven days and within this, see and count.
Count one two three four..
And see you are not yours.
You are not yours, my dear
Come to me within this seven days, I am only yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Earth

Fire is there
On the hills,
Hills are there
On the earth,
And fire is
Within the earth.

I am on the earth,
Fire is within me,
I am the earth.

Earth revolves
Round the sun
And the sun is there
In the sky, I am
As empty as the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Heart

Within the heart,
My dear, you are.
Within the heart,
The entire world.

I am yours,
You are mine.
The factual
Aspect of life
Is three into
Three - nine.

The sum and substance
Is known to all.
If you need me, at any time,
Give me a call.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Jurisdictions

You are always
Within the jurisdictions
Of Time and you
Can not go beyond time.

Time is here with you
Do what you want to do
And remember time is
Passing keeping you aside.

You can not save yourself
From the clutches of time
Time is there as before
Put question who are you.

Truth willing you are here
Truth not willing you are not here.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Kingdom

We are all
Within the kingdom of
Illusory energy
And we are in prison
We are shackled by
Charming beauty of a woman
Talks of so called love
Sweet words of our own children
And in this prison
We forget our real identity.

O my dear, live in home
Be a family holder, live in family
No matter, but remember
Real purpose of your living
Is to develop Truth consciousness
Your concern is to get out
of the family life
Created by illusion
And enter in to the real family
Life of the Almighty.

My dear, remember
Your business is not to
Repeatedly chain yourself
To so-called family life
In one life after another
And remain in darkness always
You are to search the light
Of freedom and live freely
In your family life
Wherein there is the way for freedom.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Sun

Within the sun
Find everything
O my dear,
Within the sun
Find everybody.

Existence is
In all times and
In all places, my dear
Find it within you
And also within me.

Speak and show
The path of Truth
Here at this time
In self-realization.

Understand all
Love all
Tolerate all
Be with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Within The Walls

Within the walls,
We are all here,
Seen and unseen.

Our thinking, feelings
And willing has some
Works, not full, though.

We are here to initiate
Everything with our strength.

We are not polluted but
Pure and perfect.

It is our suffering,
It is our miseries
That can take us
To the light.

Gajanan Mishra
Within This Body

Everything is here
Within this body,
Take care, my dear.
No body and nothing.

This body is
The manifestation of
Love and truth,
Knowing this every one
Is wonder-struck
And left aghast.

See the body with
Purity of mind and
Spirit and confidently
declare yourself nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Us

Within us
Both the elephant
And the crocodile
Are here.
And they are always
Fighting in water.
Water is also there
In my body,
And I am searching
Where is the elephant
And the crocodile.
With a smile.
And I fear, they both -
Ready to attack me together.

Gajanan Mishra
Within Us -God

Let us search and
See God, who is
Within us here.

Gajanan Mishra
Within You

I am yours
You are only mine
I am yours
I can not harm you
You can not harm me
You are within me
I am within you
I am yours
Without any question.

Gajanan Mishra
Within You, My Love, My Truth

I know
Who is there
Within you.
I know
What do you
Do
And for whom.
I know
Where are you,
I know
Quarrel starts
With two.
I know
What is there
To receive
And what is there
To give.
Give and take,
Everything is
In the name of
Truth,
I know.
I know as
I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Glare

Without You
O my dear
The sun the moon the fire
Are without glare.

It all remains dark
No wind no water
Without You my dear
No life is there.

Without You
O my dear
No earth no sky
And nothing and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Your Company

Without Your company, O my dear,
I cannot live here.
I cannot be rid of error.
I know, my dear, You
Cannot be found except through love,
And love is there where there is truth,
I know my dear, You are the Supreme Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Actions

Without actions,
No fruits.
Good actions-
Good fruits.
But you can't say
Happiness is there
Always in actions.
But you can say like
Benjamin Disraeli
No happiness
Without actions.
Go on performing actions,
My dear, and see
And enjoy all.

Gajanan Mishra
Without An Error

Without an error
Live here,
Forget error,
Live here,
No error,
Live here.

Nothing to fear,
Stay here,
Nothing to fear,
Live here,
Nothing to fear,
Work here.

I am for all,
Think a while.
All are for me,
Think, while living.
Life is for all,
And they
Depend on each other.
Love and nurtured,
Life offer, here.

Words are to hear,
Places are to stay,
Works are to perform,
Men are to love,
Truth is to show,
Life is to live,
Roads are to go.

Go on doing your
Own works, my dear,
Fear not,
Nothing to fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Without And Within

Without and within
All beings and non-beings
Moving and unmoving
I am there in
I am near and
I stands a far
O my dear
I am yours as a whole.
I existed
I exist
And I will exist
O my dear
In your pleasure
In sorrow
In prosperity
In adversity.
I am nothing
Just writing poetry
I know I am here
I am there
In your smiles
In your cries
Just know me
And it is you
Just feel.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Anxiety

Without anxiety,
Please stay here,
And get all peace
And all happiness.

For you,
This world is
Created dear,
Dear daughter.

Where you are
That is the heaven,
You are to coordinate,
You are to do
All welfare acts
For all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any Carping Spirit

With burst of laughter
And burst of tears,
I know, you are out of fear.
You behold what is truth,
You know where is the truth.
Without any carping spirit,
And with faith just read,
And read the poems and know all
That are there in the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any Doubt

Without any doubt
Victory will come to us
We are in right path
All divine traits are with us.

We are the son of nectar
O my dear You are our father
You are our mother
Guide friend and teacher.

You are our charioteer
Without any doubt
victory will surely come
And knock our door.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any Reservation

Without any reservation
Necessity is timely appreciation.

Appreciate to keep
relationship bright
And make society enlight.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any Selfish Motives

I am free,
And also free from ego,
And I act piously here
Without any selfish motives
To fulfill.
And I know I am not
Subject to sinful reactions.

I am free,
Some say I am a man,
I am conscious.
I am here in pure goodness,
And I want to cross over it.
I understand the life
And the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any Understanding

How can I understand?
I am not so
Competent to
Understand
Your world,
As I am within
This world with
So much attached.
Though, nothing is
Lovable, I love
The world at large.
But I love without
Any understanding,
For life, though.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Any War

Without any war,
I declared you
As the winner.
For your love,
For your honesty,
I declared you
As the inspirer
Of all life.
You are the live-poem,
You are here and
Also there to tell
How life is sweet
And for that
You are with all.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Association

You can not do anything
You can not enjoy pleasure
You can not feel pain.

Without association
You can not go anywhere
You can not rule over others
And with association
You can assume anything
And you are free to form
Any association with any body
At any time for any purpose
But see that You keep
Your identity there in
By establishing affinity.

Mind it
Disassociation is already there
And association is wrongly assumed.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Austerity

Without austerity
No purity
Without purity
No useful advice
Without useful advice
No good work
Without good works
No society is called welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Begging

Begging is all pious.
If you want to take away
Something from somebody
You must beg.
Without begging
You can not take away
Another's rightful possession.

But O my dear, on the pretense
Of begging three footsteps of land
You took away all.
How far is it right?
I don't know about it.
I know only past present and future
And I know also it is Yours my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Being Disturbed

Without being disturbed
You are here
You appeared and you disappeared
You are not here to know
Summer winter happiness disaster.

Without being disturbed
You are here
Nobody is there to kill you
Nobody can kill you
The word kill is but a chill.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Blinking

Without blinking stare at an object
Tears roll and no question is there why.

On oily paper pens do not write
No question is there why.

Water through fissures not leaking
Ocean floor and there is no question why.

The question is there is no question to put why.

I am just obseving and observing
I can shot
The mute then show gut.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Body

Without body one can't
Do anything anywhere
Body is a bare necessity
But remember bodily concept
Of life is dangerous
As through this one may
Forgets his own real identity
Take body, O living entity
But be cautious, keep body
Under your full control
Or else body is there to
Control you and you are to
Lose everything everywhere
Body is necessary take the body.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Bull

Without bull
How can a cow be pregnant?
Without You
How can I live?

Though I failed to see You
And I know not details of You,
It is You who can see me
And know all about me.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Cause

Without cause and because
Nothing to be seen
Nothing to be heard
Nothing to be grasped
I myself present here
With this poem, an instrument
Of divine eyes and universal form.

Because and without cause
You revealed yourself
I glittered and it is
No wonder I rejoice
Again and again
Is it my attachment to happiness
Is it my ignorant? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Without Cessation

Without cessation,
I am writing and writing
Poems for you, dear,
While you shine
As the central pivot
For all,
With my own force
But with your direction.
I am in certitude,
I will get light from you,
And I know the truth

Gajanan Mishra
Without Division

Unalloyed
Without any doubt
Without division
I am here
Fixed in my literature
Throughout life
Without surrendered.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Doubt

Without doubt
I am Yours
You are mine.

Since time immemorial
I have been of yours
And I will remain yours.

I have never regarded
Myself separate from You
And it is impossible.

O my dear,
I am your fragment
How can I be separate.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Doubt I Can Say

Without doubt
I can say before all
You are here at the center
And everywhere, all times
I can show them all
Your coming going moving
It is by Your call
We are in this mall.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Duplicity

Without duplicity
If you are agree
Please serve
And satisfy yourself
What you obtained
From such service.

May I request you
Please go not for
Dirtiness dishonesty
thievery faithlessness
Useless quarrel lust anger
All these are ready to
Dragged you to
The lowest position.

It is recommended
To go for welfare of all
And go for the freedom
from lust anger and greed
Go with non-violence
Truthfulness and honesty.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Earth

Eating sitting walking
Sleeping playing and
Doing everything
We are in the sky.

Sky is here and
Here the sky
There is sun
There is moon
There is star
There the cloud
The star.

In the sky
We got identity
Without earth
Value of sky
Nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Exit

How can I go forward
Since I am in a room
Without exit.
Pull not,
Push not,
I am going on
Through National
Highway number one.
Take steps to
End the logjam.
Prevent corruption,
Let me go
On the path of progress
As assured.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Faith

Without faith
Doing anything
Is not good and
Bear no fruits.

Without faith
Doing anything
And expecting
No rewards is also
Not good if performed
With attachment.

Evil acts
Evil fruits
No matter
You want it or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Fear

Without fear,
I am here.
Here I am
Living with
All goodness
And purity,
In eternity,
Without enmity.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Fear, Let All Live

Knowledge and love -
Our strength.
Devotion -
Our will power.
We are here to get
Divine joy.

We are to lead the world
On the path of humanity.
We are to lead the world,
On the path of truth.

Let all creatures live
In this world without fear,
Let all get the nectar,
That is with nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Food

Without food,
How can I live,
But eating is
Not my business.

Let me eat
The eatables
And do my business.

My business is
Nothing but to love,
To love and to utter words
That are for public good.

For public good
Let me tell the truth,
And for this living is a must.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Foot

Without foot
I am going, see.

I am reaching that place
Which is here there
And everywhere.

You cannot see me
Though I exist
With this eyes.

You can see me
If you close your eyes.

See me,
I am deep dark and deep blue
See me with love
See me in Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Friends

Without friends
No life.
I dedicate
My each day
To my friends.

With friends
I live
Here and
There
In peace.

Who is not
My friend?
Who is not
My near and dear?

Gajanan Mishra
Without Giving

Without giving
You have no right to take
Take as You like
And there is nothing to take.

You are firebrand
You are fire
Fire is your life
What is there in fire.

Give everything you have
And take nothing from fire
And Your life is fire
Fire is energy.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Good Qualities

Without good qualities,
The son is bad,
And a bad son is
Unbearably painful.
It is unfortunate to
Get such a son,
Who is like blind eyes,
Without any use.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Having Connection

Without having a connection
You can not move an inch
And with connection you
Can not improve
You can not rise.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Hesitation

Without hesitation
I am giving You all
All lands all planets
My entire body.
Without hesitation
I surrender You
By my intelligence
And I want nothing
In return from You.
O my dear, it is You
To decide what to do
And when at what point
I am nothing I have nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Husband

A chaste woman
Considered herself
As good as a dead body
Like wise O my dear
Without You I considered
Myself a non-entity
You are my destiny
O my dear, I am at Your
Platform and it is You
Who can alone make
My life happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Insulting Anyone

Without insulting anyone
I opt to do work
For the benefit of all.
No cold, heat, fear, lust,
Prosperity or Adversity
Can affect me.
By good deeds
I want judicious earning.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Legs

Without legs
You walk, I know.
Without ears
You hear, I know.
But without you
I can't live.
I know, without me
You can stay forever.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Limitation

No thinking no feeling
You said fool and wise
At the same time.

I have taken action
I am caution
Without limitation.

I know my limitation
I know the limitation of the sky
And I know how to fly.

The fly-over is not there
I know from the beginning
And I am going to touch that is mine.

What is mine I know not
My tongue held up
Showing the heart of love.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Looking

Meaningless to
utter word
word
a path
not go far.

Tacttrick used
in a book
unpracticable
always
though praised.

Pranced the horse
no problem.
Problem
to go with
others advice
unexamined.

Examination
meaningless
if passable
passing without
looking
starspangled banner
is
wonder and wander.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Love

By strict vows
By severe austerities
By studying
You are trying to reach
The truth
Remember without love
You would not succeed.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Love How Can I

Without love
How can I live
Without affection
How can I stay
Life is disgusting
Life is boring
Without love
Without affection.

Without love
Without affection
Only there is accumulation
Of exhaustive endeavors
That make me lost here
There everywhere and there is
Only feeling of unbearable anxiety.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Love Life Is Spoiled

Without the truth, life is in dark,
Without love life is spoiled,
But with enemies enjoy life, dear,
Search for a peaceful life there.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Loving Your Own Daughter

Without loving your own daughter
It is not possible on your part
To love the daughter of others.

Misbehaving your own daughter-in-law
You are not in a position to think good
To other woman and to give respect to laws.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Money

Without money
I cannot move,
Still I say
For money
I cannot stay.
I know
Money is the root,
Root of all.
But I see
My life is rootless.
No root
But full of fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Mother What Is A Day

Without the mother what is a day!
The day is like as dark as coal.
Without the mother what is a life!
The life is like as dry as sand of the desert.
Without the mother what is time!
The time is as hot and painful as burning fire.
Keep the mother with you and get all the truth,

Gajanan Mishra
Without Mother, Mother Tongue And Motherland

Without mother, mother language, and motherland,
You are understood to be impure and in such condition,
You cannot enjoy a truly blissful life anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Nothing

Without nothing
They called me
And I stoodup
On the top.

Handover all
The belongings
That are not mine.

And I in return
Called them
And they left
The places
Without nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Our Language

Without our language,
We are going to
The darkest hellish region,
On our own holy land,
That was separated
Only for that unique language,
And we are helpless
And very much aggrieved.
The language, the only hope,
That can recover our
Lost identity and take us
On the path of progress.
And without our language
We are almost dead here.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Permit

Without permit
Entry prohibited.

Permit accorded
According to work.

Work allotted
First come first
Entry basis.

You the first and
Only person to
Appear in this world
Through monthers womb.

You the only person
To say a word
That can liberate all.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Pious Activities

Without pious activities
How can I come to you, sir?
You are there I know
To help me in all respects.
And I am there with you
But I know not what kind of
Pious activities I have performed.
But I am sure I am committed
To my mother, to my mother language,
And to my mother earth.
I am fortunate, all opportunities
Are here with me to get the works
Done successfully for
The welfare of all here.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Servant -Body

Take care your servant,
The servant will take care you.
Give and take policy
Is there everywhere.

If you are careless,
Your servant is there
To take everything
From you.

Your servant will not
Give you permission
To do anything.
You are helpless
Without your servant,
Mind it my dear friends.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Soil

Without soil
A tree cannot
Take root.
Know the Truth,
O my dear, and
Get rid of desire.
Be even-minded
And acquired spiritual
Enlightenment.

No ether no
Moving space
No faith
No piety
No water no taste
No fire no color
No air no touch
No faith no success
It is love and
There is no death
No death means
No rebirth.

And it is the only
Truth here
We should know
Without fear or favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Without That Love

Without that love
How can I stay!
And I stay means
Love is here, my dear.

And I am here
In peace within this well
That is full of
Poisonous snakes.

And I am here
In this jungle
That is full of
Tigers and lions.

I am here
Only for love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Them

Good ruler
Scholar
River
Doctor
Soldier
Are my life partner
And without them
My life will not prosper.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Thinking Anything

Without thinking anything
Please come to me and see.
See me and listen to my words
And forget loss and gain, as
They are not yours.
Exchange it, what is there
With you at this time,
As time is there to change
Everything within and outside.
Take some responsibility
And go on working that are
Allotted to you, my dear
For the sake of truth,
I am there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Thorn

Without thorn
imagine not
a beautiful flower,

Flower is life
trouble is scented
and not thorny.

No thorn,
No success,
Life is dull.

Life is a flower
It is successful
only in trouble.

Take your shadow with you
in the noon of hot-May.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Truth

Without Truth
One can not be happy.

Without happiness
What is life.

Without life
Everything is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Understanding

Without understanding
I am living by heart.
Without understanding
I am making friends.
Without understanding
I am speaking that you like.
Without understanding
I am loving you and
sacrificing everything for you.
And I am happy with you,
And I am enjoying my pilgrimage
in this world, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Violence

Without violence
No enjoyment is possible,
Nobody is in non-violence.

Preaching non-violence
Is nothing but a farce
By man of passion.

But the world exists
In non-violence.

Live and let live,
Be the principle here.

Total non-violence
Though impossible, yet
We are to go with
Non-violence for the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Without War

Without war
Nothing can be achieved,
A bitter truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Woman

Woman woman woman
Without woman
There is no man.

Woman woman woman
Without woman
Nobody is sane.

Woman woman woman
Still we are
Torturing them.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Words

I am writing without words
You are to see me and heard
And understand and cared.

Gajanan Mishra
Without You

Without you
What is life
And without life
I am dead
Beating a dead man
Is of no use
Stay with me first
And do whatever
You are willing to
And with you
I am perfect and full
I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Without You Everything Is False

Without You the whole life is useless
Without the sun, likewise, the eyes are useless.

Without You, O my dear, My knowledge is false
Without You, see I am in illusion.

Your factual presence is necessary here
To see everything in true perspective, it is Your grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Without You I Am

Without You I am nothing
Without Your help I can not do anything.

You are my maintainer
You are here there everywhere
You are in everybody in everything
That are visible within this world.

You are invisible to those
Who are in ignorance and not
Like to see You.

Problem arises there
But You don’t care.

You are also with them in the illusion
This is Your greatness, my dear
And You treat the same the success and the failure.

Gajanan Mishra
Without You, How Can I Live

Without you, I can not
Do anything and living is
Impossible for me.

I am being attracted to you,
And going to you, being part of you,
I know, you are the only truth.

Truth is body, truth is mind,
And I am going to you with all truth,
Measuring my surface to benefit all.

Love is nothing I know and
At times love misleads us.
But truth is there, you are there,
Who can protect all, I know,
And I am going to you anyhow.

Gajanan Mishra
Without You, No Independent Existence

Without you, my dear,
I have no independent
Existence of my own.
But I know
I am not you.

Gajanan Mishra
Without Your Support

O my dear, I can not live.
I can not live, O my support
Without You.

I am helpless
I seek refuge in You
O my dear, my dependence
Is but natural.
No one force me to
Depend on You,
Willingly I depend
On You.

My dear, it is my
Exclusive devotion
And without any
Selfish motive.
O my master
I become an
Attendant upon You.

I am offering my
Obeisances
Prostrates before You
O my dear, Like a
Drowning man catching
At a straw
I am here taking
Refuge in You.

I am attached only
To You, depend only on You
I fix my mind and intellect
Only on You
I surrendering everything
That are with me to You.

Your manners your devices
Your styles and your real forms
I know, though not in full
That is sufficient to
Clear my doubts
That where I am what I am
All are You.

Gajanan Mishra
No witness is here who said
See me, I am here.
I am your witness
Who is living in your house
With you all ways.
I can say each and every truth
To you and to you only.
As a permitter I can give you
Advice and permission
In the performance of actions.
As a sustainer I can provide
Food water and other necessities
And protect you
As an experiencer I can undergo
All sorts of experiences
Pleasure pain all circumstances.
I am your witness within your house
But you can not taint me
And also you can not attach me
With anything and remember
If you are going to do so
You are committing such a mistake
That can not be eradicated.
Remember, I am your
Impartial witness and only witness.

Gajanan Mishra
**Witness All**

No prayer rejected  
No desire dejected  
No body departed.

Be small  
and witness all.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness- Did Not See Anything

I did not see anything
Yesterday or any day
In any place
At any time.

I see today
The sun rising
The bird flying
The air flowing
The tree fluting
I'm laughing dancing.

What I have not seen
I could not say
What I have seen
I feel and I can say
It is up to you
To say yes or nay.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness For Happenings

Witness for happenings.
Who is he
I dare not to asked.

Who is he?
He is here, He is there
I found everywhere.

It is the history
History of peculiarities
And it is Yours.

I am anxious
And You are here
Ready to take all responsibility.

I know You are present as witness
In all livings and non-living beings.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness Is Here

Witness is here
Ask me,
Witness knows everything.

The eyes of the witness
Is opened always
No cover, no eyelids are there.

Witness is present
Ask the witness
If you so like.

The witness is here
He is ready to tell you
Everything that you want.

You are to hear the witness
You are to understand the witness.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness The Scene

Witness the scene
That is there within.
But refuse to sink.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness Within

Sitting unseen
You are, my dear
And for You only
I am here living
Without fear.

Mystic and mystic
I am both in dream
And in reality
O my dear, it is You
Maintaining relation
In perfect motion.

You are the best
Immeasurable in any test.

Gajanan Mishra
Witness, though,
No words
To express.

No specific
Identification marks
Separate me
From you.

With dreams
Movement is made,
True.

Real and natural
Each and every action,
Passion pervades
To illusion.

Gajanan Mishra
You are here
Witnessing me
That I know.
Alongwith You
O my dear, the sun
The moon the sky
Air fire night day
Evening morning
All are witnessing me.

I know I am here
To live to believe
Deed and misdeed are
All mine
I am here not for discussion
But for examination the system
I am here for perfect
Mention of the discrepancies
That are in regulative operation.

Sinful and sinless
No difference as You know
O my dear, let me hear
The exact modes of nature
Enjoyment and suffering
Are all but blackmailing of emotion
Life is in contamination
It is not good to say life
As peaceful or restless or foolish.

Gajanan Mishra
Witnessing Poem

When I pick up a pen
A poem is being written
When I close up my eyes
A poem is being witnessed
Nothing is wrong in a poem
And only a poem can refine a man.

Gajanan Mishra
Woeful Really

Woeful really
My breathe
My broods.

But
What shall I do?
I have no control
Ove me!
O, Yes.

I am not able to
Answer any question.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman

Woman is the mother and
Symbol of love empathy
And patience.
Man is created from woman
And woman is worshiping
As God mother.
Woman is nature and
greatest strength lies
In innate motherhood.
Mother is creative and
Mother has life-giving power
Mother, mother and mother.
Woman-mother and mother-woman
Is not a pleasure-giving object
Let us come and give her respect.
Failing to give due respect
Means invitation to our own
Destruction in our own abject.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman - Flowing Water

Woman is flowing water
My dear, flowing water
Is pious like that of Ganges
And Jamunetry etc.

Woman is life-giver
And also life-taker
Exploit not a woman
It is dangerous.

Understand the inner
Meaning of Chankya
Never put your faith
In a woman or a politician.

Not always true, women
In general should not be trusted
Not to speak about the woman
Who is loitering here and there.

Not always true, beautiful young women
Invoke the dormant lusty desires
Of a man and so it is said
Protect a woman, give her proper protection.

Woman can solve any problem
Woman can do wonders, my dear
Woman is sister, woman is mother
Woman is the best creator.

Woman is the pious flowing water
Woman has kept nectar
If you are pure and in Truth
I am sure woman is better.

And if you are a demon
And a lusty person, be sure
It is a woman who is there
To enable you to reach the end.
Gajanan Mishra
Woman 1

You are the mustard oil
You declare yourself
necessary evil.
It is you also
who call yourself devil.

You are there to say
something always
It is you to decide
what is night
what is day.

Where to go with you
I do not know
I know the beginning or
the end is also
not known to you.

You lovely Woman
I am here to
start you again
and it is you
to put in proper place
that is there
in the terrain.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman 2

Show me your face
Give me a chance
to pluck out the ego
that is there.

You have a dark Sun
at your smile
You have a dark grace
at your style.

Putoff the proud I say
I salute you and pray.

Show me your face
My dear woman
I promise I make it
updat with
antivirus grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman- I Am

See me, I am a woman,
Woman-I am.
Release me
From oppression,
Violence and
Powerlessness.
I am your producer,
I am your mother.
I have nurtured you
For so many years.
I love you,
My love is the only truth.
Include me in your
Development design dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman Is Ocean

Woman is ocean,
Show not your strength,
Nothing is there to
Save you there.

Woman is ocean
You cannot find
Its shore, no one
Is also there
To hear your
Cry and roars.

Woman is ocean
Take not easy
While you deal but
have patience and zeal.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman Is The Gateway

Woman is the gateway to hell
Who said and why not known to me
If you permit me to say something
I must say this body is
The store house of hell.

If you ask again what is heaven
I must say it is annihilation of desire
Again it is to be added by me
If you are to give or show something
Show and give non-violence.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman- World

I want to write
A poem about women.
But I know not fully
Who is a woman
And I know something
The role of the women
In building a life.

I want to know
The mystery
Behind life.
I want to hear
The future.

What I want to know,
What I want to hear,
What I want to write,
Though, not clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Womanfolk

Woman-folk separated themselves
Unjustified reasons given
And that are rejected
Feeling has no space they clarified
The earth smiled a lot
Reality is that counting of sky begun.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman-Life Savor

Woman.
Who are you?
No sooner I see you
I die, some say.
You are the world
That I know
And in this world
Where is I,
That I am
Not able to know.
Woman,
Some say you are
Dangerous than
Poisonous snake.
They argue
To think about a woman
Is just going towards death.
But how can I agree?
I know from a woman
I have taken birth,
Only because of a woman
I am living.
Some say for some selfish end
Woman loves man
Woman is falsehood
Woman knows not
What is love.
I am not inclined
To agree with this.
I know it is woman
And only woman who is
Giving me nectar
And woman is the life-savor.

Gajanan Mishra
Woman's Hand

See woman's hand
In dog's dance
And search a
Well-wishing friend.

See material bondage
In impious actions
And be grateful to
The desire you hold.

Tell something about
The sum and substance
Of the Truth that is
Not illusory.

Release yourself
And release others
Within special protection
And see the actions and reactions.

Gajanan Mishra
Women And Hills

I climbed the hill,
And I thought it a woman.
To climb or not to climb
Is not at my control.
Excuse me, I wanted
To fly the sky. But see
The hill was there and
I was undone.

Gajanan Mishra
A beautiful woman
A beautiful woman
Is like a dark well
Covered by grass.

A dark well
Covered by grass
Is like a beautiful
Woman, a man
Who does not know
About them drops
Through the grass
And falls down.

O my dear friends,
Beautiful women
And politicians
Are not to be trusted.

Be careful while in
Dealings with them
Women and politicians
Can do anything to
Satisfy their own interest
No one is dear to them.

Gajanan Mishra
Women And Stars

I love women,
I love stars.
They both
Are fair.

I love not jackals,
I love not spiders.
They both are
Silent killers.

I love birds,
I love butterflies
They both
Give pleasures.

Life is full of colors,
Take care life as gardeners.

Gajanan Mishra
Women Are Really

Women are really
More powerful than men
Women are power of
Inspiration for men.

Women are controlled
By shyness
Once you loosened
This control valve
Women are free
And free women can
Create havoc in society
By adultery.

Adultery means
Production of unwanted
Children who are
Disturbing elements
Of the world .

Women are the main pillars
Of the society and the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Women Cook

Women cook
And serve
Husband and
Other members
Disinterestedly.

Physician
See, take care
Prescribe medicines
To patients
Disinterestedly.

Any work done by anybody
Sincerely honestly
Disinterestedly
Without expecting any rewards
And done for the welfare of others
Is pious in nature
And that has a bright future.

Gajanan Mishra
Women Warriors

The world is
At your feet,
Women warriors.
You have a
Greater tolerance
That I know.
You are the creator
Of the future.

Gajanan Mishra
Today is women's day
Let me say
Every day is a women's day
With a woman
No omission
With a woman
There is the commission.

Today is women's day
Do you want to say
And what are they
Go and ask a woman
Woman will say
In the best way
My dear guy.

Without a woman
Your own existence
Is at stake.
Go and salute,
On this very day.
Woman is there
To solve all your problems.
Without women
You are nothing, my dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder Is

Wonder is  
I am unable to know  
Who is my mother.  

Wonder is  
I am unable to know  
What is my mother-tongue.  

Wonder is  
I am unable to take care  
My mother-land, the earth.  
I am living on this earth  
And the earth is  
Giving me everything  
For my own survival,  
Still I am unable to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder Not

Wonder not, my dear,
this is our world!
Every impossible is
possible here.
So also every odd is a style.
Wonder not, anything
can happen at any moment.
Living and dead
no difference, see here.
So also going and coming
have nothing to alter.
The sky is the protector,
The sun and the moon are ready
to deliver hidden treasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder Of Poems

Here is the poem
Learn the wonders here,
Ponder over the poems
And know something
About eternal mystery,
About the sun the moon
The flowers the green fields
The mountain the stream
And the vast sky.
Know the ideas
And have faith in your own ideas,
Be gentle and truthful,
And stand up and fight
If you are right.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder Of The Wonderful

Wonder of the wonderful
Glory of the glorious
Intelligence of the intelligent
O my dear O my giant
O my love
Without you I am bluff
And flopped
Without your presence
I have no existence.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder Of The World

All wonder,
Sensation, perception,
Imagination and understanding -
All wonder of the world.
So also, the life -
Left and right,
Love and fight,
All charting and tweets.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder World

Come to this wonder world
Declare yourself conquerer
The Sun the Sky the Light
The air the earth if dare.

Come to this wonder world
Come as per your sweetwill
Sing the song as per choice
Come and go wherever you like
Worry not if you missed time
Come to this wonder world
Watching terribly as you like.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful

Each and every creature
Is very very wonderful here,
Each one is extraordinary.
They are all made of materials,
Whether it is stone, or wood or
Flesh or bone, matter little.
But they are all wonderful entity
And their appearance bewilders me.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful - Each And Everyman

Each and every man is wonderful
Here in this world
Birth- wonderful
Wonderful because
In the womb of the mother
He was protected by Almighty
Living- wonderful
Wonderful because
With a man there is
A human civilization
A good man is always
Fighting with sins
And is living a pious life
Death- wonderful
Wonderful because
A man knows
He is going to die within
Seven days
That is within a week
What to do and
What not to do he is free.

Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful - your words,
Wonderful - your life,
I love thee.
You are inside
And also
You are outside,
I love thee.
No war
Or no peace
Can defeat you,
I love thee.
You are there
With all love
And with all truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Creation

Really you are, a
Wonderful creation.
You are not, I know,
Contaminated, dear.
Instead, you are, I am sure,
Pure and perfect.
Your scope is unlimited,
Your vibration has
No limitation.
Many many thanks,
To you for your
Truthfulness and
Sincerity in life
That I experienced.
You are committed to
Enlighten each and
Everyone around you.
You are a human being,
And your living is
Like a human being.
You are going to make
This world a heaven.
I am fortunate to
Count, with you,
The days with seven.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful everything,
On this earth,
In this air,
In this water,
And also
In that sky.
And it is all
For love,
For the truth.
And my dear, I see
And I feel
All exist in you.
Nothing is mine,
But everything yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Gross Form

O my dear,
You are in your wonderful gross form
The islands, tracts, rivers, mountains, the sky, the oceans,
Netherworld, directions, hell, constellations,
You are in this earth
In animals, in trees, in grass, in fire, in water, in air
And knowing this I bow my head before You.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Intensive

Wonderful Intensive Fearful Enemy
My dear is here with me
Who is the source of
Increasing material conditions
And I know attachment is waste
The valuable energy of
My life time and I find no use
But I am helpless to give up
My dear without Your help and mercy.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Is Telling

I am Yours, You are mine
Wonderful is this world
Where all are here
Without any real identity.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Is This Boar

Wonderful is this boar
Wonderful is my nose
Wonderful is my life-dose
Wonderful and wonderful
You are, my dear, super most.

You can not say anything common, my dear
This wind, this rain, this light
you can not say go and fight and be a winner,
No no no my dear, here nobody is a loser,
And let me clear, I am nothing but Your dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Life

Wonderful life,
Very wonderful this world.
Wonderful the air,
Very wonderful the words.
Wonderful light,
Very wonderful the dark.

We are all in dark,
We are all air,
We are all the world.

We see we hear,
But we are not able to
Know anything.

We are under the current of time,
We are not ours for the time being.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Man

Wonderful man.
When he was a new-born child
He loved his mother much
Without mother his survival was difficult.
Then he loved the toys
And started forgetting mother.
The child grow older and made friends
With the child of the neighbours.
Went school, made friendship
With school-mates, loved books.
Acquired degrees, joined in service.
Loved to serve and going on
Forgetting mother. Love a girl
And get married. Did not like to
face mother. Son/ daughter
Took birth, Love them and busy
In their affairs. Grow old.
Wife is no more. Son and daughter
remained at a distance and remained
Busy in themselves in their reading
And doing some works.
The child who was born now old
And so old that unable to move.
At last he know the truth
And wanted to love the true lovable.
But alas! nobody was with him
Besides the all pervading.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Moon

Wonderful moon
It is fading away
Let us see soon.
It is up and down,
Let us feel the air quality
Let us feel the orbit policy,
It is my advocacy,
Enjoy life, enjoy life
Till it is there with the moon.

Gajanan Mishra
A wonderful poem,
Really you are,
Under the sky
And on the earth.

I find in you
All the air
And all the light
Of love and life.

I tried to read you
But I failed.

I tried to touch you
But you are not available.

Again and again, let me see you,
Where are you? where are you?

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Thing To Share

You are right Niken Amelia  
Life is a wonderful thing to share.

Life is large and powerful  
See universe mouth-full.

Be prepare to please others, my dear  
Understand the nature in love that appear.

No cause and no effect and I know  
Your mercy is simple and perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Truth

Open your eyes
Open your hearts
And live, live in peace.

Peace is within you
Just you have to walk
On the bank of a river.

River is within you
Just you have to go within
And see the wonderful truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful Work To Do

In this wonderful world
You are to do wonderful works
In wonderful ways
You are to say wonderful words
In wonderful relations
With wonderful smiling.

In this wonderful world
Everything is wonderful
Your eating Your sitting
Your bathing Your chatting
Your going and coming
Wonderfully it is nothing.

I know You are always engaged
Twenty four hours a day in loving all
And it is the wonder of this world
Love is unalloyed for all times
And it is available with all
Confidentially and openly for welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful World

And here in this world
One animal is being
Eaten by another
Here in this world
Everything is being
Destroyed by something else
Here in this world
Time scatters everything
As the wind scatters
Clouds in the sky
Feel Absolute authority
O my dear and guess by
Seeing the activities of this world.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonderful! You And Your World!

So many ways of birth!  
With amnion from the womb  
From eggs  
Sprouting up from the earth  
Born of sweat  
And from earth in rainy seasons  
Lac and lac form of lives  
Are being born everyday  
Every moment  
Some are immovable  
Some are movable  
Some lives in water  
Some fly in the sky  
Some other live on earth  
Also in your world so many  
Gods manes spirits devils demons  
Ghosts etc are there  
You are the one seed my dear,  
And from You different kinds of beings  
Are born and also wonderful  
There is no modification  
No diminution in You  
You remain immutable  
You are the root cause of all  
And You are eternal.

You are really wonderful!  
Wonderful your birth  
Your style, form in Your world  
I love You I love You  
And there is no other way out!

Gajanan Mishra
Wonders

All wonders,
The sky, the earth,
And in between
We are all.

Wonderful our life
And our lifestyle,
Wonderful the air
And the water in file.

Ours is a wonderland,
We all are in wonderment,
Wondrous our livings
And our merriment.
We are in mesh, see
In mesmerism.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonders Of The World

Wonders of the world
Creatures in general
East or West
North or South
In water or in Land or
In sky and whether you
Welcome or bid good bye
All are equal in birth and
Death and they are single
Although they seem plural
For which we prepared
A sketch and went there
For nothingness
Who we are
Wonders of the world.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder-Struck

Wonder-struck rain
Left aghast
Where to go
Never before
Heard seen
Thought of, imagined.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder-Struck - Love

I am wonder-struck
With your charm.
I am wonder-struck
With your passion.
I am wonder-struck
With your friendship,
Also with your enmity.
Let me wait for you
like the Cakora,
The Indian red-legged
Partridge.
Let me stand here
Like a statues.
Let me conquer you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wonder-Vacuum

I like it,
Vacuum cleaner.
As it helps me
To find the right one
And the logical one
To ask and
To believe,
To read and
To write,
To sleep and
To rise.
The vacuum cleaner
Is here as always
To make me wonder.

Gajanan Mishra
Wood and fire
Fire appears
In a concealed
Form in wood
And fire reveals
At other times.

Whether wood is
The cause of
Real happiness
Or the fire
I am not here
To say before You.

O my dear, I know
You are like fire
I am the wood here
I am performing
My duties and
You are Yours.

You manifest
Differently in
Different forms
At different times
That I know
Only for the welfare
Of all here.

I am sure
I am not wood
I am the fire
In this wood form
At present here
It is You who
Can make me change
as per Your wish.
Gajanan Mishra
Wood In Fire

I have seen the fire
There is fire in a piece of wood
There is wood in the fire
I have seen the fire
Fire is present I have not seen
And it beyond my knowledge
And you are here with me
I have told you so many things
And you hear all uttered nothing
And you are present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wood Is In The Fire

Wood is in the fire,
Fire is there,
Where we are.

Gajanan Mishra
Wooden Body

Wooden body,
Wooden house,
Wooden words,
Wooden life.
And everywhere
My thought process
Goes to burst,
Though I am
Not prepared
For all that.

I am not prepared
For anything here,
I know nothing is
Certain and
In uncertainty, we
Moved leaving
The bags and baggage
For no reasons
Thereof at any time
In numbers.

My words shine,
My body shine,
And I need
Some music
To play before all.
I know the night
And the value of
The song at midnight.
I know the mountain,
I want to climb.

The world permits me
To go further,
To write further,
To shine more and more
For others.
Wooden Doll

Being a wooden doll
I am not independent
I am not able to do anything
O my Supreme Controller
You yourself do whatever You like
I am a wooden doll
I am a puppet
In Your hands O my Master

Gajanan Mishra
Wood-God

Wood-God,
Wood-man,
Wood-land,
We love God,
We are men,
We are on the land.
Wood is water,
Wood is earth,
Wood is air,
Wood is sky,
Wood is light.
We are wood,
Wood is ours.
We are woods.

Gajanan Mishra
Tell me a word
that is not hymn.
Tell me a tree
that is not medicine.
Tell me the name
of a man who is faultless.
Still we praise men,
Still we cut the trees,
Still we misuse words.
It is because
we know nothing
and we think ourselves
great and wise and like to
we live in hypocrisy.

Gajanan Mishra
Word And Action

Do, what is right thing to do.
Utter, what is right word to utter,
Keeping in view the right time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Word And Trust

Bring the faith
In to existence through words,
But trust not the words.

Gajanan Mishra
Word And World

Poet is
In between
The word and
The world.
Poet has stolen
The words of the world
And started reciting poems
And the world began to dance.

Gajanan Mishra
Word By Word

Word by word
I am here
To make you
Understand.

But the meaning
Of the letter
I failed to
Understand.

No perfection
I marked
Either in reading
Or in writings.

Understanding is
Partial, I know.

Synonyms, purports,
Even transliteration
All are beyond control
And I am helpless.
But life deals
Directly with all.

I am unable to capture
Even the vital parts,
And wander in forest
That has no tree.
I swim in the river
That has no water.
My incapability,
Let me express to
Dream in the sky
That has no stars.

Let me jump the line
That has no words.
Word Has

Word has its own light
Enlightened your life with it.

Misconceived not and be open
And go out of prison.

Your probity provide you
Privilege and your success
Follow you whole days.

Power of procreation
Comes only when you are
perfect and in perfection.

Word has its own light
Try to conserve it.

Gajanan Mishra
Word Has Its Own Power

Word has its own power
Through word you can win war.
You are here to get peace
Love and affection are nice.
You are there for welfare of the world
You belong to the world in toto
Be soft be feeble and mild.

Gajanan Mishra
Word Is

Word is in search of its meaning,
Meaning is there without answer.
Life is an answer that is there
We are not trying to know the life,
How lazy and how foolish we are!

Gajanan Mishra
Word Is A Plea

Word is a plea
Action is a plea
Plea and pretence
Is the cause of
Self destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Word Is That

Word was/is that,
We would go together.
Word is that
One would not wait for other.

Water is there in its place,
We would go without touching water.
We would also hide ourselves from air
And would touch the sky.

We would not sleep,
Word was that.
No one would use another
As bait.

Gajanan Mishra
Word Life

Word word life life
word life life word.
Life has its own word
Word has its own life.
word life life word
Life life word word.
Are you ready to catch
The word in your life?
Has your word the strength
And power the bear the life?
Through the word
Is your life become happy?
Word word life life
Coining of words through life
Is the successful art
That is to cultivate.
You are here
I am here
Words are around us
Go and trace
Go go and crash.

Gajanan Mishra
Word-Journey

Go with word - journey
Pleasurable and wonderful.
If it is positive
It is well and good.

Go with word-journey
be cautious while going.
If it goes negative
It creates so many enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
Word-Map

Word-map,
Be aware.
Avoid any
Head on collision.

If you are senior,
Remember one thing
Love and blessing
Is required from you.

Use your own
Natural resources,
Think others
As yourself,
Try not to overtake.

Be right
Staying on the left.
Controlling the indicator
Fill up the gap
Of your thought.

You are to tell
some untold story
About life
You are to tell
How you are getting
Benefit with all tenderness.

Gajanan Mishra
Word-Map 2

Word-map
I know never black.
And we are to
Cross it everywhere.

Try not to ride
On the word reckless,
Control yourself.

O poet, Let me salute you,
You know better what to do.
Sole patch to get
Other's thought process.

Light is on
And it is day
Be aware.

Moving words
Belong to none
And yet
You have reared them.

Thanks to you poets,
Please go on telling,
We are here to hear you.

You have the liberty
To use any word anywhere
But you have a duty
To climb in smooth manner.

Permission is restricted,
And it is the only truth
Others equal-keeping in view.

Gajanan Mishra
Word-Power

Show your word-power
To gain power.
Take this time
As yours, my dear.

But think not
Yourself as sandpiper
And sleep not with
Your legs in the air.

The sky would fall
Take it sure
And your legs would
Not give support.

Nothing is unknown
Time alone is there
To give you crown
If you are truthful
Wait for day and nights
The only croydon*.

* Time has two wheel- day and night
it is croydon.

Gajanan Mishra
Words - Sum And Substance

Words are not at all
Favorable and yet,
We are running
Behind the words,
How fools we are!

We appear very pleasing form,
But in fact not so, hard to hear, though.
We are eager to reap the fruits,
No value, we know, though.

Are we brave enough to talk
Face to face with the truth?
Our fortune is under our control,
Yet, we are not able to extract
The sum and substance of the matter.

Gajanan Mishra
Words - Unable To Express

By an error
I am using words
To express my thoughts,
I know words are
Not able to express
My thoughts
As they are and
What they are here.
Words can express themselves
With certain meaning
That are relevant.
Relevancy is there
In my thoughts that words
Failed to recognize.

Gajanan Mishra
Words And Colours

Words and colours are here,
Let us go with them, my dear.
Peace and love is ours,
Let us take it to the hearts.
Hate and war are there
And not for living beings
Like us, they are for the dead,
And we do not want death.
We want to live, live in peace,
With words and colours of
Love and love and love.
Come on my dear and let us
Love each others, we all
Creatures of this world are one.

Gajanan Mishra
Words And Expression

Let my words not hurt any one. Let there be joy.
Permit me to express joy through words.
Let there be truth in my words.
Let me pray you to stay stable in wisdom
And stay unattached,
And be not dejected with wrong interpretation.
See and feel all good and not evil.
Go not with any dejection, mental suffering and despair.
Excuse me, if my words cause any hurt.
But be sure, it is all for good, it is all truth,
I am telling here everything out of love
And pure, pious thoughts.
Bear me please, I am just a writer and writing,
Writing with a hope to make your condition better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
Words And Lights

Words have their own lights,
Depawali is
The festival of Lights.
The poets are
Player of words.
The poets are
The bearer of lights
Through words.
Words and lights
Are really there
For the welfare
And poets are there
With fire.
Fire of words,
Fire of lights
And the poets are
Fighting with care.

Gajanan Mishra
Words And Meaning

What is the difference
Between words and meanings?
Let me not go with the words, as
I am connected with the meanings.
I know life is not important,
Important is its meanings.
Let us know the importance of snakes
And take care it though poison is there inside it.
Words can never be wrong, we should take care
To use the words in right place at right time.
We should understand the poems through the words,
But we should stay there with the words saying
So and so, here and there but silently
We should observe the reflection within ourselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Words And Thoughts

I want to stay
Beyond my words
And thoughts.
I know in silence
Life is better.
If silence is here,
Truth is not far.
If truth is not far,
You are near. I realize.
I love you, my dear
And I want not to
Keep my windows and
Doors shut, I want not
To put myself in a cover.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are

How can I say
My words are valuable
When you are in ignorance.
I can say without my words
It is difficult on your part
To stay here and to live.

Words are eternal but not we
We are here and not words
How can it be.
You may agree or not
It is fact you are a word
That I am going to say.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are There

Words are there, use them my dear.
Only words are there in your body,
Words are also there outside your body.
You are within the words, nobody is beyond the words.

Words are only truth, love the words, my dear.
Without words you can not exist here or there.
With words see the self and go forward.
Words are the plinth, you are the structure thereon.

Make conversation direct with the words
and feel love within truth that is there.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Coming

Permit me to declare
I am not willing
To receive anything
In return
For my own words
That I am delivering
Here for the benefits
Of all creatures.

I know my words are
Not mine.
The words are coming
On their own accord
When and whenever
They like to shine.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Dangerous

Words are dangerous
What is danger that is words.

Tell not I am rich
Tell not I have a large family
Tell not I am in such and such rank
Tell not I have given charity.

Words are dangerous
If you are going to believe
Even your own words
You are deluded by ignorance.

Words may not be exact reflections
Of your pure heart
Believe not words.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Everything

Words are everything,
But without words
We are living.
Life is nothing
But living
With words.
Daily dose is needed
But the words
Are cheaters at times.
We are to play
With words keeping
In mind caution notice.
Words are not ours,
We have to love them.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Honey-Like

Words are honey-like
Glances are playful
Smile is generous
My dear it is Yours
And I love You
By the power of love
Life me out from
The ocean of desires
O my dear, let me stay
Without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are In The Air

Words are in the air
They bear meaning only when
They touch the earth.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Limited

Thought is limitless.
All is thought
Thought is grace.
To express thought
Words are not capable.
Still I am expressing
My thought with a few words.
Excuse me, for deficiency
I know thinking is done
By the mind
Your intellect is superior
To mind
Ego is superior to intellect
Self is superior to ego
Memory is gained by self
I reflect upon something
Memory failed.
Excuse me I am going
With the words
To express you
And I know
You are limitless.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are Not Mortal

Words are not mortal,
The users are mortal,
And the users stay
In the mortal world.
No one can find the error
In words and in truth.
The truth is always
Beyond shadows and
In them, the life-rivers flow.
Sorrow is there in life,
Not true always, though.
Life pierces sorrows
With nectar of silence.
And silence gets triumph.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Are With Me

Words are with me,
And I am offering you
Words only that are,
Though not mine, yet
They act as my rituals.
I need no change, true,
But I need the company
Of words in life full of
Silence here at this time.
Yes, silence is here
Adorned with fragrant
Perfumes and balms,
For a life, that is firmly
Held, unthreatened.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Can Change

Let me give
A structure
To my words.
My words are
Not mine.

But my words
Can change
The world.
Let me arrange
And rearrange
My sentences.

I make all
My parts of life,
And I live.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Crumbling

Words crumbling,
Language crumbling,
With so many lives,
With so many schools.

Monuments not built,
Yet, each one expressed
Eagerness to live in.

I am not in the mood
To mooch.

Monotone is there, of course,
In each word, each language.

Feel the monologue, dear,
And jump up the wall,
There in between you and me.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Failed

Words failed,
But I am here
To go ahead.

I have acquired
Knowledge from
My experiences
And I hope
I can reach there
At the top.

My body trembled,
Yet I proceeded.

I see there
Some placatory things
Still I go ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Words From You

I wonder,
How I am staying here
Without uttering my words
Though I have my own language!
i wonder,
How I am not able to see
Though I have two eyes
That are my own.
I wonder,
How I am not hearing
The words from you
Though you are there to serve me.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Have Power

Words have power
Every one knows it.
And a good poet
Use this power
for the welfare.

Control the words,
My dear poets, through
air and fire.
And protect all
from heat and cold.

If anyone is in
needs of help for words
I am here, he may calls me
by phone or mail any time.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Have Wings

Words have their
Own meaning, own wings.
Take care the words,
The words are there
To take care of you.
You have the shadow
But the words have not.
You have the heart
But the burning and
Also the burying is
That of words.
Stay firm with your words,
And the words are there
To keep you intact.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Letters Numbers

Words letters numbers
My friends my guides
My philosophers my masters
I take them with me everywhere.

I can not count any number
I can not utter any word
I can not recite any verse
They are using me everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Sweet To Hear

That I love
Smiled with full satisfaction
That I love.

I love all here
They are part and parcel of nature
That are beneficial for all
I love there and here.

Always I think good of others
And I am doing all works for
The real happiness of all
As I have unflinching faith in You.

Gajanan Mishra
Words Unlimited

Words Unlimited,
Unlimited words.
Words are in life
And life unlimited.
Unlimited life,
Unlimited fortune.
Fortune unlimited,
Good fortune- all
For the sun,
For the moon.
The sun eats you,
You eat the sun
Along with black moon,
For all good everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Words With Vision

When words agree
With vision,
It reflect
The universe,
Manifest truth
With love.
It is light,
It is life.

Gajanan Mishra
Words, Through Which

Words, through which
I can be separated
From myself.
I know, words are
Not capable to
Separate me
From myself.

But I am
With the words
For the purpose of
Separation from you.
Words are good though.
I love my words
With all its emptiness.

Gajanan Mishra
Words-Breath

My breath of words -
I discover in it and I hoist
All beauty and all poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Work - Pure

Work - pure,
Time - pure.
All time - appropriate
To perform all works.
Do your prescribed duty
And face no impediments.

Think - good,
Do - good,
Everywhere with all.
All perfection is
There in all goodness.

One nature,
One man,
Rules others.

Gajanan Mishra
Work And Work

Work and work
But work can never be
The goal of life.

And I am going forward
Where you are
To catch that bright star.

And I am going forward
To chop time
And I see time within.

You are within, I know
With all honey.
It is you- the world.

Let me work with honey,
But you are far away, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Work And Work And Honey

Work and work
But work can never be
The goal of life.

And I am going forward
Where you are
To catch that bright star.

And I am going forward
To chop time
And I see time within.

You are within, I know
With all honey.
It is you- the world.

Let me work with honey,
But you are far away, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Done

Work done
Only for the satisfaction
Of the people and
For the welfare of the people
Are the best work.

People are
The sovereign here,
In our democratic system.

Please acknowledged
The power and prestige
And wealth to be the gift
From the people and
Engaged yourself
In the service of the people.

Gajanan Mishra
Work For Righteousness

Work for righteousness,
To benefit the world well,
It is hard and not easy though.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Hard

Work hard and get rewarded.

Keep mechanism and get success.

Gajanan Mishra
Work In Subtle Ways

See
The law of nature
Is working in subtle ways
Unknown to us.

Be careful
To protect yourself, my dear
At any time you may
Fall down again in this platform.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Is A Dream

Work is a dream
Attend it, my dear.
And you are fortunate
To get a chance
To accomplish.

Life itself is a dream,
Let us make this
Dream as a fruit of
The truth and love.

We are all
At the gate of heaven
Let us work here
With joy together
And discover the nectar.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Not

Work not,
If know not
How what for and
Where to work.
Find not fault
In work and
Work, day and
Nights.
But work
And think not
You are working.
Working is nothing
But living.
Work and work.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Of Creation

Work of creation
Is going on and on
By Your partial
Plenary expansion
In all the universes
And in all the elements
This is my feeling
This is my notion
And You enter
In to the material creation
O my dear, I know You
Act in various ways
And it is none of my business
To know about Your
Innumerable energies
And I can not know You
Fully being part of
Your system and expansion
In Your creation
I know everything is here
Your representation.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Together

Work together,
For peace,
For prosperity,
For stability
In our own world.

Overcome all
Hesitations of
History to
Create a
New history.

Keep deep
Friendship for
Peaceful coexistence
With all acceptance.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Work

Work work and hard work
There is no substitute of hard work
Only by hard work you can earn money
And money is not a thing to believe
Money fetches good food
Virility beautiful wife and charity
And all above have no eternity.

Gajanan Mishra
Work Work And Work

Work is the means
Cessation of works
Is also a means.

Work and work
Work is ladder
Work is different
Parts of ladder.

Complete the works
And be perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
Work, Work And

Work, work and
Go on working.
Remember, dear
Hard work is
More powerful
Than Harvard
Said our confident
PM Modiji.

Go on working,
Working is praying,
Working is living,
Working is giving due service,
Working is nation's pride,
Working is our life.

Gajanan Mishra
Work, Work, And Work

Life is there
To work and work.
Working culture is
There in our blood.
Our blood would say
Who we are
And where we are
And how we are.
Life dazzles like star
Life opens the pages
With care through work.
Work culture is there
Here is us and
We are presenting it, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Worker And Laborer

Hip hip hurrah
Workers and laborers
Come forward
To build a new world.

Hip hip hurrah,
Hip hip hurrah,
And for your selfless
Service the world is
Going a way forward.

Hip hip hurrah
Hip hip hurrah
Hip hip hurrah
You are for the world
It is your world.

Gajanan Mishra
Working Hard

Working hard has no meaning
No meaning is there to defeat enemies
No meaning to maintain status quo
With neutral parties
No meaning and no meaning
As all are in illusion
All are called ignorance
Including myself and my sense.

Gajanan Mishra
Working Senses

Working senses are superior to dull matter
Mind is higher than the senses
Intelligence is higher than the mind
The soul the ultimate truth is higher
Than the intelligence
I am with this ultimate truth always.

Gajanan Mishra
Works With Attachment

You are doing your harm,
By performing works with attachment
And a desire for its fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
World - I Do Not Like

World - I do not like
I like love
I love you my dear
Only love you
My love is exclusive.

I know you are my
Uninterested friend
You are all powerful
You are all-knowing
I am happy with love
My dear my love is exclusive.

Gajanan Mishra
World - Water

Mind is milk
World is water
Be cautious.

Gajanan Mishra
World And I

The World is my path
And I'm going through it
With seas and mountains
Through my transparency.

I am the bird
Taking all airs.
I am the time
Fixed with light.

If you so like
Filter me.
I am the spark,
If possible
Catch me.
I am turning.

Gajanan Mishra
World Connects

Here and there
With rainbow,
The World connects,
Life stretched
From this to that.
All hours
Not ours, it is sure.
All new at every moment,
The wind, the clouds.
And we see with new eyes,
The newness everywhere.
The truthfulness, in us
Takes us from near to far
And we have our own earth there.

Gajanan Mishra
World Hides

World hides
In your body
O my dear
And you are
Within me.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Fine

This world is my world
My world is fine
Exit gates are nine
Here I whine
This world is mine
I have everything
In my world
Still I whine
Here you stay
In my world, my dear
With a smile
And still I whine.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Greed For Money

But you are not
You are above the world.

I know money or wealth
causes downfall
But love elevates to highest peak.

O my dear, I love You
And going after You
Not after the world.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Nothing

World is nothing
But it is our thought.
We are here, it is our world,
And we think, it is our pleasure,
It is our pleasure, as we think
Ourselves charming and beautiful.
It is our world and we are here,
Who is there to say we are
Filthy and impure.
No, never, it is not.
It is only our thought
For which we are here.
The mountain, the river
The clouds, the fire
The sky, the air all are here.
All these are nothing but our thought.
We are living on our thought,
And we are not living because of our thought.
And rest, is not true,
I know, ans it is known to You.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Nothing But

World is nothing but
body, senses, wife, children,
mind, intellect, life breath,
society, country.
World is nothing but
Love, hate, anger, passion,
Falshood, desire, action
And so on and so on.
World is nothing but
Writings on the wall,
Prohibition, prescription,
Realization, injunction.
Life is nothing but the world,
The world in life, life in world.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is One, See

World is one, see
We are many in this world.
World is for us, see
We are not for the world.

You know so many things
About this world
And know nothing
About You.

Love is the only thing
That bind the world
Enjoy and love
Life is only for love.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Our Home

We are all homesick
Truthfulness is the only
Way to win the world
We are here to learn
Mercy love surrender
From our home
This world is full of
Knowledge and we know
Charity begins at home
World is our home
This world is our heaven
Silence is here gold
Earn silence value silence
Our world is made
Our of silence
World is our home.

Gajanan Mishra
World Is Really Difficult And It Binds A Man

Truth or love or Almighty is easy and it frees a man
With truth one would not feel bondage or suffering then.

Gajanan Mishra
World- Life And Love

We are both
Happiness and misery,
Gain and loss,
Success and failure,
Winner and loser.

We are both
Killer and killed,
Virtuous and sinner,
Llove and hate,
Violence and nonviolence.

We are both hunting and hunted,
Preying and the preyed,
Raping and the raped,
Criminal and the victim,
Attacking and attacked.

We are both ruling and ruled,
Exploiting and exploited,
Abusing and abused.
Millionaire and slum-dweller,
Brahmin and lowliest.

It is the time to open our eyes,
Eyes of knowledge
And see the world ourselves
It is all but love,
It is all but truth.

Gajanan Mishra
World Love

What is love
Spell love.

This side love
That side love.

True love
False love.

Say love
Only love.

What is love
Soul love.

It is love
Super-man love.

Love love
Eternal love.

I love
You love.

Life love
Death love.

Wife love
World love.

Gajanan Mishra
World Means I

And I am important
Nobody and nothing is
More important than I.

I have my family
And my family is all
living and non-living
And my family is there
Where I am going.

I am on my safe-side
Except me there is nothing
And I think I am okay
And with me, the world.

Gajanan Mishra
World Mother

World mother-
This earth.
Let us take care.
At the bottom
Of the ocean,
There is the earth.
Water is there
On the earth,
The sky is there
Above the earth.
Trees of different
Colours are there
Here, on this earth.
Birds are there
Singing the song of life.
Life is there
On this earth
With the blessing.

Gajanan Mishra
World Of Words

I am in this world
World of words
I am a puppet
Moving here there.

My lineage never ends
I cease to appear
On either side
That is nowhere.

Gajanan Mishra
World Rejoice

Give people voice
World rejoice.

Dare not to repay debts
Mother mother-earth
Laughing at.

Gajanan Mishra
World View

Come to poet
And enjoy life.
Come to poet
And see beauty.
Come to poet
And know truth.
Come to poet
And have patience.
No non-sense can
Disturb you
And you have
At your hand
World view.

Gajanan Mishra
World-Citizen

Let me recognized as a world citizen
I can live everywhere and I can write on them
These visas passports are man-made and are
No use for me as these are made by vested interest.

Accept me as yours irrespective of my location
I have my own compulsions to admit you as my own
Let me write a lot about so many things here
And let me clarified I am not commercial what soever.

It is my consciousness that is passing from
One angle to another through various characters
Let me see what are the incidents that are demanding
And tell me about all that are genuinely delighted.

All the time I want to touch all perspectives
That are useful changing new patterns.

Gajanan Mishra
Worldly Distress

Worldly distress forgotten
By chanting your name
As elephant forget all troubles
In forest fire
By entering a river
I merged in the nectarean river
Of Your transcendental pastimes
And I desire never to leave
In the Absolute.

Gajanan Mishra
Worldly People

Nothing is there
Between you and me.
I am sure, you would
Come and I would go.
No flowery speech,
Just let the things
Pass as usual with
Or without identification.
Fleeting is there
And we wait for
Fragments union.
We wait till it is
Covered up in phases
With no one's help.

Gajanan Mishra
Worldly Pleasure

It is love, it is delusion,
Out of evil we derive
Worldly pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Worldly Snare

Worldly snare,
see all painful,
sense contacts
appears enjoyable though.

Gajanan Mishra
World-Made

See me
I am world-made.
Seeing me
You should not go mad.
Leave me on my own way
I am able to penetrate
The sky that is there
within you.
And where are you?
Are you not within me?
See yourself and tell
Your own tale.
You are the world
And you are busy in world-conflicts.

Gajanan Mishra
Worldwide

A good wine needs no push
See the bird in the bush.

The neighbours closed eyes
I spread myself worldwide.

Gajanan Mishra
Worn Out

We are here
Worn out
By hunger,
By thirst,
By fatigue,
For the inaction
And selfishness,
And loot,
By our own men
And servants.

Gajanan Mishra
Worn-Out

Worn-out clothes
Worn-out bodies
Soul and I
We both move
Connecting ourselves
With nature
According to actions
According to thoughts.

Gajanan Mishra
Worry Not

Do not remain silent.
Worry not
Nothing is there to perish.
Go and join on your duties.
Worry not
I am here to sort out all problems.

Gajanan Mishra
Worry Not My Dear Friend

Worry not my dear friend
I am not the person
To put you in trouble water
Remember the number
Go not after the number
It would be blunder.

Gajanan Mishra
Worry Not, Everything Is Alright

Worry not
Everything is alright.

Nothing goes wrong
Worry not.

No misuse of goodness
No chance.

Good is good
And it is whole good
And it is always good.

Think only
What is good for all
Keep thinking good.

Gajanan Mishra
Worry Not, My Dear

Worry not
Worry not for the way
It is there
Just try to see.

Let me say
Your going is
Beyond your control
Just try to feel.

Your seeing and
Your feelings are
Nothing new here
And all these are
A part of routinary
Process of nature.

Gajanan Mishra
Worse Than Animal

He is worse than animal as
He desires for self-enjoyment
And accumulation.
He is worse than animal as
He is in sin and he is
Of no use.
He is worse than animal as
He desires for worldly happiness
His nature is demoniac.

Gajanan Mishra
Worship

Worship.
No need to worship.
Why to worship?
Who to worship?

Answer is neither plain
Nor you are able to give.
Life is just an experience
And it ends soon after you utter words.

You just worship to yourself
You are your god and you lack nothing,
You are not here to suffer
You are here to love and love only.

If you want to worship,
O my dear, worship yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Worship Mother And Purify Your Inner Nature

Worship mother and get cosmic knowledge
Cosmic consciousness cosmic intelligence
Worship mother and get all kinds of prosperity
Glory magnificence joy exaltation or greatness
Worship mother the transformative power of divinity
Power that dissolves multiplicity in unity
Worshiping mother is the entire process of spiritual
Sadhana in all its aspects
Mother is here to bless you with the knowledge
The peace and the joy that knows no end.

Gajanan Mishra
Worship Of Language (Bhasha Aradhana)

Our language our identity,
Our language our state,
Our language our earth,
Our language our life,
And we are all sovereign
And independent and free,
And my dear Chief Minister,
And my dear servants,
How you dare to take it away
From our life, from our earth.
Wait for a while there to
See here your own destruction.
Wait for a while there to
See how I am rising like the sun.

Gajanan Mishra
Worship The Rising Sun

The source of all life
The source of all light.

Remember, you are your
Expansion you are your
Nation and you are here
As sun's ideal son.

Here see sun within you
Here see sun within you
Be careful be careful
I know you are not a fool.

Look at the mirror who you are
You are here to do all out welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Worst Crime

Worst crime,
We are committing
By letting go
Our child on sea-shore.

Worst crime,
We are committing
By taking our child
Not to the doctors
But to the killers
And blackmailers.

Worst crime
We are committing
By not giving our child
Required food and clothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Worst Evils

You drink wine,
You have sexual intercourse
With other's wife,
You steal gold,
You murder a priest,
You know all these are
Worst evils and you
Engaged yourself
In these works day nights,
Still my dear, remember,
If you realized and come to me
Come to the Truth with love
And devotion and forget the past
You have no downfall and get liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Worst Like

Worst like..

I failed to
Add further words.

I find
Nothing bad
In anything
In anybody.

For me,
The question of
Worse or
Worst
Does not arise.

All good
Here, let me say.

Gajanan Mishra
Worst Times

Worst times ahead
Be prepared to face.

Nature's insanity
Please tolerate.

Gajanan Mishra
Worth Achieving

My sole end
Worth achieving
Is Your love.
And for this
I am going through
So many obstacles here.
I know where You are
And where You are not.
I engaged myself always
Through which your real
Interest is served.

Gajanan Mishra
Worth Knowing

You are worth knowing
You can be known by the self
And not by senses mind and intellect.

O my dear, I behold nothing else besides you
You can read me and know my contents
But I failed know You and it is my ignorance.

Gajanan Mishra
Worth Living

Discard your vanity,
Discard infatuation,
hypocrisy and
trickery.

Live like a saint,
Be a saint,
feel that all are
within you. And
you are here for all.

Say yourself, Ah!
I am the most blessed
and You are here within
me, O all-gracious,
it is worth living here.

Gajanan Mishra
Worth Of Words

Is there no worth
Of my words?
I am writing,
I am watering
The words for you,
For truth.
My words are
There for life,
For all times
To come.
Remember my words,
I am there
In my words.
I am my worth.

Gajanan Mishra
Worth Preserving

My own life
Is not
Worth preserving
Without love and truth.

Love is my mother
Truth is my language,
Mother, mother-tongue
And mother-land are
For me all good.

I am a common man
And I know nothing
More than my mother and
My language and I am ready
To save them at any cost.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthless

To maintain your
So-called body,
Wife, home, children,
Animal, properties,
And friends you
Involve yourself
In all mischievous
Activities.
And you think
Yourself quite perfect.
And you are burning
With anxiety. Let me say,
You are a fool, you are
In false representation.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy / Unworthy

I do not think them
Worthy/unworthy
They are in need of
Food water clothes medicines
And I am here to supply
Unhesitatingly
I do not consider
Time place auspicious or not
And I am doing my duty
To make them free
From fear and torture
What I feel the need of the moment
I am doing without any thinking
This is my work
And I am doing doing.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Actions

Make us alive
We are here
To perform service
We are divine
Our actions
Should be noble
O poet, tell
They are here
In this heaven
With everything
Within them
Have faith
Have love
With you my dear
And transformed
All in to worship.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Of All Praise

O my dear
Worthy of all praise
Without You I am nothing
Without You I am nowhere
Be gracious You are my universe
You are my love
Just appear and stay
So long as I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Of You

Worthy of you, dear men,
In your appearance and character.
Men, your beauty is faultless.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Of You, Dear Men

Worthy of you, dear men,
In your appearance and character.
Men, your beauty is faultless.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Opponent

Worthy opponent -
Death.
And we both are in
Fight at every moment.
We are equally matched
For either to gain victory.

I am here to release love
The death has imprisoned.
And I am sure, my endeavor
Must get a success
As based on truth.

Come on and stay with me,
Dear men and focus light
On you for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Questions

Ask if any if you so like
I want to listen your question
Ask relevant questions
Related to Truth
For the welfare of all
Ask such worthy questions
That would satisfy me
Be sure, your intention is truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Worthy Words

Worthy words let me hear,
For happiness
I seek your favor.
To make the earth
More beautiful
And lively,
In the early morning,
The sun appears.
When a wife is
Kissed by her husband
She gets nectar.
In the darkest period,
The value of life
Should be measured.

Gajanan Mishra
Would You Help Me?

Would you help me
You can ask freely
Without any reluctance.
You are here with others,
Afraid not to rely.

Gajanan Mishra
Would You Mind

Would you mind reading my poems?
Would you mind opening the windows?
Would you mind lending your autobiography?
This is the best poem of today,
Read poems, my dear friends and stay happy.

Gajanan Mishra
Would You Please

Would you please
Follow me
And read my poems.
Read my poems
And know
What is there
Within you.
Know what is
There outside also.

Knowing is living,
Living is making
The world revolves
Round the sun, and
The sun is within you.

Gajanan Mishra
Wound Of The Society

Create not any wound
In the body of the society.
Keep our society pure and clean.

Tree of love is here, use it
In the path of truth
Before the mirror of light.

Gajanan Mishra
Wow! It's Summer

O friend be careful
This sun.

Have you anything
For us O sun?
Give us
A drop of water
If you want to
Give something
O summer!

O summer
My sweet heart
For you
We are getting water
No doubt.

Gajanan Mishra
Wretchedness

It is my wretchedness
That I'm not calling You
I know You are here with me
Always everywhere
It is my wretchedness
That I'm not listening You
I know You are calling me
Again and again in
Each and every time.

Gajanan Mishra
Write A Poem

Who is there
to write poem
Who can say
what is a poem.
Tilldate I am
unable to understand
what is what.

Somebody say something
other negate.
What is true
what is false
nobody to
differentiate.

Who is there
to hear truth
who is not
symbol of falsehood.

Show your
dareness and
write a poem
where I am.

Gajanan Mishra
Write And Rewrite is war.
War is necessary to refine the jar.
And jar-body is there
Jungle Far Raj means misrule,
To drive away misrule from the area
Let us go with war not against any country.
That means war is necessary against the self
To establish peace and peace for the general people,
And peace is within, let them know through self-control.
War is a means of destruction
And devastation outwardly, right.
But war is necessary here within, be upright,
To construct a new with a fresh menu within self,
Let us see in a constructive way within our own self.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Confidently

Confidently write, what
You want to write.
Confidence helps you
In writing anything well.

Keep writing simple,
Suits you.
Master your words
And command them.

Observe the movement,
With foolproof checking.
Language be easy
Classic and comfortable.
Be loyal to writings
And use your own strategy.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Down Everything

Write down everything, my dear, and see it is there for ever.

Write for others, write in your own language, Writing in one’s own language is the best form of worship, my dear, Worship of the mother.

Write down everything, write down everything, and prove that you are living and living with others, Living a successful life for a good cause.

Gajanan Mishra
Write It Down

Write it down
What is there
In your thought
And it is poetry.
Remember,
Thought without action
Is abortion
And abortion is
Not poetry
It is poetry
In the path of destruction.

Gajanan Mishra
Write More And More

Write more and more, O poets
I want to read more and more.
I am not satisfied with this
I want to read more and more
O poets, write more and more.

Be faithful to your writing, O poets
Writing is creating, writing is living
Ask not what to write, inquire not how to write
Write more and more, O poets
I want to read more and more.

Write everything is based on Truth here
And nothing is false remember
O poets, write more and more
I want to know more and more
About the truth in your writings.

Write more and more, O poets
Write more and more
I want to read you and in your
I want to see the Truth feel the love
Your writing is the source of liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Write No Name

Write no name,
No name is true,
True is you
Without and far and
Beyond any name.
But name may help
In some way or other
During playtime, from
Cradle to grave and
Daytime activities suitable
To your sweeter ignorance.
Unpack the flowers in this spring
And give them scented names
That are not theirs though.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Poem

Write write write
And write poem and write
Till you cross the poem
And to cross the poem
You have to write and write
And write.

Look,
Child is here
Moon is here
Look
Here is flower
Here is water
You are here
To write poem
On different color
That give you pleasure
Pleasure is the
Ultimate aim of creature.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Poems And

Write poems and
Make your birth
Worthwhile.

Write poems and
Eradicate all
Sinful reactions.

Write poems and
Offer your prayers
To Almighty with love.

Love and truth are
One and the same
In poems, remember.

Go on with your meditation
In writing poems, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Poems On Men

My poems are never secondary,
No one can call it blasphemy,
But they are directly
Connected with the truth.
My poems are in no way
Connected with material
Arts and Sciences,
But they are true to the core
And coming under firm conviction
And they are infallible,
And they are all meant for
Men, creatures, most noble.
Men are to be known and read,
As the compiler of all beautiful

Gajanan Mishra
Write Poems, O Poet

Write poems, O poet
Write- sad poems, happy poems
Morning poems evening poems
Night poems day poems
Air poms water poems light poems
Write poems on earth on life
On time on death
On birth and write with pleasure
And distribute the nectar
To all in equal share
Gods and demons
Because, both have equal role
In this oceans of life
You should not be partial
In your actions of writing
And distributing life-nectar
It is they themselves would decide
What is in their fate
You should not indulge yourself
In those village-chat
My dear poet, you are learned
No body under this sun
Is compared to you
Come on writing what you think fit
And good for the society.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Poetry

Write poetry,
Write with all bravery.

You have words,
You have thoughts,
You have time,
And all are yours.

Try not to
Satisfy anyone,
But write
And write.

Give everything
To the truth,
And write,
Write poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Silently

Write silently O my poet
Through your writing
I can know you understand you
I can know myself
I can understand myself
And my world
O poet write silently
With love.

Gajanan Mishra
Write Something

Write something, my dear,
May be your writing
Change the course of history.
Love and love
Love at least someone, my dear,
May be your love change the world.
Speak the truth,
Speak the truth, my dear
May be the truth enable almighty to appear.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing About

Writing about You
Writing about Truth
Is not a joke
That I know.

It is just like
A blind man
Wandering in jungle
That I know.

But You are dictating me
You are calling me
And turning my pages
Every time
What shall I do
Tell me tell me.

Your white horses
Are here with me
Your flag is flying
Above my house
And I am going
Towards You, only to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Better

Writing better
Living harder is
Growing stronger.

I know You are here
With tears and it is
The basis to drive out fear.

Staying longer is
Refreshing inventor
O new looker, my dear.

I thanks You that
You have given permission
To show my wisdom and vision.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing continues,
Published unpublished
No matter.
Writing is like living,
Living is like dying,
Dying is getting everything.
Getting everything means
You are here in writing
And I am searching and
Discovering you
While reading.
Writing is showing
Real growth and I am
Growing with writing.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Is Inevitable

Writing is inevitable
That I realize.
I cannot control myself
But to write.

I have to write,
I cannot neglect writings,
I know by neglecting
I can degrade myself.

I must write,
It is pre-destined.
My thoughts, my feelings
I have to expressed.

I am the instrument,
In the hands of my writings.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Means Touching

Touching all with hearts
Touching all means touching
You, my dear with love.
I love You, my dear, I
Know You are the Truth,
I am writing the Truth
And Truth is there
Wherever You are.
And I find no place
Where You are not.
I am writing to touch You
And You are the only reader
O my dear, to make my road clear.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing of a poem is very easy,
You can apply your own rule,
Own technique with own labor,
With your own thoughts,
Your own words, you can show your
Own emotion and knowledge,
You can apply your own science,
Your own arts, own crafts.
I know your poem can enlighten
The world with love and all goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing On The Wall

Writing on the wall.
Check first
What is there and
If able, say a few words.
Words are not available
In the open market,
It is a fact, some
Exercises are needed.
What is that?
Is there some hidden agenda?
And who is not persecuted
On this land in some way
Or other, tell it clear,
No aspiration but fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poem

While writing a poem
Be truthful and honest.
While observing the life
Keep love and intellect.

Accept what is there and
Surrender all desire.
Seeing the star above
Keep the truth with love.

Be sure, the object
You want is not here.
You are to wander
But life be reared.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poem Is A Process

Writing poem is a process,
A process to know the life
In truth,
A process to love life
For all perfection.

Read and write poem, dear,
As a man with nature,
Read and write poem,
For necessity like respiration
And not only for pleasure.

The poem is the strength of morning sunshine,
The poem is the fresh air on open field,
The poem is the pure water in the valley,
The poem is the light of the colorful sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poem Is Not Good

If you use it my dear fellows
To maintain an establishment
Of material enjoyment.

Mind it, poems are not here
To give you freedom, true poets are
Not contractors not caricatures
Poets are not imitating anybody here.

True poets are separate to one another
They are distinct on their own ways
True poets are not foolish not professional
They are with them nectar for all creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poems

The deeds of
Writing poems
Is pious.
Writing poems
Is the result of
Severe austerity.
Writing poems
Is the devotion of
Truth and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poetry

Writing poetry is my duty now
And I am devoting my time
And energy to this duty
I do not know how far
I attain perfection
I do not know what is
That to me or to you
But I know I am getting
Pleasure out of this writing
And I am enjoying day and night
I know when I am not writing
I am in bondage and when
I have written poetry
I am getting salvation.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poetry Is A Penance

Writing poetry is a penance,
Writing poetry is life in austerity
And it is conducive to
The progress of humanity.
Writing of poetry through
The Truthful living is praiseworthy.
No place for defeat or fall
Or say death here.
We, the poets have the responsibility
To make the sky all clear
For the sun and the moon.
And they all appear to give
Light to all creatures,
We, the poets are here for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poetry Is Better

Think not
I am writing
Fraudulently.
Think not
I am shrinking
My duty
Of writing poetry.
I know my duty
Is writing poetry
For the welfare
Of others.
I am a person
Who knows better
How to stay with disaster.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poetry Is Divine Mission

Writing poetry is
A divine mission
Look, I engaged
Myself in this mission
With virtue of humility
Bless me O my dear
And allow me to
Write more and more
Without fear and favor.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Poetry Is My Duty

Writing poetry is my duty
And I am writing with words
Available at this moment
Mixing my thought and emotion
With truth and love
And with sincerity
I am writing poetry
Though devoid of merit
And my nature is driving me
To write poetry
I am writing and
O my dear You are in
This poetry You are reading
That is enough for me
To cross the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Status

Update your poems
My dear poet
Chinmay was saying me
When I updated my poems
Without any comment
For ever Chinmay left me.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing The Sky

I need a pen
I want to write
The sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing This

I am writing this for you
O my dear, I am writing this
Do not take it amiss.

Asking you
I am asking you
O my dear, I am asking you
Why everybody is wanting you.

Rising
The sun is also
Rising for you, my dear
The sun is rising for you.

Fine
Every moment is fine here
O my dear, come let us
Have a good dine together.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing Well

Only one word
I can write well
Love
Only one thing
I can do well
Love
Only one place
Where I can stay well
Love.
Love love love
And love
There is
No other thing
Here besides love
Love my dear
Love and
Forget not
Not to love.

Gajanan Mishra
Writing With Love

I am going on
Writing with love
All about You,
O my dear, and
O Supreme Truth and
By this I am getting
New strength day by day
Every moment.

Gajanand Mishra
Written By Poem

They say what you write is not poem
They say poem is written by the poem
And what is that I want to know
That I could not know yet as a poet.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong - Everything

Wrong - everything,
Wrong - everyone.
Wrong - conception,
Wrong - direction.
No liberation,
Each one is in
Dangerous position.

No understanding,
No realization.
All are useless
And misdirected.
Truth is far ahead,
No happiness, some say,
Though, eternally situated.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong An Innocent

Wrong an innocent
Is the greatest sin,
And hence throw not dust
To the sky, my dear men.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong As Right

Wrong as right
You cannot say
Like this.

Tree is seed
You cannot say
openly with warranty.

What is wasted
let me say time
With this.

Greed is necessary
in giving opinion
painful though.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Concept

Declare not in any way
It is like this.
Declare not any concept
As final.
But everything is
Relative.
And you are here
Only to compromise.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Conception

Wrong conception is
The cause of praise
And chastisement.

It is the body
That has keep
All relations.

Think yourself
More deficient
Than everyone else.

Be careful and save yourself
From all dangers
Of material existence.

Remember here you are
In the highest platform.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Is Wrong

Wrong is wrong
And it is
Contrary to truth.
Theory is simple,
Life is there
In truth.
We are all truth,
Here all is good.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong May Be

Always I call
To a wrong number,
But I know number
Cannot be wrong.

Wrong may be,
My dialing,
But dear, I know
Each and every number
Touches you.

And you wait
For the number,
Though it is wrong,
Through the number,
You eager to hear.

Number - no matter,
You hear, that is important,
And you are always
Ready to hear, I know.

You hear and you appear,
And you make me fearless here.

I know you are there
To take care
Each and every creature.
I know you are there
In each and every one.

I know when I call a number,
That is yours.
You are there to receive
My call and not anyone else,
I am sure here.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Number

If you are equal minded
You excel.

If you are dialing
Wrong number by mistake
Please disconnect soon.

Of course, it is your likeness
Likeness of the Self
That made you see equality
Everywhere.

Have an equal eyes please.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Password

Wrong password,
Wrong email,
Wrong person,
Wrong world.

But I am right,
I am ready to fight,
I am in your sight,
I have my own might.

Think not I am deserted,
And I am sure no one can
Avoid me by saying
Anything irrelevant.

I think I can win,
Win the time.
I am the time
And no one can win me.

I regret
I am with you right now,
And nothing wrong
To take you for good.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong To Think

No birth no duality
It is wrong to think
I have taken birth.

No death no oneness
It is wrong to think
I am going to die.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Tree

No tree is wrong,
And to take care
The trees is a must
Suited for life.
Trees purify all,
Let us make friends
With full confidence,
Our part and parcels.

Gajanan Mishra
Wrong Turn

Is it wrong turn
I know what is what
And I do not know
What is not what.
Not knowing is turning
Knowing is wrong-turning
Relaxation is not enough
In knowing and not knowing
Just know what is what
And see what is happening.

Gajanan Mishra
X-Ray

X-ray,
It's cold.

But winter arrived
As hot stuff.

I see
Everyone in
Hot water.

But see
I am not
Hotfooted.

I am the host here
With my own x-ray.
I am being attended to
By the sky- present here.

Gajanan Mishra
Yanja Is Yanja

Yanja is Yanja
Meaning sacrifice
And performing duty
Without any selfish motive
And sacrifice for
The welfare of all.

O men, engage yourself
In performing yajna
Non-performance of duty
Is selfish acts causes
Quarrels, strife, and annoyance
In family and in society.

Gajanan Mishra
Yash Chopra - King Of Romance

Yash Chopra
King of Romance
Is no more.
Yash Chopra
Was born
In Lahore.

A brand bollywood
Yash Chopra
Started his career
Spaning over fifty years
Dhool ka phool in 1959
Was first dictatorial debut
And after Jab Tak Hai Jaan
He got retire.

Yash Chopra
King of Romance
No more
Waqt Deewar Trishul
Kabhi Kabhi Silsila
Chandni Dilwale Dulhania
Lejaenge
Veer Zaara his blockbusters.

Yash Chopra is no more
Yash Chopra is now
In our inner heart
Yash Chopra is no more
Yash Chopra is not a stranger
Yash Chopra is here
Is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Ye Mate (Odia)

Mu prema karen
Aaluaku
Ye mate
Dekhae rasta.

Mu sahya karen
Andharaku
Ye mate
Dekhae tara.

Gajanan Mishra
Yeah, I Miss You

Yeah, I miss you,
But I know,
You are not truthful,
And hence, you are not mine.

I know, my future
Is not there
With you.
I know, no
Love was there,
In you.

I know, your voice
Is choked up there,
When time is
Ready to testfire.

Gajanan Mishra
Yeah, You Are Mine

Yeah,
You are mine,
Mine only.
I am yours,
Yours only.

I want to see
The world
In your eyes.
I want to work
With your hands,
I want to walk
With your legs.

I want to build
This world in a
Much better way.
You are superior
To all, I know.
You are the root,
You are the substance,
I know, no
Contradiction is there,
Either in you
Or in me.

We are both,
But one and
The same.
We are
The Absolute Truth,
We are alive,
We enjoy life.

Gajanan Mishra
Years Spent

Years spent
Not important
Contribution made
To count.

Combating the odds
Real challenge
Long way to go
Be patient.

Gajanan Mishra
Yellow - Not Material

Yellow - not material,
Forget not yellow.

Gajanan Mishra
Yellow And Red

Difference is in
Yellow and red,
Candle light and
Twilight.
And we are here
Busy in useless
Fight.

Peace and freedom,
You came, where from?
Here we are, in
Our white wings
But no where to go,
Traffic jam and
Road block.

Still we hope,
We will go,
Beyond your reach.
Still we hope
We will build
Everything
That are required.

In our eyes
It is yellow
Or red
But in fact
It is not so
And we reckon
Your success.

Gajanan Mishra
Yellow Bird, Black Bird

Yellow bird, black bird
And all birds came to me
While I was sleeping.
My shadow was no more with me
And the space was not lying vacant,
I approached the birds to sit there.
And they all sat under that tree,
The tree is really not mine.
Still I love the tree with its
detached leaves and flowers and fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Yellow Red

Yellow, red,
Green, blue,
Let me say
I love you,
For the truth.

I love you,
Not only in words,
But in the real world.
Let me say and confirm
In between no space flows.

We, both original,
We, both final.
Let me appear
For you.

For you only,
I am here, dear.
In my totality,
With you
I touch eternity.

With all colors,
Symbols, numbers
And figures,
Let me conclude
I am the sunflower
Fruits.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes America

Where is my root
You are telling
about only roof.

I am not telling
anything to anybody
you are interfering
for nothing.

Yes, America
you say
I am here
to hear
to obey.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes And No

Yes and no
Believe and not believe
Virtue and vice
Present and not present
Theists and atheists
Both groups are free to
Do their duties
But my dear, I must say
Go for love
And not for lust.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes And No Two Words

Yes and no
two words-
That's all.
All that
you can touch,
For no reason
thereof.

I can watch
How the water
is going away
towards the sky
and I can say
How much truth is
there in that words.

And still they
are in love.
And still they
came together.
For the reasons
not known to them.
And for nothingness.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Classic

Yes classic and
It needs coming back,
It needs reinvention
And reintroduction.

Let us rediscover
The self, the truth
And depict it with
More vigor and skill.

Our life
Our future
Our language
Our culture.

All classic
All fantastic.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Everyone

Everyone
Yes everyone
Suffers and
Enjoys the results
Of his own work
Lament not my dear
For anything here
It is you to decided
Which is far and
What is near.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am

Yes I am disturbed
Disturbed always.

I have life
For a moment
And I am with
Quarrelsome
Lazy men
And I am misguided
And I am unlucky.

I am disturbed
And this is due to
This time this period.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Alone

And I need
No companion,
Though alone.
Yes I am alone
But I need
Not your help.

I am capable to
Manage myself
Here and hereafter.
I can utter my words,
I can listen to me.

I am fit to go forward,
Through air and fire,
I am there with the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Attached

Yes I am attached
Attached to You
O my dear
I have given my
Everything to You
O my dear
By nature
I am yours
O my dear
My success
My failures
All are Yours
My firmness
My zeal
All are Yours
I am Yours
I am attached
Attached to You.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I am begging,
I am a beggar,
In front of my own house.
I know not what
I am begging,
I know not what shall
I do with the things here.
No light is here to show,
No sound is there to hear.
I am alone, alone.
I know not what I am
Doing here and I know not
What is going on
At this time here.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Dasru Majhi

Yes, I am Dasru Majhi,
Aged about fifty six years,
I hanged myself and
Ended my life
On a cashew tree
In the orchard of
The village Pujipadar
Under Narla Block
Of Kalahandi district,
Odisha, India.
As you know I am landless,
But I had taken four acres
Of land from a co-villager
On lease for cultivation,
I had cultivated paddy
By borrowing rupees sixty
Thousand from local money lender
But my crops wilted.
I thought how could I
Repaid the loans, maintain
The family, and I was
Distressed and worried,
I am Dasru Majhi,
I have not received any
Assurance from anybody
I hanged myself and
Ended my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Going

Yes, I am going,
Going to die.
Though I know
Death can't touch me.
I am going with truth,
Though I know
I am staying always
With all falshood.
Yes, I am declaring,
Declaring that I love you,
And I am not perishing,
My existence is not lost.
Truth is here with me
And it is you.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Happy

Yes, I am happy
Here and
I am unperturbed.
I know
What the world is.
I know how to
Do my duty and
I am doing it
To the best of
My ability and
Capacity for
The welfare of all.
I have no desire
For any fruits, see.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Living

Yes I am living,
I am living with myself,
I am living for you.
And you are there in me,
With the flood of love
That is migrating
To my breath.
See my tears, it is mine only.
I am living and living
Not with empty words.
Here, I am counting
One, two, three..
And you are listening me,
really I am lucky.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Wicked

You are telling me wicked
Yes I am wicked
I talk ill
I think ill
I see ill
I hear ill
I speak ill
I wish ill
I am wicked
According to you
But what is ill
Please tell me
If everything
Everywhere and
In everybody
My Almighty is residing
Tell me if good
Would come about by itself
Where is wickedness
Nothing is ill
Nothing is wickedness
When my Almighty is
Granting me strength
Ability knowledge and courage
To do for the larger interest
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Am Writing

Yes, I am writing,
Writing about you
Always here.
I am writing about you
As because, there is
No one present here
Besides you
At this time with me.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Can Control You

Yes I can control you,
See my strength here,
And I am untouched.
No envy, no illusion,
No greed, no anger
Can make me their servant, dear.
I am free and staying here
Without fear.
I am my own master.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I do admit,
I am covered by You,
As the mirror is
Covered by dust,
As the fire is
Covered by smoke.
See me still I am
Pure gold as before.
I know nothing is mine
And hence I desire nothing.
I know what ought to do
And what ought not to do.
Still I am covered by you,
I desire to be the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Have Seen

Yes I have not seen the sunshine
That is impartial,
I have not seen the villages, towns
That are free from fear.
I have seen you, my dear, everywhere
And all the places are here.
I am well-acquainted with the facts
That are the evenings and the mornings.
Yes I have seen you
And I know you are the only truth.
You are the source of all happiness, my dear,
And I am here within you with pleasure.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Play

Yes I play,
And I want to play,
At my own risk.

I need,
I need no more help,
And I want to play myself.

I dream,
I want to dream
In my play.

I play,
I want to play with time,
In eternal stream
That is in me
With all gleams.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes I Want Wealth

Yes, I want wealth,
Your name is my wealth.
Yes, I want wealth,
Your blessing is my wealth.
My wealth grows with your presence,
Yes, I want your presence.
Yes, I want to hear,
Hear from you only.
O my dear, you are only
the knowledge, and that is
worth knowing and that
can be taught by you only.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Is Not Any

Yes is not any,
No is yes sometimes.

For hours
We struggle
To know something.

No reasons of wandering
And so we write.

We write poems
To touch the hearts
With love.
Love is necessary,
We know here.

Life is for love,
And love is poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, it is also possible
To partition the air
Where there is life.
But you have no right
To partition the people
Who are dead.
People are there as before,
It is you who partition himself.
It is also true partition
Is not a one-way affair.
The star is there
To answer.
Followers are only
Medias.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes It Is Mind

Yes it is mind, that is
With truth and it is good.
But I am not sure
Mind is here tomorrow.
O my dear, keep control
With a love-remote
And always keep on
With pious channel
And switch off
The rest good for
Nothing channel.
Let me interfere
Your life with this, my dear,
As you are my part and parcel.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Means Yes

O, yes,
Yes means yes.
I love you
Here there
And everywhere.
I am ready to
Give you
What you want.
See me
I am within you
And you are
Within me.
But what you want
Tell me with
All purity.
I am willing
To give you
That you want
But be cautious
In asking
For the thing
That you wish.
Expressing wish
Is not easy, remember.
O my dear, I am here
Search me not
Anywhere else.
Save your own time
And I am there, find me.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Or No

Yes or no
Not both.

No needs to
Go further
Go anywhere.

It is here
You can find
Everything
That you need.

Listen or not
It is here
All sounds
With you.

It is
Everything
In my poem
Read or not.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes September

Yes, Yes September
Tell me, what do you
want from me.
I am ready to receive
all new that are here.

New god, new rice, new cloth
and all that you have prepared
for all here with nature.
I start my reading and writing
and by the way understanding all.

Yes September, I know, you are
the fore-runner here with
new data, new entry, new chapter,
And coming to me as a sincere reader.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Sir, It Is True

Yes sir, it is true,
I am blind, but my
Faith is not blind.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Sir, We Shall Meet

Yes sir, we shall meet
As soon as possible
To solve the problems
We have here.
And our problem is
Our identity.
They are there
To destroy it.
We must give them
A lesson as they are
The traitors of our
Odia race.
They are disloyal,
They are treacherous.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Sir, Yes

Yes sir, yes
Always yes
I have kept full faith on You
And I am Yours always
If anything is in negative
And I have not got it
I am sure you design to give me
Something better sir, something better.

Yes sir, yes
I am keeping contact with you always
I have full faith on You
And so I do not seek what is pleasant
I do not shun what is unpleasant
I am here always self satisfied
I rejoice in everything that happens
All that has happened
All that is happening
And is yet to happen
I know all is for the best.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes Sir, Yes Sir

Yes sir, yes sir,
Tell me about fire.
Fire is here
But no one
Is in fear.
Fire is here
And everyone is
Taking pleasure.
But I see, sir,
How they suffer.
Youngster, stay there,
You say sir, whatsoever
And you are pouring on me
Your blessing water.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am A Slave

Yes, I am a slave,
Slave to my wife
And my family.
I am not free
At home
And also at the office.
I am forced to do
Everything including
Reading, eating, sleeping,
Sitting, walking and
So many things.

Even in writing and
In composing poems
I am not free.
See they are telling me
You should not write,
In such and such words,
In such and such manners,
You must not keep
Grammatical errors.
But I failed to understand,
Whether the thought and
The emotions come first
or the grammars.
They are telling further-
Your poems bear
No poetic sensibility at all,
And they are prosaic,
Even more prosaic than the seniors.

Anyway, I am not free,
It is true.
I am the slave to everyone here.
And a slave has no value,
That is the truth, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, It Is Mock

Yes, it is mockery,
Mock to eat food
Under the control of another.
Yes, my life is useless
As because I am not
Able to save my mother-land
And failed to use mother-language,
And not taking care of my mother.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, we cannot reform
A bad man.
But we must not stop
To clean the floor.
We must remember our
Duties and we are here
To perform honestly.
Let the bad man get
The opportunity to
Drink the nectar of life.
But offend not any one, and
That we cannot do,
We have no right,
Offending is welcoming ruin.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, A Burden

Yes, it is a burden
My life
My world.

I have my own tree
I have my own air
I have my own sky
I have my own earth.

yes, I am overlooking
My burden
My life
My world.

All are burdens
Without love
Without love.

Love me O my dear
As I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, a man is
In needs of comfort
And pleasure
And honor
And praise,
And he feels
Boastful of his
Actions in public,
He thinks himself
Prompt and sincere.
Yes, a man performs
With egoistic feeling,
And accumulating
Everything for nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Everything Is You

Yes, everything is you,
I see you everywhere.
And in everything.
You are everything
And you are everywhere,
Always at the sametime.
Yes, you have given me
Full right to be free.
I do agree I am free,
But nothing is being
Done by me. I am helpless
And I am not able to
Do anything, I am also
powerless and I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Father, I Said

Yes, father, I said
But no replied.
Still, I salute,
I know, my father
Is complete,
In all respect.
When my father is
Here with me,
See me, I am
Free from all worries.
My son is both
Brilliant and
Handsomest.
My father is so
Vast and deep,
Both the sky
And the sea
Concede defeat.
My father is
Really incomparable,
And I am proud
That I am
His disciple.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Go

Yes, go
And going is there
Always continues
I know.

And I know,
What you said
In the evening,
Before the sun.

Before the sun,
It is dark,
That I know,
While going with You.

I am discovering my own
History, read, there.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am A Man

Yes I am a man,
I am not an animal,
Not a bird,
not a demon,
not a god.

I am a man,
Simply a man,
a man with hands
feet, organs, senses,
love and affections.

It is common on my parts
to commit mistakes,
but I am free and ready to
correct my mistakes.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I am eating the earth
And drinking the sea,
And I am the noblest man,
I am the wisest man,
I am the mightiest man,
I am the only man here,
And keeping my own future,
As said by Kahlil Gibran.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am Here

Yes I am here but
You are not able to
Touch me, see me, hear me.
yes I am here
You can touch me,
You can see me,
You can hear me
If you are committed to yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am Inclined

Yes, I am inclined
To go with you
As there is love.
Yes, I am inclined
To sacrifice everything
As there is truth.
Yes, I want to see
Together the fruit
And the root.
I know nothing is mine.
I remain equable
Both in loneliness
And in practical life.
Let me reiterate I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am Living

Yes, I am living and
My house is in the sky.

But I am eternal
And blissful.

I never think
Life is real
And factual.

I know I am
In a mirage
In the desert.

Where is pleasure?
What is peace?

Here and there,
Only fire, fire.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am On This Wheel

O, yes,
I am on this wheel
and you are bowling
the whistle.

You are telling me
so many things and
I am listening
nothing, nothing.

I have to revolve
round and round,
And I have nothing
to do besides this.

Rest are to be understood,
I know you are wise and good.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am Struggling Very Hard

Yes, I am struggling very hard,
To exist,
In this world.
This world is
Full of miseries.

No peace,
No tranquility.
See me,
I am suffering.

And I dedicate everything,
Take what is there in me,
What is there for me.
Let me struggle in my way,
Struggling is really charming.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Am Telling

Yes, I am telling
All about poetry,
All poetry.
And you know
Poetry is life,
Life is in poetry.
I am telling
All about truth,
All truth.
You know, life is
There in truth.
And truth is there,
Where there is love.
You know love is poetry.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Can Write Anything

Yes, I can write anything,
As you are here with me.

I can write the truth,
Yes, I can also write the heaven.

I know, everything is there
In this life at every moment.

At every moment I know, I am
Under your mercy and grace.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Do Agree

Yes, I do agree,
Love can do anything.
And I love you for this.
I love you, I love you,
Let me tell you and you are
There only for me, that I know.
You can do whatever you like,
But I love you I must tell you
From head to feet.
No one is there who can
Give assurance with all
Faithfulness like me.
I am yours and you are mine,
Listen the call given by the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Have

Yes I have everything,
Yes, I have the possibility
Of boundlessness.
But I have to stay
Cautious and careful and good.

I am not here
To deceive life,
I am not here
To allow destruction.

I am nurtured and
Protected by time,
I know, I am here
To grow and grow and
There is no end of my growing.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Heard

Yes I heard
The lion's roar
Within.

What the shepherd said
Not heard
By any body is
Not my version.

That You thought
About You
And it is
About me
Is correct.

Heard stroke
A head and I
Have not said
Anything that
is not meaningful
And yes I said.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Love You

Yes, I love you,
Yes, I love all.
No one has right
To restrain me
In my loving.
I know loving is
An exercise
By which one can
Stay here for ever.
Love is the light
In which one can
See the self.
And you know self is
Omnipotent, omnipresent.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, I Want To Know

Yes, I want to know
Your real identity.
I want to know
Who you are.
I want to know
Where you are going.
I want to know
What do you mean
With the term life
In the present context.
I want to proceed
To you in the process
That is common but
Most unique.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, It Is A Place For Enjoyment

Yes, it is a place for enjoyment,
It is substantial, it is dream.
We can smile, we can laugh,
We can cry, we can do whatever
We like for the sake of dream.
The dream is real, real is dream.
You cannot say any other thing,
You can catch the dream and
Stay whole day and night.
Dream is yours, my dear,
In dream you can realize what love is.
In dream you can know the truth.
I am running after you, true,
And it is a bliss, I know.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, It Is I

Yes, it is I
And I have to go,
Go to where
That I know not.

But I have to go
With virtues
And with glories.

I have to search
My own world
That is there
For all times.

Yes, it is the words
That are supporting
To the points.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, It Is My Death

Yes, it is my death,
That invites me to die,
And I am dying always.
Without taking leave
From any court and
I am ignorant about
The evidences therefor.

The actions are virtuous,
No one can say with guarantee,
And I, though present for long
Did not know what is there.
For which I am greed in my words
And it is life through
Spiritual practice and good company.

I am not inviting death
But death itself is coming to me
For the reasons best known to all.
Nothing to explain more
Dry leaves are falling at this time
Some one says it is winter
While another says it is summer.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, It Is True

Yes, it is true,
You are giving me
Water, food, clothing
As and when necessary,
But my dear, I am
Not the recipient.
Yes, it is true,
My body is not mine,
And I know
By giving happiness
To others, the entire
World is mine.
Nothing to give, nothing to take,
Nothing is sin and nothing is pious.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, let me greet all,
On this very republic day,
Twentysixth January.
We are sovereign and
We, the people have
Supreme power.
But let us feel sorry,
We are not able to
Elect so far all good
Representatives for us.
We are not being supplied
With the bare necessities of life
Like food, clothing, and shelter,
And proper educations for future.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Money Grows On Trees

Yes money grows on tress
Plant the tree of labour
Plant the tree of honesty
Plant the tree of integrity
And you go for reaping money
Use local economy and local people
Both in wholesale and in retail
In gold tree you can reap gold
And in Coal tree you must reap coal
Going with coal you look black
And Black will take no other hues.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, My Love

Yes, my love,
My love is going with me.
Going towards that green park,
Going towards that star.
I love my love,
As love is in my words,
Love is in my works,
Love is in my life.
My love has given me
Horse gallops,
My love has given me
Ocean waves.
I love my love,
It is for love
I fulfill my dream here
In the sky, here
I am able to fly.
My love is here with me,
And I care not the time.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Neuter

Yes, neuter,
Nectar and
Nature.
All are ours,
But we are
Not theirs.
They are all there
But absent, we are.
No need to explain
In details.
But need is there
To tell all
Openly and freely
For all.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Please

Yes, please,
Say what you like.
You are free,
Full freedom is there
With you.

Yes, please,
Do, what you like,
But do, no harm,
No injury,
To others
At any time.

Stay free
From all.

Yes, please,
You are here
To speak, to do
As per your will,
Your good will.

The sky,
The earth,
The air,
The water,
The light,
Everything is
Yours and
You are here
With all.

Understand the time,
The relation,
The living,
The love
And the truth.
I know, truth is
To be discovered
By you.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, Sir.

Yes, sir
Yes, sir
Tell always
Yes, sir
To your father.

Your father
Is your creator
Your father
Is your
Spiritual Master.

Say always
Yes, sir
Yes, sir
To your father.

You are to
Carried out all
His instructions
Word by word
Word for word
To achieve perfection.

Accepting the words
Of the Father
Is to give honor as
Honored should be
Given to the Father.

Your Father is
Your creator
Say always
Yes, sir
Yes, sir.

And Yes, sir
To your Father.
Yes, Snake Is

Yes, snake is
the fan of the mouse,
Yes, the mouse is
the fan of the cat,
Yes, the cat is
the fan of the dog.
And man is keeping
dog as pet.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, This Is Light

Light is here in me
I am light.

Yes, this is knowledge
Knowledge is here in me
I am knowledge.

Light is the goal of knowledge
I know my love
Your are light
You are knowledge.

You are with me
I am here with You
In light with knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, We Are Developing

Yes, we are developing
On our own way
With our own English.
This English is only ours
With the scent of our own home.
We care not the comments of others,
As we know our English has
A separate identity that is ours.
We are unique in the world
And we have acquired so many things
That are new to this world.
You are bound to recognize me,
Seeing my honesty and integrity,
After onserving my truthfulness and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, You Are Easily Attained

Yes, you are easily attained
Only through love.
Love is there where
There is total surrender.
Surrender is there
When the heart is clear,
And my dear, I know
Giving clearance is your wish.
And what is your wish
That I am not able to know.
It is you only who is
Observing me and engaging me
On that works that is
Meant for public welfare. Thanks sir.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, You Are Free

Yes, you are free,
But not so free to
Dishonour somebody.
You have strength
That I know
But you are not allowed
To kill the innocents.
You have words
But you cannot write
What you think.
You are great
But not so great
To do anything
You like.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, You Can See Me

Yes, you can see me,
Even after my death,
If you want to see.
You can touch me,
You can feel me,
You can talk to me,
I am there for you only,
And for all these your
Truthfulness is necessary,
Your love is necessary,
Your dream is necessary,
The most necessity is
Your will power, and you
Must not go after any kind of war.

Gajanan Mishra
Yesterday I have
Written a poem.
Please listen.
This is all
About you.
With you
There is my anger,
My love,
My passion,
My truth.
And I am the poem
Now in front of you.
I pray to listen
From the beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
Yesterday I was
Catches by fever.
But today,
It is okay.

What do you mean by
Fever, that I know not.
But I caught by fever
The doctor said.

The doctor prescribed
So many things but
I could not follow.
You cannot say-
My weak points
As because, not I
But the doctor is
In cart-track.

Gajanan Mishra
Yesterday It Was

Yesterday it was there,
Today it is here,
I know, you are searching something new.
Who said tomorrow it will be there,
And who has seen the tomorrow, That I am yet to know.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet Again Love

Love, love and again love
And yet again love, love, love.

No love, see,
The casting off this body.

No love, see.
No beauty, no virtue.

Love, love and again love
And yet again love, love, love.

Peace is there only in love,
And love, for healthy living here.

No fearful dreams, no unpleasant speculation
If love is here, and remember, love is for all welfare.

And it is love, that makes us together, my dear,
No fear, no grief, no loss and nothing, only for love and love.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet I

I am unborn
Yet I took birth.
I am the controller
Of invincible time
Yet I am going out.
I enjoyed in myself
Yet I enjoyed householder life.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet I Am Doing

Yet I am doing
Though there is nothing
That should be done
Nor is there anything
That should be attained.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet I Am Going

Yet I am going,
Though I know not
The result.
I am taking part
In the play
Knowing well
It is you
Who is watching
Always and
Constantly.
I know the fraction
And the whole.
And I know the damaged
And I am insured.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet I Win

See,
I am not here
To play with you.
And see,
I am winning
With love, humanity,
With non-violence,
With the truth.

No binding,
No biochemistry,
And without any binomial,
I go with bigwigs
And all declare me
As the winner.

And the enemy
Is in the bier.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet I'm Going

Yet I'm going,
Know not though,
Where and how to go.
If you know
Tell me, dear brothers,
While roaming
Here there.
I know we are all
Visitors here.
And a visitor has to
Visit and not allowed
To take anything.
Dear brothers, keep
Humanity within while visiting.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet Not Of Matter

Yet not of matter
O my dear, You may enter
But You must surrender.
And hereafter
You are known as creator
And be a caretaker.
And it is matter
That has a chapter
Without page-opener.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet The World

Yet the world is
Here as it was
Before me.
I appeared and
Declared the world,
Mine, all smile.
I am wordless now
And I hear sounds,
Sounds of the sky
And the sun
And the moon.
I called all stars,
But they listen not.
Each one is
Calling himself master,
And in the shadow
I kiss not any one
But myself.
They are all
Thirsty I know.
At my appearance
They sidelined themselves.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet To Go

Yes,
I am yet to go.
I am here
To live,
To stay,
For the time
To come.
Keeping doubt
About going
And coming within
Is not good.
Hearing, touching,
All are parts of
Life here.
Take not anything
Granted, dear.
Nothing is for you,
Yet, you have to
Take all as it is.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet To Witten

Good and complete poem
Yet to written
Good and perfect man
Yet to born.

Nothing is there
In my poem
I do admit
Just like
Nothing is there
In the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Yet We Are

We love
Yet we are
Unknown
To each other.
I salute
Your art
Your song
Your lifestyle.
We know all
Wisdom are
In life.
Life is
The store house
Of everything.

It is true
We are alive,
Alive only
For love.
We love
Each other
Not false.
But we lack
Lamplight to
Observe our
Own activities.
We are in shade
Of our own
Light.

Gajanan Mishra
Yield Not

Yield not
To threats
To coercion,
If you are here
To function
Effectively.
But truth must
Be recognized.
All welfare
Should be
Kept in the mind.
Law should be
Followed with
Democratic norms.

Gajanan Mishra
Yield Whatever Desired

Yield,
Whatever
You desired.
Build,
Castle
In the air.
Life is there,
But be fair.

You are
On the earth.
And the earth is
Under the sky.
And the sky is a tree
Fulfilling desires.

Gajanan Mishra
Yielding Harvest

Yielding harvest
Not difficult
Sowing seeds
Not easy
So many things
Make us happy
So many persons
Taught us
Tolerance patience piety.

Gajanan Mishra
Yields Only

A vile person
heeds no prayer
but yields only
when reprimanded.

Gajanan Mishra
Yoga

Yoga -
Not for advertisement,
Not for earning money
And materials by performing
In public or in the demonstration.
Not for influencing
Power and position.

Yoga -
Not to keep the body fit and young.
But to concentrate
The mind to arrive
At the truth, and
To attain love
And liberation.

Gajanan Mishra
Yoga-Infinite

In body
In mind
Infinite
Yoga, yoga.

With yoga
You can win,
With yoga
Everything can be
Known and seen.

Practice yoga
And know
All relationship.

Life infinite,
Life poetic.

Gajanan Mishra
Yogi Go

Hell hole don't go
Night pole don't go
Tree-fire don't go
Life-mire don't go
Not go, go
With success with failure
Acquire knowledge
Acquire know how
And go, Yogi go.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Present

You are present
You are my friend
You are my guide
You are my preceptor
You are my love
You are supreme truth
The ability and strength
Are also with me
My only obstacle is
Attachment to the
Perishable pleasures
And I myself have been
Attached to it.

Gajanan Mishra
You Accept All

You accept all,
And we are awakened.

Real and unreal,
All are coming
To the level of
The truth.

We are not obliged
Here, we know.
And yet, no one can
Harm us, as
We are self-satisfied.

Wherever you want to go,
You may go, but I am sure
You are with your fortune.

Gajanan Mishra
You Admire Me

You admire me  
But for why  
Let me know  
Your intention  
Behind this  
Admiration.

Let me know  
Who you are  
And what is  
This relation  
And its extend?

Is it the beginning  
And is it the end?

Let me enlivened.

Gajanan Mishra
You Agree To Merge

You agree to merge
And it is, I am sure,
Your intelligence.
I care not
Where you are.
But I care how you are.
How far you are in truth,
That's important to know.

Gajanan Mishra
You All

You all together
can not turn
the truth in to
falsehood.
It is truth
Means it is truth.
Come on and see
It is in you.

Gajanan Mishra
You All, My Dear Friends

You all, my dear friends,
Possess the might
To follow the path,
Path of truth.
Come on, come on with love,
For good,
For all welfare,
To light the star.

Gajanan Mishra
You Alone

You alone can know me
You alone can my transcendence
You alone can hear me
You alone can stay with me without any gap
O my dear you are my fragrance
You are my beauty
You are my chariot
You are my warrior
You are my creator
Look I am only
Singing You glories here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Alone Friendly To Me

You alone
You alone are
Friendly to me
In every way, my dear
You alone are
Friendly to me.

Gajanan Mishra
You Analyse Me

I am Your follower
I know You are always planning
For my good, You are my creator
My success are Yours
Failures are mine
You are all powerful
Always You are analyzing
All my activities
My relation with You is eternal
It is Your grace
That I am following You
For all times and all places.

Gajanan Mishra
You And I

You know me well
I'm unable to know you
You are with me though.

I'm water
You are sapidity
I'm sun
You are light
I'm ether
You are sound
I'm a man
You are manliness.

I'm in your area
You are the area
I declared.

Gajanan Mishra
You and I
I and You
Are the entire
Universe
O my dear
You are
In this verse
I am in
Your purse.

Gajanan Mishra
You And I - We Both

You and I - we both
Are part and parcel
No one can give
Identity alone
Without the other.

O my dear, we know
We both will go
From here to there
And there to here
And stay for ever.

You yourself
I myself
And we both
One and same
But in different
Processes.

Gajanan Mishra
You And I Had

O my dear,
You and I had
Many, many births.
I remember
But you do not.

Gajanan Mishra
You And My Body

You and my body
Always both in
Blazing ocean,
Are together.

Natural tendency
Is there always
To go upwards with
Certain exceptions.

To review the identity
Is the main purpose of
This segregation here
For which we both are ready.

We both are going towards
The truth and only for truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You And Not I

It is you to die
And not I.

Gajanan Mishra
You And Truth

Let me sit with you,
Let me talk to you,
Let me listen to you,
Let me enjoy with you,
Let me touch you,
Let me salute you,
You are the truth.
You are my love,
You are full of affection,
You have kept kindness,
Devotion, modesty and
All other noble qualities.
You help increase my
Love of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You And You

Let me sit with you,
Let me talk to you,
Let me listen to you,
Let me enjoy with you,
Let me touch you,
Let me salute you,
You are the truth.
You are my love,
You are full of affection,
You have kept kindness,
Devotion, modesty and
All other noble qualities.
You help increase my
Love of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You And Your Dreams, My Dear Son

Pursue your dreams,
Where the sky is the limit.
I am not there to
Stand on your way.
You realize your dreams,
Your ways.
You are to carry your luck
Everywhere, my dear son.
Go forward with your
Own tempo and gusto.
I know your smile enables you
To keep winning all to your side.
You are the cornerstone
Of your success, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Appear As You Are

You appear as you are,
And with you, I am there.

Faith and love, are with me,
And I am ready to cross the time.

Gajanan Mishra
You Appear Beautiful

You appear beautiful,
Not so, though.
I know you
Transitory and
A source of sorrow.

Gajanan Mishra
You Appeared

I become completely happy
All lust desire hankering
Disappeared from my heart
You appeared
I am established in goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are

You are the only person to come. 
You are my dad You are my mom.

I am in danger 
Please come and look 
at a starry vigil.

Look I have left somewhere 
What is called will.

Nobody except you 
is there to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Welcome, My Dear Mother

You are welcome, my dear Mother,  
Come, come, you are welcome.

Here, there, everywhere  
Hear the sound of conch shells.

All are gearing up to  
Welcome you, see, Mother.

We are all yours, my Mother,  
And you are here with us for our welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are A Fool

If you are not here
To give me respect,
You are a fool,
It is you, who
Suffer the loss.
I am here with
My virtues and
With so many admirers.
Who you are,
That I want to know
Only from you.
You are the creator
And you are the fool,
The loss is yours,
That I know,
But you are there
To give us light
And for you,
We are in the light.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are A Real Poet And You Are Pure I Know

You are not a hybrid and there is no
Inter-mixture of you I know
You are direct son of nectar I am sure.

In our life, O my dear co-poet, actions of
Earning livelihood occupy a secondary place
By company by study poems by practice by nature
You are a great poet, my dear that I know.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are A Song

You are a song,
I have to sing.
I sing the song
That is written
In the blue sky.
I read a poem
Written on earth.
I see the lightning
I hear thunderbolts.
I enjoy the rain,
All are poems.
I have to discover
Who and what I am.
And I have to join
With the sun and the moon
And I have to go with them.
I have to tell the air
To stay fair.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are A Thief

You plan economic development
For sense gratification
You are a thief.
You eat food grains
Without offering to the creator
You are a thief.
You are enjoying all the properties
On this earth without prayer to Almighty
You are a thief.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Absolute

You are absolute, my dear
I feel no difference
Between Your remembrance
And Your personal presence.

See, I am silent
And I am going deeper
And deeper in to
The ecstasy of Your love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Alive

You are alive,
How can I believe?
Eating, moving, sitting,
Sleeping, are not
Proper pieces of evidence.
You appear, you disappear,
All are but common
But for this, the rest suffer.
A living entity can never be
The cause of suffering.
The depth of your knowledge
Are to be known through
Your actions, and actions
Are to be proved.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are All

You are all
You are in all,
You are in all
You are all.

All is You
You are all,
You are rare
One who realize You
Rarest of the rare.

No one knows You
It is true
You know all
It is true
True is You are all.

Gajanan Mishra
You are all -
The written and
Unwritten poems,
The loud and
Silent songs,
The sight and
Onsight earth.
The water, the air
The sun, the moon
And the stars.
You are all -
My body, my thoughts,
My senses and
All that belong
To me and that
Belong to others.
I know and I am
Confirmed I am
Within you.
So also you are
Within me.
You are the time,
So also I am.
You are seen and
Unseen, so also
I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
Yes, you are all here,
You, the blacks
You, the whites.

And you both
Are eager to fight
Day and nights.

And we have forgotten
Where is light!

Gajanan Mishra
You Are All In One

You are all in one,
And I love you
As masculine
As feminine
And as neuter.
You are my world
You are my soul
You are my truth
My love.
You are all in one,
You are all things,
You are all persons,
And all circumstances.
I love you, I love you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are All Merciful

You are all merciful, I know
You are all merciful, my dear,
Just to purify me, You are
Keeping me here, keeping me here.
You are my Father, my Mother
My guide, You are my disinterested
Friend and my philosopher,
You are all merciful and my lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are All Powerful

You are all powerful, O my dear
You sleep on the cool body of a serpent
You enjoy in the turmoil of violent ocean waves
And I know Your activities are all transcendental
You are able to do anything and everything
Without being deterred by limitations
Of time and space.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are All Wise

You are all wise,
You know better
Good and bad,
War and peace,
Live and dead.

You are all wise,
I am not here
To tell you
Anything twice.

You are all well-known,
And you are all here
For peaceful co-existence.
You are so related
And so interdependent.

You are all rare,
You are more than
Sun, moon and all
Far up stars.

You know you are all
Here for all good.
Nothing to blame you,
You are all wise
You know, living itself
Is a great prize.

Live and let live,
Is the call of the hours,
You are all wise
I dare not to give
Further word-showers.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Allowed

You are allowed to
Do whatever you like.
Arrangements have been made
For the fulfillment of your desires.
First know your desires
Know your activities
And everything about you,

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Alone

You are alone
Alone is mine
I am yours
And I think
There is none
But you are
With me
And you alone
Can provide me
gain and security
O my dear
You are here
I see you clear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Also A Man

You are also a man
Who has given you right
To give punishment to
Another man as hard as possible
For a natural
And common activity
Performed for the purpose
In natural way
No no you have no right
I must say
Just discuss about this
And if you so like instruct
And direction be given
In right way
For welfare of all
Just refresh yourself
And rethink before
Giving punishment to
Anybody for any natural activity.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Always

You are always
Within me
But I failed
To find You.

And You are
Telling me
When 'I' is
There You are
Not present there.

Only You
Let me say You,
You are the peace
When You remain
As a single piece.

You have created me
Let me know it
From the very start
And I am Yours
Not a matter to deny
This thing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Always Right

You are always right
That I know from
The very beginning.
I know I am in your house
And you are commanding me
Always here and trying to
Make me understand everything.
But I am committing mistakes
Time and again and you are
There to pardon me.
The sun is putting signature
Every day and the moon is
Smiling at me at night and
I am the lone follower of both.

Gajanan Mishra
You are always welcomed.
No obstacle, no encounter
Would be there, remember.
You can decode your own world
Any any time here on earth
Or in clouds.
You are allowed to turn
The air in to stones
By using your own words.
You can go to any extend
As you wish without caring
The outcome of actions.
You can support, you can oppose,
But see you are there as before.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are An Ass

You are not your body
If you consider this body of
Mucus bile and air to be the self
You are an ass.

You are not the body
You are in the body
The body is protected
By the walls of skin
Hairs on the body are parks
Nose and head are towers
Wrinkles and depressions
Are trenches and canals
Eyes are windows
Eyelids are protective gates
Gold is goodness
Silver is passion
Iron is ignorance.

You are in the body
You are not the body
Body is here to perish
You are there to cherish.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Another

You are another
The enjoyer
The proprietor
The overseer
And the permitter
You are with me
My life-partner.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are As Good As God

You are as good as God,
Though, I can't say
Definitely, who is not God.
And God, what do you
Mean by God that
I know not.
But love all for good,
And go on searching the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Asking

What is diminishing
You are asking
See and feel religion
Is diminishing
Truthfulness is diminishing
Cleanliness is diminishing
Tolerance is diminishing
Duration of life is diminishing
Physical strength is diminishing
Where is diminishing
You are asking
See here there and
Everywhere it is diminishing
And it is the effect of bad times.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are At A Loss

You are at a loss
To grasp this world,
As I know, you are the world.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are At The Center

Love love love love love love
You are at the center of love.
O my dear, You are for me
I am for You.

Love love love love love love
We are related with each other
O my dear, eternal relationship
Is here and we are far from fear.

Love love love love love love
Love is our goal love is our perfection
Love is our life love is our education
We are in love and nothing but love.

Our life is the platform of love
Love love love love love love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Bad

You are bad when you
Make others cry
You are good when you
Make others smile.
This is the principle
In this life so simple
You are hurting the legs
Of the cow and bull.

You are evil and coming
To my world to conquer
In disguised as good
You are lower than anybody
If you hurt others
And make them cry
You are pushing this society
Towards hell.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Born

You are born
That I agree
O my dear, but
You have never felt
Material miseries
O Almighty.
You drank an ocean of
Poison of this material world
But never let it go inside
As all are within You
And You are careful
To keep them save and sound.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Calling Me

You are calling me by name,
And see I am present by body.
No one is there to caution you,
And you are not the one who
can be cautioned.

And I am present all of a sudden
And you smiled telling me, that's okay.
I am not telling what is important
and not recognizing anyone here,
Just for the sake of recognition.

What you are doing not known to me
though, it is important and
I do agree with you that all are there
with their hearts for a grand return.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Capable

You are capable,
I know to do
Anything you want.
You are also free
To do anything
As and in the way
You wish.
You can hate,
You can love.
You may agree,
You may disagree
With any action
Or with any opinion.
You may attach yourself
You may stay detach also.
I have nothing to say
As I know the root
And fruit is one and
It is yours.
I am no way related
With anything that is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Cheated

You are cheated
by your own self,
and you are only
responsible for that.

See, within,
The blunder is
no more and
you are free.

Free with
all the bonds.
Bonds of love
Bonds of truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Coming I Know

You are coming
You are going
I know
And I know
You are dwelling here
And enjoying all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Coming In To The World

I love You I love You I love You.

You are coming in to the world
Every moment every hour every day
That I realize the whole variety of beings.

You are coming from the egg
From the ground
From the sweat
From the womb
With gross subtle and causal bodies.

I love You I love You I love You.

You are the nature
You evolve from nature
You rest in nature
You merge in nature.

O my dear, I know You
You are my dearest dear.

I love You I love You I love You.

You are the real
You are the unreal
I love You I love You I love You
Everything is You
Nowhere there is anything
It is only You You You.

I love You I love You I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Coming To Me

I know from the very beginning
I am here and you are also here
We are here for ever.

You are going away from me
I know from the very beginning
We both are not here not there
And in no where, never and never.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Confusing

You are confusing, my dear,
With the words, ends, salvation, birth
And so on and so on, so on.

And I am confirmed here with the Truth
Minus hankering, minus worldly pleasure,
Minus desires, minus ends, and so on and so on.

I am here with all the obstacles
You are here with me, without a name of returning
No fall, no rise, see, and here it is life.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dark

You are dark
But I must say
You are inclusive
And you give lights.
What I say
It is true,
Without you
So much lights
No where to go.
When I am there
With you, I see
No time, I see
Only you.
All truth, all lights,
All time and everybody
And everything is
There in you.
Your greatness
You have kept me
For the reasons
Known to you.
And you have allowed me
To see in the dark
That is there.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dead And

You are dead
Let me declared
After your union.

The banker has returned
The cheque with a remark
no fund

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dear

You are dear
As life,
Take my words
To be true,
I am always
With you.

Bitter and sweet
You are both
Day and night
You are both
And I am with you
It is true.

It is true,
You are my only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dear To Me

You are dear to me
You are free from
The feelings of I and mine
You are balanced in joy and sorrow
You are forgiving all
You are ever-contented
You are mentally strong
I love You
You are dear to me
You are my part and parcel
You have a firm resolve
And You have subdued your
mind senses and body
You are dear to me.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Deluded

And hence you
Know me not.

You are foolish
And unintelligent
And hence I manifest not.

For you I am covered
By eternal creativity.

For you I am not here
And you have no eyes
To see your future.

You are blind and alas
You are led by the blind
In to a ditch.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Deserving

You are deserving now,
To get all truth,
Truth is that
You are sovereign
Here on this earth.
Truth is that
You are free to
Use your mother tongue
Everywhere always.
Truth is that
Your divine descent
Made you more powerful.
Truth is that
You are eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
You are destroying
Our language, our culture,
Our land, our people,
And yet we are helpless.
You are destroying us,
You are destroying
Our knowledge, our heart,
Our family our kith and kins,
Yet we are helpless
And we are going with you.
You are destroying us
By providing wine, women,
Rice in one rupee,
Meals in five rupees.
You are destroying us
By killing our time
Not for the land
But for your self-interest.
You are the demon
Of this land,
You are destroying
Our identity our realization.
We are the sons and daughters
Of this land, this language,
But you are putting pressure
To use foreign language,
You are creating scope to
Go far away for filling
Our belly.
Are you not the enemy
Of our land and language,
Landholders?
Who you are my dear,
And when you are going from us
For the sake of love of land,
Love of the truth,
That we are independent and
We are sovereign,
We are free to use our language,
We are free to frame laws,
We are free to do whatever we like here
On our own land.
Please leave us at our disposal,
Please go away from us.
Please save us from your ill motives
To destroy our culture, our future.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Different

You are different from me,
That I know and I realize
My sins and evils here under nature.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Diminishing

You are prosperous
Means you are diminishing
The result of your pious activities
You are in distress
Means You are diminishing
The reactions of your impious activities.

A true man is not concerned
With enjoyment or distress.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Disturbed

You are disturbed, that I know
You are unable to know, what to do.

But I know, you are a hero
You are able to do so many things,
Out of zero.

This earth is yours,
O my dear, do here, whatever you like.
I know, love is to win and not to fight.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Doing Everything

I am not alone,
You are with me.
You are with me,
From top to bottom.
From top to bottom,
I know, you are doing
Everything for me.
You are touching
Each and every stone
Of my life.
I am not here to forget you,
I am here to express the truth.
By telling truth
Am I hurting you?

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Doing Something- I Know

That I know  
But what is that  
You are celebrating  
Your birth day  
Your marriage anniversary  
But what for  
Are you really love yourself  
And your wife  
And what is the definition  
Of love  
With so much doing  
What have you done so far  
Just come and explain.

Gajanan Mishra
You are doing wrong,
You wrong us,
And we are not able,
Not able to protest,
Not able to take revenge.
Are we living?
Are we living with dignity
That we care not.
Neither we are learning
From history not from
Neighbours nor from
our own experiences.
We have no power to think,
Thinking is no more with us.
Power of learning is lost,
We are facing great danger.
Yet we are telling ourselves
We are okay here.
You are killing us and
Yet we are telling
We are getting pleasure!
What is our future we know not,
and we are here telling
Everybody, get up and
Wher you are please discover.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Drinking Me

You are trying to drink me with your eyes,
Smell me with your nostrils,
Embrace me with your arms, I know.
You know my beauty, my character,
My charm and bravery.
What you see and what you hear,
All are the truth here.
I have nothing to conceal, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Duty Bound

You are duty bound
to do good to others.
You are duty bound
to discover goodness
in others.
You are duty bound
to love others
and give full respect
to others for love.
You are the product of love
and love is only within you,
Only for love you are here.
Love is your life force
nothing but the love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dwelling Here

I know you are dwelling here
O my Supreme and You are
The prime witness of my deeds
You are true guide and
My sustainer and You are
Also the experiencer
And my Over Lord and the Absolute
I salute You I know You
You are living
You are performing
I am nothing nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Dying

I know, you are dying
And yet you are living
And you are telling me
You are eternal.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Eternal

You are eternal
I know and
I know You are a
Person eternally.

You are
The Absolute Truth
In the past
Present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Everything

You are everything
I am telling.

My words are simple
And straight
I am telling all that.

You are with me
But You are separate.

I am telling
I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Everything And

You are everything and also
You are beyond everything.
You are indivisible, my dear,
And my mind and intellect
Merge in you. I know
I love you and my flesh
My bones or shells and my
Labour and fruits thereof
All are yours and they
have no value without you.
You are my teacher and
My inner guide and you are
Pure, I perceive you
Everywhere here there.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Everything, Everything

You are everything, everything, everything for me, my dear,
You are my goal, You are my supporter, You are my witness,
You are my refuge, You are my abode, You are my lord,
You are my origin, You are my end, You are my store house,
You are my imperishable seed, You are my universe,
You are my everything, everything, everything and everything,
My father, my mother, my grand father, my son, my daughter
You are my water, You are my fire, You are my light, You are my
Clarified butter, my near and dear, my everything and everything
I cannot live without You my dear, my lover, my life-giver.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Everything, My Dear

You are everything, my dear
That I know and I stay here
Without fear.

I know You are the origin of all
I know You are eternal blissful
You are the prime cause of all causes.

I know my life has its factual existence
Like the reflection of the sun from the mirror
And I must say it is the Truth.

I am sure I am not showing
Jugglery of words to anybody here or there
I am telling the Truth that has a great value.

Living entities all are going towards You
Reality is that You are the only Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Exterior

You are exterior
To myself,
And I know
You can do no harm
In any way.
On his birthday
Let me remember,
The very words of
Sri Aurobindo,
And let me myself,
My own crying weaknesses,
My own cowardice,
My own selfishness,
My hypocrisy,
My purblind sentimentalism
Will do much harm
And I am cautious
To all the enemies.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Fighting

You are fighting, I know,
You are fighting as because
You notice your own existence.
And you have realized
Who you are, what you are.
But my dear, let me pray
And let me request you
To respect all and use
Your discrimination
In appropriate order.
Everything within you
Is born of nature and
What is vital that is
Predominate important factor.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Following Me

And I know it is not demonstrations
It is not imaginations
It is real life motivation.

I know you are following me
And I know I am singing this song
To satisfy you, my inspiration
And I know I like your communication.

With all styles I know you are
There with me on this road
And I know you are following me
Without putting a single question.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are For

You are for yourself
If you die there is nothing
In this world for you
If you are to say something
Say about you
Before saying, think
If wishes were horses
Beggars would ride
And there is an almighty
To decide everything
If you die
There is nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are For Everyone

You are for everyone, my dear
That I know and without Your
sanction I know no one can
Achieve the desired result.

You are the fortune and
The God of fortune
You are the intelligence
And also the God of intelligence.

Let me say again
It is You who is within me
And directing me to do
For the interest of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Free

You are independent
You are separate
And You are in me.

I am here
And here for cleansing away
All misconceptions
And I am not in You.

Gajanan Mishra
You are free
Freedom is always ready
To serve you here any time.
Nothing is here
To make you fall
Wait not for any call.

Ask not to state
The purport of this verse
You yourself is the poet
You can rise suo moto
Throwing all egos
Come and join without logos.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Free To Love

You are free,
Free to love.
Love the world,
The world is there
For you.

You are here
For the world.
Truth is here
Love the truth,
It is in you.

You are free,
Freely watch,
Freely sing and
Freely move.

Gajanan Mishra
You are free, my dear,
You can do whatever you like,
You can go wherever you want,
But try to understand properly
What you are and the purpose of
Going and doing the works here.

Think not, what I am saying
All flats, meaning are there
And it is uncountable, in the words.
Words are there everywhere,
You can collect the words from
The very realization of truth.

Go not with the words blindly,
Search, not the meaning also and
Wait what play is going on
In the water or in the air.

Where you are living ask yourself,
And ask who could be envious of you.
But remember one thing properly,
You are subordinate to all,
Subordinate to all the truth and
All the love here on this earth.

Still, there is fear, my dear,
Within you, I know.
Why there is a seed of fear in you,
That I failed to understand, here
In this field of love and harmony.
I failed to understand wherefrom
Disharmony come into existence!

Anyway, go, my dear, proceed ahead
With full confidence and do what you
Want to do freely. Remember,
This place is for you only.
Gajanan Mishra
You Are Going To Die

It is sure
You are going to die
And so when a glorious death
Is coming to you
It is wise to accept.
Accept the glorious death
And say by giving messages to all
You are not foolish
You are not dogs and cats
Show all how you have celebrated.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Good

I am calling you good
Not that you are doing everything for me
Not that you have a power of understanding
But for you are pardoning me always everywhere
But for I am shunning you but you are not shunning me
You are fulfilling all my hopes and expecting nothing from me
You are good
I am calling you good
I can not shun you
How can I shun you
Being your fragment being your part and parcel
I can not give appreciation to you
And I know and it is clear You are above all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Great

I am not great
You are great
I am telling this
From the core of my heart.

I am dust of Your feet
I am drowning
In the dangerous ocean
Rescue me and
Consider me as your servant
Giving a chance to serve You
Giving a chance to chant Your name.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Greater

You are greater than anybody, O poet
You are greater than a Yogi
I know Yogi is greater than the ascetic
Greater than the empiricist and
The fruitive worker
O poet you are greater than anybody
You have the capacity to feel to express
To love and to create anything you like
I salute you, I bow down my head before you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Hearing

You are hearing,
That's why I am telling.

What you know
That's all, remember.

Nothing to disclose
Hereafter.

Hearsay, not truth,
But I am presenting myself
As prove and to prove.

Stones with
Air-tight and
I climbed
The tree.

The tree is there
To fulfill all wish.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here

You are here
I am here.

There is existence
And you exist.

No existence
It is unworldly.

I am not here
You are not here.

It is you
Who have sustained the world.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here - I Know

You are here
I know
What are You like
It is not necessary to know.

I know
Omnipotent You are,
And yet You are unable
To be away from me.

Let me see You, and
Not the pillar.
It is not You
Who is concealed,
It is my intellect
That cheat me.

Gajanan Mishra
You are here and doing everything for me,
I am here and let me do what I can do for
The welfare of others, as I know and I feel
The air is flowing for others, the sun is
Rising for others, It is raining for others,
Tree is here giving fruits flowers leaves
For the benefit of others, water is giving
Life to others, The earth is here and rearing all.

All are here, I see, the fire, the animals
The birds, the insects, the stone, the muds
Let me say, even the death, all are doing
Some how or others, doing something for
The welfare of others directly or indirectly
I am loved by everybody, let me love all, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here Means

You are here means
I am there with you.
You are here as
I am here at this time.
We are both in the sky
In the water, in the air,
In the light and
On this earth at present.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here So Also I Am

You are here, so also, I am,
Neither you are here,
So also, nor I am.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here With Me O My Dear

You are here with me O my dear
Like the fragrance in the flowers
Like the oils in the oilseed
Like the fire in the wood
Like butter in the milk
Like sugar in the cane
I understand You
I have full faith on You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Here, I Believe

I believe, you are here,
I am sure, you are in me,
I am confident, you are mine.
You are here for all time.
To search you, I need not go
Anywhere and since you are
Present now, I need not wait
For you, neither outside nor
Inside. You are loving to me
That I know as I am yours.
I am refined for you,
I am intelligent for you,
You are my love,
You are my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You are hungry,
Let me serve and
Offer you food.
You are thirsty,
And let me serve
And offer you water.

I consider you
As the only enjoyer.
I also consider you
As the only actor,
And you are asking
For shelter.

Let me offer you everything
That are with me including my body.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Imperishable

You are imperishable,
You are in all perishable.
You are unseen though
You are clearly visible.
Let me see you in all,
As all are you.
I love all,
As all are truth.

No condition
No circumstance
Can binds you.
I know you
You are my love
You are my truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In Fear

You are in fear,
Strong, though.
You are not able to
Do good, wise, though.
Focus of light is
Nil, enlightened, though.
Distrust and hatred
Cover you within.
You are robbed
In your own showroom.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In Heat, Hyderabad

You are in heat, Hyderabad,
Am I right?
And in this summer,
I find, my dear,
You are a silent spectator.
You are your's own,
You are my own.
You belong to all,
And also my own.
You have no separate wish
Than that of your people,
And I see you happy
In dispensation of Truth.
You are not the one who
Causes any difficulty to anybody.
Hyderabad, you are so cool,
I love you, as because
You are just and there is
Peace of mind in you.
I enjoy my life here
As I find everything is
Alright here and nothing
Goes wrong and I find
True beauty that lies in you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In Me

You are in me
I am in You
See me search me
Let me say
Who are You.

A cave or
A cottage no matter
O my dear, you are here
That I fear
Without rain you are water.

Clean your own dirt
And it is the fire
That is like your shirt
Miss not life chart.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In Me And I Am In You

You are within me
And I am in you,
We both are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In My Heart

You are in my heart
And I am here
To concentrate the mind
On the heart.

In silence
I am observing
Your movement
In my own body.

I am restraining myself
From the air,
From the water,
And from all other objects
That are not there
In accordance with your rules.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In My Talk

Listen me
I am also telling
I am telling about You
And You are in my talk.

You are here I know and
Listening me I know and
I am telling you to listen
That also I know.

That it is not a fact
I know nothing
And you are listening
Listen me listen me.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In Sound Sleep

You are in sound sleep
Or in the wakeful
Or dreamy state-
I am not asking
About all that.
I just want to know
Where you are in
Straightway deliver
From the ocean of
Death-bound existence.
I am here to protect you,
My dear from fear,
The great fear of death,
As dying at every moment.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are In The Ocean

Ocean of miseries
Cross over this ocean
With a poem-boat
And call a poet
Poet is the creator
And greatest savior.

Gajanan Mishra
You are in truth, 
Tulsidas, I know you. 
You are with genuine faith 
That I know you. 
You have abandon 
Your varied activities 
Sins, diverse creeds. 
I know you, O Tulsidas, 
I know you, 
You are in truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Known

You are known,
Known by my senses.
My senses are known
By my intellect.
Am I intellectual?

I am this and that
And yet,
I am illumined,
Illumined in the light,
That is yours.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Lacking

You are lacking from Truth consciousness
And so You are suffering from ignorance.

You are suffering from ignorance
And so You are lacking Truth consciousness.

My problem is my thinking and I am thinking
About you and I see you how fool you are
And I am very unhappy see you in trouble.

I am helpless and you are suffering I am unable to save you
And I am not able to stop you are committing sinful acts
In this body you have fallen and I am not able to explain.

You are almost mad in your pursuit of material enjoyment
And I am trying to pull you out from this dark well.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Leading Being The Head

You are leading the state and
being the head;
Please say whether
you endowed with a pure intellect,
firmly restraining the senses,
casting aside attraction and aversion?
Are you dwelling in solitude?
Are you controlling your speech body and mind?
Are you resorting to dispassion?
Have you abandoned egoism, violence, arrogance,
desire, anger, covetousness?
Are you tranquil in mind?
Ponder yourself and say whether you are
the right person qualified to attain the chief post.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Liberated

If your bodily concept of life
Is completely over.
You are liberated even
Within this body if there is
No sense gratification.

You are in dream
Dream ends everything vanishes
You are here as before.
You are the part and parcel
Of the truth and you are the truth
You retain individuality though in truth.

O my dear, come out from the dream
And be in Absolute Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Limitless

You are limitless, my dear
And in Your presence
Houses are doorless, my dear
And trees ar shadeless
I am fearless, my dear
And no shade of anybody
Tree or creature never fall
Upon You, my dear.
No thief no enemy is
There here with me
And I know it is Your blessings.
I know I am receiving the results
Of my deeds and nothing to blame You,
You are there as before and guide all as teachers.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Limitless, My Dear

You are limitless, O my dear
You Yourself are unable to
Estimate Your own limit.

I can not do anything else
I am within my limit
I am the sky within my own.

O my dear, allow me to
Perceive all happiness
Within all auspicious.

I know not what is misery
I am fortunate that you are
In me here at this time.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Listening

You are listening,
that's enough for me.
And I am telling to
disclose the secret
before this meeting.
O, you seek refuge,
And I am ready to
inform you lightning.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Looking At Me

Your eyes
Are there
Looking at me
I do know.

I am surrounded by
Your illusion,
I do understand.

This is the reason
I am thankful
To you.

I do survive under
Your sincere care,
You are the lone spectator
And I do know there.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Loving Me

You are loving me,
I am loving you.
Neither you are
Out of my sight,
Not I am out of
Your sight.
We see each other
And we are present here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Lucky

You are lucky
That you are able to
Express in words
I love You.

In love there is the truth
That I know and also I know
In truth only you can find love.

Love is in good faith,
Good faith may not be in truth
But truth must be in good faith.

You are lucky
That you are able to
Express everything here
Before all.

Gajanan Mishra
You are mad,
Some sort of madness
Is necessary to live
I realized.

You are mad,
And I joined with
Your madness as we
Have that desire.

You are mad,
Living in madness
Is really sweet
And we enjoy that.

Is not life
Itself mad?

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Men And Not Monkeys

You are men and not monkeys,
Even your ancestors were
Not monkeys. Don't do
Monkey business or
Don't monkey with the pen.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Mine

Your existence is
Not separate from me
O my dear come to me
And see how you are
I am this I am this.

Factually I am love
Love of life love of words
I am absolute O my dear
Come to me and see
You are looking like me
In everything and in everywhere
And think how you are
I am this I am this.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Mine And I Am Yours

You are mine and I am yours,
We are here for years together.
No one is going away to somewhere,
No one is remaining silent.
We both are revolving to eachother,
I am yours and you are mine.
We are both in eternal partnership.
And we are in truth and love for others.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Moving

You are moving
Without hands and feet.
You see without eyes
You hear without ears.
O my dear, You are
The only enjoy-er, here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Moving With

You are moving with your house, my dear
Your house is your body, keep it with you
So long as you are here.

In your house you remained
Like one dull deaf and dumb
And stay free from the influence
Of the worldly atmosphere.

Be careful you may fall down
At any moment here
O my dear, just remain silent
Despite all mistreatment.

Come out from your house, O my dear
When your Master calls you in your house
He is there in the heart to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my talkative friend
You are my talkative guide
You are my talkative philosopher
You are my talkative God
I pray please stay with me
Please stay and you are here
All day to come.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Body

And You are aloof from it
O my dear
In You I rest
You know all about this
Nothing much to describe.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Body And

You are my body and
Also you are my soul.

I am here only for you,
And you are here only for me.

I am with you
And also you are with me.

I love you and I know
You love me for all times.

What I want you know,
I know what you want.

You are here with me
And I am keeping you together.
Together we are going
And together we are here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Dad My Mom

You are the only person to come.
You are my dad You are my mom.

I am in danger
Please come and look
at a starry vigil.

Look I have left somewhere
What is called will.

Nobody except you
is there to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Eyes

You are my ears
You are my heart
You are my life
You are my king
Order me, my dear
I am here, O my light
If you consider
Make me ready for
A gigantic fight
Where only Truth
Will flourish
Justice will prevail
For the welfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Father

You are my Mother
O my dear
I am Your small child
I depend on Your mercy only
I am never fearful of anyone
Fearfulness is a sort of illusion
That I know my dear
I remembered eternal relation
With You always
I know life is a dream
Not real
All fear are the myths
That I know
You are here to protect me
That I know
I am fully awake
In my service to You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Father-Cause Of All

You are my father
I am Your son
We are qualitatively equal.

You are never I
I am never You
And You are the cause of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Friend

My friend, you are.
You are my friend,
And I am appreciated
By you, my dear.
I am appreciated by you,
By my ability to love
The truth. And
The truth is that
Like any other creature
I am eating food,
Drinking water, I am
Walking and sleeping.
I am feeling cold and hot,
And I am able to know you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Goal

And I am on the path of poems
Going on and on fixing my mind on You.

Gajanan Mishra
You are my love
You are my friend
You are my guide.

We are going together
We are made for each other
We are here
This world is for us.

Come come O my dear
Let us take care of this world
Let us see our future
Let us live together.

We are in love
We are in peace
We are happy
We are happy.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Life - I See You In Light

You are my life and I see you in light
You are the light and I am in dark.

You are in birth, you are in death and I am nowhere
You are everywhere and I am in the circle of birth and death.

By the wave of hopes in life, shore is far away from me
Without your love O my dear, I am at the door of the evening.

You are above birth and death as I am always crying for you
I am begging your love just to one day
O actor of life, O my life, I am calling You, I am calling You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Life, My Dear

O my dear,
You are my life
Your separation
For a moment would render
All the universes
Unfavorable and void.

O my dear,
You are my Father
You are my Mother
You are my intimate friend
Leave me not alone
Really you are my astounding power.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Neighbour

You are my neighbour, O my dear
You are my best friend and
I am Yours for ever and
I cannot live without You.

I know You, O my dear
Your thinking, Your wordings
All are truthful, as You are the Truth,
I cannot live without You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Own Reflection

You are my own reflection,
Whatever I am, you are like that,
Wherever I am living, you are living there,
You are my own religion, my own wisdom.

And I share myself with you everything,
And you share yourself with me everything.
I am love, you are beauty,
I am inside, you are there outside.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Resting Place

You are my resting place, my dear
You are source of all
You are limitless.

You are all beauties, my dear
Newer and newer and newer
Your form your qualities and entourage.

Because of You I am here, my dear
You are my earth You are my sky
I am within Your holy are, please identify.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Son

You are my son,
You can do
Whatever you like,
But remember
You are mine
And for each action
Of your I am also
Answerable here to all.
It is you to decide
What shall be done
And how and why.
It is you to say
What is there to say
And to whom and when.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are My Touchstone, My Dear

You are my touchstone, my dear
Test and verify all my qualities
And my characters that are examplary.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Noble

You are noble,
Let me see you
In full form
That is in me.

I am not
Any other one
Other than you
I am the truth.

Truth is imperishable,
It is also eternal and divine,
I am here with the truth
Without having any
Beginning and end,
I am truth-send.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Nobody

You are nobody here
It is better to
Stay in equanimity
In all matters
Profit loss
Victory defeat
Pleasure pain
Honor dishonor.

Realize truth
You are nobody
Beliefs principles
aim feelings actions
Ideas even life-breath
All are faculties
You are just a party
To it without connectivity.

If possible regulate
Your exhalation inhalation
Do not get attached with
Sound touch form taste smell
Keep them under control
And be in firm in you, my dear
Nothing to fear here
Control only adulterer.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Allowed

You are not allowed to go
You are not allowed to sing
You are not allowed to play
Though you are allowed to stay.
You are allowed to stay
But not with water
But not with air
But not on this earth.
On this earth you can get everything
But you can take nothing,
You can say anything
But you can understand nothing.

See this is your world, If you so like
You can enjoy full freedom here with limit.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Allowed To Walk

You are not allowed to walk
On this earth, stay there
Where you are in the dark.

Gajanan Mishra
You are not alone, my dear son,
Keep it in mind always
That I am with you,
And you are in me.
What you are doing there
It is the reflections
Of my own past works.
Your mistakes and faults are mine,
Your successes and all good works
Are yours that I know.
If I am the sky
You are there to measure it.
The moment you start measurement work
You are qualified to know and understand me.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Alone That I Know

You are not alone that I know
You are living with your memories,
And they are there always with you.
You have taken the responsibility
To take care all and unbeatable
Here in this work of empty process.
You are not alone that I know
And I am with you all through.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Bluff

You are my
Past present
And future
You are
My nature
And I fear
You are here
O my dear
You are super
And my pure love
Not bluff.

Gajanan Mishra
You are not capable to understand my words.  
To understand my words,  
You have to go with certain procedures.  
Be attentive to your own works first.  
To understand my words,  
You have to clean your mind,  
That has so many ills.  
Keep your room lighted  
Always and stay alert.  
See that the moon is there  
And also the sun is not far.  
You have to read my poems and listen my recitation.  
To make yourself capable  
You have to stand on your own feet without faltering and familiarize with situation.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Different From Me

You are not different from me,
I regard not you without me.
I have created you again and again
And you are under my control always.
But I am unconcerned with and
Unattached to what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Dying

Make it sure
You are here as before.

You have your own existence
See and have an experience
With this life.

This is yours,
That is also yours
You exist as before.

Light is here
You are to see
By opening your eyes.

You are not to die
You are living and you are to live.

Gajanan Mishra
You are not for me
You are not mine
I am not You
I have realized.

I cannot keep you
In my possession
As so long as I wish.
You are no way
Useful for me,
Knowing this I am
Telling I love you,
 Totally untrue.

I am not you and I am with you,
I am stick to this thought, the whole truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Happy

You are not happy
The reason is that
You are a thief.

Remember, a society of thieves
Can never be happy
For they have no aim in life.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Here

I know
You are not here
To leave me.
I know
You are here
To follow me.

I know
You are not here
To beat me
To conquer me
To plunder me.
I know
You are here
To Support me
To make my works easy
To make my tree fruitful.

I know
I can appease you
By my love
I know
I can make you
My inseparable part
By truth.

My dear, let us
Come together
And recognize the law
That is in both of us
That is one
And stay here
Fearless like
That rocky mountain,
Let us come together
My dear, and
Let us do
Our works
In our own
Disciplined and
Well-trained mind
And stay happy always.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Here O Bee

You are not here O bee
And I am blooming
I know when I bloom
You come uninvited.

I know you bear sting
You have hairy body
And a waist between
Thorax and abdomen.

You are solitary O bee
You are also living in
Complex social colonies
Collecting nectar
Is your prime aim.

O bee, I know you are
Not alone and I know
You are essential to
The reproductive process
Of many flowers and
I bloom.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Here To Change Me

You are not here to change me
But I may change you here.
Remember, I am for beauty,
For inspiration.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Here To Get

You are not here to get
What you want in Love.

You are not here to enjoy
What you got in marriage.

You enjoy here girl friend
That is not permanent.

What is permanent
Is vexed
Don't mind some one says
It is wife.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not I

I am not you
You are you
I am I.

Who is superior
Who is inferior
Difficult to say
Here, my dear.

When one is there
Another is there
When one is not there
Another is not there.

You and I
One and the same.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Many

You are one,
You are not two, not many.
Think yourself
For a while and do
And what do you do
That is true.
Nothing to be sad,
Just enjoy, dear lad.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Ordinary

You are not ordinary that I know
You are pure and trying always
To purified all here.
From You everything proceeds
In You everything ends.
You are all-pervasive
You are all-pleasures.
Ascends and descends all-You
Upper and lower all-You.
You are not ordinary
That I know.
For You this world is a
Child’s play with dolls.
The dolls are we the creatures.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Permitted

You are not permitted,
You are not permitted
To comment. Moreover,
Who are you to comment,
And what right you have
To say anything about anybody
When you yourself is naked.
Restrained yourself
And refrained from anything,
You are not authorized to rule
And pass any order, any judgement
Against or in favor of anybody
In any situation, at any time,
Please, proceed not forward.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not The Body

You are not the body
That is known,
You are not here to
Let the body become
Sleepy, indolent,
Heedless, idle and
Pleasure-seeking.
You are not here to
Allow your mind to
Think of doing harm
To should
Serve others without
Any feeling of mineness
Or keep attachment.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not What You Are

You are not what you are
You are not on this path
That is there flat.

Yes, this path is there
From the beginning
That is not yours.

You are only yours
Who is not there on the path
Path is only flat.

Path is not path without you
And you are on the path
Without a walk.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Not Yours, Remember

You are not yours, remember,
And nothing is yours.

Black mirror is there
And you are not near but far.

Your thoughts, your acts
Are cheating you always, remember.

You are under a hard task master
And He is watching you in solitude.

You are not untouchable, He knows it well,
And you are burning within you without fuel.

Let me call you friend, my dear, and what happened
Let me explain you in phases and in silence.

You are the silent witness, that I know,
Depose not anything to any enquiry, take my bow,

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Nothing

You are nothing,
You are not powerful,
You are not perfect,
You can't do harm to anyone
In any manner.
You are nothing,
And nothing but a toy
In the hands of time.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Offering

That I admit
But I never accept
That You admit.
I am here
You can see
If you want to see
I am visible.
Nothing is a joke
Kick not anything away
I exist in all
My dear, keep your heart clear.
For this I am here
See me with your lighter.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are One

You are one
And You are not ordinary
That I know.

I am aware of Your
Transcendental potency
And I love You.

I love You and
I understand You
You are one and only one.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are One And Only One

Though in many dresses
You are one and unchanging
You are all pervading
You are situated in eternal time.

You are my life You are my soul
O my dear, You are inspiring me
To act and though the field of
Activities are many with
Varieties of subjects and objects.

You are one and only one
My dear, You are the lower
You are the higher and You
Are my material and spiritual nature.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are One But

You are one only one but I
See You in so many forms
In so many places and
At so many times.
No one can dare to say me foolish
For this sights and saying
I know so many people are calling
You in so many names for fulfilling
Of their so many desires.
Important point is that all
Agree with me and with my words
That You are with them always
In every work and make them realize
That You are doing all that for them
And for the welfare of all .

Gajanan Mishra
You are one,
You are the gods, the devils,
The demons, the birds, the beasts,
The moths, the insects, the trees,
The plants, the mountains, the rivers,
The earth, the airs, the water, the earth,
The sky, the lights, I see you all at a time,
Everywhere, here, there and I salute you all,
You are one and same one, though your shapes, nature, 
names, forms, attributes differ, you are one
And one always.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Present

Your are present, I know
The Preceptor is present
The Supreme truth is present
I have also the ability
And strength
But my attachment is my
Main obstacle to see You
To know you and for this
I am unable to get peace
I know peace is no where
But within me.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Rare

You are rare, You are very rare
By surrendering and by fixing the mind
Upon Truth you become rare, very rare
By practice you arrive to the point of
All goodness that is your highness
I know Truth is the life energy
The vital energy of life, see
Here you exist and here is the enchantment
Here is the perfection of your existence.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Reluctant

You are reluctant
To take me with you?
But why?
Are you not intolerant?

Yes, intolerance is
There in you,
Within you,
Make a review.

You must declare
I am also present.
And for me
You are looking
So beautiful.

If you try to
Forget me,
Danger is there
In your own existence,
Keep it in mind.

You are not able to remove
The passion and ignorance
That are within you.
You are not ready to
Admit the truth.

How dare you are
Show it to all
And say you are
Not partial to anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Right

You are right Tirupathi
This body is full of nectar, my dear
And Almighty is here.

Let us worship Almighty
In this body-eternity
To find our own identity.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Right- My Dear Poet

You are right, my dear poet,
I know, you are fearless and
You are doing your duties,
Without any selfish motive,
Without pre-decision,
Without forced circumstances.
I know you have the power
Not to deviate from righteousness
even under any condition,
YOU never loss your heart.
You are leading your life
In a loving manner having no pride,
You are checking all from
all unrighteous and unjust path.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Same To All

You are same to all,
All is your world,
The world is all for you.
You are the truth
I know you,
You are in the world,
The world is no way
Different from you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Saved

You are saved
My dear friends
Don't be afraid.

Don't be envious
My dear friends
You will be punished.

You will be protected
My dear friends
Close your eyes and surrender yourself.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Searching

You are searching. 
Are you really searching? 
But how and where 
You are searching. 
What you are searching 
That I can't say, 
But I must say 
You are searching none. 
I know no one is there, 
Nothing is there 
And you are searching 
Day and nights 
And you are looking like 
A harassed one.

Gajanan Mishra
You are seen clearly
In the light of the sun,
In the new moon night as well.

In this body I feel your presence,
This body is meant for only that.

What ought to be done and
What ought not to be done
That I know only by you here.

I have nothing to feel proud,
I know without you the body is meaningless.

You are seen clearly
In this body and to see you
Help of the eyes is not necessary.

It is all the mark of goodness.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Separate

You are separate,
I am separate,
No needs to grieve
And why to grieve.
Who perceives what
Is still a matter
Of search and research.
Time passes, calendar changes
And still everyone is
Going on describing
His own experiences.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Silent

You smiled and
I am trying to
Follow You my dear.

For this You are
Greeting me
In the form of
The sky trees air.

Be humble and
Meek and offer
Respect to others.

No lower no higher
And with You I am feeling
Better and better.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Silent I Know

You are silent I know
But I can not referred it
As Your consent
I know though silent
You are not here
Though still You know
So many things
Where I can not reach
I know You desist yourself
From all material activities
Nothing mystic here, my dear
What vibrates is only Your
Transcendental glories
That I know here at first sight.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Sixteen

As you said
And I said okay
Will you please
Tell me
The way you calculate it.

Unfortunately
I am not able to
Get the answer
As expected
Also I can't say
Who is a
Living entity and
Who is not.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are So And So

You are so and so
I am telling here.
No needs to ask
What are you?
You are such and such,
It is the only truth.
I am giving simple
And straightforward
Answer to all.
You are not perishing
You are never to perish.
I feel hungry though
And my sleep vanishes at night.
What are you? Let me again realize.
No one is here with me besides you.
I am not here to behold anyone else
Besides both are
One entity rather than two.

Gajanan Mishra
You are so foolish
That you dared to insult
A language, a race.
You are so foolish
That you dared to
Disobey the laws of the land.
You are so foolish
That you dared to
Destroy the common men
For whom you are working,
For whom you are representing,
For whom you are telling,
And from whom you are
Enjoying power and prestige.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Special

You are special,
You are specially seated
Within all.
You are installed
In all.
You dwell
In the hearts of all.
I am the fool
Who know nothing.
Yet you are my
Inspiration and telling me
Everything in details.
I am the fool
Who fail to understand.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Steadfast

You are steadfast,
You are in my words,
You are the best,
I know You
You think nothing
Besides Truth,
You are the Truth.

You are the best
You are here
Without having
Any desire of your own,
You are in my words
You are steadfast,
You are in my own self.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Superior

You are superior
To me,
To all.
I bind me
But I am settled.
Again and again
I am rising
Just to reach you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Supreme

You are Supreme, my dear
As You are with equanimity
As You look upon wellwishers
And neutrals mediators
Friends and foes relatives
And inimicals, virtuous and sinful
With equanimity
As You know the Ultimate Truth
As You realized Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Taking

You are taking,
What is yours,
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Taking Away Everything

You are taking away everything,
Yet, I am calling you merciful.
You are just a thief,
Yet, you are beautiful.

You are dark,
Yet, you give light.
You are there,
Yet you are doing everything here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Taking Me

You are taking me
As per Your sweet will
And without uttering
A single word
I am following You
I know there is lies
The Ultimate Truth.

You can do anything
And it is very easy
To do it for you
My happiness and also
My happiness matter a lot
To You as there is the principle
As You laid down from the very beginning.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Talking

You are talking,
You are talking with a man
And the man is dead.
You said it so happens,
I know your inner sense
Is purified and you are
Not against the ordinance
Of the scriptures.
I know you speak
And you act perfectly well.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Tearing Me Apart

You are tearing me apart
And still I am loving you,
Come and see here and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Telling

You are in sorrows
But why
You failed to answer
What is yours
Why are you hankering
After worldly prosperity
And pleasures
You do not know.

And I am sure
Who you are
And what for
You are here
You are not trying
To know and so
Let me hear and remember
These should be the cause of
Sorrow and nothing else.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Telling Me

You are telling me you are a killer,
Still then I see my future in you.
I do here by accept you whole-heartedly
As my friend, guide and philosopher.
My tragedy is that I am not able to think,
I can live without you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Testing Me

You are testing me I know
I know you are testing my
Internal and external purity
O my dear please forgive
My fault if any as You know
To err is human and no one can
Deny human infallibility here
See I am straightness of mind
My senses my behaviour my belief
All are with you O my dear
I am yours till death and also
After death and this is true
This is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are That

You are that
I am this.

It is true
And at the same time
It is also not true.

Nothing to learn here
Besides giving up all.

The absolute Truth
You can say.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Beauty

You are the beauty,
You are the beautiful.
You are the creation,
You are the creator.

Since you are here,
I am fearless.
Since you are here,
I am all blessed.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Best

Sweet sweeter sweetest
You are the best.

Your talk Your walk
Your hands Your legs
Your eyes Your head
Your body Your look
Sweet sweeter and sweetest.

Your bathing Your eating
Your standing Your sitting
Your giving Your taking
Your beginning Your ending
Are sweet sweeter and sweetest.

Your presence here there everywhere
O my dear, makes equal my smile and my cry.

Sweet sweeter and sweetest
You are the best
You are the best.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Best - I Know

I know,
I know You are
The best.

You have freedom
And You have
Everything.

No embarrassment
And nothing, and
You are living.

You know
You know the correct
Meaning of everything.

You are living with me
I know, I am a human being.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Chooser

Not I
But you
You are
The chooser
And you are
The doer.
You can
Do and
You can undo.
I am only
The straw,
You are to
Take me
From here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Earthen Pot

You are the earthen pot
I am the lid and
We are here together.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Editor

You are the editor,
But you can't do
Whatever you like my dear.
Know your limit,
You may give your
Suggestion but you are
Not allowed to
Go for modification.
You are the editor
And your duty is to
Place in a form
That is more finer
And all responsibilities
Are yours to see the world better.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Good Fortune

You are the good fortune
You are the sole person
Who is here with all
Giving life and livelihood
And it is truth that
You are the best friend
You are the best guide
And for You only all are here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Knowledge And Courage

You are the water
In this summer
You are the light
In this dark night
You are the north star
In this stormy sea
You are the fresh air
In this busy city
You are the pillar
of my house my world
You are the sun
You are the moon
You are the knowledge
And courage in this life-mirage.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Light, My Dear Son,

You are the light, my dear son,
No dark can touch you at any time.
You are my ears, you are my eyes,
You are my sound and sight,
I touch the world through you,
I taste the life through you,
You are my mind and intellect,
You are my fragment and self-effulgent.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Ocean

I have to cross You
I know not how to cross You.

Let me question You what to do
And the question has great value
I have no other way but to cross You.

You are the ocean
And I am in You
I know not how to cross You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Only

You are the only person to come.  
You are my dad You are my mom.

I am in danger  
Please come and look  
at a starry vigil.

Look I have left somewhere  
What is called will.

Nobody except you  
is there to rescue.

Gajanan Mishra
You are the only person
Who is mine
No one else can
Claims this position.
See, I am serving You
Without any motive
You are in everyone's heart
And I love all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Origin

You are the origin, my dear
You are the original source of all
Without You there is nothing
You can do whatever You like
You are for all and all are for You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Sun

I am Yours
You are the sun
I am the rays.

I am united with You
As the rays completely
United with the sun.

I am Yours
With this body
And with this soul.

I am no different
From You and for this
I am fortunate.

You are my knowledge
And this knowledge is the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Truth

You are the truth,
I am going to you,
I know, here, only
You are to be realized.
You are the ice,
You are the water,
You are the mountains,
You are the clay,
You are the trees,
You are the birds,
You are singing for you,
You are going to you,
You are doing all works,
You are giving all calls,
You are behind and within
And you are there for all.
You are to described,
You are to be prescribed,
You are to be discovered,
You are there to appear
On the earth, in the sky,
In water, in air, in fire,
Fools here we all are.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are The Winner

You are the winner,
As you love all,
And hence I
Love you my dear.
I love the man
Who is in truth,
But I love not
Who is a liar.
You are acquiring
Knowledge means
You are wealthier.
You are really happy
As you see all
With equal eyes here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are There

You are there
Your expansion of
Various energies are here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are There I Know

You are there I know
To love and love only.
You are not there I know
To allow any one to
Kill or to do any harm
To anyone for nothing.
You are there with
Everyone always in good
And also in bad condition,
While one is alive or
He is dead.
I know you are there
To show the truth,
Truth of life that is love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are There Where You Were

You are there where you were
Mind it, my dear, and still
You are telling you are progressing.
What is the meaning of progressing
Please tell me my dear, and explain it
Again and again before this meeting.

Let others know who you are and my dear,
Presenting what though I know you are
The same person as others who are here.
Nothing is there to pretend and nothing
Is here to go on wrong path as required
But my dear you are alone is here what I found.

The place, the time, the person all are
The same but the difference is only outer dresses.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are This

You are this,
You are that.
You are one,
You are many.
You are limited,
You are unlimited.
You are what I am,
I am what you are.
I hereby confirmed
Our absolute identity.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Accept Me

You are to accept me,
I am in your service only,
Without any personal interest.
I am patient and confident,
And I am conscious about
The truth and life.
With great respect, let me say
I seek your compassion always.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Act

You are to act,
And you are to face
The consequences.
You are to take birth
And you are to die.
You are to start
And you are to finish.
I am here to observe and see.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Choose

So many ways are there,
Giving and taking are only two.
You can go above giving and taking
And sleep well at night - only truth.

What are you - nothing to know,
But keep curiosity within you.
Embankment is the cuddle of life,
You are to know and take steps for truth.

Living is nothing but taking,
But the meaning lies in giving.
Your own thinking takes you to the truth
If you are fit and qualified for that.

Ways are so many but
You are to choose that suits you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Decide

It is your life, my dear son,
You are to decide what to do
And what not to do.
You know and recognize the truth.

I am here, a helpless creature,
I am getting pleasure, when
My interest is served here.

You know better, how to explore the truth,
In terms of life here and there
And I am giving stress on you to
Find out the path that is your own.

You know colours and you like
Home connect, but the home is
There in truth and it is life itself.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Get

You are to get
The fruits of
Your own trees.
Worry not,
No one is there
To share.

Water your trees,
Recognize the mistakes,
Your own and see
The passing days.

Nothing to envy,
Nothing to quarrel,
Make yourself ready
To avail all here.

All for good,
All are truth,
But forget not,
Connection, itself
Is wrong.

But disconnect not,
In your passing phase,
Men, you are to leave
At any time, stay cautious,
And accordingly, keep update
Everything in you.

Every moment is
Auspicious, dear,
Worry not,
Being purified.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Know

You are to know
Where is heaven,
You are to know
The right person.
Go not with delusion,
You are to know
How to abandon
What and when and
Where and how.
You are to know
All the technique
Of victory and also
The defeats here,
As you are to
Open the door
And you are to go.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Know What Is Yours

You are to know what is yours,
You are to believe in yourself
And your own vision.
You are not to give up
Your belief and your vision
To stay far away from bankruptcy.
I find myself to represent me,
Besides me I find no one and nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Search

You are to search the cuckoo
On this mango tree, my dear Aaeeshanee
You are to search the cuckoo
Within you.

You are the angel of heaven
The queen of the time
And giving your coo coo
In this awful life.

You are devoted to the world
I know, my dear and I know
This is your time, Aaeeshanee
Come, come with that cuckoo
With free verse, all are
Waiting for you, the entire universe.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Suffer

You are to suffer
You the miscreants
You grossly foolish
You lowest creatures
You stolen by illusion
You partake of the atheist
You are to suffer
You are not ready to surrender
Before the Truth, the Supreme Truth
You fools rascals
Not ready to accept Truth
You are your own enemies
You are to suffer here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are To Use

You are to use
My language
While sending
Message.
You are to use
My principle
While staying
In this body-temple.
You are to use
My time
While doing
something.
If you want to be declared
Yourself as successful.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Troublesome

You are troublesome,
They said but for me,
You are not troublesome,
I know dear from the very
Beginning here, see.
You have nothing to do
With me that I know dear,
And here I utilize my time
With love for all good.
I have faith and conviction
That you are here and
You are keen to take care
All in proper way that is
Due to all in this system.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Trying

You are trying to
Make me mad.
But I am smiling
See me as before.
The sun concede
And go away to sleep.
See me I am as before
Here dazzling.
Let me say your
Very concept is wrong.
Let me say your
Very actions are
Not suitable
For the situation.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Trying To Make Me Fall

I know
You are trying to
Make me fall,
But remember
I am not to
Fall here or there.

I am never
At crossroads,
I am never
In weathering monsoons,
I am with
My own expansion,
I am with
All brotherhood.

I am the truth,
You should know.
And I am in everything
And in everybody,
Let all know.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Unhappy

You are unhappy because
You are taking everything
Your own in this material world.

In this material world
You find nothing yours
And useless all your morose.

Why are you unhappy then
When you have so many fans
When you see yourself in the den.

Try to make this den pure, my dear
And get peace here
Here He is staying your best friend
And the Philosopher who would take you
To your own home your ultimate shelter.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Unique

You are unique
You are effective
In doing your job
And what are you
And what is your job
Let me asked
And you bubbled.

Gajanan Mishra
You are unique,
You relieve us
From obligations.
You have the knowledge
Of past present and future
O my dear, and You
Give us everything.
O embodiment of reality
You grant the heaven
Here, on this earth.
You sit with stoicism,
And You protected the mad dogs
You have the named that
You are insane and attract every one.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Valuable

You are valuable
And really valuable
For all times.

For all times
I am yours
And really yours.

You are giving me food and security
For all times, and for all welfare
You are giving me knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Valued

You are one
And You are valued.
Adjective is not needed
Analysis is needed.
You are joy
And let me enjoy.
You are far and You are near,
You are only one my love, my truth, my dearest dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Very Attractive

You are very attractive
From the beginning
Till the end, my dear.
You are pure you are fine
You are shining throughout
My life and my living.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Virtuous

You are virtuous
As you hate sins
And adored the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Weak

You are weak
Because you are
Committing sins,
You are weak
Because you are
Doing injustice.

As because you are
Weak, you are
Filled with fear,
As because you are
In fear, you are
Committing sins.

Know, my dear,
What is worth knowing,
Do, my dear,
What is worth doing,
And live fearlessly
Here at this time.

Remember, my dear
You are a fragment
Of Truth, and remember,
You are the result of love
And stay here and stay
Free from fear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Welcome To Talasari

O my dear it is a serene beach
Nearly ninety kilometres from
Balasore Odisha India
Find much more here
Like Red crabs horseshoe crabs
Ozone-laden breeze
Breath taking sceneries are here
That are ready to welcome
Visitors like you my dear
Unique is sun rise and
Sun set in the sea palm trees
You can find rhythm
In the sea waves here
lapping against the shore
The stream here plays
Hide and seek with you
That is beautiful
Come to this Talasari
O my dear
Let me clear sari means row
This beach is full of
Tall coconut tress palm tress
And casuarinas.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Welcomed

You are welcomed
See this is Yours
I am just a watcher
In Your area
Without any right
Title interest.

You are the product of love
And not hate or illusion
You are devoid of name
Form and paraphernalia
I am just a watcher
In Your area.

O my dear, I know
I have no identity
Without You
I have nothing to do
You have already made
Arrangement for everything
That are necessary.

Unlimited potency you possessed
Your opulence are infinitesimal
I am very conscious about You
And I welcome You here
In Your area where I am posted
By You for Your works
And You are ready to offer Yourself
For all out welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Welcomed, And Allowed

You are welcomed, and
You are allowed to
Present your requests
By prayer and petitions
At all times and
In every situation,
Without being anxious
About anything.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are What You Are

You are what You are, my dear
The glow of the moon
The radiance of the sun
The brilliance of the fire
The twinkling of the stars
The flash of lightning
The permanence of mountains
The earth's aroma and sustaining power.

You are what You are, my dear
You are my life's scriptures
You dissipate the darkness
Of my world, my dear
You are my splendor
My strength of vital air.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are With Me

You are with me
With me in this
mystic cycle.

I am here in a
magic ring
and you are above it.
Within and without
no difference.

What is real
what is not
decided not yet.

crying and laughing
what is the use.

You are here to stay
I am here to go.

Go go and not stay
that is you
Stay stay and not go
that is I.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are With Me- Love

You are here with me, I know.
You yourself is telling me,
Fear not, fear not, fear not.
You are so kind, you have
Forgiven me and all my faults.
And you have taken me
In to great eternity here.
Let me sacrifice everything
That are with me on
Condition of purity.
I love you, I love you and
For the sake of love, put me not
Away from you and let me taste
The sweets, sweets of life here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are With Me Now

You are with me now
Not separate from you ever.

Continuous change is being made
Your link is unchanged
We are co-existent.

How long it would continue
Is a great question.
What exists with us
Where exists
To who it belongs
are questions not
Less important.

You are going on your own ways
In your own mode and
I am here trying to catch you!

Gajanan Mishra
You Are With The Righteous

I know you are with the righteous.
Whether I am right or not
It is also you who can decide.
Pardon me, my dear,
I am well disposed towards righteous.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Within Me

You are within me
That I know
But I am not You
That I know.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Within Reach

You are within reach,
That's enough.
I need no good conduct,
I am not here to enquire
How old you are,
Whether you are learned
Or not, that does not matter,
Whether you are a king
Or a priest, I care not.
Brave or hero, rich or poor
I am not here to ask,
I am not here to test
Your beauty or ugliness, but
I find you with all good.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Within-Love Star

I am your fragment,
That's what I am here.
I am an individual
With your space and time.

I know what I utter
That is the evolute of fire,
But you have kept water
Making them star.

I am not free
To see the star,
The sky is there
On the way to catch me.

But I am free to stay
Within myself where you are.

Gajanan Mishra
You are your enemy.
Am I not right?
You may translate
My above words
In your own language.
But be sure
Truth is there,
And all agree with the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Your Guard

Color white
Show your might
Color red
Be ready to fade
Color black
Be not slack
Color yellow
Nothing can swallow
Brown or purple
Wait for people
Orange and peach
Go to pitch
Violet and grey
Life is a play
Chocolate mustard
You are your guard.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Your Own

You are your own
You are also our own
You are not your own
You are also not ours
See the self
Self is the universe
We are the part and parcel
Of this universe
Love the universe
And be happy.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Your Teacher

You are your teacher,
If I am wrong
See the nature.
You cannot teach others
All are here
With auto-grower.
Are you a fresher?
Worry not my dear
It is all there
In your character.
And character is there
Inherited by your father.
I know your father
He is as pure as sky-driver.

Gajanan Mishra
You Are Yours

You are Yours
That I know.
I know
I owned nothing.
You know
Who am I.
I am remaining
On my questions
That You know.
I know how far
Independent I am.
I am incapable and
Also I have no ability
To know anything.

Gajanan Mishra
You asked
As You asked
I replied
Your asking is right
I do admit
And I must say
My replied is not bad
And I care not
You admit
Or not.

Gajanan Mishra
You asked and
You got.
You think and
You received.
No confusion
No delusion.
Nothing but
Life is just
In motion.
You just see
What you are,
Life is as
Bright as star.
See, what you are.

Gajanan Mishra
You Asked Me

You asked me
How do you feel?
I replied
With planting a tree.

The fire is in the house,
But I never told,
As my memory goes,
The house is not on fire.

I like this earth,
And you know it and
Hence you are trying
To make me the same.

I can't-do without you,
Let me declare the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You asked nothing
I said everything.

Is there any difference
Between You and me.

That You know
That I know.

Without any word
You left.

Gajanan Mishra
You Attract Everyone

You attract everyone
And so You are my
Dearest dear
And I know You control
All the material
Modes of nature
And so You are my
Dearest dear
And I know only for
You I am here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Attract Me

You attract me towards You
I am attracted towards You
I am Yours for ever
I remain of no use to anybody
In this world.

Gajanan Mishra
You Bear Me

I am thankful to You
I am grateful to You.

My positive my negative
All you bear
I am thankful
I am grateful.

I am Yours for ever
I am Yours for ever
O my dear, You are
Within me, You are
Outside me, You are
Above me, You are
Below me, I am
With You always
I have no existence
Minus You.

You assume Your
Identity Your
Within me.

You bear me,
You are my real Onlooker
I know You, You know me
And I have submitted
Everything that are
Said to be mine
To You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Bestow

Angry or pleased,
Dear poets, I know
You bestow
Your benediction
Through your kind
Words to all here.
You are a friend
To your enemy also.

Gajanan Mishra
You Bite

You bite your tongue
With your teeth
Let me say whom to
Blame for this.

Pain and pleasure
Happiness and distress
All are the creations
Of your material mind.

All are my part and parcel
That I know here
We are all non-different
From each other.

Exhibit no anger, my dear
That would harm you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Came

You came you arrived
You told You heard
You went back
Met nobody.
I wander
And I forgot
That you are
Still here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Achieve

Everything, You can achieve, that I see. I see you Everywhere, from top to bottom. Here I am And there you are, Still we are one and the same. The source of colors is one but they are different to visitors.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Attain

You can attain
What you want
Only by discharging
Your duties.
But remember, you
Cannot control
The happenings
That are pre-destined.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Bend Me

You can bend me,
But you cannot break me.
I am here as before.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Change

You can change
Anything anybody
By heavenly-touch
Of charity, sweet speech
Adoration for almighty
And with an efforts
To satisfy superiors.

You can change
Anybody anything
By your faith
Your sincerity
And by constant efforts
Of good feeling
With love and affections.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Defeat One

You can defeat one
By your weapons
But you cannot win
Over him besides love.

You can see all things
As they are there
But you cannot visualize
Without truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Find Me

You can find me if you want to find
You can come to me if you want to come
You can go if you want to go.

The mountain the cornfield
The cow the crow the sea the sky
The air the light all are in touch
And I am going all alone hill top.

If you like you may come and join lily
While you find yourself in folly.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Fly, Mr Tortoise

Are you really flying
Mr tortoise and if so
Why are you flying, my dear
Is it your foolishness
And why is it that
You are not entitled to fly
I know not your decision
To fly is wrong, no never
I must say you are to fly
It is your birth right
You can do whatever you like
And since I am within you
You can fly that I guarantee
But not with the help of
Others who are helpless creatures
You can fly, my dear by dint of
Your own efforts that are there
With you, see again and try again
To fly, it is not the dream
It is the reality in this world
try again and again but be cautious
Flying is not a big game, do you not know
It is as easy as anything like
The act of respiration
It is as natural as birth and death
And living here but you have to
make it a habit by constant effort, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Hide Nothing

Nothing to hide,
Try not to hide,
You can hide nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Impart Knowledge

You can impart knowledge
If you have really seen the Truth.

If you have realized the Truth as it is
You can impart knowledge.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Improve Your Nature By Yourself

You can improve your nature by yourself
So you are human being and improvement can be through
Good company good scriptures and good thoughts
And once nature improves there is no downfall.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Kill Me

You can kill me
But you cannot kill me.
You can read me
But you failed to understand me.
And if you understand me once,
You cannot do any harm to anybody.
And see there I am playing
With you my dear, without any fear.
To kill and not able to kill
Is all depend on you
But to live and live for ever
Is in my hands and that is my poem
Take it here, poem-supper
At this moment, this is my offer.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Know

You can know

What is perfect knowledge
By reading my poems
you can know
If you are in devotional service
With faith, steadiness
And full detachment
And if you are aloof from
All material association.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Left The Sea

You can not dry the sea
You can left the sea
My dear, I am with you
All day to satisfy you
I know it is impossible.

You can renounce desire
But you cannot fulfill
Your all desires
My dear, try to understand
I am far away from you.

Renounce desire
As soon as possible
Or else desire covers you
And your knowledge
As smoke covers fire.

You would be nowhere
In the storm of the sea
The sea would not wait for you
And you would be nowhere
With the sea.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Live

I am sure
You can live
So long as you like.

The duration of life
May end, remember
At any moment.

If you do
Something worthy
It is depicted eternally.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Never Be

You can never be
Separated from me
Anywhere, at any time.
And hence, I love you,
But I am here
To practise to wipe out
Attachment or affinity.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not

Who knows true love
At least you can not
If you know
Will you return my love
Will you return my hurt
Will you return my pain
No you can not
You do not know reality
You can not digest truth
You can not perceive truth
At least directly.

Gajanan Mishra
You can not disturb me
By any odds, difficulty,
Obstacle or blame.
You cannot put me
In trouble by your
Actions or thoughts.
I see my success and
My failures in equal eyes.
I give regard honour and
Dishonour in the same manners.
It is within my power
To remain unaffected
By success and failure and
I have the power to set right all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not Find

You can not find here
With me any mistake
Any illusion
Any cheating and
Any imperfection
My words are my poetry
You can find here
The truth the love
You are searching for
In many manners
Just come and get it
It is open for all
with clear and transparent.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not Forbid Me

To eat to drink to dance
So long as I am not
Interfering others.
You have no right to frame law
To check me to do something
So long as it does not harm others.
I can smile I can love
I can go freely where ever I want
You can not check me
So long as I am in love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not Ignore Me

You can not ignore me
When I am already here
I am not to worn-out
I am not to slain
I am not to dissolved
You can not do anything
Harm to me
See I am with you
I am eternal
I am all-pervading
I am immovable
I am constant
I am everlasting
With time It is your
Duty to know me
I am here with you
Since you are here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not Kiss

You can not kiss me
I am not this body
I am taking this body
By my sweet will with
Two energies material
And spiritual.
That is not me this earth
This water air fire
This ether this mind
Intelligence and ego
I am in this composition though.
It is not easy to make
You understand my spiritual energy
That is there in your body, my dear
I am within you
And you are acting as per my
Direction and all over you
There is my Supreme dominion.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Not Say

You can not say wasteful,
I know, the words and its use,
It is true, my dictionary is not good.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Only

You can only see me,
You can only.

You can only talk to me
You can only.

You can only realize me
You can only.

And I am
Only for You
Only for You
Only for You.

We, the two
Are only truth
Only truth
Only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Purify

O my dear, you can
Purify your nature.

I know, you are powerful,
My dear men, and you are free
In purifying your nature.

It is your action
It is your devotion
That can improve your nature.

O men, come not under the way
Of your foes
And your attachment
And your aversion
Are your foes.

Come on and purify your nature, men.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Read My Poems

You can read my poems
Again and again and yet again,
And you can be free from all
Doubts and all confusions of life,
But you cannot see me the same
What and how you had seen yesterday.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Tell Me

You can tell me
About the air,
Or about the star,
Or about the one
Who can not be
Touched here
And also there.

But you cannot tell
How and when to
Fill up your belly,
Or where and when
To reside,
You cannot tell
Whom to love
And how long to love.

But something is there
In the sun rise,
Though not true.
Something is there
In shape and size,
Though not true.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can Understand

You can understand my poems
Only if you are free from envy
Read my poems without any duplicity.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Build A Mountain, Try Not

You cannot build a mountain, try not.
You cannot create an ocean, try not.
But you can fly in the sky, if you so like, try.
You can say what you like but on this way
You may miss the truth.
You can be the sun but go not out in this sun.
All are conspiring against you, keep it in mind,
But break not any friendship by pleasing.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Call Me

You cannot call me
By this or that name
I am nameless
I have as many names
As you think proper
Or improper.

Let me clear
I have this body
That appear at present
Mind it this body has
No original or
Ultimate existence.

The various stages of
This body like birth growth
Reproduction maintenance
Dwindling and death are
Not mine that I know
This body has no relation with me.

I exist at present moment
Through so many bodies
Including this one
Knowing this I am telling
I am yours and I belong to all
Here there and everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Drink

You can see
Water everywhere.
But you cannot drink
All water anywhere,
You can drink some though,
You can take bath in,
You can use some water
For washing dirty things.
So also one woman
Can be your wife,
Another woman
can be your sister,
Yet another can be your mother.
Though woman, you cannot
Call your mother or sister as wife.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Go

You cannot go
far away from me
so long as I am
with you.

And I am
with you and
You are living here
freely fearlessly.

You cannot root out
my link with you
and you cannot go
outside this campus.

Do what ever you wish
and get the result free.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Move

You cannot move
Without my support
I know and hence
I am here with you.

You are here
With me to do
My works for others
And for better future.

I am in you
And you are in me
And the world is
Seeing us one.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Say

You cannot say
anything bad or good.
You cannot ask
why this is so and
why that is not.
Yes, if you so like
you can experience
a new way of like
here at every moment
forgetting everything
that surrounds you,
and forgiving all
for nothing though.
I am sure you can't do more.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Say Forgery

When I am nor forged,
When I am putting my signature
Before all,
When I am telling everything
In presence of all,
When I am doing everything
Openly and transparently,
You cannot say anything forgery.
I am living with me,
My acts are selfless
And I keep my dignity.
I am not neglecting or
Overlooking anyone
What I am doing is for all good.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Say It Is Summer

You cannot say it is summer
But the sun is in hottest position.
You cannot say it is spring
As no smile of the flowers and
Also no coo coo in mango orchards.
The night has a murdering look
And you cannot find anything but
Blossoming of the life is still there.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Stay

You cannot stay
You cannot stay here
Forever I am sure.

To stay here for ever
You are required to
Achieve actual perfection.

And the actual perfection
Is there if you get the eternal
And full bliss of Almighty.

To get the eternal bliss
And knowledge you are to
Detach yourself from all respect.

To stay detached means come
Closer to Supreme Truth and it is for ever.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Stay Here

You cannot stay here
without me,
Without you
I cannot move.
I am not telling
all to me
You are not doing
anything for you.
We are both related
in so many ways
for so many purposes
that I cannot tell
in detail since I am
now with this bore well.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Suppress Me

You cannot suppress me,
How can an impure thing
Suppress the pure thing?
You are doing wrong,
And it is you to realize.
See me, I am not attached,
You cannot find me here,
But I am there and you
Can find me, feel me,
If you want to discover.
You are within your limit,
The limitation created by you.
But I am the only truth here,
And I am unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cannot Understand Me

You cannot understand me,
As you are not willing.
You cannot reach anywhere,
As you are not going.
Openly you cannot tell anything,
As you are not uttering.
Still you are mine as I
Love you, that's all I am telling.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can’T

You can't say
What is what.
You can't say
It is masculine
It is feminine
And it is neuter.
You can't say
O my dear, You
Are here and You
Are not here.
You can't
You can't say
About the future.

Gajanan Mishra
You Can’T Say

You can't say
That is untrue.

You can find
The spark within You.

Anything that is
Prejudicial to the interest
Of Truth, You can't find here.

Blame not anybody, my dear
Just harbor all truth
Within You.

You can't say
That is untrue.

If you so like
You may exile yourself in the woods.

Gajanan Mishra
You Care Enough

You care enough
That I know,
When you are here
To notice me.
And for that
I love you.
And my love is
Meaningful.

Gajanan Mishra
You Claim Yourself

You claim yourself Gajanan Mishra
Lion tiger horse dog minister officer
All are false, my dear, all are false.

Truth is these are all different
Transformations brought about by
The Supreme arrangement.

Only one Master is there
Only one Truth is there
Only our forgetfulness is our misery.

Gajanan Mishra
You Cry

No term
No condition
Free bird fly.

No affidavit
No attestation
Poem written
And you cry.

Gajanan Mishra
You Desire

You desired
And I offered.

Like disposition though
You are yet to satisfied.

Gajanan Mishra
You Do

You do good to me always
Without any self interest
And it is nothing but love
It is You and You only
Are here for all times
Past present and future.

Gajanan Mishra
You Either

You either
Control me
Or I
Control you.

In either way
It is I
Who enjoy.

To remove passion
And inertia
Is but a necessity.

Counter activity
Is not to be promoted
For benefit
For indefinite.

Gajanan Mishra
You Enjoy Yourself

You enjoy yourself
No problem
But do not give
Ant strains to others
Do not take strain yourself
Do not speak anything
That will reflect your ego.

Gajanan Mishra
You Exist

You exist, I know,
You exist and
It is reality.

Reality is
Your appearance
I realized.

I realized
The Truth
Truth is You are here.

With actions and
Objects You exist
Here, all times.

Let me see You
O my dear, let me hear You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Exist Within And Without Me

You are subtle and is incomprehensible
You are near and stand afar.

I know you exist now with me
You will exist in future
You existed in the past.

I have an yearning only for You
O my dear, space time and thing
Are the same for You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Fail

You fail
You fail to
Recognize me,
And hence
I am telling you
A fool.

I am telling you
A fool,
As you know not
How to push
And pull.

Pushing and pulling
Is life, my dear, and you yourself
Find there love and truth in full.

Gajanan Mishra
You Feed

The sparrows are being fed with grains,
Look a crow comes to pick some grains, likewise
The unqualified one occupies the seat at times.

Gajanan Mishra
You Hardly Know

You hardly know
Who I am and
Where I am and
What I am for you.

Yet you tell
What you like
In the words
That are not yours.

And I listen to you
For your satisfaction
Without any objection
To enable you to touch perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have

O my dear, You have
You have given
You have given me
This body to attain
The Truth.

To attain the Truth
I have to control
My impulses, my dear,
That I remember,
Here in this life.

And it is Your
Blessings, my dear
That for You only,
I am living.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Already Been Killed

You have already been killed
For your attachment to
Fruitive activities,
For your mean-mindedness,
For your feeling not pleasure to see
The flourishing conditions
Of others,
For your uttering harsh
And piercing words,
For your finding faults
With the saintly persons.
But I am in truth and
Not under the clutches of illusion,
I am in perfection.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Awakened Me

You have awakened me
To the Absolute Truth
Absolute best
That is within me
O my dear, my love
And I open my heart
My mind to perpetual
Happiness and peace
And I find everything
Is the best.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Created

You have created,  
And I am here, see.  
I am your product.

I am a dream  
Within the dreams,  
All are yours.

I am under nature,  
The mode of nature is yours.

I remain alone  
And pure.

I am the truth  
And I am aloof.

Dear mother, are you okay?  
I am for you all days.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Given Lovely Light

You have given lovely light, thanks.
You have given beautiful world, thanks.
You have given me all energy, thanks.

With you, I am able rise,
With you, I am able to look,
With you, I am able to move.

That a lot for your appearance,
Thanks a lot for your new creation.
Thanks a lot for taking me in new direction.

Here I find the ocean and the sky,
Here I find the tree and bird’s fly,
Here I find everything is full everyday everywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Given Me

Full right to be free
But it is I
Who choose bondage.

It is also I
Who missed independence
Given to by You
Going against Truth
Going against Love.

You yourself presented
In this world in
Different forms
To collect flowers
To collect honey.

You yourself said
Live like bee
And worry not
What has happened.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Here Everything

From life to death
From death to life.

You are endless happy
You are magnificent lyric
O poet, you are
Uninhibited joys of love
And victory.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Made Me Mad

You have made me mad
But I am okay here
And you are showing
your anger.

I am busy with the words
Love, peace, war, tension,
Democracy, agriculture, production.
Rice, butter, house, wife, son.

I am here with you all days
Digging the earth, opening the doors,
Calling the sky, giving the birds fruits,
I am with you, I am with you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Made Me Self-Sufficient

See I have no desire and no shortage
I know I can not keep you for ever
Rather it is you who can keep me for ever
And so the works of acquisition is yours
And not mine and I have forgot everything
I know you are also not happy with me
And going on further and further again and again
I am sure you also can not satiate me
But you have made me self-sufficient and I
Am here searching you and I am going to
Ask you how could you make me so.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Mouth

You have mouth,
You have words,
You are allowed to say
Whatever you like,
But be ready to face
The repercussion.
say not anything
Against an innocent.
Say not anything
At the stage of ascent.
You may give opinion
Useful to bloom,
You may show light
To avoid gloom.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have No Legs, I Know

You have no legs, I know,
But you can go faster
That all.
You have no hands
But you can accept or
Received everything
From everybody
Offered or unoffered.

I know you,
You are transcendental
Form of full existence,
Knowledge and bliss.
But I know you
As a supreme energy
That is within me.

I am here with you, I know,
As a living being, I can do
Anything here with the help of
The water, the air, the ether,
The mind, the intelligence
And the ego on this earth.

All the above have no legs,
No hands but all they can do
A lot for me and for all,
They are all your products
And they can do a lot
Individually and collectively.
They are touchable and also
Untouchable, they are for good.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Not Said

I have not heard
What You said
That I heard
Ask me not what
I am delivering
All that are.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Perfected Yourself

O men, you have perfected
Yourself, by being purified
From virtues and sins.
And for this, you are going
To attain supreme bliss.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Rightly Resolved

You have
Rightly resolved
To be my son.
You are the best,
No more sin
Is there within you.
I know, your
Exclusive devotion.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Said

You have said
To love is
To suffer.
To go far from
Suffering you are
Not to love,
But suffer not
From not loving.
Suffering is
Suffering and it is
Within.
Love is something
Different from
Suffering, enjoy it.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Sent Me

You have sent me
To do something
But I have forgotten
On the way what to do
And when and how to do.

Seeing me You are smiling,
Staying in my own body
You are smiling,
Going with me You are smiling,
Giving indication You are smiling
And I failed to understand
Your smile, my dear .

It is true I am unable to go
With time updated.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Strength

I know my dear son,
You have strength
And also you are
courageous to face
Any situation at
Anytime and you have
Power to tackle all.
You are the blessed one,
You born today on
This day of Laxmi snana
On this 17th June 1990.
The auspicious day
Of Maa Laxmi,
You are as clean as
The sky, as fresh as
The air, as lighted
As the sun, as cool
And pure as water,
My dear son, also
You are as tolerant
As the earth.
Let me bless you
On this day of your birth.
Go and fly, my dear son,
Capture the sky.
I know, all the enemies
Are there to
Surrender or to die.
I know you have
The power of love and
The power of truthfulness.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Survived

You have survived,
Thank God.
But tell me
Are you really
still interested in life?
Are you able to eat
and sleep as before?
Tell me something
about your experiences.
Test your own faith
In the tough times,
And say something that is
Applicable to all here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Taught Me

You have taught me
The way of worship.

It is your sweet love,
It is your pious earth
That gave me knowledge.

I am here with your flowers,
Fragrance of which is spreading
in all directions.

I am smiling like you
with the beauty of this world,
I desire to stay with you
so long as you are here with me.

It is my good luck
You are showing me the path to stay.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have To Run

You have to run and run
And run and run till
You reach there,
But where to go
And when to reach,
I do not know
And I cannot tell you,
The place and its address.

Currently, I am here with you,
I know you are the ultimate truth.
Currently you are here with me,
But I do not know
You shall be there tommorrow.
Your running will show your glow.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have To Speak

You have to speak agreeable words
Honestly and faithfully
What you heard
What you experienced.

You must give up
What is selfishness
What is pride.

You must remain true
Through your
Mind, speech and actions.

You are in truth
Truth is in You
You are the truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Told Me

You have told me
My dear, go now, you are free
But keep your senses under your control
Keep the senses from attachment and aversion.

In day to business the senses are
Coming in contact with the sense objects
My dear, be careful, you cautioned me again
And all material objects, I have shunned.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Touched Me

And I am agitated.

Please come and come with me
And for this touching
I can not bear to leave You here.

O my dear, it is not my fault
You made the mistake of touching me
You made the mistake of building me afresh
You made the mistake of coming to me
And staying within me
I recognized You as the Supreme.

Let me glance at you again within
Come come come to my house
O homeless traveler, I am Yours here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Have Won

You have won,
I have won
We all won.
We have arisen.
Arisen for love
For each other's
Co-operation and
For truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You I And He

You I and He
Let us go from here
You I and He
Let us go there.

We all know
There is a place
We know no place
Is there.

You I and He
Let us form a company
And the company
Is in existence
Since long.

Gajanan Mishra
You Kiss This Side

You are kissing
This side,
But you are slapping
On the other.
You are one of
My best friend, dear.
You are there to save me,
You are also my killer.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know

What to write more
You know
I feel everything
has already been written
We have to read and read
Again and again and again
And follow without
Putting any question.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know Everything

You know everything
You know everything my dear
You know how things are
To be adjusted
You know and You are ready
To help me in adversity
You do all needful
To relieve me
From my sufferings
You know where in
I meet defeat and
Where is my victory
You know better who is
My friend and who is enemy.

Gajanan Mishra
You know everything,  
I am here just to remind you  
Again and again and  
Make you understand  
The good and the bad,  
The sin and the virtue,  
I know though they are  
Not permanent and there  
Is no such water tight compartment.  
You know everything,  
You know what ought and  
What ought not to be done.  
And still I am here with you  
To speak the truth for public good.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know I Know

You know I know
Never comes tomorrow.
Nobody is a threat to
Peace and security.
Courage is strengthen
With justice.
Justice rule the world
Only today and
Secure future.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know Me

You know me
That's enough for me.

I am waiting
For that day
When you would tell me
You are mine
I am yours.

And perhaps that would be
My last day of sorrow.
And that day would be
Our day of love,
And hence it is
Needless to know
Anything more now.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know Me And

You know me and
You are free from
Delusion and you
Are free from
Any description.

You should know
Your own higher
Imperishable and
Supreme nature.

You are the only enjoy-er
You are the only peace-lover
But you are ready to fight
As ever, as ever, as ever.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know My Heart

You know me
You know my heart
O my dear
You are my Master
Bestow Your grace
Without You
Without Your grace
Everything is useless
On this earth
Which is Yours
And I am on this earth
it is only for You
You know me
You know my heart.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know No Religion

Remember, you know
No religion.
Remember, you become
What you follow.
Remember, you are
As fair as morning sky.
Remember, you have
A strong life-force.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know Not

You know not what are you
You know not what are there around you
You know not that are happening in you.

But you pretend to be what you are not
And you puffed up with pride
And to your viewpoint
You are trying to bring other people round.

I know you have a thirst for worldly pleasure
And you want to secure and maintain them
You are always given sense enjoyment.

Torment not my dear,
Torment not your body, torment not the self
Be calm and understand what you are
What are there around you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know The Good

You know the good  
And right thing  
For me.  
And hence I accept  
You and your proposal  
In my life  
And I see all  
Wonder here.

I know it is  
All yours,  
I know I am  
Yours.  
I know you are  
here for all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know The Truth

You know the truth of the self
You are actually wise and you
Possess transcendental insight
You are free from impersonal
Speculation being self-realized
And You are enlightened.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know What Is In Your Mind

You know what is in your mind,
How can I guess it.
I know you are the first sunshine
I am the morning.
I know the goal of my life is truth.
And truth is there in you.
You know what I cannot imagine.
I know my words have no meanings.

Gajanan Mishra
You Know, What Is Happening

Am I really helpless?
Is there any fault with me?
You know, what is happening
As You are with me.
I am ignorant and I am in dark
That matter little.

Gajanan Mishra
You Lack Nothing, My Dear Son

You lack nothing, my dear son,
Understand the life here.
You are independent and
You are free to do anything here.
What you want that is there
With you, keep it in mind.
I am delighted here with your
Simple-heartedness, my dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Live

You live in my joys
I live in your glooms.

Give me your glooms,
and in return
I am giving my joys.

You are my language,
I am your silence,
Let me speak to you
while you are silent.

You are my body and my heart,
I am your love and your future,
You are my earth, I am your shadow,
You are always taking my care
And I am here, I am there.

Gajanan Mishra
You Love

You love,
You love to stay with me,
You love to hear me,
You love to recite my poems,
You love, You love and You love
To play to laugh to play.

I know we are all
On this earth-play ground
We are all here
Flying with our golden wings
We are all here for all.

We are all sweet
We are all here in this sunny light
We love and we fight and
We are passing through bright night.

Gajanan Mishra
You Love Me I Know

You love me I know,
I love you so also.

I am seated in your heart,
And make you run like a cart.

Knowledge and forgetfulness
Everything is within,
With you, in some way or other,
I am here also living.

Material nature, I care not.
Your actions, your reactions
I accept not.
For happiness, for distress
I fear not.
Stay with me and forget not.

Gajanan Mishra
You Made Me A Fool

You made me a fool,
And I am here cool.
To satisfy your urge
You addressed me darling.
I want your language
But you merged in me.

Your scented kiss enabled me
to stand up before all and
I am here in return of love
That is universal.
Day and nights, see me
I am laughing and crying
Like a mad and insane
Pick me up showing your deign.

Gajanan Mishra
You Made Me Mad

True, I am mad,
It is you
Who made me mad.
I am here with
Your trees, birds,
Flowers, fruits,
Water, air,
And with
Colourful sky.
I am mad
With my vision
With my knowledge.
Now, I feel
It has got
No meaning here
Either for me
Or for any one.
You are driving me out,
But I am not here
To go anywhere.
And how can I go-
A great question
And even you have
No answer.
You can say me a fool,
Yet I know what
I feel, what I observe
What I witness
Here at this time.
I am your part
I am not denying.
Yet I am here
With my separate identity.
I am mad, you are telling,
Okay then, no matter,
But I am here for you,
And I know you are here
Only for me
With all these items
That are changing
From moment to moment.
Let me live here
With all happiness,
With all dreams
Like an ordinary mad man
In dust-whirl.
I am ready, and ready
Fully for upward or
Downward feather.

Gajanan Mishra
You Make Me Proud

You make me proud
And I am not in solitude,
See I am fine with my attitude.

Gajanan Mishra
You May

You may
Call me
A beast
I am
Not foolish
That I
Object
And to your
Knowledge
Let me say
I am in peace.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Admit

You may admit
Or not
But truth is there
And it is eternal
And truth never
Ceases to be.
Truth is that
You are alive.
And your existence
Is here as before,
You are passing
Out of sight though.
No death but life
The only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Ask

What for I am here
Why do I go
From here to there
You may ask
So many questions
Relating to my
Hair style dress
Eating procedures
Walking and doing works
You may ask
Who am I
What about my
Previous lives
My future planning
Sorry sir
I am not here
To answer.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Deny

You may deny,
Nothing to say.
But the truth-
The person who is
Alert, sober
And unbewildered
Are there to be rewarded
For good quality and
Activities.
And persons deluded,
Bewildered and
Maddened by desire
Are to be punished
For wrongs and ill motives.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Go For Sleep

You may go for sleep
But go not for oversleep,
Oversleep makes you
Idle, lazy and inert.

In oversleep different thoughts
Come to your mind
That is a hindrance
For your proper growth.

A sound sleep is necessary for you
That I know, and I know
If you sleep too little
That would not help you to go good.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Go Out

I am not this body
You have relation
With this body only.

You can not see me
I am not this body
I have no want
I possess nothing.

You can hear me
If you try sincerely
O man, recognize me
If you can.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Hate Me

You may hate me,
But I am loving you
and I love you for ever.
You may leave me,
But I will never leave you.
Let me enjoy what I have,
the stars, the sky, and I am
not to tell anyone good bye.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Read Any Poem

You may read any poem
Written by me,
And taste the sweetness of life.
If you are serious,
Discover the truth in it.
And proceed forward
In the natural order,
Being the nectar.
Read poems, and reading poems
Is mora important than
Anything else.
Life is here, and poem is
More than life.
Leave everything and read poems.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Roam

You may roam
Where ever you like
But keep your mind
On this land.

Your future is there
On this land and
You are to make clear
All obstacles here.

You are taking food
And you are taking shelter,
And you are taking air
From here every moment.

This land is your own,
Be on your guard at ever moment.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Say

Coming to me you may say
Writing is a personal business,
But let me say, think twice, my dear,
Nothing is personal, admit and declare.

Since everything is interrelated
no one can claims this or that
is his own and he is here to keep
everything secret and he can do
whatever and whenever he likes.

It is true to say pieces of
stones are there in flowers,
And flowers are blooming
on the dry stone at the top
of the mountains facing the sky.

Gajanan Mishra
You May Use

You may use the word sin
In place of virtue
Or vice-versa
My dear, no matter.

You may compose a poem
With these words, my dear
This is the right
Opportunity at your hand.

Think not about the consequences
My dear, desire not anything
That is the only obstacle
No need to explain in details.

Keeping heart pure and perfect
My dear, you can reached
Where ever you want
Each and every place is heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
You Mean To Say

You mean to say
I am not clear,
My mind is not clear!

First clear the clear,
Then only acquire
Qualification, my dear,
To tell what
You mean to utter.

Hesitate not to say
The sun, the sun.

Dream is there as before
Within you intact.

You are to pluck the fruits
From your own tree for others.

Gajanan Mishra
You Men, Know Nothing

You men, know nothing.
You know not what to eat
You know not how to sit
You know not when to sleep
You know not where to go
You know not whom to approach
You men, know nothing.

Let me clear men, are you not fool?
You are attracted towards those things
That are harmful.
For nothing you are hot
And with no reason you are cool.
You are forgetting your own nature
And influenced by other's behaviour.

Gajanan Mishra
You Move First

You move first
I start later.

That I approved
Your plan and project.

It is my ear
That hear not anything.

And it is something
That is there within me.

The situation is pleasing
I am shedding my tears touching design.

Gajanan Mishra
You must conduct
Yourself responsively
For the benefit of all.
Close all enmity
For your own benefit.
Keep trust on yourself
And trust others and
Avoid petty infections.

Gajanan Mishra
You Must Die

You must die
See, you are dying
Every living entity
Lives in a body
For some time and then
Transmigrates to another body.

O my dear, You are
Not to die, you are not dying
Since you are the soul
Nobody is there to kill you
And also remember, my dear
There is no necessity to
Kill others for your own living, if you do
You are condemned as hellish.

Gajanan Mishra
You Must See

You must see what are
These health sickness riches poverty
honor dishonor praise blame
Without any attachment
Without any aversion
And see me in all situation.

Gajanan Mishra
You Need Me

You need me
so also I need you.
We are both needy,
and we are both greedy.

I am there to
see your welfare.
So also you are,
see, I am not far.

Gajanan Mishra
You Need To Know

You need to know
What is going on
Around you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
You Perceive

You perceive
One imperishable
Divine existence
Undivided
Equally present
In all
I know you are great
Your knowledge is good
And perfect.

Gajanan Mishra
You Pleased

And everything achieved.
By transcendental achievement
I understand everything else
to be insignificant.
You are in everyone's heart
You are everyone
That I know here
From my own experience.
See, I am sincere
And going with a purpose
To achieve You
In Love in Truth and I know
You are there to help me in every way.

Gajanan Mishra
You Possess

You possess virtue
I like it
I love you.

You appear
I like it
I love you.

In this battlefield
Of my life
You are with me
I like it
I love you.

I am not passing
The time is passing
You are with me
I like it
I love you.

I have no pain
I have no pleasure
You possessed
Divine nature
I like it
I love you.

I am acting for you
I surrender before you
I like it
I love you.

O my dear
You are with me
Always day and night
That suffice
The purpose of life.
You Prevail

You prevail over me
I prevail over my dress
My dazzling dress
Predominates You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Remembered Me

You remembered me and
My welfare is assured
You have given me protection
It is Your love and affection.

I remember You always
You are within my heart
You are my well-wisher
I have no illusion mine and Yours.

I love You
I love You
I want You and
Nothing and nobody else.

You are equal to everyone
That I know You are constant.

Gajanan Mishra
You Renounced

Egoism and hypocrisy
I love you most.

Gajanan Mishra
You Resting Place

My body is Your resting place, my dear
That I know from my experience with my living.
Wait and fight is Your principle here I know.
I pray You always for free me from all sinful reactions
And it is Your grace I am enjoying here this life
Without any interruption and disturbance.
I know and understood You, my dear
For the selfare of all.

Gajanan Mishra
You Said

You said it is sweet
I said it is poison.
You said it is day
I said it is night.
You said you are living
I said you are dying.

Who is wrong and
Who is right
The man who knows it
Is a great scientist.

All scientists are not poets
All poets are scientists
Let me say You are the poet
And You are the greatest.

Gajanan Mishra
You Said It Jungle

I find here no tree.  
I find the bird  
Not flying.  
I find the monkey  
Not jumping.  
And what more  
You said,  
That I have forgotten.  
And you said okay  
I am not a fig.  
Big or small  
No matter, remember,  
It is tiger and tiger.

Gajanan Mishra
You Said On Your

You said on your appearance
Sins disappeared. okay.

Tell me what is sin
Tell me who you are
Tell me what do you
Mean by appearance
And by disappearance.

I have no eyes
To see all these
I have no ears
To hear all these
I have no mouth
To express correctly.

And taking this opportunity
You are playing with me.

I know not which is lift
And which is right
I know not how to fight
Yet I live
Only forgetting everything
And I still pray
Forgive me as I know not
What is what my dear, here,
At this spot.

Gajanan Mishra
You said real,
Real is not perfect,
Perfect is not real.
Nothing to denied,
But let me add-
The sun is perfect,
The sun is real.
The sun is within us.

Gajanan Mishra
You Said You Exist

You said you exist
I said no.

And I know
No has its
Own self-realization.

Is it destruction?
That I know not.
And what I know
That is not binding
on anyone here.

Think not anything personal,
Confuse not with the word
Temporary and permanent,
Just remain detached and
Your own discrimination.

Gajanan Mishra
You Say

You say
Stay on line
Come to me by on line
Future is on line
You are always on line.
It is I who fail
To make connection with you
And is in dark
And is suffering
Like anything.

Gajanan Mishra
You Say God Is

You say God is mischievous
And you say God is lovable
God is egalitarian full of wisdom
And nemesis of evil.

You say this world is created
In God's will and
God is known as Allah
God is known as Christ
God is known as Krishna
God is known as Rama
And God has as many names
As you call Him
As per your will.

You say you are here
An you say you are there
This that your name
And you say God is within you
God is above you
God is below you
And all around God is God
Only God and you are fearless
For the presence of God.

You say you know everything
And everything is God
You say further
You are God
I am God
I am confused
And confused and forced to
End the poem here.

Gajanan Mishra
You Say Stone

You say stone,
I say God.

You hate,
I love.

You say it is night
At your area.
But I prove it
With the sun and
Say it day.

I find everything
In black light
But you miss
Everything in
Your eyes sight.

Gajanan Mishra
You Say, O Philosopher

You say, O philosopher,
This world is a dream
And unreal.
And you believe
The existence is like water
And it is in the form of
Snow, cloud and vapour.
O my dear, let me believe you
And let me admit your words
And still I realize the truth
That is there in all changes.
Hear me, my dear, I am not attached
With anything or with any person
And see, I am dreaming that are real.

Gajanan Mishra
You see I am here,
But this is not true.
Not true- your seeing,
Not true- your talking,
Not true- your hearing.
But I exist here
And you are hearing my talk,
You are feeling my touch.
You think I am separate
From you - not fact.
I am not a subject of sense,
True and you also admit.
The centre of all is
That pot of clay, you may clarify.

Gajanan Mishra
You See The World

Just as you see yourself.
If you are truth conscious
You see the whole world truthful.

I know you are here suffering
From the pangs of separation from truth
And all the miseries are here
Due to this separation.

Gajanan Mishra
You See You Test

You see yourself
You test yourself
Realize the absolute.
It is not difficult to see
It is not difficult to hear
O my dear omnipresent is always here.

Uncovered the curtain of
Material energy my dear
And satisfied yourself
With the process of
Peace and tranquility.
Feel that the life's mission
Is fulfilled as you are
Perfectly educated.

Gajanan Mishra
You See Your Mirror

You see your mirror and
Let me see mine. Only there
We both can see the unseen.

Gajanan Mishra
You Should

You should stop
The waves of material life
You should see
Within you the Truth
And enjoy Supreme Truth
You should know
What you achieved
That has no existence
You should feel
The actions of deceitful here
You should know
That you are nothing
And nothing and nothing
But everything and everything.

Gajanan Mishra
You Should Know

You should know
Where and how to go
You should know
What and why to do
You should know
Who are you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Should Live

You must die
And you are dying
Before dying you should live.

At least try to live
Before you die
You are not living, but dying.

Gajanan Mishra
You Smile

Flower buds blossomed
You see
Life flourished
Your presence
makes the place heaven.

Gajanan Mishra
You Smile And Your Smiles

You smile and Your smiles
O my dear, vanquish all my sufferings
I can not live without Your presence.

Cast Your transcendental glance over me
O my dear, I know You are very kind to me
I know I am eternally related with You.

I am Your molecular parts, my dear
And I am separated from You by artificial
Covering of illusion and illusory energy.

Remove this illusory energy, O my dear
Let me see You face to face and Your smiles
That will ends all my miseries,

Gajanan Mishra
You Spread

You spread like the sunshine
You spread like the sky
You spread throughout the universe
The entire universe is manifested in You.

Everything rests in You
You are there and also not in there
O my dear, You are the ability of all
You are the sound and taste and light.

You are never disturbed by any change
You are always independent
Cosmic manifestation is not different from You
Knowing all these I am worshiping only You.

Gajanan Mishra
You Stand Nowhere

You stand nowhere
That I know and still
You are telling, here you are.

Each and everybody is
Abandoning you that I know
And still you are going after them.

No place and no body
Is your end, let me tell you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Surpass

All in excellence
You surpass.

What am I
I am here a man of
Worldly intelligence
Entrapped by
Material coverings.

All in excellence
You surpass.

I am not able to say
About anything of this world
I am helpless and quite
Incapable of any creation
I myself is one of Your creation.

Gajanan Mishra
You The Fortune

You the fortune
come soon.

Or else you fool
if entered late
in court area
curses replaces boon.

Come soon
You and I
And the ocean
And the sky
And the universe
never found again.

Gajanan Mishra
You Think

You think
You act.
You act
You get.
Getting what
Don't tell.
It is just a lie.

Gajanan Mishra
You Think You Act

I know you are correct
With your clear concept
And Your word is perfect
I think you act.

Gajanan Mishra
You Think You Are Progressing

You think you are progressing,
You think you are touching
The perfection of life
With your skyscrapers, big roads,
Automobiles and so on and so on.
But my dear, let me say,
Till now, you know not the truth,
The very goal of your life.
You know not where to go,
How to go, with whom to go.
Till now, you know not who you are,
With whom you are and what
You are doing or what you
Have done so far.

Gajanan Mishra
You To Decide

I see no prosperity
I am the sinner, here,
I am in adversity always
I get no worldly support
From any quarter,
O my dear, I surrender
Myself to You,
O my singular power,
It is You to decide
What to do.

Gajanan Mishra
You To Say

You to say
What to do
For all good.
I understood
The truth, but
Not under
The pressure of
Fearfulness.
I bow my head
And I surrender
Myself before nature.
And I want to
Disclose myself
As the symbol of love.

Gajanan Mishra
You Try To

You try to cover me,
But I am far beyond the cover.

I am the sky
And I exist as you see.

What you touch
That is not there, be sure.

Apply no identical intelligence,
But stay pure.

Gajanan Mishra
You Tube

Neither this nor that,
Neither you nor I,
Present here at any time.

Yet the movies on
And all pleased with
The entertainments.

All to voice,
All to grow.

All depend on
Words and
Audiences.

Let us stay alive,
With you tube and videos,
With a specific cause.

Gajanan Mishra
You understand my need, my dear,
That I know and You are making
Every arrangement for that.

The time and place is in Your hands
You have selected the place where I have
To reside and when and for how long.

I know before You the beggar and the hermit
The pious and the wicked all enjoyed
Same status that they deserved.

Gajanan Mishra
You Understand Nothing

I know you
Understand nothing
And going on laughing.
You are searching
The meaning of life,
But life itself
Is a meaning
Of your own self.

Have you not seen,
Have you not felt
Your own existence
Anywhere else
With the sky
Or on the land?

I know you have
Understood nothing
And came to me
With a complain
Against the sky
That is there.

The sky is laughing
At you and I am there
Realizing the mistakes
I have committed
With no reasons.

Gajanan Mishra
You Want A Ride

You want a ride
On the sky
Wait, try to fly.

You have read
Remember that
Rome was not
Built in a day.

Try and try
Trying is the first
Step of riding.

Gajanan Mishra
You Want And

You want and you got
You got and you left
You left and everything
Finished.
Finished everything
And I started my journey
In my journey I took you
And you asked me
How are you.

Gajanan Mishra
You Want Benefit

You want benefit!
Am I right?
Remember, you are
Inviting your
Own suffering.
Your want is increasing!
If it is the fact
I am sure
You are going to hell.
As a well wisher
And friend
Let me tell you
Please know the truth
And stay satisfied within.

Gajanan Mishra
You Want This

You want this
I am here to give,
You want new and new,
I am giving new and new
So many times without number.
You have power of will
And you have life-breath.
Remember, power of will
Is more powerful.
To get peace you must
Put an end to
Your power of will.
Your life breath is no way
Related with on anything.

Gajanan Mishra
You Want To Know

You want to know
About the sky,
And I find no sky.
I know my own father
And he is dear to me,
And I salute him
As such always.
I want to know you,
And you are there
In the water.
Water- I find nowhere,
And people say
I am a fool,
I m cool, though.

Gajanan Mishra
You Will Come To Me

You will come to me, I know
I wait here, you know.

Gajanan Mishra
You Will Never Understand Us

It is true,
You will never understand us.
It is true,
We are not looking like
The human being in your eyes.
It is true,
You will not tolerate us
And you want to kill us altogether.

We are the innocent mass,
It is not good to kill us,
We are no way related to
Your power and position or wealth.
We need a meal per day not from you
But from nature.

We are not here to be killed,
To be tortured.

We are free creatures
We need love and affection,
We need food to eat,
We need water to drink,
We need an atmosphere
To sing and to dance
As per our wish under the sky.

We know, you are not there
To give or provide us,
It is not under your control.
But you are there
To go against us
Without any reason
But just to satisfy
Your ego and self-interest.

Gajanan Mishra
You Wish I Should Come

You wish I should come
You are welcome
Give up desire for this
If you want peace
Desire is not real
And its fruits perishable
Our body is not ours
We wiped out our desires
Our wish realized
And we suffered loss.

Gajanan Mishra
You Yourself

What I want to say
I am not far away from you
O my dear
I know You are merciful to me.

There is no one nearer than you are
I know you are in me
And what I want to say
That is You Yourself are saying.

Gajanan Mishra
You Yourself Is Also Unlimited

Nothing wanting
Everything is unlimited
Full with all desirable equipment
This is Your world
This is full with all power
All energy all opulence
All beauties all knowledge
And also all renunciation
You Yourself is also unlimited.

Gajanan Mishra
You Yourself Is The World

You yourself is the world
All happiness are within you
O my dear, do not run after
Happiness elsewhere
Within the jurisdiction of
This life you are to find
Everything and everything
If you are ready to search properly.

Gajanan Mishra
You, William Wordsworth

The bright ship of heaven
Let me take and
Be forgiven.
The birds the clouds
The sky the mountains
The rivers the trees
All join hands.
It is the great poet's den
And I am a small creature
Chirping here
In my mortal van.
Nobody told you
What you have done!
See, I am doing
What I am doing
With these constant
Changeless time
With your growing and
Growing power
Inherited by me.
You are my strength
You are my eternity
You are my beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
You, The Sky

You, the sky,
You, the stars,
You, the earth,
You all are
Supported by me.
But you, the sky,
the stars, the earth
Know not who I am.
And I am residing here
with you.
So long as I am here
You are there for me.
Air is here with me
in the heart,
that digests the food.
Air is here with me
in anus, that excretes
waste matter.
Air is with me
in the navel
that circulates the essence of food,
Air is with me
in the throat
that separates solid and liquid,
Air is with me
in my whole body
that shrinks and expands my body.
I am here under the sky,
The stars are looking at me,
I am on this earth.
I live through airs
and I am keeping relation
with you all.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Absence

Your absence is my night, O my dear.
See, I am distressed and I felt uncomfortable
As the lotus gets withered at the approach of the night.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Address

I know not
Your address
And yet
I am going
To you.

Are you
The autumn's glow?
Are you
The sea-mew?

I love you,
For the light,
For the harmony,
For the odour-
All are yours.

Gajanan Mishra
Your And Mine

No difference
It is one and same.

Just check
And say
Am I right or wrong.

Going to the earth
From the earth
Is good luck.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Appearance

It is Your appearance
O my dear, that made
All pleasant
The air the river
And the mountains
Everyone's mind
Became tranquil
Entire world is
Full of joy, it is
True love really
With Your appearance
All signs of good fortune
Are there everywhere
I realized it is truth
It is justice.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Belly

Your belly is not mine
Still I am telling
Keep your belly under your control
And be relaxed
I must say further
It is the store house of all troubles
And it is for belly
We are all here assemble.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Best Foot

Where is your best foot,  
That I want to see,  
Please, proceed ahead.  
But please, chew  
Not the curd.  
Take care yourself first  
And then see  
What is happening  
All around you.  
Be strong and stout  
And proceed ahead.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Body Is Your Cloth

Your body is your cloth,
Remove it whenever you like
When it is worn out
But remember, it is not
Under you, my dear,
And you cannot wear a new one
As you like as per your will,
Transformation of body is a
Miraculous acts, mind it.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Business

Your business is
business.
And mine?
Your war is
war.
And mine?

You are there.
And why not I.
Am I from
different galaxy?

You are enjoying all
your rights,
Am I just a visitor
of the site?

Gajanan Mishra
Your Comment

Your comment burn me
Your query made me laugh.

It is your query that made active
My mind and body the whole day.
I love you I like your everythings
Your query your comment made it clear
You too love me much.

I am in your eyes I know
I am ready to hear your words
You know and you know I am with you
Without you I have no existence
My hands always doing your works
My eyes always seeing your sights
My foot stands on your earth.
It is you only who can take me
From place to place and each and
Every place is the same and one.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Company

Your company only I need
And I need no other thing
Some termed it chemical process.

You are my confidence
What use of any empiric
Knowledge or mystic gymnastics.

Spiritual impetus is here
Poor entangled in
Material modes.

Go within by personal endeavor
Get everything within the heart
I said myself and I am with You.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Contribution

Your contributions that are here
Really great and praiseworthy.

Let me see it.

It is for the society
And for its stability.

Let me test it.

See me and say
Am I not detached.

Let me say again what is there to say.

Why this poem you are asking
I am making myself ready to answer your question.

Let me stay a while.

Observation is not completed
You too are stopped there on the way.

Let me call you again.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Dealings

Your dealings
Discloses your
Identity.

You identity
Shows who
You are.

You are a
Human being
Says scriptures.

Scriptures
Sanction your
Dealings.

Your dealings makes
Your life success.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Dog

Your dog
Would not bite me,
It would bite you
As you are always
With the dog.
See me,
I am cautious and
I am far from it.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Doings

I see, I hear, I feel
Your doings, my dear
And I am delighted.
All that You say,
You do is true, my dear,
I know, I am just an actor
And You are the director.
I see, I hear, I feel
And I realized, my dear,
You are the comforter
Of my heart, You are all
Consciousness and bliss
And You are devoid of change,
I know, it is for me, You are here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Downfall

I see your downfall
I am sad
You are my part and parcel
See, I am mad.

It is utter folly
Perishable objects you regard yours
I am unable to observed holy
You fell ill and not yet cured.

I care not for you
I am in hell or heaven
I am not in queue
One zero I can not say ten.

Because of this I am in search of You
And You are within me pussy cat sounding mew.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Dream

I made you rise
To deliver your dream
That I have kept in pain.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Dream- My Dream

Look, your dream
And my dream,
Both dreams are
Same and we are
Here to achieve
At this time,
For them, who are
With us.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Enemies

Your enemies,
So also,
Your friends
Are within you,
Identify them
If you can.

To whom
You kiss
And to
Whom you
Kill say
Openly
If you can.

And do
Whatever you
Like seeing
All here
Together,
But nothing
To fear.

Your ignorance
Is dangerous
And nothing else.
Try to gain
Knowledge to
Win the battle
That is here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Existence

Real can not remain concealed
And unreal has no existence
I realized your existence
O my dear, You are real.

Gajanan Mishra
Your existence,
I hereby accept your existence.
I am in me at this time,
And I am accepting you.
I am constant and eternal.
And I do admit
It is due to your existence.
I know you are the means of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Eyes And

I fear
I fear only
Your eyes and
Your tongue.
That are most
Dangerous and
All troubles
Begin from here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Eyes, Where In

Yours eyes, wherein  
I want to live.

Your eyes, wherein  
I am living.

Your eyes, wherein  
I get all light.

Gajanan Mishra
Your face is my mirror
My face is your mirror.
Let me see through this
All my memories and all
The present times and
All the future.

See me, I am here
Before you always
Tell me all you think
I am with you always
Let me tell you
What you are thinking
I am within you,
I am the poem - the Truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Fan

I am your fan
Let us not say
Nine ten
Let us not fight
And say seven eight
Say five six
And we mix
Three four
You are my core
Say One two
All I say is true
And only true.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Feet

Your feet is my heart
For me
You are never separated
I am hearing Your voice
I know You are the air
I see You
You are the sky
I live with You
You are the water
You are the earth
I see You in the light
You are the light
You are here, my dear
So long as I am here
I am here so long as
You wish
Your wish is there
Where there is my love
Where there is my devotion
Where there is my renunciation.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Food

Take your food, my dear,
Your food tells me
What type of man you are.

Do whatever you like
Your work shows
What type of man you are.

Don't give yourself
To hypocrisy and egoism
Keep faith in you and listen.

Listen with attention, my dear.
The ordinances of scriptures
And try to change the pictures.
Pictures of your day to day life
say where you are going at what time.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Friend

I am your friend, my dear
The good friend indeed
I do not mind
The errors committed by you
I do not take heed of your flaws
You are my sweet heart
I remember your good feelings
I know you do not depend
On anyone else besides me.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Future Is

Your future is here,
Your future is in your language,
Your future is within you,
Your future is in your thought.
Your future is in your words,
Your future is in your own hands,
Your future is in your actions,
Your future is with you always here.

Come on and try to liberate
From your own future my dear,
If you so like and you want to
Go beyond your future.

Future is nothing but a bondage
Think not anything
Utter not any word
And mind it nothing to do here.

Mind it, you are fully equipped
Mind it, your are your master
Mind it, you need no light,
Everything is within you.

You are free
You are lighted
You have the liberty
To go and stay anywhere.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Gentle Smile

Smile smile and smile
Your gentle smile always
Make your face beautiful
And You attract all
You appear lovely
With Your reddish eyes
Your eyes are like
The petals of a newly grown
Lotus flowers covered with dew
In the early morning
That removed all troubles
Of every one
I see Your smile, my dear
And living here with all
Happiness see.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Glance

Loving and merciful, 
Your glance. 
All receive your blessings 
In rivers, at hills, 
On earth, in air. 
By your touch 
All get life and 
All live staying 
Far from fear. 
All dance with joy 
Honoring you with prayers. 
I know by nature 
No one is violent. 
For you, all are in love.

Gajanan Mishra
Your God My God

Your God my God
And Gods of all are here
Together make a plan
To change the weather.

Weather depends on
All of us and we are
Making friendship among
Us with one another.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Goodness

Your goodness,
Show me the way,
With knowledge
In spiritual value.
Let me understand
Unlimited life
In limited time
Under limitless sky.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Greatness

It is your greatness
That you have pointed out
The mistakes that are mine.

It is your greatness
That you have kept me
With you though I am committing mistakes.

Let me realize that I am here
With full power and risk
And with full accountability.

It is your greatness
That you have made me realized
And I am trying to light up a new lamp.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Happiness And Your Distress

Your happiness and your distress
Have nothing to do,
Feel guilty that you are running
After them at this time.

Your plan and your ambition
Are fluctuating at different stages,
But let me hear and waste not
Valuable time there with you.

Forget not that dogs jackals and moths
Are there and you have with you
Only useless faeces, ashes,
But they are all insignificant.

Take care, and proceed ahead,
Eternal bliss is there with you.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Heart In Me

Your heart in me
My heart in you, my dear,
Make us one and the same.

My thought my love
Not my own alone
It is also yours.

True love is there
That cherish between us
And love is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Heart In Me - Love

Your heart in me
My heart in you, my dear,
Make us one and the same.

My thought my love
Not my own alone
It is also yours.

True love is there
That cherish between us
And love is the only truth.

Gajanan Mishra
Your heart is important and not you,
I know you are in the heart
I know you are with the heart,
But you said my dear, you have kept
your heart on the branch of the tree.
How you think me a crocodile?
I want to play with you in the open field,
Come on, you are not the monkey, I know,
You are a man like me, let us come
together and play as per our wish
keeping peace and development of all.
Come on my dear, the world is watching us
and we are to go heart to heart, mind to mind
to march forward, come on with all humanity.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Honour

Your honour,
See me,
I am here
Living a life
That is pure
And simple.
In no way
I have any illicit
Connection with
Any other women,
Besides my better-
Half - wife.
I am not intoxicated
As you see
At any time.
I have not killed
Any animal or
In no way connected
With this type of works.
I know not what is
Gambling of any sort.
See me, your honour,
Test me, observe me,
I am free from all vices.
I know only
How to love others,
Eternal love and wish
All good to all.
I am leading my life
Only on a truthful way.
Rest, you to decide
Your honour and
Do the needful
That is good to all.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Influence

Your influence is felt
In this time factor
That causes fear of death
As I have contacted material nature.

Mixing is time and see I am here
It is simple it is unalloyed
And it is all goodness
That make your mindset you have to accept.

It is the specific qualities within you
That dragged you to the interior
Where I am according to the situation
All is nothing but the result of agitation.

O my dear, You appeared and it is Your nature
In different ways I pray, as You are the sole creator.

Gajanan Mishra
Your kindness,
Unlimited kindness,
I know, it is
There as always.
And I live
Thinking you as
Be all and end all
Of my life.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Kingdom

Your kingdom is my body
And I know You are
Here within me.

Lo here
Lo there
I am yours.

You are for all.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Knowing Itself

Your knowing itself
Is the disturbing element.

Let me know
What you are knowing here.

Love? sex? life? death?
And what more?

Let me know whether
You are living here!

Gajanan Mishra
Your Land Your Language

Your land your language,
No one has any right
To interfere.
You have every right
To use your language
On your land.
Stay fearless and live
With courage.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Language

What is your language
let me asked.
No matter if you are
not willing to say.
I don't mind
if you are not able to use.
I care not you
but I care the time.
Let it go,
And forget all.
We are the pillars of
One post, come on
I am here to take through
this link language.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Liberation

I do not want
Your liberation
If it is against
Public welfare.

Wealth, prosperity,
Women, position,
I have no desire,
If not for other's welfare.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Love - I Know

Come and go,
What you are
Let me show.
Your love -
I know.
Ice or fire,
But water is
There.
Light or dark,
But see the star.
Inward and outward,
Dress is my reward.
I am not here, but
Search me not here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Love And My Poems

If you love me really
Read my poems intensively.
Discover me there,
Your most favorite star.
Without expecting anything from you
Who is giving you all truth.
And who is going away from you
Leaving everything here for you.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Lovely Lips

It is unseen,
your lovely lips.
It is untouched
Your lovely eyes.

I know, I am there
In your life,
But I am unable to
Understand you.

There is light in you
That I know but
You are not able to
Get your own light.

Know thyself,
And love, love..

Gajanan Mishra
Your Mentality

Let me know your mentality,
Let me know you fully.
Be sure, I am there
In your category.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Mercy

Everywhere and everything
Is Your mercy
Even Your anger is
Also Your mercy.

You are the cause of
Everything that I know
You are the original shelter
Of all that also I know.

It is true, You are
Not undergoing any
Material transformation
You are never affected by
The qualities of matter
And I know You are here.

You are the prime mover
Of material nature
You are the reservoir
Of all consciousness
And potency, O my dear
You are the perfection
Of all sciences and
All forms of knowledge
Being the Absolute Truth.

Your mercy is unlimited
I know You are not limited by time.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Message

I am waiting
Your message.
Your message
Has nothing to say.

Nothing to wage war,
Nothing is there
To win
Or to lose.

Know life nothing
But reality of
Imagination here.

And imagination is
Nothing but the reality
of waves that are here.

In dreams they are
All playing themselves.
And they are waiting
For further course of action.

Treat everything fashion
And stay free of emotion
Barriers are your own deception.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Mother

While telling I, I,
You are going to die.
How much shout,
Where it is!

Father-in-law was
Hesitating very much,
Though near,
Now unable to move,
And going to die.

No, no,
So many times
We have told.
But what should we do,
If they care not.

Your own mother,
Your own name,
But no one takes heed.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Mother Is Here

Your mother is here
First go to her, my dear.
Mother-land first,
Mother-tongue first, and
We are here to see
The safety of this earth.
Let us accept everything
With the sun-rise and
Sun-set, mew mew said the cat.
Let us not amazed not confused
My dear poets, drive out the cat.
What is under your purview
Do it and make a review.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Mother My Mother

Your mother, my mother - one.
Your earth, my earth - one.
Your air, my air - one.
Your life, my life - one.
Your happiness, my happiness - one
And in all oneness, we are here together.
Nothing is false here, nothing wrong.
Let us go on doing for the welfare of each other.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Option

You may accept,
You may not accept-
Your option.
But I find
Here with
No conclusion.
What I find-
Not negation,
But all affirmation.
Your form and
Your very existence.
And your very presence
Made me offer
My obeisance.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Business

Stay busy
In your own business,
Your own business
Will achieve your goal.

Have a strong desire
To do something
For others, without
Any opposition.

I know, you are sacrificing
Your own well-being
For the sake of others.
You are kind and
Charitable, you are
Very pleasurable.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Existence

Your own existence
is in question.
Be aware.

You are not default,
But you are in mystery
and you are suffering.

And your life is in truth
This much you should know
and stay in loving life.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Identity

First understand
Your own identity.

And then see
Another living entity.

Here there is
No question of
Partiality or
Enmity.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Language

Root of everything
Is your own language.
Your language is the cause of
Your all happiness and
Also the cause of all sufferings.
Don't get agitated
Your language is with you as you
Rear it with mother's lovely words.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Seat

Your own seat
is my heart.
You are giving me
a chart and telling
to go to the mart
with the body-cart
to deal with all dirt.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Own Star

See the magic
of my poetry, dear,
In your own shadow.

See me day and nights,
in your own life,
with the light
of my bow.

Essence of life, I know
from my poetry, dear,
That I want to share.

Follow me in
silence without any
desire and see the result,
Given by your own star.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Play

Your play -
Let me watch it
In broad day light.

Day light -
It is here
That enable me
To know myself.

I am here
With you
All days.

And on this day -
I prefer to
Give everything
To you.

Gajanan Mishra
Your poems-
I read,
Nothing but fire.
This fire is
Burning everyone.
Your poems,
Flambeau,
Flame-thrower,
My dear, I fear.
Your poems,
Means of new creativity,
New life here.
It is widening out
Love and beauty.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Practice

Your practice
Is not here
To perish.
And you are
Here with
Good motive.
I know you are
Doing with
Full devotion.
And doing
For truth.
Let all my
Blessings be
Gone to you.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Presence

Your presence is sufficient
My dear
I seek your presence
Always here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Problems

You are your problems
You are your solution
Question of your life
Are your answer.

My dear, here
You are the fruits
Of your tree
And it is free.

By the way what
You know is nothing
And you are going to
Make castle in the air.

Taking pressure is
Not the proper way
It is one type of
Suicidal rather.

Problems are not over
Even in death and
Death is nothing but a
Beginning of all.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Product

I do agree
It is Your product
You have produced it
You are the product
You are the controller also
You maintain and are maintained
You withdraw and are withdrawn
No separateness is there
No distinction from everything
And everyone else
I perceived within You
And also outside
I understand Your nature
And also Your power.

I feel Your expanded potency
Here there everywhere
You are the ultimatum
I conceive You I write You
You Yourself has written
You are the pleasure
You are the grief
I love You on this day
I live today only for You
You are the reservoir of all
You are firm and fixed and
You wander wonderfully
Everywhere here there
I am attached to You only.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Purpose, Dear

Let me understand,
Your purpose, dear.
For you, I am here,
And ready to sacrifice
Everything that are
With me, including life.
Since you are here,
I am living without fear.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Regime

Your regime
Cheer tear.
You are harbour
And dressed harbinger.
What the tongue
Want to express
Spring winter
With multiple colours.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Seat

Your seat is my heart
My body is your cart
Because I love You
You are in me
You have nothing I know
Because I love You
I am keeping You in tact
I know everything is with me
You are nobody to grant anything
I am going to You
I am calling You
Because I want nothing from You
At any time at any place
I know I am sufficient for myself
I know You reside in my heart
And I love You I love You.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Separation

I can not bear
Your separation, my dear
I can not describe
The feeling of separation
I will be shocked
Beyond expression.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Sky Is So Vastness, My Dear

Your sky is so vastness, my dear,
How can I fly there with my tiny wings!
How can I utter the truth with my earthly lips!
How can I pray you dear with my unintellectual words!
I know I can't see anything without your mercy-light,
I can't give anything to anyone with my unholy hands,
I can't love anyone here in this worldly interest-vested life,
I am unable to smile, my dear with so much pain of living,
I am also not so big to excuse or pardon anyone harming me.
Pardon me, my dear, I am here with my words not so sweet,
My patience, at time, falling down and making me unqualified,
Hold my hands, though, not with love, and permit me to
Keep your company, difficult though, I know,
But I have faith and I trust you for your round eyes.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Small Portion

I am nothing
But Your small portion
O my dear, here and
My partial power to
Create any poem
Does not makes me great
I know if I say something
It is my false prestige
And it is not valid
All credit goes to You
My dear, I know and not to me
I am nothing I am nothing.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Smile

Let me see
Your smile
And not your eyes.
But I cannot say
What your smile says
I can say
What your eyes signify.
You are not angry
That I know
From your body movement.
And I give you
Proper respect
For your silence
And your smile.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Smile And Your Works

Let me see your smile,
where it is, but please
ask not to tell
anything about it.

Your wonderful works
are being witnessed
by me, but I am unable
to say what they are.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Smiles- Let Me Enjoy

Your smiles,
Your sweet loving glances,
Your intimate and confidential talks,
Let me enjoy, dear.

We are here together,
And this time is most auspicious.
Nothing to agitate the mind, dear,
Let me touch your heart.

You are the ornaments of the earth,
You are the highest satisfaction of the soul,
Please appear again and make us forget the world.

We are here only for you,
Allow us to express our
Feelings of ecstasy at seeing you, dear.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Smiling Face

Your smiling face
Indicates Your extensive
Benedictions.

I keep my mind fixed
On You, O my dear
You may say it meditation.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Son

I am not able to
Light the lamp
Of true knowledge
As yet in my house.
I am not able to
See you here, my dear.
I am not able to
Recognize you as
The sole truth
And for these I am
Suffering like
Anything I know.
I have forgotten
I am your son.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Sorrow

Your sorrow is giving you
Joy, look deep in to your heart
And stay there balanced.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Standing

Your standing I know,
Your position,
Your protection
I am here to ensure.
But who is your creator,
Please enquire and know.
Your knowledge is my energy,
And my capital to proceed forward.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Support

Your support is necessary
For my very sustenance
I know I am supported by You
It is because of Your
Supporting power I am living
You are nourishing me, my dear
I know, You are my protector
You are my producer
All surround me are
Your instruments here.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Thinking

It all depends on your thinking
And how you are going to execute your plans.

We are here just to help you
In you task and enable you to
reach at the top.

Do not entangle yourself
In the nasty politics
That are going on outside.

Go go in and in
It is within what you
Are searching so long.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Tick

No need of your tick
Charles Bukowski.

I want to dance
With flowers
In broad day light.

I have opened
My eyes
And said to my horse
To run like a fly.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Time

Your time,
Your attention,
Your honesty,
Your loyalty,
All that I want,
And not your
Money and muscles.

All that I want -
A flower,
And air
And fire.
I want to dazzle
There in the sky
With the star.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Tongue

Your tongue
Is not made of stone,
I know.
Is not your tongue
Made of earth and
Love of mother?
I heard nectar is
There in each one's tongue.
I heard Truth is there
On the tongue of every one.
And I see
You are not using your tongue
In proper ways
For yourself.
You are within all,
And for you,
No one is getting nectar and
All are going to die.
I am not telling
You are the murderers.
I am not telling
You are the black sheep.
But I suggest and
Request to sit on the earth,
See nature
And fly in your own air.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Understanding Of Yourself

Your understanding of yourself
Is false and inflated
You are falsely proud
And not truly satisfied.

Your false prestige is
An anxiety-ridden burden
You are not on the line of
Fulfilling life's mission.

A true poet must come forward
To protect them with proper
Knowledge and love and
Reciprocated feelings.

Giving proper protection from all danger
I know, is the primary duty of the Master.

Gajanan Mishra
Your Voice - I Am Searching

Your voice -
I am searching,
I am searching your voice.
Where is your voice, my dear poet?
You showed your poems
And you recited some of them.
I heard all and reiterated-
Where is your voice.
I said I failed to
Distinguish you from others,
Please note my dear.
Your voice - I am searching.
Where is your voice?
I may be clarified.
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Your Voice Your World

Your voice your world
All are clouded by defects
As fire by smoke.
And still say and stay
And still say you are on the way,
On the way of perfection.
No importance is there in anything,
All are fragments and not whole
It is all evolution and assumption.
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Your Warning

Your warning
I received
But I care not
And I faced
The trouble.
Trouble means
I could not
Sort out my
Routine in order.
I could not
Regulate myself
In time and complete
All works
That are there.
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Your Welfare

I desire
Only your welfare
O my dear
I desire
Only your welfare.

It is not my business
Either to praise you
Or to blaspheme you
It is not my business
I know good and bad have no meaning.

I desire for you
To be happy if
To get happiness is
The ultimate goal of life.
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Your Will Is

Your will is
My will, dear,
Let us think
Together, here,
How it is
To be fulfilled.
I remember you,
You remember me,
Let us remember
Together, here,
What we have
Not lost so far.
Is everything okay?
Let us ask together.
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Your Wish

Your wish, my dear
Everything is Your wish.
Let me remain silent
My dear, see
I am silent.

No word, nothing
My dear I am nothing
Everything you are
Earth sky water fire air
Rest mare.
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Your Words

Let me know your words
Means let me know you.
You are also there to
Follow me and my words
And know who am I
At this moment.
Knowing each other
Is love and is life.
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Your Work

Whatever I am doing,
I am doing your works.
Wherever I am going
I find there you are.
I feel my deficiency
And you are filling it.
I desire my non-existence,
So that I can be with you.
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Your Works

I am here to do your works
With my ears eyes skin tongue
And nose freely openly
and with your sound sight
touch taste and smell
I am a discipline soldier
As you know I love loneliness
And all are here for me only
And practically I am yours only.
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Your Worth

You have no worth,
Without your mother tongue,
Without your motherland,
Without your address on this earth.

O men, realize the truth
And live with consciousness,
O men, forget not, you are free
To use your own language everywhere.

You can give your full
And clear identity
Only through your mother tongue,
Your mother the living god
Is the only person
Here to love you in full.
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Yours

I told you
Stay here
You are not
The one
Associate with danger.

I told you
I am both
Bad and good
I told you
I care not
Your mood.

I told you
I have the morale
Cross morass.

I consigned
All consistencies
All inconsistencies
And show consols.

And I am a debtor
I am yours.
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Yours - I Am

Keep nothing
On your mind
But me.

No come back
And go.

I am here,
Yours.
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Youth Waves

Youth waves
Have washed off humanity,
Like tidal waves
Washed off puri beach.
No more beauty
Like the face
Of widows.
No one can
Find prosperity
Leaving aside
Mother, mother-tongue
And mother-land.
Life is not but it is
We, who are barren.
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Youthful Age

Youthful age,
Very very beautiful,
Very very wonderful,
Very very powerful,
Not for enjoyment,
But for doing something
In truth, dear.
Who are you I asked,
No answer I get
From the air, from the water,
And the earth.
And I enquired the fact
Nowhere it is found
Said the light.
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Yo-Yo Diplomacy

No use
Yo-yo diplomacy.
Straightforward living
Is the need of the hour.
Open talk is
The best way for the future.
Normalize everything
That are running.
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Zeal, Eagerness

Zeal, eagerness and
Enthusiasm should be
Kept in tact.
All these have no
Relation with
Success or failures.
Life is delicate,
Just taste it through
Time with all
Scientific approach.
See that you can tackle
All problems here.
See that you are involved
And learning more and more.
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You are zealous
You are zealously active
To protect me, my dear,
As I have taken refuge
At You and at Your feet.
You are taking my care
By granting all my wishes
O my dear, You grants
Tranquility like full moon.
You are an embodiment of
Supreme Bliss, my dear,
You are mine of compassion,
You are complete, You are
Accomplished, original source of all.
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Zebra Crossing

Over the bridge
And bridge collapsed.

Zebra crossing
On the earth
And the earth is no more.

Zebra crossing
In the sky
And the sky broken down.
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Zero And

Zero and
From that zero
We are starting
Our life journey.

Your eyes - zero,
But we are not
Going away from
Your eyes limit.

Our earth - zero,
And we are within
This zero and
Unable to move
Leaving the earth
Anywhere besides us.
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Zero Count

Before counting zero
I want to know truth
Surrounding is loud mouthed
And people are flatterers.

I want to know how it is
Going on counting down
And I am on the hit list
Facing consequences as terror.
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Zero is not zero,
But it is full -
The symbol of the hero.
Disturb not,
No objection if
Raised eyebrows.
Blood pressure is
Not high, but low.
I am hurt and cut
Without any knife
Or any arrow.
My name is so and so,
But wait, the name is
Changing colors with a bow.
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Zero Tolerance

Zero tolerance
Of terrorism is
Good and welcomed.
Let us know first
What is terrorism
And what is not
Before doing anything
For and against.
Give proper respect
To each and everyone
In my view, this should
Be the fundamental principle
Of everyone's life.
Expect not anything
From anybody at any time.
Be in love and in truth
Be truthful and a lover of nature.
You are not alone, You are with all,
You are among all, first and foremost.
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Zero-Error

Let us proceed forward
With zero error to
Win terror.
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Zero-Sum Game

Zero-sum game
Going to end
While everybody
lost legitimate
Interest between
Life and death.

Forgetting name
And address and
Failure of all strategic
Move we became
Still in between
Death and life.
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Not There, Though
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Another Road
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And The Fly
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The Sky Searches The Earth
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Gajanan Mishra
This ocean is not that ocean
Wherein you dived again yesterdays.
Yesterdays are not in memory,
No ocean is near also.
Air is not here to take away.
Still, the sky is moving,
To tell what the bird Bulbul was singing.
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Conspiracy Of Terrorists
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Our Hearts And
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Aame keonthare?
Aau kaha sahita?
Aame kie?
Aamar sakti kana?
Kaha pain aama pratinidhigana
Tiaari karuchhanti aaina?
Kahaku aamara chakaragana
Deuchhanti seva?

In Odia lipi;
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What We Are
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Whom to tell
Is there anything
Left to tell.

Not known
Who are
Present here
To take away all
Light and dark.

No light
No dark
But we are
In hurry,
Men men,
All finished.
To Show Light
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? ???? (Kosli)  This Place
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Envy Not Dear
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Even death would fear
If one has kept
The words with actions
In balance.
Of course, the death is hard,
But with love and truth
Life is sweet and soft.
No one can say when one would
Jump over the mouth of the river.
But one can say definitely,
Upstream cannot take away
If one uses boat-pole in right way.
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Here There
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????? ????????,
??? ??? ??????,
?? ??? ?????
??? ???? ?????????
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Here

1.

?? ?? ????,
?????? ?????
?? ????? ?????
?????? ???

???? ?? ???,
?????? ?????
?? ????
? ???? ????? ?

??? ????
???????
???? ?? ?

2.

????? ??????,
?? ???,
?? ????,
?? ????,
?? ???
?? ??? ????? ?

????? ???? ??
???? ?????
?????? ????? ?

?? ????
?? ??? ?????
????? ?
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??? ???

????? ?????? ??? ???,
??? ?????? ???????
?? ??? ? ???????
?? ??? ??? ?? ? ??? ?
??? ???? ??? ????
????? ???????
???? ??? ???????? ????? ?
??? ????? ????? ???????
?? ??????? ?? ???, ??? ??? ??????? ???????????
???? ????? ????? ??? ??
???? ???? ????? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Here At This Time

??????? ????,
?? ???????? ?????!

??? ????? ???? ???
???????? ???????
?????? ??????

?????? ??????,
???????? ??????? ????
?????? ????
????

???? ??????
??? ???????

???????? ?? ???
??? ?????
????? ?? ??? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Now Life

????? ???? , ??????? ??????? ,
????? ??????, ???? ???, ??????,
????? ??? ??????? ???? ?
?? ????, ??????, ??? ??????,
????????? ?????? ????? ???
????? ??????? ????? ?????? ?????? ?
???????? ???????, ??????????,
???????? ???, ?????, ?????? ?
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Three Poems In Odia

1.

????? ?????? ????????? ??????
???? ??, ?? ????? ????? ?????
???? ????? ?

????? ?? ??,
?? ??? ??? ? ????
???? ????? ??????,
?????? ????????? ?????
?????????? ?? ?
??, ??? ??? ???
????? ??? ????? ???? ?

2.

???????? ?? ????
??? ?? ??????
??? ?? ??????? ????
??? ?????
??? ??? ???? ?????
???? ????? ?????
??? ??? ???? ???????
??????? ??!

3.

?????, ?????,
???? ??? ???? ??????,
???? ????? ??? ??? ???
??? ??????,
???? ?????? ??? ???? ????,
????? ??? ???,
????? ??? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
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Gajanan Mishra
????? Odisha

?? ????? ??
?? ????? ??
? ?????? ?????? ??
???? ?? ??
??? ???????
???? ?? ?????
?????? ?????
????? ?????
?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??
??????, ? ??? ??, ???
???? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??,
????? ?? ???,
?????? ????????, ?? ??????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
??? ?????

??? ?????

??? ??? ?

??? ?????

???? ??????

???? ?

????????

???????

????

???? ??????

???????

????

???? ???????

??????

???? ???????

???

???? ????????

?
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Who And To Whom

??? ?????? ???
????????
??? ?? ?????

??? ???? ????? ???
????? ?????? ?????
???? ?????
????? ?????? ?

????? ????
??? ????? ????? ?

? ????? ????? ???,
????? ???? ????? ???
???? ????? ?

?????? ??? ???
?? ??? ???? ???
??? ? ???? ????? ?

????? ???? ????? ???? ?
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??? ??????

????
????? ??????,
???????? ?? ?? ???,
?? ??? ????? ????? ?

??? ????? ???
????? ??? ???????
??? ??? ????? ?

????? ??????? ?? ??
???????????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ????? ?

?????? ??? ??????? ???
??? ???????? ????? ???????? ?

????? ???????? ????? ??????? ????? ?

??? ?? ??????? ??????,
????? ??????????? ?? ??

??? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? ????? ?? ?????

?????, ????? ??? ?
???? ?

???? ?????
??? ?
?? ??? ????? ?????
??? ???????
??? ????? ??? ?

?????? ????? ?????? ???, ??
???? ?? ?????? ????? ?

?????, ???????? ?????
???? ?? ?????
?????? ??? ??? ??????? ?

???? ????? ?? ??????,
???? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Write Something

???,
???? ???
?? ????? ??
?????????? ????,
??? ??? ?????
?? ?????

???? ?????? ???
??? ???? ??
?? ????????? ?????

???? ?? ????
? ??? ??
?????? ?????

?????? ??? ?????? ????? ?????
?? ?????? ?? ?????
? ??? ????????? ?????
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??? ?????

?? ?????

???? ??? ??? ??

???????? ????? ?? ??? ?

??? ??? ?????

?? ??? ??? ??

?????? ????? ??????

??? ????? xxxx ?? ??? ?

?? xxxx ? xxxx ???

?????, ??? ?? ? ???

? ??? xxxx, ??

???? ??? ????? ????? ?
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Road Of Words

1.

????? ??? ????
???? ?? ??
???? ????? ???
???????? ? ???
???????? ?? ???
?????? ?? ?

2.

??? ???? ??? ???
?? ??, ???
? ??? ????? ?? ???
????????? ???? ???????
???? ????? ??
????? ???? ??? ??? ????? ?
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????? ?????? ?????

????? ??? ??????

????? ???????

???? ??? ???????

?? ??????? ?????? ?

?????? ???????

???? ???? ??????,

????? ?????

????? ??? ??????,

????? ???????

????? ?????? ?????

?? ??????? ???????

????? ???? ?? ???
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
1.

???? ?? ?????
???? ?? ???? ?
??? ?? ?????? ??? ????
??????? ??????? ??
???? ?? ??????? ?????
?????? ??? ?

2.

???? ???? ???? ?????? ?????
?????????? ????? ???? ??
?? ??????? ??????? ?????
??? ???? ?? ?
??? ?? ?? ???? ?? ???
???? ???? ??? ?
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Wait For A While

??????, ??????
?????? ?????????
???? ?????
?????? ?????? ?????
?????? ?????
???? ?????
?????? ?
????????
?? ??
?????? ???
???? ?? ????? ?????
?????? ?? ????
?? ?????,
?????? ????? ????? ?

???? ???
?????? ??? ????
?? ?????? ???
?????? ?? ????? ?????
?????? ? ???
?? ??????,
?????? ??? ????
?? ??? ?????? ???
???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Go On Doing

?????? ??????? ??????,
???? ????? ??? ???????

?? ???? ???? ?????? ???
?????, ??? ??? ???
? ??? ????
?????? ????,
????? ???? ??? ???????
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Black
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Tell Not Again

1.

?? ?? ?? ???? ???,
???? ???? ???? ???? ??,
????? ???? ???,
?? ????? ?? ?? ????? ??? ?
????? ?? ?? ??????,
?????? ?????? ?? ?????? ?
???? ???? ?? ????????,
?????? ??????? ??? ?????? ?

2.

??????????? ???
?????? ???
???????? ????????
?? ?????? ????
?? ??? ?? ??
???????? ????
????????? ???? ??
????????? ????
???? ?? ?????
??? ??? ?
??? ??? ??
??????????? ??? ?????,
???? ???????? ??
??? ???, ???
??? ?????? ?????? ?
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Tell Me

Gajanan Mishra
Tell Whatever You Like

???? ??? ??????,
?????? ??? ??????,
????? ??? ??????,
????? ??? ?????? 

???? ??? ??,
??? ??? ??????,
????? ?????
??? ?????
??? ? ?????
???? ???? ??? ?

????? ??? ?????
????? ????
?????? ?????? ?
??? ?? ?????
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?????? ??, ???

?????,
???????? ?????? ???? ?

?????,
????? ?????
???? ???? ?????? ???? ?

?? ???? ????
??? ??? ??????? ??? ???,
??? ??? ??? ???? ?? ??

?? ???? #### ??

?????? ??? ?????
???? ???? ????? ?????

???? ???? ????

?????? ??? ??????

???? ???? ????? ??????? ??,
??, ????? ??, ?? ?
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To Say

Who is there
To say something?
What is there?
Who is coming in and
Who is going out?
What is happening?
Is there anything
Known by anyone?
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???????? ???????

???????

??? ?? ??? ????? ???

?????? ?? ????? ?

?? ?? ?????

?? ??? ?????? ?????

??????? ??? ???????? ??

???????? ?????? ???

??? ???? ?????? ?????????

? ?????? ????? ?? ?

??? ?????? ???? ?,

??, ??? ??? ??
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?????? ?????? (Kosli)  What He Told

??????
??????
?? ???????
?????? ?

?????? ?????
??????!

???? ??????? ??? ????
???? ?????????

???????? ?????
???? ????,
???? ???????
????? ?? ?

???? ????
?????? ??? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Glass

1.

??
?? ?????? ?????
????? ??? ??? ??? ???????
????? ??????? ?

2.

?? ??? ??????
????? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ???
?? ??????? ???
???? ?????????
???? ??????? ??
???? ???? ?

3.

?? ?????? ??? ?,
????? ????? ??? ??? ??
??? ??? ??????? ????? ?
???, ????, ????, ?
??? ??? ??? ??? ????? ?
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What Is The Reason And Day Had Came

1.

2.

Gajanan Mishra
What Is The Reason And Day

1.

What Is The Reason And Day

2.

What Is The Reason And Day

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
For How Long

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????? ????? Some Lines

1.

?????? ???
?????? ??
?????? ???
?????? ???, ?? ??
?????? ??? ??

2.

? ??? ???, ????? ???,
??? ??? ???????? ??? ??,
?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?????? ?
????? ????? ???? ????? ?????? ?

3.

??? ????????? ?????????
?? ??? ????? ????????
?????? ??????????, ????? ??
?? ????? ????????? ??? ?
???? ??!

4.

???? ??
???? ???,
????? ???
????? ??? ?
?? ?????
?? ?????? ?
???? ?????? ?????
???? ??????? ?? ??? ?
???? ??? ?????
????? ?? ??? ?

5.

?????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ? ??????,
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???? ??? ??? ??? ?
?????? ??? ??? ??? ??????????? ??!
?????? ??? ??????, ??????? ?

6.

?????? ????,
???? ????
???? ??? ?????? ????,
?? ?????? ? ???
???? ?????? ?????? ??? ?

7.

?? ??? ?? ??? ????
???? ?????? ??? ????? ??? ??? ?
??? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??????
?? ?? ??? ??? ??????????, ????

8.

? ??? ??????, ??? ??????,
???? ??? ??? ??? ???????
?? ?? ?????, ?? ??? ?? ???
?????? ??? ??? ??? ?
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??? ????? (Kosli)

?????? ?,
???? ?????
???? ????? ?????
???? ???? ??? ???
?????? ?
???? ?? ? ??????

Gajanan Mishra
Who Will Tell

1.

??????? ??????,
????? ??? ???????
????? ?????? ??????
????? ?????? ??,
??????? ?????? ????
??? ???? ????

2.

???? ??? ?? ????
??? ????? ????
?????? ????
?????????? ????
??????? ???? ?
?????? ???????
??? ?????
???? ??? ???
???? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
How To

What to do,
How to live.

Gajanan Mishra
What To Do

Neither you can go,
Nor you can come
What to do,
Also, you can't say.
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???? ???
???? ??????? ???,
???? ???
???? ???? ?????
?????? ???????
???? ?????
?? ??????? ??
?????? ???????
?????????? ???

???? ???
??? ??????? ???,
???? ???
?????? ?????? ???
???? ???, ??? ?
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???? ???

????
?? ?????? ?

????, ???
?? ????? ?

??? ??
?? ??????? ??

???????, ?????
?? ??????????? ?

?????? ??
????????? ?????
?????? ??? ?

????,
?????????? ???????
?????? ??? ?
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????

????
????? ????,
???? ??? ?

???? ????? ??
??? ?? ???
??? ??? ?

????? ???? ?????
???????? ?????????
????????? ????
???? ??? ?

???? ??????,
?? ??? ??? ?

????? ???????
??? ?????? ???
???????? ??? ??? ??
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????,
????? ???? ???
????? ????
??? ?????? ???????

????? ??
?? ???? ????? ?

???? ?
????? ?????
?????,
???????? ???,
?? ?????
?????? ??? ?

????? ??
?? ???,
????????
??? ?? ????????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Divided Sky

What is this?
Who will tell?
Each one stood
With his question
On way back.
Whose hope?
Whose venture?
How the sound?
Who will take whom?
Each one is
In his place
In divided sky.
Who is hearing whom?
What he is hearing?
All colors faded.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Only Questions

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? ?? ??????? ???? (Odia)  What Are You Searching?

????? ??
?????? ????

??? ??
??? ?????????
?????? ????? ?????

?????????? ?????
?????? ??? ?????

?????? ??
?????? ???
?????? ????

?????? ?? ????? ???
?????? ?????
?????? ????? ?????
??? ?? ?????
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????? ???

????? ??
????? ????

??? ??
??? ????????
?????? ????? ?????

????????? ?????
???? ?????

????? ??
?????? ????
?????? ????

?????? ?? ????? ??
???? ?????
?????? ?????  ?????
??? ?? ?????
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?????? ?????

???? ?? ???
??? ????? ???,
??? ?? ???, ???
??? ????? ??? ?

???? ?? ?? ??,
??? ??? ?????? ??????? ?
?? ????? ??? ???
????? ????? ??? ????? ??? ?

????????? ???????? ???
??? ??? ????? ????,
?? ??? ????? ??????? ???
??? ??????? ??? ?

?????? ????? ??? ??,
???? ??? ??? ??????? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? ?????? ??????

????? ????? ?????? ?

???, ???, ???

????? ????????? ??????? ?

???? ?????, ??? ?????,

???? ??? ??? ???? ?

???? ???? ???? ???

????? ??? ??? ???? ??

???? ???? ?? ??

???? ????? ?

???? ???? ?????

???? ????? ???????

???? ?? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ?????

1.

?? ??????? ???,
??? ?????? ?????????? ?
?? ??????? ???
??? ??????? ????? ?? ?? ?? ?? ????

2.

??? ?? ??????,
?? ??? ??????, ???
?? ??????? ????, ????? ???????
????? ? ??? ??????? ?? ????

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? ????

????? ????????
?????? ???????? ??????? ?
?????? ??
?????? ???????? ??? ?

????? ???? ?????
?????? ??????? ???? ?
?????? ???? ?????????
???????? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
All In House

???????? ?????? ??
?????? ?????? ??
?????? ?????? ??
?????? ?????? ??????

???? ????? ?????
???? ????????
??? ??

?????? ?? ???,
???? ?? ??????
???????? ??????? ?

???? ????? ??,
???? ?????? ???,
???? ??????,
???? ??? ?????? ??????
???? ????? ?
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1.

??????

?? ?? ??? ?????
?? ?? ??? ?????

?????? ??? ????? ?????
?? ??????? ?????
???? ???????? ???
???? ????? ??? ????? ?

??? ????? ????
???? ??????,
???? ???? ??? ?

?? ?? ??? ????
???????, ????? ????,
???? ????, ?? ??
???? ??? ????? ???? ?

2.

??? ??

??????
?????? ????
?? ??? ????
???? ???????
????? ???????
????? ??????, ????
?????? ? ??????? ?

??? ??????,
?? ??? ?????
?????? ?? ???
????? ??? ??? ?? ???? ?

???? ? ?????????,
????? ????? ? ???? ??????,
??? ?????? ????? ???? ?
Clever
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????? ??????? Dark All Around

1.

???? ??????? ???????
???? ??? ?? ??? ??????
??? ??? ?? ???????

?????? ????????? ???,
???? ???? ??????,
?? ??????? ???????

??? ?????

2.

?? ??????? ??,
????? ??????????
??? ?? ???? ????? ??????

?????????? ?????
???? ??????? ????? ??? ???????

???? ????? ?????? ???????

??
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Gajanan Mishra
???? (Odia) Farmer

???? ????
??? ????????? ?????,
??? ???? ???? ??????-
????? ?????? ?
??? ??????? ??????,
???? ????-
???????? ?????
?????? ??????? ????? ?
????? ?????? ????
?????? ? ??? ?? ?????-
???????? ?????????? ???? ?
???????? ??????? ????
????? ?? ??? ? ???? ?
???? ???? ?? ????!
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ????

1

??? ? ???,
??? ? ??? ?
??? ????
???? ?????
????? ?????? ??????? ??

???????? ??? ????? ???,
?? ????????? ??? ??? ?

??? ?? ??? ??? ????? ??

???? ????? ?? ????????,
???? ?? ?? ?????
??? ????????? ????? ???
????????????? ????? ??????? ??

??? ?????, ??? ?? ???,
?????? ?????, ?????, ???? ?????? ?????? ??

2

??? ??? ??? ???,
??, ??? ??? ??? ??
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Gajanan Mishra
??? ????? ?????

???? ????????
?? ???? ???????
???? ?????, ????
?????? ??? ????
?? ??????? ???
???? ??? ?? ????
???? ???? ????
???? ????? ??? ??? ?
???? ???? ?????
??? ?? ??? ???
??? ?? ?????, ??? ??
???? ?? ???
??? ????? ??????? ???? ?
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??? ????? ?????

1.

???? ??? ???????
????? ??
???? ?? ?????
?? ??? ???
?? ?? ???
?? ??? ??? ??? ?????? ??

2.

???, ???,
?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ?
???? ?????? ??? ????? ????
?? ?????, ?? ????? ??????,
?? ??? ?? ???, ?? ??? ?? ?

3.

??? ???? ??? ?????
??? ?? ?????????? ?????
???? ?? ????? ?? ??
?? ???? ????????? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????
?? ???? ?????
??? ????? ?????
Gajanan Mishra
Words Of Common Men

1.

?????? ??????? ??????? ?? ???
?? ??????? ???
??????? ??? ?????? ????? ?? ???
?? ???? ????
??? ?? ?????????
????????? ???? ??? ?????!

2.

???? ??? ??? ??????? ?????
???? ????? ?????? ??? ?
?? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?
?? ?????? ???? ????
?????? ?????? ?????? ????? ?
???????

3.

??? ????, ??? ??,
??? ??????, ??? ?? ????
?????? ????? ?? ???? ??
??? ??? ?
??? ?? ??????? ??? ??? ??????? ?
??? ??? ??? ????? ?

4.

???? ?????????? ????
????????????
?????? ??? ??
????????????
?????? ???? ?? ??????
???? ??????? ???? ?????????
?????? ????? ?????

5.
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Gajanan Mishra
???????? ??? Taking Birthday

1.

??????? ??????
?????? ??? ??? ?????
???????? ??????????
??? ?? ???????
????? ??? ??? ????? ?

2.

? ????????? ???
??? ???????, ??? ???,
??? ???, ??? ???,
???? ??????, ??? ??? ?
?? ???? ???????????? ???,
????? ????? ???????? ?? ?

3.

???? ?? ???
???? ???? ?????? ???
???????? ???? ??????? ????,
????? ???????? ???? ?? ????,
???? ??? ??????? ????? ??????? ?

4.

????? ??????? ???? ????? ???
????????? ?? ???? ????? ? ????
??? ????? ??? ???? ?
???????? ???????? ????????,
????? ??? ??????? ???? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Moon

1.

?????? ?????? ?????
????? ??? ?????
?? ??? ?? ???????
???? ??? ?? ???? ?

????? ???? ???????
??? ?? ????? ??? ??
????? ??????? ?????
?? ??? ????? ?? ??

2.

???? ??? ??????,
??? ?????? ????? ?
????? ?????
????? ??????? ?

?????? ??? ???
???? ????
???? ????? ??
???? ?????? ??
???? ????? ?? ?? 

Gajanan Mishra
Know Not The Situation
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?????? ?????

?? ??,
?? ?? ? ??
?? ?? ?

?? ?????
??????? ??

?? ?? ???,
?? ??????? ???,
?? ?? ?? ???
?????? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
????, ????

????

????, ????
?? ??? ?
??????, ??? ?????
?????? ?

?????
??????? ????? ?
???? ?????
?????? ??? ?

?????? ??? ?????
?????? ??? ????
??? ?? ??????? ??? ?????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? ???
?? ????? ?

??? ??
??????
?????? ????? ?

???? ??
???? ?

???, ????, ??? ?

??? ?????
?? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
1.

???? ???? ?????? ???,
??? ?????? ?? ????? ?
??????? ??? ?? ????,
?? ???? ???????? ?
?? ???- ??????? ??????
?????? ?? ???????? ??????? ?

2.

??????? ??? ??,
??? ?? ??????? ?
?? ??? ?? ???,
??? ??? ??, ??? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
????-?? (Odia) Life-Liquor

???? ?? ???????
??? ? ????
?????? ????
???????? ?? ??????? ?
?????? ????? ????
?????? ?? ????
?????? ?????? ???
?????? ????? ??
?????? ??????  ???
???????? ???????
???????? ?????? ?
?????? ?????? ???
???????? ???, ??? ???
??? ?????-?? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
?????? ??

?????? ?
? ?????????? ??
?? ????? ?????
???? ?

?????? ????,

???????? ?????? ???????? ?
??? ?????

?????????? ????? ?
???? ?

???? ?????? ????? ?

????? ?? ????????

? ??? ????? ?

????? ??

????? ?? ??

?????? ????? ?? ??

?? ??? ????? ?????

?? ??? ?????

?????? ?????

?? ???????? ?? ???

?? ?????? ?? ??? ?

?? ??? ????? ??

????? ?

????? ?? ?? ??? ?

?????? ???

???? ??

????? ?? ?????

???? ??

????? ?

???? ?????

?????? ?? ??? ?

???????? ??

?? ????? ?

????? ???

????? ???

?????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
??? ???, 
?????? ??
???? ??

?? ????? ??
?????? ? ???
?? ?? ??
?? ????? ???????
???? ??????? ??

???? ??????
??????? ????,
???? ???????
???? ???????

???????? ?????
??????? ?????
???????? ???
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????? ???????

??? ?? ?? ????
???? ?? ?? ???
???? ?? ???? ?

????? ??????? ??
?? ? ???? ?
???? ??? ???????
????, ?????
????? ???????
???? ?

???? ???????? ???????
???? ?????
????????? ???? ?????
????? ???? ?? ?

???? ?? ??? ????
???? ? ??????? ??? ?? ?
???????? ????? ??? ??? ?

??? ?? ?, ???? ?
???? ?????? ?????? ??????
??? ???? ?????? ?????
???? ? ??? ??? ?
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????? ???

???? ????? ????? ????
????? ?????? ?????? ????????
?? ?? ????? ?? ???? ?

?????? ????????? ?? ????
???? ?? ????? ?
??? ??? ???? ????
????? ???? ??????? ?

? ???? ? ???
????? ????? ??? ?

???? ???? ????? ????
????? ????? ???? ?????? ?

???? ????
???? ???
???? ????
???? ??
????!

?? ????
?????? ???????
???? ?????
??????
??????
????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
???? ???? Tiny Bird

???? ????,
???? ?? ???
????? ?????? ?????
???? ?? ??? ??????
?? ??? ?????

???? ?? ?????? ????? ???,
?? ????? ??????,
????? ??? ?????

???? ?????,
??? ??? ????????? ?????

?? ?????? ??? ???
??? ?????? ??? ???,
??? ??? ? ??
????? ????? ?????

??? ?????? ?????
?? ?????? ????? ??????? ??
??????? ?????
?? ???????!

???? ????,
?? ??? ????? ?? ????? ?????

??? ?????? ??? ??????
?? ??? ??? ????? ????? ??!

Gajanan Mishra
Rice At One Rupee

???, ??????,
??? ?? ??,
?? ???????? ???,
??? ??,
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
???????? ???????
?????????? ?
???? ?? ???
?????? ?? ???? ?
?? ?????? ????
??? ????? ?? ??
??? ????? ??!!

Gajanan Mishra
Nothing To Break

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Jasmine And Death

??? ???????
?????? ?? ??????
???? ??? ????? ?
???????? ???
????????? ??? ?? ?

??? ?????
????? ??????? ??????
???????? ????????
?????? ?????? ?

????? ?? ??????
???? ???? ??????-
??? ??? ??? ????? ???,
??? ????? ??? ?? ?? ??? ??
????? ????? ??????? ?? ?????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Keep The Dress As It Is

????? ??? ??????, ??? (Odia)  Keep The Dress As It Is

????, ????, ???????
?? ?? ??????? ????? ?
????? ?? ?? ?
??? ????? ?

???? ??? ??????? ??????,
?????? ????? ??? ????? ?
???????? ??? ??????? ????? ???,
?????? ????? ????? ?? ????????

???, ???, ???,
???????? ??? ?
?? ?? ??? ???
???? ???????
???? ?? ????? ?

?????? ??? ??????, ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
You Are With Me

I am always
Everywhere
And you are
With me.

Water water and
Fire fire,
No one would get
Anything here,
Though how much one shows
His wealth and power.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
No Difference

No difference between divisible and indivisible,
Life is all but The same here.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
You Yourself

?? ??, 
?? ??

?? ??
?? ??

?? ?? ?? ??

?? ?? ??
?? ?? ??

?? ?? ?? ??

?? ?? ?? ??

?? ?? ??, ??

Gajanan Mishra
???? ?????

????? ???,
????? ??? ????
????? ?

????, ????
????? ???? ?

???? ????
??????? ????
????? ????? ??? ?

??? ??? ?? ?? ???
??????? ???
????? ??? ?

???? ???? ????? ????,
????? ?? ????????,
??? ????? ?? ??????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???

????

????? ?????????? ????,
?? ?? ?
?? ??
???? ?????? ?

????? ?? ?? ??????,
???? ??????? ????? ?????? ?
????? ? ??????,
????? ??? ??? ????????? ?
???, ?? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
???? ??? (Odia) You Are Ours

Gajanan Mishra
Who Are You To Give

1.

??????? ?????? ???
?? ??? ??? ???
???? ? ???? ??????? ???
????? ?????? ???? ?? ????
?? ????? ???? ?? ?????? ?

2.

???? ????? ?? ????,
????? ???? ???? ???? ?
??? ??? ??? ???,
??? ?? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
You Are Your Light

Follow yourself, men,
Hermit, sage all nothing.
You are men, let men
Not exploit you.
Men, you are the stars,
You are your light.
You are the truth,
You are pure and
You have an honest heart.

Gajanan Mishra
?? ?? ??

?? ??
?? ??
?? ??

?? ?? ??

?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??

?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Wife

1.

?????? ??? ???? ?????
??? ???? ???? ???? ????
 ?????????? ???
???? ?????? ??? ????,
???? ????? ??, ??????? ???
???? ??
??? ?????

2.

???? ???? ????
???? ???? ?????????
???? ?????????
?????????? ???????
?????? ?????
???? ??
??? ??? ???????
???? ??? ???

3.

???? ??? ???? ????
???? ???, ?????
?????? ??? ???? ??
?????? ????
?????? ???? ??
?????? ???? ????
?????? ??? ??? ??
???? ??? ?????
?????? ?????

Gajanan Mishra
In Curry

1.

???????? ??? ?????
?? ?????? ?????
????? ??????? ????? ??????
????? ??????,
? ?????? ???
???? ??????? ????,
????? ????? ??????? ?

2.

????? ??? ????,
????????? ?????? ?
????????? ????,
???? ?? ????? ?
?? ???? ?????
??? ????? ?
???? ?????
?????????? ?
???? ???? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
I Do Not Want To Die In Their Certificate

Mother said
She will never go to Aadhar center.

She said,
If they would not give
Death certificate,
Then, it's okay.

Again she said,
I do not want to die
In their certificate.

My mother is nintyseven yuears old.
And we dare not to open
Our mouth before our mother.

Holding the earth
She asked
Whether she is bigger
Or the Govt!

Gajanan Mishra
Bringng The Light Of The Star

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ????? (One Kosli Poem)

??? ??? ???????
????????? ???????
???????? ??
????????? ???????
?????? ??? ???????
????????? ?????
???? ????? ?????? ?????? ??
???? ???? ????? ??? ????? ??
?????? ??, ?? ????? ??? ?? ?? ???
?????? ????? ? ????
???? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??
????, ???, ???????? ??? ???
??? ???, ??? ?????
??? ?????? ????? ????? ?
????????? ????? ??? ??
??????? ????? ?? ??? ??????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? ?????, ?????? ???? (Kosli Poem)

?????? ?????, ??? ????? ?? ?????!
???? ?????, ?????? ????
???? ??? ????????

?????? ?????, ??????? ? ??????
??? ??? ????? ?
???? ??? ??? ??? ?

????, ??? ??? ?,
????????? ???? ?????
?????????, ???? ???
???? ?????? ???? ????? ??

??? ?? ???, ??????? ?
???? ?? ???? ????? ?
???? ???? ??????? ?????
???? ???????? ?????? ?

(??? ??????? ???? ???????
????? ??? ? ????)

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?? ?????

?? ????? ?????,
?? ???? ?? ??,
???? ????? ?????? ?
????? ???? ?? ??
???? ?? ????? ??? ?
???? ? ????? ????? ?????,
?? ????? ???? ?
???? ?? ????,
? ?? ????? ???
????? ??? ??? ?
??? ??? ????
???? ? ?? ?? ???
?????? ??????? ????
???? ?????? ??? ?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Both Side Razor.

Stay alerted, men,
Keen edge both side razor.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? Sorrow

1.

??? ????
??? ???? ??????,
?? ??? ???? ???
?????? ?? ??????,
????? ??? ??? ????? ????? ?
???? ?? ??? ????? ??
???? ?? ????? ?????

2.

????? ?????
????? ????,
??? ?? ???? ?
???? ??? ??? ????? ?
??? ????? ????? ????? ????,
??? ??? ??? ???????? ?
??? ??? ?????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
???? ?? ??? - ????? ????? ?

??? ??? ??????,
???? ??? ????? ??????????? ?

???? ??? ?????? ??????,
??? ?? ?????? ??????????? ?

???? ??? ?????,
????????? ??? ??? ??? ?

??????????? ? ??? ?????
?? ???? ???????? ?

??? ????? ???????,
?????? ????? ????????????? ??

?????? ??????????,
???????????? ?

??????? ??, ???? ?? ???
??? ???? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????? Victory

??? ???????
???????? ?????? ?

????? ?????? ????
????? ???-
???????? ?????
???????? ??????? ?

???? ??? ?????????
?????? ??????? ?????
??? ???? ????????? ?

??? ????????? ?
?????? ??????? ???

???????? ????? ??? ???
?????? ??? ??
??????- ???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??, ???
??????? ??? ?
????? ???, ???  ????? ??
???? ????? ????? ??
?? ??? ?????
????? ?????
?????? ??? ????? ???
?????  ????? ????? ??
???? ????? ????? ??? ?
???????? ???? ?????
?? ?????
???? ??? ??? ????? ?
?? ?????
?? ???????????, ???
???? ??????? ??? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Show Strength

???, ???,
????? ?????????

???? ????,
???? ????

???? ?? ???,
???? ???,
??? ???????

??? ???? ?????
?? ??????,
??, ???,
??? ? ?????? ?????

???? ?? ?? ?????????
???? ???? ????? ???
??????

????? ?? ??,
??? ?? ???,
?????? ??? ??????

??? ???? ?????
?? ????? ?????
????? ????? ?????

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Whose State

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ???? ?????
???????? ??,
?? ???? ? ????
???? ?? ????,
???? ?
? ??????? ??
??????? ???
??????? ??
??? ???? ??
?????? ?????

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Towards north,
Come on, please,
The truth is there.

Gajanan Mishra
???? ???? ??? ??????

??? ??? ???,
???? ??? ??? ?

???? ????? ??? ?????? ?

??? ??,
?????? ??? ???
????? ??

??? ?? ?????
????? ??? ????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
??? ???? (Odia) In White And Black

???? ?? ???????
???? ????? ??????? ?

???? ?? ?? ????? ????? ?
??? ???????? ????????
???? ????? ????? ??

?????? ????? ?????
??? ???? ?? ??? ?
???? ????? ? ????? ??? ??? ??

?? ?? ?? ?? ???
?? ??? ?? ???????
?????? ??????? ??

?????? ??????? ?????,
??????? ??????? ??? ?????
???????? ??????? ?? ?????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???, ?? ???, Take, Take Water

???, ?? ???,
?? ????? ?
?? ?????,
?? ?????? ???,
????? ?????
????????? ? ??? ????? ??
???? ????? ??, ??? ?????? ?????
?? ?? ??? ??????, ?? ???? ??? ??? ?? ??? ? ???,
?????????? ?
???? ??? ?????, ?? ??? ?? ??, ??? ????? ?
??? ??? ??, ??? ?????? ?????
??????? ????????? ?????? ??
?? ???? ??, ??
?? ????? ???, ??? ?????, ??
??? ??????, ???? ??? ???????, ??? ?????? ??
?? ???????, ???
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? Niaali

?????? ?????? ???
?????? ???????
?? ??????? -
????? ???????,
????? ???!

?? ???? ???? ????????,
???? ????????????, ???????!
????? ?????? ???,
????? ????? ?

????? ??????? ?? ????
????? ??????? ???????
???? ??? ????? ???? ?
?????? ??????? ???? ?????
???? ??????? ??????, ??? ? ???????!

Gajanan Mishra
In The River

???? ???? ?? ????? ??????,
?? ????? ????, ??? ?????
???? ????? ????, ??? ????
???? ????? ????? ???? ??? ???
?? ??? ??????, ????? ?? ???????

Gajanan Mishra
???? ? ???

????? ???

?? ?????

???????? ????? ??? ?

?????? ????????? ???????

?? ????? ?

??? ?? ???? ?? ?????

????? ?? ??????? ???

???? ???????

?? ????? ?

??????????????

??????? ???????

?? ??? ?????

??????? ?? ?????

?????, ??? ? ???

???? ????????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ?????? (Odia) In Own Language


Gajanan Mishra
????? ??????? ????????, ???????

1.

?????? ?? ????????
??? ??????? ??? ???? ?

??? ??? ?????? ?? ??? ??????,
???? ???? ????? ?????? ?

?????? ??? ???,
??? ??? ?? ?????? &gt;

2.

?????? ????????? ????,
???? ??? ?

??? ???? ????????? ?????? ?

????????? ?????? ???????,
??? ???, ??? ??????,
? ?????? ????????? ???

3.

?????, ??????,
????? ??????????? ?????? ?

???? ???? ????? ????
????? ???? ????? ?

???? ???????
???? ?????????? ?????? ?

4.

??? ??? ??? ????,
???? ???? ????? ???????
?????? ???? ????? ?????? ?
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???,
?? ???? ??
????? ?? ?? ????,
?? ????? ???
?? ???????
??? ??? ???

?? ? ??
????? ??
????? ?? ?? ???
?? ?????? ??? ??
?? ??? ????? ????? ??

?? ? ?
????? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??????? ???
????????????? ????? ?? ???????

?? ????? ???????
????? ?? ???? ???????
????? ?? ?? ????,
?? ????? ??? ? ???????? ????
????? ???? ????? ?????
???????? ?????? ????????? ????

???????? ????
????? ???? ???? ???, ?? ?? ?? ????? ???
???????? ????? ??

?? ? ???? ???,
?? ?????? ????? ?
???????? ????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??
?? ???? ??? ???? ?????? ?
Coconut Water

Leave all and
Come on, if you want
To take coconut water.

Gajanan Mishra
??????

?????,
???? ????? ???? ?

????? ?? ??
???? ????? ???? ?

??????? ?????
???? ???
?????????? ?????
??????????? ??? ?

???? ????? ????????
???????? ??? ??
??? ?????? ??????????? ??
?????? ??????? ??? ???? ?

?? ? ?????? ??? ?? ???
???????????? ?????? ??? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
???? ???

???? ????????,
??????????? ???? ?

??????? ????,
????????? ???? ?

???????,
???????? ?????????? ?

??????? ?????? ?????????
????????? ??????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? ?????????

?? ??? ???????,
??? ??? ?
?????? ??
???? ??
?????? ???
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ?
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??
?????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
What you are telling
Not like that.

What is that
Not known to anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
????? ??

??? ????? ?
????? ???? ??????? ??
?? ???? ???????? ??
??? ??????,
???? ??????,
?? ??? ??????? ??
?????? ?????? ????
??? ????
??? ??????? ??
???? ?????, ?? ??? ????
????? ???? ????
?????? ???? ????
????? ?? ??????,
?????? ?? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Not known

What you are telling
Not like that.

What is that
Not known to anyone.

Gajanan Mishra
Name Village Mother

??? ??? ??
???? ??
??? ????
???? ??
???? ??

???? ??
???? ??
???? ???

????? ???
????? ?????

?????? ??? ??

????? ?? ?
????? ??
???? ?????

??????? ??,

????? ??????

???????

??????

????????

Gajanan Mishra
Two Kosli Poems

???? ? ?????,  
???? ??????  
???? ? ????  
??? ?????  
???? ? ???  
??? ???  
??? ? ???  

??? ?????,  
??? ?????,  
??? ?????,  
??? ???,  
??? ???  
???? ???  
???? ??? ?

???? ? ?????,  
??? ???  
????? ??????,  
???? ?????  
???? ?????? ?  
?????? ?????  
????? ?????,  
????? ????? ????? ?

???? ?? ????? ?????  
???? ? ????  
?????? ????? ?  
?????? ???  
????? ????  
?????? ???? ?  
???? ????  
??????? ????  
???????? ?????? ????? ?  
???? ????  
??? ???? ????? ??????,  
??? ???? ????? ???? ?

??? ??? ??????  
??????? ???
Gajanan Mishra
Cleverness

????? ?? ??????? ???,
????? ???, ???????? ????,
??????? ???,
?????? ?????? ???.

????? ???
????? ?? ????????
?? ??? ?????? ??????
??????? ???

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? ???,

????? ****** ****** ******,
?? ?? ****** ?? ??
****** ?? ****** ?
???? ******
?????? ****** ??
??????? ****** ?? ??
????? ?? ****** ******
????? ?? ****** ******

Gajanan Mishra
????? ?????? ?????

?????????,
?? ??????????,
??? ???,
???? ??????,
???? ???????

??? ???????
????? ??? ??, ????
?? ?????????? ?

????? ??? ??
??????? ???
????? ???????? ?

????? ?? ?????? ???,
?? ????? ?????? ?????
????? ?????? ?????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Being A Bird

??? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?? ??????
????? ??????,
?????, ??????, ??????
??? ?????????
????? ?? ?????
?? ??? ???
?? ????? ?? ???????
????? ?????? ??????

???? ?? ?????
?? ?? ???????
????? ??????,
?????? ???
?????? ??? ????? ?
???? ????????? ??
????????? ?????
????? ??? ?? ???

????? ??? ?? ?????
?? ??? ??? ???
?????? ??????,
?????? ??
?????? ??? ?? ????? ?
?????? ?????? ??????,
?????? ??? ?? ????? ?
?? ?? ????? ?? ???
????? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?? ?????  Read Poems

??? ?????

?? ?????

?? ????? ??

??? ?????  ?

??? ????

???????,

?? ??

?????? ??

?? ?????

?? ?????,

?? ???

?????? ???????  ?

????

????? ???????,

??

???? ?????  ?

?? ???????

??? ??????,

???? ?????

?? ?????  ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Know not why here,
Want not to know
Difference between
Water and fire.
Drunk air, raised up
Ask not where am I.
See, all silent,
Restlessness,
World distress.

Gajanan Mishra
Be A Stone

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
First Day

???? ?? ????????? ????? ?????
??????? ????????? ????
??????? ???????? ??
? ????? ???? ????? ???? ??
?????? ???
??? ?? ?????
?? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??

?? ?????
??????? ???
???? ??????? ??? ?? ???
???? ?? ??? ??? ????????
???? ????? ??? ????? ???
??? ??? ????? ??
???? ????? ?? ????? ????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Dear Brother And Sisters

Gajanan Mishra
Dear Men

2.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Plastic sugar,
Plastic rice,
Life is going on
With plastic men.

Bandh wheel,
Bandh mouth,
Are you going to
Open mouth?
Do you notr fear
Death?

Gajanan Mishra
Without mother, mother language, and motherland
You are unholy and in this condition
Nowhere you cannot get peace or happiness.

Gajanan Mishra
????? ???

????? ???

???????? ????? ?????

??????????

????? ??

????? ?? ???

??? ????? ??????? ???

?? ????? ??????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Morning Matured

?? ??? ????
???? ???? ?
??? ??,
??? ?????

????????? ???
?????? ???
????? ?????? ?

???????????? ???????
??? ???
??? ?? ?

??? ??? ?????
?????? ???,
??????, ?? ???,
????? ???, ?? ???? ?

???? ??? ??????,
???????? ??? ?? ???? ??,
?????? ??????? ??? ?

???? ??? ????,
?? ?????? ??? ???? ??? ?
???? ? ??? ?? ????,
???? ??? ???? ?????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Mother

?????? ?? ??????,
???? ?? ????? ????? ????? ?????,  
?? ??? ??????? ????? ????? ?

?? ????? ??? ????? ??????,  
?? ????? ?? ??? ?????????
????? ?? ??? ????

?? ?? ?????? ?????

?? ??????? ??? ?????

?? ????? ?? ??????????

?? ??? ??????? ??? ????

??? ???? ? ?? ?????,
?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ????? ????? ?

???? ?? ????? ?,
??? ??, ??? ????? ?????? ????? ?

??? ? ???, ?? ??? ??? ??? ? ???,
?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??
????? ??????? ???????????? ??? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
For Water

Gajanan Mishra
???? ?? ????

???? ?????

???? ??

???? ?????

?????? ?? ?????!

???? ???? ??

????? ?? ?????

?????????? ??

??? ??????? ?? ???

?? ???? ??????? ?

???? ????? ?????

?????? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ????? ??

?????? ??? ???????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Result Zero

1.

????? ?????? ????????? ??????
???? ??, ?? ????? ????? ?????
???? ????? ?

????? ?? ??,
?? ??? ??? ? ???
???? ????? ??????,
?????? ????????? ?????
?????????? ?? ?
??, ??? ??? ???
????? ??? ???? ???? ?

2.

????????? ?? ?????
??? ?? ?????
??? ?? ?????? ????
??? ?????
??? ??? ???? ?????
???? ????? ?????
??? ??? ???? ???????
???????? ??!

3.

????, ????,
???? ??? ???? ?????,
???? ????? ??? ??? ???
??? ??????,
???? ?????? ??? ???? ????,
????? ??? ????,
????? ??? ???????

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ???? ???? ??? (Matter - Beard)

????
???? ???? ????
?? ???? ?? ????,
???? ?????????
???? ?????
?????? ??? ???? ?

???? ????? ????? ????
???? ????? ?????
??? ???? ?????
???????? ?????
???? ?? ????
???? ? ??? ?

???? ???? ????? ????
?? ????? ??????? ??????,
???? ?????
???? ?????
???????? ??? ???????
???????? ?? ???
???? ? ????? ?????
??? ??? ??? ??? ?

?? ????? ????? ???
?????? ??????,
?? ????????? ????? ?

?????? ???
???????????? ????
???? ????? ?????
?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
?????? ?? ?? ??????? ??
?????? ???? ???
2.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??????? ??? ??

???? ???
???? ??? ? ???
?? ?? ???,
?? ????? ??

??????? ??? ???????
???? ??? ???????
???? ??
???? ?

??? ?? ?????
???? ? ??????? ???
???? ????? ??
???????? ??

???????? ??? ??,
??? ??? xxxx ?

Gajanan Mishra
???(Kosli) Enemy

???

??? ?????? ??????

????? ??? ?????

?????? ???????

??? ??? ?????

??? ?????? ?

??? ????? ??? ??

???? ????

???? ?? ???!

??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?

???? ???? ???????? ?

????? ??? ????????,

???????? ?????? ?????? ??????,

??? ????? ??? ???

????? ??, ?? ?? ? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?

Who Is Enemy?
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Father, When You Are Near
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I And The Snake

Who knows definitely
Whether I follow
The snake or
The snake follows me.

I am here
Aside the mountain,
The rivers, seas, and lakes
All around me.

All are going
Ups and down and
For this my heart
And body trembles.

And entire life I try
To live like a tree.
???  ????? - ????? ???
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Who Am I And Where From I Came

After knowing the truth
The mind would go anywhere.
Who am I and where from I came
If the answer is there, no fear.
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Men, stay free
From egoism,
And possessiveness.
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???? ?????? ?????

???? ???????????

?????? ???, ?????????

????? ??

?? ??, ????

????? ??,

??????? ??

??? ??????,

?????? ???? ?
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?? ??? My Words

????
????? ??? ???????
????
??? ??????

????? ??? ???,
?? ? ????? ???,
?? ?? ??? ???? ??
???????? ?? ??? ?

?? ????? ???? ??
???? ??? ?
???? ?? ?? ?????
???? ??????? ?
???? ?? ??? ???,?
???? ?? ??? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?? ?? My Language

???? ?? ???,
????? ???????, ?????, ?? ??

?????? ???, ?????????????

????, ???, ??????????? ?? ?????
?? ?????? ??????? ???????????

??? ????? ??, ????? ????,
???? ?????- ????? ??????? ??? ?????

???? ??? ??? ????? ?
???? ???? ???????, ????????

?? ??? ?? ??
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?? ??? ??

???? ?? ?????, ????????,
???? ????? ?

?????? ?????, ?? ?????
????? ????? ??
???? ?????, ????????????,
?? ??????, ????? ?????? ?
?? ???? ?? ?? ????? ?
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Truth, My Language

??? ??? ????? ??,
????? ?? ??????, ???????,
???? ????? ?

?????? ?????, ?? ?????
????? ????? ??
???? ?????, ????????????,
?? ??????, ????? ??????? ?

?? ???? ???? ?? ?? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
On The Strength Of My Words

?? ???, ??? ??????? ??
?? ????? ??????? ??,
???? ?? ??? ???,
?? ????? ???????
?????????? ????????? ?????? ?

English rendering;

I am a poet
No Rahu no Ketu
Comes to me with darkness,
On the strength of my words
All dazzle, enemy and friends.
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
My Path Is Truth And Love

Gajanan Mishra
In My Language

1.

?????? ???????
???? ?????
???? ??????? ??
???????? ???
???? ????? ??
???? ???????
????????

? ??? ???????

2.

??? ???? ????? ???
??? ??????? ??????? ???????
???? ?????

???? ??? ?? ???
???? ?????
??? ????? ?? ???
??? ??????? ??
???? ???????
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My Mother Is Dying

???? ?? ????? (Kosli)

???? ?? ??????,
?????? ????? ????
?? ??????? ?????,
???? ????????? ????? ?

????? ??????
???? ?????? ???? ?
???? ??????? ???? ??????
????? ????? ? ?
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?????? For Me

???? ???????? ??!

????? ??????,
????????? ????,
???? ?? ?? ????? ????,
???? ???? ???
???? ???? ??
??? ???? ???
?? ??????? ?????

???? ?????? ?????
????????? ?????? ????,
??? ???? ????? ??? ????,
?????? ???????
??????? ????,
?? ?????????? ??? ????
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
??? ??? ???

????? ???? ?

???????? ???

????? ?? ??????? ?

?? ?????????

????? ?? ??? ???? ?

?? ?????????

?????? ???? ?

?? ???

?? ????? ???????

???? ???? ?

??? ????? ??????,

???? ????,

??????? ???? ?? ?
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Jatra kare mo deha,
Mu nuhan.
Mo paati kahe,
Aakhi nuhan.

Aakashare thae
Surya, mu nuhan.
Mu ethare,
Maatire,
Tuma paain.

Tume satya,
Mu ethi tuma paain
Sharirare nuhan,
Manare nuhan,
Hrudaya sahita.

-
?????? ???

??????? ??????? ????,

?????? ????? ?

??? ??????????? ??? ??,

???????? ????,

???? ???? ???,

??????????, ??????????,

??????? ????? ??????,

????????? ???? ?? ??

???? ??????? ??? ?

????????????? ????? ????,

???, ???????? ????? ?

???????? ????? ???? ????? ?

???? ???????, ????? ????????? ????? ?

???? ???????, ??? ????????? ????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
???? ??-?????? ??

?? ?? ??
??? ??? ?
???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??
?????? ????? ?? ?
??? ?????? ?????
?????? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
???? ????

???? ?? ??? ?? ??? ??
?? ??? ??? ???,
??? ??????? ?? ?? ?

????? ???? ???????
???? ??? ??? ??? ???? ?
???, ?? ?? ?????
??? ????? ??????? ?? ?? ?

????, ????? ?? ?????
??? ?? ????? ?? ???,
??? ??????? ??????? ???????
?? ??? ?? ??????? ??

????? ???? ????? ??????,
????? ?? ??? ??? ??? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Blood Flower

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????? ???? (Odia) Keep It In Mind

1.
?? ??????? ??? ??
??? ??? ?
?? ????? ? ????? ????
????? ????? ??? ????? ????? ?

2.
????? ???? ???? ????
?????? ???? ??? ?
??? ????? ????
???? ??????? ???? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
See Not The Color

Gajanan Mishra
Cried My Mother

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?? ???????

?????? ?? ?????????

?? ?????

?? ??????? ?

?? ??

??? ?? ??????? ?

??? ?????

?????? ?? ??

????? ??? ???

????? ?????? ???

????? ??????? ?

??? ???

?? ????

????????

?? ??????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Dark Everywhere In The State
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????? (Odia) Road

1.

?? ?????? ????
?? ?????? ?????? ?
?? ????? ???,
?? ??? ?? ?? ?????? ?

2.

?????? ?? ?? ?????
?? ?????? ?????? ?
?????? ?? ?????? ?????
?? ???? ???? ?? ??? ????? ?

3.

????? ???? ??? ??????,
?? ?????? ?????? ?
??????? ???? ???,
??? ????????? ??? ???? ?
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Search Not Road

Gajanan Mishra
??? ?????? ??? ?????
??? ?????? ????? ? ???? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Las Vegas

1.

??? ??????, ?? ?????

?? ?????,

???????? ????? ?

????? ????????????? ? ??????,

?????? ??????,

???? ?? ????? ????? ?

2.

?????? ??? ????

?????? ??????????????,

???? ??????? ?

?????? ???? ????

???? ????? ?? ???,

?????? ????

?????? ???

?????? ????? ?
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???????? ?????? ????? Want To Write The Heart

1.

??????? ?????? ???,
???? ????? ??????? ??????

???? ????? ??????????? ?????
???? ???????

???? ??? ?? ???,
?? ????? ??? ???????

2.

????? ??????? ??
???? ??? ? ?????

?? ?????? ?????
??? ?????? ????
???? ??? ? ????
???? ???????

???????? ???????
???????? ??? ??????
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?????? (Kosli) People Say

1.

?????? ??? ?????
??????
?????? ?????? ?????
???? ??,
???? ?? ?????
?????? ??? ?????

2.

?????? ??? ?????
???? ????
???? ??,
????? ????? ?? ?? ???
???? ???? ???,
???? ??????? ?????????
???? ????
???? ??
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For The People

1.

???????? ? ???
???? ?????? ????????? ?
???? ?????? ???? ?? ????
??? ??? ?? ???
????????? ??????? ??
?????? ??
???? ?????

2.

???? ???????
?????? ?????
???? ????? ???????
???? ??
???????????? ???????
????????
???????? ?????
???????? ?????
?????? ?????
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
1.

?????,
?? ??????,
????? ??

?????????,
???? ???? ?? ????? ??

?? ??? ?????
???????? ??? ?????????? ??

???? ?????,
???? ????? ?? ????? ??

2.

???? ???
??? ????? ??

???? ?????
???? ????? ??

?????,
?? ??? ?? ????? ??
??????, 
??? ???? ? ???? ??

??? ????,
???? ????? ??????? ??

???? ????? ??????,
?????? ??? ??? ???? ??
???? ???? ? ?,
???????? ?????? ??

Gajanan Mishra
The words dazzle
Day and night
Like the sun and
The moon in poetry
And no eclipse here.
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
????? ?????

????? ?? ??????,
? ?????? ?
? ?????? ????
???? ???? ???
?????? ????? ????

????? ?????
????? ???? ???
?? ????? ?????
?????? ?????? ????? ????? ?

????? ??????? ??????,
?? ??? ????? ?? ?
????? ????? ??
?? ??
???? ??? ??????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Towards Sixty

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Evening Morning

?? ??
?? ??
?? ??

?????? ?????

????
????

????
?? ??

?? ??? ??? ???
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Gajanan Mishra
?????? (In The Morning)

????
? ??? ????? ?

????? ???????
??? ??? ?

???? ??? ??
???? ???? ?

???? ?????
????? ???? ??????? ?

?????? ??
???? ??? ?

??? ?? ?????
?????? ???? ?

?????? ?????? ?
??? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?
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?????? ?????? ?????? (Kosli)

?? ????? ?? ??
?? ??? ????? ??
?????? ?????? ?????
??? ??? ?? ?? ??
???? ??????? ?????

??? ??? ?????? ?
???? ?? ???????!

???? ??? ???? ?????????
??? ??? ?????????
????, ????? ???? ??
?????? ?????? ?????? ??
???? ????? ???????,
??? ???? , ???? ??? ???????
???? ??????? ?????? ????? ????? ?
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Sanketa (Sign)

1. ???

?? ??

??? ?????? ?????????
?? ????? ????? ??
????? ?????? ?????? ?
??????? ?????????
????? ????? ????????? ??

??? ????? ?????? ???
??? ?????? ???? ????? ? ???
????? ???!

?? ??? ??????????? ??? ??
????? ??????? ?????? ??????,
??? ?????? ???? ??????????? ????
??? ???? ?

??? ?? ?? ?????
????? ???????
??? ???? ???? ??
???? ??? ???? ?????
???? ???? ?????
? ???? ????
?? ??? ???????? ?

2. ?????????

????? ???????
????? ??? ??? ?

????? ???????
????????????? ????
??????? ??????? ?

?? ??? ?? ??,
???? ?? ??????,
???? ?? ???????,
??? ?? ?????,
????? ??? ?? ??? ??
??? ? ??????????? ?????? ?

??? ??
???????? ????? ???,
????? ?? ?? ????? ?

??? ??? ?????
??? ??? ??? ??? ???,
?????? ??????? ?????? ??? ???,
??? ????? ?

??? ????????? ??????? ?????????? ?

3. ?????

?????? ?????????????
?????? ????? ?? ?? ???
?????? ??? ????? ?

????? ????? ????
???? ??? ????? ???? ??????,
???? ??? ??????,
????? ??????? ??????? ??? ???,
???? ???? ??? ????? ?

?????? ???? ?? ?????

????? ??? ??? ????? ?????
????? ????? ???????????
???????? ????? ??????? ???
?????? ??? ?? ??????????? ?

????? ?? ???????
????????? ???? ? ?
?????? ?? ?? ???????
???????? ???????????? ?

?????? ??? ????? ?????,
4. ?????

?? ???? ?? ? ??? ??????

?????, ????? ??????,

???????? ??????? ?? ?

????? ??? ????? ????????,

? ??? ????? ??,

??? ???, ??? ??????? ?

? ????? ?????? ?????? ??????,

???? ???, ?? ??? ??? ??????? ?

?????, ??? ?, ????? ??????,

???????? ????? ?????? ??

?????, ????????? ?

?? ?, ?????? ????? ???

????????, ?? ??

???? ????????? ????????,

???? ????? ??????????? ?????

?? ??? ????? ??????? ?

?????? ?????? ??? ?????? ? ??

????? ??? ??????? ???

????????

? ?????? ??????

?????? ?? ????? ??

??????, ??????? ???? ? ?

??? ???? ??? ?

5. ????????
7. ?????

??? ??? ?? ????? ??????? ??????,
??? ? ?????? ???????
???? ???? ????? ????, ??? ? ?????
???????? ????? ????? ???? ?

???? ?? ???? ????? ???? ??
??????? ??????? ????????????,
???? ????? ? ?? ????? ??? ??????
??? ?? ??, ???? ?????? ??? ?????
????? ?????? ?

? ?????? ???? ???? ??? ?????
?? ?????? ? ????? ?
???????? ??????? ???? ????? ?????? ????? ?????? ?
?? ?? ????? ?????, ???? ??? ?????
???? ?????, ??????? ???? ???
???????? ??????? ??? ???
?????? ?? ?????? ?????
???? ?????? ??? ????????? ??

???? ????? ???? ???? ?????
?? ?????? ??? ???? ?????????????
???? ?????? ??? ?????????
? ????????, ????? ?????? ?????
?????? ????????????, ??????? ???????
???????? ?? ?????? ?????? ?? ?????
?? ????? ?? ????? ??????,
?????? ???? ??? ?? ? ?? ???????
?? ???? ? ???? ?????? ???
? ??????? ?

?????? ? ????
?? ??? ??????????? ?? ??
???? ????????? ??????
?? ??? ?? ????? ?

? ???? ?
?????? ??? ?????????????????
??? ?? ???
???? ???? ??? ???,
???? ????? ??????? ?? ?

10.????

??? ??????????? ??? ????? ??? ?
????? ?????? ?????!!
??? ?? ??? ?????
???? ??????? ???? ??????? ??????????? ??

? ??? ?????? ?????
?????? ???? ???
???? ?? ??? ????? ? ??? ?
?? ???????
??? ??? ??? ??? ????,
? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?

?? ??? ?? ???
?? ??? ????? ? ????,
??? ????? ??? ?? ?
????? ???? ????? ??? ?,
???? ????? ??????????? ?????? ??

?????? ??? ?? ????? ???
?? ?????? ???? ?????
??? ??? ????? ??????????? ??????????? ?

?????? ? ??, ???? ?????????
??? ????? ??????? ??????? ?
11. ???

???, ??????? ????? ?
?????? ??? ???
?????? ??? ?????,
???,
?????? ?? ????? ?

?? ? ? ?????
?? ?? ?????
???? ??? ????? ?????
?? ????? ???? ?????
?????? ????? ??????,
???, ?, ?? ?? ????? ?

?????? ???? ????? ??,
???? ????? ???? ????? ????? ?
??????????? ?????? ?????
???? ????????? ?
???, ?? ??? ?? ????? ??? ?
?? ????? ??????
?? ???? ?????? ?

???, ????? ??? ??
?? ????? ?? ?? ?
? ??? ???????
????? ???????? ??? ?????? ?

12. ???

???? ????? ????
????? ??? ?????????
???? ???? ????? ?
???? ??? ???
?????? ?????????
?????? ?? ??? ??? ??? ?

??? ????? ???? ??
?????? ????? ?????,
13. ???

?? ????

?? ????? ?????? ??? ??? ?

13. ???

?? ?????

???? ???? ?????? ??? ??? ?
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14. ?????????

???, ????? ?? ?

???????? ????? ?? ??? ????? ??????,
???????? ??? ????????,
???? ?? ????, ??????? ??????? ??? ?

????? ????? ??????, ???,
??? ??? ????? ??????,
??????? ??? ????? ??????, ???,
??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??? ???,
????? ??? ??????? ?????
??????? ????? ???
????? ??????? ??? ????????? ????,
??????? ?? ????? ??????? ?????? ????,
???, ????? ?? ???

? ????? ????? ??? ??????? ??? ????,
??? ??? ??, ??????? ????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ?

????? ??????? ??? ????????,
???, ????? ?? ?

???, ??????? ??, ????????, ??? ???
??????? ???, ? ????? ? ???? ?

15. ?????

???? ??? ????? ??????,
???????????? ??????? ???,
??? ??????? ???,
?????? ??? ???,
????? ?? ???????
???? ??????? ????? ??
????? ?? ???
?????? ?????? ?????
?????? ??? ?? ?? ?? ????? ?

????? ????? ??? ??????,
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16. ??????

????? ???? ??????,
???????? ???? ??????? ?
???? ????? ???? ????? ??????, ????? ??????,
??? ????? ??????, ????? ?????????,
???? ????????? ????? ???? ??????? ?

?????? ??? ????????????,
?????? ????????? ??????????,
???? ???????, ??? ??????,
?????????? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ????,
???? ?????? ??? ?????? ?????????
???? ???? ????? ?

???? ? ? ??
???? ?? ??
?? ????? ???,
???? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?????
????? ??? ??????,
???? ??? ??
???? ????????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
?? ?? ?????

????????

????

???? ??

??????

?????? ?

???? ??

?????? ???

??????, ?????

???? ?? ??????? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Truth, The Sky

1.

?????? ????? ?
????? ??? ????? ?
???? ?? ????? ?? ?

???? ????? ????? ?????? ????? ?
???? ???? ?
???? ???????? ?

2.

???? ??????????,
???? ???, ???, ???,
???? ?????????
???? ???? ????????,
??? ?????, ??? ???,
????????????

?? ?? ????? ????
??, ???
?????? ????
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Gajanan Mishra
Truth Day

1.

?? -
?? ?? ???
???? ?
??? ?????
???? ?????
?? ?? ??
????? ?
????? ?
???? ?????
?? ?? ??
???? ?????
?? ?? ??
????? ??
???? ?

2.

??-
?? ?????????
?? ?
??-
?????? ??
?????????? ?
??-
???? ???
? ??? ?? ??
??-
?????? ????? ?
??????
????, ?? ??

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Holding The Truth

Gajanan Mishra
?????? ?????

???? ??
?????? ???,
?? ?? ???
???? ????? ??

?????? ????? ??????,
???? ?? ?? ? ?

???? ????? ??

???? ?? ???,
?????? ????? ?

???????? ?????
???? ????? ????? ?
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Committed To Truth

?????? ???? ??????????,
??????

???? ?? ??? ????????,
??????

??? ????? ??? ???? ??????,
??????

??? ?????, ?????, ??,
??? ??? ?????, ?????????

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Six Odia Poems

1.

?? ?? ??? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??, ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??, ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

2.

?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

3.

?? ?? ??? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

4.

?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??

5.

?? ??, ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
Gajanan Mishra
Beautiful

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Dream is never truth,
The dream ends,
And everything is finished.

Gajanan Mishra
Dream is never truth,
The dream ends,
And everything is finished.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
?????????? Good Morning

????????, ?????? ??? ????????? ???
??? ????????? ??? ?
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All Stolen

1.

??? ????? ?
???? ?? ?
??????????
??? ???? ?
?????? ????? ?
?? ????? ?
??? ??? ??????? ?
?? ?? ????
??? ?? ?????

2.

??? ?? ???? ????
????? ????? ????
????? ?? ??? ?
???? ??? ?????
?? ???? ??? ????
???? ????? ?????
?? ?????
???? ?? ????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
Okay all
But not right
The time
And time is
Not mine.

Who is there
And what is mine
The question is
Not easy or
Say great
But to answer
Is difficult.

Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
All Beautiful

??? ??? ?? ????
???? ????? ??,
???, ????????? ?

?????? ??????? ?????
? ??? ????? ???????
????? ????????
???? ?? ??? ?

??????? ??? ?????
?? ??? ?????
??????? ??? ?????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
????? ???

????? ???
?????? ??
????????
?????? ?

Gajanan Mishra
All Milk

??? ?? ???? ?? ???,
????? ???? ????? ??
??? ????? ???? ?????

??? ??? ?????
?? ??????? ???,
???
?? ?? ?? ???
? ???? ? ??? ???? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
For All

??? ???? ???,
?????? ????? ????? ?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ???????
?? ????? ??????? ?

??????? ??????????,
???? ?? ???, ?????,
???? ??????,
??????? ?, ?????? ?

???? ?? ?????
??? ??? ?? ??? ?
??? ??? ??
??? ???? ?? ?

??????, ??, ??????????,
??? ????? ?? ??????? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
?????? - ????

?????? - ????
(????? ??? ?????????????)

?? ?? ?????!

????, ??? ????? ?? ?????????
????? ??? ?

????, ?? ?????? ??? ??? ??????,
? ?????! ??? ??????? ????????, ???
??? ???? ?????? ?????? ?

????, ?????? ???? ??? ???,
??? ??????? ???????
??? ?????? ???? ??? ?

?????? ?????, ????? ??????? ??????,
????? ?? ???? ??????,
??????? ???, ??? ?? ?
???, ????? ??????, ????? ?? ?
?????? ? ??????????,
?? ???? ???? ?????-???? ?

?? ?? ??????,
??? ? ?????, ???? ?

?? ?? ??????????? ?????,
?????????? ?? ?? ?

???????? ??? ????????
????? ??????? ??

???? ?????

????????? ???? ???? ??? ?
???? ??? ????? ????,
??????????? ????? ?????
???????? ?????? ??
??? ???,
?????? ??
???? ????? ?
???? ???? ??? ?
?? ??????? ?
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????? ??????? ?????? (Kosli)

????? ??????? ??????,
?? ? ?? ??????? ???, ??????? ?
???? ???, ??? ??????? ???? ?
???????? ???? ???
???????? ????? ?????? ?????? ?
????? ?????? ???? ????
??? ???? ?????? ??? ??? ???? ?
???????? ???? ? ????
??? ??????? ??????? ?
???? ????? ????? ? ????,
???? ??? ?? ?? ??????? ????!
???? ???, ?????
?????? ????? ????? ?? ??
????? ??????? ????? ?????? ??? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
?????? ??

?????,
??? ??? ??????,
?? ???? ????? ????? ?

???????? ?????
???, ???? ?? ?
???? ??? ??? ?

??? ?????
?????? ??? ?

??? ????
????? ????,
??? ????
???, ??? ?

??? ??? ?????
????? ???????? ?? ?
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
No Time

???? ????, ??????
??? ??????,
???? ???? ?,
?? ?????? ???,
??? ??? ??? ??????,
???? ??? ?????
????? ???? ?? ????
????? ???? ?? ????!

???? ???? ??? ???????? ????
??? ???? ?????? ???????
???? ??????,
????? ?? ?? ???????
?? ????? ?????
?? ????? ???
????? ?? ? ????!

?? ??? ????? ????? ????
???? ??? ??? ???????
???????? ????? ????
?? ??? ???
?? ?? ??? ???????
??? ???? ???????

Gajanan Mishra
1.

????? ???? ??????,
?? ????? ? ?
????? ???? ???? ??!
??? ?? ??? ??? ???????
???? ???? ?? ?
?????? ?? ?? ???
???????? ?? ?????? ?? ?
???? ?? ??? ??????,
?? ???????? ??
??????? ??????????,
?????? ??
???? ??? ???!
?????? ????? ?? ?????
??? ????? ?????????
??? ????? ?????????? ?

2.

???? ????
????? ???
???? ??????? ?
???? ????
??? ?? ?????
???? ?????
???? ???????
???? ?????? ??
???????? ???
???? ??? ??????? ??
????? ??? ?? ???????
????? ??? ?? ???????
???? ????? ???,
???????? ??? ???????
????? ??? ??? ??????? ?
??? ??, ??
?????? ????? ??? ?
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???, ?????? ?? ??

????? ??? ?? ???
???, ?????? ?? ??? ?

?? ????? ????? ?????
??? ??? ??????? ??

??? ??? ???????
?????? ?????? ??

?? ?????? ??????? ???????
???? ??????? ?????? ?????
??? ????? ??

?? ??? ???? ????
?????? ??? ??
? ??? ??????? ?? ?? ?

?? ?????????? ???? ?????
??? ?????? ?????? ?? ??? ??
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???, ???????, ??

??? ????? ????,
???, ????????, ?? ??

????? ??????
??? ????? ??
???? ? ???? ???????? ??

???? ????? ???
?? ?? ?????? ?

???? ????? ??? ????? ??
????????? ????? ??
???? ????? ?? ?? ???
???? ?? ??? ?????
??? ????????? ??

???? ????? ???, ??????
??????, ??????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??? ??
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We Are All Here

We are all here
Ask not what for,
Each other.

We are here
It is true.
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?????? ??? ?????- ??

?????? ??? ??????,
?? ???? ???? ??
??????? ???? ?

??? ????
?? ? ??? ?

????
??????
????
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1.

?????????? ?? ???????????
?????? ??? ???? ????
????? ??? ????? ????
???????? ???????
???????? ?? ?????????
?????? ?

2.

???? ?????? ???,
????
??????????? ? ???? ????
??????????? ????? ???????
????? ??
???? ?????
????
?? ???
?? ??,
?? ???????? ???????
?? ???? ???????
???? ????
???? ?????? ???? ??

3.

????? ????
???? ?????,
????? ??? ????
????? ?? ??? ???
???? ???? ??
?? ?? ??
???? ????? ??
?? ?? ??
?? ???? ??????? ?? ?
?? ????? ?? ?????
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Jay heu, jay heu.
Odia, sarkari bhasha,
Ehaku jie palana na kariba,
Odisha chhadu.

Odia chhada anya bhasha
Be-aaina, grahana na heu,
Ehaku jie palana na kariba
Odisha chhadu.
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Misunderstanding is there,
Plea to make it understand
Is also there.

Possibility is there
All would have happened
That are not yet.

Who is knowledgeable
And where is the light,
Knowing all
The bird flew away.

To tell is nothing
But toleration is
Everything.
And we know all
From the very beginning.
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Sine Die
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General People

1.

???????? ??? ???????,
???????????? ?? ???????
?? ?? ?????? ???? ?????
???? ?? ??? ??????,
???? ?? ? ?????
???? ??? ??? 1

2.

????? ??? ????
?????? ??????? ?????,
????? ?? ???? ??????
????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?
?????? ???? ????????????? ??????
??? ?? ?????????
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The Snake Eats
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??? ?????, ?? ????

??? ??
?? ??
??? ???? ?

?????? ??,
?? ???, ??????,
?????????????, ??????, ?????,
???? ??????? ?????
???? ??? ?

???? ?? ?????
??? ?

???????? ???,
???? ??? ????? ?

???? ????,
???? ??????? ????? ?

??? ????? ???
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Gajanan Mishra
Gajanan Mishra
Life is not so easy
As you think Gajanan,
Stay there within
Your own home
If you want to get peace.
Tell all,
You are nobody.
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???? ??? ???? ?? (Kosli)

???? ? ??? ?????
???? ??? ???? ??????,
??? ??? ?????
???? ????? ??
???? ????!

???? ??? ??? ??,
??????? ??? ??????
???? ???? ???
???? ??????????!

???? ? ??? ????? ??????,
??????????? ???
??? ?? ????? ? ???
?????????? ??????
??????? ?????? ???? ?
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?? ???? ?????
?? ???,
?? ????,
?? ???? ?

??? ???
????? ?????? ?
??? ?????
????????? ????? ?

?????
???? ?? ???
??????? ?

??? ??? ?????
???? ?????
?????? ?
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Heart Is Dead

1.

???? ???,
?????? ?? ?????
??? ?????,
?????? ????? ????

2.

???? ??? ????? ????,
???????? ?????? ????? ?
??? ??? ?? ????
???? ????? ??? ?
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Who Touches The Heart

1.

?? ?? ????? ??,  
?? ?????? ??? ????,  
???? ?? ?????,  
?? ??? ?? ??? ?  
????? ??????? ???,  
???? ?? ??? ??? ??,  
???? ?? ??? ??? ??? ?

2.

?????? ??? ?????  
???? ???????  
?? ??? ?? ?????  
????? ?????? ??????!

3.

?? ????????? ???  
??????? ??,  
?????? ??????? ??????? ???  
?? ??????, ?????? ???,  
? ???? ??? ????? ?

4.

???????????? ? ????  
??? ?????  
???? ?????? ?? ??? ?  
???? ?? ??  
??? ????? ?  
??? ???? ???? ??
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?? ?? ?? ????? (Odia)

?? ?? ?? ?????
?? ?????????? ?????
?? ?? ?????? ?
???? ??? ?????? ???,
???? ??? ??? ??? ?
?????, ??? ?? ??????
?? ????????? ????
??? ????????? ??? ????????? ?
????? ?? ????
??? ?????? ?? ???
???? ??? ?????? ?
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What Has Happened?

1.

????? ??? ????? ??????? ???
?? ?????, ??? ??????, ???????? ????? ?? ?? ???
???? ??? ??? ??? ????? ?????? ??????? ??? ?

2.

??? ????? ???,
?? ??? ?????
????? ??? ??? ?
??? ??? ???? ??????? ?

3.

??? ??????, ??? ?
???? ?????, ??????? ?
??? ???? ??????,
???????? ?? ???????
?????? ??? ?

4.

????? ??? ?????
????? ????????? ?
?? ??? ??? ?????
???? ???? ?
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